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Construction complicates safety
Escort services aiiJ^afe journeys

home, sDOthe students' worries
By Lucia Sanchez
Dally Bruin Staff

Lorine Chen may be undecided

about what her major is, but this

first-year student Icnows that her

late night on-campus studies
should end with a Community
Service Officer escort home.

"I've heard a lot of statistics

(about crime), and I'm not going to

be one of them," Chen explained.

The addition of construction

fences - along with L.A.'s reputa-

tion for crime - has made some
students thinlc twice before walk-

ing liome alone. Chen said she

feels safe on carnpus, but when it

starts to get daiic out and there isn't

anyone around, she calls a CSO to

escort her back to her dormitory
room in Sproul Hall.

-C4»«QuUsci?vered the service
through some second year students

on her floor.

The CSO escort program
accompanies between 50 to 100
people like Chen nightly. The pro-

gram has run continuously every
night, including holidays, from
dusk until 1 a.m. at UCLA since its

inception in 1977, said CSO
Programs Manager Mike Biendzal.

Escort requests rise during finals

and on-campus library closing
times, said Field Escort Supervisor

Paul Martinez. Requests also rose

after last year's Northridge earth-

quake, he added.

This yeaf, anxiety has risen for

many students who, like Chen,
walk across campus at night
around the newly erected fences
and construction sites surrounding

Royce Hall and Powell Library.

"There's lots of blind comers,"
said Chen. "There should be more
lights."

M^inez, a CSO for a year and a

half, advises students to walk as far

away as possible from the comer
they are going to turn. "Keep the

See SAFETY, page 9

Inside News

Labor ieader
UCLA community mem-

bers turned out on Saturday

to honor Philip Vera Cruz,

the Pilipino labor rights

leader who died this June.

Students s^ his pioneering

work in the Pilipino

American community con-

tinues to inspire current

activism.

See page 3

inside Viewpoint

A cliecic on
clieating?

You wouldn't tolerate

cheating on a Math 32A
final, would you? Lawrence
Kam, a microbiology/ mole-

cular genetics student, faces

off with Proposition 187

opponents to explain why
he thinks the initiative is a

frugal, sensible public poli-

cy which refuses to let peo-

ple get away with cheating.

See page 14

Bacl< Page

Naturai
mystic

Robbie LaBelle, UCLA's
second leading scorer, has

taken a more profound

approach to the game of

soccer.

See Page 32

What wood you do?

~^~^ ABBY MOSKOWITZ/Oaily Brum

Jhis 10,000-year-old stump is part of the Western Canada Wilderness Committee and
LPRIG's tour of the United States to give alternatives to chopping down old trees.

Thieves make off with UCLA trees
Botanical garden

loses specimens

during weekend
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By Donna Wong
Daily Bruin Senior Staff

Amid a lush garden of fig trees

and rhodendrons at UCLA, 10

cycad trees were carted away
from the Mildred A. Mathais
botanical garden sometime late

Friday night or early Saturday
morning.

Comprising representatives
from half the UCLA cycad col-

lection, the trees are collectively

valued at roughly $10,000, said

garden manager Randy Pluack.

The theft occurred when
unknown robbers cut through the

chain link fence on the west side

of the garden. They dug out the

cycads and put them in a vehicle

which the garden staff suspects

was parked just outside the fence

in a legal parking spot, garden
director Arthur Gibson said.

"The people knew exactly
what species they wanted,"
Gibson said, in reference to the

fact that the garden's more com-
mon plants and cycads were left

untouched.

Used mostly as educational
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JUSTIN WARREN
Ten cycad trees were stolen from UCLA's Botanicai Gardens.

STEVE KIM

CSO Reza IMahvl walks Lorine

Chen home.

Church and
state clash

new case

tools for UCLA biology and
botany classes, cycad trees are

low, compact plants that look a

bit like tropical palms and have
separate female and male trees.

Frequently used for landscap-

ing purposes, the most inexpen-

sive cycad can cost somewhere
around $250.

"It's very frustrating," Pluack
said. "We as a garden have put a

lot of effort into the cycad collec-

tion, and (the theft) has wiped
out the diversity."

Apparently, theft is not unusD-
al at the botanical gardens. Right
after the 1984 Olympics, a num-

ber of cycads were also stolen

from the garden. In two separate

instances, acacias and four full

rhodendron plants were stolen,

Pluack said.

Currently, there are no imme-
diate plans to replace the stolen

cycads since the rest of the col-

lection is still intact and replac-

ing the tress would be expensive,

with each one ranging near
$1 ,000, Gibson explained.

However they may look into

trading plants with other collec*

tors and plant dealers in the

See CYCADS, page 10

By Linda Greenhouse
The New York Times

WASHINGTON -^^ccepting^a
case at the intersection of free

speech and religion, the Supreme
Court agreed Monday to decide
whether a state university must
subsidize student-run religious

publications if it gives other stu-

dent publications financial sup-

port.

The case is an appeal by a

Christian j^tudcnt group at the

University of Virginia, where
students pay an activity fee of

$14 every semester that is used

to finance more than 100 student

organizations and a dozen publi-

cations.

Under guidelines that bar
financing for religious organiza-

tions, the student council in 1991

turned down the Christian stu-

dents' request for $5,900 to pub-

lish a magazine founded to

discuss "Biblical Christianity" at

the university.

The university administration

and two lower federal courts
upheld the student council's
decision. The fourth U.S. Circuit

Court of Appeals in Richmond
ruled earlier this ye^r that while

the First Amendment's guarantee

of-free speech would ordinarily

bar the university from treating

publications differently on the

basis of their content, the dis-

crimination was justified in this

case by "a compelling interest in

maintaining strict separation of

church and state."

The appeal, Rosenberger v.

Rector, No. 94-329, is the only
religion case on the court's dock-

et for its new term, although oth-

ers could be added over the next .

few months.

At a time when a majority of
the justices have indicated a will-

ingness to take a new look at

precedents barring not only
direct but also indirect public aid

to parochial schools, the new
case is particularly interesting.

At issue is not only the ques-
tion of religious speech, but also

the question of what limits the

Constitution places on taxpayer
support for religious organiza-
tions.

Even more broadly, the case
gives the court an opportunity to

re-examine its approach to the

See COURTS, page 11
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What's Brewin' Today
9 a.m. - 6 p.m.

Graduate Mentor Prooram
Applying t6 Grad School: Drop-in Assistance

Campbell 1214
206-3677

10 a.m. - 2 p.m.

Student Welfare Commissien
Blood Drive sign-ups

Bruin Walk
Now through Nov. 4

825-7586

1 p.m.

International Studies Abroad
Information session

Ackerman 2408
I (800) 580-8826

3 p.m.

The Acadejmy for Judaic, Christian and Islamic

Studies

Dialogue-Lecture: "Foundations for Dialogue
Between Judaism, Christianity and Islam"

Law Sch(X)l 1 357
2()8-{)863

Education Abroad Program
Spain infomiation ijiceting

Bunchc 11382
825-2770'

4 p.m.

International Affairs Forum on Careers and
Panel

Information on graduate programs and
international affairs

James West Alumni Center
206- 1 936

Placement & Career Planning Center

Writing a Curriculum Vitae: Workshop for

Careers in Math and Science
I-or graduate students only

PCPgBuildmg
At 6 p*m. - Selecting a Grad Sch(x)l workshop
Register by callmg 206-1944

Sportscar Performance & Motoring
General meeting

Ackerman 3508
209 1164

UCLA Pre-Pharmacy Society

Speaker: USC School of Pharmacy
representative

Ackerman 35 1

7

208-5563

4:15 p.m.

College of Letters and Science Academic
Support Workshops
Identifying Your Learning Strengths

At 7 p.m.- Choosing a Major: a primer for first-

year students

Griffin Commons 203
825-9315

5 p.m.

AISA

Meeting

Call 825-9314 for location

Buddhist Student Association

Speaker: Dr. Huang on Suffering and Buddhism
Lu Valle Boardroom

Cultural Affairs

'*L{K)king Beyond" Exhibition Reception
KerckhoffAn Gallery

825-6564

Chinese Student Association

General meeting

Ackerman 3530

Quarter in Washington Program
Information meeting

GSL.S^uilding 303
Application due tomorrow
206-3109

5:30 p.m.

USAC
Meeting

Kerckhoff 400
825-7306

6 p.m.

Chinese American for Political ReMardi &
Action (CAPRA)
General meeting

DoddI70

Korean American United Students for Education

and Service (KAUSES)
General meeting

Campbell 2240
825-7184

Little Spark Christian Fellowship

Bible study and rally

Kinsey 141

209-4536

MAHU (Queer Asian Network)

"Dinner Anyone?"
Campbell 3230
825-8053 or 825-7184

Nikkei Student Union

General meeting

Franz 1178

825-1784

Republican Youth Majority

Meeting

Ackerman 35 1

6

208-7331

6:30 p.m.

Asian Baptist Student Koinonia for Graduate
Students

"More to This Life" - free Korean BBQ and
seminar

AGSM 4325B
273-4035

Hindu Students Council

First general meeting

Ackerman 3530
208-7337

KLA
Political BS Talk Show
530 AM, 99.9 Century Cable FM
Call for comments 825-9999

7 p.m.

UCLA Circle K Service Club
Weekly meeting

Ackerman 3525
794-4786

UCLA Japanese Animation Club

lYee screenings of Japanese animation, all

subtitled

Dickson 2 1 60E
794-3656

8 p.m.

Hwa Rang Do - Martial Arts Club
Korean martial art class

Wooden Center Gold Room
824-5863

True Jesus Church Campus Fellowship
Bible Study /
Ackerman 2410
208-7498.

UCLA Ski Team
Ski Trip sfgnups

John Wooden Center
479-6907

If you would like an event listed in this section,

please drop by the Daily Bruin's front counter in

225 Kerckhoff and fill out a listing form by 2
p.m. the day before publication. The deadline
for a submission that will appear in Monday's
paper is Thursday at 2 p.m. Please address
questions to Ayako Hagihara at 206-0904.

Woodstock 1994 festival

site now ciean and green
The New York Times

SAVGEKUES, N.Y. — Nearly

two and a half months ago, hun-

dreds of thousands of young people

slid, moshed and danced tfieir way
through three days of music and
nostalgia

Then, when it was all over, thejT

packed up their memories and tales

of survivaUeaving a 740-acie Ikm
a sea of mud, rotting pizza, empty
Pepsi cans and soiled clothing.

The cleanup was left to the pro-

moters ofWoodstock '94, who were
eager to show that they could make
good on a promise to restore the fes-

tival site to its natural state.

Lodcing over the Winston Farm,

now flush with new gnen grass, the

festival's promoters, Michael Lang
and John Roberts, said Friday that

they wanted the world to know they

had taken care of the tons of
garbage that made the concert site

lode like a man-made disaster.
"

_J_'Wc don't want that to be the

-TSJ"*-^
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lasting image of Woodstock '94,''

Lang said.

The Woodstock festival, which
ended Aug. 14, drew 350,000 peo-

ple who left behind 1,300 tons of

garbage and mud. Rain during and

after the concert complicated efforts

to clean up the mess.

The cleanup that was supposed to

See WOODSTOCK, page 13

After Hours. The Bruin's lifestyles and
weel(en[l section, is coming soon.

Don't miss out on the guide for UCLA students.

Coming soon, every Thursday.

Right in here in the Daily Bruin.

Stay tuned in for stories about the latest trends in our
generation, things to do after hours, weekend excursions
and quirky diversions. Also featuring creative writing --

,

short stories, poetry and columns.

So you wanna get irttwlvefIn Alter hours? Now lofittlng for writers.

Stop Dy 225 Kerckhoff Hall or call Aimee at 206-5622.
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Vera Cruz honored
in memorial service
T Ql-f> Pilininn riaKfc occurred at a time when "Save
l-atC ruipuwJ llgllU> Xagalog" demonstrations and

/^Uo*v^r>iAA«-» i*-ko*^ifiac protcsts against the anti-illegal
CnampiOn inspires immigrant initiative Prop. 187

"•
. . have captured campus attention.

campus activism students who attended the
' memorial - many of whom are

involved in the campus strug-

gles - remarked that their polit-

ical beliefs stemmed from the

history as well as the beliefs of

Vera Cruz.

"I consider myself a student

activist," said UCLA Asian
American studies graduate stu-

dent Oina Inocencio. "I don't

just do it because the button

looks good on my bag. I ask
myself, *Do I really know
what's going on?' Before we go
into something, we stiouTtf

struggle to know everything we
can about it."

And learning about the pre-

sent includes studying the past,

according to the event's partici-

pants.

"I met [Vera Cruz] last year

when he came to UCLA," said

fifth-year history student

By Tara Prescott

"// more young people could

just get involved in the impor-
tant issues of social justice, they

wouldform a golden foundation

for the struggle of all people to

improve their lives."

-Philip Vera Cruzt in

the UCLA-published biography
"Philip Vera Cruz"

The late Philip Vera Cruz, a
' long time chainpion of civil

rights for Pilipinos and labor-

ers, was honored at a memorial
in downtown Los Angeles on
Oct. 29. The event, which was
sponsored »n part by UCLA's
Asian American Studies Center,

Labor Center and Samahang
Pilipino, attracted many in the

UCLA community.
The memorial for Vera Cruz

NICK AKERS/Daiiy Bruin

The UCLA student singing group Tribung Ugau performs at the Memorial Tribute for Philip Vera Cryz

in downtown Los Angeles on Oct. 29.

NICK AKERS/Daay Bruin

Kent Wong, director of the UCLA Labor Center, spoke at the

memorial tribute for Philip Vera Cruz.
i

Arnold Serrano. "Seeing a

Pilipino American who serves

as a role model had a profound

effect on me.
"When I told him that I was a

history major, he said, *You
should always tiTJr to study other

people's &trugdes and history,

but don't foijet to study your
own history, too.'"

•

Vera Cruz, a former vice
president of the United Farm
Workers Union, came to

America for the same reasons

that lure immigrants today.

According to a 1992 biography

jointly published by the UCLA
Labor Center and Asian
American Studies Center, he

left his home in the Philippines

in search of a better life and
education. Upon arrival in

1926, Vera Cruz found that his

visions of America did not^

match the reality of the "land of

slavery," the book recounted.

"All the stories we heard
were only success stories. So
my plan was to finish college in

America, get a good jb6 there,

save my money, and then return

home to support my family. It

was only after I finally got to

America that I understood how
different reality was for us

Filipinos," explained Vera Cruz

in the book.

Vera Cruz was one of tlie

manong generation, the first

wave of Pilipino immigrants
who came to the United States

to work in the fields, canneries,

hbrels and restaurants. In 1965,

Vera Cruz joined the

Agricultural Workers
Organizing Committee which
later merged with other laborvi

organizations to become the ^

United Farm Workers Union.
Vera Cruz became the union's

firsi Pilipino officer and
emerged as a leading
spokesman.

"He loved talking to young
people," said Meg Thornton of

the Asian American Studies

Center. "He was able to dia-

logue with them." Vera Cruz
visited many colleges to speak

to students.

•

The recent recognition of
Vera Cruz is long overdue,
some students said.

"The suppressed history of

Pilipino Americans is just

b^eginning to come out,"
Serrano remarked. "Pei^le tend

to only talk about Cesar
Chavez, but Pilipinos played an

important role in the labor
movement, too."

"[Vera Cruz's] story is a

chapter of U.S. labor history

and Asian American labor his-

tory that has seldom been told,"

said Kent Wong, director of the

UCLA Labor Center. "He
inspired many young people to

get involved, he mobilized
broad-based support for the

union and he helped build a

movement that personified his

own values and beliefs."
•

One of Vera Cruz's contribu-

tionsio- society was his work on
establishing Agbayani Village,

See VERA CRUZ, page 11

New UC Davis survey
studies Satanic abuse
By Daniel Qoleman
The New York Times

Tales of satanic ritual abuse,

with well-organized cults sacrific-

ing animals and babies and engag-

ing in sexual perversion and
cannibalism, is the stuff of tabloid

television.

Now the first empirical study of

its actual prevalence, based on
information from district attorneys,

social service workers, police offi-

cials and psychotherapists, sug-

gests these tales are usually just

that - figments of imagination.

Although the survey found occa-

sional cases of lone abusers who
used ritualistic trappings, it found

no substantiated reports of well-

organized satanic rings of people

who sexually abuse children.

In a survey of more than 1 1 ,000

psychiatric and police workers
throughout the country, conducted

for the National Center on Child

Abuse and Neglect, researchers

found more than 1 2,000 accusa-

tions of group cult sexual abuse

based on satanic ritual, but not one

that investigators had been able to

substantiate. The organizers of the

survey say it is the first authorita-

tive national survey on the subject

Accusations of molesting by
cults have been made in thousands

of cases over the last decade, and in

retrospective cl||^s by adult

patients in psychotherapy who say

they were abused as children.

Combined with sensationalistic

press coverage, these lawsuits and

other reports have led many people

to believe that there is a nationwide

network of satanic groups preying

on the young.

"After scouring the country, we
found no evidence for large-scale

cults that sexually abuse children,"

said Dr. Gail Goodman, a psychol-

ogist at the UC Davis, who direct-

ed the survey.

"Since the McMartin preschool

case there have been claims of ritu-

alistic and sadistic child abuse in

cases all over the country, and
we've been concerned," said David

Lloyd, director of the National

Center on Child Abuse and
Neglect. **The survey was to see

just how well-founded these con-

cerns are - if these are just based

on mistaken perceptions or there is

some firm evidence.'*

The survey included 6,910 psy-

chiatrists, psychologists and clini-

cal social workers, and 4,655
district attorneys, police depart-

ments, and social service agencies.

They .reported 12,264 accusations

See SATAN, page 12

Wilson and Brown traverse California

Candidates' state

road campaigns'

approaches differ

By Steven Capps
San Francisco Examiner

SAN FRANCISCO — In the

final day&.of the campaign for

governor, Kathleen Brown and
Pete Wilson are traversing the

state in search of endorsements,

more campaign cash and even an

occasional undecided or swing
voter.

Their styles on the road are as dif-

ferent as they say their administra-

tions would be.

Wilson's campaign favors more
traditional events - speeches, gather-

ings with supporters, press confer-

ences - while Brown relies on more

unconventional media events, such

as holding a "mock bill-signing"

ccrcmpny on the steps of the Capitol

to focus attention on legislation

Wilson vetoed that she says she

woukl sign.

Wilson rarely passes time
engaged in idle chat during his cam-
paign swings, spending moch of his

time reading, while Brown seems to

enjoy chance conversation when the

opportunities arise along the cam*
paign trail. Both spend a great deal

of time critKizing one anotfier. On a

personal level, neittier seems to care

much for the otfwr.

Wilson, in his first successful bid

for statewide office 1 2 years ago,

spent the last month of his campaign

flying around the state from morn-

ing to night, seven days a week, in a

24-year-old plane on loan from a

Grand Canyon tour company.

Reporters jokingly called the

slow-moving prop plane "Frigid

Air" because it lacked a working

heater. .

These days, with less than two

weeks until Election Day, Wilson

rarely spends an entire day in public

campaign events. And when he

does, he rides in the comfort of a cli-

mate-controlled $17 million

Gulfstream jet on loan from a

Nintendo executive.

Wilson hunkers down in the front

right, custom-made leather rccliner,

spending his time from Los Angeles

poring over documents, editing his

speeches and discussing with policy

advisers themes for the day.

Twelve years ago, Wilson,

accompanied by his close friend and

press adviser Otto Bos, often wan-

dered back to joke with reporters.

But Bos died three years ago while

playing soccer, and Wilson rarely

spends time joking with reporters.

Wilson stays in his seat during the

recent flight to Salinas, one of the

stops in a day of campaigning
throu^ California's farm belt

On this crisp morning Brown is

running about 10 minutes late, not

unusual for her campaign. Her
brown van pulls into the parking lot

of the original Tower Records, a few

blocks from the Capitol in

Sacramento.

Wearing a dark dress, gold chain

necklace and scarf. Brown jumps
out .of the van and makes for the

door. Just before reaching it she

stops suddenly. One of the reporters

has her 7-year-old daughter in tow.

and Brown stops to introduce her-

self. Brown, a mother of three,

almost always stops to say hi to kids.

"It's nice to meet you. I'm
Kathleen Brown," she says to this

one. The little girl later tells her

mom she won't know whether
Brown would make the best gover-

nor until she meets the other candi-

dates.

Brown is through the doors and

moving quickly down the aisle of

the record store.

Today's event is the official

unveiling of the latest innovation in

her campaign, a computerized kiosk

where an interested voter, by touch-

ing an icon on the video screen, can

leam just about anything they want

about Brown's stand on various

issues.

'*Good morning and welcome to

Tower Records," Brown says. "1

wanted to call you all together this

morning because I'm unveiling an

^ee OOVERNOR, page 12
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Study finds women
at high risic for AIDS
Women are more than twice as likely

as men to become infected with the virus

that causes AIDS during heterosexual

sex, a stu^ by an*Italian research group

reports. ^X.
The study, published in the current

issue of the journal Epidemiology, pro-

. vides further evidence that anatomical

and physiological differences between
the sexes make women more susceptible

than men to contracting HIV.

The Italian study, of 524 female part-

ners of HIV-infected men and 206 male
partners of HIV-infected women, is the

largest published epidemiological
attempt to document the role of a per-

son's sex in the transmission of the

human immunodeficiency virus among
heterosexuals.

'.- » .'

Croatian rebeis to
aid Bosnian Serbs
KNIN, Croatia — The leader of rebel

Serbs in Croatia said Monday he had
dispatched a special police and military

unit to assist the Bosnian Serbs in recap-

turing territory lost in recent days to

'^rc;surgent Bosnian government forces

from the northwestern town of Bihac.

Milan Martic, the president of the

self-styled Serbian Krajina Republic that

:. surrounds much of the Bihac pocket,
said in an interview that the Serb forces

now massing would be sufficient to

defeat the Muslim-led Bosnian Army,
adding: "We will see if the Bihac pocket

ends up smaller than it was before this

offensive started."

Normai iife returns
to Haitian capitai
PORT-AU-PRINCE, Haiti — In neigh-

borhood after neighborhood across the

Haitian capital, Port-au-Prince, the

shackles of three years of fear and priva-

tion are being thrown off.

This city is once again coming fully to

life as its 1.5 million residents r|alize that

the worst of their ordeal is over and
resume business routines and simple
pleasures with an intensity that suggests

they are trying to make up for lost time.

On every corner, it seems, stores have
reopened and informal markets have
spilled out into the streets, attracting huge
numbers of customers and gapers from
dawn until dusk.

scheme head
wins poiiticai seat
MOSCOW — In thin voting after a

bizarre campaign, the head of the MMM
pyramid scheme, Sergei Mavrodi, has
won a seat in Parliament, along with its

immunity against prosecution, in a spe-

cial election Sunday, local officials

announced Monday.
Mavrodi, 39 years old, was arrested

during a police raid on his apartment and
spent 70 days in jail, without having been
charged, on suspicion of tax evasion. He
was released on Oct. 1-2 to campaign in

the 109th electoral district, centered in

Mytishchi, just north of Moscow.
But he did not campaign in the district,

instead making big promises in the kinds

of media advertisements that brought
millions of Russians to invest in MMM.
It collapsed this summer.

Report issued on
Iranian dissidents
WASHINGTON — The State
Department upset many members of
Congress Monday by issuing a scathing

report about a prominent Iranian dissi-

dent group without meeting with its offi-

cials, as more than 100 lawmakers had
asked it to do.

Brushing aside congressional pleas to

get the views of the People's
Mujahadeen, the State Department con-
cluded that the armed resistance group
engages in terrorism inside and outside

Iran and iis closely allied with Iraq's

leader, Saddaih Hussein.

Veteran charged in

White House attacic
WASHINGTON — The dishonorably
discharged veteran who strafed the White
House on Saturday with a semi-automatic

rifle was charged Monday in federal

court with four felony offenses, and a

magistrate ordered him to undergo a one-

day psychiatric exam.
At a hearing, prosecutors charged

Francisco Martin Duran with possession

of a fireann as a convicted felon, destruc-

tion of federal property at the White
House, assaulting a federal officer during

his arrest and using a firearm during the

commission of violent crime. If convicted

of all four charges he faces a maximum
term of 35 years in prison.

Duran, a 26-year old former Army
medic from Colorado Springs, Colo.,

made no statements and sat attentively at

the defense table during the' 20-minute
proceeding.

neiss triai tQ reveai

few incriminations
Heidi Fleiss goes on trial on charges

that she ran a pricey call girl service.

But don't expect the excitement that

followed Fleiss' arrest in June 1993.

Hollywood no longer is holding its

breath.

Legal experts said there is little like-

lihood that names from Fleiss' putative

"black book" will be revealed during

the trial, and some insiders are ques-

tioning^whether the contents were all

that hot to begin with.

Letterman's Top 10
Disadvantages to winning the lottery:

1 0. They pay you a dollar a year for 70 mil-

lion years.

9. Sure, you can afford lunch in New York
City, but what about dinner?

8. Citibank raises your Visa card limit and
suddenly you're in over your head.

7, You immediately lose your credibility as

a dunk tank clown.

6. Tip a waiter anything less than a thou-

sand bucks and he'll crack your skull with

a pepper mill.

5. Paperboy tries to convince you that the

New York Times now costs $1 ,200 a day.

4. You know you'll just spend it on 70 mil-

lion more lottery tickets, you moron.

3. Some chemical in all that green ink turns

you into a crazy little chipmunk like Ross
Perot.

2. You donate it to a college and they name
a building after you called "Lucky Bastard

Hall."

1 . Overstuffed wallet makes your ass look

huge.

Compiledfrom Bruin wire services
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UCLA CAM^^US - MEYERHOFF PARK
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• • ROTC IS THE ONLY PROGRAM ON THE CAMPUS OF UCLA
THAT IS REQUIRED BY THE U.S. GOVERNMENT TO DISCRIMINATE AGAINST GAYS AND LESBIANS!
- PLEASE SHOW YOUR SUPPORT BE THERE!
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The Primary Care Group
Of UCLA
And

Health Net -^

Are Having A Health Fair

> . V. -T-

The Primary Care Group of UCLA and Heal/h Net's Wellness

Programs will present a 'free Health Fair for UCLA employees with

attractions designed to help you stay healthy.

Body Composition Testing

Blood Pressure Screening

Stress Analysis

^^^ - Cholesterol Screening

Child Safety and Immunization Information

And More/

For more information and directions,

please call Nancy Taylor at (310) 794-0649. ^^

Date: Thursday, November 3, 1994

Time: 11:00 a.m. — 5:00p.m.

Location:James WeilAlumni Center

(Between Ackerman Union and Pauley Pavilion)

Health Net Open Enrollment materials will be available.

Also, a raffle will be held. .

Health Net
California's Health Plan
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New programs initiated to lieip

safeguard against fire disasters

.oio'

By David Bloom
Los Angeles Daily News

Along with the vegetation and

homes that have sprung from land

scorched by last year's firestorms

are a series of new government
and private homeowner practices

intended to avoid future disasters.

New county equipment and tac-

tics, proposed changes to building

codes, residential education and

preparedness programs and a

computer model to help train fire-

fighters have all grown out of

Southern California';? worst series

of wildfires, that swept over
almost 300 square miles between
Point Mugu in Ventura County
and the Mexican border.

The day the Old Topanga Fire

began, Nov; 2, Los Angeles
County Supervisor Edmund
Edelman cglled for a commissioa
of outside experts to review what
could be done to prevent a repeat

of the firestorms.

The resulting Wildfire Safety

Panel report was accepted by the

Board of Supervisors, which since

has directed departments to pursue

changes in state law, and county

ordinances, zoning, brush clear-

ance and building codes, and other

requirements.

"If we implement all the recom-

mendations by the panel, we will

be safer," Edelman said. "I think it

was good, because we at least

established some gbils. But peo-

ple are going to have to take some
responsibility, too."

The most visible change has

been the leasing of the Super

Scooper air tanker. The fires

ended resistance by county offi-

cials to test the planes, despite its

uselessness at night and uncertain-

ty about how they will handle in

the Santa Ana winds typical on the

highest-risk days.

Los Angeles Fire' Chief P.

Michael Freeman said the depart-

ment began changing its mind on
the use of fixed-wing aircraft after

the deadly firestorms that raged

through the suburban Old
Topanga and Altadena, as well as

the Orange County community of

Laguna Beach.

"I have a vision, short of pre-

venting it in the first place, of hit-

ting these fires fast and hard in the

first few minutes with aerial

resources," Freeman said.

The county Fire Department
used some of its own money to

lease two of t^i^planes,, and per-

suaded the Cos Angeles city Fire

Department, insurance companies

and even the planes' manufacturer

to contribute as well, so a second

Super Scooper could be part of the

testing program which began Oct.

3. The county's contribution alone

will be as much as $800,000 to

lease the aircraft, each of which
cost $16 million.

The two aircraft will be avail-

able through the end of November
if needed and have already helped

extinguish a few blazes, Freeman
said.

The idea is to knock dowr. a fire

before it grows to the point where
thousands of firefighters are need-

ed, and communities, property and

lives are threatened. Freeman said.

"This is $32 million in aircraft,

and $300 an hour for fuel and oil,"

Freeman said. "But you put the

cost of two aircraft against the

nearly $400 million cost of the

Old Topanga Fire, I'd say, yes, it

is effective. It's a good invest-

ment, in my professional opinion,

if we keep fires small and keep
firefighters in neighborhoods,
where they need to be."

Other changes still are in

progress, such as an outright ban

on wood shake roofs in high fire-

hazard areas.

Longer-term changes include

updating building codes. Freeman
said.

"The good news on zoning and

new construction codes is that

they are better than they have
been," Freeman said*

"Unfortunately, a lot of the hous-

ing stock in the wild lands areas is

old" and won't be affected by the

changes.

Other changes reflect renewed
emphasis on programs, such as

brush clearance requirements,
Freeman said.

This year, all but about 200 of

27,000 parcels on the depart-

ment's tracking system have com-
plied with clearance requirements.

Freeman said, adding that he is

considering seeking additional

authority from the Board of
Supervisors to force recalcitrant

owners to comply.

Next year, the department will

launch a campaign to get people in

hazard areas to change the kinds of

See HRE, page 13

Big bang's defenders
weigli Einstein biunder
By John Noble Wilford

The New York Times

Even though the universe has

infinite ways of humbling them,

cosmologists are nothing if not

resilient and endlessly creative.

They have to be, given their

daunting task of standing on the

shore of a small world and looking

beyond the harbor lights of nearby

stars to the arching waves of clus-

tered galaxies, seeking on far hori-

zons glimpses of the entire cosmic

history, from beginning to proba-

ble end.

For more than three decades,

their most satisfying reconstruc-

tions of that history have rested

squarely on the "Big Bang" thep-

ry. In the beginning, according to

this model, mass was compressed

into a state of infinite density, an

initial singularity. Then there was
a kind of explosion. Everything -

space itself - expanded, thinned

out and cooled. At first, all was
smooth and virtually uniform. But
around some faint wrinkles, called

density fluctuations, matter began
clumping into stars, galaxies of
stars and clusters of gravitational-

ly bound galaxies stretching
across the sky.

But the universe seems to keep
throwing the cosmologists nasty

curves, exposing the woeful limi-

tations of their knov/ledge about

how in the apparently allotted

time the cosmos evolved from
these beginnings to a present-day

structure of such manifest inho-

mogeneity. There does not seem to

have been enough time. And
where and what is all the invisible

mass, the so-called dailc matter, to

account for the gravity needed to

pull together such vast galactic

agglomerations?

'

Such unsettling questions have

left cosmologists shaking their

heads and entertaining all manner
of modifications in the details of

their theories. Perhaps the uni-

verse underwent a brief period of

accelerated expansion in its very

early stages, the widely favored

inflationary addendum to the Big

Bang theory.

Perfiaps most of the universe is

composed of invisible exotic par-

ticles - WIMPs, for weakly inter-

acting massive particles - that

supply much of the gravity shap-

ing galactic structures. But impor-

tant aspects of this hypothesis
have been attacked recently, and
these particles have yet to be dis-

covered. The tinkering continues.

It may be a measure of the cur-

rent turmoil that some cosmolo-
gists are driven to reconsider,

tentatively but with increasing

interest, an idea that Einstein once-
proposed but later rejected, saying

it was "the greatest blunder of my
life."

His cosmological constant, as

he called it, was a kind of anti-

gravity force, a monumental fudge

factor to force the universe he
envisaged to conform with some
discomfiting implications of his

own general theory of relativity.

Last week theorists got more
perplexing news and were talking

more openly about the theoretical

beauties of the cosmological con-

See UNIVERSE, page 10
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School ofTheateVy Film and Television Presents

STORY THEATRE
by Paul Sills ^

Directed by Tony Award-Winner Ron Leihman

An enchanting evening of

famousfablesfrom Aesop and

the Brothers Grimm

October 28, 29, 30

November 2, 3, 4, 5

8 p.m.

Sunday Matinee: October 30

2 p.m.

UCLA Little Theater

Macgowan Hall

Admission: $12, $9

Faculty / Staff/ Seniors, Students $6

For tickets call

UCIA Central Ticket Office

310-UCLA-lOl (310-825-2101)
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UCLA Blood andgm
Platelet Center Sr

200 Medical Plaza - 6th Floor - Suite 665

Our donors receive

STUDENTS: T shirt*^ & meal ticket
STAFF - UCLA & ASUCLA: Noa-exempt (hourly) employees .

receive 4 hours leave with pay each time you donate.

Applies to careery casual and many work study '^,

Exempt employees receive 1 administrative day after 2 donations.
**T shirts while siipphes last. *Check with your department. Some'^vork study may not be eligible.
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Home brewers tap info growing appreciation of flavor
By Clara G. Herrera

Fort Worth Star-Telegram

^ This is a story about beer.

Lovers oX brew spend three

days at a beer camp tasting it, eat-

ing food made with it and learn-

ing about the history surrounding

it. A unique running club blends

exercise with drinking beer. One
couple fell in love after making a

batch of home-brew. There's even

a beer museum, with a collection

that includes beer toothpaste, ded-

icated to the sudsy concoction.

. Most people just drink it. And
last week, Oct. 23-29, was
American Beer Week.

This year saw the first State

Fair of Texas Home Brewers

Competition in Dallas. About 198

beers brewed by Texans were
entered. In Houston, for the 1 1 th

year, home-brewers from all over

the nation entered more than 600
beers in the Dixie Cup competi-

tion. An Elvis impersonator hand-

ed out awards while coasters flew

throughout the room.

No one has to tell Bill Metzger

that there's a whole lot of brewing

going on. Two years ago, he
became co-publisher of
Southwest Brewing News, a

bimonthly beer newspaper printed

in Austin and circulated in eight

states. In the tw-o years, it has
doubled its circulation from
20,000 to 40.000 and has gone
from six pages to 40 pages.

The 1993 legalizing of Te^as
brew pubs, places that combine a

brewery and restaurant, has added
to the interest in crafting specialty

beers, Metzger said. But there's

always that worry about not per-

petuating the image of intoxicated

drinkers overindulging in beer.

"I think the craft brewing
industry has done a pretty good
job of stressing moderation,"
Metzger said. "Craft beers are

pretty much more linked with
food. It's more the European tra-

dition of being part of everything,

as opposed to that image of, say, a

college student pounding down a

six-pack."

Some beer connoisseurs think

we're in the midst of the resur-

gence of beer. Like fine wine,
beer is becoming appreciated for

its quality, not quantity.

"America is in the midst of a

beer revolution," said Alan
Eames, a cultural anthropologist

whose main focus is beer and who
has written two books on the sub-

ject. "There's no question about

it. People are beginning to see

beer as a beverage with as much
majesty and complexity and inter-

est as wine."

But admittedly, you cafi't

exactly sniff a bottle cap like you
would a wine cork. And beer
camp doesn't have the same tone

as, say, a wine retreat.

Three years ago, when the
Oldenberg Brewery in Fort

Mitchell, Ky., started holding its

three-day beer camps, 20 people

showed up. September's camp
was sold out at 200, said David
Heidrich, camp dir&ctor and a

self-described "recovering attor-

ney."

Twice a year, beer drinkers,

arrive on Friday, sample 373
types of beer at the beer buffet,

play table games and get to know
each other. Saturdays start out

with lectures" on beer from beer

experts. Campers can learn to

brew their own beer, learn to cook
foods that include beer such as

chocolate stout mousse, or fulfill

their "Laveme and Shirley" fan-

tasies by working in the boUling
line at the brewery, Heidrich «tid.
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All workskopf will bl kcl^ from

12:00 - 1:00 p.m. in )ht 1^

Vlllt iovi Room.

Topics:
•Tuesday and Wednesday, November Xst and Xnd:
"Saying Hello* • Greetings, alphabet, numbers

•Tuesday and Wednesday, November 9th and 9th:
'Getting to Know You' • Classes, ]obs, hobbies

•Tuesday and Wednesday, November XSth and 16th:
'The People Around You" - Family, friends, etc.

•Tuesday and Wednesday, November IZnd and xjrd:
"Your Favorite Things' • Colors, foods, holidays

•Tuesday and Wednesday, November 19th and 30th:
"Emergency!' • Emergencies, health, safety commands

For mere tnfcrmaticn call:

AJOn —0£D: 825-1501 (voice) or 206-6063 (TDC)cr^^ USD: 206-0926

DIVIDE AND CONQUER MATH presents

CBEST MATH WORKSHOPS
Benefits Ijiclude —

6 Hours Instruction

Timed Drills

Intensive Arithmetic, Algebra, and Geovn&try Review
Low Fee ($80 Early Registratiqn Discount)

For More Info And A Free Broc|^ure Gall

(310)216-6701

Free 1 55 pg Algebra Facts Book To Firi^t 20 Registrants! Call Now!

SarahLawrence College
—

—

at

Oxford
C^ualificd undergraduates are invited to apply for a

year of study at Oxford. Individual tutorials with

Oxford faculty, Oxford University lectures, and full

affiliation with an Oxford college immerse students

in Oxford's rich education tradition.

For informatibn contact:

Sarah Lawrence College at Oxford "^ 1^
Box UCLAO '^
Sarah Lawrence College

1 Mead Way, BronxviHe, NY 10708-5999
(800) 873-4752 s —

tWUima'aqBWtauiqwaaauua.aiaaL.iiii.^i^^l^

On VVednestfay, November 2, join Share Our Strength

at Writers Harvest - the nation's largest annual series

of readings to benefit hunger relief - sponsored by

American Express. You'll hear talented writers and

poets rea^ from their work, ancj Share Our Strength

will direct 100% of event proceeds to hunger relief

groups in your community.

You can also help fight hunger from November 1

through December 31 through American Express'

Charge Against Hunger program. Every time you use

the Card, American Express will make a donation to

Share Our Strength - up to $5 million by the end

of the year.*

Together we can all make a difference.

Come to th6 Writers Harvest reading at the Chateau

Marmont Hotel (8221 Sunset Blvd.) on Wednesday,

November 2 at 7pm, and be a part of the solution.

Writers will include Carol Muske, Michael Ryen,

Quincy Troupe and other award-winning poets.

For more information, call (310) 377-1635.

SI Cards

• American Express will donate up to $5 million to Share Our Strength, based on
$.03 per Card purchase between November 1 and December 31, 1994 Donation
IS n«< tax deductible for Cardmembers

e 1994 AmerKan Express Travel Related Services Company, Inc.
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best visibility you can," Martinez

suggested.

Although the areas aro&nd
Royce and Powell do have blind

comers, there have been no prob-

lems reported in the area, Brendzal

said. However, students should still

take precautions.

Students should stick to central

pathways, Martinez said.

"There's more areas for people

to hide in around here," said

Martinez of the construction sites.

Open and well-lit areas are the

most ideal for walking, but those

are harder to find with all of the

construction going on, he added.

"One of the good things about this

campus is that it is very well-lit."

But people should be particular-

ly alert around the fringes of cam-

pus because they are less well-lit,

and there are fewer people around,

Martinez said.

Those students who do not call

for an escort should try and walk in

groups, stay aware of their sur-

roundings and not wear walkmans,

Martinez recommended. Whistles

are also a good idea to scare off

attackers, he added.

Escorts arrive approximately 5

to 1 5 minutes after a request for an

escort. CSOs will escort anyone
within the area bounded by Sunset,

AVilshire, Veteran and Hilganj. The
escorts walk an average of eight

miles a night, said Martinez.

Not all students said they want to

wait for an escOTt home.

Fifth-year sociology student

Delissa Abies studies late on cam-
pus a couple of times a month, she

said - but she doesn't use the

escort service.

"I take a well-lit area. I don't

walk whertf it's totally dark, and I

take my keys out," said Abies.

Abies tries to walk with friends,

but.she doesn't always do so, she

admitted. Still, it only takes her 10

to 1 5 minutes to walk to where she

needs to go, she said.

If anyone tried to hurt her, Abies

knows just how to get others to

help her, she said."If anyone tries

to attack me, I'll just scream fire,'*

she sai^J. People will not help you if

you yell "help," she explained.

Abies said she feels bad that she

doesn't call for an escort, but added

that she doesn't feel like waiting.

People who need an e^rt and
are in a hurry may be able to find a

CSO who is not already on their

way to another escort to help them.

"If they're not on the way (to

escort someone else), they'll escort

you," explained Martinez, "or else

they will escprt you to a phone
where yoii" can call for an escort."

,1. V

All Saints* Day
Tuesday , November 1

All Souls* Day
Wednesday, November 2

Catholic Masses Tuesday 11/1
12:15 Kinsey 141 on campus

5:15 PM at the Lutheran Chapel
(Strathmore at Gayley)

7:30 PM at the University Catholic Center

(840 Hilgard Avenue)
bia de los Muertos Celebration

Wednesday, Nov. 2
7:00 PM at the University Catholic Center

Bring a memento of a deceased loved one to put

on the altar.

Center for American Politics and Policy
^-^^^^^^^^-ct^-^^^^^^^^i^^^-^^ ^.^ ^^tf-^ ^'^ ^ -{^

Quarter in Washington Program

Live, woric, & atfend UC classes in Washington DC
Part-time field placen^s

^

Earn academic & honors aedit

Design & conduct your own research project

• financial aid available —^^

ATIQN M

FREE
PRE-MED
SEMINAR

jVl PRH'MED ISSUES;

Getting ready, acing the MCAT, AMCAS,

the apt^tkm, admuskms, & interviewing.

(2l MEDICAL SCHOOL: i

Overview& stratcgici far succcis.

t2l RESIDENCY/CAREER:
Oujojing the righ ipccidtrf for you]

The future of medkit\e.

TIME:

Wednesday, Nov. 2nd, 6 pm!

PLACE:

Roirc Hall, Rm. 1200

SPEAKER:
William H. Brcsnick, M.D.

UCSD Physician

&. MCAT expert

Columbia Review

SponMtfcii by:

ZICLA Tre-mcd Society

WHEN: Every Tuesday & Wednesday
WHERE: 3Q3 GSLB Building

TIME: 5D0 pm to 6£)0 pm

AlllieA! IONS I -OR SPRING 14^)5 DUL NON'LMBLR 2nd

Center for American Politics and Public Policy

310 GSUS Building, UCLA
(310)206-3109

Information also available throu^ the EXPO Center, A-213 Ackerman, (310) 825-0831

• "- - A- ,jr i<J>

:,->^--^ %^

International Studies Abroad

::s
^y

<f.VxtJ^Uuri^*. VS»; \r. •»Mi'

FRANCE ITALY
ECUADOR

Come Speak to our Represenative

Date: Nov 1, 1994
~ Time: l-2pm

Location: Room 2408
Ackerman Union

Winter Deadline: r—
Nov 15 for Jan .- March Term

Spring Deadline:
Feb. 15 for April - June Term

1-800-580-8826

Earn Academic Credit Fall. Spring & Summer Programs
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THURSDAY. NOVEMBER 3rdi

fo r G oxjernor

Restore theCaliforniaPromise
FitM*o(K«MMnBraMn

FREEZE THE FEES AND
NO ON PROP 187 RALLY
FROM 12:00 TO 1:00 PM IN

ACKERMAN GRAND BALLROOM

KEYMOTE SPEAKER
""^^

r^~ INTERNET: katbrown@netcom.eom
'"^^ ^^^

Sponsored by the Bruin Democrats, Bruin NOW, and UCLA Student
Organizations, l^bor Donated.

After December, there's no paper-and-pencil

GRE until April.That^ too late to send schools
^—— your scores to apply for next fall. ~-—

Take the GRE now!
- And this is your LAST CHANCE to

take Kaplan's course for the December GRE.
Final classes in Westwood starting on:* Thusday, November 3.

Get a higher score

1-800-KAP-TEST

KAPLAN
mmmm

CYCADS
From page 1

future, he added.

"We still have representatives

of species, but we have reserva-

tions about where to exhibit
them," Pluack said. "When we
put them out for display, the

question is if they will be there in

the morning," he added.

Although they would like to

put in a security system - such as

an electronic motion detector - to

prevent further thefts from occur-

ring, the current budg^ for the^

botanical garden just doesn't
allow it, <jibson said. -^^

However, they have high hopes
that they will be able to make
future arrangements for security

officers to patrol the perimeter of

the garden two or thj£i^ times a

night if possible, Pluack said.

But for the moment, UCLA's
oldest cycad, which is four-and-

a-half feet tall and roughly 400-
years old, will have to stand on
its own.

UNIVERSE
From page 6

stant. Einstein, they speculated,

might have been right after all,

though for die wrong reasons.

Cosmologists were responding to

a report of the most accurate mea-
surement yet of the distance to a

remote galaxy, made by astronomers

using the Hubble Space Telescope.

Calculations of the universe's

expansion rate from this and other

recent observations provide strong

evidence that the universe may be
much younger than scientists previ-

ously estimated. It may be no more
than 8 billion years old, as compared
with other calculations ranging up to

20 billion years.

Since some stars are reliably esti-

mated to be 16 billion years old, the

new findings mean that the universe

spears to be younger than some of
its components, a most disturbing

paradox for cosmologists. Calling

this **an apparent impossibility," Dr.

George Jacoby, an astrophysicist at

the National Optical Astronomy
Observatories in Tlicson, Ariz., said

it "will force a re-examination of our

universe model and how stellar ages

are measured"

Of course, no one is accepting the

low age estimate as the last word,

not until further measurements are

ma^e using other techniques and are

extended out to greater distances,

beyond disturbing influences of
local gravity. But no one is dismiss-

ing it, either.

This latest age crisis has scientists

concediftg that the expansion of the

universe may not be so simple and
pondering what basic physical prc^
erty they may have overlooked.

"These are exciting times, when
push is coming to shove," said Dr.

Michael Tiimer, an astrophysicist at

the University of Chicago and the

Fermi National Laboratory.

So far, no prominent cosmolo-
gists are doubting the essentials of

the Big Bang theory itself. The theo-

ry has endured, astrophysicists say,

because it logically follows from
Einstein's general theory of relativi-

ty and the observed outward
motions of galaxies in expanding
space. It has also passed critical

tests.

In 1964, radio telescopes picked

up the microwave echoes of the

explosion. Other research revealed

that the overall chemical makeup of

the universe agreed with the theoiy's

predictions.

Two years ago, a spacecraft
detected the early density fluctua-

tions in the cosmic background radi-

ation out of which presumably
emerged the great galactic structures

erf tfie present universe.
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VERACRUZ
From page 3

a retirement home for farm
workers.

"I met him when I was in col-

lege at UC San Diego," Thornton
recalled. "We had taken a trip to

Agbayani Village and an older

student set up a meeting with
(Vera Cruz). He invited us over

to his home to speak to us.

Twenty or 30 of us crammed into

his house," she added.

Thornton's memories Of Vera
Cruz were just some of the first-

meeting stories that circulated at

the memorial. *^ttie me

URTS

ifitittt-tiii

Frompagel

clause of the First Amendment
that bars a government "estab-

lishment" of religion.

The appeals court, applying

the Supreme Court's leading
"precedent in this particular area,

"Concluded that any finaricial

support for the Christian maga-
zine, titled Wide Awake, would
be "a patent Establishment
Clau«e violation."

Several justices in recent years

have urged reconsideration of

that precedent, a 1971 case
called Lemon v. Kurtzman, under

which government policies are

unconstitutional if they have the

• purpose or effect of advancing or

inhibiting religion or if they
would result in an "entangle-
ment" of church and state.

The appeals court in the

University of Virginia case found

that financial support for the

magazine would have the effect

of advancing religion and would
le^d to an impermissible entan-

glement.

Under the university's policy,

the student group has access to

campus meeting rooms and the

like on the same basis as all other

groups. The only issue is money
or, as the university put it in its

SufJreme Court brief, "whether
the state may directly subsidize a

reliflious belief witb-public
fun<£>"

11 LiR[|[[ imk in

PIS
Tor information and an application, contact:

Sarati Ijwrence College In Paris

BoxUCLP

IMeadWay

Bronxville.NewYor1(10708-5999

(800)873-4752 .. .

Study for d semester or

dyearattheSorbonne.

tiie [cole du Louure. .

and the Institutd' Etudes

Politjques. ilJork closely

uiith PrencI) faculty in

small seminars and

priuatetutjijals. _,__

^lujo years of^ollege^

French required

y

/ KEEP YOUR
BITE BRIGHT!

SPECIAL: :t»50-

hxaniiiidtioii. D X-Rays & Teeth

Cleaning Expires 6 30 95

COSMETICAND
GENERAL DENTISTRY

•TOOTH BONDING, BLEACHING
•Nitrous Oxide (Laughing Gas)

•Hypnosis • Electronic Anesthesia

•C^)en Late Hours, Free Parking/Validated Parking - ^
•Checks, Credit Cards and Insurance Forms Welcome
•17 Years in Private Practice in Westwood

Xarry Friedman, D.D.S. (UCLA Graduate)
1762 Westwood Blvd. #460 (between WUshiie & Santa Monica Bl.)

For Appointment CaU; (310)474-3765

. «.*: •~~5i».*'!
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1994 Forum on Careers arid Graduate Programs in

Intemational —

Tuesday, November 1, 1994

Speaker Panel: 4:00 to 5:00 p.m.
Graduate School Fair: 5:00 to 7:00 p.m.
UCLA James West Alumni Center

Meet representatives from: Aiiicricnii University, School of International Service, UC San Diego,
Graduate School of International Relations and Pacific Studies, University of Denver, Graduate School of
International Studies, George Washington University, Elliott School of International Affairs, Harvard
University, Kennedy School of Government, Princeton University, Woodrow Wilspn School of Public and
International Affairs, University of Southern California, School of International Relations, Tufts
Univei-sity, Fletcher School of Law and Diplomacy, and others.

Sponsored by: UCLA Placement <t Career Planning Center. UCLA Alumni Association,

APSIA: Association of Professi(mal Schools of International Affairs

We invite

j
all UCLA Seniors

4o get to know our people

and career opportunities

•

r

INVESTMENT BANKING
is¥' PRESENTATION

it'

Wednesday, November 2, 1994
at 6:00 p.m.

Press Room ' -r^=^:"-

Morgan Center
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Salomon Brothers

SATAN
From page 3

of ritual abuse that they had inves-

tigated.

The survey found that there was
not a single case among them
where there was clear corroborat-

ing evidence for the most common
accusation, that there was "a well-

(M-ganized inteigenerational satanic

cult, who sexually molested and
tortured children in their homes or

schools for years and committed a

series of murders," said Goodman.
One oi4^e best-documented

cases, reported by a district attor-

ney in the South, involved four

hoys and a girl whose grandparents

are accused of molesting them,
from age four into early adoles-

cence; the case came to light when
the children refused to visit their

grandparents. "The grandparents

had black robes, candles, and
Qirist on an inverted crucifix - and
the children had chlamydia, a sexu-

ally transmitted disease, in their

throats," said Goodman, citing the

district attorney's report.

But the overall results show little

or no support for the more extreme

claims, Goodman said. "While you
would not expect to find corrobo-

rating evidence in many sexual

abuse cases, you would expect it

when people claim the rituals

involved murders, and the reported

cases come from district attorneys

or police," said Goodman.
-"If there is anyone out there with

solid evidence of satanic cult abuse

of children, we would like to know
about it," she said.

There are, of course, people who
will be unswayed by this new study

because of their belief that abusive

satanic groups do exist but are suc-

cessful at eluding detection despite

the efforts of the authorities.

GOVERNOR
From page 3

unprecedented communications
technique."

Eric Alderman, co-president of
the Emeryville company that came
to Brown with the idea of the kiosk

just 1 3 days eariier, begins demon-
strating his machine.

Alderman calls up a couple of
issues on the screen and the com-
puter plays relevant recorded sen-

tences from Brown, which are

excerpts from her Oct 14 televised

debate with Wilson.

A reporter points out that while

Brown's kioslc identifies her posi-

tion as "no new taxes," her pub-
lished economic plan calls for a

new tax on guns and ammunition.
She responds that the money
would be for lighting violence at

schools, although she does not
respond to the specific question.

She ends the morning by chal-

lenging Wilson to another debate
on cMie issue - illegal immigration.

"Just Wilson and me," she says.

"Lincoln-Douglas style. Let us lay

on the table where we stand on this

issue."

She's off back down the aisle

and back to the van.

His Gulfsu-eam touches down in

Salinas. The governor steps off" last

and walks slowly over to a farm
bus. Inside, he sits down in front

and is greeted by about 30 veg-
etable farmers. The four reporters

traveling with him are politely
asked to move away from the bus
and instructed to pile into a van
that will follow it

A few miles down the road the

bus turns onto a dirt road dividing a
field of young lettuce from a cr<^
of mature broccoli. Two hundred
yards down the road the farmers
have set up a personal computer
beside the field to demonstrate new
computer technology <^ their own.

C
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W(IIIiSTOCK
From page 2

cost Woodstock Ventures, the pro-

moters' company, $120,000 ended

"up costing more tfian $1 millionT

And although David Weiss, the

environmental coordinator for

Woodstock Ventures, said the day

after the concert that the garbage

would be gone in five days and that

the ground would be reseeded in

three to four weeks, the cleanup

actually todc seven weeks.

While some local officials praised

the cleanup, others criticized the

promoters' failure to recycle.

Less than 25 tons, or under 5 per-

cent, of the garbage was recycled,

according to Charles Shaw, dkector

of the Ulster County Resource
R«:overy Agency, which monitored

the cleanup. "Twenty-five tons is

really not a good lowing cc»isider-

ing the concert was built around

environmental issues," Shaw said.

While promoters conceded that

their recycling efforts fell short of

what they hoped few, they contended

that they left the property in better

shape than they found it

"The frogs are croaking and the

fish are jumping," Lang said Friday.

Now the promoters and local offi-

cials are turning their attention to the

future of the farm.

Before Woodstock '94, the prop-

erty, owned by Frank Schaller of

Schaller& Weber's, the meat empo-

rium in Manhattan, was named by

the RescHirce Recovery Agency as a

potential spot for a landfill, a plan

that has lots of local opposition.

Instead, the concert promoters

have suggested turning the site into

a performing arts center. Local offi-

cials say the center could provide

jobs and enhance tourism here.

"Our No. 1 problem in this coun-

ty is jobs," said tfie chairman of the

Ulster Couoty Legislature, Daniel L.

Alfonso. "Jobs supersede every-

thing else. We have made it clear

that if we were to have a choice

between jobs and a Solid-waste

facility, jobs are going to come
first."

Shaw, of the Resource Recovery

Agency, thinks they could have both

- an idea derided by other officials

and the Woodstock promoters.

"Would you buy a ticket to a

concert that was next to a dump?"
Lang said.

From page 6

ornamental and decorative land-

scaping they have around their

homes.

"We found in some cases (of

houses that were burned in last

year's fires) that there was adequate

brush clearance, but the blizzard of

embers from the fire would get

stuck in plants and junipers,"

Freeman said. -

"I know in talking to folks whose

homes survived that they had
removed a lot of ornamental plants"

beforehand, he said. "One guy toW

me he cut three 15-foot Italian

cypresses."

The department also joined with

activists in six communities to hold

fire safety fairs this year, l>ringing in

vendors who sold such gear as

pumps that could be used to tap

swimming pool water to fight fires.

"We really are just going with

the flow on this one," Freeman
said. "A lot of people will choose

to stay and protect their property.

We want them safe first, then

effective."

Gabrielle Lamirand, president

of the Topanga Chamber of

Commerce, said her community,

which was hit by the fires, has

worked closely with the Fire

Department and other emergency

operations to try to prevent fires in

the future.

-*—^r-

Deloitte & Touche
Management Consulting^

Systems Analyst Program

The Deloitte & Touche Systems Analyst position is designed to give individuals

with superior academic and extracurricular backgrounds a broad exposure to the

field of Management Consulting. If you are interested in a career in information

technology consulting, please a'ttend our information session to discuss the

position In greater detail.

Information Session

Date: Wednesday, November 2, 1994 - TOMORROW!!
Time: 5:00 - 7:00 PM
Place: 6620 Math Sciences

Please bring your resume

Deloitte &
Touche LLP

Findoutby takingafreeMCAT
andattending our free seminar!

Take a ^MCAT test from The Princeton Review and get back a computer-analyzed score

report and a comprehensive breakdown of your strengths and weaknesses. You will also get a

two-hour seminar highlighting application procedures for graduate school and special

techniques designed to maximize your performance on the test. We pioneered the technique

oriented approach that has earned us the reputation as one of the leaders in test preparation.
"^ <''

Sunday, December 4, 1 994

Test: 9:00 am to 1 2:00 pm • Seminar: 1 :00 pm to 3:00 pm

To reserve a seat call us at (800) 2-REVIEW or (310) 474-0909.

Seminars are limited to the first 50 people who sign up.

THE
PRINCETON
REVIEW
we score more

(800) 2-REVIEW

(3 1 0) 474-0909
The Princeton Rwiew is affiliated with neither Princeton University nor the Educational Testing Service. (Thank goodness!)

Courses for the April 22, 1995MCATbegin February 18, 1995.

"V-
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Viewpoint

DeSifnking points
against Prop, 187
By Lawrence Kam consider it, right? Sure, you're

cheating, but look at the poUcy. It

Imagine you are taking a final in turns a blind eye to your activities

Math 32A. Next to you, a fellow is and does absolutely nothing to dis

cheating. Quite obviously, in fact.

Other students notice it. TTie TAs
see it. Even the professor knows.
A rational policy would have the

professor report the cheat to the

dean for disciplinary action.

UCLA has a rational policy.

^^ut suppose the professor does
nothing. The student gets an A in

Illegal immigrants are

cheats who have conve-

niently skipped federal

immigration procedures

that legal immigrants

must follow. And their

reasons fordoing this

are obvious.

the class, just like yourself and all

the other students who worked for

their grade. Not^nly that, this stu-

dent will probably cheat again in

Math 32B. This is an irrational

policy, and rational people would
agree, a wrong and stupid policy.

Yet opponents of Proposition

1 87, in the Daily Bruin and else-

where, hope to persuade you to

oppose a measure that will turn a

wrong and stupid policy into a

rational policy. Illegal immigrants

arc cheats who have conveniently

skipped federal immigration pro- '

cedures that legal immigrants must
follow. And their reasons for doing
this are obvious.

If you could get yourA in Math
32A without studying, you would

courage it. WRONG AND STU
PID.

Opponents of Proposition 1 87

lack any rational basis in arguing

against this measure. Therefore,

their arguments are desperate, spe

cious and predictable. Here they

are: •
,

1) Supporters ofProposition
J87 are racist. The old standby. It

does not matter that there is a

funding shortage for programs

designed to help poor legal resi-

dents and citizens. Any attempt to

deny government resources to

those who should not be in this

country in the first place is inher-

ently xenophobic, right? These

people would probably claim that

making it illegal to live in this

country without proper documen-
tation is racist. Ck) not let them get

away with this cheap shot.

2) Illegal immigrants are in this

country to work, not to leech off
government services. Well, if they

do not leech off government ser-

vices, then this proposition does

not really affect the illegal immi-
grants who are here to work, now,

does it?

3) Ifyou don't provide illegal

immigrants with public education

and health services, there will be
more crime and pestilencefor all

of us. The basic 'we're here, so

deal with it* argument. Yes, every-

body deserves education and
immunizations, but from their

home country. Why not just send
education and health funding to all

the world's nations? Because we

have limited resources and must
prioritize: citizens and legal immi-
grants first. As for a crime and dis-

ease problem - maybe, just

maybe, if you remove the incen-

tive mechanism for it, fewer peo-

ple would come to California

illegally.

4) We'll lose billions infederal

education funding. Does anybody
really believe that President

Clinton would try to (^^x)se the

will of the majority of Califomians

by withholding federal funds? And
risk the ire of the largest state in the

Union come election time? This is

a non-issue.

5) There''s no way you can check

the immigration status ofindividu-
als without being racist. No! Then
I wonder how the military, fman-
cial aid offices and responsible >

employers d6 it Actually,

Immigration and Naturalization

Service (INS) verification is a sim-

ple matter. Schools ask for immu-
nization records for every student

There is no reason that they cannot

ask for residency papers, as well.

The image of teachers acting as

INS agents and selectively perse-

cuting non-white students is ridicu-

lous and fallacious.

6) There's very little difference

between legal and illegal immigra-
tion. The biggest fallacy of all!

Ours is a nation of laws, not of

morality. The difference is simple:

Laws apply to all of us equally,

while morality is personal and can
be manipulated to support other-

wise illegal actSw So when these

jokers claim that illegal immigra-

tion is a moral decision, tell them"

that's irrelevant Still not con-

vinced? Think of the difference

between legal and illegal drugs.

Proposition 187 is frugal, sensi-

ble public policy. Pass this measure
and send a message that the elec-

tc»-ate will no longer tolerate any-

thing but a public policy that is

frugal and sensible.

Kam is a senior majoring in

microbiology and molecular
genetics.

Viewpoint

Undergraduates should actively support SAGE
By Roxane Auer !_:__

When I mention the Student
Association of Graduate
Employees (SAGE), many
undergraduates may not even
know what I'm talking about
Others mightrealize that SAGE
represents ov^er 3,400 UCLA
TAs, research assistants, readers,

tutors and acting instructors -

who are currently denied recog-

nition by Chancellor Young - but

think that this has nothing to do
with undergraduates.

It'has everything tcJ do with us,

and it is in every undergraduate's

best interest to pay attention to

SAGE.
The present campus environ-

ment is one in which everyone is

affected by reg fee hikes and
budget cuts that lead to

increased class sizes and the

inability to get classes at all. It is

hard to pay attention to the

requests of campus groups such
as SAGE when one has their

own problems. /"

Can you say that (TAs)

are not woVking^fbflhe"

university and for us

when they prepare and

teach sections, help stu-

dents outside of class

and grade our midterms,

finals and papers?

But the debate between SAGE
and the administration is one that

directly affects the lives and edu-

cation of undergraduates, espe-

cially in the face of increasingly

difficult learning conditions.

Therefore, it is in every under-

graduate's best interest to learn

more about SAGE.
All SAOE wants is recognition

as employees and the right to

negotiate with the university as.

material.

Many undergraduates forget

that graduate students have class-

es and papers of their own to

work on. They spend the extra

Graduate student
such. 1 he university cl^ms that

they are not employees. I ask

every undergraduate who has
dealt with an enrollment capacity

of 200 or 300 students whether
or not you think your graduate
student TA is an employee.
Okn you say that they are not

working for the university and
for us when they prepare and
teach sections, organize review
sessions, help students outside of
class and grade our midterms,
finals and papers? In many cases,

the TA serves as the only link

between the student and the

working conditions are

undergraduate learning

conditions and ... it is in

every undergraduate*s

best interest

to actively support

SAGE.

time it takes to help students

because that is their job. Where
would undergraduates be without
graduate students doing their

job?

Graduate employees deserve

both recognition and respect for

the work that they do as employ-
ees and to have some control

over their working conditions.

The Undergraduate Friends of
SAGE urge you to learn more
aboiit what you can do to help.

And next time you see gradu-
ate employees marching for their

rights, think about your educa-
tion and join them. Graduate stu-

dent working conditions are

undergraduate learning condi-
tions and in a university where
the administration has trouble

respecting any student's learning

conditions, it is in every under-
graduate's best interest to active-

ly support SAGE.

Auer is a senior majoring in

EnglishJAmerican studies.
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tMsis It the letter is deemed to be o< « sensitive

nature, but tfie rtove infofmeMon Is required lor

purposes of veritication i( letter is printed

anonymousty, alt biographical information wifl be
t<«ptoonMeoWal,

When multiple authors submit matarial, soma
namas may to tcept on me rather Iton pubNstod
wNh Ito malartal. The Bruirt rsawvas tto rigM to
sdK submNtad matoriai and to determina to plaoa-
merrt In tto papar. Ail sut>missions tMComa the
property of The Bruin. The Communications
Board has a media grievance procedure for
resolving complaints against any of its publica-
tions For a copy of the corr^^ete proced«jra. con-
tact tt>e PuWiceNons o«ce mm Ke««itho« Ha#.
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Learning life lessons at Stratton's: God Is sTWcman

Peter

Hamilton

It*s
cough t)eing a columnist I

was trying to write my column
last night, but so many chicks

' were bugging me on the phone I

couldn't concentrate. "Peter, write

db6\iX this," or, "Peter, write about

that."

. "For Christ's sake, stop bother-

ing me," I yelled as I slammed
down the phone. I knew I wasn't

going to get ^^^^^^^m
any work
done, so I

went for a

walk to clear

my mind. I

walked the

streets of

Westwood
without a des-

tination, but

my feet had

something

more specific

in mind. They
headed

straight for Stratton's Bar and

Grill. -^ ~—^— '—:

Some of you may tfiink I use

Stratton's as a crutch to introduce

my storyline, but how wrong you
are. It's the other way around. It's

Stratton's that introduces me to

storylines.

For a long time it was just me
and John. You may know him as

Some of you may think

I use Stratton's

as a crutch to

introduce my storyUne,

but how wrong

you are. It*s the

other way around.

It's Stratton's that

introduces me to

storyUnes.

Jack, Jack Daniels. But when
you've known him as long as I

have, the name's John. Anyway,
around midnight, this graceful

African-American woman sat

down next to me. I've never been

one to discriminate, so I dished

out a line that always helps me
close escrow. I said, "Hey baby,

you're so sweet, you're going to

CLAY PIG*

put sugar out of business.'^—,—^j=:

She looked at me and smiled,

not in a sexual way, but in a

serene way. I was perplexed.

Babes never react to my pick-up

lines that way. Either they suc-

cumb to my wiles, or they slap me
silly. I decided to try again. I

cleared my throat and said, "You
know, you look like an angel. And
I'm here to officially welcome you

to Earth."

'Thank you," she said.

I was not used to this kind of

nonreaction. In fact, I was a little

embarrassed by my crudeness. So,

I decided to do the gentlemanly

thing and apologize. I said, "I'm

sorry to bottler you with my lines,

ma'am, I'll move to a different

spot at the bar."

"That's not necessary," she

said. "I sat down next to you
because you looked troubled."

"Huh?" I said, caught com-
pletely off-guard.

"It looked like you needed a lit-

tle comfort or inspiration in your

life. Maybe some direction."

I jumped from my stool and

said, "Jesus Qirist! You're one of

those religious loonies, aren't

you!"

"No, I'm not some religious

loony," she said. "But what's so

wrong with religion, or Jesus, for

that matter," she asked.

"Nothing, but what could you,

a beautiful black woman in 1994,

care- about the teachings of some
white man who lived 2000 years

ago?"

"Jesus wasn't white," she said.

"Jesus was black."

"Come again?" I asked.

'The Book of Daniel, chapter

seven, verse nine says, 'Jesus had

skin like bronze, and hair like

wool.' That is one piece of infor-

mation the scribes and

hermeneuts didn't edit gr misin-

terpret when they translated the

Bible from Latin to English."

"Hermahoots?" I said, sitting

back down.
"You must realize the differ-

ence between the word of God
and those sayings the Bible attrib-

utes to God. Have you ever read

ttie Bible?"

"Uh, honestly? No."

"Well, there are aspects of the

Bible that contradict the very

goodness of God. For example,

do you know what burnt offerings

at;?"
—- -

—

"No," I admitted.

'They are burned sacrificerto

God ttiat the Bible says God
wanted.'*

"What's wrong witti tfiat? I

bum incense all the time whenev-

er I'm on the weed."

"They didn't bum incense."

"What'd tfiey bum?" I asked.

"They burned animals."

"Shut up!"

'They bumed their first-bom

lamb, or calf. This was done to

appease God."
"Sounds pagan to me."
"Well, it should. Anytime

something new, like Christianity,

is introduced into society it

invariably must use aspects of the

preceding system, like pagan ritu-

als, or else it won't be accepted en

masse."

"Hold your horses! I came here

to get a drink, not to hear about

God's need for lamb fricassee. If

you'd excuse me, I don't know '

you from Eve and I don't want

to!"

"Eve's a lie too," she said.

"Huh?"
"Adam and Eve are a lie. Come

on, you've read Greek mythology.

Zeus gave Prometheus the job of

populating the earth. Prometheus
went down to ttie river bed and

made man out of clay, modeling

his creation in the shape of ttie

gods on Mount Olympus. Does
that sound familiar?"

"Kindof, but you're starting to

scare me. Next you're going to tell

me ttiat Jesus is a lie too."

"No, Jesus isn't a lie. But his

virginal birth is. All you have to

do is look to Greek mythology

once again to realize where ttiat

idea came from. 2^us was looking

for a queen to mle Crete. He saw
Europa, a lovely maiden, and

decided she would be ttie mother

of his son Radamanttius, who was
so wise that after his death he was
made judge of the afterworld.

Does that remind you of Jesus at

all?"

"Yes. But regardless, you're a

modem woman. Why would you
want to worship Christianity's

patriarchal system of father, son

and holy ghost?"

"Once again, you're basing

your opinion on the male-domi-

nated Bible. You must investigate

further. You must read the Gnostic

ROEL BAUTISTA

Gospels. ' -. -.

"Galipolee Gospels?**

"No, the Gnostic Gospels.They

are ttie sacred books of one of ttie

earliest Christian sects that were

unearthed by an Egyptian peasant

at Nag Hammadi in 1945. Their

contents reinforce controversial

ideas that remain in residual form

in the Bible. Take the creation of

man, for example. The common
understanding is that a singular

being (God) created man(kind) in

our image, after our likeness. Gdd
says, 'let us,' not 'let me.' That

means two or more entities creat-

ed mankind. Logically, it makes
sense that since there are two
human images ttiat there be two
divine entities, one male and one

female.

"The idea of ttie existence ot .

more than one God is reinforced

by the Apocryphon of John. After

the cmcifixion, John was griev-

ing. John's troubles were

answered in a vision from Jesus.

'He said to me, 'John, why do
you doubt, and why inre you

afraid? I am the Father; 1 am the

Mother; I am the Son.'

"The reality is ttiat Christianity

is not patriarchal, the problem is

that Christianity has been diluted,

interpreted and altered by patri-

archy to the point where its true

meaning has been obscured. 1 am
here to change ttiat," she said.

"Here to change what?" I

asked. " "-

"Well, the last time, my parents

sent my brother down here to edu-

cate the masses. This time, they

sent a woman to clean up the mess
men made of my brother's teach-

ings."

As I tumed to the barkeep to

buy this mentally troubled woman
a drink, I saw a flash in the comer
of my eye. When I tumed back to

her, she was gone. I looked around

to see if anyone else had noticed

her disappearance, but all people—
were doing was standing around

drinking alcohol as per usual.

1 decided to leave my full glass

of John and go home. 1 was
already hallucinating - there was
no need to descend any further.

Until next time, eat, drink, love

and most of all, think.

We are Bruins after all, not

Trojans.

Peter Hamilton is a graduate stu-

dent of art.

You'rethinkii^

You're talking.

You haveide^
You want others to hear

them.

TheMewpoint edilors are

waik^gforyoOr

subnissioiis.

iiy Bruin
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Inquiring minds asii:

Does tiie Hoiiey^oliey

lead to crop-circles?

Flat-Earth

Society

Robert

Stevens

Nothing is more embarrassing

than showing up to class naked.

It's not like I know about that

from personal experience, but I

can imagine that the piercing

glare of another person's pupils

on your genitals is a lot liJce the

second-most embarrassing feel-

ing: dancing for so-called "fun."

Yeah, that's

right, as much
as I like

dancers, Salt-

n-Pepa videos

or seeing

Michael

Jackson do the

moon walk in

"Billie Jean,"

I've always

identified with

the majority of

males who
actually like

the idea of

dancing better

than the actual

feat.

And no, I

am not generalizing. If you think

this world is run by dancers - by
definition the first two people not

afraid to dance at a party - you
are sorely mistaken.

Dancing is on the downfall and
its end is near. Why? Because it's

just too hard to do.

Take a look at the American
hierarchy of government.

Has Bill done the Cabbage
Patch? Did Bush do the Running
Man? Could Reagan do the

Worm? Somehow, I don't think

so.

At a young age we still felt

comfortable with dancing

Your elementary school teach-

ers understood this and attempted

to reinforce your comfort level

with easy to learn choreography,

knowing that in the future this

would all change.

Proof: What was the first dance
you ever learned as a child? If you
answered anything but the Hokey-
Pokey, you probably grew up in

the Midwest and had your legs

mangled off in a thresher.

But as for us nonfreaks, putting

our left leg in and our left leg out

is as tired a school-boy ritual as

was seeing asbestos fall from the

ceilings of our classrooms.

None of this just-guess-or-fol-

low-along stuff, but precise, clear,

"alrnost map-like instructions as to

how to dance.

So here you are - back in the

days when.your school could still

afford music and dance. And so

you're smiling, doing corny

things like puttin' your whole self

in and your whole self out and if

you're really in a good mood
maybe you're shakin' it all about
- when it hits you.

Do the Hokey-Pokey.
Do it.

And you knoW what? The tail-

end of the "Hokey-Pokey" comes
with no instructions, and every-

one still does it anyway. Well, the

eirls at leAst - they sure seem to

enjoy it. But you're sitting there

scarred wondering what the hell

you're supposed to do and if you
wing it - will people laugh at

you? So you just turn yourself

about and cry.

It is at this point in life that you
discover dancing is something

that brings both individual pain

and embarrassment.

A few years later break dancing

hit the playground. Don't pretend

like-you don't know what I'm

talking about either. Read the

writing on the cardboard mat,

buddy. That was you, trying to do
the helicopter move you saw on
Breakin' Too: Electric Boogaloo.

But hey, there are no parachute

pants in my closet.

And for a good reason, too.

Why isn't break dancing around

today? Because it took the skill

and talent too few people pos-

sessed and the wallflowers of this

world swallowed up that fad like

it was Hawaiian punch at the

refreshment table of a junior high

school dance.

Speaking of seventh grade mix-

ers, those were by far the scenes

of some of my mo»t bizarre expe-

nfcf^ces.

The whole idea of paying

money to dance in the school gym
sounds as appealing as giving my
hard-earrted funds to take a class

in Ackerman Grand Ballroom.

It's just that some things should

just .not be interposed. ~

Not to mention the fact that

every dance wa^unhip enough to

have your marmteacher attend

them.

But if you think about it long

enoHgh, ra^ybe that math teacher

was ther^ ^v a reason ... maybe
that was, m fact, a member of the

government's secret service

bureau inrcntly watching the mys-
terious formation of junior high

school dancers into circle forma-

tion - a crop-circle formation.

The kind of crop-circles wide-

spread through England and some
parts of the United States - not4o
mention the cover of a Led
Zeppelin compilation album.

This circular phenomenon
occurred at practically every

dance I went to up until my fresh-

man year in high school. One
cool, dancer-type person led this

movement as 20 not-so-talented

followers encircled him in almost

a cult-like fashion.

Were these central dancers

aliens? Is this where their myste-
rious dancing prowess appeared
from? Crop-Circles? The Sphinx?
Mystic pyramids?

Read the book.

Since then, dancing has obvi-

ously been on the downturn. Just

look at oifr societal images on
television today. "American
Bandstand" just recently disap-

peared after 57 years, moshing
pervades music videos and most
importantly, the only person

MTV could get to host "The
. Grind" was Eric from "The Real
Worid."

This can only signify the com-
ing of the dancing apocalypse -

even the end of the Hokey-Pokey.
That's what it's all about.

Stevens is the Arts and
Entertainment assistant editor

He thinks even OJ. Simpson got

a better mug shot than the one
that ran on his last column.
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Japanese

prints i

tales of magic,

evil at

LACMA
"Kobayakawa Takakage Debating with the Tengu on Mt. Hlko" (1892) is a color woodblock print on
display at LACMA as part of the "Japanese Prints: Strange Tales by Yoshitoshi" exhibit.

By John Irvin

Ghosts, demons, warriors: "Japanese Prints:
Strange Tales by Yoshitoshi" gives the viewer4magi-
native drawings that invoke the supernatural.

They are drawings that tell stories, drawings that

show bravery, warfare and violence, drawings that

show cpwardice and deceit. The drawings illustrate a
moral code, but a code that is very different from
anything found in the western worid.

The exhibit is currently showing at the Los
Angeles County Museum of Art through Nov. 6, in

the museum's Pavilion for Japanese Art. About 40
woodblock prints are on display.

The artist, Tsukiyoka Yoshitoshi, was a 19th centu-
ry Japanese printmaker who lived through one of the

most tumultuous times in recent Japanese history,

that of the Meiji Restoration, the incursions by west-
erners into Japan and the beginning of Japan's mod-
ernization.

Just as the stories differ from western stories, their

art differs from western art. Backgrounds frame the

pictures. Bold, solid colors occupy space next to

designs of many colors.

A character may be depicted in fascinating detail,

yet the ground jmd sky around him may only be indi-

cated by one solid color, so that they seem to blend
together and become one.

Objects tend to be outlined and filled in, rather

than being filled out with rich layers of paint.

Because of this, they lack the roundness found in

European oil paintings, yet they still do not seem flat.

Proportion and perspective are excellent, and give the

human figures a very convincing sense of kinetic bal-

ance. ^

Line is very important in the drawings, because it

serves several purposes. It defines the edges of
objects and, since there is almost no indication of
shadow, it also gives these objects texture and sub-
stance.

This can be seen in the clothing, where the folds,

the stress on the material and the way it hangs are all

clear because of line. The robes in the drawings have
bulk; they look real enough to wear.

But the story of the prints is the stories they tell,

and the way that Yoshitoshi uses his art to tell those

stories.

"The Greedy Old Woman Leaving the Three
Sparrows," 1 886, illustrates a tale of greed and its^

consequences. In the story, a man has an unkind wife

who hurts his pet sparrow and drives it away. When
he goes to look for the sparrow, he meets the spar-

row's family, who invite him to spend the day with
them.

At the end of the day, they offer him a gift, the

choice of two baskets, one large, and one small.

Since he is not greedy, he picks the smaller one and
carries it home. It turns out to be filled with wonder-
ful things.^

But his wife is angry because he did not pick the

large basket. Therefore, the next day she goes and
finds the spanx)w's family, pretending to thank them
for the gift. She spends the day with them and when
they offer her the choice of two baskets, she picks the

large one.

On the way home, she finds the basket very heavy.

She stops to look inside and finds it filled with mon-

See STRAN<^ TALE, page 21

mtm

Beyond' exhibit

art, not artist
By Barbara Hernandez
Dally Bruin Staff

Art should be appreciated for its

merit, not for its artist

The Kerckhoff Art Gallery's new
exhibit, "Looking Beyond" makes
the idea very apparent.

Still smarting from last year's
show which showcased the Office

for Students with Disabilities'

involvement, this year's artists want
to be appreciated for their art, not

their personal lives.

"Art should be able to stand on its

own," says featured veteran artist

Jane Granby. "I would like less

focus on people's disabilities and
more on the art."

It won't be difficult with so much
sensory pleasure.

Granby, a third-year art student,

has had numerous showings around

Los Angeles. Presently, her art is on
display at Cap to Go and the T.

Heritage Gallery as well as
Kerckhoff. Her paintings, mainly
acrylic and oil, are huge abstract

canvasses of color, often about sub-

jects very close to her, like "Dog
Beach" and "Dog Beach #2" or her

dorm-mate of days past

"I have one in the gallery called

'Greenhalgh Wins Presidency',"

Granby says of her previous dorm-
mate, now UCLA student govern-
ment president. "I made it in blue

and gold, I thou^t it was appropri-

ate."

Don't expect to see artist Isaac

Chellin at the reception. A first-year

art major, Chellin hasn't accus-
tomed himself to the attention a
piece receives. "I'm a little ner-

vous," he says of his untitled char-

coal and pastels drawing. "It's very

personal." His art gives him a level

of release, and the emotion tied into

his pained drawing shows.

On the flip side, artists rarely

conjure up images of gun-toting

conservatives, but Alex Flig could

change all that. A fifth-year psy-

chology major, and ROTC cadet,

Flig's art borders more on the tradi-

tional. "I don't like modem art," he

says.

An admirer of Grand Masters, his

art is a replication of a

NIMABAOIEY

'"Looking Beyond," sponsored by the Office for Students with
Disabilities, emphasizes artists' talent rather than personal lives.

Gainsborough portraiture. "I go
down to the Huntington (Museum)
and make a pencil interpretation

right off the wall, but without the

faces," Rig says. Is this because he

feels everyone in Gainsborough's
society portraitures look conven-
tionally alike? Was he making a

statement about the aristocracy?

"No," he says, "I just don't draw
faces very well."

Also lining the walls are numer-
ous self-portraits by Leonardo
Cassien in charcoal and ink, eventu-

ally culminating in an oil on canvas

that stares down the viewer.

Celia Dioselina Salinas' untitled

ink and pastels promote colorful

shapes and images with parts of
human faces but never the presence

of one.

William Fox's work rests at the

center of the gallery floor. An instal-

lation in copper, brass, tin, iron and
cement, a stitched up globe rests on
poles called "Foresight". Just what
did he mean by stitching up the cold

gray worid and nailing in the copper

cut out countries? Audiences will

spend precious moments trying to

come up with theories.

Artist Chelling sums it up the lat-

est Kerckhoff exhibit best. "I hope
people like my art," he says, "but

I'm not intending them to remember
something out of their childhood."

EXHIBIT: "Looking Beyond,"
Sponsored by Kerckhoff Art Gallery

and the Office for Students with
Disabilities. Now showing.
Reception tonight at 7.

NIMABAOIEY
Tliere wi« be a reception for the exhibit "hooking Beyond" tonight at 7 p.m^in Kerckkoff Art Gallery.

"
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Handel's 'Xerxes' triumphs in

rare L.A. Opera performance
Work shines

with comedy
»and romance
By John Mangum . . .

Los Angeles Music Center
Opera's performance Saturday
night of George Frederic Handel's

Xerxes left the audience baffled.

The dilemma: Why aren't more
of Handel's operas performed?

After a performance as excellent

as L.A. Opera's, no excuse for the

neglect of Handel's 40-odd oper-

atic masterpieces remains.

Audiences still know Handel
through only three of his hundreds

of compositions, the Water Music,

the Musicfor the Royal Fireworks

and his oratorio Messiah with its

chorus of choruses, one of the

composer's many settings of a

"Hallelujah."

Beneath these masterpieces lies

a wealth of hidden treasures,

including Saturday night's gem,
Xerxes. His fertile mind always
pregnant with magnificent tunes,

Handel composed this comic
opera for performances in 1 738.

Handel originally set the Italian

libretto of Niccolo Minatd, Serse.

L.A. Opera performed the work in

a stylish English translation by
Stephen Wadsworth, who also

graciously provided the confound-

ing plot synopsis in the program

book.

Basically, the story put Xerxes,

King of Persia, in the midst of a

series of romantic entanglements,

himself perhaps the most lovesick

participant of all. The real Xerxes

whomped the Greeks at

heater
Review

Thermopylae in 480 B.C., only to

suffer a humiliating defeat months

later in the Battle of Salamis.

Hardly the subject of a comedy,

but Handel's use of Xerxes' name
was probably only a marketing

ploy. Any resemblance to the

Xerxes of history disappeared
when our hero sang his first aria,

declaring his undying love for a

tree. The aria has been transcribed

for every "Baroque's Greatest

Hits" album ever pressed, passing

under the generic titles of Largo

from 'Xerxes' because of its slow

tempo.

Soprano Lorraine Hunt por-

trayed Xerxes, singing this aria

and much else besides with

resplendent tone and bracing col-

oratura. Handel composed the title

role originally for a castrato, a

male singer who, after a little

operation as a young man, retains

the upper range of his voice.

These singers dominated opera

stages everywhere in the 1 8th cen-

tury because of their amazing
voices. Handel wrote tremendous-

ly diffiQult parts for them, and the

facuhat few contemporary singers

(tiffe are no more castrati) can

cope with the roles accounts for

the lamentable neglect of

Handel's operatic output.

That Hunt could cope with the

role, dancing around the vocal line

during the repeated sections of her

arias, affirms her strength as a

singer. One of the glories of her

performance came in the second

act; when she realized that Xerxes

could not exercise his absolute

power in the realm of love.

Threatening his love interest,

Xerxes sang angrily, "You are

spiteful, perverse and insulting,

and I warn you I will scorn you."

Realizing that love outranks even

his own despotism, the music dis-

solved into tenderness and Xerxes

declared, "But, how can I?"

Soprano Gwendolyn Bradley
portrayed Xerxes' love interest

Romilda. She looked very elegant
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Mezzosoprano Lorraine Hunt is Xerxes in the L.A. Opera's pro-

duction of Handel's Xerxes.

on stage and sang with a bright

clear voice, undermined only
intermittently by poor diction.

Countertenor and UCLA alum-

nus Brian Asawa assumed the role

of Arsamene, Xerxes' brother and

Romilda's true love.While singing

as high as a man can, his voice ccm-

veyed power and clarity, confirming

Arsamene 's determination to win
Romilda from his brodier.

Susannah Waters sang Atalanta,

Romilda's sister who loves
Arsamene but fails to win him.
Waters played the part for all it

was worth, her clear soprano join-

ing comic skill to create an
endearing caricature of tragedy.

Bass Jan Opalach equaled the

other cast members in strength as

Romilda and Atalanta's father

Ariodate. Paula Rasmussen, on the

See XERXES, page 2d
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(In Stereo)

Star Trek: ThaT&air
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Wortd Report
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Nova "WhaTs New About
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(InSterec^ BoyalB

FroMNne "Hot Money" IB

Qraoa
Under Fire

"AvaluKhe' (1994, Susperne) Michael Gross. A
desperate smuggler threatens a snowbound family IB

*•* "The Wk:he8" (^990. Fwitasy) Anjelica Huston. A
coven schemes to turn English ehMoren mto mice.

Korean ITruthao
Minute

Color de

fisa

—

Prooram
Paid
Prooram

Korean man
You
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"Anna Lee Dupe" (1904. Mystery) Imogen Stubbe The Law A Order 'The
Britiah sleuth expoeca a ring o( vtoeo pirates IWorlofva Stiff'

TUlT'Bert
mirwr seeks

** Vi "Deethon the^«e"(^ 978. Mystery) Peter Ustinov Bette Davis
Hercute Poirot probes a murder aboard a cruise ship 'PG'

w
You're a FotV" (1989, Muskafl A coal

dom as a musical entertair>er. 'H'

Saturday NightUva

Larry Khig Uvea

TKT

Terra )((R)

i5L
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Drive
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Jokaa
Talk Soup

Hardball: BaaebaM from"
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the Man
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Lindsay Wagner
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Supermi
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Wanted
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'Echo from Another World"

Hey Dude
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LoveBoM
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wona newa

Whoaa
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One Hundred Yeara of American QoH
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ShopTM
You Drop
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0) IShake" i
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I retuiTW 18 years later.
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Jon Stewart (In Stereo)
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Qaraza.

Love eWnal With ^The jHotbat

"Anna Lee: Dupe
British

lee. [)upe" (1994, Mystery) Imogen
sleuth expoees a hng of vioeo pirate

) Edmund Purdom. Jean Simrmins,

Stubbs. The
lee.

*** 'The Egyptian" (1964, Drama) Edmund Purdom. Jean Simmons,
Victor Mature. An untortoiate phya>cian ministers to an ailing pharaoh

*•* TurtlB Diary' (1986) Ben Kingsley T«w} drab Uvea

are enrKhed by a shared interest in turns. PGbyasharec

IShowMz

Saturday
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Uve

Calling All
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Sporte
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'dkSoup
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Stereo)

Prime Time (In Stereo)
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Next Step

Cloaa
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Law A Order 'The
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Hercute Poirot protiee a murder aboard a cryiae ship. PG

You*"
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You're a FocV" (1989,

as a musical entertainer
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**^ ''Ladyhawflre''(1985, Fantasy) Matthew Brodenck. Rutger

Hauer. A pickpocket helps two cursed 13th<»ntury lovers

wnngHyatan
icef Mystery" IB

FK

It Take* a TWef" Flowers
From Alexander"

Vancouver

(1966, Western) John Wayne, Jeffrey HunteT
lero spends five yearnagchmg lor nis niece

TuSe*
I

Cup Playoff*: Canybel Conterarwa Srnythe

'er Canucks at Loa Angelee Wnga. From May
ntar, I*** "Sergsanf R(i«M^'(19eO. Wsak

ILoveLuey Kb
PMWnVT

Marcua Wsifay, ll.b

"Basic Moment''

Conferarwa Smythe Diviakin Flnah Game 6 -

13, 1983.

.
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pngann"
'
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Towers An innocent black soldier is charged with rape and rrwjrder

wSigafln IMurder, She Wrot^ IBotdng: JaaaeTari
"Death in Hong Kong" B
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novelMt uncovers vampirism in
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Mary Tyler"
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State (In
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**^ "The Green Gkjve" (1962) Glenn Ford An ex-CI

rekjms to France to search for a i

Preaa Box English Soocer
Announced

i jeweled gai rttet.

VeamatoBe

**H "CaNK,US /Marsha/" (1973) John Wayne.
Rugged lawman JO. Cahi tracks a wWy bank robber

vs ArKkew Giokjte Scheduled
10-roaid

** Tarnira(Iani£nBr)iV0"(i8%) t)a^H8sse»ioff
Jack the R^ipar raaurlacea in modem day Arizona

T^ip^r NwraX

WInga'The
Tennis Bum"
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Stereo) IB
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Uneolved
Mysteries
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Big Bra
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nar raid

Great
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ariup ai iiufiie

RT
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^
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Preaa Boa
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laRarthaO^Wtr.
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sefwratepattw alter the (

CoimiaraMha "irte

RGT
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,4 00)**</i "Used People"" Shiriey MacLane19aaShirie

Odamoorp. Midcffy

M<MM«Club

^' (l99g)(!:oriyHakn

'(3M^ ISlMiBnute
&i^t^fnl99

|35^

**'/i "Home Atone 2; Losf (in WawYoft" (1992) Kevin "Body Cheins^ 3 Poinf of SeducSon"
ends up in New York »»hen he boards the wrong piana (t_994, Sijspensej ^ndrtr*) Stevwis R

Charie
Brown

:>:Noah^aAit

a
Jhekteact
grarxkntiffwr* 'Fwwvw vborw"(l9«2~Fante^ MelGiheon. A

193C^ lest pilot avirafterM w\ modem <My America PG'

*** "hMhing m Common" (1986) Torri Hank* An ad

fl»ddte"(l»l)An»nrted A
rrwea ty aevaf al fairv tales

Movte {ftteouttve s parw^s end 9wtr 36-y«af fTMfnage FG'

**V, •'Smng)Gd$"{^9&3)rkbmtSem^lm)fm6
Nazism threMens tt^rae fnerKk' fova fnr laii musk: IK

WaltOlwwy
Worid

"Tht Am (^ innocence'i^m
^h unoM^ ttw spel of Ns fiano

AmartcaT^WayWa- " loia;

"^weef .A/^oe' (19^ An ex-comrrando
oMn on Inends to avenge her dead sister

'Amrts JlAnrtr»w"(1M3) A famous writer

w mi^aken as a burglar m h« new home.

Daniel Day Lewis A
fianoea's oousin (In Stefeo) PG' tB

Road to fia*" (1963) Two vaudevii»w
w»Kl up deep seo diving far traaaure

Paid
Procrwn

EmmanueWs the SeriM
"Emmanue«e Forever" (R)

Boanlan Connectkxi"

*•* 'WarfUnti(0ar<r''(1 967. Suapenae) Audrey Hepburn, AlaTXiQn
A blind woman a menaced by three would-be heroin thievea.

Shopping Spree

OB

^

*'6 "Lmtm ^Graviy' (1992, Orarnaj

Peter Oeene, E(*e Fek» R

Ax^ttMmiu - Pnnfaaalfwn tT

a Mewial ExamlrMr (B

**H "TrouUa

ewaao^l
WBoinSTm

Drwna) Mchaal Madaen R' (B

(1983, Comedy-

* "^^nd Twister" 1983) Apeychiafri^

Carole King; Qok>g Home
(F^ (In Stereo) 15

Mid his wife are kxBng tney pettwits R

Famiy
'The

"Ring o( Fire

II Oood"

** "moo(^one'Subapedm r'(l9S^ A
ghouWi vampire stefcea a daim to a ««ile

•-i "PoiK)n ^y"(1M^ A te^age
tetryfresa disf^jts a weeHhy hous^Tokl

'*H "Senelif o/Ihe Oot^^jm^
Dor^alu Su8iar1and. R' IB

Adventures of Itw WUemeaa
(1975) Rotgfl Log»i G 1!

Suapenae)
lyFof

* "Sav^^ Ina^na" (19«, Advenhjr^
Dstya Swaaney. Sean P Donahue NR'

ea*^"R-
H'IDracuy.

'Hour' I 8 at radio show's bumbling breaicdown
WWH-era musical

swings with laughs

at Crossley Theatre
innmr
Bixnn

ByJe
Daily

»r Richmond
Staff

In 'Walton Jones' musical, "The 19^

Radio Hour," the staff at WOV-AM won^_
WWII gel in the way of ttieir daily show, 'The
Variety Cavalcade." But on Dec. 21, some of
the routines in the show ccmie out differently

from what's expected. What ensues is a
comedic backstage look at a radio variety

show as it disintegrates into a terrible mess of
screwups.

Although the producer/director of the vari-

ety show, Clifton Feddingt6n Pavid Schall),

hasn't changed the order of 6Vents or who's to

perform, some of the other actors decide to

make changes themselves. Tl^ events that fol-

low leave audiences and co-actors shocked,
upset and happily surprised.

Before the show gets underway, a take-off

on typical backstage antics occurs. The
screams of a frustrated producer/director are

ignored. Some of the "good" cast members
rehearse before they change into their cos-

tumes. The lights are adjusted for the^how.
There's gossip among the band. The custodian

is taking betspn upcoming horse races.

Although a mass of confusion, the goings-

(Mi aren't at all suiprising. This sketchy open-

ing makes later actions easier to understand
providing insight into the characters.

Wally Ferguson (Welfeorn Ferrene) is

WOV's delivery boy But tonight, one of the

jcgular actors doesn't show, so Wally gets the

'^chance to help out with the "Cavalcade."
Although a decent replacement, Wally keeps
getting calls friom his uncle about the deliver-

ies. So, once in a while, he must leave in the

middle of a skit to make the deliveries on time.

While this distracts from the song or dance,
it's fimny to watch Wally's fhistration and his

bumbling exits. This accident-prone teen
keeps his falls in tune from start to finish, cre-

ating hysterical sight gags. ,

Neal Tilden (William Akey) is the other
actor replacing his patron and awaiting his big

break. While Wally takes on the chorus, Neal

eater
Review

opts for the ballad. Unfortunately, his perfor-

mance of"Blue Moon" is less than perfect. He
forgets lines and blows his dance during the

instrumental bridge. The entire routine leaves

the audience and some cast members howling.

Akey seems to have an art for this kind of
comedy. He plays a voice teacher explaining

diction to Feddington in an earlier sketch.

Throughout the skit, Akey changes his voice
and accent more times than one can count,

creating a hysterical encounter.

These two bits explain why Akey was
given the comedic role ofTilden. His timing is

sharp and he knows how to make accidents

loc^ real, not rehearsed.

Akey's lost, embarrassed expression when
Johnny Cantone (Perry Stephens) gives his

lead spot to B.J. Gibson (Thomas Hillman)
instead of him as promised, is perfect. His
feeling of betrayal is understandable, but

William Akey (left) and David Schali star in "The 1940s Radio Hour," a musical
looking at the screwups of a radio variety show.

humorous because of his arrogant attitude

accompanying all of his actions before the

"Cavalcade" begins.

Even with the prat falls and surprises, the

production flows smoothly. Nothing feels out

of place. The production works because the

actors really appear startled and shocked when
Cantone tells his audience he's leaving the

show. They're believably annoyed with
Wally's constant exits and Pops Baily's (Ken
Strong's) constant betting interrujrtions.

"Radio Hour" is the perfect look at life

behind the scenes during a live radio show.

STAGE: 'The 1940s Radio Hour." Written
by Waftbn Jones. Directed by Alan Johnson.
Starring David Schall, William Akey, Linda
Kerns and Perry Stephens. Running through
Dec. 18 at the Crossley Theatre. Performs
Thursday through Saturday at 8 p.m. and
Sunday at 2:30 p.m. TIX: $15. For more info

call: (2t^) 964-3586.
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Mon-Thar«1;1$-4:15-r;15-10:15

Dolky

12:00-2:30-5:0O^:3?ll)«l
Frl/Sal^un 11:30-2.«M:30-7aWJ0

mm tlleiH FaH (R

12.-00-2^0-5:00 7J0-1(^

Baraka
Sat/Sun II.DOAM

UAWESTWOOO
10889 WeNworth
475-9441

TkaReedloWell*llli(R)
THX Ddtv Stereo

Can Theatre lor Showtlmes

West Hollywood

UAWESTWOOO
10889 WeHworlh
475-9441

Tka Papfft MasUrs (R)

OoAiy Stereo

Cal Thaatri lor ShowUmes

M09"rnf itt \

(M FmParklai

SUNSET1
(213) 848-3500

MaiNlaQMea allM Deaart
(?15)-4:15-7:15-9:45

sumETt
(213) 848-3500 (1:19)-3a0-5:20-7:40-9«

Sari I

•7:40-9

PACIFIC

Westwood

IUIItfT3

(213)848-3500
NtfflMt Alrlts

(2:40)-5!35-8J0

CKST
;?fi7 Westwood BNd
4/4-n66

Ed Weed (RJ
130-4:10-700-9:50
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PLACEMENT AND CAREER PLANNING CENTER

_ presents

Career Planning for Students witfi Disabilities

Bands in 'Showcase'
get a chance at fame

"YOUR DISABILITY DOESN'T
HAVE TO BE A HANDICAP!"

THE PLACEMENT AND CAREER CENTER CAN HELP
YOU DEFINE YOUR GOALS, CONDUCT YOUR JOB
SEARCH, AND BUILD A REWARDING CAREER. JOIN
US AT ONE OF OUR ORIENTATION SESSIONS
SPECIFICALLY DESIGNED FOR STUDENTS WITH
DISABILITIES.

Tuesday November 1

Wednesday November 2

Thursday Novembers

Friday November 4

10:00 a.m.

2:00 p.m.

11:00 a.m.

2:00 p.m.

FadlRies are aocwsibto

Sign Languaoe Inierpratar s«rv(c86 are meUetta upon requasi wtth advance
notloa. To request such sarvioee caN:

TDD: (310) 206-6083
VOICE: (310) 825-1501

f * FREE MOVIE POSTERS
Wednesday, Nov. 2

8:00 PM
Ackerman Grand

"^ Ballroom

CAMPUS

EVENTS

A i U C LI

Passes Available At

Central Ticket Office

Tuesday, Nov. 1

courtcsyof DBDQ BQBB BBB
.—.......„.... ALKAVX THE LOyCSTPRKC rO« * OiLtCT CALL-

mm'i

By Brian Remick

It was advertised as the five

"hottest unsigned bands" perform-

ing for fans and recording execu-

tives alike. Unfortunately,
Ticketmaster neglected to mention
to the crowd that poured into the

Palace last Thursday for the annual

Ticketmaster Music Showcase that

these bands were unsigned for a

reason.

The show concluded a nation-

wide contest in which hundreds of

bands competed for a chance to

win a week of free studio record-

ing at Bad Animal Studios in

Seattle. The many bands that ini-

tially entered had been narrowed
down to only five.

Who would win the week of
studio recording? The suspense
was just too much to handle.

As KROQ's Tami Heidi intro-

duced the first band, the curtain

rose, reveafing a plethora of video

screens and cameras - quite rare

for the typical Palace show,
Hianks to Ticketmaster, each band
was backed with their own video

effects and laser show, transform-

ing the live performance into MTV
for two and a half hours.

Each band played for over 45
minutes, meaning that the entire

show was unbearably long. Having
each group play two or three songs

would have been sufficient enough
for the audience and the recording

executives to get an idea of how
they sounded.

To the cheering of the 50 fans

that came with them from Dallas, a

band called Loveswing took the

stage to play the first set of the

night. Altfiough they sounded like

a combination of Smashing
Pumpkins and a group of guys
who couldn't keep the same
rhythm for more than 10 seconds,

Loveswing had potential - which
is really all that matters when
you're unsigned.

The potential came to a sudden
halt with a little band from
Tallahassee called Flanders, featur-

ing the enlightening vocals of Julie

Corbitt and her maracas. The
strange stage presence and
mediocre chord progressions of
Planders left even the small num-
ber of fans who came with them
from Florida disappointed.

Indianapolis' 15 Minutes came
on next, not keeping true to their

vford and taking more than 50
minutes to dispel all of the anger
and frustration they could from
their instruments. The only really

unique characteristic about 15
Minutes was lead vocalist Robert

Hensley's conversational tone over

a rhythmic baseline, reminiscent of

U2*s "Bullet the Blue Sky." Bono
sounded much better, though.

"The f-word for the night is

'fun'," said Heidi in an effort to

persuade the crowd to stay for the

two bands that had yet to perform.

The crowd gave little less than an
equally "fun" response.

Miracle Pain from Portland,

Maine, played a solid yet unmem-
orable set next, using some of the

3ame dropped-D chords as

Soundgarden to enhance their

musical presence. Their musical
presence was not enhanced, to say

the least. Miracle Pain's heavy
guitars and aggressive vocals are

too common among amateur
bands. Without an identifying

style, this group will most likely

remain forever unknown and
therefore forever unsigned.

The show concluded with the

winners of the free week of studio

recording. The [Refreshments.
There were more people from
Tempe, Arizona in the Palace last

Thursday to see the Refreshments

than all of the other bands com-
bined. One can imagine, therefore,

the reaction when they won.
The Refreshments did lack the

typical frustrated distortion-fest on
which the otTier groups at

Showcase thrived. The
Refreshments, although maybe a

decade too late, offered a new
approach to an old sound that is

definitely out of Style. However,
they gave the recording executives

enough relief to win the contest.
?,

In retrospect, the week of studio

recording was most likely given
out to the band that had the most
potential for selling records. In

other words, Loveswing does have
more talent and skill than the
Refreshments. But, Loveswing 's

musical style is such that it would
just not sell as many records as the

Refreshments if the choice had to

be made between the two. If the

final decision had been made by
the general population instead of
by a few select recording execu-
tives, another band would be uti-

lizing Bad Animal Studios right

now.

It is important to remember that

these bands are unsigned, which
means that they don't have a

record company looking over their

shoulders at all times making sure

they are completely unflawed.
Ticketmaster should be credited

for giving these bands the chance
to make themselves known to the

music industry, even though some
of them didn't deserve it

XERXES
From page 18

other hand, did not perform as suc-

cessfully. Her singing as Princess

Amastre, Xerxes' betrothed who
turns up dressed as a man to keep an
eye on her future husband, sounded
raw and unpolished.

Luckily, the other cross-drcssed

member of the cast stole the show.
Baritone John Atkins assumed the

role of Arsamene's servant Elviro,

who spends most of his time
dressed as a woman selling flowers.

Not only did he sing superbly, he
was hil^ous too, especially when
he exclaimed, 'Tm exhausted," at

the end of the four-hour long
evening, garnering applause and
laughter from a sympathetic audi-

ence.

Members of the L.A. Chamber
Orcheitra probably joined the ranks

of the exhausted after their perfor-

mance. UnderRoderick Brydon's

baton, they played Handel's grace-

ful score witfi a wealth of enei^.

Only the L.A. Opera Chorus
sounded underpowered as they
peeked out from the windows of the

18th-century house which com-
prised the set. Director Stephen
Wadsworth set the entire opera in

Handel's time, with unobtrusive
costumes and props.

All elements combined to recre-

ate Handel's masterpiece, produc-

ing an qperatic triumph. Hopefully,

this success will create an audience

for Handel's work, capturing more
room for his works on the stage.

OPERA: L.A. Opera's procfex^tkxi of

Handel's "Xerxes" at the Dorothy
Chandler Pavilion Oct. 29, Nov. 2, 8, ^
12. 7:30 p.m., Nov. 5. 1 p.m. TIX:

$21 to $115, $10 for students. For
more Info, call (213) 972-7211.

Daily Bruin Arts & Entertainment

STRANGE TALE
From page 17

sters and demons.
The tale not only illustrates

greed, but also shows a repayment
of a debt. The wife had hurt the
sparrow before, and she was not
being honest when she went to
visit the sparrow's family.

The tale uses the schism
between husband and wife to show
how the difference in their behav-
ior affects the rewards they
receive.
^ The print shows the woman
walking under the heavy load of
the basket. The sparrows, actors
wearing bird masks, wave their
hands as she leaves. Unlike most
Yoshitoshi prints, the flesh on the
woman contains several tones of
color and many lines. She looks
very decrepit, as pitiful as she is

unkind, as old as she is dishonest.

The woman's forearms, hands
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They (Yoshitoshi's

prints) leave us with

fascinating images ...

which will remain in

our minds long after the

visit to the museum ...

- - and feet down to her bare toes pro--

vide a fascinating study of anato-
my. Every wrinkle, every digit and
every muscle is shown in accurate
detail.

Characteristic of many prints,
the background is a gray wash,
which blends the foreground and
the sky into one another.

A woman has an entirely differ-

ent role in "Botaro's Nurse Otsuji
Prays to the God of kompira for
his Success," 1892. In the print, a
female figure, barely recognizable,
sits under a waterfall. The water
tumbling over her resembles blue-
white hair sprouting from her head.
The dark gray rock on which she

sits frames one side of the picture
and the motion of the water ener-
gizes the work. The entire print
uses only two coIqje;^ blue and
gray.

In the story, the woman, a ser-

vant, prays for the release of her
master Botaro from jail. He is

being held there to prevent him
from avenging his father's death.
She finally drowns herself, asking
the god Kompira to exchange her
soul for his freedom. The god com-
plies, releasing Botaro, who then
carries out his revenge, killing his

father's murderer. In accordance
with the samurai code, he then
must kill himself.

The drawing captures much
energy and reflects the inevitable

events of the story. As the water
flows, irresistibly, over the woman,
so the events of the story flow,
unfailingly, to their only possible

"^conclusion: to expect Botaro not to

carry out his revenge would be as

unnatural as asking the water not
to fall onto the rock.

Yoshitoshi tells stories by select-

ing which details to reveal, which
media to use and how to arrange

-these elements into compositions
that reach us aesthetically and liter-

ally. His prints are masterpieces of
line and composition, color and
design. They leave us with fasci-

nating images of stories we may
not have heard before, but wjiich

will remain in our minds long after

the visit to the museum is over.

EXHIBIT: "Japanese Prints:
Strange Tales by Yoshitoshi."
Displayed at Los Angeles County
Museum of Art through Nov 6.

Admission is $6 for adults, $4 for

students over 18 with ID. $1 for
children under 18. For more info

call (213) 867-6000.

Information Bop^h^

Tuesday, Nov. 1

On Bniin Walk
Between Lu Valle Commons & AGSM

Near Boelter Hall

Peace Corps:

The Adventure ofa Lifetime

Tuesday, Nov. 1 , 7pm - 9pm
West Coast Room in Griffin Commons

Peace Corps
' Opportunity Workshop

Tuesday. Nov. 1, 7pm - 9pm
Westwood Federal Building

^^

WSr/z^'^'W^'^. --,. ^.y^"^ applications or more Information call Peace Corps at (800)424-8580.

Peace e?or]>y it? at UeLA
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Classified Ad Information

Daily Bruin Classified Information
225 Kerckhotf Hall. 308 Westwood Plaza. Los Angeles. CA 90024

Class Line: (310) 825*2221 Class Display (310) 206-3060

Fax (310) 206-0528

We reserve the right to change, reclassify, revise, or reject any

,

classified advertisement not meeting the standards of the Daily Bruin.

Our office is open Monday-Friday, 9-4.

CiassifieiAiites

OaHy, 20 words or less $7.00

Dalty. each additional word .45

WaeUy, 20 words or less 25.00

WMdy. each additional word 1 .30

Display ads— student rate/col. inch SIX)

Display ads— local rate/col. inch 1 1 .25

Frequency & Agency Rates Available

Deadlines

••^WSWI^W HwS SVS<

1 worUng day t)efore printing. I>y noon.

ClmNMiis^ads:
2 working days twfore printing, t>y noon

Make checks payable to the

UCLA Daily Bruin.

tcol. X 1 = 2inches x llnch. There are no cancellations after noon the day t)efore printing.

1lw ASUC1> ConnmwilcMmi Botrd tuNy tuppoite the University ot Caifornla's policy on nondli-

crimiAitton. No nedkim sMI aoeept aiNertiMnMnts which preieni peiunt of any orioin, race,

reNglon, lex, or leual ortenMon in a d«naarino way or Imply IM ttMy are Ir^
capai)IMies.rotosoriMMintocMy.Neilhertt«OalyBruinr)orttieASUCUConintunlci^

htsiiNefiigtfBdariyof1hei«viOBSM(MrliMdorltieadMi1itersreprtsaiilKlinlM$lssM^

believing that »i advertisement in this issue violated the Board's polcy on nondlscfiminatlon staM
herein should communicate complaints in writing to the Business Manager, OaMy Bruin, 225
Ktrckholt HaH, 308 Westwood Plaza, los Angetes, CA 90024. For atsManoe wWi housing dUcriml-

nation problems, call the UCLA Htmtr^ Oflice at (310) 825-4271 or cal the Westside Fair Housing

Olttee at (310) 475-9671.

: - ^O Hpw to write a good ad
1

.

Start your ad with tfw merchandise your are selling. This riiakfes It easier tor readers to quicidy 3. Avoid abbreviations— make your ad easy for readers to understand.

scan the ads and locate your item(s). 4. Place yourself in the reader's position. Ask what you'd like to know about the merchandise,

2. Always include the price of the item you are selling. Many classified readers simply do not and include that in the ad. Include information such as brand names, colors, and other specific

respond to ads without prices. -—-=^= —^—^^^— ——--r descriptions.

1 Campus Happenings

Alcoholics Anonymous
Moti. IDtecussJon. Fri Slep StucJv. AU 3625

Thurs. Book StucJy. AU 3625
Tues and We<J Discussion. Dentoi 23-029

AB times 12:10-l:00prTi

Foi oicohoUci Of indiviauob wr)o hove a
drinking proCilem

NEVER MISS A CALL/

1" MONTH FR££«
fREE! IMMEDIATE HOOK IIP

>PAG(R & 800 SERVICE AVAILABLE

1-800-309-8888

4 Financial Aid

Cash for college. 900,000 grants available.

No repayments, EVER. Qualify immediately.

1-800-243-2435.

7 Good Deals

FIVE EASY RECIPES, 15 beginrwrs cooking

tips! Send $5 SASE, CREATIONS UN-LTD.
19800 Hawthorne Blvd. #258-430CT, Tor-

ranee, Calif. 90503.

THIS WEEK ONLY'
\0

ALL books in stock:

Foreign Language

References, Engineering,

Electronics

10 Personal

WANTED: 100 UCLA studenU to test new
volcemail introduction service. Absolutely

free. 818-986-9045.

WNTED: 100 PEOPLE
Lose 10-29 lbs. in 30 days and earn $$$ do-

inR it. 100% Kuarantee. Call 310-281-8828.

Attorneys

AUTOMOBILE, BICYaE OR MOPED AC-
CIDENTS. Slip and Falls. Business Law.

UCLA Grad. Close to campus. Free Consulta-

tion. Mitchell KreitenberK 21 3-384-3561.

Bright Honest Lawyer
•Auto & Work Accidents "Falls •Wills

•Medical Malpractice •Business Litigation

•JobDiscrim •Divorce •Trials

Call Susan Balistocky

(818) 382-7055 Of (310) 284-5890

12 Research Subjects

ASTHMA SUFFERERS. Earn up to $540.00 In

your spare time. If you take daily asthma
medication you may be eligible to participate

in a research drug study with a new potential

treatment for asthma. Contact (310)477-1734
exl 540 to find out how you may benefit from
this vital program. Allergy Research Fourvia-

tion. Inc. (Brentwood)

1

AUTHOR WANTS TO INTERVIEW pregnant

women in proccM of choosing an abortion,

being a single mother, or placing baby for

adoption. Spaid. 010)206-5073.

wanMd for mark«t rmearch studies.

Must be ^miliar w/oofnputsri.

Cash tor your opinions^

Justin or Elsa
': (818)005-9686 •)r.320 or 323

. .

i '-

3 Campus Recruitment 3 Campus Recruitment

Loofc beautiful, be famous, have a fun weekend

BE A MODEL
Receive a free htghiighting or

haircolor, cut or trim, and
cosmetics (valued at $500),

by world renowned
haircolorists and hair

designers whose work
appears in Vogue,
Mademoiselle and
Harper's Bazaar.

Models needed, any
hair length, for international

beauty event to be held artFie Century
Plaza, the weekend of November 5-7.

Open rnodel call to be held Friday, November 4 at 7:30 pm
and Saturday, November 5 at 9:00 am— at ttie Century

Plaza Hotel, 2025 Ave. of ttte Stars, Century City, Los Angeles.

FOR INFORMATION, CALL (310) 493-9993

V*" CORPORATi SPONSORS

CLAIROL/LOGiCS FRAMESI a GOLDWELL MATRIX
NEXXUS TRESSA WELLA

19 Sperm/Egg donors

EGG DONORS NEEDED for infertile couples.

19-33 yra, own medical iniurance. Special

need* nr black, Hispanic, & chineie. At

UCLA med center. 310-825-9500.

EGG DONORS NEEDED. All info confMen-

tial. Please call 010)285-0333.

EGG DONORS NEEDED: Healthy f«males
between 21-34yean old wAnedica) in-

surance. Paynnent of $2200 for medical pro-

cess. Mima Navas 310-829-6782, Monday-
Frlday.

Help Infertile Japanese-American woman.
Will pay Japanese, Korean, of Chinese egg
donor. Grad students call 21 3-765-5300. Use
codcBH.

IF YOU'D LIKE TO HELP a couple who's
having difficulty getting pregnant or unable to

carry a child, call 31 0-820-6180, ask for Bea-
trice.

12 Research Subjects 12 Research Subjects

22 Health Services

INDIVIDUAL, COUPLE COUNSaiNG,
lAMIE iVMNTZ, MFCC INTERN #21788. 310-

535-1452. SLIDING SCALE FEES. (Diane
Geller, Supv. MFC «27098).

Acne, Tattoos

SunsDOts & Scars
Non-Surgical Laser Therapy tor

painless lacial skin reiuvenatioii

and removal ol acne lattoos

siinspots & scars Low cost

Free Consultation Call

1-800-685-6574

12 Research Subjects

fiizophrenia
Do you or a loved one suffer from Schizophrenia?

Qualified voluteers ages 12 and over may qualify for a

medical research study on schizophr^nia.Qualified

volunteers recive a free basic physical exam, lab tests

and may be compensated up to approximately $1650.

CALIFORNIA

1> L i: A S F c: A L I 1-800-854-3902

UCLA ORAL
HERPES STUDY

Subjects with history of

sunburn induced oral herpes

(fever blisters) needed to

participate in study of new
antiviral cream.

$150 for 7 day study.

Call Pat at 310-825-6636 for

more information.

Normal healthy boys 3-11 yr», and their

families needed for UCLA research project
Receive $20 and have a scientific learning

experience. 310-825-0392.

VOLUNTEERS NEEDED. Male/lemale for

UCLA positron imaging studies. Must have
coronary artery disease or high choiwterol or
be a smoker planning to quit. Also nirikri
post-menopausai women. Injection radioac-

thre Isotope. Blood taken. S2S/hr. 310-825-
ins.

22 Health Services

LOW-FEE PSYCHOANALYTICALLY ORIENT-
ED PSYCHOTHERAPY by PCC Candidate
DInl Evanier, MSW, ACSW. Supv. LCSW
#166. UCLA District. 310-474-9606.

MASSAGE by Paul Drew, references

available, UCLA discount. 310-839-8544.

Bcdwetting boys 7-11 yrs. and their families

needed for UCLA research Project. Subjects

will receive $20 and a free developmerUal
evaluation. 310-825-0392.

Hyperactive boy* with anentlonal problems
7-1 1 yra, needed far UCLA research project

Receive $20 wnA a free developmental

evaluation. 310-825-0392.

15 Wonted

Attention professors and students: need arti-

cles for publication in national kidsAeen

mat^azine, call collect, Ernest 619-967-6816.

CASH FOR CARS. We come to you. Top dol-

lar paid. We do all DMV. We buy anything.

ai8-999IBUY (4289).

1 6 Lost and Found

FOUND: Cat in W«!wood. Call 794-3571

.

' STUDENT RATES
Psychotherapy/Counseling

Couple, Individual.

Overconie stress, depression,

anxiety. Special

student rates. Sliding scale.

LIZ GOULD IMF 17869

(310)578-5957

ARLEN RING, PhD,
. Supervisor PSY 8070 ,

22 Health Services

PENIS-NIPPLE ENLARGEMENT. Professional

vacuum pumps with instruction. Gain 1 *-3*.

Permanent- safe. Enhance erection. Dr. JoeL
Kaplan 1 -800-987-PUMP.

PSYCHOTHERAPY SERVICES FOR WOMEN.
Learn about conflicts interfering with rela-

tionships and work. End self-destructive pat-

terns^ Sliding scale, student rates. Iris Dragin,

MFCC lic.tMFC24876. 310-476-5455.

REACH PERSONAL AND ACADEMIC
GOALS wrrn hypnosis, reduce test
ANXIETY. Increase concentration,

performance, self-confidence. Individual

appointments and classes. Experienced

psychotherapist for 17-years. Student Rates.

Call Laura Guilds MFCC. 310-207-0630.

STRESSED, OVERWHELMED, LONELY. Sup-

portive counseling. Individuals, couples,

groups. Adjacent to campus. Carole Chasin

MA, IMF-20924. Barbara Shore, supervisor,

MS-24655. 310-289-4643.

30 Help Wanted

$6.63A1R. Work in fun atmosphere, schedule

around classes, Apply: Maureen O'Brien,

Cafe Sproul, 350 DeNeve Dr. 31 0-825-2074.

$7/hour + bonus, flexible hours, great work
experience. Hiring nowl APPLY TODAYI
UCLA Annual Fund, 1083 Gayley, 4th floor.

310-794-0277.

$8.07-$9.80
Security officers wanted: UCLA medical cerv

ter. Seieking Professional, assertive, nxAivat-

ed students with minimum of one year re-

maining at UCLA. Call 825-1 793 for infor-

mation^

1 -FEMALE READER who is bilingually proH-

cient in Spanish to read to a blirvd teacher in

the evening. $8-10/hr. 30hrs/Wio. Call Vera at

310-826-3341.

Oshman's Sporting Goods
has the folbwing full and

parttime positions available

at their West LA location:

SKI TECH/ SALES
Sli personnel needed to staff

ski department.

Flexible tiours.

CASHIERS
Experience prefenred.

SALES
Soft goods department.

Apply in person at:

Oshman's Sporting Goods
11110 W.Pico Blvd.

West Los Angeles

(310)478-0446 EOE M/F

AA CRUISE SHIPS HIRINGI EARN BIG $$$
+ FREE TRAVELI (Caribbean, Europe, etcl)

No experience necessary. Staff needed for

busy Holiday/Spring/Sumrrwr seasons.

GUARANTEED SUCCESSI Guide. 919-929-

4398e>A23031.

ACTORS/MODELS NEEDED. Auditions by
appointn>ents only. For commercials, films,

and print ids. All typeVages needed. No ex-

perience necessary. No registration fees. Call

Today Ima^e. 818-222-9091.

ADMINISTRATIVE ASSISTANT. Part-time,

full-time preferred. BH Software Company,
perfect English, WordPerfect required, Page-

Maker helpful. 310-859-7277.

ATTENnON SUCCESSFUL SINGLE MEN.
New International travel and correspondence
magazine for women needs extremely attrac-

tive, straight, unattached bachelor to appear
on the cover of ftnt issue. Please send current
photo to 12103 S. Brookhurst St. #105. GG,
CA 92642.

BALLOON CELEBRATIONS needs party dec-
orators, drivers, artists, and trainee managers.

Fast paced, fijn, and creative environnient,

flexible houra. Call 310-208-1160.

Beverly Hills law firm seeks organized, de-

pendable, part-time fll«tofnoe clerks. Flexible

hours, $5.5(yhr. Conua Roz at 310-274-
8700.

BEVERLY HILLS TRAVEL AGENCY has excJt- -

ing opportunity for pfi-iK secAeceptionM.
Answer phorws, help agents, distribute

brochures. Learn ihm bii. SalwyA>onus op-

oortimitv. Call Ric 310-246-4499.
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NERVOaS? ANXIOUS?
FEARFUL? WORRIED?

Research volunteers between the ages of 18 and 65
experiencing these symptoms for at least 1 month and
in relatively good health are needed. Volunteers will

receive a brief exam in order to determine eligibility.

Qualified volunteers receive free basic physical

exam/lab test and compensation up to $1400.

California UgLllftfi^AC^tRiAfei^l

MEDICAL GROUP
Please Gall 1-800-854-3902

30 Help Wanted

PERSON NEEDED TO COMPLETE WORK
ON RESEARCH PROJECT. Very good speak-

ing qualifications. $7/hour. P/T flexible. Conrt-

puter experience. Call 310-S82-9785.

PERSONAL CARE ATTENDANT to work with
young man with Cerebral Palsy in West L.A.

Requires lifting, feeding and courueling skills.

Sundays, Wednesdays, and overnights.

$7/hr. Call PegKy 310-649-0499.

POSITIONS AVAILABLE for 10+ hrs/wk read-

ing psychology articles onto audio tape for

visually-impaired student at $7.31 prAir.

Flexible daily schedules and work at home.
Call 310-302-1170 to leave your nan>e,

phone number, year-in-school, major, arwi

short 1-2 min. reading sample from a book or

newspaper.

PRESTIGIOUS BEVERLY HILLS PHOTOGRA-
PHER AGENCY seeks interrVassistant for part-

lime work. Car necessary. $7^r.Call Robin
(310)275-2858.

Proposal writer to develop grant proposals for

non-profit organizations. Academic and pro-

gram experience in public iiealth, education,

social service, and/or the arts preferred. Send
resume and writing sample to Grant Works
1 248 5th St. #365, Santa Monica, CA 90406-
0365.

30 Help Wanted

30 Help Wanted

BOOKKEEPER'S ASSISTANT. Macintosh- 1 it-

erate, local errands. Casual ocean-park of-

fice, 8-12 hoursAveek, sUrting at $MK>ur.
310-399-4736.

CAMPUS POSITON AVAILABLE starting at

$6.63^r. We work around your classes.

Immediate employnoent available for Fall

1994. Sunset Village Dining Services.

Contact David at 310-206-7688.

CASTING IMMEDIATaYl Extras needed for

feature films, comnwrdals, and music videos.

Earn up to $200 per dayl No experience
needed. Work guaranteedl Call today 213-
851-6102.

CO-rom Interactive and video game market-
ing internship now available. Stipended posi-

tion will invoh« all aspects of advertising and
promotion as they relate to the launch of

some of this cutting edge industry's most ex-

citing entertainnr>ent titles. 310-473-9200
exL2511.

aERICAL WE NEEDED for order entry,

customer service, inventory corHrol. Video
biz. Tough job, good pay. Fax resume to

010)306-3162.

CLERICAL/RECEPT.
POSTTION. Professional phone manner, well

organized, 15-20 hours, 1 0anv3pm Monday,
Wednesday, Friday with other days possible.

010)7944)284.

COMMUNmr SERVICE OFFKIRS (CSO's)

are hiring UCLA students nowl. $6.16A)r to

sUrt, uff to $9.1 0. 1 5+hn/wk. Flexible sched-
ule. Call 825-6760.

DaiVERY AND WAREHOUSE PERSON.
Heavy lifting. Clean drhring record. 3-

days/week. 9-5, MWF or Tues/Thurs/Sat.

$7/hour. Children's Book WorW. 310-559-
2665.

DENTAL ASSISTANT. P/T, MWF. Prefer pre-
denUl student. Wil l train. 21 3-931-8400.

Department of Conwpunity Safety It hiring

UCLA students nowfrl $6.89Aww, 1 S+hrsAvk,
office, reception, fingerprinting, taking LD.
photos, etc. Call 206-81 26 for Info.

OPTOMETRIC
OFFICE

seeking student to schedule

doctor's patients. Needs

excellent telephone skills, must

be personable, caring, aiul

aggressive. Base Pay plus

commission.

PA" MWSat(am)
(310)837-7202 !«vr mea^

EMPLOYMENT RECRUrTER, bilingual, Vlet-

namese, 310-412-7546.

Eachanfi Student needs a che«, tennis, mas-

sage and soccer practice partner. Free travel

overseas 310-471-9191. Improve your
heahh, m\nA, power.

FLE aERK NEEDED for one of the largest

film production oonr>panies. Flexible schwd-

ule. 25 hour^vk, $5^. Must have filingA>f-

fice clerk experience arxi be very detail-orl-

ented. all Gafmalne; 310-820-6733.

Flexible hours Great food Great environment.

Cutters Restaurant In Santa Monica Is hiring.

HostsAiostesset, and servers. Apply M-F
between 2-5pm. 2425 Cbforado Ave.

CRAPHK3/OFFK3E ASSISTANT. P/T, flex

hours. (3101478-0591.

HAIRSTYLIST. Afro-American hair, Caucwian
too. Clientele preferred. Call 310-828-1064.

IMMEDIATE
OPENING!

ffX'cash, flex, hrs, training provkled, ATTI-
TUDE IS EVIRYTHINGI 310.337-9627.

30 Help Wanted

LAWOFFKI ASSISTANT, F/T position for file

clerkAclief receptionist/office management
assistant, require organized, self-motivated

individual w/WordPerfect 5.1 /Windows ex-

periefKe. Hours:9am-5:30pm. Please fax or

send resunne to: Rebecca J. Lee, Donfdd, Kel-

iey and Rollman, 1 1845 West Olympic Blvd,

Suite 1245, LA, Ca 90064. Fax: 310-312-

8014

LAW OFFKiZ. Clerical secretarial positions.

Must know WordPerfect Have office experi-

ence. Good typing skills, flexible hours.

Wilshire A Glendon. 310-475-0481.

LEGAL GRAD STUDENT, clerk with exc.da-

tabase management and spreadsheet skills

needed for single proj. litigation support
Schedule and hourly rate open. FAX resunoe

to 310-577-8143.

Lighting Design Firm need phone advertising

person. Excellent communicatiora skills re-

quired. 20-25 hn/wk. Flexible schedule.
$7.5Q/hr. Ask Rick, 213-937-444S or fax,

213-937-3912.

MALE MODELS. Asian, Utin or surfer types.

No height requirement Hot head, cards,

posters, mags. Good money. FunI 213-664-
2999 24hours.

MARKET RESEARCH COMPANY in Van
Nuys needs Individuals to work 4-6
hours/day. Evening, day, arvi weekerxl hours

available to do public opinion and market re-

search. Must have excellent reading skills,

ability to write verbatim, and follow instruc-

tions. Call 818-725-4275.
^^^^^^^^^^^^^

Marmol & Radziner Architects. Imnnediate

opening. Receptior>/Office AssisUnt 32-40
hoursAvic Flexible days, $M>r. Fax resunrw to

Leo Marmol 310-264-1814, Faxi310-264-
1817.

MGNT TRAINEE
No exp. r>ec. Corp. expanding in area.

$400Q^iT>onth, base-f commission. Start im-
mediately. 213-463-0633

\

-^

MODEL/DANaR NEEDED. Female mod-
el/dartcer for fashion show in China. ?ne
trip+ good salary, must up S'7". No fee re-

quired. 818-292-1530.

NEEDED: FEMALE STUDENT w^ome be-
havtor modification experier>ce to work
W/autistic client in her home 6-10
hoi»'^week, evenings, Saturdays, tnd Sun-
days. Pay SlOAHMjr. Please call: 310-649-
0499 and ask (or Ellen Slaton.

P/T ENQNEERING POSmON AVAILABLE,
familiarity of seismic codes for URM building

Af. Call 213-254-5552.

P/T EXECUTIVE SECRETARY for Brentwood
office. Strong secretarial skills and typing pro-

ficiency of 60 wpm or greater. Must be moti-

vated and t>rlght, with a positive attitude. Re-

quires WordPerfect 5.1 Lotus v\A Account-
ing background helpful but not necessary.

Extensive experience not required. 20-30
hoursMeek, flexible. $10-13^., depending
on qualificaltons. FAX resume to: Mkhael I.

Grain, 826-3356.

P/T INTERVIEWERS
Market research firm is seeking candidates for

Interviewers. Must have prOflMenal ap-
peararKe and postess eMcellent reading, writ-

ing, and communication skills. Flexible

hours, afternoon and evening shilb available.

Excellent P/T work for studenU and movie
buffs. For info call 213-549-5148.

P/r MEDICAL OFFCE ASSISTANT. Flexible

houra, 6-12 hour^week, high responsibility,

varied tasks. Required: Madntaah skills.

Start $7.501yMjr. SanU Monica^urwly. 310-

207-3337.

P/T OFFKI CLERK NEEDED to work 15-20

hoursAwcek in upbeat, busy Century City of-

fice. Good organizatfonal skills, communica-
tion skills, and telephane experieiKe a must
$7/hour. Call Kristi. 310-553-0550.

P/T SALES. 1 5-20 hrs/wk in AM. Good tele-

phone skills. Self-motivated. $7^r -*- commis-
sion. Telemarfcatktg experience required.

Sania Monica. 3t0^53-6422.

30 Help Wanted

P/T-F/T MEDICAL FILE CLERK for busy neuro-

surgical group. 30-40hourVweek, Monday-
Friday in WLA. Pleas call Joy at 310-286-
2939.

Part-time (1 5-20hrs.Ayk) telemarketing person
needed for SanU Monica Education Publish-

er. Good voice, sells experience and foreign

lanRuage required. 310-395-9393.

PART-TIME DRY CLEANING COUNTER
PERSON. Will train. 20+ hrs/wk. 2 or 3 after-

noons 3:30-8:30 + 8 hours Saturday or 5
hours Sunday. Starts $6-7.5CVhr + free dry

cleaning. Apply 12-3pm 1600 Westwood
Blvd. Ask for Randy.

PART-TIME SECRETARIAL HELP WANTED.
Light typing, computer familiarity. Will teach.

Westwood area. Flexible hours. Allied Mor-
XiVK & Services. $7/hr. 310-996-1000.

32 Career Opportunities

Wanted for Full or P/T

OCEAN loving extrovert

to work at

Oceans Gallery & Bookstore

Call Alan 310 645^992

TALENT AGENCY
seeks highly motivated and organized intern.

If you want to learn THE BIZ and work in a

fun office, this is the placet (Non-paid). Call

310-278-3600 ASAP.

TEMPORARY HELP WANTED, week-
daysA^^eekends, removal of medical records,

$6/hr., call between 10-4, Culver City. 310-

559-8823. '_

TO WORK WITH CHILDREN ages 6-13. Art

background helpful, not mandatory. Must
have good writing skills and t>e MAC literate.

Hours 10:45-3:30PM. Begin immediately.
Call Helene 818-998-1782.

TUTOR/NANNY, Spanish speaking, own car,

10-15 hrj^^^, afternoons, evenings. Excellent

referer>ces, qualifications, child care exp. req.

Vivian Hanover (310)454-3000, (310)459-
8888.

32 Career Opportunities

VET TECHNICIAN. Part-time/»ull-time, ex-

perierK:e preferred. Busy, small animal hospi-

Ul located in Sherman Oaks. 818-906-4298.

VOLUNTEER USHERS needed at the West-
wood Playhouse. Opportunity to see Steve

Martin's play (Picasso.) Please call Michael at

208-6500.

WANTEDIII Individuals and Student Organi-

zations to Promote SPRING BREAK '95. Earn

substantial MONEY and FREE TRIPS. CALL
INTER-CAMPUS PROGRAMS. 1 -800-327-

6013.

Weekend Bookkeeper, Cutter's restaurant in

Santa Monica. Apply M-F between 2-5pm.
2425 Colorado Ave. Ten key ar>d cash han-'

dling a must Mac and Remanco helpful.

WORK FOR BEVERLY HILLS MATCHMAK-
ER. Looking for an outgoing, open-minded,
energetic, intelligent college student ac-

tres^rrwdel or recent college graduate. 310-

205-8483.

WRITER'S EXCHANGE has work for creative-

ly-talented writers. Papertuck novels, Non-
Fiction Books, Screenplays. 310-209-0681,

Vernon.

YOUNG MEN WANTED for nude and semi-

nude modeling. Good pay. Immediate work.
Call Derek 21 3-845-9669.

32 Career Opportunities

FILM/TV/COMMERCIALS, auditioning ac-
tors/actresses. 13-35 years, for lead roles in

major productions, send pictures 61 North
Glen Oaks Blvd. Burbank 91502. ATTN:
Casting or call (818)843-4228.

PART-TIME. Earn up to $300/day. Excellent

people skills required. Training provided.

(310)337-0790.

BARTENDER
TRAINEES

•no experionce necassary
•eorn$100-S200 daily

•more jobs tnan graduates
•nation wide job placement

NATIONAL AARTENDERS
SCHOOL

' (213)380-3200

(310)5580608
. (818)994-8100

LAUNCH INTO A

PARALLEL UNIVERSE

P A R 4 t

'^ / V E R ^

a

It All Happens ISJonStop
Wtiere information \Aaie% ttirough the ether and the light-across the street or around the world.

The infonnation never ceasfes. Our technology never fails.

Tandem: The Parallel Universe
The universe of advanced database computing. Of massively parallel, fault tolerant on-line

transaction processing. Of open accessibility. Of robust UNIX. Of the most infonnation-hungry

industries, getting the power they demand.

AnENTiON CS and EE December Grads

(with INTEREST IN software development)

ON CAMPUS INTERVIEWS • TUESDAY, NOVEMBER 8TH
Sign up with your Placement Center.

For more information on our company, please

preview our home page on the World Wide Web:

http://www.careermosaic.com/cm/tandemAm1.html

^(TANDEM
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32 Career Opportunities

> PHYSICALTHERAPIST NEEDED
V • Pshn Springi vea
- 3-S yevs e]q)eneiKe miniinutn

-70K PER YEAR
- California License req.

. CaD Patrick It ((19)322-6233

34 Internships

ACTIVE, INDEPENDENT FILM PRODUCER
ieeks student interns to learn script develo(>-

ment activities in B.H. office. No pay, but
good opportunity to learn. 31^260-1405 or
310-394-7263.

CREATIVE TEAM LOOKING for someone In-

terested in gaining hands-on experience In

computer illustrating. Must have artistic talent

and interest in fantasy, sci-fi, and super-hero
genres. No experience required, flexible

hours, fun-working environment in entertain-

rrwnt publishing company. Call Nicole, 310-
260-4820, M-F.

Do you love the Muppets? Weil then, contact
Halle at 21 3-960-4096 about a script reading
and research internship.

GENERAL INTERNS NEEDED for one of the
largest film production companies. No pay.
Lots of experience. College credit available.

Hard, fun work. Computer experience help-

ful . Call Linda: 310-820-6733.

INTERN WANTED FOR A NEW PHOTO
STUDIO! Answer phones, run errands & gen-
eral production work. A great opportunity!

Call 310-581-8393.

MOTION PICTUREm/yPERSONAL MAN-
AGEMENT FIRM needs student- interns for

script reading and coverage, general office

work, light bookkeeping assistance. Call Col-

leen 310-474-4521.

MUSIC DEPARTMENT of public relations

company seeks Interns. Must be responsible,

hard-working ar>d receiving college credit (no
pay). Contact Erik at 21 3-951 -9300.

Do you like endless Indie-Rock
gruntwork? Want to sec the real

side of the Independent music
Industry as soon as possible?
Then be an intern at Alias recordsl

Interested people
caU 818-566-1034

The
Walt
Disney
Studios
PR Internship

Fall "94 - Spring "95

Buena Vista Pictures Morketing is

looking for a poid intern to be our

representative on campus. Duties incHxie

devising creative promotional strategies and

irnplementing

promotions on compus os well as servicing

campus press with press

materials. Unde^roduate Soph, or Junior

preferred. Must have access ''

to a cor and spend one full day at the Studio

(ttexibte).

Send (or fox) resume

and cover letter to.

NiUd Stetantan

AMt. to Wectem FieM Manager
WALT DISNEY STUDIOS
500 So. Buena VIslo St.

BurtMnl(.CA01521-1395
FAX (818) 845-3794

35 Child Care Wanted

BABYSITTER FQR 2 SWEET KIDS, arl-2,
Boy-4. P/r eveningvWeekend*. StxKild be ex-
periefKed, caring, dependable. Day 310-
639-4228, evening 310-475-7600.

-

BABYSITTER NEEDED FOR 1 -CHILD, just

Weft of campus, 1 evening per week. Fiexl-

ble.3ia471-2464.

LOOKING FOR enthusiastic, child-

development major for child-care in Sherman
Oaks. Car, references. Hours flexible. $7+
pr^r. Fax resume. 818-783-8480.

PARENT HELPER. 3:30-6:30pm daily, must
have car and insurance. $fi^hour negotiable.

8 and 11 years-old. Michele: 618-374-
2314wofk, 61 6-907-85 19hon»e. Childcare
experience necessary.

RESPONSIBLE SITTER needed for WLA 2
year old. Need o¥wi transport. 20-24
hour^^veek. Hours nenotiable. 310-474-5600

36 Personal Assistance

NEEDED: carpool, light cooking, miscellane-
ous errands, projects, must have organiza-
tional skills and car. Happy spirits apply.
Flexible hours. Sue, 310-276-3300.

37 Housesitling

PrrAK>USESnTER WANTEDI Female to
live-in and wmch docs and house over
Chrtttmaitreak. Call Valerie (31(^277-5556.

49 Apartnnents for Rent

S595. WESTWOOD. SMALL 1 BR. utilities

paW. Good appHanm, culc. lumdry. 1.5 to
UOA. OlOM^-^tift L

49 Apartments tor Rent 49 Apartments for Rent

LANDFAIR APARTMENTS
SISLANDFAIRAVE^

LOS ANGELES. CA 90024
Clean and spacious, unfurnished apartments. Singles,

and 1 bedrooms, some feature balconies, stove and
refrigerators provided, water Included, assigned parking.

laundry facilities in each building.

maintenance guarantee, 24 hour emergency service.

See Russ in #1 between 10-6 p.m.

Apartments shown by appointment only. Call

824-4807

${S85. BRIGHT 1 -BEDROOM TRIPLEX.

Close to Trader Joe's and Westside Pavilion.

New carpets w/appliances. Shopping Center

Close. Washer Hookups. 310-441-1662.

$900 CULVER CITY. Large, quiet, modern, 2-

bdrrT\/3bath townhome, dishwasher, a/c,

fridge, patio, gated parking. 310-637-0761

.

$995. 2BR/1 1/28A TOWNHOUSE STYLE
1.2 miles UCLA. (310)459-6800.

••WESTWOOD VILLAGE** MIDVALE/N. OF
LEVERING. EXTRA LARGE 2BD/2BA BALCO-
NY. DINING ROOM, 3 CAR PARKING,
CHARMING, GARDEN APTS. 310-839-

6294.

1+1 LOFT, WELL MAINTAINED, newer se-

curity building, subterrainian parking, laun-

dry, West LA. (310)479-6856.

1 -BEDROOM S575 up. Huge apartments,

ideal for roommates. Garden courtyard, pool,

, AJC, phone-entry. Near Sherman Oaks Gal-

lerla. Minutes to campus. 618-997-7312.

1 -BEDROOM $695. 2-BEDROOM $625.
Garden courtyard. Quiet. Appliances, blinds,

etc 1&1/2 miles to campus. Blue bus. 310-

477-0725.

1 -BEDROOM, UPPER, QOSE TO UCLA.
Best part of Palms. Newly decorated, Laun-
dry, no pets. lO-rrxxilh lease. $625/month.
310-286-2665.

1bd/ba. 7month lease. $700/n'>o. all bills

paid. Cover parking, security building, old

Spanish style, laundry, close to UCLA. 310-

824-4656.

1 single and 1 bachelor in Westwood near

campus, with parking. Daytime 213-932-
1657.

BEVERLY HILLS ADJ. 1&2-BEDROOMS
$650-$895. SOME W/HARDWOOD
FLOORS. ONLY 1/2 BLOCK TO PHZO BUS.
ASK ABOUTjEASE BONUS. 310-839-6294.

BRENTWOOD NEW 3BD luxury condo,
hardwood floors, own bedroom, free cable,

water, gasr LaurvJry, parking. Walking dis-

. tance to Mezzaluna, Starbucks, Cheesecake
Factoryl $475/rTK). 11906 Gorham Ave #1.

Tom (310)820-5937.

BrentwoodI 3-bdrrT\/2-balh. $1600. Pool,

Ig. balcony, gated parking, central air. Near
UCLA. Add.: 330 S. Bamngton, near Sunset.

310-471-2498.

BRENTWOOD, Sunny and larg* 3-bed-
roonf>/2-bath. Patio, North of Wilshire, dish-

washer, parking, $1450/rT>onth. Open 9-5,

11921 Goshen Avfc aK»1. 310-207-0634.

BRENTWOOD. Lovely, cozy, bachelor/ette

room in beautiful country area, quiet home.
20-minutes to UCLA. $650. 310-472-6694.

CLOSE TO UCLA
WESTWOOD. 10 minutes by car, 1 -bed/1

-

bath, upper, electronic entry, fireplace, refrig-

erator, dishwasher, carpet, verticals, gat«i
parking, laundry, $750/mofTth. For appoint-

ment call 310-454-8800.

Deluxe 1 -bedroom. 10-minute walk to

UCLA, quiet building, balcony, well-lit unit,
'

$850 and up. Available November 8. 310-

208-8661.

FOX HILLS CONDO FOR RENT. 1 5 minutes
to UCLA. 1-bedroonVl-bath, dishwasher,
pool, Jacuzzi, spa, mini-gym. Security Build-

ing.$810. 310-641-5080.

LARGE LOFT APT. near UCLA, all applianc-

es, air conditioning, fireplace, $850.
(310)208-4934.

MAR VISTA, $565. Spacious 1 -bedroom. Ap-
pliances, parking, laundry, 15 minutes to

UaA. 310-397-8058.

MAR VIST\ $670, 2-bed/2-bath, 2-story cus-

tom townhouse. Gated garage, unit alarm,

central air, fireplace. 12736 Caswell Ave.
310-391-1076.

• MAR VISTA*
2BD. 2BA, 2 STORY

CUSTOM TOWNHOMES.
GATED GARAGE. CEhfTRAL AIR,

FIREPLACE, UNITALARM

* 12736 CASWELLAVE $825
* 11 748 COURTLEIGH DR. $845

* PALMS •
2 BD, 2BA CUSTOM TOWNHOME.
FIREPLACE. BALCONY. GATED

OARAGE.ALRMINUNIT
(ONE MONTH FREE RENT)

* 3614 PARIS $995
• qMn7d^(«

CALL (310) 391-1076

TOSFeTHE

I, LOVELYAPARmENTS m

MAR VISTA, 2-BDRM/7-BATH custom town-

home. Gated garage, central air, fireplace,

unit alarm. 11746 Courtleigh Dr.

$645/nK)nth. 31 0-391 -1076.

MAR VISTA. ?-BDRM-2-BATH custom town-
home. Gated garage, central air, fireplace,

unit alarm. 12736 Caswell Ave. $825/month.

Call 310-391-1076.

MAR VISTA. 2-bdmV2bath. Custom to*vn-

home, fireplace, gated garage, alarm in unit

$645. 11748 Courtleigh. Door open 7 days.

31 0-39VI 076.

Banker Property Group
*1 Bedroom*

•Gated
•Pool
• Laundry I^ilities
• Beautiful Landscaping
• $549/month (sindes

available for $475)
• low deposit for UCLA

Students

CALL (310) 390-0226

Oak Santa Monica. One-bedroom apartment,
partly furnished, Available for 6 noonthsor 1

year. 310-450-7692.

ONE MILE TO WESTWOOD. Brentwood
adjacent. Large single $625. Large Ibed
$695. 1 235 Federal Ave. 310-477-7237.

PALMS $595, 1 -bedroom security building,

very quiet, all appliances. Convenient to

campus. Security deposit $100. A/C, laundry.

310-837-7061.

PALMS $750, 2-bdrrTVl-ba, large upper,
small building. Completely refurbished, like

new. Must see to appreciate. 15-mins from
campus. 310-396-6622.

PALMS*371 7 CARDIFF
Near 10 and 405, large T-bedroom deluxe,
fireplace, 1 3-minutes to UCLA. Good loca-

tion, gated parking, controlled entiy. Quiet,
newer building, $620 and $716. 310-652-
0647,310-836-7146.

PALMS, $1695, 4-bedroom + loft/3-bath,

newer 3-story townhouse, fireplace, gated ga-

rage, security alarm, sundeck. 3670 Midvale
Ave. 31 0-391 -1076. Open 7 days 9-5.

Monterey

2 Bed / 2 Bath
$1150
$1250^- ''" ^

Central Air/Central Heat.
Security building.
Will Allow 4 in

1 Apartment

Now reserving for Fal

(310)477-0858

PALMS, $485. Bright, spacious single, full

kitchen, parking, most utilities included. 310-
397-6056.

PALMS, $485/M6ntH, single, 3455 Jas-
mine. Appliances, pool, laundry, no peU.
310-454-4754^

*^

PALMS, $665. 2+1 apartment, upper, bright
unit Refrigerator included. Gated parfcinc.

310-629-0569.
"

PALMS, 2-BDRAV2-BATH custom town-
home. Gated garage, fireplace, balcony,
alarm in unit 1 -month free. 3614 Faris
$995.310-391-1076.

PALMS. $485 Large singles. Stove, icfH^era-
tor, disposal, air, elevator, pool, pwfcing,
laundry, no pets. Open house Saturday-Sun-
day l-Spm. Bus to UaA. 10136 National
Blvd. 310-552-2367. 310-838-9726.

PALA4S. $550, Single. $775 2-bedroofTVl -

bath. Newer building on quiet street, gated
parking, bui It-ins, balcony/patio, VC, fire-

place. Cable-ready, laundry facillUet. 310-
397-0405.

PALMS. $995, 2-bed/2-bath, custom town-
home, fireplace, balcony, gated garage,
alarm in unit One month free. 361 4 Faris Dr.
310-39.1-1076. •

PALMS. Unfurnished 1 -bedroom, |495,
sJn|^ $395. Appliances, no pets. Call 9am-
8pm, askfef rngf. (31(B637-4196.

REDUCED RENT. Ibr, Iba. $700. Charming
SpanWi style, hardwood Hoon, brigN, quiet,

ttMndnrhoQimp. {310IS5Q.1S31.

49 Apartments for Rent

SINGLE APARTMENTS. Near buses. Com-
pletely rerwvated. Bike or ride to campus.
Near parks.Laundry and parking. Massachu-

setts E.of 405. $525. 310-479-2819

UCLA, Bachelor, $425, full bath, 1 bik from

UCLA and Village, 638 Landfalr. 310-206-

4253, 824-2595.

VENICE. Super l-bdrm, near Rote Cafe,

beach. Main. Parking, appliances,. 240 3rd

Avenue. Call Phyllis, 310-39^2653.
,

WALK TO UaA. One bedroom, balcony,

free parking, laundry facilities, water Incl.

$900. Bachelor $550. 10944 Strathmore.

(31 0209-0968.

WEST LA. $800. Beautiful 2-bedroonV2-

bath, dishwasher, air, fireplace, built-in book
shelves, gated parking and entry. Quiet build-

ing, 15 minutes from UCLA or SMC. 3414
iaamine. 310-838-4862.

WEST L.A. ONE-BORAVONE-BATH. Mod-
em building, security parking, air-condi-

tioned, fridge included. 1966 construction.

Close to bus/shopping. SSOG/ifno. 310-826-
5902 or 310-474-0414.

WESTWOOD- 2-BEDROOM/^-BATH, $925
AND UP. TILE KITCHEN, STEPDOWN LIV-

ING ROOM. UNUSUAL CHARM. 1-1/2

MILE TO UCLA. 31 0-639 6294.**

Westwood/Century City and Palms, $495+
single; $650+ Ibd; $97S2bd/2ba, open dally

310-474-7565.

WLA, from $750, 2&3 bedroom apartmenU,
private patios, stove .refrig^ air, laundry, 1 620
S. Brockton Ave. Renee 31 0-550-6755.

WLA. $59S/mo. Spacious, single, full kitch-

en, parking, small quiet building. One year
lease, no pets. 3 1 0-826-7886. _ ^^

WLA. Amazing deal.. 1629 Brockton. Singles

Starting $525. New appliances, carpet, paint,

vertical blinds. Parking, gated. Good student
discount. 310-477-0112.

WLA. Large 2-bdrnV2-ba unfurnished, luxu-

rious, walk-in closet, parking, laundry. New
building. Great for sharing. $1350/nrK>. 310-
207-7807.

50 Apartments, Furnished

MAR VISTA, $60(ymonth. Ask about free

rent. Attractive, furnished 1-bedgpom. Large,

pool, patio, and barbecue area. Quiet build-

ing. 3746 InglewDod Blvd. 310-398-6579.

SM. 1 -bdrm apartment Furnished. $67(Vh>o.
Available 1 1/1. Call 310-567-3300.

51 Apartm.ents, Unfurn.

$1125 flRBNTWOOD LUXURIOUS
2bdrrTT/2bth, rial fire place, enclosed patio,

all applianc^, good laundry, parking.

aEAN, QUIEX. 11722 Kiowa. 805-526-
1759. /__
$875 2BDRM/1 J/2BA. 1426 Barrington #4.
Stove, refrigerator, air, dishwasher. (310)637-

0761 _^
Great large 1 bdrm $575. Easy commute to

UCLA. Call Lisa 310-572-1050.

MAR VISTA, 2-bedroom uppers, $695-$740.
Brand new paint, carpet, verticals, ceiling

fans. Parking, laundry. Quiet building. Near
beach. Inquire at #1, 121^5 Pacific Ave. 310-
391-6532.

WEST LOS ANGELES. North of Santa Moni-
ca. 2-bedroonVl-bath, remodeled, nice
neighborhood, very large, very bright, upper
unit, new carpets, appliances, laundry. Very
close to campus and shopping. $635/nr>onth.
310-828-7463.

WESTWO06/CENTURY CITY. $950?
Charming, spacious, 2bol^ba, new carpets,
floor, bui It-ins, minf blinds, air, quiet, 4 unit
161 5 Camden Ave. D 10)473-4858

52 Apartments to Stiare

BRENTWOOD. Quiet, responsible N/S to
share 2+2 w/female professional.

$467.50/month + half-utilities. Paricing,

laundry. First, last + security required. Avail-
able December 1st. Call Suzann, 310-826-
1020.

LOOKING FOR MATURE and responsible fe-

male professional/graduate to share spacious
2-bdrnV2-bth. Brentwood. $550. Pool,
laundry, parking. 310-440-9480 '

PALMS. LOOKING FOR ROOMMATE to
share 2-bdm\/2-balh apartrrient. New, small

. complex w/aft amenities;dishwasher, fire-

place, security, etc Male-N^ preferred.
Must be super clean graduate student or pro-
fessional. $52S/bio. iose 310-553-
1260ext274, call anytime.

PRIVATE ROOM IN 3bed/2bath apartment.
$367/rnonth to month. Call Chris or Stepha-
nie (310)473-5274.

Room with a ocean viewl Male roomm^e to

•hare 2 bd. apt. N. Wilshire Santa Monica.
$475+1/2 utils. Betty 310-394-431 3.

WESTWOOD-WALK TO UCLA. Your Own
Room, share kKchen. $40Q/monthly,
$15(VWeekly. 310-209-0681, Vernon.

53 Roommates

BEL AIR, own room, share bath, quarter utili-

ties, swimming pool. Serious, quiet female
student only. $37SAnonth. Ist^ast mo.'s
rent 310-472-3186.

MALE ROOMMATE to share 1-b«lroom
apartment. 1409 Midvale, #314. 5-10 minute
walk to Lot 32. $4 1 2.50/W>ooth. Ed 310-312-
0454.

QUCT FEMALE ROOMMATE to share ibd
apartment. $3<i(Vmo. 10 min from UCLA,
OverlandlaGrange Ave. Call )eanlene/lenny
Ql(»470-423:y (3ia475 8762. - -

53 Roommates

WANTED: FEMALE ROOMMATE to shye
very cfean apartment. Close to campus. Rent
$350.(310)206-7972.

54 Room for Rent

$32S/mo CULVER CriY. Own Ug, bright,

prhrate bedroom.PeU ok. Share apartment
with two. Minutes to beach, bus, supermar-
kets. Eleanor/)on, 310-444-7879.

2 Crad students to share large room in Pacific

Palisades home. $55a^rson. Pool and ten-

nis courts prh^ilege. 310-454-3506.

GKEAT LOCATION. Private room. 1-bk>ck
from bus, ten minutes from UCLA, five

minutes from 405 and 10. Washer/Drier.

$425Atk>. 310-615-1565.

LARGE ROOM, private bath, furnished,

kitchenette, walk-in closet Close to LXTLA.

$45(Vmonth, 310-826-8586 am, or 470-361

6

BUI:

WESTWOOD, private, large rooflVbath in

furnished guesthouse. $46C/hionth. Electric

stove, street parking, very clean and bright
Call 310-474-31 39.

WESTWOOD. IbdnnfumishefVprivate bath.

Laundry privilidges. Limiteid kitchen

privi ledges. Utils. paid, excluding phor>e.

$40(ymo. 310-474-5668.

55 Sublet

PALMS, own roorrVbath in 2-bedroom apart-

ment Pool, gym, laundry, parking, cable.

No pets., N/S. Dec 1-Feb 1, $35(Vhfionth.

310-837-1041.

56 House for Rent

3-bdrm^a house. Washer, dryer, dish-

washer, stove, refrigerator. WLA area.

$137S;^ra. 310-826-2022.

58 House for Sale

BEL AIR, 3bc^.5ba,+bonus room,5yrs new,
quiet street, $529,000. 2607 Basil Lane, by
appt only, 10 minutes to UCLA, owner. 31a
271-7750

62 Room/Board for Help

BENEDKTT CANYON, private room/bath in

house, 10-minutes to campus, grad student

w/car exchange for light duties. 310-273-
4000.

FREE ROOM AND BOARD for child care.

Female student. Own car, near UCLA. After

6:30pm. 310-204-4870.

MORNING WORK for senior in exchange for

room and private bathroom. (213)651-1319.

ROOM, BOARD, PRIVATE BATH exchange
for assistance- light housekeeping, some
cooking, some driving. Female student 818-
906-1 399.

ROOAVBOARD +$10(VWK. Mother's helper
needed for newly single mom. Mature, re-

sponsible, grad student preferred. Nice Mar
Vista home, 1 5 min. from campus. 310-397-
6445.

66 Townhouse for Rent

2-be<V2-bath tawr>house. Quiet, gated, park-

ing, central air and heat, laundry. Open Sat-

urday/Sunday 12-5. $1020. 310-261-6229.

67 Condos for Sole

CONDO FOR SALE. Quiet, Penthouse, near
campus. 2bdrrT\/2ba in security building

w/privacy, amenities, view. Owr>er reduced
price. J. Thompson 310-471-6363x133.

68 Condos to Share

l-bdrm In 2-bdr/2.5-bth, Wilshire Highrise
Condo. Laundry facility within unit, 24-hr.

security, valet parking, pool and gym. N/S.
SUaO/mo. 310-475-7989.

FEMALE TO SHARE ROOM In nice condo,
large living room, kitchen, quiet, security

building, walk to UCLA, $36(Vmo. 310-391-
2877.

WESTWOOD. Own room/own bath In luxu-

ry-gPTHte. StQJrity parking, pool, Jacuzzi,
saurta, weight room, and nuid service. CIom
to UCLA. Avail Nov. 1 . $600 includes utils.

Days: 816-552-4216, evenings: 310-44S>
5642.

69 Condos for Rent

IBD/IBA CONDO FOR LEASE. 1/2 bhA
from UCLA. High-rise building, doorman,
swimming pool. SlOOtVmo. Call Broker
010)824-0453.

1BRDM, balcony view, security, paHcing,

gym, pool. Adjacent to Marina and 405. Rent
$795.(310)397-0970.

3-bdmV2-bath condo on Hllg«xl, very large

and bright, $1750. 3-car parking, security
building, walklr^ distance to UCLA, 310-
471-4989.

CONDO FOR RENT in Palms area.
$a7S;/W>onth. 2 bed/2-bath. W^her/Dryer,
Move, dishwasher, central air and heating, 2-

car security parking and lots of storage. Eve-
hff', 310-391-3853 or Sieve, 310-391-6645.

70 Guesf House for Rent

PALMS. Delightful garden guesthou**, 1 bed-
room, garden and cat lovers welcome,
$7Sa^Tx>-»-i<illtlei, available C^c 1. 310-
837-8248. C«Tipta 51109.

.\
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insurance Company

(310)312-0204
1317 Westwood Blvd

.

C2 biks. So. of Wilshire)

94 Movers/Storage

HONEST MAN. W/14ft truck and dollies,
small jobs, short notice ok. Student discount
310-285-8688. CA. AZ. NV. Co Bmins.

JERRY'S MOVING & DELIVERY. The careful
movers. Experienced, reliable, same day de-
livery. Packing & boxes. Will deliver boxes
free. Jerry 310-391-5657.

TOM'S MOVING SERVia. DEPENDABLE
EXPERIENCED, REASONABLE. LAST
MINUTE JOBS WELCOME. CALL 24 HRS.
310-452-2687.

96 Services Offered

ATTN FILM STUDENTS: experienced sound
mix^r and videocam operator will volunteer
time to your project Call Steve 310-859-
8594.

ATTN: MBA, LAW,
MED. APPLICANTS

Frustrated developing/editing your critically-

Important personal statements? Get profes-
sional help, competitive edge from national-
ly-known author/consultant. 310-826-4445

EAGLE-EYED PROOFREADER
Edits, these^Mjblications; tutors EnglishMudy
skills; trains time management/ttress reduc-
tion. Nadia Lawrence. PhD. 310-393-1951.

BEAR'S RESEARCKL
WRITING, & EDITINd

Aluisjects. Theses/Dis9ertatk>ns.

Personal Statements. Proposals and books.
' Intematkxud sttxientsweksme.

PAPERS NOT FOR SALE
Sharon Bear, Ph.D. (3tO) 470-€662

LAWSCHOOLAPPUCATON
PERSONAL STATEMENT STTffiSS?

Two published review editors

wiO be^ you:

•Compose & create

* Edit punctuation & gnuiunar

* Organize & striKture your essay

to make t substantively effective and

technically accurate.

Contact Cheri or Tom at
(310) 274-6187

PROFESSIONAL WRmNCVEDITINC. Papers,
reports, statistics, proposals, research studies.

Masters, Ph.D. dissertation, college apphca-
tion essays. Any subject, style, reojirement.

213-871-1333.

TRANSLATIONS
Most languages and fields. Professional
work. Documents, papers, brochures, manu-
als, etc. 213-933-1006.

WANT TO BE ACCEPTED? Save time, frustra-

tion? Call for help developing/editing persorv

al statements. Also edit papers, theses, dis-

sertations. Linda 310-392-1734.

DV -
1 Qraancard Program, by U.& ImmigratfcMi.

Qrasnctnte provtdi U.S. pmimntrt ratUanl
CIttoMW of aknoM il oounirtis an ritawid
For kilo 4 formK

NawEnLagslSarvkw
20231 Stagg a, CMogi Pv«(, CA 91306M (SID 772-7188; (818) 90M429

Research, Writing, Editing'
ALL levels, - ALL subjects Foreign

Students Welcome Fast Professional -

Quality guaranteed papers not for sale

Call Research 310-477-8226

M-F 10:00am- 5:00pm

98 Tutoring Offered

- MY TUTOR -

MATH/PHYSICySTATISTICS. Tutoring sen^-
Ice. Free consultation. Reasonable^aues ,

call Mv Tutor anytime. Han (800)90-TUTOR.

French^SL, bilingual experienced tutor, rea-

sonable rates. Call 310-477-4019.

MATH TUTORING by PH.D. $15/hour. Cal
cuius, atatlitlct, probability, math for physi-

caihocld sciences, SAT, CRE, LSAT, MCAT.
310-837-4998, pa«er, 310-582-9626 NBD.

100 Typing

A CLASS ACT
Papers, letters, resumes, scripts, transcription,

labels. FREE light edtting. Laser printing. Spell

check. Fax Orders Welcome. 310-827-8023.

APLUSWOROPROCESSING. IBKVPC, Laser

printing spelldwdt; term papers, disserta-

tions, mesis, reports, mamiscHpts, transcrip-

tions, etc Fst turnaround. Call Bob 21 3-

851-0214.

100 Typing

ACE TYPIST, ETC
GREAT LOOKING PAPERS AND APPLICA-
TIONS-SPECIAL RATE. WE DO ALL WP
AND RESUMES. RUSHES. 310-820-8830.

MODERN SECRETARIAL SERVICES. 24-hour
service, pick-up and delivery, IBM and MAC,
Laser printing. Discount students. S-mlnutes
from LX:LA. Angelica, 310-446-6899.

NEED A PRIVATE SECRETARY? Over 15
years legalAnedical trartscriptlon experience.

Notary Public. Macintosh w/laser printer.

pick-up/delivery. Brentwood. 310-472-0405.

WORD PROCESSING- All types, APA and
other formats, transcribing, resumes, DTP,
WordPerfect, charts, -graphs, laser. Reason-
able rates, near campus, 31 0-470-0287.

102 Music Lessons

DRUM LESSONS
All level^tyles with dedicated professional.

At your home or WLA studio. 1 st lesson free.

No drum set necessary. Neil 21 3-882-8509.

GUITAR INSTRUCTION. 1 5 years EXP. all

levels and styles. Patient and organized. Be-

ginner guitars for sale $60. Sam 310-826-
9117.

GUITAR LESSONS
All Acoustic styles. Classical, Latin, Jazz,

Folk. Teacher w/25-t- yrs playing exp. Call

David 310-478-2420.

GuiUr lessons by a professional near UCLA.
All levels, guitars available. Call Jean 310-
476-4154.

GUITAR LESSONS. 15 years, experience.

Graduate of Dick Grove School ofMusic and

Musicals Institute. MICHAEL WILDE. 310-
823-7010.

SING! Vocal technique-all levelsMyies, per-

formance anxiety, associate/Nate Lam, Santa
Monica, near UCLA, free consultation, Carol

Tingle 310-828-3100.

104 Resumes

A CUSTOMTYPE RESUME. Fast, professional,

reliable. Layout, editing, composition.
Resume^over letters/Refererxre sheets. Com-
puter typesetting ft laser printing. 310-470-
4999.

WINNING RESUMES: 1-hour service. Our
clients get resulU. Open 7-days. 310-287-
2785.

105 Travel

New Yepk

Boston

Dallas 078)

EUROPE S249

810*394*0550
Call For Fre« Program DescrlplJon

Paris
NON-STOP

$195

109 Autos for Sale

' ) KARMAN CHIA CONVERTIBLE. Black
top, black interior, red body, in good condi-
tion. $450(Vobo. 310-553-1444.

1977 AUDI 100LS. Classy classic. Auto,

Am/¥m, Cassette, 87,000mi, brand new en-

gine, transmission under warranty. Like new.

In/out 25mpg. $1900. 310-358-6460.

1986 TOYOTA CAMRY, rebuilt transmis-

sion. Automatic transmission, AA^M stereo,

grey interior, grey exterior good condition,
must sell. $399(Vobo. 31 0-471 -4404.

1986 VW-JETTA , WOLFSBURG ED. AAT
am/fm casket, leather, sun-roof. Good condi-
tion, new tires. One owner. $4200-obo.
310-284-5650. - '•

1987 Honda Accord. Excellent condition,

A/C, cassette deck, power steering, interior,

5-speed. $520(yobo. 213-954-8683.

1990 ToyoU Camry 5-speed excellent cond.
50,000 miles $7,450 or obo. 310-393-6188

85 VW Cab. convert., red w^lack top,
78,000 original miles, 5-speed, very clean,
$4500 OBO, Day 310-477-6551, eve 213-
667-2386. Ask for Jeff Tach.

86 BMW 325, blackAan, automatic, fully

loaded, %7500/obo. (310)447-6110. 90
MAZDA RX7/CTU. Original owner.
Black/black. Fully loaded. $98d0/obo
(310)826-1081.

MUSTANG 5.0
1983 Gray Ford Mustang CT, V8, 5.0, 4-

ipeed, very fast. New brakes, good Interior.

$3300. 3 10-777-9761 /eager.

'82 SKYLARK. ONE OWNER. Good condi-
tion, low miles. Perfect for student. $1200-
obo. Chris 310-471-0718.

'87 HYUNDAI EXCEL. Good transportation.

$1250. 4-speed, Red with tan interior. 310-
474-2501 or after 7pm call 31 0-376-5931.

'87 PLYMOUTH SUNDANCE. 4-cylinder,

economical, only 75,000 miles. Automatic,
2-door hatchback, fully powered, air, stereo.

Like new. $2999 firm. 310-820-4138.

'88 VOLVO, TURBO GTO, 4-door, red,

black leather, 5-speed, sunroof, stereo, 104k
miles, $880(yobo. Call 8-5pm. 825-0731.

•91 Corvette. $21,00Q/obo. Loaded. Leather

interior, viper alarm, performance package,

front/rear radar, CD/cassette, excellent corvli-

tton. Call Karen at 310-3798373.

'92 ACURA INTEGRA GS. Black, automatic,

sunroof. Asking $13,900. 310-937-4569.

115 Scooters for Sale

1991 HONDA ELITE E scooter, perfect condi-
tion, new battery, basket and helmet includ-
ed. $45CVobo. Call 310-451-4346.

MUST SEEI New, only 50 miles. Black, used
as Toyota Grand Prix official scooter,
Yam*a Riva-Razz. $75Q/obo. Call 310-478-
6995.

MUST SELL I Leave town in 2-weeks. YAMA-
HA 125 '87, White, w/2-helmets, 1-lock.
Good condition. Runs great, 95-registration.

$500. Steve 31 0-839-2547^

'88 HONDA ELITE 80, blaclc. good condi-
tion, low miles, new battery tune-up, '95 reg-
istration paid, helmet, lock. $700. 310-445-
9564.

126 Furniture for Sale

EXCaLENT CONDITION furniture for sale.

Office desk, dining set, coffee table,

microwar, stereo-cabinet, lamps, bookshelf,
many more. Call Cindy 310-474-7558.

Kitchen table and chairs, $100. Back stretch

rack, $100 and six foot surfboard, $50. 310-
442-9511.

LIKE NEW SLEEPER SOFA, Full, $200obo.
Queen, $225obo. Contact Kevin 310-379-
6596.

MATTRESS SETS: Twin $45, full $55, queen
$85, kings $95, bunkbeds. Deliveries, phone
orders accepted. 310-372-2337.

$225*
$225*
$184*
$149*
$129*

London
Frankhiit

Boston
New York
Chicago ,.«,
•fare me eaSTv^ tnm Los Angdcs bsMd on a
rcuncmppurdhmt. talrktioni appt/aidIwb not
nckrted C«« frr orhtr w*YlcJwide destinetior».

Open Saturdays 10am - 9pm

Council 'h'avel
1093 Brodon Av«., 1220, Los Angete, CA 90094

310-808-3551
Eurailpasscs
>bued on-the-spot!

NEW FURNITURE
Bunkbeds $125, Mattress sets: Queen $170,
full $140, Twin $110. Bedroom seU $350.
Dining and sofa seU also. 31 0-821 -0729.

128 Misc. for Sale

FOR SALE_:USED MEDK>L/NURSINC
BOOKS. Call for pricesAltles, 310-558-4128

VIDEO CAME ARCADE ROUTE in LA. 12
years oW. Net SlS.OOO/yeir. Asking $37,000
cash. 1-800.42 1-0094.

134 Computer/Typewriter

486 66 SOUND SYSTEM, 4.ram, 420HD,
voice-mail, mouse, mofYltor, like new.
$1180.310-644-2612.

IBM/Dell 386SX, $350. Don't pws up this

bargaini Call ycur Mlow UCLA bruin Ibr In-

farmatlon. 818-225-0909.

Used XT and AT computers. Complete sys-
term from only $150. Printers available from
$50each. 3ia286-1222.

128 Misc. for Sale 128 Misc. for Sale

Everybody needs a
®

PORTABLE BAR-B-QUE GRILL

• Hunters • Campers
• Boaters • RV's

• Tailgate Parites

• Backpackers

• Fishermen

• Picnics

• On the patio

• In your fireplace

^

SPORTS PIT the Portable Bar-B-Que GrUl desigited to go anywhere.
Its unique design folds to less than one inch in thickness. SPORTS PIT
comes complete with a sturdy carrying bag, for easy storage and transport.

Available at retail stores in your area.

For More Information call: 1-800-831-3137 or write,

SPORTS PIT MANUFACTURING. INC.
6243 IH 10 West, Suite 465 San Antonio, Texas 78201

pi=s=ir'fr-[r-[r-sr-o-s=iat:st̂ i:̂ i=̂ ^

TODAY'S
CROSSWORD PUZZLE

ACROSS

1 Qovems
6 Curved

structure

10 Mop
14 Not together
15 Hawaiian

Island

16 Verdi opera
17 Chain dance
18 Mimicked
19 Ob)ect of

adoration
20 Stop
21 Popular books
24 Singer

Beverly —
26 Brown pigment
27 Mom's

brothers
29 Informed
30 Summit
31 Mortar
33 Acquired
36 Place to shop
40 Poem
41 Middle

Easterners
42 Recedes
43Peit
44 Author

Hemingway
46 Defeated
49 Knight fight

50 Safaris

53 Compact mass
56 Poop out
57 TwHight
56 Very small
60 Spill

61 Effkdent

62 QoddeM of

pooco
63 wishes
64 Caribou or

elk

65 Bamboo and
rattan

PREVIOUS PUZZLE SOLVED

® 1M4 Untied FMlur* Syndicale

DOWN
1 Contest
2 On top of

3 Type of

painting

4 Er)ergy unit

5 Horse's home
6 Collect

7 Enthralled

8 Signals

9 Keeps a low
profile

10 Went to sea
1

1

Make less

narrow
12 Decorate
13 Light wood
22 Overhead

trains

23 Graceful
rhythms

25 Actress Chase
27 Hair style

28 Require
29 Weight units

31 FBI agent
32 Confederate

soldier

33 Messenger
34 Globes
35 Check
37 Gathered

(leaves)

38 Island off

Venezuela
39 Sawbucks
43 Marinates
44 Lof>g tlnr^e —
45 Unsophisti-

cated
46 Actress von

Furstenberg
47 Napoleon's

punishment
48 Cook's

garment
49 Batman's foe
51 Pipe
52 Capri, e.g.

54 Queen
Elizabeth's

daughter
55 Colors
59 Epoch

K^r^n^r^r^r,,^1^1> trl^^l^-l^-»-^^1^^^^-^1>-^r^>-t^^g^1^B'^^^^
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An oily complexion can fuel blackheads, blemishes, and enlarged pores. Not to mention the
occasional gusher. At Charlotte-James, our dermatologist-trained wildcatters will go to work
to help eliminate excess oils from your skin. After ten years in the field we really know how
to clearLup.Oill for an appointment today. Because it isn't always the best thing to be rich in oil.

10921 Wilshire Boulevard. Suite 410. (310) 208-2556.
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It's New! It's just for you & just In time for tW hpli

JORDAN
From page 29

Men, women and children of all

ages come to see and cheer for

Jordan, many wearing Bulls No.
23 jerseys. TTiat they are witness-

ing a struggling baseball player -

anyone but a superstar - seems
irrelevant. This is Michael. And
Michael still matters.

The 6-foot-6-inch Jordan tow-
ers over most of his teammates.
He also appears far thinner than he
ever did in basketball shorts, fur-

ther contrasting with his peers'

more compact frames. Yet in this

sport his body is no blessing. The
long arms inhibit his bat speed,
the spindly legs contribute to awk-
ward movement in the field and
on the bases. He stumbled and fell

rounding second base in

Tuesday's home game against the

Javelinas, for instance, barely
beating the tag back to the bag.

Other times the disadvantage is

mental. He forgets to tag up on
routine fly^^alls, is too casual
relaying the ball from the outfield,

throws to the wrong base.

"He just hasn't played enough,"
says Scorpions manager Terry
Francona. "The instincts aren't

there. He will make judgment
errors. But he's a better ballplayer

than he was. It just takes time."

Jordan feverishly attempts to

compensate for seasons past..

Often he is the first player to

arrive at the ballpark to shag flies

or take extra batting practice. He
hears the clock, sees tfie calendar.

Sometimes he becomes anxious.
But only once - locked in a slump
last July - did he consider quit-

ting.

"I told him to relax," says
Schueler. "He was just worried

that he'^wasn't making progress.

But then he said, 'I'm going to

keep woiicing as long as you feel I

have a chance. I'm not a quitter.'
**

The lessons are very public,

often painful. Every mistake is

magnified because of who he is.

There is no hiding. Fans find him;
the media follow him.

As he sits on a stool in the club-

house late Thursday, most of his.

teammates long gone, he suddenly
seems vulnerable, unabashedly so.

"I was hoping to do something
while (Sox officials) are in town,"

Jordan says, frowning. "I don't
know ..."

The fact that others continue to

criticize him mystifies. He is

motivated by passion, not pennies.

Why so many skeptics?
"Everybody thought this was a

publicity stunt, an ego thing," he
says. "But I've always had the

ambition to play. This was a step

of possibly being disappointed, of
failing. But it was a step I was
willing to take. A lot of people
never take that step. I'm not
embarrassed. I've got challenges
in front of me." ^'.'^'^

Though basketball no longer is

among them, he monitors the game,
especially pal Charles Barkley. He
even attended the Atlanta Hawks -

Phoenix Suns exhibition game last

Friday in America West Arena,
skipping out with seconds remain-
ing to avoid an onslaught of fans,

only to appe^ 30 minutes later in a

near-empty Suns locker room.

He slumped into a chair at

Barkley's locker.

"How'd ya do today?" Barkley
asked.

"Not good, O-for-4," Jordan
sighed.

"Well, you'll do better tomor-
row," Barkley encouraged,.

"Yeah."

Daily Bruin will have a
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UCLA forward Robbie LaBelle has scored two goals and added
five assists in the last six games.

LABELLE
From page 32

LaBelle said regarding his father.

"Hejd|^cided that he couldn't han-

rdle things, so he took off when I

was seven and my brother was four.

I haven't seen or spoken to him
since 1979, but I know he's quite

aware of how I'm doing and what
I'm doing. It's a motivating factor

for me - I have somewhat of a

vendetta against him and a point to

make. I can be successful without

him."

But getting to where he is now
has not exactly been easy for

LaBelle, who learned to get
through troubling times by keeping

busy with soccer and bonding with

the family that he did have.

"I had soccer to fall back on
when I was growing up," LaBelle

said. "And my mom is the most
incredible woman I know. She's the

most sensitive, most caring woman
ever - she devoted her entire life to

my brother and me, and I had to

take on a lot of responsibility and
become somewhat of a father fig-

ure. Our family was very close. We
made due and stayed happy."

And presently, LaBelle has defi-

nitely been making due over the

last six games with the Bruins. The
_5-foot-9-inch striker has tallied two
goals and five assists in that span,

making him second on the Bruins

in scoring with a total of 16 points.

"I think the closer he is to the

goal, the better he plays," UCLA
head coach Sigi Schmid said. "He's

got good quickness and he's good
with his back to the goal - you can
play the ball in to him and he can
generally hold it. Even though he
hasn't scored a ton of goals, he's

been involved in a Icrt of goals."

And while LaBelle would still

like his goal total to be hi^r, he at

least remains content with the

Bruins' goal output this season.

"Obviously I'd like to get for-

ward and score more," LaBelle
said. "I've had my ups and downs
this year, but as long as the team
scores then it's fine. I love to score

goals - it's the best part of the game
for me - but as long as long as

we're doing well I don't have any

complaints."

No complaints about the team
anyway. But the officiating this sea-

son has been another story for
LaBelle, who has garnered three-

yellow cards and one red card.

"To tell you the truth I've had
trouble with authority all of my
life," LaBelle admitted. "When I

was younger I had the worst reputa-

tion - I'd walk out on the field and
the referees would know exactly
who I was and exactly what they
had in mind for me. I literally had
referees making up stories about
me kicking them in the shins, and
kicking mud and swearing at them
just to get me off of the field."

^
And though LaBelle had cleaned

up his'reputation for a while, ironi-

cally, becoming a team captain this

season has brought back all of his

former troubles with officials.

"It all started coming back when
I became the team captain because I

saw myself as die one who had to

solve all of the problems on the

field," LaBelle said. "I don't really

go for incompetertcy. Some refer-

ees step out onto the^ield and try to

take over the game."
But the Bruins have be^ doing

that most of the time, andtaBelle
has been a key leader alfnough he
has done so quietly.

"I'm quieter than most of the

guys, but as the team captain I'm
supposed to be the team leader,"

LaBelle said. "This isn't the great-

est skilled team that UCLA has had,

but these guys are fighters. Before
the games we tell each other to love

each other and play for each other. I

think that's what we do. We've
gone through games on guts alone."

And that certainly is nothing new
to LaBelle, who had gone through
life on guts alone for years.

"I've gone through a lot of crap,"

LaBelle said. "I definitely appreci-

ate what I'm doing here. I often
look back on where I came from
and how lucky I am. Sometimes
I'm pretty surprised and then I

think about the kind of work I put

in to get here, and think I deserve to

be here."
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SPEND A QUARTER IN

WASHINGTON D.C.

OR SACRAMENTO

1

4 Internships for Summer 1995 in:

Washingtotif D.C.
The White House, Voice ofAmerica, The Supreme Court,

Dept. of Commerce, Dept. of Justice, U.S. Baltic Foundation,

American Bar Association, National Bar Association, CNN,
CBS, Dept. of Education, The Keefe Co., Public Defender's

Service, The National Black Caucus, Common Cause, Rep.

Matsui, Senator Boxer, Smithsonian, Rep. Dellums, Rep. Bill

Baker, INTERPOL, Export/Import Bank and much more!

Sacramento
Governor's Office, Attorney General's Office, CYA,
Dept. of Education, UC Student Association,

MALDEF and much more!

* *•

BEBPn

INFORMATION MEETJNQS;
TUESDAY. NOV 1-12:00 NOON-1 2:45PM
THURSDAY, NOV 3 - 6:00 PM - 6:00 PM

:^

Deadline:

Wednesday, Nov 23, 1994
EXPO Center: Room 311, Plaza Building

(310)825-0831

Ityou've Get
One ot These

you Need
One oti These

^ M^ ruing a term paper' Developing a research

%^r report"^ Trying to figure out where to find the

right sources of informatjon"^ We've got the book for you

— the American Library Association Guide to Information

Access is the first stop for anyone who needs to find out

just about anything on just about any subject.

Save Valuable Time

With invaluable tips for the beginner as well as for the

experienced researcher, this extraordinary resource

presents time-saving strategies for locating both print

and electronic sources for any topic.

In addition to explaining general research meth-

ods, this valuable book provides a comprehensive

listing of all currently available reference sources for

the thirty-six most popular research areas, including

Business and Finance Science and Technology.

Literature, and Self-help/Psychology
^•

AfoAt Up-to-date ScurccA

Electronic listings include CD-ROM databases online

databases, the Internet and othernetworks document

delivery services, archives, and government sources

On sale now at bookstores everywhere or call .
'^

i-8oo-79}-266s to order

560 pages

$19.00 paperback. 0-679-750 '-4

$35.00 hardcover. 0-679-430 ^-1

Random House Reference

\
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MACINTOSH
Computer Instruction
• One-on-one
• Learn basic stuff, or MS Word,
Claris Works, MS Works,
PageMaker, and more

• Ic€m tench whereYOUtire on YOUR computer •

Low rates • call Jim 310/472-3770

l< '

if

PAGER BLOWOUT!r,;ifa;i I

ggoo-'i'i?L„. I With I
munuoniiuMic

Pager Purchase
• So. Calif, coverage I ^ |

I one coupon per customer I

fcOTORtxA Plus Las Vegas
BravoPha

Campus
Groups
If you need people to join

youi giOLip. club.

fellowship, oi otvani/atiofv

look into using the Daily

Bruin as youi leeiuitiiient

tool. Tiy the B'uins free

listing. What s Brewin .

Announce your meetings,

events. c\nc\ other activities

each day. Visit the front

desk for formb. If you want
to place an dd. please call

2067562.
one coupon per customer

limited time offer

Featuring Quality MOTOROU Pagers L ^"^'-"^'^J
«2^ . r 2 MONTHS ;

SOUTHWEST PAGING

V^ia-'Vy

441-7200 !

2270 Westwood Blvd.
I

MAIL
with

rrr r\y

I

*Plus Tax & Activation*
r ' 1

I
Pager Purchase |

I one coupon per customer I
limited time offer
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UCLA CARfeER Network Workshops
Your connection to UCLA alumni professionals ... and getting the edge on your future.

U

t

ft

:^'

Htw to AMr
to a Schoil
of Education

If you're thinking about applying to a graduate

progrann in education at any institution,

-AA/e're presenting a few admissions experts—

—toHielp you prepare for theappttcation process.

7 p.m. on Wednesday, November 2

James West Alumni Center

Questions? Call 825-UCU

Career Network Workshops

are free for all sbjctonis

, and memtxrs of Itie

Akmni Association
UOAIunwii
Ata«<:iAi Ilia

Vk appreciate Kaplan's

support in helping k)

sponsor Career

network programs.

KAPLAN
i-sno-k \r-ri:sr
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FOOTBALL
From page 30

played extensively on passing situ-

ations and had three tackles and
two assists. Outside linebacker Tim
Waddleton, a fast junior college

transfer from Kansas City, had a

sack and a tackle for a loss.

The win provided an immediate

boost for the Bruins, who have a

bye ne^t week before playing at

Arizona State and then closing the

season against USC at the Rose
Bowl.

"We're going to build up
steam," McCuUough said. "We're
going to win these next two games
and come into next year trying to

become a contender again."

Saluting Stenstrom: UCLA
players offered praise for

Stenstrom, whose 408 yards pass-

ing was an all-time record by a

Bruins opponent. The greatest pass-

ing game against UCLA had been

by Tennessee's Tony Robinson
(387 yaixls) in 1985.

The combination of Stenstrom
and 6-foot-6-inch receiver Armour
made UCLA comerback Lawrence
a busy man.

**He (Armour) was good, but

Stenstrom made Armour,"

BILLIGMEIER

Lawrence said. **Not only does he

get the ball to him, but he puts it

where we can't knock it down."
"Stenstrom is so good,"

Edwards said.

Band controversy: Tvi'enty-

three members of Stanford's band
were prevented from performing at

halftime Saturday because they par-

ticipated in an unauthorized perfor-

mance Friday outside Los Angeles

Superior Court, where jury selec-

tion for the O.J. Simpson trial was
taking place.

"We talked early in the moming
and the indication was it was not a

band activity," Stanford athletic

director Ted Leland said. "Twenty-
three of 104 people took it upon
themselves to skip practice and go
to the courthouse."

Iqjury: UCLA offensive guarrl

James Christensen suffered a

sprained knee and didn't piny in the

second half.

Recruiting news: Making a

recruiting visit to UCLA was out-

fielder Eric Valent from Canyon
High in Anaheim, considered the

state's top prep baseball prospect.

He's also being pursued by USC.

From page 32

ball teams". .

.

Big-time kudos to Wayne
Cook. Bag on this guy all you
want, but don't try to convince

me he lacks heart. Cook has

shown more fortitude in fighting

through the 1994 muck than I've

ever seen in a quarterback. And
Saturday, he played just about as

well as he can. That final drive,

especially the third-and-20 com-
pletion to Kevin Jordan, was a

thing of beauty. Well done,

Wayne. .

.

The only unfortunate aspect of

having JJ. Stokes back in the line-

up - and playing as well as he did

Saturday - is the inevitability of the

old what-ifs. "Geez, if only die

Bruins had had J.J. for the whole
year, imagine what would've hap-

pened." Personally, despite

acknowledging J.J.'s obvious

impact on an offense, I just don't

buy into that theory. Even without

him, the Bruins should've beaten

California, let alone Oregon State

Steve StenstrOm is so good -

and UCLA's defensive backfield so

porous - he's even got Norrie, for-

mer UCLA quarterback, current

XTRA radio announcer and No. 1

Donahue booster, talking smack on
the Bruin secondary. "It's a fiin day
for the quarterback when he can
look over a defense and just pick

and choose." Broadcast paruier

Rick Schwartz (a much more bal-

anced voice, I might add) got into

the act as well, referring to the_s^^
ondary 's problems by saying,

*This is not by choice. Bruin fans.

This is all Terry Donahue has to

work with. I wonder if JJ. can play

both ways." Ouch . .

.

It feels so trite, so overused, to

brag on Darren Schager, but, good-

golly-gosh-doggone-it, that dude
knows how to punt a football. My
only complaint is that he made the

same mistake twice: pinning the

opponent on their two-yard line.

Darren, you should know full well

that you're just setting up a touch-

down drive ...

Somebody, please, explain the

slump of Bjom Merten. who
missed another extra point and
shanked his final kickoff- inciden-

tally, the day's most important -
out of bounds, giving the Cardinal

possession at the 35 to start its

final, should've-been-game-win-
ning drive. Merten is the most con-

fusing, unanticipat^l case of a

sophomore jinx I've ever encoun-

tered. A buddy of mine tried to

explain it by saying tfiat kickers are

a strange breed. "Maybe he's

pulling a Mike Cofer." All you 49er

fans out there, join me in a moment
of silence . .

.

Up in Berkeley, Cal coach Keith

Gilbertson is learning how
Donahue felt back in *92, when the

Bruins lost something like 17 quar-

terbacks in a single season. This

year, Gilbertson has watched his

top three signal-callers limp off the

field toward the trainer's room.

Saturday, some kid wearing jersey

No. 81 was taking snaps.

Unfortunately for the Bears, their

memt)er of the Barnes clan, Pat

(younger brother of former Bruin

and Trojan-conqueror Jc^n), is

among the hobbled. Only one leg-

end per household, thank you . .

.

I can't rememt)er the last time I

rooted as haid for an obscure

underdog as I am for Oregon.
Watching inspired, family-like

teams stocked with overachievers

is tremendously more invigorating

than cheering on a team that often

doesn't seem to care. For the

record, at the Pac-lOs pre-season

media day, I picked UCLA second

and Oregon, uh, 10th. Furrrrrp . .

.

1 994 apparently isn't my year

for predictions, considering that my
national champion pick was, well,

the worst Notre Dame team since

Geny Faust. While I'm at it, I'll

predict UCLA doesn't even make
the tournament in basketball and ~
that the Bruins' men's volleyball

team goes 0-27. Yeah, that's it . . .

If Utah is the eighth best team in

the country, then this country is in

worse shape than I thought . .

.

Speaking of the polls, I'm
absolutely fed up with 'em. Penn
State gets voted No. 1 in the coun-

try, fair and square (and deserved-

ly), but then they drop a spot

because they only scored nine

touchdowns against a top 20 team,

Ohio State. I realize that Nebraska
made the leap because of vote-

splitting and all that rigmarole, but

it's still bogus. Get a national tour-

nament, and get it now . .

.

Thank goodness we go to

UCLA, so we don't have to

worry about all that football poll

business. We've all got better

things to do than talk about the

football national championship.

. Like talk about the basketball

national championship.

/

IT
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LEARN TO...
• Work in an Agency FT/PT
• Work from your home
• Open your own Agency
• Hands-on Airline Computers

Enjoy Travel Benefits!

1 C800] 452-2644
CAUC TRAVEL SCHOOLS
Throughout California
CA State Approved • Reg 1in?7ni
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UCLA senior Karen Hecox captured her second consecutive
Pacific-10 cross-country title lasl weekend in Palo Alto.

X-COUNTRY
From page 32

SCOTT O

it together. We were out of sync
the whole way."
The unranked Bruin men were

heavy underdogs entering
Saturday's 8,0(X)-meter event, but
beat some tough competition en-
route to a third-place tie with No.
1 7 Oregon at 97 points. Eleventh-
ranked Arizona took the title with
49 points. No. 19 Washington was
second with 58 and No. 6 Stanford
fell to fifth with 103.

Freshman Mebrahtom
Keflezighi claimed individual hon-
ors for the Bruins, finishing second
overall in 24:29. But once again,
Keflezighi was beaten out by
senior Martin Keino of Arizona,
who outdistanced the competition
at Palo Alto with a time of 24:04.

"Keino is such a great runner,"

UCLA coach Bob Larsen said.
"This is his last year and everyone
figured this would be his race. But
I told Mebrahtom to savor this

meet. It isn't often that a freshman

JORDAN
From page 31

comes in second at the Pac-lOs."

Keflezighi's teammates
sparkled as well, all coming
through with ^lid performances.

"... the guys went out

hard and beat some real

talent."

Bob Larsen

UCLA Cross-country Coach

Fellow freshman Devon Elizondo
ran his best race ever, coming in

second for the Bruins and 16th
overaH in 25:15. Daniel Niednagel
crossed the finish-line four sec-

onds later, placing 1 9th.

"Based on the competition,
most people would have figured
we'd finish fifth," Larsen said.

"But the guys went out hard and
beat some real talent. We're real

pleased."

my mind," says Schueler, seated
in the stands. "He is such a com-
petitor. I never really understood
that before. I have to admit, he
surprised me. Now, the best-case
scenario?"

The GM pauses. Jordan is at the

plate. He rips a double down tbe

third-base line.

"Michael could be a fifth out-

fielder on a good team," Schueler
says.

Time remains the n^ost formi-
dable opponent. Sox officials con-
cede that Jordan has one year, two
at most, to make the leap into the

major leagues. Partly because of
his improvement - but admittedly

influenced by the time constraints

and the desire to gain a more accu-

rate gauge on his future - Jordan
has been promoted tO Class AAA
next spring in Nashville. This is

-thought to be a major test t)ecause

the players are more seasoned,
particularly the pitchers. Split-fin-

gers. Sinkers. Teasing, tantalizing

sliders. Joixlan will see them all.

But hit or miss, the stands will

be packed, much as they were in

Birmingham and usually are in

Scottsdale and area ballparks
whenever the Scorpions visit.

Schueler points to a sheet with
the league's attendance figures.

"That's a factor, too," he says can-

didly.

Aftet attracting 200 fans per
gartie in its firet two seasons, last

year's total attendance of 38,568
was surpassed this very afternoon,

not even the midway mark of the

season. The Scorpions, of course,

remain the rage, drawing approxi-

mately 3,000 spectators at night

and about 800 during the day.

See JOfH>AN, page ZP
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Get The StRaiGHj Story On Braces.
What's the cost / What's the best procedure? What's the right age?

Call For Free Consultation:

(310)826-7494
Specializing in Braces for Adults & Children

iHvisibk • RemovabU • Traditional • European Surgical OnHodotuics • CotHUtic Porctlain

Brentwood Orthodontic Center
Dr. Nader Dayanl, CerUfled Specialbt

11645 Wilshirc Blvd.. Suite 802
, 18124Culvcr Drive. Suite A>E^-a Brentwood (310) 826 -7494 Irvine (714) 552 - 5890 C3-C3-E
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ARBOOK
ORTRAITS

If youVe a senior, don't lose track of the calendar. Or your place in

UCLA history will be a blank. That's because the deadline for senior

yearbook portraits is getting closer and closer.

Rfnember, you pay only $5 for your portrait sitting and space

raiarvation. Or pay nothing at aH-the $5 fee is waived if you buy your

Bruin Life yearbook
|
in advance. Stop by ASUCLA's Campus Photo

Studio on 2nd floor Ackerman-and smile!

.:i:sSS:5*5fft5S--Studio
Campiffi Ptwto Stu^ b bcated (ni 2nd loor Vfcwinw

Open ^fonday-Friday 8:30-5:30 Phone 206-8433
\
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UCLA defense held its

own against Stenstrom
in tnC 6nCl, Ot^nrOrCl no UCLa player was more emotional

1 1 LI than inside linebacker Rod Smalley, who
qUartCrDaCK unadig burst through the middle to tackfe Bookman

J y*
1 Y\ ,

twice on dive plays during a goal-line situa-

tO QClCat the Bruins ^'^" ^^^ six-minutes left in the third quar-

ter. Stanford ended up with a 21 -yard field

goal.

**It seems the offense would do some-
thing, then the <lefense would feed off that

By Eric Sondhelmer
Los Angeles Daily News

Quarterback Steve Stenstrom passed for and vice versa," Smalley said. "That's how
408 yards. Wide receiver Justin Armour we need to play every game."
caught 1 1 passes for 220 yards. Running
back Anthony Bookman rushed for 138
yards. How can a Stanford team lose with

offensive statistics like that?

Believe it or not, UCLA's defense came
through at crucial moments Saturday after-

UCLA (3-6, 1 -5) had lost six consecutive

games, its longest losing streak since 1943.

Then Stanford's Eric Abrams missed a 32-

yard field goal with 1 6 seconds left, ending

the Bruins' misery.

"I had forgotten what it felt like to win,"
noon, enabling the Bruins to pull out a 31- Smalley said. "It feels great."

30 Pac- 10 victory atuhe Rose Bowl.
"It was all about playing hard," UCLA

safety Abdul McCullough said. "We knew
they'd get their yards. It's the No.l offense

in our conference. We figured all we had to

do was bend but not break."

Two goal-line stands by the Bruins'
defense - one ifi the first quarter and one in

the third quarter- forced Stanford (2-5-1,

1 -4) to settle for short field goals rather than

touchdowns and kept the Bruins injhe

Linebacker Donnie Edwards said, "This
is the best medicine to get us out of our
sickness."

Added cornerback Teddy Lawrence:
"I've never been this happy to get a win in

my life. Now we have the confidence
back."

Two newcomers helped out UCLA's
defense. Freshman safety Shaun Williams

See FOCyrBALL, page 28

UCLA flanker Kevin Jordan ran this pass into the end
touchdown in Saturday's 31-30 victory over Stanford.

STEVE KIM

zone for the Bruins' first

^ —^
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Guess they didn't know about us.
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O^fier 3//, 9Ps CBeen 4S yearsL
48th Annual Anniversary

Diamond Sale
' November 1st thru November 23rd

This -jear, as sue have gi>ery year, %ue <ui\l celebrate by oijering truly special prices on our entire diamond inventon-

• Large Selection of Fashion Eyewear.

• Complete Eye Exam •Most Insurance Plans Accepted

Contact Lenses: disposable, color daily wear, and extended wear

Westwood Optometric Center

Dr. Martin Hyman-Optometrist

918 Westwood Boulevard
Westwood & LeConte

(310)208-3913
Monday thru Friday 10-5:30

Saturday 10-5:00

1 Hour Free Parking

DISABILITY AWARENESS MONTH

INFORMATION FAIR

David W, Friedman. GG
Immediafe Past Pt^dont

Our staff of 16 Includes ["""tni^ "
.

9 Graduate Gemologists s^r^^^^
j::^ . C ^ZL^""^

j Jl American Gem SocietyTSo. Col

ueiuelers.

1055 westwood blvd.
westwood village

•(310) 20S-3131 UBLUUmrS .mc.

In service to the community since 1946

9:30 A.M. to 8:30 P.M. monday titru Saturday • validated parking • major credit cards

at

Schoenberg Plaza

Tuesday, November 1

11:00 am to 2:00 pm
••ctkim It Mcutikia
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Jordan done for
good with hoops
Former Bulls star

aims for focus on
future in baseball

By Al(ene Volsin

Cox News Service

PHOENIX. Ariz. — The team
bus rolls past industrial parks,
spanking new strip malls, a dairy
farm, even several acres of com
and cotton fields, before finally
reaching its destination in the
northwest comer of the valley,

Peoria.

Just another suburb. Just anoth-
er ballpark. Just another Arizona
Fall League game. Well, not
exactly. A throng of youngsters,
pens and pencils poised, greets the

Scottsdale Scorpions as they
bound down the steps, one by one.
Michael Jordan finally emerges
and hastily follows his teammates
into the ballpark.

This is how it is now - Michael
as a mere mortal. A glimpse must
suffice. No tongue. No dunk. No
title. All that's left of Air Jordan
are the memories and a retirement

ceremony Tuesday night in the
United Center. The new-age
Jordan is only one of many base-
ball prospects striving to impress
scouts with a solid showing in the

six-team Fall League.

The numbers, in general, are
slightly encouraging: One of three

players who competed in the AFL
the last two seasons has reached

the majors. The numbers regard-
ing Jordan, however, are consider-
ably less favorable. The former
Chicago Bulls superstar was hit-

ting .267 through Saturday and
still inclined toward the niiental

errors expected of 20-year-olds,
though seldom tolerated of 31-
year-olds.

Yet having been given almost
no chance to succeed when he
began his adventure a year ago,
Jordan embraces the new odds.
"It's hard to make up for 13
years," he says, "but I feel the
improvement. I'm more confident.
I'm not as impatient. I just try to

get a little better every day."

His places of business these
days are Peoria, Scottsdale, Sun
City, Tempe, Mesa and Chandler,
all booming suburbs, but far cries

from the NBA cities whose fans
he haiinted for 1 1 years.

The NBA?
Get over it, he says. H« has.

Once th^ No. 23 jersey is lifted to

the rafters Tuesday night, he
believes it would be virtually ..

impossible "to take it down and
start playing again. It's not going
to happen. Let it die."

Blame it all on baseball, if you
will. White Sox general manager
Ron Schueler, an admitted Jordan
skeptic initially, is convinced the
Scorpions outfielder would have
returned to the NBA had he failed

miserably last summer during his

trial with the Class AA
Birmingham Barons. "No doubt in

"
See JORDAN, page 29
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CLUB CORNER/ By Hye Kwon

Ice hockey drops key matches
Earlier this season, the

UCLA ice hockey team
ran into a stone wall in the

fomi of the California Golden
Bears and San Jose State

Spartans up in the Bay Area.

They dropped those two matches,
and the latter was especially

important because it was a

Pacific Coast Hockey
Association match.

The Bruins (2-1 in league, 2-3

overall) got a chance to redeem
themselves on Oct. 21 when they

took on the Golden Bears at the

Ice-o-Plex in Northridge. The
Bruins fought hard until the very
end, but they eventually fell, 3-1

.

The match was even closer

than the score indicates, because
the score reinained 2-1 in favor

of California until the clock

showed 1 3 seconds left in the

match.

"We played much better than

how we played the time we went
up there," team president Brad
Jensen said.

Following the disheartening

loss to California, the Bmins took
on the Waves of Pepperdine the

next night in a crucial PCHA
match. UCLA pulled out a rela-

tively easy 6-3 win in a not-so-

friendly arena.

"We should have beat them a
lot more worse than we did," said

Jensen. "But they did have a
large crowd in their arena."

A week later, the Bruins took

on PCHA opponent Cal Tech at

Pasadena. Despite the fact that

UCLA was missing two of its top
players, TXiomas Tormanen and
Nicke Weckstrom, the Bruins

pulled out a relatively easy 7-5

win.

^'Wb playedreally awfiil but
—

we still pulled out the win,"

Jensen said. "I think we're play-

ing a lot better lately. We're
steadily improving."

There is a new addition to the

team which is bringing in posi-

tive vibes for the team's ftiture.

The Bruins have recruited fresh-

man Ken Lu, who will solidify

the goal tending position.

Upcoming matches for UCLA
are a rematch against Pepperdine
on Nov. 1 2 and against cross-

town rival USC Nov. 18.

• • •

The club sports scene is in high

gear as the year rolls on.

Much anticipated activities for

the UCLA Recreational Affairs

office are the ski trips being oiga-

nized by the UCLA alpine ski

team and the UCLA snow ski

team.

The alpine ski team is planning

the annual winter ski trip which
will be hekl at Steamboat, Colo.,

this year. Skiers from UC Santa
Barbara, Califon^ia, UC Davis,

and UC Santa Cruz will be pre-

sent on the Uip which will be held

Dec. 16-23. The event will

include dances with the students

from other schools, ski/snow-

board races, a mountain BBQ and
optional race camps.

The trip can be a good spring-'

board to become an active mem-
ber of the alpine ski club because
the race camps will teach the ^
skiers the techniques to be a good
race skier. The camp will be
^)read out into four days of train-

ing which will cover basic tech-

niques or gate training. Additional

fees will be collected for those

who want to participate in this

camp.

If one is interested in racing,

he/she must register with the

league and the dues will be
according to the time of registra-

tion (earlier registration being

least expensive).

The registration date for the ski

trip was Oct. 3 1 for the payment
of deposits and Nov. 29 for final

payments. Interested parties are

encouraged to come to the team's
general meeting on Tuesday
nights at 8 p.m. on the second
floor of the John Wooden Center.

The UCLA snow ski team is

also planning a ski trip of their

own called "Aspen Extreme." Thd
Uip will be held Jan. I -8 in Aspen.
Colo. There will be skiers from
schools in Texas, Oklahoma and
other states. For more informa-

tion, contact the UCLA
Recreational Afifairs Office at the

second floor of John )Voodcn
Center.
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f . < Sports
Hecox garners second Pac-10 title

I*'

By Mark Singerton^

Karen Hecox
UCLA Sports Into

UCLA senior Karen Hecox
dominated the competition on her
way to a first-place finish
Saturday at the Pac-10
Championships in Palo Alto,
becoming the only UCLA cross

country runner ever to win back-
to-back titles. Hecox set the pace
early on, clocking in at 17:00, a

full seven seconds ahead of sec-

ond-place fmisher Melina Glusac
of Oregon.

Unfortunately for UCLA,

Senior leadsw. cross-country to Hith--^,^^^^^^^^t^^^^
place finish; men capture third place '"''^^^r^Z'l^^n^ wi*

xt . ^.. . ^ ,.. , -

the way the team did," UCLA
Hecox s success did not rub off on 35th. Junior Anna Dclgado bested coach Eric Peterson said. "Our
her teammates, all of whom her previous 25th-place finish at runners were a bit off today, but
turned in lackluster performances. Stanford with a 24th-place show- we were also a bit unlucky Just a
Junior Shelley Taylor finished ing Saturday. couple more points and we could
second for the Brums, but sixth The 12th ranked Bruin women, have wound up third."
overall in 17:31, followed by however, fell short of expectations "Honestly, I don't know what
sophomore Maya Muneno, who and finished fifth with 84 points, happened to us," Delgado said
placed 21st in 18:18. Muneno did one shy of fourth-place "No one but Karen was able to get
eclipse her previous run in Palo Washington. The No. 8 Cardinal -^
Alto Oct. 1 ,

where she finished won the 5,000-meter event, total- See X-COUNTRY, page 29

UCLA'S grid-

iron victory

eiicits some
rare liudos
In

case you were wondering . . . Boy,
Saturday was great. Finally, an exciting

college football game that 1 actually

cared about watching, a game that really

typified what the Pacific- 10 is all about.

What's more (imagine!), the team for

which 1 was rooting ended up winning. Oh,
man, what a satisfying afternoon. But
enough about the Oregon game . .

.

Okay, okay, that wasn't nice. The UCLA
Bruins deserve major props for notching
one in the win column for the first time
^ince almost Labor Day. Yahoo, way to go,
nice going, you guys'are the best - all that.

I don't mean to smother my enthusiasm,
it's just that beating USC at 2-8 (with the

letter-writers in the Los Angeles. Times
debating whether this

was Terry Donahue's
worst team ever)

would've been soooooo
fun. Oh well. I guess

merely defeating the

Trojans will have to do
this year . .

.

After Cardinal choker -

I'm sorry, did I say

choker? 1 meant to say

kicker. No, on second
thought, I did mean
choker- EricAbrams
whiffed from 32 yards

to hand UCLA the win,
XTRA radio commentator David Norrie
immediately embarked on a sympathy
rampage. "Oh, you've gotta feel for Eric
Abrams." "Boy, I feel for Steve Stenstrom,
after driving the Cardinal all the way down
the field." "Tough loss for Bill Walsh and-^
the Cardinal. You've gotta feel for them."
BULL-HONKY! 1 don't feel sorry for

nobody. Try on six straight losses for size,

and then tell me Bruin fans have some-
thing to apologize about ...

Slogan contest: "The Rose Bowl -
Home of the UCLA Bniins, the World Cup
and three-play, 98-yard drives by bad foot-

Billigmeier

Robbie LaBelle of the UCLA men's soccer team has made the soccer field a refuge from the adversities
^^^g*^^^^^"

-J

Standing on his own two feet

See BILUQMEIER, page 28

By Tim Costner
Daily Bruin Senior Staff

—yior UCLA's Robbie LaBelle,

frH has become far more than just aA game - it has literally developed into

a spiritual undertaking.

"People look at games and think, 'Let's

battle,' but I try to take everything in," said

LaBelle, the UCLA team captain. "I enjoy
everything about the game - from the
sound of the ball hitting the back of the net
to the way I put my shoes on. It's really a

Robbie LaBelle

has fought adversity-

to get to where he is,

and now the junior

is quietly leading

UCLA this year

spiritual thing for me. I'm not really a reli-

gious person, but when it comes to soccer,

I'm 100 percent religious. It's an important
part of myself."

And that outlook seems quite under-
standable, considering that soccer has
allowed LaBelle to prove that he can over-
come adversity - not only to himself, but to
the father who left him, his mother and his

brother 1 5 years ago.

"It's somewhat of a touchy subject,"

See LABEU£, page 27
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Center assists Bruin researciiers
Lewis Center aids

UCLA search for

grants, donations

By Gil Hopenstand
Dally Bruin Senior Staff

A little office tucked away in

Perloff Hall has helped funnel into

UCLA more than $2 million in

grants over the past five years.

The Lewis Center for Regional
Policy Studies aids faculty
researchers in soliciting grant
funds and bearing the burdens of
bureaucracy.

Now located in the new School
of Public Policy and Social

ifr
UCLA

Graduate
Schools

Research, the

center focus-

es on issues

and ques-
tions con-
c e r n i n g
Southern
California.
Center staff

help UCLA
faculty mem-
bers present grant proposals and
administer fiinds in various fields,

including immigration, labor and
transportation.

Its latest project is overseeing a

prestigious $549,000 grant from
the federal Department of
Housing and Urban Development
(HUD), which will address eco-
nomic, environmental and housing

developments in poor Los Angeles
areas.

'That was a major accomplish-
ment for the (head researcher), the

center and the center's future,"
said Allen Scott, Lewis Center
director, adding that UCLA has
the only California study center in

the state. "This fits in with the
mission of the new policy school."

Since 1^9, the center has
worked on more than 40 proposals

for professors in the departments
of geography, sociology and urban
planning. While researching
issues in California may sound
limited, Scott said the center's
investigations have broad applica-

tions.

See LfeWIS, page 9

The little center that could

Since 1989, the Lewis Center has helped bring n\ore than
$2.3 million in research grants to the UCLA faculty. Below
is the break down of funds by year.

$8(».3gr
$900K

$700K

$500K

1989-90 1990-91 1991-92 1992-93 1993-94 1994-95

Source: Lewis Center for Regioniri Policy Study
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Briefly

6 days until

the electi&n

Inside A&E

No apologies
The loud and lewd

Sandra Bemhard is swing-

ing by L.A. this weekend to

promote her latest CD No
Excusesfor Bad Behavior.

The performer talks to The
Bruin about performing,

idolatry and her "fucking

artistry."

See page 16

Inside Viewpoint

It's no
ordinary
fiesta!

Today isn't just Nov.2 ...

It's El Dia de los Muertos,
otherwise known as The
Day of the Dead. As Carrie

Gonzalez explains, this rich

Mexican tradition is about
more than sweets and can-

dles - it's a celebration of
life through the acceptaoce
of death.

See page 14

Back Page

With a wink
and a smile

There's a vicious side to

volleyball, with all the hard

shots and the big blocks.

UCLA's sophomore middle
blocker, and opponent's

nightmare, Kim Krull can
supply a plethora of the

above, but she does it all

with a smile ...

See page 32

Oak Hill's

gathering
of guests

and ghouls

Charles Cootoy, 6th year math/applied
sciences student, stands beside a fire-

breathing gargoyle (above right), part of
"Oak Hill CenfTetary,- a yearly Halloween

display at his Glendale home. Four to
five thousand people gather to look at

the spectacle. Frankenstein (lower
right) joins mechanical corpses (left)

and other ghouls in the fun. Charles is

' pursuing a career in special effects.

Photos by Audrey
Daily Bruin

Students encourage disability awareness
Month of activities

include art exhibit

and career planning

By Allison Lefkowta
Daily Bruin Staff

In an effort to convey the idea

that people with disabilities repre-

sent another aspect of the diversity

in society, the Office of Students
with Disabilities and the Union of

Students with Disabilities kicked

off the eighth-annual Disability

Awareness Month Tuesday with
an mformation fair.

Activities throughout the month
will include sign language woiic-

shOps, career planning for dis-

abled students, an art exhibit and a

multimedia showcase of the latest

technology for people with dis-

abilities.

Organizers of the awareness
month said they hope to educate
students about disability-related

issues and take a step toward inte-

grating disabled students into the

UCLA community.
"My goal is to break the ice

between disabled and non-dis-
abled students, to let them know
that they do not have to feel
uncomfortable amund us and they

can ask us questions," said Matt
Poore, a second-year pre-medi-
cine student and president of the

"My goal is to break the

ice between disabled and

" non-disabled students."

Matt Poore

Secondyear Student

Union of Students with
DisabifTties.

"We're just normal and we want
equal access to all of the services

provided to non-disabled stu-

dents," Poore added.

The Office of Students with
Disabilities offers academic sup-

port services to students with vari-

ous permanent and temporary
disabilities. Academic services

*

include sign language interpreta-

tion, readers, note takers, on cam-
pus van transportation and test

taking assistance, said Kathy
Molini, director of the office.

James Michels, a first-year law
student and president of the Legal
Society on Disabilities, said he
encourages students to attend a

Nov. 7 panel that will discuss the

See DISABILITY, page 10
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What's Brewin' Today
Quarter in Washington Program
Applications due today by 5 pjm.

GSLIS Building 310
206-3109

University Research Library

Italy-USA Poetry Exhibit

Now through Nov. 8

URL Lobby
825-3302

11 a.m.

Student Accounting Society

"Using Accounting to Make Investment

Decisions" - presentation by Amber Capital

Ackerman 35 1

7

839-2870 •,

Noon

Engineering Graduate Student Association

Meeting

Engineering IV Patio . . _

206-3545

PS1CHI
Workshop by the Psychology Undergraduate

Advising Office

Franz 3461

12:10 p.m.

University Catholic Center

Weekly mass
Ackerman 3517
208-5015

—:^— y

3 p.m.

Education Abroad Program
Studying in Latin America information meeting

Bunche 11382
825-4995

.

' •

Placement & Career Planning Center

Workshop: Selecting zGnd School —
PCPC Building

Call 206-1944 to register

4 p.m.

SVeaR - Samahang Pilipino Education &
Retention

University Resources Workshop ;.

Ackerman 2408 — —^^

—

-

206-6949 • r .

"

MEChAdeUCLA
General body meeting

Ackerman 3530
206-6452

Shakespeare's Insane Asylum -.^
Rfading of "3 Henry VI" - please bring a copy
of the play

Rolfe2310
824-2437 -

UCU\ Premedical Society

Admissions seminar

Rolfe 1200 <

824-1465

Vietnamese Student Association

General meeting and Culture Night rehearsal

Franz 1 178

(213)467-5460

6:30 p.m.

Asian American Christian Fellowship

Meeting
Factor Building, Nurses' Auditorium
208-3801

GAU^
Gay & Bisexual Men's Rap
Kerckhoff500
825-8053

UCLA Pre-Law Society

Member debates

Perloff 1102
825-6580

7 p.m.

Bruin Victory Fellowship

Weekly bible study meeting

Kinsey 169

(818)986-0640

The Emergency Coalition to Stop Prop. 187
Last meeting before elections

Ackerman third floor lounge

396-4624

Sportscar Performance and Motoring Club

Meeting

Ackerman 2456
208-1164

4:15 p.m.

College of Letters and Science Academic
Support Workshops
Graduate School in the Life Sciences

At 7 p.m.: Academic Goal Setting and
Motivation

Griffin Commons 203
825-9315

5 p.m.

UCLA Ballroom Dance Club
Dance instrucliorr

—
Ackerman 3517
(818)883-4543

6 p.m.

Asian Pacific Coalition

Bi - weekly board meeting

Campbell 3232
815-1784 L

Environmental Coalition

General strategy meeting
"T^ckerman 3508

'

206-4438
^^-'

KLA
Libido Line - Sexual Health Talk Show
Topic - "Masturbation: sex with someone you
love*'

530 AM. 99.9 FM
Call in for advice and comments 825-9999

Kaballkat (Samahang Pilipino's

Lesbian/Gay/Blsexual Group)

First meeting

Kerckhoff409
447-9212 or 825-2727

7:30 p.m.

Bel Air Presbyterian Church College Group
Skeptics Forum
Bel Air Church-Evans Chapel
Meet in front of Sproul Hall for transportation

(818) 788-4200 ext. 148

MEChAdeUCLA
Dia de Los Muertos Celebration

Keickhoff407
206-6452 ^ ,

Melnitz Movies v-
Free screening and discussion of "Floundering"
Melnitz Theater

825-9840

8 p.m.

Campus Events
-— —

Free sneak preview of "The War"
Tickets at CTO
825-1958

UCLA Philharmonia Orchestra

Concert featuring Judy Huang, winner of UCLA
Concerto Competition

Schoenberg Hall

825-4761

9 p.m.

Cultural Affairs Jan Series Concert

Mike Gealer Fusion

Kcrckhoff Coffeehouse
825-6564

If you would like an event listed in this section,

please fill out a listing form at the Daily Bruin's

front counter in 225 Kerckhoff by 2 p.m. the day
before publication. The deadline for a listing in

Monday's.paper is Thursday at 2 p.m

Correction

Due to a production

error, a photo of

Homecoming King

Chris Chaudoir and
Homecoming Queen
Tamara Carr did not

run. The Bruin regrets

the error.

After Hours. The Bruin's lifestyles and
weekend section, is coming soon.

Don't miss out on the guide tor UCLA students.

Coming soon, every Thursday.

Right in here in the Daily Bruin

Stay tuned in tor stories about the latest trends in our

generation, things to do after hours, weekend excursions

and tjuirky diversions. Also featuring creative writing --

short stories, poetry and columns.

So you wanna get invQlv8t)li Alter tiours? Now looking for writers.

Stop by 225 Kerckhoff Hall or call Almee at 206-5622. •
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YouthVot^ '94 encourages young voters
The New York Times

NEW BRUNSWICK, NJ. — In

the past, if Rutgers University stu-

dents wanted to vote, they had to

leave campus to do it. Often, that

meant walking at least two miles to

the nearest polling places, crossing

busy highways and venturing into

some of New Brunswick's grittier

neighboihoods to cast a ballot

But this year, for the first time,

most students who live on the

College Avenue and Douglass cam-
puses will be able to vote there.

Rutgers students are only allowed to

have cars on campus in their last

year or two.

The voting change, a result of
pressure by the Rutgers chapter of

the New Jersey Public Interest

Research Group, comes amid a vari-

ety of efforts nationwide to make it

easier for students to vote at their

colleges.

Ivan Fritchburg, director of the

national organization YouthVote
'94, said: "Students in 1992 made a

massive expression of their desire to

get involved in the process. That

momentum brought groups together

to encourage younger voters.**

He said Youth Vote '94 had
worked with campus groups nation-

wide this year to register nearly

250,000 students - including about

1 ,500 at Rutgers - as well as tack-

ling other barriers to student voting.

While Rutgers students have,

focused on more convenient polling

places, students at other schools are

looking at ways to make registration

easier. Deadlines vary state by state,

which Fritchburg says can create a

confusing situation for students who
live in one state during the summer
and move to another for college in

the fall.

"It*s really been a grass-roots

movement as opposed to one with

cooperation from administrators

and local officials," said T.J.

Trujillo, president of the student

body at the University of Arizona,

who says a voter registration drive

there signed up 5,500 students this

year. He said he could have signed

up even more if the prdcess were
less cumbersome, perhaps provid-

ing a registration form with tuition

bills.

At the University of Wisconsin in

Madison, where voters can register

on Election Day and on-campus
polling places already exist, Matt
Blevlns, the president of the student

government, is emphasizing voter

turnout - hoping there would be

enough voting places to bundle
them.

In 1992, the university's 50 per-

cent student turnout overwhelmed
the two polls on campus, "There
were unbelievable lines," Blevins

said.

Madison Deputy City Clerk
Louise Droster said long lines in the

presidential election overwhelmed
the voting machinery for the entire

city, prompting it to update equip-

ment and introduce a new'system.

Views differ on whether local

officials are eager to have students

See VOTE, page 10

UCLA Muslims find

a balance between
religion and school
Students want
to dispel myths

regarding Islam

By Narma Ahmady

Amid The crowd of people in

Kerckhoff Patio hurrying to get

to class, two students greet each

other with a traditional Islamic

greeting. "Aslaamu-Alaikum", or

"Peace be upon you," says one to

the other, and almost as quickly

as it is said, the two rush off to

class.

The greeting, echoed by
almost one billion people around

the world, is becoming a com-
mon phrase at UCLA, where the

campus Muslim population num-
bers about 600.

"When you hear the term
*Aslaamu-Alaikum' it creates a

bond between you and the other

individual and it is becoming part

of a billion people around the

world," said Ather AH, a junior

psychobiology major.

Islam, after Christianity, is the

second largest religion in the

world and it continues to grow at

a rapid rate. Its followers are a

varied group, and many Muslims
on campus said the common

view of Muslims as Arabic-
speaking is a stereotype.

"Arabs don't make up the

majority of Muslims," said Nadia

Caidi, an exchange student from
France completing her masters

degree in communications.
Despite the popular image, Arabs

make up less than 20 percent of

the world Muslim population.

Indonesia, not Saudi Arabia, is

the country with the most
Muslims.

For UCLA's Muslims, who
come from different ethnic back-

grounds, maintaining a dedica-

tion to Islam and God, known to

Muslims as Allah, is not difficult.

In fact, many said their faith in

God is so strong that they have

no choice but to submit to the

requirements of their religion. ~

"Part of being a Muslim is to

realize that your life span is short

and limited and therefore, one
must have utter submission to

God," said Ferdosi Wharton-Ali,

a graduate student in UCLA's
School of Theater, Film and
Television.

Although Islam requires a

strict adherence to the religion's

five fundamental tenets, Muslims
on campus said they see it as

their duty to abide by these pil-

lars. Many said they try to inte-

grate their faith into their daily

Muslims bow for a midday prayer

rally last March, they pray toward

in Westwood Plaza. They pray five

Mecca, the holy city, to show their

ANDREW SCHOLER/Daily Brum

times a day, and as during this

dedication to Allah and Islam.

school routine as one way of
keeping in tune with Islam.

For instance, Muslim students

must pray to God during five

designated time periods through-

out the day and give a percentage

of their wealth to the needy, if

able, as part of their religious

committment ^

Islam also asks Muslims to

fast from sunrise to sunset during

Ramadan, the holiest month of

the Muslim calendar. Except for

a few specific exceptions, all

Muslims are required to perform

this fast, during which they must
refrain from any food or drink.

"It is tough to fast in school

when everyone else is eating and

one must refrain from food, but I

know the reward will come
later," said Arshia Hussain, a

senior history major.

The last tenet of Islam is the

Hajj, or pilgrimage. Muslims,
regardless of their age, must go
to Mecca during a specified time

in the year and perform the pil-

grimage.

"As a first generation Muslim,

I feel constantly a need to edu-

cate others about Islam. I see it as

my r duty," said Safieh
Abdeikarim, a junior majoring in

psychobiology.

Despite the large numbers of

Muslims in America, many said

they still find it difficult to define

their role in American society.

The popular television images of

Islam portrayed as a violent reli-

gion are offensive, especially

because these images do not con-

See ISLAM, page 11

Army Cadets shocked by scandal
By Joseph Berger
The New York Times

WEST POINT, N.Y. — For
years, the U.S. Military Academy

has conducted a half-dozen class-

es a semester on relations between

men and women, including frank

discussions of sexual harassment

and incidents like the Tailhook

Student assaulted after

leaving fraternltyparty

scandal.

So both male and female cadets

interviewed Monday were embar-

rassed by the announcement that

several football players had
groped female cadets at an Oct. 20
rally intended to muster school

spirit for a game two days later

against the Citadel.

By Lucia Sanchez
Daily Bruin Staff

University police are investigat-

ing a case of assault with a deadly

weapon in which a UCLA student

was hit on the head with a bottle

after leaving a fraternity party,

police said.

Second-year music student
Christopher Camazzo was struck

on the back of the head around
2:30 early Friday morning after

leaving a party at the Theta Xi
house on Gayley Avenue, universi-

ty police Sgt. Jim Vandenberg said.

"He came out of the (fraternity)

house and persons unknown took a

beer bottle and broke it on the back

of his head," Vandenberg

explained.

Carnazzo was treated at the

UCLA Medical Center where he
received stitches. He then filed a

report with university police after-

ward, Vandenberg added.
'

While no suspect has been
named, university police Det.

Chuck Bemham is currently inves-

tigating the case and conducting
interviews, police said.

Police added there were several

witnesses to the incident.

"It's being reviewed and locriced

at right now in the hopes of finding

a named suspect," said Vandenberg

of the case.

Camazzo declined to comment,
saying only that he wanted justice

in the case.

The incident, a half-dozen
cadets said, should not be com-
pared with the Tailhook scandal,

which tarnished the image of the

Navy's officers corps.

"The Academy is dealing with

it and the guys who have done it,"

said Wilton Hockaday, a junior

from Virginia. "Tailhook was bla-

tant, and they tried to cover it up."

West Point has admitted women
for 1 8 years, and there are 473
women among the school's '4,055

students, making up 1 1.6 percent

of the enrollment.

Kristi Mouw, a freshman from
South Dakota who had previously

served a tour in the Army, said

women were treated as well here

as in the Army.

See WISTPOINi; pageU

Students urged not to
miss school over 187
By Kimberty Kindy
Los Angeles Daily News

Concerned about anti-

Proposition 187 student walk-

-outs as the Nov. 8 ele^t+en
approaches, organizations
throughout Los Angeles
appealed to school children to

stay on campus. i

"We want them to get
involved, but we are urging them
to stay in school where they are

safe," Los Angeles Unified
School District Superintendent

Sid Thompson said Monday.
For several weeks, Los

Angeles students in growing
numbers have been leaving cam-
puses for street demonstrations

against the initiative that would
bar illegal immigrants from pub-

lic schools.

School board president Mark
Slavkin said rumors of a planned

countywide walkout Wednesday
prompted the district to take its

first official stand against the

walkouts at the Monday press

conference.

"We decided it was time to be

more aggressive," Slavkin said.

Because the district has pro-

vided bus transportation to stu-

dents to return them to school

and because district officials had

not taken a strong position
"fgainst the walkouts prior to

Monday, officials have been
accused of organizing the off-

campus protests.

On Monday, they firmly
denied playing a role in the

demonstrations.

"We are doing nothing as a

school district to encourage stu-

dents to do this," Slavkin said.

"It is contrary to our policies and
our mission - we want to keep
students on campus."

.

On Friday, thousands of stu-

dents filled the streets, prompt-
ing the Los Angeles Police
Department to go on tactical

'SeeSCN00iS,pagel2
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orld

Execs convene for

economic summit
CASABLANCA, Morocco— TXvo thou-

sand business executives from 60 coun-
tries and scores of senior American,
Israeli and Arab officials began a two-day

conference Tuesday to explore ways of

cementing peace between Israel and its

Arab neighbors through regional eco-

nomic projects.
.

Half the Israeli Cabinet, led by Prime
Minister Yitzhak Rabin and several dozen
businessmen armed with nearly 150 pro-

posals for joint ventures with Arabs,
arrived for the gathering, underlining

Israel's keen interest in exploring the eco-

nomic horizons of the Arab world.

Secretary of State Warren Christopher

proposed the establishment of a multibil-

lion-dollar regional bank that would
fmance small and medium-size business

ventures in Israel and Arab countries.

Croatians describe
scenes of disorder
DONJI LAPAC, Croatia— Serb refugees

huddled on the floor of an elementary
school Tuesday described scenes of
arson, looting and terror as Bosnian gov-

ernment forces advanced out of the north-

western Bihac area last week in their

most successful offensive of the war.

Bosnian Serb forces were said to have

abruptly turned and ran last Wednesday
leaving Serb civilians to fend for them-
selves against the rampaging Fifth Corps
of the Muslim-led Bosnian army.

Ripac citizens, said they had seen no
killings of civUians, but they had been
terrorized by a Bosnian government
onslaught that suddenly turned the tables

of a previously one-sided war.

Rwandans debate
rules for tribunal
KIGALI, Rwanda — Leaders of the

Rwandan government agree that an
international tribunal to prosecute for-

mer leaders for genocide should have
the authority to impose the death penal^

ty, but they are divided over whether to

reject a tribunal, under consideration by
the United Nations, that lacks such
power, government officials «ay.

In a debate within the cabinet, the

prime minister and justice minister say

the government should accept a tribunal

even without this power. Gen. Paul
Kagame, who commanded the victori-

ous rebel army and who is now vice

president and defense minister, insists

the death penalty is necessary.

Italian police find

murder suspects
ROME — After a 34-day hunt
described as one of the biggest of its

kind, police in southern Italy

announced Tuesday that they had
arrested two men in connection with
the killing of Nicholas Green, a 7-year-

old American boy who died when high-

way robbers opened fire on his family's

rental car in September.

Police officials identified the men as

Francesco Mesiano, 21, and Michele
lannello, 26. The officials said they
were thought to be petty criminals
rather than members of the
'Ndrangheta organized crime syndicate

that flourishes in the Calabria area
where Nicholas was killed.

But investigations were continuing
to seek the men's accomplices.

1^1on
Agricultural Dept.
sued over tests
WASHINGTON— Seven trade associa-

tions have filed a lawsuit to stop the

Department of Agriculture from con-
ducting microbial tests of ground beef
for a deadly bacteria that may be
responsible for as many as 500 deaths a
year.

.
At a news conference TUesday, sever-

al of the plaintiffs, who are all represen-
tatives of the food industry, chained that

the policy is illegal and unfair. Under
the new procedures, which went into

effect Oct. 17, 5,000 samples of meat
will be taken and tested each year from
meat packing plants and retail stores

throughout the country.

Career politicians

fear term limit vote
WASHINGTON — Amid fierce criti-

cism of career politicians, eight states

will vote on term limits for members of
Congress next week, and if the mea-
sures pass, as expected, nearly half the

states will have such limits.

Even where the question is not on the

ballot, many candidates for Congress
are pledging support for term limits.

With few exceptions, incumbents and
other candidates who dislike term lim-
its generally soft-pedal their opposition
to such restrictions on legislative ser-

vice, for fear of alienating voters.

While there is usually no legal prob-
lem with term limits for state office-

holders, federal and state courts have,
on several occasions, ruled that such
limits violate the Constituhon when
applied to members of Congress.

jState

Senate deems CIA
Inefficient, faulty
WASHINGTON — The Central

Intelligenee Agency's nine-year hunt,
over Aldrich Ames, the convicted mole
for Moscow, was crippled by Soviet trick-

ery, a CIA officer's lies, senior officials

who refused to share crucial information

with the FBI's spycatchers and the intelli-

gence agency's deep-rooted inability to

police itself, a Senate committee said

Tuesday.

In a damning 1 16-page report offering

a wealth of new details on the most dev-

astating case of treachery in the intelli-

gence agency's history, the Senate Select

Committee on Intelligence described a

series of wrong turns, blind alleys and
dead ends the molehunt followed from
April 1985, when Ames, a career CIA
officer, first sold secrets to the Soviets,

and this February, when he was arrested.

Bicyclist accused
of staging crashes
Charges have been filed against a man
accused of staging accidents by ram-
ming his already-damaged bicycle, into

vehicles, then demanding money for
repairs.

Police believe that Richard Siddons,
33, of suburban Tarzana, staged 12 acci-

dents and received cash payments -
ranging from $20 to $90.

Two alleged victims were a husband
and wife from the Ventura County com-
munity of Newbury Park who coinciden-

tally were targeted by Siddons four days
apart while driving in the West San
Fernando Valley.
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American politics eiicit interest overseas
By DavM Phlnney
States News Service

WASHINGTON — Americans
are so accustomed to looking out
on the rest of the world, that some-
times they forget the rest of the

world is looking at them. -—

—

This is especially true in the
final days of the 1994 election sea-

son.

Italians can read about the ups
and downs of Gov. Mario Cuomo
and Sen. Ted Kennedy. Canadians
sympathize with knowing famil-

iarity about immigration. Germans
ponder the direction Americans
are taking in the new world order.

The Japanese carefully consider
why Mike Huffington would be
willing to spend $25 million of his

own money in attempting to

become a U.S. Senator from
California.

And everyone is incredulous
over how the mud-drenched, polit-

ical slugfest has sent incumbents
scurrying for cover as candidates

spend record amounts of money in

pursuit of a congressional seat.

America's rancorous debate
with itself is being heard around
the world.

"Negative campaigning works
in every nation, but there is a level

of nastiness and vicious personal
attacks that is unparalleled,"
observes David Sioty, an editor
with Reuters, a British newswire.

Story's view echoes those of
many veteran foreign correspon-
dents who say the '94 elections
have taken an unprecedented ugly
turn.

"It's absolutely unheard of in

Canada for a political candidate to

buy a negative ad that trashes his

opponent, but never appears in it

himself," claims Terry Wilewski
Canadian, a CBC television
reporter.

"In two decades, I have not seen

so much public opinion formed by
talk programs and false advertis-

ing," notes correspondent Ulrich

Shiller of German newspaper Die
Zeit. "It's crazy."

What do these things mean
when seen from abroad? Many
correspondents say it's tough
enough simply to sort through
America's senTi-annual electoral

mud-fights, let alone find some
meaning.

"I'm paid to try and explain
American politics to Canadians
and it is sometimes inexplicable,"

says Milewski. "It takes me 10
paragraphs just to get across to

Mexican readers why American
voters find it important that a

politician may have had an affair

with someone or thathe lied when
he was 1 8," explains Jose Carreno,

cprrespondent with the Mexico
City newspaper, El Universal.

Whether Sen. Charles Robb, D-
Virginia, had sex with the formei"

Miss Virginia, or he simply
accepted a nude massage wouldn't
be a campaign issue in Mexico,
says Carreno, who adds:
"Being involved with a Playboy
centerfold would be cause for
envy."

People in Mexico and Canada
take a keen interest in U.S. poli-

tics, say these reporters. Many citi-

zens in both countries are well
informed about the elections this

year, thanks to CNN, CNBC and
other cable television stations. But

there are remarkable differences

between how they see America.
Take immigration: Some

Canadians are making political

hay out of problems caused by
immigration in similar ways to

Californians, particularly in the

Canada's western provinces where
the Reform Party is also pushing
for term limits and budget reduc-
tions.

"Hew California addresses
immigration is a hot issue," says
David Hulton, senior correspon-
dent with CBC. "There's a per-

ceived problem that the growing
number of immigrants in Canada
are straining our generous social

services. Some Canadians believe

they can't afford it"

In Mexico, immigration strikes

a very different chord. Proposition

187, the California initiative that

would cut most social services and
education for illegal immigrants,
is sounding a foreboding alarm
among Mexicans says Carreno.
"For decades," he says,

"Americans have looked the other

way, or even encouraged illegal

immigrants because it was prof-

itable for business and agriculture.

Now that millions are living ille-

gally in the United States, people
want them to go away."

Whether illegal immigration is

"correct or not" Carreno contin-

ues, the fact is that many
Mexicans have friends and rela-

tives who have relocated to the

United States.

"The way they are talking in

California is considered racist in

Mexico," says Carreno. "It is a
difficult and uncomfortable situa-

tion for the Mexican government

and our press is looking for human
rights abuses along the border."

In Canada, health care is a dif-

ferent matter. When Clinton was
elected president in 1992,
Canadians believed the United
States would soon be adopting a
health care program similar in

scope to their own.
Instead, says Canadian

Broadcasting Co. reporter
Milewski, his audience saw
prominent U.S. politicians point-

ing to Canada as practicing "the
evils of socialized medicine at its

worst" - and using Canada as a
key argument against nationalized

health care in the United States.

"Senator Phil Gramm (R-Texas)
said Canadians are dropping like

flies because of our health care
system," recalls Milewski. "We
used that as a comedy item at the

end of a national network news
program. Canadians found it hilar-

ious because it isn't true."

The failure of President
Clinton's health care proposal and
his low clout with Congress gener-

ally balfles many correspondents.

"Clinton is popular in Canada,"
says Hulton, "but health care just

dived off the agenda, giving peo-
ple reason to think Americans just

have a short attention span."

Perhaps, Shiller adds,
Americans have become too impa-
tient "Health care was a top con-
cern in 1992, but now it can be
argued that voters don't have the

stamina to see something like

health care all the way through."

Many reporters view the United
States as a nation in dramatic tran-

sition as it reluctantly leaves the

Cold War behind without any clear

sense of what lies ahead.
Americans seem to be turning
inward and frequently against each
other.

"There is so much fighting with
incumbents by people who resent

politicians, but want to be politi-

cians themselves," says Shiller.

"Evciything seems so contradicto-

ry. The headlines report that one
million people are in prison and
yet politicians say nothing is being
done about crime."

That searching results in a very
nervous electorate, observes Jurek

Martin, Washington bureau chief
of the English newspaper,
Financial Times. "In the last four
years, San Diego voted on 690
propositions and candidates," he
says. "It's not unusual to vote on
just three things a year in
England." Several correspondents
believe the America's inward turn

may result in a new international

isolationism, especially if

Republicans control of a chamber
of Congress.

"That seems to be the modem
strain of Republicans and it may
have severe consequences to the

rest of the world," says Martin.
"They are beginning to sound like

*America-firsters'and challenge
the era of free trade."

"There's a great degree of cul-

tural bias in their reporting," offers

Vincent Chiarello with the United
States Information Agency, a gov-
ernment agency that helps foreign

correspondents with obtaining cre-

dentials. "Many seem to enjoy
reporting our shortcomings, but
the fimny thing is, I don't know of
one foreign journalist who doesn't

end up loving it here."
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Scientists debate stability of ciimate periods
By William Stevens
The New York Times

Could a small push nudge the

relatively benign and stable world

climate of the last 10,000 years

into abrupt and frequent cycles of

warmth and extreme cold? The
question is far from academic,

some scientists say, given the pos-

sibility that heat-trapping gases

like carbon dioxide could destabi-

lize today's climate system.

The climate of the last inter-

glacial period - in its early stages

somewhat warmer than the present

interglacial period - fluctuated

widely in spans of decades or even

less, scientists reported 15 months

ago on the basis of climactic

changes recorded in corings taken

firom the Greenland ice cap.

But six months later, another

group of scientists analyzing

another Greenland ice sample sug-

gested that the last interglacial

period, which began around
130,000 years ago and lasted

10,000 years by most reckonings,

appeared stable after all.

They said the fir^^ce sample

apparently had been distorted

when the bottom of the flowing

glacier from which it was taken

passed over uneven ground.

Since then, emerging evidence

from several sources has seemed
to favor first one side of the argu-

ment and then the other. The latest

piece of evidence, in the current

issue of the British journal Nature,

comes from a study of layers of

pollen laid down on lake bottoms

in Germany and France during the

last interglacial period, called the

Eemian (the present interglacial

period is called the Holocene).

By analyzing pollen patterns.

European researchers determined
the kinds of trees and shrubs that

grew at different times. Evergreens

like pines, for instance, are more
abundant in cold times, while
deciduous trees like qgks abound
in warm periods.

From Uiis record the researchers

deduced that the wannest winter

temperatures in the first 2,900

^~^'
See CUMATE, page 13
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Accredited by WASC and California State Bar

UAVLA
;^^^

UCI4A Department of Music , 'Gv)

presents

PhiUiarinoiiia
Orchestra

Jon Robertson, Conductor
*\j\i

FREE
PRE'MED
SEMINAR
• •'• •••••••••

(Vf PRE'MED ISSUES^

GciiinR ready, acing the MCAT, AMCAS,
the apfAicaiion, admiuiom, & inicrvicwng.

{^ MEDICAL SCHOOL:
Overview & strategics far iucceu.

W RESIDENCY/CAREER:
Chooiir^ the ri^ ipcdeky for youl

The future of medicine.
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LEWIS
From page 1

"Clearly the kinds of questions

we face in California have nation-

al significance, if not internation-

al significance," he said. "While

(our research) has a practical

impact already, there is more that

we can do."

Vanessa Dingley, the Lewis
Center's associate director, said

that the number of grants she

processes increases steadily each

year. She credits the center's

"We're getting more

established and becom-

ing more known."

Vanessa Dingley

Associate Director

growth to several factors.

"We're getting more estab-

lished and becoming more
known. We've all put in a lot of

energy, especially on (Scott)'s

part," Dingley said.

While a professor's own
department can handle grant

funds, Scott said that faculty

members are lured to the center

by the services it offers.

"We have staff that can write

budget proposals and administer

the proposals. We caiT^vide the

money to develop proposals and

hire research assistants," he said.

Professors such as Paul Ong, in

urban planning, xited conve-
nience as^why he turned to the

center with funding for his study

on welfare issues concerning
inner-city communities.

"It gave me a chance to

work in something that

interested me."

Rachel Novak

History Student

"(The center) is very efficient

in processing research grants,"

agreed geography professor
William Clark, who is studying

work-home commuting patterns.

More than 50 graduate and

undergraduate students are

employed by the center each year

as research assistants. Students

can earn class credit and/or
stipends for their work.

"It gave me a chance to work
in something that interested me,"

said history-major Rachel Novak,

who worked on a nationwide
study of employee parking
patents.

While the centerhas helped get

more than $800,000 in funds this

year alone, Dingley said a num-
ber of lucrative giiants are still

pending.

Daily Bruin

Advertise. It Works.

For God so loved the world,

that he gave his only

begotten son, that

whosever believeth in Him
should not peri^, but have

everlasting life.

paid advertisemaii 'John3:l6

PLACEMENTAND CAREER PLANNINp CENTER

presents

Career Planning for Students with Disabilities

"YOUR DISABILrrV DOEdN'T
HAVE TO BE A HANDICAP! 99

THE PLACEMENT AND CAREER CENTER CAN HELP
YOU DEFINE YOUR GOALS, CONDUCT YOUR JOB
SEARCH, AND BUILD A REWARDING CAREER. JOIN

US AT ONE OF OUR ORIENTATION SESSIONS
SPECIRCALLY DESIGNED FOR STUDENTS WITH
DISABILITIES.

Tuesday November 1

Wednesday November 2

Thursday November 3

Friday November 4

10:00 a.m.

2:00 p.m.

11.00 a.m.

2:00 p.m.

Faculties are aocaasibto

Sign Languiga Narpraieraarvicas wa avaiiabia upon raquaet with advance

nolioa. To request such services cal:

^'^

TDD: (310) 206-6063 ?
VOICE: (310) 825-1501

/2 £\
Are

id©m©© <& ClnirnsftDainnntty

Compatible?

Do Science and God Mix?

Doesnl Science negate Christian belief?

How wouldyou answer these questions?

Come to the

KEPTICS FORUM
Featuring Dr. Hugh Ross

Wednesday, Nov. 2, 1994 at 7:30 p.m.

At Bel Air Presbyterian Church
16221 ly^ulhoNand Drive. Los Angeles

<- (0.8 miles west of the San Diego Freeway)

To be held in Evan's Chapel...

Seating is Krroled so come early...

Main parking lot and bus shuttles are on the south side of Mulholland.

Dr. Hugh Roaa wiH be addraaaing the topk. 'Evideneaa of the Exfartenea of God."

He wtH also t>e dJscussir)o some of the commonty aslted questions about apparent

"incxxisistencies" between the Bibie and Sdence. Dr. Ross has a Ph.D. in astronorny

Iron the University of Toronto, and has spent several years as a Research Fellow in

astrophysics at Caitech. He is the founder or "Reasons » Believe" in Pasadena. He

has a phenonienai background in Theology, Christian aplogetics, and the major

scientific disciplines. This is an opportunity to have your own questions answered, or

to bring your irxfuiring frierxls.

Or. ffOM /MS arfvfSMf ua t/Mf he Nwfcomaa alceprfcsf

School ofTheater, Film and Television Presents

STORY THEATRE
by Paul Sills

Directed by Tony Award-Winner Ron Leibman

•"TT

—-Jfidy Huang,^Hano Soloist
- winner of the UCLA Concerto Competition

Debussy - Afternoon of a Faun
Tchaikovsky - Piano Concerto No. i

Richard Strauss - Don Juan

- Wedne<sda7, November 2, 1994

8O0p.flL-

^ • &:hocnberg Hall

* Admlaslcn Is firee. *
-^ Infiiniuitioii: (310) 8254761 ^
^4'^^<r<r<r«r^'rcr<r<r^r<r<r<r#cr<r<r<r^
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~TIMK
Wednesday, Nov. 2nd, 6 pin?

PLACE:

RolfcHaII,Rm. 1200

SPEAKER: '

William H. Brcsnick, M.D.
UCSD Physician

&. MCAT expert

Columbia Review

Sp(»aMirc«J by:

UCLA Trc-med Society

An enchanting evening of

famousfablesfrom Aesop and

the Brothers Grimm

October 28, 29, 30

November 2, 3, 4, 5

-'*Vm

^^^j^r"''

Sunday Matinee: October 30

2 p.m.

UCLA Little Theater

Macgowan Hall

Admission: $12, $9
*

Faculty / Staff/ Seniors, Students $6

For tickets call

UCLA Central Ticket Office

310-UCLA-lOl (310-825-2101)
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Pari Waxing Salon
Body Waxing for A/len & Women

NA/ith 1 00*yo Matural Pari wax.
Women Full leg and Bikini $20
Underarm $8
Half legs _ $10

,^ Bikini Wax $ 8
__Lip or Chin or Eyebrow $ 6

Eyelash Tint ^ $10
Facial $40

"We do Electrolysis"

1435 Westwood Blvd., Westwood 473-0066 or 479-9325

Open Sundays Walk-ins Welcome

TOOTH TREK:
The Next Generation off Teeth
Counselor limw: 'Captain. I sense a toothache approaching at

Impulse Speed."
Captain: Technician Warp, send out a prot)e; CnxJr. Dental, log

the info on our Insurance Form; then hail Dr. Friedrran from
sick hay."

Dr.Frlcciinan: This is an Alien Bacteria from the*Upper Right
Quadrant: We'll need to Excise the Lesion."

Captain: 'Make it sd"

COSMETIC AND
GENERAL DENTISTRY

•TOOTH BONDING. BLEACHING
•Nitrous Oxide (Laughing Gas)
•Hypno^s • Electronic Anesthesia

^€>|ien LilW Hours, Free Parking/Validated Parking
•Checks, Credit-Cards and Insurance Forms Welcome
• 17 Years in Private Practice in Westwood

Larry Friedman, D.D.S. (UCLA Graduate)
1762 Westwood Blvd. #460 (between Wil.shire & Santa Monica Bl.)

For Appointment Call: (310)474-3765
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dial

ALWAYS COSTS LESS
THAN 1-800-COLLECT,

Hello? Want the lowest price for a collect call?
Lower thanthat other number? Then dial this one.

Because THE CODE always costs less than 1-800-COLLECT.

*urThie\bte:

^•'
_01M4A1Xr FOR ALL INTERSTATE CALLS. ATCT

From page 1

Americans with Disabilities Act.

He emphasized that the act

applies to many people and said

he hopes people will not feel that

disabled-related issues are narrow

issues that do not affect them.

"Anyone can become disabled

at any time, even temporarily,"

Michels said. "It's a minority
without boundaries and cross(es)

all groups."

The month's activities are open
to all students, including weekly
beginning sign language classes

and a Nov. 1 4 book signing of "No
Pity" by author Joseph Shapiro, a

U.S. News and World Report
senior editor.

Organizers said they also hope
that students who are disabled, but

are not currently registered in the

office, will come to the events and
learn about the services.

"Our goal is to identify UCLA
as a vehicle for the promotion of
educational, cultural, career ^nd
social opportunities which
empower people with disabilities

to remove physical and social bar-

riers that currently prevent them
from achieving their full poten-

tial," Molini explained.

Students interested in learning

more about Disabled Awareness
Month activities can call 825-

1501.

VOTE
From page 3

^vote. Fritchbui:g, of YouthVote '94,

thinks they often are not
"Especially diis year there are a

number of close races that will be
decided by a few hundred votes," he

said. "Communities want to protect

themselves from traitsitional voters,

namely students."

But in New Brunswick, Mayor
James Cahill, disagrees. .

"What local officials must do is

facilitate a community interest on
the part of students," said Cahill, a

Democrat who is up for re-election.

"We've done a lot to encourage
greater interaction between resi-

dents and students."

Though Cahill said the campus
polling sites had not affected his

campaign strategy, he has been to

Rutgers more in this campaign than

he was the last time he was up for

election.

He met with student editors of the

campus newspaper. The Daily
Targum, in an effort to gain their

endorsement, which the paper will

publish Monday. Last week he
declared his support for plans by
student groups to develop a bike

path through the city to connect two

I
of the main campuses.

His opponent, James Neal, has
focused much of his campaign on
campus. He also met with the edito-

rial board of The Targum and has
campaigned outside the Rutgers stu-

dent center shaking hands an(

encouraging students to vole.

Rep. Frank Pallone Jr., a
Democrat who represents
Middlesex and Monmouth
Counties, and his opponent, the

youngest Republican congressional

candidate this year, 29-year-old
Mike Herson, have also been court-

ing the student vote. They debated

on campus last w^k.
"It's about time legislator^ start-

ing paying attention to young peo-

ple," Herson said in the debate.

Traci Sheehan, a New Jersey
campus organizer for the Public
Interest Research Gnxjp at the time

the campus polls were approved,
said: "TTic new polling pl«;es have

created a level of accountability that

wasn't my intention. It was voter

^

turnout we were after Iwt I think it

got students* foot in the door on
state and local tssi«s."
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ISLAM
From page 3

vey the true sense of the Islamic

religion, Muslim students said.

"It seems like we are constantly

struggling to prove that Islam is

for peace and not for violence,"

said Yasser Aman, a sophomore
physiological science major.
Many Muslims- said they find

themselves struggling to correct

the misconceptions of Islam in an

atmosphere in which Islam is used

as a scapegoat for many of the

world's problems.

To eliminate the stereotypes,

Muslims on many campuses have

bonded together to form Muslim
student groups through which they

can socially interact and work
together to help present a more
positive portrayal of Islam, orga-

nizers said.

" At UCLA, the Muslim Students

Association regularly holds con-

ferences and coordinates activities

designed to educate students on
campus. Other coordinated pro-

grams include the University
Muslim Medical Association (a

clinic which provides free clinical

examinations), a Muslim women's
group and Al-Talib, UCLA's
Muslim student newsmagazine.

"All these organizations exist so

Muslims on campus can be active

in different activities," said Anwar
Mohammed, the president of the

Muslim Students Association.

Despite the challenges that

Muslims face today, many stay

optimistic, because they said

America provides them freedom
of speech and - most importantly
- freedom of religion.

"Although the media has paint-

ed Islam as a threat to America,
(maintaining religious diversity) is

in fact the only way to reaffirm the

ideals upon which this country
was founded," said Mohamed
Marei, Al-Talib's editor.

WESTPOINT
From page 3

"Considering that women have

been here 1 8 years, they've done a

good job integrating the place,"

she said. "I've never seen sexual

harassment of any kind."

West Point has trained officers

for the Army since 1 802. Two of

the bedrocks of that training are a

code of honor that, for example,
condemns cheating on^xams, and

a philosophy that stresses what the

Academy calls "consideration of

others."

The cadets interviewed chose to

see the groping incident through

the prism of that philosophy.

Football madness, several said,

is as intense here as at many col-

leges, but football players are

treated with no special reverence

and are judged mostly on their tal-

ents as officers.

"When you leave the gate," said

74im McDermott, a senior from
Texas, "you may have been a foot-

ball player or a radio disk jockey,

but you'll be an officer, and that

kind of conduct won't be tolerat-

ed." McDermott, like many of

those interviewed, is a member of

the campus radio club.

Schott Schaller, a sophomore
from Oklahoma, said cadets are

taught to "overlook differences"

like race and gender and view
each other as cadets and as poten-

tial officers.

"We don't look at it as male,

female," he said. "We look at it as

cadets."

Many of the cadets interviewed

Said that they had just been shown
a segment about the Tailhook
scandal that was aired by the

ABC-News program "Prime Time

See WESTPOINT, page 12
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Family Planning Associates Medical Group

1

LOS ANGELES
601 S. Westmoreland Ave

ABORTION TO 24 WEEKS
(General or Local Anesthesia)

Free Pregnancy Testing
Early Pregnancy Test

(Immediate Test Results)

Birth Control

Outpatient Female Sterilization

LOS ANGELES
6000 San Vk«nte Blvd.

(213)937-1390«

INGLEWOOD
426 East 99th St
(213)678-5581

NORTH HCHXYWOOD
12903 Victory Bh^.
(818)763^251

WEST LOS ANGELES
12304 Santa Monica Blvd.

(310) 820-8084

TORRANCE
21320 Hav^rthome

(310) 316-8879

*ln8iffance
•Health Plans

•MedM^sd
•Visa

• MasterCard
•Discover

SeHablaEspaM
^

great minds
,
..Let's face it, getting into med school is reajj^i^mpetitive.

And that's why I teach at Kaplan. They know what it takes

to compete. Kaplan has prepared more students for the

IVICAT than any other test prep company—over 2504)00 in

the last 15 years alone. Arul, with Kaplan, my students get

more ways to prepare with thousands of practice questions,

great home study notes, videos, tutoring and an extensive

training library. No wonder Kaplan's the IVICAT prep leader."

— ADAMENGLE MCAT INSTRUCTOR

great methods

Kaplan offers the most

complete arsenal of MCAT
preparatiofi mateHals

avaflable Including computer-

analyzed practice tests,

home study materials and

a training library. Nobody
prepares you bwtter than

Kaplan.

get a higher score

1-800-KAP-TEST

liA I L ft ii
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We invite

all UCLA Seniors

to get to know our people
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INVESTMENT BANKING
PRESENTATION

Wednesday, November 2, 1994
at 6:00 p.m.

T'- Press Room
Morgan Center

Salomon Brothers

WESTPOWtt"
From page 11

Live." And, they said, a long dis-

cussion followed where the male
cadets were asked to discuss how
they would feel if they were
forced to run the gantlet in the

hallway of the Hilton Hotel in Las

Vegas where the Tailhook incident

occurred.

Cadets spoke contemptuously
Monday of the officers implicated

in the Tailhook scandal, and they

said they found it difficult to con-

sider what happened at West Point

as anything other than an aberra-

tion.

"It was a couple of guys who
weren't thinking of the conse-
quences of their actions," said

Tony Rennie, a senior from
Michigan.

Mouw said: "I guess it was the

excitement of the upcoming game.

At a spirit rally, everybody gets

hyped up."

SCHOOLS
From page 3

alert.

District officials have been
working with several Latino
groups that have been organizing

the Wednesday walkout that could

potentially involve 200,000 mid-
dle and high school students.

On Friday, Thompson sent a let-

ter to the schools asking them to

allow students to organize class-

room discussions and assemblies

to voice their opinions on the mea-
sure.

Latino leaders said they are

pleased with the letter and with

the growing number of schools

that are allowing for on-campus
discussion of the issue.

On Monday, they began con-
tacting parents through Spanish-

speaking media to call off the

protest

"^We have put out a call to all

parents today (Monday!) to urge

them and their children to not
walk out," said Juan Jose
Gutierrez, executive director of
One Stop Immigration and
Education Center.

"We are satisfied that school

officials are seriously concerned
about students and are finding
ways to allow them to channel
their fears and frustrations over
Proposition 187," Gutierrez said.

Los Angeles City Councilman
Richard Alatorre also joined in the

call on students to take a more
responsible approach in express-

ing their views on the measure.

Surrounded by a half^^ozen stu-

dents from three high schools in

his' district, Alatorre said he under-

stood the anger and frustration of

the young people.

"I want to commend the stu-

dents for their involvement and
stress the importance of working
together," Alatorre said at a City

Hall news conference. "It is

important that the manner in

which they deliver their message
of opposition be a constructive

one.

"These students are upset
because they are the ones who
would be the most affected if this

proposition is approved. In the

past, it was young people who
served as our conscience. They are

doing it again." >

Also on Monday, school district

administrators said they were con-

cerned some parents were keeping

their children home out of concern
the school district would turn dieir

children over to the Immigration
and Naturalization Service.

"We believe the confusion of
some parents is the result of the

dialogue surrounding a statewide

See SCNOCHS, page 13
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SCHOOLS
From page 12

ballot issue - Proposition 1
87,**

said a letter to parents that was
sent home Monday with students.

"We are concerned that this

confusion may be causing parents

- especially many of families in

this country legally - to keep their

children out of school for fear

their immigration status would be

questioned," the letter said.

"The Los Angeles public
schools do not report - we repeat.,

wc do not report - the identity of
any student to the INS or any
other government agency," the let-

ter said.

CLIMATE
From page 8

years of the Eemian, on average,

were about 10 degrees Fahrenheit

warmer than they are today. But
the rest of tke Eemian, they found,

descended often into episodes of

severe cold.

In the coldest of these episodes,

when winter temperatures were
comparable to those at the end of

the previous glacial period, the

temperature dipped to 50 degrees

below zero Fahrenheit at some
points, with an average in the cold-

est month of 4 below.

The authors of the paper in

Nature were two British paleoecol-

ogists, Dr. Michael H. Field of the

Univcreity of Cambridge and Dr.

Brian Huntley of the University of

Durham, and Dr. Helmut MuUer, a

paleogeologist at the Federal
Center for Sciences and Resources

at Hannover, Germany. Muller
assembled the pollen record, and

Field and Huntley performed the

climactic analysis.

Other recently reported pollen

studies in the Massif Central of

France, combined with an analysis

of the mineral content of lake

deposits there, have likewise sug-

gested rapid climactic fluctuations

in the Eemian. But recent chemical

analyses of ancient climates, as

reflected in the kinds of micro-

scopic organisms found in layers

of deep-sea sediment from the

North Atlantic, suggests a more
stable Eemian climate.

"At this point we don't really

know what happened in the

Eemian," said Dr. Wallace
Broecker, a paleoclimatologist at

the Lamont-Doherty Earth
Observatory of Columbia
University in Palisades, N.Y.

While the picture is tangled,

said Dr. Richaird Alley, a paleocli-

matologist at Pennsylvania State

University, **I do think there is

hope of unraveling it." The studies

so far contain "elements of the

truth," he said, but "it's going to

take looking at a few more records

in detail*' before it will be possible

toj'pound the table and say, 'This

is true."'

He and others say the many con-

tradictions in the evidence may
stem from the imprecision inherent

in imperfect methods of measure-

ment, or from the likelihood that

climactic change manifests itself

differently in different parts of the

worid or both.

Many long-term climactic

changes do appear to be felt world-

wide. Broecker cites, for example,

the cold period immediately pre-

ceding the Holocene, called the

Younger Dryas, whose impact, he

says, is now clearly seen to be

global. Furthermore, a number of

records - ice cores from Antarctica

and Greenland, ocean-sediment

corings from around the world and

terrestrial corings from North
America - all place the Eemian
intcrglacial period at roughly the

same time.

FREE
CANVAS
TOTE
BAG

COUPON
1 Coupon Good
with 1 Shoe
Purchase

Stop by for a test walk. Also, see our new
leather TEVAS, clogs and lace-up shoes.

Open 7 Days a Week
Validated Parking

WESTWOODVniAGE
310/208-7307

10910 Le Conte Ave.

across from IXXA/
Wiestwood BhmL entnuice

SHERMAN OAKS
818/788-8443

14447 Ventura Blvd.

(at Van Nuys Blvd.)

W. HOLLYWOOD
310/855-0744

8629 Melrose Ave.

(near La Cienega)

expires 12/31/94
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HOMEWORK
INSTEAD OF
CETTINC IT!

(AND MAKE OREAT MONEY TOO!)
• Ideal part-time job
• Pay scale starts at $13.50 per hour
• Great working conditions

• We train you
• Locations ail over LA and Ventura counties

• SAT-I, SAT-n, PSAT, LSAT, GMAT, ORE, MGAT
Would you like to work In a creative environment helping students and, at the same time, make

great money? We are offering you the opportunity to Interview with the nation's most successful

test preparation service. The Princeton Review. Each year we help thousands of students across the~~

countiy Improve their standardized test scores with our uniquely effective program. If you are

bright, enthusiastic and outgoing, and enjoy helping others, this may be the perfect part-time job for

you. Send us your resum6 and cover letter—no phone cjUIs please. Also be sure to Include your

SAT and graduate test scores (if any) as well as your phone number on your resume. Thosfe accepted

through our highly selective screening process will participate In an extensive training program to

become instructors.

Please
send
your
resume

The Princeton Review
Attn.: Personnel Dept.

10474 Santa Monica Blvd., #403
Los Angeles, CA 90025
Resume deadline: Dec. 23, 1994

THE
PRINCETON
REVIEW
we score more

SAT-I • SAT-n • PSAT

VDcabulary • AcjMfemlc Tutoilng

LSAT* GMAT • GRE • MCAT

^^^^xMssxxMXJKM9^^^^jyjKaasa^^^^^^^Js^̂ jg^jfc^iaiigsiiwgatttfggafta^^ ttSi^
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Viewpoint
Viewpoint

El Dia de los

Muertos, a
celebration

of the living

By Carrie Gonzdiez

Today is no ordinary day. ^'
.^

Thousands, perhaps millions of peo-

ple gather around the graves of

beloved husbands, wives, sons and

daughters and lovingly strew zempa-

suchitl flowers over graves, light

candles of every color and pray to

altars laden with ofrendas of sweet

chocolate and panes de muertos.

Today, if you or I were in Mexico,

we would celebrate the lives of our

deceased family and friends through

a beautiful tradition called El

Dia de los Muertos, the Day of
the Dead.

El Dia de los Muertos,

Nov. 2, is a national holiday. During

this holiday a myriad of religious and

cultural events, all focusing on death,

take place throughout Mexico.

The Mexican attitude toward death

is a cultural one which makes for a

fatalistic and uncomplaining accep-

tance of death. The fiesta-like atmos-

phere during El Dia de los Muertos is

the Mexicans' way of fraternizing,

teasing and flirting with death even

as they weep.

The festivities of the Day of the

Dead run the spectrum, as far a$ Ira-

ditions are concerned. Mexico is an

extremely diverse country; conse-

quently, each state, city and village

has its own customs and rituals for

the holiday.

Generally, Death is omnipresent

during the days before aind after the

Day of the Dead. He sits upon the

shelves of -i , -^

busy bakeries in the form of panes de
muertos or the bread of the dead, and
in candy stores where he transforms

himself into elaborately decorated

candy skulls. These sweets, along

with other ofrendas or food offerings,

are usually placed on altars near the

graves of loved ones on the eve or

night of Nov. 2.

. Altars are also a significant aspect

of El Dia de los Muertos. Nearly all

Mexicans, from Catholics to mem-
bers of the more pagan religious

backgrounds, offer food to the dead^
"^

The food usually offered is the

favorite dish of the deceased person,

used as a sign of reverence. Along
with food offerings, the living cover

the altars with zempasuchiti flowers,

paper mach^ skeletons, colorful table

cloths, family photos ^nd beeswax
candles.

Another tradition of EI Dia de los

„-___Muertos is calavera making. _

Calaveras are satirical and
"

mocking verses about

anyone and

everyone (even priests) that are print-

ed on broadsheets and sold for a few

cents. Calaveras remind people of

their moral and civic obligations, and

that in death the powerful and the

peasant are equal.

Most of the festivities on the Day
of the Dead take place in the local

cemetery and last from Nov. 1-2.

Depending on the area of Mexico,

the festivities sometimes last up to a

week.

"^ Although this is is a brief synopsis

of El Dia de los Muertos, I wanted to

share with you a special aspect of

Mexican culture, my heritage. You
and I can now celebrate the lives of

our deceased family members and

friends together in a tradition that

really is about celebrating life.

Carrie Gonzalez is a member of
MEChA.
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Viewpoint

Let us pray^
Editor:

In the upcoming elections, there

is one issue at hand that has not

received much public attention- in

California. That is the issue of

prayer in schools.

As a society that advocates a

strong sense of personal values, it

is wise for us to consider the role

that religion plays in character

building. By allowing prayer in

school, we are encouraging the

exercise of religion and indepen-

dent beliefs. This assists in pro-

moting religious freedom and free

expression.

Understanding the benefits of

school prayer, such public figures

as Sen. Jim Sasser, D-Tenn., as

well as our own Republican Rep.

Michael Huffington. have

embraced this issue. Many prob-

lems in our schools today would
potentially lessen. A moment of

silence is a harmless act, and it is a

positive gesture on behalf of our-

_selves to our children, as a foniiDf
calming cultural differences and
misunderstandings.

The separation of church and

state is a good policy and is neces-

sary. However, the guaranteed free

exercise of religion is as well.

Curbing violence and social prob-

lems begins with education and

character building. School prayer

is a step in the right direction.

Edward Esplnoza
Junior

Political Science

Wake up,

American
Press!
Editor:

Just when I thought I had heard

it all, here comes Ross Perot

spouting mindless drivel about the

White House conspiring to manip-

ulate the Iraqi crisis for political

gain.

Why hasn't the media chal-

lenged him on these latest incredu-

lous statements? Why can virtually

anyone fire off broadsides at this

president with apparently no call

to substantiate their claims? What
happened to investigative, in-your-

face journalism in Washington and

elsewhere? The White House press

cofps will eagerly expand on any
negative Clinton shred of tabloid-

quality news, but cannot muster a

response or even an inquiry when

Partisanship has^

reached a new depth

and a mean-spirited

press has largely lost

focus on its obligation

to be objective.

the individual who received 20
percent of the last elections' votes

accuses the president of the high-

est of crimes.

American Press, where are you?

Where is your credibility? Where
is your sense of evenhandedness?

Is this enough rhetorical question-

ing for one Viewpoint letter? Well,

maybe one more - when does this

president, a noble person trying to

do some good, get a break?
— I am disgusted wi th oor ambiva-

lence as a truth-seeking people.

Partisanship has reached a new
depth and a mean-spirited press

has largely l(^t focus on its obliga-

tion to be objective. Perot is now
like a bad cartoon and the press in

general has helped his cyniCal

campaign of falsehoods, half-

trutln and misrepr^entations go
unchallenged.

Thanks for the forum.

Solomon Matsas
Staff, UCLA

Daily Bruin
227 Kerckhoff Hall

308 We8twood Plaza
Los Angeles, CA 90024

(310) 825-9808
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Women of color suffer race and gender oppression

Dawn
Mabalon

Are you a woman first or a Filipino

(or African American or Korean
American or Asian American)?

It's a loaded question. It forces one to

choose sides, pick allies and wage some
kind of sort of superficial battle in which
no one wins but everyone is bloodied.

It's a question that pushes women into

a kind of emotional blackmail in which
one's ethnici-

ty, one's

community
and one's

commitment
to the

"cause" is

attacked and
picked apart

simply
because we
seek to

empower our-

selves in the

name of ever-

ubiquitous

Womanhood. '^

Filipinas at UCLA have never had
their own women's collective, no outlet

for Filipina-ness, no place for us to have
our own space in which we can discuss,

share, research and struggle together. In

a conversation with a fellow activist -

Pinay, I wondered aloud why many
Filipinas at UCLA had failed to organize

as a collective group instead choosing

only to become involved in the general

Filipino student group, Samahang
Filipino. We concluded that it was
because Filipinas on campus already had

leadership positions and had reputations

for strong political convictions and untir-

ing activism.

But that is a simplisttcexplanation for

a complex problem, I realized, after

attending the Gabriela conference in

Santa Barbara last month. Gabriela is a

global Filipina network of women dedi-

cated to the issues affecting Filipinas

-

gender discrimination, exploitation,

domestic violence, narrow gender roles.

The Filipino community has sought to

obliterate the issues and concerns of

women, depoliticizing us as a group and
forcing us to put our political battles

aside in favor of the interests of the

entire Filipino community, or our inter-

ests as deHned by men. We must be cog-

nizant and act upon issues buried in our
collective psyches: domestic violence,

rape, sexual abuse, oppression, exploita-

tion and commodification of Filipinas.

At times, we have been too preoccu-

pied in making our assertion of ethnic

identity our only political activism. Our
overriding concern with identity issues

and the negligence of issues pertaining to

Filipinas makes our activism only half of
our struggle. It is not a problem specific

only to UCLA but to Filipinos globally,

and it shows in our gender politics. ;

Filipinas, at the point at which race

and gender intersect, have a double
oppression (I like numbering my oppres-

sions; it helps me to keep track). We are

oppressed equally because of our skin

color and ethnicity, and the discrimina-

tion and social construction of our gen-

der role. In dozens of ways both obvious
and invisible, we are subordinate and
subjugated, exploited and commodified.
We are not only Filipino, as acquain-

tances have asserted, but we are women.
We are Filipino women. Some Filipinas

may be apprehensive of claiming this

identity and embracing it with open arms
for fear of looking as though one has

"abandoned" the Filipino community in

favor of the Filipina community.
Also, some of us straight Pinays would

like to get dates and go out once in a

while. Some Filipino males, while pro-

claiming their dedication to the "cause,"

prefer to put their politics aside when
choosing potential dates. But that^s

another column.

There is a fear of looking too manly,
" too unfeminine, if we assert our strength.

Our colonial history has taught us to be

both strong women and, at the same
time, our worst adversaries. Our culture

is one often more accepting of gay
Filipinos than of lesbian Filipinas.

We - and not just racism and imperial-

ism - force Filipinas to be both the beau-
~ ty queen and prostitute here in the

United States and around the world. We
are strong women at school and giggly

girls at home, or around men.
In the privilege we have as Filipinas

attending UCLA, we can often forget the

oppression Filipinas suffer worldwide.

There is a running joke that the

Philippines' most profitable export is not

rice or coconuts or hemp, but our
women, via the lucrative mail order bride

business. In many countries, especially

in the Middle East and Canada, Filipinas

are viewed solely as maids.

But there is a global movement of

Pinays, and of other Third World women.

who are struggling in America and
worldwide to improve not only their own
lives but the lives of their families and
communities. Filipinas at UCLA can join

this movement.
Additionally, we must be careful of

internalizing the narrow. Western, white

middle class definition of "feminism.!'

My Grandma Bohulano would have '

never marched for the right to enter the

workforce - she was already in it from

the minute she stepped off the boat in

1951, a woman with a bachelor's degree

in business administration canning

peaches in South Stockton.

For her, white feminism is irrelevant

to her life - and it is meaningless for

many of us Filipina Americans. Perhaps

that is why we hav^ waited so long to

assert ourselves and our issues within

our Filipino struggle.

My mare (short for comadre, ^ -

Spanish/Tagalog for close, close sister-

friend) Cindy Evangelista, vice president

of Samahang Filipino, has resurrected

the long-dead idea of a Filipina collec-

tive/support group. Pinays, the new
Filipino women's group, will meet on

Wednesdays at Kerckhoff 409 at 6 p.m.

We will discuss women's issues such as

domestic violence, exploitation, gender

roles, sexuality, as well as just talk to

^^ni^nother and empower each otherr

For us Filipinas, feminism may mean
that we must reclaim our power as the

priestesses of our barangays, our tribal

villages. It could mean strong woman-
hood, however we define womanhood, as

long as we define it for ourselves instead

of allowing it to be constructed by others

and then imposed.

Dawn Mabalon graduated in June with a
bachelor's degree in history and Asian-

American studies. She is the director of
SPEAR. Samah^g Filipino Education

and Retention, a Filipino retention pro-

ject at UCLA.

Viewpoint

Violence a jarring reaiity outside of TV
By Baynard Jones •

Three weeks ago I was held up
at gunpoint I was at a club called

the Elbow Room in San
Francisco. I was with one of my
best friends from high school and
his friend from Detroit.

We left the club at 2 a.m. and
walked to the comer before col*-

i«:tively remembering where the

car was. It was one block down
and to the left. Ibny was asking

Ezra some questions about a girl

who had met Ezra at the club

when the two figures aj^roached

us.

They initially appeared as

shadowed body forms in the light

from the liquor store. As they got

closer they did not seem threaten-

ing. If I was called in to identify

them today, I doubt I could recog-

nize them. They did not look like

"bangers" or "hoods" or any type

that might make me say, "Let's

cut across the street."

The wall was on our left. The
street was on our right. Ezra was
the closest to the wall, then Tony,

then I. When they came within 10

feet we heard the tall one say

soiiKthing to the effect of^'No,

not here," or "Not now."

Until this point I had been cus-

tomarily diverting my eyes, as I

do when I pass people on the

street late at night. We all, obvi-

ously, suspected something but it

was too late. I stepped off the

curb to let the tall one pass by. As
he passed, I lifted my eyes off the

jtreet and BAM, I saw the gun.

I just caught a glimpse of the

gun shimmering. The one on the

left (by the wall) held it tentative-

ly, implying that he did not know
what he was doing. As soon as I

saw the gun I jumped back into

the street. I looked back expecting

the gun to be pointed at me but it

wasn't. The guy holding the gun

had it to Ezra's head.

Ezra was curled in a ball with

his arms hugging his head. The
tall guy had Tony pushed up
against the wall. Nobody was
paying attention to me so I sprint-

ed across the street.

With every step I expected to

catch a bullet in my back. I could

practically feel it. When I remem-
ber sprinting across that street, I

have no recollection of the ground

under my feet. In my memory I

just see the other side ofjhe street

getting closer as if I was flying.

I was terrorized. I can remem-
ber that. As I passed between the

parked cars on the other side of

the street I heard one of their

voices call out, "That pussy got

away!" With a couple more
strides I turned the comer. For a

moment a tremendous weight was

Jifted from my body. I was alive.

l)irectly around the comer was
a telephone. At first I ran right by
the phone. It was too close to the

scene of the crime and I was too

scared. I turned back basically

because I was more scared for

Ezra. I frantically picked up the

receiver and dialed 911.

The phone was probably ring-

ing as Tony was slugged a couple

times by the guy without the gun.

It was probably ringing as Ezra

said, "OK ... OK ... Just put it

away." The phone rang six or

seven times before it was
answered. Ezra and Tony came
around the comer as I tried to

explain what had happened to the

operator.

Being held up at gunpoint was
one of the most terrorizing and

powerless experiences I have ever

Jwd. IMfinriiiy of what could

have transpired made the event so

real that I almost couldn't believe

what had happened. My reactions

were drawn from primal fear. I

With every step I

expected to catch a

bullet in roy4>aGk4-

could practically feel

it ... sprinting across that

street, I have no recol'

lection of the ground

under my feet.

pray that I never feel such fear

again.

The reason I am relating this

story is because of the astonishing

difference between a gun in your
face and a gun aimed at you on
TV. I realized how numb to vio-

lence I had become only when I

watched an Oprah show about

teen-age murderers and had flash-

backs to my experience. During

the show I flinched several times

ai^ could not watch certain

graphic scenes.

Such sensitivity to violence in

the media had neverJbeen a prob-

lem for me before my experience.

Being held up with a gun, I real-

ized, made me lose some of the

numbness to violence that I had

acquired watching violence on
TV and the big screen.

_^ I now seriously wonder about _
the manner in which the media

flashes, somewhat subliminally,

violent images across the screen. I

feel that we as a culture sensa-

tionalize violence to a point

where we enjoy watching it. This

treatment of violence in the

voyeuristic setting of a screen is

exciting and fascinating. Real vio-

lence, obviously, is horrifically

nK)re threatening and is nothing to

be enjoyed.

My lK)pe is that this article

evokes your imagination so that

the next time you watch media
violence, you put yourself in the

place of the victim or the aggres-

sor. Your favorite action thriller

may be surprisingly more
enthralling if you transcend the

role of the viewer.

Jones is afourth-year art student.
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In the line of fire

/\
nd now, Sandra Bemhard's course in Excuses For Bad
Behavior'" the voice intones, surrounded by a wash of cheesy
new-age synthesizers. "You've tried Est. You've tried Lifespring.
And you've even tried a course in miracles."

Sandra Bemhard is

back in town with a
hew show, new album
"and the same old

attitude*

By Michael Tatum

"But let's cut through the bullshit," the
voice continues, "and gel right to the heart of
the matter. Sandra Bernhard will introduce
you to the firm stance, the clear- cut mes-
sage: me, me, me. Now you don't need to
make anymore excuses. It's all about bad
behavior, and accepting it ... with love!"

So begins yet the latest installment of
Sandra Bemhard's often funny, sometimes
challenging, always interesting career.
Excuses For Bad Behavior, Part One {550
Music/Epic). Her third recording, it presum-
ably will form the backbone for her show at

the Pantages this Friday.

So who could benefit from the Sandra
Bernhard course in Excuses For Bad
Behavior? The "course's" creator lets a
small smile creep across her face. "Oh, prob-
ably people who are just running around at

random ... being hideous to one another,"
and then laughing a bit, "shitty ... abusive ..."

Actually, relatively well-adjusted types
might benefit from the course as well.
Bemhard's record is far from perfect - in
other words, nobody will mistake it for
Dylan's Blonde On Blonde in 20 years - but
the record will surprise and delight anyone
who thinks they know what Bernhard is

about.

"My (art is) about people interacting with
me and knowing that I'm probably one of
the few people who consistently puts them-
selves on the line." says Bernhard in an
interview with The Bruin. "That's really
what I'm personally nwst proud of and most
excited about: I'm still willing to take
myself out there and walk the edge along
with (my) audience. I think that's an artist's

responsibility."

Not everything on Excuses For Bad
Behavior worjcs however - her clumsy
recasting of "Sympathy For The Devil," for

instance, seems to take its cue from
Madonna's Middle Eastern reworking of
"Like A Virgin" in Truth Or Dare. More
generally, as Vince Aletti pointed out recent-

ly in his article in the Village Voice,
Bemhard's trademark abrasiveness and
compulsive irony sometimes robs songs like

"Innocence," about friends of Bemhard's
clairned by AIDS, of the sincerity and their

empathy that they deserve.

But when the woman's on, she's on. She
excises the heterosexual content out of her
brilliant cover of Paul Simon's "Fifty Ways
To Leave Your Lover" ("Hang up the phone,
Joan," etc.) and fuses two disparate songs -
Jimi Hendrix's "Manic Depression" and
"Everything's All Right" from Jesus Christ
Superstar - into an amazing medley.
But of course, Bernhard does her own

original material as well. Among the best:

"Who Knew?!," a tongue-in-cheek declara-
tion of independence (the narrator reveals

Mary T^ler Moore to be one of her role mod-
els), and the classic "Phone Sex (Do You
Want Me Tonight?)," which dubs in actual
conversations tapoi on 900 lines, featuring

Bernhard as Lisa, not exactly your typical

phone sex mistress ("I don't want my tits

fucked. What would / get out of it?").

But the record's masterstroke comes in

"The Letter," a biting piece of social com-
mentary. "Why isishe singing?" Bemhard
whines in the voice of a dismayed fan. "I
want her to bitch isnd moan and talk about
supermodels and act sexually ambiguous
and titillate me and nuke me resent her for

Unapologetic Sandra Bemhard brings her show "Bad Excuses" to
the Pantages Theater.

her not being there as a role model in the les-

bian communityl You see, I don't feel good
about myself and when someone like her
changes gears ... it scares me because it

makes me think she's getting soft and turn-

ing her back on me and running away into

See , page 21
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GuitarKlriven Sloan reaps benefits of variety
Canadian indie^

rockers release

Twice Removed'

\ ' -.The Canadian band, Sloan, reveals its diversity In Twice Removed.

By Mike Horowitz
Dally Bruin Senior Staff

The hottest thing on the Nova
Scotia rock scene is interchange-

ability. Or so says a survey of one
Nova Scotia band, Geffen artist

Sloan, who played the Dragonfly
in Hollywood last Tuesday.

All four of the guys sing, all

four play guitar and most handle
the bass. They also divvy up the
writing. Jay Ferguson, the band's
best bass player talks about how
Sloan figures out what to include
on the albums, let alone who gets

to sing. "I'm the weakest lyricisC
^rttfs Ferguson, "but I think
everybody writes pretty good
lyrics, and we have different
styles of songs. We don't try to be
so democratic that we're just
bland, we don't please everybody
all the time. I think everybody just

leans a little bit."

As Ferguson explains the
band's haphazard method of song
selection, he takes a breather in a
back room of the Dragonfly. He
shirks the job of moving Sloan's
equipment to talk to The Bruin as
"Sure Shot" echoes through the
room from the dance floor next
door.

The Sloan mentality of letting

everybody sing and write is

instrumental to the sound of its

first LP, Smear and the group's
newest release Twice Removed.

'People were commenting th.

our first record was like a comp
lation record," laughs Ferguso
"but I like albums with variety."

"I think that maybe the onl

coherency or flow that it has
that it's played by the same foi

guys," he decides. "It is more
collection of songs."

Yet this careful method of con
promise stands in the way of bij

ger dreams, the hope of Sloan
frontman for a majority of the

material, Chris Murphy. Murph
who loves and listens to Jesi

Christ Superstar, is thinking mo
... conceptually.

"I used to play in a band wii

Jay before, and I'd say 'this sor

ends in A, and that song begins
A, so we'll string them togeth*

and we'll have one long A.'"

"I'm always trying to mak

something like side two of Abbey
Road" he declares, "but it always
gets voted against me."

* "My favorite groups have
always been the Beatles and
Kiss," explains Murphy. "They're
both examples of bands with four
supcrheroes instead of Alice
Cooper and five other guys or the

Counting Crows with the fat guy
and four other guys or whatever. I

want to have four people all inter-

esting enough to talk to or listen

to."

Surprisingly, such a disparity in

styles has formed a somewhat
cohesive bunch of songs. Sloan's
swing through Southern
California showed that despite
rotating band member, the materi-
al is consistently melodic and
dynamic.

"We're four people, we get

along," states Murphy, emotional-
ly abandoning his concept album

"We don't try to be so

democratic that we're

just bland, we don't

please everybody all the

time."

Jay Ferguson

Sloan Band Member

Tatum's beginner's
guide to rocii 'n^ roll

and sizing up the strengths of the

status qiK), "We grew up with sim-
ilar influences but we're also at

each other's throats all the time so
it makes for good tension. We just

try to pick the best songs, we're
not like 'Hey man, everxlhin^'s

valid!' Whoever's the main writer

on a song gets their way."
Not only do the songs makrlT

to the album sounding akin to

their creator's wishes, but Sloan
makes an effort to only affect

minor changes to their work after

recording. Ferguson is adamant
that fans should be able to enjoy
their favorites without the band's

continual meddling. "I went and
saw Paul Simon once," he says,

"and he did 'Kodachrome' reggae

style. I was really pissed off."

Sloan should be in the position

to piss p^ple off soon. With two
.stylish albums behind them and a

fan base building, this Nova
Scotia band's four heroes are
cranking out some great songs.
They might not be able to string

the songs together in any colwrent

manner, but that's another story.

Dear Julie,

A few weeks ago, in pass-

ing, you offered me this

somewhat mysterious sugges-
tion: "Why don't you do a col-

umn for musical illiterates?"

So this week's installment is a
gift to you, as well as to anyone
else whose knowledge of music
begins and ends with KROQ and
Power 106: a list of eight crucial

rock 'n' roll architects (leaving

out country and blues folks for

future columns), each-of whom I

feel has made a lasting contribu-

tion to popular music.

Though rock's sound has

metamorphosed and diverged in

the 30 years since these artists'

heyday, their verve, passion, wit

and attitude can be found in the

music of anyone who has picked
up an electric ^^^hb
f"''". . What's
(metaphon-
cally speak- that NOiSC?
ing) ever

—since the

Beatles,

Smokey
Robinson,

Janis Joplin,

the Sex
Pistols, Public

Enemy, L7
and others.

My better

half Lori, who
plays film

fanatic to my
music fanatic,

recently borrowed some classic

videos she had never seen from a

friend of hers. "I envy you," he
told her, "because I've probably
seen these a million times. But
for you, the experience is brand
new."

In this way, I envy you, as

well as anyone else who might
be curious enough to discover

the wonderful music created by
the geniuses named below.

Pompous as this may sound (not

that I care), but I really can't

imagine anyone with a heart con-
nected to a soul connected to a
brain not falling in love with this

music.

Having said that, prepare to

fall in love.

Your friend in A&E,
Michael

Buddy Holly This bespecta-

cled pioneer, known for his "hic-

cuping" vocal style, forged a
marriage between the lean rocka-

billy sound of Elvis and his own
highly tuneful popcraft. The

—

Beatles, particularly Paul

McCartney, worshiped this guy!
Holly possessed the rare gift of
being able to make you feel all

of his joy for the world and love

for his woman in a spare, two-

Campus bulletin

Michael

Tatum

minute song: 'That'll Be The
Day," "Peggy Sue." "Not Fade
Away" and so many others. Best
compilation: The Buddy Holly
Collection, available on MCA.

Chuck Berry His signature

guitar ^Qund (think "Johnny B.

Goode") influenced Keith
Richards of the Stones and
George Harrison of the Beatles

in particular, while his detailed,

almost poetic approach to lyric

writing touched John Lennon,
Bob Dylan and others. This guy
could tell a story for sure: the

desperate man trying to reach his

lost daughter in the poignant

"Memphis," the vengeful lover

of the madcap "Thirty Days," or

the harried student of the

anthemic "School Days." Best

compilation: The Great Twenty-

Eight, available on Chess.

Elvis Presley Gee, who's he?
Most people know the King for

"Hound Dog," "All Shoolc Up"
and the other radio standards

included on RCA's fine Golden
Records. But check out the earlir

er recorded Sun Sessions, where
Elvis (on acoustic guitar), Scoity

Moore (on electric lead guitar) ^

and Bill Black (a stand-up

bassist) (that's right, no drums!)
created a lean, mean, and driving

bhies/country/pop brew that

influenced, well, everybody.

Jerry Lee Lewis and Little

Richard Nobody played the rock
'n' roll crazier and better than

these guys; both are renowned
for attacking and mangling their

pianos, as well as their audacious

sexual escapades. Pedophile and
rockabilly master Jerry Lee gave
the world such sweaty rave-ups

like the raucous, dirty "Great

Balls Of Fire" and "Whole Lot
Of Shaking Goin' On," while the

bawdy, frankly androgynous for-

mer Richard Penniman (think of

a 6-foot tall, even more uninhib-

ited Prince) screamed his way
through such R&B raunchfests

as "Good Golly Miss Molly" and
"Tutti-Frutti." Both have 18
Greatest Hits compilations on
Rhino.

Sam Cooke His smooth, soul-

ful, gospel -derived vocal deliv-

ery made an impression on Al
Green, Otis Redding and Rod
Stewart, while his songwriting

remains the most touching and
empathetic his decade ever pro-

iTuced. His songs include

"Wonderful Worid" (famous for

its "Don't know much about his-

tory" motiO. "Cupid," "Another
Saturday Night" and the intense-

See TATUM, page 20

Director Peter McCarthy will present his
new film Floundering at Melnitz theater
tonight at 7:30. Floundering is McCarthy's
directorial debut starring James Legros
and has cameos by John Cusack, Ethan
Hawke and Alex Cox. McCarthy, producer
of cult classics such as Sid and Nancy,
and Repo Man, will speak following the
screening. The event will be free. For nxMB
information, please call 825-2345.

JMOO«(A>i«yBruln
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The Cranberries No Need To
Argue (Island) Song for song,
not nearly as consistent or as

exciting as the debut, and it's not

merely a case of writing songs
about politics and ^ocial issues

father than ones about seeing
your boyfriend holding another
girl's hand - it's a matter of
melodies (not enough good

. ones) and tempos (not enough
fast ones). But the sonic crunch
of "Zombie" signifies a step in

the right direction: While it will

never- rival "Rape Me" or
"Spoonman" in the grunge
sweepstakes, it's a big enough of
a step, aesthetically and politi-

cally, to scare away casual fans

of the debut and make those who
stupidly dismissed them as
"soft" think twice. Would Toad
The Wet Sprocket take the same
risk?M.T. B

The Go-Go*s Return To The
Valley Of The Go-Go's (I.R.S.)

This band released only three

albums in their lifetime ^ so how
did they get enough material to

put together this 36-track, two-
CD anthology? First, with "his-

torical" tracks from their
"formative years," surprisingly

engaging in a punk sort of way
(no kidding), but recorded so
poorly, those without good
stereos won't be able to tell.

Second, with long-forgotten B
sides rightfully left off albums.
Third, with superfluous concert

recordings. And fourth, with

newly recorded tracks, which at

least can be said to be well pro-

duced. So as you figured, if you
want to sample these ladies'

one-of-a-kind spunk, stick with

the single CD Go-Go's Greatest.

Maybe it's not as "collectible"

as this profit-taking product, but

it's sensibly programmed and
decently priced. M.T. B-

Buck Owens The Very Best

Of Buck Owens Vol. 1 & 2
(Rhino) Sold separately, these

two CDs are country for rock 'n'

roll fans to cut their teeth on.

Though Owens ranks as the No.
10 best selling artist in country

history, he didn't get there by
playing it safe: The assertive

drumming, odd percussive
devices and the fuzztone guitars

not only challenged but infuriat-

ed traditionalists. But like many
a rebel, he prevailed regardless

by writing and selecting great

songs: "Act Naturally," "Love's
Gonna Live Here," "Who's
Gonna Mow Your Grass," and so

many others. The clever lyrics

never fail to charm, but Buck's
spirited, uplifting vocal delivery

and his commitment to what can
only be described as the rock
aesthetic take the music far

beyond mere whimsy.
Considering all this great stuff,

it seems almost criminal that

most people only know Owens
as the guy who traded jokes in

the cornfield with Roy Clark on
Hee Haw. But no matter. In a

hundred years, these two collec-

tions will be how the 10th best-

selling artist in country history

will be remembered. M.T. A+

London Suede Dog Man Star

(Nude/Columbia) While the

exciting debut took its cue from
the David Bowie of Ziggy
Stardust, this album - judging
from the overblown arrange-
ments, overlapped songs, and
the "sci-fi lullaby" ajluded to in

the opener - mines its inspira-

tion from the David Bowie of
Diamond Dogs. And while it'«

slightly more listenable than
Diamond Dogs, pompous lounge

rock is, in the end, still pompous
lounge rock. A few good ones,

but between the unbearable 10
minute opus "The Asphault
World" and the ditty where Brett

snorts speed with James Dean
before sending him off to his

"destiny" (they even dub in a car

crash), most of this overwrought
melodrama won't convert any-
body. Though the sludge is so
deep, it might inspire people to

double-check their walkman bat-

teries. M.T. B-

Marshall Crettshaw **...My

Truck Is My Home** (Razor
And Tie) How can this be the

definitive Crenshaw live album,
with his great debut record over-

represented (three tracks) and the

even better afbum Field Day
shortchanged (none)? The dimly
recorded sound on a few of these

tracks also disappoints. Still,

Crenshaw knows how to pick the

songs: Not only does he rescue

worthy songs from the subpar
Mary Jean and Life's Too Short,

but he provides a slew of great

covers (the best from Dave Alvin
and Bobby Fuller) and his own
previously unrecorded classic

"You're My Favorite Waste Of
Time." Not everything sparkles,

but the package as a whole is

good enough to make you wish
you were there. M.T. B

Reviews by Michael latum.

Soundbites runs Mondays and
Wednesdays.
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Mutant body parts unite as comedy
Weird 'Stumpy's

Gang' pokes fun

at '50s kid shows

By Jenny Hsieh

With mutant body parts sitting

in puddles of blood, zillions of
Hostess Twinkles and in-your-
face, inescapable references to the

female genitalia, "Stumpy' s Gang"
stretches audiences' imagination
with less than tasteful and yet
superbly original parodies of kid-

dies shows from the 'SOs.

"Stumpy's Gang" is a live hor-

ror/comedy show about a Frank, a
deniented - psychotic is more like

it - janitor, oh pardon me, a
demented bio-maintenance engi-

neer, who works in the basement
of GenetiCo, a genetics engineer-

ing company. During his lunch
hour, he acts in his own puppet
show with live little mutants, fail-

ures- of the company's molecular
experiments which he saved from
the incinerator and keeps as pets.

Stumpy, Gristle and Booger are

the featured attractions of his daily

kiddie show complete with fmger-

painted sets, clown horns and of
course, blood and gore and torn off

body parts. Writer Pauick Cannon
alludes to Audrey of "The Little

Shop of Horrors," with this show's
counterpart, Booger. Booger, the

ever-enlarging malignant mutant, worse than the actors! People were
gobbles everything in sight in con- rolling over in their seats like the
stant search for Twinkies, and in audience in the "Sick and 1\visled

the process brings anarchy to the Animation Festival!"

stage. It's not beyond me though, why
Frank degenerates from a nerdy, ^is show was grossly enjoyable,

wimpy shade of a man to a gun- You don't see very many shows
wielding, way off the "rocker dys- with concoctions of ground-up
functional psycho. The conflicts 1\vinkies and bodily fluids spilled
complicates with the help of Nora, all over stage. That reminds me,

you gain admission into the shoN)f^

Frank degenerates firom.

a nerdy, wimpy shade of

a man to a gun-wielding

... dysfunctional psycho.

the mother-figure cleaning lady
and Chuck, the Wayne's Worid-
esque bully who calls Frank just

about every fat-related name in the

book.

The stage show is topped off
with Stumpy, a mutant resembling

a pile of fleshy outgrowths, as an
oddly endearing character. His
favorite tune, 'Twinkle, twinkle,

little man," leaves a lasting impres-

sion as one of the sanest part of the by spinning the Giant Twinkle at

show. the entrance. Whatever square the
It was hard to suppress a laugh, I pointer lands on is the amount you

will admit, every time when pay to get in, with $15 as the maxi-
Booger-came on the show. Booger mum. You could get in for free- if

resembles one distinct part of the you're lucky. And the lucky few
female anatomy whenever it could also win as a bonus prize ...

attempts to swallow its next victim drum roll ... what better than a box
with its crawling huge pink of Hostess Twinkies!
tongue. Just a hint at how this show

I found myself wondering if this might affect those with squeamish
was a twisted remake of Sesame stomachs ... I couldn't even look at

Street. And very literally, the next a TNvinkie by the end of the show.
minute I thought, these people on
stage are nuts!

Then I noticed the audience's
reaction. Half were like me, won-
dering if we are supposed to like

these sicko scenes. Half were

much less eat one.

THEATRE: "Stumpy's Gang" runs
through Dec. 4 at Zephyr Theatre
on Melrose Avenue. For more Info

please call (213) 660-8587.

"Stumpy's Gang" consists of a strange cast of characters from
the endearing mutant Stumpy (left) to the psychotic janitor, Frank.
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305-1599 FrVSaVSun(11:30-2:0(M30>-7:30-10.DO

FESTIVAL SMmt FM (R)
10687 Undbrook (2:30-S«))-7J0-10:lS
206-4574 Sit/Sun (12:00-^J0-51I0)-7J0-10:15

FrVSat 12:30 Lata Show

MB»T omvVMmi
1045Broxton (2:3O-S:00)-7:3O-lb:M
20S-32S9 FrVSat/Sun(12:0l>-2:3O-5tt))-7:aO-1O:0O

ainEliON6 MMaOiw
1313 3rd St Promaiada (2:15-4:45)-7a>^;4
395-1509 FrVSat/Stm (1 1 :45-2:15-4:45)-7:20«45

a?

THX ore TiMRIi«r«nM(fe-1Sj
12:00-2:40-5:15-7:5O-10i0

TKXOolky Oilz SUM (P6-13)

130-4:25-7:20-10«5

D-^
1«)-4«)-7:00-10«J

OMv
12:45-230^:45-7:15-9:45

MUnCHAU
9036Wllshlre
274-6869

HoopOmiic
5:00-8:30

Sat/Sun 1:30-5:00-8:30

SUNSETS
(213)848-3500

Last Scdeetlon

(1:50)4 25-7:00-9 35

Santa Monica

SUNSCT
(213)848-3500

1322 2nd Street

394-9741
GsMaArtolJai

{VM^l5-7«)-9:40

1322 2nd Street

394-9741

PrMHa Qnm il IM OMWt
(2:15)-4:45-7:15-9:45

Weoiwed Protrtms
Oentlemee Prefer Blomtes

And God Spoke
THe Gkost Skly

Cat People

Derts
Frt/Sat Midmoht

Vlrgla Sprlag

Tke Laat HezMer
TIM Bkost Ship

Cat People
Ckeppa: Tke Wedtfap Caaopy

Sat/Sun 1100 AM

PUZA
10676landon
20S-3097

KiPO-IS)

Sat/Sun (12AM:00)-6«)

/*.

1 TtaSMPfalWOn
lOSOQa/tey (2-J0-5AA-7:45-i0:1$
206-7864 Sat/Sun (12:00-2-JO-5300>-7:45-10:15 LANDMARK

1322 2nd street

394-9741
,

(l5^.«)-8:30

1322 2nd Street

394-9741

San
Persian - No SutHMes
(2:30)-5.1W-7:30-9i0

UNITED ARTISTS

1090
206-

(230)-5«>-7:
8at/Syw^1«»-230)-5!pO-730

n^^^V^BW hH^I^VS 1*11

lOMmi
- VtoitLAr

NCtTWOOOS
tONGaytay
206-7864

(5:151-10:15

8ltrSan(12:15-5:15i-10:15

TliiSpieWM(ll)

Beverly Hills

1322 2nd street

394-9741

wiNipee Pravipii
kaaNasleiDraakaal HVestwood

1314 WRaMre Blvd.

_, MS^TkeTMnf

FrVSat MUmoM

12JO-2:45-5:00-7:1V930
Sct/SMVWed 5 00-7:15-9-30

(2:15M:4S-7:15*«{
Sat/Swi (1 1:45-2:15H:«-7:15-9:45

10S06»lar
2O6-7S4

NUWLSNM La
1314WNMi«eM. 4:45-7:19^45

Sat/Sun/Wed 11:45-4:45-7:15-9:45

Be^wly Correction

La Cienagaat BoMrty Blvd.

Free 2 l/SThour vsHdaied parWng
659-5911

UA WESTWOOD
10889WeH«M>nti
475-9441

Pate FMoa (R)

SR THX Oo«ir Stereo

Can Theatre for ShowUmes

ThplMiMlQMAM
AafelYace

Senka
Sat/Sun 11:00 AM

IM WESTWOOD
10689Weitworth
475-9441

TlMRMdleWplMlle(R)
THX Dolby Stereo

Gal Jtaatre lor Stwwtlmes

TNXDTS
12:15-2:45-5: 15755-10:15

WE8T8IOE PAVUNM Tke IrtMraiM tfaniM
(12:15-1 «q)-2J0-3:15-4:45-

530-7:0(^7:45«15-10D0
GoMwyn
475-a»2

TiMRiWfWIMIPS-ll)
12:15-2:45-525«0O-1O.30

THXOolkf

IMTMIMVUON
Santa Monica S$% now.^

EMOrMMMWMM
11:15)-iaa-4:35-7:15*50

No wednaeday 11:15 or 7:15 Show

PiilamM(R)
12.t)0-33J^7.O0- 10-.20

FrVSat MhMQM Show

West Hollywood

UA WESTWOOD
10889We»wDnt)
475-9441

Tm nip^M MmImv (fl)

Ooa)y Stereo

Can Theatre for Showlimes

CMTBHOMI remltwM fW-ISJ
1313 3rd SI Promenade (230h7T3O-1O:30
385-1599 FrVSaMtin(1:15-4:15)-730-10:30

WOTSIDEPAVNJON
GoWnyn
475-aM2

StSlMrt

(iidOmromy
MmMmm dMt

1313 3fdSt PromnaflN! {2iK^T^T«)•^C!X
%5-1S9e frt^M^lM) (11:15-2:00^:50^7:40-10^0

tfttTSaXPAWUn PitodttoOeewarftaBitwt

^^_^ (I?!")) 100 5 15-7:3^9:40

Ed Weed (Rl

FrVSat/Sun 11:3O-2:15-5«>-7:45-10i0
Hon -TlHiri 1:15-4:15-7:15-10:15

OrivYeafPSJ
12«l-2:30-5.«>-7:30-lb:0l)

FrVSal/Sun 11:30-2.O0-4:30-7«)-9-J0

SNMMFali(RJ
12«>-230^«0-7:30-1—

'

Mea-Prl, 1st ahow berfsle

I(a|- rfvf nfiNif

(213)848-3500
pISm DpmiI

(2:15K15-7:15-9:45

SUNSCTI
(213)848-3500 (1:15)-350-520-7-7!Ci«

PACIFIC

Westwood

(21 3) §46-3900 (2:4(S-»»4flO <74-7866

cwar
1262 WaslwDod Blvd.

CtfWpMKRJ
1J0^:10-7«I-9:5<J

^
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TATUM
From page 17

ly moving "A Change Is Gonna
Come," the best civil rights song

ever written (Spike Lee used it in

Malcolm X). Best compilation:

The Man And His Music, on RCA.

The Everiy Brothers No two

people ever raised their voices in

more beautiful harmony than these

Kentucky-raised brothers. Their

approach to singing, influenced by

the Appalachian mountain har-

monies of country music, hais been

echoed by every white singing

duo (African-Ajnerican groups,

like The Coasters, The Drifters or

Motown groups, seem to favor

ensemble singing nnore often than

not) that has followed them. The
list includes Lennon and

McCartney, Gram Parsons and

Emmylou Harris, and Michael

Stipe and Mike Mills of R.EM. (I

refuse to mention the self pitying

Paul Simon and his uptight side-

kick Art Garfunkel) to name a few.

Meanwhile, their songs, many
penned especially for them by the

insightful Felice and Boiulleaux

Bryant - "Wake Up Little Susie,"

"Bye Bye Love" and "All I Have
To Do is Dream" among the best

- remain some of the most vivid

teen-age love songs ever penned.

Best compilation: Twenty Cadence
C/af5icj, on Rhino.

Ray Charies When they call

this man a genius, they mean it.

While Elvis' s Sun recordings gave

I really can't imagine

anyone with a heart ...

not falling in love with

thi$ music.

birth to rock 'n' roll, Charies's

fusing of Uues and gospel sensi-

bilities gave rise to soul. As a

bandleader, he has few peers,

whHe his "Modem Sounds In

Country And Western Music," in

which he put a soulful spin on
C&W standards, remains one of

the most daring o(wet records ever

produced. Though he's since soM
his soul to Pei»i Cola and Ronald

Reagan, he can still work miracles

when he puts his magnificent

vocal gifts to the task. Best compi-

lation: The Complete Atlantic

Years, a box set available on -

Rhino.

^
The proudly cocky Michael Tatum

thinks that The Eagles should be

stuffed into a telephone booth and
jettisoned into thefarthest reaches

ofouter space. His column
appears every Wednesday.

Hillel Council at UCLA presents

JLsraeli Dancing
every Monday Night

Two exciting classes

An Instructor's Course

in Israeli Dance
Leam How to Teach. .

.

First of its kind!

Bureau ofJewish Education

- credit offered

$100 for 10 week course/

.. $90 preregistration
~^

7:3040:30 PM

Leam Israeli Dancing
A great social

workout!

$4 Hillel members/

$5 non^members

9:1540:30 PM

Both classes taught by Edy Greenblatt
WorU-^enowned dance instructor, choreographer & entertainer

—. —Beginning November-Tth
,

HiUel Council at UCLA
900 Hilgaid Ave.

(comer of Hil^ard and LeConte)
for information caU HiUel 310/208-3081 or Edy 310/478-5968

Applicotioiis due Friday, November 4. 1994 at 5:30 p.m.!

1UCJ2J^ J^lmhassador program

X Get valuable public relations experience!
i

*

X Network with prominent alumni!

XT^am more about the uiiiversityr^
>sMk«inr«p%

^^tI

t

^ S 'i
' \ i

Ambassadors volunteer an average of 3 to 5 hours per week. You must be a

sophomore, junior, senior or graduate student who has completed at least one

year at UCLA before Fall 1994, is in good academic standing, and wants

opportunities to network with UCLA's alumni and donors. For more information,

^pick up an application now available at the James West Alumni Center or call

^(910) 206-0622. Sponsored by the UCLA Alumni Association.

itit^
te?
iT^

fK^^^j

LEARIM TO...
• Work in ,in Ayeticy FT PT

• Work from your hoine

• 0|JCM) your own Agency

• Hnnds on An line Computers

Enjoy Travel Benefits!

1 (8001 452-2644
CALIG TRAVEL SCHOOLS
Throughout California
CA Sl.tte Aopi uved • R,;i) 4102201

PHI BETA KAPPA VISITING SCHOLAR PROGRAM PRESENTS

Michael E. Fisher, Distinguished University Professor

Institute for Physical Science and Ibchnology

University of Maryland at College Park

Thursday, 3 November

2 pjn. Knudsen Hall 1220

GENERALPUBUC LECTURE:
^Pictures, Models, Approximations and Reality**:

Phase transitions and oar anderstanding of the physical worid.

The lecture will explcxe the wayi in whidi thMredcal physidfU and

diemisu look at the real worid and try to ondentand it Ihroogh the

medium of a domino game on a laige cheqoen boaid, die rqMr-like spedSc

heat of soperflmd heUom, and the visoal effects seen when a hquid and its

ifspor mage to form a supercritical floid, thp talk wifl address the qaestion:

"What is the rtde of the theorist in modem science?" The power of analogy

based on physical ptctuies and simple models will be illustxtfed in the

context of recent ideas ooncennng phase transitions and critical phenomena

in fluids and magnets, in alloys and ploymen. The signifiamce of the

concq>ts of shape and singularity in the search for universality will be

e9q>la^ied; the role of symmetry and dimensionality in oar current insights

will be touched upon.

-J*.—

UhdeignMtastes in the sdences and engineering are particnlariywekoine.

Professor Hsher is co^ecapient of the Wolf Priie in Fhyrics for his

contribution to the theory of critical phenomena and phase transitions. He

currently serves as vice-president of the Royal Society of London. His

researches are mainly in condensed matter phyrics, mathematical sUttistical

mechanics, and physical chemistry. When time aflows he {days, teaches, and

writes about the flamenco guitai,

1 0% EYEGLASS
DISCOUNT TO UCLA

EYEGLASS
PACKAGE

UDi:^ ENE F XAMltJAI
EYEGLASS ERAf.lf b,

CONTACT LENS
PACKAGE

irJClUDFSevE EXAM
PAIR OF DAIIV V.'FAP IfcfiSES

.AREKIT- AfJD ronCV I'P 'TARE

DISPOSABLE CONTACT LENSES
,tn_ (iir,t

*»*•

Applications due Friday, November A, 1994 at 5:30 p.m.!

. GLASSES & CONTACTS IN ONE HOUR

. EYE EXAMINATIONS

. VISION PLANS ACCEPTED

OPTOMETRIX

208-1384
10930 WEYBURN • WESTWOOD VILLAGE

^i^'^f^.NT APPLIES TO REGu-AR =RiCED MERC-A'.D St OnL'

Daily Bruin Arts & Entertainment

BERNHARP
From page 17

this false secuiity of mainstream
America ..."

This monologue, which ends
with the woman opting for throw-
ing out her taped "Roseanne"
reruns rather than committing sui-

cide to a Tracy Chapman album,
functions less as an attack on the

lesbian community or even an
attack on Bernhard's fans, but
rather as a restatement of one of
Bernhard's recurring themes: to

follow your own voice and
instinct to get through life. When
she told a New York crowd "Don't
idolize stars" during a perfor-
mance a few weeks ago, she
intended no irony (well, maybe a
little), she meant it.

Wednesday, November 2, 1994 21

"I said that because people do
disappoint you," Bemhard elabo-

rates. "Even the strongest and
clearest .'.. I guess people could be

"Vm Still willing to take

myself out there and

walk the edge ...
"

Sandra Bernhard

Comedian

disappointed by Patti Smith (the

punk rock musician and poet)
because she fell out of her creativ-

ity in the public eye. People long
to see those kind of people never

Jose their fire. But if you hang on
too much to that person, you can
probably find yourself a little dis-

appointed."

Is this the voice of experience
talking? Has Bernhard ever felt

that way about anybody?
Someone she once idolized
maybe? '""'

"Not really," she replies. 'You
just have to roll with the punches
and accept the changes they need
to go through."

How about Bernhard's own
celebrity? Does it ever gel in the

way of, as she calls it in her show,
"her fucking artistry?"

"Sometimes it does, yeah, I

think a lot of people think of
(being a celebrity) as someone
who goes out to a lot of parties

and wants to be 'fabulous.' That's

a part of my work, in the sense

"I think a lot of people

think of (being a celebri-

ty) as someone who ...

wants to be 'fabulous.'

Sandra Bemhard

»»»

that I like to critique- (that
lifestyle), but it certainly isn't who
I am day today. Everyone likes to

party once in a while, but when
you're in the public eye, people
make a much bigger deal aboyt it

(than it really is).*'

Bernhard looks upon other
artists who present themselves as

"daring" or "subversive" with a

dubious eye, and to some extent,

she may have a point. "It's so easy
for people to put a-band together

and get a record deal based on this

quote unquote alternative trip. But
(in the long run), it doesn't have
mlteh impact. I don't think most
of these people have had enough
experience in their lives to be able

to go back and draw upon true

pain and emotion. I think you real-

ly have to live your life to have
ijiat ability."

Does this mean Bemhard thinks

her art has progressed?

Her confidence and self-assur-

ance would be the envy of not just

your typical angst-ridden grunge
band front man, but of anybody. "I

think i? already has."

PERFORMANCE: Sandra
Bemhard. Performing Friday at the
Pantages. For more information,
please call Ticketmaster (213)480-
3232.
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Recycle This Paper.

DRIVING & TRAFFIC SCHOOL
UCLA & ALL Student Discount

Daily Bruin

Traffic School .on VA/aekdays &. Saturdays
1093 Broxton Ave. #218 (310)208-3333 M
In WestvyAxxJ Village, above the Wherehouse 19

ALIDRINKS

$1.00
SVERY VIINISMY

ImeFor
Yearbook
tortraits

>,
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If youVe a senior, don't lose track of the calendar. Or your place in

UCIA history will be a blank. Tbat's because the deadline for senior

yaarboek portraits is getting closer and closer.

leHeMber, you pay only $5 for your portrait sitting and space

reservation. Or pay nothing at all-the $5 fee is waived if you buy your

(fruin Life yearbook in advance. Stop by ASUCLA's Canpus Photo

Studio on 2nd floor Ackernan-and taiJe!

P II ( )T()

Studio
Campus Plioto Studn k kicited on 2nd loor Ackoman

Open ^nday-Friday 8:30-5:30 Phone 2flfi 8433
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Classified Ad Information

Daily Bruin Classified Information
225 Kerckhoff Hall, 308 Westwood Plaza. Los Angeles, CA 90024

Class Line: (310) 82S-2221 Class Display (310) 206-3060

Fax (310) 206-0528

We reserve the right to change, reclassify, revise, or reject any

classified advertisement not meeting the standards of the Daily Bruin.

Our office is open Monday-Friilay, 9-4.

Classified rates

Daily. 20 words or less $7.00

Daily, eadi additional word .45

Weekly. 20 words or less 25.00

Weekly, each additional word 1J0

Display a4s— student rate/col. inch 8.00

Display ads— kxal rate/col. inch 1125

Frequency & Agency Rates Availabk

UMflNieS

1 working dty before printing, by noon.

ClasslMiit^ate
2 working days before printing, by noon.

Make chocks payable to the

UCLA DaUy Bruin.

led. X 1 = 2inches x llnch. There are no cancellations atter noon the day before printing.

TheWUCLA OoMiMiniqiQai Bnii^^
£ftniinMioR. No iMdhin tMi acceiii t&nnmtPtt wMch praient peiMni o( any ortpbi, noe,

raNohm, MX, or texyil orlenMton in a dwnmino wnr or hnplyM fliay aitMM to poMoni,
eapMWii,rolaiortMMbitociaiy.lMtorlitlMMnilnnoreieASUCLACoiwi^^
hHinMitioMedanyofttieMfviouadMrfMdorVieadvtrtiunrtpiwcnMlnWilMM.Anypenon
MtvingiMaiiadMftlMnMnikiMiinuevioMMlibeBomrtpolcyoiinoiidhaM^^
herein ahouM commMlcalt compWnli k) wrtUng to the Buskiess Manager, Daly Bruki. 225

Kerckhoff Hal. 30e Westwood Plaza. Lot Angeles. CA 90024. For assistanoe wtti homing dtocrtml-

nainn proMemt. caR the UCLA Housing Office at (310) 825-4271 or call Ihe WestMi Fair Houkig
Offkx at (310) 475-9671.

How to write a good ad

'

1

.

Start your ad with the merchandise your are selling. This mal(es it easier for readers to quicldy 3. Avoid abbreviations— make your ad easy for readers to understand.

scan the ads and locate your Item(s). 4. Place yourself In the reader's position. Asl< what you'd Wke to l(now about the merchandise,

2. Always include the price of the item you are seiling. Many classified readers simply do not and include that in the ad. Include information such as br^nd names, colors, and other specific

respond to ads without prices. descriptions.

1 Campus Happenings 2 Campus Services 2 Campus Services 12 Researcii Subjects

Alcoholics Anonymous
Man. Disunion. Fri. Sr«p Study. AU 3525

Thun. Book Study. AU 3525
Tues. and Wed. OlKUMion. Dwitoi 23-029

Allt1mMl2:10-1:00pm
For ctcohotcs or IndMcluab who have a

ditMr^ piot3tam.

NEVER MISS A CALL/

llClfl Uanpool Seats noui Huailable Prom the Polloiuing Hreas:

Agoura/Thousand Oaks
Centrol Los Angeles
Ci^ino Hills

Crensrxaw

Downey
GronodO Hills

Hesperio
Loncaster/Palmdale

North Hollywood
Norttiridge

Sitverlake

Sylrrvar

Van Nuys.

Can UCLA Commuler Asslstar>ce

Ridesharing at (310) 794-RIDE or

stop by our office at ^5
Westwood Pkaza. Room 200

(Structure 8. level 2) for more

y information.

UCLA ORAL
HERPES STUDY

Subjects with history of

sunburn induced oral herpes

(fever blisters) needed tD

participate in study of new
antiviral cream.

$150 lor 7 day study.

Call Pat at 310-825-6636 for

more information.
i

1" Month free! I ^ campus Recruitment 3 Campus Recruitment
• fRii! IMMEDIAfE HOOK UP
PAGER & 800 SERVICE AVAILABLE

1-800-309-8888

3 Campus Recruitment

GET A FREE PROFESSIONAL MASSAGE.
Healthy male subjects are needed fof UCLA
study on the effects of massage on physiolo-

gy. Contact Evan 21 3-874.5853.

4 Financial Aid

Hyperactive boys with atlentional problems
7-11 yrs, needed for UCLA research project.

Receh« $20 and a free developmenul
evaluation. 310-825.0392.

Cash for college. 900,000 grants available.

No repayments, EVER. Qualify immediately.

1-800-243-2435.

7 Good Deals

FIVE EASY RECIPES, IS beginners cooking
tipsi Send $5 SASE, CREATIONS UN-LTD.
19800 Hawthorne Blvd. #258-430CT, Tor-

rance, Calif. 90503.

10 Personal

WANTED: 100 UCLA students to test new
voicemail introduction service. Absolutely
free. 618-986-9045.

WNTED: 100 PEOPLE
Lose 10-29 lbs. in 30 days and earn $$$ do-
ing it 100% guarantee. Call 310-281-8828.

Attorneys

AUTOMOBILE, BICYCLE OR MOPED AC-
CIDENTS. Slip and Falls. Business Law.
UCLA Grad. Close to campus. Free Corwulta-
tlon. Mitchell Kreitenberg 21 3-384-3561.

12 Researcli Subjects

ASTHMA SUFFERERS. Earn up to $540.00 in

your spare time. If you take daily asthma
medication you may be eligible to participate

in a research drug study with a new potential

treatment lor asthma. Contact (310)477-1734
ext 540 to find out how you may benefit from
this vital program. Allergy Research Founda-
tion, IrK. (Brentwood)

AUTHOR WANTS TO INTERVIEW pregnant
women in process of choosing an abortion,

being a single mother, or placing baby for

adoption. $paid. (310)206-5073.

Bedwetting boys 7-11 yrs. and their families

needed for UCLA research Project SubjccU
will receive $20 arxl a free developnwntal

evaluation. 310-825-0392.

FORMER BULIMICS WANTED (or short-term

focus group. Writer seeking women to partic-

ipate in group discussion for article and pos-

sible book. Emphasis on the varied paths

back to 'nomialcy'. Meetings begin late No-
vember. Anonymity guaranteed. Call Alexis

310-452-3972.

Look beautiful, be famous, have a fun weekend

BE A MODEL
Receive a free t-iighHghting or
halrcolor, cut or trim, and
cosmetics (valued at $500),
by world renowned
haircolorists and hair

designers whose work
appears in Vogue,
Mademoiselle and
Harper's Bazaar. ^____
Models needed, any
hair length, for international

beauty event to be t^eld at ttie Century
Plaza, the weekend of November 5-7.

Opon model coll to be held Friday. November 4 at 7:30 pm
and Saturday, November 5 at 9:00 am— at the Century
Plaza Hotel. 2025 Ave. of the Stars. Century City, Los Angeles.

FOR INFORIVIATION, CALL (310) 493-9993

CORPORATE SPONSORS

CLAIROL/LOGiCS FRAMESI a GOLDWEU MATRIX
NEXXUS TRESSA WELLA

\ !

Normal healthy boys 3-11 yrs, and their

families needed for UCLA research project.
Receive $20 and have a scientific learning

. experience. 310-825-0392.

VOLUNTEERS NEEDED. Male/female for

UCLA positron imaging studies. Must have
coronary artery disease or high cholesterol or
be a smoker planning to quit Also needed
post-menopausal women. Injection radioac-
tive isotope. Blood taken. $25^r. 310^5-

' STUDENT RATES '

Psychotherapy/Counseling

Couple, Individual.

Overcome stress, dq>ression,

anxiety. Special

student rates. Sliding scale.

LIZ GOULD IMF 17869

(310)578-5957

ARLEN RING, PhD,
. Supervisor PSY 8070 .

12 Research Subjects 12 Research Subjects

15 Wanted

Attention professors arxi students: need arti-

cles for publication in national kidiAeen
magazir^e, call collect, Ernest 619-967-6816.

CASH FOR CARS. We come to you. Top dol-

lar paid. We do all DMV. We buy anything.

81B-999-IBUY(4289).

12 Research Subjects

schizophrenia

^H Acne, Tattoos

^^1 Sunspots & Scars

1
Non-Surgical Laser Therapy ttr

painless laciai skin rejuvenaiion

arrl removal nl acne tattnns

sunspols & scars Low cost

Free Consultatinn Call

1-800-685-6574

Do you or a loved one suffer from Schizophrenia?

Qualified voluteers ages 12 and over may qualify for a

medical research study on schizophrenia.Qualified

volunteers recive a free basic physical exam, lab tests

and may be compensated up to approximately $1650.

CALIFORNIA

V I \ A s !• ( A I I 1-800-854-3902

19 Sperm/Egg donors

EGG DONORS NEEDED for infertile codples.

19-33 yrs, own nwdlcal irvurarvx. Special

needs for black, Hispanic, & Chinese. At

UCLA med center. 310-825-9500.

ECQ DONORS NEEDED. Ail info conftden-

Ual. Please call (310)285-0333.

EGG DONORS NEEDED: Healthy females

between 21-34years old w/medical irt-

surance. Payment of $2200 for medical pro-

cess. Mima N;>vas 310-829-6782, Monday-
Friday^

Help Infertile Japanese-American womarr.
Will pay Japanese, Korean, of Chinese egg
donor. Grad students call 21 3-765-5300. Use
codeBH.

IF YOU'D LIKE TO HELP a couple who's

having difficulty getting pregnant or unable to

carry a child, cair31 0-820-61 80, ask for Bea-

trice.

22 Health Services

INDIVIDUAL, COUPLE COUNSaiNG,
JAMIE MINTZ, MFCC INTERN #21788. 310-

535-1452. SLIDING SCALE FEES. (Diane

Geller, Supv. MFC #27098).

LOW-FEE PSYCHOANALYTKJ\LLY ORIENT-
ED PSYCHOTHERAPY by PCC Candidate

Dini Evanier, MSW, ACSW. Supv. LCSW
#166. UCLA District 310-474-9606.

MASSAGE by Papl Drew, references

available, UCLA discount 310-839-8544.

PENIS-NIPPLE ENLARGEMENT. Professional

vacuum pumps wi#) irvtruction. Gain 1'-3'.

Permanent- safe. Enhance erection. Dr. Joel

Kaplan 1 -800-987-PUMP.

PSYCHOTHERAPY SERVICES FOR WOMEN.
Learn about conflicts interfering with rela-

tionships and work. End self-de^ructive pat-

terns. Sliding scale, student rates. Iris Dragin,

MFCC lic#MFC24876. 310-476-5455.

REACH PERSONAL AND ACADEMC
GOALS ''WTTH HYPNOSIS. REDUCE TBT
ANXIETY. Increase concentration,

performance, self-confiderKe. kKiividual

appointments tend classes. Experierxred

psychotherapist for 17-years. Student Rates.

Call Laura Guilds MFCC. 310-207-0630.

STRESSED, OVERWHELMED, LONELY. Sup-

portive counseling. Individuals, couples,

groups. Adjacent to campus. Carole Chasin

MA, IMF-20924. Barbara Shore, supervisor,

MS-24655. 310-289-4643.

30 Help Wanted

S6.63/HR. Wori( in fun atmosphere, schedule

around classes. Apply: Maureen O'Brien,

Cafe Sproul, 350 DeNwe Dr. 310-825-2074.

1 CASHIER, 1 DaiVERY DRIVER NEEDED.
Chasin Chicken. Call for inf<Vappt 310-208-
0846.

AA CRUISE SHIPS HIRINGI EARN BIG SSS
-« FREE TRAVELI (Caribbean, Europe, etc!)

No experierwe necessary. Staff needed for

busy Holiday/Spring^mmer seasoiv.

GUARANTEED SUCCESSI Guide. 919-929-

4398ext23031.

ACTORS/MODELS NEEDED. Auditions by
appointnrtents only. For commercials, fiirrv,

and print ads. All typeVages needed. No ex-

perience necessary. No registratkMi fees. CaJI^

Today Imane. 818-222-9091.

ADMINISTRATIVE ASSISTANT. Part-time,

full-time preferred. BH Software Company,
perfect English, WordPerfect requifed, I'age-

Maker helpful. 310-859-7277.

ASST. NEEDED FOR large family daycare in

Pacific Palisades. Must love kids arKi work
hard. Call Leslie 310-573-1811.

OPTOMETRIC
OFFICE

seeking student to schedule

doctor's patients. Necdi

excellent cefephone skills, mist

be personable, caring, and

aggressive. Base Pay plus

comtniaton.

P/T MWSat(am)
(310)837-7202 leave message

V
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NERVOaS? ANxioas?
FEARFUL? WORRIED?

Research volunteers between the ages of 18 and 65
experiencing these symptoms for at least 1 month and
in relatively good health are needed. Volunteers will

receive a brief exam in order to determine eligibility.

Qualified volunteers receive free basic physical

exam/lab test and compensation up to $1400.

CsMforniafMs^mSm
MEDICAL GROCIP

Please Gall 1-800-854-3902

30 Help Wanted

BALLOON CELEBRATIONS needs party dec-
orators, drh^ers, artists, and trainee managers.
Fast paced, fwi, and creative environment,
flexible hours. Call 310-206-1 180.

Beverly Hilh law firm seeks organized, de-
pendable, part-time fil^ofTice clerks. Flexible

hours, $5.5(yhr. Contact Roz at 310-274-
8700.

BEVERLY HILLS TRAVEL AGENCY has exdt-
irig opportunity for p^-(^ sec/receptionlst

Answer phones, help agents, distribute

brochures. Learn the biz. SalaryAxinus op-
portunity. Call Ric 310-246-4499.

CAMPUS POSITION AVAILABLE starting at

$6.63^. We work around your classes.

Immediate employment available for Fall

1994. Sunset Village Dining Services.

Contact David at 310-206-7688.

CASTING IMMEDIATRYI Extras needed far

feature films, commercials, and music videos.
Earn up to $200 per dayl No experience
needed. Work guaranteed! Call today 213-
851-6102.

CD-rom interactive and vkJeo game market-
ing internship now available. Stipended posi-

tion will invoke all aspects of advertising and
promotion as they relate to the launch of
sonf>e of this cutting edge industry's most ex-
citing entertainment titles. 310-473-9200
exL2511.

CLERICAL WI2 NEEDED for order entry,

customer service, inventory control. Video
biz. Tough job, good pay. Fax resume to
(310)306-3162.

COMMUNITY SERVia OFFICERS (CSO's)
are hiring UCLA students nowl. $6.1C^ to
start, up to $9.1 0. 1 S^hr%fwk. Flexible sched-
ute. Call 825-6760.

OaiVERY AND WAREHOUSE PERSON.
Heavy lifting. Clean driving record. 3-

days^veek. 9-5, MWF or Jues/lUn/SaL
$7/hour. ChlMren's Book WorU. 310-559-
2665.

DENTAL ASSISTANT. P/T, MWF. Prefer pre-

dental student Will train. 213-931-8400.

Departnrtent of Commimity Safety Is hiring

UCLA students nowl S6.89AK>ur, 1 54hnAvk,
offifx, reception, ftngcrprlntin^ taking I.D.

photos, etc. Call 206-8126 for Info.

EA4PLOYMENT REOtUITER, bilingual, Viet-

namese, 310-412-7546.

EVENING CASHER, %6fl\r. Mainly wte-
kcnds, available through holidays. 31D-20ft-

6550.

F/r ADMINISTRATIVE ASSISTANT, R.E. de-
vekjper, Westwood. Assist project manager
and marketing director, ansM«r phones, typ-
ing, faKing. Must know Windows. 310-479-
9900

30 Help Wanted

FILE CLERK NEEDED for one of the Iwgnt
film production companies. FI«Ribi« iched-

ulc. 25 hounMc, SSAv. Must have filing/of-

flc» clerk eoMriencc and be very detall-orl-

J. Call Cvmainr. 310-820-6733.

Ftaxible hours Great food Great envirorwnent

Ckittert Restaurant In SanU Monkra is hiring,

and servers. Apply M-F
2-Spni. 2425 Coforado Ave

FUNDRAISING
Choose ftT>m 3 difiervM fundraisers lasting

either 3 or 7 davs. No investment Earn S$$
fdr your group plus personal cash bonuses for

yourself. Call 1-800-932 0528 ext. 65.

GRAPHICSA3FFICE ASSISTANT. P/T, flex.

hours. 01(^478-0591.

HAWSTYLIST. Afro^American hair, Caucasian

too. Cliertele preferred. Call 310-828-1064.

irrtemationai callt»ck company in

teiecontwuOTieMioim nee«fc SO ul« rtfM and

distributorf, no selling requirad, commitslon

only, S20004/rno. Start immediateiy, 310-

541-0304.

LAW OFFICE ASSISTANT, F/T posHlon (or file

clerkAelief receptfonls^ffice mwiagement
assistant, require organized, self-motivated

indhddual w/WordPerfect 5.1/Windows ex-

perience. Hours:9am-5:30pm. Please fax or
send resume to: Rebecca]. Lee, Donfeld, Kel-

ley and Rollman, 11845 West Olympic Bkd,
SuHe 1245, LA, Ca 90064. Fax: 310-312-
8014

LAW OFFICE. Clerical secretarial posKfons.
Must know WordPerfect Have office experi-

ence. Good typing skills, fiexible hours.

Wilshire & Qendon. 310-475-0481

.

LEGAL GRAD STUDENT, clerk with excda-
tabase management and spreadsheet skills

needed for single proj. litigation support
Schedule arxJ hourly rate open. FAX resume
to 310-577-8143.

Lighting Design Firm need phone advertising

person. Excellent communications skills re-

quired. 20-25 hrsAvk. Flexible schedule.

$7.5(Vhr. Ask Rick, 213-937-4445 or fax,

213-937-3912.

LOOKING FOR FUN, ENTHUSIASTIC, intel-

ligent people to teach test prep for SAT. High
test scores and car required. We train you.
Start pay $13.50 hour (6-8 hours per week).
SeryJ resume A:over letter by 1 2/1 6^4 to: The
Princeton Review, Attn: Personnel Depart-
ment, 10474 SanU Monica Blvd. #403, LA
90025. NO PHONE CALLS PLEASE.

MALE MODELS. Asian, Latin or surfer types.

No height requirement Hot head, cards,

posters, mags. Good money. Fun I 213-664-
2999 24hours.

MARKET RESEARCH COMPANY in Van
Nuys needs individuals to work 4-6
houn/day. Evening, day, and weekernJ hours
available to do public opinion and market re-

search. Must have excellerU reading skills,

ability to write verbatim, and follow instruc-

tions. Call 818-725-4275.

Marmol & Radziner ArchitecU. knnwdiate
opening. Receptk)n/Office Assistant 32-40
hou^^rk. Flexible days, i8Av. Fax resume to

Leo Mannol 310-264-1814, Faxf310-264-
1817. ^^
Men-Women ages 18-24 for nude modeling
for Frertch and American magazines md vM-
eos. Call 213-2654)550.

MGNT TRAINEE,
No exp. nee. Corp. expanding In area.

$400(VmontK baae+ oommiaskm. Start Im-
medlately. 213-463-0633

MOOEL/DANCER NEEDED. Fwnalc mod-
elAlancer for fashion show In China. Free
tri^ good salary, must up S'y. No fee rc-

quired. 81 8-292-1 530.

NEEDED: FEMALE STUDENT %«7%ome be-
havkir n>odificatk)n experience to work
wfmMk client in bar hom& 6-10
heunMmk, evenings, Saturdays, and Sun-
days. Pay SlO^wur. PlcaM call: 310-649-
0499 and ask for Ellen Slaton.

OFFICE ASSISTANT. privUe home, oompulT
er-llteraie, MAC financial data entry, accura-
cy essential, good &igllsh, own car, flcKiWe

schedule. 310-394-2933.

lyr EXECUTIVE SECRETARY for Brentwood
office. Strong sccictarial skills and typir^ pro-

flciancy of 60 wpm or greater. Must be moti-

vated and bright, with a posHhre Atitude. Re-
quires WordPerfect 5.1 Lotus and Account-
log background helpful but not necessary.

EittansKc experience not required. 20-X
hourVwaek. flexible. $iai3/hr., d^Mndb^
on quallficatfons. FAX resume to: Michael L
Grain, 826-3356.

30 Help Wanted

P/T MEDICAL OFFICE ASSISTANT. Flexible

hours, 6-12 hour^veek, high responsibility,

varied tasks. Required: Macintosh skills.

Start $7.5(Vhour. SanU Monica/Bundy. 310-

207-3337.

P/T CFFKX CLERK NEEDED to work 15-20
hounA«reek in upbeat, busy Century City of-

fice. Good organizational skills, communica-
tkm skills, and telephone experience a must
$7/hour. Call Kristi, 310-553-0550.

P/T SALES. 15-20 hrs/Mrk in AM. Good tele-

phone skills. Self-motivated. $7Air -f commis-
sion. Telemarketing experience required.

SanU Monica. 310-453-6422.

P/T-F/T MEDICAL FILE aERK for busy neuro-

surgk:al group. 30-40hour^eek, Monday-
Friday in WLA. Pleas call Joy at 310-286-
2939.

PART TIME WORK/FULL TIME PAYI Sports

minded students needed to earn $10-15^our
guaranteed working 20-flexible hoursAweek.

Two different positions available. Training

provided. Westwood location. 310-312-
6838.

Part-time (1 S-20hrs7wk) telemarketing person
needed for SanU Monica Education Publish-

er. Good voice, sells experience arxl foreign

lanKuajte required. 310-395-9393.

PART-TIME DRY CLEANING COUNTER
PERSON. Will train. 20+ hnfwk. 2 or 3 after-

noons 3:30-8:30 + 8 hours Saturday or 5

hours Sunday. Starts ib-7.50flv + free dry

cleaning. Apply 12-3pm 1600 Westwood
BKrd. Ask for Randy.

PART-TIME SECRETARIAL HELP WANTED.
Light typing, computer familiarity. Will teach.

Westwood area. Flexible hours. Allied Mor-
tKa<;e & Services. $7/hr. 310-996-1000.

PART-TIME SECRETARIAL/SALES ASSOC,
wanted. Light typing, computer familiarity,

pleasant phor>e voice, wholesale apparel

sales, hourly rate plus borHJs. Flexible hours,

cfote to IXTLA. Call 31 0-209-5549.

PERSON NEEDED TO COMPLETE WORK
ON RESEARCH PROJECT. Very good speak-
ing qualifications. $7Aw>ur. P/T flexible Cont-
puter experience. Call 310-582-9785.

PERSONAL CARE ATTENDANT to woric with

young man with Cerebral Palsy in West L.A.

Requires lifting, feeding and counseling skills.

Sundays, Wednesdays, arvJ overnights.

$7/hr. Call Pewty 310-649-0499.

POSITIONS AVAILABLE for 10+ hnAwk read-
ing psychology artkrlcs onto audfo tape for

visually-impaired student at $7.31 prAir.

Flexible daily schedules and work at honi>e

Call 310-302-1170 to leave your name,
phone number, year-in-school, major, and
short 1-2 min. reading sample from a book or
newspaper.

PRESTIGIOUS BEVERLY HILLS PHOTOGRA-
PHER AGENCY seeks interrVassistant for part-

time work. Car rwcessary. $7Av.Call Robin

(31(»27S-2858.

Proposal writer to devefop grant proposab for

non-profit o(ganizatk>ns. Academic and pro-

gram experience In publk health, educatkm,
social scrvkse, u^d/or the arts preferred. Send
rcMjme and writing sample to Grant Works
1248 5th St 0365, SanU Monica. CA 90406-
0365.

R£CeMX>NIST AND CASHIER NEEDED for

Bcveriy Hills safon. Saturday and Sunday in-

dudcd. Prior experience required. 310-274-
6347.

P/T INTERVIEWERS
Market rnearch firm it seeking caiidid^es for

interviewers. Must have prof««ional ap-
pew^ance and posesi ew^eilent reading, vwrH

ing, and corrMnunic^ion tkilt* Ftexibte

houri, afternoon myd pv*ning »hift« available

EMcdlenl P/T work for tUtdm*t and mcMe
tufk. For Info calf 21 3- 54*-5148.

''

— TALENT AGENCY
«eeks highly mothrated and oqpnlzad intern.
If you want to learn THE BIZ and work In a
fon omce, this is the placet (Non-paM9. Call
310-278-3600 ASAP.

TELEPHONE SALES Security Firm saeki^
(tu<^ts io work at aMldan<. Excellent hourly
rale +bonuaes. Shennan Oaha. Call 800-374-
•66 far appointmerC

30 Help Wanted

TEUERS, 20-30 HOURS. Positions available
in our branches focated in Beveriy Hills, Ve-
nfce. Mar Vista, West LA, Century City, and
SanU Monica locations. Requjres 12 months
cash handling and customer service experi-
eix* in a retail or bar^king environment & ex-
cellent communication skills. We offer bene-
fits (for 20.5+hours), pleasant work environ-
ment & opportunity to er^ance your employ-

ment skills. Please apply in person at the
branch of your choice. Or send your resume
to: 19809 Prairie St., Chatsworth, CA 91311.
Attn: HR Dept. AB/LAT. Mail Stop N-10-24.
818-775-7643. eoe. GREAT WESTERN.
TO WORK WITH CHILDREN ages 6-13. Art
background helpful, not mandatory. Must
have good writing skills and be MAC litertte.

Hours 10:45-3:30PM. Begin immediately.
Call Helena 81&-996-1 782.

TUTOR/NANNY, Spanish speaking, o%vn car,
10-15 hr^vk, aftemoor>s, evenings. Excellent
refererKes, qualifications, child care exp. req.
Vivian Hanover (310)454-3000, (310)459-
8888.

VET TECHNKIIAN. Part-time/fiill-time, ex-
perience prefened. Busy, small animal ho»pi-
tal located in Sherman Oaks. 818-906-4298.

VOLUNTEER USHERS needed at the West-
wood Playhouse. Opportunity to sec Steve
Martin's play (Picasso.) Please call Michael at

208-6500.

WANTEDIII Individuals and Student Organi-
zations to Promote SPRING BREAK '95. Earn
substantial MONEY and FREE TRIPS. CALL
INTER-CAMPUS PROGRAMS. 1-800-327-
6013.

Weekend Bookkeeper, Cutter's restaurant in

SanU Monica. Apply M-f between 2-5pm.
2425 Colorado Ave. Ten key and cash han-
dWnn a must. Mac and Remanco helpful.

WESWOOD. LEASING AGENT, luxury hi^
rise apartments, mutt be responsible. Sun-
days, occasional Saturdays. 310-470-9045,
ask far Daniela or Elizabeth.

WORK FOR BEVERLY HIUS MATCHMAK-
ER. Looking for an outgoing, open-minded,
energetk, intelligent college student ac-
tressAnodel or recent college graduate. 310- '

205-8483.

WRITER'S EXCHANGE has work for crealive-

ly-talented writers. Paperback novels, Non-
Fiaion Books, Screenplays. 310-209-0681,
Verrwn.

YOUNG MEN WANTED for nude and semi-
nude modeling. Good pay. Immediate work.
Call Derek 213-845-9669.

32 Career Opporlunities

k Make
^

) MONEY ^

Full + Part Time
opportunity of
a lifetime

Be a part of the $ 1 00 billion

telecommunicalions industry

no experionce
necessary

(310)843-4511

FRAVTV/COMMERCIALS, audHkming ac-

torVactresses. 1 3-35 years, for lead roles in

major productions, tend pictures 610 North
Glen O^ Bkd. Burbank 91S02. ATTN:
Castir^ or call (818)843-4228.

PART-TIME. Earn up to $3aQMay. Excellent

people skills required. Training provkied.

(310)337-0790.

MANAGEMENT
TRAINEE

$*),000 OPPORTUNITY*

32 Career Opportunities

BARTENDER
TRAINEES

•no experionce necassary
•oarn$10a$200 dally
•more jobs tnon graduates
•nation wide job placement

NATIONAL BARTENDERS
SCHOOL

(213)38a3200
(310)558-0608

(8 1 8)994-8 1 00

34 Internshiips

ACTIVE, INDEPENDENT FILM PRODUCER
seeks student interns to leam script develop-
ment activities in B.H. office. No pay, but
good opportunity to learn. 310-260-1405 or
310-394-7263.

CREATIVE TEANl LOOKING for someone in-

terested in gain irip hands-on experience in

computer illustrating. Must have artistic Ulent
arxi interest in fantasy, sci-fi, and super-hero
genres. No experience required, flexible

hours, fun-working environment in entertain-
ment publishing company.^ Call Nicole, 310-
260-4820, M-F.

Do you love the Muppets? Well then, conUct
Halle at 21 3-960-4096 about a script reading
ai>d research internship.

INTERN WANTED FOR A NEW PHOTO
STUDIOI Answer phones, run errands & gen-
eral production work. A great opportunity!

Call 310-581-8393.

MUSIC DEPARTMENT of public relations

company seeks interns. Must be resporuibie,

hard-working arxJ receiving college credit (no
pay). Contact Erik at 21 3-651 -9300.

Do you like endless Indie-Rock
gruntwork? Want to see the real
aide of the Independent music
Industry as soon as possible?
Then be an intern at Alias recofdsl

Interested people
caU 818-506-1034

Large national corp.'

expanding. J^Ieeds career-

minded individual for

management training.

Send Resumes to:

P.O. BOX 251763
LA, CA 90025

Paid Management Internship

- Be trained in mktg, sales,

interviewing, motivation of

cmpioyces.customer relations, etc
Earn minimum of 2,500 to lOK
managing a branch ofStudent

Worb Painting. Most hiring will

be completed by Nov. for

S|»ing/summer positions.

CaU (800) 394-6000 for info.

The
Walt
Disney
Studios
PR internship

Foil ^94 - Spring "95

Buena Vista Pictures Marlteting is

looking for a paid intern to be our

representative on campus Duties include

devising creative promotional strategies end

Inriplementing

promotions on campus os well as servicing

campus press witti press

materials. Undergroduate Soph, or Junior

preferred. Must have access

to a cor and spend one full day at ttie Studio

(llexibie).

Send (or fox) resunw

and cover letter lo:

MUd StofoiWMi

Asst. Id WMlsni I^Md MonoQsr
WALT DISNEY STUDIOS
500 So. Buena Vltia St.

Bwbonk.CA91B21-1396
FAX (818)645-3794

35 Child Care Wanted

BABYSITTER FOR 2 SWEET KIDS, arl-2,
Boy-4. P/T evcnIngsAivcekends. Should be ex-
perienced, caring, dependable. Day 310-
B39-4228. evening 310-475.7600.

BABYSITTER NEEOEO, on an occvional ba-
•k only. In iuraet/Dok^ny area. For parents'

random nIghU out, man lil<ely Saturdays, lor

no more ttian 4-S hour^ight, iefiK)ur. Auta
if not re<^ired, btX twipful Call Jwwifer at

310-27S-47S2.

EVENING BABYSITTER. Your choice of 1-4
nightiA%«elc Must have refierenco, car, and
safe driving record,- S6-iyhour. Please call

Mrs. Tolwin at 3I0-SS2-7604.

LOOKING TOR mthusiattic, child-

development major far child<are in Sherman
Oafci. Car, references. Houn flexible. $7+
pr^y. Fax resume. B18-7834Maa

RESPONSIBLE SITTER needed for WLA 2
year old. Need owvn transport 20-24

hounAvaek. Houn neaotl^c. 310-474-5600

36 Personal Assistance

20-30 hnAvk, M-F, 1 -6:30pm, must have c».
DHvf adorable 6-yr-old giH to IcMons, ligN
hfMi«»wrvk, make dinner, shopp^fH^ 310-
476 DTm
NUOlU: carpool, light oodicb^ mixdlan*-
ous errands, prefects, miat hive oiganlza-
tionai (kjllf ^d car. Happy spirils apply.
Fknibk tiours. Sue. 310-276-3300.
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49 Apartnnents for Rent

J59S. WESTWOOD. -SMALL 1 BR. utilities

paid. Good appliances, cute. Laundry. 1.5 to

UQ.A. (310)459-6830.

$685. BRIGHT 1 BEDROOM TRIPLEX.

Close to Trader joe's arwi Westside Pavilior>.

New carpets w/appliances. Shopping Center

Close. Washer Hookups. 310-441-1662.

$900 CULVER CITY. Large, quiet, modem, 2-

bdrrrVSbath townhonw, dishwasher, a/c,

fridne, patio, gated parklnf(. 310-837-0761.

^S995. 2BR/1 1/2BA TOWNHOUSE STYLE
1.2 miles UCLA. (310)459-6800.

••WESTWOOD VILLAGE"* MIDVALE/N. OF
LEVERING. EXTRA LARGE 2BD/2BA BALCO^
NY, DINING ROOM, 3 CAR PARKING,
CHARMING, GARDEN APTS. 310-839-

6294.

Ul LOFT, WELL MAINTAINED, newer se-

curity building, subterrainian parking, laurv

dry, West LA. (310)479-6858.

1 -BEDROOM $575 up. Huge apartments,

ideal for roommates. Garden courtyard, pool,

, Mr, phorw-entry. Near Sherman Oaki Gal-

lerfa. MinUes to campus. 818-997-7312.

_1-BEDROC)M $695. 2-BEDROOM $825.
Garden courtyard. Quiet. Appliances, blinds,

etc 1&1/2 miles to canipus. Blue bus. 310-

477-0725.

1-BEDROOM, UPPER, aOSE TO UCLA.
Best part oT Palms. Newly decorated. Laun-

dry, no pMs. 10-month lease. S62SAnonth.
310-286-2885.

IbdAM. 7month lease. $70(yWio. all bills

paid. Cover parking, security building, old

Spanish style, laundry, close to UCLA. 310-

824-4658.

1 single ind 1 bachelor in Westwood near

campus, with parking. Daytime 213-932-

1857.

BEVERLY HNIS AO|. 1&2-BEDROOMS
$650-5895. SOME WA^ARDWOOD
FLOORS. ONLY 1/2 BLOCK TO PICO BUS.
ASK ABOLJT LEASE BONUS. 310-839-6294.

BRENTWOOD NEW 3BD luxury condo,
harckvood floors, owm bedroom, free cable,

wrMer, p*. Laurwlry, parking. Walking dis-

tance to Mezzaluna, Starbucks, Cheesecake
Factoryl $475Atm>. 11906 Corhan Avt #1.

Tom 01(»820-5937.

•rentwoodi 3-bdrm/2-bath. $160a Pool,

Ig. balcony, gatad parkir^g, central air. Near

-UCLA. Add.: 330 S.Banrin^on, near

310-471-24%.

49 Apartments for Rent
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BRENTWOOD, Sunny and large 3-bed-

roonV2-bath, Patio, North of Wil3iire, dish-

washer, parking, $1450Anonth. Open 9-5,

11921 Goshen Ave, aptil. 310-207-0634.

BRENTWOOD. Lovely, cozy, bachelor/ette

room in beautiful cour^ area, quiet home.
20-mlnutes to UCLA. $650. 310-472-6694.

CLOSE TO UCLA
WESTWOOD. 10 minutes by car, 1.bed/1

-

bath, upper, electronic entry, fireplace, refrig-

erator, dishwasher, carpet, verticals, gated

parking, laundry, $750^onth. For appoint-

mentcall 310-454-8800.

Deluxe 1 -bedroom. 10-minute walk to

UCLA, quiet bulMing, balcony, well-lit unit,

$850 and up. Available November 8. 310-

206-6881.

FOX HILLS CONDO FOR RENT. 1 5 minutes

to UCLA. 1-bedfoonVI-bath, dishwasher,

pool, Jacuzzi, spa, mini-gym. Security BuiU-

inK.$810. 310-641-5080.

MAR VIST\ $565. Spacious 1 -bedroom. Ap-
pliances, parkin]^ laur>dry, 15 mirHAes to

UCLA. 310-397-8058.

MAR VISTA, $870, 2-be<V2-bath, 2-story cus-

tom townhouse. Gated garage, unit alarm,

central air, fireplace. 12736 Caswell Ave.

310-391-1076.

MAR VISTA, 2-BDRAiV2-BATH curtom town-

home Gated garage, central air, fireplace,

unit alamn. 11748 Courticigh Dr.

Se4SAnonth. 310-391-1076.

MAR VISTA. 2-BDRM-2-BATH cuMom town-

home. Gated garage, central air, fireplace,

unit alarm. 12736 CaiwwII Ave $«2Vmnr^h
Call 310-391-1076.

sC'^'***^''*^ '" "
a»

49 Apartments for Rent

MAR VISTA. 2-bdmV2bath. Custom town-
home, fireplace, gated garage, alarm in unit

$845. 1 1748 Courtleigh. Door open 7 days.

310-391-1076.

Oak Santa Monica. One-bedroom apartment,
partly fumished. Available for 6 months or 1

year. 310-450-7692.

ONE MILE TO WESTWOOD. Brentwood
adjacent. Large single $625. Large Ibed
$695. 1 235 Federal Ave. 310-477-7237.

PALMS $500. Large single, walk-in closets,

conrtpletely refurbished, quiet 9-unit buiMing.
1 5-minutes from campus. Must see to appre-
ciate. 398-6622.

PALMS $595, 1 -bedroom security building,

very quiet, all appliances. Convenient to

campus. Security deposit $100. A/C, laur>dry.

310-837-7D6T.

PALMS $750, 2-bdmVl-ba, large upper,
small building. Completely refurbished, like

new. Must see to appreciate. 15-mins from
campus. 310-398-6622.

PALMS*371 7 CARDIFF
Near 10 and 405, large 1 -bedroom deluxe,

flrepUca, 1 3-mirHJlies to UCLA. Good loca-

tion, gated parking, controlled entry. Quiet,

newer building, $620 and $716. 310-652-

0647.310^36-7146.

*"• MAR VISTA
•**

2BD. 2BA. 2 STORY
CUSTOM TC3WNH0MES.

GATED GARAGE. CENTRAL AIR,

FIREPLACE. UNITALARM

* 12736 CASWELLAVE
* 11748 COURTLEIGH DR.

* PALMS *

1825

1845

2 BO. 2BA CUSTOM TOWNHOME.
FIREPLACE. BALCONY. GATED

GARAQE Al RM IN UNIT
(ONE MONTH FREE RENT)

* 3614 FARIS 1895
• cpan7dayt

CALL (310)391-1076

TOSeETHE
I LOVELYAPARWENTS i

LANDFAIR APARTMENTS
516LANDFAIRAVE

-tOS ANGELES, GA 90024-
•Clean and spacious, unfurnished apartments. Singles,

and 1 bedrooms, some feature balconies, stove and
refrigerators provided, water included, assigned parking,

laundry facilities In each building,

maintenance guarantee, 24 hour emergency service.

See Russ in #1 between 10*6 p.m.

Apartments shown by appointrnent only. Call

824-480T

PALMS, $1695, 4-bcdroom -t- loft/S-bath,

newer "S-story townhouse, fireplace, gated ga-
rage, security alamn, sundeck. 3670 MIdvaie
Awe. 310-391-1076. Ooen 7 days 9-5.

PALMS, $485. Bright, spacious single, full

kitchen, parking, most utilities included. 310-

397-805a

PALMS, $485/MONTH. slr^lc. 3455 Jas-

mine Appliances, pool, laundry, no pets.

310^54-4754.

PALMS, $685. 2-fl apwtmeni, upper, brigN
unit Refrigerator included. Gated parking.

310^29-0589.

PALMS, 2-BORM/2^ATH custom town-
home Gated garage, fireplace, balcony,

alarm in unit 1 -month free. 3614 Fyis.

$995.310-391-1076.

PALMS. $485 Large singlcc Stove, refrigera-

tor, disposal, air. elevator, pool, parking,

laurwfry. no pets. Open houac Saturday-Surv

day 1-Spnv Bus to UCLA. 10136 National

Blvd. 310-552-2387. 310^38-9726.

PALMS. $550, Single. $775 2-bedroonVI-
bath. Newer buiUing on quiet street, gated
parking, buiK-ins, balcony^k), f\/C, fire-

place. Cable-ready, laundry facilities. 310-
397-0405.

PALMS. $995, 2-becV2-balh, custom towrv
horrte, fireplace, baknnv. gated garage,

alarm in unit One month nee. 3614 Paris Or.

310-391-1076.

PALMS. Unfurnished 1 -bedroom, $495,
single $395. Appliarwes, no pets. Call 9»n-
8pm. ask for mgr. 01 0)837-41 96.

REDUCED RENT. Ibr. Iba. $700. Charming
Spanish style, hardwood floors, bright, quiet,

laundry hook-up. (310)550-1531.

SANTA MONICA, 1 Sth/Montana, master
bedroom, full bath, upper, private, wash-
er/dryer, no pets. Bright, very clean. Month-
to-month, $800. Pro-rate for November.
Prefer female yad student 310-394-9686.

SINGLE APARTMENTS. Near buses. Com-
pletely renovated. Bike or ride to campus.
Near parks.LaurKky arxl parking. Massachu-
setteE.of405. $525. 310-479-2819

uaA, Bachelor, $425, full bath, 1 bik from

UaA and Village, 638 Landfair. 310-208-

4253, 824-2595.

WALK TO uaA. One bedroom, balcony,

free parking, laundry facilities, water incl.

$900. Bachelor $550. 10944 Strathmore
(310)209-0968.

Banker Property Group
*1 Bedroom*

•Gated
• Pool
• Laundry Facilities
• Beautinil Lanckcaping
• $549/month (singes

available for $4/5)
• low deposit for UCLA

Sttjdents

CALL (310) 390-0226

WEST HOLLYWOOD AD|ACENT. 2BR/2BA.
Small, quiet buiMing. Upper balcony. Home-
like street, large closet, great area. 20 min.

tKlA$8S0. (213)935-9152.

WEST LA. $800. Beautiful 2-bedroonV2-
bath, dishwasher, air, fireplace, built-in book
shelves, gated parking and entry. Quiet buiU-
ing. 15 minutes from UCLA or SMC 3414
lasmlne 310-83e-4862.

WEST L.A.
Large 1 -bedroom. $695. Stove, refrigerator,

carpets, blinds, super clean, parking, lauridry

facllHics. 1 1 321 Massachusetts Ave., shown
byappt 310-477-8750.

WESTWOOD- 2-BEDROOM/2-BATH. $925
AND UP. THlE kitchen. STEPDOWN LIV-

ING ROOM. UNUSUAL CHARM. 1-1/2

MM.E TO UCLA. 310-839-6294.-

Westwood^ntury City and Palms. $495-«-

•iffglc; $65af 1 bd; $975 2bd^2ba, open daily

310-»74-7565.

WESTWOOO_AOJ. 2-bdrm, upper, small
quiM bidg, new carpets, miniWinds, laundry,

5 min. to UCLA, mu Sepulveda/ Plo). $796.
213-935-9152

WLA, Bachelor, $460; large 1 bedroom,
$599. Swimming pool, laundry, BBQ, ap-
piiarKes. Be^ location. 1621 Westgate Av«^

nuc. 310-820.1121. ^^
WLA, from $750, 2&J bedroom apartments,
privirte pallfM, stove ,rffr»g, ak, Imindfy. 1620
S. Brockton Ave. Ren« 310-55(^6755.

WLA. $595Ano. Spacious, single, full kitch-

en, parking, small quiet building. One year
lease, no pets. 310-826-7888.

WLA. Amazing deal. 1629 Brockton. Singles

Starting $525. New appliances, carpet, paint,

voticJ blinds. Parking, gated. Good student

discount 310-477-0112.

WLA. Larcc 2-bdmrV2-ba unfurnished, luxu-

rkMJS. walk-in ckisct. parkir^ laundry. New
buiMing. Great for shving. $135(]^Tia 310-

207-7807.

Nonterey

2 Bed / 2 Bath
$1150
$12SO

Centra] Air/Centrml Hbat.
Security building.
WiU AUow 4 in

1 Apartment

Now reserving for Fal

(310)477-0858

50 Apartments, Furnished

MAR VIST\ $60(yhK)nth. Aak about free

rent Attractive, fumished 1 -bedroom. Large,

pool, patk), and barbecue area. Quiet buikt-

ing. 3748 Innlewood Bhd. 310-398-8579.

SM. 1-bdrm apartmertf. Fumished. $67C^no.
Available 1 1/1 . Call 310-587-3300.

51 Apartnnents, Unfurn.

$875 2BDRM^ 1/2BA. 1426 Banington #4.

Stove, refrigerator, air, dishwasher. (310)837-

0761

$925. Move-in special. Large 2-bedroorTV2-

bath, security building, all amenities, eleva-^

tors, parking. Low security deposit. 2437*"

S.Corinth. 310-479-1 765 or 310-376-8794.

Great large 1 bdrm $575. Easy commute to

UCLA. Call Lisa 310-572-1050.

MAR VISTA. 2-bedroom uppers. $695-$740.
BrarMJ new paint, carpet, verticals, ceiling

fans. Parking, laundry. Quiet building. Near
beach. Inquire at #1 , 1 2725 Pacific Ave. 21 3-

653-4409.

PALMS. Single $53S-$55a 2bd, $85a
Clean, Large pod, convenient to shopping
and UCLA. 310-204-4332.

WESTWOOD. $1500, Spacious 3-bedroom,
hK, refrigerator, dishwasher, balcony, ideal

for grad students. 1711 Malcolm. 3/4-mile
from campus. 310-273-1212.

WESTWOOOCENTURY OTY. $950.
Charming spacious, 2b<V2ba, new carpets,

floor, bulK-ins, mini blinds, air, quiet. 4 unit
1815 Camden Ave. D 10)473-4858

52 Apartments to Shiare

LOOKING FOR MATURE and responsible fe-

male prafMskmal^aduate to share spacious
2-bdnTV2-bth. Brentwood. $550. Pool.

lauryfry, parking. 310-440-9480

PALMS. LOOKUP FOR ROOMMATE to

share 2-bdmV2-balh apartment. New, small

complex w/all amcnities.-dishwasher. fire-

place, security. e«c Mite4«(^ prefcrred.~

Mutt be super dean graduate student or pro-

fessional. $52SAno. jose 310-553-
12aOB{t274, call anytime

Room with a ocean view! Male roorrvnale to

share 2 bd. apt. N. Wllshire Santa Monica.
$475^-1/2 utlh. Betty 310-394-431 3.

WESTWOOO-WALK TO UCLA. Your Own
Room, share kitchen. $40G^nonlhly,
$15QA<veekly. 310-209-0681. Vernon.

53 Roommates

MALE ROOMMATE to share l4>edroom
apartment 1409 Midvale. #314. 5-10 minute

wiXk to Lot 32. $412.50^nonth. Ed 310-312-

0454.

MALE WANTED FOR spadous 2bdrnV2b«
apartment with 2 fentales and 1 male. Rea-
sonably priced, bkxJc from campus. 310-

443-0415. "

WANTED: FEMAU ROOMMATE to shve
very clean apartment. Close to campus. Rent

$350. P1C»206 7972.

54 Room for Rent

mSfmo ClAVER CffY. Own big, bright,

prlv^e bedroom.Pets ok Shaw apartment

wfth two. Mruites to beach, bu», supermar-

krts. Eleanor^on, 310-444-7879.

5-1 Room for Rent

2 Grad studento to share large room in Padflc
Palisades home. $550y^>erson. Pool and ten-

nls courts prhrllene. 31 0-454-3506.

BRENTWOOD SSOQAnonth. Private bed/
bath in large home of single mother of two
small chikiren. Discount^ rent for babysit-

tlng. Female, non-snrwker. 310-395-0623.

GREAT LOCATION. Private room. 1 -block
from bus, ten minutes from UCLA, five

minutes from 405 and 10. WashecA>ier.
$42 5/mo. 310-815-1565.

LARGE ROOM, private bath, furnished^

-kitchenette, walk- in closet CIom to UCLA.
$45(Vimonth. 310-826-8588 am, or 470-3616
pm.

PALA4S. FEMALE TO RENT own roonVbath in

2-bdrm tOMmhouse. near buses, security,

parking, laundry, fireplace. %AW/ma. 310-
841-6146.

WESTWOOD, prhrate. large roonVbath in

ftjrnished guesthouse. $46C^Wwnth. Electric

stove, street paricing, very clean artd bright
Call 310-474-3139.

WESTWOOD. Fumished single, frjil kitchen,

full bathroom, heater, parking, priv^e, ckxe
to UCLA. Walk to Westwood Bl.-Pavilion.

Utilities paid. $497. Females only. 310-474-
1749.

55 Sublet

PALMS, own roonVbath in 2-bedroom apart-

ment Pool, gym, laundry, parking, cable.

No pets.. N/S. Dec 1-feb 1. $3Sa'nfKJnth.

310-837.1041.
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58 House for Sale

Ba AIR, 3b<V2.5ba.-fbonus room.Syrs new;
quiet street, $529,000. 2607 Basil Lane, by
appt only, 10 minutes to UCLA, owner. 310-
271-7750

62 Room/Board for Help

BENEDICT CANYON, private room/bath in

house, 10-minuies to campus, grad student

w/car exchange for light duies. 310-273-
40oa

MORNING WORK for senior in exchar>ge kit

room and prhrate bathroom. (21 3)651-1 31 9.

ROOM, BOARD, PRIVATE BATH exchange
for assistance- light housekeeping, sonte

cooking, some driving. Female student W8-
906-1399.

ROOM^OARO -hSlOiVWK. Mother's helper

needed fe>r newly single mom. Mature, re-

sponsible, grad student preferred. Nkse Mar
Vista home, 15 min. from campus. 310-397-
6445.

66 Tov/nhouse for Rent

2-be<^-bath townhouse. Quiet gated, park-
ing, central air and heat laurvlry. Open Sat-

urday/Sunday 12-5. $1020. 310-281-62^.

67 Condos for Sale

CONDO FOR SALE. Quiet Penthouse, near
campus. 2bdmV2ba in security building
W^vacy, amenities, view. Owner reduced
price. J. Thompson 310-471-6363x133.

68 Condos to Share

1-bdrm in 2-bdr/2.5-b(h, Wllshire Highrise
Cbhdo. Laundry facility within unit 24-hr.
security, valet parking, pool and gym. H/S.

$120(ymo. 310-475-7969.

FEMALE TO SHARE ROOM in nice condo,
large living room, kitchen, quiet security

buikling, walk to IKIA, %MOfma. 310-391-
2877.

69 Condos for Rent

1B0/IBA CONOO FOR LEASE. 1/2 block
from UCLA. High-rise buiMing. doormwi,
swimming pool. SlOOQAtw. Call Broker
010)824-0453.

3-bdmV2-bath condo on Hilgwd, very l»ge
and bri^ $17Sa 3-car pvking, security

building, wafklr^ distwKC to UCLA, 31a
471 4989.

CONDO FOR RENT In Palms area.

$87S^nonth. 2-bed/2-bath. Washer/Dryer,
stove, dishwasher, central air and heating, 2-
car security pariting and kHs of ston^. Eve-
lyn, 310-391-3853 or Steve, 310-391-6645.

70 Guest House for Rent

PALMS. Oeli^tfrjl garden guesthouse, 1 bed-

room, garden and cat kivers welcome,
$75atnimjtilities, available Dec 1. 310-

837-<248. C«Ttpus 51 1 09.

91 Insurance

94 Movers/Storage

lERRVS MOVING & DaiVERY. The careful

movers. ExperieiKed, reliable, same day de-
Ihrery. Packing & boxes. Will delhw boxes
free, jeny 310-391-5657.

TOM'S MOVING SERVICE. DEPENDABLE,
EXPERCNCED, REASONABLE LAST
MINUTE JOBS WaCOME. CALL 24 HRS.
310-452-2867.

95 Personal Service

100 Typing

NEED A PRIVATE SECRETARY? Over 15
years legal/htedi^l transcription .experience.
Notary Public. Macintosh w/lascr printer.

pjck-ut^tellvery. Brentwood. 310-472-0405.

WORD PROaSSING- All types, APA and
other (ormab, transcribing, resumes, DTP,
WordPerfect charts, gr^)^ l»er. Reason-
able rates, near campus. 31 0-470-0287.

95 Personal Service

too Typing

ACE TYPIST, ETC
GREAT LOOKING PAPERS AND APPLICA-
TIONS-SPECIAL RATE. WE DO ALL WP
AND RESUMES. RUSHES. 31 0-820-8830.

/lllstate
Insurance Oompony

(310)312-0204
1317 Westwood Blvd.
C2 biks. So. of Wllshire)

94 Movers Storage

HOf^ST MAN. W/14(t tnic3( and dollies,

small job*, short notice ok. Studer^ disroi^H

310 285 S688. CA. AZ. NV. Qj Bruirs.

LORI WASSERMN,MA
M.F.C.C. Registered Intern

• RELATIONSfflP SPECIALIST
• Individual, couple and
family therapy

• Eating disorders

• Stress Management
• Self Empowerment

MODERN SECRETARIAL SERVICES. 24-hour
service, pick-up and delivery, IBM and MAC,
Laser printing. Discount students. 5-minutes

from UCLA. Anxelica, 310-446-8899.

102 Music Lessons

DRUM LESSONS
All IcvelVrtyles with dedicated professional.
At your honte or WLA studio. 1st lesson free.

No drum set necessary. Neil 21 3-882-8509.

2211 Corinth Sl #203
Los Angeles, CA 90064

(310) 364-0449

Jan L.arson. M.A.. M.F.C.C.

Supervisor MT0I64O6

Im. #IMF23028

96 Services Offered

ATTN FILM STUDENTS: experienced sound
mixer arwi videocam operator will volunteer
time to your project Call Steve 310-859-
8594.

ATTN: MBA, LAW,
MED. APPLICANTS

Frustrated developing/editing your crHieUly-

^mportant personal statements? Get profes-

siortal help, competitive edge from nattlonal-

ly-known author/oonsultanL 310-826-4445

EAGLE-EYED PROOFREADER
Edits, theseVlpublications; tutors EnglishMudy
skills; trains time management/rtrMS reduc-

tion. Nadia Lawrence. PhD. 310-393-1951

.

lAW SCHOOLappucahon
PERSONAL SIATEMENr SIHESS?

Two published review editors

will help you:

• Compose& create
^.

•Etfit punrhntioD & gramnT
• Organize& stnictia-e yotr esBJ^r

to make it substantivtdjr elective and

technically accurate.

ContBct Cheii or Tom at
(310) 274-6187

PROFESSIONAL WRITINCVEDrnNC. Papers,

reports, statistics, proposals, research studies,

Masters, Ph.D. dissertations, college applica-

tkm essays. Any subject, style, icqulremer*.

213-871-1333.

TRANSLATIONS
Most languages and ftekk. Professional

work. Documertfs, papers, brochures, manu-
als,etc 213-933-1006.

WAhTT TO BE ACCEPTED? Save Unoe, frustra-

tion? Call for help devetopin^editlng persorv

al statements. Also edit papen, theses, dis-

sertations. Linda 310-392-1734.

Research, Writing, Editing

ALL levels, - ALL subjects Foreign

Students Welcome Fast Professional -

Quality guaranteed papers mx. for sale

Call Research 310-477-8226

M-FiaOOam-SrOOpm

BEAR'S RESEARCH,
WRITING, & EDITINd

AlMliiKli TliiiiMfa—rMum.

PAPPUS NOTFORSMJT ""

Shfon B«ar, Ph.D. (310) 47»<a62

98 Tutoring Offered

- MY TUTOR -

MATH^^YSICViTATISTICS. Tutoring sen^-

ice. FfMOOTMuitation. Reasorubic ran* ,

call Mv Tutor anytime Han W)Q)90.TlJTOlL

ECONOMICS TUTORING,
econonnta tutoring by

Undergraduate

graduate, with

5 yaara teaching yarlwiw, $1 5.0Qi^, wfth

fret oonMihation. Call 310-393-41 73.

Fnnd^SL, bilirwual

lorwbfa rates. Call 310477-4019.

MATH TUTORINC by PH.O. SlS^our. Cal-

culus, statMcs, probability, malh for physi-

ca(%ocial scifnc». SAT, GRE, LSAT, MCAT.
310-837-8998, pacer, 310^582-9626 NBO.

100 Typing

A CLASS ACT
Papers, (etteri, r»«umM, Jrrip«t, transcription,

labels. FREE 11^ editing laser prir^ing. Spell

chadufax Odw* Wek^*^. 3lt^«27 8023.

100 Typing

A PLUS WORDPROaSSINC. IBM/PC, Laser
printing, spellcheck; term papers, dlsserU-
tions, thesis, reports, manuscripts, transcrip-

tk>ns, etc. Fast turnaround. Call Bob 213-
851-0214.

GUITAR- INSTRUCTION. 15 years EXP. all

levels and styles. Patient and organized. Be-
ginner guitars f« sale $60. Sam 310-826-
9117.

"

GUITAR LESSOhC
All Acoustic styles. aassk:al, Latin, Jazz,

Folk. Teacher w/25-f yrs playing exp. Call
David 310-478-2420.

Guitar lessorv by a professional near UCLA.
All levels, guitars available. Call Jean 310-
476-4154.

Get
$10.00

SINGI Vocal technique-all levelsMylcs, per-

formance anxiety, associat^ate Lam, Sanu
Monica, near UCLA, free consultatkm, Carol
Tinxle 310-828-3100.

TODAY'S
CROSSWORD PUZZLE
ACROSS

\ifvf,^^ 1 Dinosaur imprint,

eg.
7 Happy feeling

15 Gallery
16 Scoffing

1

7

Farm gates
18 Prehistoric time
1

9

Extinct bird

20 Plants witfv^—

=

"^ fronds
21 Decimal base
22 Peel
24 Waiters'

handouts
25 Very large

26 Huge success
27 Sock hop
28 Boxer's

weapons
29 — prem.umr ^

scarce
30 "— upon a time"

31 Burst

32 Leading lady
34 Charming
38 Chicken — king

39 Paint layer

40 — de Janeiro
41 Like a seal

44 Avoids
45 Hotel
46 Flightless birds

47 Shorthand
48 Lawyer's prices

49 — and downs
50 Got along

51 Prince Valiant's

son
52 Ignominy
54 Fabrics
57 212 or 213
58 Beset
59 Printed (a sign)

60 Variegated

PREVIOUS PUZZLE SOLVED

M

N

B

: F

R

W
O

N

D

N

N

K

D

M

U
N

® 1994 United Feature Syncfica-.e

T

DOWN
'1 Musical notes
2 Morsel
3 Curved sword
4 Beauty —
5 Thought
6 Guitarist Paul
7 Perfume
8 False
9 Laborers
10 Domestic birds

1

1

Miner's find

12 Lariats

13 Eat,

14 Stafs' reps
20 Barrier

22 Former Iranian

ruler

23 High flyer

24 Heavenly food
25 CEOs, eg.
27 Napkin
28 Basins for holy

"IT

^
49

ST

water
,31 Baby grand
33 Rows
34 Injury

35 From the East
36 "Yours. — and

Ours"
37 Eternities

39 Rooted for

41 Medieval
42 Referee
43 Auburn
44 Walked

purposefully

47 Enjoy
48 Cold snap
50 Keep a

Straight —
51 And
53 Overweight
54 Machine pan
55 Scurry
56 Foxy

on your

Bruin

Gold

Card.

TICKLE

OUR
TASTEBUDS
AND THE
DAILY

BRUIN
WILL
TICKLE

YOURS.

Something's

Cooking
at the

Bruin!

Submit
a personal

favorite

recipe

and if it's

chosen
we'll

feature

your name
and

recipe in

the

paper's

ctasslfied

section.

APPETITE!
-drop recipe

submissions at

the Daily Bruin

front desk-

225 Kerckhoff Hall
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From page 32

Loren Peters, seeded within the

top 16 this weekend, is another
sophomore looking for action in

the stadium courts come January.

Although he compiled a 13-16
record last year, Martin sees big
potential in last year's No. 4 singles

player. According to the second-
year head coach, Peters bangs a
huge serve and a strong forehand.

Three other Bruins - Rae Cho,
Heath Montgomery and Eric Lin -
also have spots in the main draw.
Lev Shvarts, David Bain and Karl

Pazdemik open play today seeking

to qualify for a position in

Thursday's first round pairings.

On the doubles side, the depar-

ture of LeBlanc has forced the
coaching staff to do some experi-

menting. Two of UCLA's three

tandems will be making their

debuts this weekend, including the

1 1th ranked team of Janecek and
Lin, who are second in Irvine. The
duos of Taino-Cho and
Montgomery-Peters, who conq>iled^

a 4-2 record as the No. 3 doubles

pairing last year, will also see
action beginning Thursday.

Competition figures to be stiff

with Pac-10 rivals USC, Arizona
and Arizona State, but Martin
views the preseason as a chance for

players to fine-tune their games.

"Now is the time to gel in shape

and do some different things," he
said. "Once the season starts in

January, I don't want players tin-

kering with their games."

104 Resumes

A CUSTOMTYPE RESUME. Fast, professional,

reliable. Layout, e^ng, composition.
ResumeVcover letters^eference sheets. Conv
ptXer typesetting & laser printing. 310-470-
4999.

WINNING RESUMES: 1-hour service. Our
citenu get rcsulU. Open 7-days. 310-287-
278S.

105 Travel

Pans
NON-STOP

$195
Loncion
Frankfiirt

Boston
New York

$225*
$225*
$184*
$149*

Chicago $129*
•fares are tachv^ frori Los Aostks based on a
rokiKftp puchase. HotrictiorsappVand taws not
ncluded Caltordtovi^oridwidedestrwtnns.

Open Saturdays 10am • Spm

Council Ikavel
1093 Broxton A\«., 1220, los Angdes, CA 90024

310-908-3551
Eurailpasses

issued on-the-spot!

09 Autos for Sole

1977 4yU0l lOOLS. Outy duttc. Auto,

Am^m. CatMM, B7jOOOrhi, brand namr arv

gine, iTMiTNMton uninr warranty. Lwa new.

IrVbU aSw^a. lltOO. 310-35»4»46a

19U ^wd» 944, beautiM black on bladi.

mmnal, A^. Yokohama tiras, pullout aterao,

MMV dutch, MUST KLL. 13900. 310-479-

l4JJt

19M TOYOTA CAMRV. r*^ulll

NN« #1 310471-4404.

104 Resumes

1986 VW jETTA , WOLFSBURC ED. A/C
un/fm casket, leather, survroof. Good condi-
tion, new tires. One owner. $4200-obo.
310-284-5650.

1987 Honda Accord. Excellent condition,
" MT, cassette deck, power steering, interior,

5-speed, 4-door. $480(yobo. 213-954-8683.

1990 Toyota Camry 5-speed excellent cond.
50,000 miles $7,450 or obo. 310-393-6T8Bv.

85 VW Cab. convert., red w/black top,

78,000 original miles, 5-speed, very clean,

$4500 OBO, Day 310-477-6551, eve 213-
667-2386. Ask far Jeff Tach.

92 EAGLE TALON Tsi. Black/beige, turbo,

AWD, ABS, 23,000 miles, auto-transmission,

leather, AM/FM cassette, CD. immaculate
conditioni $1 5, SOtVobo. 31 0-824-971 3.

MUSTANG 5.0
1983 Cray Ford MusUng CT, V8, 5.0, 4-

speed, very fast New brakes, good interior.

13000. 310-777-9761/ijai8er, after 5:30pm.

Volkswagen jetU 87, looks brand new, 5-

speed, 4-door, A^, sunroof, stereo^casaette.

S480(yobo. 21 3-965-7628

'82 SKYLARK. ONE OWNER. Good a>ndl-
tion, low miles. Perfect for student S1200-
obo. Chris 310-471-0718.

'84 200SX Turbo. Excellent condRion. 5-

speed, sunroof, alt power options. Tinted
windows. $1500 stereo system. $3400. Call
after 6PM. 310-474-6445.

'87 HYUNDAI EXCEL. Good transportation.

$1250. 4-speed, Red with tan interior. 310-
474-2501 or after 7pm call 3 10-376-5931.

-88 VOLVO, TURBO GTO, 4^ioor, red,

black leather, 5-speed, sunroof, stereo, 104k
miles, $880(yobo. Call 8-Spm. 825-0731.

"91 Corvette. $21,OOtVobo. Loaded. Leather
interior, viper alarm, performance package,
frontAear radar, CD/cassette, excellent condi-
tion. Call Karen at 310-379-8373.

•92 ACURA INTEGRA GS. Black, automatic,

sunroof. Askinjt $13,900. 310-937-4569.

1 15 Scooters for Sole

MUST SEEI New, only 50 miles. Black, used
as Toyota Grand Prix official scooter,

Yamaha Riva-Razz. $75(Vobo.Call 310-478-

6995.

MUST SELLI Leave town in 2-weeks. YAMA-
HA 125 '87, White, w/2-helmets. Mock.
Good condition. Runs great, 95-registration.

$500. Steve 31 0-839-2547,

'88 HONDA ELITE 80, black, good condi-
tion, low miles, new battery tune-up, "95 reg-

istration paid, helmet, lode. $700. 310-445-
9564.

126 Furniture for Sole

AA SOFA SLEEPERS QUEEN AND FULL
SIZES, $180 far a limit«J time. Call Kevin
310-379 6596.

EXCEUEffT CONDITION famHure far sale.
Dining set, microwave, sterao-cabincL Book-
shelf, TV/VCR, refrigerator, enterUinment
c«««, barMand, many more. CaM Gndy
310-«74-755e.

^
KitchMi table and chairs, $10a Back tfrctch

rack. $100 andsbifoalsurf board, $50. 310-
442-9511.

MATTRESS SETS: Twin $45, lull $55, queen
$85, kings $95, bunkbeds. Delhrerles, phone
orders accepted. 310-372-2337.

NEW FURNITURE
BunUwds $125, Mattrats sati: Quaan $170,
full $140, Twin $110. Bedroom sets $350.

DIninK and lofa sets also. 31 04121 -0729.

128 Misc. for Sale

VIDEO CAME ARCADE ROUTE in LA. 12

years old. Net S25,00(yycar. Aaking $37,000
cash. 1-800-821-0094.

134 Computer/Typewriter

4fH, hh SOUND SYSTEM, 4-ram, 420HD,
voica-mail, mouaa, monitor, like

11 lift 310.444-261 2.

Y^^^^^^^^^^^^^rrr/yyy^y^^^^yyyyyyyj'y^y^y^^^^^^^yy^y^^^^^^y^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^y^^^^^^^^^

MbMMI 3MSX. $350. Don't p«s up this

. •ii-22S-0iOi.

baigrttl CaN ymr Wlow UCLA bruin far irv

Umi XT and AT cpmpman. Complala ay»-

tarna kmmmntf 1190. IMnten m^tilabi^ froM^

SS0Mdl.31O>aM-1222.

SOOTHV
Ingredients: 1 box of Lasagna Noodles (uncooked)

1 lb ground chicken (can substitute beef)

2 cups cottage cheese

1 cup Monterey Jack Cheese (shredded)

1 6 oz. can diced olives

2 cups salsa (hot, med, mild - choose)

Directions: 1) In large pot, boil water and cook 12-15 lasagna noodles.

2) In large skillet, cook ground chicken until loses pink
* color (5-lOmin.) Spice to liking w/salt and/or pepper.

3) Remove skillet from heat. In large bowl, combine cooked
chicken, diced olives, diced onion, cottage cheese,
and jack cheese. Mix well.

4) Next, gently roll up the noodle end-over-end, creating a
cylindrical roll. Lay the roll in a large, oven safe dish,

keeping the flap on bottom so it doesn't unroll.

5) Repeat steps 3 -»- 4 for each noodle until chicken mixture is

used up.

6) Pour the salsa over the roJIs and cover the dish wAin foil

7) Place the dish in an oven (pre-heated to 375) for 30 min
_ 8) Remove dish & let cool for 5 minutes before serving.

David Sinnonton can pick up $10 credit at the Bruin Gold Office

i
""'^

for submitting his recipe!

Kim Krull

KRULL
From page 32

percentage.

.- "I don't really feel any pressure
out on the court," Krull said. "I just

try to take things as they come. You
can't get tense and upset if some-
thing bad happens because things
will just go downhill. I just love
playing volleyball, there is nothing
like the feeling you get aftei^ a win
or after a great play."

While Krull's attitude has

"Kim Krull has a

certain way about

her. She deals with

this game in a

different way than

anybody else."

Kim Jagd

UCLA Assistant Head Coach

proven successful, it was not
always so well understood. In fact

during high school, in Decatur,
Ind., some recruiters were a little

perplexed by her on-court person-
ality.

"When I was being recruited
some coaches might have been a
little wbrried," Krull said. "They
looked at me like, 'What are you
doing out there?'"

Fortunately, Bruin coaches were
able to see the competitiveness
behind the smile of the high school

four-sport star - an inner desire that

helps her thrive in any competitive
situation.

"Even if she gives one of her
smiles after something bad ha^jens
on the court, she's always think-

ing," Jagd said. "It doesn't look
like it, but she's probably thinking

of a way to come back and be suc-

"lt*s nice to see

someone approach

the game the way
it*s supposed to be

played. It*s a game
and it*s fiin.**

Kim Jagd

UCLA Assistant Head Coach

cessful. She is unique in that she
can be highly competitive and fair-

ly loose at the same time."

On the fourth-ranked Bruin team
which has struggled to play consis-

tently at times during the season,
Knill s personality has remained a
constant. In fact, as the Bruins gear
up for a title run, Jagd hopes that

the effusive Krull personality con-
tinues to wear off on the team.

"It's neat to see someone
approach the game the way it's

supposed to be played," Jagd said.

'It's a game and it's fun and she

sees it for what it's supposed to

be."
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This Spot Can Be Yours!

MerSse in the Da\\j%(m

TEAM OUTFITTER
CUSTOM T-SHIRT

OFFIGIAL

WORLD CUP

f^ APPlBn. 8 80DVENIBS

IrOFfSlOE^ '/^^' SPORTS APPAREL •
11710 Santa Monica Blvd. W. LA. • 310.207.4226
19555 Ventura Blvd. Tarzana • 818.706.2530

'^^"^mmmm hair?
Remove it permaneiitly

ELECTlioLYSISr
1081 Westwood Blvd. Suite 224

Westwood Village

call Lisa at

(310)208-2045
complimentary consultation

Bevepli^ Hills Arne-Skin Capp Clinir

/\cnc-A I pegfable
•Dccp-pore cleaning • Chemical pcd
• Non-suigical face lift • Rquveoation

• Wj cany the most effective product for problem skin.

Dramatic Results in 1 month guaranteed!

30% offW visit!

Knli. rNuri I'll. «
*S liiili.i |.(irii 11(1(11 lu<-*';il i.(|tliJj;'J.'l. .;

"What a difTerence it has made**

Ltt Iht Jdn bmollig frwltj »wtfiout cla|qej po-wi

Thif letter is a testimony of my benefiu from Beveriy Hills Acne-Skin Care
Clinic. I had never had previous severe acne proUems until my 1st year in o^ege.
It was a very dqnessing situation and seemed to be getting progressively worse. I
can still remember how painful the skin condition was - both physically and
emodonally.

There was hope I realized when I came to BH Acne-Skin Care Clinic. Maiy had
much expertise and she knew how I was feeling. Even better, the knew how to
relieve me of my problem. After, my skin began to clear up. What a wonderful
feeling it was to know that my condition could be solved! I higihly recommend
anyone who has aci}e{)roblems to this clinic. It really works I

Qan Benson

UCLA Student. Senior

. w"
UCLA Career Network
YouroonneWon to UCLA alumnipmlession^ ... andgelling tie edge on yourMutt.

veiy career

uIj

there's a UCLA alum
who can help

yoitpt there.

More than 3,200 alumni

in most fields are available to help you

decide on a career choice.

Explore the possibilities.

Visit the Career Itetviroifc desk

second floor, James West Alumni Center

For more Information, call 825-UCLA.

Ttie Camef Newark

Is free to ^1 students

and members of^
Alumni Association

UCUUimil
* » I o i: I * T I U N

m appndate Kaplan's ^^^^^- j* ^b
support Inhe^ng to %#1"1.#1N

spooaof CatsBf

Malwofkpn^ams.

*» »«• >—t OJ»iWor>,

i-NMo-K \r-ii:si

J

V,
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MEYER

.»

From page 32

(N- out of whack, rm responsible for

slowing down our team and keep-

ing control of the ball."

Meyer has proven effective so far

this season, helping to lead the

men's soccer team to the top spot in

the Western region. While he has
tallied just five points this year,

Meyer's true function has been to

distribute the ball and prevent oppo-
nents from doing likewise.

"I really like attacking, but

defending is always a necessity,"

Meyer said. "So whatever attacking

I can do above and beyond keeping

control of the game, then that's

what I like to do - it all depends on
each game."

Meyer's role is key for UCLA's
offensive set-up this season, which
features fiv^ players at midfield,

with Meyer patrolling the middle
and assessing the situation's needs.

'*He's sort of the in-between mid-

fielder," UCLA head coach Sigi

Schmid said. "He's, not really the

attacking midfielder, he's not really

the defending midfielder. He's the

one who sometimes gets forward
and who sometimes holds for us."

This versatile role in the middle
is not new to Meyer, who played

this type of position in high school.

He has seen great improvement
finom last year, his fu^t at UCLA.

"I think this year's been a com-
plete 1 80 degree tiirn from last

year," Meyer sakl. "For me it's been

a lot nK)re fun because I've played a

lot, and I think that I've developed a
lot more respect from the team - the

first year coming into college is

hard, and it takes a year to get into

the role you're going to play on the

team."

But playing at UCLA has meant
that Kfeyer has had to sacrifice goal-

scoring, a departure from his high

school days when attacking was his

main priority.

"I definitely miss the scoring,"

Meyer said. "In high school, I was
more of a goal-scorer and that's

because it was a totally different

game. But no matter what people
say, you always want to have the

numbers because that's how you get

respect a lot of the time."

And that means Meyer has to be
selective about when he chooses to

attack.

**rm trying lo play forward a lot

nnore yet at tfie same time keeping
possessk>n of the ball and not mak-
ing errant passes," Meyer said. **l

want to [day forward with a purpose

and at the right time."

Meyer plans to help UCLA cre-

ate as many scoring (^^x»tunities as

—

possible, even if he's not the one
scoring.

"Wten we play one- and two-
touch, better things happen than

when we play individually," Meyer
said. "I guess my focus is just to win
and to keep control of the game."

ember Debates
Learn

Debating

Techniques

Members Only!

Free food and drinks

Get The StRaiQHT Story On Braces.
What's the cost ' What's the best procedure / What's the right age?

Call Fra- Free ConsulUtk>n:

(310)826-7494
Specializing in Braces for Adults & Children

ImrisibU • RtmovabU • TraStiomal • EMrepcan Surgical OrthoJontict • Cosmetic Porctkdn

BRENTWOOD ORTHODONTIC CENTER
Dr. Nader Dayaal, Certified SpcclirilBt

11645 Wilshire Blvd.. Saite 802 18124 Culver Drive, SuiteA
a-€3-C=] Brentwood (310) 826 - 7494 Irvine (714) 552 - 5890 C3-€3-e

wmssmmsmm.

Hot Hair Salon

Spedolizing in

BLACK HAIR (ME

$45+up Retouch & Rdaxer

$25+up Blow Diy£i:url

Student Special

1007BROXTONM.

WESTWOODVILIAGE

(310)208-3698—''^—
COMTACTANA —

—

THURSDAY. NOVEMBER 3rd!
y":i:i!^^:

"»

yo r G orjerrto r

KATHLEEN
Restore the

KKYIVOTK SPEAKKK

TREEZETFffiFEES
r

AND NO ON PROP 187 RALLY

FROM 12:00 TO 1:00 PM
IN ACKERMAN GRAND BALLRCX)M

INTERNET: katbrowndnetcom.com

sponsored by the Bruin Democrats, Bniin NOW, and UCLA Student Organizations

Labor Donated
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MARION
From page 30

freestyle and earning All-American
honors in the 5(X) free while in high

school. She earned the women's
swim "Hardest Worker" award in

her first year as a Bruin. In her sec-

ond year she was the "Most
Improved Swimmer." Nobody typ-

ifies the team saying that "No one
beats a Bruin into the wall" better

than Marion.

Distance is her fort6. her best

events being the 400 individual
medley and the mile. The 400 IM is

aniong the toughest events in

swimming because of its combina-
tion of all four swimming strokes
in one long race. Marion's lack of a
single bad stroke makes her suc-

ce^ful in this event
*^ like that event. When I get on

the platform I know that it's my
event," Marion said. "I don't really

have a single awftil stroke so when
I put them all together I don't have
a weak point. I also have endurance
that a lot of people don't have

because Fm a distance swimmer."
This endurance did not come

naturally; it is the product of inten-

sive year-round conditioning. Since
coming to UCLA she has spent at

least 25 hours a week training to

keep in top form. Pool time is just

part of this effort, complemented
by weightlifting, running and aero-

bics. Marion values being an ath-

lete, and the 21 -year-old intends to

remain in shap6 after her last race.

"I'd like to be a personal train-

er," said Marion. "I want to stay fit

and really value being an athlete.

I'm a very active person and I'm a

people person. I just don't see
myself at a desk."

Perhaps the most valuable asset

Marion will provide the young
Bruin team this season is her irre-

pressible optimism and good
humor. During meets or practices

when other swimmers are not com-
peting well or are in pain because
of the rigors of events Marion will

provide a little joke or a comical
gesture to ease the situation.

"I contribute a really good, posi-

tive attitude to the team because

bad attitude travels fast," Marion
said. ""I U7 to make light of a bad
situation and I love to make people
laugh." *

Marion's goal in her last colle-

giate season is to give it all she has
and finish with a positive note.

"Once March comes around,
regardless of whether I end my sea-

son at the Pac-lOs or the NCAAs,
I'm hanging up my Speedos," said

Marion. "This is it for me and I just

want to know that I gave 100 per-

cent and finish with a smile on my
face."

MAaNTOSH
Computer Instruction
• One-on-one
• Learn basic stuff, or MS Word,
Claris Wori<s, MS Works,
PageMaker, and more

• Icon teach whereYOUare on YOUR computer
Low rates • call Jim 310/472-3770

J^iiatriLibj CT^cuai^n^ii <^:A/[onJtfi

Siji Ij«)o*)( H^erbktpi vill b«

kiW tnrf T«is4if " ini

WUrh^ *iri«) tiM MBtll tf

NMMibcr. TIm Mrbktpf niy

k« iMnM M ilthtr Tiitsdiy u
WWautftf (tiM 1*1111 Imim Mill

ki iMgbt Ulk Ufi uck wuk).

ENk MUtillf will ((Bfiii

VKikilirY <!>•* ut k« «it4

i*itp«*JMtlf fron tki prrviMi

utiagt w c««ilt<iv(lf if foa

(tUnJ (M tttiiM uck wuk.

All worbkapi will k« ktli frtn

12:00 - trOQ t.w. i, >K. t,

Vill« B..ri g...

Topics:
•Tuesday and Wednesday, Kovembcr 1st and indt
'Saying HeUo' • Greetings, alphabet, numbers
•Tuesday and Wednesday, November 9%3\ and 9th:
'Getting to Know You* . Classes, Jobs, hobbles

•Tuesday and Wednesilay, November ISth and X6th:
"The People Around You" - Family, friends, etc.

^Tuesday and Wednesday, November xxnd and ijrd:
"Your Favorite Things' - Colors, foods, holidays _
•Tuesday and Wednesday, November 29th and loth:
"Emergency!" • Emergencies, health, safety commands

1!^
For mere information call:

OSD: 825-1501 (voicelor 206-6063 (TDD)

USD: 206-0926

a V E

Daily News

BASKETBALL
FAMILY DAY

UCLA Student & fan drawing for

Duke tickets

• Siam Dunk contest

Supershot men's and women's
team competition

3 Point shooting contest
UCLA student & fan sliooting

contest
• FREE l-laagen Dazs ice cream,

Miller-Sharp's, Powerbar,
Gatorade, team posters

• See the public debut of the 4 new
men's and women's Freshmen

FREE ADMISSION
PAULEY PAVILION

SUNDAY, NOVEMBER 6 AT 1 PM
INFO: 310-206-4458

sups ICffiSil^ ^^ PowerBar

pixiA vsm
Italian Restauiant

207-5900
an18"

(it's huge!)

OiuH^iWl

rJ
\i4l^iJU^ with^C44

11628SAmA MONICA BLVD.
SUN-THURS 11-12 AM • FRI & SAT 11-2 AM
IS inch Rzza

. 2 Toppings
j

i (4 A QQ X-LARGe"
oniy|a99 i9mi77 ^^^o^

plus Gartic Breod and 2 Cokes
I

> yourh«»t(Mii

Md $1 axJ TOte It OT ix-lflg)0j8;_
j L J_ _yiP„ ?!_„

ti AA ^/% TM ! I Spaghetti and Garlic bread

yliW'^"'^'®^ I
' only$2J9

Chicken Hot Wngs and Fries
j

i

^°^^®"'"' ^"^
^^%^S

with order of PJzza Ifmmmwnorderse.oo
^^'^^^'^

^ A^ fl^t4^ ^ ^tCM^^>itUXlafx

A Silent Interfal ^tPropositlbhiSr
xbJi;'

J:hln or Thick Crust, NO EXTRA CHARQEI
Lowfat cheese available upon request.

Join Men and Women from UCLA's Faith Communities for

One Hour Silent Prayer and Meditation In Witness Against

Proposition 187.

Thursday November 3rd

12:00 til 1:00

Meyerhoff Park
Sponsored by the University Religious *

Conference at UCLA
QOOHilgard
208-5055

f c
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Marion goes distance for wc ^^n's swim

Jamie Marion
UCLA Sports mto

By Ross Borsot

Blazing blue eyes that dance to

ihe rhythm of her voice and a rip-

roaring laugh are two reasons to

believe Jamie Marion's claim that

she is a silly person. Bulging
biceps and a physique resembling

chiseled rock suggest otherwise.

The combination of an outgoing
positive attitude ^nd an untiring

work ethic has proven successful

for the fourth-year Bruin swim-

UCLA senior brings a positive
attitude, humor to rigors of swimming
mer. than she left did my float rip,mer.

Marion's initial foray into the

water when she was two years old

almost became her last, as she
nearly drowned in her backyard
pool because of the failure of her

flotation device.

"My mom ran into the house
for just a second and no sooner

than she left did my float rip,"

Marion said. "I fell right in and
my brother saved my life."

With only this experience to

build on, Marion began competi-
tive swimming at seven. She fol-

lowed her older brother's
footsteps to the pool as a means to

gain recognition.

**My older brother was getting a

lot of attention and my sister and I

were really jealous so my mom
took us (to the neighborhood
pool) and we tried out," Marion
said. "I had no idea how to swim.
I was scared, but I learned real

quick."

Marion arrived at UCLA in

1991 after breaking, the Georgia
prep state record in the 16S0-yard

See MARION, page 29

SmPT POWER
HiLLELPRESENTSAN ENTIRELYSTUDENTT-CREATED-
PREPARED-CCX)KED-DEVELOPED-LED-PERFORMED-
DESIGNED-RUN SHABBAT.PROGRAM. JoiN US FOR WARM
SERVICES LED BY STUDENTS, A GREAT MEAL PREPARED

, BY STUDENTS AND STIMULATING CONVERSATION FOR
ALL STUDENTS.

Student Shabbat
Friday, November 4, 1994

6:30 PM
Hillel, 900 Hilgard at LeConte

Only $5
^all Hillel to R.S.V.P. 208-3081

by 2pni Thursday, Nov. 3

Hillel

The Center of Jewish Life on Campus

Sponsored by Hillel Jewish Students organization

OF YOl m^i
4 W\ 111 i/li JL» Si 3-.V i i

but 85% of the ucia market will.

Mdth the odds,

ADVERTISE Nil

^
The University of Oxford

and
The George Washington University

jointprogramme— m

International
Human Rights

Taw
New College, Oxford

; 2-28 July 1995

For more information, please contact

Dr. Donna Scarboro

Summer and Experimental Programs y^
The George Washington University

2121 Eye Street, NW
Suite 602F

Washington, DC 20052

telephone: (202)994-6360

£icsimile: (202) 994-9133

Tbe George Washington University is an equal opportunity institution.

4r "4/

f INTERESTED IN

SPENDING A YEAR AT THE

CENTER OF UNIVERSITY

POWER? ^^
Applications for the UC Student
Regent position for 1995-96 are

available at: ;

^•A — -

Office of the Assistant Vice Chancellor,

Student and Campus-Life
1104 Murphy Hall

James West Center - 325 Westwood Plaza

Undergraduate and Graduate Student
Government Offices

3rd Floor, Kerckhoff Hall

The Center for Student Programming
337 Plaza Building

Ackerman Union Information -A Level

Residence Halls

Assistant Directors' Offices

Student Regent is a voting menribeiv—

selected for one academic year. In

addition to having all travel and
accommodation expenses paid, the

Student Regent will receive a waiver of all

tuition and fees for that year.

Application Deadline: 5 p.m.

on Friday, November 4, 1994

Chancellor's Office,

2147 Murphy Hall

Undergraduate, graduate, and
professional students in good

standing are encouraged to apply.

%r
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Counter attack key element in water polo strategy
Bruins lose Sutter,

postseason hopes

f'emain uncertain

By Esther Hul
Daily Bruin Senior Staff

Junior water polo player Mark
Sutter will indeed be sidelined for

the season after inji^ring his knee
last Sunday. The doctor diagnosed
a torn meniscus in Sutter's right

knee and Sutter will undergo
surgery Friday to be followed by
four to six weeks in a c^t.

Sutter tore the cartilage in his

knee the day before Halloween in

what was a bizairc repeat of a torn

meniscus that he suffered last

spring in his left knee. That time it

hai^ned on April Fool's Day.

After having surgery last spring,

Sutter went through almost five

months of rehabilitation before
returning to the water a week
before the 1994 season started.

'This injury is hard because it

takes so long to heal," Sutter said.

"Also, the doctors don't exactly
understand what causes it.

Generally people get this injury
playing a land sport where there's

twisting and pounding on your
knees. It's not something that

you're supposed to get playing
water polo."

• • •

It's been a topsy turvy season for

NCAA men's water polo, and it

seems like everyone is beating
everyone else. No. 1 Stanford, No.
2 use and No. 3 California are

shoe-ins for the rapidly approach-

ing NCAA^tqumament selection.

However, not many in the sport

will venture an opinion as to which
of UCLA, Pepperdine, and Pacific

will grab the two remaining tourna-

ment qualifications.

Here's a look at why:
No. 3 Pepperdine is ranked high>

er than the other contenders for the

NCAA bids but has lost to Pacific

and UCLA this season.

UCLA hasn't beaten USC or
Stanford, but started ofT the season

by beating Cal in a conference
match for the first time in three

years. Cal is the only team in the

country which has beaten Stanford

this season.
However, the
Bruins later lost

to the Bears 5-8.

UCLA is now
1-1 with
Pepperdine,
Pacific and Cal.

Pacific is a

strong team,
which has beat-

en UCLA and
Pepperdine. But the Tigers have
been beaten twice by UC Santa
Barbara.

With a logjam at 1-1, no one can
predict who will emerge in the top

five, and the decisions won't be
handed out until after the MPSF
tournament Nov. 11-13. According
to UCLA head coach Guy Baker,
the decision for UCLA could come
down to the last conference match
with USC on Nov. 19.

"It's been a crazy year," UCLA
team captain Scott Turner said. "A
lot of underdog teams are beating
the higher ranked teams. It just
shows that the talent is evening
out"

Junior driver Adam Krikorian and
to the NCAA Tournament.

The crowd watches as UCLA
defends its goal against an oppos-
ing team. The ball passes back and
forth, into the hole man and back,

when an outbreak of chaos results

in the possession of the ball by
UCLA goal keeper Matt Swanson.
Swanson passes the ball the length

of the pool to the swimming Turner
who, unguarded, shoots for a score.

It's a strategy known as the
counter attack and it is the UCLA
men's water polo team's specialty.

"We're a counter attack team

JON FERRE Y/Daily Bfuin

the rest of the UCLA water polo team are hoping for an invitation

because we're small and fast,"

Turner said. "It keeps the referees

out of it and it's a really good way
to score."

A counter attack results from
any quick change of possession,

including steals, turnovers, or bad
shots. The ball goes to the goal-
keeper who passes it to an already

swimming player, who hopefully
beats the other team to the other
side. A successful counter attack

depends on the good judgment and
passing ability of the goalkeeper,

and the anticipation of his team-

mates.

"You \ry to anticipate changes in

possession so you can get just that

little advantage," Turner said. "I try

to take off before the guy next to

me knows about rt, and with a good
goalie you can anticipate more."

'*Once the goalie has the ball

he's like the quarterback," Baker
said. "He has lo decide where to

pass the ball and whether to pass it

deep or short. Our counter attack

has gotten better as this year's pro-

gressed because the players have
gained confidence in Matt."
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So Yoirre Tai<ing tiie MCAT April 22nd.
^u. /

PROFESSIONAL

WhaCs Hic Plan? <MCAT>
PREP COURSE

F«b4-10

ltab2S-Mar3

WHY WAIT?
Open Sam to Spin
—-Prompt, caring service - -

• Primary Care
• Women's center

A

• No Appointtnent Necessary

An Immediate Care Center

lMor4-10
iMarll-l?

|Mar2S-3l

Sulurouy

Phyriql

Phyiic»2

Ph3r«ici3

Ph3r»ic»4

PtiytiaS GcnChemS
Phyric»6

Phyrict?

Phyricig

Phy»iq9
finals Week
PhyiicilO

0-Chem3
PncMCATl
PncMCAT2

Gen Chem 1

GenChcm2
CcnChcmS
Gen Chem 4

Gen Chem 6

Gen Chem 7

Gen Chem 8

O-Chem 1_
FtnatsWe&k

CyChtml
OChem4
0<;hem5

»»o«ogyi

Biology!

Biology 3

Biology 4

"tologyS

Biology 6

Biology?

BloloBr8_

Biology 9

Finals Week

i»?>?ff«L

y»d. Evning

OffutHn

OfficeHn

Finals Week
OffJCKHn

OfficeHn

VJUWritingl
V.ILAVriting2

V.R7Writing3

V.RyWriting4

V.iUWriting5

V.RyWritingt

V.RTWriting?

VJLAVritingS

V.R7Writing9 Day Off
FkxjIsWeek

OffkeHn

Thuraday

OfficeHn

OfficeHn

Finc^Week

OfficeHn

OfficeHn \OfficeHnDEADWEEK»DBAPW EEK'DEADWEBK
lAprl 22nd... Th« MCATI Class l^ength: 2.5houfs

Dij^Boetic tl

DiiyMWtic»2

[ •» 2 houre at home recommended)

mkeOlpace

Medlpace Medical Group
1990 westwood Blvd.
Lx)s Angeles, Ca 90025
(310)470-8880

Most Insurance and
credit cards accepted.

The Most Compii'te nnd Intensive MCAT Prep Course in the Country

Ut Aw.ird-Winning Instructors (4 or =; \I s/i'h.l). Unci i-vports for Ssuhjccts)

\0 44 SepcHilto Meetings (12 weeks, -1 elasscs per ueek. 2.=; Ins prnl.iss)

O* Hundreds of MCA I Pr»utice Passages (u/ Intuitive Solutions)

\0 Stinuilating Corueptual Science Outlines (()\er l,()()i) p.ii;es)

\0 I hoiough lusting (2 Di.i-nosiics, 2 I'roitmed, =^ IV.ictice MCAIs)

\0 Optimum Pacing, Optimum Moti\ ation to Study

\0 I nparalleled X'eibal Program (13 ess.ns written)

\0 I xcc'llent Results (lis 10.4, rs 10. \ \ K m,2, \\ l'>

O Small, Personalized Classes (24 or kssi

. 800MD-BOUND
\0 Applie.ilions Assislance Center
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—
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The smiling assassin

JON FERREY/CMy Bnjtn

Kim Krull is fourth In the conference in blocks
and third in kills and tiitting percentage.

By Eric Branch
Daily Bruin Staff —
Earlier in the season in a match

against UC Santa Barbara. Kim
Krull sprang up from her mid-

dle blocker position, took a quick set

and planted a Mikasa imprint square

in the face of her defenseless oppo-
nent.

Her reaction to one of volleybairs

crowning achievements?

Uncontrollable laughter.

Welcome to the world of UCLA
volleyball's sophomore middle block-
er, where smiles are cheap, the sky is

always blue and pressure is a foreign

word.

"Kim Krull has a certain way about
her," UCLA volleyball assistant coach
Kim Jagd said. "She deals with this

game in a different way than anybody
else.

"When she hit that girl in the face,

she was like, 'Hey, I did that, that's

pretty funny.' That's just her way."
For Krull, that means spending her

time on the volleyball court laughing.

On the court,

sophomore middle

blocker Kim KrulPs

ever-present smile

would indicate a

light-hearted

approach to the

game
of volleyball.

On the

contrary, Krull is

known for her

intense,

competitive nature.

screaming and basically playing as if

she were an 8-year-old at recess, lb
teammates she's a dream, t^ oppo-
nents she's a smiling assassin, a Jack

the Ripper with a pleasant grin. ,

UCLA sophomore setter Kelly

Flannigan, who has known Krull

since they were juniors in high

school, is not sure if anything affects

her.

"I don't know how much Kim real-

ly worries about a lot of things,"

Flannigan said. **She never dwells on
mistakes and pressure never really

gets UihcT. She just has fun with the

game." '

However, Krull is slightly more
than a cheerleader in a volleyball uni-

form. Last year, she was named the

National Freshman of the Year while

being named to the All-Pacific- 10

first team. This season, Krull has

responded to the pressure of high

expectations by placing fourth in the

conference in blocks while ranking

third on the team in kills and hitting

,
See KRULL, page 27

. tennis off to Irvine

for Rolex Invitationai
Janecek expected to

lead Bruins in early

season tournament
By Chris Isidro

The UCLA men's tennis team begins pre-

season preparations this week at the Rolex
Western Regional Invitational in Irvine. And
although the NCAA Tournament is still

months away, this weekend is a chance for

players to refine the skills they will need to

compete in Athens, Ga.
The fourth-ranked Bruins appear poised

for a title run as they return six of their seven
top players from last year's 22-6 squad that

reached the semifinals of the NCAA's. The
only player not returning is Sebastian
LeBlanc, who opted to turn professional
over the summer.

"We're looking real good." UCLA head
coach Billy Martin said. "The kids arc a lot

more confident than last year." \ ./.

Senior Robert Janecek, ranked No. 2 in

the nation, spearheads the deep and experi-

enced Bruin squad. As the top seed at the

Rolex Invite, he is looking to rebound fronr

last month's second-round upset against

-Florida's Damon Henkel at the All-
American Championships.

Janecek, according to Martin, may have
fallen victim to a heavy workload - includ-

ing four summer school classes - that put
him behind in his uaining.

"(Janecek's) game is just now coming
around." Martin said. "It's a credit to him

for making the effort to catch up with his

courses and get his degree on time."

Janecek, who accumulated a 34-9 record

last year and an impressive 19-4 showing in

the No. 1 singles position, dominates the
opposition with his killer ground strokes.

"He has a big forehand and a solid back-
hand," Martin said. "He also mixes it up
with a little serve and volley, but he is some-
one you could term as a baseliner."

^ric Taino, the sixth seed at the Rolex
Invite, is returning from a 25-11 freshman
campaign which included a 16-7 record in

the No. 3 singles spot. His strength lies in a
devastating backhand which he hits flat with
plenty of pace.

"When (Taino) is on. he has the best
backhand in college tennis, and maybe even
the pros," Martin said. -

See 1ENNIS, page 26

On deck

What Rolex Western Regional

V\mef: Men's tem^

CHRIS SEUGMAH/Oai»y Brum

IMIy Bruin He Photo

Throughout the course of a game, UCLA's second year player Caleb Meyer can
switch from an attacker to a defender as he patrols the midfield.

Setting
the pace

Caleb Meyer
controls the tempo

of the game by

switching

gears in the midfield

By Tim Costner
Daily Bruin Senior Staff

Although he constantly changes his

role from attacker to defender

throughout the game. UCLA soc-

cer's Caleb Meyer has become the

Bruins' catalyst this season.

But his presence in the midfield is

hanJly reflected in the statistics.

**I think that my role on the team is to

keep control of the midfield and to keep
the tempo of the ganfie under control,"

Meyer said. "If it gets too helter-skelter

Caa page 28
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USAC officer resigns
Rudinskas cites

administrative,

school problems

By Gil Hopenstand
Daily Bruin Senior Staff

Bruin undergrads will soon be

asked back to the polls to elect a

new undergraduate facilities com-
missioner in light of the current

officer's resignation.

Peter Rudinskas announced his

resignation at the Undergraduate
Students Association Council meet-

ing Tuesday night, citing only acad-

emic and administrative problems
for his leaving.

Although he will no longer have

a vote on the council, Rudinskas
promised to remain active in stu-

dent government.

"I will continue to see that the

commission's work is fulfilled and

that the on-going projects are com-

Briefly

5 days until

the election

Inside After Hours

After Hours
Is back!
Look inside to find out

why L.A. nightlife isn't and
why students look for a

place that packs a beat
With a new structure. After

Hours can be your guide

jive in Los Angeles.

See page 20

Back Page

Father figure
There is more to UCLA

basketball's Ed O'Bannon
than slam dunks and

rebounds. On the court, he
has become the leader of

the Bruins. Off the court,

he's a father to his young
son ...

See page 40

Peter Rudinskas

pleted. I consider it a solemn trust

to the peq>le that voted for me," he

saidr

In light of his confusing resigna-

tion, Rudinskas offered to hold a

fcMiim meeting Friday at 12:30 p.m.

to answer questions.

Student government members
said they were saddened by the

news of Rudinskas' departupe.

"I am very disappointed in the

fact that Peter had to resign from
USAC," said Rob Greenhalgh,
association president. '*He was a

valuable asset, not only as facilities

commissioner, but also as a council

member. He has done more in-Uje

last five months than many previ-

ous facilities commissioners have
done in the course of their entire

year."

Other officials said Rudinskas'

academic and administrative obsta-

cles might be a result of the time he

invested into his position.

"The situation is ironic because

he has dedicated so much time (to

the commission), his academics
were compromised," said Alice

Bae, the association's academic
affairs commissioner.

While Rudinskas expressed opti-

mism that he will to return to the

commission as soon as his adminis-

trative problems are resolved, a

general election must be held with-

in 15 school days to fill the now-
vacant position.

For forum info call 825-1483.

Pet cemetery

JEFF FU/Daily Bruin

Scott Garvey, a CALPIRG volunteer talks to Thesa Hall, a

theater/dance student at the endangered species cemetery.

Experts say Prop. 187
violates Constitution-
UCLA professors

predict problems

if initiative passes

By Phillip Carter
Dally Bruin Staff

In anticipation of what may be

California's most-heated proposi-

tion battle ever, UCLA legal

experts are analyzing Proposition

187 and predicting a rough future

in the federal court system if it

passes.

Certain Bruin experts on federal

law said that the constitutional

issues behind Proposition 187
have already been decided in a

previous U.S. Supreme Court

decision.

"There's a very clear precedent

on the book (called) Plyler vs.

Doe, from Texas," UCLA law
Professor John Wiley said. "The
Supreme Court decided .in 1982
that the Texas statute violated the

U.S. Constitution."

Plyler vs. Doe was a case
involving a Texas law that denied

public education to illegal immi-
grant children. Unlike the ballot

initiative form of Proposition 1 87,

the law challenged in the Plyler

case was passed by the Texas leg-

islature.

In th§t case, the court ruled to

overturn the Texas law and grant

the right to public education to

Brown to visit UCLA
By Phillip Carter
Daily Bruin Staff

State Treasurer and Democratic
gubernatorial candidate Kathleen
Brown will visit UCLA Thursday
to speak at a "Freeze the Fees"
noontime rally being held in

Ackerman Grand Ballroom.

The rally, occurring a scant five

days before the election, is part of

a concerted thrust on the part of

the Brown campaign to target

campus voters.

"(Brown's) visit to UCLA is a

final push to encourage students to

get to the polls on election day,"

Brown campaign spokeswoman
Jennifer
Openshaw
said. "(She) has

promised no
tuition increas-

es next year as

part of a major
campaign pro-

posal to make
coflege more
affordable and
more accessi-

ble."

Brown's visit to UCLA is part

of a 29-hour bus tour, which also

includes a fundraising event at the

House of Blues Thursday night.

This is the first formal visit

Brown has made to the UCLA
campus during the campaign;
however, she has made several

campaign stops in the local area,

including one on Sunday at her

campaign headquarters in Santa

Monica.

At that rally. Brown criticized

Republican opponent Gov. Pete

Wilson for his campaign's support

of and focus on Proposition 187,

which would deny some state ser^

vices to illegal immigrants.

"Pete Wilson has wrapped him-

self around Prop. 187 and now
voters are realizing that there's not

Kathleen Brown

a dollar in it for border guards, or

employer sanctions for non-com-
pliance," said Brown, who is

using the rally to build support for

her economic plan, which details

Brown's proposed fiscal policies

for her first teim of office, should

she be elected.

Until two months ago. Brown
was seen as the favorite to win this

year's California gubernatorial

election. Recently, however,
Wilson's ratings have recovered,

and a recent poll gives him a three

percent lead among all voters and
a 12 percent lead among likely

voters.

The strategy for the Brown
campaign allows for losses in tra-

ditionally conservative areas like

Orange County and central
California, and high margins of

victory in areas like Los Angeles
arid the San Francisco Bay Area.

UCLA, among other state univer

sities, is a linchpin in the Brown
strategy, providing valuable vol-

unteers and votes for her election

bid, according to campaign offi-

cials.

Thursday's rally is being spon-

sored by the Bruin Democrats, the

Bruin National Organization for

Women and other UCLA student

organizations. Admission is free.

Wilson remains firm

on 'Save Our State'

See LAW, page 10

By Rick Orlov

Los Angeles Daily News

Gov. Pete Wilson says he would
seek court orders requiring offi-

cials to enforce Proposi^on 187 if

the initiative is approved div voters

next week but does not believe

criminal penal-

ties could be
imposed" on-

those who
refuse to com-
ply.

Proposition 187

would deny
most public
services to ille-

gal immigrants

and require
state and local

officials to report people suspected

of being illegal aliens to the U.S.

Immigration and Naturalization

Service.

Wilson, who has tied his re-

election campaign to support of

Proposition 1 87, said Tiiesday that

he would go to court if any state,

health or school officials refused

to implement the measure.

"I would seek a writ of mandate

to require implementation of the

law," Wilson said at a Los Angeles

news conference. "I am no

Pete Wilson

scofflaw. Even if I'm on the other

side, if I disagree with a law and
the people of California pass it,

then it is the law and should be
implemented.

"It is not a criminal prosecution,

but they can be compelled to carry

out the duties they are required to

carry out," Wilson said.

State Attorney General Dan
Lungren said Monday that the

measure does not give him the

authority to prosecute officials

who fail to report people suspected

of being illegal aliens.

Campaign aides to state

See WILSON, page 11
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What's Brewitt' Today
9 a.m.

Placement & Career Planning Center

Woiicshop: Selecting a Grad School

At noon: Working for Uncle Sam
PCPC Building

Register by calling 206-1944

9 a.m. - 1 p.m.

Peer Health Counselors

Free cold care. First Aid, cappucino & tea

NW comer of Pauley Pavilion

825-5704

9 a.m. - 7 p.m.

CAC/Kerckhoff Art Gallery

"Looking Beyond" - exhibition recognizing

November as Disabilities Awareness Month
Kerckhoff Art Gallery

825-6564

10 a.m.

Center for Flight Systems Research
Public lecture on "Future Challenges in

Aeronautics" be Dr. W.L. Harris, Associate

Administrator for Aeronautics, NASA
Faculty Center Hacienda Room
825-2180

10 a.m. ~ 2 p.m.

Student Welfare Commission
Blood Drive sign-ups

Now through Nov. 4
Bmin Walk
825-7586

11 a.m.

EXPO Center/Westwood Village Rotary Club

Information session on scholarships for

education abroad

Ackerman 2408
825-0831

Noon

Bruin Democrats- —^-^
Kathleen Brown For Governor Rally_^

Ackerman Grand Ballroom
824-7076

.
*

Iranian Students Group
Concert with Persian pop singer Siyavash
Westwood Plaza

"^'"^

825-1845
"

Office of International Students & Scholars and
International Sjudents Association

Pronunciation workshop
Men's Gym 105 i

825-1681 or 825-2726

Noon - 4 p.m.

Peer Health Counselors

Cold Clinic, First Aid, Contraception Sales

Kerckhoff 401

825-8462

2 p.m.

Phi Beta Kappa
Public lecture by Professor Michael Fisher, Phi

Beta Kappa Visiting Scholi

Knudsen 1220
825-1522

4:15 p.m.

College of Letters and Science Academic
Support Workshops
Preparing for Careers in Education; Dealing
with Writer's Block

Griffm Commons 203
825-9315

5 p.m.

Asian American Studies Center and Asian
Pacific Coalition

Aiian American Studies B.A. Orientation and
Information Session

^

Ackerman 2408
825-1784

\^ 'I

CALPIRG
Meeting
Kinsey 365
397-3404

Model United Nations

Meeting and test for all moderators

Ackerman 3530
825-1241

UQLA Samahang Pilipino

'l^t's Speak Tagalog" - screening of Tagalog

comedy film

Kerckhoff 409
825-2727

5:30 p.m. - 7 p.m.

Orthodox Christian Fellowship

Vespers Service, followed by discussion

St. Alban's Episcopal Church, comer of Hilgard

and Westholme
(818)993-3320

6 p.m.

Amnesty International

Meeting

Ackerman 3517 ^j

794-4566

Gente in Education/APEC

Forum on Prop. 187

Moore 100

825-8163

Korean American christian Fellowship (KACF)
Bible study meeting

Haines 2 a

575-8681

UCU^ Pre-Dental Society

Guest speaker Director of SAA of UCLA
Center for Health Sciences 1 3041

209-1255 — -

\\Z\Jk Premedical Society

Discussion on psychology *
:

Franz 1260

824-1465

6:30 p.m.

Black Pre-Law Society

General meeting and LSAT Seminar
GSM 1222
825-0747

7 p.m.

Academic Affairs Commission
Staff meeting

Ackerman 3525
825-2815

Campus Events

Films: "It Could Happen to You" followed by
"Honeymoon in Vegas" at 9:30 p.m.

Ackerman Grand Ballroom
Cost: $2
825-1958 . .

Cultural Affairs

Poetry presentations

Kerckhoff Art Gallery

825-6564

8 p.m.

UCLA School of Theater, Film and Television

"Story Theater" - tales from Aesop's Fables and
Grimm's Fairy Talcs

UCLA Little Theater, Macgowan Hall

Cost: $12 general, $9 faculty and staff. $6
students

Call CTO for Uckets 825-2101

8:30 p.m. - 10:30 p.m.

Cultural Affairs

Concert by Coma Frelic

The Cooperage
825-6564

If you would like a listing in this section, please

fill out a listing form at the Daily Bruin's front

counter in 225 Kerckhoff by 2 p.m. the day
before publication. The deadline for a listing

that will apjxar in Monday's paper is Thursday
at 2 p.m.

Dartmouth graduate
menaces professors

m^

By William Honan
The New York Times

NEW YORK — A man
described as a brilliant student, who
graduated finom Dartmouth College

12 years ago with honors in philos-

ophy, is undergoing psychiatric

evaluation at Rikers Island after

menacing and threatening profes-

sors at Columbia University and
finally'smashing two glass doors

there on Oct. 12.

Barbara Thompson, a spokes-

woman for the Manhattan District

Attorney's Office, said the man,
Daniel Price, 34, shattered the

doors with a baseball bat a day after

he had sent a threatening letter to

the Palestinian scholar Edward
Said, a professor at Columbia. He
had accused Said and other promi-

nent professors and writers of the

"attempted soul murder of Daniel

Price."

Price was charged with criminal

mischief, and a New York City

Criminal Court judge denied bail

and ordered him to stay away from

the campus, which is on the Upper
West Side of Manhattan.

Louise Hochberg, a Legal Aid
Society lawyer who represents

Price, said of her client: "I don't

think he should be in jail. He does-

n't seem like he ever tried to harm
any human being. He assaulted the

door, not pe<^le."

Steven Marcus, the Columbia
College dean, who characterized

Price as "deeply distressed and dis-

turbed," said Uiat although Price

lived just a few blocks from the

university on Riverside Drive he
had never attended or been associ-

ated with Columbia.

"He began to write threatening

letters to professors and officials of

the university as early as 1988 or

1989," Dean Marcus said.

"Sometimes he left messages con-

taining foul language on their

answering machines, and these

were heard by children.

"Last year," Marcus continued,

"he broke a window here and was
taken in by security, so this is the

second time he's done damage."

Marcus said colleges were some-

times plagued by "people like this

who attribute bad turning points in

their lives to a professor or an insti-

tution and never get over it"

"It's very hard to know how to

deal with these problems," he said.

"Usually, we just hope they will go
away.

"The very idea of a university is

to be open," Marcus continued.

"That's what makes them what
they are, and that also makes them
vulnerable to this sort of thing."

He said that such occurrences

were neither common nor rare but

"somewhere in between."

Little is known about Price, who
has been unwilling to talk since his

arrest. Records from Dartmouth
College, show that he is from
Waynesville, N.C. However,
Charles Stames, principal of the

high school in Waynesville, said he
could find no record that Price

attended his school.

A Dartmouth professor who
remembered Price, speaking on
condition of anonymity, said he had

been "a very good, very clever and
very promising student."

"But I don't know what has hap-

pened to him since then," he
added.
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Hidden treasure discovered
at UCLA-founded tiirifl siiop
Store designed 3

1

years ago to help

fund Med Center
By Allyssa Lee

Hidden in a small corner of a

residential West Los Angeles area,

an old vintage brick building
painted white with green awnings
embodies what some people may
consider trash, but what many call

treasure.

At the UCLA Medical Center
Auxiliary Thrift Shop, patrons can
find a little bit of everything to fit

their everyday and extracurricular

needs. The inventory includes

everything from ordinary house-
hold appliances to elegant ladies'

evening wear, extravagant jewelry

to practical office furniture.

Founded in June, 1963, the 31-

year-old store has maintained a

consistent business within the

community, accepting used goods
and donations from affluent resi-

.

dents and providing an outlet for

different resources to all its con-

sumers, store operators said.

The Auxiliary Board - a senior

support group and- community
liaison for the UCLA Medical
Center - designed the thrift shop
to raise funds for the Medical
Center. Volunteers from both the

Medical Center and the Auxiliary

Board operate the shop.

In addition to supporting the

health center, the store has
become an integral part of the

West Los Angeles community.

"We welcome all walks of life,

rich and poor" said Arlene Adams,
the shop's chairperson. "We're
open to the public."

Indeed, many different mem-
bers of the community utilize the

store's many resources. Alongside

those who search for clothes,

some regulars come in seeking
that rare item that somehow found

its way to the thrift shop.

Alice Urist, vice president of

the Medical Auxiliary Board and
shop volunteer, recalls two

antique christening dresses that

were recently donated and sold to

an art dealer. Valuable artwork
from estates and Antique dolls -

some of it deemed valuable by
various appraisers and auctioneers

- was also donated to the store.

Originally located at 1670
Sawtelle Blvd., the shop moved to

its present location at 11271
Massachusetts Ave., on the comer
of Massachusetts Avenue and
Sawtelle Boulevard, in 1969 in

search of a more spacious envi-

ronment, volunteers said. When
the Auxiliary Board bought out
the building from its le^^rs, they

decided to keep the brick walls to

enhance the architectural design

of the vintage 1929 building.

The shop's distinctive, old-

fashioned style attracts a lot of
customers, many who say they

just happened to* walk by. Others

come by word of mouth. One
shopper said she was on her way
to the Goodwill store a couple of

See THRIFT SHOP, page 13

ROELBAUTISTA

Customers can browse in the UCLA Medical Center Auxiliary
Thrift Shop, finding everything from dresses to used furniture.

CSO vans offer safe rides liome
By Lucia Sanchez
Daily Bruin Staff

Fourth-year women's studies

student Christina Misa stepped
from the chill of Tuesday night out-

side of Ackerman Union and into

the warmth of a Community
Service Officer evening van for a

convenient ride home.
Misa is one of an average of 700

students who nightly use one of the

CSOs' most popular programs at

UCLA - the evening van service.

Misa, like other students, regu-

-larly rides the vans home after

studying late at the library and after

getting off work from her on-cam-
pus job.

"It's a safe way to get home,"
Misa explained. "I'm glad that they

exist. Sometimes they're a little

slow, but they're consistent."

But riders are not limited to only

those who need a ride home from
studying or working. UCLA ath-

letes, tired after a long day of prac-

tice, also use the service to get
home.

Chris Anderson, starting long
snapper for the Bruin football

team, has used the service since he

transferred from Los Angeles
Valley College two years ago.

Upon his arrival at UCLA, the

fifth-year political science student

was pleased to find out about the

service.

"I thought it was great, I was
ecstatic," he said as he waited at

-the Ackerman Union stop.

Opinions divide over
scliolarsliip's benefits

KG. FINDEISEN

CSO evening vans stop at designated areas every 15 minutes
Monday through Thursday from 6 p.m. until midnight.

Aside from using the vans after

football practices, Anderson added
he rides the vans after studying at

the library.

Although the evening van ser-

vice program is very popular, it is

one of the least understood CSO
programs, said student field

Supervisor Gerald Pineda.

"A lot of people think we're here

to get them home quick or to cam-
pus quick," said Pineda.'That's not

our goal."

K While most people believe the

jj^ vans exist as a form of speedy
transportation, the program's main
objectives are convenience and
relieving CSO field escorts from
having to escort home too many
people, explained Pineda, a three-

year CSO veteran.

Seven evening vans stop at des-

ignated areas about every 15 min-

utes Monday through Thursday
from 6 p.m until midnight. During

10th week, service is expanded to

Friday, Saturday and Sunday
nights. The vans follow one route

around campus and Lot 32, with 30
stops.

Three vans run in a clockwise
direction starting at Ackerman
Union. The vans then proceed,
making stops at the residence halls,

on-campus libraries. Lot 32 and the

apartments - in that order. Three
other vans run counterclockwise

along the same route.

The seventh van, otherwise
known as the "rover van," is driven

by the night field sup)ervisor who
picks up extra riders during^spe-

cially busy hours.

A van for disabled students
which runs is also provided by the

Office for Students with^
Disabilities for anyone with an

injury or permanent disability.

Riders must schedule a ride by
calling the office ahead of time.

All new vans were purchased
last year by Transportation
Services in October and put into

service winter quarter.

As for the most popular stops

and destinations, it is a toss-up

between Bunche Hall and
Ackerman Union for the busiest

stop, Pineda said. But the heaviest

traffic goes to the apartments, he
added.

Many students are confused
about which direction to take the

vans, so a sign indicating the direc-

tion in which the van is traveling is

placed on the door for clarification,

he explained.

"If the sign somehow confuses

you, then you should ask the driver

See VANS, page 12

Evening Van Service routes
The Evening Van Service operates Monday through Thursday, from 6
p.m. to midnight. During 10th week, vans will also run on Friday,
Saturday and Sunday, vans stop approximately every 15 minutes.
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By Kimberly McLarin
The New York Times

Ten years ago Nicole West was
exactly the kind of student for

whom the University of
Maryland's Benjamin Banneker
scholarship program was intend-

ed: African American, bright, tal-

ented and not even remotely
interested in the university.

"I hadn't even thought about
Maryland," said West, who grew
up in Silver Springfi.rrMd., and
wanted to study education.

She was considering the

University of Virginia, Penn State

and "a few others," but at the sug-

gestion of her guidance counselor.

West looked into the Banneker
program at Maryland, and what
she found persuaded her to apply.

On Monday, four days after the

program was struck down as dis-

criminatory by federal appeals
court in Richmond, Va., West dis-

cussed some of its benefits.

The scholarship, she said, paid

everything - tuition, room and
board, fees and books. Program
officials closely monitored her
progress, providing her with a

mentor, graduate school recom-
mendations and assistance around

such a large and sometimes imper-

sonal university.

"They were very influential as

far as my success was concemed^'^
said West, who graduated in 1989
and is now pursuing a doctorate in

education at Syracuse University.

"The idea that the program
would be eliminated is a travesty."

The unanimous ruling by a

three-judge panel of the 4th U.S.

Circuit Court of Appeals only
affects the states in its jurisdiction

- Maryland, North Carolina,
South Carolina, Virginia and West
Virginia. The university says it

will appeal to the U.S.Supreme
Court, and a decision by the High
Court may affect the two-thirds of
American colleges that reserve at

least some scholarships exclusive-

ly for minority students.

Each year, the university
receives between 200 and 300
applications for the 30 or so new
Banneker scholarships, which are

named for the 1 8th century
African-American scientist and

inventor, that Maryland awards as

part of its regular admissions pro-

gfiim. To qualify, students must
have had a 3.0 grade point average

in high school and a score of at

least 900 on the Scholastic
Assessment Tests.

Last year the program's $1.26
million budget included full schol-

arships for 139 students; since its

beginning in 1979, 482 scholar-

ships have been awarded. The
scholarships are overseen by a

faculty selection committee; a"

vice president for academic affairs

and an assistant director of admis-

sions.

The program's effects, officials

said, extend far beyond recipients.

"Having these students on cam-
pus serves as a kind of magnet to

attract other African-American
students," said a university
spokesman, Roland King. "It also

helps to dismantle the stereotypes

a lot of society has about African

Americans. It's very positive and
reinforcing."

Daryl Jackson, a 1983 graduate,

was not a Banneker scholar. His

sister attended the university on
another scholarship for minorities.

"The fact that they seemed to be

trying to attract blacks to the

school did have an impact on my
decision," Jackson said. "It felt

welcoming, despite the fact that at

IheJime-lhere was-aiot-ofjaciaL.
tension."

University officials say they

have made some progress. The
university ranked second among
colleges that arc not historically

African American in the number
of bachelor degrees awarded to

African-American students in

1991 , according to a survey by the

journal Black Issues in Higher
Education. And its undergraduate

enrolln^ent of African-American
studdnts stands at 12 percent,
compared to 8 percent nationwide.

In 1992, 48 percent of African-

American stiK^nts who enrolled

five years earlier had either gradu-

ated or were still enrolled. That
compares to 64 percent of the stu-

dent population.

Besides the scholarship, the

university's other efforts to retain

See STUDENTS, page 12
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Japanese electoral

reform
TOKYO— After more than four years of

battling, the lower house of parliament
Wednesday passed a flnal bill creating a

new electoral system and tougher cam-
paign financing laws, part of a long-^

promised effort to clean up Japan's
scandal-plagued politics.

Passage of the bills, which included
detailed outlines of the 300 new electoral

districts, means that the bitterly contested

laws can take effect in December.
As a result, it is certain that the next

parliamentary elections will be held
under the new system, and thus could
profoundly alter the balance of power in

the parliament and further realign the bat-

tered party system.

Hundreds perish in

natural disaster
CAIRO, Egypt — Hundreds of people
died Wednesday after thunderstorms
and torrential rains swept through
southern Egypt, flooding towns and
sending a military fuel complex up in

flames, officials said. It was one of the

worst natural disasters to hit Egypt
since an earthquake killed over 400 peo-

ple in 1992.

More than 300 people reportedly per-

ished in the town of Drunka, 200 miles
south of Cairo, after lightning s^fuck a

military fuel complex containing eight

tanks holding 15,000 tons of motor and
aircraft fuel, according to the officials.

Floodwaters carried the flames
through the town, razing more than 200
houses. Thousands of panicked resi-

dents fied to the streets leading to the

nearby provincial capital of Asyut.

Fkrench court tries

Iranian for murder
PARIS — In a case that has already
strained relations between Paris and
Tehran, three*Iranians went on trial iii Paris

Wednesday for the 1991 murder of an
exiled former Iranian prime minister, with

French prosecutors expected to argue that

the killing had Iranian government
approval.

Only one of the men in court Wednesday
is charged with murdering Shahpour
Bakhtiar and his secretary outside Paris on
Aug. 6, 1991, while the two others are

accused of acting as accomplices.

The double-murder was deeply embar-
rassing to France because the crime
occurred just as France was trying to

improve ties with Iran.

Ireland and Britain

laud U.S. increase
WASHINGTON — Ireland and Britain on
Wednesday praised the Clinton administra-

tion's decision to increase economic aid to

Northern Ireland as a step toward advanc-

ing peace there.

The White House announced Tuesday
that the president had decided to boost aid

to Northern Ireland to $30 million a year

over the next two fiscal years, up from the

$20 million a year that was planned.

In addition, the administration said the

president would host a conference next

April in Philadelphia that would seek to

iricrease U.S. trade and investment in

Northern Ireland as well as the adjoining

counties in the Republic of Ireland. The
conference will bring together business

executives and government officials from
the United States, Ireland and Northern
Ireland. " -

Duran charged in

White House attacic
WASHINGTON — A federal magistrate-

judge ruled Wednesday that the govern-

ment had adequate legal grounds to chai^ge

Francisco Duran, the former Army medic,

with Saturday's semi-automatic rifle attack

on the White House.

The ruling by U.S. Magistrate-judge

Deborah Robinson came after the 26-year

hotel maintenance worker from Colorado
Springs underwent a psychiatric screening

exam on IXiesday evening and was found

mentally competent to understand the

charges against him. Robinson ordered

Duran held without bail.

Prosecutors asked for the psychiatric

screening on the basis of handwritten notes

found in Duran' s pickup truck after the

shooting incident that shattered windows
and left several bullet holes in the W^ite
House.

Search continues
of plane crash site
ROSELAWN, Ind. — Investigators in

head-to-toe protective gear began again at

first light AVednesday, poring over the shat-

tered remains of American Eagle Flight

41 84, looking for evidence of why it

crashed on Monday night and how it broke

up into such strikingly small pieces.

Trying to preserve whatever clues the

wreckage held, they had still not begun
removing the bodies of the 68 victims by
mid-afternoon, nearly 48 hours after the

crash. With no survivors and no cause
immediately evident, they seemed to be in

no hurry.

"These investigations take time," said,

Sgt. Jerry Parker of the Indiana State

Police.

Prince visits L.A.,

gets tool box
The good Prince of Wales did just that,

somewhere between sizing up some
brakes and peering over the suspension

during a rather quick trip through an
automotive training center Tuesday.

Whether or not Prince Charles picked

up some useful tips to try out on the

royal wheels, his highness seemed eager

to bend an ear at the Los Angeles Urban
League Automotive Training Center in

the Crenshaw District.

Prince Charles is in town this week to

promote the 67-day UK/LA Arts
Festival.

Letterman's Top 10
Surprising facts about the average
American

10. In course of life, will eat own
weight in Slim Jims

9. Has had at least one sexual encounter

with a Gabor sister

8. Can name more Ninja Turtles than

Supreme Court justices

7. Can't stand them no good, stinkin*

Swedes
6. Watches 14 hours of television a day,

none of it CBS
5. Thinks Thomas Jefferson was "That

funny black guy who was married to

Weezie" ^
4. Has the mathematical a^Ttities of a

Clydesdale

3. Has been rejected from the Simpson
jury three times

2. Thinks thait Ebert could beat the crap

out of Siskel

1. Hates job. Hates spouse. Hates life.

Loves Chee-tohs.

Compiled by Daily Bruin Wire Services.

SAMUE

(12 oz DRAFTS)
Ho Cover
Unlimited Kegs
$1.50 First Glass
2S0 Refills, 7-9 p.in.

500 Refills, 9-10:30 p.

1026 Wilshire (
lOthS

Wilishire

$1.00 Well Drinks 8 Miller

Dottles *til Midnight
Valid with UCLA Student

I.D. Only
Must be 21

) NO CATCHES!

FROM PRESCRIPTIVES
Something for nothing? You bet.

Get the gift of good SKIn at our Prescriptiy^s counter all week long, now through November 12.

This trio of travel-sized daily skin care essentials is yours, In a formula just right for your skin:

1 . All Clean to cleanse and tone —
2. Line Preventor3 to protect and improve

3. All You Need to moisturize and exfoliate

Simply drop by today or call 1 -800-622-9748 to reserve a complimentary session with one of our Prescriptives Experts.

BULLDCK5
Off^ good now through November 12, or while supplies last. Limit one gift per customer, please. Nk>t available in Downtown Los Angeles.
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Israeli women challenge combat duty restriction
By Joel Greenburg
The New York Times

HOD HASHARON, Israel —
The problem, Alice Miller recalls,

first arose when she was a high

school senior in this town near Tel

Aviv, approaching her compulsory

military service.

Boys in her class had been sum-

moned to qualification exams for

pilot training in the air force. A
civilian pilot who loves to fly and

had once written to NASA about

becoming an astronaut, she was
not even considered for the air

force because Israel bars women
from combat.

"I didn't get an invitation

because of my chromosomes,'*
she said. "I started asking, but no
One had a good explanation."

Now, after a few years of fruit-

less inquiries, she has taken the

army to the Israeli Supreme Court,

demanding that she be allowed to

take the qualification test and, if

she passes, the flight course.

Charging sex discrimination, ^he

is also asking that other combat
roles be opened to women.
Her case is the first in which the

army has been ordered to explain

its ban on Nvomen in combat. The
issue has particular significance ia

Israel. It is the only country that

drafts women as well as men, usu-

ally at 18, and the army plays a

special role here, unifying a het-

erogeneous society and shaping

many of its values.

"We like to believe that we're

an open society and that we have

equal oppprtunity here, though
this covers a lot of injustice," said

Miller, who was born in South
Africa and moved to Israel with

her family when she was 6.

"There's a myth of the Israeli

woman soldier fighting at the

front and doing exactly what men
do. But if you take a deeper look,

you see that most women in the

^rmy serve coffeelb their conri-

manders."

Now 22, Miller holds a civilian

pilot's license from South Africa

and is completing a degree in

aerospace engineering with a

deferment from the army.

By challenging the military,

Miller is taking on traditions that

go back to Jewish fighting units

formed before the establishment

of the Israeli state in 1948.
Though some women were
pressed into combat in the 1948

Arab-Israeli war, and a handful

later trained and even flew as

pilots, they generally do clerical

and administrative jobs.

But manpower shortages and
pressure to expand opportunities

for women over the last two
deoades have led to increased
variety in the positions being

offered to them.

Senior officers argue that it is

impractical to invest in long-term

training programs for women
since they serve only 21 months of

regular duty, spend little time in

the reserves and are likely to lose

J
time because of pregnancy and

"""S^ldbirth. In contrast, men serve

tliree years of regular service and
can be called to the reserves until

they are about 50.

But Miller says she is ready to

serve the full five-year term and
reserVe^uty required of pilots,

and plan her family accordingly.

Dr. Reuven Gal, a former chief

See WOMEN, page 13
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PRESENTING THE 1994-1995

'Bruin "Bttks
r

President-

Philanthropy Director/ Vice

Presldent-

Secretary-

Treasurer-

Special Events Director-

PRUIN BELLES EXECUTIVE BOARD
Betsy Boettger

Karin Kullman

Andrea Canter

Whitney Jones

Michelle Post

Public Relations Director-^^^^ ^-

Social Coordinator-

Alumni Relations Director-

Fine Arts Director-

Athletics Director-

Historian/ Mardi Gras Chairperson-

Ann Lovell

Natalie vonBerg

Susan Samarge
Tanya Baker

Nicole Sodomka
Liberty Huang

'
v„,_

DISTINGUISHED BELLES
Beth Antunez ^
Lisa Biscaichipy

Jamie Chou
Pennie Collins

^

Carol Dygean

Margaret Edson

Tara Giberson

Jeanetta Gonzales

Vivian Huang
Linda Klein

Melissa LaPean

Justina Lee

Cara Liu

Abigail Llewellyn

Kristin Lueck

Jennifer Matchey

Agnieszka Menclewicz

Monika Menclewicz

Jvlancy Nazarian _
Julie Ohara

Lisa Peumsang
Maria Rabuy

Tina Sze
Lucy Wang,

Margaret S. Wang
LisaMarie Weyh
Claudia Yerena

FRESHMEN
Alexa Apallas

Anca Barbu

Carmen Cancino

Jennifer Castillo

Seiena Chiang

Karissa Dang
Kristin Herdman

Danielle Hitchcock

. Jenny Holloway

Lifc>efty Huang
Sara Kim
Reichi Lee

Kaisa Lopez

Diana Luo
Dee Malkemeker

Audrey Mao
Kelly Min

Stacey Mooradian

Brigitte Moyal

Rhonda Nicholson

Angela Park

Hilary Perlin _
Jennifer Piggott

^

Rachelle Rortiero

Stacy Rose
Teresa Sanchez
Karta Saukkola .

Jennifer Simpson
Amy Sprang

Malisa Tantraphol

Sarah Tinsley

Laura Uyeda
Christine Vollmer

Vickie Wang
Michelle Wong

Rebecca Yasharel

Hana Yoshikawa

Sylvia Young

GENERAL MEMBERSHIP
SOPHOMORES JUmOBS

Paula Carvajal

Cassandra Chae
Jenny Cheung

Nina Chiembanchong
Chely Cordova

Vicki DeCaro
Jennifer Faucher

Rosario Gomez
Michelle Gosom
Seema Goyal

Ramela Grigorian

Dana Guide

Mimi Guzman
Jenni Hertz

Mengyee Jin

Unda Jin

MinWha Kang
Sylvie Khayat

Hoo In Kim

^Vanessa Litman

Chelsea Lymons
Elysian Mah

Megan McCarthy

Sara McPhee
Ai-vy Nguyen

Melissa Palarea

Neelam Panjabi

Salima Rawji

Diana Ton'ey

Dinh Iran

Petty Tsay

Alicia Vaz

Rebecca Winder

Joy Yoshikawa

Chris Cajigal

Tammy Cheng
Hee-Jin Choi

Emily Chou
Charity Co

Jennifer Flood

Jill Hedlund

Bichthuy Hoang
Jessica HoriuchI

Angela Izuel

Lora James
Sheni Kim

Cynthia Kitchen

Jenny Koss
Jean Lin

Beverly Lu

Amy LyrKJh

Cynthia Macaranas
Michelle Montez

Julie Oasay
Elizabeth Pan

Patricia Ramirez

Ann Rice

GlendyRuiz
Tina Salmassi

Rachel Treyes

Kelly Weddel
Andrea Wong
Crystal Yancey

Bita Abdollahi

Jeannie Abutin

Julianna Aynes
Heather Brown
Jean Buranasiri

Amanda Byun
Nkx}le Chan
Scott Enright

Marjorie Estrella

Jennifer Fan

Laamj Flores

Cbarrie Foglio

Cathy Fung
Darcy Greenfeld

Christine Guerrero

Bambi Guzman
Keren Jl

Caroline Kao
Linda Kim
Suzl Liu

Christine Loo
Alme Ngo

Katherine Rowe
Poonnima Shubhakar

Hilary Stnjthers

Cherryl Tan

Bonny Yeung

minds
L.et's face it, getting into med school is really competitive.

And that's why I teach at Kaplan. They know what it takes

to compete. Kaplan has prepared more students for the

MCAT than any other test prep company^-over 250^00 in

the last 15 years alone. And, with Kaplan, my students get

more ways to prepare with thousands of practice questions,

great home study notes, videos, tutoring and an extensive

training library. No wonder Kaplan's the MCAT prep Peader."

— ADAM ENGLE MCAl INSTRUCTOR

great methods

BRUIN BELLES,
CONGRATULATIONS!

A TRADITION OF EXCELLENCE CONTINUES
J

Kaplan offers the most
complete arsenal of MCAT
preparation materials

available including computer-

analyzed practice tests,

home study materials and
a training library. Nobody
prepares you better than

Kaplan.

get a higher score

1-800-KAP-TEST

KAPLAN
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^anstruction' competition benefits F<III for Survival
By Wendy Moonan
The New York Times

NEW YORK -The client:

Food for Survival, a nonprofit

charity group that distributes

food to 1 ,000 feeding programs
throughput the five boroughs of
New York each day.

The assignment: Build, in a

single evening, a self-supporting

structure with cans of food.

The talent: 24 New York archi-

tectural, engineering and repro-

graphic (blueprint) firms, who
each buy hundreds of cans of
food, build with them, then
donate them to Food for
Survival. -:

;
'

-
.

- • -
.

The materials: Full, unopened
cans of nutritious food, with the

labels intact.

The rub: Only Velcro, double-

faced tape and rubber bands can
be used; no adhesives allowed.

Some accessory props are per-

mitted.

These are the rules governing

a competition on Nov. 10 that has

been organized as part of Food
for Survival's Thanksgiving food

drive.

Called Canstnlction, the com-
petition pits teams of up to five

people against one another as

they try to build the most inven-

tive structure possible in one
night within 10-foot squares in

showrooms at the Decoration &

Design Building, at 979 Third
Avenue (at 58th Street). The
"canstructions," which will be
built the night before the compe-
tition, will be displayed for a
week, then dismantled so that the

food can be distributed.

Because it's a competition, not

even the plans for individual
entries can b^ identified by
entrants' names until after the
judging is completed. But the

planned projects range from the

dedicatedly serious to the seri-

ously wacky.

One ingenious itntry will be a

low-cost housing scheme called

"The Can House," that involves

an aluminum-can shelter made:
with the elements of sustenance:

canned goods. Empty cans are

recycled to make insulated walls,'

clerestory windows, doors with
pivoting can hinges, a can mail-

See CANS, page 14
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WHOARE WEf

REQUIREMEmS:

RECRUITING NOWl I!

BECOME A MEDIATOR / FAdUTATOR
JOIN CMP, ETC

The Conflict Mediation Program, etc.

We address diversity-related conflict

through mediation services and more...

1 ) participation in training workshops
in skills borrowed from different cultures:

-mediation 8e negotiation

-facilitation of public discussions

-conflict management/resolution
-diversity awareness

COMMITMENT:

FOR WHO?:

DEADLINE:

2) enrollment in course: ED 197/257
'Conflict. Diversity, (^ Conflict Resolution,

'

during wtr. qtr., 1995, TU/TH 9-1 1 AM.

one year of service including training

Available to all UCLA students, staffand facultywho are

interested in understanding, appreciating, and working with

differences.

NOVEMBER 18, 1994, 5K)0 PM. Accepting applications now.
Interviews begin immediately. Stipends available.

For more a^. contact Omtuds Office at (310)825-9840 or

visit tu to pick up aMtUcoHom at 1172 PCPC

%

PHI BETA KAPPA VISITING SCHOLAR PROGRAM PRESENTS

Michael E. Fisher, Distinguished University Professcn-

Institute for Physical Science and Ibchnology

University of Maryland at College Park

Thursday, 3 November
2 pjn. Knudsen Halll220

GENERAL PUBUC LECTURE:
••Pictures, Models, Approximations and Reality":

Phase transitions and our undersumding of the physical world.

The lecture will explore the ways in v^ch theoretical physicists and
chemists look at the real wcnld and try to understand it Through the

medium of a domino game on a large chequers board, the r^ner-Uke specific

heat of superfluid helium, and the visual effects seen when a liquid and its

vqxn- meige to fonn a supercritical fluid, the talk will addiess the question:

"What is the role of the theorist in modem sdence?" The power of analogy

based on physical pictures and simple models wiU be illustrated in the

context of recent ideas concerning phase transitions and critical phenomena
in fluids and magnets, in alloys and ploymers. The significance of the

concq)ts of sh^ie and singularity in the search for universality will be

explained; the role of symm^iy and dimensionality in our cunent insights

will be touched upoa

Undeigiaduates in the sdences and engineering are paiticulariy welcome.

Prefessor Hsher is oo-redpient of the Wolf Prize in Physics for his

contribution to the theory of critical phenomena and phase transitions. He
currently serves as vice-presidem of the Royal Society of London. His

researches are mainly in condensed matter physics, mathematical statistical

mechanics, and physical chemistry When time allows he {days, teaches, and
writes about the flamenco guitai:

>'

Cultural Affairs Calendar of Events

CULTURHL

flFFIIIRS

October 30-November 12

An exhibition targeting Disability Awareness Issues.

November 1 4-26

Peter Zaslav Student Exhibition

^- -C^f

Showcase '95 Auditions November 15, 16, 17, 18

KERCKHOFF COFFEE
HOUSE JAZZ/FOLK SERIES

?

November 7

Dam Band
8:00-11:00 p.m.

November 9

Sandy Ross Folk

music

9:00-11:00 p.m.

November 14

Dam Band
8:00-11:00 p.m.

November 16

Dave Kopplins

Orchestra

9.-00-1 1:00 p.m.
'

November 21
' Dam Band^~
7:00-10:30 p.m.

.r November 30

-

Stone Soup
9:00-11:00 p.m.

December 5

Dam Band

8:00-11:00 p.m.

December 7

The Original Sax

Quartet

9:00-11:00 p.m.

enes
, Thursdays at Kerckhoff Art Gallery 7:00-9:00 p.m. \ \

COMEDY AT THE COOP
Every Tuesday

Think Tank 7:30-9:30 p.m. at the Cooperage:
Stand up Comedy

riitiitrn7Ttntuuiiiniinniini»iMt>tinni,itt,Mi,i>in^^,^mm,,,,^^

CULTURAL
COMCERTS

To Be Announced
November i

12:00-1:00 p.m.

Westwood Plaza

Bass Culture Reggae
Band

November 1

7

12:00-1:00 p.m.

Westwood Plaza

COOPERAGE CONCERT
Coma Frelle Joy

November 3 8:30-10^0 p.m. November 11 8:00 p.m

• • •

rnjppnnt

COUNCIL

Mil
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Computer education crashing in nation's sciioois
By Jim DeBrosse
Cox News Service

DAYTON, Ohio — Nine-year-

old Danny Shiilc was bored, bored,

boned. ^-7-

The other 18 kids at Brookville

Elementary School'^ summer
Computer Camp seemed busy and
engaged, but Danny sat at his Apple
II writing his own lyrics to the

Barney theme song.

*i hate you. You hate me. Let's

tie Barney to a tree...

Danny's parents had enrolled

him in the summer class "because

they wanted me to teach them what
I learned here," the fourth-grader

said. "Except they thought we'd be
learning things, instead ofjust play-

ing computer games."

Students like Danny are often the

harshest critics of how schools use

and misuse technology in the class-

room. And who can blame them?
Danny, and millions of students like

him, will graduate into the work-
place of the 21st century - where
computers will be waiting for them
in nearly every job. '

The question is, will today's stu-

dents be ready for the computers?
While educators have been

promising for a decade that tech-

nology will revolutionize learning,

that revolution remains stalled by
outdated equipment and software

and, perhaps more often, by poor
teacher training and a resistance to

change.

Many school districts are starting

to catch up in the technology game.
Some Dayton-area districts are

•spending millions for newer, faster

computers, for CD-ROM capabili-

ties and for wiring their computers
into networics. The state is investing

$50 million to wire every Ohio
classroom into a network of inter-

active voice, TV and data systems.

But experts say schools continue

to skimp on programs to train and

support teachers in using new tech-

nology. Most school districts in

America have no minimum level of

computer competency for teachers

or students. Arid a study estimates

that putting the best computer tech-

nology into American classrooms
would increase the total cost of
schooling by a third.

Only two districts among the 20
surveyed in the Dayton area.

See COMPUTERS, page 15

CHEAP Traffic School

$15 (withthisadj

• FUN, UPBEAT TEACHERS
• W.LA., B.H., S.M., P.V.,

S.F. VALLEY
• SAT., SUN., EVENINGS, THURSDAY
• INCLUDES DMV CERTIFICATE

31 0-271 -4527 QR 81 8-71 8-0388

iry uic coniionaDic iicv

FREE
Try tlic comfortable new soft lens for astiginatisin and get a =r^^=Jon D.\A>qel.O.DL'"'^^ ^"^^

Trial Pair of FocufToric^"^^^^^^"^^^^"^
Soft Contact Lenses
for monthly replacement.

CIBAVtS]Oll
'

Keeping Hcaltliy Eyes Healthy"^

* If yow participating eye care professional determines that Focus Toric Soft Contact Lenses are
right for you, you will receive a free thai pair. Professional sevices extra

1062 GlendorAvefiue- LA Calif.

call today for

your appointment

OFFICE HOURS;

M: 10-7; T.W.F: 9-5;

Th:1M;SAT:1CM

SEHABLAESPANOL
DR.JON D. VOGEL

onoMnRsi

n :^€m.:t<ii I

sebv»ces

L-.e*»rCord

iNC

Do You Want Credit Cards?

Now you can have the most recognized
credit card in the wortd EVEN IF YOU ARE NEW IN
CREDIT or HAVE BEEN TURNED DOWN BEFORE!

MasterCard^ the credit card you
deserve andneed foi^ ID—BOOKS—DEPARTMEKT

STORES—TUmON—ENTERTAINMErfT—
EMERGENCY CASH—TICKETS—RESTAURANTS-

HOTELS—MOTELS-CSAS-CAR RENTALS—
REPAIRS-AND TO BUILD YOUR CREDIT RATING!

No turn downs!

P^jd)^ No credit checks!

llif^^^2f^ No security deposit!

Send the coupon today
c^'^--'*''
o*'

Your credit cards are waiting!

UNI-CARDrBOX 2 20645, HOLLYWOOD , PL 33022

YES! I want MASTERCARD* Immediately.

lOOn QUARANTEED!

NAMB
ADDRESS
criY

r

STUDENT? Yes No

STATE— ZIP

&S.*

SIGNATURE
NOTE: MuicK^id to • icKtsieicd Indemuh ti MaatciOud InleniallonBL Inc.

MAIL THIS NO RISK COUPON TODAY

-^

'^9^^^f9fi^^n^9^m9nmm9999^mm9m99m^m9mmm9^'^m9^mm^mmfm
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Asian Pacific Coalition
and

Asian American Studies Center

'V 1-

'^
V t / <:•

> ^.

> •.
*

present

sian AmericaiT Studies

acielor o

Thursday - November 3, .1994

Ackerman 24.08

5.pm - 7pm

MM^h info call APC at X57184 orAASC at X51006

^ "A '.i
'

4-^ X

« . *

^ Funde4 by'Camc|w Program Conwnittee HioiM ^4^^lt\r, ^

><^'

'^^-^^Z,

< \ * iiK'
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LAW
From pagel

children who are illegal ii|iini-

grants. Citing the equal protection

clause of the U.S. Constitution's

14th Amendment, the court ruled

that illegal immigrants are entitled

to the same benefits as citizens.

"A res«tent, aKen-bom, is enti-

tled to the same protection under
the laws that a citizen is entitled

to," Justice William Brennan
wrote in the majority decision.

"He owes obedience to the laws of

the country in which fre Is domi-
ciled, and as a consequence, he is

entitled to the equal protection of
those laws."

,,

The decision also addresses die

legitimacy of punishing children

for the acts of their parents. The
Supreme Court strongly criticized

the logic behind the Texas law and
the probable effects of its applica-

tion.

"It is difficult to understand
precisely what the state hopes to

achieve by promoting the creation

and perpetuation of a subclass of

illiterates within our boundaries,"

Justice Brennan wrote. "It is thus

clear that whatever savings might
be achieved by denying these chiJ-

dren an education, they are wholly

insubstantial in light of the costs

involved to these children, the

state and the nation."

Agreeing with the court, Wiley
said that one of the best critiques

of Proposition 1 87 is that it does
not punish the people who actual-

ly commit the crime of illegally

crossing the U.S. border.

"The problem the measure
identifies is illegal immigration,

(but) the measure doesn't penalize

the people who have immigrated
illegally," Wiley explained. "The
basic principle of getting the kids,

for choices their parents made, is

the same in (the two situations)."

The problem of penalizing the

right people, other Bruin legal

experts said, is a crucial one for

both the Plyler case and
Proposition 187.

"Let's say we're talking about

welfare benefits - the government
doesn't have to provide that pro-

gram. But it certainly can't pro-

vide the program and say that only

some people get the benefits,"

UCLA constitutional law
Professor Jonathan Varat said.

"They couldn't do that, because
that would be selective."

Both Wiley and Varat agreed
that the U.S. Supreme Court will

most likely consider the issue,

because of the sheer numbers
involved in a California popular
vote.

"I think the chances are good
that (the Supreme Court) will take

the case," said Varat, adding that

the court would probably not want

See law; page 14

"BEEP" FOR CHEAP
NEW MOTOROLA PAGERS AT "DISCOUNT PRICES''

BRAVO EXPRESS, LIFESTYLE PLUS, BRAVO PLUS & ENCORE
ALL COLORS

LOWAIRTIME

"Inter

$6.95 per month

e * • t. •

SWITCH YOUR AIRTIME TO US!

LOCAL & NATIONWIDE COVERAGE
'Order By Phone- We Deliver

CALL (800) 646-6484 —
VOICE MAIL
AVAILABLE

because eyes are also a
terrible tbing to waste*^*

• Large selection of Fashion Eyewear

• Complete Eye Exam • Most Insurance Plans Accepted

Contact Lenses: disposable, color daily wear, and extended wear

Westwood Optometric Center

Dr, Martin Hyman-Optometrist

918 Westwood Boulevard
Westwood & LeConte

(310)208-3913
Monday thru Friday 10-5:30

Saturday 10-5:00

1 Hour Free Parking

tSCf P^U4^C4^t4^

pM/tM^ ^^A/^Ja/H^C \4x UCLA ^<C/J(iOA/nsA4^^
T "Westwood Plaza
7 Thursday, November 3rd

12:00 noon -1:00 P.M.

Be There!!!
y-^^ Paid for by the ASUCLA Board of Directors Fund/Undergraduate Students Association programming Fund
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WILSON
fronn page 1

Treasurer Kathleen Brown,
Wilson's Democratic challenger in

the Nov. 8 election, would not dis-

cuss what steps she would take to

enforce the law if it is upheld.

"Kathleen Brown is fighting to

defeat this iramigrant-bashing
measure," spokesman Steve Glazer

said. "She believes it will be
defeated."

Wilson did not say how the

courts would compel officials to

enforce the law.

Wilson aide Sean Walsh said

later that the courts likely would
impose civil penalties on those

who refuse to carry out Proposition

187. But campaign spokesman Dan
Schnur said the governor has not

offered an opinion on how the

courts should enforce the law.

"It's speculative to try to decide

at this point until the federal gov-

ernment has a verification system

in place," Schnur said. "The gover-

nor said he would seek a writ of

mandate. He didn't specify a level

of penalties."

Wilson also said enforcement
would not apply to teachers in the

classroom, but to school officials

who admit aliens or people sus-

pected of being aliens.

Schnur said Wilson believes it is

the responsibility of school admin-
istrators - not teachers - to enforce

the measure.

"Once a child is enrolled, we
would assume everything is in

order," Schnur said. "It would not

be up to the teacher or anyone else

to question that."

If Proposition 187 is approved
by voters and prompts the Supreme
Court to reverse its ruling on uni-

versal education, public officials

who provide education, non-emer-
gency health care and other ser-

vices would be required to notify

the U.S. Immigration and
Naturalization Service of anyone
suspected of being an illegal immi-
grant.

But exactly how that would be
enforced has been a subject of con-
troversy.

For example, the state

Department of Educatton has
asserted that teachers would be
subject to criminal penalties if they

fail to report people suspected of
being illegal immigrants to authori-

ties.

On Monday, however, Lungren
said he would not prosecute teach-

ers or any other service providers

for failure to comply with
Proposition 1 87 if it passes.

"There is nothing in this bill to

suggest there is any criminal action

to be taken," he said.

PLACEMENTAND CAREER PLANNING CENTER

presents

Career Planning for Students with Disabilities

"YOUR DISABILITY DOESN'T
HAVE TO BE A HANDICAP! 99

THE PLACEMENT AND CAREER CENTER CAN HELP
YOU DEFINE YOUR GOALS, CONDUCT YOUR JOB
SEARCH, AND BUILD A REWARDING CAREER. JOIN
US AT ONE OF OUR ORIENTATION SESSIONS
SPECIFICALLY DESIGNED FOR STUDENTS WITH
DISABILITIES.

Tuesday November 1

Wednesday November 2

Thursday November 3

Friday November 4_

10.-00 a.m.

2:00 p.m.

11:00 a.m.

_2:00 p.nfi,_

Fadlltles are accesslUs

Sign Languag« imerprsler swvtces are available upon request wUh advanoa

notice, lb request such services call:

TDD: (310) 206-6063

VOICE: (310) 825-1501

ADULT XXX VIDCO RIOUIOUT
S-M/iusANPS
froro

$40-S60
\ t

\JCi\^<^

^Full Lengdi XXX Hardcore Feature Movies
>Major Labels-Zone, Vivid, VffI & More
^Brond Neuj. Fully Guaranteed
'4^Top Stars, Christy Canyon, Savannah, Seko

flshiyn Gere, Terri UUeigel plus Amateurs

CJJJYSSiJY viDtzn
t.asit discs it \ ult os to liny X Rtiit

I NORTH HOLLYWOOD WEST LOS ANGELES
"" 4810 Vineland Av. 11910 Wilshire Bl.

(818) 769-2001 (310) 477-2524

Considering a career involving International Strategy Consulting^

Mergers and Acquisitions, or Emerging Growth Companies?
v..

Then consider

THE LEK/ALCAR CONSULTING GROUP, L.P.

All interested Seniors are invited to attend our information

session and to submit an application

Information session: Tuesday, November 8, 1994, 6:00 P.M.

Morgan Center Press Room
Casual Attire

Application deadline: Thursday, January 12, 1995

Send cover letter, resume, and transcript to:

Stacey Sussman

Recruiting Coordinator

The LEK/Alcar Consulting Group, L.P.

12100 Wilshire Boulevard, Suite 1700

Los Angeles, CA 90025

We lookforward to meetirigyou.
LEK Alcar

'rs^
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STUDENTS
From page 3

African-American students
include a program to provide men-
tors for minority students, an
annual jobs fair and a course for

- African-American male freshmen
on college skills. "This institution

has made a very significant com-
mitment in trying to address one
of the most vexing and important

problems in our society today -

the inclusion of African
Americans in higher education,"

said the university president. Dr.

William Kirwan.

Daniel Podberesky, a Hispanic
student who was denied a scholar-

ship filed the case in 1990. An ear-

lier ruling by a Federal district

court found the program necessary

because of the university's history

of racial segregation of the state's

African-American population.

In the most recent appeal, uni-

versity officials argued that effects

of discrimination were still visible

in the underrepresentation of
African-American students on
campus.

VANS
From page 3

(where the van is going)," Pineda
added.

The program, which began in

1984 with seven vans and two dif-

ferent routes, transports about
75,000 students a year, said CSO
projects Manager Mike Brenzdal.

The program later expanded to three

different routes.

Student criticism in a yeariy sur-

vey revamped the program to

include one route, excluding previ-

ous stops along Hilgard Avenue.
" "When we added a (campus)

"It's a safe way to.get

home."

Christina Mita

Fourth-year Student

perimeter route people began to say

they wanted a simpler route,"
Brenzdal explained. The perimeter
route, which included stops along
Hilgard Avenue, didn't meet student

needs, he added.

Students have inquired about
lengthening the route to include
stops at Hilgard Avenue and south of

Wilshire Boulevard, Pineda said.

The program will hand out sur-

veys to current van riders during the

middle of spring quarter and may
adjust the service to meet any
changes in student demands.

However, changes in services

couM come eariier.

"We'll always take input and
evaluate it," Brenzdal said. "We've
been known to change after fall

quarter if people want a change."

-M^'-V- -
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107o EYEGLASS

DISCOUNT TO UCLA

EYEGLASS
PACKAGE

INCLUDES EYE EXAMINATION.
EYEGLASS FRAME &
PRESCRIPTION LENSES

CONTACT LENS
PACKAGE

INCLUDES EYE EXAM
PAIR OF DAILY WEAR LENSES

CAREKII AND FOLLOW-UP CARE

i>. :4,rr;.f.y;<

A Silent I nterfalth Vigil Against Proposition 187

Join Men and Women from UCLA's Faith Communities for

One Hour Silent Prayer and Meditation In Witness Against

Proposition 187.

Thursday November 3rd

12:00 til 1:00

t Meyerhoff Park
t

I ^ .

Sponsored by the University Religious

Conference at UCLA
" 900 Hilgard

—"-

208-5055

^^1^
DISPOSABLE CONTACT LENSES

INCLUDES EXAM FITTING & FOLLOV/-UP
& 2 BOXES OF ACUVUE LENSES

' GLASSES & CONTACTS IN ONE HOUR
• EYE EXAMINATIONS
• VISION PLANS ACCEPTED

OPTOMETRIX
An Optometnc Center

208-1384
10930 WEYBURN • WESTWOOD VILLAGE

'DISCOUNT APPLIES TO REGULAR PRICED MERCHANDISE ONLY

r am

SPEND A QUARTER IN

WASHINGTON D.C,

OR SACRAMENTO
^ssssss^ssssss: liMiiiii'iri'i'iiiMam

Internships for Summer 1995 in:

Washington^ D.C.
The White House, Voice ofAmerica, The Supreme Court,

Dept. of Commerce, Dept. of Justice, U.S. Baltic Foundation,
American Bar Association, National Bar Association, CNN,
CBS, Dept. of Education, The Keefe Co., Public Defender's

Service, The National Black Caucus, Common Cause, Rep.
Matsui, Senator Boxer, Smithsonian, Rep. Dellums, Rep. Bill

§v:. Baker, INTERPOL, Export/Import Bank and much more!

Sacramento
Governor's Office, Attorney General's Office, CYA,
Dept. of Education, UC Student Association,

MALDEF and mmch more!

HOW DO
YOU WANT YOUR

HAIRCUT?

tasm

I

INFORMATION MEETINGS;
iTUESDA\^ NOV 1-12:0) NdON-1 2:45PM
THURSDAY. NOV 3 - 5:0)PM - 6:00 PM

Deadline:

Wednesday, Nov 23, 1994
EXPO Center: Room 311, Plaza Building

(310)825-0831 .
.

You don't have to go to great lengths to get a great

haircut. Just come to Supercuts. We're open for business

seven days a week and you never need an appointment.

What^ more, every Supercuts stylist receives extensive

ongoing education unparalleled In the category. So tell

us, how do vou want your hair cut?

SUPBtCUTS
SuPERcm™ $10.00

1650 Westwood Bhrd. (between SanU Monica Blvd. and WUshire)

(310) 470- 1558 M-Fa^J Sat. 8-7 Sun. 10-5
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THRIFT SHOP
From page 3

blocks away when she came upon
the building.

The store maintains a low pro-

file, said Adams, and advertising

is kept to a minimum. Because of

low publicity, many students said

they were unaware of the estab-

lishment.

One student said his neurologi-

cal science lab had purchased a

desk from a used items store affili-

ated with UCLA, but was unclear

as to what kind of a store it was.

In addition to the thrift shop,

the Medical Center Auxiliary
Board also operates the gift shop
at the Center for Health Services

and the Medical Plaza newsstand.

All the money raised by the three

stores is given to the Medical
Center for patient aid, scholar-

ships for students and volunteers

and grants for special projects and
equipment at the center.

Last year the Auxiliary distrib-

uted $191,620 in grant monies to

aid various medical departments.

The thrift shop itself has experi-

enced an economic growth spurt

since its opening. In its first six

months, the store netted $13,000.

Today, the average annual net is

$150,000, according to Anne
Jones, administrative assistant for

the Auxiliary.

The community response is

favorable to the thrift shop. Many
consumers said the items are in

good shap» ar.dtfaii'y pr-i^ed. ^
"It's fresh merchandise .'.-.

Anything that's too spoiled, we
give (away)," said Urist. "The
prices are good and there's an
open, clean atmosphere."

WOiVIEN
From page 6

army psychologist, says that the

combat ban reflects the values of
Israeli society.

"There's a sense that we men
are on the front line defending our
homes and our families," he said.

"Women are the symbol of the

family, of the children, of the next

generation. If they are with us at

the front, what are we fighting for,

whom are we protecting?"

Neta Ziv Goldman, a lawyer for

the Association for Civil Rights in

Israel, which is representing
Miller, said that opening combat
roles could change public percep-

tions of women.
* "The fact that men go to com-

bat and women keep the home
fires burning has a deep impact on
the way our society views
women," she said. "Society will

look at them differently if they

have a chance to participate as

men do in what is viewed as one
of the most important tasks here:

risking your life in defense of your
country." '

-
^

TIRED OF THE
COUPON HASSIE?

Just bring in your Student I.D. or this ad
to the Subway at banta Monica and Sawteiie and

BuyOneGetOne

2nd sandwich of equal or lesser value with purchase of

drink or show UCLA ID and get $1 .00 off any footlong.

6 Foot Party Subs $49.95
Free Delivery

Valid only at 1 1 278 Santa Monica Blvd

(comer of Sowtelle & Santa Monica. 1 block west of 405)
310.477.9987 • Porldng in rear

C A K L T o N

NTfRNA'

CAHLTQN f^y^ ^jj^^y^^ STUDENT I.D. OR EMPLOYEE I.D. WITH COUPON c^HF
'^Wl^PM''' ^usj be presented lo receptionist before services arc performed —fe2_2

PAVIUON (Certain restrictior, apply). PAVILIQN

lOSSQPICO BLVD m,^^r>^^^. ^^.,^c«^^^^c««*.«..unw*w.w 10850 PICO BLVD

(310)470-4749 VALID SUN-THURS (310) 470-4749

•""••Sp'

TOYOUR NEW SKINLESS CHICKEN
40C extra, 50% less fet

SPECIAL #1

RETENTION • ACADEMIC EXCELLENCE • PERSONAL GROWTH • RESPECT • EQUALITY

educational and skills-building workshops

•Quarter Chicken
• cine side order
• Jack's Mountainj^read
• Soft Drink with ElSUs

rape prevention and education services

campus and community referrali|

library and article collectiofi/

ir||al# tbunselfitg

^ifKlildnse training

care workshops

:<*-™©:-

''Wk: .¥

**::i <:

SI ff^ff:-.

sexual harassment information

rape prcjvention peer educators

resource information boards

assertiveness clinics

reading lounge

current events board

volunteer program

Ai
! .

i , ,. ire accessible to students with disabilities.
Special services are .i. i i

. west within 14 working days. Call 825-3945 or TOO (800) 73S2929
The Wrimen's Resource Center is a seryiciB of the chyision of Student Devetopment and Health
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I can make $120/weel( doing what?

HAIRCUTTING WEST WOOD

Consultation

on staff

• Mernis

Bodywaves

• MaKe-up

alitbmia Cryobank, Inc. is Uxiking

for yoan? male students ( 19-34

years of age) to donate 'sperm. You will

participate in a 4:^ogfain..desi^ed to

help couples" who are not SbUrto have

children. >( •

In the United States close to twenty

million people are affected by

intertilip/. Often the only solution is

to use sperm tirom donors.

You are jjuaranteed complete

anonvmiry. You will also obtain

financial compensation and free

medical/genetic testing. For more

details call <3IO>443-SZ44 ext 24

Mon - Sat 9-7

INTRODUCTORY OFFER >

First time Students Only $18
824-2711 . 1001 Gayley
(NEXT TO COFFEE BEAN)

Evening Van Service Schedule
All Vans Run:

..Fall, Winter, and Spring Quarter
Monday—Thursday

6PM-Midnight

CLOCKWISE

Additional Van Coverage:

10th Week ofEach Quarter
Monday—Sunday
6PM-Midnight

COUNTERCIXKKWISE

(€«l4nM* Mab)
]7 li«4riHi'HlK«>

Ensure Your Safety on Campus
Use the CSO Evening Van and Escort Service

The Service is Free and available to all of the UCLA community
Call the CSO Programs at 825-9800 for more info.

Sponsored by the Campus Safety Project of SWC and CSO programs.

PAID FOR BY USAC COMMCtt.

^

uvw
From page 10

to let a lower court's ruling stand

on an issue so important as
Proposition 187.

Some conservatives who sup-

port the initiative argue that the

court appointees of former
Presidents Reagan and Bush may
possibly vote to uphold the mea-
sure, if it reaches the court. But
Wiley said that is unlikely,
according to previous court
actions.

"The assumption that
Reagan/Bush appointees will

reverse the handiwork of previous

courts has turned out to be flat

wrong in the most publicized case

of the pre-Reagan/Bush era, and
that's Roe vs. Wade," Wiley
asserted. "(It) has been reaffirmed

by a majority of the new (conserv-

ative) court."

If passed, California political

pundits are virtually unanimous in

agreeing that Proposition 187
would be contested in the legal

system. That process would begin
with a public-interest legal group,

such as the American Civil
Liberties Union, filing a class-

action lawsuit on behalf of all per-

sons affected by the law in federal

court.

From the federal trial court, the

suit would be appealed to the 9th

U.S. Circuit Court of Appeals. At
any point after the initial trial, the

Supreme Court could take the

case with a writ of certiorari^ This

writ requires concurrence of four

Supreme Court justices.

Wiley said that the irony of
repeating the process is that even
though the Plyler case was a close

vote, at 5-4, the dissenting justices

were not in favor of the Texas law.

"The irony of the claim that it

was a divided court in 1982 is that

the dissent made fun of (and)
lamented the idiocy of the mea-
sure," said Wiley, adding that the

dissent didn't disagree substan-

tially with the majority opinion on
the Plyler case.

CANS
From page 8

box, even a retractable roof.

Another entrant is trying to

remind people not to take food,

furniture and a place to go home
to for the Thanksgiving holiday
for granted. It's called "The
Comforts of Home." The exact
plans were still in the design
stage.

One project geared to children

is "The Oreo Express." It

includes an electric train made
with Legos that has been donated
by F.A.O. Schwarz. The train's

tracks will rest on piers of
spaghetti boxes and cans of
tomato sauce. The train will
transport boxes of Oreo cookies
through a mountain of canned
green beans topped by a snowy
peak of white tuna-fish tins.

"We chose the motif because
so many children in the city are

affected by homelessness and
hunger," its creator said.

Inspired by a similar food
drive organized by the Society of
Architectural Administrators in

Seattle in 1992, Cheri Van Over,
the office administrator at the
architecture firm of Butler
Rogers Baskett, persuaded the
New York society, the New York
chapter of the American Institute

of Architects and the manage-
ment of the Decoration & Design
Building to get involved with the
design and construction competi-
tion.

The entries will be judged in"-

the categories of Best Meal, Best
Use of Labels, Structural
Ingenuity and Jurors' Favorite.
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COMPUTERS
From page 9

Centierville and Faiit>om, mandate
computer training for all teachers.

And only six require students to

take courses in computer literacy

beyond basic word processing.

No wonder that few teachers use

technology to challenge their stu-

dents to think, create and solve
problems.

'Frequently our students are

more technologically literate than

our teachers," said Frank Schiraldi,

assistant director of professional

development for the Ohio
Department of Education. "It's an
unfortunate situation that needs to

be turned around."

But some educators plead for

leniency. "We're kind of in our
infancy when it comes to educa-
tional technology. We've only been
at it, really, for 10 years," said
Dave Gibson, executive directOT of

the Southwestern Ohio
Instructional Technology
Association, a non-profit agency
that serves some 125 school dis-

tricts in Ohio, Kentucky and
Indiana.

Many are technology-shy in part

because of their age. "There's a lot

... who got into teaching in the

early 1960s and are quite close to

retirement," Gibson said.

Adapting technology to the
classroom requires taking risks and
giving students more control, said

Charlene Campbell, technology
facilitator for Fairborn schools.

"It's not compatible with the tradi-

tional classroom approach - the

sage on the stage. And for that rea-

son, a lot of teachers are afraid of

it."

But teachers' attitudes aren't the

only problem. Some blame lack of

money for teacher training.

"The focus in school district

offices and legislatures is that they

want to see hardware. They want to

walk into a classroom and see nice

computers," said Trish Stoddart, an

education professor. "But there's

,.Qjnly a small amount of money
"going into teacher training."

Stoddart 's recent national survey

found districts spend about 1 per-

cent of their technology budgets on
training and support. Businesses

typically spend 50 percent.

Stoddart found that even as little

as 10 days of training made a big

difference in teacher performance.

"Teachers are good learners," she

said. "If you give them the time

and support, they'll use this stuff."

Key to the support is a technolo-

gy coordinator - someone to over-

see technology and to train teachers

in use of hardware and software.

"Some schools may have only
one technology coordinator when
they should have three or four,"

said Ronald Anderson of the

University of Minnesota.

Anderson headed a team of
researchers that examined comput-
er use in Japanese, European and
American schools. It found that,

although American schools have
more computers than those in

Germany and the Netherlands,
"American students are less com-
puter-knowledgeable, their teach-

ers get less training and their

equipment is more out of date."

Nationwide, only one in 20
schools has a technology coordina-

tor without other classroom respon-

sibilities, according to a 1993
report by the Congressional Office

of Technology.

Macie Reynolds, who holds the

title unofficially for Mad River's

Stebbins High School, is in many
ways typical. She teaches English

and computer science and has one
free period to provide technical

support and training for other staff.

"We offer half a day (of training)

here and there. It's mostly happen-

stance," she said.

Find outby taking a free GMAT
andattending our free seminar!

Take a ^GMAT test from The Princeton Review and get back a computer-analyzed score

report and a comprehensive breakdown of your strengths and weaknesses. You will also get a

two-hour seminar highlighting application procedures for graduate school and special

techniques designed to maximize your performance on the test. We pioneered the technique

oriented approach that has earned us the reputation as one of the leaders in test preparation.

Saturday, November 1 2, 1 994

Test: 9:00am to 1 2:30 pm • Seminar: 1 :30 pm to 3:30 pm

To reserve a seat call us at (800) 2-REVIEW or (310) 474-0909.

Seminars are limited to tlie first 50 people who sign up.

THE
PRINCETON
REVIEW
we score more

(800)2-REVIEW

(310)474-0909
The Princeton Review is affiliated with neither Princeton University nor the Educational Testing Service. (Thank goodness!)

Courses for the January 21, 1995 GMA Tbegin December 3.

^
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Will Prop. 187 save or sink our state?
Prop- 187: Stop

iUegal activities

by voting 'yes'

By James Lebakken

If you oppose Proposition 1 87,

you advocate criminal behavior.

Yes, illegal immigration is a

crime. That is why it is called

"illegal." There is no arguing this

> point.

Those who find themselves on
the other side of this issue are

sophists ranging from the con-
fused talk show caller who's
merely parroting something s/he

read on a banner at a demonstra-
tion, to Kathleen Brown who
sidesteps the real issue with her
brand of demagogical doubles-

peak.

Opponents of Proposition 1 87
are attempting 4« lead the likes of
the parrots by confusing the dif-

ference between legal and illegal

immigration, between racism and
government accountability.

California has one of the most
severe crime problems of any
state and much of this has to do
with Califomians having no faith

in their system, being weak to act

on offenders and apathetically

refusing to take control of the '

issues via the means available.

Illegal immigration is not the

most severe crime, but all crime is

arr erosion of society.

And now the news media
"reports" in a fashion question-

able to their integrity, the possibil-

ity of uncivilized protest on the

passa^ of Proposition 187. If you
are willing to be bullied by the

threats of a mob (much like some
juries have admitted) you deserve
to lose your control over that

mob.
If you advocate any crime

through your inaction, you have
committed an act of omission
against yourself and society, and

See LEBAKKEN, page 18 •

Prop. 187: Choose one,

'socialist welfare state'

or free immigration

Vote *no' on Prop.

187, racist concept

is life's real cheater

—* --

By Daniel Ryu

With front page articles in the

Los Angeles limes appearing

everyday, I thought people were
starting to get it. But after reading

Lawrence Kam's article

("Debunking points against Prop.
187," Nov. 1), it's obvious that

there are still folks out there hell

bent on ram-rodding Proposition

187 down Califomians' throats.

Sadly, there are still people out

there who haven't quite thought

the issue through, f^r those of

you in this boat, and I mean you
Lawrence, let's go through it one
more time, slowly.

Lawrence, guess what? We're
going back to class. More specifi-

cally, we're going to that Math
32A class that you discussed in

equating illegal immigrants to

"cheaters." Let's see if we can't

take a second look and clear up
sdfhe of your misconceptions.

OK, imagine you're taking that

same final and you see that stu-

dent "cheating." But, hey, let's

back up for a sec ...

... an hour before the final ...

The professor is seen handing
the students the answer. Yes, it

appears the professor is actually

assisting the cheater in cheating.

The professor, who we'll call

"Mike H.," has offered to give the"

student the answers beforehand in

exchange for working as his

young daughter's nanny.

Of course, Professor Mike sees

nothing wrong with what he's

doing. The fact that the student

wouldn't be able to cheat without

knowing the answers beforehand

doesn't enter into his narrow-

minded thinking.

Sorry, Lawrence. I'm tired of
analogies (and I know this one

See RYU, page 18

By Cosmo Wenman

I don't like Proposition 187, but account-
ing for its popularity is not difficult. The
bill makes sen.se. Illegal immigrants take
state services without fully paying for
them, and that is wrong. The further disen-
franchisemenl of these people under
Proposition 1 87 is a predictable and logical

response.

Kathleen Brown, Pete Wilson and
Sparticist and MEChA student protesters

can argue about Proposition 187's
"racism," "oppression" and the finer points
of cost/benefit analysis all day long, but
there is one truth of the matter which they

are all loath to admit. The problems of ille-

gal immigration and ugly solutions like

Proposition 1 87 can exist in only one con-
text - the context of the socialist state.

Socialist Torrie-Republicans like Wilson
see the obvious incompatibility of their pet
social programs (like public education,
welfare, public healthcare, drug wars) with
non-taxpaying, uncontrolled immigrants as
a reason to oppose a policy of free immi-
gration and the full enfranchisement it calls

for. Given the choice between their failing

socialist experiments (and they are

socialist; the stale takes resources and com-
mands their use) and free immigration,
Wilson and his accomplices choose social-

ism.

They give us mediocre "benefits" and
blame Central Americans for the medioc-
rity. Demonized as parasites, immigrants
become easy targets at the border, in the

schools, hospitals and city halls.

Proposition 1 87 should come as no sur-

prise. All socialist states discourage immi-
gration. Their institutions and plans are del-

icate contrivances that simply can't handle

What about our state, exactly,

are we trying to "save" from

Central America? What is

Florida trying to save from

Haitians and Cubans with

their S.O.S. bill? They'll tell

you, "The social programs."

the sheer power and unpredictability of
freedom. Such states, therefore, come down
hard on freedom wherever they can.

Check out Soviet immigration policies,

French policy on north Africans. Italian

policy on Albanians and Swedish and
German policy on Turks. The flow of these

tired, poor, homeless masses and other typ-

ically darker-complexioned people is tight-

ly controlled throughout the world by
regimes which recognize that socialism and
freedom cannot coexist.

Even mild forms of socialism require the

curbing of certain freedoms. In our case,

public education and the like necessitates

limits on free immigration and participation

in California.

What about our state, exactly, are we try-

ing to "save" from Central Americans?
What is Florida trying to save from
Haitians and Cubans with their S.O.S. bill?

They'll tell you, "The social proems."
Our government was not designed to

protect socialist programs, it was designed
to protect freedom. Given the choice
between Califomian socialism and/rve

See WENMAN, page 19
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Pete Wilson kicks sand in our eyes, our souls
Clutching my rosary and

dressed in black from head
to foot, I waved to my

father as he drove up the Sunset

Village cul-de-sac. Poor daddy, I

thought. First my uncle's terminal

illness and now my grandfather's

death - all in the span of a weekr-
Still, dad appeared happy to see

me.

But frankly,

I dreaded the

45 minute ride

home. Our
conversations

with each

other are best

when we're

arguing, and

seeing that we
were on our

way to my
grandfather's

rosary, I antici- MaraueZ
pated awk- ".'*"M****r_

American soil, we take fierce

pride in our Mexican heritage.

Fuck with this, and you can con-
sider yourself unforgiven. ^

e • •

Roxane

ward silences and generic

comments aboiIThow there are too

many commercials on the radio

these days.

I tossed my bags into the car

and we look off. Immediately, he

began chattering away.

"Well, I knew this day would
come sooner or later," he began.

"It was only a matter of time. It

won't be easy, the wake and the

burial, but I guess everybody's

time comes sooner or later."

My empty stomach turned as I

imagined the day when I would
have to bury my own father. Jesus.

As dad rambled on about how
alcohol factored into grandpa's

death, and when and where the

funeral would take place, I

thought of how strong the

Marquez genes are. Each one of

my father's children looks unmis-

takably like him. "Look at my mi
bambina," my darting, wrinkled

great-grandmother would say to

everyone when I was small. "Mi
- Roxsanna has her father's little

mouth and straight nose. But she

has her grandpapa's eyes."

I^d yet it's su-ange, I thought,

how I am just like my father and
his father before him in other

ways. We scowl when we're r

"Vingry. We are never at a loss for

words. We despise cowardice.

And although our loyalty is to

Gov. Pete Wilson fucked with
it. He crossed the line.

— I've seen his pro-Proposition

1 87 commercials depicting border

patrol officers in the process of
catching Mexican "illegals" cross-

ing the border. 'There's a right

way, and a wrong way," an author-

itative voice explains. Oh really,

Mr. Wilson?

Well don't you think that if

"illegal" immigrants could raise

their right hand, swear to abide by
the laws of the good old U.S. ofA
and enter the "right" way that they

would? If it were that easy, why
would they risk their lives in the

middle of the night?

And take a look at the expres-

sions on their faces, Mr. Wilson.

Do they look overjoyed in antici-

pation of the government services

this state has to offer? Services

like welfare (which you're always
hacking away at), health care

(clearly not a priority of yours -

"county medical services still suck)

and education (an area you don't

give a damn about, seeing that you
had no qualms about raising my
annual reg fees from $2,486 to

$4,072 in four years)?

Hell no, they aren't overjoyed.

Those "illegal" immigrants look to

me like they're aware of the long

haul ahead. They're looking at

long hours of cooking food, trim-

ming gardens, babysitting children

and cleaning the homes and busi-

nesses of people whose wallets are

stuffed with money, whose atti-

tudes are fraught with arrogance

and whose hearts are empty of

compassion. They're looking at

people much like yourself.

And Mexican Americans like

my family, who have lived in the

Inited States 4nd contributed

money and labor for generations,

know that as people of color

they'll also face other forms of

discrimination ba^ upon their

coloring, facial features, accent

and Spanish last name.

We know this because we've

endured such discrimination. My
grandparents' generation endured

it from racist Califomians who
howled that Mexicans should fight

and die for America in World War
II and then beat them and stripped

them of their zoot suits on the

streets of Los Angeles. My par-

ents' generation endured it in the

form of restricted access to decent

education and better jobs - and all

the while they, too, were encour-

aged to fight for America, this

time in Vietnam.

And discrimination continues to

manifest itself for my generation

in the form of explanations that

multicultural education isn't "nec-

essary," that the contributions of

our people really aren't worthy of

study because it's not like we

were presidents or senators or

leaders or anything. Just rabble-

rousing migrant workers and

token minorities for businesses

and schools, that's all.

We're not stupid, Mr. Wilson.

We're well aware of your shoddy
record as governor. We remember
how you sat on your ass during

the recession and during the L.A.

riots. We remember how you
couldn't once honestly balance a

budget in the four years you
"served" as governor.

We're also well aware of your

shouts of "three strikes, you're

out" and your subsequent insis-

tence on prison building - all

while the mothers of East Los

Angeles implored that more
money for education just might

eliminate the need lo construct

those jails.

You can tell a tree by the fruit it

bears, Mr. Wilson. Yours proved

sour, and that was bad enough.

Still, the least you could have

done was to acknowledge your

shortcomings, stand by your

record and offer feasible solutions

that strike at the root of

California's economic and social

woes. But you didn't. Like a bully

in a schoolyard, you picked^n
those less powerful than yourself

and blamed them for all of your

See MARQUEZ, page 19

Viewpoint

Health care is not a right, ^no' on 186
By Ron Kagan

But a few months after the

collapse of the efforts to pass

President Clinton's National

Health Care Plan in Congress,
the beast of socialized medicine
is rearing its ugly head in the

upcoming California elections.

The proponents of Proposition

186 promise us that in return for

$40 billion in new taxes, the

state will eliminate private med-
ical insurance in California and
replace it with state insurance

for all.

Even though full implementa-

tion of Proposition 186 in 1998
is projected to cost $140 billion

annually, effectively tripling the

state's current $58 billion annual

budget, they claim this will

result in savings and better care

by eliminating the administra-

CLAY PIG" Mmen do not liy this at liome

tive costs of private insurance.

Since when has government
control of anything resulted in

saving money? The Medicare
program begun in 1965 was pro-

jected to cost $17 billion by
1990. By 1990, Medicare expen-

ditures were more than $100 bil-

lion. If government controls

really brought about savings, the

Soviet Union ought to have been

the richest country in the world.

ROEL BAUTISTA

Hfcy RUPERT

-

Pon'r yoo THINK

Bit fOO HAR&H
ON >t)uR LOAN
D?U^&EL(3Rf

since they practiced government
control of everything

!

What proponents of

Proposition 186 don't realize is

that government funding of

health care is not the solution to

the problem. It is the problem,

because of a simple economic
principle: There is no limit to

the demand for a product if

those who use it do not pay for

it.

Imagine that the state offered

free "foodcare" to all. After all,

we all need to eat, don't we?
Shouldn't "foodcare" be a right?

Can you picture the mad rush to

buy only the most expensive

imported foods at the supermar-

ket and the long lines of people
waiting to dine at the finest

restaurants in Beverly Hills?

In order to avoid bankruptcy
and mass starvation, the state

would then have to impose food

rationing and cost controls on
the food providers. The pre-

dictable result would be a quick
end to the freedom to choose

what one wishes to eat and ihe_

disappearance of all but the most
inexpensive and low quality

foods.

Returning now to health care,

we see that this is exactly what
happens in countries that social-

ize medical care. In many
Western European countries,

commonplace, lifesaving proce-

dures such as kidney dialysis

and coronary bypass surgery are

simply not offered to people

over the age of 55. Since

rationing havto start some-
where, the health care adminis-

trators reason that it is

preferable to deny care to the

elderiy who are probably not

paying- into the system anymore
anyway.

A number of the specific

problems with Proposition 186
were catalogued by Charlie

Chang in his Oct. 31 article,

"Proposition 186: Universal

health care battle wages on."

Httwever, Chang's case against

Proposition 186 is fatally

See KAGAN, page 19
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LEBAKKEN
From page 16

are condemned to live in the cage
of your own construction. In which
case I don't want to hear your
moot complaints any longer.

This proposition did not magi-
cally appear on ttie l)allot.

Proposition 187 is the result of

many months of signature gather-

ing and tallying^

And, unlike Proposition 188
(sponsored by the well-organized

lobby of itie tobacco industry),

Proposition 187 was drafted liy

concerned citizens and is a product

of our system of denKx;racy.

Novemt)er is the last chapter in the

life story of this proposition (and

possibly the beginning of a new
law) and on that day, you can send
a message.

If you oppose the passage of
Proposition 187 into law, the mes-
sage that you send to the stale and
federal government will be, "I

think everything is fine," or at

least, 'Things aren't bad enough
for me to take the course of politi-

cal action that is available to me
now," And that's why a "no" vote

is an advocation of this type of

crime.

On the other hand, if you
approve of some form of action in

response to illegal immigration and
i/the proposition is indeed "uncon-
stitutional" then the higher courts

will overrule the measure. (Those

courts are an integral part of our
democratic process, a process

many citizens have al>andoned.)

But at least you will have sent a

message, a mandate to the state

and federal government that you
see a problem and you want those

politicians to confront illegal

immigration with immediate

action.

' According to polls, support has

wavered in the short course of this

past month, tHit the initial message
sent has already brought a

response echoing back to the vot-

ers. Candidates in key races have

delayed taking a hard oppositional

stance to Proposition 187 where
they knew such a position would
hurt their chances.

The Clinton administration has

found a need to form an opinion on
an issue of state politics. They
have made promises of increased

INS activity in policing our bor-

ders and excuses atx)ut the current

state of illegal immigration. They
are listening.

Butif Proposition 187 doesn't

pass (hen you will allow them to

breathe easy and be happy that

they averted a political rough spot

in tlieir own careers. "Back to busi-

ness as usual," they will be think-

ing.

Force them to address this issue.

The "yes" vote on this proposition

is your instrument.

James Lebakken is ajunior
English student.

RYU
From page 16

was bad). Let me just simply say
what the Proposition 1 87 propo-
nents continually overloolc. If

there were no jobs for undocu-
mented immigrants in California,

they would not hQ able to live

here.

Ironically, even elected officials

who support Proposition 1 87
(such as Mike H.. in case you did-

n't get it the first time) turn

around and hire illegal immi-
grants to look after their children.

But it's hypocritical to use the

contributions of undocumented
people, if you simply accept their

labor and then turn a cold shoul-

der to them when it comes to sup-

plying the most basic services.

And yes, Lawrence, you can
check individuals' immigration
status without being racist. But
that's not what the proposition

states. It states that public health

workers and educators have the

right to question those who they

"reasonably suspect" are undocu-
mented.

Let me ask you, what are the

criteria to judge who is a suspect

and who is not? How does race

not fit into this equation? There's
no getting around it - the wording
of this proposition is sloppy and
inherently racist.

Lawrence, you also slate that

there is no way Clinton would
risk withholding billions in feder-

al education l>ecause California is

important in his quest for re-elec-

tion. First off, we're talking about
the secretary of education who
has stated that California would
lose $2.3 billion for elementary
and secondary school levels and
$1.1 billion to colleges and uni-

versities. In no way is that a non-
issue, as you slated.

But, Lawrence, I mean, c'mon.
You're a rational, law and order

type of person. If California vio-

lates the Constitution with

Proposition 187, aren't we in a
sense cheating?

If Proposition 187 passes, don't
we deserve to have thiat money
withheld? Don't we, Lawrence?
The fact of the matter is that

you're willing to risk those bil-

lions entitled to all California stu-

dents based on your view of poli-

tics.

I'm not. I don't think its fair to

the rest of the state. If you think

Plyver vs. Doe (the decision we'd
be violating) should be over-

turned, hook up with the rest of
the pro- 1 87 people and wage your
own campaign. But, can we
please not risk funds that are ear-

marked for everylxxly?

And finally Lawrence, you
state "maybe, just maybe, if you
remove the incentive mechanism
for it, fewer people would come
to California illegally." Is that

why you or your ancestors immi-
grated here? For the free stuff?

(And. we are not talking about
a lot of "free stuff." Most health

services are not available to peo-
ple without documentation. We're
talking about inoculations that are

It's hypocritical to use

the contributions of

undocumented people

... and then turn a cold

shoulder to them when
it comes to supplying

the most basic services.

beneficial to the whole society.)

Anyway, that's not why my
parents immigrated. Sure, they

came here legally, but I'm not
arrogant enough to t)elieve that

their motivations for immigrating
(to get more opportunity for

themselves and their children) are

strictly reserved for any segment
of immigrants.

These motivations apply to all

people, of all races, and for you to

l)elieve otherwise would be for

you to buy into the notion that all

immigrants are lazy and looking

for a handout. The title "illegal"

says nothing about the PEOPLE'S
individual values or beliefs.

Daniel Ryu is afourth-year com-
munication studies student. He is

chiefofstaff in the undergraduate
external vice president 's office.
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WENMAN
From page 16

immigration and full enfranchise-

ment for all immigrants. I choose
freedom. As a conservative, I will

always choose freedom: for

rnyself, other Americans.

Mexicans, Cut>ans, Haitians - for

everyone. Freedom, you see. is not

a zero-sum game.
I won't vote "yes" on

Proposition 1 87 because it is an

attempt to preserve the socialist

welfare state. A "yes" vote on
Proposition 187 is not only a "no"
vote on thousands of good people

in California and elsewhere, it is

not only a "no" vote against free

immigration and all its advantages,

it is an implicit vote of confidence

MARQUEZ

in California-style socialism.

If you've already decided to

vole "no" on Proposition 187 for

ethnic or sentimental reasons, or to

protest its undeniably racist over-

tones, fine. But you have to under-

stand what is fueling its fire. It is

themortal conflict between^^e-
dom (immigrants' freedom, in this

case) and socialism (public educa-

tion, public healthcare - whatev-

er).

These are the real choices lurk-

ing behind Proposition 187; we
can abolish the socialist welfare

state, or we can abolish free immi-
gration, we can even abolish both,

but we c^not have both. You have
to choose.

Cosmo Wenman is a junior major-
ing in economics.

From page 17

failings.

You're a coward. Gov. Wilson.

We don't like cowards. We don't

respect cowards.
• • •

The pallbearers had draped an

enormous American flag over my
grandfather's shiny black casket. I

stared at it all through the service

and watched the priest sprinkle

holy water on and around it.

My grandfather was far from
perfect He drank loo much. He
abused my grandmother. He coirid

not control his temper. As the

priest droned on atiout "walking

through the valley in the shadow
of death," I squeezed the icy pink

beads and gold cross of my rosary

and feared for my grandfather's

soul.

But that flag reminded me of

the one beautiful quality my
grandfather possessed. He was not

a coward. Ever.

Nobody bossed my grandfather

around. He thought for himself

and stuck by his convictions 100
percent. He had plenty of short-

comings, but he never blamed
them on other people. Grandpa
taught my father to do the same.

Dad taught me.

, Tsaw my dad staring at his

father's coffin, knowing that

someday his son would drape an

American flag over his casket just

You're a coward, Gov.

Wilson. We don't like

cowards.

as he did that day. Dark glasses

hid my father's eyes, but he

squeezed together his gloved
hands, pursed his lips and he was
not afraid to weep silently,

I looked at the Mexican men
and women who surrounded the

casket. They knew my grandfa-

ther, they knew his character, they

knew his faults. But they knew
that he was also one of them - a

worker, a fighter and a survivor.

He knew his worth. So did they.

He was proud. So were they. He
was not a coward. Neither were
they.

God hates a coward. Gov.

Wilson. So do we. Consider your-

self unforgiven.

Viewpoint Assistaru Editor——

—

Roxane Marquez is a fourth-year
student double majoring in histo-

ry and English/American studies.

KAGAN
From page 17

flawed, because he accepts the

same l>asic premise as do the

nieasure's supporters: "Obtaining

health care for everyone should be

our moral duty." Chang writes.

Wrong. In spite of what the

reguigitators of Kantian ethics in

the philosophy department will

tell you. there are no moral duties

to others, only freely chosen

obligations, paramount anxjng

them being the obligation to

respect other people's rights.

Health care is not a right. A
need does not make a right. There
can never be a right to the prod-

ucts of the effort of another

human being.

Rights are things that cannot be
taken away from us. and the state

employs physical force to guaran-

tee that we get them. Any such

"right" to a product of human
effort, whether it be food or med-
ical treatment, turns its providers

into virtual slaves.

True rights are not rights to

things, but rights to take unimped-
ed actions to get things, like life,

liberty and property. There can be

no right to initiate force against

others thus violating their rights.

Doctors employ their intelli-

gence and hard-earned skills to

cure the ill and have the absolute

right to provide this service to

whomever they choose at whatev-

er price a patient is willing to pay.

They have the right to be free

from the dictates of a "health

commissioner" bent on sulx)rdi-

nating their medical judgment to

his political whims.
Patients, in turn, have the right

to obtain medical care paid for by
private or employer insurance, or

out of their own pockets. Those
who truly cannot afford medical

care must depend on the charity

of doctors or of some charitable

organization.

Yes, health care is expensive,

as a direct result of years of gov-

ernment funding and intervention.

The solution to high costs is to

reintroduce market forces to the

medical field.

A number of creative proposals

to do this have been put forth. Tax
exempt medical savings accounts

(MSAs) similar to individual

retirement accounts and high

deductible private medical insur-

ance off^r the best promise so far

of cultinjg medical costs.

They will do so by putting con-

sumers in control of their health

care dollars and thereby re-intro-

ducing the greatest incentive ever

offered to health care providers to

control costs: competition.

Whatever we do this year abwui

health care, lets not make things

worse. Vote no on Proposition

186.

Ron Kagan is a PhD. candidate in

Biochemistry.
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From the Edito
By Aim^e Wilcox

Dim the lights and gather round,.

An empty freeway on the way
to nowhere. Old, dilapidated

gas stations clutter the almost

non-existent exits which

appear every few miles. The
stars hover above, spilling

their gKttery reflections from

millions of miles away. The
notes of old favorite classics

IK)ur out of the windows of a

Volkswagen bus and out-of-

tune voices echo well-known

lyrics. Destination - the soli-

tude of vast emptiness and a

place devoid of white noise. In

the realm of Nature, the quiet

becomes overwhelming. Just

over the murmur of Pink Floyd, feel

the pulses of blood racing through

your veins and the crisp desert air

that blows the tumbleweed. These
drums leave an eerie sensation of

aloneness that can bring anyone to

_ the boundary of insanity. Yet, we
embrace this sense of madness
because it allows us to be free from

the chains of reality and to lose con-

trol just long enough to feel time pass

by ...

Borrowing chairs from neighbors,

greetings of hugs and laughter with

friends. Helios get grazed over for the

latest gossip rep)orts and the clatter-

ing of dishes begins with the hunt for

paper plates and utensils. Commence
... talk of movies, professor frustra-

tions and the problems of everyday

life. Have some punch or a glass of

wine where should 1 put this and what
shall we listen to cue the moment of -_

festivity. Appetizers, CD cases, entries

and drippy candles. CLICK! A freeze-

frame of flash and film make material —
for three-by-five frames and mounted
collages. Reminisce ... let the stray

cats roam in to feast upon the merry
measure and a buffet of epicural

delights. Shared recipes, remembered
moments and cheery faces make for

more than just a quiet dinner at home

"No Glove, No Love" reads the

Playboy billboard. Bombshell blondes

and slippery men line up in front of^
flickering sign with hopes of finding a

melody. An oversized man overfills a

small stool, his droopy jowl and bone
tattoo conjuring up the atmosphere of

,^ the SPCA, rather than an op>ening to a

world of rhythm. Entrance is easy,

toss your I.D. In his clutches and his

validation stamp leads to the swiri of

- jive, jazz and intoxication. Kool Aid-fla-

vored smoke enters your lungs as you
collide with the dashing bodies of

sweat and scents of seduction.

Blinding bubble gum lipstick, mouths
of grinding toothpicks and piles of glit-

tery cheap costume jewelry stagger

the senses trying to adjust to flashing

red lights and flickering strobes. The
thumps of strong bass reverberate in

the chests of beat addicts as they

push away their sticky hair mesmer-
ized by the dance experience ...

The whistle and hum of steaming milk,

the aroma of a bitter juice that jump-

starts the mind and invites the thrill of

adrenaline. Eyes peeled open, absorb-

ing stimuli and gasping in life. Bits of

conversation fill a room which echoes

something out of Alice in Wonderland.

Oversized chairs, odd-colored tables

with worn-out edges and rings of

steamy hot glasses, walls left yellow

by the multitude of nicotine and other

strange inhalants. Crooked in ix>sition

and perspective, art covers bare spots

on walls, causing a doubletake. A
woman in chains, a child holding a

gun, a vagabond with hands out-

stretched. Each demands conversa-

tion and yields a war of conflicting

vocabularies. Other bits of conversa-

tion reverberate in this smoke-filled

room of Camels and Marlboro Lights -

the latest mudslinging in politics, the

fight to rise above Generation X and

the battle of the sexes. Words jab at .

.

our mind, invoking emotion and the

need for response. And a man solemn-

ly stands to recite poetry. The poetry

of all walks of life ...

This is what we find in the After

Hours. A time between work smd
sleep, but also a world of reality and

fantasy. Look for it, embrace it. We are

what you want us to be.

Roll the ciTedits ...

Aim^e Wilcox is the After Hours editor.

LA Nightlife Isn't
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Out of Townen 7 can '/ believe Fm
in LA!""-^-^

You: "Well, honey, you are. Get
used toil " (in a tired and whiny
voice indigenous to the region)

001: "/ can 't wait to go clubbing -

the scene must t)e phenomeihU!"

Y: "Oh, sure. Yeah -you and me -

let's hit Roxbury andjoin Ms.

Doherty and crew ... or hey, Jet's

swing over to The Gate and kick it

with all the really friendly movie
people.

"

OOT: 7s that whaty'all do here?!"

Y: "That's whatyou do ifyou feel

\ like enduring long lines, bad
t music, washed-up, 40-year-old

blondes wearing red leather

miniskirts and matching stilettos

and totally unnecessarypreteri^

liousness."

OOT: (Reflective pause) "Scary!"

r."Very."

when those trashy tourists and naive

newcomers arrive in los An<?eles, seldom

JIo
they doubT the nocturnal powers ofa

:ity considered to be the world center for

entertainment, in their minds, l.a. con-

jures up ima<jes of endless means by which

to recreate, includin<j unlimited numbers of
those fabulous nightclubs ready to make any
Jjreed or creed ofhuman wi<j^le with eKcite-

ment.

please, we knou; this city, we are college

students livin' and learnin' in los Angeles.

Even more, we are ucla students! when we
want to ^o out to a nightclub, we want to do it

ri^ht. However, there is a common complaint
omon^ our ranks: there are no clubs in los

"anqeles."" ~~ T

well, we all know that's not true, who
cant help but notice the limousines, the

lines, the lon<j, slicked-back locks o' hair

all up and down tHe len^h of sunset

Boulevard? Leave it to los Angeles and
all its <jlitz and <^lamour to produce

cesspools of ewpensive slime such as

ROKbury, c n'c club, ear one,

Renaissance, House of elues, qlam slam
and the drippy like. These clubs usually

have overly decorated interiors to suit

the overly decorated clientele. There

mi^ht as well be a dress code at these

venues because desi<^ner suits and cock-

tail-type dresses ore the norm, which

creates a competitive "see and be seen"

attitude that is unbearable, some clubs

even su<j^est rese«-vations. Tr^s formale.

TOO formale.

while it is somewhat therapeutic and
cleansing to eKperience this type of

trashy ^lam (it helps one to recognize

You thought the movie Speed was hot

-

wait till you tear through the s4|Mts
of LA on the Big Blue Bus, see i|ageZ^

Quench your entertainment thirsts
with our version of Gatoradfe ... ^ -

THE AFTER HOURS USTINGS!! see page ^^

and control those materialistic, superficial

tendencies), biennial visits are more than suf-

ficient ... then brain damage be«jins to set in.

"L.A. clubs are fiill of pretentious bitches

who don't know how to party," says Luis

orozco, Q third-year international rekitions

student. "The people are too self-absorbed

and too concerned with how they look."

unfortunately for students with those plain

ol' "I just wanna dance" ur^es, a consistently

^ood club is almost impossible to find, we are

intelligent, hard workin<j students, not thir-

tysomethin^ film producers, we want innova-

tive, ori<jinciLl music, not top 40 remines. we
need a fresh place to <jo, not tired and trashy

places to whine about.

fortunately, there ore such things called

after hours, no, not the section you' re read-

ing, silly (although we do help alleviate some
of the pain), but late ni^ht parties that pro-

vide escape from the syndrome described

above, since California has that absolutely

fabulous statewide law that prohibits the sale

of alcohol afrer 2 a.m., most nightclubs in the

city dose their doors for lack o' booze revenue.

This sends everyone swerving home, or thanks

to some ambitious and enterprising individu-

als, careening to an after hours set.

Let the uneducated be educated, sometimes
called undergrounds, sometimes called raves

(depending on the promotion), sometimes
even called clubs, these havens for

music - and scene-lovers are usu-

ally situated in obscure down-
town IcKotions — actually, in

any lar^e, open space promoters

can ^et their hands on. as far as

event IcKotions, orozco feels, "The

best parties are in the 'ghetto.' people

are much more appreciative and have
more to celebrate. They aren't too con-

gerned with the way they look and there is

minimal attitude."

The house music is loud, the house
music is «jood, the people are usually

friendly and will talk to you, and
thank your «jod the stiletto levels

are low. These events have a style

and atmosphereotl their own.

Even though some may say

after hours pack their own
attitude and arejust as trend-

infested as those Hollywood hot

spots, at least the kids don't roll

up in limos and aren't cau«jht up in

the whole l.a. ^lam scene.

while after hours can be ^reat fun, even

they have their problems. They are

often hard to find out about, they

are sometimes canceled at the last

minute and they start at two in the

morning. Lili smith, a second-year art

history stvldent, plainly says, "it

sucks. NO events are actual, le<?al

clubs. It's a very inconsistent and
unreliable form of entertain-

ment."

aiccardo camera, a
second-year bu si- .

ness economics

See NIGHTLIFE,
page 26

p, •i(ii *n£r^, Ifa 1- t ]i
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GASOLINE by brian ng

Yaah well you see there s this guy . you don t taiow who I m
talking about . butt out . leave me alone . I in hungry . turn on
the TV . all this and more . fuck you . m\K:h much more . that
s not what I said . that s not what I meant to say . I don t play
games . go away . no no stay . I U play It your way . what
the . I don t remember . what are you saying . let s go play . I m
not arguing that with you . did I miss anything . you don t know
what love iB . give me back my alcohol . i d prefeif not to .

forget it . I waited for you . don t be late . what took you so
long . get out of my mind . your hair s getting long . you bitch .

help me please . act now before its too late . what s up . can
I help you . Z m just going to wander around . now this Is
music . a shalce sounds good . I m melting . she s over there . get
off me . it s a bird . no it s not . we re just friends . take it ^ Z
don t give a shit . don t give it back . I U kill you . h«r« let
me . 1 love you . I sold it . I hate you . I 11 do it . found it .

got it . gave it away . bought it . stele it . it s about time . I m
not doing it for the money . let s go to the beach . gee thanks
. long time no anything . don t worry about it . I couldn t care
l«ss . whatever

'*!

I I % ^

n.-»^.

J
^' ' T i^

.¥%;.^*»^^ =
''^' -i^f^^-^
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Exhibitions

Fowler Museum of

Cultural History
En Calavera: The Papier-

Mache Art of the Linares Family

Now through July i

Info: 825-4361

Featuring nearly 150 sculptures

representing three generations of

creativity, the life-sized, dressed

skeletons and fantastic, dragon-like

creatures made from papier-mache

are sure to give you a post-Hallow-

een spook, yet you'll find that the art

pieces are more in tune with

Mexico's heritage and holidays such

as the Day ofthe Dead, Mardi Gras,

and patron saint fiestas. Witness

the realm where folk meets fme art.

SPIRITS ASPEOPLE
Figurative Sculpture Of The

Baule Peoples, Cote D Ivoire,

West Africa

Now through March 5th

Fowler Museum of Cultural History

Free, Info: 206-5663

Featuring more than 40 wooden

sculptures which are used as

intermediaries to the spirit forces of

nature and the supernatural. Known
as waka sranmu, wooden persons,

these human images represent spirits

of the blolo, or the "other world."

Armand Hammer Museum
oiKri^ Cultural Center
Cabinet des Estampes of the

Biblioth^que National de France

Now through January 1st

Armand Hammer Museum
$4.50 general $1 students

Info: 443-7000

With over 175 woiics ranging from

peasants to mythological royalty,

this exhibition is the first comprehen-

sive survey ever presented on the

origins of Renaissance print-making

in France. Admire the works of the

world's foremost print collection,

and learn al)out theextraordiiutfy

diversity of interests in France.

School of the Arts and

Architecture
Architecture and Urban Design

Now through November 4th

free, info: 825-6335

Exhibitions di^layed include; Master

and Architecture Thesis Projects:

1994 (PerloffHall, Gallery 1220), and

Upstairs1)owii (Wight Art Gallery),

curated by Peter Nocvcr, director,

Australian Museum of Applied

Arts. Other events include student

and faculty recitals and lectures.

All Month
Film
Gaumont Presents:

A Century of French Cinema.

Now through December
$5 general $3 students

lnfo:206-FILM

For ten weeks this fall, Gaumont will

be celebrated for producing some of

the greatest French films from 1 895

until the present day This retro-

spective traces the development of

French cinema while offering a unique

overview ofEuropean history.

Theater
Story Theater

8 PM Now through Nov. 5th

Macgowan Hall $12 $6 students

Info: 825-2101

An enchanting evening of famous

fables from Aesop and the Brothers

Grimm by Paul Sills, and directed by

Tony Award-winner Ron Leibman,

presented by the School of Theater,

Film, and Televisiom

The UCLA
Student

Committeefor
the Arts

subsidizes
ticltetsfor

pefbrmances in

this box.
TISH HINOJOSA,

pictured left, is

one ofthe
performers that
UCLAstudents

are able to attend
for less than the

price of a
studentticlcet

SC4tici(etsand
comf^ete

brochures are
available at

CTO: 825-2101

Date

11/4-5

11/4-5

11/11

11/12

11/12

11/13

Event

Rinde Eckert

O \fenigo Danse

Tish Hinojosa

UakU

Malavika Samikai

SCA
Price

Rc^. On
Price Sale

$8.00 $28.00

$10.00 $30.00

$8.00 $25.00

$8.00 $25.00

$8.00 115.00

Franz Liszt ChairibcrOrch^tta $8.00 $30.00

IK)W

now

IK>W

now

now

now

Thursday, November 3

Performance Workshop
Rinde Eckert

1 PM. Dance BIdg. 200
Free, info: 825-8025

A vocal, dance and theater work-

shop led by Rinde Eckert, writer,

singer, director, and actor known for

his remaricably flexible voice and

inventive vo(^ techniques.

Dialogues On Art
Charles Perry

7 PM. Armand HammerMuseum
Free, info: 443-7000

Staff writer for the Los Angeles

Times Food Section, presents his

thoughts on "Conspicious Con-

sumption: At Diimer with FrancisT
in conjunction with the "French

Renaissance In Prints" exhibition.

Movie-Campus Events
It Could Happen To You &
Honeymoon in Vegas

7 & 9:30 PM. Ackerman '

$2 (for both), info: 825-1958

Gaumont Presents:

The Tall Blond Man With One
Black Shoe/ La Chevre

7 PM.Melnitz Theater

$5 general $3 students

Info: 206-FILM

Directed in 1972 by Yves Robert,

Pierre Richard stars in a role ofa

symphony violinist whose comic

naivete leads to his involvement in a

farcical government intrigue.

Followed by Chevre (directed in

1 98 1 by Francus \feber) a comic film

about an detective's search for the

disappeared daughter of Richard's

(same actor) industrialist employer.

Friday, November 4
Dance
O Vertigo Danse
8 PM Nov 4-5, Wadsworth
$30 general $1 students

Info: 825-2101

A forerunner in Canada's hurtling

"new danse" movement is Ginetter

Laurin, who provocatively contrasts

the intense movement of dancers

with the emotional and physical

restraints of a stark setting in La

Chambre Blanche. A CenterStage

lecture will be offered at 7 PM with

UCLA Dance Dcpt. Faculty, Emma
Lew Thomas.

Melnitz Movies
Sneak Preview:

Heavenly Creatures

7:30 PM, Ackerman Ballroom

Free. Info: 825-2345

Movie
Honeymoon in Vegas &
It Could Happen To You

7 & 9:30 PM. Ackerman Ballroom

$2 (for both). Info: 825-1 958

Theater
Rinde Eckert:

"The Gardening of Thomas D"
8 PM Nov 4-5, Freud Playhouse

$28 general $8 students

Info: 825-2101

With his poetry Eckert pierces into

the world ofconventional thinking

to produce a powerful and engaging

stage experience. The Gardening of
ThomasD is a clever piece of theater

based on Dante's "Divine Comedy."

Saturday, November 5

Dialogues On Art
Jane Lewis
2 PM, Armand Hammer Museum
Free, info: 443-7000

UCLA professor in the Dept. of

"Enghsh gives a talk titled "The —
Young Mary Smart, Queen of Scots

at the \Wois Court." This lecture is

part of the "French Renaissance In

Prints" exhitHtion.

Sunday, November 6

Exhibition- Opening Day
En Calavera: The Papier-

Mache Art of the Linares Family

12-5 PM, Fowler Museum
Free, info: 825-4361

The evening includes an art-making

demonstration by the world-

renowned Linares &mily artists,

Enrique, FeUpe and Miguel Linares,

who will demonstrate the three

phases oftraditional papier-mach^

techniques. A festive reception with

Mariachi music and food will follow.

Armand Hammer Museum
Noontime Concert: Bravo LA
12 PM. Museum Cultural Center

Free. Info: 443-7000

As part of the "World in Music**

series, the Biavo LA Ensemble will

perform classical music by contem-

porary composers.

Monday, November 7
No listings for today. To have your

event/s listed, please caU 794-8960.,

Tuesday. November 8
election Day

Wednesday. NovFMpr

Melnitz Movies
Wolf
7:30 PM. Ackerman Ballroom

Free, info: 825-2345

X.
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Bumpin* Along
on da Blue Bus
By Vicky Thantrong

Yeah! Let's go to Venice - and Santa Monica - and
Hollywood! Yes, we are back at UCLA and there are Just

so many groovy places to go. But there's a minor prob-

lem, my adventure-desperate friends - how are we going
to get to all these happenin' places? Hmmm ... 1 can't say
that I have a blood red Ferrari waiting in my (non-exis-

tent) garage. Unfortunately. I can't even say that I have a

gorgeous neighbor who would love to be my chauffeur.

Well, here in Los Angeles we have something called pub-
lic transportation. Public what?!?! Yes, that's how 1 felt in

the beginning. You don't have a car? This incredibly huge
place does offer alternatives for those of us who don't have
the option of cutting through the wind like maniacs in our

shiny new cars.

It's true these alternatives aren't really that glamorous.

Who looks at a bus in envy and thinks. "Hey. they're trav-

elin' in style!" I didn't think so. But then again, they're

pretty convenient and oh-so good for you. Here's why:

1. You won't lose you voice cursing out the maniac who
cut you off.

2. You won't pull all your hair out sitting amidst a sea of

vehicles at 1 mph.

3. You won't be circling the parking lot like piranhas wilt-

ing for a two-inch hole to squeeze into.

Instead, you can relax and enjoy the ride. Chat, snooze,

even sing if you have the urge. And for those who have never
experienced this nirvana, it may seem geeky, even scary, but

be open to new things! Think about it. Isn't that big hunk of

metal a beauty or what?

Now what's the dirt on this most excellent means of trans-

See BUS, page 27

AUTO nSORANCE BLUES?

HERE'S GOOD NEWS ON

LOWHOISI
In April, 1994, the results of a Department of Insurance study
were published in the LA Times. One top rated California

based company emerged with significantly lower rates for a

wide range of good drivers - including young singles, young
marrieds and families with young drh^ers. Even drivers who
had 2-3 points often receded significant savings.

*
For Insurance Relief, please callus in Westwood (310) 208-3548

InsurAide Insurance Agency, Inc.

1081 Westwood Blvd. #221 Los Angeles, CA 90024

B^

"I HATE HIDDEN COSTS!"
- DR. ROS$ J. SOMERS, OPTOMETRIST, (UCLA Alumni)

"Thafs why all of my contact
lans packages are complete.
You won't be surprised by
unexpected foes when you
allow us to CARE for you"

CONTACT LENSES
(Includes)

• Complete eye exam
• Care kit

• Computerized contact lens fitting

• 6 months follow-up care

• Service agreement (like insurance)

Vision plans & Medl-col welcome/Appointments mode 24 hours o day!

COMPUnfE CARE S 319-9999 r ^^

1631 Wilsrtre Blvd. Santa Monica
(ccxner of 16th Street, next to Crown Books)

MANN 1 MANN 11 GENERAL CINEMA
11

LAEMMLE
J1

LAEMMLE

Westwood
VltLAGE
961 Broxton

208-5576
(1:3(M30r7;30-10i(J

Santa Monica Westwood WLA/Beverly Hills West Hollywood

NATNMM. Do«M« Drafoa (P9-13I

10925 Undbrook (2:45-5M)-7:1S-9:45
208-4366 FiVSat/Son(12:30-2-.45-5«)>-7:15-9:45

LMlMWrm-1»
(2:15-4:45)-7:30-10:15

SlVSao(11:45-2:15-4:45)-7 30-10.15

DoiM* OragoM (P6-13)
1 3 1 3 3rd SL Promenade (2:30-5: 1 5)-8:0()- 1 0:30

395-1509 FrVSat/Sun(12:0O-2:3O-5:15)-8 00-10:30

CRITEIWM4 talMi Over raUway (R)

1313 3fd St Promenide (^.15-4:45)-720-9:45

395-1599 F(VSat/Sun (11:45-2:15-4 45 -7:20-9:45

AVCO CINEMA
WMslMre at Weshmod
4754)711

LA S FIRST CHOICE PRESENTATION THEATRE
70mm - THX SOUND OOLBY STEREO
Tha TOTAL Entanatanant Exparlanoe

ROYAL
11523 S.M. Blvd.

477-5581

IO(M'tWantloTalkAfe(Min
5:00-7:30-9:55

Salmon 2:30-5:00-7:30-935

SUNSET 4

(213)848-3500
Clarks

(1:00)-3:10-5:20-7:40-9:55

Fri/Sat MUnlotil

Stlaal FaH (R)

9MBn»ton
23»4tlANN

CMTEM0N5
1313 3rd St Promenade
395-1599 Frt/Sat«un(11:3Q-'2DO-4:30)-7:30-10«)

(2HXM:30)-7:3O-101»
l:30K

KsnvM.
10887 Undbrook
208-4574

(2:3O-5:00)-7:3O-10:1$

Sal/Son (12D0-2:30-5A)i-7:30-10:15

^,_

1313 3rd St Promenade (2:30)-7%10:3()
395-1599 FrVSa1/Sun(1:15-4.45)-7:30-10:30

1045 Broxton (2:30-5«))-7JO-l6«)
208-32S9 FrVSat/Sun(12:00-2:aO-Stt))-7:30-10DO

SX"^^

THXOTt TkoWarrra-ISJ
1:15-4:15-7:15-10:15

TNX Dotty QoiitlMarfPS-IS)
1:30-455-7:20-1005

Dotty

i.«M-O0h7i6-lb«)

Orilv ieNo>aOiorirao<woy(W)
12:45-230^:45-7:15-9:41}

MUSK HALL
g036W«sMra
274-«8G6

HoopDresMt
5:00-8:30

Sat/Sun1:30-5A>-8:30

SUNSETS
(213)848-3500

LastStdMUoa
(1:50)-4:25-7:00-9;35

T SUNSET
(213)848-3500

1322 2nd Street

394-9741

Santa Monica

(1:3()H15-15-7:00-9:40

PLAZA
1067Glandon
208-3097

NoeyDrooaa (PS-IS)

(4*J-8a5
Sal/Sun (12.D0-4:00>-8A)

WESTWOOOI
1050Qaytey (2:30-5t)0)-7:30-10:1

208-7664 Sat/Sun (12:00-2:30-5.t)0}-7:30-10:15

Tke SooclaM (Rj
"- " 0:15

lOSOGayiay
208-7664

LHNe Slaatt (PS)

(2:15)-7i(J

(4:45>-9^}
(12:00^:45y-9:»

LANDMARK

West LA

NUWIUHME dofta
1314WIM)ireB^d 5:3O-7:45-10«)
394-8099 Sll^Sun/Wed 1.DO-3:15-5:30-7:45-10:00

1322 2nd Street

384-9741

Prtaenia Qoeoo ft Me Doaoil

(2 15)-4 45-7 15-9:45

Weekead Prograait

Seatleaea Prefer itoodet
And Ood Spoke
The Gkosi Skte

Cat Pffipie

Cteikt

Fri/Sat Mtdnigm

VIrala Sfri«|
Tke Laet Ueaier
TkeSkootSkia

CatPoo^
Cbofoa: Tke WeMlao Caaapi

Sat/Sun 11:00 AM

MOMCAS
1322 2nd Street

394-9741

HoopDreaas
(1:30)-5.«)-8:30

M0NCA4
1322 2nd Street

394-9741

Sara

Persian - No SuiXMes
(2:30)-5.D0-7:30-930

1322 2nd Street

394-9741

WftTWOOOS
lOSOQayley
208-7664

Dn»SoMd(in

(5.D0>-9:45

Slt/Stm (12:45-S«))-9:45

MwWNd (PS-IS)
(2:45-5:15)-7:«-10:l5

Sat/Son (12:15-2:45-5:15)-7:45-10:15206-7664

Santa Monica
CnrTERIMl TlMlMaMW(R)
)3i3 3rdSt Profnrado (2:15-5OT)-7:45-10:l5

395-15M FrVSat/Sun(11:45-2:15-5i»)-7:45-10:15

CRJTEWW

I

tterult (PS-U)
1313 3fd St PfomeiwJe (2 Q0-4.50)-7;4O-10ij
395 1599 FrfcS«t/S«n(11:15-2«H:50y-7:4O-10:30

1

NUWNJMflE HatiafcaSla
ISUWkBMreBtwd. 4:45-7:15-9:45

394-8099 Sat/Sun/Wed 11:45-2:15-4:45-7:15-9:45

WOTUK PAVILION
GoM«ryn
47S-^

(12:15>-2iW:4JP?:i5*25

WESTtnC PAVIUON
Gokhiyn
475-0»2

EatDttakMaalNaiao
(11:15)-1:50^:25-7«)-9:35

WEmwCPAVHION
GoMmrn
475-«02

SSIMflRlMAfeool

(11:45 AM) only

WEtrSNX PAVILION

GodiWL (12:30)-2:45^«)-7:30-9i6

WltTSNif PAVHION
GoMwyn
475-«?02

(1:4S)-3:45-S:4S-7:4»-9:45
*

Beverly Hills

Woekeed ProoraMi
Draakea Master

Dnioksa Mestor H
Sodzlliaw.TkeTklBo

Terror ol Mockaoedil lla

Fri/Sat MUnigm

rjojIai Upiaky
\ NMma KnoooMi

ll>SM

UNITED ARTISTS

Westwood
UA WESTWOOD
10889Weilwo(th
475-9441

Pels Ftetloo (R)

SR THX Oolt>y Stereo

Cak Tlwatre lor Siwwtlmes

Beverly Connection

La Clenamat Beverly BM
Free 2 \fl hour
650-5911

Botaka
Sat/Sun 11D0AM

UA WESTWOOD
10889Wellwo(1t)
475-9441

TkaRosdloWe{Mta(R)
THX Ooiby Stereo

CM TKeetre lor SlKtwdmes

TNXDTt TkiWar(PS-1Sj
1:15-2:45-4:15-5:45-7:15-8.4S-10:15

Frt-Son 11:45-1:15-2:45-4:15-5:45-7:15-8:45-10:15 West Hollywood

UA WESTWOOD
10889 Welworttt
475-9441

Mary Skelley's (R)

OoKiySlBrao
Call Ttioaua lor StKwttmae

TNX Dotty PoleFie»o«(m
12«)-3:30-7:00-10iiJ

, let akow ketBalejJ^
(SI CfMMM NSifMi]

Dolky

Frl^t/Son 11:M)-2:15-5«)-7:45-10;3(i

Moo Ttiurs 1:15-4:15-7:15-10:15

OMiYoolPS)
12:0O-23O-5«)-7:30-lbO(5

11:30-2«)-4J0-7«)-9:30

SUNSni
(213)848-3500

Prtstllla QeeeB of tke Oesorl

(2:15)-7:15

insUle
(4:45)9:45

suNsnt
(213)848-3500

Totally P***ed Up
(1.O0)-3:10-5:20-7:40-955

PACIFIC

Westwood

IPaB(R)
12«)-2aO-5DO-7;30 10«j

tINWTI
(213)848-3500 (2:4O)-535-8J0

CREST
1262 Westwood Blvd.

474-7866

Ed Wood (R)

1JO-4:10-7:00-9i(}
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Performances

Rock/Pop
AcMislicats, Nov. 6; Cattech, Dat>n«y Hail.

Pasadena. (800)423-8849 or (818)39&-

4652. 7:30 p m. '

IM wfntr cmi, uiass racrory, Mimv ri;

Index. American Gottiic. Nov. 5: Showcase
Theatre, 8:30 p.m.

Eric Cia»lM wrth Jimmy ViugM. Nov. 3;

Forum. 3900 W. kAanchester Blvd..

Inglewood. (310)419-3100. 7:30 p.m.

GrMR Day wilk TIm Mutts. Nov. 4; Olympic

Velodrome. Ci\ State Domlnguez Hills,

Carson, (310)516-400. 7:30pm. _
Hole with Vtnica Salt. Nov 9; Hollywood

Palladium. (213)480-3232. 7 p.m.

Naked Aaorasaiofl. U.X.A., Bok Sled. Tito

Tito. Nov 4: Las Palmas Theatre. 1642 N.

Las Palmas Ave
, (213)957-5728. 8:30 p.m.

Progtast- featuring Aneiototea, Hallowaea,

Aiglagard, SabastiaR Hardia, Eckolyi,

^ and others, Nov. 4 & 1 1 ; Variety Arts

Theatre, 940 S. Figueroa St. (213)362-

0440, 3 p.m.

Sandra Btrahard. Nov 4; Pantages Theatre,'

6233 Hollywd Blvd.. (213)480-3232. 8 p.rfl'.

Schleprock, Rbytkro ColllsiM, Msndingo.

Fook, Hooci OR Ptonlcs. Mlgkt Pun. Nov.

4; Showcase Theatre. 683 S. Main St,

Corona. (909)340-0968, 8p.m.

Smy Bogms, CiMt ABdas, Nov. 5: Universal

Amphitheatre, 8:15 p.m.

Jazz/Blues
CHras Coltoga Jan Baad, Haugh Performing

Arts Center, Citrus College, 1000 W. Foothill

Blvd., Glendora, Sat, Nov. 6, 8 p.m.

(818)963-9411. —
Los AagaMs Jazz QuarttI, Times Mirror

Central Court, LA County Museum of Art:

Fri., Nov 4, 5:30 p.m. (213)857-6000 or

857- 6115. Free

Country
Ricky Skaggs I The Kentucky Tliundar Road,

Nov. 9: Amt)assador Auditorium, Pasadena,

(800)CONCERT 8 p.m.

Theater
Alagria, Cirque du Soleil, Santa Monica Pier

Call (310)458-7773, (714)577-4111.

(213)480-3232. $13.5—$39.50.
Awika and Sing, Odyssey Theatre Ensemble,

2055 S. Sepulveda Blvd.. West LA; SI 7.50-

$22.50. (310)477-2055.

Blown Sideways Through Lilt, Coronet

Theatre, 366 N La Cienega Blvd.; $32.50-

$35. (310)657-7377.

Call Wilttng,Odyssey Theatre Ensemble,

2055 S. Sepulveda Blvd., W. LA; $17.50.

(310)477-2055.

Dylan. Skyttght Theatre, 1816 1/2 N Vermont

Ave., Hollywood; $20. (213)660-8587.

Eddie Qulaa, West Coast Ensemble. 6240

Hollywd Blvd.. Hollywd; $10. (213)871-

1052.

Frankantslaln. Odyssey Theatre. 2055 S. .

Sepulveda 6M.. W. LA; $1O-$12.50.

'

(310)477-2055.

-MtMylV-ThaB8lllnlQrlhiThfont,Cerritot

—

Center for the Performing Arts. 12700

Center Couil Dr; $25-$45. (310)916-8500

or (800)300-4345.

Marvin's Room. Tiffany Theah^. North Stage,

8532 Sunset Blvd.. W. Hollywd $32-34.50.

(310)289-2999.

Picasso at Bm Lapin Aglla. Westwood
Playhouse, 10886 Le Conte Ave.; $10-$30.

(800)233-3123 or (310)208-5454.

TiM Arizona Project, Complex, 6476 Santa

Monica Blvd.. Hollwd: $10 (213)466-1767.

Tho Coiioctid Plays of Juttin Tanner, Cast

Theatre. 804 N. El Centro Ave , Hollywood;

(213)462-0265. Tickets $15. $25 (double

feature). $75 (complete worics).

Tba Ortam Express. Taper Too. John Anson

Ford Theatre. 2580 Cahuenga Blvd. East,

Hollywd Hills; Thur. 8 p m Free (213)972-

7392.

Virgins and Other Myths. Theatre Geo. 1229

N. Highland Ave.. HotlyvMl; Tue.. 8 p.m. $12.

(213)466-1767.

Clubs

Rock/Pop
8121 Chih. 8121 Sunset Blvd. W

Hollywood, 213-654-4773; over 21; 11-3:

Good Dog Nigel. Little Jesli Lewis. PJ
- ^U^on, Alex.

Bluo Saloon, 4657 Lanlcershim BTVd, N.

Hollywood. 818-766-4644; over 21, 11/3:

Peligro, Munit, The Imposters, Superhate.

Bring canned food item for the homeless

for reduced admission.

Boh's Frolic III, 6202 Santa Monica Blvd.,

Santa Monica. (213)463-0827 .Over 21,

11/3: Skyscraper. Leather Hymen, also

Ninja Custodia, and The Hungry 5

Cantor's Klhitz Room Lounge, 419 N

Fairfax, W Hollywood, 213-651-2030

Club LIngorta. 6507 Sunset Blvd,

Hollywood, 213-466-8557. 11-3:

Thelonious Monster, Wheel, Fluorescein,

and Chocolaty; 11-4: Here Comes
Everybody, Cutthroat Lane, Roger

Wynfiekj, Daren Bennett & the 3rd Degree;

11-5: Dyke Bridge, Rumbling Fish. Reality,

Code 3

Fair City, 2020 Wilshire Blvd, Santa Monica,

310-828-5549 Over 21. 11-3: The Bo-

Deans at 9 p.m. Also Trouble Dolls and

Uncle Pescos

FMtMM Livo, 11700 Victory Blvd at

Lankersl«im, N. Hollywood, 818-769-2220;

11-3: '69 Chevy and Four Latter Word
iiall's Gam, 6423 Yucca at Cahuenga,

Hollywood, 213-463-9661 ;1 1-3, Braxton

Hicks, Lunchbox, Plastic Slap, Charile-

horse

Uifo. 432 N. Fairfax, W. Hollywood. 213-

.. 852-1073^11-3: Daniel Max and others ..

Luna Parti, 665 N. Robertson Blvd, W
Hollyvwwd, 310-652-0611; 11-3: Dianne

Farris of Arrested Development, Michele

Green, Jim Lauderdale: 11-4: Radlohead.

Karen Black; 11-5: The Bobs. Meia Note &
Midnight Drums, Foremen ^

Nahifal Fu«B0 Gompany, 5224 Fountain

Ave. Hollywood, 213-669-8003; 11-3:

Open Mike with Brenda D. Roberts- Music

Comedy: 11-4: The Karen Larsen Show.

Oranyan, Poultry, Brickyard, Slightly

Damaged, BeIHgerance; 11-5: BJ Douglas,

Dead Tree. Zenbelt, Hardly Emotional.

Dragon Fly

Palomino, 6907 Lankershim Blvd, N.

Hollywood, 818-764-4010; 11-5: Eddie

Cunningham, Cody Bryant, Hummingbird,

Billy & Jill Block, Bum Steers, Russell

Scott and the Red Hots, Ronnie Mack.

Benefit concert

Roxy. 9009 Sunset Blvd. W. Hollywood,

310-276-2222. All shows 7:30 door; 11-3:

The Folk Art Council of the Craft and Folk Art Museum
"^ invites you to their 12th annual

INTERNATIONAL
FOLK ART
MARKET

To Benefit the Craft: and Folk Art Museum

Sunday, November 6, 1994

10 a.in. to 4 p.in.

Vetei^ns Memorial Auditorium

411 7 Overland Ave., Culver City

(comer of Culver Blvd.)

General Admission-$4.00 (this card admits 2 at $3.00 each)

CAFAM members free with membership ID

Hot Hair Salon
1007BnOXTONAVE
WESTWCXDD VILLAGE

(310) 824-2576

TAXING BYMINA

li Wax $8
European Facial $45
Eyelash Tint ;...$1

2

Up or Chin Wax $5
Eyebrow Wax $6
Half Legs $10
Upper Legs & Bikini $15
Full Legs & Bikini ,, $20
Arms $14
Underarms $8

Anyone can
advertise.

|M Dally Bruin
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BROADCAST STATIONS
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n

K

rfOWSMT

Sdano*
Ouy

Kl

Fwnity
Bl

fHifii
GouniMtB]

Maury Povlch OS

VIC
TroogcreJE

mcUUk*

Wondw
YMraB)

Tvpssr UiyNgan

PriiMr hnpwlo

"Presumed Dead"

CBSNmm

111

FuHHoum'
(In Stereo)

neport

1]

EdWonn
IWI^^^M*4

(InStiStereo)

SRr
Ni?f^
rMlNy

n

HvdCopy
III

ExfraiEnt

Prince

MMlMI/ljhrar
Bl

CiMdiftn
St9feo)Bl

aUWotM

Journal

Copafln
Stereo) OB

Coetoy
Show III

Nottdero

Wild, Wild Wttt "Night of

the Casual Killer"

Jeopardy!
1
TopCopa
In Stereo)(In Stereo

Efit. ToimqM

Pfloala

Ufeand
Thnaaai

whaal Of
Fortune Bl

isifi

—

Umliaugh

Shnpaona
"OidMoneMoney"

9lar Trek: The Next
GenenMon "Interlace" Bl

World Report

Votver a Empeiar

Bonarua "Spanish Grarrt"

Due South "Chinatown"

Stereo) B:^ t

ChtcagoHope
"Gentwieye and Fat Boy"

r IJMlllMI -- -'aonian ot

the PeopleYouM |StetB0)BI |Stereo)lil jthe People (In Stereo) Bl

AAA Twins'' (1968) Arnold Schwwzenegger. A NaiM (In Stereo) IB
genetically Ixed Adonis seeks his t«wn, a vnrt car thief.genetjgyiy txe(

ureal Ramray
"Derry to Kerry" (In

fySUalta/Uit

Journeys
'On Stereo)

1iy^»Cale7lHr0iMr
People's Mothers" Bl

Stereo)^ Bl

Wall" Qn Stereo) OB

Korean

Agufetaede
Roaa

ISmMa
inepuw
Cotorda

JiT

BASIC CABLE STATIONS

30

19

63

25

8^

54

27

12

30

57

14

16

?1

23

Cagney (R)

South Bank Siow
^oices of Rap ' (R)

Saturday Night Live

Campaign Almanac

WotWof
Wonder

Jamee

4:0q)***y2 "A Place in

fwSun"(19S1,Dr«na)

Prlmer«ewt Bl

;

Nunoen8e(R)

*** "ThiBLastTimk I &m'nris''{^9S4. Drama} Aj\

Atnencan in postwar Paris ffecalb hw tragic mamage.

South Bankihow
Vera Lynn" (R)

Dame

Larry KJr>g Uve Bl

SAST

IBL

Amaiing

Bkwpera*
Jokea

Bovir
Magic

Tars
1?)

Soup

Stand-Up,
Stand^Jp

Event oftEvent of the boy

TwkiPeaka

World Newe

Wfhoae
Una?

Soapm

RadnQ

Laarft Order "Conapiracy"

Myataryt "Maigrel" (Part

'

yJodi
Sterec^Bl

"he Tabloid" (In

New York Undercover
Mtwing" (In Stereo) Bl

Robin * Hooda "The
Paxwi" (In Stereo) Bl

VSnSr
You

John
Ankerbera

Eye to Eye (In Stereo) Bl

ER 'Another Perfect Day"
In Stereo) IB

The Ride
(P»t5at8)
'^ J ^

TheRMe
(Part 6 of 8)

UveBI

LaatM

Han Myurtghoi

Nueetra

*AA</^ "A Place in the Sun" (1961. Drama) A factory

worker threatens a man's romance with an heiress.

The ErKyorOWnmee" (1992. Comedy) Josef Abrham
A rteh boor seeks to buy a lavish country ettete. 'NR'

Tonight

OneMght
Stand

&Ni^ Qany ShartdHng
Annlveraary (R)

Know Zone

JSOf

2000 A portai3ie

e finder.

LateMghtWIthDavM
Latlwinan

(456) Colege Foolbal: Boston College ei Louisville. (Live)

Maidmuffl
DrWe

^t99

J5^
fin Stereo)

***"VWtftonw^
Bmu Bridges. Bl

Eaptalns

WStaT

Ctarlaaa
ExplahM

Marcua WalbyTMlK
"Bask: Momenr'

Fantaay
F^al
AAA* "Jesse Jamas" (1

takes an alias, marriee and

RkiUnTtai
K-9Copa!
SupermaT'
ke< Sweep

Stereo)

You'Drop

Mualc Videos On Stereo)

Hey Dude IRugrata

Love Boat A Day In Port"

Pat Tire

Journal

Evening
ShadeBl

Deeigning
Women i

Storeo)

Doug

Evening
ShadeBl

Deaignhig
Women if

Alternative

Looney
iTunea

The Prophecy"

KnigM Rider Sheriff

covers lip prison death
Xien

one Power. An outlaw
togosirt

World or

Wonder (R)

Amazing
America (R)

KT
Sportacenter

Waltona The Legacy"

Unaoived Myetsrlee fin

Stereo)

iTknePrime Tkne (In Stereo)

[(Part 1 of 2)

KTakaaaThief "Whol
BidTwoMttonOolarB?"

MolorSporta Hour (R) lAuto Racing Mcnlaray HMork: Race.

AA\i "The fWno^Frw)ira»nes''(194<^ Frank is

drtven to avenge his outlaw broltMr

,

aighl drtven to avenge his outfa

IWB WlngeQn I^MngTo^
Turlfee Stereo) Bl StBreo)IE

"(iftwni
' Jesees

AAA 'WarGames" (1983. Dram^ Matthew BrodsrKk. DaEney
Coleman. A teen-age oonipuler wMz nearly begins WorU War I

Pnrn/llUIVl CABLE STATIONS

Murder, She Wrote the
Phwitom Ntar" IB

iioviT
Magica
©

Soup

Cloaa

Reacue»l10nStBre6)Bl

Showbiz
Today (R)

ra29th

.vent of the

5a
Know Zone

@c^

isaf

HM street Bhiea "Up in

Arms"

(R)

Bl

w
Cheers GH

Bradshaw,
• Terry

', INXS. Bl

TonWit Show On Stereo)

Bl

BrowniB

Charle Rooe On Stereo)

W m

Jeny Springer
amilfenbyguas

Viewers

Copafln
Stereo) Bl

Lobooop"

psi
—

Program

Current
AIMrBl

Story IB

Piogiam
ilnjfiil -noQCNro

Paid

S Qn Stsfao)

Sweating Bu
>yak"(nl0n

Lata Mght On Stereo)

FwnHy
StSTBO)

(R) On Stereo) Bl

Tlmaa (R)IB
Faoeaof
CuMura

TwWgiit
ZoneWW

Slareo

jiss-
l

*Vt "Prnmla bmtOcmtoim'^0967. Drama) A man I

CTught up In htoMwr'sbatMe against!

Ru5r
Umbawdi

Bl

Top Cope
fln Stereo)

Stereo]

7ra;r

Jon

fSd
Program

^tSbt

In Stereo)

rar

Amoon'
KB"

AiaOhVaaMarriattve

iCasos diaAtarmarCarman Salvias, Luis Aaular. Una
pelkajladelaaeekK>Queno<iecrirrtna:BSloA.

Love Channel ^tti
Poorman."

ns" Hot Seal

C

r

AAA 'TTw Lasf Hme / Saw Paris" (1954. Dranii^lCr
American in postwar Paris recalls hw —'

South Bank Show
Voices of Rap" (R)

CaMngAit
Sports

Politically

k)correct

Sports

Kidalnihe

Publk PoScy Cortfsrerwa

S5F
Verab

« tragic fTwynape.

BankSlww"DiBme

GSy
ynn"(R)

King Uve (R)«l

/yLiat(R)IB|SoapBl

Law A Order "Conspiracy" |aaa Tha Coamntt'
'

19(29) The Marx Brothers.

r- A

'Once Lipon a Time in (he M/asT (1968) A gunman
attempts to cytrol land in 19th-0Bntuy Kansas. PQ'

'TheEhdofOk/ Times' (1992, Comedy) JoeefAbrham.
A rich bow seeks to buy a IwjshcowTtry estate. 'NR*

Croaaflre

Whoae
Une?

skstobuya
fliiiiiiliJii"uvMiagni

oNtlcaliy

toorraol

Pi

bworr

ievond 2000 A portable

rotxerI finder.

Planet noNywood In Orbit

a
VcMeybail:

WoridCha

700 Club

Champ. Semis

AA "Brotherhood o/Jbsttce '(1986. Drama) ){ir~
school studsnts turn vigilantes to halt campus crime.

House of
»«yte(R)

I Love Lucy KT
Marcuawribifi KO.

Motornoie Radrttt

'

wona

campus
flaaiWorU^
n Stereo)On St

Moorew »SyT
eo)

r

isen aiep

ti-' J
nowaro

M.
Rjcgltorae
OgM&^

Beyond
2000

CanMra

FSiar
"The^oneKier

Stereo)

Mifstsilaa

m^stsry"

(In

Beavteand"
Butt-heed

DtckVan
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Beavia and
BiMMiaad

Q«t Smart

AA "The Hammy Houm" (18M) Franooisa Roaay. Ji\

mn It wm vmNmi povv on wm roiu 10iw vMwnm.
PfMO BOK

boy batriartds a haN-lilaan^Kisboyt

aaH^W)

Charlsa Bronsun. A
indtan horse rancher.

MHtonMihy Formulas
Super Cup.

AA "kon Mu»" (1901. Dram^ Jeff Fahey. An
American is sunectad of battering a

'

aaH '&mikP6iaon*(^m\ Ed Memravm. A
kktiapper becomes Involved In a deady tovere' tritfigte

WmSmm
tycoon

AA\4TBone^/
bumbling ex-cons

a deady
ii m
waoaar

meets a man he
TXSS

fSS"
Program

OT
ogram

) CloaaL
M»atariaa 0p"ll

va-
Program

Ovamigpt

TBB-
nai

Showbiz
T«Nr(R)

PiMte PoNcy Confsrenoa

Program

Program

baii:Boeton

KB"
Prograin

Wd

BMBro
JatoBl

rOOQMM. Booion LiOMgO M

PSO'

ifwfiyapmeaiiny

On^ereo^

Poet-

Dragnet

Shop at Home

Superman

In Stereo)(In St

Lucy

IIMaWeekkiN^OCXff

W^
Wings (In

Stereo) Bl

(1082) Gregory Hioes Xm
on a series of misadventires

News IB ^ad~7~
Progrsm

wagon master
in thepaat

Kickboadng

,SabmL

Preaa boh

a
Wlnga^n {Quantum Leap "Doctor
Stereo) » IRirth April 25, 19»" OE

AAA Xat

• A* "Guna fcr San Sabamm ''

(1 968.

Ai^^enture) Anthony Qukw.

Countsrslrike "Freeto

.
_K1"

1965. Comedy) Jane FondaTX
sctodmarm organi/es a motley gang of

Program
Home Shoppirtg ipree

1(4:30) AA "Hyper Sapien:
Peopte From AncHhm Star"

T" '-

Klda Incorp.

MMoaCkib
AhoutLava'

AAA "Singtes" (1002) Bridget Fonda Romantk: crises

abound tor young adults l>iSesjMe.'PG-1^

Bany-araers
Club

^^T^
unT

IB

AAA IJoarwak)KT
tabaa on a murdsrouB

|lMrK*wner"(19M.Drarni4Runel Means. Ah^
jschodfaotbal player la coyhod by Jkn Thorpe m a

*aH 'Ytemony Cats" (1903, Comedy) ICmCoates A
violinist a plud<ed to play bass in a oowKry bar>d NR'

bo89al playsr la coached by

Cokirnbian drug nrd. On sti

aaaH "BomVt
tycoon hkee a tutor

I

AAA '&ima^(1^danavlavebuMd. A doctor

inveaCgatas bizarre avants rt a Bo«on hoepital PG

drugferd.^1

(io^MHoldayX
\ his lover proper s€quetts. uses virtusi

Daiton. James Bond
ereo) 'PQ-IS' IB

The Dead PooT (1968) "Dirty" Harry
Callahan faces motMtars and asM^ms

*H "The Steipar and ttwRosii" (1976) Ridiard Ghamberiain A
pfifK« seeks tm maden who loft Sief sitppar at the ban G'

A* "rx^" (1991. Adventure)

aftects wizard uncovers a

1X0 Shock" (198!^ A psychirtrist

Bad ^ood" ( 1 994) A trucker \ak^ on a
pow^eiluj hcxxiuiTi to save his brottwr.

>ck-{19

reaWyl

jre) Bryan (

conspiracy

Brwn A sped^
PG 13I

"SlaugMard the kvwcenti" (1903,
Susperae) Scott Glenn, ^n Stereo) 'R" IB

* * '/^ 'Prkice V^ant" (1964) The Vildng

era bfyi^ two rivals into dyect corrfltet

AA

11

'Almoil Praffiant"

992) Taiya Roberts.
A "xiancelMAA

^{aaarvaticKi (1972) G'

>prot)e minds
* 'V/hgfK Love Get to Do mh W (1983) Based on
Mfigm artrww Tina Tumer'a autobtography R'

B

"AsSng on hnpiMe' (1M^ An
cour»y holday is tfiaken by

adraess
•tafter 1?

AAA •'NoiihginCommhn''iiW'
Comedy-OramiO Tom Hyikg VQ'
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Jusliiyabit Homicida. STS. SpiiM Wire.

ResitlMt MNMa; II -4: I4NI, Koinic Strip,

The Goods. Grwnor; 11-5: Dog's
Nightmare. Skard for Life. Sub Generic,

Migration of Form, Poor Old Timer; 11-6:

Rock En Espanol featuring Tijuana No; 11-

7: R.A.T Rox. Davis, Nameless. Lava Oiva.

Cake. SMn Flint, Plastic Slap; 11-8: Tracy

Uawn. The Bunj Steers. Diamond Back.

Annaiae

T^onbadotv, 9081 Santa Monica Blvd, W.
Hollywood. 310t276-6168; 11-4: Gilby

Clarke. Screaming Buddah Heads; 11-5:

Human Drama; 11-8: Meteors
Wblaky A Go-Go. 8901 Sunset Bl«d. W.
Hollywood, 310-652-4202; 11-3: Long Tail

Sally. Coal Chamber; 1 1-4 & 5: Freedy
Johnston

Jazz/Blues
Alligator Louaga, 3321 Pico Blvd, Santa

Monica, 310-449-1843, over 21; 11-3:

Sooner. Load. Custom, Varmkdous Kanidz;

11-4: Hapcat: 11-5: Bazooka, Bottom 12.

eiwIGtiMt
Jin Nltry, 3321 Hutchinson, Culver City.

310-271-9039; 11-4 & 5: Eddie Daniels

and Mika Gareon. 8:30 p m.; 11-6: Kevin

Eubanks and Adam Rudolph. 3 p.m. AJan

Bergman, 8:30 p.m.; 11/8: Bobl^
Hutcherson Quartet

Latin/Brazilian
El CId, 4212 W. Sunset Blvd. Hollywood,
213-668-0318, closed Mon-Tues

La Masla. 9077 Santa Monica Blvd, W.
Hollywood, 310-273-7066

81. INark's. 23 Winward Ave, Venice. 310-
452-2222. live music nightly

' 213-464-0706. Frf-Sat; dress code; over
18

Glaa Slam. 333 S. Boyleston. LA. 213-482-
6626

Haltar Skallar, 836 N Highland, north of

Melrose, Hollywood, 213-462-7442
Palaca. 1735 N vine St, Hywd. 213-462-
3000

La Cala. 14633 Ventura Blvd, Sherman
Oaks, 818-986-2662; 11^: Bill Lynch Trio;

11-4&5:Markisham
Laaaria. 10351 Santa Monica Blvd. LA, 310-
282-8870; 11-3: Chris Bennett; 11-4:

Maria June; 11-5: Kenny Moore

Reggae
Klagttoa 12. 814 Broadway, comer of

Lincoln and Santa Monica Blvd, Santa
Monica. 310-451-4423

Tilly's, 1024 Wilshire Blvd at 11 St. Santa
Monica. 310-451-1769

Dance
Araaa, 6655 Santa Monica Blvd. Hollywood.
213-462-1291, gay venue

AsylHm, 8531 Santa Monica Blvd, W.
Hollywood, 310-657-0550. Saturdays; gay
venue: free before 10:30 p.m.

C&C Club. 8240 Sunset Blvd, W. Hollywood.
213-656-0100

Derby Club. 4500 Los Feliz Blvd, Hollywood,
213-663-8979

Dragoafly, 6506 Santa Monica Blvd

Hollywood, 213-466-6111, over 21
Floraatiaa Gardaas. 5951 Hollywood Blvd.

Rago. 8911 Santa Monica Blvd.W
Hollyvwod, 310-652-7055

Roxbury. 8225 Sunset Blvd. Hollywood.
213-656-1750, $10.

8ha, 665 N. Robertson Blvd, Beveriy Hills,

310-281-7358. new dance club lor women
Tba Gala. 643 N. La Cienega Blvd, W.
Hollywood, 310-859-5568, Over 21.

The Kit Kal Club, 10853 Lindbrook Ave at

Glendon, Westwd, 310-358-6192. over 21
The Pink, 2810 Main St. Santa Monica. 310-
392-1077. Over 21

WsstEad, 1301 Fifth St, Santa Monica, 310-
394-4647

Coffeehouses

f Gallery. 8861 Santa Monica Blvd. W.
Hollywood. 310-652-6040. 7 am - 3 am.

betelgauta, 7160 Melrose Ave. Los Angeles.

213-936^)165

Boom Boom Boom, 1 161 Riverside Dr.^ N^

Hollywood. 818-753-9966

Cafe Moeha. 8205 Melrose, LA. 213-653-

6118
Cala Rodia, 1 161 1 Santa Monk:a Blvd. west

of Federal, WU, 310-575-8668

Ravaa, 1221 Abbot Kinney Blvd, Veroce. 310-
581-6788

-.Bavlval Caia. 7149 Beveriy Blvd, LA. 213-

930-1210

Van Got Ear, 796 Main St. Venice, 310-314-

0022. Open 24 hours

Wednesday's House, 2409 Main St, Santa
Monica. 310-452-4486

Get The StRaiQHX Story On Braces,
What's the cost • What's the best procedure • What's the right age •

Call For Free Consultation:

(310)826-7494
Specializing in Braces for Adults & Ciiildrcn

tmntibU * Kamov^U • Thtditkmal • European St^rgical OrthoJotuicj • Cosmetic Porcmlaiit

BRENTWOOD Orthodontic Center
Dr. Nader Dayani, Certined Speciidlst

11645 Wilshire Blvd.. Suite 802 18124 Culver Drive. SuiteA
>E3-E=l Brentwood (310) 826 - 7494 Irvine (714) 552 - 5890 ca-ga-c;

DtbiN) fOr inOre BatiNeSt?

A(lvErti5e.825-2l6l

E

THE ORIGINAL GOURMET
CINNAMON ROLL

or Pecan Roll

Bixv One Get One

llTUCnDmiMAI /inilDMCTR
\

Reg. $1.55 ^^^
for 6 or more,

please caH ah«ad

Exp. 11/30/94

Good Only At:

1001 GayleyAve.
Westwood Willage

(310)208-4766

T.J.Cinnamons
. BAkory,

$5.75 a month

PAGER AIRTHHE
SWITCH YOCJR EXISTING PAGER ^'^ US!

WE GIVE ««1«ADE-II^ CREDIT ON YOUR OLD PAGER
NATIONAL AND LOCAL COVERAGE

VOICE MAIL WITH PERSONAL GREETING
WE DELIVER • PHONE ORDERS • CREDIT CARD

DISCOUNTS ON NEW MOTOROLA PAGERS & VOICE MAILI

PREFERRED PAGERS, INC.

(81«) 783-6183

t'- isz~^-*^

School ofTheateVy Film and Television Presents

STORY THEATRE
by Paul Sills

Directed by Tony Award-Winner Ron Leibman

An enchanting evening of

famousfablesfrom Aesop and

the Brothers Grimm

October 28, 29, 30

November 2, 3, 4, 5

8 p.m.

Sunday Matinee: October 30

2 p.m.

UCLA Little Theater

Macgowan Hall

Admission: $12, $9

Faculty /Staff/ Seniors, Students $6

For tickets call

UCLA Central Ticket Office

310-UCLA-lOl (310-825-2101)
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^

The ''Only one" in Westwood!

'^^

- /.iF i^r?#^'
«• •

»wf*^.(
OPEN DAI

W

" r^*?^ •
^'

(310) 478-3270 • (310) 478-3492 '''2'^^>?«-j/9^ /
1 767 Westwood Blvd. Los Angeles. CA 90024 **'^'^/

INDIA'^i'kNDOOlU

1-800-INDIA-LA
-BUY ONE EMTBEE • OET ONE FREE*

'Equal or IMMT vi*» - not valid lor Combination Otnnaf* •17-29

VtfdSun.-Thur.5lolOpnionly. OIna in only Exp 11/2/94

Lunch Spadato $4JO to $4.95. DInnar undar tiO.OO

Sundair Champagna Bnjnch* FREE Delivwy with $10.00 MMnwm Purchasa

(Biai 342-9100
1900fa Vpfifurj Blvd

TARZANA
S!i.89C7 W. PlOO MVO.
LOSANOKLES

3'0. 26d-9100
Mol'j '.Vilshifp e-^Oti

VV LOii ANGELES

r

^^^ ' ^y^ An Academic Year Abroad

-

^^'
in the Arts and Humanities

vJZ^pend a year or a semester immersed in the life

and culture ofFlorence. Study at the University of
Florence in private tutorials and seminars. Students
of the arts work with Italian artists and musicians.
For information and an application:

Sarah Lawrence College in Florence ^ A R A T~T
Box UC/LAF
Sarah Lawrence College

1 Mead Way
Bronxville, NY 10708-5999

(800) 873-4752

LAWRENCE
COLLEGE

She's had 64 jobs. This Is her 65th.

Claudia Shear has something to say

and she is saying it gloriousiy!"
Times

iil

a story that wili stop your heart!"

-NX Times

it

one of the ten best plays of the year!"
-Time Magazine

TOWERFUU
jj

-Dally News

Ukit\.U!kiz\ti^'.\U

«15.00
15 MINUTES PRIOR TO CURTAIN

Cash only at the Box Office • Valid i.D.

Subject to avallabittty

Claudia Shea

Jwi
SIDEWAYI

Throui

LIF
A hilarious tour-de-i^sume

wntten and performed by Claudia Shear
developed with and directed by

Christopher Ashley

LIMITED
ENGAGEMENT

CORONET THEATRE
366 N. La Cienega Blvd.

CHARGE BY PHONE (310)657-7377

ELIJAH WOOD • KEVIN COSTNER'

HMBniUliiiifflnillli
wiiniBiHiniiini

Opens FridayNovember 4™

AtATheatreNearYou.

^

NIGHTLIFE
From page 20

student, has a problem with the

early mornin' hours the clubs
keep. "Once in a while it's okay to^

go out at 2 in the morning, but it is

hard and impractical for students

to do. They can be held anytime,

even in the daytime. There's just a

nighttinfie stigma that promoters
need to break away from."

Angela Ashman, a second-year

English student, says, "I don't
really know what's out there - t

don't have a car, so it's hard. I've

tried, but it doesn't seem worth it."

It is hard to fmd out about good
after hours, but there are ways to

do it. Colorful flyers promise
much, but even then, one has to be

in the right spot at the right time to

get the good ones. They are usual-

ly handed out at the doors of less-

er-known (read: good) clubs after

they let out, or are strategically

placed in "cool" stores, cafes and

restaurants.

Free publications such as LA
WEEKLY and Los Angeles

LA. needs places that

are always exciting and

where we know what to

expect, yet at the same

time that are smart

enough to keep us

guessing and returning.

Reader provide listings and sched-

ules of almost every club in this

city, and the occasional after hours

mention. But as far as a truly

"underground" event is con-
cerned, the advertising is bare

bones minimal.

Now, there is another way to

access the scene. The Dirt Line
tells what all the evening's events

are, but would it be wise to give

out the magic number to a bunch
of "naive-to-the-scene" college

brats? Well, if you're still reading

this article, you've shown some
interest and thou an deemed wor-

thy o' the gift. But to "keep the

vibe positive" and to keep those

hypersensitive promoters some-
what happy, a little translating will

be necessary: trois-cinq-huit-six-

trois-trois-zero. Bon appetit - eat

thine hearts out. Poof! Instant

ravers!

If you do end up venturing out

into the black, here are some tips:

- Don't try to look like a movie
star 'cuz most of you aren't.

- Clothes: go as you are or get

cutsey/clubkiddy/baggy/gothy/wh

atevergoesy.

- If you can't handle loud
music, bring those mushy floures-

cent earplugs.

- You might have to bring your
own water (if they let you).

- Sleeping before you go out
solves the exhaustion problem
- Leave your attitude problem

in the car, because it won't be wel-

come and you'll be out on the

street.

Even if you do follow all of
those tips, it still doesn't guarantee

that you'll have a good time. The
DJ might suck, nobody might
show, you might never get there, it

might get canceled ... you get the

picture. This needs to change. Los
Angeles, a huge city with so much
to offer, can't seem to provide
enough clubs that we want to go
to. L.A. needs places that are
always exciting and where we
know what to expect, yet at the

same time that are smart enough
to keep us guessing and returning.

So, all you aspiring entrepre-

neurs, let's make a deal. We'll-
bring you our tired, wretched and
poor if you bring us a new begin-

ning ... with a really go<xi beat.
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BUS
From page 23

portation? There are just so many
of those things running around,
you say. For those short excur-
sions to. campus ride the Campus
Exjwiess. For not-so-close destina-

tions, there's the Metropolitan
Transportation Authority, fomrier-

ly known as the RTD. Their bus
fare is $1.35 one way. Then there's

the Culver City Bus, running
about 60 cents per ride.

But the creme de lacreme for

most of us is the Santa Monica
Bus. The fare is 50 cents, a plus

for us economically-challenged
scholars, and what's more, the
nickname itself is sheer poetry:
Big Blue Bus. Tell me you're not

impressed.

Not only is the Blue Bus cheap,
but there are over 1 .0(X) bus stops

where you can hop on. Just look

^
for the spiffy blue triangle sign
that reads "BIG BLUE BUS."
Student discount cards and tokens

, and other information can be
found at the Central Ticket Office
on campus or on the A-level of
Ackerman. Oh, be sure you have
exact change because the bus dri-

ver won't give you any change
back. Unfortunately, I learned that

the hard way. I begged. I bantered.

No can do. So there you go, you
are now a professional bus passen-
ger. .

Well, upon entering this piece
of not-so-new technology, you
will notice the multiple shades of
blue decor, the interestingly
stained walls, the greasy, cold
steel poles and of course, the vast

array of faces, all reflecting their

thorough passion for the new day.

During the day, it's like a big
huge family with Papa Bear
behind the wheel. But at night, I

can make only one strong sugges-
tion: be aware, be very, very
aware.

Well, don't dwell on this too
much. Just sit. Relax. It's not that

bad. Maybe you'll even encounter
some exciting things to tell your
grandchildren someday.

Second-year English student
Amy Winfrey had a unique expe-
rience to share. "There was this

transient guy who had peed on the

seat and in his pants, then he got
off. It totally stunk, but nobody
was cleaning it up. Another old
man was telling people not to sit

down. When one man almost sat

down, the old man just screamed
at the top of his lungs, 'URINA-
TION!!!'" Hmmmm ...

Coop employee Edgar
Menjivar has also seen a lot on his

45-minute commute to campus.
*There is this old lady that sits on
the bus for about 30 minutes. She
plays with her fake teeth ... pulls

them out and puts them in ... pulls

them out and puts them in ,.. all

with her tongue .., all the way
from Fairfax to Crescent
Heights,"

Don't get too involved people-
watching and forget to pull on one
of the two cords that line the wall,

telling the driver that you want to

get off at the next stop. And
rennember to arrive at the bus stop

about five to 10 minutes eariy or
you might end up only smelling
the bus fumes that stream by at

light speed.

But don't think that you are just

limited to the Blue Bus. For nK)re

complete and detailed informa-
tion, you can truck over to the

Commuter Services.

It's certainly an interesting con-

cept, public transportation, that is.

Yes, there are psychos. Yes, there

are strange events every day. But
there are also times when I just

wait for my slop and pull the
cord. DING. The sign lights up:

STOP REQUESTED. Mission
accomplished.

j \K\\i M Ami iU( .\\ N'.VKoxAi. Mi siim

Presents

Family EXPO:
Sharing the Japanese American Experience

Novombor 11, 12, 13 • lA Convention Center

• 100 booths and displays
• Arts and crafts sales

• Culturaldemonstrations
• Live entertainment

BECOME
AN

INDEPENDENT HEALTHCARE PROVIDER
^- —

'

OF -^ ' :

Kicking off witli tiie music of HIROSHIMA
Fridoy, November 1 1 at 7 p.iii. • LA Convention Center

Tickets $25 - Call 213/625-0414

r:

ORIENTAL MEDICINE
One of the most progressive & exating fields in medicine today

*Holistic Mind-Body Therapies

^Acupuncture

*Hertoal Medicine

Nutrition

Other Energetic Techniques

*t^ 4

^v

€)
EARN A

MASTER'S DEGREE AT
EMPEROR'S COLLEGE OF

[ TRADITIONAL ORIENTAL MEDICINE
'Accredited

•Degree prepares you for state & National Licensing Board Exams
*Full or Part Time Classes available

• Federal Financing for qualified candidates
*60 Accredited College Units Required for Admission

'Located in tfie beautiful seaside town of Santa Monica

CALL 310-453-8300

FOR A PERSONALLY GUIDED TOUR OF OUR
CAMPUS & INTERN CLINIC1 1

'«*%-

$10 DlSCOUniT STUDEniT TICKETS!
FOR ALL PERFORMANCES • SUBJECT TO AVAILABILITY WITH STUDENT ID

"A ROARING HIT!

90 MINUTES OF TRULY NUTTY FUN!"
"Zany and brilliant! The Tony Award-winning

STEPPENWOLF THEATRE COMPANY is FIRST RATE!" Ho«y^„^

KNX'Radio

"THE HOnEST TICKET IN TOWN!" TheOtithok

AmW€QMB>YBY

Steve
MARTIN

0^
DIRECnDBY

RANDALL
ARNEY

'Steve Martin

has created

the first play

to wrap up

the century...

SMART AND
ENTERTAINING,

1:AUGH-AL0UD FUNNY!''

CRITICS CHOICE • LA. r/MfS

^QALADDsK^EQWIAtlSSl
Monday Nov. 21 at 8 pm

Matinee! Friday Nov. 25 at 2 pm
I

MM
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Classified Ad Information

^^'

*.

Ik.

Daily Bruin Classified Information
225 KefGkhoH Hall. 308 Westwood Plaza. Los Angeles. CA 90024

Class Line: (310) 826-2221 Class Display (310) 206-3060

Fax (310) 206-0528

We reserve the right to change, reclassify, revise, or reject any

classified Sbvertisement not meeting the standards of the Daily Bruin.

Our office Is open Monday-Friday, 9-4^

Classified rates

Dalty,20«M>fdsorless $7.00

Oaity, each additional word .45

r, 20 words Of less 25;00

Waeidy. tad) additional word 1J0

Display ads— student rate/col. inch 8.00

Display ads— local rate/col inch 11.25

Frequency & Agency Rates Availat)l(

Deadlines

CiassilMliMaar

1 woridng day before printing, by noon.

£lflflttlHttd rflsulftM Ads*

2 woridng days before printing, by noon.

Mala checks payable to the

UOA Daily Bruin.

1 col. X 1 = 2inches x 1 inch. There are no cancellations at»r noon the day t>efore printing.

The ASUCLA Conmnicflloni BoMtMyMwpom the UnkNOi^ ofCal^
crimMioa No rnedhm thM aeoapt atfiMlaeiiMnti which presert penons (rf any 01^
relgioa in. or Mxui ortnMta In a dVMMlno «w or imply IM «ay art ImM to poeil^
I nMttti iniiwitiuilntncfny wrtr^WV*^""*'**'" *'*'"'*•'**"«*'**

hninvestHi«edanyofthatervioeiadM(1iMdor1taailMrtise(irepr«ienMinfii

believing that an advtftisement In Ml iMievMbM the Board's policy on nofldbcrlmlnMlon stiM

herein should communicate complaints in writing to the Business Manager. Oaiy Bruin. 22S

ICerckhon HaN, 306 Westwood Plaza. Los Angeles. CA 90024. For assistanot with housing dbcrimi-

niiion proMems. cal the UCLA Housing Office at (310) 82M271 or ca* the Westside Fair Housing

OffKe at (310) 475-9671.

^ How to write a good ad

1

.

Start your ad with tfie mercfiandise your are selling. This mSkei It easier for readers to quickly 3. Avoid abbreviations— make your ad easy for readers to understand.

scan the ads and locate your item(s). 4. Place yourself in the reader's position. Ask what you'd like to know about the merchandise,

2. Always include the price of the item you are selling. Many classified readers simply do not and include that in the ad. Include information such as brand names, colors, and other specific

respond to ads without prices. descriptions.

1 Campus Happenings 1 Campus Happenings

Studio
Caapus Photo Studio is located on 2nd floor Ackeraan

.Jpta MondayFriday 8:30-5:30 Phone 206-8433

Smart seniors Icnow this

is the best time of year

for senior yearbook

portraits. No lines, no

rush, no midterm circles

under the eyes. So you1l

not only be included in

the Bruin Life yearbook,

you'll look your best.

RENT A CAR
YES, We Rent cars to UCLA

Students from $19/day

under 25 QK!

(310) 673-9899

7 Good Deals

FIVE EASY RECIPES. 15 beginr«r» cooking

tipsi Send $5 SASE, CREATIONS UN4.TD.
19800 Hawthorne Blvd. •258-430CT, Tor-

rance, Calif. 90503.

VOICEMAIL

NEVER MISS A CALL/ Instant T^

Woicemaifl ^ i^""^^^f

Priv. pliotie If

Temfxyraiy/

fj4hr. service

To Start immediately.

0311(310)657 3377

V MONTH FREEi
. fREfi IMMEDIATE HOOK UP
.PAGER & 800 SERVICE AVAILABLE

1.800-309-8888

Alcoholics Anonymous
Mon. OiKUMlon. Frl. S»«p Study. AU 3625

Thun. Book Study. AU 3625
TuM. and WkJ. DtKUiricn. Dw>tal 23-029

All ttmM 12:10-1 :00pm
For otooholcs orincffvfcAjc* who how a

drirMnQ pfobi9fn.

$$ CASH $$
For used Sports Equipment

BUY-SELL-
TRADE

10614 Jtftiraon Blvd. IF

IntlMRoM/Ttrgil

Shopping Ctnltr
SPOi?TS

OulvtrCly 310-287-2237

2 Campus Services 2 Campus Services

UClfl Uanpool Seats lloui Huailable From the Pollouiing flreas:

AQOurC3/Tf>ousond Oaks
Central Los Angeles .

Chino Hills

Crensfxjw

Dowrvey
Granada Hills ,

Hesperia
Lancoster/Polrrtdale

North HoUywood
Northridge
Slfverloke

Sylnnor

Van Noys

GT2UCLA
v^

Can UCLA Commuler AsslslarKe

RkJeshQring crt (310) 794-RIDE or

stop by our office at 555

Westwood Ploza, Roonn 200

(Structure 8. level 2) for more

y Information.

3 Campus Recruitment

GET A FREE PROFESSIONAL MASSAGE.
Healthy male subjects «• needed for UCLA
(tiidy on the effects of massage on physldo-

Ky. Coftact Evan 21 3-674-5853.

7 Good Deals

4 FinanciofAld

Cash for cdlagi. 900,000 grants available.

No rapaymanls, EVER. Qualify Imnwdialiily.

«^«V243.243S. —

100%CONFIDENCE?
So irau want to >Min Mnldtnw? OogrcuMMlB

a b>mm oanrntrtca^'l tJa* tx vmm IMS,
1. 01 »!• NATIOMAiiy RCCOGM2H>, OIWS

'POWaUJNES THEUSTTHINCSTOSATTO
PSOmr Q« Hi 100 p«.adu(al<nd 1*9 Id bKOM ^m mximt̂ itmt pemm eeMnuntcMort (T

(nSf,IMi9B^ t1996..CI00S^ te »w bM you ivi

M

~ ' H>tCA9lgl?.>^>«lwinwrffanpia)M&0tai

3 Campus Recruitment 3 Campus Recruitment

Look beautiful, be famous, have a fun weel<end

BE A MODEL
Receive a free liigl^ligliting or

.haircolor, cut or trim, and
cosmetics (valued at $500).

by world renowned
haircolorists and hair

designers whose work
appears in Vogue,
Mademoiselle and
Harper's Bazaar.

Models needed, any
hair length, for international

beauty event to be tield at the Century

Plaza, the weekend of November 5-7.

Open model call to t>e held Friday, Novennber 4 at 7:30 pm
and Saturday, Novennber 5 at 9:00 am— at ttie Century

Ptoza Hotel, 2025 Ave. of the Stars, Century City, Los Angeles.

FOR INFORMATION, CALL (310) 493-9993

CORPORATE SPONSORS

CLAIROL/LOGICS FRAMESI GOLDWEU a MATRIX
NEXXUS A TRESSA a WELLA

7 Good Deals

I-SIIIUIS

Blank shirts at wholesale price!

We do silk-screen printing too!

For best price and service, call

TAG 310-527^313

10 Personal

VVNTED: 100 PEOPLE
Lose 10-29 lbs. in 30 days and eam $$$ do-

\nn U. 100% ffiarwtee. Call 31 0-281 -882^

1 1 Attorneys

AUTOMOBILE, BICYCLE OR MOPED AC-
CIDENTS. Slip and Falls. Business Law.

IXIA Crad. Close to campus. Free Consulta-

tion. Mitchell Kreltenbent 21 3-384-3561.

iif Ntv. Htk.

It'i Ntvl It's jitt for foi & jilt iMine for tho kollJiyi.

Diily Briii irill kivo o

"MAS N^if ilullrtin Btard"

I (r Ciaitifio4 Display

Ratof /t9li)iblo For &i4oots

Gtinf dfciiiW|f|p»Jiii^4tit ifMkMjr kalidaft?

Vis ea^lMt u 3 o^^e biliatii kjbrd far rNt iranfa4 or

I tM^UN^irlint tiektti for laU?

t^teial ffrairal ^atkiftt taa.Cboek a^mlfHc
Hera'f 1«Mf \9i MjL^eo ao a^:

Brfh ofia:

B

lO • By fax 206 5075

y nail

L«! ARfiiTaf, CA 90024
)t}| Plaza,

1 1 Attorneys

Bright Honest Lawyer
•Auto & Work Accidents •FaHs •Wis

•Medcal Malpractice •Business Litigation

•JobD^crim •Divorce •Trials

Cal Susan Balistocky

(818) 382-7055 or (310) 284^890

12 Reseorchi Subjects

ASTHMA SUFFERERS. Eam up to $540.00 in

your spare time. If you take daily asthma

medication you may be eligible to participate

in a research drug study vvfth a rww potential

treatment for asthma. ConUct (310)477-1734

ext 540 to fir>d out how you may benefit from

this vital program. Allergy Research Fourvia-

tion, Ifx:. (Breritvyood)

Bedw«tting boys 7-1 1 yrs. and their families

needed for UCLA research Project Subjects

will receive $20 arxi a free developmental

evaluation. 310-825-0392.

FORMER BULIMICS WANTED for short-term

focus group. Writer seeking women to partic-

ipate in group discussion for article ar>d pos-

sible book. Em|ihasis on the varied paths

back to 'normalcy*. Meetings begin late No-
venobcr. Anonymity guaranteed. Call Alexis

310-452-3972.

Hyperactive boys with attentional problems
7-11 yrs, rteeded for UCLA research project

Receive $20 and a free developmental

evaluatton. 310-825-0392.

INFIDELrrV: Researcher seeking unusual ac-

counts of how you discovered an affair. Short

phone interview. Will pay Oaig Snyder,

Ph.D. 310-471-0035.

Normal healthy boys 3-11 yrs, and their

families needed for IXILA research project

Receive $20 vnd have a scientific learning

experience. 310825-0392.

VOLUNTEERS NEEDED. Male/female lor

UCLA positron imaging studies. Must have

coronary artery disease or high cholesterol or

be a srnoker plarwiir^g to quit Also needed
post-mcnopausaJ women. Injection radioac-

tive isotope Blood taken. $2S^r. 310-825-

111&

UCLA ORAL
HERPES STUDY

Subjects with history of

sunburn induced oral herpes

(fever blisters) needed to

participate in study of new
antiviral cream.

$150 for 7 day study

Call Pat at 310-825-6636 for

more information.

EARN
Volunteers needed for t>ack.

muscle test wtth no Mstory of
t>ack ln}uiy or pain.

15 Wanted

Acoustk: melodious songwriter seeks (emaic

hannonlzen, cellists, bassists, pianists, others

for tauuifcil. d*1( music Jonl, ICIirls, SSoan,

AChalns. Joa^ih 3104364)226.

AManthm prohssori arwl tfudanis: need arti-

cles far puWicaflfon In national kid^aan
m—gfcie, call coilect, Emest 619-967-6816.

CASH FOR CARS. We come to you. Top dol-

lar paid. We do all DMV. We buy anything.

81 8-999- iBUY(42»9).

19 Sperm 'Egg donors

EGG DONORS NEEDED for infertile couples.

19-33 yrs, own medical insurance. Spedal
needs for Mack, Hispanic, Sr chir>ese. At

UCLA med center. 310^825 9500.

ECC DONORS NEEDED. All info confkkn-
I call (310)285-0333.
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2 Reseorcti Subjects 12 Resoorcti Subjects 12 Research! Subiccts 12 Resedfcti Subjects 12 Researcti Subjects

STUDY PATIENTS WANTED: Women
IteTween T8-4Twilh normaf perTods, not on

birth control pills, wanted for various

studies. If you have PMS or no-mood
symptoms before your period,

call (310) 825-2452.

You will be paid for your participation.

, Jotn a fsdaraf/y

fundmd study comparing a

nmw spacm agm condom with a

classic lafmx condom^

rFrma madical carm/suppiims to couples

using condoms as birth control

for 6 months...

FO-R INFO-R/^ATION CALL. (2/3) 368-HHm

NERVOUS? ANXIOUS?
FEARFUL? WORRIED?

Research volunteers between the ages of 18 and 65
experiencing these symptoms for at least 1 month and
in relatively good health are needed. Volunteers will

receive a brief exam in order to determine eligibility.

Qualified volunteers receive free basic physical

exam/lab test and compensation up to $1400.

California I CLINICAL trials!

MEDICAL GROUP

Please call 1-800-854-3902

Itizophrenia
Do you or a loved one suffer from Schizophrenia?

Qualified voluteers ages 12 and over may qualify for a

medical research study on schizophrenia.Qualified

volunteers recive a free basic physical exam, lab tests

and may be compensated up to approximately $1650.

CALIFORNIA

P I I A s I ( A I I

19 Sperm/Egg donors

Egg Donors

Needed

Arep interested in helping an

infertile couple achieve their

dream of havirg a child and

also be fnancially compensalied.

If so, we are in need ofWomen

from all ethnic t)acl(0founds ages

21-34, for details please call

1-800-989-9890.

22 Health Services

PSYCHOTHERAPY SERVICES FOR WOMEN.
Learn about conflicts interfering^ with rela-

tionships and work. End self-destructive pat-

terns. Sliding scale, student rates. Iris Dragin,

MFCC liciMFC24876. 310-476-5455.

REACH PERSONAL AND ACADEMIC
GOALS WITH HYPNOSIS. REDUCE TEST
ANXIETY. Increase concentration,

performance, self-confldeiKe. fodividual

appointments and classes. ExperierKed

psychotherapist for 17-years. Student Rates.

Call Laura Guikls MFCC. 310-207-0630.

STRESSED, OVERWHELMED, LONELY. Sup-
portive counseling. Individuals, couples,

groups. Adjacent to campus. Carole Chasin
MA. iMF-20924. Barbara Shore, supervisor,

MS-2465S. 310-289-4643.

30 Help Wanted

TWO PART-TIME SALES POSITIONS in

small real-estate office. (1)Mon-Fri 2pm-7pm
& (2)Mon, Tues, Fri 9-2. Sun 10-4. $84com-
mission to start. Call 310-441-5091.

$6.63/HR. Work in fun atmosphere, schedule
around classes. Apply: Maureen O'Brien,

Cafe Sproul, 350 DeNeve Dr. 31 0^825-2074.

22 Heoltti Services

LOW-FEE PSYCHOANALYTICALLY ORIENT-
ED PSYCHOTKRAPY by PCC Candidate

Dini Evanier, MSW, ACSW. Supv. LCSW
•166. UCIA District. 3ia474-9606.

I

ARE YOU TIRED
OFYOUR

UNWANTED HAIR?
Fot faster, more efficient

permanent hair removal.

Disposable needles and free

consultation. Call

^^stwTOd(310)31^212

22 Health Services

MASSAGE by Paul Drew, references

available, IXILA discount 310-839-8544.

Acne, Tattoos

Su nspots^ & Scars
Don Siirqirai I .isf; Tt'<"H;iy tnr

22 Health Services

PENIS-NIPPLE ENLARGEMENT. Professkmal

vacuum pun>ps with Instruction. Gain 1 '-3'.

Permanent- safe. Er>hance erection. Dr. Joel

Kaplan 1 -80O.987-PUMP.

1-800-685-6574

LuCia
Electrolysis & Sklncare

PMrmaaesit Hair Removal
Knrop««ii Facisda • Wajiinf

S 208-8193 m
1951 WMtwood Bhrd. W«st««od

(1 Dlk. .%»i!h of flutte TlliMiiial OlwQ

ECC DONORS NEEDED: Healthy females

between 21-34years oW w/medicat in-

surance. Payment of $22(X) for medical pro-

cess. Mima Navas 310-829-6782, Monday-
Friday.

EGG/SPERM
DONORS

Desperately wanted by hopeful parenU. All

races needed. Ages 21-35. Healthy. Substan-
tial compensation. For information call OP-
TIONS (310)397-4054.

Help Infertile Japanese-American woman.
Will pay Japanese, Korean, of Chinese egg
donor. Grad studenU call 21 3-765-5300. Use
codeBH.

IF YOU'D LKE TO HELP a couple who's
having difficulty getting pregnarrt or unable to

carry a child, callSI 0420-61 80, ask for Bea-

trice.

$7/hour + bonus, flcxibfe hours, great vwork

experience. Hiring nowl APPLY TODAYI
UCLA Annual Fund, 1083 Cayfey, 4th floor.

310-794-0277.

1 CASHIER, 1 OaiVERY DRIVER NEEDED.
Chasin Chicken. Call for infiiVappt. 310-208-
0846.

AA dlUBE SHIPS HIRINGI EAJIN BIG SSS
+ FREE TRAVELI (Caribbean, Europe, etcl)

No expkience necessary. Staff needed for

busy Holiday/Spring/Summer seasons.

GUARANTEED SUCCESSI Guide. 919-929-

4398ext23031.

ACTORS/MODay NEEDED. Auditkxis by
appointmentt only, For commercials, films,

and print ads. All types/ages needed. No ex-
perience necessary. No registration fees. Call

Today Imace. 818-222-9091.

ADMINBTRATIVE ASSISTANT. Part-time,

full-time preferred. BH Software Company,
perfect English, WordPerfect required, Page-_
Maker helpful. 31 0-8S9-7277.

\
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VERMONT'S FINEST ALL NATURAL ICE CREAM,

Ice Cream Parlor needs

friendly and responsible

people for our 3

Westside locations.

Various positions

(scoopers to managers)
' aid shifts available.

Call John at (310)788-9682.

ALASKA EMPLOYMEhJT - Fishing Industry.

Earn to $3,00O-$6,00O+ per Month + bene-

fits. Male/Female. No experience necessary

206-545-41 55 ext AS9342.

ASSEMBLERS: Easy work, excellent income

to assemble products at home, up to

STOG^veekly. Crafts, toys, wood, jewelry,

sewing, nfwre. 213-243-8288.

ASST. NEEDED FOR large family daycare in

Pacific Palisades. Must love kids arid work
hard. Call Leslie 310-573-1811.

BALLOON CELEBRATIONS needs party dec-

^jxators, drivers, artists, and trainee managers.

Fast paced, fun, and creative erwironment,

flexible hours. Call 310-208-1 180.

Beverly Hills law firm seeks organized, de-

pendable, part-time filo^ofTice clerks. Flexible

hours, SS.SO^r. ConUct Roz at 310-274-

8700. ^
BEVERLY HILLS LAW OFFICE needs gal

Friday filing and Word Perfect, part-time.

310-274-5252.

CAMPUS POSITION AVAILABLE starting at

S6.63Air. We work around your classes.

Immediate employment available for Fall

1994. Sunset Village Dining Services.

Contact David at 310-206-7688.

CASHIER WANTED. WLA and Westwood.
Son>e Japanese preferred. 310-479-2530.

1834 Westwood Blvd.

CASTING IMMEDIATRY! Extras needed for

feature films, commercials, and music videos.

Earn up to $200 per dayl No experier>ce

needed. Work guarantecdl Call today 213-

851-6102. ^

aERICAL WIZ NEEDED for order entry,

customer service, inventory control. Vidcx>

biz. Tough job, good pay. Fax resume to

(31 0)306-31 62.

CD-rom interactive u\d video game market-

ing internship now available. Stipended posi-

tion will involve all aspects of advertising and

promotion as they relate to the laurKh of

some of this cutting edge industry's most ex-

citing entertainnrwnt titles. 310-473-9200

ext2S11.

COMMUNITY SERVICE OFFICERS (CSCs)
are hiring UCLA students nowl. $6.16^ to

start, up to $9.10. ^5+hn/yA^. Flexible sched-

ule. Call 825-6760.

Counter person, full or part-tinr>e for fis^wul-
try market. Some retail experien(«e preferred.

Good benefits. 310-820-5853.

DENTAL ASSISTANT. P/T, MWF. Prefer pre-

dental student Will train. 21 3-931-8400.

Department of Community Safety is hiring

UCLA students nowl $6.89/hour, 154hn/wk,
office, reception, fingerprinting, taking I.D.

photos, etc. Call 206-81 26 for Info. ^
DRIVER NEEDED P/T. Dependable student

to carpoel Tlh-grader from Brentwood to Pa-

cific Palisades. M-F 3:00pm. S7.00ft\r+^as

allowance. Contact Gloria 310-725-5663.

EASY MONEY!
HarxJ out paper; HUMOR, on campus. S7^r.

Call HUMOR Satirical Paper at 310-451-

6771.

EMPLOYMENT RECRUITER, bilingual, Viet-

namese, 310-412-7546.

EVENING CASHIER, SMv. Mainly wcc-
kerxJs, available through holidays. 310-208-

6SS0.

FA ADMINISTRATIVE ASSISTANT, R.E. de-

veloper, Westwood. Assist project manager
af>d marketing director, arwwer phones, typ-

ing, faxing. Must know Window*. 310-479-

9900

Hestauiant

Gieat Places to Eat! Gieat Places to Woik!

m

California Pizza Kitchen offers more than great food at moderate

prices. Our innovative menu, focus on guest satisfactiai. and upbeat
|

atmosphere provide the right dimate for career advanonnenL

Join our teami

AU lestanrant positioDs and exceptxHial nuu^
oppoitimities available.

Apply in person daily from 3pin-6pm

> Burbank at 601 N. San Fernando Rd.

< Glendale City Center at 101 N. Brand

I Pasadena at Plaza Las Fuentes, 99 Los Robles Ave.

I Santa Anita Fashion Park

The Most Fun Yon Can Call Work!

We offer competitive wages and first class training. CPK suppoits a
smoke-free, c^-free workpiaoe. We are an eqtial opportimity employer
and encourage aD qualified candklates to apply

vvyx^v

><

30 Help Wanted

Oshman'8 Sporting Goods
has the following full and

parttime positions availabt6

'

at their West 1^ location:

SKI TECH/ SALES
Sli personnel needed to staff

ski department.

Flexible hours.-

CASHIERS
Experience preferred.

SALES
Soft goods department.

Apply in person at:

Oshman's Sporting Goods
11110 W.Pico Blvd.

West Los Angeles

(310)478-0446 EOE M/F

OPTOMETRIC
OFFICE

seeking student to schedule

doctor's patients. Needs

excellent telephone skills, must

be personable, caring, and

aggressive. Base Pay plus

commission.

PA" MWSat(am)
(310)837-7202 leave message

FUN, BRIGHT AND RaiABLE? Ptay with

young child, run errandi for mom. MWF,
momingi, occassional evenings. Car,

referefKes req. 310-207-4471.

CRAPHJCS/OfFICE ASSISTANT. P/T, Hex
hours. (310)478-0591.

GREENPEACE seeks committed full-time and
part-time people lo change the world. Call

310-287-2210 between 3pm and 5pm Mon-
day-Friday.

HAIRSTYLIST. Afro-American hair, Caucasian
too. Clientele preferred. Call 310-828-1064.

HANDSOME GUYS, 18- 24 for tvteful nude
studies ar>d printwork. Great pay, fun, k^it
Snapshot to: First Take, 4470-107 Surwet

Blvd. #271 , Hollywood, CA 90027

LAWOFFia ASSISTANT, F/T position for file

clerk/relief reoeptionist/ofTice management
assistant, require organized, self-motivated

individual w/WordPerfect 5.1/Windows ex-

perience. Houra:9am-5:30pm. Please fax or

send resume to: Rebecca J. Lee, Donfeld, Kel-

ley and Rolfman, 1 1845 West Olympic Blvd,

Suite 1245, LA, Ca 90064. Fax: 310-312-
8014

LAW OFFICE. Clerical secreUrial positions.

Must know WordPerfect. Have office experi-

ence. Good typing skills, flexible hours.

Wilshire & Glendon. 310-475-0481.

LEGAL GRAD STUDENT, clerk with excda-
tabaic managenrwnt arxl spreadsheet skills

needed for single proj. litigation support
Schedule arxl hourly rate open. FAX resume
to 310-577-8143.

Lighting Design Firm need phone advertising

person. Excellent communicatioru skills re-

quired. 20-25 hn/wk. Flexible schedule.

%7.50fiv. Ask Rick, 213-937-4445 or fax,

213-937-3912. -

LOOKING FOR FUN, ENTHUSIASTIC, intel-

ligent people to teach test prep for SAT. High
test scores ar>d car required. We train you.
Start pay $13.50 hour (6^ hours per week).
Send resume ^cover letter by 1 2/1 6/94 to: The
Princeton Review, Attn: Persormel Oepyt-
ment, 10474 Santa Monica Blvd. #403, LA
90025. NO PHONE CALLS PLEASE.

MALE MODELS. Asian, Latin or surfer types.

No height requirement Hot head, cards,

posters, mags. Good money. FunI 213-664-
2999 24hours.

MARKET RESEARCH COMPANY in Van
Nuys needs individuals to work 4-6

hours/day. Evenine, day, and weekerwi hours
ivailable to do public opinion and market re-

iearch. Must have excellent reading skills,

ibilKy to write verbatim, and folkiw Instruc-

lions. Call 818-725-4275.

Marmol & Radziner Architects. Immediate
opening. Reception/OfRce Assistant. 32-40
hounAivk. Flexible days, Sl^r. Fax resume to

Leo Marmol 310-264-1814, Fax#310-264-
1817.

Men-Women ages 18-24 for nude modeling
for French and American magazines and vkl-

eos. Call 213-265-0550.

MGNT TRAINEE
No exp. nee. Corp. expanding in area.

$400(Vmonth, base-i- commission. Start im-
mediately. 213-463-0633

NEEDED: FEMALE STUDENT w/Mme be-

havior modification experience to «M>rk

w/autistic client in her home. 6-10

houn/wtek, evenings, Saturdays, arxJ Sun-
days. Pay SlO^wur. Plewe call: 310-649-

0499 and ask for Ellen Slaton.

OFFKZ ASSISTANT, prhrale home, comput-
er-literate, MAC financial d«a entry, accura-

cy essential, good EngjitK, amm car, flmlble

schedule. 310-394-2933.

30 Help Wanted 30 Help Wanted

P/T EXECUTIVE SECRETARY for Brentofvood

office. Slror^ secretarial skills and typirtg pro-

ficiency of 60 wpm or greater. Must be moti-

jrated and bright, wHh a positive attitude. Re-

quires WordPerfect 5.1 Lotus and Account-

ing background helpful but not rwcessary.

Extensive experierKe not required. 20-30

hounAveek, flexible. $10-1 3Air., depending

on qualifkatfons. FAX resume to: Michael L

Pain, 826-3356.

P/r OFFICE CLERK NEEDED to work 1.'»-20

hour^week in upbeat, busy Century City of-

flcc. Goodorganizational skills, communica-
tion skills, aryi telephorw experience a must
$7/hour. Call Kristi, 310-553-0550.

P/T SALES. 15-20 hrsAfvk in AM. Good tele-

phone skills. Self-motivated. $7Atr -» commis-
sion. Telemarketing experierKe required.

SanU Monica. 310-453-6422.

P/T-F/r MEDICAL FILE CLERK for busy neuro-

surgical group. 30-40hounAveek, Monday-
Friday in WLA. Pleas call Joy at 310-286-

2939.

PART TIME WORK/FULL TIME PAYI Sports

minded students needed to earn $10-1 S^ur
guaranteed working 20-flexible houn/week.
Two different positions available. Training

provided. Westwood location. 310-312-

683a

Part-time (1 5-20hrsyivk) telemariceting person

needed for Santa Monica Education Publish-

er. Good voice, sells experierKe aryl foreign

language required. 310-395-9393.

Part4ime driver r>eeded for print shop k>cated

in Century City. Applicant must have car and
must show valid California Driver's Licerve

and proof of car insurance. Please call Mrs.

Simon 310-203-0018.

PART-TIME DRY CLEANING COUNTER
PERSON. Will train. 20f hrsM(. 2 or 3 after-

noons 3:30-8:30 •*- 8 hours Saturday or 5

hours Sunday. Starts $6-7.5(Vhr + free dry

cleaning. Apply 12-3pm 1600 Westwood
Bhd. Ask for Randy.

PART-TIME SECRETARIAL HELP WANTED.
Light typing, computer familiarity. Will teach.

Westwood area. Flexible hours. Allied Mor-
tgage & Services. $7^r. 310-996-1000.

PART-TIME SECRETARIAL/SALES ASSOC
wanted. Light typing, computer familiarity,

pleasant phone voice, wholesale apparel

sales, hourly rate plus bonus. Flexible hours,

close to UCLA. Call 310-209-5549.

PERSON NEEDED TO COMPLETE WORK
ON RESEARCH PROJECT. Very good speak-

ing qualifications. $7Aw>ur. P/T flexible. Conv
puter experience. Call 310-582-9785.

PRESTIGIOUS BEVERLY HILLS PHOTOGRA-
PHER AGENCY seeks intem/assistant for part-

time work. Car necesftary. $7^r.Cail Robin
(310)275-2858.

Proposal wffiter to devefop grant proposals for

non-profit organizations. Academic and pro-

gram experience In public health, education,

social service, and/or the arts preferred. Scnd«
resume ar>d writing sample to Grant Works
1248 5th St #365, SanU Monica, CA 90406-
0365.

RECEPTIONIST
ENTRY LEVEL, F/T or P/T, no experience

necessary, start immediately. HdlyvMxid.
213-463-0633. AdvarKe to management

RECEPTIONIST AND CASHIER NEEDED for

Beveriy Hills salon. Saturday and Suriday in-

cluded. Prior experience required. 310-274-
6347.

RESORT JOBS- Earn to $12 / hr -t-'^Upt.

Theme Parks, Hotels, Spas, + more. Tropical

& Mountain destinations. Call 206-632-01 50
extR59341.

TALENT AGENCY
seeks highly motivated and organized intern.

If you want to learn THE BIZ arxi wvirk in a
fun ofTice, this is the place! (Norvpaid). Call

310-278-3600 ASAP.

WANTEDIII Individuals and Student Organi-

zations to Promote SPRING BREAK '95. Earn

subrtantial MONEY and FREE TRIPS. CALL
INTER-CAMPUS PROGRAMS. 1-800-327-

6013.

WESWOOD. LEASING AGENT, luxury high-

rise apartments, must t>e resporwible Sun-
days, occasional Saturdays. 310-470-9045,
ask for Danicia or Eliz^Mth.

32 Career Opportunities

WORK FOR BEVERLY HILLS MATCHMAK-
ER. Looking for an outgoing, opervmlrwied,

energetic, intelligerH collegie student ac-

tressAnodel or recent college graduate. 31C^
205-8483.

WRFTERS WANTED. Quality, character-

driven, screenplays desired by major film

enterUinmcnt co. U1 0)820-9897 ask for

DanM.

WRITER'S EXCHANGE has work for creativK.

Iy4aiented writers. Paperback now\$, Non-

FictkMi Books, Screenplays. 310-209-0681,

Vernon.

YOUNG MEN WANTED for nude and semi-,

nude modeling. Good pay. Immediate work.

Call Derek 213-845-9669.

TELLERS, 20-30 HOURS. Positions available

in our brarKhes located in Beveriy Hills, Ve-

nice, Mar Vista, West LA, Century City, and
Santa Monica locations. Requires 1 2 months

cash harKiling and customer servk:e experi-

erKe in a retail or banking environment & ex-

cellerH communication skills. We offer berw>

fits (for 20.5-t-hours), pleasant woric environ-

mertt & opportunity to enhance your employ-

ment skills. Please apply in person at tlie

brarKh of your ciwice. Or send your resume

to: 19809 Prairie St, ChaUworth,^CA 91311.

Attn: HR Dept. AB/LAT. Mail Stop N-10-24.

81 8-775-7643. eoe. GREAT WESTERN.

TO WORK WITH CHILDREN ages 6-13. Art

backgrourxf helpful, not marwiatory. Must
have good writing skills and be MAC literate.

Hours 10:45-3:30PM. Begin immediately.

Call Helene 818-998-1782.

TUTOR/NANNY, Spanish speaking, own car,

10-15 hr^^D^, afternoons, evenings. Excellent

refererKes, qualificatiofH, chikJ care exp. req.

Vivian Hanover D 10)454-3000, 010)459-
8888.

VET TECHNICIAN. Part-time/full-time, ex-

perierKe preferred. Busy, small animal hospl-

Ul located in Sherman Oaks. 818-906-4298.

VOLUNTEER USHERS needed at the West-

wood Playhouse. Opportunity to see Steve

Martin's play (Picasso.) Please call'Michael at

208-6500.

31 Tennporary Agencies

TALENT SEARCH

TEMP AND PERM JOBS
• SECRETARIES
• WORD PROCESSORS
• PC OPERATORS
• RECEPTIONISTS
• DATA ENTRY
• GENERAL aERKS

LMm iMw soflwara or riiarptn your

PCskllsabsoluMyfrMl Don't wait

Join ItM FIRST CALL t»»n of

profMSionais today.

Call MklMlo
HRSTCAU.
TEMPOmUlY SERVICES
264*0014

UIIWIihiriBlvd.SuMiA
SMiti Monica, CAB

32 Career Opportunities

FILM/rvA:OMMERCIALS, auditioning ac-

torVactresses. 13-35 years, for lead roles in

major productfons, said pictures 610 North
Glen Oaks Blvd. Burbank 91502. ATTN:
Casting or call (81 8)843-4228.

Putyour reputation

on the line.

V,

classified Line
825-2221

Daily Bruin

Special UCLA Discount with Ad! Call Now!

0-"
^e^^^^ ^ae/^^

•5V4

%^
BARTENDING

•As seen on TV
•Two week training

•Nation wide job placement

National Bartenders School

(213)380-3200

(310)558-0608

(818)994-8100

(805)522-0278
imiiii,!.
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32 Career Opporlunitie;

MANAGEMENT— TRAINEE
^$40,000 OPPORTUNITY*

I-argc national corp.
expanding. Needs career-
minded individual for

management training.

Send Resumes to:

P.O. BOX 251763
LA, CA 90025

PHYSICALTHERAPIST NEEWD
- Palm Springs ata

- 3-5 yevs txpakax mmjinuin

-70KPERYEAR
^ -CiUfonua License req.

. CaH Patrick at (619) 3224233

k Make ^^

) MONEY N

Full + Part Time
opportunity of

a lifetime
Bee part of the $100 billiorV

felocommuniccfions industry

no expononco
necessary

(310)843-4511

34 Internships

ACTIVE, INDEPENDENT FILM PRODUCER
seeks student interns to learn script develop-
ment activities in BJH. office. No pay, but
good opportunity to learn. 310-260-1405 or

310-394-7263.

CREATIVE TEAM LOOKING for nmcone In-

terested in gaining hands-on experience in

computer illustratlr^ Must have artistic Ulent
and interest in fantasy, sci-fi, and super-hero
genres. No experience required, flexible

hours, furvworfcing environmcrt in entertain-

ment publishing company. Call Nicole, 310-
2604820, M-F.

t>o you bve the Aituppets7 Well then, contact

Halle at 213-960-4096 about a script reading

and re»eardi Internship.

INTERN WANTED FOR A NEW PHOTO
STUOIOI Amwer phones, run erraiKb & gerv

eral production woik. A great opportunity!

Call 3 10-581 -8393.

MUSIC DEPARTMENT of public relations

company scelcs interns. Must be responsible,

hard-working and receiving college credit (no

pay). Contact Erik at 21 3-651 -9300.

ThG
Walt
Disney
Studios
PR internship

Fail 'SA- Spring^

Buena Visto HdUM Marketing is

looWng tor a poid Mm) to ba oiv

rapnsafMlvB on osnpoi. Oulaa Inakidi

devMng ctBolve piomolonol airotoglas and

ImptoiiMiiig

promottons on oonnpus as wbU as sefvidng

conpN piws mil) prasB

mototiolB. IMafgroduoli Soph, or Junior

pfsfsind Must tioM oocass

to a car and ipsnd one Ml day at Itie Studio

(flexible).

Send (or fox) resume

and cover letter to:

NMd Stvfonaen

MBSi. ID ffeemn rwia tmnui^m

WALT DONEY S1UIM08
500 90. BiMlM VMS St.

B«bonK.CA9182M
FAX (818)846-3794

Do you ttkc creflese Indie-Rock
gnint^rork? Want to sec the real

side of tht Independent mtulc
liKiustry as aoon as posstbte?

Then be an tntcm at Mas recordsl

Intereslted people
caU 81S-B6e 1034

35 Child Care Wanted

BABYSITTER FOR 2 SWEET KIDS. Qrl 2,

Boy-4. P/T ev«ilngfcNi^»lcend*. Should be ex

pertenced, caririg, dept^Me. Day 310-

639-4226. evw^inn 31 0-475 7600.

35 Child Care Wanted

BABYSITTER NEEDED, on an occasional ba-
sis only, in SunsetAXiher^ area. For parents'

random nights out, most likely Saturdays, for

no more than 4-5 hoursAiight, S^hour. Auto
is not required, but helpful. Call Jennifer at

310-278.4752. ^__
EVENING BABYSFTTER. Your Choice of 1-4

night^Afcek. Must haw references, car, and
safe driving record, $fr.|^HMjr. Please call

Mrs. ToMn at 310-552-7604.

NEED Childcare, preferibly child-devekip-

ment major, in Sherman Oaks. Car, referenc-

es. Hours flexible. $7-»- pi/hr. Fax resume
818-783-8480, or call 818-789-0305.

RESPONSIBLE SITTER needed for WLA 2
year old. Need omai transport 20-24
hour^week. Hours neffotiable. 310-474-5600

36 Personal Assistance

20-30 hnAnHc, M-F, 1 -6:30pm, must have car.
Drive adorable 6-yr-old girl to lessons, light

housework, make dinner, shopping. 310-
476-0789 eves

NEEI3ED: carpool, light cooking, miscellane-
ous errands, projects, must have organiza-
tional skills and car. Happy spirits apply.
Flexible hours. Sue, 310-276-3300.

49 Apartments for Rent

$595. WESTWOOD. SMALL 1BR. utilities

paid. Good appliances, cute. Laundry. ^S to
UCLA. (310)459-6830.

$900 CULVER CfTY. Large, quiet, modem, 2-

bdrTiV3bath townhome, dishwasher, a/c,

fridne, patio, nated parkinR. 310-837-0761.

$995. 2BR/1 1/2BA TOWNHOUSE STYLE
1.2 miles UCLA. (310)459-6800.

-WESTWOOD VILLAGE- MIDVALE/N. OF
LEVERING. EXTRA LARGE 2BD/2BA BALCO-
NY, DINING ROOM, 3 CAR PARKING,
CHARMING. GARDEN APTS. 310-839-
6294.

-

1 -BEDROOM $575 up. Huge apartments,
kieal for roommates. Garden courtyard, pool,

, Mr, phor>e-entry. Near Sherman Oaks Gal-
leria. Minutes to campus. 818-997-7312.

1 -BEDROOM, UPPER, CLOSE TO UCLA.
Best part of Palms. Newly decorated. Laun-
dry, no pets. 10-month lease. $62SAnonth.
310-286-2885.

Isir^e and 1 bachelor in Westwood near
campus, with parking. Daytime 213-932-
1857.

BEVERLY HILLS ADI. 1&2-BEDROOMS
$650-$895. SOME WAIARDWOOD
FLOORS. ONLY 1/2 BLOCK TO PICO BUS.
ASK ABOUT LEASE BONUS. 310.839-6294.
••

BrentwoodI 3-bdmV2-bath. $1600. Pool,
Ig. balcony, gated parking, central air. Near
UCLA. Add.: 330 S.Barrington, near Sunset.
310-471-2498.

•iNAR VISTA
•''

2BD.2BA.2STORY
CUSTOtyi TOWNHOMES.

GATED GARAGE. CENTRAL AIR.

FIREPIACE. UNITALARIyl

* 12736 CASWEa AVE $825
*11748COURn£iGHDR. $845

* PALMS *
2 BO. 2BA CUST0«4 TOWNHOfWE.
FIREPLACE. BALCONY. GATED

GARAGE. ALm4 IN UNfT
(ONE lyioNnmEE rent)

* 3614 PARIS
• qpenTday*

CAU. (310) 391-1076

TO SEE THE
LOVELYAPARWENTS

$995

49 Apartments for Rent

FURNISHED RESORT STYLE
APARTMENTS

MINLTTES FROM CAMPUS
STUDtO. ONE ANDTWO BBDBOOM5

MONTHLY BBNIAIS
•00-8464465

OORPORATC DISOCXJKIS AVAILABLE

dffpliances, pool, laundry, no pets.

49 Apartments for Rent

BRENTWOOD, Sunny and larp 3-bed-
roonV2-bath, Patio, North of Wilshire, dish-
washer, parking, $145QATionth. Open 9-S»
11921 Goshen Ave, ytil. 310-207-0834.

BRENTWOOD. Lovely, caiy, bachekxMte
room in beautiful country area, quiet home.
20-minutes to UCLA. $650. 310-472-6694.

CLOSE TO UCLA
WESTWOOD. 10 minutes by car, l-bed/l-
bath, upper, electronic entry, fireplace, refrig-

erator, dishwasher, carpet, verticals, gated
parking, laundry, $75(ymonlh. For appoint-
mentcall 310-454-8800.

Deluxe 1 -bedroom. 10-minute walk to
UCLA, quiet building, balcony, well-lit unit,

$850 and up. Available November 8. 310-
208-8881.

FOX HILLS CONDO FOR RENT. 15 minutes
to UaA. 1-bedroonV1-bath, dishwasher,
pool, Jacuzzi, spa, mini-gym. Security Build-
ing. $810. 310-641-5080.

MAR VIST\ $870, 2-bed/2-bath, 2-story cus-
tom townhouse. Gated garage, unit alarm,
central air, fireplace. 12736 Caswell Ave.
310-391-1076.

MAR VISTA, 2-BDRM/2-8ATH custom tqwo-
home. Gated garage, cenUal air, flrepjace,

unit alarm. 11748 Courtleigh Dr.

$845Anonth. 310-391-1076.

MAR VISTA. $675. Near 405 freeway, Nice
1 -bedroom, new carpets, stove, refrigerator,

laundry. 310-454-0805.

MAR VISTA. 2-BDRM-2-BATH custom town-
home. Gated garage, central air, fireplace,

unit alarm. 12736 Caswell Ave. $82S^month.
Call 310-391-1076.

MAR VISTA. 2-bdnn/2bath. Custom town-
home, fireplace, gated garage, alarm in unit
$845. 11748 Courtleigh. Door open 7 days.
310-391-1076.

Oak Santa Monica. One-bedroom apartment,
$585, partly furnished. Foreign student'
welcome. Available for 6 months. 310-450-
7692.

ONE MILE TO WESTWOOD. Brentwood
adjacent Large single $625. Large Ibed
$695. 1235 Federal Ave. 310-477-7237.

PALMS $500. Large single, walk-in closets,

completely refurbished, quiet 9-unit building.

15-minutes from campus. Must see to appre-
ciate. 398-6622.

PALMS $595, 1 -bedroom security building,

very quiet, all appliances. Convenient to
campus. Security deposit $100. A^, laundry.

310-837-7061.

PALMS $750, 2-bdrn/1-ba, large uppec,
small buikling. Completely refurbished, like

new. Must see to appreciate. 1 5-mins from
campus. 310-398-6622.

PALMS*371 7 CARDIFF
Near 10 and 405, large 1-bedroom deluxe,
fireplace, 13-minu(es to UCLA. Good foca-
tton, gated parking, controlled entry. Quiet,
tmt/Kr building, $620 and $716. 310^652-
0647,310836-7146.

PALMS, $1695, 4-bedroom + kift/3-bath,

newer 3-«tory townhouse, fireplace, gated ga-
rage, security alarm, sundeck. 3670 Midvale
Ave. 310-391 -1 076. Open 7 days 9-5.

PALMS, $485/MONTH, single, 3455 Jas-

mine.

310-4

PALMS, $685. 2+1 apartment, upper, bright

unit Refrigerator included. Gated parking.

310-829-0589.

PALMS, 2-B6rm/2-8ATH custom lown-
home. Gated garage,' fireplace, balcony,
alarm in unit 1 -month free. 3614 Faris.

$995.310-391-1076.

PALMS. $485 Large singles. Stove, refrigera-

tor, disposal, air, elevator, pool, parking,

launcky, no pets. Open house Saturday-Sun-

day 1-5pm. Bus to UCLA. 10136 National

Bh^. 310-552-2387, 310-838-9726.

PALMS. $550, Large single. $775 2-bed-

roonVI-bath. Newer buikiing on quiet street,

gated parking, built-ins, balcony/jaatto, A^,
fireplace. Laundry facilities. 310-397-0405.

PALA4S. $995, 2-bed^-bath, custom town-
home, fireplace, balcony, gated garage,

alarm in unit One ntonth free. 361 4 Faris Or.

310-391-1076.

PALMS. Unfurnished 1-bedroom, $495,
single $395. Appliances, no pets. Call 9»n-
8pm, ask far my. (31 0)837^196.

PALMS: $575. Spacious 1 -bdrm/1 -bath,

stove, refrigerator, parking, laurwiry, hvd-
wood floors. Day 310-206-9975, eve. 213-
676-0371.

REDUCED RENT. Ibr, Iba. $700. BH adj.

Charming Spanish style, hardwood floors,

bright, quiet (310)550-1531.

Slf^CLE APARTMENTS. Near buses. Com-
pletely rerKivated. Bike or ride to campus.
Near parfcs.LaurKlry and parking. Massachu-
•etULor405. $525. 310-479-2819

Banlcer Property Group
*1 Bedroom*

•Gated
•Pool
• Laundry I^ilities
• Beautiful Landscaping
• $549/month (singles

available for $475)
• low deposit for UCLA

Students

CALL (310) 390-0226

2 Bedrooin/2 Bath

from only $750.00

Large units, Fully equipped

kitchens, fitness center,

air conditioning, covered

gated parking. On site

manager,

213460-5173

STUDIO FOR RENT. $57(Vhio. Utilities in-

cluded. 611 Levering Ave. Call Tim 310-
208-4015.

UCL^ Bachelor, $425, full bath, 1 bik from
UCLA and Village, 638 Landfair. 310-208-

4253. 624-2595.

WALK TO UCLA. One bedroom, balcony,

free parking, laundry facilities, water incl.

$900. Bachelor $550. 10944 Strathmore.

(310)209-0968.

WEST HOLLYWOOD ADJACENT. 2BR/2BA.
Small, quiet building. Upper balcony. Home-
like street large closet great area. 20 min.

IXIA $850. (213)935-9152.

49 Apartments tor Rent

WEST L.A.
Large 1-bedroom, $695. Stove, refrigerator,

carpets, blinds, super clean, parking laundry

facilities. 1 1 321 Massachusetts Ave., shown
byappt 310-477-8750.

WESTWOOD- 2 BEDROOMS-BATH, $995
AND UP. TILE KrrCHEN, STEPOOWN LIV-

ING ROOM. UNUSUAL CHARM. 1-1/2

MILE TO UCLA. 310-839-6294."

Westwood/Century City and Palms, $4954-

single; $650-<- 1 bd; $975 2bd^2ba, open daily

310-474-7565.

WE5TWOOD_ADJ. 2-bdrm, upper, small

quiet bidg, new carpets, miniblinds, laundry,

5 min. to UCLA, near Sepulveda/ Pico. $796.
213-935-9152

.

WLA, Bachelor, $460; large 1-bedroom,
$599. Swimming pool, laurvJry, BBQ, ap-

pliances. Best localiofi. 1 621 Westgate Ave-
nue. 310-820-1121.

WLA, from $750, 2&3 bedroom apartmenU,
private patios, stove ,refrig, air, laundry, 1 620
S. Brockton Ave. Renee 31 0.SS0.675S.

WLA. $595/mo. Spacious, single, full kitch-

en, parking small quiet building. One year

lease, no pets. 310-826-7688.

WLA. $725-up. Large one and two bed-

roonv, pool, balcony, built-in stove and
oven, quiet, private. Near UCLA. (310)478-

7150.

WLA. Amazing deal. 1629 Brockton. Singles
Starting $525. New appliances, carpet paint
vertical blinds. Parking, gated. Good student
discount 310-477-0112.

WLA. Large 2-bdrnV2-ba unfurnished, luxu-
rious, walk-in closet, -parking, laundry, tiew
building. Great for sharing. $135(yn!>o. 310-
207-7807.

50 Aportnnents. Furnished

MAR VIST^ $60(Vmonth. Ask about free

rent. Attractive, furnished 1-bedroom. Large,

pool, patio, arvi barbecue area. Quiet build-

ing. 3746 InKlewDod Blvd. 310-396-6579.

51 Apartments, Unfurn.

$875 2BDRM^ 1/2BA. 1426 Bamngton #4.
Stove, refrigerator, air, dishwasher. (310)837-
0761

$925. Move-in special. Large 2-bedroonV2-
bath, security building, all amenities, eleva-
tors, parking. Low security deposit 2437
S.Corinth. 310-479-1 765 or 310-376-6794.

Great large 1 bdrm $575. Easy commute to

UCLA. Call Lisa 310-572-1050.

MAR VISTA, 2-bedroom uppers, $695-$740.
Brand new paint carpet v^icals, ceiling
fans. Parking, laundry. Quiet buiMing. Near
beach. Inquire at il , 1 2725 Pacific Ave. 21 3-

653-4409.

fgjlRlrJRlrJ,, jajBJBjajajajgBJB-iajBJBjBJBjgjBjajg-E

in the

Classi ficd

LANDFAIR APARTMENTS
516 LANDFAIR AVE

LOS ANGELES. CA 90024
Clean and spacious, unfuinj^ed apartments. Singles.

and 1 bedrooms, some feature t)alconies, stove and
refrigerators provided, water included, assigned parking,

laundry facilities in eacti building,

maintenance guarantee. 24 hour erfiergency sen/ice.

See Russ in #1 between 10-6 p.m.
Apartments shown by appointment only. Call

824-4807
wwwwmwmwww
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TODAY'S
CROSSWORDPUZZIEI

ACROSS
1 — and puff

5 Territory

9 Started
1

4

Aboard ship

1

5

Length of cloth

16 Got up
1

7

Desire
1

8

Fancy cars
20 Thin strip of

wood
21 Actress

MacGraw
22 Friendliest

23 Sailing vessel
25 Escargot
27 General Bradley
29 NY time
30 Shutterbug's

need
34 Writer Fleming
36 Perch
38 Hot drink

39 Wandered
aimlessly

41 Highest
mountain

43 Stripes

44 Challenged
46 Notice
47 Brink

48 Nourished
49 Reservoir
51 Heats up
53 Prowls
56 Lyrical

60 Three, in

Pompeii
62 Beehive State
63 Finagled
65 Actor Hackman
66 Rebuke
67 Fit of temper
68 — Johnson of

"Laugh-In"
69 Snappish
70 Malt beverages
71 Russian ruler

PREVIOUS PUZZLE SOLVED
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O 1994, United Feature Syndicate

DOWN
1 Auditoriums
2 Customary
3 Decorating
4 Understand
5 "Clan of the

Cave Bear"
heroine

6 Racetrack
boundaries

7 Fur-bearing

animals
8 Uproar
9 Kitchen herb
10 Singer Clapton
1

1

Absent
12 Exploits

1

3

Bird's home
19 Platoon
24 Divisions

26 Daisylike flower

28 Fish eggs
30 Tit — tat

31 Blair and
Kerrigan

32 Misplace
33 Spouse
34— away: spend

lazily

35 Parched
37 Weirder
38 Aromatic wood
40 Retainer
42 Animal doc
45 Fleet

commander
48 Confront
50 Nutty candy
51 Breezy
52 Attack on a

castle

54 Devilfish

55 Gauzy
56 Nuisance
57 A single time
58 Vanities

59 Lean
61 — of March
64 Baseball stat

^ 1^ 15 14 10 111 112 113

51 Apartments, Unfurn.

PALMS, 3545 Keystone, 2 bedroom up-
per,convenicnt location, available n6w,
$715, evenings 310-275-1427 or 213-2^4-
1565.

^

PALMS. Single $535-$550. 2bd, $850.
Clean, Large pool, convenient to shopping
and UCLA, 310-204-4332.

SANTA MONICA. 1-bdrm extra-large. Pool,

laundry, new carpet and paint Foreign stud-

ents welconr>e. Good neignborhood and area.

$565.310 358 6680.

WESTWOOD. $1500, Spacious 3-bedroom,
/VC, refrigerator, dishwasher, balcony, ideal

for grad students. 1711 Malcolm. 3/4-m\\t
from campus. 310-273-1212.

52 Apartments to Stiare

LOOKING FOR ROOMMATE to share 2-

bdrnV2-bath apt. Gated parking, laundry

facilities, all amenities. Great Placet Retporv
sible, Norvsmoker. $390/month. 310-202-

6538.

Room with a ocean viewl Male roommate to

share 2 bd. apt. N. Wilshire SanU Monica.
$475-f1/2 utils. Betty 310-394-4313.

SANTA MONICA, 15th/Monlwa, master

bedroom, full batfi, upper, private, wasK-
er/drycr, no pets. Bright, very clean. Month-
U>-month, $800. Pro-rfte for November.
Prefer female yad student 310-3»*.9686.

SICK OFHMNC in dorms? $300. Right

next to campus. Caylcy. Third person to

share apannrwnt. preferabfe mafe. 3 10-824-

-

0636.
^

WESTWODD-WALK TO UCLA. Your Oivn
Room, share kitchwt. SMJOfmortln^,
IITtllVir^^if lULX^JUMl VmnmL.

53 Roommates.

MALE ROOMMATE to share 1 -bedroom
apartment 1409 Midvale, *314. 5-10 minute
walk to Lot 32. $412.50/month. Ed 310-312-
0454.

MALE WANTED FOR spacious 2bdrrTV2ba
apartment with 2 femal^^ and 1 male. Rea-
sonably priced, block from campus. 310-
443-0415.

ROOMMATE WANTED. Available now. 24
hours security guard. 2 full bathrooms. Share
spacious 2bd. Kitchen, own gated parking.

$41 a/mo 310-275-0736.

54 Room for Rent

2 Grad students to share large room in Pacific

Palisades home. $550/person. Pool and terv

nis courU prlvile)^. 310-454-3506.

BRENTWOOD $500Anonth. Private bed/

t>ath in large home of single mother of two
small children. Discounted rent for babysit-

tlnn. Female, norvsmoker. 310-395-0623.

GREAT LOCATKDN. Private room, l-bteck

from bus, ten mirHJtes from UCLA, five

minutes from 405 and 10. WasherA>fer.
$425Ano. 310-815-1565.

LARGE BIGHT ROOM in 1930s Spanish

student house. Share bath, MVtiTwnlng pool.

|3S<yma 310-271-7028.

PALMS, FEMALE TQ RENT own room/bath In

2-bdrm townhouse, rtear buses, security,

parking, laundry, flrepiace, $46Ci^no. 310-

841-6146.

WESTWOOO, prlvMe, large roonVbalh In

fcjmishMf (ueHhouM. %4iO/lnonth. Electric

•lowe, ilreel p»tiir\|, wy dean ami bMML
CeU 310^74-31 39. ——"*

, .

54 Room for Rent

WESTWOOD. Furnished single, foil kitchen,

foil bathroom, heater, parkir>g, private, ckwe
to UCLA. Walk to Westwood Bl.-Pavilk>n.

Utilities paid. $497. Females only. 310-474-

IM:
WLA. OWN ROOM/BATH in 2-bdmV2-bath,

parking, $430^0. 3 miles to LXXA. Femafe

N/S preferred. Mo.pets. 310-31 2-0498

55 Sublet

PALMS, own roorVbath in 2-bedroom apart-

merU. Pool, gym, laundry, parking, cable.

No peU., N/S. Dec 1-Feb 1, $3SC^nonth.

310-837-1041.

WILSHIRE CORRIDOR studio subfet Dec.

15-Jan. 15. Walk to campus. Vatet/utilities.

Grad. female only. Pfease call for interview.

(310)441-9767. $750.

56 House for Rent

WLA. SPACK3US 2-BEDROOM HOUSE.
Share lot w/duplex. Bright, quiet, fireplace,

VC, washer/dryer hook-up. Freeway, bus,

shopping. No pets. $89S^iionth. 310-479-

8099.

58 House for Sale

BEL AIR, 3b<:^.5ba,+bonus room,5yrs new,
quiet street, $529,000. 2607 Basil Lane, by
appt only, 10 minutes to UCLA, owner. 310-

271-7750

62 Room/Board for HelD

BENEDK:T canyon, private room/bath in

house, 10-minutes to campus, grad student

w/car exchange for light duties. 310-273-

4000.

ROOM, BOARD, PRIVATE BATH exchange
for assistance- light housekeeping some
cooking, some driving. Female student 81 8-

906-1 399.

ROOM/BOARD -t-$10(VWK. Mother's helper

needed for newly single mom. Mature, re-

sponsible, grad student preferred. Nice Mar
Vista home, 1 5 min. from campus. 310-397-

6445.

WONDERFUL FURNISHED COTTAGE in

hills, 1 5 min. UCLA . $30(Vmo plus 5 flexible

errartd hour^veek. Resporwible problem

solver for busy gay professional. 310-276-

2332

67 Condos for Sale

CONDO FOR SALE. Quiet, Penthouse, near

campus. 2bdrrT/2ba in security building

w/privacy, amenities, view. Owner reduced
price. J. Thompson 310-471-6363x133.

68 Condos to Shiare

1-bdrm in 2-bdr/2.5-b(h, Wilshire Hlghrlse

Condo. Laundry facility within unit, 24-hr.

security, valet parking, pool and gym. M/S.

SMOOfmo. 310-475-7989.

FEMALE TO SHARE ROOM in nice condo,

large living room, kitchen, quiet, security

building, walk to UCLA, $36(VWk>. 310-391-

2877.

69 Condos for Rent

1BD/1BA CONDO FOR LEASE. 1/2 block

from UCLA. High-rise building, doorman,
swimming pool. SlOOQ^no. Call Broker

(310)824-0453.

3-bdrnV2-bath condo on Hilgard, very large

arxj bright, $1750. 3-car parking, security

building, walking distance to UCLA, 310-

471-4989.

CONDO FOR RENT in Palms area

$87S/month. 2-bed/2-bath. Washer/Dryer,

stove, dishwasher, central air and heating, 2-

car security parking ar>d lots of storage. Eve-

lyn, 310-391-3853 or Steve, 310-391-6645.

91 Insurance

/lllstate
Insurance Company

(310)312-0204
1317 Westwood Blvd.
C2 biks. So. of Wilshire)

AUTO
INSURANCE

"NO BUll"
Best Prices, Same Day

STUDENT DrSCOUNTS

Motorcycles, SR22
Accidents, Tickets OK

CALL AA*1A NOW
rOR FREE QUOTE
TOLL FREl

1 C800I22S.9000

94 Movers/Storage

HONEST MAN. W/14ft truck and dollies,

small jobs, short notice ok. Student discount.

310-285-8688. CA, AZ, NV. Co Bruln».

JERRY'S MOVING & DaiVERY. The caicfiil

movers. Experienced, reliable, same day de-

livery. Packing & boxes. Will dcliw boxes
free. Jerry 31 0-391 -5657.

TOM'S MOVING SERVICE. DEPENDABLE,
EXPERIENCED. REASONABLL LAST
MINUTE JOBS WELCOME. CALL 24 HRS.
310-452-2887.

96 Services Offered

ATTN FILM STUDENTS: experienced sound
mbter and videocam operator will volunteer

time to your project Call Steve 310-859-

8594.

ATTN: MBA, LAW,
MED. APPLICANTS

Frustrated developing/editing your critically-

ImpodaN personal statements? Get profes-

skjinal Mt^, competitive edge from national-

ly-known author/consultant 310-826-4445

EAGLE-EYED PROOFREADER
Edits, theseVpublications; tutors EnglishMudy
skills; trains time martagementMreH reduc-

tion. NadIa Lawrence, PhD. 310-393-1951

.

PROFESSIONAL WRmNCVEDmNG. Papers,

reports, st^istics, proposals, research studies.

Masters, Ph.D. dissertatiorw, college applica-

tion essays. Any subject, style, requirentenL

213-871-1333.

TRANSLATIONS
Most languages arxi fields. Professional

work. Documents, papers, brochures, manu-
als,etc. 213-933-1006.

WANT TO BE ACCEPTED? Save time, frustra-

tion? Call for help devekipin^editing person-

al statements. Also edit papers, theses, dis-

sertations. Linda 310-392-1734.

WHIP ESSAYS, TERM PAPERS & THESES into

shape. Typing services available. For expert

editing call the Writer's Consultant 818-883-

6074.

Research, Writing, Editing

ALL levels, - ALL subjects Foreign

Students Welcome Fast Professional -

Quality guaranteed papers not for sale

Call Research 310-477-8226

M-F 10:00am-5:00pin

BEAR'S RESEARCH,
WRITING, & EDITING

Alstl)ject9L ThninifniMiilrtoM.

Personal Slaleflnnls. PraposaiBafldboole.

intoriMlkmri students weioome.

PAPERS NOT FOR SALE
Shwon B—r, Ph.D. (310) 470-6062

LAW SCHOOLAPPUCATION
PERSONAL STATEMENT STUESS?

Two pubfished review editors

wiD help you:

•CompoeeA create

* E<fit punrttatioo A granuiMr

•Organize& structure yoir esBiQr

to meke it subetaotivebr effective and

tedmicalty acairate.

ContBct Cherl or Tom at
(310) 274-6187

FAST, AFFORDABLE
WerdprooeMinr$3/w. $4(ookr) Rmh/tn
orden weloome: papers, lett«ra, rtmune*, thetit,

disaertatioiii: charts, irvha, fripUct: luer.

peH/frvnmer check, ediUnf. Proieaaianal

quaKtif. Quick turn artxmd.

Wffl ddiver to campus am. (310)394-9686ly

CORPORATE
SCHOLARSHIPS
FOR STUDENTS

• NOMINGM
• NO SPECIFIC INCOME REQ.

$99

GUARANTEED - NO RISK

MORE INFO ft FREE BROCHURE

,
310-371-6384

98 Tutoring Offered

- MY TUTOR -

MATH^^YSICVSTATISTICS. Tutoring serv-

ice. Free confuhation. Reaionable rau*
,

call My Tulof anytime. Ilan (800)W-TUTOR.
ECONOMICS TUTORING. Underyaduate
economics tutoring by masters grukjste, wM)
S years teaching experience. $1 S.OC^r, wHh
free consultation. Call 310-393-41 73.

Frcncl^SL, bilingual expcrieiKed tutor, t*»-

sondble rate*, Cafl 310-477-4019.

MATH TUTORING by PH.D. $15A>oor. Cal-

culi*, statlstlct, probability, nruith for physJ-

caWwiclal fcl#ix«, SAT, C8E, LSAT, MCAT.
310^37-8998, puitf, 110-582 9626 NgO.

99 Tutoring Needed
ENGLISH AS SECOND LANGUAGE TUTOR
NSDED IMMEDIATELY. Interview required.

Transportation required. Contact Sam at pac-
er«31 0-960-9660.

100 Typing

A CLASS ACT
Papers, letters, resumes, scripts, transcription,

labels. FREE light editing. Laser printing. Spell

check. Fax Orders Welcome. 31 0-627-8023.

APLUSWOROPROCESSING. IBM/PC, Laser

printing, spdlcheck; term papcn, disserta-

tions, thesis, reports, maruiscripts, transcrip-

tkms, etc. Fast turnaround. Call Bob 213-

651-0214.

MODERN SECRETARIAL SERVICES. 24-hour

service, pick-up ar>d delivery, IBM and MAC,
Laser printing. Discount students. 5-minutes

from LX:LA. Angelica, 310-446-6899.

NEED A PRIVATE SECRETARY? Over 15
years legalAnedical transcription experience.

Notary Public. Macintosh w/laser printer.

pick-up/delivery. Brentwood. 310-472-0405.

WORD PROCESSING- All types, APA and
other formats, transcribing, resumes, DTP,
WordPerfect, charts, graphs, laser. Reasorv
able rates, near campus. 31 0-4704)287.

102 fVlusic Lessons

DRUM LESSONS
All level«^es with dedicated professional.

At your home or WLA studio. 1 st lesson free.

No drum set necessary. Neil 213-882-8509.

GUITAR INSTRUCTION. 15 years EX»». all

levels and styles. Patient and organized. Be-
ginner guitars for sale $60. Sam 310-826-
9117.

GUITAR LESSONS
All Acoustic styles. Oassical, Latin, Jazz,

Folk. Teacher w/25-f yrs playing exp. Call

David 310^78-2420.

CuiUr lessorv by a professional near UCLA.
All levels, guitars available. Call Je«> 310-
476-4154.

105 Travel

HITCMHE
SKIES

S129

Hawaii

Xhlcago

New Tirk

Bostoi

Dallas ($71)

EUROPE S248

810*394*0550
Call For Free Progiam Oescilption

<5=<
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FOOTBALL
From page 40

Jim McElroy (WR, 6-0, 170)
The absence of J.J. Stokes

-opened up some playing time for

this speedy wide receiver from
Washington High School in Los
Angeles. McElroy has caught
eight passes for 8 1 yards, and his

versatility has been shown on kick

returns, reverses and middle
screens. "Jim has already made
several big plays for us," Donahue
said. "All he needs now is more
experience and maturity. He has

all the speed necessary, and his

hands are coming along. I expect

that with his break-away speed
Jim will be a marvelous big-play

threat and a major impact player."

Glenn Thompkins (DB/WR,
5-9, 170)

He wears number 20. That is

important because you have to

look closely to notice that more
often than not it is his number 20

"There are always cases

where you have to play

people before you want

to or before they are

ready."

Terry Donahue

UCLA Football Head Coach

that gets up from the bottom of the

pile after making the primary tack-

le on punts and kickoffs.
Thompkins is expected to be
counted on heavily in the future

and his athleticism should enable

him to contributejn any number of

ways.

"Glenn is a fiercely competitive

player," Donahue said. "He plays

especially hard on special teams

for us. He'll be a fine defensive

back or wide receiver, depending
on where he ends up playing."

Javelin Guidry (DB, 5-10,
165)

As the lone freshman starter,

Guidry' stands to benefit the most
from diis year's youth movement.
He set his season high in tackles

last week against Stanford with
nine tacljles and eight primaries.

"Javelin had a real good fall and
he's further along than most other

freshmen," Donahue said. "We
had a need in the secondary (after

Carl Greenwood's injury) and
Javelin was able to come in and
start. He will be a fine player." ^

Shaun Williams (DB/RB, 6-2,

185)

Williams has been forced into

action at tailback on occasion this

year, but it is at the safety position

that he is expected to make his

mark. He has been coming on
strong as the season progresses
and is seeing more playing time as

a result,
i

"Shaun had his best game of the

year last week against Stanford,"

Donahue said. "He is a big safety

man which we have traditionally

had in the past and would like to

continue to. feature. He is a big hit-

ter and should fit into that role

comfortably. Shaun will be a

major factor when he gets more
experience."

Vae Tata (LB 6-3, 240)

Tata made the long journey to

Westwood from the Hawaiian
islands and patterns his play after

San Diego Charger linebacker
Junior Seau.

"Vae has good flexibility, he is

competitive and he's tough,"
Donahue said. "We're still trying

to decide if he is going to be an
inside linebacker or a rush end. I

think Vae will be a very good play-

er, it's just a matter of where."

Danjuan Magee (NO, 6-2,

255)

After being projected as a line-

backer coming out of Long Beach
Poly H.S., Magee has worked his

way up the depth chart at nose
guard for the Bruins.

"... these players will

form the nucleus of a

very good football team."

Terry Donahue

UCLA Football Head Coach

"Danjuan has already made sev-

eral impressive stops behind the

line of scrimmage for us this year

as a back-up nose guard,"
Donahue said. "He has exceptional

quickness and when he gets a little

stronger he will be a successful

nose guard for us."

Tim Waddleton (LB, 6-4, 220
J.C. transfer)

Waddleton was expected to red-

shirt this year and sat out the first

five games but made his varsity

debut against Cal and immediately

recorded a sack to his credit.

Against Stanford last week he
made three tackles and notched
another sack.

"Tim plays harder than a lot of

players and that has thrust him into

getting more playing time,"
Donahue said. "He has a good first

step in terms of his pass rush and
li3j competes very haid. As he gets

stronger he'll get much better."

Injured fullback Greg Ford and
comerback Aaron Roques round
out the list of first year players who
have seen playing time this year.

LONDON
Westwood*s Only ^^^^^^

Drive-Through Service \
Dry Cleaning • Laundry ^

Akeradons
1073 Gayley Ave, Westwood

208-7722
I his coupon is yood for

S4 Off a Minimum
S12 Dry Ck'dning Order

Not V'.iliti With t>tlKi Offtis

SKIN-CARE

MAT mi
ESSENTIALS

UNBELIEVABLY BEAUTIFUL SKIN

That's the promise of Matrix Skin Care, the

exclusive salon system that steadily releases

Sl-Complex moisturizers, hour after hour.

Nothing wortcs harder to capture firm,

radiant, youthful-looking skin. Call today.

MINI-FACIAL $20
FULL FACIAL. $30
MANICURE & PEDICURE $15

FULL SET. $20
FILLS $12

w/ this coupon

(3

1

0)824-07 10 954 & 956 Gayley Ave. • Westwood

Football Update

Women's: Psy Omega Sigh shut out

Alpha Delta Pi 12-0.

Men's A: Sigma Alpha Mu edged a win
over Delta Sigma Pi 1 4- 1 2.

Men's B: The Grifos defeat Canyon
Point Bombers 28-24.

Men's C: Don't Stop bested the Jaguars,

35-0.

Co-Ed: Red Cross garnered a 30-8 win
over ASUCLA Bad Boys and Girls.

Upcoming Football

Men's B: The Smoozers will meet the

Fighting Flannels, Wednesday at 4 p.m.

Men's C: URL plays Team Touchdown
on Tuesday at 3 p.m.

Co-Ed: Aiche will challenge the Crazy
Nikkeis, Sunday at 1 p.m.

Basketball Update

Co-Ed: Cupertino chalked up a 38- 18

win over the Air Nikkeis.

Volleyball Update

Women's A: Six Pack Attack dominated

again with a win over the Acers.

Women's B: Sunset Stingers held out in

the third game to defeat Side-out.

Women's C: The Soles were victorious

over ACA Mighty Mice.

Men's A: Theta Xi whipped the

Cowlicks 11-2, 11-8.

Men's B: The Nads held tight in the

final game to beat Tom's Team.

Men's C: The Blues sobered up Fat,

Drunk, & Stupid in a three game match,

11-3,9-11, and 11-8.

Upcoming Volleyball

Men's B: Delta Sigma Phi 2-1 plays

undefeated Playing for the Shirt on

Thursday at 9 p.m. at Collins Court.

Men's C: Tm's Spikers 3-0 challenges

ACA Fly Gus 2-1 at Col lings Court on
Tuesday at 8:15 p.m.

Please contact the IM department for

further details 825-3701

.

1 02 Music Lessons 1
104 Resumes 1 109 Autos for Sale 1 109 Autos for Sale 1 126 Furniture for Sale 1

PIANO LESSONS. $1 S/hr. Beginnin^nterm.

AuderHt. Experienced teaching children and
adults. Studio in SanU Monica. Please call

Maria 310-828-9750.

SINCI Vocal tedmique-all leveh/rtyles, per-

formance anxiety, aMociata^iate Lam, Santa

Monica, near UCIA, free conMilt^ion, Card
TIniile31fr«28-310a

105 Travel

A CUSTOMTVPE RESUME. Fart, professional,

reliabi*. Layout, editir^ compoeition.

ResumecAcower letters^eference sheets. Com-
puter typesetting & laser printing. 310-470-
4999.

WINNING RESUMES: 1-hour service. Our
clients get results. Open 7-days. 310-287-
2785.

105 Travel

MEXICO SPRING BREAK
Biggest parties. Best prices. EARN FREE
TRI'VCASH. 800-796-1509.

T R

Specializing In

Discount Airfare

Call For Lowest Rate

^ 310«441.4388

109 Autos for Sole

1977 AUDI lOaS. Oassy classie Auto,

Am^m, Cassette, 87,000mi, brand new en-

gine, transmission under warrar^y. Lilce new.

Ir^oU 25n^^. Si 900. 310-358-6460.

1982 TOYOTA STARUT. 5-speed, 94,000
miles. Runs g^^ $1000. Colored TV 13'.

$30. 310^473 2931

1983 Pofche 944, bemrtifu) bladt on blade,

tunrof^, A/C- Yakdhima tires, pulloul iterro,

new clutch, MUST MlL |MOa 3HM79^
1428.

1986 TOYOTA CAMRY, re-built transmis-

sion, Automatic transmiision, AMfl^M itereo,

grey interior, grey exterior good condition,

must»ell.$3990/obo. 310-471-4404.

1987 HorMk Accord. Excellent condKlon,
' VC, cassette deck, power steering, interior,

S-speed. 4-door. $4a00fobo. 21 3-954-8683.

1990 Toyota Camry 5-speed excellent cor>d.

50,000 miles $7,450 or obo. 310-393-6188

85 VW Cab. convert., red wA>lack top,

78,000 original miles, S-speed, very clean,

$4500 OBO, Day 310-477-6551, eve 213-

667-2386. Ask for )eff Tach.

86 BMW 325, WackAan, automatic, fully

foaded. $750(Vobo. 310-447-6110. 90
MAZDA RX7/CTU. Original owner.
Blacfc^ladc. Fully foaded. S9B00f6bo 310-

826-1081.

92 EAGLE TALON Tsi. BladtAwigt, tuiih^.

AWD, ABS, 23,000 miles, auto-transmission,

leather, AM^M cassette, CD. bnmaculate

condHionI $15.50(yobo. 31&-824-9713.

MUSTANG 5.0
1983 Cray Ford Mustang CT, V8, 5.0, 4-

spced, very fast New br^e,, good interior:

$3000. 310.777-9761AMi«ef, after S:30pm.

Vol(3wagen |etta 87, looks brand new, 5-

tpe«4 4-doof, A/C, u*ift>of, ^trtfokmm^im.
$4e<Wobo. 21 3-965 7628

'84 200SX Turbo. Excellent condition. 5-

speed, sunroof, all power optiorv. Tinted

windows. $1500 stereo system. $3400. Call

after 6PM. 310-474-6445.

'84 SAAB 5-SPEED, BROWN, LEATHER IN-

TERIOR, original owner, runt good, $1900o-
bo. Close to campus. 818-501-7622.

'87 HYUNDAI EXCEL. Good transportation.

$1250. 4-speed, Red with Un interior. 310-

474-2501 or after 7pm call 31 0-376-5931.

'88 VOLVO, TURBO CTO, 4-door, red,

Mack leather, 5-«peed, sunroof, stereo, 104k
miles. SBBOCVobo. Call 8- 5pm. 825-0731.

'89 BUZU AMICO, 2-wheel drive, 44k, new
soft-top, am/Fm radfo. 1 -owner, minl-oor>di-

tton, like new. $6200. 310^476-21 1 5.

'91 Corvette. $21,00(yobo. Loaded. Leather

interior, viper alarm, performarKe package,

front^ar radar, CIVcaiBette, excellent condi-

tfon. Call Kartn at 310-379^373.

1 15 Scooters for Sale

MUST SEEt New, only SO miles. Black, used
as Toyota Grand Prix ofTldai scooter,

Yamaha Rhra-Razz. $750M)o. Call 310-478-

§995. .

•m HONDA ELITE 80, Made, good condi-

tion, kmr miles, new battery tune-up, '95 reg-

Istntfon paid, helmet, lock. $700. 310-445-
9564.

AA SOFA SLEEPERS QUEEN AND FULL
SIZES, $180 for a limit^ time. Call Kevin
310-379-6596.

EXCaLENT CONDITION furniture for sale.

Dining set, microwave, stereo-cabinet. Book-
shelf, TVA/CR, refrigerator, enterUinment
center, barsUnd, many more. Call Cindy
31(M74.75S8.

MATTRESS SETS: Twin $45. full $55, queen
$85, kings $95, bunkbeds. Deliveries, phone
orders accepted. 310-372-2337.

NEW FURNITURE
Bunkbeds $125, Mattress seU: Queen $170,
full $140, Twin $110. Bedroom sets $350.
Dininn and sofa seU also. 31 0-821 -0729.

128 Misc. for Sale

VIDEO CAME ARCADE ROUTE In LA. 12
years old. Net $25,00(yyear. Asking $37,000
cash. 1-800-821-0094.

1 34 Computer/Typewriter

48666 SOUND SYSTEM, 4 ram, 420HD,
voice mail, moxatt, rrKmitor, like new.
$1180.310-644-2612.

Used XT and AT computers. Complete sys-

tems from only $1 SO. Printers available froiiL

SSOeach. 310-286-1222.
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LEARN TO...
• Work 111 an Acjency FT PT

• Wotk from your home
• Open your own Acjency

• Hands-on Airline Computers

Enjoy Travel Benefits!

1 (8001 452-2644
CALIG TRAVEL SCHOOLS
Throughout California
CA Stcite Appiovt^cl • Rty 4)02201

PAGER BLOWOUT!r;i™S,vl
00 ' '"eludes 3

I ^ith I
Months Airtime Pager Purchase

•So.'Calif. coverage I |
MOTOROLA Plus Las Vegas

I one coupon per customer I

Featuring Quality MOTOROLA Pagers L. ^^^'-^^^ j
^-^ r 2 MONTHS I

SOUTHWEST PAGING 441 "7200 " MAIL *

y^^w'jj 2270 Westwood Blvd.

MAIL
with

*Plus Tax & Activation* U^

I

I
Pager Purchase |

I one coupon per customer u
limited time offer

Chicken Tikka Sand.

Lamb Kabob Sand.

Falafil Sand.

Gyro Sand.

4.25

4.25

2.75

3.75

Buv anv

one sandwich

§et seconc

one 50%

off same value

*This offer does not include any other special*

Expires 11/04/94

10948 Weyburn Ave 208-1943 (Next to Stan's Donuts)

^-.,--..*V«T^^icJItjr

V'

— -^*-I

BilUdfd Club
Restaurant and Bar

\-

esday
JfarWng Student Night

$1.99 Pints of Budweiser

$1.99 Hamburger, Fries, & Soft Drink

OR
Pasta Salad, Garlic Bread, & Soft Drink

Daily

Happy Hour
4-7 pm

Hot & Cold Food Buffet

Drink Specials

1 1835 Wilshire Blvd.

Just West of Barringfon
477-7550

Eric Lehman

GOLF

UCLA Spofts Info

From page 39

we just keep getting there, soon-
er or later, were going to break
through."

• • •

Though the season is still

early, the starting lineup is begin-

ning to take shape. According to

Atchison, there will be a seven-
man rotation headed by Lohman
and Trevor Arts - last season's
top two starters. Freshman
Fredrik Henge, a two-time mem-
ber of the Swedish National
junior team, also appears to have
a spot in the lineup.

Mieiwel Miller, Brian*Boak,
Lance Graville and Kevin
Rhodes - the fifth-year senior
who jumped into the picture with
his surprising performance at

Oregon State - round out the
rotation, but those four will be
fighting it out for starting spots.

"I would imagine that the last

two or three spots would be fair-

ly contested qualifying for the

tournaments and that the lineups

could change a lot, especially in

the fifth or sixth positions,"
Atchison said.

• • •

The men will have one more
meet before the winter break, at

the UNLV Rebel Classic begin-
•ning Nov. 28. The field will be
similar to those in the previous
tourneys, including several teams
in the top 20.

The women will be traveling

to Hilton Head, S.C. next week
for the Golf World Invitational,

an event which attracts the top
programs from across the nation.

With two tournament victories
'

already under their belts, the
Bruins will look to make an
impression on the elite field.

TURNER
From page 35

always the referees fault or my
fault. He'd say Take me out', or
he'd pout. It's been a long
process for him to get to the
point where he'll hang in the
game even if it's not going well.

I think Scott h^&^otten in his

senior year what the '91 team
had."

"I've really needed to break
out of a shell," Turner said.
"After the Stanford game, when
we were down 8-1 and nobody
cared, was just the ultimate frus-

tration. I stood up in front of the

team for the first time and said,

'Why are you playing? Are you
playing because it's a college
sport? Are you playing because
you can get girls because you're
a water polo player? Are you
playing tiecause you want to be
in shape, or are you playing
because you want to-CjcyDpete,
because you want to win?'

"Maybe it takes the last year to

bring out the best in you. It's

taken me three years to know
why I'm playing." ^—^

—
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Scott Turner

BURNER

UCLA Sports Info

From page 39

or just plain lack of desire, there

hasn't been a spark this season
that compares to the legendary
drive of the '91 team. With three

weeks remaining in the season,
Turner has been hit with a sense
of urgency to instill in the
younger players the motivation
which took the '91 team to such
great heights.

"You go through college and
everything is in one ear and out
the other," Turner said. "And
then you become a senior and
you actually listen. It's frustrat-

ing being a senior. You have this

unique feeling inside you
because its your last year. You
can't say, 'Oh, I have next year.'

You either screw up or do well. If

I'd felt this way last year I would
have played so much better.

"When you're the only senior
you feel like you're responsible
for the team. I want to instill in

them what it feels like to be a

senior. I think good, players have
this feeling throughout their

whole four years, and our team
lacks that feeling."

The transition from freshman
to senior leader has not been easy
for Turner, partly because there

was no sense of immediacy up
until this year. Turner is*Yiow the

one on the team who leads by
example, playing hard in practice

and in every game, working to

make his last season a successful

one, and trying to bring this

year's team together.

"Turner has always been the

younger guy on the team," team-
mate Tommy Wong said. "Now
he's the lone senior and he's des-

tined for this position where he
doesn't have a lot of supporting

members, he doesn't have that

many people to talk to. He's try-

ing to carry the share of those
eight guys (from the '91 team)
all by himself, and it's really
hard."

The transition has also been
hard just given Turner's person-
ality. Turner jokes that because
he's from Hawaii he,d^oesn't
have the "burning flame" m ftont

of him that it takes to be a leader,

though he has been forced to

assume the position this season.

"I'm starting to become more
of a vocal leader," Turner said.

"At the beginning of the season
Matt (Emerzian, assistant coach)
sat me down and told me that I

wanted to end the season know-
ing that I tried all that I could.

Whether I played the hardest,

yelled at the team or gave moti-

vational speeches, I had to finish

knowing I did whatever it took."

"Scott is night and day differ-

ent than the way he was when I

first got here," Baker said.

"Scott's trademark then was he

was a great player if things were
going well, but if things were
going badly he was a real disas-

ter. If he didn't play well it was

See TURNER, page 34

RECYCLE
this PAPER.

Daily Bruin

WHY WAIT?

ITALIAN

Andy and Tony

invite you to join them

in Light-Hearted

Roman Style Dining

(310) 4744)102

Special

Lunch

10929

Dinners Monday through Thursday
• Dinner • Cocktails • Free Parking

West Pico Blvd., West Los Angeles

Open Sam to Spin
• Prompt, caring service
• Primary Care

• Women's center

• No Appointment Necessary

An Immediate Care Center

Medlpace Medical Group
1990 Westwood Blvd.
Los Angeles, Ca 90025
(310)470-8880

Most Insurance and
credit cards accepted.

S*! off 1 1 *>.-it input vyitfi this .id

We Buy Used CD's LP's Cassettes
.1

New CD's priced from $7.99

Per tide on any usedCD selling above $1J99

Offer exp. 11/12/94

Good only with Oils ad.

DISC CONNECTION
10970 W. PICO BLVD.. WEST lA (2 BIXS. W. Of WESTSIOE PAVHION)

PARK IN REAR • (310) 208^721 1

PIXTA usjm
Italian Restaurant

207-5900
an18"

(it's huge!)
11628 SAiVn MONICA BLVD.

SUN-THURS 11-12 AM • FRI & SAT 11-2 AM
15 inch Pizza , 2 Toppings

onlyiaiQ

pHn Garlic Bread ond 2 Cokes

[_ Add $2 and mate It wi Ex-Lo|jBeJ 8|_

$1^ 1 0- Piece

Chicks Hot Wings and Fries

with order of Pizza

$12.99
X-LAR6E
Al tM toppings

yournMndnvn

FREE 6-pack of Coke

Spaghetti and Gariic bread

only $Z99
Tortellini and Garlic bread

only $2.99
minimum order $8.00

Thin or Thick Crust, N0EXTRA CHARGEI
Lx>wfat cheese available upon request.

GIANT SUBMARINES
1 0968 Le Conre Ave 206-71 7

1

between Goyley ond Droxron

Longest TVadition in Westwood
Sondwiches your nvyhef approves. Homemode
quollry w/o the woir. Pro-heolih, pro-energy.

$3.99
Footlong Sub, Potato
^ Chips, and All

^You Can Drink

60oz. Pitchers

50 cents OFF ; 81.00 Off
Any Small ; Any Large

Sepi's w/cpn j Sepi's w/cpn

HUGE mRIETY
OFCIGAftS

TOBACCO
ACCESSORIES

CIGAREnES
LIGHTERS

10% BRUIN
DISCOUNT

Westside Too - level one
Westside Pavilion Expansion

310 446-9979
BET\A^EN THE DISNEY STORE & NOPTHLIGHT ART GALLERY"
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ADVERTISE 82S-2161 I

20th Apiliversar^JSale

BEAN BAG FACTORY
Large Selection of Futons

Starting As Low As Buy Direct from Factory

Large Variety, Sizes, & Colors

Regular & Unique Bean Bags
starting At: $9,95

We Also

Custom
Make

'^^ Hours:

(213)933-3971
5011 W.Pico Blvd. LA.
Mon-Thurs 9:30-6:00 Fri 9:30-6:00

Sun 11:00-5:00

3 out of 4
Sl<eptics Agree

...this deal is too good to miss !!

StLiclent Speciiil
Daily \A/ear Soft Lens Package $125.UO

(B&L Soft^.piM-Ollioi ii Slicjhtly HicjMoj)
Disposable Contact Lens Package $200.00

(InclLidor, 4 Six Piicks - 12 Lonso?^ Pot Eyo)
Packiicjos includes: Exam, Lonsos, & Follow-Up Cure

10*^0 Discount on all Eyoglassos.

Call our office today to schedule an appointment

DR. J.F. QUACKENBUSH, O.D.
10955 Weybum Ave. • Comer of Weybum & Broxton • 208-4748 or 208-8841

O V E B E R 6

BASKETBALL
FAMILY DAY

• UCLA student & fan drawing for

Duke tickets
• Slam Dunk contest _^l^
• Supershot men's and women's

team competition
• 3 Point shooting contest
• UCLA student & fan shooting

contest
• FREE Haagen Dazs ice cream,

Miller-Sharp's, Powerbar,

Gatorade, team posters
• See the public debut of the 4 new

men's and women's Freshmen

FREE ADMISSION
PAULEY PAVILION

SUNDAY, NOVEMBER 6 AT 1 PM
INFO: 310'206-4458

KJISPM ^^^^ PowerBar

AUDREY LEE/Daily Bruin

Ed O'Bannon is not only the father figure to the UCLA men's bas-
ketball team, but also to hi*? 6-month-old son.

O'BANNON
From page 40

and grab headlines.

But Ed O'Bannon wants to

make sure that the latter doesn't

happen again. Quite simply, he's

tired of talking about himself.—"I'd like to go on," he said.

"Like last year, with the whole
'Brother Thing' - it just got out of

hand. Our team is more than the

O'Bannon brothers, and I'm more
than Pop."

Which is why O'Bannon has
decided to make public - likely

for the last time - what he has
known for over a year. He deliber-

ated /or a month with his girl-

friehd, UCLA student Rosa
Bravo, before deciding to be open
with the news at the end of
October.

His hesitation was not the result

of shame or secrecy. The opposite,

in fact, is true - O'Bannon's pride

for his son is obvious. He just

wants to stop talking about him-
self and get back to the normal
life of a student-athlete without
the whispers and interruptions.

"I'm thrilled to be a father," he
said. "But being a father to me is

not a publicity stunt. It's not a

dramatic story. I'm just trying to

be the best family man I can. I just

want my son to grow up to be the

best he can be."

That has always been
O'Bannon's goal, since he first

learned he was going to be a

father at the end of last summer.
But knowing was the easy part.

What he found difficult was
everyone else knowing. And
everyone else telling him how
great the responsibility was going

to be. And, basically, everyone
else.

"I was excited when I found
out," he said. "Thrilled, actually. I

just didn't think becoming a

father would add any pressure."

But it did, and it only added to

the pressure he felt in helping
UCLA win. The better the team
played, the more pressure there

was. It finally came to a head
when the Bruins streaked to 14-0

and nabbed the No. 1 ranking for

the first time in over a decade.

"At first, I don't think being a

father added any pressure at all,"

he said. "The pressure came when
we started to get recognition and
we were winning."

To that point, O'Bannon was
averaging just over 19 points a

game and shooting at a 56 percent

clip. But after defeating Arizona
and Arizona State at home and
Stanford in Palo Alto, the team

sihort circuited.

They lost to California 85-70 at

the Oakland Coliseum and with it

their No. 1 ranking.

Bravo, meanwhile, was seven
months pregnant and the stark

reality of becoming a father final-

ly began to hit O'Bannon.
The pressure became too much.

His scoring average dipped to 16

points and his shooting percent-

age to 43 percent, and at least

some of it was the result of his life

off the court.

"I guess I donjt want to admit
it, but, yeah, it "did affect me," he
said. "I was playing well until

word got out that I was going to

be a father. I tried to prove that I

could play well with all the pres-

sure, but there was so much of it.

It all hit at once."

The pressure is gone now. And
perhaps ironically, O'Bannon
finds solace in the places where
he once found pressure : on the

court and at home with his family.

In fact, O'Bannon sees similari-

ties in his role with both the team
and his baby.

"The pressures are similar," he

said of being counted on as a team
leader and as a role model for

Aaron. "As a father, I have to put

bread on the table, fill his belly,

put clothes on his body. And as a

team leader, I have to be there if

the team needs me. If they have a

problem, I want them to come tell

me. If they need something, I

hope I can give it to them. When a

team needs you, they depend on
you. And I depend on them as

well."

As for the team, O'Bannon's
new role as a father has changed
nothing of his old role on the

team.

"I don't come to practice brag-

ging, saying, 'Oh, he did this!' or

anything like that, but it's an open
subject," O'Bannon said.

"It's been very open," Charles

agreed. "There are times when six

or seven of us will get together
and just ask him questions about

the baby."

Charles, for one, is excited
about the newest O'Bannon.
"I'm really proud," he said.

"My only real responsibilities are

to play with him and spoil him.
Just call me Uncle Chuclc."

Charles O'Bannon also knows
something Ed doesn't about his

son.

"He'll be left handed," Charles

said, half-joking. "I'm going to

turn him into a lefthander."
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other student-athletes before him
and the countless others that will

follow. And no, he was not trying

to hide it from anyone. It was his

business, and still is for that matter.

But he and his girlfriend thought
it was imp(»lant to be frank about
the whole thing, to be open about
their son so tfiey could get on with

life. And I would agree. I thought

it was important to get the story

straight the first - and probably the

last - time he will talk at length

about it to the campus community.
Will it end there? I hope so.

Knowing about an athlete's life is

different than knowing an athlete -

and it is that mistake which is too

often made by today's fans.

You say, "Yeah, Ed has a kid.

Wants to marry his girlfriend

someday. I see him all the time."

But you think, "Me ai)d Ed are

tight We go have beers, watch the

game, shoot the bull. I know ^d."

But you don'L And I don't.

Fans can act like they know
everything about a player because

the media's job is to tell you as

much as it can about that player.

What they eat, they're favorite

movie, the kind of hair spray they

use. All of it provides us with a

false sense of intimacy that can
come crashing down upon the first

report of dirty laundry. - --

Am I guilty of leading some
down this u-ail? At times, yes.

^&^k i
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Simply the Best Pizza

at the Lowest Price
209-1422 1136 WESTWOOD BLVD.
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Any MED. OR LG.
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Ddivery only. Offer

expires 11-10-94

Don Antonio*s
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(310) 209-1422

Free 2 Liter

Bottle of SODA
with Purchase Over $10

Not good with any

other offer

Delivery Only.

Don Antonio's

Pizzeria

(310) 209-1422

IIMFORMATIOIM

NEEDED
Victim of catastrophic brain injuries

seeks information regarding water
flowing from campus irrigation

system into roadways on and
around U.C.L.A. campus, including

(but not limited to) Sunset Blvd..

resulting in spills or handling
difficulty for motorcylces, scooters,

or bicycles. The Regents, through
their attorneys, deny that these
waterflows are dangerous. If you
have any information on this

subject, please call or write:

Jnmes P Cnt-r

Law offices of

James P Ccin-

11755 Wilshirt' BlucI

Sic 1170 L A 90025
Ph -310-4^4-7179

ChnstOf3her P Yuhl

Yuhl. Fnhcr S Yuhl

OR 401 Wilshire Blud St.fi 12G0
Snnt.i Monici i

e0401 1430
Ph-310-393-004b

because when someone opens up
to me, it is my job to depict them
in that light, to let the reader in on
who they are.

What often happens, however, is

that the information becomes fod-

der for classless fans to exploit at

the athlete's expense. Thus, my -

simple request: let sleeping dogs
lie. Let Ed O'Bannon get back to

his role as a student in search of a

degree, a basketball player in

search of an NCAA title, a father

in search of happy and healthy

children.

Let's talk about Ed, the fluid

forward with slashing moves and

hops to make Keineken jealous.

Let's ask him about the team, or a

spin to the basket, or the Pac- 10, or

preseason polls, or about the sport

he loves to play.

And trust me, he will love to

talk about it.

"I'd just rather talk about the

team," he says. "I don't want to

talk about myself anymore. I don't

want to put myself on ^ pedestal or

rank myself higher than anyone
else, because I'm not. I'm just a

member of the team."

It is no coincidence that some-
one like O'Bannon has helped spur

the kind of chemistry that could

make this UCLA team a national

title winner. As is easy to see, this

team likes each other. And a large

part of it is because of players like

O'Bannon.

"You can't break up the chem-
istiy of this team," Charles says,

and you believe him.

"Everyone encourages each
other. We play with the team atti-

tude," TVus Edney, no slouch to

leadership himself, says.

"We've had the label of having
bad apples in the past," Ed says.

"But we don't have any bad
apples. We are a team that supports

each other. We're a team of back-

patters."

And Ed helps lead that caravan

of back-patters. It is in his nature,

you might say, just as it is in his

nature to be private.

Please, let nature run its course.

Fast Free Delivery s Fast Free Delivery
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W. soccer hopes for playoff berth
Bruins poised for

first invitation to

post-season play
^ -!— - - « * "

"

'^

By Hye Kwon

Shattering the theory that it is a

young, unproven team, the UCLA
women's soccer team is proving

itself to the skeptics time and time

again.

In their last match against
Stanford, the Bruins (10-3-3 over-

all) proved that they can hang with

the big teams, and the Cardinal,

ranked third in the nation, is as big

as they come. The 1 - 1 overtime tie

against Stanford not only gave a

much needed point in the stand-

ings going into the final week of

the regular season, it no doubt
opened some eyes.

"We're finishing real well,"

UCLA head coach Joy Fawcett
said. "We're going good against

good teams. I feel that with two
wins against (California and San
Francisco), we should get into the

playoffs."

Getting wins against those two
teams in the

Bay Area, how-
ever, will likely

prove to be eas-

ier said than
done for the

Bruins.

Despite having

a losing record

of 4-9-4.

California's
losses came

from matches played against the

very best teams in the country.

They include No. 1 North
Carolina, Nb. 2 Portland, No. 3

Stanford, No. 6 Duke, No. 9
Connecticut and No. 12
Washington. Their wins came

against teams such as UC Irvine

and Washington State, teams
which UCLA managed only ties

against earlier this season. Last
week, the Golden Bears pulled out

an impressive 3- 1 win over No. 20
St. Mary's.

"Cal might have a bad record,

but we feel that they will be as

tough as anybody we played,"
Fawcett said. "Their losses came
from some really tough teams."

USF enters this weekend with a

record of 12-4-1, and the Lady
Dons boast two of the top scorers

in the region. Jannik Abel has 34
points (12 goals, 10 assists) and
Kelli Bryant has totalled 33 points

(13 goals, seven assists). With
Abel and Bryant leading the way,
USF is currently third in the west-

em region in scoring.

• • •

The conclusion of the Bruins'

five game home stand also was the

end of regular season home

l)^^Miu^% l^Ui^/l \^ilpp^ P^U4U4'

ndh,

refill

$
plus tax.

Good 3pm-8pm
MonWi igjijjjjjjgjji^y '^Qf^

It ID

3pm
min s

matches for UCLA.
During the last home stand, the

Bruins went 3-1-1, propelling
themselves into contention for the

24 team NCAA playoff tourna-

ment
It will be tough for the Bruins,

who finished the regular home
season with a record of 5-3-1, to

be one of the four top teams in the

western region which features

teams like Stanford, Santa Clara,

Portland, Washington and St.

Mary's. The Bruins will likely

seek one of six wildcard bids.

"I think we deserve to go (to

playoffs) especially because we
tied Stanford," said forward Traci

Arkenberg, who scored the game-
TSTing goal against the Cardinal. "I

think if we glfct in, we have a great

chance to do really well."

Arkenberg's goal against
Stanford was her 12th of the year,

which raised her total scoring for

the season to 28 points (12 goals

UCLA Sfxxts Into

Tract Arkenberg

and four assists).

Goalie Gretchen Overgaard
also turned in a fabulous perfor-

mance during the Stanford match.
She turned away 17 shots to break
Amy Palmer's UCLA record for

saves in a single match. She has

accumulated 97 saves throughout
the season while allowing only
seven goals.
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BURGER SPECIALS SANDWICH SPECIALS

/ Cheese Burger Combo

$3.24+ tax

2 Turkey Burger

' $3.69+ tax

^Teriyaki Burger^

$3.99+ tax

4 BBQ Bacon Burger
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^5.25+ tax

^Pastrami Sandwich

^5.25+tax

JTeriyaki Chicken Sandwich

^5.25+ tax
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^2.79+ tax
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$

2.30 +tax
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10922 Kinross Ave., Westwood Village
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Turner emerges as leader
Senior poloist now
understands what

it takes to succeed

By Esther Mul
Daily Bruin Senior Staff

It was 1991 when Scott Turner,

as a freshman on the UCLA men's
water polo team, and first year
head coach Guy Baker had an
opportunity to witness a unique
group of men. It was a tight-knit

and strong-willed group of eight

seniors. They had all been togeth-

er since they were freshmen, and
their camaraderie was equaled
only by their ambition.

"That was a special year,"
Baker said. "The '91 team seems
almost like a ghost to me, just

because it was my first year
coaching, and everything was
new. It's something I'll always

remember. There were extremely
strong personalities on that team,

a lot of big egos, and they were all

very driven athletically and acade-

mically."

They were seniors who.excelled

in every aspect of their lives.

From a 3.4 team average G.P.A.

(the highest in the school for three

years in a row), to a near win over

California in the finals of the

NCAA tournament, each on the

team knew exactly what they
wanted from college, and they
wanted to work for it together.

"They had all known each other

for so long," Turner said. 'There
was Oliver Will who led the team.

He was a little short guy, you'd
never think he was a water polo
player but he had a heart like you
couldn't describe. There was
Danny Hackett who was the best

goalie in the country, and who's
now on the Olympic team.

"They were friends, they par-

tied together, they got girls togeth-

er," they got along with Guy. They
lost some games they shouldn't

have lost, but they came together

when they had to. And they all had
one thing in common - they want-

ed to win."

It is now 1994, and Turner is

the lone senior on the Bruin team,

the only person remaining from
1991. As team captain and leader

of the team, TUmer has had quite a

lot to deal with lately. Close
defeats at the hands of Pepperdine
and Pacific have left UCLA in a

precarious position as far as quali-

fying for the NCAA tournament.

The losses of defensive leader Jim
Toring and two-meter man Mark
Sutter toJnjuries have destabilized

the team.

But there is much more on
Turner's mind than that. Thie

Bruins have not been able to pull

together as a team all season.
Whether it is youth, inexperience,

See 11IRNER, page 35

STEVEN KIM

Scott Turner, the lone senior on the UCLA men's water polo team,
finally emerged from the shadow to become a leader for the Bruins.

Men s golf still awaiting final-round success
Despite the disturbing trend, head
coach Atchison remains optimistic

By Chris isldro

Bright morning rays marked the

start of Saturday's final round of
the Fresno Bulldog Classic. For
the UCLA men's golf team,
though, the sun set quickly on
their day.

The Bruins, only 12 strokes

back after the first 36 holes, pulled

themselves off the leader board on
the final day with a 312, which
bettered only UCSB and Fresno
State's second team. UCLA fin-

ished 11th with a three-day total

of 907, 26 strokes behind champi-
on Fresno State.

"The whole team got up on the

wrong side of the bed or some-
thing," UCLA head coach Dave

Atchison said. "They played poor-

ly as a whole and I just don't have

an excuse for it."

No one was immune to

Saturday's scoring frenzy and Eric

Lohman, the top Bruin golfer,

seemed especially susceptible. He
entered the final 18 with a 1-

under-par 143 and appeared to be

in contention for another top 3

showing until he had his worst
round of the season, staggering

back to the clubhouse with an 82

and falling back to 20th place.

"One bad day doesn't make you

a bad player and I told (Lohman)
even Jack Nicklaus shoots 80 now
and then," Atchison said.

In recent years, the unranked
Bruins have not experienced the

same success as in previous cam-
paigns, and according to Atchison,

this affects the current crop of
players.

"(The players) know they have
talent but they also feel like they

haven't proven themselves in the

last couple of years," Atchison
said. 'The players are pressing to

get their recognition but when you

'

press, you tighten up a little bit

and you don't let it happen."

At the Nike Northwest tourna-

ment three weeks earlier, the

Bruins had a six-stroke lead, but

dropped back to third with a disas-

trous final round, taking 20 more
shots than they did the previous

day. But Atchison still sees a lot of

positives with his squad.

"The way I look at it, at least

we have the talent to get in a posi-

tion to choke," Atchison said. "If

See GOLF, page 34
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It's
a fact: Ed O'Bannon has come to be defined

by his family as much by his skill as a basket-

ball player.

The problem is, I don't know whether, to him,

that's a good thing or a bad thing.

You see, O'Bannon chose UCLA, after being

released from a letter of intent at UNLV, so his par-

ents could be close enough to

watch him play. His very pres-

ence helped bring younger
brother Charles to the

Westwood campus. And now
his 6-month old son, Aaron, has

added a new chapter in the con-

tinuing family chronicle.

In my mind, owing your suc-

cess to family is perhaps the

ultimate compliment. It means

^, . you're unselfish, you under-

wliriS stand the importance of team-

work, that you like to win more
than you like to succeed as an

individual.

But 1 don't know if that's what he wants. Not
that he is ashamed of his family, mind you, or that

he wants all the attention. But just that as a player,

sometimes you want to be recognized for your

accomplishments on the court alone. To be remem-
bered as great. And sometimes, you want some
things to be left out of it.

|

Part of my doubt stems from something he said

that I am still struggling with, and probably will

long after today.

"By nature, I'm a private person," he said.
-^^

I struggle to write it because Ed O'Bannon's —

-

life, or at least one of its details, is no longer pri-

vate, the way he would have it if he could choose.

Yes, Ed O'Bannon is a father, like the countless

See SCHREIBER, page 37
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presence
UCLA's Ed O'Bannon

carries his team's hopes on
the hardwood.

But he carries something
more precious off

. the. courl^iiis 6-month:.

old son,Aaron.

Schreiber
if^^

nm
By

Christian Schreiber

Daily Bruin Staff

Ed O'Bannon's thin frame does not cast a formidable

shadow across the floor of Pauley Pavilion. And as

yet, it doesn't come close to extending upward
toward the hallowed rafters above.

But it will be on that lanky frame of O'Bannon's, a 6-

foot-9-inch senior forward, that the UCLA men's basket-

ball team pins its hopes of claiming an NCAA title for the

first time in 20 years.

And while the eyes of the basketball world watch
intentlyjo-see if O'Bannon can score enough points, grab

enough rebounds, make enough plays - be the perfect

player - there is one set of eyes that won't cane a bit if he
does any of that.

They are the eyes of his son, Aaron John O'Bannon.
That's right, Ed O'Bannon is a father - the father of a

healthy, 6-month-old, potentially left-handed little boy.

It was last season that another member of Ed's family,

younger brother Charles, teamed with Ed to win games
""

See O'BANNON, page 36
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University of California. Los Angeles

Future looks bright for football
Despite losing record,

freshmen have gained

valuable experience

By Randy Satterburg - - r

Daily Bruin Staff

In 1989 the UCLA football team suf-

fered through one of its most trying and
demoralizing seasons ever, finishing the

year with a disappointing 3-7-1 record -

just one year removed from the Troy
Aikman-led squad that challenged for a

National Championship.
The up side of that unexpected collapse

was the experience that several young

football players received when they were
thrust into starter's roles way before their

time. A depleted offensive line necessitat-

ed inserting a pair of redshirt freshmen,
Vaughn Parker and Craig Novitsky, into

the lineup.

Just like any young players in unfamil-

iar roles, Parker and Novitsky struggled at

times. But the move paid dividends down
the road for not only the two players, but

the UCLA football team as a whole. Parker

and Novitsky served as the cornerstones to

the Bruins' Pac-IO Championship in 1993,

and were rewarded with NFL contracts as

a result.

• • •

Eight true ifreshmen have played this

season for the Bruins - the most since
1978 - the majority of whom line up on

the defensive side of the ball, where
UCLA was hit the hardest by graduation. It

hasn't always been easygoing for the
young players, but in effect they represent

an investment on the future.

"There are always cases where you have
to play people before you want to or before

they are ready. But a lot of times they gain

invaluable experience and when they come
back the next year they've been to the

wars, so to speak, and they know what it's

like to compete at this level in the Pac-10,"

UCLA head coach Terry Donahue said. "I

feel that these players will form the nucle-

us of a very good football team."

Here's a peek at what the future looks
like for the Bruins.

See POOTIALL, page 33

JEFF FlM)ai»y Bfuto

Wide receiver Jim McElroy, one of eight

true freshmen seeing playing tinie.
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Brown rallies on campus
before election deadline
Candidate criticizes

opponent, assaults

Prop. ISTs injustice'

By Phillip Carter
Daily Bruin Staff

State Treasurer and Democratic

gubernatorial candidate Kathleen

Brown spoke before 1 ,000 ener-

getic supporters in Ackerman
Grand Ballroom at noon
Thursday, concluding a 29-hour
bus tour of California with a plea

for student
activism and
involvement.

"If you don't

let your voice

be heard, you
will lose your
voice - just

check the state

budget if you
don't believe
me," Brown
said. "This election is about yoXtr

future - take California back."

Brown's speech savaged Gov.
Pete Wilson and his reelection-

year positions, particularly his

stance on the controversial anti-

Briefly

4 days until

the election

Inside A&E

Frankenstein
and A&E are
back!

—Look inside for our Friday

Special. Kenneth Branagh's

opus Mary Shelley's

Frankenstein opens today. Is

it another reason to stay

home? Finding no solace in

Double Dragon and The War
which also open today, the

answer is a resounding "Yes."

See page 14

Back Page

Folkl Point
UCLA will host No. 1

Stanford and Cardinal sen-

sation Kristin Folkl tonight

at Pauley Pavilion. Folkl, a

freshman from St. Louis,

Mo., was the No. I recruit

in the nation last year ...

Seepage 28

illegal immigration initiative.

Proposition 187.

To give her speech a lighter

touch, Brown recited a top 10 list

of reasons why "California can't

afford another four years with
Wilson as governor."

Among these were: "(Number
six:) Wilson's idea of cutting class

size is tripling your fees and forc-

ing students to drop out" and "No.

5: when Wilson promised longer

graduation lines and shorter
unemployment lines, we didn't

know he was dyslexic."

In addition to criticizing her

opponent. Brown vehemently
argued against Prop. 1 87.

"(Prop.) 187 is about punishing

children for the failures of adults,"

Brown said to the mostly support-

ive crowd. "I think we should go
to the adults, go to the border and

go to the workplace — but let us

not visit on the children the fail-

ures of our adults."

Student leaders preceding
Brown's speech.:at the rally

exhorted students to vote and to

take an active role in deciding the

outcome of this year's midterm
elections.

"No matter how hard you lobby

or letter-write, to a lot of politi-

cians, if you don't vote, you don't

matter," undergraduate External

Vice President York Chang said.

"We want to make them think:

'Students are voting - we have to

deal with their issues and deal

^with educatioir.^^*
'

Before Brown arrived, several

UCLA students and guests spoke

in support of her campaign and
appealed for help in getting out

the vote next Tuesday.

One of these speakers was
Assemblyman Richard Polanco,

D-San Bernardino, who also

sharply criticized Prop. 187 and
its targeting of children.

"This has to be the meanest ini-

tiative that's come around because

it goes after innocent kids on edu-

cation and health care," Polanco

said. "This is the initiative that's

supported by individuals who pro-

mote intolerance, fear and who are

manipulating the frustration (of

California)."

Polanco predicted that the pro-

Prop. 187 movement might not

stop working with this proposi-

tion's success or failure.

"This is but a prelude to the

next step," Polanco said. "Today

See VISIT, page 11
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Kathleen Brown campaigns for Governor of California at noon
Thursday in Ackerman Grand Ballroom.

Feinstein, too, has an
illegal-immigrant tangle
By B. Drummond Ayres, Jr.

The New York Times

The illegal immigration issue came full cir-

cle Thursday to haunt the re-election effort of

Sen. Dianne Feinstein, with the disclosure that

in the early 1980s she employed a Guatemalan
housekeeper who government records indicate

was not a legal U.S. resident at the time.

Sen. Feinstein, a Democrat, acknowledged
hiring the housekeeper but denied any wrong-
doing. Last week, after her Republican oppo-
nent. Rep. Michael Huffington, acknowledged
his family had employed an

illegal immigrant as a

babysitter, Feinstein
declared flatly that. she had
never hired an undocument-
ed alien.

Responding to an article

about her housekeeper pro-

duced by a San Francisco
newspaper, Feinstein argued

Thursday that at the lime she

employed the woman in the

early 1980s there was no
legal prohibition against hiring undocumented
workers, only a prohibition against entering

this country illegally.

She also said that she had sought documenta-

tion from the woman she hired. The documen-
tation she was handed appeared valid to her,

she said, adding: "I have never hired anyone
that I have not asked, when there was question,

for documentation."

In an effort to contain potential damage,
Feinstein quickly went back on the attack

against Huffington, who has been pummeled
politically by the disclosure last week that he

employed an undocumented nanny.

"I have broken no law but my opponent has,"

the senator said. When Huffington hired his

nanny in 1989, Feinstein added, the prohibition

again&t hiring undocumented workers had been

on the books for three years.

Feinstein opposes a much disputed
California ballot initiative, Proposition 187,

that would deny illegal aliens most government
services, including schooling and non-emer-
gency health care.

Huffington favors the initiative and, before it

was disclosed that he had hired an undocu-
mented nanny, argued that it would help reduce

the hiring of illegal aliens.

Feinstein says the initiative would be too

Draconian but has called throughout her cam-
paign for tighter enforcement of hiring laws
and more patrolling of the border.

Now both candidates are accusing each of of

hypocrisy on what has become the hottest polit-

ical issue in California this fall, an issue that is

beginning to stir demonstrations and to draw
the attention of national political leaders.

The disclosure about Feinslein's housekeep-

er came Thursday in a news article sent out

over the Internet global computer network by

The Free Press, a paper being produced in San
Francisco by striking workers of the San
Francisco Chronicle and the San Francisco

Examiner.

The editors of the paper, which appears
irregularly on the street, said they hoped to

publish a printed version of the article before

the end of the week.

According to Immigration and
Naturalization Service records, the Feinstein

housekeeper, Anabella Paiz, entered the United

States numerous times in the late 1970s and
early 1980s on tourist visas but did not obtain a

permanent resident visa, which permits work,

until 1986.

"That's about the extent of what we know,"

Don Mueller, an agency spokesman, said. "We
don't know where the woman is now, whether

she is still in the country or has returned to

Guatemala."

Where the Feinstein-Huffington contest is

headed at this muddled point, less than a week
to Election Day, is but a guess. Polls show it

too tight to call and offer little insight as to the

play of the immigration issue, particularly

Proposition 187.

See raMSniN, page 8

UCLA alumnus in

critical condition
after fall on Gayley

By Lucia Sanchez
Daily Bruin Staff

A UCLA alumnus remains in criti-

cal condition at UCLA's Medical
Center after sustaining serious head

injuries early Saturday morning out-

side a fraternity house that had been

holding a parly.

Twenty-three-year-old Nasa
Takenaga, who graduated from
UCLA last spring, slipped and fell

down 10 concrete stairs outside Theta

Xi, his former fraternity house, locat-

ed at 629 Gayley Ave. around 1 :20

a.m. Saturday.

A Los Angeles City Fire

Department paramedic team as well

as an emergency unit from the UCLA
Police Department responded to the

call and found him unconscious and

unresponsive to pain. He was taken to

the UCLA Medical Center
Emergency Room, where it was deter-

mined that he had sustained serious

head injuries.

Takenaga apparently consumed
large amounts of alcohol during the

course of the evening before slipping

and falling, according to the emer-

gency medical services report.

Emergency room ofTigials determined

his blood alcohol level to be .20 -

two-and-a-half times the legal limit

for driving.

Takenaga's level corresponds to

about 10 drinks over a one- to two-hour

period, producing serious cognitive and

coordination impairment, said Ernest

Noble, director of UCLA's Alcohol

Research Center.

^ Theta Xi President Brian Wachowicz
said he was saddened by the incident

but didn't want to comment further out

of respect for Takenaga and his family.

With reportsfrom Ben Gilmore
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UCLA Hunger Project

Collecting donations, especially men's clothing

and shoes size 12 and up
Kerckhofr408-A
Call Faye at 825-2600

9 a.m. - 1 p.m.

Peer Health Counselors

Free cold care. First Aid, cappucino and tea

NW comer of Pauley Pavilion

825-5704

9 a.m. - 7 p.m.

CAC/Kerckhoff Art Gallery —

-

"Looking Beyond" - exhibition recognizing

November as Disabilities Awareness Month
Now through Nov. 1

1

Kerckhoff Art Gallery

825-6564

10 a.m. - 2p.m.

Student Welfare Commission
Blood Drive sign-ups

Bloodmobile will be at John Wooden Center
Nov. 7 - Nov. 1

1

Bruin Walk
825-7586 . ^

Noon

John Paul II Society

The Catechism of the

Ackerman 35 1

6

209-9116

Noon - 4 p.m.

Peer Health Counselors

Cold Clinic, First Aid. Contraception Sales

Kerckhoff 401

825-8462

12:30 p.m.

Chinese Graduate Student Association

Free Talk

General meeting at 1 :30 p.m.

Ackerman 3517
330-8858

1 p.m. - 3 p.m.

Placement & Career Planning Center
Workshop for graduate students: Writing a
Curriculum Vitae for Careers in Exlucatjon

PCPC Building

Call 206-1944 to register

3 p.m.

Chinese Christian Fellowship

General meeting

Ackerman 2408

(213)481-2201 "• ^

4 p.m.

Hong Kong Student Association

General meeting

Ackerman 3517 —

:

—
820-3055

UCLA Emergency Coalition to Stop Prop. 187
Mass protest and rally against Prop. 1 87
Meet at the Bear, march to comer of Westwood
and Wilshire

824-1155

5 p.m.

Samahang Pilipino

General meeting and discussion of the life and
contributions of Manong Phillip Vera Cruz
Ackerman 2408
825-2727

6:30 p.m.

Hillel Students Association

Student Shahhat

90(^Hilgard Ave.

Cost $5
208-3081

Campus Events

Films: "Honeymoon in Vegas" followed by "It

Could Happen to You" at 9:30 p.m.

Ackerman Grand Ballroom
Cost: $2
825-1958

Grace on Campus Bible Study
Weekly meeting

MS4000A
208-8384 .

8 p.m.

Chinese Student Association

Bowling Night (Family Event)—

—

~^^

Meet at Sproul turnaround

794-5576

UCLA School of Theater, Film and Television

"Story Theater" - a Broadway hit, tales from
Aesop's Fables and Grimm's Fairy Tales

UCLA Little Theater, Macgowan Hall

Last show tomorrow at 8 p.m.

Cost: $12 general. $9 faculty and staff, $6
students

Call CTO for tickets 825-2101

Saturday

8:15 a.m.

UCLA Tree Project

Tree planting in East Los Angeles
Meet at Lot 6 turnaround

If interested, call Kei at 208-2425

9 a.m. - 3 p.m.

UCLA Karate Club

National Collegiate Karate Championships
Wooden Center Collins Court
ISKF Finals tomorrow at 9 a.m.

Cost: $5 general. $1 students

825-7868

9 a.m. - 5 p.m.

African Brothers & Sisters

Black Spots Tour
Cost: $7
Call 825-9342 for more information

9:30 a.m.

CALPIRG .

Beach cleanup at Santa Monica Beach
Meet at Lot 6 turnaround

452-4481

Sunday

7:30 a.m.

Sportscar Performance & Motoring
Autocross event

Meet at Lot 8 turnaround

209-1164

11 a.m. - 3 p.m.

Delta Gamma Sorority

Anchorsplash '94 - annual sorority and
fraternity swim competition

All proceeds go to The Blind Children's Center
of Los Angeles

Men's Gym Pool

Free

208-9069

2 p.m.

The Armand Hammer Museum of Art and
Cultural Center

Bravo LA Ensemble presents classical music by
contemporary composers
10899 Wilshire Blvd.

Free

443-7000

If you would like an event listed in this section,

please fill out a listing form at the Daily Bruin's
front counter in 225 Kerckhoff by 2 p.m. the

day before publication. The deadline for a
listing in Monday's paper is Thursday at 2 p.m.
Please address questions to Listings Editor
Ayako Hagihara at 206-0904.

Bay Area newspaper
employees on strike
By David Margolick
The New York Times

SAN FRANCISCO — Employees

of this city's two major daily news-

papers, longtime rivals that have

limped along under a joint operat-

ing agreement since 1965, went on
strike Tuesday night as 2,600
reporters, editors, drivers, press

operators and paper handlers who
have worked for the past year with-

out a contract walked off theirjobs.

The work stoppage at The
Chronicle and The Examiner, the

first at the newspapers since a 52-

day walkout in 1968, began a day
-After the original Halloween strike

deadline set by eight unions had
been extended for a flurry of last-

minute negotiations. But the talks

failed, and while hundreds of thou-

sands of papers for Wednesday
were printed, few if aay reached

readers' hands.

"The racks are empty and the

doorsteps are bare, and we think we
can keep it that way," said Doug
Cuthbertson, the head of the

Conference of Newspaper Unions.

Throughout the day, pickets
marched outside the Gothic style

offices that the newspapers share on
Mission Street, while brawny secu-

rity guards imported from
Michigan by the newspapers' man-
agement videotaped their every
move.

"On strike! Shut it down!" the

pickets yelled. As supervisory per-

sonnel filed into the building, they

were taunted with shouts of "Scabs,

go home!" and "Get a real job!"

There was scattered violence at

several printing plants. James Hale,

chief executive officer of the San
Francisco Newspaper Agency,

which handles advertising and dis-

tribution of the papers under the

joint operating agreement, said

five trucks had been destroyed and
three people had been hospital-

ized, one whose skull had been
cracked by a lead pipe.

At least two members of the

teamsters' union were arrested

outside The Chronicle's printing

plant in Union City for trespassing

and vandalism. The police, wear-

ing riot gear and carrying batons,

flanked protesters at the main
printing plant in San Francisco.

The strike comes a week before

elections for major state and feder-

al offices and on severaf volatile-

referendums, and on the eve of the

crucial Christmas shopping sea-

son. The two sides are no longer

talking, and no further negotia-

tions have been scheduled. Mayor
Frank Jordan called the strike "a
loss to the city and to all the indi-

viduals involved."

The major issue is wages, with

the unions demanding a 3.5 per-

cent annual raise and with man-
agement offering a 2.46 percent

annual raise over four years. Also
in dispute is management's
attempts to cut the jobs of what it

says are more than 150 redundant

teamster drivers over several
years, and to replace the young
boys and girls who deliver the

papers by foot and bicycle with
adults in cars.

"We run one of the most over-

staffed delivery systems in the

country," said Richard Jordan, a

management negotiator, who is not

related to the mayor. "Allowing it

to stay that way will inevitably

lead to the closure of the newspa-
pers."*'
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USAC slates special election date
Low voter turnout

expected at polls

in Nov. 22 ballot

By Rashmi Nija^i

The undergraduate student gov-
ernment will sponsor a special

election in three weeks to elect a
new facilities commissioner - a
post vacated Tuesday night by
Peter Rudinskas.

The Nov. 22 election comes
after Rudinskas' sudden resigna-

tion at Tuesday night's undergrad-
uate students association council
meeting. Rudinskas, who has
cited administrative errors as the

cause of his resignation, hopes to

continue his work as facilities

commissioner.

"It is unfortunate that paper
work and administrative bureau-

cracy can get in the way of getting

things done," said Rudinskas,
who will be holding a forum
today at 12:30 p.m. in order to

answer questions about the cir-

cumstances surrounding his resig-

nation. "Ultimately, it is the
students who get hurt by it. My
commitment to the students is

clear. Right now, my top priority

is to fix these problems so that the

work of the commission can con-

tinue."

Funding sources for the election

will not be determined until a spe-

cial undergraduate council meet-
ing on Monday. The full details as

to where the election booths will

be placed and how many booths
will be put up will also be decided

at the c<ouncil meeting.

"As far as I know, this whole
situation is extremely unusual,"

said undergraduate President Rob
Greenhalgh. "From what I've

learned, there has never been an
incident like this in the past
twelve years. Beyond that, I have
no idea."

Some council members said

there is a fair amount, of skepti-

cism as to how successful the spe-

cial election will be.

"I expect that there will be an
extremely low voter turnout," said

General Representative Marwa
Kilani. "For the general elections

in the spring, there is usually
about a 20 percent voter turn-out,

and so turn-out forJhis election

will be much lower,"

But the special election promis-
es to hold opportunities for vari-

ous student groups to get

representatives into student gov-
ernment.

"We see a very big opportunity

to spread our philosophy out more
into the student government," said

James Hagar, director of Fostering

Communications and Support
(FoCoS) - a peer counseling pro-

gram sponsored by the External
Vice President's office and the

Academic Affairs Commission.
"It would definitely be great if we
could get someone into the office

of facilities commissioner. Right
now, we are concentrating on the

Nov. 8 (California) elections but

after that, this special election will

be our number one priority."

Thoiigh Rudinskas has not-
made immediate^plans to run for

office again, he said he would try

and continue his work with the

commission.

When the bough breaks ,*--i-*ir'"^'

VWDN woo/Daily Brum

This week's sprinkling of early seasonal rain brought with it unusually high winds. A hapless car on Gayley Avenue was accosted
by a tree driven down by the gusts.

Faculty criticized for accommodating protests
Students protest

Proposition 187,

stage walkouts

By Klmberty Kindy
Los Angeles Daily News

As students left their lessons
and schools behind to protest
Proposition 187, school adminis-
trators and teachers faced increas-

ing criticism for accommodating
the demonstrations.

While Los Angeles Unified
School District officials have
urged students to stay in school,

the walkouts have grown in num-
ber and participants, and in. some
cases, they have been assisted by
school personnel.

At Granada Hills High School,

administrators helped students

draft the route they would follow

Wednesday, provided markers to

make signs, and then kept their

lunches hot in the school cafeteria

until they returned.

For a campus demonstration at

Sun Valley Middle School, teach-

ers provided students with materi-

als and helped 500 of them form
the number "187" with a red line

drawn through it.

Meanwhile, teachers on bicy-

cles and administrators in cars fol-

lowed a pack of Taft High School
students on a morning walkout.

Los Angeles public school offi-

cials say principals and teachers

are merely allowing students to

safely exercise their First
Amendment rights in speaking out

on the issue while avoiding taking

sides in the controversial debate.

"We have said there is no jkIvo-

cacy," Superintendent Sid
Thompwjn said Wednesday.

But police, backers of the ballot

measure and others questioned
why administrators and teachers

responsible for keeping children

in school would be accommodat-
ing their protests off-campus dur-

ing school hours.

"I think it's reprehensible that

children as young as middle
school are being allowed to leave

campus with no school adminis-

trators stopping them and helped

by the cooperation of their teach-

ers," said Los Angeles police
Capt. James McMurray, whose
officers supervised a protest that

made its way to the Van NuyS
Government Center.

Barbara Kiley, co-^hairwoman
of "Yes on Proposition 187." said

her organization is receiving com-
plaints from parents and commu-
nity leaders who say students are

being made pawns in a political

game.

"They are taxpayer-paid
employees and they are interfering

and presenting a political view to

their students and encouraging
those students to miss class,"

Kiley said. "They should be
fired."

The State Education Code pro-

hibits public school employees
from taking a stand in political

campaigns while they are on the

job.

School employees are also not

allowed to attempt to sway the

views of students or tell them or

their parents how to vote on an
issue. Thompson said.

Thompson said employees
could be reprimanded or fired if

they violate the law.

Board of Education member
Jeff Horlon said the role some
school officials are playing in the

Se^ PROTEST, page U,

Peter Rudinskas

!^1 haven't made any campaign
plans or anything." said
Rudinskas. "But I would strongly

consider re-running for this office

should that opportunity open up."

LA. quake
mandates
resurvey
By Patrick McGreevy
Los Angeles Daily News

Federal scientists presented Los
Angeles officials with graphic
evidence of the violent force of
the Northridge Earthquake, releas-

ing maps showing areas of land-

slides, liquefaction and ground
cracking in the north San
Fernando Valley.

In testimony Wednesday to the

City Council's Ad Hoc
Committee On Earthquake
Recovery, two geophysicists from
the U.S. Geological Survey said

that - because the Jan. 1 7 temblor

lifted parts of the suburban San
Fernando Valley by 2 feet - they

must resurvey the entire Valley to

determine the accuracy of 700
markers used as standards by sur-

veyors measuring distances and
elevation.

"It has permanently deformed
the North Valley." said geophysi-

cisl Ross Stein. "Since it is a flat

area and we are now tilting it up.

we've changed what's level

everywhere and that's one of the

reasons this surveying ng^s to be

done."

Stein and geophysicist Tom
Heaton said much of the strongest

deformation occurred in the north-

west Valley, an area represented

by City Councilman Hal Bemson.
chairman of the council panel.

Regionwide. the ground shak-

ing was so strong that engineers"

are reinspecting many freeway
bridges to look for evidence
whether they have subsided. Stein

said, saying that the phenomena
has occurred in other earthquakes.

"In some cases, this subsidence

threatens the structural integrity of

the bridge," he said.

The scientists also told council

members they have identified

3.000 quake-related landslides in

the Santa Susana Mountains,
which they said raise questions

about the safety of building in that

area.

Bemson said the city should re-

evaluate its building standards for

all areas of the city where seismic

hazards might exist, including the

area proposed for the massive
Porter Ranch housing and com-
mercial development in his dis-

trict.

"Porter Ranch should be treated

like anyplace else. We'll have to

reconsider all uses if there is a

safety situation." Bemson said.

See SURVEY, page 10
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Haitian future
ioolcs uncertain
UNITED NATIONS — A gloomy assess-

ment of Haitian political and security con-

ditions that calls into question the timing of

national elections there and whafsi'force

would protect the voting was given
Thursday by the special United Nations

representative sent to Port-au-Prince to

conduct an on-site inspection.

Lakhdar Brahimi, the special representa-

tive, said while civil unrest had declined

markedly since U-.S. troops landed two
months ago, that the security of the country

was still uncertain and might continueio be

so in January when elections are due.

The assessffiient^eems fel:bnflict wit

statements by U.S. officials that the majori

ty of U.S. troops should be leaving Haiti by

Christmas.

r\

Estimated 400-600
people dead in Egypt
DURUNKA, Egypt — Officials now say

that at least 400 people were killed and an

estimated 200 others lie buried in a

sprawling mud wasteland after an explo-

sion Wednesday sent burning fuel cours-

ing through this flooded town 200 miles

south of Cairo.

-More than 60 others died in floods that

struck villages in the provinces of Asyut,

Sohag and Qena. And hospital officials in

the provincial capital, Asyut, said they

had more than 70 patients with severe

burns that were difficult, if not impossi-

ble, to treat.
-

*-—
Unusually heavy rains and winds

apparently overturned eight tanker cars

full of fuel which ignited and spread
rapidly.

;

Arabs biame Israel

Her car bombing
JERUSALEM — All major political fac-

tions in the Gaza Strip, including Yasir

Arafat's, joined Thursday in accusing

Israel of having planted a car bomb that

killed an- Islamic militant leader on
Wednesday.

Thousands of Gazans poured into the

streets for the bomb victim's funeral, vent-

ing their rage not only against Israel but

also against Arafat, whom they denounced

as an Israeli "collaborator" and shoved out

of a mosque as he tried to join the religious

service.

According to reports, Arafat was treat-

ed so roughly by angry Muslims at the

Omari Mosque in Gaza City that they

knocked off his trademark headscarf.

"This is your peace, Arafat!" people
shouted at him. "It's all liquidations and

assassinations."

Canadian TV bans '

'Power Rangers'
TORONTO - Alien-battling ninjas guard-

ing the planet have just been whanimed in

Canada from a ruling by a national broad-

casters regulatory body that Mighty
Morphin Power Rangers, a popular Los
Angeles-produced children's show viewed

in more than 30 countries, is too violent for

Canadian television.

As a result of the decision by the

Canadian Broadcast Standards Council,

YTV, a youth cable channel, has cancelled

the series and Global Television.

Global continues to air the series, but,

according to the ruling, must state over

prime time in the next 30 days that the

show violates the standards.

Gergen submits
resignation letter

WASHINGTON— David Geigen. the

Republican who joined the Clinton admin-

istration last year to help pull it out of

chaos, has submitted a letter of resignation

to the White House, formalizing his previ-

ously disclosed plans to leave his post as

special adviser to the president and secre-

tary of state, officials at the White House

and State [>epartment said Thursday.

Gergen, who has been at the State

Department for four months, will

announce over the next few days that he

plans to leave on Jan. 1 to teach a political

science course at Duke University, the offi-

cials said. Gergen declined to comment.

President Clinton moved Gergen to the

State Department to help improve the

adminisu^tion's ability to communicate its

foreign policy record.

NAACP faces debt,

finances are fraglle
WASHINGTON — The finances of the

NAACP are so fragile, several members of

board have disclosed, that the association

still owes hotels in Chicago and
Indianapolis for its last two national con-

ventions.

As a result, they said, it has to pay major

expenses in advance. And one reason that

members of the 64-member board give for

putting off a discussion about dismissing

the chairman. Dr. William Gibson, is the

cost of hotel rooms and air fares so the

board could convene before the next regu-

lar meeting in February.

The finances of the NAACP have fallen

nearly $4 million into the red. Its revenues

are about $16 million.

Legislators criticize

IMTA offldai poiicy
Saying that taxpayers remain outraged

over construction problems with the Metro

Red Line subway, several state legislators

criticized Metropolitan Transportation

Authority officials during a legislative

hearing for not firing the companies
involved in the work.

"When are we ever going to hold people

accountable and say if mistakes are made,

that's it?" said state Sen. Quentin Kopp, I-

San Francisco.

Letterman's To0 10
— Signs You're Not Going to Win the-

Election

10. Your campaign manager keeps mis-

pronouncing your name.

9. On outside of letter you get from
Publisher's Clearinghouse: "You may
already be a loser!"

8. Campaign rally chants of "Four more
years!" refer to your prison sentence.

7. Your "motorcade" is down to a rental

car and a fat kid on a bike.

6. All the TV ad lime you bought was on

CBS prime time.

5. Next to your name on the ballot it

says, "Yeah, right"

4. You rise to offer a rebuttal during a

televised debate, and the moderator says:

"Save your shoe leather, junior! We're all

voting for the other guy!"

3. Gennifer Flowers won't return your

calls.

2. During debate, your opponent says, "I

knew Forrest Gump, I worked with Forrest

Gump, and you're nq Forrest Gump."
1 . Even you voted for the other guy

Compiledfrom Bruin wire services

DCU
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Blacks not welcomed in

suburbs of South Africa
By Isabel Wllkeraon
The New York Times

JOHANNESBURG — After the

cage of apartheid began to open up
and the borders of his existence

were no longer the pocked roads

of Soweto, Vusi Makhubela found

a peach-colored house in a white

promised land with rose bushes
and a two-car garage. rv.^

It was there that he knelt with

his family in a comer of his bed-

Toom to thank the ancestors for the

family's good fortune. He sprin-

kled tobacco on the carpet, as the

ancestors must have their snuff,

and marked the sacred spot with

his deceased father's wooden
walking stick. Outside, he planted

a tiny sapling, which he named
Watch Us Grow.

The next day, a "For Sale" sign

went up at the house next door.

The people on the other side left a

few months later. He never caught

their names. Soon nwre and more
middle-class Sowetans replaced

the departing whites. Now, two
years later, his suburban town of

Naturena in the red rock hills two
mil^ east of Soweto has begun to

feel like Soweto without the

poverty.

In the three years since the iron

resuiclions on black housing were

repealed, a sueam of black profes-

sionals has packed up and fled the

fourth-class citizenship of town-

ship life, with the clouds of dust

from red dirt roads, break-ins, car-

jackings and government-issue

matchbox houses. Though hous-

ing in Soweto ranges from squat-

ters' shacks to relatively spacious

brick homes in the more prosper-

ous sections, the basic dwelling

remains the bleak four-room cin-

deiH)lock house.

Few statistics are available on
the number of blacks nix)ving from
Soweto or other townships into

formerly all-white areas; it is com-
monly said that the government
does not know exactly how many
people live in the townships, much
less how many are leaving.

Though millions of people are

still crammed into these South
African ghettos - it is estimated

that as many as four million peo-

ple live in the 40 square miles of

Soweto alone - even a tiny per-

centage of middle-class migrants

is significant.

As blacks venture into new ter-

ritory in search of the South
African dream^ of a many-bed-
roomed house with a swimming
pool, gardener and round-the-

clock armed security response,

they are leaving behind extended

families and testing the possibility

of integration in a country where
racism was the national policy

until this year.

In some places, like the modest
suburbs closest to Soweto, the

arrival of blacks has set off white

flight to so-called gated communi-
ties farther out.

"They seem to be disappear-

ing," Makhubela said of the white

neighbors he briefly had. "I don't

See AFRICA, page 11

In wake of civil war, thousands
face endless exile in Ethiopia
By Donatella Lorch
The New York Times

supporters of an overthrown Officials say the displaced
regime. The ragged children beg can move to the countryside and
on the streets. become farnfers. But the

In this desperately poor coun- Ethiopians in the camps say they

try, where more than 20 million have been city-dwellers all their

of the 55 million people are lives, and even for those who

KORMEADA CAMP, Ethiopia

-r Fanta Belete had lived in

Eritrea for 17 years when
Ethiopia fell to rebel troops in unemployed, these Ethiopians
1991

.

have little hope for a better life.

He gathered his wife and chil- "We were able to leave with
dren and joined an exodus of only the clothes we wore," said

more than 200,000 people Belete, 36, who once was a sec-

expelled by the Eritrean nation- retary in a furniture store in the a former guerrilla fighter who is

alist rebels, who were allied Eritrean capital, Asmara. "Our the spokeswoman for the presi-

with the Ethiopians who won children must beg for us. We are dent. "You lost the war. This is a
the war. Many of those forced to waiting for the government to reality you have to face. Go
leave were soldiers of the give us some land and some home to the countryside and

work. We do not want anything start life as peasants

know how to farm existence in

the countryside is barely at sub-

sistence levels.

"Our advice to them is be
realistic," said Netsannet Asfaw,

defeated army or Ethiopian civil

servants who had worked for the

ousted Marxist gQvernment of
Mengistu Haile Mariam.

The family's trek lasted seven

else. But the government has not Because the camps are offi-

given us any hope. I live here cially temporary, relief agencies

because I have no alternative." have been hesitant to begin pro-

The misery in the 19 refugee grams there. The bureaucracy
months. They went on foot to camps dotting the outskirts of greatly frustrates the relief
the Sudanese capital, Khartoum, Addis Ababa is compounded by effort, requiring that permission
the nearest big city. Then they politics. These people may be be obtained to replace a leaky
paid and hitchhiked to get rides Ethiopian citizens*, but most tent or even build a latrine. The
by truck back to the Ethiopian were on the losing side of a dev- simplest request can take weeks,
border and finally by car to the astating 17-year-long civil war. "It takes a whole year to do
capital, Addis Ababa. The former government had a what should lake only a month,"

For three years Belete and his standing army of 400,000, many an aid official said. "The gov-
family, with 60,000 other people of whom now beg on the streets ernment needs to come up with
who fled Eritrea, have been liv- of the capital. a plan. It's their job. They keep
ing in squalid camps of tents and The current Ethiopian gov- fudging the issue."

shacks on the outskirts of Addis ernment, which has committed The only Western relief
Ababa. itself to building a multiparty agency working in the camps is

With many men having been democracy, has refused to create Irish Goal, and it has only
killed in the war or having left to permanent camps near an $ 1 60,000 for the task this year,

seek jobs or escape misery, most already overburdened capital. In Other agencies have shown an
of those in the camps are women an effort to persuade the interest in working there, how-
and children. As many as 20 refugees to settle elsewhere, the ever, and the European Union
people might share a small can- government has repeatedly has pledged $4 million,

vas lent with no running water forced the camps to move and About 5,000 Ethiopians live

and little food or sanitation, has not allowed the refugees to

They are Ethiopia's unwanted - build permanent structures. See ETHIOPIA, page 9
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PLAC^ENTAND CAREER PLANNING CENTER

presents

Career Planning for Students with Disabilities

"YOUR DISABILITY DOESN'T
HAVE TO BE A HANDICAP! "

THE PLACEMENT AND CAREER CENTER CAN HELP
YOU DEHNE YOUR GOALS, CONDUCT YOUR JOB
SEARCH, AND BUILD A REWARDING CAREER. JOIN
US AT ONE OF OUR ORIENTATION SESSIONS
SPECIFICALLY DESIGNED FpR STUDENTS WITH
DISABIUTIES.

Tuesday November 1

Wednesday November 2

Thursday Novembers

Friday November 4

10:00 a.m.

2:00 p.m.

^1:00a.nrr

2:00 p.m.

FadWies are accoGsibte

Sign Language Interpreter services are avaJlabie upon request with advance
notice. To request such services caH:

— TDD: (310) 206-6083 •

VOICE: (310) 825-1501

w
A'-r-'^-

/ INTERESTED IN

SPENDING A YEAR AT THE

CENTER OF UNIVERSITY

POWER?
Applications for the UC Student
Regent position for 1995-96 are

available at:

Office of the Assistant Vice Chancellor,

Student and Campus-Life
1104 Murphy Hall

James West Center - 325 Westwood Plaza

Undergraduate and Graduate Student
Government Offices

3rd Floor, Kerckhoff Hall

The Center for Student Programming
337 Plaza Building

Ackerman Union Information -A Level

Residence Halls

Assistant Directors' Offices

The Student Regent is a voting member,
selected for one academic year. In

addition to having all travel and
accommodation expenses paid, the

Student Regent will receive a waiver of all

tuition and fees for that year.

Application Deaciline: 5 p.m.

on Friday, November 4, 19J94
Chancellor's Office,

2147 Murphy Hall
Due

To<lay

Undergraduate, graduate, and
professional students in good

standing are encouraged to apply.

Communist or capitalist, bad
air persists in Eastern Europe
By Marllse Simons —
The New York Times

PRAGUE. Czech Republic —
One place to measure the

disheveled state of Eastern
Europe's environment these days
is a great electronic scoreboard in

downtown Usti nad Labem, a

Czech town on a bend of the Elbe

River , .

-^ .-,-

New sensors are sniffing the

bad breath coming off the local

factories and on the scoreboard,

the people of Usti can track the

gases they inhale as if following

an important sports event.

"We still get about 20 types of
harmful substances," said Zdenek
Cerny, a former army officer in

charge of the monitors. "Suddenly
half the town may get pains in the

joints. Or skin problems. When
these chemicals interact, it creates

a kind of nerve gas."

Usti's air and its color-coded
scoreboard showing the ups and
downs of nine different gases is

even bringing it fame. Air quality

specialists from Japan, the United
States and Western Europe have
flocked here like tourists visiting

a chamber of horrors.

"When they have just 10 per-

cent of what we get," Cerny said,

"they think they have a disaster."

The scene is repeated across

Eastern Europe as new Western
computers probe the haze over
Budapest in Hungary or the dust

and soot over Krakow in Poland
and Sofia in Bulgaria. The onset

of capitalism has not cleaned the

region's foul air, soil or water. But
its instruments are now measuring

it.

y. The stark message of the sen-

sors is that almost five years after

the collapse of communism, the

region's environment continues to

decay. Chemical works, smelters,

coal mines and power plants are

still infusing air and water with
waste far surpassing international

standards and causing severe
health problems. Toxic dumps go
on poisoning ground water and
cities keep on spewing their raw
sewage into rivers.

What's more, capitalism is

bringing its own problems - more
traffic pollution, less public trans-

port, more plastic foam, more
clashes between environmental-
ists and the peddlers of con-
sumerism.

There have been some gains.

Factory emissions have dropped,

perversely the result of a sputter-

ing economy in which many
plants have closed or slowed pro-

duction. But the enormous task of

installing filters, scrubbers and
treatment plants has barely begun.

And energy still comes largely

firom highly polluting t»own coal.

"Achievements?" a discour-

aged World Bank consultant won-
dered aloud. "They are few, rather

fragile and very dispersed."

The main reason for this slow
pace is that regional leaders insist

that, given the urgency of eco-
nomic recovei^, the environment
must wait

This policy decision under*
scores a fundamental question
facing Eastern Europe as it con-
tinues its transformation. Should
anti-pollution devices, fines and
taxes be further'postponed in

order to protect factories and
jobs? Or will this bring more
health and clean-up costs in the

future, not only to restore the
havoc of the past but also the new
damage still being caused today?

"The nxxlem notion that devel-

opment and environmental pro-

tection should go together has not

reached here," said Lutchezar
Toshev, the head of Bulgaria's
environmental group Ecoglasnost.

In theory, communism with its

strict central planning had more
power than free-wheeling capital-

See EUROPE, page 10

Fireworics illuminate Great
Britain for 'Guy Fawkes Day'
By Louis J. Salome
Cox News Service

Queen Elizabeth II and the rest antagonisms that provoked the
of her besieged royal family failed Gunpowder Plot to kill

LONDON — Britain will glow
with bonfires and fireworks on
Saturday in an annual commemo-
ration of a failed plot to blow up
the king and parliament 389 years

King James I and blow up parlia-

ment.

"Remember, remember, the 5th

of November.
"Gunpowder treason and plot,

I see no reason why

should take heart at the continua-

tion of a tradition that celebrates

the survival of the monarch -

even it was in 1605.

Church bells are still rung in

some towns, and oatmeal, butter, . ..^ .^-„x,.. -..^
ago. It's part Fourth of July, part molasses and ginger cakes are Gunpowder treason should ever
Halloween, part Homecoming eaten as they were centuries ago be forgot."
Weekend. All in all, it's a good to celebrate the day. In Sussex The British may not remember
excuse for a party. County, someone with a sense of many of the numerous rhymes

Conjurers, magicians and fire- fish-runs and history will shout that glued Nov. 5 to thenational
eaters often perform around the that even "the herring will come memory, but they stilriet the
bonfires that dot English cities, to see the bonfires on Guy idea. \
towns and villages on what is Fawkes' Day." Guy Fawkes was a Yorkshire
known variously as Guy Fawkes Fireworks explode randomly lad, later a Roman Catholic, who
Day, Bonfire Day and Ringing days in advance, but most of was persuaded to return from sol-
D^y. Britain's $100 million-worth of diering with the Spanish in the

Effigies stuffed with wood and fireworks produced annually go Netherlands to participate with a
straw and called "guys" are up in smoke each Nov. 5. small group of disgruntled
tossed on the bonfires. Those Yet, few know the exact origins Catholics in a plot to kill King
without a 17th-century air about of a day that combines a pagan- James and his ministers.
them usually look like 20th-centu- like ritual with patriotism and \

ry English politicians. obscures the Christian religious See QUYS, page 9

French political taboo crumbles with
revelation of IMitterrand illegitimacy
By Bernard Kaplan
Hearst Newspapers

PARIS— One of France's leading

magazines, Paris-Match, has bro-
ken a rigid taboo of French poli-

tics by publishing photographs of
President Francois Mitterrand
with a young woman who is said

to be his illegitimate daughter.

The weekly magazine said the

publication was timed to coincide

with the appearance here of a
book that provides a detailed
account of what Paris-Match
called Mitterrand's "deeply mov-
ing double Hfe."

The magazine said the 78-year-

old president, stricken by inopera-

ble prostate cancer, is no longer

attempting to hide the^xistence of
his previously unacknowledged
daughter. Two months ago, he told

a TV interviewer that he did not

have much longer to live.

The Paris-Match photographs
show Mitterrand leaving a Paris

restaurant with a 20-year-old stu-

dent bearing a striking resem-
blance to him and named only as

"Mazarine," offspring of a liaison

with a woman he met in the early

1970s.

Typical of the guarded fashion

in which the French media treat

the sex lives of public officials,

the magazine didn't identify
Mitterrand's lover. It described
her only as "discreet and cultivat-

ed."

In fact, she was identified as
Anne Pinchot in a best-selling
book, "Mitterrand and the Forty
Thieves," published here this'

summer. Ffhchot, now in her late

forties, and the French leader still

reportedly maintain a close rela-

tionship.

Several top French politicians

deplored the Paris-Match photos

as an unjustified intrusion into

Mitterrand's private life.

The magazine's action would
be unexceptional in America, but

its sensational nature here can
scarcely be over-emphasized.
Traditionally, the media have
drawn a veil over the sexual dal-

liances of French politicians, no
matter how scandalous.

This attitude is often ascribed to

France's Roman Catholic her-

itage. Jacques Fauquier, a French
philosopher, recently wrote that

"Catholicism regards a man's sex-

ual morals as something strictly

between him and his Maker."
It appears that for many years,

Mitterrand had not acknowledged
the existence of either mother or
daughter even to those in his

immediate circle.

Philippe Alexandre, author of"

See FRANCE, p^e 10
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Scientists find fossiiized

carnivore dinosaur embryo
By John Noble WHford
The New York Times

In a discovery that should begin

to round out knowledge of the full

life cycle of dinosaurs, paleontolo-

gists exploring the Gobi Desert of
Mongolia have found the first fos-

silized embryo of a meat-eating
dinosaur. Only six or seven other

dinosaur embryos are known to

science, and none is as exquisitely

preserved as this one.

Curled up and resting in part of
its oblong egg, the specimen looks

very much like a tiny dinosaur on
the half-shell. With tail and all, the

fully extended embryo would
probably measure eight inches
long. But it is still in the fetal posi-

tion, the head tucked near the
knees. A hand is over the face.

Except for the missing pieces of
the tail and the top of the skull,

everything about the skeleton
seems complete, with individual

vertebrae, pelvic bones and limbs

all well formed and clearly identi-

fiable.

In his laboratory this week. Dr.

Mark Norell, associate curator of
vertebrate paleontology at the

American Museum of Natural
History in New York, who made
the discovery, tenderly cupped the

75-million-year-old specimen in

his hand.

It was strange to see a hunter of
those ancient reptiles, best known
for their fierce teeth, sharp claws

and gargantuan bones, smiling
over a find so delicate and vulnera-

ble.

"I knew this was an embryo as

soon as I saw it lying on the

ground," Norell said. "I knew from

. the ankle bones it was a theropod,"

the broad group of dinosaurs that

includes such agile carnivores as

Tyrannosaurus rex, Velociraptors

and the smaller, birdlike
Oviraptors.

An analysis in the laboratory,

after the sand and minerals were
painstakingly cleaned away, con-

firmed Norell's first impression^:

It also determined that the tiny

bones had already ossified, indicat-

ing that the embryo had been close

to hatching.^; :

The crania] features, Norell said,

identified it as a member of the

oviraptorid family, or dinosaurs

that grew to be' more than six feet

long with a short head, an elongat-

ed neck, toothless jaws and a horn-

like bump on the end of its snout.

They probably looked some-
thing like an ostrich with a tail,

running about on two legs and
attacking prey with strong claws
on their forelimbs.

Details of these findings are

being reported Friday in the jour-

nal Science by Norell and a team
of Annerican and Mongolian scien-

tists. The discovery was made in

the western Gobi in the summer of

1993 on an expedition from the

American museum and the

Mongolian Academy of Sciences,

led by Dr. Michael Novacek, a

paleontologist and dean of science

at the museum.
Other scientists examined the

specimen last week at a meeting of

the Society of Vertebrate
Paleontology in Seattle and agreed

that it was an important discovery

that should open a window on the

early life of dinosaurs and their

nesting behavior.

It could also provide further

support for an ancestral connection

between dinosaurs and birds, as

many scientists have theorized.

"This is absolutely noncontro-

versial," Norell said in an inter-

view. "Everyone agrees it's an
oviraptorid."

John Homer, a dinosaur paleon-

tologist at the Museum of the

Rockies in Bozeman, Mont.,
praised the discovery because
good dinosaur embryos are so rare.

"Mostly we have adults to work

See DINOSAUR, page 8

Group brings cultural life to
visually impaired audiences
By Eleanor Blau

The New York Times

NEW YORK— Sitting on a chair

at the back of the Marquis Theater,

Laura Congleton watched '*Damn
Yankees" and described what she

saw.

*'Joe takes the pen," she said

very softly, speaking into a tiny

microphone. *

'Signs the book.
They shake hands. Applegate looks

at the book and smiles."

In the audience, four people lis-

tening to her over headsets under-

stood, though they could not see.

Congleton is a trained volunteer

for Hospital Audiences Inc., a 25-

year-old nonprofit group that

makes New York City's cultural

life available to people with disabil-

ities. It brings patients to perfor-

mances, takes, performers to

institutions and, in cases like this,

describes live shows for people
who are blind or have impaired
vision.

**I just could not believe the dif-

ference," said Kathleen Mulvaney,
recalling the first time she attended

a described show, "Les

Miserables."

Mulvaney, who is totally blind,

had attend^ the show previously,

willing to get what she could from

it - about half, it turned out -

because she loves the theater. This

tjme, she said, "the story made
sense."

Ruth Klebaner, who lost her

vision gradually over decades, had

stopped going to the theater even

before she became blind, because

she could not bear to miss so much.

Audio description has limitations,

too, she acknowledged.

"You're tied to what's happen-

ing through somebody else's per-

ception," she said. "But within

those limitations, I think that what

they make possible is really lovely

- to feel the wonderful excitement

that comes with being in live the-

ater."

The describers work in pairs.

One talks about the costumes and

scenery and provides a sort of audio

Playbill before the curtain and at

intermissions.

The other tells what is happening

on stage during the performance,

being careful not to interrupt the

actors' lines. The service, provided

by Hospital Audiences for two or

three performances of different

shows each month in New York, is

free, and the tickets are sometimes
discounted.

Elsewhere in the country, about

20 to 30 groups provide description

services, not only in theaters but

also in museums and for films and

television.

The pioneers of this growing
movement are Margaret and Cody
Pfanstiehl, who began a description

service in Washington in 1981 as a

program of Metropolitan
Washington Ear, a radio reading

service for the blind and handi-

capped founded by Mrs. Pfanstiehl,

the oiganization's president.

Since then, they have trained

audio describers in 25 states and
these trainees have taught others -

200 or more altogether, Mrs.
Pfanstiehl estimates.

Hospital Audiences learned the

skill from the Pfanstiehls in 1988

and now has about a dozen
describers on tap who were chosen

See BUND, page 10

Privatization of education
issue continues in debate
By Peter Appiebome
The New York Times

Very little is more in tune with

popular fashion these days than
the notion that private companies
can provide public services - from
picking up garbage to educating
kids - at higher quality and lower
cost than public institutions.

Take the Edison Project, the

high-profile, high-risk attempt of
the media entrepreneur
Christopher Whittle to revamp the

nation's schools. But if Edison's

struggle to survive the collapse or

sale of the rest of Whittle's empire
tells anything, it is that the pre-

vailing "government bad, private

enterprise good" formulation dri-

ving the nation's send-them-a-
message politics can speak more
to slogans than to solutions.

The appeal of private manage-
ment in education rests on the

notion that American schools are

failing and that something radical

is needed to save them.

"What's interesting to me is to

hear people saying that we need to

give more money and time to the

people who are running things

now," said Michael Moe, a finan-

cial analyst with Lehman
Brothers, who follows trends in

for-profit education.

"The one thing I know for sure

is that's not the answer. Just going

back to basic principles of what
works: basic capitalism works,

competition works, accountability

works, leveraging through tech-

nology works. And that seems to

See PRIVATE, page 9
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Views of 'War on West'
vie in 1994 campaign
By Timothy Egan .

The New York Times

ROUNDUP. Mont. — When the

Democrats won the West in the

1992 presidential election, they
took it as a mandate to phase out

century-old povernment subsidies

that were used to lure people and
industry to the trackless comers of
America's public lands.

Almost immediately.
Republicans called this shift "a war
on the West," and said it would cost

Democrats what had been their best

showing in the region in 30 years.

The slogan transferred easily to

bumper stickers throughout the

rural West, and has become a
mantra in this year's midterm elec-

tions.

But a number of political con-
tests where the old and new forces

of the West are at work suggests
that neither side has it quite right.

Nowhere is the search for middle
ground more evident than here in

Montana, where Rep. Pat Williams'

district is the entire state, and is as

polarized as any in the West.
Williams, an eight-term Democrat,
has evolved into a 1990s hybrid of
what the West is looking for in its

politicians, political analysts and
his supporters say.

Williams, a deputy whip in the

House who is not afraid to criticize

FEINSTEIN

President Clinton, is anti-gun con-
trol and pro-wilderness. He accuses

mining and timber companies of
"plundering" public resources, but

is a staunch defender of ranchers,

opposing new regulations placed on
them by the Clinton administration.

After winning in a squeaker in

1990, this year he has been been
holding a steady lead in the polls

against his Republican opponent,

Cy Jamison, director of the Bureau
of Land Management under
President Geoi^ge Bush.

The West is not at war, but in

transition, Williams suggests; it is a

more urbanized place, where cow-
boys exist mainly on license plates

but are still held in mythic regard.

"The real war on the West was
when outside corporations came in,

used this place as a colony, plun-
dered the land, took the^go^ies and
left," Williams said in a recent
interview. He cultivates the populist

voter, who is angry at the industries

that have long dominated Western
politicians and at government intru-

sion into people's lives.

Elsewhere, DenK)crats who have
taken a similar line in congressional

races in Idaho, Utah, New Mexico
and Washington, and gubernatorial

campaigns in Oregon, Arizona and
Idaho - are in good shape.

But in states where Democrats
are perceived as being too cbse to

tlie administration's land policies -

in New Mexico, for example,
where Sen. JefT Bingaman is trying

to hold off a challenge by Colin
McMillan, a rancher and oil execu-

tive - the Republican strategy could

take some casualties.

"This campaign is about the

attack on the Western way of life,"

says McMillan, who believed he is

within striking range of a victory.

Gun control, an increase in graz-

ing fees and an attempt to charge

royalties on mining are the main
reasons cited by those who say
Clinton is not good for the West

In addition, property rights are

evoked in battles against new
restrictions on public land. This
theme is behind an Arizona ballot

measure that would limit environ-

mental measures if they involve a

"taking" of [»ivate property.

On the surface. Westerners seem
to be of two minds about the land.

Polls show overwhelming support

for environmental set-asides like

wilderness areas and wild and
scenic rivers. But the polls also

show a ferocious fear of govern-
ment in all its forms of regulation,

from banning handguns to restrict-

ing oflf-road vehicles.

Similarly, efforts to protect
endangered species like salmon,
grizzly bears and owls are regarded

as threats to Westerners.

From page 1

On Wednesday, about 10,000
students took to the streets of Los
Angeles to voice opposition to

Proposition 187. There were
more student protests Thursday,
but the outpouring was consider-

ably smaller.

The police here and in several

other California communities
began to draw up plans to handle
more, possibly violent demons-
trations, should the proposition
pass.

It is given a good chance of
passage because so many of the
state's taxpayers, particularly
those in the white majority, have
become upset over the cost of
providing government servig^s-io

illegal aliens.

Responding here Thursday to

the article, Feinstein said at an
airport news conference that at

the time she hired the housekeep-
er she was the mayor of San
Francisco and decided to take the

added step of asking the woman
for documentation. She was
shown a card, she said, that indi-

cated the woman was a legal U.S.

DINOSAUR

resident.

At the same time, she accused
Huffington of hypocrisy on the
immigration issue, noting that he
was one of the most unequivocal
supporters of Proposition 187.
Withih hours, her campaign was
broadcasting television ads ques-
tioning her opponents veracity.

Thursday it was Huffington's
turn to strike and gloat.

His campaign spokeswoman,
Jennifer Grossman, accused Sen.
Feinstein of demeaning her office

and asked:

"How can the people of
California trust her again after

telling such an outright lie? If she
^wasn't going to lose the election

in five days, she should resign
from office."

After the disclosure about
Huffington's nanny, which first

appeared in an article in the Los
Angeles Times, the INS institut-

ed what it termed a "preliminary
inquiry" into the hiring. As of
Thursday it had reported no find-

ing.

Huffington has announced he

will pay the government any
back taxes he or the nanny o'^es.-

Mueller, the immigration ser-

vice spokesman, said he knew of
no investigation into the hiring of
Feinstein's housekeeper since the

employment occurred and ended
before passage of the 1986 feder-

al law prohibiting such hiring.

Feinstein's campaign manager,
Kam Kuwata, predicted the
housekeeper incident would do
little political harm to the sena-
tor.

"She's not only clean on this,"

he said, "she's even paid all of
the taxes necessary back when
they were due."

One of Huffington's top cam-
paign advisers. Ken Khchigian.
took a different view of the hous-
keeper incident.

"This will finish Dianne off,"

he said. "Kam said something the

other day, after the nanny inci-

dent, about the senator getting
ready to 'peel Mike like an
onion.' Well, it's the senator
who'd better get ready for the
peeling."

Fronn page 7

with," he said, "and that only tells

you about adults."

In particular, Horner said, the
bone development of embryos
could provide evidence of
whether, as hatchlings, these
dinosaurs were able to walk or had
to stay in the nest for some time.

An examination of the few
embryos of plant-eating dinosaurs,

he said, had produced conflicting

results, indicating some probably
could walk immediately, but oth-

ers could not.

Since most dinosaur eggs are

rock-solid fossils, any embryos
preserved inside can only be stud-

ied indirectly, and not too well,
with X-rays and CAT scanners.

In his excavations in Montana,
Homer has made many important

discoveries about the parental
practices of plant-eating dinosaurs,

finding eggs, shells and juvenile
skeletons in large nests arranged
not unlike those in a teeming pen-
guin colony.

The remains of an adult associ-

ated with some nests suggested
that parental nurturing might be
part of the behavior of some
dinosaur species. One of these was
a duck-billed species given the
name Maiasaura, the good mother
reptile.

The oviraptorid embryo was
found at Ukhaa Tolgod, a mile-
wide basin in the western Gobi
that has proved to be one of the

richest lodes of vertebrate fossils

from the end of the age of
dinosaurs.

The American-Mongolian expe-
dition discovered the site in 1993
and retumed this past summer for

further exploration.

Erosion had exposed a clutch of
fossil eggs, which were about five

inches long and two and a half
inches wide. One was so badly
weathered that the top had worn
away, revealing the tiny embryo
skeleton. Besides giving scientists

a rare view of eariy dinosaur life,

the discovery immediately con-
fronted them with a mystery of
mistaken identity.

In 1 923, an American Mu-seum
expedition led by Roy Chapman
Andrews discovered the first

known cluster of dinosaur eggs at

a spectacular site in the Gobi
called Flaming Cliffs.

ETHIOPIA
From page 5

in Kormeada camp, where Belete

and his family live, on the western

outskirts of Addjs Ababa. Like the

other camps, it has been highly
oi^anized by the residents and has
no security problems. There is just

squalor.

The camp has no latrines.

Adults use an adjacent field, but
the barefoot children, their over-

sized clothes in filthy tatters, often

use the dusty space between the

tents where they play. Food hand-
outs of wheat and cooking oil do
not last through the month.
Women use army helmets to boil

water and wash dishes.

Tafarie Kasagovru, who is 62,

fled here from Eritrea. She moved
-to Asmara with her family when
she was seven and began working
as a nanny for Italian families
when she was 12.

Her husband, a police officer.

disappeared during the civil war,

and now, shriveled and bent, she
shares a tent with her three grown
children and eight other people.

"I could leave here but then I

couldn't get the wheat and I don't

have a job," said Mrs. Kasagovru,
who, as is customary, uses tier

own last name. "If this govern-
ment wanted to take care of us it

would. They hate us because so
many of us were soldiers. We are

here abandoned, thrown away."
At midday on a recent day, the

six Belete children had still not

had anything to eat. Belete's
Eritrean wife, Stadkan Mikaele,
who is pregnant, said they would
have some bread later on. She had
not eaten either. In the dark tent, a

few dishes, cooking pots and a bar

of soap were stacked in a comer.
There was only one mattress, on a

cot infested with fleas.

'There is no democracy here,"

Belete said. "The govemment still

says we are" their enemies. We are

Ethiopians."

GUYS
From page 6

The plot collapsed and Fawkes
was arrested on Nov. 4, 1605, the

day before the gunpowder was
scheduled to bring down king and
parliament. Subsequently, Nov. 5

became Guy Fawkes Day.

Fawkes revealed the names of
his co-conspirators after he was
tortured on the rack. He and seven
others were convicted of high
treason on Jan. 27, 1606, and
were "hanged, drawn and quar-
tered" four days later.

Execution for traitors meant
semi-strangulation by hanging,
which usually meant no loss of

consciousness. That was followed

by castration, disembowelment
and dismemberment, as each body
was cut into four parts. Fawkes is

said to have been alive as his

bowels were burned and decapi-
tated before he was quartered.

Maybe it is better that the
details behind Guy Fawkes Day
are forgotten. But history records

that Nov. 5, 1607, was celebrated

in Bristol, England, with a bon-
fire, and that fireworks were
widely introduced into the cele-

bration before 1677. They, and the

partying, continue.

PRIVATE
From page 7

be a lot of what Edison is doing."

But many education experts,

even many sympathetic to corpo-

rate involvement in education,
think private management of
school districts is better in theory

'than in reality.

One obstacle is the way the

American corporate life style

clashes headlong with the culture

of public education. In fact, from
his estate in the Hamptons to his

corporate jets to his lavish corpo-

rate retreats to his largely empty
corporate complex in Knoxville,

Tenn., Whittle is a reminder that

the perks like free parking and
health insurance deemed proof of
an imperial Congress are laugh-

ably picayune when compared
with life at the upper echelons of

. corporate America.

^ Denis Doyle, a senior fellow at

the Hudson Institute, thinks that

taxpayers will balk at seeing edu-

cation dollars go to Wall Street

investors and six- and seven-fig-

ure corporate salaries.

**! think it's an absolutely futile

quest," said Doyle, who is an
enthusiastic supporter of many
private-sector educational initia-

tives but is skeptical about for-

profit concerns' running districts

and schools.

"The American public has no
taste for making a profit on our
kids."

Second, Doyle, among others,

is skeptical that private enterprise

can produce innovations and effi-

ciencies that are superior to those

being produced by nonprofit orga-

nizations, many of which are
scrambling to come up with their

own school reform models.
Edison, after all, has spent $40
million since 1991 without open-
ing a single school.

Doyle notes that for-profit con-

cerns must not only pay taxes on
earnings and property but also

generate returns that will please

their investors. As a result, he esti-

mates, they are burdened with
expenses that can exceed those of
nonprofits by 30 to 50 percent.

"Venture capitalists are going to

want a 15-to-20-percent rate of
return," he said. "There's no way
you can take that kind of profit out

and compete with a not-for-profit

provider."

A third question is just how
much profit can be made to begin

with. Almost everyone agrees that

districts can be run more efficient-

ly, and corporations are already
playing a role in such efforts in

areas ranging from tutoring to

school security to trash pickup to

computer programs. But whether
for-profit management can turn

substantial profits - when even the

best private schools struggle to

keep their budgets balanced - is a

very open question.

"Any good private-sector man-
ager can do a better job of build-

ing maintenance, logistical things

like buses and purchasing than the

public schools in most places do,"

said Henry Levin, a Stanford
University economist who found-

ed Stanford's Accelerated Schools

program, which works with trou-

bled students in 700 schools.

"But that's a small portion of
the overall budget. I don't see

anyone that's shown yet how you
make a profit on public schools."

To their credit, Edison and
Education Alternatives Inc., the

for-profit concern recently hired

to manage the Hartford public
schools, are not saying that for-

profit management alone is the

answer. Instead, they, say that at a

time when radical approaches are

needed, the management skills,

the accountability and the access

to capital that businesses can pro-

vide are one important avenue for

producing innovation and change.
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SURVEY
From page 3

However, the councilman and
the federal scientists said the big

threat appears to be to other parts

of the city, including the down-
town area where there are many
steel-framed high-rise buildings.

Stein said such buildings fared

badly in the southern portion of
the Valley, indicating that a strong

quake in the downtown area could
cause severe damage.

The Northridge Quake "is sort

of a warninir sign that in future

earthquakes we might not be so
lucky." Stein said.

The council panel also heard a

warning Wednesday from city

Fire Department officials that as

the weather gets cooler and wet-

ter, there may be more fires in

earthquake-damaged buildings as

homeless people go into the
vacant structures to keep warm.

Fire officials said that so far

there have been 11 blazes in

vacant quake-damaged buildings.

EUROPE
From page 6

ism to avoid or prevent damaging
nature. Yet, with its squandering
of raw materials and energy, the

economic artifice made in

Moscow produced exceptional
levels of pollution that maimed
the lives of many of its citizens.

In the end, it was this poisoning

that provided a rare platform for

challenging the slate when other

forms of protest were not tolerat-

ed. The environmental devastation

became a powerful catalyst as citi-

zens' groups formed throughout
the East, spurring broader protests

before the fall of communism.
Almost inevitably, in 1989, the

new leaders had to commit them-
selves to an urgent cleanup. And
the West, looking on aghast as sci-

entists and film crews swarmed
over the badlands of Eastern
Europe, praised itself for doing
belter and promised to help.

But progress fell far short of

goals, and many of questioned
why much of the almost $1 billion

offered by the West for environ-
mental improvement was not dis-

bursed.

Blame is passed around.
Western experts say that environ-

ment ministers have no clout, that

their staffs are inept or keep
changing, and that lobbyists are

inexperienced or easily discour-
aged.

Many Easterners say that the

West dallies, is overly demanding
and spends too much on experts
dwelling in expensive hotels,
instead of giving aid.

"Loofe at Kozlodui," said
Radost Patera at the Bulgarian
energy ministry, speaking of a
nuclear plant deemed among the

world's most dangerous.
"Kozloduy gets more foreign visi-

tors than our famous Rila
monastery."

FRANCE
From page 6

the new book. "The Impossible
Plea," that led to Paris-Match's
publication of the photographs,
says a "strange scene" occurred
two years ago in the Paris hospital

where Mitterrand was undergoing
treatment. One of his middle-aged
sons walked past his half-sister in

the corridor without a glance.

The son, Jean-Christophe
Mitterrand, explained to
Alexandre: "My father has never
spoken to me about this girl so, for

me, she doesn't exist."

Mitterrand's term of ofllce ends
in April. But there has been
mounting speculation that he may
be forced to step down earlier
because of his deteriorating health.

His final months in power have
been darkened not only by illness

and revelations about his wartime
role in France's pro-Nazi Vichy
regime, but also by allegations

that he has accepted political pay-
offs.

In his book, Alexandre, a well-

known political journalist, alleges

that Mitterrand, not a wealthy
man, has engaged in questionable

financial dealings during his near-

ly 14 years as president because he
wanted to provide for his "second
family" after his death.

Alexandre describes the late

industrialist Patrice Pelat, a close

friend of Mitterrand, as the "pro-
tector" of Pinchot and her daugh-
ter. Pelat has been accused of
exploiting his relationship with the

president to skim millions in illicit

"commissions" on government
contracts.

Pelat, who died in 1989, was
one of the few who knew
Mitterrand's secret and furnished
the cash to support the president's

lover, Alexandre claims.

BUND
From page 7

after auditions.

To audition, you sit alone in a
room, watch film clips and describe

them into a tape recorder More
than half who try it fail. Their most
common mistake is to express their

own feelings or state what they
think a character is feeling, said
Tricia Hennessey, program coordi-

nator of Hospital Audiences.

"If you say someone is happy or
sad, what led you to that conclu-
sion?" she said. "Are they frown-
ing? Are they smiling? Is their
brow furrowed? We ask people to

give that information, and let the

blind persons decide for them-
selves that a character is happy or
sad."

Congleton, a 32-year-old film
editor, remembers being told dur-
ing her training a year and a half
ago that she should not have said
that a man walking into the room
was carrying a Bible. The black
leatherbound book with gold edges
and a gold cross on the front might

have been, for instance, a hymnal.
"But that ideal approach doesn't

always work," Congleton added.
"You don't always have time. And
if somebody's walking in with a
newspaper, I'm going to say it's a
newspaper I'm not going to say it's

a broad sheaf of off-white paper
with big black letters across the

top."

Among things she learned in

training was to be systematic:
describe sets from left to right, for

instance, because it is confusing to

hop from one area to another. Also
to be specific. **You want to say
what kind of chair it is," she said.

"Is it wood? Is it metal? Does it

have a back? Is it upholstered?"

At one point, the trainees took
turns describing slides whileothers

closed their eyes. "Then we'd open
our eyes and everybody would say,

*oh, that wasn't at all what I

thought you were talking about',"
she rK:alled. "I think it's very good
to be on the receiving end."

<.
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AFRICA
From page 5

know where they are going. But
there are more of us than of them.

Wherever they disappear, we will

be there, too.**

^ In the wealthier suburbs, the

few black pioneers often live in

cold isolation, some turning to

each other for comfort and an
extra cup of commeal, some try-

ing to carry out their cultural ritu-

als without interruption and
returning to the townships every
weekend out of homesickness for

friends and a familiar cacophony.

Eh-. Benjamin Mgulwa, a family

practitioner who like all urban
blacks had no choice but to live in

a township, moved his family
from Soweto to a white suburb of
broad lawns and big houses four

years ago.

At the time, apartheid prohibit-

ed blacks from buying property in

white areas. So he persuaded a

white sponsor to sign for him so

his family could live in their chic

white house with a swimming
pool in front.

Knowing that his family was
defying the law to be there,

Mgulwa tried to keep a low pro-

file. But their dog, nervous in new
surroundings, barked throughout

PROTEST

the first night. The next morning,

a sign was posted on their gate

from the next-door neighbors who
had yet to greet them.

It said, "Please make sure your
dogs do not disturb us."

The next day, Mgulwa went to a

veterinarian to get his dog some
sedatives, which he administered

immediately.

"I didn't want to irritate any-
body," Mgulwa said. "It was not

legal to stay in a white area, and I

thought they would put us out.

You don't want to cause trouble."

A few months later, the neigh-

bors moved.
Others say they, too, feel as if

they are walking on pins and are

constantly being monitored.

"With some white people, your

child mustn't cry, your dog must-

n't bark," said Onica Mabiletsa, a

Soweto school aidministrator wlib

moved from Soweto to a white
suburb with her two children.

"One day, a piece of tissue

paper was in the hall," she said. "It

was not even in front of my door,

but the caretaker asked me about

it. I said, 'Maybe it was thrown at

my children's school and it some-
how flew and placed itself where
it was.' They look at black people

as dirty. They forget that their

houses are clean because of black

hands."

VISIT
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it's immigrants; tomorrow it will

be affirmative action - today it's

childrefii, tomorrow it will te the

(rest of us).**

The crowd of UCLA students

and staff at the rally were over-

whelmingly in support of Brown.
Many said the rally reinforced

their support for Brown's candida-

cy.

"Brown got her point across on
important student issues," third

year political science student Luis

Orozco said. "Her strongest point

(dealt with) education and the

importance of freezing fees - and

how students can play a roll in

that."

Other Bruins gave positive

reviews, but said Brown should

have come out more strongly on
the issue of student fees.

"I'm glad she talked about
freezing the fees but she should
have mentioned lowering fees,"

suggested biochemistry depart-

ment staffmember Ron Faibish.

Brown's speech left one student

with a bad taste in his mouth
because of what he said was
Brown's negative campaigning.

"She (gave) a lot of rhetoric

about (Wilsoij.) bashing her cam-

paign, yet the great majorityof her

presentation was bashing Wilson,"

third-year political science student

Kevin Knickerbocker said.

One of the students who intro-

duced Brown said that she did a

good job of appealing to^the Bruin

audience..

"Her speech was tailored to

UCLA students, with (humorous)
references to USC," fourth year

political science student Madeline
Biesty said. "I think^er ideas on
fee hikes were well received."

Following the rally. Brown and

Polanco held a press conference
where they accused Wilson of
improper conduct in office relat-

ing to the McDonnell-Douglas air-

craft corporation. They charged
the Wilson administration with

suppressing the company's plans

to move factories to Texas for

political advantaged

Polanco. who chairs the State

Assembly Ways and Means
Committee, said there is the suspi-

cion that "state resources were
used for political means." If the

investigation proves that to be the

case. Polanco said that the state

will prosecute the appropriate
individuals.

Wilson campaign spokesman
Dai) Schnur responded in a pre-

pared statement, saying there was
no impropriety in the governor's

ROEL BAUTISTA

Students show support for

Kathleen Brown's campaign.

attempts to keep McDonnell-
Douglas in California. Schnur also

cited Brown's ownership of more
than 560.000 shares ^of the aero-

space company's stock and ques-

tioned her lack of action in the

matter.

In the end. student
Knickerbocker said the rally and
the political wranglings that sur-

rounded it would have little

impact on his decision Tuesday.

"I'm not compelled to vote for

Wilson," he said; "however. I'm

not compelled to vote for Brown
either"

From page 3

walkouts is being misinterpreted.

"The first responsibility is to see

that kids are safe and that they
don't do any damage to the com-
munity." Horton said Wednesday.
"School officials are fulfilling that

responsibility by going with
them."

Helen Bernstein, president of
United Teachers-Los Angeles, said

district teachers are being falsely

accused, saying that teachers are

only assisting students with on-
campus demonstrations to keep
them both peaceful and productive.

"Anyone who thinks we are

organizing these protests are
"*" wrong," Bernstein said. "I think

people mistakenly believe that all

teachers are voting no on this."

Teacher Pat Daniels of the
Carson Tri-C opportunity school
said adults are underestimating
their teenagers' abili\ to form opin-

ions on political issue - and orga-

nize a way to demonstrate those
feelings.

"I think a lot of adults don't
think they are capable of organiz-

ing the protests themselves, that

someone might be behind it,"

Daniels said. "They have orga-
nized it themselves."

In a letter to UTLA representa-

tives last week, the union's vice

president Day Higuchi told teach-

ers to "not involve yourself in any
way with organizing a student
walkout - you are placing your job
and credential in jeopardy."

Critical of the district's position

in the debate, Los Angeles County
Supervisor Michael Antonovich
suggested Wednesday that

Thompson sent a clear message to

his employees in a letter sent this

week to parents.

Signed by Thompson and Board
of Education president Mark
Slavkin, the letter said that if

Proposition 187 passes it would
cost the district $638 million in

federal funding and would elimi-

nate about 10,000 jobs.

Antonovich said Thompson's
. letter is "a direct political interven-

tion of a public school in a state

election," and he indicted the

actions of some school officials in

- the walkouts as an extension of

Thompson's letter

'They are using taxpayer dollars

for this and it's hypocrisy," he
said.

O V E B E
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Jim Harrick, Kathy Olivier and the UCLA men's & women's basketball teams
invite you to attend this free event to showcase the 1994-1995 teams.

Free Haagen Dazs ice cream, Sharp's non-alcoholic beer, Gatorade, PowerBars,
posters, and KilS FM products for first 3,000 UCLA fans.

Slam dunk contest, men's and women's supershot battle, team drills, and KIIS

FM fan contests. Meet Vic "The Brick " Jacobs, 102.7 KIIS FM radio personality.

See the O'Bannon brothers, Tyus Edney, George Zidek and the new fabulous
freshmen. Also see women's head coach Kathy Olivier and her 1994-1995 team
led by centers Kisa Hughes and Zrinka Kristich.
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Freedom Rock, Calypso crabs and the ride
ByPhilEsra

Last night I slept on the couch.
I fell asleep watching TV, landing

face-down on the remote. I dozed
as 60 channels of stolen cable

whizzed by, doing laps around my,
head. Maybe it was the TV.
Maybe it was my Spam and
Cheez-Whiz dinner. Maybe it was"
a combination of both. All I know
is that I had the most twisted

dream.

I was being chased through the

tunnels under campus by a float-

ing, grinning skull in a jester's '*^

cap. Streamers of incense-fla-

vored smoke trailed from a small

hole in the back of its head. I was
terrified, but exhilarated. And also

a little hungry.

The tunnels were alive, heaving
and pulsing under my feet as I

stumbled/ran. I realized, in that

calm, rational way of thinking

that seems to go with absurd

dreams, that I was underwater. I

wondered how the skull could
breathe without any air. I won-
dered how I could breathe without
any air.

I dismissed the whole train of
thought as extraneous and con-
centrated on the running my legs

were doing. We (my legs and I)

were moving at breakneck speed,

the wind whistling in our ears and
plankton getting stuck in our
teeth. We burst through schools of
alarmed fish, their eyes wide with
fear and lack of eyelids.

Distant drums Jcepl time with
my speeding heart, and a chorus
of about 50 clones of that little

crab guy from The Utile Mermaid
appeared, wailing a haunting

dirge. (Well, it was as haunting as

a bunch of little cartoon crabs

singing Calypso can possibly be.

It made me nervous anyway, but
then, I was being chased by an
apparition).

We (my legs, the skull, the

crabs and I) shot by a throbbing,

fluorescent yellow-green road
sign that yelled "Slippery when
wet! Dangerous curves next six

miles!" We were really flying

now. The crabs were maxed out,

their little legs a blur.

Unfortunately, they just weren't

drawn for this kind of speed; one
by one they exploded, each emit-
ting a shrill whistle, a sharp crack
and a rnufflled pop, scattering

gelatinous, undercooked crab guts
everywhere.

I hit the first curve doing about
90, my heart screaifiing, my pulse
pushing 6000 RPM. Jane's

Addiction shrieked an old Velvet

Underground song between my
ears, promising to save my life

with Rock and Roll.

Distracted, I missed the apex of
the comer and swung wide, shoe
soles screeching, fishtailing wild-
ly. I smacked the outside wall, my
elbow sending a shower of mag-
nesium sparks boiling through the

^\

water and scorching a thin arc

through the slime.

The stench of ozone and charred

elbow hung in the water. I pin-

balled through several more turns,

careening off each slimy wall with

a thud, a grunt and a "SHLURP!,"
the skull closing fast behind me.

Suddenly we popped out into

open water, hurtling between pier

pilings and dodging coral heads.

The skull made it^ move, bearing

down on me with a burst of speed
and peals of maniacal laughter. A
nearby starfish scurried away,
alarmed, mumbling something
about "the horror, the horror."

Caught! Damn! I thrashed help-

lessly as the skull grabbed me and
forced me to the ocean floor. It

held me pinned, cackling in my
face, and I submitted, resigned to

watching the sunrise from the bot-

tom of the sea.

Suddenly, enigmatically, oxygen
became an issue. My lungs burned

and fluorescent spots danced
before my eyes in the world's most
improbable kickline.

The scene began to face from
the outside in, like a lightbulb

being turned off in slow motion. A
series of images flitted through my
mind, each more surreal and
alarming than the one before.

Trent Reznor in front of a mike,
ui^ging the crowd to get together

and uy to love one another. The
hippies from the old Freedom
Rock commercials ("Hey man, is

that Freedom Rock?" "Yeah,
man!" "Well, turn it up!") vacuum-
ing each others heads with tie-

dyed Flow-bees.

A line of police in riot gear on
the comer of Landfair and
Midvale, with a helicopter spot-

lighting dmnken students cheering

from packed balconies, beer bot-

tles flying through the air. Life-

sized statues of the entire UCLA
offense sculpted from I Can't

Believe It's Not Butter.

A Winnebago parked in Lot 32
with a sign painted on it that read

STUDENT BOOKSTORE. That
obnoxious lady from Snapple and
some bald fascist in a police uni-

form wielding The Club holding

hands with each other and waming
_me not to trust^nyone who doesn'l

like Fniitopia.

A donkey with two rear ends
and no front ends at all. An ele-

phant wearing boxers in a conga
line with some state troopers and

_ shapely she-elephants wearing
dresses made out of flowers.

A parade of police cars being
led down the freeway by a bucking
white bronco, with panting, howl-
ing jackals eating cotton candy and
cheering angrily from^ over-

passes. Joe DiMaggjo; Oliyer

North and Arnold Schwarzenegger
patrolling the Mexican border in a
Hummer, drinking beers, smoking
cigars and shooting Mexicans.
Some guy in a camel costume

handing out packs of cigarettes to

people in line at a voting booth.

The jester-skull silently pointing to

a gravestone with my name on it

This image was the last straw;

finally, mercifully, I awoke with a
start and a shudder.

What did it all mean? Was I

cracking under the pressure of
midterms? Was this jester my own
personal ghost of Christmas

future? Was it too late to change?
And whatever happened to those

Freedom Rock guys anyway?
Wiping the drool off of the

remote, I groped and blinked my
way to the kitchen and whipped up
some 10-Minute Success kice.

"God, Tm sick of rice," I thought

out loud as I braced myself for

another day and tried to shake the

feeling of foreboding and dread
that was the residue of my night on
the couch.

Phil Esra is a senior majoring in

sociology.

Viewpoint

Is SAGE the answer to academic excellence?
By Kathleen Komar

In his Oct. 2 1 editorial, "Graduate stu-

dent employees deserve recognition,"

Joseph Nevins addresses unionization at

UCLA. I would like to respond.

First, we are fn complete agreement
about the importance of teaching and
research assistants. Academic apprentice
positions are cmcial at UCLA, and the TAs'
and RAs' capacity to convey knowledge of
and enthusiasm for their areas of study con-
tributes greatly to the quality of undergrad-
uate education. Teaching and research

apprenticeships also are vital steps in gradu-
ate students' academic development and
training.

Far from seeing the term "apprentice" as
derogatory, we believe apprentice positions
are invaluable mentoring situations in

which graduate students are socialized into

the position of academic colleagues. Here

they learn to work intensely in a research
team or to interact with their own students
in discussion sections. In many ways, it is

through these positions that graduate stu-

dents discover if they have chosen the right

career path. And the close interaction

between faculty and students in apprentice
positions is probably second only to the

interaction with the doctoral chair in career
importance.

We also agree that the university should
do everything possible to make these posi-
tions beneficial for the students. Nevins
feels that Student Association of Graduate
Employees, which is an affiliate of the

United Auto Workers, can do that.

However, the original petition for which
many students signed authorization cards
made none of the specific issues clear.

The question is, is it in the best educa-
tional and career interest of graduate stu-

dents to inject the UAW into the interaction

between faculty and students? Will the

UAW understand better what is required in

teaching or research situations? Should
mentoring and ad hoc decisions made by
faculty and students be replaced by a con-
tract that dictates the terms of interaction

and creates an adversarial setting?

The courts have mled in the case of
Berkeley's TAs and RAs that collective bar-

gaining is not in ihe best interest of promot-
ing academic excellence in the university's

graduate programs, that it is too disruptive

of the educational process and the mentor-
ing system, and that therefore TAs and RAs
are not eligible for collective bargaining.

The UCLA administration and Graduate
Division cares about the academic experi-

ence of RAs and TAs. As a results of student
input, we have worked with department
chairs to modify workloads and to get better

descriptions of the students' responsibilities

and rights and better enforcement of univer-

sity rules. In cooperation with the Graduate
Students Association, we held open fomms
last year on apprentice issues, and the GSA
held confidential meetings for those who did
not want to speak in public. The Office of
Instructional Development interviewed a
range ofTAs and TA Coordinators to deter-

mine our strengths and weaknesses, and we
are now working with departments on the

concems that were raised.

The issue is to decide what course is in

the best interest of promoting academic
excellence in the university's graduate pro-

grams. This concem is for both the institu-

tion and the students in our programs. We
agree with Nevins that we should make the

apprentice experience the best we possibly
can for our students. Important issues are at

stake and must be carefully considered.

Komar is associate dean ofthe graduate
division.
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The not-so-Grand Old Party
What has become of the

Republican party is

enough to make
Abraham Lincoln roll over in his

grave.

For the past two years, the

Republican Party has used 78 fili-

busters to systematically block or
delay any piece of legislation that

came before ^_

Curelop

Congress. By
squelching

any and all

reforms, they

created .the

gridlock that

makes us all

throw up our

hands in exas-

"peration.

What's
worse is that

this is exactly

what they

wanted.

Republican opposition to legisla-

tion was not based on the belief

that.it was bad for the nation as a

whole, but rather that it would
allow Democrats to look good and
therefore hurt their own chances at

the polls. They calculated that out-

right intransigence would create

just the disgust with incumbents
needed to win control of Capitol
Hill.

Anyone who doubts that this

was their motivation need only

take note of Bob Dole, who, on
the day after the '92 election,

stood on the empty Senate floor to

declare that he would fight what-

ever reforms Bill Clinton brought
forward. The fact that some
Democrats might help the country
was irrelevant. To him, all that

mattered was what he could per-

sonally gain from the President's

defeat, not what was in the best

interests of the country. And, until

two weeks ago, it seemed that his

gamble might work.

Over the past ten days, howev-
er, Democrats have made serious

inroads into the GOP's lead in the

polls and now seem poised to

retain nK)st of their seats. The rea-

sons for this turnaround lie in the

simple fact that on both the state

and national levels the Republican

program, and the Republican

Party in general, in my opinion, is

a joke.

The basis of the Republican

national platform is a shoddy doc-

ument called the "Contract with

America" drawn up by Newt
Gingrich and subsequently signed

by 300 GOP candidates. This

unrealistic blueprint promises to

pass a balanced budget amend-
ment, reduce the deficit, increase

defense spending and cut taxes.

Ironically enough, if in some
parallel fictional universe there

was actually a way for

Republicans to reduce the deficit

while increasing expenditures I'd

be the first to vote for them. As is,

however, it doesn't take a genius

to figure out that it's mathemati-
cally impossible to balance the

budget while decreasing revenues
and increasing expenditures. The
only question this leaves us with

then is whether the Republicans
who proposed the plan are stupid,

or just liars who are willing to say
anything (no matter how ludi-

crous) to win an election. Always
willing to give someone the bene-

fit of the doubt, I'll just call them
liars.

... what the contract

shows us is that

the GOP remains

the party of the

rich.

Aside from this, what the con-

tract shows us is that the GOP
remains the party of the rich. One
of the few details incorporated

into the "contract" is that perenni-

al favorite of the wealthy: the cap-

ital gains tax cut For those of us

who have forgotten, capital gains

are the profits made through the

sale of assets such as stocks,

bonds or mansions. Thus, a capital

gains tax cut reduces the taxes on
the profit you make when you sell

your yacht. Of course, for these of
us who don't have a yacht, it

makes absolutely no difference.

Honestly, I wish I had to worry
about paying a capital gains tax

because it would mean I actually

- owned something of value I could

sell.

By proclaiming that tax cuts

such as these help middle-class

Americans, Republicans are pro-

viding that they are either discon-

nected from reality, or once again

are lying to the public in order to

win elections. In either case, one
shouldn't support them.

Turning from the national to the

state scene, the Republican Party

has fielded a crop of candidates

with positions so regressive that it

would be amusing if it wasn't so

frightening. Ignoring the rest of

the country for the moment, let's

examine our own state. •
'

i

In California, the GOP offers

us Pete Wilson, Michael

Huffington and Prop. 187. Prop.

1 87 is the law that would drag

immigrant children out of schools

and throw them onto the streets

where they would have nothing

better to do than join gangs. As a

litmus test. Prop. 187 has revealed

the truly xenophobic nature of the

Republican Party. Consider the

fact that of the Republican patri-

archs, to this point only Jack

Kemp has come out against Prop.

187. As thanks for his years of ser-

vice to the GOP, of course, he was
immediately branded as a liberal.

You may also want to note that in

the past few weeks Pete Wilson
has hinged his campaign on the

success of Prop. 187. Wilson, who
is normally described as a "nxxl-

erate" Republican, is so rabidly

opposed to immigration thatKe^

* supports a measure changing the

Letters

187 provides
no solutions
Editor:

"Maybe, just maybe, ifyou
remove the incentive mechanism
for it, fewer people would come
to California illegally. " -

Lawrence Kam, Nov. I Viewpoint

Granted, Prop. 187 will dis-

courage immigrants from coming
to California in the future.

However, do you really think

that all of those already living

here are going to turn around and
cross back over the border when
they are kicked out of our
schools? Do you suppose they
would return to their country

when it has even less available

jobs and a lower minimum
wage?

All the illegal immigrants that

are in our schools now are going
to be turned out into the street

with no education and no chance
at earning a living. What else can
they do but turn to a lifeof

crime? The real choice offered

by Prop. 187 is this: Would you
rather have immigrants using our
schools to educate themselves to

earn a living, or robbing us at

gunpoint to get what they need to

/ survive?

Something needs to be done
about illegal immigration in

California, but Prop. 1 87 is not

the way to do it. What we need
for Prop. 1 87 to work is to make
all the people living in California

^ citizens, THEN pass a law that

denies education to illegal immi-
grants, which will keep them
from crossing the border in the

first place. If Prop. 1 87 is passed
now, the illegal immigrants that

will be forced into the streets

WILL cause crime rates to soar

in California. They ARE here ...

and we will have to deal with it.

Alison Lundy
Sophomore

Applied IVIath

Stimulating
photo
Editor:

I was absolutely revolted by
your disgusting photograph of a

male penis and the ensuing arti-

cle on masochism, "Performers
bleed for art," in the Oct. 31
issue of The Bruin's Arts and
Entertainment section.

What is going on down at The
Bruin? I thought we were at an
institution of higher education. I

mean, first two guys kissing and
now this? I believe that The
Bruin should not print anything

that I am personally uncomfort-
able with or anything that I am
not mature enough to handle.

I am an open-minded person,

but the fact that you continue to

print pictures and articles I don't

agree with enrages me. Seeing a

real penis is too much. These
guys are sick, and the person
who took the picture is a pervert.

I hate to tell people that

they're wrong for not living their

lives exactly like mine - but I do
anyway. The Bruin is representa-

tive of UCLA, so by printing this

picture, The Bruin implies that

all UCLA students have mutilat-

ed penises, and we don't want
that do we?
Someone has to tell the Daily

Bruin that this is America. You
can't just print whatever you
want, even if it's true. If The
Bruin keeps up this ... this ...

nonsense, people might start

thinking, and who needs a con-

troversy like that? Man, wise up.

Alien Yang
Second year

Undeclared

What's going
on here?
Editor:

When students come to

UCLA, they expect to lead safe,

carefree lifestyles. Unfortunately,

I have almost been killed on two
separate occasions while riding

in UCLA vans.

While returning from a tutorial

project sponsored by the Prison

Coalition (May '94) and from a

class field trip for the biology

department (Oct. '94), our
UCTLA-provided vans were the

victims of tire blowouts. Both
blowouts occurred under normal
use and conditions. In all, more
than two dozen students' lives

were endangered. As an ex-
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Constitution so that children bom
in America wouldn't automatical-

ly be citizens.Under this law, even
Andrew Jackson would have been
prevented from running for office.

If this is "moderation," I can hard-

ly imagine "conservatism."

Then, of course, you have

Michael Huffington, who is noth-

ing more than a conduit for his

wife; who in turn is a conduit for

the "Mystical Traveller

Consciousness" and "Preceptor

Consciousness"; two forces that

visit the earth every 25,000 years

... are you kidding me? I think the

GOP has been visited by the

"Insanity Consciousness" for even
letting this living mockery run as a

member of their party. Here is a

"candidate" who is so plainly a

puppet for his wife that she actual-

ly debated his ofpponent for him.

This takes the idea of the

Manchurian candidate to the

extreme. Aside from these little

problems, Huffington is the epito-

me of a GOP congressman: He's
rich, opposed every bill presented

to Congress, offered none of his

own, and has no program for the

future.

Across our state and throughout

the nation, the Republican Party

has put forward candidates that

bring shame to the glorious past

their party once had. TheyVe pro-

posed plans not intended to work
and candidates unfit to serve.

More importantly, they've lost

sight of what they were intended

to do: Serve the people, not them-

selves.

' Cufelop is a senior history stu-

dent.

Chevron station employee, I was
appalled at the pathetic state of

the tires. Both were badly worn
and should have been replaced.

Whoever is the tire inspector for

these vans is doing a great dis-

service to their fellow Bruins.

I am ashamed that an article

'like this had to be written to

bring about change.

Anand Parthasarathy
Senior

Biology

To believe ... or
not to believe
Editor:

I am writing in response to

Edward Espiimza's letter advo-
cating prayer m school ("Let us

pray," Nov. 2). I would like to

point out that not everyone in the

United States believes in God, a

fact that Espinoza seems to have
overiooked. Asking an atheist to

pray to God is equally insulting

as asking a Jewish person to pray

to Jesus. Espinoza claims to be a

proponent of religious freedom
but he forgets that our freedom
includes the option not to

believe. Prayer in public schools

is state-sponsored religion and
denies the rights of the atheistic

minority.

HaMI Sommert
Second-year

""

Religious Studtoi^

What's the
matter with
IMIichaei? —
Editor:

For someone who reviles at the

utterance of Natalie Merchant's

name, Michael Tatum sure can't

negotiate his fixation with her in

his "Noise" column in the Arts

and Entertainment section of the

Daily Bruin (Maniacal Natalie

Merchant: 'What is the matter

here?' Oct. 26). Whafll

"Noise26" be about, Natalie ,

Merchant's indecisive hair-

styling? MT: "Her bob impedes
with the digital compression of

the Shure SM 57's she chooses to

record with ..."

Regardless of whether or not I

share his musical opinions, the

self-righteous catalogue of bash-

ings Michael Tatum has assem-

bled in this, as well as his

previous articles betrays his own
"serious failings" at criticism.'

Michael, before you reward

yourself a giddy stroke of self-

praise for. inciting a response,

keep th*is in mind: This isn't an

"I've-pissed-people-off-so-I've-

won" situation. Knowing how
monotony and banality are crite-

ria for your shitlist, I'm merely

offering a note of sympathy for

your own limited critical reper-

toire.

Karen Tongson
'

.
Senior

Entflili literature
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Whatever.Mary Shelley intended when

she wrote Frankenstein, it was far from
the travesty directed by Kenneth Branagh.
An overblown, self-important movie that

discredits Shelley and does nothing to

enhance Branagh's resume, Mary
Shelley's Frankenstein is the most disap-
pointing film of the fall.

If the movie hadn't beeh preceded by
an intensely dynamic trailer and a market-
ing campaign that trumpeted the names of-
Branagh as director and star and Robert
De Niro as the monster, the disappoint-
ment might not have been so palpable. But
rarely has a film had so much going for it

and failed so miserably.

To some extent, the disaster that
Frankenstein has become is ironic. One
can imagine Branagh frantically directing
and feverishly cutting this opus with the
same self-indulgent passion he brings to
Victor Frankenstein creating his own
monster. The real atrocity here is not De
Niro, however, but thitffilm itself.

In keeping with Shelley's novel, writ-

ers Steph Lady and Frank Darabont brack-
et the story as a flashback narration by
Victor Frankenstein to a sea captain

What's the frequency,
Kenneth?

Alps recall The Sound of Music, and a
grisly mutilation sequence seems lifted

straight out of Indiana Jones and the
Temple ofDoom.

Worst of all, Branagh foolishly decided
to include a sort oi Bride of Frankenstein
sequence that serves as the film's most
uncomfortably funny moment and its most
unforgivable instance of wretched excess.
What should have evoked pathos from the
audience instead elicits snickers and
groans.

Although Frankenstein on the whole is

a tragic example of overkill, it does suc-
ceed on three levels. First, the production
values are mercifully high, so the film
boasts a convincing period look. Second,
Branagh succeeds in making the audience
wonder who is more demented, the scien-
tist or his creature. And third, it proves
that you really can create a monster. It will

cost you $7.50 to have a look.

FILM: Mary Shelley's Frankenstein Writteny
by Steph Lady and Frank Darabontl
Directed by Kenneth Branagh. Starring
Kenneth Branagh, Robert De Niro, Helena
Bonham-Carter. Opens citywide today.

Branagh unwittingly stitches together a
monstrously stillborn 'Frankenstein'

By Lael Loewenstein

Frankenstein's (Kenneth Branagh) desire to create life ends tragical-
ly for his loved ones and his creation (Robert DeNiro, above center).

(Aidan Quinn). Having trailed the monster
to the Arctic Circle, Frankenstein relates
his woeful tale of death and destruction.

Since everybody already knows the
plot, Branagh wastes no time in establish-

ing characters and background. Destined
for a career in medicine, the brilliant, sci-

ence-obsessed Victor leaves his family
and his fianc6e Elizabeth (Helena
Bonham-Cartefr) in Geneva for medical
school in Ingolstadt. There he meets the

mysterious Professor Waldman (a sur-
prisingly sinister John Cleese), who is

rumored to have spent his youth experi-
menting with manmade creation. After
gleaning the necessary information,
Victor begins his own work.
Branagh flies through the creation

sequence like a scientist on speed, tracked
by a steadicam operator whose incessant,

dizzying camera work leaves the audience
longing for dramamine. When the creature
emerges from his bath of electric eels and
amniotic fluids, he looks more like a horri-

bly botched cosmetic surgery case than the

legendary Frankenstein monster. Can you
imagine the malpractice suit he could have
filed?

In a briefly inspired sequence, Branagh
blurs fantasy and reality as Victor awak-
ens, confused and frightened, from his

hellish night. Then it's on to more pre-
dictable stuff - the creature wanders into

the countryside and, feeling abused and
misunderstood, decides to wreak havoc on
all mankind, beginning with his creator,

who has by now returned to Geneva. No
matter that he has to trudge through hun-
dreds of miles of icy terrain - this guy has
been dead before.

A strangely concocted mass of scenes
and images, Frankenstein is bizarrely
stitched together like the monster itself. A

number of important scenes appear to be
missing, so the cumulative product stag-

gers along like a crippled zombie, all

mismatched limbs and lumbering gait.

Almost everyone and everything in

Frankenstein seem to have wallTed in

from another movie or locale: Tom
Hulce, as Victor's friend Henry, looks
and acts like he just came off the set of
Amadeus, while DeNiro seems to be
doing a cross between his comatose
patient from Awakenings and his menac-
ing heavy Id Cape Fear. As the lovers,

Helena Bonham-Carter looks distressing-

ly like Johnny Depp, and Branagh, strut-

ting his newly toned torso, seems to think

he's vying for the Mr. Universe title.

Other allusions are no less heavy-
handed. The sweeping aerial shots of the

Victor (Kenneth Branagh) and Elizabeth's (Helena Bonham Carter)
passion grows into bittersweet love in Mary Shelley's Frankenstein.

Dancers perform in cramped space
Montrears O Vertigo Danse brings

'claustrophobic' style to Wadsworth

)ance troupe Vertigo Danse is innovative In Montreal's New
Oanoe" movement

By Barbara E. Hernandez
Daily Bruin Staff

Nobody can shock Europe.
They've done it all, seen it all. At
least, until they saw choreograph-
er Ginette Laurin's dynamic
troupe O Vertigo Danse, leaders of
Canada's "new danse" movement.

"It makes you very nervous
because everything's going so
well." says Laurin of the critical

praise around the worid.

Their tour, featuring "La
Chambre Blanche (The White
Room)" makes its unique physical

presence and West Coast debut at

the Wadsworth Theater tonight
"La Chambre Blanche" is liter-

ally a small milky white room,
used as the set for the perfor-
mance where dancers are bound
together in close proximity.

"The dancers are confined to

one space for all 75 minutes of the

performance," Laurin says. "I
wanted to used a space that is so
small there is no room for the
dancers to run or throw them-
selves into the air. The trick is to

keep the energy but to find anoth-
er language to express it."

This tight bond of movement
and space serves as the perfect
playing ground for the powerful
Montreal-style dance of OVertigo
Danse.

The Montreal school of dance
is typically more wild in style than
usual dancing circles. Laurin, a
former gymnast, helped to pro-
mote the style, having dancers
hurl themselves into the air and
confront their limits often in lifts,

tumbles and spectacular leaps.

—1 For "La Chambre Blanche"

Laurin warned an enclosed plac

that would evoke claustrophobi
an uncomfortable closeness th.

would illustrate the promiscuii
and emotion closeness involve
The white room, infused in a pe
sonal darkness that can only \

lifted by the dancer's movement
becomes freed from pain, sadne:

or anger. Often the dancei
indulge in abandoned emotioi
becoming almost brilliant bein^

bursting with laughter.

The performance uses th

backdrop of a late 19th-centui
bath house to convey the intimac

of a bedroom, the mystery of
hotel room, the coldness of a ps;

chiatric hospital and the isolatic

of a fortress. Throughout the pe
formance these places take for

with all the emotion and destiny

suggests.

The group of six women ar

four men was founded in 1984 b

Laurin, a member of the France

Canadian Montreal school (

energetic and frenetic dance.
'

believe physical dance is very
close to theater," Laurin says.
Often Laurin's choreography and
the troupe's collaboration lead to

a theatrical style of dance, mixing
raw energy and dark poetry.

Touring countries far from
their Montreal homebase is noth-
ing new. According to Laurin, O
Vertigo tours 40-45 weeks a year
if they're not creating a new dance
series. Often the troupe's creativi-

ty must come first, since these cre-

ations last on tour for about 3

years. "If we do a new creation,
we do 10 to 15 weeks of touring
and th^jest on creatioiv."

Touring is very important to
the troupe, since it creates an
exchange of ideas. "It took great
discipline," Laurin says. "It was-
n't easy on the money side of it."

Being from Canada made it more
difficult to be heard. "We're sort

of isolated," she says. "So we had
to be very inventive to survive."

The dancers themselves had to

be fully prepared and versed in all

Dancers from Vertigo Danse perform at the Wadsworth this
weekend.

styles of dance, from minor gym-
nastics to pointe-shoes. 'That was
new for all the women," Laurin
laughs. "But it was very refresh-

ing for the dancers to develop dif-

ferent aspects and artistic

impression."

To be a member of the audi-
ence Laurin cautions to one to

bring their hearts and not rely so
heavily on their minds. A piece
may look violent, mad or painful

to the audience. "It's not provoca-

tive but exploratory," Laurin says.

"Sometimes people can be
shocked or offended, but we're
just pointing at the society we all

live in."

DANCE: O Vertigo Danse pre-

sents "La Chambre Blanche" per-

forming tonight and tomorrow at 8
p.m. Now playing at the
Wadsworth Theater. TIX: $30, $27.
and $9 to students with valid ID.

For more info, call (310) 825-2101.

Film Reviews

Elijah Wood

77)0 Wsr
Written by Kathy McWorter

Directed by Jon Avnet
Starring Elijah Wood, Kevin

Costner, Mare Winningham,
and Lexi Randall

For a good 90 of its 1 27 minutes,

TTie War is an entertaining film. The
story of a family grappling with life

in the South in the summer of 1970,

77ie War has funny, vibrant dialogue

and thoughtful performances that

carry it breezily through its first

half And then, suddenly, the film

becomes ridiculous and predictable.

Kevin Costner plays Stephen
Simmons, whose recent return from
Vietnam is overshadowed by his

post-traumatic suiess. His wife Lois

(Mare Winningham) and his chiN
dren, Stu and Lidia (Elijah Wood
and Lexi Randall), suiiggle to come
to terms with Stephen's condition,

even when that means being taunted

by neighboring kids like the nasty

Lipnicki brood.

Not a lot happens in The War,
which is a bit-like director Jon
Avnet's last southern sojourn. Fried
Green Tomatoes - both constructing

a seemingly authentic portrait of a

community in a time of change.

The changes are small but dis-

cernible in this Mississippi town.
Lidia, Stu, and their friends build an
elaborate tree house comprised of
parts from the Lipnickis' garbage
dump. Stephen finds a job, loses it,

and finds another. The father and
son come to accept each other. A
racist schoolteacher learns that fMiej-

udice won't be tolerated in her
classroom. And the Lipnicki and
Simmons kids face off in a series of
attacks^d dares that lead to a battle

for the treehouse.

Avnet and writer Kathy
McWorter would have been well

advised to stop there. But they blud-

geon the audience with laborious

parallels. Filmed in slow motion
with the kids in combat gear, the

Lipnicki-Simmons fight is sup-
posed to echo the Vietnam war At
least two rescue scenes are inserted

to recall an eariier, failed attempt,

and there is an endless discussion of

angels. All of this heavy-handefl
parallelism only demeans the audi-

ence by assuming we can't make
these connections ourselves.

Despite shortcomings, perfor-

mances from Wood, Randall and
especially LaToya Chisholm in an
astonishing debut as Lidia's friend

Elvadine sp^lcle. And McWorter 's

script has a number of indelibly

funny lines. Where else can you
hear a Une like, "He kept himself
busier than a one-legged man in a

butt-kicking contest?"

Lael LoefMsntteln

Double Dragon
Directed by Jim Yukich
Starring Aiyssa Milano,
Robert Patrick, Mark

Dacascos

There's an old paradox: if a bil-

lion monkeys were put behind a bil-

lion typewriters, probability dictates

one of them would accidentally

type a few lines from "Hamlet," or
perhaps "Madame Bovary." The
other 999,999,999 would undoubt-
edly write something better than the

screenplay for Double Dragon.
Even if most of the monkeys
smeared the typewriter and paper
with their own excrement, that

expression too would be a greater

achievement than the screenplay for

Double Dragon. But Double
Dragon is not just a heinous script,

it is the woeful cinematic realization

of a heinous script, an ineptly-

orchestrated symphony of failure, a
still-bom travesty of such manifold

repugnance that just censure of it

requires the sanction of deity:

Double Dragon is an insult to God.
In the year 2007, a cataclysmic

earthquake reduces Cleveland to a
futuristic Los Angeles, where gangs
of extras and matte-paintings temor-

ize the populace. Unscrupulous
businessman Koga Shuko
(Industrial Light and Magic's most
convincing special effect, Robert
Patrick), seeks the other half of a

magical amulet which is in the

hands of the kung-fu-fightin' Lee
brothers, Billy (Scott WolO and
Jimmy (Mark Dacascos, who, as a

collegiate gymnast, should have the

easiest time kicking himself in the

ass on seeing this film). After an
explosion incinerates their mentor -

which the kids in the audience who
were still awake found disgusting -

the Lee brothers enlist the aid of the

vigilante Power Corps, led by
streetwise, sassy Marian (a stout,

but still winsome, but still untalent-

ed Aiyssa Milano), to thwart Shuko.

Marian's dad is the chief of police,

but it doesn't matter and who cares

anyway. Shuko succeeds in uniting

the medallion, but gets beaten up
nonetheless and soon after the

movie ends. According to Auteur
Theory, director Jim Yukich should

be the first hanged for this mon-
strosity. Double Dragons'5 zero-,

dimensional characters pantomime
boringly through an incoherent root

canal of a hack film, which leaves

the viewer with nothing save the

aftertaste of racist and misogynist

hokum. The audience, on the other

hand, offered Gramercy Pictures the

solution (a variation) to an ancient

Zen koan: What is the sound of 400
kids being disappointed?

Will O'Hara

Aiyssa Milano
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Ordinary characters flesh out 'Thomas D.'
Artist presents two-person

play at the Freud playhouse
By Jenny Hsieh

Rinde Eckert is a renaissance

man of multiple artistic disci-

plines. »,

He proves this fact in the 'The
Gardening of Thomas D.," (at the

Freud Playhouse tonight and
tomorrow) a two character play

conceived, composed and written

by Eckert, featuring both Eckert

and dancer Ellie Klopp of the

Margaret Jenkins Dance
Company in the leading roles.

Loosely based on Dante's
^"Divine Comedy," the contempo-
rary theater piece portrays the

mental and emotional collapse of
an accountant who journeys
through hell before finding him-
self making a compost for his gar-

den on a baseball field in New
Jersey.

Throughout Thomas D.'s men-
tal breakdown, a guardian angel

accompanies him on the road to

recovery. As portrayed by Eckert,

Tfeomas D.'s predicament is

sometimes both comic and sad.

The cruddy muck of life - pre-

packaged food, excrement-
soaked plastic - provide the
staple for Thomas D.'s descen-
sion into his private hell. The
piece is filled with images of war,

the homeless, and pop-music fig-

ures.

"In my characters, the very
grandiose and the completely
mundane exist side by side. They
are very ordinary people who
have mythic dimensions to their

souls," Eckert says.

Diverging from tradition,
Eckert embraces the realism and
normalcy in his characters.

"I love that idea that rather than

the traditional kind of tragedies

where heroes are men of some
substance who reveal themselves
to be flawed individuals. And I

am talking about "Macbeth," or
"Othello," or "Hamlet." These are

all princes Of men, leaders, men
of importance. Then (it is

revealed that there exist) some
tragic flaw and they are brought
low. My characters are much low

to begin with," Eckert says.

Emphasizing his passion for

ordinary characters,- Eckert adds,

"you scratch an ordinary person
and what is revealed is some pret-

ty extraordinary workings." This
unpretentious nature cliaracter-

izes Thomas D. who is, at one
point in the play, discovered bab-

bling, crazed in the check-out
aisle of a Safeway store.

"I would like to think (the audi-

ences) walk away thinking that

they have seen a part of them-
selves. That they have identified

fully with the intentions of a par-

ticular character," Eckert says.

In discussing his characters
inner-workings, Eckert believes

that the internal landscapes of
every individual is vast and that

men are larger than they imagine
themselves to be. "Whether you
are a ditch digger or you are (the)

president of a large country, that

landscape is very much the same.
And it is where our commonality
is most felt, I think. The same
epic suiiggles are going on inside

each of us in some critical way,"

"I would like to think

(the audience) walk

away thinking that

they have seen a part

of themselves^'

Rinde Eckert

Playwrlter, actor

Eckert says.

One suiiggle Eckert undergoes
as an artist is the challenge of
playing different roles, director

versus writer, actor versus direc-

tor, and so on, when the occasions

arise.

"Each different discipline
requires a slightly different way
of thinking. I find it very refresh-

ing," Eckert says.

It is as if a miniature director

sits one side of his shoulder, and
the writer on the other And the

'The Gardening of Thomas i)." premieres in Southern California at the UCLA Freud Playhouse
this weekend at 8 p.m.

two different roles duke it out in

his mind. "Very often the writer

and director are at odds.
Traditionally a director will see

that the scene is having difficulty

working. And the writer loves the

language and sees that the lan-

guage is important. (Yet) the
director would like to cut it. So
the director in me is busy arguing

with the writer And in the mean-
time nothing happens," Eckert
says.

And for Eckert, the struggle,

the art, is all too real.

"Here is the pretentiousness of
any artist: you assume as a per-

forming artist that what you have
to offer is worth the hour and 15

minutes that the people are going
to sit there (for). And that is an
enormous assumption to make
and you have to make that
assumption or you don't do work
of this nature. It is something you
always wrestle with because why
should people pay any attention at

alir

PERFORMANCE: The Gardening
of Thomas D." by Rinde Eckert.
Nov. 4-5 at the UCLA Freud
Playhouse at 8 p.m. For more infor-

mation, please call (310) 825-2101. Rinde Eckert and Ellie Klopp In "The Gardening of Thomas D.'

Big Star disappoints big at tlie House of Biues
Old-time group doesn't live

up to starry expectations
By Michael Tatum

Alex Chilton forgetting chord
progressions. Alex Chilton forget-

ting lyrics. Alex Chilton ^nging
poorly if at all. Alex Chilton look-

ing extremely bored.

The Big Star reunion concert at

the House Of Blues on Tuesday
wasn't exactly the event enthusiatic

fans expected.

Some background: Big Star, a
quartet of Beatles-influenced
power poppers, recorded three
albums in the early seventies (the

somewhat tentative #/ Record, the

brilliant Radio City, and the bizzare

but very good TTiinf).

None of these - due to poor dis-

tribution and promotion - sold any-

thing iq large quanities. The group,

disillusioned and frustrated by the

business, broke up in 1974.

In this sense. Big Star share
something in common with '60s

proto-punks the Velvet
Underground: those few lucky
enough to discover Big Star's
obscure but wonderful records
formed a great rock band: R.E.M.,
the Replacements (whose Paui
Westerberg wrote a homage called

"Alex Chilton" for Pleased To
Meet Me), the dBs, Teenage
Fanclub.The Bangles (who cov-
ered Chilton's "September Curls"
on their Different Light), Game
Theory, and others.

Quite simply, if you've ever
loved any one of the above bands,
if you're crazy about The Beatles,

or if you have an obsession for
catchy, highly melodic, guitar-dri-

ven pop, you need a Big Star
record on your shelf.

Like the concert at Columbia
University (captured for posterity

on a fine CD distributed by Zoo
Records), the House of Blues
engagement included the participa-

,.i .-•*f

tion of two original members, guid-

ing light Alex Chilton and drum-
mer Jody Stephens. Guitarist Jon
Auer and bassist Ken Suingfellow,

both on loan from the Posies, aug-
mented the lineup, taking the place

of Chris Bell, who died in an auto-

mobile accident in 1979, and Andy
Hummel, who reputedly prefers his

job.as_a nuclear physicist over
playing in a commercially failed

(albeit artistically successful) rock
and roll band.

The engagement got underway
at midnight, started out with a
bang, with the full steam ahead of
"In The Street," the blistering thun-

der of "Don't Lie To Me," and the

rousing "When My Baby's Beside
Me."

But those are ensemble pieces,

all of which call for the three front

men (Chilton, Auer, Stringfellow)

to sing in harmony. Chilton looked
tired to begin with, and during
"Don't Lie To Me" in particular,

his voice was drowned out by
Auer's and Stringfellow's, a prob-
lem made worse by the fact his

microphone was turned way down.

By the time the band reached
Jody Stephen's "Way Out West,"
things began to go downhill.
Chilton, perhaps upset that his

voice and guitar were buried in the

mix, wandered downstage. In the

meantime, Auer and Stringfellow

traded covering for his harmonies.

When Chilton finally did get

Concert
• j Review

around to singing, one couldn't
help but notice his voice's loss of
power On "September Guris," the

most perfect song in his canon,
Chilton dropped the melody an
octave to compensate for his lost

range, while on songs that called

for his falsetto - which in the past

was fine indeed - his voice either

cracked or wander^ oflf-key.

For "Back OfA Car" and "Daisy

Glaze," Chilton bypassed these

deficiencies altogether by having
Auer and Stringfellow take up
vocal duties. Consequently, the

songs on which these two sang lead

turned out to be the finest of the

evening. But what is one to say
when the Big Star reunion concert

feels more like a concert by a Big
Star cover band?

This isn't to say Chilton didn't

have his moments. He sang most of
the covers competently, and you
have to give him credit for writing

or co-writing most of the wonder-
ful originals. And the erratic nature

of Chilton's performance probably

didn't matter much to the fans,

most of whom were probably con-
tent to see history being made for

what might be the last time.

But for a band that ranks only
second to the Beatles in terms of
influence on all of the power pop
made since, the night was frustrat-

ing considering what might have
been. When Chilton sang the line

"It gets so hard in times right now
to hold on" on the studio verswn of
"The Ballad Of El Goodo." he
made it sound like he was going to

take over the worid anyway When
he sang it at the House Of Blues, it

sounded like he had already
resigned himself to letting go.

o
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Shakespeare Co.'s 'Henry VI' never reaches classical heights
Play performance starts with good
intentions but ends on a sour note

By John Mangum

Pje Royal Shakespeare
Ccmipany's production of "Henry
VI: The Battle for the Throne" at

Cerritos Center for the Performing
Arts TXiesday failed to take oflf.

It never really had a chance
though. In spite of ^equate acting

and some interesting effects, the
actors didn't really have much to

work with. Even the best pilots can't

get a plane without wings to fly.

The Company added sections of
Shakespeare's "Richard IIP' and
"Henry VI, Part 2" to the complete
text of "Henry VI, Part 3" in order
to chronicle the events surrounding
the fall of King Henry VI of
England. Henry ruled from 1422 to

1461, ascending the throne at the

tender age of nine months.

This created a power vacuum
and fighting between Henry's
House of Lancaster and the House
of Yoik, who also had a legitimate

claim to the throne, tnoke out The
play puts the audience in the midst
of this fighting, called the War of
the Roses because the Lancasters
wore red roses and the Yories wore
white ones.

Basically, Richard, the Duke of
York wants the throne and has just

cause to, for he, like King Henry, is

a direct descendant of Edward HI.

Queen Margaret, Henry's wife, kills

Richard in battle. Richard's title,

along with his claim on the throne,

passes to his eldest son Edward,
Edward and the supporters of

King Henry battle it out for the next

three and a half hours, and the play

eventually draws to its historical

conclusion. Already knowing the

ending (even if you aren't familiar

with English history, the cursory
synopsis in the program book tells

you what will happen) helps to

make it difficult to get too excited

about the play.

The play itself catches
Shakespeare on an off day. His writ-

ing seems tlry and pedantic, giving

the figures on stage a series of
speeches about birthright, revenge
and that sort of thing. The few
moments of enjoyment come from
the liberties the Royal Shakespeare
Company takes with the play.

They do their best with what
Shkespeare gives them.. The com-
pany members' acting never falls

beneath an accomplished level.

Jonathan Firth as Henry VI cre-

ates an under-characterized
monarch who fades into the back-
ground. Firth's part emphasizes
Henry's almost profound simple-

mindedness as well as his unwill-

ingness to participate. Firth's Henry
decided that the crown wasn't
worth civil war long ago, and any
chances Shakespeare gives the king

for heroism are underplayed.

Heroics, though, comprise a
large part of ftichard, Duke of
York's role. Portrayed fnovingly by
Stephen Simms, the duke's lam-
basting of Queen Margaret just

before she kills him was distin-

guished by the power Simms
breathed into it.

With Richard. Duke of
Gloucester (son of Richard, Duke
of York), Shakespeare creates a car-

icature of evil. Tom Smith plays the

scheming hunchback, bringing his

hateful character to life.

Richard would later go on from
the various killings he makes in this

play to murder his brother
Edward's five year old son and
crown himself king as Richard HI.

Keeping this in mind, Smith gives

credibility to his evil, making him
into a man driven by ambition and a

hate for his twisted body.

Simms returns after the Duke of
York's death to provide another
outstanding performance as the

ever-lounging Lewis XI of France.

Jo Stone-Fewings takes the small

part of the Duke of Clarence, anoth-

er of Richard, Duke of York's sons,

and makes the most of his constant

changing between the sides of
Lancaster and Yoiic

The cast contained at least 20
more characters, all acted adequate-

Jonathan Firth and Stephen Simms perform a scene from their
version of "Henry Vl" at the Cerritos Center for Perfoming Arts,

ly. The costumes, which seemed sits on his throne in the center of
appropriate in spite of a note in the this platform in the midst of all of
program telling audience members these crosses. The powerful sym-
that some of them were delayed in holism of a ruler surrounded by
transit, made it difficult to tell the

different characters apart because of
their similarity.

The battle scenes themselves
were exciting as well, Tina

death brings the play to a powerful

close.

Too bad the symbolism wasn't
Shakespeare's. Perhaps there is a

reason why this play hasn't been
MacHugh's incomplete (parts of it staged since 1977. Even with the
delayed in transit) lighting design strong advocacy of the Royal
coupling with shouts, drums, and Shakespeare Company it still stays
movement on stage created some- on the ground. \
thing convincing. One of the best

ideas of all involved the placement
of a cross made from sticks with
either a white or red rose attached to

it around the dais in the center of
the stage each time someone died.

At the end of the play, Edward of

York, who finally wins the crown.

THEATRE: Royal Shakespeare
Company's production of Henry
VI: The Battle for the Throne at
Cerritos Center for the Perfomiing
Arts Nov. 1-5, 7 p.m.. Nov. 6, 3
p.m. TIX: $25-$45. $16 for stu-
dents. For more info, call (310)
916-8500.
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More headaches than 'heartaches' in new Everleys set
arrangement, always a bad sign), the

Everleys lost the magic that once seemed
like second nature. They forsook their lean

spare arrangements for superfluous strings

and horns, sang manipulative corporate

sludge like *The Ferris Wheel" and emoted
tripe like the abysmal "Crying In The
Rain" with the emotional depth of Neil

Sedaka (worse because there were two of

them).

The third CD, the weakest of the four,

fmds the duo at least in the right frame of

mind, trying to regain their equilibrium

after years of lackluster songs and gloppy

production, but still generated hit-and-miss

results. Even the brothers themselves admit

to not being fond of this period. You'd
think the compilers, who discussed the his-

tory of each song with the brothers, would
have taken them at their word.

The fourth CD starts off strong with
tracks from their amazing comeback album
Roots, but ends disappointingly with the

forced cheeriness of their so-called reunion

records from the early '80s; some of which

they didn't even record together. Not that

their choice of "folk" songs - which by that

time included such dubious songwriters as

James Taylor, John Denver and Mark
Knopfler - helped.

In short, this uneven collection doesn't

live up to the brothers' legend. It is better

to stick with Rhino's Cadence anthology,

and hope that Warner Archives gets the hint

and reissues Roots. The Everleys may be

the greatest singers in the history of rock

and roll, but in the final tally. Heartaches

and Harmonies is a headache - their cru-

cial, influential work can be best sampled
elsewhere, but not in this new collection.

CDs do no justice

to singers' talents

By Michael latum

No two people ever raised their voices in

more beautiful harmony than Phil or Don
Everley, plain and simple .

From John Lennon and Paul McCartney
of the Beatles to Michael Stipe and Mike
Mills of R.E.M., the Everley Brothers' dis-

tinct vocal style, derived from the

Appalachian mountain harmonies passed

on to them by their family, has touched
duos ever since.

But nobody has ever come close to

touching the originals, even the originals

themselves. For as the hit-and-miss
Heartaches and Harmonies, Rhino
Records' new 4-CD Everley Brothers ret-

rospective, proves that even the greatest of

talents can stumble, and even the greatest

of legends can fall short of their own lega-

cy.

The first disc in the collection is simply

incomparable. Except for a few unreleased

"historical" tracks (including an embarrass-

ing one recorded when the lads were barely

past puberty) and a few unfortunate dele-

tions, the song lineup closely follows
Rhino's superb, single-CD Twenty
Cadence Classics.

Many of these songs were specially tai-

lored for the boys by Felice and Boudleux
Bryant, two Nashville careerists who had

an uncanny talent for encapsulating univer-

sal adolescent experiences in a catchy, two
minute song, "Wake Up Little Susie,"

where the luckless protagonist and his date

wake up at the drive-in at 4 a.m.; the gor-

geous, unrequited love song "All I Have To
Ek) Is Dream;" the cuckolded schoolboy of

"Bird Dog" and the all-purpose teen-angst

epic, "Problems."

But unlike many of their contemporaries,

the brothers didn't just rely on outside

songwriters for material, they wrote for

themselves as well. Don's upbeat "Til I

Kissed You," l>hirs aching "When Will I

Be Loved" later trivialized by Linda
Ronstadt or the marriage-gone-bad song
"Cathy's Clown" were written by them
both.

Like Elvis Presley, Jerry Lee Lewis, and
the other hillbilly cats across the state at

Memphis' Sun Records, the Everleys
injected both country and folk elements
into their tuneful, highly accessible brand

of rock and roll. So while they could turn

Roy Orbison's "Claudette" into a full

charged adrenaline rush, they could also go
back to their roots with lovely, empathetic

songs like "Long Time Gone" or
"Kentucky," both from the self-explantori-

ly titled Songs Our Daddy Taught Us.

In 1960, the Everleys left the indepen-

dently run Cadence Records for Warner
Brothers. While the move might have
seemed like the right step at the time, rock

critics Jimmy Guterman and Owen
McDonnell later called it as terrible a fate

as Elvis' drafting into the army or Bud^y
Holly's plane crash.

That may be overstating the case slight-

ly. But for whatever reason - drugs, the

temporary abandoning of their folk and
country roots, competition from the incom-
ing British Invasion or their parting of

Everleys revived in retrospective CDs.

ways with Felice and Boudleux Bryant,

their music took a serious nose dive in

terms of quality after leaving Cadence. The
remaining three CDs aren't total disasters,

but like most box-sets, consistency poses a

real problem for consumers who want to

get !heir money's worth.

The second CD, featuring such relatively

obscure classics as "Carol Jane,"
"Sleepless Nights" and "Love Hurts"
works for most of the first half. But begin-

ning with the horrid teen-tragedy "Ebony
Eyes'* (featuring thecalways-bad singer

Anita Kerr and an overwrought orchestral
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Lifeless 'Oleanna' does disservice to liarassment issues

..

»

John (William Macy) confronts Carol

(Debra Eisenstadt) In the film Oleanna.

Oleanna
Written and Directed by David

Mamet
Starring Bill Macy and Debra

Eisenstadt

The story of a college professor whose
questionable conduct towards a student caus-

es her to bring charges against him, Oiean/ia

should have provoked a compelling debate
on sexual harassment. Instead, the film is so

lifeless, the performances so contrived and
the dialogue so stilted that the one question

Oleanna is most likely to raise is not "Did he

or didn't he?" but "Why on earth did anyone
agree to finance this film?"

Debra Eisenstadt plays Carol, the student,

and William Macy her professor. Although
*both are competent actors, Eisenstadt and

Macy arc so affected in their mannered, unin-
spired performances that the film comes off
as a parody of a David Mamet work.

Most of the blame should go to Mamet,
who directed this insufferable adaptation of
his own play with such utter disregard for the

capacities of the camera that he should not be
allowed to direct another movie. Mamet
makes no effort to open up the play for the

screen or to make use of the university sur-

roundings.

The plot is simple. A a seemingly impres-
sionable student meets with her smug, self-

righteous professor to review her grade. The
ensuing exchange is a protracted discussion

on the nature of authority, flattened by
Mamet' s trademark repeated banter of "I'm
buying a house," the professor tells Carol.
"You're buying a house," she repeats roboti-

cally.

Incredibly, that exchange forms the basis

of Carol's harassment charge. When she
makes her complaint public, the Charges
seem so absurd that the audience is as
stunned as the professor.

This is where Mamet really errs. Carol
comes across as such a goon and her charges

are so groundless that the film does actual

harassment victims a disservice. When
Carol's charges cause the professor to lose

his tenure, thereby reducing him to victim
status, you actually side with him. If the

encounter had been presented with even a lit-

tle ambiguity, Mamet could have accom-
plished what he apparently set out to - p
provocative musing on sexual harassment.

Laei Loewenstein

«fl^

ni-^WI?

(;ki^M
"

I :VI NINO
• at die Odyssey Tlieatre

• 2055 S. Sepulveda

I FriiJayASatHTday 11 p.m.
•through 11/19 Ticlcets $ll/$6

I neservations 310/477-2055
••••••••••••••••••

"CRITIC'S CHOICE" "UNDENIABLY POWERFUL..."
-Polly Wcirfield, Dr.vjia-Loijue -Paul Hodglns, The Orange County Register

Get The StRaiQHT Story On Braces.
What's the cost / What's the best procedure? What's the right age?

Call For Free Consultation:

.^ - (310)826-7494
Specializing in Braces for Adults & Children '

ImktibU • RtmovabU • Thtdttiomal • Buroptan Syrgicat OrOto^otuics • Cotnutic Pomalaim

BRENTWOOD Orthodontic Center
Dr. Nader Dayanl, Certified Spcciatlit

1 1645 Wilshire Blvd., Suite 802 18124 Culver Drive, SuiteA
Brentwood (310) 826 - 7494 Irvine (714) 552 - 5890 C3-E3-e

FL%TiNG
ISLANDS
A REVOLUTIONARY STORY IN TWO PARTS

Part I: The Family Busihess / Part It: After tfte Revolution

-^ /r >

PERFORMANCE SCHEDULE
FRIZ NOV 4

PARTI
8PM

SAT/NOV 5

PART 1: 2PM

PART I: 8PM

SUN /NOV 6

D.A.T.E.

MARATHON
PART I: 2PM

PAfT H: 7:30PM

$10 PUBUC RUSH ($20 for Marathon Perfs)
Ten mm to curtain Cash only at box oHice Subject to avail No Sat eves

Wanda De Jevis and Yul Vazque;

Pholo tiy Jay Thompson

World Premiere
by Eduardo Machado • Directed by Oskar Eustis
Through Dec 1

1

Purchase your tickets by calling ma^^i (213) 365-3500 • (714) 740-2000
AUDIENCE SERVICES AND GROUP SALES (2 1 3) 972-0700 #

MARKJAPERFORUM S'^SZSS""^''^"''
Gordon Dawfcon, Artistic Director

School ofTheater, Film and Television Presents

STORY THEATRE
by Paul Sills

Directed by Tony Award-Winner Ron Leibman

%
tt /

An enchanting evening of

famousfablesfrom Aesop and

the Brothers Grimm

October 28, 29, 30

November 2, 3, 4, 5

8 p.m. L

Sunday Matinee: October 30

2 p.m.

*

UCLA Little Theater

Macgowan Hall

Admission: $12, $9

Faculty / Staff/ Seniors, Students $6

For tickets call /

UCLA Central Ticket Office

310-UCLA-lOl (310-825-2101)
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Classified Ad Information

Daily Bruin Classified Information
225 Kerckhotf HaU. 306 Westwood Plaza, Los Angeles, CA 90024

Class Line: (310) 825-2221 Class Display (310) 206-3060

Fax (310) 206-0528

We reserve the right to change, reclassify, revise, or reject any

classified advertisement not meeting the standards of the Daily Bruin.

Our oilice is open Monday-Friday. 9-4.

Classified rates

Daity. 20 words or less $7.00

DaAy. each additional word .45

Weekly. 20 words or less 25.00

Weekly, each additiorui word 1.30

Display ads— student rate/tol.ir)ch 8.00

Display ads— local rate/cd inch ^\25

Frequency & Agency Rates Availat)l(

Deadlines

ClataM iiM ite

1 working day before printing, by noon.

ClatsHM display ads:

2 working days before printing, by noon.

Make checks payable to the

UCLA Daily Bruin.

led. X 1 = 2inches x tinch. There are no cancellations aner noon the day before printing.

Tl« ASUCU Conniunicitiom BoiidMy luppom the Univtrsily ol CaMornJi't poicy on nondto-

oiiilMlod No nwdiuin itsl accept adiwtiMiMflis wMcii prasMt pmow of any origin, laoi,

religion, sex or sexual orianMlon in a dVManing way or Imply tiiM ttqrmWM
capabilies.roles or status Insadi^.lWlierthe Daly Brain nor theASUCUCoinnwnicMions Board

has investigattdany otthe satviceiaitaffssdortheadMrtlBSiirtpresanMinWslaBaa. Any person

t)e<ievlng that an advertissfflart In iNs ksus vIoMadIM Board's polcyon nondliaMnatton tialBd

hcrtin should comnmnicate oomplainis in wrtina lo the Business Manager, Oaly Bruin. 225

KartkhON Hafl, 306 Westwood Ptaza. lot Angdrs. CA 90024. For assistana with housing dbaM-
ratwn problems, can the UCLA Housir^ Office at (310) 825-4271 or cal tfc Westside Fair Housing

OITice at (310) 475-9671.

1 Campus Happenings

NEVER MISS A CALL/

1 Campus Happenings 9 Miscellaneous 9 Miscellaneous

Alcoholics Anonymous
Mon. DiKUMion. Frt. Sr«p Study. AU 362S

Ihurs. Book study. AU 3625
TuM. and Wad. DlKUirion, Dwital 23-029

Allt1mMl2:1O-1K)0pm
ForalcoholcsorlndMduabwhohavma

drinUng pioblmm.

4 Financial Aid

V MONTH FREE!
* FREE! IMMEDIAfE HCO< UP
.PAGiR & 800 SERVICE AVAILABLE

1-800-309-8888

3 Campus Recruitment

Cash for college. 900,000 grants available.

No repayments, EVER. Qualify immediately.

1-JB00-243-2435. ,

5 Sports Tickets

WANTED: 1 or 2 tickets to Duke or Arizona

basketball games. Reasonable premium paid.

100/200 level only, call 213-612-2686

3 Campus Recruitment

Look beautiful, be famous, have a fun weekend

BE A MODEL
Receive a free liighlighting or

haircolor, cut or trim, and
cosmetics (valued at $500),

by world renowned
haircolorists and hair

designers whose work
appears in Vogue.
Mademoiselle and
Harper's Bazaar.

Models needed, any
hair length, for international

beauty event to be held at the Century

Plaza, the weekend of November 5-7.

Open model call to be held Friday, November 4 at 7:30 jptn

and Saturday, November 5 at 9:ra am— at ttie Century

Plaza Hotel, 2025 Ave. of ttie Stars, Century City, Los Angeles.

FOR INFORMATION, CALL (310) 493 9993

CORPORATE SPONSORS

CLAIROL/LOGICS FRAMESI a GOLDWELL a MATRIX
NEXXUS A TRESSA a WELLA

$2Q,QQQ REWARD
ATTENTION NEUROPSYCHIATRIC

INSTITUTE STAFF
ON NOVEMBER 29. 1993. A PATIENT DIED IN UNIT

2-SOUTH OF THE NEUFK)PSYCHIATRIC HOSPITAL

UNDER MYSTERIOUS CIRCUMSTANCES. ALL FACTS

LEADING TO HIS DEATH HAV^ NOT BEEN DISCLOSED.

IF YOU HAVE PERSONAL KNOWLEDGE OF SOME
SIGNIFICANT INFORMATION. NOT YET DISCLOSED.

YOU STAND TO EARN A REWARD OF UP TO $20,000,

DEPENDING ON THE VALUE OF YOUR TESTIMONY
PLEASE CALL 21 3-599-4945, AND LEAVE YOUR

NAME, ADDRESS, TELEPHONE NUMBER WHERE YOU
CAN BE REACHED. AND A STATEMENT DESCRIBING

YOUR INFORMATION. YOUR CALL WILL BE TREATED
IN STRICT CONFIDENCE. CALL IMMEDIATELY,

PROMPT RESPONSE WILL BE REWARDED. MULTIPLE

AWARDS WILL BE MADE IF APPROPRIATE. THE
DECISION OF THE ADVERTISER IS FINAL

REMEMBER, YOU MAY NOT ONLY CLEAR YOUR
CONSCIENCE AND SLEEP WELLAT NIGHT, YOU MAY
HAVE EVERYTHING TO GAIN THAT $20,000 WILL BUY

^
7 Good Deals

FIVE EASY RECIPES, 15 beginners cooking

tips! Send $5 SASE, CREATIONS UN-LTD.
19800 Hawthorne Blvd. «258-430CT, Tor-

rance, Calif. 90503.

10 Personal

WANTED: 300 UCLA students to test new in-

ter-collegiate voicemail introduction service.

Absolutely Freel 8T8-986-904S.

WNTED: 100 PEOPLE
Lose 10-29 lbs. in 30 days and earn $$$ do-

ine it. 100% guarantee. Call 310-281-8828.

1 1 Attorneys

AUTOMOBILE, BKTYaE OR MOPED AC-
CIDENTS. Slip and Falls. Business Law.

UCLA Crad. Clo£e to campus. Free Consulta-

tion. Mitchell Kreitenberg 21 3-384-3561.

12 Research Subjects

ASTHMA SUFFERERS. Earn up to $540iX) in

your spare time. If you take daily asthma
medication you may be eligible to participate

in a research drug study with a r>ew potential

treatment for asthma. Contact (310)477-1734

ext 540 to find out how you may benefit from

this vital program. Allergy Research Founda-

tion, Inc. (Brentwood)

12 Research Subjects

Bedweaing boys 7-11 yrs. and their families

needed for UCLA research Project. Subjects

will receive $20 and a free developmental

evaluation. 310825-0392.

FORMER BULIMICS WANTED for thort-temi

focus group. Writer)eekine wonten to partic-

ipate in group discussion (or article ar>d pos-

sible book. Emphasis on the varied paths

back to 'normalcy*. Meetings begin late No-
vember. Anonymity guaranteed. Call Alexis

310-452-3972.

^' UCLA ORAL
HERPES STUDY

Subjects with history of

sunburn induced oral heq;)es

(fever blisters) needed to

participate in study of new
antiviral cream.

$150 for 7 day study.

CaU Pat at 310-825-6636 for

Cmore information.

12 Research Subjects

GET A FREE PROFESSK3NAL MASSAGE.
Healthy male subjects are needed for UCLA
study on the effects of massage on phyifolo-

gy. Contact Evan 213-874-5853.

Hyperactive boys with attentional problems

7-1 1 yrs, needed for UCLA research project

Receh« $20 and a free developmental

evaluation. 310-825-0392. .

INFIDELITY: Researcher seeking unusual ac-

counts of how you discovered an affair. Short

phone Interview. Will pay Craig Snyder,

t^.D. 310-471-0035.

Normal healthy boys 3-11 yrs, and their

families needed for UCLA research project

Receive $20 and have a scientific learning

experience. 310-825-0392.

VOLUNTEERS NEEDED FOR cardiac mag-
netic resonance imaging research.

$35/4hours. Page 310-724-0030 or call 310-

824-671 4 afternoons.

VOLUNTEERS NEEDED. Malc/liemale for

U^LA position imaging studies. Must have

cororury artery disease or high cholesterol or

be a smoker planning to quit. Also needed

post-menopausal wonrten. Injection radioac-

tive isotope. Blood taken. $2S/hr. 310-825-

iiia

14 Rides Wanted

WILL PAY $100 to drive our cv from LA to

MINNEAPOLIS, call 612-896-7388

15 Wanted

Attention professors ar>d students: rteed arti-

cles for publication in national kidsAeen

magazine, call collect, Ernest 619-967-6816.

CASH FOR CARS. We come to you. Top dol-

tar paid. We do all DMV. We buy anything.

818-999-IBUY(4289).

19 Sperm/Egg donors

EGG DONOR NEEDED. Science or math
major, junior, senior, or graduate Caucasian,
5'6' up, $2000. 310-318-3010, ask for donor

nurse.

EGG DONORS NEEDED for infertile couples.

19-33 yrs, own nwdical irwurance. Special

needs for black, Hispanic, & Chinese. At

UaA med center. 310-825-9500.

EGG DONORS NEEDED. All info confiden-

tial. Please call (310)285-0333.

EGG DONORS NEEDED: Healthy (entales

between 21-34years old wAnedical irv

suraiKe. Payment of S22DO for medical pro-

cess. Mima Navas 310-829-6782, Monday-
Friday;

IF YOl/D LUCE TO HELP a couple who's
having difficulty getting pregrunt or unable to

carry a child, cair31 0-820-61 80, ask for Bea-

trke

22 Health Services

LOW-FEE PSYCHOANALYTICAUY ORIENT-
ED PSYCHOTHERAPY by PCC Candidate

DinI Evanier, MSW, ACSW. Supv. LCSW
>166. IKIA District 310-474-9606.

MASSAGE by Paul Drew, references

available. UCLA discount. 310-839-8544.

12 Research Subjects

It't Nai^! Iff jilt for yoi & jist iMina for the holidayi

.

Dally Brain ifill kava a

"Coins Phdet Jalltfin BoarJ"

I ! Claiiifiad Diiplaf

friatad Moa^ayi & TkirAays ba§|iaiR) Nov. 14tli.

CowwarcliLWWtitfa W^Jatwa friM Ratif %ki|akia For iuiMU

in eaACSfMMTohhe ballatia bj^rd far rMt Mftnted ar

ridt Wtlipblt. Miyia ya»4ai«4irlin0 tiekttt far tala?

Ckaek aat JoiV farit H S^'^*' UU%{^ ^Ifkafti taa.

Hara'fW yoa etn ^ea ai ad:

^ By phona: (110)206^960 • By fax: j|T^)206-3075

By mail: P.O>«ix tOS. ao&Jflfaohrool Plaza,

Loi Ans«'"/ CA 90024

1^5 YEARS OLD NEEDED FORMEDICAL

heaHhy females
RESEARCH

STUDY.

QUALIFIED

VOLUNTEERS

MAYBE
COMPENSATED UPTO APPROXIMATELY $570.

CALIFORNIA

1^ L E A S E C A L L 1 .800-854-3902

t« '

Daily Bruin Classified

12 Research Subjects 12 Research Subiects 12 Research Subiects

schizophrenia
Do you or a loved one suffer from Schizophrenia?

Qualified voluteers ages 12 and over may qualify for a

~^ medical research study on schizophrenia.Qualified

[ volunteers recive a free basic physical exam, lab tests

and may be compensated up to approximately $1650.

CALIFORNLV

V L E A S i: C A L L 1-800-854-3902

NERVOaS? ANXioas?
FEARFUL? WORRIED?

Research volunteers between the ages of 18 and 65
experiencing these symptoms for at least 1 month and
in relatively good health are needed. Volunteers will

receive a brief exam in order to determine eligibility.

Qualified volunteers receive free basic physical

exam/lab test and compensation up to $495°°.

California I CLINICAL trials

MEDICAL GROUP

Please call 1-800-854-3902

22 Health Services

PENIS-NIPPLE ENLARGEMENT. Professional

vacuum pumps with instruction. Gain 1'-3'.

Permanent- safe. Enhance erection. Or. Joel

Kaplan 1 -«X)-987-PUMP.

PSYCHOTHERAPY SERVICES FOR WOMEN.
Leam about conflicts interfering with rela-

tionships and work. Er>d self-destructive pat-

term. Sliding scale, student rates. Iris Dragin,

MFCC llc.#MFC24876. 310-476-5455.

REACH PERSONAL AND ACADEMIC
GOALS WITH HYPNOSIS. REDUCE TEST
ANXIETY. Increase concentration,

peribrmance, self-confiderKe. Individual

appointments and classes. Experier>ced

psychotherapist for 1 7-years. Student Rates.

Call Laura Guilds MFCC. 310-207-0630.

STRESSED, OVERWHELMED, LONELY. Sup-

portive courueling. Individuals, couples,

groups. Adjacent to campus. Carole Chasin

MA, IMF-20924. Barbara Shore, supervisor,

MS-24655. 310-289-4643.

30 Help Wanted

ALASKA EMPLOYMENT - Fishing Industry.

Earn to $3,000-56,000+ per Month + bene-
fits. Male^emale. No experience necessary
206-545-4155 ext A59342.

ASST. NEEDED FOR large family daycare in

Pacific Palisades. Must love kids and work
hard. Call Leslie 310-573-1811.

ATTENTION UCLA STUDENTSI Puzzles Fast

Food Restaurant is Sur»et Village is hiring!

Previous restaurant experience helpful.

$6.63/hr. FLEXIBLE NITE SCHEDULE. Call

Karen 206-7687.

30 Help Wanted

30 Help Wanted

TWO PART-TIME SALES POSITIONS in

small real-estate office. (1 )Mon-Fri 2pm-7pm

& (2)Mon, TuM, FrI 9-2, Sun 10-4. $ft4C0fn-

mission to start Call 31 0-441 -5091

.

$6.63A1R- Work in fun atmosphere, schedule

arourKJ classes. Apply: Maureen O'Brien,

Cafe Sproul, 350 DeNeve Dr. 310-825-2074.

1 CASHIER, 1 DELIVERY DRIVER NEEDED.
Chasin Chicken. Call for inf(Vappt. 310-208-

0846.

AA CRUISE SHIPS HIRINCI EARN BIG SSS
+ FREE TRAVELl (Caribbean, Europe, etcl)

No experience necfluary. Staff needed for

busy Holida)i5pring^nwner seasons.

GUARANTEED SUCCESSI Guide. 919-929-

4398ext23031.

ACTORS/MODELS NEEDED. Auditions by
appointments only. For commercials, films,

and print ads. All typei/ages needed. No ex-

perierKe necessary. No registration fees. Call

Today lm;^e. 818-222-9091.

ADMINISTRATIVE ASSISTANT. Part-time,

full-time preferred. BH Software Compar^,
perfect English, WordPerfect required, Page-

Makw helpful. 310-859-7277.

AFTER-SCHOOL child pick-up in from Bev.

Hills to Glendafe. Help homeworkAutor.

Must have car and insurarKc. $6.5Q^r «

milcMB. 818-549-0985.

OPTOMETRIC
OFFICE

seekltig student to schedule

doctor's patients. Needs

excellent telephone skills, must

be personable, caring, and

aggressive. Base Pay plus

cofiunission.

VfT MWSac(am)
(310)837-7202 lave metsafe

BALLOON aLEBRATiONS needs party dec-

orators, drivers, artists, and trainee managers.

Fast paced, fun, aryi creative environment,

flexibfe hours. Call 310-208-1 180.

Beverly Hills law firm seeks organized, de-

per>daoie, part-time flMofnce clerks. Flexible

hours, SS.SCVhr. Contact Roz at 310-274-

8700.

BEVERLY HILLS LAW OFFICE needs gal

Friday filing and Word Perfect, part-time.

310.274-5252.

CAMPUS POSITION AVAILABLE sUrting at

56.63^. We work around your classes.

Immediate employment available for Fall

1994. Sunset Village Dining Services.

ConUct David at 310-206-7688.

CASHIER WANTED. WLA and Westwood.
Some Japanese preferred. 310-479-2530.
1834 Westwood Blvd.

CASTING IMMEDIATaYI Extras needed for

feature flints, commercials, and music videos.

Earn up to $200 per dayl No experience

needed. Work guarantecdl Call to<iay 213-

851-6102. \

CD-rom interactive and video game market-

ing internship now available. Stiper>ded posi-

tion will involve all aspects of advertising and
promotion as they relate to the launch of

some of this cutting edge industry's nrKMt ex-

citing entertainment titles. 310-473-9200

exL2511.

aERICAL WIZ NEEDED for order entry,

customer service, inventory control. Videio

biz. Tough job, good pay. Fax resume to

(310)306-3162.

COMMUNITY SERVICE OFFKZERS (CSO's)

are hiring UCLA students r>owl. $6.16^r to

start, up to S9.10. 1 5-t-hrsAivk. Flexible sched-

ule. Call 825-6760.

Counter person, full or part-time for flsfVpoul-

try market. Some retail experience preferred.

Good benefits. 310-820-5853.

DENTAL ASSISTANT. P/T, MWF. Prefer pre-

dental student. Will train. 213-931-8400.

DIVINE PASTA CO. SM AND BH. Part-

time^ull-time, enthusiastic people for tour-

met pasta shop. Knowledge of food helpful.

S6/hr. Call Shawn 310-394-7930

Driver needed P/T. Dependable student

-to carpod 7th-grader from Brentwood to Pa-

cific Palisades. M-F 3:00pm. $7.00^r4-gas

allowance. ConUct Gloria 310-725-5663.

EMPLOYMENT RECRUITER, bilingual, Vlet-

namese, 310-412-7546.

EVENING CASHIER, $6flv. Mainly wee-
kends, avallabfe through holidays. 310-208-
6550.

Exchange Student needs a chess, tennis, mas-
sage and soccer practice partner. Free travel

overseas 310-471-9191. Improve your

health, mind, power.

F/T ADMINISTRATIVE ASSISTANT, R.E. de-

veloper, Westwood. Assist project manager
and marketing director, arwwer phones, typ-

ing, faxing. Must know Windows. 310-479-

9900

GRAPHKS^OFFKI ASSISTANT. P/T, flex.

hours. (310)4784)591.

GREENPEACE seeks committed full-time and
part-tinte people to change the world. Call

310-287-2210 between 3pm and Spm Mon-
day-Friday.

HAIRSTYLIST. Afro-American hair, Caucasian
too. Cltentde preferred. Call 310-<28-1064.

HANDSOME GUYS, 18- 24 for tKteful nude
studies and printwofk. Great pay, fun, legit.

Snapshot to: First Take, 4470-107 Sunset
Blvd. #271, Hollywood, CA 90027
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30 Help Wanted 30 Help Wanted
IF YOU HAVE $100 AND A COUPLE OF
FRIENDS, YOU CAN BE THE RAREST OF
CREATURES: A RICH STUDENT. 310-285-
8173.

International callback company in

telecommunications needs 50 safes reps and
distributors, no selling required, commission
only, S200O+/mo. Start immediately, 310-
541-0304.

LAW OFFICE ASSISTANT, F/T position for file

clerk/relief receptionist/office management
assistant, require organized, self-motivated
individual w/WordPerfect 5.1/Wlndows ex-
perience. Hours:9am-5 :30pm. Please fax or
send resume to: Rebecca J. Lee, Donfeld, Kel-
ley and Rollman, 1 1845 West Olympic Blvd,

Suite 124S, LA, Ca 90064. Fax: 310-312-
8014

LAW OFFICE. Clerical secretarial positions.

Must know WordPerfect Have office experi-
ence. Good typing skills, flexible hours.
Wilshire & Clendon. 310-475-0481.

LEGAL GRAD STUDENT, derk with exc.da-
tabase management and spreadsheet skills

needed for single proj. litigation support
Schedule and hourly rate open. FAX resume
to 310-577-8143.

Lighting Design Firm need phone advertising

person. Excellent communications skills re-

quired. 20-25 hrs/wk. Flexible schedule.
j7.5(Vhr. Ask Rick, 213-937-4445 or fax,

213-937-3912.

LOOKING FOR FUN, ENTHUSIASTIC, intel-

ligent people to teach test prep for SAT. High
test scores and car required. We train you.
Start pay $13.50 hour (6-8 hours per week).
Send resume /cover letter by 12/16/94 to: The
Princeton Review, Attn: Personnel Depart-
ment, 10474 Santa Monica Blvd. #403, LA
90025. NO PHONE CALLS PLEASE.

MALE MODELS. Asian, Latin or surfer types.

No height requirement Hot head, cards,

posters, mjgs. Good money. FunI 213-664-
2999 24hours.

MARKET RESEARCH COMPANY in Van
Nuys needs individuals to work 4-6
hours/day. Evening, day, and weekend hours
available to do public opinion and market re-

search. Must have excellent reading skills,

ability to write verbatim, and follow instruc-

tions. Call 818-725-4275.

Men-Women ages 18-24 for nude modeling
for FrerKh and American magazines and vid-
eos. Call 213-265-0550.

MGNT TRAINEE
No exp. nee. Corp. expanding in area.

$400Q^month, base-f commission. Start im-
mediately. 213-463-0633

NEEDED: FEMALE STUDENT v*Aome be-

havior modification experierxre to work
w/autistic client in her home. 6-10
houra/week, evenings, Saturdays, and Sun-
days. Pay $10/hour. Please call: 310-649-
0499 and ask for Ellen Slaton.

OFFICE ASSISTANT, private home, comput-
er-literate, MAC financial data entry, accura-

cy essential, good English, own car, flexible

schedufe. 310-394-2933.

P/T OFFKZE CLERK NEEDED to work 15-20
hours/week in upbeat, busy Century City of-

fice. Good organizational skills, communica-
tion skills, and telephone experience a must
$7/hour. Call Kristi. 310-553-0550.

P/T SALES. 15-20 hrs/wk in AM. Good tele-

phone skills. Self-motivated, $7^r + commis-
sion. Telemarketing experience required.

Santa Monica. 310-453-6422.

P/T-F/T MEDICAL FILE CLERK for busy neuro-
surgical group. 30-40hourj/week, Monday-
Friday in WLA. Pleas call Joy at 310-286-

2939.

PART TIME WORK/FULL TIME PAYl SporU
minded students needed to earn $10-1 S^ur
guaranteed working 2aflexible hoursAweek.
Two different positions available. Training
provided. Westwood location. 3ia312-
6838.

Part-time (1 5-20hrs.Awk) telemarketing person
needed for Santa Monica Education Publish-

er. Good voice, sells experience and foreign

language required. 310-395-9393.

Part-tin>e driver needed for print shop located
in Century City. Applicant must have car and
must show valid California Driver's License
and proof of car insurance. Please call Mrs.
Simon 370-203-0018.

PART-TIME DRY CLEANING COUNTER
PERSON. Will train. 20+ hrVWk. 2 or 3 after-

noons 3:30-8:30 + 8 hours Saturday or 5
hours Sunday. Starts $6-7.50/hr + tree dry
cleaning. Apply 12-3pm 1600 Westwood
Blvd. Ask for Randy.

PART-TIME SECRETARIAL HELP WANTtD.
Light typing, computer familiarity. WUI teach.
Westwood area. Flexible hours. Allied Mor-
tga<;e & Services. S7^^ 310 996-1000.

PART-TIME SECRETARIAL/SALES ASSOC,
wanted. Light typing, computer familiarity,

pleasant phone voice, wholesale apparel
sales, hourly rate plus bonus. Flexible hours,
close to UCLA. Call 310-209-5549.

PERSON NEEDED TO COMPLETE WORK
ON RESEARCH PROJECT. Very good speak-
ing qualifications. $7/hour. P/T flexible. Com-
puter experience. Call 310-582-9785.

Proposal writer to develop grant proposals for

non-profit organizatiorw. Academic and pro-
gram experience in public health, education,
social service, ar>d/or the arts preferred. Send
resume and writing sample to Grant Works
1248 5th St. #365, Santa Monica, CA 90406-
0365.

RECEPTIONrST
ENTRY LEVEL, F/T or P/T, no experience
necessary, start immediately. Hollywood.
213-463-0633. AdvarKe to management

RECEPTKDNIST AND CASHIER NEEDED for

Beverly Hills sajpn. Saturday and Sunday in-

cluded. Prior experience required. 310-274-
6347.

RESORT JOBS- Earn to $12 / hr -i- tips.

Theme Parks, Hotels, Spas, -»- more. Tropical

& Mountain destinations. Call 206-632-0150
ext.R59341.

TALENT AGENCY
seeks highly motivated and organized intern.

If you want to learn THE BIZ and work in a
fun office, this is the placet (Non-paid). Call

310-278-3600 ASAP.

TEACHER, Spanish, F/T, prime&elem. grades.
Pvt schi, WLA. Min. 5-yrs. classroom exp.
req'd. Begin immediately. 310-476-2868.

TELEPHONE SALES Security Firm seeking

students to work as assistant Excellent hourly
rate -^bonuses. Sherman Oaks. Call 800-374-
6666 for appointment

TELLERS, 20-30 HOURS. Positions available

in our braru:hes located in BeveHy Hills, Ve-
nice, Mar Vista, West LA, Century City, and
Santa Monica locations. Requires 1 2 months
cash handling and custon>er service experi-

ence in a retail or banking environment & ex-
cellent communication skills. We offer bene-
fits (for 20.5-t^iiours), pleasant work environ-

ment & opportunity to enhance your employ-
ment skills. Please apply in person at the

branch of your choice. Or send your resume
to: 19809 Prairie St., Chatsworth, CA 9131 1

.

Attn: HR Dept. AB/LAT. Mail Stop N-10-24.
818775 7643. eoe. GREAT WESTERN.

TO WORK WITH CHILDREN ages 6-13. Art

background helpful, not mandatory. Must
have good writing skills and be MAC literate.

Hours 10:45-3:30PM. Begin immediately.
Call Helene 818-998-1782.

IS HIRING

Apply
Today

Earn $7 plus bonus while raisins funcfe for UCLA

fkxiblt Hours

You choose the shifts that fit your busy schedule!

1 2-plus hours per week

Work close to campus v^h other students &
sain valuable work experience.

1083 Gayley 4th floor

between 10 am "Spm
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TODAY'S
CROSSWORD PUZZLE

4>

I

ACROSS
1 Stinging insect

5 Uncultivated
regions

10 Mop
14 Choir voice

1

5

Pierre's farewell

1

6

Flooring piece
1

7

Music for two
18 Jabt>ed
19 Functions
20 Not moving
22 Drawer

freshener
24 Got acquainted
25 Pastel color

26 Like a dolphin

30 Marked down
34 Addams Family

member
35 Jungle animals
37 — the way:

make easy —
38 Fishing float

39 Guile

40 Here and—
41 Great Salt Lake

state

43 Zeus* wife

44 Cure a ham
46 Sea cow
48 Nonsense!
50 Claim on

property

51 Cheerleader's
cry

52 Food fish

55 Australian

mammal
60 Once more
61 Rememt>er

the—!
63 Rider's

command
64 Singer Turner
65 Locking place
66 Saved
67 Linger

IT

PREVIOUS PUZZLE SOLVED

1 A N R op
D R 1 F T eJd
L 1 N E SD
ROE T 1 Clll 1 IMU T A H

EpMG E nTe]

G eBa R TIE]

eIsmtIsIaTri

E N G 1 N EJE R
8 C L dWr a
TEST yHa L

11-2-94

68 Pay out

69 Cummerbund

DOWN
1 Dry river bed
2 Grad
3 Stalk

4 Washington's
river

5 Elk

6 Matinee —

.

7 Take a shine to

8 "Gklget'' actress

9 Soapiest
10 Vain
11 Desire —
12 Sheltered from

the wind
13 Outdo
21 One of the

March girls

23 In addition to

25 'Instant" house
26 Phonograph

record
27 Share

O 1994, UnH«d Feature Syndicato

28 Not rural

29 Tip to one side

31 Religious rule

32 Call forth

33 Donald Duck's
nephew

36 Golf score
39 Spotted cats

42 Corridor

44 Smelting
residue

45 Punk hairdos
47 Make a knot

49 Actor Tom
52 Gets tangled
-53 — of measure^
54 Singer Home
55 Model — Moss
56 Prayer ending
57 Ms. Perlman
58 Excuse met
59 Solemn

promise
62 Prune (trees)

TICKU OUR
TAsneuDS
AND THE
DAILY
BRUIN
WILL
TICKLE

YOURS*

Something's Cooking

at the Bruin

i

Submit a personal

favorite recipe and if

it's chosen we'll

feature your name
and recipe in the

paper's classified

section.

Also get

$10.00 F/7EE

on your

Bruin Gold Card.

BON

APPETITE!

-drop recipe
submissions
„, at the

Dally Bruin front

desk-
225 Kerckhoff

Hall

30 Help Wanted

TUTOR/NANNY, Spanish ipeaking, own car,

10-15 hnAvk, atiemooni, eveningi. ExcellerU

references, <|uallflcations, child care exp. req.

Vivian Hanover (310)454-3000, (310)459-

8868.

TWO UCLA JOBS at WLA VA. P/T, research

and administrative positions. Two-year pro-

lecL Fax resume: 310-824-6627.

VOLUNTEER USHERS needed at the West-

wood Playhouse. Oppoituhity. to see Steve

Martin's play (Picasso.) Please call-Michaclat

206-6500.

WAITER/DRIVER
LA TO CO: Gourmet food delivery. Looking

for motivated, energetic, and conscientious

delivery drivei^Waiters. Flexible hours. Good
money Fun work. Call (310)440-4455 before

10:30am, txtween 3-5pm.

WESWOOD. LEASING AGENT, luxury high-

rise apartments, must be responsible. Sun-

'

days, occasional Saturdays. 310-470-9045,

ask for Daniela or Elizabeth.

WLA BUSINESS MANAGEMENT FIRM seeks

part-time file clerk, 20-25 hoursAveek,

$a/hpMrrl^0-478-51 SI , ask forTish.

kVORK FdRWORK FOR BEVERLY HILLS MATCHMAK-
ER. Looking for an outgoing, opervminded,

energetic, intelligent college student ac-

tresi^nodel or recent college graduate. 310-

20S-g4a3.

WRITER'S EXCHANGE has work for creatwe-

ly-talented writers. Paperback novels, Norv
Fiction Books, Screenplays. 310-209-0681,

VerfKOT.

YOUNG MEN WANTED for nude and semi-

nude modeling. Good pay. Immediate work.

Call Derek 21 3-84S-9669.

32 Career Opportunities

COMPUTERS
PROCRAMMERS/TECHNKIIANS. Recent or

soon college grads encouraged to apply. Erv

try level positions. Working knowledge of

C-M-, Windows. Salary plus benefits. 407-

682-2429.

ENGINEER
MECHANKIAL/CIVIL. Recent or soon college

graduates erKouraged to apply. Entry level

positions. Salary plus berwfits. Call Morxlay-

Friday. 407-779-1111.

FILM^/COMMERCIALS, auditioning ac-

tors/actresses. 13-35 years, for lead roles in

major productions, send pictures 610 North

Glen Oaks Blvd. Burbank 91502. ATTN:
CastinK or call (818)843-4228.

• PHYSIeALTffiRAPIST^aEEDED «

uc

- Palm Springs I

- 3-5 yean experience nrnimum

-70K PER YEAR
- California Liceoae req.

Cdl Patrick at («lf) 3224233

BARTENDER
TRAINEES

•no experionce necassary
•earn5 100-$200 daily

•more jobs tnon graduates
•nation wide job placement

NATIONAL BARTENDERS
SCHOOL

(213)38a3200
(310)558-0608

(818)994-8100

Paid Management Internship

' Be traiiKd in mktg, sales,

interviewing, motivation of

cmployecs,customer relations, etc

Earn minimum of 2,500 to lOK
managing a branch of Student

Works Painting. Most hiring will

be cxxnpleted by Nov. for

spring/summer positions.

Call (800) 394-6000 for info.

MANAGEMENT
TRAINEE

$40,000 OPPORTUNITY*

Large national court

expanding. Needs career-

minded individual for

management trianing.

Send Resumes to:

P.O. BOX 251763
LA. CA 90025

34 Internstiips

Do you love the Muppets? Well then, contact

Halle at 21 3-96O-4096 abou a Kript reading

and research Intemthip.

34 Internships

INTERN WANTED FOR A NEW PHOTO
STUDIOI Antvver phones, run errands & gen-

eral production wMork. A great opportunity!

Call310-S81-83$i:

MUSIC DEPARTMENT of public relations

compare seeks interra. Must be responsible,

hard-workir>g and receiving college credK (no

pay). Contact Erik at 21 3-651 -9300.

WANTED: PUBLISHER'S ASSISTANT. Volun-

teer Part-time. New. national, muki-dhnic

teen magazine- Unity LA. ExperierKe on
Mac 213-935-5826.

Do you Uke endleas Indle-Rodc

gnintworic? Wtait to see the real

aide of the Independent music
industiy as soon as possible?

Then be an intern at AUas recordsi

Interested people „

c«U 818-506-1034^

35 Child Care Wanted

BABYSITTER FOR 2 SWEET KIDS. arl.2,

Boy-4. P/T eveningjAveekerwis. Should be ex-

periertced, caring, deperxiable. Day 310-

839-4228, evening 310-475-7600.

BABYSITTER NEEDED, on an occasional ba-

sis only, in SunselA^oheny area. For parents'

random nights out, most likely Saturdays, for

rx) more than 4-5 hour^lght, $6^ur. Auto

is not required, but helpful. Call Jennifer at

310-278-4752.

Childcare for 2 children, ages 1 1 months ar>d

7 years, for five hours or more on Saturdays.

Must have car, Hancock Park area. Call Dr.

Baker 310-825-91 76.

EVENING BABYSITTER. Your choice of 1-4

nightsAtcek. Must have refereiKes, car, and

safe driving record, Sb-9fiyour. Please call

Mrs. Tohvin at 310-552-7604.

NEED Childcare, preferably child-develop-

ment major, in Sherman Oaks. Car, referenc-

es. Hours flexible. $7-f pi;^r. Fax resunte

818-783-8480. or call 81 S-789-0305.

RESPONSIBLE SITTER needed for WLA 2

year old. Need a«vn transport. 20-24

hoursAveek. Hours negittable. 310-474-5600

STEADY SATURDAY EVENING BABYSITTER
NEEDED. Great job! 2 wonderful girls, ages 1

and 4, dinner included, $7Av. Call Wendy
310-471-4403

Child Care
Wanted

- Must have background
in special education
(toiirette syndrome and
ADHD).

- Part-time.
- $7.00 and up.

- Must have referrences.

CaU Karen at 310 277 9097

Jday) or 310 470 3915 (night)..

36 Personal Assistance

20-30 hrsAvk, M-F, 1 -6:30pm, must have car.

Drive adorable 6-yr-old girl to lessons, light

housevMirk, make dinrwr, shopping. 310-

476-0789

49 Apartments for Rent

$595. WESTWOOD. SMALL 1BR. utilities

paid. Good appiiarKes, cute. Laundry. 1.5 to

UCLA. (310)459-6830.

$900 CULVER CITY. Urge, quiet, modem, 2-

bdrnV3bath to«vnhome, dishwasher, aA:,

fridge, patio, gated parking. 31 0.837-0761

.

$995. 2BR/1 1/2BA TOWNHOUSE STYLE
1.2 miles UCLA. (310)459-6800.

••WESTWOOD VM.LAGE** MIDVALE/N. OF
LEVERING. EXTRA LARGE 2BO/2BA BALCO-
NY, DINING ROOM, 3 CAR PARKING,
CHARMING, GARDEN APTS. 310439-
6294.

1 -BEDROOM $575 up. Huge apartmenU,

ideal for roommates. Garden courtyard, pool,

, A^, phone-entry. Near Sherman Oaki Gal-

lerla. Minutes to campus. 818-997-7312.

1 -BEDROOM, UPPER, CLOSE TO UCLA.
Best part of Palms. Newly decorated, Laurv

dry, no pets. 10-month lease. $62S^rM}n(h.

310-286-2885.

1 single artd 1 bachek>r in Westwood near

campus, with parking. Daytinoe 213-932-

1857. ,

Beautiful 3-yA> deluxe apartnwnt 2-bdrrTV2-

ba, 3-bdmV2-ba available 640 Veteran Ave.

Call fast 824-2036.

Diamond Head
Apartments
Stxsrt Term Available

1 bedroom $875
FIreplaca, balcony with a

view, contemporary
kitchen

GffVMit Bulidlng
NsgotlabI* Itofflt

VWii>nd«rfui M«nag*rs
660 Veteran

^^ 208-2251 y^

'S
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BEVERLY HILLS ADJ. 1&2-BEDROOMS
$650-$895. SOME W/HARDWOOD
FLOORS. ONLY 1/2 BLOCK TO PICO BUS.
ASK ABOUT LEASE BONUS. 310-839-6294.

Brentwoodl 3-bdrnV2-bath. $1600. Pool,

Ig. balcony, gated parking, central air. tsiear

UCLA. Add.: 330 S.Bam'ngton, near Sunset.

310471-2498.

BRENTWOOD, Sunny and large 3-bed-

roonV2-bath, Patio, North of Wilshire, dish-

washer, parking, $1450/month. Open 9-5,

11921 Goshen Ave. apt«1. 310-207-0834.

BRENTWOOD. Lovely, cozy, bachelor/ette

room in beautiful country area, quiet home.
20-minutes to UCLA. $650. 310-472-6694.

CLOSE TO UCLA
WESTWOOD. 10 minutes by car, 1 -bed/I

-

bath, upper, electronic entry, fireplace, refrig-

erator, dishwasher, carpet, verticals, gated

parking, laurxiry, $75(ymonth. For appoint-

ment call 310-454-8800.

Deluxe 1 -bedroom. 10-minute walk to

UCLA, quiet building, balcony, well-lit unit,

$850 and up. Available November 8. 310-

208-8881.

FOX HILLS CONDO FOR RENT. 1 5 mihutes
to UCLA. 1 -bedroonVl -bath, dishwasher,

pool, Jacuzzi, spa, mini-gym. Security Build-

inR.$810. 310-641-5080.

MAR VI5T^ $870, 2-bed/2-bath, 2-stofy cus-

tom townhouse. Gated garage, unit alarm,

cerHral air, fireplace. 12736 Caswell Ave.

310-391-1076.

MAR VISTA, 2-BDRM/2-BATH custom town-
home. Gated garage, central air, fireplace,

unit alarm. 11748 Courtleigh Dr.

Se45/month. 310-391-1076.

MAR VISTA. $675. Near 405 freeway, Nice
1 -bedroom, new carpets, stove, refrigerator,

laundry. 3 10.454.O80S.

MAR VISTA. 2-BDRM-2-BATH custom town-

home. Gated garage, central air, firepface,

unit alarm. 1 2736 Caswell Ave. $825/niionth.

Call 310-391-1076.

MAR VISTA. 2-bdmV2bath. Custom to«vn-

home, fireplace, gated garage, alarm in unit.

$645. 1 1 748 Courtleigh. Door open 7 days.

310-391-1076.

Oak Santa Monica. One-bedroom apartment,

$585, partly furnished. Foreign student

welcome. Available for 6 nwnths. 310-450-

7692.

ONE MILE TO WESTWOOD. Brentwood

adjacent. Large single $625. Large Ibed
$695. 1235 Federal Ave. 310-477-7237.

PALMS $500. Large single, walk-in cfosets,

corr^letely refurbished, quiet 9-unit building.

15-minutes from campus. Must see to appre-

dte. 398-6622.

PALMS $595, 1 -bedroom security building,

very quiet, all appiiarKes. Corwenient to

campus. Security deposit $100. A/C, laundry.

310-837-7061.

PALMS $750, 2-bdrTn^-ba, large upper,

small building. Completely refurbished, like

new. Must see to appreciate 15-mins from

campus. 310-398-6622.

PALMS*371 7 CARDIFF
Near 10 and 405y large 1 -bedroom deluxe,

fireplace, 1 3-mlnutes to UCLA. Good loca-

tkm, gated parklrtg, controlled entry. Quiet,

newer building, $620 wd $716. 310-652-

0847,310836^7146.

49 Apartmonts tor Rent

PALMS, $1695, 4-bedroom •» k)<t/3-bath,

newer 3-ftory townhouse, fireplace, gated ga-

rage, security alarm, sundeck. 3670 Midvale
Ave. 310-391-1076. Open 7 days 9-5.

PALMS, $485/MONTH, single, 3455 Jas-

ntirte. AppiiarKes, pool, laundry, no pets.

310454-4754.

PALMS, $685. 2-t-l apartment, upper, bright

unit Refrigerator included. Gated parking.

310-829-0589.
^

PALMS, 2-BDRM/2-BATH custom town-
home. Gated garage, fineplace, balcony,

alarm In unit 1 -month free. 3614 Paris.

$995.310391-1076.

PALMS. $550, Large single. $775 2-bed-

roonVI-bath. Newer building on quiet street,

gated parking, built-ins, balcony/patio, AK,
fireplace. Laundry facilities. 310397-0405.

PAIMS. $995, 2-bed/2-bath, custom to¥vn-

home, fireplace, balcony, gated garage,

alarm In unit One month free. 361 4 Paris Dr.

310391-1076.

PAU^. Unfurnished 1 -bedroom, $495,
single $395. Appliances, no pets. Call 9anrv

8pm, ask for m^r. (31 0)837-4196.

PALMS: $575. Spacious 1 -bdm>n -bath,

stove, refrigerator, parking, laundry, hard-

wood floors. Day 310206-9975, eve. 213-
876-0371.

REDUCED RENT. Ibr, Iba. $700. BH adj.

Charming Spanish style, hardwood floors,

bright, quiet. (31 0)550-1 531

.

SHERMAN OAKS. Gated, newer, quiet,

single, $450, 2+2 $750, 13406 Mooipark St.

818-222-8298

SINGLE APARTMENTS. Near buses. Com-
pletely renovated. Bike or ride to campus.
Near parks.LaurKlry ar>d paridng. Massachu-
setts E.of 405; $525. 310479-2819

STUDK) FOR RENT. $S7(Vmo. Utilities in-

cluded. 611 Levering Ave. Call Tim 310
208-401 5.

UCLA, Bachelor, $425, full bath, 1 bik from

UaA and Village, 638 Landfair. 310208-
4253, 824-2595.

WALK TO UCLA. One bedroom, balcony,
free parking, laundry facilities, water incl.

$900. Bachelor $550. 10944 Strathmore.

(310)209-0966.

WEST HOLLYWOOD ADJACENT. 2BR/2BA.
Small, quiet building. Upper balcony. Home-
like street, large closet, great area. 20 min.
UaA $850. (213)935-9152.

WEST L.A. 1-bdrm $600, single $575,
bachelor $475. Single and bachelor include

utilities. 310477-2696.

FURNISHED RESOitr STYLE
APARTMENTS

Mmirres from campus
STUDIO. ONE AND TWO BEDROOMS

MONTHLY RENTALS

800-8468465

CORPORATE DISCOUOTS AVAIIABIE

Banker Property Group
*1 Bedroom*

•Gated
• Pool
• Laundry I^ilicies

• Beautiful Landscaping
• $549/month (singles

avaibble for $4/5)
• low deposit for UCLA

Students

CALL (310) 390-0226

• MAR VISTAS
2BD.2BA.2STORY

CUSTOM TOWNHOMES.
GATEOGARAGE. CENTRAL AIR,

FfflEPLACE. UNITALARM

* 12736 CASWELL AVE.

A 11 748 COURTLEIGH DR

* PALMS •

$825

$845

2 BO. 2BA CUSTOM TOWNHOME.
FIREPLACE. BALCONY. GATED

GARAGE. ALRM IN UNfT
(ONE MONTH FREE RENT)

• 3614 PARIS $995
• open7dey>

CALL (310) 391-1076

TO SEE THE
i_ LOVELYAPARWENTS

LANDFAIR APARTMENTS
516 LANDFAIR AVE

L0$ ANGELES. CA 90024
Clean and spacious, unfurnished apartments. Singles,

and 1 bedrooms, some feature balconies, stove and

refrigerators provided, water Included, assigned parking,

laundry facilities In each building.

maintenance guarantee, 24 hour emergency service.

See Russ in #1 between 10-6 p.m.

Apartments shown by appointment only. Call

824-4807

49 Apartments for Rent

WEST L.A.
Large 1 -bedroom, $695. Stove, refrigerator,

carpets, blindi, super clean, parking, laundry

facilities. 1 1 321 A^assachusetts Ave., shoMm
byappL 310-477-8750.

WESTWOOD- 2-BEDROOM/2-BATH, $995
AND UP. TILE KrrChffN, STEPDOWN LIV-

ING ROOM. UNUSUAL CHARM. 1-1/2

MILE TO UCLA. 31 0-839-6294.**

Westwood/Century City and Palms, $49S-<-

slngle; $650^^ Ibd; 10 minutes to UCLA.
open daily 310-474-7565.

WESTWOOD_ADJ. 2-bdrm. upper, small
quiet bld^ new carpels, minlblinds, laur>dry,

S min. to UCL\ near Sepulveda/ Pico. $796.
213-935-9152

WLA, Bachelor, $460; large 1 -bedroom,
$599. Swimming pool, laundry, BBQ, ap-
pliances. Best location. 1621 Westgate Ave-
nue. 310-820-1121.

WLA, from $750, 2&3 bedroom apartments,

private patios, stove ,refrig, air, laundry, 1 620
S. Brockton Ave. Renee 310-550-6755.

WLA. $S9SAno. jpacious, single, full kitch-

en, parking, small quiet building. One year
lease, no peU. 310-826-7888.

WLA. Amazing deal. 1629 Brockton. Singles

Starting $525. New appliances, carpet, paint,

vertical blinds. Parking, gated. Good, student

discount 310-477-0112.

50 Apartments, Furnisiied

MAR VISTA, $6pq^onth. Ask about free

rent Attractive, furnished 1 -bedroom. Large,

pool, patio, and bart>ecue area. Quiet build-

ing. 3748 InglewDod Blvd, 310-398-8579.

51 Apartments, Urifurn.

$875 2BDRAV1 1/2BA. 1426 Banington #4.

Stove, refrigerator, air, dishwasher. (31 0)837-
0761

$925. Move-in special. Large 2-bedroonV2-
bath, security building, all an>enities, eleva-

tors, parking. Low security deposit 2437
S.Corinth. 310-479-1 765 or 310-376-8794.

Great large 1 bdrm $575. Easy commute to

UCLA. Call Lisa 310-572-1050.

MAR VISTA, 2-bedroom uppers, $695-$740.
Brand new paint carpel, verticals, ceiling

fans. Parking, laundry. Quiet building. Near
beach. Inquire at #1, 12725 Pacific Ave. 213-
653-4409.

PALMS. Single $535-$550. 2bd, $850.
Clean, Large pool, convenient to shopping
and UaA. 310-204-4332.

SANTA MONICA. 1-bdrm extra-large. Pool,

laundry, new carpet and paint. Foreign stud-

ents welcome. Good neighborhood and area.

$585. 310-358-6680.

WESTWOOD. $1500, Spacious 3-bcdroom,
A/C, refrigerator, dishrwasher, balcony, ideal

for grad students. 1711 Malcolm. 3/4-mile

from campus. 31 0-273-1 21 2.

52 Apartments to Share

$36S. ROOMMATE NEEDED to share HUGE
2-bdrnr>/2ba w/3 other guys. Pool/jacuzzi, se-

curity gated. 10 min. from campus. 310-559-
4332.

Apartment to share in comfortable 2-bed/2-

bath in WLA. Balcony, kitchen, dining area,

parking, laundry facilities, near IXTLA.
$470/month+utilities. Move-in December 1,

Call 310-473-8817.

LANDFAIR AVE. Doubles or singles avail.

Prefer males. Util. incl. Walk to campus. Call

Eddie, 310-208-8172.

LOOKING FOR ROOMMATE to share 2-

bdrnV2-bath apt Gated parking laundry

facilities, all anienilies. Great Placel Resporv
sible. Non-smoker. $39(Vmonth. 310-202-
6538.

Room with a ocean view! Male roommate to

share 2 bd. apt. N. Wilshire SanU Monica.
$47S-^l/2 utils. Betty 310-394-431 3.

SANTA MONICA, 1 5th/Montana, master
bedroom, full bath, upper, private, wash-
er/dryer, no pets. Bright, very clean. Month-
to-month, $800. Pro-rate for November.
Prefer female grad student 310-394-9686.

SICK OF LIVING IN DORMS? $300. Right

next to campus. Caytey. Third person to

share apartment, preferaible male. 310-824-
0836.

WESTWOOD-WALK TO UCLA. Your Own
Room, share kitchen. $400/nf>onthly,

$15aWeekly. 310-209-0681, Vernon.

53 Roommates

FEMALE ROOMMATE WANTED to share a

bedroom. Nice spacious apartment. 5-minute
walk from Lot-32. $30(Vh>onth. Bobby 310-
478-7121 or Cathy 31 0-478-0261.

MALE ROOMMATE to share 1 -bedroom
apartment 1409 Midvale, #314. 5-10 minute
walk to Lot 32. $412.50/month. Ed 310-312-
0454.

MALE WANTED FOR spactous 2bdrm/2ba
apartmer^ with 2 females and 1 male. Rea-

sonably priced, block from campus. 310-
443-0415.

ROOMMATE WANTED. Available now. 24
hours security guard. 2 fiitl bathrooms. Share
spacious 2bd. Kitchen, own gated parking.

$41 8/mo 310-275-0736.
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54 Room for Rent

BRENTWOOD $500Anonth. Private bed/
bath In large home of single mother of two
small chikjren. Discounted rent fcir babysit-

ting. Female, norvsmoker. 310-395-0623.

54 Room for Rent 1 96 Services Offered

LARGE BtCHT ROOM in 1930> Spanish

student house. Share bath, swimming pool.

$3S(ymo. 310-271-7028.

Largie room In spacious house. Wood floor,

walk-In closet fireplace, laundry, backyard.

Must Seel. From Dec.1-]an.15 or longer.

$40(VWx)nth. 213-932-6186.

Newly reflnished room for quiet male stud-

ent. 3-miles south of campus. $360. Day
310-274-0400, evening 310-202-8521.

PALMS, FEMALE TO RENT own roonVbath in

2-bdrm townhouse, near buses, security,

parking, laundry, fireplace, iAbO/mo. 310-

841-6146.

WESTWOOD, private, large room/bath in

furnished guesthouse. $46C^n>onth. Electric

stow, ^eet parking, very clean artd bright

Call 310-474-3139.

WESTWOOD. FumishwJ single, lull kitchen,

full bathroom, heater, parking, private, close

to UCLA. Walk to Westwood Bl.-Pavillon.

Utilities paid. j497. Females only. 310-474-
1749.

WLA. OWN ROOM/BATH in 2.bdrm/2-bath,

parking, UWmo. 3 miles to UCLA. Female
N/S preferred. No pets. 310-31 2-0498

55 Sublet

PALMS, own roonVbath in 2-bedroom apart-

ment Pool, gym, laundry, parking, cable.

No pets., N/S. Dec 1 -Feb 1, $3S(ymonth.
310-837-1041.

58 House for Sale

BEL AIR, 3bd/2.5ba,-»^>onus room,5yrs new,
quiet street, $529,000. 2607 Basil Lane, by
appt only, 10 minutes to UCLA, owner. 310-

271 -7750

62 Room/Board for Help

BENEDKIT CANYON, private room/bath in

house, 10-minutes to campus, grad student

w/car exchange for light duties. 310-273-
4000.

NEEDED FEMALE STUDENT FOR BABYSH"-
TING in exchange for room and board in

Westwood. Must have own car. Mrs. Chrys-

tie 310-471-7755.

ROOM, BOARD, PRIVATE BATH exchange
for assistarxre- light housekeeping, some
cooking, some driving. Female student 818-

906-1399.

ROOM/BOARD -»^$10(VWK. Mother's helper

needed for newly single mom. Mature, re-

sponsible, grad student preferred. Nice Mar
Vista home, 1 5 min. from campus. 310-397-
6445.

WONDERFUL FURNISHED COTTAGE in

hills, 15 min. UCLA . $30(Vmo plus 5 flexible

errarxJ hour^«veek. Responsible problem
solver for busy gay professional. 310-276-

2332

67 Condos for Sole

CONDO FOR SALE. Quiet, Penthouse, near

campus. 2bdmV2ba in security building

w/^ivacy, amenities, view. Owrwr reduced

price. J. Thompson 310-471-6363x133.

68 Condos to Shore

1-bdrm in 2-bdr/2.5-bth, Wilshire Highrisc

Cbndo. Laundry facility within unit, 24-hr.

security, valet parking, pool and gym. N/S.

SMOO/mo. 310-475-7989.

FEMALE TO SHARE ROOM In nice condo,

large living room, kitchen, quiet security

building, walk to UCLA, S360/mo. 310-391-

2877.

69 Condos for Rent

1BD/1BA CONDO FOR LEASE. 1/2 b\ock

from UCLA. High-rise building, doorman,
swimming pool. $100(Vmo. Call Broker

(310)824-0453.

CONDO FOR RENT in Palms area.

$875/rnonth. 2-bed/2-bath. Washer/Dryer,

stove, dishwasher, central air and heating, 2-

car security parking ar^ lots of storage. Eve-

lyn, 310-391-3853 or Steve, 310-391-6645.

70 Guest House for Rent

BEVERLY HILLS. Guesthouse/single. Full

bath, kitchenette, parking, utilities ir>cl. 1 per-

son, no pel, yard. Avail. Nov. 15. $60(ymo.
Call 310-274-3935.

91 Insurance

yiiistate
Insurance Company

(310)312-0204
1317 Westwood Blvd.
(2 biks. So. of Wilshire)

94 Movers/Storage

HONEST MAN. W/14ft tnjck and dollies,

small jobs, short notice ok. Student discount
310-285-8688. CA, AZ, NV. Co Bruins.

JERRY'S MOVING & DaiVERY. The careful

movers. Experienced, reliable, same day de-

livery. Packing & boxes. Will deliver boxes
free. Jerry 310-391-5657.

TOM'S MOVING SERVICE. DEPENDABLE,
EW^R«NCED, REASONABLE. LAST
MINUTE JOBS WELCOME. CALL 24 HRS.
310-452-2887.

ATTN: MBA, LAW,
MED. APPLICANTS

Fmstrated developing/editing your critically-

importartt persorul statements? Get profes-

sional help, competitive edge from national-'

ly-known authoc/consultant 310-626-4445

EAGLE-EYED PROOFREADER
Edits, thcse^ublkations; tutors EngllshMudy
skills; trains time management/stress reduc-

tion. Nadia Lawrence, PhD. 310-393-1951

.

PROFESSIONAL WRmNCVEDmNC. Pa^Jers,

reports, statistics, proposals, research studies.

Masters, Ph.D. dissertattons, college applica-

tion essays. Any subject, style, requirement
213-871-1333.

TRANSLATIONS
Most languages and fields. Professtorul

work. Documents, papers, brochures, manu-
als,etc. 213-933-1006.

WANT TO BE ACCEPTED? Save time, frustra-

tion? Call for help developin^editing person-

al statements. Also edit papers, theses, dis-

sertations. Linda 3ia392-1734.

^
FAST, AFFORDABLE

War^vooHaiQrSS/K. $4(ookr) Ruih/fa
orden wekome: p^MTt, lattars. re«imet. tfaevt.

disaertab'an; diarti. fnpha, graphicB: haer:

peO/gnDnmer check, edtinf . Plnofeaaianal

quaGty. Qiddc turn around.

Win deliver to campus area. (310)394-9686

Research, Writing, Editing
ALL levels, - ALL subjects Foreign

Students Welcome Fast Professional -

Quality guaranteed papers not for sale

Call Research 310-477-8226

M-F l(WX)am-5:0Opm

lAWSCHCOLAPPUCATlON
PERSONAL STATEMENT STRESS?

Two published review editors

win help you:

•Conpose & create

• Edit puoctuatjoo & grammar

•Organize& structure your essay

to make it substairtivety effective and

technically accurate.

Contact Cheii or Tom at
(310) 274-6187

98 Tutoring Offered

- MY TUTOR -

MATH/PHYSICVSTATISTICS. Tutoring serv-

ice. Free consultation. Reasonable rates ,

call Mv Tutor anytime. Ilan f800)9aTUTOR.
ECONOMICS TUTORING. Undergraduate

economics tutoring by masters graduate, with

5 years teaching experiertce. $1 S.OG^r, with

free consultation. Call 310-393-41 73.

FrerKf^SL, bilingual experienced tutor, rea-

sonable rates. Call 310-477-4019.

^4ATH TUTORING by PH.D. $1SA»our. Cal-

culus, statistics, probability, math for physi-

cal/social sciences, SAT, ORE, LSAT, MCAT.
310-837-8998, pa«er, 310-582-9626 NBD.

99 Tutoring Needed
ENGLISH AS SECOND LANGUAGE TUTOR
NEEDED IMMEDIATttY. Interview required.

Transportation required. Contact Sam at pag-
eri31 0-960-9660.

TUTORS WANTED
MATH, SCIENCE, SPANISH, FRENCH TU-
TORS n^ed for ShermanO^ Woodland
Hills , Westwood Centers. LMdergraduate de-

gree required. $1 2^r. 81 8-347-761 6.

100 Typing

A CLASS ACT
Papers, letters, resumes, scripts, transcription,

labels. FREE ligbt editing. Laser printing. Spell

check. Fax Orders Welcome. 31 0827-8023.

APtUSWORDPROCESSINa IBM/PC, Laser

printing, spellchedc; term papers, disserU-

tions, thesis, reports, cnanuscripts, transcrip-

tions, etc. Fast tumarour^d. Call Bob 213-

8514)214.

ACE TYPIST, ETC
GREAT LOOKING PAPERS AND APPUCA-
TONS-SPECIAL RATE. WE DO ALL WP
AND RESUMES. RUSHES. 310-820^830.

MODERN SECRETARIAL SERVICES. 24-hour
sen^lce, plcknjp and delivery, IBM vid MAC,
Laser printing. Discount students. 5-minutes
from UCLA. Angelica, 310-446-8899.

NEED A PRIVATE SECRETARY? Over 15
years legalAnedical transcriptkm experience.

Notary Public Macintosh w/laser printer.

p<ck-upAtelh>«ry. Brentwood. 310-472-0405.

WORD PROCESSING- All types, APA and
other fomiatt, trartacribirw, resumes, DTP,
WardPvfed. charts^ ptpht, later. Raaaorv

•MtrHW, near cafnpia. 31 (M7D4U87.
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GOOD TASTE. N/OURALiy. g GOOD TASTE. NATURALIY. g

4'

Bruin Deal Meal

2 slices of pizza & ail you can

drink, plus your choice of:

• garden salad or

• 1/2 order of Moios or

• pizza breadsticKS

on)y53 .40

FAST FREE DELIVERY!

Great pizza

Dinein, Carry Out Specia

3 kinds of crusts
at the same price

Thin,

HarKJ tossed classic,

or our new Pan Pizza crust

Large Pizza

Any large pizza up
to 3 toppings of l

only>

oz.
BEER

great
deal more!

Double Special

'::§^Sfellr»3

to reserve Shakey's upstairs for your private meetings, parties, etc.

p—»

d%sl#ni#tt iri4Gayiey I Sun-Husll-lam 1824-4111jWCllffy^ Westwood
I

Fri&Sat11-2am | CD HI* GOOD TASTE. NATURALLY, g GOOD TASTE. NATURALLY, g

UCLA WOMEN $

VOLLEYBALL

#3 UCLA

#1 STANFORD

FREE VOLLEYBALL
ERASE MEMOBOARD

/^^

(Limited supply)

j_i. TT

TONIGHT
7:00 P.M. PAULEY PAVILION

UCLA STUDENTS ARE FREE WITH LO.

$57AD01TS ?3rYDi;iHS W/SIUUbNT ID.

FOR MORE INFORMATION PLEASE CALL (310) UCLA- 101

102 Music Lessons

DRUM LESSONS
All levelVityles with dedicated profeMional.

At your home Of WIA studio. l$t lesson free.

No drum set neceaary. Neil 213-882-6509.

GUITAR JNSTRUCTON. 15 years EXP. all

levels and styles. Patient and organized. Be-

ginner guitars for sale $60. Sam 310-826-

9117.

GUPTAR LESSONS
All Acoustic styles. Classical, Latin, )azz.

Folk. Teacher w/25-f yrs piayihg exp. Call

David 310-478-2420.

Guitar lessons by a professional near IXILA.
All levels, guitars available. Call jean 310-
476-4154.

PIANQJLESSONS. $15/hr. Beginning/lnterm.

>tti3ents. Experienced teaching children and
adults. Studio in Santa Monica. Please call

Maria 310-828-9750.

SINGI Vocal technique-all levels/styles, per-

formance anxiety, associat^ate Lam, Santa
Monica, near UCLA, free consultation, Carol

Tinnle 310-828-3100.

105 Travel

V STRICTLY PERSONAL «
Seeking Jewish Students

Adventurous. Spirited. Enthusiaitic

For i-mtA winter-break experience in laael!

Hike Gohn mountains, expkn ancient Ne{ev

niins, and meet mystics in Tifat. Plus interview

top politicals and discover what Israel is really all

about. Scholarships available thtf let you do it

all for just $1075, including airke and all

accanodatiau. For application form, call

1.800-FELLOWS (335-5697).

104 Resumes

A CUSTOMTYPE RESUME. Fast, profeltional,

reliable. Layout, editing, composition.
RasunwsAcewar IcOan^cftrenc* sheets. Com.

Ir lav prlntk^ 310-47Q.

109 Autos for Sale

1977 AUDI 100LS. Classy classic Auto,

AmA^m, Cassette, 87,000ml, brand new en-

gine, transmission under warranty. Like new.
IfVout 25fT>pK. $1900. 310-358-6460.

1983 Porche 944, beautiful black on black,

sunroof, MI. Yokohama tires, pullout stereo,

new clutch, MUST SEU. $3900. 310-479-

1428.

1986 TOYOTA CAMRY, re-built transmis-

skM, Automatic trasismiaskin, AM^M rtereo,

grwy imvior, grey citeriar good condUon,
must selL $399abbo. 310-471-4404.

109 Autos for Sale

1987 Honda Accord. Excellent condition,

VC, cassette deck, power steering, interior,

5-ipeed, 4-door. $480(yobo. 213-954-8683.

85 VW Cab. convert., red wA>lack top,

78,000 original miles, 5-«peed, very clean,

$4500 OBO, Day 310-477-6551, eve 213-

667-2^86. Ask for jeff Tach.

86 BMW 325, blackAan, automatic, fully

loaded. $750(yobo. 310-447-6110. 90
MAZDA RX7/CTU. Original owner.

BlackA>lack. Fully loaded. $980(yobo 310-

826-1081.

86 FORD MUSTANG LX CONVERTIBLE.
New paint, black, mint condition, automatic,

all power. $4500. 310-208-4934

92 EAGLE TALON Tsi. BlackAwige, turbo,

AWD, ABS, 23,000 miles, auto-trarwmission,

leather, AM/FM cassette, CD. Immaculate

conditioni $15,S0(yobo. 310-824-9713.

MUSTANG 5.0
1981 Gray Ford MusUng CT, V8, 5.0, 4-

speed, very fast New bralces, good interior.

$3000. 310-777-9761/paner, after 5:30pm.

'84 200SX Turbo. Excellent condition. 5-

speed, sunroof, all power options. Tinted

windows. $1500 stereo system. $34(X). Call

alter 6PM. 310^474-6445. -

IMMtY

I

I

IM

825-2161

109 Autos for Sale

'84 SAAB 5.SPEED, BROWN, LEATHER IN-

TERIOR, original owner, wns good, $1900o-
bo. Close to campus. 818-501-7622.

'87 PLYMOUTH SUNDANa. 4<ylinder,

economical, only 75,000 miles. Automatic,

2-door hatdiback, fully powered, air, stereo.

Like new. $2999 firm. 310-820-4138.

'88 VOLVO, TURBO GTO, 4-door, red,

black leather, 5-speed, sunroof, stereo, 104k
miles, SaaOO/dbo. Call 8-5pm. 825-0731

.

'89 ISUZU AMIGO, 2-wheel drive, 44k. new
soft-top, am/Fm radio, l-owrwr, mint-condi-

tion, like new. $6200. 310-476-2115.

"91 Corvette. $21,00Cyobo. Loaded. Leather

interior, viper alarm, performarKe package,

frontAear radar, CO/cassette, excellent condi-

tion. C^l ICaren at 310-379-8373.

115 Scooters for Sale

1989 Honda Elite 80. Low mileage. White.

Helmet arxJ lock included. Original owner.
$750. Call Pam at 310-546-2446.

MUST SEEI New, only 50 miles. Black, used
as Toyota Grand Prix official scooter,

Yamaha Riva-Razz. $750^bo. Call 310-478-

6995.

'88 HONDA ELITE 80, black, good condi-

tion, low miles, new i>^tery tune-up, "95 reg-

istration paid, hdnfMt. lock. $700. 310-445-

§564.

VOLLEYBALL
From page 28

her."

While a plethora of players must

have looked unstoppable to Scruggs

and the 4-17 Bears this year, even

the nK)st guarded praise lx)iders on
awe.

"Well, you hate to label her

unstoppable, especially at this point

in her tareer," University of
Washington head coach Bill Neville

said. "Let's just say, she's very hard

to contain."

While coaches continue to babble

over Folkl, the subject herself

remains somewhat unimpressed
with her performance.

"There is still a lot I have to learn

and improve on," Folkl said. "I'd

like to improve on my serving and

my passing. Both those areas could

be better."

Folkl, who was not recruited by

"She js a really good

player (but) has her

weaknesses." %^

Kim Krull

Middle Blocker

any schools but rather "selected"

Stanford, is not exactly running a

one-woman show. Cardinal junior

hitter-setter Gary Wendell, a 1993
second-team All-American, ranks

fifth in the conference in hitting per-

centage. Freshman outside hitter-set-

ter Lisa Sharpley, considered the No.

2 recruit betiind Folk], is also among
the conference leaders.

**Kristin has done a great job this

year," Stanford head coach Don
Shaw said. "Much better than I

expected from a fineshman. She has

made an impact txit we have a very

good team. Kristin hasn't had to

carry us."

While Folkl has not had to carry

the Cardinal, she has done some
lugging. Folkl currently leads the

team in hitting percentage (.395),

kills (272) and block solos (18). A
shoo-in for National Freshman of
the Year, the A+ high school student

credits her play to the summer spent

with the natioiial team.

"There was a lot I learned this

summer that I would have had to

learn during the season," Folkl said.

"Playing with the Nationals definite-

ly better prepared me for college

volleyball. Plus it was just great to

play with players like (UCLA's)
Annett (Buckner)."

While Folkl peppered the Bruins

with 17 kills in Stanford's four-set

victory in October, UCLA sopho-

more middle blocker Kim Krull is

not quite prepared to bow down:
"She's a reJally good player. But she

has her weaknesses. She's not
unstoppable but it's pretty hard."

126 Furniture for Sale

MATTRESS SETS: Twin $45, full $55, queen
$85, kings $95, bunkbeds. Deliveries, phone
orders accepted. 310-372-2337.

NEW FURNITURE
Bunkbeds $125, Mattress seU: Queen $170,
full $140, Twin $110. Bedroom seU $350.
Dining and sofa sets also. 31 0-821 -0729.

ROLL TOP DESK, oak, beautiful, excellent.
condHioo, 7 drawers, 48x22x42, $400 (obo).
OAK COFFEE TABLE, parquet, 29x29x19.
$90 (obo). 31-451-3620.

128 Misc. for Sale

VIDEO GAME ARCADE ROUTE in LA. 12

years old. Net $25,00(Vyear. Asking $37,000

cash. 1-800-821-0094.

1 34 Computer /Typev/riter

486-66 SOUND SYSTEM, 4-ram, 420MU,
voice-nrMil, mouse, monitor, like new.
$1180.310-644-2612.

Used XT and AT computefs. Complete lys-

tenw from only $1 50. Printers available from
$50 each. 3ia2dfr-1222.
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. SOCCER
From page 28

Bruins will try to take a step in the

right direction, while avoiding
complacency.

"Fresno is having a good sea-

son," Saldaita said. "They're a
very organized team and have a lot

more discipline than they have had
in the past few years. They've also

stepp^ up their talent, too. I think

you're going to see an organized

team with no superstars but with a

pretty good level of quality."

One standout for Fresno State is

goalie David Kramer, who always
manages to find his way on to the

list of national goalkeeping leaders.

"He's kind of a quiet force and
isn't a real flamboyant looking
goalkeeper." Saldaila said. "But
he's very consistent. This year
they've been very consistent by
not giving up many goals, but not

blowing people out."

But if the Bruins play at the

level that they are capable of play-

ing, getting the Bulldogs off of
their game should not be overly

difficult.

"Even with injuries, we still

have more exceptional players,"

Saldafia said. "I think we can be as

organized as they can, but I think

we have some players that can rise

above that level and can have real-

ly special moments in the game.
They won't have the guys who can
do that - in a game there are
always those moments when you
need a little more speed or a little

better touch. I thinic we have that

and they don't."

The game begins at 1 p.m.
• • •

One player who the Bruins will

miss this Sunday is midfielder
Justin Selander, who notched his

fifth yellow card this season
against Indiana.

WATER POLO

AUDREY LEEAteUy Bruin

After suffering a knee injury, UCLA's Adam Frye may return to

action this weekend against Fresno State.

As for the good news, UCLA's
Adam Frye should return to the

lineup after coming off of a few
weeks' rest for a knee injury.

Although Frye might not be fit to

play the full 90 minutes, he's like-

ly to at least come on in the sec-

ond half.

"I think we'll definitely be
looking to get him into the game,"

Saldai^a said. "Whether or not he

will start depends on how he
trains."

Midfielder Eddie Lewis - who
has been practicing in no-contact

situations - has made good
progress after having a small plate

inserted below his right eye.

"He's involved in drills and is

recovering fast," Saldafia said. "I

don't think he'll be in this week

On deck

CHRIS SEUGMAN/Daity Bruin

but next week - with the headgear
- he'll have a good chance of
playing,"

From page 28

Braxton-Brown said. "(Head
coach) Guy (Baker) is always
calling me lackadaisical. The
thing about water polo is you'll be
best friends with someone outside

of the pool, and during a game
he'll kick you in the head. That's

fine, but I don't like being overly

aggressive. I'm not the type of
person to beat up on people."

Braxton-Brown will have to

play intensely on Sunday if the

Bruins are to have a chance of
beating UC Irvine in the last con-

ference match of the season, espe-

cially with the absence of Mark
Sutter and Jim Toring due to

injuries.

The game starts at 1 p.m. at

Sunset Canyon Fool and is a

must-win if the Bruins (13-9
overall, 2-5 in the Mountain
Pacific Sports Confederation) are

WILLIAMS

UCLA Sports Into

Jeremy Braxton-Brown

to have any shot at the NCAA
tournament.

The Anteaters are formidaSle
with two matches against

Pepperdine going info overtime
this season. Also, Irvine is

coached by Ted Newland, whose
team some say plays the most
physical game in collegiate water

polo.

"Irvine is a huge game for us,"

Emerzian said. "It affects our
seeding for the conference tourna-

ment next weekend. When I was a

player (the Irvine players) always

intimidated me because they were
so physical. Our team just can't

let the physical part disrupt our
game plan."

Irvine players to watch include

junior 6-foot-2-inch, 205-lb Matt
Maunz and freshman Ryan Bailey

(6-5, 235 lb).

"The game will come down to

one goal," Baker said. "Hopefully

we'll be on the Hght side of the

score."

From page 26

thanked the crowd and Bank of
the West Classic sponsors for
making her first tournament "so

much fun."

This was her first test from a

genuine champion, and through
the first dozen games, Williams
passed it flawlessly enough to

make converts of those who
doubted her father's claims that

she was the genuine article.

"She's going to be a champion,

but on her owit terms," said
Richard Williams, the maverick
mastermind behind his daughter's

unorthodox training regimen that

sent her into the pro fray without

benefit of standard competitive

seasoning.

And he persisted in bucking the

system this week: despite turning

pro, Venus Williams remained
unsigned by any of the manage-
ment companies and corporate
hucksters hovering at the periph-

"She*s going to

be a champion, but

on her own terms."

Richard Williams

Fattier of Venus WiHlams

ery of her sizable entourage.

"Richard wasn't here to do
deals," said Keven Davis, the

family's attorney. "This is not a

business venture, it's her debut.

She plays and then they go home.
But for the business people who

wanted to know what they'd be

getting in Venus, it's become
more visible: She proved she can
play."

Certainly Sanchez Vicario was
impressed by the ability Williams

displayed in only her second pro-

fessional outing.

"I want to make a statement: I

think 14-year-olds should not

play professional tennis,"

Sanchez Vicario joked after the

match. "Seriously, in the first set

I was watching more the way she

hit the ball instead of thinking

about my shots. She did very
well. She's a big girl, and she can

serve and volley or stay back.

Sometimes she hit the ball so

well there was nothing you could

do."
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COnVGRSE
BASKETBALL BUYOUT

COMVERSE
RUNMSLAM

ROLLERBLADE
PRO 2000

Mold«d PU alMll wHti bwckl* l*c« cfcMur* (yatMa.

A PAIR

itna ••>• •«*frts. H»|Ml» r. ariolwl mitd

nav rmiuttmi in »«l»t . Pnet may dumfa

iwarchaiidllaa may ba avaHakta at aala prieai bi

pHcaa ara oWai'tug pHca* en>y and nay or aMy iMl
at ctoaa o« bu«inMt ll/e/94. No <aalara.

1 001 WES1W00D BLVD
inrESTuvooD

HOURS: MON FRI 10-9. SAT 10-8. SUN 11-6
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Swimming sends smail squad to SMU invite
Bruins' best eight

compete with top

teams in Dallas

By Ross Bersot

The UCLA swimming team
will take its top eight performers

of the early season to Dallas,

Texas, this weekend for the first

annual Southern Methodist
Women's Swimming and Diving

Classic. The sprint-oriented meet
will feature eight swimmers and
one diver each from seventh-
ranked UCLA, No. 2 Texas, No. 4

Michigan, No. 8 SMU. No. 16
Nebraska and No. 17 Colorado
State. The meet's 1 8 events will be

split between Friday and Saturday

night. ,

Head coach Cyndi Gallagher is

excited about the meet, but insists

that the season is still young.
Health and injuries 'are still ham-
pering the performance of several

of the best Bruins.

"The (swimmers) going to

SMU are the ones that are right on
right now," Gallagher said.

"Things will probably change
before the NCAAs."

Obvious entrants for UCLA are

freshman Jill Jenkins and junior

Annette Salmeen, whose times in

their two dual meets this season

have approached qualifying levels

for the NCAA Championships.

Jenkins, who could swim in any

of five events, will probably race

in the 100-yard butterfly and the

100 back. The Classic's short

event format should allow her to

excel.

"I'm really excited," Jenkins

said. "I think it's a sprint-oriented

meet and I'll get to start swim-
ming my best events."

The 200 free and 200 fly will

happen on different days so that

Salmeen will be in top condition

for each race.— "I'm excited, I haven't had a

chance to swim the 200 fly with-

out (the 200 free happening) first,"

Salmeen said. "I'm really looking

forward to it. It's going to be a fast

meet and will be fun for us. It will

be a good gauge of how we are

swimming our best events at this

point in the season."

Two-time All-American sprint-

er Megan Oesling has recovered

from an illness and should j?e 100

percent for the 50 and 100 free for

the first time this season.

Junior Sharon Webster and four

freshmen - Cindy Bertelink,
Lindsay Etter, Kasey Foster and
Lara Potter - round out the Bruins

making the trip.

UCLA's goal is to race the best

they can this early in the season

against the top competition in the

nation.

"It's another chance for the

eight people who are going to

improve their season-best times

and more importantly, to swim
smart races and show they are

starting to swim faster," said assis-

tant coach Brad Bumham. "We're

just looking for them to do the

right things and make the right

choices."

Cyndi Gallagher

UCLA Sports Into

Annette Salmeen
UCLA Sports Info

• • •

It is business as usual for the

team members staying in

Westwood for the weekend. Those

not traveling to Texas will swim
the events they would swim in a

normal meet. The coaches want to

be sure that the whole team is pre-

'

pared for the conference season,

which begins Nov. 17 against

Arizona State.

"While we're at practice we're

going to work in the same exact

meet schedule (as those\in Dallas)

and the remainder of the team will

do their best events," said

Burnham, who will be staying at

home with the majority of the

UCLA team. "We'll match them
up so we keep them at the same
intensity for Arizona and Arizona

State."

Venus Williams wide-eyed, dry-eyed after first pro
By Robin Rnn
New York Times

OAKLAND, Calif. — The grand

entrance was short-lived, but plen-

ty auspicious.

A little behind on her biology

homework but a lot wiser about
the permutations of life in the ten-

nis limelight, 14-year-old Venus
Williams was wide-eyed but dry-

eyed Wednesday night after she

received an unsympathetic sec-

ond-round censure from Arantxa
Sanchez Vicario.

Williams, playing in her first

tournament as a professional, dis-

played plenty of precocious
pyrotechnics in the opening set,

where her athleticism reduced the

world's second-ranked player to

merely another player. But the

Spaniard recovered in time to con-

struct a no-nonsense 2-6, 6-3, 6-0

comeback that sent Williams back

to Florida where her dog, home-
work and the practice court await-

ed.

"I think my game was solid; I

just need to improve it," said the

6-foot teenager. "If I told myself,

'You played great, Venus; she's

No. 2 in the world and you're just

a 14-year-old kid,' then I wouldn't

be attaining my goals."

One of the rare superstars who

has managed to survive the pitfalls

of turning pro at 13, the 22-year-

old Sanchez Vicario posseisses

1994's French and United States

Open crowns and was perhaps the

most formidable opponent the

newcomer could have encoun-
tered.

But Williams, with the same
insouciance that made Jennifer

Capriati such a threat in her rookie

season, went to work with the

assumption that she owned the

skills to topple Sanchez Vicario.

"I wasn't going to go out there

and let her hurt me," Williams
said. "Actually, I expected to play

better, but I guess she knew how
to come back, knew what to do,"

said the poised ingenue, who did-

n't leave the court until she had
grabbed a microphone and

See WILLIAMS, page 25
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FREDDY& LIANAS

NOVEMBER
PROMOnOlM

$30
HIGHLIGHTS

FOR ANY LENGTH
WITH SPEQFIC STYLISTS ONLY

BY APPOINTMENT ONLY

hair beauty

(310) 208-8049
Mon-Fri 9 am - 10 pm
Saturday 9 am - 7 pm
Sunday 10 am - 5 pm

1091 3 WEYBURN
WESTWOOD VILLAGE

THEARMY NURSING
CHALLENGE.

PR
\W%

^^^^^^plj

You've worked hard

for your BSN. You'd like

to continue the challenge.

That's what Army Nursing

offers...professional

challenges.

Plus new study op-

portunities, continuing

education, travel. And
you 11 have the respect and

prestige accorded an officer in the United States Army
If you're working on your BSN or already have a

BSN. talk to your Army Nurse Corps Recruiter.

1'800'USA-ARMY
1'800'235'2769 EXT. 321

ARMY NURSE CORPS.
BE ALL YOU CAN be:

«

BUSINESS WITH RUSSIA! ^

Attend a two-day international seminar on "Business and Trade Opportunities in Russia"

November 14 &. 15, 1994 Doubletree Hotel, Los Angeles, California

Listen to the fcXUmmng speakers:

Senior Consultants from Arthur Anderson The Russian Minister of Foreign Relations
' =^= —^^ MCI Executives The Russian Minister of Economic Development

Development Manager of the World Trade Center The Regional Manager of EX-IM Bank
Representatives of the US Department of Commerce and many others!

!

^
(, A wonderful career networking opportunity!

lAmited Seating. Reservatiom reqi^rcd. Sf)ecialsmdent rates available.

Coli the Russian American Business Courxdi at (310) SSS- 1 990 for more information. jj
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Fawcett proves herself in second year as coach
UCLA needs wins over California,

USF to qualify for postseason play

By Hye Kwon

Joy Fawcett, head coach of
UCLA women's soccer team, has
to be an exception to coaching
stereotypes. She has not only suc-

ceeded in leading the Bruins (10-

3-3 overall) to playoff contention

in just two seasons, she is still at

the prime of her soccer career as a

current member of the U.S.
National Team.

This weekend, Fawcett and the

Bruins head to the Bay Area,
where she initially rose to stardom
in the world of soccer. As a mem-
ber of the University of California

women's soccer team from 1987-

89, she led her team to two con-
secutive third place finishes in the

NCAA playoffs. The Golden
Bears went 32-6-2 in those two
seasons which still hold as the

most successful seasons in the

school's history.

She impressed the U.S.
National Team officials so much
during her collegiate years that

she was invited to the squad in

1987. Since then, she scored a

total of 14 goals, has 60 interna-

tional "caps", and was named the

U.S. Soccer Federation Player of

the Year in 1988.

As a coach, Fawcett is arguably

facing the most critical situation

of her career this weekend when
the Bruins take on California (4-9-

4 overall) on Saturday and
University of San Francisco (12-4-

1 overall) on Sunday. San
Francisco head coach Jean Paul

Verhees knows a thing or two
about Fawcett because he coached
the •87-*88 Golden Bear team that

featured Fawcett.

"She is the greatest player I

have seen play," Verhees said.

"And as far as coaching is con-
cerned, I can't really conclude
about her coaching skills because
I'm not at the practices everyday.

But if results mean anything,
something's going the right way."

Things are indeed going the

right way for UCLA, which is in

pursuit of its very first NCAA
playoff invitation. The weekend
matches against the Golden Bears
and the Lady Dons, however, are

critical in determining whether the

Bruins will make it to the playoffs

or not.

"If (the selection committee)
selects six teams from the western
region, it'll be tight. If they take

seven, then we should get in,"

Fawcett said. "But we need to win
the two matches this weekend to

have any type of chance."
' California has been struggling

this season, but its schedule is as

tough as anyone's in the nation.

Eight of their 17 matches played
thus far were against ranked oppo-
nents and yet they still managed to

post four wins and four ties.

The Lady Dons, who have been
slipping of late, will pose another

great challenge for the Bruins who
will be playing their second match
in two days when they take on
USF. Injuries have prompted
coach Verhee^o resort to a young

NIMABADIEY
Defender Sue Skenderlan and the UCLA women's soccer team travel to the Bay area this weekend
to take on California and USF.

team which starts five freshmen,
four sophomores, and only two
juniors. Despite the inexperience,

the Lady Dons started off the sea-

son with an impressive 11-0
record before they recently came
back down to earth.

"I have to admit that the level of

competition wasn't as tough in the

beginning of the season," Verhees

remarked. "We're still on the ill

side but we're doing fine."

Much of the reason why USF is

doing well is due to the play of
Jannik Abel and Kelli Bryant.
They have combined for 62 points

(25 goals and 17 assists) and are

the second highest scoring duo in

the western region.

"I see the game as pretty evenly

matched," Verhees said. "It will be

an interesting end to the season. It

will probably come down to who
really wants to win badly."

ALL well drinks. 16°' beers, and

margaritas $1 ALL nigiiti

3 tacos for
$2.00

anytime
coupon ir«ouiri0(i

10936 Lindbrook Dr. (2ncl floor. Across from Subway)

(310)208-8727
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All you can eat

fajitas for
$4.85!
No coiooo necessary.

Buy 1 entree,

get 1 free!
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Sports
Kristin is Foiici point for Stanford volieybaii
Frosh pRenom Folkl

leads No. 1 Cardinal

against Bruin^tonight

By Eric Branch
Daily Bruin Staff

During her high school career at St.

Joseph's Academy in St. Louis, Mo.,
Kristin Folkl all but made the record books

her o\yn autobiography.

Before stepping onto a college campus
this fall, Folick- Stanford University's 6-2

freshman outsWe hitter, had already accom-
plished enouglYto warrant a half page in the

Cardinal media guide. Her exploits were
enough for Sports Illustrated to write an arti-

cle on her and Volleyball Monthly to label

the wonderkid, "the recruit of the decade."

Such compliments are lavished upon ath-

letes who dunk basketballs as sophomores, are

named First-Team High School Ail-

Americans in volleyball and basketball, set

national high school records for career kills

and single game kills while leading their team

to a national record 94-game winning streak,

collect eight state team titles and, at age 18,

start on the 1994 US National \folleyball team

which placed second at the Goodwill Games.

It is not known whether Folkl, who possess-

es a 29-inch vertical leap and is a strong candi-

date to one day play both basketball and
volleyball in the Olympic Games, was born

that way or programmed.

The No.4 UCLA women's volleyball team

(22-3 overall, 11-2 in Pacific- 10) will get a

chance to find out as Folkl and the No. 1

Cardinal (20-0, 12-0) enter Westwood for

tonight's q)ic 7 p.m. battle in Pauley Pavilion.

According to Califomia assistant coach Devin

Scruggs, the Bruins, who lost to the Cardinal

in Palo Alto earlier in the year, could be in seri-

ous trouble.

*To be honest, Stanford can probably beat

everybody if they just set Kristin every time,"

Scruggs said. "She's the most amazing player

I've seen in a long time. I really think she'll be

the most dominating player in college volley-

ball. And I don't know how anybody will stop

See VOLLEYBALL, page 24

On deck

Qamp Notes:
• Stanford beat
on Oct. 8 in Maples

• Ststf^tord has dropped a total of four ganies
all season.

JINO OK/Oaity Bruin

Pololst learning to

focus on the game
Braxton-Brown
looking to lead

Bruins vs, UCI
By Esther Hui

Daily Bruin Senior Staff

Everyone will agree that

sophomore Jeremy Braxton-
Brown is an excellent two-meter
defender and an important part of

UCLA water polo's defense when
he's playing intensely. He has
gone from not playing at all his

freshman year^ to be a starting

player this year, which has result-

ed in 15 goals for the Bruins.

Outside of the pool, Braxton-
Brown is as laid-back a person as

you will find.

Teammate Tommy Wong
describes Braxton-Brown as

"probably one of the more unique

individuals I've met since I've

been at UCLA. Jeremy's got the

soul of Elvis trapped inside of his

body and its trying to get out real

fast."

This description comes from
Braxton-Brown's affinity for lis-

tening to the Smiths and his deci-

sion to grow sideburns to emulate

his favorite musicians -

Morrissey and Elvis.

But some think that Braxton-
Brown's two-existences are not as

separated as they should be, and
that his relaxed personality some-
times surfaces during a match.

"Jeremy is an amazing player

when he's intense," UCLA assis-

tant coach Matt Emerzian said.

"But he's a terrible player when
he's lethargic. It's his first year

playing, and he's already done a

lot this season, but when he
understands that there's differ-

ence between how he is outside of

the pool and how he needs to be

insidejhe pool, he'll be a big time

college player."

"Part of my problem is there's

not that much difference between
how I am outside of the pool and
how I am inside the pool,"

See WATER POLO, page 25

aTEVE KIM

Sophomore Jeremy Braxton-Brown and the UCLA men's water polo team need a win over UC Irvine

this weekend to qualify for the NCAA Tournament.

. soccer hosts Bulldogs in last home match
By Tim Costner
Daily Bruin Senior Staff

In a preview of the MPSF
championship - and ppssibly a

preview of an early round of the

NCAA Championship - the
UCLA men's soccer team will

face Fresno State this Sunday on
North Soccer Field.

"It's a strange situation," UCLA
assistant coach Todd Saldafia said.

"I don't think we expected them to

be in the league championship, or

we may not have scheduled them
the same way. We're playing them
in the regular season, then in the

UCLA, Fresno State

in conference in last

league championship and possibly

in the eariy round of the playoffs."

On the line for the Bulldogs
(15-2-0 overall) is the top seed in

the Far West, currently occupied

by the Bruins (15-2). With two
games against UCLA - and the

second one slated next Sunday in

Fresno - the Bulldogs have an
opportunity to leapfrog the Bruins

in the conference standings.

For UCLA, the obvious impor-
tance of the next two games is to

vie for top position

Bruin^hosted game
maintain their position in their

region.

"If we win both games, I'm
pretty sure that we'll get to play

all of our (post-season) games at

home," Saldafia said. 'The games
are important. It's interesting to ^

see who will get the best of whom
- whether we can win three games
against them. Of course the most
important game will be the third

game."

But - as the old sports cliche

goes - the Bruins have to take it

one game at a time, and this

Sunday will be a good test of what

UCLA will have to face on the

road to the Final Four.

"You have to approach the

game the same way every time,"

Saldafia said. "That this is the only

game that counts at this point.

With San Diego last year, we got

so up for the first game that we
thought our job was done - really

the next one ended up being more
important."

So for this week at least, the

See M. SOCCER, page 25 Ante Razov
UCLA Sports Info

Come one, come all
The UCLA mcrfs and womea*$ basM)a!I teams will

be on d»play Siinday, Nov. 6 at 1 pjoiii&lha^
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Alleged kidnapping attempt b*

Griffin Commons investigatea
By Lucia Sanchez
Dally Bruin Staff

University police continue to

investigate a case in which a

juvenile male allegedly attempt-

ed to kidnap his ex-^girlfriend, a

UCLA student, on Oct. 29.

The 17-year-old male alleged-

ly tried to abduct the UCLA stu-

dent at Sunset Village's Griffin

Commons, university police
said.

The juvenile allegedly bit the

female resident and tried to take

her from Griffin Commons at

approximately 8:30 p.m., accord-

ing to a university police log.

The juvenile suspect left the

scene before police arrived, said

university Sgt. Phil Baguaio.
Police then conducted a campus
search for him, he added.

"There was no arrest.

Attempts to locate (him) at that

time were unsuccessful," said

Baguaio, one of the responding

officers.

The suspect was not named
because of his juvenile status.

The alleged victim filed a

written request with the front

desk at Sunset Village - where
she lives - asking staff members

not to release her room number
or phone number to anyone.

Despite repeated attempts to

contact the female resident. The
3ruin was unable to reach her for

comment.
Sunset Village's Canyon Point

Residential Director Russell
Davis also could not be reached

for comment.
April Wight, program coordi-

nator for Sunset Village's
Canyon Point building refused to

talk about the incident, except to

say that no resident or staff

member is allowed to publicly

speak about it.

Gender Crimes Supplement

Shrouded in

secrecy
Gender crimes in the

workplace - as charged and
controversial as it still is, the

issue lakes on even more
complicated dimensions in

the university environment.

This special pull-out section

in the middle of The Bruin

examines sexual harassment

and the university's

confidential settlements of

such cases.

Look inside

Huffington charge of illegal hiring based on mistalcen identity

By Mike Comeaux
and Ricl< Orlov

Los Angeles Daily News

Senate candidate Michael
Huffington, under fire for

employing an illegal immigrant
nanny, accused incumbent
Dianne Feinstein of employing
an illegal immigrant in the early

1980s - but an Immigration and
Naturalization Services official

said Huffington's claim was
'based on a case of mistaken
identity.

**I have broken no federal

laws, and my opponent has,"
Feinstein said Thursday in Santa

Inside News

See elections

coverage vase 3

Inside A&E

Them Benes
Today, UCLA's Fowler

Museum opens the greatest

Day of the Dead art exhibit

on campus! Keep those dogs
away - there's skeletons,

skeletons and yes, even
more skeletons. It's a party

and who could ask for

more?6

See page 16

Monica after a political rally,

adding that the worker "handed
me documentation saying she

was legally able to work in this

country."

Huffington's campaign was
jolted last week by his admission

that his family had employed an

illegal immigrant as a nanny
until last year and failed to pay a

year's withholding taxes on her.

On Thursday, Huffington
researcher John Nelson claimed

that Feinstein employed an ille-

gal immigrant housekeeper
whom he identified as Annabella

Realegeno, and whose name
before marriage was Annabella

Bruins test

investment
opportunity
Students try their

hands at playing

financial market

By Jeff Shore

Ah, "fmancial planning."

The very words bring to mind a

luxurious trip through Europe
funded by some wise investments.

They tickle the imagination to

visualize a new car, paid for by

monetary mindfulness?

Well, to quote Clint Eastwood;

"That ain't gonna happen."

Don't squash your dreams of

fmancial security yet. Just be real

istic.

"Plan on not touching the

money for at least five years (if

you put it into stocks)," said

Xavier Ray, certified financial

planner for American Express
Financial Services. "If you put

$3,000 away for two years with

the plan of spending it on a car

when you are through, you might

not fmd it all there.

"Of course," Ray continued, "if

a more aggressive student came to

me, I'd help them fmd what they

wanted."

Aggressive is only one word
that might describe Marisa Lally,

a fourth-year biology student.

Clever is another.

"I'm not in this to save money,"

said Lally, speaking frankly. "I'm

in this to pay for my ski trip to

Mammoth."

i^Uy* who owns two utilities

Paiz, he said.

Feinstein campaign manager
Kam Kuwata said he was unable

to verify that the woman was the

same woman who was employed
by Feinstein.

"I don't know if this is the

same person," Kuwata said,

acknowledging that Feinstein

had a worker named Annabella.

He said he did not know her last

name.
Earlier in the day, Feinstein

told reporters that the woman
who worked for her had showed
papers that indicated she was
legally in the country.

Late Thursday, Ron Rogers, an

INS spokesman at the agency's

regional office in Laguna Niguel,

said the woman Huffington cited

was not the person who worked
for Feinstein.

"The person they inquired
about had a name similar to the

person who worked for

Feinstein," Rogers said.

Records for Feinstein's
employee are kept by the INS
under the surname Realegeno,
not Paiz, he said. A status verifi-

cation check on the Feinstein

worker is expected to be done
today, he said.

Immigration and
Naturalization Service records

indicate that the Annabella Paiz

identified by the Huffington
campaign was not a legal resi-

dent and was not entitled to work
until 1986, when she used an
amnesty program, agency offi-

cials said Thursday.

That was five years after a

woman with the same name
worked for Feinstein in 1980 and

1981, Nelson said.

Before the INS determine4,
that it was dealing with two dif-

ferent immigrants with similar

names, Huffington began airing

a new television commercial

See FEINSTEIN, page 7

AMY PENG

A ttwtent checks her investment

less risky ventures like investing

stocks - which are commonly
referred to as "blue chips" for

their consistency and stability

-said that in the future she intends

to take more risks.

"With more money, I'd play

something besides the blue
chips," she said. "Right now, I'm

not really into the market enough

to play the very risky stocks."

For Lally, and second-year eco-

nomics student Glenn Vanzura,

being "into the market" means a

lot of reading.

"It can take up a lot of my
time," Vanzura explained.
"There's the everyday reading of

the Wall Street Journal, the busi-

In the stock market. Some experts advise that students stick to

in bonds, CDs or mutual funds.

'

ness section of the L.A. Times.

But I also discuss my ideas with a

lot of people I know who invest,"

h^ added.

One former business consultant

cautioned against this sort of con-

ventional wisdom.

"In this field, the people at the

top get the premium information -

the information which directly

affects stock prices and directions

- way before you do," Steven
Israel warned. "Even if you read it

in the Wall Street Journal, it's

already been seen by people
above you, and, chances are, the

stock has already made most of

the moves it will eventually take."

With these kinds of odds
against them, -what should stu-

dents looking for lower risk

investments do?

As Ray noted, "Most students,

they don't have a dime. And those

that dq- they shouldn't put it into

stocks."

In fact, with a rising trend in

interest rates, many students
might find investing in a

Certificate of Deposit, or CD, to

be their best option.

Essentially risk-free because

they are guaranteed by the federal

government for up to $100,000,

^e INVESTMENTS, page 6
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What's Brewin' This Week
UCLA Marina Aquatic Center

Registration for classes

Beginning Sailing - Fee: $91

Beginning Widsurfing - Fee: $77

Classes start this Saturday at UCLA
Marina Aquatic Center, 14001 Fiji Way
Call 823-0048 for registration

Today

Noon

Campus Events

Political satire and music performance

by The Foremen
Westwood Plaza .

•

825-1858

Hillel Student Association

Talmud Study with Rabbi Seidler-Feller

Law School 2442
208-3081

Office of International Students &
Scholars and International Students

Association

Pronunciation Woilcshop ,

Also on Thursday at noon
Men's Gym 105

825-1681 or 825-2726

12:10 p.m.

University Catholic Center

Weekly mass
Ackerman 35 1

7

Also on Wednesday at 12: 10 p.m.

208-5015

4 p.m.

Center for the Study of Women
Workshop for graduate students: Coping

with Academic Stress

Kinsey 288 —
825-0590

•

Student Fee Advisory Committee
Meeting

Murphy 2325
206-2447

4:15 p.m.

College of Letters and Science

Academic Support Workshops
Writing Personal Statements for

Graduate and Professional School

Applications

At 7 p.m. - Memorization and Note

Taking

Griffm Commons 203
825-93 J 5

5 p.m.

International Students Association

General meeting

Ackerman 2412

825-2726

Latin American Student Alliance

General meeting

Lu Valle Commons Courtroom
206-2631

Lesbian & Bisexual Women's Rap
Kerckhoff 500
825-8053

6 p.m.

UCLA Hawai'i Club

General meeting

Ackerman 2408
476-1181

6:30 p.m.

Chinese Graduate Student Association

Speaker: Mr, Kao Kon-Lien

Franz 2258A
330-8858

L«linas Guiding Latinas

High school component volunteer

meeting

Men's Gym 102

825-7843

7:30 p.m.

Concerned Asian Pacific Students for

Action (CAPSA)
Presentation/Forum - Linking the

Issues: Prop. 1 87 and Garment Workers

Hedrick Fireside Lounge
825-7184

Hillel Students Association

Israeli Dancing

900 Hilgard Ave.

208-3081

8 p.m. — 11 p.m.

Cultural Affairs

Kerckhoff Coffeehouse Jazz/Folk Series

presents the DaM Band
Kerckhoff Coffeehouse

825-6564

Midnight - 2 a.m.

KLA
Blue Plate Special - Classic rock from

the 60's, 70's and 80's

530 AM. 99.9 FM
825-9104

Tuesday

10 a.m. - Noon

Placement & Career Planning Center

Workshop: Grad School Letters of

Recommendation
PCPC Building

Register at 206- 1944

Noon.

Baha'i Club

General meeting

Ackerman 2412
479-3200

UCLA History Department and

University Religous Conference

Lecture: "Christianity in the 21st

Century" by Professor Harvey Cox
Bunche 6275
208-5055

1 p.m.

PSI CHI

Meeting

Franz 3461

5:30 p.m.

USAC
Meeting

Kerckhoff 400
825-7306

6 p.m.

Little Spark Christian Fellowship

Bible study and rally
'

Kinsey 141

209-4536

Placement & Career Planning Center

Workshop: Applying to Grad School

PCPC Building

Also on Wednesday at 3 p.m. and

Tiirsday and 9 a.m.

Call 206-1944 to register

6:30 p.m.

Hindu Students Council

Planning meeting

Ackerman 3530
208-7337

Student Accounting Society

KPMG Peat Marwick Billiards Night

Yankee Doodles, Third Street

Promenade, Santa Monica
208-3317

7 p.m.

SHA's of RIeber/Saxon

"No Means No" - Rape Prevention

Program
Rieber Multi-purpose Room
794-4241 rr^

UCLA Circle K Club

Weekly meeting

Ackerman 3525

794-4786

8 p.m.

Hwa Rang Do - Martial Art Club

Korean martial art class

Wooden Center Gold Room
824-5863

True Jesus Church Campus Fellowship

Bible study

Ackerman 2410
208-7498

Wednesday

10 a.m.

Placement & Career Planning Center

Workshop: Writing A Powerful Personal

Essay

Also on Thursday at 2 p.m.

PCPC Building

Call 206- 1 944 to register

11 a.m.

Student Accounting Society

"The Entertainment Industry"

-

presented by Price Waterhouse

Ackerman 35 1

7

839-2870

University Buddhist Association

Meeting and meditation

Ackerman 3525
398-7616

Noon

Center for the Study of Women
"Sex, Sin and Women Priests" by

Professor Karen Jo Torjesen "

Kinsey 288
825-0590

Women's Resource Center

Ease Your Mind: Stress and Time
Management Skills for Women
^odd2
825-3945

4 p.m.

Latinas/os Building Bridges in

Psychology

General meeting

Franz tower undergraduate lounge

207-0339 ot 208-6142

Office of Internationaf Students and

Scholars

International cofTeebreak

Kerckhoff Coffeehouse

825-1681

5 p.m.

Association of Chinese Americans
'

General meeting

Franz 1260

UCLA Tree Project

UCLA Botanical Garden Tour training

session

Kerckhoff 406
208-2425

#>lP*llli

Environmental Coalition

Meeting

Ackerman 3508
206-4438

KLA
Libido Line (Sexual Health Talk Show)
"Sex and Body Image"

530 AM, 99.9 FM
Call in for advice, questions and
comments 825-9999

UCLA Pre-Optometry Society

Guest speaker Pauline Berryman,
Southern California College of

OptomeU7 Admissions Officer

Boelter 5422
824-2006

7 p.m.

Bruin Victory Fellowship

Bible study meeting

Kinsey 169

(818)986-0640

7:30 p.m.

Melnitz Movies

Free screening of "Wolf
Melnitz Theater

8 p.m.

Graduate Lesbian and Bisexual

Women's Network

Dollar Beer Night

The Palms, 8572 Santa Monica Blvd.

(213)463-7855

9 p.m.

UCLA Comedy Club

Weekly workshop for anyone interested

in writing and performing stand-up

comedy
Ackerman 2410
794-3282

Thursday

Noon

Placement & Career Planning Center

"Ride the Internet to a Job"

PCPC Building

825-2981

4 p.m.

Center for the Study of Women
'Toward a Genealogy of Political

Moralism" by Professor Wendy Brown
Kinsey 288
825-0590

7 p.m.

Campus Events

Films: "The Client" followed by "The

Fugitive" at 9:30 p.m.

Ackerman Grand Ballroom

Cost: $2
825-1958

8 p.m.

Pi Kappa Phi

Information Meeting
Ackerman 3525
470-2134

Frictay

10 a.m.

UCLA Dance Department

Free screening: "Baraka"

Dance Buiding 218
575-1175

Noon

John Paul II Society

Tlie Catechism of The Catholic Church
Ackerman 3516
209-9116

^==
7:30 p.m.

Melhitz Movies

Free screening of "Love and a .45"

M.Initz Theater

Saturday

UCLA Tree Project

Garden Tour

UCLA Botanical Garden

Time to be annouced

Call 208-2425 if interested

If you would like an event listed in this

section, please fill out a listing form at

the Daily Bruia's front counter in 225
Kerckhoff by 2 p.m. the day before

publication. The deadline for a listing in

Monday's paper is Thursday at 2 p.m.

Please address questions to Listings

Euitor Ayako Hagihara at 206-0904. '

Bruins go all-out In vote
drive for 1994 election
Campus groups

wage llth-hour

fight to the polls

By Pliillip Carter
Daily Bruin Staff

UCLA students will have a lit-

tle more than midterms and
papers to think about on Tuesday
- tficy Ml also be voting for at least

nine statewide candidates and

seven statewide initiatives.

Traditionally, voters aged 18 to

25, including college students,

have had the lowest turnout of

any demographic group. Several

campus organizations are making
concerted efforts to reverse this

trend, and get out the vote for

Tuesday's midterm election.

"Monday night, from 6 p.m. to

1 a.m., we're doing a last push to

let people know to get out and
vote," undergraduate External

Vice President York Chang said.

"We're going to be doing phone-

banking, flyering and Jeafletting

on campus and walking (through)

the dorms and also letting people

(there) know."

Monday's and Tuesday's
efforts, Chang said, culminate
months of voter-registration work
by his office.

"This is the last phase of what
we've been trying to do ever
since summer - registering stu-

dents to vote, getting them edu-
cated and finally getting them out

See ACTIVITIES, page 9

An afternoon of protest

STEVE KIM

Students rally Friday in protest of Proposition 187. They marched down to the comer of Westwood
and Wilshire Boulevards, while onlookers honked their horns in support or disapproval.

Many students know little about
candidates running in state
Lesser-known government positions

up for grabs as media focus elsewhere

jBy Rashmi NiJa^l

With all the hype surrounding

the gubernatorial and senate races

- not to mention the debate over

the various propositions - it

becomes easy to forget that there

are other offices that are as impor-

tant to the function of the state

government as these highly publi-

cized ones.

While everyone may know
who they are going to vote into

the governor's office or U.S.

Senate, not many people know
about the candidates running for

such offices as controller or secre-

tary of state.

"I'm definitely going to vote

for Kathleen Brown for gover-

nor," undeclared freshman Philip

Matthys said. However, when
aflted who will earn his vote for

secretary of state, Matthys replied.

See RACES, page 8

Polling Stations at and around campus
- Polls will be open Tuesday from 7 a.m. to 8 p.m.

O Griffin Commons
West Coast Room
330 De Neve Dr.

O Mira Hersliey Hail

801 Hilgard Ave.

e Rieber Hall

Fireside Lounge
310 De Neve Dr.

OUCLA University Lounge
500 Landfair

Residence garage
517 Cashmere Ter.

O Hillel Jewish Student

Center
meeting room
900 Hilgard Ave.

Source: LA County Registrar's Office

O Lambda Chi Alpha

Fraternity

library and recreation

room
10981 Strathmore Dr.

O Kappa Sigma Fraternity

recreation room
11024 Strathmore Dr.

St. Alban's Episcopal

Church
Parish Hall

580 Hilgard Ave.

MELANIE OKAMURA/Daily Brum

Prop. 188 ignites

smoicing debate
By Patrick Kerkstra

In the midst of the battle over

Proposition 187 and the heated

races for governor and senator,

one initiative remains veiled in

smoke - Proposition 188, which

aims to create statewide smoking
regulations that would preempt all

local smoking laws.

The American Cancer Society,

the American Lung Association,

the California State Parent
Teacher Association and the

California Public Interest

Research Group (CALPIRG) all

oppose the proposition, 99 per-

cent of which is funded by tobac-

co companies, according to the

Coalition for a Healthy
California. Opponents describe

the initiative as an attempt by
tobacco companies to relax smok-

ing regulations in California.

"Prop. 188 is a lie," said Anita

Bejmuk, chair of UCLA's
CALPIRG chapter. "(The propo-

nents of 188) are trying to claim

that it's going to strengthen smok-
ing regulations, and it won't. It's

going to weaken them."

If passed, the initiative would
allow owners of establishments

such as restaurants and coffee-

houses statewide to determine
whether or not they want to pro-

vide a smoking section. In many
areas of the state, including
Westwood, owners do not current-

ly have that choice. TTie proposi-

tion also allows smoking in pri-

vate offices, workplaces and
rooms with more than one person

if everyone agrees.

If an establishment did decide

to permit smoking, it would have

to install a smoking section that

could encompass no more than 25

Opponents describe the

initiative as an attempt

by tobacco companies to

relax . . . regulations.

percent of the entire seating

space, according to tttfe initiative.

However, Bejmuk argued, "Even
if you have a smoking section, it's

kind of like tiying to have a chlo-

rinated section and a nonchlori-

nated section in a swimming p(X)l.

The smoke will mix."

Kerry Hughes, an undeclared

first-year student and a smoker,

had a different opinion. "Smoking
is socially unacceptable right now,

but restaurant owners should have

the opportunity to allow smok-
ing," she said.

But detractors of the proposi-

tion said it is too lenient and
favors tobacco manufacturers
such as Philip Morris, the compa-

See PR0PJL88, page 11

Prop. 184 toughens 'strikes'
Californians are sick of crime and

Proposition 184 is the cure that some
politicians are prescribing.

The "three strikes and you're out" initia-

tive, if passed, requires judges and juries to

give stricter sentences to felons with prior

convictions for violent or other serious

felonies, including murder, rape and bur-

glary among others.

In addition, it would allow a felon'$

juvenile record from age 16 and up to

count for sentencing reasons, if the person

was tried as an adult.

Although "three strikes" was already

passed and signed into law, this initiative

would reaffirm it and make the existing

"three strikes" law tougher.

Supporters of Prop. 184 include
Congressman Michael Huffington.
Attorney General Dan Lungren, and Gov.

Pete Wilson.

Prop. 184's opponents include the

California Federation of Teachers, the

California Democratic Party and Marc
Klaas, father of kidnap and murder victim

Polly Klaas.

Prop. 186 makes state give care
With the defeat of the Clinton Health

Care Plan in Congress, California now
has the opportunity to create its own ver-

sion of a government-run medical sys-

tem.

Proposition 186, if passed, will estab-

lish a state-run "health services system,"

with benefits including primary care,

emergency room care and mental health

treatment.

Several new taxes would be put into

place to fund this system, including a

tobacco tax and a tax on employers. The

system would be governed by an elected

Health Commissioner, a new statewide

position created by the initiative.

This new insurance plan would cover
all California residents, starting in

January 1996.

Proposition 186 is supported by the

American Association of Retired
Persons, California Nurses Association

and California Small Business Council. It

is opposed by Qov. Pete Wilson, State

Treasurer Kathleen Brown and the

California Chamber of Commerce.
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Mafia issue shadows
Pope's Sicily visit

CATANIA, Sicily — On his first trip out-

side the Vatican since poor health forced

him to cancel a journey to the United States,

Pope John Paul II began a weekend visit

Friday night to Sicily, where alann is grow-

ing over threats to priests from the Mafia.

The 74-year-old pope, who broke his leg

in a bathroom fall last April, emerged unaid-

ed from his plane here, without the cane he

has often uswi since his fall.

TTie visit here, initially scheduled for last

April but postponed because of his fall, was

shadowed from the start by the tense yet

sometimes ambiguous relationship between

the Catholic Church and the M^ia, which

the pope has frequently condemned.

Pressure mounts for

U.S. troops in Haiti

PORT-AU-PRINCE— With shooting inci-

dents still being reported in the countryside

and officials hostile to the Rev. Jean-

Bertrand Aristide still wielding power in

many rural areas, pressure is mounting on

American military forces here to act more

aggressively to disarm the still-dangerous

remnants of the previous government's

paramilitary apparatus.
-• In a series of public and private state-

ments and gestures, both the government of

Aristide and the United Nations, which

authorized the American military interven-

tion in Haiti that began on Sept. 19, have

expressed dismay at the lack of security.

But American officials, worried about

being drawn into an unlimited, long-term

operation with no guarantees of success,

appear to be resisting the suggestion that

they step up their eflForts.

Seib forces retaliate

witii missiie attacic

CROATIA— Bosnian Serb forces, appar-

ently retaliating against an offensive by

Muslim-led government troops, have hit

Bihac town in northwestern Bosnia with

two surface-to-air missiles, a U.N.

spokesman said Friday.

Thant Myint-U said the missiles landed

close to a school, damaging between 30 and

40 buildings and wounding seven people,

including one child who was seriously hurt.

Military officials with the United Nations

Protection Force said the attack suggested

some disarray among the Bosnian Serbs,

who have suffered a series of setbacks over

the past week.

After spending most of the war on the

defensive against the better armed Serbs, the

Bosnian army has taken over 400 square

kilometers of territory from the Serbs

recently.

PLO accuses Israel

of militant's murder
JERUSALEM—An Islamic militant leader

who was killed by a car bomb in the Gaza

Strip this week was himself planning a car-

bomb attack inside Israel, the Israeli press

reported Friday.

In the most detailed article,The newspa-

per Haaretz identified the bomb victim,

Hani Abed, as leader of the military wing of

the Islamic Holy War group and an oi^aniz-

er of past attacks in which Israelis were

killed.

All major political factions in Gaza,

including Yasir Arafat's Palestine Liberation

Organization, have accused the Israelis of

killing Abed, an engineering instructor and

editor of an Islamic Holy War newsp^)er.

Jobless rate eases
down to 5.8 percent
WASHINGTON — Despite modest
expansion of payrolls, the job market
improved further in October as the unem-

ployment rate eased to 5.8 percent, anoth-

er four-year low, the Labor Department

reported Friday.

California posted particularly impres-

sive gains while employment in New
York and New Jersey was virtually flat.

Friday's figures, the last important

ones before the election, once again

inspired new boasts by the Clinton
administration and other Democrats hop-

ing to limit off-year losses by persuading

a dubious electorate that things are better

than they seem to think.

There are almost 5 million more jobs

today than in January 1993.

Prosecutors argue
against gag order
WASHINGTON — Federal prosecutors

ai^ed Friday that there was no need for the

gag order sought by lawyers for the gunman
who raked the White House with semi-auto-

matic rifle fire a week ago.

Lawyers for Francisco Duran, had asked

United States Magistrate-Judge Deborah

Robinson to stop government officials from

making any comment about the case.

But Eric Dubelier, an assistant U.S. attor-

ney, said in a government brief that the

defense had not furnished any evidence to

show that publicity about the case had inter-

fered with Duran's right to a fair trial.

Duran has been charged with four felony

offenses stemming from the shooting, when
Duran fired 27 shots from a sidewalk in

ftont of the White House.

yThi
-—'has a,

Conservancy aims
to acc|uire property
A compromise settlement that would end

park agencies' efforts to condemn Japan-

based Soka University property in the Santa

Monica Mountains is expected to be consid-

ered Monday by the Santa Monica
Mountains Conservancy, officials said.

e proposed compromise, which Soka

i& agreed to in principle, would transfer

more than 100 acres at the corner of
Mulholland Highway and Malibu Canyon
Road to park agencies for use as a visitors

center.

The Mountains Recreation and
Conservation Authority, a public entity

linked to the Santa Monica Mountains
Conservancy, has been trying to acquire

through condemnation 248 acres near

Calabasas owned by the university.

The park agencies hq)e to use the proper-

ty as a headquarters for the Santa Monica
Mountains National Recreation Area.

Molina presses end
to student walkouts

Worried that images of truant students

charging down city streets to protest

Proposition 187 will trigger a backlash

among voters, Los Angeles County
Supervisor Gloria Molina exhorted students

to stop the walkouts.

Molina, who opposes Proposition 1 87,

went to two high schools Thursday and

plans to visit five more today to tell students

that the walkouts are detrimental to efforts

to defeat the initiative.

Molina uiged students to turn their ener-

gy to manning phone banks or walking

precincts - a course many already have

taken.
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• Relationship Forum - Monday, Nov. 7, Ackerman QB 7-9pm

Come discuss what's really going on with brothers

and sisters in the 90's

• Celebration of Black Heritage - Tuesday, Nov. 8, Ackerman GB, 7-9pm

Enjoy an evening of entertainment and cultural

enlightenment

• B.B.Q, Hot Links, Bayou Beans - Wednesday, Nov. 9, 10-2pm

At The Bear. Get your grub on with barbeque, Sigma

Gamma Rho style

• Spades and Domino Tournament - Wednesday, Nov. 9, At CISC,

(location to be announced), Questions? Call Vanessa

(213)764-8771

Self-defense Workshop - Thursday, Nov. 10, 7-9pm, Dykstra Hall

In conjunction with Dykstra's safety week. Learn how

to protect yourself with the latest self defense
^

techniques

rW>^

'^m

^

r

ms
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International Food Fair - Friday, Nov. 1 1 , At CISC

(Across from Tommy Trojan), 11-3, bring canned goods

\^̂

November 7-12, 1994
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INVESTMENTS
From page 1

r^t

CDs offer lower returns than a" stocks (known as the Standard
skyrocketing stock, but have a and Poors 500), are available. No
greater short-term security, principal - the amount of money
During their term, however,

"

investors cannot withdraw their

money without incurring a penal-

ty, which can be often quite sub-

stantial. Still, with returns on
some CDs reaping yields of 6.5

percent, students can make their

money work for them with less

effort than before.

To stretch these yields further -

and increase investment flexibili-

ty - Ray suggested several initially invested - will be lost,

options. First, CDs that peg their but gains can go as high as 10
interest rates to the performance percent.

of the average performance of the Second, students can "stagger"

500 most commonly-owned their CDs, placing whatever sum

. . . with returns ofi some

CDs reaping yields of 6.5

percent, students can

make ttieir money work

for them...

of money they have into certifi-

cates of different length. Not only

does this offer liquidity - or free-

dom to use one's money - every

six months, but it also allows
access to the higher interest rates

which usually accompany longer

term investments.

A middle ground between CDs
and stocks may be found in mutu-
al funds. Like many other invest-

ments, such as stocks and bonds
around the globe, they are main-
tained and managed by profes-

sionals.

"They are probably the better

investment for students in our
position," Vanzura said. "Because
you are handing your money over

to a professional money manager
with a whole research team
behind them." ' t

While purists like Lally might

look upon mutual funds with dis-

dain ("They are safer, yes, but

Like many other invest-

ments, such as stocks and

bonds . . ., (mutual funds)

are maintained and man-

aged by professionals.

they aren't as much fun"), to

some advisors they offer the best

of both worlds.

"You can use your own intelli-

gence by picking fields you feel

are growth areas," Israel

explained. "And you have access

to the higher levels of information

which the fund managers get."

For the ultra-cautious investor

who still wishes to attain a greater

interest rate than the average
passbook account, there are U.S.

Savings Bonds. As safe as any
investment can get (the only way
you can lose your money is if the

U.S. no longer exists), they are

purchased in increments of sever-

al hundred dollars and fully
mature after 30 years. Over a
five-year period, they guarantee

no less than a four percent return.

While learning more about
financial investments may seem
intimidating, helpful materials
are readily available to anyone
who wants to find them. In addi-

tion to a wealth of personal
investment books at the Beverly
Hills Library and other local

libraries, potential investors can
learn a lot just by opening up the

business section of a daily news-
paper.
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Donate Blood Today
call 825-0888 x2

UCLA Blood and
Platelet Center

200 Medical Plaza-6th Floor- Suite 665

~ Our donors receive

STUDENTS: T shirt** & meal ticket
STAFF- UCLA & ASUCLA: Non-exempt (hourly) employees

; receive 4 hours leave with pay each time you donate.
Applies to career, casual and many work study. * Exempt
employees receive 1 administrative day after 2 donatluns.
^*T shirts while supplies last. *Check with your department. Some work study may not be eligible.
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FEINSTEIN
From page 1

Thursday night about die issue.

Huffington campaign spokes-

w(xnan Jennifer Grossman said late

Thursday that the campaign is going

ahead with its advertising because

the campaign is convinced that

Feinstein's employee was an illegal

immigrant *

"Absolutely," Grossnian said.

"They (the ads) are correct."

Officials in the Huffmgton cam-

paign conceded that it was not

against federal lav/ to hire an undoc-

umented immigrant before 1986, so

Feinstein broke no law even if the

woiker were ineligible to wwk here.

And Feinstein said she believes she

paid all employer taxes, unlike

Huffmgton.

Earlier Thursday, Huffington

responded to the accusations. "For

the past three months, Dianne
Feinstein has been Avaging a vicious

campaign of lies, innuendo and dis-

tortion against me," he said at a

news conference in Century City.

"She has been taking advantage

of you," he toW reporters, "feeding

you false information, accusing me
of false charges while covering up

her own record. She has been dis-

honest, hypocritical and has inten-

tionally mislead ... the public with

only five days left to go before the

election."

Huffington would not discuss any

differences between the two cases

and whether the Feinstein case was

covered by different immigration

laws.

"The issue here is that she lied,"

Huffington said. "For the past week

she has said she never hired an ille-

"Dianne Feinstein has

been waging a vicious

campaign of lies..."

Michael Huffington

gal immigrant. My wife and I sat

down with you for an hour and pro-

vided documents and took responsi-

bility. She still has yet to take

responsibility."

Huffington campaign officials

charged that Feinstein has been
lying by repeatedly insisting that she

has never hired an illegal or undocu-

mented worker.

On Oct. 27, Huffington and his

wife called a press conference to

acknowledge that they knowingly

used an illegal immigrant as their

nanny for four years until mid- 1993,

and broke the law by failing to pay"

the first year's withholding taxes.

Feinstein said she asked for proof

of work eligibility and paid employ-

er taxes on the worker.

saoBEum
SCOOTERS
PARTS & REPAIR amivivaytogo!

INDEPENDENT SCOOTER & MOTORCYCLE REPAIR
OUALTIY SERVICE • CUSTOMER SATISFACTION GUARANTEED

SAME DAY SERVICE •

FREE PICK DP ft FREE DELIVERY

(310) 874-6746

Free Estimates

HONDA & YAMAHA
Specialist

Body Work. Brakes.
Engine Rebvilld, Tune-ups. Tires

F^BL.J

9 - 6 MON - SAT
SUN By
Appointment
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Women's Resource Center I
11 Fall Programs 1994 2 Dodd Hall 825-3945
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Ease Your Mind:

Stress and Time Management
Skills for Women
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Are you feeling the pressure of

having too much to do in too little

time? Plan to attend this valuable

workshop in order to gain practical

solutions for handling stress and ,

managing your time. Learn

techniques that apply to a variety of

situations involving school, work and

personal relationships.
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iii-i
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Wednesday, November 9

12:00 - 2:00 p.m.

2 Dodd Hall

Facllltflton

Usa Frankel, Pti.D.. M.EC.C. Dr. Krankel has a private prailicc in

West 1^. sfieiHaKzint; in womt^n's issia's.
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upon nniucat within i4 warkinf day*. Call H2S 3V4S orTDi) (H(NI) 73S tM*. Thv Wimvn'i

Koaourec Center b a avrvictt afthe diviaion at Student Dvvvlapmvnt and Hvallli.
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OUT...

To Buy Textbooks.

Students: Beginning 6th week, the Plaza Building

bookstore will start sending books back to the

publishers. If you still need to buy books for Fall

courses, we urge you to buy them now. The book

you need may soon be no longer available and

special orders con take up to 2 weeks!

J

':•':

i!;i:

ijiji

iiii:

i!si:

I 1- x r li () () K s

SSSJ Plaza B u i i- d i n g

The Textbook Deportment is open Mon.-Thurs. 7:45om-7:30pm, Fri. 7:45om 6pm, Sot. I0om-5pm, Sun. l2-5pm

UPr03rO-4 TIMESFASIER-WmaNDAYS. BEON TOPINSCHOOL, CAREER, BUSINESS..& UfE!

CUT YOUR READING & STUDY TIME BY 8/3..*ENJOY MORE FREE TIME!

^ Ready study & learn up to 3-fo-4 times

FASTER..,e¥en in TEXTBOOKS!
^ COMPREHEND more, RETAIN it longer.

^ Improve MEMORY, GRADIS, note-taking.

^ Over 20 YEARS experience NATIONWIDE.

4 Great for BomdExmnm^ iSAT, MCAT, QMAT.

^ Sponsored At Major Universities.

.

# Ask about our MONEY-BACK GUARANTEE.
^ FREE NATIONWIDE LIFETIME PRIVILEGES. ^

^ SPECIAL DISCOUNT TUITION!

GUARANTEED RESULTS..1ME MOST POIMERPULPROGRAM Or IIS KIND. OASSKSrAWlUGSOONNAUONWPEI

CAMPUS PROGRAMS RAPID READ CallNow 1-800-888-READ
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RACES
From page 3

"Secretary of state? I don't even
know who the fuck's running for

secretary of state."

Voters trying to make a

responsible choice when voting a

candidate into the relatively

unknown offices may be. Ijefud-

dled because of the lack of press

coverage. For example, what
function do some of these offices

serve?

"An easy way to think about

the controller's office is that the

controller keeps the checkbook
for the state," said Fred Register,

issues director for Democratic
candidate Kathleen Connell. "The
controller also conducts audits to

check where the government's
money is going. This office is

vital to our government even
though it is not well-known."

The office of controller is not

the only office that suffers from

relative obscurity.
'

"The office of secretary of

state is not publicized because it

doesn't deal with the meaty
issues," said Libertarian candidate

Peggy Christensen, referring to

the office responsible for organiz-

ing state elections. "The secretary

of state has to deal with more of

the red tape as opposed to making
new policies. Even though this

may be the case, this office is still

very important if people want to

be informed about their elections

and if they want to be able to vote

easily."

Although voters may not
have the convenience of learning

about the candidates for offices

such as the controller or secretary

"This office (controller)

is vital ... even though

it is not well-known."

Fred Register

Issues Director

of state through the news media,
the ballot pamphlet is a way to

learn more about the candidates
and their qualifications for their

respective positions. The point is

that a responsible voter will con-
sider all the offices on the ballot -
not just the well-known races,

"'*'^'

candidates said.

"Though the down-ticket
offices don't have the profile of
the offices of governor or U.S.
"senator - they are just as impor-
tant to the governor's function,

and voters should vote for them,"
said Ron Gray, campaign manager
for Democratic secretary of state

candidate Tony Miller. -
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GRIN & BEAR IT
Blood Bowl '94...UCLA vs. USC
BEAT USC & SAVEA LIFE!

. Monday, November 7th - Friday, November 11th

10:45 a.m. - 4:00 p.m. in the John Wooden Center

Sign Up on Bruin Walk
(for info contactSWC@ 825-7586 or stop by 404A K.H.)

REMEMBER...BIood cannot
be manufactured. Only

.

people can supply it _.

DONATE BLOOD
American Red Cross

BLOOD SERVICES/SOUTHERN CAI.IFORNIA REGION i^asssi
ceuwciL

I Christianit

in the 21st Century

A Lecture by Dr. Harvey Cox
Hanmrd Unh/mnlty Prottmmor

one ofAmerica's noted authors

and a perceptive thinker on Issues

of Religion and Culture

TUESDAY 12 Noon
NOVEMBERS, 1994
History Conference Room
6275 Bunche Hall

Op«n to th« UCLA Community

Sponaorad by tfw UnhMTrty Rsliglous Confarano* ki

ooopanten wdh: Th* Praabylartan Caniar for Church tni
UnivareMy. Univarelty Preabytaftan Church. UCLA Oflpartmarl

,

of HiBtcxy, and tha Commlltee for tha Cantar for the Study of

ReNgfon

From page 3

,, there to vote," he said.

Student government officers

are not alone in this effort -

they're being helped by the Bruin

Democrats and Bruin
Republicans who are both work-

ing to get students out in force to

vote for their parties' candidates.

"We're going to be doing
precinct walks, and (also) trying

to make every voter that we regis-

tered go to vote," Bruin

Democrats President Murshed
Zaheed said. During their voter-

registration drive in the first two
weeks of the quarter, Zaheed said

his club registered 1 ,700 voters at

UCLA.
On the other side of the politi-

cal spectrum, the push is just as

strong to get out the student vote

and utilize Bruins for campaigns
around Southern California.

"(The Bruin Republicans) are

going to be working on polls

down in Orange County, phone

Student govemmenL.

officers are not alone in

this effort - they're

being helped by the

Bruin Democrats and

Bruin Republicans.

banking and precinct walking,"

Bruin Republicans' President

Rezwan Pavri said. "Around cam-
pus, we're going to be flyering,

and working Bruin Walk to get

people out (to vote)."

UCLA is a crucial part of this

year's Democratic campaign
strategy, because of the many
potential volunteers on campus,
and the campus' location within

Los Angeles' traditionally

Democratic Westside, said offi-

cials from gubernatorial candi-

date Kathleen Brown's campaign.

"We're concentrating around
the area of UCLA, because this is

one of the most heavily

Democratic areas in Los Angeles

county," said Zaheed, adding that

his group is aiming campaign
efforts outside of the immediate

campus area to target commuter
students as well.

For many Bruin freshmen, this

election will be their first oppor-

tunity to vote. But first year math-

ematics student Ilysia Shattuck

said the negativity of this year's

campaign, was discouraging for

first-time voters.

"The lines don't seem to be

See ACTIVrriES, page 10
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NO-HOLDS-BRRRED.

>vay to get in touch with the real Jewish you

Bring your questions, challenges, peeves & wit to
Roving Rabbi Shlomo's Table

Mondays, Tiiesday, and Thursdays
11-1

Bruin Walk

For a more private rap call 824-2247

NO TOPICIS TABOO
I TVAAKE DORAA CALLS

IFYOU DOTST'T A^SIC,

Cosmetic Sur0ery
FREE CONSULTATION

Laser Sur0ery, Computer Imaging Available

EAR, NOSE &
THROAT
•Tonsils

•Nasal Allergy

•Sinuses

•Hoancness

•Snoring

SURGERY OF THE FACE
•Note ^

(Back to W>ric in 3 Days) '^^'TI^**!
•Acne S«n •Ch.njk Check

(Even Hopeless Cases)
lmp»ants

•Natural Lip Enhancement 'J:*!**"*^"
•Hair Flap/Scalp Reduction ff"***^

•Pace Lift/Eyelid
"^'"^^ ^"^^

Steven Burres, M.D.
VAACS, AAFPS, AAOHNS, LACMA, CMA

Board Certified

(310)208-7806
100 UCLA Plaza #522, Wcstwood

Rnancuig AvmOable end Mo«t Inmxnncc Accepted

Office Products
Showcase

The UCLA Storehouse cordially invites

you to attend the Fall 1994 Office

. Products Showcase.

Monday, November 7
10:00 a.m. to 2:00 p.m.

Faculty Center
_^-;* Playa Room

In conjunction with our office

supplies vendor, Eastman, we have
arranged for you to view the latest

office pfoducts available today. There
will he 20-25 manufacturer repre-

sentatives as well as Storehouse staff
to demonstrate the product lines,

provide samples and respond to your
questions.

-jk-

Faculty and Staff only please. .

HOW DO
YOU WANT YOUR

HAIRCUT?
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You don't have to go to great lengths to get a great

haircut. Just come to Supercuts. We're open for business

seven days a week and you never need an appointment.

What's more, every Supercuts stylist receives extensive

ongoing education unparalleled in the category. So tell

us, how do vou want your hair cut?

SUPMRCUTS
SuPERcmr $10.00

1650 Westwood Blvd. (between Santa Monica Blvd. and WUshIre)

(310) 470- 1558 M F 8-9 Sat. 8-7 Sun. 10-5

Thank you to all our (ustomers for making our 1 7th Annual Halloween Sale

a success. If you weren't able to take advantage of the great savings then,

here's another chance to save

20-30% tiirougiiout B-Level

4 Days Only!
Now Thru Thurs. Nov. 10

Sportswear Regular Sale

Mens/Womens Levi Jeans M2.-48.00 32.99

Women's selected Esprit 18.-50.00 25% OFF

Women's Keds 24.-40.00 19.99-29.99

Men's Calvin Klein Underwear 8.50-1 8.00 25% OFF

Entire Stocl( Nike Sportswear 15.-95.00 25% OFF

Students take an additional 10% OFF!!
the above items

Country Sto»

Cosmetics ^2.20-9.00

L'Oreal, Cover Girl and Aimoy a«
m0^^

Electronics

Lorus Watches $21 .95.59.95rtWp|o
0^^

School & Art Supplies q\\
All Writing Pods 2S(-2.so nCV^W

a^
Bearwear

Football Merchandise i3.-69.00 0^
T-shirts, sweatshirts, jerseys and accessories

Ob^
kC«i«

l^Wl Wi vtltMiN Breia Gold

Afl deportments Isied ore locoted on ^evel Acketmon (Men. 0pm Mon.-Iiiurs. 7:4Som-7;30pm, Fri. 7:4Som-6pm
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ACTIVITIES
From page 9

drawn too clearly," she said. "With

the negative campaigning, it's hard

to decide who is who - the debate

was the only direct look I had."

Frustration about this year's

negative campaigning was met by
anger by other student voters, who
said that Proposition 1 87, the anti-

illegal immigration initiative,

would drive them to the polls

regardless of their personal views

on the candidates.

"I think their targeting of illegal

immigrants is wrong - it reminds

me of Operation Wetback, where if

people looked wrong they were
deported back to Mexico," first-

year Chicano studies student TaAa
Gamboa said. "(Proposition 187)

will make everyone into the immi-

gration police."

Anger toward Proposition 1 87
and disillusionment about this

year's candidates was offset by

other UCLA students, who said

Americans' right to vote is too prc-

"In a moral sense, (vot-

ing) matters - people

risked their lives so that

minorities in America

could vote."

Calysta Watson

Rrst-year Student

cious to be taken for granted.

"In a moral sense, (voting) mat-

ters - people risked their lives so

that minorities in America could

vote," first-year anthropology stu-

dent Calysta Watson said.

"Although I'm one person, the

more people like me with ideas

like mine who vote, the more of a

chance there is that we can have
some sort of real change."

Zaheed, who was also active in

the 1992 election, said UCLA*s
competitive academic environ-

ment can stifle political activism

among students.

"When I was a freshman, I was

more worried about midterms than

elections," he said. "Students are

on an island (at UCLA), they don't

read the Los Angeles Times or

watch (television) - voting is not a

time-effective cause for them."

Other Bruins agreed, saying stu-

dents don't always have the time to

become informed of the issues,

and this sometimes promotes apa-

thy.

. "(Students) don't take time to

educate themselves," Shattuck
said. "They don't think their vote

counts, or believe that their vote

makes a difference."
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PROP.188
From page 3

ny funding most of the campaign.

"Local ordinances are stricter

than Prop. 1 88. It would woric out

really well for Philip Morris if the

proposition passes," said first-

year English student Lindsay
Belchers, a nonsmoker.
"(Smokers) should smoke out-

side."

Advocates of 1 88 claim the ini-

tiative will reduce smoking among
minors by introducing new penal-

ties for sales to minors and

"Local ordinances are

stricter ... (Smokers)

should smoke outside."

Lindsay Belchers

First-year English Student

through tougher regulation of cig-

arette vending machines. Another
portion of the proposition bans
billboards from advertising tobac-

co products within 500 feet of
schools.

However, Bejmuk said, "The
optimum distance for a billboard is

500 feet, (so) the only thing you
can't read clearly is the Surgeon
General's warning."

The proposition also would
adopt new ventilation standards

for smoking sections in restaurants

.and workplaces. But Kevin
Goebel of Americans for

Nonsmokers' R^ts said the ven-

tilation standards "are designed to

reduce the od)or of smoke, but not

eliminate the odor, and do
absolutely nothing with the car-

cinogens in the tobacco smoke."

Although the proposition has
sparked debate between those for

and against smokers' rights, one of

the initiative's major supporters is

,
coming from a business perspec-

tive.

"Our initiative does allow busi-

ness owners, particularly hospitali-

ty bMsiness owners, some
flexibility," said Robert Padgett, a

spokesperson for Califomians for

Statewide Smoking Restrictions.

"(But it) is a statewide smoking
regulation, and it would be one of

the toughest in the nation."

Padgett said the measure will

help businesses accommodate
their customers better than current

standards. And if it fails, it may
prove costly for California busi-

nesses.

"A convention of convenience

store operators were scheduled to

come to Los Angeles," he said,

"but when they heard about the

smoking ban they decided to move
their convention to Chicago. That

was a $9.7 million convention."

If the initiative passes, UCLA's
smoking policy will probably
remain the same. "It would not

have any impact whatsoever on
universities, because our initiative

deals with private property ...

UCLA is controlled by the state,"

Padgett said.
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Viewpoint
Editorial

Vote for Brown, Feinstein, no on 187
No on 187: Initiative

has shaped election,

scapegoats immigrants

for state's problems

This year's election campaigns have
been characterized by several factors of
questionable relevance to California resi-

dents - two of these being mudslinging
and pointedly negative advertising.

Despite the ineffectual campaigning,
however, the r^e has also been shaped by
one political and emotional issue of direct

relevance to each individual in the state of

California: Proposition 187, the so-called

"Save Our State" initiative.

People have come out in numbers to

rally against this initiative, and with good
reason.

High school students in the thousands

walked out of classes to protest the initia^^

tive. Last month, to let their voices be
heard on the issue, protestors staged one
of the most massive demonstrations in Los
Angeles history.

All things considered, Proposition 1 87
"is. a poorly written, blatantly racist and
anti-immigrant piece of legislation which
scapegoats undocumented immigrants for

the state's economic problems by denying
them most government services - includ-

ing education and health care.

The initiative is also unconstitutional in

its violation of Plyler vs. Doe, the 1982
Supreme Court decision which recognizes
undocumented children's right to a public

education, and its violation of the Federal

Educational Rights and Privacy Act,

which requires that schools keep students'

data confidential.

If enacted. Proposition 187 could cost

the state up to $15 billion dollars in lost

federal monies and administrative costs,

including $3.4 billion in annual funding to

California schools. And because it would
deny undocumented immigrants education
and the most basic non-emergenCy med-
ical care like inoculations, it could create

an uneducated, illiterate underclass

plagued with disease.

While proponents of Proposition 1 87
offer the initiative as a solution to illegal

immigration, to "save the state" money by
denying undocumented immigrants state

services, by some estimates, California

immigrants contribute $30 billion in taxes,

yet receive only $18.7 billion in state ser-

have seen

their annual

fees rise

from $2,468
to $4,072.

So, while an

on-campus
campaign
stop and

promises to

fight fee

hikes may
^ not mean

sudden

vices. This discrepancy

is yet another flaw

within the initiative. y^
Perhaps most ironi- t^A
cally, for legis-

lation that

attempts to com
bat illegal immigration.

Proposition 1 87 does

n't delegate even a r-* ,

cent to beefing up Ot
border control. l^^\^

It's obvious -

Proposition 1 87 is not a

solution to illegal immigra-
tion. It's a racist piece of leg-

islation that places the blame
for the state's problems in the

wrong places, that would
scapegoat not only immi-
grants, but all people of color.

By opposing the bill, all candi-

dates for state office - including

gubernatorial candidate

Kathleen Brown and senatorial

incumbent Dianne Feinstein - make a

significant statement about how they, if

elected, would serve the people of
California, _-_^^__^^-_____ _ L_ ^

If passed. Proposition 187 would sink

the state, not save it, for everyone in

California. Vote "no" on Proposition 187.

Kathleen Brown:

A voice for change, for

higher education

When gubernatorial candidate Kathleen
Brown spoke in Ackerman Grand
Ballroom at UCLA on Thursday, she

promised to "freeze the fees" for students
in the state's university system.

If nothing more. Brown's presence on
campus showed she is aware of student

concerns and indicated that, if elected, she
would fix some of the damage incurred to

the university system during Gov. Pete
Wilson's term in office.

Brown's campaign promises include

working to provide up to $200 million in

low-interest student loans, creating job
training programs in the state's high
schools and a master plan for students in

K-12. And most importantly for college

students, she promises to freeze fees at

state and community colleges for one year
and to fight future tuition hikes.

Over the past four years. UC students

sys-

tem, at

this point,

they're

about all we
have to go on, espe-

cially since Wilson
maintains that the uni-

versity system is still a

bargain, that the state fiscal

crisis necessitated the fee

hikes.

Brown opposes Proposition

187, because as she says, it would throw
schoolchildren into the streets, spread dis-

ease and turn public officials into infor-

mants.

Her comprehensive 62-page economic
plan, "Building a New California," also

pledges to work for state economic growth
by fighting for jobs, to make California

safer by enforcing tougher .sentences for

criminals and to cut down on illegal immi-
gration by increasing penalties for

employers who hire illegal immigrants.

While campaign promises are neces-

sary, positive change will only occur if

promises are kept. Brown must keep these

promises.

To maintain the quality of higher educa-

tion in California, members of the univer-

sity community must vote for Kathleen
Brown for governor.

Dianne Feinstein:

The choice for Senate

While some political races are character-

ized by a selection between the "lesser of
two evils," the Feinstein/Huffington race is

not that kind of race. It's an easier choice.

Senatorial incumbent Dianne Feinstein

is clearly the more experienced

leader, her opponent.

Assemblyman Mike Huffington, a

Texas native who has lived only

part-time in California since

\ 1988, is known to have
spoken only a total of
eight minutes on the

floor of the House of

Representatives.

One of Feinstein'

s

major landmarks in

the Senate was the

passage of the

California Desert

Protection Act,

which affords

greater protection

to the state's

national parks

and adds four

million acres

of wilderness

to their territo-

ries. Huffington,

on the other

^ hand, has
'^ spent more

than $25
million of his own money in campaign

expenditures.

Feinstein supports making the nation

safer with laws that stop the sale of assault

weapons; encouraging growth in the econ-
omy through small business loans and tax

credits; she supports the Endangered
Species Act and opposes Proposition 187.

To vote for an experienced leader, vote

to re-elect Dianne Feinstein for U.S.

Senate.

Counterpoint

Economics of services for illegals total millions
By Ryan Schroeter

Bravo! Roxane Marquez's *

Nov. 3 article, "Pete Wilson kicks

sand in our eyes, our souls" was a

heartwrenching article, indeed.

Some might have thought the

words "fuck", or "ass" inappro-

priate or obscene; I, on the other

hand, found them to be right in

line with the rest of the article.

That is, offensive. Obviously, the

article needed something more

than the trite accusations any "lib-

eral-from-afar" could throw at

Gov. Pete Wilson during the hard-

est recession California has ever
experienced. And obviously, you
felt that perhaps the argument
didn't stand on its own, so you
thought that while you were writ-

ing a touching theme paper for

your upper division humanities
major, you might as well turn it

into a Pete Wilson basher.

What the whole thing boils

down to is fact. And evidently,

there aren't too many economics
majors among all of you at The
Bruin. Let me clarify this for you,

factually. Services provided to

illegal immigrants in the state of
California add up to $200 million

a year. Despite what some would
believe, this is real money.
Throughout history, liberals have
refused to acknowledge that that

is, in fact, real money - as in the

following: We have a certain

amount of revenue each year;

what we have, wecan spend^^
what we don't, we can^t. lt*s very
simple. Yes, thanks to groups like

MEChA, et al., we will have to

deal with litigation costs for sev-

eral years to come; however, for

the rest of eternity, this measure
will save California, at least $200
million a year. In case you wanted
a conversion, every year that

works out to about four million

new school books, or tuition fees

at all UCs lowered $2,000 (realiz-

ig that math is the antithesis of
any humanities major, that

equates to $200 million/$50 per

book and $200 million/100,000

undergraduates, respectively, by
my math calculations).

Perhaps your Willie Brown-
controlled assembly will be able

to find new social programs to

spend the money on (as he is very

^'ee SCHROETER, page 14
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Dream, dream on ,.. to achieve life success
Pipe dream: a fantastic idea,

vain hope or plan, etc., such as an
opium smoker might have

(Webster 's New World Dictionary,

Second College Edition)

Main Street, Huntington

Beach isn't what it once

was. Where there used to

be worn surf-shop storefronts

weathered by years and salty mist

off the Pacific are now peach stuc-

co and lit signs, a brewery bar, vin-

tage clothing boutiques, a pool

hall, coffee ,„u^^^^^^^^
bars and a

magazine

stand where I

just bought

another pack

of cigarettes,

this time

Camels.

Huntington

peers out, past

the Pacific

Coast

Highway onto

the endless

blue ocean

which meets the flat sandy beach

with surfer-friendly waves and

frothy whitewash. If you gaze

north up the coast on a clear day or

night, you can see Long Beach.

Night-driving up PCH is especial-

ly cool when it's clear because you*

can see the swarm of lights that is

Long Beach and the twinkling

points of light that ornament the

off-shore drilling structures stand-

ing sentinel off the coast. They're

kind of pretty, so you tend to for-

get how they're bad for the envi-

ronment.

I used to think California was
the only place that could make me
dream, and I dreamed I would ded-

icate my first book "to California,

my muse." Don't laugh, I was
really serious about that. But then

when I lived in New York last

Adena

Chung

year, I realized that wasn't neces-

sarily the case.

New York City is a granite

island on which have grown tall,

tall buildings of cement, wood,
metal, fiberglass. The dumpsters

reek of rank waste in the summer-
time, when the humid heat fer-

ments the trash and it gives off

stinky crappy-sweet heady fumes

that make you want to hold your

breath as you walk by it. And in

the cold winter months, steam

rises out of sidewalk grills from
which you can also hear the rum-

bling and screeching of the sub-

way trains speeding underground

on their steel rails.

But the big difference, among
many big differences, is that the

city is deep. All the tall buildings

make it so that you, a person,

walking up and down the streets

and alleyways are at the bottom of

a deep labyrinth. It's not exactly a

maze, really, because the streets

and avenues are organized non-

mysteriously. Sure, you can get

lost, but that's probably because

you don't know where the hell

you're going. Anyway, when
you're in the city, you're deep in it,

and in that urban depth your

dreams are different from your

sunny L.A. palm tree-inspired

freeway-driving dreams.

Excuse me if I seem to be ram-

bling. If you're asking yourself

what the point of my column is,

I'm talkin' about dreamin'. Not
like the wild experiences your

brain spins for you when you
slumber, and not like the "secret

life" that Walter Mitty couldn't

resist slipping back into because

his real life sucked.

I'm talking about the kind of

dreaming that Blondie sings about:

"I sit by and watch the river flow. I

sit by and watch the traffic go.

Imagine something of your very

own, something you can have in

hope. I build a road in gold just to

have some dreamin'. Dreamin' is

free."

I dream when I'm bored in

class. I dream when I'm driving

with a good tape. Music really

makes me dream. See, dreaming is

more than an escape; it gives you
the chance to see the way things

could be. And that can lead to the

realization of it. I bet Quentin

Tarantino saw it. Back when he

was working at a video rental

place in Manhattan Beach, he saw
a vision of where and what he is

now. There's something like a

dream spatial ity marked and mea-
sured by various experiences and

time. When you see something in a

dream, a vision of yourself in dif-

ferent clothes, in a different place,

doing something else, you can get

there if you can travel the road of

experiences and time that will take

you there. You have to work it.

Over the summer I was taken by

an idea I had, which I tackled with

the kind of passion that makes you
foi^get to eat and return your phone
calls because you're too busy

working on your plan. For a week
I typed away on my Mac and wan-

dered around the house in self-

absorbed concentration. Of course,

this project of mine was a secret. I

just don't like to discuss ideas in

progress.
~"''

All this piqued my parents'

curiosity which I deflected tact-

lessly and warned them they'd be

in big trouble if they snooped

around in my stuff, video-8 tapes

and papers strewn everywhere. I

think they wanted me to find a job,

and I think they were also uneasy

because whenever they asked me
what I'm going to do after gradu-

ating this spring I would reply, "I

don't know." In fact, I do have an

idea of what I want to do, but like I

said, I don't like to discuss ideas in

progress.

One evening as the three of us

were getting into the car to go out

to dinner, I was holding a packet

of papers of my "work" and my
mom looked at me with an earnest,

worried parental heaviness in her

eyes and said (in Korean, but I'll

translate), "I'm afraid you're

dreaming pipe dreams." And
something dropped away, leaving

this empty space and a sinking

feeling somewhere in the middle

of me that made me just stare back
at her, daunted.

Angry humors then swirled and

welled up inside of me, and I don't

know if I was u-embling (wouldn't

that be picture-perfect), but I told

her "you suck." She sucked

because for a split second, for one
crucial moment, she caused my
dream to suffer a monstrous heavy

blow that threatened its carefully

erected delicate existence, threat-

ening to leave only scraps of

thoughts and ideas in the choking

dust of demolition.

She didn't even really know my
intentions, and yet she was all set

to shoot everything down. She did-

n't retort because I think she knew
then what was going on inside of

me. I eventually got over it

because I realized that I dbii'l need

her confidence in n»e to succeed.

Zora Neale Hurston's Janie had

even less than that, but it didn't

stop her from making a pretty

incredible life for herself.

What is a pipe dream anyway? I

looked it up. And, well, I'm not

high on dope, not sucking on any

opium pipe and my dreams may
seem kind of impossible, but I

don't think they're in vain.

Without dreams, what is there?

Kill your dreams and you're left

with despair. With Quentin and

Janie in mind, I'll keep dreamin'

my "pipe dreams" and working the

road there. Everybody's gotta

dream.

Chung is a senior English student.

Viewpoint Letters

Learn from history: no on 187
Thefollowing article was writ-

ten by members ofthe Asian

American Studies Graduate
Student Association.

Twenty-five years ago, ethnic

studies was bom out of the stryg-

gle of the Third World Suike.

Today, we, the Asian American
Studies Graduate Student

Association, renew that struggle

by opposing Proposition 1 87. We
urge the UCLA community to

vote no on 187 with us on Nov. 8.

More than 2(X) years of Asian-

American history show that we
were once and today may be false-

ly considered "sojourners" - tem-

porary immigrants who had no

other value than products of their

labor. Among us are the only peo-

ples America first tried to exclude

through the Chitiese Exclusion

Act in 1882 and again in Canada
in 1923, even though we constitut-

ed less than three percent of the

total immigration at that time - so

too with undocumented immi-

grants today. In 1917, Canada
actually passed a law that would

allow police to arrest anyone who
merely looked like an illegal

immigrant (i.e. not white), just as

Proposition 1 87 purports to do.

Our peoples took and still take the

jobs nobody else wanted, paying

the "taxes" that supported the very

hands that beat, detained and

signed legislation against our pre-

decessors, who were denied by
law a voice in their treatment.

—

^

Even when allowed to become cit-

izens, Asian Americans were not

treated as such, often being locked

up in concentration camps or even

being forced out of the country

even though they were, in fact,

U.S. citizens.

Today, U.S. corporations are

depriving all Americans ofjobs

and capital by moving their opera-

tions overseas to exploit cheap

third-world labor. Immigrants

continue to come to America from

all places just to survive by work-

ing the jobs nobody else wants.

For instance, Euro{)eansand

Canadians also immigrate illegal-

ly but Proposition 1 87 will not

affect them. The recent disclosure

that both senatorial candidates

have employed undocumented
immigrants underlines how
dependent California is on immi-

grant labor. What is going on
here? Power plus prejudice. Non-
whites are once again being

scapegoated for California's mis-

managed slate of affairs.

We don't need to pass

Proposition 1 87 to restrict illegal

immigrants from receiving public

aid. The law already denies eligi-

See AA8QSA, page 14

173 faculty, students
urge 'no' on Prop 187

The following viewpoint was
signed by 173 students andfacul-
ty ofUCLA 's School ofPublic
Policy and Social Research.

In response to the ongoing cov-

erage of Proposition 1 87, we at the

UCLA School of Public Policy

and Social Research would like to

offer our perspective. The passage

of Proposition 1 87 would create

unfair and discriminatory policies

that would especially damage the

lives of an estimated 3(X),(X)0

innocent children of California.

Proposition 1 87 is unfair

because it wrongly focuses the^

blame of California's economy on
its undocumented residents. In

order to meet the state budget's

shortfalls, immigrants are being

held responsible for fiscal prob-

lems. These residents"work in the

kinds of low paying, labor-inten-

sive jobs that documented resi-

dents have traditionally refused to

take.

Even their meager salaries are

taxed as a contribution to the

state's economy, along with the

sales tax they contribute as con-

sumers. To target these hard work-

See POLICY, page 15

Support the
'Rule of Law'
Editor:

I am sick of hearing Proposition

187 supporters being called racists

by those against 1 87. Try as they

might to obfuscate the issue, the

real issue involved in Proposition

1 87 is not of race, but of whether

one supports the Rule of Law.

Our society is based upon the

Rule of Law, and the absence of

such would lead to anarchy. When
someone is termed an illegal immi-

grant (of whatever race or national

origin), the key word is illegal.

Those who have come here illegal-

ly have broken the law, and to

reward them is to promote breaking

the law.

Furthermore, rewarding those

who come here illegally is a slap in

the face to the would-be immi-

grants who wait years to come here

legally.

Many of those against

Proposition 1 87 say that illegal

immigration is our fault as a nation

for lacking tighter border control,

and that one cannot blame the ille-

gal immigrant. This is blaming the

victim for the criminal's actions

because the victim hadn't been able

to prevent the crime from occur-

ring, and is absolutely absurd.

The bottom line is if you truly

believe in the Rule of Law you can-

not support anything which

rewards breaking the law. Allowing

illegal immigrants to benefit from

their illegal action does just that.

Any other ai^untents on this sub-
^

jecl, whether in support of or in

opposition to Proposition 187, are

peripheral to the real issue.

Jim Swarzman
Senior

Economics

Beneficiary of
socialism
Editor:

I want to offer my full support

for Cosmo Wenman's call for free

immigration and full enfranchise-

ment for all immigrants ("Prop.

187: Choose one, 'socialist welfare

state' or free immigration," Nov. 3).

I must say, however, that

Wenman's reasoning is rather

bizarre. His labeling of Pete Wilson

as a socialist because "the slate

takes resources and commands their

use" implies that everyone from

Henry Vm to Fidel Castro to

Ronald Reagan is a socialist. I

would like to suggest that Wenman
take some classes in basic political

theory to gain a nwre sophisticated

view of the distinctions between

capitalism and socialism.

Wehnian includes public educa-

tion in his listing of socialist pro-

grams. Isn't it curious that an

avowed enemy of socialism like

Wenman is here at UCLA, an insti-

tution funded by public taxpayers? I

guess that makes him a beneficiary

of socialism.

Matthew Jardine

Senior

Political Science
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Guess they didn^t know about us.

• Large Selection of Fashion Eyewear

• Complete Eye Exam •Most Insurance Plans Accepted

Contact Lenses: disposable, color daily wear, and extended wear

Westwood Optometric Center

Dr. Martin Hyman-Optometrlst

t

LEARN TO...
• Work in an Agency FT/PT

• Work from your home
• Open your own Agency
• Hands-on Airline Computers

Enjoy Travel Benefits!

1 [8001 452-2644
CaUC TRAVEL SCHOOLS
Throughout California
CA State Approved • Reg •; 4*1 02201

SCHROETER

Indian Food & Falafil

918 Westwood Boulevard
Westwood & LeConte

(310)208-3913
Monday thru Friday 10-5:30

Saturday 10-5:00

1 Hour Free Parking

Chicken Tikka Sand. 4.25

Lamb Kabob Sand. 4.25

Falafil Sand. 2.75

Gyro Sand. 3.75

Buv anv
» »

one sandwich

get seconc

one 50"()

off same value

*This offer does not include any other special*

Expires 11/04/94

10948 Weyburn Ave 208-1943 (Next to Stan's Donuts)
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A chance forsweeping savings
on all kinds of merchandise;
computers, peripherals and
software.

• Get here early! Limited quantities on
selected items!

• Stop by the Computer Store for a de-

tailed price list of all sale merchandise

Iteesday, November 8.

• All sales are final.

PAYMENT: Most products are available only to full-time

students, selected Extension students, faculty, and staff

witti current UCLA ID and to UCLA departments. Please
inquire for additional details regarding eligibility. Quantities
are limited. Prices subject to ctiange without notice.
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iei«S COiMIEl niirir niiei 825-6952. M-Th7:45-7.Fri 7:45-6. SallO-S.Sun 12-5
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good at), and again push the

blame of the unbalanced budget
on Pete Wilson. Or perhaps this

time, California will realize that

we can't keep spending money
that we don't have. And perhaps,

eventually, California won't have
to finagle numbers and introduce

100 million dollar bond measures
to balance the budget (did some-
body mention surplus???).

Things aren*t free. We
all want them to be, but

they aren't. If they

were, you and your par-

ents would receive

approximately 20 per-

cent of your respective

paychecks ...

Things aren't free. We all want
them to be, but they aren't. If

they were, you and your parents
would receive approximately 20
percent of your respective pay-
checks, as taxpayers in Sweden
do every month. I am definitely

not ready to see 80 percent of my
paycheck gone every month
(ironically, this is already close to

what is being expected of the

"rich" in America). It is easy to

be a liberal and say that we
should have every service for free

on the backs of those who have
earned a better living; it takes

much more to understand why we
have to take responsibility for

ourselves and stop robbing those
who have already "gotten theirs"

through hard work and sacrifice.

America was not built on jeal-

ousy; rather it was built on the

premise that every legal citizen

should have the opportunity to

succeed in the same capitalist

economy.

Schroeter is afirst-year student
majoring in business/economics.

AASGSA
From page 13

bility to the undocumented.
Ironically, Proposition 187 would
allow persons on tourist visas -
which is how many illegal immi-
grants come to this country - to

receive health benefits. Another
thing: even though the average
immigrant pays $1 .300 in taxes a
year, most illegals stay away
from public aid due to fear of
deportation. This fear only makes
things worse when you consider
that illegal immigrants will often
wait until a condition becomes
critical - and our emergency
rooms are overburdened as it is.

And you think juvenile delin-

quency is bad now? Wait till

Proposition 187 passes, when
children of the undocumented
will be tossed out of school and
onto the streets.

If Proposition 1 87 passes,

Americans of non-European ori-

gin will be the ones who will be
accosted by legally empowered,
hostile racist elements in the
police, schools and hospitals -
something that is happening
already. It won't matter if you're
a doctor or engineer or some
well-off technocrat with a multi-
national firm. The only thing

police and teachers will care
about is that you, your folks and
family are probably illegal imnu-
grants because you look or sound
"foreign". So if you think you're* •

See AASQSA, page 15
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AAGSA
From page 14

paying too many taxes now, wait

till they set up the bureaucracy for a

posl-187 Califomia. And you'll be

paying them to give you grief.

Proposition 1 87 clearly does not

address the problems that cause

illegal immigration and if passed

will not do anything to solve it

There's plenty of information out

there on Proposition 1 87. If you
don't know enough about it, we
urge you to read critically and

choose wisely on Nov. 8. As for us,

we will be silent no longer. We say

NOtol87!Makibaka!

POLICY
From page 13

ere by denying them access to ser-

vices in health and ediK^ation is

unfair.

Proposition 187 is discriminato-

ry because it seeks to target people

"suspected" of being undocument-

ed. But what factore will school

teachere, social workere. police

officere and doctore use to deter-

mine suspects?A person's skin

color?A person's accent? Indeed,

Proposition 187 will aggrevate the

already damaging racial stereo-

types in our state by encouraging

people to harass those who look

and speak differently.

Proposition 187 will damage
children's lives by forcing thou-

sands out of schools. It will say to

children that since Califomia is

facing economic hardships, they

will need to close their books, say

good-bye to their teachers and

keep out of school playgrounds.

What will this do to our children?

More than 85 percent of people in

our country's prisons are high

school dropouts.

In addition. Proposition 187

would jeopardize the health of

thousands of children by denying

them access to immunizations and

general healthcare services.

Indeed, Proposition 187

will aggrevate ... racial

stereotypes in our state

by encouraging people

to harass those who look

and speak differently.

In this social climate of hostility

towanJ immigrants, it is not popu-

lar to speak against hateful and

harmful policies such as

Proposition 187. We believe that

when considering the truly damag-
ing aspects of this proposition,

people can recognize that blaming

immigrants in such hurtful ways is

not the way to solve problems.

There are no shortcuts in real

proMem solving. We implore vot-

ere to consider the negative ramifi-

cations of Proposition 1 87 before

Nov. 8 and to vote against it

HEY YOU!
You missed

the
IRESHLiAi:

Ri:C0RL!

QuiCiw

!

jO rf^ our.

the ^ aii . Bi-uin

S@#iiiip##<
S

aV ^ 1 093 Broxton Ave. #2 1 8 (310) 208-3333 M
In Westwood Village, above the Wherehouse III

DRIUING & TRAFFIC SCHOOL
UCLA & ALL Stxjdent Discount

Traffic School on V\/eekdays & Saturdays

IV

$50 deposit due November11

Final Payment due December 2

You are encouraged to pay

the $25 required memt)ership

dues with the deposit

For more infonnation, contact

Debbi Holmgren <g> 208-4078
c^rc^t^yh'

I can make $120/weel( doing what?

>^^(:t7^'y,7.:/ "'
'

' '

'

[alifomia Cryobank, Inc. is Kx^king

for young male students ( 19-34

years of age) to donate sperm. You will

participate in a program desimed to

help couples who are not able to have

children.

In the United States close to twenty

million people are affected by

int'ertilir/. Often the only solution is

to use sperm from donors.

You are guaranteed complete

anonymity. You will also obtain

financial compensation and tree

medical/genetic testing. For more

detaibcall (310>443-S244 ext 24

great minds
Let's face it, getting into med school is really competitive.

And that's why I teach at Kaplan. They know what it takes

to compete. Kaplan has prepared more students for the

MCAT than any other test prep company— over 250,000 In

the last IS years alone. And, with Kaplan, my students get

4nore ways to prepare with thousands of practice questions,

great home study notes, videos, tutoring and an extensive

training library. No wonder Kaplan's the MCAT prep leader."

— ADAM ENGLE MCAT INSTRUCTOR

great methods

get a higher score

1-800-KAP-TEST

KAPLAN

Kaplan offers th« most
complete arsenal of MCAT
preparation materials

including computer-

analyxed practice tests,

home study materials and
a training library. Nobody
prepares you better than

Kaplan.
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'Day of the Dead' collection

comes alive at UCLA's Fowler

/ •* ^'

By Nadia Rajper

The tiniu i>l ihc \car is riL'hl. Cok\
da>s. hiat'k nijjhtN. iitiblins. irlu^sis

arul skclclons.

Sniiliny skclcUMis. cr\iii!j skcic

tons. (.1)111!: skckMoiis and miiiKliinjj

skeletons arc all part ol ihc new
cxhihii at Ihc Joulci Museum.

"V.n Cala\cra: The l\ipier-.\Iaehe

Art of the l.inares Faniil>" Icatures

ncarlx !5(» sculptures of lilc si/cd

skeletons draped in cosiinnes antl

dragon-like creatures ol papcr-

niache ~ all ot them created o\cr the

span ot" three generations h\ one

.Mcepeu in .McMcan culture, jxipi-

cr-mache lolk art colors ihc streets

during .Manli (iras. Hols Week.
I'atron .Saint Mesias. huicivndcncc
I)a\. i)a\ ol Ihc DeatI and C'hrisima

The uiiiciuc si_\le ol iIk' l.inaivs

taniil) ca-il) ^auglit (he allciHioii oi

Ihc art world, sppii pLicinc man> o|

Ihcir works III the haiuK iilvoMcc-

polkciiicn. donkc\s.

skclclons. As his experience broatl

ciicd. his liuurcs hccame more c!ab

The I. marcs lamil) carried these

tratlilioiis luie siep lurther b\ \ccrini

aw.i_\ Irom IradihMial folk st_\lcs.

creaiiiii: lile si/cd riL'urcs miuscti

Others h,i\c made siniilai- Wiuks.
I'lul ha\cn'i mastered the technK|ue
or\is)on that ihe i.inarcs's ha\e.

There's a ccriam lilcstsle and humor
all Ihc I. marcs lamil) ( mcmhers)
capuiic mt'i then wi>rk " sa\s Susan
Masudka. cucsi ^urator al ihc howler

"rale, nitne laniasiR

ng (Ml poliiidl themes
ihc Judas ... rcpresen!iresenis the a\a

m (Uir hishu'\.'" l\\

onl_\ itic active imaginaiion oi the

I mares lamil) memlvrs. hut also

laics o\ folklore and oral tradiiiim.

maii> coming from the simics lokl

within Ihe Linares lamil> Ihe nivuc

figures Pedro creatccl. ihc more fan-

tastic the) became, each coincviii'c .

sense of awe at the crcaii\ !i\ tvhmd

ic han-C'Milra .Mlair

.As well a.s Ihe painted lifesi\le

d huniitr thev depiet. ihc cala\c

^
1 he tradition began when lAdro

I mares, born m P>(IC\ learned ihe

craft ol papier-mache from his

lather, who soKl pinalas and .(udas

figures (.luring ihe holida>s.

Ihe .Judas figure scr\cd as both

the sLirling point and inspiration lo

Pedro's cari> works, and with lime
c\ol\ed inio luiiiicrous lomis. (.lud;

ligures are cralled during Hol>
Week, (he week bclore l;asier. and
then burned cercmonKuisK as a

rcmmiler ol .ludas Iscaridi. ihc onl\

iliseiplc to bcira\ .Icsiis i.

!nlluencc(.l b\ the ciicrax mcs of
lose ( iuadalupc Posada, and rccci\-

1 mares cralled an I I loot tail .ludas and alibrijes seem to poke Urn at

figure ol Ronald Reagan, attaching a death. It is bcliesed that vn D\a dc
sign lo it sa>ing 'Ao so> un contra" los \Iuertos (Day of the Dead) the
(I am a coniiai before burning the sj-iiriis of the dead return lo (micc
sculpture. again jxiriake in earihls icsiiMiies

.\ further cNoluiiiui ot the ludas and |o\s. This is onl> oncwa\ m
figure mixed with a hea\> dose of which'ihe Mexican I'ighihcaricd \ il

I.maress imagination led' to the of death becomes apparent and ^vir

In turn, the I iiiarcs artworks

depict skeleton sired \ciulors sellim!

la^os. and lull) drcsseil bride and
groom figures. One scene depicts the

^ I earih(.|uake thai hit .Mexico Cit\

in IMS.'s, in which a number of skclc

Ions seurr) about in (.lisnui). I ach
skeleton takes (mi a |XM"soiialit\ i>\ iis

ow n. a qualit) i->resciit in all the

Linares works. |XM"lia|''s ihc \cr\

(.luaiitv thai has made ihc Linares

But Linares, who passcil aua) in

IM'-'^ will also be at the exhibit •"en

cala\cra"" lo greet each o\ the muse-
um \ |siiors.

EXHIBIT: En Calavera: The Papier-
Mache Art of the Linares Family'"

UCLA Fowler Museum of Cultural
History Now through July. Free
admission. For more information,

please calf 825-436L

s(>ns and 'jraiici

li'jurc

inc down ihe

w hi> now

ijcncra-

. mares s

s. (.KKlas

allien |e. a term he coined hmis;.

.\ nightmare during his siekiicss

inspired Linares s first

In these works, he

combines Icatures Irom
numerous animals, pro-

\ iding a laiilasiie and
col(!rfiil loi <k at ihc

arcs imaL'inalicn sel

mg patronage Irom well

artists like Diego Rnera.
c-liannclcd his cicali\ iiv i

duclii'ii o\ ligurc

shapes anv.1 si/es.

lice. One ligurc coi

bmes ihc bod) d a

horse, the head ol a

li/ard. .iiul an mhiil

3f

liailitional 1.

In mail) wiuks.

'.railed .ludas li

e's iiuniih.

L\enluall\ a

i> s\ mbi' ^ 3f#%^^'•m
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Renaissance
Hammer Museum's 'Renaissance in Prints'

exhibit brings high French culture to life

"The French Renaissance" exhibit includes "The Three Marys at
ttw Tomb," on view until Dec. 31 at the Armand Hammer Museum.

By Kristin Hore

Immortal French monarchs, bloody
religious wars and ... Babar the elephant?

Only in Lx)s Angeles - and only at the

Armand Hammer Museum's new exhibit,

"The French Renaissance in Prints from
the Biblioth^que Nationale de France"
could all these appear together with a
common purpose.

The exhibit, co-organized by UCLA's
Grunwald Center for the Graphic Arts, is

the first comprehensive display of its

kind. The exhibit connects both the
Renaissance and today's society.
Programs such as French story readings
and musical performances designed to

shed light on the historical and social

world of the art complement the wide
variety of prints and woodcuts.

The prints themselves represent every-

thing from family pets to.Greek myths.

The exhibit includes everyday subjects
the viewers can identify with, says Cindy
Burlingham, associate director and cura-
tor of the Grunwald Center.

Entering the exhibit, you are greeted by
"The Passion of Christ," a breathtaking
woodcut whose vibrant colors and intri-

cate detail bounce off the stark white wall
behind it. Golden gothic architecture
brighten and separate the 1 1 different
scenes represented. Religious themes and
meticulous detail are common to many
prints, though secular subjects are also
popular.

One of the most enjoyable prints is on
the lighter side, satirizing society and its

foibles. "The Good Server" portrays an
ideal servant complete with a stag's
hooves (for speed), a donkey's ears (for
hearing orders) and a pig snout (for sniff-

ing things out). This tongue-in-cheek rep-

resentation shows that the idea of a

perfect servant is dehumanizing and ludi-

crous.

Prints commissioned for propaganda
by political and religious leaders convey
the country's history and social climate.

These works acted as powerful tools of
suggestion and were often displayed in

public places.

The "Overlunilng of the Great
Marmite" (or cup), a woodcut intended to

win Protestant converts, shows an angel
of truth and her Protestant followers tip-

ping a cup and pouring out various sym-
bols of Catholicism.

Other prints were hung in French
homes much like today's posters. Because
these prints were cheaper and more avail-

able to the public, many focused on soci-

ety and depicted the peasant, homemaker
and merchant fro/en in time. Etienne
Delanue's "Four of the Labors of the
Months" gives a glimpse of the farmer's
life as though '^S viewer were peering
through the^ielcj^ of wheat the farmer
harvested.

Though tljie prints are mostly mono-
chromatic, their sheer honesty brings

them to life - from the farmer's wife
asleep on a tree stump beside him to the
bathers leaping enthusiastically into a
local river for a dip. The clothing and pos-
tures of the peasants, wearied but strong,
show the struggles and virtues of the lives

they lived.

The prints themselves are fascinating,
but their lack of color and the largely
white walls give rooms a sterile atmos-
phere.

Other highlights include 14 prints by
Jean Duvet, the earliest known printmak-
er, and the majority of remaining works
by famous artists of the School of
Fontainebleau. Both had a tremendous
impact on later printmakers.

To assist in the digestion of all this art

and history, the exhibit provides many
panels of text and two photo-packed time-
lines covering France's history, religious
wars and art. The majority of the pro-
grams scheduled are free and are hosted
by UCLA professors.

Professor Michael Hackett of the
Theater Department is presenting
"Dressing a Renaissance Princess:

Madame Elizabeth of France, Age 7."

With a child modeling the outfit of a
young princess, Hackett explains the»

uses of 35 exquisite pieces of costuming.
While this may seem extreme to those

who save their holeless sweats for a hot

date, Hackett puts things into perspec-
tive.

"External show was one of the ways
people could know who you were (dur-

ing the ^naissance). There was no tele-

vision back then," Hackett says.

And though some may think it silly, he
reminds us, "Our clothes are as subject
to convention as they were in the 17th
century. They're just different customs."

EXHIBIT: "The French Renaissance in

Prints from the Biblioth^que Nationale de
France" at the Armand Hammer Museum.
Sponsored by the National Endowment
for the Humanities, the National
Endowment for the Arts, the UCLA Art
Council and the Federal Council on the
Arts and Humanities. For museum hours,
prices and program information please
call (310) 443-7000. Thursdays, 6 p.m. to

9 p.m., are free for UCLA students.

Loza Sextet offers
dose of honest jazz
By JohnMangum

Steve Loza's new album repre-

sents more than just a recording
for the diverse musician.

For the first time in 20 years,
the UCLA ethnomusicology pro-
fessor reunites with his first love,

jazz. This newest project, the
Steve Loza Sextet, comes on the

heels of his successes in acade-
mia. as an author, and as a propo-
nent of Latin music.

"About two years ago at this

time, I started this jazz sextet,"

says Loza. "We actually met up
when five of us got together to

play for one of (faculty member)
Gerald Wilson's classes."

The original five include Loza,
drummer Greg Gonzales, who
studied at UCLA, sax player
Reggie Waddell. bass player
Simeon Pillich and pianist Dwight
Dickerson. both of whom worked
as teaching assistants for Wilson's

See LOZA, page 20

fflp^
ART: "En Calavera: The Papier-

Mache Art of the Linares
Family."

This new exhibit showcases
the art of three generations of
the Linares family, featuring
hundreds of sculptures (many
life-size) of skeletons. Judas
figures and other papier machd
artwork.

Fowler Museum of Cultural

History, now through July,

1995. INFO: 825-4361

ART: "The French Renaissance
in Prints from the Bibliotheque

Na^tonale de France."

Through a collection of
black and while prints and spe-

cial programs hosted by guests

and UCLA faculty,

"Renaissance in Prints" brings

the culture of the French
Renaissance to life.

Armand Hammer Museum.
Now through Jan. I. 1995.
INFO: 443-7000

Harrison Ford

FILM: "The Client" and "The
Fugitive."

It's "Welcome to Jonestown"
night so B.Y.O.K.A. For those

unfamiliar with mass suicide
rituals and/or Academy Award
winning actors (like Harrison
Ford), it means bring your own
Kool-Aid.

Ackerman Grand Ballroom.
Thursday and Friday. Nov. 10-

II ai7 p.m. and 9:30 p.m., $2
per evening. INFO: 825-1958

MORE FILM: "Love and a .45"

Melnitz Theater. Friday, Nov.
11. INFO: 825-2345.

A&E's Top 10 Best Worst Movies
of the Past Decade!

Sure, The Piano and Driving Miss
Daisy are great films, but when you're
drunk they become the cinematte
equivalent of an econ lecture. You'd
rather cheer through Basic Instinct

or Ace Ventura. You want squauxlered
talent, over inflated directorial egos,
cheesy dialogue and plot holes you
could nirow a keg through. You want
fun. We want what you want. Write
your Top 1 Best Worst Movies of .

the Past Decade on the lines below and turn it into The Bruin at 225
Kerckhoff Hall by Thursday, Nov. 10. Feel free to justify your responses
with any comments you find persuasive. The two Bruins wfiose ballots
most ctosely resemble the preferences of the populace will win five free
vkleo rental certificates from Extravaganza VWeo. Extravaganza clalnrjs
no responsibility for the contest itself or the lud<y films to be selected.
But doni compile this list for personal reward, do it for posterity, humanity,
Hollywood and drunken parties everywhere. (Results of poll will appear
next Monday.)

1..

7.

8.

4..

5. 10.,

Reasons

Name: Phone nuniber:

\
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Nirvana MTV Unplugged In
New York (DGC) Of course it's

good - a critic could get lynched
for saving anything less. But it

should be pointed out that the

acoustic setting unwittingly
brings out the languorous,
manic-depressive tendencies in

Kurt Cobain's voice, something
that didn't factor much into the

band'-s power-chorded originals

(compare this "Pennyroyal Tea"
to the studio version). And the

cover choices, which range from
fair to pretty good, are improved
only by the virtues of the band
playing and the man singing
(case in point: "The Man Who
Sold The World," which kicks
the shit out of David Bowie's
overwrought original). Still, it's

gratifying to see the quiet,
evocative side of this band, and
it makes you wonder where
Cobain might have taken the

band after the blistering In

Utero. So while this fares better

than most Unplugged CDs,
don't expect a revelation. Grand
exception: Leadbelly's "Where
Did You Sleep Last Night,"
Cobain's greatest vocal perfor-

mance, and proof that thatt you
don't have to be plugged in to

make electricity. M.T. B+

Hootie and the Blowfish
Cracked Rear View (Atlantic)
In an age when "angst" is a mar-
keting term, Hootie and the
Blowfish deliver a down home
rock-and-roll LP that oozes

Daily Bruin Arts & Entertainment

"America" from every pore. Its

warm, feel-good tone is a

refreshing change from the
venom on the airwaves today.

Melodic, folky, almost country
in parts, this album makes you
want to jump into a Mellencamp
video. The cover's rural, "this is

our town" photography is a

good visual compliment to the

band's rootsy sound. The lyrics

can get a bit sappy - "You can
call me a fool/ only wanna be
with you." - but don't toss this

one into your Garth Brooks bin

just yet. There's a great mix of
electric and acoustic guitar, not

to mention tremendous vocals
that sound like Eddie Vedder
might if he sobered up, cheered
up and moved to South Carolina
(not that we want him to). The
album sounds somewhat over-

produced in parts, as though it's

trying too hard to be a "rock"
album. A sparser, more intimate

sound may have brought out the

raw beauty of these songs.
Nonetheless, it is a worthy son
of the folk heroes of American
music. K.F. B+

Jeff Buckley Grace
(Columbia) The son of folkie

Tim Buckley, Jeff is the latest

quasi-m.ystical hyper-romantic
to barrel down the pike - one
gets the feeling that had he
reared his head in the '60' s, he
would have sung songs about
unicorns and castles to sensitive

acoustic guitar strums. He's not

much better off today - from his

studied delivery, you can tell he
clearly thinks lines like "I was
hypnotized by a strange

delight/Under the lilac tree" sig-

nify deep poetry. Supporters say

they hear Robert Plant, but if

anything, Buckley sounds more
like the Cure's Robert Smith
after intensive voice lessons,

particularly when he heads for

falsetto territory. Couple that

with Buckley's cloying
Donovan Leitch tendencies, and
you have an overwrought folk-

pop synthesis redeemed only by
his lovely reading of Leonard
Cohen's "Hallelujah." Verdict:

like father, like son. M.T. C+

Nanci Griffith Flyer
(Elektra) Griffith seems
smarter than your average
folkie, and certainly her
straightforward, plaintive deliv-

ery pleases the ear more than the

overserious melodramatics of
Adam Duritz and the Indigo
Girls, both of whom make vocal

cameos here. Still, lyrical banal-

ities remain lyrical banalities,

and bland, uninspired studio

musicianship and weak melodies
won't enhance them. After all,

when you construct a concept
record around the theme of
escape (come on, you didn't
think that title was indiscrimi-

nate, did you?), if the music still

sounds like something to stay at

home alone with an^et real sen-

sitive by, what kind of escape is

that?

As it turns out, this record usu^

ally catches the ear only when
someone pushes Griffith in the

right direction: co-songwriter
Harlan Howard, co-producer
Peter Buck, and most surprising-

ly, Duritz, who actually exhibits

signs of a sense of humor on the

4:15 he duets on "Going Back To
Georgia." As for Griffith, as
much as she claims she's happy
to be independent, only her own
"Anything You Need But Me,"
proves it. M.T. B-

Reviews by Michael Tatum and
Kristin Fiore.

M^y, fite Under Easy Ustening A
Whip-Smart A
Monster A

^W^B Paris Guerilla Funk A

^^^1 Various Artists Beat the Retreat A-

^^3 Smashing Pumpkins

^^9 Cranberries

H|H Various Artists

Bom Dead
Pisces tscariot

U
No Need to Argue
Murder was the Case

B^
B^-

B+
B
B-

^JT^ London Suede Dog Man Star B-
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BRUIN TV GUIDE

By: UCU'UCSO
UCB • UCI • UCB

<MaT>

(632 — 6863) 9nm-9Dm

800 MD-BOUND
MONDAY EVENING

BROADCAST STATIONS

A - Century Cable B - Channel Name

11

13

18

34

29

(D

TIT

TIT

-w
"W"

-w

NewsX

NewsX

Doogie
Howsef

Science
Guy
News 3:

Family
llatterai:

Ciao Italia

(In Stereo)

Maury Povich More than

plalonic (riendship. K
V.R.

Trooper* K
Wonder
YearaS:

Ricki Lake Intimacy after

relationship ends.

News

Primer ImiMCtp

Black Sheep Squadron
"Up for Grabs-

CBS News

Newss;

Full House
(In Stereo)

Business
Report

Highway
Pafrol

NBC NIahtiy

NewsK
Family
Matters !E

Hard Copy

Extra: Ent
Magazine

Fresh
Prince

MacNeil/Lehrer
NewthourX

Ent Tonight

Price Is

Right

CMCh(ln
Stereo) S
Life and
TimesiE

Nanny
StocK Tip"

Fresh
Prince

Dave's
Worlds
BkMsom (In

Stereo) S

Murphy
Brown X

Love « War
(In Stereo)

Northern Exposure "Full

Uprighr (In Stereo) M
"A Burning Passion: The Margaret MitcheH Slay
(1994. Biography) Shannon [feherty. Dale MkJkiff. a

* * '/2 "O/ertJoard" {\987 , Comedy) GoWie Hawn. An
amnesiac millionairess is duped by a cunning carpenter

Future
QuestX

Think Twice
(In Stereo)

NFL FooltMll: New York Giants at Dallas Cowboys. From Texas Stadium. (In Stereo
Live)ig

tniide
Editions;

Married...

With

Roseanne
(In Stereo)

News

Noticias

American
Journal s;

Cops "Cops
in Nashville"

Cosby
Shown
Panda TV
Magazine

Noticiero

Unlvision

Wild. Wild West "Night of

the Glowina Corpse"

Top Cops
(In Stereo)

Married..

With

Rush
LImbaugh

Stmpsoi
In btere(In Stereo)

Star Trek: The Next
Generation "Gambit" X

Volver a Empezar

BASIC CABLE STATIONS

24

ggPBi

3

isna

Biography (R)

(4:00) **'6 "The Girl Cam
Hei|p/>"(1956)TomEwell.

Sherlock Holmes
Mystwries (R)

Bonanza "Desert Justice"

Lovejoy Mysteries "Benin
Bronze

News

Melrose Place "Dr. JeckyI

Saves His Hide" SI

Baywatch "Someone to

Baywatch Over You" X
When I Miss
You

News

Agujetas de Color de
Rosa

*** "It Started in Naples" (1 960) ClarV GaWe An
American lawyer begins falling for an Italian stnpp er.

*** "Babette's feasr (1987, Dranw) A French maid
prepares an elaborate meal lor her emptoyers. 'G'

PrimerwwsX

Saturday Night Lhw

Larry King LiveX

Sirs:

Campaign Almanac A review of elections.

stand-Up,
StWKl-Up

Twin Peaks

** '/} "The Girl Can't Help «" (1956) Tom Ewdl. A
Mngster's moll goes lo a talent agent to become a star

WoridNews

WhOM
Line?

SoapX

Paid

Law t Order "The
Corporate Veil'

News (In Stereo) X

The Windsors: A Royal Family Profile of the British

royal lamily begins with King George V and Edward VII.

Live With Todd Donoho

Party of Five "Something
Out of Nothing" (In Stereo)

Star Trek: Deep Space
Nine "Civil Defense" X
American Seoul

Marimar

Qunsmoke "Staric"

Coach "miy

FajrAgenr_
CoichW"
X

TV Realty

LastCaN

N0WS kSi

X

CheefsX

Late Show Barbara
Walters. Banry White. X
Tonight Show (In Stereo)

X
Murphy
Brown X

Chariie Rose (In Stereo)

K NightllneX

Family

Cope (In

stereo) X

(In Stereo)

Japan New*Magazhie

Cristina: Edicion
Especial

Biography (R)

'Shadows "
( 1 960) A parentless black

family struggles to survrve in New Yor1(.

Sports
Tonight

Monty
Pynwn

Moneyline

15)

AbsokiMy
FabulousX

Newsnight

Whose
Une?

Sense of

History (R)

Showbiz
Today (R)

London
Und

Natural Worid "Bahrain:

Land of Life Giving Water"

StomJR)
Blooperv
JokM

(4:30) NFL Prime Monday

Maximum ThafsMy
Doa_

** "Pleasures"

) Joanna Cassidy.

Real World
(In Stereo)

Clarissa

Explains

Wanted
Jams

Clarissa

Explains

Marcus Weiby, MO.
"Cross-Match*

Inside

Skiing

Wliat Sex Am I? The
search tor sexual klentity

Talk Soup MiT

Amaziftg Games

RlnTkiTin
K-9CopX
Supermar
ket Sweep

(In Stereo)

ShopTM
You Drop

Music VMaos (In Stereo)

Salute Your
Shorts (R)

Rugrats

Love Boat

luropein PGA: Worid
Match Play Highltghtt

Tho-
roughbred^

**** "12 Angry Men" {)9b7) Henry Fonda. One man
holds out against Tl fellow jurors in a murder tnal.

Knight Rider Okj love is

accused of murder.

Alien

Fighters

NInIa

Turtles

* "Angel ot Death " ( 1 990. Suspense) An escaped
1 nas 'convict has plans tor a woman and her young son.

That Giri Mod Squad

NMire Worid of MHwaU

Lata Night Whh David

Timber Series

Evening
ShadeX
Designi!

X
Yo! (In

Stereo)

Doug

Evening
ShadeX
Designing
WornenX
AltMnative
Nation

Looney
Tunes

Ironside "Rundown on a
Bum Rap"

Horsewortd

Natural World "Bahrain:

LawtolUtB Giving Waler"

Slam

Ski World

Camera

Whet Sex Am I? The
search fcx sexual identity.

SportMentar

Talk Soup

Wattons "The Outsider"

NawtOaUy

a
UpClos

Unsolved Mysteries (In

Stereo)

Prints Time (In Stereo)

neecue »11 (k> Stereo) X

Hill Street Bhjes
"Gatofbait"

Sheriock Holmes
Mysteri«i(R)

Noticias

Current
AfialrX

Pramief
StoryX
Surno
Digest

Noticiero

Unhrision

SrteakPeek
II (In Stereo)

NOV. 7, 1994

Sweating BuHets "Bom
Tomorrow" (R) (In Stereo)

Late Night (In Stereo)

News (R) (In Stereo) X

Life and
Times (R)X

Litsfary

VislontX

Twilight

Zone

Latar

Stereo't
Instructional

Programming

Pii7
Program

**</> "Outbade BouthT ()986) Donna Mills. A Beverly

Hills socialite goes to Australia to seW her mine.

Rush
Umbaugh
M*A*S*HX

Stereo)

rSKi
Program

Top Cope
(In Stereo)

Program

Paid
Program

Paid
Program

Jon Stewart Comic
Johnny Hardwick

Sfid" fPSd^
Program jProgram

Rid"
Program

*• "VkM/ing
tViifcr(1953)

Paid
Program

PaW
Program

'El Monaslerio de los Builres" Enrique Lizakie. Monjes
experimentan con una vida mas liberal.

Lovejoy Mysteries "Benin

Bronze*

*o "/r Started in Naples" (1 960) Qaik Gable. An
American lawyer begins falling fa an Italian stripper.

*•** "Babeite'a Feiasr"(1987. Drama) A French maid
prepares an elaborate meial Ict her emptoyers. 'G'

Calling An
Sporta

PoIWmNv
Inconeci

Sports
Latanlgnt

Kklslnthe

Public PoHcyConfeiencie

Larry King Lhre (R) X

A-Llst (R) X SoapX

Love Channel With The
Poorman.

Law A Onler The
Corporate Veil

IDowney

**Vi "One Desire" {^956, Drama) Anne
Baxter. Rock Hudson. Natalie Wood.

** "FratemityRow"
(1977. Dran^a) Peter Fox.

"Sftadbw9''(l960) A parentless black
family struggles to survive in New York.

Crossfire

Whose
Line?

Overiiiglit

Politfcally

Incorrect

Nilufe Worid of MHsuaU

Gonlp(R) Fashion FNe

a
NrL's Qrwisst Moments

700 Club

*'/i "A Promise to K'eflp"(i990. Drama) A double
tragedy leaves tour orphans on a family's doorstep.

Taxi Taxi

It Takes a Thief "The
Three Virgins of Rome"irgin

Plant and Page: Unledded (RfOn
Stereo)

Tajd Tisr

Marcus Wellw,M.D. "I'm

Really Trying

Boxing: ^ight Night at the Great Western Forum. From
Inglewood. Calif (Live)

TSxT Taid"

NextStap

'^'* - —
iNMnra
Stam(R)

Owlaet

2000

Camem
Sportscen-

ramer Dowling Mysteries
(to Stereo) X
Uraolved Mystarioa (In

Stereo)

Beavlsand
Butl4M«l

Taxi

**'/j "Earthworm Tractors

salesman attempts to wear

Beavlsand
Butt-heed

TaJd"

Press Box

*** "Anatomy ota Munjier (1959. Mystery) James Stewart, Ben Gazzara, Lee Remick. A country lawyer
defends an Army officer accused of murder

NBA Action

a

'(1936, Comedy) A tractor

down a cynical lumberman

Wings (In

Stereo) s:

Wings (In

Stereo) :w.

Murder, She Wrote
Bloodlines" X

* V, "8oried/4/fve"(1990) Tim Matheson. A man
seeks revenge after surviving his wife's murder ptot

WWF: Monday Night Raw Silk Staikings "Mud
Queen Murctors" X

National Geographic Explorer A took at the natural

history of Antarctica. Hosted by David Attenborough. X

Program

fM

s
Black
Strtlton

Uncohwd
** *wywanee
Anematlve IAl

Stereo)

fsr
g«n.
Pioyram

Overnight

Benny Hll

Johnny
Oar<t''(1954)

Seitseof
History (R)

Showbiz
Today (R)

Public Policy Confersnoe

f>SS'

rootbell:

AnnouiKed.(l

Program

BigBro
JaieD

Brotwr
Program

Ing'Oncei

earns to Be

?as

—

Program

ProgrMn

Nation (In

Taxi Tiiir

Shop at Home

Brothers
Grunt

Taxi

^Sa
Program

fss
Program

In Stereo)e

Baseball: Anzona Fall League - Chandler at Scottsdale. (R)

Shogun (R) (Part 1 of 3)

Tm
AlamKos

Wings (In

Stereo)

X

Wings (In

Stereo) X
Quantum Leap (In Stereo)

(Part 1 of2)X
*** The Island of Dr. Moreau" (1977) A saitor is lured

into a madman's evolutionary experiments.

Rosom
Buddies

LavemeA
Shirliy

Hollywood
Insider (R)

Jeffersona

X

a
* "Hot Stuff' {^979) Three Miami cops
set up an undercover lencinq operation

Kids Incorp. Mtokey
Mouse Club

Chariie

Brown

(4:30) "S«(W(i*»"( 1993) A young misfil

les he's a movie hero's partner Xaani

(43oy*i
Comedy'

''flMAevf"

*** >/lofMn0/nCommor7"(1986,
• - • Tom H»*s. 'PG'Dram^Tod

j'iaty

** "£(/ and His Dead Mofher"( 1993.
Comedy) Steve Buscemi 'PG-13'

Torkelsons
X

SinbedX OceenGIri

X
•• "There Goes the Neighborhood"
1 992, Comedy) Jeff Danwis. 'PG-ty X

oA Soarcrnggi^ cabbie and a
Iromhirei

**'/i The Adiwiruraso/Milo and Otis"

(1969) Narraled by Dudtoy Moore,yx
MaiiwidCMi Hae

^

**'/i "SfriDps"(1981. Comedy) Bill Murray. AJqyride
takes two Army recruits acrcKS enemy lines. 'R' X
Avonlea "The Great Race"
(In Stereo) X

Martial Outlaw^ ( 1 993. Drama) Jeff

Wincott, Gary Hudson. (In Stereo) 'R* X

"H«» No EvU" ( 1 993) A deaf woman is

hunted by a dirty cop seeking a rare cow

**'>i l^ir. Hobbs Takes a l/acafW (1962! A banker
and his family vacatton at a run-down beacn house.

34th 8t First

Lk

*V^TUhrriadtor (1991, Comedy) Beau Bridges.

Friendship tet<« >o Mft* tor Ihree dwerae couples. 'R

imVi "Whrf's aW, ft««)arf?- (19651 A confused man
seeks help from i more conluied psychuinai

*'6 "Tom-CeH:

(1993. Suspense)

sauristamri

CaryOrant A
Celebration (R)

"Woman of Desire" ( 1 993, Mystery) Bo
Derek. Jeff Fahey. (In Stereo) 'NR^ X

Destree"

Ichard Grieco. 'R'

**H "When a Stranger I"~" SuanerMiiVCMnlKane^ 'R*

Om>saur)Wamf'(1994. Fantasy) Ross
R' iHagen Rfchard Qahal. On.Slereo) 'R'

tiifBadr U* "Boxkta Helena" {^9K

Hardcore
TV(R) X

OlMtMiB

***% "Suspi»or)"(1941)Awoman
fears fwl her husband is a munjerer.

*** "Ec/ioParfc- (1985)
Susan Dey (In Stereo) 'R

** 1R4ptfnr«''(199e)Qangsterssla»(a
martial artist who witnessed a murder. 'R'

Compronv
t-i—

:

«* -'Sox^)0Hatona"(1993)JuliMSands.Asura»o^

** "dodzilla

Raida Again"

Semmagy'

*Mi "Huglh H^}er:OnceUpona Time"

(1992) Narrrted by Jamee Cobum. 'R'

'Snellen "
( 1 99?) Hiah4ech computer

h«ri!«rs are tricked inio wpiorwge 3i
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Foremen revitalizes genre
Folk group plays

satirical music on
Janss Steps Friday

By Stephen Richardson

For someone who's been so
eager to play colleges, you'd
think Roy Zimmerman would be
more gracious now that his folk
group, the Foremen, is finally
being accommodated. But last
week, referring to UCLA's most
cherished four-footed statue,
Zimmerman quipped, "Hey, was-
n't that thing a gift from France?

Give me your tired - I'll eat
them."

In a free noon concert at Janss
Steps Friday, the Foremen fired
satirical darts al a whole slew of
deserving targets that range froni
Oliver North to Godzilla.
The group has painstakingly

excavated its style from the ruins
of folk music's zenith in the
early '60s, and they've thorough-
ly revitalized the genre with their

own creative chemistry. Only
two years in the group's present
form, it has advanced to premier
bookings such as a successful
run of 36 shows at Lujia Park in

West Holly\yood and a slot on

the Troubadours of Folk Festival
last summer. The Foremen's
music gets regular airplay on
KPCC and KPFK locally, and on
the Dr. Demento and Jim
Hightower programs nationally.
The band performed for
President Clinton at a rally in

downtown Los Angeles Friday
and will celebrate the release of a
second album. Sing Out Loud, at

Luna Park this Saturday.

Zimmerman explains the
band's success as a result of,

"the folk era packaging of the
four guys in suits. I hate to say it.

See FOREMEN n^ic^P 91 ?f/%T®"' ^ ^°'^ "^^^'^ *^^"^' Performed last Friday at Janssbee FOREMEN, page 21 steps. The group just released a second album. Sing Out Loud.

Did you miss

the Freshman
Record?

You con snll ger yours

or rhe Receprion

Desk or rhe Doily

Druin offices!

(CrO TODAY')

"I HATE HIDDEN COSTS!"
Thafs why alt of my contact
lens fMckages are complete.

_ _ _ ^ You won't be surprised by
DR. ROSS J. SOMERS.OPTOMETRIST, (UCli Alui^nrt Z:?^rcrRE'£?;oT

>^eot
CONTACT LENSES

idO®
Vc^

i^^^i
,t?pw^

vJ (0<^

(Includes)

' Complete eye exam
Care kit

Computerized contact lens fitting

6 months follow-up care
Service agreement (like insurance)

Vision plans & Medi-col welcome/Appointments made 24 hours a dayi~ 319-9999
1531 WilsNre Blvd. Santo Monica

(ccxner of 16m Street, next to Crown Books)

COMPUnrE CARE*
•ArJv'Ccin

MANN

Westwood

MANN

Santa Monica

GENERAL CINEMA I LAEMMLE LAEMMLE

Westwood
VILU6E
961 Broxton

208-5576

tttrule (P6-13)

(1:30-4:30r7:3&-10;M

WLA/Beverly Hills West Hollywood
cniTEmoNs
1313 3rd St Promenade

Ooaklfl Dngon (Pfi-13)

^ ..^ (2;30-5:15)-8:0b-10:3(J
395-1599 Frl/S«t/Son(12«)-2;30-5:15)-8:00-10J0

MTNMM.
10925 Lindbrook (2.45-5:0(I)-7: 15-9:4^
208-4366 FrVSat«un(12:3O-2:45-5:00J-7:15-9:45

DMkl«0rifn(P6-131 CftfTEnOII4
1313 3rd St. Promenade
395-1599

Bullc1sOwrlm*nnr(R)
(2:15~4:45)-750-9:45

Frl/Sat/Sun (1 1:45-2:15-4:45)-750-9:45

AVCO CINEMA
WHshire al Westwood
475-0711

l>S FIRST CHOICE PRESENTATION THEATRE
70mm - THX SOUND DOLBY STEREO
The TOTAL Entanainment Experience

ROYAL
11523S.M.BIvd
477-5581

I Don't Want to Talk About n
5:00- 7:30-9:55

Salmon 2:30-5:00-7:30-9:55

SUNSn4
(213)848-3500

Cleria
(I:00)-3:10-5:20-7:40-9:55

Fri/Sat Midnight

RUN Love Affair (P6-13)

5J«
Broxton (2;15-4:45)-7i:»-10;l5

239-MANN Sat/Sun (11:45-2:l5-4:45)-7:30-10:15

rajWW. tllcM Fall (RJ
10887 Lindbrook (2:3O-5«))-7:3O-10:l5

- 208-4574 Sat/Sun (12«>-2:30-5tt))-7;30-10:15

KSENT OalvYMfrai
1045 Broxton (2-30-5«))-7:3O-lb:00
208-3259 Frl/Sat/Sun (12:00-2:30-5:00 -7:3O-10«)

CRITERION 9
1313 3fd St Promenade (2:00-4:30)-7:30-I0t«
395-1599 FrVSat/Sun(11:30-2:00-4;30)-7:30-10«)

Silent Fall (R)

a«}

1313 3rd SL Promenade (2JO)-7:30-10;M
395-1599 Frt/SH/Sun(1:15-4;45)-7:30-10:30

THXOTS TbeWarfPG-IIJ
1:15-4:15-7:15-10:15

TNXMfey Qib«M«(P6-13J
1:30-425-7:20-1005

Dolby Tbe Sbawrtank RedanpUon (R)
1:00-4:00-7:00-10:00

Oolbr Bellett Over IroNwav (R)
12 45 2 30-4:45-7:15-9:45

MUSIC HALL
.

9036Wilshlre'
274-6869

Hoop Oreami
5 (X)-8 30

Sat/Son 1:30-5:00-8:30

SUNSETS
(213)848-3500

Last SedMllon
(1:50)-4:25-7.«)-9:35

suNsn
(213)848-3500

Santa Monica
MOMCAI
1322 2nd Street

394-9741
Bentlc Art of Japanese Estorllon

(1:30)-4:15-7:00-9:40

PUZA
1067Glendon
208 3097

Hoe» Draaes (P6-13I
{4m-9io6

Sat/Sun (12:00-4:00)-8.-00

wwryKWOi TtoiNciaiMm
lOSOGayley (2:30-500^7:30-10:15
208-7664 Sti/Sw (12«)-2:3O-5«))-7:3O-10:15

WESTW0002
1050 6ay<ey
208-7664

Ltnte eiama (PS)

(2:15)-7:30

Sqnaaie (P6>

(4:45)-9:3(5

(12«)-4:45)-9:30

LANDMARK

West L.A.

HUWILSHIRE cierba
1314 WHsMre Blvd. 5:30 7 45-IOflO
394-8099 Sat/Sun/Wed 100-3:15-5:30-7:45-1000

M0WGA2
1322 2nd Street

394-9741

Pristllla Oeeen of ike Desert

(2 15)4 45 7 15-9:45

Weekend Programs
Gentlemen Prefer Blondes

And God Spoke
The Ghost Ship

Cat People
Clerks

FrI/Sat Midnight

Virgin Spring
The Last Klezmer
The Ghost Ship

^ Cat People
Chappa: The Wedding Canopv

Sal/Sun fl.OOAM

MOMCAS
1322 2nd Street

394-9741

Hoop Draans
(1:30)-5:00-8:30

MONICA 4

1322 2nd Street

394-9741

Sara
Persian - No Subtitles

(2:30)-5K)0-7:30-9:50

MONICA
1322 2nd Street

394-9741

WESTW0003
1050Gayley
208-7664 New NlgliiHiara (R)

(5D0)-9:45
Sal/Sun (12:45-5:00)-9:45

NUWILSMRE Last Scduclloa
1314 Wlishire Blvd. 4 45-715-9 45
394 8099 Sat/Son/Wed 11:45-2:15-4:45-7 15-9:45

Beverly Hills

WESTWOOD 4 Rlwr Wild (P6-13)
lOSOGwIay (2:45-5:15)-7:45-10.l5
20S-7664 Sat/Sun (12:15-2:45-5:15)-7:45-10;15

WESTSIDE PAWUON^^ (12:15)-2:30-4:45-7:15-9:25

Taa liiNMlaa WaitHia
1:45-7:15-1

Beverly Connection

U Clenagaat Beverly BNd
Free 2 1/? hour vaHdatad parldng
659-5911

THX on

Waafcaad Prearaais
Drunken Master

Onnken Master II

Godzilla vs. Tka Thing
Terror of Meshagotfzllla

FrI/Sat Mldnignt

Bringing Up Baby
Mostang: The Hidden Kingdom

AngalFaM

UNITED ARTISTS

Westwood
UA WESTWOOD
10889Weltwoftfi
475-9441

Pulp FteUon (R)
SR THX Dolby Stereo

Call Theatre lor Sfwwtimes

Sat/Sun II.DOAM

UA WESTWOOD
10689 Welhivorth

475-9441

The Road lo Wellvllle (R)
- THX Dolby Stereo

CaM Theatre lor Showtimes

WESTSIDE PAVILION Eat Drink Man WomanQ^m (11:15)-1:50-4:25-7:00-9;35

TMWgr(PB-ia)
1;15-2:45-4:15-5:45-7:15-8:45-10:15

Fri-Sun11.45-1:t5-2;45-4;15-5:45-7:15-8:45-10:15

THXOoMf Palp FMloa (R)
1200-3:36-7:00-10:2(1

Santa Monica
WESTSIDE PAVHJON
GoMwyn
475-0202

West Hollywood

Mon-Frl. 1st show bargain
(

)

—1 Saasat (al Crescant Halgblsl Free Parking

UA WESTWOOD
10889 Wellwonh
475-9441

Skallay's Franhamiala (R)
Dolby Stereo

Call Theatre lor Shovtiimes

32 Start RkMAtoat
SlaaaQoaM

(11 :45 AM) only

61mm QoaM Mby

CRITERION 1

1313 3rd St Promenade (2:15-5:00y-7:45-10'llj

395-1S99 Frl/Sat«un (11:45-2:15-5a))-7:45-10:15

TkaJfacMlai (Rt WESTSIDE PAVILION IrtlelaOvef Bil_ „.
(t2:30)-2;45-5O0- 7:30 9:5

Ed Wood (R)
FrirSat/Son 1 130-2:15-5:00-7:45-10 30

Mon -Thurs 1:15-4:15-7:15-10:15

suNsni
(213)848-3500

471

Priscllla Oveaa of tbe Dasart

(2:15)7:15

SvLlte
)-9:45

Dolbf

CRTTERMM 2 ttpfiata (PO-13)
1313 3rd St Promenade (2:00-4:50H:40-10:iO
395-1599 Frl/Sat«un(11:15-2:00-4:50)-7:40-10.30

WESTSIDE PAVILION
G^ggi f1:45):3;45-5:45-7:45-ft45

12:00^2 30-5 00-^30-1b:0(^
Frl/Sat/Sun 11 30-2:00-430-7.00-9:30

SllaalFaN(R
12O0-2JO-5O0-7:30-1O

SUNSET 2

(213)848-3500 (1:00)-3:10-5:

TolallyF"'adUp
:?(>-7:40-9;55

PACIFIC

Westwood

SUNSETS
(213)848-3500

HarnaoaAinaa
(2 40)-f35-8:30

CREST
1262WbatwoodBlvd
474-7806

Ed Wood (R)
130^:10-700-950
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From page 17

class. Aaron Ballesteros replaced

Gonzales when the latter left for

New York and conga drummer
Alfonso Smith rounded out the

sextet.

The group went straight from
the classroom to playing at restau-

rants and clubs. "I got a gig for us

down on Olvera Street and we
started on election night of '92 -

the night that Bill Clinton was
elected," recalls Loza.

For him, this gig began his

reunion with jazz. As an ethnomu-
sicologlst, Loza focused more on
his study of Latin music before he

got involved with the sextet.

"When I came here as a gradu-

ate student, I began directing a

Latin group. It was called
UCLATINO," says Loza. "And
finally we started a mariachi and
the UCLATINO thing, but we
stopped it for a while."

"For a whole year we hardly
played and that's when I decided
to start this group." The group
blends elements of the Latin
music so familiar to Loza with
jazz. This fusion is evident in the

1 1 numbers on the group's album,
seven of which Loza composed.
Some of the tracks include

other elements, such as poetry. "A
lot of my music, from a long time

ago, incorporated poetry, so on a

couple of tunes you hear that,"

says Loza.

The musician composed many
of the tunes long before the group

existed, while others originated
recently. "Before this group start-

ed, I wrote a tune for one of the

pianists here, Johana Harris - it's

called *Johana' - and, believe it or

not, before it, I had not written an

original tune for 10 years."

His busy schedule as an acade-

mic helped keep Loza from com-
position. After graduating from
California State Polytechnic
University at Pomona, Loza began
his graduate studies at UCLA in

1976. He received a master's
degree in Latin American Studies

and began the Ph.D. program in

ethnomusicology in 1980, driven
by an interest in non-western
music. _

**I was really tired ofjust study^

ing western music," says Loza.
"That's all we studied in music
schools."

His devotion to studying
steered him away from perfor-
mance. "All that time of being in

academia, I had to. compromise
my art," says Loza.

Now Loza gets the best of both

worlds. THe new album, titled Red
Car Blues in honor of L.A.'s
defunct public transportation sys-

Campus news
toqo

^n^

The **Only oiii^''.iti Westwood!

il®*yi
^oA e

% I
^"^

OPEN DAILY

•

i/^J^:^^
(310) 478-3270 • (310) 478-3492 "• V^^^^-j/p^^ /

1767 Westwood Blvd. Los Angeles, CA 90024 **Vto *

GENERAL DENTISTRY

mmam^mm nomam7im jmmkwTimm mtmuAmK mm
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Cosmetic Bonding
Porcelain Veneers
Crowns

Michael S. Zola. D.M.D.

1 033 Gayley Ave., Suite 1 1

5

Westwood Village, CA 90024

(310)208-4036

Bleaching

Filling

Strict Sterilization

INSURANCE ACCEPTED!

paidforbyUSAC half price magic mountain tix @ CTO

STUDENT
FRIENDLY

i i

WITH YOUR CHOICE OF SAUCE.
CHOOSE FROM: MEAT, MARINARA, SICILIAN,

TOMATO, ALFREDO.

^^^M
\tlW.i

i<fiK

'00

Wftivm?m:-
:%%?

< )

Tired of ATM's that force you to withdraw at least $20 at a time?
Our "Student Friendly" ATM allows you $5. $10. $20, or $40 withdrawals,
in the company of a cashier r^her than alone on the street. Plus, our 24
hour express store is stocked with all the essentials (and goodies) you
might crave at dusk or dawn. Parking's on us - no permit required!

Village^ xpressmart
FOODSTORE

10974 Le Conte Ave. at Gayley • (310)209-9111
Open 24 hours « 7 days a week « CONVENIENT FREE parking

Oa^le^

oH*-^

fAOVA-fW
4-6 f^^

Attention UCLA students and staff members. . .have we
got a deal for you. Just show us your ID and this terrific

meal is yours for Just $6.95. (Ntot vcnw w»m any other offer.)

ITALIAN ^^^REl

bte^e^^.
RESTAURANT

Westwood, 936 Westwood Blvd.

1 block south of UCLA Campus, 824-7588
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tern, arrives at record stores this

month.

The album marks Loza's return
as a performer, and he continues
to be active as an academic. He
believes this activity requires
more than just some kind of per-
former's instinct or talent.

"A lot of people in academia
will tell you that music is not
intellectual. That's ridiculous,"
says Loza with a passion affirm-
ing his strong belief that music
combines intellect and talent.
"Some people would call it just
intuitive, but it's not just pure
intuition, even though that's a
good defmition for art - intuition

- because you just do what you
feel."

"Music is highly intellectual,"

he continues. "Your mind is think-
ing in formulaic ways, just like
when you put words together, and
it's actually a much more compli-
cated process."

*This complication stems from
the intense intellectual training
Loza believes is required to
become a musician. "And most
people don't exercise that intel-

lectual prerogative, and that's
why most of them find it hard to

understand the intellectual
essence of music," says Loza.
He feels, these intellectual

arguments aside, that jazz speaks
Jo everyone. Citing the response
the Sextet's appearances at the
'Old World Restaurant on
Thursdays, Fridays and Saturdays
at 9 p.m., .Loza argues that jazz is

recovering from its relative

FOREMEN

neglect during the last decade.
"The L.A. jazz scene has died

so badly and what's real interest-

ing to me is that young pepple are
like fanatics about jazz, and it's

making a slow comeback," says
Loza. "It went sort of dead in the
'80s, and that was because of all

the materialist stuff."

"Music got screwed up because
it just went with the image." says
Loza. "MTV had a lot to do with
that. Music became such a theatri-

cal thing that jazz musicians didn't
know what to do."

For Loza, though, music is turn-
ing around almost in an inevitable
rebellion against what it became
during the past decade. "There's a
return because now that we've got
tough times economically, people
want the real thing," he says.

"All I know is every student
that I talk to is into'for jazz music,
and for good jazz, not just watered
down imitation stuff."

Loza and his Sextet offer up a
good dose of jazz with a Latin
edge on their new album. Their
music traces Loza's own response
to the "materialist" '80s, searching
for some kind of new truth for the

'90s.

"I think in the late '70s, espe-
cially in the early '80s, jazz musi-
cians got lost in the hustle," says
Loza, "and now things are - I

think they're, you know - people
are settling down and they're try-

ing to find out what's real."
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MUSIC: The Steve Loza Sextet.
Thursdays, Fridays and Saturdays
at 9 p.m. at the Old World
Restaurant, 1019 Westwood Blvd.
Red Car Blues (Merrimack) avail-
able at area recortf stores.

From page 19

really. It's the matching glasses
and matching ties." Sure, but
matching suits don't really help
that much on the radio. The folk
group is flourishing because of
Zimmerman's ingenious song-
writing, and because he's
assembled the ideal team to get
his twisted, witty messages
across. The other members are
Kenny Rhodes, an accomplished
actor and a graduate of UCLA's
theater arts department, bassist
Andy Corwin, who earned a
MFA in play writing at UCLA,
and Doug Whitney, who plays
guitar and banjo, and who has
taught and performed music
throughout the West. All four
sing lead.

With a degree in music com-
position from San Jose State,
Zimmerman is a much more
proficient guitarist than most of
the genre's progenitors. But his

lyrics are the core of the act's
appeal. Zimmerman places his

tableaux of political pariahs,
retired activists and hip hyp-
ocrites into a framework of
intricately interlaced rhymes
and inventive meter schemes.

Several of the new album's
songs adhere closely to nlodels
that were popularized - briefly -
by the mellifluous, preppy
Caucasian harmonizers of a few
decades ago, "back when Burl
Ives had groupies".

There are also digressions,
such as the uncannily
Dylanesque "Most Likely Three
Strikes and You're Out", about
the new law's loopholes through
which unscrupulous legislators
may one day have to squeeze.

Zimmerman displays his
strong Cole Porter/Tin Pan
Alley influence on "Godzilla
Has a Mid-life Crisis". In this

doleful lounge tune, which fea-

tures some of the writer's
cleverest wordplay, the otice-

invincible lizard c«»^ '"'o the

phone to his shrink, trying to
sort out his tribulations over hit-

ting the big four-o.

Watching the Foremen can be
a bit confusing at first. Given its

roots are deep in theater and
comedy, and the panoramic
scope of Zimmerman's parody,
which even his own group does-
n't escape, it is possible to get
the impression the members find

Zimmerman places his

tableaux of political

pariahs, retired activists

and hip hypocrites into

... intricately interlaced

rhymes and inventive

meter schemes.

folk music itself a subject of
derision. But this is only true up
to a point. Rhodes explains, "We
don't mean to put out the feeling

that we are better, or think the
old style was at all stupid. It was
actually engaging and that's
why it's easy to do and fun to
repeat."

"When you listen to an old
Kingston Trio record, it seems
kind of hokey," Zimmerman
adds. "But the songs themselves
are really cool. If MC 900 Foot
Jesus were to do 'This Nine
Pound Hammer' or *This 900
Foot Hammer' or whatever,
people would still get into it,

because the songs themselves
are very simple and straightfor-

ward and have a message that is

eternal."

EVENT. The For©r»»«n. Record
release party Saturday, Nov. 12,

at Luna '^ark, 665 N. Robertson,
w«s\ Hollywood. Admission:
$15, UCLA students $10. For
reservations call: (310) 471r
3979. —

,

Hillel Council at UCLA presents

Israeli Dancing
every Monday Night

Two exciting classes

An Instructor's Course
in Israeli Dance

Leam How to Teach. .

.

First of its kind!

Bureau ofJewish Education

credit offered

$100 for 10 week course/

$90 preregistration

7:3040:30 PM

Leam Israeli Dancing
A great social

workout!
»

^ $4 Hillel members/

$5 non-members

9:1540:30 PM

Both classes taught by Edy Greenblatt
World-renoumed dance instructor, choreographer & entertainer

' - Beginning November 7th
——

Hillel Council at UCLA
900 Hilgard Ave.

(comer of Hilgard and LeConte)
for information call Hillel 310/208-3081 or Edy 310/478-5968

C
Intel 486DX2-66 Vesa

I T I C O IVI

Intel 486DX2-66 CPU
8MB RAM
540MB Hard Drive

14" .28 N I Monitor

1.44 Floppy Disk Drive

VL#SVGA Video 1MB
VLB IDE Controller

2S, IP and 1G
Keyboard and Mouse
Mini Tower Case

$1185

Pentium 60/90
Intel Pentium CPU
8MB RAM
540MB Hard Drive

Sony 15" .25 Nl Monitor

1.44 Floppy Disk Drive

PCI SVGA Video 2MB
PCI IDE Controller

2S, IP and 1G
Keyboard and Mouse
Medium Tower Case

P'60 $1825 P-90 $21 75

(310)453-2726

3019 Wilshire Boulevard West Los Angeles
1 8759 Colima Road City of Industry

13161 Brookhurst Street Garden Grove
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Daily Bruin Classified Information

225 Kerckhoff Hall, 308 Westwood Plaza, Los Angeles, CA 90024

Class Lins: (310) 825-2221 Class Display (310) 206-3060

Fax (310) 206-0528

We reserve the right to change, reclassify, revise, or reject any

classified advertisement not meeting the standards of the Daily Bruin.

Our ottlce is open Monday-Friday, 9-4^

Classified Ad Information
Classified rates

OaHy, 20 words or less

Daily, each additional word

Weekly, 20 words of less

Weekly, each additional word

Display ads— student rate/col. inch

Display ads— lora! rate/col. inch

Frequency & Agency Rates Availabk

1col. X 1 = 2inches x tinch. There are no cancellations aner noon the day before printing.

' V- -

Deadlines

$7.00 CiMtlMliMite
.45 1 worldrig day betoa printing, l>y noon.

25.00 Clatsiliedillsylayadt:

1.30 2 working days Mote printing, t>y noon

8.00 Make checks payable to ttie

1125 UCLA Daily Bruin.

Ihe ASUCIA CommunicMons Botrd fully tuppoits tt* University ot Cairfornia's policy on nondlt-

chroination No rmdiuin ihM accept ai>«iteenMfts which present persons of arty origin, race,

religion, sex, or mxuH orientalion in a dmeaning way or imply that they are limited to positions,

capabilities, rotetorsMui kitocMy. NeWierlhaPely Bruin northe ASUCLA CommunKations Board

has Investigatedany ol the safyjcataiKertlsad orthe Mtvertlsers represented in this issue. Any person

believing that an edvcrttsemeilnn this issue vtoMed the Board s policy on nondlscfimlwitton stated

herc-in shoukJ communkate complaints in writing to the Business Manager, Daily Bruin. 225

Kerckhoff Hall. 308 Westwood Plaza, los Angeles. CA 90024 For assistance with housing discrimi-

nalion problems, call the UCLA Housirg OftKC at (310) 825-4271 or call the Westskle Fair Housing

Office at (310) 475-9671.

How to write a good ad

1

.

start your ad with the merchandise your are selling. This makes it easier for readers to quickly 3. Avoid abbreviations— make your ad easy for readers to understand.

scan the ads and locate your item(s). 4. Place yourself in the reader's position. Ask what you'd like to know about the merchandise,

2. Always include the price of the item you are selling. Many classified readers simply do not and include that in the ad. Include information such as brand names, colors, and other specific

respond to ads without prices. descriptions.
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l/iE FOR
Yearbook
"Portraits

ben seniors find it easy to get so focused on midtemis that they don't think

of anything else. But if youVe a senior, don't lose track of the calendar. Or

your place in IIGIA history wil be a blank. That's because the deadKne for

senior yearbook portraits is getting closer and closer.

•:•»:•:•:.:•:.:• STUDIO •
•

Canpw Phote StMfio is located en 2ndleor AdMTMn

Open MondarFridar 8:30-5:36 Phone 206-8433

THIS WEEK ONLY! »

m

ALL books in stock:

Education
and

"iVIath

Book Fair

W^^ZOifi
V MONTH FREE!
• FREE! IMMEDIAfE HOOK UP
.PAGIR & 800 SERVICE AVAILABLE

DDIN COSTS!

Alcoholics Anonymous
Mon. DiKUMlor.. fi\. Stop Study, AU 352S

Thura. Book Study. AU 3525
Tues. end Wed. Discussion. Dental 23-029

ANtkrtes 12: 10-1 :00pm
For alcohotcs or IndMduab who havB a

dtinkttg ptoblmm.

3 Campus Recruitment

1-800-309-8888

Putyour reputation

on the line

classified Line
825-2221

3 Campus Recruitment

College of Law
Dedkofed io Providing Quality Legal Education

• Law/JD Program occredited by ilie Giliiomio G)nrmiittee o( Bor Examrners.

• Progrom designed to prepore shxJenh lor llic denxjnding chollenges of ll)e

legal profession.

• Small clojses.

L\W/JD DEGREE

/nil Time

Pari Time

Doy/Lvening

PARALEGAL PROGRAM

Cerfi/irafe

A5/B5 Degrees

tvening/Salurday Classes

FINAIiiaAl AID AND SCHOLARSHIPS AVAILABLE

CALL TODAY

^Tf'»Tf'?1WW!fr''!'''W'!'!rT'W^

^

COLLEGE GRADUATES
STEP UP TO A PROFESSIONAL CAREER!

Entry Level Sales/Management Trainee

$25,000
We're ENTERPRISE, one of America's fastest growing and

largest privately field companies witti over 160 offices throughout

the Southland. We need bright, motivated people to share in our

success. We hire hard-working, entrepreneurial individuals who
recognise what it takes to succeed. If this describes you, enter

our fast-paced business as a Management Trainee.

YOU'LL NEED:
•BS/BA Degree
•Strong Communication Skills

•Retail, Management or Sales Experience A Plus

•The desire to Pursue a Career in General Management

THE CHALLENGE:
You'll learn all aspects of running a business, including sales,

marketing, personnel management and more while enjoying full pay

and benefits!

THE REWARD:
Your dedication and sales ability will t»€ rewarded with raises,

promotions, and the opportunity to go as far as your talent will take

you. Expect first year earnings to $25,000. Outstanding candidates

reach management level within 9 months to 1.5 years earning $30K-

$35K; earn $35K-$55K within 2 to 2.5 years.

THE CAREER:
Promotions are 100% from within, and based on individual

performance.

INTERESTED?
Call jill at (310)827-7239 or sign up for an interview

in the career center for November 10. „_

£

ENTERPRISE
(310)827-7239

MiriiM*MM«iMMiiMiMMi*iM
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' Are you the UCLA 1st-

I Year student wtio used

I tliai Am. On Line tiandle in

I

4 Financial Aid

Cash for college. 900,000 granU available.

No repayments, EVER. Qualify immediately.

1-800-243-243S.

7 Good Deals

5 Sports Tickets

WANTED: 1 or 2 tickets to Duke or Arizor\a

basketball garnet. Reasonable premium paid.

100/200 level only, call 213-612-26B6

7 Good Deals

the summer? Are you

I
5'6". 18 years old as of 7/1

I
and know ThomaET?

Please LM at 31 3-971-6477j

WANTED: 300 UCLA students to test new in-

ter-collegiate voicemail introduction service.

Absolutely Freel 818-986-9045.

WNTED: 100 PEOPLE
Lose 10-29 Ibt. in 30 days and earn $$$ do-

inK it 100% i^arantee. Call 31 0-281 -882a

1 1 Attorneys

AUTOMOBILE. BICYaE OR MOPED AC-
CIDENTS. Slip and Falls. Business Law.

UCLA Crad. Close to campus. Free Consulta-

tion. Mitchell Kreitenberx 21 3-384-3561.

12 Research Subjects

ASTHMA SUFFERERS. Earn up to $540.00 in

your spare time. If you take daily asthma

medication you may be eligible to participate

in a research drug study with a new potential

treatment for asthma. Contaa (310)477-1734

ext 540 to find out how you may benefit from

this vital program. Allergy Research Fourvia-

tion, IrK. (Brentwood)

ASTHMATIC VOLUNTEERS NEEDED for re-

search at UCLA Medical Center. Age 18 to

70. Currently using asthma medicatiorw. May
qualify for up to $560 compensation. 31fli

825-6745.

Bedwetting boys 7-11 yrs. and their families

needed for UCLA research Project Subjects

will raceivc $20 and a free developnwntal

evaluation. 310-825-0392.

FORMER BULIMICS WANTED for short-term

focus group. Writer seeking women to parUo>

ipatc in group discussion for article and pas-

sible book. Emphasis on the varied paths

back to 'normalcy*. Meetings begin late No-

vember. Arwnymity guaranteed. Call Alexis

310-452-3972.

GET A FREE PROFESSIONAL MASSAGE.
Healthy male subjects are needed for UCLA
study on the effects of massage on physiolo-

gy. Contact Evan 213-874-5853.

Hyperactive boys with attentional problems
7-11 yrs, needed for UCLA research project

Receh« $20 arxJ a free developmental

evaluation. 310-825-0392.

7 Good Deals

ORTHODONTICS/ BRACES

(310) 447-5790
- Ck>mplimentary Consultation
- 0% Rnandng and no down payment plans available

Maurice firouz. d.d.s. orthodontist
- member American Association of Orthodontists
- Akimni, UCLA School of Dentistiy

11701 WJIshIre Blvd., Suite 13A
Comer of Barrington & Wilshire
Free Parking

^ 100%CONFIDENCE?
BnuiNSdo)nu«mltolMnoanM«m7 DoyoumnllB

twcBW I « bssg tsmmuivMn UHlwnwISM,
EdMen. of t« NATIONMIV RECOQNCB). ei99S
'rOWBKUNES: THEBESTTMNOtTOSATTO

rEOnSf Q<Wi10l>p9. educiiani<plmBbscoiii

(R*g.O«.9g)..4t«J64l.00aH B« l« bMl you ow ImI

BwityHih.CA wait. Fits lw>ani>alcnO10|3Q<m6<a

Daily Bruin

Advertise. It Works.

LA VERNE CAMPUS

1950 3RLi STREET,

lA VERNE, CA 91 750

(909)596-1848

ENCINO CAMPUS

5445 BAIBOA BlVD

,

ENCINO CA 91316

(818) 981-4529

..•in"'"'_:

UNIVERSITY OF LA VERNE

rhr Unlvmily of Li Vrmc K AccRdHrd bf iht WnKm Anocuiton o( SchnoK mi CMtps

"You Don't Need To
Have Dental Insurance

To Have A Pretty Smile"

Dental Exam & Cleaning

kXP<^ ,,^{reg.$ieO)

n0w DBflsms wMh tfiis coupon only
W9 fliso <ooo>iwiwKm> pMl^nli wnh

(up to 4 x-rays)

(310)475-5598
24-Hour triKT^enc V

Service

WHITEN YOUR SMILE!

Ask us about the

technique to

whiten your teeth

easily and affordably

at home
S. Solelmanlan, D.D.S.
1 620 Westwood Blvd., We«« Lo« Angeles
Open Evenif^^ A ^atttrdaya

» Bear

9 Miscellaneous 9 Miscellaneous

$20.000 REWARD
ATTENTION NEUROPSYCHIATRIC

INSTITUTE STAFF
ON NOVEMBER 29, 1993. A PATIENT DIED IN UNIT
a-SOUTH OF THE NEUROPSYCHIATRIC HOSPITAL
UNDER MYSTERIOUS CIRCUMSTANCES. ALL FACTS
LEADING TO HIS DEATH HAVE NOT BEEN DISCLOSED.
IF YOU HAVE PERSONAL KNOWLEDGE OF SOME
SIGNIFICANT INFORMATION. NOT YET DISCLOSED,
YOU STAND TO EARN A REWARD OF UP TO $20,000,

DEPENDING ON THE VALUE OF YOUR TESTIMONY
PLEASE CALL 21 3-599-4945. AND LEAVE YOUR

NAME. ADDRESS. TELEPHONE NUMBER WHERE YOU
CAN BE REACHED, AND A STATEMENT DESCRIBING
YOUR INFORMATION. YOUR CALL WILL BE TREATED
IN STRICT CONFIDENCE. CALL IMMEDIATELY,

PROMPT RESPONSE WILL BE REWARDED. MULTIPLE
AWARDS WILL BE MADE IF APPROPRIATE. THE
DECISION OF THE ADVERTISER IS FINAL.

REMEMBER, YOU MAY NOT ONLY CLEAR YOUR
CONSCIENCE AND SLEEP WELLAT NIGHT, YOU MAY
HAVE EVERYTHING TO GAIN THAT $20,000 WILL BUY

12 Research Subjects

INFIDELITY: Researcher seeking unusual ac-

counts of how you discovered an affair. Short

phone Interview. Will pay Oalg Snyder,

Ph.D. 310-471-0035.

Normal healthy boys 3-11 yrs, and their

families needed for IXLA research project.

Receive $20 and have a scientific learning

experience. 310-825-0392.

22 Health Services

EARN
Volunteers needed for back
muscle test v^rtth no history of

back ln}uiy or pain.

OOm Chy, can (310)55^-5500.

LuCia
Electrolysis & Skincare

Permanent Hair Remoral
Boropean Facials •

1»51 W»mtwr9oA Blvd. WMtwood
(1 BIk. South of Santa Monlcal Blvd)

14 Rides Wonted

WMLL PAY $100 to drive our car from LA to
MINNEAPOLIS, call 612-896-7388

15 Wonted

Attention professors and students: need arti-

cles for publication in national kidsAeen
majuzine, call collect. Ernest 619-967-6816.

CASH FOR CARS. We come to you. Top dol-
lar paid. We do all DMV. We buy anything
818-999-IBUY(4289).

19 Sperm/Egg donors

EGG DONOR. Science or math major, ju-

nior, senior, or graduate Caucasian, 5'6' up,

$2000. 310-318-3010, donor nurse, for re-

clptent 12.

EGG DONORS NEEDED for infertile couples.

19-33 yrs, own medical insurance. Special

needs for blade, Hispanic, & chinese. At
UCLA med center. 31O-82S-9S0a

EGG DONORS NEEDED. All Info confiden-

tial. Please call (310)285-0333.

EGG DONORS NEEDED: Healthy females

between 21-34years old wAnedical irv

surance. Payment of $2200 for medical pro-

cess. Mima Navas 310-829-6782, Monday-
Friday.

IF YOU'D LIKE TO HELP a couple %vho's

having difficulty getting pregnant or unable to

carry a child, call 310-820-6180, ask for Bea-
trice.

LOW-FEE PSYCHOANALYTICALLY ORIENT-
ED PSYCHOTHERAPY by PCC Candidate
Dini Evanier, MSW, ACSW. Supv. LCSW
»166. UCLA District. 310-474-9606.

PENIS-NIPPLE ENLARGEMENT. Professional

vacuum pumps with instruction. Gain 1 "-3'.

Permanent- safe. Enhance erection. Dr. Joel
Kaplan 1-800-967-PUMP.

REACH PERSONAL AND ACADEMIC
GOALS WITH HYPNOSIS. REDUCE TEST
ANXIETY. Increase concentration,
performance, self-confidence. Individual
appointments and clasMs. Experienced
psychotherapist for 17-years. Student Rates.
Call Laura Guilds MFCC. 310-207-0630.

STRESSED, OVERWHELMED, LONELY. Sup-
porthre counseling. Indh^iduals, couples,
groups. Adjacent to campus. Carole Chasin
MA, IMF-20924. Barbara Shore, supervisor,

MS-24655. 310-289-4643.

Acne, Tattoos

Simspots & Scars
Non-Surcjicai Lriser Thernpy lor

painless tafjrfi jkin reiiiueiirftioii

and romoval nl arnR tattnos

sunspots & stHFs Lo'.vcosi

Free Cnnsullalion ChII

1-800-685-6574

30 Help Wanted

L

Egg Donors

Needed

Arep interested in helping an

infertilem^ achieve their

dream of having a (^iid and

also be financially compaisated.

Ifso.wearelnneedofWonien

from all etfwic backgTHjnds ages

21-34, for details i^asecafl

immssgo.

$6.63AHR. Work In fun atmosphere, schedule
around classes. Apply: Maureen O'Brien,
Cafe Sproul, 350 DeNcrve Dr. 310-825-2074.

$7Ax>ur + bonus, flexible hours, great work
experience. Hiring nowl APPLY TODAYI
UCLA Annual Fund, 1083 Cayley, 4th floor.

310-794-0277.

1 CASHIER, 1 DELIVERY DRIVER NEEDED.
Chasin Chicken. Call for inftVappt 310-208-
0646.

AA CRUISE SHIPS HIRINGI EARN BIG $$$
+ FREE TRAVELI (Caribbean, Europe, ctcl)

No expcrlcfKX necessary. SUff needed for

busy HolMayi/Sprin^Summer seasons.

GUARANTEED SUCCESSI Guide. 919-929-
4398exl23031.

ACTORS/MOOaS NEEDED. Auditions by
appointments only. For commerdals, filtm,

and print ads. All typeVages needed. No ex-

perlerxre necessary. No reglstratfon fees. Call

Today lma<^e. 818 222-9091.

ALASKA EMPLOYMENT - Fishing Industry.

Evn to $3,(XX)^$6,00af per Month -f bene-
fits. MaleA^emale. No experience neccss»y
206 545-41 55 ext AS9342.
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12 keseorcti Subjects 12 Reseorcti Subjects 42 Research Subjects

CALIFORNIA

P I I A s r ( A I I

Feeling depressed, sad or hopeless? Lost

interest or energy?

Sleeping too much

or too little? Crying

frequently?

Participants 18 to 65

needed for medical research study.

Qualified volunteers may be compensated

up to $440.

NERVOaS? ANXioas?
FEARFOL? WORRIED?

Research volunteers between the ages of 18 and 65
experiencing these symptoms for at least 1 month and
in relatively good health are needed. Volunteers will

receive a brief exam in order to determine eligibility.

Qualified volunteers receive free basic physical

exam/lab test and compensation up to $495°^.

California I CLINICAL TRIALSl

MEDICAL GROUP

Please call 1-800-854-3902

schisephrenia
Do you or a loved one suffer from Schizophrenia?

Qualified voluteers ages 12 and over may qualify for a

medical research study on schizophrenia.Qualified

voiiTnteers recive a free basic physical exam, lab tests

and may be compensated up to approximately $1650.

CALIFORNIA

F L i: A S i: ( A L L

""M^WP

30 Help Wanted

ASSEMBLERS: Easy work, excellent income
to assemble products at honw, up to

STOQ^veekly. Cralb, toys, wood, jewelry,

sewlr^mofe. 213-243.8288.

Assistant Manager, flexible hours, competi-

tive pay, part-time or Ml-tlmt. Will woik ar-

ound schedule.. Ptogressfve Restaurant Call

MIkeSZWIiaS.

ASST. NEEDED FOR large family daycare In

Pacific Palisades. Must love kids and work
hard. Call Leslie 310-573-181 1

.

Santa Monica baawj rwttonal
Rasri etata oorpofallon i

oflloa otark to aaalat I

manaeacnant iSata mntfy. phonm.
mna CrgmnHzmaormt •Mile raqulrad.
Part-Uma. Imma<flat* epanlnq

at •7.00/»v.
(31 0)44»-0020/0tn»

30 Help Wanted

ATTENTION SUCCESSFUL SINGLE MEN.
New International travel arvj corresporxler>ce

magazine for women needs extremely attrac-

tive, straight, unattached bachelor to appear
on the cover of first issue. Please ser>d current

photo to 12103 S. Brookhurst St. #105. GG,
CA 92642.

ATTENTION UCLA STUDENT5I Puzzles Fast

Food ResUurant Is Sunset Village is hirlngi

Previous restaurant experience helpful.

$6.63/tir. FLEXIBLE NITE SCHEDULE. Call

Karen 206-7687.

BALLOON CELEBRATIONS needs party dec-

orators, drivers, artists, and trainee managers.

Fast paced, fun, arwl creative environment,
flexible hours. Call 310-208-1 180.

BALLOON SCULPTURES WANTED. Looklr^
for creative, spontaneous people. No experi-

ence neccsHry. Call Balunatks Entertalrv

nMnL81»«46-32t7.

30 Help Wanted

BEVERLY HILLS LAVV OFFICE needs gal

Friday filing and Word Perfect, part-time.

310-274-5252.

CAMPUS REP
WANTED

The nation's leader In college matketir^

IsSMMng an energetic, entrepreneurial

aludent for the pcsHton ol campus rep.

No sales involved Place advertl^ng on
btJMki boards lor cotnpaniM such as
American BqxBssand MIcraaon

Great part-time job earnings. Chooaa
you own hotxs. 4-8 hours per iveek

required Cal:

CampuB Rap Program
American PaiamaMadtoCorp

215W l*rtl9on JiArttte WA9fl119
(800) «7 2434 E»t 4444

I-M'jiwiy
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30 Help Wanted

CAMPUS POSITION AVAILABLE starting at

$6.63^r. We work around your classes.

Irr^mediate employment available for Fall

1994. Sunset Village Dining Services.

ConUct David at 310-206-768a.

CASHIER WANTED. WLA and Westv«ood.

Some Japanese prefen'cd. 310-479-2530.

1834 Westwood Blvd.
'

CASTING IMMEDIATELY! Extras needed for

feature filntt, commerdals, v\d music videos.

Earn up to $200 per day! No experierx:e

needed. Work guaranteed! Call today 213-

851-6102.

Charis Portraits^epresents the finest! At out

Bullock's Westwood location Full and Part-

time. Sal+comm 818-796-0496.

CLERICAL WIZ NEEDED for order entry,

customer service, inventory control. Video

biz. Tough job, good pay. Fax resume to

(310)306-3162.

COMMUNITY SERVICE OFFICERS (CSO's)

are hiring UCLA students now!. $6.1 6^r to

start, up to j9.1 0. 1 5-t-hrVwk. Flexible sched-

ule. Call 825-6760.

Counter person, full or part-time for fisK^poul-

try market. Some retail experier>ce preferred.

jCaod benefits. 310-820-5853. __-

DENTAL ASSISTANT. PA, MWF. Prefer pre-

dental student. Will train. 21 3-931-8400.

DIVINE PASTA CO. SM AND BH. Part-

tim^ull-time, enthusiastic people for gour-

met pasta shop. Knowledge of food helpful.

ib/hr. Call Shawn 310-394-7930

DRIVER NEEDED PfT. Dependable student

to carpool 7th-grader from Brentwood to Pa-

cific Palisades. M-F 3:00pm. $7.00^r+gas

allowance. Contact Gloria 310-725-5663.

.EVENING CASHIER, $6/hr. Mainly wee-
kends, available through holidays. 310-208-

6550.

EXPERIENCE LAW. Will train, PA-F/T, based
upon school schedule; flex hours; typing,

phones, filing, court. Ask for Vi 310-470-

8444.

FA ADMINISTRATIVE ASSISTANT, R.E. de-

veloper, Westwood. Assist project manager
and marketing director, arawer phones, typ-

ing, faxing. Must know Windows. 310-479-

9900

FUNDRAISING
Choose from 3 different fundraisers lasting

either 3 or 7 days. No investment. Earn $$$
for your group plus personal cash bonuses for

yourself. Call 1-800-932-0528 ext. 65.

GRAPHICS/OFFICE ASSISTANT. PA, flex.

hours. (310)478-0591.

GREENPEACE seeks committed full-time and
part-time people to change the world. Call

310-287-2210 between 3pm and 5pm Mon-
day-Friday.

^ ^OPTOMETRIC
OFFICE

seeking student to schedule

dcx:tor'$ patients. Needs

excellent telephone skills, muse

be personable, caring, and

aggressive. Base Pay plus

comtnission.

?fT MWSat(am)
(310)837-7202 leave message

HAIRSTYLIST. Afro-American hair, Caucasian

too. Clientele preferred. Call 310-828-1064.

HANDSOME GUYS, 18- 24 for tasteful nude
studies arxJ printwork. Great pay, fun, legit

Snapshot to: First Take, 4470-107 Sunset

Blvd. #271, Hollywood, CA 90027

HELP WANTED: Earn up to $500 per week
assembling products at home. No experi-

ence. Info 1 -504-646-1 700 Dept. CA-695.

IF YOU HAVE $100 AND A COUPLE OF
FRIENDS, YOU CAN BE THE RAREST OF
CREATURES: A RICH STUDENT. 310-285-

8173.

International callback company in

telecommunicatiom rweds 50 sales reps arxi

distritxitors, no selling required, commission
only, $2000+/mo. Start immediately, 310-

541^304.

LAW OFFICE ASSISTANT, FA position for file

clerk/relief receptionist/office management
assistant, require organized, self-motivated

individual w/WordPcrfect 5.1/Windows ex-

perience. Hours:9am-5:30pm. Please fax or

send resunrte to: Rebecca J. Lee, Donfeld, Kel-

ley and Rollman, 1 1845 West Olympic Blvd,

Suite 1245, LA, Ca 90064. Fax: 310-312-

8014 -^--
LAW OFFICE. Clerical secretarial positions.

Must know WordPerfect. Have office experi-

ence. Good typing skills, flexible hours.

Wilshirc & Glendon. 310-475-0481.

LEGAL GRAD STUDENT, clerk with exc.da-

tabase management and spreadsheet skills

needed for single proj. litigation support.

Schedule v\d hourly rate open. FAX resume
to 310-577-8143.

Lighting Design Firm need phor>e advertising

person. Excellent communications skills re-

quired. 20-25 hrs/wk. Flexible schedule.

$7.5Q/hr. Ask Ri^k. 213-937-4445 or fax.

213-937-3912.

LOOKING FOR FUN, ENTHUSIASTIC, intel-

ligent people to teach test prep for SAT. High

test scores ^Uld car required. We train you.

Start pay $13.50 hour (6-6 hours per week).

Send rcsunw /cover letter by 1 2/1 i/94 to: The
Princeton Review, Attn: Pertoivwl Depart-

ment, 10474 SanU Monica BKrd. #403, LA
90025. NO PHONE CAUS PLEASE.

30 Help Wofited

MALE MODELS. Asian, Latin or surfer types.

No height requirement Hot head, cards,

posters, mags. Good money. Funi 213-664-
2999 24hours.

MARKET RESEARCH COMPANY in Van
Nuys needs individuals to work 4-6

hours/day. Evening, day, and weekend hours

available to do public opinion and market re-

search. Must have excellent reading skills,

ability to write verbatim, and follow instruc-

tions. Call 818-725-4275.

MARKETING RESEARCH ASSISTANT Full-

time or part4ime. Detail-oriented, good tele-

phone skills, inter«:sting work, flexible hours.

Call 9am-10pm daily, Mt. Rost 310-391-
7232.

MervWomen ages 18-24 for nude modeling
for FrerKh and American magazir>es and vid-

eos. Call 21 3-265-0550.

MGNT TRAINEE
No exp. nee. Corp. expanding in area.

$400(Vnnonth, base-t- commission. Start im-
mediately. 213-463-0633

NEEDED: FEMALE STUDENT w/$ome be-

havior modification experierKe to work
w/autistic client in her home. 6-10

hours/week, evenings, Saturdays, and Sun-
days. Pay $10A>our. Please call: 310-649-
0499 and ask for Ellen Slaton.

OFFia ASSISTANT, private home, comput-
er-literate, MAC financial data entry, accura-

cy essential, good English, own car, flexible

schedule. 310-394-2933.

PA-FA MEDICAL FILE CLERK for busy neuro-

surgical group. 30-40hour^eek, Monday-
Friday in WLA. Pleas call Joy at 310-286-

2939.

PART TIME WORK/FULL TIME PAY! SporU
minded students r>eeded to earn $10-1S^ur
guaranteed working 20-flexible hoursAweek.

Two different positions available. Training

provided. Westwood kication. 310-312-

6838.

Part-time (1 5-20hrs.Avk) telemarketing person

needed for Santa Monica Education Publish-

er. Good voice, sells experier>ce and foreign

linfjjagfi required. 310-395-9393.

PART-TIME DRIVER POSITION. $8.5(yhour

plus gas. Must have ovn car and insurance.

310-474-3243.

PART-TIME DRY CLEANING COUNTER
PERSON. Will train. 20+ hr^Wk. 2 or 3 after-

noons 3:30-8:30 + 8 hours Saturday or 5
hours Sunday. Starts $6-7.5(Vhr + free dry

cleaning. Apply 12-3pm 1600 Westwood
Blvd. Ask for Randy.

PART-TIME SECRETARIAL/SALES ASSOC.
wanted. Light typing, computer familiarity,

pleasant phorw voice, wholesale apparel

sales, hourly rate plus bonus. Flexible hours,

close to UCLA. Call 310-209-5549.

PART-TIME UNK)UE JOB for Beverly Hills

Restaurant SS/hr. Fun, professional, outgoing
hostess needed 12-2 and/or 6-8pm. Please

Call Stacie 479-2080.

Proposal writer to develop grant proposals for

non-profit organizations. Academic and pro-

gram experience in public health, education,

social service, and/or the arts preferred. Send
resume and writing sample to Grant Works
1 248 5th St. #365, Santa Monica, CA 90406-
0365.

RECEPTIONIST AND CASHIER NEEDED for

BeveHy Hills salon. Saturday and Sunday in-

cluded. Prior experience required. 310-274-

6347.

RESORT JOBS- Earn to $12 / hr + tips.

Theme Parks, Hotels, Spas, + more. Tropical

& Mountain destinations. Call 206^32-0150
ext.R59341.

RETAIL: Enthusiastic PA sales asst. req. for

large Tarzana flower shop. Retail exp req.

Call 818-344-9293.

SMALL LAW FIRM looking for a law clerk,

must have car, valid driver's license and in-

surance a must NO PHONE CALLS PLEASE.
Send resume to Engel and Engel. 9200 Sunset
Bl. Suite 505. Los AnKeles, CA 90069.

TALENT AGENCY —
seeks highly motivated and organized intern.

If you want to learn THE BIZ and work in a
fun office, this is the place! (Norvpaid). Call

310-278-3600 ASAP.

TEACHER, Spanish, FA, prime&elem. grades.
Pvt. schi, WLA. Min. S-yr*. classroom exp.
req'd. Benin lmnr>edlately. 310-476-2868.

TELEPHONE SALES Security Firm seeking
students to work as assistant. Excellent hourly
rate -(-bonuses. Sherman Oaks. Call 800-374-
6666 for appointment.

TELLERS, 20-30 HOURS. Positions available

in our brarKhes located in Beverly Hills, Ve-
nice, Mar Vista, West LA, Century City, and
Santa Monica locations. Requires 1 2 months
cash handling and custofr>er service experi-

ence in a retail or banking environment & ex-

cellent communication skills. We offer bene-
fits (for 20.5-»-hours), pleasant work environ-

ment St opportunity to enhance your employ-
ment skills. Please apply in person at the

branch of your choice. Or send your resunrw

to: 19809 Prairie St, Chatsworth, CA 91311.
Attn: HR Dept. ABAAT. Mail Stop N-10-24.
818-775-7643. eoe. GREAT WESTERN.

TUTOR/NANNY, Spanish speaking, own car,

10-15 hnAwk, afternoons, evenings. Excellent

refererKes, qualiflcatior>s, child care exp. req.

Vivian Hanover 010)454-3000, (310)459-

8888.

TWO UCLA JOBS H WLA VA. PA, mmueh
and administrath« positions. Two-year pro-

ject. Fax resume 310-824-6627.

30 Help Wanted

UCLA PREMED^MED^YCH STUDENTS
PROVIDE INTERIM SENIORS CARE AT PRI-

VATE RESIDENCES (MILD PSYCH/PHYSKJNL.

IMPAIRMENT). 3-HOUR MINIMUM.
$12/HOUR TO START. WE TRAIN. 310-477-

9147.

UQA STUDENTS LOOKING FOR EMPLOY-
MENT, work around your classes, starting

rate $6.63/hr. Call Jelena at Hershey Hail

Food Service 310-825-7666.

VOLUNTEER USHERS needed at the West-

wood Playhouse. Opportunity to see Steve

Martin's play (Picasso.) Please call Michael at

208-6500.

WAITER/DRIVER
LA TO GO: Gourmet food delivery. Looking

for motivated, energetic, and corvcientlous

delivery driver^vaiters. Flexible hours. Good
money Fun work. Call (310)440-4455 before

10:30am, between 3-5pm.

WESWOOD. LEASING AGENT, luxury high-

rise apartn^ents, must be responsible. Sun-

days, occasional Saturdays. 310-470-9045,

asic for Daniela or Elizabeth.

WLA BUSINESS MANAGEMENT FIRM seeks

part-time file clerk, 20-25 hours/week,

Sa/hour. 310-478-5151, ask for Tish.

WORK FOR BEVERLY HILLS MATCHMAK-
ER. Looking for an outgoing, opert-mlnded,

energetic, intelligent college student ac-

tressAnodel or recent college graduate. 310-

205-8483.

WRITERS WANTED. Quality, character-

driven, screenplays desired by major film

enlerUinment co. (310)820-9897 ask for

Daniel.

WRITER'S EXCHANGE has work for creative-

ly-talented writers. Paperback novels, Norv

Fiction Books, Screenplays. 310-209-0681,

VemonI

YOUNG MEN WANTED for nude and semi-

nude modeling. Good pay. Immediate work.

Call Derek 213-845-9669.

32 Career Opportunities

Paid Management Internship

' Be trained in mktg, sales,

interviewing, motivation of

employees,custo<Tner rebtions, etc

Earn minimum of 2,500 to 1(^

managing a branch of Student

Works Painting. Most hiring will

be completed by Nov. for

spring/summer positions.

Call (800) 394-6000 for info.

COMPUTERS
PROCRAMMERS/TECHNICIANS. Recent or

soon college grads encouraged to apply. En-

try level positions. Working knowledge of

C++, Windows. Salary plus benefits. 407-

682-2429.

• PHYSICALTHERAPIST NEEDED
- Palm Springs area

- 3-S years experience miniinum

-70K PER YEAR
- California License req.

CaO Patrick at (619) 322-6233 .

ENGINEER
MECHANICAL/CIVIL. Recent or soon college

graduates efH:ouraged to apply. Entry level

positions. Salary plus benefits. Call Morxiay-

Friday. 407-779-1111.

BARTENDER
TRAINEES

•no experience necassary
•earn$100-$200 dally

•more jobs tnan graduotes
•nation wide job placement

NATIOKAL BARTENDERS
SCHOOL

(213)38a3200
(310)5580608
(8 1 8)994-8 1 00

FILMnrV/COMMERCIALS, audKk)ning ac-
tors/actiesses. 13-35 years, for lead roles in

major productions, send pictures 610 North
Glen Oaks Blvd. Burbank 91502. ATTN:
Casting or call (816)843-4228.

MAi^AGEMENT
TRAINEE

$40,000 OPPORTUNITY*

Large national court

expanding. Needs career-

minded individual for

management trianlng.

Send Resumes to:

P.O. BOX 251763
LA, CA 90025

^^r-^*'

32 Career Opportunities

MEXICO SPRING BREAK*^ (

^•Biggest Ptirtiet/Be«t Prices*
^

* Earn (Free Trips/Caah)

(310)379-0409 or

(800)798-1509

33 Jobs Wanted

NEVmCES 33131
• For TV Commercials
• Movies

•Catalogs

• Vidaos

call Immedlattty

(310)6S»4855

34 Internships

Do you love the Muppets? Well then, contact

Halle at 213-960-4096 about a script reading

and research Internship.

INTERN-MARKETING MAJOR to assist v««ll

known comedy perfomner. Lean tour book-

ing, marketing, public relations. Call Call

213-656-4492.

MUSIC DEPARTMENT of public relations

company seeks interns. Must be responsible,

hard-working ar>d receiving college credit {no

pay). Contact Erik at 21 3-651 -9300.

VORTEX SEEKS INTERNS for SALES SUP-
PORT. Skills: Excellent telephone and com-
munication skills, understafMJing of saleVmar-

keting. CALL MARIA. 310-82^-5055.

VORTEX SEEKS INTERNS to provide madcet

research ar>d support for computer career re-

training. TASKS: research, telephone inter-

views, proposal writing, administration. CALL
MARIA 310-826-5055.

WANTED: PUBLISHER'S ASSISTANT. Volun-

teer Part-time. New, national, multi-ethnic

teen magazine- Unity LA. Experience on
Mac 213-935-5826.

35 Ctiild Core Wanted

$6-7/HR
LIGHT HOUSEKEEPING/TUTOR/DRIVER for

bright and fun twelve-year-old. Monday-Fri-

day 3-8pm. References required. 10 min.

from campus. 81 8-789-0696.

BABYSITTER NEEDED, on an occasional ba-

sis only, in SunsetAJoheny area. For parents'

random nights out, most likely Saturdays, for

rw more than 4-5 hourVnight, $8^ur. Auto
is not required, but helpful. Call Jennifer at

310-278-4752.

Childcare for 2 children, ages 1 1 months and
7 yean, for five hours or. more on Saturdays.

Must have car, HarKock Park area. Call Or.

Baker 310-825-91 76.

EVENING BABYSITTER. Your choice of 1-4

nightsAi«ek. Must have referer^ces, car, and
safe driving record, $6-8^our. Please call

Mrs. Tolvwn at 310-552-7604.

49 Apartments tor Rent

1-BEDROOM, UPPER, aOSE TO IXTLA.

Best part of Palms. Ne«v4y decorated. Laun-

dry, no pets. lO-nxM^ lease. $625/mon(h.
310-286-2885.

1 single and 1 bachelor in Westwood near

campus, with parking. Daytime 213-932-

1857.

Beautiful 3-y/o deluxe apartment. 2-bdrrTV2-

ba, 3-bdmV2-ba available. 640 Veteran Ave.

Call fast 824-2036.

BEVERLY HILLS ADJ. 1&2-BEDROOMS
$650-)895. SOME W/HARDWOOD
FLOORS. ONLY l/Z BLOCK TO PICO BUS.

ASK ABOUT LEASE BONUS. 310-839-6294.
•0

BEVERLY HILLS ADJACENT. $875. Beautiful

2bd in 6 unit building. Full kitchen, applianc-

es, laundry facilities, parking. Walk to

parkAcnnis. 310-839-1959.

BrentwoodI 3-bdnnV2-bath. $1600. Pool,

Ig. balcony, gated parking, central air. Near

UCLA. Add.: 330 S.Barrington, near Sunset.

310-471-2498.

BRENTWOOD, Sunny and large 3-bed-

roonfV2-bath, Patio, North of Wilshire, dish-

washer, parking, $1450/nrK>nth. Open 9-5,

11921 Goshen Ave. apt»1. 310-207-0834.

BRENTWOOD. Beautiful 2-bdrnV2ba -Klen.

largfi patio. Newly decorated. Parking, laun-

dry, elevator. 310-826-3934 or 310-207-

8402.

BRENTWOOD. Lovely, cozy, bacheior/ette

room in beautiful country area, quiet home.
20-minutes to UCLA. $650. 310-472-6694.

CLOSE TO UCLA
WESTWOOD. 10 minutes by car, 1 -bed/I-

bath, upper, electronic entry, fireplace, refrig-

erator, dishwasher, carpet, verticals, gat«i

parkfng, laundry, $75Q^month. For appoint-

ment call 310-454-8800.

Deluxe 1 -bedroom. 10-minute walk to

UCLA, quiet building, balcony, well-lit unit,

$850 and up. Available November a 310-

206-8881.

Child Care
Wanted

- Must have background
in special education

(tourette syndrome and
ADHD).

- Part-time.

- $7.00 and up.

- Must have referrences.

CaU Karen at 310 277 9097
' jday) or 310 470 3915 (night).^

1

EXPERIENCED BABYSITTER needed to pick

up 2 kids from school, supervise homework
and help with dinner. 1-2 day^^. Must
have reliable car. SKVhr. Call 310^275-4885
after 5pm.

NEED Childcare, preferably child-develop-

ment major, in Sherman Oaks. Car, referenc-

es. Hours flexible. $7-«- prAir. Fax resume
818-783-8480, or call 816-789-0305.

STEADY SATURDAY EVENING BABYSFTTER
NEEDED. Great JobI 2 wonderful girls, ages 1

and 4, dinner included, S7/hr. Call Wendy
310-471-4403

36 Personal Assistance

20-30 hrsAvk, M-F, 1 -6:30pm, must have car.

Drive adorable 6-yr-old girl to lesaorv, light

housework, make dinrwr, shopping. 310-

476-0789 eves

49 Apartments for Rent

$900 CULVER CITY. Large, quiet, modem, 2-

bdrnV3bath townhome, dishwasher, a/c,

frijdge, patio, gated parking. 310-837-0761.

$995. 2BR/1 1/2BA TOWNHOUSE STYLE
1.2 miles UaA. (310)459-6800.

.

••WESTWOOD VILLAGE" MIDVALE/N. OF
LEVERING. EXTRA LARGE 2BD/2BA BALCO
NY. DINING ROOM, 3 CAR PARKING,
CHARMING, GARDEN APTS. 310-839-

6294.

1-BDRM, UNFURNISHED i^rtment. Bun-
dy^ico. Nejtf to busline. CXim parking, laun-

dry. $55C^no. 310-820-4105 or 310-477-

0677.

1 -BEDROOM S575 up. Huga apartmenti,

Meal (or roonwnalM. Gartden courtyard, pool,

, A/C, phont-«rtlry. Near Sherman Oalu Gal-

lerla. Minutes to campus. 81 8-997-731 2.

• MARVrSTA*
'

2BD. 2BA, 2 STORY
CUSTOM TOWNHOMES.

GATED GARAGE. CENTRAL AIR.

FIREPLACE. UNITALARM

* 12736 CASWELL AVE. $825
* 11 748 COURTLEK3H DR. $845

* PALMS •
2 BO, 2BA CUSTOM TOWNHOME.
FIREPLACE. BALCONY, GATED

GARAGE. ALRM IN UNFT
(ONE MONTH FREE RENT)

A3614FARIS $995
• openTdays

CALL (310) 391-1076

TO SEE THE

2 LOVELYAPARTMENTS j

FOX HILLS CONDO FOR RENT. 15 minutes

to UCLA. 1 -bedroonVl -bath, dishwasher,

pool, Jacuzzi, spa, mini-gym. Security Build-

ing. $810. 31 0-641 .5080.

Large single quiet area, Wilshire district, sep-

arate kitcher^athroom, furnished/ unfur-

nished, trustworthy student preferred. Call

Dante at City News 71 4-773-4902. $385.

MAR VISTA, $870, 2-be<V2-balh, 2-stofy cus-

tom townhouse. Gated garage, unit alarm,

central air, fireplace. 12736 Caswell Ave.

310-391-1076.

MAR VISTA, 2-BDRM/2-BATH custom town-

home. Gated garage, central air, fireplace,

unit alarm. 11748 Courtleigh Or.

$845AT>onth. 310-391-1076.

MAR VISTA. $675. Near 405 freeway, Nice
1 -bedroom, new carpets, stove, refrigerator,

laundry. 310-454-0605.

MAR VISTA. 2-BDRM-2-BATH custom town-

home. Gated garage, central air, fireplace,

unit alarm. 1 2736 Caswell Ave. $825Anonth.
Call 310-391-1076.

MAR VISTA. 2-bdrm/2bath. Custom town-
home, fireplace, gated garage, alarm in unit

$845. 1 1 746 Courtleigh. Door open 7 days.

310-391-1076.

Oak Santa Monica. One-bedroom apartment^

$585, partly furnished. Foreign student

Mwlcome. Available for 6 nwnths. 310-450-

7692.

ONE MILE TO WESTWOOD. Brentwood
adjacent. Large single $625. Large Ibcd
$695. 1235 Federal Ave. 310-477-7237.

PALMS $500. Large single, walk-In cloMlf,

completely refurbished, quiet 9-unit building.

1 5-minutes from campus. Must see to appre-

ciate. 398-6622.

QRNAJINE UCL A
SPECIALS

From $ a*,^ii
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49 Apartments tor Rent

—PALMS $595, 1 -bedroom security building,
very quiet, all appliances. Convenient to
campus. Security deposit $100. A/C, laundrv.
310-837-7061. ^^^ '

PALMS $750, 2-bdriTV1.ba. large 'upper,
small building. Completely refurbished, like
new. Must see to appreciate. 15-mlns from
campus. 310-398-6622.

PALMS - $595
1 -bedroom upper. 10-minutes to UCLA.
Gated entry. Small, quiet building, refrigera-
tor, stove, dishwasher, miniblinds, carpets
FreerenL 310-203-8614.

PALMS*371 7 CARDIFF
Near 10 and 405, large 1 -bedroom deluxe,
fireplace, 13-minutef to UCLA. Good loca-
tion, gated parking, controlled entry. Quiet,
newer building, $620 and $716. 310-652-
0847,310-836-7146.

PALMS, $1695, 4-bedroom + lofk/3-bath,
newer 3-story townhouse, fireplace, gated ga-
rage, security alarm, sundeck. 3670 Midvale
Ave. 310-391 -1 076. Open 7 days 9-5.

PALA«, $485/MONTH, single, 3455 Jas-
mine. Appliances, pool, laundry, no pets.
310-454-4754.

PALMS, $685. 2^1 apartment, upper, bright
unlL Refrigerator included. Gated parking.
310-829-0589.

PALMS, 2-BDRM/2-BATH custom town-
home. Gated garage, fireplace, balcony,
alarm in unit 1 -month free. 3614 Faris.

$995.310-391-1076.

PALMS. $550, Large single. $775 2-bed-
room/l-bath. Newer building on quiet street,

gated parking, built-ins, baicony/patio, A^,
fireplace. Laundry facilities. 310-397-0405.

'^Diamond Head
Apartments

^ Short Term Available
1 bedroom $875

Fireplace, balcony with a
view, contemporary

kitchen

49 Apartmonts for Rent

2 Bedroom/Z Bath

from only $750.00

Large units, Fully equipped

kitchens, fitness center,

air conditioning, covered

gated paridng. On site

manager,

213-460-5173

Building
NagotlabI* Rmnt

VMoncterful Managers
660 Veteran

WESTWOOD- 2-BEDROOM/2-BATH, $995
AND UP. TILE KITCHEN, STEPDOWN LIV-

ING ROOM. UNUSUAL CHARM. 1-1/2

MILE TO UCLA. 310-839-6294.**

Westwood/Century City and Palms, $495-f
single; $650+ Ibd; 10 minutes to UCLA.
open daily 310-474-7565.

WESTWOOD_ADJ. 2-bdrm, upper, small

quiet bidg, new carpets, miniblinds, laundry,

5 min. to UCLA, near Sepulveda/ Pico. $796.
213-935-9152

WLA, Bachelor, $460; large 1 -bedroom,
$599. Swimming pool, laundry, BBQ. ap-

pliances. Best location. 1621 Westgate Ave-
nue. 310-820-1121. ^^r-

WLA, from $750, 2&3 bedroom apartments,
private patios, stove ,refri^ air, laundry, 1 620
S. Brockton Ave. Renee 31 0-550-6755.

WLA. $59SAno. Spacious, single, full kitch-

en, parking, small quiet building. One year
tease, no pets. 310-826-7888.

WLA. Amazing deal. 1 629 Brockton. Singles

Starting $525. New appliances, carpet, paint,

vertical blinds. Parking, gated. Good student

discount. 310-477-0112.

WLA. EXECUTIVE SINGLES and 1 -bedroom,
furnished/unfurnished. $600 and up. Heated
pool, fireplace, patio, gated parking, key en-
try. Call 310-479-2120.

PALMS. $995, 2-bed/2-bath, custom town-
home, fireplace, balcony, gated garage,
alarm in unit One month free. 3614 Faris Dr.
310-391-1076.

PALMS. Unfurnished ] -bedroom, $495,
single $395. Appliances, no pets. Call 9am-
8pm, ask for m^r. (310)837-4196.

PALMS: $575. Spacious 1 -bdrm/1 -bath,

stove, refrigerator, parking, laundry, hard-
wood floors. Day 310-206-9975, eve. 213-
876-0371.

PENTHOUSE VIEW
$595. Elegary, 1 bedroom, two entries.

Sherman Oaks adj. Great location, half block

markets, busses, near freeways. 818-399-
9610.

REDUCED RENT. Ibr, Iba. $700. BH adj.

Charming Spanish style, hardwood floors,

bright, quiet. (31 0)550-1 531

.

SHERMAN OAKS. Gated, newer, quiet,

single, $450, 2+2 $750, 13406 Moorpark St.

818-222-8298

STUDO FOR RENT. $S7Q/W>o. Utilities in-

cluded. 611 Levering Ave. Call Tim 310-
208-401 5.

TWO BEDROOM $595
SPACK)US, VIEW, walk library. Great Van
Nuys locatton. Minutes to Sherman Oaks,
ihoppin^ busses, and freeways. 818-399-
9610.

Bonker Property Group
*1 Bedroom*

•Gated
•Pool
• Laundry I^ilicles
• Beautiful Landscaping
• $549/niondi (siiwles

available for $475)
• low deposit for UCXA

Students

CALL (310) 390-0226

Monterey

2 Bed / 2 Bath
$11 50
$1250

Central Air/Central HeaL
Security building.
>\^ill Allow 4 in

1 Apartment

Now reserving for Fall

(310)477-0858

50 Apoftments, Furnished

MAR VIST^ $60Q^month. Ask about free

rent Attractive, furnished 1 -bedroom. Large,
pool, patio, and barbecue area. Quiet build-
Inn. 3748 Innlewood Blvd. 310-398-8579.

51 Apartments, Unturn.

$875 2BDRW 1/2BA. 1426 Barrington #4.
Stove, refrigerator, air, dishwasher. (310)837-
0761

$925. Move-In special. Large 2-bedroofn^-
bath, security bulMlng, ail amenities, eleva-
lon, parking. Low security deposit 2437
S.Corlnth. 310-479-1 76S or 310-376-8794.

Great large Ibdrm $575. Easy commute to
UCLA. Call Lisa 31 0-572-1 OSO.

MAR VISTA, 2-bedroom uppers, $695-$740.
Brand new paint, carpet, verticals, celling
fans. Parking, laundry. Quiet building. Near
beach. Inquire at il, 1 2725 Pacific Ave. 21 3-

653-4409.

UCLA, Bachelor, $425, full bath, 1 bik fn>m
UCLA and Village, 638 Lwdfair. 3ia20e-
4253, 824-2595.

WALK TO UCLA. One bedroom, balcony,
free parking, laundry facilities, water Incl.

$900. Bachelor $550. 10944 StrMhmorc.
(310>209-<»6a.

WEST HOLLVWOOO ADJACENT. 28R/2BA.
Snwll, quiet buildir^. Upper balcony. Home-
like street, large closet, great areau 20 min.

UaA}850.(213)935-9tl2.

WEST LA. 1-bdrm $600, single $575,
bachelor $475. Single and bachekw include
utilltict. 310-477-2696.

WEST L.A.
Large l-bedroom, $69S. Stove, refrigerator,

carpets, blinds, supw^ clean, parking laundry
facilities. 11321 Maasachuwttt A»«,. thmw
byappt. 3lO-477-875a

PALMS, 3545 Keystone, 2 bedroom up-
per,conven<ent location, available now,
$715, evening* 310-275-1427 or 213-254-
1565.

PALMS. Single $S3S-$S50. 2bd, $850.
Clean, Large pool, convenient to shopping
and UCLA. 310-204-4332.

SANTA MONKZA. 1-bdrm extra-large. Pool,
laundry, new carpet and paint. Foreigr^ stud-
ents welcome. Good neighborhood and area.

$585.310-356-6680.

WESTWOOD. $1500, Spacious 3-bedroom,
A^ refrigerator, dishwasher, balcony, Meat
for grid tludentt. 1711 Malcolm. V4-mile
from campus. 310-273-1212.

WESTWOOO/CENTURY CITY. $950.
Charming spaciout, 2bd/2ba, new carpati,
floor, built-ins, mini blinds, air, dishwasher,
quiet. 4 unit 1815 Canwlen Ave. D10M73-
4858

52 Apartnnents to Share

$365. ROOMMATE NEEDED to share HUGE
2-bdrnV2ba w/3 other guys. Pool/jacuzzI, se-

curity gated. 10 min. liwn canwus. 310-559-
4332.

Apartmef« to shire in comfortable 2-bed/2-
balh in WLA. Balcony, kitchen, dining area,

parking, laundry facilities, near UCLA.
$47QrtT»onth+utilities. Move-in December 1,

Call 310-473-8817.

LANDFAIR AVE. Doubles or singles avail.

Prefer males. Util. Incl. Walk to c«npus. Call
Eddie, 310^208-5172.

LOOKING FOR ROOMMATE to share 2-

bdmV2-b«h apt Gated parking laurtdry

fadlltieB, all ameniiiM. Great Placel fUifien-
•tt>le, f4an-tmokmr. $39«Vmorith. 310-202-
6S3&
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52 Apartments to Share

SANiA MONK>, 1 5th/Montana, master
bedroom, full bath, upper, private, wash-
er/dryer, no pets. Bright, very clean. Month-
to-month, $800. Pro-rate for November.
Prefer female grad student 310-394-9686.

SKIK OF LIVING IN DORMS? $300. Right

next to campus. Cayley. Third person to

share apartment, preferable male. 310-824-
0836.

WESTWOOD-WALK TO UCLA. Your Own
Room, share Idtchen. $400/monthly,
SISQ^veekly. 310-209-0681, Vernon.

55 Sublet

PALA4S, own roonVbath in 2-bedroom apart-
ment Pool, gym, laundry, parking, cable.
No pets., N/S. Dec 1 -Feb 1, $3S(ymonth.
310-837-1041.

53 Roommates

FEMALE ROOMMATE WANTED to share a

bedroom. Nice spacious apartment 5-minute
walk from Lot-32. $300/month. Bobby 310-

478-7121 or Cathy 3 10-478-0261.

Female roommate, own master bedroom, pri-

vate bath, convenient location at Wilshire
and Bundy, $399. Call Angela 213-782-
3850.

MALE WANTED FOR spacious 2bdrm/2ba
apartment with 2 females and 1 male. Rea-
sonably priced, block from campus. 310-
443-0415. ^^^
PROFESSKJNAL MALE SEEKS MALE OR FE-

MALE to share beautiful 2bd/2ba condo with

Ipns of anr^nitiesl $59£^mo •» 1/2 utilities.

310-826-6447.

ROOMMATE WANTED. Available now. 24
hours security guard. 2 full bathrooms. Share
spacious 2bd. Kitchen, own gated parking.

$41 e^mo 310-275-0736.

58 House for Sale

BEL AIR, 3bd/2.5ba,-l-bonus room.Syr-s new,
quiet street, $529,000. 2607 Basil Lane, by
appt only, 10 minutes to UCLA, owner. 310-
271-7750

62 Room/Board for Help

BENEDKTT CANYON, private roonVbath in

house, 10-minutes to campus, grad student
w/car exchange for light duties. 310-273-
4000.

NEEDED FEMALE STUDENT FOR BABYSIT-
TINC in exchange for room and board in

Westwood. Must have own car. Mrs. Chrys-
tie 310-471-7755.

ROOM, BOARD, PRIVATE BATH exchange
for assistance- light housekeeping some
cooking, some driving. Female student 818-
906-1399.

ROOM/BOARD -fSlOQ/WK. Mother's helper
needed for newly single mom. Mature, re-

sponsible, grad student preferred. Nice Mar
Vista home, 15 min. from campus. 310-397-
6445.

54 Room for Rent

BRENTWOOD $500/month. Private bed/
bath in large home of single mother of two
small children. Discounted rent for babysit-

tinn. Female, non-smoker. 310-395-0623.

Large room in spacious house. Wood floor,

walk-in closet, fireplace, laundry, backyard.
Must Seel. From Dec.1-Jan.1S or longer.

$400/month. 213-932-6186.

Newly refinlshed room for quiet male stud-

ent 3-miles south of campus. $360. Day
31 0-274-0400, evening 31 0-202-852 1

.

PALA4S, FEMALE TO RENT own roorrybath in

2-bdrm townhouse, near buses, security,

parking, laundry, fireplace, $46CVmo. 310-
841-6146.

PRIVATE ROOM AND BATH, sunny WL\
1.8-miles UCLA. Furnished. Quiet. Pool.
Kitchen. Attorney roommate/arts interest

Grad preferred. $44a»-1/2 utilities. 310-479-
8286.

WESTWOOD, private, large room/bath in

furnished guesthouse. $46(ymonlh. Electric

stove, street parking, very clean and brieht
Call 310-474-3139.

WESTWOOD. Furnished single, full kitchen,
full bathroom, heater, parking, private, close
to UCLA. Walk to Westwood Bl.-Pavilion.

Utilities paid. $497. Females only. 310-474-
1 749.

WONDERFUL FURNISHED COTTAGE in

hills, IS min. UCLA . S30(Vmo plus 5 flexible

errand hour^eek. Responsible problem
solver for busy gay professional. 310-276-
2332

67 Condos for Sale

CONDO FOR SALE. Quiet, Penthouse, near
campus. 2bdmV2ba in security building
w/jxivacy, amenities, view. Owner reduced
price. J. Thompson 310-471-6363x133.

68 Condos to Share

1-bdrm in 2-bdr/2.5-bth, Wilshire Highrise

Condo. Laundry facility within unit, 24-hr.

security, valet parking, pool and gym. N/S.

$120Q/nfH>. 310-475-7989.

FEMALE TO SHARE ROOM In nice condo,
large living room, kitchen, quiet security

building, walk to UCLA, SibOfyno. 310-391-
2877.

WLA. OWN ROOM/BATH in 2-bdrm/2-bath,

parking, $43(ymo. 3 miles to UCLA. Female

N/S preferred. No pets. 310-31 2-0498

69 Condos for Rent

1BD/1BA CONDO FOR LEASE. 1/2 block

from UCLA. High-rise building, doorman,
swimming pool. $100(Vmo. Call Broker
(310)824-0453.

CONDO FOR RENT in Palms area.

$87S/month. 2-bed/2-bath. Washer/Dryer,

stove, dishwasher, central air and heating, 2-

car security parking and lots of storage. Eve-

lyn, 310-391-3853 or Steve, 310-391-6645.

70 Guest House for Rent

BEVERLY HILLS. Guesthouse/iingle. Full

bath, kitchenette, parking, utilities incl. 1 per-

son, no pet, yard. Avail. Nov. 1 S. SSOO/mo.
Call 310-274-3935.

TODAY'S
CROSSWORD PUZZLE

ACROSS
1 Slinging insect

5 Uncultivated
regk>rts

10 Mop
14 Choir voice

15 Pierre's farewell

16 Flooring piece

17 Music lor two
18 Jat)t>ed

19 Funcltons
20 Not moving
22 Drawer

Ireshoner

24 Gol acquainted
25 Pastel color

26 Like a ctolphin

30 Marked down
34 Addams Family

memboi
35 Jungle animals
37 - (i\o WAV

m,ik»oasy
3R Fmtung noiol

rtn Giiilo

40 Here and —
41 Great Salt Lake

stale

DOWN
1 Dry river bed
2 Grad
3 Stalk

4 Washington's
river

5 Elk

6 Matinee —
7 Take a shine to

8 'Gidgel" actress

9 Soapiest
10 Vain
11 Desire
12 Sheltered (rom

the wind
13 Outdo
21 One ol the

March giris

23 In addition to

25 "Instant" tujuse

26 PtxKHjgraph
record

27 Share

28 Not rum!
70 Tip to otio SKlii

31 Religious rule

32 Call lorth

PREVIOUS PUZZLE SOLVED

HUFF
A S E A,

ky s,

L A

B t Gy N
A RQ S E

N E S

[DIR I ( FITIEIDM E V E lHlFISITI

I E IoIgIEFlElOllTTAfNlKl
s^amms mmams

IPp E T I CM I I IUTAH
saena aasa aQOB
ITIEISITIYI

33 OonaM Duck's 53 — ol measure
nephew 54 Singer Horne

36 GoM score
39 Spotted cats

42 Corridor
44 Smelting

residue
45 Punk hairdos
47 Make a knot

49 Actor Tom
52 Gets tangled

55 Utodel — Moss
56 Prayer endir>g

57 Ms Pertman
58 Fxcuse me'
59 Solemn

promise
62 Prune (trees)

43 Zeus' wife
44 Cure a ham
46 Sea cow
48 ^4onser)sel

50 Claim on
property

51 Cheerleader's
cry

52 Food fish

55 Australian

mammal
60 Otx:e more
61 Remember

the—

I

63RWer-s
oonwnand

64 Singer Turr>er

65 Lodg^ place
66 Saved
67 Linger

68 Pay out

60 CummnrtMMXt

IT

T7

r-
nr

P4

mr

r»o

W

Trrnr

Fs be

i/ .13

59

Get
00

on your

Bruin

Gold

Card.

TICKLE

OUR
TASTEBUDS
AND THE
DAILY

WILL
TICKLE

YOURS.

Somethiing's

Cooking
atthie

_ Bruin!

Submit
a personal

favorite

recipe

and if it's

chosen
we'll

feature

your name
and

recipe in

the

paper's

classified

section.

\^"

APPETITE!
-drop recipe

submissions at

the Daily Bruin

front desk-

225 Kerckhoff Hall
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'HA
INTFKNA

^-^
CARLTQN ^^^ SHOWUClASWDEHnD. OR EMPLOYEE ID. WITH COUPON

LINEAR
yyW*v>tl:J£i ^^ust be pret>cntcd to receptionist before services arc performed

Vjic^l^iyt

PAVIUQN (Certain restriction apply). PAVILIQN
10850 PICO BLVD Wfciw«v,*«,i^iD«/i»«n'K»lDj»iycto»i»«»*oi«/i*.>c«K*tion»umutobl». 108j0 PICO BLVD
(310) 470-4749 VALID SUN-THURS (310) 470-4749

y-*

91 Insurance 96 Services Offered

/lllstate
Insurance Company

(310)312-0204
1317 Westwood Blvd.

(2 biks. So. of Wllshire)

92 Legal Advice

Breast implant recipients:

Class action suit has created a

super fund for your daims.

You must register t)efore

December 1, 1994. For more Info.

call (310) 396 4313.

LAW SCHOOLAPPUCATION
PERSONAL STATEMENT STRESS?

Two published law review editors

will help you:

• Compose & create

•Edit punctuatioo & grammar

• Organize & structure your essay

to make it substantively effective and

technicaUy accurate.

Contact Cheri or Tom at

(310) 274-6187

94 Movers/Storage

HONEST MAN. W/14ft truck and dollies,

small jobs, short notice ok. Student discount.

310-285-8688. CA, AZ, NV. Go Bruins.

JERRY'S MOVING & DELIVERY. The careful

rrwvers. ExperierKed, reliable, same day de-

livery. Packing & boxes. Will deliver boxes

free, jerry 31 0-391 -5657.

TOM'S MOVING SERVICE. DEPENDABLE,
EXPtRIENCED, REASONABLE. LAST
MINUTE JOBS WELCOME. CALL 24 HRS.
310-452-2887.

Research, Writing, Editing

ALL levels, - ALL subjects Foreign

Students Welcome Fast Professional -

C^alicy guaranteed papers not for sale

Call Research 310-477-8226

M-F 10:OOam-5KX)pm

r

96 Services Offered

BEAR'S RESEARCH,
WRITING, & EDITINd

Al subjects. Theses/Dissertalnns.

Personal Statements. Proposals and books.

International students wekstne.

PAPERS NOT FOR SALE
Sharon Bear, Ph.D. (310) 470-6662

CORPORATE
SCHOLARSHIPS
FOR STUDENTS

• NO MiN GPA
• NO SPECIFIC INCOME REQ.

$99

GUARANTEED - NO RISK

MORE INFO ft FREE BROCHURE

310-371-6384

if'kititit'kififitititii(i(irifititifif'kitititi(iiiti(itititititifititiii(
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by Larry White

YourHoroscope

Nov 6 thru 12

t

PLANETARY OVERVIEW: Romance should take on » new glow with
favorable aspects Id Venus planet of love and social graces. Many should be
able to make new friends and influence the right people. Trine (very good)
Salumaspectsindicalethose who stick lotradilionalmethods thisweek will
win over those who act in haste.

MANY MUSICIANS.
SINGERS. ENTERTAIN-
ERSANDNURSES ARE
BORN THESE DATES.
THESE ARE NUMBERS
THAT EXCEL IN ANY
OCCUPATION DEAUNG
Wrm THE PUBLIC.

THIS WEEK FOR ALL SIGNS

ARIES Mwch21-Ap«ll20
l( .1 1<<» h.iK bti'n wHI done this may N'.i

litnc when R.irtw will rcccivo rr((>f(ni-

lion I <» romanbni: IhclH^I IricndK.vc
lh<»>r who pans the (eol of Umc
TAURUS Aprl2l-Miiy2l

I lo|X^ .ind vviKhcn, «i wcil xn mcininf;-
fill D-LilionnhipM are itnHrr good Mar*
('iiltiv.tli- Ihrm knowing Ihey may
fMTvr you well in time.

GEMINI MnziJuTMii
< >vi'rcfinf idcnri* or hi% ido.w onitd im-
|N-I y4Mi lo l.ikr nrttllcNM rinkn. I he
rarrliil onon amon^ yo*> otMHiUI be in a
ponition lo read between the linen.

CANCER J«HM22-Jwfy2J

The try, try af;ain philosophy often
workn Sr-in IhecUnMiird nectionfs ( you
have need for a new ravsilKwi It may be
offcrixl »nA be |uiil what you w.int

LEO July24-AiigiNl23

You are under favorable auKptcen If

M miel hinft hann'l Etme acnirding to plaa
it mif;ht be time k> uat an entirety new
apprnarh. (IbOiin other opimofw.

VIRGO AuoiMl24-S«pl 23

lhebcf>to(idean come I o nothing unlaw
something definite » done lo put Ihem
acTinw rhin i» a time when talents and
abiljticK can oican extra profilii.

LIBRA Si^24^)c<23

Jf

J

Jf

If

If

Jf

If

kAMV«Mr«.»

pnoFEsson COSMO

When one keep* i«earchinf with per^i*

jftwrnho
pnrehcl

Ih.it'never got out of the lodur room)

tenre, what weare Inokinenv mhrMind to

happen. You may be like trie pn re he htor

SCORPIO Ocl2«.|tov23

The emphania may be on occupation,
career or community affair* and the
opportunitieK that accompany each.
Whrn one door doaa anoUicr opcna.

SAGrrTARIUS Mm 7M>w 2I

It'a the wine pemon Who known when
luck w utcwwd loo far Information thai

crimen from afar or phil<»«»phic.il nourcea
may be revcating and inntnKtive.

CAPRICORN Ow22^ten20
Ixwe nobmi m g<^ngngf<l f"T thcobicr
tive you have made your own. Social
conrtectionn may ptay a far more impor-
tant part in your affam than ever.

AQUARIUS Jwi 21-Fik II

|ubI talk ing about the future doon nothing
toward ilndevel<ipmcnt. Drang wwncthing
cnnntructive would help to ihapc it to

your mcanurc. Start now I

PISCES F«b2»4«wcli20

Joint financial intereiiln have to hv nale
guarded through mutual connent and
effort. Try lo penetrate the motiven of

oUiem before yuu give Ihem your Irunt

96 Services Offered

ATTN: MBA, LAW, *

MED. APPLICANTS
Frustrated developing/editing your critically-

Impoilant personal statements? Get profes-

sional help, competitive edge from national-

ly-known author/consulUnt 310-626-4445

EAGLE-EYED PROOFREADER
Edits, thesei^publlcations; tutors EnglishMudy
skills; trains time management/stress reduc-

tion. Nadia Lawrence, PhD. 310-393-1951.

PROFESSIONAL WRITINCyEDmNC. Papers,

reports, statistics, proposals, research studies.

Masters, Ph.D. dissertations, college applica-

tkm essays. Any subject, style, requirement
213-671-1333.

TRANSLATIONS
Most languages and fields. ProfessionaT^

work. Documents, papers, brochures, manu-
als, etc. LRA INTERPRETERS 213-933-1006.

WANT TO BE ACCEPTED? Save time, frustra-

tion? Call for help developing/editing person-

al sutements. Also edit papers, theses, dis-

sertations. Linda 310-392 1734.

EAST, AFFORDABLE
Wadpi uce-inrSS/pc. $4(ookr) Ruth/fnt

orders weknne: paper*, tetten, reaimes, theiii,

dissertations; charts, graphs, graphics; haer,

speU/grammer check, editing. ProfeMional

quality. Quick turn around.

WiU deliver to campus area. (310)394-9686

^

98 Tutoring Offered

- MY TUTOR -

MATH/PHYSICS^TATISTICS. Tutoring serv-
ice. Free consultation. Reasonable rates ,

call Mv Tutor anytime. Ilan (800)90-TUTOR.

ACE TUTOR
WAAW DECREE PROVIDES FIRST-RATE
HELP with law, English, and social sciences.

Reasonable rates. Flexible times/locations.

Scott 310-826-6447.

ECONOMICS TUTORING. Undergraduate
economics tutoring by masters graduate, with

5 years teaching experience. $1 S.OC^r, with

free consultation. Call 310-393-41 73.

Frertcl^SL, bilingual experiencMHotor, rea-

sonable rates, Call 310-477-4019.

MATH TUTORING by PH.D. SIS/hour. Cal-

culus, sUtistics, probability, math for physi-

cal/social sciences, SAT, GRE, LSAT, MCAT.
310-637-8998, patter, 310-582-9626 NBD.

99 Tutoring Needed

ENGLISH AS SECOND LANGUAGE TUTOR
NEEDED lA^tMEDIATELY. Inten^iew required.

Transportation required. Contact Sam at pag-

er*31 0-960-9660.

Tutor needed for HS Junior/3 hrs per day, 5

days per weekA^ax qualifications to: Siobhan
McDevitt •310- 207-68 1 6.

TUTORS WANTED
MATH, SCIENCE, SPANISH, FRENCH TU-
TORS needed for Sherman Oaks, Woodland
Hills , Westwood Centers. Undergraduate de-

Rree required. $1 2/hr. 818-347-761 6.

100 Typing

A CLASS ACT
Papers, letters, resumes, scripts, transcription,

labels. FREE light editing. Laser printing. Spell

check. Fax Orders Welconf>e. 310-827-6023.

APLUSWORDPROCESSINQ I6WC, Laser

printing, spellcheck; term papers, disserU-

tions, dietis, reports, marHiscripts, transcrifv

Uons, etc. Fast turnaround. Call Bob 213'
851-0214.

ACE TYPIST, ETC
GREAT LOOKING PAPERS AND APPIICA-
TKDNS-SPECIAL RATE. WE DO ALL WP
AND RESUMES. RUSHES. 3104i20«30.

MODERN SECRETARIAL SERVICES. 24-hour
service, pick-up and delhwry, IBM and MAC,
Laser printing. Oitcour« itudantf. 5-minulcs
from UCLA. Angelica, 310446-6699.

NEED A PRIVATE SECRETARY? Over IS
yean legalAnedical transcription «>tpertencB.
Notary Public. Macintosh w^atar prlrHv.

pldc-up/detlverv. Brentwood. 310-472-0405.

M.SOCCER
From page 32

lose one out of the two, this is the

one to lose and the one next week
is the one to win. The other thing

is that if we have to play Fresno
three times in a month and a half,

if we count NCAAs, then it's real-

ly tough to win all three. Maybe
this one was the one to lose."

UCLA gave up the game-win-
ning goal in the 36th minute, when
Fresno State's Erik Farfan hit a

shot to the far post from close
range.

The Bruins had a few chances to

equalize late in the game, but
failed to capitalize on their
chances.

UCLA can't afford to lose to

FresiK) next week, considering that

the game will most likely deter-

mine which team gets the top seed

in the region and the home field

advantage through the early
rounds.

"I don't think there's anybody
in the West besides us or Fresno
who's going to be the top seed,"

Schmid said. "Santa Clara has
only seven wins against Division I

teams. I think people realize that

we've got some people hurt right

now. Next week we have to win,
but in the last two years we've had
the home field advantage and lost.

I just want to make sure that we're

ready for the NCAAs."

100 Typing

WORD PROCESSING- All types, APA and
other formats, transcribing, resumes, DTP,
WordPerfect, charts, graphs, laser. Reason-
able rates, near campus. 310-470-0287.

102 Music Lessons

DRUM LESSONS
All ievelVstyles with dedicated professional.

At your home or WLA studio. 1st lesson free.

No drum set necessary. Neil 21 3-882-8509.

GUITAR INSTRUCTION. 15 years EXP. all

levels ar>d styles. Patient and organized. Be-

ginner guitars for sale $60. Sam 310-826-
9117.

Guitar lessors by a professional near UCLA.
All levels, guitars available. Call Jean 310-

-476-4154.

PIANO LESSONS. $15/hr. Beginning/lntemi.

students. Experienced teaching children and
adults. Studio in Santa Monica. Please call

Maria 31 0-828-9750.

SINGI Vocal technique-all levels/styles, per-

formance anxiety, associat^ate Lam, Santa

Monica, near UCLA, free consultation, Carol
Tingle 310-828-3100.

104 Resumes

A CUSTOMTYPE RESUME. Fast, professional,

reliable. Layout, editing, composition.

ResumeVcover letters/Reference sheets. Com-
puter typesetting & laser printing. 310-470-

4999.

WINNING RESUMES: l-hour service. Our
clients get results. Open 7-days. 310-287-
2785.

109 Autos for Sole

105 Travel

STRICTLY PERSONAL
Seeking Jcwi^ StudenlB... For 3'wedt winter-

break experience in Israel. I^ groups have

met with Prime Minister Yitzhak Rabin,

Shimon Peres, Benyamin Netanyahu, Natan

Sharandcy, JenBalem mayor Ehud Olmeit,

Benny Begin, and Presidentd Israel Ezer

Weizman. Plus tour die caintry and

discover what Isiael is really abouL

Scholaohips avaiWe due let you do it all for

just $ 1 075, including cost of aitfare and all

accomodations. For application form, call

l-SOO-FELLOWS (335-5697)

Paris
NON-STOP

$195
London
Frankfiiit

Boston
New York

$225*
$225*
$184*
$149*

Chicago $129*
fanes are eaoi vmv/ from Los Argtlcs baMd on a
fDundkipptfctwe. Reslnctionsappt/andtMenot
included. Call for dtwrvtwldwidedestrstions.

Optn Saturdays 10am • 9pm

Council l^avel
1093 Broxton Ave, #920, Los Angeles, CA 90094

1

1983 Porche 944, beautiful black on black,

sunroof, AK. Yokohama tires, pullout stereo,

new clutch, MUST SELL. $3900. 310-479-

142a

1987 Honda Accord. Excellent condition,

A/C, cassette deck, power steering, interior,

5-speed, 4-door. $ABOO/obo. 21 3-954-8683.

86 BMW 325, blackAan, aUomatic, fully

loaded. $750(yobo. 310-447-6110. 90
MAZDA RX7A^TU. Original owner.

Black/black. Fully loaded. $980(Vobo 310-

826-1081.

86 FORD MUSTANG LX CONVERTIBLE.
New paint, black, mint condition, automatic,

all power. $4500. 310-208-4934
_^

92 EAGLE TALON Tsi. BlackAxige, turbo,

AWD, ABS, 23,000 miles, auto-transmission,

leather, AM/fM cassette, CD. Immaculate
conditionl$15,50(yobo. 310-824-9713.

92 HONDA PRaUDE Si. Red, 5 speed, 27k
miles. Fully loaded, excellent condition.

$14,200 or assume lease ($272/mo.) 310-

472-2273.

BMW533i 1983. Excellent condition, white
with beige interior, fully loaded. $6400. 1-

800-479-3229, ext. 2888.

MUSTANG 5.0
1983 Gray Ford Mustang GT, V8, 5.0, 4-

speed, very fast. New braJces, good interior.

$3000. 310-777-9761/pager, after 5:30pm.

'84 200SX Turbo. Excellent condition. 5-

speed, sunroof, all power optiorv. Tinted

windows. $1500 stereo system. $3400. Call

after 6PM. 310-474-6445.

'84 SAAB 5-SPEED, BROWN, LEATHER IN-

TERIOR, original owner, runs good, $1900o-
bo. Close to campus. 618-501-7622.

'88 VOLVO, TURBO GTO, 4-door, red,

black leather, 5-speed, sunroof, stereo, 104k
miles, $680(yobo. Call 6-5pm. 825-0731.

'89 ISUZU AMIGO, 2-wheel drive, 44k. new
soft-top, anr^fm radio. 1 -owner, mint-condi-

tlon, like new. $6200. 310-476-21 15.

'91 Corvette. $21,00(yobo. Loaded. Leather
interior, viper alarm, performarxre package,
frorrtAear radar, CD/cassette, excellent condi-

tion. Call Karen at 310-379-6373.

115 Scooters for Sale

1989 Honda Elite 80. Low mileage. White.
Helmet and kxk included. Original owner.
$750. Call Pam at 310-546-2446.

126 Furniture for Sale

AA SOFA SLEEPERS QUEEN AND FULL
SIZES, $180 for a limited time. Call Kevin
310-379-6596.

MATTRESS SETS: Twin $45, full $55, queen
$85, kings $95, bunkbeds. Delhwries, phone
orders accepted. 310-372-2337.

310-208-3551 new furniture
Eurailpasses

issued on-the-spot!

Specializing In

Discount Airfare

Call For Lowest Rate

^ 310*44i-4388

Bunkbe«Js $125, Mattress sets: Queen $170,
full $140, Twin $110. Bedroom sets $350.
Dining and sofa sets also. 310-821-0729.

ROIL TOP DESK, oak, beautiful, excellent,

condition, 7 drawers, 46x22x42, $400 (ob(4.

OAK COFFEE TABLE, parquet, 29x29x19,
$90(obo). 31-451 3820.

128 Misc. for Sale

GOLD'S GYM HOLLYWOOD MEMBER-
SHIP. $2S^o. Good until July. 213-668-
0022.

VIDEO CAME ARCADE ROUTE In LA. 12
years old. Net $25,00(yyear. Asking $37,000
cash. 1-800^21-0094.

134 Connputer/Typev/riter

466-66 SOUND SYSTEM, 4-ram, 420HD,
voice-mail, nwuse, monitor, like

$1180.310-644-2612.

•V

Billy Martin
UCLA Sports Info

IM.TENNIS
From page 31

and be able to make a decision
on what he's going to do."
The day didn't get any better

for Janecek, who teamed with
Eric Lin in doubles competi-
tion, losing 6-4, 7-6, (10-8)
against UNLV's Roger
Pettersson and Luke Smith.
Poor service returns hampered
the Bruins, seeded second at

Irvine, throughout the match.
"I couldn't get any returns,"

Lin said. "I was right on top,
and I kept putting it in the net."

Janecek and Lin showed
signs of life in the second set

when, down 5-6, they broke
Pettersson/Smith to force a

tiebreak. A third set seemed
inevitable as the Bruins, leading
4-1 at one point in the tiebreak,

reached set point. However, a
UNLV overhead smash turned
away that final opportunity for

a Bruin comeback.
"Hanging in there (at 5-6),

that's a positive," Lin said, "but
we just weren't ready for them

"Hanging in there ...

that's a positive, but we
just weren't ready.

Eric Lin

Team Member

to hit so many (good) shots."

Although this was the first

time Janecek and Lin teamed in

doubles, Martin was disappoint-

ed with his tandem's showing.
"I can't say that I'm too

happy with [Janecek/Lin] losing

like this," Martin said. "It's not

a bad showing, but I felt they
s)tduld have won the tourna-
ment."

Several Bruins stepped up
with surprise showings last

week. Three Bruins - Janecek,
Heath Montgomery, and Loren
Peters - reached the quarterfi-

nals. Montgomery, who went
the distance in his three early-

round matches, succumbed to

Janecek 3-6, 6-1, 7-5. Peters
cruised through the draw until

running into Hansen, falling to

the eventual finalist 6-3, 6-2.

Lin also had a solid tourna-
ment in singles, upsetting seed-
ed Chris Hill of Pepperdine in a

tough three-setter and battling

Pettersson before losing to the

other finalist 6-3, 7-6.

Eric Taino, the No. 6 seed at

Irvine, made an early exit
Thursday tumbling to

University of San Diego's
Bobby Hrdina 2-6, 7-6, 6-1. He
and partner Rae Cho did not
fare much better in doubles,
eliminated in the second round
by UCI's Chris Tontz and Marc
Tardif 7-6, 6-0.

"It's still so early and that's

what this tournament is good
for," says Martin. "Some guys
get a real boost, and some guys
get a kick in the pants."
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You're feeling sleepy.
You want to advertise.

External 825-2161

Dally Bruin

WHY WAIT?
Open Sam to spin
• Prompt, caring service

• Primary Care
• Women's center

• No Appointment Necessary

An Immediate Care Center

Medipace Medical Group
1990 Westv^ood Blvd.
Los Angeles, Ca 90025
(310)470-8880

Most insurarx:e and
credit cards accepted.

GOOD TASTE. NATURALLY, g GOOD T^TE. NATURALLY, g GOOD T\STE. NATURALLY niu

Bruin Deal Meal
2 slices of pizza & all you can
drink, plus your choice of:

• garden salad or
• 1/2orderof Mojosor
• pizza breadsticks

only ^3 .40

FAST FREE DELIVERY!

Great pizza^r.

DiiU' III or
( iirr> Out Speciiil

3 kinds of crusts
at the same price

S

Hand tossed classic,

or our new Pan Pizza crust I

oz.

BEER
and a great deal more!

Callto reserve Shakey's upstairs for your private meetings, parties, etc.

Large Pizza

Any large pizza up
to 3 toppings of
your choice

oniy$g.SS

Double Special

2 medium one
topping pizzas

only $-WM.
Combination

Any medium one lopping pizza,
5 ptecas of c*iicken, or vifb. (rf

sftrinr^, plus mojo potatoes.

only $^^.SS

>v

ShakcySt
GOOD TASTE. NATURALLY.

1114Gayley I Sui>-TTujrs11-1am

Westwood I Fri&Sat11-2am

GOOD TASTE. NATURALLY

824-4111 3S
S GOOD TASTE. NATURALLY. r«*u
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Copeland's
®

Sports

COnVERSE
BASKETBALL BUVOUl

ROLLERBLADE IN LINE SKATES
ROLLERBUIDE

KID'S PRO 500

ft

aph

ROLLERBUIDE
PBO 2000

II PAIR

..c .^ y.-

m
QitanMU** t •!«•• Umttod to stoeli on hand. A<tv«rH««d HMfctiaMllM may ba avaHaMa at aal* prtcaa In

~ ' '
I mn^ currant prlcaa ara oWartwg prtoaa only and may o
may chanja at cloaa ol baalwaaa 1 1/S/M. Mo daatora.

peoming aala a»ant» . Ragular. orlffnal mn^ currant prlcoa ara oWoftwg prtoaa only and may or may not

liavo raauMad In aalaa. Prleoa

1001 WESTWOOD BLVD
WESTWOOD

HOURS: MON FRI 10-9. SAT 10-8. SUfv* 1 1-6

Daily Bruin Sports

JEFF FU/Daily Bruin

UCLA outside hitter Annett Buckner had 21 kills and 14 digs in No. 4 UCLA's 10-15, 15-4, 15-3,

12-15, 15-11 win over the No. 1 Stanford Cardinal Friday night at Pauley Pavilion.

VOLLEYBALL
From page 32

next 37 points in taking the sec-

ond and third frames. Buckner
and Milting combined for 1 1 kills

while the Bruins roofed Folkl on

four occasions.

"I think we did a few things dif-

ferently than the last time we
played them," UCLA head coach

Andy Banachowski said. "We
passed and blocked miich better

and had better balance. They
"stacked up on Annett but Kara
stayed hot pretty much all night."

Although the Cardinal made a

point of containing the Bruins'

Player of the Year candidate,

Buckner hardly stayed cage'd up
all night. The senior outside hitter

posted 21 kills, 14 digs and a

game-high three solo blocks.

Folkl woke up for the fourth

game, unloading on the Bruins for

eight kills to force a rally scoring

fifth game. While Friday's fifth

game was the sixth for the Bruins

this season, it was the first for

Stanford.

The initial experience quickly

became ugly for Shaw and the

Cardinal. Pressured by the Bruin

attack, Stanford looked every bit

like a team entering virgin territo-

ry. Their collapse consisted of 1

3

iiitting errors which allowed the

Bruins to total just one kill in tak-

ing the final frame.

After the Bruins took a 13-8

lead, Stanford reeled off three

straight points to tighten things at

"I think this was one of

our worst performances

of the year. But we were

just a few points away

from winning the

match."

Don Shaw

Stanford Head Coach

13-11. However, the Bruins fin-

ished things off as sophomore
middle blocker Kim KruU (12

kills, 1 4 digs) slammed a backset

into the right comer to bring up
match point. Fittingly for the

Cardinal, the match ended as a

Triefenbach blast sailed wide.

Despite the statistical domina-

tion, Stanford coach Don Shaw

was not prepared to give UCLA
too much credit.

"I think this was one of oiir

worst performances of the year,"

Shaw said. "But we were just a

few points away from winning the

match. If we play that poorly and

UCLA plays pretty darn well, I

think we'll be OK."
Despite Shawns version,

Buckner and the Bruins sensed a

turning point in their season.

"It's a real emotional high for

us," Buckner said. "This shows us

we can beat anyone. It gives us a

real confidence boost."

Junior outside hitter Jenny
Johnson contributed 10 kills and

10 digs while sophomore setter

Kelly Flannigan added 57 assists

and 1 1 digs.

• • •

Saturday night the Bruins beat

up on California 15-9, 15-1, 15-6.

Buckner led the pummeling, ham-

mering a match-high 14 kills for a

.379 hitting percentage. Johnson

posted eight digs while Krull col-

lected eight kills, four aces and

two block solos. California (5-19,

2-12) hit an anemic -.034 as a

team.

FITTING
CONTACT
LENSES IS NOT
CHILD'S PTAY
Why do some discounters act like it is?

They sell contact lenses as if they were

an everyday commodity.

When lens sales depend upon volume
alone, how much time can be devoted

to the individual patient? How much
proper fitting can there be?

You know. So do we.

Sliicli'iil S|>i'ci;il

Daily Wo^ir Soft Lons Puckogc $1
(U^.I *.<.i:',pin fJt»i€M-. >litj»Hly Hii)h«-i )

Dispo3iit5lo Contact Leiiei Packcicje $200 00
{lri< liirlo-. 1 "^iix t'.ii K". 1 :* I -ti-.i F^f'i I v< )

I *.i<; k.K !<• iM<.liitl«»". I x.tin I "ii .<•'. .iimI f < >iUt\rj \ t\y

l()"., L)i;.t oiiM' oil ^ill I yf<
J
1.1 ,•.«' .

DR. J.F. QUACKENBUSH, O.D.
10955 Weybum Ave. * Comer of Weybum & Broxton « 208-4748 or 208::884j_
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of their own. The second shot, a

two-pointer by Omar Amr with

14 seconds left in the first half,

bounced off the hands of Bruin
goalkeeper Matt Swanson and
into the net, evening the score at

3-3. The Bruins would not regain

the lead for the rest of the game.
"Wc just stopped playing after

Irvine's two-point shot," UCLA
head coach Guy Baker said.

"You have to face the fact that

there are going to be tough
games, and you have to play
with killer instinct and we did-

n't. We just lost the chance to go
to the NCAAs in our own pool."

The second half began with a

goal by Irvine's Jean Michel, the

game's leading scorer. UCLA's
Tommy Wong brought the score

to 4-4 with the first of his two of

goals. Wong's second goal
evened the score at 5-5 with 1 :31

remaining in the third quarter,

but ili^as the last goal of the

game for the Bruins. Michel
scored twice more for Irvine in

the final period to leave the score

at 8-5.

"Our team just seems to play

harder in practice than they do in

games," Emerzian said. "During

the game Guy and I were hoping

that they were saving their ener-

gy up for a great fourth quarter,

SWIMMING

but they never seemed to turn it

on.

Bright spots for the tfruins

were 1 1 saves by goalkeeper
Swanson, five of which occurred

in the first quarter. Intense play

by senior Scott Turner, and
scores by Luther Weidner, Adam
Krikorian, and Steve Covec kept

the game competitive.

On the whole, the Bruins
seemed unable to play aggres-

sively; although defensively,

UCLA kept the Anteaters from
scoring on any of their power
plays. Nevertheless, UCLA did

not take advantage of its own
opportunities, converting only 3

of 7 man-up situations and run-

ning a sluggish counterattack.

"The season's been frustrat-

ing," Swanson said. "It's not

what the other team's doing; it's

all up to us. If anything, we
should be frustrated in our-
selves.

"We have a senior (Scott
Turner) on the team who's work-

ing hard, giving 100 percent
every day in practice and during

the whole game, and this was the

last home game of his career,"

Emerzian said. "If the guys can't

look at that and fire up, I think

they need to evaluate why it is

they're playing this game."

From page 31

of the meet, pitted the team of Jill

Jenkins.'Megafl Oesting, Cindy
Bertelink and Kasey Foster against

an SMU team featuring three of the

four swirmners who had broken the-

pool record in the 800 free relay the

night before. Due to meet format,

Bertelink, a distance swimmer, got

the third 50-yard leg, an unusual

distance for her, but she kept the

team in contention. Foster, a fresh-

man, left the block shortly after

first place SMU and slightly ahead

of a Michigan sprinter. A solid

swim was not enough to catch

SMU, but it earned UCLA its final

second-place finish of the meet.

"Kasey Foster was the superstar

in (the 200 fiiee relay)," Gallagher

said. "She is a really big relay

swimmer. It's nice to know that

you have someone like her on the

en4of your relays, because that is

an important spot. She was racing

against some Olympians and held

them off."

The SMU Classic provided the

Bruins with the kind of competition

they do not usually face until the

postseason and pushed the team to

swim to that level.

"We still have a lot to learn and a

lot to work on, but I think everyone

is walking away from this meet
feeling enthusiastic about it,"

Gallagher said.

and WIN!
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Energy
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Weight Loss Formula Call Today:

(310) 306-8446
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W. swimming pieased witli Texas performance

w It

Kasey Foster

UCLA Sports Info

By Ross Bersot

Eight UCLA swimmers and one

diver previewed the postseason in

Dallas this weekend by facing off

against five of the toughest foes

from around the nation. Lightning-

fast relays propelled the Bruins to a

third-place finish at the first

Southern Methodist Women's
Swimming and Diving Classic. No.

4 Michigan and an SMU team
motivated by the home crowd
ended up ahead of the Bruins.

The Wolverines had a command-
ing 17-point lead over SMU after

Friday's first session and continued

at a blistering pace on Saturday.

Michigan's Alecia Humphrey hit

Bruins rail to third-place finish against

five of the toughest foes at SMU Classic

the wall in the 200-yard backstroke

at 1 :57.75, beating the old pool

record by almost three seconds.

Rachel Gustin finished the 200
breaststroke in 2:15.70, eclipsing

the pool record of 2:16.13 held by
SMU's Susan Lipscomb. The
record in the 200 breaststroke was
Gustin 's second of the meet - her

first came in the 1 00 breast, and
both times erased Lipscomb's
name from the books. In all,

Michigan swimmers broke four

Perkins Natatorium records en
route to the victory.

The Wolverines won the event

with a final score of 338 points.

SMU finished with 313, UCLA
280, Nebraska 270.5, Texas 265.5

and Colorado State 206.

Consistent second-place finishes

paced the Bruins throughout the

two-day event. Junior Annette
Salmeen led the Bruins with a sec-

ond place in the 200 free and fly

and a third in the 500 free. Her
2:01 .63 in the 200 fly was a season-

best by nearly three seconds, and

head coach Cyndi Gallagher was
pleased by the time.

"It was a great swim for her. It

was a close race. She only lost to

last years' NCAA champion."

All eight swimmers stepped up

to the high-caliber competiticm.

"These girls were really fired

up," Gallagher said. "We raced dif-

ferent people, and we were success-

ful. We didn't win anything, but we
swam good races."

The competitive flare was most

apparent in the relays. The Bruins

raced to the runner-up spot in three

out of the meet's four relays, each

time bettering their season-best

times.

The 200 free relay, the last event

See SWIMMING, page 29

ITALIAN

Andy and Tony

invite you to join them

in Light-Hearted

Roman Style Dining

(310) 474-0102

Special Dinners Monday through Thursday

Lunch • Dinner • Coclctails • Free Parking

10929 West Pico Blvd.. West Los Angeles

ADTO n^SURANCE BLUES?

HERE'S GOOD NEWS ON

LOWRMES!
In April, 1994, the results of a Department of Insurance study
were published in the LA Times. One top rated California

based company emerged with significantly lower rates for a
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marrieds and families with young drivers. Even drivers who
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InsurAide Insurance Agency, Inc.
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Janecek clowned in
m. tennis semifinais
No- 2 senior loses

to use's Hansen

at Rolex tourney

By Chris Isldro

Rank may not have its privi-

leges after all.

UCLA's Robert Janecek,
ranked No.2 in the nation, was
shot down by USC's Brett Hansen
6-3, 7-6, (7-4) in the semifinals of
the Rolex Regional Invitational at

UC Irvine. The match was a dis-

appointing conclusion to an other-

wise solid performance by the

UCLA men's tennis team.

Janecek never found his rhythm
as Hansen took the initiative early.

USC's No. 1 player seized the.

first set, putting Janecek on the

defensive.
' "I should have been more

aggressive," Janecek said. "I was
trying to be, but I just kept miss-

ing my approach shots."

Hansen's momentum continued

in the second set, which began
with a service break. Janecek 's

frustration mounted, and he was
penalized for a code violation.

But after his outburst, Janecek
settled his emotions and broke
back on Hansen's next service

game.
The set remained deadlocked

until the 6-6 tiebreaker, with
Janecek leading 4-2. But Hansen
utilized a stinging forehand to run

the next three points. Leading 5-4,

Hansen blasted two serves to

advance to Sunday's final.

"(Janecek) certainly had a

chance in the second set," UCLA
head coach Billy Martin said, "but

he didn't win the crucial points he

needed to pull out the set.

"Hansen has a very good slice

backhand which stays very low
and made fJanecek] unsure of
whether to come in or stay back,"

Martin said. "Rob will have to be

a little more prepared next time

See M.TENNIS, page 27

ANDREW SCHOLER/Daily Bruin

UCLA'S Robert Janecek, expected to ctiallenge for the championship at last week's Rolex
Invitational, lost in the semifinals.

W. soccer defeated by Cal, beats IISF in Northern California trip
unable to keep freshman Traci Arkenberg from U(XA assistant coach Merry Eyman said. In added to the Bruins' prxDblems. But head coach
playing in top form. The forward scored two the second half, Aikenberg gave the Bniins the Joy Fawcett decided not to postpone the game,
second-half goals and posted her seventh game lead for good off another free kick from Brown despite the treacherous conditions.

It may be too little, too late for the UCLA winning goal of the season to give the Bruins that bounced oflF the back of freshman Melanie UCXA fell behind early as senior sweeper

By Melissa Anderson
Daily Bruin Senior Staff

women' s soccer team, which beat the

University of San Francisco, 3-1 Sunday in the

final game of the regular season.

The Bruins (11-4-3 overall) needed two
wins to guarantee a spot in the NCAA touma

year.

After falling behind 1-0 to the Lady Dons
two minutes into the game on a goal by Jannik

Abel, UCLA tied it up on a free kick by
ment, but a 1-0 loss to California Saturday in Tiffany Brown that bounced off the crossbar

Berkeley all but ended UCLA's first chance at and into the net

postseason competition. "We really didn't play well in the first 25

what may have been their last victory of the Horn to set up an easy shot out of the reach of Stephanie Harten of Cal scored the first goal of
USF goalie Tonya Wingert. Her second goal her college career in the 1 2th minute. The
came less than five minutes later off a free kick

just outside the box.

The win broke the Lady Dons 1 2-game
home winning streak, which dated back to last

season.

Bruins outshot the Bears 14-9, but were unable

to get the ball past goalkeeper Karen Cook.
"It was a big mud-bowl in Berkeley,"

Eyman said. "The loss really hurt us. We felt

that if we won it would be hiii for them not to

In their first meeting with the Golden Bears invite us (to the NCAA tournament), but we'll
Against USF (12-6-1), constant rainfall was minutes. (USF) completely outplayed us," (5-9-4), heavy rains destroyed the field and have to see."

Get The StRHiGHX Story On Braces.
What's the cost • What's the best procedure • What's the right age •

Call For Free Consultation:

(310)826-7494
Specializing in Braces for Adults & Children

/MvutUc • RemovabU • TraStional • European Surgical Onkoiimtics • Cosmttic PcrctUum

Brentwood Orthodontic Center
Dr. Nader Dayanl, Certtfled Spccialiat

1164S Wilshire Blvd.. Suite 802 18124 Culver Drive. Suite A
>E3-EI] Brentwood (310) 826 - 7494 Irvine (714) 552 - 5890 C3-E3-g

PIZZA usjm
Italian Restaurant

207-5900
an18"

(it^s huge!)
11628 SJmAMONICABLVD.

SUN-THURS 11-12 AM • FRI & SAT 11-2 AM
I 15 inch Pizza

, 2 Topping
|

^ti ) QQ x-URGe"

plus Garlic Bread and 2 Cokes
I

> yourhaortMns

> ti AA 1 A Ai !
I Spaghetti and Garlic bread

'aliSIJIO-Plece
|

i only $199

I Chicken Hot Wings and Fries!
'

^°^^*'3"^^JJg
L y!l^-PL^l^SU*3l?^ I

'j?»nlmum order $8.00 ^

Thin or Thick Crust. NO EXTRA CHARGE!
Lowfat cheese available upon request. ^^

1

Your

Village

Grocer

Star-Kist Chupk Light Tuna (in water)

.Siarc^Kisf,

^HUNlUlCHT'fyHA
HWttNOWATtB.

/6 oz. can

Regularly 894^. Limit 12 cans per customer

Springfield Frozen Orange Juice

Spring^ficld. 69* /12 oz. can

Regularly $1.13. Limit 4 cans per customer

COKE & DIET COKE

+crv

Open ill Midnight

6 pack - 12 oz. cans

It 1057 Gayley Ave. 209-1111
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UCLA spikes Stanford

JEFF FU/Daily Bfuin

Freshman opposite Kara Milling tallied a career-high 23 kills in

No. 4 UCLA's 3-2 upset over the top-ranked Cardinal Friday.

Milling-led Bruins

hand top-ranked

Cardinal first loss

of the season, 3-2

By Eric Branch
Daily Bruin Staff

The more the No. 1 Stanford

Cardinal women's volleyball

team concentrated on stopping

UCLA Ail-American Annett
Buckner Friday night in Pauley

Pavilion, the more Kara Milling

punished thcififi for it.

Milling, the Bruins' freshman

outside hitter, did everything but

clean up Pauley after die match.

On that night, she threw down a

career-hijgh 23 kills, posted five

block assists and hit a whopping

.367 in leading the No. 4 Bruins

(24-3 overall, 13-2 in Pacific- 10)

toaIO-15, 15-4, 15-3, 12-15,15-

1 1, two-hour and 25 minute
thriller over the previously
unbeaten Cardinal (20-1,12-1).

"She took a lot of the pressure

off me," Buckner said. "She was

just unstoppable tonight in

everything she did - hitting,

passing and blocking."

The Bruins came in eager to

avenge their four-game defeat in

Palo Alto earlier in the season.

Coupled with that. Milling
sought some personal redemp-
tion.

"The last time we played
Stanford I was pretty much invis-

ible (3 kills, -.211 hitting per-

centage)," Milling said. "I

thought I let down the team so

I'm really happy I was able to

turn things around."

While Milling stole the show,

before the match the attention

was on another freshman,
Stanford outside hitter Kristin

Folkl, last year's top recruit.

However, Folkl struggled in

amounting her 20 kills, hitting a

meager .119, posting three di^s

and collecting a match-high four

service errors. Folkl was not the

only Cardinal to be outplayed as

the Bruins outblocked (15 to 8),

outhit (.239 to .173) and out-

served (5 aces to 0) a Stanford

team which had dropped a total

of four games all year.

Despite the domination, things

began strikingly similar to the

Oct. 8 matchup between the two.

Stanford grabbed the first game,
powered by seven kills apiece

from junior outside hitters Cary
Wendell and Marnie
Triefenbach. However, the simi-

larities were short lived. After

hitting .383 in the first game the

Cardinal hit a low .104 the rest of

the way.

Perhaps sensing deja vu, the

fired-up Bruins scored 30 of the

See VOLLEYBALL, pageii

Women's volleyball

UCLA 3, Stanford 2

UCLA 10 15 15 12 15 H

Stanford 15 4 3 15 ii

Individual Leaders:
KEJLSr UCLA-MMng23,Bucl(nv21.

7StKl0fd-R)M2a
BLOCKS: UCLA-RMiilck3lS^BuctoMra&

StMnford — VVtefcs 5.

MOS: UCLA - BudoMrH KruN 14.

JHWIuVU —inliBnDSOn 10k

ACE& UCtA-& smtoid^o.

6HI^S£.UGMAN/Oaii^im

UCLA'S polo

drops final

home game
to Anteaters
By Esther Hut

Daily Bruin Senior Staff

It was a disheartening defeat

for the UCLA men's water polo

team, as the Bruins all but closed

the doors on a chance at an
NCAA berth with an 8-5 loss to

UC Irvine Sunday at the Sunset

Canyon Pool.

But the real tragedy of the

afternoon was not the game score.

Rather, it was the lack of heart on

the part of the Bruins, who
seemed to stop trying after the

Anteaters evened the score, 3-3,

in the first half.

"It was an embarrassing game
for me to watch," UCLA assistant

coach Matt Emerzian said. "We
didn't play with any heart or any

pride. Losing here in front of a

home crowd is just a terrible feel-

ing."

The Bruins started the game
playing tough, jumping to a 3-0

lead by the end of the second
quarter. But with a minute and a

half remaining in the half, the

Anteaters rallied with two shots
STEVE KIM

Driver Steve Covec scored one goal for the UCLA men's water

No. 4 m. soccer team
fails against Buiidogs
T^*» i-r^o i^f/-N*^ 1 r\ earned six yellow cards in the

DlUinS arOp i -U game. With five would-be starters

J . . "CCT T
absent in the first half and three

decision to roLJ absent fortheemire game, yellow

^, 1 —,. II cards came more frequently than

on INOrtn rield* shots on goal in the first half

"It's disappointing to lose at

home but our options were really

limited," Schmid said. "Playing

with a lot of reserve players, we
were all over them in the second

half. Although they had a little

more in the first half, it wasn't as if

we were being dominated. We've
got to find the back of the net and

feel comfortable with that again,

and I think that with the other

starters in, we'll be able to do
that."

Returning to the line-up next

week will be midfielder Eddie
Lewis, midfielder Justin Selander,

and defender Frankie Hejduk.
Midfielder Adam Frye, who saw
limited time in Sunday's game,
should also return next week at fiill

strength.

And the Bruins who sat out on
Sunday feel confident about next

week's match, which in reality

matters much more for both teams.

"Next week is the one that mat-

ters," UCLA head coach Sigi

Schmid said. "If you're going to

See WATERPOLO page 29 ^'^ team in Sunday's 8-5 loss to UC Irvine.

Tennis anyone?
The UCLA men's tenois team finally kicked

off the season this weekend at the Rptex
Invitati(»)al in Irvine. Ko.2 Robert Janecek
was expected to win the toumameiU ....

By Tim Costner
Daily Bruin Senior Staff

The No. 4 UCLA men's soccer

team was shut out for the second

consecutive game at home on
Sunday, falling I-O to No. 14

Fresno State on the North Soccer

Field.

But it wasn't the loss to the

Bulldogs that upset UCLA head
coach Sigi Schmid as much as the

loss of forward Robbie LaBelle for

next week's game.

LaBelle took his fifth card in the

61st minute of play, which means
that he will have to sit out next

Sunday's game - which happens

to be a rematch against Fresno
Stale for the MPSF Championship.

"I'm probably more upset with

the fact that Robbie LaBelle
picked up his fifth card," Schmid
said at>out Sunday's loss. "I told

him that just before he went on at

halftime that he could play the sec-

ond half if he didn't get his fifth,

and he picks it up 10 minutes in."

All in all. the Bruins (lS-3) See M.SOCCER, page 26
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S'
exual h^;ussiTieii:j|tias m^de head-

^liiies in tli^plltj^w years, but -^
never has the islue been'so;eX|5f6-

sive as in the acadeni||^Qri4r. .i^r

Power, authority and statufe

charge these crimes with added volatility,

and accusations are often compounded by

concerns about the university's role in keep;

ing these issues under wraps.

In classrooms around the country, profes-

sors, students and administrators have

debated the university's responsibility to set

a strong policy and to lift the veil of secrecy

characterizing these investigations. The

administration argues that it works to pro-

tect the confidentiality of tliose involved,

but others believe the stigma of sileace has

prevented the community from openly deal-

ing wnn tAes^issu

-'"^i^iiih&rdi^usmm^^^ hai surfaced is

the proper rol0 Of th^ medir in repdrting

these crim|^^rrently, debate rages

nationwide whether the need for total coiifi-

dentiality outyyf^ighs the responsibility the

press has to hold public institutions

accountable for their policies ancj practices,

At the root of the3f questions is a neeci to

further address gender crimes in a candid,

even brutally honest manner. The Daily

Bruin has taken leadership in examining

gender crimes and the secrecy that shrouds

them on campus. After two years of

requesting information, getting refused and

finally winning a precedent-setting lawsuit

last May, The Bruin got access to secret

sexual harassment settlenients made by the

ip^ersity. The newspaper's ij^ of t^

lifbrnia Public RecQr^s'At^t^o obtaitt this

information has opened doors for other stti-

dent papers around the country attempting

to cover this issue.

That is what this special issue is about.

This supplement continues the ongoing

investigation mto sexual harassn^ent, dis-

crimination and assault on theUCt^ cam-

pus, and spotlights the administration *|jiDle

both before these situation's- arise and tfe^ir

reaction in the wake of claims! Its purpose

is to focus attention on what is often too

abstract, too painful or too hidden tp be

addressed. By confronting head-on the

administration's policy and the silenc6d

fears of victims, the veil of secrecy may be

lifted.

r«»
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Secret investigation

remains unresoived
Alleged Karasser,

victims remain in

dark one and a

half year^ later

By Alisa Ulferts

Daily Bruin Senior Staff

One and a half years after alle-

gations of sexual harassment and
rape against a former visiting

Chicana/o studies professor sur-

faced, university officials have yet

to announce a finding in the case

and refuse to comment on the sta-

tus of the secret investigation.

The investigation began in May
1993 after 10 students accused
Phillip Garcia of multiple counts

of sexual harassment and one
count of rape while he guest lec-

-tured at UCLA winter quarter
1993. Garcia„has denied all allega-

tions.

The Daily Bruin first reported

the investigation in June 1994
after Chicana/o studies students

made public the allegations of

haras;^sment. The students also

clainied that Chicana/o studies

faculty retaliated against those

who filed complaints by verbally

harassing them and flunking them
in classes. Vilma Ortiz, former co-

chair of the Chicana/o studies pro-

gram, has denied all allegations.

Now - 1 8 months later - neither

the alleged victims nor the alleged

harasser know what is going on,

and university officials are not

talking.

"The university has not contact-

ed me in over a month," Garcia
told The Bruin last week. Garcia
said he received a letter over the

summer but said it was not very

specific.

„."The last I heard from them
they were getting ready to do

See GARCIA, page D

Settlement clauses the
bone of contention
Critics call

confidentiality,

employment
restrictions unfair

By Donna Wong
Daily Bruin Senior Staff

Clause one: neither side may
talk about the settlement.

Clause two: the complainant is

permanently barred from any
employment at the University of
California.

The result: a secret sexual
harassment settlement that .some

say allows the UC to continue
penalizing a complainant even
after the case has been settled.

Although the conlidentialily

and work restriction clauses are

common aspects of
employer/employee settlements,

and both parties must concur on
these clauses, many complainants
view these restrictions as the insti-

tution's last attempt at victimiza-

Hion. Some interpret the secret set-

tlements as the university's

attempt to pay them off in

exchange for their silence.

Even if the complainant choos-

es to sever all ties with the univer-

sity after settling, and both sides

decline to comment independent

of a confidentiality clause, some
would argue that such clauses
eliminate the options a com-
plainant would have.

When a secret sexual harass-

ment settlement is signed, the

complainant agrees to release all

claims against the university for

negotiated terms that sometimes
result in the payment of money,
UC general counsel Jeff Blair

said.

In general, the employer's sct-

llemcni demands include a confi-

dentiality clause that guarantees
the employer is protected from
any further statements being made
about the case, their conduct or

See RESTRICTIONS, page D

Harassment policy deemed confusing
Experts both

criticize, support

updated guide

By Gil Hopenstand
Daily Bruin Senior Staff

UCLA's revised sexual harassment pol-

icy, three years in the making, was intend-

ed to streamline and clarify its older

counterpart. Yet upon closer inspection,

numerous experts have deemed it confus-

ing and decentralized.

The revised guideline, effective Nov. 1,

is the culmination of a university-appoint-

ed committee's work to improve UCLA's
previous policy.

"The purpose of the revision was to

update a 1990 policy by conforming to

legal and technical revisions from the sys-

tem-wide offices," said Maure Gardner, a

revision committee member and the

Medical Center labor and compensations

manager.

"We streamlined and clarified the com-
plaint resolution procedure so it would be

more user-friendly and clarify areas that

were confusing," Gardner added.

While acknowledging that the revised

policy is much improved, Anne
Blackshaw, legislative assistant to state

Sen. Tom Hayden, D-Santa Monica, still

cited unresolved problems in its structure.

"I still mind the decentralized nature

(of the policy). If everyone is using a dif-

ferent policy depending on who you are

and who harassed you, that to me seems
less user-friendly," she said, adding that a

decentralized system leaves rooni Toi offj

cials to lose track of information and com-
plaints.

"A policy should work to hold the uni-

versity accountable for the actions of its

employees," Blackshaw said. "This
decentralized system fails to do that.

"The process is burdensome, which
discourages students from filing com-
plaints," Blackshaw continued. "What's
needed are clear guidelines that say,

'These are your rights, these are the agen-

cies you can turn to.' Having so many
information officers for people to go to

rather than one central unit is very confus-

ing."

The policy outlines 12 different offices,

or complaint resolution officers, where

y—*^ /""^ /-^ ^
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5. Taking action

Based on CRO's* report, the appropriate

,

administrator Informs complainant of the
results of the investigation and the

outcome. If complaint is not resolved to

the complainant's satisfaction,

administrator informs complainant of

available grievance procedures.

grievance
J. To file a formal grievance, a person must

consult one of iD campus manuals. The
appropriate manual is determined by the
status of the complainant. For example, a
student might consult the UCLA standard
procedure manual, while employees would
consult their union grievance procedure.
Each manual contains a different procedure
for filing a arievance, investigating, judging
and disciplining .

^ J AT-
IF^
3. Reporting results

F. If alleged harasser is not subject to the

Faculty Code of Conduct, CRO* submiti
fact-finding report to appropriate
administrator(s).

G. If subject to Faculty Code of Conduct,
CRO* submits fact-finding report to vice

chancellor-academic personnel.

3^
4. Deciding action

H. Based on the results of the fact-finding

investigation the appropriate administrator:
1

.

May recommend remedies to restore

complainant to pre-harassment status.

2. May initiate or refer discipline against the
harasser.

1. Information and counseling
A. Inquirer contacts Sexual Harassment

Information Center.

B. Information Center counselors provide
information regarding applicable laws,

university policies and procedures.
C. Campus Ombuds Office may attempt

informal mediation upon request of inquirer

or alleged harasser with consent of both
parties.

'Complaint Resolution Officer

'^•*--.,
•—-..-.

2. Initiating an investigation

D. Complainant provides written record of

complaint to CRO*.
E. CRO* conducts a fact-finding investigation.

St:|r::feailM M»11M-
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Framework of UCLA's sexual harassment policy. Although the language is under reconstruction, the basic policy is the same.

alleged victims can get harassment infor-

mation or go to file complaints. Other
harassment specialists said that numerous
choices actually hinder the report process.

"I don't know why you need so many
people. It should be in one office. That
person or persons would be the (campus)

experts," said June Dunbar, a commis-
sioner on the Los Angeles County
Commission for Women and an educa-

tional consultant who conducts civil rights

reviews at California community col-

leges.

"Students would look at this policy

with confusion, say, 'To hell with it,' and

continue being harassed or else go to an

attorney," Dunbar speculated.

Attorney Larry Rosenzweig, on the

See POLICY, page D

Sexual harassment

A. Unwelcome advances and requests for sexual favors that are
implicitly or explicitly factored into decisions about grades,

promotions or raises (otherwise known as quid pro quo).

B. A "hostile" environment created by such behavior as sexual

jokes or remarks, unwelcome physical contact or sexually

explicit pictures.

Women's rights activist

gets UCLA settlement
Kerima Reecd

charge(d Me(i

Center supervisors

with retaliation

By Phillip Carter
Daily Bruin Staff

One of campus' most outspoken

opponents of sexual harassment is

nearing the end of her own settle-

ment process for a claim alleging

retaliatory harassment on the part

of her supervisors at the UCLA
Medical Center's pediatrics
department.

Kerima Reed, chairwoman of a

women's rights committee, is a

five-year employee of the universi-

ty, and has worked in the pediatric

infectious diseases department
under Dr. lamp Cherry for nearly

two years. ' )

Reed's case was settled on Nov.

I , through an agreement negotiat-

ed between her and the university's

employee-relations officials.

Cherry refused to comment on
the case, saying: "I don't have any

time to deal with this - if it's not

positive for me, then it's not accu-

rate, so to hell with you."

The problem began. Reed said,

with her transfer into the pediatrics

department, and a change in the

way she dealt with her supervi.sors.

"I started standing up for

myself," Reed said in an Oct. 30
interview. "Alter I'd been there for

about a year I was called into a

meeting, and told I wasn't living

up to their expectations."

At the meeting. Reed was given

a letter of expectations from her

supervisors, asking for her
improvement in a number of areas,

including general job perfor-

mance.

The atmosphere in the office for

the next few months. Reed said,

was tense. This tension came to a

head in June, when Reed's super-

vi.sors held a conference with her

to deliver an unsatisfactory perlbr-

mance evaluation.

The evaluation said, among
other things, that Reed's work
quality, productivity, job knowl-

edge and work habits were inade-

quate. But more specifically, the

evaluation targeted Reed's
involvement in campus-union
activities as being detrimental to

her job performance.

Reed said that she was aston-

ished by the negative content of

the evaluation.

"I thought I was doing a very

good job," she said. "I asked them
for proof and specifics (but) they

never showed me anything."

After consulting with Michelle

Bostic, her union representative.

Reed planned a course of action

that would bring her back into

Cherry's good graces, while allow-

ing her to look for another posi-

tion.

Everything was going fine until

ANDREW SCHOLER/Daily Brum

Kerima Reed

Reed had a family emergency,
which required her to leave Los
Angeles for more than three

weeks.

"My dad had a cardiac arrest -

(the doctors) called nic and said he

was probably dying," she said. "I

called (my office) immediately and

said I need to take leave:"

Upon returning. Reed received a

letter from Cherry dated Sept. 19

via certified mail, which sharply

criticized Reed's performance and

her absences, saying that if sub-

stantial improvements were not

made. Reed might face termina-

tion.

Reed researched the recently-

passed Family Medical Leave Act.

and wrote a response to Cherry's

letter citing the federal law.

See REED, page D

The right

to privacy

vs. the
public's -

right to
linbw

The Bruin's unveiling of

UCLA's secret sexual

harassment settlements

raises ethical questions

about public interest

By James Thomas Snyder
Daily Bruin Senior Staff

It started with a single question two years
ago. It lasted 18 months and ended in 20 min-
utes.

," That sums up The Bruin's campaign to win
""Tfie release of UCLA documents detailing

:;^-claims of a sexual harassment suit the univer-

sity settled out of court tor close to a million

dollars.

The university and the newspaper fought a

legal battle that pitted two paramount tenets of
-- American law against each other to determine

which was in the best public interest: the indi-

vidual's right to privacy vs. the public's right

to know how the state spends its money.

UCLA, a state agency, settled sexual harass-

ment claims with public money in private. The
Bruin argued that the public interest was

' served best by bringing light to the sexual

harassment issue and settlements rather than

keeping the settlement pr(x:edures private.

The campaign began at a routine student

press conference with Chancellor Charles
Young in November 1992. Asked by reporters

about a university employee charge of sexual

harassment. Young replied, "There are all

kinds of sexual harassment charges that are in

one stage or another," adding, "There are a
number of sexual harassment cases that are

under investigation or in the process of adjudi-

cation."

June 9, 1994

Daily Bruin
Victim forced out after settlement
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Five months later, then-news editor Josh
Romonerk filed under the California Public

Records Act for documents related to lawsuit

settlements by the University of California

from 1989 through 1993.

The act - like its federal cousin, the

Freedom of Information Act - guarantees free

access to records held at all public institutions,

which includes UCLA and the University of

California. The act can be used by anyone who
wants information about public business, and
the agency involved is required to respond
within 10 days.

The university responded to Romonek's
request by saying it was too broad - the UC
settles enormous amounts of claims in all

fields, from worker's compensation to sexual

harassment. Romonek then narrowed his

request to civil settlements exceeding $25,000

and sexual harassment claims settled for more
than $100,000.

Almost five months of haggling followed.
In letters to The Bruin, university attorneys
claimed the privacy of those named in the set-

tlements would be compromised if the cases
were brought to light. The Bruin argued that

the public had the right to know how the uni-

versity settled its claims.

Sensitive aspects of sexual harassment
entangled the dialogue. University lawyers
said that both the victims and the alleged
harassers would be hurt by public access to the

cases.

Furthermore, public knowledge could
stymie future attempts to settle charges, they
argued. If victims knew they might read about
their charges in the newspaper, they would be
less likely to come forward with charges, they
said.

Moreover, in many ca.ses, the university set-

tled claims- by guaranteeing confidentiality to

the parties involved. Releasing the documents
would breach that agreement.

Eventually the university released some
documents, listing various claims and their

settlements. But background records concern-
ing the .sexual harassment cases were omitted.

Complicating matters further was
Romonek's accusation that the university
omitted a case from the relea.sed documems
because of a confidentiality agreement, and
that the university was dragging i ts feet.

University officials responded by vigorous-

ly denying any omission or obstruction, saying

that they did everything to expedite
Romonek's request.

———
":

\
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But because of the discrepancy and because

he was not satisfied with the information
released, Romonek filed suit in September
1993 with the Los Angeles Superior Court.

"The university had to wait for The Bruin to

sue; otherwise, they would be legally responsi-

ble (for breaking settlement agreements),"
Romonek said. "But I wish the university

could have been more honest about where they

were coming from from the start. 1 think that

See INVESTIGATION, page D
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1987 case settled for $300,000
"
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From page B

something, but I don't know
what," he added. Garcia has filed

a formal claim against the univer-

sity for damages relating to inci-

dents detailed in letters to

university officials and The Bruin.

University officials refuse to

comment on the status of the

investigation. "It is not our policy

ever to comment on personnel dis-

ciplinary matters," said Norman
Abrams, vice-chancellor for acad-

emic personnel.

Abrams refused to say when
Garcia or the alleged victims
would be infomied of the outcome
of the investigation.

"If Garcia is involved in any-

thing and needs to be informed,

we will not use the Daily Bruin or

a Daily Bruin reporter as a vehicle

to do that," Abrams said.

Alleged victims and students

familiar with the case have said

the length of the investigation has

been difficult to handle.

"The purpo.se of the (investiga-

tion) is to break down the vic-

tims," said an alleged victim
earlier this summer. "First there is

the humiliation of (being
harassed), then not being
believed," she added.

Several alleged victims spoke
with The Bruin, despite being
ortiercd by the university not to

discuss the investigation or claims

of harassment with anyone.

"'fhis is a perfect example of

why this information needs to be

made public - who knows what
goes on behind closed doors?"
said Mike Hiestand, staff attorney

tor the Student Press La>v Center,

a Washmgton, D.C.,-based student

press think tank. Hiestand said the

Dublic has a right to know about

investigations such as these, and
encouraged all student media to

pursue them.

"We got rid of star chamber jus-

tice years ago - but it still holds

out at universities across the

nation - it's despicable," Hiestand

added.

The Bruin is filing a request

under the California Public
Records Act for the result of the

university's investigation of
Garcia. Last spring The Bruin won
a lawsuit against the university for

the release of documents regard-

ing out of court settlements total-

ing over $1 million for sexual
harassment cases. It is unclear

whether that precedent will apply

to filing for information in

Garcia's investigation.

RESTRICTIONS
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really hurt the public g(X)d.'\

.

May 10, 1994, almost 18

months after the chancellor's

news conference, Superior Court

Justice Robert O'Brien ruled in

favor of The Bruin in a decision

that took 20 minutes.

A month later, The Bruii>

received the heavily edited docu-

ments - thousands of pages
worth - and published the reve-

lations.

"My great hope is that, first,

the public gains something in the

release of the information.
Second, we can only hope that in

the future, the university will be

more forthcoming," Romonek
said.

What the settlements revealed

shocked the community. Two
settlements involved accusations

of verbal harassment and dis-

crimination. One settled a brutal

1987 dormitory rape covered
extensively by The Bruin at the

time.

The fourth alleged two rapes,

forced masturbation and ongoing

verbal and physical harassment.

In this case, the alleged victim

agreed to resign and the alleged

harasser - a tenured medical
school faculty member - has

received two promotions since.

Bruin investigations continue,

uncovering disciplinary action

against another faculty member
accused of sexual harassment

and rape. As a result of its

efforts. The Bruin was awarded

the Scholastic Press Freedcjm

Award, presented by the Student

Press Law Center at a confer-

ence Saturday in New Orleans.

But the case was not decided

in a vacuum. Ongoing repercus-

sions and consequences fol-

lowed it.

Mike Hiestand, staff attorney

for the Student Press Law Center

in Washington, D.C., said the

case will embolden student
newspapers to probe more close-

ly the issue of sexual harass-

ment.

"I get about a call a week from

student editors l(X)king to inves-

tigate charges of sexual harass-

ment," Hiestand said. "Prior to

this, we would tell them what we
think. Now we can tell them that

a court (in Los Angeles) agreed

that this information needs to be

out in the open."

But vice chancellor for legal

affairs Joseph Mandcl, who is

familiar with the cases in ques-

tion, said the revelations' effect

might collapse upon itself. The
publicity surrounding the cases

may encourage more pfeople to

come forward while it discour-

ages others from 'bringing

charges because of ^a potential

lack of confidentiality.

"There are both good and bad

effects," .said Mandel in a recent

interview. "For one, it empowers
victims of outrageous conduct to

seek redress. The negative effect

is that it causes more people to

bring meritless claims and law-

suits. That puts a burden on the

institutions to sort out the equity

and fairness of the claims."

KRIS RICH/Daily Brum

Josh Romonek

Mandel reiterated the problem

of confidentiality, arguing that

revelations of past settlements

would discourage victims from
attempting to settle cases
becau.sc very often the victims

want to keep the disputes secret

as a condition of the settlement.

Sometimes, he said, such con-

cerns about privacy literally

involve life and death.

"I'm a great believer in the

public's right to know," Mandel
said. "But in (one case) the

woman said 'I might kill myself

if this ever becomes public.'"

Mandel also noted that while

the case was a landmark deci-

sion, it did not set a legal prece-

dent. Anyone else who files a

public "records suit for access to

confidential documents must go
through the same process and
have a Superior Court judge
decide each case based on its

individual merit.

However, Hiestand said the

case gave newspapers a "persua-

sive authority" to negotiate with

other institutions.

"No judge wants to make law

or set precedent," he said. "Once
the word gets out there will be

more digging, and more people

will want to know what's going

on out there."

POLICY
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other hand, said he found the list

of complaint resolution officers

helpful, especially for a person

who would find one office more
comfortable than another.

"(The list) is a good idea. It's

rare to find a summary in one
place of all your options," he

said.

The policy establishes separate

grievance procedures and infor-

mal and formal complaint
processes - yet experts disagree

on the effectiveness of this sys-

tem.

"Policies and grievance proce-

dures should be as easy for the

complainer as possible. Someone
needs to read (the policy) several

times before they understand
what their choices are and distin-

guish between formal and infor-

mal complaints," Dunbar said.

Reg Alleync, a UCLA law pro-

fessor who teaches a sexual

harassment seminar, disagreed,

describingu^lj^J two types of

investigations as wise additions

to the policy.

Another problem Dunbar
noticed in the policy was the lack

of punishment guideliiies for

guilty harassers. .

—
- "

"Can the person be demoted,

lose time off without pay or be

fired? That should be addressed,"

she said.

Christine Littleton, director of

UCLA's women's study pro-

gram, said the policy needs to

limit the time it takes to resolve

claims.

"It would need to be resolved

as quickly as possible. It's

important because while the

investigation is going on, the

complainant doesn't have any

relief and the person who's
accused is under a cloud."

Yet other experts specializing

in .sexual harassment found the

university's commitment to

speedy investigations to be ade-

quate.

"In some cases, it may take a

REED
From page C

Large "corporations" like

UCLA, one administrator said,

can sometimes take time to pass

on information about new laws

like the Family Medical Leave
Act.

"There are 30,000 employees

at UCLA, and 148,000 in the UC

From page B

their procedures, said Mike Calof,

an attorney-at-law who negotiated

a settlement with the university in

the sununcr of 1994.

For its own protection, it is also

common for the university to

demand an employment preven-

tion clause, which prevents the

complainant from working at any
institution in the University of
California system.

I'or example, Judy Rudker, for-

mer principal placement inter-

viewer in the Anderson Graduate
School of Management, settled a

sexual harassment claim July 7

with the university for $205,000.

Rudker's settlement requires con-

fidentiality about the settlement

terms and bars her from working

at the university again.

From the UC's perspective,

both clauses are designed to settle

the case for good and prevent the

former employee from initiating a

new lawsuit, Blair said.

The confidentiality clause
implies that both parties agree it is

not in the public's interest to dis-

cuss the settlements, and that there

will be no individually initiated

media attention toward the case,

according to Blair.

However, others say that the

confidentiality clause - which
gives secret settlements their

name - is merely a way for institu-

tions like UCLA to silence com-
plainants and psychologically
victimize them even after settle-

ment negotiations have ended.

"People in mental health say

that (victims) need to talk a lot

over long periods of time to over-

come the pain, and because they

can't do that, the person can no
longer continue to heal," said

UCLA employee Pauline Gold,
who is a member of an extensive

sexual harassment awareness net-

work on campus.

In addition, when the settlement

forbids a complainant from talk-

ing about a case, the complainant

is prevented from using his or her

own experiences to counsel other

alleged victims. Gold explained.

However, if a complainant

wanted to become an advocate for

alleged victims, he or she should

not have agreed to the confiden-

tiality clause, Blair said.

Under most circumstances, the

clause can be altered to permit the

complainant to talk about the case

with a mental health care worker,

and allow the psychological heal-

ing to continue, Calof said. This is

because the law requires a doc-

tor/patient relationship to be con-

fidential.

As the complainant becomes
more limited by the confidentiali-

ty clause, the second clause con-

tinues to restrict the complainant

by preventing the person from
finding any future employment at

the University of California.

Although many people just

don't want anything to do with the

institution after the settlement, the

employment restriction clause can

force .someone into financial and

emotional ruin. Gold said.

But the question remains
whether the alleged victim can
work effectively at the institution.

Calof said.

Gold countered this statement,

saying even if the employee can-

not go back to the same work
environment, it doesn't justify the

university's exclusion of the

alleged victim.

Regardless of what restrictions

the secret settlement's clauses put

on the complainant, the person
signs the settlement and agrees to

its terms of his or her own free

will, said Maure Gardner, member
of the campus-wide steering com-
mittee for sexual harassment.

Even with these conditions,

some say that the only reason

alleged victims sign the settle-

ments with these terms is because

they really do not have a choice

when fighting an institution with

unlimited financial and legal

resources.

"Either they can walk away
^with nothing and their tail

between their legs; .settle and get

something; or go to court and suf-

fer emotional, financial and physi-

cal drain," Gold said. ,

system - it's a large, complicated

corporation," said Stanley
McKnight, assistant vice chan-

cellor for human resources. "I

can certainly imagine that there

are supervisors and employees
who are not fully aware of all of

the rights, protections and privi-

leges and benefits (from this

act)."

Eventually, the university

granted her family leave under
the provisions of the new law.

However, Reed had already
begun the process of filing a

grievance with the university by
this time, which was settled on
Tuesday.

"The university is in a difficult

position because it's not appro-

priate for us to deal with person-

nel matters in the newspaper,"
labor-relations specialist Merle
Kaufman said. "An employee
can go (the Daily Bruin) and di.s-

cuss these things, (but) it would
be unprofessional and inappro-

priate (for us) to respond on a

personnel matter."

The settlement process,
McKnight added, is not designed

to punish one party or assess
blame. Rather, it is a system for

resolving disputes amiably.

"The ideal goal is a resolution

of the dispute, and there is a due
process to ensure that the
employees rights are protected,"

he said. "(Also,) the university -

as a matter of fact - must ensure

that its corporate rights are also

protected."

long time," Alleyne attested.

"That's just a reflection of the

complexity of the allegations." \

Littleton also commented that
^*"*

there is no guarantee to ensure ^'''

faculty training to prevent'

harassment, a point echoed by

Dunbar.

"(Harassment) should be

addressed at every faculty semi-

nar and penalties should be laid

out loud and clear. Not following

up on enforcement gives faculty

the impression that the university

allows harassment," Dunbar said.

University administrators sent

out letters to all departments last
-

month inviting faculty to infor-

mation seminars on sexual
harassment.

Kathy Rose-Mockry, director

of the Women's Resource Center,

agreed that there should be train-

ing to prevent sexual harassment

but doesn't think the policy is the

place for requiring training.

One significant policy revision

was eliminating time limits to

file harassment complaints.
However, there are still time lim-

its for filing a formal university

grievance or filing complaints

with government agencies.

"We didn't want to make any-

one feel like they missed the

deadline, (The revised policy)

makes it a lot easier for people

who couldn't come forward in a

specified amount of time for

whatever reason," Gardner said.

"(No time limits) makes it dif-

ficult to get evidence in com-
plaint investigations,"

Rosenzweig argued, describing

this procedure as unusual. "Cases

will come up from years ago.

You could theoretically complain

against a professor who is no
longer there."

Still, others see the revision as

a sign of the university's com-
mitment to combating harass-

ment.

"I'm always pleased to see (a

policy) because it's more than a

procedural mechanism, it's a

statement that we're opposed to

sexual harassment," Alleyne
asserted.
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USAC tightens rules on election endorsements
Amendment mandates council

hearing to sponsor candidates

By Rashmi Nija^ai

Anyone who chooses to buy
an ad in a student publication

endorsing a facilities commis-
sioner candidate for Nov. 22's

special election will now have to

go through the undergraduate
student council's official

endorsement hearing.

Anyone not following this

process will reward his or her

candidate of choice not only
with an ad, but with a slap on

the wrist, thanks to a new regu-

lation imposed by the under-

graduate student council.

.In a decision that is sure to

spark controversy, the under-

graduate council overwhelming-

ly voted in favor of an
amendment that will require

anyone publicly endorsing a

facilities commissioner to go
through the the student council's

official endorsement hearing.

Endorsement of a candidate

without participating in^the

council's hearing will result in

sanctions against the candidate.

"The purpose of this amend-
ment is to legitimatize the

endorsement process," said Rob
Greenhalgh, undergraduate
council president.

"There is a reason for the

endorsement procedure and our

hope is that by tightening up the

election code we can legitima-

tize the elections process so stu-

dents have an accurate picture of

which groups officially support

certain candidates."

The amendment specifically

states that groups not recog-

nized as legitimate through the

endorsement process will not

have their endorsement or sup-

port published in the Daily
Bruin. Nor will the Election

Reality check

STEVE KIM'Daily Bruin

Fernando Zeledon, a junior student, shows other students one potential effect of Proposition

187 along the "Reality Checkpoint" on Bruin Walk.

Briefly

Don^tforget
to vote to^^^ '

inside A&E

UCLA sophomore runs

for state assemblyman
By Patrick Kerkstra

Second-year undeclared stu-

dent Josh Arce's first venture into

politics was a bid for a position on

the Los Angeles Community
College Board. A high school

senior back then, he finished

fourth oBt of eight candidates on a

budget of $50.

This time around, Arce is run-

ning for state assemblyman. And
he's spent $12,000 trying to make
it happen.

Arce is the Democratic candi-

date facing off against Republican

incumbent Paula Boland in the

38th district, which includes con-

servative Northridge and Simi

Valley. He won the Democratic

Party's endorsement in April, and

has been campaigning ever since.

"If you have a problem with

government, the way you enact

change is to vote. Your vote is

your voice," Arce explained. "I

See CANDIDATE, page 10

Vote for

Van Damme
Tired of the elections?

TTien cast a vote for Van

Damme 's Double Impact in

AifeE's Top Ten Best Worst

Films ballot form. Flex your

democratic muscle and turn

your ballot in to win prizes.

See page 14

Young criticizes revised

sexual harassment policy

By Gil Hopenstand
Daily Bruin Senior Staff

Joining other critics of

UCLA's revised sexual harass-

ment policy. Chancellor Charles

Young admitted he is still not

entirely satisfied with the universi-

ty's guidelines.

At a Monday press confer-

ence. Young said that he would
have preferred to make the policy

easier to understand.

"I would like to see it simpli-

-^tcd," he said, adding that the

wording and structure of the

revised policy are steps in the

right direction. "The policy is a

substantial improvement over

what we had in the past."

Young also said he would
have liked the policy to regulate

time limits on university investiga-

tions, while realizing that many
cases might not be completed
withina specific time.

"I understand that if those

kinds of queries prove to be

See YOUNOy page 9

Board authorize the distribution

of these sponsors* endorsement
slips and the candidates' own
printed literature.

In other words, student
groups that hold their own
endorsement hearings but do not

go through the council's hear-

ings will now be considered ille-

gitimate.

In past years, campus organi-

zations have endorsed candi-

dates independently without
participating in the USAC-spon-
sored hearing.

During Monday's meeting,
the amendment met with harsh

criticism.

"It is not within our power as

student government to restrict

student groups from what they

want to do through the student

media," said York Chang, exter-

nal vice president. "It was arro-

gant to think that we were right

to do that. This amendment is an

infringement on free speech."

With the amendment in effect,

the candidates themselves would

be the ones penalized if anyone

bought an endorsement ad with-

out attending the council's hear-

ing. Because the candidate - and

not the person buying the ad -

would be punished, the amend-
ment brings forth the possibility

of a candidate's opponent buy-

ing illegitimate ads for him or

See USAC, page 8

'Save our State' also

hurts Asian Americans
By Jennifer Mukai

With all of the television com-
mercials emphasizing the image

of illegal immigrants flooding

the U.S.-Mexican border, voters

easily forget that Proposition

1 87 - if passed - will have a sig-

nificant impact on immigrant
populations other than that of

Latinos, according to some
Asian-American advocates on
campus.
Members of Concerned Asian

Pacific Students for Action have

taken pains to point out parallels

between the ballot measure's
potential impact on immigrants -

documented and undocumented
- and a history of anti-immigrant

sentiment in the United States,

especially against Asian
Americans. Though they said

they believe that the initiative

should be defeated in the interest

of all immigrant populations,

CAPSA members noted that

Asians are the only ethnic group

that has ever been specifically

targeted by official U.S. exclu-

sionary laws.

"Doesn't (Proposition 187)

sound a lot like ... the Chinese

Exclusion Act of 1882? The
National Origins Act of 1924?"

asked fourth-year Asian
American studies student Andy
Cho. The CAPSA member said

that Proposition 1 87 requires the

reporting of and denial of ser-

vices to people only "reasonably

suspected" of being illegal resi-

dents - just as "suspect"
Japanese Americans were placed

in California internment camps
during World War II.

CAPSA held an educational

forum Monday night that

attempted to link the "Save Our
State" initiative with the

exploitation of immigrant labor

in the United States. As a specif-

ic example of the latter, mem-
bers brought up the ongoing
two-year boycott of Jessica

McClintock, Inc., the well-

known manufacturer of women's
formal wear. Lucky Sewing
Company, a San Francisco-based

See CAPSA, page 11

Polling Stations at and around campus

Polls will be open Tuesday from 7 a.m. to 8 p.m.

O Lambda Chi Alpha

Fraternity

library and recreation

room
10981 Strathmore Dr.

O Kappa Sigma Fraternity

recreation room
11024 Strathmore Dr.

O Griffin Commons
West Coast Room
330 De Neve Dr.

e Mira Hershey Hall

801 HilgardAve.

e Rieber Hall

Fireside Lounge
310 De Neve Dr.

O St. Alban's Episcopal

OUCLA University Lounge Church
'

600 Landfair Parish Hall

580 Hilgard Ave.

Residence garage

517 Cashmere Ter.

© Hillel Jewish Student

Center

meeting room
900 Hilgard Ave.

Source: LA CJounty Registrar's Office

Mf I Aj-ui OKAMunA/Daity Bruin
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What's Brewin' Today
Mount St. Mary's College

"The Marvelous" - exhibit of mixed media art

Jose Dnidis-Biada Art Gallery. MSMC
Free

471-9584

University Research Library

Italy-USA Poetry Exhibit

URL Lobby
825-3302

9 a.m - 1 p.m.

Peer Health Counselors - Healthy Body Shop
Free cold care. First Aid, cappucino and tea

NW comer of Pauley Pavilion

825-5704

9 a.m. - 7 p.m.

CAC/Kerckhoff Art Gallery

"Looking Beyond" - exhibition recognizing

November as Disabilities Awareness Month
Kerckhoff Art Gallery

825-6564

10 a.m.

Placement & Career Planning Center

Workshops: Grad School Letters of

Recommendation
At 6 p.m.: Applying to Grad School

PCPC Building

Call 206-1944 to register

10 a.m. - 2 p.m.

UCLAUniCamp
Information/Recruitment Table

Bruin Walk
206-CAMP

10 a.m. - 5 p.m.

Project Literacy UCLA
Book Drive - donate your books for charity

Bruin Walk
At 2 p.m.: group tutorial meeting in Kerckhoff
411

825-2417

Noon

Baha'i Club

General meeting

Ackerman 2412
479-3200

Department of Social Welfare

Speaker - Karen Bass, Executive Director of
Community Coalition For Substance Abuse
Prevention and Treatment
Dodd 200
203-9660

UCLA History Department and University

Religious Conference

Lecture: Professor Harvey Cox on Christianity

Bunche6275
208-5055

12:15 p.m.

University Catholic Center

Rosary Group
Ackerman 3516 '

208-5015 . .

1 p.m.

PSI CHI

Meeting

Franz 3461

4 p.m.

Lesbian, Gay, Bisexual Studies Task Force
Meeting

Haines 349
825-3722

4:15 p.m.

College of Letters and Science Academic
Support Workshops
Time Management
At 7 p.m.: Surviving TYansfcT Shock
Griffin Commons 203
825-9315

5 p.m.

Buddhist Student Association

General meeting with speaker. Rev. Huei Hsuan
Lu Valle Boardroom

CAPRA - Chinese Americans for Political

Research & Action

Phone Bank for election issues

Lot 6
Call 208- 1 5 1 9 for more information

Chinese Student Association

General meeting

Ackerman 3530

5:30 p.m.

USAC
Meeting

Kerckhoff 400
825-7306

6 p.m.

Little Spark Christian Fellowship

Bible study and rally

Kinsey 141

209-4536

Mahu (Queer Asian Network)
Meeting: "Let's Plan an Outing"
Campbell 3232
825-8053 or 825-7184

6:30 p.m.

Hindu Students Council

Planning meeting

Ackerman 3530
208-7337

Student Accounting Society

KPMG Peat Marwick Billiards Night
Yankee Doodles, Third Street Promenade
208-3317

7 p.m.

Revise Recycling at UCLA
Strategy meeting

Kerckhoff 300
206-4438

Rieber/Saxon Student Health Advocates
"No Means No" - Rape Prevention Program
Rieber Multi-purpose Room
794-4241

UCLA Circle K Club

Weekly meeting

Ackerman 3525
794-4786

Wright Institute Los Angeles
Free su-ess management support workshop
9911 W. Pico Blvd., Ste. 720
Call 277-2796 if interested in attending

7:30 p.m.

Greek Club

Meeting

Ackerman 3508
824-1366

8 p.m.

Hwa Rang Do - Martial Arts Club
Korean martial art class

Wooden Center Gold Room
824-5863

True Jesus Church Campus Fellowship
Bible study

Ackerman 2410
208-7498

UCLA Alpine Ski Team
Winter Ski Trip sign-ups

Wooden Center

479-6907

If you would like an event listed in this section,

please fill out a listing form at the Daily Bruin's
front counter in 225 Kerckhoff by 2 p.m. the

day before publication. The deadline for a
listing in Monday's paper is Thursday at 2 p.m.

Cadets suspended for

sex harassment at rally

By Raymond Hernandez
The New York Times

The United States Military
Academy announced Friday that

three West Point football players

who had groped female cadets at

an October pep rally would be
suspended from the team for the

rest of the seas;on.

But Rep. Patricia Schroeder,
D-Colo., criticized the punish-
ment as too lenient and a

Pentagon official said many more
players must have been involved.

In addition to the suspension
from the team, the three cadets
were restricted to academy
grounds for 90 days and given 80
hours of marching discipline.

Charges were dropped against

four other players who were
implicated in the incident
because of insufficient evidence.

Academy officials said.

"Obviously, I think that they

should have done much more to

the football players at West
Point," said Schroeder, a member
of the House Armed Services
Committee.

"That is a violation of the code
of conduct. It always seems we
keep sending this message that if

it happens to women it's not as

serious as if it happens to anyone
else.

"I would hope that they would
review what they have done, and

I think that they really should put

down a heavier penalty because
otherwise it looks like it was
treated as a prank and not as a

serious violation of the code of
conduct," she said.

In addition, the Pentagon offi-

cial, who requested anonymity,
said more players must have been
involved given the large number
of cadets who came forward with

complaints. He said that the three

suspended cadets are being
referred to as "octopus arms" by
many of their peers at the acade-

my who feel that they are being
punished for what at least 15 oth-

ers must have done.

Lt. Col. Don McGrath, the
academy's chief spokesman,
defended the Academy's inquiry

and said it was conducted in such
a way that "it would be able to

withstand the scrutiny of others."

For instance, he said, officials

at the Academy had notified the

Pentagon and congressional over-

sight authorities about the
episode and requested on-the-
scene oversight by specialists

from the Inspector General's
office.

"This was^not treated as a

prank but as a serious incident,"

McGrath said. He also said that

high-rankineofficers, including

Lt. Gen. Howard Graves, super-

intendent of the Academy, chose

See WEST POINT, page 11

Correction

Due to reporter error, there were inaccuracies in the Oct. 24 story

"Architecture redesigns its future." Jurg Lang is acting chair. Adjunct
F>rofessor Julie Eizenberg's name was misspelled.
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Bruins confused, lost in

UCLA Med Center maze
Diseases still pose serious problem

JON FERREY/Dally Bruin

The UCLA Medical Center has 22 miles of twisting hallways.

By Narma Ahmady

It almost takes a certification in

solving puzzles to find your way
around UCLA's Medical Center,

according to students, staff and fac-

ulty unfamiliar with the complex's

22 miles oft- twisting hallways.

The Med Center consists of sev-

eral buildings, connected into one

large facility. The complex links the

Medical School, Dental School,

School of Public Health and Jules

Stein Eye Institute, among other

departments, to each other.

"It is a jungle. When I want to

leave, I cannot find my way out,"

said Rhonda Roumani, a sopho-

more English major. Help is avail-

able at the information desk, open

from 7:30 a.m. to 8 p.m. daily, for

people who get lost. Students, fac-

ulty members and patients can get

directions from the information

maps - provided both in English

and Spanish - at the front desk and

in every corridor.

But some joke that if you miss

the information desk's hours, you

should bring a sleeping bag in case

you get lost.

Irine Sherman, a front desk vol-

unteer who has been directing per-

plexed visitors for 15 years, said she

finds it rewarding to help people. As

a daily routine, Sherman assists peo-

ple around the Med Center. In addi-

tion, volunteers and woricers at the

information desk often draw out

maps for confused guests.

"(It's) confusing but the informa-

tion desk is precise," said senior

Andrew Koh.

Most students and faculty mem-
bers, after roaming the halls, even-

tually find their way around the

center - rarely without a struggle.

"It becomes easier to find your

way after you search it a couple of

times," said Hassan Zaidi, a senior

cell microbiology student.

But still, there are those who
even have trouble comprehending

the maps. Maps break the center

down into crisscrossing corridors.

It takes time to figure out the

organization, many people said.

Even finding the restroom can be

agonizing, since the men's and

women's rooms are usually not

next to each other. Bladder control

often becomes a problem, students

said.

Even experienced navigators

like Sherman agree that the center

is like an inuicate maze. However,

help is available for those who
need it.

UCLA symposium

focuses on modem
epidemic trends

By Ben Qllmore ,

Passengers on a flight from

Buenos Aires returning to the

United States in February 1992

got something in their meals that

most airlines don't include -

cholera, a deadly bacterial infec-

tion prevalent in Third World
countries, according to a report

by Laurene Mascola, a medical

expert on infectious diseases.

The infection, which produced

over 30 case? on the plane, spread

to the United States after the

flight landed, resulting in 75 more

cases, the report said. This airline

cholera outbreak typified the kind

of events addressed by UCLA's
First Annual Infection Control

Symposium, which was held Nov.

2 at the nearby Bel Air Hotel off

Sunset Blvd.

Speakers at the event raised

issues critical to infection control,

including the spread of antibiotic-

resistant bacteria, the need for

better hospital information stor-

age, the global problem of tuber-

culosis (TB) and the progress in

the battle against the HIV vims.

Curtis Holl, a pharmacist who
works with UCLA's liver trans-

plant team, explained that bacte-

ria can develop resistance to

antibiotics. "It can take anywhere

from a few months to years for

the resistant bacteria to spread. It

really concerns hospital infection

control people, because it's now
seen in all hospitals, not just the

large ones," Holl said.

One way to combat these bac-

teria, as well as other problems of

infection control, would be-to

improve hospital information cat-

aloging, said John Purke, chief of

clinical epidemiology at Salt

Lake City's Latter Day Saints

hospital.

In a written report, Burke cited

the Salt Lake City hospital's data-

base as a model system, praising

its ability to store extensive
patient information and exchange

data with other computers. Such

capabilities are beneficial to the

monitoring of infectious disease

outbreaks, the report said.

Although tuberculosis fs not a

prevalent disease in the United

States, UCLA medicine Professor

Claire Panosian said that this

lung-invading infection poses a

serious problem for many around

the globie.

"There are countries where
death is no stranger to kids,"

Panosian said, noting that 26 per-

cent of all preventable deaths in

the world result from TB.

Panosian's statistics, which she

presented at the symposium,
showed that the number of TB
cases reported last year far

exceeded the projections by the

World Health Organization in the

1970s - when it predicted the^

See DISEASES, page 9

Dr. Bones

ALICE CHEN/Daily Bruin

Student views the Linares Family Artists' demonstration

during the opening celebration of "En Calavera."

UCLA speaks out by Allison

Leftkowitz

Americans will be
making important

decisions today in

polling booths
across the nation.

At UCLA, where the

race for Caiifomia*s

governor has
provoked some
contentious debate,

a Bruin reporter

canvassed the

campus in an effort

to gage student

sentiment, asking,

"Who are you
voting for in the

governor's race?"

"Kathleen Brown, because I think

she has more to offer for students.

She's probably not the best

candidate, but much better than

Wilson."

Camelia Gamboa, fifth year,

political science/psychology

"Pete Wilson, because I don't respect

Kathleen Brown and I don't think she

can hold a steady economy. She'll

probably just tax and spend and I

don't think she's tough enough on

crime."

Dan Battey, second year,

mechanical engineering

"Kathleen Brown. I think it would

be good to have a Democrat and

Pete Wilson can't make up his mind

on anything. If a lot of Democrats

can pull together, they can get things

changed. We need to get Pete

Wilson out of there and see what our

otfier options are."

R^jeev Joshi, second year,

humanities

"Kathleen Brown, because she seems

like an obvious choice and a better

choice. I tend to distrust Republicans

and particularly distrust anyone who
would make a big campaign out of

1 87 - which is one of the most mean
minted and unconstitutional

prc^sitions in recent years."

Matthew McCarthy, first

year, pre-film .

"Kathleen Brown, because she's

liberal and has better ideas. I

support her ideas on the different

propositions and I think there need

to be more women in power."

Kindra Lledtke, first year,

economics

"Aaron Boxerman. He is a senior at

UC Riverside and one of only four

official write in candidates for

governor. His sole platform is no

rcg fees and he has a plan for it."

Jeremy KunlyoshI, fourth year,

biochemistry

photos by At>by Moskowttz/Dally Bruin
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Dublin to release
some UfA members
DUBLIN, Ireland — The government
announced on Monday that it would
release some of the members of the out-

lawed Irish Republican Army being held

in Irish prisons before Christmas, and
before their terms expire.

The announcement by Justice Minister

Maire Geoghegan-Quinn was seen as a

modest but significant step toward speed-

ing the Northern Ireland peace effort

begun last December by Prime Ministers

Albert Reynolds of Ireland and John
Major of Britain.

The IRA, through its political wing, Sinn

Fein, has been calling for an amnesty or

at least early release of some of its

imprisoned members, of whom 82 are in

Irish prisons and more than 500 in British

ones.

U.S. chastises Iran,

continues trading
WASHINGTON — The United States,

which has strongly iienounced Iran as a

supporter of terrorism and has urged
allies to cut their trade with it, is now
doing more than $4 billion a year in busi-

ness with the Islamic republic.
Commerce Department figures show.

In terms of exports to Iran, which have
increased sharply in the last four years,

the United States now ranks third, behind

Germany and Japan.

The increased trade goes counter to

recent pleas by Secretary of State Warren

Christopher, urging the international

community to isolate the Iranian govern-

ment.

Seoul li s ban on
N. Korea business
ELMENDORF AIR FORCE BASE,
Alaska.— In another sign that the barriers

to dealing with North Korea are crum-
bling, the United States will support the

country's entry into the 18-member
forum for Asia Pacific Economic
Cooperation and encourage economic
ties with both South Korea and the rest of

Asia.

Secretary of State Warren Christopher

announced the administration's position

Monday as he embraced remarks by
'President Kim Young-sam of South
Korea that Seoul would lift its ban on
business contacts with the North.

Christopher heaped praise on the policy

shift by the South and credited the admin-

istration's recent nuclear accord with

North Korea for making it possible.

Rwanda criticizes

U.S. ambassador
KIGALI, Rwanda — Rwanda's most
powerful leader expressed harsh criticism

of the American ambassador on Monday
and said he hoped that Washington would
name someone new to the posL

The Rwandan leader. Gen, Paul Kagame,
said that Ambassador David Rawson had

been too sympathetic to the former Hutu
government and that this had resulted in

his failing to advise Washington accurate-

ly about the political situation earlier this

year.

"Rawson was a disaster as an ambassador

for the United States in this country," said

Kagame, who is now vice president and
minister of defense.

JiJaJion

Large dtles report
declilne In felonies
NEW YORK— The number of incidents

of murder, robbery and assault has
declined in almost all die nation's lai^gest

cities, most markedly in the West,
according to a survey by the New York
City Police Department
Twenty of the 22 police departments that

were surveyed said there were fewer
felonies in the first six months of this

year than there were in the same period

last year. The cities showing the greatest

declines in felonies were San Francisco,

Seattle, Los Angeles, El Paso and San
Antonio, in descending order. San
Francisco reported a 25.2 percent
decrease in total felonies, with .better

than 20 percent decreases each in mur-
der, rape, robbery, burglary, larceny theft

and motor vehicle theft.

Congress reveals
classified budget
WASHINGTON — By mistake, a con-
gressional subcommittee has published

an unusually detailed breakdown of the

highly classified "black budget" for

U.S. intelligence agencies, describing

most of the $28 billion or so that they

are spending this year.

The CIA asked for $3.1 billion, docu-
ments published by the House Defense

—

Appropriations subcommittee reveal.

The CIA's budget, though it has
become something of an open secret in

recent years, has never before been
revealed in an official government doc-

ument. The request was about a billion

dollars more than the State
Department's budget.

Upcal

Schools to monitor
Prop. 187 protests
The Los Angeles Unified School
District "^is going to take a tough
stand" to block students from walking
off campus to protest Proposition 187
on election day or afterward, according

to school Superintendent Sid
Thompson.
The Los Angeles Police Department
and the Los Angeles Unified School
District's school police force have set

up command posts.

lliey will put extra officers in the field

on Tuesday and Wednesday.

Letterman's top 10
Top 10 signs the marathon is lost

10. You've been "training" at

Blimpie's.

9. Losing precious minutes with your
frequent Marlboro breaks.

8. Your favorite three words in the

English language are "more pie,
please."

7. You get stuck behind Al Sharpton.

6. Instead of Gatorade, you're drinking

Zima.
5. Before you've gone two miles, one
of your four inch heels snaps off.

4. Instead of the eye of the tiger,

youWe got the dull stare of the dairy

cow.
3. Every time you bend over to tie your
shoes you cramp up like a son-of-a-
bitch.

2. You run several feet then puke your
ever-loving guts out.

1. You've just finished last year's
marathon.

EER HEALTH COUNSELOR
ServInq The UCLA CoMiviuNiTy SInce 1 972

Present.

SEX AND COOKIES!
An Erotic and Provocative Video on Sexuality in the 90's
^^ ' re c C k 1 c b' p r o v i d {\ d f o \ d w d i c fi c c [ii c fn h c \ <

Daily Bruin News

12-1 Ackerman Union 2408

Call 825-3020 for more info

Sponsored by Student Health Services, Student Welfare Conmiission, USAC,
ASUCLA and the UCLA AIDS Institute
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Result of Clinton's campaigning could shape '96 race
Setback in House, Senate may urge

Democratic presidential challenger
By Stewart Powell
Hearst Newspapers

WASHINGTON — President

Clinton's name does not appear
on the ballot in Tuesday's elec-

tions. But the outcome of the

races in which he campaigned
on behalf of Democrats could be

a harbinger of the challenges he
may face in 1996.

A dramatic setback - with
Republicans seizing control of
the Senate for the first time in

eight years or the House for the

first time in 40 years - could
encourage another Democrat to

challenge him in the 1996 presi-

dential primaries.

"The stakes are enormous for

Clinton," says Larry Sabato, a

political scientist tit the
University of Virginia. "If the

Democrats do poorly, the out-

come could very well invite

some kind of primary challenge

against the president that could
weaken him for final election

even if he won the nomination."

Sen. Bob Kerrey, D-Neb.,
often a critic of the president's

policies, has been mentioned as

a possible challenger to Clinton.

A spokesman confirmed that

Kerrey, who is facing the voters

Tuesday, has no plans to seek
the presidency.

In 1980 Sen. Edward
Kennedy, D-Mass., challenged
then-President Jimmy Carter.

Kennedy's effort failed, but it

added to Carter's problems, and
he lost the general election to

Ronald Reagan.
Clinton could also face a

challenge by the Rev. Jesse

Jackson, the civil rights activist

who contends that Clinton bud-
get cuts are taking place at the

expense of America's poor.

Late Monday the president
ended an exhausting campaign
blitz that carried him to 10
States in the final eight days of
the election campaign. He has
been trying to stem the political

damage that a president's party

traditionally suffers in midterm
elections: a loss, on average, of
26 House seats and three Senate
seats in the 12 midterm elec-
tions since World War II.

Clinton appeared Monday in

Minnesota, Michigan--«and
Delaware, following weekend
appearances in California and
Washington and campaign stops

last week in Pennsylvania, Ohio,
Rhode Island, New York and
Iowa. Clinton carried those
states in the 1992 presidential

campaign.

Joan Baggett, White House

political affairs director, said

Democratic strategists had
"tried to select states where the

races were tight and the presi-

dent could make a critical dif-

ference defining the choices."
The looming 1996 campaign
"was not (the) primary reason
for selecting those states," she
said.

Baggett said despite Clinton's

cross-country campaigning, the

outcome of Tuesday's midterm
elections will not be a test of the

president's popularity.

"I don't think this will be a

poll on him," Baggett said. "He
has used the bully pulpit of the

presidency to define the choices.

But in many cases, the outcome
hinges on th6 candidates and
state-specific issues."

Clinton, a former five-term
governor of Arkansas, steered
clear of states in the South.
Southwest and Rocky
Mountains that he had carried in

1992. Democratic candidates in

states such as C^eorgia,
Louisiana, Colorado^ Montana
and Nevada have been leery of
having the president publicly in

their corner.

The president's last-ditch
efforts on behalf of Senate cam-
paigns by Ann Wynia in

Minnesota, Rep. Bob Carr in

Michigan and Attorney General
Charles Oberly in Delaware
were designed to salvage
Democratic control of the
Senate.

Democrats hold 56 of the 100
Senate seats. But threatened
Republican inroads could return

Senate leadership to Sen. Bob
Dole, R-Kan., for the first time
in eight years.

But Baggett said administra-
tion strategists expect
Democrats to retain control of
the Senate. "We see somewhere
between a four- and six-seat
loss," she said.

UP703-TO-4 TIMESFASrER-WmUNDAYS. BEON TOPINSCHOOL, CAREER, BUSINESS..& UfE!

CUT YOUR READING & STUDY TIME BY 9/3.*.ENJOY MORE FREE TIME!
^ Read, study & learn up to 3-fo-4 times

FA8TER.„even in TEXTBOOKS!
4 COMPREHEND more, RETAIN it ionger.

^ Improve MEMORY, GRADES, note-taking.

Over 20 YEARS experience NATIONWIDE.

^ Great for Bomid Exame, L8AT, MCAT, QMAT.
Sponsored At Major Universities.

^ Ask about our MONEY-BACK GUARANTEE.
FREE NATIONWIDE LIFETIME PRIVILEGES.

4 SPECIAL DISCOUNT TUITION!

GUARANTEED mSULTS.JnmMOSiPCWEXmM.PllOGKUMO§nsK^

CAMPUS PROGRAMS RAPID READ CallNow 1-800-888-READ
•^

TODAY!
PUT ON A BUTTON FOR FREEDOM!

NOON: MEYERHOFF PARK
END DISCRIMINATION AGAINST GAYS AND LESBIANS.

END UCLA'S FUNDING OF ROTC!

V=

Throughout history people have iresponded to injustice by quietly

wearing a symbol that would show support of those on the frontline

of the battle. The king of Denmark wore a yellow star in World War 11 to

save Jewish lives. Students across the country wore black arm bands in

1970 to protest the deaths at Kent State.

TODAY, it is vour turn!

SHOW UP AT NOON. TAKE A SECOND.
PUT ON A BUTTON and

FIGHT FOR JUSTICE! ^
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Celebrated theologist Bibfeldt proposes practical religion
By Peter Stelnfels

The New York Times

All right, so Franz Bibfeldt
isn't exactly a household name.

Still when the American
Academy of Religion and the

Society of Biblical Literature

hold their annual convention in

Chicago in two weeks, a select

group of scholars will celebrate

the publication of "The Relieved

Paradox: Studies in the Theology
of Franz Bibfeldt," edited by
Martin E. Marty and Jerald C.

Brauer, two eminences of the

University of Chicago Divinity

School.

Franz Bibfeldt, it should be

explained, is to modem theology

what Bigfoot is to the great out-

doors. As with Bigfoot, there are

rumors that Herr Professor
Bibfeldt, despite repeated sight-

ings, does not exist.

He was invented, according to

one story, as a fake footnote to a

term paper at Concordia
Lutheran seminary in 1947.

Like Pygmalion, the inventor

and his classmates supposedly
grew fascinated with their cre-

ation. Obscure references to him
started cropping up in the student

magazine, which, coincidentally,

was edited by seminarian at the

time, Martin Marty.

A sympathetic librarian even
entered Bibfeldt's works into the

card catalogue, although they

were always mysteriously out on
loan.

Whatever Bibfeldt's obscure
origins, the details of his life are

on public display. The University

of Chicago Divinity School is

exhibiting Bibfeldt memorabilia,

including autographed pho-
tographs expressing esteem for

Bibfeldt solicited from students

of theology such as Mayor
Richard J. Daley and the 1971
Playmate of the Year.

Then there is the more-or-less

annual Franz Bibfeldt Festival,

held on the Wednesday nearest

April 1. The Bibfeldt
Foundation, headed by
Professors Marty and Brauer,
hands out honorary Bibfeldt

degrees as well as sausage,
sauerkraut and beer.

Perhaps bolstered by some of
the latter, a graduate student or

professor usually delivers the

Bibfeldt lecture on a topic like

"The Quest for the Historical
Bibfeldt" or "Franz Bibfeldt: The
Breakdown of Consciousness
and the Origins of the
Quadrilateral Mind." The lectur-

er is rewarded with the annual
income from the Donnelley Stool

of Bibfeldt Studies - $29.95.

From these talks the intellectu-

al profile of the shadowy German
scholar has slowly emerged.
Bibfeldt is the master of

accommodation theology. From
the Social Gospel to neo-ortho-

doxy, from existentialism to lib-

eration theology, from the deatb-

of-God to born-again
evangelicalism, from deconstruc-

tionism to the New Age, Bibfeldt

is there displaying what has been
hailed as "the Bibfeldtian con-
quest of extreme moderation" or

his "indomitable spirit of
appeasement."

After reading Soren
Kierkegaard's uncompromising
volume on faith, "Either/Or,"
Bibfeldt wrote a reply titled

"Both/And.'' When the book
received bad notices, Bibfeldt

produced a revision titled

"Either/Or and/or Both/And."

See RELIGION, page 9
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Federal officials cut AIDS research grants to New York City
AIDS study trials ignite debate on the

needs of science vs. needs of the public

By Felicia Lee
The New York Times

submits to poking and prodding as

part of a federal study of new AIDS
therapies.

NEW YORK— Once a week. The study in which Jackson is

Gilbert Jackson, a recovering hero- enrolled began in 1989, as part of

in addict who has tuberculosis and an effort to insure that mrnorities,

AIDS, picks up medication at St. women and people who inject drugs

Vincent's Hospital and Medical were included in AIDS research tri-

Center in Manhattan and happily als. As a research patient, Jackson

receives a level of care he hardly

knew existed: vitamins, informa-

tion, gentle handling and the possi-

bility that the experimental drugs

will prolong his life.

But the study is being phased out.

New York City is losing three of its

four community-based clinical tri-

als, a decision that is prompting out-

rage here and igniting a debate on
whether there is a patient who has a

right to participate in clinical trials.

The federal government, which

pays for the research, has decided to

place only one of its 16 programs in

New York, the city in the United

States with the most people with

AIDS. Within three years, the num-
ber of patients being treated in the

trials will decline to 534 from
2,130.

Officials at the National
Institutes of Health say their motive

was scientific, to pick the best

research projects. But New York
community groups and politicians.

including Sens. Daniel Moynihan
and Alfonse D'Amato and Rep.
Charles Range!, are fighting the

shift, protesting that a city with such

a high proportion of AIDS patients

should have a commensurately high

proportion of the research dollars.

Most of the people enrolled in

the trials were among the poorest of

the poor and had never received

good primary health care. The goal

See AIDS, page 8
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AIDS
From page 7

of the community trials was to

study HIV infection among as

many different groups of people

as possible, rather than just mid-

dle-class gay white men, who
dominated the early research
efforts, mostly linked to academic

hospitals.

Officials at the National
Institutes of Health said that its

peer review committees that met
in March 1994 to assess 37

research grant applications decid-

ed that 1 2 programs in other cities,

and four proposals for new pro-

grams, better met research criteria

than the three New York pro-
grams. The clinical trials to be
phased out are at Bronx-Lebanon
Hospital Center, the Community
Directors Network, with one pro-

gram in the Bronx, two in

Brooklyn, four in Manhattan and
two in Newark and the Addiction

Corp., with three programs in

Brooklyn, three iji Harlem and
one in Staten Island. A program in

Dover, Del.

USAC
From page 1

her.

"I don't think that's very fair,"

said Chris Chaudoir, president

of the InterFraternity Council.
"In a typical election, the candi-

date is not penalized for what
the candidate has no control
over, and it seems like this is

exactly what USAC is trying to

do."

Internal Vice President Amy
Goodman stressed that the

amendment will insure that all

candidate sponsors go through
the same endorsement process.

"I voted for it because we are

trying to make it a fair process,"

said Goodman. "This has been
voted for the special election so
I can't make any prediction as to

what will happen in the future."

But critics argued that the
amendment strips candidate
sponsors of their right to free
speech.

"I think it is very dangerous
when any organization tries to

infringe on the editorial inde-

pendence of the press," said
Matea Gold, editor in chief of
the Daily Bruin.

"The separate endorsement of
the candidates is a practice The
Bruin and other newspapers
have followed for years, and
illegitimatizing this process
could set a frightening prece-
dent for future general elec-
tions."

The amendment has been
voted specifically for the special

election though it is not known
whether it will be implemented
for future general elections.
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YOUNG
From page 1

absolutely impossible to operate

to within them, they can be

extended," he said.

The current policy has no
mention of time limits, which con-

cerned other experts on sexual

harassment.

"(Investigations) would need

to be resolved as quickly as possi-

ble. Its important because while

the investigation is going on, the

complainant doesn't have any
relief and the person who's
accused is under a cloud," said

Christine Littleton, director of

UCLA's women's study program.

The new policy, released on

Nov. 1, began revision in 1991.

DISEASES
From page 3

eventual eradication of TB by
vaccination.

However, vaccination, accord-

ing to San Francisco clinical sci-

entist Donald Francis, is not

emphasized enough in medicine.

"Society places a low value on
vaccinations," Francis said.

"Vaccinations are not a very high

priority in our societjL"

Francis made these comments
in reference to the fight against

AIDS. Francis said that the

National Institute^of Health
(NIH), a federal agency, has
shown a lack of support for AIDS
research and a new vaccine that

has been effective in fighting HIV
in chimpanzees, while producing

no side effects.

"The NIH said that the AIDS
epidemic in this country doesn't

justify the risks associated with

(testing the vaccine). With the

extent of the AIDS epidemic
that's clearly ridiculous," he

added.

RELIGION
From page 6

Bibfeldt has always shown a

special interest in things American.

Of William James's approach to

religion, he has said, "Pragmatism

is all right, as long as it works."

Some historians believe that

Bibfeldt was the ghostwriter for

President Dwight D. Eisenhower's

famous statement that America
had to be "founded on a deeply felt

religious faith - and I don't care

what it is."

Although ostensibly Lutheran,

Bibfeldt has offered advice to

Roman Catholics. At the time of

the Second Vatican Council, for

instance, he firmly opposed inno-

vation but advocated reform. More
recently, he suggested that the

church "should keep celibacy, but

make it a little easier for every-

body."

Bibfeldt's foray into liberation

theology resulted in a principle

known as the "fundamental option

for the rich." "In place of a God
who sides with the poor,"

explained one Bibfeldt lecturer,

"Bibfeldt offers us a God who
likes to hang out around the yacht

club."

"The Relieved Paradox"
(William B. Eerdmans) gathers all

these stories and more into a col-

lection. It is a deed that, as one

contributor says, "gives new
meaning to the phrase 'better left

unsaid.'"

The book is full of professorial

puns, academic bawdiness, mock-

Germanic book titles and jokes

that only those who have been

forced to read Jacques Derrida

could possibly appreciate. The
beer and bratwurst probably help

too

DIVIDE AND CONQUER MATH presents

CBEST MATH WORKSHOPS
Benefits Include

6 HQ.urs Instruction

Timed Drills

Intensive Arithmetic, Algebra, and Geometry Review
Low Fee ($80 Early Registration Discount)

For More Info And A Free Brochure Call

(310)216-6701

Free 155 pg Algebra Facts Book To First 20 Registrants! Call Now!

PAGER BLOWOUT!! 2?^^
$0000 •'"''"^''^

IHy Months Alrtlme !
** - So. Calif, coverage |

Plus Las Vegas
F«raNM>
MOTOROLA
Bravo nw

FREE AIRTIME
with I

Pager Purchase

one coupon per customer I
limited time offer

Featuring Quality MOTOROLA Pagers L ^i"!^'^"^ i

— "^
2 MONTHS ^

I

mf7>!^ 441-7200 fSOUTHWE!

2270 Westwood Blvd.

I

FREE VOICE

, MAIL
with

Pager Purchase

I

I

I

I

SPECIAL PHYSICS
COLLOQUIUM

featuring

Carlo Rubbia
"Nobel Laureate

»

*Plus Tax & Activation'
I one coupon per customer I

limited time offer

1994I9S UC Berkeley Hitchcock Professor

GERN

'Hybrid Nuclear Systemsfor

Energy Production^

Wednesday, November 9, 1994
Franz Hall 1178 - 4:00 p.m.

Reception foUotving CoUoquiurn in 2-222 Knudsen Hall

B-LEVEL ACKI iN UNION

Achance forsweeping sayings

on all kinds of merchandise;

computers, peripherals and

software.

Get here early! Limited quantities on^

selected items!

• Stop by the Computer Store tor a de-

tailed price list of all sale merchandise
^

Tuesday, November 8.

• All sales are final.

PAYMENT: Most products are available only to full-time

students, selected Extension students, faculty, and staff

witfi current UCLA ID and to UCLA departments. Please

Inquire for additional details regarding eligibility. Quantities

are limited. Prices subject tO cfiange without notice.

uttcm iiwHiirvmt,hhb ncKaMM
Kin CliriTEl ITIK IF CIIICE 825-6952 •M-Th7:45-7.Fri7:45-«. Sit 10-5. Sun 12-S
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cfcdP'HC^RA^ \£^iia.lji£ibj c:^Kraz£j2£.ii <^A/{oniA

^armw:umm:i *\ kmhe/ rum um /l

'l^^fa 10,1994

Show starts

Bobby B. 9:00pi
Hosted

^J;'
Craig Katz stndMMe MaeiT
This evening will rgph capacity,

so come early sm stay late

For more information, Call 3M288.8026 *^^

TStou 233 N. Bfcveriy Drive^everly Hills

Firniir'

Mi ivtry luttiiy mi
VtiMtimi AiriK) tki mtnili rf

NM«mkw. TIm wtrkilitpt nty

WUnttilf (tiM MUM luiM Mill

k« )H)lit kttk ^(^1 ttek Mik).

E«ck MMtlni vill MBtiia

raukiltrT tkit tM ki tui
MtpMiMtlf fr** lk« fftVJMf

ulisjt *r oimilitivily if ^m
•H(»4 (M KiliM tick vuk.

All Mrbbpi wiU k« bil^ from

tlOO . t;00 y.». i. tl..
t,

Villlf Uiti B.«,

Topics:
•Tuesday and Wednesday, November Xst and mdi

^ 'Saying HeUo' • Greetings, alphabet, numbers
•Tuesday and Wednesday, November 9th and 9th:
"Cetting to Know You' . Classes, Jobs, hobbles
•Tuesday and Wednesday, November Xfth and x«th:
The People Around You" - Family, friends, etc.

•Tuesday and Wednesday, November XXnd and X3rd:
Tour Favorite Things' • Colors, foods, holidays
•Tuesday and Wednesday, November 29th and 30th:
^Emergency!* • Emergencies, health, safety commands

For mere information call:

USD ^^^'' 825-1501 (voice) or 206-6063 (TDD)
^^^— USD: 206-0926

great minds.
at

List's face it, getting into mod school is really competitive.

And that's why I teach at Kaplan. They know what it takes

to compete. Kaplan has prepared more students for the

MCAT than any other test prep company—over 250,000 in

the last 15 years alone. And, with Kaplan, my students get

more ways to prepare with thousands of practice questions,

great home study notes, videos, tutoring and an extensive

training library. No wonder Kaplan's the MCAT prep leader."

— ADAM ENGLE MCAT INSTRUCTOR

great methods

Kaplan offers the most
complete arsenal of MCAT
preparation materials

available including computer-
analyzed practice tests,

home study materials and
a training library. Nobody
prepares you better than

Kaplan.

get a higher score

1-800-KAP-TEST

KAPLAN

CANDIDATE
From page 1

JEFF FU^aily Bruin

Sophomore Josh Arce, early in

his campaign for state assem-
blyman.

decided to go that one better and
cast votes that really count - in the

state legislature."

On Tuesday, Arce's months
of campaigning will culminate as

voters from his district decide who
will represent them. Even though
his chances for victory are slim,

Arce professes confidence.
"Anything can happen," he said.

"Populist" and "pragmatic"
are how Arce describes his poli-

tics. The candidate is pro-busi-

ness, supports the death penalty

and considers himself a staunch
opponent of crime.

But he stands firmly against

the anti-illegal immigrant initia-

tive Proposition 187. Arce added
that he supports a tuition freeze

for the UC's schools, or barring

that, increases only at the same
rate as inflation.

Second-year undeclared stu-

dent Nick Golding, who is a

friend of Arce's and a former
dorm floormate, described him as

a "always (being) the leader," but

at the same time "down to earth."

Cal State Northridge sopho-
more Jeremy Padow has been
supporting Arce's political
endeavors ever since the candi-

date's unsuccessful bid for a
position on the Los Angeles
Community College Board.

"The odds are against him
now, but in a few years he'll real-

ly be something, and he's making
a name for himself now," Padow
said. "Josh is real ambitous, he
was kind of a big man on campus
in high school, and now he's just

taking it further."

Arce's opponent is

Republican incumbent Boland
who enjoys staunch support in

her traditionally conservative
district. When asked to predict
Tuesday's election result,
Boland's Chief of Staff Scott
Wilk simply replied,
"Devastating victory."

The Boland campaign has
charged that Arce is soft on
crime, and cited as evidence his

opposition to Proposition 184,
more commonly known as the
"three strikes inititiative."

Arce, however, said he is not

opposed to the three strikes con-
cept, just the particular intitative,

and that he actually favors a three

strike law for violent offenders.

The final wild card in the
contest for the 38th district is

Charles Wilken, Green Party can-
didate and teacher. While he said

he shares a similar agenda and
respects the Democratic candi-
date. Wilken said Arce lacks the

political know-how.
When asked to comment on

this criticism, Arce responded: "I

fashion myself as never being-,
intimidated by much of anything,
h's lime for some new views. It's

time for some youth."

CAPSA
From page 1

subcontractor of the corporation,

went out of business and refused

to pay 12 Chinese immigrant
garment workers for their work
on some Jessica McClintock
designs.

Though Jessica McClintock,
Inc. is recognized by the U.S.
Department of Labor as being
not legally responsible for pay-

ing the garment workers, pro-

testers are demanding that the.

company take responsibility as a

matter of ethics. This, CAPSA
members said, is just another
example of the scapegoating and

exploitation of immigrants, ille-

gal or otherwise.

Glenn Omatsu, a staff member
for the Asian American Studies

Center, delivered a presentation

at the forum, and strongly
emphasized that Proposition 187

and the matter of the garment
workers are not limited to just

the undocumented, but could
create momentum to attack the

entire U.S. immigration policy.

WESTPOINT
From page 2

not to seek expulsion after cadet

representatives of both sexes

agreed that there was no evidence

of more egregious and premedi-

tated behavior. Investigators
interviewed hundreds of football

players and female cadets.

"Many of the women involved

in this incident made it clear that

they didn't want their classmates

expelled," he said. "They just

wanted the behavior to stop."

Jeff Dorschner, a spokesman
for Schroeder, said that the con-

gresswoman was pleased that

Army officials responded quickly

to the allegations and included

female cadets in the investiga-

tion.

"She is happy that the women
cadets are involved in the process

and that they are happy with the

outcome of the .process,"

Dorschner said. "That's not to

say she agrees with the outcome."

In 1992, an inquiry into a

cheating scandal at the Naval
Academy implicated 28 n\idship-

men initially. But pressure f^om
lawmakers and additional infor-

mation provided by the expelled

students in that case prompted
Navy officials to broaden the

investigation, which ultimately

implicated 133 midshipmen.
The inquiry at West Point was

ordered after three women com-
plained about the Oct. 20 "spirit

run"; ultimately 1 8 female cadets

claimed they were brushed across

the breasts during the event at a

rally in which 600 cadets, includ-

ing 51 women, raced past the

team cordon two days before the

game with The Citadel.

West Point officials said 1 5 of

the women considered what hap-

pened deliberate sexual harass-

ment while three others described

it as inadvertent.

Once the inquiry began, three

players came forward and said

that they had brushed against
female cadets inadvertently.
Other football players who were
angry about the incident reported

teammates who were seen behav-

ing inappropriately at the spirit

run or heard laughing about it

afterwards in the showers.
Academy officials said.

Officials at the Academy have

not disclosed the names of the

seven players or the women who
filed the complaints. Nor would
the officials say whether the three

suspended players were the ones

who iQitially came forward.
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Make A Difference:
Consider A Career In Law

Day and evening classes

Financial aid

• Part-time and full-time programs
• Academic support programs

Spring Semester begins January 9

University of West Los Angeles
School of Law

Convenient location near LAX
310-215-3339

Accredited by WASC and California State Bar

U>VLA

^pr'/^i 4 I , ^LZi\ Examination. 6 X-Rays & Teeth

Cleaning Expires'GOO 95

•TOOTH BONDING, BLEACHING COSMETIC AND
GENERAL DENTISTRY•Nitrous Oxide (Lau^iing Gas)

•Hypnosis • Electronic Anesthesia

•Open Late Hours, Free Parking/Validated Parking

•Checks, Credit Cards and Insurance Forms Welcome
•17 Years in Private Practice in Westwood

Larry Friedman, D.D.S. (UCLA Graduate)
1762 Westwood Blvd. #460 (between Wdshire & Santa Monica Bl.)

For Appointment Call; (310) 474-3765

RAISE YOUR CONSCIOUSNESS
- .•^-'i

PLASTI

C

'•
-- ' ,-' •' .' -• •V/y.

'/nil i

THE ONE CARD FOR CREDIT, CASH & CALLING

The AT&T Universal MasterCard. Call 1 800 438-8627 lo apply
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Even politics requires a leap of faith
By Linus Enriquez

Opinions. There's a lot of them
around right now. Election years

tend to do that. Brings out the

worst in us. mind you. But that's

just my own little opinion.

And who am I? Some shit

third-year college student who
just punched through the gray line

between having a midterm and
not having a midterm. And in this

grace period before the second
level of hell engulfs me, I've

decided to go off on my own mad,
little opinion. And maybe people

will even read it. Hell, maybe
they'll even reply and start some
form of discussion (and this term

is used very loosely) here in

Viewpoint.

So what do I have to say? My
feelings on 1 87? Who I want for

governor? For lieutenant gover-

nor? Why not? I can't vote, so

why don't I express them here?

And do what? Reiterate all the

points, state my case and then

:

everyone will go off and vote the

way they want to while I twiddle

my thumbs and wonder why I can
be drafted (it is guaranteed that 10

days before a male's 18th birth-

day he will receive the form
requesting his registration in the

selective service ... no lie), yet

cannot vote. But if I could, it'd be

NO, BROWN, WHO?
Because Proposition 1 87 is

badly written and badly written

documents should be rejected on
principle. Because the one we
have is full of it (and any person
who believes the written word
will get them ahead in the polls

ought to be voted for if only for

the fact that they're gutsy). Who?
And that's the elections for me.
What else do I have to say?

Identity? Been there, done that. A

commentary on the blatant preju-

dice that humanity could not have

advanced this far without alien

help in Stargatel Not my opinion.

The real reason Apple Jacks don't

taste like apples? How about that

construction issue? I rather like

wooden walkways. Gives the

place a nifty, hey-I'm-wood-feel-

ing. Plywood, sure - but still, the

rails are a nice touch.

The old, reliable fallback to

Chuck Young bashing? We
already know what's wrong. We
just don't seem to want to change
it. Mutter and grumble a lot; yeah.

Here, on this campus,

there are a lot of

pessimists.

we do that. Maybe an ineffective

rally of some sort - that's going
around. But when you get down
to it, someone as established as

Mr. Young will need some major
prying to oust. And the little

forums of discussion we have
now aren't doing it. Of course,

who's going to take the time to

organize a large, power-provok-
ing, despot-ousting political pro-

paganda machine when exams are

approaching and they're a year

from graduation and heck, what's
one more year? Well, that's

depressing. Why would I want to

beat that old horse? I mean the

question, not Chuck. Okay, Chuck
too.

So what else can I say?

Apparently, all I'm doing is

rehashing some topics that buzz
around me as I walk around in my
own private, little world. Yes, I

have one of those. Got it cheap
from a Blue Light Special. It's

'SAGE' advice
Editor:

I would like to thank Kathleen
Komar, associate dean of the

graduate division, for her "sage"

advice to the academic student

employees regarding unioniza-

tion. ("Is SAGE the answer to

academic excellence." Nov. 4).

The question I would like to

pose to Associate Dean Komar,
however, is the following: Who is

in a better position to decide what
is best for TAs, RAs, readers,

tutors and acting instructors at

UCLA, the employees who fill

these positions or a small group of
overpaid administrators in

Murphy Hall receiving six-figure

salaries?

Basic democratic principles

demand that the roughly 3,400

member of the Student

Association of Graduate
Employees (SAGE) have the right

to answer this question. Are
Kathleen Komar and Chancellor

Daily Bruin
2!{7 Kerclchoff Hall

308 Westwood Plaza

Young willing to grant this right

or are they just going to continue

to make empty excuses to main-
tain a situation in which they treat

academic student employees (or

"apprentices," as they like to cate-

gorize us) like second-class citi-

zens?

Patrick Bums
TA and SAGE member

Department of Geography

???@ucla.edu
Editor:

UCLA's student e-mail

accounts really annoy me.
Instead of giving you something
which resembles your own name
or nickname for your account,

your account will read IZZY -
@mvs,oac.ucla.edu. I am partic-

ularly angry, as I suppose one
out of 10 account holders are,

because my account ID happens
to be IZZYB 1 W. That's read "B-

IdHorWofd

lidNor
QoU

Los Angeles, CA 90024
(310) 825-9898

tporti

TrwnNBuyan
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PwPrt^ CoMnt
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Jarry Wataman

nice. It's where The Optimist

lives. You see, only a pessimist

can continue to look around and
feel useless and ineffective. And
here, on this campus, there are a

lot of pessimists.

Optimism, you might say, is all

well and good. But will it help get

things done? Gotta be a mover
and a shaker, right? Gotta be in

the spotlight, or behind the scenes

or somewhere other than being

nowhefe. Is that really true?

You see, I have this opinion:

optimism drives The Mind and
TTie Soul into a room where they

meet and discuss the problems
that have been encountered since

problems were found by The
Pessimist. In the end. The
Optimist, The Mind and The Soul
find the answer that will solve the

problems presented, and put this

forth to The Pessimist. It will

laugh and point out the obvious

flaws in the answer, and it's back
to the drawing board for the lot of

them.

But to continue to do this, to

continue to drive yourself to real-

ize that being bitter on the outside

should be fine so long as within

you the fire of determination in

finding that set of solutions, that

set of instructions that will turn

this crazy little planet up on its

axis and make it spin right for

once, is stoked and kept burning

by The Optimist in you.

Sounds hokey?
Of course it does, it's opti-

mistic! So what? It's my opinion.

I just thought you might like to

know that you aren't the only one
who has a Blue Light Special pri-

vate little world of happiness. We
all do. At least, I'd like to think we
all do ... deep down. Then maybe
we can tell Mr. Young, the politi-

cians, the lawyers and everyone.

including ourselves, that we all

have this inside of us. Then
maybe they'll look inside them-
selves, and find that part of them-
selves they haven't seen since the

bygone days. And mayb/ it'll go
deep inside of them an(Netch
their own little globe, dusty from
disuse.

And perhaps they'll wind it up,

then turn it on.

So in the end I'm a sap. Some
get-in-touch-wJth-yourself kind of
person. Not exactly what I had in

mind when I started, but then

again, I never know where I'll end
something. Besides, I think I lost

my stream of thought somewhere
up there.

"Which is why this won't get

printed," grumbles a side of me
we all know is prevalent in all of
us in this screwed up world.

Probably not.

"But look on the bright side,"

whispers that side of me I take

pride* in knowing still hangs
around in its own private, little

world, "You wrote something you
wanted to say. Sure it's terse, sure

it's a little stale thing that every-

one won't care all too much for,

and yes, it may not get printed.

But you wrote it. And you did this

more for yourself, to see the

things you carry inside of you
more clearly in the written word.
That's why you wrote it. TTiat's

why it's worth it, no matter what
happens afterward."

So I smile, and decide it's time

to go to bed.

"And you never know," it whis-

pers again, "they just might print

it anyway."

"Don't push your luck," the

other one sneers.

Enriquez is a third-year anthro-

pology student.

Letters

one-W," but most people think

the one is the letter L. But there

is no need to include a numeric
one where it will be confused
with an L.

In contrast to our system here,

my friend Audrey, who is an eco-

nomics student at Princeton

University, has an account that

simply reads her last

name@princeton.edu. This

means that when I first got my
own account, I didn't need to

guess her account ID at

Princeton, it just made sense.

But, unlike the people at

Princeton, the people at UCLA
have made our lives embarrass-
ingly miserable during the stages

of this advanced technology.

There is no functional need to

have the "mvs.oac" part on the

account ID, it should simply read

@ucla.edu., and we should have
our own names and initials, or

nicknames, for our ID, not dizzy

blonde "izzy" names. Third, wc
should have total access to all

the advanced features of the

Internet.

^ Eurica Callfbrrnia
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Senior
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Hoiv to speW relief? An election day experience
'ARMING: THE FOLLOWING
MAY NOT BE APPROPRIATE
FOR YOUNG CHILDREN OR

THOSE OF YOU WHO HAVE EATEN
$1.18 WORTH OF TACO BELL TODAY.
As soon as I got on the Campus Express,

I felt it coming. This always happens to me
for some reason. It was probably because

of Murphy's Law, my bad luck, or just the

fact that I had a large cup of Cherry Coke
with my lunch today. The turbulent bus

ride wasn't helping any. Views of lawn

sprinklers spurting out generous amounts

of water and a

dog sniffmg a

fire hydrant

didn't, either.

C'mon,
George. Just

hold it in a lit-

tle longer.

People at the

numerous
stops seemed
to take forever

boarding the

bus, and riders

would take too

long exiting.

My stomach didn't agree with my greasy

diet, and it was telling me this by pushing

the two Hip Pockets I had earlier down-

through my intestines, threatening to pene-

trate my lower orifice. Finally, Lot 31

approached. I got off the bus, keeping my
butt cheeks clenched as much and as long

as possible. Only a couple of hundred more

steps before I could relieve myself,

I began imagining what it would be like

in a few minutes. I'd fumble with my keys,

the door would fly open, my backpack

would be flung onto the couch, and my
mad dash to the bathroom would result in a

pleasure Ex-Lax has made a business on.

My plan became more detailed as the

apartment complex finally came into view.

I knew this time would require an extended

waiting period within the confined, tiled

room with four boring white walls. I would

George

Tsai

need to find something to pass time. I had

already read the interesting parts of today's

Bruin. My roommates had strewn the

Times somewhere around the apartment,

but I'd have to search for it unless I wanted

to settle for the Real Estate or Classified

sections. Too time-consuming. Okay, I had

it all planned

out. The fum-

bling of the

keys, the door

opening, the

flung backpack,

the run for the

bathroom, ...

yeah, yeah. That

would all stay

the same. But,

somewhere in

between, I'd

hurriedly grab

the contents

from the mail-

box. Then,

while on the

pot, I could read

whatever update

Ed McMahon
had on my 10

mil.

The moment
finally arrived. I

pulled the ring

of keys out of

my jean pockets

and searched for

the right one:

the car, the

Club, Campus
Events,

unknown,
unknown,
unknown, bike

lock, EVP's office ... Gawd, where was it?!

My bald head started feeling itchy and hot,

like it usually does when my kidneys are

about to explode. Continuing my mission

around the keyring was soon met with suc-

cess, and I wiggled the key in the door lock

before it gave. I chucked my Jansport with

precision onto the couch and grabbed

whatever was in the mailbox.

It only took a few quick steps down the

hallway before I was able to slam the bath-

room door behind me. The energy required

to contain my excreting instincts was near-

ly exhausted,

but somehow I

managed to

undo my belt,

unbutton my
jeans, and yank

them with my
underwear down
to my ankles in

under two sec-

onds. It was like

clockwork,

practically per-

fect as my short

breaths of panic

turned into sighs

of relaxation.

Between sex

and taking a

much-needed
dump, I don't

know which is

more enjoyable.

Well, now I

could concen-

trate on other

things. I took

the stack of

assorted

envelopes and

magazines I had

put on top of the

sink during my
rushed

moments. I sort-

ed out my room-

mates' bills, discarded the Victoria's Secret

catalog and NRA mailings addressed to the

previous tenants, and began my bathroom

reading. There was some music club beg-

ging me to join so they could rip me off

again and charge 20 bucks per CD.

Another piece of junk mail invited me to

join some personal dating service. (Yeah,

right ... like someone will date mejifter

they find out I'm a columnist who writes

about taking a crap.)

Then, an envelope caught my eye. I tore

it open and placed its contents on my lap.

There, spread out in front df me, was my
absentee ballot. My mood became serious

as I flipped through the voting information

book to see what I was to punch out on my
ballot. Voting for the candidates was pretty

simple as I punched out the numbers corre-

sponding to several Democrats. The propo-

sitions were a little more confusing as I got

lost in all the numbers: no on 184 was 167

on the ballot, yes on 186 was 175, no on

187 was 184, and so on. Everything was

easy to decide except for Proposition 188.

For any nonsmoker, voting yes on it would

be as stupid as inviting Leslie Damski and

her Natural High buddies to a two-kegger.

But, since I was a smoker months ago and

recalled not being able to light up after a

hearty Norm's late-night $4.99 steak and

eggs dinner, I punched out No. 1 87 on my
ballot. I finished up my election choices

and inserted the ballot in its paper sleeve.

Then, it hit me. Here I was, making a

difference in the world while sitting on the

toilet. Here I was, making my voice heard

while connecting my body to the sewer via

pipes and a ceramic bowl. This was

democracy at its best. I began hearing the

national anthem being hummed some-

where until I realized it was my pathetic

attempt to drown out the sounds of flatu-

lence. I could imagine a picture of me
right then superimposed on an American

flag. If only our founding fathers could see

how great this country has become! I con-

tinued my patriotic thoughts until it was

time for me to wipe. I got up with a warm
feeling in my heart and a red seat ring

around my bottom. Happy election day to

all. ^_

Tsai is a fifth-year student majoring in toe

jam aphrodisiacs.

Viewpoint

Proposition 187 iiigiiliglits a liistory of racism
By Nikolai Qarcla-lnglstov

Thefollowing article was writ-

ten on behalfofMEChA.

Remember the Zoot Suit Riots?

Hundreds of Chicano youth in Los

Angeles in 1942 were viciously

and maliciously beaten, abused

and raped because they didn't fit

the "y^erican" norm with their

foreign, pachuco look.

Do you ever remember reading

about Operation Wetback in your

history books? Hundreds of tiiou-

sands of Mexican laborers

brought in by capitalist demand
were systematically deported to

Mexico.

Did you know that in California

and throughout the Southwest it

was not uncommon for the Ku
Klux Klan and other racist vigi-

lante groups to terrorize innocent

Chicano males and rape our

Brown mujeresl

Surely you remember the cruel

and unjust exploitation that the

farm workers in the cabbage fields

and grape orchards endured for an

untold number of decades in

California and throughout the

Southwest.

You must have heard of the

many Chicano children who con-

tinue to die because of the unin-

hibited spraying of pesticides over

the fields where the undocument-

ed migrant workers slave for their

menial salaries.

These shameful events which

have eternally mailced our Raza's

history with the dirty stains of

racism and indifference of capital-

ists are only a few events perpe-

tt-ated by this nation's hegemony.

Do you see a pattern? It is a

pattern of manipulating this

nation's most voiceless and pow-

erless population, the population

of undocumented immigrants.

On behalf of El Movimiento

Estudiantil Chicana y Chicano de

Aztlan, we staunchly and

unequivocally oppose all the evils

that fuel Proposition 187.

As members of MEChA, we
recognize that if this anti-Latino,

anti-immigrant initiative is passed

it will not only devastate our com-

munity politically, socially and

ethically but this inhuman initia-

tive would immediately weaken

and ravage the economic and civil

fabric of Califomia.

It is our duty, but moreover our

commitment as members of

MEChA, to fight this proposition

with all our energy and effort.

Much like the Zoot Suit Riots,

Operation Wetback, the lynchings

It is our duty ... as

members of MEChA, to

fight this proposition

with all our energy.

perpetrated by the KKK and the

exploitation of the migrant farm

workers, this initiative is yel

another attack on the

Chicano/Latino community.

By now you have heard the

Proposition 1 87 debate over and

over again, yet as members of

MEChA we feel it is our duty to

reiterate the initiative's negative

implications, no matter how many
times you may have read the argu-

ments. Hopefully those of you

who are still undecided while seri-

ously reconsider after contemplat-

ing about these implications.

First and foremost. Prop. 1 87

would deny an education to more

than 300,000 innocent children

and teenagers. These students

would inevitably end up in the

streets where they would become

vulnerable to a life of crime.

Instead of attending school,

committing crimes and gang

banging will become the alterna-

tives for marginalized and frus-

tt^ted youth. While Governor

Wilson and other conservatives

complain about crime, if the

undocumented youth are thrown

out into the streets with nothing to

do, than our worst nightmares

about crime will become reality!

If the police also become agents

for the immigration service than

fear £md distrust will exist

between the undocumented com-

munity and the police. Therefore,

there will also be a rise in unre-

ported crimes for fear of deporta-

tion.

TTiis feeling of distrust and the

hesitation to report a crime would

only encourage criminals to target

the undocumented community,

which would inevitably lead to

chaos in the streets of Califomia.

Crime will go on a rampage in

this state!

Proposition 187 would also cre-

ate a health crisis. It doesn't take a

genius to figure out that if basic

iiealth care services arc denied to

any segment of a population, then

epidemics are bound to break out.

Only a foolish pendejo would

not come to this conclusion.

Picture in your mind a three year

old giri from Guatemala slowly

dying from tuberculous. Envision

an infant with a fever being

First and foremost,

Proposition 187 would

deny an education to

more than 300,000 .

innocent children . .

.

denied health care she is undocu- ,

mented.

Surely you can see that the

future health of all Califomians

will be in peril if this initiative

becomes a reality. Many health

organizations, including the

Califomia Medical Association

and the Califomia Nurses

Association, have voiced their

defiance against this proposition.

MEChA de UCLA would espe-

cially like to expand on the Prop.

187 debate's most obvious aspect:

its clearly racist overtones. As
politically conscious Chicanos,

we must ask that if these immi-

grants did not have brown skin.

Native American features and

Third World countries of origin,

would the supporters of the "Save

Our State" bill be as vehemently

supporting this bill?

If the majority of these undocu-

mented immigrants had their roots

in Poland, Germany, Sweden or

Russia rather than Mexico,

Guatemala, El Salvador and

Nicaragua, would there even be a

Proposition 1 87? This is an

overtly racist attack on Brown
people, and all people of color,

for that matter.

Having said this, our philoso-

phies and doctrines as MEChA
must be brought to light in rela-

tionship to Proposition 187.

Undocumented immigrants have

a right to health care, a right to an

education and an absolute right to

live in this land that is otherwise

known as Aztlan!

Jjust a reminder— the idea that

everyone in the United States,

save for the Native Americans, is

an immigrant or descendant of an

immigrant and therefore does not

rate special status on that basis

does not apply to the

Chicano/Latino population.

Many forget that the Chicano

people are a Native American

people, the descendants of

Aztecs, Maya, Incans, Zapotecs

and many other indigenous

Native groups. Before they

migrated to Mexico thousands of

years ago, the Aztecs once lived

in the Southwest.

Therefore, not only was the

Southwest and Califomia, other-

wise known as Aztldn, a part of

Mexico which was our land more

a century ago, but our roots go

back to Califomia even before

the Europeans arrived on this

continent in 1492. Just a

reminder.

Garcia-Ingistov. a first-year pre-

medical student, is a member of ,

MEChA.
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Radioiioad releases My Iron Lung in the wake of ''Creep'"s success.

Radiohead breaks
free from 'Creep'
'My Iron Lung'

proves band is no
one-hit wonder

By Gaby Mora
Daily Bruin Staff

The phrase "Too much of a

good thing," could easily be the

motto for Radiohead; if "You're
so fucking special" hacjn't taken
the group's image over by storm
in 1992.

The success of the single
"Creep," from their debut album
Pablo Honey, turned out to be a

double-edged sword for the
Oxford group: it gave them
widespread recognition and air-

play, but it also became the only
element defining them.

The irony of that trademark
riff is that "Creep" wasn't even
done on purpose, born out of
guitarist Johnny Greenwood's
attempt to mess up the song dur-

ing one of his bad moods.
Since then, lead vocalist and

guitarist Thom Yorke, guitarist

Ed O'Brien, bass player Colin
Greenwood and drummer Phil
Selway, have released their sec-
ond album. My Iron Lung
(Capitol), affirming what was
once a doubted comeback.

Supporting their new material,

the acoustic set by Yorke and.
Greenwood at Luna Park last

Friday also proves that the band
is ready to demonstrate their ver-

satility before the same audience
who voted "Creep" the number
one song of the year on the alter-

native KROQ.
For a band who continues to

define themselves as heavy,
loud, and electric, the acoustic
stint demonstrates their willing-

ness to try new attempts of
delivery and creativity. It is also
a chance for guitarist O'Brien to

view, from the other side of the

stage, what a strong frontman his

band possesses.

'I didn't have it as bad as
Thom," he says of the lead
singer's gloomy reaction to the

^rush of instant stardom, whicb-

he describes as "a roller coaster
that just wouldn't end."

"The band had always been
the only stable thing in our lives,

and at the time we all began to

question whether we wanted to

be in it or not. But now that feels

like such a long time ago," con-
tinues O'Brien. "We're stronger
than we've ever been, I guess it

was just something we had to go
through. We know that we're not

a one hit wonder, and we know
what we have to do now."
And what Radiohead has done

on My Iron Lung is deliver the

harsh, guitar driven sound of
Pablo Honey, showing glimpses
of the pain and anger they
endured after their hit/doom
debut. "'Creep' was a lucky
accident," says O'Brien, "but it

built up our expectations. We
never really wanted to be hap-
pening until about the fourth
album, and we actually thought
that album would hardly get any
play. We especially didn't think

the lyrics would be so over ana-
lyzed, and Thom was very both-

ered by answering questions
about lyrics that he wasn't very
happy about."

But even despite the unantici-

pated scrutiny endured by their

first release, O'Brien feels My
Iron Lung can stand on its own,
and he hopes people will listen

to it in its entirety.

"Pablo had some weak tracks,

but when people listen to this

new one they will realize that
we're not a one-hit band. A good
indicator is that lyrically we're
much stronger," he affirms.

"My, Iron Lung," the new sin-

gle, ends in the apathetic state-

ment: "This is our new song, just

like the last one, a total waste of
time." Yorke got the idea from a
picture he had seen in college of
a sick boy inside an old '50s iron
lung machine - with just his
head poking out of the scientific

contraption. As he told the New
Musical Express last month,
"It's me trying to kill the beast
... It's not just about 'Creep' ...

It's a full-stop on everything that

See RADIOHEAD, page 18
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Something
wicked tliis way

N.

comes
Night sweeps across New York. A gargoyle perches

high atop a skyscraper, its mouth a chiseled snarl

Its eyes shine white as the last light of the sun fades

beyond the horizon. The gargoyle sleeps no longer.

By Rodney Tanaka

"Gargoyles," Disney's new animated
television series, explores the possibility of
the stone creatures' coming to life in pre-

sent-day New York. The series marks a
direction toward darker, more mature
themes from the home of the famous mouse.

"We're trying to tell a story that pleases
everybody; when you watch TV you usually

see cartoons that are written down to a per-

ceived audience," says "Gargoyles" produc-
er Frank Paur. "I think older people will like

the complicated design and story aspects of
the show and the kids will love the charac-
ters and the action sequences."

The show's conception resulted from the

creators' exploring possible reasons for the

carving of gargoyles. "The paradox of
putting these scary looking things on your
building to scare away evil fascinated us,"

says co-producer Greg Weisman.
"We came up with the notion that there

were once these living beings who turned to

stone during the day but at night would pro-

tect their territory, and they were the inspi-

ration for the later carved gargoyles that

people put on buildings."

Gargoyles, as the show depicts them,
turn to stone in daylight and become flesh

and blood during the night. Their wings
enable them to glide through the air, but in

order to soar, they must use their sharp
claws to scale up structures to high ledges.
If wounded, they will heal during the day,
but they are not immortal.

"This adds to the danger quotient. If you
have characters that can't be hurt, it's hard
to keep the suspense up," Weisman says. "A
lot of it came back to common sense.

Gargoyle clan leader Goliath

They're so huge and heavy, to make it so
they can just flap their wings would start to

look silly."

The story opens in 10th-century
Scotland. Led by the noble Goliath, the gar-

goyles fight alongside the king's men to

ward off invaders. When the castle is

sacked, the king's sorcerer blames the few
surviving gargoyles for the defeat. He turns

them to stone until the night when "the cas-

tle rises above the clouds."

The powerful and devious businessman
David Xanatos accomplishes this feat 1,000

years later as he relocates the castle atop his

New York skyscraper. Goliath and his five

warriors emerge into a new society, facing

new challenges and complications.

Xanatos means for the gargoyles to serve

him. Goliath's lost love Demona appears,
her heart burning with the desire to destroy

all humans for their treachery. She turns on
Goliath because he does not share her
hatred of humans.

Goliath distrusts humans, but holds a

sliver of faith in them because of his blos-

soming friendship with New York City
Police detective Elisa Maza, who helps the

gargoyles adjust to New York living.

Three young gargoyle warriors,
Brooklyn, Lexington and Broadway, experi-

ence their new surroundings in humorous
ways. The elder statesman of the group,
Hudson, takes the couch-potato approach,
channel-surfing through the local stations.

The gargoyle beast Bronx serves the group
as watchdog and gargoyles' best friend.

The main storyline centers on the gar-

goyles' integration into the 20th century
and the evil alliance between Demona and
Xanatos. "(For the gargoyles) it's not just

about surviving this minute, but it's about
'Now that we know we can survive, how do
we begin to interact?'" Weisman says.

"Also, they're used to being six among 60
... How is the dynamics of these six charac-

ters going to change?"
While the characters evolve, the level of

action and excitement remains constant.
The creators believe that portraying vio-

lence in the interest of plot is warranted. "In

our show we don't just show violence for

violence's sake," Paur says. "If we show
violence we want to see the repercussions of

the violence."

In one upcoming episode, Broadway
accidentally shoots Maza. "It's a scary
episode intentionally," Weisman says. "We
deal with the reality of it and the ramifica-

tions of it and the scariness of it."

Reality also plays an important role in

the show's overall design. Paur took pho-

tographs of New York City so animators
could create a realistic backdrop. "A lot of

other shows that deal with cities, they're

pretty redundant and devoid of life," Paur
says. "The show is trying to captur^'the fla-

Gollath the Gargoyle casts his stony gaze down into New York from atop his sky-
scraper perch in the new animated dramatic series, "Gargoyles."

vor of the city, the surrouhdings, the life of
the place."

The actors behind "Gargoyles" breathe
life into the celluloid characters. They are
led by Keith David as Goliath, Salli
Richardson as Detective Elisa Maza,
Edward Asner as Hudson and two "Star
Trek: The Next Generation" alumni-,
Jonathan Frakes and Marina Sirtis, as the

diabolical Xanatos and spiteful gargoyle
Demona. "In any enterprise you play to your
strengths," Weisman says. "They're good at

playing the facets of all their characters."

The combination of actors, writers and
animators help "Gargoyles" soar toward
new possibilities. So the next time the sun
sets, examine the stone carvings carefully. Is

that the reflection of the sun's last rays, or is

the gargoyle waking from its slumber?

TELEVISION: "Gargoyles" airs Fridays.
Check local listings. Jonathan Frakes and Marina Sirtis

Roy Uchtensteln's "Blue Roor" is featured at LACMA through Jan.l.

LACMA prints show
anonymous design
By John^lrvin

Many people do not consider

this real art.
'

"Kelly, Lichtenstein,
Oldenburg, Rauschenberg: recent

Gifts from Gemini G.E.L.," on dis-

Review
play through Jan. 1 at the Los
Angeles County Museum of Art,

demonstrates the radical change in

the course of art in the second half

of our century

The show is comprised of litho-

graphic prints donated to the

museum by Gemini G.E.L., a

major print workshop that has
been associated with the artists for

many years.

The current exhibition features

recent works of the four artists.

but these works retain the same
experimental and hypothetical

spirit which has characterized their

work for many years.

The artists, some who served as

inspiration for the "pop-art" move-
ment of the 1 960s, abandoned the

use of art as an emotional, story-

telling device.

Instead, they experimented.
They conducted countless series of

"what if explorations, sometimes
repeating ideas over and over
again with only slight variations.

Their art was a search for new
direction, a statement of what art

could be, rather than something
that would make the viewer feel

inspired. It was more about select-

ing a subject than about the subject

itself.

Sidney Felsen, a co-publisher at

Gemini G.E.L., explains that the

See KELLY, page 17

A&E's Top 10 Best Worst Movies
of the Past Decade!

Sure, The Piano and Driving Miss
Daisy are great films, but wh«i you're

drunk they become the cinematic
equivalent of an econ lecture. You'd
rather cheer through Basic Instinct

or Ace Ventura. You want squandered
talent, over inflated directorial e^K>s.
dtyeesy dialogue and plot holes you
could throw a keg throu^. You want
fun. We want what you want Write

Sour Top 10 Best Worst Movies of

•\e Past Decade on the lines t)elow arKJ turn it Into The Bruin at 225
Kercrf<tK)ff Hall by Thursday, Nov. 10. Feel free to justify your responses
with any c»mments you find p^suasive. The two Bruins whose ballots
nriost dosely resemble the preference of the populace will win five free
vkJeo rental certificates from Extravaoanza VkJeo. Extravaganza claims
no responsibility for the contest itself or the lud<y films to be selected.
But doni compile this list for personal reward, do it for posterity, humaiity,
Hollywood arxJ drunken parties everywhere. (Results of poll will appear
new Monday.)
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Green Day brings life, snetpunic to Pailadium
Band's spotlight

antics live up to

fans' expectations

By Michael Horowitz.

and Michael Tatum '\

Daily Bruin Staff

After toiling for years on the club

circuit grind, Berkeley's Green Day

is finally bringing patented brand of

snotpuiik to the masses.

As evidenced by their break-

Concert
• Review

through album Dookie, they don't

concern themselves with the preten-

sions of the snooty ailhouse crowd.

Green Day is less about sensitive

poetry readings than they are about

thousand screaming fans chanting

their angsty anthems. Despite their

bratty image, this band was made to

be adored. Populism eat your heart

out!

Over the past year, this band has

built up their fan base without giv-

ing up an ounce of their raw energy:

first at the KROQ Weenie Roast,

then at Lollapolooza, then at two

sold-out Palladium shows earlier in

the week. On Friday they took their

scrappy attitudes to the Olympic
Velodrome.

Though they've been accused of

being derivative. Green Day is the

rare rock band who steal a great for-

mula and make it their own. The dis-

tinctly British vocalisms and stage

presence of lead singer Billie Joe

suggest a charming Johnny Rotten.

The band's songcraft, particularly

combined with the high harmonies

of bassist Mike Dimt, recalls Pete

Shelley of Manchester's Buzzcocks.

They wasted no time Friday

night. UpSike the dinosaur-sized sets

of U2 and R.E.M., Green Day
requires no assembly. Throw Billie

Joe, Dimt and drummer Tr6 Cool

their instruments, clear the stage and

let *er rip.

Unlike your typically petulant

grunge front man, Billie Joe can flip

off the audience, tell them to fuck

off, and still come off lovable. "Isn't

it past your bedtime?" he demanded

of the audience, before literally and

figuratively welcoming them to par-

adise.

Parents in the far bleachers of the

Velodrome shook their heads in dis-

belief as their flannel-flaunting off-

spring sang with Billie Joe's warped

odes to ennui, apathy and mastuiba-

tion. While his lyrics will never

rival Michael Stipe in the poetry

sweepstakes, "Basket Case" and

"Long View" make great concert

material for one reason: they are

overly requested radio hits, suc-

cinct, tuneful and catchier than

syphillis. ^^^_^
Speaking of spreading disease.

Billie Joe did his best to share his

mucus wealth with the lucky front

row like a Shamu show at Sea

World. Demonstrating his salivial

talent by spitting into the air and

catching it in his mouth, his spot-

light antics made the spaces

betw^n the songs as entertaining as

the music itself.

But Billie Joe and Dimt don't just

crave the spotlight, they deserve to

be there. Green Day is a band out to

entertain, whether playing obvious

fan favorites, turning a country-

western standard into comedy fod-

der or tossing out stuffed animals to

admirers. Though Billie Joe told the

fans, "The album Dookie could

have been made without you," he

did it without a hint of mean-spirit-

edness; you can tell he loves his

audience as much as it loves him.

Spouting cliches to the order of

"You get what you deserve" and

"Bum down the house," opening

band Samiam exhibited less lyrical

acumen than Dr. Seuss. The prob-

lem lies mostly with hypermacho

lead singer Fuck Meanddie, who
Danzigged and zagged through the

heavy-metal motions, tuming what

could have been an enjoyable loud,

fast punk band into an amateur

sludgefest. Sure, stale riffs and poor

stage presence satisfied the ^^)arent

low expectations of the pre-pubes-

cent raosh pit. But how many actu-

. ally went out the Samiam release

Clumsy, laboriously hawked
throughout the show by Meanddie?

Daily Bruin Me photo

Billie Joe and Qreen Day perfornned at the '94 Weenie Roast.
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Noticias

Cops (In

Stereo) 3C

Cosby-
ShowXW
Magaiine

Notidero
Univision

Wild, Wild West "Night of

the Dancing Death"

Married...

With
Simpsons
(In Stereo)

Star Trek: The Next
Generation "Gambit" X

Voiver a Empezar

Bonarua "The Stranger"

Nova "The Tribe That

Time Forgot" (In Stereo) X
Home

Frontline "How to Steal

$500 Million" X
Home Improventent (In

Stereo)

X

Grace
Under Fir*

Dateline Scheduled:

election returns. (In Stereo)

News (In Stereo) X

X

X

CheersX

LH* and Times "Electkxi Speoal

(B

Show (R) (In Stereo)

Tonight Show Scheduled:

actor John Larroquette. X

n (In stereo)

Murphy
BrownX

NewsSpedaT
Returns

"Election

News Special: "Electkxi Night Ck)verage"

*** "Uy Cousin Vmnf (1992, Comedy) Joe Pesd. An

inept lawyer tries to spring his cousin from a Dixie lail

**"/i "Sudden /mpacf''(1983, Drama) Clint Eastwood

Detective Harry Callahan searches for a serial killer

rrrutheo
Minute

Agu)*tas de Color de
Rosa

Paid
iram

Paid
Dram

WhenlMtos
You

Marimar

BASIC CABLE STATIONS

24

26

30

19

63

25

38

60

54

27

12

33

57

14

Biography: Mae West
and the Men Who

00) "Great

** "Dead Wrong" (1983, Drama) Britt Ekiand. A female

undercover agent falls tor a drug smuggier.

"The Great McGfolV" (1940) A hobo

throws his hat into the political arena.

Law & Order "Wedded
Bliss"

Gunsmoke "Sam
McTavish, M.D."

iBiography: Mae West.,

andlhe Men Who

K

Honey-
mooners

Nightline X

Uliand
Times (R)X

News Special: "Electkxi

Night Coverage"

News Special: "Election Retumi

Last Call

Special

Solitary Man

Primer Impacto Edidon
Noctuma

HUI Street Blues "Ufe.

Death, Eternity, Elc."

Horizon

Deatino'M

PaM

SloryX

Sunw
Digest

Notidero
Unhriston

Paid
gram

Rush
Limbaugh

rA*S*H
"The Sniper"

Stereo

{R)(ln

PaM
Progi

by Night "Furs Flying"

(In Stereo)

Late Night (In Stereo)

mooners

Faces of

Culture

Twilight

Zone

Stereo)

Instructional

Programming

Paid
Program

"WaffcLAeaMan
raised by wolves returns

Top Cops
(in Stereo)

Program

JonStrwart In Stereo)

Program

(1987)Ayounqmj
turns b ovizsnon

PSd

man

Paid
Program

Paid
Program

Programi

"CvKelMy
Reeervation

Paid
Program

IW
Program

"Matupor Alafar"(1974, Drama) Un revolver determina

la vklay muerte de quienes ki poeeen
'

I "ThiLove Channel With

Poorman."
^e IHotSeat [Downey

*** 'Tir77''(1979, Drama) Piper Laune. A wealthy

woman and a mikfly retarded young man find tove. NR'

Election Night Coverage

Saturday Night Live

Larry King Live X

8.A.8.

Theater

News Special: "Electkxi Returns"

Stand-Up,
Stand-Up

** V, "The Remarkable Andrew" ( 1 942

Comedy) William Hokien, Brian Donlevy

Twin Peaks

**Vj "The Great Man Vofes"(1939,

Drama) John Barrymore, Peter Hokien.

Eiectton Night Coverage

* '/i "The Killing ol a Chinese Bookie "
( 1 976) A man_

must commit murder lo clear his debt to the mob. 'R'

Crossfire

Short Attention SoMi
Theater "Election Special"

(Uve)

Saturday Night Live

Danny DeVrto; Sparks.

Electton Night Coverage

Saturday Night Live

Danny DeVito.

'Dead Wa/er* (1993. Mystery) Patrick Malahide

Inspector Alteyn's friend fnds trouble on a Scottisfiisle

Law A Order "Wedded
Bliss"^ Great McGirrty'' (1 940) A hobo

throws his hat into me politkal arena.

War That Never Ends (R)

Election Night Coverage

PoUtk^aily Incorrect

Political comnnentary.

*• 'A "The Remarkabte Andrew' ( 1 942,

Comedy) William Hokien, Brian Donlevy.

**'/i 't>»e-rrk* P0oy"(1980) Paul Simon A ooce-

popular singer is urged to sell out for a corneback. 'R'

Election Night Reoap

A-Ust(R)X|8oapX

Terra X (R)

Howard
Ste(rn(R)

Reno Air

Races

Maximum
[>rive

Treasure
Hunters (R)

BkMpers-
Jokes

Dreamfiekl

Invention
(R)

Talk Soup

ThafsMy
Dog

(4:00)** "The Price She
Paid" (1992. Drama)

16

21

23

45

RealWorid
(In Stereo)

Clarissa

Explains

Wanted
Jants

Clarissa
Explains

Marcus Welby, M.D.
Realty Trying"^

'I'm

Rin Tin Tin

K-»CopX
SupermaT'
ket Sweep

Next Step

News Daily

Fall of the WaH (Part lot

2)

LatoNight With David
Letlermen

BodybuikNrtg: NPC Men's

USA Championship.

(In Stereo)

Shop'Til
You Drop

Musk: Videos (In Stereo)

Hey Dude
"Baby" (R)

Rugrats

4:30) Boxing: Cuba vs. U.S.A.

.edyard.Conn

Love Boat
Fantasy"

Forties

From Sports
Innerview

Evening
ShadeX

Yo!(ln

Stereo)

Doug

Fishing

Evenlna
ShadeX

Altamalive
Natkm

Looney
Tunes

Ironskle "Moonlight

Means Money'
"

Terra X (R)

Stem

Racing

Treasure
Huntsrs(R)

CwtdW
Camera

lnventk>n

Sportscenter

Talk Soup

15)

Waltons "The Torch"

Unsolved Mysteries (In

Stereo)

Prime Time (hi Stereo)

Next Step
(R)

News Daily

(R)

UpCtose

Rescue 911 (In Stereo) X

Fall of the Wall (R) (Pari 1

of 2)

F.Y.E! (R) QAEt(R)

Motorcycle Radng: AMA
Grand Natkxial Pro Series.

TOOCtub

Next Step
(R)

8tam(R)

NBA Today

^

Beyond
2000

Camera

Sportscerv

**'/) "Without a rrBce"(1963, Drama) Judd Hirsch, Kale Me«gan. A
cop heips a woman search for her vanished chiM

ether Oowtkig Mysteries

(h» aareo) OiD

Taxi Taxi

Stanley Cup Pleyoffs

le Leafs at

"

It Takes a Thief "The
Blue, Blue Danube"

Taxi Taxi

Marcus Welby, M.D.

a Little Courage"
'Just

Maple!

NBA Baskelbell: Houston Rockets at Cleveland Cavaliers From the

Gund Arena. (Live)

Knight Rkler An
assassinatkxi is planned.

AHen
FIghtera

Ninla
Turtles

(3:05) PGA Golf- Grand Slam of Golf. From the Poipu

Bay f^esorl Gdf Course in Kauai, Hawaii (Live)

*** "Dirty Harry" (1971 , Drama) Clint Eastwood Harry

Callahan uses unorlhodox methods to capture a snr"

Wings (In

Stereo) X

(Simbel Conference Championship Game 4 - Toronto

Los Angeies Kings" From May 23, 1993

CHIPS Jon and Pooch train the CHP
unrt's first female mokxcycle ofTicers.

MuRier,aM\Wings (In

Stereo) X
Wrote "A

Killing iri Cork"X

De«l8t21
(In Stereo)

Taxi

Stereo]t
Taxi

century

Beevteand
Butt^iewi

tiis

ToK

Beavisand
Butt-heed

TSd

Newsroom
X

Short Attention

Theater "Election

Soan
1 Special"

Public Policy Conference

i,i,*Vt "Hvoldand
Maudte" (1971, Comedy)

•** "77»reeDay9o/tf>e

Condtar(1975)W

GoMenBowl(R)(Part4of

Overnight Showbiz
Today (R)

PoHtically Incorrect

Political commentary. (R)

Pakt
ProQiiram

Program

Up6k>se

S
Black
Stallkm

•ykbhlpman Easy" (iSM, Adventure) BoW 18th-

lury mkfehipmen go to sea lor the first time.

Press Box English Soccer Teams to Be
Announced.

*** "PT )09"(1963. Drama) Cliff Robertson, Ty Hardin, James Gregory. PresklenI

John F Kennedy's Work! Wy II Kteval exptoits

Shogun(R)(Part2of3)* * "A Gunfight" ( 1 971 , Western) Mfk Dougtaa. Driven

by greed, two ex-gunfighters stage a shootout.

Boxing: Vinny Pazienza vs Rafael Williams. X Wings (In

Stereo) M
•*^ T Bone N WeaseT (1982) Gregory

UnsoWed
Mysteries

PaM
Program

Paid
Program

Paid
Program

Wd
Program

Paid
Program

College Footbdl: Wyoming at Cokxado
Stale. (R) M
Big Brother
JekeX

Tar
Progrem

TTtirtysomelhing "Fattiers

and Lovers" X
Anemathre Nation (in Stereo)

iTisr

^aiS
Program

PaM
Program

Taxi Taxi fTiid"

Shop at Home

SportswrHsra on TV ^Sd
Program

Press Box
(R)

Wings (In

Slereo)X

T5

fwWS lK Top Cops
(In Stereo)

Koiak Fugitive

Hkies. Two
bumbkng ex-cons embark on a serles'of misadventures."

X \pA IWd

PREMIUM CABLE STATIONS

99

31

20

HB?I

15

17

mB

(4:30)**'/^ "TheSe\mnth
Co<n^1993)'PG-13'

Kidslnoorp. Mickey
Mouse Club

(4:00) **
k);/"(1989)

30-Minute
Movie

"Licence to

989)'PG-13'X

*** "Dave" (1993) Kevin Kline. A presklential \ock

alike te^es over lor the ailing leader. 'PG-13' X
SSriie ITootfi Fairy

Brown |Where-You

** "Quarterback Plnnc8ss"(l983) Helen Hunt A girl

wtfits to quarterback her hiah-school fodbal team

*'/i "HBaMHt The ,^4ovw"( 1986

Conwdy) Voce of Mel Blanc. G'

"Slaughter of the Innocents" {\993) Scott Glenn. An FBI

agent trails a serial killer who preys on ch ikjren 'R' X
Tower-
Terror

(4:20) **'/} "The

ciuartert)ai

'C'My*>''f(992,Hography

come genius from chiklhood to s
***

ss"(TM3)H(
f high-school

BrtOowneyJ

*** '7wi»gh1 Zone: The

)Robertl)owneyJr..Aportratofthe
8(ivdom.(lnSlBrao)'PQ-13'K(In Stereo) 'F

)lto:7ian<c"(1972) 'PG' JFantasy) John Lithgow. (In Stereo) 'PG

America: The Way We
Wera(Part2ol3)

'Mrs. DOub«irB"(l993) Robin WiBlams. An

Pro

"Borfy of Muenc»'(1993) A psychiatrist

fails under a patient's seductive spell

gram

Quantum Leap (In Stereo)

(Part2of2)X

CHIPS "Sukjde Stunt"

Honte Shopping Spree

Counterstrike-ThehfiT

LavenMi
Shiriey

Jetfersons

X

'Robot WI*v'(fW3) A madman'kimsl
harmkws robd into artlreadnought. 'PG'

*** "Mrs. couofftre" (is«J) noom wwiams. An ^r*"^ x?"^
estranged dad posee as a nanny to be with his children. [SlopB i^^
** 'Lady dragon ^"(l&d^) A champion l**<^ '^IUaSce"(1993, Suspense^ Alec

kckboxer avenges her family 'R' [segets surface aft» a irwman's erner|

***yj "Ma" 1,^97 1, Drama) Jane Fonda. A friend

draws a writer into wartime resistance eftorts. 'PG'

Cosmic

Emmanu«lle the S^« I * "Chikktn of the Com ff; The Final

Emmanuelle s Revenge" |Saa((!ice"( 1992) Terence Knox. 'R*X
i,**V, ^Annaand»>eKingo(Siam"{)94i,Drvna)A

Cosmic Cosnric
Sky^ang"

"umvenalSaUmr (i992)"AgerieOr
enhanced sokler redaims his humanity

1 emergency

**"'5eeopec^'?jT
shatter the IranquWty of

Reel Sex 10 (RTTin

Stereo)X

wktow goes to Siam as a tutor lor the kind's chiklren.

** "mr*ofan Eye" (1992, Adventure)

Michael Pare (In Stereo) 'R'

«

*v, •Taju//aSur7r)se"(l988, Drama)

Mel Gibson. (In Stereo) 'R' M
***V, baling fields"

omet Valley 'R*

**Vi 'Ni^ional Lanwoon'8 Loaded
Weapon f"(1993) Emitio Estevez. X

(1984) Sot Walarslon. 'R'

* 'Prince (^

the Sun"
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Players get a play In 'Alfie'
Tiffany Theater

features comical

seduction show
By Jennifer Richmond
Daily Bruin Staff

Don Juan was the first famous
serial seducer. But now, there's

another man vying for that posi-

tion. He*s so vain he even has a

play based on himself: Bill
Naughton's "Alfie."

heater
Review

Naughton's comedy follows
egotist, Alfie (Adam Faith, the

'60s English rock star), as he goes
through sexual relationship after

sexual relationship. While his

remarks are distasteful and upset-

ting, his constant mishaps and
crude remarks leave audiences
laughing at this English pain in

the ass.

If this sounds familiar, it's

because a film version of the

script came out in 1966 starring

Michael Caine as the Cockney
playboy: the portrayal launched
his film career.

Opening with a monologue to

the audience about his current
fling, Siddie (Jillie Mack), Alfie

goes into a long explanation of
the relationship, his desire for her

and that he has no feelings for her
whatsoever. The audience is

given a full tour of Alfie's per-

sona from A to Z.

Referring to every single
woman he's with as "it," the

audience discovers a side of Alfie

of which they don't approve. "It"

likes to clean and cook. "It's"

ugly. "It" has a nice body. He
uses this derogatory remark
because he doesn't want to risk

"getting involved." He sees the

women as objects there for his

pleasure and makes sure they
stay that way.

This monologue catches the

audience off-guard because it's

distasteful. His terminology and
reactions towards various situa-

tions are inherently comical
because his views are the ones
that matter, not his partners'. In

an early scene, Alfie gets upset at

one of his many women because
he has "to notice (her), instead of
(her) of (him)." This line, and
many situations like it. show
Alfie's tunnel-vision.

When his "three-minute"
interlude with the married Lily

Clamacraft (Catherine
McGoohan) gets her pregnant,
Alfie has no choice but to help
her get an abortion. So obsessed
with his own self-interest, Alfie

insists he's not involved in any
way except as a supportive friend.

While this scene stops the
show with it's sudden dramatic
tone, the rest of the production
focuses on the comedy
enveloped in the various serious

situations Alfie finds himself in.

Alfie has two shadows on his

lungs. The doctor (Alexa Jago)
stresses that he'll be fine with
some rest, but Alfie goes into a

fit of babble. Terrified at the
thought of how this new predica-

ment might affect him and his

"love life," Alfie passes out.

Although Faith started as a
rock star in 1959 with his hit

"What Do You Want," he proves
through Alfie that singing isn't

the only talent he possesses. His
portrayal throughout the produc-

tion is awe-inspiring. Faith has
become the egotist so complete-
ly, that it's difficult to tell where
the character begins and the

actor ends. By the end of the

production, one truly hates Faith

and is thrilled when he gets a

taste of his own medicine.

Faith's immense talent gives
the audience a close-up look of a

pure narcissist.

STAGE: "Alfie." Written by Bill

Naughton. Directed by Adam
Faith and Katya Nelhams-Wright.
Starripg Adam Faith. Running
through Nov. 20 at the Tiffany
Theater. Performs Thursday
through Saturday at 8 p.m. and
Sunday at 5 p.m. TIX: $22.50-25.
For more info call (310) 289-2999.

KELLY
From page 15

work of the artists was part of the

natural progression of art during
the 20th century.

"Each period somewhat oppos-

es what its. predecessors did,"
Felsen says. "During the 1940s,

because of World War II, several

major artists known as the absU'act

expressionists moved from
Europe to the United States. At
that time, the art capital shifted

from Paris to New York and has
remained there for over 50 years."

The works of these new print

artists seemed to depersonalize the

human condition. They also
depersonalized the relationship

between viewer and artist. They
protested against the packaged
consumerism of a new age by imi-

tating it.

"I wanted to make art that was
anonymous," Ellsworth Kelly once

said. In the current exhibition, his

series of portraits of himself and a

friend have been magnified so
greatly that the human face is

unrecognizable as a face.

Instead, what the viewer sees is

an odd arrangement of shapes that

resemble bacteria cells under a

microscope. The familiar has been
reduced to something unfamiliar.

What is left is a series of explo-

rations in different colors. Kelly's

prints may indeed be anonymous.
With his "Illegal Tender" series,

Robert Rauschenberg puts togeth-

er a collage of popular images
from T-shirt art. "Marmont Fair,"

named in honor of the popular
celebrity hotel in Hollywood,
Chateau Marmont, has images of

Marilyn Monroe, Marlon Brando,

American Indians and other
scenes diat pertain to the 1960s.

By using popular icons and
symbols such as the flag,

Rauschenberg also depersonalizes

his art. While many of the subjects

are human, they are not real to us

because they are icons. We do not

know the people behind them.

Slightly more organic are the

works by Claes Oldenburg,
including his "Apple Core" series.

Using the same image, the artist

produces four prints, one repre-

senting each season. They differ

only in coloring.

One can feel the change in the

seasons by looking at the different

apple cores. The last, "Winter," is

done in silver arid grays on a black

background, and although not col-

ors of nature, they are somehow
fitting for the holiday season.

With Roy Lichtenstein we
come to the exhibit's most well-

known and most controversial

artist. His series of interiors was
inspired by the art in the yellow
pages of a telephone book.

The drawings are characterized

by heavy outlines, bold colors and
many of the fill patterns found in

popular comics, especially dots

and stripes.

See KELLY, page 18

MANN

Westwood

MANN

Santa Monica

GENERAL CINEMAI LAEMMLE LAEMMLE

Westwood WLA/Beverly Hills West Hollywood
VILLA6E
961 Broxton

208-5576

tlaroatt (PG-13J
(1:30-4:30>7:»-10:30

CRITERION 3
1313 3r(i St. Promenade

4)o«ble Dngon (P6-13J

^
(2:30-5:1 5)-8:0()-1 0:3(3

395-1599 Frl/S«t/Sun (12:0O-2:3O-5:15)-8:0O-10:30

NATIONAL OmM OraoM (N-IS)
10925 LincJbfook (2:45-5:0^-7:15-9:45

208-4366 Frl/SaVSun(12:30-2:45-5«))-7:15-9:45

CfUTERI0N4
1313 3rd St Promenade
395-1599

tolltti Over Broadway (R)

(2:15-4:45)-7:20-9:45

FrI/Sat/Sun (11:45-2:15-4:45)-7:20-9:45

AVCOCINHNA
Wilstiire at Westwood
475-0711

LAS FIRST CHOICE PRESENTATION THEATRE
70mm • THX SOUND DOLBY STEREO
The TOTAL Entertainment Experience

WWIN
948 Broxton

239-MANN

Urn Wfilr (P6-1IJ 9?'!?!??.

'

(2:15-4:45)-7:30-10:l5

Sat/Sun (11:45-2:15-4:455-7:30-10:15

SiltRl FiN (R)

:30)-7:30-10flO
395-1599 FrI/Sat/Sun (11:30^2:QO-4:30)-7:30-10:00

1313 3rd St Promenade (2:00-4:30)-7:30-10fld

Sllint Fall (R)

1:15

FESTIVAL
10687 LIndbrook (2;30-5:00)-7:30-10:i-

208-4574 Sat/Sun (1^00-^30-5«)H:30-10:15

REGENT Ofllv You (P(U
1045 Broxton (2 3O-5:0O)-7:3O-l0:00
206-3259 FrVSat/Sun (12:00-2:30-5:00)-7:30-10:00

CRITERION (
1 3 1 3 3rd St. Promenade (2:30)- 7;

395-1599 Frl/Sat/Son(1:15-4:45)-7:

Forni Sump (PG-13)

(2:30)-7:3O-10:»)

30-10:30

TNXDTt TlMW«r(P6-13j
1:15-4:15-7:15-10:15

TNX Dolly OmIz show (PO-13)
1:30-4:25- 7:20-10fl5

Dolfey Tfet nmrtiiank Rtdemptlon (R
100-4 00- 7 00- 10 CO

OMy •llfltiOMrlroa*ny(R)
12:45-2^0-4:45-7:15-9:45

ROYAL
11523 S.MBlvd
477-5581

:
'^

1 Dent Want lo Talk About It

5:00-7 30-9:55

Sat/Sun 2:30-5:00-7:30-9:55

MUSK HALL
9036 Wllshire

274-6869

HoopDrtani
5 00-8:30

SaVSun 1:30-5:00-8:30

SUNSET 4

(213)848-3500
Clerks

(1 .00)3 10-5:20-7:40-9:55

Fri/Sat Midnight

SUNSETS
(213)848-3500

Last Seduction

(1:50)-4 25-700-9 35

SUNSET
(213)848-3500

Santa Monica
MONICA I

1322 2nd Street

394-9741
GMtti Art o( Japanese Estortloa

(1:30)-4:15-7:00-9:40

PUU
1067Glendon
208-3097

Hoof Drtams (P0-13J

Sat/Sun (12:00

(4:()0)-8.t)0

i-4«))-lMO

WESTW0001
1050Gay1ey (2:30-5«))-7:30-10:
208-7664 Sat/Son (12:00-2:30-5«) -7:30-10:15

Thfl SNCIalM (R)
-.j^

WCtTWOOOt
10506aylay
208-7664

(2:15)->:3(i

SqiiMla (PG)

(4:45)-&:M
(12«M:45)-9:30

WESTWOOOS
1050 6aytey
208-7664

0,0,t,.-,Rj

(«)
(5:DD)-9:45

1 MpHNIi•rt (R)

Sat/Sun (12:45-5:001-9:45

WEtTW0004 Rh«rWIW(fO-1l)
lOSOQaylay (2:45-5:15)-7:45-10:l5
206-7664 Sat/Sun (12:15-2:45-5:15)-7:45-ia.15

LANDMARK

West L.A.

NUWtLSHIRE aerks
1314 Wilsnire Blvd. S:30-7:45-10.t)0

394-8099 SaVSun/Wed 1:00-3:15-5:30-7:45-10:00

NUWUNHK U
1314WUsMreBNd. 4:45-7:15-9:45

394-8099 Sat/Sun/Wad 11:45-2:15-4:45-7:15-9:45

WESTSIOE PAVILION TiM IrowRlaa VtralM
GoMjwn (12:15)-2J0-4:45-7:15-925

WOmOE PAVILION Ea(DrHikMa*Mta«M
(SoMwn (11:15)-1 50 4:25-7:00-9:35

MONICA 2
1322 2nd Street

394-9741

Prlsclila Queen ol Hit DtMrt
(2:15)-4:45-7:15-9:45

Weekend Proorams
Gentlemen Prefer Blondes

And God Spoke
The Ghost Ship

Cat People
Clerks

Fri/Sat Midnight

'^ Virgin Spring

The Last Klezmer—r The Ghost Ship

Cat People
Cftappa: Tht Wedding Canopy

Sat/Sun 1100 AM

1322 2nd Street

394-9741

Hoop Otmim
(1:30)-5 00-8.30

MONICA 4
1322 2nd Street

394-9741
Persian - No Subtitles

(2:30)-5«)-7:30-9-50

Beverly Hills

Bevwly Connection

LaClenMaatBvMrtySlvd
Free 2 1/? hoar vtMaM parMng
659-5911

HWWCA
1322 2nd Street

394-9741

Weekend Proorams
Drunken Master

Drunken Matter II

God^ vs. The Thing
Terrors* Mechaoodzllla

Frt/Sat Midnighl

Aaail>Me
Bwaka

Sat/Sun 11:00AM

UNITED ARTISTS

Westwood
UA WESTWOOD
10889Wellworth
475-9441

Pulp Fiction (R)

SR THX Dolby Stereo

Call Theatre for Showtimes

UAWEtTWOOO
10889 Wedwortti
475-9441

Tlwltoa«loWeM*ille(R|
THX Dolby Stereo

CaN Thnire lor Showbmes

TNXDTS TktWarrra-IS)
1:15-2:45-4:15-5:45-7:15-8:45-10:15

Frl-Sun11:45-1:15-2:45-4:15-5:45-7:15-«:45-10:15 West Hollywood

UA WESTWOOD
10889Wen«orth
475-9441

ibry Shelley's FraakmlilH (R)

DoK>y Stereo

Call Theatre for SMwOmes

THXDdbr Pulp FttBoa (R)

12;0O-3:36-7:OO-10i0

Moi^Tn, 111 MCw nfftii (

)

(M- FrteParfclni

Santa Monica
WESTtlDE PAVHJON

n
475-0;

Vv v^^^VV vVOTW HV^^H
ttiMSeaM

(11:45 AM) only

The SmcMM (R)CmiEINONI
1313 3nl SL ProWHBiM (2:15-S«0V-7:45-10:1

3K-1JW0 FfVMIBM(11:4S^2:1S-5a)i-7:45-10:1S

CMTBNORt

WESTSIDE PAVNJON BtHMlOm BrM*HW
>-7a0-956Qotfunm

475^B«2
(1^30)-2:45-5:00-7aO-9

1313 3iii SL Pntmmtt (nxy^idfj.^^ox
SM-ISW FiMM«M(11:1S-2:00^:90)-7:40-tOJD

QOWUM
47S4W

(1:45)-3:45-5:45-7:45^45

Oolfey EtfWottf(R)
FrVSat/Sun 1 1 JO-2:15-5«)-7:45-t0:3()

Mon -Ttiure 1:15-4:15-7:15-10:15

OMvYnmj
12«>-2:3O-5A>-7:3O-10:O0

FrVS«/Sun 11:30-2:00-4:30-7:00-9^0

SlleM FiN (R)

121»-2:30-S.-00-7JO-iaO(i

tuNsrri
(213)848-3500

PrtatillaQMMOfBwDntft
(2:15)-7:15

Bwtute
(4:^)9:45

(213)84S-3SO0
TfWiV F***ti UB

(1«))-3:10^7:40-955

PACIFIC

Westwood

(213)I4B-3S00
12SWMwoodBhAl
474-7m

1:3(M:10-"WSI
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t̂mj^^
LEARN TO...
• Work in an Agency FT/PT

• Work from your home
• Open your own Agency
• Hands-on Airline Computers

Enjoy Travel Benefits!

1 1800) 452-2644
CaUG TRAUEL SCHOOLS
Throughout Cahfornia

; A '-'-' A;)|,iovecl • Re(j •^102201

.-T

(AND MAKE SOME MONEY)

advertise daily bruin 310-825-2161

•loit.

The Convenient Stop
For Quality Film Developing

jk

d your pictur
Vlfe'll devolop th

Guaranteed, or we'll give/^^tt
you a FREE roll of film! <^^V

See store for details.

KELLY
From page 17

Because the patterns Lichtenstein

uses are so exact, the contour of a
surface, or the perspective of an
object, may seem a little unreal.

For example, in "Blue Floor" the

stripes make the pillow on the couch

seem flat, and they also confuse the

perspective of the wall behind the

lamp. It is almost impossible to tell

which way the striped wall is facing.

Lichtenstein once described his

drawings as "dumb and vulgar."

They show rooms the viewer can
walk into, but those rooms are sterile

and cold.

Lichtenstein's ait has often drawn
the criticism that it is not real art Yet

Lichtenstein's use of his particular

style of art is the result of conscious

choice, not limitation.

"La Sortie," a color woodcut,
shows a shajde more comfort than

"Blue Floor," but not more warmth.

In the center is a light blue chair,

reminiscent of "Dagwood" comic
strips. The chair itself looks comfnt-
able, but tfie surroundings seen bar-

ren.

"In their own studios, they do
their unique woric, such as painting,

drawing and sculpture," Felson says.

"In our studio it's a collaborative

effort between the artists and our
printers. Althou^ they don't have to

know much about printing, many of

them do. Our job is to help them
achieve the results they want"
— This collaboration has been a for-

tunate one for collectors and fans of

grai^k:art

EXHIBIT: "Kelly, Lichtenstein,
Oldenburg, Rauschenberg: recent
Gifts from Gemini G.E.L" Displayed

at Los Angeles County Museum of

Art through Jan. 1 . For more info

call (213) 857-6000.

RAPIOHEAP
From page 14

was turning us into something
we didn't want to be."

It is understandable how the

group may have felt inhuman,
represented only by the three or

so minutes of cracking guitar
riffs. But it seems ironic that

they would try and forget that

period of their existence, by
bringing it up again in new mate-
rial, and especially under the
context of their new hit single.

But Radiohead has learned to

feed off of their past negative
experiences and turn it into^

something positive - hence the

image of the "Iron Lung"
machine^as-a life support system
too.—v'

The irony of thjit trade^

mark riff is that "Creep"

wasn't even done on

purpose, born out of

guitarist Johnny

Greenwood's attempt to

mess up the song during

one of his bad moods.

"It is the final chapter of what
we went through, our downfall
as much as our success," con-
cludes O'Brien, "But I've got
enough faith in what we do,
we've always had that element of
being an underdog, nobody ever
really promoted us in the very
beginning. We don't need the
greatest publicity to play great
music, in the end that doesn't
matter to the people that we play
for." .

—
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Classified Ad Information
Daily Bruin Classified Information

225 Kerckhotf Hall. 308 Westwood Plaza. Los Angeles. CA 90024
Class Line: (310) 825-2221 Class Display (310) 206-3060

Fax (310) 206-0528

We reserve the right to change, reclassify, revise, or reject any

classified advertisement not meeting the standards of the Daily Bruin.

Our office Is open Monday-Friday. 9-4. led.

Classified rates

Daily. 20 wrards or less $7.00

DaMy, each addWonai word .45

Weekly. 20 words or less 25.00

WeeMy, each additional word 1 .30

Display ads— student raWcol. inch 8.00

Display ads — local rate/col inch U25

Oeadllnet

ClanMMliwste
1 working day twfore printing, by noon.

ClttsMMiiaplayadt:

2 working days before printing, by noon.

Make checks payable to the

UCLA Daily Bruin.

Frequency & Agency Rates Available

X 1
c 2inches x linch, There are no cafKcUations after noon the day Mon printing

The ASUCLA Commumcations Board fully supports ttie Umversity of Caftfomia s policy on nondis-
cnmlnatlon No medium shall accept acKertisements whtch present persons ol any origin race
religion, sex. or sexual orientation in a demeaning way or imply that they are limited to positiorB'
capabilities, roles or statusm society Neither the Daily Brum nor the ASUCLA Communications Board
has inveshgated any of the services advertised or the advertisers represented in this issue Any person
believing that an advertisement in this issue violated the Board s policy on nondiscrimination sUted
herein should communicate complaints in writing to the Business Manager Daily Brum 225
Kerckhotf Hall, 308 Weshwood Pto, Los Angeles, CA 90024 For assistance with housing discnmi-
lotton problems, call the UCLA Housing Office at (310) 825-4271 or call the Westside Fair Housino
Office at (310) 475-5671.

1 c»,K M *K*u u ..
How to write a good ad

*^
descriptions.

1 Campus Happenings
1 Cannpus Happenings

1/lE FOR
Yearbook
Tortraits

Even seaiiriIWH eiiy to get so focused on mdterM that they don't think

of anythiv die. But if youVe a senior^ don't lose track of the caleodar. Or

rov placa ii UCLA Mttory wl be a bhnk. That's because the deadRne for

senior yearbook portraiU is gettbig closer and closer.

C«pM Flwto Sdrft li licaurfM2M ImtiUanM
Studio »«~»«««c Im* MMrfay-Friday 1:31-5:31 PIim« 2N-S433

NEVER MISS A CALL/ I 10 Personal

1" MONTH FREE!
* PREi! '.V.'fDiArf K, .::< ,,

PflGEB & 800 SIRVICE flVAIlABlt

1-800-309-8888

VVNTED: 100 PEOPLE
Lose 10-29 lbs. In 30 days ind earn $$$ do-
\i^ K. 100% nuafMitee. Call 310-281-8826.

1 1 Attorneys

AUTOMOBILE, BICYCLE OR MOPED AC-
aOENTS. Slip and Falls. BusincM Law.
UCLA Crad. Close to campus. Free Consuha-
Uon. Mitchell KreitenberK 21 3-384-3561.

12 Reseorcti Subjects

Alcoholics Anonymous
Mon. OtocuMlon. Ffl. STap Study. AU 362S

Ihun. Book Study. AU 3605
TuM. and WkJ. OiKuirion, DmrMi 23-029

A«tknMl2:10-1K}0pm
Forctcoho§C9orlndMcAKiiwhoha>ma

THIS WEEK ONL Y' '

art

ALL books in stock:

Education

Math

Book Fair

OO,. zone
A-Level Ackerman Union • 206-4041

4 Financial Aid

Cash for college. 900,000 grants available.

No repayments, EVER. Qualify immediately.
1-800-243-2435.

5 Sporls Tickets

WANTED: 1 or 2 tickets to Duke or Arizona
basketball garr>es. Reasonable premium paid.

100/200 level only, call 213-612-2686

10 Personal

WANTED: 300 UCLA studenU to test new in-

ter-cdlegiate volcemall ir^roduction service.

Abtolumy Freel 818-986-9045.

rJoANTETe"!
I Are you the UCLA 1st- I

I Year student who used I

I that Am. On Line handle in I

I the summer? Are you |

I
5'6", 18yearsoWasof7/1

|

I
and know ThomaET? I

31 3-971 -«477j

ASTHMA SUFFERERS. Earn up to $540.00 in

your spare time, if you take daily asthma
m^ication you may be eligible to participate

in a research drug study with a rww potential

treatment for asthma. Contact (310)477-1734
ext 540 to find out how you may benefit from
this viul program. Allergy Research Founda-
tlon. Inc. (Breritwood)

ASTHMATIC VOLUNTEERS NEEDED for re-

search al UCLA Medical Center. Age 16 to

70. Currently using atfhma medkallons. May
qualify for up to $560 compensation. 310-

825-6745.

Bedwetting boys 7-1 1 yrs. arwi their families

needed for LICLA research Project. Subjects

will receive $20 and a free developmental
evaluation. 3104125-0392.

FORMER BULIMICS WANTED for short-term

focus group. Writer seeking wonrten to partic-

ipate in group discusston for article and pos-
sible \)ook. Emphasis on the varied paths

back to 'normalcy'. Meetings begin late No-
vember. ArxMiymity guaranteed. Call Alexis

310-452-3972.

GET A FREE PROFESSIONAL MASSAGE.
Healthy male subjects are needed for UCLA
study on the effects of massage on physiolo-

gy. Contact fvan 213-874-5853.

Hyperacthm boys with attentk>nal problems
7-1 1 yrs, needed for UCLA research project
Receive $20 and a free developmental
evaluation. 310-825-0392.

INFIDELrrV: Researcher seeking unusual ac-

counts of how you discovered an affair. Short

phone Interview. Will pay Craig Snyder,

Ph.D. 310-471-0035.

Normal healthy boys 3-11 yrs, and their

families needed for UCLA research project.

Receive $20 and have a scientific levning
experience. 310^25-0392.

14 Rides Wanted

WM.L PAY SI 00 to drive our car from LA to

MINNEAPOLIS, call 612-896-7388

Pleas© LM at 313-971-6477

15 Wanted

Atter^ion professors uvi itudertti!' need arti-

cles for publication In natlorul kidiAeen

maaaalne. call collect, Immi 61 9 967-681 6.

CASH FOR CARS. We come to you. Top dol-

lar paid. We do all DMV. We buy any^ing.

618-999-iBUY (4289).

19 Sperm/Egg donors

EGG DONOR. Science or math major, ju-

nior, senior, or graduate Caucasian, 5'6' up,

$2000. 310^318-3010, donor nurse, for re-

ciplent 12.

FGC DONORS NEEDED for infertile couples.

19 33 yr», own medical imurance. Special

ri*«d» for blati, Hitpanic, 8t chinet*. Al

UCLA m*d center. 310425-9SOa

3 Connpus Recruitnnent 3 Campus Recruitnnent 3 Campus Recruitment

s ^

ViaSat, Incorporated
is seeking -

UCLA Graduates

with a background in

EE, CS, Math, and Math Sci

MS Degree Preferred

3.2 GPA
ViaSat is a small rapidly growing cnginecring-oricntcd company founded and managed by
engineers. ViaSat designs and builds modems, radios, multimedia networking systems, fault
tolerant computing systems, simulators, and lab test equipment.

ViaSat is seeking engineers who demonstrate high academic achievement, strong motivational
skills, and who are capable of workirig in several disciplines including:

•" Communication &. Information Theory
«•" Digital &. Analog Hardware Design

Artificial Intelligence

Computer Science

Computer Networking
Signal Processing &. Control Theory

'•' Digital Voice

ViaSat offers an exciting work environment with full benefits:

•-Informal •- Technology oriented
•- Comprehensive employee benefits package •- Small project teams
•^ San Diego suburb by die Pacific Ocean • Fast-paced

Interview are available dirough the placemerit office for Thursday, November 17, 1994. For more
information, contact: *

Stephanie Steers

Recruiting Coordinator

ViaSat, Inc.

2290 Cosmos Court

C&rlsbad, CA 92009
'

(619)438 8099 u

9 Miscellaneous 9 Miscellaneous

$20,000 RgWARp
ATTENTION NEUROPSYCHIATRIC

INSTITUTE STAFF
ON NOVEMBER 29. 1993. A PATIENT DIED IN UNIT
2-SOUTH OF THE NEUROPSYCHIATRIC HOSPITAL
UNDER MYSTERIOUS CIRCUMSTANCES. ALL FACTS
LEADING TO HIS DEATH HAVE NOT BEEN DISCLOSED
IF YOU HAVE PERSONAL KNOWLEDGE OF SOME
SIGNIFICANT INFORMATION, NOT YET DISCLOSED,
YOU STAND TO EARN A REWARD OF UP TO $20.0o6
DEPENDING ON THE VALUE OF YOUR TESTIMONY

'

PLEASE CALL 21 3-599-4945, AND LEAVE YOUR
NAME. ADDRESS, TELEPHONE NUMBER WHERE YOU
CAN BE REACHED, AND A STATEMENT DESCRIBING
YOUR INFORMATION. YOUR CALL WILL BE TREATED
IN STRICT CONFIDENCE. CALL IMMEDIATELY,
PROMPT RESPONSE WILL BE REWARDED. MULTIPLE
AWARDS Wia BE MADE IF APPROPRIATE THE
DECISION OF THE ADVERTISER IS FINAL.

REMEMBER, YOU MAY NOT ONLY CLEAR YOUR
CONSCIENCE AND SLEEP WELL AT NIGHT. YOU MAY
HAVE EVERYTHING TO GAIN THAT $20,000 WILL BUY

19 Sperm/Egg donors

EGG DONORS NEEDED. All info confiden-
tial. Please call (310)285-0333.

EGG DONORS NEEDED: Healthy females
between 21-34years old w/medlcal in-

surance. Payment of $2200 for medical pro-
cess. MIrna Navas 310-829-6782, Monday-
Friday;

^
IF YOU'D LIKE TO HELP a couple wfw's
having difficulty getting pregnant or unable to
carry a child, cair310-82a6180, ask for Bea-
trice, f

22 Health Services

PENIS-NIPPLE ENLARGEMENT. Professional
vacuum pumps with instruction. Cain 1'-3'.

Permanent- safe. Enhance erection. Dr. Joel

Kaplan 1-800-987-PUMP.

REACH PERSONAL AND ACADEMKZ
GOALS WITH HYPNOSIS. REDUCE TEST
ANXIETY. Increase concentration,
performance, self-confidence. Individual

appointments and classes. Experienced
psychotherapist for 17-years. Student Rates.

Call Laura Guilds MFCC. 3ia207-0630.

STRESSED, OVERWHELMED, LONELY. Sup-
portive counseling.. Irxilviduals, couples,
groups. Adjacent to campus. Carole Chasin
MA, IMF-20924. Barbara Shore, supervisor,
MS-246S5. 310-289-4643.

Acne. Tattoos

SimsDots & Scars
NonSur(jic^l Laser TIu.'M()v lor

pHinless laciHl okin rLMuv(!!iHliOii

aiu! rnnin\',ii n! ,^[ nn InUnns

siinspnK Si sc^'s L^'V. lus!

1-800-685-6574
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12 Research Subiects 12 Research Subjects 1 2 Reseorch Subjects

CALIFORNIA

I> I I A S r ( A I I

Feeling depressed, sad or hopeless? Lost

interest or energy?

Sleeping too much

or too little? Crying

frequently?' ^

Participants 18 to 65

needed for medical research study.

Qualified volunteers may be compensated

up to $440.

NERVOUS? ANXIOaS?
FEARFUL? WORRIED?

Research volunteers between the ages of 18 and 65
experiencing these symptoms for at least 1 month and

in relatively good health are needed. Volunteers will

receive a brief exam in order to determine eligibility.

Qualified volunteers receive free basic physical

exam/lab test and compensation up to $495^°.

California rClllStlClM.::lRIHai

MEDICAL GROUP

Please call 1-800-854-3902

hizophrenia
Do you or a loved one suffer from Schizophrenia?

Qualified voluteers ages 12 and over may qualify for a

medical research study on schizophrenia.Qualified

volunteers recive a free basic physical exam, lab tests

and may be compensated up to approximately $1650.

rt CALIFORNIA

P L !• A S F C: A L I. 1-800-854-3902

30^ Help Wanted

$6.63A1R. Work in fun atmosphere, idiedule

aiDund clasaet. Apply: Maureen O'Brien,

Cafe Sproul, 350 DeNeve Dr. 31^625-2074.

1 CASHIER, 1 DELIVERY DRIVER NEEDED.
Chasin Chicken. Call for info/appt. 310-206-

0646.

ACTORS/MOOELS NEEDED. AudHion» by
•ppointnwnts only. For commercials, filmi,

and print ack All typeViga needed. No ex-

perlerK* necwary. No registration fees. Call

Today kw^te. 816-222-9091.

ALASKA EMPLOYMENT - Fishing InduMry.

Earn Uk $3,000-$6,0004- per Month > bwit-
fits. Male^emalc. No expcricrtcc neccMary
206-545-41 55 tut AS9342.

Aailmnt MaraifBr, flexible hours, oompetU
th« pay, part-time or MUkm. Will work ar-

ound sdwdute.. IVogrwtwa ReatwranL Call

MHw 571.1163.

30 Help Wanted

ASST. NEEDED FOR large family daycare in

PaciHc Palisades. Must love kids and work
hard. Call Leslie 31g 573- 1811.

ATTENTION SUCCESSFUL SINGLE MEN.
New international travel aiKi correspondence
magazine for women needs cxtrtmely attrac-

tive, straight, unattached bachelor to appear
on the cover of first issue. Please send current

photo to 12103 S. Brookhurst St. #105. GC,
CA 92642. ~ '

ATTENTION UCLA STUDENTS! Puzzles Fast

Food ResUurar4 is Sunset Village is hiringi

Previous restaurant eiipcricnce helpful.

$6.63/hr. FLEXIBLE NITE SCHEDULE. Call

Karen 206-7667.

BALLOON aLEBRATONS needs party dec-

ortton, driwi, artists, and trainee managen.
Fast paced, lun, and creative envirorwnenl,

ficxibfe hours. Call 310-208-1180.

30 Help Wonted

30 Help Wanted 30 Help Wanted

BALLOON SCULPTURES WANTED. Looking
for creative, spontanefMS people. No experi-

erKe necessary. Call Balunatics Entertain-

ment 618-648-3267.

BEVERLY HULS LAW OFFICE needs gal

Friday filing and Word Perfect, part-time.

310-274-5252.

CAMPUS POSITION AVAILABLE starting at

$6.63^. We work around your classes,

knmediate employnrtent avaitabfe for Fall

1994. Sunset Village Dining Services.

Contact David at 310-206-7686. ,

CASHCR WANTED. WLA md WMwood.
Some Ja|»aneae preferred. 310.479-2530.

1834 WeslwoodBKd.

Cashier/cl^. Regfsler sales for retail store.

P/r-WaM L.A. 5pm-10pm M-f. Apply in per-

uon. Horton Converse Pharmacy. 11600
Wllshire BKd.

WANTED
Graduate Student/ Doctor in School of

Psychology/ Psychiatry to tutor gentleman scholar

2 hrs., 3 times a week (flexible hours and days).

Compensation $20/ hr. and open.

Please call: (31 0) 470- 3588
Tutoring under direction of Professor of

Psychology/ Psychiatry

CASTING IMMEDIATEYl Extras needed for

feature films, commercials, arwi music videos.

Earn up to S200 per day! No experierKe

needed. Work guaranteedl Call today 213-
851-6102.

Charis Portraits^epresents the finesti At out
Bullock's Westwood location Full and Part-

time. Sal^comm 616-79fr0496.

CLERICAL WIZ NEEDED for order entry,

customer service, inventory control. Vidcn
biz. Tough job, good pay. Fax resume to

(310)306-3162.

coMMUNrnr service offkirs (cscs)
are hiring UCLA studentt nowl. $6.16^ to

sUrt, up to $9.10. 15-hhr^wk. Flexible sched-

ule. Call 825-6760.

COMPUTER PROGRAMMER to write a pro-

gram for IBM-i^ involving pictures arxi texL

Call Michael 310-397-6869.

Counter person, full or part-time for fislVlfmul-

try market. Some retail experierKe preferred.

Good benefits. 310-820-5853.

DIVINE PASTA CO. SM AND BH. Part-

tim^ull-time, enthusiastic people for gour-

met pasta shop. Knowledge of food helpful.

S6/hT. CidI Shawn 310-394-7930

DRIVER NEEDED P/T. Dependable student

to carpool 7lh-grader firom Brentwood to Pa-

cific Palisades. M-F 3:00pm. S7.0(]^r+gas

alkiwance. ConUct Gloria 31 0-72S-5663.

ENTRY LEVEL SECRETARY/REaPTIONIST
position available immediately, geared for an

indhridual yiAm wants to advaiKe in an enler-

tairwnent business management firm.

S6.5(VW. to start, with many benefits. Call

Gary at 310-826-0600

EVENING CASHIER, $6/hr. Mainly wee-
kerwJs, available through holidays. 310-206-

6550.

EXPERIENCE LAW. Will train, P/T-F/T, based
upon school schedule; flex hours; typing,

phones, filing, court. Ask for Vi 310-470-
6444.

GRAPHICSA3FFICE ASSISTANT. P/T, flex.

hours. (310)478-0591.

GREENPEACE seeks committed full-tinr>e and
part-time people to change the world. Call

310-287-2210 between 3pm and 5pm Mon-
day-Friday^

HANDSOME GUYS, 18- 24 for tMteful nude
studies and printwork. Great pay, fun, legit.

Snapshot to: First Take, 4470-107 Sunset

Blvd. #271, Hollywood, CA 90027

OPTOMETRIC
OFFICE

seeking student to schedule

doctor's patients. Needs

excellent telephone skills, miBt

be persooable, caring, and

aggressive. Base Pay plus

cofnnmiion.

PfT MWSat(am)
(310)837-7202 leave message

HELP WANTED: Eyn up to $500 per week
assembling products at home. No experi-

ence. Info 1 -504-646-1 7(K) Dept. CA-695.

W YOU HAVE $100 AND A COUPLE OF
FRIENDS, YOU CAN BE THE RAREST OF
CREATURES: A RICH STUDENT. 310-265-

8173.

LAW OFFICE. Clerical secretarial positfons.

Must know WordPerfect. Have office experi-
ence. Good typing skills, flexible hours.
Wtlshire & Oendon. 310-475-0481.

LEGAL CRAD STUDEf^TT, derk with excda-
tabase management and spreadsheet skills

needed for single proj. litigation support
Schedule and hourly rale open. FAX resume
to 310-577-8143.

LOOKING FOR FUN, ENTHUSIASTIC, Intel-

ligcnt people to teadi test prep for SAT. High
test scores and car required. We train you.
Start pay $13.50 hour (641 hours per week).
Send resume /cover letter by 1 2/1 6^4 to: The
Princeton Review, Attn: Personnel Depvt-
ment, 10474 SanU Monica Bh^. #403, LA
90025. NO PHONE CALLS PLEASE.

K4ALE MODELS. Asian, Latin or surfer types.

No height requirement Hot head, ards,
posters, mags. Good money. FunI 213-664-
2999 24hours.

MAR«T RESEARCH COMPANY in Van
Nuys needs Indh^dueb to work 4-6
houiiAJay. Evenlne, day, and weekend hours
availabh tqwrio public opinion and market re-

search. Must have cxoellefM reedir^ skills,

ability to%vrite verb^m, and iailewlnatruc-
ttons. Call 818-725-4275. __________„

MARKETING RESEARCH ASSISTANT Full-

tinoe or part4ime. Detaitorienled, aood tele-

phone skills, interesting vMwk, flexible hours.

Call 9am-10pm daily, Mrs. Rost 3ia391-
7232.

MervWomen ajges 18-24 for nude modeling
for French and American magazines ar>d vi<i-

eos.Cail213-26S4?5Sa

MGNT TRAINEE
No exp. nee. Corp. expanding in area.

$400Q^mor«th, basef commission. Start im-
mediately. 213-463-0633

MulU-lcvel Marketing Works. Build your own
business with environmental company. Work
with me to achieve your dreams. 213-353-

8724

NEEDED: FEMALE STUDENT wAome be-

havior modification experierx:e to work
w/autistic client in her home. 6-10
hour^week, evenings, Saturdays, and Sun-
days. Pay SIG^wur. Please call: 310-649-
0499 and ask far Ellen Slaton.

OFFICE ASSISTANT, private home, comput-
er-literate, MAC financial data entry, accura-
cy essential, good English, own car, flexible

schedute. 310-394-2933.

P/T DRIVER FOR FLOWER SHANTY, 30
houriAwcek. Clean record, conscientious,

will drive company van. 1 1977 San Vicente
Bhrd. 310-472-6063.

— — WANTED:
CombkiBtlon book keepei/ Secretary f: ..

.

Andersen Qrad. School of MwngBmenl or
aqulvaloni for Weetwood Foundallon

4 hrsjiday. 20 hisTweek. poaeMa FuH Time fob.

CompenaatlonllMv.

caM:(310)470-35M
or fax rMuma to (310) 470-9538

\

P/T OFFICE CLERK NEEDED to M«rk 15-20

hoursAMek in upbeat, busy Century City of-

fice. Good organizational skills, commur>ica-
tion skills, and telephone experierKe a must
$7/hour. Call Kristi, 310-553-0550.

PA-F/r MEDICAL FILE CLERK for busy neuro-
surgical l^oup. 30-40hour^veek, Monday-
Friday in WLA. Pfeas call joy at 310-286-

2939.

PART TIME WORK/FULL TIME PAYI Sports

minded students needed to earn $10-1S^wur
guaranteed working 20-flexibfe hoursAvcek.
Two different positions available. Training

provided. Westwood focatk>n. 310-312-
6838.

Part-time (1 5-20hrs.Avk) tclemariteting person
needed for SanU Monka Educatfon Publish-

er. Good vokx, seib experience arwj foreign

lanin^te required. 31 0-395-9393.

PART-TIME SECRETARIAL/SALES ASSOC
wanted. Light typing, computer f»niliarlty,

pleasant phone voice, wholesale apparel

sales, hourly rate plus bonus. Flexibfe hours,

cfose to UCLA. Call 310-209-5549.

PART-TIME UNlQUf. JOB for Beverly Hills

Restaurant SSftv. Fun, professional, outgoing
hostess needed 12-2 andAor 6-8pm. Please
Call Stade 479-20ea -

PERSONAL ASS6TANT. 20-30 hours^vcek.

Errands, phone, typing, fluent English, own
car,$9Awur. 310-471-8105.

REAL ESTATE
F/T ADMINISTRATIVE ASSISTANT, R.L de-
veloper, Westwood. Assist project manager
arvJ marketing director, tnswer phor^es, typ-

ir^ faxing. Must know Windows. 310-479-

990tt

RECEPTIONIST AND CASHIER NEEDED lor

Beveriy Hills salon. Saturday arxi SuTKlay irv

eluded. Prior experience required. 310-274-

6347.

RESORT JOBS- Earn to $12 / hr + Ups.

Theme Parks, Hotels, Spas, + more. Tropk:al

& Mountain desUnations. Call 206-632-01 50
ext.R59341.

RETAH.: Enthusiastic P/T sales asst. req. for

large Tarzaru flower shop. Retail exp req.

Call 618-344-9293.

SMALL LAW FIRM looking for a law clerk,

nrHiSt have car, valid driver's license arxi irv

surance a must NO PHONE CALLS PLEASE.
Send resunrte to Engel and Engel. 92(X) Suneet

Bl. SuHe SOS. Los Angeles, CA 90069.

TEACHER, Spanish, F/T, prinoelielem. grades.

Pvt schi, WLA. Min. 5-yrs. classroom exp.

req'd. Begin imnoediatety. 310-476-2666.

TELLERS, 20-30 HOLMS. Posttiens available

in our branches loealad In Beverly Hills, Ve-

nke. Mar Vista. West LA, Centoiry City, and
Santa Monka locatkxis. Requires 12 n>onths

cash handling artd customer service experi-

erKe in a retail or banking environment & ex-

cellent communication sWHs. We offer bene-
fits (for 20.54hours), pleasant work environ-

ment m Opportunity to enhance your employ-
ment sUih. Please apply in person at the'
brarKh of your choice. Or send your resume
to: 19609 Prairie St, Chalsworth, CA 91 31 1

.

Attn: HR OepL ABA^AT. Mail Stop N-10-24.
SI 8-775-764S. aoe. GREAT WESTERN.
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11994^1 995
Bil!^ETBALL SEA99N

AT OUli NEW BASELrNE FOOD COURT
Be a part' of tiie exciting pre-game party atmosphere!

• Open to All UCLA Students

• Earn a Discount Towards the

Purchase of Meals

• Matty Flexible Shifts Available

• Food Service or Cash Handling

Experience Preferred

Contact:
Daniel Akana, Concessions Manager or Nanci Soo at X60736. Call from any campus
phone or stop by ASUCLA Human Resources Office located at Kerckhoff Hall 205, and

nil out an application.

^ASUCLA CONCESSIONS (310)20^)736

IS HIRING
A|>|»ly

Today

Earn $7 plus bonus while raising funds for UCLA

Flexible Hours
You choose the shifts that fit your busy schedule!

1 2-plus hours per week

Work close to campus with other students &
gain valuable work experience.

1083 Gayley 4th floor

between 10 am - 8 pm
(310) 794-0277

TUTOR/NANNY, Spanish (peaking, own cv,
10-15 hn/vA, afternoons, evenings. Excellent

references, qualincationt, chlU care exp. req.

Vivian Hanover (31(^54-3000, D1 0)459-
fUlAftoooo»

TWO UCLA JOBS at WLA VA. P/T, mearch
and administrative positions. Two-year pro-

ject. Fax resume: 310-624-6627.

UCLA STUDENTS LOOKING FOR EMPLOY-
MENT, work around your clasaes, starting

rMe $6.63^r. Call Jelena at Hershey Hall

Food Sen^lce 310-625-7666.

VOLUNTEER USHERS netKted at the W«it-

wood PtayHouse. Opportunity to sec Steve

Martin's play O'icatsoJ PIcaM call Michael at

208-6500.

WAITER/DRIVER
LA TO CO: Gourmet food delivery. Looking
for nwthrated, energetic, and corwcientious

delivery driver^aiters. Flexible hours. Ck>od

money Fun work. Call (310)440-4455 before

10:30am, between 3-5pm.

WESWOOO. LEASING AGENT, luxury high-

rise apartments, must be responsible. Sun-

days, occasiorul SaUiidays. 310-470-9045,

ask far Daniela or Elizabeth.

WLA BUSINESS MANAGEMENT FIRM »eeb
part-time fil« clerk, 20-25 hoursAweek.
Iiyhour. 310-476 5151, ask for TIsh.

YOUNG MEN WANTED for nude and scml-
nude modallng. Good pay. ImmMMMt Watk.
Call Derek 21 3 845 9669.

'•

32 Career Opportunities

ACTIVE AND ENERGETIC DISTRIBUTORS
WANTED with health and nutritkin compa-
ny. Small investment, great returns. Call 310-
820-4330 or 81 8-786-471 6.

•••MEXICO SPRING BREAK^^(
•*BiaMt Rwties/Bcst Price**

• Earn (Prw Tripi/Caih)

• (310)379-0409 or

• (800)798-1509

32 Career Opportunities

COMPUTERS
PROGRAMMERVTECHNICIANS. Recent or
soon college grads ertcouraged to apply. Erv

-try level positions. Working knowledge of

C-M-, Windows. Salary plus benefits. 407-
682-2429.

"

>

Make
MONEY ^

Full + Part Time
opportunity of

a lifetime
Be a part of the $100 billion

telecommunications industry

no experience necessary

(310)843-4511

PHYSICALTHERAPIST NEEDED
- Palm Sprinigs vea

- 3-S yegs oyerieoceminimuni

-70K PER YEAR
- California License req.

' QJIPatrit* at («9) 3214233

BARTENDER
TRAINEES

•no experionce necassary
•earn$100-$200 dally

•more jobs tnan graduates
•nation wide job placement

NATIONAL AARTENDERS
SCHOOL

(213)380-3200

(310)558-0608

(8 1 8)994-8 1 00

ENGINEER
MECHANICAiyciVIL. Recent or soon college

graduates encouraged to apply. Entry level

positions. Salary plus benefits. Call Monday-
Friday. 407-779-1 111.

FILMnv/COMMERCIALS, auditioning ac-

torVactresses. 13-35 years, for lead roles in

major productions, send pictures 610 North

Glen Oaks Blvd. Burbank 91S02. ATTN:
Casting or call (818)843-4228.

REAL ESTATE
F/T ADMINISTRATIVE ASSISTANT, R.E. de-

veloper, Westwood. Assist project manager

and marketing director, answer phones, typ-

ing, faxing. Must l<now Windows. 310-479-

9900.

SENIORS AND CRAOS. Earn up to $30(Vday.
Excellent people skills required. Training

provided. 3ia337-0790.

33 Jobs Wanted

NEW FACES NEEDED NOW
• For TV Commercials

•Movies
•Catak>gs
• Vldw>s

caR Immediatoly

(310)6S»48SS

34 Internships

Do you love the Muppets? Well then, contact
Halle at 21 3-960-4096 about a script reading
and research internship.

INTERN-MARKETING MAJOR to assist well
krwwn conr>edy performer. Lean tour book-
ing, marketing, public relations. Call Gail

213-656-4492.

SPRING INTERNSHIP
Gain experiervre in public relatiorH. Work
with bluechip corporate sponsors. Bike from
UCLA to Boston's hottest night club. Jarfuary-

May project. All-expenses paid. Pick up ap-

plication • Health Education office in Stud-

ent Health Service. Deadline; 11/15.

VORTEX SEEKS INTERNS for SALES SUP-
PORT. Skills: Excellent telephone and com-
munication skills, understanding of saleVmar-
keting. CALL MARIA. 310-626-5055.

VORTEX SEEKS INTERNS to provide market
research and support for computer career re-

training. TASKS: research, telephone inter-

views, propoaal writing, administration. CALL
MARIA 310-626-5055.

WANTED: PUBLISHER'S ASSISTANT. Volun-

teer Part-time. New, national, muKi-ethnic

teen magazine- Unity LA. Experience on
Mac 213-935-5626.

35 Child Core Wanted

$6-7/HR
LIGHT HOUSEKEEPINCyrUTQR/DRIVER for

bright and fun twelve-year-old. Monday-Fri-
day 3-6pm. Referery:es required. 10 min.
from campus. 81 6-789-0696.

2-3 day^wk. 7am-6pm childcare, house-
keepinn. 310-474-9679.

BABYSITTER NEEDED, on an occasional ba-
sis only, in Sunset/Doheny area. For parents'

random nights out, most likely Saturdays, for

no more than 4-5 hourVnight, $8^ur. Auto
is not required, but helpful. Call Jennifer at

310-278-4752.

CHILD CARE, 6 and 12-year olds, N/S, refer-

ences, good wAids, have car. 12/12-1^, 10+
hours arranged/Week, S8/hour, Santa Monica.
310-828-5144.

Childcare for 2 children, ages 1 1 months and
7 years, for five hours or nwre on Saturdays.

Must have car, Hancocic Park area. Call Dr.

Baker 310-825-91 76.

EVENING BABYSITTER. Your choice of 1-4

nights/week. Must have referery:es, car, and
safe driving record, $6-C^our. Please call

Mrs. Tolwin at 310-552-7604.

Child Care
Wanted

- Must have background
in spedal education
(tourette syndrome and
ADHD).

- Part-time.
- $7.00 and up.

- Must have referrences.

Call Karen at 310 277 9097
' jday) or 310 470 3915 (night).,

It't Ntwl It'i jflif for yoa & jut in time for tko koli^tyt.

. .."eoino Pllles lulldifi Board"
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Get
$10.00

on your

Bruin

Gold

Card.

TICKLE

OUR
TASTEBUDS
AND THE
DAILY

BRUIN
WILL

TICKLE „
YOURS.

Something's
Cooking
at the

Bruin!

Submit
a personal

favorite

recipe

and if it's

chosen
we'll

feature

your name
and

recipe in^

the

paper's

classified

section.

APPETITE!
-drop recipe

submissions at

the Dally Bruin

front desk-

225 Kerckhoff Hall

35 Child Care Wanted

EXPERIENCED BABYSITTER needed lo pick

up 2 kkk from school, tupervisc homework

and help whh dinner. 1-2 day^wk. MuA
have rdiable cm. SKVhr. Call 310-275-4885

alUrSpm. ___^____
FEMALE P/r BABYSmtR, M« childmn,

flexible hours, noivtmoker. Wcttside loca-

tion. References required. Salary rtegoitable.

310-821-6765.

NEED Chikkarc, preferk>ly chikUdevelop-

ment major, in Sherman Oaks. Car, referenc-

es. Hours flexible. $7-f prAir. Fax resume

818-783-8480. or call 818-789-0305.

STEADY SATURDAY EVENir>4C BABYSrfTER

NEEDED. Great jobi 2 \MDnderful girls, ages 1

and 4, dinner included, $7/hr. Call Wendy
310-471-4403

36 Personal Assistance

20-30 hn^vk, M-F, 1 -6:30pm, must have car.

Drive adorable 6-yr-oM |^ri to lessons, light

housevMxk, make dirwier, shopping. 310-

4764)789 eves

49 Apartments for Rent

$900 CULVER Cmr. Large, quiet, modern, 2-

bdrnV3bath townhome, dishwasher, a/c,

fridge, patio, gated parking. 310-837-0761.

$995. 2BR/1 1/2BA TOWNHOUSE STYLE

1.2 miles UCLA. (310)459-6800.

••WESTWOOD VILLAGE** MIDVALE/N. Of
LEVERING. EXTRA LARGE 2BD/2BA BALCO-
NY, DINING ROOM, 3 CAR PARKING,

CHARMING, GARDEN APTS. 310-839-

6294.

1-BDRM, UNFURNISHED apartment. Bun-

dy^ico. Next to busline. Own parking, laun-

dry. $S50/mo. 310-820-4105 or 310-477-

0877.

1 -BEDROOM $575 up. Huge apartmenU,

ideal for roommates. Garden courtyard, pool,

, AJC, phof>e-enlry. Near Sherman Oaks Gal-

leria. Minutes to campus. 616-997-7312.

1 -BEDROOM, UPPER, CLOSE TO UCLA.
Best part of Palms. Newly decorated. Laun-

dry, no pets. 10-month lease. $625/month.

310-286-2685.

1 single and 1 bachelor in Westwood near

campus, with parking. Daytime 213-932-

1857.

2bd/1.5ba. Refrigerator, patk>. Near UCLA.

One year lease. $89S;Atio -t- $600 deposit.

310-473-9919.

Beautiful 3-y/o deluxe apartment 2-bdrrV2-

ba, 3-bdrnV2-ba available. 640 Veteran Ave.

Call fast 824-2036.

FURNISHED RESORT STYLE
APARTMENTS

MINUTES FROM CAMPtB
STUDKD. ONE AND TWO BEDROOMS

MONTHLY RENTALS

800-846846)

CORPORATE DISOOUWTS AVAILABLE

Monterey

2 Bed / 2 Bath
$11 SO
$12SO

Central Air/Central Heat.
Security building.
Will Allow 4 in

1 Apartment

Now rcaeniiis for Fall

(310)4T7-0858

BEVERLY HILLS ADI- 1&2-BEDROOMS
$650-$895. SOME WAiARDWOOD
FLOORS. ONLY 1/2 BLOCK TO PICO BUS.
ASK ABOUT LEASE BONUS. 310-839-6294.

BEVERLY HILLS ADJACENT. $875. Beautiful

2bd in 6 unit building. Full kitchen, appliarK-

es, laundry facilities, parking. Walk to

parkAennis. 310-839-1959.

Brentwoodl 3-bdnTV2-bath. $1600. Pool,

Ig. balcony, gated parking, central air. Near

UCLA Add.: 330 S.Barrington, near Sunset.

310-471-2498.

BRENTWOOD, Sunny and large 3-bed-

room/2-bath. Patio, North of Wilshire, dish-

washer, parking, $1 4S0AnorTth. Open 9-5,

11921 Goshen Ave, aptil. 310-207-0634.

BRENTWOOD. Beautiful 2-bdrnV2ba ^den.

Large patio. Nevtrly decorated. Parking, laun-

dry, elevator. 310-826-3934 or 310-207-

8402.

BRENTWOOD. Lovely, cozy, bachelof/ette

room in beautiful country area, quiet home.
20-mlnutes to UCLA. $650. 310-472-6694.

Deluxe 1 -bedroom. 10-minute walk to

UCLA, quiet building, bakony, well-lit unit,

$850 and up. Available November 8. 310-

208^881.

FOX HILLS CONDO FOR RENT. 1 5 minutes

to UCLA 1 -bedroonVI -hath, dishwasher,

pool, Jacuzzi, spa, mini-gym. Security Buikj-

Ing. $610. 310-641-5080.

Large single quiet area, Wllshirr district, sep-

arate kitchenA>athroom, furnished/ unfur-

nished, trustworthy student preferred. Call

Dante at City News 714-773-4902. $385.

MAR VISTA, $870, 2-bed/2-bath, 2-story cus-

tom townhouie. Gated garage, unit alarm,

central air, fireplace. 12736 Caswell Ave.

310-391-1076. _____

49 Apoftments tor Rent

*1 Bedroom*

•Gated
•Pool
• Laundfy Facilities
• Beautiful Landscaping
• $549/auxuh (sindes

available for $475)
• low deposit for UCLA

Students

CALL (310) 390-0226

Diamond Head
Apartments
Short Term Available

1bedroom $875
Fireplace, balcony with a

view, contemporary
kitchen

<irMit Building
N«t|oti«bl* ttmnt

VMonctorful Managers
660 Veteran

MAR VISTA, 2-BDRM/2-BATH custom town-

home. Gated garage, cen^l air, fireplace,

unit alarm. 11748 Courtleigh Dr.

$845/month. 310-391-1076.

MAR VISTA. $675. Near 405 freeway, Nice

1 -bedroom, new carpets, stove, refrigerator,

laundry. 310-454-0805.

MAR VISTA. 2-BDRM-2-BATH custom town-

home. Gated garage, central air, fireplace,

unit alarm. 12736 Caswell Ave. $82S/month.

Call 310-391-1076.

MAR VISTA 2-bdrnV2bath. Custom town-

honrte, fireplace, gated garage, alarm in unit

$845. 1 1 748 Courtleigh. Door open 7 days.

310-391-1076.

Oak Santa Monica. One-bedroom apartment,

$585, partly furnished. Foreign student

welconw. Available for 6 months. 310-450-

7692.

ONE MILE TO WESTWOOD. Brentwood

adjacent. Large single $625. Large Ibed

$695. 1235 Federal Ave. 310-477-7237.

PALMS $500. Large single, vtralk-in closets,

completely refurbished, quiet 9-unit building

15-minutes from campus. Must see to appre-

ciate. 398-6622.

PALMS $595, 1 -bedroom security building

very quiet, all appliarxxs. Corwenient to

campus. Security deposit $100. A/C, laundry.

310-837-7061.

PALMS $750, 2-bdrnv1-ba, large upper,

small buiWing. Completely refurbished, like

new. Must see to appreciate. 15-mirv from

campus. 310-398-6622.

PALMS - $595
1 -bedroom upper. '10-minutes to UCLA.
Gated entry. Small, quiet building, refrigera-

tor, stove, dishwasher, miniblinds, carpets.

Free rent 310-203-8814.

PALA4S, $1695, 4-bedroom + bft/3-bath,

ne«i«r 3-story townhouse, fireplace, gated ga-

rage, security alarm, sundeck. 3670 Mkivale

Ave. 310-391-1076. Open 7 days 9-5.

PALMS, $485/MONTH, single, 3455 Jas-

mine. Appliances, pod, laurtdry, no pels.

310-454-4754.

PALMS, $685. 2-»-1 apartment, upper, bright

unit Refrigerator irKJuded. Gated parking.

310-829-0589.

PALMS, 2-BDRM/2BATH custom town-

home. Gated garage, fireplace, balcony,

alarm in unit 1-rnonth free. 3614 Faris.

$995.310-391-1076.

PALMS. $550, Large single. $775 2-bed-

roonVl-bath. Newer building on quiet street,

!;ated parking, built-irw, balcony/patio, ^C,
replace. Laundry facilities. 31 0-397-0405.

PALMS. $995, 2-bed/2-bath, custom town-

home, fireplace, balcony, gated garage,

alarm in unit One month free. 361 4 Farls Dr.

310-391-1076.

PALMS. Unfurnished 1 -bedroom, $495,

single $395. Appliar>ces, no pets. Call 9aniv

8pm, ask for mgr. (310)837-4196.

PALMS: $575. Spacious 1 -bdrnVl -bath,

stove, refrigerator, parking, laurylry, hard-

wood floors. Day 310-206-9975, eve. 213-

876-0371.

PENTHOUSE VIEW
$595. Elegant, 1 bedroom, two entries.

Sherman Oaks adj. Great location, half block

markets, busses, near freeways. 818-399-

9610.

REDUaD RENT. Ibr, Iba. $700. BH adj.

Charming Spanish style, hardwood floors,

bright, quiet (310)550-1531.

SHERMAN OAKS. Gated, newer, quiet,

single, $450, 2-»^2 $750, 13406 Moorpark St.

818-222-8298

STUDIO. FOR RENT. $570/mo. Utilities in-

cluded. 611 Levering Ave. Call Tim 310-

208-4015.

TWO BEDROOM $595
SPACKDUS, VIEW, walk library. Great Van
Nuys kxiation. MirHJies to Sherman Oaks,

shopping, buHfls, and freeways. 818-399-

49 Apartments for Rent

W/aK TO UCLA. One bedroom, balcony,

free parking, laundry facilities, water ind.

$900. Bachcky $55a 10944 Strathnrare.

(310)209-0968.

WEST HOLLYWOOD ADJACENT. 2BR/2BA.

Small, quiet bulMing. Upper bakony. Home-

like street, large ckjset, great area. 20 min.

UCLA $850. (21 3)935-91 52.

WEST LA. 1-bdrm $600, tingle $575,

bachekK $475. Single and bachekir include

utilities. 310-477-2696.

WEST L.A.
Large 1 -bedroom, $695. Stove, refrigerator,

carpets, blir>ds, super clean, parking laundry

facilities. 1 1 321 Massachusetts Ave., shown
by^>pL 310-477-875a

49 Apartments for Rent

WESTWOOD- 2-BEDRCX>V2-8ATH, $995
AND UP. TILE KITCHEN, STEPOOWN LfV.

INC ROOM. UNUSUAL CHARM. 1-1/2

MM.E TO UCLA. 310-839-6294.-

WestWDod/Century City and Palms, $495-f

single; $6504- Ibd; 10 minutes to UCLA.
open daily 310-474-7565.

WESTWOOO_ADJ. 2-bdrm, upper, snnall

quiet bUg, rxw carpets, minibllrwis, laurwiry,

S mIn. to UCLA, near Sepulveda/ Pico. $796.

213-935-9152

WLA, Bacheky, $460; large 1-b

$599. Swinvning pool, laundry, BBQ, ap-

pliances. Best locatk>n. 1 621 Wesigaic Ave-

nue. 31O420-1121.

TODAY'S
CROSSWORD PUZZLE

16

17
19

24

27

ACROSS
1 Police alert:

abbr.

4 Rustling sound
9 Type of tack

14 — Beta Kappa
15 Telephone

greeting

Of the

countryside
Mischievous elf

Come afterward
20 Spouse's parent
21 Quick kiss

23 Lend a hand
Makes less

shaltow
Dogpatch family

29 Straight

31 Type of duck
34 Shade trees

37 Relief org.

39 Coarse t^ue
doth

40 As well

41 Doorhandles
43 — of a kind

44 Add up
47 Strapless top

48 Songbird
49 Made for him or

her
Fangs
Bright

Had a vision

59 Green vegetable
61 Tied
63 Captive
64 "Wait — Dark-

Lunchroom
— of the action

Licorice-like

flavoring

Buikling

addition

Tacked on
73 Got along
74 Fast plane

PREVIOUS PUZZLE SOLVED
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51

53
55

66
69
70

71

72

DOWN
1 - Plant parasite

2 Cellular —
3 Sacred book
4 Cloudburst
5 Part of a duck's

foot

6 Sk:k
7 Lingerie item

8 Hive product
9 Hiked
10 Barbarian
1

1

Little Dipper
constellation

12 Hawaiian island

13 Ran, as dye
18 Stares open-

mouthed
22 Dirty Harry, e.g.

25 Blouse part

26 Meager
28 Guitariike

instrument

30 Speckled fish

32 Baset>all team
33 FBI agents

34 — , Brute!"

35 Diving bird

36 Ambitk)us
38 Subskled
42 Prophet
45 "I'm Dancing

as Fast—
Can"

46 Flattened
48 Large mammal
50 XX - VI

52 Checked
54 Kind of coffee

56 Colts' moms
57 Vices

^

58 Passed out the

cards
59 Immature

butterfly

60 Oklahoma
town

62 Granny
65 Frost

67 Christmas tree

68 WNWs
opposite

W
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49 Apartments for Rent

• MAR VISTAS
'

2BD.2BA.2STORY
CUSTOM TOWNHOMES.

GATED GARAGE. CENTRAL AIR,

FIREPLACE. UNITALARM

* 12736 CASWELLAVE. $825
* 11 748 COURTLEIGH Oa $845

* PALMS *
2 BO. 2BA CUSTOM TOWNHOME.
FIREPLACE, BALCONY, GATED

GARAGE. ALRM IN UNIT
(ONE MONTH FREE RENT)

f^ 3614 FARIS $996
*apen7day«

CALL (310) 391-1076

TO SEE THE

g, LOVELYAPARTMENTS

WIA from $750, 2&3 bedroom apartments,

private patkis, stove ,refrig, air, laundry, 1 620
S. Brockton Ave. Renee 310-550-6755.

WLA. $59SAno. Spackxis, single, full kitch-

en, parking, small quiet building. One year

lease, no pets. 310-826-7888.

WLA. Amazing deal. 1 629 Brockton. Singles

Starting $525. New appliances, carpet, paint,

vertical blinds. Parking, gated. Good student

discount 310-477-0112.

50 Apartments, Furnished

MAR VISTA, $60(ymonth. Ask about free

rent Attractive, fumished 1 -bedroom. Large,

pool, patio, and barbecue area. Quiet build-

inx. 3748 k^lewDod Blvd. 310-398-8579.

51 Apartments, Unfurn.

S875 2BDRAV1 1/2BA. 1426 Barrington #4.

Stove, refrigerator, air, dishwasher. (310)837-

0761

S925. Move-in special. Large 2-bedroonfV2-

bath, security building, all amenKies, eleva-

tors, parking. Low security deposit 2437
S.Corlnth. 31 0-479-1 765 or 31 0-376-8794.

PALMS. Single $535-$550. 2bd, $850.
Clean, Large pool, convenient to shopping
and UCA 310-204-4332.

SANTA MONICA. 1-bdrm extra-large. Pool,

laur>dry, r>ew carpet and paint Foreign stud-

ents welconrw. Good neigf>bortK>od and area.

$585.310-358-6680. .

WESTWOOD. $1500, Spactous 3-bedroom,

MI, refrigerator, dishwasher, balcony, ideal

for grad students. 1711 Malcolm. V4-mile
from campus. 310-273-1212.

WESTWOOCVCENTURY CITY. $950.

Charming, spacious, 2b<V2t>a, new carpets,

floor, buih-ins, mini blinds, air, dishwasher,

quiet, 4 unit 1815 Camden Ave. (310M73-
4858

52 Apartments to Share

$365. ROOMMATE NEEDED to share HUGE
2-bdmV2ba w/3 other guys. Pool/jacuzzi, se-

curity gated. 10 min. from campus. 310-559-

4332.

Apartment to share in comfortable 2-bed/2-

bath in WLA. Bakony, kitchen, dining area,

parking, laundry facilities, near IXTLA.

$47(ynKinth4utllities. Move-in December 1,

Call 310-473-8817.

BRENTWOOD, female professional/grad to

share spackxi^ujnny 2-bedroonV2-bath
apartnr>ent CXvn room. Laurviry, pool, park-

ing. SSSCyVnonth. 3-mlles to UCLA/beach.
310-440-9480.

LOOKING FOR ROOMMATE to share 2-

JbdmV2-bath apt Gated parking, laundry

facilities, all amenities. Great Placel Respon-

sible, Non-smoker. S39C^onth. 310-202-

6538. ^^_
Mf ROOMMATE NEEDED. 3-bdrn/2balh.

montf^fnonlh, $367Ano.. parking, laundry

facilities. Call Chris or Stephanie, 310-473-

5274

PALMS. LOOKING FOR ROOMMATE to

share 2-bdrTT^-bath apartment New, small

complax w/all amcnftics;dishwasher, fire-

placK. security, etc Male-N^ preferred.

Must be super clean graduate student or pro-

fdakmai. $499At)o. Jose 310-553-

901 0iKt274, call anytlww. _^__
SANTA MONICA, 1 SttVMontana, nustcr

bedroom, full bath, upper, private, wash-
eiAJryer, no pels. Bright, very dean. Month-

to-fnomh, $800. Pro-rate (or November.
Prefar fcmale gr^l student. 310-394-9686.

SICK OF LMNC IN DORMS? $300. Right

neMt to camfHit. Cavicy. Third peraon to

ih»c apaftmenl. prelcfable male. 310-824-

0836.

53 Roommates

FEMALE ROOMMATE WANTED to share a

bedroom. Nice spacious apartment. S-m!rMjle

walk from Lot 32 STOOArvjnth Bobby 310-
478-7121 or Cathy 310 ^7fl()26K
Female roommate, own master bedroom, pri-

v*e bath, corrvenient k>catk>n at Wilshire

and Buody, $399. Call Angela 213-782-
3aso.

MALE WANTED FOR spackM* 2bdrfnaba
ipartnrtent with 2 fsmalei and 1 male. Rea-

sonably priced, t>kxk from can^puB. 310-

443^H1S.

53 Roommates

PROFESSIONAL MALE SEEKS MALE OR FE-

MALE to share beaUiful 2b(V2ba condo with

ions of amenMiesI $59SAno -t- 1/2 utilities.

310-826-6447.

ROOMMATE WANTED. Available now. 24

hours security guard. 2 full bathrooms. Share

spackxjs 2bd. Kitchen, own gated parking.

$41 flAno 310-275-0736.

54 Room for Rent

BEVERLY HILLS. Very large, separate fur-

nished room behiiKl house Wgrad students,

WasherA>ryer, kitchen privileges, pool, need

car. $550. Abby 818-783-5151.

BRENTWOOD SSOOAnonth. Private bed/

bath in large home of single mother of two
small chikJren. Discounted rent for babysit-

tlng. Female, non-smoker. 310-395-0623.

LANDFAIR AVE. Doubles or singles avail.

Prefer males. UtII. Ind. Walk to campus. Call

Eddie, 310-206-8172.

Large room in spackxis house. Wood floor,

walk-in closet, fireplace, laundry, backyard.

Must Seel. From Dec.1-Jan.15 or longer.

$400/month. 213-932-6186.

Newly refinished room for quiet male stud-

erA. 3-miles south of campus. $360. Day
310-274-0400, evening 31 0-202-8521.

ONE IN A MIL, 1 N/S roommate wanted to

share WLA 2-bdnn/2-bth, gated parking,

$525 + 1/2 utilities. 310-820-0758

PALMS, FEMALE TO RENT own roorrVbath in

2-bdrm toMmhouse, near txises, security,

parking, laundry, fireplace, $46(Vmo. 310-

841-6146.

PRIVATE ROOM AND BATH, sunny WLA,
1.8-miles UCLA. Furnished. Quiet. Pool.

Kitchen. Attorney roommate/arts interest.

Grad preferred. $440f1/2 utilities. 310-479-

8286.

PRIVATE ROOM/BATH. KITCHEN FAC.,

utilities included, parking, r>ear UCLA, free-

ways. 310-470-0597.

WESTWOOD. Fumished single, full kitchen,

fiill bathroom, heater, parking, private, close

to UCLA. Walk to Westwood BL-Pavilkm.

Utilities pakJ. $497. Females only. 310-474-

1749.

WLA. OWN ROOM/BATH In 2-bdmV2-bath,
parking, $43GkVno. 3 miles to IXLA. Female

N/S preferred. No pets. 310-31 2-0498

56 House for Rent

$195(yiTK>nth. Pacific Palisades, 3-bedroonVl

&1/2-bath, large yard, hardwood fioors, fire-

place in living room. Call Pauline 310-275-

9006.

58 House for Sale

BEL AIR, 3bd/2.5ba,-fbonus room,5yrs new,
quiet street, $529,000. 2607 Basil Lane, by
appi only, 10 minutes to UCLA, owner. 310-

271-7750

62 Room/Board for Help

BENEDK:T CANYON, private room/bath in

house, 10-minutes to campus, grad student

wA:ar exchange for light duties. 310-273-

4000.

NEEDED FEMALE STUDENT FOR BABYSIT-
TING in exchange for room and tx>ard in

Westwood. Must have own car. Mrs. Chrys-

tle 310-471-7755.

ROOM, BOARD, PRIVATE BATH exchange
for assistarw:e- light housekeeping, some
cooking, some driving. Female student 818-

906-1399.

ROOM/BOARD -fSIOCVWK. Mother's helper

needed for r^ewty single mom. Mature, re-

sponsible, grad studertt preferred. Nice Mar
Vista home. 1 5 min. from campus. 310-397-

6445.

WONDERFUL FURNISHED COTTAGE in

hills, 15 min. UCLA . $300/mo plus 5 flexible

errarxi hoursNveek. Responsible problem
soh«r for busy gay professfonal. 310-276-

2332

67 Condos for Sale

2bd/2t>a elegvit condo walk to UCLA, for

sale by owner. $180.000. 310-391-2877.

CONDO FOR SALE. Quid. Penthouse, near

campus. 2bdnTV2ba in security buiMing
w^rivacy, amenities, view. Owner reduced

prkie-J. Thompson 310-471-6363x133.

FABULOUS WESTWOOD LOCATION. 2-k2,

bank-owned, $199,000. Relax in sauna in

master bath, gorgeous cape-cod building.

Quiet back unit Affcnt. 310-479-6832.

68 Condos to Share

1-bdrm in 2-bdr/2.5-bth, Wilshire Highrisc

Condo. Laundry facilHy within unit. 24-hr.

security, valet parking, pool and gym. N/S.

$120Q^no. 310-47S-7989.

69 Condos for Rent

1BD/1BA CONDO FOR LEASE. 1/2 block

from LKZLA. High-rise building, doonnan,
swimming pool. SlOOtVmo. Call Broker

(3101824-0453.

CONDO FOR RENT in Palms area.

$875Anonth. 2-bed/2-bath. Washer/Dryer,

stove, dishwasher, central air and heatir^ 2-

car lecurttjr parkir^ and kits of storage. Eve-

lyn, 310-391-3853 or Steve. 310^391-6645.

70 Guest House for Rent

2-90ilW1 -KrrCHEN/1 -BATH. Livir^ room,

nice, quiet neighborhood $850. 6446 W^t
SthSt 310-289-a7b2.

91 Insurance 96 Services Offered

/lllstate
Insurance Compony

(310)312-0204
1317 Westwood Blvd.
<2 biks. So. of Wilshire)

AUTO
INSURANCE

"NO BULL"
Best Prices, Same l5ay

/"

STUDENT DISCOUNTS

Motorcycles. SR22
Accidents. Tickets OK

CALL AA*IA NOW
FOR FREE QUOTE
TOLL FREE

1 C800I225-9000

92 Legal Advice

Breast implant recipients:

Class action suit has created a
super fund for your daims.

You must register before

December 1, 1994. For more info.

caH (310) 396 4313.

94 Movers/Storage

HONEST MAN. W/14lt truck and dollies,

small jobs, short notice ok. Student discount

310-285-8688. CA, AZ, NV. Co Bruins.

JERRY'S MOVING & DaiVERY. The careful

movers. Experier>ced, reliable, same day de-

livery. Packing & boxes. Will deliver boxes
free. Jerry 31 0-391 -5657.

TOM'S MOVING SERVICE. DEPENDABLE,
EXPERIENCED, REASONABLE. LAST
MINUTE JOBS WELCOME. CALL 24 HRS.
310-452-2887.

96 Services Offered

ATTN: MBA, LAW,
MED. APPLICANTS

Frustrated developing/editing your critically-

important personal statements? Get profes-

sional help, competitive edge from national-

ly-known authoi/consulUnt. 310-826-4445

BEAR'S RESEARCH,
WRITING, & EDITING

AlMiijects. Jhama/aamdition^

Personal Statements. Proposals and books.

Inlematnnai students wekxMns.

PAPERS NOT FOR SALE
Stwron BMf, Pti.D. (310) 470-6662

EAGLE-EYED PRCK)FREADER
Edits, theseVpublications; tutors English/rtudy

skills; trains time management/stress reduc-

tion. Nadia Lawrence, PhD. 310-393-1951

.

PROFESSIONAL WRmNCVEDITINC. Papers,

reports, statistics, proposals, research studies.

Masters, Ph.D. dissertatiorw, college applica-

tion eways. Any subject, style, requirement.

213-871-1333.

TRANSLATIONS
Most languages arxl fields. Professiorul

work. Documents, papers, brochures, marwi-

als, etc. LRA INTERPRETERS 21 3-933-1006.

WANT TO BE ACCEPTED? Save time, frustra-

tion? Call for help devclopin^editing persorv

al itatanrtflntt. Alto edit papen, theses, dit-

sertaUons. Linda 310-392-1734.

Research, Writing, Editing

ALL levels, > ALL subfeccs Foreign

Students Welcome Fast Professional

'

C^alicy guaranteed papers not for sale

CaU Research 310^77-8226

M-F l(H)Oam.SKX}pm

LAW SCHOOLAPPUCATON
PERSONALSTA11MEOT SIHESS?

Two pubfidied taw review editors

win help you:

*CompoMA creMe
* Etut pniirtMiifwi A gmnmr
•Offuise A fltnictire your easigr

to malie it lubitHtiviB^ affKtiM awl

techaicaOy aocur^.

Contact Ch«ri or Tom «t
(310) 274^187

EAST, AFFORDABLE
I

Wcr^pnotmiafSi/vt $4Mar) Rush/ta
onlara weloome; lapera, leders. resumes, tfaests,

dtseertaHans: durts. fnphsi gr^ihks; luer
ipell/gnmmer check, etitinc. Pn>fe«ioaal

qtolti'. Quick turn arauod.

I Windelw tocnpa area. (310)394-9686

98 Tutoring Offered

- MY TUTOR -

MATH/PHYSICS/STATISTICS. Tutoring senr-

ice. Free consultation. Reasonable rates ,

call Mv Tutor anvtime. Ilan (800)90-TUTOR.

ACE TUTOR
W/lAW DECREE PROVIDES FIRST-RATE
HELP with law, English, and social sciences.

Reasonable rates. Flexible times^locatiorv.

Scott 310-826-6447.

ECONOMICS TUTORING. Undergraduate

economics tutoring by masters graduate, with

5 years teaching experience. $1 5.0(Vhr, with

free consultation. Call 310-393-41 73.

MATH TUTORING by PH.D. $15/hour. Cal-

culus, statistics, probability, math for physi-

cal/social sciences, SAT, CRE, LSAT, MCAT.
310-837-8998, pa^er, 310-582-9626 NBD.

99 Tutoring Needed

ENGLISH AS SECOND LANGUAGE TUTOR
NEEDED IMMEDIATELY. Intepriew required.

Transportation required. Contact Sam at pag-

erf 31 0-960-9660.

Tutor needed for HS junior/3 hrs per day, 5

days per week^ax qualifications to: Siobhan
McDevitf 310-207-6816.

TUTORS WANTED
MATH, SCIENCE, SPANISH, FRENCH TU-
TORS needed for Sherman Oaks, Woodland
Hills , WestvMiod Centers. Urvfergraduate de-

cree required. $1 2^r. 81 8-347-761 6.

100 Typing

$2 WORD PROCESSING. Papers, disserta-

tions, manuscripts, etc FAST, reliable. Laser

printing. Pick-up, delivery, 24hr service avail-

able. Complete resume services. 310-397-

5970.

A CLASS ACT
Papers, letters, resumes, scripts, transcription,

labels. FREE light editing. Laser printing. Spell

check. Fax Orders Welconr^e. 31 0-827-8023.

A PLUS WORDPROCESSING. IBM/PC, Laser

printing, spellcheck; term papers, disserta-.

tions, thesis, reports, manuscripts, trar>scrip-

tions, etc. Fast turnaround. Call Bob 21^-

851-0214.
J

ACE TYPIST, ETC
GREAT LOOIONG PAPERS AND APPLICA-

TIONS-SPECIAL RATE. WE (X) ALL WP
AND RESUMES. RUSHES. 310-820-8830.

MODERN SECRETARIAL SERVICES. 24-hour

service, pick-up and delivery, IBM and MAC,
Laser printing. Discount students. 5-minutes

from UCLA. Angelica, 310-446-8899.

NEED A PRIVATE SECRETARY? Over 15

years legalAnedical trar«cription experierxre.

Notary Public. Macintosh w/laser printer.

pick-up/delivery. Brentwood. 310-472-0405.

WORD PRCXXSSING- All types, APA and
other formats, transcribing, resumes, DTP,

WordPerfect, charts, graphs, laser. Reasorv

able rates, near campus. 310-470-0287.

102 fvlusic Lessons

DRUM LESSONS
All Icvel^styles with dedicated professional.

At your hoine or WLA studio. 1 st lesson free.

No dnim set necessary. Neil 21 3-882-8509.

GUITAR INSTRUCTION. 15 years EXP. all

levels »nd styles. Patient and organized. Be-

ginner guitars for sale $60. Sam 310-826-

9117.

105 Trove!

Pans
NON-STOP

$195
London
Frankfurt

Boston
New York

$225*
$225*
$184*
$149*
$129*Chicago

*f•« •« aoTv«e/ tnm lot Argekt baed on a
ia«K*ipptf<di«e. RotrictKnappt/ aid laces rat
kvituded Cil lor other worldwide destrabons

Open 5aturday5 10am - 8pm

Council Travel
1093 Broxton An«

, 1990, los Angdes, CA 90094

310.808-3551
Euraiipasses

issued on-the-spot!

102 Music Lessons

Guitar lessons by a professional near UCLA.
All levels, piHars available. Call Jew 310-

476-4154.

PIANO LESSONS. J1 S/hr. Beginning/lnlenn.

students. Experienced teaching children arwi

adults. Studto in S«iU Monica. Please call

Maria 310-828-9750.

SINGI Vocal technique-all levelsMyles, per-

formarKe anxiety, associato^ate Lam, Santa

Monica, r>ear UOLA, free consultation, Carol

Tingle 310428-3100.

104 Resumes

A CUSTOMTYPE RESUME. Fast, professional,

reliable. Layout, editing, composition.

ResumeVcover letters/RefererKe sheets. Com-
puter typesetting & laser printing. 310-470-

4999. -

WINNING RESUMES: 1-hour service. Our
clients get results. Open 7-days. 310-287-

2785.

109 Autos for Sole

1983 Porche 944, beautiful black on black,

sunroof, A/C. Yokohama tires, pullout stereo,

new clutch, MUST SELL. $3900. 310-479-
1428.

86 BMW 325, blackAan, automatic, fully

loaded. $7S0(Vobo. 310-447-6110. 90
MAZDA RX7/GTU. Original owner.

Black/black. Fully loaded. S980(Vobo 310-

826-1081.

86 FORD MUSTANG LX CONVERTIBLE.
New paint, black, mint condition, automatic,

all power. $4500. 310-206-4934

92 EAGLE TALON Tsi. BlackAwige, turbo,

AWD, A8S, 23,000 miles, auto-transmission,

leather, AM/FM cassette, CD. Immaculate
conditioni S15,50Q/obo. 310-824-9713.

92 HONDA PRELUDE Si. Red, 5 speed, 27k
miles. Fully loaded, excellent condition.

$14,200 or assume lease ($272/mo.) 310-

472-2273.

BMW 533i 1983. Excellent condition, white
with beige interior, fully loaded. $6400. 1-

800-479-3229, ext. 2888. r

MUSTANG 5.0 -
1983 Gray Ford Mustang GT, V8, 5.0, 4-

speed, very fast. New brakes, good interior.

53000. 310-777-9761/pager, after 5:30pm.

Volkswagen )etta 87, looks brand new, 5-

speed, 4-door, AJC, sunroof, sterecVcassette.

$480Q/obo. 21 3-965-7628

'81 TOYOTA COROLLA, 4-dr, 5-speed, A^,
AMA^M radio, new tires, exc condition.

$1 1 00 obo. 310-396-7717.

'84 200SX Turbo. Excellent condition. 5-

speed, sunroof, all power options. Tinted

windows. $1500 stereo system. $3400. Call

after 6PM. 310-474-6445.

'84 SAAB 5-SPEED, BROWN, LEATHER IN-

TERIOR, original owner, runs good, $1900o-
bo. Close to campus. 818-501-7622.

'87 PLYMOLMH SUNDANCE. 4-cylinder,

economical, only 75,000 miles. Automatic,

2-door hatdiback, fully powered, air, stereo.

Like new. $2699 firm. 310-820-4138.

'89 ISUZU AMIGO, 2-wheel drive, 44k, new
soft4op, amAm radio. 1 -owner, mint-condi-

tion, like new. $6200. 310-476-2115.

"91 Corvette. $21,00(yobo. Loaded. Leather

interior, viper alarm, performarKe package,

front/rear radar, CCVcassctte, excellent condi-
tion. Call Karen at 310-379-8373.

113 Bicycles for Sole

MOUNTAIN BIKES. Avitar by Gary Fisher,

Deore XT Shimano components. Sizes 1 5-

23. Brand-new, in the box, $350. 310-329-

4090.

115 Scooters for Sale

1987 HONDA ELITE 80: Blue, Good condi-

tion. Runs gre^tfl Helmet and lock included.

Registration paid. Call Rupen 310-446-0754.

$70Q^obo.

1989 Honda Elite 80. Low mileage. White.

Helmet ar>d lock included. Original owner.

$750. Call Pot at 310-546-2446.

'87 HONDA aiTE 80, white, lock and
ckiaed-face helmet irx:luded. Complete serv-

ice record. New battery, just turwd up.

iSOO/abo. 310-379-3369.

126 Furniture for Sole

AA SOFA SLEEPERS QUEEN AND FULL
SIZES, $180 for a limited time. Call Kevin

310-379-6596.

Couch, seven feet lon^ southwestem shfie

fabric, good condition, will go to best offer.

310-207-4326.

MATTRESS SETS: Twin $45, full $55, queen

$85, kings $95, bunkbeds. Deliveries, phone
orders accepted. 310-372-2337.

NEW FURNITURE
Bunkbeds $125, Mattress sets: Queen $170,

full $140, Twin $110. Bedroom sets $350.
Dining >nd sofa sets also. 310-821-0729.

ROLL TOP DESK, oak, beautifol, excellent,

condition, 7 drawers, 48x22x42, $400 (obo).

OAK COFFEE TABLE, parquet. 29x29x19,

$90 fobo). 31-451-3620.

134 Computer/Typewriter

486 66 SOUND SYSTEM, 4-ram, 420HD,
voice-mail, mouse, monitor, like rtcw.

$1180. 310-644.2612.

COMPUTE MAC PACKAGE. MacSE, 56MB
HDD, 2-flappies, extended keyboard,

mod«n, imagewriterll printer, carrying cast

artd tons of software! $800. ^
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FOOTBALL
From page 28

• • •

Skip Hicks is back ... almost.

After returning from an anterior

cruciate ligament injury suffered,

last spring, the sophomore tailback

looked tentative in his first three

games. Against Washington,
California and Oregon State, Hicks

rushed 12 times for 33 yards.

However, Hicks broke out in the

Stanford game, running 10 times

for 45 yards and two touchdowns.

"I hope ihe Stanford game was
just the beginning of a couple pro-

ductive weeks for him," Don^^ue
said. "Early in the season he was
just trying to get his sea legs under

him. Against Stanford he began to

look aggressive and look like he

was regaining confidence. I'm hop-

ing that's the beginning of him get-

ting back to top form."
• • •

The Bruin's maligned defensive

secondary needed a bye after being

riddled by Stanford's Steve
Stenstrom for 408 yards on Oct 29.

However, it does not get much easi-

er this week.

ASU sophomore quarterback

Jake Plummer ranks third in the

conference in total offense and fifth

in passing efficiency. Two weeks
ago, after the Sun Devils 36-15
upset of then No. 18 BYU,
Plummer was named Pac-10
CcMiference Player of the Week. He
passed for 327 yard and three

touchdowns in the romp over the

Cougars.

c
-^^

Pizza Pasta
& More One Bile

& We
Gotcha!"

Numero Uno
Check List

a 60 oz. Pitcher of Beer $2.99

Monday Night Football

Monday Night Specials

AU-You-Can-Eat

Kzza & Pasta $4.95

Mon. & Tues. 5:00pm to Close

1077 Broxton Avenue Hoorg; Sun-Mon ll:00am-l 1:00pm Fri & Sal 11 :00am-l :00am

Phone: (310) 208-5070 FAX: (310) 208-1 139
FREE DELIVERY

Tomorrow N/ght!-[
UCLA Career Network Workshops
Your cmnection to UCLA almnipmlessionals ... andgelling the edge onyour lutuit.

*

f

If you're thinking about applying to a lawschool,

we're presenting an admissions expert

. and a current law student

to help you prepare for the application process.
/•- *

-i-.A

7 p.m. on Wednesday, November 9
J.D. Morgan Center

Questions? Call 825-UCIlA

"i^eer Network Workshops

— are free for a// students

and rrtembers of 6)6

AlumniAssociation «,»«,,«,,.,-UCtAlumni

Wb appmciate Kaplan's m^ m^» ja ^h
supportin twlping to K'^v L#mlM

sponsor Catm

Network programs

•m* mnmmm t^ Mf »»^ ouattow.

I-SOU-K Al*-ll SI

"I think he's a future superstar/'

Donahue said. "As a true fiieshman PSYCHOLOGY
From page 25

situations," UCLA head cross-

country coach Bob I-arsen said.

"If you're a kicker in football

and you miss a field goal and
the time ran out, or if you drop
a pass in the endzone to lose the

game, that's tremendous pres-

sure. We all put pressure on
ourselves, but in an individual

sport there is not as much pres-

sure as performing well in front

of all your teammates."

"Fm hoping that's the

beginning of (Skip

Hicks) getting back to

top form."

Terry Donahue

I thought he was really special. This

year he has just gotten better, and I

think he will be one of the premier

quarterbacks in this conference."
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to an outcome of a competition.

"The point of sports psychology
is to help athletes capitalize better

on their i^ysical talents by having

them focus on the mental ele-

ments," Partiam said. "Assuming
you have equal skill, the competi-

tor who has a better control over
the mental aspect will come out on
tap.

"When I work with individuals,

there is a psychology which sug-

gests diat lie or she is out there by
themselves, that he or she feels

more of the weight of the loss or

win because there are no other
factors, no other people, and noth-

ing else on which to blame the

outcome. In team sports the out-

come is rarely dependent upon the

talent of one individual. The issue

is trying to get the most out of the

talent that you have, because some
teams which have talent on paper

don't come together as a unit."

The things that coaches agree

on as key to a successful team are

leadership, communication, and
unity. A team leader can stop dis-

sent within the team and give the

team members a focal point With
communication comes a certain

amount of camaraderie, which
some liken to a feeling of war vet-

erans fighting for each other.

Unity is often a direct result of the

first two.

"A successful team starts out-

side of the pool," UCLA water
polo playerTommy Wong said. "If

you were to see a teammate hang-

ing out at a bar you'd be stoked

just because he's on your team.

You're not only fighting for your-

self, you're fighting for everyone.

Anytime your play is off you
expect people to pick up for you,

and they expect you to do the

same for them."

UCLA head basketball coach
Jim Harrick believes that selfless-

ness is the iMindset which breeds

unity.

"My job is to make five people

behave as one," Harrick said.

"You have to play within the

framework of the team, sharing

the ball, making the extra pass,

letting the open man shoot the

ball. — -~-
"A team player has to under-

stand that there are twelve guys all

pulling on the same rope, who
must all pull in the same direction

with the same attitude and the

same work ethic. When you have
five guys who are unselfish, who
are willing to sacrifice them-
selves, you've got a good team."

In individual sports the focus is

much more internalized. Though
performances in sports such as

cross-country or swimming are

eventually reflected in a team
score, it is hard to ignore the fact

that during the race each individ-

ual is completely alone.

"The mindset in individual
sports is very self-centered,"

UCLA women's running coach
Eric Peterson said. "You have to

rely on your own effort. You don't

have the luxury of defending
someone else's effort, there's no
concept of defense. You simply
cannot hope that someone else has

a great game and that will make
the difference."

"I think running is one of the

tougher sports just because you
are completely by yourself,"
UCLA cross-country runner
Karen Hecox said. "Mentally and
physically, everything is inside

yourself. One negative attitude in

a race and you've lost it, there's

no room for mistakes."

The pressure is different in both

individual and team sports. When
an athlete in an individual sport

loses, the agony is heightened
simply because the athlete knows
he is solely responsible. But in a

team sport, with so many people's

hopes riding on someone's perfor-

mance, pressure on a single per-

son can skyrocket.

"I don't think there's anything

more pressurized then some team

See PSYCHOLOGY, page 24
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Restore tlie California Promise
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BILUGMEIER
From page 28

Conference of Champions!"

Whoa, there, little doggie. Did I

read that correctly? Did I actually

see the word "champions" printed

in the same boob patch as "Pac-

10?" V '

Who exactly plays 1 ike a cham-

pion in this league? When exactly

did they do it? And over what

powerless body did they declare

their championship?

Keep in mind, this shirt was a

gift to all media attending the Pac-

10 Football Media Day a couple

years back. So the conference spin

doctors figured such advertise-

ment would be a boon to a sag-

ging reputation.

And they might have slipped it

past me, if it wasn't for the way

they said "champions." Even the

all-caps font is feasible, if just for

aesthetic reasons, bat the exclama-

tion point? What's the purpose,

exactly, of ".CHAMPIONS!"?
As if this point needed any

emphasis whatsoever. It's ridicu-

lous enough as it is.

The emphasis, if any, should

definitely have been added else-

where, so as to detract from the

absurdity of the "CHAMPIONS!"
claim. Like, "PAC- 10, CONFER-

ENCE! !!!!!! of champions." That

one would work - there's got to

be some paperwork somewhere

that proves this is an actual

league. Or, how about "PAC-

10!!!! (conference of champi-

ons)?" All that says is, "Hey, I like

my name, lay off!"

The point here is, the whole

left-boob patch thing is all

screwed up. It's a nice design and

everything, but, well, "CHAMPI-
ONS!"? At Football Media Day?

Hmmmm.
Let's see, how do I put this

without hurting anybody's feel-

ings? "The Pacific- 10 is having a

down year." Well, okay, I suppose

that would do, but it doesn't

exactly get the point across.

How about, "The Pac-10 has

never been a league of football

champions and it never will."

Yeah, that's a little more to the

point, but still not quite right.

Oh, I've got it - the reason why

that shirt is such a crock. Here's

what I'm trying to say: "Oregon's

going to the Rose Bowl!

Arrggggh!"

There, there. Duck bandwag-

oners, calm your quacking. I'm

not ripping on the Gang in Green;

in fact, I count myself among the

newfound Bill-Backers. I'm mere-

ly trying to make a point - that the

theme of the Pac-10 conference

this season is not "Championship

quality football," but "Wow,

Oregon is pretty cool."

That' s what we 've been

reduced to out west. Some of our

historically inept, undersized,

overmatched members are over-

achieving this year, and that's

pretty cool. Yeehaw.

So is that what the shirt means?

The Pac-10 is a conference of

champions because Oregon is.

whupping up on all the perennial

big boys?

I think not.

Let's face facts. Every time I go

to a pre-season media gathering

and Pac-10 Commissioner Tom
Hansen force-feeds a bundle of

propaganda down my throat, I

walk out desiring to toss my free,

league-subsidized lunch. Hansen

begins every press conference the

same way, listing all the accom-

plishments of the Pac-lO's mem-
ber schools, the interconference

win-loss records, the trophies, the

NFL draftees. And all the resident

media personnel yawn.

Then, of course, all 10 schools

hit the football field and... waste

our time. Actually, that's not fair.

This year, I only spot/ime worth-

less Pac-10 football teams.

This league is a fraud. It's not

the conference of champions!, it's

the conference of chumps.

What's fimny about the Pacific-

10. though, is not merely its inep-

titude - although, I admit, I do

find it chuckle-worthy. The funny

part is that Hansen and the boys

still believe this league consists of

"CHAMPIONS!" If you came ti)

those same shirt-designing spin

doctors and tried to discuss Uie

general lack of excellence in the

league this year, they would

defend themselves with words like

"parity," "beating each other up"

and "great pennant race." If you

pressed the point, you might even

hear the keywords "NFL-bound,"

"underrated," even "graduation

rates."

Peeshaw. Wake up and smell

the smokescreen, kids. This league

is in the dumper. Shopt, this

league is the dumper. The Pac-10

is the Southwest Conference with

an attitude. The WAC with an ego.

The least the league should do

is accept its fate as America's

most overrated league. Stop with

the full-court press defenise in

football, boys. The next thing we
know, Tom Hanscn'll get up in

back of a podium and start spew-

ing, in the grand tradition of the

UCLA Athletic Department, vol-

leyball statistics. "So every single

football team in this league is an

absolute joke. Did you see that

UCLA-Stanford volleyball match

Find outby taking a free GMAT
andattending our free seminar!

Take a free(Mt^ test from The Princeton Review and get back a computer-analyzed score

report and a comprehensive breakdown of your strengths and weaknesses. You will also get a

. two-hour seminar highlighting application procedures for graduate school and special

techniques designed to maximize your performance on the test. We pioneered the technique

oriented approach that has earned us the reputation as one of the leaders in test preparation.

Saturday, November 1 2, 1 994
~^

Test: 9:00am to 1 2:30 pm • Seminar: 1 :30 pm to 3:30 pm

To reserve a seat, call us at (800) 2-REVIEW or (310) 474-0909.

Seminars are limited to the first 50 people who sign up.

THE
PRINCETON
REVIEW
we score more

(800) 2-REVIEW

(310)474-0909
The Princeton Review is afHRated with neither Princeton University nor the Educational Testing Service. (Thank goodness!)

Courses for the January 2 1, 1995 GMA Tbegin December 3

last weekend. Boy, I can't wait

until they meet again in the Final

Four. What a league. This is a

CONFERENCE OF CHAMPI-
ONS!"

We're so doggone proud of our

Volleyball programs - and for fan-

tastic reason. But that's still no

excuse to overlook the demise of

quality in the sport that matters

most for the league's reputation:

f(x>tball. Anyone who thinks an

annual volleyball championship is

enough to conceal a half-decade of

gridiron ineptitude is fooling

themselves.

I say it's high time the Pac- 1

dealt with what's become a real

dilemma. Instead of enjoying

Saturday afternoon after Saturday

afternoon of football under the

sun, conference officials are

forced these days to hear - and

react defensively to - a constant

barrage of league-bashing.

And what's their reaction?

Circle the wagons.

It's too bad. I used to think

highly of this conference. I used to

buy into all the propagandist

garbage. Yeah, that's right, we are

underrated. Yeah, our best three

teams could beat the best three

teams in any conference in the

country. Yeah, we're a conference

of champions.

Yeah, right.

FREE FREE FREE
TICKETS •

• RAIDERS • RAMS •
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Notary Signature: $5.00
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First 50 Xerox
FREE with
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one coupon per person

1743 Westwood Blvd.

477-4127
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liUury-plagued Harris looks forward to spring

UCLA Sports Info

Senior cross-country runner Creighton Harris has not competed
for UCLA this season due to an injury in his achilles tendon.
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X-country season

never started for

Bruins' star senior

By Mark Singerton

Senior Creighton Harris' season
came to a close before it even
began. In the preseason of his final

year, the UCLA cross country star

injured his achilles tendon. No one
expected the injury to be so
severe. ^

After a successful track season,

where he placed second in the
3000-meter steeplechase and third

in the 5000 at the Pacific- 10
Championships, his momentum
slowed. His training for the
upcoming cross-country season
was minimal, and by the first team
workout, it was evident that Harris

was out of shape.

"Creighton fell behind mainly
because his conditioning wasn't at

the level it needed to be," UCLA
head coach Bob Larsen said. "In

those kind of situations, people are

susceptible to injury."

Trying to make up for lost

ground, Harris strained his tendon

during an early season workout. It

was an untimely event for Harris.

"I've never been injured
before," Harris said afterward. "It

was very difficult to deal with."

It was even more difficult for

Harris' teammates, who expected

his return. The Bruins knew that a

healthy Harris would add athleti-

cism and experience to an already

dynamic lineup.

Incoming freshman Mebrahtom
Keflezighi was recruited as one of

the top-five distance runners in the

nation, and his classmates
Brandon Del Campo and Devon
Elizondo were loaded with talent.

Junior Daniel Niednagel and
senior Brian Gastelum had provid-

ed leadership, stability and solid

finishes in the past.

But Harris did not recover. His
achilles strain nagged for weeks,
eliminating him from the opening-
day meet against Tennessee on
Sept. 3, then the Stanford
Invitational on Oct. 1. Harris'
strain, the result of tendonitis in his

achilles heel, also developed in his

knees.

Harris had come to camp out of
shape in the past and still enjoyed
success by the end of the season, so

many thought an imminent recov-

ery was likely. In 1992, he pulled

off improbable finishes in the final

two races of the season, finishing

lOdi at the Pac-10 championships
and eighth at the District-8 meet,
and narrowly missed qualifying for

the NCAA championships.

Even as his condition worsened,
Harris believed he would recover.

"I kept telling myself I'd be
back," Harris said. "It was just

going to take some time."

But by the first week of October,

Harris realized he would not be
back. The cross-country season
was nearly half over, and his injury

had kept his conditioning behind
that of his teammates. He was con-
fined to a pool in hopes of rehabili-

tating hjs leg. There was simply not

enough time to recover

"I had to come to grips with it,"

Harris said. "As much as I wanted
to do it, it just wasn't going to hap-

pen."

Always a competitor, Harris had

difficulty coping with his ordeal.

"Every time I'd watch my team-
mates run, I wanted to be out there

with them,'' Harris said.

. Fortunately for Larsen, the
Bruins became accustomed to
Harris' absence.

"Harris is a great runner,"
Larsen said. "We wish he was here.

But we've got some heroes on this

team that have really stepped up
for us."

While Keflezighi shouldered
much of the Bruin scoring punch,
Niednagel and Elizondo con-
tributed with solid finishes. At the

Pac-10 championships on Oct. 29,

Elizondo had his best race ever as a
Bruin, finishing 16th. Niednagel
finished 1 9di, Gastelum 22nd.

For Harris, life has become a bit

easier. He looks forward to the
track season, which is set to begin
in February.

"No doubt," Harris said. "I'll be
ready to go."

Harris has plans for not only
track season, but in the film indus-

try. He hopes to be a director, and
has his eyes set on a number of
graduate schools including New
York University and USC.
He's currently working on a

screenplay, already one-and-a-half

years in the making.

"I hope this can hit," Harris said.

"I think it's the most original Black_
oriented film ever made."

Harris hopes to have his piece
ready for a Dec. 17 film contest.

"Right now, I'm putting most of
my time into finishing this thing

up. I want it to be just right."

The title, says Harris, will proba-

bly be "Rebirth of a Nation."

How about "Rebirth of a

Runner?"

Your

vjFocer
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12 oz. package
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Psycholo^ of

the sporting world
A look at the

psychological

differences among
athletes involved

in team sports and

those who compete

individually
X>N FERREY/DaHy Bruin

... While team sport athletes, such as the members of the UCLA men's water

polo team, perform for their fellow team members.

SCOTT

o

'Individual' sport athletes, like

cross-country's Karen Hecox,
compete for themselves ...

By Esther Hut

Daily Bruin Senior Staff

An unknown long-distance runner maneuvers through a

mass of competitors, pushing one step at a time for the

finish line, toward the end of his race, toward possible

glory. He hears the spectators rooting for the underdog who is

passing the best runners, and he knows that the cheers are for

him.

The defensive-leader on a water polo team is passed the ball

from a teammate, hesitates for a split second before throwing it

into the hole-man, who then hurls it past the goalkeeper for a

score. The clock runs out and the crowd roars for the hole man -

his goal has won the game for the team.

Physically, all sports demand the same things - extensive con-

ditioning, good technical training, and talent. Mentally, however,

there are important differences between the mindset of an indi-

vidual athlete on whom everything depends and a team competi-

tor who must think about his teammates as much, and sometimes

more, than himself.

UCLA sports psychologist Bill Parham believes that an ath-

lete's mental approach to the game is what contributes the most ^

See PSYCHOLOGY, page 25

Conference
of champs
now full

of chumps

I
was moping around my apartment

Monday morning, weighing the pros and

cons of skipping my Anthro 7 lecture for

the eighth consecutive time, when the o<;ca-

-sion arrived for me to pick out a T-shirt.

Monday's selection ^^^^^^^^^^
happened to be one that

advertises for the

Pacific- 10 conference.

Realizing that the Pac-

10 was to be my subject

today, I paused to con-

sider the cosmic forces

at work - while dancing

a jig to that C&C Music

Factory classic, "Things

That Make You Go
Hmmmmm" - before

examining the shirt for

all of its general con-

tents and claims. Let's

peruse it together, shall we?
The front left-boob patch says, "PAC-10,

See BILUGMEIER, page 26

Eric

Billigmeier

Football

hopes for

continued
momentum

ABBY MOSKOWITZ/Oaity Brum

Sophomore tailback Skip Hicks rushed 10 times for 45 yards and two touchdowns

in UCLA's 31-30 win over Stanford.

By Eric Branch
Daily Bruin Staff

Relatively speaking, the UCLA football

team was on a roll.

However, after competing with No. 13

Arizona and defeating Stanford two weeks

ago for their first confer-

ence victory, UCLA may
have had its momentum
disturt)ed by a bye week.

At his weekly press con-

ference Monday, UCLA
head coach Terry
Donahue acknowledged

that fact as the Bruins (3-

6 overall, 1-5 in Pacific-

10) prepare to travel to

Tempe. Ariz, for a game
against Arizona Stale (3-6, 2-4).

"We were playing a little better - the big

question is will this (the bye week) take us

out of our rhythm," Donahue said. "I guess

we'll find out Saturday."

See FOOTBALL, page 24
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Wilson wins; Senate race tigiit

NIMA BAOIEY/Daily Brum

Governor Pete Wilson declared victory over Democratic Kathleen Brown Tuesday night to the cheer of estatic supporters at

the Doubletree Hotel in Los Angeles.

Victory follows

GOP control of

Senate, House of

Representatives

By James Thomas Snyder
Daily Bruin Senior Staff

California voters joined a national

Republican rout Tuesday night to re-elect

Gov. Pete Wilson and draw Democratic

Senate incumbent Dianne Feinstein into a

race too close to call with Michael
Huffington, the freshman Republican con-

gressman from Santa Barbara.

Republicans, with at least nine Senate

seals won, regained upper chamber control

for the first time since 1986, and forged a

solid majority bloc in the House of

Representatives, storming the lower house

for the first time since the Eisenhower
administration. , _ '_.

California voters passed the controversial

anti-illegal immigration initiative

Proposition 187, but its future is far from

assured as legal experts predict it will face

certain challenges to its legality.

Democratic gubernatorial candidate

Kathleen Brown conceded to Wilson at

10:10 p.m. Tuesday night. Speaking before

See RESULTS, page 10

Prop. 187 passes
overwhelmingly
Some students

express despair;

others, relief

By Alisa UNerts
Daily Bruin Senior Staff

Gathered at Shakey's Pizza in

Westwood for what was supposed

to be a victory celebration, UCLA
opponents of Proposition 187 sat in

stunned silence as early poll results

pointed to the imminent passage of

the controversial anti-immigration

measure.

"We're very disapointed in the

California population — that they

would be ruled by the emotions and

fears that were propagated by the

Republican administration," said

Cynthia Duarte, a fourth- year soci-

ology student and retention coordi-

nator for MEChA, a Latino student

advocacy group.

Prop. 187, a ballot initiative that

denies illegal immigrants access to

education, non- emergency health

care and other state services, was

passed overwhelmingly by
California voters in Tuesday's elec-

tion. The measure has been called

unconstitutional by opponents, who
are vowing to continue the fight

against it.

"We will massively mobilize

against this completely racist and

unconstitutional measure and gov-

ernor," said Max Espinosa, a stu-

dent leader in MEChA. "We may
have lost the battle but not the

war." MEChA members said the

spirit of the community would not

be affected by the defeat.

'To say that the momentum will

be reduced underestimates the

(Latino) community," Duarte said.

MEChA members said they will

support the actions of the Latino

community in the next few days. "I

think California is going to go
through a very ugly period,"
Espinosa said. "MEChA and other

student groups and the community

are really frustrated right now and

they will show their frustration,"

he said. Rallies arc planned in sev-

eral locations tlfroughout the city

See REACTION, page 11

UCLA exit

polls show
markedly
different

results
Many Bruins

voted Feinstein,

Brown and no on

Proposition 187
By Donna Wong
Daily Bruin Senior Staff

If UCLA alone could decide

the results of the 1994 statewide

elections, Tuesday night's returns

would have made the Democrats

smile.

Although Gov. Pete Wilson

and Proposition 187 won in

Tuesday's state elections,

UCLA's exit polls revealed that

students overwhelmingly
opposed them.

Daily Bruin exit poll results

The Daily Bruin polled voters as they were leaving polling

stations on and around campus, in an attempt to determine

campus sentiment atXHJt this year's midterm elections. Bruin

reporters interviewed 242 people.* number
ofvotM p«rc«ntag«

U.S. Senator

Dianne Feinstein (Democrat) 186
Michael Huffington (Republican) 38

77%
16%

Governor

Kathleen Brown (Democrat)

Pete Wilson (Republican)

179
55

Proposition 187—

Yes
No

Source: UCLA Voters

49
181

74%
23%

20%
75%

This poM was a non-sci«nMc sampling otvolefs.

The exit polls, which included

an unofficial, random sampling

of 242 students, suggested a dis-

tinctly democratic and liberal

bent among UCLA voters.

Students favored U.S. Sen.

Dianne Feinstein over
Republican challenger Michael

Huffington four to one.

Gubernatorial challenger.

Democrat Kathleen Brown, gar-

nered a three to one margin of

support over Wilson, and three

students to one were against

_^ JINO^VDaily Brum

Prop. 187.

But despite the seemingly
homogenous results, individual

exit polls demonstrated that sup-

port for initiatives and candidates

did not fall strictly along party

lines.

Individual ballots had combi-

nations that seemed to place vot-

ers all over the political

spectrum. Polls included votes

for Feinstein, Brown and yes on

See EXIT POLLS, pagelO

Ballot

breakdown
For a quick breakdown of the election

results take a look at the ballot graphic on

page 3. The Bruin reports the latest num-
bers available at press lime from the state

races and the initiatives. ^—

—

.--^^.-

Seepa^3

Dorm
turnout

Controversial election issues draw

droves of dorm students to the voting

booths. Poll officials are pleased.

See page 3

GOP gains in

Congress

The Republican tide sweeps in the

Senate and makes gains in the House.

Strong GOP showing could thwart

Clinton's efforts for the next two years.

See page 3
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=^ What's Br
Arthur Ashe Foundation for the Defeat of AIDS
Tennis tournament for World AIDS Day. Dec. 3

If interested in playing or volunteering, contact

Kristina Mack at 206-6079

e1¥in' Today
UCLA Tree Project

Volunteer training for the Botanical Garden Toui

Kerckhoff406
208-2425

r

•.

Cultural Affairs 6 p.m.
aign-ups ror diuaeni laieni iNeiworK ^nowcase
Pick up applications and call for audition

'

appointments for next week
Kerckhoff306
442-1052 or 209-0323

Asian Pacific Health Corps

General meeting

Boelter 5440
825-0068

9 a.m. - 1 p.m. Environmental Coalition

General meeting

Ackerman 3508
206-4438

Rainforest Action Group
Meeting

Ackerman 3508

Peer Health Counselors

Women's Health Options Session

Women's Health Clinic, Student Health Services

825-8462

L

10 a.m.

Placement & Career Planning Center

Workshops: Writing a Powerful Personal Essay

At 3 p.m.: Applying to Grad School

PCPC Building

Call 206-1944 to register

Student Accountina Sncintv

ZUO-44J8

l/ietnamese Reaching Oi|t to Aid the

Community
General meeting

Haines 18

8225-2727

"The Entertainment Industry" - presented by 6:30 p.m.

»,

represeniauves irom rnce waiernouse

Ackerman 3517
839-2870

UCLA UniCamp
Information/Recruitment Table

Bruin Walk
206-CAMP

\lpha Phi Omega
Mandatory meeting

Ackerman 3516
824-1067

GALA
rjav Jir RUpyii;)! Mpn'« Ran fimiin

\[/rc-VUrSf K(V\ *' ^ 1

NoonV 825-8053

f

C.A.R.P.

Slide show: "Higher Love"
Lu Valle Commons Courtroom
At 4 p.m. in Ackerman 3525: "The Fall of Man"
At 7 p.m.: Evening program and introduction -

call for location •> *-"-

UCLA Pre-Optometry Society

Guest speaker: Admissions Officer, Southern

California College of Optometry
Boelter 5422
824-2006

i

(213)221-1700

Center for the Study of Women
"Sex, Sin and Women Priests" by Professor

Karen Jo Torjesen

Kinsey288 '

825-0590
*

Women's Resource Center

Stress and Time Management Skills for Women
Dodd2
825-3945

7 p.m.

•

Shakespeare's Insane Asylum
Reading of "Titus Andronicus" - please bring a

:opy of thejjlay

Rolfe23lO
824-2437

Student Alumni Association

Career Network Workshop
J.D. Morgan

7:30 p.m.
12:15 p.m.

Jniversity Catholic Center

Weekly mass _
Ackerman 3517
208-5015

Melnitz Movies
Free screening of "Wolf
Melnitz Theater

206-8170

Prniort 1 itoraru IIPI A

4 p.m. Group tutorial meeting

Pilipinos for Community Health ^

General meetine

Kerckhoff411

825-2417

Ackerman 3530 8 p.m.
01/4 n/mn

• -

o^t- iKjyiu

rSrailiialo 1 a»hlan otirf Dieawii<il Ulnmnni*

4:15 p.m.
UiauMBto bosMiaii aiiu uiaoAuai wwuiiiDii •

Network

'

College of Letters and Science Academic
Support Workshops
Choosing a Major: a primer for first-year

students

At 7 p.m.: Identifying Your Learning Strengths

Griffin Commons 203
825-9315

(

1

*

1

Dollar Beer Night

The Palms, 8572 Santa Monica Blvd.

:2 13) 463-7855
>

JCLA Jazz Ensembles
-ree concert

Schoenberg Hall

525-4761

5 p.m. 9 p.m.

Latina/o Business Student Association

Resume writing workshop
PCPC Building

206-1931

JCLA Ballroom Dance Club

Weekly instructional meeting

Ackerman Grand Ballroom
(818)883-4543

J($LA Society of Forensic Sciences
Speakers from FBI Honors Internship Program
Franz 3461

473-3936

1

t

Cultural Affairs & Kerckhoff Coffeehouse

Jazz/Folk Series

Sandy Ross, folk musician

Kerckhoff Coffeehouse
825-6564

JCLA Comedy Club

Weekly workshop
Ackerman 2410
794-3282

[f \imi Wrtlllrl IiI^A an o\/<an> liclaH ntaaca f<ll <-kiit

• •

k. ^ww wwiu am^ uii vv^lll IIi7lVU, piVCI^V llll V/Ul

a listing form at the front counter in 225
Kerckhofl" by 2 p.m. the day before publication.

Fans allegedly steal

players' equipment
By Ben Gilmore

Three Bruin football fans were

arrested for burglarizing the

Acosta Gym near Pauley Pavilion

late Wednesday night.

The suspects, who do not attend

the university, allegedly stole

equipment belonging to Bruin
receivers J.J. Stokes and Kevin
Jordan, quarterback Wayne Cook
and tight end Jamal Clark, accord-

ing to the UC police department.

A juvenile suspect reportedly

entered the Acosta gym just before

midnight and allegedly stole Cook
and Stokes' helmets, shoulder
pads and shoes, as well as a play-

book and a football autographed

by this year's football team, police

said. They added that the juvenile

suspect claimed the facility was
unlocked.

The suspect then returned to his

Bel Air house and woke up his 18-

year-old brother, who drove the

suspect back to the UCLA gym
some time before 12:50 a.m.,
police said. The 18-year-old wait-

ed in the car while the juvenile

suspect allegedly stole two more
helmets, two playbooks, another

pair of shoulder pads, a pair of

shoes and a pair of gloves, police

said.

At about 12:50 a.m., the 18-

year-old suspect flagged down two

UCPD officers on campus to ask

for directions. As the police offi-

cers talked to him, they saw the

juvenile suspect running toward

the car with the stolen equipment.

Police arrested the two suspects,

and after further inquiry, a third

suspect - also a juvenile - was
arrested in connection with the

burglary, police said.

The two juvenile suspects were

released to guardians. The 18-

year-old suspect was taken to the

West Hollywood Sheriff Station,

where he was released on $15,000

bail, according to sheriff's depart-

ment officials. All stolen equip-

ment was returned to the players,

police reported.

The suspects told said they
wanted to collect souvenirs from
their favorite football heroes,

police said.

INTERES,
fh
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Hot issues, fierce races

drive students to poiis

Campus polling

sites see increase

in Voter turnout

ByAllyssaLee

Sophomore Jenny Dai, a resident

of Rieber Hall, walked towards her

hall's polling station purposefully,

ready to mark her votes in the little

gray ballot that, she said, could

make a difference in the living con-

ditions of California's citizens.

"I want to have a say in what's

going on," said the second-year

math major. "I didn't vote last year

because I didn't feel like I was a part

of society. But I think my say is

irqx)rtanL"

Dai's vote contributed to the

Rieber polling station's 37 percent

turnout of registered voters — an

average attendance as elections usu-

ally go, according to political scien-

tists.

But other campus polling spots

fared better, including Griffin

Commons where 68 percent of those

eligible cast their ballots.

Due to the controversial issues

and the fierce gubernatorial and sen-

ate races, many students said they

flocked to the polls with the intent of

having their voices heard.

Precinct inspectors at Griffin

Commons in Sunset Village and

Rieber and Mira Hershey Halls

expressed pleasant surprise about

the number of voters that arrived at

their stations.

"I was really impressed at the

voter turnout. I worked at the pri-

maries this last time and it was noth-

ing compared to how it is now," said

Sean Gallaher, inspector of the

polling office and precinct inspector

at Griffin Commons. "We set up

nine booths ... but they've been

filled a good part of the tinrte."

Final voter turnout at Griffin

(jomnrions was 68 percent of regis-

tered voters at 8 p.m., when the polls

closed. Four hundred and seventy-

five voters, including those that were

provisional, showed up out of the

700 registered voters in the [Mecinct,

precinct officials said.

About 37 percent, or 483 students

out of 1 ,300, voted at the Rieber

polling station, which represented

Rieber and Hedrick halls and Saxon

and Hitch suites. Thirty one percent

of the registered voters cast their bal-

lots at Hershey Hall, which covered

residents of both Hershey and
Dykstra halls.

Convenience played a lai^ge factor

in the dorms' lower voting numbers

compared to Griffin Commons.
Many students said they had regis-

tered in their hometowns and were

unable to receive an absentee ballot.

Sonoe students were turned away or

given provisional ballots because

they had not registered within the

precinct.

Some students attributed their

failure to vote with their frustration

with government.

"Voting doesn't matter to me,"

said Jake Sexton, a second year

undeclared student. "We don't have

a democracy; we have a plutocratic

republic, We get to choose frc)m the

people chosen ftom the aristocracy."

Regardless of voter turnout at

some dorm polling stations, those

who did vote said they believed that

their ballot made a difference.

"It's very important that you voice

your opinion," said Danny Yoo, a

second year undeclared
economics/business major. "Voter

turnout nationwide is ... low and yet

everyone complains about govern-

ment satisfaction. If you're going to

complain, then you shoukl vote, too."

GOP wins control of Senate,
makes large gains in House
By Richard Berke
The New York Times

The Republican Party seized

control of the Senate and moved
within a few seats of capturing

the House Tuesday, winning
eight Democratic seats in the

Senate and at least 38 in the

House.

The gains, the Republicans'

strongest showing in decades, put

them in position to thwart
President Clinton and his legisla-

tive proposals for the next two
years.

The Republican tide also

extended to the races for gover-

nor in several important states

that will be critical to Clinton's

hopes for re-election in 1996,

including NeW York,
Pennsylvania, Texas and
California.

.
One.after another, once unas-

sailable Democrats like Gov.
Mario M. Cuomo, Gov. Ann W.
Richards o.f Texas. Rep. Dan
Rostenkowski bl'Chicago. Sens.

James Sasser of Tennessee and

Harris Wofford of Pennsylvania

fell to little-known Republican

challengers.

But Republicans, who have

held the Senate in only 6 of the

last 40 years, were particularly

overjoyed that they picked up
Democratic Senate seats in

Pennsylvania, Michigan.
Tennessee, Oklahoma,
Minnesota. Michigan and Maine.

Clinton had criss-crossed most of

those states in a frenetic eight-

day campaign swing but it did no

good. The Republicans ended the

night with at least a 52-48 major-

ity in the Senate.

"I've never known a better

night in electoral politics for the

Republican Party, and the best is

yet to come." a beaming Bob
Dole declared to an overflow
crowd at the Republican National

Committee headquarters in

Washfngtpn.

Dole, who will become the

majority leader, studiously avoid-

ed saying whether he would
focus on that job or on running

for president in 1996, but the

crowd was excited about the

"IVe never known a

better night in electoral

politics ..."

Bob Dole

New Majority Leader

party's prospects, chanting. "'96!

'96!. '96!"

The. Democrats were. not com-
pletely shut out. Sen. Charles S.

.

Robb. a Democrat, defeated
Oliver L. North in one of the

most closely watched races in a

particularly volatile election sea-

son, and Sen. Edward M.
Kennedy of Massachusetts, hung

on to his seat after the biggest

scare of his political life.

In local races, two DemocAtic
senators. Daniel * Patrick
Moynihan of New York and
Joseph I. Lieberman of
Connecticut coasted to victory.

Despite those victories for

Democrats, after a campaign sea-

son notable for restive voters,

vituperative candidates and an

astonishing amount of mudsling-

ing. the Republicans enjoyed

their best mid-term elections in

decades. The last time the

Republicans controlled both

houses of Congress was in the

early years of Dwight D.

Eisenhower's first term.

Tuesday night's results will

leave the Senate, and potentially

the House, in control of an entire-
"^

ly new lineup of committee
chairman who will have the

power to decide what legislation

reaches the floor. The elections

also immediately raised the

'stakes on the Republicans' battle

for the 1996 Presidential nomina-

tion.

In one of the most sfunnjng

upsets of the evening.
Rostenkowski. who faces 17

counts of fraud and other impro-

prieties, was defeated by Michael

Patrick Flanagan, a little-known

31 -year-old lawyerin CJ^icago.

In another significant upset.

George W. Bush, the former pres-

ident's son and part owner of the

Texas Rangers, defeated Ms.
Richards. It was a particularly

welcome victory for the Bush
family, for it was Ms. Richards

who ridiculed the elder Bush at

her party's 1988 national conven-

tion as being "bom with a silver

foot in his mouth."

Another Bush son was not as

successful. Though the race was

close. Gov. Lawton Chiles of

Florida defeated an aggressive

challenge from Jeb Bush. Chiles

was the only Democrat incum-

bent governor from a major state

who won re-election.

But mostly, as the polls closed

from East to West Tuesday night,

there was predominantly bad

news for the Democrats.

The Democrats suffered a

triple blow in Tennessee, losing

both Senate seats to political

newcomers as well as the gover-

see RETURNS, page 10

Novemberfi, 1994 Ballot

U.S. Senator

DIanne
Feinstein
Democrat

46%

Michael
Hufflngton
Republican

45%

Governor

Kathleen
Brown
Democrat

39%

Pete
Wilson
Republican

56%

Controller

Kathleen Connell Democrat 47%
Tom McCllntock Republican 47%

-i; ' ^ Treasurer

Phil Angelides Democrat 42%
Matt Fong

'""-'''
Republican 49%

---.

Attorney General

Ti#^aiw« L 1**%!%^v^v r\cxrY\r\f>rfy^ W>AlOni umuerg . ... Ucfiiucral w9 /O

Dan Lungren Republican 55%

Insurance Commissioner
».

Art Torres Democrat 43%
Chuck Quackenbush Republican 49%

Superintendent of Public Instruction

Delaine Eastin 55%
Maureen G. DIMarco 45%

Lieutenant Governor

Gray Davis Democrat 52% Propositions

Cathie Wright Republican 41%

Secretary of State

Tony Milter Democrat 44%
Bill «lones Republican 46%

1 81 Passenger Rail and Clean Air Bond Act of 1 994

1 83 Recall Elections for State Officers

184 Three Strikes and You're Out

1 85 Public Transportation Trust Funds; Gasoline Sales Tax

1 86 Single-Payer Health Insurance Plan

187 Illegal Immigrants' Ineligibility for Public Seryjcos

188 Smoking and Tobacco Products Statewide Regulation

No
Yes
Yes
No
No
Yes
No

*B.<Mtf«n ItpnMt VfA* nOvNtlCfS sUbf^ct lo CfWIQA.
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Security Council
forms new tribunal
UNITED NATIONS — The Security
Council voted Tuesday to create an
international tribunal to'try people
accused of atrocities in Rwanda even
though the Rwandan delegate voted
against it because it lacked a provision

for a death penalty.

The vote of 1 3 to 1 . with the United
States voting in favor and China abstain-

ing, skirted the death penalty issue
because over 70 countries do not allow
capital punishment.

While Rwandan leaders have been ui;g-

ing since July that the United Nations cre-

ate a war crimes tribunal to try officials of
the former government, those in power
Tuesday demanded the death penalty.

Israel, PLO talk to
expand self-rule
EREZ CROSSING, Gaza Strip — Israel

and the Palestine Liberation Organization

agreed Tuesday to pick up the pace of
their sluggish talks on expanding
Palestinian selfrrule beyond the Gaza
Strip and the Jericho enclave to include

the entire West Bank.
The sides will start negotiating key

issues in two weeks, principally territory-

wide elections for a self-rule council and a

withdrawal of Israeli forces from West
Bank cities and towns.

Meeting at this border crossing of the

Gaza Strip still in Israeli hands. Prime
Minister Yitzhak Rabin of Israel and
Yasser Arafat, the PLO chairman, also

decided to complete the transfer of certain

administrative powers to Palestinians in

the West Bank by the end of the month.

Russian nationalist

visits the States
SAN FRANCISCO — Buttoned grimly

into a suit for his visit to America,
Russian nationalist Vladimir Zhirinovsky

insisted that all those nasty things people

said about him just -weren't true.

He was not an anti-Semite, the leader

of the extremist-party that shocked
American leaders by capturing the

biggest share of last December's pariia-

mentary elections told an audience of the

World Affairs Council of Northern
California Thursday night.

Zhirinovsky was on his best behavior

at the beginning of a two week trip to

America. On previous ventures abroad he

spat and threw dirt at Jewish picketers,

threatened to drop nuclear weapons on
Japan, weekended with a former Nazi SS
storm trooper in the Austrian mountains
and was expelled from Slovenia after his

party tore up a resort hotel.

Four die during
Sar^evo siielling
Sarajevo, Bosnia and Herzegovina—
Four civilians, including a 13-year-old

girl and two other children, were killed

and six others wounded Tuesday in

shelling and sniping attacks in Sarajevo,

marking the bloodiest day in the Bosnian
capital since a February NATO ultima-

tum forced the Bosnian Serbs to roll back
artillery they used for almost two years to

pound this city with impunity.

"You can bet we're going to retaliate if

this continues, and it will be much fiercer

than anyone expects," said one bitter

Bosnian army officer Tuesday night.

'The Serbs' Black Friday is coming."

Hl^ Court reviews
validity of laws
WASHINGTON — Congress was on the

defensive in arguments before the
Supreme Court Tuesday as the justices

expressed doubt about the constitutionali-

ty of two recent federal laws. One pro-

hibits federal civil servants from
accepting pay for speeches or articles,

whether or not connected to their work.

The other bans the possession of a gun
within 1,000 feet of a school.

Federal appeals courts declared both
laws unconstitutional last year.

African-American
firm to run Denny's
Denny's restaurant chain, which for years

has been accused of racial discrimination,

announced Tuesday that an African
American-owned company based in

Atlanta has agreed to operate as many as

47 Danny's in New York and New Jersey

over the next six years.

The arrangement moves Denny's close

to meeting a goal the chain established

with the National Association for the

Advancenient of Colored People to add
53 African American-owned restaurants

by the year 2000. Only a few months ago,

none of the more than 1,500 Denny's
were owned by African Americans. One
African-American franchisee was added
in June and a second one last week.

Under the new agreement, NDI Inc.,

which owns 23 Blockbuster video stores

among other holdings, will buy 17
Denny's this year and will have the right

to acquire five more next year. At the

same time, it was granted permission to

build 25 restaurants over five years.

Internet battle site

for newspapers
The newspaper strike that shut down
deliveries of both of San Francisco's two
major dailies last week has provided a

test for the idea of electronic publishing.

The strike has deprived more than
600,000 daily newspaper readers of elec-

tion stories, sports scores, comics and
popular columnists, and has created a vir-

tual laboratory where the appeal of elec-

tronic publishing can be tested in

real-world terms.

Within hours of the union walkout,
rival teams of managers and striking

union workers hiad created rival news
reports available on the Internet.

Letterman's Top 10
Signs the Guy Hijacking Your Plane

Has Never Hijacked Before

10. His so-called "gun" has a very
strong licorice smell.

9. Asks flight attendant, "Is this a

hijacking or no hijacking section?"

8. Writes his name and address on little

card so he can get free subscription to in-

flight magazhie.

7. His only demand: More peanuts!

6. On his way up to cockpit, flight

attendant says he's not allowed in first

class, so he sheepishly goes back to his

seat.

5. His nametag says "Hijacker
Trainee."

4. Sits on top of the beverage cart,

soars down the aisles yelling, "I'm king

of the sky!"

3. Keeps muttering something about
how hijacking is like a box of chocolates.

2. Introduced to the captain, he
demands to meet Tenille.

1 . He checked his gun.

Your

Village

Grocer

QUALiry ICE CREAM & FROZEN YOGURT
r=^WITHOUT ALL THE GUILT

^^^
Dreyer's Grand Ice Cream, Sugar Free Ice Cream, Dreyers Light (50% Less Fat), & Fat Free Frozen Yogurt

% Gallon
y 1 Quart

$S.79
Regularly $4.99. Offer good thru Thanksgiving Regularly $3.39. Offer good thru Thanksgiving

Additional Savings Available With Coupons Below
' Take an additional

60^ OFF
,*^ny Vi Gallon of Ice Cream or Yogurt with this

coupon. Net price $3.19. 1 item/coupon.
' 1 coupon/customer. Coupon good through I

I 11/15/94 fNOTsall

£, MidnightOpen 'tii

at 1057 Gayley Ave

209-1111

Tal<e an additional

55^^0FF
Any Quart of Ice Cream or Yogurt with this
coupon. Net price $2.49. 1 item/coupon.
1 coupon/customer. Coupon good through

_ll/15/9_4 [^^
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1-800-GOLLECT

kpm^Aiai[

T-SHIRTS, FRISBEES, AMERICAN AIRLINES COUPONS,

CD COUPONS, WEAVER POPCORN AND MORE!

IN FRONT OF THE WOODEN CENTER
PLACE

c^ '

NOVEMBER 9 AND 10, 8:00 A.M. - 4:00 P.M.
DATE S TIME

aRd
m regrister for the

1-800-COLLEGT

W9 this
995 S-SERIES PICKUP! ,

TlaMM i

WHifflW
Qjjyy
TRUCKS AmericanAiriines-

RaHissonAmericaivz^' HOTELS INTER N ATJONAL

"Versus ATST opef8tor-dial«d three-mtnule irrt«rstate calls.

1-800-COLLECT
Save The People You Call Up To 44%*.

®
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In the end, *too long' led to Cuomo's downfall
By Todd Purdum
The New York Times

7 In the end, even his frijends

agreed, Mario Cuomo simply
strutted and fretted too long on the

great stage of his state, and
Tuesday, with the pungent irrevo-

cability of the Latin he loves to

quote, the voters fmally ordered:

"Exit."

Lx>ng before ifbecame clear last

spring that the governor's pre-

sumed opponent would be an
unknown state senator, it was
clear that his toughest opponent
would be his well-known self, and

his untaken presidential campaign
plane, his unachieved oratory and

his unsparing presence astride an

electorate weary of his renuncia-

tions.

Barely one in five of George
Pataki's voters subscribed to the

first half of the Republican nomi-

nee's campaign slogan that

Cuomo was "too liberal," accord-

ing to surveys of voters leaving

the polls. But a clear majority
endorsed the second half: that

Cuomo had been in office "too
long."

Pataki's whole strategy was to

keep the focus on the governor's

tenure and conditions in the state,

and the signs of its success were
everywhere among the voters: six

in 10 said they disapproved of
Cuomo's performance in office, a

like number said conditions in the

state were seriously on the wrong
track.

Asked the main factors in their

decisions, four in 10 voters said

that it was time for a change - far

more than cited any other reason.

More than^ight in 10 said their

standard of living was staying the

same or getting worse, a classic

index of frustration.

Of the voters who said they
supported Cuomo four years ago,

when he won against splintered

opposition with 53 percent of the

vote, more than one-third deserted

him Tuesday. Apparently they

were neiUier moved enough by his

late-innings burst of energy and
dramatic cross-party endorsement
by Mayor Rudolph Giuliani, nor

sufficiently drawn to the third-

party candidacy of B. Thomas
Golisano.

See CUOMO, pageU

May zve performfor you:

In tkt past 3 montfts, tht VCLSl mar^t made over 7S,000 trips to a

conurt, play or dance performance.
'

d V, e r t i s

8 I 1

Valparaiso University School of Law

Valparaiso University, ranked #1 in the Midwest Region by U.S. News
& World Report (1994), invites you to learn about its School of Law.

Located only an hour from Chicago in northwest Indiana, Valparaiso

University School of Law offers a quality legal education in a close-knit

campus setting. In addition to an excellent faculty, the law school

offers students exceptional educational opportunities such as:

• Sninmer 1993 - Justice Antonin Scalia, U.S. Supreme Court,

instructor, summer law program in Cambridge, England.
• Fall 1993 - 7th Circuit Court of ^peals. live case deliberation.

Valparaiso University School of Law Stride Courtroom.
• Spring 1994 - Justice Sandra Day O'Connor. U.S. Supreme Court,

lecturer. Seegers Lecture Series.

• Summer 1994 - Justice Ruth Bader Ginsburg, U.S. Supreme
Court, instructor, summer law program in Cambridge. England.

• Commencement 1995 - Chief Justice HSllliam Rehnquist. U.S.

Supreme Court, keynote speaker.
• Summer 1995 - Chief Justice Rehnquist. instructor, summer
law program in Cambridge, England.

To learn more about what Valparaiso University School of Law has to

offer, including Stride Scholarships for students with outstanding

credenUals (frill tuition + $10,000 stipend) caU: 800*262*0656

J.. Due to a vacancy on USAC, there will be a

SPECIAL ELECTION
for the office of Facilities Commissioner

• - . *
.

The Facilities Commission is concemed with all facilities used by the students

To be qualified as a candidate, students need to have
^

satisfied the eligibility as outlined in the candidate packet

. as of Spring Quarter 1994
Any interested students should pick up an application in the

, . :

"
r Election Board Office

309^A Kerckhoff
' Group Endorsement applications are also available

;

--
..,.. to officially registered campus groups

BOTH APPLICATIONS ARE DUE ON
MONDAY, NOVEMBER 147@ 12:00 PM

IN THE E^BOARD OFHCE 'N

? Questions ? Please call the E-Board office @ 206-7796
STUDENTS

COUNCII.
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Bush beats Richards, promises top to iiottom change
By John Gkmzalez
Fort Worth Star-Telegram

FORT WORTH, Texas —
Republican George W. Bush rode

a conservative agenda to victory

Tuesday, handing Democratic
Gov. Ann Richards her first politi-

cal defeat and setting the stage for

restructuring state government.

Bush, who captured public

office for the first time, will be

inaugurated as the state's 43rd

governor Jan. 17 and will become
only the second GOP governor to

serve since Reconstruction. He
has vowed to reform the juvenile

justice and welfare systems and

deregulate public schools.

With 56 percent of the precincts

counted, Bush, the eldest son of

former President Bush, was well

ahead of Richards, 54 percent to

46 percent. Libertarian candidate

Keary Ehlers had less than 1 per-

cent. It was a race that was consid-

ered neck and neck until election

day.

Bush declared triumph during

the 10 p.m. TV newscasts.

"What Texans can dream,
Texans can do," he told cheering

supporters in Austin after being

greeted with his campaign theme

song of "God Bless Texas."

"This victory tonight is a great

honor. The vote carries with it an

awesome responsibility. Texas is

ready for a new generation of

leadership and I will provide it,"

he said. "I heard from Texas
tonight and I heard the call of con-

structive change."

Richards, 61, has said it proba-

bly would be her last campaign.

She emerged from a day of seclu-

sion to concede defeat moments
after calling Bush to congratulate

him.

"He deserves our help," she

told her tearful supporters in

Austin.

"This is not the end of the

world. It is the end of a campaign.

There are not adequate words to

express all the feelings I have, but

'thank you' is all that I have," she

said.

The outcome was indicated

early on election day by exit polls

that showed Bush benefited from
strong support among Christian

conservatives and Anglo males

See TEXAS, page 12
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Women's Resource Center
Fall Programs 1994 2 Dodd Hall 825-3945

Ease Your Mind:
Stress and Time Management

Skills for Women

Are you feeling the pressure of

having too much to do in too little

time? Plan to attend this valuable

workshop in order to gain praclical

solutions for handlinj; stress and

managing your lime. Learn

techniques that apply to a variety of

situations involving school, work and

personal relationships.

Wednesday, November 9

12:00 - 2:00 p.m.

2 Dodd Hall

Facilitator:

Lisa Franl(el, Ph.D., M.FC.C. Dr. Frai)l(el has a private |>r»c1icc in

West l^. s|K>i'ializint; in women's issues.

WItC (ellittct are aecettiblc to itudvntt with dUnbllltics. Special acnricc* arc avanahla
upon rc<|uc«t within 14 wurkInK day*. Call HJtS .1V4S or TDD (H(W) THSMXIt. The Mbincn'a

Kmourm; Ccntvr Is a icfvicc of the dlvUion of Student Ovvviopmvnl and Health.

iiij:
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Your audience is
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•Not valid on Sicilians or vyith any othe^ offer. Must mention ad.

Exp. 11 23 94

LARGE
" PIZZA w

Free Liter

of Soda

TWO TOPPINGS

TAX INCLUDED

208-8671
Offer good only with this

coupon, one coupon

per pizza.
*

Limit 3 pizzas per

address.

---------- ^7*^ CLIP AND SAVE

Exp. 11 23 94

LARGE

8CA PIZZA w

3U Free Liter

of Soda

TWO TOPPINGS

TAX INCLUDED

208-8671
Offer good only with this

coupon, one coupon

per pizza.
*

Limit 3 pizzas per

address.

— — — — — — — — — — ^^t^ CUP AND SAVE

Exp 11 23 94

LARGE

KOU Free Liter

of Soda

TWO TOPPINGS

TAX INCLUDED

208-8671
Offer good only with this

coupon, one coupon

per pizza.

'

Limit 3 pizzas per

address.

So You're Taking the MCAT April 22nd.
u. /

PROFESSIONAL

What's the Plan? <MCAT>
PREP COURSE

lJan21-27

F«b4-10
F«b11-17
F«b18-24

lMar4-10
lMarn-17
iMor IS - 24

Mar 25-31

21

lApriil&KL.

Solunkiy

Phyriql

Pliyriq2

PhjrriciS

Ph3rti<»4

PhyriciS

Fliy»ici6

Phyiq?
Ffcyriot

Phyici»
RnattWBsk
PhyrialO

OChcmS
PncMCATI
rncMCATl

hwmcau

GcnCheinl
GcnChcral
GcnOicna
GciiChcin4

GcaChcniS
GcBCli<in6

Gen Chen?
GcHOicinS
O-Chenl
nnabWMfc
OOicml
(M3wa4
O-CbcnS

Moo. EvoinQ

Biology 1

««»'«>gy^

tolomrS

WoblL
Biology 5

BWoBr4_
BWoB^
BlolonrS,

«»»o«y»
RnOkWeek
Biology 10

D^Ol_
p«yty

TUMday

OffietHn

OffkeHn
DanOJL

^Off
D^Off
FInabWeek
OffietHn

o^off
OffietHn

Wd. Evning Ihuwdoy Fildoy

VJUWritiiigl

VJL/Wri«ng2

V.iLA¥ritiiig3

V.1L/Writing4

VJUWritingS
VJUWritingt
V.iL/Writii^7

VJUWritiiigg

VJL/Wriang9

FInabWeek
OffietHn

D^Off
OfpceHn \Offie*Hn

OffietHn
D'yoff
D»yOff

OffietHn

D^Pff
D^Pff
P'yQff
FhabWeek
OffietHn

Dm^OfL

•DEADWEGK*DEADWEEK*DEADWEEK*
QsM Length: 2JliOttn

Duigiwwdctl

Pii^ao»tic*2

( -f 2 houn at home recommcndcdl

The Most Coniplele and Intensive MCAT Prep Course in the Country

O A\V.ird-V\ inning Instructors (4 or =^ \l.S./IMi.l^. level experts for ^ sul-^jects)

O 44 Separate Meetings (12 \\eeks, 4 li.isses per v\eek. 2.=^ hrs per cLis-.)

\0 Hundreds of MCAT Practice Passages (u / Intuitive Solutions)

O Stimulating Conceptual Science Outlines (Over 1,000 p.igcv)

\0 I horoiigh Testing (2 Di.i^nosfKs, 2 I'rottoieJ, H ri.ictice \1C.\ Is)

O Optimum Pacing, Optimum Motivation to Study

\0 L nparalleled Xerlvil Program (iu>ss.ns written)

G* 1 xcellent Results (I5s i(>.4. I's i().\ \ K ^ 2, W I'l

\0 Small, Peisonali/ed Classes (2i or Uss)

O Applications Assistance Center ,«., ,p,r,

„ 800 MD-BOUND
^t—n,

m M
^ ^ ^V" /TV "

/
^ M mmm m

mmiU TIME TO GETSEmilSmilT THE TEST

k
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The Investment Banking Division

of

Goldman, Sach^ & Co.
cordially invites UCLA students

of all majors to attend an information session on the

Rnancial Analyst Program

Goldman Sachs' Rnancial Analyst Program offers exposure to a

broad range of industries and transactions, a high level of

responsibility and client interaction in a colleglal work

environment. No other investment bank promotes

the same degree of teamwork that has become one of the

hallmarks of Goldman Sachs' success.

Goldman Sachs is committed to hiring students with

outstanding achievements from all majors at UCLA to join the

^_^ analyst class of 1995.

Information Session on November 14, 1994
at 7:00 p.m.

IViarquis Room
"
« ' The Westwood IViarquis Hotel— 930 Hilgard Avenue, Westwood Village

Goldman Sachs, as an equal opportunity employer, does not discriminate In

employment on any basis that Is prohibited by federal, state, or local law.

^^^•>:•X<^^^^^^•.%s^^.^^•^^.^^^^^^^v.^v.^^^•.•.^^^^^^^\^•»*^.AOW^^C^^:0:•»X•X^^:v^

RETENTION • ACADEMIC EXCELLENCE • PERSONAL GROWTH • RESPECT • EQUALITY

educational and skills-building worlcshops

rape prevention and education services

campus and community referrals-

library and article CQllectio||

intake counseling

*V,y

'%.,:^/'

..>y •:'.<;.

.:: >:•::• $:%;••

:•»:' ft-'

self-defense training

m
cHild care workshops

fi

sexual harassmentinfolmatioii

I

<i&

MM ^
m #

Wf^ 9 m0
i;ape preyentioil peer edilfpators

resource information boards

1 I ilsertiveness clinics

reading lounge

current events board

volunteer program

WRC faalities are accessible to students wtth disabilities.
Special services are available upon request within 14 working days Call 825-3945 or TDD (800) 73S2929.

The Women's ReeoKrce Center is a service of the divtsmn of Student Development and Health

• ^^^'i

Clinton forced by
voters to retool
By Julia Malone
Cox News Service

WASHINGTON — For Bill

Clinton, it must feel like deja vu.

A young chief executive, with a

brash and inexperienced staff and
a liberal image, launches an ambi-
tious agenda and then crashes into

voter discontent two years later.

That was Clinton in his first

term as governor of Arkansas 14

years ago. In a close replay of his-

tory, Tuesday's midtenji elections

brought harsh, unrelenting attacks

on the youthful president's two-
year record and have left him to

battle with a Republican-con-
trolled Senate and House.

Just as he did the first time,

Clinton is expected to adapt, mod-
erate his image and tone down his

proposals to confront the chal-
lenge to his presidency. That could
be far more difficult on a national

level than in a small one-party
state.

Clinton will offer a preview at a

Wednesday afternoon post-elec-

tion White House news confer-
ence.

In the aftermath of one of the

meanest campaigns on record,
Clinton will be forced to make
some dramatic changes, said
James Thurber, an American
University political scientist: "He
has to cut his losses and keep his

agenda simple."

"The bottom line is there's
going to be a conservative
Democrat-Republican coalition in

the House and Senate," Thurber
said. "He has to come to the cen-

ter."

He said Clinton could still push
for welfare reform, but not the

multibillion-dollar version pro-

posed this year, and his best hope
would be a far more limited health

care program.

If the president does make such

a retooling, it will not surprise

John Brummett, who has followed

his career for 20 years and just

published a book on Clinton in the

White House.

"He's a constant work in

progress," Brummett said.

After Clinton's first term defeat

as governor, "he redefined himself

and adapted to the lessons he
learned," the author continued. He
predicted that Clinton will narrow
his agenda to two or three items

and "slide to the center."

He added, "What you see with

Bill Clinton is not necessarily what
you'll see in the next year."

The president told CNN inter-

viewer Larry King last Sunday:
"The American people are the

bosses of this country ... So, we
will do what we are told to do by
the American people."

Asked if that extends to work-
ing with even the sharp tongued
partisan Republican House leader

Newt Gingrich of Georgia, Clinton

allowed, "I can work with any-
body who will work with me."

Senate Republican Leader Bob
Dole of Kansas has already offered

to talk terms on Wednesday, ,

Incumbents continued
to outspend challengers
By Stephen Labaton .

The New York Times

If money could have voted,
incumbents would have had far

less to worry about in Tuesday's
elections, the most expensive
midterm contest in American his-

tory. Although the oratory around
the nation railed against
Washington insiders, incumbents
continued to vastly outraise and
outspend challengers.

Despite that trend, which
favored the Democrats, contribu-

tion figures at the Federal Election

Commission showed that some
Republican challengers had either

narrowed or eliminated the finan-

cial advantages that historically

attach to incumbency.

In particular, two Democratic
incumbents in the Senate - Harris

Wofford of Pennsylvania and Jim
Sasser of Tennessee - found oppo-
nents drawing virtually even with
them in fundraising.

Two other Democratic senators
- Charles Robb of Virginia and
Dianne Feinstein of California -
trailed their Republican opponents
by margins of more than 2 to 1

.

• With the emergence of chal-
lengers who had poured tens of
millions of dollars from their per-

sonal fortunes into their cam-
paigns. House and Senate races
this year directly raised more than

$240 million, in contrast to $249.5
million in 1992 and $196.6 mil-
lion in 1990, according to the
election commission.

The numbers generally showed
that, contrary to the electoral
mood, from a fundraising perspec-

tive it was easier to be a congres-

sional veteran than an outsider.

i^ new study by Common
Cause, a public-affairs lobbying

group based in Washington, found

that House incumbents seeking re-

election on average had a 5-to-l

advantage over their challengers

in total campaign resources, a 15-

to-1 edge in contributions by
political action committees and an

8-to-l cash-on-hand advantage
going into the final month of the

campaign.

The study found House incum-
bents with $214 million in direct

and indirect campaign resources

as of Sept. 30, compared with $43
million for challengers. And chal-

lengers for House seats raised
more money than their opponents
in only 10 contests.

In contrast, the House races in

the 52 districts with no incum-
bents showed virtually equal fund-

raising, with Democrats raising

$19.7 million through Sept. 30
and Republicans raising $19.1
million.

Still, signs emerged on the
money trail indicating that things

have changed for some incum-
bents and that the large number of
open seats had yielded many truly

competitive races.

In 98 House races and 14
Senate contests, neither candidate
had a 2-to-l fundraising advan-
tage, an important sign of close
races, according to the Center for

Responsive Politics, a nonpartisan

organization in Washington that

examines the influence of money
on politics.

Figures also showed how
Republican challenges had been
more successful on the fundrais-
ing circuit than Democratic chal-
lengers. In 1992, victors in House
races spent an average of
$550,000. so campaign finance
experts consider it essential that^

contenders raise at least $250,000*

See SPENDING, page 13
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NAACP legal fund may
change group's name
By Steven Holmes
The New York Times

WASHINGTON — Trying to

find ways to differentiate itself

from the financially troubled
National Association for the

Advancement of Colored People,

officials of the NAACP Legal
Defense and Education Fund have

considered changing their organi-

zation's name.
Officials from the Legal

Defense Fund said they feared the

NAACP's troubles were hurting

their fundraising efforts. The
Legal Defense Fund was begun by
Thurgood Marshall, who became
the first African-American justice

of the Supreme Court, as an off-

shoot of the NAACP in 1940. The
fund, a nonprofit organization that

litigates court cases on behalf of

people it believes are being dis-

criminated against because of
their race, has been separate from
the NAACP since 1957.

"It's my view and the rest of the

staff that we want the NAACP to

be healthy," said Theodore Shaw,
associate director-counsel of the

Legal Defense Fund. "We think it

will come out on top of all these

problems. But we also don't want

to suffer from the impression that

their difficulties are our difficul-

ties because we have the NAACP
initials in our name, and share that

common history.'

Shaw said that so far, the level

of contributions to the fund has

not declined. He attributed that to

stepped-up fund-raising efforts

that have offset the loss of some
donors.

In the 1980s the two organiza-

tions battled over whether the

fund could keep the civil rights

group's initials in its name. At the

time, officials of the fund wanted

to keep the NAACP initials to

help donors differentiate it from
the more than 100 other groups
that use the words "legal defense

fund" in their names.

But Monday, with the NAACP
about $3.8 million in debt, fur-

loughing staff and buffeted by
charges of fiscal mismanagement.

Legal Defense Fund officials are

worried about being too closely

linked to the civil rights group.

"Of course there's been discus-

sion about the question of whether

we should retain the initials under

these circumstances, but we have

no immediate plans to. change the

initials," Shaw said.

The NAACP, based in

Baltimore, is a grass-roots group
with about 400,000 members in

about 2,200 chapters across the

country.' The NAACP Legal
Defense and Education Fund
employs 24 lawyers in offices in

New York, Washington and Los
Angeles.

These days the two groups also

present starkly different pictures

when it comes to fiscal manage-
ment.

The American Institute of
Philanthropy, a St. Louis-based
company that rates nonprofit
groups, recently gave the Legal
Defense Fund a B+ rating for its

financial management, noting that

the group devotes 80 percent of its

expenses to its primary charitable

work.
,^ J

Daniel Borochoff, editor of the

Charity Rating Guide and
Watchdog Report, published by
the institute, said the Legal
Defense Fund spent about $26 to

raise $100 in contributions, com-
pared with a benchmark of $35
per $100, which the institute con-

siders good.—By contrast* the institute has

declined to rate the NAACP,
because the civil rights organiza-

tion has failed to provide it with

financial data.

Despite the differences in man-
agement, Shaw said the similarity

of the two organizations' names
has confused people. He said

donations to the Legal Defense
Fund declined after attempts by
Benjamin Chavis Jr., the former

NAACP executive director, to

move the civil rights organization

closer to the Nation of Islam and

its minister, Louis Farrakhan, and

Chavis's out-of-court settlement

in a sexual discrimination and sex-

ual harassment suit by a former
deputy, Mary Stansel.

"Whatever the merits of those

matters, they weren't our issues,"

Shaw said.

Navy investigates sex
for grades charges
By Eric Schmitt
The New York Times

WASHINGTON — Still strug-

gling to move beyond the Tailhook

sexual harassment scandal and the

attitudes that caused it, the Navy is

now investigating accusations that

instructors at a major training center

in San Diego pressured female stu^

dents for sex.

The case involves at least 16

young enlisted women who were
learning to operate the Navy's com-
puter and telephone networks at the

Naval Training Center in San
Diego, Navy officials said Monday.

Investigators say the women
have complained that at least seven

male instructors at the Internal

Communications "A" School of the

Service School Command verbally

harassed them, made unwanted sex-

ual comments and, in some cases,

grabbed them from March 1993

until last September, when aa
inquiry was ordered.

The instructors were all senior

enlisted men who had served in the

Navy from six to 12 years - "long

enough to know better," said Lt.

Patrick Dennison, a Spokesman for

the school.

Another senior Navy officer cau-

tioned that the accusations were still

under review and that no one had

been charged yet. While there

apparently were no blatant sex-for-

grades demands, the officer said the

instructors were clearly asking for

sexual favors.

"It was more like, 'Now that

you've gotten good grades, don't

you think you should give me
something back?'" the senior Navy
officer said.

Navy officials said Monday that

investigators have found no
instance in which women felt com-
pelled to have sex to pass the

course, or failed after rebuffing their

instructors' advances.

The latest sexual harassment
charges come just a week after a

jury in Las Vegas awarded $6.7 mil-

lion to Paula Coughlin, a former

Navy helicopter pilot who was
among several dozen women who
were sexually assaulted at the 1991

convention of naval aviators.

The investigation at the training

center in San Diego was first report-

See NAVY, page 11
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RESULTS
From page 1

supporters crowded in the
Biltmore Hotel ballroom in

downtown Los Angeles, the State

Treasurer exhorted Wilson to

actively aid California's econom-
ic recovery.

'Today the voters of California

have determined that Gov.
Wilson, not I, should be governor
for the next four years, what
Adlai Stevenson once called 'the

instrument of their will,'" Brown
said. "As the instrument of their

will I hope and pray that he will

now use this victory to rebuild

California."

Bruin Democrats, frustrated by
their loss, expressed a kind of
fatalism that the four-year history

of univej^ity fee hikes and budget
cuts will continue under Wilson.

"I'm disappointed. I thought
we had a better chance at win-
ning," said Bruin Democrat
member Sejal Joshi. "I'm sure
fees will go up, it's pretty much
guaranteed."

Fifteen minutes after Brown's
concession, Wilson announced
victory across town in the
Doubletree Hotel. Dan Schnur,
Wilson's press secretary, said
Brown had made a "very civil"

call to Wilson three minutes
before her concession speech to

congratulate him on his victory.

Wilson praised his supporters

and reiterated the themes of fami-

ly values and personal responsi-

bility that had been his campaign
themes.

"You've won a victory for
working Californians who play
by the rules and pay taxes, raise

their children to live by the law
and respect others," Wilson said.

"Not long ago, the smart money
pundits not only were writing off

me, but also California — never,

ever write off California."

Bruin Republicans, celebrating

in the Wilson camp, said their

victory is a vindication of sound
leadership.

"I think Wilson has gotten a

bad rap from the university com-
munity in general," said Bruin
Republican member Mike
Fitzsimmons, a third-year politi-

cal science student. "I don't think

students appreciate the kind of
fiscal responsibility he's demon-
strated in office."

By press time there was no
clear winner in California's heat-

ed Senate race, the most expen-

sive Senate campaign in the
country's history.

Both Huffington and Feinstein

appeared before their supporters

Tuesday night, saying the neck-
and-neck race was too close to

declare victory or defeat. In San
Francisco's Fairmont Hotel,
Feinstein spoke at 12:20 a.m. to

send her supporters home.
Major state competition for

fiercely-fought seats across the

country resulted in a number of
surprises. High-profile incum-
bents fell before green chal-
lengers, and Republicans easily

beat Democrats. No incumbent
House Republicans had lost a

seat at press time.

Irascible Texas governor Ann
Richards lost by a narrow margin
to George W. Bush, an indepe-
dent businessman and son of for-

mer president George Bush.
Two-term New York Governor
Mario Cuomo lost hard to New
York State Senator George
Pataki, who transferred the New
York slatehouse to the control of
the Republicans.

But amid the Democratic party

rubble, diehard liberal

Massachusetts Senator Edward
Kennedy easily trounced
Congressman Mitt Romney. In

Virginia. Republican Senate can-

didate Oliver North of Iran-

Contra fame fell surprisingly
hard to the incumbent Charles
Robb.

President Bill Clinton had
spent the last eight days crossing

the country, stumping for
Democratic hopefuls in states

crucial for the party's control of
the Senate. Now, he faces a pre-

sumably hostile legislature domi-
nated by Republicans,
comffientators said.

A candid assessment was
offered Tuesday night by one
lower ranking aide to Clinton as

early returns mirrored exit polls

in predicting deep Democratic
defeats. "It's a blowout," the

official said.

Back at the Biltmore, Bruin
Democrat president Murshed
Zaheed put the loss in perspec-
tive.

"The Republicans have control

over the House and Senate. They
cannot play the role of obstruc-

tionists anymore," he said. "From
now on, they have to share
responsibility of what goes on in

Washington."

With reportsfrom Phillip Carter
at the Los Angeles Doubletree
Hotel, Tara Prescott and
Sheening Lin from the Biltmore

Hotel downtown, and Bruin wire

services.
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EXIT POLLS
From page 1

Prop. 187, and Huffington, Brown
and no on Prop. 187.

"For the senate, there were no
good choices. I didn't like Feinstein

or Huffmgton...it was kind of a coin

toss," Chris Casselman, a fourth

year political science major, said.

"With many of my decisions, I

took into account whether (or not)

they supported Proposition 187, but

I did vote for Pete Wilson because
he was endorsed by the L.A. Times,

and Brown doesn't have enough
experience to manage California,"

he said.

UCLA student opinion, in con-

trast to statewide results, shows that

the campus is a microcosm within

the state, complete with its own spe-

cial interests, students said.

For instance, the possibility of
lowering registration fees for the

University of California may have
been the primary reason students

supported Brown, said Evan R.

Seamore, a UCLA graduate student

With reportsfrom Robin Caine,

Allbon Lejkowitz, Betty Song,

Stephanie Wang

RETURNS
From page 3
nor's office. Fred D. Thompson, a

lawyer, lobbyist and sometime
movie actor defeated
Representative Jim Cooper, a six-

term House member who drew
national attention for proposing a

moderate alternative to Clinton's

health care program. He won the

seat that was once held by Vice
President Al Gore, whose intense

campaigning in Tennessee proved
of no effect.

While White House

officials insisted the

elections were not a ref'

erendum on Clinton ...

many Republicans had

campaigned aggressively

against the president.

Many Democrats were more
surprised that Sasser, a three-term

veteran and chairman of the
Senate Budget Committee who
was in line to become majority
leader, could not beat back a chal-

lenge from William Frist, a mil-

lionaire heart surgeon.

While White House officials

insisted that the elections were not

a referendum on Clinton or his

policies, many of the victorious

Republicans had campaigned
aggressively against the president,

and espoused far more conserva-
tive views.

It was a despondent night for

Democrats, as a parade of White
House officials, rather than giving

grudging congratulations to the

Republicans, challenged them to

be more constructive than they
have been in Congress this year.

"This was not a vote against the

lower deficit, lower federal spend-
ing and smaller federal bureaucra-

cy as provided in the Clinton
economic plan. The mission
remains the same," said the presi-

dent's senior adviser, George
Stephanopoulos.

"I think there's no question that

in the front of voters' minds is

making sure the system works
again."

Stephanopoulos said the White
House would work with leaders in

both parties "in a nonpartisan
way" to pass a legislative prov
gram. But he declined to say how,
and on what issues.
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REACTION
From page 1

today.

Liz Lopez, a Chicana/o studies

student and coordinator of a Latino

pre-law student group, said many
people do not understand the reper-

cussions of Prop. 187. "Being a

woman of color, I may or may not

get harassed,^ Lopez said from her

home late Tuesday night. "(But) I

know my rights. I can defend
myself. What happens to legal resi-

dents who can't defend themselves

(against harassment)?'*

Lopez said it is up to the people

oFCalifornia to realize that the

state's econcSnic problems are not

caused by undocumented workers.

Supporters of Prop. 187 said

they believe the severity of
California's illegal immigration
problem justifies the strict measure.

"I am very pleased with its pass-

ing — we have a big problem in

this state with illegal immmigra-
tion," said Matt Leeg, an unde-
clared second-year student who
attended the Republicans' victory

party at the Los Ajigeles

Doubletree Hotel.

"The law is being broken and
now the law is going to be
enforced," he added.

"At UCLA many people go with

beliefs and morals rather than with

understanding of laws and reali-

ties," said Rezwan Pavri, president

of Bruin Republicans. "Proposition

1 87 is a proposition that enforces

laws and realities, not beliefs and
moral systems."

With reportsfrom Phillip Carter

from the Doubletree Hotel.

NAVY
From page 9

ed in the current issue of
Newsweek.

Since the Tailhook scandal, the

Navy has inundated everyone from

raw recruits to admirals with sensi-

tivity training and stern warnings

that harassment of any form, from
off-colorjokes to assault, will not be

tolerated.

Indeed, the Navy's "zero-toler-

ance" policy requires automatic dis-

missal for aggravated sexual
harassment or repeat offenses.

About 90 officers and sailors have

been discharged under the policy.

But senior Navy officials express

frustration that the accusations like

those made by the women in San
Diego suggest that the oft-repeated

message has yet to change the

behavior of many sailors and offi-

cers in the male-dominated service.

Navy commanders Monday said

they had found some encouraging

elements in the matter. Capt. John

Ensch, the head of the training cen-

ter, said in a telephone interview

that Navy officials became aware of

the accusations after a senior chief

petty officer heard about the accusa-

tions during a conversation with a

woman who said she was a victim.

Ensch said the senior chief petty

officer immediately reported the

conversation to his superiors, a

move that triggered a wide-ranging

investigation that is to be completed

this week and forwarded to higher

officials. "It's an unfortunate inci-

dent, but it proves that the system

we have established for dealing

with this is working," said Ensch.

But in fact. Navy officials said,

none of the women who have told

investigators they were harassed or

intimidated felt comfortable or con-

fident enough to report the abuse

directly to a supervisor, as

Lieutenant Coughlin did in her case:

Rather than draw attention to them-

selves, the women believed the best

course for their careers was to lough

out the 16-week training class and

keep quiet.

CUOMO
From page 6

"Basta gets us all in the end,"

said Philip Friedman, a

Democratic consultant in

Manhattan, using the Italian

emphatic for "Enough!"
Not that the voters expressed

overweening affection or confi-

dence in Pataki.

Only about four in 10 of
Pataki's supporters said their

vote was mainly a vote for their

candidate, compared to seven in

10 for Cuomo. And six in 10
voters said that if state taxes

were cut, services would have to

be cut, too, suggesting that

whether voters thought that was
good or bad, a clear majority

rejected Pataki's assertion that

he could cut the top income tax

rates by 25 percent without
major service cuts or increases

in local property taxes.

That sort of lackluster expres-

sion of confidence left Cuomo's
strategist, David Garth, the

opening to say, "The worst can-

didate lucyi^d out."

Still, Pataki's pledge to cut

taxes and sign the death penalty

caught on enough to help him
greatly: The death penalty was
cited by one in five voters as the

issue most important to them,
and state taxes ^y one in four

voters, and among such voters,

seven in 10 went for Pataki.

In the last month, Pataki's

standing in the polls had been
sharply eroded by the relentless

attacic of Cuomo, and then
Giuliani, on the Republican can-

didate as the unthinking tool of

Sen. Alfonse D'Amato.
But his victory was vindica-

tion of D'Amato's initial judg-

,
ment that Pataki would make a

plausible, presentable candidate,

and of the insistence of their

mutual strategist, Arthur
Finkelstein, that Pataki say and

do as little as possible to flesh

out his own profile or take the

harsh spotlight off Cuomo.
"Anybody but Cuomo was

enough," said Hank Morris, one
of the many Democratic strate-

gists who had hopefully sug-
gested for months that it would
not be. But he added that Pataki

faces the challenge of governing

as an almost entirely unknown
quantity - one whom voters told

pollsters just days ago that they

did not know enough about to

judge whether he would be a

good governor or not.

Pataki, in an Election Eve
television appearance, noted
that Cuomo's tenure in Albany
as secretary of state, lieutenant

governor and governor had last-

ed 20 years, and said: "There
comes a point when you lose

"There comes a point

when you lose that

common touch and

perspective. 1 think

he's been in office too

long. 1 think he's lost

that touch from

Queens."

George Pataki

Governor, New York

that common touch and perspec-

tive. I think he's been in office

too long. I think he's lost that

touch from Queens."

Indeed, Cuomo has always
been hard-pressed to keep up his

electoral margins among the

biggest ethnic voter groups in

the state: Irish and Italian-

Americans, and white Catholics

generally, and he lost them deci-

sively to Pataki. He won deci-

sively only among minorities

and in New York City.

Cuomo has always been a

master of reserve dressed as rev-

elation, the diarist who pub-
lished his putatively private

musings yet seemed perpetually

beyond reach.

Asked in a five-hour inter-

view this fall what he had
learned as governor, he replied:

"Oh, God, I'd have to go to the

diary. I can - I learn every day.

Oh, I mean, what can I tell you?
I mean, I'm not sure I can distill

it down to, I've learned a lot

about communication. I've

learned a lot about how difficult

it is. I've learned that the only

way to communicate successful-

ly, as a governor, is simplicity

and reiteration. Constant reitera-

tion of simple ideas. I have also

decided I'm not capable of
doing it."

But in summing up his love

for "Baseball" the Ken Burns'

documentary series on public

television this fall, the old out-

fielder for the Pittsburgh Pirates

farm team might have been
summing up politics as well.

"No clock in baseball,"
Cuomo said softly. "You play

until you lose."
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TEXAS
From page 7

who offset Richards' advantage
among women and minorities.

The polling was conducted by
Election News Service for the Fort

Worth Star-Telegram.

Voters told pollsters that despite

Richards' record-high popularity,

the public agreed with Bush's
demands for change - not just in

the Governor's Mansion but up
and down the halls of state and
federal government. They cited

concerns about adult and juvenile

crime as decisive in their choice of

Bush.

In the moderate-to-heavy
turnout, male voters outnumbered
females and overwhelmingly
favored Bush. The opposite
occurred in Richards' 1990 victo-

ry when women voted in larger

numbers.

Political experts rated Richards'

commercials as less effective than

Bush's. She started out with posi-

tive messages that quickly turned

negative in response to Bush's
assaults on her positions on crime,

education and other issues.

To the end, a widespread per-

ception persisted that Bush set the

tone and agenda for the campaign
and Richards' last-minute

endorsement by Texas billionaire

Ross Perot failed to turn the tide in

her favor.

The same conservative tide

appeared to be helping other
Republicans seeking statewide
office. GOP challengers were
involved in tight races against

incumbent Democrats holding the

offices of land commissioner, rail-

road commissioner and state trea-

surer.

Texas GOP chairman Tom
Pauken said Bush and other
Republicans prevailed because the

public agreed with their calls for

change.

"It's an incredible rejection of
Clinton-big-government liberal-

ism. The people are angry, they're

fed up, they're ready for a down-
sizing and restructuring of govern-

ment," Pauken said.

He attributed Bush's win to a

strong candidate, an effective

campaign and "probably the most
extensive get-oui-the-vote cam-
paign ever conducted. It looks like

it's having an effect in not just the

governor's race but on others as

well."

Bush was leading in the Fort

Worth-Pallas area, Houston and

San Antonio. Richards was ahead

in her power base of Austin and in

El Paso, Beaumont and Corpus
Christi.

In addition to keeping Richards

on the defensive on her record on
adult and juvenile crime, public

education and welfare. Bush wove
other conservative concerns into

his message: property rights, gun

"The people are angry,

they're fed up..."

Tom Paulen

Texas GOP Chairman

\

rfghts and Richards' ties to

President Clinton. He also advo-

cated individual accountability

and lessening dependency on gov-

ernment.

Strategists from both parties

said Bush's campaign was nearly

flawless. He managed to avoid
verbal gaffes and ideological mis-

steps. His worst miscue was a rel-

atively minor one: On Sept. 1, the

opening day of dove-hunting sea-

son, he mistakenly bagged a pro-

tected killdeer.

When Richards began criticiz-

ing his business record, saying
that five of his companies lost

$371 million. Bush was effective

in portraying the criticism as a bit-

ter, personal attack. To the end,

many voters saw Richards' cam-
paign as negative and Bush's as

positive - exactly the image he
desired.

Bush often summed up his dif-

ferences with Richards by saying

he was a conservative wanting
change and she was a liberal seek-

ing to [»otect the status quo.

Bush said he knew his plea for

change would be a good one after

watching his father, former
President George Bush, lose his

1992 reelection bid to President

Clinton - a campaign that the

younger Bush ran for his father.

Richards campaigned on her
record. She said every category of
violent crime was down last ^ear;

took credit for creating more jobs

last year than Florida, California

and New York combined; and
worked for passage of NAFTA.
She also appointed more African

Americans, Hispanics and Asian
Americans to state boards and
commissions than any previous

governor.

Richards said her other biggest

accomplishments included securing

funds for higher education and pub-

lic works projects in South Texas
and creation of a state holiday on
Martin Luther King Jr.'s birthday.
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Sleep
disorder

baffles
I •

By Steve Nadls
Omni Magazine

In neurology, the physician is

often presented witti an array of baf-

fling symptoms.

What, for instance, would you
make of the husband who employs
a hammerlock on his wife while

he's fast asleep? Or the guy who
enters a trance while driving and
snaps out of it wondering where he

is and how he got there?

And what could this have to do
with Doberman pinchers who get so

fexcited upon eating their favorite

foods that they collapse head first

into their bowls?

These bizarre occurrences are

common to people (and dogs)
afflicted with narcolepsy, a syn-

drome also characterized by day-
time sleepiness. The diagnosis,

however, does not explain the phe-

nomenon, and the precise causes of

narcolepsy are unknown.
Mark Mahowald and Carlos

Schenck - a neurologist and a psy-

chiatrist, respectively, at the

Minnesota Regional Sleep
Disorders Center in Minneapolis -

offer an explanation.

There are three basic states of
being: awake, rapid-eye-movement

sleep and non-REM sleep. Strange

things happen when these states

inadvertently commingle.

REM behavior disorder (RBD)
causes some people to act out their

dreams. Most people can't move
while they dream because their

muscles are actively paralyzed.

People with RBD show all the nor-

mal signs of dream sleep except the

loss of muscle tone.

And this leads to odd behavior,

such as the slumbering wrestler or
another man who fought squirrels in

his sleep.

At the other end of the sympto-
matic specuum is cataplexy, periods

of weakness brought on by excite-

ment or heightened emotion.

The episodes, which can last a

few seconds to several minutes,
may induce temporary paralysis or

even collapse. The phenomenon
occurs, Mahowald says, when the

paralysis associated with REM
sleep suddenly intrudes into waking
hours.

——
"If I^EM-sleep paralysis can

occur during wakefulness, why
can't we dream while we're
awakeT' he asks.

Some narcoleptics do, especially

during transitions between wake
and sleep. A man visited by a "night

hag" continued to dream after wak-
ing up - an example of a
hypnopompic hallucination.

Others start dreaming before
they're fully asleep, leading to hyp-
nagogic hallucinations.

Out-of-body experiences may
represent yet another form of
"wakeful dreaming." And the con-
verse, lucid dreaming, occurs when
consciousness mixes with the dream
state.

Sleep polygraph devices moni-
toring brain waves and eye and
muscle movements can document
this bleiuling of states.

In the extreme case of status dis-

sociatus, Mahowald and Schenck's
patients simultaneously display ele-

ments of all three states.

"When you watch them on
videotape, they appear to be asleep,

yet polygraphs show none of the
conventional sleep characteristics,"

Mahowald says.
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tcTrun viable campaigns.

As of mid-October, records
show that 108 Republican chal-

lengers had raised at least

$250,000, while only 58
Democratic challengers had
reached that threshold.

Another sign that Democrats
were having a difficult time
raising money was the increased

presence of self-financed candi-

dates, and mostly Republicans
at that.

In contrast to elections of the

last decade, many candidates
spent significant sums of their

own money for their campaigns.

Prompted by wealthy competi-
tors. Democratic incumbents
such as Sen. Edward Kennedy
of Massachusetts and Feinstein

took multimillion-dollar mort-
' \%ages on- their homes to help pay

for their races.

By far the most expensive
Senate race in history was in

California, where the

Republican challenger. Rep.
Michael Huffington, spent more
than $27 million of his personal

fortune, and Feinstein raised

By far the most expen-

sive Senate race...was

in California, where

...Rep. Michael

Huffington spent more

than $27 million of his

personal fortune.

more than $14 million.

Thirty-one House candidates

either gave or lent their cam-
paigns a total of $17.2 million

as of mid-October; 15 Senate
candidates gave or lent their

campaigns a total of $41.7 mil-

lion.

Most of these wealthy candi-

dates are Republican chal-
lengers; a few are running for

open seats. Only three incum-
bents in the House and three in

the Senate have supplied more
than $100,000 to their cam-
paigns.

Experts on campaign finance

said the trend toward self-

fmancing campaigns, a phenom-
enon that began to take off two
years ago with the emergence of

Ross Perot, reflects the weaken-
ing of political parties.

"All of this flows from the

continuing increase in expenses

of campaigns," said Fred
Wertheimer, president of
Common Cause. "It is part of
the extraordinary phenomenon
where the only people who wind
up in Congress are rich people

or people who are obligated to

special interest groups."

But some experts said the ten-

dency for candidates to dig into

their own deep pockets reflects

a new reality that more races are

being viewed as competitive
contests.

"The amount of money spent

on campaigns is largely a reflec-

tion of their competitiveness or

anticipated competitiveness,"
said Frank Sorauf, regents pro-

fessor of political science at the

University of Minnesota, who
has written widely on campaign
finance.

And the significant number of

self-financed candidates
"reflects a perception of insecu-

rity by incumbents and a sense

of opportunity by challengers,"

he said, adding. "Their view is

that maybe the brass ring is

there to be grabbed if only they

mortgage their house."
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Wiiat my sorority lias done for me
By Shannon Faris

I am a strong believer in the idea that

getting an education is a lot more than
simply earning a diploma. Yet when you
are one student out of 22,264, that neat

piece of paper can appear to be the only
tangible prize to be won in this sea of
communication barriers, ethnic barriers,

economic barriers and even construction

barriers. ^

And while my diploma may make a
nice table mat someday, my involvement
as a greek woman has afforded me the

skills, opportunities and support that will

help me to develop the career from
which I will make the money to

buy the table on which that

fancy table mat will sit.

"Networking" seems
to be the buzz word of
the undergraduate student

body. In belonging to a

sorority, networking has _.

helped me to focus my
career goals, giving me direct

access to women who are

already established and suc-

cessful in my fields of interest.

This opportunity came for me
last year when a sorority sister

from a different chapter at Texas
Technical University lived in my
house for a quarter while working
at an internship at the

Neuropsychiatric Institute. Until

. that time, I had a general idea of
the direction I wanted to take

with my career, but was unsure

vOf a specific field.

Having her live 10 feet away
from me allowed me to become
involved with what she did on a
daily basis, in turn helping me to realize

that she was doing exactly what I wanted
to be doing someday. When she left for

Texas, not only had I made an incredible

, friend, but I had decided on a career in a
• field I would never have otherwise consid-
ered.

The members oTmy sorority represent
more than 20 majors at UCLA, and they
tap me instantly into tutoring and counsel-
ing services that are more than well-quali-
fied considering that the all-greek

women's GPA i? . I higher than the all-

women's GPA at UCLA.

As members, every woman in my soror-

ity is involved in at least two o.ther campus
or community-related activities - from stu-

dent government to local youth athletics.

This not only sets a standard for involve-

ment, but it makes it easier to become
involved without having to wait for ser-

vice fairs or to scour the classified ads.

Two summers ago, I applied for a com-
petitive job in which a sorority sisterhad

worked the summer before. With her

advice and recommendations I got

the job, and have subsequently

spent the last two summers with

local alumni and their families.

My involvement has also allowed
for personal challenge as a leader and
policymaker. It has given me experience
in the area of group dynamics as well,

through such activities as member--
ship rush.

Through this, 1 have learned valuable

social interaction skills with groups of
different ethnic and cultural back-
grounds, giving me a better understand-
ing of the diversity this campus offers.

Last year, while living in a five-occu-

pant room in my sorority house, my
roommates figured out halfway through
the year that I was the only Caucasian
woman in the room.

I've been told that college can be the

loneliest time in a person's life due to new
environments and demands. As a member
of a Panhellenic sorority, I have been
given unconditional support not only by
members of my sorority, but from the

entire Panhellenic system as well.

Membership in a Panhellenic sorority is

a choice. However, it isn't just any club
that one joins for four years and then for-

gets the day after graduation. Membership
is a way of life. At a campus where every
student is intelligent and talented, my
sorority involvement has given me a sense
of placement, self-worth and confidence.

And honestly, I'm tired. I'm tired

because for over three years I have found
myself taking a defensive stance in an
attempt to explain what the Panhellenic
faction of the greek system does and does
not do for this campus. Personally, I'm
more concerned with what it has done for

me.

Faris, a fourth-year psychology student, is

the president of Chi Omega sorority.

Counterpoint

Grand Old Party lives up to Its name, Indeed
Thefollowing article was written

before the Nov. 8 election

By Mike Cooper

Mr. Curelop, I must question

where you get your political find-

ings that you cited in your editorial

("The not-so-Grand Old Party,"

Nov. 4). Every survey I have seen
up to this date indicates that this

election is going to give the

Republican Party solid gains in both
houses of Congress.

I concede that Sen. Dianne
Feinstein is most likely going to

defeat Mike Hufflngton, but why
you believe that Democrats seem

Daily Bruin
^ 227 Kerckhoff Hall

308 Westwood Plaza
Los Angeles, CA 90024

(310)825-9898

'poised to retain most of their seats"

beats the hell out of me. Allow me
to explain why
The majority of the American

people have become increasingly

skeptical of promises from
Washington that the federal govern-
ment will solve everyone's prob-
lems, if only they will "contribute"

more (i.e. pay taxes at a confiscato-

ry rate).

Not only am I skeptical but I am
sick and tired of the Democratic
leadership in Washington (and liber-

als in general) telling us that we, the

voters, are the problem because we
don't trust politicians and want to

keep more of what we earn for our-

selves, rather than send it to the

government so that incumbent con-
gressmen can buy our votes.

Your rhetoric of the GOP being

"the party of the rich" is a myth that

an increasing number of people
know is a lie. Nine out of the 10

wealthiest senators are Democrats,
so when you hear Senate hopeful
HuflTington referred to as a "wealthy
businessman," don't forget that

Feinstein has a net worth of $50
million.

As for the constituency, I have
campaigned previously in heavily

Republican Orange County, and the

neighborhoods I have visited are far

from upper class. But the people

vote Republican because they have
a strong belief in self-reliance and
don't want government intrusion

into their lives disguised as

"improving" their standard of liv-

ing.

Considering the failure of numer-
ous government-run programs,

including the VA administration and
welfare, I sympathize with these

voters entirely. In contrast, the

Westside, including the extremely

wealthy Bel Air and Brentwood, are

heavily Denxxratic, so I believe I

have just nuked your allegation.

You must come to the realization

that your Democratic party is about

to lose a substantial amount of con-

trol in Washington, and this is

indeed a referendum on the Clinton

presidency. The major victories of
this administration have either been
achieved with Republican support

(i.e. NAFTA and the crime bill) or
have passed by a maigin of only
one or two votes.

The latter will most likely

become nonexistent with the num-
ber of congressional seats that will

be vacated by Democrats, and I can
only see this as a blessing given the

socialist agenda being rammed
down our throats by the Clintons.
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Space exploration recaptures magic of dreams

Tom
Momary

"Where are the dreams that

motivate and inspire?

Where are the cartographers of
human purpose ?

"

-Carl Sagan

Dreams are maps of possi-

bility. They point the way
to the future. In this sense,

they are probably one of the most
important aspects of life and hap-

piness.

I have recently returned from a

conference in Washington D.C.
dedicated to the building of one
particular ^^^^^^^^^
dream - the

exploration of
space. The
meeting was
the Division
for Planetary
Sciences
(DPS) confer-

ence, an annu-

al event where
planetary sci-

entists get
together and
share the work
they have been

doing for the past year. And it got

me thinking about possibilities -

about dreams.

How easy for us to forget the

magnitude of dreams as shapers

of our lives. We become callous

and unfeeling about it sometimes.

We get caught up in every day, in

here and now.

But every one of us has a secret

pocket of dreams which we trea-

sure, beyond most other things -

in it, we carry the frameworks for

our futures, charts of our des-

tinies. It sounds abstract and fan-

ciful, I know, but I think it is at

the same time familiar.

Since we all tend to lose touch

with our dreams from time to

time, I thought I would explore

the subject a bit and reconnect us.

We screened a new IMAX film at

the National Air and Space
Museum this past week called

Destiny in Space which has not

yet been released nationally.

It was a breathtaking summary
of our explorations of other

worlds. It held out the promise of

the future. Although I found it

inspiring, it seemed like a few of

the people there that night were

somewhat skeptical and pes-

simistic. At least they had a rather

lackluster response, as if the reali-

ty of space exploration is some-
how unmagical. I cannot entirely

blame them.

We lose that sense of wonder as

we navigate through the murk of

reality. The space program, like

most things in our world, is about

80 percent politics and 20 percent

inspiration.

Yet that 20 percent is the part

we ought to celebrate. Our "real

world" is based in dreamt and

although it can never live up to

the perfection in our minds, that

does not mean that there is noth-

ing magic in reality.

If we examine our worid with

that perspective, we will see that

we are living quite a lot of our

dreams. Most of us here at UCLA
are living a dream.

We may not always see it that

way, but we are here to build on

some of the maps in our pockets,

some of the outlines of destiny

that we keep quietly tucked away.

Aren't we?

And that is what space explo-

ration is. It is very much an

inspired destiny. It is a dream
which has percolated through the

history of countless human civi-

lizations.

And we are living it today. Ever

since John F. Kennedy command-
ed this nation to land on the

moon, we have been building that

dream. And I think we should. It

is an important inspiration to our-

selves and to future generations -

it is a positive and hopeful vision.

"The visions we present to our

children," Carl Sagan has written,

"shape our future. It matters what

those visions are." And, in any

case, a country that no longer

dreams is dead.

Many wonderful discoveries

came out of the DPS meeting. I

learned about a plan to build a

scale model of the solar system on

the National Mall. What an excel-

lent way to demonstrate our place

in the solar system to millions of

young - and maybe not so young
- minds.

I learned about incredible

results from July's comet impacts

on Jupiter. And about imagery of

the rings of Uranus from the

Hubble space telescope - some-
thing that had been seen only by

our Voyager probes.

These things are fantastic,

dreamy things. Young people

respond to this. There were even

several exhibits on programs

bringing planetary exploration

and astronomy to elementary

school kids. And it was clear by

the children's responses to those

programs that they were inspired.

It occurred to me last week that

our education system would prob-

ably be a lot more effective if we
just would put a little more
DREAM into it. Wouldn't school

have been a lot more engaging if

it had been inspiring?

Thomas Paine once wrote that

"great scenes inspire great ideas."

Dreams are the scenes of our des-

tinies. That is where we act out

what we will become. We chart it.

And then we build it.

Space exploration is only one

of many, many dreams the United

States embraces. I am proud to be

a part of it. I think we should all

be proud of the dreams we are

building, as a country. And as

individuals. We just need to

remember, once in a while, what

we are doing.

That is our heritage as

Americans, at least - to be dream-

ers. This country is a monument
to a dream. You cannot escape

that fact when touring Washington

D.C. And in answer to Carl

Sagan's question, we are - all of

us - cartographers.

Momary is a third-year graduate

student ofgeophysics.

Viewpoint

Gun war against children: enougii is enougii
By Marian Wrl^t Edelman

I listened with a mother's ear last month
as two very brave mothers tried to explain

to me and a roomful ofTV reporters how it

feels to have your innocent child killed by a

gun. As a parent I can't imagine a greater

horror.

I won't forget the way my own heart

ached as I tried to put myself in the place of

Terri Thompson, who described the shoot-

ing death of her 13-year-old son Joey, at the

hands of a young playmate who got a

loaded gun from his mother's bedside table.

Or Alice Thomas-Norris, who recounted

the decision she had to make to disconnect

her 14-year-old, Rolanda, from life support,

after Rolanda was struck in the head by a

random bullet as she sat in a fast food

restaurant.

I can't believe that any parent - or any
caring human being - could listen to such a

mother's story and remain indifferent to the

gun violence that is killing more than 5,000

of our children each year. The children that

we parents and grandparents, aunts and

uncles, brothers and sisters are losing to

gunshots live in rich neighborhoods as well

as poor ones.

They are white and they are children of

coloT, "Hiey are children o^deflQUgh to have

dreams and plans for the future and chil-

dren too young to long for more than safety

of a loving parent's arms. The common
denominator that united them all, however,

is the total absence of any justification for

their deaths.

Individually and collectively, we all bear

some responsibility for this gun war against

children. For far too long we adults have

refused to acknowledge that innocent chil-

dren like Joey and Rolanda are paying with

their lives for our nation's love affair with

guns.

It has to stop.

There is no simple way to end the shoot-

ing. But the first step is for millions of

adults to stand up and insist that it is moral-

ly unacceptable for a child to be killed by

gunfire every two hours, as is now the case.

Another step is to keep guns out of our

homes and out of the hands of children and

young people. The gun manufacturers and

the gun lobby are experts at playing on our

anxieties about crime and safety, assuring

us that owning a gun is necessary to protect

ourselves and our families.

The truth is just the opposite. A gun in

the home is 43 times more likely to be used

to commit homicide, suicide or an acciden-

tal killing than it is to be used to kill an

intruder in self-defense. Joey would be

alive today if his playmate's family had not

had a gun in their home^;
'

The Cease Fire! campaign which the

Children Defense Fund launched in

October is designed to wake up America to

the terrible toll gun violence is taking on

our children and to help parents and other

adults understand the huge risks associated

with keeping guns at home.

Of course, we won't destroy the deeper

roots of violence simply by reducing

adults' and children's access to guns. Fewer

guns in our homes and on our streets won't

mean the end of our cultural obsession with

and glamorization of violence or end the

poverty and family breakdown and hope-

lessness that breed gangs and crime and a

disrespect for human life.

Fewer guns won't mean that children

"will have good schools or be connected to

caring adults and nurturing communities

that teach them to -resolve problems without

resc^rting to violence. We must start work-

ing 1o make sure all children in America

have the positive supports they need to

become contributing members of society.

But before we can do this for our chil-

dren, we must keep them alive. That's what

the Cease Fire! campaign is all about.

Keeping our children alive.

Edelman is founder and presides ofthe
Children 's Defense Fund, a national voice

for children. For additional information on

The Cease Fire! campaign and how \ou

can help, call I-800-CDF- 1200.

You're thinking.

You're talking.

You have ideas.

You want others to hear them.

The Viewpoint editors are waiting

for your submijisions. - , -
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Lifting fear of a
sampiing planet

What's

that Noise?

Michael

Tatum

By Michael Tatum
Daily Bruin Staff

At last count there were 500
arguments against rap and hip

hop as music. No. 432 goes

something like this:

Sampling is evil. Unlike real

musicians, who can actually play

real instruments and write their

own music, samplers steal music
from past songs because they

don't possess the talent to create

music of their own.
Wrong. The argument against

sampling, like ^i^^^h^^hh
other argu-

ments leveled

against rap

and hip hop
music, reeks

of hypocrisy

and small-

minded musi-

cal

conservatism.

"Stealing,"

for lack of a

better word,

has been a

common prac-

tice in rock

'n' roll from

the very

beginning. I'm not implying any-

thing as abstract (or as overly

simplified) as "white folks steal-

ing music from black folks." I

mean the actual looting of riffs

and melodies from other people's

songs that the "stealers" in ques-
tion pass off as their own.

Keith Richards of the Rolling

Stones serves as ^ prime example.
For instance, take the fuzzed-up,

three-note progression that pro-

pels "(I Can't Get No)
Satisfaction." Change the chords
around and you'll find the exact

same motif in Buffalo

Springfield/Neil Young's "Mr.
Soul," Paul McCartney's "Jet"

and dozens of other songs.

But maybe that's poetic justice:

How many limes has Richards -

universally considered to have
written the encyclopedia of great

rock 'n' roll riffs - stolen from
Chuck Berry? And if you ask
Richards himself, he'll tell you
that the inspiration for

"Satisfaction" came to him after

repealed listenings of Martha and
The Vandellas' "Dancing In The
Street." Irony, anyone?
Nobody has forged a career

from stealing more than heavy
metal progenitor Led Zeppelin.

Jimmy Page may be one of rock's

greatest guitarists, but neverthe-

less, he's lifted more than a few
lines from Robert Johnson, Willie

Dixon and other blues masters.

Though from whom do you think

every metal band since has bor-

rowed their riffs?

Or how about Steve Miller, yet

another pilferer of blues and clas-

sic rock licks, like Free's "All

Right Now," which mid-wifed
Miller's own "Rock 'n Me?" And
yet Miller has the nerve to sue
people who have the nerve to

sample his songs?

Granted, a rock 'n' roll fan who
didn't love the Stones or Zeppelin
would be like a baseball fan who
didn't love Henry Aaron.

Understand that when I say these

artists "steal," I'm not suggesting

they failed to come up with wor-
thy ideas on their own, or even
that they stole from the past con-
sciously. But to assume that they

created their art in a vacuum is

naive. To paraphrase Isaac

Newton, they achieved their

undeniable greatness by standing

on the shoulders of giants.

And that's the way it should be.

People forget art isn't the exclu-

sive property of the guy or gal

who happens to own the copy-
right. Art doesn't - or shouldn't

anyway - solely reveal the per-

spective or inner feelings of the

artist (that's called solipsism,

folks). The best art - music, film,

dance, paintings, you name it -

functions as a dialogue, sorting

out and commenting on the past,

while simultaneously pointing the

way toward the future.

Think of director-writer

Quentin Tarrantino cannibalizing

bits and pieces from various

crime movies. Think of Green
Day aping the Sex Pistols. Think
of Marcel Duchamp's "She Wears
Hot Pants" (translated from the

French), which "samples" Da
Vinci's Mono Lisa and slaps a

moustache on her.

All three of these artists - all

great ones in their respective

fields - specialize in "ready-

mades." In other words, they

seize a pre-established form or

formula and put their own spin on
it.

So then maybe we shouldn't

think of sampling as "stealing,"

but rather as "recontextualizing,"

because when hip hop artists (not

to mention techno artists) are on
top of their game, that's exactly

what they do.

Public Enemy is the quintes-

sential example of what I'm talk-

ing about. Here's a band that

espouses African-American
empowerment and identity in

their tough, intricate rhymes. But
without the benefit of Chuck D
and Flavor Flav's raps, their mes-
sage would still be embedded in^

their music, which crams James
Brown, Miles Davis, John
Coltrane, Sly Stone, as well as

soundbites from various African-

American leaders into the mix.

From a philosophical perspec-

tive, the resulting cacophony
could be called a history lesson in

itself. From a critical perspective.

Public Enemy's nnisic is nothing

short of revolutionary. Like
Jackson Pollock's forays into

abstract expressionism, they're

not simply "making a mess." If

you look closely enough, the

music reveals complex patterns

more often than random chance,
just as a well assembled collage

gathers seemingly disparate bits

of trash to tell a story.

Even when the results aren't as

elaborate or as detailed as the

ones I've just described, who's to

say that "borrowed" songs can't

have merit on entertainment value

alone? I'm thinking specifically

of "Rapper's Delight" by the

Sugarhill Gang, the first rap song
I ever heard, and still one of my
favorites.

See TAHIM, page 21
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Success is/not a miracle, but a stratagem'
od(J Park Mohr, the Big Hea(J of the rock
group Big Head Todd and the Monsters, is

not one of MTV's Most Wanted this week.
And if it's up to him he never will be.
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Big Head Todd and the Monsters will be appearing at the Wiltern, Nov. 10, at 8 p.m..
Though not media stars, the group Is popular and talented enough to sell out the show.

"To be honest with you, I

jally have no interest in

ecoming a TV celebrity,"

dmits Todd Mohr.
Nowadays if you're a musi-
ian you're expected to be a
V celebrity, they try to make
3U into something like that. I

ant to be able to murder my
ife and not take up half the

2WS."

That's not to say the band
asn't attempted to appease
s label with a few odd
ideos. The group filmed
ideos for three songs off of
s last LP, Sister Sweetly, and
)r "In the Morning" from its

2w album Stratagem. But as

lohr says, "Nobody, MTV
r VH-1, has really been
Jterested in playing-anything

e put out."

This is not a case of spite-

Jlness or sour grapes,
ommercial pressures play a

2ry secondary role for Mohr,
hose uncompromising
lusicianship and stellar

jngcraft have created four
Tipressive albums and
ained the group many last-

»g fans. Emerging from the

oulder, Colo, music scene to

gn with Giant records years

go, guitarist Mohr, bassist

ob Squires and drummer
rian Nevin take success on
•eir own terms.

"We've sold almost a mil-

on records total," points out

lohr, "and I'm at a point
here there's something real-

' cool about having a career

ke that. You're selling
^cords, you're successful in

idio, and your live show is

jccessful, but you're not a
ledia star, you're a media
nknown."
Big Head Todd and the

lonsters are just well-known
nough to easily sell out the

By Michael Horowitz
Dally Bruin Senior Staff

Wiltern for the group's show
on Thursday. It promises to

be a great performance, and
not just because the band
members are well-touted as

live performers. This tour is

for Stratagem, Mohr's
favorite piece of music the

group has recorded to date.

The name is explained in

the album's liner notes
through a story related by
Don Quixote. A poor man in

love with a woman married to

a rich man faked his death at

the wedding ceremony to dis-

rupt the vows - then miracu-
lously recovered. The
shocked guests cried, "It's a

miracle!" to which that young
man replied, "Not a miracle,

but a stratagem!"

Mohr's enthusiasm for
these songs led to their quick
recording. Without taking a
break after their extensive
tours for Sister Sweetly, the

three musicians packed into

the Boulder Theatre, their

happy home for two months
of noise. "I was so excited
about this piece of music
from when I started writing to

when I started recording,"
relates Mohr. "I was very
maniacal, because to me it

was so important that every-

thing else was completely
secondary to it. So I finished

it as soon as I could."

Don't cry for Squires and
Nevin, they'll get their vaca-
tion after this tour. It will be a
rest sorely needed by the
three, who have been playing

shows continuously for years,

taking breaks only to record
new songs. It's a prolific

habit Mohr hopes to continue.

"I want to have the type of

career where I put out a lot of
music and make a lot of
records," he states. "You
can't do that if you're putting

out one every two years,"

Somewhat surprisingly,
Los Angeles has been a hard
market to crack for the band.

Mohr attributes the struggle

to L.A.'s hard rock radio.
"We've always had a difficult

time being in a genre and our
label has difficulty figuring

out where to put us," he says.

"The last record we were at

AOR (Adult Oriented Rock
Music), and we were delight-

ed to have the success at the

rock 'n' roll radio stations,

although in certain areas
where the AOR stations are

more heavy metal geared we
obviously didn't fit in."

To add confusion to the
puzzle was KROQ's decision

to play the album's second
single "Circle" six months
after the label pushed the
song. While the airplay was
of course helpful to the band,

it fueled the genre debate
which rages on to this album.
Stratagem is a harder rocking

album than Sweetly; Mohr
figured it may soothe some
comipercial headaches.

See TODD, page 21

Todd Park Mohr

A

Brazilian jazz trio sure to piease at Wadswortii
Uakti make own
instruments to

express trio's style

By John irvin

If Paul Simon, Manhattan
Transfer and Phillip Glass know
anything about contemporary
music, Uakti (pronounced wah-
ke-chee) is a "must hear" for
fans of jazz and worldbeat
music.

Coming to the Wadsworth this

Saturday, the trio from Brazil
has played on Simon's Rhythm

of the Saints album, as well as

touring and recording with
Manhattan Transfer and ex-
Police drummer Stewart
Copeland.

But there's more: They don't
always play real instruments.
Rather, they make their own.
And they have been branching
out into styles beyond their orig-

inal classical and native
Brazilian music.

"The instrument is our own
way of expression," group mem-
ber Artur Andres says. "It keeps
a door open for us always. Wc
are not limited in normal ways
because we don't have normal

instruments.. We keep an open
mind, all over the world."

And they have been all over
the world lately. After touring
with Manhattan Transfer, they
teamed up with Simon, and fol-

lowing that, they recorded for

Glass.

"Paul Simon came to Brazil

and spent a whole week with
us," Andres recalls. "He didn't

start with tunes. We all started

from zero, first with bass, and
then he composed the melody.
We were together a lot.

"When Paul Simon had us in

the recording studio, he invited

Phil Glass to come watch,**

Andres says. "Glass later invited

us to do some work with him.
We started with him and now we
have a very nice relationship."

UlHcti has recorded two

cert may expect to hear sounds
familiar to both the classically

trained ear as well as the world-

beat ear.

The group takes its name from
albums with Glass, Mapa and / a.Tuscano Indian story about a
Ching. Additionally, Glass has beast who ran through the forest

composed a series of themes for with holes in his body. When he
Uakti to record, sponsored by ran, the air rushed through the
the Groupo Corpo Ballet of Belo holes and made beautiful music.
Horizonte, in Brazil. When the beast died, the peo-
The ballet company will use pie made flutes and other wind

the recording as the soundtrack instruments to imitate the
for its upcoming tour, according
to Andres. The music is expected
to be released by Glass next
Vear.

Those who attend Uakti's con-

sounds he had made when he
was alive.

Keeping with the tradition in

t6

L.A. theater community
gleans Ovation Awards
By Jennifer Richmond
Daily Bruin Staff

<^

Even though Los Angeles has
supported many actors, started

many major productions like

"Angels in America" and
launched many careers, its theater

community still gets no respect.

"Los Angeles is a city with
more shows on our stages at any
given time and more talent in our
backyard than anywhere in the

entire history of the planet," says

William Freimulh, executive
director of Theatre L.A.

So he and fellow members of
the theater community created the

L.A. Ovation Awards, a peer-
judged competition designed to

give L.A. theater its due, while
bringing the theater community
together.

Unlike L.A., there are many
cities around the country that have
events where the theater commu-
nity celebrates itself through
awards and not through the eyes
of the critic.

"We're not interested in dimin-
ishing or extinguishing the
Dramalogue Award or the L.A.
Weekly Awards," says Freimuth,
"But up until this point, the critic

has been the only one writing the

history of the theater in Los
Angeles and we thought this would
be a way for the theater community
to participate in that also."

This Monday Los Angeles will

continue to spread the idea that it

is a major theater town with the

first annual Peer Judged
Competitive Theater L.A.
Ovation Awards.

While the Ovation Awards
started several years ago as a life-

time achievement award,
Freimuth and several other mem-
bers of the theater community saw
no reason why they shouldn't
broaden their horizons and create

a ceremony including such cate-

gories as best actor, actress and
play. The nominations were
announced on Oct. 11.

Voters for the Tony's choose
from categories in which they've

only seen half the shows. But the

Ovation awards only allows peo-

ple to vote if they've seen all the

shows in the category.

Since the voters see so many of
the same shows, they have gotten

to know each other. "Because
each of (the voters) represents a

different theater, they learn about
the other theaters and then go to

see shows in theaters they've
never heard of," Freimuth said.

"So, there's this incredible net-

work. The voters talk to each
other and they carpool if they
have to go to Long Beach.
They're finding that there's some-
thing really good happening here
that they didn't know about."

There's an 80/20 split for the

voting which comes from the
80/20 split of different-sized the-

aters within the Los Angeles area.

Eighty percent of the 123 theaters

in Los Angeles have at most 99
seats and the rest have more than
100.

"We felt that focusing on the

larger theaters was exclusive. We
don't have the kind of volume of
large productions that run forever

which Broadway is known for,"

Freimuth laughed. "We're very
different in that way.

"But it's also a matter of inclu-

siviiy. Yes, we could do an awards
program that would eliminate the

smaller theaters and maybe "Five
Guys Named Moe" (which
received II nominations)
would 've gotten even more nomi-
nations," Freimuth said with a
chuckle. "But we'd like to cele-

brate the whole community and
that kind of glitz isn't as impor-
tant as saying that there is a
tremendous amount of really
wonderful theater here."

Freimuth hopes that people
will find themselves more
involved in the theater community
in the future.

"We're sitting here with all

these theaters and all this talent,

but people don't know that. I still

occasionally meet people who say
that they take vacations to New
York to see the theater. But why
do that?" Freimuth asked. "Unless
all you really care about is being
the first to see 'Beauty and the

Beast' or something like that. But
even that is a wash because if you
wanted to see 'Sunset Boulevard,'

you had to see it here and 'Beauty

and the Beast' is coming to Los
Angeles so ..."

"There are all types of theater

here for all kinds of different
audiences and if you like (the the-

ater) at all, you can find what you
like here. We want to wake people
up to that."

EVENT: Theatre LA. Ovation
Awards. Alex Theatre on Nov. 14.

TIX: $100-15. For more info call

(800) 447-7400.

See UAKB, page 22 The progressive Branttan quartet Uakti will dazzle audiences November 12 at the Wadsworth
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Various Artists Music From
The Motion Picture **Love & A
.45" (Immortal/ Epic
Soundtrax) Boy, corporate
stooges will stop at nothing for a

quick buck. The movie still on
ti\e back of the CD booklet, three

gun toting crazies in a Mexican
standoff d \h Reservoir Dogs,
clearly shows the producers are

gunning for a Quentin Tarantino

rip off of vile proportions. So
what musical trend do you think

the soundtrack compilers are

going to exploit? Yup, that's

right, the ever-popular alterna-

tive, or should we say "alterna-

tive" market.

Except where the also lacklus-

ter The Crow soundtrack at least

brought in the big guns (Stone

Temple Pilots do sell albums
after all), here we have has-beens

(Jesus and Mary Chain, David
Lowery), never was-es (Mazzy
Star) and never will-bes (The
Flaming Lips and April's Motel

Room) pawning off their rejects

and outtakes. And for "autheatic-

ity," we have Johnny Cash and
"King Of The Road." Is there

such a thing as a CD that goes
straight to video? M.T. C

Robbie Robertson & The
Red Road Ensemble Music for
the Native Americans (Capitol)

Robertson, a Mohawjc descen-

dant and former leader of The
Band, lets his passion for con-

ceptual albums pay big dividends

here. With a tapestry of Native

Daily Bruin Arts & Entertainment

American culture, gorgeous
voices behind him and careful

production, Robertson has creat-

ed a work of inspiration and rev-

elation.

Music for the Native
Americans draws its strength

from the beauty and wisdom of

its intertribal focus, and
Robertson wisely realizes the

weight of the decisions he
makes. Whether supplying his

throaty lead vocals in the coura-

geous "Ghost Dance" and the

atmospheric "Golden Feather,"

or plucking a guitar through
"Akua Tuta," his selfless

constructions benefit from his

light touch. The album is an ethe-

real experience on par with Peter

Gabriel's ingenious Passion.

After a few listens the only major

complaint is that it is only 12

Robbie Robertson A th« RmI
Road Emwnbie Mutictoftlm

Native Americant

tracks long. M.H. A

Marianne Faithfull "A
Collection Of Her Best
Recordings'* (Island) The aim of

this anthology is to divide

Faithfull's work into two distinct

halves. The first finds our hero-

ine, dicked around by men and

strung out on drugs, spitting out

blood and vitriol in a harrowing

cackle that sounds like it might

belong to Bette Davis' evil twin.

The second might be described

as Nico after detox - well-crafted

and executed cabaret rock,

though much more evocative and

compelling than the usually
overwrought cabaret rock norm.

Guess which of the two is more
fun. Yet even if the two halves

were equal to each other, the

schizophrenia of Faithfull's per-

sona and stylistic raggedness of

the individual songs make this a

less coherent sampler than one

would wish. Furthermore, not

only does Jagger-Richard's "As
Tears Go By," which predates the

other songs by at least 15 years,

stick out like a sore thumb, but

the compilers somehow forgot

Jagger-Richard's "Sister

Morphine," which at least fits

better with.the overall concept.

And here's the clincherf five of

these 11 songs, the best of the lot

actually, appear on Broken
English, and they sound better on

that record on their own terms.

M.T. B+

The Cranes Loved (Arista)

Alison Shaw of the Cranes has a.

really high voice. And even
though she sounds a bit like

Mariah Carey after inhaling

some helium, the sometimes
annoyingly whiny vocals on the

Cranes debut album do grow on

you nonetheless. The unique

musical style of the group mixes

gentle acoustic melodies with

more aggressive baselines that

separate this group from other

acoustic bands of its kind.

Eleven tracks of pure, unadulter-

ated acoustic madness are pre-

sent on Loved, along with three

unnecessary remixes that are

thrown in at the end.

"Lillies," one of the most
enjoyable songs on the album,
demonstrates the group's best

musical style, featuring a catchy

guitar progression and some of

Shaw's best vocals. "Shining
Road" and "Loved," the title

track, also provide some great

examples of the Cranes' ability.

Although this is one of those

bands that you have to give a fair

chance, its unique sound is r^re

and hard to resist. B.R. B+

Reviews by Mike Horowitz.

Michael Tatum and Brian Remick.

Soundbites runs every Monday
and Wednesday.

flSl] S"^^'^ File Under: Easy Listening A
rfj^il Liz Phair Whip-Smart A
LMJ R.E.M. Monster A
IpHH Paris Guerilla Funk A
W^m Various Artists Beat the Retreat A-

piH Boyz II Men 11 Rt-

h j^ Nirvana MTV Unplugged Jk
Bdl Smashing Pumpkins Pisces Iscariot B+

^^M Cranberries No Need to Argue 8
||Hfl Various Artists Murder was the Case B-

n^M London Suede Dog Man Star B-

• -

SPONSORED BY

^U.
BRUIN TV GUIDE

By: UCLA'UCSD
UCB-UCI'UCP

•tutiu
(6 3 2 — 6 8 6 3) 9am-9pm

800 MD-BOUND
WEDNESDAY EVENING

BROADCAST STATIONS

A = Century Cable B = Channel Name

11

13

18

34

(D

UT

"W"

777

QBQ

BEBI

N6WS t&j

NewtX

Doogie
Howser

Science
Guy

Family
Matters!:

Ciao Italia

(In Stereo)

NewsS:

Maury Povich X

V.R.

Troopers y
Wortdef
Years 3:.

RicM lak* Using

pregnancy to keep mates.

New* News

Primer Impacto

24

26

30

19

63

25

8

54

27

12

33

57

14

tWk

(4:00) "Locke, the

Superpower" (\9BA)

Biography "W.C. Fields"

Thelle olWC, Fields. (R)

CBS News

NewsX

Full House
(In Stereo)

Business
Report

NewsX

Inside

Edition ]£

Married..

With

Roseanne
(In Stereo)

News

Noticias

Highway
Patrol

NBC Nightly

News 3:

Family
Matters !E

Hard Copy

Extra: Ent
Magazine

Ent Tonight

Price Is

Right

Figure Skating: Ice Wars: The U.S.A. vs. the World. (In

Stereo) S
"A Perry Mason Mystery: The Case of the Grimacing

.Govemor"(l994, Mystery) Hal Ho)brool<. a
**** "Gone with the Wir)d" (1 939, Drama) (Pari 1 ot 2) ClarV Gable, Vtvien Leigh,"(19;

I WarOlivia de HaviHand. The Civil War (orces a Southern belle to tace reality.

MacNeilA.ehrer
NewshourS:

ABC World

American
Journals:

Cops "Cops
in tl Paso

Cosby
Shows
Panda TV
Magaz 'ne

Noticlsro

Univision

Ma
KUSi

oe
^23

fSZI

1221

1131

ITTO

12^

•00)

njrnmg"

Wild, Wild West "Night ol

the Double-Edged Knite"

American Justice A \qcM

at teep violence (R)

Jeopardy!
3:

Top Cops
(In Stereo)

Married..

With

Life and
Times 3:

Wheel of
Fortunes:

Rush
Limbaugh

Simpsons
(In Stereo)

Star Treit: The Next
Generation "Parte Page"

News

Volver a Empezar

Bonanza "Escape to (he

Ponderosa"

Mark
Russell

Workrs Funniest
Commercials (In Stereo)

American Experience "The Battle of the

Bulge" (In Stereo) X,

News

Beverly Hills, 90210 "The

Dreams of Dylan McKay"

Babylon 5 "Revelations"

(In Stereo) 3:

News Docunten-
tary Theatre

Agujetas de Color de
Rosa

Horse
Racino

Talk of the

Town

Roseanne
(In Stereo)

Ellen 'The
Toast" 3:

Models Inc. "Loolc Who's
Stalking" (In Stereo) X
Kung Fu: The Legend
Cononues (In Stereo) 3:

News WhenlMiss
You

Marimar

Gunsmoke "Gentry's Ijw' Hill Street Blues

48 Hours "Witness to

Murder" (In Stereo) 3:

Law & Order "Precious"

(In Stereo) 3E

News (In Stereo) OE

Women of Courage (In

Stereo)K
Charlie Rose (In Stereo)

Barbara Waters 3:

LastCaN

Solitary Man

Horangel(Panelde2)

3:

News 3:

Cheers 3]

Lata Show Stina, Chazz
Palminterl. (In Slefeo) S:

Tonight Show (In Stereo)

3
Murphy
Brown X

3] NighUine 3:

Jerry Springer

Cops (In

Stereo) 3:

Roseanne
(In Stereo)

Horizon

Noticias

Current
Affairs:

Story S:

Sumo
Digest

Noticiero

Univision

Sneak Peek
II (In Stereo)

NOV. 9, 1994

Exila"BadCho«c8s''(R)
(In Stereo)

News (R) (In Stereo) B:

Lata Night Scheduled:
singer Pam Tillis.

Ufa and
Tlmas(R)3:

Lterary
Visions K

TwUight
Zone

Later (In

Stereo)

instructional

Programming

Paid
Program

** Vj "An American Summer" {^990), Joanna Kerns A
surty youth learns of the )oys and dangers of adulthood.

Limbaugh
Top Cops
(In Stereo)

M*A*s*H s;

Stereo

(In

Afghanistan

Paid
Program

Jon Stewart (In Stereo)

Paid
Program

Paid
Program

Paid
Program

Paid
Program

Paid
f*rogram

*** The
Enk)rcer"

Paid
Progi

Paid
Program

"£/ Ojo de V(dr»o" Antonio Aguilar, Flor Silvestre. Un
heroe revotucionario plerde el ojo.

Love Channel With The IHotSeat |Downey

Reflections Silver Screen

Golden Bowl (R) (Part 4 ol

6)

Pr nenewsS:

Saturday Night Live

Twentieth Century "Six

Day War/Entebbe'

Law A Order "Helpless

South Bank Show Haltan

Hardenberger (R)

"Stage Door" (1937) Edna Ferber tale of

actresses living in a boardmghouse.

Larry King Live S:

S.A.S.

Theater

Election Wrap-up

World of Discovery:
Bikini-Paradise

Howard
Stem(R)

Bloopers-
Jokes

PBA Bowling: Brunswick
Memorial World Open.

MaxinMjm
Drive

Thars My
Dog

(4:00) ** "Gettma Up and
Gotng Home" (1 992) S:

Real World
(In Stereo)

Clarissa
Explains

Wanted
Jams
Clarissa

Explains

Marcus Welby, M.D. "Just

a Little Coufaoe'

Paid
Program

Outdoor
Gazette

Stand-Up,
Stand-up

Twin Peaks

World News

Whose
Line?

SoapS:

Biography "W.C. Fields'

The life of W.C. Fields (R)

'Morning G/ory"( 1933) A stagestnjck lReflection»«ihrer Screen

(view Englander seeks Broadway fame. |

'

"Opening Night" {^977 . Drama) Gena Rowlands, John Cassavetes. A
stage actress copes with the death ot an ardent fan. NR'

American Justice A \ook

at teen viotence. (R)

GoMen Bowl (R) (Part 4 of

6)

Sports
Tonight

Moneytlne

- I(") ^-^ . ^
**'i "Just One ol the Guys" (1 985, Comedy) A high

school student poses as a boy to enter a axitesl

Newsnight Showbiz
Today (R)

Public Policy Conference

Vanishing Worlds

Talk Soup News Daily

Fall of the Wall (Par,

2)

2 of

Late Night With David
Letterman

Boxing (Live) s:

Rin Tin Tin

K-9 Cop s:

Supermar-
ket Sweep

New Lassie
(In Stereo)

Shop 'Til

You Drop

Music Videos (In Stereo)

Salute Your
Shorts (R)

Rugrats

Love Boat

Sportfish-

ing

ILet's Go
[Fishing

The Last Challenge {^967) Glenn Ford. An ex-

gunfighter's record is challenged by a younger man.

'j

Knight Rider A president

targeted for murder.

Alien

Fighters

Ninia

Tur&M

(3:05) PGA Golf: Grand Slam of Golf From the Potpu

Bay Resort Golf Course m Kauat, Hawaii. (Live)

Hazel That Girt Mod Squad

Evening
Shades:

Yo! (In

Stereo)

Doug

Evening
Shades:

Alternative

Nation

Looney
Tunes

Ironside "Split Second to

an Epitaph" (Part 1 of 2)

NBA Action Windsurfing

World of Discovery:
Bikini-Paradise

Howard
Stem

Speedweek

Candid
Camera

Sportscen-
ter

Waltons "The Tailspin"

Unsohred Mysteries (In

Stereo)

C^iing AH
Sports

Politically

Incorrect

Public Polky Conference

Twentieth Century "Six

DayWar/Entebbe'^(R)

"Stage Door" (1937) Edna Ferber tale of

actresses living in a boardinqhouse

Sports
Latenight

Kids in the
Hall

Law & Order "Helpless" **Vi "Islands in the

Stream" ()977 , Drama)

Larry King Live (R) 3!

South Bank Show Hakan
Hardenberger. (R)

*** "Son 0^ Kong" (1933) A producer

discovers the late ape's offspring.

A-List (R) S: SoapS

Crossfire Overnight

Whose
Une?

Vanishing Worlds (R)

Talk Soup
(R)

UpCtose

News Daily

(R)

Fall of the Wall (R) (Part 2

of 2)

Features (R)Coming
Attracttons

Women's College Volleyball: Stanford

at UCLA.

Rescue 911 (In Stereo) X 700 Club

Prinw Time (In Stereo)

** V, "And Then There Was One" (t 994, Drama)An
entire family is diagnosed as being HIV-positive. 3:

Taxi Taxi

It Takes a Thief "The King

ol Thieves"

Rawlings Collector's

World

** "Tension at Table Rocfc (1956) Richard Egan. An

outlaw changes identity after he is branded a coward

Wings (In

Stereo) s:

Wings "The
Faygtive" S:

Murder, She Wrote "Love

and Hate in Cabot Cove'

** "Up Periscope" (1959) James Gamer. A WWII
Navy officer heads to an enemy-heM Pacific island.

NewsS: Top Cops
(In Stereo)

imr TaxT

Marcus Welby, M.D. "Men
yyho Care" (Part 1 ol 2)

Women's Pro Beach
Volleyball

**"} "The Sheepman
sheep owner drives his

Houaaof

TaxT

Interview-

Vamp
Taxi

Next Step
(R)

Howard
Stam(R)

Inside the

PGA Tour

Beyond
2000

Candid
Camera

Sportscen-
tar

Father Dowling Mysteries
(In Stereo) BE

Unsolved Mysteries (In

Stereo)

Beavisand
Butt4tead

Taxi

Beavisand
Butt-head

Tid"

**v, "Elaabeth of Ladymead" {\9i8) Four wives find

independence white their husbands are at war

Press Box

(195
flock

use Sports
Magazine

958, Western) Glenn Ford. A
into cattle country.

** "Sketch AnJsr (1992) Jeff Fahey. A police artist is

shocked when a sketch looks like his wife.

UCU Spts
Mag.

Paid
Program

Paid
Program

UpCi
(R)

lose

Black
Stallion

Unsolved
Mysteries

The Thing"

(1951)

**** "The Man in the White Suit"

(1951, Comedy) Alec Guinness.

Overnight

Politically

Incorrect

Benny Hill

Showbiz
Today (R)

Public Policy Conference

Paw
Program

Paid
Program

Paid
Program

Boxing (R) S

Paid
Program

Paid
Program

Paid
Program

Big Brother
JakaS:

Paid"
ram

Thirtysomething Her
Cup Runneth Over* HI

Alternative Nation (In Stereo)

Taxi

Paid
Program

Paid
Piogtani

Taxi Taxi TixT

Shop at Home

Women's College Volleyball: California at Southern

California.

Shogun (R) (Part 3 of 3)

Racing

Wings (In

Stereo) S:

Wings (In

Stereo) S:

*** "Sergeant York"{\9A]. Drama) Gary Cooper, Waiter Brennan, Joan Leslie.

WarLColonzi

Ko|ak

pacifist becomes a top soldier of Worid ^ nzed.

Quantum Leap (In Stereo)

3:

Counterstrike "French

Twist"

•••'-^ "Command Deoswn "(1948. Drama) An Air

Force captain plans to bomb Nazi Germany. Colorized.

Home Shopping Spree

PREIV1IUM CABLE STATIONS

99

31

20

15

17

tei
(4:30)

(1975)

"Hard Times"
Charles Bronson.

Kids Incorp

(4:15)
"

Story II

(4:00)

^Brkheart"

Mickey
Mouse Chib

The Neverending
The Next ChatOer

(1967)

** "Free WUly" (1993) Jason James Richter. A lonely

boy lorms a bond with a captive killer whale. 'PG' s:

All About Magic ExpiringFaerie Tale Theatre
"Snow White" X.

.

**</^ "Prnec/X" (1987) Matthew Broderick. An Air

Force pitol uncoven highly daaaHied information. PG

nragic. S:

.- „

,

'me Hom*K*"(1992. Comedy)
JuNe Andrews. (In Stereo) 'PG-13'

* "Branrjii;>an''(1975) John Wayne. A rackeleer is

abducted from his hiding piece in London. "PG'

or

"Genocide" (1981) The history of anti-

Semitism leading up to the Hokxaust.

Hocus Pocus"(l993) Youths conjure up
throe child-hungry wflChes on Halloween

* * 'The Man Without a Face" ( 1 993) Mel Gtoson A
disfigured recluse becomes the mentor of a young boy.

Walt Disney
Worid

** "Double /mpacf" (1991) Jean-Claude Van Damme
Twin brothers loin forces aoainsi fhtk parents' killers. T.

lawyer

I brothers join forces tOBirai ttieirparents' kiWe

> ''Jtog9dEiige'^^9B6, Drama) Glenn Cfose.

er ftM for her client in a murder case. 'R'

Degrassi
Junior High ., , . _ .

"^^jijmShoSrn^^liT^^^SfSS^ |1Bi4 Tetfa Bogus Jamev'^WS^)^
uses virtual reality to probe minrte. |and Ted's eviltwing try to »1er the future

*« *77»e Incrediyle Shrinking Woman
(1981. Fantasy) Lily Tomtin . PG'

Dream On
(In&ereo)

Larry
Sanders:

Tales From
the Crypt i:

**'/( "The Running Man" {^987. Science

Fiction) Arnold Sctwarzenegger. 'R' g
****•«« Girl Friday"(1940. Comedy)
Gary Grant, Rosalind Rusyll.

*** "Paia nd^(198S) cunt Eastwood.

'/^ "Caroline at Midnight"

(1993) Tim Daly. 'R'

i-k^/i'PrirKe VaUant"

(1954) Jamw Mason.

Goid rOaaro/r

*** ''Agm^MOdd8"{)9M, Drama) An unemptoyed

athlete looks for a mngster's njnaway lover. 'R'

proapeclors are harasMd by a corrupt power baron. 'R'
': --L-. 1 1 . . 1/1 im.. A--I. u-l^/^^A* u > ¥„

candidate uncovers a m'

niSse;l2)Adoetor
lythological

doctoral
killpr

*v, •77»eOarfkHar(l

(1991) 'R'

Horror) Timothy Hutfon

writer's alter ego manifiBSts himself through m
A

irough rfiurder. 'R'

*". "Them and Ihe Pendulum'{\99i. Horror) A mad
nquisitor reaorta to torturing a 8u«pected witch 'R'
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Hawkins' music loses notliing in

transition from Venice Boardwailc
Musician makes
presence felt at

McCabe's Shop
By Michael Tatum
Daily Bruin Staff

If fans wanted to see Ted
Hawkins a few years ago, they
could have gone to see him for
free on the Venice Boardwalk or
on Third Street Promenade.
These days, fans aren't so

lucky. Now that Hawkins records
for DGC Records, people have to

pay $ 1 5, $20 to see him play.

It's Still worth it.

His Saturday night set at

McCabe's Guitar Shop proved
that although his venues may have
changed, his music - featuring
only him and his acoustic guitar -

hasn't lost anything in the transi-

tion.

His props haven't changed
either. Perhaps to remind himself
of his roots, Hawkins still per-
forms while sitting on a milk
crate, with a pillow serving as his

cushion. A container of talcum
powder and a bottle of water both
sit waiting on a nearby chair.

Hawkins liberally sprinkles the

former on his gloved "fret" hand,

presumably to make his chord

changes smoother. The long,
pressed-on nails of his picking
hand give his strumming its dis-

tinctive sound, a style similar to

the young Bob Dylan's.

When Hawkins takes the stage,

he makes his presence felt.

Towering at a height of at least 6
feet, 7 inches if not more, he
greeted the McCabe's crowd with

an awesome authority. One got
the impression that if he wanted,
he could have shaken the hand of
everyone in the audience merely
by casually extending his arm.

Hawkins' voice, reminiscent of
soul singer Otis Redding, was no
less authoritative. Pointing his fin-

ger at an imaginary bar table, he
projected the first word of the first

number, "There Stands The
Glass," with so much power, any
glass that might actually have
been there would. have spontar
neously exploded. * ..

Touching upon all three of his

records (Watch Your Step and
Happy Hour on Rounder, and The
Next Hundred Years on DGC),
Hawkins moved effortlessly
between powerful numbers like

"Big Things" (in which the elder-

ly Hawkins sings he still has
"catching up to do" even though
"soon there'll be no time left")

and upbeat, funny ones like "Bad
Dog," in which Hawkins wonders

why his woman's dog barkaat the

mailman, the postman, and him,
and not the handsome young man
that comes around.

Hawkins possesses a charm
that's all his own. What other per-

former would have the nerve to

finish a song by backing away
from the microphone, imitating

the fade-out on the record?
Incredibly, years of poverty and
jail time haven't corrupted his

optimistic world view.

This tendency worked against

him only in one moment: his awk-
ward, upbeat version of
Redding 's "(Sitting On) The Dock
Of The Bay," which lacked the

pathos of the classic original.

Otherwise, a fine performance by
a man who deserves more than a

few coins in his cup.

That's more than can be said

about Hawkins' opening act,

Kelly Joe Phelps. He's a gifted

slide guitarist to be sure - follow-

ing his fingers as they move
across the fretboard is quite a task.

Unfortunately, he can't write
songs. His poor enunciation, both

in his songs and his stage patter,

buried everything he wanted to

communicate to the audience in a

barely audible murmur. But every

once in a while, a hoary blues

Hinojosa music blends
folk and country style
Wadsworth stages

just one Stop along

singer's journey

By Gaby Mora
Daily Bruin Staff

"The road was a lot harder than

I thought," says popular Latina
songwriter Tish Hinojosa of her

long singing career.

Hinojosa will perform at

Wadsworth Theater this Friday,

and though she has been a suc-

cessful traveler with her art. she is

far from completing the voyage to

fulfillment.

She hope's that her latest albiim.

Destiny's Gate, (Warner
Brothers), will bring her as much
commercial success as the critical

acclaim earned by her previous
releases. But she also realizes that

her musical style does not fit easi-

ly into the mainstream.

With a blend of bilingual folk

and country style songs influ-

enced by her Texas upbringing.

Hinojosa has built a musical back-

ground that extends back to when
she was just a little girl entering

herself in local singing contests.

The youngest daughter in a family

of 1 3, she learned from the start to

woricindependently for her goals.

family," she remembers, "I didn't

get a lot of praise, so I mostly just

had to believe in myself. It was
clearly a personal struggle, but I

was very driven to achieve some-
thing, and I really had to fight for

what I've got. I did things by
myself; no manager, just me."
Never being babied in the

music industry made her a

stronger person, says Hinojosa.

SeeHAWKIPIS, page"22^ "^Belng raised in such a big

Tish Hinojosa

But that did not prepare her for

the aspects of music that did not

deal with art or creativity.

Early on she found that her
music was not readily accepted in

See HINOJOSA, page 20
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Westwood

IVIANN

Santa Monica

GENERAL CINEMA I LAEMMLE LAEMi\/iLE

Westwood WLA/Beverly Hills West Hollywood
VIIIAGE
96t Broxton

206-5576

SUroatt (P6-13)

(1:3O-4:3O>7:3O-10:30
CRITERION 3
13t3 3rdSt. Prorrwnade

Deuftlt Drtpon (fO-13j
(2:30-5:15)-8:00-10:30

395-1599 Frl/Sat/Sun(12:00-2:30-5:15)-8 00-10:30

NAnONAL
10925 Llndbrook (2:45-5.t)0)-7:'l5-9:^

208-4366 Frt/Sat/Son(12:30-2:45-5«))-7:15-9:45

Do!iklflDrafM(ra-13) Bnllelt 0«tr Broadway (R)CRrTERroil4 Ballets 0«tr Broadway (R)
1313 3rd St. Promerwde (2:15-4:45)-7:20-9:45

395-1599 Fri/Sat/Sun(11:45-2:15-4:45)-7:20-9:45

AVCO CINEMA
Wilshirg at Westwood
475-0711

l>S FIRST CHOICE PRESENTATION THEATRE
70nm - THX SOUND • DOLBY STEREO
Ttw TOTAL Enterttlnment Experlanca

ROYAL
11523 S.M.Btvd.
477-5581

I Don't Waal to Talk About It

500-7 30-9:55

Sat/Sun 2:30-5:00-7:30-9:55

SUNSET 4

(213)848-3500
Clerfct

(1:00)-3:10-5:20-7:40-9:55

Fri/Sat MUniQht

BRUIN Una Affair (P6-13)
948 Broxton (2:15-4:45)-7:30-10:l5
239-MANN Sat/Sun (11:45-2:15-4:45)-7:30-10:15

CRITERION S
1313 3rd St. Promenade

Silent FaH (R)

(2:00-4:30)-7:30-10:06
395-1599 Frl/Sat/Sun(11:30-2:00-4:30j-7:30-10flO

tlltat Fan (R)

1:15

FESTIVAL
10887 LIndbrook {2:30-5«))-7;3O-10:t-
208-4574 Sat/Sun (12:OO-2:3O-5«))-7:3O-10:15

RESENT Oal*Yo«(Pfi)
1045 Broxton (2-30-5flO)-7:30-lbflO
208-3259 FrI/Sat/Sun (12:00-2:30-5:00)-7:30-10:00

CRFTERION 6
1313 3rd St Promenade
395-1599

Forest fiamp (P6-13}

(2:3O)-7:36-10:30
Frl/Sat/Sun (1:15-4:45)-7:30-10:30

THXOTt TlMWar(P0-13J
1:15-4:15-7:15-10:15

THXOolky 0sl<Sliow(P6-13l
1:3O-4:25-7:2O-10«5

Oolky Tke Skawskank RedemaUon (R

1:00-4:00-7.00-10.«

Mky Ballets Over Broadway (R)
12:45-2 30-4 45-7 15-945

MUSIC HALL
9036 WUstiire

274-6869

Hoop Orsamt
5:00-8:30

Sat/Sun1;30-5:00-8:30

SUNSETS
(213)848-3500

Last Seduction

(1:50)-4:25-7:00-9:35

Santa Monica
MOMCAl
1322 2nd Street

394-9741

SUNSET
(213)848-3500

Qentle Art at Jaaanese Estortlon

(1:30)-4 15-7:00-9:40

Weekend Progranit

Qentlcmen Preler Blondes
And God Spoke

f Tlie Gbott Slilp

Cat People

Clcrtu

Fri/Sat Midnlgtil

Virgin Spring

The Last Klezmer
Tke Gkost Skip

Cat People

PLAZA
1067 6k
208-3097

Hoop Dreams (l>6-13)

Sal/Sun(12.00-4:00)-8«)

WESTW0001
1050 Gayley (2:30-5«))-7:30-10:
208-7664 Sat/Sun (12:00-2:30-5.00 -7:30-10:15

Tke SaaclalM (R)r--„
.jj.^^

WESTWOOD 2
1050 Gayley

208-7664

Uttle Slants (PO)

(2:15)->:3(i

SqMBtolPfil
(4:45)-9:M

(12.00-4:45-9:30

WESTWOOD 3
1050 Gayley
208-7664

Drwtaaad RJ
(^)-7:l5

New Nightmare (R]

(5:00)-9:45

Sat/Sun (12:45-S:00)-0:45

LANDIVIARK

West L.A.

NUWILSHIRE Clerks
1314 Wllshire Blvd. 5:30-7 45-1000
394-8099 Sat/SorVWed 1:00-3:15-5:30-7:45-10.00

NUWILSMRE Last Sedwtloa
1314 Wllshire Blvd. 4:45-7 15-945
394-8099 Sat/Sun/Wed 11:45-2:15-4:45-7:15-9:45

M0MCA2
1322 2nd Street

394-9741

PrtscHIa Qacen ol Ike Desert
(2:15)-4:45-7:15-9:45

Cksppa: Tke Wedding Canopy
Sat Sun ft :00 AM

1322 2nd Street

394-9741

Hoop Dreams
(1:30)-5 00-8 30

M0mCA4
1322 2nd street

394-9741

Sara
Persian - No Subtitles

(2:30)-5«)-7:30-950

kMMia
1322 2nd Street

394-9741

Beverly Hills

WESTWOOD 4 RlMrWlld(P6-13)
1W0 Gayley (2:45-5:15)-7:45-10:l5
208-7664 Sat/Sun (12:15-2:45-5:15)-7:45-10:15

WOTSIDEPAVNJON
GoMvKvn
475-aM2

(12:15)-2:30-4:45-7:15-9-55

Beverly Connection
La Clenagaat Beverly Btvd

Free 2 1/2 iKMr vakdatad parldng
659-5911

Weekend Proorams
Drunken Master

Drunken Master II

Sodzllle «. Tke Tking

Terror of Meckagodzllla

Fri/Sat MidnH)t)t

Bringing Up Baky
Mustang: Tke Mdden Kingdom

Angel Face

Baraka
Sat/Sun 11:00AM

UNITED ARTISTS

Westwood
UA WESTWOOD
10889 Wetlwomi
475-9441

Pulp Fiction (R)

SR THX Dolby Stereo

Can Ttwatre for srtowtlmes

UA WESTWOOD
10689 Wetlwortti

475-9441

Tke Road to Wallvlllt (R)

THX Dolby Stereo

.CaN Ttwaue lor Stxtwtlmes

TNXOTt

WetTSlOE PAVILION
GoMwyn
475-0202

Eat Drink Man Woman
(11:15)-1:50-4:25- 7:00-9.35

TUtWarlPS-IS)
1:15-2:45-4:15-5:45-7:15-8:45-10:15

Fri-Sun 11:45-1:15-2:45-4:15-5:45-7:15-8:45-10:15

TNXDolky PaM FMloa (R)
12«)-3:30-7«>-10:20

West Hollywood

Maa-Frl. 1st skew bargain
(

)

I Saasat (at Crescaal Halgkts) Fras Parking

UAWESTWOOO
10689 WeHiwrtti
475-9441

Mary Skelley's Frankenstein (R)

Dolby Stereo

Call Ttwatre tor StKMrtlmes

Santa Monica
WESTSIOC PAVILION
GoMwyn
475-O202

SZSkortFlknsAkeri
6laan Soeld

(11 :45 AM) only

CRITERION 1

1313 3rd St Promenade (2:15-5O0)-7:45-10:
395-1599 FrVSat/Sun (11:45-2:15-5.00)- 7:45-10:15

.^Jf^^^W WRTSIOf PAVM.I0N
:15 Godwyn

47i^gi02
(12:30)-2:45-5:00-7:30-9-J

Oolky

Oolkv

Ed Wood (R)

Frl^Sat/Son 1 1JO-2:15-5«>-7:45-10 30
Mon -Thurs 1:15-4:15-7:15-10:15

suNsni
(213)848-3500

Priscllla Oaeen of Ike Oesart

(2:15)-7:15

•MLNa
(4:45)-9:45

12«)-230^«)->:30-1C ..
FrI/Sat/Sun 1130-2.«M:30- 700-9:30

OiilyVoa(P8)
>«>-7:: BUNIET2

(213)848-3500 (1«))-3:10-5.

Totally F^ad Up
20-7:40-9:55

PACIFIC

Westwood
CmTERtONZ
1313 3rd St. Promenade
395-1599 Frt/Sat/Sun (1

(2:0O^:S0)-7:^10:3(i OoMwyn
1:15-2:00-450K:40-10JO 475-aM2

WOTSIOE PAVILION

(1:45)-3:45-5:45-7:45-»:45 . . IF8ll(R)

12«>-2JO^«)-7;30-10:0(5
SUNSCT3
(213) 848-3500 (2:40))-f35 8:30

CREST
1262 Westwood Blvd.

474-7866

Ed Wood (R)

1JIM:1O-7:0O-g:50
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HINOJOSA
From page 19

bordering countries, despite her

blend of English and Mexican
sounds.

"Latin countries will only
accept the biggest sellers of
American music. They look at it

in commercial terms, even
though it is something that is cul-

turally respectful and applicable

to them," she explains. *il all has

to do with commerce, not with

art and culture. And until my
music gains a higher profile, I

may not not be able to tour

there."

But none of this keeps
Hinojosa dwelling on what she

describes as, "very few soft

places to land in the music indus-

try." She managed to land herself

a big record release with A&M in

1989 with Homeland, which
became her major breakthrough.

Since then, she went on to

release Culture Swing (Rounder),

voted Folk Album of the Year by

the National Association of
Independent Record Distributors

(NAIRD).
In between commercial releas-

es, Hinojosa busied herself with

independent producing, and she

also co-produced her latest

release.

"The realities of the music
industry are quite harsh," she

admits, "and I guess it was a

good thing that I went into it so

young and naive because if I

would have known some of the

things I know now, I might have

been disillusioned. I produced
the last two records on my own,
and I learned that though there

exists a certain degree of magic
in music making, it's really all

about just paying attention."

Hinojosa may have been kept

off the top pop charts because
she has kept her mind open and

performed in ways that cannot

necessarily be labeled, but her

versatility has allowed her to

meet people and to write a lot of

interesting songs.

Her performance on Friday is

a chance for people to get a taste

of these Mexican and American
influenced songs, but more
importantly it is a chance to

share a piece of a talented musi-

cian's long and enjoyable road.

MUSIC: Sponsored by UCLA
Center for the Arts, Tish Hinojosa

at the Veterans Wadsworth
Theater on Friday, Nov. 11, at 8
p.m. Tickets are available for

$25, $22 and $9 at the UCLA
Central Ticket Office and at all

TicketMaster outlets. For more
Info call (310) 825-2101.

UCLA Department of Music
presents

UCLA

Ensembles
»* TX.

I

Gordon Her[der<son, Conductor

with (Special gue<st arti&ts

Gerald Wil<son. composer/arranger

, Eugene "<5>nooky" Young, trumpet

Wednesday, November 9, 1994
8:00 p.m.

Schoenberg Hall

Admission is free.

Information: (310) 825-4761

^m
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Hot Hair Salon
1007BROXTONAVE
WESTWOOD VILLAGE

(310) 824-2S76

WAXING BYMINA

Bikini Wax $8
European Facial $45
Eyelash Tint $1

2

Lip or Chin Wax $5
Eyebrow Wax .....$6

Half Legs .,..,,,.$10

Upper Legs & Bikini $15
Full Legs & Bikini $20
Anns. $14
Underarms $8

J^iixxtriLibj c/j-vjaxEns,^^ ^^Mpnui

Si)* UajBij* Woriukopt will bi

hlU tifiry Tiiiidif in^

Wt^Mt^ff iiriii) tkt mtiitk »{
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itUni •»• MtiJM luk wtik.

All werbkept will k* k«l< fren

12:00 --MW ».w. i, s\, \^

Ytili B..f^ B»»

Topicst
•Tuesday and Wednesday, November 1st and Sndt
'Saying HcUo' • Greetings, alphabet, numbers
•Tuesday and Wednesday, November 9th and 9th:
'Getting to Know You' . Classes, lobs, hobbies
•Tuesday and Wednesday, November XSth and X6th:
"The People Around You" - Family, friends, etc.

•Tuesday and Wednesday, November 22nd and 23rd:
"Your Favorite Things' • Colors, (oods, holidays
•Tuesday and Wednesday, November 19th and 30th:
"Emergency!" - Emergencies, health, safety commands

For mere information c£li:

USD ^^°' 825-1501 (voice) or 206-6063 (TDD)

USD: 206-0926

SPECIAL PHYSICS
COLLOQUIUM

featuring

Carlo Rubbia
Nobel Laureate

»•

1994I9S UC Berkeley Hitchcock Professor

GERN

Hybrid Nuclear Systemsfor
Energy Production

*'

Wednesday, Noveinber 9, 1994
Franz HaU 1178 - 4:00 p.m«

Reception foUmving CoUoqutum in 2222 Knudsen Hall

TATUM
From page 16

The instrumental track for this

song isn't anything elaborate. Cut
back in the days when rappers uti-

lized analogue tape loops and
manual turntables, "Rapper's
Delight" uses a 12-inch mix of
Chic's "Good Time^" as its back-
drop. Add a few hand claps and
three irreverent MCs to the mix
(Wonder Mike's rap about going
to his friend's house to eat still

cracks me up) and voila! Instant

song!

^ven if you don't like rap as

music, you have to admire the

radical approach to music that this

song takes. Instead of ripping off
a guitar riff and passing it off as
their own {& Ml Led Zeppelin), the

Sugarhill Gang do something

... the Gang posseses a

penchant for the witty

and the absurd.

even more audacious: They elimi-

nate the middle man. The Gang
does nothing less than slap a

proverbial moustache on "Good
Times," the Mona Lisa of dance
music as far as I'm concerned.
Like Duchamp, the Gang possess-
es a penchant for the witty and the

absurd, but its humor also tips its

hat respectfully to history, a histo-

ry that gives the Gang's art its

meaning. If that's not art, what is?

So let's lay Argument No. 432
against rap to rest, okay? I

promise to take on the other 499
in some other column.

Tatum would like to take back
every mean thing he ever said
about Natalie Merchant. Just

please, don 't hurt him! His
"negotiatedfixations" appear
every Wednesday.

TODD

^''

From page 16

Yet paradoxically, while L.A.
radio formats may appreciate the

new album's louder, faster sound,
it is ultimately less commercially
accessible to the rest of the coun-
try'sAOR radio.

Mohr muses on this new twist

and laughs. It's not like he's going
to do anything different next time.

Asked where he sees himself in

10 years he responds, "Heavily
involved in agriculture," and he's

serious. He may have the musical

"At a certain point you

realize, 'Is it really that

important for you to con-

quer the universe? Do
you have to sell an album

to every shmuck . . .

?"*

Todd Mohr

genius to journey into superstar-

dom, but he sorely lacks the prior-

ities.

"A lot of people (read: his
label) would kind of be unhappy
if they heard that my motivation

for monetary and commercial
success is kind of wanihg," he
admits. "At a certain point you
realize, 'Is it really that important

for you to conquer the universe?

Do you have to sell an album to

every shmuck on the planet?'"

CONCERT: Big Head Todd ami
the Monsters. Performing at the
Wlltern on Nov. 10 at 8 p.m. For
noore info call Trcketmastor.
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Make Your Life
roa

YOU would like a Jewish perspective on any topic

WE provide a tape library that covers the universe

YOU and/or a friend would like to join a family for a

laid'back Shabbat meal

WE bring you Shabbat Shalom UCLA
BUT MOST IMPORTANTLY

YOU have questions on anything & everything Jewish

WE have our roving Rabbi...Shlomo Seidenfeld

Anned and Generous

NO TOPICIS TABOO— so —
IF YOU'RE CRUISIN' FOR A SCHMOOZIN'

Breeze by my table on Monday, Tuesday, and Thursday 11-1 on Bniin Walk
or give me a call at 824-2247

I MAKE DORM CALLS

Oh, by the way, we're

J.A.M.
JEWISH AWARENESS MOVEMENT * - _

MADE POSSIBLE BYA GRANT from the JEWISH COMMUNFFY FOUNDATION

SRCEUP
YOUR

BUSINESS!
ADVERTISE
TODAY IN

THE
DAILY
BRUIN

CALL

825^2161

LJcvepltj riills r\cne-okin C_^are C-^linic

r\cne-r\ I pcafable
• Dccp-porc cleaning • Chemical peel

• Non-surgical face lift • Rejuvenation

• We cany the most effective product for problem sldn.

Dramatic Results in 1 month guaranteed!

30% off fipsf visit!

'»J(> •». Iliillrrhiitl r.l. -d i(» l\rii|ih- <\ l.ulMrNiitii (»|M ri liic-^al i! M>i_';;'i-'f . .{.5

Let ine skin breathe IkcI^ witnoui cloqqeci poresi

"What a difference it has made*'

This letter is a testimony of my benefits from Beveily Hills Acne-Skin Care
Clinic. 1 had never had previous severe acne problems until my 1st year in cfdlege.

It was a veiy depressing situation and seemed to be getting progressively worse. I

can still remember how painful the skin condition was - both physically and
emotionaUy.

There was hope I realized when I came to BH Acne-Skin Care Clinic. Mary had
much expertise and she knew how I was feeling. Even better, she knew how to

relieve me of my problem. After, my skin began to clear up. What a wonderful
feeling it was to know that my condition could be solved I I highly recommend
anyone who has acne problems to this clinic. It really works 1

Qaia Benson

UCLA Student, Senior

GOOD TASTE. NATURALLY. ,

Bruin Deal
Meal

2 slices of pizza & all you can

drink, plus your choice of:

• garden salad or

•1/2orderofMoiosor
• pizza breadsticKS

only $3:42
Dine in. Carry Out Special

FAST FRKK DEMVERY! GOOD TASTE. NATUR,\LIY. ?S

Thinking about pi^za?

Sliakeys

is the

answer.

Large Pizza

Any large pizza up
to 3 topplnps of

your phoice

only$QiS5

Double Special

amedumone

only S'hM.

Combination

I, fWB^ ITIOJO POUMQW.

only $^"j»SS

Call to reserve Shakey's upstairs for your private meetings, parties, etc.

HAPPY HOUR, ANY HOUR AT

Shakeys. w
1114Gayley l SurhTliursll-lam lOO^ itHH-lH

I Fri&Sat11 2am I 0^4*4 I I I Hestwood I Fri&Sat11-2am rr^'llkKil

(;( )( )!) TASTK. N.Vri RULV^ (.00!) r.\srK..V\TrR.\LLY. m (.<H)I) rASTKNATlRALLY. H? GOOD TASTK. NATl R.ULY. ^

UAKTI
From page 16

the story, Uakti's homemade
instruments have become a big

part of their sound. y

Andres, along with Paulo
Sergio Santos and Decio de
Souza Ramos worked in the

beginning with Milton
Nascimento, a star in their owii

country who hails from their

home province of Minas Gerais.

Nascimento used them on several

albums from 1980 through 1986,

and also produced three albums
for the group.

Reflecting on the growing suc-

"When we play, the

music becomes bigger

than we are.'

Artur Andres

>»

Group member

cess of Uakti, Andres remains
humble and philosophical.

"It is like everything else in

life," says Andres. "Nothing is

free. There is a payment, stress,

on the body. But our music makes
it worth it. When we play, the

music becomes bigger than we
are. We can let our ego aside and

just play. It's a very nice experi-

ence."

To hear Andres tell it, the

music has made the friendship,

and that friendship has in turn

strengthened the music. He stress-

es that the longer they have
stayed together, the stronger those

relationships have become.

"We have had some problems,

but with time we became more
flexible and expressive. When
you play together that much,
making something pleasurable

and energetic, you get to know
each other really well."

MUSIC: Uakti. Saturday, Nov. 12
at the Wadsworth Theater, 8 p.m.

TIX: $25, $22 and $9 for students

with ID. For more info call (310)
825-2101.

HAWKINS
From page 19

cliche would surface from his

drawl: "Hear that old train whisUe
blow; Coin' down to the valley to

pray; Must have been the devil;

Don't want to lose my way." His

canon includes a grand total of
five melodies, all of which boil

down to the same tune in five dif-

ferent keys. Closing his eyes

One got the impression

that if (Ted Hawkins)

wanted, he could have

shaken the hand of

everyone in the audi-

ence merely by casually

extending his arm.

when he sang was a smart move;
a few people in the audience
clearly looked bored.

All of which leads to the con-

clusion that Phelps has a great

career ahead of him ... as a ses-

sion man. His record is available

on Bumside, an independent label

out of Oregon, but if his perfor-

mance is any indication, it should

be avoided.

t'<
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Classified Ad Information

Daily Bruin Classified Information
225 Kerckhoft Hall. 308 Westwood Plaza, Los Angeles, CA 90024

Class Line: (310) 825-22^1 Class Display (310) 206-3060

Fax (310) 206-0528

We reserve the right to change, reclassify, revise, or reject any

classified advertisement not meeting the standards of the Daily Bruin.

Our otlice Is open Monday-Friday, 9-4. Icol. x 1 » 2inches x linch. There are no cancellations after noon the day before printing

Classified rates

Daily, 20^inf(k or less

Dally, each additional word

Weekly, 20 vwfds or less

Weekly, each additional word

Display ads— student rate/col. inct)

Display ads— k)cal tate/col. inch

Frequency & Agency Rates Available

$7,00

.45

25.00

\M
8.00

1155

Deadlines

ClassHied line lit:

1 working day twfore printing, by noon.

CImHM dltplay idt:

2 working days before printing, by noon.

Make checks payable to the

UCU Daily Bruin.

Th« ASUCLA Communications fkuid lully supports th« Uiiiveisity ol Caltloioia s policy ori nondis-

crimination No medium shall accept advertisements which present persons ol any origin, race,

religion, sex, or sexual orientation in a demeaning way oi impty that they are limited to positions,

capabilities, roles or status in society Neither the Daily Brum nor the ASUCLA Communications Board

has investigated any ol the services advertised or the advertisers represented in this issue Any person

believing that an advertisement in this issue violated the Board's policy on nondiscrimination stated

herein should communicate compiamts in writing to the Business Manager. Daily Brum, 225
Kerckhoti Hall, 308 Westwood Plaza. Los Angeles. CA 90024 For assistance with housing discrimi-

nation problems, call the UCLA Housing Office at (310) 825-4271 or call the Weststde Fair Housing

Office at (310) 475-9671.

"^
How to write a good ad

1

.

Start your ad with the merchandise your are selling. This makes it easier for readers to quickly 3. Avoid abbreviations— make your ad easy for readers to understand.
scan the ads and locate your item(s). 4. Place yourself in the reader's position. Ask what you'd like to know about the merchandise.
2. Always Include the price of the item you are selling. Many classified readers simply do not and include that in the ad. Include information such as brand names, colors, and other specific

respond to ads without prices. descriptions.

2 Campus Services 2 Campus Services 12 Research Subjects 12 Research Subjects 12 Research Subjects

UCLII Uanpool Seats noui Ruailalile Prom the rollouiini] Hreas:

Agoura/Thousand Oaks
Central Los Angeles
Chino Hills

Crens^KJw

Downey
Granocka Hills

Hesperia
Lancaster/Palnvdale

North Hollywood
Norttihdge

Sitverioke

Sylmar
Van Nuys

Coll UCLA Commuter Assis1ar>ce •

Rkteshoring at (310) 794-RIDE oc

stop by our office at 555

Westwood Pkjza. Room 200

(Structure 8. level 2) for more

y InforrTKitton.

Bereavement Group-UCIA: 'Getting Through
the Holidays' For those who have lost a fami-

ly member to cancer in the last year. 8 week
session ted by licensed clinical social worker
with 20 years' experience In grief and be-
reavement counseling. Contact Rhonda
Fleming Mann Resource Center for Women
with CancerAJCLA (31(»794-6644 or Julie

Steckle, LCSW (310)473-9559.

4 Financial Aid

Cash for college. 900,000 grants available.

No repayments, EVER. Qualify iirvnediately.

1-800-243-2435.

12 Research Subjects

ASTHMA SUFFERERS. Earn up to $540.00 in

your spare time. If you take daily asthma

medication you may be eligible to participate

in a research drug study with a new potential

treatment for asthma. ConUct {310)477-1734

ext 540 to find out how you may benefit from

this vital program. Allergy Research Founda-

tion, Inc. (Brentwood)

ASTHMATIC VOLUNTEERS NEEDED for re-

search at UCLA Medical Center. Age f8 to

70. Currently using asthma medications. May
qualify for up to $560 compensation. 310-

825-6745.

CALIFORNIA

P I I A s I ( A I I

Feeling depressed, sad or hopeless? Lost

interest or energy?

Sleeping too much

or too little? Crying

frequently?

Participants 18 to 65

needed for medical research study.

Qualified volunteers may be compensated

up to $440.

5 Sports Tickets

WANTED: 1 or 2 tickets to Duke or Arizona

basketball games. Reasonable premium paid.

100/200 level only, call 213-612-2686

10 Personal

WANTED: 300 LXIA students to test new in-

ter-collegiate voicemail introduction service.

Absolutely Freel 818-986-9045.

WNTED: 100 PEOPLE
Lose 10-29 lbs. in 30 days and earn $$$ do-

inx it 100% Ruarantee. Call 31 0-281-6828.

I ARE YOU SICK OF DATING

GUYS WHO D0N7 TREAT 1

YOU WEU7
Beverly HWs Match Motor wonts

1 to Inlroduo0 you to a Ht,

t oRroctlve. super-tucctirtui guy

wlK) SMta ^Mdol reiollomhlp

wtti oMtlc, IntBlliflwit,

odwnlurMom* (^ In her 20't

for dinner, tennis, travel, tun.

310-205-8483

NERVOUS? ANXIOUS?
FEARFUL? WORRIED?

Research volunteers between the ages of 18 and 65
experiencing these symptoms for at least 1 month and

in relatively good health are needed. Volunteers will

receive a brief exam in order to determine eligibility.

Qualified volunteers receive free basic physical

exam/lab test and compensation up to $495^-.

Californiamm»cm.-m^m^\
MEDICAL GROUP

Please call 1-800-854-3902

Bed>»«tllng boys 7-1 1 yrs. and their families

needed for UCLA research Project SubjecU
will receive $20 and a free developnoenlal
evaluation. 310-825-0392.

GET A FREE PROFESSIONAL MASSAGE.
Healthy male subjects are needed for UCLA
study on the effects of massage on physiolo-

gy. Contact Evan 213-874-5853.

Hyperactive boys with attentional problems
7-11 yrs, needed for UCLA research project.

Receive $20 and a free developmenul
evaluation. 310-825-0392.~ ' n

INFIDELITY: Researcher seeking unusual ac-

counts of how you discovered an affair. Short

phone interview. Will pay Craig Snyder,

Ph.D. 310-471-0035.

Normal healthy boys 3-11 yrs, and their

families needed for UCLA research project.

Receive $20 and have a scientific learning

experience. 310-825-0392.

14 Rides Wonted

WILL PAY $100 to drive our car from LA to

MINNEAPOLIS, call 61 2-896-7388

15 Wanted

rj0ANIE76~!
I Are you the UCLA 1st- I

I Year student who used I

I that Am. On Line handle in I

I the summer? Are you |

I
5'6". 18 years old as of 7/1 |

I
and know ThomaET? |

iPlease LM at 313-971-8477.

n Attorneys

AUTOMOBILE, BICYCLE OR MOPED AC-
CIDENTS. Slip and Falls. Business Law.

UCLA Grad. Ctose to campus. Free Consulta-

tion. Mitchell KreitenberK 21 3-384-3561.

schizophrenia
Do you or a loved one suffer from Schizophrenia?

Qualified voluteers ages 12 and over may qualify for a

medical research study on schizophrenia.Qualified

volunteers recive a free basic physical exam, lab tests

and may be compensated up to approximately $1650.

Bright Honest Lawyer
•Auto & ^rk Accidwits •i^alls 'Wjlls

•Medical Malpractice •Business Litigation

•JobDiscnm -Divorce •Trials

CaB Susan Balistocky

.(818) 382 7055 Of (310)284-5890.

CALIFORNIA

V 1 I A S I ( A r \

"m^W^

Attention profesaors arvi students: need arti-

cles for- publication in national kidsAeen
magazine, call collect, Ernest 619-967-6816.

CASH FOR CARS. We come to you. Top dol-

lar paid. We do ail DMV. We buy anything.

818-999-IBUY(4289).

RECRUITING FOR CHINESE CULTURAL
DANCES for January performarx:e. No ex-

perience required. Freel By the Lotus Foun-

dation. WIA. Contact Sharlene 818-597-
1475. Call ASAP.

19 Sperm/Egg donors

EGG DONOR. Science or math fnajor, ju-

nior, senior, or graduate Caucasian, 5'6" up,

S2000. 310-31 8-3010, donor nurse, for re-

cipient 12.

EGG DONORS NEEDED for infertile couples.

19-33 yrs, own medical insurarKe. Special

needs for black, Hispanic, & Chinese. At

UCLA med center. 310-82S-9S00.

EGG DONORS NfEDED. All info confiden-

tial. Please call (310)285 0333. ^^^
EGG DONORS NEEDED: Healthy females
between 21-34years old wAnedical in-

surance. Payment of S2200 for medical pro-

cess. MiVna Navas 310-829-6782, Ktonday-
Friday.

IF YOirO LIKE TO HELP a couple who's
having difficulty getting pregnant or unable to

carry a child, cair31 0820-61 80, ask (or Bea-

trice.

22 Health Services

CHILDHOOD SEXUAL ABUSE-women psy-

chotherapy and support group. Openings
now. Westwood village. Call Lorraine Rose,
Phd. 310-824-9942 or Meg Sheehan, Phd.
310-206-2013.

^.
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'2 Health Services

Acne. Tattoos

SunsDots & Scars

Non-Surgical Laser Therapy tor

painless facial okin reiuvenalion

and removal of acne, tattoos

sunspols & scars. Low cost.

Free Consultation Call

1-800-685-6574

PENIS-NIPPLE ENLARGEMENT. Professional

vacuum pumps with instruction. Cain 1*-3'.

Permanent- safe. Enhance erection. Dr. jocI

Kaplan 1.800-987-PUMP.

REACH PERSONAL AND ACADEMIC
COALS WITH HYPNOSIS. REDUCE TEST

ANXIETY. Increase concentration,

performance, self-confidence. Individual

appointments and classes. Experienced

psychotherapist for 17-years. Student Rates.

Call Laura Guilds MFCC. 310-207-0630.

STRESSED, OVERWHELMED, LONELY. Sup-

portive counseling. Irvjividuals, couples,

groups. Adjacent to campus. Carole Chasin

MA, IMF-20924. Barbara Shofe, supervisor,

MS-24655. 310-289-4643.

30 Help Wanted

$6.63AiR. Wofk in fun atmosphere, schedule

around classes, Apply: Maureen OBrien,

Cafe Sproul, 350 DeNeve Dr. 310-825-2074.

$7AHXjr + bonus, flexible hours, great work

experience. Hiring nowl APPLY TODAYI
UCLA Annual Fund, 1083 Cayley, 4th floor.

310-794-0277.

ACTORS/MODELS NEEDED. Auditions by

appointments only, For commercials, films,

and print ads. All types/ages needed. No ex-

perience necessary. No registration fees. Call

Today Image. 818-222-9091.

ALASKA EMPLOYMENT - Fishing Industry.

Earn to $3,000-56,000+ per Month + bene-

fits. Male/Female. No experience necessary

206-545-41 55 ext A59342.

Assistant Manager, flexible hours, competi-

tive pay, part-time or full-time. Will work ar-

ound schedule.. Progressive Restaurant. Call

Mike 571-1183.

ATTENTKDN UCLA STUDENTSI Puzzles Fast

Food Restaurant is Sunset Village is hiringi

Previous restaurant experience helpful.

S6.63/hr. FLEXIBLE NITE SCHEDULE. Call

Karen 206-7687.

Santa Monica based national
Real Estate corporation seeks
office clerk to assist in property
management. Data entry, phone,
and organizational skills required.
Part-time. Immediate opening

at $7.00/rir.
(310)449-g029/Gina

BALLOON CELEBRATIONS needs party dec-

orators, drivers, artists, and trainee managers.

Fast paced, fun, and aeativc environment,

flexible hours. Call 310-208-1180.

BALLOON SCULPTURES WANTED. Looking

for creative, spontaneous people. No experi-

ence necessary. Call Balunatics Entertain-

ment. 818-848-3267.

BEVERLY HILLS LAW OFFICE needs gal

Friday filing and Word Perfect, part-time.

310-274-5252.

CAMPUS POSITKDN AVAILABLE starting at

$6.63/hr. We work around your classes.

Immediate employment available for Fall

1994. Sunset Village Dining Services.

Contact David at 310-206-7688.

CASHIER WANTED. V^^A and Westwood.

Some Japanese preferred. 310-479-2530.

1834 Westwood Blvd.

Cashier/clerk. Register sales for retail store.

P/rWest L.A. 5pm- 10pm M-f. Apply in per-

son. Horton Converse Phamiacy. 11600

Wilshire Blvd. ^

CASTING IMMEDIATELY! Extras needed for

feature filnw, commercials, ar>d music videos.

Earn up to $200 per dayl No experience

needed. Work guaranteedl Call today 213-

851-6102.

Charis Portraits/Represents the finesti At out

Bullock's Westwood location Full ar>d Part-

time. Sal+comm 818-796-0496.

CHILDRENS GYMNASTKi^ TEACHER. RE-

QUIRE exp. leaching physical activities to

toddlers/preschoolers. Need tons of energyl

Fun environment. P/T M,W,Fr. 310-454-

1875.

CLERICAL WIZ NEEDED for order entry,

customer service, irtventory control. Video

biz. Tough job, good pay. Fax resume to

(310)306-3162.

COMMUNITY SERVICE OFFICERS (CSCs)

are hiring UCLA students nowl. $6.1 6^r to

start, up to $9.10. 15+hnA*^. Flexible iched-

ule. Call 825-6760.

COMPUTER PROGRAMMER to write a pro-

gram for IBM-PC involving pictures and texL

Call Mi^ael 310-397-6869.

Counter person, full or part-time for fish/poul-

1 try market. Some retail experierKe preferred.

Good benefits. 310-820-5853.
,

DIVINE PASTA CO. SM AND BH. Part-

tim^ull-tinr>e, enthusiastic people for gour-

met pasta shop. Knowledge of food helpful.

- $fi/>v. Call Shawn 310-394-7930

30 Help Wanted 30 Help Wanted 30 Help Wanted

f 994-1 995
BI^1(ETBALL SEA90N

KTm NEW BASELINE FOOD COURT
—Be a part of the exciting pre-game party atmosphere!

i Clgen to All UCLA Students

• Earn a Discount Towards the

Purchase of Meals
,
;::* ' "»

• Many FlexiBIe^Shifts Available

• Food Service or Cash Handling

Experience Preferred

Contact:
Daniel Akana, Concessions Manager or Nanci Soo at X60736. Call from any campus

phone or stop by ASUCLA Human Resources OfTice located at Kerckhoff Hall 205, and

fill out an application.

ASUCLA CONCESSIONS (310)206-0736

DRIVER NEEDED P/T. Dependable student

to carpool 7th-grader from Brentwood to Pa-

cific Palisades. M-F 3:00pm. $7.0(Vhr+gas

allowance. Contact Gloria 310-725-5663.

ENTRY LEVEL SECRETARY/RECEPTIONIST
position available immediately, geared for an

individual who wants to advance in an enter-

tainment business managerT>ent firm.

$8.5(Vhr. to start, with many benefits. Call

Gary at 310-826-0800

EXPERIENCE LAW. Will train, P/T-F/T, based

upon school schedule; flex hours; typing,

phones, filing, court Ask for Vi 310-470-

8444.

GREENPEACE seeks committed full-time and

part-time people to change the world. Call

310-287-2210 between 3pm and Spm Mon-
day-Friday.

HANDSOME GUYS, 18- 24 for tasteful nude

studies and printwork. Great pay, fun, legit

Snapshot to: First Take, 4470-107 Sunset

Blvd. #271, Hollywood, CA 90027

HELP WANTED: Earn up to S500 per week
assembling products at home. No expcri-

ence. Info 1-504-646-1700 Dept. CA-695.

IF YOU HAVE $100 AND A COUPLE OF
FRIENDS, YOU CAN BE THE RAREST OF
CREATURES: A RICH STUDENT. 310-285-

8173.

OPTOMETRIC
OFFICE

seeking student to schedule

doctor's patients. Needs

excellent telephone skills, must

be personable, caring, and

aggressive. Base Pay plus

commission.

PA" MWSat(am)
(310)837-7202 leave message

LAW OFFICE ASSISTANT, F/T position for file

clerk/relief receptionist/office management
assistant, require organized, self-nrH)tivated

individual wWordPerfect 5.1 /Windows ex-

perience. Hours:9am-5:30pm. Please fax or

send resume to: Rebecca J. Lee, Donfeld, Kel-

ley and Rollman, 1 1845 West Olympic Blvd,

Suite 1245, LA, Ca 90064. Fax: 310-312-

8014

LAW OFFICE. Clerical secretarial positions.

Must know WordPerfect. Have office experi-

ence. Good typing skills, flexible hours.

Wilshire & Clendon. 310-475-0481

.

LEGAL CRAD STUDENT, clerk with exc.da-

tabate management »nd spreadsheet skills

needed for single proj. litigation support

Schedule and hourly rate open. FAX resume

to 310-577-8143.

LOOKING FOR FUN, ENTHUSIASTIC, intel-

ligent people to teach test prep for SAT. High

test ICOTM and car required. We train you.

Start pay $1 3.SO hour (6-0 hours per week).

Send resume /cover letter by 1 2/1 6/94 to: The
iPrlncdon Review, Attn: Persomwl Dcpart-

mer«, 10474 S«vU Monica BKrd. #403, LA
90025. NO PHONE CALLS PLEASE.

MALE MODELS. Asian, Latin or surfer types.

No height requirement. Hot head, cards,

posters, mags. Good nfioney. Fun I 213-664-

2999 24hours.

MARKET RESEARCH COMPANY in Van
Nuys needs individuals to work 4-6

hours/day. Evening, day, and weekend hours

available to do public opinion and market re-

search. Must have excellent reading skills,

ability to write verbatim, and follow instruc-

tions. Call 818-725-4275.

MARKETING RESEARCH ASSISTANT Full-

time or part-tinr>e. Detail-oriented, good tele-

phone skills, interesting work, flexible hours.

Call 9am-10pm daily, NVs. Rost 310-391-

7232.

Men-Women ages 18-24 for nude modeling

for FrerK:h and American magazines and vid-

eos. Call 213-265-0550.

MGNT TRAINEE
No exp. nee. Corp. expanding in area.

$400(ymonth, base^^ commission. Start im-

mediately. 213-463-0633

Multi-level Marketing Works. Build your own
tnjsiness with environmental company. Work
with me to achieve your dreams. 213-353-

8724

NEEDED: FEMALE STUDENT w/some be-

havior modification experierKe to work
w/autistic client in her home. 6-10

hoursAveek, evenings, Saturdays, and Sun-

days. Pay SlO/hour. Please call: 310-649-

0499 and ask for Ellen Slaton.

P/T DRIVER FOR FLOWER SHANTY, 30
hoursVeek. Clean record, conscientious,

will drive company van. 1 1977 San Vicente

Blvd. 310-472-6063.

P/T 0FFK:E clerk needed to work 1 5-20

hours^veek in upbeat, busy Century City of-

fice. Good organizational skills, communica-
tion skills, and telephorw experier>ce a must.

S7/hour. Call Kristi, 310-553-0550.

P/T-F/T MEDICAL FILE aERK for busy neuro-

surgical group. 30-40hourVweek, A^rxiay-

Friday in WLA. Pleas call Joy at 310-286-

2939.

PART TIME WORK/FULL TIME PAYI Sports

' minded students needed to earn S10-1S^>our

guaranteed working 20-flexible hoursAwek.
Two different positions available. Training

provided. Westwood location. 310-312-

6838.

Part-time (1 5-20hrs.A^) telemarlceting person

needed for Santa Monica Education Publish-

er. Good voice, sells experler>ce and foreign

lan);ua»;e required. 310-395-9393.

.i:Li;ii:ifti:ii:ti:L£ti:e:li;ii;ii;^lH^li:-.i;ii;^li;.rlt.ilH'.fl
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PART-TIME UNK)UE JOB for Beverly Hills

Restaurant. S8/hr. Fun, professional, outgoing

hostess needed 12-2 and/or 6-8pm. Please

Call Stacie 479-2080.

PERSONAL ASSISTANT. 20-30 hours/week.

Errands, phone, typing, fluent English, own
car, $9/hour. 310-471-8105.

REAL ESTATE
F/T ADMINISTRATIVE ASSISTANT, R.E. de-

veloper, Westwood. Assist project manager

and marketing director, arawer phones, typ-

ing, faxing. Must know Windows. 310-479-

9900.

RESORT JOBS- Earn to $12 / hr + tips.

Theme Parks, Hotels, Spas, + more. Tropical

& Mountain destinations. Call 206-632-0150

ext.R59341. ^___
RESPONSIBLE MALE ADULT, strong refer-

ences to provide personal care to disabled

man. 1-hour, weekdays, alternate wee-

kends.Westwood. Will train. $25(Vmonth.

310-475-5209.

RETAIL: Enthusiastic P/T sales asst rcq. for

large Tarzana flower shop. Retail exp req.

Call 818-344-9293.

SMALL LAW FIRM looking for a law clerk,

must have car, valid driver's license ar>d in-

surance a must NO PHONE CALLS PLEASE.

Setyd resunr>e to Engel aryi Engel. 9200 Sunset

Bl. Suite 505. Los Angeles, CA 90069.

TALENT AGENCY
seeks highly motivated and organized intern.

If you want to learn THE Bt2 and work in a

fun office, this is the placet (Non-paid). Call

310-278-3600 ASAP.

WANTED:
ComOlnatlon book keeper/ Secretary from

Andersen Grad. School of Management or

equivalent for Westwood Foundation

4 hrsTday. 20 hrB./w9ek. possible Full Tlnw Job.

Conpen—rlwi »lS/hr.=

C«ll:(d10)470-35M

or fax ratuma to (310) 470-9538

I

WANTED
Graduate Student/ Doctor in School of

Psychology/ Psychiatry to tutor gentleman scholar

2 hrs., 3 times a week (flexible hours and days).

Compensation $20/ hr. and open.

Please call: (31 0) 470- 3588
Tutoring under direction of Professor of

Psychology/ Psychiatry

30 Help Wanted

TEACHER, Spaniish, F/T, p/ime&elem. grades.

Pvt. schi, WLA. Min. 5-yrs. classroom exp.

req'd. Begin Imn^iately. 310-476-2868.

TELEPHONE SALES Security Firm seeking

students to work as assistant Excellent hourly

rate +l)onuses. Sherman Oaks. Call 800-374-

6666 for appointment

TUTOR/NANNY, Spanish speaking, own car,

10-15 hrsAvk, aflemoorv, evening*. Excellent

refererK:es, qualiflcatiorw, child care exp. req.

Vivian Hai>over (310)454-3000, (310)459-

8888.

TWO UCLA JOBS at WLA VA. P/T, research

and administrative positions. Two-year pro-

ject Fax resume: 31 0-824-6627.

UCLA STUDENTS LOOKING FOR EMPLOY-
MENT, work around your classes, starting

rate $6.63/hr. Call Jelena at Hershey Hall

Food Service 310-825-7686.

VOLUNTEER USHERS needed at the West-

wood Playhouse. Opportunity to see Steve

Martin's play (Picasso.) Please call Michael at

208-6500.

WAITER/DRIVER
LA TO CO: Gourmet food delivery. Looking

for nrwtivated, energetic, and conscientious

delivery driver^vaiters. Flexible hours. Good
money Fun work. Call (310)440-4455 before

10:30am, between 3-5pm.

WALKING DISTANCE TO UCLA, P/T. office

help r>eeded-typing. Friendly, N/5.

$5.5Q/hour. Call Erin 31 0-208-1 000 extl 30.

WLA BUSINESS MANAGEMENT FIRM seeks,

part-tin>e file clerk, 20-25 hours/week,

$a/hour. 310-478-5151, askforTish.

YOUNG MEN WANTED for nude and semi-

nude nrwdeling. Good pay. Immediate work.

Call Den»k 213-845-9669.

32 Career Opportunities

ACTIVE AND ENERGETKI DISTRIBUTORS
WANTED with health ar>d nutrition compa-

ny. Small investment, great returns. Call 310-

820-4330 or 81 8-788-471 6.

PHYSICALTHERAPIST NEEDED
- Palm Springs area

- 3-S yean experieiKe miniiniiin

-70K PER YEAR
- California License req.

_ CaO Patrick at (619) 3224233

BARTENDER
TRAINEES

•no experience necassary
•earn$100-S200 daily

•more jobs tnan graduates
•nation wide job placement

NATIONAL BARTENDERS
SCHOOL

(213)38a3200
(310)5584D608

(8 1 8)994^8 1 00

COMPUTERS
PROCRAMMERS/TECHNK:iANS. Recent or

soon college grads encouraged to apply. Erv

try level positions. Working knowledge of

C-M-, Windows. Salary plus benefits. 407-

682-2429.

ENGINEER
MECHANICAL/CIVIL. Recent or soon college

graduates erKouraged to apply. Entry level

positions. Salary plus ber)efits. Call Monday-

Friday. 407-779-1111.

FILAVTV/COMMERCIALS, auditioning ac-

torVactresses. 13-35 years, (or lead roles in

major productions, send pictures 610 North

Glen Oaks Blvd. Burbank 91502. ATTN:
Casting or call (818)843-4228.

REAL ESTATE
F/T ADMINISTRATIVE ASSISTANT, R.E. de-

veloper, Westwood. Assist project manager

and marketing director, answer phones, typ-

ing, faxing. Must know Windows. 310-479-

9900.

^MEXICO SPRING BREAK** (

»*Biggett Parties/Best Prices*
^

> Earn (Free Trips/Cash)

> (310)379-0409 or

> (800)798-1509

Paid Management Internship

' Be trained in mktg, sales,

interviewing, motivation of

empioyees,custoftKr relations, etc

Earn minimum of 2,5(X) to lOK

managing a Ix^nch of Student

Works Painting. Most hiring will

be con\pleted by Nov. for

spriitg/summer positions.

Call (800) 394-6000 for info.

rr
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32 Career Opportunities

r PAST TIME EMPijOYEES NEEDED
for

UOAEamimAmlkVisMdDtfmtmtiU

MiMt hvK esptnenoe Mtdng up. tectii^ and
opeming •udio/vktti equipment. $9J!5/hi

piw ihift difTerencul after $ pja.

CmAiun will load pragmiv, ddiefcr andm up

compuien, data projeoora and LOC projection

()«<ait. $9.25/lirpiuf^uitdifimitiilaft«Spjn.

D^rtiinc/«Mnin| ddiwtry to camp«M and Bidlke

loatkNK. Knowledfeafcan^msbuildii^and

raom required. MuK pa* accuiicjr diedc. $9.05-

$9i)8/lir plui Aift difleietdal rfter 5 p.m.

Please send resume to:

Robot Ptait. UNEX Human Resounn.

10995 LeContc Aw.

^
Rm. 31 4. Lot Angdes. CA 90024 AffAa Emp.

SENIORS AND CRAOS. Earn up to $30(Vday.
Excellent people skills required. Training

provided. 31 0-337-0790.

34 internships

VORTEX SEEKS INTERNS for SALES SUP-
PORT. Skills: Excellent telephone and com-
munication skills, understanding of sale^mar-
ketinfr CALL MARIA. 310-826-S05S.

VORTEX SEEKS INTERNS to provide market
research and support for computer career re-

training. TASKS: research, telephone inter-

views, proposal writing, administration. CALL
MARIA 310-626-5055.

WANTED: PUBLISHER'S ASSISTANT. Volun-
teer Part-time. New, national, multi-ethnic
teen magazine- Unity LA. Experience on
Mac 213-935-5826.

35 Child Care Wanted

$6-7/HR
LIGHT HOUSEKEEPINCyrUTOR/DRIVER for

bright and fun twelve-year-old. Mor»day-Fri-
day 3-8pm. Referer>ces required. 10 min.
from campus. 81 8-789-0696.

2-3 dayVwk. 7am-6pm childcare, house-
keepinn. 310-474-9679.

CHILDCARE, 6 and 12-year olds, N/S, refer-

ences, good wAids, have car. 12/12-1/9, 10+
hours arrangetVweek, $8/hour, Santa Monica.
310-628-5144.

CHILD-CARE, PART-TIME, 2:30-6PM. 2
BOYS, 10 AND 13. Must drive w/car. Brent-

wood area. References required. 310-273-
2330/daYS, 31 0-826-1 876/eveninKS.

r*
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MEATLESS LASA6MA

33 Jobs Wanted

NEW FACES NEEDED NOW
• ForWCommendals
• Movies

•Catalogs

• Videos

call ItnmedlatBly

(310)6S»48SS

34 Internships

Do you love the Muppets? Well then, contact

Halle at 21 3-96a4096 about a script reading

and research intemship.

INTERN-MARKETING MAJOR to assist welt

known comedy performer. Lean tour book-

ing, marketing, public relations. Call Gail

213-656-4492.

SPRING INTERNSHIP
Cain experierKe in public relation. Work
with bluechlp corporate tfwnsors. Bike from
UCLA to Boston's hottest night club. January-

May project. Ail-expenses paid. Pick up ap-

plication O Health Education office in Stud-

ent Health Service. Deadlirte: 11/15.

Child Care
Wanted

- Must have background
in special education
(tourette syndrome and
ADHD).

- Part-time.
- $7.00 and up.

- Must have referrences.

Call Karen at 310 277 9097
(day) or 310 470 3915 (night).

Chlidcare for 2 children, ages 1 1 months and
7 years, for five hours or more on Saturdays.
Must have car, Hancock Park area. Call Dr.
Baker 310-825-91 76.

DRIVER FOR CHILDREN. WED, FRI. 3-6.

$6/hr. Need car. Westwood. 310-273-
6036.

Need live-ine grad student to assist working
mother with infant care. Flexible hours.

Room+S600 and up/month. Wilshire and
Beverly Glen. French speaking a Plus. jean-

Claude/Katie 130-272-1585, 274-1997.

i

I

Supplies: 9X1 3X2 inch baking pan (or similar size)

mixing bowl
>aluminum foil

oven

Ingredients: 2 1 5 or 1 6 oz. jars of spaghetti sauce

1 8 oz. can peeled and cut tomatoes

1 1 5 oi- 1 6 oz can cooked beans (red or browfi). drained
(and coarsely chopped, if desired)

I box (apprx. 3/4 lb.) uncooked lasagna noodles
1 8 oz. package part-skim ricotta cheese
I 8 oz. package part-skim mozzerella, thinly sliced

1 /4 cup grated parmesan cheese

Directions: Combine beans and sauce In mixing bo\A/l and spread a thin layer
of the mixture on bottom of 9X13X2" baking pan. /\rrange 1/3 of UNCOOKED
noodles on top of sauce, so the noodles touch, but don't overlap. Cover with
1 /2 of the ricotta and 1 /2 of the mozzerella. and top these with 1 /3 of the
remaining sauce. Repeat layers of noodles, cheeses, and sauce, topping it off

with the remaining noodles and sauce. /\dd the canned tomatoes to the top
layer of sauce, sprinkle with parmesan cheese, and cover tightly with foil. Bake
at 350 degrees for an hour or until pasta is cooked. (If too much liquid remains,
remove foil and bake 1 to 15 minutes longer.)

Stacie Greene can pick up $ 1 credit at Bruin Golcj

for submitting her recipe.

1
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35 Child Care Wanted

STEADY SATURDAY EVENING BABYSITTER
NEEDED. Great job! 2 wonderful girls, ages 1

and 4, dinner included, $7/hr. Call Wendy
310-471-4403

EXPERIENCED BABYSITTER needed to pick

up 2 kids from school, supervise homework
and help with dinner. 1-2 dayVwk. Must
have reliable car. $1(Vhr. Call 310-275-4885
after Spm.

FEMALE P/T BABYSITTER, two children,

flexible hours, non-smoker. Westside loca-

tion. References required. Salary negoitable.

310-821-6765.

TODAY'S
CROSSWORD PUZZLE

jSW^ijc-j^----

It's New! It's just for you & jusHn time for the holideys.

Daily Bruin will have e

'
Bulletin Board"
in Classified Display

printed Mondays ft ThiNNiays ftjinninj Nov. 14th.

"Going

Comm( ilers im(

in pfiee an a

lone

dW KatetHMIable Forltudents

MttjMr the wmiiJ df holidavB?

the bulleti||board forTii^aflted or

airline fiel(ets for sale?

or Special travel ^tttages too.

iftoeanad: .,^r^~^.^i^
p60 • By fipT5lO)20r3075

fstwood Plaza,

ACROSS
1 Greek cheese
5 Harvests
10 Gumbo

ingredient

14 Turmoils
15 Cove
16 Bridle part

17 Economize
20 Airport info

21 Chilled

22 Mounds
23 Barley beverage
24 lota

26 Slow down
29 Vicious

30 Offer

33 Rowers
34 Heartbeat

35 Singer Rawls
36 Garden veggies
40 And so on: abbr.

41 Jangle
42 Summit
43 The lady

44 Suggestive
45 Bold
47 — up: review

48 Young horse
49 Coral reef

52 Vow
53 Male turkey

56 Old West hero
60 Greek war god
61 — of Troy
62 Mideast gulf

63 Stooped _
64 Run-down
65 Plateau

DOWN
1 A twist of —
2 Change (a text)

3 Caesar's
garment

4 Pale gray
5 — tooether:

mended

PREVIOUS PUZZLE SOLVED

A P 8

1
S W 1 8 H

1

T H U M B
P H 1 H E L L R U R A L

H B G B L 1 N E N 8 U E

1 N L A \N^p E C K A 1 D
D E E P E N S Y K U M IJH

E R E c T I P E K 1 N G
E L M

11
C A R E D E N 1 M

T K N B 8B N E

T T A L I T U B E R E N
U N 1 S E X T E E T H l^^l

V 1 V 1 D D R E A M E D
P E A 1 E V E N^H 8 L A V E

u FT T 1 L

1

C A F E T E R 1 A
pi

1 E C E A N 1 8 E

1
E L L

A D D^ E D F A R E D 8 8 T

O 1994 United Feature Syndicate

T4

rr

2(y

6 Secret
7 Lump of clay

8 Barbie's

boyfriend

9 Sault — Mane
10 Space shuttle's

path
1

1

— over: capsize
12 Stream
1

3

Crawling
insects

1

8

Layer
19 Black eye:

slang
23 Deep voice
24 Renege on a

debt
25 Hinged

fastening

26 Pajamas'
partners

27 Third planet
from the sun

28 Cease-fire

29 Rumpled
30 St. Louis

IT

hockey players

Tiny amounts
Dim
Locality

Ancient
manuscnpt
Spirit

October stone
Plant science
Cheers
Wild party

Confronted
Melville sea
captain

Ripped
Unlock
Gawk at

1 Ocean
movement
Poems

I Talking bird

Exclamations
I Born
I Director

Peckinpah

rr

r6e

5T

rr

Los Anjeles, CA 90024

rrwirs
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35 Child Care Wanted

NEEO Childc»«, preferably child-dawclop-

rnent major. In Sherman Oaks. Car, rcfcranc-

es. Hours flexible. $7-»- prA>r. Fax resume

818-783-A480. or call 818-789-0305.

FURNISHED RESOBT STYLE
APARTMENTS

MINUTES PROM CAMPUS
STUDIO. ONE AND TWO BEDROOMS

MONTHLY RENTALS

«00«46«46>
CORPORATE DISCOUNTS AVAILABI£

GENUINE UCLA
SPECIALS

FURNISHED BACHELORS
FroiTi $ ^495
» URNISHtO t.lMt.LES

From $ 595
FURNISHED 1 BFDROCJMS
From $795

SHORT TERM AVAILABLE
DIREt-TLV AOROSS FROM

Min CAMPUS UC;l A
WALK TO CLASSES

XWESTWOOO PI A7A
APARTMENTS

501-1

(3 lO) ^OM U50I

49 Apartments for Rent

GREAT LOCATION!
3450 Sawtelle Blvd.

1 and Z BD Apts.

Split Master Suites

-Heated pool/spa/sauna/gym

-BBQs/Lush Gardcns/Watcrfalls

-Large recreational clubhouse

-Intercoms entry

Casa de Vida

310-3974811

laMV «^aa«i« «

$900 CULVER CITY. Large, quiet, modern, 2-

bdrm/3bath townbome, dishwasher, a/c,

fridge, patio, gated parking. 310-837-0761.

$995. 2BR/1 1/2BA TOWNHOUSE STYLE
1.2 miles UCLA. 310-459-6800.

"WESTWOOD VILLAGE** MIDVALE/N. OF
LEVERING. EXTRA LARGE 2BD/2BA BALCO-
NY, DINING ROOM, 3 CAR PARKING,
CHARMING, GARDEN APTS. 310-839-

6294.

1-BDRM, UNFURNISHED apartnwnt. Bun-

dyA'ico. Next to busline. Own parking, laun-

dry. $550/mo. 310-820-4105 or 310-477-

0877.

1 -BEDROOM $575 up. Huge apartments,

ideal for roommates. Garden courtyard, pool,

, VC, phone-entry. Near Sherman Oaks Cal-

leria. Minutes to campus. 81 8-997-731 2.

1 -BEDROOM, UPPER, CLOSE TO UCLA.
Best part of Palms. Newly decorated. Laun-

dry, no pets. 10-month lease. $625/month.
310-266-2885.

1 single ar>d 1 bachelor in Westwood r>ear

campus, with parking. Daytime 213-932-

1857.

2bd/1.5ba. Refrigerator, patio. Near UCLA.
One year lease. S895^N> -» $600 deposit

310-473-9919.

86 MITZUBISHI TREDIA, auto, AN^M, M:,
4-dr, excellent, rendition, 100,000 miles,

$21 50 obo. 31 0-559-8826

BACHELORS, SINGLES, and 1-BDRMS avail-

able, ck>se to UCLA FumAJnfum, laurxky,

no pets. From SS2S* 310-477-2537

Beautiful 3-y/o deluxe apartmer>t 2-bdmV2-
ba, 3-bdmV2-ba available. 640 Veteran Ave.

Call fast 824-2036.

BEVERLY HILLS ADJ. 1&2-BEDROOMS
$650-$895. SOME WMAROWOOO
FLOORS. ONLY 1/2 BLOCK TO PICO BUS.

. ASK ABOUT LEASE BONUS. 310-839-6294.
••

BEVERLY HILLS ADJACENT. $875. Beautiful

2bd in 6 unit building. Full kitchen, appliarK-

cs, laundry facilities, parking. Walk to

parkAennis. 310-839-1959.

BrentwoodI 3-bdrrTV2-balh. $1600. Pool,

Ig. balcony, gated parking, central air. Near

UCLA Add.: 330 S.Barringlon, near Sunset.

310-471-2498.

BRENTWOOD, Sunny and large 3-bed-

roonV2-bath, Patio, North of Witshire, dish-

1 washer, parking, $1450/month. Open 9-5,

11921 Goshen Ave, apttl. 310-207-0834.

BRENTWOOD. Beautiful 2-bdrrT>Qba -fden.
* Large patk). Newly decorated. Parking, laurv

dry, elevator. 310^26-3934 or 310-207-

8402.

BRENTWOOD. Lovely, cozy, bachekir/eUe

room in beautiful country area, quiet home
20-mlnut«s to UCLA. $650. 310-472-6694.

CHEVOT HtLS ADJ. $775, modem 2-bdrm,

1 1/2 bath, carpet, drapes, buiK-if«, refirlgfera-

tor,patk>, carport, laurwlry, excellent transpor-

tattoo yd shopplnK. 310-838-9052

CLOSE TO UCLA
WESTWOOD. 10 minutes by cv, 1 -bed/1-

bath, upper, electronk: entry, fireplace, refrig-

trator, dishwasher, carpet, verticals, gated

parking, laundry, $75(yhfK>nth. For appoint-

^jrantcall 310-454-8800.

49 Apartnnents for Rent

Oeiuxe 1 -bedroom. 10-minulc walk to

UCLA, quiet buiMing, balcony, well-lit unit,

$850 and up. Available November 8. 31a
208-8881.

FOX HN.LS CONDO FOR RENT. 1 5 minutes

to UCLA. 1 -bedroorrVl -bath, dishwasher,

pool, Jacuzzi, spa, mini-gym. Security Build^

ing. $810. 310-641.5080.

FURNISHED BACHELOR APARTMENT, utili-

ties paid, free laundry, parking, 2.5 miles

south of UCLA, non-smoking, $395/mo.

(31 0)478-3694 after 6pm.

Large single quiet area, Wilshire district, sep-

arate kitcherVbathroom, furnished/ unfur-

nished, trustworthy student preferred. Call

Dante at City News 714-773-4902. $385.

LARGE, SUNNY 2-BEDROOM APARTMENT,
2-miles from UCLA, $80(ymonlh, incredible

deal, available 12/1 or 12/15. 310-479-

4025.

MAR VISTA, $870, 2-bed/2-bath, 2-story cus-

tom townhouse. Gated garage, unit alarm,

central air, fireplace. 12736 Caswell Ave.

310-39T-1076.

MAR VISTA, 2-BDRM/2-BATH custom town-

home. Gated garage, central air, fireplace,

unit alarm. 11748 Courtleigh Dr.

S845/month. 310-391-1076.

MAR VISTA. $675. Near 405 freeway, Nice

1 -bedroom, new carpets, stove, refrigerator,

laundry. 310-454-0805.

MAR VISTA. 2-BDRM-2-BATH custom town-

home. Gated garage, central air, fireplace,

unit alarm. 12736 Caswell Ave. $825/month.

Call 310-391-1076.

MAR VISTA. 2-bdrnV2bath. Custom town-

home, fireplace, gated garage, alarm in unit

$845. 1 1 748 Courtleigh. Door open 7 days.

310-391-1076.

Oak Santa Monica. One-bedroom apartment,

$585, partly furnished, Foreign student

welcome. Available for 6 months. 310-450-

7692.

ONE MILE TO WESTWOOD. Brentwood

adjacent Large single $625. Large Ibed

$695. 1235 Federal Ave. 310-477-7237.

PALMS $500. Large single, walk-in closets,

completely refurbished, quiet 9-unit building.

1 5-minutes from campus. Must see to appre-

ciate. 398-6622.

PALMS $595, 1 -bedroom security building,

very quiet, all appliances. Corwenient to

campus. Security deposit $100. A/C, laundry.

310-837-7061.

PALMS $750, 2-bdrrT>/1-ba, large upper,

small building. Completely refurbished, like

new. Must see to appreciate. 15-mins from

campus. 310-398-6622.

PALMS - $595
1 -bedroom upper. 10-minutes to LXTLA.

Gated entry. Small, quiet building, refrigera-

tor,^ stove, dishwasher, miniblinds, carpels.

Free rent 310-203-8814.

Bonker Property Group
*1 Bedroom* ..

•Gated
•Pool
• Laundry F^ilities

• Beautiful Landscaping
• $549/month (singes

available for $475)
• low deposit for UCLA

Students

CALL (310) 390-0226

PALMS, $1695, 4-bedroom + loft/3-bath,

newer 3-story tawr>house, fireplace, gated ga-

rage, security alamo, suncieck. 3670 Midvale
Ave. 31 0-391 -1 076. Open 7 days 9-5.

PALMS, $48S/MONTH, single, 3455 Jas-

mine Appliances, pool, laundry, no pets.

31p^54-4754.

PALMS, 2-BDRAV2-BATH curtom town-

home. Gated garage, fireplace, balcony,

alarm in unit 1-morith free. 3614 Faris.

$995.310-391.1076.

PALMS. $550, Large single $775 2-bed-
roonVI -bath. Newer building on quiet straat,

atcd parking, bui It-ins, balcony/jpatlo, VC,
replace. LaundryfadlMw. 310-397-0405.

PALMS. $995. 3-bc<V3-balh, oMlom town-
home, fireplace, balconv, gated garage,

alarm in unit Or>e month nee. 3614 Faris Dr.

310-391-1076.

I

49 Apartments for Rent

PALMS. Unftjmlihed 1 -bedroom, $495,.
single $395. Appliances, no pets. Call 9am-
8pm, ask (or mgr. 010)837-4196.

PALMS: $575. Spackxjs 1 -bdmVl -bath,

stove, refiigerator, parking, Uundry, hani-

wood floors. Day 310^206-9975, eve. 213-

876-0371.

PENTHOUSE VIEW
$595. Elegant, 1 bedroom, two entries.

Sherman Oaks adj. Great location, half block

markets, busses, near freeways. 81S.399-
9610.

Diamond Head
Apartments
Short Term Available

1bedroom^75
Fireplace, balcony with a

view, contemporary
kitchen

Graat BulMIng
NagotlabI* R^nt

Mfondttrful Manag4ftrs

660 Veteran

'

1^ MAR VISTAS
'

2BD,2BA,2STORY
CUSTOM TOWNHOMES.

GATED GARAGE, CENTRAL AIR.

FIREPLACE, UNITALARM

* 12736 CASWELL AVE. $825
* 11 748 COURTLEIGH OR. $845

* PALMS A
2 BO. 2BA CUSTOMTOWNHOME.
FIREPLACE. BALCONY. GATED

GARAGE. ALRM IN UNIT

(ONE MONTH FREE RENT)

* 3614 FARIS $995
*apenf days

CALL (310) 391-1076

TOSEETHE
. LOyELYAPARTMENTS

REDUCED RENT. Ibr, Iba. $700. BH adj.

Charming Spanish style, hardvM>od floors,

bright, quiet. (310)550-1531.

SHERMAN OAKS. Gated, newer, quiet,

single, $450, 2-1-2 $750, 13406 Moorpark St.

818-222-8298

STUDK) FOR RENT. iSTO/mo. Utilities in-

cluded. 611 Levering Ave. Call Tim 310-

208-4015.

TWO BEDROOM $595
SPACIOUS, VIEW, walk library. Great Van
Nuys location. Minutes to Sherman Oaks,

shopping, busses, and freeways. 818-399-

9610.

WALK TO UCLA. One bedroom, balcony,

free parking, laundry facilities, water incl.

$900. Bachelor $550. 10944 Strathmore

(310)209-0968.

WEST L.A. l-bdrni $600, single $575,

bachelor $475. Single and bachekir include

uMIHies. 310-477-2696.

WEST L.A.
Large 1 -bedroom, $695. Stove, refrigerator,

carpets, blinds, super clean, parking, laundry

facilities. 1 1 321 Massachusetts Ave, shown
byappL 310-477-8750.

WESTWOOD- 2-BEOROOMr2-BATH, $995
AND UP. TILE KrrCHEN, STEPDOWN LIV-

ING ROOM. UNUSUAL CH/UIM 1-1/2

MILE TO UCLA. 31 0-839-6294.**

Westwood/Century City and Palnw, $495-t-

single; $6504- Ibd; 10 minutes to UCLA.
open daily 310-474-7565.

WLA, BACHELOR $495. Large 1 -bedroom,

$625. Pool, carpet, refrig, parking close to

campus and bus stops. 1330 S. Barrington.

31 0-451 -0693/day, 310-473-4989/eveninK.

WLA, from $750, 2&3 bedroom apartmenU,

private patios, stove ,refrig, air, laundry, 1 620
S. Brockton Ave. Renee 310-550-6755.

WLA. $59S/nno. Spacious, single, full kitch-

en, parking inrull quiet building. Or>e year

lease, no pete. 310-826-7888.

WLA. Amazing deal. 1629 Brockton. Singles

Starting $525. New ^apliarKM, carpet, paint,

vertical blinds. Parking, gated. Good student

discount 310-477-0112.

50 Apartments, Furnished

MAR VISTA, iWQtmarlh. f^ak about free

rent Attractive, furnished 1 -bedroom. Large,

pool, patio, arvj barbeciie area. Quiet build-

ing. 3748 Inglewood Blvd. 310^398-8579.

51 Apartments, Unfurn

$875 2BDRM^ 1/2BA 1426 Banington «4.

Stove, rafirlgcrMor, air, dishwasher. D1 0)837-

0761

$925. Move-in special. Large 2-bedroonV2-

bath, security bulkting, all antenities, eleva-

tors, parking. Low security deposit 2437

S.Corlnth. 310-4?p-1 765 or 310-376-8794.

51 Apartments, Unfurn

PALMS. Single $535-$55a 2bd, $850.

Clean, Large pool, convenient to shopping

and LK3A 310-204-4332.

SANTA MONKTA 1-bdrm extra-large Pool,
laundry, new carpet and paint Foreign stud-

ents welcome. Good neighborhood and area.

$585.310-35^-6680.

WESTWOOD. $15dO, Spacious 3-bedroom,
MI, refrigerator, dishwasher, balcony, ideal

for grad studenu. 1711 Malcolm. 3/4-mile

from campus. 310-273-1212.

WESTWOOD/CENTURY CITY. $950.
Charming, spacious, 2bc^ba, new carpets,

floor, built-ins, mini blinds, air, dishwasher,

quiet, 4 unit 1815 Camden Ave. (310)473-

4858

52 Apartments to Stiare

$365. ROOMMATE NEEDED to share HUGE
2-bdrrTV2ba w/3 other guys. Pool/jacuzzi, se-

curity gated. 10 min. from campus. 310-559-

4332.

Apartment to share in comforuble 2-bed/2-
bath in WLA. Balcony, kitchen, dining area,

parking, laundry facilities, near UCLA.
$47CAnonth>utilitles. Move-in December 1,

Call 310-473-8817.

BRENTWOOD, female professional/pad to
share spaciouVsunny 2-bedrt>onrV2-bath

apartmer>t Own room. Laurvlry, pool, park-

ing. $55(ymonth. 3-miles to UCLA/beach.
310-440-9480.

FEMALE TO SHARE ONE BEDROOM in 2-

bec^-bath apartment UIS. Available De-

cember 3. $213-Kiepasit 5-minutes from

UaA Corinth Ave. Simone 310-914-9749.

LOOKING FOR ROOMMATE to share 2-

bdrrTV2-bath apt. Gated parking laurKlry

facilities, all amenities. Great Placet Respon-

sible, Non-snwker. $39(]^onth. 310-202-

6538.

M?F ROOMMATE NEEDED, 3-bdrnV2bath,

montl^Twnth, $367Ano., parking, laundry

facilities. Call Chris or Stephanie, 310-473-

5274

PALMS. LOOKING FOR ROOMMATE to

share 2-bdmV2-bath apartrT>ent New, small

complex w/all amenities;dishwasher, fire-

place, security, etc. Male-N/S preferred.

Must be super dean graduate student or pro-

fesskmal. $499Ano. Jose 310-553-

9010ext274, call anytime.

SKX OF LMNC IN DORMS? $300. Right

r>ext to campus. Gayley. Third person to

share apartment, preferable male. 310-824-

0836.

53 Roommates

$350 -t- .5 utils. Cuker City. Small room,pri-
vate entrance arxi sink. Quiet, non-smoker
prefen^d. 310-204-5576, 310-787-3414
Paul.

FEMALE ROOMMATE WANTED to share a

bedroom. Nice spacious apartment 5-minute
walk from Lot-32. $30QAnonth. Bobby 310-
478-7121 or Cathy 310-478-0261.

Female roommate, own master bedroom, pri-

vate bath, convenient location at Wilshire
and Bundy, $399. Call Angela 213-782-
3850.

PROFESSKDNAL MALE SEEKS MALE OR FE-

MALE to share beautiful 2b(V2ba condo with

tons of amenitiesi $59S/mo •«- 1/2 utilities.

310-826-6447.

ROOMMATE WANTED. Available now. 24
hours security gpard. 2 fcill bathroonts. Share
spackxjs 2bd. Kitchen, own gated parking.

$41 ftbw 310-275-0736.

54 Room for Rent

BEVERLY HI.LS. Very large, separate fur-

nished room behirwi house w/grad itudents,

Washer/Dryer, kitchen privii«gin, pool, need
car. $550. Abby 61 8-783-51 51.

LANOFAIR AVE. OouMcs or singies avail.

Prefer males. Util. ind. Walk to cvnpus. Call

Eddie, 310-206-8172.

LarjK room In ipackxa house Wood floor,

walk-in ckxct, fireplace, laundry, backyvd.
Must Seel. From Dec1-Jan.15 or longer.

$40(yimonth. 213-932-6186.

Newly refinishcd room for quiet male stud-

ent 3-miles south of campus. $360. Day
31 0-274-0400, evening 31 0-202-8521

.

ONE IN A MIL, 1 N/5 roommate wanted to

share \M^ 2-bdnn/2-bth, gated parking,

$525 -f 1/2 utilities. 310-820-0758 ;_
PRIVATE ROOM AND BATH, sunny WLA,
1.8-miles UCLA. Furnished. Quiet Pool.

Kitchen. Attorney roommatf/arts interest

Grad preferred. $440+1/2 utilities. 310-479-
8286.

PRIVATE ROOAVBATH. KITCHEN FAC.,

i^ilities included, parking, near LXIA, free-

ways. 310-4704)597.

WLA. OWN ROOM/BATH in 2-bdm/2-bath,

paddng, WHO/mo. 3 miles to UCLA. Female
N/S preferred. No pets. 310-31 2-0496

56 House for Rent

$195(VWK>nth. Pacific Palisades, 34>eckoonVl

&1/2-bath, large yard, haidwood floors, flre-

plaoe in living room. Call Pauline 310-275-

9006.

58 House for Sale

BEL AIR, 3b<V2.Sba,+bonus room,5yTs new,
quifi street, $529,000. 2607 Basil Lane, by
appi only, 10 minutes to UCLA, owrwr. 310-

271 .7750

62 Room/Board for Help

BENEDICT CANYON, private room/bath in

house, 10-minutes to campus, grad studert

w^^car exchange for light duties. 310-273-

4000.

LIVE-IN NEEDED for active boys, 8, 1 1 . Must
have car. Private entrarK«A>ath. Roon^KMid
-fsmall salary for evenings, weekends. 310-

641-6667,213-935-1296.

NEEDED FEMALE STUDENT FOR BABYSFf-
TINC in exchange for room and board in

Westwood. Must nave own car. Mrs. Chrys-

tie 310-471-7755.

ROOM, BOARD, PRIVATE BATH exchange
for assistance- light housekeeping some
cooking, some driving. Female student 818-
906-1399.

ROOM/BOARD f$10(yWK. Mother's helper

needed for newly single mom. Mature, re-

sporwible, grad student preferred. Nice Mar
Vista home, 1 5 min. from campus. 310-397-

6445.

WONDERFUL FURNISHED COTTAGE in

hills, 15 min. UCLA . $30(Vmo plus 5 flexible

errar>d houn^eek. Responsible problem

solver for busy gay professional. 310-276-

2332

67 Condos for Sale

2bd/2ba elegant condo walk to UCLA, for

sale by owner, $180,000. 310-391 -2877.

CONDO FOR SALE. Quiet, Penthouse, near

campus. 2bdrnV2ba in security building

w/jfN-h/acy, amenities, view. Owner reduced
prtee J. Thompson 31 0-471 -6363x1 33.

FABULOUS WESTWOOD LOCATION. 2^2,
bank-owned, $199,00a Relax in sauna in

ntaster bath, gorgeous cape-cod building.

Quiet back unit A^ent, 310-479-6832.

68 Condos to Stiare

1-bdrm in 2-bdr/2.5-bth, Wilshire Highrise

Condo. Laundry facility within unit, 24-hr.

security, valet parkir>g, pool and gym. t^
%\200lmo. 310-475-7989.

69 Condos for Rent

1B0/1BA CONOO FOR LEASE. 1/2 block

from UCLA. High-rise building, doonnan,
swimming pool. $1000^mo. Call Broker

(310)824-0453.

3BR + 3BATH
Santa Fe Style condo, four units. Built-ins,

fireplace, refrigerator, air, washer/dryer.

Gated parking. Vy/LA/UCLA. Cable bonus.

$1495.310-471-0359.

CONDO FOR RENT in Palms area.

$875/month. 2-bed/2-bath. Washer/Dryer,
stove, dishwasher, central air and heating, 2-

car security parkir>g ar>d k)ts of storage. Eve-

lyn, 310-391-3853 or Steve, 310-391-6645.

70 Guest House for Rent

2-BDRAVl -KITCHEN/1 -BATH. Living room,
nice, quiet neighborhood. $850. 6446 West
5th St 310-289-8762.

91 Insurance

MOTORCYCLE/MOTORSCOOTER IN-

SURANCE Great rates. Personal Service

MastercartWiu accepted. Call for quick
quotes. C Diamond bvuranoe 310-426-
4995.

yiilstate
Insurance Company

(31O>312-O204
1317 Westwood Blvci.

<2 biks. So. of Wilshire)

92 Legal Advice

Braast Implant r»cipl«nts:

Class action suit has created a
super fund for your daims.

You must register before

December 1 , 1994. For more info.

cal (310) 396 4313.

Daily Bruin Sports

94 Movers/Storage

HONEST MAN. W/14ft tnick and dollies,

small Jobs, short notice ok. Studertt discount
310-285-6686. CA, AZ, NV. Go Boiins.

JERRY'S MOVING & DaiVERY. The careful

moven. ExpwicfKed, reliable, sanw day de-
livery. Packing & boxes. Will deliver boxes
free. Jeny 310-391-5657.

TOMS MOVING SERVICE. DEPENO/VBLE,
EXPERCNCED, REASOI^ABLE. LAST
MINUTE JOBS WaCOME. CALL 24 HRS.
310-452-2887.

96 Services Ottered

FA^, AFFORDABLE
W(]rtiprM«Mir«^/p«. $4(ookr) Ruah/fn
ar6»f% wekxnvt: ptp«% leQ«rt, reajmcs, Hwala,

diMerttfona, charte, cr^ha, gr^ilucs, taaer;

qtaBty Q«ck hm vmind Order 24 hr»/AT
Wtn iWvfT to amwM ir** (3 1 0>3»4^06m
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CLUB CORNER/syHye K won

Rugby has high hopes

UCU's Jane Chi is ttie No

TENNIS
From page 32

• Zaima, entering his IStti year as head
coach, is spending this preseason trying to

instill in his team a more aggressive style. "We
have good athletes and I asked them if they
would rather run balls down or come to the net

and hit volleys and overheads - and they all

agreed running forward is a lot easier than
running sideways."

Injuries, however, have thrown a ratchet

into some ofZaima's plans. Diana Spadea was
sidelined with a sprained ankle in practice.

Zaima hoped to diversify Spadea's baseline
game and have her use more of the court.

"We would have really liked to work with
Diana's game, but she appears to be one of
these players who tends to get injured," he

ABBY MOSKOWITZ/Daily Bruin

2 seed at this weekend's Relax Invitational in Irvine.

-..»

••'••i.

said. "The things we wanted to do with
Diana's game involved her being more physi-

cal, more athletic and now with a sprained
ankle, she can't do that."

But while Spadea will not compete this

weekend, with four seeds in the draw, Zaima
predicted two Bruins will be fighting it out for

the title in the finals.

UCLA will also reveal their depth in dou-
bles competition, fielding second-seeded
Phebus and Starrett and fourth-seeded Jane
Chi and Stephanie Chi. Also playing is the

tandem ofYaroshuk and Anicia Mendez. They
will all Be battling for a spot in the finals and a

bid to the Rolex National Invitational in

Dallas in February.

It's
another year, and another season

for the UCLA rugby team. Last year,

the Bruins finished near ihe bottom
of the Southern California Rugby
Union, but a coaching change and the

addition of several new players are cre-

ating new excitement.

The new coach for the learn is Darren
Maloney, who played rugby for UCLA
four years ago. Since graduating, he
played in Ireland and later became head
coach at St. Mary's College.

"The coaches weren't too committed
to the team last year," team president

Matt Nolan said. "But, things are going
very smoothly this year."

The Bruins are led by a group of vet-

erans that will solidify the team leader-

ship. They include Nolan, senior Ealar

Gallagher, senior Dong Chang and
Darian Stunges.

Preseason practices have already

begun and the team has played in sever-

al scrimmages, including games against

Stanford, Loyola Marymount and Long
Beach State. The SCRU regular season
will begin on Jan. 21, and the last pre-

season warm-up for UCLA will be a

tournament in Las Vegas Dec. 3 and 4.

• • •

The office of Recreational Affairs

will be holding a UCLA Ski Fitness

Program from Nov. 14 through March
16, 1995. This event will be held in

cooperation with Sports Chalet sporting

goods store and will be opened to any-

one 1 8 years of age or older.

The program, which is designed to

accommodate the physical needs of

recreational and alpine skiers, will fea-

ture Phil Frye, the head strength and
conditioning coach for UCLA's inter-

collegiate athletic teams. Frye has

trained athletes such as NFL players

Vaughn Parker (San Diego Chargers)

and Cariton Gray (Seattle Seahawks)
and pro beach volleyball player Holly
McPeak.
The highlights of the program will

include interval training, circuit weight
training and plyometrics (jump train-

ing). The cost for the entire 20 session

program will be SKX) for students with

I.D. and $140 for adults. A participant

can select smaller packages in which
he/she has a choice of attending four,

eight, twelve, or sixteen classes. For
more information, contact UCLA recre-

ational affairs on the second floor of the

John Wooden Center.
• • •

The countdown has already begun
for the much anticipated ice hockey
match between UCLA and USC on
Nov. 18. But, before the 'SC battle, the

Bruins (2-3 overall, 2-1 in the Pacific

Coast Hockey Association), will take

on Pepperdine University Nov. 12.

At the beginning of the season, the

USC match was scheduled at the Great
Western Forum, but since then, the

match was relocated to the Pickwick
ice-rink in Burbank.

It will be held just one day prior to

the football game and will likely draw a

big crowd from both schools. Tickets

will be $3 if you purchase them in

advance, $5 at the door.

96 Services Offered

ATTENTIONI MEDICAL TRANSCRIPTION,
state of art equipn>ent 1 0-yrs. experience al

I

areas. Doctors, offices, to hospitals.

Michelle 21 3-653-0444.

ATTN: MBA, LAW,
MED. APPLICANTS

Frustrated developing/editing your critically-

important personal statements? Get profes-

sional help, competitive edge from national-

ly-known author/consultant 310-826-4445

96 Services Offered

NEW ON THE PATIO
Custom picture framing for less. Student dis-

count available. Pick up and ddivwy. 1093
Broxton.

BEAR'S RESEARCH,
WRITING, & EDITINd

Alsiijjects. theses/Oissertatnns.

Personal Statements. Proposals and boola.

IntematkxuJ students wsk»me.

PAPERS NOT FOR SALE
Shwon B—r, Ph.D. (310) 47IK6g62

PROFESSIONAL WRITINCVEDrriNG. Papers,

reports, statistics, proposals, research studies,

Masters, Ph.D. dissertation, college applica-

tion essays. Any subject, style, requirement.

213-871-1333.

TRANSLATIONS
Most languages and fields. Professional

work. Documents, papers, brochures, manu-
als, etc. LRA INTERPRETERS 213-933-1006.

WANT TO BE ACCEPTED? Save time, frustra-

tion? Call for help developing/editing person-

al statements. Also edit papers, theses, dis-

sertations. Linda 310-392-1734.

Research, Writing, Editing

ALL levels, - ALL subjects Foreign

Students Welcome Fast Professioruil -

C^ality guaranteed papers not for sale

CaU Research 310-477-8226

M-F IChOOam-SrOOpm

>M««MA«**^^^A^M-YOU CAN MAKE EAZY AS ^
J DISCOVER PHOTORFAntNni

l\ :S' __ Msw tkmwloSy alLowsvou to
'j^'t^ ^-r '"BE UP vm fob play a «wty
_» ~~ WMLl MPffOMNO VOUR RtCALL AND
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igrsmM«ATi<xMiQgTT»wMOTi4wooQ^i

IWnll ... imOI12J»>tMIHTO

•aUMMAMTEE
vTc maranuDMa r»«T«i
4«M N «HLOHm M-U4 A
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ACE PROFESSIONAL WRITER
WITH LAW DEGREE

provides top editorial assistance

witti term papers, theses, resumes,
etc. Reasoruibie rates. 24 hour service

Scott (310) 826-6447.

LAW SCHOOLAPPUCATTON
PERSONAL STATEMEOT SIHESS?

Two published law reiiew editors

will help you:

•Compose & create

•Edit puDctuatioD & gnunmr
•OifariKA alnictire your esBity

to make it subitantive|jr effective and

technically accurate.

Contact Cheti or Tom mt
(310) 274^187

98 Tutoring Offered

- MY TUTOR -

MATH/PHYSICS'STATISTICS. Tutoring serv-
ice. Free consultation. Reasonable rates ,

call Mv Tutor anvtlntte. lian tfl00)9aTUTOR.

ACE TUTOR
W/LAW DECREE PROVIDES FIRST-RATE
HELP with law, English, and social sciences.

Reasonable rates. Flexible times/locations.

Scott 310-826-6447.

ENGLISH TUTOR: Composition, editing,

word processing, ESLUapanese students), jo-

hanna, 310-28S-4616.

MATH TUTORING by PH.D. $1S/hour. Cal-
culus, sUtistics, probability, math for physi-

cai^ocial sciences, SAT, GRE, LSAT, MCAT.
310-«37-8998, pauer, 310-582-9626 NBD.

100 Typing

$2 WORD PROaSSING. Papers, disserta-

tions, manuscripts, etc. FAST, reliable. Laser

printing. Pick-up, delivery, 24hr service avail-

able. Complete resume services. 310-397-
5970.

A CLASS ACT
Papers, letters, resumes, scripts, transcription,

labels. F-REE light editing. Laser printing. Spell

check. Fax Orders Welcome. 310-827-8023.

A PLUS WORDPROCESSING. IBM/PC, Laser
printing spellcheck; term papers, disserta-

tions, thesis, reports, manuscripts, transcrip-

tions, etc. Fast turnaround. Call Bob 213-
851-0214.

ACE TYPIST, ETC
GREAT LOOKING PAPERS AND APPLICA-
TIONS-SPECIAL RATE. WE DO ALL WP
AND RESUMES. RUSHES. 310-820-8830.

MODERN SECRETARIAL SERVICES. 24-hour
service, pick-up and delivery, IBM and MAC,
Laser printing. Discount studenU. 5-minutes
from UCLA. Angelica, 310-446-8899.

NEED A PRIVATE SECRETARY? Over 15
years legal/medical transcription expA'ierKie.

'

Notary Public. Macintosh w/laser printer.

pick-up/delivery. Brentwood. 310-472-0405.

WORD PROCESSING- All types, APA and
other formats, transcribing, resumes, DTP,
WordPerfect, charts, graphs, laser. Reason-
able rates, near campus. 310-470-0287.

WORD PROCESSING. 24 Hour service. Pa-

pers, fliers, reports, etc Resume special $30.

Laser quality. Cheap rates. Student Discount
310-587-0357.

104 Resumes

A CUSTOMTYPE RESUME. Fast, professional,

reliable. Layout, editing, composition.

Resume^cover letters/Reference sheets. Com-
puter typesetting & laser printtr^. 310-470-

4999.

105 Travel

Paris
NON-STOP

$195
London
Frankfiirt

Boston
New York

EAGLE-EYED PROOFREADER
Edits, lhe$eVpuWi< atibns; tutors tnglish/study

skills; trains time management/stress reduc-

tion.Nadia Lawrence, PhO. 310-393-1951.

EXCaLENT AND RAPID SERVICE FOR ALL
maslfr theses, di»ertatio»« ar>d any other ed-

ucjtfional/iecretafial service. State of art

equipment. Michelle 21 3-653-0444.

99 Tutoring Needed

ENGLISH AS SECOND LANGUAGE TUTOR
NEEDED IMMEDIATELY. Inten^iew required.

Transportation required. Contact Sam at pag-
ef«31 0-960-9660.

Tutor needed for HS junior/J hrs per day, 5
days per week/Fax qualiFicatiorw to: Siobhan
McDevitt • 31 0-207-681 6.

TUTORS WANTED
MATH, SCIENCE, SPANISH, FRENCH TU-
TORS needed for Sherman Oaks, Woodland
Hills , Westwood Centers. Undergraduate de-
Hree required. $1 2/hr. 818-347-761 6.

102 Music Lessons

DRUM LESSONS
Ail level^tyles with dedicated professional.

At your home or WLA studio. 1st lesson free.

No drum set necessary. Neil 21 3-882-8509.

GUITAR INSTRUCTION. IS. years EXP. all

levels and styles. Patient tnd organized. Be-

ginner guitars for sale $60. Sam 310-826-
9117.

Guitar lessorv by a professional near UCLA.
All levels, ^itars available. Call jean 310-

476-4154.

PIANO LESSONS. $1S/hr. Beglnningi'Interm.

students. Experienced teaching children and
adulU. Studio in SanU Monica. Please call

Maria 31 0C<28-97SO.

SINGI Vocallechnique-all levelsMyles, per-

formance anxiety, associat^ate Lam, SanU
Monka, near IXIA. free consultation, Carol
Timile 310-828-3100.

$225*
$225*
$184*
$149*
$129*

•f*«s are ucfTwa/ from Los Angeles based on a

romdlrip pifctiase. BestricfionssppV and taxes noJ
Included. Call for other v»cr1d»vide deslnations.

I

Open Sahffdays 10am - 2pm

Council Wavel
1 1093 BfDxton A^, #290, los Angdes, CA 90024

310-208-3551
Eurailpasses

issued on-ttie-spot!

109 Autos for Sale

86 BMW 325, blackAan, automatic, fully

loaded. $750(Vobo. 310-447-6110. 90
MAZDA RX7/GTU. Original owner.
BlackA>Uck. Fully k>aded. $980(Vobo 310-
826-1081.

i!»

86 FORD MUSTANG LX CONVERTIBLE.
New paint, black, mint condition, automatic,

allpower. $4500. 310-206-4934

92 HONDA PRELUDE Si. Red, 5 speed, 27k
miles. Fully loaded, excellent condition.

$14,200 or assume lease ($272/mo.) 310-
472-2273.

BMW 5331 1983. Excellent condition, white
with beige interior, fully loaded. $6400. 1-

800-479-3229, ext 2888.

109 Autos for Sale

'81 TOYOTA COROLLA, 4-dr, 5-speed, A/C,
AM/FM radio, new tires, exc condition.

$11 00 obo. 310-396-7717.

'84 SAAB 5-SPEED, BROWN, LEATHER IN-

TERIOR, original owner, runs good, $1900o-
bo. Close to campus. 818-501-7622.

'89 ISUZU AMIGO, 2-whecl drive. 44k, new
soft-top, amAm radio. 1 -owner, mint-condi-
tion, like new. $6200. 310-476-2115.

-93 MERCURY TOPAZ, AUTOMATIC, 6-

CYL. Air conditioning, low mileage, hurry to

sell. Best offer. 213-653-0444.

113 Bicycles for Sale

MOUNTAIN BIKES. Avitar by Gary Fisher,

Deore XT Shimano components. Sizes 1 S-

23. Brand-new, in the box. $350. 310-329-
4090.

114 Motorcycles for Sale

1984 KAWASAKI CP2 750. Runs great, road

ready. Great all-around bike. $1900.00. Carl

310-428-3505.

115 Scooters for Sale

1987 HONDA ELITE 80: Blue, Good condi-

tion, Runs greatl Helmet and lock included.

Registration paid. Call Rupen 310-446-0754.
$70(yobo.

1989 Honda Elite 80. Low mileage. White.

Helmet and lock included. Original owner.

$750. Call Pam at 310-546-2446.

'87 HONDA ELITE 80, white, lock and
dpsed-face helniet included. Complete serv-

ice^ record. New baRery, just tuned up.

$50(yqbo. 310-379-3369.

126 Furniture for Sale

Couch, seven feet lon^ southwestern style

fabric, good condition, will go to best offer.

310-207-4326.

MATTRESS SETS: Twin $45, full $55, queen
$85, kings $95, bunkbeds. Deliveries, phone
orders accepted. 310-372-2337.

NEW FURNITURE
Bunkbeds $125, Mattress sets: Queen $170,
full $140, Twin $110. Bedroom sets $350.
Dining andsofa sets also. 310-82U0729.

ROLL TOP DESK, oak. beautiful, excellent,

condition, 7 drawers, 48x22x42, $400 (obo).

OAK COFFEE TABLE, parquet. 29x29x19,
$90 (obo). 31-451-3620.

134 Computer/Typewriter

486-66 SOUND SYSTEM, 4-ram, 420HD,
vok:e-mall, mouse, monitor, like r>ew.

$1180.310-644-2612.

COMPUTE MAC PACKAGE. MacSE, 56MB
HDD, 2-flopples, extended keyboard,

modem, ImagBwritcrll printer, carrying case

aadtomofioftwarvl Saoa
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Family Planning Associates Medical Group

?

ABORTION TO 24 WEEKS
(General or Local Anesthesia)

Free Pregnancy Testing
Early Pregnancy Test

(Immediate Test Results)

Birth Control

Outpatient Female Sterilization

LOS ANGELES
601 S. Westmofelsund Ave.

(213)738-7283

INGLEW(X>D
426 East 99th St
(213)678-5581

LOS ANGELES
6000 San Vicente Blvd.

(213)937-1390

NORTH HOaVWOOD
12903 Victory Blvd.

(818)763-€251

WEST LOS ANGELES
12304 Santa Monica Blvd

(310)820-8084

TORRANCE
21320 Havtrniome

(310) 316^79

*ln84RBnoe
• Health Plans

•Medi-Cal
•Visa

•MasterCard
•Oisoover

Se Habia EspafM

California Graduate Institute
Administralive Office

nOOGIendonAve., Roorll
W. Loe Angeles. CA 90024

(3 1 0) 208-4240 ..

Graduate School of Psycholoq^' and Psychoanalyb'S andMR

MA and PhD Programs in Psychology
an(j Marriage & Family Therapy

Orange County Fedltty

1122 E Unooln Ave. B-2o6
Orange. CA 92665
(714)637-5404

CGI has been approved by the Superintendent of Public Instruction. California Education Code 9431 OB.
CGI graduates meet the educational requirements for Psychology and MFCC licensure In California.

In addition to the degree programs. CGI offers the following Certificate Programs:

- The Treatment of - The Treatment of Perpetrators - Behavioral Medicine
.

- Psychoanalysts
Chemical Dependency & Victims of Violenoe

Classes held In West Los Angeles and Orange (GO)

ZilO^iOOpai HuaunAnatoenyand Phyiialogjr

2iX^Mpin Dtmoi Analyiit D

SiOO-SMpm PfjrchoanalTtkPfychcXhcrapy

5i004KIOpm Nudalftk DltoniMK Sham*

SiXU^Mpen Cuidad Iniapry

Si>04:00pin BioTaadback Thanpy • .

-

5:0M!0Opm MFT Pnctkuoi I-IH
—

5KK>4i00pm Advanoad Human Scsniallljr

530-7i)0pm Group Pipciai fc Tacttntqut

6:00-7JOpm Croup Proocaa k Tachnlqu*

1:00-1 L-OOpm Phyrioioglcal Ptydtdosy

(itO-l l.-00pin ainkal Pnctkuoi l-VI

T.OI«MaPhD

D.CUfford.MD

B«4«I»V/BadvM0
D.aifford.MD

C. aivar, PhD

T.CIaaMvPhO

R.Coltri.PhD

N.PIUMSW (CX)

).PadMr.PhD

R. Phmipi PhD OC
T.OIaaoaPhD

R. Phlllipi, PhD (OQ

9JO-llK>0ain Croup Prooaaa a Tadtnlqua

l£O-2:0Opin Advanoad ftychdogjca) Aiacamant

::00^:OOpin Propoaal Rcacarch UI

2K)O^:0Opm ProfaMional laauaa, Eth»ci 4c L*w«

3-30^:OOpin . Croup Proocaa It Tachnlqu*

5:0O4900pin 7h«Qln.P>MllcrdP>)Mh.lntM(dk^Vybr<d

5i»4i00pm Propoaal Roearch 11

5:0O-6:0Opin Lcaminf k Cofnitlon

5:00-t:00pin Primitive Mania) Statat

5i)O4i)0pm DitjTVMidc DiracL In Adult P(y«hopath.

SO04i>0pm Th<Halocaufll<(S<hindl«r'»tJ»l

Sil^-t.-ISpm Croup Prooaa* k Tachnlqua

1:00-1 IKIOpm RaMan:hM«lSod*4iAnaty»l»n

t<)O-llK)0pm Tadtnlqu* of th* Initial ConaulUlIon

ma-I^Mpm G«HilrtcPiychopalho<ogy

S:00-1 1:00pm Olf'aclRatalionaThaor^l

D. Fahr, PhD (CT)

A. Panobkjr. PhD

R. Hunlar. PhD

M.C«no(vPhD

D. Fthr. PhD ((X)

D.Damond/MD
LWaiabandcr.PhD

R. Hunlar, PhD

D. QKford, M£r
R.ColiTa,PhD (Oq

B. SchwBrtz4.M, Php

M.Kovan,PhD

R. Hunt*-, PhD

LSilv«lon,PhD

J. Mayhtll, PhD (OQ
W. fUtUm. MD

1304Mpm Croup Procaaa k Tachni()ki« ]. Pad^r, PhD
2:00-5:00pm Human Sema Illy A.Taytor, PhD
2:004M)pm AdvanaK5 Qli^cal Hypnoala T. Mat. PhD
2:0fr5900pm Learning 4 Cognllian R. Hunlar, PhD
2:00.Si>0pm Paychdogy o( Woman D. Plait PhD

ijTl 3 flO-l JOpm Croup Procaaa ic Tadtnl()u«
J. Packer, PhD^ 5:0O4:00pcn Propoaal Rocanit Mil -, R.Hunl«,PhD

5:0O4i)0pm Suicide &Criai«lnletvcnllon M.P*d(.PhD

fl
5«)4«lpm SiUPtyehciof^U L Supaniain, PhD

! 5O0-U>0pm la«ua»lnF«m.Pfyrfiapath.&Piye»>oth«ap3r K.Kepp,PhD

ii»4O0f>m P»ychopaiholoj}-4 Family Dynamic* S. Harrli^ PhD
SaOMOOpm PaychoanalyUcPfydtotharapy D. PUR. PhD
5:0O4i00pm Advanoad Human Sexuality A.Taytor, PhD
iiSMMpm Ptydtopharmacdogy D.Damond, MD
ii»4i)0pm Induatrial/Ojanixatlanal Psychology S.Wimar.PhD

IMV-1 IKIOpm ainical Pndicum III R. Cruancr, MD
(M-1 1:00pm TadlaofOangc In Family Thanpy K. Ktpp, PhD
(OO-llrOOpm ChlldAbuacaDonaalicVlalanoa D.R»««n,JD
IM-llKIOpm Bridge BtfwaanPadagogyic PA TraalmL R.Ekalal^PhO

(CXD

(OC)

(OO

(oq
(OC)

(OC)

$300-10JOam

11O0-2O0pm

11:00-2:00pm

2300.5«Opm

2A04Mpm
3iKM30pm

SiXMJOpai

53004300pm

5:0O4300pm

ii»4S)0pm

5004AOpm

^3004Mpm
(dO4300p«

•sOO-llHIOpm

l3lK>-11A>pM

l30O-11Mpm

l300-)lX)Op«

Croup Procaaa k Tachnl^a

Social Paydwlogy

Coi^olnl Therapy

Co^ldva-Bahavioral Tharapy

Paychdogical AaaaaaenanI I

Croup Prooaai k Tachnl<)u«

Croup Procaaa 4c Tachnlqua

QMcal Practkaim I

ainlcat Practlcum

Paydiologkil Aaaaaament U

Dlagr«CMia 4i Dracl In Adult Psychopath.

ladici of Qiangt In Family Tharapy

Paychclogkal Aaa«amanl III

Croup Proeaaa k Tadwl(|ki«

Propoaal Raaaarch I

Paydxyathdogy * Family Dynamics

OMdJ CMtConl««not S

PayfhopaltMlogiy D

(OQR. Phitlipe^ PhD

M.KaHova^PhD

LSlngar.PhD

L SlngarJ^tD

K.Cra«,PhD

M.KovaaPhD
M.KovarvPhD

L.WalabarMSar,PhD

L. SIngar, PhD

K.Cro«,PhD

R.(;oltn.PhD

D.Rou^aaP

LSflvarUMvPhD

M. Kovarv. PhD

M. Kariovac, PhD

D. Caap«4yram, PhD

).IMduMpicMD

M.C«Mivn«D

(oq

B

930O-12i00n DtvilopmanlefthaParaan

l30O-430Opm ScMsophrwilaJiPfychaUcStala

53004:30pm Croup Piucmi k Tadwtlqua

5A>4300pm CHnkal Hypnoria

53004300pm Comptahanalvc Exam 9n^tw

D.Ra>an.PhD

LH«S«aa,PhD

D. Mtr, PhD

K.Kan^,P»C>

Core Faculty

(OC)

IJ0-10300am

1030O-l300pm

lOsOO-lsOOpm

n30O-12:3Opm

13004300pm

Croup Pimass k Tachni^a

MFTPncticumMn
Huanan Seoiallty

Croup Procaaa k Tachnlqua

Paychdogical Aaaaaamartt n

D. Fahr, PhD
R.Coltr^PhD

N.Pik«,MSW

J. Padcar, PhD
S.Kan<^PhD

(OC)

(OQ
(OC)

(OCJ

Weekend Special Classes & Seminars

WEST LOS ANGELES
1/37-M

9/10-11

9/14-17

9/1 7-1 •

9/U-35

1V1.2

lM-9

1M5-1*
^

ims-u

1*03

iftoa-a

iV2f-3»

11/»4

1I/1M3

9/17.1I

9/17.1t

9/UAS

9/2i-2S

9/34.3S

1VI.1

11/M

11/13-19

IVM-ll

Sat 93004300pm
Sun lO30OJ30(lpm

10^9 Sat 13004:00pm
10/23-23 Sun 930(V430Opm'

10/1 «•» FH (300-11 300pm
10/3«-39 S«i 93004300pm

Sat 93004300pm
Sunl30O4^>Opm

Sal 9AMMpm
Sun 930O'2.-OOpm

Sat l30O4£Opm
Sun 93004300pm

ie/39-M Sat ia>4300pm
1 1/3-I Sun 93004300pm

Sat 93004:00pm
Sun 930O-2iOOpm

The Psychopathdogy of Romance

The Family k Chamkal Dapcndtncy

Qlnlcal A**cumcnl, TrtatmanI,
Oulcomc* <i Managed Cara

Research Method* (or MFTa

Qlnlcal DcdaJon MalUng

Contemporary laauea In Ptydtonaur^
Immunolo^
Piychotherapy with Victim* <c

Perpetrators d VIdenca

Pit>(caalonal SUII* In Private Piacilct

Eating DIsordafs: An OI:|act Rdatlana
Parip«ctiv«

Child Abuae AaaaaamanI k Raporting

The Pfcjectlve Used Mother-*ndOiild
Drawings

Sal 13004300pm
sun 9300-2O0pm

Sal 93004:00pm
Sun 930O-2:O0pm

Sal 93004:00pm
Sun 9300-1-OOpm

Sal )X^300pm Nardaalam and Intimacy

Sat $30O4Oqpm
Sun 930O-2:O()pm

Sal 93004300pm
Sun930O-23OOpm

11/13-11 Sal 13004300pm
12/10-11 sun 93004300pm

M (sOO-llsOOpm
SaL 9i)O4300pm

The P(ycho(nal)llc UnderalaiMlIng of

the Parartdd Procaaa

Paychdogical Asaasamant IV: Lab

Drug Use k Abua*

Asaartlvanasa In the Olnkal SetUnf

D.RoutvPhD
W.C3ok«

K.Kapp,PhD

LSiflgar.PhD

R.Hunl«vPhD

L SIvartoa PhD

T.OIaaoivPhD

M.Kov«rvPhD
R. Cdtra, PhD
CLard.MA
D. Cnuaman, niD

S.Ki«Toy,PhD

M.'CanotvPhD

].CiilaapkPhD

M-SdomorvPhD

A. Panaflarv PhD

LSiW«rto)\PhD

R.Cdlr«,PhD

L Singv, PhD

ORANGE

It/lS-K
1V19-2«

ItiOKOS
11/lUUt

10/39-M
11^4

10/39-M
11^4

lftS-9

ltt/22-21

10/»-9

lA/a3-2J

11/13-13

12/1»11

11/I9-3*

13/3-i

Sal 13004300pm
Sun 93004300pm

Sal 13004300pm
Sun 93004300pm

Fri <30O-1l30Opm
Sun930&4300pm

Sat 1i)04:00pm
Sun930O4fiOpm

Sal ItO-iHOpm
Sun 930&4300pm

Sal MXUMpm
Sun 93004300pm

Sat 13004300pm
Sun9iXM300pm

Sal 13004300pm
Sun 93004300pm

Sal 13004300pm
Sun 93004300pm

Sat ItOMM^
Sun9iSO40OpM

Introduction lo Adiarian Psychotherapy

Psychotherapy with theCham icatly

D«pcnder>t Patient

Sodal Psychdogy

Uiiing Meditation k Kdtstic TechnlquM
In Psychotherapy

Foranslos PtactlcumrTraatmant of

Victims k Pcipalratar* d VIdartoe

Psychopathdog>'a Psychotherapy «irith

the Perprtralors d Violence

Introduction lo Behavioral Medldne

Child Abuse and Domaatic Vidanot

Introduction lo Mediation and the Baalo*

In Family Law

PracUcumtOamical Dapandanty
Tr«*lir«»t

D.M*yb*n,PhD

N.Plk(,MSW

S. Karris PhD

D.PUtt,PhD

LSar«sOh)D

R.Cdh«,PhD

K.MacLaay,PhD

D. Rowan,P
LSanao^P

ICKapf^PhD

An Exellent Education For Those Who Qualify

Chris Sntiko
UCIJV Sports Into

.SOCCER
From page 30

stronger. It was just a matter of

seeing out of the mask - it's a lit-

tle hard. I fell good overall, I'm

just glad to be back."

The mask has taken some
adjustment for Lewis, but he
should be able to at least take

solace in knowing that he can
play without having to worry
about re-aggravating his injury.

"The mask fits really tight to

my face," Lewis said. "It just pro-

tects the outside of my face and
displaces all of the pressure right

above my lip. I won't feel any
kind of contact on my eye. They
did a great job casting it, but it's a

little awkward."
As far as dealing with the

"I think I'm at about

90% fitness. I'm short

on endurance for a full

90 minutes, but I'm

sprinting well and cut'

ting alright."

Eddie Lewis

UCLA Soccer

sweat that will inevitably build up
under the clear, molded plastic,

Lewis will try to keep his face dry

with a towel.

"I guess I'm just going to wear

a towel in my shorts during the

game and in practice," Lewis
said. *The heat builds up and the

mask starts sliding around. That's

my only real problem with it - it's

not bad."

And how is Lewis as far as fit-

ness goes? <^
"I think I'm at about 90% fit-

ness," Lewis said. "I'm short on
endurance for a full 90 minutes,

but I'm sprinting well and I'm
cutting alright. I think throughout

the week of the practice I'll be
fine. I'll start Sunday, and hope-

fully get the offense turned
around a little bit."

Lewis will probably take a few

precautionary measure during the

game, however, such as trying to

avoid headers if possible.

"If I need to get up for a header

I'm sure that will be no problem,"

Lewis said, "But they'll take me
out of comers and free kicks and
stuff like that."

•••

The Bruins matchup against

Fresno State will also feature the

top two goalies in the country
going head-to-head.

Bulldog keeper David Kramer
leads the nation with a .45 goals-

against-average, while UCLA's
Chris Snitko is second with an a

.55 average.

But in the last two games
Snitko and the Bruins have
allowed three goals.

"We haven't been playing with

our full unit," Snitko said. "This

week, once we get the majority of

our players together and field the

lineup that we've had, things will

start coming together again."

»^ f

Adam Frye

FRYE
From page 32

game as he does to his defensive

game.

"He always gives you everything
he's got every time he steps onto the

field," UCLA head coach Sigi
Schmid said. "He's uncompromis-
ing in his tackling and he's not
afraid to go for 50-50 balls when a
lot of people don't want to go for

them."

And the reason for that is simple
- Frye holds little regard for physi-

cal pain. Especially if that pain
belongs to an opponent who tried to

elude him for a shot on goal.

"My strengths are defending one-
on-one and sticking in a good hard
tackle," said Frye, who suiprisingly

played at forward through most of
high school. "Even if I'm having a
bad game, when I make a good
tackle it just fires me up and I think

it fires the team up. It gets our emo-
tions going and it makes us play
better."

For Frye, enrK)tion has a lot to do
with how he approaches the game.
In fact, the native of New Mexico
relies on anger as his motivation
whenever things aren't going well

for him on the field.

"Whenever I do something
wrong and the team gets on me,
anger is my first emotion," said
Frye. "I'm not going to take it out

-on my own team, so I take it out on
the other team. Getting angry gives

me energy - it makes me work
haixler."

It also makes his role in the back-

field quite a bit easier since intimi-

dation factors heavily into Frye's

lole as a defender.

"I don't know if we need to put
fear in the other team or not," Frye
said. "But we need to take it to the

other team eariy and stick in a cou-
ple of good tackles. That way
they'll be afraid to keep the ball.

Intimidating them works, and that's

what I like to do."

So far this season, Frye has been
" able to make a strong impact for

No. 6 UCLA. In fact, the Bruins
two recent losses came when Frye

^ missed the game due to injury and
when he came back from injury at

less-than-ftill strength.

And given the fact that Frye was
sidelined with injuries in UCLA's
last two early exits from the NCAA
playoffs, his presence on the team
appears rather significant

The thought of having lo sit out

of his third playoff game was
enough to convince Frye to patient-

ly nurse his most recent injury - a

strained knee - back to health.

Especially since it was a knee injury

that kept him out of the post-season

two yeare running.

"I've missed the playoffs the past

two years," Frye said. "There is no
way I was going to do that again. I

had to watch us lose, and that was
the worst feeling."

But it's a feeling Frye expects the

Bruins won't have to contend with

again this year, at least if he has any-

thing to say about it

"I think we're going to win in the

first round of the playoffs no matter

who we play," Frye said. "It's com-
ing to a crucial point for us, and I

have full confidence in this team."
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The "Only one" in Westwood!

iS?4<

(3lI^^i8-3270 • mO) 478^3492 '•'S/^4?«-iii? /
1767 WestwoodUhni. Loe Angele., CA 110024 **^

WHY WAIT?
Open Sam to Spin
• Prompt, caring service

• Primary Care

• Women's center

• No Appointment Necessary

An Immediate Care Center

Medipace Medical Group
1990 Westwood Blvd.

Los Angeles, Ca 90025
(310)470-8880

Most Insurance arxl

credit cards accepted.

f
o

Available Now: Advanturas of Hucklabarry Hnrv • Dracula •
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money. You

don't have

enough of

either one.

So discover

-A* Audio Study Guides

2

o
3
9

Z
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If

I

to classic literature for only $8.

Listen while you walk to class.

While you do your laundry.

While you wait in line for some-

thing. Written by professors.

Performed by actors. A+ Audio

Study Guides were created

because books are long

and life is short. Time

is money. Spend

a little of both

with A+ Audio. AUDIO
> TM

AVAILABLE IN BOOKSTORES EVERYWHERE.

9 A C> IM4 niM W*r**r «««a«Mkt.

Cr-iMta • Tha Poatry of Waft Whitman * Tha Sun Alao RIaaa ^
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Copeland's Sports
THURSDAY NOV 1

0'"

1 0AM - 9PIVI
M.iil hours m<iy vnry

CURRENT PRICES ON
ANY ITEM IN STOCK
PRICED UNDER $1 00
& SKI EQUIPMENT

PRICED UNDER $500
EXCEPT GOLD MEDAL ITEMS &
SELECTED APPAREL BRANDS

QUANTITY & PACKAGE PRICING NOT IN EFFECT. 20% OFF
CURRENT PRICES MAY BE OFFERED IN FUTURE ADS.

JUST A FEW EXAMPLES
ATHLETIC SHOES

Wrestling Shoes ZO'^^'OFF
CURRENT PRICES

Basketball Shdes ZO'^^OFF
CURRENT PRICES

Hiking Boots ZO'^^'OFF
CURRENT PRICES

Running Shoes ZO'^^'OFF
CURRENT PRICES

Women's Running & Aerobic ZO'^^OFF
CURRENT PRICES

Children's Shoes......^.......TViv^v;^;vvr....20°''*0FF
CURRENT PRICES

Court & Cross Training ZO'^^'OFF
CURRENT PRICES

ATHLETIC EQUIPMENT & APPAREL
CURRENT 20% on
PRICE PniCE

Tunturi Exercise Mat 19.99 I 5^^

Mini Trampoline 39.99 31
The Step Circuit Trainer 79.99 03
Standard Weight Bench 99.99 #9*'
Olympus 727 wr/ lag aavalopar

,
Special Group Oversize Drivers.... 39.99 ^ I
Rawlings
Nolan Ryan Glove 34.99

Hockey Sticks & Accessories ZO'^^'OFF
_ _^,^ . CURRENT PRICES

Golf Balls ....^....^^.....^. .^..^..^.^.... ZO'^^'OFF
I

CURRENT PRICES

Tennis & Racquetball Racquets ml%M *OFF
CURRENT PRICES

Special Group Slight Bleni ^ ^mog
Nike Swoosh Sweatshirt 19.99 I 9
Special Group ^ ^ ^g
3-Button Knit Shirt ^...... 14.99 II
insulated Sport Jackets ZO'^^'OFF

CURRENT PRICES

GOLD MEDAL
rrCMSMOT
INCLUOeO

SKI EQUIPMENT
PRICED

UNDER $500

OFF
1 1 alia* llwlW^ to itoch on hand Arfv*rli.*d rnvrchandtM may b« avaitabl* at wla prices in

upoawliig Mto •wMto. Ila««hr, flalwl mnd current pricM ara oHartag prioaa onty and may or may n«|
hmm riiMlH < bi aataa. 30% «acoun« .ipirM at elaM af fcaalwaaa Wovamfcar 10, 1M4.

COLO MfOAL rriMS « MLtCTIO APPAREL BRAMOt WNJ. WOTM eWCOUIIITID DUHMtC TMC SALE.

1001 WESTWOOD BLVD
WESTWOOD

HOURS: MON FRI 10 9, SAT 10 8. SUN 11-6
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Lewis, other stariers set to return
By Tim Costnar
Daily Bruin Senior Staff

After the UCLA men's soccer

tearri lost to Fresno State in its

final regular season game, the

Bulldogs vaulted nine spots in the

Soccer America Poll up to No. 5,

while the Bruins dropped two
spots to No,6.

But this weekend - which fea-

tures a rematch between the two

teams for the MPSF
Championship - should take on a

far different complexion for

UCLA.
For starters, defensive mid-

fielder Justin Selander will return

to action after serving his one-

game Suspension for garnering his

fifth yellow card, and defender

Adam Frye will return at full

strength to help shut down the

Bulldog offense.

In addition, defender Frankie

Hejduk is also highly likely to

return to the starting roster after

resting a back injury.

The most anticipated return,

however, will be UCLA left

winger Eddie Lewis, who will

return this weekend after missing

over two weeks with a fractured

right cheek bone.

Lewis - who practiced at full-

con4ftCt on Tuesday for the first

time since his injury - had a small

metal plate inserted into his cheek

with nine screws, but should be in

game-condition by the time the

weekend rolls around. He will,

however,, have to wear a protec-

tive mask for a few weeks.

"I felt fine," said Lewis after

practice. "Right after the surgery

my face became quite a bit

See M.SOCCER, page 28 Eddie Lewis
UCLA Sports Infonnation

The Los Angeles Division

of the Academic Senate

""-— ^ presents

Leonard Kleinrock
Professor and Chair of the Computer Science Department

University of California, Los Angeles

as the

Seventy'Seventh
-^ —7; Faculty Research Lecturer

speaking on

"The Internet and Beyond**
3:00 p.m.

Thursday, November 10, 1994

Schoenberg Auditorium

UCLA

r
Student Welfare Commission Presents:

HEALTH AWARENESS WEEK
^

»i
>k Wednesday, November 9tfa

HEALTH FAIR

f^-^r^

a

BRUIN PLAZA 1 1AM - 2PM
UVE BAND @ NOON ^% •

###
~

Sponsored by KLA
fi^ FREE Giveaways, Valuable Info & Raffles!

^ Thursday, Nov. 10th ^^ ^^

|# To Your Health! ^^
^^1 Nutrition and Fitness Presentation by #," Peer Health Counselors and Alpha Phi Omega ^^

Sproul 5 North Lounge 7-8 PM •Jg

Befreshments

Paid for .

by USAC

Sponsored by
Peer Health

Counselors &

Get The StRaf^HT Story On Braces.

What's the cost • What's the best procedure • What's the right age •

Call For Free Consultation:

(310) 826 - 7494

Specializing in Braces for Adults & Children
ImvisibU • RemovabU • TraJUumal • EuropeoM Surgical OrAodoMics • Cotmlic PerctUun

BRENTWOOD Orthodontic Center
Dr. Nader Dayanl, Certified Specialist

1164S ^ilshire Blvd.. Suite 802 18124 Culver Drive. SuiteA
;3-e3^3 Brentwood (310) 826 - 7494 Irvine (714) 552 - 5890 C3-E3-E;

SSSS (BS (S iS (S (SSSSS (5

8 ^_^
W DRIVING & TRAFFIC SCHOOL QDRIVING & TRAFFIC SCHOOL

8^^ p UCLA & ALL Student Discount mt

gJ n Traffic School on Weekdays & Saturdays IDV **
1 093 Broxton Ave. #218 |3 1 0) 208-3333 fm
In Westwood Village, above the Wherehouse Ul

sssssssssssssss

J>

CLEAR SKIN!
FAYCES SKIN CARE CENTER

11373 Washington Blvd., Los Angeles

(Off 40S Fwy. across from Culver DMV)
Call Barliara Dickens,

Ethnic Skin Care Specialist

r "jTcM "trFatiTeiiFspTcial""^
I Drl«s up menB pimplea. Helps ramova dark|

I
spots, Smoothas out rou^li toxturod skin

ONLY ^as.oo I

I Call for an Appolntmant |

5 (MO| MS-S22S ^^^ Jj

1 07o EYEGLASS
DISCOUNT TO UCLA

EYEGLASS
PACKAGE

INCLUDES EYE EXAMINATION
EYEGLASS FRAME &
PRESCRIPTION LENSES

CONTACT LENS
PACKAGE

INCLUDES EYE EXAM
PAIR OF DAILY WEAR LENSES

CAREKIT AND FOllOW UP CARE

r^I%
DISPOSABLE CONTACT LENSES

INCLUDES EXAM FITTING & FOLLOV^ UP

& 2 BOXES OF ACUVUE LENSES

. GLASSES & CONTACTS IN ONE HOUR

. EYE EXAMINATIONS

. VISION PLANS ACCEPTED

OPTOMETRIX
An Optomef'C Center

208-1384
10930 WEYBURN • WESTWOOD VILLAGE

•DISCOUNT APPLIES TO REGULAR PRICED MERCHANDISE ONLY

• *y. r
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Spikers reap benefits
of win over Stanford
Kruirnamed Pac-rO
Player of the Week;
men open preseason

By Eric Branch
Daily Bruin Staff

In a week which saw the No. 3 UCLA
women's volleyball team knock off top*
ranked Stanford and annihilate California,
it figured that some Bruins would receive
recognition.

Sophomore middle blocker Kim Krull
was chosen from a host of potential Bruins
as the Pac-10 Player of the Week for the
week of Oct. 30-Nov. 6. Against Stanfonl,
Krull covered the entire court, posting 14
digs, hammering 12
kills (.296 attack per-

centage) and adding
five blocks and two
aces.

In the Bruins' dis-

mantling of Cal, she
led all hitters with a

.467 attack percentage,

served four aces and
contributed five roofs.

Krull was the third

Bruin to be namedTlayer of the Week this

season, joining senior outside hitter Annett
Buckner and senior middle blocker Alyson
Randick on the honor roll.

"Michelle is a good player," UCLATiead"
coach Andy Banachowski said. **She works
hard every day in practice. It was a good
opportunity to get her in there for a while."

Coleman, who has watched sophomore
Kelly Flannigan start the last 13 consecu-
tive matches, contributed 1 1 assists, four
digs and two block assists. However,
Friday night's thriller against the Cardinal
had Coleman itching to get off the bench.

"It's always a good feeling to get in there

and play," Coleman said. "But having sat

• • •

Saturday nighfs 15-9, 15-1, 15-6 defeat
of ninth-place Cal gave junior middle
blocker Michelle Mauney and freshman
setter Kim Coleman extended playing time.

Mauney registered two block assists,

five digs and an ace in her three games.

"It*s always a good feeling to

get in there and play. But hav-

ing sat three hours on the

bench the night before, I just

realize how much I want to be

in there."

Kim Krull

Women's Volleyball Player

three hours on the bench the night before, I

just realize how much I want to be in

there."

• • •

Friday's defeat of Stanford (21-1 overall,

13-1 in Pacific- 10) inched the Bruins (24-3,
13-2) to within one game of the Cardinal in

the Pac-10 race. Looking ahead, the sched-
ule favors the Bruins. UCLA faces
unranked Oregon, Oregon State,
Pepperdine and No. 13 USC. The Cardinal
face four ranked teams \n their final four
matches. No. 15 Arizona, No. 16 Arizona
State, No. 22 Washington State and No. 25
Washington.

ABBY MOSKOWITZOaily Brum
After her team beat Stanford and Cal last weekend, sophomore middle blocker
Kim Krull was named the Pac-10 Player of the Week.

The UCLA men's volleyball team saw its

only action of the fall at the Rucanor
Thunderball Tournament in British
Columbia last weekend. Playing exclusive-

ly against Canadian teams, the Bruins won
all five matches to take the gold medal.
UCLA disposed of the University of

Winnipeg 15-3, 15-13, 15-4 in the champi-
onship match. Senior middle blocker Jeff

Nygaard, coming off a summer with the

U.S. National team, was named the

Tournament MVP while junior setter Stein

Metzger was a First-Team All Tourney
selection.

"Nygaard blocked better than I've ever
seen him," head coach Al Scates said. "He
is really moving his game to world-class
level. Stein also played very well, his set-

ting was much improved. He's releasing
the ball much quicker and creating a lot of
one- on-one situations for us."

The tournament does not count toward
the Bruins' final regular season record.
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SHABBAT AT CHABAD!
Every Friday nig^t at Sundown
Great people, great food, great place.

The meal is free, the atmosphere is relaxed,

and no reservations are required.

See you this Friday at 6:00 p,tn,!

(310) 208-7511 741 Gajdey Ave. - Westwood

PIZZA vsjm
Italian Restaurant

207-5900
an

(it's huge!)
11628 SANTA MONICA BLVD.

SUN-THURS 11-12 AM • FRI & SAT 11-2 AM
I

$12.99
I 15 Inch Pizza , 2 Toppings

I only$8i9| i

I

plus Garlic Breed and 2 Cokes i
i

[_Add $2 and mate lt£n Ex-La5eJ8;_
j

[_"" U-paCK Of COKe

$1.99 10- Piece

I Chicken Hot Wings and Fries

' with order of Pizza

Spaghetti and Garlic bread

,

only$2J9

Tortellini and Garlic bread i

I

i
only $2,991

I
|mlnlmwnordei_$8.00 |

Thin or Thick Crust. NO EXTRA CHARGE!
Lowfat cheese available upon request ^^ ig^

^f/^

X-LARGE
All De toppings |

your heart desires |
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Sports
hoops favored to win

STEVEN KIM/Daily Bruin

Charles G'Bannon and the rest of the UCLA men's basketball
team will play tonight in the Bruin's annual intra-squad game.

No matter what,

UCLA will win

intra-squad game
By Randy Satterburg
Daily Bruin Staff

How deep is the UCLA bas-

ketball team this year?

At the annual intrasquad game
tonight at 7:30 in Pauley
Pavilion, the Bruins will show-
case a blue and a white team -

both of which could make some
noise in any of the nation's top

conferences.

The white team will be big and
it will be quick. UCLA assistant

coach Lorenzo Romar will have
the luxury of coaching Ed
O'Bannon, Charles O'Bannon,
Ike Nwankwo, Cameron Dollar,

Toby Bailey and omm'A Givens
as the white team's top six play-

ers. Romar's biggest dilemma
will be deciding which player to

hold aside as his sixth man.

Assistant coaches Mark
Gottfried and Steve Lavin >vill

have an equally dai(nting task

when they must pick a starting

five for the blue team. This
squad may have more outside

shooters with Tyus Edney,
Marquis Burns and Kevin
Dempsey being joined by front-

courters George Zidek, J.R.

Henderson and Kris Johnson.

With an exhibition against the

Perth, Australia Wildcats loom-
ing around the corner (Nov. 17)

and the season opener against

Northridge (Nov. 22) not too far

off after that, the intrasquad
game will give head coach Jim
Harrick a better idea of how the

Bruins' playing rotation is taking

shape.

UCLA returns starters at four

of five positions, all of whom

averaged double-figures in

points last season. Charles
O'Bannon will benefit from a

year of experience under his belt

alongside the senior trio of Ed
O'Bannon, Edney and Zidek.

The race for that fifth starting

spot in the lineup starts now and

figures to be intense. With four

new freshmen adding increased

depth and versatility, Harrick
will have a variety of options at

his disposal.

"We have four starters return-

ing, six other lettermen and one
of the best recruiting classes in

college basketball," Harrick said.

"I look forward to the start of

this season with great anticipa-

tion."

Harrick will leave the coach-

ing decisions in the intrasquad

game up to his assistant coaches

so he can better observe the

game-action from the scorer's

table.

J 1

Where tiiey stand

Soccer America
Men's Collegiate
Top 20
1

.

Indiana

2. Boston University

3. Soutli Carotin^

4. Virginia

5. Fresno State

6. UCLA
7. Dul<e - --X""^'? -

8. North Carolina State

9. UNC Charlotte

10. North Carolina

11.X5eorgetown
12. James Madison
13. Southern Methodist
14. Cal State Fullerton

15. Florida International

16. Saint Louis

1 7. Maryland
18. William & Mary
1 9. San Jose State

20. Penn State

Men's soccer update

The UCLA men's soccer

team has struj^gled over the

last two games, and with the

post-season beginning this

weekend, the Bruins have to

get back on track quickly. To
see how things are coming
along...

See page 30

Volleyball update

UCLA middle blocker Kim
Krull (above) earned Pac-10

Player of the Week honors in

volleyball for the week ofOct
30. To read about the latest

news on the women's team...

See page 31

UCLA Sports Info

UCLA defender Adam Frye maintains an aggressive brand of soccer whether he's
playing in the backfield or pushing forward to attack.

The intimidation factor
Adam Frye plays with

intensity and aggression

in every aspect of his

game, which can make
opponents think twice

before they try to enter

the Bruin backfield

By Hm Costner
Daily Bruin Senior Staff

Considering that UCLA's Adam Frye plays

the position of defender with a seemingly fear-

less aggression, it's a wonder that he stepped

into the role just two years ago.

But then again, even when Frye gets the

opportunity to come forward and attack for the

UCLA men's soccer team, the junior brings

the same aggressive style to his offensive

See FRYE, page 29

Final tune-up
for w. tennis
during Roiex
Invitational
By Chris Isldro

The preseason is ticking away for the

UCLA women's tennis team as tiiey travel to

Irvine for the Rolex Regional Invitational

Thursday through Sunday for the final tune-

up of the year.

While many leading players from other

schools are ducking this tournament, UCLA
will invade Orange County with full force.

Leading the charge are Keri Phebus and Jane

Chi, seeded one and two respectively at the

tournament.

"We have two of the top players here in the

country," UCLA head coach Bill Zaima said,

"and they're warriors because they can both

make it through a tournament"

Phebus, a finalist at the NCAA
Championships and the Riviera All-American

Tournament, hopes to carry her play all the

way to a title. "Keri and I both realize that at

the last two tournaments, she played her best

match in the semifinals," Zajma said. "She
knows she needs to come back in the rinal&

and play equally as well."

Chi, who just recently returned from dou-

bles competition at the Asian Games, is look-

ing to show that her semifinal upset at the

All-Araerican tourney was merely a fluke. "I

think she's much more ready to play this tour-

nament than she was at the All-An)erican,"

says Zaima. "That she was able to beat the

1 3th-ranked player from USC and a tough one

from Duke without playing that much singles

was really an accomplishment."

Susie Starrett, seeded fourth in Irvine, will

rebound from a back injury which kiKx:ked

her out of the All-American three weeks ago.

"She played too many sets for her body in too

few days," Zaima said. "So what we've asked

her to do is to get her body stronger to play

tournament tennis."

After sitting out a year on a medical red-

shirt, team captain Paige Yaroshuk returned to

the fray with an impressive showing at the

Riviera, advancing to the quarterfinals of the

event and meriting the No. 8 seed this week.

"Paige has stepped it up a notch, so she needs

to carry that confidence over to play that well

in this tournament, to prove to everybody hej^

game has come to another level," Zaima said.

Unh/ersity of California. Los Angeles

See TINNIS, pagelT^
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Fees expected to increase 10, not 18 percent
Possible rise to be

averaged through

year, no refunds

By Alisa Ulferts

Daily Bruin Senior Staff

Inching even closer to final

implementation of this year's reg

fee hikes, UC President Jack
Peltason told UC chancellors to

assume an annual student fee
increase of $345,

This 1994-95 student fee hike is

less than the otiginally projected

$620 a year and would be applica-

ble to educational fees only.

In a^Nov. 3 letter to all UC
chancellors, Peltason said it was

Inside News

Party parties
Tuesday night was a

tumultuous time at the

downtown Biltmore Hotel

and LAX Doubleu-ee Hotel,

where the Democrats and
Republicans held election

parties. Bruins from both

political parties turned out

for the festivities. Here's a

behind-the-scenes look at

election night experiences.

See page 3

After Hours

Haute
couture
Need to know what's hot

and what's not in fashion?

After Hours should shed
some light on the subject

and keep the fashion police

away.

See page 22

Back Page

Heart and
soul

Junior outside hitter

Jenny Johnson is the emo-
tional leader of the UCLA
women's volleyball team.

In addition, she happens to

be an All Pac-10 player ...

See page 44

highly unlikely that the state

would pull the "trigger" legisla-

tion - an initiative that would
automatically instigate a series of
budget cuts to many state agen-
cies, including the university.

However, Peltason warned that

the state will not make its final

decision until Nov. 15.

"Nearly $1 billion of unantici-

pated problems (in the state)

would have to arise between Nov.
1 and Nov. 15 in order to release

the trigger," Peltason said in the

letter. "This seems highly unlike-

ly," he added.

UC regents increased student
fees 18 percent this year but said

the amount would be reduced if

the university did not lose state

funding mid-year. If this funding -

or trigger - is not pulled, the uni-

versity will be able to implement
staff pay raises and lower the stu-

dent fee increase to 10 percent,

according to Peltason.

"Depending on what the state

concludes on this with regard to

the budget trigger, then there will

be no mid-year budget cut," said

Tom Debley, a spokesman in the

office of the president." That
means we can go ahead with the

regents' decision to rollback the

student fee increase to 10 per-

cent."

Debley added that the only stu-

dents eligible for a refund for fall

quarter would be graduating stu-

dents and other students who for

various reasons withdrew from the

university.

For all other students the winter

and spring reg fees will be

reduced enough to average out the

10 percent increase over the entire

year.

That is welcome news to many
students who have protested the

steady stream of reg fee hikes
implemented in the past four
years, saying the cost of an educa-
tion was too burdensome and was
restricting lower income students

from pursuing higher education.

Peltason noted that financial aid,

which is received by many lower
income students, will also be
adjusted to reflect the lowered fee

increase.

Pellason's letter also confirmed
the reinstatement of salary
increases and cost of living adjust-

ments for eligible staff members,
but denied any salary increases for

the most senior executives.
Jacl( Peltason

i^ump it up Feinstein wins in most
expensive Senate race

ROEL BAUTISTA

Peter Chen participates in the blood donation competition
between UCLA and USC.

By Charles Lewis
and Kandace Bender
San Francisco Examiner

SAN FRANCISCO— U.S. Sen.

Dianne Feinstein successfully
fought an anti-incumbent tide on
Election Day to defeat Republican

challenger Michael Huffington in

the California Senate race, the

costliest in history with a total

expenditure of more than $44 mil-

lion.

With 100 percent of the vote
reported, except for some absentee

ballots, Feinstein on Wednesday
held a 2 percent lead - 47 percent to

45 percent - over Huffington.

Both candidates were cautious at

celebrations with supporters on
Tuesday night, advising them to

"wail until lomonow."
Huffington got a boost from the

victory for Proposition 1 87, the con-

troversial anti-immigration initia-

tive he embraced during the

campaign.

Several statewide polls last week
had Feinstein with a strong lead,

and Huffington 's last-minute gains

demonstrated that the race was one

of the most volatile in the nation.

A Voter News Service exit poll

showed Huffington, a first-term

Republican congressman from
Santa Barbara, won the support of

Dianne Feinstein .

64 percent of voters who supported

Proposition 187. The same poll

showed Feinstein got the support of

69 percent of the voters who
opposed Proposition 187.

On a day when incumbents
around the nation were kicked out

See SENATE, page 15

GSA officer talces gamble in move to Las Vegas
By Gil Hopenstand
Daily Bruin Senior Staff

The graduate student associa-

tion will decide whether or not to

request the resignation of its com-
missioner of communications at

tonight's forum meeting.

Lee Miller might be asked to

step down because of possible dif-

ficulties performing his assigned
tasks, resulting from his moving
to Las Vegas, association officials

said.

"He isn't here to fulfill his

duties or attend meetings as
required," explained Tim Beasley,

association (nesident.

While remaining a UCLA-
enrolled student. Miller said he
moved away in September
because of financial difficulties

after not being hired as a teaching

assistant in political science.

Aside from being a voting
member of the group's cabinet.

Miller oversees communication
among the association offices and
Uicir 10,000 constituents across

the campus. He also publishes the

association's "Grad" newsletter

and "e-Grad" electronic newslet-

ter.

Regardless of geographical dis-

tance. Miller maintains that he can
successfully continue his job.

"I planned to rely extensively

on staff support while executing
my duties, and I see no reason
why I cannot communicate to staff

via e-mail or fax," Miller said in a

letter to the association forum.

Beasley argued that such long-

distance correspondences would
put an undue sU'ain on the office's

current staff, and that if Miller will

not step down if asked to, he
might be impeached.

Miller insisted that regardless

of his absence from campus, his

experience makes him the best
qualified person for the job.

"It was I who wrote the job
description for this position and
who designed the role that it

would play in a revitalized GSA.
A new appointee would have to

begin anew without the benefit of

the planning that I have done dur-

ing spring and summer," he wrote

in the letter.

Beasley said Miller's post is

important because the organiza-

tion has difficulties communicat-
ing with UCLA graduate students.

"As far as the newsletter goes,

we don't have one - and we want-

ed to have one by now," he said,

adding that it is hard to solicit

feedback from students.

The GSA's forum will be held

at 400 Kerckhoff Hall at 6 p.m.

Fatality rate of Sunset
accidents escalating
By Lucia Sanchez
Dally Bruin Staff

Campus myth has it that

helicopters turned Bunche Hall

around because 405 freeway
drivers got into accidents after

being blinded by the sunlight

glaring off the building's win-
dows. Though the legend isn't

true, accidents do happen on
Sunset Boulevard.

During 1994 alone, there

\

have been eight traffic-related

deaths along the stretch of
Sunset Boulevard between the

405 freeway and Beveriy Glen
Boulevard, according to the
West traffic Bureau of the Los
Angeles police department.

Since 1990 there have been
1 1 deaths along this strip of
road, and 15 people have been
hospitalized because of serious

See SUNSEi; pag@ 15
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What's Brewin' Today
Arthur Ashe Foundation for the Defeat of AIDS
Tennis tournament in conjunction with Worid
AIDS Day on Dec. 3

If interested in playing or volunteering; contact

Kristina Mack at 206-6079
,

Cultural Affairs

Sign-ups for Student Talent Network -

Showcase '95

Pick up applications and call for audition

appointments

Kerckhoff306
442-1052 or 209-0323

UCLA Marina Aquatic Center

Sign-ups for classes

Beginning Sailing - Fee: $91

Beginning Windsurfing - Fee: $77
Classes offered on Saturdays or Sundays
UCLA Marina Aquatic Center, 14001 Fiji Way
Call 823-0048 for more information

7 a.m. - 11 a.m.

Pilipinos for Community Health

Bagel Sale

Center for Health Sciences

824-7660

9 a.m.

Placement & Career Planning Center

Workshop: Applying to Grad School

At 2 p.m.: Writing a Powerful Personal Essay
PCPC Building

Call 206-1944 to register

10 a.m. - 5 p.m.

Project Literacy UCLA
Book Drive - donate your books for charily

Bruin Walk
825-2417

11 a.m. - 5 p.m.

Peer Health Counselors

Women's Health Options Sessions - birth

control and gynecological exam information

Women's Health Clinic, Student Health Services

825-8462

Noon

Placement & Career Planning Center

"Ride the Internet to a Job" _^__
PCPC building

825-2981

Office of International Students & Scholars and
International Students Association

Pronunciation workshop
Men's Gym 105 - «.

825-1681 or 825-2726

Noon - 4 p.m.

Peer Health Counselors -—
Cold Clinic, First Aid, Contraception Sales

Kerckhofr401
825-8462 1

12:15 p.m.

University Catholic Center

Weekly Rosary Group
Ackerman3516

;

208-5015

3 p.m.

Armenian Students' Association

General meeting

Ackerman3517 ,, j- '
'

206-9124

4 p.m.

American Scanillnavian Association

New membership meeting

Ackerman 3508 .

391-5076 '

Center for the Study of Women
Lecture: "Toward a Genealogy of Political

Mof^ism" by Professor Wendy Brown
Kinsey 288
825-0590 ^^~

4:15 p.m.

College of Letters Mni Sdaiice AoMttmlc
Support Worttshops

Academic Goal Setting and Motivation

At 7 p.m.: Developing Critical Thinking Skills

Griffin Commons 203
825-9315

5 p.m-

Gamma Theta Upsllon - Geography Club

Meeting
BuncheA-163
824-9946

Model United Nations

General meeting - all involved in the

Conference, please attend

Ackerman 3530
825-1241

Pac Ties

Staff meeting

Kerckhoff210D
825-1004

PLR.LA.
Alerte Belance will speak on conditions in Haiti

Haines 6
825-7843

UCLA Samahang Pilipino

"Let's Speak Tagalog"

Kerckhoff409
At 7:30 p.m.: PCN Dance basics at east side

Pauley

825-2727

5:30 p.m.

Sportscar Performance & Motoring

General meeting

Moore 1003

209-1164

6 p.m.

Bniin Now
General meeting

Ackerman 3508
824-5644

Korean American Christian Fellowship

Bible Study

Haines 2

575-8681 or 794-9736

UCLA Premedical Society

Meeting

Franz 1260
824-1465

7 p.m.

Alpha Phi Omega
"To Your Health"

Sproul 5 north

824-1067

Campus Events

Films: "The Client" followed by "The Fugitive"

Ackerman Grand Ballroom
Cost: $2
825-1958

University Buddhist Association

Evening meditation and discussion

Uniyersity Religious Conference, 900 Hilgacd
398-7616

^-

8 p.m.

Hwa Rang Do - Martial Art Club

Korean martial art class

Wooden Center Gold Room
824-5863

institute of Archaeology Public Lecture Series

"America's First Science Center: Roanoke
Island" by Ivor Noel Hume, Foundation

Archaeologist, Colonial Williamsburg

Lenart Auditorium, Fowler Museum
206-8934

Pi Kappa Phi

Information meeting
Ackerman 3525
470-2134

Cooper Union: university

education free of diarge,
By Peter Passell

The New York Tirnes

NEW YORK — The poster-

crammed bulletin boards, grubbily

clad undergraduates mingling in

clumps and scent of old dust
mixed with fresh paint bring to

mind any of a hundred urban cam-
puses.

But this isn't just any campus.
The students, a potpourri of races

and ethnic groups, are among the

most talented in America, and the

curriculum is among the most
demanding.
More striking, the only barrier

to entry is the fierce competition

for places in the freshman class.

This is Cooper Union, a special-

ized college of art, architecture

and engineering - and the only
private American college of its

caliber that charges no tuition.

How does it provide the best

and remain free? Can it keep on
doing it? More subtly, should it

keep doing it for those students

whose families can afford to pay?
The economics of Cooper

Union, like its curriculum, are

unique. But the problems of keep-

ing the college accessible to

everyone with brains and motiva-

tion parallel those of other ambi-
tious colleges that must
increasingly rely on big donors to

write checks.

Henry Cobb, former dean of
Harvard's School of Architecture

and senior partner in the firm of
Pei, Cobb & Fried, calls the
school "the hidden gem of New
Yoric."

It is the legacy of Peter Cooper
(not only the designer of the first

American steam locomotive but

also the inventor of Jell-O), whose
1859 endowment specified that

the school should be "as free as air

and water."

The founding tradition of acces-

sibility still has echoes in a half-'

dozen Cooper Union community
outreach programs in science and
art

But the primary focus of the

institution is the undergraduate
college, with an enrollment just

topping 1,000.

Its engineering school consis-

tently ranks near the top in the

nation among specialized under-

graduate programs. And no won-
der: Three-quarters of the
freshmen admitted in 1993 had
math SAT scores above 700, out

of a possible 800 - in the top 2

percent in the country.

Cooper Union's architecture

program, with a reputation for

nurturing creativity while still

teaching the nuts and bolts, was
called "perhaps the most impor-
tant architecture school in the

worid" by Domus, the architecture

journal.

And while the Art School is

arguably the least sparkling of
Cooper Union's jewels, it still can

boast of a higher selectivity rate

than Harvard's, plus a long list of

distinguished graduates including

George Segal, Alex Katz, Eva
Hesse, Tom Wesselman, Milton
Glaser, Lee Krasner, Joel-Peter

Witkin, Edward Sorel and Mark
Alan Stamaty.

What makes Cooper Union's
standards all the more remarkable

See TUmON, page 1,7
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Republicans prevail nationwide,

celebrate with a 'grand old parti
By Phillip Carter

Daily Bruin Staff

In striking contrast to their not-

so-victorious celebration in 1992,

the California Republican Party

applauded the election of its lead-

ers to statewide and national posts

Tuesday night with great pomp
and considerable circumstance.

The gala, held at the

Doubletree
Hotel near Los
Angeles
Airport, was a

virtual who's
who of Grand
Old Party faith-

ful. Attendees,

such as the

Gallo family of

winemaking
fame, represent-

ed the wealth, industry and
power elites of California.

However, it would be unfair to

say that the Republicans won ^o

handily based on the support Of

their traditionally wealthy con-

stituents. Commentators agreed

there was a definite shift in this

year's election strategy - away
from appeasing the fears of the

few and toward appealing to the

hates of the masses - through
Proposition 187.

New demographic groups
showed up in force at the party,

where the odor of alcohol hung
heavy in the air. Unlike election

night in 1992, this event included

participants young and old.

And also unlike the state and •

national conventions in 1992, the

two-to-one ratio of Brooks
Brothers tailor-made suits to J.C.

Penney off-the-rack suits was
reversed, with people from many
tax brackets represented at the

function.

Despite the large margin with

which Gov. Pete Wilson won re-

election over Democratic candi-

date Kathleen Brown, and the

similar manner in which
Republicans prevailed nation-

wide, the loudest cheers came
from the crowd when news of
Proposition 187's passage
appeared on the screen.

The controversial ami -illegal

immigration initiative, which

passed by a two-to-one margin,

was supported by the Republican

party from the top of the ticket on
down. In the end, it became both

the carrot and the stick to get

Unlike election night in

1992, this event includ-

ed participants young

and old.

Republicans out to vote, one com-
mentator at the event said.

"When Republicans placed
(Prop. 184) and Prop. 187 on the

ballot, they knew that crime and

immigration would be issues that

would bring Republican voters

out and cause crossover votes

from some Democrats," KABC
commentator and prominent Los
Angeles attorney Gloria Allred

said.

Dubbed "mean-spirited" and
"racist" by its opponents.
Proposition 1 87 dominated the

See REPUBUCAN, page 14

are down,
but not out at Biltmore
Disappointments

concluded end pf

'94 election party

By Sheening Un
and Tara Prescott

"These hands worked for jus-

tice," "No taxation without repre-

sentation" and "Human need, not

corporate
greed."

The banners

at Tuesday
night's
Democratic
election night

party at the

Biltmore Hotel

in downtown
Los Angeles
were as outspo-

ken as the people who held them.

But they didn't hold all of the

evening's passions.

Waves of emotion swept
through the throng of activists,

swirled past the "No On 187"

signs, and fell upon the

Democratic supporters struggling

to join the melee and declare their

alliances with the Democratic
ticket.

The Proposition 1 87 protest

was the peak of the evening for

the 1 ,000 people who congregat-

ed^t the hotel to endorse
Democrat gubernatorial candi-

date Kathleen 3rown in her race

against incumbent Gov. Pete
Wilson.

And despite feelings of disap-

pointment and Brown's dignified

admission of defeat, a pervasive

sense of hope characterized the

evening.

The grandeur of the Biltmore's

architecture greeted Democratic
supporters as they entered the

hotel. The foyer, filled with foun-

tains, wooden moldings and
flourishing conversations, held

no signs. Attendees seemed to

know by instinct where they were
going.

Early in the nifht, the lobby,
was practically empty. The only

See DEMOCRATIC, page 12
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Rwandans fearful

of returning home
MURAMBI, Rwanda — Since the war
ended in July, tens of thousands of Tiitsis

have returned to Rwanda, as many as

300,000 by unofficial counts. They are

not among the refugees who fled after

massacres erupted in April, but refugees

from ethnic violence of 20 and 30 years

ago. Their return is creating demographic
and political changes tharare potentially

explosive.

The Rwandan government and the

international community agree that a high

priority is getting the Hutu refugees who
fled this summer to come home. The
presence of more than a million
Rwandans outside the country not only

undermines the government's legitimacy

but also offers potential recruits for the

former Rwandan leadership which wants

to regain power by force. ^

U.S. assures Korea
about foreign poiicy
SEOUL, Korea — Secretary of State

Warren Christopher came to Seoul to tell

the South Koreans that Washington was
committed to their security, but on
Wednesday he found himself reassuring

them that Republican virrories in

Congress would not cl^ge the course of

American foreign policy.

Christopher's words were also intend-

ed as a message to the world - most
immediately to the foreign leaders that

both President Clinton and Christopher

will meet in Asia in the coming days -

that they'should not overreact to the shift

of the power balance in Washington.

Vote on worid trade
to test Republicans
WASHINGTON — The first test of
whether newly victorious Republicans
and a humbled Clinton administration

will try to work together will come later

this month in a vote on one of the most
important economic initiatives of the past

decade: The long-delayed approval of a

world trade agreement that both parties

say Jhey support, except when they start

discussing its details.

Failure to pass the 123-nation agree-

ment, which advocates argue will raise

American exports by $20 billion by the

end of the decade, would undercut
Clinton's case that he is creating jobs in

America by pressing free trade agree-

ments in Asia and Latin America.

Zhlrnovsky speaks
at United Nations
UNITED NATIONS — Vladimir
Zhirnovsky, the Russian nationalist

politician touring the United States

stopped by here Wednesday and lost no
time chastising the United Nations for

what he regarded as interfering in

international affairs. .

«

He said the imposition by the^U.N. of

embargoes on such countries as Iraq and
the former Yugoslavia had yielded "no
positive results" and noted that the lead-

ers they were intended to curb "are peo-

ple still in power" while "women and
children suffer."

As for his foreign policy objectives, he

said he did not want spheres of influence

dominated by either the former Soviet

Union, or Germany or the United States.

Nation

America 'gives ball'

to Grand Old Party
WASHINGTON — The Republicans
have left no doubt where they stand.

Most of those who were elected to

Congress on Tuesday signed what the^

called a "Contract With America'^

-

sweeping promises of tax cuts, a stronger

military, a balanced budget, less generous

welfare programs and term limits.

Many of them also campaigned for lim-

its on abortions, prayer in the schools,

government-paid tuition to private
schools and for a crackdown on criminals.

Republicans have talked like this for

years. Now, for the first time in their lives,

those in Congress are in control and in a

positioa to force action.

Clinton recognizes
Republican control
WASHINGTON -^ Even as President
Clinton reached out a bipartisan hand to

victorious Republicans Wednesday, the

White House was casting about for ways
to govern that would not require congres-

sional co(^)eration.

Looking somewhat chastened and
sounding very conciliatory, President

CUnton^accepted his share of responsibili-

ty iat the devastating midterm defeats suf-

fered by Democrats in Congress and said

that he would try to fmd common ground
.with Republicans as they take charge of
the House and Senate.

But while congratulating Sen. Bob Dole
and Representative Newt Gingrich, the

next speaker of the House, Clinton also

warned that his political rivals must now
do their part to help him govern.

Parties concur to
find comnicin ^

WASHINGTON — On Wednesday,
Republicans claimed a political revolu-

tion, promised to balance the federal

budget and generally reveled in winniitg

control of both the House and the Senate

for the first time in 40 years.

Sounding more like diplomats than

the feuding politicians who exchanged
insults in recent days. President Clinton

and the Republican congressional lead-

ers. Sen. Boli» Dole of Kansas and Rep.
Newt Gingrich of Georgia, pledged to

look for areas where they could work
together.

Representative Gingrich said he
hoped his party could find a way to deal

with Clinton and "package some things

he can sign while he is vetoing others."

Astronauts chart
ozone depletions
HOUSTON, Texas — The Atlantis
astronauts pleased researchers Monday
with precise measurements of ozone
losses in the Southern Hemisphere and
delighted themselves with a trip through

the glow of the Southern Lights.

The 1 1 -day atmospheric research mis-

sion is scheduled to soar past the mid-
way point late Tuesday.

"There is two to three times less

ozone in the ozone hole than there is

outside," said Mike Gunson, a

researcher with the National Aeronautics

and Space Administration. He displayed

charts of readings produced by one of
the instruments aboard the $ 1 20 million

atmospheric observatory lodged in the

shuttle's cargo bay.
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To get into a good business school, you can't just be
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Bruin loses race for assemblyman
Despite setback,

Arce to continue

career in politics

By Patrick Kerkstra

UCLA second-year student
Josh Arce lost the race Tuesday
night for California
Assemblyman of the 38th dis-

trict, which includes Northridge

and Simi Valley.

Arc^rthe Democratic candi-

date^ garnered 27 percent of the

vote, in comparison to 67 per-

cent for Republican incumbent
Paula Boland, with 44 percent

of the precincts reporting. Green

Party candidate Charles Wilken
received 9 percent of the vote.

"i'm disappointed, but on the

other hand, I know we did
everything right. We did all that

we could," Arce said.

Despite Arce's loss, one
Democratic official praised the

candidate for running a good
^campaign.

"It wasn't unexpected," said

California Democratic Party

Press Secretary Michael
Monasmith. "But he did a lot of

precinct walking, got a lot of
grass roots support and he held

his own."
Other supporters were disap-

pointed but not surprised by the

results as well.

"It was tough. He had a lot of
things working against him,"
said Jeremy Padow. a second-

year student at Cal State
Northridge.

Art student Julie Quint, also

from Cal State Northridge, said

she voted for Arce even though
she is a Republican. "I think a

lot of older people saw his name
out there and said. 'Oh look, a

kid,'" she said.

"Yesterday was a tough day to

be a Democrat anywhere," said

Arce, referring to the the anti-

Democratic sentiment that

swept in many Republican can-

didates nationwide. But a larger

See ARCE, page 17

Man arrested for grand
theft auto in Westw(

Daily Bruin Hews

By Lucia Sanchaz
Dally Bruin Staff

University police arrested a
man for grand theft auto early
Wednesday morning on Wilshire
Boulevard at the Federal Building.

Police officers booked the sus-

pect as "John Doe" when the
name and date of birth he gave
them did not check out, said uni-

versity detective Mark Littlestone.

Doe was arrested at 3:39 a.m.

Wednesday by university police

officer Terrence Duren. While
Duren was on patrol, he observed
Doe looking under the hood of a

car that seemed to be overheated.

• II
Littlestone said.

Duren then pulled over (o see if

the driver needed assistance, he

added.

"(Duren) asked the driver who
he was and who the car belonged

to, and the suspect told him he
didn't have a driver's license,"

Littlestone said.

Duren observed a screwdriver

in the ignition, wires dangling
from the steering wheel and a Ixo-

ken passenger window, Littlestone

said.

"Based on all that, he arrested

the driver for grand theft auto," he

See ilRREST, page 16
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Blood drive benefits from USC-UCLA rivairy
Bleeding Bruins

show school spirit,

make a difference

By Tara Prescott

You don't have to bleed blue

and gold to be a participant in the

1994 USC-UCLA Blood Bowl.
"Here for Blood Bowl. Must

beat use," was the automatic
response of Tom Wayson, sec-

ond-year anthropology student.

Wayson was one of the first batch

of students to participate in the

blood drive which began
Monday.
Each November, the Student

Welfare Commission and the Red
Cross establish the Blood Bowl
between the two infamous rivals,

use and UCLA. According to

Gail Mc Cracken, Red Cross rep-

resentative, UCLA has won tlie

competition for the past five

years.

"We probably win because the

use people don't w^nt to get

dirty," joked Wayson.
Each school sets a goal for the

amount of donations they can
achieve in a week. The winner is

determined by how close each

school gets to its goal and what
percentage of the donor base
gave blood. UCLA's goal for this

week is 200 pints.

"There's really been a good
showing so far." Betty Stibers. a
Red Cross volunteer, said.

Students interested in donating
blood can sign up for an appoint-

ment on Bruin Walk or just walk
in to the John Wooden Center
from 10:45 a.m. to 4 p.m.
Thursday and Friday. Students
who miss the drive at the John
Wooden Center can donate' in the

residence halls next week.

The winner of the Blood Bowl
will be announced at the halftime

of the USC-UCLA football game.
Regardless of how the college

competition turns out, the
patients in need of blood will

greatly benefit from the blood
drive, officials said.

Mc Cracken cites uninformed
fear of AIDS transmission as^ one
of the reasons why numbers of
donors are decreasing.

'IWeare having a critical blood
shortage," Mc Cracken said. "It

usually doesn't happen until the

holidays, but this year it hap-
pened sooner."

"I donate blood because I like

the feeling it gives me," said
Matthew Fox, a first-year gradu-

ate student in atmospheric sci-

ences. "My blood type is^O posi-

tive, so my blood can be given to

anyone."

Leah Brown, a first-year unde-
clared student, donated blood for

the first time in support of the

drive. "I think (donating blood in

competition with USC) is pretty

stupid. It's not the most impor-
tant reason to give blood. But if it

gets people to donate, that's
fine," Brown said.

And students said donating
blood shows how they can make
a difference.

"It's one thing I can do," said

Wayson.
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Fastest &vwrtttg Colons
based in mdefxin^nt siud}'

^^ on file
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Tuesday's vote a neo-Reaganite
Voters want less

government, no
activist agenda

By Andrew Glass
Cox News Service

WASHINGTON — As the next

speaker of the House, Rep. Newt
Gingrich of Georgia plans to install

a state-of-the-art data retrieval sys-

tem that, for the first time, will

allow everybody with access to a
personal computer and a phone the

kind of "real-time" entree to the

inner workings of Congress that

until now has been available only
to high-paid Washington lobbyists.

- Although Gingrich speaks glow-
ingly of a high-tech, future, the

broadly based Republican election

victory that promises to put him in

control of the House next year

appears firmly rooted in the past.

The 1994 elections delivered a

sweeping rejection of Democratic
policies from President Ginton on
down. But much to the chagrin of
the White House, the results also

reflected a wide reaffirmation of
the Republican era that began in

1980 with Ronald Reagan's ascent

to the White House.

The Republican "Contract with

America," largely fashioned by
Gingrich, bore a striking likeness

to the Keagan formula.

Then, as now, the Republicans
conceived a federal government
that would do less, not more, while

lifting the burden on taxpayers. In

1980, Jimmy Carter warned that

such policies would lead to huge
federal deficits. He was right

Some 14 years later, Clinton
went on the stump carrying the

same warning. But now, as then,

the voters tuned out.

The Republican "contract" lifted

the election to a national plane. No
longer was the issue merely the

fate of 535 House members, many
of whom had found individual
favor with their constituents. The
vote became a referendum on
Clinton's activist policies.

But the public's mood, as
Gingrich noted Wednesday, now
favors a smaller government with

less power in Washington and

See ANALYSIS, page IX

I can make $120/week doing what?

alitbmia Cryobank, Inc. is looking

for youn§ male students (19-34

years of age) to donate sperm. Vou will

participate in a program designed to

help couples who arc not able to have

children.

In the United States close to rwent>'

million people are affected by

V'"''

infertilir/. Often the only solution is

to use sperm from donors.

You are guaranteed complete

anonymity. You will also obtain

financial compensation and free

medical/genetic testing. For more

details call <310)«43-5Z44 EXT 24

WHY WAIT?
Open Sam to Spin
• Prompt, caring service

• Primary Care

• Women's center

• No Appointment Necessary

An Immediate Care Center

^HkeOipaas

Daily Bruin

Advertise. It Works.

Medlpace Medical Group
1990 Westwood Blvd.
Los Angeles, Ca 90025
(310)470-8880

Most Insurance and
credit cards accepted.

-s^ ^zr

\'^'

Do not juUgc, and you

will not be judged. Do
not condemn, and you

will not be condemned.

Forgive, and you will be

forgiven.

-Luke 6:37
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Clinton faced with international iame-duck' image
Midterm results

could threaten

Clinton's appeal

By Bernard Kaplan
Hearst Newspapers

.PARIS — In the next two
yearSj Bill Clinton will be handi-

capped as a world leader by a

widespread feeling among foreign

officials that he is a lame-duck
president.

His aides in Washington have
suggested that Clinton will con-

centrate more on foreign policy

now that his domestic program
has been bashed at the polls, but

some diplomats here are skepti-

cal.

They warn that he may find

international affairs even harder
to handle than he has in the last

two years. The reason they offer

is that he will be seen abroad as,

at best, a president who may be
unable to deliver on his promises
because of a resolutely hostile

Congress.

At worst, they say, he will be
dismissed as a one-termer with
only a short time left in the White
House.

"Clinton must now look like a

loser," said a veteran British
diplomat who spoke on condition

of anonymity. "This will be
weighed into most calculations by
foreign governments doing busi-

ness with his administration. The
next two years may see little

achieved (in international affairs)

as other governments wait to see

who will be in power after 1996.

Many already doubt that it will be
Clinton."

France's lea(}ing daily, Le
Monde, called the mid-term elec-

tions a "severe reprimand" to

Clinton. It said that America "cur-

rently offers the curious spectacle

of an economy at the top of its

form that, nevertheless, has failed

to dissipate the anxiety and rancor
of public opinion."

Le Monde said the president
had failed because he had
"promised to re-establish
Americans' confidence in their

government and, on the evidence.

See EUROVIEW, page 11
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THE ORIGINAL GOURMET
CINNAMON ROLL

or Pecan Roll

Buy One Get One
Reg. $1.55

Fof 6 Of more,

please call ahead

Exp. 11/30/94

Good Only At:

1001 GayleyAve.
Westwood Willage

^310)208-4766 ^^.^

T.J. Cinnamons;
.B.lkcry-

SOCIETY

'"Straight From the Source''

LAW FORUM
>loot floaiis aiiicl nclmissioiis

sfalt IVoiii o\ or *>0 lau
schools across I ho ooiiiitry!

Learn admission secrets and find
out what law schools really look

for in an applicant.
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al 0:00 |i.m.
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Members get in free!

Non-members pay $3.00
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Are you a spectacular Senior?

' Let the whole campus know! Apply to t)e a "Senior Spotlight' in UCLA'S official yeart)ook. Pick up
applications at the Daily Bruin Classified Desk or at our offices at Kerckhoff 21 2K, and submit them

by Friday. Dec. 2nd. If you have any questions, please call 825-2640

BRUIN LIFEVE/\RBOOK

CL7\SS OF 1995
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XIarbook
portraits
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TFtDEOTlINe
Seniors, get your yearbook portrait taken now and you'll earn a bonus:

9 FREE wallet-size photos with any portrait order!

Remember, you pay only |3 for your portrait sitting and space

reservation. Or pay nothing at all-the $5 fee is waived if you buy your

PNin life yearbook in advance. Stop by ASUCLA's Campus Photo

Studio on 2nd floor Ackerman—and smfle!

mprnmim^nm STUDIO
Campus Photo Studio is located on 2nd Roor AckemwMi

Open Monday-Friday 8:30-5:30 Phone 206-8433

Motmj.Mii in 'jtrO
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warning: a rough ride'
By Lynda Richardson
The New York Times

NEW YORK — Back on ihe

campus lecture circuit after recov-

ering from a shooting last spring,

Khalid Abdul Muhammad, the

former spokesman for the Nation
of Islam, strode onto a New York
University stage Monday night
and warned whites in the audience
that "it's going to be a rough ride,

buddy."

It was Black Solidarity Day,
and 280 people streamed into the

student center auditorium to hear
what Muhammad had to say.

Silence fell as Muhammad took
the floor. In a sharp-edged deliv-

ery laced with searing humor,
Muhammad painted a portrait of
institutionalized racism in

America.

But this time, Muhammad was
mainstream. The crowd was inte-

grated, and they chuckled when he

mimicked the speech of anxious
whites and even bourgeois
African-Americans who he said

might feel uncomfortable about
expressing support for him when
they are with their white friends.

He left his most incendiary
remarks for last. He offered no
apologies for the speech last

November at Kean College in

Union, N.J., which set off a
national uproar and led to his

demotion as senior spokesman for

Louis Farrakhan, the leader of the

Nation of Islam.

At NYU. he said the Kean
College speech was given "in a

moment when I was in a war pos-

ture" as demonstrators outside
called for the death of his leader
and teacher, Farrakhan. He said

that his repeated depictions of
Jews as "bloodsuckers" in

African-American neighborhoods
referred to Jewish and Arab mer-
chants who made money by sell-

ing to African Americans rotten

pork that they would not eat or

touch themselves.

Amanda Ream, a sophomore
who is white, said she had a dif-

ferent view of Muhammad after

hearing him for herself.
—

"I was really unfamiliar wlffl

him and the things he said. I think

he was definitely portrayed
wrongly.'' she said.t"I don't think

he is as hateful as people make
him to be."

y;\^-

_^ SPENDA QUARTER IN

WASHINGTON D.C.
OR SACRAMENTO

"n

J

INFORMATION

Internships for Spring/Summer 1995 in:

Washington, D.C.
The White House, Voice of America, The Supreme Court,
Dept. of Commerce, Dept. of Justice, U.S. Baltic Foundation,
American Bar Association, National Bar Association, CNN,
CBS, Dept. of Education, The Keefe Co., Public Defender's

Service, The National Black Caucus, Common Cause, Rep.
Matsui, Senator Bo.xcr, Smithsonian, Rep. Dellums, Rep. Bill

Baker, INTERPOL, Export/Import Bank and much more!

^ Sacramento ^

Governor's Office, Attorney General's Office, CYA,
Dept. of Education, UC Student Association,

MALDEF and much more!

#

^

Information Meetings:
Thursday, Nov 10

5:00pm -6:00pm

^

#
Deadline:

Wednesday. Nov 23, 1994
EXPO Center: Room 311, Plaza Building

(310)825-0831

NEEDED
Victim of catastrophic brain injuries

seeks information regarding water
flowing from campus irrigation

system into roadways on and
around U.C.L.A. campus, including

(but nt)t limited to) Sunset Blvd..

resulting in spills or handling
difficulty for motorcylces, scooters,
or bicycles. The Regents, through
their attorneys, deny that these
waterflows are dangerous. If you
have any information on this

subject, please call or write:

James P. Cnrr ChnstofDher P Yuhl
Law offices of Yuhl, Faber S Yuhl

James P. Carr op 401 Wilshire Blvd. Ste. 1260
11755 Wilshire Blvd. Santa Monica, Ca
Ste. 1170 LA 90025 90401-1430
Ph;;31 0-444-7 179 Ph;;31 0-393-0045

The Los Angeles Division

of the Academic Senate

presents

Leonard Kleinrock
Professor and Chair of the Computer Science Department

University of California, Los Angeles

as the

Seventy'Seventh

Faculty Research Lecturer

speaking on

"The Internet and Beyond"
3:00'p.m.

Thursday, November 10, 1994

Schoenberg Auditorium
fUtt ^^.f'o.^

She's had 64 jobs. This is her 65th.

Claudia Shev has something to tsi
and she Is saying It gloriousiyi"

-L Jk.Jlim*

u\

a story that will stop your haarti"
-N.y. 7tnf

one of the ten best plays of the yeart"

"POWERFUL!"
Dmilf N0w%

k^dlJ>H.^hJ = lllH!UI

^15.00
15 MINUTES raiOR TO CURTAIN

Ca^ on(y ft the Boi Office • \MM I D
StM>|ect to twii^tHY

SIDEWAY
Tbroug

LIFE
A hilarious tour-de-resum^

written and perlormed t>y Ciaudia Shear
devetoped with and dtoected by

Christopher Ashley

LIMITED
ENGAGEMENT

CORONET THEATRE
366 N. L^ Cien«ga Bl^

CHARGF BY PHONE (310)657-7377
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ANALYSIS
From page 8

more power back home.
It was a mood in harmony with the

Reagan years. The nostalgia may have been

fanned by Reagan's pre-election disclosure

that, at age 83, he is in the early stages of

Alzheimer's disease, an incurable fate that

he approaches with his characteristic sense

of optimism.

"The country is,with Reagan," said

lan Omstein, a political analyst with

the American Enterprise histitute. "In politi-

cal terms, it is populist. It's turned against

the insiders, including the big media. In ide-

ological terms, it is libertarian. We want the

government to get off our backs and let us

be."

At his postmortem ne^ys conference,
Clinton sought to co-opt this swing. He
derided the Washington scene for having
condoned "too fnuch politics as usual." And
he spoke of the need for a "smaller and
more effective" government.

But, for the moment, the spotlight has

shifted from a beaten White House to the

victorious Republicans on Capitol Hill,

who have pledged to unite in 1995 under
Gingrich and Sen. Bob Dole of Kansas to

carry out a neo-Reaganite mandate.

A lot of good folks started their careers in

California.

Our dean went to Porrrana and to UCLA law school.

CXjr associate dean went to Berkeley and then to law school at Davis.

CXiT director of admission graduated from Santa Dara and then went

on to use.

At one time, each vowed, 'i will never leave

California."

Urrtil they saw the great Pacific IStorthwest.

And Willamette University CoHege of Law.

They each broke their vow.

To find out more about law school and life in the

Pacific Northwest, we invite you to meet with a

UCLA alumna, who is now one of our students:

Tracy R. Neal. UCLA '92 & Willamette '96

at the UCLA Law Forum

Thuf^ay. November 10. 1994 ^
'

James West Alumni Center

6:G0p.m. to9:30p.m.

EUROVIEW
From page 9

has not."

Despite the blow to Clinton's prestige,

nothing can entirely strip the American pres-

idency of its aura in the eyes of the worid.

Still, Clinton's "special problem is that he
has yet to establish himself as an internation-

al statesman," said Raoul Thibaud, a special-

ist on U.S. politics at France's National
Research Council, a Paris think tank.

Clinton's domestic weakhess.Thibaud^
said, is now likely to contribute to a drop of
confidence in him abroad. Even before the

election, Clinton had often been criticized

for indecisiveness in dealing with foreign

affairs.

Thibaud cited President Richard Nixon,
who was seriously handicapped by domestic
political problems. But despite the
Watergate scandal that eventually forced his

resignation, Nixon continued to operate rela-

tively effectively on the world stage, the

analyst said. 7-^-—.. ; . -""^r^'
However, Thibaud noted that Nixon was

"widely respected outside of the United
States as a master of foreign policy and, so.

was listehedld abroad even^?ierTtl)ccame
obvious his political future was in question.

This is not Clinton's case."

We thmk you'll like what she has to say.

Who knows? Maybe, you, too, will break your vow.

The Coiege of Law is the oldest law school in the Pacific Northwest, established in

1 883 at Willamette University, a smaB. selectiwe private university situated adjacent to

Oegon's capitol. More than B0% of the 1 L class is from outside the state of Oregon.

Annually. 1 6%5C]% are from Cahfonua. Graduates practjce pnmanly in the West,

prindpatty in Seattle and Portland. The College of Law is ABA-accredited and is a

member of AALS. Willamette University College of Law was ranked in the top 25 of law

schools nojonally tn the 1 994 survey of law student satisfaction conducted by the

Nabonal Jurist and Princeton Review.

**™^^mitftrsu

r«5'!00 OFF CD'?1
$3.00 OFF CASSETTES!

Valid for $5 OFF any CD (regularly priced $14.99 or higher) or $3
OFF any CassetteXregularly priced $9.99 or higher). Excludes sale
and used product. Only one coupon can be used per visit.

Photocopied reproductions not accepted. This offer cannot be
combined with any other
offer or discount. Coupon not
redeemable for cash.
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VALID AT BROXTON
" LOCATION ONLY

'

EXP 11/20/94.
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-I
WE SELL IMPORT CD'S!

OPEN 'TIL MIDNJGHT^IN THE VILLAGE!

1095 BROXTON (310) 824-2255

TRY OURNEW SKINLESS CHICKEN
40C extra, 50% less fiat

SPECIAL #1

•Quarter Chicken
• One side order
• Jack's Mountauffiread
• Soft Drink with ftfills

Only...

$3.99

in the
Daily Bruin
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DEMOCRATIC
From page 3

movement in the hallway was the

gloved bellboy pushing his gold
cart loaded with popcorn. Most
early arrivers congregated in the

bar, sneaking cigarettes in a non-
smoking area, away from the "No
on Prop. 1 88" room.

In the main ballroom, 50 sup-
porters stood next to the refresh-

jnent table while music blared and
big screen televisions flashed the

Brown campaign logo. The room

- set up for 2,000 - rarely held
more than 50 people at one time
during the evening. Democratic
activists flocked to the press and
proposition rooms, where parties

were going on, instead.

A few Bruin Democrats sat in

the lobby. Seemingly calm, they
discussed the expected outcomes
of races all across.ibe country.

Two more members arrived,
bringing reports of a Republican

takeover in both the House and
Senatfi.

Murshed Zaheed, president of
the Bruin Democrats, put his
hands to his head while fellow
members joked, "At least Ollie

didn't get in."

"At least ..." later became a

consoling mantra among the spec-

tators at the Biltmore as an
increasing amount of Democratic
seats fell to Republicans. The tele-

visions stationed throughout the

-Gonference A^ooms sereenedil
flow of bad tidings by switching

to the Brown logo whenever bad

reports arrived.

As early as 7 p.m., Zaheed was
asked to respond to Brown's
imminent defeat.

Like many of her supporters, he
maintained firm in his position.
"It's not over until it's over."

In one of the hotel rooms, Bruin
Democrats and other supporters
waited for Assemblyman Wally
Knox. Sipping sodas and watch-
ing the television for updates, they
discussed election returns.

fiuffington-Feinsiein racc"^

has been a corruption of what the

political process should be," said

Erin Simmons, a third-year histo-

ry student. The expensive cam-
paigning and mudslinging in the

tight Senate race provided materi-

al for plenty of conversations.

Another comer of the room dis-

cussed more election results.

Zaheed described the evening as

"a tragic night so far for
America."

Meanwhile, the press room on a
different floor steadily grew into a
jungle of cameras, microphones,
"and reporters grappling for spaceTT

See DEIMOCRATIC, page 13
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TiredofCmrmg Your Tteth with

liquidPapertoMake ThemLookMM

^PKf '[ A I • ^^i\ Examination. 6 X-Rays& Teeth

COSMETIC AND
GENERAL DENTISTRY

•TOOTH BONDING. BLEACHING
•Nitrous Oxide (Loui^bing Gas)
•Hypnosis • Electronic Anesthesia
•Open Late Hours. Free Parking/Validated Paridng
•Checks. Credit Cards and Insurance Forms Wefcome
•17 Years in Private Practice in Westwood

Larry Friedman, D.D.S. (UCLA Graduate)
1762 Westwood Blvd. #460 (between Wilshire & Sanu Monica Bl.)

FgrAgp^Bdncnt ggi; (310)474-3765

EYE EXAM.
B|

Free
Parking

G)

D) Insurance
Plans
Accepted

All of the Above

From page 12

Journalists from most local and
national news organizations taped

their reports within a few feet of
each other, almost taping each otfier

in the process.

Security personnel struggled
feverishly to restrict entry to press

members. But inevitably, the crowd
pushed into the room to hear Brown
^peak.

The daughter and sister of formef

California governors - surrounded

by family, fellow Democratic candi-

dates and supporters - accepted
defeat and offered plans for the

future. T^ing to hold back tears, she

thanked a supporter who shouted,

"We love you Kathleen!" The crowd
burst into applause and cheers.

As Brown's speech ended,
"These Are Days" by the group
T0,000 Maniacs played and the

mass exodus began.

The finality of the results began

to set in. The big question for most
supporters was now how to get out

of the Biltmore.

"Where are you going now?"
became a frequent query - one
which took on a kind of duality for

Democrats who must regroup after

the night's election results.

While the majority of party-goers

opted to leave the hotel, some
remained to relax and party in rooms
upstairs. Many of the Bruin
EN^mocrats congregated in a candi-

date's suite to reflect on the results.

The room, filled with supporters
young and old, seemed to show that

politics often bridges generational

differences.

As coats were grabbed and good-

(Kathleen Brown)

accepted defeat and

offered plans for the

future.

byes were said, the commentary in

the lobby was a mix of humor and
cynicism. A woman told her hus-
band that she believed television

reporters were mere regurgitating

"robots."

Another supporter loosened his

tie and sighed. "I guess I voted for

the wrong people tonight," he sakl.

But the prevailing sentiment
among supporters and volunteers

alike was, "Get ready for 1996."

Near midnight, the ballroom was
already deserted. The food had been
eaten, the music had stopped and the

televisions had been carted away.
All that remained were the balkx)ns

that had risen to the ceiling. A hotel

worker entered and began to take

them down.

LONDON
Westwood's Only .^.^^^

Drive-Through Service \
Dry Cleaning • Laundry ^

Alterations

1073 Gayley Ave, Westwood
208-7722

Ihls c()U|}()n is yood for

Si Off a Miniintiin

S12 Dry CltMniny Order

Not V.iliii With OtluT OfU.s

Westwood Optometric Center

ur. Martin Hyman-Optometrist

918 Westwood Boulevard
Wfistwood & LeConte

THOUSAND OAKS
I.e. COMMUNiry CENTER

Ncv. 21 • 8 PM

COSTA MESA
OCPERFORAAINGARTS

Ncv. 22 • 8 PM

IRVINE
BARCLWTHEATRE
Dec.3* 6&9PM
Dec.4 •2,5,&8PM

(310)208-3913
Monday thru Friday 10-5:30

Saturday 10-5:00

1 Hour Free Parking

Tickets available at

Ticketmaster, Sport Chalet

stores, the theater box
offices (except Reckxido
Beach.) and Becker's

Surfboards (372-6419) for

RedoTJdo show only.

THi ULTIMATE SKIING ADVENTURE!
^IREE Linr TICKET!

Everyon^ttendlns 'T^cal R^lity" will receive

I a certificate f6r% FREE early season
lift ticket to Snow Summitl
l»w Ifft tKhetvaW 11/30, 1«/t, 12/13 » 19/14, 1994

$S5 Off MmiMASE! ^

Everyone attending *V*rticalJlealftyfi^ll recel^
a gift certificate for $05 OFFliy^Hirchase

'

over $100 at SpcHt CNil^l

y/i
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t < I • Till*

^
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Ever thought about a career

in publishing? ^^
Develop skilla

nd carfH^r

opportunitiea in book
and magarinf

publiahiniK from
iniiiclfni at

Rolling Stan*',

Tmxtu Monthly,
The Ntm foHcer,
Simon A Schuster,

Random Honae
and odiera.

for afree brttchure

contact:

School of
CnntinuinK Siiidica

Ri<*<> llniv«>n«i|y

6100 Main Street

—MS 550
Houaton, Texaa
77005-1892

Phone: (713) 527-4803
Fax:(713)285-5213
R-mail: ncnOi ire.eda

The Rice Umversity PubliMhing Program
July 16-Augu8t 11, 1995

WiUinm Hank Ric* Vmtmity ii mn EOIAA iiMliiutMM

c Losi: K) nil: lcla camim s

Let Us Be Your Extra Bedroom
For The Holidays.

Conveniently located 1 mile from campus at 1-405 and Santa Monica
Boulevard. We're the perfect choice for your visiting family and
friends.

• Cable TV w/ In-room Movies
• Underground Parking
• Same-Day Valet

• Non-Smoking Rooms Available

GREAT—

•Free Continental Breakfast

• Exercise Facility

• Courtyard with Jacuzzi
• Touch-tone Phones w/ Voice

Mail & Message

„Best
Western

HOLIDAY RATE

WESTWOOlT-
PAcmcHOTEL

$49'
*Subiect to availability.

Some restrictions may api

Plus tax. Expires 12/30/

For Reservations Call (310) 478-1400
11250 Santa Monica Boulevard • Los Angeles, CA 90025
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/ ^

BECOME
AN

MDEPENDENT HEALTNOUIE PVIOVIDER \

OF
ORIENTAL MEOICINC

One of the most progressive & exdting fiekte in medicine today.

Holistic Mlnd^Body Therapies

*Acupuncture

Herbal Medicine

Nutrition

Other Energetic Techniques

€)
EARN A

MASTER'S DEGREE AT
EMPEROR'S COLLEGE OF

TRADITIONAL ORIENTAL MEDICINI
'Accredited

'Degree prepares you for state & National Licensing Board Exams
*Ful or Part Time Classes available

* Federal Financing for quaftfted raiufciiiOS
*60 Aocrsdited CoN^e Units Required for Adtnission

'Located in ttw t>eautiful seaside town of Santa K4onica

QAll 31Q-453-83QQ .

FOR A PERSONALLY GUIDED TOUR OF OUR
CAMPUS & INTERN CLINIC

HDULT XXX VID€0 DLOUIOUT
gpjrtiiSANPS
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Sft0-S60
\/0\vJ<3.
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^Full Length XXX Hardcore Feature AAovies

^Mojor Labels-Zone, Vivid, MCi\ & More
^Brond Neuj. Fully Guaranteed

i^^Top Stars, Christy Canyon, Savannah, Seko
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agenda of the 1994 campaign, the

same way that abortion has
charged elections in years past.

A striking characteristic of the

crowd was its apparent homo-
geneity - the gathering was a sea

of mostly white faces.

And though the Republicans
have a diverse stable of leaders -

state party chairman and UC
R egen t Ti rso Del funeo most
notably - the overwhelming

majority of the party faithfully did

not seem to have much in com-
mon with those who would be
most affected by the anti-illegal

immigration measure.

Aside from rewarding
Republican volunteers with a fes-

tive atmosphere, Tuesday night's

party served the media's needs as

well. One third of the grand ball-

room where the^peeches took
place was devoted to media space.

including a three-level camera
platform which played host to

more than forty broadcast news
agencies.

Members of the press were out

in full force at the Doubletree
Hotel, scrambling after candidates

for comments and calling on their

ubiquitous cellular phones with
the latest story to their editors.

The Republican leaders devot-
ed a large amount of their time to

the media in attendance, in an
effort to reach the millions of vot-

ers who were not in tiie hotel, but
weit sitting at home watching the

'94 election upfold on television.

This was the real target group of
the night's victory celebration,

... the Republicans

have been the stalwart

minority and now they

must forge policies . .

.

several Republican officials said.

As much of a success that
Tuesday was for the Repu1)lican
party, a blanket of panic seemed

to cover the party throughout the

night. For years, the Republicans
have been the stalwart minority
and now they must forge policies

in Congress instead of killing
them.

For the last 40 years.
Republicans have made their
mark in Congress by blocking leg-

islation. The buzz of conversation

at the party centered on whether
Sen. Bob Dole and Rep. Newt
Gingrich will be able to stop using
the red light, and learii how to

give legislation a green light for a
change.
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SENATE
From page 1

by angry voters, the exit poll showed
F^nstein voters favored her because

of her experience in public office

and her knowledge of California
issues.

The poll showed Huffuigton drew
massive support from voters who
said high taxes were their top con-
cern.—The^ampajgn was the mosr
expensive Senate race in U.S. histo-

ry. Huffington spent $30 million,

much of it his own money, while
Feinstein spent nx)re than $14 mil-

lion, including $2 million of herown
money.

Feinstein referred to herself as a
••walking, talking case in point for

campaign spending reform.'*

HufRngton said the answer to the

spending was "free television so
anyone can go on. TV is where the

money's spent"

Ellen Miller, executive director of
the Washington, D.C.-based Center
for Responsive Politics, a reform
advocacy oiganization, sized up the

California Senate race TUesday and
said with understatement: 'There's a
serious plutocratic drift under way.
Most citizens simply can't afford to

seek public office."

In the year when Proposition 187
turned what would have been a ho-
hum election into one with historical

intensity, the disclosures that both
candidates had employed ttlegar
aliens turned the campaign into a
debate over whose employee was
more illegal.

The issue hurt both candidates,

but it inflicted more damage to

Huffington because his ardent sup-

port for Proposition 187 made him
appear a hypocrite.

Proposition 187 bars illegal immi-
grants from schools, social services

and non-emergency medical care,

and requires police, health and
school officials to report suspected
illegal aliens.

A poll the week before the elec-

See SENATE, page 16

SUNSET
From page 1

or critical injuries, the bureau
reported.

Local homeowner's associa-
tions and other groups met with
regional police departments Nov.
3 to discuss the marked increase in

serious traffic accidents on Sunset
Boulevard.

The committee, which include'
members from Bel Air, Holmby
Hills and Westwood Hills
Homeowner's Associations, met
with representatives from the
LAPD, university police, the
department of transportation and
the department of public works.
Those who attended the meet-

ing, which was organized by the

traffic bureau, are part of a focus

group that includes the principals

of community-oriented policing,

said LAPD West Traffic Bureau
Capt. Mark Leap.

"The Slake holders all should
have input into the solution of the

problem," Leap explained.

Leap said he believes the four
major factors that contribute to the

collisions are car speed, alcohol,

age and Sunset Boulevard itself.

"When you combine all four of
those things together it usually
results in either a fatal or serious

injury traffic collision," Leap said.

The police said they believe
three major solutions to prevent-
ing collisions along Sunset
Boulevard are enforcement, edu-
cation and engineering aspects.

"The LAPD is going to take a
no-tolerance enforcement attitude

on Sunset Boulevard," Leap
stressed. "If you are caught speed-

ing you are going to get a cita-

tion."

*The road is safe if you drive at

the posted speeds," said
University CapL Alan Cueba. who

- also attended the meeting.

Starting the first of 1995, the
West Traffic Bureau will be using

a $100,000 monitor capable of
detecting and displaying speeds of
passing cars. The radar monitor is

similar to the ones CalTrans uses

to indicate freeway conditions.
Leap said. Because the LAPD
only has one monitor, the device
will be rotated between various
departments.

The West Traffic Bureau will

have access to the monitor one
week a month and plans to use it

along Sunset Boulevard, Leap
said.

UC police along with the Los
Angeles police also will set up
DUI checkpoints along the strip to

try and fight the drunk driving
problem.

'There will be two of them, one
in November and one in

December," Leap said.

Police will post a sign a quarter

of a mile ahead of the checkpoint
warning drivers of the checkpoint
stop. Traffic will be funneled into

one lane and about every fourth
driver will be stopped. Leap said.

Drivers who are believed to be
under the influence will be direct-

ed to a secondary location where
they will take a field sobriety test.

Drivers who fail the test may then

take a chemical test. If they fail

that test as well, they will then be
arrested.

"Basically it boils down to peo-
ple (who) just aren't aware of the

hazards of that stretch of highway
until it's too late," Leap explained.

"If we can warn people ahead of
time what kind of situation they're

getting into, they won't treat

Sunset Boulevard like it's a Grand
Prix course."

Accidents along Sunset Boulevard
Eighteen people have bom^ seriou^y to critically injured along Sunset
Boulevard between the 405 fr^way and Beverly Glen Boulevard since
1990. The most serious acx^idents nave causea 11 deaths i^ince 1 990.
eight of which haj:^ned in 1994.

Total number of car

Number of car accidents

Involving serious to critical

injury requiring hospitaiization; Des^s:

accidents Involving

deaths and/or serious

to critical injury:

1990 2 2

1991 1 2 3

19^2 3 3

1993 3 1 3

IWt HHHHHin
Source: Los Angeles Potice tJitpiftnient Wast Traffic Burasu
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SENATE
From page 15

tion showed Huffington's negative

ratings among California voters

were higher than Oliver North's
negative ratings among Nflrginians

and were exceeded only by the neg-

ative ratings of former Ku Klux
Klan leader E)avid Duke in his 1991

race for governor of Louisiana.

Feinstein's campaign focused (m
her two-year record in the Senate
and her legislative victory in per-

suading the Senate to adopt an
assault weapon ban as part of the

crime bill at the end of the summer.
HufTmgton had to overcome his

image as an oil-rich Texas carpet-

bagger who moved to Santa
Barbara to run for Congress. He
also had to explain his living

arrangements - his family resided in

Santa Barbara while he remained in

Texas, which has no income tax, to

avoid paying California income
taxes. Huffington also refused to

release his federal income tax

returns.

Huffington's wife, Arianna,
became an issue in the campaign,
not only for her prominent role in

her husband's political career but

also for her membership in a New
Age religious organization. In his

Republican primary contest with
conservative former Rep. William
Dannemeyer, Arianna debated
Dannemeyer after Huffington
refused to do so.

Huffington also was put on the

defensive about his wealth - he is

the son of one of the 10 richest men
in America and his own fortune is

estimated at $75 million. He spent

$5.2 million to win his House seat

two years ago. Feinstein's personal

wealth is estimated at $50 million,

according to Roll Call, the

Washington newspaper that covers
Capitol Hill.

HufTmgton also faced questions

about his House term, which was
characterized by a strange detach-

ment. He didn't focus on legislative

issues or constituent services and
once explained his non-involvement

by stating his opinion that the prob-

lem with America was Congress
and presidents who had passed too

many laws in the last 200 years.

The campaign featured only one
face-to-face encounter between
Feinstein and Huffington. In last

month's debate on CNN's "Larry
King Live" interview show,
Huffington repeated sound-bite
attacks from his television commer-
cials about Feinstein's lengthy
career in government, and her vote

for the Clinton economic program
that increased some taxes.

ARREST
From page 6

continued.

While police booked Doc, dis-

patchars entered the car's infor-

mation into the police computer,
which reported it as stolen,
Littlestone added.

The stolen car, a yellow 1984
Toyota two-door truck, was
impounded as evidence, along
with knives and other miscella-
neous items found in the car,
police said.

It is> unclear at this time whether
those items belong to Doe or the

vehicle's owner, Littlestone said.

The car was reported stolen by
the vehicle's owner at the Los
Angeles Police Rampart Division
at approximately the same time
Doe was booked.

"The victim has his car back
now and is very grateful," said
Littlestone. who spoke with the
owner earlier Wednesday
Doe was transferred to the sher-

iff's West Hollywood jail where
he continues to be held on
$20,000 bail.
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ARCE
From page 6

factor involved in his loss was
incumbent Assemblywoman
Boland's heavily financed cam-
paign, Monasmith explained.

Arce, who spent roughly $12
thousand on his campaign, con-

curred.

"I look toward the day some-
time tn the future where it does-

n't^ake $150 to $200 thousand

to win an election," he said.

Still, Monasmith remained
optimistic about Arce's future.

"He has a voice in the party hier-

archy now. He knows the issues,

and he especially understands
educational issues."

When asked if it would be
wise for Arce to continue to pur-

sue political office at such a

young age, Monasmith replied :

"It would be unwise for him not

to."

Arce said that he definitely

plans to continue his political

career.

But for now, the undeclared
student said he will be studying

for his upcoming linguistics

midterm next week.

With reportsfrom Brett Tarn.

TUITION
From page 2

is its diversity.

One-quarter of the students are

Asian and 17 percent African-
American or Hispanic. Almost half

the freshmen last year were born

outside the United States. Perhaps

most striking, 30 percent of the

engineering students are women -

"twice the average for comparable

schools," reports Eleanor Baum,
dean of engineering.

Cooper Union does not aggres-

sively recruit minorities, notes

John Jay Iselin, the president,

because it need not. He attributes

this to the college's emphasis on
teaching marketable skills, plus its

non-threatening atmosphere for

the urban poor.

In pan. Cooper Union manages
free tuition the old-fashioned way:

with pots and pots of endowment
money. This year, roughly $15,000
per student will come from leases

on college-owned real estate and
income from securities.

Gifts from alumni and friends

will add about $2,000 per student.

A grab bag of other sources,
including state aid, dormitory
charges and recreation fees, will

generate another $2,000.

That income is no more than

flows into a dozen other well-

endowed schools - which nonethe-

less charge more than $20,000 a

year.

What makes it possible for

Cooper Union to deliver an excep-

tional product for roughly 40 per-

cent less than the Haverfords,
Williamses and Princetons of the

world?

For starters, frugality reigns.

Space is barely adequate: the aisles

between architects' drawing
boards and engineers' work sta-

tions are as narrow as economy
class on a Boeing 747. And Vice
President Robert Hawks reports

that Cooper Union runs with a

"very lean" support staff.

Hawks, the college's chief
financial officer, serves as the

rental agent for the half-dozen
retail spaces in Cooper Union's
campus buildings.

The school provides virtually

none of the amenities of elite liber-

al arts colleges. Princeton
Review's annual survey of stu-

dents scored Cooper Union the

most unsightly college in the

nation.

1
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Viewpoint
Editorial

Pledge for CALPIRG, maintain student involvement
Last spring, more than 70 per-

cent of UCLA undergraduates

voiced support for CALPIRG, a

student-run public interest

research group, voting to fund the

organization with a $5 fee every

quarter. Now it's time to make
good on that promise.

CALPIRG was created to pro-

vide educational opportunities

and protect environmental and -
consumer concerns. A student-

powered organization for the past

20 years, it has taken on industrial

polluters and worked on passing

strong environmental legislation.

As a grassroots lobbying group, it

may be one of the only recog-

nized student voices left in gov-

ernment.

By addressing educational and

environmental issues, community
service and investigative research,

this group has consistently

worked for effective solutions and
advocated change. Recently,

CALPIRG' s accomplishments
include:

• suing Shell Oil for illegally

dumping selenium and cyanide

into the San Francisco Bay;
:— • helping get President Bill

Clinton to adopt a strong policy of

buying recycled paper for govern-

mental use;

• working with Califomians
Against Waste to successfully

pressure the recording industry to

ban the wasteful CD longbox;
• gathering more than two tons

of food for local shelters and pro-

viding a tremendous amount of

volunteer help at relief agencies

last year.

Despite strong student support

from across the state to fund

CALPIRG with a fee, the UC
Regents ignored this sentiment

and eliminated this funding mech-
anism in 1990, Last spring,

UCLA students joined other cam-
puses in a vote to re-establish the

organization with a pledge sys-

tem.

Although CALPIRG's funding

status is still uncertain, this year

the public interest group is

already working on protecting the

Safe Drinking Water Act, protest-

ing GTE and Pacific Bell's use of

ancient rainforest material for

phonebooks and starting an

Adopt-A-Species campaign.

The accomplishments made by
this organization epitomize the

effects students can have if they

work proactively for change.

CALPIRG cannot get

funding without strong

student support.

Pledging your support for

CALPIRG's continuing work will

simultaneously send a message to

the administration that students

have a powerful voice when they

join forces on an issue. In a time

when so many accuse our genera-

tion of apathy and cynicism, it is

vital to legitimatize the efforts of

student activists.

CALPIRG cannot get funding

without strcmg student support At
least 10 percent of the campus
must pledge the $5 fee before the

group can utilize this funding

mechanism.
Although the clumsiness oi the

pledge system could have acted as

a deterrent to funding, a successful

pledge drive will instead symbolize

the power of grassroots mobiliza-

tion when students actively voice

their support for an oi^anization.

Today and next week,

CALPIRG members are holding a

pledge drive on Bruin Walk. Keep
the promise made last spring.

Pledge your support for CALPIRG,
and keep the promise of student

involvement

Viewpoint

My name is Ron ... I didn't vote on Tuesday
By Ron Bassllian

I guess I'd better come out and say it

right now. I didn't vote. And you know
what, I don't feel the least bit sorry

about it. Maybe I had some intentions

Tuesday morning before going to class,

but I never bothered figuring out which
polling place 1 was supposed to go to.

The irony of all this is, those of you
who know me know I am quite the left-

jst activist ... OK, yes, I consider

TTiyscIf a commie. The reason I am
writing this essay today is to tell you all

not only why I'm not too excited about
voting, but why we shouldn't bother

with voting at all.

OK, I know my colleagues who arc

reading this are already screaming "Oh,
my god, he's going to start a voter apa-

thy wave, he's some elitist tool of the

rich encouraging us not to participate in

our glorious democracy so they can
take over, and then Adolph Hitler will

rise from the dead and lead us to a new
era of darkness ..." etc. etc.

No. This has nothing to do with that

Let's just say I've grown weary, I've

grown weary of the star-spangled ideol-

ogy surrounding every election day like

the same old Christmas manger at a

shopping mall.

I've grown weary of boy scout man-
uals and middle school classrooms end-

lessly pounding the "beauty of our
system" into our minds. But most of
all, I'm weary of the idea of "represen-

tative democracy."

• < I guess I should explain how I got

this way. For those of you who don't

know, the theory of representative

democracy goes like this: You're too

busy with your own life to tackle the

enormous task of governing yourself.

Therefore, you decide who repre-

sents you and vote periodically in elec-

tions. So the people in power are not

your rulers, they are your servants. You
are an "absentee ruler."

I just had an internship with the

Democratic party in Washington D.C.
this summer, a very good opportunity

to see how the system truly operates.

Though a number of weeks in

Washington gave me a good idea of

what an ugly lie the whole idea of refH

resentative democracy is, you too can
learn this in one easy lesson.

All you have to do is dress up in

some kind of Gap suit (with no jacket)

so you look like the perfect intern, and
walk through the House or Senate

buildings with papers and mail under
your arm. When a senator runs by fol-

lowed by a few puppy dog staffers

looking at you like you're not fit for

him to wipe his shoes on, you soon
realize who the ruler is.

There were other things too. Like
when you realize that everybody knows
each other, and what rank they all are.

When people have to schmooze and
prove their loyalty to the party and to

the rich and to corporate America for

20 years before they can be crowned
with a party endorsement for a major
office.

And when you transcribe about five

hours of campaign commercials, you
realize bullshit in the blink of an eye -

and of course, if you say a commer-
cial 's a bunch of BS every single time,

you'll have a 98 percent accuracy rate.

Basically, look. If you want to cling

on to your happy little flags and stars

and marching bands every time you
drop that ballot into the box and
degrade me for being some cynical bit-

ter fifth columnist anti-American, go
ahead.

But I'm not cynical. I just think I

know what a democracy is supposed to

be about. If nothing else, I want those

of you who've made it this far in my
tirade to realize that we didn't get to

Vhere we are today by dutifully lining

up at the polls every year and tlien

going home to get our latest opinions

on hip issues from MTV.
Blacks didn't get civil rights by vot-

ing. They got their rights (well, at least

some rights) by marching 200,000
strong on Washington (can you imagine
what it would have been like to have
been some racist Dixiecrat watching
200,000 angry black people, who've

. See BASSIUAN, page 21
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ScapegoatMg, 'Bell Curve' and an Inevitable backlash
History quiz: When was the

last time you heard of

Califomians blaming

minority populations for political,

economic or moral woes? OK,
OK, it's a trick question. More
appropriately, when haven't

Califbmians done this?^

—

It seems a phenomenon of late

20th century governments to Con-

econom- M"^TjBH

fZ^fl
;lk^nflijS 1Hj^H
L^^»|yHM

Donald

Caipenteh

jure

ic," "moral,"

"legal" and
"political"

proofs for

their respec-

tive disinte-

gration,

collapse,

demise and

downfall and

place them on
the heads of

their immi-

grant popular

tions. The
French and

Italians are victims of North

African and Sub-Saharan immi-

grants, Germans of Ttirkish immi-

grants, English of Pakistanis, etc.,

etc.

California has been particularly

sensitive to the plight of immi-

grant workers. When Gold Rush
miners faced harsh economic
times and realized that they

weren't going to find their for-

tunes merely by picking nuggets

off the ground, they petitioned the

California government to tax

immigrant miners. And tax them
they did, right out of competition,

right out of existence.

And how can we forget

California's proposed anti-"Okie"

legislation, which sought to limit

the number of American Dust-

bowl victims migrating to

California to escape the harsh

realities of drought and starvation

in the Midwest? Ah yes, welcome
to California, and now that you've

seen it, get out! But it isn't just ^

California. It's an increasing trend

from Tbxas to Illinois, Oregon to

Florida, from sea to shining sea.

The truth is that there's much
more to be alarmed about than

this popular trend of immigrant
bashing and scapegoating sug-

gests alone. It's frightening, and I

wonder if something more omi-

nous isn't just around the comer.

I recently picked up a national

news magazine and learned about

the book "The Bell Curve" by
Charles Murray and Richard

Hermstein, which claims that test

results such as the SAT, which
have already been shown to be

culturally biased, prove people of

color are less intelligent than«^<

whites. What stunning insights

were revealed as Western society

considers, yet again, IQ as a func-

tion of race.

This interesting "hypothesis"

hasn't been considered the "sci-

ence" of the broad social perspec-

tive since the collapse of the

Weimar Republic of Germany.,

The linkage of intelligence an^
race was one of the more hideous

excuses for the extermination

policies of the Third Reich.

What "The Bell Curve"
explains for us is that not only is

IQ related to race, it is directly

related to "crime, welfare depen-

dency and poverty." And it does

not mean crime, welfare depen-

dency or poverty as general con-

cepts either - it specifically

asserts "black" crime, "black"

welfare dependency and "black"

poverty.
^''

In other words, as these "pseu-

do-scientists" would tell us, black

people, being naturally, genetical-

ly and inherently inferior, are real-

ly the victims of their own
stupidity That the politics of hate

have been elevated to the level of

science is absolutely reprehensi-

ble.

According to Newsweek maga-
zine, Murray and Hermstein

"think the cognitive elite - politi-

cians, professionals and business

leaders - has led the nation astray

with fulile policies aimed at lift-

ing the cognitively disadvantaged

out of f>overty, and they predict a

massive political backlash." They
can hardly fail in their premoni-

tions, given the fact that "back-

lash" is already a reality.

It is interesting,Jiawever, that

the authors diose the political,

educationar and economic cate-

gories as basis for their predic-

tions, because it is precisely from

See CARPENTEIMtlOS, page 21

Letters

Administration

lacks good will

EdKor: ^

I wonder what Graduate

Division Associate Dean Kathleen

Komar means when she says she

advocates doing "everything pos-

sible to make TAships and
RAships beneficial for the stu-

dents."

Apparently, adequate dental

and eyecare coverage is not possi-

ble. Apparently, paying TAs and

RAs on time so they can make
their rent is not possible.

Apparently, adequate cost-of-liv-

ing pay increases are not possible.

Since many of the most basic

employment benefits are not pos-

sible when TAs and RAs depend
on the good will of the adminis-

tration, perhaps it is time for those

EMPLOYEES to take command
of the conditions of their employ-

ment by agitating for collective

bargaining rights. Perhaps this is

precisely what the adminisb-aticm

fears.

Edward Iny

Graduate Student

SAQE/UAW Member~ Urban Planning
Mark Purcell

TA and Graduate Student
SAGE/UAW Member

Department of Geography

Simplify agnail

addresses
Editor:

As a new account holder, I am
amazed at the response I have

received from Viewpoint readers

through e-mail since my letter

"???@ucla.edu" was printed Nov.

8. Perhaps adding our e-mail

address should become a regular

part of submitting a Viewpoint

letter.

Apparently, everyone I have

heard from agrees that the

"IZZY" name is unacceptable,

and that our own names should be

available. IZZY is mathematically

trivial, for the significant part is

merely the permutation of the 3-

digit alphanumeric portion fol-

lowing IZZY. Thus I would prefer

even to be called "XB 1 W," with

X substituting for IZZY.

CLAY PIG
«

I also wish to emphasize, and I

hope the chancellor is reading

this, that I would prefer my intel-

lectual identity to be respected at

my academic institution.

This means I would expect to

use my own name on my account,

in keeping with the "collegiate"

standaurds of due credit and

respect. Furthermore, since stu-

dent e-mail accounts are explicitly

for educational purposes, I pre-

sume this request will be prompt-

ly honored by the university.

Next, one student has ques-

tioned me technically as to

whether or not a single server,

@ucla.edu, can handle 40,000

students. To answer this, I feel the

mail sorting process is technically

distinct from the server process.

This means the "ucla.edu"

computer can "sort" the mail by
user name, somewhat like a post

office, and then "route" it to the

"oac" computer, where it will'be

"served" under my account ar the

Office of Academic Computing.

There is no need for the e-mail

sender to manually "pre-sort" the

mail by adding the "oac" descrip-

tor.

Hence, if the "ucla.edu" com-
puter was forced both to "sort"

ROEL BAUTISTA

and to "serve" the mail, I do feel

40,000 students would be a prob-

lem. But I feel sorting and re-rout-

ing the mail to an account server

will not be a problem for even a

small computer, for this is merely

a "switchboard" process.

Similarly, the one "90024" post

office sorts mail for zillions of

users.

Thus, @ucla.edu would be like

@90024, provided duplicate

names were eliminated to pre-

serve a unique correspondence

between the "names" and

"addresses" on file with the

"ucla.edu" computer. With these

technical insights, I feel "oac"

should advance the cause of

"human factors" research by giv-

ing people the break while com-
puters do the "sorting."

This way, I can tell people my
account is

E.Califormiaa@ucla.edu, rather

than to make them dizzy with

IZZYB 1 W@mvs.oac.ucla.edu.

Also, if a computer is doing the

sorting, people can even have

dual identities, provided the nick-

names are unique throughout

"ucla.edu."

Here, to preserve anonymity on
certain occasions, I could equally

be reached on the same server

account, whether using

E.Califormiaa@ucla.edu or

Badboy@ucla.edu. The
"ucla.edu" computer would sim-

ply look in its name directory dur-

ing the sorting process and

switchboard my e-mail to the

server and account ID which cor-

respond on file (p jny nickname.

Eurica Callformlaa

Senior, Art

IZZYBlWOmvs.oa6.ucla.edu
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Poem

ILLEGAL
November 9, 1969 -

November 9, 1994

After Prop. 187, Califomia

I am illegal

because I cook
and wash your dirty dishes

iron your clothes

walk your children

& your dog

I am illegal

because I go to school

with your light-skinned chil-

dren

add up numbers
seize English

& seize the day

I am illegal

because I cross bart)ed wire

but still cannot break down
the iron bars

of your prisons & your laws.

I am illegal

that's what your vote says -

But I tell you one thing -

Everyone in Amerika is ille-

gal

except the Indians who dis-

covered Amerika,

who took Alcatraz Island

back on November 9, 1%9,
'til they were arrested by

Federal Marshals

for illegal occupation of
their own land

Russell Leong
UCLA Asian American

Studies Center
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KODAK CAMEO
Compact 33mm Camera with Buih-in Flash

that lifts up to help eliminate RED-EYE.
Motor Drive for easy automation. Includes
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Want to get rid of idiots iiice me?
Cliange recruitment iiropaganda
By David Russell Cofllns

As a first-year student, I have
come to one major conclusion -

the UCLA recruitment propagan-
da is fiill of lies! Seriously, after

reading the pamphlets that every
high school senior receives from

—

the admission office, I was ready
for an experience which was less

woric and more Club Pre-Med.
However, after three weeks, I

felt just as suckered into the col-

lege experience as Pauly Shore
felt after joining the army in In

the Army Now (though not quite

as suckered as I felt after paying
money to see the movie).

In all honesty, if UCLA wants
to ensure that they will never get

another student like me (and this

is the consensus opinion of every
UCLA student, administrator I

have met), the admissions depart-

ment must change its brochures,

specifically the parts where they

extol the virtues of the dedicated

administrators and faculty.

I guess the admissions depart-

ment's idea of dedication is not to

schedule a teacher for a class and
then not let the students know so
that 30 students will waste their

tinie for two weeks before an
actual teacher shows up.

As a further act of dedication, I

suppose teachers are ordered to

never actually order the required

texts, but to assign essays on
them anyway. This dedication has
its advantages, however, because
it leads directly to student bond-
ing experiences, previously

known as lynch mobs.
Not 10 be outdone by the facul-

ty are those crazy, fun-loving

administrators down at Murphy
Hall. In an apparent display of
dedication, my sister ai^ I were
told that we could not both be
helped at the same time, and then
while being helped alone were
each told that we could not be
helped without our sibling pre-
sent because s/he is needed to

access the personal file.

In a further display of the deep
UCLA dedication, we were then
told that the financial aid office

could not reschedule us for anoth-
er appointment because we were
of the "least priority." I was so
touched by this display of "dedi-
cation" that I brought a semi-
automatic weapon down with me
during the next meeting to show
that I. too, was "dedicated."

Unfortunately, I can't go into any
further detail until after the trial.

I also remember reading in

those infamous brochures certain

words to the effect of UCLA
being one of the nation's most
diverse campuses. I guess the

admissions office's idea of diver-

sity is a bunch of people from
every race, religion, culture, sex-

ual orientation and economic sta-

tus coming together in one place
to form competing groups sdong
racial, religious, cultural, sexual

and^economic lines. I don^t know
how the thinking behind this

goes, but it must run along the

lines of, "If it worked so well for

Bosnia and Ireland, why not
UCLA?"

I must admit that the pamphlets
weren't all wrong, though,

because one of the things that

was stressed was that a student
here will learn new and amazing
things. I myself have already

learned two important geometri-
cal facts, upon which all of mod-
em mathematics are based; the

shortest distance between two
points is a straight line - and this

line always runs through a con-
struction site.

As deceiving as everything
else in the booklet is, the major
discrepancy lies in its section

about student life. It contains
such inspiring phrases as "numer-
ous opportunities to get involved
with campus activities," "charita-

ble organizations which breed
acceptance and integrity" and my

See COUINS, page 21

Clarifying ASUCLA's role
By Peary Brug
and Elaine Chu

As two,of six students (three

grad, three undergrads) who are

voting members of the students'

association's board of directors, it

is our job to make sure that the

student perspective Ts pointed out
in board meetings and discussed

in issues that affect students' day-
to-day activities. We are also part

of subcommittees that oversee
such entities as ASUCLA Food
Service, the Student Store and
their finances.

In talking with students, we
have heard some comments con-
cerning ASUCLA that we would
like to clarify. Some people think

ofASUCLA as a corporation that

serves students for profits without
any input from or benefits to stu-

dents.

However, ASUCLA, the

Associated Students of UCLA, is

a non-profit student-run business

where so-called "profits" are

returned to students in various

ways. For instance, food service

employee wages are, on average,

higher than off-campus food ven-
dors (i.e., McDonald's,
Lamonica's, etc.) and in addition,

students are allowed more flexi-

ble work hours.

Ackerman Union, Kerckhoff
Hall, LuValle and North Campus
are run by you, the collective stu-

dents of UCLA, and accordingly,

revenues ofASUCLA pay for the

employees who work in the

buildings and for building main-
tenance. These buildings provide
meeting rooms and study/pro-

gramming space without cost to

students.

A great deal ofASUCLA rev-

enue is also channeled into a pro-

gramming pool which allows
students to apply for program-
ming funds and to program in

spaces without paying for

staflfing, set-up and clean-up. The
cost and possible need to chaise
students attending student spon-
sored events is thereby reduced.

Another misunderstanding

regarding ASUCLA and "profits"

stems from the fact that it charges
students high prices for such
things as textbooks. The net mar-
gin, however, is very low, cover-
ing the cost of the books and their

shipping and handling. The high
cost of textbooks is dictated by
publishing companies, not by
ASUCLA.
Food prices on campus are also

lower than food prices in

Westwood; ASUCLA provides
students with a variety of food
choices in several price ranges,
while still keeping the net mar-
gins down.
The situation for Bearwear is

However, ASUCLA ...

is a non-profit

student'Fun, business

where so-called "profits"

are returned to students

in various ways.

similar. While the profit margin is

not as low as with textbooks,

high priced items are a result of
higher quality goods sold by
ASUCLA, covering material,

stitching and ad brand labels (i.e..

Champion, Russell and Beefy-T).
As student representatives on

the board, we want to discuss the

construction on campus and
explain its purpose. ASUCLA
construction is limited to

Ackerman Union and Kerckhoff
and is mainly based on seismic
and life safety requirements.

The seismic and life safety

work is being done to make the

buildings safer (i.e., steel rein-

forcements in the Coop columns),
and to bring the buildings up to

code in response to the 1990
Americans with Disabilities Act.
The cost for this project is

approximately $40 million and
will be paid in registration fees

over the next 27 years with $35
per quarter, per student. This fee
is part of the students' responsi-
bility as the managers and main

users of the buildings.

The remaining part of con-
struction is expansion, providing
more study and programming
space for students, in addition to

more room in the student store.

This will not only allow ASU-
CLA to provide students with a
wider variety of choices by relo-

cating textbooks into the union, it

will also give ASUCLA the

opportunity to increase revenue,
which in turn will be returned to

students.-—

—

The renovation/expansion pro-

ject costs $20 million, with fund-
ing expected to come from
ASUCLA revenues with the stip-

ulation that students will not be
charged extra on items such as
textbooks and food.

Finally, regarding the new
ASUCLA Publications Daily
Bruin kiosks: The cost for these

did not come from student reg
fees; they pay for themselves and
even generate revenue due to the

advertising space they contain
(i.e. to Snapple, the Club).

For the most part, ASUCLA is

very circumspect in expending
revenue, especially during these
tight budgetary years when stu-

dents spend less and tourists visit

less often and buy fewer UCLA
products.

We would like to hear from
you to know how you want to be
represented and what you would
like to see done. ASUCLA is dis-

tributing a survey covering many
of its services and products that

will gauge students' perceptions
of the students' association.

You can also e-mail your com-
ments« concerns or questions to

asucla@asucla.ucla.edu, or better

yet, come to our monthly board
of directors meeting, usually on
Friday at the end of each month.
The next meeting is Nov. 18 at

noon in Ackerman 2408. We hope
to hear from you.

I*!'

Brug. a graduate student in edu-
cation, and Chu, afifth-year eco-
nomics!international area studies
student, are members ofthe ASU-
CLA board ofdirectors.
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seen nothing but lynchings, segre-

gation and oppression all their

lives, assemble a mile away from
where you live and work?).

Unions didn't form by legal

acts. They originated from years

of violence, bloodshed and class

warfare. Women didn't get their

rights from suffrage - they gained

rights from organizing fights.

American Indians are still wait-

ing to see some fair deal.

Basically, the best barometer of a

democratic society is to imagine

what life were like if there were
no elections and see how involved

people truly are in governing

themselves.

You know, I'd hate to break this

to you, but you know that movie
Mr. Smith Goes to Washington?

Yeah. It's a fantasy. Things like

that don't happen in real life. We
didn't vote for the FBI and the

CIA. No one wanted the Vietnam
War.

I think we would have liked to

have seen some kind of guaran-

teed health care and it would have

been nice if Rebuild L.A. had

some pretensions at a genuine

effort I think most of us who
haven't yet been brainwashed by
the economics department would
like a higher minimum wage.

Lord knows, 76 cents for an A-
SUC-LA cup of coffee is just a bit

high.

But understand this and under-

stand it well: Opinions don't mat-

ter! Wliat matters is how much
you're willing to fight. This is one
thing I can guarantee you - if you
don't fight now, things will get

progressively worse until you
have no other choice - other than

invading post offices with an Uzi.

By the way, that's another

grossly blatant ideology of most
people I know. They seem to think

the United States is somehow
exempt from the lessons of histo-

ry-

We don't have to worry about

oppressive governments anymore,

the United States is the perfection

of democracy. We don't need to

form militias to protect ourselves

from an ever-encroaching govern-

ment - things like that don't hap-

pen here.

And most of all, revolutions.

crises and collapses of society are

a thing of the past. Yes, and so are

unions, social justice, anything

against free markets, feminism,

alternative societies, dissident

opinion, etc., etc.

All I have to say in the end, to

those of you who still believe in

voting as the beautiful American

way, here's a thought. Even the

state in George Orwell's "1984"

could not have survived without

the enthusiastic support of the vast

majority of its citizens.

After all, most of them loved

Big Brother. My question is, what
is it that exactly makes you any

different? Do you think you're

intrinsically better than they are?

Think about it, real hard.

One more thing. I oppose gun
control, and I am seriously consid-

ering joining the NRA. ("Oh my
God, it's some midwestern hick

frat boy living in some Jc^n

Wayrie movie with no grip on how
guns are turning our American
way into chaos!").

Sorry, no.

Bassilian is a third-year student

majoring in political science and
mathematics.

CARPENTER4tlOS
From page 19

these arenas that American society

has seen its most massive middle

class exodus.

As the average American sits

frustrated, disillusioned and angry

about their deteriorating quality of

life, they have consistently aban-

doned involvement, access and

control oyer the institutions creat-

ed of democratic society - institu-

tions once considered the

hallmark of progress, opportunity,

success and empowerment
But where has middle America

gone? Increasingly, the American
social focus has shifted from the

rational to the ideological, from

the secular to the sacred. In a

recent article about angels, a stun-

ning topic for a popular news
magazine, the American public

was found to be the most religious

of any Western industrialized

democracy.

)^itness the political advaiKes

of the Christian Right in Virginia,

among other places, with the res-

urrection of Oliver North, the sys-

COLLINS

tematic takeover of school boards

and municipalities in California

and across the nation, the attempt

to ban Alice Walker's books in

California public schools and the

increasing irrationality and

domestic terrorism over abortion.

Witness, also, the evolution of

monolithic politics in the ideologi-

cal blending of distinction

between Democrats and

Republicans - the political

rhetoric of hate where liberal

Democrat gubernatorial candidate

Arme Richards of Texas boasts of

her toughness on crime, citing the

nuniber of people she's killed

with the death penalty, only to be

answered by her Republican chal-

lenger that when he's elected -

and he did win - he'll execute

even more.

Soon California, Texas and the

rest will be rid of all the dark,

ignorant, useless parasites among
us, by one means or another.

They've got 'The Bell Curve" as

their philosophical guide and an

army of Christian soldiers ready

to cleanse the nation.

All we need now is another

substantial economic collapse, a

downturn, a series of recessions.

That has always been the last

excuse for the total rigidification

of Western society.

In the United States, all other

prerequisites are in place. An omi-

nous storm of conservatism has

washed over the country.

Tuesday's election, which touted a

new mandate for "family values,"

has established the legal legit-

imization of intolerance and hate.

Soon enough we'll be in a

sinuiltaneous box step with each

other, making sure each answers

the higher cause of the other, one

homogeneous nation, equally

complected, all of superior intelli-

gence, a super race - one nation

under God, indivisible ...

Carpenter-Rios is a graduate stu-

dent in Near Eastern Languages
and Cultures.

From pe^e 20

favorite, "groups which de-

emphasize the pressures of sub-

stance abuse and peer pressure."

It is true that many opportuni-

ties exist to get involved with the

campus, but what isn't mentioned

is that students have no choice at

all about getting involved.

A simple walk to class down
Bruin Walk every morning proves

this point. It is not only possible,

but also inevitable, to leave the

dorm a student and 20 minutes

later be sitting in class as an

Orthodox Christian CALPIRG
Blood Donating Democrat who is

signed up to play paintball next

Friday night.

Being the genius I am, I have
come up with an alternative

method of getting to class, but it

involves a three-hour detour

through Westwood and a police

escort. I challenge all students to

come up with a better solution.

After attending a USAC meet-

ing during the second week of

tflis quarter, it was made obvious

that the charitable organizations

referred to in the brochures are

the fraternities. However, in my
own personal dealings with fra

tcmities, I have come to a slightly

different c^inion.

Before coming to UCLA, I

imagined that all fraternities were
built around two things - beer

and women. However, when you
make an opinion before examin-

ing something firsthand, you're

always likely to come to a con-

clusion that does not accurately

reflect the truth.

Such was the case with frater-

nities. As it turns out, fraternities

are not based entirely on beer and
women, just beer. As far as I

could see when I attended frater-

nity rush events, beer was the

focal point of the evening, and

women were just diversions

while drinking.

Still, even during rush week,
the main words spoken were

never about "charity" or "accep-

tance;" rather, they focused on
the absence of beer. I am not say-

ing this to degrade fraternities

(because any organization which

can dedicate themselves to one

end so passionately should be

admired), but just to point out

what they aren't

As far as the section on peer

pressure goes in the recruitment

brochure, I was abhorred While

it is true that there is little pres-

sure at UCLA to do drugs or

drink alcohol, there docs exist a

large amount of pressure to do

pretzels. Yes pretzels, those hard,

irregularly shaped salty things

(previous sentence iiwluded so

tfiat the more dedicated drug

users won't feel like they have

missed the latest fad, which inci-

dently is toad-licking).

I cannot even count the number
of evenings I have been sitting

with some of my friends having a

good time, when somebody shuts

the door and says, "Would any-

body like some pretzels?" Of
course none of us baye the guts to

turn them down, even though it is

a proven genetic fact that no
human being actually likes the

way a pretzel tastes.

Pretty soon the bowl is empty
and we are all doing things we
would never do if we hadn't just

eaten pretzels, which mainly

include urinating six to eight

times an hour. (As a side note,

people who claim to actually like

pretzels have just built up a toler-

ance through years of abuse.)

Well, that's about it.

Remember, if you want to keep

the campus free of idiots like me,

you had better change the fwopa-

ganda.

Collins is a first-year undeclared

student.

Attention

Freshman Reeords
Purchasers:

Freshman Records can now be picked
up at the Daily Bruin
Receptionist's Desk,
225 Kerckhoff HaU,

Monday to Friday, 8AM-6PM.
•

If you do not pick up your copy by
Friday, November 18, it will be mailed
to the address provided on your form.

"AMAZING. ..Jerry Falweirs

Worst Nightmare."

"CONTROVERSIAL!

The Pope has said he doesn't want

this film shown in his country."

"PROVOCATIVE!"

^^^^

SEX, DRUGS and DEMOCRACY
Reality li1[e you've never seen it.

Nuart
\\m Sum Mwlei BM » piO) 47M»W

LlfflltMi 12 Day Engagement • Starts Friday, November 11

Nightty: 5:30. 7:30, 9 30; Sat/Sun: 1:30, 3:30. 5:30. 7:30, 9:30

ADULTS ONLY

1 0% EYEGLASS
DISCOUNT TO UCLA

EYEGLASS
PACKAGE

I'NCLUDES EVE EXAMirjAfiON
EYEGLASS K?AMfc "i

P^^FSCRIPIlC)rJ I tNSFi

CONTACT LENS
PACKAGE

INCUDES EYE EXAM
PAI>e Df- DAILY V/EAR LENSES

CAiJE'xf AND FOLLOW UP CARE

DISPOSABLE CONTACT LENSES
ifJCiUDEj EXAM riNG S< fOLlOV.' UP

CIVUE LENSES

. GLASSES & CONTACTS IN ONE HOUR

. EYE EXAMINATIONS

. VISION PLANS ACCEPTED

OPTOMETRIX
•-^•->^A*- -

208-1384
10930 WEVBUi^N • vVFSTAOOD VILLAGE
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Remember when you were little and
someone took you shopping for back-to-

^chool dqthes? Mom would say, "Let's see if

these clothes from last year still fit," and
because you grow a foot a year when you're

little, they of course didn't. So you and mom
hit those back-to-school sales like there was
no tomorrow, stocking up on really tight

brown corduroy jeans, red and yellow zip up
velour shirts, and of course, underoos.

Fashion was simple back then, in other

words, ignorance is bliss. But now, there is no
excuse for your appearance - your mother

life and wardrobe. There are ALL sorts of

fashion types on campus, possibly due to our

urban, cosmopolitan location and amazing

doesn't dress you anymore (although there

are several exceptions waddling around

campus).

But, by the looks of what is worn to school,

it seems like most of you have control of your

student diversity.

The trends we follow (or don't) are all very

different. They can last several years, a

lifetime, or a month. The pictures you're

looking at show some of the trends that can
been seen today on campus. A very popular

trend that's been around for quite some time

now, the wearing of shirts, pants and shoes,

has seen many pleasant variations over the

years.

Are flannel plaids here to stay or are they

just leftover remnants of the Seattle sprung g-
movement? Whatever they are, you are

wearing them - guys, gals, young and old can
be seen cozying up in the warm, colorful folds

of fabric. And tied around the waist - the

ultimate accessory!

Sometimes It seems like our campus l»«-

Looky there!! Who's that man with the swell shirt and the super slacks?

Why. it's UCLA's own. Agent 69. a.k.a. David Margolls. 5th year poli

sci/psych student, givinp us two cents for his fifteen minutes. Wow!!

walking advertisement for brand names. On
any given day, brands such as Calvin Klein,

Stussy, Armani Exchange, Billabong and
Mosslmo can be seen emblazoned on our T-

shirts, underwear and hats. Why do we
choose to do this? Ask yourself: Am I doing

this because everyone else is? Am I doing this

because I don't have a sense of style and

people will think I do because I csm put on a

shirt? Is it really that important? Do I care? Or
is it just a really good looking hat? Hmmm.
These days your stinky collegiate feet are

donning those old school sneakers, those

ANNOYING little striped flipflops with socks,

the rubber lug soled jobs with a bit of a heel

(a sorority favorite), and there is the

occasional spotting of the expensive Italian

loafer. "How diverse!" you may exclaim. It's

true, because y'all students ain't nothing but

a millipede with a severe case o'

schizophrenia.

Speaking of mental problems, that's what
mom attributes your body "embellishing"

trends of tatooing and piercing to. Well mom,
sorry, but the holes in my head stay - along

with the Japanese dragon on my ass. Painfully

needled into the supple skin of hundreds are

likenesses of cartoon characters, stars,

flowers, hearts and other random designs

that you have made life long commitments to.

The cdso painful piercing of non-earlobe

material is just as deviant (and trendy), but

the commitment is as long as you want it to

be. Kinda like that really annoying rebound
relationship thing.

What is this obsession with trends anyway?
We could try to break down and analyze it,

but why waste the time? We do know that

there is absolutely no way to avoid being

trendy, so, whatever your fashion trend may
be. just do it well ... OK?

By Olen Holm

Photos by Andrew Scholer
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For those neglectei

corners and party-foul

cover-ups read our
tips lor making your

apartm^nt/dorm seem
more like home.
Hear the tale of a

deep sea experience
straight from the

captain's log book for

DIVE!
Cre ative juices are

f owing with the
poelry featured this

week...

For a night on the
town sneak a peek at

ouf special recipie

listings.

World of Beads
You enter the dance club. Deafening noise

cveiywherc, sharp beams of light slash through the

smoky daikness, people dancing and bumping
around, spilling their drinks. Music thunders out of

enormous speakers. Suddenly, a collective gasp
and the music immediately cuts off. Stillness. All

eyes are on you, people crane their necks to sec.

'Where did you get that necklace.' someone
shouts. "Oh this old thing,' you smoothly reply; 'I

made It' A brief moment, then everyone passes
out from sheer dlsl>eHef.

Enter Into a world where more than 2,000 beads
from around the world await your arrival ... earrings,

necklaces and bracelets hover on the threshold of

creation ... oldies flow easily from the speakers.

Yes, ladles and gentlemen. It's the Bead Club.

You can find The Bead Club at 1 067 Broxton

Ave., but beware - once you arrive, your concept of

time crumbles Into the Jumble of t>eads. Even

cynical companions dragged In by Interested

headers soon find themselves enraptured by the

number and variety of beads - every color, shape
and design at your fingertips.

Focus on the couple In the corner She Intensely

combs the beads for just the right combination. He
looks extremely bored. Until he starts casually

checking the beads out. Then the creativity flowing

through the store mesmerizes him as he starts

Imagining the multitude of combinations: chunky
wood, sparkling clear crystal, round American flag

beads, blue fish, letters, smooth shells, semi-

precious stones and on and on.

After collecting a stunning blend of beads on the

provided tray. It's time to stroll over to the table

stocked with Jewelry making tools and clasps. If you
need help, don't fret. 'The staff is great,"

commented manager Debbie Dawson, 'they are

more than willing to help customers design Items

and discover their own creativity."

Pauly Shore, In fact, has discovered his creativity

at the Bead Club Ave times already. And Dustin

Hoffman's kids fashioned a few jewelry pieces

there as well. Perhaps you don't think you're as

See MMDS, page 28

c?
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Exhibitions

Fowler Museum of

Cultural History
En Calavera: The Papier-

Mach6 Art of the Linares Family

Now through July

Info: 825-4361

Featuring nearly 150 sculptures repre-

senting three generations of creativ-

ity, the life-sized, dressed skeletons

and fantastic, dragon-like creatures

made from papier-mSch^. The art

pieces depict a facet ofMexico's heri-

tage and holidays such as the Day of

the Dead, Mardi Gras, and patron saint

fiestas. V^itness the realm where folk

meets fine art.

SPIRITS ASPEOPLE
Figurative Sculpture Of The
Baule Peoples, Cdte D 'Ivoire,

West Africa

Now through March 5th

Fowler Museum of Cultural History

Free. Info: 206-5663

Featuring more than 40 wooden sculp-

tures which are used as intermediaries

to the spirit forces of nature and the

supernatural. Known as waka
sranmu, wooden persons, these hu-

man images represent spirits of the

blolo, or the "other world."

Armand Hammer Museum
of Art & Cultural Center
Cabinet des Estampes of the

Biblioth^que National de France
Now through January 1st

Armand Hammer Museum
$4.50 general $1 students

Info: 443-7000

W^ith over 175 works ranging from

peasants to mythological royalty, this

groundbreaking exhibition is the first

comprehensive survey ever presented

on the origins of Renaissance
printmaking in France. Admire the

works of the world's foremost print

collection, and learn about the extraor-

dinary diversity of interests in French

history. "One important purpose of

this exhibition is to investigate the

meanings of these prints within the

context ofFrench Renaissance art, his-

tory, politics and literature," says

Cynthia Burlingham associate direc-

tor and curator of the Grunwald Cen-

ter for the Graphic Arts.

VINX THE WADSWORTH

After having
toured with an
array ofmusic
notables this

summer(Gim
Blossoms, .

Spin Doctors,
Cracker) and
after having
collaborated
in studio for

other artists

such as Steve
Wonder,
VINXnov^r
plans to
return to his
own music
and to

develop new
material
which he is willing to "tiy ouf' during hisperformance at
the Wadsworth Theater Sunday, Nov. 13tn at 7PM

sponsored by the student committee for the arts

World in Music
Grupo CantQfi,

1 2 PM, ArmandHammer
Museum & Cultural Center
Free. Info: 443-7000
Cantao peribrms CosteAo music from
the Atlantic coast ofColombia.

Monday, November 14
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Concert
Team Dresch
8 PM, Cooperage
Free. Info: 825-1958

Tuesday, Nc.evbep 15

Concert
UAKTI
8 PM, Wadsworth Theater

$25 general $8 students.

Info: 825-2101

This quartet meshes unique industrial

sound with Brazilian-in^ired rhythms

through rare instniements, flutes, and
woodwinds. Woildng with Paul Simon
and Milton Nacimiento has broguht

special attention to UAKTI 's incred-r

ible music. Program includes a

CenterStage lecture with KCRW's
Cafe LA host, Tom Schnabel, at 7PM.

Thursday, November 10

Hammer Readings
Heather McHugh
7 PM, Armand Hammer Museum
Free. Info: 443-7000

Ms. McHugh is a visiting professor in

the Dept. ofEnglish at UCLA. She has

written five books ofpo^ms and a book

of critical essays. Seating is hmited,

so be there early.

Movie
The Client & The Fugitive

Nov 10-11, 7 & 9:30 PM.
Ackenman Grand Ballroom

$2 (for k)oth). Info: 82&-1958

Weekly movie program qwnsored by
Campus Events.

Friday, Novewibep. 1

1

Concert
^

Tish Hinojosa
8 PM, Wadsworth Theater
$25 general $8 students. .

Info: 825-2101

Hinojosa's natural and clear voice has

facilitated her shift in musical styles

such as 60s pop, country-tinged soul,

folk, honky-tonk, and Spanish dance
music. One hour before the show a

CenterStage lecture with Vilma Ortiz,

Associate Professor, UCLA Chicano

Studies Program will be offered to

ticket holders.

Dance
Panel Discussion:

Indian Classical Dance in LA.
Dance Bklg. Stage 200
Info: 825-3951

Melnitz Movies
Sneak Preview: Loveanda . 45
7:30 PM, Ackerman BaHroom
Free, Info: 825-2345

Discussion with Producer Darrin Scott

will folk)w preview. Mr. Scott has pro-

duced such films as Menace to Soci-

ety, To Sleep with Anger, and Fear of
a Black Hat.

Saturday. -Nc v'EWEE? 12

Dance Performance
Malavika Sarukkai
8 PM, Schoent>erg Hall,

$1 5 general $8 students

Info: 825-2101

Malavika has risen to the highest ac-

claim in Indian as a premier dancer of

the South Indian Bharata Nsrtyam and
Odissi classical styles. Her dance will

be accompanied by a superb ensemble

of classical musicians Program is

sponsored by the Center for the Per-

forming Arts and tte Dept. of Dance
and World Arts A Cultures,

The UCLA
Student

Committee for the
Arts subsidizes

tickets for

peformances
such as Malavika
Sarrukai, pictured

left. UCUV
students are able

to attend
performances in

this box for less
than the price of a
student ticket.

SCA tickets are
availat>le by

catfkig

CTO: «2S-210t

11/11

11/12

11/12

11/13

11/17-18

11/19

12/1

12/4

Tish Hinojosa

Uak^

Malavika Sarrakai

SCA
Price

$8.00

$&00

$8.00

Franz Liszt Chamber Oichestia $8.00

Kroaos Quartet $1100

The Whirling Dervishes $&00

Chatideer $&00

DtaMmdaGaUsw/J.P..^»et $10.00

Reg. On
Price Sale

S25.0O now

$25.00 now

$15.00 now

$30.00 now

$2&00 now

$25.00 now

$25.00 now

$26.00 now

Gaumont Presents;
Don Giovani / Carmen
7:30 PM. Melnitz Theater

$5 general $3 students

Info: 206-FiLM
Director Joseph Losey adopts
Mozart 'z wittiest opera, Giovani

(1979), whose splendid cinematogra-

phy, elaborate costumes, and stunning
performances brought an elitist art to

the public. In Carmen (1984), direc-

tor Francisco Rosi presents a Bizet's

folkloric opera starring JuUa Migenes-

Johnson and Placido Domingo.

SUWDAV, NOvENlgfifc 13
Chamber Orchestra
Franz Liszt Chamber Orchestra
4 PM, Schoenberg Hall

$30 general $8 students.

Info: 825-2101

These graduates of Budapest's Franz
Liszt Acackmy will be performing

music by Mozart, Dvorak and
Tchaikovsky under the musical direc-

tion ofviolinst haim Rolla

WfOfyJfSOav NnVPr.'rr: *

Melnitz Movies
Smr
7:30 PM, Ackemian Ballroom
Free, Info: 825-2345

Argentine Senator, U.C. Regent's

Scholar, and filmmaker Fernando
Solanos will speak after the screening

of Sur, whose political anecdotes will

m<^ likely stir audieiKe participaticm.

Be Aware of Bare
I ^M>^,<V%U
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creative ideas or have the

Open: a barren apartment. personality of a dead snail, It's

IWalls of yellowed plaster. Important to keep an eye open

[devoid of any life. Dust settling 'or Ideas you may have

T5^i

;**'*'

[on the stained greycarpet, as

fa large white spider creates a

[^

web in the o^men Move to a

[stark nafeed living room, ^

garnished only with a sagging

green futon and a toaster

' oven on the floorholdUla
charred piece of long-foigotten

bread.

Or, if you are one of the!

;ture

iiatiti

:ky inhabitants of the 70*s-

f\e high rises called do
a steel dorm ^e^laying

to the fea]

white

l^dnal plain brown desk

comer displays a cold,

sn chili bowl from

l^iyltMfSMK^

Iron plant, a run of tlie mill

green houseplant. Or go for

the don't-water-me-until-I*m

nearly-dead Pothos, a dra
plant with yellow streaks

wound throughout the leaves

For more of a tree-look,

two to three foot flcus plant

that neglected comer.

To break away from the

traditional house plant, Jun

anthro|>olpgy major Jahn

Rashtl suggests buying trees

that are just beginning to _
Avith a plant in it. You canlake "Foliage Is very important *

approaches, Try a dozen claln is. The fruit tree and
ferns, some ivy and some
fM wttdaDimals for that

missed. Mer all, whether you
like it or not. your dorm room
or apartment is a reflection of

yourself. More importantly,

you're going to live there for

the next 9 months, so you may
as well make it look

interesting. Without further

ado. some suggestions ...

_ Every room looks betteor __

f-ej

Kingdompk>k. Or set out

1 army of ca|ti (maybe some
sand here and there) for that

lost in the djbsert" feeling.

What s mosiimportant is that

I doesn't it?

palni tree in my dorm rooil^

mak« the room come alive. I

just i ujpe they don't grow to

full fruHlon before June."

To locate these treasures

and more run over to Target

HomQp^{>9t (excellent

area

the plants #a)Ni«v«r ^^^^^ -^^
^ liOCkily, t here are plants out Westwood or the farmer's

\

you couldn't kill market to pick up these plan

17, For instance, try

>priately named cast See DECOR, page

m^

teapi

MANN

Westwood
VIUA6E
961 Broxton
206-5576

{1J0-4J0;
ttaruu (Pfi-131

OV 7:30- 10:30

MANN

Santa Monica
CRITERION 3 Dovbla OraoM (P6-13)
1313 3rd SL Promerode (2:3O-5:15)-8:0O-10:30
395-1599 Fri/Sat/Sun(12«)-?.30-5:15)-8:M-10:30

GENERAL CINEMA I LAEMMLE LAEMMLE

Westwood WLA/Beverly Hills West Hollywood

NATKNUL
10925 LliKJbrook (2:45-5«<J)-7:'l 5^9:4..

208-4366 Frt/Sat/Sun (12:30^45-5tt))-7:15-9:45

0Mhl«0rafM(ra-1S) CmTERI0N4

RUN Low MMr (PS-IS)
948 Broxton (2:15-4:45)-7:30-10:l5
239-MANN Slt/S«in(11;45-2:15-4:45}-7:3O-10:15

UmIFMJR)FESTIVM.
10887 Undbrook (2:3O-5D0)-7JO-10:li
206-4574 SM/Sun(12:0O-2:30-Sl)0>-7:3O-10:1S

I -— *

RESENT OtMyYoarra}
1045 Broxton (2:30-5a))-7:30-lba)
208-3259 Frt/Sat/Sun (12:00-2:30-5:00)-7:30-10M)

aHTiHKM4 iaIMiOvirSrMdwayCR)
1313 3rd St. Pronwnide (2:15-4:45)-750-945
395-1599 Fri/Sat/Sun (11:45-2:15-4:45-7:20-945

CRfTERNMS t»tKFall(R)
1313 3rd St Proowrude (2«)-4;30)-7:30-10 OO
395-1599 FrVSit/Sun(11:3O-2:0O-4:3O)-7;3O-10:00

OMTERKMI Fo>«ateMM(ra-13)
1313 3rd St Promenide (230h7T»-10:30
395-1599 Frt/S«t/Sun(1:15-4:45)-730-10-J0

AVCO CINEMA
WHsMre at Westwood
475-0711

LAs FIRST CHOICE PRESENTATION THEATRE
70mm - THX SOUND - DOLBY STEREO
The TOTAL Entertainment Experience

ROYAL
11523 S.M. Blvd.

477-5581

I Deal Waal to Talk Aboat It

5:00-7:30-9:55

Sat/Sun 2:30-5:00-7:30-9:55

SUNSET 4

(213)848-3500
aarta

(1:00)-3:10-5:20-7:40-9:55

FrI/Sai Midnigtit

THXOTt T*eWar(Pe-13)
1:15-4:15-7:15-10:16

TNXDolky QBlztlHW(re-13l
1:30-4:25-7:20-10:^

Mm
l:Oi6-4:«^7:66-10«J

Mky alien Owr Iroa^way (RJ
12:45-2^0-4:45-7:15-9:45

MUSIC HAU
9036WlisNre
274-6869

Hoop Oreaait
5:00-8:30

Sal/Sun 1:30-5:00-8:30

SUNSETS
(213)848-3500

Last Seducllofl

(1:50)-4:25-7 00 9 35

SUNSET
(213)848-3500

Santa Monica

1322 2nd street

394-9741
Geallc Art el JaeaMte Eatortloa

(1:30)-4:15-7.t)0-9:40

PLAZA
1067 6len(lon

208-3097

Hoo» OraaanjPS-n)

Sat/Sun (12.00-4^00)4^

WE8TW0001 TkaSaaclallaKR)
1050Gayle)r (2:30-5:00)-7:30-10:l5
208-7664 Sat/Son (12«>-2:30-5a) •7:30-10:15

WESTW0Q02
1050Gaylay
208-7664

LMa Slaati (PS)

, (2:15)->:30

s«Miri»(rai
(4:45)-9:3()

{12«M:45 -9:30

WESTWOOOI
lOSOGayley
2087664 rNI«Mnafa(R)

(5:00)-9:4i

Sat/Sun (12:45-5«))-9:45

LANDMARK

West L.A.

NUWILSHmE Clwfei
1314 WHstHre Blvd. 5:3O-7:45-10«)
394-8099 Sat/Sunned 1:00-3:15-5:30-7:45-10«)

NUWILSIflRE U
1314WiliMreBlvd 4:45-7:15-9:45
394-8099 Sat/Sunned 11:45-2:15-4:45-7:15-9:45

M0MCA2
1322 2nd Street

394-9741

Pritcllla Oaeea ol Me Desert
(2:15)-4:45-7:15-9:45

Weakaad Pragra«s
Seatlernen Prefer Blondes

And God Spoke
The Ghost Ship

Cat People

Clerks

FrI/Sat Midnigm

Virgin Spring
Tlie Last Kleiner
Tka Gkosl Skip

Cat People
Ctiappa: Tke Wedding Canopy

Sat/Sun 11:00 AM

MOMCAS
1322 2nd Street

394-9741

HooyDraaan
(1:30)-5:00-8:30

monn:a4
1322 2nd Street

394-9741

Sara
Persian - No Subtitles

-(2:3O)-5:0O-7:3O-9:5O

MONICA
1322 2nd Street

394-9741

Beverly Hills

FMmmalcor: F«niMido S«lmios

WrnflVw MR nW WMB M tfVMy nwfSMy Bywi>UCcA wCfflioN Fof ttM wlft_, ^ft pe^^ w^ Af^Mf^i^imffni sAdlGri 0f If^ caMT^^fSm ecMv:,

lOSOeaylay
206-7S84

RNarVRM (PS-Ill
(2:45-5:15)-7:45-10:l5

Sat/Sun (1^15-2:45-5:151-7:45-10:15
WeSTSOE PAVILION Thai
C^W^ (12:15)-2-J0-4:45-7;15-925

Beverly Connection

U Clenagut Beverly BMl
Free 2 1/? hour validated parUna
659-5911

Weakaad Proqrams
Orvnken Master

Oninken Master II

SodzWa vs. Tke Tking
Terror ol Meckafodzllla

Fri/Sat Midnlom

Srtaolag Up Safey
Mastang: Tke HIMea Wu^m

AagelTaca

UNITED ARTISTS

Westwood
UA WESTWOOD
10889 WellwDrtti

475-9441

Pulp FIcUon (R)

SR THX Dolby Slereo
Call Theatre lor Stwvrtlmes

Saraka
Sat/Sun 11:00AM

UA WESTWOOD
10e89We«worth
475-9441

TkaRoadtoWalMllalR)
THX Dolby Stereo

Gal Theatre tor SlKwtimes

WtSTINX PAVILION
GoWwyn
475-0202

at Dilak Maa WMaa
(11:15)-1:50^:25-7.-00-9:35

IMtVre T1wWar(PS-13)
1:15-2:45-4:15-5:45-7:15-8:45-10:l5

Frt-Sun 11:45-1:15-2:45-4:15-5:45-7:15*45-10:15 West Hollywood

UA WESTWOOD
10669 waawortti
475-9441

Staltey's Fraakaaaiala (R)
Ootby Stereo

Can Theatre kx Sho«vamea

TNXDolky

Santa Monica %%
PAVNJON It Start RIaiaAkort

(11 :45 AM) only

aricSoa (R)

7:00-10^20

1.1st

(M Free Parking

1313 3nlSLPn)fnanada (2:15-5flOK;45To:l5
395-1599 FrVai««B(11:45-2:15-5«))-7:45'10:15

•HTSNX fAVNJON
GOdmrn
475^00

(12:30>-2:45-5.«)-73o5S[

J(R)
Frt/Sat/Sun 11 30-2 15-5:00-7:45-10:30

Mon -Thun 1:15-4:15-7:15-10:15

- '^« -•- --•-

OMyraafPS)
12D0-2:3O-5A>-7;3O-l0:0i}

Ffi/5M(SiM 1 1:aO-2iXM:30-7i»-9a)

sumcTi
(213)848-3500

PrtacWaOaeaaollwDnart
(2:15)-7:15

SnsLNa
(4:45)-9:45

SUNSn2
(213)646-3500

TatallyF***«4UB
(1:00)-3:10'«iO-7:40-9S

PACIFIC

Westwood

1313MSL Promaiada (2D0-458h'4>- 1 3(5

195-1980 FrVSat/Sun (11:15-2:00 4 50) 7 40 1030

MTESTtlOC PAVNJOH
GoWwvfi
4750^2

(1:45)-3:45-5;4S-7:45*45

12:00-2-JO-5 00^

SilMt FaH (R)"
? 30-100(}

SUNSCTI
(213)646-3500 (2:40)1!3(2:40h5:35-6:30

CRaT
1262 Wastvraod Blvd.

474-7666

[|«M(ln
1J0-4:10-?«)-9!5<J

n
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to Dive
By Vicky Thantrong

All hands below. Man your stations. Prepare

to DIVE! What the heck am I yakkin" about? I'm

talkin' about DIVE!, the new hot food spot

owned by Steven Spielberg, David Katzenberg

and Levy Corporation.

Stand putside and you'll see a huge, glowing,

yellow neon-covered monstrosity. Kinda

strange. Almost bizarre. But pretty neat. But

SPONSORED BY BRUIN TV GUIDE
P=OfIS5:0«UL

(632-686 3)9o.Vnm-9Dm

UCB • UCI • UCR mima 800 MD-BOUND
THURSDAY EVENING

BROADCAST STATIONS

A = Century Cable B = Channel Name NOV. 10, 1994

11

13

18

34

29

£
"W
"~®~

S
T5J

z
"W

w

s

m

Doogi*
HOWMT
Sci«nc«
Guy

Family
SI

CiMltito
(In aereo)

m

Maury Povich m

V.R.

Troopers g]

Wondar
YaaraS]

RIcU J-aka Making peace
with former mates.

Nawrs

Prtmar Impacto

Black Sheep Squadron
"The Cat's Whiskers-

CBS

[B

FuHHouaa
(In Stereo)

Buainaaa
naport

m

EdMonBl

In Stereo)(lnSt€

NoOciaa

WIM.Wild

Highw
Palrol

Ihway

NB M̂ohtly

Family
[B

Hard Copy

Extra: Ent

Fraah

Mactiaiiilohrar

Nawahourg]
ABC World

JoumaiB]

C9I»
in

Coatoy
SItowB]

f>andaYV
Magazine

Univlaion

Waat

Jeopardy!

Top Cope
(h) Stereo)

Ent Tonight

Price la

Right

Coach (In

Stereo) 3E

TknaaS)

[Wheal of
Fortune GE

Ruah
LImbiugh

Simpsona
(In Stereo)

Stw Trek: The Next
Generation "Attached" X

Volver a Empezar

Bonanza "The Avenger"

Due South "Chicago
Holklay"[B

MadAlwut
YouOD

Frie(tds(ln

Stereo) OB

Chicago Hope -Death Be
Prour (In Stereo) (B

staHneia

"TheSoui

#*** IGone Vm the WknT (1939) Clark Gable. The
Civi War torcee a Southern bele to laoe reaity

up
I

Ciak

FrBaier(ln

Stereo) JE

Qrtat Railway Journeys
(In aereo) Bl

MySo-CatedUfalJfeof
Bnan" (In Stereo) m

Stereo) IB Single OB

Heaven Help Ua "A Mateh
Made in Heaven" DE

Sarabia
Republic

Aguietas de Color de
Roaa

BASIC CABLE STATIONS

24

26

30

19

63

»
38

60

£
54

27

12

33

57

14

16

21^

45

cmia

Biography
(RT

'John Belushi"

(4:00) ** "My Cousin
Rac/ie/"( 1952, Mystery)

South Bank Show "Naked
Making Lunch" (R)

PrimenewsX

Saturday Night Live

Nunsenae 2: The Sequel Rue McClanahan returns as

a Mother Superia in cnarge o( some wacky nuns.

The Spy Who Came in From the Cold" ( 1 966) A British

spy is assigned lo track down a top Soviet agent.

*** iWy Cousin Rachel" (1952) Olivia de Havilland

An heir tries lo learn it ttie woman he toves is a kilter

Twin Peaks

Larry King UveX

S.A.S. Stand-Up,
Stand-Up

WoridNews

Whose
Une?

Soap SI

Event of the Day

World of

Wonder

Howard
Stem(R)

Amazing
America

Bloopers-
Jokes

Movie
Magic

Talk Soup

Know Zone

News Daily

Beyond
repJkate

2000 Indoor resort

Inates outdoors.

Lata Night With David
(.ettsrman

4:56) College Football: San Diego State at Brigham Young. From Provo, Utah.

live)

Maximum
Drive

That's My
Do8_

(4:00) **•/. "Foftidden

Nlig^te"( 19901, Drama)

Real World
(In Stereo)

Clarissa

Explains

Intarview-

Vamp
Clarissa

Explains

Marcus Welby, M.D. "Men
Who Care" (Part 1 o(2)

Fantasy
Fball

Suki's Box

Rin Tin Tin

K-aCepm
Supermar-
ket &wee£

'He's Back-

Shop "HI

You Drop

Music Videos (In Stereo)

Hey Dude
(R)

Love Boat

Rugrsts

MotorSports Hour

KnJ

trai

ik|ht Rider Illegal gun-

iflK*ing(iy°^

America's
Cup

Evening
Shedefe

Designing
Women x!

Yol(ln

Stereo)

Doug

Evening
Shedeft]

Designing
Women (B

AHsmaUve
Nation

Looney
Tunes

IronsMe "Split Second lo

anEp>ta^"(Paf12o>2)

Stanley Cup Pla;

Kings at Toronto

Horse
Racing

Law i Order "Self

Defense"

mjwwmjl lytagret-

and the Maid" OC

•The Coach" (In

Stereo) BB

Now York Undercover (In

Stereo) IB

Robin's HoodsIdde
and Annie' (In Stereo) OB

You

John
AnkertMrg

Biography "John Belushi"

(RT

Eye to Eye (In Stereo) IE

ER "Growing Up" (In

Stereo) K
News (In Stereo) [B

The Look (In Stereo) (Pavt UfZfW

[E

OE

Cheers Kl

PrimaHma Uve IB

LaatCal

HanMyunghol

doe
BMnvttni
dos

HM Street Blues "Fecund
Hand Rose"

XI

Lais Show Glenn Close,

Robbie Robertson. SI

TonigM Show (In Stereo)

Brown IB

Charfla

Rose

NightNnelB

Jerry Springer Lo
kx second otanoe.

Lovers ask

Cope (In

StereojjB

(In Stereo)

Notkias

Current
AftairtB

SlorylB

Sumo
Dlaest_

Univision

Sneak
ll(lnSt(

Lata

Steree)

Ni^

Kids in theHaN

(In Stereo)

(R) (In Stereo) IB

Ufa and
Tlmea(R)IB

Faces of
Culture

Twilight
Zone

(OffAk)

Stereor
PaW
Program

•••Ml 'l(r(fefil9iU^'(1970) Oustin Hoffman. A 121-

-okj man recounts life aa a Wikl West pioneer.year-o(

Riiair

Urabemh
irA*S*HlE

Steraor
Andre

Top Cope
(In Stereo)

Paid
Program

Paid

Jon Olswart Singer Barry

White. (In Stereo)

fS^

Boys-84"

piM

PaM Ara Oh Vee AMemalive
music videos.

'tiarnnos ds Alb^KMcar)" Yoianda del Rx>. Cantante se
enamora kxamente de la hija de un hacendado.

Love Channel With "The

Nunaense 2: The
a Mother Superior

SeouelRue
in cnarge of

McClanahan returns as
some wacky nuns. (R)

***'/i Tac«s"(1968, Drama) Gena Rowlands, John Mariey, Lynn
Carlin. A story of kwely couples depicts maniage and middte age. 'R'

'The Spy Who Came in From the CokT {^%6) A British

spy is assigned to track down a top Soviet agent

Sports
Tonight 3Moneyline

(R)

Tribute to BiH Hicks
Tribute to BM Hcks. (R)

Event of the Day

Newsniglrt Showbiz
Todey(R)

Dennis Miller Black &
Whtiii(R)

World of

151

Stom

Amazing
America (R)

Candid
Camera

Sportscenlsr

Waltons "Founders' Day"

Unsolved Mystsries (In

Stereo)

Prime Time (In Stereo)

Movie
Magic (R)

Talk Soup

(51
UpCtose

now ZoneKm

News Daily

CaUingAII
Sports

Politk:ally

Incorrect

Lalenight

Kklsinihe

Public Policy Conference

Law* Order -SeK
Defense"

IDowney

**H "Joeeph Andrews'
(1977)Ann--Margret.

South Bank Show "N^ed|**</> "Who's That Knockmo mUy
Making Lunch" (R) | Poor?" (1 968, Drama) Harvey Keitel

***</! The Parallax V«w"(1974i Warren Beatty. A
reporter uncovers a natkxiwide network of assassins.

'R'

Larry King Uve (R) 8]

A-List(R)Sl SoapS]

Crossfire

i5L
Whoee
Line7

PoHtk^aity

incorrsct

Beyon
repiical

nd 2000 Indow resort

ites outdoors.

Inside BaywatdtW

Rodeo: PRCA Grand National Cow
Palace Rodeo. From San Francisco.

Rescue 911 (In Stereo) 83 700 Club

tt-kV-i "Sftam0"(l992) Amanda Donohoe. A woman
urges a rape vk:tim in a small town to press charges. Si

Taxi Tiitr

HTriwa a Thief 'Nice

Girls Marry Stockbrokers"

Taxi PTiid"

Marcus Welby, M.O. "Men
WhoCarB"IPai12of2)

*^^* "None but (fte firave" 1965, Drama) Frank Sinatra. Clint Walker
Marines crash on an island occupied by Japanese soMiers

iffs: CampbeN Conference Championship Game 5 - Los Angeles
Leafs. From May 25. 1993

Alien

Fighters

Ninja Wings "Hey,

Turttea Niriefeen" IE

NBA Basketball: Orlando Magic at New York Knk:ks. From Madison
Square Garden. (Live)

Hazel ThetSrT Mod Squad fwws lK

Wings (In

Stereos:

Suki's Box (R)

Murder, She Wrote
"Murder a1 a Discount" s:

**'/ii "fm Gonna Git You Sucka" (\^&&,

Comedy) Keenen Ivory Wayans.

Top Cops
(In Stereo)

RealWorid

Tid"

ReeiWortd
(In Stereo)

Next Step

i5L
nowara
8tsrn(R)

Racehorse
Digest (R)

Beyond
2000

(SarSd~
Caniara

Sportacen-

Father DowNng MystsriM
(In Slereo) Bl

Unsolved Mystsrlee (In

Stereo)

Beavisaitd
Butt^tead

Taxi

Beavisand
Butt-head

Tid

**'/i The Greet Oan Pafc/»"(1949) A rac»horse
proves to be an inspiration to its proud owners

Press Box Momncie nacmo.
Superbme Series. (R]

Wortd

Paid

Pakt
Piogi'am

UpOose

BtodT
StalUon

Progi

Paid

Twin Peaks

Overnight

Benny HM

Showbiz
Today (R)

Public Policy Confersnce

^Jd"

Wd
Program

^Sa
Program

ColJege Football: San Diego Stale at

Brigham Young. From Provo, Utah. (R)

Big Brother
JdwBl

Paid
Program

Thirtysomething S)

Altamallve Nation (In Stereo)

PaW
Program

Paid
Program

fijd" TSd"

ShopatHonw

Taxi TSd"

This Week In NASCAR

**

••Vi "Horned' Nssf" (1970, Drama) Rock Hudson, Sylva Koscina. A
paratrooper and Italian chidren try to dwtroy a Na^i dam

•Caught in fhe Acf'{1993) Qmgory Harrison. A
igling actor's whirMnd romance proves dangerstruggling proves dangerous.

Wings (In

Slereo) IB

KPlak

*** "Let's Do A Again' (1975, Comedy) SMney Poitier, Bi Cosby.
Jimmie Walter. Two men bifc gamblers to save their troubled kadge.

Fugitive

PREMIUM CABLE STATIONS

WlngaThe
~ - Man"^.

Winston Cup Speciel

Suki's Box (R)

Quantum Leep (In StereoJ
3J

Racing

••Vi 'Submarine
Command" (1951, Drama)

Countarstrike
Contender

1

99

20

(4:00)**W"Ham)orjy
Ca>3*(1993)KimCoate8.

Kkis Inoofp.

Mouse aub

•** "Pure County" (1992) George Strait. A country

struggteB wwi me buroan of stardom. 'PG' IB

Baby-sHtars
CM>

liRT
IB

(4:dO)***'/i'7heA0eoflnnocanoa"(1993,Oran^A
lawyer fals under the spel of NallarwMe'soouain.yG'

^3
**</^ "DisaaleFin

(I9^jefl0wiei8.

"Cheetah" {^966) Two teen-agers must
rescue their pel cheeiah from gamblers

•*• 'TTieA^iyss '(1989, Science Fk:tion) Ed Harris. An oi^ crew is

involved In a seariJi tor a nudear sub. (In Sterao) 'PG-IT IB

irpelohw

tMariedi

rtelsins

SoMOut!

imVi ''So /Marriai^ an Axe MJriAy8r"( 1993, Comedy)
A convnUment-wary poel leers his new w»fe is a i<^ler

(4:45)•• 'Pesilmlioff Tokyo' . .

subniarine captain andasalfarcwsh

**'^ "Ernest Save$Chrietnm'l^9&BiSartMtiKnt\oa
wacky cabbie in his se«^ Ipr a wegeiigr^'Pgp

(1943) C»y Gran
lash during a miss

nt.X
I mission.

Fleetwood Mae: Going Home (R) 0]

TV star

^ss-

** "Sins of DesirB'{^992. Suspense)
Tanya Roberts (In SWeo) 'NR

itiiVt "School Ikae"09K, Satire) Larry Fishbume.
Tenakins arise among (adtons al an alHilack school.> among fac

HomeShoi

*«* "Mr. Sahjrday Nighr (1992) Billy Crystal. Biy
CrystaTs satirk: acco jnl of a slano-up comic's Hfe. R'

*•• "Deep Cover" (1992, Drama) Larry Fahburite. A
rookie's involvement wHh drug deajers turns deadly. 'R'

-Niaht Eyes J' (1993) Shwnon Tweed. A staked
itar Mis wtovewilh her iv»in bodyguard. 'R' IB

sfripGWfl

*** "Iron it S/*"(1990) An American
search^ for ^fitua) discipkne m China

Inskle the NFL (in Stereo)

s;

Harvest' ( 1 993) Two sexy srens
sinl< their daws into a naive farmer 'R'

'Orapsfrip GW"(1994, Drania)Nalasha
&egeoo Wagner (in Slereo) x.

Home shopping Spree

"Borfy Oimtislry 3 P(^ of SechKiion"
(1994. Suspense) An(»ew Stevens. 'R'

Jeffersons

•••V4 'In

CoklBkxxT

* * '.', "Jaws 2'
( 1 978, Horror) fVji Scheider Another

massive shartc appears off the coast of Amity 'PG* Bl

"Lady Dr^^" (1992) A woman teams
kung (u lo average her husband's derth

* 'The Wrrxig Man "{1993) RcBanna Arquette

Sparks Hy between a tuytive and a mafrieo woman 'R

"Shake Ratth and Rock" {\994, Drama)
Renee Zellweger (In Stereo) X

*• "Doctor MoKkiir
( 1992) Jeffrey Combs. 'R'

Hardcon.
TV(R)IB

R»)k) inside" imi)
WiHiam McNamara. 'NR'

TranoerslH:
Delh Lives"
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Clont be afraid. Just go Uiroughthe funky

round doorway and youH be whisked to

another woild ... happy people; upbeat

music, energy surging through at>$oluteiy

everything- all while in a submarine. Yes,

It's true. JEat here and you'll t>e eating

deep, deep down in the great blue. Well,

you wont be really 100 feet down and
swimmin' with the sharks, but at 10^
you'll be munchin amidst flashing lights,

pipes, valves and portholes. You can even
see the flshles floatln' by as ydu wait for

food you hope wont be water-lo^ed.

This two-story restaurant contains every

submarine detail you can imagine. Prom ^'

propellors on the celling to oxygen-tank >^.

seats to portholes with bubbles galore.

There'reevcn toy submarines that hang on
tracks from the celling going around in

circles.

If that wasn't enough, there was also

somettilrig about the men's bathroom y,
thought quite Interesting, in

between the urinals there's a

big pole filled with water

from floor tackling. Start

doln* your thing and the pole

starts bubbUng like crazy,

making a pseudonwall for the

neighbors who would like to

take a peek. Pretty wild,

huh? Finish your DIVE}

experience with a trip to the

full t>ar, complete with

throttles, gauges and

contrcte.

As for the food, DIVE! manager-ln-

tmlnlng DavW Sanchez wanted to

emphasize, 'We serve gourmet submarine

sandwiches with old worid style bread. We
pride ourselves In the bread ... thit>witln

brick ovens,* Sure, that's wh# they all say,

right Davkl? -We're different from oth^
restaurants because our food Is good. It's

all made by chefs."

Even the black and yellow menu Is fun

to poke through, with Its submarine theme
floatin' around and Iftitleocean theme
quotes by Sting, Beach Boys and even

Shakespeare to spice up your menu
selection experience. The DlVEl menu
features Submarine Sandwiches, Sub-

stantial Salads and Wood Oven Roasted

Entrees. They also had Sub-starters,

Including DIVEl fries and carrot cWps that

come with special dipping sauces. DIVE!

claims These are a musti You can't leave

DIVCI without hying (them).'

But how's the food really? My taste buds
safd yummy. What's neat about the food

henels that everything deviates #om the

norrn. While the combinations sound
disgusting and far from appetizing, the

flavor is original and satisfies the taste

palettes. Who ever heard of carrot chips

dumped in Pesto Cream Sauce? I was a bit

nervows, but they were ^dually pretty ftiti

to ieat hot even ^my. 'X>gr fries arc

The place is

awesome ...

even the

waiters are

really cool.

special because they're fri^d twice ~ Its

our frying technique,* said Sanchez. 1 even
chatted with corporate chef Michael

O'Donovan. 'We keep everything as

healthy as we can.'

But if you don't care for fries, or burgers

or subs, come for the dessert! Insisted

one waitress racing by, "Screw dinner; Get
des$ert|* What was highly suggested?

DIVCI S'rnores were a jfavorite, along with

White Chocolate Cheesecake. I can only

say wow. Definitely Incredible for the

sweet Uxrth.

* As th^say, "Deep. See.

Experience." Eat good food

and spend' hours starin' it

thirigs. You might even want

to venture Into the elevator.

But be careful not to run

Into the torpedoes or valves

hidden around the corners.

And as you scarf down those

fries, you can watch huge TV
screens with all sorts of

underwater shotSt You might

even catch the special DlVEl

sequence of undersea

foota^, special ly shot t)y Spielt>erg

himself,

The place is awesome, the food Is fingcr-

llckln' good, and even the waiters are

really cool. They are attentive even when
they have millions of customers to tend to.

Without t>cing overiy pushy, the waiters

are out-going and well'Skllled in their art.

however this visual experience can can

cost you a few bucks. Salads range from

$8 to $ 13, subs are about $0, and the

entrees $Ij-$l4. And fOrtlieIr decadent

delights look for a $5 price tag.

You can find DIVE! at Century City

Shopping Mall, 10230 Santa Monica Blvd.

Anyone can plunge Into this realm of the

sea. submarines and spectacular sights.

You might be so dazzled that you pick up
some souvenirs on your way out. Open til

11 p.m. from Monday through Thursday,

and midnight on rrid£^ and Saturdays,

DlVEl succeeds as quite the "deep-sea

experience.' Don't miss it, but t>e prepared

to DIVE! Bloop ... bloop ... bloop...

t̂

LEARIM TO...
• Work in nn Agency FT/PT

• Work from your home
• Open your own Agency

• Hands-on Airline Coiwputers

Enjoy Travel Benefits!

1 (800) 452-2644
CALIG TRAVEL SCHOOLS
Throughout California
CA State Appiovei. • Rey -aiOPPOl

The "Only one" in Westwood!

• la*.

OPEN DAILY - o/.7^?5--e . -^

(310) 478-3270 • (310) 478-3492 '•^5V4?*-Jil5' /
1 767 WestwoodBW. Los Angeles, CA 90024 **W *

.

CHEAP Traffic School

1 5 (with this adj$
• FUN, UPBEAT TEACHERS
• W.L.A., B.H.. S.M., P.V.,

S.F. VALLEY
• SAT., SUN., EVENINGS, THURSDAY
• INCLUDES DMV CERTIFICATE

31 0-271 -4527 OR 81 8-71 8-0388
^" "^ ^" ^" e^ ^m HH iHi ^m ^h ^m•

P
W

SISTERHOOD

O BY i.ABOUT V^OMEN ''^VVELR'^
*

Women's Studies Text Books Housing Bulletin Boards

Women's & Gay Newspapers

Community Resource Center & Referrals

Special Order/Mail OrderAJPS 800-747-0220

1351 Westwood Blvd., Los Angeles, CA 90024

310-477-7300 • Open 7 days 10-8pm

Hot Hair Salon

Spedolizing in

BLACK HAIR CARE

$45+up Retouch - Relaxer

$25+up Blow Dry & Curl

Student Special

)007BRO)aONAVE.

WESTWOOD VILL^E

(310)208^3698

CONTAQANA

, u
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Sometimps it -^ ^ real crdcl< up, I Tt^y with ii Sugar Pop
Sidewindpr grin.

"How ppople try to convince mp that those horrible time^.

You know, the ones I like to talk about so much ar^poli-sh

like medals. 9-'

That those rottinq in a Bolivian pii'jon for Piqht-teeli month
times are the spice oF my li^e. the Frostinq on my proverbial

cake."
i-

"You must have learned so much about people, they'll say,

And I want to slip in.

No. I lust Jearned to bend over for Latipe the Button
Buster.

\ real pain m my proverbial, and literal. asC"

"I iTjean, it's mean. I mean, kind o^ maniacal. Don t you

think?

It'f-kmd oF a rubbery when the Positive Cxpertence
Fourtilglion *.nips your balls oH like that.

^Iljivvith nice clean sharp surqicai scissors. It wouldn t be

so bialK iF they hacked yoti up with a meat cleaver, Don t you

thinJtf That way they d at feast be cuttinq you down.

Cllpp Clipp C lipp qo the grooming scissors on your clitoris.

But, noooo This way they're building your character
'

But my point is, at this point, it gets to the point where I

think Td have to saw mv arms off with a Coca Cola Came
spoon before anyone would say anything but.

What a qrowing experience that must be."

Don t you think? Mey, you. Don t you think?

"Yeah " she moans comastropicatly.

Totally."

But I dont think she remembers what I said.

She s busy with her beaver, sawinq her wrists open with a

ball point pen.

From page 23

good a jewelry maker as

Dustin HofTman's kids. Relax.

Here's a quick lesson: (1)

Choose a bead or group of

beads (2) Put them oh a string.

The end.

Of course, the process

could Increase In complexity,

so for those of you u/ho desire

knowledge about advanced

jewelry making or just basic

jewelry making techniques,

the 5ead Club offers jewelry

making workshops. To enroll

in a ope time only, one to two

hour class costing around

$20, simply sign up at the

store. The classes are not by

any means essential to

creating tantalizing items,

however. According to the sign

in the stdre, 'The only limit is

your imagination.'

With the holidays coming
up, the Bead Club becomes
an inexhaustible source of

gifts. 'It's a great place to

personally make gifts for

friends that are unique and

affordable. Your friends will

always remember you when
they see their gift,' comments
junior business economics

student Jenni Lin as she

browses through the beads.

5F>end a few hours in there

and you'll emerge with

inexpensive yet t>eautiful gifts

for the whole family. A
sparkUng bracelet for Mom, a

chunky wocxl necklace for

Grandpa, a dangling blue

earring for cousin Dave, In

ceise he ever pierces anything

on his body. People LOVE

homemade gifts. You'll be the

hit of the holiday party.

And speaking of p>arties,

here's a little known fact: The

Bead Club hosts partiesi

Gather round, family and

friends, for a party where

everyone takes home beaded

masterpieces. So you couldn't

get the stripper for the

bachelor party? Mo problem,

just have the Bead Club host

it You can haul a party of up

to 40 - yes 40 - people into

the party room in the back of

the store. Just imagine: You,

40 of your closest friends and

a dazzling array of beads ...

it's a wonderfully original idea.

Hot only does everyone leave

with a concrete memory of the

occasion. It's a party that no 7~

one will forget ... and many
will copy.

Best of all, every UCLA
student gets a 1 5 percent

discount. So forget spending

money on that smoothie;

discover the Bead Club this

afternoon and walk away w\tin

a dazzling creation of your

very own for about the same
price. Or stop by this weekend
on your way home from

Maloncy's or Strattons. Create

a work of art that you will

discover the next day thinking,

'I don't recall making this, but

it is - in it's own odd way -

quite beautiful.'

The couple from the corner

of the store emerges, hands

full. She's wearing a long

colorful necklace and carrying

a few others. He's admiring

the silver bracelet he made for

his mother's birthday and, of

course, the blue earring he

assembled for cousin Dave.
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DECOR
From page 25

that run from $3 to $10.

Plants alone are not going to

cut It, though. With the right

combination of furniture and

_ decorations you are on the way
to creating a stunning living

area. An area rug, for example,

. entirely changes the look of a

living room ortlorm room,

while conveniently covering

last Saturday's party fouls and
yesterday's spilled cherry

slurpie. With some
conversational books on the

coffeetable like a book of

questions about love and sex, -

Deep Thoughts by Jack Handy
or Life's Little Destruction

Boole, you should provide some
chuckles. Add some framed

posters, a collage of recent

pictures and a beanbag built for

three and you are on your way
to ambiemce. Almost everything

you need to furnish and
decorate C2ui be inexpensively

purchased at Target, Price

Club, Bed Bath and Beyond,

Pier One Imports and Ikea.

If you live in a dorm 2ind

you're already dealing with

negative space, consider

looking for a comfortable desk

chair to replace the wood one.

"I chucked the wood chair for a

large, executive4ooking chair

that reclines and I've gotten

tons of compliments," says

Mike Marion, a sophomore
communications major. "People

on my floor joke about stealing

it. At least I think they're

joking."

Don't be afrzud to move those

military side-by-side beds

around. Bunk them, loft them,

move them in an "L" shape,

barricade the door with them ...

whatever. A little rearranging

can go a long way. But don't

stop here - you still need some
lights.

You could hop on the

bandwagon of trend and buy
one of the oh-so-necessary

halogen lamps that seems to be
infiltrating every apartment

and dorm room. Or, hop off the

bandwagon - far, far off - and
light your place with a classy

Barney lamp. You'll be the talk

of the town - maybe not good
talk, but oh well. The iridescent

glow of a neon sign creates a

great atmosphere - especially

with all other lights turned off.

But be careful, your favorite

"Budweiser Here" sign might

attract some roaming party-

goers on Friday nights. Turn on
some black lights for an

ethereal effect and pick up a

lava lamp for some hypnotic

fun with friends. Or, select

some off the wall candles,

maybe oil burning ones, to

flicker In the background of the

room. Very relaxing. Now that

you've taken care of all this, it's

time to confront those walls.

Street Signs. Granted,

obtaining them is illegal, but

that doesn't stop students from

plastering STOP. YIELD or DEER

CROSSING all over their walls.

"Everyone puts up posters. I

wanted something different,"

says Steve Sams, a junior

geography major, whose
apartment is a gallery of street

signs. "Street signs just add
that special boulevard feel to

my apartment." Fdr a less

criminally offensive wall

decoration try a quilt - it alone

is a sufficient decoration for an

entire wall. Or, find an

intriguing map for that empty
space.

For a more personal touch.

Get creative -

paint a

nature,

underwater

or outerspace

scene.
use the walls as your drawing

board. Get creative - paint a

nature, underwater or outer-

space scene. Or, if you don't

have a lot of furniture, paint

some on the wall. Now's your

chance to have the plciid couch

you've £dways wanted. No one
will ever know! Well, maybe.

If you're on the hunt for

movie posters, visit Movie

Memorabilia Collectibles at

1045 Westwood Blvd. This

place has every movie poster

from Jerry Lewis's Cinderfella

to Hellraiser II. For older

posters you'll have to shell out

$15, for recent movie posters

bring around $25. Naturally, the

more popular the poster, the

higher the price. If you want a

Star Wars poster ($300), you
practically have to take out a

loan. They also carry posters in

French, so if you've been

searching for L'Empire Contre

Attaque (Empire Strikes Back),

look no further Aahs (1087

Broxton Ave.) carries movie

posters which range from $4 to

$20. And here's some exciting

news: There is an O.J. Simpson
special going on at Aahs! Yes,

it's the Naked Gun poster

complete with a picture of O.J.

on it! "Very rare memorabilia,"

claims the sign on the poster,

"for only $8."

If you're in search of more
obscure posters, stop by
Mayhem at 10967 Le Conte

Avenue. Prices range from $5 to

$25. And for $50, Mayhem
custom frames any poster You
can also find a plethora of

posters, both framed and

unframed, for minimal dinero in

Venice.

So psdnt those walls, lay out

that area rug and rearrange all

the dorm furniture. Set up your

halogen lamp or neon sign, buy
some off the wall coffee table

books, frame some amazing

posters, throw a huge beanbag

on the floor, set up a fruit tree

In the comer, and then ... throw

away that chill bowll
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MOZART WAS A GENIUS

CAN HE MAKE A GENIUS O UT OF YOU?

SCIENTISTS SAY THAT LISTENING TO MOZART BEFORE TAKING A

TEST CAN ACTUALLY BOOST YOUR SCORE BY EIGHT OR MIME POIMTS.

NO. THESE AREN'T THOSE UKRAINIAN SCIENTISTS RECENTLY
ABDUCTED BY SPACE ALIENS. THEY'RE RESPECTED RESEARCHERS

FROM THE UNIVERSITY OF CALIFORNIA AT IRVINE. WHO REPORTED

THEIR FINDINGS IN THE BRITISH SCIENTIFIC JOURNAL MATURE.

CONTROLLED STUDIES FOUND THAT STUDENTS WHO LISTENED TO TEN

MINUTES OF MOZART BEFORE TAKING STANDARD IQ TESTS SIGNIFI-

CANTLY OUTPERFORMED THOSE WHO LISTENED TO RELAXATION

TAPES.

YOU'LL FIND AN AMPLE DOSE OF MOZART ON

"MOZART MAKES YOU SMARTER." IT FEATURES

ELEVEN OF THE COMPOSER'S MOST INTELLECTUALLY

STIMULATING (LITERALLY) MOVEMENTS. PERFORMED
BY SOME OF THE WORLD'S GREATEST ORCHESTRAS

AND MUSICIANS.

M Z A R Tv iifis rou 5VJ«ff(?

GET SMARTULI OlYIHRlPiCKUPYOURCOPYOF
MOZART MAKES YOU SMARTER NOW

Mfi Wfd hh2

Available At Tower Records
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Performances

Rock/Pop
22 Mitt. Nov. 11. The OragonOy. (213)466-

6111

AfttM McCMiltr, Nov. 12. Ttw Troubadour.

(310)276-6168

Bit Htti TtM t Tkt MMIttn wMl Htollt

k TiM MowtMi. Wiitem TiMatre. Thurs..

Nov. 10. 8:30 pm., (213)380-5005
BIttt Oytltr Cult, Rttf DngM. Nov. 1 1

.

Ventura Theatre. 8 p.m
, (805)648-1888

Cttm i Eflici Nov 10, The Roxtniry,

(213)656-1750

OtM Mvli. Nov. 1 1 . The Troubadour.

(310)276-222

Oltoaiir Jr. wHk Ctmt. Juatd, Nov 16.

Santa Monica Civic. (213)480-3232
Ecttitrict, 8li|ltmti Paiiy, Silky Rty,

Dutmot A Mtirot. Nov 1 1 , The Alligator

Lounge. (310)449-1844

Factory. Nov. 12. The Dragonfly, (213)466-

6111

Ftntat Ltwt, Biitttt Ctwrit, Rtd Dyt No.

5. 1 4 N I. Nov 1 1 . Club Ungerie, (213)466-

8557
GWMt, Scrtamlag Mad Gtorgt. Bun Own.

Nov. 11. The Palace. 7:30 p.m.. (213)462-

3000
Jack Hardy. Wtidy Btcktrmmi. Viltrit

Ptitrtti. Nov. 13. Genghis Cohen Cantina,

(213)653-0640

JttM. C.C. WMta, Wckitl Shtrwttd. Nov.

15, Genghis Cohen Cantina, (213)653-0640
Katoy StHi. Nov. 13. The Strand. 1700 S.

PCH. Redondo. (213)480-3232
KommiMily F.K.. Hm RIat. ntwrttct, Nov.

12, Club Ungerie, (213)466-8557

Lauft Tyitr t Tkt Uwnuil Sinptctt.

RMatttott. Homtkoyi, Lucky Sttra, Nov.

11, The Palommt. (818)764-4010

Lte Hocwrttili « Zigify Modtlitla. Nov 1 1

.

The Mint 6010 W. Pico Blvd . (213)937-

9630
LoctI Rock Niglit Ventura Theatre. Fri.. Nov.

12. 9 p.(n.. (805)648-1888 or (213)480-

3232
M.O.D.. Pre-Plii. Powtr AttluN. Ill Wil.

ittiat. MiryJaat. Nov 11. Showcase

Thtitrt, 8:30 p.m.

Mailia I R«Mrt, Ftn Pu, Fraak Ftcfti.

Nov. 14. Genghis Cohen Cantina. (213)653-

0640

Wirt, Nov 10. Club Lingerie. (213)466-

8557

MIradt mit.RowtrtIc Torturt. Out Vllt

Jtlly. oM HtMt. TMt|iM tor Moigo.
Nov. 11. The Roxbury. 7:30 p.m. door.

(213)656-1750

Mirror Imtgt, let Brttktr. 3iOtd. Giatt, Tkt

Cktmiiai Ptia, Nov 12, The Roxbury, 7:30

pm. door. (213)656-1750

OM Bliad Do|t. Andy Irvine. Nov. 11,

McCabe's Guitar Shop. 8 p.m.. (310)828-

4497

Prtttadtrs wllk Malarial Issue, Also at

Hollywood Palladium. Sun.. Nov. 13. 8 p.m.

(213)480-3232. Nov. 12, Wlltarn Theatre. 8

p.m.. (213)380-5005 or 480-3232

Pitgltti- ftakHiag Attkdotta, HilioiMti.

Aaglaeard. Stfeasliaa Hirdit. Eckolyt. ltd
tiktrt. Nov. 1 1 ; Variety Arts Theatre. 940 S.

Figueroa St. (213)362-0440. 3 p.m.

RAT. Roi. 1 4 N i. Uidtrtow. Sttm. Salt Lick.

Skittakns /Ippltt. ladlca. IB Ton Max
(S.F.). Nov. 15. The Roxbury, 7:30 p.m.'

door. (213)656-1750

Rty Kaat, Kttli BtiMtr, Nov. 10. AWgator
Lounge. (213)625-9703

Rick Coi. Cody Bryttl. Wttity Jamtt, Nov.

12. The Palomino. (818)764-4010

RoMa Thwtr wtfli BItckkoard Juaglt,

Ventura Theatre. Sat.. Nov. 19. 8 p.m.,

(805)648-1 888 or (213)480-3232

Short FiM. Coraltd Halt, Otnittlic

Violtoct, HiMknl Bun, Nov 13, The

Roxbury, 7:30 p.m. door. (213)656-1750

Tarry Aliard. Tom AcomII. Mtttkow Ltt. Dot
tta. Nov. 16, Genghis Cohen Cantina.

(213)653-0640

Tkt Sttra. Nov 11. The Foothill. 1922 Cherry

Ave., Signal Hill. (310)984-8349

Tkt Toastera. wllk Tkt ScoFlawt tad Tkt
Pitlailtra. Nov. 1 1 , The Whisicy A-Go-Go.

(213)480-3232

Tkty Migkt Bt Giaatt wilk Fratk Black.

Pantages Theatre, Hollywood, Thurs.. Nov.

17. 8 p.m., (213)480-3232

TWaUtf Ftlltra Uniot. Nov. 12. Fuzzyiand.

Mr. rs Bowl, 5621 N. Figueroa St. Highland

Pkik. (213)969-1433

TM IMMloaa, Nov 1 1 , Wadworth Theatre,

(213)365-3500 or (310)825-2101. 8 p.m.

TatI «Nk Sonata. Ventura Theatre. Tuat.,

Nov. 15. 8 p.m.. (805)648-1888 or

(213)480-3232

Uakl. WMlsworth Theatre; Sat. Nov. 12,

8

pm: (213)365-3500 or (310)825-2101

Vao Poor, no Xolx. Slow Hirrls, Nov 16.

The Roxbury. 7:30 p.m. door. (213)656-

1750
WMtiprtod Ppnlc, Frodtfy Joooi Bind,

Ventura Theatre, Fri , Nov. 18, 8 p.m..

(213)480-3232 or (805)648-1888

Zat Ptopio, 6110 Manilara. Nov 12. Alligator

'

Lounge. (310)449-1844

ZuM's Potala. Nov. 1 1 . Hell's Gate, 6423
Yucca St, HollyvMi, (213)463-9661

Zydoco Party Bead, Dance demo and lessons

at 7:30 PM Doors open at 7 p.m. Nov. 11;

War Memorial Hall, S. Pasadena. 6-11 p.m..

(818)793-4333

Jazz/Blues
Bany Mirlao. Jon Rodfcy THo. Nov. 10,

Broadwoy Bar & GriH. 1460 3rd St
Promenade, (310)393-4211

Gooroo Howard, Nov. 10, House of Blues,

8430 Sunset Blvd.
, (21 3)650-0476

Grovar WatkingkM Jr., Nooey Wlaoo. Nov.

12. 8 p.m., Pantages Theatre. 6233
Hollywood Blvd.. (213)480-3232

Los Aogolos Jos Qiiortot. Nov. 1 1 . Times

Mirror Central Court. LA. County Museurff

OfArt. (213)857-6000. Free

RtbtctoPtrris, Ambassador Auditorium,

Pasadena; Mon., Nov. 14. 8 p.m.,

(800)CONCERT

Latin/Brazilian
Gfiipo Coaloo. Armand Hammer Mueseum.

Sun.. Nov. 13. 2 p.m.. (310)443-7000

Country
Alan Jocksoo wllk FalBi Hill. Arrowhead

Pond of Anaheim, Thurs.. Nov. 17. 8 p.m..

(213)480-3232

WiHit Ntlaon witk Skavor. Thousand Oaics

Civic Auditorium, Sun.. Nov. 20, 7 p.m.. and

Wed.. Nov 23. 7:30 p.m., (213)480-3232

Theater
Moplo, Orqut du SotoH, SaiMa Monica Pitr.

various showtbnos on Iha waakamts. Cal

(310)458-7773. (714)577-4111. (213)480-

3232. Ends D«c. 18. $13.5-$39 50
Awako ooi S4fl|, aifford Odef^s 1935 classic

about ajwMrty-ttricken family ho^ the

Bronx (Jdyasty Theatre Ensemble. 2055 S.

Sepulveda Bh/d., West LA; Wad-Sat.. 8 pm;

Sun. 7 pm Ends Nov. 20. S17.S0-S22.50.

(310)477-2055

Blown SMowoyt Tkroofk Ufa. A woman^
tale of her misfortunes in the )ob market
Coronet Theatre. 366 N. La Clentga Blvd.;

Tue.-Fri.. 8 p.m.: Sat, 5 and 8 p.m.; Sun.. 3
and 7 p.m.; Ends Nov 20; S32.50-S3S.

(310)657-7377

CaH WolHog, A comedy about a woman and

her telephone. Odyssey Theatre EnsemMe,
2055 S. Sepulveda Blvd.. W. LA; Mon-Tue..

8 p.m. Ends Nov. 29. S17.50. (310)477-

2055
Dylan. A theatrical portrait of Dylan Thomas
and his Mtife. Sicyiight Theatre. 1816 1/2 N.

Vemrant Ave.. Hollywood; Fri- Sat 8 pm.;
Sun. 7 p.m. Ends Nov. 20. $20. (213)660-

8587
Eddio Qolnn. A comedy/ drama about an

adopted truck driver m4x> meets his wealthy

parents. West Coast Ensembie. 6240
Hollywd Blvd.. Hollywd; Mon-Wed. 8 pm;
ends Nov. 23; $10; (213)871-1052

FriakooMoin. Mary Shelley's Frankenstein.

Odyssey Theatre. 2055 S. Sepuh/eda Blvd..

W. LA; Sat. 2 p.m.; Sun., 1 and 4 p.m,;

Mon . 7:30 pm. Ends Dec. 4. $10-$12.50.

(310)477-2055

Groon teokorit. A romantic comedy about

two couples in Italy. South C^oast Repertory.

655 Town Center Dr. Costa Mesa; Tue- Sat,

8 p.m.; Sun.. 7:30; Sat- Sun.. 2:30. Ends

Nov. 20. $26-36. (714)957-4033

Marvin's Room. Jean Smart and Mary
Steenburgen star in a play about a wonian

with leukemia. Tiffany Theatre, North Stage,

8532 Sunset Blvd.. W. Hollywd; Fri.. 8 p.m.;

Sat, 5 and 8:30 p.m.; Sun., 3 and 7:30 p.m.

Ends Dec. 4. $32-34.50. (310)289-2999

PicataoatlboLo»iiA|ilo.

Picasso and Einstein meet in a Paris cafe.

Westwood Playhouse, 10886 Le Conte Ave.;

Tue-Fri.. 8 pm.; Sat, 5 and 9 p.m.; Sun.. 3

$10 DiSCOUniT STUDEHIT TICKETS!
FOR ALL PERFORMANCES • SUBJECT TO AVAILABILITY WITH STUDENT ID

"A ROARING HIT!

MINUTES OF TRULY NUTTY FUN!" nvx-zMo

"Zany and brilliant! The Tony Award-winning

STiWiiNWOLF THEATRE COMWVNY is FIRST RATE!" h,,^,^

"THE HOHEST TICKET IN TOWNI" TheOuthok

A NEW COMEDY BY

STEVE

srt-Hje

Wm^

b-M'

DIRECTED BY

RANDALL
ARNEY

I I

UMITED ENGAGEMENTNOW THRU JAN.29

310/208-5454
IClC^I<3rt]€' » <'®<» 233-3 1 23 6«0UP MIS

^ 24 HOURS A DAY. 7 DAYS Awrn 310/20^0560

f'Steve Martin

has created

the first play

^
to wrap up
the century...

SMART AND
ENTERTAINING.

LAUGH^^ALOUD FUNNY!''
Jonathan Taylor, Daily Variety

CRITICS CHOICE • la times
«'

w& PiJiyiiousi

fUlONDAY Nov. 21 AT 8 PM

Matinee! Friday Nov. 25 at 2 pm

and 7 pm. Ends Oac. 4. S10-$30.
(800)233-3123 or (310)206-5454

n»Mmm Pnlaai Compiax. 6476 Santa

Monica Blvd., HoNwd; T1iun.-Sat, 8 pm.;
Sun.. 7:30 pjn Ends Nov. 20. $ta
(213)466-1767

TINMtosM Pl^rs olJMaia ttcMf. 'Bitter

Wtomen': Wad.. 8 p.m Ends Nov. 30. *Teen

Gifl*. Wed.. 8 p.m 'Party Mix': Fil.. 10:30

pm. 'Pot Mom*: Sat, 8 p.m "Zombie

Attacic': Sat, 10:30 p.m. 'Happytime

Xmas': Sun., 7 p.m "Stitl Life with Vtoum
Salesman': Wed.-Ttiur, 10.30 p.m "TTw

Tent Show": Fri., 8 p m.. Sat -Sun., 3 p.m.

Cast ThMtre. 804 N El Centra Ave..

HoNywood; (213)462-0265. Ticl(StsS15.

$25 (dout>ie leature). $75 (complete worlcs)

VlfiiRS 8Ml OiMT MylK. Ttieatre Geo, 1229
N. Highiand Ave., HoUywd; Tue.. 8 p.m.

Ends Nov 29. $12. (213)466-1767

Rock/Pop
•121 CM. 8121 Sunset Blvd.. W Holiywood.

213-654-4773

MI'S lar. 305 S. Hewitt St Downtown. 213-

625-9703

AlUialor LoMia. 3321 Pico Blvd.. Sante

Monica. 310-449-1843

Aal-Clvl. 4658 Melrose Ave. near

Normandie. LA. 213-661-3913

bflaliwaa. 7160 Melrose Ave. LA. 213-936-

0165
IkN SaiOM. 4657 Lankershim Blvd.. N.

HoMywood. 818-766-4644

Mk'% fnUt III. 6202 Sante Monica Blvd.,

Sante Monica. (213)463-0827

Caitor^ HMtzRmm LMMft. 419 N. Fairfax,

W.HoRywood. 213-651-2030

Callar la Iw Rotary. 8225 Sunset Blvd.. W.
Hollywood. 213-656-1750

ClHb UHtria. 6507 Sunset Blvd.. Hollywood.

213-466-8557

Cock 'ir B«H hdl. 2947 Uncoin Blvd.. Sante

Monica. 310-399-9696

CocoMl Unsitr. 81 1 7 Sunset Blvd.. W.
Hollywood. 213-654-4773

Fair City. 2020 WUshire Blvd., Sante Monica.

310-828-5549

FM StatiM Uva. 1 1 700 Victory Blvd. at

Lankershim. N Hollywood. 818-769-2220

GaaiMa Cataa Caattn. 740 N. Fairlax LA,.

213-653-0640

Hall's Gate. 6423 Yucca at Cahuenga,

Holiywood. 213-463-9661

Laiio. 432 N. Fairfax. W. Hollywood. 213-

852-1073

Luaa Park. 665 N. Roberteon Blvd.. W.
Hollywood. 310-652-0611

Micky's. 8857 Sante Monica Blvd.. W.
Hollywood. 310-657-1176

Molly MalOM's Irisk Puk. 575 S. Fairtex. LA,

213-935-2707

Moflwrloda. Sante Monica Blvd & Robertson

Blvd.. Hollyvmod, 310-659-9700

Nakiral Fudge Compaay, 5224 Fountein Ave,

Hollywood, 213-669-8003

Paloniao, 6907 Lankershim Blvd.. N.

Hollywood. 818-764-4010

Rosy. 9009 Sunset Blvd.. W. Hollywood. 310-

276-2222

lioubidOMr, 9081 Sante Montea Blvd.. W.
Hollywood. 310-276-6168

Viyar Room. 8652 Sunset Blvd.. Hollywood.

310-358-1880

Whisky A 60-60. 8901 Sunset Blvd.. W.

Hollywood. 310-652-4202

Jazz/Blues
14 lelow. 14th St and Sante Monica Blvd..

Sante Monica, 310-451-5040

Al My Ptoce. 1 026 Wlishire Blvd.. Sante

Monica, 310-451-8596

Adas Bar aad Grill, 3760 Wlishire Blvd.. LA.

213-380-8400

Bate aad Ricky's laa. 5259 S. Central Ave.

LA. 213-235-4866

Baked Potato. 3787 Cahuenga Blvd., N.

Hollywood. 818-980-1615

Cat ft FIddto. 6530 Sunset Blvd.. Hollywood.

213-468-3800

Catailaa Bar « Grill, 1640 N Cahuenga Blvd.,

Hollywood, 213-466-2210

Cluk Brassaria, Bel Age Hotel. 1020 N. San
Vicente B^d , W Hollywood, 310-854-1111

Fais Do Do. 5257 W. Adams Blvd.. LA. 310-

842-6171

Harvaile's. 1432 Fourth St, Sante Montea.

310-395-1676

Hotel Nikko. 465 S La Cienega Blvd.. LA
310-247-0400

Houaa ol Bluos. 8430 Sunset Blvd . (213)650-

0476
JazzBakaiy. 3321 Hutchinson, Culver City.

310-271-9039

La Va Loo. 12514 Ventura Blvd , Studio City,

818-980-8158

La Cate. 14633 Ventura Blvd., Sherman Oaks.

818-986-2662

Liaaria, 10351 Sante Monica BhMl., LA 310-

282-8870

NIgkl Winds, 1026 Wlishire Blvd . Sante

Monica, 310-917-9111

Tko Miat, 6010 W Pico Blvd.. LA 213-937-

9630
Westwood Manmls Hotel aod Gardaa, 930

Hilgard Ave atle Conte. Westwood. 310-

208-8765

Reggae
KlagstoR 12, 814 Broadway, comer of Lincoln

and Sante Monica Blvd.. Sante Monica, 310-

451-4423

La State, 11740 San Vicente Blvd

.

Brentvirood. 310-826-6100

Tilly's, 1024 Wlishire Blvd. at 11 St. Saote

Montea. 310-451-1769

Latin/Brazilian
El CM. 4212 W Sunset Bh/d , Hollywood. 213-

668-0318

Ico Homo, 24 N Mentor Ave. Pasadena, 818-

577-1884

U Maata. 9077 Sante Monica Blvd.. W.
Hollywood. 310-273-7066

tt Moifs. 23 Winward Ave, Venice, 31(M52-
2222

Dance
Araoa, 6655 Sante Moidca BhKt , east of

Hightend. Holywood. 213-462-1291

Aoytan. SS31 Sante MofMca Blvd . w
HoMywood, 31(M67-05S0

CAC CkA, 8240 SoiMOt MM.. 2 Mpcka wast
Of Crescent Hgts, W. Hollywood. 213-656-

0100

h

Cato Cala. 10653 Llndbrook, Westwood. 310-
206-2200

ClrcM. 6655 Sante Monk^a Blvd.. Hollywood.
213-462-1291

Chih Sboltor. 40 S Pasadena Ave, Pasadena,
818-577-4040

Com CM. Coconut Teaszer. 8121 W iSunset

Blvd.. 213-462-8338

Coonos. 1608 N. Cosmo, LA 213-466-7800
Oorfty CM. 4500 Los Feliz Blvd.. HoHyvraod.
213-663-8979

Dragoolly. 6506 Sante Monica Blvd.. Hollywood,
213-466-6111

notooMoo Gardoas, 5951 Hollywood Blvd..
- Hollywood, 213-464-0706

6tani Slain, 333 S Boyieston. LA. 213-482-6626
Hotter Skelter. 836 N Hightend, north of

Melrose, Hollywood, 213-462-7442

MadaoM Butterfly's. 5400 Wlishire Blvd.. LA.
310-376-8160

Mayan. 1038 S. HUl St Downtown. 213-746-
4287

Paloca. 1735 N. Vine St Hollywood. 213-462-
3000

Raga, 891 1 Sante Monica Blvd., W. Hollywood.
310-652-7055

Roxkivy. 8225 Sunset Blvd., Hollywood. 213-
656-1750

She, 665 N. Robertson Blvd.. Beverly HiHs, 310-
281-7358, lesbian venue

Tko Gate. 643 N. La Cienega Blvd.. W. Hollywood.
310-859-5568

Tbo Kit Kat Cluk. 10853 Lindbroolc Ave. at

Glendon, Westvwod, 310-358-6192
Tko Pink. 2810 Main St. Sante Monica. 310-392-
1077

Tripp's, 10131 Constellation Blvd., near Ave. of

the Sters, Century City, 3 1 0-553-6000

Waldo's Comedy Station, 2005 N. Highland Ave.,

Holiywood, 213-368-6108

WotI End, 1301 Fifth St Sante Monica, 310-394-
4647

Coffeehouses
6 Gallery, 8861 Sante Monica Blvd., W.

Hollywood, 310-652-6040
Abbey, 685 N. Robertson Blvd.. W. Hollywood.
310-289-8410

Aoastesia's Asylum, 1208 Wlishire Blvd., Sante
Monica, 310-394-7113

Ben Frank's. 8585 Sunset Blvd.. Hollywood. 310-
652-8808

batalgousa. 7160 Melrose Ave. Los Angeles,
213-936-0165

Boom Boom Boom, 1161 Riverside Dr. N.

Hollywood, 818-753-9966

Cato Mocka, 8205 Melrose. LA 213-653-6118
Cato Rodin, 11 61 1 Sante Monica Blvd.. west of

Federal, WU, 310-575-8668
Cafto Luna, 7463 Melrose. W. Hollywood. 213-

655-8647

City Bona. 1091 1 Lindbrook. Weshwood, 310-
208-0108

City Roasters, 8363 Beveriy Blvd.. LA 213-655-
4834

Cotalt Cato, 22047 Sherman W^y, Canoga Park.

818-348-3789

Coltoe Bean & Tea Leaf, 1001 Gayiey.

Westwood, 310-208-1991

Coftoa Beaa t Tea Leaf, 10887 Weybum.
Westwood, 310-208-8018

Congo Square, 1238 Third St. Promenade, Sante
Monica. 310-395-5606

Dolce Cato, 1 191 1 San Vicente Blvd., WLA 310-
471-0240

Eagles Coftoa Pub, 5231 Lankershim Blvd.. N.

Hollywood, 818-760-4212

Eclectic Cato. 5156 Lankershim Blvd.. N.

Hollywood, 818-760-2233

Elysaa, 1099 Gayiey, Westwood, 310-208-6505
Froack Roaat 11753 San Vicente B^d..
Brentwood. 310-820-1683

GralflU, 1002 Pico Blvd., Sante Monica. 310-314-
6244

Gnsy Cato. 940 Broxton. Westwood, 310-824-
2119

HMor Grounds. 11101/2 Gaytey, Westwood.
310-208-1821

HiglMaod Grornds. 742 N. Hightend Ave..

Hollywood. 213-466-1507

Ignoa Cato. 10943 Camarilo St N. Hollywood,
818-763-7735

laaonmla, 7286fieverty B^d., LA 213-931-4943
Jabbor}aw, 371 1 W. Pk» Blvd.. Sante Monica.
213-732-3463

Java Joo, 1 1927 Sante Monica BhAl.. WLA 310-
477-5676

Java Zoo. 9806 Washington, Culver City. 310-
836-8367

Joo Cato. 122321/2 Ventura Blvd.. Studk) City.

818-760-7563

King's Road Cato. 8361 Beverly Blvd , LA 213-

656-9044
LiWe Frida's, 8545 Sante Monica Blvd., W.
Hollywood, 310-652-6459

Liviof Room, 1 10 S La Brea, LA 213-933-2933
Lo«4o Cria Cato. 8164 Melrose. LA, 213-655-

3960
Lutal AHM. 1640 Sawtelle, WU, 310-479-6007

MnHMOf'aCato, 8334 W Third St Promenade.
Sante Monkte. 213-653-4848

McCata'a GuHar Shop, 3101 Pk;o Blvd.. Sante
Montea, 310-828-4403

News Room. 530 Wlishire Blvd.. Sante Monka.
310-319-9100

Novel Cato. 212 Pier Ave.. Venk:e. 310-396-8566
Potaftoot. 10019 Venk:e Blvd.. LA 310^839-
3359

Ravoo. 1221 Abbot Kinney Blvd.. Venk^e, 310-
581-6788

Rmdonl Cata. 7149 Beverly 6M.. LA 213-930-

1210
Sato! Gormta, 8454 Melrose. LA 213-852-1420
Staftaoka. too N La Ctenega Blvd . U 310-289-

7815
Staftacfca. 1611 Westwood Blvd , Westwood,
310-208-5506

Hr Craiy 6917 Melrose. LA. 213-934-4656

•tap N' Cato, 1237 Third St Promenade. Sante
Montoa. 310-395-1^2

Tko Bmr Queen 1 513 Park Row. Venk:e. 310-
4504945

Tta loB, 3932 Sunsei SM. Hollywood. 213-

•13-1021

fta Cofftt Baron Ltd. 11733 Barrington.

Brentwood, 310-476-4868

Tta Cow'a End, 34 Washington. Venice. 310-574-

1080

Tta Roao Cato. 220 Rose Ave., Venice. 310-392-

4191

TwoPart, 1 1 769 Sante Monka. WLA 310-473-

6135
Van Go's Ear 796 mm St. Venk;e, 310-314-0022
WtdMrtay'i HwM 2409 Main St. Sante

Monica. 310 452-44K
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Attention

Freshman Records

Purchasers:

Freshman Records can now be

picked up at the Daily Bruin

Receptionist's Desk,

22S Kerckhoff Hall,

Monday to Friday, 8AM-6PM.

THIS TGES. & WED. NOV. 15-16

tr'

[

WARH -MF dOUdG^ & FARTS FOR

If you do not pick up your copy by

Friday, November t8, it vfill be

mailed to the address provided on

your form.

IN

ASSOCIATION
WITH

8430 SUNSET BLVD.
BOX OFFICE
213.650.0476MM TKZKMrtW(^

.ocousnm
(ti3i 4ai>.323a • I7I4I Tin liiiiu
(•Ml •34700 • |«1t| xaa-TIU

FISHBONE
NOV. 29-30

I
•

*.
•

The Dark A^ed.
'

; The Splendor of

"'. Verdallled.

See what happened

' In between.

I.

•- f* * •r •

R i; \ .\ i
s s \ \ c I-; I \ P R I N T s

CI \ \u\\\ www \{ Ml SI i \\
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Classified Ad Information

Daily Bruin Classified information
225 Kerckhoff Hall, 308 Westwood Plaza, Los Angeles, CA 90024

Class Line: (310) 825-2221 Class Display (310) 206-3060

^u (310) 206-0528

We reserve the right to change, reclassify, revise, or reject any

classified advertisement not meeting the standards of the Daily Bruin.

Our office is op«R Monday-Friday, 9-4.

ClassHied rates DeadiiiMS

Daily. 20 words brhss $700 CtanlMllMiar
Oaly, act) vMHional word .45 1 working day before printing, tiy noon.

WMldy. 20 words oriesB 25.00 ClasslMAiflayais:

MMiy,aadiaddilioniiwDrd 1.30 2 wortong days before printing, by noon

Muliy adi- Hudam rat^col. inch 8.00 Maiie checks payable to the

Displiy ads -hxairiB/col. inch 1125 UCI> Daily Bruin.

Frequexy & Agency Rates AvailatHi ,

TtaASUCLA CiWMwfaliu is BowtJulkwpportttie Umwn»y of CaMomli s pofky on nondte-

xilnAvaQn. No rodiuni tlHl mpl iwwlliniiiiiili wMdi prnent pnsons of any origin, tacs,

ivfiylon, in, of muat arianlafioii In a deraaning My or liQpk^ Sial $wf areMM to poattont,

il»aocl6».MiiaiarlielMlyBralnnorfteASUClACortwiunluaom Board

led. X 1 s 2inche$ x linch. There are no cancellations after noon the day before printing.

aiwofIta leivfcaaaAiarflaadortlieaiMrilMrs lepiaasnlad IntNsInue^ Aflypenon

tielh>fiifl llal Ml awiillieiiieiil In Wi laiiii ifkifiled ttie Duad'i pufltyw rmidhtifiiiiikin ililwl

hnila ihoiid eaminuaiciti oonaMnli In wittno to the fhirinew llMiaoar OaHv Bnifei. 22S

ICeitlMf Hal, 31)6 Westwood Plaa, Loa Afigiles, CA 90024. For anMance with hoMlng dbcrM-
raaon problems, cafl ifie UCLA Housing OffKe at (310) 82S^71 or ctf the Westside Fjr Housing

Office at (310) 475-9671.

How to write a good ad

1

.

Start your ad with ttie merchandise your are selling. This malce^ It easier for readers to quicldy 3. Avoid abbreviations— make your ad easy for readers to understand.

scan the ads and locate your item(s). 4. Place yourself in the reader's position. Ask what you'd lit(e to l(now about the merchandise,

2. Always include the price of the item you are selling. Many classified readers simply do not and include that in the ad. Include information such as brand names, colors, and other specific

respond to ads without prices. ~ descriptions.

1 Campus Happenings 1 Cannpus Happenings

Alcoholics Anonymous
Mon. DlKUHkxi. Fil. Sr«p Study, AU 3S2S

TtHJft. Bode Study. AU 3625
TuM. and Wad. DlK:u(eion. DmiM 23-029

All tlmee 12: 10-1 :00pm
for ctcohotcs or IndMducii who hav9 a

drinlttig problmn.

2 Campus Services

Bereavement Croup-UCI.A: 'Getting Through

the Holidays' For those who have lost a fami-

ly member to cancer in the last year. 8 week
session led by licensed clinical social worker

with 20 years' experier>ce in grief and be-

reavement counseling. Contact Rhonda
Fleming Mann Resource Center for Women
with CancerAJCLA (310)794-6644 or Julie

Steckle, LCSW (310)473-9559.

RENT A CAR
YES. We Rent cars to UCLA

Students from $19/day

under 25 QK!

MPLESS
RENT&CAH

(310)673-9899

2 Campus Services

UCm Uanpool Seats Houi Ruailable Troni the Pollouiing Hreas:

AgouraAhousand Oaks
Central Los Angeles
Chino Hills

Crenshaw

Downey
Granada Hills

Hesperia
Lancoster/Palmdale

GT2UCLA
v^

North Hollywood
Northridge

Sitverlake

Sylnnar

Van Nuys

Call UCLA Commuter Assistance

Ridesharing at (310) 794-RIDE or

stop by our office at 555

Westwood Ptazo, Room 200

(Structure 8. level 2) for more

y information.

3 Campus Recruitment 3 Campus Recruitment

College of Law
Dedkaied io Providing Quoliiy legal Educofion

• Law/JD Progrom occrediled by llie Colilomia Commiltec of Bar Exominen.

• Oorverient to Los Angeles, San Fernando Valey and Inland Empie.

• Small closscs. ' '

LWV/JD DEGREE

Tm/I Time

".n „ Part Time

;;;; Day/Uvening

PARALEGAL PROGRAM

^ Certificate

A5/BS Degrees

Eyeming/Saturday Classes

FINANCIAL AID AND SCHOLARSHIPS AVAILABLE

CALL TODAY
lA VERNE CAMPUS

1950 3RU STREET,

lA VERNE, CA 91 750

(909) 596-1848

ENCINO CAMPUS
5445 BAIBOA BIVD.,

ENCINO CA 9)316

(818) 981-4529

tj i» r i»

UN IVERSITY OF LA VERNE

I hf UnivcrMiy ol La Vcmr is Accrtdttnl h> ihr Wrsicrn Assonaiion o( Sthook and Colltgn

4 Fir^ancial Aid

Cash for college. 900,000 grants available.

No repaymenU, EVER. Qualify IrrNnediately.

1-800-243-2435.

5 Sports Tlcl<ets

9 Miscellaneous

STUDENT/AMATEUR
VIDEOS

Needed for compilation project Send $1 .00

and SASE Initials A.L. Wlltor P.O. Box 4581

Funland,CA 91041.

10 Personal

WANTED: 1 or 2 tidccte to Oulw or Arizona WANTED. 300 UCLA studer^ to ten new in-

bikelfaril fwnw. lUmonMu pmrktm paid. ter-cdlMiatc voicemail introduction Msvkc.

100/200 hwd only. aM 213-«12-2«M Absolutely FrMi 818^98^9045.

3 Campus Recruitment 3 Campus Recruitment 3 Campus Recruitment

ViaSat is a small rapidly growing engineering-oriented company founded and managed by
engineers. ViaSat designs and builds modems, radios, multimedia networking systems, fault

tolerant computing systems, simulators, and lab test equipment.

ViaSat is seeking engineers who demonstrate hig^ academic achievement, strong motivational

skills, and who are capable of working in several disciplines including:

•" Communication &. Information Theory
•^ Digital & Analog Hardware I>esign

•• Signal Processing &. ControtTheory
•^ Digital Voice

••' Artificial Intelligence

•" Computer Science

••^ Computer Networking

ViaSat offers an exciting^work environment with full benefits:

Informal

Comprehensive employee benefits package

San Diego suburb by the Pacific Ocean

••" Technology oriented

••" Small project teams
••" Fast-paced

Interview are available through the placement office for Thursday, November 17, 1994. For more
information, contact:

Stephanie Steers

Recruiting Coordinator-

ViaSat, Inc.

2290 Cosmos Court

Carlsbad, CA 92009

(619)438 8099

1 Good Deals

100%POWER COMMUNICATION

i.i« i— «*<S^r^'*•« aft BteoM.
•f*• HATKVfMXY naoooNciaj, MttS
'fowmmm msassrTWf^jannMrTo

noMJsr OM^ipvMrM too PC,
tmlLU rrrrwrHBntmiiiryi

10 Personal

nn^tli

Attorneys

Putyour reputadon
on the line.

Cla$$ified Line
8252221

in»»'>m^»< >ft

f
ARE YOU Siex OF DATING
GUYS \IIMMeN7 TREAT

Bcvfity rMi Mlcii MoNw wonli
tolnlroiH»youloa«,

olradlira^ sii|Mr-tucc«nlui guy
who seeks a special rakilonsMp

wNh alhleic inMlgenf

,

odvenlurasome gM In her 2(yt

for dinner, tennis, travel, fun.

310-205-8483

' .t-

:

Bnght Honest Lawyer
•Auto & Work Accidents •Ftfs •«({

•MedKiihUpradice •Business UI«ilion

•JobDiscrim •Divorce •Trids

Cal Susan BaKstocky

(8m 382-7055 or (310) 284^890.

12 Research Subjects

VOICEMAIL

$5
.75
per

maidi

Instant T^

Woicemai[

\Priv. phone #
F Tempontry/
ncmimiait

^I!4 hr. service

To Stan immediately,

call (310) 657 3377

10 Personal

WNTED: 100 PEOPLE
Lace 10.29 Itx. In 30 dayi and •»n SSS d^
\i^ H 100% j^arantM, Call JIO^MI M28.

rJoANTETe"!
I IAre you the UCLA 1st-

I Year student who used I

I that Am. On Line handle in I

I the summer? Are you |

I 5'6M8 years old as of 7/1
|

I
and know ThomaET? i

|Please LM at 313-971-8477 .

1 1 Attorneys

AUTOMOBUE, BICYCLE OR MOPED AC-
CIOENTS. Slip and Falh. tusktoi Um,
UCUkCtad. Omm M cart^NJt. Trm ConulU-
tlon. MHdtdl Kf«lMf4Mn|213>3e4-3S61.

ASTHMA SUFFERERS. Earn up to $S40J00 in

your ipare time. If you take daily asthma
medication you may be eligible to participate

in a research chjg study with a new potential

treatment for asthma. ConUct (310)477.1734
exl 540 to find out how you may benefit horn
this vital program. Allergy Research Founda-
tion, Inc. (BnwtwDod)

ASTHMATIC VOLUNTEERS NEEDED far re-

warch « LXIA Medical Center. Age 18 to

70. Currently uiir^ uthma medlceUons. May
qualify for up to $560 compensation. 310-
825-6745.

EARN
VolunteefS needed for back
muscle test with rK> hl^ory of

back in}ury or pain.

Culver City, caP (31(^559'5500.

Bedwetting boys 7-11 yrs. and their families

needed for UCLA research Project. Subjects
will receive $20 and a free develnpmerMal
evaluation. 310-825^392.

EARN $20
A^id ^i^dmea P«1Iclptti in a 2hr. fear

reducHon ttudy. Call 310-^)6^9191 or sign

up at Fr»« Hrt A337L
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12 Research Subjects 12 Research Subjects 12 Research Subjects 12 Research Subjects ]/ Research Subjects

G\LIFORNIA

P I F A s I- c -V I 1

Feeling depressed, sad or hopeless? Lost

interest or energy?

Sleeping too much

or too little? Crying

frequently? -

Particifjants 18 to 65

needed for medical research study.

Qualified volunteers may be compensated

up to $440.

Jo/0 a
fundmtf sHidy comparing ^.^

nmw spaem agm condom with ^^~~

classic icrtmx condom^
^^mm mmdical carm/supplias to couplms

using condoms as birth control

for 6 months^

rO-R iNFO-RMATION CALL: ai3)368-¥t^

GET A FREE PROFESSIONAL MASSAGE.
Healthy male subjects are rweded for UCLA
study on the effects of massage on physiolo-

KY. Contact Evan 213-874-5853.

Healthy M/F, 18^ needed for UCLA Poaitron

Imaging of the heart Injection radioactive

isotope. Bloods taken. Also AVF 35+ who
smoke/plan to quit. hM^ 40+ with cholesterol

250-f. F-post menopausal needed for same.
310-825-1118.

Hyperactive boys wfth attentional problems
7-1 1 yrs, needed for UCLA research project

Receive $20 aixJ a free developmental

evaluation. 310-8254)392.
3t

Please Recycle
IDaily Bruin

%

NERVOUS? ANXIOaS?
FEARFUL? WORRIED?

Research volunteers between the ages of 18 and 65
experiencing these symptoms for at least 1 month and
in relatively good health are needed. Volunteers will

receive a brief exam in order to determine eligibility.

Qualified volunteers receive free basic physical

exam/lab test and compensation up to $495^.

CalifornialX^UNIC/C tRlALsl

MEDICAL GROUP

Please call 1-800-854-3902

schnophrenia
Do you or a loved one suffer from Schizophrenia?

Qualified voluteers ages 12 and over may qualify for a

medical research study on schizophrenia.Qualified

volunteers recive a free basic physical exam, lab tests

and may be compensated up to approximately $1650.

CALIFORNIA

P I I A S 1 (All 1-800-854-3902

INFIDELITY: Researcher seeking unusual ac-

counts of how you discovered an affair. Short

phone interview. Will pay Craig Snyder,

Ph.D. 310-471-0035.

Normal healthy boys 3-11 yrs, and their

families needed for UCLA research project

Receive $20 and have a scientific learning

experience. 31 0-825-0392.

22 Health Services

14 Rides Wanted

WILL PAY $100 to drive our car from LA to

MINNEAPOLIS, call 612-^96-7388

15 Wanted

CASH FOR CARS. We come to you. Top dol-

lar paid. We do ail DMV. We buy anything.

818-999-IBUY(4289).

RECRUITING FOR CHINESE CULTURAL
DANCES for January perfomiance. No ex-

perierKe required. Freel By the Lotus Foun-

dation. WLA. Contact Sharlene 818-597-

1475. Call ASAP.

19 Sperm/Egg donors

EGG DONOR. Science or math major, ju-

nior, senior, or graduate Caucasian, 5'6' up,

$2000. 310-318-3010, donor nurse, for re-

cipient 12.

EGG DONORS NEEDED for infertile couples.

19-33 yrs, own medical irvurarKe. Special

needs for black, Hispanic, & Chinese. At

UCLA med center. 310-825-9500.

EGG DONORS NEEDED. All info confiden-

tial. Please call (310)285-0333.

EGG DONORS NEEDED: Healthy females

between 21-34years old w/medical irt-

surance. Payment of $2200 for medical pro-

cess. Mirna Navas 310-829-6782, Monday-
Friday.

EGG/SPERM
DONORS

Desperately wanted by hopeful parents. All

races needed. Ages 21-35. Healthy. Substan-

tial compensation. For information call OP-
TIONS (310)397-4054.

IF YOU'D LIKE TO HELP a couple who's

having difficulty getting pregnant or unable to

carry a child, call 310-82a61B0, ask for Bea-

trice.

Egg Donors

Needed

Are you intefested in helping an

infertile couple achieve their

dream of having a chiU and

also be fnanciaiiy compensated.

If so, wd are in need ofWomen

from all ethnic bacl(0founds^
21-34, for details please caU

l«)a98^9890.

,

ARE YOU TIRED
OFYOUR

UNWANTED HAIR?
F6r faster, more efficient

pomanent hair removal.

Disposable needles and free

consultation. Call

^estwTOd(310)3m212

REACH PERSONAL AND ACADEMIC
COALS WITH HYPNOSIS. REDUCE TEST
ANXIETY. Increase concentration,

performance, self-confiderKe. Individual

appointments arxi classes. Experienced
psychotherapist for 17-years. Student Rates.

Call Laura Guilds MFCC. 31 0-207-0630.

STRESSED, OVERWHELMED, LONELY. Sup-
portive courweling. Irviividuals, couples,
groups. Adjacent to campus. Carole Chasin
MA, IMF-20924. Barbara Shore, supervisor,

AAS-24655. 310-289-4643.

Acne. Tattoos

SiinsDOts & Scars
Non-Surgical Laser Tfierapy (or

painless facial okin rejuvenalJon

and removal olacne latloos

sunspots & scars. Low cost.

Free ConsultalionCall

1-800-685-6574

LuCia
Electrolysis & Sklncare

Permaaent Hair Removal
B«ropeaa Faclala

OB 208-8193 m
leSl W—twood BNd. W«

(1 BIk. South oTSuita klonlcal Bhrd)

23 Beauty Services

STRESSED?? GET A DEEP-TISSUC, HOT-CML
Swedish body massage. Total pampering,

portabte tableN^H travel, student discount

Licensed. D'mitri, 213-436-6294.

30 Help Wonted

22 Health Services

CHILDHOOD SEXUAL ABUSE wonMn psy-

chotherapy and support group. Op«ning|
noM. Westwood village. Call Lorraine Rom,
Phd. 310-824-9942 or Mi^ Shcchwv PM.
310-206-2013.

PENIS^N»VLE ENIARCFACNT. Prdoiiorul
vaciAjm pumpc with instnxlion. Gain 1'-3'.

Permanpnt- safe. Enhance erection. Dr. )oel

IU>l*i 1 800-967-PLWAP.

$6.63AHR. Work in fun atmosphera, schedule

around classes. Apply: Maureen O'Brien,

Cafe Sproul, 350 DeN«ve Dr. 310-^25-2074.

ACTIVE FILM CO. seeks moUvated individu-

ait. Great opportunity to learn productkm
artd development. Flexible hr^day*. Credit,

no pay. Contact Stacy Katz 310-559-7410, ax

VK

ACTORSAIOOaS NEEDED. AuAkwu by
^paknUnrnrta only. For oommwdakv flima,

mi print ads. Ail typeVages needed. No ex-

pwtonce necessary. No registration fee*. Call

Todav ImM* ft1ft.J22-9091.

,/
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30 Help Wanted 30 Help Wanted

BEN&JERRSrS
VERMONT'S HNEST ALL NATURAL ICE CREAM™

Ice Cream Parlor needs

friendly and responsible

people for our 3

" Westside locations.

Various positions

(scoopers to managers)

and shifts available.

Call John at (310)788-9682.

ADMINISTRATIVE ASSlSTAhfT. Part-time,

full-time preferred. BH Software Company,
perfect En^ish, WordPerfect required, Page-

Maker helpful. 3 10-859-7277.

ALASKA EMPLOYMENT - Fijhing lr»du»try.

Earn to $3,000-$6,00Of per Month -t- bene-

fits. Male/Female. No experience necessary

206-545-41 55 ext AS9342.

ASSEMBLERS: Easy work. excellerU income

, to assemble products at home, up to

STOC^veekly. Crafts, toys, wood, jewelry,

sewinfc more. 21 3-243-8288.

Assistant Manager, flexible hours, competi-

tive pay, part-time or full-time. Will work ar-

ound schedule.. Progressive Restaurant Call

Mike 571-1 183.

ATTENTION UCLA STUDENTSl Puzzles Fast

Food Restaurant is Sunset Village is hiringi

Previous restaurant expcrierKe helpful.

S6.63/hr. FLEXIBLE NITE SCHEDULE. Call

Karen 206-7687.

TALENT SEARCH

TEMP AND PERM JOBS
• SECRETARIES
• WORD PROCESSORS
• PC OPERATORS
• RECEPTIONISTS
• DATAEHTRY
• GENERAL CLERKS

Laam iww soflwirs or sharpen your

PCskllsabsoluMyfrMl Don't watt.

Join tM FIRST CAU. tovn ol

prof«sk>nals today.

Call Mkhoto
RRSTCALL
TEMPORARY SERVICES

264-M14
1811WlWUioBlvd.8ulliA
8anli Monka, CAB

Charis Portralt^epresenls the finesti At out

Bullock's Westwood location Full and Part-

time. Sal-KX>mm 818-796-0496.

CHILDRENS CYMf4ASTK3 TEACHER. RE-

QUIRE exp. teaching physical activities to

toddlcr^irachoolcrs. Need tons of energyl

Fun environment P/T M,W,Fr. 31(M54-
1875.

CLERICAL WIZ NEEDED for ordc^ entry,

customer service, inventory control. Video
biz. Tough job, good pay. Fax resume to

(310)306-3162.

COMMUNmr SERVICE OFFICERS (CSO's)

are hiring UCLA studenU nowl. $6.1Mv to

start, up to S9.10. ISfhrVwk. Flexible sched.

ule. Call 825-6760.

COMPUTER PROGRAMMER to write a pro-

gram for IBM-PC involving pictures and text

CallMichael 310-397-6869.

MOVIE EXTRAS
MODELS

ALLTVPES NEEDED FOR

MAJOR fEATUREniMS

IMMEDIATEASSICNME!^

310-659-8288

BALLOON CELEBRATIONS needs party deo
orator*, drivers, artists, af>d trainee maiMgers.

Fast paced, fun, and creative erwironment

flexible hours. Call 310-208-1180.

BALLOON SCULPTURES WANTED. Looking

for creative, spor>tar>eous people. No experi-

erKe necessary. Call Balunatics Entertairv

mentBlfl^-848-3267.18-848-3

BEAUTY
J
SALON RECEPTIONIST. PART-

TIME, Pleasant personality, service-oriented

person. Call for Inten^iew. 310-449-0055.

BEVERLY HILLS LAW OFFICE needs

filin^secretary and Word Perfect, part-time.

310-274-5252.

V > Butldck's of Westwood. Holiday help needed

ASAP. Daytime, nighttime, and weekerwk.

Starting now. Apply in Human Resources of-

fice, 2nd level. Competitive starting wage, bv

terviews on daily basis.

CAMPUS PC>SITK>N AVAILABLE starting at

$6.6Mw. We work arou»>d your classes.

Immediate employment available for Fall

1994. Sunset Village Dining Services.

Contact David at 310-206-7688.

CASHCR WANTED. WLA and Westwood.

Some JapwMM piclcrred. 310-479-2530.

W9* Westwood Blvd.

Cashier/clerk. Register sales (or retail store.

P/r-WMt LX 5pm-10pm M-f. Apply in per-

son, nbrton Converse Pharmacy. 11600

Wilshire Blvd.

CASTING IMMEDIATELY! Extras needed (or

' - feature films, commercials, and music videos.

Earn up to $200 per day! No experience

ncodwi. Work gu»anlccdl Call today 213-

651^102.

DIVINE PASTA CO. SM AND BH. Part-

time^ull-tinte, enthusiastic people (or gour-

met pasta shop. Knowledge of food helpful.

$Whr. Call Shawn 310-394-7930

ENTRY LEVEL SECRETARY^CEPTIONIST
position available immediately, geared (or an
individual who wants to advaiKe in an enter-

tainment business maiugement firm.

$8.50^. to start, with many benefits. Call

Cjryat31O-826-Oe00

EXPERIENCE LAW. Will train, P/T-F/T, based
upon school schedule; flex hours; typing

phones, filing, court Ask (or Vi 310-470-

8444.

GREENPEACE seeks committed hiil-time and
part-time people to change the world. Call

310-287-2210 between 3pm and Spm Mon-
day-Friday.

HEALTH CLUB PERSONAL TRAINERS . Up-
scale fitness center. San Fernando West Val-

ley. Knowledge of kinleseology, human anat-

omy, or related. Exercise science background
a plus. Part-time. Flexible hours. Tim
(81 8)705-6500 ext256.

Hap WAI^TED: Evn up to $500 per week
assembling products at home. No experi-

ence. knfo 1 -504-646-1 700 Dept. CA-69S.

HIRING VALET PARKING ATTENDANTS for

the Holidays. P/T,F/r positions available.

Nights and weekerMk only. SS.SOftips to

start. 818-788-4300.

HOUSE CLEANING. One dayNvc^
$6/hour, chlW and dog friendly. 310-390-

8305.

WANTED:
Combtnatton IxMik haepecT Secfitafy from

Anderwn Qrad. School o( Mtngumr* or

4 hrs.Aday, 20 IwbAimIi. powM* Fua Time )ab.

Componutlon |ia^.
e«l:O10)470-aSW

or hiK r««um«to (310)4m95M

Daily Bruin Classified

30 Help Wanted

W YOU HAVE $100 AND A COUPLE Of
FRIENDS, YOU CAN BE THE RAREST OF
CREATURES: A RICH STUDENT. 310-285-

8173.

LAW OFFICE ASSISTANT, f/T position for file

clerkAclief receptionist/office managcmer«

assistant, require organized, self-motivated

individual w/WordPerfect 5.1/Windows ex-

perience. Hours:9am-5:30pm. Please fax or

send resume to: Rebecca j. Lee, Donfeki, Kel-

ley and Rollman, 1 1845 West Olympic BM.
Suite 1245, LA, Ca 90064. Fax: 310-312-

8014

LAW OFFICE, aerical secretarial positions.

Must know WordPerfect Have office experi-

ence. Good typing skills, flexible hours.

Wilshire & Clendon. 310-475-0481.

LEGAL GRAD STUDENT, cleric with excda-

tabase management and spreadsheet skills

needed for single pro), litigation support

Schedule and hourly rate open. FAX resume

to 310-577-8143.

LOOKING FOR FUN, ENTHUSIASTIC, intel-

ligent people to teach test prep for SAT. High

test scores arKi car required. We train you.

Start pay $13.50 hour (6-8 hours per week).

Send resume /cover letter by 12/16/94 to: The

Princeton Review, Attn: Personrwl Depart-

ment, 10474 S»iU Monica Bh^ #403, LA
90025. NO PHONE CALLS PLEASE.

MALE MODELS. Asian, Latin or surfer types.

No height requirement Hot head, cards,

posters, mags. Good money. Fun! 213-664-

2999 24hours.

MARKET RESEARCH COMPANY in Van
Nuys needs individuals to work 4-6

houn/day. Evening, day, and weekervl hours

available to do public opinion and market re-

search. Must have excellent reading skills,

ability to write verl>atim, and follow instnx:-

tions. Call 818-725-4275.

30 Help Wanted

RESPONSIBLE MALE ADULT, strong refer-

ences to provide personaPcare to disabled

man. 1-hour, weekdays, altemate wec-

kcnds.Westwood. Wilt Uain. S2SOfn>ort^.

310-475-S209.

RETAN.: Enthusiastic P/T sales asst rw{. (or

large Tarzana flower shop. Retail exp req.

Call 818-344-9293.

SECRETARY WANTED: Somwme organized,,

efficient, (or a buty RE office. Pleasant sound-

ing voice, fart typir^ computer literate, jo-

seph: 310-652-5566.

SaL ASIAN COLLEGE GIRL CALENDAR -95

to friends, shops, other distributors. Excellent

feaming opportunity for photo-marketing.

CorMads with Asian communities, campuses

in CalKomia and other states preferred. 310-

285-9264.

SMALL LAW FIRM looking for a law clerk,

must have car, valid driver's license and in-

surance a must NO PHONE CALLS PLEASE.

Send resume to Er^el and Engd. 9200 Sunset

81. Suite 505. Los Angeles, CA 90069.

TALENT AGENCY
seeks highly motivated artd organized intern.

If you want to learn THE BIZ and work in a

fun office, this is the placet (Non-paid). Call

310-278-3600 ASAP.

TEACHER, %>anish, F/T, primc&elem. grades.

Pvt sdil, WLA. Min. 5-yrs. classroom exp.

req'd. Begin immediately. 310-476-286a

TUTOR/NANNY, Spanish speaking, own car,

10-15 hrsAivk, afternoons, eveningi. Excellent

references, qualificatiorw, child care exp. req.

Vivian Hanover (310)454-3000, Dl 0)459-
888a

TWO UCLA JOBS H WLA VA. P/T, research

and administrative positions. Two-year pro-

ject Fax resume: 31 0-824-6627.

32 Career Opportunities

COMPUTERS
PROGRAMMERVTECHNICIANS. Recent or

soon a>lk^ gradi encouraged to apply. En-

try level positions. Woridng knowlei^ of

C++, Windows. Salary plus benefits. 407-

779-1111.

" ENGINEER
MECHANICAL/CIVIL Recent or soon college

graduates encouraged to apply. Entry level

positions. Salary plus bcrtefits. Call MorKiay-

Friday. 407-779-1 in;'

FLWTVAIOMMERCIALS, audhioning ac-

tors/actresses. 1 3-35 years, for fead roles In

major productions, serxi pictures 61 North

Glen O^ Blvd. Burbank 91502. ATTN:

Castlr^K or call (818)843-4228.

•••MEXICO SPRING BREAK^* <

••Biggest Partiet/Best Prkea*
^

• Earn (Free Trips/Cash)

• (310)379-0409 or

• (800)798-1509

REAL ESTATE
F/T ADMINISTRATIVE ASSISTANT, RJL de-

veloper, Westwood. Assist project manager

and marketing director, answer phones, typ-

ing, faxing. Must know Windows. 310-479-

990a

WANTED
Graduate Student/ Doctor in School of

Psychology/ Psychiatry to tutor gentleman scholar

2 hrs., 3 times a week (flexible hours and days).

Compensation $20/ hr. and open.

Please call: (310) 470- 3588
Tutoring under direction of Professor of

Psychology/ Psychiatry

MARKETING RESEARCH ASSISTANT Full-

time or part-time. Detail-oriented, good tele-

phone skills, interesting work, flexible hours.

Call 9am-10pm daily, Mrs. Rost 310-391-

7232.

Men-Women ages 1ft-24 ibr rwde modeling

for French arwl American magazines and vid-

eos. Call 213-265^550.

MGNT TRAINEE
No exp. nee Corp. expanding in area.

$400(yhwnth, base-i- commisston. Start inrt-

mediatdy. 213-463-0633

MODELS firMi out how to make great money
doing part time modeling. Ifs easy, m ex-

peri«tce necessary. Call today. 310-276-

764a.

Multi-level Mvketing Worits. Build your own
business with erwironmental company. Work
with me to achieve your dreams. 213-353-

8724

P/T DRIVER FOR FLOWER SHANTY, 30
hoursAveek. Oean record, conscientious,

will drive company van. 1 1977 San Vicente

Blvd. 310-472-6063.

P/T OFFICE CLERK NEEDED to woric 15-20

hoursAweek in upbeat, busy Century City of-

fice. Good orunizalional skills, communica-

tion skills, and telephone experience a must.

$7/hour. Call Kristi. 310-5534)550.

P/T-F/r MEDICAL FILE aERK for busy neuro-

surgical group. 30-40hourVweek, Morwlay-

Friday in WLA. Pleas call joy at 310-286-

2939.

PART TIME WORK/FUU TIME PAYI Sports

mir>ded students needed to earn $10-1 S^our
guaranteed working 20- flexible houreAA«eek.

Two different positions available. Training

provided. Westwood location. 310-312-

6838.

Part-time (1 5-20hrs.Avk) telemarketing person

needed for Santa Monica Educathm Publish-

er. Good voice, sellf expcrierKe and foreign

langu^e required. 310-395-9393.

PART-TIME UNK^UE K>B for Beverly Hills

Restaurant $^hr. Fun, professional, outgoing

hostess needed 12-2 and/or 6-«pm. Please

Call Stacie 479-2080.

PERMANENTA>ART-TIME position, teacher's

akie. MWF 8:45-12:15. Some experience

working with small children. $M^r. The Eariy

Years School,

Santa Monica. 310-394-0463.

PERSONAL ASSISTANT. 20-30 hours/week.

Erraryis, phone, typing, fluent English, own
car, $9Awur. 310-471-8105.

REAL ESTATE
F/T ADMINISTRATIVE ASSISTANT, R.E. de-

vekipcr, Westwwod. Aasist project manager

and mailcetlng diractor, answer phones, typ-

ing, faxing. Must know Windows. 310479-

9900.

RESORT JOBS- Earn to $12 / hr -»^ Ups.

Theme Pailcs, Hotels, Spas, + more. Tropical

A Mountain d«^natiofw. Call 206-632-01 50
ejcLRi9341.

UCLA STUDENTS LOOKING FOR EMPLOY-
MEI^, work around your classes, starting

rate S6.63Av. Call Jelena at Hershey Hall

Food Sen^ice 310-825-7686.

Valet attendants for holiday season at prestige

Century City locatkm. Call personnel M-F
9am-4pm. 310-553-6123.

VALET PARKING. AttendanU and Cashiers

needed for LAX MARRIOTT. Full-Ume and

part-time available. Flexible schedules. Great

student job. For more information call 714-

748-2453.

VOLUNTEER USHERS needed at the West-

wood Playhouse. Opportunity to see Steve

Martin's play (Picasso.) Please call Michael at

208-6500.

WAITER/DRIVER
LA TO GO: Gourmet food delivery. Looking

for motivated, energetic, arxi conscientious

delivery driver^aKers. Flexible hours. Good
money Fun woHl Call (310)440-4455 before

10:30am, between 3-Spm.

WALKING DISTANa TO UCLA, P/T, office

help needc|d-typing. Frieryily, N/S.

$5.5(yhour. Call Erin 31 0-206-1 000 extl 30.

WLA BUSINESS MANAGEMENT FIRM seeks

part-tinw file derit, 20-25 hours/week,

$C^hour. 310-478-5151, ask for Tlsh.

YOUNG MEN WANTED for nude and semi-

nude modeling. Good pay. Immediate work.

Call Derek 213-845-9669.

32 Career Opportunities

PAUhme employees needed

far

UCLAExtmimAmBtVmdD^mlmiia

MuR ham qpeikno Mttiiig up, iMtin| and

oposcinf aotWviwd equipmcflC. f9.2S/br

pliM dii& di£feicntitl tfttr 5 pjn.

C«utdM««ilk«dpM|IHlt.<yM«««dl«liip

ooiii(Mien, dKt profKUnwd LQC prnjacDoa

DqrdnM/cvmini ddiwfy IDcMopM and tdfin

'~»'t1«~ lflMI«lnlg) if I MHWIi Imilfillp MM!

roorai nqnired. MoitpMiNciuiydhcdL S9i>}-

S9JBMufimiiikJBBuutM dutip.m.

Pkasc iokI fcnuBc to:

Robert IVnit. UNEX Hunun Roouroa,

10993 LeContc Ave.

^
Rm. 314. LosAj^ CA 90024 AffAa Emp.

it''

33 Jobs Wanted

BIGES NEEDED
• F<>rTVCommerclais
• Movies

•CaUogs
•VIdMS
can ImmadiaMy

(310)68»4a55

34 Internships

Do vou fove the Muppets? Well then, contact

Halle at 213-960-4096 about a script reading

and research Internship.

GENOA PRODUCTIONS SEEKS set, lighting,

and sound design assistant directors, stage

manager, aivj set buiklers for benefits pro-

duction at the Tiffany Theater. 1^ pay, possi-

ble school credit Call Hillary ASAP at 310-

285-1 531.

INTERN-MARKETING MAK3R to vsist well

krwwn comedy performer. Lean tour book-

ing, mariceting, public relations. Call Gail

213-656-4492.

32 Career Oppoilunities

Spedal UCLA Discount with Ad! Call Now!

0-"
^^^ear P&of^

^S.

BARTENDING
•As seen on TV
•Two week training

•Nation wide job placement

National Bartenders School

(213)380-3200

(310)558-0608

(818)994-8100

(805)522-0278

)

ACTIVE AND ENERCCTIC DBTRIBUTORS
WANTED Mrith hcaWi and nutrition compa-
ny. Small ifwestmer*, ^vA returns. Call 310-

820^330 or 8 ! 8 768 471 6.

SENIORS AND CXAI>S Evn up to $30C|Uay.
Excellent people skills >vquir«d. Tr^nlr^

provMed. 310-337-0790.

\
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"20 HOURS/WEEK 3 MONTHS $10 HR + (DOE)
COMPANY SEEKINGTWO INTERNSTO PROVIDE INDUSTRIAL MANUFACTURING/ENGINEERING

ASSISTANCETO ANEW PRODUCTAND PROCESS DEVELOPMENTTEAM. RESPONSIBIUTIES INCLUDE
TRACKING PROTOT\rPE PARTSTHROUGH EACTORY. RECORDING RESULTS. ASSISTING IN DEVELOPMENT
AND ENGINEERING BUILDS. PLANT LAYOUTAND METHODS ANALYSIS.

CANDIDATES WILL POSSESS 2 YEARS COLLEGEANDUSTRIALORMANUFACTURING ENGINEERING.
PRIOR EXPERIENCE IN HIGH VOLUME MANUFACTURING DESIRED. REQUIRES WORKING KNOWLEDGE
OF GRAPH/PRESENTATION AND OTHER SOFTWARES.

SEND RESUMETa PRICE PRSTER EMPLOYMENT DEPT 13500 PAXTON ST PACOIMA.CA 91311

A BLACKAND DECKER COMPANY EQUAL OPPORTUNTTY EMPLOYER

^

VORTEX SEEKS INTERNS far SALES SUP-
PORT. Skills: Excellent telephone and com-
munication skills, understarvJing of sale^ar-
ketinn. CALL MARIA. 310-B26-S055.

VORTEX SEEKS INTERNS to provide market
research arKi support for computer career re-

training. TASKS: research, telephone inter-

vievvs, proposal writing, administration. CALL
MARIA 310-626-5055.

WANTED: PUBLISHER'S ASSISTANT. Volun-
teer Part-time. New, national, multi-ethnic

teen magazine- Unity LA. Experience on
Mac 213-935-5826.

35 Child Care Wanted

$6-7/HR
LIGHT HOUSEKEEPING/TUTORAJRIVER for

bright arKi fun twelve-year-old. Morxiay-Fri-

day 3-8pm. Referefx:es required. 10 min.

from campus. 81 d-789-0696.

2-3 dvfih^. 7am-6pm childcare, house-

keepinn. 310-474-9679.

CHILDCARE, 6 and 12-year olds, N/S, refer-

ences, good wAids, have car. 12/12-1^, lOt-

hours arranget^veek, $8^oiJr, Santa Monica.

310-826-5144.

CHILD-CARE, PART-TIME, 2:30-6PM. 2

BOYS, 10 AND 1 3. Must drive w/car. Brent-

wood area. ReferetKes required. 310-273-

233(Vdays, 31 0-826-1 876/eveninKS.

Chikkare for 2 chiMren, age* 1 1 months and

7 years, for Ave hours or more on Saturdays.

Must have car, Har>cock Park area. Call Dr.

Baker 310-625-91 76.
,

DRIVER FOR CHILDREN. WED, FRI. 3-6.

$6/hr. Need car. Westwood. 310-273-

6036.

EVENING BABYSITTER. Your choice of 1-4

nights/week. Must have references, car, and

safe driving record, $6-8^>our. Please call

Mrs. Tolwin at 310-SS2-76O4.

EXPERIENCED BABYSITTER needed to pick

up 2 kids from school, supervise homework
and help with dirw>er. 1-2 day^ivk. Must

have reliable car. SlCVhr. Call 310-275-4685

after Spm.

FEMALE P/r BABYSITTER, two children,

flexible hours, non-smoker. Westside kx:a-

tion. References required. Salary negoitable.

310-821-6765.

Child Care
Wanted

- Must have background
in special education

(tourette syndrome ztnd

ADHD).
- Part-time.

- $7.00 and up.

- Must have referrences.

CaU Karen at 310 277 9097
» jday) or 310 470 3915 (night).^ '

Need live-in grad student to assist working

mother with infant caie. Flexible hours.

Room-»^$800 and up/rmnth. Wilshire and

Beverly Clen. FrerKh speaking a Plus, jean-

aaud^Katie 310-274.1585,-274-1997.

STEADY SATURDAY EVENING BABYSITTER
NEEDED. Great jobi 2 wonderful girls, ages 1

and 4, dinner included, Mhi. Call Wendy
310-471-4403

49 Apartments for Rent

$900 CULVER CITY. Large, quiet, modem, 2-

bdrnV3(Mth townhome, dishwasher, aA;

IHdKe, pMlo, gated parking. 31 0-837-0761

$995. 2BR/1 1/2BA TOWNHOUSE STYLE

1.2 miles IXXA. 31<M59-6eoa

1-BORM, UNFURNISHEO apaitmenL Bun-

dy^ico. Ne)tt to busline. Own parfcir^ laurv

dry. SSStVhw. 310-820-4105 or 310-477-

0677.

1 -BEDROOM $575 up. Huge apartmanta,

ideal for roommates. Garden courtyard, pool,

, hK., phone-entry. Near Shisman Oaks Cal-

Icria. Minutes to campi« 818-997-731 2.

2bd^.5ba Rcfrtgerafof, patio Near UCLA.
One year lease. |89S/mo 4^ $600 depcsit.

3104739919.

66 MITZUBISHI TREDIA, auto, AM^M, A^,
4-dr, ewrellent condition, 100,000 miles,

$21 50 obo. 310^559 8826

BACHELORS, SiNGLES, and 1 BDRMS avail-

ibl«, close to IXIA. FumAJnfurn, laundry,

no pets. From $525* 310-4772537

WARNING:
A college degree doesn't mean c

Learn by doing; Top entertainment P.R. Firm is now acx»ptjng
applications for interns. College credit available.

Call Tina Hudson (31 0) 659-6400

49 Apartments tor Rent

1^ MAR VISTAS
2BO,2BA,2STORY

CUSTOM TOWNHOMES,
GATED GARAGE. CBfTRAL AIR,

FIREPLACE. UNITALARM

* 12736 CASWEU.AVE
* 11746 COURTLEIGH DR.

* PALMS *

$825

$845

2 BO. 2BA CUSTOM TOWNHOME.
FIREPLACE. BALCONY. GATED

GARAGE. ALRM IN UNIT
(ONE MONTH FREE RENT)

* 3614 PARIS $995
• apen7days

CALL (310) 391-1076 ^
TO SEE THE

I LOVELYAPARTMENTS

Beautiful 3-y/o deluxe apartn>ent 2-bdmrV2-

ba, 3-bdrm/2-ba available. 640 Veteran Ave.

Call fast 824-2036.

BEVERLY HILLS ADJ. 1&2-BEDROOMS
S650-$89S. SOME VWHARDWOOD
FLOORS. ONLY 1/2 BLOCK TO PICO BUS.

ASK ABOUT LEASE BONUS. 310-839-6294.

BEVERLY HILLS ADJACENT. $875. Beautiful

2bd in 6 unit building. Full kitchen, appliarx:-

es, laundry facilities, parking. Walk to

parkAennis. 310-839-1959.

BrentwoodI 3-bdrn\^4>alh. $1600. Pool,

Ig. balcony, gated parking, central air. Near

UCLA. Add.: 330 S.Barrington, near Sunset.

310^71-2498.

BRENTWOOD, Sunny and large 3-bed-

roonV2-bath, Patio, North of Wilshire, dish-

washer, parking, $1450/month. Open 9-5«

11921 Goshen Ave, aptil. 310-207-0634.

BRENTWOOD. Beautiful 2-bdmV2ba -fden.

Large patio. Newly decorated. Parking, laurv

dry, elevator. 310-826-3934 or 310-207-

8402.

BRENTWOOD. Lovely, cozy, bachelor/ette

room in beautiful country area, quiet honoe.

20-minutes to UCLA. $650. 310-472-6694.

CHEVKDT HILLS ADJ. $775, modem 2-bdrm,

1 1/2 bath, carpet, drapes, bullt-ins, refrigera-

tor.patio, carport, launidry, exceller^t trarupor-

tatkxi and shopping. 310-838-9052

Monterey

2 Bed / 2 Bath
$1150
$1250

Central Air/Central Heat.
Security building.
WUl Allow 4 in

1 Apartment

Now reseniiig for Fal

(310)477-0858

i^ Head
Apartments
Short Term Available

1 bedroom $875
Fireplace, bakony with a

vtow. contemporary
kHchen

Or««t Bulldlffffi

Naiqe>tlal>le R*f«t

eeo Veteran
208-225-I

-0' •

49 Apartmernts for Rent

CLOSE TO UCLA
WESTWOOD. 10 minutes by car, 1 -bed/1

-

bath, upper, electronic entry, fireplace, refrig-

erator, dishwasher, carpet, verticals, gated

parking, laurwiry, $75Q^nonth. For appoint-

ment call 310-454-6800.

Deluxe 1 -bedroom. 10-minute walk to

UCLA, quiet building, balcony, well-lit unit,

$650 and up. Available November 8. 310-

208-6861

FOX HILLS CONOO FOR RENT. 1 5 minutes

to UCLA. 1-bedroonVl-lMth, dishwasher,

pool, Jacuzzi, spa, mini-gym. Security Build-

inK.$610. 310-641-5060.

FURNISHED BACHELOR APARTMENT, utili-

ties paid, free laurwiry, parking, 2.5 miles

south of UCLA nofvsnwking, $39S/mo.

(310)476-3694 after 6pm.

Large single quiet area, Wilshire district, sep-

arate kitcher^Mthroom, fumisiwd/ unfur-

nished, trustworthy student preferred. Call

Dante at City News 714-773-4902. $385.

LARGE, SUNNY 2-BEDROOM APARTMENT,
2-miles from UCLA $80(Vmonth, incredible

deal, available 12/1 or 12/15. 310-479^

4025.

FURNISHED RESORT STYLE
APARmENTS

MINLTIES FROM CAMPUS
STUDIO. ONE AND TWO BEDROOMS

MONTHLY RENTALS

CORPORATB WSOOIMS AVAILABIE

Banker Property Group
*1 Bedroom*

•Gated
•Pool

—

^

• Laundry Facilities

• Beautiful Landscaping
• $549/mOT»th (singles

available for $475)
• low deposit for UCLA

Students

CALL (310) 390^226

MAR VIST\ $845, 2-bed/2-bath, 2-story cus-
tom townhouse. Gated gar^e, unit alarm,
central air, fireplace. 11931 Avon Way. 3ia
391-1076.

MAR VISTA. $675. Near 405 freeway, Nice
1 -bedroom, new carpeto, Move, refrigerator,

laundry. 310-454-0605.

MAR VISTA. 2-bdnTV2bath. Custom town-
home, fireplace, gated garage, alarm in unit
$795. 1 1748 Courtleigh. Door open 7 days.
310-391-1076.

Oak SanU Monkia. One-bedroom apartment,

$585, partly furnished. Foreign student
welcome. Available for 6 months. 3ia450-
7692.

ONE MILE TO WESTWOOD. Brentwood
adjacent Large single $625. Large ibed
$695. 1235 Federal Ave. 310-477-7237.

PALMS $500. Large single, walk-in closeto,

completely re^rfoished, quiet 9-unit bulMing.
1 5-mlnules from campus. Must see to wpre-
clate. 396-6622.

PALA4S $595, 1 -bedroom security buiMing,
very quiet, all applianoas. Convwiient to
campus. Securtty<%MMlt $10a A<, laundry.
310637-7061. '

PALMS $7S0, 2-bdnT/l-ba, large u^jf^,
small building. Completely rcftjrbWwd,' hice
new. Mu« see to appreciate. 15-mins from
campus. 310.398-6622.

PALMS - $595
1 -bedroom t^iper. lO-minutes to UCLA.
G^«d entry. Small, quiet btiildint refrigera-

tof, ttove, dithwmhef, miniblindi, cvpets.
FrcemK. 310-203 6814.

PMMS, $1695, 4b(<lroom ^ M^MmIK
nrwtr :^^ory towntwu**, fireplace, gMad ga-
r^*, tmrAMity alarm, lurxipffc 1670 Midvatr
Ave. 310.391-1076. Open 7 days 9 5.

49 Apartments for Rent

2 Bedroom/2 Bath

from only $750.00

Large units, Fully equipped

kitchens, fitness center,

air conditioning, covered

gated parking. On site

manager,

2ia46a-5173

PALMS, $48SA4C)NTH, single, 3455 jas-

mine. Appliances, pool, laundry, no pets.

31(MS4^7S4.

PALA^. $550, Large single. $775 2-bed-

roonVl-bath. Newer building on quiet street,

gated parking, bui It-ins, balcony^io, A^,
fireplace. Laundry facilities. 31 0-397-0405.

PA1A4S. $995, 2-bed/2-bath, custom town-
home, fireplace, balcony, gated garage,

alarm in unit One month free. 3614 Paris Dr.

310-391-1076.

PALMS. Unfumished l-bednxim, $495,
single $395. Appliances, no pets. Call 9anrt-

8pm, ask for mgr. (310)637-4196.

PENTHOUSE VIEW
$595. Elegant, 1 bedroom, two entries.

Sherman Oaks adj. Great location, half block

markets, busses, rwar freeways. 818-399-

9610.

GREAT LOCATION!
3450 Sawtelle Blvd.

1 and 2 BD Apts.
Split Master Suites

-Heated pool/spa/sauna/gym

-BBQs/Lush Gardens/Waterfalls

•Large recreational clubhouse

-Intercoms entry

Casa de Vida

310-3974811 -'re

Prime location, newer, large, clean 2-bed-
roonV2-bath, security. 1 -block to campus.
Walk-in closeU, appliances, gym, 2-parking

spaces. 310-208-0830.

SHERMAN OAKS. Gated, newer, quiet,

single, $450, 2+2 $750, 13406 Moorpark St.

816-222-8296

TWO BEDROOM $595
SPACIOUS, VIEW, walk library. Great Van
Nuys location. Minutes to Sherman Oaks,
shopping, busses, and freeways. 818-399-
9610.

WALK TO UaA. One bedroom, balcony,

free parking, laundry facilities, water incl.

$900. Bachelor $550. 10944 Strathmore.

(310)209-0968.

WEST HOLLYWOOD ADJACENT. 2BR/2BA.
Small, quiet building. Upper balcony. Home-
like street, large closet, great area. 20 min.

'

UaA $850. (213)935-9152.

WEST LA. 1-bdrm $600, single $575,
bachelor $475. Single ar>d bachelor include

utilities. 310-477-2696.

WEST L.A.
Large 1 -bedroom, $695. Stove, refrigerator,

carpets, blinds, super clean, parking, laundry

facilities. 1 1 321 Massachusetts Ave., shown
byappt 310-477-8750.

WESTWOOD- 2-BEDROOW2-BATH, $995
AND UP. TILE KITCHEN, STEPDOWN LIV-

ING ROOM. UNUSUAL CHARM. 1-1/2

Mi.E TO UCLA. 310-639-6294.**

Westwood/Century City and Palms, $495-t-

single; $650+ Ibd; 10 minutes to UCLA.
open daily 310-474-7565.

WESTWOOO.ADJ. 2-bdrm, upper, small

quiet bld^ new carpets, miniblinds, laundry,

5 min. to UCLA, rtear Sepulveda/ Pico. $796.

213-935-9152

WLA, BACHELOR $495. Lar^ 1 -bedroom,

$625. Pool, carpet, refrig, parking dose to

campus and bus stops. 1330 5. Barrini^.
310-4S1-0693/day. 310-473-4969/eveninK.

WLA, from $750, 2&3 bedroom apartmenu,
private patms, stove ,refrig, air, laundry, 1 620
S. Brockton Ave. Renee 310-550-6755.

WLA. $59S/mo. Spackius, sir^e, full kitch-

en, parking, small quiet tiuiUing. One year
lease, no pets. 310-626-7886.

WLA. $725-up. Large one and two bed-
roonw, poo), bak»ny, buiK-in stove and
wtiy, quiet, private. Near UCLA. (3iaM78-
7150.

WLA. Amazing deaL 1629 Broddon. Sif^les

Startirw $525. New appliances, carpet, paint,

vertJcJ Minds. Parkir^ gated. Good student

dhoount 310-477-0112.

50 Apartments, Furnistied

MAR VISTA iUXShronth Ask aboU frw.

rent, Altr»rtiv>r, fum«hed 1 t>edroom. Large,

pnol, patio, and bvbccue area. Quiet buiw-

m- 3746 In^lewQod ttwri. 3I0-398.K79.

51 Apartments, Unturn.

$875 2BDRM^ 1/2BA. 1426 Barrington #4.

Stove, refrigerator, air, dishwasher. (310)837-

0761

$925. Move-in special. Large 2-bedroonV2-
bath, security bulkiin^ all amenities, eleva-

tors, parking. Low security deposit 2437
SXorinlh, 310-479-1 765 or 310-376-6794.

PALMS, 3545 Keystone, 2 bedroom up-

per,convenient k>cation, available now,
$715, evening* 310-275-1427 or 213-254-
1565.

Get $10.00

on your

Bruin

Gold Card.

TICKLE

OUR
TASTEBUDS
AND THE

DAILY BRUIN
WILL
TICKLE

YOURS*

Something's
Cooking

at the Bruin!

^ Submit
a personal

favorite recipe

and if it's

chosen
we'll feature

your name
and

recipe in the

paper's

classified
i

section.

BON
'TT

TE!

-drop recipe

submissions at

the Dally Bruin

front desk-

225 Kerckhoff Hall
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61 Apartments. Unfurn.

J^ PALMS. Single $535-$550. 2bd, $850.

Clean, Large pool, amvenient to shopping
"'

and UCLA, 310-204-4332.

WESTWOOO. $1500, Spacious 3-bedroom,

VC, refrigerator, dishwasher, balcony, ideal

for grad studenU. 1711 Malcolm. 3/4-mile

from campus. 310-273-1212.

WESTWOODATENTURY CITY. $950.

Charming, spacious, 2b<V2ba, new carpets,

floor, built-ins, mini blinds, air, dishwasher,

quiet, 4 unit 1815 Camden Ave. (310)473-

4858

52 Apartments to Share

$365. RCXDMMATE NEEDED to share HUGE
2-bdrrTV2ba w/3 other guys. Pool/jacuzzi, se-

curity gated. 10 min. from campus. 310-559-

4332.

Apartment to share in comfortable 2-bed/2-

bath in WLA. Balcony, kitchen, dining area,

parking, laur^Jry facilities, near UCLA.
$47(Vmonth+utilitics. Move-in December 1,

Call 310-473-8817.

Beautiful Park Westwood Tower cor>do to

share. Male or female, rwn-smoker/clean,

24hr security guard, valet parking, pool, Ja-

cuzzi, ninth floor view of city, 969 Hilgard

Ave. $575/mo.+utilitie$. Day 310-271-5995.

Eve- 3 10-443-9909. Erik.

BRENTWOOD ADJACENT. Female. Own
bdrm/bath. CleanI Very spacious. 1 -block

Wilshire/Barrington bus. Large closets. Laun-

dry, parking, dishwasher, fireplace, sundeck.

S425/month. 310-473-9743.

BRENTWOOD, female professional/grad to

share spaciou^unny 2-:bedroonV2-bath

apartment. Ovn room. Laundry, pool, park-

ing. $55(Vmonth. 3-miles to UCLA^each.
310-440-9480.

52' Apartments to Share

FEMALE TO SHARE ONE BEDROOM in 2-

bec^-bath apartment N/&. Available De-

cember 3. $213-Kieposit 5-minules from

UCLA. Corinth Ave. Simone 310-914-9749.

M?F ROOMMATE NEEDED, 3-bdmV2bath,

monttVnrK>r>th, $367/nno., parking laundry

facilities. Call Chris or Stephanie, 310-473-

5274

PALMS. LOOKING FOR ROOMMATE to

share 2-bdrTn/2-bath apartment New, small

complex w/all amenities; dishwasher, fire-

place, security, etc Male-N/S preferred.

Must be super clean graduate studerrt or pro-

fessional. $499/mo. jose 310-553-

901 0ext274, call anytime.

RIGHT NEXT TO UCLA CAMPUS. Cayley.

$300. Third person r>eeded to share apart-

ment, femalc^ale student preferred. 310-

824-0836 or 41 5-883-8382.

WESTWOOD. Large beautiful bedroom, at-

tached bath. Bright, safe unit Share apart-

ment with quiet female grad student until

June $75(^onth. 310-475-7789.

53 Roommates

$350 + .5 utils. Culver City. Small room,pri-

vate entrarKe and sink. Quiet, non-smoker

preferred. 310-204-5576, 310-787-3414

Paul.

FEMALE ROOMMATE WANTED to share a

bedroom. Nice spacious apartment 5-minute

walk from Lo(-32. $300/month. Bobby 310-

478-7121 or Cathy 310-478-0261.

Female roorrwnate, own master bedroom, pri-

vate bath, convenient location at Wilshire

and Bundy, $399. Call Angela 213-782-

3850.

PROFESSIONAL MALE SEEKS MALE OR FE-

MALE to share beautiful 2b(V2ba cor>do with

tons of amenitiesi $595/mo + 1/2 utilities.

310-826-6447.
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ACROSS
1 Make cloth

6 House site

9 Peculiarity

14 Drive

15 Female sheep
16 Reddish dye
1

7

Leaves a mark
18 Everyone
1

9

Mystery award
20 Relate (to)

22 Softly glowing

24 Abominable ^

Snowman
25 Sums owed
27 Suffix for text or

infant

28 Spartacus was
one

31 Actress Burnett

34 Gold Rush Site

38 Turkish title

39 North African

city

42 Just fine

43 Unconventional
45 Tennessee —

Ford
47 Would-be office

holder

50 Variety of lettuce

52 Relieves
53 Banner
57 Upset
59 Pretense
61 Pseudonym
62 Shade tree

64 Washbowl ~"

65 Shut
66 Rocky

Mountain tribe

67 Metric quart

68 Acting awards
69 Broadcaster

Koppel
70 Follow

DOWN

PREVIOUS PUZZLE SOLVED
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2 Host of a show
3 Not together
4 Dizzy feeling

5 "Born Free"
lioness

Inclined6
7 Wise old bird

8 Tattler

9 The other guys
10 Cardinal
1

1

Guardian —
12 Nonsensical
13 Tangy
21 Actress Lupino
23 Fur magnate

John Jacob —
26 Some

swimsuits
29 Peruvian

animal
30 Beginning
31 Taxi

32 Long, long —
33 Cheerleader's

cry

35 Whter —
T

Fleming
36 Japanese carp
37 — out: just get

by
40 Steamship
41 Social butterfly

44 Bliss

46 Melody
48 Adorned
49 Fireplace

residue

50 Violin's big

brother

51 Mythical hunter
54 Holds out

55 Good-bye,
Marcel

56 Type
57 Agreement
58 Employs
60 Skillful

63 Dined

54
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53 Roommates

WLA. ROOMMATE NEEDED, FEMALE, H/S.

prefer grad student Own room In 2-bed-

roonV2-bath apvtmenL $410-$4S0 + securU

ty and utilities. 31(M79-6494.

54 Room for Rent

BEVERLY HILLS. Very large^ scparatf fur-

nished room behind house w/grad students,

WasherA>yer, kitchen privileges, pool, need
car. $550. Abby 61 6-783-51 SI.

LANOFAIR AVE. Doubles or singles avail.

Prefer males. Util. incl. Walk to campus. Call

Eddie, 310-208-6172.

Large room in spacious house. Wood floor,

walk-in closet, fireplace, lauryJry, backyard.
Mutt Seel. From Dec.1-Jan.15 or k>nger.

S40(yrnonth. 213-932-6186.

Luxurious new corvdo 1 600sq.ft. WLA. Secur-

ity-building, undergroufxl-parking. Room
available w^rivate bathroom, walk-in-closet,

furnished or unfurnished. $650, Month-
month, 3-morith minimum. 31 0-478-6995.

Newly reflnlshed room for quiet male stud-

ent 3-mJles south of campus. $360. Day
310-274-0400, evening 31 0-202-8521

.

ONE IN A MM., 1 N/S roommate wanted to

share WLA 2-bdmV2-bth, gated parking,

$525 + 1/2 utilities. 310-820-0756

PRIVATE ENTRANCE, private bath, unlimited

cooking, Uilities included, furnished, UCLA
close. Use of yard. $45(ymo. 310-475-1264.

PRIVATE ROOM/BATH. KJTCHEN FAC.,

utilities included, parking, near LICLA, free-

ways. 310-470-0597.

55 Sublet

SINGLE WESTWOOD PARTIALLY FUR-
NISHED apartment Between end of Novem-
ber and end of March. $85(Vmo. Lindbrook

Dr. Smin. from campus. 310-474-2726.

SINGLE. COZY, FULL KITCHEN, GATED
parking. Walk to campus, village. Lease

through Septl. $590. 310-824-9567.

WILSHIRE CORRIDOR studio sublet Dec.

15-ian. 15. Walk to campus. ValetAitilities.

Grad. female only. Please call for interview.

(310)441-9767. $750.

56 House for Rent

$195(Vmonth. Pacific Palisades, 3-bedroorTV1

&1/2-bath, large yard, hardwood floors, fire-

place in living room. Call Pauline 310-275-

9006.

58 House for Sale

BEL AIR, 3b<V2.5ba,-fbonus room,5yrs new,
quiet street, $529,000. 2607 Basil Lane, by
appt only, 10 minutes lo UCLA, owner. 310-

271-7750

62 Room/Board for Help

BENEDICT CANYON, private roonVbath in

house, 10-minutes to campus, grad student

w/car exchange for light duties. 310-273-

4000.

LIVE-IN NEEDED for active boys, 6, 1 1 . Must
have car. Private entrance^ath. Room^xurd
fsmall salary for evenings, weekends. 310-

641-6667,213-935-1298.

NEEDED FEMALE STUDENT FOR BABYSIT-

TING In exchange for room and board in

Westwood. Must have own car. Mrs. Chry»-

tie 310-471-7755.

ROOM, BOARD, PRIVATE BATH exchange
for assistance- light housekeeping, some
cooking, some driving. Female student 816-

906-1 399.

ROOM/BOARD +$10(yWK. Mother's helper

needed for newly single mom. Mature, re-

sponsible, g^ad student preferred. Nice Mar
Vista home, 15 min. from campus. 310-397-

6445.

67 Condos for Sale

2bd/2ba elegant condo walk to UCLA, for

sale by owner, $180,000. 310-391 •2877.

CONDO FOR SALE. Quiet, Penthouse, near
campus. 2bdrrTV2ba in security building

w/privacy, amenities, view. Owner reduced
price. J. Thompson 310-471-6363x133.

FABULOUS WESTWOOD LOCATION. 2+2,
bank-owned, $199,000. Relax in sauna in

master bath, gorgeous cape-cod building.

Quiet back unit A^ent, 310-479-6632.

68 Condos to Sfiare

1-bdrm in 2-bdr/2.5-bth, Wilshire HIghrise

Conda Laundry facility within unit, 24-hr.

security, valet parking, pool and gym. N/S.

$120(Vimo. 31(M75-7989.

69 Condos for Rent

1BD/1BA CONDO FOR LEASE. 1/2 block

from UCLA. High-rise building, doorman,
9wiiT)ming po(ri. $100(VWk). Call Broker

PI 0)824-0453.

3BR + 3BATH
SanU Fe Styte oofMlo, four unlu. Built-irv,

fireplace, refrigerator, air, washer/dryer.

CaMdpvtdng. WLA/UCLA. C^le bonia.
$1495. 3tO-471-CnS9.

- g~

69 Condos for Rent

CONDO FOR RENT In Palms area.

$87SATwnth. 2-bed/2-bath. Washer/Dryer,

stove, dishwasher, central air »nd heating, 2-

car security parking and lots of storage. Eve-

lyrv 310-391-3853 or Sieve, 310-391-6645.

70 Guest House for Rent

2-BDRAVl -KITCHEN/1 -BATH. Lhring room,

nice, quiet neighborhood. $850. 6446 West
5th St 310-289-8762.

91 Insuronce

MOTORCYaE/MOTORSCOOTER IN-

SURANCE. Great rates. Personal Service.

MastercarcVVisa accepted. Call for quick

quotes. C Diamond Insurance 310-428-

4995.

/llistate
Insurance Company

(310)312-0204
1317 Westwood Blvd.
(2 biks. So. of Wilshire)

92 Legal Advice

Breast Implant recipients:

Class action suit has created a

super fund for your claims.

You must register before

December 1 , 1994. For more info.

cal (310) 396 4313.

94 Movers/Storage

HONEST MAN. W/14ft truck and dollies,

small jobs, short notice ok. Student discount
310-265-8686. CA, AZ, NV. Co Bruins.

JERRY'S MOVING & DELIVERY. The careful

movers. Experienced, reliable, same day de-

livery. Packing & boxes. Will deliver boxes
free, jerry 310-391-5657.

TOM'S MOVING SERVICE. DEPENDABLE,
EXPERIENCED, REASONABLE. LAST
MINUTE JOBS WELCOME. CALL 24 HRS.
310-452-2887.

96 Services Offered

ATTENTIONI MEDICAL TRANSCRIPTION.
State of art equipnwnt 1 0-yrs. experience all

areas. Doctors, offices, to hospitals.

Michelle 213-653-0444.

ATTN: MBA, LAW,
MED. APPLICANTS

Frustrated developing/editing your critically-

important personal statements? Get profes-

sional help, competitive edge from national-

ly-known author/consulUrn. 310-826-4445

EAGLE-EYED PROOFREADER
Edits, theseVpublications; tutors English/itudy

skills; trains time management/stress reduc-

tion. Nadia Lawrence, PhD. 310-393-1951.

EXCaLENT AND RAPID SERVtCE FOR ALL
master theses, dissertations and any other ed-

ucational/Mcretarial service. State of art

equipni>ent Michelle 213-653-0444.

ACE PROFESSIONAL WRITER

WITH LAW DEGREE
provides top editorial assistance

with term papers, theses, resumes,
etc. Reasonable rates. 24 hour service

Scott (310) 826-6447.

LAW SCHOOLAPPUCATON
PERSONAL STATEMENT SIHESS?

Two puhfished law reinew editors

wiD help you:

•ComposeA create

•Edit puncttMtiop & grammg
•Organize & slnidure yotr essay

to make it subatantiveljr effective and

technically accurate.

Contact Cheii or Tom at
(310) 274-6187

BEAR'S RESEARCH
WRITING, & EDITINGS

AlnliiKti. Thaaaa/g—lUlluin.

PenonaiSManwNi. Prnpairtiandboolca.

PAPERS NOT FOR SALE
Shfon B—f, Ph.D. (310) 47IK6S62

NEW ON THE PATIO
Custom picture framing for lew. Student dis-

count available. Pick up and delivery. 1093
Broxton.

PROFESSIONAL WRmNCVEDmNC. F^)en,
reporU, statistics, proposals, research studies.

Masters, Ph.O. disacitations, college applica-

tion essays. Any subtoct, style, requirement.
213-671-1333.

TRANSLATIONS
Most lar^uagn and fields. Professiorul

work. Documents, papers, brochures, manu-
als, «te. IRA INTERPRCTERS 2^ 3-933-1006.

96 Services Offered

WANT TO BE ACCEPTED? Save time, frustra-
tion? Call for help developing/iedKing persorv
al statemenu. Also edK papers, theses, dls-
sertations. Linda 310-392-1 734.

WHIP ESSAYS, TERM PAPERS & THESES into
shape. Typing services available. For expert
editing call the Writer's Consultant 818-a83-
6074. ___^ .

Research, Writing, Editing
ALL levels, - ALL subjects Foreign

Students Welcome Fast Professional -

Quality'guaranteed papers not for sale

Call Research 310-477-8226

M-F I0:00ain-5:00pm

OV - 1 QrasmRl Prognm. by U.& InmlgraUan.

QrMKwds pnMtdB UA. pamaiMrt raaidani itatur

CmeMwol ahnost il oounlriM in tloirad.

For into A tormr

NawEraLagilSarvkw
20Z31 Slagg SL. Cmogi Paifc. CA 91306
T* (S18) 772-7168: (618) 9M-442S

CORPORATE
SCHOLARSHIPS
FOR STUDENTS

• NOMINGM
• NO SPECIFIC INCOME REQ.

$99

GUARANTEED - NO RISK

MORE INFO ft FREE BROCHURE

310-371-6384
,

98 Tuforing Offered

- MY TUTOR -

MATH/PHYSICVSTATISTICS. Tutoring serv-
ice. Free consultation. Reasonable rates ,

call My Tutor anytime. Han (e00)90-TUTC)R.

ACE TUTOR
W/LAW DECREE PROVIDES FIRST-RATE
HELP with law, English, and social sciences.

Reasonable rates. Flexible times/locations.

Scott 310-826-6447.

ENGLISH TUTOR: Composition, editing,

word processing, ESLQapanese students), jo-

hanna, 310-285-4616.

MATH TUTORING by PH.D. SISAwur. Cal-
culus, statistics, probability, math for physl-

caWtocial sciences, SAT, GRE, LSAT, MCAT.
310-837-8998, paijer, 310-582-9626 NBD.

99 Tuforing Needed
Tutor needed for HS junior/3 hrs per day, 5
days per week^ax qualifications to: Siobhan
McDevitt 310-207-6816.

TUTORS WANTED
MATH, SCIENCE, SPANISH, FRENCH TU-
TORS needed for Sherman Oaks, Woodland
Hills , WestwDod Centers. Undergraduate de-
(Vee required. $12Air. 818-347-7616.

100 Typing

$2 WORD PROCESSING. Papers, disserU-

tions, manuscripts, etc FAST, reliable. Laser
printing. Pick-up, delivery, 24hr service avail-

able. Complete resume services. 310-397-
5970.

.

A CLASS ACT
Papers, letters, resumes, scripts, transcription,

labels. FREE light edKing. Laser printing. Spell

check. Fax Orders Welcome. 31 0-827-8023.

A PLUS WORDPROCESSINC IBM/»K:, Laser

printing, spellcheck; term papers, disserU-

tions, thesis, reports, manuscripts, transcrip-

tions, etc. Fast turnaround. Call Bob 213-
851-0214.

ACE TYPIST, ETC
GREAT LOOiUNG PAPERS AND APPLICA-
TIONS-SPECIAL RATE. WE DO ALL WP
AND RESUMES. RUSHES. 310-820-e83a

MODERN SECRETARIAL SERVICES. 24-hour
service, pick-up and delivery, IBM and MAC,
Laser printing. Discount students. 5-mlnutes
from UCLA. Angelica, 310-446-8899.

NEED A PRIVATE SECRETARY? Over 15
years legal/medical transcription expcrief>ce.

Notary Public. Macintosh w/laser printer.

pick-up/delivery. Brentwood. 310-472-0405.

WORD PROCESSING- All types, APA and
other formats, transcribing, resumes, DTP,
WordPerfect, charts, graphs, l«cr. Reasorv
able rates, near campus. 310-471>.0287.

WORD PROCESSING. 24 Hour service. Pa-
pers, flieis, reporU, etc Resume special $30.
Laser quality. Cheap rates. Student Discount
310-587-0357.

102 Music Lessons

DRUM LESSONS
All levclsMyles with dwiicatad profawionai.
At your home or WLA studfo. Irt kmon free.

NodrumjetftacanarY. Nell213-W2-<509. "-

CUfTAR INSTRL^-riON 15 years EXP. irfl

level* and »iyle». Paii«ru and organized. Be-
ginner guitars for sate S60. Sam 310^826-
9117.

H.
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JOHNSON
From page 44

The first thing I do when I go
out on the court and I'm not feel-

ing confident is look for Jenny,"

Coleman said. "That always
makes me feel better. She's some-
one that everyone respects, people

see her drive and determination

and it just fires them up."
'

"Jenny ranks right up

there with the best

players..."

Andy BanachowskI

Head Coach

While Johnson possesses an
incredible on-court intensity, it

never ventures on spastic. During

the most pressurized points in a

match, she has ice water flowing

through her veins. In the USC
match earlier in the season, the

Bruins were down 2-0 and 12-14

in the third game. However, the

Bruins miraculously pulled it out

in five, helped in large part by
Johnson's career-high 27 kills and

19 digs.

"I decided we weren't losing

that game," Johnson said, "I never

thought for a minute we were
going to lose that game."

Although Johnson seems capa-

ble of willing rain from the sky,

she also happens to be one of the

best passers in the country. The
junior led last year's Pac-10
champion team in digs and placed

secoiid in kills, rankings which
she has maintained this year.

**Jenny ranks right up there.with

the best pas^rs we've ever had at

UCLA," 28-year head coach
Banachowski said. "Her range is

better than anyone we've ever
had.^ , 1 L,
'

It is precisely Johnson's incom-

parable range, which allows her to

run down any ball on the court,

that has earned her a certain nick-

name from her teammates.

"Yeah, she's still 'the snake',"

Buckner said, laughing. "I can be

in position and screaming for a

ball, but if she wants it, she'll take

it."

Despite the stinging accusa-
tions, Johnson staunchly defends

her on-court style.

"If someone doesn't call a ball I

don't care where they are, I'm
going to go get it," Johnson said.

"Sometimes I feel like I have a

better chance, because of my
angle or whatever. But people still

make jokes, they'll go 'hiss', sym-
bolizing the snake. But it doesn't

bother me because I don't do it

and screw up. I'm not out there

shanking balls."

While her teammates poke fun

at Johnson's flaring nostrils and
her liberal on-court boundaries,

the self-described "team joker"

dishes out her share of punish-

ment. Johnson's pranks run from
"pantsing" her teammates to shut-

ting elevator doors in their faces

as she waves goodbye.

"I used to call her 'little devil,'"

Buckner said. "Whenever you're

doing something wrong, whenev-
er you're tripping, Jenny's there.

She sees you do it and then she'll

SWIM

JEFF FU/Oaily Bruin

Outside hitter Jenny Johnson is the emotional leader of the third-

ranked UCLA women's volleyball team.

let everyone know that you did it.

That's Jenny."

Despite Johnson's on-court
enthusiasm and off-court clown-
ing there is still another side.

Johnson's on-court cajoling and
screaming is not driven by the

thought of championships, glory

or press. Fittingly, for the Bruin's

emotional pulse, what drives her

is more spiritual.

"All the abilities I have and the

person that I am I attribute to

God," Johnson said. "When I go
out there I don't play for my par-

ents, I don't play for titles, I play

for God. He gave me these abili-

ties and I want to use them."

From page 40

doing what we think we need to do.

We have our own program this

year. We're trying something difTer-

ent. something new. It's something

our team has created together." _
Team focus has become even

more post-season oriented and this

suits Lueders and Perry just fine.

Especially since early season

"UCLA is finally ...

doing our own thing."

Michelle Perry

injuries have hampered their per-

,

formance.

"I sprained my ankle a few
weeks ago and that's been a big let-

down for me and I had suep-throat

last week," Lueders said. "I've had

a few setbacks already in the month
of October."

"I sprained my AC joint in my
shoulder," Perry said. "I'm not sure

how long I'm going to be dealing

with that."

Despite the ailments, Lueders
and Perry project a confident out-

look for the rest of the season.

Positive motivation by coaches and

a revitalized interest in swimming
should enable the sophomore duo
to build on the fantastic form of

their freshman year in the stretch

run.

"I feel like I'm going to drop a

lot of time this year, as long I stay

healthy," said Lueders. "I'm excit-

ed for when taper comes around.

I'm looking forward to the Pac-lOs

(conference championships) to

excel and to make my cuts."

^

/ ~\IM SPORTS

Women's
Pi Beta Phi plays Kappa Kappa Gamma
on Sunday at 1 p.m.

Men's A
Schedule for first round of play-offs

will be posted Friday.

Men's B & Men's C
Schedule for second round of play-offs

will be posted Friday.

Cb-Ed ^
Penthouse Pets vs. Crazy Nikkei$ ~^~

Sunday at 1 p.m.

Dykstra 10 vs. Getting Vertical 5n
Sunday at 1 p.m.

Women's A & Men's A
Both divisions have byes until next

week.

Women's B
Sunset Stingers match up against

Dykstra Dames at 8: 1 5 p.m. tonight at

Collins Court.

Women's C
The Pinays battle Getting Vertical 7:30

p.m. tonight at Collins Court.

Men's 6 —
Pretzel Boys tangles with Jaime's

Support Squad 8:15 p.m. Thursday at

Collins Court.

Men's C
Sproul 7N challenges The Blues at 8: 15

p.m. tonight in Collins Court.

Co-Ed

Fat Lady cruised past NSU Below the

Rim 33-20.

SKRun
Nov. 13 at 10 a.m.

Register now until date of event

Fee; $5, participants receive free T-shirt

B-ball Turkey Tournament
Nov. 14- 17

Sign-ups today at noon - 2 p.m.

Fee: $20

Punt. Pass, & Kick Contest

Dec. 4 at 1 p.m. - 4 p.m.

Registration begins Nov. 28

No entry fee, top three winners in each

division receive K-Swiss shoes.

For more information, please contact the

UCLA Recreation Department at 825-

3701.

102 Music Lessons

GUITAR LESSONS
All Acouctic styles. Classical, Latin, Jazz,

Folk. Teacher w/2S->- yrs playing exp. Call

Davld310-47ft-2420.

Guitar lessons by a professional near UCLA.
All levels, yjitara available. Call Jean 310-

476-4154.

SINGI Vocal technique-all levels^les, per-

formance anxiety, associatt^ate Lam, Santa

Monica, near UCIA, free consultation, Carol

-nnide 310-828-3100.

104 Resumes

Mi\f)|vMFV )r\l()Ks tK Slsir)Ks:

(,v\ \mir ri'suinc to lh«- n.ilitin s

Ini) cinDldvcrs' (Kf l!

104 Resumes

A CUSTOMTYPE RESUME. Fast, professional,

reliable. Layout, editing, composition.

ResumeVcover letten^c^erence sheets. Com-
puter typesetting & later printing. 310-470-

4999.

109 Auto^forSott 109 Autos for Sole 1 15 Scooters for Sole

105 Travel

There is absolutely no cost lo you Simply

send or fax your rrsump, alone with vour too

thref industry preferenCM. to:

Crimson & Brown Associates,

1 770 Mass Avenue, Suite 332
,

Cambridge, MA 02140

ph: (617) 868^0181 fax:(617)868-0187

Deadline; December 2

P^ai^Sf
T R t L

Specializing In

Discount Airfare

Call For Lowest Rate

310.441-4388

92 HONDA PRELUDE Si. Red, 5 speed, 27k
miles. Fully loaded, excellent condition.

$14,200 or assume lease ($272/mo.) 310-

472-2273.

BMW533i 1983. Excellent condition, white
with beige interior, fully loaded. $6400. 1-

800-479-3229, ext. 2888.

DRIVE YOUR CAR HOME TODAY w/as low
as $500 down. Over 600 vehicles-new and
used. Good or bad credit. 310-339-1077-
310-582-9785.

-93 MERCURY TOPAZ, AUTOMATIC, 6- '87 HONDA ELHE 80, white, lock and
CYL. Air conditioning, low mileage, hurry to closed-face helmet included. Complete sew-
sell. Best offer. 21 3-653-0444. ice record. New battery, just tuned up.

i5O0/6bo. 310-379-3369.

109 Autcsfor Sale

86 FORD MUSTANG U CCWVERTIBLE.
New paint, black, mint C£«diti«\, aiAc«vatlc,

all power. $4500. 310-2C».4934

FOR SALE: 1988 SUBARU JUSTY. 73,000
miles. Very reliable, all records. Excellent
condition. Aaking 52,200.00. (310)476-5710.

Volkswagen JetU 87, looks brand new, 5-

speed, 4-door, AK. sunroof, sterecVcassette.

SASOQfdbo. 21 3-965-7628

75 PORSCHE 914, rebuilt englne/trans, new
clutch/brakes, excellent body, needs a few
odds. Sell immedlMely. S1990M)o. Great
carl 21 3-254-1 201.

•81 TOYOTA COROLLA, 4^Jr, 5-speed, A/C,
AM/fM radid, new tires, ew corviltion.

$1 100 obo. 310-396-7717.

'84 FIERO. White, stick, AM/FM casceOe,

new brakes, clutch alterrutor, water pump
and elecUicaJ system. Good condition.

SISOQfbbo. 310-394-2979

113 Bicycles for Sale

MOUNTAIN BIKES. Avitar by Gary Fisher,

Deore XT Shimano components. Sizes 15-

23. Brand-new, in the box, $350. 310-329-

4090.

114 Motorcycles for Sale

1984 KAWASAKI C:P2 750. Runs great, road

ready. Great all-around bike. $1900.00. Carl

310-428-3505.

115 Scooters for Sale

1987 HONDA ELITE 80: Blue, Good condi-

tion. Runs greati Helmet and lock included.

Registration paid. Call Rupen 310-446-0754.
S70(yobo. ^
1989 Honda Elite 80. Low mifeage. White.
Helmet and kick included. Original owner.
$750. Call Pam at 310-546-2446.

MUST SEEI New, only 50 miles. Black, used
as Toyota Grand Prix official scooter,

Yamaha RIva-Razz. $7S(y»bo.CaH 310-478-
6995,

126 Furniture for Sole

MATTRESS SETS: Twin $45, full $55, queen
$85, kings $95, bunkbeds. Deliveries, phone
orders accepted. 310-372-2337.

NEW FURNITURE
Bunkbeds $125, Mattress sets: Queen $170,
full $140, Twin $110. Bedroom sets $350.
Dining and sofa sets also. 310-821-0729.

ROLL TOP DESK, oak. beautiful, excellent,

condition, 7 drawers, 48x22x42, $400 (obo).

OAK COFFEE TABLE, parquet, 29x29x19,
$90 (obo). 310-451-3620.

134 Computer/Typewriter

486-66 SOUND SYSTEM, 4-ram, 420HD,
voice-mall, rT»ouse, monitor, like new.
$1180.310-644-2612.

HP-IIIP LASERPRINTER, Like-new, Cfcal Buy
at 2/3-off Original Price: $395. Compaq VGA
MonHor else 2/3>off origirwl Price: $150.
Must-Seel 818-799-9977.
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GOOD TASTE. NATURALIY.

liniin Dciil Meal

2 sHoas of pizza ft al you can

drink, pius your choice of;

• garden salad or

• 1/2 order of Mojos or

• pizza breadsticks

oniy$3:iia

Dint- III or
C ;irr\ Out Spi'cia

GOOD msTE. N/miRALur.

FAST FREE DELIVERY!

Grekt pizza.

GOOD 1ASTE. N/mjRALUr.

Large Pizza

3 kinds of crusts
at the same price

T>iin,

Hand tossed classic,

or our new Pan Pizza crust
|

Double Special

;on||i

Combination

Any rn«clliim cmi Ujppiftt pizza.

5 pieoee of <:i^KK«n, or lie it». of

shrimp, piuam^ pi^atoes.

oz.
and a great deal more! I only $^^^

Call to reserve Shakey's upstairs for your private meetings, parties, etc.

W? r-OODTASTK. NATIIRALIY. W
1114Gayley I Sun-TtusH-lam

ood
I
Fri&Sat11-2am

S GOOD TASTE. NATURALLY. W GOOD TASTE. NATURALLY.

824-4111 SS
S GOOD TASTE, NATURALLY.

S Billiard Club
Restaurant and Bar

^kea cue from

iturday

Irinks starting at 7:00 PM

Lesday

%^dir\im% Student Nigbt

$1.99 Pints of Budweiser

$1.99 Hamburger, Fries, & Soft Drink

OR
Pasta Salad, Garlic Bread, & Soft Drink

Daily

Happy Hour
4-7 pm

Hot & Cold Food Buffet

Drink Specials

lesday

irds of Budweiser

leger Shots ^
^

f
fuffalo Wings

Min. order of 10

Ift

Free Buffe

All specials

;in at 7pm

11835 WilshireBfvd.
Just W^t irf Borringfon

4777550

<j«.

Jonathan Ogden

OGDEN

UCLA Sports Into

From page 43

year starter Craig Novitsky, now
with the New Orleans Saints,
from tackle to guard to make
room in the starting lineup for

him.

And making room for Jonathan

Ogden is no small task. As a wet-

behind-the-ears freshmen, Ogden
tipped the scales at well over 300
pounds, but weight training and
his work as one of the track
team's top shot putters cut the

excess pounds to make Ogden a
svelte 31S-p6under - a weight he
carries quite naturally on his 6-

by-8 frame.

Even at his newly toned-down
playing weight he's still bigger
than nearly every opposing player

he lines up against, and he is gen-

erally consideftedfto be the biggest

football player ever at UCLA.
"I dort^even notice it until I

look at films," Ogden says of his

size advantage. "I can tell that I'm
bigger than the guys I'm block-

ing, but then when I see myself on
film I think, *Gosh, I'm a lot big-

Ogden has

been a model of

consistency this

season - an immovable

force that has been

so dependable

teammates kid

him about it.

ger than that guy.' It's kind of
funny."

It's even funnier to see the

reactions he gets on campus
where he towers over the average

student by as much as a foot. It

gets dajigerous sometimes on
Bruiix Walk though, when a fresh-

man has his first Ogden sighting

just before smacking into a tree or

another distracted frosh.

"I see people looking at me
every once in a while just going,

*Wow, that dude is big,'" he says.

But while Ogden has the physi-

cal maturity of an NFL veteran,

he is still just a 20-year-old junior

who must deal with the profes-

sional scouts that swarm around
like buzzards waiting to get their

claws on a fresh piece of meat.
Ogden has aspirations of return-

ing to the East Coast to play pro
ball - preferably with the expan-
sion Carolina Panthers, he says -
but the timing of that move is up
in the air.

"I feel that if I had problems in

school or something, sure I could

probably come out," Ogden says.

"But I'm having fun in college

and I don't know if I'm ready to

make football a full-time job yet.

Everybody's telling me I'm ready^
- I'm not sure if I am, but that's^

what they're telling me. I just

don't know if I'm ready for that

yet." r
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From page 44

ly of washing the mud off every

other day. And some of those peo-

ple don't have another set of

clothes to change into when they

get muddy.
Such memories aren't intended

to be the kick in the pants you
need to realize what you havf- •_

They are intended to be

reminders of the happy times of

childhood play-days, when you
were Lynn Swann on that catch,

or Earl Campbell when you ran

that guy over, or Lester Hayes on
that interception.

That's what sports can bring to

little kids, an imagination-

induced break from harder times.

Now you are Larry Johnson
dunking, later you are Shaquille

O'Neal swatting a poor, unsus-

pecting point guard. And you
have forgotten that the basketball

you are playing with is probably

the most valuable thing you own.

Which brings us to the point of

this colunm, and of course, the

details. For the second straight

year in what I hope to be a linger-

ing tradition, the sports section is

sponsoring a Holiday Toy Drive.

In its inaugural year last fall, we_
.received over 60 toys that were ^
distributed to children across the

greater Los Angeles area for the

holidays.

This year, we'd like to quadru-

ple our goal to 200, a lofty num-
ber that will require the help of

much of the campus community.

But in concurrence with tradition,

the staff of the Daily Bruin has

agreed to start the bidding with a

50-toy contribution that leaves a

mere 1 50-toy request of you, the

generous reader. (Like last year,

we ask for toys or paraphernalia

of a sports nature, but we happily

accept every kind of toy.)

Additionally, and I hope this

bumps the total to well over the

goal of 200, each of UCLA's
sports teams, as well as athletic

department officials, will be con-

_That*s what sports can

="bring to little' kids, an"

imagination-induced

break . . . Now you are

Larry Johnson dunking,

later you are Shaquille

O'Neal swatting a poor

unsuspecting point

guard ...

tacted and asked to participate.

Whether that generates one toy

per player or one toy per team, it

shouldn't matter. WTiat matters is

that the athletes that make this

program so successful knowingly

help to contribute to the children

they already unknowingly inspire.

Last year, I wrote a piece on a

team of "little Bruins,^' a national

champion Pop Warner football

-team from West L.A that modeled
tfiemselves after UCLA. The star

of the team told me how much
J.J. Stokes was his hero and how
he loved to watch him play on
Saturdays. The football he

received later, signed by Stokes,

meant more to him than most will

ever know.

How many kids are out there

who would react similarly? More
than I am capable of counting.

And to each of them, like the star

of the mini Bruins, sports means
more than we tend to think.

What I want to do is to

increase the number of kids who
can take that toy - maybe it's a

On deck

What: The 2nd Annual Daily

Bruin Toy Drive

When: Today until the last day
of finals, FrkJay. Dec.
16.

rtm Daily Bruin o;
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225
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football, maybe it's a frisbee -

and escape for a moment in time.

Walk to the park after a rain to

get muddy. To become Lynn
Swann. And maybe someday,
become J.J. Stokes.

Please, bring your toys.
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Sophomores will be ready when it counts
Lueders, Perry are

optimistic for rest

of w. swim season

By Ross Bersot

What does it mean to be a colle-

giate level swimmer? UCLA
sophomores Glenda Lueders and

Michelle Perry insist there is more

to it than meets the eye.

By the time they became Bruins

in 1993, they had been swimming
competitively for more than 10

years. When most people were
playing "Marco Polo" and doing

cannonballs, these two were work-

ing on their taper or perfecting

their stroke.

Before the age of 10, talented

swimmers make a commitment to

their sport that permeates every

aspect of their lives for as long as

two decades. Similar to athletes in

other sports, they must eat right,

practice, study, practice some
more and somewhere in between
grow up like everyone else.

Swimming isn't just a sport, it's a

[ifestyle, and it has its ups and
downs.

As freshmen, both Lueders and

Perry were All-Americans, better-

ing even~th< highest, expectations

by qualifying for the NCAA
Championships.

"I swam all right," Lueders said.

"I didn't do as well as I wanted to

and I was disappointed."

"Last year (at the NCAAs) was

defmitely a learning experience for

'^me. Hopefully it can't get worse,"

Perry added. "I'm not saying last

year was terrible. I swam OK, but I

know I'm capable of so much
more."

A spectacular freshman season

ended at the NCAAs for both
Bruins and soon after Lueders fell

victim to burnout. The stringent

physical and mental demands of

swimming and the pressures of

competition require a year-round

focus that can get lost in the shuf-

fle of daily life.

"I was really focused the first

"two quarters last year," Lueders
said. "I like to have a balance of

social life and sports so I joined a

sorority last spring so I could meet

a whole different crowd of people

than athletes. I started going out

more and it was hard to refocus for

training in the summer."

Perry was tired of swimming
when she arrived at UCLA, and

the feeling carried on throughout

the year.

"I was burnt out before I came
here," Perry said. "We're talking

embers. And last year I was basi-

cally getting back into it again."

Ill is season has ushered in an

entirely new attitude for the ex-

roommates and for the UCLA

Michelle Perry

UCLA sports Info

Glencia Lueders
UCLA Sports Into

swim team in general. Head coach

Cyndi Gallagher found assistant

coach Brad Burnham, who has
brought new stroke technique to

the team's training.

"UCLA is finally breaking off

and doing our own thing," Perry

said. "We're not doing what
Stanford is doing. We're not doing

what another team is doing. We're

See SWIM, page 37
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MPSF Tourney provides water polo with iast cliance
Bruins need impressive showing to

maintain hopes for bid to NCAAs
By Esther Hui

Daily Bruin Senior Staff

UCLA men's water polo head
coach, Guy Baker always says that

the Bruins perform Jjetter under
pressure. If so, thisweekend's"
Mountain Pacific Sports Federation

Tournament will be the place to

prove it

UCLA's loss to UC Irvine last

Sunday dropped the Bruins to

eighth place in the conference,

ahead of Long Beach State. The
Bruins (13-10 overall, 2-6 in the

MPSF) must grab a fifth-place fin-

ish (X- better in die conference tour-

nament to even hope for a place in

the NCAA Tournament. The top

four positions are pretty much
locked, with Stanford, USC,
California and Pepperdine fighting

for the top position. The battle for

the fifth spot will probably be
between UCLA, Pacific and Irvine

(both 1-1 with UCLA).
"The game Sunday (against UCI)

was a bad Joss for us," Baker said.

"But we'd still

be going into

the tournament

in the same sit-

uation. We
dealt ourselves

this hand, and
now we have
to play with it"

The actual

tournament
doesn't start

until Nov. 12, and only the top five

teams in the conference are auto-

matically invited. The other four

teams in the conference, UCLA

included, play each other Friday,

and the top three advance into the

actual tournament being played on
Saturday at Belmont Plaza Pool.

UCLA's first game will be
against No. 7 Santa Barbara, a team

the Bruins beat 9-7 in October.

Game time is 3:30 p.m. at the Long
Beach State pool. If the Bruins lose,

they will play Long Beach State

Saturday at 8 a.m., and if they win,

they will play USC at noon.

"It's now or never this

year, and everybody's

very pumped."

Luther Weldner

Exceptional play this weekend
would give UCLA an edge for an

NCAA invitation - its first since

1991. An added incentive for a

qualification this year is the change
in format for next year's NCAA

tournament which will only qualify

the top four MPSF teams automati-

cally, as opposed to the five that

will qualify this year.

"It's a game we need to win ifwe
want to get momentum goin^or
the rest of the tournament," fresh-

man Luther Weidner said of
Friday's match-up with Santa
Barbara. "We've been facing a lack

of energy recently, but this is the

conference tournament. It's now or

never for this year, and everybody's

very pumped."
• • •

The Bruins' high-scorer this sea-

son is senior Scott Turner, with 38
one-point goals and two two-point

goals in 96 attempts. Sutter remains

UCLA's second highest scorer with

32 one-point goals and one two-
point goal, despite having been
sidelined from the UCI match with

an injury. The second highest active

scorer is sophomore Corbin
Graham with 25 one-point goals

and one two-point goal. Goalkeeper

Jeff Porter
UCLA Spofts Into

Matt Swanson has racked up 178
saves this season.

"We're still working out some
kinks in the lineup, since we've lost

Jim (Toring) and Mark (Sutter) to

injuries," Baker said. "Each week
of practice helps."
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X-country teams looking for continued success Ail-American Ogden leads O-line with size

ARAM JIBiLIAN/Oaily Bruin

UCLA men's cross country team has been trekking along grass
strips to prepare for the District 8 meet in Tucson, Ariz.

By Mark Sln^rton

The UCLA men's cross country

team is riding an emotional high

after its stunning third-place per-

formance at the Pac-10
Championships Oct 29.

UCLA coach Bob Larsen must
now maintain morale among his

runners after the one-week layoff

following the meet.

"Well, so far the attitude has
been very positive," Larsen said.

"Everyone's been running well

and the guys are healthy. At this

point in the season, and after the

great finish (at the Pac-lOs), the

guys know what to expect from
themselves."

Practices have been less intense

than usual, with the focus on the

grass surface that the Bruins will

encounter at the District 8 meet
Saturday in Tiicson. Several times

over the past week the squad has

taken to the streets, tiekking along

grass strips down Ocean

Boulevard and San Vicente under

breezy conditions in preparation

for the softer terrain in Arizona.

"This past week's been pretty

mellow," junior Daniel Niednagel

said. "We're all in pretty good
shape. We just have to keep our

^ ^^ focus right

pBH^^lTl Team morale
I • * - 1 on the

women's side

is upbeat
despite an
outbreak of
the flu over
the past two
weeks. Senior

Karen Hecox
and junior Shelley Taylor were out

of action for three days, but both

returned to practice last Saturday.

"We were a bit frustrated at not

being able to be out there," Taylor

said. "But we have a deep team,

and everyone knows that if some-
one is unable to compete, that

there will always be someone
there to take their place.**

Githa Hampson is the latest

Bruin to fall ill. Her status for

Saturday's meet will be evaluated

by the coaching staff just prior to

the event. Sophomore Jessicr
Graham may fill in for Hampson.

Nevertheless, the squad contin-

ued their normal workouts despite

the setbacks. They've decreased
the length of their practice runs,

but picked up the intensity of their

individual workouts.

Speed, not distance, is the focus

this week. UCLA women's coach
Eric Peterson had his team on the

track, gearing the squad for a meet
that is expected to be the fastest of

the season.

"We're hoping we can get out

of the blocks fast," Peterson said.

"This team already knows what
it's capable of doing. We can run
at a fast pace early on, but our lun-

ners need to get themselves
adjusted to it first."
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ABBY MOSKOWrrz/Daily Bruin

With his size and natural ability, UCLA junior Jonathan Ogden has opponents and
professional scouts in awe.

Bruins* 6-foot, S-inch

junior well-known

for consistent play

By Randy Satterburg
Daily Bruin Staff

It is hard to imagine that Jonathan Ogden
could be overlooked as one of the top play-

ers on the UCLA football team, but he is.

It's hard to imagine Ogden not getting his

due notice becvtise at 6 feet, 8 inches and
315 pounds, the junior offensive lineman's

mammoth frame is hard not to notice on the

field, where he dwarfs even his fellow
cohorts in the trenches.

But such is the life of an offensive line-

man. They toil in obscurity making holes for

the running backs and offering protection

for the quarterbacks that then go on to

receive all the recognition. But after all

those years as a lineman, according to

Ogden, "you get used to it."

Ogden has been a model of consistency

this season - an immovable force that has_
been so dependable teammates kid him
about it.

He has allowed just one sack in nine
games that resulted only because he blocked

the wrong man, not because he got beat one-

on-one.

He has helped tailback Shannon Shah run

for over 100 yards per game this year by
creating gaping holes on the left side of the

line.

The most amazing Ogden stat however is

that he has allowed his man to hit the UCLA
quarterback just twice - all season.

"Yeah, they kid me about it," Ogcjen says.

"When somebody beats me in practice it's

like a big thing and they say 'Whoa, what's

wrong, you're missing people.'

"I take getting beat personally. That's
basically like them saying they're better

than you, so I don't want that to ever hap-

pen.

The one player who probably never asks

Ogden to downgrade his play more to the

level of a mortal lineman is quarterback
Wayne Cook. With Ogden playing the left

tackle position that is so essential to protect-

ing the blind-side of a quarterback. Cook
knows better than to mess with his liveli-

hood.

"He just does a great job week after

week," Cook says of Ogden. "i always

"I feel that if I had

problems in school or some-

thing, sure I could probably

come out. But Tm having fun

in college and 1 don*t know if

I'm ready to make football a

full-time job yet."
— Jonathan Ogden ^

Lineman, UCLA Football

know I can count on him to do his job out

there."

Ogden has been doing his job since day
one at UCLA. He came to the Bruins as one
of the most heavily recruited linemen in the

country, out of St, Alban's High School in

Washington D.C. It did not take long before

the UCLA coaches took notice of their line-

man prodigy.

Midway through the 1992 season as a 18-

year-old true freshman, Ogden made such
an impression that the Bruins moved four-

See OGDEN, page 38
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STEVEN KIMAMiy Bruin

Freshman Toby Bailey had 16 points, six rebounds and seven
assists in UCLA's intra-squad game Wednesday night.

Do they know Its

Christmas time?

n, __.

There was a time, I tell you,

when I was Lynn Swann.
Sure I didn't have the speed

(he was faster), I didn't have the

hands (his were better), I didn't

have the natural (I had straight-

haired, little-

kid helmet

head), I didn't

even have the

uniform.

But I had a

blue and yel-

low Nerf foot-

ball, and a

park about

half a mile

away and a

buddy who
played the part

of Terry

Bradshaw.

And I had an imagination.

And on many memorable days,

I slipped out of the role as

scrawny elementary school kid

Chris

Schreiber

and into the role of a famous
Pittsburgh Steeler.

We'd go to the park after a big

rain and practice diving catches

and pass patterns drawn on the

palms of our hands that sent you
through big mud puddles. The
amount of fun you had was direct-

ly proportional to the amount of
mud you came home with on your
clothes.

Things like this were common-
place in my childhood, but they

were made possible because of
the little things. Like the one-time
safely of my neighborhood or that

my folks had a washing machine
and dryer that made cleaning off

the mud a little easier.

Most of the people at UCLA
don't think twice about things like

having a washer and dryer. But
the sad and simple fact is that

many people don't have the luxu-

See SCHREIBER, page 39

Inside Sports

Last Chance?
Men's water polo must

finish in the top five at the

MPSF tournament to get into

theNCAAs...

See page 41

Big, friendly
giant T.

UCLA offensive lineman
Jonathan Ogden has
quarterbacks around the

nation envying the Bruins'

Wayne Cook...

^ See Page 43
Scott Turner

Mixed results for m. hoops
Harrick guardedly

optimistic after

intra-squad game

By Scott Yamaguchi
Daily Bruin Senior Staff

The UCLA men's basketball
team split itself in half Wednesday
night for the annual intra-squad

game at Pauley Pavilion, and the

results of the contest were - as

would be expected - mixed.

"Well, you saw some good and
some not-so-good tonight," UCLA
head coach Jim Harrick said. "I

thought we turned the ball over a
little bit too much, and I thought
our conditioning and our foul
shooting need some nx)re work."

Harrick, who watched the con-
test from the scorer's table, saw a
white squad consisting of Ed and
Charles O'Bannon, omm'A
Givens, Cameron Dollar, Toby
Bailey and Dee Nwankwo overcome
an ugly start for an 81-78 victory

over a blue team comprised of J.R.

Henderson, Kevin Dempsey,
George Zidek, Tyus Edney,
Marquis Bums, Kris Johnson and
Bob Myers.

The blue squad ran out to a 6-0

lead in the first two minutes of the

game and led 40-37 at the half, but

fell behind when the white squad
staged an 8-0 run over the first four

minutes of the second half.

The white team went ahead 75-

63 when Charles O'Bannon
notched his third dunk of the night

with 3:46 remaining in the game,
but the sophomore was given a

technical foul for hanging on the

rim, and Edney led the blue team on
a 15-4 nm that IxxHight the score to

79-78.

Dollar made two fice throws with

1 5 seconds left to give white a three-

point lead, but Zidek's three-point

attempt for the blue team bounced
off the rim and was rebounded by
Ed O'Bannon as time expired.

Both squads played a fast-paced,

high-flying brand of basketball that

pleased the crowd of 4,477, but at

the same time worried Harrick.

"We're concerned about funda-

mental, simple basketball," Harrick

said. "We want to be clever, not

fancy."

The Bruins were clever enough
Wednesday night, but fancy play

led to 20 turnovers by the blue team
and 19 by the white squad. Edney
had seven, as did Charles
O'Bannon. Free throws were also a

proUem area, especially in the first

half when the white team was 2-

for-9 and the blue team 5-for-l 1.

Bailey finished the night with 16

points and seven assists, while
Charles O'Bannon was named the

Champion Player of the Game for

his 28-point, nine-rebound perfor-

mance. Ed O'Bannon chipped in 22
points and nine rebounds, while
Dollar had 10 assists and Nwankwo
grabbed 10 boards.

Johnson, a freshman, led the blue

team with 18 points and 13
rebounds, and Ekiney scored 17
points and dished seven assists.

*Toby Bailey and Kris Johnson
played pretty well, and, of course,

Charles and Ed played well togeth-

er," Harrick said.

University of California. Los Angeles

Last Friday night the UCLA women's vol-

leyball team was in the process of disman-
tling the best team in the country. After

losing the first game, the Bruins proceeded to

take 30 of the next 37 points from the shell-

shocked Stanford Cardinal. Standing just one
game away from victory, the Bruins felt rather

comfortable. Everyone that is, except Jenny
Johnson.

"People were making fun of me because I

would get a kill or a dig and I wouldn't even
smile," Johnson said. "I was so intense. I didn't

want anybody to relax for one second. I knew
anything could have turned the match around, but
they were making jokes that my nostrils were
flaring."

The Bruins', Johnson-inspired five-game victo-

ry was just another intense night on the court for

UCLA's All-Pac-10 outside hitter, co-captain,

spiritual leader, defensive wizard, ball hog and
team clown. In her two years of starting on the

outside, Johnson has become the heart and soul of
the Bruins.

"She's definitely the vocal leader of this team,"

fellow co-captain Annett Buckner said. "When
the team is down we look to Jenny and we feed
off her emotion. (UCLA head coach) Andy
(Banachowski) says she's the loudest of all of us
and I guess he's right. When Jenny is down, the

court gets a lot quieter but when she's playing
well and is excited, it fires me up."

Freshman setter Kim Coleman, who has
bounced in and out of the lineup in her debut sea-

son, has often turned to Johnson for inspiration.

See KWNSON, pag&37
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Cruz Reynoso, UCLA Law School professor and U.S. Civil Rights commissioner, addresses law school students, professors and press
at an anti-Proposition 187 rally on campus Thursday.

Inside News

History

lesson
The standards for how

history is taught in K-12
education are being revised

to include more perspec-

tives and more analyses of

historical context. The
nationally renowned project

is based here at UCLA, with

Bruin historians leading the

change.

See page 3

Inside Viewpoint

Law school stages anti-187 walkout

Students voice

anger, rally to

protest measure

By Alisa Ulferts

Dally Bruin Senior Staff

With less than 24 hours to

mobilize after Tuesday's election,

UCLA law students organized a

walkout against Proposition 1 87
Thursday that drew several hun-
dred students, faculty and con-
cerned bystanders to the south
steps of the Law Building.

Shouting over the background
whir of a television news heli-

copter and frenzied yells from
protesters, speakers at the rally

demanded an end to the "scape-
goating" of undocumented work-
ers and declared their opposition
to the controversial anti-illegal

immigration measure.

"We can't let politicians use
this rhetoric against our communi-
ty for their own political gain,"

said Ruben Garcia, a second-year
law student and rally organizer.

"The anti-immigrant rhetoric has

"This type of

McCarthyism is not

what America is about.

Prop. 187 increases

ethnic and racial

tensions ..."

Cruz Reynoso

UCLA Law Professor

got to stop - scapegoating has got

to stop."

"Going to school is a right, this

walkout is a privilege," said sec-

ond-year law student Julia Mass.
Mass added that the protest was in

solidarity with all the students
who are denied education under
Proposition 187.

Jerilyn Lopez Mendoza, also a

law student, said she had original-

ly declined to speak at the rally,

but was glad she had changed her

mind.

-,^ "After all the pain and oppres-

sion in the past few days I didn't

want to show up with only three

people there," law student Jerilyn

Lopez Mendoza said. "(But) to

see how many people were willing

to walk out of class so close to

fmals (is great). It gives me a lot

of hope."

Other law students said it was
fitting that UCLA's law school,

one of the most diverse in the

nation, should take a stand against

the proposition.

Faculty and administration
joined the students in the protest,

some by speaking and others by
observing.

See WALKOUT, page 9

Excuses,
excuses ...

Viewpoint writer James
Lebakken discusses why he

has absolutely no sympathy
for those who could vote

and didn't. Without taking

part in the political system,

their political opinions, he

implies, rejH^sent theory

without practice.

See page 10

GSA demands officer's resignation
Members say Miller Cannot perform his

job (duties because he lives in Las Vegas
By Gil Hopenstand
Daily Bruin Senior Staff

After only 15 minutes of debate,

the graduate student association

forum Thursday night overwhelm-
ingly decided to ask for their com-
missioner of communication's
resignation, but later wrangled
about who would fill the post in the

future.

The 1 4-member forum voted 1

1

to one, with two abstentions, in

favor of asking Lee Miller to step

down because of his inability to ful-

fill his job obligations, resulting in

his moving to Las Vegas in

September.

Aside from being a voting mem-

ber of the group's cabinet, Miller

oversees communication among
the association offices and their

10,000 constituents across the cam-
pus. He also publishes the associa-

tion's "Grad" newsletter and
"c-Grad" electronic newsletter -

both of which have not been pub-

lished to date this year.

While remaining enrolled at

UCLA, Miller said in a prepared

statement that he is now living with

a friend in Las Vegas because of

fmancial difficulties. His fmancial

hardship resulted from his not

being hired as a teaching assistant

in the political science department,

the letter stated.

In the statement, Miller argued

that he could still effectively con-

tinue his job from afar.

"These tasks do not need to be

done at the GSA office; they can

easily be accomplished from a

remote location," he said. "I had
planned to rely extensively on staff

support while executing my duties,

and I see no reason why I cannot

communicate my instructions to

staff via e-mail or fax."

Miller's geographical distance

from campus makes it difficult for

him to perform his job, said Rachel

Hobbs, association vice president

internal.

"It is very important to be around

(UCLA), especially because he is a

voting member of cabinet. There
arc a lot of aspects of the job he
cannot perform from Las Vegas,"

See RESIGNATION, page 8

Lawsuits
to hinder
Prop. 187
By Jim Tranquada
Los Angeles Daily News

Responding to a flurry of law-

suits, judges in Los Angeles and
San Francisco have delayed
immediate enforcement of the

Proposition 187 initiative

approved by California voters to

deny public services to illegal

immigrants.

The orders were handed down
Wednesday as Gov. Pete Wilson
directed state agencies to draw up
emergency regulations to enforce

the new measure, which was
approved with a 59 percent major-

ity in Tuesday's election.

"What wc are saying is we
intend to defend the law," the gov-

ernor said. "We will take this all

the way to the Supreme Court."

The initiative was challenged as

unconstitutional on Wednesday by
civil rights groups and school dis-

tricts, including the Los Angeles
Unified School District and
schools in Sacramento and San
Francisco.

Although a long legal battle

was anticipated if the much-
maligned initiative passed, critics

questioned elected officials' use

of taxpayer funds to challenge a

measure approved by voters.

"I think part of the message is,

'We're smarter than you (voters)

are^'" Los Angeles City Council
member Laura Chick objected
before the council voted 10-3 to

direct the city attorney to file yet

another legal challenge and city

workers to continue tq provide all

city services as usual.

Mayor Richard Riordan said the

council acted within its rights

under the City Charter and side-

stepped a question of what he
would have done had he been in a

position to veto the action.

The issue also is expected to

become the focus of a special

meeting of the Los Angeles
County Board of Supervisors
today to consider dueling motions

from Supervisors Michael
Antonovich and Gloria Molina.

"I am opposed to spending tax

dollars on fighting a measure
soundly approved by the voters of

California and Los Angeles
County," Antonovich said in a

press release calling for a joint

county-state-federal task force to

implement the new law.

Molina's motion calls for the

county counsel to join any legal

challenges to "all appropriate pro-

visions of Proposition 1 87."

In astatement at a morning
press conference called by a coali-

tion of anti-187 groups, school
board member Warren Furutani

said the district's opposition was
based on moral, not legal grounds.

**Thp tew be damned," he said.

"What we are talking about is the

true spirit of democracy.
Educating the children is absolute-

ly the right thing to do and is what
we are absolutely committed to

accomplishing."

Other groups, in urging illegal

immigrants to continue to seek
medical treatment and send their

children to school, made it equally

clear their intent was to defy
Wilson's executive order.
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What's Brewin' Today
Today

Arthur Ashe Foundation for the Defeat of AIDS
Tennis tournament

If interested in playing or volunteering, contact

Kristina Mack at 3%-1249

Cultural Affairs

Sign-ups for Student Talent Network Showcase
Pick up applications and set audition dates

Kerckhoff306
442-1052 or 209-0323

UCLA Hunger Project

Collecting donations, especially men's clothing

Kerckhoff408-A _
825-2600

UCl^ Marina Aquatic Center

Sign-ups for classes

Beginning Sailing - Fee: $91

Beginning Windsurfing - Fee: $77
Classes begin this Saturday

UCLA Marina Aquatic Center, 14001 Fiji Way
Call 823-0048 for more information

8:30 a.m. - 1 p.m.

Pilipinos for Community Health

Hypertension site

Meet at Lot 6 turnaround

824-7660 -—
9 a.m..

CAG/Kerckhoff Art Gallery

"Looking Beyond" Exhibit

Kerckhoff Art Gallery

825-6564

Peer Health Counselors - Healthy Boity Shop
Free cold care, First Aid, cappucino and tea

NW comer of Pauley Pavilion

825-5704

10 a.m.

Project Literacy UCLA
Book Drive

Bruin Walk -

'

825-2417

UCLA Dance Department
Free film: "Baraka"

Dance Building 2 1 8

575-1175
-Hj

10:45 a.m. - 4 p.m.

Student Welfare Commission
Blood Drive - last day to donate, walk-ins OK
Wooden Center
825-7586

11 a.m. - 5 p.m.

Peer Health Counselors

Women's Health Options Sessions

Women's Health Clinic, Student Health Services

825-8462

Noon

John Paul II Society

The Catechism of the Catholic Church
Ackerman 35 1

6

209-9116

3 p.m.

Chinese Chnslidn ^eiiuwrship

General meeting

Ackerman 2408
(213)481-2201

5 p.m.

Hong Kong Student Union
Discussion of Chinese homosexuality
Ackerman 3530
444-0633

7 p.m.

Cai^ut Events

Films: "The Fugitive" followed by 'The Client"

Ackerman Grand Ballroom
Cost: $2
825-1958

Chaira Graduate/Young Adult Christian

Fellovvship

Miniature golf and worship

University Religious Center Lounge
208-3991

Chinese Student & Scholar Association (CSSA)
New member welcome party

Tennis Club House
397-2839 -

Grace on Campus Bible Study

Meeting

Franz 1178

208-8384

7:30 p.m.

Melnitz Movies
Free screening of "Love and a .45"

Melnitz Theater

206-8170

8 p.m.

Cultural Affairs

Concert by Joy

The Cooperage
825-6564

UCLA Dance Qepartment/UPSTARTS Dance
Series ^-

MFA Thesis Concert

Dance Building, Theater 200
Cost: $8 general, $5 students

825-3951

Ŝaturday

9 a.m.

Alpha Phi Omega
San Diego Trip

Cost: $15
Meet at Lot 6 turnaround

824-1067

9:30 a.m.

Hillel Students Association ~
Minyan at Rabbi Seidler-Fellei's

10750 Wellworth
208-3081

12:45 p.m.

UCLA Tree Project

Botanical garden tour

The Mildred E. Mathias Botanical Garden
Call 208-2425 if interested in volunteering as

tour guides

2 p.m.

UCLA at the Armand Hammer Museum &
Cultural Center

Dialogues on Art by Tony Berlant and Kurt
Kauper, two artists exhibiting at the museum
Free

Orientation Room, 10899 Wilshire Blvd.
443-7000

Sunday

10 a.m.

First Baptist Church of West Los Angeles
Bible study

1 609 S. Bamington Ave.

826-8374

11:30 a.m. - 2:30 p.m.

Asian Pacific Health Corps

Hypertension screening

Vietnamese temple in Gardena
Call Hinh at 794-4208 for more information

6:30 p.m.

International Students Association and Office of

International Students & Scholars

Trip to jazz concert at the Wadswcxth
Meet at Lot 6 turnaround

825-1681 or 825-2726

If you would like an event listed, please fill out

a listing form at the firont counter in 225
KavkhofF by 2 p.iiL the day before publication.

College study abroad
programs catching on
By William Honan«
The New York Times

In die late 1860s, when well-to-

do American college students
began to spend their junior year

abroad and Europe also played
host to struggling American artists,

wandering expatriates and well-

heeled sightseers on the grand
tour, the novelist Henry James,
who probably understood these

footloose Americans better than

anyone before or since, was asked

to describe them.

"There is but one word to use -

vulgar, vulgar, vulgar!" he rum-
bled, explaining that he could not

abide their ignorance and "perpet-

ual ref^nce of all things to some
American standi or precedent."

James' novels took a kinder
view, frequently emphasizing a

noble quality in American charac-

ter, but his ill-tempered put-down
of his countrymen living abroad
(repoi'ted by his brother) has
echoed down through the decades.

Now, a growing number of
American educators believe that

die world is too small, too compet-
itive and too dangerous to tolerate

the sort of ignorant chauvinism
that so provoked James.

The cure, they say, is not small,

easy or cheap: American higher
education needs to go global.

That does not mean lightheart-

edly dispatching students to sam-
ple cultural bonbons in exotic
lands. To serious-minded
American educators, globalization

means such things as the presence

of large numbers of foreign stu-

dents and professors on campuses
in the United States, so that this

fall at New York University's
Washington Square campus, for

example, more than 30 different

languages are being spoken.

It means tens, ultimately hun-
dreds of thousands of American
students resident in foreign coun-

tries, mastering the local language

and culture and - as with present-

day University of California stu-

dents - taking a full load of
rigorous, faculty-screened courses

taught in the native tongue at one
of 100 institutions in 32 different

countries.

It means internationalizing the

curriculum, as in a course in

accounting at the University of
Michigan School of Business that

now includes the study of Japanese
regulations permitting the depreci-

ation of assets at many times the

rate allowed in the United States.

It means using the latest tech-

nology so Uiat students at Ramapo
College, a small, publicly support-

ed institution in Mahwah, N.J.,

join in discussions with other st|i-
.

dents, scholars, artists and officials

around the world in 1 20 telecon-

ferences every year.

"International education is not a
new idea, but the times have now
conjoined to make it dominant,"
said L. Jay Oliva, the president of
New York University, who has
taken a leading role in the move-
ment.

"What's happening here," he
continued, "is comparable to what
happened in die 19th century when
Johns Hopkins University adopted
the philosophy of the great
German research universities and
set the pattern for Harvard, Yale
and the others."
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UCLA-based project changes how history is taught
New standards emphasize alternative

historical figures, more interpretation

By Donna Wong -^ —
Daily Bruin Senior Staff

Knowing that Truman dropped

the atomic bomb on Japan isn't as

important as learning the debate

and reasoning behind his decision,

historians are now saying.

New U.S. history curriculum

guides released last week, and
world history guides released

Friday, target the understanding of

this historical reasoning, said

Charlotte Crabtree, co-director of

the history standards project of the

UCLA-based National Center for

History of the Schools.

The history standards include

recommended subjects, discussion

points and goals for teaching his-

tory in gi|ades K- 1 2.

Afteryears of elementary and

high school education, most peo-

ple are familiar with the basic

regurgitation of facts and names
known as history, Crabtree said.

But in that furious rush to learn

current events by the end of the

academic year, most will

acknowledge that the social histo-

ry and debates underlying pivotal

political decisions are usually

overlooked, Crabtree said.

"History is frequently taught as

a droning dull march through a

thousand page textbook in which

youngsters are supposed to memo-
rize dates, names and places at a

very rapid rate," Crabtree said. .

But now the new standards,

which present history in 10 seg-

ments covering the 15th century to

modern times, propose teaching

the complete U.S. and worid histo-

ry over the course of a student's

entire pre-collegiate career.

This method of organization

enables students to delve deeply

into the turning points ofAmerican
history and not be "in that mind-

less rush to finish before June,"

Crabtree said.

With their deeper understanding

of history, students can see how
and why a particular issue

emerged in the past and apply that

knowledge to understanding
today's social and political events

as they really are, said Joyce
Appleby, UCLA history professor

and past president of the

Organization of American
Historians^

Although the standards devote

much time to historical analysis

and interpretation, the curriculum

also incorporates the influence of

different groups and cultures in

U.S. history. *, •

"These standards devote abun-

dant attention to the different

experience.of many groups and
cultures, but at the same time we
emphasize the 'oneness' of

America - the common experi-

ences and intergroup cooperation

that contribute to the rich heritage

of our nation," said Gary Nash, co-

director of the history standards

project.

In the American history curricu-

lum, the standards suggest engag-

ing students in learning the

country's history by re-enacting a

congressional debate, or compiling

factual information on a historical

event and creating a classroom

newspaper reflecting the time.

"The point is that they sound

their position on a solid knowl-

edge of the issues and the think-

ing of other times, and build a

case that is founded in logical

thinking," Crabtree said.

The standards, which include

the last 30 years of social history

research about women and ethnic

groups, aim to get beyond the

political, diplomatic and military

understanding of history to gain a

more complete picture of what
was going on in the past, Appleby

said.

But although U.S. history stu-

dents can now have a more

involved understanding of the

1848 Seneca Falls women's rights

convention in ^Jew York and the

McCarthyism of the Cold War era,

some critics say the standards pro-

vide only a warped view of
American history.

Failing to cite the Wright broth-

ers, or Thomas Edison in the stan-

dards, the new curriculum guide

mentions Harriet Tubman six

times in comparison to President

Lincoln's Gettysburg address,

which is acknowledged once.

Despite criticisms, many schol-

ars at UCLA support the curricu-

lum in this debate and said that in

contrast to present history stan-

dards, the new guidelines lay a

more complete foundation that

will help students understand con-

temporary U.S. and world history

events throughout their lives.

"In present schools, you don't

get as much background informa-

tion for an understanding of what

could happen in the future.

Students would only understand

what happened in the past. (These

standards) lay the groundworic for

the future," Appleby said.

Already, California has estab-

lished a committee to enrich the

state history curriculum guides,

and states around the nation are

adopting these standards and

See HISTORY, page 9

Disabled find paricing difficult Professors, students
question office hoursInvestigation finds

cases of placard

abuse occur often

By Lucia Sanchez
Daily Bruin Staff

Parking placards for the disabled

offer on-campus parking like no
other permit at UCLA.
Unfortunately, many non-disabled

are tempted to use them illegally.

The scarcity of parking permits

at the university has led many to

use the placards to park in spaces

intended for disabled members of

the university community.

Recent complaints from disabled

people on campus led to a joint

investigation Tuesday by the

Department of Motor Vehicles and

university parking enforcement,

which resulted in 24 misdemeanor

citations.

The investigation stemmed from

various disabled students who said

they could not find parking but

observed apparently non-disabled

persons parking in the reserved

spots, DMV spokesperson Evan
NossoflF said.

During a five-hour period, the

investigators contacted 46 persons

with vehicles displaying parking

placards for the disabled. TNventy-

four of those approached were
issued misdemeanor citations for

ill^ally using the placards, Nossoff

said.

"The rate of 50 percent of the

contacts resulting in misdemeanors

is a very high rate," Nossoff said.

Usually investigations lead to 10 to

30 percent misdemeanors, he
explained.

None of those cited claimed they

were disabled and using someone
else's placard, as is sometimes the

case, h^ %kled.

First-year student Lisa BocMold
abled.

Investigators seized the placards,

Nossoff said. The legitimate hold-

ers of the placards will be notified

that the placards are cancelled, he

added.

The investigation also uncovered

two counterfeit placards. Those
individuals will be prosecuted in

the near future, Nossoff explained.

Although the rate of abuse found

by the investigation on campus is

higher than average, the pw^oblcm is

a California-wide one, said Ste^^n

Rand, parking citaticm hearing offi-

cer for university Transportation

JCM FERREY/Daily Bruin

uses campus parking for the dis-

services.

"UCLA is not the only place

where this has become an issue."

Rand continued. "We feel very

strongly about cracking down on

violators of disabled person parking

privileges."

About one million placards are

issued throughout California,

Nassoff said.

The increase in placards issued

has coincided with the increased

illegal placard use in the last five

^»——<—
See PLACARDS, page 9

Intimidated students

prefer aid from TAs
instead of professors

By Naokl Naruse

Every Monday afternoon, earth

and space sciences Professor
Frank Kyte waits in his office

from 3 p.m. to 5 p.m., as part of

his scheduled office hours. As
one of the many professors who
offer one-on-one time to their stu-

dents, Kyte acknowledges that

more often than not, he waits

alone.

"Well, it's possible that I just

teach things so well that (stu-

dents) don't need to ask ques-

tions," Kyte joked, commenting
on the total of four students who
have visited him during office

hours this quarter.

Many students said that they

wonder if it's worth it to see pro-

fessors during their designated

office hours. Nguyen Nguyen, a

microbiology/molecular genetics

major, said that he once tried to

see a professor.

But in the end, Nguyen went to

other students for help. "It seems

like the professor was really frus-

trated with students," he said.

"The attitudes, the way he tried to

explain things to students made
me feel like he was annoyed by

them. I didn't want to be there."

Intellectual intimidation seems

to be one of the major factors

turning students away from office

hours.

"Some professors are intimi-

dating," said Vandes Lam, a

fourth year sociology major.
"(It's) just the way they lecture,

the way they talk in a class. It

kind of gives you the feeling that

*if you do come to my office

hours, you'd better have a good
question for me.'"

However, some faculty mem-
bers said to some degree, intimi-

dation is "inescapable."

"If you're learning something,

you're hearing things you didn't

know before," sociology
Professor Emanuel Schegloff
said. "And that can be, in the

nature of things, intimidating."

He added that some faculty are

perhaps more intimidating than

necessary.

"I guess the concern that I have

about'tlie quality of education

that students get here ... is that

they avoid just those situations in

which they have most to learn,"

Schegloff said. "You can't always

be comfortable."

Inaccessibility to a professor in

a large setting like a lecture hall

also contributes to the distance

between professors and students.

Kyte said that it is difficult for

students to get to know him.
"Obviously a lecture hall with

more than 300 students is not a

very personalized environment,"

he said.

"I think in general (students)

just feel more comfortable asking

teaching assistants questions than

asking roe," Kyte said. Echoing
this sentiment, students said that

they tend to consider TAs more
approachable because they are

also students; therefore, they

understand other students' work-
loads better than professors do.

Besides, in some departments

such as film, TAs are required to

participate in training courses.

"We are taught how important it

See OFFICE, page 8
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Muscovites point

fingers in siiortage
MOSCOW— Motorists, gas station atten-

dants and government officials all agreed.

. The 10-day gasoline shortage that created

mile-long lines, drove up prices on the

black market tenfold and left cars parched

and stranded all over Moscov^ was no acci-

dent.

Everyone named a different suspect. The
Russian government blamed the powerful

mayor of Moscow, Yury Luzhkov. The
powerful mayor of Moscow blamed the

Russian government. One driver waiting in

line at a downtown gas station line

expressed a more widely-held skepticism,

blaming corruption at every level.

The shortage, the worst since perestroi-

ka, was both a stark reminder of
Communist days - and a reflection of the

mysteries of the Russian ftee market

Tutsis return after

Rwandan civii war
MURAMBI, Rwanda— Since the war
ended in July, tens of thousands of Tutsis

have returned to Rwanda, as many as

300,000 by unofficial counts. They are

refugees from ethnic violence of 20 and 30
years ago. Their return is creating demo-
graphic and political changes that are

potentially explosive.

The Rwandan government and the

international community agree a high pri-

ority is getting Hutu refugees who fled this

summer to come home. The presence of

more than a million Rwandans outside the

country not only undermines the govern-

ment's legitimacy but also offers potential

recruits for the former Rwandan leadership

that wants to regain power by force.

U.S. Embassy in

Saigon to reopen
HO CHI MINH CITY, Vietnam ^^
Nearly 20 years after the end of the war,

there are still places in Vietnam that can

make an American shudder. The battle-

fields of Khe Sanh. The village of My
Lai. The prison known as the Hanoi
Hilton. The rooftop of the U.S. Embassy
in Saigon.

Today, the killing grounds of Khe Sanh
and My Lai are grown over in places with

rice paddy, verdant proof of the desire of

the Vietnamese to put the war behind
them, and much of the Hanoi Hilton is

destined for the wrecking balj to make
way for a modem office building.

King Hussein pays
first visit to Israei
TZEMACH, Israel — After decades of

secret meetings. King Hussein of Jordan

paid his first public visit to Israel

Thursday, becoming the first Arab head
of state to do so since the late Egyptian

president, Anwar Sadat, came to this

country in the late 1970s.

Greeted by thousands of flag-waving

schoolchildren and hosted at a graceful

cultural center on the shore of the Sea of

Galilee, the king met with Prime Minister

Yitzhak Rabin after the two signed and
exchanged documents ratifying the peace
treaty between their two nations. The
treaty was signed on the Jordanian-Israeli

border on Oct. 26.

Brought from schools in neighboring

kibbutzim that had been shelled from
Jordan in the late 1960s, the children

waved Jordanian and Israeli flags,

whooped, cheered and sang peace songs.

^^jj^tion State

Anti^ilxirtionists

liave new support
WASHINGTON — Anti-abortioii--4
activists said Thursday the election of
dozens of their supporters to Congress
makes them optimistic about passing leg-

islation that would restrict abortion.

Carol Long, director of the National

Right to Life Committee's political action

committee, said anti-abortion advocates

made a net gain of 40 House and five

Senate seats in Tiiesday's election.

She said the gains resulted from "a
strong voter backlash to the extreme pro-

abortion policies that have been pushed
by President Clinton and embraced by
many congressional Democrats."

Abortion rights groups called the elec-

tion "devastating and disastrous."

Wliite maies gave
Repubiicans edge
WASHINGTON — Large numbers of
white males abandoned the Democratic
candidates in Tuesday's elections, a trend

that gave Republicans an edge in races

around the nation and one that Democratic

leaders fear might be difticult to reverse.

Fifty-four percent of males and 46 per-

cent of females voted for Republican
House candidates this year, according to a

survey of voters leaving the polls, the

largest gap since such a survey was first

conducted in 1980. As to Democratic can-

didates, the figures were exactly reversed:

46 percent of males and 54 percent of
females.

The Republican success with men this

year is the flip side of a trend of women
voting for Democrats that was first appar-

ent in the 1980s.

First openly gay
candidate wins

Bucking an anti-Democratic backlash

felt nationwide, feminist attorney and for-

mer teen-age actress Sheila James Kuehl
has won the 41st Assembly District race

to become California's first openly gay
legislator.

Kuehl, 53, said her victory IXiesday in

the midst of a GOP landslide reflects the

unique makeup of her district, which
straddles the San Fernando Valley and the

Westside areas of Los Angeles, and
reaches to suburban Westlake Village.

*T don't believe they are as conserva-

tive in their approach to schools, human
services - even prisons," said Kuehl, who
is well-known as brainy Zelda Gilroy
from the 1950s TV series, "The Many
Loves of Dobie Gillis."

As a lesbian, the 53-year-old Santa
Monica resident said she will add needed

diversity to the Assembly.

LAPD unit trains to
find plione fraud
A police unit has received training in

detecting phone fraud as part of a new
effort to stem the $300 million-a-year

crime.

A four-detective special operations unit

at the Los Angeles Police Department's
Valley Bureau in suburban Van Nuys was
trained by L.A. Cellular and Air Touch
Commmunications and started w(xking on
cases three weeks ago. The unit has made
one arrest so far, officials said.

Lt. Rick Walker, who supervises the

detectives, said the unit's primary respon-

sibilities will remain credit card fraud and
counterfeiting.
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great minds
"Tlo get into a good business school, you can't just be

good, you've got to be a little better. At Kaplan, we know

the difference. I teach Kaplan's Targeted Training GMAT
course— the most flexible approach to GMAT training ever.

Wc use the latest interactive technologies to help our

students focus their study where they need it most. At

Kaplan, our GMAT course is the t>est— because you have

to be the tjest."

— CHRISTINE GRAZIANO GMAT INSTRUCTOR

great methods

Kaplan offers the most
complete arsenal of GMAT
preparation materials

av.illablr inclurtinc computer
analyicd practice tests;'

home study materials and

a training lilirary. Nobody
prepares you better than

Kaplan.

Classes in Westwood begin on:

December 1st or December 11th

get a higher score

l-HOO-KAP-TEST

KAPLAN

Get The StRaiQHT Story On Braces.
What's the cost • What's the best procedure • What's the right age •

Call For Free Consultation:

(310) 826 - 7494
Specializing in Braces for Adults & Children

/MvinMc • RtmovabU • TraStiomai • Europ*€M Surgical OrOtoJUMOics • Cotimatic PorcmUn

BRENTWOOD ORTHOIIONTIC CENTER
Dr. Nader Dayanl, Certified SpedaUst

11645 WUahire Blvd., Suite 802 18124 Culver Drive, Suite A
>E3-E=] Brentwood (310) 826 - 7494 Irvine (714) 552 - 5890 C3-E3^
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Tree Project is having a Botanical Gc(J^en
lour for students from Project Literacy on:

Sdt.Nov. 12, 1994 2pm
at the

Mildred E. Mathias Botanical Garden

We are recruiting for tour guides to take the

students through the Botanical Garden

Training session will be held on:

Sot. Nov. 12 at 12:45 pm
at (he Botanical Garden

Please call 208-2425 for more Information

and to sign up
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GOP moves in, Democrats out I

Kidnapped children fight

Republicans celebrate switch in power ^^nfff^^uli:t^'?ll!: IT.^^^^
^^^ WarS for rebel CampS

after four decades of Democrat control

By Bob Dart
Cox News Service

WASHINGTON — "Anybody
need these?" chirped a cheerful

Republican staffer, passing out tape

measures Wednesday in the crowd-

ed, jumbled minority offices of the

House Energy and Commerce
Committee.

These committee aides will soon

be fitting furniture for the spacious

majority suites long occupied by
the loyalists of powerful chairman
John Dingell, D-Mich.

For weeks, Capitol Hill will be

shaking from the aftershocks of the

electoral earthquake that rumbled
across America on Tuesday.
Overnight, thousands of congres-

sional staffers lost their jobs and
thousands more have been handed
the powers and perquisites they

sought for decades.

"We're getting our resumes
ready. There's nothing you can do
about this," said Jim Rowan, a

lawyer for the House Judiciary

Committee. Not only were
Republicans taking over the com-
mittee, but his boss. Rep. Jack
Brooks, D-Texas, lost his seat

In the office of Rep. Don
Johnson, a defeated Democrat
from Georgia, legislative aide

Leslie Pickett was answering the

phone.

"One man said he'd tried to get

us to vote his way several times
and never succeeded. Then he said,

'So, naaah. naaah, naaah.' Other
people just call and gloat."

Republican staffers, meanwhile,

were exchanging high fives and
photocopying the New York Post's

firont page, which featured a picture

of President Clinton and First Lady
Hillary Rodham Clinton labeled

with the headline: "Losers."

Both Republicans and
Democrats seemed stunned.
Hardly anyone on C^itol Hill now
can claim experience in such a his-

toric switch of power.

The parties exchanged power in

the Senate during the 1980s, but

Democrats have controlled the

House for an uninterrupted stretch

of nearly four decades.

The results left many in a foul

mcxxl on Wednesday.

"You can't come in here,"
snapped a receptionist at the office

of defeated House Speaker Tom
Foley, D-Wash. The ornate, his-

toric Capitol suite will soon be
occupied by Republican Newt
Gingrich of Georgia.

The Democrats' attitude is

understandable, however, given
that many have lost their liveli-

hoods. More than 20,000 people

are on Capitol Hill payrolls, most
woiicing at the pleasure of the party

in power. Each defeated
Democratic member of Congress
leaves behind an unemployed staff.

Meanwhile, on congressional com-
mittees, the majority party controls

roughly twice as many jobs as the

minority.

Roll Call, the Capitol Hill news-
paper, reported the brisk business

in "Jobs Wanted" classified adver-

tising.

In Senate offices, where power
was swapped more recently, the

mood seemed more subdued.

Bipartisan cooperation was the

subtheme at a ceremony for Senate

Armed Services Committee staff

director Arnold Punaro's promo-
tion to brigadier general in the U.S.

Marine Corps Reserves.

Punaro was lauded by his long-

,ltime boss, committee chairman
Sam Nunn, D-Ga., and by the like-

ly incoming Republican chairman,

Strom Thurmond of South
Carolina. The senators also had
kind words for each other.

"It's going to be a great privilege

and honor for me to be ranking
Democrat and turn the gavel over
to Thurmond," said Nunn.
"You have made an excellent

chairman," Thurmond told Nunn.
The "fundamental rule of the

Committee on Armed Services is

country first, military first, politics

second," said Sen. John Warner, R-
Va.

ByBI
The New York Times

BOANE, Mozambique— In the

rebel camps where Alberto Malevui

spent five years of his childhood,

commanders called upon the young
boys to perform executions.

The victim might be an uncooper-

ative hostage, an adult guerrilla who
had disobeyed an order, or a child

soldier who had tried to escape.

The commander would summon
the camp as for an assembly and
pick one new boy to do the killing. If

he did well, he might be rewarded
with the right to carry a pistol and to

order the other children around.

"Sometimes they were younger
than me," Alberto said of the execu-

tioners. He was 10 when he was kid-

napped^nto the rebel movement
called Renamo,~"and «veii now,
restored to his family at the age of

15, baby-faced, he looks scarcely

old enough for the Boy Scouts.

Alberto Matevui's war is over,

and Mozambique's first elections

have brought hope of healing after a

conflict in which one million people

are estimated to have died. But
experiences like his have begun to

galvanize international agencies and
human rights groups.

In Sudan and Liberia, Angola and

Rwanda, Afghanistan, Cambodia
and the Middle East, child soldiers

are a repellent commonplace of war-

fare, said Samir Basta, director of
the Geneva office of the U.N.
ChiWren's Fiind. The fiind is one of

several organizations that has seized

on the issue with fervor, though with

little hope of curtailing the practice.

Children, it turns out, make good
killers. They learn fast, they work
cheap and their sense of right and
wrong has not outgrown their yearn-

ing to be accepted by whatever liber-

ation group or guerrilla army has
become their sunogate family.

"In Rwanda and other places, the

perpetrators of some of the worst

atrocities were children," Basta said.

"They want to belong and be
praised, and their only peer approval

may come from being even more
brave or barbarous than the adults."

Besides, he added: "Guns are

toys. You give somebody a machine
gui^ and, my God, what a toy!"

^Reynaldo Mucavel has been trac-

ing the families of child soldiers in

Mozambique for the American
agency Save the Children. He said

many youngsters were sent by rebels

to kill and pillage in their own vil-

lages, a tactic apparently aimed at

securing the loyalty of young troops

while demoralizing civilians.

"I know of one case of a kid who
was asked to shoot his mother and
father and then cut their necks like

he was cutting an onion," said

Mucavel. "He did it He was 8 years

old."
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is to be friendly to students, how
to encourage the actual communi-
cation between students and TAs
and students and professors," said

Luisela Alvaray, a graduate film

student and TA for Film and
Television 106C. "If a student

feels^ shy or feels a professor is

not approachable, then we try to

make that link."

There are, of course, students

who go to professors' office
hours to try to shorten the stu-

dent-to-professor gap. "(By talk-

ing to a professor) I feel like I'm
engaged in a class," said Danielle

Tschirky, a sophomore English
major. "(Also), my questions

challenge professors to be certain

that they have the background for

the material they present in the

class."

And communication between
students and professors often
gives the professor a certain

stamp of approval, fostering a

sense that the university really is

a "human entity."

In some instances, students

fmd professors are more friendly

than they originally thought.

"Most faculty ..". really care

about their subject matters, and
they want other people to care

also. It's a kind of validation that

you are giving your life to some-
thing important," Schegloff said.

"So a lot of (faculty) are bothered

if the students don't come to talk

to them because it shows that stu-

dents don't care."

Many professors said they try

to be as approachable to students

as possible. "Whenever I have
office hours scheduled, I always
leave the door open," Schegloff

said. "And if no one's here, I sit

at my desk, trying to look unin-

timidating."

In situations where more stu-

dents show up than professors

can handle during the allotted

time, they said that they would
still be willing to help by setting

up another occasion to talk, or

they would stay in the office until

they could talk to everyone there.

"If the 49ers.were playing
(Monday night), I've got a TV
here, and I'd have to get it out

and watch it while I talk (to the

students)," Kyte said.

RESIGNATION
From page 1

Hobbssaid.

Although Miller said he could

edit the electronic newsletter from
Las Vegas, Hobbs added that two-

thirds of all graduate students do
not have e-mail accounts, making
paper newsletter production and
distribution particularly vital for

conmiunicating with students.

While Miller chose not to attend

Thursday night's forum meeting,

sociology student Patricia Kwon,
the lone dissenting voter, defended

him, arguing that there was no
skilled replacement to fill Miller's

role.

"My feeling is that he has experi-

ence in the job and that we didn't

have someone clearly in mind to

take his place," Kwon said. "He still

has a commitment to the job and
until we find someone new, I don't

feel comfortable dismissing him."

While the forum's request for

Miller to resign was almost unified,

the group starkly differed on how to

fill the post once he leaves. By a 12

to zero vote with two abstentions,

music doctorate student David
Kopplin was chosen in a compro-
mise to temporarily head the publi-

cations' production and
distribution.

The forum also agreed to solicit

graduate students in December for

the communications post and for

the recently vacated commissioner
of elections post.

The association currently awaits

Miller's resignation.
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PLACARDS
From page 3

years. Rand explained.

In an effort to pro-actively
enforce the law regarding disability

placard use. Transportation
Services works with the DMV
investigation unit, and has done so

for about four years. Rand said.

*They come out and do random
sweeps of areas we have identified

as having a high concentration of
vehicles displaying the placards,"

he explained.

Metered areas around campus
have the highest concentration of
vehicles displaying the placards,

Rand added.

"The problem is that we have
violators campus-wide," he said.

"Most of the violators are students,

, but certainly not exclusively."

University parking enforcement
plan to begin issuing citaticHis up to

$330 to people whose vehicles are

displaying disabled persons plac-

ards that have been reported lost or

stolen. Rand added.

"Our ultimate goal would be
never to fmd the necessity to issue

one of these citations," he added.

Due to a lack of manpower, the

university currently relies on the

DMV to issue citations for placard

use violations on campus, NossofT

said.

Furthermore, under a new state

law, parking enforcement officers

will be allowed to request anyone
parking a vehicle displaying a dis-

abled person's parking placard to

present the placard, the registration

card issued with the placard and a

driver's license, beginning in

January 1995, Rand said.

"Failure to present proof that the

WALKOUT
From page 1

"This is not about the undocu-
mented but about anyone who is

not in the majority because of
their race," declared Cruz
Reynoso, a UCLA law professor

and vice chair for the U.S.

"We (at the law school)

feel that the —

—

educational aspects

(of Proposition 187) as

applied to elementary

and secondary schools

are clearly unconstitu-

, tional."

Susan Prager

Law School Dean

Commission on Civil Rights.
"This type of McCarthyism is

not what America is about. Prop.

187 increases ethnic and racial

tensions at a time when we
should be looking to unite
California. It is up to us as citi-

zens to work to that end."

Also present at the rally were
John Curry, administrative vice

chancellor, and Clarence
Chapman, UC Police Department
Chief, who said they came to

ensure that everything ran
smoothly and because they were
interested in what the students
had to say.

Susan Prager, dean of the law
school, said UCLA will not move

HISTORY
From page 3

implementing them immediately.

"The young adult who graduat-

ed from high school with (this

curriculum) is going to be so

placard belcMigs to the driver of die

vehicle, or that the placard holder is

being transported in that vehicle,

will result in a $500 citation," he
said.

The Office for Students with
Disabilities plans to work with uni-

versity Pailcing Services to address

the problem.

"We are very interested in work-
ing with Parlcing Services and
assuring that people with disabili-

ties that have legitimate placards or

plates will have every opportunity

to parte at UCLA," Director Kathy
Molini said.

The inability of disabled persons

able to park in areas specifically

intended for their use poses many
problems.

"They're forced to travel great

distances because the spots are

taken," Nossoff explained..

"Misuse of disabled person plac-

ards greatly impedes the ability for

people with disabilities to attend

and participate in UCLA programs
and activities," Rand emphasized.

Because the DMV believes the

problem on campus is fairly seri-

ous, those who continue to illegally

use placards should not be misled

into feeling safe because they
escaped Tuesday's investigation.

"We are going to be checking on
campus periodically. So throw
away your illegal placards and
walk," Nossoff warned.

Rand hopes that awareness about

the consequences of placard misuse

will help stem the problem.

"The amount of abuse that is

going on at UCLA is beyond any-

thing we've experienced else-

where," Nossoff said. "We're
especially concerned when legiti-

mate placard holders can't park -

so we'll be back."

to implement Proposition 187
because of a recent court ruling.

A San Francisco Superior Court
judge issued a temporary
restraining order Wednesday pro-

hibiting the University of
California, California State
University and California
Community Colleges from
implementing the measure pend-
ing a hearing scheduled for Feb.

8, 1995.

"We (at the law school) feel

that the educational aspects (of

Proposition 187) as applied to

elementary and secondary
schools are clearly unconstitu-
tional," Prager stated, adding that

portions of the measure applica-

ble to higher education were
most likely unconstitutional as

well. ^

Opponents of Proposition 187

have cited Plyler v. Doe, a U.S.
Supreme Court case in which the

Court ruled unconstitutional by a

five to four margin a Texas law
requiring public schools to

exclude undocumented children

from the classroom. The Court
ruled that children should not be
denied services because of their

illegal status, which they had no
control over.

Fred Mabbutt, a professor of
jurisprudence at UCLA, said that

although only one of the original

five justices who ruled against

the Texas law is still on the
Supreme Court, he did not expect

the Court to reverse its ruling of
the Texas case.

"The Supreme Court likes to

have the public think they are not

politicians," Mabbutt said. "If

they stick to the principles of
adhering to past precedents, then

(the ruling of the Texas case) will

not change."

much better grounded in world
understanding and national
understanding," Crabtree said.

"So if Bosnia has experienced
civil war, (the students) aren't

going to have to wait for someone
to explain why these things hap-

pened."
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Civic duties^

extend after

Eiection Day
By James Lebakken

The media will report that the Nov. 8
turnout was due to voter anger, to specific

issues galvanizing the electorate and maybe
as a response to bad government. Qoser
readings may invite questions such as, "Can
an election be bought?" (Mike, you knave, 30
mil?) or "What is the half-life of political

radium like Iran-ContraT*

' Although the totals are not record break-

ing, to me this kind of turnout means that the

democratic process is still working and the

citizenry, by and lai^e, believe in the impor-

tance of their individual votes. If you don't,

consider the highly contested Senate race to

be ample illusu-ation.

- Of course, one must keep these numbers in

proper perspective. They only reflect the peo-

ple who first registered and then voted. That
leaves a gap of people who registered but did

not find their way to the polls and another

gap extending across the number of people
who never even registered. , ^

Those that can find a rationale for n6t vot-

ing lose my attention immediately. They have
rejected a political voice in the mode freely

provided to them so they have no voice when
airing their philosophies and opinions to me.
I may hear what they say, but they are speak-

ing in theory only.

' Now, some of you may feel that your votes

didn't count enough and are dejected. You
are frusu^ted with the system because the

candidates you favored may not have won.
And judging by the activity on campus over
the past two weeks, many of you feel person-

al defeat in the area of at least one ballot

measure.

But your responsibility did not end Nov. 8,

and neither, should your commitment and
action. (I stress, of course, legal political

action). This great experiment we call

democracy is, as the most optimistic of us

hope, a never-ending political process. The
word process means "ongoing" and your
involvement should be, too. Voting is just the

beginning.

Those of you who went beyond voting

already regard your political activity consid-

erably. Then there are those of you who spent
an hour or more educating yourself about
issues and candidates, and that is commend-
able

I

But you are not off-duty until November
1996. Take the time to stay abreast of your
representatives in Washington and
Sacramento and even in the city. If you sup-
ported them you should be interested and if

you did not you should be that much more
watcltful.

Most of all, letters to elected officials are

highly regarded. Congressional aides spend a

great deal of time responding to correspon-

dence from constituents like you and me.
You may think I'm writing from mere con-

jecture, but two weeks ago, I look five min-
utes to send a letter to a Congressional

candidate and this very busy candidate not

only responded to me personally, but went as
far as to call me from his home.

So if you are sick of politicians expressing

themselves in sound bites and resorting to

opponent bashing come election year, then

establish a dialogue. Write them.

That's all for now. I have a letter to write.

Lebakken is ajunior English student.

Students of
color sliouid

be leaders of
communities
By Ryan Yokota

Thefollowing article was written on
behalfofConcerned Students of Color.

"Bad officials are elected by good citi-

zens who do not vote."

- Geoi^ge Jean Nathan

We are angry and disappointed with the

people at UCLA and California who did not

vote, especially those of color on campus.
There is no excuse for such behavior.

The right to vote is not only a right, it is a
responsibility, a mandate and a prerequisite

for all African Americans, Native

Americans, Asian Americans and Latin

Americans. Especially when the issues

affect all of us so personally, there is no
way on earth one can justify not voting.

Consider this the next time you are dri-

ving down the street and you get pulled

over and harassed by the police for being a

suspected illegal inuQigrant. Or the next

time your grandparents are denied social

services because they don't have proof of
residency on them.

Or when your brother or sister gets hit by
a drunk driver and is denied hospital treat-

ment, or your baby sister is denied a vac-

cine injection and dies of smallpox. When
these things happen, don't complain, espe-

cially if you did not take the initiative to

vote. If you are taking this personally, you
should.

As college students, we should be bow-
ing our heads in shame. As minority stu-

dents in the university, we are supposed to

provide leadership and guidance for our
community.

Instead, high school students have shown
us the way. The most common thing said by
minorities when it comes to voting is "my
vote doesn't count" or "I don't want to be a
part of this system."

Well, if you're not going to help your
community push for change within the sys-

tem, the least you can do is pull away from
the television and vote. A lot of times, peo-

ple run off their mouths about the system
without doing anything to change it.

Now, it's time for all of us to practice

what we preach. Now is the time to do
something constructive to change our soci-

ety.

For example:
- Get involved with various political

activist organizations.

- Take your education back to your fami-

lies and communities.
- Help our future generations by empow-

ering them through education and guidance.
- Give a voice to those who are not able

to have their voices heard.

Your education here at UCLA is not just

limited to books and studies or preparing

yourself for a high-paying job; it is also

about giving back to your community and
our ancestors who fought a struggle that is

far from being over.

You should be ashamed.

Yokota, afifth-year EnglishAtistory student,

is a member ofConcerned Students of
Colon
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Jeanene

Harlick

Ever since I was a child, I

have had a tremendous fear

of death.

I remember lying in my bed at

night, quivering at the thought of

ceasing to ^^^^^^^^^
exist one day,

at the thought

of not even

being capable

of realizing I

didn't exist.

With the sub-

sequent years,

this fear has

not subsided

much, but I

have been

thoroughly

successful at

pushing the

dreadful thought into the nether

regions of my brain, as I'm sure

many of you have as well.

As I watch my grandparents

grow old and approach death, I

wonder what their lives will mean
once they die. I wonder where
they will go - if anywhere - after

they die. I wonder if they have
any regrets about how they lived

their lives now that the grim reali-

ty of life's short duration is star-

ing them straight in the face.

But I don't think that ignoring

death is helping any of us. We
must all face the fact that we will

die one day, because I think this

can drastically affect the way that

we live.

Thinking about death puts

many aspects of my life into per-

spective. Because of the fact that

one day I will no longer exist on
this earth, death puts my desire

for material items and my hope
for athletic and vocational success

into a new light.

When this happens, none of my
material items or wealth will mat-
ter. Because of this, I am amazed
to see the importance some peo-
ple place on materia] wealth -

they accumulate it until they have
so much they don't know what to

do with it.

But they cannot take it with

them when they die. When we
look at wealth through the lens of

death, I think there are better

things we can do with what time

we have.

Death gives us a time limit to

achieve all that we wish. If mater-

ial wealth means little once we
die, why waste cherished time

pursuing it? That brings us to the

question, what is important? What
should we spend our time doing?

The answer, one we must all

carefully consider, is different for

everyone. Whatever the answer,

'death necessitates that we begin to

work on what we believe is

important in life NOW.
I don't know how many times I

have thought of something that

will further work to achieve my
purpose of my life, only to take

the typical Scariet O'Hara stance

of "I'll think about it tomorrow"
"

or "I'll get to it when I have time.

Questioning
racism in 187
Editor:

First of all, we'd like to say
that we voted no on Proposition

187. Furthermore, articles like

the one written by Nikolai

Garcia-Ingistov ("Prop. 187
highlights a history of racism,"

Nov. 8) make us sick.

Illegal immigration is against

the law; hence the term illegal.

This is a point Garcia-Ingistov

fails to acknowledge. The reason
people are angry about illegal

immigration is because undocu-
mented citizens do not pay taxes,

yet benefit from social services

funded by taxpayers. Public edu-
cation is not free, neither is

health care. We pay for it, you
pay for it, so why is it fair that

undocumented citizens don't pay
for it?

The main fault that lies in

Garcia-Ingistov's argument is the

condemnation of Prop. 187 sup-

porters as racists. By linking

Prop. 187 with terrible racist

acts, you mistakenly lead readers

to conclude that a "yes" vote is a
vote for racism.

The thought process which led

to this decision is the same
process which mistakenly

assumes that all illegal immi-
grants are leeches simply feed-

ing off the system. Both
conclusions are equally spurious.

While it is true that many ille-

gal immigrants of different races

and ethnicities have been dis-

criminated against at one time or

another, including racism in the

same arena as Prop. 187 is sim-
ply a ploy to divert the focus

from the actual issue.

Undocumented citizens are

nontaxpayers who, to a large

extent, benefit from social ser-

vices they don't pay for. While
racism may be an issue, it is not

the main one.

—insinuating that all supporters

of the proposition are racist is

essentially a scare tactic in and
of itself. In this politically cor-

rect day and age, no one wants
to be labeled a bigot. This is pro-

paganda at best that weakens the

solid arguments against this

proposition.

If one positive thing results

from Prop. 187, it is that it has

dragged to the surface an impor-
tant issue that Californians must
address - the need to regulate

the flow of illegal inmiigrants

into this country. Unfortunately,

some people seem to miss the

point.

David Rice
Sophomore

Political Science

Ian Young
Sophomore
Chemistry

Bruin bias?
Editor:

On Nov. 8, Nikolai Garcia-

Ingistov submitted a half-page

Viewpoint article on behalf of
MEChA which predicted that if

Proposition 187 was not defeat-

ed, "(Prop. 187) would
inevitably lead to chaos in the

streets of California. Crime will

go on a rampage in this state!"

In the Nov. 9 Daily Bruin, we
read that later on that night at

Shakey's, after realizing that

Prop. 187 had not been defeated,

Cynthia Duarte, retention coor-

dinator for MEChA, states:

"We're very disappointed in the

California population - that they

would be ruled by the emotions
and fears populated by the

Republican administration."

This contradiction is so blatant

it does not require comment. But
I would likeTO^k.liow much
influence docs MEChA have
over the Daily Bruin that it ca'n

print a half-page opinion article

on the day of an elation and

Daily Bruin Viewpoint

Column

ponder
when I graduate," etc.

But let's face it, we'll never

have enough time to do all of the

important things of life. We'll

always be busy, and we must-

-Ji-:^
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make time. If we really want to

achieve something in life, we
must consciously decide to priori-

tize how we spend our time and
put what really counts first.

Most importantly, I believe that

the consideration of death forces

us to decide our stance on the

existence of God. Let me state

We simply cannot

continue to ignore

the fact of death,

because by doing

this, we only hurt

ourselves.

here first that I am not trying to

convince anyone to believe in a

certain religion. I am only

attempting to demonstrate how
death necessitates that you decide

what it is that you believe about

God, or the lack of God.
When we consider death, we

consider what will happen to us

after we die, and this of course

brings the idea of afteriife into _^
question. Either there is one or ""

there isn't, and if you choose to

believe in some form of an after-

life, it may include a heaven and a

hell.

Obviously if you decide there

is a heaven and hell, you are

going to want io make sure you
are going to heaven. All this —

—

comes down to whether or not

there is a God. This is up to you
to decide, but you must decide

whether or not you believe in a

God.
I can't tell you how many times

people have told me they're not

sure what they believe, and they

don't really think it matters. They
say "I don't really know if I

believe in God or not, but I figure

if I'm good I'll go to heaven."

Do you see the blatant contra-

diction in this statement? There
cannot be a heaven without a

God. You cannot think you are

going to heaven while at the same
time remaining unsure about the

existence of God. If you believe

in heaven, I believe you must
decide whether or not you believe

in God, and as well as what you
believe about God.

1 think this is the area in which
the consideration of death can
most drastically change the way
we live our lives. Because think-

ing about death may force us to

decide our religious standpoint, it

can also force us to define the

meaning of our lives.

You cannot decide the purpose

^your life unless you decide

about the purpose of life in gener-

al - and this is the focus of reli-

gion. Whatever ideology (and by

ideology I mean world view, not

. religion) you subscribe to defines

how you view the purpose of

your existence in this world.
^ In my opinion, if you do not —
decide what you believe, you are

living a purposeless life because
your actions have no overriding

goal and do not fit into the con-

text of a higher purpose. Because
our ideologies direct our social

actions and moral decisions, if

you have no ideology, then all of

your decisions and actions in life

are meaningless.

We simply cannot continue to

ignore the fact of death, because
by doing this, we only hurt our-

selves. Because we're happy just

floating along, letting our selfish

desires and whims govern our

actions, many of us don't.want to

decide; we're afraid thai niaking

a final decision on the meanings
of our lives will force us to stop

and consider the consequences
and importance of our actions.

But if we ignore death and
how it affects the meaning of our

existence, then truly our lives

become, in the words of

Shakespeare, "but a walking
shadow, a poor player, that struts

and frets his hour upon the stage,

and then is heard no more. It is a

tale told by an idiot, full of
sound and fury, signifying noth- _^

mg.

Harlick is a junior majoring in

English.

Letters

have a senior staff member fol-

low MEChA down to Shakey's
(do you call such a reporter the

Shakey's correspondent?) and to

their apartments in order to pub-
lish their opinions on the front

page of the next day's Bruin?"
Probably enough to prevent this

from running. mub^-^ -

Christopher Barry
Senior

Mflth
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Lost Boys
'Interview' fails to draw life from Rice's novel

- t - U-'Mi.-'iV

By Michael Horowitz
Daily Bruin Senior Staff

Anne Rice's denunciation and subsequent

praise of the film Interview with the Vampire

has drawn enough ink to pen a decent novel.

Her attack on Tom Cruise's ability to play

the part of the bloodsucker Lestat, though
not without merit, raised many questions

around the high-profile motion picture.

Should authors be able to cast adaptations

of their novels? Could Tom Cruise play evil,

let alone intriguing? Why is Anne Rice
dumb enough to sell rights to her book and

give up enough control so Cruise could get

the part? How pathetic is Rice to turn an
about-face and suddenly, politically, like the

movie? How pathetic is Cruise to accept her

compliments when he could crush her like a

New Orleans rat? And, finally, why did no
one attack the casting of Antonio Banderas,

who completes the *Too-old-for-Teen-Beat"

stud foursome director Neil Jordan has
assembled yet can't act to save his immortal

life?!

Many interesting questions posed for an
uninteresting film. This anxiously hyped
monster mash is never as bad as Branagh's

Tom Cruise stars as the vampire Lestat in Interview With the Vampire, which also stars Brad Pitt,

Antonio Banderas. Stephen Rea, Christian Slater and Kirsten Durst.

foray into melodramatic madness,
Frankenstein, but it's never as fun either.

While you could at least howl with laughter

in the Frankie fiick as the monster trudged
over the Alps, Interview provides few
releases in its rambling torpor.

The movie starts in modern-day San
Francisco, where for generally unexplained
reasons, bummed-out vampire Louis (sexy
Brad Pitt) relates his tales of uninspiration

to a boy with bad questions and lots of audio
tape (sexy Christian Slater). His story starts

in 18th-century New Orleans, where the
mortal Louis demonstrates his depression
by cheating in cards to provoke gunfights.

He rips his neckline downward to expose
his heart and challenges death.

It's an offer a cunning vampire like Lestat

(sexy Tom Cruise) can't refuse, and he with
permission performs the ultimate blood test.

Soon the two are sucking necks and taking

names; although feared in Louis' mansion
by the slaves, they are society gentlemen of
the highest order.

The only problem is that Louis is less

excited about putting holes in human necks
than the testy Lestat. He samples rats, chick-

ens, birds and other swamp-dwelling crea-

tures in an effort fc be humane, pissing off

Lestat and only ending up more depressed.

It is Louis' effort to maintain his bad culi-

nary standards that is the crux of Interview.

Claudia (Kirsten Dunst) is one of Lestat's

poorly-plotted attempts to turn Louis into a
hunter. Lestat makes the little girl a vampire
to give the duo company and nourishes her
killing instinct. Twelve, pretty and all

destruction, the little spitfire is one of the

most interesting^goncepts of this story. Yet
her adolescent whinings over her body
trapped in time grow old faster than she
does. Claudia never becomes the embodi-
ment of vampire morality Rice, Jordan and
Lestat seem to feel she makes.

Better suited for airline literature, and yet

still aimless and meandering. Interview's

story is its weakest aspect As a billion and
one Vampire Chronicle fans attest, Lestat is

a pretty kicking cool character, but Louis is

about as exciting as laying in a coffin for a

year or two.

Louis' perpetual moral crisis never invites

much meditation. The story of a monster
killing people from the perspective of the

monster isn't well-executed in Interview

because we never value the people, even as

much as Louis. The film tries to get audi-

ences to accept the humor in killing as a

way of life and then get us to take Louis'

stand against it, and it isn't agile enough to

have it both ways. We aren't shocked and

we aren't that amused.

Cruise mercifully spares

the project from a quick
death, his flamboyant per-

formance is decent except

for his Days of Thunder
bursts of rage. Pitt is probably

the"most believable, but his

character's one emotion hems
him in at every turn.

Jordan should be commended
for his visuals in Interview and

his direction is consistent to the

last bloodletting, but when a

film doesn't work, it's ultimately

the director's fault. He can't make
Interview scintillate or ponder
because the story just isn't there to back
him up.

Jordan should spend the cash Interview

will rake in on buying duct tape to shut Rice

up once and for all. Then he should adapt

her novels, one by one, into Top Gun
sequels.

FILM: Interview with th9 Vampire. Starring

Tom Cruise. Brad Pittj Directed by Neil

Jordan. Opens today.

Andy Vaca: 'Won't you dance with me?'

Dancer Andrew Vaca and Melissa Goetsch strike a pose
Inside the inverted fountain.

MFA dance concert

brings to life the

humorous, serious

By Rebecca Zell

Andy Vaca is moving excitedly even
when he's sitting down for an interview.

He perches now on the steps of the
Dance Building, purportedly to rest a lit-

tle before his next five-hour rehearsal.

"I love to dance, and I love to perform
even more!" he says.

It's a good thing, because for the next

two nights he must dance a full program
of mostly solos and duets in his energy-
charged, spirited performance, "Won't
You Dance With ME?" that will earn
him a Masters of Fine Arts(MFA) in

dance at UCLA.
Vaca started as a jazz dancer, adopt-

ing the quick, dramatic movement of
that style. He switched to modem dance
training at UCLA, a style that is usually

more lyrical and emphasizes the body's
weight and balance.

At the time, the dance department
consisted of almost entirely modem pro-

fessors. Vaca laughs, "Back when I

started here, you either did modern
dance or you did nothing." So he
jumped in with his characteristic enthu-
siasm and curiosity.

The new style turned out to suit him
well. He found with modem dance that

he expresses more truth, more reality,

about himself as a person and about life

portrayed in the choreography.

"Modern dance can be anything,"

"Back when I started

here, you either did

modem dance or you

did nothing."

Andy Vaca

Dancer

says Vaca. "There is so much freedom to

be any character, in any mood. It is the

most expressive style. It is real."

Vaca also loves the potential playful-

ness that modern dance allows. In his

upcoming performance, his own sparkle

ind energy shine out in several pieces
which include comedy and satire.

"We parody life, we get very melo-
dramatic and funny. At times in the per-

formance we're actually poking fun at

ourselves, and at modem dance r- we
have so much fiin!" he grins.

Vaca will dance in seven pieces, one
of which he co-choreographed. Th6 per-

formance showcases Vaca's ability to

perform the pieces that have been creat-

ed for him. The pieces have been fomied
around his strengths and weaknesses.

He explains that the pieces have
grown around his personal style and
strengths so thoroughly that they almost

wouldn't woric for another dancer.

Not only is Vaca immersed in his

modem dance work, but his love of jazz

still has an outlet in team dancing. He is

one of Califomia's foremost choreogra-

phers and trainers for sports team's
dancers and Songleaders. His choreog-
raphy is used by the Los Angeles
Clippers Dance Team, the San Diego
Charger Girls, and the UCLA Dance
Team.

Vaca describes this kind of dancing as

"technical and very challenging. It is

constant, high-energy, crowd-pleasing

movement." He brings his jazz training

into the team shows to make them fun

and exciting to watch, and he loves to

See VACA, page 15

Film Reviews
The Santa Clause
Starring Tim Allen

Directed by John Pasquin

Disney's The Sahta Clause^
merges a simple gimmick and a

gifted comedian and yields enter-

taining results. Unlike Denis
Leary's hysterical Xmas flick of
last year, the dark humor here has

been turned down to family view-

ing standards and there aren't

enough people bound and gagged.

Yet what remains is Tim Allen's

successful entrance to the world of

movies and one of the few films

worth watching this season.

Allen is yuppie careerman Scott

Calvin, one of those business is

pleasure types who forget they
have children. Calvin does have a

kid, Charlie (Eric aw, he's so
sweet! Lloyd), but after ripping on
Charlie's stepdad (Judge Reinhold)

or arguing with his ex-wife,
Charlie's mother (Wendy
Crewson), there isn't much else to

say.

Yet help is just around the cor-

ner, and it isn't father-son counsel-

ing. On Christmas Eve Calvin
hollers at the jolly fat man (not

Adam Duritz) on his roof and
Santa turns to respond. St. Nick's

foot gives way on the icy roof and

the next thing Calvin knows he and

and Charlie are obligated to deliver

toys to millions of cute Disney tots.

If this storyline took up the

entire movie it would be tough to

sit through, but in The Santa
Clause, this is only the first act.

The real chore for Calvin is resum-

ing real life, where Charlie's
remembrances of the magical night

are construed as psychological
problems and Calvin's mysterious .

weight-gain is a physical condition

that baffles science. Leo Benvenuti

and Steve Rudnick's fun script lets

Calvin react in all the right sarcas-

tic ways while his ex and Charlie's

See SANTA, page 15

Sex, Drugs, and
Democracy

Written and Directed by
Jonathan Blank

According to the documentary
Sex, Drugs, and Democracy,
Holland is where it's at, politically

speaking. It has the lowest rates of

imprisonment, abortion, and
teenage pregnancy in the world.

Prostitution and soft-drug use are

not prescribed, there is no censor-

ship, artists are subsidized by the

government, same-sex marriages
are legally recognized, national

health care insures anyone who
needs it and of Greenpeace's 5

million members, 1 million are

Dutch. No one may carry a gun

While Holland appears

to be a model of

progressive legislation,

Sex, Drugs, and

Democracy is not, unfor-

tunately, a model of

movie-making.

and no one may be discriminated

against on the grounds of race,

creed, or color.

But while Holland appears to be

a model of progressive legislation.

Sex, Drugs, and Democracy is

not, unfortunately, a model of
movie-making.

Director Jonathan Blank, while

deserving commendation for

bringing the Dutch political mira-

cle to the screen (albeit recorded

on video, not film) does so with a

minimum of skill or ingenuity, let-

ting alone the constraints of his no
doubt exiguous budget.

Too many times, while a prosti-

tute speaks off-camera, we see the

See SEX, page 15

Performer VINX tells real life

stories through his Jazz music
Jazz musician,

now storyteller

arrives Sunday

-Won t You Dance With Me?" UCU MFA Candidate
Andrew Vaca with Melissa Qoetsch.

By Gaby Mora
Daily Bruin Staff

Percussionist singer and song-

writer VINX has gained recogni-

tion for his music, but he can now
also claim the title of storyteller.

VINX's performance Sunday
is part of the continuing Jazz at the

Wadsworth Series. It will be his

third time at UCLA, and though
his music comes free of charge, it

promises an overflow of inspira-

tion and talent

In his latest release. The
Storyteller (Pangaea), chapters

defme each song, not to mention
that his beautifully melodic voice

is backed by talent like Stevie
Wonder on "I Will Always Care."

And when VINX says,

"Nobody is alone," it certainly

applies to The Storyteller, which
combines the skills of over 40
contributing musicians.

But the phrase also applies to

his overall philosophy of life.

"We all have similar experi-

ences," he explains, "we all feel

the same things - maybe the

names and the case changes and
the menu is slightly different, but

we all still weave into each others

experiences."

After his first album. Rooms in

my Fatha's House, produced by
Sting, and his work with Cher (a

song called "Obviously
Caucasian"), VINX remains sur-

prisingly autonomous. His second

album. / Love My Job, was self-

produced, and he cites his father,

also a singer, as his prime inspira-

tion.

"My music is life influenced,"

says VINX. "I simply sing and
write about what I do, about my
life experiences, my point of view,

my opinion."

He plans to keep his music
acoustic, leaving out the sampling

and drum machines that have
grown so popular with other con-

temporaruy artists. "I like the

sound of a real guitar, a real drum,

a real voice," he explains.

Yet VINX live is completely
different from VINX on recording.

"There has to be some magic
somewhere. My shows are very

intimate, but people will fmd out

that it won't feel small. If they

hear the same songs that they did

on the album they won't sound the

same. There is an honest element,

live, that can be taken for granted

on the record."

"It's not that serious," he says

about music. 'This whole thing is

just about language - not about

the vocabulary or about how many
big words you know or how many
riffs you can play - but it's all

about the story you have to tell.

You just have a passionate conver-

sation and take it from there."

"People that get it, get it.

There's really not that many peo-

See VINX, p.igc 16
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Sarukkai breathes life into traditional Indian dance
Dancer brings

classical style

to Schoenberg

By Rodney Tanaka

"Bharata Natyam is like the
river. It has its source in an
ancient beginning. Its roots are
very deep and go a long way. But
it keepsflowing.

"

-Malavika Sarukkai

Journey down the river with tra-

ditional dancer Malavika Sarukkai

as she explores self-expression
through the lyrical movements of
the Indian classical dance form
Bharata Natyam. She presents her

interpretations of the dance form
at Schoenberg Hall on Saturday.

*The style you will see has two
aspects," Sarukkai says. "Nritta,

which is pure dance, is abstract

movement. The dancermakes a lot

of geometric patterns and designs

in space and on the floor"

"Abhinaya is the expressional

dance," Sarukkai continues,
"when the dancer interprets the

theme of the song or poetry and

Hungary's acclaimed Franz Liszt Chamber Orchestra makes its

L.A. debut at UCLA's Schoenberg Hall, Sunday, Nov. 13 at 4 p.m.

Liszt strings bring tlie

classics to Sciioenberg
By John Mangum

Rarely do musical ensembles
achieve the high standards of
playing that the Franz Liszt
Chamber Orchestra maintains.

Known internationally as an
accomplished string orchestra, the

Budapest-based group appears at

Schoenberg Hall this Sunday.
Their reputation comes both from
extensive touring which brought
the orchestra to more than 200
North American cities since 1974
and the group's over 100 critical-

ly acclaimed recordings.

Before appearing on this side of
the Atlantic, the group worked for

eleven years with its founder, the
late Frigyes Sandon A professor at

Budapest's prestigious Franz
Liszt Academy of Music, Sandor
came from a famous family of
musicians.

His brother GyCrgy, a well-
known pianist, maintained a close
friendship with Hungarian com-
poser Bela Bartok, premiering his

Third Piano Concerto. Anna
Sandor-Bano, his daughter, plays
cello in the orchestra her father
helped to found.

"My whole family were rhusi-

cians," says Sandor-Bano. "My
mother was a cellist. I decided to

be a musician as a small child."

Her ambition brought her a
career with the orchestra, follow-
ing her father's footsteps. She
became one of the orchestra's
seventeen members in 1973.

"My father founded the orches-
tra when it was 1963," Sandor-
Bano says. "I always feel that I

have to prove much more because
of my father"

With a very full performance
schedule, Sandor-Bano gets plen-

ty of opportunities to prove her-

self. The orchestra plays Mozart's
famou\Eine kleine Nachtmusik,
Dvorak's E major Serenade, and
Tchaikovsky's famous Serenade
for Strings in C major under the

direction of their concertmaster

Janos Rolla Sunday, showing the

breadth of their repertoire.

The Mozart and Tchaikovsky
works come from a performance
tradition that reaches back to her
father's days with the group. "The
Mozart piece was one of the
pieces the orchestra began to learn

when it was founded," she says.

"My father was very famous
for his Mozart interpretations,"

says Sandor-Bano. "We also
learned the Tchaikovsky from
him."

Students approached Frigyes
Sandor, whom they admired as a
teacher, after a performance
inspired them to start a chamber
ensemble. "Several students of
the Franz Liszt Academy decided
to found a chamber orchestra
because that was the year that I

Musici di Roma (another well-
known chamber ensemble) was in

Budapest," says Sandor-Bano.
"The students were just delight-

ed and decided to found some
thing like (I Musici)," she says.

"They went to my father who was
a professor at the Academy and
asked him to help them."

Her father, much older than the

students, accepted their offer.

"The age difference was very
great," says Sandor-Bano, "so he
decided to educate the orchestra
to play without a conductor in

case he should become sick."

This explains why violinist
Rolla directs the group from the

concertmaster's chair. It also
reveals the reason for the unity of
the group and the single-minded
nature of their interpretations in

spite of their uniqueness as indi-

vidual musicians^

Sandor-Bano says, "We really

live like a big family, and I think
this is very important."

CONCERT: The Franz Liszt
Chamber Orchestra, Sunday, Nov.
13 at Schoenberg Hall. TIX: $30,
$9. For more Info call (310) 825-
2101.

- ^

lyrics. For this we have a very
complex language of gestures."

Sarukkai incorporates the
Indian movement vocabulary
known as the "hasla mudras" into

her performance. The vocabulary
consists of 28 single-hand gestures

and 23 double-hand gestures. *The
uses are given in this book, but a

lot depends on the interpretive

quality of the dancer to make these

gestures reallyucome alive,"
Sarukkai says. "It's Natyadharmi,
which means it's a stylized form
of representing. The dancer plays

different roles, she becomes differ--

ent characters without a change in

costume or make-up or acces-
sories."

The style Sarukkai uses dates
back several centuries, yet she
breathes new life into the move-
ments with each performance. **In

Bharata Natyam we follow the
process of recreating, and recreat-.

ing means that one has to give
whatever gesture life," Sarukkai
says. 'The gestures have to have a

kind of life breath, a vital flow of
some kind of energy."
Along with musical accon^ni-

ment, Sarukkai's mother also joins

her onstage, a woman who greatly

influenced Sarukkai's interest in

dance. "My mother was always
interested in the arts," Sarukkai
says. "We had a very good dance
school in Bombay, and it was her
interest and her feeling for dance
that got me started."

Sarukkai began studying dance
in Bombay at the age of seven.

She moved on to study in Madras
with Guru K. Kalyanasundafam
and Guru S. K. Rajaratnam. She
also studied abhinaya with Guru
Kalanidhi Narayanan and the
Odissi style with Guru Kelucharan
Mohapatra and his disciple Sri

See SARUKKAI, page 16

Caution to

M

By Lael Loewenstein
Dally Bruin Staff

Spurred by their taste for 3ex, dru/s and rock-
'n'roll, two young lovers flee cops and rival out-

laws in a frenetic pursuit, leaving a trail of blood
" and dead bodies in their wake.

While it may sound a lot like Natural Born
Killers, it is instead the storyline of TriMark's
Love and a .45, the new film screening tonight at

Melnitz. For Andrew Hersh, vice president of pro-
duction for TriMark Pictures, this film represents
a surge of independent filmmaking. Hersh will be
on hand after tonight's screening to answer ques-
tions about the film.

Hersh se^s comparisons to major smdio releas-

es as "the curse of the independents," since big
studio features are released with much fanfare and
publicity, often leaving independent films largely

ignored. Worse, some may accuse independent
films of being derivative when in fact they may
have been separately conceived as original pro-
jects. But Hersh insists, "This film does stand
alone. It's a refreshing and original look at a
theme that may have been treated before."

Part of what makes Love original, he feels, is its

unorthodox cast of characters. Aside from the
lovers, Watty (Gil Bellows) and Starlene (Renee
Zellinger), there is their tattooed, bald-headed pal
Billy (Rory Cochrane) and Stariene's ex-hippie
dad (Peter Fonda), a tracheotomy survivor
' Quirky characters and memorably funny dia-
logue attracted Hersh to the project when writer
Carty Talkington brought in the screenplay for
Love, with the firm intention to direct. Besides,

Hersh recalls,"He had a passion for the material.

And there was a nice buzz about the script in

town."

Aivindusuy buzz certainly didn't hurt, especial-

ly when the studio was going to invest around $5
million in the work of a first-time director.
•There's always a risk involved," Hersh says.

"Everything in Hollywood is a long shot. But if

you've got persistence and you've got the goods,
it helps."

TriMark, a video distribution company until

three years ago, seems willing to take a risk pro-
ducing first-time directors if the projects are right.

The studio has signed novice directors on two
upcoming features. Kicking and Screaming, about
a group of students who are afraid to leave col-

lege, and Curse of the Starving Class, adapted
from the Sam Shepard play.

Although risky ventures are not out of the ques-
tion, the fledgling studio is taking on a wide range
of projects. Forthcoming releases run the gamut
from high-concept genre vehicles like the Rob
Lowe western Frank <&. Jesse and the Linda
Hamilton psychological thriller Separate Lives to

smaller-budgeted fare like Love and a .45.

While Hersh will give advice to UCLA students
who will undoubtedly want to know how they,
too, can get a film produced in Hollywood, stu-

dents might best heed the council of one of the
movie's characters. As Watty says after he robs
the young cashier of a convenience store: ''Never
believe a word anyone says."

FILM: Love and a .45, Tonight at Melnitz Theater.
For more info call (310) 825-2345.

Blasters' Dave Alvin tests time
Singer/songwriter

reigns as the next

'King of California*

By Michael latum
Daily Bruin Staff

"When I go to the record store

and buy records." says Dave
Alvin, "I look for music that will

stand the test of time." Ironically

enough, the California-based
singer/songwriter possesses one of

those deep, resonant bass voices
that seems to carry with it the wis-

dom of the ages.

"We hve in a society that's dis-

posable," he continues, "and in a
way that's cool. But I think it's

sad that some people just accept
what they're given. For me per-

sonally, 1 need something that will

move me both psychically and
spirinially."

If everyone bought records
based on that barometer, Dave
Alvin (performing at the
Troubadour this Friday) would

have the platinum record he
deserves. Alvin may joke self-

deprecatingly that sometimes he's

happy when he merely pulls off a
rhyme, but he possesses an
uncommon gift for empathetic,
heartfelt songwriting.

Alvin first came to the attention

of rock fans as a member of the

L.A. roots rock band the Blasters.

Tensions between him and his

brother Phil (who lent his voice to

Dave's songs) later broke up the

See AiVlN. page 16
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VACA
From page 12

put the routines together because

of their eneigy and dynamic steps.

'The dance team style is com-
pletely different from modern
dance, and I really need the bal-

ance of the two styles," he adds.

Vaca loves the diversity of
these different styles, and feels

that he needs them both in his life.

His performance this weekend
expresses his need for serious

issues as well as humorous ones.

showing different sides of his per-

sonality in his dancing.

For Vaca, nothing is more
exhilarating and more fun than

performing. That sense of fun is

exactly what he wishes to convey
to his audience.

DANCE: Andrew Vaca performs
his MFA dance concert, "Won't
You Dance With ME?" at
Theater 200 in the UCLA Dance
Building. Nov. 11-12 at 6 p.m.
Admission is $8 general. $5 stu-

dent/seniors/children. For more
Info, call (310) 825-2101.

SANTA
From page 13

stepdad play understandable vil-

lains.

Unfortunately, the film ends
with a jumbled cinematic sleigh-

crash, but at that point the kids
won't care and adults will have
extracted enough laughs from
Allen and company to fill a

Christmas turkey, maybe even the

new Miracle on 34th Street.

Michael Horowitz

From page 13

samfe fast pan across brothels
and massage pariors. When there

is no footage pertinent to the
subject. Blank mindlessly inserts

stock reels of windmills and
tulips swaying in the wind, as if

to tacitly assert that the Dutch
are in fact a bunch of butter-eat-

ing clog wearers whose modern
social architecture would not be
wowing the Western worid with-

out the crack-stopping finger of

one courageous lad.

Blank segues inexpertly from
crime to racism to the economy
to whatever else the Dutch man-
age in a superior fashion with
such Panglossian.glibness and
fervor (especially concerning the

status of marijuana) that one
comes away feeling part of the

picture is missing.

Ultimately, as with certain
Rembrandts, Sex. Drugs, and
Democracy's authenticity seems
doubtful.

William O'Hara

"UNDEnilMY POWERFUL..."
'^'le Urjngf County Hicjnli'i

FL%riNG
ISLANDS

Part k Hie Family Business / Part t After the Revolutiori

World Premiere liy Eduardo Machado
Directed by Oskar Eustis

Now thix>ugh [>ec 1

1

Borders® Books And Music
presents

Signing By
Larry King

FRI/NOV11

PARTI
IPM

SAT/N0V12

PART 1: 2PM

PARTkSPM

SUN/NOV 13

MARATHON
PART 1: 2PM

PARTN:7dOPM

$10 PUBUC RUSH ($20 for Marathon Perfc)

Twrtim.loQ»ttnCiihoriyaHio«officeSubpjloai<al.NoSj|ftB

((213) 365-3500 • (714) 740-2000
AUDIENCE SERVICES AND GROUP SALES (2 1 3) 972-0700

lifl MARKTAPERFORUM
Gordon Davidson, ArtistK Difedor

Center Theaue Groop/Music Center of Loj Angetes County
1 35 Kkxtti Grand Avenue, Los Angetes

"CRITIC'S

CHOICE"
-Po!!y Warfi(?ld. Ofii/riatoque

Monday, Nov. 14 - 7:30 PM

In How To Talk To Anyone, Anytime,

Anywhere, Larry King-who has talked

with everyone from Mikhail Gorbachev
to Michael Jackson—teaches us how to

enjoy the art of conversation by

sharing what he's learned about

communicating effectively and confi-

dently.

^

± ^1 li

BOR DERS
ROOKS AND MUSIC

Larry King
author of

How To Talk To Anyone, Anytime, Anywhere
By Larry King

Published by Crown Publishers, 1994

Westwood
1360 Westwood Blvd.
Books: (310)475-3444 'Music: (310)475-5344
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1314 WHstiire Blvd 4:45-7:15-9:45
394-8099 Sat/Sun/Wad 11:45-2:15-4:49-7:15-9:45

MOMCA
1322 2nd Street

394-9741

PfaacaiM

N
atSai

UNITED ARTISTS

Westwood

WESTWOOD S Da«MaDfafaa(P8-13)
tOSOfiaytey (2:45-5«H:15-9i}
206-7664 Sat/Sun (12:30-2:45-500 -7:15-9:30

Fri/Sat

OiaaaaLart
M MMnilight

UA WESTWOOD
10889 Wellworth

475-9441

PataFlcllaa(R)
SR THX DomySjwBo

Cal Theatre tor Showlitnes

WESTSIDEPAVHJON TkaSmnlMVa
dol&tNn (12:15)-2:30-4:45-7:15-9:29

Beveily Hills

Ball 01 FIra

MJMM

«EST«00e4 RliarWN6(fS-1»
lOSOGaytoy (2:«-5:15)-7:«-10:15
206-7664 Sat«un(12:15-2:45-5:15)-7:45-iai5

Sal/Sufl IIDOAM

UA WESTWOOD
10889 WeMworth
475-9441

T1wRaadlaWaN«Wa(R)
Dolby Stereo

Ctf Theatre lor Showlinies

Santa Monica

ISlSlriSl
rtfSi

(11«)-1:45-430)-7«-^l030

13133nlSL
IS6-18S6

laVaaalraCH)
(1:15-4«|y . ._

(1ftlS-1iS-4i»(-7A>-1ft00

WESTSIDC PAVIUON
GoktMyn
475^0202

Eal DrM Maa Wanaa
(11:15)-1:50-425-7«)-935

VKtmOC PAMUON
Qotowya
47S«i02

SItfeartmmAlMl
filaaaOaaM

(11:30 AM) ooly

mSBn
(1230)-2:46-5O0-7:30'958

MffSTMCMVUON
UUWWJH
47S4aB2

Oia«ia
340^945

WCSTSIKMIUM
Goidwyn

IM^wDiai
(1JO)-&30-7:40

Beverly Connection

LaCtonaoutBevartyBhtd
Free 2 1^ hour validated pafliing

659-5911

1teWar(P8-13)TNXOTt
1:15-2 45-4 15-5:45-7:15-8 45-10:'.

Frt-Su«11:49-1:15-2:45-4:15-5:45-7:15-8:45-iai5

THX aFMai(Rj
71)0-10:20

HWaatfffl)
11:48-5A>-10M

^^o-:a
THXSNOanrDliNal TlMSaMBCtaaM(raj

1 2.1)0-2:20-4:40-7A>-9:»
tAk3:204:40-6DO-10:20

West Hollywood

Maa-Fri, 111 riww taf|aia

(

j_
BBSS SaaaM (al CfaHaal HaliMi) Aaa

PrltcHUOaoaaalNioOtaart
(2:15)-7:t5

BmLIti
(4:«Sh9:45

TalaN*F"*a6Ui
(11)0)^0-7:40-93

5:20

MMBaattMlkMl

UA WESTWOOD
10889 WeMworth
47S-9441

Maty ShaHay*! Fraakamata (R)

THX SDOS DiQiUI Stereo

CM Thaahe tor ShowUmes

SUNSni
(213) 848-3500

PACIFIC

(213)846-3500

auMns
(21)) 846-3900

Westwood
CWEJT
1262 WaMMMd BKd.
474-7SB6

Tka
12:30-2:45-51)0-7:̂ 0^
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VINX
From page 13

pie in between" he concludes.

One group that didn't seem
to get it was the Woodstock '94

crowd, where VINX not only

performed but also MC'd.

_ "Woodstock was definitely

about money," he laughs. "I

was placed in some of the most

difficult situations I have ever

been put in, introducing Primus

and dodging mud after the

Rollins Band. It ended up being

a job, like standing in the mid-

dle of an earthquake or a hurri-

cane and a week later all you
can talk about is the power and

force of it even though it was a

terrible experience."

"It was a pretty violent audi-

ence, basically just a bunch of

young guys who didn't have

dates!"

Not that VINX doesn't mix
well with the mainstream
grunge crowd. His recent tour

with Spin Doctors, Gin
Blossoms, and Cdacker proved

that younger listeners had
found something of worth.

Vinx alsofound respect for a

younger crowd. And as for the

UCLA fans awaiting Friday's

show, VINX says, 'They're a

smart bunch, they'll get it."

MUSIC: VINX at Veteran's
Wadsworth Theater for a FREE
cortcert Sunday at 7:00 p.m. In

conjunction with the Jazz at the

Wadsworth Series.

SARUKKAI
From page 14

Ramani Jena.

Her two decades of training

allow Sarukkai to perform around

the woiid. She also appeared on an

eight-part PBS television series,

"Dancing." "I have met so many
people who have seen it, so I think

that it must have made quite an

impact," Sarukkai says. "Dancing

for an audience you have a direct

response, whereas (with television)

you have people responding to it in

their homes which I don't really

feel."

Sarukkai's performance
Saturday allows her to feel the

immediate responses of the audi-

ence. She believes the audience can

view the dance on different levels.

'In Bharata Natyam there are songs

that describe gods and other songs

that speak about love. There are dif-

ferent points of viewing which one

can access to," Sarukkai says.

"What is really special to the style

is the participation of the body,

mind and spirit. One is trying to

work towards a harmony, an order."

The river of Bharata Natyam
flows through Malavika Sarukkai,

the current deep and powerful. She

diverts the water in ber own direc-

tions, leading towards peace.

DANCE: Malavika Sarukkai: An
Evening of Indian Classical Dance
at Schoenberg Hall. Saturday, Nov.

1 2 at 8 p.m. TIX: $1 5 and $9 for stu-

dents and seniors with ID. For more
info call (310) 825-3952.

ALVIN
From page 14

group. Alvin then joined X for the

See How We Are album, penning

the classic "Fourth of July." His

tenure with that band turned out

to be brief, however, and after

that one album he departed for a

solo career.

His latest record. King Of
California (Hightone), could be

his best yet. It features stripped-

down, newly recorded versions of

some of the strongest songs in his

catalog, as well as some excellent

recent material and a few cover

versions.

While similar records (Eric

Cl^ton, Rod Stewart) function as

mere nostalgia or worse. King
finds Alvin, after years of writing

for other people, maturing into

his role as a vocalist.

"I'm not a bom singer like my
brother or John Doe [ofX],"
Alvin admits. But it could be

argued that for all the lung power

of his predecessors, Alvin' s rich,

sepulchral bass is the best vehicle

for his songs.

Not only has Alvin's voice

changed, the meanings of some of

the songs have changed as well.

"When you play the same number
on a year-long tour six nights out

of the week," he jokes, "one of

two things happen. It either

becomes deeper, or you get sick

of it."

"Bam Buming," one of several

Blasters songs Alvin remakes on
King Of California, serves as a

perfect example. Unlike his

brother's high-powered delivery

on the rockabilly original. Alvin

shoots for subtlety on his hoote-

nanny recasting. His creepy, cal-

culated approach to the lyrics

(particularly when he tells a

woman in the street "You best not

ask my name") give the song an

eerie foreboding that the first ver-

"I find the best

stories can be

found in the most

mundane things."

Dave Alvtn

Musician

sion lacks.

"I wanted to write an ambigu-

ous protest song," Alvin says of

that song. "It's standard practice

in blues songs not to directly say

what you're talking about.

Although for the new version, I

changed the lyrics to make them a

little more pointed."

Where did the title itself come
from? 'It was an old tradition for

indentured servants in the 19th-

century midwest to burn down
the houses of the landowners
when they pissed them off. I

thought it was a good title."

"Bus Station," another song
from Alvin's days with the

Blasters, tells the story of an out-

of-love married couple who con-

tinue to stay together because
they simply don't know anything

else. It's a well-wom theme, but

the attention Alvin gives to detail

- even imagining the relationship

from both perspectives - makes
the song intimate and personal.

"I don't consider a song suc-

cessful unless I've painted a pic-

ture," Alvin says. *1 find the best

stories can be found in the most
mundane things. Most people will

never save a child from a buming
car wreck. For most people, the

most dramatic moments will

occur while they're sitting alone."

Though Alvin's new record

relies primarily on acodstic

arrangements, he doesn't feel the

subtest bit alienated by rock and

roll. And despite protests from his

more folk-minded fans, he cer-

tainly has no qualms about turn-

ing up the electricity for his live

shows.

To Alvin, it's not a matter of

folk or country or rock and roll or

any other meaningless demo-
graphic. It's a matter of great

music, music that will stand the

test of time.

"You always have to listen for

a constant," he insists. "Woody
Guthrie, Hank Williams, Robert

Johnson, their music will never

die. They might be unpopular for

a vf\u\e, but eventually they'll be

rediscovered. I mean, Frankie

Valli and the Four Seasons sold a

lot of records. But nobody listens

to them anymore!**

CONCERT: Dave Alvin at the
Troubadour. 9081 Santa Monica
Blvd., Nov. 11. TIX: $12. For more
info call (310) 276-6168.

SPONSORED BY
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IW. fa-i'u 800 MD-BOUND
FRIDAY EVENING

BROADCAST STATIONS

A = Century Cable B = Channel Name

CD

Tir

nr
-w

Tir

"W
nr

ir

"W

N«w«!

NewsK

Doogie
Howser

Reading
Rainbow 3:

Family
Mattered

Frugal

GtourmatX

NawsX

Maury Povich X

V.R.

Troopwsa:
Wonder
Years X

RicU Lake Affordable

make-overs.

News

Prime* Impacto

Black Sheep Squadron
"Love and War"

CBS News

Bj

Full House
(In Stereo)

Business
Report

NewsX

Inside

Edition X
Married...

With

Roseanne
(In Stereo)

Noticias

sssr
NBC NiohUy

Family
MattersX

KiardCopy
X
Exm: Ent
Magazine

Fresh
Prince

MacNeiVLehrer
NewshourX
ABCWorid

American
Journal X
Cops (In

Stereo) X
Cosby
ShowX
Panda TV
Magazine

Noticlero

UnMsion

Wild, Wild West "Night of

the Red-Eyed Madman"

Jeopardy!
X
Top Cops
(In Stereo)

Married..

With

Ent Tonight

Price Is

Rlgiit

(MaoK
LasfL

losis Murder "The
Last Laugh" X

Under Suspicion (In

IStereo) X
Unsolved Mysteries (In Stereo) X

*** "W///ovv"(1988, Fantasy) Vai Kilmer, Warwic* Davis, Joanne

Whailey. An evil queen vows to destroy an tnlant princess.

' ~ '~
[Mer Pilors Story (In Stereo) (Part 1Life and

TimesX
Wheel of

FortuneX

Rush
Limbeugh

Simpsons
"Rosebud"

Star Trek: The Next
Generation (In Stereo) X

Volver a Empezar

BASIC CABLE STATIONS

24

26

30

19

63

25

38

60

8^

54

27

12

33

57

14

18

21^

23

45

cEma
Tosca The Metropolitan Opera performs Pucctni's masterpiece of love and betrayal

PlacKJo Domingo, Hildegard Benrens and Cornell MacNetl star. (R)

Biography "Bnjce Lee"
(R)

4:00) **''? "In Love and
^Va/( 1958, Drama)

Investigative Reports (R)

Bonanza "The Last

Trophy"

Ancient Mysteries "The
Lost Pharaoh" (R)

Washington
Week
Fan^ly
MatlersX

News

Wall Street

Boy
WortdX

M.A.N.T.LS."lnsktoOut"
(In Stereo) (Part 2 of 2) X
Lonesome Dove: The
Series "Long Shot"

SarM)ia
Republic

Agu|etas de Color de
Rosa

** "I Was a Male War Bode" (1949) Gary Grant. A
Frenchman poses as a war txide so he can emigrate.

PrinwnewsX

Saturday Nloht Lhre

AnieltcaHusfon.

Event of Itte Day

Larry King Live (E

Theater
Stand-Up,
Stan<mp

World News

Whose
Line?

SoapX

Wild West (R) (Part 6 of

Howard
Slem(R)

TV Dinner

Wirtgs French-made
Entendards.

Talk Soup

Secrets of Ifw Deep:
Whales of Northwest

Late Night With David
Lettorman

(4:30) To Be Announced

.

Maximum
Drive

That's My
Dog

(4:00) * "Wedding Day
B/t/es"(1988,Conwdy)

Real World
In Stereo)(In St«

Oarisissa
Explains

Wairtsd

Clarissa

Explains

Marcus Welby, M.D. "Men
Who Care" (Pan 2 of 2)

Winston Cup Special (R)

Rin Tin Tin

K-9CopX
Supermar-

'

ket Sweep

House of

Style (R)

Salute Your
Shorts (R)

New Lassie
'Tinker" X
Shop Til

Yeu[)rop

Intsrview-

Vamp
Rugrats

Love Boat

Football
Forecast

ATP Tour
Highlights

NBA Basketball: Charlotte Hornets at Milwaukee Bucks

Bradtey Center (Live)

Evening
ShsdeX

Real World
(In Stereo)

Doug

PaM
Program

LawAOrder
Darkness'

Gameday

'Prince of

Picket Fences "Rebels
With Causes" (In Stereo)

Homkdde:Lifeonthe
Street "A Model Citizen"

News (In Stereo) X

of2)X

gB Mr. Cooper'

X-Files "One Breath"

Stereo) X
(In

Hawkeye "Out of the Past"

X
WhenlMiss
You

X

X

Cheers "No
Contest" X

Late Show (In Stereo) CD

Tonight Show (In Stereo)

X
Murphy (News (R) (In Stereo) X
BrownX

Fighter Pilot's Story (In Stereo) (Part 2
of2)X

20/20X

Last Call

HanMyunghoi

Pelicuta

Gunsmoke
(Part 2 of 2)

"Snow Train" Hill Street Bkies "RHes of

Spring" (Part t of 2)

X Nightllne X

Jerry

encourages
Mom

lism.

Cope (In

Stereo) X
Roseanne
"Hair-X

Horizon

ftvDCM

Paid
Program

Current
AfMrX

StoryX

Sumo
Digett

Notfciero

Unhrisk>n

Paid
Program

3fMSK f^0vK

(In Stereo)

Late Mght (In Stereo)

NOV. 11, 1994

Under Suspicion (R) (In

aeret))X

Charlie Rose (In Stereo)

Friday »Haht
(In Stereo)

Road (In Stereo)

Austin City Limits "Patty

Loveless/Monte Warden''

• *</> "EarVi Girts Are £35/(1989, Comedy) MisgukJed

aliens find themselves lusting for earthwomen

Rush
Umbaugh
M*A*8*HX

Stereo)

Tanin

Top Cops
(In Stereo)

Md
Program _

Jon Stewart In Stereo)

P5d"

Paid

Pars TV Friends

Pid
Program

Paid

Paid
Program

lMlar>ach/"D. Reynoso. F. Aknada.

Love Channel With The
Poorman."

Hot Seat
Highlights

Downey

*** "The Gkxy Brigade

Victor Mature, Ali

I
Biography "Bruce Lee"

l(R)

(1953, Drama)
lexander Scourby.

Ilnvestigative Reports (R) |Ancient Mysteries "The
' 'Lost Pharaoh" ]R|

|Law& Order
Dafkness'

'Prince of

**« "A Woman Under the Influence" {^97A, Drama) Peter Falk. An
acclaimed study of a woman's t>attle with mental illness. 'R'

***v, "Stakig »r (1953) William HoWen. Americai
POWs in Germany inink a cynical sergeant is a spy.

Sports
Tertight

Moneyline

(RL

Newsnight

Mystery Science Theater 3000 (R)

Showbiz
Today (R)

Event of the Dey

Wild West (R) (Part 6 of

10)

Stem

American Muscle

Evening
ShadeX
DMigning
Women X
Week in

Rock

Looney
Tunes

IronsMe "Love My
Enemy"

Prime Cuts

From

Knight Rider Seboleur
threatens drivers.

*** "Urban Cowt)cy" {\9eO.oy
rfj

Nay Bits

Spfaern

). Drama'

*¥ Problem
Child X

Wings (In

Stereo) X

TVDhiner
(R)

Sportscen-
ter

Winfi French-made
Entendards. (R)

News Week In Review

UpCiose

Calling All

Sports

Politically

incorrect

*** "/ Was a Male War Bride" (1949) Cary Grant. A
Frenchman poses as a war bride so he can emigrate.

*•* 'American Hoi Wax"
(1978) Tim Mclntire.

Tosca The Metropolitan Opera perfomns Puccini's nueterpiece of tove and betrayal

Ptockk) Domingo, Hiktegard Behrens and Cornell MacNeil star. (R)

Sporte
Latsnight

Kklslnthe
Hall

Larry King Lhre(R)X

A^.lst(R)X

Public Policy Conference

SoapX

Secrets of the Deep:
Whales of Northwest

Talk Soup (R)

America's Horse
Challenge. (Live)

Racing

*** ''A<agr)«fk»nfOibsessibn"(1954)JaneWyman. A
playboy turns doctor after causing a physician s death

BartMraWahars
Interviews of a Lifetime

Top 20 Video Countdown In Stereo)

700 Club

Powertwot
Racing

**'/> "Vidims tor Victims: The Theresa Saldana Story"

:i984) The actress is statobed by an obsessed fan

Tii3- TixT

ltTakesaThief"The
Second Time Around"

TSd" TixT

Marcus Welby, M.D. "In

Sickness and in Hecdth"

NBA Basketball: Denver Nuggets at Los Angeles Lakers. From the

Great Western Forum. (Live)

Inside the

NBA
Wings (In

Stereo) X

A blue-collar wori<er fancies himseH a contemporary
i) John Travolta, Debra Winger, Scott Glenn

Hazel ThatOiri ModSquMT

PREMIUM CABLE STATIONS

99

31

20

4:30) **'/i-Sii(te Our (1990,
" Thomas Howell. (In Stereo) 'PG-13'

** '/j "The FligM of the Grey WolT
(1976, Adventure) Jeff EmL Bill WHtons.

X

"Violets Are Blue" n 986. Drama)

Sissy Spacek, Kevin Kline 'PG-13'

X

i,*Vi'7h« Wolves ol WiHoughby Chase'

** ''Ateor)C/rx"(1991)Mk:hael Ironside, Vanity. A
renegade rides through the

Murder, She Wrote
Nontvem Exptoson"

I post-

Jwi*

Steto
Stereol

Tiir
t

Beavisand
ButMtead

TST

** "FlyitM Lariats" {\^\.
Western) WaWy Wales.

Press Box Raiders
Magazine

Next Step

Howard
Stem(R)

Running A
RadnglR)

Beyond
20o0

TV Dinner

Sportscen-

Father DowUng Myst
"The Confidence K^tery"

Giris Night Out (R)X

Butl^Mad

tia

—

lereo)

Taxi

(In

*Vt "El DiMo Rides"
;i93Q)BobStei»ia.

ing: ABC WorW Team

Crossfire

(R)

Whose
Line?

Overnight

PollttcslW

Incorteci

Public Policy Conference

Overnight

Benny Hm

Stars &
Stripas

Lord of the

Ftes"( 1963)

Showbiz
Today (R)

Paid
Program

Paid
Program

UpOosaK
Btock
StelHon

OohLaLa
X

Paid
Program

Paid Paid
Progrwn

To Be AmMunced

^id
Program

^S^

Paid
Program

JaSaX
Brother

Yo! MTV Raps (In Stereo)

Paid
Program

UnsoNed
Mysteries

^M

Pgi

TaxT Tia"

Shop at Home

Challenge.

Tiid" TH"

j-nudearwartdands.

"iBlaclir toe" (1992) Joanna F^la. A woman's affair

.
From Harrisburg, Pa.

**'/! "LMan's Run' (1976, Sdenoe Fidion) Mkhaai York. Jenny
Agutter. A man llees a city where dfaans may no!M past 30.

[C5i
Aiamnos

X [with a polHfcian has deadly consequences X
*** "Terms erf fr)dl9am)er?f"( 1983, Drama) Shiriey MacLaine,

Debra Winger. A domineering mother and her daughter spar kx years.

Top Cops
In Stereo!

R^aT THjSn

*wytoBi

Racing Press Box
(R)

(I960) Linnee Ouigley. Two sexy

* T^ Ice Ptrates" (1984. Science
Fiction) Robert Unch, Mary Crosby.

OBActdsttnT
go under the oovars to bust

** ''FlBS/ib8c«r'(1990, Comedy) Dennis Hopper.7
•608 radkal givee a young FBI man some leseons in life |(1979, Drama) Mfchael Cote

* yice Academy 2"

1(1990) UnneaOuigtey.

** IbeBtkm of the klod Squad"

NewsX fM

(4:00)** 'The Stood 0/ Others" (1984, Drama) Jodte

Foster Young tovers are star-oossed in war-torn Paris.

(1969) Stephanie Beacham/'NR' X
msktolheNFL(R)(ln

(400)**V,'WWBSO^
i)Eli

J. 45)

Eliz^)elh Taylor

'*-mrir The
Sir'

afHWnute
IMovte

BigChilCM"(1983) A funeral

reunites college friends from the 19608

.Stereo) X
'^Cry-Aab)^(l990) A meek schoolgirl falls

lor a hip-swiveling deiinquenl 'PG-13'

•A ^JUba and lUsn''(l992^ John Uaicovk^. Base?
on Steinbeck's novel alxxjt two friends In the 1930s. X

***, "Fearless'V^^. Drama) Jeff Bridges. A plane-

crash survivor is drawn to a grieving woman. 'R X
*** "Atover Cry M^oT (1985) Charles Mwlin Smith. A
bwtogistteantslo live among wolves in ihewiktemess.

*** 'Uk 0wiMlf/»- (1993) Robin Wliams. An
dadpose»Mar»annytobaiMlhhischikiren.

'/j 'Tru/y, A4ad^, De^"(l991) Juliet Stevwison A
muaiaan's ghost rekims to brighten his gtrlfnend's life

ea»anQeddadpose»Mar»annytobawilhhischil

*«V^ 'Wnteidar (1966) Chri^opher LamberiTT
pursues an immortal 16lh-century Scot to Manhaltpursues

hfoe

I Manhattan. OB

"wmboardi rheD9/Hbwrmf
(1993, Horror) Ami Dolenz. (In Stereo) 'R

**'/^ "Coneheads" (199.T) The story o«
"
Saturday Nt^l bve's" stranded abens

TRT

EmrrMnu«lle
"tmmanuelie

hiome Sttopping Spree

ttw Series

s Perfume"

Dennis
X

Coamk
Slop (R) X

Cosmic
Stop (R ) X

Cosmic
Slop "Tang"

** 'lW88(W;/)Wng8"(1993.HomxT Max von Sydow
The devil opens a curio shop m a small Maine town. 'R

VH leoefffof ffM ft)uW"(1993.'

Suspense) Donald StJiherland. 'H' X

Su:

Barcatofts '92:

1

'Ob^ssion A Taste for Fear"
i) Virmnia ^teV- 0" Stereo)spense) Virmnia ^tey- 0"

• OayBofQlo(y(R)(B

1M9,
'R'

Hardcore
TVX
tromataln-
ment

DefComechr^
Jam(R)aE

7J
(1992) Pater

. 'Sizteflei^^.O.U'Tl
Comedy) Terry Conge "FT

Oaar
*PQ'

* 'tMt«Rnr^0lcfier"(1$»2, Adventi^' Ac
enhanced sokfter reclaims his hunnanity In Stereo) 'F
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Frequency & Agency Rates Available

Deadlines

1 workino day belore printing, by noon.

ClauHieddisflayaic

2 working days before printing, by noon.

Make checks payable to the

UCI> Daily Bruin.

led. X 1 = 2inches x linch. There are no cancellations after noon the day t)efore printing.

The ASUCLA Communicalions Board fuHy supports Vnt University of CalHornia's policy on nondis-

criminatJon. No medium shall accept advertisements which present persons of any ongin, race,

religion, sex. or sexual orientation in a demeaning way or impty that tfiey are limited to positions!

capabilities, rdes or st^us in society. Neither the Daily Brum nor the ASUCLA Communicabons Board

hasimestigatedanyofthesefvicesadwertisedortheadveftisers represented in this issue Any person
befcving ttiat an advertisement in this issue violated the Board s policy on nondiscrimination staled

herein should convnuncate complaints in writing to the Business Manager, Daily Brum 225
KerckhoW Hal, 306 Westwood Plaza, Los Angeles, CA 90024 for assistance with housing discrimi-

Totkm problims, can the UCLA Housing mat at (310) 829-4271 or call the Westside fair Housing
Office at (310) 475-9671

How to write a good ad
1. Start your ad with tiie merciiaiidise your are selling. Tiiis makes it easier for readers to quicldy 3. Avoid abbreviations— mal(e your ad easy for readers to understand
scarj the ads and locate your item(s). 4. piace yourself in the reader's position. Ask what you'd like to know about the merchandise.
2. Always include the price of the item you are selling. Many classified readers simply do not and Include that in the ad. Include Information such as brand names, colors and other specific
respond to ads without prices. descriptions.

1 Campus Happenings 9 Miscellaneous 9 Miscellaneous

Alcoholics Anonynnous
Mon. DiKUMlon. Ffl. St«p study. AU 362S

TtHJfs. Book Study. AU 3625
TuM. and Wad. DiKuirioa Owrtol 25029

AHtlnnMl2:10-ia)pm
/or afcxahofcs or/hdMahJC* who hav« a

ditikttg ptobtmn.

NEVER MISS A CALL.'

1" MONTH FREE!
• FREE! iM.VEOiArt HCOK UP
PAGER & 800 SERVICE AVAIIABIE

1-800-309-8888

2 Campus Services

Bereavement Croup-UCLA: 'Getting Through
the Holidays' For those who have lost a fami-

ly n^ember to cancer in the last year. 8 week
session led by licensed clinkaJ social worker
with 20 years' experience In grief and be-
reavenient counseling. ConUct Rhonda
Fleming Mann Resource Center for Women
with CancerAJCLA (310)794-6644 or Julie

Steckle, LCSW Dl 0)473-9559.

3 Campus Recruitment

WARD
ATTENTION NEUROPSYCHIATRIC

INSTITUTE STAFF
ON NOVEMBER 29. 1993. A PATIENTDIED IN UNIT
2-SOUTH OFTHE NEUROPSYCHIATRIC HOSPITAL
UNDER MYSTERIOUS CIRCUMSTANCES. ALL FACTS
LEADING TO HIS DEATH HAVE NOT BEEN DISCLOSED
IF YOU HAVE PERSONAL KNOWLEDGE OF SOME
SIGNIFICANT INFORMATION, NOT YET DISCLOSED.
YOU STAND TO EARN A REWARD OF UP TO $20,000,

DEPENDING ON THE VALUE OF YOUR TESTIMONY
PLEASE CALL 21 3-599-4945, AND LEAVE YOUR

NAME. ADDRESS. TELEPHONE NUMBER WHERE YOU
CAN BE REACHED, AND A STATEMENT DESCRIBING
YOUR INFORMATION. YOUR CALL WILL BE TREATED
IN STRICT CONFIDENCE. CALL IMMEDIATELY.
PROMPT RESPONSE WILL BE REWARDED. MULTIPLE
AWARDS WILL BE MADE IF APPROPRIATE. THE
DECISION OFTHE ADVERTISER IS FINAL.

REMEMBER. YOU MAY NOT ONLY CLEAR YOUR
CONSCIENCE AND SLEEP WELLAT NIGHT. YOU MAY
HAVE EVERYTHING TO GAIN THAT $20,000 WILL BUY

10 Personal

ARE YOU SICK OF DATING

( GUYS WHO DONT TREAT 1

YOU WELL?
Beverly Hills Malch Maker vrants

fo irilrocluce you to a fit,

oltrocttve, super-successful guy
who seeks a speckil relolkxishlp

with athletic, InMligertf.

advettfuresome girl in her 20*$

tor dinrter, temb, travel, fun.

310-205-8483
9>***ji*>ji>>j>j>j

22 Health Services

PSYCHOTHERAPY
Student rate. Dini Evanier, MSW, ACSW.
Supv. LCSW #166. UCLA DiitricL 310-474-

9606.

REACH PERSONAL AND ACADEMIC
COALS WITH HYPNOSIS. REDUCE TEST
ANXIETY. Increase concentration,

performance, self-confidence. Irvjividual

appointn^nts ar>d classes. Experienced
psychotherapist for 17-years. Student Rates.

Call Laura Guilds MFCC. 3 10-207-0630.

STRESSED, OVERWHELMED, LONELY. Sup-
portive counseling. Individuals, couples,

groups. Adjacent to campus. Carole Chasin
MA, IMF-20924. Barbara Shore, supervisor,

MS-24655. 310-289-4643.

3 Campus Recruitment 3 Campus Recruitment

rjOANiEye"*
j

Are you the UCLA 1st-

I Year student who used

I that Am. On Line handle In

I the summer? Are you

I
5'6", 18 years old as of 7/1

I
and know ThomaET?

Please LM at 313-971-8477.

21 Salons

EARN MONEY for IS-minutes work. Male
between 38-45, married, 1 -adolescent child.

Totally conridential. Can be done totally by
mail. 310-288-0775.

Healthy M/F, 1 8-t- needed for UCLA Positron

Imaging of the heart. Injection radioactive

isotope. Bloods taken. Also M/F 35-t- who
smoke/plan to quit. M/F 40+ with cholesterol

250+. F-post merK>pausal r>eeded for same.
310-825-1118.

23 Beauty Services

STRESSED?? GET A DEEP-TISSUE, HOT-OIL
Swedish body massage. Total pampering,
porUble UblcA«rill travel, studerll discount.

Licensed. D'mitri, 21 3-436-6294.

30 Help Wanted

4 Financial Aid

Cash for college. 900,000 grants available.

No repayments, EVER. Qualify immediately.
1-800-243-2435.

9 Miscellaneous

STUDENT/AMATEUR
VIDEOS

Needed for compilation project. Send $1.00
and SASE initials A.L. Wilson P.O. Bm 4581
Funland,CA 91041.

10 Personal

WANTED: 300 UCLA studer^ to test new ii>i

ter-collegiate voicemail introduction service.

Absolutely Freel 818-986-9045.

WNTED: 100 PEOPLE
LOM 10- 2<) lb* in W days and cam $$$ do-

JflKlL 100% j^iaramee. Call 310-28I.8828.

1 1 Attorneys

AUTOMOBILE, BICYCLE OR MOPED AC-
CIDENTS. Slip and Falls. Business Law.
UCLA Crad. Close to campus. Free Cor«uKa-

LiOT. Mitdrril "

Bright Honest Lawyer
•Auto A Work Acadents 'Fals -Wis

•Medical Malpractice •Business Litigation

•JobOfascrim •Dworce •Trials

Cai Susan Balistocky

\̂ 18) 382 7055 or (310) 284 589Q

Daily Bruin

Advertise It Works.

12 Research Subjects

ASTHMA SUFFERERS. Earn up to $540.00 in

your spare time. If you take daily asthma
modicadan vou may be eligible to participate

in I rcnarch dmg study with a new potential

treatment for asthma. Contact (31(^477-1734
ext 540 to rtnd out how you may benefit from
this vital program. Allergy Research FouNla-
tion, Inq. (Brer^wood)

ASTHMATIC VOLUNTEERS NEEDED for re-

search at UCLA Medical Center. Age 18 to

70. Cunvntly using asthma medlcatlorw. May
qualify for up to $560 compensation. 310-

825-6745.

Bedwctting boys 7-11 yrs. and their families

needed for UCIA research Project. Subjects

will rteehw |20 u^ a free developmental

Hviluatldl. 3fi8>f5n92.

Hyperactive boys with atlenlional problems
7-11 yrs, needed for UCLA research project.

Receive $20 and a free developnwnul
evaluation. 310-825-0392.

INFIDELITY: Researcher seeking unusual ac-

counts of how you discovered an affair. Short
phone interview. Will pay Craig Snyder,
Ph.D. 310-471-0035.

Normal healthy boys 3-11 yrs, and their

families needed for LICLA research project.

Receive $20 and have a scientific learning

experience. 310-825-0392.

15 Wanted

CASH FOR CARS. We come to you. Top dol-

lar paid. We do alt DMV. We buy anything.

818-999-IBUY (4289).

RECRUrriNC FOR CHINESE CULTURAL
DANCES for January performance. No ex-

perierKe required. Freel By the Lotus Foun-
dation. WLA. ConUct Sharlene 818-597-
1475. Call ASAP.

19 Sperm/Egg donors

EGG DONORS NEEDED for infertile couples.
19-33 yrs, own niedical insurarxx. Special

needs for black, Hispanic, & Chinese. At
UCLA med center. 31 0-825-9500.

EGG DONORS NEEDED. All info confiden-
tial. Please call (310)285-0333.

EGG DONORS NEEDED: Healthy females
between 21-34years old w/rT>edical in-

surance. Payment of $2200 for medical pro-

cess. Mima Navas 310-829-6782, Monday-
Friday. _^^
IF YOU'D LIKE TO HELP a couple who's
having difficulty getting pregrunt or unable to

carry a child, call 310420-6180, ask for Bea-
trice.

$6.6aAtR. Work in fun atmosphere, schedule
aroufvi classes. Apply: Maureen O'Brien,
Cafe Sproul, 350 DeNeve Dr. 310-825-2074.

$7/hour + bonus, flexible hours, great work
experience. Hiring nowl APPLY TODAYI
UCLA Annual Fund, 1083 Cayley, 4th floor.

310-794-0277.

ACTIVE FILM CO. seeks motivated individu-

als. Great opportunity to learn production
and developnrwnt. Flexible hrVdays. Credit,

no pay. Contact Stacy KaU 310-559-7410, ex
ry.

ACTORS/MODELS NEEDED. Auditions by
appointments only, For commercials, filrrw,

and print ads. All types/ages needed. No ex-

perience necessary. No registration fees. Call

Today Image. 818-222-9091.

ADMINISTRATIVE ASSISTANT. Part-time,

full-time preferred. BH Software Company,
perfect English, WordPerfect required, Page-
Maker helpful. 310-859-7277.

ALASKA EMPLOYMENT - Fishing Industry.

Earn to $3,000-56,000+ per Month + bene-
fits. Male^emale. No experience necessary
206-545-41 55 ext A59342.

Assistant Manager, flexible hours, competi-
tive pay, part-time or full-time. Will work ar-

ound schedule.. Progressive Restaurant. Call

Mike 571-1 183.

ATTENTION UCLA STUDENTSI Puzzles Fast

Food ResUurant is Sunset Village is hiringi

Previous restaurant experience helpful.

$6.63/hr. FLEXIBLE NITE SCHEDULE. Call

Karen 206-7687.

WANTED:
Comt>tnatk>n t>ook ks«p«r/ S»cfatary from

Arxtorsen Grad. Sctxx)! of Marugement or

equlvaleni tor Westwood Foundation

4 hrs./day, 20 hrsywsek, possMe Full Time job.

Compenudton $ 1 5/tv.

caH: (310) 470-3588

or fax fMum* to (310) 470-9538

BALLOON aLEBRATKDNS needs party dec-
orators, drivers, artists, and trainee managers.
Fast paced, fun, ar>d creative environment,
flexible hours. Call 310-208-1 180.

BALLOON SCULPTURES WANTED. Looking
for creative, spontaneous people. No experi-

ence necessary. Call Balunatics Entertain-

nf<enL818-84ft-3267.

BEAUTY SALON RECEPTKDNIST, PART-
TIME, Pleasant personality, service-oriented
person. Call for Interview. 310-449-(X?55.

BEVERLY HILLS LAW OFFICE needs
filing^ecretary and Word Perfect, part-time.

310-274-5252.

EARN $20
Afraid of spid^ni Participite In a 2hr. fcar-

reductton study. Call 310-206-9191 or sign

up at fntm Half AJ37t.

22 Health Services

CHN.DHOOO SEXUAL ABUSE-women psy

chotherapy and support group. Openings
now. WMwood village. Call Lorrairw Rose,
Phd. 310-824-9942 or Meg Sheehan, Phd.
310-208-2013.

PENIS-NIPPLE ENLARCXMENT. Profoscional

vacuum pumps with Instnjction. Cain r-3'.
Permanent- safe. Enhance erection. Dr. Joel

Kaplan 1-800-987-PU^^.

MOVIE EXTRAS
MODELS

ALL TYPES NEEDED FOR

MAJOR fEATUREnLMS

IMMEDIATE ASSIGNMENTS

310-659^288
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Alpha Chi Omega

The Alpha Psi Chapter ofAlpha Chi Omega

proudly presents

JUDITH WILLICK LEVIN

(Alpha Chi Omega Alumni)

as the 1994-1996 President of the

UCLA Alumni Association

and

Member, University of California

Board of Regents

L^

Sunday. November 13. 1994
2:00 p.m. until 4:00 p.m.

Program at 3:00 p.m.

J.D. Morgan Center.

,
West Campus
Invite Only J

12 Research Subjects 12 Research Subjects 12 Research Subjects

CALIFORNIA

p I r A s r c A 1 I

Feeling depressed, sad or hopeless? Lost

interest or energy?

Sleeping too much

or too little? Crying

frequently?

Participants 18 to 65

needed for medical research study.

Qualified volunteers may be compensated

up to $440.

;iIfflQy,|TRTAlS

NERVOUS? ANXlOaS?
FEARFUL? WORRIED?

Research volunteers between the ages of 18 and 65

experiencing these symptoms for at least 1 month and

in relatively good health are needed. Volunteers will

receive a brief exam in order to determine eligibility.

Qualified volunteers receive free basic physical

exam/lab test and compensation up to $495*^^

California I ^ILiiH

MEDICAL GROUP

Please call 1-800-854-3902

30 Help Wanted

Bullock's of WettvMwd. Holiday help needed

ASAP. Daytime, nighttime, and «««ekends.

Starting now. Apply in Human Resources of-

fice, 2nd level. Competitive starting wage, bv

tcn/iew» on dally basis.

CAMPUS POSITION AVAILABLE sUrting at

$6.63^. We work around your classes,

krancdiale empk>yment available for Fall

1994. Sunset Village Dining Services.

Contact Davki at 310.206-768a.

CASHIER WANTED. WLA and Westwood.

Some Japanese preferred. 310-479-2530.

1834 Westwood Blvd.

Cashier/clerk. Register sales for retail store.

PA-West L.A. 5pm-10pm M-f. Apply in per-

son. Hoiton Corwerse Pharmacy. 11600
Wilshire Blvd.

CASTING IMMEDIATaYI Extras needed fcir

feature films, commercials, and music videos.

Earn up to $200 per dayl No experierKe

needed. Work guarante«ll Call today 213-

8S1-6102.

CHILDRENS GYMNASTICS TEACHER- RE-

QURE exp. teaching physical activities to

tocidlen^jrcschoolers. Need tons of energyl

Fun environment P/T M,W,Fr. 310-454-

1875.

COMMUNITY SERVICE OFFICERS (CSCs)

are hiring UCLA students nowl. $6.1Mv to

start, up to $9.10. 15+hn/wk. Flexible sched-

ule. Call 825-6760.

COMPUTER PROGRAMMER to write a pro-

gram for IBM-f^ involving pictures and text.

Call Michael 310-397-6869.

COMPUTER PROGRAMMER, expert in "EX-

CEL' 5Xi macroprogrammir^. Need assis-

tarKC w/advanced spreadsheet set-up and
programming. P/T project 213-467-2777

day, 21 3-258-6252 eve.

DELIVERY PERSON
For Sandbag's Courm^ Sanciwich Shop in

Westwood. Car, scooter or motorcycle need-

ed. 1 1-2pm, M-F, days flexible. $S^iour plus

greM tips. Apply in person: 1 134 Westwood
BK^.

Santa Monica l>a»ad national
R«cU Estata corporation lea
omoa olarti to aaaiat in proparty
manaoamant Data antry, phona,
artd organizational aiOlls raquirad.
Part-Uma. Immadlata opanlrtg

at S7.00/hr.
^3^o)AA9-ao2a/Ckkm

EARN $35-$75A-tOUR. Part-time independ-

ent marketing consultants needed. No experi-

ence necessary. Ail ages welcome. HurKlreds

of openings available. Begin todayl 310-281-

1975.

ENTRY LEVEL SECRETARY/RECEPTIONIST,
position available immediately, geared for an
individual who wants to advance in an enter-

tainment business management firm.

$8.5(Vhr. to start, with many benefits. Call

Gary at 310-8264)800

EVENINGVDAY5, FLEXIBLE HOURS. Market

research firm is looking for a detail-oriented

person to work a <ew(10-20) hours^veek in

our Enclrw ancVor Beverly Hills office. Food
preparation and client contact involved. Start

at $8/hr. Plevecall William, 818-905-1525,

ext 285.

EXPERIENCE LAW. Will train, P/T-F/T, based

upon tchool schedule; flex hours; typing,

phones, filing, court. Ask for Vi 310-470-

8444.

GREENPEACE seeks committed full-time and
part-time people to change the world. Call

310-287-2210 between 3pm and 5pm Mon-
day-Friday.

HEALTH aUB PERSONAL TRAINERS . Dp-
scale fitness center. San Fernarxk) West Val-

ley. Knowledge of kinleseology, human anat-

omy, or related. Exercise science backgrouryi

a plus. Part-time. Flexible hours. Tim
(81 8)705-6500 ext256.

Hap WANTED: Earn up to $500 per week
assembling products at home. No experi-

ence. Info 1 -504-646-1 700 Dept. CA-695.

HIRING VALET PARKING ATTENDANTS for

the Holidays. P/T,F/T positions available.

NighU and weekends only. SS.SOKips to

start. 818-788-4300.

HOUSE CLEANING. One day/weck,

$Mwur, child and dog friendly. 310-390-

8305.

JOIN THE TEAM. Eam $7/hr/commiscions

working near campus, immediate openings

with cash paid daily. Call between 9-11 am
preferably. 310-534-5711.

LAW OFFICE ASSISTANT, F/T positkin for flie

clerkAelief reoepttonist/ofTice management
assistant, require organized, self-nwtivated

indhMual w/WordPerfect 5.1 /Windows ex-

perierKC. Hours:9am-5:30pm. Please fax or

send resunw to: Rebecca J. Lee, Donfeld, Kel-

iey and Rollman, 1 1845 West Olympic Blvd,

Suite 1245, LA, Ca 90064. Fax: 310-312-

8014

30 Help Wanted

LAW OFFICE. Oerkal secretarial positkins.

Must bH>w WordPerfect Have office experl-

erKe. Good typir^ skills, flexible hours.

Wilshire & Gtendon. 310-475-0481.

LEGAL GRAD STUDENT, clerk wtth excula-

tabace marugement and spreadsheet skills

needed for single proj. litigation support
Scheckile and hourly rate open. FAX resume
10 310-577-8143.

LOOKING FOR FUN, ENTHUSIASTIC, Intel-

tigent people to teach test prep for SAT. High

lest scores and car required. We train you.

Start pay $1 3.50 hour (6-8 hours per week).

Send mume/cover lettarby 12^^4to:The
Princeton Review, Attn: (*ersorw>el Depvt-
ment. 10474 SanU Monica Blvd. #403, LA
96025. NO PHONE CALLS PLEASE.

MALE MODELS. Asian, Latin or surfer types.

No height requirement Hot head, cards,

posters, mags. Good nrtoney. Fun! 213-664-

2999 24hours.

MARKET RESEARCH COMPANY in Van
Nuys needs individuals to work 4-6

houn/day. Evening, day, and weekend hours

available to do public opinkm and market re-

search. Must have excellent reading skills,

ability to write verbatim, and fblkiw instruc-

tions. Call 818-725-4275.

MARKETING RESEARCH ASSISTANT Full-

time or part-time. Detail-oriented, oDod tele-

phone skills, interesting work, fleicible hours.

Call 9am-10pm daily, Mrs. Rost 310-391-

7232.

MervWomen ages 18-24 for nude modeling

for French and American nuigazines and vki-

eos.CaH213-26S4)5Sa

MGNT TRAINEE
No exp. nee. Corp. expanding in area.

$400Q^KM«h, base^ commisskxi. Start kn-

mediately. 213-463-0633

MODELS find out how to make great money
doing part time modeling. Ifs easy, no ex-

perience necessary. Call today. 310-276-

7648.

Multi-level Marketing WoHtt. BuiM your own
business wHh environmental company. Work
with me to achieve your dreams. 213-353-

8724

Need student for P/T light typing. Must be

able to use Macintosh computer (Mac Write

Pro+File Maker Pro). Call 310-207-5848

P/T DRIVER FOR FLOWER SHANTY, 30
hours^veek. Clean record, conscientious,

will drive company van. 11977 San Vkxnte

BM. 310472-6063.

P/T OFFKI aERK NEEDED to work 15-20

hour^Mcek in upbeat, busy Century City of-

fice. Good organizational skills, communica-
tion skills, and telephorw experierKrc a must
S7/hour. Call KrIstI, 310-553-0550.

P/T-F/T MEDICAL FILE CLERK for busy neuro-

surgical group. 30-40hour^veek, Mor>day-

Friday in WLA. Pleas call Joy at 310-286-

2939.

PART TIME WORK/FULL TIME PAYI Sports

mirnled students rwcded to eam SIO-ISAwur
guaranteed working 20-flexible hoursAwek.

Two different positions available. Training

provided Westwood location. 310-312-

6838.

Part-time (1 5-20hrs.Avk) telemarketing person

needed for Santa Monica Education Publish-

er. Good voice, sells experience and foreign

lanicuane required. 31 0-395-9393.

PART-TIME UNK^JE K>B for BeveHy Hills

Restaurant $8^. Fun, professional, outgoing

hostess needed 12-2 vxl/or 6-8pm. Please

Call SUcie 479-2060.

PERMANENT/PART-TIME position, teacher's

akie. MWF 8:45-12:15. Some experience

working with small children. Siflv. The Early

Years School,

SanU Monica. 310-394-0463.

PERSONAL SECRETARY. 1 5-20 hours/week.

Errarxis, phone, typing, fluent English, own
car. S9/hour. Prefer grad student 310-820-

6333.

REAL ESTATE
F/r ADMINISTRATIVE ASSISTANT, R.E. de-

vcbper, Westwood. Assist project manager

and marketing director, answer phones, typ-

ing, faxing. Must krww Windows. 310-479-

9900.

RESORT K)BS- Eam to $12 / hr + tips.

Theme Parks, Hotels, Spas, •* more. Tropicai

& Mountain destinatkms. Call 206-632-01 SO
extR59341.

RESPONSIBLE MALE ADULT, strong refer-

ences to provide personal care to disabled

man. 1-hour, weekdays, ahemate wee-

kends.Westwood. Will train. $25(]^nonth.

310-475-5209.

RETAIL: Enthusiastk P/T sales asst req. for

large Tarzana flower shop. Retail exp req.

Call 818-344-9293.

SECRETARY WANTED: Someone organized,

efficient, hr a busy RE office. Pleasant sound-

ing vok:e, fast typirtg, computer literate, jo-

seph: 31 0-652-5566.

CLASSIFIED LINE AD,

GOOD.

CLASSIFIED DISPLAY AD,

URGER AND BEHER.

TO PLACE AN AD, UU 206-30M
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sdiizophreiiia^
Do you or a loved one suffer from Schizophrenia?

Qualified voluteers ages 12 and over may qualify for a

medical research study on schizophrenia.Qualified

volunteers recive a free basic physical exam, lab tests

and may be compensated up to approximately $1650.

CALIFORNIA

F I i: A S i: C A L L 1-80(V854-3902

30 Help Wanted

sat ASIAN COLLEGE GIRL CALENDAR "95

to friends, shops, other distributors. Excellent

learning opportunity for photo-mariceting.

Contacts with Asian communities, canr>puses

in California and other states preferred. 310-
285-9264.

SMALL LAW FIRM looking for a law clerk,

must have car, valid driver's license arxi in-

surance a must NO PHONE CALLS PLEASE.
Send resume to Engei and Engel. 9200 Sunset
Bl. Suite 505. Los Anodes, CA 90069.

STOCKBROKER'S ASSISTANT. Hardwork-
ing, serious only. Long hours, salary plus

commission. Series 7 preferred. Century City.

John, 310-772-7905.

TALENT AGENCY
seeks highly motivated arvi organized intern.

If you want to learn THE BIZ and work in a^ office, this is the placet (Non-paid). Call

310-27S-3600 ASAP.

32 Career Opportunities

30 Help Wanted

TEACHER, Spanish, F/T, prime&elem. grades.

PvL schi, WLA. Min. 5-yr$. classroom exp.

req'd. Be^in immediately. 310-476-2868.

TELEPHONE SALES Security Firm seeking

students to work as assistant Excellent hourly

rate -^bonuses. Sherman Oaks. Call 800-374-

6666 for apoointmerH.

TUTOR/NANNY, Spanish speaking, own car,

10-15 hrsAwk, afternoons, evenings. Excellent

referer>ces, qualifications, child care exp. req.

Vivian Hanover (310)454-3000, (310)459-

8888.

UCLA research group needs carrier to pick-

up swine cardiac tissues at Vernon packing
house. 1 day a week/moming. $30 per trip,

mileage included. Valkl CA drivers license

and auto liability insur. required. Pick-up ap-
plication at Rm. 2525 MacOonald Research
LabbidK.

32 Career Opportunities

30 Help Wanted

30 H-elp Wanted

WAITER/DRIVER
LA TO CO: Counnet food delivery. Looking
for motivated, energetk:, and conscientious
delivery driverVwaiters. Flexible hours. Good
money Fun work. Call Dl 0)440-4455 before
10:30am, between 3-5pm.

WALKING DISTANCE TO UCLA, P/T, office

help needed-typing. Friendly, N^.
S5.5<Vhour. Call Erin 31 0-208-1000 eid.130.

YOUNG MEN WANTED for nude and semi-
nude modeling Good pay. Immediate %vork.

Call Derek 213-845-9669.

32 Career Opportunities

ACTIVE AND ENERGETIC DISTRIBUTORS
WANTED with health and nutrition compa-
ny. Snull Investment, great returns. Call 310-
820-4330 or 818-788-471 6.

FILMnrv/COMMERCIALS, auditioning ac-
ton/actresses. 1 3-35 yean, for lead roles in

major productions, send pictures 610 North
Glen Oaks Blvd. Burbank 91502. ATTN:
Casting or call (81 8)843-4228 .

REAL ESTATE
F/T ADMINISTRATIVE ASSISTANT, R.E. de-

veloper, Westwood. Assist project manager
arxi marketing director, answer phones, typ-

ing, faxing. Must know Windows. 310-479-
9900.

Religious^ebrew school teacher needed 7th
grade, Tuesday S:30-8pm, Thursday 4-

6:30pm Temple Ahavat Chalom Northridge.

816-360-6349

SENIORS AND CRADS. Earn up to $30(Vday.
Excellent people skills required. Training

provided. 310-337-0790.

32 Career Opportunities

BARTENDER
TRAINEES

•no experience necassary
•earn$10a$200 daily
•more jobs tnan groduotes
•nation wide job placement

NATIONAL AARTfNDERS
SCHOOL

(213)380-3200

(310)55&O608
(818)994-8100

Paid Management Internship

- Be trained in mktg, sales,

interviewing, motivation of

employees,customer relations, etc.

Eam minimum of 2,500 to lOK
managing a branch of Student

Worb Painting. Most hiring will

be completed by Nov. for

spring/summer positions.

Call (800) 394-6000 for infa

UCLA STUDENTS LOOKING FOR EMPLOY-
MENT, work around your classes, starting

rate $6.63/hr. Call jelena at Hershey Hall
Food Sen^ice 310-825-7686.

Valet attendants for holiday season at prestige

Century Oty location. Call personnel M-F
9am-4pm. 310-553-6123.

•MEXICO SPRING BREAK** <

Biggest Pu-ties/Bcst Prices*

.

Eam (Free Trips/Cash)

(310)379-0409 or

(800)798-1509

Putyour reputation
on the line.

classified Line
8252221

Daily Bruin

VALET PARKING. Attendants and Cashiers
needed for LAX MARRKDTT. Full-time and
part-time available. Flexible schedules. Great
student job. For more information call 714-
748-2453.

VOLUNTEER USHERS needed at the West-
wood Playhouse. Opportunity to see Steve

Martin's play (Picasso.) Please call Michael at

208-6500.

32 Career Opportunities

Wanted:
Ph. D./graduate student in SctxK)! of Psychoiogy/Psyctiiatry

or equivalent to tutor & work w/ gentleman scholar in

Westwood. 2 hrs., 3 times/wk. (Flexible hrs. & days).

Compensation $20-i-/hr. & open w/ Valet parking.

(310) 470-3588
Tutoring under direction of Professor of

Psychology/Psychiatry

On the surface ot a leaf, an intricate network of veins is the medium for

photosynthesis. At- Bellcore, a network of talented people is the medium
we use to define and tackle telecommunications challenges for some of the

biggest names in American and international business.

An Advanced

Environment.
Any

We offer our clients an unprecedented level of telecommunicatitms expertise,

coupled with unparalleled resources for providing totally integrated customer
solutions. And our demonstrated proficiency in Information Services, Telephony,
Wireless, and Business and Mass Market Broadband makes us uniquely equipped to

address the telecommunications challenges of the future — head-on.

If you're an ambitious graduate, we can offer you some equally impressive

advantages. Join us in helping our clients define their route in the rapidly expanding
telecommunications network, and reach your own high level of personal and
professional reward.

Currently, we have openings at our New Jersey liKations ft)r individuals with a

BS/MS in Qimputer Science, Electrical Engineering, and/or Systems Engineering
and for MS/PhD*s in Computer Science, Statistics, Operations Research, Metallurgy,

Behavioral Science and/or Material Science.

For consideration, forward your resume, in strictest confidence, to: Manager,
Corporate Employment, Bellcore, Dept. EH/1 1 1 5/94, 6 Corporate Place, Piscataway,

New Jersey 08854-

We are an equal opportunity employer m/f/d/v.

fi^lcofie
I Bell Communications Research

Where innovation is second nature.
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TODAY'S
CROSSWORD PUZZLE
ACROSS
1 Spot for mascara
5 Rip-off

9 Path
14 Conductor

Klemperer
.15 Killer whale
16 Friendly greeting
17 Thug: slang
1

8

Famous fashion
designer

19 Gobbled up
20 Hamburger extra

22 Business item
24 Hush-hush
26 Compass

direction

27 Itty-bitty

29 Negative votes
30 Pistol: slang
33 Glare protectors

38 As time — on
39 Sarcasm
40 Dab on
41 — as a judge
42 Lighting fixture

43 Frankfort

resident

45 Bullfight cheer
46 Army woman
47 Self

48 Take fright

50 Socks away
55 Gods and

goddesses
59 Obvious
60 Heap
61 Produces (an

©99)
63 Church part

64 Glue
65 Toe the —
66 Cat's victims

67BeermLig"
68 Grp. for guys
69 Scent

DOWN
1 Company
emblems

PREVIOUS PUZZLE SOLVED

SaOQS on SQSDQ
AIMIBIE N T

A T OIR
L O N
E R 8

Nl

TlD A

K El

A 8

U T E
TED

R A D E
LAG

A 8 I N
T E R

N 8 U E

O 1994. United Feature Syndicale

2 Make up (for)

3 Indifferent one
4 Glory

5 Turf —^
6 Bin for corn
7 Squirrel food
8 Puppet
9 Robberies

1 Contact
1

1

Can. province
12 Sept-—.

Quebec
13 Solitary

21 Not lorig ago
23 Greek god of

love

25 Beverage
28 In particular

30 Mongolian
desert

31 District -

32 Seabird
33 Barn's neighbor
34 Russia's —

Mountains
35 Alaskan city

36 Economic ind.

, 37 — Diego
Chargers

38 Stir-fry pan
41 Ice-cream'

server
43 Philosopher

Immanuel —
44 Expression of

disgust )~

46 Game —
4B Loren's hubby
49 Assert

51 Crockett's last

stand
52 Speedy
53 Spot for

dancing
54 Scoff

' 55 Mischief-

makers
56 Big ditch

57 Ponder
58 Out of—
62 Ocean

33 Jobs Wanted

• ForTVCommeiciais
•Movies
•Catalogs
• Videos

call Immedlalaly

(310)6g9-4a6S

34 Internships

Oo you love the Muppets? Well then, contact

HaiJc at 21 3-960-4096 about a script reading

and research Intemshlp. ^

GENOA PRODUCTIONS SEEKS set, lighting,

and sound design assistant director, stage

manager, and set builders for benefits pro-

duction at the Tiffany Theater. No pay, poui-

ble school credit Call Hillary ASAP at 310-

285-1531.

INTERN-MARKETINC MA|OR to assist well

known conwdy peribrmer. Lean tour book-

ing, marketing, public relations. Call Gail

213-656-4492.

VORTEX SEEKS INTERNS for SALES SUP-
PORT. Skills: Excellent telephone and conv
munication skills, understarxiing of salc^nar-

ketinn. CALL MARIA 310-826-5055.

VORTEX SEEKS INTERNS to provide market
research and support for computer career re-

training. TASKS: research, telephone inter-

views, proposal writing, admintitratkin. CALL
MARIA 310-826-5055.

35 Child Care Wanted

$6-7/HR
LIGHT HOUSEKEEPINCmJTOR/DRIVER for

bright arKl lun twelve-year-oM. Monday-Fri-

day 3-8pm., Referer)ces required. 10 min.

from campus. 818-789-0696.

2-3 day^wk. 7am-6pm childcare, house-

keepinn- 310-474-9679.

CHILD CARE, 6 and 12-year olds, N/S, refer,

ences, good wAids, have car. 12/12-1^, 10+
hours arrangedA«veek, $8Awur, Santa Monica.
310-828-5144.

CHILD-CARE, PART-TIME, 2:30-6PM 2
BOYS, 10 AND 1 3. Must drive w/car. Brent-

wood area. Referefx:es required. 310-273-

233(ydays, 31 0-826-1 876/eveninff.

DRIVER FOR CHILDREN. >A^D, FRL 3-6.

Se^'hr. Need car. Westwood. 310-273-

6036.

EVENING BABYSHTER. Your choice of 1-4

nights/week. Must have references, car, and
safe driving record, $6-Miour. Please call

Mrs. ToMn at 310-552-7604.

EXPERIENCED BABYSITTER needed to pick

up 2 kids from school, supervise homework
.and help with dinner. 1-2 day^vk. Must
have reliable car. $1(Vhr. Call 310-275-4885
after 5pm.

FEMALE PA BABYSITTER, two children,

flexible hours, non-smoker. Westside kxa-
tion. References required. Salary negoitable.

310-821-6765.

Need live-in grad student to assist working
mother vvlth infant care. Flexible hours.

Room-f$800 and up/month. Wilshire and
BeveHy Glen. French speaking a Plus, jean-

Claud«rtCatie 310-274-1585, 274-1997.

49 Apartments for Rent

$900 CULVER CITY. Large, quiet, modem, 2-

bdrnV3bath townhome, dishwasher, a/c,

fridge, patio, gated parking. 310-837-0761.

$995. 2BR/1 1/2BA TOWNHOUSE STYLE
1.2 miles UCLA 310-459-6800.

1-BDRM, UNFURNISHED apartment. Bun-
dyA'ico. Next to busline. Own parking, laun-

dry. SSSO/nryj. 310-820-4105 or 310-477-
0877.

/SfDiamond Head
Aparunents
Short Term Availsiblo

1 bedroom $875
Fireplace, balcony with a

view, contemporary
kitchen

t BulMlffVO

660 Veteran

GREAT LOCATION!
3450 Sawtcllc Blvd.

1 and 2 BD Apts.

Split Master Suites

-Heated pool/spa/sauns/gym

-BBQs/Lush Gardens/Waterfalls

'L4vge recreational clubhouse

-Intercoms entry

Casa dc Vida

310-397-4811

49 Apartments for Rent

1 -BEDROOM $575 up. Huge apaitmcnU,
ideal for roommSlBS. Garden courtyard, pool,

, ^C, phone-erttry. Near Sherman Oaks Gal-

leria. Minutes to campus. 81 8-997-731 2.

2bd/1.5ba. Refrigerator, patio. Ney UCLA.
One year lease. $89S^no + $600 deposit

310-473-9919.

86 MITZUBISHI TREDIA. auto, AM^M, /sK,

4-dr, excellent condition, 100,000 milo^

$21 50 obo. 310-559-8826

Artsy Westwood 2-bedroorTV2-b^, wooden
floors/carpet, dishwasher. Spacious with lots

of windows. Pet OK. Clon to all. $1150.
310-446-1777.

BA£:HEL0RS, SINGLES, and 1-BDRMS avail-

able, cloac to UCLA. FurfVUnlum, laundry,

no pets. From $525^^ 310-477-2537

Beautiful 3-y/o deluxe apartment. 2-bdrm/'2-

ba, 3-bdmV2-ba available. 640 Vetervi Ave.

Call fast 824-2036.

BEVERLY HILLS ADJ. 1&2-BEDROOMS
$650-$895. SOME WAIARDWOOD
FLOORS. ONLY 1/2 BLOCK TO PKX> BUS.

ASK ABOUT LEASE BONUS. 310-839-6294.

Monterey

2 B6d / 2 Bath
$1150
S1250

Central AuTCeatrml Heat.
Security building.
^^^ Allow 4 in

1 Apartment

Now raserving for Fal

(310)477-0858

Bonker Property Group
*1 Bedroom*

•Gated
•Pool
• Laundry I^ilities
• Beautiful Landsc^ing
• $549/month (singes

available for $4/5)
• low deposit for UCLA

Students

CALL (310) 390^0226

BEVERLY HILLS ADJACENT. Special Holiday

Rate. Beautiful 2-bedroonV6-unit building.

Full kitchen, appliances, laurvJry facilities,

parking. Walk to parkAennis. 310-839-1959.

BrentwoodI 3-bdrnV2-bath. $1600. Pool,

Ig. balcony, gated parking, central air. Near
UCLA Add.: 330 S.Barrington, near Sunset.

310-471-2498.

BRENTWOOD, $900, 2-bdrnV2-bath, patio,

new decor, close to UCLA, by appt only,

11728 Mayfield Apt #3, 310-271-681

1

BRENTWOOD, Sunny and large 3-bed-

roorTV2-bath, Patio, North of Wilshire, dish-

washer, parking, $145Q/month. Open 9-5,

11921 Goshen Ave. apt«1 . 31 0-207-0834.

BRENTWOOD. Beautiful 2-bdmV2ba -Kien.

Large patio. Newly decorated. Parking, laun-

dry, elevator. 310-826-3934 or 310-207-
8402.

BRENTWOOD. Lovely, cozy, bachelor/ette

room in beautiful country a|pa, quiet home.
20-minutes to UCLA. $650. 310-472-6694.

CHEVIOT HILLS ADj. $775, modern 2-bdrm,

1 1/2 bath, carpet, drapes, built-ins, refrigera-

tor,patio, carport, launidry, excellent tranipor-

tation arKl shopping. 310-838-9052

CLOSE TO UCLA
WESTWOOD. 10 minutes by car, 1 -bed/1

-

bath, upper, electronic entry, fireplace, refrig-

erator, dishwasher, carpet, verticals, gat«i

parking, laundry, $7SQ^nonth. For appolnt-

ment call 310454-8800.

Deluxe 1 -bedroom. 10-mlnute walk to

UCLA, quiet building, balcony, well-lit unit,

$850 and up. Available November 8. 310-

208-8881.

FOX HILLS CONDO FOR RENT. 1 5 minutes
to UCLA 1-bcdroonV1-bath, dishwasher,

pool. Jacuzzi, spa, mini-gym. Security Build-

Infr $81g 310-641-5080.

FURNISHED BACHELOR APARTMENT, utili-

ties paid, free laur>dry, parking, 2.5 mllct

south of UCLA, non-imokir^ $39SAno.

(310M78-3694a»ef6pm.

Large single quiet araa, Wilshire district, sep-

arate knchcMMihroom, (umishecU unAv-
nlshcd, tnMtworthy student piviwrad. Call

Dante at Oty News 714-773-4902. $385.

LARGE, SUNNY 2-BEDROOM APARTMENT,
2-mites from UCLA, HOOOfmaiid^ incredible

deal, available 12/1 or 12/15. 310-479-
4025.

MAR VIST^ $845, 2-beiV2-betK 2-*tory cu»^

torn townhouse. Gated fwnge, unM alarm,
central air, fireplace. 11931 Avon Way. 310-
391-1076.

MAR VISTA $675. Nev 4(» freeway, Nice
1-bedroonv new carpeii, Hove, r^gerator,
laundry. 310-454-0805.

MAR VISTA $845. 2-bdrma.belh, cuMom
townhome, fireplace, gated garaft, alarm in

unit 12736 Caswell Ave. 310-391-1076.
Open 7 days 9-5.

49 Apartments for Rent

MAR VISTA 2-bdnW2bath. Custom town-

honte, fireplace, gated garage, alarm In unit

$795. 11748 Courtlcigh. Door open 7 days.

310-391-1076.

ONE MILE TO WESTWOOD. Brentwood
adjacent. Large single $625. Large Ibed

$695. 1 235 Federal Ave. 310-477-7237.

PALMS $500. Large single, walk-in ckwets^

completely refurbished, quiet 9-unit bulkiing.

1 5-minutes from campus. Must see to appre-

ciate. 398-6622.

PALMS $595, 1 -bedroom security bulMin^
very quiet, all applianoes. Convenient to

campus. Security fieposit $100. fsK, laundry.

310-837-7061.

PALMS $750, 2-bdmVl-ba, large upper,

small building. Completely refurbished, like

new. Must see to appreciate. 15-mins from

campus. 310-398-6622.

PALMS - $595
1 -bedroom upper. /10-minutes to LICLA.

Gated entry. Small, quiet bulkiing, refrigera-

tor, stove, dishwasher, minibllnds, carpets.

Free rent 310-203-8814.

PALMS, $485/MC>NTH, single, 3455 jas-

mine. AppllafKcs, pool, laundry, no pets.

310-454-4754.

PALA45. $550, Large single-«4x)nus room.

Newer building on quiet street, gated park-

ing, buik-ini, balconyi/patio, A/C, fireplace.

Laundry facilities. 310-397-0405.

PALMS. $995, 2-be<V2-balh, custom town-

home, firaptace, balcony, gated garage,

alarm in unH. One month free. 361 4 Farls Dr.

310-39M076.

PALMS. Unfurnished 1-bedroon\ $495,

single $395. Appliaiwes, no pets. Call 9am-
8pm, ask for mgr. D1 0)837-41 96.

PENTHOUSE VIEW
$595. Elegant, 1 bedroom, two entries.

Sherman Oaks adj. Great location, half block

markets, busses, near freeways. 81 8-399-

9610.

Prime kx:ation, newer, large, clean 2-bed-

roofTV2-bath, security. 1 -block to campus.

Walk-in closets, appliarKes, gym, 2-parking

spaces. 310-208-0830.

SHERMAN OAKS. Gated, newer, quiet,

single, $450, 2-t-2 $750, 13406 A^oorpark St.

818-222-8298

TWO BEDROOM $595
SPACIOUS, VIEW, walk library. Great Van
Nuys location. Minutes to Sherman Oaks,

shopping, busses, vnd freeways. 818-399-

9610.

WALK TO UCLA One bedroom, balcony,

free parking, laundry facilities, water incl.

$900. Bachekx $550. 10944 Strathmore.

010)209-0968.

WEST HOLLYWOOD ADJACENT. 2BR/2BA.
Small, quiet building. Upper balcony. Home-
like street, large closet, great area. 20 min.

UaA $850. (21 3)935-91 52.

WEST L.A.
Large 1 -bedroom, $695. Stove, reArigerator,

carpets, blinds, super clean, parking, laundry

facilities. 1 1 321 Massachusetts Ave., shown
by appt. 310-477-8750.

WESTWOOD- 2-BEDRC)OM/2-BATH, $99S
"

AND UP. TILE KITCHEN, 5TEPDOWN LIV-

ING ROOM. UNUSUAL CHARNt 1-1/2

MILE TO UCLA 31 0-839-6294.-

FURNISHED RESORT STYLE
APARIMENTS

MINLrmS FROM CAMPUS
STUDIO, ONE AND TWO BEDROOMS

MONTHLY RENTVOS

•00-846«M9
CORPORATE DISCOUNTTS AVAHABIE

GENUINE UCLA
SPECIALS
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• MAR VISTAS
2B0.2BA,2STORY

CUSTOM TOVVNHOMES.
GATED GARAGE. CENTRAL AIR,

RREPLACE, UNITALARM

*1Z7MCA8\^LLAVE.
* 11748 COURTLElQHDa

* PALMS •
1846

2 BO. 2BA CUSTOM TOWMOME.
FIREPLACE. BALCONY. GATED

GARAGE. ALRM IN UNO*
(ONE MONTH FREE RENT)

*3ei4FARIS
• apen7(fays

CALL (310) 391-1076

TO SEE THE

^ LOVELYAPARTMENTS

49 Apartments for Rent

Westwood/Century City and Palms, $495+
single; $595 luxury bachelor; $675+ Ibd; 10
minutes to UCLA, open daily 310-474-7565.

WESTWOOD.AOj. 2-bdrm, upper, srnai?

quiet bidg, new carpets, miniblindt, laundry,

5 min. to UCLA, near Sepuh^a/ Pico. $796.

213-935-9152

WLA, BACHELOR $495. Large 1 -bedroom,

$625. Pool, carpet, relirig, pvldng, doae to

campus and bus stops. 1330 S. Barrlngton.

31 0-451 -0693/day, 310-473-4989/evening.

WLA, from $750, 2&3 bedroom apartmenU,
private patios, stove ,refrig, air, laundry, 1 620
S. Brockton Ave. Renee 310-550-6755.

WLA. Amazing deal. 1629 Brodcton. Singles

Starting $525. New appliances, carpet, paint,

vertical Minds. Parking, gated. Good student

disoNjnL 310L477-On2.

50 Aportnnents, Furnished

MAR VIST\ $60(yhnonth. Ask about free

rent Attractive, fumished 1 -bedroom. Large,

pool, patio, ind barbecue area. Quiet build-

InR. 3748 InglewDod Bhd. 310-3984579.

51 Apartments, Unfurn.

$875 2BDRM/1 1/2BA. 1426 Barrington «4.

Stove, refi'igerator, air, dishwasher. P1 0)837-

0761 _^_
$925. Move-in special. Large 2-bedroonV2-
bath, security building, all anrwnities, eleva-

tors, parking. Low security deposit 2437
S.Corinth. 310-479-1 765 or 310-376-8794.

BEVERLY HILLS. Guesthottfc^nglc. Full

bath, kitchenette, parking, utilities ind. 1 per-

son, no pet, yard. Avail. Nov. 15. $60G^tm>.
Call 310-274-3935. __^
NEAR SANTA MONICA AND BUNDY.
Bachelor, full bath, refrigerator, laundry, up-

per. Available now. $45a>mo. 822-6487.

PALMS. Single $535-5550. 2bd, $850.
Clean, Large pool, convenient to shoppir>g

and UaA, 310-204-4332.

WE5rWOOD. $1500, Spacious 3-bedroom,
VC, refrigerator, dishwasher, balcony, ideal

for grad students. 1711 Malcolm. y4-mile
from campus. 310-273-1212.

WESTWOODATENTURY CITY. $950.
Charming, spacious, 2b<^ba. new carpets,

floor, built-ins, mini blinds, air, dishwasher,

quiet, 4 unit 1815 Canoden Ave. (31(»473-
4858

52 Apartments to Share

1 female to share 2-bdrm/2-bth luxury apt in

Westwood, Underground parking, MI, laun-

dry, new buiWing, 24-hr. security.

$535(share), $605(own). 310-824-1301

Beautiful Park Westwood Tower condo to

share. Male or fema^le, norvsmoker/clean,

24hr security guard, valet parking, pool, ja-

cuizi, ninth floor view of city, 969 Hilgard

Ave. $575Ano.+utilrties. Day 310-271-5995.
Eve- 310-443-9909. Erik.

BRENTWOOD, female proHesskHial/grad to

share spactou^sunny 2-bedroonV2-bath
apartment Own room. Laundry, pool, park-
ing. $55Q^inonth. 3-miles to UCLAA>each.
310-44a9480.

FEMALE TO SHARE ONE BEDROOM In 2-

be<^-bath apaitment N/S. Available De-
cember 3. $213+deposit 5-minules from
UCLA. Corinth Ave. Sinr>or>e 310-914-9749.

FULLY FURNISHED. $300. 565 Gayley.
Third person needed to share sir^le apart-

ntent wHh k>lk, lemal^male, student pre-

ferred. 31 0^24-0836 or 41 5-883-8382.

M^ ROOMMATE NEEDED, 3-bdrm/2bJth,
month^inonth, $367Ano., parking, laundry

Jadlities. Call Chris or Stephanie, 310-473-
5274

PALMS. LOOKING FOR ROOfwtMATE to

share 2-bdnn/2-bath apartment. New, small

complex w/all anftenlties,-dishwasher, fire-

place, security, etc Male-N^ preferred.

Must be super dean graduate student or pro-

fessional. $499Ano. Jose 310-553-
9010ext274, call anyUn^e

WESTWOOD. Large beautiful bedroom, at-

Uched bath. Bright, safe unit Share apart-

ment with quiet female grad student until

June. $7S(ymonth. 310-475-7789.

Dally Bruin I^lissHlcN}^ Friday, November U, 1994 21 ->

53 Roommates

$350 + .5 uUls. Culver City. Small room,pri-

vate entrance and sink. Quiet, non-«nrK)ker

preferred. 310-204-5576, 310-787-3414
Paul.

540 MIDVALE. 2-blocks from campus.
Share room in 2-bedroonV2-bath apartment.

Security parking, rooftop Jacuzzi, sundeck,
laundry. Prefer male. $366Anonlh. 310-

206-8170.

Female roonrwnate, own master bedroom, pri-

vmt bath, convenient location at Wilshire
and Bundy, $399. Call Annia 213-782-
3850.

PROFESSIONAL MALE SEEKS MALE OR FE-

MALE to share beaulifcil 2bd/2ba condo with
tons of amenHlesI $59S/mo + 1/2 utilities.

310-826-6447.

WLA. ROOMMATE NEEDED, FEMALE, N/S,
prMcr grad student. Own room in 2-bed-

roon^2-b,tih apartment. $41 0-$450 + securi-

ty arnJ mil K»es. 310-479-6494.

54 Room for Rent

BEVBILY HILLS. Very Ivge, lepar^e fur-

nish^ room behind house w/grad tiudentt,

Washer/Dryer, kitdhen prhrHeges, pool, rteed

car. $550. Abbv 818-783-5151.

54 Room for Rent

LANDFAIR AVE. Doubles or singles avail.

Prefer males. Util. ind. Walk to campus. Call
Eddie, 310-20641172.

Luxurious new condo 1800sq.ll WLA. Secur-

ity-building, urxierground-parking. Room
available w/private bathroom, walk-in-closet,

fcimlshed or unfumished. $650, Month-
month, 3-month minimum. 310-478-6995.

ONE IN A MIL, 1 N/S roommate wanted to

share WLA 2-bdfm/2-bth, gated parking,

$525 + 1/2 utilities. 31 0.820-0758

PRIVATE ROOAVBATH. KITCHEN FAC.,
utilities included, poking, nev UCLA, free-

ways. 310-470-0597.

55 Sublet

SINGLE WESTWOOD PARTIALLY FUR-
NISHED apartment Between end of Novenv
ber and end of March. $85(Vhfw. Lindbrook
Dr. 5min. from campus. 310-474-2726.

SINGLE. COZY, FULL KITCHEN, GATED
parking. Walk to campus, village. Lease
throui^Septl. $590. 310-824-9567.

56 House for Rent

$195(Vhx>nth. Pacific Palisades, 3-bedroonVl
&1/2-bath, large yard, hardwood floors, fire-

place in living room. Call Pauline 310-275-
9006.

BEVERLY GLEN HOME for rent 2-

bdrm+den, 2-1/2ba, living and dining room.
PoolAec center. Large kitchen, full deck over-
looking the glen. Balcony and fireplace in

master bedroom. Washer/dryer. Fully fur-

nished. 6-minutes to UCLA (4-mifes). Avail-

able January for 6-months arvi 12-months.
$165(Vheg. 310-470-5830.

58 House for Sale

BEL AIR, 3bd/2.5ba,+bonus room,5yrs new,
quiet street, $529,000. 2607 Basil Lane, by
appt only, 10 minutes to UCLA, owner. 310-

271-7750

62 Room/Board for Help

BENEDKTT CANYON, private roonVbath in

house, 10-minutes to campus, grad student

w/car exchange for light duties. 310-273-

4000.

LIVE-IN NEEDED for active boys, 8, 1 1 . Must
have car. Private entrance/bath. Roon^joard
+small salary for evenings, weekends. 310-

841-6667,213-935-1298.

67 Condos for Sale

2bd/2ba elegant condo walk to UCLA, for

sale by owner, $180,000. 310-391-2877.

FABULOUS WESTWOOD LOCATION. 2+2,
bank-owned, $1 99,000. Relax in sauna in

master bath, gorgeous cape-cod building.

Quiet back unit A«ent. 310479-6832.

68 Condos to Share

1-bdrm in 2-bdr/2.5-bth, Wilshire Highrise

Condo. Laundry facility within unit, 24-hr.

security, valet parking, pool and gym. N^.
$120(^no. 310-475-7989.

69 Condos for Rent

1BD/1BA CONDO FOR LEASE. 1/2 block

from UCLA. High-rise building, doorman,
swimming pool. SIOOQ^no. Call Broker

(310)824.0453.

3-bdrnV2-bath corxio on Hilgard, very large

and bright, $1750. 3-car parking, security

building, walking distance to UCLA, 310-

471-4989.

3BR + 3BATH
Santa Fe Style condo, four units. Built-ins,

fireplace, refrigerator, air, washer/dryer.

Gated paricing. WLA/UCLA. Cabfe bonus.

$1495.310-471-0359.

CONDO FOR RENT in Palnw af«a.

$875Anonth. 2-bed/2-bath. Washer/Dryer,

stove, dishwasher, central air and heating, 2-

car security parking and kits of storage. Eve-

lyn, 310-391-3853 or Steve, 310-391-6645.

70 Guest House for Rent

2-BDRKVl-KrrCHEN/l-BATH. Lhring room,
nice, quiet neighborhood. $850. 6446 West
5th St 310-289-8762.

91 Insurance

AUTO
INSURANCE

"NO BUll"
Best Prices, Same Day

STUDENT DISCOUNTS

Motorcycles, SR22
Accidents, Tickets OK

CALL AA*IA NOW
FOR FREE QUOTE
TOLL FREE

1 f800122S.9000

91 Insurance

MOTORCYCLE/MOTORSCOOTER IN-
SURANCE Great rates. Personal Service.

MastercartWisa accepted. Call (or quick
quotes. C Diamond Insurance 310-428-
4995.

vqiislate
Insurance Company

010)312-0204
1317 Westwood Blvd.
(2 biks. So. of Wilshire)

92 Legal Advice

BrMst Implant r»clpl*nts:

Class actkxi suit has created a
super fur.d for your daims.

You must register before

December 1 . 1994. For more Info.

call (310) 396 4313.

94 Movers/Storage

HONEST MAN. W/14ft truck and dollies,

small Jobs, short notice ok. Student discount
310-285-8688. CA. AZ, NV. Go Baiins.

JERRrS MOVING & OaiVERY. The caicful

movers. ExperierK:ed, reliable, same day de-
livery. Packing & boxes. Will deliver boxes
free. Jerry 310-391-5657.

TOM'S MOVING SERVia. DEPENDABLE,
EXPERIENCED, REASONABLE LAST
MINlfTE JOBS WaCOME. CALL 24 HRS.
310-452-2887.

96 Services Offered

ATTENTIONI MEDICAL TRANSCRIPTION.
State of art equipment 1 0-yrs. experience al I

areas. Doctors, offices, to hospitals.

Michelle 213-653-0444.

ATTN: MBA, LAW,
MED. APPLICANTS

Frustrated developing/editing your critically-

important personal statements? Get profes-

sional help, competithw edge from national-

ly-known author/consultant 31 0-826-4445

BEAR'S RESEARCH,
yVRITING, & EDITINd

AlHi)ject& Thosea/DlsMrtations.

PAfBonal Statements. Proposals and books.

imemadonal students wsloome.

PAPERS NOT FOR SALE
Sharon Bear, Ph.D. (310) 470-6662

ACE PROFESSIONAL WRITER
WITH LAW DEGREE

provides top editorial assistance

with term papers, theses, resumes,
etc. Reasonable rates. 24 hotjr sendee

Scott (310) 826-6447.

Research, Writing, Editing
ALL levels, - ALL subjects Foreign

Students Welcome Fast Professioiul -

Quality guaranteed papers not for sale

Call Research 310-477-8226

M-F 10KX)am-5K»pm

LAW SCHOOLAPPUCATTON
PERSONAL STATEMENT STRESS?

Tiro pubfished law review editors

wOl help you:

•Compose & create

• Etfit puDctuatioQ & gramnvr

•Organize& atructure your eauf

to make it subatantively effective and

technically accurate.

Contact Chert or TV>m ait

(310) 274-6187

EAGLE-EYED PROOFREADER
EdiU, these^ubllcatlons; tutors EngllihMudy
skills; trains time management/stress reduc-

tion. Nadia Lawrence, PhD. 310-393-1951.

EDITINC. RESEARCH, WRITING. Personal

sUtenwnts, papers, theses. Help w/composi-
tion, structure, grammar and punctuation. All

subjects. Gemtan-Engllsh translation also

available. 310-575-0268.

EXCaiENT AND RAPID SERVICE FOR ALL
master theses, dissertations and any other ed-
ucational/secretarial service. State of art

equipment. Michelle 21 3-653-0444.

NEW ON THE PATIO
Custom picture framing for lew. Student dis-

count available. Pick up and delivery. 1093
Broxton.

PROFESSIONAL WRITINCVEDITINC. Pliers,
rqxMts, statistics, proposals, research studies,

Mastcis, Ph.p. dissertations, college applica-

tion easays. Any subiect. style, requirement
213.a71-1333.

TRANSLATIONS
Most languages and fields. ProleiskMial

work. DocumerHi, papen, brochures, manu-
als, etc. LRA INTERf^ETEIlS 213-933-1006.

96 Services Offeied

WANT TO BE ACCEPTED? Save time, frustra-

tion? Call lor help devdopin^editing persorv

al statentents. Also edit papen, theses, dis-

sertaUons. Linda 310-392-1734.

98 Tutoring Offered

- MY TUTOR -

MATHI^YSICVSTATISTICS. Tutoring sen^-

ioe. Free consultation. Reasonable rates ,

call Mv Tutor anytime. Han ta00y90-TUTOR.

ACE TUTOR
WMW DECREE PROVIDES FIRST-RATE
HELP with law, English, and social sciences.

Reasonable rates. Flexible timcVlocations.

Scott 310-626-6447.

ENGLISH TUTOR: Composition, editing,

word processing, ESLOapanese students). K>-

hanna, 310-285-4616.

N^IATH TUTORING by PH.D. SIS/hour. Cal-

culus, sUtistics, probability, math for physi-

calAocial sciences, SAT, CRE, LSAT, MCAT.
310-837-8998, pai^, 310-582-9626 NBD.

99 Tutoring Needed

Tutor needed for HS Junior/3 hrs per day, 5
days per week/Fax qualifications to: Siobhan
McDevitf 310-207-6816.

TUTORS WANTED
MATH, SCIENCE, SPANISH, FRENCH TU-
TORS needed for Sherman Oaks, Woodland
Hills , Westwood Centers. Undergraduate de-

Kree required. $1 2/hr. 81 8-347-761 6.

100 Typing

52 WORD PROCESSING. Papers, disserU-

tions, manuscripts, etc. FAST, reliable. Laser

printing. Pick-up, delivery, 24hr service avail-

able. Complete resume services. 310-397-
5970.

A CLASS ACT
Papers, letters, resumes, scripts, transcription,

labels. FREE light editing. Laser printing. Spell

check. Fax Orders Welcome. 31 0-827-8023.

A PLUS WORDPROCESSING. IBM/PC, Laser
printing spellcheck; term papers, disserta-

tions, thesis, reports, manuscripts, transcrip-

tions, etc. Fast turnaround. Call Bob 213-
851-0214.

ACE TYPIST, ETC
GREAT LOOKING PAPERS AND APPLICAr
TIONS-SPECIAL RATI. WE DO ALL WP
AND RESUMES. RUSHES. 310-820-8830.

FAST, ACCURATE, INEXPENSIVEI Word pro-

cessing. $1-2/|9g., anytime, night or day.

Pick-up and delivery. IBM. Laser printing. Fax
orders ok. 213-883-1890

MODERN SECRETARIAL SERVICES. 24-hour
service, pick-up and delivery, IBM and MAC,
Laser printing. Discount students. 5-minutes
from UCLA. Angelica, 310-446-8899.

NEED A PRIVATE SECRETARY! Over 15
years legalAnedical transcription experience.

Notary Public. Macintosh w/laser printer.

pick-up/delivery. Brentwood. 310-472-0405.

WORD PROCESSING- All types, APA and
other fomiats, transcribing, resun>es', DTF^
WordPerfect, charts, graphs, laser. Reason-
able rates, near campus. 310-470-0287.

WORD PROCESSINC 24 Hour service. Pa-

pers, fliers, reports, etc Resume special $30.
Laser quality. Cheap rates. Student Discount.
310-587-0357.

102 Music Lessons

DRUM LESSONS
All level^tyles with dedicated professional.

At your home or WLA studio. 1st lesson free.

No drum set necessary. Neil 21 3-882-8509.

GUITAR INSTRUCTION. 15 years EXP. all

levels and styles. Patient and organized. Be-

ginner guitars for sale $60. Sam 310-826-

9117.

GUITAR LESSONS
All Acoustic styles. Classical, Latin, jazz.

Folk. Teacher w/2S+ yrs playing exp. Call

David 310-478-2420.

Guitar lessons by a professional near IXTLA.

All levels, guitars available. Call Jean 310-

476-4154.

SINGI Vocal technique-all levels/Oyles, per-

formance anxiety, associat^ate Lam, Santa

Monica, near UCLA, free consultation, Carol

Tlnitle 310-828-3100.

104 Resumes

A CUSTOMTYPE RESUME. Fast, professional,

reliable. Layout, editing, composition.

ResumeVcover letters^eference sheets. Com-
puter typesetting & laser printing. 310-470-

4999.

MlSOK'in )l M()KS\ SlSIOKS:
(ill Mint resume to the ti.ili'in s

There is absolutely no cost to you Simply

send or fax your resume, along wHh vow too

CriiiMon & Brown Associates,

1 770 Mass. Avenue, Suite 332
Camlyidge, MA 02140

ph:(617)»6»^181 fax (61 7) 868^187

Deadline: December 2

105 Travel

¥ SnUCTLY PERSONAL «
SeckkvJcwkh Students

AdYmtumiF Sffjritfj, FnrtBriaftif

Far i-mtdi winter-break experience in IkkI!

Hlie Gcbn DOimtaini, oplore aicicnt Nefcv

ruins, and meet mytfia in Tik. Pliaimernew

top politicalt and diKovcTirkat ind ii redly all

about. ScholaikipiavaiU)lethacleCfoudoit

alifarjtMt)1075,tndiKliifaike»dall

accanabtiont For appiiationibnn, call

1-800.FELLOWS (335-5697).

Putyour reputatkxi

on the line.

classified Line
- 825 2221

Daily Bruin

109 Autos lor Sale

85 NISSAN 200SX, hatch, aUo, A^, great

corxi-new breaks, sparks, belts, etc. Good
tires, original owner, no accidents. $3900
obo. 310-824-S572

92 HONDA PRELUDE Si. Red, 5 speed, 27k
miles. Fully loaded, excellent condition.

$14,200 or assume lease ($272/mo.) 310-

472-2273.

BMW533i 1983. Excellent condition, white

with beige interior, fully loaded. $6400. 1-

800-479-3229, ext. 2888.

DRIVE YOUR CAR HOME TODAY w/as low
as S500 down. Over 600 vehicles-new and
used. Good or bad credit 310-339-1077-

310-582-9785.

FOR SALE: 1988 SUBARU JUSTY. 73,000
miles. Very reliable, all records. Excellent

condition. Asking; $2,200.00. (310)478-5710.

'69 VOLVO. Extremely reliable, good
condition. 4-door, blue, 144s. $850/obo.
Diane 310-474-5249.

'80 MAZDA 626, 2-dr, 5-speed, new brakes.

Rood transportation. $845. 213-368-8215. ,

'81 TOYOTA COROLLA, 4-dr, 5-speed, A/C,
AWFM radio, rww tires, exc condition.

$11 00 obo. 310-396-7717.

'84 FIERO. While, stick, AM/FM cassette,

new brakes, clutch alternator, water pump
and electrical system. Good condition.

$180(yobo. 310-394-2979

•93 MERCURY TOPAZ, AUTOMATIC, 6-

CYL. Air conditioning, low mileage, hurry to

sell. Best offer. 213-653-0444. /

113 Bicycles for Sale

KONA 19', rockshocks, prestige, DX-XT, was
$1400, $550 obo. Bridgestone, MB-4, 16',

LX-DX,, was $750, $400 obo. BARELY
USEDI 310-444-9670

MOUNTAIN BIKES. Avitar by Gary Fisher,

Deore XT Shimano components. Sizes 15-

23. Brand-new, in the bmc, $350. 310-329-
4090.

114 Motorcycles for Sale

1984 KAWASAKI GP2 750. Runs great, road

ready. Great all-around bike. $1900.00. Carl

310-428-3505.

115 Scooters for Sole

1987 HONDA ELITE 80: Blue, Good condi-
tion. Runs great! Helmet and lock included.

Registration paid. Call Rupen 310-446-0754.
S700/obo.

MUST SEEI New, only 50 miles. Black, used
as Toyota Grand Prix official scooter,

Yamaha Riva-Razz. $750/obo. Call 310-478-
6995.

WHITE '89 HONDA ELITE 80, $500. 818-
998-1919

-87 HONDA aiTE 80, white, lock and
closed-face helmet included. Complete serv-

ice record. New battery. Just tuned up.

S500/6bo. 310-379-3369.

126 Furniture for Sale

MATTRESS SETS: Twin $45, full $55, queen
$85, kings $95, bunkbeds. Deliveries, phone
orders accepted. 310-372-2337.

NEW FURNITURE
Bunkbeds $125, Mattress sets: Queen $170,
full $140, Twin $110. Bedroom sets $350.
Dining and sofa sets also. 31 0-821 -0729.

134 Computer/Typewriter

486-66 SOUND SYSTEM. 4-ram, 420HD,
volce-nuil, mouse, nwnitor, like new.
$1180.310-644-2612.

HP-HIP LASGRPRINTER, LIkc-new, Great Buy
at 2/3-o<f Original Price: $395. OMnpaq VGA
Monitor alto 2/3-off original Price: $150.
Mmt-Seel 81 8-799-9977.

Tandy PC, 1000RL, with wor^perfeot S.f. fc-

tus and Wordstar. $4SC^obo. 21 3-3«5-a297.

4
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Copeland's Sports

Ua,:

AIRPLANE RIDES!
Soar over Santo Monica State Beach,'

The Famous Venice Boardwalk
And Fabulous UCLA

ONLY $25 per person
?OT Info And Reservations Call

TRANS PACIFIC AVIATION

31 390-2750

TEAM OUTFITTER
CUSTOM T-SHIRT

oinciju.

WORLD CUP

f^ APPABEL a SOUYENIBS

SPORTS APPAREL

11710 Santa Monica Blvd. W. LA. • 310.207.4226
19555 Ventura Blvd. Tarzana • 818.708.2530

t^i
VB
83^

PAY FOR
MEDICAL
SCHOOL.

Today's Air Force offers a

scholarship program that can
help pay the cost of medical

school. If selected, you can contin-

ue your present studies— and
stop worrying about how to pay
for them. ParticiF>ation is based on
comjjetitive selection. For informa-

tion with no obligation, talk to an
Air Force representative. Call

USAF HEALTH PROFESSIONS
TOLL FREE

1-800-423-USAF

TUMTUm VIMVL
OUMBBEUS

1 lb 3.08 a pr.

2 lb 5.98 a pr.

3 1b 7.98 a pr.

4 lb 9.98 a pr.

5 1b 11.98apr.

SH> 17.98 a pr.

10 1b 21.98apr.

lAfEIGHT LIFTING
STMIIIMID

WEMSHTPUITES
ANY COMBINATION

100 LBS.

HEAVY DUTY
STAMIMRD

WEICNT BENCH
antk ha a»«iiua.i.

Otymau. fa7/\wmp»m aoo.
FancMon. Iiic<m4. tiwIiiM/
4.cHn« h.«ch A I.9 cmv4..

1' hoi* iHiidiiW
I

In 100 ». Imi

105 LB. VMEIGHTSET
WITH PURCHASE
OF STANDARD

BENCH

SPECIALTY

Haawy dirty 3'

Mada of II guaga ataal.
Contourad aaat pad*.

159 CA.

300 LB. INTERNATIONAL SET
WITH PURCHASE ^^^^g%g%

OF INTERNATIONAL Umfl^^

Stationa Includai • Inclbta
baftth • Pacllwa banch • Flat
banch • Lag davalepar • Lat
atatien • Pac dac • Squat •

Praachar Curl. Fraa homa
dallvary ft aaaambly.

1099 EA.

.300 LB.
INTERNATIONAL
WEIGHT SET

BENCH WITH PURCHASE Or
HALr (.A<;f r.vw

ATHLETIC APPAREL
MEM'S «
MNMNEN'S
LYCRA

WORKOUT
TI6HTS

Cotton or MylcMi.

In

19

MEN'S A
WOMEN'S
LYCRA

WORKOUT
SHORTS

CoWon DC Nylon.
loin

•ortod color*

14

WOMEN'S
LYCRA

WORKOUT

TENNIS

T

I*

4»

NUGE SPECIJIL GROUP OP

TENNIS
FRAMES

FROM PRINCC. WILSON $. HEAD

OFFSPIIIliC 1894 l>fllCES
ta alaali on hand. AAwrtlaad I rilniiail al Ml* prU-.« In

', iHglwal and ewfaat prioaa a*« iWiibia pi%m» •«•* and aiay or may n«l
. Prteaa awy ehaaga at aiaaa of tatlwta 11/13/M. Hm 4—t»rm.

ilim WESTWOOD BLVD
WESTWOOO

-^—— HOURS: MON-FRI 1 0-9. SAT 1 0-8. SUN 1 1 -6

Advertise.
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WATER POLO
From page 24

M&M/Mars for a year and a half.

A call from UCLA head coach
Guy Baker made Emerzian con-
sider a lifelong dream of coach-
ing, and he returned to Westwood
for the 1994 season.

"For me it was a way to give
back to the program what I got
out of it," Emerzian said. "It's a
huge sacrifice as far as the money
goes. I'm basically a volunteer
coach and the hours are probably
more than my last job, but the

gratification is priceless. Every
day I leave the pool deck I wish I

didn't have to."

"It's a lot bigger challenge
than I thought it would be,"
Emerzian said. "I always thought
it would be X and Os. I thought
you'd tell the guys - this is what
you have to do to win and that's

it. I never realized how many dif-

ferent personalities there are and
how careful you have to be with
every single individual. If any-
thing, I've learned more about
people than I have about water
polo. And that's fine with me."
Emerzian hopes to attend

Anderson School of Management
next year to earn an MBA, during
which time he hopes to continue
coaching as a graduate assistant.

"I'm very happy right now,"
Emerzian said. "Happier than
I've been in a long lime. I thank
Guy all the time for giving me
the opportunity to coach these
guys."

• • •

Emerzian and Baker will be
coaching the Bruins today in the

first round of the Mountain
Pacific Sports Federation tourna-

ment. The Bruins open against
No. 7 Santa Barbara at 3:30 p.m.

at the Long Beach State pool in a
game which can only be
described as crucial. A top-five
finish in this tournament could
propel the Bruins on to NCAA
glory for the first time since
1991.

Also, pool conditions could
play a role in the outcome of
today's game. The stormy weath-
er which is predicted causes a
steamy fog to form over the water
which sometimes blurs vision.

"We definitely know what we
have to do," Emerzian said. "We
have to finish in the top five. If

we play Pepperdine or UOP we
have to beat them. Our backs are

against the wall. It's like during
finals week, and you've procras-

tinated, and now it's three days
before your exam. You don't
learn more now, you just hope
you have it what it ukes."

X-COUNTRY
From page 23

but an outside shot at qualifying

for the NCAAs. Competition will

be stacked, with No. 8 Arizona,
No. 13 Washington, No. 17
Stanford, and 20th-ranked
Oregon all vying for a chance to

extend their season for one more
race.

"We'll just have to wait and
see," Dan Niednagel said. "I hope
we'll pull through. The attitude

around here has been real posi-

tive."

The Bruins hope to repeat their

stunning third-place finish at the

Pac- 10 meet Oct. 29, when they
lied Oregon with 97 points.
History will not be on their side,

however. UCLA has not qualified

for nationals since 1985.

Freshman Mebrahtom
Kefiezighi is expected to qualify

as an individual if the team can-

not. He has come second to only
Iwo collegiate runners all season.

_?—i—»- a
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Volleyball hits Oregon Trail

Mebrahtom Kefiezighi

X-COUNTRY
Frorp page24

women's team this time around.

"Right now I think it's a pretty

realistic goal for us lo place sec-

ond al the meel," Peterson said.

'That's what we're shooting for."

The Bruins have plenty of
depth heading into their 5000-
meter event. Junior Jeanene
Harlick will run in the seventh
and final spot for Peterson's club.

"I've run in these races in the

past, so I know what I can do,"
Harlick said. "I don't think the

races I've had this season show
what kind of runner I am. That
makes it all the more important
for me lo do well there. I just

hope that I don't put to much
pressure on myself."

With the women's team wor-
ried about a possible letdown\
after a two-week layoff, the
men's cross country team heads
into Arizona unranked and has

See X-COUNTRY, page 22

No.3 Bruins to take

on PaC'lO have-nots

Oregon Ducks and
Oregon State Beavere^

By Eric Branch
Daily Bruin Staff

If records and rankings are any
indication, the UCLA women's
volleyball team should tear
through Oregoa^his weekend
like Grant went through
Richmond.
The No. 3 Bruins (24-3 over-

all, 13-2 in Pacific- 10) trek up
the Oregon Trail to take on the

have-nots of the Pac- 10 in

eighth-place Oregon State (14-

11, 4-10) and last place Oregon
(7-17, 1-11). Although the
matches would seem to be a mere
formality, UCLA head coach
Andy Banachowski realizes the

potential danger in playing

Oregon State. The Beavers
recently swept the same
Washington team which upset
the Bruins two weeks ago in
Seattle.

"I think it's going to be tough
going to play Oregon State,"
Banachowski said. "I told the
team that they're a hot and cold
team. We've got to be ready to

play a hot team and hope that
they're cold."

The Bruins are riding a wave
of momentum after upsetting the

previously No.l Stanford
Cardinal last weekend. Junior
outside hitter Jenny Johnson
hopes to maintain the Bruins
high level of play this weekend.

"Right now we're improving,
which is something we haven't
been doing all season," Johnson
said. "We need to continue on
that same path."

The Beavers do not possess
much experience in disrupting
Bruin rolls, owning a career 6-18

record against UCLA. They will

be relying on senior outside hit-

ter Shelly Smith, OSU's all-time

kills leader and senior middle
blocker Tanya Lifa, the Beaver's
career blocking champion to con-
tain the Bruins and Ail-American
outside hitter Annett Buckner.
As a sidelight, Buckner stands

1 12 kills away from breaking the

UCLA single season kills record
held by Patty Orozco with 627 in

1983. Buckner has four regular
season games and the post season
left to chase the record.

The Bruins face the Beavers
on Friday night and the lowly
Ducks the following evening.

• • m

The UCLA men's volleyball
team will battle the Alumni
Sunday at 7 p.m. in the John
Wooden Center. The Alumni
took the first meeting of the year
in five games. A third match
between the two is scheduled for

the spring.

STEVE KIM^Daily Bruin

Kara Milling goes for the. put
away against Arizona.

Third-ranked w. golf off to Hilton Head
Park, Chen to compete against tough

players at Golf World Invitational

By Chris isidro

Hilton Head, South Carolina -

known around the globe for its

bountiful championship links - is

the next stop for the UCLA
women's golf team as they com-
pete for the title at the Golf World
Invitational.

For the third-ranked Bruins, the

54-hole event will be their final.

but toughest, test of the fall sched-

ule as 10 of the nation's top 13

teams will battle the 6,257-yard
Arthur Hills course at Palmetto
Hall. The 12-team field includes

No. 2 San Jose State, No. 5 Wake
Forest, and 1 3th-ranked USC.

Returning five starters from a

squad that finished sixth in the

NCAAs and scoring a top recruit-

ing class, the Bruins have started

out strong. UCLA has already
notched two victories and a sec-

ond-place finish, firing four sub-

300 rounds in three tournaments.
But it will need to continue its

stellar play to be in contention this

weekend.

Bruin hopes are pinned to
sophomore Jeong Park, second
team All-Pac-10 last season, who
torched the links this year with a
team-leading 73.3 stroke average.

Betty Chen, making a quick
transition from high school Ail-

American to collegiate starter,

also figures to make an impact at

Hilton Head. The freshman, aver-

aging 76.0 strokes per round in

two tournaments, already has a
third-place finish.

Jennifer Choi, the lone senior
on the Bruin squad, finished 21st
at the New Mexico Invitational

and has a 76.5 average in two
events. Kathy Choi has two top
ten individual finishes and fellow

junior Jenny Park was ninth at the

Brigham Young Invite and 12th in

New Mexico.
The Golf World Invitational

tees off today with the final 18

commencing Sunday.

jStL^O
UCLA

Stadent Special

Tiuliilit,

FiMay il/li/ll4

SAMUEL
ADAMS

(12 oz DUAFTS)
No Cover
Unlimited Kegs.
$1.50 First Glas8\\
280 RefiUs, 7-9 p.iii>
SOe Refills. 9-10:30 dj

1026 Wilshire (
lOlhS

Wilishire

$I.2S Well Drinks 8 MiUar
Bottles *tU Midnight

Valid with UCLA Student
i.D. Only

Must be 21

) NO CATCHES!
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Football hopes to burn ASU
Sun Devils face

Bruins in Tempe
with pride on line

By Scott Yamaguchi __
Daily Bruin Senior Staff

To the rest of the world,
Saturday's ESPN nationally tele-

vised matchup between the UCLA
and Arizona State football teams at

ASU's Sun Devil Stadium means
relatively little. Both teams enter

the 7 p.m. game with 3-6 overall

records, and neither has hopes for

an invitation to a bowl game.
To the teams involved, however,

the game means everything.

"Right now, in our situation, we
just want to win - we need a win
real bad," UCLA head coach Terry

Donahue said. "It doesn't matter
who we're playing or what they
did to us last year - we want to

beat them because we are desper-

ate for a win. And their situation

isn't much different than ours."

The situation that Donahue

alluded to involves a UCLA losing

streak that spanned six weeks and
included five conference losses.

The Bruins (1-5 in the Pacific- 10)

did end the skid two weeks ago
with a 31-30 squeaker over
Stanford, but a bye week in

UCLA's schedule has coaches
concerned that any momentum
gained against the Cardinal might
have been lost during the break.

"You just have to worry about
the rhythm and the speed of the

game - it's so different than prac-

tice, so you worry that you haven't

played for two weeks," Donahue
said. "That's our biggest concern,

but it's my gut feeling that we
made progress over the bye."

For Arizona State (2-4 in the

Pac-10), Saturday's game comes
on the heels of a 34- 1 loss to

Oregon. Two weeks ago, howev-
er, sophomore quarterback Jake
Pluipmer led the Sun Devils to an
impressive 36-15 shellacking of
Brigham Young University at

BYU.
UCLA leads the series 9-3-1

and has won all five games
between the two teams at Sun

Do or die ...

x-Gountry bids

for tlie NCAA
By Mark Singerton

It's do-or-die for the UCLA men's and
women's cross country teams as they
compete in Saturday's District-8 meet in

TUcson, Ariz. It is the final regular season
race, and a bid to the NCAA
Championships is on the line.

Both squads can guarantee themselves
spots into the national meet with first or
second place finishes. The No. 17 Bruin
women could earn their first trip since
1988, but to do that they must contend
with No. 6 Stanford, No. 9 Oregon, and
12th-ranked Arizona. Top teams from the

Big West and Western Athletic
Conferences will be competing as well.

Teams that do not qualify for the
NCAAs have a shot at sending individual

runners. Last season, Karen Hecox and
Beth Bartholomew were the only Bruins,
men or women, to do so. UCLA coach
Eric Peterson expects much more from the

Devil Stadium, but ASU has won
the last two meetings, holding the

Bruins to one field goal through all

eight quarters. In fact, the Sun
Devils' 20-0 victory in 1992 ended
UCLA's 245-game scoring streak,

an NCAA record.

Both of those UCLA losses
came when the Bruins were play-

ing with a backup quarterback, and
with first-stringer Wayne Cook,
and All-American split end J.J.

Stokes slated to start Saturday,
Donahue is hoping for a vast
increase in offensive production.

In addition, the Bruins will be
working against an ASU defense
that ranks tenth in the Pac-10 in

passing defense, sixth in rushing

defense, tenth in total defense and
ninth in scoring defense.

"Going into the game, the num-
bers and information would lead

you to believe that it's going to be
like another Stanford game, where
both teams move the ball and there

will be a lot of scoring," Donahue
said. "But don't be shocked -

that's why you play the game. steve k.*«^ bo*
And if It IS 9-3, 1 hope it's us UCLA tailback Sharmon Shah will be going for his fifth 100-yard

with nine and them with three." rushing game this Saturday night against Arizona State in Tempe.

Men's soccer plays
Fresno State, again

SCOTT O
UCLA'S Shelly Taylor (left) and Karen Hecox will compete

See XCOUNTRY, page 23 at the NCAA District 8 cross country meet this weekend.

UCLA needs win
over FSU to earn

NCAA top seed

By Tim Costner
Daily Bruin Senior Staff

The UCLA men's soccer team
has everything to gain this week-
end against Fresno State, and every
reason to come away with a win.

On the line this Sunday is the

MPSF Championship, but for the

No. 6 Bruins, the repercussions of
the game will involve far more
than just defending their league
title.

With the NCAA playoffs on
deck for Nov. 20, the top seed in

the region is up for grabs this

weekend, and after the No. 5
Bulldogs defeated UCLA, 1-0, last

weekend on North Soccer Field,

the Bruins need a win in order to

regain their status as the best in the

West.

And if a league title, a top seed
and the revenge factor is not
enough, there is also the fact that

UCLA's Eddie Lewis and Justin

Selander will return to the starting

lineup, while UCLA's Frankie
Hejduk is also likely to return. For
UCLA head coach Sigi Schmid,
however, the league title and top

seed should be motivation enough.
'The motivating factor is to win

the championship; so if we have to

play Fresno a third time, it will be
at home," Schmid said. "I think
Fresno has good team speed, so
getting Eddie back and possibly
getting Frankie back is going to

help us.

"We have to be able to possess
the ball better. We also want to do a
much better job of defending. I

think we have to get to getting
shutouts, but also have to get back
to scoring goals. It's just a matter
of us going back to that focus.**

Inside Sports
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Toeing off ...

Jeong Park and women's,
golf will finish the fall with

the Golf World toumey ...

. Seepage 23

Emerzian happy to
be back in the pool
Former Bruin back -f^^^,

., ,,,„,^,y ^„ .„^p.^^.

as assistant coach ^'''"^' p^'^°" °" ^^ ^^^"^" ^"^^sh-

1 • 1 rr \ ZT^OT- ^^^ Luther Weidner said. "It's

to kick off MPSF ^^^ ^^^^ coach's job to point out

the negative to improve the team^ and the assistant coach reinforces

the positive. Matt's always got a

smile."

"Matt has multi-multi-roles,"

Baker said. "He talks to the group
one on one. When the guys get
down he always knows what to

say. With Matt along I feel like I

can just be head coach."

Emerzian graduated from
UCLA in 1992, and worked as a

sales representative for

By Esther Hul
Daily Bruin Senior Staff

On any given day one can tra-

verse up to Sunset Canyon Pool
to see assistant water polo coach,
and former^ Bruin poloist Matt
Emerzian^&houting words of/

encouragement, or swimming in

the pool alongside the team. He is

a positive addition to this year's
Bruin force, whose influence
extends beyond his role as a See WATER POLO, page 22

AMYPtMQ
After a stint in the business world, former Bruin water polo player
Matt Emerzian has returned to Westwood as an assistant coach.
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CALPIRG seeks pledging card support
Environmental

group campaigns

to get necessary

campus support

By Allison Lefkowltz

Dally Bruin Staff

Currently more than 130 stu-

dent volunteers are wandering the

campus as they strive to get at

least 4,000 students to sign pledg-

ing cards adding $5 to their quar-

terly registration fees.

The money will fund the

California Public Interest

Research Group (CALPIRG), an
environmental and consumer
rights group with a chapter on
campus.

As of Friday afternoon, the

environmental organization was
well on its way to accomplishing

its goal. More than 1,600 students

had pledged. Volunteers will be on
Bruin Walk and around campus
for the rest of the week.

With chapters on six University

of California campuses, the non-

profit organization hires lobbyists,

lawyers and staff organizers to

pass environmental laws, sue
industrial polluters and research

effective environmental solutions.

The group also provides stu-

dents with literature and informa-

tion on a wide variety of consumer
and environmental issues.

"Students are so busy - and
they don't have time to lobby and
write letters to Congress," said

Anita Bejmuk, an undeclared sec-

ond year student who chairs
UCLA's chapter. "It's almost like

supporting a group to do it for

you."

From 1982 to 1990, the group
was funded by a waivable fee sys-

tem where the money was includ-

ed in students' reg fees. Students

who did not wish to fund the
group had the option of indicating

this on their reg fee statement.

In 1990, the UC regents voted

against this form of funding, say-

ing it preyed on student apathy
because most students would not

read the reg fees payment form
"closely enough.

After fighting back for three

years, CALPIRG compromised
with the administration and
devised a voluntary pledge sys-

tem. Students must now sign a

card that indicates their willing-

ness to add $5 to their reg fees for

every quarter until they graduate.

If a student decides to stop their

funding, they must sign a reversal

card.

Coordinators said they must get

10 percent of the campus to

pledge in order to receive the

funding. They are also planning to

continue these pledging drives in

order to maintain the required per-

centage, especially because of
graduation and turnover rates.

Student volunteers said the
most difficult part of the drive is

getting students to stop and listen

to them.

"Once students realize there are

issues where we have been suc-

cessful in the past they are more
willing to make the pledge," said

Ashley Tarquin, a third-year psy-

chology student.

"Rather than people just getting

upset about the issues, the pledg-

ing drive will allow us to actually

get things done."

Many students who have been
approached by the volunteers said

they support the funding and think

it is for a good cause.

One student expressed some
concern about the method of
adding the $5 pledge into student

reg fees.

"I think it's an important
cause," said Noelle Miller, a sec-

ond-year psychobiology student.

"But I want to make sure that they

will show verification that they

are adding only five dollars and
not more."

Coordinators said the pledge

See CALPIRG, page 14

Inside News

Dying
tongues
Modem changes and

dwindling speakers are

steadily eroding several lan-

guages throughout the

world. A pair of UCLA
researchers has made it a

mission to travel the globe

recording these tongues

before they disappear.

See page 3

Inside A&E

Mascot head heist

remains unsolved
Theft still puzzles

as Josie Bruin dons

replacement head

Hie votes
In

That's right, we have the

numbers. Your ballots made
us laugh, made us cry, made
us feel like kids again. We
counted up all your votes

for^ Top 10 Best Worst
Movies of All Time.

Surj^sed to know that

Poir^ Break made the list?

It "^t^n'i even No. 1.

See page 20

By Stephanie Wang

Where in the world is Josie
Bruin's old head?

As Saturday's game against
use fast approaches. Bruin old-

timers may be wondering whatev-

er happened to the head portion of

mascot Josie's costume, which
was snatched March I after a bas-

ketball game.
University police said they have

not had any new leads on the case

of Josie's pilfered head.

Fortunately for Josie, the mas-
cots are supplemented by more
than one costume each, according

to Annette Yu, assistant director of

alumni and student programs.

i^>praised to be about $450, the

head was replaced using money set

aside for replacing and refurbish-

ing costume suits, Yu explained.

The disappearance of Josie's

head from the spirit squad's pri-

vate locker in Pauley Pavilion was
discovered by the student who
publicly frolics as Josie following

a UCLA-Stanford basketball game
on March 1 . Josie's decapitation

transpired a few days before last

year's basketball game against

use.
Responsibility for the theft was

assumed in the form of an anony-

mous ransom note composed from
newspaper and magazine cutouts

sent to The Bruin.

Signed "Yours truly. Troche,"
the note claimed possession of the

missing head and concluded with:

"I'll contact you soon with further

info."

The Bruin never heard from
"Trc(che" again.

Police investigation into the

theft of Josie's head has been
closed pending new leads, accord-

ing to the university police.

Yu, who is in charge of the spirit

squad, said she, too, was unaware
of any further contact involving

the theft.

"I just hope we don't see it on
'SC's bonfire," she said.

Neither Josie nor Joe Bruin
could be reached for comment.

JEFF FU/D*ly Brum

Josie Bruin wants to know the

whereatx}uts of her other hesd.

JON FERREY/Daily Brum

Brian Larson, a '94 UCLA alumnus, collects student's signatures

on Bruin Walk for CALPIRG 's petition.

Proposition 187 stirred

political activity in youth

Thousands of high

schoolers walked

out on Election Day

By Diana Lundin

Los Angeles Daily News

In the end, it was less about
being understood than about being

heard. An activism as passionate

as the one stirred in thousands of

San Fernando Valley high school-

ers by Proposition 1 87 is a politi-

cal first in Los Angeles. And while

studcnts^have historically led

social moveni^nts nationwide, it is

unusual for them to be on high
school campuses rather than at the

college level.

"I don't really recall anything

happening like this. I think in

terms of the size and the motiva-

tion behind it, it was unique," said

Pat Spencer, spokesman for the

Los Angeles Unified School
District. "I don't recall anything

recent that's purely political.

"The only other one I recall is

the 1989 teachers' strike. There
were students who walked out of
their classes in support of teach-

ers."

Juan Salvador, a student at

Reseda High School, said ail the

activity, which included an assem-

bly back on campus after the

walkout, whet his appetite for the

day he can cast a ballot.

"Once I turn 18, I'm definitely

going to register. They say every
vote makes a difference and I have

to find out for myself."

And Salvador doesn't intend to

be passive. "I definitely want to be

an activist, working on the outside

and^tting people involved," he

said. "My brother, he told me the

only thing we can do to change
something we don't like is to vote.

"The way he told everybody to

vote and to see how it would make
a difference really got me excited.

He maybe got a couple of people

to vote. He said those people can

make a change."

S. Eric Schockman, a political

science professor at the University

of Southern California, said he

"Once I turn 18, I'm _
definitely going to regis-

ter. TTiey say every vote

makes a difference and I

have to find out for

myself."

Juan Salvador

Reseda High School Student

isn't surprised that the protests in

support of immigrants were pre-

dominantly by high school stu-

dents, noting that college students

have becomQ increasingly more
conservative.

"If you look at trends of social

protest movements, it's always
been the youth who have begun
the process," he said. "What I

sense out of the churning of the

youth movement is, this is the

civil rights movement and it's not

going to go away.

"College students at least have
a vote; they do have some empow-
erment. The way 1 87 is drafted, it

goes after those who have no
power."

SeeSmPfcNTS, pagg 14
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What's Brewin' This Week
Arthur Ashe Foundation for the Defeat

of AIDS
Tennis tournament

If interested in playing or volunteering,

contact Kristina Mack at 396-1249

Today

9 a.m. - 3 p.m.

Peer Health Counselors

Women's Health Options Sessions -

birth control and gynecological exam
information

Also tomorrow at 11 a.m. - 5 p.m.

Women's Health Clinic, Student Health

Services _______
825-8462

Noon

Hillel Student Association

Talmud study with Rabbi Seidler-Feller

Law School 2442
208-3081

Office of International Students &
Scholars and International Students

Association

Pronunciation workshop
Also on Thursday
Men's Gym 105

825-1681 or 825-2726
'

12:15 p.m.

University Catholic Center
Weekly mass
Also on Wednesday
Ackerman 35 1

7

208-5015

4 p.m.

Student Fee Advisory Committee
Meeting

Murphy 2121

206-2447

4 p.m. - 8 p.m.

College of Letters and Science

Academic Support Workshops
Open counseling for Winter Quarter
course planning

Now through Friday

Griffin Commons 203
825-9315

4:15 p.m.

College of Letters and Science
Academic Support Workshops
Identifying Your Learning Strengths

At 7 p.m.: Succeeding at Writing

Griffin Commons 203
825-9315

5 p.m.

Expresion Latina

Actors workshop - no experience

necessary

Also at 7 p.m.

MacGowan 1350
208-5013

International Students Association

General meeting

Ackerman 2412
825-2726

Lesbian & Bisexual Women's Rap
Kerckhoff500
825-8053 : J

6 p.m.

UCLA Hawai'i Club

General meeting

Ackerman 2408 •

476-1181

7 p.m.

BruHi Victory Fellowship

"Living the Life of Victory"

Kinsey 169

(818)998-5016

7:30 p.m.

Hillel Students Association

Israeli dancing - instructors' class

At 9:15 p.m.: beginners' class

900 Hilgard Ave.

Cost: $5 general, $4 students

208-3081

Meinitz Movies
Free sneak preview of "Heavenly

Creatures"

Meinitz Theater

206-8170

Tuesday

9 a.m. - 4 p.m.

UCLA Library Staff Association

26th Annual Used Book Sale

9 a.m. - 1 1 a.m. is reserved for UCLA
students, faculty and staff"

University Research Library portico

825-2138

Noon

12:15 p.m.

University Catholic Center

Rosary Group
Also on Thursday
Ackerman 35 1

6

208-5015

4 p.m.

Department of Musicology
Free lecture - "Piano Four Hands:
Schubert and the Performance Gay
Male Desire" by Professor Philip Brett

of UC Riverside

Schoenberg 1344
206-5187

5 p.m.

SHOUT- mentorship and counseling

program for lesbian/gay/bisexual high-

school yoiith

Meeting

Kerckhoff500
825-8053

6 p.m.

Mahu (Queer Asian Network)

Discussion and socials for, by and
about Queer Asian and Pacific Islanders

Campbell 3233
825-8053 or 825-7 184

6:30 p.m.

USAC
Meeting

Kerckhoff400
825-7306

7 p.m.

Revise Recycling at UCLA
Event planning meeting

Kerckhon'300
206-4438

Spartacus Youth Club

Introduction to Revolutionary Marxism
Rolfe31l8
(213)280-8239

UCLA Japanese Animation Club

Japanese animation screening - all

subtitled in English

Dickson 2 1 60E
794-3656

Women's National Book Association.
Los Angeles Chapter
Speaker: Fred Rubin, Supervising
Producer for ABCAVamer Bros.' "On
Our Own"
Beverly Hills Public Library, second
floor meeting room. 444 N. Rexford Dr.

Cost: $5
479-8974

7:30 p.m.

Jewish Graduate Students Coalition

Graduate Coffee Talk

Borders Books & Music, 1360
Westwood Blvd. {^
208-3081 or 209- 1074 -^ '

.

National Geographic Society

Lecture and slide presentation by
photographer Sam Abell

Borders Books and Music
1 360 Westwood Blvd.

475-3444 or (213) 656-1234

UCLA Comedy Club

Free Comedy Show
Dykstra Hall

794-3282

UCLA Faculty Women's Club

Free lecture on memory by Professor

Robert Bjork

Faculty Center

459-1950

UCLA Theatre Department
MFA One-Act Festival

Through Thursday and on Friday at

4:15 p.m.

MacGowan Hall Room 1330
208-7150

Wednesday

10 a.m.

Placement & Career Planning Center

Workshop: Grad School Letters of

Recommendation
PCPC Building

Call 206-1944 to register

Noon

Campus Events

Speakeft: Cast of "Days of Our Lives"

Ackerman Grand Ballroom
825-1958

UCLA Child Care Services

Discussion about first language

development led by Susan Curtiss,

Ph.D., Professor of Linguistics

Murphy 2121

206-3078

Women's Resource Center
Free film: "It was a Wonderful Life:

Hidden Homeless Women"
Dodd2
825-3945

4:30 p.m.

Republican Youth Majority

General meeting -^

Ackerman 3516
(213)962-3839

S p.m.

Turkish Students' Association

Meeting and Happy Hour
Kinsey 386
(818)799-9977

UCLA Ballroom Oance Club
Weekly dance instruction - waltz and
swing

Ackerman Grand Ballroom
(818)883-4543

6 p.m.

Asian Pacific Coalition

Board meeting - leadership building

and conflict resolution

Campbell 3230
825-1784

6:45 p.m.

UCLA Business Investment Society

"How to Make $$ in Stocks: Equities

Part ir
LATC Conference Room
276-6623

7 p.m.

JSU and Hillel

Kristallnacht Commemoration
900 Hilgard Ave.

208-3081

Mark Slavkin. School Board Member
Town Hall Meeting

Nora Sterry School Library, 1730

Corinth Ave.

(213)625-6387

8 p.m.

UCLA Wind Ensemble
Free concert

Schoenberg Hall

825-4761

Thursday

5 p.m.

Hong Kong Student Union

Newsgroup discussion

Ackerman 2408
444-0633

6 p.m.

UCLA Pre-Dental Society

Speaker: Director of Admission of
UCLA Dental School

Center for Health Science 13-041

209-1255

7 p.m.

Campus Events

Films: "True Lies" followed by
"Terminator 2" at 9:30 p.m.

Ackerman Grand Ballroom
Cost: $2
825-1958

9 p.m.

UCLA Pre-Pharmacy Society

Speaker: oncology pharmacist Paul

Ctonatoni

Ackerman 3517
208-5563

Friday

10 a.m. - 10 p.m.

P.E.E.R. Group - Sonic Boone
Production

UCLAAJSC Alumni Family Carnival

Through Sunday
Central Park Old Town Pasadena
(818)683-0673

6:30 p.m.

Hillel Students Association

Shabbat with USC
900 Hilgard Ave.

208-3081

9 p.m.

Sigma Alpha Mu
15th Annual Beat 'SC

522 Landfair

Proceeds to benefit American Heart
Association

209-8083

Saturday

9 a.m. - 3 p.m.

UCLA School of Public Health

Fourteenth Annual Recruitment

Conference

Center for Health Science 23-105
Cost: $3
Call 825-7449 to register

If you would like an event listed in this

section, please fill out a listing form at

the Daily Bruin front counter in 225
Kerckhoff by 2 p.m. the day before

publication. The deadline for a

submission in Monday's paper is

Thursday at 2 p.m.

Tony Vera (above) describes himself as a "legend in my own mind." The street performer,

has spent the last seven and a half years in Venice, often draws quite a crowd, including

children, left, who strain to catch a glimpse of his tricks, most of which he learned as a

vendor at a circus. Vera relies on the crowd for a good show, singling people out, as he
does below left, for comedic acts. Below right, he balances a more daring audience
member on a chair. This feat has landed him a minor role (as himself) in the

upcoming movie Somebody to Love, starring Harvey Keitel and
Rosie Perez*

Plioto Essay by

AUDREY LEE/Daily Bruin

Panel to announce history standards

Revisions add to UCLA4ed review to

emphasize non-European movements

By Jo Thomas
The New York Times

A federal education panel will

announce new world history stan-

dards that keep William the

Conqueror and the Battle of
Hastings in public-school lesson

plans but also give emphasis to

non-European hallmarks like

China's powerful Song dynasty,

which developed paper currency,

gunpowder and wood-block book
printing from the 10th to the 13th

century.

The standards, which are volun-

tary, retain the study of the Greek
city-states and the Roman Empire

but add the Mauryan Empire in

India and the Olmec civilization,

which influenced the Zapotec and

Mayan civilizations in

Mesoamerica.

Two years in the making, the

standards ask teachers to broaden

their scope beyond Europe and ask

students to go beyond rote memo-
rization and explain, analyze and

explore historical movements
around the world.

"They represent a commitment
to genuine globe-encompassing
history, not just the history of

Western civilization," said Ross

Dunn, who served as the cooidinal-

ing editor for the standards, devel-

oped by historians commissioned
by the Department of Education

and the National Endowment for

the Humanities during the Bush
administration. Dunn is a professor

of history at San Diego State

University and former president of

the World History Association.

The historians who wrote the

standards are well aware that their

work may offer yet another oppor-

tunity for the culture wars to enter

the high school arena, just as their

American history standards did

when released last month.

"The more suident debate," said

Peter Stearns, a historian at

Carnegie-Mellon University who
helped evaluate the standards, "is

between those who think there are

some special marvelous features

about the Western tradition that stu-

dents should be exposed to - indoc-

trinated in - as a way to realize their

own values are privileged, and oth-

ers who feel it's much more impor-

tant for students to have a sense of

the way the larger world has devel-

oped historically and the position of

See HISTORY, page 15

Veterans memorial acts

as shrine, say sciioiars
Vietnam wall site

grows to

sacreddiimensions

By Gustav Niebuhr
The New York Times

WASHINGTON — Americans
have long revered places that they

link to the shaping of their nation-

al identity: the bridge at Concord,

the Alamo, the hulk of the battle-

ship Arizona at Pearl Harbor. Few_
pieces of ground are so hallowed

as Gettysburg, where the Civil

War battle and Lincoln's address

paired national unity and purpose

in a way that is seen as almost

mystical.

But veneration occasionally

imparts something more to a hal-

lowed site: a spiritual dimension

that transforms it into something

like a sacred shrine, where pil-

grims come and devotions are

paid. For generations, Gettysburg

was such a place. The Vietnam
Veterans Memorial, several schol-

ars of religion and culture say, is

becoming one now.

"It's an altar," said Conrad
Cherry, director of the Center for

the Study of Religion and
American Culture at Indiana
University-Purdue University at

Indianapolis. "You approach it_

with reverence and respect and
silence. The supreme sacrifice is

very much there."

The memorial's appearance is

starkly dramatic. A pair of black

See VETERANS, page 15
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Are languages going
the way of dinosaurs?
UCLA researchers

try to record world's

dwindling dialects

By Donna Wong
Daily Bruin Senior Staff

Seven hundred people in the

southern region of India speak a

language called Toda that is quiet-

ly being disintegrated by the tech-

nology of the modem age.

High on a plateau, the Toda
people's homes remained isolated

until 1830, when roads were built

into their villages and televisions,

radios and visitors found ways
into their homes.

Although Toda is currently 700
speakers strong, members know
that as the community interacts

more with the outside world and

its children grow more attached to

television, other language^ and
different ways of livingrwill be

permanently embedded into their

lives. -- -

And slowly, the Toda language

may die away.

For many languages today that

may have as few as six elderly

speakers or as many as 700. pre-

serving a language is a way of

preserving a culture and a differ-

ent way of organizing life, said

Peter l^dcfogcd. a UCLA linguis-

tics professor

With more than 6.000 lan-

guages spoken across the globe

and numbers dwindling at

unprecedented rates, modern eco-

nomics, communication and trav-

el continue to increase a language

community's contact with other

cultures and languages.

Many times, adopting a main-

stream tongue such as English

becomes a necessity for doing
business or watching television.

And what results is the death of a

language.

But those dying languages are

not going down without a fight

from Ladefoged or Ian

^e LANGUAQE, page 14^
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U.S. freezes Asian
war depot proposal
JAKARTA, Indonesia — The United
States has put on hold a prc^x)sal to build a

floating war depot in Southeast Asia that

would strengthen American military readi-

ness in both Asia and the Middle East.

The plan was frozen, at least for the

moment, after Thailand rejected a pro-

posal la^t month to base a flotilla of up to

six supply ships permanently in the Gulf
of Thailand.

Since then, senior officials in Malaysia
and Indonesia have indicated publicly

that they would also reject any American
proposal to position their ships off their

coasts.
.

;

'

Palestinian suicide
bomber Icills tliree
JERUSALEM— A Palestinian suicide

bomber on a bicycle blew himself up
Friday at an Israeli Army checkpoint in

the Gaza Strip, killing three soldiers and
wounding at least eight people, including

other Israelis there and Palestinians in a

passing car.

The attack Friday, carried out by a

young man who had ridden up on a bicy-

cle with explosives strapped to his body,

took place at an army outpost guarding
Netzarim, an isolated settlement of 28
families, that lies just south of heavily
populated Gaza City.

Responsibility was taken by Islamic
Holy War, a militant group that had
vowed revenge after one of its Gazan
leaders, Hani Abed, was killed in a car

bombing last week, and all Palestinian

factions, including the Palestinian
bi5eration Organization, blamed Israel.

Free trade meeting
presents timetable
JAKARTA, Indonesia ;— A meeting that

will attempt to set a tai^get date for achiev-

ing free trade throughout the huge Asia-

Pacific region opened Friday with
reservations about part of the proposed
timetable coming from a seemingly unlike-

ly party - the United States.

The central question at this year's annu-

al meeting of the Asia-Pacific Economic
Cooperation forum is whether the 18 mem-
ber countries will agree to liberalize trade

throughout the region by the proposed date

of 2020.

But Washington has expressed some
reluctance about part of the proposal that

would require industrialized countries to

eliminate trade barriers 10 years earlier

than the developing countries. .

\
Warren Christopher
lauds China's role
JAKARTA— During hisJast trip to Asia

in March, Secretary of State Warren
Christopher found himself verbally bat-

tling the Chinese over their human rights

record on every day of his visit.

Friday, Christopher and the Chinese
Foreign Minister, Qian Qichen, looked

downright comfortable together as they

met on the fringes of a meeting of foreign

ministers of the Asia Pacific Economic
Cooperation forum.

In a brief exchange with reporters,

Christopher praised China for what he
called its constructive role in the negotia-

tions that led to the U.S.-North Korean
nuclear deal and announced that China
would have an important role in its

implementation.

.^sj^tion

\

Prefect fom
capital punishment
WASHINGTON— Conceding that "cap-

ital punishment was the running mate"
for candidates of all stripes this election,

opponents of the death penalty launched

a campaign Thursday to convince
Americans that executions are not the

best way to fight violent crime.

The effort will focus on the South,
where 70 percent of all executions occur,

and on New York, where Gov. George
Pataki. Pataki promised to sign a bill

reinstatingexecutions if, as expected, the

legislate passes such a measure.

The Justice William Brennan Jr.

Project aims to educate voters on the

ine^ectiveness and cost of executions, as

well as the immorality. The Brennan
Project initiatives will resemble targeted

political campaigns lasting about six

months.

Cuban aid caravan
violates U.S. policy
WASHINGTON— Thousands of people

marched in Washington Saturday to

protest the U.S. embai^o against Cuba.

Carrying banners and chanting "Cuba
si, bloque no," the groups representing

states from as far away as Maine and
Florida held a rally in a neighborhood park

in the immigrant section of the city, then

marched three miles to the White House.

The protest also kicked off a 65-bus and
truck caravan loaded with ISO tons of
humanitarian aid for Cuba, in open viola-

tion of U.S. policy. After converging in

Washington, the caravan would head for

Canada, where the goods would be loaded

on boats to Cuba.

Rule would prevent
'vacation banldng'
While top school officials assert that a

policy against vacation banking can't be
enforced without potentially lengthy
union negotiations, many of the worst
offenders are top administrators not rep-

resented by unions, records show.

Those administrators could be forced

immediately to adhere to a "use it or lose

it" vacation rule that prevents them from
stockpiling any more vacation time in

excess of Los Angeles Unified School
District policy, officials said.

Board of Education President Mark
Slavkin said he will propose such a rule

at the board's Dec. 5 meeting to prevent

top administrators from banking any
more excessive vacation time.

Officials reinstate
funding for subway

Federal officials have resumed funding

for the Metro Red Line subway project,

citing steps taken by the Metropolitan
Transportation Authority to improve
oversight of the troubled project.

The Federal Transit Administration
froze $1.6 billion in federal funding last

month after a series of problems - most
notably the sinking of Hollywood
Boulevard because of flawed construc-

tion practices.

But in a letter released Thursday,
Federal Transit Administrator Gordon
Linton said funding would be restored

because the MTA had made "reasonable

and appropriate" changes in tunnel con-
struction practices and reformed its orga-

nization to increase accountability, quality

control and safety inspection programs.

November 22, 1994 (9-6 PM)

Just a Reminder. .

.

Candidate packets for the Office of Facilities Commissioner
Official Group Endorsement applications

( )

DUE TODAY @ 12:00 P.

The mandatory candidates'

orientation meeting is on Tuesday,

Nov. 15 in the Election Board Office.

? Question ? Please call the Election Board Office @ 206-7796

Kerckhoff 309-A
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Germany tries to curb 'eternal student' syndrome
New policies attempt to push students

from college to working world sooner

By Stephen Kinzer

The New York Times

Germans love to go to school. It

is not uncommon here to find

someone well past 30 who is still

an active university student and
has no interest in leaving acad-

eme. Over the years this German
syndrome has become well-

known across Europe, and there is

even a colloquial name for its vic-

tim; he or she is called the "ewige

student," or the eternal student

Now the government is trying

to adopt new policies that will

push students into the working
world more quickly. In various

states and in Bonn, politicians are

urging shorter courses of study

and cutbacks in subsidies for stu-

dents who stay in college too long.

Such students, they say, absorb
large amounts of government
money but wait too long before

giving society any return on its

investment.

In Germany, the equivalent of

high school lasts 13 years instead

of 12, the norm in the United

States. Males must then complete

a year of military or alternative

service. Most students are at least

20 years old when they embark on
a two-year or four-year university

course.

Some are eager to begin their

working lives as soon as possible,

but a substantial number become
comfortable with campus life.

Lx)ve of learning is not necessarily

the only reason. With most univer-

sities free or nearly so, and with

students eligible for bargain prices

on everything from subway fares

to health insurance, incentives to

stay in school are considerable.

German law guarantees every-

one with a high school diploma

the right to study at a university.

This has been interpreted to

mean that students are entitled not

just to a single course of study, but

to as many courses as they care to

take. Some choose to pursue train-

ing in a second or third career
without ever having practiced

their first. And foreign students

often seek to prolong their studies

as long as possible in order to

maintain their visa status.

There is not enough space in

German universities to accommo-
date all older students and all

incoming freshmen, and over-

crowding has become a chronic

problem. The government says

that this year overcrowding meant

that 1.8 million students were not

able to pursue the course of their

choice.

"We have to get the length of
time people spend in school back

to a reasonable level," said Hans-
Uwe Erichsen, director of an asso-

ciation of college deans.

He and other specialists are

debating how many semesters stu-

dents should be allowed to remain

enrolled at a university before

they begin losing their subsidies.

Student leaders, supported by
some professors, are resisting

efforts to limit the time they may
spend at school. They say these

efforts will ultimately produce a

less intelligent nation.

VELCRO WALL

Come one, come all.*
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nmoiNe sourci
Funded principally by ASUCLA
Undergraduate Student Associa-

tion nnembership fees and,

for programs, support from the

ASUCIA Board of Directors.

USES OF NET RBVENUI
Operates on a break-even basis

to provide free and low-cost

student programs.

niNDINQ SOURCE
Funded principally by ASUCLA
Graduate Student Association

membership fees and support

from the ASUCU^ Board of

Directors for programs.

USES OF NET REVENUE
Operates on a break-even basis

to provide free and low-cost

student programs.

FUNDIN6 SOURCE
Generates revenue through the

sale of goods and services;

operations include the ASUCLA
Students' Store and
Food Service

USES OF NET REVENUE
Uses net revenues to repay ~^

long-term loans and to remodel
and upgrade facilities. Provides

programming funds.

FUNMNa SOURCE
Generates revenue through ttic

sale of advertising in student

publications.

USES OF NET RBVINM
Sets aside surplus funds to pay
for the equipment used to

produce publications and keep
KIA Radio on the air.

A
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ASUCLA
FINANCIAL

B,ecause ASUCLA is a large, complex organization,

you probably think of it as a "corporation." But it

really isn't. ASUCLA is an unincorporated, non-profit

association, and that's different from a corporation in

many ways. One difference between the two is that a

corporation is owned by its stockholders and they are

legally entitled to an annual report of the corporation's

financial status. An unincorporated, non-profit asso-

ciation like ASUCLA isn't allowed to have stockhold-

ers. But early on in ASUCLA 's history, we decided
that the campus community should see an "annual
report" in the form of published Financial Statements.

These Financial Statements have been examined by an
independent audit firm, Deloitte & louche LLP. The
results of that examination are covered in the Deloitte

& Touche LLP reports to the ASUCLA Board of

Directors you'll see reproduced on the following

pages.

Financial statements are a little daunting at first

glance, but we hope you will take the time to look

through them. There are four separate entities in

ASUCLA. Services & Enterprises, the biggest from a

financial standpoint, is the entity that operates campus
services such as the Students' Store and Food Service.

The two student governments are also treated as

separate financial entities: USA is the Undergraduate
Students Association, and GSA is the Graduate Stu-

dents Association. Finally there's the Communications
Board, publisher of the Daily Bruin and other campus
media.

ASUCLA's Board of Directors is responsible for

the fiscal soundness of all four ASUCLA entities. Each
entity operates under its own budget, and all four

budgets are reviewed and approved by the Board of

Directors. The names of current Board members are

listed at right. You'll notice that students hold a voting

majority on the Board.

The two student governments receive the bulk of

their income from student membership fees; they are

expected to operate at break-even. Services & Enter-

prises receives its income from the sale of goods and
services, while Communications Board receives its

income principally from advertising. Both Services &
Enterprises and Communications Board expect to

generate net revenue—that is, income that is higher
than expense.

If you examine the pages dealing with Services &
Enterprises, you will see that Services & Enterprises

ended 1993-1994 with revenues outstripping ex-

penses by $139 thousand. This represents a substan-

tial change from the prior year loss of $1.4 million

and is largely due to the steps the Board of Directors

and Services & Enterprises management took to

reduce expenses in 1993-1994. TTiese steps included

cancelling or delaying major purchases and projects,

controlling operating expenses, and reducing the

payroll through salary cuts, voluntary retirement,

and involuntary lay-offs of our full time staff.

The Conununications Board also generated net

revenue, amoimting to about $187 thousand.

If you have questions about the Financial State-

ments, please feel free to call, write, or e-mail the

ASUCLA Finance Director, Val McCormick at

(310) 794-8834, 308 Westwood Plaza, Los Angeles

90024, Campus Mail Code 164006, or

vmccormiek@asucla.ucla.edu. General messages to

ASUCLA are always welcome at the following^^
e-mail address: ASUCLA@asucla.ucla.edu.

ASUCLA
Board of

Directors 1994-1995
Graduate Students

Tim Beasley (GSA President), Karol Dean^
Peary Brug (Vice Chair), Khosrow Khosravani
(alt), David Kopplin (alt)

Undersraduate Students
Rob Greenhalgh (Chair & USA President),

Elaine Chu, Mark Reyerson, Chris Chaudoir (alt),

Tamara Carr (alt)

Faculty
George Brown, Daniel Bussel (alt)

Alumni
Allen Latta, Lisa Pierozzi (alt),

James Roberson (alt).

Administration
Anita Cotter, Dorothy Webster,

Dave Lowenstein (alt)

Executive Director/CEO
Jason C. Reed

;t'
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1993-1994 Undersraduate
Students Association
Financial Statements
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Comments .:

.

'
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Each year the Associated Students UCLA publishes its

audited financial statements in the'UCLA Daily Bruin. The
constitution of the ASUCLA Board of Directors requires that we
publish this information, and that requirement dovetails with

our desire to provide regular and open communications with

the community we serve.

There are four distinct financial entities within ASUCLA.
The report on this page covers the Undergraduate Students

Association for the year ended May 31, 1994, as audited by the

Association's external accountants, Deloitte & Touche LLP,

Certified Public Accountants.

Statements for the Communications Board, Graduate
Students Association, and ASUCLA Services and Enterprises

appear on other pages.

Doloitto&
'RnicIibiip

INDEPENDENT AUDITORS' REPORT

To the Board of Directors,

Associated Students UCLA:

We have audited the accompanying balance sheet of the

Undergraduate Students Association UCLA ("USA") as of May 31, 1994
and the related statement of revenues, expenses, and net revenue
accumulated for use in operations for the year then ended. These
financial statements are the responsibility of USA's management. Our
responsibility is to express an opinion on these financial statements

bosed on our audit.

We conducted our audit in accordance with generally accepted
auditing standards. Those standards require that we plan and perform
the audit to obtain reasonable assurance about whether the financial

statements are free of material misstatement. An audit Includes

examining, on a test basis, evidence supporting the amounts and
disclosures in the financial statements. An audit also includes assessing

the accounting principles used and significant estimates made by
management, as well as evaluating the overall financial statement
presentation. We believe that our audit provides a reasonable basis for

our opinion.

In our opinion, the financial statements referred to above present

fairly, in all material resjjects, the financial position of the Undergradu-
ate Students Association UCLA o& of May 31, 1994 and the results of its

operations for the year then ended in conformity with generally accepted
accounting principles.

/V
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UNDERGRADUATE STUDENTS ASSOCIATION UCLA
BALANCE^HEET
MAY 31, 1994

'

ASSETS
Cash and short-term investments (Note 2)

Receivable from Regents of the Univ. of CA (Note 1)

Other current assets

TOTAL '' :'.
;

$188,108
. 277.605
.. 5.782

,. $471.495^

UNDERGRADUATE STUDENTS ASSOCIATION UCLA
STATEMENT OF REVENUES, EXPENSES AND NET
REVENUE ACCUMULATED FOR USE IN OPERATIONS
YEAR ENDED MAY 31, 1994

4

REVENUES:
Student membership fees $1,192,978

;7t;— 89.361

45.267

33,333
... . 19.019

... 2^.202

Program support
Film and concert series

ASUCLA Board of Directors' support (Note 1)

Interest

Other
Total revenues 1.415.866

EXPENSES (Note 1):

Commissions and related program expenses:
Campus retention 331.383
Administrative services 226.382
Campus events 128.163
Community services 127.784
Student advocacy groups .'. 90.233
Cultural affairs 87.742
President and vice presidents 78,740
USA programming and community serv. mini-fund 77.714
Community activity 66.277
Board of Directors' programming 61,661
Student welfare 46.622
Officers' stipends 26.475
Academic affairs 23,787
Other 6.155

Total expenses ......^ 1-379.118

EXCESS OF REVENUES OVER EXPENSES 3§,748

NET REVENUE ACCUMULATED FOR USE IN OPERATIONS:
Balance. June 1. 1993 206.225
Balance, May 31, 1994 $242.aZ3

See notes to financial statements.

LIABILITIES

Accounts payable and accrued expenses:
ASUCLA Services and Enterprises (Note 1)

ASUCLA Communications Board (Note 1)

Other accrued expenses
Total accounts payable and accrued expenses

Funds Held for Others

Total liabilities /.,......,

$80,127
59.355
85.602

225.084

_^428
228.522

NET REVENUE ACCUMULATED
FOR USE IN OPERATIONS (Note 3) 242.973

TOTAL ,......^.... $471.495

See notes to financial statements.

UNDERGRADUATE STUDENTS ASSOCIATION UCLA
NOTES TO FINANCIAL STATEMENTS
YEAR ENDED MAY 31, 1994

1. GENERAL
The Associated Students UCLA ("ASUCLA") comprises four

separate entities: ASUCLA Services and Enterprises, ASUCLA
Communications Board, Undergraduate Students Association UCLA
and Graduate Students Association UCLA. Separate financial state-

ments are presented for each of the four entities.

The primary purpose of the Undergraduate Students Association

UCLA ("USA") is undergraduate student government, which is

embodied in the Undergraduate Students Association Council

("USAC"). The USAC determines the annual budget and allocations

of USA funds to various programs. These programs include Campus
Retention Programs, the Film Program, theSpeakers Program, the

Noon Concert Program, participation in statewide student representa-

tion councils, and community service activities such as Project

Motivation and UCLA Special Olympics.

USA is financed principally from mandatory undergraduate

student annual membership fees of $54 per student. These fees are

collected by the University on behalf of USA and remitted quarterly.

Included in these annual fees, which are collected on a quarterly basis,

are the Student Initiated Service Program initiat've and the Academic

Success Referendum initiative which were implemented based on a

vote of the undergraduate students in May 1990 and May 1993,

respectively. These fees provide $27 per student per year as commis-

sion-specific fees to the Academic Affairs, Coijimunity Service and

Student Welfare Commissions, the USA Program and USA Commu-
nity Service Mini-Fund and to the Community Activities Committee .

and the Campus Retention Committee. Additional support is received

through Board of Directors' allocations of ASUCLA Services and

Enterprises funds and from the University for specific programs. '

Accounhng, financial, and various other service expenses are

charged to USA by ASUCLA Services and Enterprises. For the year

ended May 31, 1994, these expenses were approximately $154,(XX).

Purchases by USA from the ASUCLA Communications Board

were approximately $140,(XX) for the year ended May 31, 1994.

The activities of USA are exempt from income taxes.

2. SHORT-TERM INVESTMENTS
Short-term investments consist primarily of money market

instruments and certificates of deposit and are carried at cost plus

accrued interest, which approximates market.

3. NET REVENUE ACCUMULATED FOR USE

IN OPERATIONS
The USA typically plans expenditures to match revenues. Rev-

enues in excess of expenses are held for specific purposes or for

program allocation in subsequent years. Of the net revenue accumu-

lated for use in operations at May 31, 1994 of approximately $243,(XX),

$99,8(X) represents membership fee income to be appropriated during

1994-1995, $68,(XX) is held as a reserve against possible future deficits,

$4,8(X) arises from ASUCLA Board of Directors program funds and

will be allocated during 1994-1995, $3,1(X) represents restricted surplus

which will be reallocated to specific programs in 1994-1995, and

$67,300 is set aside to be allocated during 1994-1995 by the-USA

Council.

4. UCLA MARDl GRAS
The net proceeds from the annual UCLA Mardi Gras, an activity

of USA, are provided to UCLA UniCamp, a summer residential camp
for disadvantaged youth of Southern California. During the year

ended May 31, 1994, UCLA Mardi Gras had gross receipts of approxi-

mately $353,700 and expenses of approximately $324,400. Since UCLA
Mardi Gras is a benefit activity and not part of the ongoing operations

of ASUCLA, the receipts and expenses have been excluded from the

accompanying financial statements.

1993-1994 ASUCIA Financial Statennents Page 2
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1993-1994 Graduate
Students Association
Financial Statements

Comments
-Each year the Associated Students UCLA publishes its

audited financial statements in the UCLA Daily Bruin. The
constitution of the ASUCLA Board of Directors requires that we
publish this information, and that requirement dovetails with

our desire to pr6vide regular and open communications with

the community we serve.

There are four distinct financial entities within ASUCLA.
The report on this page covers the Graduate Students Associa-

tion for the year ended May 31, 1994, as audited by the

Association's external accountants, Deloitte & Touche LLP,
Certified Public Accountants.

Statements for the Communications Board, Undergradu-
ate Students Association, and ASUCLA Services and Enter-

prises appear on other pages.

Delome&
Touche up

INDEPENDENT AUDITORS' REPORT

To the Board of Directors,

Associated Students UCLA:

We have audited the accompanying balance sheet of the
Graduate Students Association UCLA ("GSA") as of May 31, 1994 and the
related statement of revenues, expenses, and net revenue accumulated
for use in operations for the year then ended. These financial statements
are the responsibility of GSA's management. Our responsibility is to

express an opinion on these financial statements based on our audit.

We conducted our audit in accordance with generally accepted
auditing standards. Those standards require that we plan and perform
the audit to obtain reasonable assurance about whether the flnancial
statements are free of material misstatement. An audit includes
examining, on a test basis, evidence supporting the amounts and
disclosures in the financial statements. An audit also includes assessing
the accounting principles used and significant estimates made by
management, as well as evaluating the overall financial statement
presentation. We believe that our audit provides a reasonable basis for

our opinion.

In our opinion, the financial statements referred to above present
fairly, in all material respects, the Hnancial position of the Graduate
Students Association UCLA as of May 31, 1994 and the results of its

operations for the year then ended in conformity with generally accepted
accounting principles.

XUjcL ^TrJL^ II
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GRADUATE STUDENTS ASSOCIATION UCLA
BALANCE SHEET
AAAY 31, 1994

../

ASSETS
CURRENT ASSETS:

Cash and short-term investments (Note 2) $157,836
Receivable from Regents of the Univ. of CA (Note 1) 1^310
Other current assets 686

Total current assets 159 832
FIXTURES AND EQUIPMENT:

(Net of accumulated depreciation of $3,227) (Note 2) 12.864
TOTAL $172.696

LIABILITIES

ACCOUNTS PAYABLE AND ACCRUED EXPENSES:
ASUCLA Services and Enterprises (Note 1) $26,289
ASUCLA Communications Board (Note 1) l'984
Other accrued expenses 43 944

Total accounts payable and accrued expenses ., 72 217
ACCUMULATED NET REVENUE (Note 3):

Investment in property 12,864
Available for use in operations '... 87.615

Total accumulated net revenue 1QQ.479
TOTAL :... $172.696

See notes to financial statements.

GRADUATE STUDENTS ASSOCIATION UCLA
STATEMENT OF REVENUES, EXPENSES AND NET
REVENUE ACCUMULATED FOR USE IN OI>ERATIONS
YEAR ENDED MAY 31, 1994

REVENUES:
Student membership fees $156,417
University student fees allocation ...:, 77,500
ASUCLA Board of Directors' support (Note 1) 16,667
Interest 5,044
Other 10.'507

Total revenues 266.135
EXPENSES: '

University student fees funded programs and publications ... 79,372
Councils' programs 53,601
Central Office programs/other 40,610
Officers' stipends 33,500
Administrative and support services (Note 1) 28,535
Melnitz Movies program 24,083
Staff assistance 9,715
Programs and publications 7,205

Total expenses 276,621

EXCESS OF EXPENSES OVER REVENUES (10,486)
NET REVENUE ACCUMULATED FOR USE IN OPERATIONS:

Balance, June 1, 1993 1 TP.965
Balance, May 31, 1994 $100.479

See notes to financial statements.

GRADUATE STUDENTS ASSOCIATION UCLA
NOTES TO FINANCIAL STATEMENTS
YEAR ENDED MAY 31 , 1994

1. GENERAL
The Associated Students UCLA ("ASUCLA") comprises

four separate entities: ASUCLA Services and Enterprises,

ASUCLA Communications Board, Undergraduate Students
Association UCLA and Graduate Students Association UCLA.
Separate financial statements are presented for each of the four

entities.

The primary purpose of the Graduate Students Associa-

tion UCLA ("GSA") is to provide representation of graduate
students in a campus-wide body and promote their interests on
the campus and within the University of California. GSA is

organized into 11 councils, representing related departments, a

Central Office of three elected officers and seven appointed
Commissioners. Publications supported by GSA include the

Carte Italiane, Animatrix and Paroles Gelees. Programs that

have been supported by GSA include Chiapas, The Conflict

Unmasked, 3rd Annual Jusur Graduate Student Conference,

, University Multimedia Ensemble, and Earthweek.

GSA is financed principally from mandatory graduate
student membership fees of $16.50 per student per year.

Additional support is obtained through the Board of Directors'

allocations of ASUCLA Services and Enterprise funds and from
the University, for community services, publications and
various other programs.^

Accounting, financial, and various other service expenses
are charged to GSA by ASUCLA Services and Enterprises. For
the year ended May 31, 1994, these expenses were approxi-
mately $29,000.

Purchases by GSA from the ASUCLA Communications
Board were approximately $3,000 for the year ended May 31,

1994.

The activities of GSA are exempt from income taxes.

2. SUMMARY OF ACCOUNTING POLICIES *-^

Short-Term Investments— Short-term investments consist

primarily of money market instruments and certificates of deposit

that are carried at cost plus accrued interest, which approximates
market.

Property - Capitalized property is depreciated on a straight-

line basis over the estimated useful life of the asset.

3. ACCUMULATED NET REVENUE
The GSA typically plans expenditures to match revenues.

Revenues in excess of expenses are held for specific purposes
or for program allocation in subsequent years. Of the net
revenue accumulated for use in operations at May 31, 1994 of
approximately $87,600, $39,800 represents University student
fee funded programs to be appropriated to qualified programs
in 1994-1995; $1 1,650 is University student fee surplus, which
will be returned to the University in 1994-1995; $21,000 is held
for individual GSA council use and future appropriation;

$10,000 is held as a reserve against possible future deficits; $50
arises from ASUCLA Board of Directors program support to be
appropriated to qualified programs in 1994-1995; $3,700
represents student membership fee income to be appropriated
during 1994-1995; and $1,400 is set aside to be allocated during
1994-1995 by the GSA Forum.
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1993-1994 ASUCLA
Services & Enterprises
Financial Statements
Comments

Each year the Associated Students UCLA publishes its

audited financial statements in the UCLA Daily Bruin. The -
constitution of the ASUCLA Board of Directors requires that we
publish this information, and that requirement dovetails with
our desire to provide regular and open communications with
the community we serve.

ASUCLA is a non-profit association, organized in 1919 to

provide student services and activities not otherwise provided
by the University. As long as ASUCLA has existed, our purpose
has been to serve primarily students. Net revenue is used to

strengthen the Association through the improvement of ser-

vices and facilities for UCLA students. Net losses, when they

occur, are ASUCLA's responsibility and are charged to prior

and future net revenues.

Anyone who wants more detailed or supplemental
financial information is invited to contact the ASUCLA Finance
Director, Val McCormick, at (310) 794-8834, or at

vmccormick@asucla.ucla.edu.

There are four distinct financial entities within ASUCLA. -

The report on these two pages covers the Services and Enter-

prises aspects of ASUCLA for the year ended May 31, 1994, as

audited by the Association's external accountants, Deloitte &
Touche LLP, Certified Public Accountants.

Statements for the Communications Board, Undergradu-
ate Students Association, and Graduate Students Association

appear on other pages.

DelolttB&
Jfoydwup

INDEPENDENfT AUDITORS' REPORT

To the Board of Directors,

Associated Students UCLA:

We have audited the accompanying balance sheet of the
Associated Students UCLA Services and Enterprises (the "Association") a&
of May 31, 1994 and the related statements of revenues, expenses, and
accumulated net revenue and of cash flows for the year then ended.
These financial statements are the responsibility of the Association's

management. Our responsibility is to express an opinion on these

financial statements based on our audit.

We conducted our audit in accordance with generally accepted
auditing standards. Th(»e standards require that we plan and perform
the audit to obtain reasonable assurance about whether the financial

statements are free of material misstatement. An audit includes

examining, on a test basis, evidence supporting the amounts and
disclosures in the financial statements. An audit also includes assessing
the accounting principles used and significant estimates made by
management, as well as evaluating the overall financial statement
presentation. We believe that our audit provides a reasonable basis for

our opinion.

In our opinion, the financial statements referred to above present
fairly, in all material respects, the financial position of the Associated
Students UCLA Services and Enterprises as of May 31, 1994 and the
results of its operations and its cash flows for the year then ended in

conformity with generally accepted accounting principles.

Oiu- audit was made for the purpose of forming an opinion on the
basic financial statements taken as a whole. The supplemental schedule
on poge 5 is presented for additional analysis and is not a required part

of the basic financial statements. This additional information is the
responsibilityof the Association's management. Such information has "

v

been subjected to the auditing procedures applied in our audit of the
basic financial statements and, in our opinion, is fairly stated in all

material respects when considered in relation to the financial statements
taken as a whole.

^xirJCL -t-Trv-t/v/ IS^F

August 29, 1994

ASSOCIATED STUDENTS UOA SERVICES AND
ENTERPRISES—BALANCF5HEET, MAY 31, 1994
ASSETS

\ Notes
CURRENT ASSETS:

Cash and cash equivalents 2.. $2^18,316
Short-term investments \w.,>^.... 2.. 612,186
Accounts receivable:

Trade and other \ ...,...r.v;;^... . 1 , 1 56,460
_.„ Regents of the University of California:.•.. 1,657, 11.

s

—:.— ASUCLA Communications Boar6(^.—_„,„.„,_6-r. -80,330
Undergraduate Students Association UCLA . 6.. 80,127
Graduate Students Association UCUA 6.. 26,289

Total accounts receivable ...Lr. 3^0007321
Allowance for doubtful accounts (301,8 12)
Accounts receivable - net 2,698,509

^Merchandise and other inventories 2.. ^,226,093
Prepaid expenses and other assets 330,169

Total current assets 14,785,273
PROPERTY: 2

Buildings and improvements 12,847,865
Fixtures and equipment 14,441,136
Accumulated depreciation (13,962.790)

Property - net 13.326.211
TOTAL ::..:..: $28,111,484

Notes

669,480
799,621
314,523
727,044

284,167

26,832

^821^67
98,341

326.211
023,414

158.149)

191.476
111,484

11,591,177

7,998,411

2,003.867

2,871,649

10.936

2.087.279

193.070

431,790

(1,061,766)

638,285
(10,936)

(2.087.279)

LIABILITIES

CURRENT LIABILITIES:

Trade accounts payable .'.. $ 3,

Salaries, wages, and payroll taxes payable 1,

Sales taxes payable and other liabilities

Funds held for others .^..

Note payable ;
~...... 3..

Current portion of equipment purchase
obligations 3..

Total current liabilities ^
EQUIPMENT PURCHASE OBLIGATIONS 3 .. _I
COfVIMITiyiENTS 2.3.4,7

ACCUMULATED NET REVENUE: 5

Investment in property 13,

Designated for student facilities and other projects ... 9,

Current operations (J,
Total accumulated net revenue "2t,

TOTAL . $28,
See notes to financial statennents.

"~ '~' ~7T

ASSOCIATED STUDENTS UCLA SERVICES AND
ENTERPRISES—STATEMENT OF REVENUES, EXPENSES,
AND ACCUMULATED NET REVENUE
YEAR ENDED MAY 31 , 1 994

Revenues Expenses \^
REVENUES AND EXPENSES FROM OPERATIONS (Notes 4,6,7):

Students' Store $51,936,103 $49,899,790 $2,036,313
Food Services 11,784,247

Services 8,430,201

Student Support Services/

Student Union 942,101
Other services „..,. 3,509,934
Other expenses
Depreciation

Net revenue from

operations 76,602.586 76,463,109 139,477
EXPENDITURES OF ACCUMULATED NET REVENUE:

Other projects _ 108,503 (1 08,503 )

NET REVENUE AFTER EXPENDITURES OF— ACCUMULATED — '

NET REVENUE ... $76.602.586 $76,571.612 30,974

ACCUMULATED NET REVETIUEi
Balance, June 1. 1993 21,16(3^^502

Balance, May 31, 1994 $21,191.476
See notes to financial statennents

ASSOCIATED STUDENTS UCLA SERVICES AND
ENTERPRISES—STATEMENT OF CASH FLOWS
YEAR ENDED MAY 31 , 1 994
CASH FLOWS FROM OPERATING ACTIVITIES: __^

Net revenue $ 30,974
Adjustments to reconcile net revenue to net cash provided

by operating activities:

Depreciation -. 2,087,279
Provision for chargebacks 124.718

Provision for bad debts 84,000
Decrease in short-term investments 27,709
Increase in trade accounts payable 569,480
Decrease in accounts receivable 99,714
Decrease in merchandise and other inventories . 1 ,691 ,319

Increase in prepaid expenses and other assets . (66.543)

Decrease in salaries, wages & payroll taxes payable (90,738)
Increase in sales taxes payable and other liabilities 1 1 ,523

Decrease in funds held for others (122,200)
Net cash provided by operating activities 4.447.235

CASH FLOWS FROM INVESTING ACTIVITIES:

Purchase of property (1,162.390)

Proceeds from sale and disposal of equipment • 102J297
Net cash used in investing activities (1.060.093)

CASH FLOWS FROM FINANCING ACTIVITIES:

Payments under line of credit agreement (437.700)
Principal payments on note payable art^d equip- ...-. (330.982 )

ment purchase obligations
^ .

Net cash used in financing activities (768.682 )

NET INCREA^ IN CASH AND CASH EQUIVALENTS... 2.618.460

CASH AND CASH EQUfVALENTS. JUNE 1. 1993 299.856

CASH AND CASH EQUIVALENTS. MAY 31. 1994 $2^18.316

SUPPLEMENTAL DISCLOSURE OF CASH FLOW INFORMATION:
Interest paid during the year $38,270

The Company acquired equipment by entering into equipment purchase obligations of

$146,155 dunng the year (Note 3). -
See rK>tes to finarK:ial statements
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ASSOCIATED STUDENTS UCLA SERVICES AND
ENTERPRISES—NOTES TO FINANCIAL STATEMENTS
YEAR ENDED MAY 31, 1994

1. GENERAL
Organization - The Associated Students UCLA ("ASUCLA") was

•. organized in 1919 at the University of California, Los Ahgeles ("UCLA") and
exists as an unincorporated association. The Association has close operational
ties to the University (also referred to as "The Regents of the University of

California"), and an understanding with regard to certain aspects of the

relationship of the Association to the University has been set forth in a

document entitled "Statement of Understanding of ASUCLA Relationships
with the University," approved by the ASUCLA Board of Directors by
unanimous vote on May 24, 1974 and approved and executed by Chancellor
Charles E. Young and President Charles J. Hitch on June 28, 1974.

The Association has evolved into four separate entities: ASUCLA
Services and Enterprises, ASUCLA Communications Board, Undergraduate
Students Association UCLA, and Graduate Students Association UCLA.
Separate financial statements are prepared for each of the four entities.

The basic activities of ASUCLA are exempt from federal and state income
taxes. Certain activities of ASUCLA are subject to unrelated business income
tax, which has been provided for in the accompanying financial statements.

2. SUMMARY OF ACCOUNTING POLICIES
Cash Equivalents - Cash equivalents consist primarily of money market

instruments and certificates of deposit and are carried at cost plus accrued
interest, which approximates market. For purposes of the statement of cash
flows, investments purchased with an original maturity of three months or less

are considered to be cash equivalents. . .-^..^^^.l^^
Short-Term Investments - Short-term investments consist primarily of

longer maturity money market instruments and certificates of deposit and are
carried at cost plus accrued interest, whfch approxinwtes market.

Inventories - Merchandise inventories are stated at the lower of average
cost or market, principally using the retail inventory method.

Property - Capitalized property is depreciated on a straight-line basis

over the estimated useful lives of the assets, which range from 2 years for certain

equipment to 35 years for buildings and improvements.
Facilities - Legal title to Kerckhoff Hall, Ackerman Union, and certain

fixtures in both buildings is vested in The Regents of the University of
California. In the case of Kerckhoff Hall, the vesting is subject to the terms and
conditions of a gift which funded construction of the building. An agreement
dated June 28, 1974 between the Association and the University provides that
the Association "...has the right to determine the allocation and use of all space
in Kerckhoff Hall and Ackerman Union which has been provided for or is

under the jurisdiction of ASUCLA, subject only to applicable University
policies, and the understanding that if any proposed change in such allocation
adversely affects the University, it will be subject to prior discussion with the
Chancellor." Such property, the loan related thereto, and the related student
fees collected by The Regents are excluded from the accompanying financial

statements.

Certain facilities and the furniture, fixtures, and equipment located in

Kerckhoff Hall and Ackerman Union that were financed by funds generated
through ASUCLA's ongoing activities are the property of ASUCLA Services
and Enterprises.

On March 23, 1990, the ASUCLA Board of Directors authorized manage-
ment to proceed with the Ackerman Union expansion, renovation and seismic
rehabilitation and life safety project, and the Kerckhoff Hall seismic rehabilita-
tion and life safety project ("Project"). The Ackerman Union expansion will
add new assignable square footage to the Students' Store and A-level. The
total Project budget including construction and related costs is approximately
$58,000,000. Financing for the Project, including the cost of temporary
relcKation of ongoing activities, will come from several sources, including
student fees, ASUCLA net revenues and University funds. Project expendi-
tures will be financed through borrowings by the University with repayment
made over 27 years. The amount of ASUCLA's commitment to the Project has
not yet been determined. Repayment of the future commitment is not
expected to commence before July 1, 1996.

Prospective Accounting Changes - The Financial Accounting Standards
Board has issued Statement of Financial Accounting Standards No. 117,
"Financial Statements of Not-for-Profit Organizations." This statement, which
is effective for annual financial statements issued for fiscal years beginning
after December 31, 1994, establishes standards for general-purpose external

-financial statements provided by a not-for-profit organization. The date of
ASUCLA's implementation of this standard has not yet been determined.

3. BORROWINGS
The note payable represents financing arranged by the University for

ASUCLA Services and Enterprises in connection with the construction of the
Lu Valle Commons facilities operated by ASUCLA. The note is collateralized
by the net operating revenues of the ASUCLA Students' Store and bears
interest at 72% of the bank's prime rate. At May 31, 1994, the rate applicable to
the note was 5.227o. The note is payable in monthly principal installments of
$25,833 through April 1995.

ASUCLA has an unsecured short-term line of credit agreement, which
provides $1,500,000 for working capital needs, with a $100,000 sublimit for
commercial letters of credit. The agreement expires on February 1, 1995 and
contains certain financial covenants. Interest is based on the bank's prime rate.
At May 31, 1994, there were no outstanding borrowings or committed letters
of credit under the agreement.

ASUCLA has an additional line of credit of $465,000, for the sole purpose
of supporting the ASUCLA Automated Clearing House ("ACH") Automatic
Payroll Deposit. At May 31, 1994, there were no outstanding borrowings
under this line of credit.

ASUCLA entered into equipment purchase obligations to acquire certain
equipment during the year. These obligations are collateralized by equipment,
bear interest of 6.95% and mature through 1999.

The aggregate maturities of equipment purchase obligations for the years

subsequent to May 31, 1994 are as follows:

Twelve months ending May 31

1995 $26,832

1996 28,756

1997 30,821

1998 33,032

1999 5,732

Total $125,173

4. RETIREMENT PLANS ,

Pensions - ASUCLA Services and Enterprises participates in the University
of California Retirement Plan (the "Plan"), which provides retirement benefits
under defined contribution plans. This benefit program was established by The
Regents of the University of California and is exempt from the requirements of
the 1974 Pension Reform Act. Substantially all full-time employees are covered
by the Plan. Due to an overfunded balance in the plan, ASUCLA was not
required to make contributions for the year ended May 31, 1994.

Postretirement Benefits Other Than Pensions - ASUCLA has employees
which may be eligible to receive postretirement benefits other than pensions,
under the Plan. In December 1990, the Financial Accounting Standards Board
issued Statement of Financial Accounting Standards ("SFAS") No. 106, "Employ-
ers' Accounting for Postretirement Benefits Other Than Pensions." SFAS 106 is

effective for fiscal years beginning after December 15, 1994. The Plan is

considered to be a multiemployer plan and, as such, separate actuarial informa-
tion for ASUCLA is not available.

ASUCLA's contribuHons to the Plan for former employees' health and
welfare benefits during the year ended May 31, 1994 were $101,692.

5. ASSOCIATION'S POLICY FOR THE ALLOCATION OF
NET REVENUE

One of ASUCLA Services and Enterprises' primary responsibilities is to

provide and maintain student facilities and services for the campus community.
This responsibility is accomplished, in part, through expenditures of accumu-
lated net revenue for such purposes. In order to plan for new or improved
facilities and services, the ASUCLA Board of Directors established a Long-Term
Facilities Development Plan in 1974. A second plan, approved in 1979 and
amended periodically, encompasses such improvements as Ackerman Union
renovation and expansion, the Lu Valle Commons construction and other
projects for a total planned investment of approximately $20,425,000, of which
approximately $13,934,000 has been expended.as of May 31, 1994. These projects
will be fvmded from several sources, including ASUCLA accumulated net
revenue and student fees.

At May 31, 1994, accumulated net revenues designated for student facilities

and other projects were as follows:

Service area reserves

Seismic and related reserves

Public area reserves

Ackerman Southwest expansion
Student Union facilities

Long-term facilities development plan
Other capital projects

Prudent reserve

^otal :~

$2,823,480

1,600,000

1,053,757

1,000,000

372,764

145,197

328,216

1,700,000

$9,023,414

6. RELATED PARTY TRANSACTION
The ASUCLA Board of Directors has provided funds for student-initiated

programs, pursuant to a support agreement between ASUCLA and the Under-
graduate Students Association UCLA ("USA") and the Graduate Students
Association UCLA ("GSA"). Amounts provided for such support were
approximately $33300 and $16,700 for USA and GSA, respectively, for the year
ended May 31, 1994.

Merchandise sales by ASUCLA Services and Enterprises are made to

various departments of the University in the normal course of business. Such
sales were approximately $8,148,000 during the year ended May 31, 1994, which
represented 10.6% of sales of ASUCLA Services and Enterprises during that

period. For certain high-quantity purchases by the University, ASUCLA grants
discounts up to 10% of the retail sales price.

During the year ended May 31, 1994, purchases by ASUCLA Services and
Enterprises from ASUCLA Communications Board in the normal course of
business were approximately $201,000.

ASUCLA Services and Enterprises charges the ASUCLA Commurucations
Board, the Undergraduate Students Association UCLA, and the Graduate
Students Association UCLA for accounting, financial, general management, and
various other services provided to these entities. During the year ended May 31,
1994, these charges were approximately $699,000, $154,000, and $29,000,
respectively.

7. COMMITMENTS
The Association has enter^ into leases for equipment, office and ware-

house facilities with varying initial expiration dates through 2000; some leases
include options to renew. The Association may also be required to pay
additional rents based on a percentage of sales at its Universal City location.
Rent expense for the year ended May 31, 1994 totaled $518,000 The Association
is entitled to rental reimbursement from the University in the amount of
$136,000.

The following is a schedule of future minimum commitments under
noncancelable operating leases with initial or remaining terms of one year or
more at May 31, 1994:

Twelve months ending May 31: 1995, $ 351,403; 19%, $135,124; 1997,
$1 15,538; 1998, $1 12^36; 1999, $1 12336; Thereafter, $1 12336. Total minumum
lease payments $ 939,073.

8. UCLA MARDI GRAS
ASUCLA Services and Enterprises receives and disburses funds for UCLA

Mardi Gras in cooperation with the Undergraduate Students Association UCLA.
Since such services are performed solely in a fiduciary capacity, these activities
are not reflected in the revenues or expenses of ASUCLA in the accompanying
statement of revenues, expenses, and accumulated net revenue.

SUPPLEMENTAL SCHEDULE: ANALYSIS OF ACCUMULATED NET REVENUE, YEAR ENDED MAY 31 , 1 994
o , , . .«,..„

Property Designated Available TotalBalance June 1, 1993 $14,207242 • $8 948 059 $(1994 799^ qi9i ifin (;n5
Board Allocation fromJunel. 1993 Net Revenue

•^^'•^'^'^ *«.y4b,uby $(1.994.799) $21,160,502

Available for Use in Operations:
Prudent Reserve
Student Fees ':....':

......;^^

Board Allocation from Current Year:
LTFDP II funded
LTFDP II spent

[ 60.395
'

Additions to property 1.248,150
Dispositions of property (102!297)

Net Revenue after Expenditure of Accumulated Net Revenue:
Net Revenue frorri Operations
Depreciation „ [[ (2.087.279)!
Other projects

Balance May 31, 1994.. $13.326.211 ^.

100.000 (100.000)
15.000 ' (15,000)

350,000 (350,000)
(60.395)

(1.248.150)
102.297

(329,250)

139.477
2.087.279
220.747

139.477

( 108.503 )

$9.023.414 $(1.158.149) $21.191.476
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1993-1994
Communications Board
Financial Statements
Comments

Each year the Associated Students UCLA publishes its

audited financial statements in the UCLA Daily Bruin. The__
constitution of the ASUCLA Board of Directors requires that we
publish this information, and that requirement dovetails vy;ith

our desire to provide regular and open communications with

the community we serve. '

]

There are four distinct financial entities within ASUCLA.
The report on this page covers the Communications Board for

the year ended May 31, 1993, as audited by the Association's

external accountants, Deloitte & Touche LLP, Certified Public

Accountants. Statements for GSA, USA and ASUCLA Services

and Enterprises appear on other pages.

DolQittB&
loucheUP

INDEPENDENT AUDITORS' REPORT

To the Board of Directors,

Associated Students UCLA:

We have audited the accompanying balonce sheet of the
Associated Students UCLA Communications Board (the "Association") as
of May 31, 1994 and the related statements of revenues, expenses and
net revenue accumulated for use in operations and of cash flows for the
year then ended. These financial statements are the responsibility of the
Association's management. Our responsibility is to express an opinion
on these financial statements based on our audit.

We conducted our audit in accordance with generally accepted
auditing standards. Those standards require that we plan and perform
the audit to obtain reasonable assurance about whether the financial

statements are free of material misstatement. An audit includes

examining, on a test basis, evidence supporting the amounts and
disclosures in the financial statements. An audit also includes assessing

the accounting principles used and significant estimates made by
management, as well as evaluating the overall flnancial statement
presentation. We believe that our audit provides a reasonable basis for

our opinion.

In our opinion, the financial statements referred to above present

fairly, in all material r^pects, the financietl position of the Associated

Students UCLA Communications Board as of May 31, 1994 and the
results of its operations and its cash flows for the year then ended in

conformity with generally accepted accounting principles.

QjUJL^fr^ fl/"

August 29, 1994

ASSOCIATED STUDENTS UCLA COMMUNICATIONS BOARD
BALANCE SHEET, MAY 31, 1994
ASSETS Notes
CURRENT ASSETS:

Cash and cash equivalents 2... $416,351
Accounts receivable:

Trade (net of allowance for doubtful

accounts of $66,904) 152,951
~

The Regents of the University of California .... 3 ... 80,714
Undergraduate Students Association UCLA . 3 ... 59.355
Graduate Students Association UCLA 3... 1,984

Other , 1,309

Prepaid expenses 5.335
Total current assets 717,999

FIXTURES AND EQUIPMENT
(Net of accumulated depreciation of $575,242) 2 ... 282.673

TOTAL .........v. $1.000.672
LIABILITIES ' —

- Notes
CURRENT LIABILITIES:

Trade accounts payable and accrued expenses .... $190,742
ASUCLA Services and Enterprises 3... 80.330

Total current liabilities 271.072
ACCUI^ULATED NET REVENUE:

Investment in equipment 282,673
Available for use in operations 446,927

Total accumulated net revenue 729.60
TOTAL $1.000.672
See notes to financial statements.

ASSOCIATED STUDENTS UCLA COMMUNICATIONS BOARD
STATEMENT OF CASH FLOWS, MAY 31, 1994
CASH FLOWS FROM OPERATING ACTIVITIES:

Excess of revenues over expenses $186,503
Adjustments to reconcile excess of revenues over

expenses to net cash provided by operating activities:

Depreciation 107.333
Provision for bad debts 19,847

Increase in accounts receivable (4,960)

Increase in prepaid expenses (2,845)

Decrease in accounts payable and
other current liabilities (10 1,572)

Net cash provided by operating activities 204.306
CASH FLOWS USED IN INVESTING ACTIVITIES:

Purchases of equipment ....^.. (114.888 )

NET INCREASE IN CASH AND CASH EQUIVALENTS 89,418
CASH AND CASH EQUIVALENTS, JUNE 1, 1993 ,326,933
CASH AND CASH EQUIVALENTS. MAY 31, 1994 $416.351
See notes to financial statements. -

~"

ASSOCIATED STUDENTS UCLA COMMUNICATIONS BOARD
STATEMENT OF REVENUES, EXPENSES AND NET REVENUE
ACCUMULATED FOR USE IN OPERATIONS
YEAR ENDED MAY 31, 1994

Notes
REVENUES:

Display advertising $1,502,502
Classified advertising . . ..,vi..»w..»

Publications

ASUCLA Board of Directors' support 3,

Sports supplement
Interest

Other

473,310
97,416

..^ . 72,138

8,639

10.947

_ 70,839
Total revenues 2.235.791

EXPENSES: 3
Printing and typography 617.617
Salaries and wages 560,885
Publications office support ......~r...V....T.r... 316,61

1

Administrative and support services .' 173.487
Depreciation 107,333
Supplies and postage

.^ 66,642
Telephone .'

73,592
Repairs and maintenance 60,241
Promotion and advertising 34,180
Bad debts 19,847
Travel „ 5,480
Other 13.373

Total expenses 2.049.288
EXCESS OF REVENUES OVER EXPENSES ~T86,503
NET REVENUE ACCUMULATED FOR USE IN OPERATIONS:

Balance, June 1, 1993 543.097
Balance, May 31, 1994 ^.„ $729,600

See notes to financial statements. -

ASSOCIATED STUDENTS UCLA COMMUNICATIONS BOARD
NOTES TO FINANCIAL STATEMENTS
YEAR ENDED MAY 31, 1994

1. GENERAL
The Associated Students UCLA ("ASUCLA") is com-

prised of four separate entities: ASUCLA Services and Enter-

prises, ASUCLA Communications Board, Undergraduate

Students Association UCLA, and Graduate Students Associa-

tion UCLA. Separate financial statements are presented for

each of the four entities.. .

- ^
An understanding with regard to certain aspects ofthe

relationship of the ASUCLA Board of Directors and the ASUCLA
Communications Board has been set forth in a document entitled

"Agreement and Understanding between ASUCLA Communica-
tions Board and ASUCLA Board of Directors" approved by the

ASUCLA Communications Board and the Board of Directors in

May 1987. This agreement reoognizes the ASUCLA Communica-
tions Board as an independent financial entity separate from the

ASUCLA Board of Directors.

The ASUCLA Communications Board was established to

promote, manage, and publish student communication media.

There are twelve voting members of the ASUCLA Communica-
tions Board: four graduate students, four undergraduate

students, one professional journalist, and one member each

from the faculty, the adminstration, and the alumni of UCLA.
_Ihe ASUCLA Communications Board is responsible for_

the acquisition, maintenance, and repair of substantially all of

its equipment and furnishings. Net revenue is accumulated, in

part, to acquire new and replacement equipment and furnish-

ings in future years in order to maintain operations.

Substantially, the activities of the ASUCLA Communica-
tions Board are exempt from income taxes.

2. SUMMARY OF ACCOUNTING POLICIES
Cash Equivalents - Cash equivalents consist primarily oT

money market instruments and certificates of deposit and are

carried at cost plus accrued interest, which approximates

market. For purposes of the statement of cash flows, invest-

ments purchased with an original maturity of three months or

less are considered to be cash equivalents.

Fixtures and Equipment - Fixtures and equipment are

depreciated on a straight-line basis over the estimated useful

lives of the assets, which range from four to seven years.

3. RELATED PARTY TRANSACTIONS
During the year ended May 31, 1994, sales by the

ASUCLA Communications Board to the University, ASUCLA
Services and Enterprises, Undergraduate Students Association

UCLA and Graduate Students Association UCLA in the normal

course of business were approximately $249,000, $201,0(X),

$140,000 and $3,000, respectively.

ASUCLA Communications Board is charged for account-

ing, financial, general management and various other services

provided by ASUCLA Services and Enterprises. For the year

ended May 31, 1994, these expenses were approximately

$699,p00.

By action of the ASUCLA Board of Directors on May 24,

1990, financial support totaling $341,245 has been proyided to the

Communications Board for student radio, all of which has been

provided as of May 31, 1994.

1993-1994 ASUCLA Financial Statements Pase 6
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Today's Japanese continue ancient Sliinto reiigion
By Donald SmKh
National Geographic

KYOTO, Japan— At the shrine

of the eel god, flutes and a drum
send anthems into a leaden sky.

Three Shinto priests rise from a

wooden bench and move toward
the water.

About 40 devotees, men dressed

in business suits, stir with anticipa-

tion.

The holy men bend stiffly in

their rain-dampened white robej ask for their forgiveness," says tion~of sleek automobiles and emperor. Millions of Japanese
and tall black hats and release from Shigenori Tomoda, the chief priest state-of-the-art electronics. make annual pilgrimages to Ise not
buckets first one writhing silver and 21st hereditary owner of the Shinto shrines, in fact, far out- only as acts of religious devotion
beast, then a dozen more. 832-year-old Mishima Shrine, number Sony and Mitsubishi but as expressions of patriotism
A murmur of approval arises 'They will explain that we eat the plants. An estimated 80,000 and respect for the imperial family,

from the onlookers - restaurateurs eels so we will have good luck and shrines, great and small, dot rural Toward the other end of the
and fish dealers from all over stamina and cure many different villages as well as every Japanese scale, the Mishima Shrine, despite
Japan - as the eels splash and dart diseases." city. its modest notoriety as the coun-
about in the small, stone-lined Rites such as this in 1,200-year- The Grand Shrineof ls« in south try's only shrine dedicated to the
pond, searching for an exit. old Kyoto, some dating back to the central Honshu commemorates the eel, is a virtual mom-and-pop oper-
"They will go out to the river days before Japan had a written sun goddess Amaterasu Omikami, ation. To make ends meet, Tomoda

and then the ocean, where they will language, are as much a part of considered the founder of the
console the souls of the eels and Japan in the 1990s as the produc- Japanese nation and ancestor of the See SHINTO, page 13

PEER HEALTH COUNSELORCI
SERvifMq tIie UCLA CoMMUNiTy Since 1 9 72 ^^^

Recruitment Week
. Fall 1 994

IS^I9iTnTiKV

Peer' Health Counsek
"Join the Peer Health Counselm^s,

come help us help others**

W(5 ave looking for a d'weree qroup of

people who are committed,

non-judqemental and eeneitive to

othere. No prior trammq le neceeeary

and we encourage etudente of all

majore to apply.

PICK UP AN APPLICATION BY AHENDING ONE
OF THE FOLLOWING ORIENTATION SESSIONS

Tuesday Nov. 15

11-12 Ackerman Union 2412
2-3 Luvalle courtroom

Wednesday Nov. 16
12-1 Luvalle Courtroom

2-3 Ackerman Union 2412
6:30-7:30 Dykstra Fireside Lounge

Thursday Nov. 17

12-1 Ackerman Union 3517

2-3 Luvalle Courtroom
6:30-7:30 Sproul Entertainment Center

Friday Nov. 18

10-11 Luvalle Courtroom
2-3 Ackerman Union 24 1

2

6:30-7:30 Rieber Fireside Lounge

SPONSORED BY SHSfiWCASAC

n '

THE KEY TO UNLOCK A GREATER CUSTOMER BASE.

advertise. 825-2161.
IDaily Bruin

CBSSSSS S (5(8iBSSQSS

g$15=
ID

(3DRIVING & TRAFRC SCHOOL
UCLA & ALL Student Discount f^
Traffic School on V\^ekday8 & Saturdays Ul
1093 Broxton Ave. #218 (310)208-3333 fk
In Westwood Vlllage. above the Wherehotise ID

SiuSSSSSSSSSSSS&i
CLOSK 1 C) THK UCLA CAMPUS

Bedroom
For The Holidays.

Conveniently located 1 mile from campus at 1-405 and Santa Monica
Boulevard. We're the perfect choice for your visiting family and
friends.

• Free Continental Breakfast • Cable TV w/ In-room Movies
• Exercise Facilit)- • Underground Parking
• Courtyard with Jacuzzi • Same-Day Valet
• Touch-tone Phones w/ Voice • \on-Smoking Rooms A\-ailable
Mail & Messaee^ - GREAT

HOLIDAY RATE

WESTWOOD
PACinCHOTEL

$
49

•Subject to •vaiUbility.

Souk rrMrictiom m*v «p|
Plutux. Expires 12'/.W

For Reservations Call (310) 478-1400
11250 Santa Monica Boulevard • Los Angeles, CA 90025

\m:si I As \i :\vi:si hoi li
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SHINTO
From page 12

operates an Economy Inn on the ^

premises.

"All of Japan's history and cul-

ture starts at the Shinto shrine,"

says Masanuri Toki, a religion pro-

fessor at Tokyo's Kokugakuin
University. "But Shinto is almost

impossible to explain by any
Western yardstick."

Japan's native religion still trig-

gers controversy, both here and in

the West, where memories linger of

the role played by state-sponsored

Shinto in the growth of national-

ism, militarism and emperor wor-

ship in the years preceding Japan's

entry into World War II.

Shinto was divorced from the

national government under Japan's

U.S.-written postwar constitution,

and Emperor Hirohito renounced

his claim to divinity. But the

ancient religion lives on, arguably-

as strong as ever. —'

'

.

—^
Public-opinion polls reinforce

the genera] perception of the

Japanese as uninterested in reli-

gion. Consistently over the past 20

years, only one in three has pro-

fessed any religious belief.

But paradoxically, a government

survey shows that about 70 percent

of those who. say they aren't reli-

gious also say that religion is

important.

"Japan is not very religious in

the Western sense," says Yutaka
Ishikawa, an official of Tokyo-
based Jinja-Honcho, an association

that represents most of Japan's

Shinto shrines.

Shinto is rooted in reverence for

nature and its endless cycles of

renewal.

Although no sacred scriptures in

the Western sense exist, three com-
pendiums of records, rituals and
prayers - all completed between
the eighth and 10th centuries -

comprise its basic tenets.

The central idea is that the world

is populated by countless guardian

spirits called "kami," from which
the religion derived its name.

In Shinto, almost every liyi4Jg

thing has a kami, as do such natural

forms and forces as mountains,
rivers, earthquakes and storms.

Some authorities compare the

kami roughly to Roman

Catholicism's profusion of saints,

or to the pantheon of ancient
Greece. To many urban Japanese,

visiting the ubiquitous street-comer

shrine is part of everyday life. The
great Meiji Shrine, located in a

250-acre green space in downtown
Tokyo, is a popular stop.

"This is like an oasis," says
Yoshinobu Idehara, a life-insurance

salesman from Yokahama, after he

has performed a clapping and bow-
ing ritual and tossed coins into a

box. "I didn't come to pray for any-

thing in particular. I just like to visit

whenever a shrine is available."

C i T i c o ivi

Intel 486DX2-66 Vesa
Intel 486DX2-66 CPU
8MB RAM
540MB Hard Drive

14".28NI Monitor

1.44 Floppy Disk Drive

VLB SVGA Video 1 MB
VLB IDE Controller

2S. 1Pand1G
Keyboard and Mouse
Mini Tower Case

$1185

Pentium 60/90
Intel Pentium CPU PCI SVGA Video 2MB
8MB RAM PCI IDE Controller

540MB Hard Drive 2S, 1 P and 1

G

Sony 15" .25 Nl Monitor Keyboard and Mouse
1 .44 Floppy Disk Drive Medium Tower Case

P-60$1825 P-90 $2175

(310)453-2726

3019 Wilshire Boulevard West Los Angeles

1 8759 Colima Road City of Industry

13161 Brookhurst Street Garden Grove

TRYOURNEW SKINLESS CHICKEN
40C extra, 50% less fat

SPi:CIAL#l

•Quarter Chicken
• (Stie side order
• Jack's MountainySread
• Soft Drink with ftfills

Only...

$3.99
White meat 7flp extra Bl

SPECIAL #2

m

Chick^
le side ord

Moun
Drink Wftii r

fSSERI]
)urn Aveni

Westwood i

)ns • 1 disc*rit per pe||on pe^isfr
offer exp^s 1 1 /25/9^* subject % chGn|i'

:e local deuvery
OUJL 310-208-1456

LOWEST ART SUPPUES PRICES— GUARANTEED
NOVEMBER 15TH THRU DECEMBER 31ST

dbr Uku Winsor & Newton Oils and Acrylics

II: Brushes, Portfolios, Rapidograph Pens,

etcJt%li4l%IFFFiMNit:

Montblanc,Waterman, Parker. Pelikan, etc.

WE ALSO MATCH EVERYONFS ADVERTISED PRICES, whethen

PRINT, INSERTS, FLYERS, STUDENT DISCOUNT, IN STORE, ETC.

i 40% OFF

i

1

SHOP MICHAEL'S FOR YOUR LOWEST PRICES

t ««

ISIS N. HI6H1JUID (CORNER OF SUNSET) (213) 46M295
MON-FRI 8:30-6:30, SAT 10-6, SUN 11-5
FREE PARKING - CASH. CHECK. VISA. M.C.. & AM. EX. ONLY
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You've paid your dues. _

Are you prepared to coDect?

How much money and effort have you

spent on your education so far? How
many thousands of hours? And now

you have to take the MCAT. Is

there such a thing as overkill in

a situation like this?

to these tests, we work through MCAT passages every time

the class meets. Nothing you encounter on the MCAT
should be a surprise.

PROFESSIONAL

4-i^

PREP COURSE'

Hyperlcarning offers

the most intensive

MCAT prepara-

tion available.

We work hard to

give you the most

for your dollar. The

most required hours, the

most motivating environment,

the most complete and current mate-

rials, and the most qualified instructors

The longesfniost toniplele, dud most inlensive MCAT (oiirse aTailable

• 12 weeks, 4 meetings per week (Saturday, Sunday, and two week

nights). More than 130 total hours. No wimps need apply.

• 2.5 hours per meeting, 44 separate meetings.

. Immediate feedback. No more than 24 students in a class

• Convenient classrooms and times to fit your schedule.

. We help you re-learn, rather than merely review, the

conceptually-oriented science and verbal material

you'll need to get a winning MCAT score

Rigorous essay writiiiQ workshops

You'll write thirteen half-hour essays. While this

program improves scores dramaticallyvft-fcw

students need even more help. We've designed

one-on-one writing sessions (five weeks

each) for students who still have concerns

about this important subscore.

Help with the applicalion process

We won't abandon you after the

MCAT. We have interview and

application resources , seminars,

catalogs and profiles on all 126

U.S. allopathic medical schools.

We have a Macintosh*

AMCAS application template

so you can work on your appli-

cation until you're satisfied. Then

you can laser print the final version

on our system and send it off.

Specialized instnidors who are experts In Iheir field

. You are taught byfour (not one or two) spe-

cialized, MCAT-cxperienced instructors.

• All instructors have earned at least a

Master's degree and many have won teach-

ing awards outside our course.

We design and re design our MCAT course lor tou

All of our materials are subject to student

feedback on areas of conftjsion. We continually

upgrade our exhaustive Biology, Chemistry, Physics,

and Verbal materials to emphasize the conceptual skills

demanded by the new format MCAT. We now offer 2600

pages of focused review materials, hundreds of practice

MCAT-style passages and five practice MCATs.

MCAT diagnostics to focus jour efforts, right from the start

You'll take two diagnostic tests in addition to two

ftill-length MCATs just before the test. Taking the first diag-

nostic test early in the course will alert you and your instructors to your

weak areas in both science knowledge and test-taking skills. In addition

Any questions?

Just give us a call at

800 MD-BOUND
(1-800-632-6863)

We'll make sure you

get what you've

(already) paid for.

'/ -leai 7 HI ly
MSIT'S TIME TO GETSEBIOUSABOUTTHE TEST'

01*»» Hrpoinrnt^. Hyptti<«miiig and Prafrwonal MCAT Prtp Coanrm
MaaMoihiit

uti "WVn ii'i S<hr lo Gn Srnoui Aboul lh< Tnl* m • tnin mifli ol H)fperl«niin|.

iJiwirii of Apflc Csoipam. Inc.
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CALPIRG
From page 1

will be explicitly staled on each
quarter's reg fee statement so stu-

dents will know where their
money is going.

CALPIRG is now working on
issues including theEndangered

^
Species Act and the Safe Drinking

...Water Act. Through lobbyist coor-

dination, students are writing let-

ters and sending petitions to

Congress. In addition, over 20
UCLA groups have "sponsored"
endangered species and are writ-

ing letters and educating students

on these specific animals, Bejmuk
said.

The group is also protesting
GTE and Pacific Bell's use of
ancient rain forest material for

their phone books. They have
been urging students to attach
complaint cards to their phone
bills or participate in mass callings

every Monday night to the ciis-

tomei* service lines.

"If a lot of students pitch in a
little bit, they can fund an organi-

zation working on their behalf,"

Bejmuk said. "Without the fund-
ing, we can't hire people like the

lobbyists and lawyers to fight for

our causes."

LANGUAGE
From page 3

Maddieson, another UCLA lin-

guistics professor.

After devoting years of research

to language, Ladefoged and
Maddieson are traveling around
the globe in an attempt to salvage

as much knowledge as possible
about many obscure languages
before they die out.

"It is difficult to preserve a cul-

ture and the distinct identity of a

people without preserving at least

something of their language,"
Maddieson said. "Culture and lan-

guage are linked so closely togeth-

er."

In a few decades, the opportuni-

ty to study many of these lan-

guages will be lost to an age of
technology and mass communica-
tion. Meanwhile, languages such
as Montana Salish, a Native
American language, will be put on
record for future generations,
Ladefoged said.

When Ladefoged studied Toda
in India, the people asked him to

preserve recordings of sacred
songs that are a reflection of their

culture and an important part of
their way of life.

"Every language that dies rep-

resents a loss of human culture

and a loss of a way of organizing

life," said Ladefoged.

Jhrough these very structured

recordings, languages are docu-
mented in oral and written forms
and include definitions of the
words.

Hopefully, the recordings will

help people understand their lan-

guage better, Ladefoged said.

Since Ladefoged and
Maddieson began the project three

years ago, they have studied 10
languages and intend to work on
some two dozen more before they

finish.

Looking for languages that are

rapidly losing speakers, the
researchers are also interested in

languages that have unique tonal

properties, such as Toda, which
incorporates three ways of trilling

the tongue - something which no
other language has, Ladefoged
said.

Their research has taken them
to remote villages in Africa, South
America and the former Soviet
Union, among other places.

In documenting each language,
they try to locate at least half a
dozen male and female speakers
who they record and photograph
for documentation.

Then, at least one of the schol-

ars stays in a village for weeks at a
time, often camping in a tent or
staying in a nearby mission.

"We can only scrape the surface

of recording dying laiTguagcs,"

Ladefoged said. "There is no
earthly way we can record several

thousand of them, but we will do
what we can."

Their research provides insights

"We can only scrape the

surface of recording

dying languages."

Peter Ladefoged

UCLA Linguistics Professor

into the development and evolu-
tion of languages as well as the
historical relationships between
them.

In many cases, no phonetic
record of these languages exists

before their research is done,
meaning that unusual sounds asso-

ciated with an undocumented lan-

guage may die right along with it,

Ladefoged said.

Both researchers discovered
that in any society, the vocabulary
reflects the interests of that cul-

ture, Maddieson said.
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"We have hundreds of words
for different types of cars and
items associated with cars, which
is not true of the Hadza (a hunting

people in Tanzania)," Maddieson
said. "They have several hundred
words for arrows."

With the constantly changing
nature of language and genera-
tions of speakers who may speak
the same language differently,

from the people before them, lan-

guages such as Toda may evolve
into something contrary to what
Ladefoged and Maddieson know.
And although there are some

languages that have a very small
number of speakers, they still

manage to survive - even without
written books on their language,

Ladefoged said.

Although the mass communica-
tions age has contributed to the

plight of dying languages, some
speakers don't really object
because speaking a more common
language such as English stands to

increase the speaker's economic
and business opportunities.

But for many people, losing
their language is like losing a part

of their cultural identity. And if

everyone was forced to learn
English, it would almost be like

destroying a part of their culture,

Ladefoged said.

STUDENTS
From page 1

For most of the students
involved in this year's polarizing

campaign, it was their first taste of
activism.

"I'd like to get more involved in

decision-making," said Joel Luna,
a junior at North Hollywood High
School whose goal is to become a

politician. "I feel that students do
have an opinion and it is a valuable

one that is usually overlooked. It's

tough because I'm 16, not 18."

Mayita Escamilla, a 17-year-old

student at Reseda High, also hears

the call.

"I would like to get

more active in politics."

Mayita Escamilla ^

Resede High School Student"

at 74e (Um€4^ 7Ve4t /4ic€HuU ^^nteft ccm^eneHCC %o^Hi..

^e^t€4A$§€€Ht^ Ci^iiU 6e 4^en4Aed
—^ —

ii.

/4 Si^ ^aH^uit^e ^Hteftpteten, 70UI 6e PkeActtt

^<we <t ne^uioft veAielc ftteciAc fuuUi (k ^JOutetetxe 6. -

Sponsored by ASUCLA Board of Directors Interaction Fund/USAC Programming

Fund. bo-Sponsored by UCLA Office for Students with Disabilities.

"I would like to get more active

in politics," she said. "A lot of peo-
ple, they get so angry, but they
never did nothing about it. They
didn't vote or nothing. A lot of
people who are 18 could have
voted and they're complaining.
They should have done something
about it."

She praised her principals for

holding a rally after their walkout.

"It taught us a lot of things," she
said. "It's better to go in and have
a talk between who is for it and
who is against it. Maybe we can
hear each other"

"I liked the way it ended,"
Salvador agreed. "We talked about
it, everybody understood what it

was about. The principals support-

ed us. We had respect for them,
they had respect for us."

Reseda High was the first

school in the Valley to have a
protest, where 300 of the school's

1,800 students walked out in anger
over the initiative, said Marcella
Contreras, the school's vice princi-

pal.

"The whole experience was a
wonderfully enriching lesson for
our kids," she said. "We didn't
have ditchers. We didn't have kids
that just wanted to be out of class.

They stayed intact from the begin-
ning to the end of the protest.

"And they were not insulting to
those who were for the bill. They -

were impassioned, and it was
ui]gent."
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HISTORY
From page 3

Western civilization."

The new standards have now
been seen and approved by hun-
dreds of historians and educators

but have not been made generally

public. Many professors and histo-

rians who have been most vocal in

debates over multiculturalismllave

not seen them.

In the teaching of world history,

there is a "legitimate discussion

about what kind of non-U.S. histo-

ry can be best digested," said
Steams, who is dean of the College

of Humanities and Social Sciences

at Carnegie-Mellon and head of the

American Historical Association

task force that evaluated the stan-

dards.

Steams said the standards were
"quite strong" although character-

ized by "a level of detail that may
be slightly self-defeating."

"I could have been more com-
fortable with a sparer set of stan-

dards," he said.

The release of the worid history

standards follows the release of
new standards for American histo-

ry, published on Ctet. 26, that drew
fire from Lynne Cheney, who was
chairwoman of the National
Endowment for the Humanities
when the endowment commis-
sioned the work.

Cheney contends that for the

sake of political correctness, histo-

ry focusing on minorities was
included in the American history

standards at the expense of much
that is significant about the nation's

past. Teachers and historians who
worked on the standards disagree.

This week Under Secretary of
Education Marshall Smith, former
dean of the School of Education at

Stanford University, rejected
Cheney's contention that the
Clinton administration would
adopt the proposed standards as

matters of official knowledge.
"We're really trying to keep hands
off," he said, stressing that national

standards would be voluntary.

The worid history standards, for

grades 5 to 12 - and the elementary

school history standards, for

kindergarten through grade 4, also

released on Friday - are the result

4)f a collaboration by historians,

classroom teachers, school admin-
istrators and educational groups
across the country.

The projects were coordinated

by the National Center for History

in the Schools, at UCLA and were
directed by Charlotte Crabtree,
professor of education emeritus,

and Gary Nash, professor of histo-

ry, both at UCLA.
In addition to the suggested cur-

riculum frameworks, the new stan-

dards emphasize ways to

encourage children, from the earli-

est grades, to think beyond the here

and now. They are a dramatic
departure from the rote memoriza-
tion approach - the "dead men and

dates" method that has been fading

from style but that for years made
the study of history a forgettable

experience for many schoolchild-

ren.

"The study of history involves

much more than the passive
absorption of facts, dates, names
and places," the new standards

caution. "Properly taught, history

develops capacities for analysis

and judgment. It reveals the ambi-

guity of choice, and it promotes
wariness about quick, facile solu-

tions which have so often brought

suffering in their wake.

"It trains students to detect bias,

to weigh evidence and to evaluate

arguments, thus preparing them to

make sensible, independent judg-

ments, to sniff out spurious appeals

to history by partisan pleaders^ and

to distinguish between anecdote

and analysis."

VETERANS
From page 3

polished granite walls, devoid of

all but rows of names of the

58,196 American men and women
who died in Vietnam, are set into

the ground of the Washington Mall

so that they are invisible from the

ripar. The walls meet to form a V,

i& arms embracing a broad, slop-

ing piece of ground to create a thin

boundary that narrowly sei^arates

the living from the dead.

Controversial for its unconven-

tional design when it was unveiled

in 1982, the memorial for years

has drawn more visitors than
either the Washington Monument
or the Lincoln Memorial.

"People make pilgrimages -

which is what people do at the

Vietnam Veterans Memorial - to

be transformed intellectually and
spiritually at a place of power,"
said Edward Linenthal, a professor

of religion and American culture

at the University of Wisconsin, at

Oshkosh, who is the author of
"Sacred Ground: Americans and
Their Battlefields" (University of

Illinois Press).

Visitors often approach the

memorial in a reverential hush.

Some, park rangers say, are so

overcome with emotion that they

stop in their tracks, never to come
closer. Some touch names
inscribed in the walls. Many leave

personal items: photographs,
stuffed animals, combat boots or

other tokens of a life.

Authorities on religion and cul-

ture liken this to people's behavior

at sites considered holy in a reli-

gious sense: Lourdes, the Western
Wall in Jemsalem, major Buddhist

shrines.

"The kinds of things people do
there," Linenthal said, "are acts of

commemoration - touching the

names, leaving flowers, photos,

flags. Those are the things people

do in sacred places.'*

That is not what the monu-
ment's creators envisioned, but

they are certainly intrigued by it.

"Here's essentially what is

designed to be a military memorial

commemorating people who took

part in a military effort, and it's

been transformed into a national

shrine, where all these feelings

come alive," said Jan Scruggs,

president of the Vietnam Veterans

Memorial Fund, the former
infantry corporal who led the cam-
paign for a memorial to the

Vietnam dead.

On Veterans Day, attendance at

the memorial is parti<iulariy heavy.

so Ron Stufflebean of St. Joseph,

Mo. worked there as a Park
Service volunteer all last week. He
said many people who sta)RHbr a

while looking at an individual

name often say they "can see the

reflection of that person in the

granite."

His wife, Paula, said the couple

had known men whose names are

listed there. Last year, she made a

Christmas wreath, decorated it

with a wedding bouquet and hand-

miade baby booties, and brought it

to the memorial. "I typed up a let-

ter," she said, "and framed it and
put it in the wreath. It said, 'For all

the men and women, for what they

missed in life."'

Such gifts have set the memori-
al apart from most secular monu-
ments, instead inviting

comparisons to religious shrines.

"It's a way to communicate
with people who died," said
George Mayo, a Washington
lawyer who is a director of the

memorial fund. And, he said,

because many visitors also bring

along tracing paper to make
impressions of individual names,

"you take away part of the memo-
rial with you."

Since the memorial opened 12

years ago, visitors have left more
than 30,000 items, said Duery

Felton, a Vietnam veteran who
serves as curator of these objects

for the Park Service, which col-

lects, catalogues and stores all but

the flowefs, since they are perish-

able.

On Wednesday afternoon,
objects placed at the memorial
included several bouquets; four

copies of a poem, each addressed

to a different soldier; a photograph
of a young giri; and a small stack

of metal bracelets engraved with

the names of prisoners of war.

Morris Brevard, a ranger at the

memorial who served as a Marine
in the invasion of Panama and the

Persian Gulf war, said that he had

come across athletic trophies, mil-

itary medals, a tomahawk, and a

half-empty wine bottle with two
glasses. Brevard said that one
woman had once brought small
cans of fruit cocktail - a favorite

of her son, whose name is among
the thousands - and that another

had brought a birthday cake and
lighted a candle.

"It's a place of healing," he said.

"It's a place of remembrance."
Walking wjDth a visitor the

length of the memorial, Brevard
passed its apex, where the list of

names rises highest. "You notice

how quiet it got at the center?" he

said.
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Cultural pride li^ures respect for America
By Alexander Guerrero

I take the time to write because
I think it is finally lime someone
said something about the kind of
sentiments expressed by some
members of on-campus student

organizations. These sentiments

seem to be a reoccurring factor in

the Daily Bruin, and frankly, their

prevalence amazes me.
An article entitled "Proposition

1 87 highlights a history of
racism" written by Nikolai

Garcia-Ingistov on behalf of
MEChA appeared in the Nov. 8

Daily Bruin. It took the classic

'Prop 1 87 is racist' stance; how-
ever, that is not what concerns
me.

The article begins by asking
the reader if they remember the

Zoot Suit Riots, Operation
Wetback, the exploitation of cab-
bage and grape field workers by
capitalists, the activity of the Ku
Klux Klan in the southwest
against Hispanics and the death of
children because of the uninhibit-

ed use of pesticides. Well, this

reader said to himself, "No, I

don't remember." I honestly can't

recall those riots. I don't seem to

remember the deportation of
Mexican laborers in Operation
Wetback ... And I also don't rec-

ollect the last KKK meeting I've

seen.

While I'm not saying these

events did not occur at some
point in time, in some form, I

want to point out that some stu-

dents tend to be a little (or a lot)

sensationalistic. Let's say for the

sake of argument that these

events occurred exactly the way
they were described. Garcia-

Ingistov and MEGhA would have
you believe that events like these

happen every day, that every day
is a struggle to endlessly fight

racism and free our Raza from the

yoke of this oppressive society.

But it has been my experience,

fellow Bruins, that all races can
match each other in their amounts
of hatred.

Something else that I think is

really interesting in this article is

the use of Spanish. I'm not saying

that they shouldn't or can't use

Spanish, but not everybody
knows what a "pendejo" is. Why
is the use of Spanish so neces-

sary? Probably for the same rea-

sons that Garcia-Ingistov uses the

expression "Raza." Using Spanish
and terms like this allow one to

not lose touch with their cultural

identity. But in my opinion, in

using a different language what
they really are doing is segregat-

ing themselves from other mem-
bers of society.

In the quest to fight for the

rights of Chicanos and to cele-

brate Chicano culture (which is

fine in itself), they feel they must
constantly bring up a past which
no longer exists. Ah, but the lega-

cy of an unjust past is still with

us, they say. Well, if that is true,

how do you expect it to die unless

you let it?

The next and last issue I would
like to bring up is the issue of re-

creating history. Garcia-Ingistov's

article provides a "reminder" that

Native Americans aren't the only
non-immigrants to the United
States. "Many forget that the

Chicano people ... are descen-
dants of Aztecs, Maya, Incans,

Zapotecs and many other indige-

nous groups."

Not only was the Southwest
and California (otherwise known
as Aztlan) a part of Mexico which
was our land more than a century
ago. he argues, but our roots go
back to California even before

Europeans arrived on this conti-

nent in 1492.

I have seldom witnessed such a

conglomeration of fantasy and
basic historical facts in my life-

time. Yes, it is true that many
Chicanos are descendants from
indigenous people. Yes, it is true

that California and much of the

Southwest was once Mexican ter-

ritory (we won't even mention
that the whole of Mexican territo-

ry was once Spanish and then ,

French). However, Garcia-

Ingistov neglects to inform the

reader that the status of being
directly descended, solely from
an indigenous people applies to

just a tiny fraction of the Chicano
population. In fact, the majority

of Chicanos, in Mexico and here
in the United States have
European blood flowing through
their veins, at least at some point

in their ancestral line (although
this is a fact that many people sel-

dom wish to bring up).

That the majority of Mexicans
and Chicanos in general are

Catholic, speak Spanish and bear
surnames like Rodriguez,

Gonzales, Cortez and Garcia are

all facts resulting from a distinct-

ly European origin (perhaps if

Nikolai Garcia-Ingistov is reading
this, he can tell me from which
indigenous tribe his name origi-

nated). Also, the implication that

Califomians are somehow living

on Mexican territory is preposter-

ous. Need I remind Garcia-

Ingistov of the Mexican War?
That is the war in which Mexico
was soundly defeated by the

United States. Afterward, the ter-

ritory, not known to me as Aztlan,

was acquired by and incorporated
into the United States.

At this point, I can only marvel
at the lack of respect and patrio-

tism I've seen for the United
States, which is the true reason I

felt the need to write. In some
people's attempt to study, cele-

brate and have pride in their cul-

ture (which is fine in itselO, they
show a lack of respect for the

country they live in and its insti-

tutions. I can only say that if the

"United States is such a horrible

place to live, remember that no
one js keeping you here forcibly.

In fact, I encourage any one not
happy here in the United States to

leave. No tears will be shed over
your loss. ___^

Guerrero is a second- year histo-

ry student.

Viewpoint

The American politicaljcenter' disappears
By Cosmo Wenman

In his post-election press conference last

week, a visibly shaken Bill Clinton reaf-

firmed his faith in "united government"
and expressed his intention to work with
the new Republican leadership in centrist,

bi-partisan cooperation. Desirable or other-
wise, this is, of course, almost impossible.

With moderate Democrats suffering the
biggest losses last Tuesday, the surviving
Democratic party is far more liberal today
than it has been in years. No doubt the
GOP picked up a few moderates.

However, if Republicans like Phil

Gramm and Newt Gingrich continue to be
as vocal and energetic in these next few
definitive weeks as they have already
been, they will make permanent a new
standard for their party. That new standard
is several notches to the right.

The result of these party migrations:

Congress has no "center" in which Bill

Clinton can operate.

The president was never a centrist any-
way. From day one he has pandered to his

party's left wing. Starting with his unpopu
lar move to change military policy on
homosexuals, then reneging on his middle
class tax cut, banning "assault weapons"
and trying to nationalize the healthcare
industry, he has belied his claim to be a
"New" Democrat.
He has alienated not only Republicans,

but conservative Democrats as well.

Witness Sen. Shelby's conversion to

Republicanism. Shelby made the realiza-

tion last Wednesday that "there is no room
for a Southern Conservative" in the

Democratic party. None for conservatives,
none for conservatism. No center.

With no center and only a precious few
moderate Democrats to work with, Clinton
will have to reach across strong party lines
This is trouble for the president.

For all his "savvy," he does not work

well with Republicans. He is politically

crippled. His only course of action is to do
the very little he can to cooperate with the
conservative GOP without betraying the
liberals to whom he is beholden.

Already, Clinton has expressed interest

in some aspects of the Republican
"Contract with America" such as the line

item veto, welfare reform and term limits.

On these he may be able to work with the
new majority with impunity. But when it

comes to big money taxing and spending -
expanding government - he will encounter
Republican resistance and fail his liberal

supporters^.^ ,^
That resistance and Bill Clinton's com-

ing failure was sanctioned in last week's
undeniably anti-Democratic referendum.
Cleariy, Americans are not just "sick of
what they see" when the look to

Washington, as the president believes.

They are sick of what they see when they
look at Bill Clinton and the Democratic

party, its agenda and its attitude.

They are sick of the arrogance, the dis-

dain for individualism and the elitist snob-
bery which they increasingly believe

typify a party which responds not to the

American people, but only to obnoxious,
bigoted and narrowly self-interested left-

wing zealots.

Last week's election gave the

Republicans control, definition and a man-
date. As Sen. Phil Gramm has intoned, and
as even the president has observed, the
strategy the Republicans successfully

employed was to send the message that

"government is the enemy."
In one day, Americans destroyed the

let's-make-a-deal center, rejected the

Democratic party and sent the Republicans
on an anti-government crusade. Surely,
now more than ever, Bill Clinton feels our
pain.

Wenman is ajunior economics student.
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SAGE deserves complete UC recognition
By John Medearls

The following article was writ-

ten on behalf of the SAGE orga-

nizing committee.

On Monday and TUesday, mem-
bers of the Student Association of

Graduate Employees (SAGE) will

hold informational "pickets" at

locations around the UCLA cam-
pus, while SAGE'S sister unions

will hold similar events through-

out the UC system.

The SAGE Organizing

Committee thinks youf^

should know why.

SAGE'S 3,300 academ-
ic student employee
members include TAs,

research assistants, read-

ers, tutors and acting

instructors. We do some
of the most important

work on this campus: cru-

cial, hands-on teaching

and research.

We came to UCLA to

be graduate and under-

graduate students. But we
are also working people

supporting ourselves with

demanding academic

jobs.

As employees and as

members of a union rep- .

resenting a majority of

academic student employ-

ees, we have one simple

demand: recognition.

That means we want
UCLA to enter into col-

lective bargaining with us

to jointly establish the

terms of our employment.
This picket is intended

to publicize our demand
for recognition and to

pressure the university to recon-

sider its refusal to recognize us.

We believe that most people will

find our demand for recognition

reasonable.

Most people, we think, will be

dismayed to know that UCLA has

rejected our demand, even though
it has been voiced denrxxratically

by a majority of academic student

employees. Taxpayers and stu-

dents alike will be angered to

know that instead of agreeing to

recognition, the UC has hired

expensive private lawyers to

throw legal hurdles in our way.

The more people are aware of

our campaign for recognition and
the university's intransigence, the

harder it will be for the University

of California to keep it up. Under

pressure from academic student

employees who are willing to

denK>nstrate and take their case

public, UCLA will eventually find

it easier to recognize us than to

rebuff us.

Our history makes the need for

this picket clear. Last year, every

SAGE member signed a card

choosing SAGE to represent acad^

emic student employees in collec-

tive bargaining.

A state labor agency, PERB,
counted those cards and certified

extended to TAs, RAs, readers,

tutors and acting instructors here.

We at UCLA benefit from those

protests now.

And it is only through protest

that SAGE has forced UCLA to

pay us any attention at all.

Last week, Kathleen Komar,
associate dean of the graduate

division, wrote an article in the

Daily Bruin arguing against

recognition for SAGE. We thank

her for her effort to engage the

issues.

Some of Komar' s comments
require a response. Komar implies

that collective bargaining with

SAGE would damage student- fac-

ulty relations. Although Komar
makes no serious attempt to

defend this claim, it is, in princi-

ple, a serious one that we are

eager to rebut.

If Komar means that SAGE
would somehow get involved in

academic debates, in discussions

concerning students' courses of

study, or in private mentor rela-

that SAGE members constitute a

majority of academic student

employees. PERB then told ^

UCLA administrators that under

the law they could start bargaining

with us immediately.

But UCLA refuses to recognize

us and start bargaining. We have
to change the university's mind.

That will take joint action by a

large number of us. Now, as

scholars, some academic student

employees value their intellectual

independence so highly that they

are reluctant to join others in

protest.

They should think about how
effective protest can be. At
Berkeley, protests and job actions

resulted in benefits for academic
student employees that were later

But putting aside for a moment
the contents of her article, we
must point out that its very exis-

tence is superb evidence of the

effectiveness of union action.

For months after SAGE was
certified by the state, the UCLA
administration refused to meet
with us or even state its position

about SAGE. ,

Only when we had chanting

protesters at the doors to Murphy
Hall - only when five SAGE
members told Chancellor Young's
assistant, politely but firmly, that

they weren't leaving his office

until they got a meeting - only

then did Young meet with SAGE,
and only then did Komar agree to

articulate the university's position

in the Daily Bruin.

tionships between students and

faculty members, there is simply

nothing to her claim at all.

Komar also implies that SAGE
might somehow impair "ad hoc"

decision-making by faculty and

students in the course of academic
student employment.

Again, if Komar means that

SAGE would somehow attempt to

get involved in determining

course content or grading policy,

for example, the charge is out-

landish. It is important to remem-
ber that collective bargaining

would take place in a wholly sep-

arate arena from the private and

professional mentor relationship.

The underlying problem with

Komar' s comments is that she

seems to believe that the decisions

that concern SAGE - decisions

concerning workload, pay and
benefits - are made by faculty and
students. They are not; they are

made by academic bureaucrats.

So if Komar' s comment about

"ad hoc" decisions refers to arbi-

trary, unilateral decisions by

administrators in Murphy Hall

and in Oakland, then the answer
is: We certainly do intend to

impose ourselves in that sort of

decision-making.

Komar also implies that if

SAGE were engaged in

collective bargaining,

this would "inject" the

United Auto Workers

(UAW) into teaching

and research.

SAGE is a democratical-

ly run union of academic
student employees affili-

ated with the UAW.
Since SAGE's inception,

every important decision

at SAGE has been made
by academic student

employees. As a union,

SAGE's leadership will

be academic student

^ employees elected by
~'

academic student

employees.

But we are quite glad to

be affiliated with a pro-

gressive and forward-

looking union like the

UAW. After we finished

our card drive last year,

the UC turned some

^ very big legal guns on
- * us. Without the UAW's

help, we would be dead
in the water now.

Alone, we could never

have raised the money
or found the legal exper-

tise to defend ourselves from the

University of California's

onslaught. Komar may be

unaware of these facts.

But we think it is ironic, to say

the least, that a UC official would
question the need for affiliation

with the UAW. The University of

California's strong-arm tactics

make it a virtual necessity.

We may not have answered all

the questions that students, facul-

ty, staff and others have about

SAGE and our picket. If not. we
urge you to stop by and ask a

member. That's why they're out

there.

Medearis is a graduate student in

political science and a member of
SAGE.

Counterpoint

Not all Christians support 'The Bell Curve' theory
By Abigail Llewellyn

An article on Nov. 1 1 addressed "The
Bell Curve" theory by Charles Murray and
Richard Hermstein, a racist book whose
goal is to justify hatred and segregation in

America.

In the article, the problem of scapegoat-

ing African Americans in the United States

was answered by scapegoating another

population in the United States, the

Christians. The author, Donald Carpenter-

Rios, switches the blame for the ills of
society from one group linked by race to

another linked by religion.

When I became aware of "The Bell

Curve" theory's postulate of the genetic

intellectual inferiority of African

Americans, I was shocked and appalled

that ignorance like this still exists and is

being pushed by pseudo-intellectuals who
attempt to justify racism and discriminatory

policies which continue to divide and poi-

son our country.

I was equally shocked to read that

Christians are being singled out as propo-

nents of this theory. The impetus in the arti-

cle that Christians will adopt "The Bell

Curve's" ideas to further racism is false.

The author of the article is probably

unfamiliar with Biblical passages such as

Galatians 3:28 - "There is neither Jew nor

Greek, slave nor free, male nor female, for

you are all one in Christ Jesus."

Carpenter-Rios asserts that Christians

will adopt "The Bell Curve" as a "philo-

sophical guide." This is false. The philo-

sophical guide for Christians is the Bible

and its teachings run completely counter to

"The Bell Curve."

He also proposes that Christians advo-

cate "intolerance and hate." Yet the Bible

commands Christians to "love each
other"(John 15; 17). In fact there are over

360 reference to the word "love" in the

Bible.

The author's ignorance of the principles

of the Christian faith causes him to stereo-

type Christians the same way the author of

"The Bell Curve" stereotypes African

Annericans. Both are unfounded, hateful

and wrong.

The article accuses Christians of terror-

ism, racial censorship and being a people

with an agenda for racial cleansing. The
fact is that America has hundreds of strong,

African American, Christian churches.

Does it make sense that these Christians

would discriminate and persecute them-

selves? Of course not! Within the group,

which he predicts to pursue racial homo-
geneity, there is a multiplicity of colors.

Therefore, the idea that a racially diverse

group of people, such as Christians in the

United States, would seek selt-destruction

is preposterous. Rather Christians have his-

torically lead the fight against segregation,

and racism.

The Civil Rights Movement of the 1 950s

and 1960s was brought to the attention of

America when the Southern Christian

Leadership Conference championed the

civil rights of Rosa Parks in Montgomery,
Ala.

This group was comprised of Christian

church congregations and lead by Dr.

Martin Luther King Jr., a minister of the

Christian faith. Christians today of all col-

ors continue to fight racism.

The article mistakingly aligns Christians

with the authors of "The Bell Curve."

Instead of eradicating ignorance the article

switches the target to blast Christians.

If Carpenter-Rios is looking to wipe out

ignorance, I suggest that he re-examine his

own prejudices and misconception toward

Christians. Ttien maybe we can all work
together to stomp out the racist ideas in

"The Bell Curve."

Llewellyn is a junior majoring in geogra-

phy/environmental studies.
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Letters

Pay respect to
veterans
Editor:

1 1 Nov. '94 - Veterans Day.

UCLA does not have the grace to

declare today a holiday.

Perchance, could the reason tie

that the power elite at UCLA did

not make the sacrifice to serve

their country in the U.S. military?

Especially the UCLA Boomers
who evaded the draft and let their

poor and minority contemporaries

go into harm's way during

Vietnam? Including the recently

UCLA-l)enighted "Slick Willie"

Clinton who did not go into

harm's way but now does not hes-

itate to send others into battle?

Coach Donahue - the highest paid

state employee - avoided the

Vietnam draft because of the

national importance of serving his

country as a football coach.

Brings tears to my eyes.

On Halloween the Veterans

Affairs had to put extra security

forces on duty to protect the vet-

erans' cemetery from drug ingest-

ing, raucous UCLA students

intent on desecrating the memory
of U.S. veterans. How many of

the UCLA community will visit

the veterans' cemetery to pause

and reflect?

After the Republican landslide

on "Black Tuesday," 8 Nov. '94

will live in infamy. Will there per-

haps be more Vietnams? The
GOP platform plank - war is

"could" for the economy as long

as you and yours do not fight.

Peace, and reflect on those who
served.

DJ. Schulte
Staff, UCLA

Member, Network for Public

Education and Social Justice

Counter 187 via

non-compliance
Editor:

With the passing of Proposition

187, it is with great concern that

we write you this letter. As stu-

dents of the Committee for

Pilipino Studies at UCLA, we
take the following position.

If the federal constitutional

rights of any UCLA student is

violated by an administrator, fac-

ulty, staff or student of the

University of California, Los
Angeles, the Committee for

Pilipino Studies will support and

—

seek legal action against any such
unlawful activity.

This of course refers to the dis-

closure of private information of
student backgrounds to the

Immigration and Naturalization

Services (INS). We are against

any such behavior because it is in

violation of the Federal Education
Rights of Privacy Act (FERPA) as

lawfully upheld by the

Constitution of the United States

of America.

Furthermore, we advocate that

UCLA take a non-compliance
stance regarding the implementa-
tion of Proposition 1 87. We feel

that the Admissions Board,

Financial Aid Office or any other

administrative body that deals

with students should not comply
with checking the immigrant sta-

tus of students.

The Committee for Pilipino

Studies also finds that Proposition

1 87 is a manifestation of a deeper
rooted (nx)blem in Los Angeles.
This problem is institutionalized

discrimination, which is evident at

UCLA today and part of a history -

of racism in tl^ United States.

Discrimination will have it that

there, are zero fully-tenured

Letters

Pilipino faculty at UCLA today,

despite the fact that Pilipinos are

the largest Asian population in

California today.

History tells us that discrimina-

tion and racism have attempted to

send back thousands of Pilipino-

Americans in the 1930s due to

anti-immigrant sentiments; the

situation mirrors the same situa-

tion which we have today with

Proposition 187.

The Committee for Pilipino

Studies t)elieves that a Pilipino

studies program is long overdue.

We address this situation by striv-

ing for curricular reform and

excellence through relevant edu-

cation.

We find that Proposition 187 is

linked to our advocacy for

Pilipino Studies because it is con-

nected to the issues which people

of color and civil rights and

human rights advocates have

sought to address in order to

improve the living conditions of

people living in California.

The Committee for

Pilipino Studies

Non-voters
liave sometliing
to say
Editor:

Regarding James Lebakken's

""Opinions in the Daily Bruin

("Civic duties extend after election

day," Nov. 11).

First, I feel that the people who
didn't vote neither need nor want

your sympathy. More importantly,

saying that non-action represents

theory without action may be a

valid statement, but to feel that

this attitude warrants disgust by
stating, "They won't get my sym-

pathy," is grossly irresponsible.

I think you are mistaken to

assume that someone who hasn't

voted has no opinion worth hear-

ing. This is a separatist and closed-

minded view on your part.

Like every other human being

who has taken the time to examine
the idea embodied within the

question mark, I revel in theory.

Sometimes I act out my theories,

but other times they overwhelm
me with inaction.

If you have the opportunity to

express your opinion in a printed

forum, how credible do you think

your right to do that will become if

you discount the opinions of oth-

ers based solely on their actions?

Validity can lie only in theory

and logic doesn't exist without the

human mind.

Mike Severs
Junkir
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Get The StRaiQHT Story On Braces.
o rp €%

What's the cost • What's the best procedure • What's the right age •

Call For Free Consultation:

(310) 826 - 7494

Specializing in Braces for Adults & Children
litvitihU • RemovabU • Traditional * European Surgictd OrtHodomlict • Cotmatic Porcalain

BRENTWOOD ORTHODONTIC CENTER
Dr. Nader Dayanl, Certlfled Specialist

11645 WilshircBlvd.. Suite 802 18124 Culver Drive, Suite A
>-E3-a Brentwood (310) 826 - 7494 Irvine (714) 552 - 5890 ll3-E3-<

DESIGN HAIRCUTS
208-4447

siiampoo &
I
blowdry

With

COLOR $20

HIGHLIGHTS $29-S49

COLOR CORRECTION $35-$45

1078GAYLEY WESTWOOD

1 HAIRCUT
(long hair A flat tops

slightly higher)

FRENCH PERM $15-$25

ZOTOSPERM $35-$45

SUPER PERM S66

Next to Penny Lane

because eyes are also a

terrible thing to waste...

i'*^

• Large selection ot Fastiion Eyewear

• Complete Eye Exam • Most Insurance Plans Accepted

Contact Lenses: disposable, color daily wear, and extended wear

Westwood Optometric Center

Dr. Martin Hyman-Optometrist

918 Westwood Boulevard
Westwood & LeConte

(310)208-3913
Monday thru Friday 10-5:30

Saturday 10-5:00

1 Hour Free Parking

<w

WARNING: Dialing Zero to Call Your Family Collect

J)an Be Hazardous to Their Wealth,

'k

1-800-COLLECT
Dial it instead Of"0"anil

savettiemupto44%.
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Arts & Entertainment
All Time Top 10 Best Worst Films of the Past Decade
poll results

Last week was a veritable hotbed of activity for the Dally Bruin office. Receiving, processing and
tabulating your votes was a Herculean challenge but the results were well worth it. Josh Allen and
Jonathan Wysocki will each walk into Extravaganza with five free video rentals, and others who
participated enjoyed the greatest of American traditions: bagging on horrifyingly bad films.

The following 10 movies rank among the worst cinema has offered in the last 10 years. A remarkable

parallel In every winner Is the performance of the lead. Part of the fun of these pictures is that In

every one the main performer is playing himself or herself! From Keanu Reeves In Point Break
to Chris Elliot in Cabin Boy, these performers merely stand on the set and react. It takes a great

writer to come up with these premises, but it takes a better director to milk them for all they re

worth. So sit down, toss back a six-pack or two and enjoy the best of the worst of Hollywood.

These films cost enough, so you might as well. ^

10. Point Break Two words: Keanu Reeves. Two more words: Johnny Utah.

Reeves plays himself, running around in the surf trying to match spirits with Patrick

Swayze. A serious look into the surfer/skydiver/bank robbing culture that wasn't

content to surf, skydive and bank rob. Instead, Point Break stretched into a bizawe
psychological netherworld where jumping out of a plane without a parachute was
the ultimate leap of faith. Not to mention the world renowned Swayze quote "100

percent PURE ADRENALINE!"

9. Boxing Helena This flick didn't need Kim Basinger to suck eqgs. It already had
Julian "I'm British and out of work" Sands. Jennifer "Daughter of Greatness" Lynch
tried to tell outraged feminists that this film of mutilation and fetishism was actually

pro-woman. Only five things stood between h^r and her dream: the dialogue, the

plot, the direction, Sherilyn Fenn, and Julian. As Josh Allen, one ot.our winners,

declares, "I believed every minute of his torment."

6, Cabin Boy Chris Elliot's high seas opus didn't have a prayer at the box office,

and it's mentioned on every list yet of Jeffrey Katzenberg's live action failures.

America missed out big time. What other film would have Elliot's soon-to-fc)e girlfriend

swimming across the ocean only to be swept up in a fishing net? What other film

would feature David Lettemian verbally abusing "fancy lads?" And best of all, what
other film could star Sharkey, half-man, half-fish savior of the S.S. Filthy Whore?

7. Dirty Dancina "She's like the wind, through my trees," sang Patrick "I wanted
to be Travolta of the '80s" Swayze. and we all bought the soundtrack to this Catskills-

dream-come-true. Jennifer Grey's first and last moment of glory, but what a moment
it was. She enters the underworld of pre-Lambada dirty dancing carrying a watermelon,
but ultimately triumphs as she has "the time of her life." When she and Swayze run

into each other's arms for a final dance, it made one want to tum the radio up and
lose control.

6. Basic Instinct Michael Douglas has never been funnier. In the post-coital scene
between him and Sharon Stone. Douglas tells her she's the iuck of the century" and
expects her to compliment him back. It's a cinematic gem. Sharon shows stunning
dynamic range, from that "I want you" look on the dance floor, to the '"I want you"
look at his apartment. And don't forget the timeless Verhoeven/Eszterhas moment
when Douglas confronts Stone after finding out she gave him a false name. 'Oberman?'
Stone grimaces as she unleashes Eszterhas' brilliant plot twist. "I said Hoberman!"

5. Weird Science Before moving on to smarter roles, like playing Steven Seagal's
wife for seven poetry-discussing years, Kelly "We hate her because she's beautiful"

Le Brock did shower scenes with Anthony Michael Hall. Although less is shown than
in another classic film, TTje Specialist, Le Brock's showering scene is still edited when
shown and reshown on Channel 13. No matter. This is the ultimate cheap, happily-

exploitational, high-concept '80s flick. In an age where monster creation ignites

philosophical conundrums and portraying teens forces you to define Gen X, Weird
Science is still cliche, unden^/ritten and half-assed.

4. Ace Ventura Jim Carrey talks with his butt in the feel-good movie of the year.

Before he was smokin', he "improvised" his way through Dan Marino's feature debut.
Now we won't remember him as the white guy on In Living Color, but as the dork
who beats up the football mascot. While Carrey will probably burn out around the
release of Batman Forever, at least he left us this antidote to good cinema.

3. Hudson Hawk Some fools will dismiss this movie as the insect on the windshield
of the high art machine that is Bruce Willis. How wrorx) they are! Hudson Hawk
merges ingenious action, comedy, romance and a never-stop-singing joie de vivre

into a pinnacle of postmodern brilliance. Critics just couldn't deal with its genre-
hopping. Sandra Bernhard is hysterical, Bruce is David Addison incarnate and David
Caruso demonstrates as KIt-Kaf the nuance that would later define him oh NYPD
Blue.

2. Last Action Hero Another example of genre-hopping, as well as Planet Hollywood-
owner bashing. This list of bad films leaves out Sly, thus it is ultimately limited, but
here's the granddaddy of the monosyllabic action stars in the movie that catapulted
his inflatable alter ego into Times Square. Arnold fuses the low-brow action of

Kindergailen Cop and the comedy of Commando into one poorly-directed John
McTiernan epic. "How will you snap your fingers when I break both of your thumbs?
never caught on as the national catch-phrase, but you've still got to love this ode to
meqnbiidnoT'^

1. Body of Evidence The acting of Shanghai Surprise, the Intricacy of Who's That
Girl?, the sexual tension of Platoon, and so much less! Before her musical career
ebbed, and her metal t)ook revealed the last of her secrets, Body of Evidence showed
that Madonna couldn't even play Sharon Stone. It had candlewax, it had broken
glass, it had the material girl declaring "I fuck!" it sucked beyond compare. Director
Uli Edel's folly, Madonna's last stab at mainstream movie goers and Willem Dafoe's
foray into really bad commercialism signalled the end of an era.

New face of ska
comes on strong

WON WOO/Oaily Bruin

Top and
bottom
left: The
Mighty

Mighty
Bpsstones
helped

bring ska
into the

limelight.^.

Top right: A
member of

The
Specials is

mobbed by

adoring

fans.

Bottom
right:

Skankin'

Pickle

Ska musicians twisting, crawling

toward mainstream acceptance
WON WOC/D^ly Bruin

JtNQOK/DaltyBnin

By Gaby Mora
Dally Bruin Staff

Ska today is not the same music kids

listened to 15 years ago. It's not only

more potent aod cut cleaner, but in

essence, it is changing the very defini-

tion of the style itself.

Each emerging band, pushes ska

into a new direction: heavier and
faster, with more commercial allure.

"The music is faster now because its

more appealing to the ear," says Bud,

drummer of the popular Long Beach
band Sublime. "People want to hear

something that's gonna move them,

give them more energy. They want
something that's gonna make them
bounce."

The original term ska was devel-

oped in the late '70s through groups

4^ The Specials, Madness, English

Beat and The Selector. They used the

energy that fueled the original punk
movement and combined it with Dub
Reggae.

The tunes that are recognized as ska

today have more punk thrash behind

them, as each new group tries to carve

a niche for themselves among a new
generation of listeners.

But old-time Rudeboys don't buy
into the new style. At their Palace

shows on Oct. 20 and 21, celebrating

the reformation of The Specials, lead

vocalist Neville Staples paused fre-

quently, urging the young audience to

stop surfing the crowd and hurting

each other in the mosh pit.

One week later, though, on the same
stage, Sk^kin Pickle, Sublime,
VooDoo Glow Skulls and Tantra
Monsters outperformed their ska fore-

fathers with a high level of energy.

"We're like the new traditionalists

of ska," says Skankin Pickle slide

trombone player Gerry Lundquist,

whose stage presence recalls the inten-

sity of Henry Rollins. "Because ska by

itself is kinda boring, it needs a little

spice to it. So we add a little punk fla-

vor to it, just whatever comes in that's

catchy, hooky and powerful."

New bands realize that since its

inception, ska has failed to gain com-
mercial success. Though it has always

been a strong underground movement,

lack of radio play has kept it from the

mainstream.

Original bass player for The
Specials, Horace Panter, acknowl-

edges ska's inability to fit into the

mainstream. "We haven't had *Ska

Weekend' on MTV yet," he muses,

"and we like it that way."

But that'sJust what the new bands^

would like. The most commercially

successful band associated with ska.

The Mighty Mighty Bosstones, have

gained notoriety for their loud mix of

growling vocals and overpowering

guitars and drums. Even the horn sec-

tion sounds like a war explosion.

And though there still remains to be

a ska band on the Lx>llapalooza ticket,

the Bosstones would probably be first

in line. Their ability to crank out heavy

songs is compatible with Nine Inch

Nails* fury or Jane's Addiction'

warped melodic approach.

The more synthetic, digitally glos^

sound Skankin' Pickle turns out on the

group's new album. Sing Along With

Skankin Pickle (Dill Records), is the

"Dawning of a New Era" that The
Specials foreshadowed in their song.

See tWA. page 2$

Tim Allen stars in Disney's live-action comedy The aanta

Clause, a movie the North Pole doesn't want you to see.

'Santa Clause' is

coming to town
Tim Allp»r» traAp^Q now works at a car wash on La
1 nil /TllCll LldUCb cienega, a nice one." jokes

in tnnU for sleiph Alien. "I told Katzenberg if I did
111 LUU1I5 lUl MClgll

a movie this was the one."

in V»ic firct mr»\7if=» The comedian, who declares
111 1U5 lli:>L lliuvic

he has no directorial ambitions,

oc o r^r^xTtnf^ ^ont-o feels cinema may be the way to
as a noVice :>anta

^^ ^^^ ^^^ ^^ \^^,^ committed

two more years to the series and

then, if The Santa Clause goes

over well with audiences, he

could make the u-ansition. "What
I did here is what I'd like to do."

he laughs. "Get a project togeth-

er; I think it's called producing."

Production credit aside, Allen

did stick to his guns regarding a

few key issues in this film. While

he welcomed changes in the

film's tone, key scenes and even

his character, he had an agenda

of sorts.

When Allen's character Scott

Calvin is forced to take over for

the aforementioned incapacitated

Santa, he winds down Christmas

Eve at latitude. He explores the

mass underground toy assembly

line of the elves and glances out

of the window to observe the

huge city beyond. It was here

that Allen took his stand.

"I wanted them to spend more

time at the North Pole," he

asserts, "but of course, I'm an

idiot." He rattles off the costs of

the special effects in the seconds

of scene time the city was
onscreen as a testimony to his

inexperience in filmmaking deci-

sions.

"At least we got that in there

that the North Pole city was

By Mike Horowitz
Daily Bruin Senior Staff

The Santa Clause didn't start

out as your average family
Christmas fiick. Comedian Tim
Allen's jump to the big screen

began as a black comedy about

Saint Nick and the holiday sea-

son. It wasn't going to be a

movie for Allen to show to his

kids.

".It was a little darker to bjegin

with," laughs Allen. "Santa broke

his neck, and he was kind of dis-

torted on the lawn."

How were kids going to deal

with Kris Kringle bleeding to

death, going into shock and
croaking in suburbia?

No one but screenwriters Leo
Benvenuti and Steve Rudnick
wanted to find out. And then

there was Allen.

"John Pasquin, the director,

said 'It's a little grim, starting a

movie off with Santa breaking

his neck.'" says Allen. "I said, *I

like it!'"

It was the dark humor that ini-

lially excited the Home
Improvement star, but he admits

it was the family angle that ended

up luring him into the project. He
brought The Santa Clause to

Disney soon after he read it. "I

went to Jeffrey Katzenberg, who See ALLEN, page 26

lew

HOT TICKET: Like sands

through the hourglass ... the

cast of "Days of Our Lives"

visits Ackerman Grand
Ballroom at noon on
Wednesday. Set your VCRs
and watch your daily install-

ment later because the Hortons

and the Bradys will be here

live.

FILM: According to Campus
Events, it's "Maria Shriver's

Husband Week."
(Thursday 9:30 p.m..

p.m.) and True Lies (Thui

7 p.m., Friday 9:30 p.m.) will

be shown in AGB. $2 at the

door.

MORE FILM: Preview of docu-

mentary. Nirvana Live!

Tonight! Sold Out! will be play-

ing Tuesday at 8 p.m. in AGB.
Free tickets available at CTO.
EVEN MORE FILM: The Toronto

sensation Heavenly Creatures

screens at Melnilz on Nov. 14th

at 7:30 p.m. Based on the

shocking true story, the film

follows what happens when the

friendship of two imaginative

New Zealand girls becomes
deadly.

CONCERT: Kfonos Quartet will

ring their bedazzling style to

choenberg Thursday and
riday at 8 p.m. Student tickets

$13 with ID. For more info call

(310)825-2101.

im-.^^'^i.
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Victoria Williams Loose
(Mammoth/Atlantic) Like many
overhyped crilics' darlings,
Victoria Williams sounds more
like a genius in print than she
does on record. Even if she is the

great songwriter that her clique

claims, her creaky voice makes
her songs damn hard to listen to

- Robert Christgau describes it

as a cross between Dolly Parton

and Yoko Ono, which more or

less hits the nail on the head.
Consequently, her songs get
across only when something dis-

tracts from her trembly warble:

The quasi-cabaret setting of
"Harry Went to Heaven," the

background singers on "Century
Plant," the rock guitars on
"Crazy Mary" or the Tower Of
Power horns that propel this

album's only truly great tune,

"You R Loved."

And while this record radiates

more imagination than typical

singer-songwriter fare, Williams'

childlike precociousness (e.g.

Jonathan Richman) can only go
so far - just how many songs
about animals and shoes can one
woman write? So let's hope she

continues to win her battle over
MS, and let's also hope she tells

hyperactive overarranger Van
Dyke Parks to take a hike.
M.T. B

Aerosmith Big Ones (Geffen)

Who cares if it's slick corporate

rock? It's not like it's Richard
Marx or something (and it's not^

like they got silly like the surviv-

ing members of Led Zeppelin).

Aay avant-bigol who denies
themselves the pure pleasures of

"Cryin'" or "Love in an
Elevator" or "Janie's Got a Gun"
has had their heads up their

indie-rock asses for too long.

Still, for the only old fogy band
to have done top 40 a service in

the last couple of years, this

compilation could have been bet-

ter - like too many best-ofs, it's

baited with sub-par new material

to lure those who already own
the original albums. And of
course, just because it was a hit

doesn't mean it was good to

begin with (i.e. "Angel," "Livin'

on the Edge").

Twenty years from now, some
enterprising soul at Rhino will

compile the best of these songs

with the cream of the band's
Columbia catalog and produce a

first rate single CD collection

even avant-bigots won't be able

to resist. 'Til then, this will

remain the best place to sample
this seminal if derivative band's

'80s output. M.T. A-

Witold Lutoslawski:
Symphonies Nos. 3 and 4, Les
Espaces du sommeil L.A.
Philharmonic, Esa-Pekka
Salonen (Sony Classical) Polish

composer Witold Lutoslawski
(1913-1994) wrote some
demanding music. His works
require exertion on the part of the

listener and the performer. The
selections offered here by
Salonen and the L.A.
Philharmonic are no exception.

Symphony No. 4 (1 992) rcpre-

sents the culmination of
Lutoslawski's work in large-

scale forms.

Characterized by a powerful
lyricism, the symphony adopts
an accessible idiom for its

expression. Salonen and the

orchestra give the work the advo-

cacy it deserves in its world pre-

miere recording. Their
performance has impact in spite

of the recessed recorded sound.

Symphony No, 3 (1972-1983)
and Les Espaces du sommeil
(Realms of Sleep, 1975) also find

the composer at his best.

Salonen's performances prove
very stylish, with baritone John
Shirley-Quirk sounding right at

home in Les Espaces.
Lutoslawski's music may be
demanding, but it rewards the

attentive listener. J.M A-

Bush Sixteen Candles
(Trauma) If the Brits were to

clone a combination of Pearl Jam
and Bad Religion, lose some of

that harder grungy, punk-infested

feel, they would have Bush. The
band at times feels as if it's try-

ing to explore too many different

styles, without having a unique
personality. Tracks like "bomb"
and "glycerine" create that dis-

tinctly lounge bar feel, with
vocals that are hauntingly remi-

niscent of Peter Murphy, while

"comedown" and "machinehead"

with their snake-like bass lines,

powerfully catchy guitar chord
progressions and lyrical hooks,

make them seem like they would
fit right in on a certain Seattle

band's next release. Bottom line:

A decent number of well crafted

melodies with crunching guitars,

but it doesn't always guarantee

that you'll be able to appreciate

the music at a more personal
level. M.N. B+

Reviews by Michael Tatum, John
Mangum and Mike Nazarinia.

Soundbites runs every Monday
and Wednesday.

Sugar
Liz Phair

R.E.M.

Paris

Various Artists

Body Count
Smashing Pumpkins
Boyz I) Men
Cranberries

Various Artists

London Suede

file Under: Easy Listening A
Whip-Smart A
Monster A
Guerrilla Funk A
Beat the Retreat A-

Bom Dead B+
Pisces Iscariot B+
// J^
No Need to Argue B
Murder was the Case B-

Dog Man Star B-

SPONSORED BY

^MI,
BRUIN TV GUIDE

'''^^^z,'' ' mmnmmRnmmummim:^
/s.

PEE? COM

(6 3 2 — 6 8 6 3) 9am-9pm

800 MD-BOUND
MONDAY EVENING
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"Moving In"

Northam Expoaura "Up
River" (In Stereo) iB

Vj "Once Bitten" (1986) Lauren Hutton. A fernale

vampire's eterrial yotrtti requires virgin maie Mood.

"A Child's Cry for He/p" (1994, Drama) Veronica Hamel,
A doctor suspects a tx)y's moVner is causing his illness.

Future
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** "Love Story" (1970. Drama) Ali MacGraw Based on
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Maximum
Drtva

That'aMy

228.
(400) ** "Brotherhood of
>/usfticg"(1966, Drama)

RaaiWorid
In Stereo)

lariaaa

Explaina

Wanted
Jama

Ciariaaa

Expialna

Marcua Waiby, M.D.

g

Intimate With Whal«

Talk Soup Nawa Daily

Mar: TUWiwIa Story
(R)(Pa11of3)

Lata Mght With David

Auto Racing ARCA Series From Atlanta Motor
Speedway in Hampton, Ga
^ataT
Rabbit

StHMrmar-'
kat Sweep

Dmmy'a
Ginx
Shop HI
You Drop

Mualc VIdaoa (In Stereo)

SaiutaYour
Shorte(R)

LoveSoir

Rugrala

4:00) Tannia- Virginia Slims of New York
harden in New Ywk. (Live)

Evening
Shade

X

Oaalgning'
Woman X
Yol (In

Stereo)

Doug

Evening
ShadaX
Daaigning
Woman X
Altamalhra

Loonay
Tunaa

Ironaide "Tom Dayton Is

Loose Among Us"

Early Rouncte From Madison Square

**«v, '77w nuuiam Are Coming! 77ie AuatiarM Are Conwig!
( 1966) A Soviet aubmarine off Cape Cod triggara a panic attack

Knight Rider Publisheris lAlli

fourxl rrwrdered [Flgiiti

Cape Cod triggara

iiaS misr
Turtlaa

** V7 "The Scartoff O'Hara Wv" (1960, Drama) David
Selznick sets out to cast "Gone With the Wind."

ThalGIri Mod Squad

Wlnga(ln
Stereo) X

Law A Order "Point of

View"'

Gunamoka 'Luke'"

Biography "Gene
Roddenberry" (R)

Coach (R)

X

TV Realty

LaatCail

X

X

ChaaraX

Lata Show (In Stereo) X

Tonight Show (In Stereof

Murphy
X

Charlie Roaa (In Stereo)

Nightilna X

Jerry Springer Wives
upset over pornography

Copa (In

Stereo) X
Roaaanna

~

"I'm Hungry

"

Magazine

Criatlna... Edidon
Eapadai

*** "Midnighf' (1939) Claudette Cdberl A Cowgirl is

Nred to romance a wife's suspected paramour.

'The Double Life of Veronique" (1991) Two identnal

strangers have a profound effect on each other. R'

Tonight

Hoiity

Event of tha Oiy

Monayline

Fabuloua

Newanight

Whoaa
Una?

Showbiz
Today (R)

London
Und.

Natural Wortd ""^^id*

Boars" (R)

Stam

!!L

fyW
bitlmata WHh Whaiea (R)

Sportacentir

Talk Soup

B

Waltona "The Home
Front"

Unaolved Myatariea (In

Stereo)

Prima Time (In Stereo)

Nawa Daily

UpOoaa

Raacua 911 (In Stereo) X

Hlli Street Bhiaa "Rites of

Spring" (Part 2 of 2)

Shariock Holmaa
Myatariea

Noddaa

Currant
Affair X

StoryX

Sumo
Digart

M<«daro
Univiaion

Sweating Bullata "Object

of Desire (R) Qn Stereo)

Late Night (In Stereo)

(R) (In Stereo) SI

Ufa and
Tlmaa(R)X

Utarary
VWonaX

Twilight

Zona

afr
Later (In

Stereo)

InatructkNiai

Programming

Paid
Program

** "Mesmerized" (1964, Drama) Jodie Foster A New
Zealander kwks to escape her stifling marriage

TftntT
Umbaugh
M»A*S^X

Nawz(ln
Stereo

Paid
Program

Top Copa
(In Stereo)

Paid
Program

Jon Stewart In Stereo)

PiW"
Program

PaM
Program

Paid
Program

PaM

Program

**V> "Cloak

and Dagger"

Kia"

fSS

'Noche de la Ssstis" Jorge Reynoeo. Una Santos,

Sergio Goyri

Lo^ Channel With 'The IHotSaat |Downey

Lovafoy Myatariea "Eric

of Arabia'"

** 'love Story" (1970, Drama) Ali MacGraw. Based on
Erich Segalsrwvel about star-crossed students. 'PG'

South Bank Show "'British

Comedy" (R)

Calling All

Spojia
Sporta
LMwtight

KMahitha
HaN

South Bank Show "Paul

Bo¥»te8"(R)

Larry King Uva (R) X

A-Uat(R)X

Public Policy Confararioa

SoapX

Law ft Order "Point of

View"

**'/} •JhayUadeMea
Criminal" (1939, Drama)

***Mi "Af^0arllinoCismen(iine"(194^ WyattEarparxj
comrades face a snoMdotm at the O.K. Cofrai.

"The [Rouble Liie o/ l/eron^que" (19§1) Two Identical

strangers have a profound effect on each otfwr R*

Croaafire

Una?

Overnight

Incorrect

Hitler: Tha Whole Story
(R) (Part 1 of 3j

GoMlp(R) Faahion Hie

Next Step

9tem(R)

LPBT Bowling From South Bend, Ind

700 aub

** "Extreme Ckae-Up" (1 990, Drama) Blair ^own. A
teen learns his late motner actually committed sukade

I Dream of'

Jaannle
oewncnea

tt Takaa a Thief

Texas Cup
inaide

Skiing

ILoveLucy

Interview-

Vamp
Mary Tyler'

MooreX
Tid

Marcua Weibv, M.D.
"Dinner at Herbs"

Skiing Magazine on TV

**'A Three Vtotenf Peqpte (1966, Western) Chariton Haalon, Anne
Baxter, Tom Tryon Brothers find conflict under a ruthless government.

Wings (In

Stereo) X
**V} "Matkxk: The Bitonake " ( 1 987,
Griffith Ben Matlock conducts a mock n

)>X in

aSoiSn

irder, She Wrote "Proof

in the Pjjdding" X
:ery) Andy
in London.

NewsX

PREMIUM CABLE STATIONS

Top Copa
On Stereo)

KSfST

WWF: Monday Night Raw

Tom Patty's Video Box
Sat (R) Qn Stereo)

Taxi

Beyond
20uO

Camera

SpoTtacan-"

railMl DOwNng Myatariea
'In Stereo) X(In Stereo)

Unaolved
Stereo)

Myatariea ()n~

Baawlsand
Butt^Mad

lob
Newhart

Baavlaand'
Butt-haad

(MckVan
Dyke

**^/i "Mad Wednesday" {^9*7) An unemployed
bookkeeper takes on a near-bankrupt drcus

PraaaBox NBA Action

VSS'

^ss
Program

Upcloee

fer"
stallion

wa

—

Program

¥SA
Program

CoiiegelFootball

Overnight ShowMz
Today (R)

Benny HM

Public Polkry ConfaranM

Progra

Program

ImII Georgia

raa
—

Program

Fid

at Auburn. (R)

liol
Jafta

Brother
X Pr(

TMrtysomathlng The
Other Shoe" m

ogra

AMamaUva Nation On
Stereo)

CM Smart Dragnet

Shop at Home

Brolhara
Qnint

X
HHchcocfc

PriProgram

Program

Draamtlma
In Stereo)

Suiparman

Baaeball: Arizona Fall League - Sun Cities at Peoria

* * Vj "Run of the Anon" (1 966, Western) Rod Steiger

An ex -Confederate sokier joins ttw Sioux nation

SNk StaiMnga
"Irrecondlatm Differences'

National Geographic Explorer Celtic voyage (R) X

FugWva X

Wings X WIngaX

m—
Alamltoa

**'/i "fllav8gers"(1979) Rk:hard Harris A man
avenges himseff against the ttiugs who killed his wife.

Quantum Leap (Iri Stereo[

***'/} "MMarftobarts" (19is6, Comedy-Ora
Caqnev The mlaadventuras of a WoridV^ II

I

Program
Kir
Prowam

Boaom
Buddlaa

Henry Fonda, James
carfloship.

Hollywood'
Inaider(R)a
X

K
;4 00)*** IheGtetA
rain Robbery" h979) "PG"

Kids Incorp.

(3:30) '/i
TrejbcfX"

(130)
"Breaking"

Mickey
aub

** "S^fSBdr"(19e2, Comady)KannyRogsrs. Six

orphans help a down and-out stock car driver. 'PG'

^haFBe
Brown

Family Playhouse Abby
My Love" sexual abuse

Torkelsons
X

Sinbadil ^)caan6M
X

** "Oh, What a NigN" (^9&2. Comedy)
Corey Haim. (In Stereo) PG 13

«***/!i 'Buffisr«lasAr»fr0»"(19^AacaM(brained
adreas and a bHnd neighbor find romance. 'PG'* The firidlB Came COD "

(1941, Comedy) James
Cagn^. A hapieas pilot fails for a runaway txide

304ilnute
Movia

**Vj "Made in Ameoca" (1993) A black woman learns

that her sperm-bank donor was white. 'PG-13 X
Awonlaa Sonwone to

Believe In" (In Stereo) X
«**<^ "ftxirrfo<NbRerum "(1993) A condemned drug
addict is given a new Ufa aa a hit woman. 'R'X

*** Iha r/oubto »Mfi Annate" (1966) A student and
her cohort wreak havoc at a convent school

"Osw» "(1993) Kevin Kline A presideritia) kx)k-

alike takes over for the ailing leader. PG 13 X

Tvaa rrom
iisgnrenan

L/femUWiim A childiah talent
" exac (iacwers a talented tyke. IBagency exa<

ttlairinon'i**'/t 'Ntllonal Lampoon's Vacation

<19g3, Comedy) Chevy Chase R- vyri?flr'!s a!t« ogo rrsanrfests

*^Talbr»(^tfieE^"'
artist

-^^-

Coffplc

•** ^VnaSaESfSSF^^m,
JanaWya^BaswIcn the

noma Shopping Spraa

*** "Rising Sun" 1^9^) Sean Cormery. Detectives

invesogate a murder at a Japwwse corporation "R" X

Nte

**15"

ttwCmtXjSopX
Vtfie £^"(1902} Jail

under cover toMMa crime kvd. 'R*

or tne wganoafy

Hon'orlAnnaPi

Suaan Claric, Jolm Forsythei

19308 pitot

'arilaud.'Innooenf Bloo(f'(1982, Horror)

jdjstectivatels in love vm a seductive vampire. 'R* X
Jalal Meriii. Amariial Red Shoe

Hat goes under cover to^ a crime kyd. 'R* iDtetlaa(ro |Mwg
H^(1993, Horror) Timothy ^kjtton. A \"Dmk IMmie" {^99a)Mm est
rrianrfbists htmsetf tnrough murdef Fl j.Kwvc^j human!; as a food source

ComproRv

seek to

food souce "NO'

Hardcore
TV(R)X

WHh tha
PreaMant

fatoodMt
1900) 'RR'

youti meeta a wlah-granting gente. 'R*

•Ac^ on Impulse" (1993) An
axKitfy hotwlay i^ shakftn by a Striker 'R'

iMi
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GWAR has more musical
talent than foul stench

GWAR, an exploitational rock band, prides itself on its outlandish behavior
and grimy appearance, In addition to its unique musical talent.

By John Sabatini

It has come from beyond the darkest recess-

es of time and space to wreak havoc upon our
pitiful, pathetic little planet. The degenerate
splatter band GWAR brought its uniquely dis-

gusting and despicable brand of destruction to

the Palace in Hollywood Friday for an
evening of unrivaled sludge, slime and slam
dancing.

The official GWAR history dates back to

the dawn of time when the Master of All
Reality created the chaotic and disease-ridden
beings. But because of their galactic mis-
deeds, GWAR was banished to the frozen
wastelands of Antarctica. Now, fueled by
crack and modern American television cul-

ture, the Scumdogs of the Universe have
remerged as an exploitational rock band.

A less melodramatic version goes back only
as far as the 1980s when a small band of
Virginia Commonwealth University art stu-

dents first donned weird movie costumes as
part of their live set. What had been only an
occasional practice became a musical perfor-

mance phenomenon when GWAR made its

1988 debut with the album Hello and subse-
quent touring.

Since that time, the band has become world
renowned for its hilarious hulking costumes,
humongous phallic stage props and filth-

spewing live shows. But don't look to lead
singer Dave Brockie (aka Oderus Urungus) to

provide any profound explanations for the

band's outlandish behavior.

"It was basically just an attempt to save
ourselves from the horror of leading the nor-
mal life," Brockie explains. "We had a shot at

dressing up like big rubber monsters and play-
ing loud obnoxious music, and we took it.

"Little did we know that the world would
gape and wallow in our puss and give us all

their money. We just had no idea. So off it

went, and we never looked back. It's just been
a rampaging juggernaut of death ever since."

A cross between Gallagher and the Toxic
Avenger, the grotesque costumes and props
fashioned by hand out of football equipment,
fiberglass and latex are central to GWAR's
identity and individuality in the music indus-
try. But they also represent everything the
band stands for - intimidation, reckless aban-
don, stink and scum.

"(The costumes) augment what we've got
as human beings, make us bigger, meaner,
badder, stronger, faster, better than we were
before," Brockie says. "They also make us
smell really bad. Muck and goo and noodles
encrust on them, and they get extremely
smelly and rancid and wet."

Another significant element in GWAR's
uniqueness is the band's sizable supporting
cast. This isn't just five guys running around
on stage in Kiss-ish make-up and low-budget
outfits. Additional non-musical characters
such as the Sexecutioner, Techno Destructo
and Slymenstra Hymen add even more bel-
ligerence and action to GWAR's concerts.

See GWAR, page 26
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MANN

Westwood

IVIANN

VILU6E
961 Broxton

208-5576

Staniite (PG-13)
(1:3O-4:30)-7:3b-10:30

NATIONM. Intsrvlew with a Vsmilra (R)

10925 Lindbrook (1;15-4:15)-7:15-10:3i)

208-4366 Frt/Sat/Surt(10:30-1:15-4:15j-7;15-10:30

Fri/Sat 1:30 Late Stiow

•mUN Lo«sAHslr(P(}-13)
948 Broxton (2:15-4:45)-7.3O-10:15

239-MANN Sat/Sun (11:45-2:15-4:45)-7:30-10:15

FESnVAL
10887 LlndiKOOk (2:15-5«))-
206-7664 Sat/Sun (11:30-2:15-Sn))-7:45-10:30

Ed Wood (R)

'-7:45-10:M

Santa Monica
CRITERION 3 Intsrvlaw wtlk a Vampira (R)
1313 3rd St. Prorrwiade {1;15-4a))-7:00-10W
395-1599 Fri/Sat/Sun (10:30-1 :15-4«))-7:00-10fl0

CRITERION 4 Stsfasts (PO-13)
1313 3rd SL Promanads (11:15-2i»-4:SO)-7:40-10:»)
395-1599

CRITERION 9 PoatiM Moos (PO-IS)
1313 3rd St. Pronwade (11:00-1:3S-420)-7:35-10:lS
395-1599

CRITERION • MIsliOiarSrosdwsyCRj
13133rd St. Promenade (11:45-2:15-4:45)-7:20-9:45

395-1599

LAEMJVILE

West Hollywood

M ^^

ffjBgi
1

GENERAL CINEMA 1 LANDMARK 1

Westwood West L.A.

SUNSETS
(213) 848-3500 -

Vanya on 42nd Street

^1J0)-4:15-7.00-9:35

suNsn
(213)848-3500

Weekend Prooramt
Auetle Mame

AndOodSfoke
Restless Garden

Leopard Man
Clerks

Frl/Sat Midnight

Rsstiass Garden
The Last Klnnier

Leopard Man
Wild Stratfrkarrles

MInbo
Sat/Sun 11:00 AM

AVCO CINEMA
Wilshife at WestvwxxJ
475-0711

LAs FIRST CHOICE PRESENTATION THEATRE
70mm - THX SOUND DOLBY STEREO
The TOTAL Entertainment Experienca

THXOTS TheWar(P6-13)
1:15-4:15-7:15-10:15

Fri/Sat/Son1 1:30-2:1 5-5:00 7:45-10:30

WESTSIOE PAVILION
GoldiMyn

475-0202

The Brownina Vealon
-(12:15)-2J0-4:45-7: 15-925

WESTSIOE PAVILION
Gotdwyn
475-0202

Eat Drink Man Woman
(11:15)-1:50 4 25 7.0Q-9Ji

THXOolhy Osb ShtK (PG-13J
1:30-425-7:20-10:05

WESTSIOE PAVILION
GoMwyn '

475-0202

32 Short nine AkMrt
Glenn Gould

(11:30 AM) only

Dolky The Shawshank Redemption (R)

1.00-4:00- 7:00- 10:00

WESTSIOE PAVILION
Godwyn
475-0202

Bullets Over Br
(12:30)-2 45-5:00-7:30-9.5J

a^i"'1045 Broxton (2:3O-5«l)-7:3O-l0«)
208-3259 Frl/Sat/Sun(12:0O-2:3O-5«)-7:3O-10«)

Mlrads os 34th Street (P6) Sneak
Frl/Sat 7:30 and &n (2:30)

Santa Monica ^ Ballets Over Broadway (R)

12:45 2 30-4 45-7 15-9 45

fLAU
1067Glendon
208-3097

HoopDrssais(PQ-13)
(4:15)-«:15

Sat/Sun (1230-4:15)-8:15

WEtTWOOOl
1050 Gaylsy (2:30-5«))-7:30-10:1

206-7664 Sat/Sun (1^0O-2:30-5:00)-7:3O-10:15

ThstfSclallaKRJ

LAEMMLE

WLA/Beverly Hills

WESTSIOE PAVILION
GcMwyn
475-0202

3:40-9:45

MOMCAI
1322 2nd Sirssi

394-9741

%,AFVO
CallnMrft.a

AFVOAS Film Festival

at (310) 394-9741

Beverly Hills WESTSIOE PAVILION
GrMw^n
475-0202

LalcSoOroBi
(1:30)5:30-7:40

M0MCA2
1322 2nd Street

394-9741

IDoslWsalloTalkAkoslll
(2:30)5:00-7:30-9:55

Beverly Connection

La Cienaoaat Beverly Blvd.

Free 2 1/2 tiour validated parking

659-5911

WESTW0002
10506ayley
206-7664

LHHsBISBtSfra)
(2:15)-7:3<)

S«Bsale(p6)
(4:45)-9J()

(12«M:45>-9:30

ROYAL
11523 S.M.Blvd
477-5581

White Bad
4:30-7:15-9:5

Sat/Sun (1:30)-4:30-7:15-9:55

MOWCAS
1322 2nd Street

394-9741

HooaOreams
(1:30)-5:00-8.30 THX DTS The War (PG-13)

1:15-2:45-4:15-5:45-7:15-8 45-1015
FrI-Son 1 1 :45-1 :15-2:45-4:15-5:45-7:15-8:45-10:15

MUSIC NAU
9036WHshire
274-6869

HospOrsssis
5'00-8'30

Sat/S4in1:3O-5!00-8:30

1322 2nd Street

394-9741

Vanvs on 42nd SIraot

(1 30)-4:15-7:00-9:35 THX Dolby Pale FtcUon (R)

12.0O-3:3i0-7:0O-102(i

WESTWOOD 9 Ossbls OrsfSS (PO-13)
lOSOGayley (2:45-5«R-7:15-9:3d
206-7664 Sat/Sun (12:30-2:45-5.t)OK:15-9:30

WESTW0004
1050 Gaylsy (2:45-5: 15^7:-
206-7664 Sat/Sun (12:15-2:45-5:15)-7:4S-10:15

River Wild (P8-13I
^:45-10:l5

West Hollywood

1322 2nd Street

394-9741

, Isl ebsw bariala (

)

BsBSSt (at Crescent Heights) Free Parking

SUNSET1
(213)848-3500

Cisfia

(1:00)-3:10-5:20-7:40-955

FrUSat MMniglit

Weekend Prosrans
Oninkan Msster

DninUn Msster II

Armoer o( God
DrsaesLord

FrVSal Mdnight

BsllslFIrs
MMtang: The HMdos Wasdasi

CsnsssJssss
Bsrsks

Sat/Sun 11:00AM

Stereo Ed Wood (Rl

11:45-5 00- lOflO

Only roe (PG)

23O-730

TNXSROo»vOI|Hal The Santa Qaess (PG)
12 00-? 20-4 40 7 00^ ?0
1:00-3:20-5 40-8 00-10.20

Santa Monica
1 latervtew sHtt e Vamilre (R)

lSt9 3rd SL Promenade (11:00-1:45-4:30)-7:30-10i6
395-1599 .

CRfTERtONt Msrvts«r«N»s«SaMlrs(R)
13133rdSt Promsnade (1:15-4tX)>-7w-10»)
M5-1599 Frl^l/Sun(10!30-1:1Mi)OH:00-10:00

BUNSCT2
(213)848-3500

SUNBiTS
(213) 846-3500

(l:50)-4:25-7«)-935

Mseills Qesss ol Bm Osssrt

(2:15)-7:15

BMsUte
i>-9:45

PACIFIC

Westwood

LANDMARK

Santa Monica

NUWILSHIRE dsita
1314WilshlreBtvd 5:30-7 45-10<X)
394-8099 Sat/SurVWed 1.tX)-3:15-5:3O-7:45-10tX)

NUWILSHIRE LastSedsctloa
1314 Wilstiire Blvd. 4:45-7:15-9:45

394-8099 SaVSun/Wed 1 1 :4S-2: 1 5-4:45-7: 1 5-9:45

UNITED ARTISTS

Westwood

West L.A.

UA WESTWOOD
10689Wellwortt)
475-9441

Pvie Flc«on (R)

SR THX Doltiy Stereo
Call Tiwatta tor ShowUmes

BUNSn4
(213) 846-3500

TslaltyF"*e4Up
(1«))-3:10-7:4O-9i5

920

CREST
1262 Westwood Blvd

474-7866

The SsMa Quee (PG I

1230-2:45-5«>- 720-9:40

NUART S«i. Orage asd Deaiocracy
1 1 272 Santa Monka BNd 5:30-7:30-930
478-6379 Sat/Sun 1:30-330-5:30-7:30-9:30

UA WESTWOOD
10889 WeMwortti
475-9441

ThsRosdloWeN«(Ne(R)
Oo«>y Stereo

Gal Theatre lor StiowUmes

MS sr MssBs - Fridly MMrdolH
nssHf nsnw * asonvsy nimsgni

imwebtImioo
10BB9WSI
47$-B441

Msiy iksNsy^s friaBihllila (R)

THX SOOS OlQW Slarso

Gal Theatre for SMNMImai

./
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All's fair

in love

triangles

Husband and wife

play bitter games in

Pinter^s 'Betrayal'

By Jennifer Richmond
Dally Bruin Staff

Most plays today have a basic format.

They start at the beginning, have some
important events that lead to a climax and

end a few scenes later. All right, perhaps a

few have some flash back scenes so it's not

necessarily a straight shot.

But what about a play that literally goes

backward? That's right. It starts at the end

and ends at the beginning. Impossible you
say? Well, Harold Pinter has done just that in

his production "Betrayal."

Pinter's drama follows Emma's (Barbara

Feldman) affair with her husband's best

friend, Jerry (Shep Sanders), and how
Robert (West Holden) (the husband) copes

with their relationship. But while the sce-

nario may not sound unique, its line of
events is.

When the show opens, Emma is telling

Jerry of a fight she had with Robert and how
her affair with Jerry came up. The year is

1977 and the afTair has already begun, run its

course and ended.

Scenes like this make up the bulk of the

production. Events will be referred to, and

then a few scenes later the occurrence will

actually happen. The game of squash, for

instance, has significance because regular

games will end when one of the players is

having an affair. But because this isn't clear

until a later scene, Robert's reaction to

Emma's request to watch is confusing.

Since the production goes back through

time, it's unclear as to when Robert knows

But what about a play that

hterally goes backward?

That's right. It starts at

the end and ends at the

beginning. Impossible you

say? Well, Harold Pinter

has done just that in his

production "Betrayal."

of the affair. Although told in the second

scene that Robert's known for four years,

some of his actions don't make sense. His

bitter remarks to Jerry and Emma at their flat

make it clear he knows, but her indifference

and Jerry's cluelessness cause some ques-

tion.

Surprisingly though, this lost feeling helps

the production. It makes tense situations

worse because the audience knows what's

coming and is stuck waiting for the blow to

hit.

In a later scene, Emma is reading a book.

When Robert asks if the the book is about

betrayal, it's obvious he knows of the affair.

But his reaction is a mystery. Instead of

yelling or accusing her, he goes into a long-

winded monologue about a letter she
received from Jerry. It seems the Italian

postal service tried to give it to him because

they assumed he and Emma were related.

This was his first clue, i^^

While his monologue seems to be going

nowhere, it's clear he knows what's going

on and wants Enuna to just admit it. Finally,

to quiet him, she tells Robert what he wants

to hear: Yes, she and Jerry are having ^n
affair. And yes she has no intention of stop-

ping it

Although her response is shocking, this is

just the beginning of the oddities that ensue.

After her confession, she goes right back to

Jerry and tells him her trip to Italy was won-
derful. There's no mention of the confession

to Robert whatsoever, she even brings a gift

' ~ See BETRAYAL, page 27
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WESTWOOD
923 Westwood Blvd.* Los Angeles, CA 90024

(310) 824-5276 • FAX: (310) 824-5543

WEST L.A.

11988 Wilshire Blvd. • Los Angeles, CA 90025
(310) 207-5952 • FAX: (310) 820-0079

ROCKABYE BABY
BY LAWRENCE STERN

DIRECTED BY JENNI PULOS

STACETWO
BY KEN SMITH

DIRECTED BY JEREMY LEE

AFTERA^ATH
BY LAUREN JOHNSON

DIRECTED BY JULIANNE VANKOMEN
• • •

•One hour service for glasses

& contacts

•Custom contacts: color,

disposable, astigmatic, and

gas permeable

•Daily wear* $39/pair

•Extended wear* $59/pair

•Natural Touch Contact Lenses* $79/pair

•Gentle Touch disposable year $99/pair Nahlfal Toiich

Beverly Center Santa Monica Place Westwood Pavilion

855-0666 394-7775 475-0666

»Open 7 days a week,

weeknights til 9pm
'Glasses starting at

$79 complete

* eye exam extra Dr. Elliott MoSCOt, CD.

Colored Soft Contacts

PILKINGTON BARNES HIND

/tefvff Growing ColondL§m
based in independeni study

data on file

^
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'Vertical Reality' goes nowhere but downhill fast
Miller's latest film

about skiing doesn't

offer anything new

By William C Hara

Woo! Woowoowoo! Are you
down for some kick-ass skiing?!
Super kick-ass?! No excuses, bro.

Are you gonna step up to the plate

and let it all hang out and say
"Hell yeah I'm going to take one
for the team cuz this is the most
balls-out intercontinental adrena-
line rushing spread-eagle super-G
slaloming cartilage tearing zinc
lotion wearing customs official

swearing Buddhist temple dese-
crating supercharged
gelandesprunglicious smorgas-
bord of savory slopes and mon-
strous moguls ever inscribed on

silver nitrate and celluloid?! Or
are you like "I think I will stay
home and read poetry." You had
best be the former, dude, or else

Old Man Winter's gonna be like

"I don't need you son."

Or at least some similar zeal

appears to be the sine qua non for

working for Warren Miller, the

Don Cornelius of ski documen-
taries. Vertical Reality (an obvi-
ous pun on the nigh ubiquitous

media catch phrase "vertical
leap") is Miller's 45th effort in as

many years. Miller travels to lots

of mountain ranges all over the

world and films some of the
world's finest skiers doing dam-
age on the slopes - and dishing
out the sass off them. In one shot,

as three of his lady leads strut

through Venice in fur coats.
Miller narrates,"For you tree-hug-

gers and granola-heads, a certifi-

cate of suicide is provided for

each animal in each coat."
Woohoo! You hear that granola-

heads?! Granola-heads need not
apply!!! Woohoo! Get off the
slopes granola-heads - unless
you're prepared to get down to

the business of kicking ass and
taking names. And man-oh-man
alive do these snow freaks ever do

See VERTICAL, page 27
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ADVERTISE i

"I HATE HIDDEN COSTS!"
- PR. ROSS J. g>QMEQS« OPTOMETRIST; (UCLA Alumni)

"That*8 why ail of my contact
lens f>ackagM ara complete.
You won't t>e surprised by
unexpected fees when you
allow us to CARE for you"

CONTACT LENSES
(Includes)

• Complete eye exam
• Care kit

• Computerized contact lens fitting

• Q.months follow-up care

•Service agreement (like insurance)

Vision plans & Medi-col welcome/Appointments mode 24 hours a day!

COMPl'nrE
fs

VISA 319-9999 n
1531 WilsNre Blvd. Santa Monica

(corner of 16th Street, next to Crown Books)

[JB.1 UCLA EMT TRAINING^^^

Train to be on

Emergency
Medical

Technician
Work in an Emer^encif Room setting

or for an ambulance compaw}

With ifom EMT certification!!

Classes be^in January 10, 1995

for the Winter Quarter.

UCLA Career Network On-line
Your connection to UCLA alumniprofessionals ... and getting ttie edge on your future.

i'

o. o

-^#

For more information
see our Ambulance Display
in the Court of Sciences
Tuesday and Wednesday
10:00 a.m. - 2:00 p.m.

Or call:

(310) 206-0176

UCLA CENTER FOR PREHOSPITAL CARE

UCLA Career Network

Goes On-Line Worldwide!

The UCLA Career Network Alumni Conuct Program is now
available on the Internet World Wide Web. The file address is:

http://www.iir.ucla.edu/aluinni\career\career.htm

To access the Network on campus, start with InfoUCLA, go to

UCLA departmental servers, go to University

Relations, go to the UCLA Alumni Associa-

lion Career Network.
^

The Alumni Contact Program is

a dau base of thousands of

alumni who have agreed to

help students and other

alumni with informational

interviewing and networking.

Alumni volunteers are listed

by occupation, company

and region.

The Network is growing

everyday Thousands of alumni

are joining the Network and

helping other Bruins make

informed career decisions.

Access to die WorldWide Web
requires a hypertext browser such as Mosaic and a computer

that supports a windows system such as Macintosh or Microsoft

Windows.

The Career Network is available to current UCLA students and

current members of the UCLA Alumni Association. For more
information, call (3 1 0) 825-UCLA or write us electronically at

careemet@urjwc.ucla.edu

UCUIumni

I.
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KUNG PU DENTISTS
THl PRACTICB COMTIMUIS
At TAO Dental UnN. I leam From
Grand AAastcr l-Chlns, DDS:
"neutralize man with Grasshopper Ups by
U$ir»9 Fluortde Counter purK:h to Mouthl"

SPI^'f'I \l • ^>i\
^^^'^^"^^"0" ^ ^-R'iys& Teeth

___J >^^w- Cleaning Expires 6 30 95

Anyone can
advertise.

COSMETIC AND
GENERAL DEmiSTRY

•TXX)TH BONDWC, BLEACHING
•Nitrous Oxide (Laughing Gas)
•Hypnosis • Electronic Anesthesia

•Open Late Hours. Free Parking/Validated Parking
•Checks, Credit Cards and Insurance Fctfms Welcome
•17 Years in Private Practice in Westwood

Larry Friedman, D.D.S. (UCLA Graduate)
1762 Westwood Blvd. #460 (between Wilshire & Santa Monica Bl.)

ForAgpointoicnt Call: (310)474-3765 Daily Bruin

•• < ,

Every pair of eyes is unique, too.
Fingerprints aren't the only human mark of distinction. Each pair of eyeprints is also biologically different from
another. As we continue to develop advanced rigid gas permeable contact lens materials, we never k)se sight of
this fact

FlouroPerm
The Performance Lens'

Student

Special

•Daily Wear Soft Lenses*
$125

(B& L SoHspi I)—others SliRhtly Higher!

Disposable Contact Lenses
$200

(Includes 4 Six Packs— 12 Lenses Per Eye;

Greater initial and long-term comfort '"^IffZS^"
°^"^^ '^'""' ^° scheduleanAPPomuBn

• Easy maintenance, longerlens life

^ "^^'^'^^^'o^cusrcmlens ,sbestfohvou.

' Optimum corneal health

' Daily or overnight wear

Superior vision

Corrects astigmatism

Resists deposits

Outperforms soft lenses

DR. J.F. QUACKENBUSH, O.D.

10955 Weybum Ave.

Comer ofWeybum & Broxton

208-4748 or 208-8841

rt--

Roundtable discussion of

Gender iand Ethnic Diversity
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Von an* hirili'd to nf/end ourforum

Thitrsduy, \ort'inher 17
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SKA
From page 20

In Skankin' Pickle's case, it's the

era of Buzz Clips - of repetitive,

catchy riffs and shallow lyrics.

Surviving this short-lived star-

dom but ultimate downfall, some
groups still stay true to their

inspirations and Ond success.

The Anaheifrj outfit. No Doubt,
fronted by Gwen Stefani's unique
vocals, took a chance commer-
cially by creating a style that is

almost impossible to pinpoint,
and thus difficult to market.

But the bass talent and their

energetic live shows demonstrat-
ed the real quality of this group
and not only garnered them a
strong following, but also a con-
tract with Warner Brothers.

Hoping for the same breaks.
Sublime continues to deliver a
dizzying but satisfying blend of

genre-hopping icings. Lead vocal-

ist Brad Nowell's lyrics and voice

are the forceful, mesmerizing
entities illuminating any Sublime
song, especially on their break-
through debut album 40 Oz. to

Freedom.

"Secret Tweaker Pad," from
their second release Robbin ' the

Hood (Skunk Records), brings up
an added element to the changing
style of music. That is, the drugs

mentioned in the lyrics are as

addictive as the songs themselves.

Bud claims. "Drugs don't have
any affect on the music," but it is

still funny to hear their cover of
"Smoke Two Joints" in a speed
that makes you wonder what kind

ofjoints they were.

Similarly, traditional ska fans

may wonder of the new stuff,

"Just what kind of music is this?"

It may be faster and mart schizo-

phrenic, but the bands don't care,

as long as it wires you.

Comic Tim Alien plays a father whose strained relationship with
his son begins to mend after he transforms into the new Santa.

From page 21

huge," he shrugs. "Those people
live there; it wasn't that little shack
you always see in Hallmark cards."

A point of the Christmas fantasy

Allen decided not to enforce was
the origin of the elves themselves.

"It's kind of weird, in mythology
the way they get more elves is kid-

nap children at night," he says.

"That's how ya get more elves;
they don't copulate, they steal chil-

dren!"

Just so your younger siblings

know, that point is glossed over in

this film. Yet the filmmakers add
another element to the Christmas
lore by psyching up Santa and the

elves with ZZ Top before the annu-
al sleigh ride. It's a touch Allen
added more out of whimsy than
design.

"The sound guy had this kick-ass

stereo," he says, "and I said 'put the

stereo by the scene, just for motiva-

tion.' Then we played ZZ Top
'Legs,' which is not really your
Santa Claus-type song."

"'She's got legs, and she knows
how to use them!'" sings Allen,

"but the beat was wonderful. ZZ
Top rerecorded for us and changed
the lyrics for us so it wasn't about
having some woman's legs around
your neck."

Thus, the original script could
have easily tolerated "Legs" and
even enjoyed a mock suicide
attempt by Allen's distraught boss,

but the final version treads on
lighter family territory. That's just

fine for Allen, who plans to take his

kids to the movie's premiere. He
can have Santa snap his spinal cord
in the next film.

GWAR
From page 23

As the most visible female
character in GWAR's produc-
tions, the dominating sex god-
dess Slymenstra is a fan favorite.

Danielle Stampe, who plays
Slymenstra, says the scantily
clad, sex slave-whipping sado-
masochist represents an impor-
tant perspective which she feels

contributes to the total GWAR
experience.

"Without the female, it's not
quite balanced. It would be way
too male for anyone to stand,"
she asserts. "It would be too boys
club-ish."

Brockie has come to under-
stand and expect a wide range of
emotional and physical responses
to GWAR. Even the principal
Scumdog of the Universe admits
that it can get downright disgust-

ing at times.

"(We've had) everything from
gaping incredulity to horror to

people running away to hysteri-

cal laughter to people disembow-
eling themselves, attempts at

subterfuge and espionage, assas-

sinatioo attempts; (we've been)

shot, stabbed, beaten, censored,
vomited on - had dog vomit
thrown on us. had cups of warm
urine thrown on us," Brockie
says. "Pretty much the gamut of
human experiences."

The response that most trou-
bles Brockie. however, has been
the tendency for many critics to

become preoccupied with the
performance aspect of GWAR.
losing sight of the music.

"A lot of critics get down on
us, calling GWAR a stupid rubber
monster band, but they don't pay
much attention to our music,"
Brockie complains. "And the
truth of the matter is that we sell

tons of albums to tons of people,
and we're very serious musicians
who love to make music."

"The future looks bright," says
Brockie. "We'll definitely be
busy as long as there's a fanatical

fan base out there willing to sup-
port our every word and deed
with their hard-earned bucks. We
will continue to deliver tlw unwa-
vering sickness that you people
have come to know and love."

West Holden, Barbara
Feldman and Shep Sanders
(left to right) appear in Harold
Pinter's Betrayal.

BETRAYAL
From page 24

home to their flat. Her fake happi-
ness makes the audience cringe and
creates a feeling of pity toward
Jerry. He is being played for a fool

and has been played this way
throughout the production.

Her actions compliment
Robert's because he screws Jerry in

the same way. He gleefully admits
to Jerry that he's known of the
affair for four years and thien lets

this information sink in. Robert's
pride in his confession creates a
feeling of hatred among audience
members.

„ But Robert and Emma go well
together. By the end both are so
caught up in beating the other at

their own game, the innocent kiss

that begins it all, is seen as a move
in a skilled game of chess rather
than two innocents succumbing to

their desires. Their actions follow
the betraying trend of the produc-
tion perfectly: Screw everyone else,

but have fun while you're doing it

STAGE: "Betrayal" Written by
Harold Pinter. Directed by Myvanwy
Jenn. Starring Barbara Feldman,
Shep Sanders and West Holdertf
Running through Nov. 27 at The
Court Theater. Runs Thursday
through Saturday at 8 p.m. and
Sunday at 7 p.m. TIX: $12.50, $15.
For nrK>re info call: (213) 660-8587.

Skier Brad Vancour on mile-
high slope In Vertical Reality.

VERTICAL
From page 25

just that.

If you don't mind 97 minutes of
extreme long shots of people ski-

ing the Alps interspersed with
slow motion worm's eye shots of
the same, or find 240 pounds of
Australian buttcrack hurtling
down a mountainside via inner-
tube amusing, or just really like to

ski, see this film.

FILM: Vertical Reality. Written by
Warren Miller. Directed by Kurt
Miller. Showing at Santa Monica
Civic Auditorium, Nov. 18 and 19
at 8 p.m.. Nov. 20 at 7 p.m.
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ABORTION
Women wishing early pregnancy termination are

Invited to participate in a Food and Drug Administration
approved study of the Abortion Pill at no cost to the
participant.

For more iofornnation please contact:

WOMEN'S HOSPITALCONTRACEPXION CLINIC
at

213/226-3104

Make A DIFFERENCE:
CONSIDER A Career In Law
• Parl-lime and full-lime programs • Day and evening classes
• Academic support programs • Financial aid

. Spring Semester begins Januery 9

University of West Los Angeles
School of Law

Convenient location near LAX
310-215-3339

Accredited by WASC and California State Bar

I ean make $120/week doing what?

U^VLA

;;^'^.;r >"////'

alifomia Cryobank, Inc. is looking

for young male students ( 19-34

years of age) to donate spenn. You will

patticipate in a program designed to

help couples who are not able to have

children.

In the United States close to twenty

million people are alTected by

intertilir/. Often the only solution is

to use sperm from donors.

You are guaranteed complete

anonymity. You will also obtain

financial compensation and free

medical/genetic testinjj. For more

details call 0K»443-5244 EXT 24

1

Day 1:

Academic Success
Monday, November 14

Perloff Quad, 11:00-2:00

Speakers!!® 12:00 noon
Information Fair!! .

Drop in counseling!!
RepresentaUves such as Student Advocacy Groups. College of Letters
- and Science Counselors. Academic Advancement Program,— Engineering Counseling Program. Education Abroad Program. Campus

—

RetenUon Committee. College Tutorials. InternaUonal Student and Scholars

Day 2:
Financial Aid and Work
Tuesday, November 15

Perloff Quad, 11:00-2:00

Day 3:
Nontraditional Students
Wednesday, November 16

Westwood Plaza, 11:00-2:00

Speakers!!® 12:00 noon
Information Fair!!

Drop in counseling!!
Organizations such as Financial Aid
Counselors, College Honors. EXPO

Center. PCPC

Speakers!!® 12:00 noon
Information Fair!!

Drop in counseling!!
Group such as Student Advocacy Groups,

Campus Retention Committee,
Office of Students with Disabilities. UCLA
Childcare. Parking Services. Community

Housing. Women's Resou|:^e Center

Sponsored by:

External Vice President Office's FoCoS Program
Academic Affairs Commission

Financial Supports Commission
Campus RetenUon Committee: ASU Academic Supports. MEChA

Calmecac. AISA RAIN!, SPEAR, Student Welfare Commission's Campus
Retention Project^

PAID FOR BY USAC
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Classified Ad Information

Daily Bruin Classified Information
225 Kerckhoti Hall. 308 Westwood Plaza, Los Angeles, CA 90024

Class Line: (310) 82S-2221 Class Display (310) 206-3060

Fax (310) 206-0528

We reserve ttie right to ctiange, reclassify, revise, or reject any

classified advertisement not meeting the standards of the Daily Bruin.

Our office is open Mofiday-Friday, 9-4.

Classified rates

Daily 20 vrords or less $7.00*

Daily, each additional word .45

Weekly, 20 wofds w less 23.00

Weekly, each additk)nal word 1 .30

Display ads— student rate/col. inch 8.00

Display ads — local rate/col. inch 1 1 .25

Frequency & Agency Rates Available

Deadiines

CiMsHimI line ads:

1 working day belore printing, by noon.

CImMied display ads:

2 working days betore printing, by noon.

Make checks payable to ttie

UCU Daily Bruin.

Icol. X 1 = 2inch€S x linch. There are no cafKcllations after noon the day betore printing.

The ASUCIA CommunicatkMis Board fully supports the University cA CaKtomia's polk^ on nondis-

criminatkm. No medium shall accept advertisements which present persons of any origin, race,

religion, sex. or sexual ortentation in a demeaning way or Imply that they are limiJMl to podttons,

capabilities, roles or status In society Neither the Daily Bruin nor9*ASUCCa Communications Board
has investigated any of the services advertised or the advertisers rspmantod in this Issue Any person

betiewig that an advertisement In this issue vtoiated the Board's policy on nondiscrimination stated

her^«BhouM communicate complaints in writing to the Business Manager, Daily Brum. 225

Kercktnff Hall. 308 Westwood Plaza. Los Angeles, CA 90024 For assistance with housing dischmi-

natkm problems, call the UCLA Mousing Otiice at (310) 825-4271 or call the Westside Fair Housing

Offne at (310) 475-9671

How to write a good ad

1. Start your ad witli the merchandise your are selling. This makes it easier for readers to quickly

scan the ads and locate your item(s).

2. Always include the price of the item you are selling. Many classitied readers simply do not

respond to ads without prices.

3. Avoid abbreviations— make your ad easy for readers to understand.

4. Place yourself in the reader's position. Ask what you'd like to know about the merchandise,

and include that in the ad. Include information such as brand names, colors, and other specific

descriptions.

1 Campus Happenings

Alcoholics Anonynnous
Mon. DiKunior.. Fri. Step Stvx^. AU 3S2S

Thur>. Book Study, AU 3525
Tuet. and Wed. Discuseion, Dental 2M)29

All tirnes 12: 10-1:00pm
For alcohotcs Of IndMduab who have a

drinking problem.

4 Financial Aid

Cash for college. 900,000 grants available.

No repaynfients, EVEK. Qualify inrtrr^ediately.

1-800-243-2435.

7 Good Deals 7 Good Deals 7 Good Deals

2 Campus Services

Bereavement Croup-UCLA: 'Getting Through
the Holidays' For those who have loit a fami-

ly member to cancer in the last year. 8 week
session led by licensed clinical social worker
with 20 years' experience in grief and be-

reavement counseling. Contact Rhonda
Fleming Mann Resource Center for Women
with CancerAJCLA (310)794-6644 or Julie

Stecide, LCSW (310)473-9559.

3 Campus Recruitment

9 Miscellaneous

STUDENT/AMATEUR
VIDEOS

Needed for compilation project. Send $1 .00

and SASE initials A.L. Wilson P.O. Box 4581

Funland.CA 91041.

10 Personal

HI SEXYI I REALLY, REALLY MISS YOU, can't

wait to see you again when I return home for

Christmas. Happy 9th. Love Tim.

WANTED: 300 UCLA students to test new in-

ter-collegiate voicemail introduction service.

Absolutely Freel 818-986-9045.

3 Campus Recruitment

"You Don't Need To
Have Dental Insurance

To Have A Pretty Smile"

Dental Exam & Cleaning
(up to 4 x-rays)

(310)475-5598$39(reg. $160)

new paUenCs wim this coupon only
«ve alao accommodate patlenls with
dental coverages
ofler expires 12-0-M

WHITEN YOUR SMILE!

Ask us about the

technique to

whiten your teeth

easily and affordably

at home

24-H()ur Emergency
Scrxice

College of Law
Dedicofed to Providing Qvoliiy legal Education

• Low/JD Program accredited by the Calilomia CommiHee of Bar Examif>ers.

• C>cxvenient to Los Angeles, San Fernando VMey and Inland EmpirB.

• Small classes.

LAW/JD DEGREE PARALEGAL PROGRAM

l-uU Time

Part Time

Day/tvcning

Ccrtificale

Asms Degrees

r.vening/Salurday Classes

FINANCIAL AID AND SCHOLARSHIPS AVAILABLE

CALL TODAY
LA VERNE CAMPUS

1950 3RD STREET,

lA VERNE, CA 91750

(909) 596-1848

ENCINO CAMPUS
5445 BALBOA BlVD

,

ENCINO CA 91316

, (818I98M529

,, |sl l> p. H

UNIVERSITY OF LA VERNE

Thr Unlvcrsiiy of La Vcmc » Accmlitrd lr> the Wnicrn Associaiion of Schools and Colkgn

100%POWER COMMUNICATION
BRUmSt Ittaatm^tyamwmy.hatHOVf yatmyU

Save yoanalf tins aid aniatyl^uiaxtfaB l99iBditkm,
oflhe NATIONALLY tmOOONIZED. ei99S

'POWEKUNES: THEBESTTtUNGS TO SAY TO ^
fEOnEt' Vm^mfowmM 100 p^mducmiooti ff

tnni m h»«-.».«« .l».««T .»»imiiiil iii. t ff
(IUa.$39M)--S19.9S«t3jtXIMi Bs da fam yoa cm bal

/4 PoMT CcMMunlcaionit SOS & BMWiy Or.. Sum 478.

BwfityHfc.CA90eiZFr— lnteiiMlon010Hfl(V0608

JHIS WEEK ONL Y!

ALL books in stock:

Psychology, Psychiatiy,

Life Sciences,

Environmental Sciences

OOr. ZOTfi
A-Level Ackerman Union • 206-4041

10 Personal

ARE YOU SICK OF DATING

GUYS WHO DOtTT TREAT 1

Y0UWEU7
' Beverly Hills Match Maker wants

to Introduce you to a IN,

' oltradlve, super-successful guy

[
who seeks a speckil reioHonship

[
with olhleNc, intelligeni,

, adventuresome gkt In her 20's

, tor dinner, tennis, travel, tun.

;, 310-205-6483

V »

• Weekend Specials

avaikriile

RENT-A-CAR .^ pick up OR

campus
The Special Miwry'^ Company # ODBU 7 dSVS

(8I0)47UI788

10779 Santa Monica Bivd

Must be 21 years old

^^

S. Soieimanian, D.D.S.
1 620 Westwood Blvd., West Los Angeles
Open Evenings & Saturdays
Free Parkins In Rear

ORTHODONTICS/ BRACES

(310)447-5790
- Complimentary Consultation
- 0% Financing and no down payment plans availat)le

MAURICE FIROUZ. D.D.S. ORTHODONTIST
|

- member American Association of Orthodontists

- Akjmni, UCLA School of Dentistry

11701 Wilshire Bh/d.. Suite 13A
Comer of Barrington & Wilshire

Free Partdng

1«

,4
^

Attorneys 12 Research Subjects

AUTOMOBILE, BICVaE OR MOPED AC- EARN $20
CIDENTS. Slip and Falls. Business Law. Afraid of spiders? Participate in a 2hr. fear-

UCLA Grad. Close to canfipus. Free Consulta- reduction study. Call 310-206-9191 or sign
tion. Mitchell Kreitenbere 21 3-384-3561 . up at Franz Hall A337E.

3 Campus Recruitment 3 Campus Recruitment

I H !fcUm!l!J.B!BBagBggg!g!SaBBBSggB!lg^^

VVNTED: 100 PEOPLE I
Lose 10-29 lbs. In 30 days and earn $$$ do-

InK it 100% fluarantce. Call 31 0-281 •W28.

3 Campus Recruitment

%

i

I

COLLEGE GRADUATES
STEP UP TO A PROFESSIONAL CAREER!

ntry Level Sales/Management Trainee

$25,000
We're ENTERPRISE, one of America's fastest growing and

largest privately field companies witti over 160 offices throughout

the Southland. We need bright, motivated people to share in our

success. We hire hard-working, entrepreneurial individuals who
recognise what it takes to succeed. If this describes you, enter

our fast-paced business as a Management Trainee.

YOU'LL NEED:
•BS/BA Degree
•Strong Communication Skills

•Retail, Management or Sales Experience A Plus

•The desire to Pursue a Career in General Management

THE CHALLENGE:
You'll learn all aspects of running a business, including sales,

marketing, personnel management and more while enjoying full pay

and benefits!

THE REWARD:
Your dedication and sales ability will t>e rewarded with raises,

promotions, and the opportunity to go as far as your talent will take

you. Expect first year earnings to $25,000. Outstanding candidates
reach management level within 9 months to 1.5 years earning $30K-

$35K; earn $35K-$55K within 2 to 2.5 years.

THE CAREER:
Promotions are 100% from within, and based on individual

performance.

INTERESTED?
Call jill at (310)827-7239.

ENTERPRISE
(310)827 7239
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12 Research Subjects

ASTHMA SUFFERERS. Earn up to $540.00 in

your spare time. If you take daily arthma
medication you may be eligible to participate

in a research drug study with a new potential

treatment foratihma. Contact (310)477-1734
ext 540 to find out how you may benefit from
this viUl program. Allergy Research fburvla-
tion, Itk. (Brentwood)

Bedweaing boyi 7-11 yrs. and their families

needed for UCLA research Project Subjects

will receive $20 and a free dcvdopmenUl
evaluation. 310-g25-0392.

EARN MONEY for 15-minutes work. Male
between 38-45, married, 1 -adolescent child.

Totally confidential. Can be done totally by
mail. 310-268-0775.

Heahhy M^', 18+ needed far UCLA Position

Imaging of the heart Injection radioactive
isotope. Moods taken. Also ^VF 35-I- «vho
smoke/^>lan to quit M/f 40f with cholesterol

250+. F-post menopausal needed for s»ne.
310-825-1118.

HyperacUve boys with attentional problems
7-1 1 yrs, needed for UCLA research project
Receive $20 and a free dcvelopmenUl
evaluation. 310-825-0392.

INFIDELrrV: Researcher seeking unusual ac-

counts of how you discovered an affair. Short

phone interview. Will pay Oaig Snyder,

Ph.D. 310-471-0035.

Normal healthy boys 3-11 yrs. and their

families needed for UCLA research project
Receive 520 and have a sclentlfJc learning

experience. 31 0-825-0392.

12 Research Subjects 12 Research Subjects 12 Research Subjects 22 Health Services

CALIFORNIA

V \ I A S 1 ( All

Feeling depressed, sad or hopeless? Lost

interest or energy?

Sleeping too much

or too little? Crying

frequently?— Participants 18 to 65

needed for medical research study.

Qualified volunteers may be compensated

up to $440.

LuCia
Electrolysis & Sklncare

lOSl Weetmood BML WMtwood
(1 BDc South of Suila Monlcal B)*i|)

Acne, Tattoos

SimsDots & Scars
Non-Surgical Laser Therapy lor

(lamiess latial okm reiuvenalion

anri removal ol acne tattoos

siinspols& scars Low cost.

Free Consiillation Call

1 800-685-6574

isERvoas? Aisxioas?
FEARFUL? WORRIED?

Research volunteers between the ages of 18 and 65
experiencing these symptoms for at least 1 month and
in relatively good health are needed. Volunteers will

receive a brief exam in order to determine eligibility

Qualified volunteers receive free basic physical

exam/lab test and compensation up to $495''.

California
I

MEDICAL GROGP
Please call 1-800-854-3902

HEALTHY BLOOD DONORS
for research studies in heart disease.

Earn $50 for a unit of blood. Must be
available for studies through June

1995. Call 7W-1M4 for infomiation

and screening ^>pointmenL

15 Worsted

CASH FOR CARS. We come to you. Top dot-
lar paid. We do all DMV. We buy anything.
818-999-IBUY(4289).

RECRUITING FOR CHINESE CLH.TURAL
DANCES for January performarKe. No ex-
perience required. Fneel By the Lotus Foun-
dation. WLA. Contaa Sharlene 8 IB-597-
1475. Call ASAP.

19 Sperm Egg donorf

EGG DONOR. Caucasian, female, under
age 35. $20(Xydonation. 310-31S-3010,
donor nurse, for recipient 12, Lynn Dever. M-
F, 8:3(M:30. Redondo Beach.

STRESSED, OVERWHELMED,, LONELY. Sup-
portive counseling. Individuals, couples,
groups. Adjacent to campus. Carole Chasin
MA, IMF-20924. Barbara Shore, supervisor
MS-24655. 310-289-4643.

23 Beauty Services

STRESSED?? GET A DEEP-TISSUE, HOT-OIL
Swedish body massage. Total pampering,
portable UbleAArill travel, student discount
Licensed. D'mltri, 213-436-6294.

^ ^ ^^
M All: KAI.n-M^S.S

\l.ili- lMiu,>n lilt .I'j' ^ <l IN .111(1 4(1 ii(i«lt<l In |».i?li<i|),

n'~( .in It vhiciv \liisi Im It 1 1 nliiiL' .111(1 li.iM SI. Mil h. lit lios nil 1

in Unnd 1 1. .lit ti. \li (lluiM In (l.lf k lliiir. I ,iif l<> lllrdllllll M .lip (III

I .ir I) ii|) lo $560
I III sKI\ Kl>i \K( II I Ol \|)\| |<>\

Call (310)828-8887

Attn: Personal

Comuputer Users

Adier Weiner Research Is

looking for people who run

shells on their PC - like

Navigator, Tabworks, etc.

Receive at least $50

call Burt at (310) 440-2340

EGG DONORS NEEDED for infertile couples.
19-33 yrs, own medical insurance. Special
needs for blade, Hispanic, & Chinese. At
UCLA med center. 310-825-9500.

EGG DONORS NEEDED. All info confiderv
tial. Please call 010)285-0333.

ECX: DONORS NEEDED: Healthy females
beMween 21-34yean old w/medical in-

surance. Payment of $2200 for medical pro-
cess. Mima Navas 310-829-6782, Monday-
Friday.

'

W YOLTD LIKE TO HELP a couple who's
having difficuKy getting pregnant or unable to
carry a child, cair31O«2D-6180, uk for Bea-
trice. --*'— .. _

30 Help Wanted

$6.63/HR. Work in fun atmotphere, schedule
around classes. Apply: Maureen O'Brien,
Cafe Sproul, 350 DeNeve Dr. 310^25-2074.

5 YEARS AT UCLA and 3 years at law school
did not teach me how make serious money.
Now rve learned the secret to wealth from a
millionaire who was willing to share iL Look-
ing for motivated people who want to maxi-
mize their potential on a full or part-time ba-
iis. 310-915-8068 or 818-757-1303.

MOVIE EXTRAS
MODELS

ALLTVPES NEEDED FOR

MA|OR FEATURE FILMS

IMMEDIATEASSKMOOTS

310-659-8288

schizophrenia
Do you or a loved one .suffer from Schizophrenia?

Qualified voluteers ages 12 and over may qualify for a

medical research study on schizophrcnia.Quaiified

volunteers recive a free basic physical exam, lab tests

and may be compensated up to approximately $1650.

Egg Donors

Needed

Are you interested in helpirg an

infertile couple achieve ttieir

dream of having a child and

also be finandajjifcompensated.

If so, vve are in need of Women

fromalettncbaoi^ounds^

21-34, for details please can

CALIFORNIA

V I I A s \ C A L L

m^
1-800-854-3902

Please Recycle
IDaily Bruin

22 Health Services

CHILDHOOO SEXUAL ABUSE-women psy-
chotherapy and support grot^. Openlr^
now. Westwood village. Call Lorraine Rom,
Phd. 310-824-9942 or Meg Sheehan, Phd.
310-206-2013.

PENIS-NIPPLE ENLARGEMENT. Professional
vacuum pumps with instruction. Cain 1'.3'.

Permanent- safe. Enhance erection. Dr. Joel
Kaplan 1 -800-987-PUMP.

PSYCHOTHERAPY
Student r^t. Dini Evanier, MSW, ACSW.
Supv. LCSW i166. UCLA DWricL 310^74-
9606.

REACH PERSONAL AND ACADEMIC
COALS WITH HYPNOSIS. REDUCE TEST
ANXCTY. IncruM csnoentration,
P^^famwnce, setfconlMenai. Inrffvidual

»ppoin»nmta and dasMs. faperienced
P»frholherap|« for i7-y»tn. Student Rjles.
Call Laura Qdldi MPCC 310-aor4i3dk

ACTIVE FILM CO. seeks nrwtivated individu-
als. Oeat opportunity to learn production
and developn>enl. Flexible hrVdays. Credit,
no pay. ConUct Stacy Katz 310-559-7410, ex
U.

ACTORS/MODELS NEEDED. Auditions by
appointments only, For comnierdals, filnw,

and print ads. All types/ages needed. No ex-
perience necessary. No registration fees. Call
Today Imane. 818-222-9091.

ADMINISTRATIVE ASSISTANT. Part-time,
full4ime preferred. BH Software Company,
perfect English, WordPerfect required, Page-
Maker helpful. 31(>-aS9-7277.

ALASKA EMPLOYMENT - Fishing industry.
Earn to $3,000-56,000+ per Month + bene-
fhs. MaleA^emafe. No experierKX necessvy
206-545-4155 ext A59342.

ASSEMBLERS: Easy work, excelleni income
to astembfe products at home, up to
$70Q^w«akty. Crafb, toys, wood, jewelry,
iewif>K. more. 213-243-8288.

ATTENTION SUCCESSFUL SINGLE MEN.
New imamational trr^ and correspondence
magazine for women needs exticmely attrac-
tive, rtralght, unattached bachelor to appear
on the cover of first issue. Pfeve serwl current
photo to 12103 S. Brookhurst St. #105. GG
CA 92642.

ATTENTKDN UCLA STUDENTSI Puzzles Fast
Food ResUurant is Sunset Village is hiringi

Previous restaurant experience helpful.
$6.63/hr. FLEXIBLE NITE SCHEDULE. Call
Karen 206-7687.

BALLOON CELEBRATIONS needs party dec-
orators, drivers, artisU, and trainee managers.
Fast paced, fun, and creative environnr>ent,
flexibfe hours. Call 310-208-1160.

BEAUTY SALON RECEPTIONIST, PART-
TIME, Pfeasant personality, service-ortented
person. Call for lnt»n/tew. 310-449-0055.

BEVERLY HR.LS LAW OFFICE needs
flling^ecreury and Woni Perfect, part-time.
310.274-5252.

Bulfock's ot Westwood. HolUay help needed
ASAP. Daytime, nighttime, and weekends.
Starting now. Apply In Human Resources of-
fice, 2nd level. Compctith^ ttming ^

*•'*
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PART-TIME TECHNICAL SAL^S
REPRESENTATIVE

rpi Research Products International

QUALIFICATIONS: Minimum Of Junior Standing At UCLA With A Declared

Major In One Of The Life Sciences, Preferably With An
Emphasis In Molecular Biology.

JOB DESCRIPTION;

Representative will work a minimum of 8 hours a week representing RPI to the

medical and graduate science research laboratories at UCLA. Could be split into

(2) 4-Hour time segments.

Responsibilities include visiting each research laboratory, finding out the kind of

work being done, the specific product requirements of the laboratory, introducing

RPI products that are applicable and leaving appropriate catalogs and product

information. ~ -«?

The individual should have excellent communication skills and like interacting with

people on a personal level. This position could be valuable experience for a

subsequent full-time sales position upon graduation.

If interested, leave message with name and phone number for

John Eshleman at: 800-323-9814

ARE YOU ENTHUSIASTIC
ABOUT YOUR JUDAISM?

Wouldyou like to pass your excitement on to Jewish teens?

We're looking for people just like you to teach/ counsel in

the '94-'95 Dor Hadash and Havurat Noar Programs.

Call Cheryl at (213) 852-6569.

Sponsored by the Bureau ofJewisti Education of Greater Los Angeles an
Agency ofJewisti Iteration and beneficiary of United Jewist) fund.

PLAZA TEXTBOOK

DEPARTMENT CASHIERS
Temporary position for Winter

rush period, possibly

leading to regular status

Apply at

ASUCLA Personnel.

Kerckhoff Hall 205,

M-F. 8-5pm

IS HIRING
Today

Earn $7 plus bonus while raisins funds for UCLA

flexible Hours

You choose the shifts that fit your busy schedule!

1 2-plus hours per week

Work close to campus with other students &
sain valuable work experience.

1.1

1083 Gaylcy 4th floor

between 10 am -8 pm
(310)794-0277

BUSY ^nYCRTaINMENT office, needs hard

working office support. Part-time position, re-

quires flexible availability. Need car. Fax re-

sume 310-276-5721, phone 310-27^-3300.

CAMPUS POSITON AVAILABLE starting at

$6.63Atr. We work around your classes.

Immediate employment available for Fall

1994. Sunset Village Dining Services.

Contact David at 310-206-7688.

CASHIER Deeded for Beverly Hlllt salon.

Saturday and Sunday included. Full-time.

Prior experience required. 310-274-6347.

CASHIER WANTED. WLA and WCstwood.
Some MfMn«M preferred. 310479-2530.
1834 WHiwood Blvd.

Cashier/clerk. Register sales for retail store.

P/r-West L.A. SpnvlOpm M-f. Apply in per-
son. Horton Converse Pharmacy. 11600
Wilshire Bh^d.

CASTING IMMEDIATELY! Extras needed for

feature films, commercials, arxi music videos.

Earn up to $200 per dayl No experience

needed. Work guaranteedl Call today 213-

851-6102.

CHUDRENS GYMNASTICS TEACHER. RE-
QUIRE exp. teaching physical acthrltics to

toddlcrs^eschoolcrs. Need tons of energyl

Fun enwironmcnL PA M,W,Fr. 310-454-

1875.

EARN UP TO $<.5<VHR PLUS TIPS
cleaning houses and offk^es. Call today

and go to woH( this week. Tons of work.

Full and part time work. Flexible

schedule. Work in your area.

Car neoessaiy.

Call today at 31(V483-1817.

COMMUNITY SERVICE OFFICERS (CSO's)
are hiring UCLA studenU nowl. $6.1 M^r to

start up to $9.10. 15-»-hrs^vk. Flexible sched-
ule. Call 825-6760.

COMPUTER SYSTEMS ADMINISTRATOR,
P/r. Requires knowledge of DOS, Windows
for Workgroups, Word for Windows, Excel,

and nwre; experience with modems and nm-
ote communication; capacity to insUll, train,

support arxi troubleshoot software probs;

ability to solve hardware probs. Must be
comfortable with both people ar>d machines.
Fax resume to josh. 310-337-1074.

COMPUTER HELPER. Part^ime, 5

hour%^veek, $7.50A>our. Must be DOS and
Windows literate and have transportation.

310-470-8600.

COMPUTER PROGRAMMER to write a pro-

gram for IBM-PC involving pictures and text.

Call Michael 310-397-6869.

COMPUTER PROGRAMMER, expert in "EX-
CEL" 5.0 macroprogramming. Need assis-

tance w/advanced spreadsheet set-up and
programming. P/T project. 213-467-2777
day, 213-258-6252 eve.

CRUISE SHIPS HIRING
Earn up to $200O4/nrKinth on Cmise Ships or

Land-Tour companies. Seasonal and Full-

Time employnrwnt available. No experier>ce

necessary. For information call 1-20fr-634-

0468 ext. C59342.

DELIVERY PERSON
For Sandbag's Gourmet SwKKvfch Shop in

Weslwood. Car, scooler or motorcycle need-
ed. 11 -2pm, M-F, days flexible. SSAhmk plus

great tips. Apply in person: 1 1 34 Westwood
Blvd.

30 Help Wanted

NOWHRNGI

EARN $35 i/-,^. lOUR. Part-time independ-

ent marketing consultants needed. No experi-

ence necessary. All ages welconw. Hundreds

of openings available. Begin todayl 310-281-

1975.

ENTRY LEVEL SECRETARY/RECEPTIONIST
position available immediately, geared for an

individual who wants to advarKe in an enter-

tainment busir>es6 management firm.

$8.S(yhr. to start, wHh many benefits. Call

Gary at 310-826-0800

EVENINCS^AYS, FLEXIBLE HOURS. Market

research firm Is looking for a detail-oriented

person to work a few(10-20) hourVweek in

our Encirw ancUor Beverly Hills office. Food
preparation and cliertt contact involved. Start

at$8/hr. Please call William, 818-905-1525,

ext 285.

FILE CLERK
WESTSIDE LAW FIRM SEEKS part-time file

clerk. Must be proficient on Macintosh, MS
Word. Hours flexible. Please call Yolanda
310-826-7474.

GREENPEACE seeks committed full-tlnw and

part-time people to change the world. Call

310-287-2210 between 3pm and 5pm Mon-
day-Frkiay.

GROOVE-BASED ROCK BAND with private

rehearsal space/recording studio (Santa Moni-

ca) and LA Club experieiKe seeks dedicated

male vocalist/lyricist. f3emo arxi experience a

plus. Call Ryan at 310-796-1063.

HEALTH aUB PERSONAL TRAINERS . Up-

scale fitness center. San Fernando West Val-

'Aty. Krtowledge of kinieseology, human anat-

omy, or related. Exercise science background

a plus. Part-time. Flexible hours. Tim

(81 8)705-6500 ext.256.

HIRING VALET PARKING ATTENDANTS for

the Holidays. PA.FA positions available.

Nights and weekends only. $5.50ftips to

start 818-788-4300.

HOUSE CLEANING. One day/week,

$€^hour, child and' dog friendly. 310-390-

8305.

JOIN THE TEAM. Eam $7/hr/commissions

working near campus, Immediate openings

with cash paid daily. Call between 9-1 1am
preferably. 310-534-5711.

LAW FIRM MESSENGER part-time.

livery/pick-up of legal documents of pres-

ious BrentvM>od firm. Occasional service

subpoenas. Must have reliable car. No
xp. required. Ask for Chris. DIP) 207-8228.

LAW OFFICE ASSISTANT, F/T position for file

clerk/relief receptionist/office management
assistant, require organized, self-motivated

individual w/WordPerfect 5.lAA/indows ex-

perience. Hours:9am-S:30pm. Please fax or

send resume to: Rebecca J. Lee, Donfeld, Kel-

ley and Rollman, 1 1845 West Olympic Blvd,

Suite 1245, LA, Ca 90064. Fax: 310-312-

8014

LAW OFFKIE. Clerical secretarial positions.

Must know WordPerfect Have office experi-

ence. Good typing skills, flexible hours.

Wilshire & Qendon. 310-475-0481.

LOOKING FOR FUN, ENTHUSIASTIC, Intel-

ligent people to teach test prep for SAT. High

test scores arxi car required. We train you.

Start pay $13.50 hour (6-8 hours per week).

Send resume /cover letter by 1 2/1 6/94 to: The
Princeton Review, Attn: Personnel Depart-

ment, 10474 Santa Monica BK^ «403, LA
90025. NO PHONE CALLS PLEASE.

MALE MODELS. Asian, Latin or surfer types.

No height requirement Hot head, cards,

posters, mags. Good money. FunI 213-664-

2999 24hours.

MARKET RESEARCH COMPANY in Van
Nuys needs Individuals to work 4-6

houiiAiay. Evening, day, arxi «veekerxi hours

available to do public opinion and market re-

search. Must have excellent reading skills,

ability to write verbatim, arxi follow ir>struc-

tions. Call 818-725-4275.

Men-Women agies 18-24 for nude modeling
for French arxi American magazines and vid-

eos. Call 213-265-0550.

MGNT TRAINEE
No exp. nee. Corp. exparxiing in area.

$4OO0|^nx>nth, base-f commisskm. Start im-

mediately. 213-463-0633

MID-WILSHIRE, East of Famier's market, P/T

sales. The Tennis Place. Great atnx>sphere,

weekend help rweded. Sales experience pre-

ferred. 213-931-1715.

MODELS find out how to make great morwy
doing part time modeling. It's easy, no ex-

perierKe necessary. Call today. 310-276-

7648.

Mortgage services firm in El Segurxlo is im-

mediately hiring P/T general office position

for 1 1 -3PM shift. Minimum typing speed 35-

words/min. $7.5(Vhr. Chris 310-348-7080.

Multi-level Marketing Works. Build your own
business with environmenlaJ company. Work
with me to achieve your dreams. 213-353-

8724

NATONAL INVESTMENT BANKING FIRM,

Institutional Department. Articulate, ambi-

tious senior for p^ telemarketing. 29-hnAvk.
ErHry-ievcl position, training irxJuded.

Need student for P/T light typing, Must be
able to use Macintosh computer ^ac Write

PrcH-Flle Maker Pro). Call 310-207-5848

P/T DRIVER FOR FLOWER SHAhfFY, 30
hounAveek. Clean record, conscientious,

will drive company van. 1 1977 San VicerM
Bh>d. 310472-6063.

PA fkxjd map Mwlyst positkm tk mor^ge
services firm. El Ssgiindo Momirig arxi after-

noon shilb. Parfcd for geography tiudents.

$7.5aW. Kevin 310-348-7080.
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p/r OFFKIE CLERK NEEDED to work 1 5-20

hoursAveck in upbeat, busy Century City of-

fice. Good organizational skills, communica-
tion skills, arxi telephor^ experierx:e a must.

$7/hour. Call Kristi, 310-553-0550.

PART-TIME DRIVER POSITION. $8.5(Vhour

plus gas. Must have own car arxi insurarx:e.

310474-3243.

PERMANENT/PART-TIME position, teacher's

aide. MWF 8:45-12:15. Sonte experience

working with small children. $fi/hr. The Early

Years Sichool,

Santa Monica. 310-394-0463.

PERSONAL SECRETARY. 1 5-20 hours/week.

Errarxis, phone, typing, fiuerU English, OM/n

car. $9^our. Prefer grad student 310-820
6333.

PHOTOGRAPHER
NEEDED FOR evening and weekend party

events. Must be outgoing, frierxily, and enjoy

taking pictures of people. Call Karen at 31

O

915-1640.

REAL ESTATE
F/T ADMINISTRATIVE ASSISTANT, R.E. de-

veloper, Westwood. Assist project manager
arxi marketing director, answer phones, typ-

ing, faxing. Must know Windows. 310479-
9900.

RESORT JOBS- Eam to $12 / hr -»- tips.

Theme Parks, Hotels, Spas, •« more. Tropical

& Mountain destinatkms. Call 206-632-01 50
extR59341.

RESPONSIBLE MALE ADULT, strong refer-

erxxs to provkie personal care to disabled

rrtan. 1-hour, weekdays, alternate wee-
kends.Westwood. Will train. $25(Vmonth.

310475-5209.

SECRETARY WANTED: Someone organized,

efficient, fior a busy RE office. Pleasant soufxi-

ing voice, fast typing, computer literate. Jo-

seph: 310-652-5566.

SEXY FEMALE DANCERS wanted for

bachelor parties, private shows. $150
$40(]^r. Also hiring drivers. Must have pag-

er. Call Steve 310-624-1055.

SMALL LAW FIRM looking for a law clerk,

must have car, valid driver's license arxi irv

surance a must. NO PHONE CALLS PLEASE.

Serxi resume to Engel arxi Engel. 9200 Sunset

Bl. Suite 505. Los Angeles, CA 90069.

STOCKBROKER'S ASSISTANT. Hardvwrk--

ing, serious only. Long hours, salary plus

commission. Series 7 preferred. Century City.

John, 310-772-7905.

TALENT AGENCY
seeks highly nxittvated arxi organized intern.

If you want to learn THE BIZ and work in a

fun office, this is the placet (Non-paid). Call

310-278-3600 ASAP.

TEACHER, Spanish, F/T, prime&etem. grades.

Pvt. schi, WLA. Min. 5-yrs. classroom exp.

req'd. Begin inxnediately. 310476-2868.

TELEPHONE SALES Security Firm seeking

students to work as assistant. Excellent hourly

rate -t-bonuses. Sherman Oaks. Call 800374-
6666 for appointment.

TUTOR/NANNY, Spanish speaking, own car,

1015 hrs/wk, afternoons, evenings. Excellent

refererx:es, qualificatioru, child care exp. req.

Vivian Hanover (310)454-3000, (310)459-

8888.

UCLA research group needs carrier to pick-

up swirw cardiac tissues at yetnon packing

house. 1 day a week/morning. $30 per trip,

mileage irx:luded. Valid CA drivers license

arxi auto liability insur. required. Pick-up ap-

plicatfon at Rm. 2525 MacDonald Research

Lab bidg.

Valet attendants for holiday season at prestige

Century City locatkm. Call personnel M-F
9am-4pm. 310S53-6123.

VALET PARKING. Attendants and Cashiers

needed for LAX MARRK>TT. Full-time and

part-time available. Flexible schedules. Great

student job. For nx>re information call 714-

748-2453.
•

VOLUNTEER USHERS needed at the West-

wood Playhouse. Opportunity to sec Steve

Martin's play (Picasso.) Please call Michael at

208-6500.

WAITER/DRIVER
LA TO GO: Gourmet food delivery. Looking
for motivated, energetic, arxi conscientious

delivery driver^vaiters. Flexible hours. Good
money Fun work. Call (310)4404455 before

10:30am, between 3-5pm.

WALKING DISTANCE TO UCLA, P/T, office

help r^eeded-typing. Frierxily, N^.
SS.StVhour. Call Erin 31 0206-1000 ext.1 30.

YOUNG MEN WANTED for nude and semi-

nude nx>deling. Good pay. Imnwdiate work.
Call Derek 21 3-845-9669.

32 Career Opportunities

ACTIVE AND ENERGETKI DISTRIBUTORS
WANTED with health and nutrition compa-
ny. Small investment, great returns. Call 31

820-4330 or 81 8-788-471 6.

FILAVrV/COMMERCIALS, auditioning ac-

torVactresses. 1 3-35 years, for lead roles in

major productiorv, serxi pictures 610 North
Glen Oaks Blvd. Burbank 91502. ATTN:
Casting or call (818)843-4228.

MEDKZAL RECEPTK)NIST/BIUER. F/T. Ex-

perieiKe a must. Brentwood. Fax resume
996-1064.

Daily Bruin
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32 Career Opportunities 32 Career Opportunities

Wanted:
Ph. D./graduate student In School of Psychology/Psychiatry

or equivalent to tutor & work w/ gentleman scholar in

Westwood. 2 hrs., 3 times/wk. (Flexible hrs. & days).

Compensation $20-tVhr. & open w/ Valet parking.

(310)470-3588
Tutoring under direction of Professor of—.-^

—

'.—— Psychology/Psychiatry — —-^

REAL ESTATE -

F/T ADMINISTRATIVE ASSISTANT. R.L de-
veloper, Westwood. Assist project manager
aixi marketing director, arawer phones, typ-
ing, faxing. Must know Windov«. 310-479-
9900.

ReligiouVHebrew school teacher needed 7th
grade, Tuesday 5:30-8pm, Thursday 4-

6:30pm Temple Ahavat Chalom Northridee.
818-360-6349

SENKDRS AND GRADS. Earn up to SSOO/day.
Excellent people skills required. Training

provkied. 310-337-0790.

BARTENDER
TRAINEES

•no experience necessary
•earn$100-S200 dally
•more jobs trian graduates
•nation wide fob placement

NATIONAL BARTENDERS
SCHOOL

(213)38a3200
(310)5580608
(818)994-8 1 00

WANTED:
Combinalton book keeper/ Secretary from
Andersen Grad. School of Management or

equlvaJent tor Westwood Foundation
4 hfs.Atey. 20 hrsTiweek, possible Full Time Job.

Compensatton $15/tv.

call: (310) 470-3568
Of fax r—um« to (31 0) 470-9538

Paid Management Internship

- Be trained in mktg, sales,

interviewing, motivation of

employees,custoft>er relations, etc.

Earn minimum of 2,500 to lOK
managing a branch of Student

Works Painting. Most hiring will

be completed by Nov. for

spring/summner positions.

Call (800) 394-6000 for info.

•MEXICO SPRING BREAK**<
•Biggest Parties/Best Prices*

;

Eam (Free Trips^Cash)

(310)379-0^ or

(800)798-1509

33 Jobs Wanted

•ForTVCommerdals
•Movies

(310)68»4ag6

34 Internships

CELBBRmr HOCKEY CHARmr CAME. Pro-

duction company needs skilled intenv NOW
to help assist for event at the Forum. Call

310-286-6785.

GENGA PROOUCTK^JS SEEKS set, lighting,

and sound design assistant directors, stage

manager, apd set builders for berteflts pro-

duction at the TIfFany Theater. No pay, possi-

ble school credit Call Hillary ASAP at 310-

md22L, ^_

34 Internstiips
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35 Ctiild Care Wanted

2-3 dayVwk. 7am-6pm childcare, house-
keepinR. 310-474-9679.

CHILD CARE, 6 and 12-year olds, N/S, refer-

ences, good wAids, have car. 12/12-1/9, 10+
hours arrangedA»«ek, SB^our, SanU Monica.
310-828-5144.

CHILD-CARE, PART-TIME, 2:30-6PM 2
BOYS, 10 AND 1 3. Must drive w/car. Brent-

wood area. References required. 310-273-
233(ydays, 31 0-826-1 876/eveninff.

DRIVER FOR CHILDREN. WED, FRI. 3-6.

SMw. Need car. Westwood. 310-273-
6036.

EVENING BABYSITTER. Your choice of 1 -4

nightj^^ek. Must have refererK:es, car, and
safe driving record, $6-fl^our. Please call

Mrs. Tolwin at 310-552-7604.

FEMALE P/T BABYSITTER, two children,

flexible hours, non-imoker. WesUide loca-

tion. References required. Salary negoitable.
310-821-6765.

Need live-in grad sUjdent to assist working
mother with infant care. Flexible hours.

Room-^$800 and uf^morilh. Wilshire and
Beverly Glen. French speaking a Plus. Jean-
Claud^atie 310-274-1585, 274-1997.

49 Apartments for Rent

$900 CULVER CITY. Large, quiet, modern, 2-

bdrrTV3bath townhome, dishwasher, a/c,

fridge, patio, <;ated parking. 31 0-837-0761

.

$995. 2BR/1 1/2BA TOWNHOUSE STYLE
1.2 miles UCLA. 310-459-6800.

1 -BEDROOM $575 up. Huge apartments,
ideal for roommates. Garden courtyard, pool,

, Mr, phone-entry. Near Sherman Oaks Gal-

ieria. Minutes to campus. 818-997-7312.

l-MINUTE TO UCLA, Bachelor, $525, fur-

nished/unfurnished, utilities included, pool,

laundry, no pets. 310-824-3000

1 380 VETERAN, top floor. 2-bedroom $1 250.

1-be<iroom $925. Security, roof-top pool, Ja-

cuzzi, park-view, quiet building, parking.

Call for appL 310-477-5108.

2bd/1.5ba. Refrigerator, patio. Near UCLA.
One year lease. $89SAno + $600 deposit.

310-473-9919.

3BR + 3BATH
Santa Fe Style condo, four units. Built-ins,

fireplace, refrigerator, air, washer/dryer.

Gated parking. WLA/UCLA. Cable bonus.

$1495.310-471-0359.

86 MITZUBISHI TREDIA, auto, AM/FM, A/C,
4-dr, excellent condition, 100,000 miles,

$21 50 obo. 310-559-8826

Artsy Westwood 2-bedroonfV2-bath, wooden
floors/carpet, dishwasher. Spacious with lots

of windows. Pet OK. Close to all. $1150.
310446-1777.

BACHELORS, SINGLES, and 1-BORMS avail-

able, close to UCLA. Fum/Unfum, laundry,

no peU. From S525-t- 310-477-2537

Beautiful 3-y/o deluxe apartment 2-bdrn^-
ba, 3-bdrrT^-ba available. 640 Veteran Ave.
Call fast 824-2036.

BEVERLY HILLS A0|. 1&2-BE0ROOMS
$650-5895. SOME W/HARDWOOD
FLOORS. ONLY 1/2 BLOCK TO PKX> BUS.
ASK ABOUT LEASE BONUS. 310-839-6294.
••

BrentwoodI 3-bdmV2-balh. $1600. Pod,
Ig. balcony, gated parking, central air. Near
UCLA. Add.: 330 S.Barrington, near Sunset.

310-471-2498.

49 Apartments tor Rent

BRENTWOOD, $900, 2-bdrm/2-balh, patio,

new decor, close to UCLA, by appt only,
1 1 728 Mayfield Apt »3, 31 0-271 -681

1

BRENTWOOD, Sunny and large 3-bed-~
roorTV2-bath, Patio, North of Wil3iire, dish-

washer, parking, $1450/nfK)nth. Open 9-5,
11921 Goshen Ave. apt»1. 310-207-0834.

BRENTWOOD. 1/2 BLOCK, south of
vyi.lshire.. UpsUin, gated building; bright,

cheerful bachelor. Laundry, walk-in closet,

$490. -Oad student preferred. 310-275-
7139.

BRENTWOOD. Lovely, cozy, bachelor/ette

room In beautiful country area, quiet home.
20-minutes to UCLA. $600. 310-472-6694.

BRENTWOOD. Sunny 2-bdmV2-ba top floor.

Gated parking, laundry, fireplace, balcony,
security. Great location: Barrington &
Wilshire. $1300. 310-820-1932. AVAILABLE.

CHEVKDT HILLS ADJ. $775, modern 2-bdrm,
1 1/2 bath, carpet, drapes, built-ins, refrigera-

tor,patio, carport, laundry, excellent transpor-
tation and shopping. 310-838-9052

CLOSE TO UCLA
WESTWOOD. 10 minutes by car, 1 -bed/I

-

bath, upper, electronic entry, fireplace, refrig-

erator, dishwasher, carpet, verticals, gated
parking, laundry, $7S(Vmonth. For appoint-
ment call 310-454-8800.

GENUINE UCLA
SPECIALS

FURNI<^.Hbn tJAC HEIOHSFrom $ 495
I 1 KUJI- .Ml U '.INl .1 I • .

From $ 595
f I iKfNii'^.He I) I lit ()M(.)i jr^i-.

From $795
?^.Ht>Hr I EHr.l AVAII ABLE
oiHL { I I Y A< ;f*o'.-, I Morvi

rviin cAt.iMii'. ijf;i A
WAI K T<5 C:\ A«~.'.F«^^.

VVE'.TV/Otin ^M A.'A
A PA H I M t rvl t ^.

r.OI-GOO e.AYLEY AVE

Deluxe 1 -bedroom. lO-mimite walk to

UCLA, quiet building, balcony, well-lit unit,

$850 and up. Available November 8. 310-
208^8881.

FURNISHED BACHELOR APARTMENT, utili-

ties paid, free laundry, parking, 2.5 miles

south of UCLA, non-SRKjking, $39S/mo.
(310)478-3694 after 6pm.

LARGE, SUNNY 2-8EDRC)OM APARTMENT,
2-miles from UCLA, SSOtVnfKmth, incredible

deal, available 12/1 or 12/15. 310-479-
4025.

MAR VISTA, $845, 2-bed/2-bath, 2-story cus-
tom tosvnhouse. Gated garage, unit alarm,

central air, fireplace. 11931 Avon Way. 310-
391 -1 076.

MAR VISTA. $675. Near 405 freeway, Nice
1 -bedroom, new carpets, stove, refrigerator,

laundry. 310-454-0805.

MAR VISTA. $845. 2-bdroV2-bath, custom
townhome, fireplace, gated garage, alarm in

unit 12736 Caswell Ave. 310-391-1076.
Open 7 days 9-5.

MAR VISTA. 2-bdrnV2balh. Custom town-
home, fireplace, gated garage, alarm in unit.

$795. 1 1 748 Courtleigh. Door open 7 days.
310-391-1076.

MARINA SHORES. MDR/Venice border. 2+1
apartments. $745-$845. Sunny, airy, nicely

landscaped, parking included. Hard-
woodAuirpets. Walk to beach. 310-395-0591
or 310-829-0589.

ONE MILE TO WESTWOOD. Brentwood
adjacent Large single $625. Large Ibed
$695. 1235 Federal Ave. 310-477-7237.

PALMS $500. Large single, walk-in closets,

completely refurbished, quiet 9-unit building.

1 5-minutes from campus. Must see to appre-

clate. 398-6622.

PALMS $595, 1 -bedroom security building,

very quiet, ail appliarxxs. Convenient to

campus. Security deposit $100. A/C, laundry.

310-837-7061.

PALMS $750, 2-bdrnV1-ba, large upper,
small building. Completely refurbished, like

new. Must see to appreciate. 15-mins from
cwnpus. 310-398-6622.

34 Internships

WARNING:
A college degree doeen't mean a career.

Learn by doing; Top entertainment P.R. Firm is now accepting
applications for interns. College credit available.

Call Tina Hudson (310) 659-6400

r ^N^iaH^ei^ f«^
20 HOURS/WEEK 3 MONTHS S 1 HR + (DOE)

COMPANY SEEKING TWO INTERNS TO PROVIDE INDUSTRIAL MANUFACTURING/ENGINEERING
ASSISTANCETO A NEW PRODUCT AND PROCESS DEVELOPMENT TEAM. RESPONSIBIUTIES INCkUDE
TRACKING PRDTOT\rPE PARTS THROUGH FACTORY, RECORDING RESULTS, ASSISTING IN DEVELOPMENT
AND ENGINEERING BUILDS. PLANT LAYOUTAND METHODS ANALYSIS.

CANDIDATES WILL POSSESS 2 YEARS COLLEGE^INDUSTRIAL OR MANUFACTURING ENGINEERING.
PRIOR EXPERIENOi IN HIGH VOLUME MANUFACTURING DESIRED. REQUIRES WORKING KNOWLEDGE
OF GRAPH/PRESENTATION AND OTHER SOFTWARES. .v__

SEND RESUME TO: PRICE PFISTFJl EMPIX)YMFNT DEPT 13500 PAXTONST. PACOIMA, CA 9131

1

A BUCK AND DECKER COMPANY EQUAL OPPORTUNnYEMPLOYER

49 Apartments for Rent

Ir

GREAT LOCATION!
3450 Sawtelle Blvd.

1 and 2 BD Apts.
Split Master Suites

-Heated pool/spa/sauna/gym

-BBOs/Lush Gardens/Waterfalls

-Large recrcationaiclubt>ousc

-Intercoms entry

Casa dc Vida

310-3974811

49 Apartnnents for Rent

Monterey

2 Bed / 2 Bath
$11 50 -^*^.
$1250

Central Air/Ccntral Heat.
Security building.
WUl AUow 4 in

1 Apartment

~Now reserving for FaR

(310)477-0858

PALMS $825. 2-bdrm/2-ba, refrigerator, dish-
wafher. Hove, central air, fireplace, two un-
derground parking. Quiet Bus #12. 6-year
new security buildinR. 310-556-1688.

PALMS - $595
1 -bedroom upper. 10-minutes to UCLA.
Gated entry. Small, quiet building, refrigera-

tor, stove, dishwasher, miniblinds, carpets.
Free rent 310-203-8814.

PALMS*371 7 CARDIFF
LARGE 1-BEDROOM UPPER, $695. FIRE-
PLACE, EXTRA CLOSETS, STOVE, FRIDGE,
DISHWASHER, GARBAGE DISPOSAL. SE-
CURITY SERVICES. NEWER BUILDING,
QUIET. 13-MINUTESTOUCLA. 310-652-
0847,310-836-7146.

PALMS, $4a5/MONTH, single, 3455 Jas-

mine. Appliances, pool, laundry, no pets.

310-454-4754.

PALMS. $550, Large single+bonus room.
Newer building on quiet street, gated park-
ing, built-ins, balcony/patio, A/C, fireplace.

Laundry facilities, 31 Q-397-G405.

PALMS. $995, 2-bed/2-bath, custom town-
home, fireplace, balcony, gated garage,
alarm In unit. One month free. 3614 Farr«t)r.
310-391-1076.

PALMS. Unfurnished 1 -bedroom, $495,
single $395. Appliances, no pels. Call 9am-
8pm, ask for mgr. (310)837-4196.

^Diamond HeacT
Apartments
Short Term Available

1 bedroom $875
Fireplace, balcony with a

view, contemporary
kitchen

Gra«t Building
Nagotlabi* R^nt

Vlfonderful Manaigers
660 Veteran
208-2251

Prime location, newer, large, clean 2-bed-
roonV2-bath, security. 1 -block to campus.
Walk-in closets, appliances, gym, 2-parking
spaces. 310-208-0830. »

SHERMAN OAKS. Gated, newer, quiet,

single, $450, 2+2 $750, 1 3406 Moorpark St.

818-222-829&

WALK TO UQA. One bedroom, balcony,
free parking, laundry facilities, water incl.

$900. Bachelor $550. 10944 Strathmore.

(31 0)209•0968.

WEST L.A.
Large 1 -bedroom, $695. Stove, refrigerator,

carpets, blinds, super clean, parking laundry

facilities. 1 1 321 Masuchusetts Ave., shown
byappL 310-477-8750.

• MAR VISTA•
'

2BO,2BA.2STORY
CUSTOM TOWNHOMES.

GATED GARAGE. CENTRAL AIR.

FIREPLACE, UNITALARM

* 12736 CASWELL AVE. $825
* 11 748 COURUEIGH OR. $845

* PALMS ^
2 BO. 2BA CUSTOM TOWNHOME.
FIREPLACE. BALCONY. GATED

GARAGE. ALRM IN UNIT
(ONE MONTH FREE RENT)

* 3614 PARIS $995
• open 7 dayt

CALL (310) 391-1076

TO SEE THE

2 LOVELYAPARTMENTS j

WESTWOOD- 2-BEDROCMW2-BATH, $925
AND UP. TM.E KITCHEN, STEPOOWN LIV-

ING ROOM. UNUSUAL CHARM. 1-1/2

MILE TO UCLA. 310-839-6294.**

Westwood/Century City and PaJnr», $495+
single; $595 luxury bachelor; $675-«- Ibd; 10
minul— to UCLA, open dally 310-474-7565.

WIA BACHELOR $495. Large 1 -bedroom,
$625. Pool, carpal, refrig, parking doM to

carnput and bus stop*. 1330 S. Banin|^on.

310-451-OM3/d«y. 310-473-4gB9/evenlnn.

WLA. Amazir«g deal. 1629 Brockton. Sii^les

Starting $525. New appllanoM, cvpM. paint,

vwticai birndt. Parking, gated. Good student

diMXJunL 310-477-0112.

WLA. EXECUTIVE SINGLES and 1 -bedroom,
furnished/unfumished. $600 and up. Heated
pool, fireplace, patio, gated parking, key en-

try. Call 310-479-21 20.

50 Apartments, Fumishied

MAR VIST\ $60(ymonth. Ask about free

rent. Attractive, furnished 1 -bedroom. Large,

pool, patio, and barbecue area. Quiet build-

ing. 374a InRJewood Blvd. 310-398-8579.

51 Apartments, Unfurn.

$875 2BDRM/1 1/2BA. 1426 Barrington #4.
Stove, refrigerator, air, dishwasher. (31 0)837-

0761

$925. Move-in special. Large 2-bedroom/2-
bath, security building, all amenities, eleva-

tors, parking. Low security deposit. 2437
S.Corinth. 310-479-1 765 or 310-376-8794.

BEVERLY HILLS. Gu€»lhouseAingle. Full

bath, kitchenette, parking, utilities Incl. 1 per-

son, no pet, yard. Avail. Nov. 15. $60(Vmo.
Call 310-274-3935.

NEAR SANTA MONKTA AND BUNDY.
Bachelor, full bath, refrigerator, laundry, up-
per. Available now. $45C^nrH). 822-6487.

PALMS. Single $S3S-$5S0. 2bd, $850.
Clean, Large pool, convenient to shopping
and UCLA, 310-204-4332.

WESTWOOD. $1500, Spacious 3-bcdroom,
VC, refrigerator, dishwasher, balcony, ideal

for grad students. 1711 Malcolm. 3/4-mile
from campus. 31 0-273-1 21 2.

52 Apartments to Stiare

1 female to share 2-bdrm/2-bth luxury apt. in

Westwood, Underground parking, aJc, laun-

dry, new building, 24-hr. security.

$535(share), $605(own). 310-824-1301

Beautiful Park Westwood Tower condo to

share. Male or female, non-smoker/clean,-

24hr security guard, valet parking, pool, Ja-

cuzzi, ninth floor view of city, 969 Hllgard
Ave. $S75/mo.+uti lilies. Day 310-271-5995.
Eve- 310-443-9909. Erik.

BRENTWOOD ADJACENT. Female. Own
bdrnVbath. CleanI Very spacious. 1 -block
Wilshire/Barrington bus. Large closets. Laun-
dry, parking, dishwasher, fireplace, sundeck.
$425/month. 310-473-9743.

BRENTWOOD, female professional/grad to

share spaciouVsunny 2-bedroonV2-bath
apartment. Own room. Laundry, pool, park-

ing. $55(ynr>onth. 3-miles to UCLA/beach.
310-440-9480.

FEMALE TO SHARE ONE BEDROOM in 2-

be<Vl-bath apartment. N/S. Available De-
cember 3. $213-f<ieposit. S-minutes from
UCLA. Corinth Ave. Slnr>of>e 310-914-9749.UCLA. Corinth Ave. Slnr>of>e 310-914-9749.

FULLY FURNISHED. $300. 565 Gayley.
Third person needed to share single apart-

nr>ent with loft, female/male, student pre-

ferred. 31 0-824-0836 or 41 5-883-8382.

M/F ROOMMATE NEEDED, 3-bdrnV2bath,
montVmonth, $367/mo., parking, laundry
facilities. Call Chris or Stephanie, 310-473-
5274

M^, beautiful surroundings in Cuh«r City

w/Vnature norvsmoking female, parkir^ pool,

Jacuzzi, many amenities, $450. 310-204-
6392.

PALMS. LOOKING FOR ROOMMATE to

share 2-bdmV2-bath apartment. New, small
complex w/all amenitles,-di$hwasher, fire-

place, security, etc Male-N/S preferred.

Must be super dean p^aduate student or pro-

fessional. $499/mo. )oM 3fO-553-
9010ext274, call anytime.

WESTWOOD. Large beautiful bedroom, at-

tached bath. Bright, safe unit. Share apart-

ment with quiet female grad student until

June. $7S(Vliionth. 310-475-7789.

53 Roommates

$350 + .5 utils. Culver City. Small room,pri-
vate entrance and sink.. Quiet, non-smoker
preferred. 310-204-5576, 310-787-3414
Paul.

540 MIOVALE. 2-blocks from campus.
Share room in 2-bedroonV2-bath apartment.
Security parking, rooftop Jacuzzi, sundeck,
laundry. Prefer male. $36l^month. 310-
206-81 70. .

WIA. ROOMMATE NEEDED, FEMALE, N/5,
prefer grad student. Own room in 2-bed-
rooiTV2-bath apartnoent $410-$4S0 + securi-
ty and uUlitici. 310-479-6494.

54 Room for Rent

$450 WESTWOOD
Beautifully furnished w/bath, Ine doMt,
bright, sunny room. Endosed yvd Walt to
UCLA. Exoellcni parking, kitchen, male. 310-
475-4517.

,«

V.
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54 Room for Rent

BEVERLY HILLS. Very large, separate ^r-

nbhed room behirwi houM Wgraid students,

WasHcr/Dryer, kitchen privileges, pool, naed

car.SSSO. Abby 61 8-783-51 SI.

Luxurious new oondo 1 800sq.ft WLA. Secur-

ity-building, undergrourxl-parking. Room
available w^ivale bathroom, walk-in<loMt,

Kjmished or unfumished. $650, Month-

month, 3-month minimum. 310-478-6995.

North of Wilshire & Bundy. Own bedroom,
bath; pool; Jacuzzi; security pariclng.

$50G.0(Vmonth. $450.00 depocit. Call Mark
or Bfenda. 310-478-1428.

ONE IN A MIL, 1 N/S roommate wanted to

share WLA 2-bdmV2-bth, gated paHcing,

$525 1/2 utilities. 310-820-0758

PRIVATE ROOM AND BATH, sunny WLA,
1.8-mlles UCLA. Furnished. Quiet Pool.

Kitchen. Attorney roommate/arts interest

Crad preferred. $440+1/2 utilities. 310-479-

8286.

PRIVATE ROOM/BATH. KITCHEN FAC.,

utilities included, parking, near UCLA, free-

ways. 310-4704)597.

PRIVATE, furnished, bedroorM>ath, entrarxx,

wAitchen privileges, utilities irKl. School

very close. $2SCl^no.-»-10hrs chlldcareAwk. for

two boys, axes 4&5. 310-286-2788.

55 Sublet

SINGLE WESTWOOD PARTIALLY FUR-
NISHED apartment Between ervi of Noverrv

ber and end of March. $85(Vmo. Lindbrook
.

Dr. Smin. from campus. 310-474-2726.

SINGLE. COZY. FULL KITCHEN, GATED
parking. Walk to campus, village. Lease

through Septl. $590. 310-824-9567.

56 House for Rent

$195(ymonth. Pacific Palisades, 3-bedroom/1

&1/2-balh, large yard, hardwood floors, fire-

place in living room. Call Pauline 310-275-

9006.

BEVERLY GLEN KtOME for rent 2-

bdrm-fden, 2-1/2ba, living and dining room.

Pool/rec'center. Large kitchen, full deck over-

looking the glen. Balcony and fireplace in

master bedroom. Washer/dryer. Fully fur-

nished. 6-minutes to UCLA (4-miles). Avail-

able January for 6-months and 12-months.

$165(VneK. 310-470-5830.

58 House for Sale

BEL AIR, 3b(V2.5ba,-i-bonus room,5yrs new,

quiet street, $529,000. 2607 Basil Lane, by

appt only, 10 minutes to UCLA, owner. 310-

271-7750

62 Room/Board for Help

BENEDICT CANYON, private room/bath in

house, 10-mlnutes to campus, grad student

w/car exchange for light duties. 310-273-

4000.

67 Condos for Sale

62 Roonn Boofd for Help

LIVE-IN NEEDED tor atHvt boys, 8, 1 1 . Must
have car. Private entrar>ceA>ath. Roonr^>oard

Hmall salary for evenings, weekends. 310-

841-6667, 213-935-1298.

67 Condos for Sale

2bd/2ba eiegvit condo walk to UCLA, for

sale by owner, $180,000. 310-391-2877.

FABULOUS WESTWOOO LOCATION. 2+2.
bank-owned, $199,000. Relax In sauna in

master bath, gorgeous cape-cod building.

Quiet back unit Agent. 310-479-6632.

WLA. I-BDRAVI-BA. Great for student Top
floor, front unit, hardwood floors, courtyard

building, newly painted. $79,000. Owner
motivated. Sharon, 310-777-6258.

68 Condos to Share

1-bdnn in 2-bdr/2.5-bth, Wilshire Highrise

Condo. Laurwjry facility within unit, 24-hr.

security, valet parking, pool and gym. N/S.

$120tVmo. 310-47S-7989.

69 Condos for Rent

1BD/1BA CONDO FOR LEASE. 1/2 Wock
from UCLA. High-rise building, doorman,
swimming pool. SlOOO/mo. Call Broker

(310)824-0453.

3-bdrm/2-bath corwio on Hllgard, very large

J^ brighuJI^SO. 3-car parking, security-

building, walking distance to UCLA, 310-

471 -4989.

CONDO FOR RENT in Palms area.

$875/month. 2-bed/2-bath. Washer/Dryer,
stove, dishwasher, central air and heating, 2-

car security parking and lots of storage. Eve-

lyn, 310-391-3853 or Steve, 310-391-6645.

70 Guest House for Rent

2-BDRAV1-KJTCHEN/1-BATH. Living room,
nice, quiet neighborhood. $850. 6446 West
5th St 310-289-8762.

91 Insurance

91 Insurance 96 Services Offered 96 Services Offered

AUTO
INSURANCE

"NO BULL"
Best Prices, Same Day

STUDENT DISCOUNTS

Motorcycles, SR22
Accidents. Tickets OK

CALL AA-IA NOW
FOR FREE QUOTE
TOLL FREE

1 C800I22S-9000

Need MOfiey ForW COLLEGE
UnHinited Jcholarship Service

818-336-1416
PO Box 365 -U Puente - CA - 91 747 —

APPLYING TO GRADUATE SCHOOL? Let

CAA use their years of experience in top pro-

grams to help you get into the program you
want Call for free information 310-444-

1903.

ATTENTIONI MEDICAL TRANSCRIPTION.
State of art equipment 1 0-yrs. experience al

I

areas. Doctors, offices, to hospitals.

Michelle 213-653-0444.

92 Legal Advice

SEXUAL HARASSMENT
If You Have A Probleni, There is A
Remedy Consultation At No

Charge. Kenneth A. Rh^, Attorney

(213)933-5946.

Research, Writing, Editing

ALL levek, ' ALL subjects Foreign

Students Welcome Fast Professional

'

Quality guaranteed papers not for sale

Call Research 310-477-8226

M.F I0;00»in-5:00pm

CORPORATE
SCHOLARSHIPS
FOR STUDENTS

• NOMINGM
• NO SPECIFIC INCOME REQ.

$99

GUARANTEED - NO RISK

MORE INFO & FREE BROCHURE

310-371-6384

93 Loans

FREE FINANCIAL AID
AltMllMM Ctlff* tl^Mttl

Over $3 Billkn in FREE Flnaodal Aid u
DOW ivailabie rrom private lector (cuiti A
icholaishipi! All itwiails are (Mfiblt
icganUen of grades, income or paicni't

income. For rooic infonnMioa. call StudeiM

Roaocial Services:

(800)959-1605 ext.F59341

/lllstate
Insurance Company

(310)312-0204
1317 Westwood Blvd.
(2 biks. So. of Wilshire)

MOTORCYaE/MOTORSCOOTER IN-

SURANCE. Great rates. Personal Service.

MastercartWisa accepted. Call for quick
quotes. C. DiamorKJ Insurance 310-428-
4995.

67 Condos for Sale

94 Movers/Storage

HONEST MAN. W/14ft truck and dollies,

small jobs, short notice ok. Student discount.

310-285-6668. CA, AZ, NV. Co Bruins.

JERRY'S MOVINC & DELIVERY. The careful

movers. Experienced, reliable, same day de-

livery. Packing & boxes. Will deliver boxes
free, jerry 310-391-5657.

TOM'S MOVINC SERVICE. DEPENDABLE,
EXPERIENCED, REASONABLE. LAST
MINUTE JOBS WELCOME. CAU 24 HRS.
310-452-2887.

67 Condos tor Sale

' ATTN: MBA, LAW, I

MED. APPLICANTS
Frustrated developing/editing your critically-

important personal stalements?~Cet profes-

sional help, competitive edge from natlonal-

ly-known authoc/consuhant 310-626-4445

EAGLE-EYED PROOFREADER
Edits, thescVpuMkatlonc; tutors EngliihMudy

) skills; trains tinr>e marugementMreis reduc-

tion. Nadia Lawrence, PhD. 310-393-1951

.

EDITINC, RESEARCH, WRITINC Personal

statements, papers, theses. Help w/composi-
tion, structure, grammar ar>d purxituatioA. All

subjects. German-English translation also

available. 310-575-0268.

EXCELLENT AND RAPID SERVICE FOR ALL
master tJ>eses, dissertations and any other ed-

ucationatAecretarial service. State of art

equipment. Michelle 21 3-653-0444.

NEW ON THE PATIO
Custom picture framing for less. Student dis-

count available. Pick up and delivery. 1093

Broxton.

OASSIFIED UNE AD, GOOD.

CLASSIFIED DISPLAY,

LARGER AND BEHER.

TO PLACE AN AD, CAU 206-3060

Dally Bruin

TODAY'S
CROSSWORD PUZZLE

Less Money-

Now priced

from $199,990
* 28 sales in 12 weeks!

• 24-hour guard-gated

• f

PLAYA PACI F IC
SE 3E 3B

Entnmce on Hannum Avenue between Slauaon and Playa in Culver

City (Take 405 FWY and exit Sbuson) Open daily 1 1-5

CloKsl Wed. & Thun.

CALL COASTCO INC. AT (3 10) 572-4446

lu(^ KVERiyHUS

3

9

dETkyv iM 1

N \ Igmufx \ 18
OCEAN \ %^

Broker CoH>p

community plus pool, spa

and entertainment center

• 2 and 3 bedroom townhomes

feel as large as houses at

1,590 to 2,100 square feet

• Garages fit up to four can

• Within walking distance to

Culver City's independent

acclaimed 9-month schools

• Next to Marina del Rey

convenient to Westwood,

Beverly HilU and LAX

• Award-wiiming community

Sring this od »o ou> sales otfifi- ond wi- "

give you SI 000 oH youf non rccurrinq

closrnq costs or a dj".iqnii opgitid" on

yout nf w Playo Pacific hoim

farHOA<lratk

-ACROSS
1 Rani's gamwnt
5 Lewis and—
expedilkMi

10Appealtr>g
14 Actor Bakiwin
1

5

Undue speed
IGGoriHasor

chimps
17 Boating gear
19 Lather
20 Broils

21 Ill-humored

23 Brags
25 Mot>y Dick's foe
26 Site of ApoNo's

orade
27 Mountain lions

30 Tall flower

31 Peep
33 Bag
36VVhee<8lorihe

fiekte

36Pk9^«cpe8t
37 Caviar
38Mets'stadkim
40 Shin*
42 Only
43Gu«M
45 Sprung up
47 Gentlemen
48 Makes • garden
49 Actress

LanstXiry

S2Cla8Sk»3
language

SSSmaNotange
54TourM'saiMe

S9Sk:i«envok:ano
60 Roof ovettwnge
61 Dampens
62DMHbulecwd»
63Fk:ttonal

PflEVKXJS PUZZLE SOLVED

Bssm rnDHH] [laaiim

:lss mss [gaa

sas sids ssQc

DIZKZJtaBUDBS QBQDC]
CQECBiizKii anas aQ^a
BDsas Bams [soas

O taM.UNtodFMluraSyndkala

DOWN
1 Actor Mineo
2 — Saba
SBaskelbaN

4GiacierB
5 Unorgenized
6Needr
70ueetkine
8 Country addr.

9 MiW condkwent
lOPaie-lleshed

llOnlopof
12 Tropical wood
13CalchtigNo(
18 Tease
22 Scrap of doth
23WMeco«ar
24*— TwisT
25Mi^ artery

26 Buenos—

29 Makes a
touchdown

32 Angelta tIfMB

34 Sharp
39 Ammo dump
40Tums
41 Cat breed
42Smeafi8h
44Lubrk»ta
46 Banister
48 Blacidopped
49 Served

pertecHy
50 Memo
51 Actress

LoMobrigida
S2Moilen rock
55 Music genre
56Command to a

mule
57 Colorado Indtan

56 Mind reader's

Sam— 27 Rims power
64TrkMs 28Moslunusual

"^TS ""B"
p fT Htv—1-—ji-—III

p^^^Bw f^^^H*'

!!!z==J'EEEii
L ^^

'

r 1 H^ B^

//>
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96 Services Offered

LAW SCHOOLAPPUCATION
PERSONAL STATEMEOT STKESS?

Two published law review editors

will help you:

• Compose &creaie
•EdR puoctuatioo & grammar

•Organize & structure your essay

to make it subfltaotively effective and
technkally accurate.

Contact Cheri orTom at
(310) 274-6187

PROFESSIONAL WRITINQ'EDITINC. Papers,
reports, statistics, proposals, research studies^

Masters, Ph.O. dissertations, college applica-
tion essays. Any subject, style, requirement
213.871-1333.

WANT TO BE ACCEPTED? Save time, frustra-
tion? Call for help developing/editing person-

al sUtemenU. Also edit papers, theses, dis-

sertations. Linda 310-392-1 734.

tf

BEAR'S RESEARCH,
WRITING, & EDITINd

Als(i)iect& Thes6sOsasrtatk)ns.

Personal Statements. Proposals and books.

Intematkxiai students weksme.
PAPERS NOT FOR SALE

Sharon Bear, Ph.D. (310) 470-6662

100 Typifig

$2 WORD PROCESSING. Papers, disserta-

tions, manuscripts, etc FAST, tellable. Laser

printing. Pick-up, delivery, 24hr service avail-

able. Complete resume services. 310-397-
5970.

A CLASS ACT
Papers, letters, resumes, tcripU, transcription,

latiels. FREE light editing. Laser printing. Spell

check. Fax Orders Welcome. 31 0-827-8023.

A PLUffWORDPROCESSINC. IBM/PC, Laser

printing, spellcheck; term papers, disserta-

tions, thesis, reports, manuscripts, transcrip-

tkxis, etc. Fast turnaround. Call Bob 213-

851-0214.

ACE TYPIST, ETC
GREAT LOOKING PAPERS AND APPLICA-
TIONS-SPECIAL RATE. WE DO ALL WP
AND RESUMES. RUSHES. 310-820^8830.

FAST, ACCURATE, INEXPENSIVEI Word pro-

cessing. $1-2/pg., anytime, night or day.

Pick-up and delivery. IBM. Laser printing. Fax
orders ok. 213-883-1890

f^lODERN SECRETARIAL SERVICES. 24-hour
service, pick-up and delivery, IBM and MAC,
Laser printing. Discount students. 5-minutes
from UCLA. Angelica, 310-446-8899.

NEED A PRIVATE SECRETARY? Over IS
years iegalAnedical transcription experience.
Notary Public. Macintosh w/laser printer.

pick-up/delivery. Brentwood. 310-472-0405.

WORD PROCESSING- All types, APA and
other formats, transcribing, resumes, DTP,
WordPerfect, charts, graphs, laser. Reason-
able rates, near campus. 310-470-0287.

WORD PROCESSING. 24 Hour service. Pa-
pers, fliers, reports, etc. Resume special $30.
Laser quality. Cheap rates. Student Discount.
310-587-0357.

jB <B>^ _̂rT^̂ Af^/nnC^^gq^ by Larry White Sj

YourHoroscope

Nov 13 thru 19

PLANETARY OVERVIEW: Full Moon, Lunar Eclipse dominates the week
as to planetary "probabilities" Ancient astrologers believed an Eclipse
could bring about the passing of a world leader or the beginning of an
important event. On a more personal level favorable aspects to Saturn
indicate those who have been patient will soon be rewarded.

FIRE SIGNS.... ARIES.
LEO & SAGITTARIUS
ARE IN HARMONY
WITH EACH OTHER.
THEY GET ALONG
VERY EASILY WITH AIR
SIGNS... AQUARIUS.
GEMINI & LIBRA.

98 Tutoring Offered

- MY TUTOR -

l^tATH/PHYSICS/STATISTlCS. Tutoring sew-
Ice. Free consultation. Reasonable rates ,

call Mv Tutor anytime. Ilan (800)90-TUTOR.

ENGLISH TUTOR: Con^position, editing,

%vord processing, ESLOapanese studenU). Jo-
hanna, 310-285-4616.

1^4ATH TUTORING by PH.D. JlS/hour. Cal-
culus, statistics, probability, math for physi-

cal/wcial sciences, SAT, CRE, LSAT, MCAT.
310-837-8998, pager, 310-582-9626 NBD.

99 Tutoring Needed

Tutor needed for HS junior/3 hrs per day, 5

days per week^ax qualificatioro to: Stobhan
McDevitt O 310-207-681 6.

TUTORS WANTED
MATH, SCIENCE, SPANISH, FRENCH TU-
TORS needed for Sherman Oaks, Woodland
Hills , Westwood Centers. Undergraduate de-
Hree required, $12^r. 818-347-7616.

102 Music Lessons

DRUM LESSONS
All levelsAtyles with dedicated professional.

At your home or WLA studio. 1st lesson free.

No drum set necessary. Neil 21 3-882-8509.

GUITAR INSTRUCTION. IS years EXP. all

levels and styles. Patient and organized. Be-
ginner guitars for sale $60. Sam 310-826-
9117.

GUITAR LESSONS
All Acoustic styles. Classical, Latin, jazz.
Folk. Teacher w/25+ yrs playing exp. Call
David 310-478-2420.

Guitar lessons by a professional near UCLA.
All levels, guitars available. Call jean 310-
476-4154.

GUITAR LESSONS. IS-years experience in

many styles, graduate of Dick Grove School
of Music and Musicians Institute. MICHAEL
WILDE, 310-823-7010.

SING! Vocal technique-all leveli/rtyles, per-
formance anxiety, associate/Nate Lam, Santa
Monica, near UCLA, free consulution, Carol
Tingle 310-628-3100.

THIS WEEK FOR ALL SIGNS

ARIES March 21 -April 20
Pnvor.iblc results or returns from your
nclivjlics may be expected. Tall Moon/
Lunar Hclipse in inoncy sector should
brin^ .iddiuons to your resources.

TAURUS April 21- May 21

M.iny Ttiurciins cnn now expand Uieir

fields of personal activity. Lunar events
of the week should give your ambilioivs
a healthy boost. Rest is ai\ up to you.

GEMINI May 22 -June 21

Wiien one l.ips the reservoir of intu-
itional resources, it's possible t«> come up
with llie right solutions. Answers may
be beneficial if you just "sleep on it".

CANCER June 22 -July 23

i topes and wishes arc under favorable
auspices as l-ull Mtx>n /Lunar Lclipsc
activates I llli sector. I3e choosy of what
you wish for now. It may come to pass.

LEO July 24 - August 23

A career or community opjportunity llial

mayhavceluded you in tin: past may now
be al h.ind. It's now a mailer of building
up moreself-confidenceand going for it.

VIRGO Auguat 24 • Sept 23

Lmphasis on long range ambitions and
objectivesshould slarlgrowing from now
on. Obtain support from those in jxjsi-

tions of strenglli and influence. —

lkkkY WhiT^:.

PROFESSOR COSMO

LIBRA Sept24-Oct23

Put your best fool forward so as to
make the finest imprcsvsion on some-
body who attracts you. Be discreet wUh
whom you confide in.

SCORPIO Oct24-Nov22
Full Moon /Lunar eclipse may lift rela-

tionship doubts. A reappraisal of per-
sonal associations or business partncr-
siiips may now receive your go-ahead.

SAGrrTARIUS Nov 23-Oec 21

There are indications of exciting doings
in the formative stage at workplace. Pay
little heed logKx>m merchants who may
have hidden motives for sprc.iding iL

CAPRICORN
Lunar patterns may brin

Dec 22-Jan 20

pallerns may brmg nc^w oi
nitics to display your talents, discover
romance,even success in speculation.Take
your cue and arrange for good times.

AQUARIUS Jan 21-1^19
Week's lunar events highlighLs domestic
and /or real estate matters. Tavorable
influences favor efforts to move ahead on
important decisions.

PISCES. Feb 20-March 20

The indications of local plans workinc out
.•»s expected may be termed excellent.
Continue to proceed with all your senses
alerted to domg what's best for you.

tiwmemff^wmemei^mmfmffiiwmemefjmmem

Pans
N(;N SlOP

$195
London $225*

Tokyo $835'
Washington DC $179-

New York $149*

Boston il49*
tfXjnt'VPjrdmg fcs'^ticnilpjpyFidl*"**"*

<^tn S4tuni*r> lO^KT^ • 9pm

Council Travelm IMor Avr , 1990 l« Mylfj, CA XCW

310-S08-3551
Kurailpasses

^f.upci on the '.pot'

TaketkeBniiiialoii^

206-3060
'yyy^^j'^^j'^^j'^^^^^^^^^^^^

STRICTLY PERSONAL
Seeking Jewish Studeno... For i-mtA winter-

bicak experience in Israel. Pact groups have

met with Pritnr Mmister Yitdnk Rabin,

Shimon Peres, Benyamin Netanyahu, Naian

Sharanky.Jenaalein mayor Ehud Olmert,

Benny Begin, and PicMlent of Israel Eier

Wdanaa Plus tour the countrir and

discover what Israel is really abouL

Schoianhips available diat let you do it all for

just $ 1 075, including cost of titfatt artd all

accomodations. For apfJicabon form, call

1'800-FELLOWS (335-5697)

HITCH THE

SKIES

HAWAII $129

EUROPE $249

310*394*0S50
Call For Frae Program DesaiiMon

T R E L

Specializing In

Discount Airfare

Call For Lowest Rate

310.441-4388

^ ^Have an

extra

Ticket?

Putlt in the paper!

K. 206-3060 ^

^HlQMOBii

ADVERTISING

206-3060

Tc.
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BURGER SPECIALS

/Cheese Burger Combo
^3.24+tax

2 Turkey Burger

^3.69 ta)e

^Teriyaki Burger

^BBQ Bacon Burger

$3.99+ tax

$4,75+tax

SANDWICH SPECIALS

/ Steak Sandwich Combo

$5.25+tax

2 Pastrami Sandwich

^ 5.25+lax

JTeriyaki Chicken Sandwich

^5.25+ tax

4Hot Dogger Special

^2.79+ tax

BREAKFAST SPECIAL

2 eggs any style, bacon, hash
browns and any style toast

$

2.3a tax

All of our Burger and Sandwich Specials come with

All You Can Drink and Fries or Fresh Fruit
HFflDLlNEy

DINER & PRESS CLUB
WESTWOOO

i^*

10922 Kinross Ave^ Westwood Village

208-2424

^^There's no place like Headlines^*

104 Resumes

A CUSTOMTYPE RESUME. Fast, professional,

reliable. Layout, editing, composition.

ResunieVcover letters^eference sheets. Com-
puter typesetting & laser printing. 310-470-
4999.

WINNING RESUMES: 1-hour service. Our
clients get results. Open 7-days. 310-287-
2785.

109 Autos for Sale

DRIVE YOUR CAR HOME TODAY w/as low
as $500 down. Over 600 vehicles-new and
used. Good or bad credit.

' 310-339-1077-
310-582-9785.

FOR SALE: 1988 SUBARU JUSTY. 73,000
miles. Very reliable, all records. Excellent

condition. Asking; $2,200.00. (310)478-5710.

FUTURE CLASSIC. 1 -owner. '86 NISSAN
300ZX. Black leather Interior, Sleek-black ex-

terior. T-TOP. Automatic, Air-conditioning.

Has cverythingi 310-472-8640 or 310-476-
3308.

Volkswagen JetU 87, looks brand new, 5-

spaed. 4-door, A/C, sunroof, sterec/cassette.

S480(3N)o. 21 3-965-7628

'69 VOLVO. Extremely reliable, good
condition. 4-^kior, blue, 144t. SSSO^bo.
Diane 310-474-5249.

'80 MAZDA 626, 2-dr, S-spMd, new brakes,

Kood transportatkih. $645. 213-3W-S215.

109 Autos for Sole

'81 TOYOTA COROLLA, 4-dr, 5-speed, A/C,
AMA^M radio, new tires, exc condition.

S1 1 00 obo. 310-396-7717.

'84 FIERO. While, stick, AM/FM cassette,

new brakes, clutch alternator, water pump
and electrical system. Good condition.

S1800/obo. 310-394-2979

'86 Nissan 300ZX, T-tops, S-speed, original

owner, excellent condition, only 55,000
miles. $6500/obo. 310-824-1323.

•93 MERCURY TOPAZ, AUTOMATIC, 6-

CYL. Air cor>ditioning, low mileage, hurry to

seN. Best offer. 21 3-653-0444.

KONA 19-, rockshocks, prestige, DX-XT, was
$1400, $550 obo. Bridgestone, MB-4, 16',

LX-DX,, was $750, $400 obo. BARELY
USEDI 310-444-9670

MOUNTAIN BIKES. Avitar by Gary Hshcr,
Deore XT Shimano components. Sizes 15-

23. Brand-new, In the box. $350. 310-329-
4090.

114 Motorcycles for Sale

1 1 5 Scooters for Sale

1987 HONDA ELITE 80: Blue, Good condi-

tion. Runs greati Helmet and lock included.

Registration paid. Call Rupen 310-446-0754.

$70(yobo.

MUST SEEl New, only 50 miles. Black, used

as Toyota Grarxl Prix official scooter,

Yamaha Riva-Razz. $75(yobo. Call 310-478-

6995.

WHITE '89 HONDA ELITE 80, $500. 818-
998-1919

'87 HONDA ELITE 80, whHe, lock and
closed-face helmet Included. Complete serv-

ice record. New battery, just tuned up.

$50(Vobo. 310-379-3369.

126 Furniture for Sale

AA SOFA SLEEPERS QUEEN AND FUU
SIZES, $180 for a limited time. Call Kevin
310-379-6596.

134 Computer/Typewriter

Ij^PPLE MACINTOSH Power PC 7100/66
e/25(VCD $2500 NEWI 2.0ptional 24 Meg
RAM upgrade $500. Will insUll. 310-204-

8388 or 714-999-7856.

486-66 SOUND SYSTEM, 4.ram, 420HD,
voice-mall, nr>ouse, monitor, like new.

$1180.310-644-2612.

Tandy PC, 1000RL, with wordperfect 5.1, lo-

tus and wordsUr. $45(yobo. 213-365-8297.

iW,SOCCER
From page 40

ing for us. If it's not breaking now,

I'll trade it all if it breaks for us in

the next five games."

That's when the NCAA play-

"WeVe got to win."

SiglSchmid

UCLA Head Coach

offs begin, and another loss will

end UCLA's season.

"Obviously we have to work on
scoring goals," Schmid said
regarding the Bruin's next contest,

which will be held this Sunday
and is likely to be at UCLA's
North Soccer Field. "We've got to

win."

UCLA has lost its first playoff

game two years running.

X-COUNTRY
From page 39

Keflezighi was the highlight for

the Bruins, finishing fifth in

31:23. Both he and Boulet earned

themselves trips to nationals.

Freshman Devon Elizondo fin-

ished second for the Bruins in

32:39. In his race as a Bruin,
senior Brian Gastelum placed 4Sth

in 33:32.

Senior Karen Hecox was the

lone bright spot for the UCLA-
women's team, finishing second

in 17:39. Melina Glusac of
Oregon bested Hecox for the vic-

tory, clocking in at 17:26. Junior

Shelley Taylor placed 13th, sec-

ond for the Bruins. Whether she

qualifies for nationals will be
announced Monday. Junior Anna
Delgado had a solid performance,

as did sophomore Maya Muneno,
who placed 28th and 32nd,
respectively.

The 17th-ranked Bruin women,
who competed against three high-

er-ranked teams, finished fifth

overall with 117 points. No. 6
Stanford finished first with 55
points, 18 less than second-place

Arizona. Both teams have guaran-

teed themselves bids to the NCAA
championstrips, to be held Nov. 21-

in Fayetteville, Ark. No. 9 Oregon
finished with 99 points to take

third and remain in the hunt for a

wild-card bid to nationals, while

Washington was fourth with 107. .^

"Basically, we competed very

well," UCLA head coach Eric

Peterson said. "We knew we'd
have to compete better here than_

we did at the Pac-lOs to qualify. It

just didn't happen for us. The
competition is lough. We may be

running in the strongest collegiate

region in the country."

134 Computer/Typewriter

COMPLETE MAC PACKAGE. MacSE, 56MB
HDD, 2-floppies, extended keyboard,

modem, imagswriterll printer, carrying case

and tons of software! $800. 31 0-450-091 0.

HP-lltP LASERPRINTER, Like-new, Great Buy

at 2/3-off Original Price: $395. Compaq VGA
Monitor alio 2/3-off original Price: $150.

Must-Seel 818-799-9977.

MATTRESS SETS: Twin $45, full $55, queen
$85, kings $95, bunkbeds. Deliveries, phone
orders accepted. 310-372-2337.

NEW FURNITURE
1984 KAWASAKI CP2 7S0 Rum grcai, road Bunkbeds $125, M^rwa leu Queen $170,
ready. Greet all-arourxl bike. $1900.00. Carl full $140, Twin $110. Bedroom sets $350.
310428-3505. Oinii«andao(asalialMk31(MU1-0729.

^^s^f^5 CUSSIFIED LINE AD,

GOOD.

CLASSIFIED DISPLAY AD,

LARGER AND BEHER.
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ejection.

After Starting out on its own 8-

yard-line. Shah burst up the left

side for a 24-yard gain. After two
incomplete passes. Cook hit full-

back Daron Washington out of the

backfield for 19 more yards to take
the ball to the ASU 44. A 19-yard
scramble by Cook took the ball to

the 19, but the Bruins were subse-
quently slapped with two 15-yafd
penalties, pushing UCLA back to

its own 47.

That's when the big play-portion

of the UCLA offense made its

return from the annals of last sea-

son. On third and 39, Cook nailed

Jordan on a 50-yard pass play
beyond the ASU secondary and
then hit tight end Brian Richards
for a 3-yard touchdown pass on the

next play.

The first quarter statistics were
as telling as they could have been:
225 total yards on just 24 plays,

including a 4 for 5 dip on third

down conversions, 76 yards by
Shah and 128 by Cook.

It only got worse for ASU from
there. Even after a 55-yard drive
made possible from a fumbled put
return that brought them to within
14-7, the Sun Devils were truly no
closer to stopping the Bruin
offense.

UCLA cornerback Teddy
Lawrence intercepted a Jake
Plummer pass to begin a 49-yard
drive that ended up in a 8-yard
jaunt against the grain by Skip
Hicks. That bumped the score up
21-7, but the real news came

"It felt good to be

back."

J.J. Stokes

before the touchdown was scored.

Cook hit Stokes on a 35-yard
bomb up the left side line for
Stokes' first reception of the game
and 143rd of his career, breaking
Sean LaChapelle's school record.

It also marked the real return of
Stokes, who sat out parts of six

games with a bruised thigh.

For those who doubted his skills,

_ or just fofgot, Stokes put on a show
for the crowd - even if the televi-

sion viewers tunfcd out or the audi-

ence on hand got up to leave,
which they did. He caught seven
passes for 175 yards and two

-touchdowns, including a spectacu-
lar 67-yard catch-juke-and-run TD
that surprised many observers,
including the five ASU defenders

- who tried in vain to catch him.

"It felt good to be back," Stokes
said. "But what's nice to see is

someone else (Jordan) catching
balls too. It's nice to look down
field and know that I can watch and
play instead of being in it"

It was just as nice for Cook to

have his favorite receiver back in

the lineup. But even another
Stokes' touchdown, a 47-yard
strike to Jordan for TD No. 6,
Shah's 65-yard run. a 32-yard
Bjom Merten field goal and a 98-

yard interception return by Abdul
McCullough that capped the scor-

ing, couldn't hide the question that

lingered in everybody's mind
Saturday night.

What would have happened if

Stokes was healthy all season?
"It makes a huge difference,"

UCLA head coach Terry Donahue
said. "I really don't think this is a
4-6 football team, but we lost our
playmaker We knew this could be
a highly successful UCLA foot-

ball team - not a great team - but

highly successful. Then, with J.J.

out, we lost our 'difference
maker.' There aren't many people

who you can call a difference
maker, but J.J. is one."

You're feeling sleepy.
You want to advertise.

External 825-2161
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Attention
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H
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at the Daily Bruin
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225 Kerckhoff Hall,
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Ifyou do not pick up your copy by
Friday, November 18, it will be mailed
to the address provided on yourformJ

Polo's cohesion key
to tournament finish
Bruins pull pieces

together when it

matters the most

By Esther Hui ^
Daily Bruin Senior Staff

Attitude - the UCLA water polo

team's motto.

Attitude - what you would hear

whispered if you had leaned in

close to the UCLA men's water
polo team huddle before each game
of this weekend's conference tour-

nament.

And attitude is what the crowds
at the Belmont Plaza witnessed as

they watched UCLA pull together

as a team and dismantle UC Santa

Barbara and Irvine and take No. 2

use into overtime on its way to a

fifth-place tournament showing,
and probable NCAA Tournament
berth - UCLA's first in three years.

"We played with a lot of heart

and a lot of pride this weekend,"
UCLA assistant coach Matt
Emerzian said. "We've had to form
a completely new team since we
lost Jim (Toring) and Mark (Sutter)

to injuries, and after this weekend I

think we've earned a lot of respect

in the college water polo world."

The Bruins began the weekend
Friday afternoon with a nail-biter

against UC Santa Barbara. Senior

Scott Turner scored four points on
the way to a 6-7 deficit at the end of

the fourth. With 27 seconds remain-

ing in the game, a pass by Steve
Covec to Luther Weidner resulted

in a game-tying goal, and the

Bruins were thrown into overtime.

With the score at 7-8, an ejection

with 1:34 remaining in the first

overtime period gave the Bruins an

extra man, and Weidner converted

to even the score at 8-8. Covec
floated a ball over the goalkeeper's

head in the second overtime.

As the clock ran out, a four-

meter penalty shot was granted to

Santa Barbara. A score on the rare

penalty shot would have sent the

game into a sudden-death round.

The referees conferred and retract-

ed the penalty shot on the basis that

time had run out. The Bruins had
squeaked past the first round.

UCLA's next game against No. 2

use was another last-second heart-

stopper. The Bruins were competi-

tive, with three goals by Covec
bringing the score to 8-8 and send-

ing the game into the Bruins' sec-

WATER POLO

Randy Wright
UCLA sports No

ond overtime of the weekend.

With two minutes remaining in

the second overtime, a scuffle in

front of UCLA's goal resulted in a

rare goalkeeper ejection, and the

Bruins were left without Matt
Swanson.

Four Bruins swam in front of the

goal in an attempt at defense, but

they were not prepared as Trojan

Ivan Hurtado pushed the ball in for

a score. Adam Krikorian scored for

UCLA, but time ran out with the

score in favor of USC, 11-10.

Sunday morning's match against

UC Irvine was a must-win for the

Bruins, who had lost to the

Anteaters 8-5 exactly one week
before. The Bruins looked sluggish,

falling to a 2-5 deficit at the end of

the first quarter.

Swanson was in possession of

the ball at the halftime buzzer and

hurled it the entire length of the

pool and past the fingers of the

Irvine goalkeeper for a two-point

goal.

"It was nice to score that goal,"

Swanson said. "We were down by
three and then we were down by
one and it really turned the game
around for us. It was good to get a

spark going for the team."

The Bruins rallied, in one run

scoring eight points to just one by
the Anteaters to win thb game, 12-

9.

UCLA had worked together as a

team. From Randy Wright's goal in

the second quarter against USC, to

Swanson'sout-of-nowhere two-
pointer, to the inspirational speech-

es and coaching of UCLA head
coach Guy Baker, the Bruins had
finally found a focus.

"This weekend was just awe-
some," Emerzian said. "I just can't

describe the feeling."

From page 40

fatigue surfaced in the second
and third periods, with a dry spell

in shooting precision and scor-

ing. UCSB jumped out to a 6-2

lead.

"We got off to a really slow
start," UCLA goalkeeper Matt

•Swanson said. "We were too
lackadaisical going into the
game, but then Guy gave us a big

pep talk during half time and
made us realize what was at

Slake. It really fired us up and we
were a different team the second
half."

With one minute left in the
third quarter senior Scott Turner
made a goal to bring the score to

6-3, which got the momentum
going for the Bruins.

On an assist from Steve Covec
in the first minute of the fourth

quarter. Turner scored a two-
point shot. A change of posses-
sion gave UCLA the ball
immediately after, and a fast

break resulted in the second goal

of the game by Weidner. The
Bruins broke the tie at 6-6.

UCSB's Matt Reilly scored his

second goal of the game, which
was answered by a goal by
Braxton-Brown. With 1 :30 left in

the game and a third overtime
eminent, one of UCSB's men
was ejected and UCLA's Adam
Krikorian scored the game-win-
ning goal.

"I got a little nervous after I

saw how we were playing the

first couple of quarters," UCLA
assistant coach Matt Emerzian
said. 'There were a lot of oppor-

tunities but we were just hitting a

lot of posts. So at halftime Guy
and I tried to explain to them how
good it would feel to go to the

tournament. They went out and
tied it up at 6-6 and Guy looked
at me and said, 'These are the

cardiac kids, they almost gave me
a heart attack.' Every game this

weekend was like that. I'm so
proud of bow they finished."

u^
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W. tennis dominates courts at Rolex invite
Second-seed Chi
beats Phebus in

all-UCLA final

By Chris isldro

The UCLA women's tennis team
so thoroughly destroyed the field at

the Rolex Regional Ibumament that

in the singles and douUes finals, the

Bruins were left to battle each other

for the titles.

Jane Chi, the No. 2 seed, toppled

favorite Keri Phebus 6-4, 6-4 to

defend her title in one of three all-

UCLA clashes Sunday.

Phebus, seeking to win her first

collegiate title, opened the match by
painting the comers. Serving at 4-2,

Phebus began hitting shallow and
Chi capitalized by unleashing flat

forehands on every short shot Chi
found her rhythm and won the next

four games to take the first set

Without missing a beat, Chi con-
trolled the second set and was serv-

ing for the match at 5-2. But Phebus,
fifth-ranked in the nation, would not

go down easily. She broke Chi and
held her serve to pull within a break,

but Chi, No. 2 nationally, elevated

her own play to close out the match.
Earlier, while Chi was disposing

of Arizona State's Reka Cseresnys
6-1, 6-4 in the semis, her sister

Stephanie was taken to school by
Phebus, who earned her third

straight trip to a tourney final, 6-3,

6-1. The younger Chi, a UCLA
freshman, surprised even herself in

advancing so far.

"In the second round, I felt pretty

dead set I was going to lose,"

Stephanie Chi said. "I just did what
I could but I don't know how it

turned out that I won."

She handily defeated her second-

round opponent. University of San
Diego's Yvonne Doyle 6-1,6-1,
then shocked sixth-seeded Susie
Italiano of USC 6-3, 6-4. But,
against Phebus, Stephanie Chi
found herself an obstacle too laige

to overcome.

"Her height gives her a lot of
advantages," Chi said of the 6-foot,

1-inch Phebus. "It's tough to get
anything by her."

Stephanie Chi had her chances
against the All-American. She had
an opportunity to go up 4-3 during a
long deuce game. But the battle-

tested Phebus pulled out the big
points to take that key Game 7.

"I thought I could have beat
(Phebus)," Stephanie Chi said, "but

it's tough with all her experience."

While the score did not indicate

it, Stephanie Chi gave Phebus prob-

lems throughout the match. But
while the freshman put herself in a
position to win the points, she was
unable to capitalize.

"I got her in trouble quite a bit,"

Stephanie Chi said. "But when I

closed in, I either let up and left it

short or overdid it and hit out"
—

'

Although Stephanie and Jane Chi
have similar physiques, they have
differing playing styles.

"No two players are exactly alike

and Jane and I have two different

styles," the younger Chi said. "She
is very aggressive and likes to attack

the net while I like to stay back and
come in only when I have to."

In doubles, the Chi sisters were
able to meld their varying styles into

their first title, defeating Phebus and
Susie Starrett. Cold weather and the

volume of matches caught up with
Phebus, who retired with the Chis
leading 6-3, 3-2 after an already-
sore back tightened up. She laid

prone on the surface for several
minutes, but the injury is not
thought to be serious.

Zaima was amazed at UCLA's
dominating performance at the
Rolex Invite. He was especially
pleased with Stephanie Chi and
Anicia Mendez, who upset fifth-

seeded Kristine Smith of USD.
"Everybody on the team has real-

ly stepped iip sometime in the pre-

season," Zaima said. "This time, it

was Stephanie making it all the way
to the semifinals, and Anicia, who
finally went another level and beat a
top player."

By virtue of their victories, Jane
Chi in singles and the Chis in dou-
bles qualified for the Rolex
Nationals. Phebus, Stephanie Chi,

and Phebus/Starrett await at-large

invitations to play in the third leg of
the collegiate grand slam.

Daily Bruin file photo

UCLA junior Jane Chi defeated teammate Keri Phebus, 6-4. 6-4 at
the Rolex Invitational. ^
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Johnson lifts Trojans to big win over Arizona
Senior QB picks

^Desert Swarm'

to pieces, 45-28

By Tim Brown
Los Angeles Daily News

- No, nothing's decided.
"

But, at use, it hardly seems to

matter anynx)re.

Don't get this football team
wrong; it wants desperately to play

Penn State in the Rose Bowl. If it

doesn't, though, there will be no
weeping on this sideline.

Rose Bowl or no, the Trojans
just kept playing their best football

of the season on Saturday after-

noon. They defeated Arizona 45-28

before 61,264 at the Coliseum, and
while a loss seven weeks ago to

Oregon might keep them from their

rematch with the Nittany Lions,

they refuse to hang their season on
it.

Five consecutive wins is their

season.

Consecutive wins against con-
tenders Washington State and
Arizona is their season.

UCLA and Notre Dame, lurking

out there somewhere, is their sea-

son.

"This football team," USC coach
John Robinson said,

"is on fire. If they wanted us to play

on Tuesday, we'd be ready."

Expecting Desert Swarm, USC
was delighted to open the Coliseum
gates only to find Desert
Lukewarm. If the 45 points against

Arizona don't grab you, Ihen the

550 total yards might. Or quarter-

back Rob Johnson's 390 passing

yards. Or stand-in tailback Leonard

Green's 92 rushing yards.

The Trojans (7-2, 6-1 in confer-

ence) scored 21 third-quarter
points, then scored 10 more in the

fourth quarter.

After an incompletion on his

first attempt of the third quarter,

Johnson completed 1 5 consecutive

passes in the second, half. In that

span, USC went from seven points

down to seven points up, 35-28.

TXvo of the passes went for touch-

downs and Johnson ran for another.

Booed against Oregon in his last

game at the Coliseum. Johnson was
carried off the field to a standing

ovation when his tender right ankle

finally gave out, with seven min-
utes left in the game and USC mov-
ing toward a 42-28 lead. Johnson
predicted he would be able to play

Saturday at UCLA. Tailback
Shawn Walters, who did not play

because of a bruised and cracked

thumb, also should be available.

The win certainly took the most
unlikely of forms. Arizona's
defense is ranked anrK)ng the best in

the nation. USC's is playing better

after a dismal beginning and
employed its best bend-don' t-fall-

over-dead scheme of the season.

What ensued was nearly 1 ,000 total

yards'and breathtaking end-fo-end

offense.

Stranger still wi» that a pair of

defensive plays by USC won the

game.

On consecutive Arizona drives at

the end of the third quarter and the

beginning of the fourth, the
Wildcats drove to firsts-and-goal

inside USC's 8-yard line and failed

to get a point.

"We knew we had to do some-
thing," USC linebacker Brian

Williams said. "I'm sure the

offense was IJke, 'Damn, defense,

do something!' Finally, we did it."

With the score tied 28-28 late in

the third quarter, Arizona drove 75
yards to USC's 2. The last 43 yards

were covered by an Ontiwaun
Carter run through the middle of

USC's defense. Safety Mario
Bradley dragged him down from
behind. Arizona tried Carter on first

down, but he was tackled by
Sammy Knight and Jeff Kopp for a

3-yard loss.

Next, Arizona coach Dick
Tomey opted for a lob pass to

Richard Dice. Only Dice, his 6-

foot-3 receiver, was on the sideline

having his hip pad replaced. So 5-

foot-1 1 backup Jeffrey Chiasson
faded into the left comer of the end
zone and was out-jumped by USC
cornerback John Herpin, who
stands 6-feet tall.

Herpin intercepted the pass and,

after an Arizona personal foul,

USC went 65 yards in six plays for

a 35-28 lead.
' That made it 35-28. But, after 13

plays from its 20-yard line, Arizona
was on USC's 1-yard line. It was
third-and-goal. Tomey gave it to

Carter. He charged into the middle
of USC's line and got nothing. Oh
fourth down, Tomey gave it to

Carter again. Carter, roadblocked
in the middle by USC linemen Stu

Gage and Darrell Russell, was
tackled by linebacker Williams for

a loss.
.

:.i

Williams split the gap between
Arizona's tight end and right tackle

to make the play.

"I just hit the first thing I saw,"

Williams said. "I still don't really

know what happened. Evidently, it

worked."

U3C Sports Into

USC quarterback Rob Johnson completed his last 15 passes in the
Trojans win over Arizona Saturday. He was 25 of 35 for 390 yards.

Six plays later, USC led 42-28.

The Trojans went 98 yards, the last

55 with reserve quarterback Brad
Otton in charge. On second-and-12

from USC's 45, and on his first

play of the game, Otton play-
actioned into the line, causing 37
Wildcats to react to the fake. Otton

then threw 43 yards to Keyshawn
Johnson. From the 12, USC scored

two plays later, the last 1 1 yards on
Leonard Green's run.

"We couldn't stop them all that

well," said Tomey, whose onside-

kick call in the second quarter led

to a 53-yard touchdown drive by
USC. "But they weren't able to

stop us either. To USC's credit,

they made some big defensive
plays When it counted."

Not to mention the big offensive

plays. USC's 434 passing yards

were a school record, and its 45
points were about 34 more than

Arizona previously allowed, on
average.

"It was just there," Rob Johnson

said. "If you protect and run routes

and throw well, you should com-
plete a bunch."
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Harriers mediocre at District 8
X-country men,
women finish in

fifth slot at meet
By Mark Singerton

Nothing unexpected happened
at the District-8 cross country
meet last Saturday, as the favored
teams outlasted the competition.
With bids to the NCAA champi-
onships on the line, the deeper and
more talented teams ran true to
form.

The unranked Bruin men have
been decimated by injuries all sea-
son, and could only hope for an
NCAA bid if one of the better
teams faltered. But there would be
no upset for UCLA, which ended
up fifth with 180 points. No. 8
Arizona and 17th-ranked Stanford
earned themselves bids with first

and second-place fiijishes, scoring
46 and 58 jjoints respectively. No.
13 Washington took third with 91,
and still has a chance to qualify
with a wild card. No. 20 Oregon
took fourth with 115.

UCLA's fifth-place showing
was a bit disappointing, consider-
ing that the squad pulled off a
third-place performance Oct. 29 at

the Pac-10 championships. But
the men's team had been over-
achievers all season, and their
Pac-10 performance was indica-
tive of that. The Bruins have been
short on talent for most of the
year, being without the services of
senior star Creighton Harris and
sophomore Keith Grossman, so a
trip to the NCAAs would have
been an incredible feat.

"You've got to be realistic,"

Volleyball sweeps
on the Oregon trail

SCOTT O
UCLA senior Karen Hecox earned a trip to nationals with her sec-
ond place finish at the District 8 cross country qualifying meet.

UCLA coach Bob Larsen said.

"Teams like Arizona are simply
too good. They deserve all the
credit. When they run to their
potential like they did today,
they're going to beat us."

Individually, Arizona's Martin

Keinb sitole the show once again,

finishing first in 30:50 in the
10,000-meter event. Richie Boulel
of California followed in 31:08.
UCLA freshman Mebrahtom

See X-COUNTRY, page 34

By Eric Branch
Dally Bruin Senior Staff

On Friday night in Corvallis,

Ore., some things were destined

to happen. The sun would go
down, the temperature would
drop and the UCLA women's
volleyball team would beat up
on Oregon State.

The Bruins entered the match
against the Beavers with a 18-0

career record, winning 54 of the

62 games in the series. Those
numbers can be updated to 19-0

and 55 of 63, after UCLA
grabbed a 15-4, 15-3, 17-15, vic-

tory in just 85 minutes.

Before the match, the Beavers
seemed primed to break their

winless streak. After all, OSU
recently swept the same
Washington team that upset the

Bruins in Seattle two weeks ago.

Then again, maybe not.

The No^3 Bruins (26-3 over-

all. 15-2 Pac-10) oulhit the
Beavers (14-12, 4-11) .368 to

.176. UCLA also outblocked
OSU 12 to 5.

UCLA senior outside hitter

and Player of the Year candidate

Annett Buckner led the charge
with 15 kills, nine digs and a
.478 hitting percentage. Two
sophomores also contributed for

the Bruins. Middle blocker Kin*
Krull peppered the Beavers with

13 kills, seven digs and a team-
high five block assists.

Setter Kelly Flannigan dished

out 48 assists while scooping up

Alyson Randick

nine digs and five block assists.

Oregon State middle blocker
Tanya Lif^ led the Beavers with

15 kills.

.-. • • •

Saturday's match in Eugene,
Ore., will never be placed in the

category of "major shockers."

The Bruins pummeled the
last-place Oregon Ducks (1-15,

7-20), 15-10, 15-4, 15-8, to grab
their 1 3th sweep of the season
and 1 1 th win in 1 2 matches.

The match was highlighted by
Krull's 12 kills and Buckner's
20 digs. UCLA senior middle
blocker Alyson Randick regis-

tered nine kills in just 12
attempts for a match-high .663

hitting percentage. Randick al.so

got in on nine of UCLA's 1

7

blocks against the Ducks.

Your

Cosmetic Surgiery
FREE CONSULTATION

Laser Surgery, Computer Imti£in£f Available

EAR, NOSE &
THROAT
•Tonsib

•Nasa] Allergy

•Sinuses

•Hoarseness

•Snoring

•Qiemical Peel

•Chin & Check

Implants

•Uposucdon
•Forehead

•Tattoo RcnMval

SURGERY OF THE FACE
•Nose *

(Back to Work in 3 Days)

•Acne Scan

(Even Hopeless Cases)

•Natural L^ Enhancement
•Hair Flap/Scalp Reduction

•Face LiVEyelid

Steven Burres. M.D.
FAACS, AAFPS, AAOHNS, LACMA, CMA

Board Certified

(310) 208-7806
100 UCLA Plaza #522, Westwood

Financing Available and Ifiott Insonncc Aufepced

Village

!> Grocer

BEAT 'SC SPECIALS
fosnn FOSTER PUJ/^I^CM»*^- FARMS l/nluAtll

Half Breasts^/.^^.
Regularly $2.19. Limit 4 packages/person

Whole Fryers 79(|;/ib

Boneless Breasts $2.99/ib.

Boneless Skinless Breasts $3.99/ib

Star-kist Chunk Light Tuna (m water)

/6 oz. can

Regularly 89<^. Limit 12 cans per customer

Open 'til4(3^^5P^t 1057 Gayley Ave. 209-1111
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Sports
Welcome back, football!
Bruins pummel
Sun Devils in

Tempe, 59-23

By Christian Schreiber ^ ___

Daily Bruin Staff

TEMPE, Ariz. — Believe it or

not, the UCLA football team's 59-

23 victory over Arizona State

Saturday night was actually kind

of frustrating.

Don't misunderstand, plenty of

good things took place in front of

a national television audience and

the 46,398 fans at Sun Devil
Stadium as thc^uins_wQn.iliek.
second consecutive game in what

would be kind to called a blow
^jjjjj^

Consider:

•UCLA broke a 21 -year-old

school record by combining for

679 yards of total offense.

•Quarterback Wayne Cook, on

the hot seat just two weeks ago in

the midst of a six-game losing

streak, was 18 for 24 and threw

for a career-high 380 yards, four

touchdowns and no interceptions.

•Tailback Sharmon Shah, Mr.

Consistency himself, carried the

ball just 14 times for a 180 yards,

including a 65-yard burst up the

middle for a touchdown.

•Receivers Kevin Jordan and

J.J. Stokes caught 13 passes for

339 yards and three touchdowns
between them, as Stokes became
UCLA's all-time reception leader.

How, then, was a game that fea-

tured methodic, big-play drives,

solid defense and spectacular

offe nse, frustrating"} Because it

came too late - this is what UCLA
(4-6 overall, 2-5 Pac-10) was
expected to do all season long.

"It finally started to feel like

last year," linebacker Donnie
Edwards said of the Bruins' Rose

Bowl team of last season. "No, it

definitely felt like last year. We
got everybody back and healthy,

and it showed."

It showed from the Bruins' first

drive of the game until the end.

After three plays and a punt by the

Sun Devils (3-7, 2-5), UCLA's
offense took the field to begin a

trend that would repeat itself

seven times in the game.
Cook led the team down field

from the UCLA 15 by handing the

ball to Shah, who supplied two
key runs of 22 and 10 yards, and

by completing a 27-yard pass to

Jordan. The drive was capped by a

sneak by Cook from the 1 -yard-

line to give UCLA a 7-0 lead.

It was a sign of things to come.

The Bruins' next drive was
even more impressive, because it

wasn't killed by three unsports-

manlike conduct penalties, that

resulted in lineman Sale Isaia's

See FOOTBALL, page 35

X3N FERREY/Daily Bruin

UCLA tailback Sharmon Shah went over the l,(X)0-yard mark

Saturday against Arizona State with 180 yards on 14 carries.

Polo pulls it out
at MPSF Tourney
Ti :*^o f^f^ fi-ft-l-v 2 deficit in the third quarter and
Drums are rilLn, found a way to win."

1 .1 1 . The Bruins fell the pressure for

llRely to receive a good conference tournament

1 • 1 XT/^> A A showing from the beginning.

bid to NLvAAS Entering the tournament with a 2-

6 record in the MPSF, the Bruins

knew from the first round that it

would take a fifth-place finish for

a possible NCAA qualification.

It was a whirlwind of water After defeating UCSB, 9-8, in

polo for UCLA at this weekend's overtime in the pre-tournament

By Esther Hui

Daily Bruin Senior Staff

Mountain Pacific Sports
Federation tournament. The
Bruins played four games in

three days, with two going into

overtime. But as the waves set-

tled in the pool, the Bruins had

emerged from a tough final round

with an 8-7 win over UC Santa

Barbara, a fifth-place finish in

round, the Bruins lost to No. 2

use in another overtime match,

10-11. The Bruins were put in a

must-win situation in the two
remaining games against UC
Irvine and UCSB.
UCLA beat UC Irvine 12-9

Sunday morning and returned for

the 4:15 p.m. match with UCSB.
the tournament and very likely The Bruins began with a strong

UCLA's first NCAA water polo first quarter, answering the

bid since 1991. Gauchos' three points with two

"This game against Santa goals by Jeremy Braxton-Brown
Barbara showed what our charac- and Luther Weidner. But the

ter has been through out the weekend's gauntlet of matches
whole tournament," UCLA head began to prey on the Bruins, and

coach Guy Baker said. "We hung
in there, we came back from a 6- See WATER POLO, page 36

JON FERFIt

UCLA junior Adam Krikorian scored the game-winning goal in the Bruin's second victory of the

weekend over UC Santa Barbara.

Volleyball

As expected, the UCLA
volleyball team swept through

the Oregon schools this

weekend.

See page 39

Cross Country

Senior Karen Hecox and
freshman Mebrahtom
Kefiezighi led the men's and
women's cross country teams

at the District 8 qualifying

^ meet. How did the rest of the
* Bruins do? *

•

See page 39

Rose Bowl Race

Team Conference Overall

use 6-1-0 7-2-0

Washington 4-3-0 7-3-0

. soccer falls to Fresno State

wsu 4-3-0 6^1

UCLA 2-5-0 4-6-0

B^ 2-5-0 4-6-0

Stanford 2-5-0 3-6-1

l^^^^Hi^^HI
California

•

2-5-0 3-7-0

UCLA loses, 1

A

to Bulldogs in the

MPSF title match

By Tim Costner
Daily Bruin Senior Staff

FRESNO — The UCLA men's

soccer team, which was in a posi-

tion to challenge for the nation's

top ranking one month ago, made
that prospect look very distant on
Sunday in the Mountain Pacific

Sports Federation Championships.

Even with the league title on the

line, the Bruins lost to Fresno
State, 1-0, in what was their third

consecutive loss, and their fourth

loss of the season.

But it wasn't the fact that the

No. 6 Bruins didn't rise to the

occasion for the conference title.

or that they lost to the No. 5

Bulldogs for the second consecu-

tive weekend.

Instead, things looked dismal

for UCLA because it was the first

time since 1981 that the team had

been shut out three times in a row.

And each of the three times, the

scenario has been the same. The
Bruins struggle through the first

half and give up an unanswered
goal, and then play a markedly
improved second half but still

come up empty.

"You're not going to win games
if you can't score," UCLA head
coach Sigi Schmid said. "For the

third game in a row we played a

poor first half. For some reason it

seems that we have to get kicked

before we start playing. We have

to come into games a little quicker

and dominate a team. We're just

not the kind of team that has
enough ideas to crack a packed

defense, so if a team has a lead on

us, it's going to be difficult for us

to score."

The Bulldogs scored their goal

in the 35th minute, as Fresno
State's Mark Foster hammered in

a misplayed clear from the top of

the box to the far post.

Ironically, the Bruins eventually

outshot the Bulldogs, 16-10, by

the game's end, tallying 13 of

those shots on goal in the second

half. The Bruins also took four

corner kicks in that same span,

while the Bulldogs failed to Uke
any the entire game.

All in all, UCLA wasn't over-

matched - the team just couldn't

capitalize on its chances.

"I thought we had some danger-

ous set pieces and came closeJo
getting goals," Schmid said. "But

it's a matter of some of that break-

Bee MSOCCER, pageW
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UCLA pulls In record-breaking donations
Private gifts begin to

replace state funds,

$95 million netted

By Allsa UHerts
Dally Bruin Senior Staff

Slashes in UCLA state fund-

ing in the past few years have
sent university officials scram-
bling to find other ways to

finance the mammoth institution

and its multimillion dollar bud-
get. Now, it seems their

fundraising efforts have paid off.

UCLA drew in $95 million in

private gifts and grants during

the 1993-94 fiscal year. That
totals $4.6 million more than it

raised the previous year, univer-

sity officials announced last

month. They said the increase is

the result of enhanced efforts to

solicit enough private support to

offset the reductions in state

funding.

"State funding has steadily

declined and now provides only

a quarter of UCLA's operating

budget," Chancellor Charles
Young said in a statement.

California's own budget
crises and lagging economy
caused the state to decrease
funding for education, which has

resulted in higher reg fees for

students and a halt in salary

increases for staff, officials said.

"In this context, support from
the private sector - corporations,

foundatioLS and individuals - is

more critical to the university's

future than ever before," Young
added.

Significant grants to the uni-

versity in 1993-94 included
$2.25 million from the Price

Institute for Entrepreneurial

Studies allotted for construction

and program support of the new
Anderson Graduate School of
Management. The five-building,

$60 million complex will open
June 1995 and is expected to

win awards for architectural

excellence, university officials

said.

UCLA also received $1.5 mil-

lion dollars in securities from
private individuals and comput-
er equipment valued at $1 .4 mil-

lion from the IBM Corporation,

the university reported.

Of the $95 million dollars
raised last year, more than $4

million was generated by the

Annual Fund, a branch of the

Alumni Center responsible for

generating revenue for all areas

of campus.
Tracie Christensen, acting

director of the UCLA Annual
Fund, said the $4.4 million
resulted from more fundraising

activity than in previous years.

"We asked every graduate that

we could to make a gift to the

Annual Fund," Christensen said,

"We haven't done that in the

past."

See DONATIONS, page 8

Inside News

Kneading
the knots

Stressed? M-A-S-S-A-G-
E. Free back and shoulder

kneadings are available

through Peer Health

Counselors on Kerckhoff

Patio this week.

See page 3

Inside Viewpoint

It ain't

Georgetown
Columnist Peter

Hamilton explains why
Westwood only sometimes
lives up to its potential as a

college town. But hey, with

a Circuit City right in the

village, you can finally buy
that new 60-inch TV you've
always wanted!

See page 15

Inside A&E

Nirvana
live?
Come as you are to

Ackerman Grand Ballroom

at 8 p.m. for a free showing

of Nirvana Live! Tonight!

In Concert!, a documentary
following the band during

their rise to the top.

See page 16

Wallflowers

AMY PENG

Students play on the velcro wall in Westwood Plaza at noon Monday.

Groups get
together to
battle 187
Counting on strength in

numbers, coalition aims

to protect basic rights

By Rashml Nijagal

Cramped into a tiny room in Campbell
Hall on Friday, over 60 students were
deciding how they will react to the recent

passing of Proposition 187, the controver-

sial anti-illcgal immigration initiative.

As murmurs of discontent drifted

throughout the room, students - some from

such various groups as MEChA, Asian
Pacific Coalition (APC) and Raza Women,
while others were unaffiliated - began to

slowly fill the room.

So began the first meeting of the UCLA
Human Rights Coalition, which is the latest

attempt by several student advocacy groups

to gain strength through increasing num-
bers.

Although organizers said the passing of

the ballot measure Tuesday was the catalyst

for creating the coalition, they also stressed

what they hope will be the group's ongoing

effort to protect the individual's basic

rights.

"Because people are so disappointed and

disillusioned, it is important to have a con-

tinued movement," said APC Assistant

Director Quynh Nguyen, who is a fourth-

year sociology student. "1 am afraid we are

going to lose a lot of momentum and basic

human rights if we don't continue press-

ing."

Although the coalition is still in its plan-

ning stages, it is organizing immediate
action against the anticipated implementa-

See RESPONSE, page 8

Defense grant to train displaced engineers
UCLA takes part in

new environmental

industry program

By Donna Wong ^-^^ —
Daily Bruin Senior Staff

It's faster than a graduate stu-

dent writing a master's disserta-

tion and tougher than finishing a

master's exam. It's not a bird or a

plane, but the field work-centered,

graduate degree program in

UCLA's School of Engineering.

The new Defense
Environmental Education
Program (DEEP), funded by a

$1.3 million U.S. Department of

Defense grant, aims to retrain dis-

placed defense industry engineers

in the field of environmental sci-

ence.

As a hybrid of the dissertation
'

and the master's exam, the DEEP
program may be even more chal-

lenging than either traditional can-

didacy tests. Students will need to

show on the spot that they can
apply what they have learned in a

real life field situation, said Bill

Kastenberg, UCLA professor of

mechanical, aerospace and
nuclear engineering.

After an initial month of short

courses, six months of field work

DEEP ... aims. to retrain

.
_' displaced defense

industry eligineers

and another three quarters of acad-

emic classes, displaced defcn.se

engineers will walk out of UCLA
with practical environmental
knowledge and a master's degree

from the School of Engineering.

Currently, a steering committee

of four UCLA faculty are in the

process of solidifying the program

by the next month.

The potential master's degree

candidates will come from a popu-

lation of engineers now displaced

or soon to be displaced by defense

downsizing. These candidates will

be trained for placement in the

new industries which now have a

heavy focus on environmentalism,

Kastenberg said.

"There is a strong demand in

the environmental sector (of the

See ENOINEERINO, page 9
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What's Brewin' Today
9 a.m. - 4 p.m.

UCLA Library Staff Association

26th Annual Used Book Sale

9 a.m. - 1 1 a.m. is reserved for UCLA students,

faculty and staff

University Research Library portico

825-2138 ——

-

10 a.m. - 2 p.m.

UCLA UniCamp
Information/recruitment

Bruin Walk
206-CAMP

11 a.m. - 2 p.m.

Student Welfare Commission
Campus Retention Week - Financial Aid and^

Work Information Fair

PerloffQuad
825-7586 .

11 a.m. - 5 p.m.

Peer Health Counselors

Women's Health Options Sessions - birth

control and gynecological exam information

Women's Health Clinic, Student Health

Services

825-8462

Noon

Baha'i Club

General meeting

Ackerman 2412
479-3200

Center for the Study of Women
Lecture: "60s Stories Silences" by Wini Breines

Kinsey 288
825-0590 . . ' -

12:15 p.m.

University Catholic Center

Rosary Group
Ackerman 35 1

6

208-5015

4 p.m.

Department of Musicology

Free lecture - "Piano Four Hands: Schubert and

the Performance Gay Male Desire" by Professor

Philip Brett of UC Riverside

Schoenberg 1344
206-5187

Hong Kong Student Association

General meeting - please bring unwanted
clothes for the homeless
Ackerman 3517
820-3055

4 p.m. - 8 p.m.

College of Letters and Science Academic
Support Wortcshops

Open counseling for Winter Quarter course

planning

At 4: 15 p.m.: workshop on preparation for

medical school

Griffin Commons 203 ,. ^_
825-9315

4:30 p.m.

Republican Youth Majority

General meeting

Ackerman 3516

5 p.m.

Buddhist Student Association

Guest speaker. Rev. Kodani of the Japanese

Pure Land Sect

Lu Valle Boardroom •

Ctiinese Student Association

General meeting

Ackerman 3530

SrfbUT - mentorship and counseling program
for lesbiaiVgay/bisexual high-school youth

Kerckhoff500
825-8053

6 p.m.

Little Sparl( Christian Fellowship

Bible study and rally

Kinsey 141

209-4536

Mahu (Queer Asian Networlt)-

Discussions

Campbell 3233
825-8053 or 825-7184

Nikkei Student Union

General meeting

Franz 1178

825-1784

Placement & Career Planning Center

"Networking" workshop

PCPC Building _ .„ . , „

Call 206- 1944 to register. •

6:30 p.m.

USAC
Meeting

Kerckhoff400
825-7306

7 p.m.

Interfratemity Councll/Chabad House
The Hungry Cookie Bake - charity event

Chabad House, 741 Gayley

825-7878 or 208-75 11

Revise Recycling at UCLA
Event planning meeting

Kerckhoff300
206-4438

Spartacus Youth Club

Introduction to Revolutionary Marxism
Rolfe3118
(213)380-8239

r

UCLA Circle K Service Club

Weekly meeting

Ackerman 3525
794-4786

UCLA Japanese Animation Club

Japanese animation screening

Dickson 2 160E
794-3656

7:30 p.m.

Jewish Graduate Students Coalition -
^^

Coffee Talk

Borders Books & Music, 1 360 Westwood Blvd.

208-3081 or 209- 1074

UCLA Comedy Club

Free Comedy Show
Dykstra Hall

794-3282

UCLA Faculty Women's Club

Free lecture on memory by Professor Robert

Bjork

Faculty Center

459-1950

UCLA Theatre Department

Free MFA One-Act Festival

MacGowan Hall Room 1330
208-7150

8 p.m.

Campus Events

Premiere of Nirvana! Live! Sold Out! Tonight

Ackerman Grand Ballroorp

Free tickets at CTO
825-1958

True Jesus Church Campus Fellowship

Bible study

Ackerman 2410
208-7498

If you would like an event listed in this sectkxi,

please fill out a listing form at the Daily Bniin in

225 Kerckhoff by 2 p.m. the day before publk^atkxi.

Deadline for a submission in Monday's paper is 2
p.m. Thursday. Address questions to Listing Editor

Ayako Hagihara at 206-0904.

Students can ward
off flu with a shot

."u»,«ijj»af.

By Susan Ward

If you plan to get a flu shot, you

should plan to get it soon.

The vaccine takes two to six

weeks to become effective, so the

vaccine should be administered

by the end of November, and later

than early December to be most
effective for

the season.

Every fall

quarter.
Student
Health
Services
offers stu-

dents the flu

vaccination,

but last year,

the demand
for the influenza vaccine far

exceeded the supply. Student
Health Services staff said.

In fall of 1993, the immuniza-
tions clinic in SHS administered

400 influenza vaccinations to stu-

dents befgre the clinic's pharma-
ceutical distributor ran out,

leaving some students who want-

ed the shot unable to obtain it.

This year, SHS has purchased 800
doses. As of Nov. 8, the immu-
nizations clinic has administered

255 doses.

"There seems to be a lot of mis-

conceptions about what the flu

vaccination does," said Susan
Quillan, director of nursing in

Student Health Services.

"Students think that the vaccine

will keep them well, but that is not

necessarily the case. There are

many kinds of flu-like viral syn-

dromes for which there are no
vaccines and there is little you can

do to avoid them."

The symptoms of influenza are

similar to that of a cold but are

often more severe. They include

fever, headache, muscle ache,

chills, weakness, cough, sore

throat and severe fatigue. Nasal

congestion and runny nose are not

usually associated with the flu.

Influenza is a specific virus that

hits one time a year around
January. Each year, the Center for

Disease Control predicts which
three strains of the virus are most
likely to hit in the United States,

based on what has infested other

parts of the world and creates a

vaccine to combat the virus,

according to the Los Angeles
County Department of Health
Services October 1993 Public
Health Letter.

Not everyone needs to get a flu

vaccination. People who are most
likely to develop complications

from having the flu are those who
are strongly recommended for the

vaccination. These groups include

people who are 65 years or older,

people with chronic illnesses, and

people who have AIDS.
liiose who are around people

in these categories or who work in

a health care setting are also rec-

ommended for the vaccination.

Students who fall into any of
these categories should consider

haying the vaccine.

"However, most students are

generally healthy and do not need
'^'

to get the vaccination because if

they do get the flu, they will usu-

ally be fine within three to five

days."

See HEALTHWATCH, page 10
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High school students converge on campus for the second annual Modei United Nations conference.

UCLA hosts Model United Nations
High school students

learn international

politics at second

annual conference

By Betty Song

While delegates finom Iraq paced

the floors of Haines Hall contem-

plating the problem of drug traf-

ficking in Asia, officials from the

United States and China debated

policies for Bosnia in a small class-

room at the Anderson Graduate
School of Management.

For three days, classrooms from

Ackerman Union to Young Hall

were transformed into debate are-

nas for pressing international prob-

lems as UCLA hosted its second

annual Model United Nations con-

ference.

The weekend event was free and

open to the public. UCLA students

organized and chaired the 1 4 com-
mittees that constituted the simulat-

ed U.N. conference. The
committees provided a forum for

over 1 ,000 California high school

students to assume the role of dele-

gates from 1 20 nations to discuss

and resolve such issues as interna-

tional terrorism and the situation in

Haiti.

The program exists in colleges

across the country and began last

year at UCLA through the efforts of

Alison Chen, a senior political sci-

ence student. Chen participated in

the conference during high school,

and said she wanted to utilize

UCLA's diversity and resources to

give others a chance to receive the

benefits that she did from the expe-

rience.

"It's very process-oriented.

What's important is not the end
result, but how they got to it. We
discourage 'hard-balling' where
students are very competitive and

aggressive in a negative way, artd

encourage cooperation and being

effective without downplaying
other people's self-esteem. That's

important to learn for the real

world," said Chen, who directed the

General Assembly committee.

According to Chen, the confer-

ence remained true to the goals set

last year, which were to encourage

cooperation, research skills and the

ability to communicate thoughtful-

ly. The second time around only

brought about an expansion of

those ideals. Junior biology student

Veronica Au felt that the UCLA
organizers were able to learn from

their mistakes during the first year,

specifically improving on interac-

tion betweenchairs and delegates.

"Delegates are more confident

and reassured with the backing of

the chairs, so the chairs would walk

around the room and be readily

available to answer questions," said

Au, who directed the committee on

weapons disarmament. "A lot of

conferences I've been to focus on

the speakers but it's hard for every-

one to get speaking time. The chairs

observed the caucusing blocks

where delegates have informal dis-

cussion, and graded on how people

were participating in those too."

Grading occurred throughout the

conference and an awards assembly

was held at the closing ceremonies

Sunday to acknowledge student

delegate efforts. A new research

award emphasizing research skills

and substance was added to recog-

nize pre-conference preparation.

See MODEL U.N., page 10

Massage helps students to

shoulder heavy stress loads
Students enjoy free

body therapy from

Health Counselors

By Ailison Lefkowitz

Daily Bruin Staff

Midterms, papers, meetings.
UCLA students are trying to do it

all, and often with a large amount
of stress. How do some spell

relief? M-A-S-S-A-G-E.
Monday through Friday, the

stress management counselors of

the Peer Health Counseling pro-

gram give free massages from 9
a.m. to 1 p.m. at the Healthy Body
shop outside of Pauley Pavilion

and from noon to 4 p.m. on
Kerckhoff Patio.

A division of Peer Health
Counselors, the stress manage-
ment program also offers students

tips on how to relieve stress and
workshops at the residence halls

and around campus.

Students walking through
Kerckhoff Patio are encouraged
to sit down for five to 10 minutes

and relieve some stress.

Roy Mansano. a third-year psy-

chology student, said he thinks

it's a great idea.

"I have a midterm tomorrow,

and it definitely helped relieve my
stress," Mansano said.

All stress management coun-

selors are trained by Kiran Degun,

a third-year psychology student

and certified licensed massage
therapist. Degun teaches the

counselors how to correctly

"Students carry

a lot of tension ...

When we treat their

body, we also treat

their mind."

Kiran Degun

Massage Therapist

relieve stress from students' neck

and back areas and at the same
time save their own hands and
joints from soreness.

Degun said he teaches the

counselors a form of Swedish
massage and holistic medicine.

"Massage is an ancient form of

healing," he said.

Students carry a lot of tension,

especially in their neck and
back," Degun said. "When we
treat their body, we also treat their

mind."

Hung Lam, another stress man-

agement counselor sitting at the

table outside of Kerckhoff, said

he encourages students to try the

relaxation toys - including
Chinese musical spheres, which

help"relieve tension in the finger-

tips.

Degun said the counselors also

advise students on techniques to

relax and relieve tension and
sometimes even suggest a change

in diet and exercise.

The massages can also help

treat muscular problems and
knots and help increase fiexibility,

he said.

Counselors said they usually

give between 10 and 15 people

massages each day, adding that

most students are very responsive.

"A lot of people really like the

massages," said Charity Co, a

stress management counselor and

third-year business/economics

student. "With all of the stress

going on, people get to sit down
and relax and let someone take

some of the tension out."
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UCLA sells da Vinci

notebook to Gates
Manuscript price

sets new record

for auction sales

By Carol Vogel

The New York Times

NEW YORK — A rare

Leonardo da Vinci notebook
containing more than 300 illus-

trations and scientific writings

by the artist was sold for $30.8

million at Christie's on Friday.

The price set a record for a

manuscript sold at auction.

Christie's would identify the

buyer, who bid by telephone,

only as a private collector. But

a spokeswoman for Bill Gates,

chairman of Microsoft Corp.,

confirmed that he was the

buyer. The spokeswoman, fronTN

the Waggener Edstrom agency

in Portland, Ore., which han-

dles public relations for

Microsoft, said he hoped to

share the Codex with the public

by lending it to museums, start-

ing with one in Italy.

The 72-page work, called the

Codex Hammer, was compiled

from 1 506 to 1510 in Florence

and Milan, Italy. It is a diary of

sorts, consisting of loose sheets

of paper on which the artist

wrote on the many subjects that

fascinated him, among them
astronomy, geology and meteo-

rology.

The manuscript contains his

speculations on why the sky is

blue ("Experience shows us,"

he wrote, "that air must have

darkness beyond it and hence it

appears blue") and why fossils

can be found on mountaintops.

It also predicts the invention

of the submarine and the steam

engine. The tiny handwriting is

backward because the artist,

who was left-handed and loved

optical tricks, wrote from right

to left using a mirror, apparent-

ly to help disguise his theories.

The illustrations depict every-

thing from diagrams of bridges

to parts of the moon.
About 20 of Leonardo's

notebooks exist, John
Shearman, a professor of
Italian Renaissance art at the

Harvard University School of

Fine Arts, said in a telephone

interview Friday.

Several of them are at the

National Library in Madrid.
Shearman described the one
that sold Friday as "a very

important work," but added
that it was not as rich in materi-

al as some of the others.

He said he was not surprised

by the high price, however,
because such works were so

rarely offered for sale.

Armand Hammer, the chair-

man of Occidental Petroleum,

bought the manuscript in 1980

at a sale at tThristie's in London
for $5.6 million. It was the last

Leonardo manuscript in private

hands until Hammer, who died

in 1990, left his collection to

the Armand Hammer Museum
of Art and Cultural Center at

the University of California at

Los Angeles, which was the

seller Friday.

Following the tradition of

previous owners. Hammer
named the manuscript after

himself (Before he bought the

manuscript, it was called

Codex Leicester, for the British

family who owned it for 263
years. When Thomas Coke, the

first Earl of Leicester, visited

Italy on his grand tour in 1717,

he bought the manuscript from

Giuseppe Ghczzi, a painter

who had discovered it in a

locked chest.)

The Hammer Museum sold

the manuscript to raise money
to fight a lawsuit brought by

Joan Weiss, the niece and sole

heir of Armand Hammer's
wife, Frances, who died five

See DA VINCI, page 11
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Charity Co gives Roy Mansano a much-needed massage.
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World

Asian nations work
toward froo trado
JAKARTA— Nations representing more
than half the world's economic output

have essentially agreed on a committ-
ment to strive for free trade in the vast

and dynamic Asia-Pacific region by the

year 2020, officials said Monday night.

A declaration calling for "free and open
trade," in the region was being hammered
out as President Clinton and leaders of 17

other nations gathered Monday night in

one of Southeast Asia's rapidly industri-

alizing nations to begin the summit meet-

ing of the Asia-Pacific Economic
Cooperation forum.

"It has come together," the trade minister

of one Western nation said tonight. "It's

all been finally agreed." , .

Arafat government
clashes with Gaza
GAZA STRIP — Tensions between
Islamic militants and Yasir Arafat's

autonomy government rose sharply
Monday as the Palestinian authorities

banned street protests and promised a

sustained crackdown against extremists.

Hundreds of blue-uniformed police offi-

cers, part of the Palestinian Authority's

armed forces, filled Gaza City streets,

turning away cars and buses to prevent

supporters of the Islamic Holy War group
from holding a memorial march for a sui-

cide bomber who had killed three Israeli

soldiers on Friday.

Nonetheless, several hundred protestors

made their way past roadblocks and ral-

lied outside the bomber's house,
denouncing both Arafat's authority and
Israel and threatening attacks in Tel Aviv.

U.N. counters Iraq,

extends sanctions
UNITED NATIONS — The Security

Council extended its main economic
sanctions against Iraq on Monday after

the United States attacked the lavish

spending of Saddam Hussein to

counter suggestions that Iraqis were
suffering for lack of food and medi-
cine. ^
U.S. Delegate Madelaine Albright told

the Council that while "living stan-

dards for most Iraqis have fallen" ...

Baghdad spent over $500 million on
"dozens of opulent new palaces for the

exclusive use of his family." One
United States official said one building

was three times the size of the White
House.

Pope urges atoning
human rights errors
ROME — Pope John Paul II urged the

Roman Catholic church Monday to mark
the third millenium of Christianity starting

in the year 2000 by atoning for transgres-

sions including what he termed "acquies-

cence" in human rights abuses under the

totalitarian regimes of the 20th century.

Though in uncertain health at the age of

74, the pope also suggested in a letter

preparing for "The Great Jubilee" that he

was counting on being part of the celebra-

tions, just over five years hence, by
embarking on a pilgrimage to the Holy
Land.

The pope's letter seemed to echo sugges-

tions he made last May that the Roman
Catholic Church should atone for errors

over the past 2,000 years as it looks for-

ward to the next millenium.

^s^tion

Federal Reserve to
raise Interest rates
WASHINGTON — Despite the likeli-

hood of unusually strong public criticism,

the Federal Reserve appears poised to

raise short-term interest rates on TXiesday

for the sixth time this year.

A growing and eclectic ch(mis of critics,

ranging from manufacturers to labor
unionists, has begun to assail the central

bank for going too far, saying it should
wait to determine the effect of its previ-

ous rate increases.

The AFL-CIO and a half dozen commu-
nity groups have scheduled a demonstra-

tion outside the Fed's headquarters on
Tliesday to oppose any further increase in

rates. It would be the first such rally since

the early 1980s.

Gramm, Specter to
seek '96 presidency
WASHINGTON— The 19% presidential

campaign sputtered to life two years early

on Monday as Sen. Phil Gramm of Texas

filed as a candidate and another GOP hope-

ful signaled his intention to run.

In the first step toward a full-fledged cam-

paign, Gramm declared his candidacy in

documents filed with the Federal Election

Commission. The conservative Texan
plans to formally launch his campaign in

March.

Gramm's opening move came just a few
hours after another contender. Sen. Arlen

Specter of Pennsylvania, revealed his pres-

idential ambitions at a Philadelphia rally.

Standing in front of historic Independence

Hall, Specter presented himself as a mod-
erate alternative to what he called the "far-

right fringe" of his party.

Drifter opens Are
on busy S.F. street
SAN FRANCISCO — The bullet cas-

ings and broken glass have been cleaned

up at Pine Street near Franklin, where a

drifter dressed in Army fatigues, a flak

jacket and a bulletproof vest fired 200
rounds of ammunition from his personal

arsenal at passersby and police before he

was shot to death himself on Sunday
night.

The botched carjacking left behind one
dead officer, another plus a paramedic
who were wounded and an injured civil-

ian. There were also questions about
what the dead gunman, 37-year-old Vic

Boutwell, intended to do with the five

semiautomatic weapons and 1,000
rounds of ammunition he was carrying.

top 10 signs you're
having a bad date
10. When you agreed to go out with him
he was governor and now he's just some
guy who works at a car wash.

9. Every few minutes his face falls into

his eggs.

8. She asks you to hold her clothes while

she mambos with a guy named Pedro.

7. Her Wonderbra's on backwards.

6. Just as everything's starting to go great,

you're both asked to return to your cells.

5. It's costing you $3 a minute.

4. You order a double whopper and he

says, "My name ain't Rockefeller,
honey."

3. Waiter taking your order asks "and
what can I get for your sorry-ass date?"

2. He's drunk, all hands and keeps brag-

ging about how he whipped Mitt Romney.
1. He won't stop screaming "Pataki!"

lOTC ;OTC

ROTC DISCRIMINATION
FREEDOM RALLY!

12:00 NOON WESTWOOD PLAZA
featuring,..

•State CKssemblyman "Ricfiard Xatz
^ •Student ^ody Presidents of

Cdico State , Sacramento State 6^ San Jose State

CKllm'dreeScliools Jiave Separated K.CytC'VromTfieir Campuses!

• ROTC IS THE ONLY PROGRAM ON THE CAMPUS OF UCLA
THAT IS REQUIRED BY THE U.S. GOVERNMENT TO DISCRIMINATE AGAINST GAYS
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Space station may win in Repubiican Congress
By William Clayton Jr.

The Houston Chronicle

WASHINGTON— The space sta-

tion, survivor by the narrowest
margin in a House vote a year ago,

may not even face a serious bud-

get fight in the new Republican-

dominated Congress, some
analysts believe.

Republicans, the new majority

in the House and Senate, will grab

committee chairmanships, but in

most cases, the probable chairs of

space agency authorization and
appropriations committees have
been supportive of the station.

However, th^ Republican push

for a constitutional amendment
requiring a balanced budget will

put pressure on all federal pro-

grams, including the National
Aeronautics and Space
Administration. The space station

is an expensive NASA program,
but because of the recent hard-

fought tests in Congress, it might

be more protected from new
attacks that might sink other pro-

grams.

"Republicans have been more
favorable toward science and
technology recently - and for the

space station in particular," a

Democratic congressional staff

veteran said, asking not to be
quoted by name. "Pressures for

budget cuts may affect the NASA
budget overall" but not likely the

pared-down station, he said.

John Logsdon of the Space
Policy Institute at George
Washington University agrees
NASA may fare reasonably well.

"At first blush, it seems to me
there are no storm clouds on the

NASA horizon." Logsdon said. "I

mean, Republicans have, in gener-

al, been supportive of the main
thrust of the space program. It (the

program) has been a way of stimu-

lating technology without inter-

vening in industry."

NASA lobbyist Lynn Heninger

said Republicans have additional-

ly supported the space station in

higher percentages than
Democrats, "The only concern we
really have is, if Republicans are

serious about the balanced-budget

amendment, what do they have to

do to the budget to gain that?"

The international space station,

called Alpha and proposed by
NASA in 1993, is the successor of

a much larger proposal called

Freedom. Alpha's approximate
cost of development to the United

States is $17.4 billion in addition

to the $ir already spent on
Freedom. International partners

are to bear about $8 billion in

costs.

One program mentioned by
several analysts as a likely candi-

date for the GOP-dominated
Congress' cuts is the Mission to

Planet Earth, a space-based exam-
ination of pollution, geology and
other aspects of Earth. The pro-

gram, closely identified with Vice

President Al Gore,, is considered

"green" and thus no favorite of

conservatives.

"That is an area the

Republicans have given signals of

cuts," one congressional -expert

said, asking not to be quoted by
name. "It has been an area of par-

ticular interest to this administra-

tion," and thus may be' an
especially dear target for reduc-

tions, he said.

This analyst said what NASA
would have to do to counter that

pressure is promise "smaller,
cheaper, faster, high-tech ele-

ments" of the program, so that

environmental problems are

addressed but the overall program
is reduced.

NASA purse strings will be
handed over to GOP congressional

chairs in the new session. The
chairs have not been officially

named yet, and many members are

maneuvering for their top choices.

Sen. Phil Gramm, R-Texas, is in

line to chair the appropriations

subcommittee that handles
NASA's budget, a panel now
chaired by Sen. Barbara MikulSki,

D-Md. But Gramm may want a

seat on the Finance Committee,
which will be tackling some of the

most serious challenges such as

welfare reform and health care

reform.. _
Next irffine^n the new majori-

ty of that subcommittee is New
York's AlfonSe D'Amato, who
may give it up to devote his time*

to chairing the Banking
Committee. Next in line would be

Sen. Don Nickles, R-Okla., who
voted with the station last time

around.

On the House side, the purse-

strings subcommittee will likely

be chaired by Rep. Jerry Lewis, R-
Calif., who voted for the station.

The current chair is Rep. Louis
Stokes, D-Ohio, who has been at

See STATION, page U
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For gay politicians, election iioids few promises
By David Dunlap
The New York Times

DALLAS - Although they lost

several major allies and face a far

more conservative and hostile

Congress, lesbian and gay politi-

cal leaders said Tuesday's elec-

tion was not a repudiation by
voters of the gay rights move-
ment, r

"People are in mourning, as

they well should be," said Sheila

James Kuehl, speaking here at a

conference sponsored by the

National Gay and Lesbian Task

Force. "Yet, we defeated two anti-

gay initiatives, and 24 lesbian or

gay officials were re-elected or

newly elected."

On Tuesday, Kuehl became the

first openly homosexual candi-

date elected to the California leg-

islature, winning in a state

assembly district that includes

Santa Monica. Her presence here

caused a stir, not only because of

her victory but because she is

widely remembered for playing

Zelda Gilroy on "The Dobie
Gillis Show."
The initiatives she referred to,

in Oregon and Idaho, would have

prohibited laws protecting homo-
sexuals, as a class, from discrimi-

nation in housing and
employment.
The measures would also have

restricted minors' access to mate-

rials about homosexuality in pub-

lic libraries and would have for-

bidden public school teachers

from presenting homosexuality as

normal.

"Basic rights have been
defended in Oregon," said Julie

Davis, campaign manager for the

No on 13 Committee, named for

the defeated initiative there,

Measure 13.

Oregon voters also re-elected

four openly homosexual or bisex-

ual members of the 60-seat House
of Representatives. A fifth gay
candidate was in a race that was
still too close to call.

Voters in Phoenix sent an open-

ly gay man. Ken Cheuvront, to

the Arizona House of
Representatives for the first time.

Two of five seats open on San
Francisco's Board of Supervisors

were won by lesbians and another

seat was won by a gay man. Three

gay U.S. Representatives -

Barney Frank and Gerry Studds
of Massachusetts and Steve
Gunderson of Wisconsin - were
re-elected.

While homosexual candidates

made strides in local races around
the nation, however, two
statewide candidates lost: Karen
Burstein, who ran for attorney
general in New York, and Tony
Miller, who ran for secretary of
state in California.

"We've grown to the point
where we can be elected locally,"

Kuehl said, "but not yet to the

point where we can be elected

statewide."

When some 1 ,000 gay and les-

bian organizers from around the

country began arriving on
Wednesday for the five-day strat-

egy session convened by the task

force, they did so knowing that

political allies like Gov. Ann
Richards of Texas had gone down
to defeat.

"People were not only frustrat-

ed but fearful, saying things like,

'This is looking like a scarier

place to live,'" said Deborah
Johnson-Rolon, co-chairwoman
of the task force, a national orga-

nization that advocates equality

See QAY, page 12
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Officials confused over India's pneumonic plague
By Lawrence Attman
The New York Times

WASHINGTON— In September,

Indian government officials set off

an international public health emer-

gency by reporting an epidemic of

pneumonic plague, the most dan-

gerous form of plague, which is

spread by coughing. Indians pan-

icked and fled the areas where the

disease had been reported. Tourists

canceled trips to India and other

countries imposed surveillance

checks of passengers arriving at

many airports from India and
banned imports of goods from
India.

Now, despite reports that a

World Health Organization team
has found that plague did strike in

two cities, Indian experts in infec-

tious diseases maintain that the epi-

demic was not plague, but was due

to some other as yet unidentified

agent.

Their contention is based largely

on two points: that the plague bac-

terium. Yersinia pestis, was never

isolated from any case and that the

types of laboratory tests used in

India are not definitive.

Dr. David Dennis, an epidemiol-

ogist with the U.S. Public Health

Service and a member of the WHO
team, which spent 10 days in India

investigating the epidemic, says

pneumonic plague probably did

strike in India, but the epidemic

was far less extensive than first

repealed.

'There is good evidence to con-

clude that plague occurred in

Maharashtra State and Surat, but

not elsewhere in the country,
although there still are unanswered
questions," Dennis said in an inter-

view. He works at the Fort Collins,

Colo., field station of the Federal

Centers for Disease Control and
Prevention.

Although Y. pestis was not iso-

lated in a pure culture, Dennis said

the WHO team, in collaboration

with Indian health officials, con-

ducted epidemiological studies and
performed blood tests that were
specific for Y. pestis. Those tests

supported the diagnosis of plague.

An important point emerging
from the debate over the cause of

the epidemic is the exposure of
major deficiencies in India's labo-

See PLAQUE, page 13
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• Large Selection of Fashion Eyewear

• Complete Eye Exam 'Most Insurance Plans Accepted

• Contact Lenses: disposable, color daily wear, and extended wear

Westwood Optometrlc Center

Dr. Martin Hyman-Optometrist

918 Westwood Boulevard
Westwood & LeConte

(310)208-3913
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1 Hour Free Parking
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RecruitmentWeek
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"Join the Peer Health Counselors, come help us help others"

We are looking for a d'weree group of people who are committed, non-judqemental and eex\e\\Xye to

others. No prior training ie nec^eeary and we encourage etudente of all mapre to apply.

PICK UP AN APPLICATION BY AHENDING ONE OF THE FOLLOWING ORIENTATION SESSIONS

Tuesday Nov. 15

11-12 Ackerman Union 24 1

2

2-3 Luvalle Courtroom

Wednesday Nov. 16

12-1 Luvalle Courtroom

2-3 Ackerman Union 2412

6:30-7:30 Dykstra Fireside Lounge

Thursday Nov. 17

12-1 Ackerman Union 3517

2-3 Luvalle courtroom

6:30-7:30 Sproul Entertainment

Center

Friday Nov. 18

10-11 Luvalle Courtroom

2-3 Ackerman Union 2412

6:30-7:30 Rieber Fireside

Lounge

SPONSORED BY SHS/SWC/USAC
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DONATIONS
From page 1 - - -^

Christensen said student tele-

marketers call alumni and par-

ejhs of current students and ask

for donations based on their

ability to give. ,^
Jen Cochrane, a third-year

sociology student, worked at the

Annual Fund over the summer
and said different groups of
alumni are approached different-

ly by student callers.

"Specific alumni that graduat-

ed (recently or some time ago)

are targeted a certain way,"
Cochrane said. "(The Fund)
doesn't want to make anyone
feel uncomfortable by (them)
giving more than they can."

Young declared that private

donations are vital to the eco-
nomic survival of the university.

"Private gifts ensure our ability

to meet the expectations of the

academic, professional and tech-

nological communities that look

to UCLA as a source of innova-

tion and scholarly enterprise,"

Young said.

RESPONSE
From page 1

tion of Proposition 187. The
group's main effort right now is

to organize a noon rally for

Thursday.

Organizers said they hope to

attract a wide gamut of supporters

from the community.

"I am from southeast Los
Angeles and Proposition 187 is

going to deeply affect my neighbor-

hood," said second-year history and

Chicano studies student Steven

Veres. "I really think that this coali-

tion is something that can help. It

can make a powerful statement
through the strengtfi of its unity."

"People are so ...

disillusioned ..."

Quynh Nguyen

APC Assistant Director

Even after the furor over
Proposition 187 dies down, coali-

tion members said they still plan to

work together in the event of any
future issues that may arise.

"Things are bound to come up
even after the Proposition 187
issue," said fifth-year Asian
American studies student Alyssa
Kang, who also is president of
Korean American United Students

for Education and Service. "If we
have a group that is already estab-

lished where people know each
other and can worlc together, then

we can be more effective as a coali-

tion."

The coalition meets Tuesdays at

8 p.m. in 1 1 12 Campbell Hall.

Reach Out and Touch the Campus.

'.,v,/'.' '-i^fw^^mt

Internal 206-7562
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Involved in Frats, Sororities, or any other
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$1000 for your ski trip or any other needs

in the next 30 days.

Call before Friday Nov. 18 for BIG MONEY.

(310)355-6279
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GRADUATE

"DON'T Miss TheTJEADUNEj
Seniors, get your yearbook portrait taken now and you*l earn a bonui:

9 FREE wallet size photos with any portrait order.

Remember, you pay only $5 for your portrait littlng and space

reservation. Or pay nothing at all-the $5 fee is waived if you buy your

Bruin Life yearbook |in advance. Stop by ASliCLA's Campus Photo

Studio on 2nd floor Ackerman-and smile!
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Open Monday-Friday 8:30-5:30 fhrn 206 8433

TaLIC
Tuesday, Nov. 15, 1994

at

BORDERS
BOOKS AND MUSIC"

1360 Westwood Blvd (Corner of Westwood & Rochester)

475-3444

7:30 - 9:45 PM

Take a break to chatwith
some fellow grads

bORDERS

cae
ESPRESSO

Contact Carmen Krueger 209-1074
or Debbie Pine at HUlel 208-308

1

Sponsored by Jewish Graduate Students Coalition
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ENOINEERiNG
From page 1

economy) for experienced envi-

ronmental engineers," Allen said.

"And not just any engineer, but
trained engineers, with at least

five years experience."

Implementation will occur in

the spring quarter of 1995 with 30
fellowships granting full fees and
a stipend of $16,000 for 10
months. An initial $2,200 a month
will be awarded to students for the

first six months.

In addition, masters candidates

vhll be paid for their six months of
field work at any of 30 potential

field sites.

From the Long Beach Naval
Station to the Los Alamos
National Laboratory, students will

be able to evaluate emerging tech-

nologies for soil remediation, or

develop artificially intelligent sys-

tems to estimate life cycle envi-

ronmental costs of weapons
systems.

Master's degrees will be grant-

ed in chemical, environmental and
civil engineering. However, there

will be a core sequence of envi-

ronmental technology classes that

will be common to all students in

DEEP is trying to get

people ... into real

working conditions in

the environmental

industry.

the DEEP program.

Although students freshly out
of undergraduate schools are not

eligible for the streamlined degree,

some said they don't feel that the

grant has slighted them in any
way.

"If after working 20 years I find

that solar energy has made the

petnxhemical indusuy obsolete, 1

would appreciate a program that

would teach me how to do some-
thing else, so I wouldn't have to be
out of work," Robert Vandewater, a

UCLA chemical engineering grad-

uate student said.

In addition, the more funding the

school gets, the better work they

can do, and the more well known

the UCLA School of Engineering

becomes. This makes a degree
from the school worth more,
Vandewater said.

As part of President Clinton's

initiative to reinvest in people who
are losing their jobs to defense
downsizing, DEEP is trying to get

people who already have large pro-

ject management experience into

real working conditions in the
environmental industry.

"They are very talented people,

and there are a lot of environmental

problems," Vandewater said. "The
idea is to retrain these people."

DIVIDE AND CONQUER MATH presents

CBEST Math workshops
Benefits Include

6 Hours Instruction

Timed Drills

Intensive Arithmetic, Algebra, and Geometry Review
Low Fee ($80 Early Registration Discount)

For More Info And A Free Brochure Call

(310)216-6701

hss. 1 55 pg Algebra Facts Book To First 20 Registrants! Call Now!
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Topics:
•Tuesday and Wednesday, November 1st and 2nd:
'Saying HcUo' • Greetings, alphabet, numbers
•Tuesday and Wednesday, November 9th and 9th:
'Getting to Know You* • Classes, Jobs, bobbies
•Tuesday and Wednesday, November 15th and X6th:
|The People Around You" - Family, Criends, etc^

•Tuesday and Wednesday, November 22nd and 23rd:
"Your Favorite Things' • Colors, foods, holidays

•Tuesday and Wednesday, November 29th and 30th:
"Emergency!* • Emergencies, health, safety commands

For mere informaiicn call:

4|Cn OSD: 825-1501 (voice) or'206-6063 (TDD)
V i I a USD: 206-0926

m

"II Was A Wonderful Life" is a video which chronicles Ihe lives of six

wcll-cducjied and resourceful women who became homeless xs, » rcsuU

of financial difficulties following a divorce, a loss of a job, or a long

illness. This video shatters our misconceptions regarding homeless

issues and challenges the notion of who can feci secure in our society.

These women, who live invisibly throughout society as the "hidden

honK^icss," rely on strength, hun>or and pride in order to survive.
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^^ 20% discounts on food at ttie following Westwood Village restaurants: __
Carl's Jr. Johnny Rockets Stratton's Lamonica's NY Pizza

Acapuico Hubba Hubt)a's Starbuck's Olive Garden (is%)

LaSalsa Stiake/s Pizza

(20% offJanSpoftproducts at ttw Students' Store, today ttiru Saturday!)
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Torcti ttie Trojans in a Pac-1 crosstown battle at U$C^ Lyon Center.

Tliriiif
NOON lEJIT -SC GAMIVAl • EU SHAH

Trojan-bashing games & contests (help destroy a U$C carl) in Bruin Plaza.

With the Reggae band Bass Culture, sponsored by Cultural Affairs Comm.

9:30 p.m. BEAT 'SG MLIY t BONFIIE
The annual tradition returns featuring Bruin football stars, coaches, speakers,

and the torching of the trojan icons to start the Bonfire!

IM Field (following men's Bruin basketball vs. Australians)

Co-sponsored by Rally Committee
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err OUT WHILE YOU C-M^.

Free Giveaways froai JanSport

at tha Carnival and Bonfire UCUUiaivil
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^ THAT WAS THEN...
(before tooth bonding)

THIS IS NOW!!!
^PKf'IAI • ^^i\ ^^^"^'"3^'on 6X-Rays& Teeth
vil r^V.l.-\i^. .p?w- Cleaning Expires 6 30 95

COSMETIC AND
GENERAL DENTISTRY

•TOOTH BONDING. BLEACHING
•Nitrous Oxide (Laughing Gas)
•Hypnosis • Electronic Anesthesia

•Open Late Hours, Free Parking/Validated Paricing

•Checks, Credit Cards and Insurance Forms Welcome
•17 Years in Private Practice in Westwood

r-Larfy Friedman, D.D.S. (UCLA Graduate)
1762 Westwood Blvd. #460 (between Wilshirc & Santa Monica Bl.)

ForAppointment Call: (310) 474-3765

Chicken Tikka Sand. 4.25

Lamb Kabob Sand. 4.25

Falafil Sand. 2.75

Gyro Sand. 3.75

Lunch Buffet —^ 4.99

Free drink

with the

purchase of

one of

these

sandwiches
I I

25"/o off purcfiaso with this ad

I Expires 11/15/94

^10948 Weyburn Ave 208-1943 (Next to Stands Donuts)

RAISE YOUR CONSCIOUSNESS

PLASTI

C
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THE ONE CARD FOR cfiREDlT, CASH & CALLING

The AT&T Universal MasterCard. Call 1 800 438 8627 lo apply
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HEALTHWATCH
From page 2

For those registered students

who want the influenza vaccine, it

is available at SHS for a nominal
fee of $16. The vaccine is avail-

able during the following hours:

Monday 8 a.m. to 12 p.m. and 1

p.m. to 4 p.m.; every other
Wednesday 8 a.m. to 11:30 a.m.;

Thursday 1 p.m. to 4 p.m. and
Friday 8 a.m. to 12 p.m. Like
other services that do not require

an appointment, there may be a

short wait, SHS staff said.

Students who suspect they
already have influenza may come
to Student Health Services to dis-

cuss the option of anti-viral med-
ication that may help alleviate or

shorten the duration of the flu

symptoms. Students may call

Primary Care at 825-4073 for
information about this anti-viral

medication, or for an appointment.

When asked what students can
do to protect themselves against

influenza telated viruses, Quillan

said, "Students are more suscepti-

ble because they are in close quar-

ters with others. If you know
someone who has the flu, avoid
close contact. Maintain your exer-

cise program, eat a balanced diet

and listen to your body. For exam-
ple, if you are tired, get more
rest."

Because stress can increase sus-

ceptibility to illness, stress man-'
agement techniques can help
reduce stress' negative impact.
Stress management techniques are

available through the Healthy
Body Shop on Bruin Walk (825-

5704) and from the Peer Health
Counselors in Kerckhoff Hall
(825-8462).

Susan Ward is a SHS/Health
Education Staffmember.

MODEL U.N,
From page 3

"We wanted to emphasize
research to build-up the depths of
discussion. Research shows inde-

pendent initiative and substance
and a debate that's not well-
researched is repetitive, ambiguous
and not grounded oh the focus of
the United Nations," said third-

year English student Grace Chang,
who served on the executive board
of organizers as the
Undersecretariat of Research and
Training.

Although organized exclusively

by UCLA students, the event was
sponsored by the International
Studies and Overseas Programs
office and included a speech on
nuclear proliferation by Yair Evron,
a political science professor at Tel-

Aviv University. The keynote
speaker for the opening ceremonies
acknowledged the conference as a
useful instructional method.

"I've used it in teaching where I

organized students to play crisis

games and war games," said
Evron, currently a visiting scholar

at the Center for International
Relations. "They are successful
when the 'actors' become so
involved they really understand
how decision makers operate."

High school sophomore David
Ratner said he learned the com-
plexities shrouding international

politics. Ratner, who acted as a
Chinese delegate, participated in

the Security Council regarding pol-
icy on the former Yugoslavia.

"I personally wanted peacekeep-
ing forces for innocent civilians for
bodi sides, but China would never
do that because they had a bad inci-

dent with peacekeeping troops
before. It's difficult because there

^
are some things I'd like to add, but
I'm not allowed to suggest it,"

Ratner said.

DA VINCI
From page 3

years ago.

Weiss is challenging the muse-
um's ownership of its entire col-

lection, which consists of about
100 Old Master. 19th- and 20th-

century works, with an estimated

value of $450 million at the height

of the art maiicet in the late 1980s.

In April, the Hammer's direc-

tor. Henry Hopkins, said some of

the museum's collection was
being put in escrow until the suit

was settled.

After Friday's sale, the museum
issued a statement saying that

pending the outcome of the litiga-

tion, proceeds from the sale would
be placed "in a restricted museum
reserve fund set aside to satisfy

such obligations." It added, "Any
remaining money will be used to

purchase other artworks."

The previous record price for a

manuscript at auction was $11.8

million paid for a manuscript
called "Henry the Lion," a
medieval illuminated manuscript

sold in 1983 at Sotheby's in

London.
Before Friday's auction,

Ste[^n Massey. Christie's direc-

tcM* of books and manuscripts, said

he estimated that the Codex
Hammer would fetch about $10
million.

The manuscript also became the

most expensive work of art any
auction house had sold over the

last four years and brought more
than five timers as much as any
painting sold at either Sotheby's

or Christie's auctions of contem-

porary. Impressionist and modem
art in the last two weeks.

After Friday's sale, Christopher

Burge, the chairman of Christie's

in New Yoric, described the morn-
ing as "an extraordinary moment
in auction history."

"It brought more than two and a

half times what any manuscript
has ever sold for," he said.—Bidding for the Codex Hammer
began at $5.5 million and quickly

rose to more than $30 million. The
room burst into loud applause
when it fmally ended.

One unhappy group, who sat in

the front of Christie's salesroom,

was from the Cariplo Foundation,

which is part of the Cariplo Bank,

the largest private bank in Milan.

Alessandro Penati, a member of

the bank's board, who was bid-

ding on behalf of the bank, fought

hard but ultimately lost to a pri

vate collector who Christie's said

wished to remain anonymous.
"We thought it belonged in Italy

as part of our cultural heritage,

and we wanted to bring it back
really badly," Penati said after the

sale. "We are very disappointed."

STATION
From page 5

times a reluctant supporter of the

space station.

One congressional staff mem-
ber on the Democratic side sees a

big loss for NASA in the election

loss of Jack Brooks, the Texas
Democrat thrown out after 21

terms.

"It is no question that Brooks
was a very powerful influence on
keeping the space station going,"

the staff member said. "He did a

lot just through the strength of his

position and personality. And now
he is gone."

"Jack Brooks was a big sup-

porter of ours, of the space pro-

gram in general and specifically of

the Johnson Space Center" in

Houston, center Director Carolyn

Huntoon said. "I would expect no
less of Steve Stockman," she

See STAnON, page 12

THE UCLA-BUSINESS INVESTMENT
SOCIETY PRESENTS; -

How to make $$$ in Stocks:

Equities Part II
A discussion on value investing with Herbert Reznikoff,

Senior Vice-President Oppenheimer and Co-

Wednesday, November 16th 6:45 - 8:30 p,m,

LATC Conference Room

Pizza and beverages will be served

—All are welcome—
Questions? Call Rob at

(310)276^6623

For an upcoming Kerckhoff Art Qallery Exhibit

focusing on HIV-related issues

any KK\edla "[»*o>n pas+els fo fujix

coi^ceptual. ex b s t »• a c f

spokeiA wor*d ' video

c k a »• c o ex 1 . s c u 1 p t u »• e

CUUORHL

RFFIIIRSl

pWoi-og 'apky. paiK\tiK\g . peKxci I . iK\k

Please contact Christina Kiiti or Tzili Mor at the

Cultural Affairs Commission

306 Kerckhoff Hall, 308 Westwood Pla/a, Los Angeles, CA 90024.

825-6564

,•- «^-'
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MAPA/BSC
-' MINORITY ASSOCIATION OF PLANNERS AND ARCHITECTS

BLACK STUDENT COMMITTEE

invite you to their

ft^on\ 9ayY\-3pyy\

Pe»-loff+-lall

for theUCLA School of Public Policy and Social Research
and the School of Architecture and Design

For more informati^pn call

(310)581^5187 or (213)935-^6648

@

si^rgrwBrBrarBrB^r^rBrBrBrBrgr^ wwwui

/^

SPENDA QUARTER IN

WASHINGTON D.C.
OR SACRAMENTO

-* *•-.-

Internships for Spring/Summer 199f> in?

Washington, D.C.
The White House, Voice ofAmerica, The Supreme Court,
Dept. of Commerce, Dept. of Justice, U.S. Baltic Foundation,
American Bar Association, National Bar Association, CNN,
CBS, Dept. of Education, The Keefe Co., Public Defender's
Service, The National Black Caucus, Common Cause, Rep.
Matsui, Senator Boxer, Smithsonian, Rep. Dellums, Rep. Bill

^

Baker, INTERPOL, Export/Import Bank and much more!

Sacramento
_ Governor's Office, Attorney General's Office, CYA,

Dept. of Education, UC Student Association,

MALDEF and much more!

/^

"^

Information Meetings:
Tuesday, Nov 15 - 12:00noon - 12:45prr
Thursday, Nov 17 - 5:00pm - 6:00pm

#

Deadline:
Wednesday, Nov 23, 1994
EXro Center: Room 311, Plaza Building
(310) 825-0831

*

From page 11

added in reference to the

Republican who unseated Brooks.

Johnson is host to NASA's
international space station plan-

ning effort, as well as historically

the planning, training and opera-
tions control center for all space
shuttle flights.

NASA's human spaceflight pro-

grams should do well in the GOP-
led Congress, one lobbyist said,

because they are perceived as
helping industry and contributing

to defense technology and data.

"With something like 80 new
members of the House, it will be a
real challenge to NASA to educate
them," he said. "And it will have
to make sure of the support for

science and technology among the

returning members as well."

The magnitude of the challenge

may not have changed markedly,
but the points in the debate have
shifted, he said. "It won't be so
much a matter of defending
NASA against raids to pay for
other programs as it will be a mat-
ter of handling pressures to reduce
the budget deficit."

GAY
From page 6

and civil rights for homosexuals.
She said the mood changed as

word spread that two dozen gay
officials had been elected and that

Measure 13 in Oregon and a simi-

lar measure, Proposition 1 in

Idaho, had been rejected;
although a similar initiative
passed in Alachua County, Fla.,

whose seat is Gainesville.

"We realized that we really
were making a significant amount
of progress," Johnson-Rolon said.

Peri Jude Radecic, executive
director of the task force, said the

rejection of the referendums in

the West was "a good, clear signal

to the radical right that these
kinds of initiatives won't be toler-

ated." But she also noted that vot-

ers had sent any number of highly

conservative candidates to
Congress and the state houses.

State Rep. Glen Maxey, the
first openly gay man elected to

the Texas Legislature, in 1991,
also found mixed signals this

campaign season. Though he won
re-election in East Austin, he said

he had never seen such a high
level of violence against homo-
sexuals.

"A half dozen gay men have
been murdered in this state
alone," he said. "In this election, I

received a death threat. Someone
said they were going to vote with
a bullet."

Like many speakers at the con-
ference, Maxey stressed the need
for gay organizations to build
bridges to other groups.

"Unless we align ourselves to

fight hate and fear, we'll all hang
separately," said Vallerie Wagner,
co-chairwoman of the Black Gay
and Lesbian Leadership Forum,
based in Los Angeles.

Diane Sands, campaign manag-
er for the No on I Coalition in

Idaho, credited defeat of that
measure to a "broad grass-roots
coalition," including every major
newspaper and elected official,

corporations, librarians, two
orders of nuns and Mormons.
"Mormons understand discrim-

ination," she said. "Until a few
years ago, it was in the Idaho
Constitution that a Mormon
couldn't hold public office."

Kelly Walton, chairman of the
Idaho Citizens Alliance, which
sponsored the proposition^
blamed the defeat on money, say-

See 4UW; page 13
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ing the other side had a lot more
for radio and television advertis-

ing. He said the alliance spent
$190,000. The No on 1 Coalition
spent about $600,000, Sands said.

It appeared that the measure
would lose by 50.4 percent to

49.6 percent, Walton said in a

telephone interview, adding,
"They outgunned us financially,

and the media were opposed. Yet
they only eked out a 3,000-vote
margin."

Lon Mabon, chairman of the
conservative Oregon Citizens
Alliance, which sponsored
Measure 13, said he would also

try again. He noted that Measure
13 had fared better than the
alliance's previous referendum,
in 1992, which would have clas-

sified homosexuality as "abnor-
mal, wrong, unnatural and
perverse."

The measure two years ago
drew 44 percent of the vote,
Mabon said. When all the absen-
tee ballots were counted, he said,

he expects Measure 13 will get

48.5 to 49 percent of the vote.

PLAGUE
From page 7

ratoiy facilities and their apparent
inability to perform the specific

plague-identifying tests.

Indian doctors and health offi-

cials apparently performed well in

collecting specimens from patients.

But while Indian health workers did

perform the standard blood test for

Y. pestis, which sometimes can
result in nonspecific reactions, they

failed to perform another test,

known as hemagglutination inhibi-

' tion, that rules out the nonspecific

reactions.

These and other procedural flaws

have major implications for the

health of people around the world.

In an era of jet travel, an exotic dis-

ease can emei^e firom a remote area

of the world to produce an epidem-
ic and panic in any country.

Although Indian officials swiftly

undertook a huge public health
effort to control the epidemic, the

response did not provide a sound
scientific basis for determining its

cause and size.

Indian officials conducted an
extensive dragnet to identify sus-

pected cases of plague. They hand-

ed out antibiotics to virtually

everyone in affected neighbor-
hoods. They fumigated cargo and
cleared port areas of rats, which can
carry plague. They dusted insecti-

cides over vast areas to kill fleas

that could spread plague bacteria

from rodents to humans.
But at the same time anyone

from the area with any fever resem'

Ming plague was labeled as a sus-

pected plague case. Most of the

more than 6,000 suspected plague
cases reported were due to other
diseases, Dennis said. The mea-
sures overwhelmed the labcxBtories

and health system's ability to

investigate the epidemic.

Confusion underlying the cur-

rent debate over the cause of the

epidemic resulted from the
response, which was not sufficient-

ly coordinated with the epidemio-
logic and laboratory effort to track

the epidemic and determine its

cause.

In the current issue of The
Lancet, an international medical
journal, four Indian scientists from
the country's leading government
research institutes and medical
schools contend that the epidemic

'

of respiratory illness was due to

other infections, like tularemia,

melioidosis and hanta virus, and
they ufge ftinher testing to clarify

theisaie.^.

CAMPUS RETENTION WEEK
Day 2:

Financial Aid and Work
Tuesday, November 15
Perloff Quad, 11:00-2:00

Day 3:
Nontraditional Students
Wednesday, November 16
Wbstwood Plaza, 11:00-2:00

Speakers!!® 12:00 noon
Information Fair!!

Drop in counseling!!
Financial Aid Counselors, ASUCLA Personnel Center,

EXPO Center. PCPC. CoUege Honors

Raffle / ASUCLA Gift Certificates!!
FREE Popcorn!!

Speakers!!® 12:00 noon
Information FaiflJ

Drop in counseling!!
Popcorn, Raffle and Prizes!!

Group such as Student Advocacy Groups, Campus
Retention Committee,

Ofilce of Students with DisabiliUes. UCLA Chlldcare.
Parking Services, Community Housing. Women's

Resource Center
Sponsored by:

1

External Vice President Office's FoCoS Program
Academic Afiairs Commission

Financial Supports Commission
Campus RetenUon Committee: ASU Academic Supports. MEChA

Calmecac, AISA RAINI. SPEAR. Student Welfare Commission's Campus Retention Project

PAID FOR BY USAC

STUDENTS
There are a lot of Individuals selling new MCAT Prep Courses!

»!• N'T RISK IT WITH A ROOKIE!
All of Kaplan's MCAT practice material reflects the
format of the current MCAT— a claim not all

courses can make.

Kaplan has a full-time team of science professionals,
headed by an MD, working on our MCAT course
and practice material — for us, test prep
is not a part-time job.

Kaplan invented MCAT prep. We have prepared
over 275,000 students, more than any other
test piep company.

WHY TAKE CHANCES?
GO WITH THE LEADER AND INNOVATOR IN MCAT PREPI

Call: 1 -800-KAP-TEST

0etah^|her

KAPLAN
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Viewpoint
Government
knows best?

Letters

citizens of California to fight

their will.

EdKor:
I am infuriated by the recent

actions of the Los Angeles City
Council and the L.A. Unified —
School District Board of
Education. Both groups have
sued the citizens of the state over
Proposition 187.

Despite what Mark Slavkin
(LAUSD Board President) may
personally feel about Proposition
187, it is now the law of the

land. By suing the voters, he is

sending a message that he knows
better than the voters do.

It is exactly this line of pater-

nalistic, "government knows
best" reasoning that the voters

rejected on election day. If

elected officials cannot carry
out the wishes of the people
then they ought to resign. If

they refuse, then citizens will

recall them.

There is absolutely no excuse
for using the tax dollars of the

.

—— Sam Kohan
Sophomore

Cellular and molecular biology

Scribbled chalk

Editors
.

-
.

, ^

We would like to address the

hostile messages advocating vio-

lence and animosity toward
"White People" on the part of
Pilipinos that were found chalked
along Bruin Walk, the pathways
of Kinsey Hall and other parts of
campus on Friday morning, Nov.
11.

Those views expressed do not

in any way represent the overall

views of Samahang Pilipino, the

organization and its membership.
Samahang Pilipino does not pro-

mote racism - it seeks to raise

consciousness amongst Pilipino

and all other communities. We are

an organization that strives to

educate through activism in the

struggles facing our communities.
We encourage responsible leader-

ship. We realize that as a visible

organization, we are accountable
for the goals held and pursued by
our leadership.

The messages scribbled around
campus go against the ideals

which our organization is founded
upon. We reiterate our disappoint-

-ment and disdain toward these

actions and hope that such coun-
terproductive measures will not
take place again.

Ernesto De Guzman
President, Samahang Pilipino

Fifth-year senior

^—— Sociology

nghting at the
ballot box
Editor:

I agree with many of the cViti-

cisms regarding democracy and

politics in Ron Bassilian's view-
point ("My name is Ron ... I didn't

vote on Tuesday," Nov. 10). Our
system of government is far from
perfect. But is any form of govern-
ment "perfect?"

A self-proclaimed "commie,"
Bassilian may never agree with
any form of democracy regardless

of how fair it is. And that is great!

However, what does he or anyone
else do with that opinion? Do you
act on it or try to make a differ-

ence? Do you change the system
from within or cause a revolution

on the outside?

It appears to me that he has
given up and is now going to pout
in the comer because the worid
isn't fair. And you know what?
The world may never be fair! If

you want to pout and not partic-

ipate with the rest of the children,

the world does not care.

Let me quote someone who
should sound familiar - Bassilian.

"But understand this and under-
stand it well: Opinions don't mat-
ter! What matters is how much
you're willing to fight This is one

thing I can guarantee you - if you
don't fight now, things will get

progressively worse until you have-
no other choice ...

" There are

many ways to fight You can
march and protest, like Dr. Martin
Luther King Jr. You can have
social warfare, like your union
example.

BUT, you can also fight at the

ballot box! Your apathy is what
you would contribute to "1984" -

becoming reality. And it is sad. If

people with insight and knowledge
are not willing to make a stand and
fight, who will? If students aren't

willing to vote, who will?

Decisions will be made without
us. The question is whether we
will fight with our vote. Your opin-

ion doesn't matter! What matters

is that you use your vote to fight

"The honest places in Hell are
reservedfor those, who in time of
great moral crisis, maintain their

neutrality.

"

.- Dante Alighieri

Mike Uskey
Graduate School of Education

Viewpoint
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Election outcome requires good sportsmanship
By Matthew Baker

In opening, I would like to say
that I am euphoric about the GOP
earthquake that crumbled the pil-

lars of liberalism that have con-
trolled our government for too
long.

Being a political minority on
this campus (a.k.a. registered
Republican). I am inundated with
and disturbed by thec^lls for
activism directed at those who ate
a load of sour grapes on the Nov. 8
election.

Yet, our democracy has spoken
and these are its proclamations: a)

Pete Wilson is the most effective

gubernatorial candidate on the
ballot, b) illegal immigration

should be treated as such, c) the
urgency for Republican govern-
ment is overdue and clearly in
high demand, and lastly, d) the

I am euphoric about the

GOP earthquake that

crumbled the pillars of

liberalism (controlling)

our government for

too long.

Democratic party commits politi-

cal suicide every time it allows
Bill Clinton to open his mouth.
By now, these statements made

by the American electorate should
be crystallized in the minds of
dour Democrats. However, just
like the jackass that represents the

Democratic party, many obstinate,

"progressive" Democrats refuse to

concede defeat, notably in
Proposition 187. Thus, I hereby
concede defeat for them.

If that doesn't end the
stonewalling, and undoubtedly it

won't, I should remind Democrats
of the loss I took in the 1 992 pres-
idential election. I swallowed a
bitter pill. George Bush took a
dive and I had to go along with
Clinton's pseudo-principles
whether I accepted them or not.

However, not once did I picket,
threaten to riot or stand in the path

of the justice set forth by what I

saw as the political disillusion-
ment of the time.

Regardless of this precedent of

Democrats refuse

to concede defeat,

notably in

Proposition 187.

Thus I hereby concede

defeat for them.

sportsmanship I have established
for myself and that I believe most
decent people have established for

themselves, many school districts.

including L.A. Unified, some
court justices, the immortal
MEChA and even Republican (?)
mayor Richard Riordan have
entrenched themselves in defiance
of DenKx:racy.

When will these people decide
to carry the burden of their loss
(which is a damn tough one)? Not
doing so is simply poor games-
manship. Aside from that, it trivi-

alizes and detracts from the
significance of majority rule in
our society.

In conclusion: respect our
democracy or do not expect to be
respected.

Baker is a second-year unde-
clared student.
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An old-timer's words to the
wise: Westwood Viiiage suciis
Westwood sucks. It's

been almost -a year

since I first levelled this

critique of UCLA's college town.
- What has changed since then?
Everything! Westwood is now the

greatest! Honest! I know I've

been sarcastic in the past, but that

was the old me.
But I hear you saying, "Pete,

why the sud-

den change of

heart?"

Well, let me
tell you.

Westwood is

becoming a

real city. It has

finally dis-

mantled its

sleepy col-

lege-town

image in favor

of a much
friendlier

bright lights,

big city approach. Two words
describe it best: Circuit City.

Electronics conglomerates are

always better than quaint restau-

rants, bookstores, night clubs or
cafes.

By the scale of this acquisition

and the thankful loss of Alice's
and even McDonald's, it is obvi-
ous that within the last year the

Westwood City Council has got-

ten together and come up with an
all-encompassing vision for the

city. The foresight and speed with
which they are executing their

plan IS impressive. Who wants
Westwood to be a college town
like Georgetown? None of the

35,000 UCLA students I know.
I went to Georgetown in May

and didn't like the energy that

town possessed. I didn't like all

the college kids crowding up the

streets. All the noise bothered my
ears. I didn't like the diversity of
the stores, the architecture or the

close-knit, safe, friendly commu-
nity it provided.

Peter

Hamitton

i liked coming back to

Westwood where the streets are

uncrowded and you know the

homeless by name. I missed zip-

ping around the streets of
Westwood and reading all the

new "FOR LEASE" signs. But
most of all, I missed the quiet

nights only downtown Westvvood
is able to provide. I missed ii $0
much that I went there Friday
night and came up with these rea-

sons why Westwood rules. Here
they are.

TOP 10 REASONS
WESTWOOD RULES

10. Homeless population has
never been higher.

9. 1 can now find that 60-inch
TV I always wanted.

8. Failed store owner slogan:

."Westwood ... it's a riot!"

7. The architecture is breath-

taking.

6. Parking meter deals of seven
minutes per quarter.

5. Wannabe "Movie Walk of
Fame" in front of the Green
Burrito.

4. Burger King delivers.

3. Charthouse, Schmarthouse
... we now have mobile hot dog
stands.

2. Can't find a cheap apart-

ment? ... Lease a store.

1 . Three words of encourage-
ment: it ain't 'SC (yet)! __;

Last time I expressed my opin-
ion on the state of affairs of
Westwood it generated a flood of
mail to the Daily Bruin. Store

owners were upset by my criti-

cisms. Students denounced my

conclusions. Back then I couldn't
see how right they were. I can
now admit that I was wrong.
Westwood changed for the belter.

^ And it only took me one year to

accomplish this feat.

I did a little poll to show all the

public support Westwood has
gained. I walked up to a Bruin in

Westwood and said, "What's
your opinion of Westwood?"

She said, "Westwood sucks!"
I asked another Bruin.

He said "Westwood sucks!"
I was dumbstruck by their

responses. I decided to ask one
more Bruin.

This Bruin said, "Westwood
used to rule. But now it sucks!"

I quickly retorted in defense,

"If it sucks so bad, why are you
in Westwood?
"Good point," the Bruin said.

"Okay, Westwood doesn't suck
completely. There are still a few
cool things about Westwood."

I asked for a list, and here it is.

THE ONLY REASONS TO
GO TO WESTWOOD

1. Dance to the music of Prince

Teddy at Monty's on Friday
nights.

2. Have a Lapu at Plum West.
3. Take out food from Sak's.

4. The guacamole at Hamlet
Gardens.

5. The Armand Hammer is free

from 6 p.m. to 9 p.m. Thursday
evenings.

6. Tommy's around 3 a.m.

7. Saki bombs at Cowboy
Sushi.

8. CDs from Tower.
9. Gariic breadsticks from The

Olive Garden.

10. Free parking in loading

zones after 6 p.m.

That sums Westwood up. Some.

people think it sucks. But I think

it's the greatest! Between lho.se

two lists, you can draw your own
conclusions.

Author's note: Anyone caught
defending Westwood by writing

letters to the editor needs to go to

Georgetown for a lesson in what
a college town should be like.

Westwood used to be so full of
people you had to walk in the

streets. Westwood used to have
Dillon's (a three-level dance

club). Baxter's Dance Club. At-

Ease Clothing, Stralton's

Restaurant. Charthouse,

Poslermat, Yesterdays,

Brenlano's bookstore, Alice's and
a Nike store. I wish Westwood
was a college town like it used to

be. except with better parking and
policing.

Hamilton, a graduate art student,

is the editor in chiefof UCIART,
a literary art journal.

Viewpoint

Is it a vote for what is 'riglit' ... or 'rigiiteous'?
By Damian Martinez

Proposition 1 87 has been
passed by the people of
California.

And it would seem that those

who cast their votes on the side of
principle have prevailed. The
arguments justifying the measure
spoke of principle, they said it

was about "right" vs. "wrong,"
and that it had nothing to do with
race. One article in The Bruin
even compared voting for

Proposition 187 to foiling a
cheater on a math test.

Kudos to you all. You princi-

pled individuals finally took a

stand against people who quite

simply shouldn't be in the state

accessing resources to which they

have no right. Also, I wish you a
bon voyage back to the state

you're living in now, or, thanks
for the out-of-state absentee vote.

It was nice hearing from so many

of you.

But before you go, let me men-
tion something that might disturb

you. Let me draw your attention

to those not so principled as your-

Plainly, anyone who
voted for Proposition

187 on principle (and

not for an avowedly

racist reason) is a

hypocrite. The truth is,

Proposition 187 is as

principled as a hired

mercenary.

selves. Those who voted along-

side you, but for the

not-so-"right" reasons. Those
who, no doubt, ran beneath your

CLAY PIG

MAYBE. OOH.

TA IS Ri6HT.

KAY&e WE
/^^ PATHLTIC,

AfTtR
ALL.

ALL THiM&S

mAT MtftHr (^

coattails.

People like my wealthy white

cousin, who hired illegal aliens to

construct much of his custom built

Native American-styled home.
People like my wealthy neighbors

who have hired illegal immigrants
to work as nannies for the past

eight years. People like the ones
who live on my whole block and
hire a gardening service, among
whom three workers are illegal

immigrants. These people have
voted with you.

Unfortunately, it doesn't stop

there. Illegal aliens form a bulk of
the underpaid, menial jobs of
California. And we who live in this

state benefit from them, directly or
not. But you of principle, well, you
must live elsewhere.

Truly it must be embarrassing,

for ones such as yourselves, to

think such scoundrels, such hyp-

ocrites are your own cohorts.

Those with such an ugly, nonprin-

ROEL BAUTISTA

cipled, second head. Is this all

Socratic irony? Yes. Plainly, any-

one who voted for Proposition 187
on principle (and not for an

avowedly racist reason) is a hyp-

ocrite.

The truth is. Proposition 1 87 is

as principled as a hired mercenary.

From Gingrich's "rebuilding

American civilization" to Quayle's
"family values" lo Wilson's justifi-

cation for Proposition 187, "right"

is being disguised as righteous.

Come now, let's stop the

hypocrisy.

Martinez is afifth-year philosophy
student.
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You're thinking.

You're talking.

You have ideas.

You want others to

hear them.

The Viewpoint
editors are waiting

for your
submissions.

Daily Bruin
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Arts & Entertainment
Travelling through a
galaxy far, far away . .

.

Flat-Earth

Society

Robert

Stevens

Until recently, my best friend's

little brother didn't recognize the

name Darth Vader.

Danny, at the all important age

of seven, had never heard of the

Star Wars trilogy.

This idea

really both-

ered me. No
matter how
smart the boy ,

was, no matter

how much
potential he

had within and
no matter what
kind of grades

he earned in

school, the

boy had no

future in the

good *ol U-S-
of-A without a

simple cultural

background in

the worid of

Star Wars.

Possibly the most important

movie ever made. Star Wars is

Shakespeare's "MacBeth," while

every other film is Mel Gibson's

Hamlet.

I decided to lake it upon myself

to remedy the situation and per-

haps give this small child's future

a glimmer of hope .

"Danny-my-boy," I say with a

smile. "Let me try to explain this

whole Star Wars thing to you.

"You see, it all started 'a long

lime ago in a galaxy far, far

away.' The weird thing is, even
though this happened way before

our modem era, or even before

the Industrial Revolution, the

characters all fly around in really

cool spaceships from the future. I

think it all^cafi be explained

through llic daylight-saving time

change, though."

Danny nods.

"It all starts out with this guy
Luke Skywalker. Luke is really

unhappy at home and things go
from bad to worse when his uncle

tells him he can't fly for the mili-

tary academy. Now that I think

about it, maybe it was part of his

government's 'don't ask, don't

teir policy."

"But that's besides the point," I

add. "A more important point is,

if you ever want to see the actor

who played Luke, Mark Hamill,

you're going to have a lough
lime.

"You see, his career hasn't been
doing so hot of late, and it doesn't

look like Quentin Taranlino is

going lo be bringing him back any
lime soon. But if you look really

hard at BlcKkbusler, you might be

able to find his last feature film,

the steamy, eroUc thriller. Black
Magic Woman."
Danny tells me he's seen it 32

times on HBO.
"Good," I say as I continue

with my slory. "So Luke meets up
with this really old guy named
Obi-Wan Kanobi. But he's neariy

as boring as Luke and Ihe fact of

the matter is that if they were the

only two characters ever intro-

duced, the film would have never

been made."

"Once they meel, the old man
decides lo exert his corruptive

influence on the boy. Even though
Luke is blatantly under-age, he

and thai old scoundrel Obi-Wan ^

go to a bar where Luke proceeds

to get into a drunken brawl. For

the first of many limes, that old

bastard Obi-Wan has to save

Luke's ass.

"The two meet up with perhaps

the coolest actor in history,

Harrison Ford, a.k.a. Han Solo.

Solo is the mack daddy of the

movie, but, demonstrating the dif-

ference between fictitious films

and real-life documentaries, he

chooses to hang out with lame-ass

Luke and that old coon Obi-Wan.

'The three decide lo go on a

search for the beautiful Princess

Leia, played by Carrie Fisher.

After the Star Wars trilogy, Fisher

went on to a splendid career of

writing prize-winning novels

almost the same caliber as those

written by the equally brilliant

John Grisham. She also proceed-

ed to get fat."

I tell Danny this is where it

starts to get confusing.

"This is where it starts4o get

confusing. The three find Leia

and are ready to split from the

space-fortress where she's being

held, when that old pot-head hip-

pie Obi-Wan decides to knock off

his nemesis Darth Vader.

"Now it's Darth Vader who
doesn't really make any sense.

You see, you totally can't see his

face because he has a mask on all

the lime. This is presumably

because he's ugly, and as we see

at the end of the third movie.

Return ofthe Jedi, that's exactly

right.

"The thing is, Vader has a very

distinctive voice. The very recog-

nizable voice of James Eari Jones,

an African American actor. But
when Vader's mask is finally

removed, the guy is white!"

"Fuckin' racists!" says Danny.

"Damn straight - and watch
your language," I say. 'This is

going into a college newspaper,

you know. Just because the

Constitution gives us the freedom
to use profanity in the Daily

Bruin, doesn't mean we should

abuse this privilege."

Danny apologizes.

"Now, Vader and that old trip-

per Obi-Wan, although they're

enemies, have a lot in common.
They both believe in this spiritual

thing called 'The Force'.

"Let me try to explain this to

you, Danny. A lot of people

believe that this 'Force' is what
drives the universe. People kill

each other because of it, its power
makes people live in fear and
most importantly, the ignorant

shape their entire life around it.

Today, we'd call that organized

religion.

"Now, Darth Vader isn't very

happy with Obi-Wan. So just like

David Copperfield with the Statue

of Liberty, Vader pulls the old

presto-chango on Obi-Wan- and
makes him disappear.

'This, with a few minor addi-

tions, effectively ends the first

film in the trilogy. Because The
Bruin has to make space for the

Crossword puzzle, I can't really

go loo much into the other install-

ments. However, there are a few

important issues that can't be left

until our next conversation.

"It's important lo examine the

See STEVENS, page 20

Nirvana's Unplugged in New York sold a ihird of a

million units last week. Not that numbers like 0»W were
the central oi^livation of the band, bul it shows
America i$ anxious to do anything they can to heitr the

group's recordings :- wiltlN the cxce^on of purchasini'

Bleach. '^f\''

UveJJ^a^^fSoidOut/, a \irvana video released

by ^^m/Kl^y ^^ beinii screened tonight in

A^HpHm^Grand Ballroom, is yet another chai^
view a band whose four albums basically

existence. ^.j„^__^
n the

Sothi$^

m^redible vidc^^^ppi^%ngs of

lnterpretatipi|^4lips of interviews doi

courtesy of Krist

we can only hope Kurt Cobain

ws^

p^aa^v^v^
:% ^. i^'

They'i

been

L

observat}€«i

around the globe and

Nov<Keiie

e been remembered by.

this collection is anything

, perhaps the band's bestw^ and^

caispep^^fmost critically atxiainned. Yet its absence

IS rather easy to justify, Mthe music never needs prop-

ping up, and liveiKiNfennances fiom 1993 on take on a
ctift<»ent feel, one that this collection never tries to

This is Niryana in its first stages of mainstream suo'
cess, still ^king to the press because members stiU had
things they wanted to say, still playing manageably sized

onccrts, still switching songs last minute and delivering

Half-assed renditions lo avoid selling out. They're (^ti-

mistic, unguarded and even chaUy, IRie musk: is still, to

an extent fun.

The video showcased some exhilarating perfor-

mances. A rocking version of "Breed" (how could yon

not have a rocking version of "Breed?"), a surreal ,

crooning of **Teen Spirit" to a legion of clap|Hng JBrit

teeny-boppeft, Kurt kicked by a fan to "Love Buz«/" a

harrowing take ot»*'Lounge Aj^**

We gett^J <»^atch Kurt's MK)ior alter, his wj^^^
lip^er rttotch once (ev©^i^ dons women's gaj^P^a
Brazilian arena shai|^&ist grow uaa James Heifield

Kurt Cobain^s

eo conception

shows the

intensity of

rvana sjnusic

and the

band's c^did

rso

in the la^stages-of the 1992 lour. We get smashing

guitars, bouncing drums and a loopy Reading festival

fan that dances center-stage for the entire set.

The real treasures in Live! Tonight! Sold Out!, how-
ever, are the interview and video clips of the band.

Since we're going to see clips of Cobain making
ambiguous comments about death and depression from
now to eternity, it's relieving to see some sincere,

whole.some shit-shooting on this tape. We get his take

on his lyrics, the band's airj^ane hijinx and Nirvana's

bashing of **mains&Bam Harley-riding rock bands." Best

of all is DaveGrohl's humor. His wry remarks about

Extreme and rich people are among the highlights of

this collection.

The mass media montages that congeal in the cracks

of Uve! Tonight! Sold Out! are the biggest letdown.

While some cli^are presented with the trademark sar^

casm of theJlB^ (one shows 'Teen Spirir wed^rt

between Michael Bolton and Diana Ross in tfe Top 10),

other footage of critical praise becomes slightly najstas-

sistic. Kind of shocking considering this ws^^0
world's least egomaniacai rock band, j^^
One inexc{£sable nfK)ntage is (\we0mies of rock

commentafCtfs from Kurt Loder to Itim Gordon to

Prince B complimenting the brilliance of the band. Not
tl^ one can object. And they're credible sources (well,

jnaybe not Prince B). But it comes off like Michael
Jackson's overplayed fans-fainting-in-Eufope footage,

and it can't be what Cobain would have selected.

Asmall gripe, however - by the end of the next song
thcddorof self-promotion will have vanished. Back
will be Kurt's raw voice, Krist's incessant bouncing and

Dave's frenetic drums. It's mostly recofd^ in video, but

fhat> to be expected. If Live! Tonight! Sold Out! had

heared Guns n' Roses' production values, it would
ive been criminal misrepresentation.

Kurt at one point comments that the strength of punk
is you can "play whatever you wa^it^ as sloppy as you
want, as long as it's good and hte passion." He could

have been describing this video.

iwnw*m«»i ..- i—ii 11 . I
.. m— rnkm^m i

, ,
. —^..iiiii

FILM: Nirvana Live! Tonight! Sold Otitf Ackerman Grand
Ballroom. Also available in stores.
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L.A. Chamber Orchestra off to shaky start
Players get chance

to regain footing in

other performances

By John Mangum

Playing Mozart and Bach does-

n't make a concert great.

Stuffing programs with the

works of these and other masters

can reward audiences when the

performances succeed. It can also

put an orchestra in jeopardy
because listeners know the works
so well.

Everybody likes their Bach or

Mozart a certain way. When an
orchestra can neither live up to

these expectations nor cast the

classics in a new light, then their

performances of these favorites

fail.

The Los Angeles Chamber
Orchestra, by choosing famous
works by Bach, Mozart, Vivaldi

and Beethoven for their 1994-95

season, place themselves in this

precarious position.

Unfortunately, their season opener

last Thursday at the Wadsworth
Theater failed to make three clas-

sic works sound either comfort-

able or fresh.

The program of Handel, Bach
and Mozart received uninspiring

treatment from director lona
Brown. Even the unfamiliar
Henryk G6recki piece wedged
amongst the others impressed less

than it could have.

Aggravating the situation, the

acoustics of the Wadsworth muf-

fled and dried out the sound. The
complete absence of reverberation

Magnetic Hynde dominates

Pretenders' Paliadium sliow

The Los Angeles Chamber Orchestra plays works by Mozart,
See CHAMBER, page 20 Vivaldi. Bach and Beethoven for its 1994-95 season.

The Pretenders' Palladium show acknowledged the band's
status as one of the best rock groups of the '80s.

Former Stray Cats',

Clash members add

energy to concert
B^HMichael latum
Daily Bruin Staff

Chrissie Hynde doesn't need to tell

us she's special.

When she sang "I want to have
some of your attention," in her 1979

breakthrough single "Brass In

Pocket," she got her wish: admiration

and respect from critics and fans.

Many of both have acknowledged
Hynde's band. The Pretenders, as one

of the most important rock groups of

the '80s.

Despite numerous personnel

changes (including the drug-related

death of original guitarist James
Honeyman-Scott), the band, with

Hynde as the only constant, has pro-

duced an impressive body of work.

And nowhere did that body of work
sound more exciting that in concert at

the Hollywood Palladium.

Backed by a four-piece band fea-

turing original Pretenders drummer
Martin Chambers, Hynde ripped right

into her vast catalog of great tunes.

She kicked off the evening with the

engaging "Night In My Veins," one
of the strongest songs off her new
album. Last Of The Independents.

Even if she hadn't picked up her

guitar or sang a note, she could have

won a special award for rock attitude

See PRETENDERS, page 21
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Widespread Panic
sliewcases 'Grand/
talce-it-easy style

Georgia rock band
ptays two nights

at House of Blues

By Gaby Mora
Daily Bruin Staff

For once the term "Widespread
Panic" in Los Angeles doesn't
refer to earthquakes, fires and
riots. It's the name of the Georgia
rock band whose upbeat, yet
relaxing sound is just what this

stressed-out city needs.

"Our aim is for people to just

have a good time," says Domingo
Ortiz, percussionist and vocalist.

"We're staying in town two nights

so we can play an all-ages show
the second night, that way every-

one can come out and hear our
music."

Supporting their fourth album
release. Ain't Life Grand
(Capricorn), Widespread Panic
continues their tradition of deliv-

ering solid musicianship and
inspiririg-lyrrcs. That element of
vividness carries into each record-

ed album only because the actual

Ijve performance is of such
intense quality.

Coming close toplaying 200
shows this year. Widespread Panic

has proven to be a formidable live

band. As satisfying as each album
has been, none can defme the full

essence of the band until the
music is heard straight from the

instruments rather than a pair of
speakers.

"The difference

between a live show

and the album is that

with the CD you can't

'cop a buzz.'"

Domingo Ortiz

Percussionist and Vocalist

to r.: David Schools, Michael Houser, John Hermann, John Bell, Todd Nance and Domingo Ortiz.

"The difference between a live

show and the album is that with
the CD you can't *cop a buzz,'"
explains Ortiz.

"By this I mean something
that's a lot stronger than any kind
of drug," he continues. "It's like

the electricity between a couple
that locks eyes for the first time,

or the feeling that you get when
you connect with a large group of
people. That's what we try to get

through to our audience. We want
to let people know that you don't

have to drink a gallon of beer or
smoke 20 joints to cop a good
buzz when you come to our
shows."

Along with John Bell on vocals

and guitar, John Hermann on key-
boards and vocals, Michael
Houser on guitar and vocals, Todd
Nance on drums and Dave
Schools on bass and vocals, Oriz
proved Widespread Panic's live

capabilities after their 1992 and
1993 performances on the
HORDE tour which put them on
the same ticket as Blues Traveler
and Santana. But last year when
they headlined a Roxy show, they

demonstrated the ability to carry
an entire night of strong sets by
themselves.

With a kick-back attitude
toward life, Widespread Panic has
gained a steady following of like-

minded music lovers throughout
the years. 'The Spin Doctors real-

ly opened the door for neo-hippie
types like us, Phish, Blues

See WIDESPREAD, page 21
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and^ffeet' III stokes band, if not crowd
Mellow audience

fails to rev up to

enjoyable music

By Kristin Flore

The Roxy was lit in hazy vio-

lets and blues that set the tone for

Cause and Effect's mellow
Thursday show. In this surprising-

ly diverse crowd, you might have
found yourself sandwiched
between a 30-year-old yuppie and
a mohawked-and-earringed teen-

ager. Even grandmothers sat at

the back tables, making sure their

kiddies didn't get trampled by an
obnoxiously rowdy roclc crowd.

They needn't have worried.
While it's nice to be able to see a

show without getting sweaty,
bruised and stepped on, its also

nice if the audience has a pulse.

Granted, Cause and Effect's syn-

thesizer-based, Depeche Mode-
esque sound doesn't make you
want to jump the stage, but if

you're going to fork out 20 bucks
plus parking, you may as well
show some enthusiasm.

The band didn't seem to mind,
though, ripping through their set,

enjoying diemselves conceivably
more than the crowd. Keith Milo,

the band's lead singer and gui-

tarist, has a warm stage presence

despite the band's cool, comput-
erized sound. As the only band
member not tied behind an instru-

ment (the others behind drums
and a keyboard), Milo has the
tough job of reaching and enter-

taining the audience without
much help from his band or the

icy lighting. His boy-next-door
looks and personality contrast his

deep, dark voice that again
sounds suspiciously like Dave
Gahan of Depeche Mode, minus
the accent.

Despite the similarity. Cause
and Effect seems geniiine in their

attempt to bring their music to the

audience. The keyboardist
emphatically sang along with
Milo, even if it was only to him-
self. Milo conversed with the
audience from time to time, trying

to find the spaiic that would ignite

them. His persistence paid off
when the final song of the hour-
long set, the aptly titled "It's Over
Now," won cries of recognition
and waving arms. This energy
from the newly undead lasted
throughout the encore, which con-
sisted mostly of hits like "You
Think You Know Her."

Cause and Effect's songs are

catchy and danceable, but are
tinged with a darker tone and a

thick electronic atmosphere that

gives them substance. One advan-
tage of using keyboards is that you
can reproduce the rich sound of

K.C. FINDEISEN/Daity Bmin
Keith Milo and Cause and Effect performed energetically to an unfortunately bland audience.

the album without having to haul a

ton of musicians on tour. Cause
and Effect took full advantage of
this, and created soundscapes that

filled the room. Dreamy blue
lights added to the mood.
The use of guitar and drum

gives their music a little bite and
sets them apart from the horrid

drum-machine club (Vince Clarke

of Depeche Mode, Yaz and

Erasure being the founding mem-
ber). They don't break any musi-
cal ground, though, and after a

while you begin to wonder,
"Didn't they play this one
already?"

By the show's end, however,
the audience was loosened up and
more than satisfied. They filed out

in a nauseatingly orderly fashion,

checking their watches and chat-

ting about work, heading toward
their BMWs, minivans and motor-
cycles. The show wasn't a moving
experience, but apparently nc one
there was looking for one. Cause
and Effect delivers the
Sacramento, Calif., version of
British pop: enjoyable, dance?ble.

and harmless. It vibrates in j our
ribcage, but doesn't seem to gc»

deeper than that. _____
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CBS hopes TV viewers will

give a damn about 'Scarlett'
By Bill Carter

The New York Times

^ Considering what it has invest-

ed and what it has riding on the

outcome, CBS surely does give a

damn, and then some, al)out what
happens to Scarlett O'Hara on
television this week.

The network's eight-hour mini-

series "Scarlett," which began a

four-night run last night, is the

most expensive program CBS will

broadcast this year.

But the network has more than

money at stake in the success of
"Scarlett." CBS is hoping for

nothing less than a form of
redemption from several months
of setbacks that have pushed it

into reverse after three seasons at

the front of the network prime-

time ratings competition.

"It is absolutely a crucial pro-

gram for us," said George
Schweitzer, the executive vice

president of marketing for CBS.
"It's the cornerstone of our catch-

up strategy. If 'Scarlett* does well,

we're bacic in the game."
The other networks question

that conclusion, noting that big

events do not by themselves turn

around networks: good weekly
series do.

CBS paid $20 million for the

rights to this made-for-TV sequel

to Gone With the Wind, and it has

sold $40 million in advertising for

the mini-series. But that ad rev-

enue was achieved by guarentee-

ing sponsors that "Scarlett" will

average an enormous 24 rating -

considerably above that of the

highest-rated show in television

this year, ABC's "Home
Improvement," which is averag-

ing a 21.5 rating. (Each rating

point represents 954,000 homes.)

If "Scarlett" falls short of its

rating guarantee, CBS would be
forced to offer advertisers free

commercials to make up for the
,

shortfall. CBS executives are con-

vinced "Scarlett" will meet their

high expectations because of a

built-in level of awareness
unmatched by any previous mini-

series. That awareness is directly

attributable, of course, to Gone
With the Wind, often cited as the

most popular movie of all time.

CBS has already had to provide

a lot of such advertising time
because of shortfalls based on its

overall performance in prime time

so far this season.

Bludgeoned in recent months
by the loss of National Football

League games and several big
affiliated stations to the Fox net-

work, as well as sharply dimin-

STEVENS
From page 16

incestuous relationship between
Luke and Leia as it provocatively

climaxes in the final episode.

They're brother and sister, they

kiss - what's the deal? I thought

these movies were rated PG.
"Also, you can never forget the

cute and cuddly Ewoks. Does the

term, 'sell-out' ring a bell? These
teddy-bear-like creatures will go

CHAMBER

ished ratings this fall, CBS hopes
to gain momentum for a come-
back in the second half of the sea-

son by winning the ratings
competition this month.

Novemt)er is the first of the sea-

son's three sweep months, which
are special ratings periods used by

many advertisers to determine
where to buy time in the next
quarter. The other two months are

February and May.
"This is the linchpin of our

November strategy," Schweitzer
said. The network hopes to deliver

a big "Scarlett" audience to other

shows this month, including a

David Letterman special Monday
and another mini-series about the

Dionne quintuplets on Sunday and
Tuesday, by promoting them
heavily during the run of
"Scarlett."

But CBS has left nothing to

chance. The network conducted
more research on how best to pro-

mote and position "Scarlett" than

any other program in its history,

said David Poltrack, the executive

vice president of research for

CBS. The network even hired
Marketcast, a company that spe-

cializes in designing promotion
campaigns for theatrical movies.

CBS used the extensive
research to determine which ele-

ments of the mini-series to

emphasize, ranging from the

romance of Scarlett and Rhett
Butler to the continuation of
Scarlett's personal saga. The
results revealed that viewei-s did

not want to see the sequel's
romance overemphasized because

that might make die show look too

much like a Harlequin romance,
Poltrack said.

Schweitzer, who was in charge

of the "Scarlett" promotion cam-
paign, said, "It's a known brand.

It's big-event television. CBS
knows how to do that. We've suc-

cessfully launched things like the

Letterman show and the
Olympics. We've been very
aggressive putting this on buses
and billboards and radio."

But one thing that CBS has not

been able to say in any promotion
are the words "Gone With the

Wind."
"We're not allowed to make

any reference to the title,"

Schweitzer said. "Ted Turner
owns all the advertising rights to

that title." Turner Broadcasting
System owns the original film.

For CBS's partners in the pro-

ject. Hallmark Entertainment Inc.

and its RHI Entertainment unit,

the stakes are not quite as high,

because they have already sold the

project so successfully interna-

tionally that a profit is assured.

Robert Halmi Sr., chairman of

. RHI and the executive producer of

the mini-series, bought the rights

to the best-selling novel by
Alexandra Ripley for a record $9
million. His company, which has

since been acquired by Hallmark
Cards, has spent a total of $42
million on the production, said

Robert Halmi Jr., the president of

Hallmark's Entertainment.

But the bid was made with the

assurance of making a profit, the

younger Halmi said. "The day we
bought the rights we already had
$36 million in sales confirmed,**

he said. Beyond the $20 million

from CBS, which gives the net-

work the right to broadcast the

mini-series twice, the producers

secured commitments from more
than 100 international broadcast-

ers. Of those, 19 will broadcast

the series on the same nights as

CBS.
But Halmi said his company

still had an intense incentive to

see CBS fare well with its broad-

cast of "Scarlett."

"Videocassettes are where we
expect the big payoff," he said.

"We did 'Lonesome Dove' and
that has made over $48 million to

date in total gross video sales. Our
profit on that is between $4 mil-

lion and $5 million. We expect to

double that on this project."

Hallmark will not wait long to

try to cash in on a success for the

mini-series on CBS. Halmi said

the videocassette version of
"Scarlett" would be on sale by
early February.

CBS executives said they were
encouraged because at least some
of the advance reviews for

"Scarlett" said it was watchable
and entertaining. Other reviews
were much harsher, but
Schweitzer said that was to be
expected.

"Any time you're following up
a classic like Gone With the Wind
you have people trying to com-
pare it to the original, and the

reviews can't be positive on that

basis."

Poltrack said that as long as

some of the reviewers were gen-

erous, the huge mass of viewers
curious about the sequel should
be enough to make the show the

event CBS is anticipating.

But with all the network has
riding on it, CBS executives
know "Scarlett" has to at least

come close to the great expecta-

tions for it. "If it's not success-

ful," Schweitzer said, "tomorrow
won't be another day for us."

down as die greatest successful

attempt to get girls to watch the

trilogy. But the question on the

tongues of all Star Wars viewers

still remains: Did the Ewoks have
sex? And if so, was it considered

bestiality?

"But that's enough for now,
Danny-boy. I think you've learned

a valuable lesson. Go out with

mommy and rent the trilogy, and
most importantly, may The Force

be with - uh, nevermind."

Stevens is an undeclared sopho-
more. He says, "Hold on to your
hats and glasses, 'cause this

here's the wildest ride in the

wilderness." His column runs

every other Tuesday.
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gave the orchestra an aggressive,

spiky sound.

The program opened with
George Frideric Handel's "Music
for the Royal Fireworks," com-
posed in 1749 to accompany a cel-

ebration of the end of the War of

Austrian Succession.

At Brown's quick tempo, cele-

bration became frenzy. Her inter-

pretation, for all its spirit, seemed
wayward and lacking nobility.

Rapid speeds also marred her
view of Johann Sebastian Bach's

Orchestral Suite No. 3, with its

famous "Air on the G string.**

Although Brown observed many of

the composer's marked repeats, the

Suite was dispatched in record

See CHAMBER, page 21.
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time.

Although separated from the
preceding works by more than two
decades, G6recki's "Three Pieces
in Olden Style" sounded appropri-

ate on the program. The work, with

its rustic dance framed by two
slower sections, resembled
Pachelbel's "Canon" refracted
through the prism of the 20th cen-

tury.

Brown directed the orchestra's

strings from the concertmaster's
chair, playing the violin passionate-

ly herself. Although G6recki's
work accounted for only a small
part of the evening's music, it

elicited a more convincing perfor-

mance than anything else on the

program.

After the G6recki, Wolfgang
Amadeus Mozart's Symjrfiony No.
40 in G minor seemed mundane.
Brown again chose quick tempi,
but in the context of historical per-

formance (an attempt to recreate

the sort of performance the work
would have received in Mozart's
time) they did not seem inappropri-

PRETENDERS

ate.

Unfortunately, the performance
lacked originality. Players and
director appeared to just be going
through the motions.

Most of the time, the players
executed everything demanded of

Unfortunately, the per-

formance lacked origi-

nality. Players and

director appeared to just

be going through the

motions.

them by the score more than ade-

quately. A little bit of daring,
though, could have brought their

performances to life.

The few occasions when some
of the musicians did stretch musi-
cal boundaries brought excite-
ment. The interplay of
concertmaster Ralph Morrison,
violinist Lisa Johnson and viola

player Roland Kato during the
fast section of the overture of
Bach's Orchestra Suite was brac-

ing.

Hopefully, future performances
by the L.A. Chamber Orchestra
will provide more moments of
inspiration like this. These
upcoming programs dish up a

healthy amount of old favorites.

On Nov. 18, Brown returns to

play "Concerti Grossi" by Handel
and Corelli with the orchestra.
She and Morrison will perform
popular double violin concertos
by Bach and Vivaldi.

Bach and Vivaldi will be fea-

tured again on the Dec. 8 pro-
gram. Two Brandenburg
concertos and the Concerto for

Violin and Oboe will comprise
the German master's half of the

evening. Vivaldi's "Four
Seasons," featuring Morrison as

violin soloist, will bring the con-
cert to a close.—Beethovsn, Mendelssohn and
Schubert will carry the weight of
future programs, providing the

L.A. Chamber Orchestra another
chance to challenge convention
and reward its audience with fresh

insights.

MUSIC: LA. Chamber Orchestra's
Union Bank Regency Series. For
more info call (213) 622-7001.
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alone. With her tough aura and
trademark, Clint Eastwood-esque
squint, she exudes an authorita-

tive charisma that makes sure all

eyes stay on her.

You'd think anyone with half

of a brain would realize that

crossing this woman would not
be a good idea. During a particu-

larly fierce reading of "Money
Talk," Hynde stopped the band in

mid-song. "This isn't some
grunge alternative show!" she
yelled at an audience member
^who was "floating" above the
crowd. "Put him down," she
ordered, "or this band walks]"

Naturally, her demands met
with some resistance. "Hey kids,"

she shouted over the din. "I'm 43
years old. I'm too old for this

shit!"

Despite that brief confronta-
tion (concluded by Hynde, leav-

ing no need to hire security), the

band didn't lose any momentum
or energy. "Precious" and "Kid,"
both off the first Pretenders
record, crushed the thinly record-

ed studio originals like grapes.

Conversely, the live "Hollywood
Perfume" and "I'm A Mother,"
both off the new record, steam-

WIDESPREAD

rollered over their slick, overpro-

duced counterparts. Hynde's
songs gained so inuch presence in

concert, one wonders why the
band hasn't yet released a live

album.

With her tough aura

and trademark,

Clint Eastwood-esque

squint, (Chrissie

Hynde) exudes an

authoritative charisma.

Certainly, Hynde's self-depre-

cating stage patter deserves to be-
recorded for posterity. "Oka^,
this is from an album called
packed!" she announced, and as

is traditional audience reaction,

the crowd cheered. "Aw come
on," Hynde smiled, "don't pre-

tend like you actually bought it!"

Hynde hit a sour note only
once, with the saccharin "I'll

Stand By You," the Pepsi-Cola
jingle in disguise from her new
record. But she more than atoned
for that minor sin in her second

encore, as she welcomed former
Clash frontman Joe Strummer
and former Stray Cat leader
Brian Setzer onto the stage.
Together, the bartd launched into

a ball-breaking reading of
"Brand New Cadillac," a rocka-
billy cover from the Clash's
epochal London Calling. It

seemed strange for Hynde to

temporarily relinquish center
stage to two of her friends, but
the crowd was so ecstatic seeing

these all three of these legends
on the same stage, they could
have cared less.

Like Hynde's beloved Urge
Overkill, Material Issue, the
Pretenders' opening band, hails

from Chicago. Nevertheless,
these impotents make Urge
Overkill look like the Beatles -

the "International Pop
Overthrow" they declare in one
of their best known songs is

wishful thinking. Taking their

cue from late seventies British

new wave, their songs never real-

ly rise above KROQ anonymity.
Think of them as power pop
without the power or the pop,
hardly even a warmup for the
great band that followed.

From page 18

Traveler, and others" says Ortiz.
~ "We all have our own distinct

classification musically, but the

same kids follow us that follow
the Grateful Dead - the kind of
people who want to leave their

worries behind, not care for at

least one night about their exam or

the huge phone bill they have to

pay."

"We're real lucky," he contin-

ues, "we're just some itty bitty

guys from Athens, Ga. We find

our real success in being able to

travel all in one week and meet
different people that really enjoy
our music. We see these people
that come early to the shows and
then hang out afterward to say,

'thanks for coming to our town.'

These are the people that make it

all worthwhile."

On the new album, the group
aimed for a down-to-earth mood
that defines their collective per-

sonality. Produced by John Keane,
who also produced their second
album. Space Wrangler
(Capricorn), the sound features

more vocals and guitars and less

bass and drums.

.
Unlike other bands who tour to

support a new album. Widespread

"We take things real

laid back because we
feel real fortunate to be

able to live out our

childhood dream ..."

Domingo Ortiz

Percussionist and Vocalist

Panic writes and rehearsEes all of
the material on the road, and then

goes into the recording studio.

This way, by the time a song
makes it on an album, it is already

a part of the group's repertoire and
is recorded in whatever style

appealed most to the fans.

Thus all of the tracks on Ain't

Life Grand were recorded live,

with only a van door slamming as

the lone sampled sound. "Raise

the Roof," "Fishwater, " and
"Jack" are all from original

demos, kept on the final album
n)ccause the unique "sound to each
track could not be reproduced.

"We've learned to deal with
everything that's going on out on
the road, and we tried to put all

the crazy stuff that came out when
we traveled on the album," Ortiz

says.

"We take things real laid back
because we just feel real fortunate

to be able to live out our child-

hood dream, which is to play in a

band that is somewhat success-
ful."

"We don't have to have huge
record sales, but we have longevi-

ty. Some bands make it big on one
song, but what happens to them
afterward? Can they still maintain
their status as musicians?"

If you 're Widespread Panic you
can.

MUSIC: Widespread Panic with
the Freddy Jones Band at House
of Blues, Tuesday at 9 p.m. and
Wednesday (amages) at 7:30 p.m.
TIX: $15. For more info call (213)
660-2614.

ABORTION
Women wishing early pregnancy termination are

invited to participate in a Food and Drug Administration
approved study of the Abortion Pill at no cost to the
participant.

For more information please contact:

WOMEN'S HOSPITAL
CONTRACEPTION CLINIC

at
2 13/226-3 104

MACINTOSH
Computer Instruction
• One-on-one
• Learn basic stuff, or MS Word,
Claris Works, MS Worlcs,

PageMaker, and more

lean tectch where YOUeire on YOUR computer •

Low rates • call Jim 310/472-3770

LEARM TO...
• Work in an Agency R/PT
• Work from your home
• Open your own Agency

• Hands-on Airline Computers

Enjoy Travel Benefits!

1 C800] 452-2644
CaUG TRAVEL SCHOOLS
Throughout California
CA State Approved • R.-c] ^4102201

Attention

Freshman Records
Purchasers:

Freshman Records can now be picked
up at the Daily Bruin
Receptionist's Desk,
225KerckhoffHaU,

Monday to Friday, 8AM-6PM.

If you do not pick up your copy by
Friday, November 18, it will be mailed
to the address provided on your form.

^

Chart a Course for Success

Get a global perspective in li

Business Administration/

Management. Combine the

excellence of a Boston

University education with the

excitement of Graduate Study

in Israel.

call: 617/353-6000

fax: 617/353-6633

BOSJON
rxivrusfTY

BEN-GURION UNIVERSITY
OF THE NEGEV

In Israel
• Master of Science in

Management

• Language of Instruction

English ^
• Admission in Septem-

ber, January, and April

• Option bf 1 year full-

time or 2 years part-time

• Undergraduate Degree in

Business oQi Required
Ah t^iul ofpctlumty, tgimttUvt atuen miblulion

I

For FREE Infonnation, return to: 75S Commonwealth Avenue. BoMon. MA 02215

NAME

ADDRESS

CTTY STATE ZIP.

j^itej*referencc(s): QBriisscls Q Israel QLondon QPans i
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Classified Ad Information

Daily Bniln Classified Information
225 KefCkhoff Hall. 308 Westwood Plaza. Los Angeles. CA 90024

Class Line: (310) 825-2221 Class Display (310) 206-3060

Fax (310) 206-0528

We reserve the right to change, reclassify, revise, or reject any

classified advertisement not meeting the standards of the Daily Bruin.

Our office is open Monday-Friday, 9-4.

Classified rates

0»ty 20 words or less $7 00

Dai^/, each additional word .45

WMUy. 20 words orless 25.00

WeeUy, each additional word 1 .30

Display ads — student rata/co<. inch 8.00

Dispiay ads -local rate/col. inch 1125

Freque.icy & Agency Rates Available

Oeadiines

1 working day before printing, by noon.

Clmlititfitplayatfr

2 working days before printing, by noon.

Make checks payable to Itit

UCLA Daily Bruin.

led. X 1 = 2inches x linch. There are rw cancellations after noon the day t)€fore printing.

The AStJClA CommiNMionf Bowd tiiy Mpporti the (MMiBlfy o( Caatomtat poi^
crtminrton. Ito nadtamMi aoc^it adNffMffliftt wMch prmni penoni of any origin, ran^
lelgion, aai, or MMial oriinMion In a dHiMtning iNy or linpty thM theym NiraM to p^
(apibiaM.niieiortMM in aodety.lMher the Daly Bruin nor theASlK:iAComn«inicalk^
httimMligMdanrofttietervicesadvertisedor the advertisers represented in this issue. Aryperson
bale^IM an iiWliHniant in this issue vioiated the Board's policy on nondiscriminatwn statMi

henbi^itoiM oommuniMli oompiaMs in wrtting to ttie Business Maneger. Oi«y Bmin, <^
KeitMiofl Hil, 306 WatfeMiod Plaza. Loe Angeles. CA 90024 For assistance with housing discrini-

natkm probtems, cal ttie UCIA Housing Office at (310) 825^271 or caH ttw Weststde Fair Housing

Office at (310) 475-9671

make your ad easy for readers to understand.

:—
I

How to write a good ad
1 . Start your ad with the merchandise your are selling. This makes if easier for readers to quickly 3. Avoid abbreviations

scan the ads and locate your item(s). 4. Place yourself in the reader's position. Ask what you'd like to know about the merchandise,
2. Ahways include the price of the item you are selling. Many classiiied readers simply do not and include that in the ad. Include information such as brand names, colors, and other specific

respond to ads without prices. descriptions.

1 Campus Happenings

Alcoholics Anonymous
Mon. DlKunlor.. FrI. Step Study, AU 3S2S

Thura. Bex* Study. AU 3625
Tuas. and Wed. Discussion. Dental 2^029

All times 12: 10- 1:00pm
For alcoholc3 Of IndMctuah wtto havo a

drinUng probtmm.

2 Campus Services

Bereavement Croup-lXIi^ 'Getting Through

the Holidays' For those who have lost a fami-

ly member to cancer in the last year. 8 week
session led by licensed clinical social worker

with 20 years' experierKe in grief and t>e-

reavement counseling. Contact Rhonda
Fleming Mann Resource Center for Women
with CancerAJCLA (310)794-6644 or Julie

Steckle, LCSW (310)473-9559.

4 Financial Aid

Cash for college- 900,000 grants available.

No repayrrwnts, EVER. Qualify immediately.

l-aOO-243-2435.

7 Good Deals

THIS WEEK ONLY! '

«

ALL books in stock:

Psychology, Psychiatiy,

Life Sciences,

Environmental Sciences

9 Miscellaneous

STUDENT/AMATEUR
VIDEOS

Needed for compilation project. Send $1.00

and SASE initials A.L. Wilson P.O. Box 4581

Funland,CA 91041.

10 Personal

WANTED: 300 UCLA students to test new in-

ter-collegiate voicemail irHroduction service.

Absolutely Free! 81 8-986-904S.

WNTED: 100 PEOPLE
Lose 10-29 lbs. in 30 days ar>d earn $$$ do-

ing it 100% guarantee. Call 310-281-8828.

»nnnn»m»^>»n>»nn»i«

':

ARE YOU SICK OF DATING

GUYS WHO D0N7 TREAT

___jrQILWEU?
Beverty Hills Match Maker wanis

to Intoduc* you to a lit,

attrocnve, super-successlul guy

wtw seeia a special relationship

wltti amieNc, inMllgenl,

odveriluresome gkl in her 20's

lor dinner, tennis, travel, fun.

310-205-8483

1 1 Attorneys

AUTOMOBILE. BICVaE OR MOPED AC-
CIIXNTS. Slip and Falls. Business Law.

UCLA Crad. Close to campus. Free Consulta-

tion. Mitchell Kreitenberg 21 3-384-3561.

12 Researchi Subjects

ASTHMA SLiFFERERS. Earn up to $540.00 in

your spare time. If you take daily asthma

medication you may be eligible to participate

in a research drug study with a new potential

treatnrwnt for asthma. Contaa (310)477-1734

exl 540 to find out how you may bertefit from

this vital program. Allergy Research Founda-

tion. Inc. (Hgntwood)

Bedwctting boys 7-11 yrt. and their families

needed far UCLA research Pro|ccL Subjects

will receive $20 and a free dcvciopmenUl
evaluation. 3ia«25-0392.

3 Campus Recruitment 3 Campus Recruitment 3 Campus Recruitment

THE EUROPEAN UNION
TODAY ANE> TOMMORROW

A SUMMER PROGRAM IN SCIENCES PO
JUNE 7- JULY 26, 1995

PARIS, FRANCE

FOCUSING ON EUROPE this multidisciplinary program integrates political,

managerial and technological perspectives which enable students from North American
universities to understand the impact and complexity of European integration.

A SEVEN WEEK PROGRAM FOR GRADUATE STUDENTS in business,

engineering, law, political science, and international afifairs.

STUDENTS FROM THE FOLLOWING UNIVERSITIES HAVE RECENTLY
PARTICIPATED IN THE PROGRAM: Berkeley, Univ. ofChicago, Columbia.
Cornell, Georgia Tech, Harvard, John Hopkins, Northwestern, MIT, Princeton, Rutgers,

Stanford, Toledo, and Yale. - ••

WITH THE ACTIVE PARTICIPATION OF THE FOLLOWING COMPANIES,
THE PROGRAM OFFERS THE OPPURTUNITY TO OBTAIN A PAID
INTERNSHIP OR LONG TERM EMPLOYMENTIN FRANCE: Aerospatiale,

Conseil Regional Ile-de-France, Credit Lyonnais, Disneyland Paris, Elf-Aquitaine,

Eurogroup Consultants, Finacor, G^n^rale des Eaux, Louis Vuitton- Moet Henn«sy,^^
Matra-Hachette, Paris-EURGPLACE, SCOR, S.N.C.F, SNECMA, SOFRES.

12 Researchi Subjects

Healthy M/F, 18+ needed for UCLA Positron

imaging of the heart. Injection radioactive

isotope. Bloods taken. Also M/F 35-»- who
smoice/plan to quit KVF 40+ with cholesterol

250+. F-poat menopausal needed for same.
310-825-1118.

Hyperactive boys with attentional problems
7-1 1 yrs, needed (or UCLA research project
Receive $20 and a free dcvelopmenul
evaluation. 310-825-0392.

INFIDELmr: Researcher seeking unusual ac-

counu of how you discovered an affair. Short
phone Interview. Will pay Oaig Snyder,
Ph.D. 310-471-0035.

Normal healthy boys 3-11 yrs, and their

families needed (or UCLA research project
Receive $20 and have a scientific leamir^
experience. 310-825-0392. "

Information Session with
Dr. Patrick Weil, Program Director

Today
Tuesday. November 15« 12;00 p.m.

Graduate School of Management Room #4323

ASTHMATIC
VOLUNTEERS
NEEDED -r

for research at

UCLA Medical

Center. Age 18

to 70. Currently

using asthma

medications.

May qualify for

up to $560

compensation.

310-825-6745-

9 Miscellaneous 9 Miscellaneous

EWARD
ATTENTiON NEUROPSYCHiATRIC

INSTiTUTE STAFF
ON NOVEMBER 29. 1993. A PATIENT DIED IN UNIT

2-SOUTH OF THE NEUROPSYCHIATRIC HOSPITAL
UNDER MYSTERIOUS CIRCUMSTANCES. ALL FACTS
LEADING TO HIS DEATH HAVE NOT BEEN DISCLOSED.
IF YOU HAVE PERSONAL KNOWLEDGE OF SOME
SIGNIFICANT INFORMATION. NOT YET DISCLOSED.
YOU STAND TO EARN A REWARD OF UP TO $20,000,

DEPENDING ON THE VALUE OF YOUR TESTIMONY
PLEASE CALL 21 3-599-4945, AND LEAVE YOUR

NAME. ADDRESS. TELEPHONE NUMBER WHERE YOU
CAN BE REACHED, AND A STATEMENT DESCRIBING
YOUR INFORMATION. YOUR CALL WILL BE TREATED
IN STRICT CONFIDENCE. CALL IMMEDIATELY.

PROMPT RESPONSE WILL BE REWARDED. MULTIPLE
AWARDS WILL BE MADE IF APPROPRIATE. THE
DECISION OF THE ADVERTISER IS FINAL

REMEMBER, YOU MAY NOT ONLY CLEAR YOUR
CONSCIENCE AND SLEEP WELL AT NIGHT. YOU MAY
HAVE EVERYTHING TO GAIN THAT $20,000 WILL BUY

12 Research Subjects

EARN $20
Afraid of spiders? Participate in a 2hr. fear-

reduction study. Call 31O-206-9191 or sign

up at Fram Hall A337E.

EARN MONEY for IS-minutca \w«irk. Male
between 38-45, married, 1 -adolescent child.

Totally conftdential. Can be done totally by
mail. 310-288-0775.

Attn: Personal
Computer Users

AdIer Welner Research is

looking for people who run

shells on their PC - like

Navigator, Tabworks, etc.

Receive at least $50

call Burt at (310) 440-2340

15 Wanted

CASH FOR CARS. We come to you. Top dol-

lar paid. We do all DMV. We buy anything.

818-999-IBUY(4289).

RECRUITING FOR CHINESE CULTURAL
DANCES for January performarKe. No ex-

perierKe required. Freel By the Lotus Fourv

dation. WLA. Contact Sharlene 818-597-

1475. Call ASAP.

19 Sperm Egg donors

EGG OONOR. Caucasian, female, urxier

age 35. $200(Vdonation. 310-318-3010,

donor nurse, for recipient 1 2, Lynn Devcr. M-
F, 8:30-4:30. Redondo Beach.

EGG DONORS NEEDED for Infertile couples.

19-33 yrs, OMm medical InsurarKC. Special

needs for black, Hispanic, & Chinese. At

UCLA med center. 310-825-9500.

ICC DONORS NEEDED. All info confiden-

tial. Please call Dl 0)285-0333.

EGG DONORS NEEDED: Healthy females

between 21-34years old w/medical iiv

Mirance. Payment of $2200 for nr>edical pro-

cess. Mirna Navas 310-829-6782, Monday-
Friday.

12 Research Subjects

?^ ^ ^^
n All: IB \i.i»:\i:ss
lulwnn llii .t-i- <»l IS ,111(1 4(1 iKidid In jLirliiip

slinh. Mil I 111 It tiriliiiL; ,111(1 h.ivi sdim li.iir lo^s oii v

i .illli. Midiiim !! (t.ii k h.iir. I .iji in riU'diiiin •<< .ilp idl

i .11 n lip to $560
I ill sKI\ H\ SI \|<( II I oi \|)\| ION

Call (310)828-8887

NERVOaS? ANXioas?
FEARFUL? WORRIED?

Research volunteers between the ages of 18 and 65
experiencing these symptoms for at least 1 month and
in relatively good health are needed. Volunteers will

receive a brief exam in order to determine eligibility.

Qualified volunteers receive free basic physical

exam/lab test and compensation up to $495^^.

CaliforniaW&MOmSSmam\
MEDICAL GROUP

Please call 1-800-854-3902

Do you or a loved one suffer from Schizophrenia?

Qualified voluteers ages 12 and over may qualify for a

medical research study on schizophrenia.Qualified

volunteers recive a free basic physical exam, lab tests

and may be compensated up to approximately $1650.

CALIFORNIA

PLEASE C A L L 1 -800-854-3902

r

19 Sperm/Egg donors

IF YOU'D LIKE TO HELP a couple who's
having difTiculty getting pregnant or unable to

carry a child, call 310-820-6180, ask for Bea-
trice.

22 Health Services

CHILDHOOD SEXUAL ABUS€-«M>men psy-

chotherapy artd support group. Openings
now. \Atastwood vill^e. Call Lorrairw Rose,
Phd. 310-824-9942 or Meg ShMhw, Phd.
310-206-2013.

PENIS-NIPPLE ENLARGEMENT. Professional

vacuum pumps with instruction. Cain 1 *-3'.

Permanent »afe. Fnharxe erection. Dr. Joel

Kaplan 1 800 987 PUMF.

22 Health Services

PSYCHOTHERAPY
Student rate. Dini Evanier, MSW, AC3W.
Supv. LCSW #166. UCLA District. 310-474-

9666.

Acne. Tattoos

Sunspots & Scars
n',n Si,'[ji(.fii i ,HS(:t }-'v'^\\'j lor

llr-i":i;ss (rli.'di .,(< i' ri;ii,V(;'.HliUil

''f! renin 'r!i c! a; "i" Ir^^iifs

Si'':si],,;s 'S MISS li,.', Liis!

1-800-685-6574

22 Health Services

REACH PERSONAL AND ACAOEMKI
COALS WTFH HYPNOSIS. REDUCE TEST
ANXIETY. Increase concentration,
performance, self-confidence. Individual

appointmento and classes. Experienced
paychotherapist for 17-years. Student Rates.
Call Laura Guilds MFCC. 310207 0630.

STRESSED, OVERWHEU^D, LONELY. Sup-
portive counseling. Individuals, couples,
groups. Adjacent to campus. Carole Chasin
MA. IMF-20924. Barbara Shore, supervisor
MS-246SS. 310-289-4643.

23 Beauty Services

STRESSED?? GET A DEEP-TISSUE, HOT-OIL
Swedish body massage. Total pampering,
portable table/will travel, studvit discount.
Licetwed. L^'mltri, 213-436-4294.

Tuesday, November 15, 1994 23

30 Help Wanted

c J
S YEARS AT UCLA and 3 years at law school
did not teach me how malce serious money.
Now I've learned the secret to wealth from a
millionaire who was willing to share it. Look-
ing for nrwtivated people who want to maxi-
mize their potential on a full or part-time ba-
sis. 310-91 5-8088 or 81 8-757-1 303.

ACTIVE FILM CO. seeks motivated individu-

als. Great opportunity to learn production
and development. Flexible hrVdays. Credit,

no pay. Contact SUcy Katz 310-SS9-7410, ex
1_K

ACTORS/MODELS NEEDED. Auditions by
appointments only, For commercials, films,

and print ads. All typeVages needed. No ex-
perience necessary. No registration fees. Call
Today Image. 818-222-9091.

ADMINISTRATIVE ASSISTANT. Part-time,
full-time preferred. BH Software Company,
perfect English, WordPerfect required, Page-
Maker helpful. 310-859-7277.

ALASKA EMPLOYMENT - Fishing Industry.

Earn to $3,000-56,000+ per Month + bene-
fits. Male/Female. No experience necessary
206-545-41 55 ext A59342.

ATTENTION UCLA STUDENTSI Puzzles Fast

Food Restaurant is Sunset Village is hiringi

Previous restaurant experience helpful.

S6.63/hr. FLEXIBLE NITE SCHEDULE. Call

Karen 206-7687.

BALLOON CELEBRATIONS needs party dec-
orators, drivers, artists, and trainee managers.
Fast paced, fun, and creative environment,
flexible hours. Call 310-208-1180.'

BEAUTY SALON RECEPTIONIST, PART-
TIME, Pleasant personality, service-oriented

person. Call for Interview. 310-449-0055.

BEVERLY HILLS LAW OFFKZE needs

filing/secretary and Word Perfect, part-time.

310-274-5252.

Bullock's of Westwood. Holiday help needed
ASAP. Daytinr>e, nighttime, and weeker>ds.

Starting now. Apply in Human Resources of-

fice, 2ryi level. Competitive starting wage. In-

terviews on dally basis.

BUSY ENTERTAINMENT OFFICE, needs hard
working office support. Part-time position, re-

quires flexible availability. Need car. Fax re-

sume 310-276-5721
, phone 310-276-3300.

CAMPUS POSITION AVAILABLE starting at

$6.63Air. We work around your classes.

Immediate employment available for Fall

1994. Sunset Village Dining Services.

Contact David at 310-206-7688.

CAREER
DEVELOPMENT

Entry level telephone sales of securities to in-

stitutional clients, flexible, part-tin>e, will

train/1 icerwe, students and hornemakers, Har-
ry 310-231-3333.

CASHIER NEEDED for Beverly Hills salon.

Saturday and Sunday included. Full-time.

Prior experience required. 310-274-6347.

CASHIER WANTED. WLA and Westwood.
Son>e Japanese preferred. 310-479-2530.

1834 Westwood Blvd.

CASTING IMMEDIATELY! Extras needed for

feature films, commercials, and music videos.

Earn up to $200 per dayl No experience

needed. Work guaranteedl Call today 213-

851-6102.

CHILDRENS CYMNASTK3 TEACHER. RE-

QUIRE exp. teaching physical activities to

toddlers/preschoolers. Need tons of energyl

Fun environment PA M,W,Fr. 310-454-

1875.

COMMUNITY SERVKTE OFFKZERS (CSO's)

are hiring UCLA students nowl. ib.\b/hr to

start, up to $9.10. 15-fhnMc. Flexible sched-

ule. Call 825-6760.

30 Help Wanted
$6.63/HR. Work in fun atmosphere, schedule
around classes. Apply: Maureen OBrien,
Cafe Sproul, 350 DeNeve Dr. 310-825-2074.

$7/hour + bonus, flexible hours, great work
experience. Hiring nowl APPLY TODAYI
UCLA Annual Fund, 1083 Gayley, 4th floor.

310-794-0277.

$7/hour+bonus. Advertising consulting firm is

seeking persons to set appointments by
phone for our consultanU. Minimum 2 years
college, telephone or outside sates experi-
ence a plus, immediate openings, P/T in our
Weslside office. Call Norman Becker, Ad
MaxConsulting group. 31 a281 -0355

JONES/LA
Seeking to hire full or part-

time people to sell women's
clothing. (Very High

Commislon.) Must have

transportation. Female or

Male Positions accepted.

No Exp. Necessary

Call Chuck (213)912-4444

COMPUTER HELPER. Part-time, 5

hoursAveek. $7.Sa^wur. Must be DOS and
Windows illcratc mnd have transportation.

310-470-8600.

COMPUTER PROGRAMMER, expert in tX-
CEL' 5.0 nworoprogrammif^ Need awls- -

tanoe w/advancad spreadsheet set-up ar>d

programming. P/T prr^ecL 213-467-2777
day. 213-2S8-62S2ev«.

r

COMPUTER SYSTEMS ADMINISTRATOR,
P/T. Requires knowledge of DOS, Windows
for Workgroups, Word for Windows, Excel,

and more; experierx:e with modems arxJ rem-
ote communication; capacity to install, train,

support and troubleshopt software probs;
ability to solve hardware probs. Must be
comfortable with both people and machines.
Fax resume to josh. 310-337-1074.

CRUISE SHIPS HIRING
Earn up to $2000+/month on Cmise Ships or

Land-Tour companies. Seasonal and Full-

Time employment available. No experience

necessary. For information call 1-206-634-

0468 ext. C59342.

DELIVERY PERSON
For Sandbag's Gourmet Sandwich Shop in

Westwood. Car, scooter or motorcycle need-
ed. 11 -2pm, M-F, days flexible. $S^our plus

great tips. Apply in person: 1 1 34 Westwood
Blvd.

EARN $35-$75AHOUR. Part-time independ-
ent marketing consultants needed. No experi-

ence necessary. All ages welcome. Hundreds
of openings available. Begin todayl 310-281-
1975.

Energetic coffee-lovers needed immediately
to work Arrosto Espresso Bars in Beverly
Hills, Brentwood, and WLA. Apply in person:

262 S. Beveriy Drive, Beverly Hills.

EVENINGS/DAYS, FLEXIBLE HOURS. Market
research Firm is looking for a detail-oriented

person to work a few(10-20) hoursAveek in

our Encino an<Vor Beverly Hills office. Food
preparation and client contact involved. Start

at $8/hr. Please call William, 818-905-1525,
ext 285.

FILE CLERK
WTSTSJDE LAW FIRM SEEKS part-time file

clerk. Must be proficient on Macintosh, MS
Word. Hours flexible. Please call Yolanda
310-826-7474.

FILM STUDENT to write movie script. Hourly
rate. Send resume: PO Box 49421, LA,CA,
90049.

GRADUATE ENGLISH MAJORS PREFERRED.
Need college essay consultant to help high-

school senior. Will pay $$$. Call Vanessa at

213-689-4006, 213-728-7077(evenings)

MEXICO SPRING BREAK^^(
^Biggest Parties/Best Prices*

j

* Earn (Free Trips/Cash)

(3 10)379-0409 or

» (800)798-1509

NOW HIRING
PLAZA TEXTBOOK

DEPARTMENT CASHIERS
Temporary position for Winter

rush period, possibly

leading to regular status

Apply at

ASUCLA Personnel,

Kerckhoff Hall 205.

M-F, 8-5pm

GREENPEACE seeks committed full time and
part-time people to change the world. Call

310-287-2210 between 3pm and 5pm Mon-
day-Friday.

GROOVE-BASED ROCK BAND with privafT
rehearsal space/recording studio (Santa Moni-
ca) and LA Club experience seeks dedicated
male vocalist/lyricist. Demo and experience a
plus. Call Ryan at 310-796-1063.

HANDKTAPPED PERSON NEEDS DOiVIESTIC
HELP w/some typing experlerKC preferred.
West Hollywood. $8/hour, flexible. 213-
874-2569.

HEALTH aUB PERSONAL TRAINERS . Up-
scale fitness center. San Fernando West Val-
ley. KrMMvledge of kinieseology, human anat-

omy, or related. Exercise science background
a plus. Part-time. Flexible hours. Tim
(81 8)705-6500 ext.256.

HIRING VALET PARKING ATTENDANTS for

the Holidays. P/T,F/T positions available.

NighU and wcekeryJs only. SS.SOt-tips to

start. 818-788-4300.

HOUSE CLEANING. One day/week,
SMwur, chiki and dog friendly. 310-390-
B305.

JOIN THE TEAM. Earn $7/hr/commissions
working near campus, immediate openings
with cash paid daily. Call between 9-1 1am
preferably. 510-534-5711.

LAW FIRM MESSENGER part4ime.

Deihrery^»lckHip of legal documcnU of pies-

tigiouB Br«il«w>od firm. OocasiorMl service

of subpoenas. Must have reliable car. No^
exD. required. AA for Chris. 010) 207-8228.
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30 Help Wanted

LAW OFFICE ASSISTANT, F/T powtion (or fil*

cIcrkAclicf receptionist/office management
attistant, require organized, self-motivated

irKlividuai wA^ordPerfect 5.1^Vir>do«vs ex-

perterKe. Hours.-9am-5:30pm. Please fax or

send resume to: Rebecca J. Lee, Donfeld, Kel-

iey and Rollman, 1 1845 West Olympic Blvd.

Suite 1245, LA, Ca 90064. Fax: 310-312-

8014

LAW OFFICE. Clerical secrcUriaJ positions.

Must know WordPerfect. Have office experi-

ence. Good typing skills, flexible hours.

Wilshire & Clendon. 310-475-0481.

LOOKING FOR FUN, ENTHUSIASTIC, intel-

ligent people to teach test prep for SAT. High
test scores and car required. We train you.

Start pay $13.50 hour (6-8 hours per week).

Serxi resume /cover letter by 1 2/1 6/94 to: The
PrirKelon Review, Attn: Personnel Depart-

ment. 10474 SanU Monica Blvd. #403, LA
90025. NO PHONE CALLS PLEASE.

MALE MODELS. Asian, Latin or surfer types.

No height requirement Hot head, cards,

posters, mags. Good money. Fun I 213-664-

2999 24hours.

MARKET RESEARCH COMPANY in Van
Nuys needs individuals to vMirk 4-6

hours/day. Evening, day, and weekerxi hours

available to do public opinion ar>d market re-

search. Must have excellent reading skills,

ability to write verbatim, ind follow instruc-

tions. Call 818-725-4275.

Men-Women ages 18-24 for nude modeling

for French and American magazines and vid-

eos. Call 213-265-0550.

MGNT TRAINEE
No exp. nee. Corp. expanding in area.

$400(Vmonth, base-t- commission. Start im-

mediately. 213-463-0633

MID-WILSHIRE, East of Farmer's market, P/T

sales. The Tennis Place. Great atmosphere,

weekervi help needed. Sales experience pre-

ferred. 213-931-1715.

MODELS find out how to make great mor>ey

doing part time modeling. It's easy, no ex-

perience necessary. Call today. 310-276-

7648.

Mortgage services firm in El Segundo is im-

mediately hiring P/r general office position

for 11-3PMshi£ Minimum typing speed 35-

words/min. $7.5(Vhr. Chris 3ia348-7080.

NATKDNAL INVESTMENT BANKING FIRM,
Institutional Department. Articulate, ambi-

tious senior for p/l telemarketing. 29-hr^vk.

Entry- level position, training irKluded.

Need student for P/T light typing Must be
able to use Macintosh computer (Mac Write

Pro^^File Maker Pro). Call 310-207-5848

P/T DRIVER FOR FLOWER SHANTY, 30
hours^eek. Clean record, conscientious,

will drive company van. 1 1977 San Vicente

Blvd. 310-472-6063.

P/T flood map analyst position at mortgage
services firm. El Segundo. Morning and after-

noon shifks. Perfect for geography students.

$7.50^r. Kevin 310-348-7080.

Part-time-Receptionist in Wilshire-area. DaU-
entry required. Spice Hair Oasis 6399
Wilshire Blvd. Suite 119, Los Angeles,

90048. Ask for Spice. 21 3-658-71 65.

rEARN UP TO SS.SO^R PLUS TIPS
cleaning houses ar>d offk:es. C^l today

arnj go to work this week. Toru of work.

Full and part time work. Flexible

schedule. Work in your area.

Car necessary.

Call today at 310/453-1817.

MOVIE EXTRAS
MODELS

ALL TOES NEEDED FOR

MAJOR FEATURE nuns

IMMEDIATE ASSIGNMENTS

310-659-«288

PERMANENT/PART-TIME position, teacher's

aide. MWF 8:45-12:15. Some experierxre

working with small children. $6/hr. The Early

Years School,

Santa Monica. 310-394-0463.

PHOTOGRAPHER
NEEDED FOR evening and weekend party

events. Must be outgoing, friendly, and enjoy

taking pictures of people. Call Karen at 310-

915-1640.

REAL ESTATE
F/T ADMINISTRATIVE ASSISTANT, R.E. de-

veloper, Westwood. Assist project manager
and marketing director, answer phones, typ-

ing, faxing. Must krww Windows. 310-479-

9900.

RESORT JOBS- Earn to S12 / hr -»^ tips.

Theme Parks, Hotels, Spas, -f more. Tropical

& MounUin destinations. Call 206-632-01 50

ext.R59341.

RESPONSIBLE MALE ADULT, strong refer-

ences to provide personal care to disabled

man. M>our, weekdays, alternate wec-

kends.Westwood. Will train. $2S(Vmonth.

310-475-5209.

SECRETARY VVANTED: Someone organized,

efOcier^, for a busy RE ofTtce. Pleasant sourxi-

ing voice, fast typing, computer literate. Jo-

seph: 310-652-5566.

30 Help Wanted

SMAU LAW FRM kxiking for a law clerk,

must have car, valid drh^er's licerae arwJ In-

surance a must NO PHONE CALLS PLEASE.
Servi resume to Engel artd Engel. 9200 Sunset

Bl. Suite y)5. Los Angeles. CA 90069.

STOCKBROKER'S ASSISTANT. Hardwork-
ing, serious only. Long hours, salary plus

commission. Series 7 preferred. Century City.

John, 310-772-7905.

TALENT AGENCY
seeks highly nrwtivated and organized intern.

If you want to learn THE BIZ ar>d work in a

fun ofTtce, this is the placet (Norvpaid). Call

310-278-3600 ASAP.

TEACHER, Spanish, F/T, primeAclem. grades.

Pvt schi, WLA. Min. 5-yrs. classroom exp.

req'd. Begin immediately. 310-476-2668.

TWO POSITIONS. 1 .Administrative assistant

to environrT>ental company, $7fiv; 2.0n-
campus sales representative. Hot new gift

items, commission. Resume to: Laurel Hill,

Inc. 201 Santa Monica Blvd. Suite 320,

90401. Or fax 310-917-1214. Indicate which
position.

UCLA research group needs carrier to pick-

up swine cardiac tissues at Verrxm packing
house. 1 day a week/morning. $30 per trip,

mileage included. Valid CA drivers license

and auto liability insur. required. Pick-up ap-

plication at Rm. 2525 MacDonald Research

Lab bldg.

UCLA STUDENTS LOOKING FOR EMPLOY-
KtENT, work arour>d your classes, starting

rate^ S6.63Av. Call jelena at Hershey Hall

Food Senrice 310-825-7686.

Valet attendants for holiday season at prestige

Century City location. Call personnel M-F
9anrv4pm. 310-553-6123.

Valet parking, holiday, P/T, earn up to $8+,
818-344-4254.

VALET PARKING. Attendants and Cashiers

needed for LAX MARRKDTT. Full-time and
part4ime available. Flexible schedules. Great

student job. For more information call 714-

7482453.

WAITER/DRIVER
LA TO GO: Gourmet food delivery. Looking
for motivated, erwrgetic, and conscientious

delivery driver^aiters. Flexible hours. Good
rT>oney Fun work. Call (310)440-4455 before

10:30am, between 3-5pm.

CLASSIFIED UNE AD, GOOD.

CLASSIFIED DISPLAY,

URGER AND BEHER.

TO PUCE AN AD, ULL 206-3060

Daily Bruin

WALKING DISTANa TO UQA, P/T, office

help needed-typing Friendly, N/S.

$5.5(Vhour. Call Erin 31 0-208-1000 exLl 30.

YOUNG MEN WANTED for nude and semi-

nude nrK>deling. Good pay. Immediate work.

Call Derek 213-845-9669.

32 Career Oppoitunities

ACTIVE AND ENERCETKT DISTRIBUTORS
WANTED with health and nutrition compa-
ny. Small investment, great returns. Call 310-

820-4330 or 818-788-4716.

BARTENDER
TRAINEES

•no experience necassary
•earni; 100-1200 daily

•more jobs tnan graduafes
•nation wide job placement

NATIONAL AARTENDERS
SCHOOL

(213)38a3200
(310)5580608
(8 1 8)994-8 1 00

32 Career Opportunities

FILM/rV/COMMERCIALS, auditionir^ ac-

torVactresses. 1 3-35 yean, tor lead roles In

major prociuctkira, send pictures 610 North
Glen Oaks Blvd. BurtMnk 91502. ATTN:
Casting Of call (818)843-4228.

MEDICAL RECEPTONIST/BIUER. F/T. Ex-

pericTKe a must Brentwood. Fax resume
996-1064.

Religk>u^ebrew school teacher needed 7th

grade, Tuesday S:30-8pm, Thursday 4-

6:30pm Temple Ahavat Chakim NorthrMge
818-360-6349

SENKDRS AND GRADS. E»n up to $30(yday.

Excellent people skills required. Training

provided. 310-337-0790.

VtAHTED:
Comblnatkxi book kaeper/ Secretary from

Andersen Grad. School d Managemert or

equivalent tor Waatwood Foundallon

4 hfB-AJay. 20 htsywaak. possMe FuU Tbnajob.

Comparwalton $ 1 S/hr.

call: (310)470-3508

or fax rMum* to (310) 470-9538

33 Jobs Wanted

• ForTVCommerdais
• Movies

•Catatogs

• Videos

call InwnediatBly

(310)68»485g

34 Internstiips

aiEBRITY HOCKEY CHARFTY CAME. Pro-

duction company needs skilled Mems NOW
to help assist for event at the Forum. Call

310-286-6785.

GENGA PRODUCTIONS SEEKS set, lighting,

and sound design assistant directors, stage

manager, and set builders for benefits pro-

duction at the Tiffany Theater. No pay, possi-

ble school credit Call Hillary ASAP at 310-

285-1531.

WANTED: PUBLISHER'S ASSISTANT. Intern

Part-time. New, national, multi-ethnic teen

magazine- Unity LA. Experience on Mac.
213-935-5826.

35 Child Care Wanted

CHILD-CARE, PART-TIME, 2:30-6PM. 2
BOYS, 10 AND 13. hAtH (^rlvew/car. Brent-

wood area. RefererKes required. 310-273-

233(ydays, 31 0-826- 1876/evenings.

Chikkare, 6 & 1 2 year olds, non-snwking,
references, good wAtds, have car, variable

hours arranged, S6ftyr, SanU Monica, 310-

828-5144.

DRIVER FOR CHILDREN. WED, FRI. 3-6.

$Mv. Need car. Westwood. 310-273-

6036.

EVENING BABYSFTTER. Your choice on-4
nightsA^eek. Must have refererxzes, car, arxj

safe driving record, $6-C^our. Please call

Mrs. Tolwin at 310-552-7604.

Need live-in grad student to assist working
mother with infant care. Flexible hours.

Room+$800 and up/month. Wilshire and
Beverly Glen. French speaking a Plus. Jearv

Claude/Katie 310-274-1585, 274-1997.

36 Personal Assistance

HOLIDAY BLUES?
• Aiudoiis about family visits?

• Overwhelming schotri pressures?

• Student RatesI

BartNuv Katz, M.A., MFCC
(310) 587-15§5

49 Apartments for Rent

$900 CULVER Cmr. Large, quiet, modem. 2-

bdrnV3balh townhome, dishwasher, a/c,

frid<;e, patio, gated parking. 310-837-0761.

$995. 2BR/1 1/2BA TOWNHOUSE STYLE
1.2 miles UCLA 310-459-6800.

1 -BEDROOM $575 up. Huge apartments,
ideal for roommates. Garden courtyard, pool,

, A^, phone-entry. Near Sherman Oaks Cal-
leria. Minutes to campus. 818-997-7312.

1 -MINUTE TO UCLA, Bachelor, $525, fur-

nished/unfurnished, utilities included, pool,

laundry, no pete. 3ia824-3000

1 380 VETERAN, lop floor. 2-bedroom $1250.
1 -bedroom $925. Security, roof-top pool, Ja-

cuzzi, park-view, quiet building, parking.

Call for appL 310-477-5108.

32 Career Opportunities

Wanted

:

Ph. D./graduate student in School of Psychology/Psychiatry

or equivalent to tutor & work w/ gentleman scholar in

Westwood. 2 hrs., 3 times/wk. (Flexible hrs. & days).

Compensation $20-i-/hr. & open w/ Valet parking.

(310) 470-3588
Tutoring under direction of Professor of

Psychology/Psychiatry

49 Apartments for Rent

3BR + 3BATH
SanU Fe Styk oondo, four units. Buiit-ina,

fireplace, refrigerator, air, washei/drycr.

Gated parking. WLAA^aA Cable bonus.
$1495.310-471-0359.

Artoy Westwood 2-b«droonV2-bath, wooden
flooriAcarpet, dishwasher. Spacious with kits

of windows. Pet OK. Close to alL $1150.
310-446-1777.

BACHELORS, SINGLES, and 1-BORMS avait-

abie, ckxe to UCLA. Fum/Unfum, laufwiry,

no pets. From $525> 310-477-2537

Beautiful 3-yA> deluxe apartment 2-bdrTTi^-

ba, 3-bdmV2-ba available. 640 Vetervi Ave.

Call fast 824-2036.

BEVERLY HILLS ADJ. 1 42-BEDROOMS
$650-$895. SOME W/HARDWOOD
FLOORS. ONLY 1/2 BLOCK TO PICO BUS.
ASK ABOUT LEASE BONUS. 310-839-6294.

BrentwoodI 3-bdnTV2-bath. $160a Pool,

Ig. balcony, gated parking, central air. Near
UCLA Add.: 330 S.Barring^n, near Sunset
310-471-2498.

BRENTWOOD, $900, 2-bdrnV2-bath, patio,

new decor, ck>se to UCLA, by appt only,

1 1 728 Mayfield Apt #3, 3 1 0-271 -681

1

BRENTWOOD, Sunny and larae 3.bed-

roonV2-bath, Patio, North of Wil&iie, dish-

washer, cat-okay, SUSCVmonth. Open 9-5,

11921 Goshen Ave, aptfl. 310-207-0834.

BRENTWOOD. 1/2 BLOCK, south of

Wilshire. Upstairs, gated building, bright,

cheerful bachelor. Laundry, walk-in closet,

$490. Grad student preferred. 310-275-

7139.

BRENTWOOD. Lovely, cozy, bachelor/ette

room in beautiful country area, quiet home.
20-mlnutes to UCLA. $600. 310-472-6694.

BRENTWOOD. Sunny 2-bdrn\/2-ba top floor.

Gated parkir^g, laundry, fireplace, balcony,

security. Great kxation: Barrington &
Wilshire. $1300. 310-820-1932. AVAILABLE.

FURNISHED RESORT STYLE
APARTMENTS

MINinES FROM CAMPUS
STUDIO, ONE AND TWO BEDROOMS

MONTHLY RENTALS

iOOa46»4<5
OOSPOSJOE DISGOUt^ AVAILABIf

GREAT LOCATION!
3450 Sawtelle Blvd.

1 and 2 BD Apts.

Split Master Suites

-Heated pool^pa/sauna/gyTn

-BBQs/Lush Gardens/Waterfalls

-Lar^ recreational clubhouse

-Intercoms entry

Casa de Vida

310-397-4811

CHEVIOT HILLS AD). $775, modem 2-bdrm,

1 1/2 bath, carpet, drapes, built-ins, refrigera-

tor,patk>, carport, laurvJry, excellent transpor-

Utk)n and shipppinn. 310-838-9052

CLOSE TO UCLA
WESTWOOD. 10 minutes by cv, 1 -bed/1

-

bath, upper, electronic entry, fireplaoe, refrig-

erator, dishwasher, carpeC verticals, gated

parking, laundry, $7S(ymonth. For appoint-

ment call 310-454-8800.

Deluxe 1 -bedroom. 10-minute walk to

UCLA, quiet building, baknny, well-lit unit.

$850 and up. Available November 8. 310-

206-8881.

FURNISHED BACHELOR APARTMENT, utili-

ties paid, free laundry, parking, 2.5 miles

south of UCLA, non-imoking, $39S/mo.
(310)478-3694 after 6pm.

Large single quiet area, Wilshire district, sep-

arate kitcher^Mthroom, furnished/ unfur-

nished, tmstworthy student preferred. Call

Dante at City News 714-773-4902. $385.

LARGE, SUNNY 2-BEDROOM APARTMENT,
2-miles from UCLA, $80(ymonth, incredible

deal, available 12/1 or 12/15. 310-479-
4025.

MAR VIST\ $845, 2-bed/2-balh. 2-story cus,

lorn townhouse. Gated garage, unit alarm,

central air, fireplace. 11931 Avon Way. 310-

391-1076.

• MAR VISTAS
'

2BD.2BA.2STORY
CUSTOM TOWNHOMES.

GATED GARAGE, CENTRAL AIR.

FIREPLACE. UNITALARM

• 12736 CASWELL AVE. $B2S
*11748COURTLEIGHDa $845

^ PALMS *
2 BO. 2BA CUSTOM TOWNHOME.
riREPlACE. BALCONY. GATED

GARAGE. ALRM IN UNIT
(ONE MONTH FREE RENT)

* 3614 PARIS $995
• ap«n7(iays

CALL (310) 391-1076

TO SEE THE

k LOVELYAPARTtlENTS •

49 Apartments for Rent

Diamond Head
Apartments
Short Teim Available

1 bedroom $875
Rreplace, balcony with a

view, oontemporary
kitchen

ulMlnfl

660 Veteran

MAR VISTA. $675. Near 405 freeway, Nice
1 -bedroom, new carpets, stove, refrigerator,

laundry. 310-454-0605.

MAR VISTA $845. 2-bdnTV2-bath, cuMom
towr^me, fireplace, gated gvage, alarm in

unit 12736 CasweW Ave. 310-391-1076.

Open 7 days 9-5.

MAR VISTA 2-bdrrV2bath. Custom town-

home, fireplace, gated gvage, alarm in unit

$795. 11748 Courtieigh. Door open 7 days.

310-391-1076.

;. ii;

#INAMARINA SHORES. MDR/Venice border. 2+1
apartments. $745-$845. Surviy, airy, nicely

larxbcaped, parking ir^cluded. Hard-
wood/carpets. Walk to beach. 310-39S-0S91
or 310-829-0589.

ONE MILE TO WESTWOOD. Brentwood
adjacent Large single $625. Large Ibed
$695. 1235 Federal Ave. 310-477-7237.

PALMS $500. Large single, walk-in closcU,

completely refurbished, quiet 9-unit buikiing.

1 5-minutes from campus. Must see to appre-

clate. 398-6622.

PALMS $595, 1 -bedroom security building,

very quiet, all appliar>ce$. Convenient to

campus. Security deposit $100. A/C, laundry.

310-837-7061.

PALMS $750, 2-bdmVl-ba. large upper,

small building. Completely refurbished, like

new. Must see to appreciate 15-mins firom

campus. 310-398-6622.

PALMS $825. 2-bdnn/2-ba, refrigerator, dish-

washer, stove, central air, fireplace, two un-
derground parking. Quiet Bus #12. 6-ycar

new security building. 310-556-1688.

PALMS - $595
1 -bedroom upper. 10-minutes to UCLA.
Gated entry. Small, quiet building, refrigera-

tor, stove, dishwasher, minlblirxls, carpets.

Free rent 310-203-8814.

PALMS*371 7 CARDIFF
LARGE 1-BEDROOM UPPER, $695. FIRE-

PLACE, EXTRA aOSETS, STOVE, FRIDGE,

DISHWASHER, GARBAGE DISPOSAL. SE-

CURFTY SERVICES. NEWER BUILDING,
QUIET. 13-MINUTESTOUCLA 310-652-

0647, 31(V836-7146.

PALMS, $485/MONTH, single, 3455 jas-

mine. Appliances, pool, laurwiry, no pets.

310-454-4754.

PALMS. $550, Large single+bonus room.
Newer building on quiet street, gated park-

ing, built-ins, balcony/patio, A/C, fireplace.

Laundry facilities, 31 0-397-0405.

PALMS. $995, 2-bed/2-bath, custom town-
home, fireplaoe, balcony, gated garage,

alarm in unit One nKinth free. 361 4 Faris Dr.

310-391-1076.

PALMS. Unfurnished 1-bednx)m, $495,
single $395. Appliances, no pets. Call 9anv
8pm, ask for my. (310)837-41 96.

Prime location, newer, large,, clean 2-bed-
roo»TV'2-bath, security. 1 -block to campus.
Walk-in closets, appliances, gym, 2-parking
spaces. 310-206-0830.

SHERA4AN OAKS. Gated, newer, quiet,

single, $450, 2+2 $750, 13406 Moorpark St.

818-222-8298

SPACIOUS SINGLE, Sherman Oaks. Walk to

We^ward Ho market refrigerator and free

utilities, $65(ymo., 818-788-0003

UaA, Bachelor, $425, full bath, 1 bik from
UCLA and Village, 638 Landfair. 310-206-
4253. 824-2595.

WESTWOOD, SPANISH GUEST APART-
MENT, hardwood floors, all utilities, laundry,

cable, parking. Residental. Available 12/1.

$57S/month. 310-552-9244.

WESTWOOD- 2-BEDROOM/2-BATH, $925
AND UP. TILE KITCHEN, STEPDOWN LIV-

ING ROOM. UNUSUAL CHARM. 1-1/2

MMLE TO UCLA. 310-839-6294.**

Westwood^ntury City and Palms, $495+'
single; $595 luxury bachelor; $675+ Ibd; 10
minutes to UCLA, open daily 310-474-7565.

WLA BACnaOR, $460. LC-IBED, $599-
$675. Swlnnmir>g pool, sun-deck, laurtdry,

barbecue. Best location. Open Tue«lay 2>

Spm. 1621 Westxate Ave. 310-820-1121. -

49 Apartnnents for Rent

WLA, BACHELOR $495. Large 1 -bedroom,

$625. Pool, carpet, refrig, parking, close to

campus and bus stops. 1330 S. Barrington.

310-4S1-0693/day, 310-473-4989/eveninK.

WLA Amazing deal. 1 629 Brockton. Singles

Starting $525. New appliar>ces, carpet, palm,

vertical blinds. Parking, gated. Good student

discount 310-477-0112.

50 Apartments. Furnished

MAR VIST\ $60Cymonth. Ask about free

rent Attractive, furnished 1 -bedroom. Large,

pool, patio, and barbecue area. Quiet build-

InK. 3748 bvUewood BM. 310.398-8579.

51 Apartments, Unfurn.

$875 2BDRAV1 1/2BA 1426 Barrington #4.

Stove, refrigerator, air, dishwasher. (310)837-

0761

$925. Move-in special. Large 2-bedroonV2-
bath, security building, all amenities, eleva-

tors, parking. Low security deposit 2437
S.Corinth. 310-479-1 765 or 310-376-8794.

BEVERLY HILLS. Guesthouse/Mingle. Full

bath, kitchenette, parking, utifities iricl. 1 per-

son, no pet yard. Avail. Nov. 1 5. $fiO0/mo.

Call 310-274-3935.

NEAR SANTA MONKIA AND BUNOY.
Bachelor, full bath, refrigerator, laundry, up-

per. Available now. $45a'mo. 822-6487.

PALMS. Single $535-$S50. 2bd, $850.
Clean, Large pool, convenient to shopping
and UCLA, 310-204-4332.

WESTWOOD. $1500, Spacious 3-bedroom,
AiK, refrigerator, dishwasher, balcony, ideal

for grad students. 1 71 1 Malcolm. V4-mile
from campus. 310-273-1212.

52 Apartments to Share

1 female to share 2-bdrm/2-bth luxury apt in

Westwood, Underground parking, A/C, laurv

dry, new building, 24-hr. security.

$53S(share), $605(own). 310-824-1 301

Beautiful Parit Westwood Tower cor\6o to

share. Male or female, norvsmoker/clean,

24hr security guard, valet parking, pool, Ja-

cuzzi, ninth floor view of city, 969 Hilgard

Ave. $S75/rTK>.+uUlities. Day 310-271-5995.
Eve- 310-443-9909. Erik.

FEMALE TO SHARE ONE BEDROOM in 2-

bed/1-bath apartment N/S. Available De-
cember 3. $213-Kieposit 5-minutes from

UCLA Corinth Ave. SImone 310-914-9749.

FI;LLY furnished. $300. 565 Gayley.

Third person needed to share single apart-

ment with k>ft, femal^male, student pre-

fenred. 31 0-824-0636 or 41 5-883-8382.

hA/f, beautiful surrourxJings in Culver Qty
w/mature rrarvsmoking female, parking, pool,

Jacuzzi, many amenities, $45a 310-204-
6392.

MALE OR FEMALE. 2-BED/2-BATH. 475
CAYLEY. Great kxation. $S2S+utllilies.

Own room and bathroom. Call Jeff 310-209-
1471.

WESTWOOD. Large beautiful bedroom, at-

tached bath. Bright, safe unit Share apart-

ment with quiet female grad student until

June. $75(yimonth. 310-475-7789.

53 Roommates

$350 + .5 utils. Cuhrer City. Small room,prl-

vate erHrance and sink. Quiet rxxi-smoker

preferred. 310-204-5576, 310-787-3414
Paul.

540 MIDVALE. 2-Wocks f^om campus.
Share room in 2-bedroonV2-bath apartment
Security parking, rooftop Jacuzzi, sundeck,
laundry. Prefer male. $366^monlh. 310-

206-8170.

FEMALE N« WANTED. EXTRA-LARGE SIN-

GLE to divide. Hollywood Hills, laundry,

parking. $40(ymonth + half-utiliUes. Avail-

able now. 21 3-461 -8026Jeave!rT<essage.

FEMALE ROOMMATE wanted to shve bdm^
in 3-fadmV2-balh w/3 females. Available

ASAP. Security bidg, gated prkg. 310-206-

1816.

PROFESSIONAL MALE SEEKS MALE OR FE-

MALE to share beautiful 2b(^ba condo with

tons of amenKiesI $595^no + 1/2 utilities.

310-826-6447.

WLA. ROOMMATE NEEDED. FEMALE, N/S,

prefier ^ad student Own room in 2-bed-

roorTV2-lMth apartment $410-$450 + securi-

ty and MliHtiM. 310-479-6494.

54 Room for Rent

AVAILABLE 1/1 OR 3/15: Private, bright fur-

nished roonVbath, private enb-arKC, fridge,

parking, across from UCLA. Can view now.
$50(Vmonth. 310-470-6401.

Luxurious new condo 1800M|.(t WLA. Secur-

ity-building urMiefground-parldng. Room
available w/prhfisue bathroom, walk-ln-ckwet,

furnished or unKjmished. $650, Month-
month, 3-month minimum. 310-478-6995.

North of Wilshire & Burviy. Own bedroom,
bath; pool; Jacuzzi; security parking.

$500.0(ymonth. $450.00 deposit Call Mark
or Brenda. 3 10-478-1 42a

PRIVATE ROOM AND BATH, lunny WLA,
IJI-mlfes UCLA. Furnished. Quiet Pool.

Kitchen. Attorney roommate/arti interest

Grad preferred. $440+1/2 utilities. 310-479-

8266.

PRIVATE ROOM, $340/month. Roommate
wanted to shore . quiet surmy house, 1 0-

minutes to IXXA, near buses, female ^ad
preferred. 310-637-2179.

PRIVATE, ftjmlshed, bedroorMwUh. entrarKC,

wAltchen privileges, utilities incl. School

vary dose. $2S0^i>o.+10hrs childcare/wk. (or

twobov»,i«M4<tS. 31&286-2786.
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54 Room for Rent

Room wAMth $475. With l/2bath $450.
Second person add $75. Clean, quiet, owrter-

managed buiMing. l-bkxi to cvnpus. 310-

271-7026.

55 Sublet

SINGLE WESTWOOD PARTIALLY FUR-
NISHED apartnwnt Between end of Novem-
ber and end of March. $85(yWw. Lindbrook
Dr. Smin. from campus. 310-474-2726.

SINGLE. COZY, FULL KITCHEN, GATED
paHcing. Walk to campus, village. Lease
through Septl. $590. 310-624-9567.

56 House tor Rent

BEVERLY GLEN HOME for rent 2-

bdrm-Kien, 2-l/2ba, Iwing and dining room.
Pool/rec center. Large kitchen, full deck over-

looking the glen. Balcony and fireplace in

master bedroom. Washer/dryer. Fully fur-

nished. 6-minutes to UCLA (4-miles). Avail-

able January for 6-months and 12-months.

$165Q/he|{. 310-470-5830.

WESTWOOD. 2-BDRM/1-BATH, formal liv-

irtg/dining, fireplace, hardwood floors, 2-car

garage, huge backyard w/fruit trees, close to

UCLA, bus, shopping. $150(Vhio. 310-478-

8415

WLA. SPACOUS 2-BEDROOM HOUSE.
Share lot w/duplex. Bright, quiet, fireplace.

A/C, washer/dryer hook-up. Freeway, bus.

shopping. No pels. $89S/nfM>nth. 310-479-
8099.

58 House for Sale

Best deal on Westside. 3+1.5 gorgeous remo-
del with Southwestern flare. Fireplace, hard-
wood floors. Reduced to $229,000. Call Im-
mediately, Agent 310-479-6832.

BEL AIR, 3bd/2.5ba,+bonus room,5yrs new,'

quiet street, $529,000. 2607 Basil Lane, by
appt only, 10 minutes to UCLA, owner. 310-

271-7750

62 Room/Board for Help

LIVE-IN NEEDED for acth« boys. 8, 1 1 . Must
have car. Prh^ate entrance/bath. Roonr\A>oard

+small salary for evenings, weekends. 310-
841-6667, 21 3-935-129&

66 Townhouse for Rent

Muhi-level secure 2bd/2.5ba+loft, fireplace,

A/C, high ceilings, sunr^, ocean breeze, safe

parking, storage, MDR adjacent non smokers
preferred, $1 45(yhx). 310-456-1 578.

WESTL.A $1375. 3-BEDI/2-BATH, 1 400sq.-

ft Hardwood floors, fireplace. Air condi-

ttonimtlike home, quiet 310-826-6907.

67 Condos for Sale

2-BEDROOAV2-BATH ELEGANT CONDO.
Walk to UCLA, for safe by owner, $180,000.
310-391-2877.

67 Condos for Sale

FABULOUS WESTWOOD LOCATION. 2+2.
bank-owned. $199,000. Relax in sauna in

master bath, gprgeous cape-cod building.

Quiet back unit Agenl, 310-479-6832.

WLA 1-B0RXV1-BA. Great for student. Top
floor, front unit hardwood floors, courtyard

buiUing, newly painted. $79,000. Owner
nrtothrated. Sharon, 31 0-777-625a

68 Condos to Share

1-bdrm in 2-bdr/2.S-bth, Wilshire Highrise

Condo. Laurtdry facility within unit 24-hr.

security, valet parking, pool ar>d gym. N^.
$120(Vnfw. 310-475-7969.

69 Condos for Rent

IBD/ltiA CONDO FOR LEASE. 1/2 block

from UCLA. High-rise building, doorman,
swimming pool. $100G/mo. Call Broker

(310)624-0453.

2-BED/2-BATH CONDO IN LUXURY
Wilshire Blvd. Corvkiminium. Magnificent

view, great security. $200(Vmo. Call broker

310-624-0453.

3-bdrrTV2-bath coixk) on Hilgard, very large

and bright $1750. 3-car parking, security

buiMing, walking distance to UCLA, 310-

471-4989.

CONDO FOR RENT in Palms area.

$87SAnonth. 2-bed/2-bath. Washer/Dryer,

stove, dishwasher, central air arwJ heating, 2-

car security parking and lots of storage. Eve-

lyn, 310-391-3653 or Steve, 310-391-6645.

70 Guest House for Rent

2-BDRM/l -KrrCHEN/1 -BATH. Living room,

nice, quiet neighborhood. $850. 6446 West

5th St 310-289-8762.

91 Insurance

f^iOTORCYCLE/MOTORSCOOTER IN-

SURANCE. Great rates. Personal Service.

Mastercard/Visa accepted. Call for quick
quotes. C. Diamond Insurance 310-428-
4995.

93 Loans

FREE FINANCIAL AIB
AltMMM M C«l*l* Sl»4Mtfl

Over SS Bilttoa ia HRF.b Fiiuooal Aid it

DOW ivnUbIc rmn pnvate MClor (tiatt A

resirdlen uf graikt. Income or parcM'i I

incame. For inore infoniuiion. call SludoM
t-loancial Services:

(800)959-1605 ext F59341

94 Movers/Storage

HONEST MAN. W/14ft truck and dollies,

small jobs, short rxMicc ok. Student discount
310-285-8688. CA. A2. NV. Go Bnjins.

JERRVS MOVING & DELIVERY. The careful
movers. Experienced, reliable, same day de-
livery. Packing & boxes. Will deliver boxes
free. Jerry 310-391-5657.

TOM'S MOVING SERVICE. DEPENDABLE
EXPERIENCED, REASONABLE. LAST
MINUTE JOBS WELCOME. CALL 24 HRS.
310-452-2887.

96 Services Offered

$35 PERS. STATEMENT
Professional, quick edit (1 hour max.) Writing
and rewrites also available. Experienced
writer and law school graduate. 213-933-
3797.

96 Services Offered

/U>PLYING TO GRADUATE SCHOOL? Let
CAA use their years of experierKe in top pro-
grams to help you get into the program you
want. Call for free information 310-444-
1903.

ATTENTIONI MEDKIAL TRANSCRIPTION.
State of art equipn>ent 10-yrs. experience all

' areas. Doctors, offices, to hospitals.

Michelle 21 3-653-0444.

ATTN: MBA, LAW,
MED. APPLICANTS

Frustrated developing/editing your critically-

important personal statements? Get "profes-

sional help, competitive edge from national-

ly-known author/consultant 310-826-4445

EAGLE-EYED PROOFREADER
Edits, thcse^^pubiications; tutors English/study

skills; trains time management/stress reduc-

tion. Nadia Lawrence. PhD. 31 0-393- 1951„

EDITING, RESEARCH, WRITING. Personal

statements, papers, tf>eses. Help w/composi-
tion, structure, grammar and punctuation. All

subjects. German-English translation also

available. 310-575-0268.

EXCELLENT AND RAPID SERVKTE FOR ALL
master theses, dissertations arxi any other ed-

ucational/secretarial service. State of art

equipment. Michelle 213-653-0444.

Minority JUNIORS & Seniors:
Get your resume to the nation's

top employers! FREE!

There is absolutely no cost to you. Simply send or fax your
resume, along with vour top three industry preferences to:

Crimson & Brown Associates, Inc.
1 770 Mass. Avenue, Suite 332

Cambridge, MA 02140
(617) 868-0181 phone (617) 868-0187 fax

Deadline: December 2

f'AKiiAi Cjiim List:

H < ')ii)|M<j M, Kinsrv • Tinif • I'l

!»« ( owU' \,iv| The IrdcMl Krv(

!>>*< I'l, ink \ilhiii NndriMii .mil n

Vlilstate
Insurance Compony

(310)312-0204
1317 Westwood Blvd.
C2 biks. So. of Wilshire)

BEAR'S RESEARCH,
WRITING, & editing!

Alsiijjects. Theses/DisaBrtations.

Personal Slalemenis. Profxisals and books.

Intenutionai students weioome.

PAPERS NOT FOR SALE
Sharon Bear, Pti.P. (310) 47^6662

67 Coridos for Sale 67 Condos for Sale

BANK CLOSEOUT

NEW ON THE PATIO
Custom picture framing for less. Student dis-

count available. Pick up arid delivery. 1 093

Broxton.

PROFESSIONAL WRITINCyEDITINC. Papers,

reports, statistics, proposals, research stuidies,

Masters, Ph.D. dissertatiorw, college applica-

tion essays. Any subject, style, requirement.

213-871-1333.

WANT TO BE ACCEPTED? Save tirTic, frustra-

tion? Call for help developing/editing person-

al statements. Also edit papers, theses, dis-

sertations. Linda 31 0-392-1 734.

Less Money.

Now priced

from $199,990
• 28 sales in 12 weeks!

• 24-hour guard-gated •

community plus pool, spa

and entertainment center

PLAYA PACI FIC
E ^ S

Entrance on Hannum Avenue between SlaiMon and Playa in Culver

City (Take 405 FWY and exit SUuson) Open daily 11-5

Cloted Wed. & Thun.

CALL C»ASTCO INC. AT (310) 572-4446

Broker Co-op

• 2 and 3 bedroom townhomes

feel as large as houses at

1,590 to 2,1(X) square feet

• Garages fit up to four cars

• Within walking distance to

(Dulver City's independent

acclaimed 9-month schools

• Next to Marina del Rey

convenient to Westwood,

Beverly Hilb and LAX

• Award-winning community

Bring this ad to our soles office and we II

givj' you SI 000 off your non rncurring

closinq costs or a df'stgnei upgrade on

yout ivw Ploya Pacific honic.

Research, Writing, Editing
ALL leveb, - ALL subjects Foreign

Students Welcome Fast Professional -

C^ality guaranteed papers not for sale

Call Research 310-477-8226

M-F 10:00am-5KX)pm

LAW SCHOOLAPPUCATION
PERSONAL STATEMENT STTffiSS?

Two published law review editors

win help you:

•Compose AtreMe
•Edit puoctuation & grammar

•Organize & structure your esnf'

to make it substantively effective and

teduucally accurate.

Contact Chert or Tom at
(310) 274^187

*"Titnmmi inilH Un irirt iiuih

98 Tutoring Offered

- MY TUTOR -

MATH^^YSICSATATISTICS. Tutoring tetv-

ice. Free coniuhatton. Reasonable rate*

call Mv Tutof anvtinrie. Man (800>90-TUTOR.
ENGLISH TUTOR: Composition, editing,

word processing, ESLOapanese students). Jo-

hanna, 310-285-4616.

MATH TUTORING by PH.D. $1S/hour. Cal-

culus, statistics, probability, math for physi-

cal/iocial sciences, SAT, CRE, LSAT. MCAT.
310-837-89W, pa«er, 310-582-9626 NBO.

99 Tutoring Needed

TutcK needed for HS junior/l hrs per day, 5

days per wcckAax qualiPicationc to: Siobhan
McDevitt • 3 1 0-207-68 1 6.

TUTORS WANTED
MATH, SCCI>4CE, SPANISH, FRENCH TU-
TORS needed far Sherman Oakf, Woodland
Hills , West^vDod Centers. Undergraduate d»^
Krec reauired. S12^r. 818-347-7616.

,,,•..•!/.
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96 Services Ottered 96 Services Offered

There is mofe to Learning than Just Studying
Achieve better Academic Results with Less Effort and Less Time.Your

subconscious mind controls 88% of your total mind. Our dinicaliy tested

audio cassette accesses your subconscious mind tor quick and positive

chartge.

SPECIAL OfFER
'

"-

Each purchase indudes:

1

.

Setf-Madrtation audio casMOa (sMe A-Memory ntning, side B-

Visualization)

2. A t>ootdet containino exc8fl«nt tips sudi as note and test taltjng .

and more ^

3. $3.00 off any tape in our audio library.

* CREDIT CARD ORDERS CALL TCXl FREE 24 HOURS A DAY

1-800-547-2626
OR SEND CHECK OR MONEY

ORDER TO:
THE GOLDEN TREE

23241 Ventura Blvd. Suite 209
Woodland Hills. CA91364

Audio tape for Memory and Concentration $1 5.00

Academic BooJdet FREE
Tax, shipping and handling included

Name
Address

City State Zip

^ Orders shipped within 3 days.

100 Typing

$2 WORD PRCXIESSINC. Papers, disserU-

tlons, manuscripts, etc. FAST, reliable. Laser

pfinting. Pick-up, delivery, 24hr service avail-

able. Complete r: ^ume services. 3'10-397-

5970.

A CLASS ACT
Papers, letters, resumes, scripts, transcription,

labels. FREE Mght editing. Laser printing. Spell

check. Fax Orders Welcome. 310-827-8023.

A PLUS WORDPROCESSINC IBM/PC, Laser

printing, spellcheck; term papers, disserta-

tions, thesis, reports, manuscripts, transcrip-

tions, etc. Fast turnaround. Call Bob 213-

851-0214.

ACE TYPIST, ETC
GREAT LOOKING PAPERS AND APPLICAr
TiOf«4S-SPECIAL RATE. WE DO ALL WP
AND RESUMES. RUSHES. 310-820-8830.

FAST, ACCURATE, INEXPENSIVE! Word pro-

cessing. $1-2/pg., anytime, night or day.

Pick-up and delivery. IBM. Laser printing. Fax
orders ok. 213-883-1890

MODERN SECRETARIAL SERVICES. 24-hour

service, pick-up and delivery, IBM and MAC,
Laser printing. Discount students. 5-minutes

from UCLA. Angelica, 310-446-8899.

NEED A PRIVATE SECRETARY? Over 15

years legal/medical transcription experience.

Notary Public. Macintosh w/laser printer.

pick-up/delivery. Brentwood. 310-472-0405.

WORD PROCESSING- All types, APA and
other formats, transcribing, resumes, DTP,
WordPerfect, charts, graphs, laser. Reason-
able rates, near campus. 310-470-0287.

WORD PROCESSING. 24 Hour service. Pa-

pers, fliers, reports, etc. Resume special $30.

Laser quality. Cheap rates. Student Discount.

310-587-0357,

102 Music Lessons

DRUM LESSONS
All levelVstyles with dedicated professional.

At your home or WLA studio. 1st lesson free.

No drum set necessary. Neil 21 3-882 8509.

GUITAR INSTRUCTION. 15 years EXP. all

levels and styles. Patient arvi organized. Be-

ginner guitars for sale $60. Sam 310-826-

9117.

GUITAR LESSONS
All Acoustic styles. Classical, Latin, iizz.

Folk. Teacher w/25-f yrs playing exp. Call
^ ^yid 3 10-478-2420.

^ Guitar' lessons by a professional -near IXILA.

"am levels, guitars available. Call jean 310-

476-4154.

SINGI Vocal technique-all levels/Uyles, per-

formance anxiety, associat^ate Lam, Santa

Monica, near UCLA, free corHultation, Carol

TinRle 310-828-3100.

104 Resumes

A CUSTOMTYPE RESUME. Fast, professional,

reliable. Layout. editing, composition.

Resun>eVcover letters/Reference sheets. Com-
puter typesetting & laser printing. 310-470-
4999.

WINNING RESUMES: 1 -hour service. Our
clients gel resulU. Open 7-days. 310-287-
2785.

109 Autos for Sole

86 MITZUBISHI TREDIA, auto, AM/TM, A/C,

4-dr, excellent corxiition, 100,000 miles,

S2150obo.3iaS59-8826

1987 BMW 32Sis, red, 2-door, 5-speed, fully

loaded. 108K miles. $7000. 310-445-2114.

85 NISSAN 200SX, hatch, auto, A^, great

cond-nhw breaks, sparks, belts, etc. Good
tires, original owner, no acckients. $3900
obo. 310-824-5572

DRIVE YOUR CAR HOME TODAY w/as low
as $500 down. Over 600 vehicles-new and
UMd. Good or bMJ credit 310-339-1077-
^K)>S«2-9785^

105 Travel

Pans
NOH SIOP

$195
London $225'

Tokyo $235'

Washington DC $179'

New York $149*

Boston $149*
*l«r«t *< *ttt} «««r hem 101 Austin tnta on •

fof^'fipv^we ta^i<tioni«ppVind(*>tanc*
kvVM C«i1'oroti<o*cfti*»4ilf **M(it)f»

Optn Siturckys lOtm • 9pm

Council Travel
1S)MaiAw , IM. 1« Anylo,CA XOW

310-S08-3551
Kurailpasscs

'>sucd on thr ^)oV

109 Autos for Sale

FOR SALE: 1988 SUBARU JUSTY. 73,000

miles. Very reliable, all records. Excellent

condition. Asking $2,200.00. (310)478-5710.

FUTURE CLASSIC. 1 -owner. '86 NISSAN
300ZX. Black leather interior. Sleek-black ex-

terior. T-TOP. Automatic, Air<onditioning.

Has everythingi 310-472-8640 or 310-476-

3308.

Volkswagen JetU 87, looks brar>d new, 5-

speed, 4-door, VC, sunroof, sterec/cassette.

S4800/obo. 21 3-965-7628

'69 VOLVO. Extremely reliable, good

condition. 4-door, blue, 144s. $850/obo.

Diane 310-474-5249.

'80 MAZDA 626, 2-dr, 5-speed, new brakes,

good transportation. $845. 213-368-8215.

'84 FIERO. White, stick, AM/FM cassette,

new brakes, clutch alternator, water pump
and electrical system. Good condition.

$180(Vobo. 310-394-2979

'86 Nissan 300ZX, T-topc, S'Spced, original

owner, excellent condition, only 55,000

miles. $6500/obo. 310-824-1323.

-93 MERCURY TOPAZ, AUTOMATIC, 6-

CYL. Air cofxiitioning, low mileage, hurry to

selL Best offer. 213-653-0444.

1 13 Bicycles for Sale

KONA 1 9', rockshocks, prestige, DX-XT, was
$1400, $550 obo. Bridgestone, MB-4, 16',

LX-DX,, was $750, $400 obo. BARELY
USEDI 310-444-9670

I4H

1984 KAWASAKI GP2 750. Runs great, road
ready. Great all-around bike. $1900.00. Carl

310-428-3505.

1 15 Scooters for Sale

MUST SEEI New, only 50 miles. Black, used

as Toyota Graryj Prix official scooter,

Yamaha Riva-Razz. $750/obo. Call 310-478-

6»95.

WHfTE '89 HONDA aiTE 80, $500. 818-

998-1919

126 Furniture for Sale

AA 50IA SLEEPERS QUEEN AND FULL

SIZES, $180 for a limited time. Call Kevin

310-3796596.

FULL MATTRESS SPRING FRAME, $1 SO, and

M\ fiJton, $50. 310-477-9688. ~

Get
$1 0.00

on your

Bruin

Gold

Card.

TICKLE

OUR
TASTEBUDS
AND THE
DAILY

WILL
TICKLE

YOURS*

Something's

Cooking
at the

Bruinj—

Subnnit

a personal
favorite

recipe

and if it's

chosen
we'll

featu re

your name
and

recipe in
"°^ the

—

^

paper's

classified

section!

APPETITE!
-drop recipe

submissions at

the Dally Bruin

front desk-

225 Kerckhoff Hall

126 Furniture for Sale

MATTRESS SETS: Twin $45, full $55, queen

$85, kinp $95, bunkbeds. Deliveries, phone
owfan accepted. 310-372-2337.

NEW FURNITURE
Bunkbedi $125, MattrcM sets: Queen $170,

fiill $140, Twin $110. Bedroom sets $350.
Dininx »>d lofa sets alsa 31 0-821 -0729.

134 Computer/Typev/riter

1 .APPLE MACINTOSH Power PC 710CV66
anSOfCD $2500 NEWI 2.0ptional 24 Meg
RAM upgrade $500. Will iniUli. 310-204-

8388 or 714-999-7856.

1 34 Computer/Typev/riter

486-66 SOUND SYSTEM, 4-ram, 420HD,
voice-mail, mouw, monitor, lilce new.
$11 aa 310-644-2612.

COMPUTE MAC PACKAGE. MacSE, 56M8
HDD, 2-floppiet, extended keyboard,
modem, Imagewriterll printer, carrying case
andtontofioftwarel $800. 310-450-0910.

HP-lliP I^SERPRINTER. Like-new, GreM Buy
at 2/3-off Original Price: $395. Compaq VGA
Monitor also 2/3-off original Price: $150.
Murt-Seel 818-799-9977.

Tandy PQ lOOORL, with wordperfect 5.1, lo-

tus and wordMar. $45(yobo. 21 3-365-8297.

CUSSIFIED LINE AD, GOOD.

CLASSIFIED DISPLAY, LARGER AND BEHER.

GET YOUR MESSAGE ACROSS.
TO PUCE AN AD, CALL 20(3060

-^ Dally Bruin
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TODAY'S
CROSSWORD PUZZLE
ACROSS
1 Cloak for

Superman
5 One
9 Frozen surface
12— redbreast
13 Start over
14 Musical symbol
16 Preachers'

words
17 Lager
18 Frog's kin

19 Resort features

21 Helps out

23 Above: poet.

24 Flourish

25 Price tickets

28 Songs of praise

30 Fourxlation

34Ck)py
35Qty.
36 Safe
37 Do a winter sport

41 Heaps
42 "A Boy Named

43 Rooster's mate
44 Smirk
45— to the throne
46 Ocean motion
47 Urged (on)

49 Musical ability

51 Hobbyist
54 Jungle animal
58 Food shop
59 Fly high

61 Be of use
62 Observed
63"Kon—"

PREVIOUS PUZZLE SOLVED

SDQD SDOQia SQlDli

in I IFIEIJIAICIKIEITMSIOIAIPI

ssoBcna ssosqiiis
DEinS SQDQB SQSQDO QSia Q@[i
^BlIiD SHSESIS] SIIIEIS

SDQS QDieamas

O 1994. United Feature Syndicate

64 Cut on the slant

65 Barrel

66 Jack fish

67 Comedian
Laurel

DOWN
1 Singer Peny—
2 Encourage
3 Some horses
4 Result

5 Cities

6 Bom
7 Dreams
8 Trunk
9 Closeness
10 Pigeons' cries

1

1

Coup d'—
12Cheerieader's

cry

1 5 Sullivan and
Asner

::20 Rodeo animals
22 Serious-minded
24 Preoccupied
25 Mexican

sandwiches
26 Cook's garment
27 Hollow stone

29 Pair

31 Japanese dish

32 Annoyed
33 Paris river

36 Hi-fi

38 Raining ice

39 Suit material

40 Rapa — : Easter
Island

45 Brave
46 Hot dish hokJer
48 Blasts of wind
50 Sheiks, e.g.

51 Yellow Pages
entries

52 Submissive
53 Sheltered from

the wind
54 Network
55 Volcanic rock

56 Property claim
57 Everyone
60 Alias

'?«*,':

UCLA punter Darren Schager was awarded the AT&T Long Distance

average In last Saturday's 59-23 win over Arizona Sate.

JON FERREY/Oaity Bruin

'punt" award for his 53.7-yard

FOOTBALL
From page 32

games at the Rose Bowl , USC's
45-42 victory in '90 and UCLA's
38-37 victory in '92 the two
teams have combined to score an
average of 8 1 points.

More recently, the two squads
rolled up a combined 1 ,229 yards

in offense between them last

weekend. USC scorching
Arizona's nationally ranked
defense for 550 yards in their 45-

28 victory. UCLA ran over ASU
for 679 total yards. ^

[

You hate to say one football

player can catapult a 4-6 season

into a success, but consider in the

seven games without senior
wideout J.J. Stokes in the starting

lineup:

•The Bruins have averaged 1

3

points per game
•Wayne Cook has completed

102 passes in 192 attempts (53
-percent) for 1312 yards (187 per

game) with six interceptions and

six touchdowns
•The Bruins compiled a 1-6

record

In the three games with Stokes:

•The Bruins have averaged 38

points per game
•Cook has completed 62 passes

in 87 attempts (71 percent) for

971 yards (324 per game) with no
interceptions and seven touch-

downs
•The Bruins have compiled a

"3-0 record
—

"Defenses just aren't able to

play the same way with J.J.

Stokes in the lineup," Donahue
said. "Your quarterback is differ-

ent ... your whole team is differ-

ent. There are very few
difference makers on a team, they

are indispensable and very hard

to replace. JJ is one of them."

BILLIGMEIER

Surprisingly in such a

mediocre season, UCLA has a

host of players assaulting the

school record books.

With his 14-carry 180-yard
performance against Arizona
State, sophomore tailback
Shannon Shah became the first

"This will be like

our bowl week of

practice. If we could

go out Saturday

and win, it would be

really special."

Wayne Cook

Senior Quarterback

Bruin to reach the 1,000-yard
plateau since Kevin Williams
rushed for 1,141 in 1991. Shah's

1,092 yards place him 60 yards

from the fifth most prolific rush-

ing year in UCLA history.

Shah's 65-yard second half

touchdown run against ASU was
the longest of his career. His pre-

vious high was a 27-yard burst

against Tennessee.

"It's great that Shannon was
able to break one," Donahue said.

"He's been close several times

this season, I know it's a relief

for him to prove that he could do
it."

• • •

Cook's career-best 380-yard
passing performance (fourth on
UCLA's single-game list) in

Tempe gave him 2,283 yards on
the season, his second 2,000 yard

season of his career. Only Troy
Aikman and Tommy Maddox
have accomplished that at UCLA.

"The numbers are nice but it's

not something I'm real concerned

with," Cook said. "Still it's an
honor to be in the company of
Aikman, Maddox and (Tom)
Ramsey."

Cook's four touchdowns tied a

school record, but only he has

done it three times. Despite tying

the record. Cook admits it would
have been nice to break it.

"Yeah, I wish that last touch-

down run by Shannon had been a

screen pass," Cook said laughing.
• • •

Junior wideout Kevin Jordan's

164 reception yards (tied for No.7

on UCLA single-game list) gave
him 1,179 yards on the season,

two shy of Stokes' '93 mark of

1,181. Jordan's 69 receptions

place him third on UCLA's single

season list.

t • •

Stoke's seven receptions for

175 yards against ASU gave him
148 on his career, breaking the

previous career reception mark of

Sean LaChapelle (142).
• • •

Other notes from ASU ...

•UCLA's 679 yards of total

offense broke the 21 -year old

school mark of 670 . .

.

•UCLA - 59 points were the

most scored in a conference game
since they put up 62 against
Washington State in 1976 ...

•With a sack on Saturday,
Donnie Edwards now has 12.5, .5

behind Carnell Lakes' school
record of 1 3 ...

•Senior punter Darren
Schager's 53.7-yard average on
three punts moved him into first

place in the Pac-10 with a 43.9

average ...

•The Bruins are now a perfect

6-0 at Sun Devil Stadium.

rio|^
se
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\

>
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From page 28

always covers the spread.

This year, as you well know.
Storyline No. 3 applies.

Although, I must admit, I have a

hard time accusing the Bruins of

sucking donkey after watching

them score 59 points last

Saturday. But hey, the 1994

game has to fit in somewhere, so

No. 3 it is.

As a result, I can almost guar-

antee that Saturday will be a

-freat game. No matter the fact

that USC is playing its best foot-

ball of the season, that it totally

dismantled one of the best

defenses in the country last

Saturday, that the Trojans are

playing with the knowledge that

they still have a shot at

Pasadena. None of that matters.

It will be a classic. I promise.

After all, we've been here

before, have we not? I've

already heard this story, seen this

movie. But for some reason,

even after completely losing

interest this year in UCLA foot-

ball for the first time in my life,

it all comes back around on the

second .to last Saturday in

November. I wouldn't be at all

surprised if it's the best day of

my year. Again.

It's the same thing every year.

It happens at the same time, in

the same city, with the same
basic cast of characters. But it

never, ever gets old. —

Tej^Percent
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USINESS
Manager
For Information Regarding This Paid
Position, Call x58500 or Stop by the
TenPercent Office in 210 Kerckhoff.
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Sophomore Eric Lin and the men's tennis team will compete at

this week's Southern California Intercollegiate Championships.

M.TENNIS
From page 32

Marc Tardif of UC Irvine in the

second round. Peters will need to

find a way past top seed Hansen to

advance past the quarterfinals.

Looking to qualify today for the

main singles draw for UCLA are

Karl Pazdemik, Lev Shvarts^ Rae
Cho and David Bain.

While singles are showing a

great depth of talent, Martin has

been disappointed by the play of

his doubles squads. Seeded sec-

ond last week, Janecek/Lin were
beaten in the quarterfinals while

Montgomery/Peters lost to

Pepperdine's No. 3 duo.

"I'm just not that happy with

our doubles," Martin said. "I'm
not even sure who's going to be
playing yet."

BILLIGMEIER

One thing is for certain - his

lineup for this week's tournament.

Lin willrieam with Cho, replacing

Janecek - who is skipping this

tournament to catch up in his stud-

ies. Martin will also stick with

Montgomery/Peters at the

Southern Cal Championships.

As the Bruin fall schedule
comes to an end, Martin is pleased

with his team's early progress.

"We've worked really hard on our

conditioning, with running and -

sprint work," Martin says, "and
we're healthier than last year."

But he warns, the off-season is

not the time to get complacent.;.

"I've preached that we've worked
hard this fall and we can't let that

go to waste."

From page 32

worked out back in high school,

the good guys lost almost every

year, so the post-game conversa-

tion between myself and Matt got

decidedly testy.

"Hey, nice try. Bruins. Go get

'em next year, even though you'll

probably lose again," Matt would
say, ever-so-tactfully, after the ref-

eree had cheated us out of another

victory.

"At least we got close. The
Buckeyes weren't even in the

same stadium. I'm not even sure

they were playing the same
sport," I'd respond.

"Close only counts in horse- —
shoes, hand grenades and, well, it

counted with me and your mom
last night . .

."

And so it would go, until we
were brawling again on the living

room rug, releasing our frustra-

tions on the other guy's nose. But,

you know, it didn't really matter if

we both ended up bruised and bat-

tered. It was still a great day.

And on and on and on it goes.

Every year, it never fails. The sec-

ond to last Saturday in November
somehow always seems to be the

best day of my year. Strange, isn't

it, how one football game can grip

someone like that? But it does.

Every year.

An unaffiliated observer might
claim boredom with UCLA-USC
after about three consecutive

vicwings. The reason? Because
the same stuff happens over and

over.

In my short yet devoted career

of living and dying by the USC
game, I've discovered that one of

three things ha(^ns every season

when these two teams hit the

field:

1

)

Two highly-ranked football

teams clash with the Rose Bowl
on the line (e.g., 1993, 1988,

1987). Winners grab roses and

mug for the cameras after the

game. Losers, bummed out, pre-

pare for all-important

Freedom/Aloha/Poulan Weed
Eater Independence Bowl appear-

ance.

2) Both teams pretty much suck

But for some reason . .

.

it all comes back

around on the second

to last Saturday in

November.

donkey, and the only thing that's

on the line is pride, ego, the "City

Championship" (oh goody), brag-

ging rights and a bunch of L.A.

recruits (read: 1992, 1990). Of
course, these games always seem
to be the most heated for some
reason. Facemask-grabbing, fin-

ger-pointing, stei^ing on your

opponent's knuckles - all the ncM'-

mix stuff applies here.

3) One team reeks to high

heaven, and the other is pretty

solid, perhaps even playing for

the Rose Bowl (1989). The point

spread is outrageously large, I lay

an outrageously large amount of

money on the underdog, and I win
an outrageously large payoff,

because I understand the No. 1 rule

of UCLA-USC: the big underdog

See BIUJOMEIER, page 27
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Trojans shocked to hear Raveling retiring
By Tim Brown
Los Angeles Daily News

They expected George Raveling

to inspire them. For the first time
since Raveling was released from
the hospital a week ago, USC's
basketball players met Monday
morning with their fallen coach.

They expected encouragement
What they received was nothing

close.

One by one they realized that

Raveling would no longer be their

basketball coach. One by one, for-

ward Lorenzo Orr said, "Mouths
started dropping, tears started

falling, hearts started hurting."

Standing in the back of the

room, noting the cameras and the

official nature of athletic director

Mike Garrett's announcement. On-
said, "It was still a^hock. But it

made it real."

Basketball is only part of the

reason young men come to USC.
They come for Raveling, his

lessons, his energy, his charisma.

They come to experience Raveling,

and perhaps to win some basketball

games in the process. Players like

Robert Pack, Harold Miner, Ouane
Cooper and Mark Boyd, they even-

tually leave the program, but they

never leave Raveling.

"The whole room," guard Stais

Boseman recalled of the morning
meeting, "was like somebody had
died.

"Coach Rav was probably 80
percent of the reason I came here.

If he wasn't here, honestly, I

wouldn't have come."
His cap turned backward, fresh-

)j^ Cameron Murray sat slumped
on the comer of an end table. He
arrived only a couple months ago,

and then Raveling was involved in

his car wreck. And now he has a

new coach, former assistant
Charlie Paricer.

"Obviously it's very unfortunate

Coach Raveling went through what
he had to in this accident," Murray

said. "I can't be selfish. The main
thing right now is for him to be in

good health.

"Obviously he's a great coach.

That was most of the reason I

decided to come to this school."

Murray is USC's big recruit. A
quick guard who can score and
pass, he has impressed coaches
with his selflessness and court
savvy. Raveling drew him to USC.

"I can say I would love to have
played under Coach Raveling,"
Murray said. "The things he has
done for USC and the players can-

not be forgotten. The things he
could have taught me, I have to let

those things go."

Asked if he considered transfer-

ring out, Murray said his only
thought is USC's opening game on
Wednesday night against New
Mexico State. Asked if he was
being vague intentionally, Murray
said, "Right now I'm just concen-
trating on New Mexico State."

Boseman, a sophomore, is sit-

ting out this semester because of
academic deficiencies. He'll start

his season in late December.
"I won't be transferring," he

said. "I don't know how other play-

ers feel. I have confidence in

Coach Parker and Coach (Jack)
Fertig, the same confidence I had
in Coach Raveling."

TEAM OUTFITTER
CUSTOM T-SHIRT

omciAL
WORLD CUP

f^ APMRBL 8 SODVEIIIBS

J rOFFSIDEn I^^^ ' SPORTS 4PP4RPt -*=•' *—SPORTS APPAREL

11710 Santa Monica Blvd. W. L.A. • 310.207.4226
19555 Ventura Blvd. Tarzana • 818.708.2330

P
EER HEALTH COUNSELOR
ServInq UCLA since 1972

Present

SKOREUNE
SCOOTERS
PARTS & REPAIR amJ^^toaol
INDEPENE>ENTSeOOTER & MOTORCYCLE REPAIR
QUAUTV SERVICE • CUSTOMER SATISFACTION GUARArgTEED

SAME DAY SERVICE •

s
But be doers of the

Word, and not hearers

only, deceiving

yourselves.

'James 1:22

FREE PICE UP ft FREE DELIVERT

(310) 874-6746
Free Estimates

HONDA & YAMAHA
Specialist

Body Work. Brakes.
Engine Rebuild, Tune-ups. Tires
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9 - 6 MON - SAT
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Inanon-threateningatmosphere

you and your partner na^II learn

soothing massage techniques.

A romantic bonding experience

designed to increase intimacy

between you and your partner

Investment Banking

Opportunities at

CS First Boston
CS First Boston, a leading global investment

banking firm, will be recruiting for its financial

analyst program. Positions are available in the

Investment Banking Department. All Seniors

are invited to attend a presentation. ^~

Presentation:

\S\h\ Nov. 16

4-5pm ^
Ackerman Union 2408

For Mor* Informatioii Call 125-3020

Sponsored By SHS/Health Education/SWCAJSAC

—Wednesday, November 16, 1994 —
The Westwood Marquis
7:00 p.m.

Interviewing Schedule:

Investment Banking

January 24, 1995

(2 closed schedules at The Westwood Marquis)

Forfurther information and inquiries, please contact:

Jeff Spain

(213) 253-2100

CS First Boston
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use basketball coach announces resignation
After auto accident,

Raveling quits with

22 years of coaching

By Tim Brown
Los Angeles Daily News

Two days before USC's basket-

ball season was to start without

him, coach George Raveling
announced his resignation
Monday afternoon.

Seven weeks after the automo-
bile accident that doctors said

nearly killed him, Raveling, 57,

assembled his players and coaches

Monday morning and told them he

would not return.

Charlie Parker, a Raveling
assistant for six years, was named
interim head coach for one season.

Athletic director Mike Garrett said

that Parker would be evaluated at

the end of the season.

Raveling did not attend
Monday's news conference.
Instead, Jerry Roth, his attorney

and long-time friend, read a state-

ment written by Ravel'mg. Though
recovering from numerous broken

bones, a collapsed lung and heart

trauma. Raveling, probably would
not have been able to resume full-

time coaching until January.

"I do not believe that remain-

ing on as head basketball coach,

while not fulfilling my profes-

sional responsibilities, would be
fair to the university, the student

body, my coaching staff and the

players," wrote Raveling.
"Although my health is improv-

ing, my present physical state

does not allow me to work the

sidelines in my accustomed man-
ner.

Roth said that Raveling's
coaching career, after 22 years,

likely is over.

"I would be very surprised if

George Raveling would ever
return to coaching basketball," he

said. "I've known him for many
years. And he said when he came
to the University of Southern
California that he wanted to end
his coaching career here.
Unfortunately, this accident
brought about the experience
much earlier than he had antici-

pated." ~: "^"^

Raveling did consider sitting

out the year and returning next

season, according to Roth, but

decided against it. He instead will

"reconsider some athletic admin-

istrative opportunities which
were offered to me in the past."

Two years ago Raveling reject-

ed a request by the National
Association of Basketball
Coaches to become its director.

Following 11 seasons at

Washington State and three at

Iowa, Raveling replaced Stan
Morrison as USC's coach in

1986. His use record was 115-

118, 60-84 in the Pac-10
Conference. He never won a con-

ference championship.
Raveling's best season was 1991-

92, when the Trojans finished 24-

6 and lost in the second round of

the NCAA Tournament.

Although Raveling and Garrett

did not have the best of relation-

ships, Garrett was gracious in

announcing the change in leader-

ship. Long ago the pair agreed
that their views did not always
mesh, but they were prepared to

co-exist within the program. Two
years remained on Raveling's
contract, and a buyout price was

recently agreed upon.

"We have lost someone who
came here nine years ago and
brought acclaim to our basketball

program, made us more visible

and brought in athletes that we're

.

very proud of," Garrett said. "I

must say it is a sad moment for

all of us. I think George has a

place in all our hearts unlike any-

one I've ever seen."

A meeting room at Heritage
Hall was crowded with members
of USC's athletic department,
friends of Raveling's, and his for-

mer players as Roth read the tran-

script. Raveling's influence
reached beyond basketball,
beyond sports, and there was a

sense that the program was losing

more than a high-profile basket-

ball coach.

_ "He meant so much to us, not

only as a coach, btrt as a friend, a

mentor, a|j)ig brother and a

father," Parker said. "He had a

great presence about him that I

think everyone respected and
appreciated."

The vice president of the
NABC Board of Directors,
Raveling serves on seven com-

mittees, including NCAA
Basketball Rules. NCAA
Recruiting, NCAA Basketball
Officiating and NABC
Recruiting, and chairs the USA
Basketball Collegiate Committee.
He also coached several interna-

tional teams, most notably as an

assistant in the 1984 and 1988
Olympics. He was also active in

the leadership of the Black
Coaches Association.

"George has been a national

leader in many ways, transcend-

ing basketball because of his

eclectic interests," said Tom
Hansen, commissioner of the

Pacific-10 Conference. "His
work on behalf of education of
young people at all levels has
been particularly important.

"We hope to find other ways to

keep him involved in Pac-10 bas-

ketball."

For the time being, Raveling
said he would continue rehabili-

tating his body. He lost 45
pounds during his hospital stay.

"Now that I have accepted the

fact that I will not be coaching,"^

Raveling wrote, "I will concen-
trate on regaining my energy."

Tomorrow Nightl
UCLA Career Network Workshops
Your connection to UCLA alumni professionals ... and getting the edge on your future.

How to

to Business School

(MBA

If you're thinking about applying to a business school,

we're presenting admissions experts

and current business students
~

to help you prepare for the applicatiorrprbcess

and MBA Day on Thursday, Nov. 17, 10 a.m.-3 p.m.

7 p.m. on Wednesday, November 16
James West Alumni Center

Questions? Call 825-UCLA
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Swim, diving satisfied witli progress
Simmons' return

boosts hopes for

Bruin dive team
By Ross Bersot

Preseason expectations do not

apply to the 1994-95 UCLA
women's swim team. A host of
injuries, 14 incoming freshmen and
the sudden departure of Ail-
American sprinter Richelle Depold
to the Natictfial Residence Squad in

Colorado Springs make any [xedic-

tions as to the team's performance

irrelevant

"I didnt really come in with a lot

of expectations," said head coach
Cyndi Gallagher. "Every time I

have expected
something,
something else

wQuld happen,
like Richelle
leaving. I came
in with a com-
pletely open
mind."

Heading into

The conference

season, the

Bruins have a 1-2 dual meet record,

with a win over UC Santa Barbara

and losses to Tennessee and South

Carolina. Changes in the team
training regimen that gear peak per-

formance toward the postseason

have made dual meets that much
more difficult.

"We hate to lose and we're used

to winning all of our dual meets,"

said Gallagher. "We've been lucky

enough in the past to be able to train

through them and still win. I'm not

sure we're going to be able to have

UCLA Sports Info

Cyndi Gallagher

that luxury anymore because we
have pretty big holes with the peo-

ple that left. The people that gradu-

ated and the departure of Richelle

and Mayuka Noda leave us not as

deep as we have been in the past.

It's different for us, but it's charac-

ter building."

The early season meets featured

shifted lineups, and several swim-
mers participated in events in

which they do not normally com-
peteTA Bruin team at fuH force is a

different story, and upcoming con-

ference meets give them a chance

to prove it. Senior Megan Oesting,

junior Annette Salmeen and fresh-

man Jill Jenkins have led UCLA
thus far by achieving NCAA con-

sideration qualification times in the

Southern Methodist Classic, but

everyone will look to improve their

times in usually-emotional meets
against Arizona State and Arizona.

"They're ready to taste a little

victory," Gallagher said.

• • •

The UCLA diving team is nearly-

UCLA Spofts Info

TomScotty
at full strength this week with the

return of junior Erin Simmons and

freshman Amanda Delgado.
Simmons is coming back from an

anterior cruciate ligament injury for

which she received treatment last

year and Delgado is recovered from
a back injury sustained just before

the Tennessee meet early this sea-

son. Only junior Lauren Loberg
remains inactive, still rehabilitating

from reconstructive surgery on her

ankle.

Three fieshmen have had to step

up and compete in the early season

for the Bruins. Rose Huelskamp,
Alicia Solomon and Tracy Wilcox

had little time to become acquainted

with collegiate diving before their

competitive debuts. Wilcox repre-

sented UCLA at the SMU Classic.

"They were thrown into the fvre,

so to speak, and performed well few

themselves," diving coach Tom
Scotty said, "but they had a tough

time competing against All-

Americans. I have very high hopes

for them."

CLUB CORNER /ey Hye Kwon

Future looks bright

for lacrosse squad
It

was a long season last

year in the West Coast
Lacrosse League for the

UCLA men's lacrosse team,

which managed to go through

the entire season with a goose

egg in its win column.

However, in the midst of that

dubious distinction, there is

an optimism of a new season

that is apparent on the IM
Field - where the team prac-

tices.

The Bruins, who had start-

ed their open practices on the

third week of this quarier, are

geared toward a winning

record in the WCLL this year.

Team president Dan Clark

believes that the squad has

learned its lesson from a year

ago.

"Last season was a real

igh season,^ Clark said. "A
lot of things went wrong last

year. Some of the players

were playing as individuals

and not as a team."

The Bruins lost eight expe-

rienced players to graduation

last yeaf and the team will try

to rebuild upon the excite-

ment of new players. There

are several newcomers who
have played lacrosse in high

school, and several who don't

have such experiences but

have picked up the game fast.

There has also been a

coaching change on the team.

One coach moved out of the

area, and the other quit the

team, citing personal business

priorities. The new coach for

the team is Robert Mendez,
another source of the team's

optimism.

"Rob is a great coach,"

Clark said. "The guys have
really responded to him."

The competition will be

stiff in the WCLL this year.

The Bruins will have to go
against teams such as Whittier

College, Arizona, UC San
Diego and San Diego State.

UC San Diego will likely be

the toughest challenge for the

Bruin this year because the

Tritons are building upon a

team that went to the league

championships last year.

Clark contends that success

will depend on its unity.

"We need to build a cohe-

sive unit," remarked Clark.

"We have the talent and the

heart. The key is to put all of

those things together."

Despite the fact that the

team has already begun prac-

ticing for the season, which
starts Jan. 28, anyone can
venture on to the IM Field to

find out a thing or two about

the sport.

Get The StRaiGHX Story On Braces.

What's the co6t • What's the best procedure • What's the right age •

Call For Free Consultation:

(310) 826 - 7494

Specializing in Braces for Adults & Children

IiwitibU • RamavabU * TradiiiotuU • Europttui Surgical Orthodomtics • Cosmttic Porc*UuH

BRENTWOOD Orthodontic Center
Dr. Nader Dayanl, Certtflcd Specialist

11645 Wilshirc Blvd.. Suite 802 18124 Culver Drive, Suite A
Brentwood (310) 826 - 7494 Irvine (714) 552 - 5890

Italian Restaurant

an18"

(it's huge!)
m2B SANTA MONICA BLVD.

SUN-THURS 11-12 AM • FRI & SAT 11-2 AM

J_Add$lqndmpteltwiEx;

15" Inch Pizza , 2 Toppings

only$&n

plis Garlic Bread and 2 Cokes

only $9.99iiy $9.99

$1,99
^°-"«*

Chicken Hot Wings and Fries

with order of Pizza

$12.99
X-LAR6E
Allw toppings

your hMit dnhvs

I 6-pack of Coke

I
Spaghetti and Garlic bread

I only ^99
! Tortellini and Garlic bread

only $2.99
minimum order $8.00

Thin or Thick Crust, NO EXTRA CHARGE!
Lowfat cheese avaibble upon request. J|gg^ ^j^ ^Bl^

Your

Village

Grocer

FREE BOTTLE OF HEINZ
BBQ SAUCE!

Buy any 2 packages of

Foster Farms Chicken &

get a FREE 18 oz. bottie of

Heinz BBQ Sauce.
Umit 2 bottles per customer.

POSTER
mRMS.

Hickory

or

Original

($1.69 Value)

CHICKEN

Half Breasts $t.29^
Regularly $2.19. Limit 4 packages/customer

Whole Fryers 790/ib

Boneless Breasts $2.99/ib

Boneless Skinless Breasts S3.99/ib

Open 'til Midnight It 1057 Gayley Ave. 20^1111
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Sports
Men's tennis to compete without top guns
Bruins enter Southern
Cal Championships
minus Janecek, Taino

By Chris Isldro —
Finals week is still a month away, but

for the UCLA men's tennis team, the

Southern California Intercollegiate
Championships will be an early test to

determine the regular season ladder.

With UCLA's two top guns - Robert
Janecek and Eric Taino - sitting out this

week, the spotlight will focus on three

Bruins looking to sort out their places

come January - Loren Peters, Heath
Montgomery, and Eric Lin.

"I think (this tournament) is important

to them showing me where they probably

should be in the lineup," head coach Billy

Martin said.

Seeded No.7 in the tournament, Peters

returns from a solid performance in Irvine

where he reached the quarterfinals and
lost to eventual champion Brett Hansen.
The sophomore relies on a big serve and a

tough forehand to carry him through a

match.

Montgomery, meanwhile, carries a

hefty barrage of ground strokes. During
the preseason, he has been steadier from
the backcourt and also improved upon his

service return. His work has paid divi-

dends, reaching the quarterfinals of the

Rolex Regional and taking No. 2 Janecek
to three tough s^ts.

Lin also shdwed his mettle at last

week's tourney, defeating 13th seed Chris

Hill of Pepperdine. The sophomore put up
a strong fight against finalist Roger
Pettersson from UNLV, falling 7-6 in the

second and fmal set.

The Bruins will encounter a difficult

field beginning Thursday, including five

players among the top 50 and full squads
from use and Pepperdine. Lin has a par-

ticularly tough road, drawing third seed

See M.TENNIS, page 28

On deck

JINO OK/DaMy Bnm

Football findsitself

in a positive streak
Rriiirvc (^r\t(=^r T TQ^"^ ^^^^ V^^^ ^^^ scenario is a little
L:>lUlllb CI 1 LCI KJ^DK^ different," Donahue said. "But if

nr\r\tc^ci- nftfr^-r t-\\Tr\ we could finish the year with threeCOniCbt dlLCr two
straight wins, with the last one

rnn<;priiri\7f^ iJi/inQ being 'SC ... hell yeah, we've got^^wiiot^ULivc Wiiia
plenty of incentive."

Junior middle linebacker
Donnie Edwards certainly echoes

. * A. Donahue's sen-

By Eric Branch
Daily Bruin Senior Staff

In last year's UCLA-USC
game, the Bruins had a Rose Bow]
on the line. —

—

However, despite the obvious
differences a year has brought, the

Bruins (4-6 overall, 2-5 in Pacific-

10) arc still plenty fired up for

Saturday afternoon's annual
matchup against the No. 13

Trojans (7-2, 6-1).

"This will be like our bowl
week of practice," senior quarter-

back Wayne Cook said. "If we
could go out Saturday and win, it

would be really special."

Even without a bowl berth on
the horizon, UCLA head coach
Terry Donahue thinks the Bruins

will have plenty of incentive
against their cross-town rivals.

"I have been through 24 of
these (UCLA-USC games) and

timents. Last
weekend's 59-

23 flogging of
Arizona State

was not into the

fourth quarter

before Edwards
began shifting

his attention.

"I came out

of the game in

the third quarter," Edwards said.

"I was on the sidelines watching

the game, but I was thinking about

SC."
• • •

Considering past and recent his-

tory, Saturday's matchup should

be a shootout.

In the last two UCLA-USC
AUDREY LEEAMty Bruin

All-Amerlcan split end JJ. Stokes (18) had seven catches for 175 yards and two touchdownssee FOOIBAU. page 27 5;tu;jam;inst ^izonaStatr

InsicJe Sports
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UCLA Sports Into

Erin Simmons

Back in the
Speedo
a^ln...

Erin Simmons is making
a/etum to the UCLA diving

team this week after rehabil-

itating an A.C.L. injury...

See page 31

End-of-Novembergame always a thriller

*' University of C£Uifomia, Los Angeles'

t^

There's something about the

second-to-last Saturday in

November that just gets my
blood curdling. Every year, it's

virtually the same old storyline,

but it really doesn't matter. They
could play UCLA-USC in the

Sculpture Garden and I would get

fired up..

I first started getting juiced up
for UCLA-USC early in high

school. I didn't think much of it

then, but I realize now just how
cool it was to have an Ohio State

fan as my best friend then.

Because regardless of how many
fights over stupid high school

crap we would get into during the

year. Matt and I would still end up
in the same spot on that

November morning.

Having stayed up until the wee
hours the night before playing

Stratomatic college football, we
were both a tad fatigued, but the

8:55 a.m. alarm buzz and a jouple

of cold, triple-decker cheese sand-

wiches had us raring to go in time

for 9 a.m. kick off from

Columbus/Ann Arbor. Ohio State-

Michigan, Almost always for the

Rose Bowl.

Of course, throughout the

game, I rooted my butt off for the

Wolverines. That's the job of a

best friend, you know. And all the
-

while, I would
keep saying,

"Yeah, yeah,

just wait till

12:30 for the

real game to

start."

By about

noon, I was
completely

zoneid out of the

OSU-UM game
(the Buckeyes
were normally

mCler kaput by then as— well) and

< preparing

myself forth* game that counted.

Matt, by that time sufficiently

fumed by his Bucks' annual dis-

play of ineptitude was already

starting on thcpp>USC jaigon..

Blllifl

"Who's their quarterback

again?" he would ask.

"Rodney Peete, dill-munch/*

I'd answer.

"Oh yeah, (singing) Here we
go, Rodney, here we go . .

."

"Don't make me kick your
teeth in again, dude."

"Just try it, Pac-10 boy. You
wouldn't know real football if it

hit you on your surfboard."

"Ah yes, and Ohio State is a

real football team, then. What
exactly does that make Michigan?
The San Francisco 49ers?"

'*They got lucky today, that's

all. If we had just run the ball on
that third-and-three in the seccmd

quarter, things would've been a

lot different."

"Oh, I see, that would've made
up for the 28-point differential.

Good logic, Buckeye-butt."

"Yeah, well, speaking of big

butts, I was with your mom last

night, and ...**

For some reason, the conversa-

tions on those days always ended
in a mom joke. Actually, every

conversation I've had since 1982
has ended in a mom joke.

Anyway, that tirade all fin-

ished, I hustled to the kitchen to

make myself another cheese sand-

wich (in case you're wondering,

it's slice of bread, slice of cheese,

slice of bread, slice of cheese,

slice of bread - 1 came up witfi

the recipe myselO before begin-

ning my pre-game living room
pace.

Then the real game would start

UCLA-USC. Rose Bowl on the

line every year, or so it seemed.
Blue and gold pom-pons on one
side of the stadium, red and gold

on the other.

On the field, there's Peete,

there's Aikman, there's Gaston
Green, there's Flipper Anderson,

there's (ahhhh!) Erik Aflfholter.

And ttiere, always, was an unbe-

lievably heart-stopping game that

somehow happened to get settled

in the last minute. Every time. ^
Of course, the way things

- See BKHOiiEIER, pagfi^

^^^—

^
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Speakers denounce UCLA ROTC program
By AHsa Uiferts

Dally Bruin Senior Staff

With the shouts and drills of the

Reserve Officer Training Corps
drifting into earshot, UCLA gay
activists protested the presence of

the military organization on cam-
pus and demanded an end to what
they call university-financed dis-

crimination.

Speaking to passers-by in

Westwood plaza, the protestors

vowed to continue demonstrating

until UCLA stopped using public

funds to operate ROTC.
"The idea is to not let an institu-

tuon forget that it is wrong not to

let a group of students participate

in a program that is supported by
the university," said David Mixner,

a gay activist.—Represejitativesi'rom ROTC
could not be reached for comment.

Mixner said the series of anti-

ROTC rallies that gay activists

have held since spring have raised

the consciousness of the UCLA
community and helped foster com-
munication between the activists

and Chancellor Charles Young.
Although Mixner declined to say

whether Young was receptive

toward the gay activists' efforts, he

said Young has been willing to lis-

ten to their concerns.

"There was none of this dia-

logue before (the anti-ROTC) ral-

lies began last spring," Mixner

said. .

'' ~. -^
Also present at the rally was

state Assemblyman Richard Katz,

who said the university must be

held,accountable for its policies.

"You have a university program
that discriminates - that's wrong,"

Katz said. The assemblyman said

that while he did not expect ROTC
to be banned from campus entire-

ly, the university should seek pri-

vate funding for the $150,000
program and not use public
monies.

Among the speakers at the rally

were the undergraduate student

body presidents of Sacramento and

San Jose state universities, whose
campuses have phased out their

ROTC programs.

Steve Henderson, undergradu-

ate president of Sacramento State,

said the phasing oarpfocess^iliis

university took place over a four-

year period and was initiated by
the Academic Senate. Although
Henderson supported the actions

of his university, he acknowledged

that eradicating ROTC programs
could hurt traditionally underrep-

resented ethnic groups.

"ROTC has been a great avenue

for underrepresented groups to get

into the officer ranks of the mili-

tary," Henderson said. "(But) I

think that at some point people

have to come together to give up
ROEL BAUTISTA

«?!Ji'Sl*l!lL™«u " iTa^ll^H^
^° Activists protest the presence of ROTC on campus. Assemblyman Richard Katz was one of the

protect other people, he added. er«»oLoro f^ot. .r^w ot tK« «.,«« ;« \a/«^*,.,««^ di..,^
'

speakers featured at the event in Westwood Plaza.

Inside News

Forget the
deM

Facing the prospect of

laboring for years to pay off

your massive college loans

after graduation? Not to

worry, there are other solu-

tions ... such as taking

advantage of government
programs that will "forget" -

your debt in return for com-
munity work.

See page 3

Back Page

One for the
road ..^

UCLA's Wayne Cook ^

could spend this week ask-

ing himself, "What could

have been?" But, the senior

quarterback will instead

focus on the last game of

his Bruin career, against

use this Saturday ...

See Page 36

Beisty, Palmer to campaign for

facilities commissioner position
Former USAC
officer retracts

re-election bid

ByRashmi^Uiagai

Former Facilities Commissioner
Peter Rudinskas withdrew his bid

for re-election Tuesday afternoon,

leaving just two candidates to vie

for the position of facilities com-
missioner on the undergraduate stu-

dent council.

The two candidates running for

facilities commitssioner ar^^*^

Madeline feisty, fouilh-year politi- '^

cal science student, and J. Jioni

Palmer, second-year political sci-

ence student. Both candidates will

be competing for votes next
Tuesday, when the polls open.

Rudinskas cited the lack of unity

within the undergraduate student

council as one of his reasons for

withdrawal from the race.

' "I am doing this for the sake of

unity," Rudinskas said. "There is a

substantial division within the

council itself right now. and this

division would cripple the work that

the (facilities) commission would
do."

Rudinskas had

Special election polling locations and
calendar of events

Polling Places

11/16 USAC endorsement hearings
11/17 Campaigning 1 1 a.m. to 3 p.m.
11/21 Campaigning 9 a.m. to 3 p.m.
11/22 Election Day! Campaigning and voting

Source: Offtoe of the Election Board ^ ^•"^- ^^ 6 p.m.

nOEL BAUTISTA

Members of SAGE protest non-

recognition on Tuesday.

Members of
SAGE press
for Young's
recoi

CHRIS SELIGMAN/D««y Brum

for the undergraduate council's 'There needs to tie more ngruing

originally financial supports commission last on campus. The campus needs to be

resigned from the office of facilities year,

commissioner on Nov. 1 because of The facilities commissioner,
administrative problems. whose position is especially vital in

Biesty is the president of the this time of heavy construction, is

Alpha Phi sorority and has been responsible for facilities planning,

involved with CALPIRG and the

Bruin National Organization for

Women.

lit up like an amusement park,"

Biesty said. "It is important that stu-

dents don't feel that UCLA is dan-

gerous."

Palmer also had several ideas for

Palmer is a coordinator for the

African Student Union and worked

student safety and other related pro- improving the campus,

jects. "I want to create a parking task

Biesty said that if elected, she force to look at the various propos-

will woiic to improve campus safe-

ty. See ELECTIONS, page 12

By Alisa Uiferts

Daily Bruin Senior Staff

Continuing their campaign for

collective bargaining rights,

UCLA graduate student employ-
ees demonstrated outside Murphy
Hall Tuesday, demanding that

Chancellor Charles Young recog-

nize their union.

Members of the Student
Association for Graduate
Employees have sought recogni-

tion'from Young since the

California Public Employee
Relations Board certified that the

association represented a majority

of UC graduate student employ-
ees last spring. The university

cannot recognize the student
union because it is prevented by a

collective bargaining law. Young

^ See SAQE, page 13
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What's Brewin' Today
11 a.m.

Student Accounting Society

"Women in Accounting"

Ackemian3517
839-2870

11:30 a.m.

American Indian Students Association

Fry Bread Sale

Campbell Hall Patio

206-7513 ^^ —
Noon

Introduction

Ackerman 3508
At 4 p.m.: slide presentation

At 7 p.m.: evening program and dinner

Call (213) 221-1700 for locations

2 p.m.

Chi Omega
Tug O' War ^ annual philanthropy

Saxon Volleyball Courts

Fee: $65 per team

824-14r7
-^ —

—

3 p.m.

Multicultural Society

'First general meeting

Dodd 146

209-3357 or 824-0428

4 p.m.

Golden Key National Honor Society

Faculty Student Dessert Social -
'

Kinsey 364
825-3871

Jewish Student Union

Socialize in Hebrew (Chug Ivrit)

Kerckhoff patio

825-8533

Latinas/os Building Bridges In Psychology

Speaker: Dr. Steven Lopez
Franz third floor undergraduate lounge

207-0339

<- -

r^

5 p.m.

Latina/o Business Students Association

General meeting

PCPC Building

206-193 f

Regents Scholar Society

General meeting

Ackerman 2408

Turtdsh Students' Association

Meeting and Happy Hour ^

,
—

Kinsey 386 --

(818)799-9977

6 p.m.

APACT
Mandatory meeting

MacGowanHall2310C
(213)658-5649

MEChA
General body meeting

Ackerman 3530
206-6452

Student Talent Network

Showcase Talent Auditions

The Cooperage
442-1052

Vietnamese Student Association

General meeting

Franz 1178

209-1527 ^

6:30 p.m.

UCLA Pre-Law Society

Speaker: Judge Mireles

Perloffll02
855-^80'

7 p.m.

Bruin Republicans

General meeting/victory celebration

Ackerman 2408
209-9136

Lesblan/Gay/Blsexual Community Meeting

Town Hall discussion

Ackerman 3525
841-5930

JSU & HiUel Present

Take a moment to remember
"The Night of Broken Glass"

— 7 pm

'Bohemian Night'

An evening ofculture and
tcdent and cuisine in an

exotic cabaret atmosphere
8 pm

Sponsored by UCLA's Jewish Student Union In association with Hlllel Jewish Studenta Associationr

students discuss a
personal topic, sex
By Darlene Mininni

motivating you to have sex? Are

you personidly ready for a sexual

"My first sexual experience experience?

happened a little sooner than I If you choose not to have sex,

thought it would, but I felt mature you are not alone. About 20 per-

for my age at 19," says Aeisha, a cent of college students will not

22-year-old history student. "I tell have sex during their college

people to know what you want out years. Jay, a 20-year-old engineer-

of your first experience and make ing/English student, is waiting for

sure you get that. I knew I wanted a long term love relationship

someone who really cared about before having his first sexual

me, and that's what I had. It felt experience. "It's hard being a vir-

right."

Decid ing
upon the right

time to have
sex is a very
personal deci-

sion. And a

very complex
decision. There

is no pat

answer for the

right time to

gin if you don't want to be, but it's

pretty easy to remain one if you
want to," he says. "I don't feel the

pressures that much, but I can see

how other people might because it

seems like everyone is doing it.

But no one makes me feel like I

have to have sex to be cool or pop-

ular. I'm a pretty strong person. I

njake the rules for me."

When deciding whether or not

to have sex, there are some impor-

tant questions you might want to

ask yourself about your values,

desires and expectations. In pri-

vate interviews, I've been talking

with students who've shared their

have your first sexual experience.

Each of us has different notions

about whitt sex is and what mean-
ing it holds in our lives.

For some of us, religion plays

the primary it)le in our decisions feelings and experiences abour
about sex. We may look to the sex. Here are a few of the respons-

teachings of our particular church es students gave when asked:

or spiritual beliefs to guide us. What advice would you give
Others may look to family or someone who was considering

friends for advice. Still, others having sex for the first time?

may have developed a set of per- • "Make sure you feel comfort-

sonal guidelines to help make able with the person. If you don't,

decisions about sex. it won't be good. That's what hap-

Some people expect to be mar- pened to me. I didn't feel comfort-

ried when they have their first sex-

ual experience. Others want to be

in love, in like or just in lust.

able with her, the situation or my
decision to have sex, so I felt

scared. You have to feel ready to

Whatever your sexual guidelines, have sex. Having sex for the first

the first step in being able to time is a big thing, and you have

decide if having sex is right for to be ready to face any conse-

you is to honestly evaluate your
'

own feelings about sex. What is See SEXTALK, page 14
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student loans: forms of reiiayment without pain
Federal programs

let students work

off college loans

By Jeffrey Shore

Six months after graduation.

To some students, this date

means that it's time to take their

new BMWs in for initial service.

To other students, however, this

date carries a far more menacing
implication: loan repayment.— For students who wish to avoid

this horrible reality, however,
there are other options besides

just cashing in those freebie trav-

el certificates that came with
their credit card and flying to

Peru. By taking certain jobs
which give back to society, stu-

dents are eligible for loan cancel-

lation or partial repayment by
various government institutions.

Perkins loans offer the greatest

range of cancellation options.

Like a benevolent mobster, the

government will simply "forget"

that you owe thein money.

decreasing the amount (in

increasing increments) each year

for five years until the entire

obligation is eliminated - in

exchange for a small "favor."

These favors include teaching

in a federally recognized low-
income school, in a special edu-

cation program or in an
understaffed subject like math-
ematics, sciences or languages.

Becoming a law enforcement
officer, or becoming a nurse or

medical technician can also can-

cel out loans.

Students can also join the

Peace Corps and receive up to a

70 percent cancellation of their

Perkins loans after four years.

Unfortunately, since these pro-

grams are not handled through a

central office and are repaid to

the school, no single source of

information on loan cancellation

is available.

"The regulations change often

... you've really got to keep up,"

cautioned Salwa Ayoub, debt

See LOANS, pageU
ANDREW SCHOLER/Daily Brum

Although there are ways to defer paying off your loans, there is no getting around the line at the

Financial Aid Office.

Academy aims for dialogue among faiths Agreement
By Betty Song

The newest addition to the iini-

versity religious community is not

a religion at all.

The Academy for Judaic,
Christian and Islamic Studies, the

newest part of UCLA's University

Religious Conference, serves as a

model for promoting successful

communication between the

Judaic, Christian and Islamic

faiths. The Academy is^based on
informal discussions among its

three members, each representing

one of the faiths.

The religious conference board

of directors unanimously voted in

The Academy on Oct. 18. The
conference is the oldest, continu-

ous interfaith organization in

Southern California and enables

diverse and often divisive faiths

to come together through various

campus programs, including guest

speakers and international

exchange events.

For the past seven years they

have been attempting to bring

together representatives from the

Judaic, Christian and Islamic

faiths in "trialogues," said Charles

Doak, conference chairman. They
have only had modest success

until now, he added.

"The Academy had a success-

ful track record and was looking

for a home while we were seeking

ways to bring the three religions

together in conversation," Doak
said. "It provides a wonderful
model of cooperation when three

thoughtful and caring representa-

tives of three great faiths can talk

and disagree but remain together."

In a press conference held on
Monday, The Academy gave a

brief history of its organization

and acknowledged the publication

of its book, "The Abraham
Connection." The book consists

of dialogues among the three

members, George Grose, David
Cordis and Muzammil Siddiqi.

The Academy began in 1971
when founding member Grose
engaged in the first of many dia-

logues with representatives of the

three faiths. Siddiqi acknowl-

"IVe never seen

people from three

major faiths sitting

and talking, and I've

never had such

dialogues."

Houman Esmaiizadeh

Ha'am Business Manager

edged in the conference that this

kind of communication was
unique for the times.

"There has been Christian-

Jewish, Muslim-Christian and
Jewish'Muslim dialogues for over

1 ,400 years - but to have debates

and discussions with all three

faiths is something distinct," he

said.

Students said The Academy's
formal helped them view inter-

. faith relations differently.

"I've never seen people from
three major faiths sitting and talk-

ing, and I've never had such dia-

logues. It will help us as students

to see, for example, a Jewish and

a Muslim communicating in such

a good and understanding way,

and help my Muslim friends and

myself to understand," said

Houman Esmaiizadeh, business

manager for the Jewish newspa-

per Ha'am.

The religious conference hopes

The Academy will soon be
involved with community and

campus programs, and welcomes
the opportunity for the new group

to speak with various student

organizations. The Academy's
book is now available in the ASU-
CLA bookstore.

China's higher education system suffers
By Patrick Tyler

The New York Times

BEUING — In the 1950s and
1960s, China mobilized higher

education to produce physicists

and rocket engineers capable of
giving the Communist Party lead-

ership the ultimate in international

prestige: a thermonuclear weapon
deliverable by intercontinental

ballistic missile. It was an enor-

mous achievement for a nation of

peasant farmers led by rough-
hewn revolutionaries.

But Mao Zedong, the

Communist Party chairman, then

decided to tear it all down in the

name of permanent revolution and

class struggle, and Chinese higher

education was suspended during

the years of the Great Proletarian

Cultural Revolution.

When it recovered in the late

1970s, the tradition of excellence

in hard sciences still permeated
China's universities. And now,
after a wave of Chinese immigra-

tion to the West following the

reform policies of Deng Xiaoping,

the discipline and excellence of

Chinese students have made sig-

nificant contributions to Western

universities.

But back at home, higher edu-

cation remains hobbled and in tur-

nK>il.

Chronic, crippling fiscal limita-

tions coupled with Draconian
political repression on campuses

are eroding any prospects for seri-

ous education reform.

As a result, China's stated goal

of developing 100 universities of

"international repute" by the 21st

century is little more than official

sloganeering.

Since the late 1970s, when
higher education began rebuild-

ing, both the number of colleges

and total enrollment have more
than doubled. But state funding

levels in real terms have made
only small gains.

The result: bleak dormitories

with six to eight students
crammed to a room; teaching
material typed by hand and run off

on archaic mimeograph machines,

and libraries pathetically short of

up-to-date books and periodicals.

Professors live on subsistence

salaries, ^nd an alarming percent-

age of them are leaving their posts

to sell their talents in China's bur-

geoning private sector.

"The more you teach, the thin-

ner you get," goes the ditty that is

a play on the Chinese characters

that stand for "professor."

The state has boosted instruc-

tors' salaries somewhat over the

past five years, but the gains have

beeivoi^paced by urban inflation

rates/which now are running in

excess of 25 percent.

Those professors who stay in

the classroom have had to supple-

ment their salaries by setting up
private tutorial or training centers,

or working as freelance consul-

tants or translators for companies.

Others write commercial litera-

ture, or just think about quitting.

In a survey last year of 1 1 6 col-

leges, 28.5 percent of all faculty

said they "would definitely quit if

given an opportunity."

Life is little better for students,

who are under increasing financial

pressure to pay a greater share of

their education costs. A promi-

nently reported student suicide

this summer in Nanjing apparent-

ly arose from anxieties over col-

lege finances.

Fees and other expenses, once

relatively low for any student who
managed to pass the feared
entrance examinations, now have

risen beyond the income of an
average public-sector worker.

The number of "self-paid" stu-

dents has grown to nearly 15 per-

cent of enrollment in the last

decade, and some professors

bemoan the loosening of admis-

sion criteria that is evident for the

children of China's new wealthy.

The commercialization of

Chinese universities has not loos-

ened the ideological grip on histo-

ry, the humanities, social and
political sciences. Textbooks on

politics and recent history are

highly selective. Sensitive sub-

jects like Tibet and the 1989

Fees and other expenses

... have risen beyond the

income of an average

public-sector worker.

protest movement are banned
from classrooms.

But many students listen to

BBC and Voice of America broad-

casts for their window on world

events. Whatever they think about

politics at home they keep to

themselves.

Mandatory military training^

and manual labor for students has

been eased. Last summer, one
class of sophomores was shep-

herded out of Beijing to "engage
in agricultural labor" for 10 days

in a peasant village. Upon return-

ing, they confided that all they

had had to do was watch.

frays racial

imbalances
The New York Times

NEW ORLEANS — In what

may be the end of a 20-year
legal battle over segregation in

Louisiana's colleges and uni-

versities, a federal judge on
Monday approved a plan that

officials said would lessen
racial imbalances in the state's

higher education system.

Gov. Edwin Edwards of
Louisiana and other officials

hailed the agreement, saying it

was a historic conclusion to a

long and bitter fight. But civil

rights organizations, including

the NAACP, said that it merely

preserved the status quo.

The settlement was also

approved by the U.S.
Department of Justice, which
first sued Louisiana in 1974. It

calls for spending more than

$100 million over 10 years,

most of it to attract white stu-

dents to the state's predomi-
nantly African-American
universities, and vice versa. No
state school would be closed.

In a courtroom crowded with

officials from the state's 18 uni-

versities and their lawyers,
Edwards told Judge Charles
Schwartz of the U.S. District

Court that the 34-page plan rep-

resented "the conclusion of 20
years of divisiveness, uncer-

tainty and strain on our educa-

tion system." The governor said

the plan Was "a long-term solu-

tion to the higher education
desegregation issues in

Louisiana."

But others remain skeptical.

Raphael Cassimere Jr., a

Louisiana NAACP execuirve
board member and history pro-

fessor at the University of New
Orleans, said, "I think it's a

very sad commentary on the

state of affairs that the state has

cohimiiled all that money to

keep people apart, as opposed
to putting people together."

The plan, to be monitored by

the judge for 10 years, leaves in

place the state's complicated
system of four separate boards

overseeing colleges and univer-

sities, instead of consolidating

See SEQREaATION, page 14
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Khmer Rouge killed

Western tourists
BANGKOK — The Khmer Rouge
acknowledged Tuesday that they had exe-

cuted three backpacking Western tourists

whose bodies were found in a grave in

southern Cambodia earlier this month.

The rebel Khmer Rouge said in a radio

broadcast that the hostages - Australian

David Wilson. 29, Briton Mark Slate^;, 28,

and Jean-Michel Braquet, 27, of France -

were executed because "they acted as spies

to continue the aggtessive war^of lhfi_

Vietnamese."

Western diplomats called the espionage

allegations as ludicrous, and said Khmer
kouge apparently killed the hostages in

hopes of frightening away foreign
investors who might bolster Cambodia's
democratically elected government.

Pacific Rim nations
praise open market
BOGOR, Indonesia— In a blend of enthu-
siasm and ambiguity, a club of 18 Pacific

Rim leaders emerged Tuesday from a

grand colonial-era palace to extol the bene-

Jlls of open markets and investment in the

dynamic Pacific region and to move
towards creating the largest free trade zone
in the world by the year 2020.

The leaders, whose nations represent

more than half of the world's economies,
ended their day of free-wheeling talks with

a "declaration of common resolve" that

went far beyond the vague common vision

of their meeting just a year ago.

Both President Suharto of Indonesia, the

host of this year's meeting, and President

Clinton said that Tuesday's gathering fur-

thered the goals of the diverse, loosely-

organized group.

Tropical storm kills

75, pummels Haiti
PORT-AU-PRINCE, Haiti — Torrential

rains that battered Haiti over the weekend
left at least 75 people dead, radio reports

and officials said Monday. Roads and
bridges were destroyed, neighborhoods
flooded and houses swept away.

Parts of the capital, Port-au-Prince, and

the southern towns of Jacmel and Les
Cayes were particularly hard hit.

Radio reports said 44 people were killed

in Port-au-Prince and 25 in the port city of

Jacmel. Other reports said as many as 30
people were killed in the Port-au-Prince

slum of Carrefour alone.

The death toll is expected to rise but a

final total is not expected for days until

more information arrives from the
provinces.

Taiwan apologizes
for Cliina incident
BEIJING — Taiwan expressed "deep
regret" Tuesday after its troops fired at

least a d6zen artillery shells into a village

on mainland China on Monday, wounding
four people.

ly^g^tion

A Chinese government spokesman in

Beijing called the episode "a vicious inci-

dent that sabotaged the peaceful atmos-
phere across the Taiwan Strait."

It was the first such artillery barrage in

two decades and Taiwan, which initially

denied the shelling to United States gov-

ernment officials in Washington on
Monday night, scrambled Tuesday to issue

a statement of regret and a promise to com-
pensate those injured.

A statement issued by Taiwan's Defense
Ministry Tuesday failed to fully explain

how the incident occurred.

Academics critical

of Jeffries ruling
NEW YORK — Academics and legal

experts reacted with alarm Tuesday to the

Supreme Court's suggestion that the City

College of New York may have a right to

demote Prof. Leonard Jeffries, the black

studies chairman whom some have called

racist, based on the content of his speech.

The Supreme Court action - which did

not resolve Jeflfries' case, but sent it back to

an appeals court for further consideration -

succeeded in uniting in Dr. Jeffries'

defense many of his deu^actors.

"I am very troubled by any ruling that

suggests the free speech issue is debatable

and that municipal employees potentially

accused of disruption can have their rights

of free speech niodified," said Prof. Sandi

Cooper.

Health care pivotal

issue in elections
WASHINGTON — Candidates may not

have talked much about health care in the

1994 campaign, but a number of leading

pollsters said Tuesday that the bitter 18-

naonth-long struggle over the issue was
critical in shaping the attitudes at the

heart of last week's election: anger, cyni-

cism and disappointment in the

Democrats.

Even so, a new survey released
Tuesday shows voters still expect
Congress to do something to fix the

health care system - but something decid-

edly modest and incremental.

"I think health care was enormously
pivotal to this election," said Bill

Mclntruff, a Republican pollster who
worked for numerous candidates around
the United States this year.

Hollywood boosting
LA.'s Job maricet
The southern California economy is over-

coming its reliance on the declining aero-

space industry and gaining strength from,

entertainment, medical technology and
other growing sectors, according to a study

released Monday. - - -..'-:.

The Center for the New West report says

the region js reinventing itself in the Cold
War's wake and points to gains in enter-

tainment and tourism - which now employ
about 280,000 workers, compared to

160,000 people working in aerospace.

Entertainment industry salaries are nearing

those of defense workers, countering fears

that the post-defense economy would cre-

ate mostly low-pay service work, the study

said.

Judge denies vote
recount request
A judge turned down a request backed by
the Michael Huffington campaign that

would have delayed the counting of
130,000 Los Angeles County absentee bal-

lots as part of a possible voter fraud inves-

—ligation.

Superior Court Judge Robert O'Brien
ruled Monday that the plaintiff "failed to

provide sufficient evidence" of the poten-

tial for fraud to warrant deviating from
standard counting procedures.

The suit was brought by attorney
Stephen Fleishman on behalf of Glendale

political consultant Allen Brandstater. But
Fleishman said he met with U.S. Senate

candidate Michael Huffington on the suit

and that the Huffington campaign provided

financial backing and other support.

Compiled by Daily Bruin wire services

HEALTH COUNSELOR
SERviiNq ThE UCLA CoMMUNiTy Sjnce 1 972

RecruitmentWeek
Fall 1 994

'/Join the Peer Health Counselors, come help us help others''

We are looking for a d'weree group of people who are committed, non-judgamental and eenextAwe to

othere. No prior training \e neceeeary and we encouraqe etudente of ail majors to apply.

PICK UP AN APPUCATION BY AHENDING ONE OF THE FOLLOWING ORIENTATION SESSIONS

Tuesday Nov. 15

1 1-12 Ackerman Union 2412

2-3 Luvalle Courtroom

Wednesday Nov. 16

12-1 Luvalle Courtroom

2-3 Ackerman Union 2412

6:30-7:30 Dykstra Fireside Lounge

Thursday Nov. 17

12-1 Ackerman Union 3517

2-3 Luvalle courtroom

6:30-7:30 Sproul Entertainment

Center

Friday Nov. 18

10-11 Luvalle Courtroom

2-3 Ackerman Union 2412

6:30-7:30 Rieber Fireside

Lounge

SPONSORED BYSHS/SWOUSAC
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Investment Banking Opportunities

at CS First Boston

z^
-'#!^

CS First Boston, a leading global investment

banking firm, will be recruiting for its financial

analyst program. Positions are available in the

Investment Banking Department. All Seniors are

invited to attend a presentation.

'Presentation:
~

^

"-
•

'""

Wednesday, November 16, 1994

The Westwood Marquis

7:00 p.m.

Interviewing Schedule:

Investment Banking ^^^

January 24, 1995

(2 closed schedules at The Westwood Marquis)

Forfurther information and inquiries, please contact:

Jeff Spain

(213) 253-2100--'^

B CS First Boston
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911 saves people from perils and predicaments
By Christine Vendel
Kansas City Star

KANSAS CITY, Mo. — The
9 1 1 call hit the emergency center.

Rescue required.

A fire truck sped off, lights

flashing and siren blaring, to

extricate a little girl.

From a pool table.

The 9-year-old Merriam, Kan.,

girl had reached deep into a pock-

et searching for billiard balls

when her arm got stuck.
Emergency workers spent ^bout

IS minutes taking apart the table

^fore they freed her, unhurt.

Then they put the table back
together.

So much for drama.

Kansas City area rescue work-
ers rush every day to accident
scenes where lives are threatened
- but not all of their calls are so

serious.

Many are for extrications, and
some of those involve odd traps -

everything from shopping carts to

recliners.

Or clothing.

One Johnson County, Kdn., dis-

patcher got a call from an
Overland Park man who needed
to be rescued from his shirt and
necktie.

Her effort was recorded:

'The button and the hole don't

match," the man pleaded in a

slurred voice, 'i could strangle!"

Pat Crockett, the communica-
tions specialist, couldn't exactly

dispatch an ambulance to help a

man, apparently intoxicated, undo
his tie. But she did want to help.

"Is it the top button?" she
asked.

"Yeah. Yeah. (Pause) I mean,
no. It's the collar button. This is a

brand-new shirt and the button
won't go through the hole. I put

the button in the hole, but it does-

n't come out the other end.

"I've been trying to get out of

this for 45 minutes."

The man then announced he
was going to cut his clothing off.

Crockett envisioned the man
with scissors at his neck and
quickly dissuaded him from han-

dling any sharp objects.

"Sir, find the knot of the tie. Do
you have it?"

"Urn. Hold on. Uh. OK. I've

got it now."

She walked him through the

steps of undoing a tie. They were
both relieved when he freed him-r

self.

Kansas City, Kan., emergency
workers easily solved a problem
after answering a 91 1 call about a

woman who could hardly breathe.

She worked at a chemical plant,

so the ambulance workers natu-

rally thought she had inhaled
something hazardous. As they
drove her to a hospital, the work-
ers chatted with the woman, who
mentioned she had gained about
40 pounds in the last two months.

That gave the ambulance work-

ers an idea: They reached down
and cut her bra.

"... whether or not it

would be serious

to us, it is a

tragedy to them.

That's why they

called 911."

Mike Jones

Johnson County

Dispatcher

"And that did it," said Fire

Dispatcher Ken Brisco. "It was
her bra that was making it hard

for her to breathe."

Other extrications recalled by
dispatchers in the metropolitan
area: Kansas City Chief Fire

Dispatcher Larry Gonnello sent

rescue workers last week to a

house where two naked people
were handcuffed to each other

and a bedpost.

The handcuffs had jammed and
the two couldn't reach their

clothes. They could, however,
reach a phone.

Rescue workers were intrigued.

'They were fighting over here

to respond to that one," Gonnello

said.

In Prairie Village, Kan., a boy,

3 or 4 years old was up to his

neck in^n antique milk canister.

When rescue workers arrived,

they found a hysterical mother
and the milk can with only the

boy's head showing.

"We were trying to figure out

how he got his shoulders in

there," said George White,
Johnson County communications
supervisor.

Ambulance workers greased

See 911, page 12
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Seniors

Make Your Life

Jevv^-oier!
IF

IF

YOU would like a Jewish perspective on any topic

WE provide a tape library that covers the universe

YOU and/or a friend would like to join a family for a

laid-back Shabbat meal

WE bring you Shabbat Shalom UCLA

BUT MOST IMPORTANTLY

"JTJ TOU have questions on anything & everything Jewish
l.n WE have our roving Rabbi...Shlomo Seidenfeld

Armed and Generous

NO TOPIC IS TABOO— so —
IF YOU'RE CRUISIN' FOR A SCHMOOZIN*

Breeze by my table on Monday, Tuesday, and Thursday 1 1-1 on Bruin Walk
or give me a call at 824-2247

I MAKE DORM CALTi^

Oh, by the way, we're

J.A.M.
JEWISH AWARENESS MOVEMENT

MADE POSSIBLE BY A GRANT from the JEWISH OOMMUNriY FOUNDATION

DON'T Miss TheDEADLINE!
Seniors, get your yearbook portrait taken now and you'll earn a bonus:

9 FREE wallet size photos with any portrait order.]

Remember, you pay only $5 for your portrait sitting and space

reservation. Or pay nothing at all^the $5 fee is waived if you buy your

Bruin Life yearbook
[
in advance. Stop by ASUCLA^s Campus Photo

Studio on 2nd floor Ackerman-and smile!

Studio ^^^^^

tepvnwto Studn iilimtd on 2id loor Acionm
Open MMday-Friday 8:30-5:30 Phone 206-8433

"H Was A Wonderful Life" is a video which chronicles «he lives of six

well-educated and resourceful wonten who bccanK honKless as a irsull

of financial difficulties following a divorce, a loss of a job, or a long
illness. This video shatters our misconceptions regarding homeless

issues and challenges the notion of who can feel secure in our society.

These women, who live invisibly throughout society as the "hidden
homeless," rely on strength, humor and pride in order to survive.
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Virtual reality links countries in 'Greenspace'
By Steve Mlletich

Seattle Post-Intelligencer

SEATTLE — Two people sit-

ting at a table in Seattle and two
others sitting at table in Tokyo
were instantly transported to a

common place Monday, courtesy

of cyberspace.

Linked by headgear, comput-
er-generated images and 5,200
miles of fiber-optic cable, the

participants came together in the

digitized world of virtual reality.

**It's really only a baby step,"

said Thomas Fumess, director of

the Human hiterface Technology
Laboratory at the University of

Washington.

But he likened the ground-
breaking test of long-distance
virtual reality to the first tele-

phone call placed by Alexander
Graham Bell on March 6, 1876.

Participants in Seattle and
Tokyo played a short interactive

game, in which they used mag-
netic hand-movement tracking

devices to control paddles that

swatted at small creatures resem-
bling flying ears with big green
eyes.

Rudimentary, yes - but so was
Pong in the early stages of video

games.

And the first commercial
applications are not that far

away, Fumess said.

Initial applications most likely

will be seen in industry and med-
icine, Furness said, followed by
the video game industry.

Surgeons in a big city could
use their hands to operate on
patients in small towns.

Architects in different cities

could sit around the same table

and discuss ideas by walking
through virtual reality rooms
together.

People in disparate locations

could be joined in a virtual reali-

ty classroom.

On Monday, participants at

UW laboratory found themselves

in what they saw as a three-

dimensional room with Japanese

furnishings and a stunning view
of Mount Fuji out the window.
On the other side of the Pacific

Ocean, participants were trans-

ported to a log cabin with a view

of Mount Rainier.

See REALITY, page 13

Wanted: Best Minds in the World
The University of California, Davis is looking for

dedicated students interested In plant cell biology. Four-
year NSF-funded graduate fellowships are available to work
In the areas of organelle biogenesis, signal transduction,

membrane biology, and protein modlflcation. The training

program incorporates advanced courses, workshops, lab

rotations, travel awards, seminars, research retreats...all

while earning your doctorate. Contact: Plant Cell Biology

Ti-alnlng Program, Susan Alvarado, Robbins Hall, University

of California, Davis, CA 95616. email:
swalvarado@ucdavis.edu. Fellowship recipients must be US
citizens, nationals, or permanent residents.

Hot Hair Salon

Speciolizing in

BLACK HAIR CARE

$45+up Retouch - Reiaxer

$25+up Blow Diy& Curl

Student Special

1007BROXTONAVE.

WESIWOODVILIAGE

(310)208-3698

CONTAQANA
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Involved in Frats, Sororities, or any other

organization. Opportunity to raise at least

$1000 for your ski trip or any other needs

in the next 30 days.

Call before Friday Nov. 18 for BIG MONEY.

(310) 355-6279
''
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!
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Get results.
Advertise

Call (310) 825-216
fbrmoreinfennation X

Daily Bruin
Advertising

Tllillt
7pm WOMEN'S VDUEYBAU

Torch the Trojans in a Pac-10 crosstown battle at U$C^ Lyon Center.

Tlirsiif
NOON BEAT 'SC CARNIVAL N CAR SMASN

Trojan-t)ashing games & contests (tielp destroy a U$C car!) in Bruin Plaai.

Witti ttie Reggae band Bass Culture, sponsored by Cultural Affairs Comm.

9:30 p.m. REAT 'SC RALLY t RORHRE
Ttie annnaUradition returns featuring Bruin football stars, coaches, speakers,

and the torch ing of the trojan icons to start the Bonfire!

IM Field (following men's Bruin basketball vs. Australians)

Iriiai
5:30 -10 a.m. RROQ OR CAMPBS

Join KROQ morning DJs Kevin and Bean as they broadcast live from both

UCLA and U$C. Giveaways, contests, and more'.^. -

Bruin Walk near the northwest corner of Pauley Pavilion
*

Save20% on JanSport products in the ASUCLA Students' Store, today through Saturday

«rr OUT WHILI YOU CAN.

Fret

atHM

^M^
IM Carnival and ionflra iHA^ailCUUumni
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Flood of Rwandan refugees is destroying ecological treasure
By Raymond Bonner
The New York Times

GOMA, Zaire — At first light,

the lines of humanity are already

snaking across the fields of tall

grass and stumps, heading into the

forests of Virunga National Park.

Throughout the day people strag-

gle back out, their bounty balanced

on their heads - here a child with a

bundle of sticks, there a man with a

thick log, women stniggling under

remarkably heavy loads.

They are refugees, among the

nearly one million who fled into

this part of Zaire last summer to

escape the civil war in Rwanda. In

spite of regulations adopted by the

U.N. high commissioner for

refugees that camps should be situ-

ated away from national parks and

forests, more than 90 percent of the

refugees live within walking dis-

tance of the park. And every day an

estimated 30,000 adults and chil-

dren forage in the park with their

machetes, emerging with loads

averaging 40 pounds, said Craig
Sanders, an environmental consul-

tant here for the refugee agency.

Already 112 square miles of the

12,800-square-mile park have been

partly or completely deforested,

said Marc Languy, director of a

World Wide Fund for Nature pro-

ject in the park.

"And it is spreading," he said.

"There is no sign of reducing the

rate of destruction. It is dilficult to

exaggerate the seriousness of the

problem."

One troubling fear is that

species will disappear as their

habitats are destroyed. "We don't

know of any national park in the

world with more birds," Languy
said recently, on a day that a

lengthy survey of the bird popula-

tion had been completed. TTie cen-

sus found 766 species in the park,

some very rare.
, _

**It is the richest national park in

the world in terms of mammals -

210 species," Languy added.
Among the park's inhabitants are

300 nxDuntain gorillas - about half

of the world's remaining popula-

tion - which roam into neighbor-

ing Rwanda. The Eastern lowland

gorilla also lives in Virunga, mak-
ing it the only park in the world
with both species, Languy said.

^_ See QOMA, page 11
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Sociriy for Armenian Studies, Inc. .,„^ ,
' .«.«__ «.«_...^«__^ UCLA

SOCIETYFORABMENTIAN STUDIES
TWENTIETHANNIVXRSABYramVRSNCI

UCLA, November 18-19, 1994

Friday tA(pvemBer IS

i ^om 6269 *Bunche 9{aCC

9 a.m. to 12:00 noon 1-4:30 p.m .

'Bibticdand'^igiouslhtmes, HJit 'Kflrabqgh CorrfCict:

Armenian JJurary Themes. 9{istorioffrapfiy andToCitics.

Saturday, 9s(pvefn6er 19

tRpom 121 (Dod:d9(a[C

9a.m.tQl2:QQnQon . 1-4:30 p.m.

rEHeJlrmeman (Diaspora, Liuraturt and Identity in Armenian
^Ttstoric andConumporary Issues 'Diaspora Ctdture, CompuUr Tkcfmologx}

in Armenian Studies, AnThemes

BANQUET
7:30 P.M. FRIDAY, NOV. 18

UCLA FACULTY CENTER

For Information and reservations, call: (310) 825-1307, (818) 793-0385, (818) 244-9733

sponsoredBy: Society for Armenian Studies
The Grigor Narekatsi Chair In Armenian Studies. UCLA
The Armenian Educational Foundation Chair In Modern
Armenian History, UCLA

A
The UCLA Department of Music Presents

UCIvAWin d.

Knseml)!
Larry Curtis, Conductor

Gordon Henderson^ Guest Conductor

featuring works by

Percy Grainger

Paul Hart

Malcolm Arnold

Ron Nelson

Alfred Reed

Joaquin 'nirina

Dimitri Shostakovich

~-r -,_j\swT I
I

__ Wednesday,
November 1

6

8:00 p.m.
Schoenberg Hall

Reception to follow

Admission i$ />^^>/

Pari Waxing Salon
Body Waxing for N4en & Womeri
with ^00^/Q Matural Pari NA/ax.

Women Full leg and Bikini $20
Underarm $ 8
Half leg $10
Bikini Wax $8
Lip or Chin or Eyebro^v $ 6
Eyelash Tint $10
Facial $40

"We do Electrolysis"

1435 Westwood Blvd., Westwood 473-0066 or 479-9325

Open Sundays Walk-ins Welcome

FRSHION

EVEWEflR

ONLY

DESIGNER

EVEWERR

SAVE

Choose from

hundreds of styles

regularly priced at

$49. Includes single

vision Rx lenses.

With UCLA stiMlenI ID

I

I

J
Saw 120 on our iltsifliwr

I eytwur rogularty priced

I
Iron $109. Singlo vision Rx

I

ionos Included. Soloci

I
from Anne Klein, Perry

I

I

Ellis, Polo and many mora.

With UCLA student 10

flCUVUE

12 PAIR

Price includes 12

pair (24 lenses) of

Acuvue disposable

contacts. Rx

required.

With UCLA student ID

All Eyeglass Prices Include: Single Vision Rx lenses

• AH Powers • All Sizes • All Tinted Colors • Photogrey

Pricing does not include eye exam.

WE GUARANTEE LOWEST PRICE

Cor Eves
D

W. Los Angeles
1927 Westwood Blvd.

(31 0) 474-0522

(310)474-5889
DR. MICHAEL KHOURY

OPTOMETRIST
With

Student

^ ^- LD.

Comprehensive eye examination includes tests for **^<».

glaucoma, catai^cts, and other eye diseases. An
extended retinal examination with your eyes dialated if

FREE! necessary with no

additional fee!

1929 Westwood Blvd.

2 bloclcs south of

Santa Monica Blvd

We Release Our
Prescriptions
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New educational frontier comes to TV networlcs
By Petor Applebome
The New York Times

DALLAS — Carl Westcott,
Ford dealer turned education
entrepreneur, is standing in his

office adjacent to the glitzy

Galleria mall in north Dallas click-

ing quickly across the channels on
his Toshiba television until he

comes to his TI-IN educational

network, which serves ^,000
schools.

"'Pobre Ramon," laments a

tether with diction so exaggerat-

ed a listener almost doesn't need to

know Spanish to understand her.

"No se siente bien. Ayer estaba

malo, pero hoy esta peor."

Her class and other young view-

ers out there in videoland repeat

after her and Westcott looks on
approvingly.

"When a person can mash a

clicker and order a pizza, I'm not

sure how big an event that is for

the consumer or the pizza industry,

but it's a giant step for education,"

says Westcott, who in nine years

built a seemingly pedestrian idea

into a $90 million company with

700 employees.

"It drives down the cost and
provides the technology to have
interactive data and video at

reduced cost and greater efficien-

cy."

It is probably a bit much to say

the future of education will look

like Westcott's high-tech Westcott

Communications. But at a time
when for-profit education is very

much in the news, it is worth
remembering that the future of the

industry may have nothing to do
with the high-profile, high-risk,

proposals to run schools or school

districts.

In fact, most people who study

the intersection of education and
commerce say public education is

almost certain to be an explosive

growth area for private industry

whether or not Christopher
Whittle's Edison Project gets off

the ground or Education
Alternatives Inc. succeeds at its

ambitious plans to run schools in

Baltimore or Hartford.

"When Michael Milken was
getting out of prison, he said he
wanted to be involved with educa-

tion because he thought that was

See NETWORK, page 11
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DRIWING & TRAFFIC SCHOOL
UCLA & ALL Student Discxjunt
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Traffic School on Weekdays & Saturdays IS
1093 Broxton Ave. #218 (310)208-3333 f^
In Westwood Village, above the Wherehouse Ql

Welcomes
All Interested Pre-Dental Students^

To Our Meeting

Presenting

Our Special Guest Speaker

Dr. John A. Yagiela, D.D.S., Ph.D.

Director ofAdmission ofUCLA Dental School
Thursday, November 17, 1S>94

6:00 PM
UCLA School of Dentistry
Center for Health Sciences

Room 13-041

ma Soutli C»n«n
7

Qtnctiona
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^ u
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Infamwtkjn Contact: N«m }IO-209-I2« or N^lcrle JI0-206-I7I8
Sponnxed by UCLA Pw-DttUal Society

$45 Designer Frames
(original price up to $200)

EYEGLASS
PACKAGE

INCLUDES EXAMINATION
EYEGLASS FRAME FROM OUR

VARIETY COLLECTION &
PRESCRIPTION LENSES

CONTACT LENS
PACKAGE

INCLUDES EYE EXAM
PAIR OF SOFT MAT! B LENSES,

CAREKIT AND FOLLOW-UP CARE

DISPOSABLE CONTACT LENSES
IfJCLUDES EXAM, FITTING & FOLLOW UP

& 4 BOXtS OF DISPOSABLE LENSES

. GLASSES & CONTACTS IN ONE HOUR
EYE EXAMINATIONS
VISION PLANS ACCEPTED

OPTOMETRIX
An Oct^'^e!'"''^ C-K^'

208-1384
10930 WEYBURN • WESTWOOD VILLAGE

Recycle This Paper.
Daily Bruin

Dcliscivd to \()ur tloor iniinodialcK b\ Isi class nuiil

Order is conlidcniial and sent in plain packaiic for pri\ acv,

Excellent Prices Incliicle Tax & Shipping

TROJAN
America's #1 Brand

1
1 Please send me TROJAN Condoms:

11
_ X 12 ENZ Lubricated #1 $9.49

li _ X 36 ENZ Lubricated #2 $ 19.99

II
_ X 12 Ribbed Lubricated #3 $9.99

" _ X 36 Ribbed Lubricated #4 $2 1 .99

I
_ X 12 Spermicidal Lubricant #5 $9.99

X 36 Spermicidal Lubricant #6 $2 1 .99

_ X 12 Non Lubricated #7 $7.99

_ X 36 Non Lubricated #8 $ 1 7.99

Send Check, Money Order, Visa, MC or Discover lo

PROTECTION PLUS
99n PARAMOUNT BLVD SUITE 179

DOWNEY CA 90240

Name

Address

City

State Zip

Visa G Master Card Discover

Account #
I

EXPIRATION DATE

I Signature.

I

Or Call Between 1 -6pin (3 1 0) 928-7 1 1

2

C9%WM 9 9W a month

PAGER AIRTOn:
.75

SWITCH YOUR EXISTING PAGER ^^ IJS!

GIVE ^^niADE-II^ CREDIT ON YOUR OLD PAGER
NATIONAL AND LCX^AL COVERAGE

VOICE MAIL WITH PERSONAL GREETING
WE DELIVER • PHONE ORDERS • CREDIT CARD

DISCOUNTS ON NEW MOTOROLA PAGERS & VOICE MAIL!

PREFERRED PAGERS, INC.

<81«) 7«3.ei83

I

I

$2.00 OFF YOUR FAVORITE MUSIC!
This coupon is good for $2.00 OFF any non-sale priced compact

disc or cassette regularly priced at $7.99 or above. Only one coupon

can be used per visit. Excludes

sale and used product. Coupon
cannot be used in conjunction with

any other offer. Not redeemable for

cash.

VALID AT BROXTON
LOCATION ONLY

EXP 11/27/94.

I

I

L^»WBEl{£li<WSr _|

WE SELL IMPORT CD'S!

OPEN TIL MIDNICHT'IN THE VILLAGE!

1 095 BROXTON (3 I 0) 824-2255
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Rome scrubs down its art, takes brush to itself
By Michael Kimmilman
The New York Times

ROME— Nowadays, when you
stand on the Campidoglio,
Michelangelo's piazza atop the

Capitoline Hill, you can cleariy see

the cleaned corkscrew dome of
Sant'Ivo della Sapienza, which
Borromini designed, rising anK)ng

the city's rooftops.

^_ The spanking white facades of
San Andrea della Valle and the

Church of the Gesu punctuate the

gritty Corso Vittorio Emanuele, the

busy street leading from the bridge

over the Tiber to the Vatican.

Across town, the exterior of the

giant Basilica of Santa Maria
Maggiore has been thoroughly
scrubbed. Inside, its patterned floor,

medieval mosaics, delicate wood-
coffered ceiling and voluminous
chapels have been given the once-

over, too.

The news that draws busloads of

tourists each dayis the much-touted privately fmanced. Many are the

restoration of Michelangelo's "Last result of a law called Roma
Judgment," the fresco on the altar Capitale, approved by the Italian

wall of the Sistine Chapel at the government two years ago, which
Vatican, not to mention the chapel's authorized public money to

restored ceiling. upgrade city services and sites,

But all across Rome, a wave of including dozens of its neediest and

refurbished churches and palazzi, most popular cultural monuments,
as well as repainted facades, in col- Back in the 1960s, Paris, under

ors like pale blue and orange sher- France's culture minister, Andre
bet, have begun to change the look Malraux, began to transform itself

of this ancient capital. physically into die glittering theater

A few of the restorations were it has become, with its major land-

marks lighted at night like stars on
the stage at the Opera.

Rome is not Paris, however, and

Roma Capitale has already had its

budget for 1995 slashed, because of

the shaky Italian economy, to 100

billion lire ($62.5 million) from the

250 billion lire that had been
promised, a fraction of which goes

to art and architectural restoration.

Even so, changes to the city's

See ROME, page 15
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We cordiaCCy inviu you to the

Qoiden %ty 9^tionaC!HbnorSociety

J4nnua[!facu[ly (Dessert SociaC

on 9{pveinBer 16, 1994

jrom4'6-p,m.inO(insey364

^Cease 1^6M(P. ivitk 'Bob at {310)271-9358

or witfi CaroCyn at (310) 471-2442
Daily Bruin

U3-
The UCLA Undergraduate Business Society and the

UCLA Student Alumni Association

PRESENT:

WORKSHOP
Speakers Include:

• Linda Baldwin

• ElissaWagner
• Steve Beaver

Director ofMBA Admissions

Andersoji Graduate School of Management
Kaplan Test Prep Center

Thunderbird University

Wednesday, November 16th 1994

7-9 p.in. James West Alumni Center

UBS is sponsored by Anderson
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LOANS
From page 3

management consultant in the

financial aid office. "I guess it's

up to the students to search for

these (programs)," she noted.

"(The government doesn't) give

any indication how to find them."

But if you received loans
besides Perkins, V^u still might
not have to book that flight to

Lima.

Administered by the California

Student Aid Commission, both

the Child Development Teacher
Loan Assumption Program and
the Assumption Program of Loans
for Education (APLE) offer bene-

fits similar to several of the

Perkins cancellation options.

These teaching programs are also

open to recipients of Stafford,

SLS and other privately funded
educational loans as well.

Over three years, the program
repays up to $8,000 of a loan

obligation to the 400 graduating

undergraduate students who are

accepted each year. These stu-

dents then teach in low-income
designated schools, in under-
staffed subjects or work with chil-

dren not yet of school age.

'This program is aimed at get-

ting three consecutive years of
teaching for you to benefit," said

Robert Stroud, program techni-

cian for APLE. "There's no pun-

ishment or penalty, but if you
don't teach, you just don't receive

benefits."

NETWORK

Since the individual programs
have special requirements r- in

particular, that the student be in

pursuit of teaching credentials -

Stroud urged students to read
carefully before applying through

their school.

AmeriCorps, a newly created

federal program which promises

to be a one-to-two-year "domestic

Peace Corps," offers students who
are less sure of their career path a

way to pay back loans.

'While working on the environ-

ment, health care, housing, crime

or education in any one of a thou-

sand programs, participants
receive an educational award of

$4,725 per year (or $2,363 for

half-time work) in addition to

their living allowance. When the

program is completed, the lending

institution receives the money
directly from the U.S. Treasury in

addition to any interest which has

accrued.

"Anyone can join," said
Suzanne Fisher, Director of
Public Information for the

California Commission on
Improving Life Through Service

(the California branch of
AmeriCorps). "What you have to

do is identify a program that you
are interested in, file an applica-

tion and then they interview."

To receive an information
packet, Fisher suggested that stu-

dents call her at (916) 323-7646,

or the national hotline at 800-94-

ACORPS. While Fisher cautioned

that overcrowding is sometimes a

problem in this young program.

she pointed out that (t's a "good
opportunity to do some communi-
ty service, make a difference and
benefit yourself at the same
time."

But the quickest cancellation

plan is offered by the U.S. Army.
'The (student) loan is paid off

"I guess it*s up to the

students to search for

these (programs). (The

government doesn't)

give any indication how
to find them."

Salwa Ayoub

Debt Management Consultant

within three years, at a third a

year," explains Sgt. 1st Class
Christopher Thomas of the Santa

Monica Recruitment office. "As
long as you are not in default, and

as long as the loans are legitimate

(we'll pay them back)."

In return, the Army requires

that students commit to three

years of active service. Students

who enlist early enough can usu-

ally choose their field of concen-

tration, according to Thomas.
"Believe it or not, I've had

guys who graduated from law
school and everything," said

Thonias, "This guy went to his

accountant and he told him (serv-

ing for three years) was the best

thing he could do."

From page 9

one of the biggest growth areas for

American business," said John M.
McLaughlin, an education profes-

sor at St. Cloud State University

and editor of the newsletter * 'The

Education Investor."

"Whether or not Michael
Milken is part of it, this is an area

with an amazingly bright future."

Of course, colleges and schools

have always done business with all

sorts of companies. They bought

textbooks from publishers, desks

from office suppliers, basketballs

from sporting goods suppliers.

But advances in technology,

pressures for innovation, the priva-

tization of other governmental
functions and the movement
toward school choice have created

opportunities for savvy entrepre-

neurs.

Enter Westcott, late of Carl
Westcott Ford, where his televised

pitch was "proof positive - our

volume merchandising saves you
money."

Westcott, 55. and partial to

Italian shirts buttoned at the top

and worn sans tie, doesn't exactly

come to education through con-

ventional channels. He grew up in

Vicksburg, Miss., the son of a boil-

ermaker, dropped out of high
school and joined the Army, then

got a job at a car dealership.

Before long, he was able to buy a

small dealership in Taluliah, La.,

and by the mid 1 970s owned a

dozen of them.

He branched out into other ven-

tures, including the purchase of the

NBC affiliate in Tyler, Tex., in

1984 and became intrigued with

the possibilities of satellite com-
munications.

Fusing his old interests and new
ones, he started the Automotive
Satellite Television Network in

1986, which delivered training

programs via satellite to auto deal-

erships. Next he started a channel

for law-enforcement agencies
involving news, education and
training. Now Wescott
Communications offers eight satel-

lite networks and a dozen other

computer networks and services.

About 20 percent of his business

involves schools and colleges, but

virtually all of his programming
involves education and training in

a broad sense that reflects the

degree to which education these

days increasingly extends beyond
narrow borders of schools and col-

leges.

TI-lN's offerings for kinder-

garten through 1 2th grade classes

include courses in Spanish,
German, French, Latin, Japanese,

physics, anatomy, physiology and

other subjects. They are taught

from a single school in Texas and
beamed around the country to stu-

dents, many of them in rural or

inner-city schools where satellite

Jeaching can be a cost-effective

way to offer courses that may have

only have a few students.

"If you've got three or four kids

in your school who want to learn

French they can take it from us for

$5,000 or hire a French teacher for

$30,000," he said.

Of particular interest is the bur-

geoning home schooling market,

which now includes 350,000 stu-

dents.

Westcott' s approach may not be

everyone's. In fact, many people

might think that giving America's

children more television is the last

thing they need, although that's an

argument Westcott is unlikely to

buy. "It reminds me of a saying

that trends are a lot like horses:

They're a lot easier to ride if

you're going in the same direc-

tion," he said.

McLaughlin said that, whatever

one thinks of Westcott's approach,

it is just one example of numerous
cases from software to special edu-

cation teaching to computerization

where businesses can be more
savvy and agile than education
bureaucracies.

"These companies can move so

much more rapidly," he said.

"Schools of education are

leviathans. They're becoming anti-

quated in terms of being able to

train people to be effective teach-

ers. Meanwhile, there are tons of

companies out there filling these

niches."

GOMA
From page 8

The gorilla populations live

some distance from the refugee

camps and have not been threat-

ened by the refugees, Languy said.

But he is worried about poaching if

controls are not imposed on the

refugees going into the park.

Already, he said, monkeys are

being killed for their meat. And he

is worried about the fate of the

park's forest elephants.

The most heinous offenders, in

the view of Sanders, Languy and

the Zairian conservator of the park.

are soldiers of the former Rwandan
government. About 30,000 soldiers

and their families are living inside

the park, and soldiers are cutting

down trees and selling the wood.

The international relief agencies

here to assist the refugees are also

contributing to the crisis. They arc

using wood taken from the park to

build facilities in the refugee
camps, and the United Nations'

refugee agency has built its field

office for the refugee camp at

Kibumba inside the park. Other

international organizations have
put mass latrines for the refugees

inside the park.

Moreover, the agencies are

dumping their solid wastes in the

park. On the dirt road leading from

the camp at Katale, a sprawling

settlement for more than 200,000

refugees, there are piles of
garbage. These rubbish heaps have

the potential to spread diseases to

the park's wildlife. A colony of

chimpanzees lives in the thick

foliage only 16 miles from Katale.
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SHABBAT AT CHABAD!
Every Friday nig^t at Sundown
Great people, great food, great place.

The meal is free, the atmosphere is relaxed,

and no reservations are required.

See you this Friday at 6:00 p.m.!

(310) 208-7511 741 Gayley Ave. - Wcstwood
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The *^Only one" in Westwood!
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(310) 478-3270 • (3T0) 47^.3492 "•V^^V^-i^? /
1767 Westwood BM. Los Angeles, CA90024 ^-b/

Wings of Gold
Slice through the clouds at twice the

speed of sound in an F/A-18 Hornet,

track an unidentified submarine from a
Sea Hawk helicopter or monitor the

progress of an attack squadron from

an EA-6B Prowler. These are only a
few of the choices for you when you
qualify to be a U.S. Navy Aviator and
wear the treasured "Wings of Gold."

How can you become a Naval Aviator?

Call 1-800-USA-NAVY for information.

YOU AND THE NAVY.

FUU SPEED AHEAD.

Your audience is
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OUCH!
E.T. WAITED TOO LONG
TO SEE THE DENTIST

THE KEY TO UNLOCK A GREATER CUSTOMER BASE.

advertise. 825-2161. Daily Bruin

SFKCIAI.: S50-
Examination 6 X-Rays & Teeth

Cleaning Expires 6 30 95

COSMETIC AND
GENERAL DENTISTRY

•TOOTH BONDING. BLEACHING
•Nitrous Oxide (Laughing Gas)
•Hypnosis • Electronic Anesthesia

•Open Late Hours. Free Parking/Validated Parking
•Checks, Credit Cards and Insurance Forms Welcome
•17 Years in Private Practice in Westwood

Larry Friedman, D.D.S. (UCLA Graduate)
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' THAN 1-800-COLLECT.

Hello? Want the lowest price for a collect call?
Lower than that other number? Then dial this one.
Because THE CODE always costs less than 1-800-COLLECT.
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ELECTIONS
From page 1

als to deal with the parking crisis,"

Palmer said. "I would also like to

create a housing handbook to let stu-

dents know what is going on with

housing and let them know what
their alternatives are."

Election campaigning will begin

Thursday from 11 a.m. to 3 p.m.

Campaigning will continue on
Friday. Monday and Tuesday, and
voting will take place on Tuesday
from 9 am. to 6 p.m.

911
From page 6

the boy down and slipped him out

ofthe canister.

A teen-ager had to be extricated

from a highchair at a McDonald's
restaurant in Johnson County. She
had squeezed herself into the

chair as a joke, but then she
couldn't get out.

Workers had to cut the chair

apart.

In a scaled-down version of
that crisis, an 18-month-old baby
needed help after an older sibling

put the baby in a doll chair.

Workers proceeded with care

so they wouldn't harm the baby.

"It took 2 and 1/2 hours to cut

that chair apart," said Crockett,

the Johnsoti County dispatcher.

"And by then the baby had
pooped its pants."

A Johnson County man needed
help releasing a turtle from the

end of his nose.

"A turtle haths me by the
nothes," the man told dispatchers.

White said dispatchers were
dubious.

"We thought it was a joke, the

way he was talking," White said.

"But I guess this guy was holding

the turtle in front of him, getting a

close look inside the shell, and the

turtle reached out and grabbed
him. It wouldn't let go."

Jerri Brewster, training super-

visor, said ambulance workers
thought aboiit cutting the turtle's

head off, but the man didn't want
to kill the animal. So instead, they

just yanked the turtle off his nose.

The turtle escaped injury. The
man suffered abrasions.

As a prank, some Kansas City

youths rolled a drunken friend

into a hide-a-bed.

By the time he was beginning
to wake up, the youths discovered

a problem: They couldn't unfold

the couch.

"We got out there and put some
muscle to it," Gonello said. "It

opened up."

A Kansas City man needed
help getting his foot out of a toilet

in his apartment.

How did he get stuck?

"We didn't want to know,"
Gonnello said.

Workers had to destroy the toi-

let to free his foot.

In another bathroom-related
disaster, a heavy woman required

help after she became wedged
between her toilet and bathtub in

Johnson County. Firefighters had
to take the toilet out of the bath-

room to free her.

Such calls require special skills,

such as plumbing and carpentry.

"We try to reassemble every-
thing we take apart, when we
can," said Ted Hufft, operations
chief with the Merriam Fire
Department, which had to rebuild

the pool table.

And although the calls can get

strange, dispatchers said they take
every one seriously.

"We have to," Johnson County
Dispatcher Mike Jones said.
"Because whether or not it would
be serious to us, it is a tragedy to

them. Thai's why they called
911."
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SAGE
From page 1

said at a press conference Nov. 7.

After conducting a two-day
"informational picket" in which
members of the student associa-

tion disseminated 18,000 fliers

explaining their position and ask-

ing for the support of UCLA
undergraduates and faculty,

SAGE members demonstrated
outside Murphy Hall to let Young
know they would continue to push
for representation, members said.

"I have a feeling Chuck Young
woke up in a cold sweat last night

thinking, 'This movement is

growing,'" shouted one demon-
strator.

Representatives of the graduate

student employee association say

graduate students at other UC
campuses are also demonstrating
for recognition from their chan-
cellors. If recognized as a union,

SAGE will have a seat at the col-

lective bargaining table when the

university negotiates contracts

and salaries for research and
teaching assistants. Currently,

graduate employees have no input

in contract negotiations.

Mike Miller, a representative of

SAGE, said the group will contin-

ue regular pickets until Young
gives it his recognition.

REALITY
From page 7

Images of faces were scanned
into a computer and transformed
into photo-realistic, three-dimen-

sional likenesses that floated above
the table.

The participants interacted with

each other even though it was 5

p.m. Monday in Seattle and 10 a.m.

Tuesday in Tokyo.

The project was named
GreenSpace to symbolize the cre-

ation of a commons, or community
meeting space.

In Tokyo,, the project was led by
Masahiro Kawahata, an interna-

tional telecommunications expert

who is director of the Fujitsu

Research Institute as well as a pro-

fessor at Tokai University and an

affiliate professor of industrial

engineering at UW.
Most of the funding came from a

$200,000 grant from the Fujitsu

Research Institute.

Someday ... people

could carry virtual

reality phones that

merge the technologies

of the television, the

computer and the

telephone..

Although a lot of technical wiz-

ardry and complex computer con-

nections were instrumental to the

demonstration, proponents of vir-

tual reality said the purpose was
simple: to allow people to meet and

interact in a worldwide transporta-

tion system for their senses without

having to physically travel to

another place.

While video conferences already

allow people to communicate
acrc^s vast distances, Fumess said,

virtual reality takes the concept a

step further by putting them in the

same environment with access to a

vast array of data.

Someday, he said, people could

carry virtual reality phones that

merge the technologies of the tele-

vision, the computer and the tele-

f^ne.
Hard to imagine in a world

where countless videocassette

recorders sit unused.

fpfi
"SINCE 1969*

Family Planning Associates Medical Group

ABORTION TO 24 WEEKS
(General or Local Anesthesia)

Free Pregnancy Testing
Early Pregnancy Test

(Immediate Test Results)

Birth Control

Outpatient Female Sterilization

LOS ANGELES
601 S. Westmoreland Ave.

(213)738-7283

INGLEWOOD
426 East 99th St
(213)678-6581

LOS ANGELES
6000 San Vteente Blvd.

(213)937-1390

NORTH HOaYWOOD
12903 Victory Blvd.

(818)763-6251

WEST LOS ANGELES
12304 Santa Monica Blvd.

(310) 820-8084

TORRANCE
21320 Hawthorne

(310) 316-8879

•Insi^arKe
• Health Plans

•Visa
•MasterCard

•Discover
Se Hat)la EspaAol

Gome to an

Essay & Application

Workshop
Bring your essays and applications with you to

this hands-on workshop, and you will:
•

get the inside story on admissions

' learn how to get great recommendations

learn how to write a personal statement

get feedback on your essays

and applications

-h7.2

points*
->ceSCOHEIMPBo„,. I
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Guest Speaker, Location, Date & Time:

Trent Anderson, J.D., M.B.A.
Mr. Anderson is a graduate of both UCLA and USC,
and has advised pre-professional studentsfor over

eight years. He is a member ofPCAPIA
and the California Bar.

Ramada, Beverly Hills

Hiesday, November 22nd

6:30 pm -9:00pm

Admission: $45.00

Workshop seats are limited, call 1-800-KAP-TE8T

today, to reserve your space!

KAPLAN
'As documented in the May 1994 Kaplan LSAT Pedormance SWdy condtxied by Price Wale.-tK)use.
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Call now to reserve your spot!
External 310»825«2161
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November 16, 1994

To: The Campus Community
Re: Protecting the Parking Rights of People with Disabilities

November is Disability Awareness Month at UCLA. As part of the awareness campaign, we want to make sure
UCLA staff, students, faculty, and visitors understand and honor the parking rights of people with disabilities.

State-wide, California has experienced a problem with fraudulent use of disabled person's placards and Ucense
plates. UCLA is no exception. In Department of Motor Vehide (DMV) sweeps conducted on our campus,
significant abuse has been found in many of our parking areas.

In recent months, the ChanceUor's Advisory Committee on Disability, in coordinaHon with Transportational
Services, has focused attenHon on violations of parking regulations related to disabled persons placards and on
ways of curbing such abuse. UCLA is strongly committed to fuUy implementing the American With Disabilities
Act (ADA) accessibility guidelines. The campus has provided many additional parking spaces for individuals
with Disabled Persons (DP) Placards or Ucense Plates and has made numerous other access improvements. To
ensure that access to the accessible spaces and the meters remains available for legitimate users, the campus is
embarking on an aggressive new enforcement program to deal with violaHon of the laws regarding their use.

Following are the features of the new program:

Effective immediately: Vehides parked in metered or regular permit spaces with a DP placard or Ucense plate
which has been reported lost or stolen to the DMV wiU be issued dtations, with attached fines up to $330.
Beginning January 1, 1995 the fine for use of lost or stolen placards or license plates will be $500.

^ Effective January 1, 1995, UCLA will implement a program of validating that those who utilize a disabled placard
or license plate to park are the legitimate holders of the placard or plate. If you are someone who displays a
placard or a plate when you park, you may be asked by a Parking Enforcement officer to present your valid
plate/placard regish-ation and driver's Ucense. Please comply with the officer's request. This is our way of
ensuring the protection of the rights of people with disabiUties. Failure to present your vaUd registration card
WiU result in a $500 dtation pursuant to Vehide Code 22511 .56 for unauthorized use of a DP placard topark In
December 1994, vehicles displaying disabled persons plates or placards wiU receive 4yers notifying them of this
new program. ],

Your support of this vital program wUl help to make it even more effective. If you suspect that a DP placard is
being used improperly, please caU Parking Services at 206-PARK and it wUl be investigated. When reporting a
suspected abuse, it would be helphil to note as many of the foUowing as possible: the make and model of the

_ vehicle, locaHon of the vehicle, date and time seen, licence plate number, disabled placard number, and if known,
^
the individual's name. This program wUl ensure that accessible parking spaces intended for legitimate DP
placard and licence plate holders remain available for tiieir intended use. We appredate your support and
cooperation in making this program successful.

Sincerely, TT^^"^'^ ~
-

~ ' ~^ y^-^UAi^ ^-''^^^

Kathy Molini, Director

OfTice for Students with Disabilities
Douglas A. Martin '

ADA-504 Compliance Officer

uJtti\SQStocki, Director

Transportation Services Ont hundrrd i\¥eniy-jivt yean of service.

Lynn Wilmott, Chair

Chancellor's Advisory Committee on
Disability

SEXTALK
From page 2

quences there might be. You can't

do that if you're not ready for the

experience" said Denzel, a 23-

year-old heterosexual psycholo-
gy-biology student.

• "My decisions about sex are

based on what makes me feel

good, and not just in a physical

sense, but in an emotional sense

too. If I was going to have great

physical sex, but it was going to

screw me up emotionally, I

wouldn't do it. I look at my feel-

ings and decide whether it's going
to make me happier or whether
it's going to make my life harder.

My advice would be to think
about it carefully. If you decide
that it's going to be something
positive in your life, then go
ahead and do it. Know what you
want and be true to that," said

Stacey, a 19-year-old lesbian
majoring in World Arts and
Cultures.

• "If you're having sex with
him because you have real feel-

ings for him, make sure it's recip-

rocated l)efore you jump into tied.

Also, ask yourself why you want
to have sex with this person. If it

feels right, then try and plan it. I

liked my first time better because
we had planned a romantic
evening. That made it nicer," said

Laurie, a 26-year-old heterosexual

graduate student.

• 'There is a mental part to sex,

not just a physical part. You have
to ask yourself, *Am I ready for

this?' If this is the first time
you're having sex, then this is it.

There's never going to be another
first time again, so make it count.

Don't waste it on someone you
don't really care about. I had a

one night stand once. 1 wouldn't
do that again. In the middle of all

of it, I asked myself 'Why am I

here?' I thought it would feel dif-

ferent, but it didn't. I learned an
important lesson from that. You
can have sex with anybody, but it

doesn't matter if caring isn't

involved," said Andrew, a 23-
year-old heterosexual political

science student.

• "For me, the emotional part of
a sexual experience is very impor-
tant. If all I wanted was a sexual

outlet, I could masturbate. I could
get laid if I wanted, but that seems
pointless to me. If sex was all that

mattered, people wouldn't be
aching for relationships. They'd
just go out and sleep with some-
one and it would be OK. But I'm
careful not to judge others. If

someone wanted my advice, I'd

ask them whether they were com-
fortable with the idea, if they
knew about safety and precau-
tions, if they were being honest
with themselves about what they

wanted and expected. If they felt

happy with that, then I'd say
that's your decision," said
Michael, a 22-year-old gay music
student."

Mininni is the coordinator ofthe
Sexual Health Education Program
for the UCIA Student Health
Service. She can be reached at

(310) 825-3020.

SEGREGATION
From page 3
them into one. long a goal of those

who sought desegregation here.

In the past, officials at

Southern, the nation's largest

African-American university,
have fiercely defended the need
for single-race institutions. In a
deposition in the case some years
ago. Southern president Delores
Spikes said, "Historically, white
colleges are not capable of
addressing the needs of blacl^ stu-

denu."
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From page 10

appearance, thanks to both public

and private ventures, are abundant

Up the street from Sant'Ivo, at San
Luigi dei Francesi, crowds gather

to see the remarkable Caravaggios

in the Contarelli chapel, but most
of them miss the recently cleaned

frescoes in the Polet chapel by
Caravaggio's contemporary,
Domenichino.

At the Church of Santa Maria
sopra Minerva, Michelangelo's
"Christ Bearing the Cross" gels the

attention, but a few feet away the

frescoes in the Carafa chapel by the

Florentine master Filippino Lippi

look more luminous and sumptu-
ous than they have in centuries

after their restoration.

Outside the same church,
Bernini's beloved statue of an ele-

phant supporting an obelisk is also

rejuvenated, and its marble gleams
in the sun. Not far away, through a

doorway that most people pass

without noticing, in a building

many peofrie don't realize is there,

the courtyard of the Patriarchate to

the Holy See of the Antioch of the

Syrians has been beautifully

spruced up.

But not all of the restorations are

so satisfying. The marble of the

restored Trevi Fountain has begun
to look a little green. Roma
Capitale undertook to clean the

undulating facade and oval cupola

of Borromini's Baroque master-

piece, the Church of San Cario alle

Quattro Fontane.

But the adjacent building that

forms a side of the church was left

black with dirt, so that from certain

angles the project looks unfinished

and bizarre.

And some Romans have loudly

balked at the new palette of Post-

Modem pastels that has croi^)ed up
on buildings around town: the little

Piazza Rondanini, for instance,

now resembles a Caribbean square,

with its bright yellow facades, and

the churches of Santa Maria
Maddalena and Sant'Eustachio are

blue.

A few years ago, a researcher

discovered that beneath their

weathered surfaces, the city's

buildings had not always been
ochre and burnt sienna. Many were

once painted light colors.

So the municipal government,
which regulates such things, has

been enforcing historical accuracy

wherever buildings are being
repainted. Compromises are

allowed, to a point, so that the col-

ors aren't totally jarring against the

backdrop of Rome's famously rich

browns.

-

Still, the changes add a new and

unexpected aspect to parts of the

city, which has upset a few Romans
enough for them to repaint their

buildings the old colors under
darkness of night.

The restoration, or conservation,

of art has become big business in

recent years, partly spurred by pub-

lic fascination with the Sistine,

partly because what's newly
cleaned can be sold more easily to

tourists.

But mostly because of a cultural

shift that has taken place.

Modernists wanted to remake the

world. Post-Modemists emphasize

historic preservation. Advances in

the science of conservation, along

with new schools of restoration,

have helped their cause, producing

pioneering techniques for cleaning,

and professionals eager to test them
out
The ot)session with clean art is

predicated on the assumption that

the past is being resuscitated. But
cleaning speaks to late 20th-century

taste, as much as anything else. And
restoration is not always the benefit

it claims to be. It can be unneces-

sary, even brutal to a work of art. _
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Findoutby taking a free LSAT
andattending our free seminar!
Take a free LSAT test from The Princeton Review and get back a computer-analyzed score

report and a confiprehensive breakdown of your strengths and weaknesses. You will also get a

two-hour seminar highlighting application procedures for graduate school and special

techniques designed to maximize your performance on the test. We pioneered the technique

oriented approach that has earned us the reputation as one of the leaders in test preparation.

Saturday, December 1 0, 1 994
Test 9:00 am to 1 2:00 pm • Seminar 1 :00 pm to 3:00 pm

To reservea seat, call usat (800)2'REVIEWor (3 10) 474-0909.

Seminars are limited to the first50people who sign up.
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The Princeton Review is affiliated with neither Princeton University nor the Educational Testing Service. (Thank goodness!)

Classes for the February 1 1 LSAT begin January 7.
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Viewpoint
Counterpoint

Misinformation inspired Republican blowout
By Kevin Charles Saavedra

Cosmo Wenman ('The American political

'center' disappears," Nov. 14) obviously lives

thousands of miles from Washington, D.C. He
repeats the same uninformed political rhetoric

that helped sweep the Republicans into power
on Nov. 8 and will lead to their losing of power
in 1996.

Saying that this election was a mandate
against government is clear, but trying to assert

that it is a mandate against Democrats is tenu-

ous. There are many reasons Congress works
the way that it does, reasons for which
Democrats are not the lone culprits. If

Wenman, with his narrow political perspective,

had studied the Senate from 1874-1986, he
would have seen that that institution was as

uncooperative under Republican control as the

Senate in the 103rd Congress.

As for Sen. Shelby's party switch, it should
be seen for exactly what it is: the act of a man
wanting to keep his seniority. He has been vot-

ing with the Republicans for the past two years,

and clearly did not switch parties before

because he was in the majority party. Even con-
servative columnist George Will saw this as the

act of a man who should have been a
Republican with which to begin.

The Republicans did a good job of portray-
ing the government of which they are a part as
the "enemy." Newt Gingrich even asserted that

"the president is the enemy of normal
Americans." He proclaimed this to a gathering
of big business and PAC representatives, who
are certainly not the best friends of "normal".
Americans, as Gingrich would like us to

believe.

In California, two Republican representa-

tives won re-election for a second term by run-
ning against "career politicians," even though .

they had both been in the State Assembly for

12 years. Gingrich has been running for the

House since 1972, but professes to be against

"political insklers."

Sen. Phil Gramm was a leading critic of
health care reform (and also a leading recipient

of anti-health reform PAC money), but was not

swayed from deriding the same "government
controlled" health care system of which he and
I are recipients. Sen. Gramm spoke out against

Medicare, but seemed confused when confront-

ed with the fact that his mother was on
Medicare. Maybe Medicare is good enough for

her, but not for the rest ofAmericans.
This all attests to the fact that in this election

cycle, most voters were either uninformed or
misinformed. People feel politically empow-
ered because they watch Pat Robertson or listen

to Rush Limbaugh, but they are too lazy to get

information from informed sources like Roll

Call or The Washington Post.

The next two years will cleariy be a change,
and we will see how well these PAC-sellout
Republicans do as they cater to "obnoxious,
bigoted and narrowly self-interested (right)-

wing zealots." This phrase applies well to

Republicans like OIlie North, Conrad Bums
and David Duke, all men who ran under the

Republican ticket, apparently feeling that the

Republican platform serves their exclusionary

interests.

As for Wenman, next time you want to pass
judgment on political events, get your informa-
tion from a source other than Rush. You may
then lead us to believe you are learning some-
thing at this fine school, not just aspiring to a
joumalistic career writing for a right-wing rag
like The Washington Times.

Saa\>edra is a UCLA alumnus who works in the

Office ofCongressman Steny Hoyer, D-Md.

Point Break
rules!
Editor:

How dare you rip on Point
Break ('Top 10 Best Worst
Movies," Arts & Entertainment,
Nov. 14)! It is a classic in the his-

tory of motion pictures, and it

would have been nominated for

Best Picture in 1989 except that

there were a lot of good movies
that year Patrick Swayze and
Keanu Reeves also deserved
Oscar bids, but for a few great

performances that year which
were just enough to keep them out
of contention for Best Actor and
Best Supporting Actor, respec-

tively.

Point Break is one of the deep-
est movies I have ever experi-

enced. It combines the elements
of romance, action and the mys-
tery of life and leaves you ponder-
ing the universe hours after

viewing. Also. I like to surf.

We are all like Patrick Swayze,
searching for that ultimate wave
to justify our existence. And who
cannot relate to Johnny Utah'^s

(Keanu Reeves') dilemma of
being an FBI agent while pretend-

ing to be the friend of surfers who
are bank robbers? This movie

Letters

marks the beginning of Keanu
Reeves' serious acting career (and
if you don't know what I'm talk-

ing about, see Parenthood, Speed,
Ghost - no, that was Patrick - oh,

never mind).

I find it difficult to believe that

the students of UCLA would vote
this outstanding film one of the

'Top 10 Best Worst." I think there

is a conspiracy at the Daily Bruin.

These conspirators have skillfully

executed their plan to smear the

names of all those associated with
Point Break for political and
financial gain - wait a minute.

What am I talking about? Why
am I writing this? I haven't even
started studying for my midterms
yet.

Allen Yang
Second Year
Undeclared

Youth apathy
only harms the
young
Editor:

*" My name is Ethel ... and I'm
glad Ron didn't vole on Tuesday.

Yesterday, while I accompanied
my husband to UCLA for a doc-

tor's appointment, I scanned Ron
Bassilian's Viewpoint piece ("My
name is Ron ... I didn't vote on
Tuesday," Nov. 10). I want to take

this opportunity to thank him for

his indifference. It's the Rons of
the worid that enable senior citi-

zens like myself to have such a

comfortable life.

For example, seniors could with
equanimity have voted "No" on
the health care initiative,

Proposition 1 86, because they
have Medicare. But who pays for

Medicare? The disenfranchised-

by-choice, but still-taxed youth of
America.

Gov. Wilson, re-elected by a

comfortable margin, not only
raised college tuition but

increased the tax on tuition during
his past term. But since 60 percent
of last week's electorate was over
40, Wilson's tuition increase

never really became an issue.

Along with keeping Wilson and
other tuition-hiking governors in

for second terms, many of these

same voters elected a Republican
Congress with its mandated
"Contract for America". One of

.the contract's key provisions is to

repeal a tax increase on higher-

income Social Security redpients'

benefits that was part of Mr
Clinton's 1993 deficit-reduction

program.

Of course, most seniors draw
but more from Social Security

than they invest in it, so Ron and
his non-voting contemporaries
foot the bill for this. I appreciate

their generosity, as do the world's

finest cruise lines.

Beyond the "Contract for

America," the Republicans are

now contemplating replacing

income tax with forms of a con-
sumption tax. Consumption taxes

hurt young people disproportion-

ately. Even television networks
aim their programming at 18- to

40-year-olds because this age
group needs to buy so much for

the first time.

In contrast, senior citizens'

children are grown and their

homes fumished. About all we
buy are new CDs (certificates of
deposit, not compact discs).

Seniors complain about the

dearth of television programming
that is aimed at them. But if tele-

vision producers don't respect us,

politicians make up for it. This is

because they know we vote. Go
ahead, Ron, don't waste your pre-

cious time by spending 15 min-
utes every two years casting a

ballot. We'll take care of the coun-
try for you.

Ethel Maxine Blacit

Lancaster, Calif.

The 'Dally

Socialist'?
Editor:

I truly hope that last Tuesday's

election is a convincing indication

of how out of touch you and,

apparently, your readers are with

the mainstream of California and
the entire country.

Califomians are right-thinking

people who realize that

Democratic majorities in most
offices and legislatures across the

state and country have been an
absolute failure over the last 40
years, Califomians are not racists,

but they do believe in enforcement
of and respect for the law.

I was kind of hoping for a head-

ing that read, "DEMS DEALT
DEVASTATING DEFEAT." but I

guess your staff is not creative or

impartial enough to come up with
that. To your credit, your headlines

were not bad the day after the elec-~

tion, but they were quite obvious.

Not surprisingly, you managed
to put your liberal spin on the arti-

cles. I hope you can someday
become a paper I will no longer

refer to as the "Daily Socialist"

Mike MacNeii
Winter Bruin

Daily Bruin
2Z7 Kerckhoff Hall

308 Westwood Plaza
Los Angeles, CA 90024

(310)825-9898
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Retention efforts must fight discrimination

Daiim

Mabalon

Joe was valedictorian of his

high school class, and when
he entered the university this

quarter, he seemed to be on his

way to academic and professional

success. But only weeks into the

term, he realized his major - biol-

ogy and pre-med - was what his

parents want-

ed, not what

he wanted.

But telling his

parents would
crush them,

and he'd

rather stay in

the major and
risk academic

probation than

cause a family

crisis. He's
barely passed

his biology

and chemistry

midterms.

Mary is a first generation col-

lege student and incoming trans-

fer student. The quarter system,

radically different from the junior

college semester, is chewing her

up and spitting her out. As a stu-

dent of color and a woman, she

feels alienated by the university

curriculum and by all the male
professors and TAs. She hates

dorm life, since everyone seems
younger than her. Her financial

aid didn't come through, and she

may not be able to pay for books
and living in the residence halls

next quarter. She is increasingly

depressed, and is not making
many friends.

The problems "Joe" and
"Mary" are experiencing - feeling

pressured, stressed, alienated and

experiencing loneliness, discrimi-

nation, transitional problems

adjusting to UC level work and
confusion about goals and values

- are common to all students. As
the director of UCLA's SPEAR
project (Samahang Filipino

Education and Retention, the

nation's only student-run Filipino

retention project) and as a peer

counselor for the program, I see

dozens of students with the same
problems as "Joe" and "Mary."

It's a comnK)n misconception

that students drop out or experi-

ence academic difficulty simply

because the course material at

UCLA is difficult. Moreover,

dropping out - and even worse,

being dismissed - is typically

viewed as the students' fault. If

students can't handle university

work, they shouldn't be here,

some argue.

But retention issues involve

much more than just academics.

Students who seek services such

as SFEAR's are not ill-prepared

to handle university work. Many
of our students enter the universi-

ty with AP units in the double

digits. National Merit scholar-

ships, national honors in science

competitions, and 4.0s. But 10 to

15 percent of the Pifipino popula-

tion is on academic probation or

subject to dismissal, and up to 50
percent of Filipino students do
not graduate within five years.

While our five-year graduation

rate hovers around 60 percent, the

rate is 80 percent for Asian and

white students.

Studies and students them-

selves cite a number of reasons

for the low retention rates of stu-

dents of color, including an irrele-

vant curriculum (little is offered

to Filipino students in terms of

Filipino studies courses, and only

a little more for African, Chicano
and American Indian students).

One study a few years ago
showed that underrepresented stu-

dents at UCLA experience more
alienation and perceive the cam-
pus much differently than white

students.

Racism, sexism and homopho-
bia on campus create an environ-

ment in which many students do
not feel comfortable. A 1 99

1

study showed that most white stu-

dents at UCLA feel that Chicano,

African and other underrepresent-

ed students were ill-prepared for

university work and were only

accepted to the university because

of Affirmative Action programs.

The days when parents set up
college funds are long gone, and

many students work - sometimes

full time -just to stay afloat. Cuts

to financial aid have hit students

hard.

In our community, we see

many cases in which parental

pressure plays a larg^ part in stu-

dents' decisions to enter certain

majors, such as engineering or

bio/pre-med. Because of cultural

factors, many of our students sim-

ply cannot tell their parents they

do not want to be doctors,

lawyers or engineers. Instead,

they suffer and end up on acade-

mic probation, or worse.

We also see a good number of

first-generation college students,

students for whom university life

is completely new. Moreover,

most of our students' parents

were educated in the Philippines

and have difficulty understanding

the pressures of the American
educational system.

The university has done little to

combat these problems, and as a

result, students continue to drop

out. SPEAR, the African Student

Union's Academic Supports

Program, MEChA Calmec^c and

Retain American Indians Now!,

all student-run retention projects,

were formed to address all of

these needs. By utilizing such

tools as peer counseling, resource

referral, programming and men-
torship programs, they work to

empower our respective commu-
nities and arm them with tools

they need to survive at UCLA.
The USAC FoCoS (Fostering

Communication and Support)

Program under the external vice

president's office in conjunction

with the Student Welfare

Commission and Academic
Affairs Commission was created

this year to offer similar services

to members of other UCLA com-
munities at risk of dropping out.

We offer all of the above, with

a fraction of the budget of many
UCLA programs created to

address retention issues. Our pro-

jects - all housed under the

umbrella of the student-fee sup-

ported Campus Retention

Committee - are attempting to

take our communities' academic
success into our own hands
instead of relying on university

resources which are often alienat-

ing, bureaucratic and ilot cultural-

ly sensitive.

Campus Retention Week was
created to address all of the issues

I've touched upon and more. If

the university is not concerned

enough about the welfare of its

students and allows the alarming

dropout rates of underrepresented

students to continue unabated, it

is not fulfilling its mission to the

stale and to the people of

California.

Moreover, it does not do any

good to institute projects and pro-

grams which encourage Latinos,

Africans, American Indians and

Filipinos to attend LJCLA when
there is little done to actually

ensure these populations are grad-

uating.

Mabalon graduated i;i June with

a bachelor 's degree in history

and Asian American studies. She

is the director ofSPEAR,
Samahang Pilipino Education

and Retention Project.

Viewpoint

Bidding fareweii to two poiiticai ciass acts
By Anna Quindlen
The New York Times

The talking heads can argue
about whether it was a vote
against the president, against the

party, against liberalism, about
whether it was the revenge of the

white male voter or the reaction of

the middle class. And the

Republican polls can spout pieties

about working together for the

American people while Newt
Gingrich goes straight for the

neck flesh, calling names, talking

trash, practicing his patented
brand of "I*m-OK-You're-Scum"
attack politics.

But I know one thing for sure

while looking back on this elec-

tion. And that is that this country

lost its two most compelling and
charismatic political figures when
Mario Cuomo was rejected by the

voters of New York and Ann
Richards by those in Texas.

Nobody knows better than we
reporters how annoying the gov-

ernor of New York could be, how
hypersensitive and self-righteous.

"Lincoln had bad press too," he

once mused. Write a sentence he

thought did him wrong, and he'd

track you down, from airplane,

car, Albany and talk you to death

Jkvith St. Augustine, Thomas More

and Yogi Berra.

Ah, but what talk it was. What
other contemporary elected offi-

cial could have a major publishing

house collect his speeches, as

introspective and uncompromis-
ing as the man himself?

"We campaign in poetry," he
said at Yale in 1985, in what seem
now prophetic words. "But when
we're elected we're forced to gov-

ern in prose. And when we govern
- as distinguished from when we
campaign - we come to under-

stand the difference between a

speech and a statute. It's here that

the noble aspirations, neat promis-

es and slogans of a campaign get

bent out of recognition or even

break as you try to nail them'
down to the -Procrustean bed of

reality."

The governor is who he is: In

an age when the self-made man
has given way to those construct-

ed by consultants, that is worth
celebrating. So, too, is Gov.
Richards, a woman with a nuclear

reactor of a personality and her

own wiseacre way with words.

On the stump, she likened her

opponent's criticism of her record

to a husband's criticism of his

wife's ironing - lots of fiard work

with little recognition: "He says:

*Why did you fold 'em and put

*em in the drawer? I like 'em on
the hanger'"

"I think we've reached a point

in our politics when we don't
have any fun anymore and it real-

ly bothers me a lot," she said of

her own personal style.

Some of the fun went out of the

business on election night, but

more than that, too. To the era of

sound bites Cuomo brought deep

thoughts and an examination of

conscience. To a political arena

self-important and often inhu-

mane. Gov. Richards brought
charm as thick as cold honey and
a palpable humanity.

'~~

In a line of work that makes a

virtue of hiding flaws, she was an

inspiration in her openness about

her alcoholism. "One of the ways
I really stuffed the pain of not

being perfect at everything was to

drink," she told Jane Pauley not

long ago, speaking for many.

In 1 984, Mario Cuomo told the

Democrats gathered in San
Francisco: "We would rather have

laws written by the patron of this

great city, the man called 'the

worid's most sincere Democrat' -

Saint Francis of Assisi - than laws

written by Darwin." Maybe that's

an old-fashioned notion, and these

two were old-fashioned politi-

cians, wedded to an idea of right

and wrong that had as much to do
with compassion as it did with
judgment.

The rap on them both was that

their charisma and their character

did not translate into governing,

although Cuomo was elected

three times and Richards' four

years in office were marked by an

upturn in the slate economy.

Perhaps she could not over-

come the covert voter sentiment

that women cannot be tough on
crime, though she had overseen

many executions.

Perhaps he could not overcome
his unwavering opposition to the

death penalty: the new-fangled
way to handle thai would have

been to have a convenient

epiphany and change course, but

changing course was never the

governor's forte.

Instead it was the voters who
changed course, leaving these two

behind: liberal, democrat, old

news. Just as, once, in

Hollywood, stars had faces, so

there was a time in this country

when politicians had voices, when
it was they, and nol basketball or

guitar players, who struck fire

from the imaginations of the

American people, who dazzled

the crowd. These two were part of

that vanishing breed, two class

acts.
"~~

]

Quindlen is a syndicated colum-

nist with The'New York Times.
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You're thinkini^ You're talking.

You liave ideas. You want others to hear them.

The Viewpoint editors are waiting

for your submissions.
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Exposing rock 'n' roll's

racist double standard

What's

that Noise?

Michael

Tatum

In
"Mystery Train," Grcil

Marcus notes: "(All) the rock

poets are ... white, of course,

because the rock 'n' roll audience
- and rock critics - often think in

neat racial categories, and 'black'

does not fit into the 'poetry' cate-

gory ... Of all the nonsense that

has been written about the poetry

^ of Neil Young, Paul Simon or

even Bob Dylan, no one has ever

said anything about Jimi

Hendrix's 'Little Wing.'"

As usual, Marcus, one of rock

criticism's most insightful and

thought-provoking voices, has

raised a fascinating issue. Put

simply, the rock audience (com-

prised of,

Marcus would
seem to imply,

white folks)

operates under

the self-serv-

ing assump-

tion that only

white musi-

cians are capa-

ble of such

things as "art"

or "poetry."

Reading this

passage, one

gels the feel-

ing that if, say,

it had been

John Lennon
who had writ-

ten "Little Wing," rock critics

would have tripped over them-

selves in a rush to praise its lyrics.

A pretty intriguing notion, but

you'could expand upon it even
further: White artists are often

given the benefit of metaphor,

irony and convoluted meaning;

conversely, African-American

artists are confined to the realfn of

the literal, the direct, the straight-

forward.

Sound like a stretch? If you
won't take me at my word, then

check out the latest edition of the

Rolling Stone Record Guide.* In

particular, compare these two
excerpts from the entries for Ice

Cube and Guns 'N' Roses, both
written by J.D. Considiner

**Death Certificate's pleas

against self-destruction are

undone by the violent vehemence
of (Ice Cube's) gangster rhetoric.

His relentless disparagement of
Asians, gays, white 'devils' and
bourgeois blacks far outweigh his

scom for drug dealers, gang-
bangers, and ea.sy women (p.

340).

"'One In A Million' got (Guns
'N' Roses) branded as bigots,

thanks to lyrics like 'Police and
niggers - that's right! - get outta

my way' and 'Immigrants and
faggots, they make no sense to

me.' Ironically, the song as a

whole focuses more on self-

loathing than on hatred of others,

but that point was easily over-

looked in the rush to condemn the

group (p. 294)."

Considine's claim that "One In

A Million" focuses on "self-

loathing" is as absurd as his por-

trayal of Guns 'N' Roses as

victims. Whether pointing his fin-

ger at women, drugs,women,
immigrants, gays, women, police,

African An>ericans, women or

women. Rose has time and time

again refused, both in song and in

.print, refused to take or share ^

responsibility for his actions. So
why should "One In A Million,"

Rose's most petulant song, be any

different? Furthermore, why does

Considine side with Rose rather

than Ice Cube? Because Rose was
bom under the Divine Right Of
Irony?

In an interview with Rolling

Stone, Rose defended the song.

"If I see someone being a nigger,"

he declared, "I'll call them on it."

Like, for example? His African-

American bodyguard? To answer
for his homophobia, he cited the

sexual abuse he allegedly endured

as a child: "If someone fucked me
up the ass when I was little, I

have a right to be a little homo-
phobic." All this, and Considine

thinks Rose is role-playing?

Irony signifies as such only

when the respective artist's audi-

ence recognizes it as irony.

Otherwise, the "irony" is on the

artist. How many Guns 'N' Roses

fans have come to the same con-

clusion about "One In A Million"

as J.D. Considine? Not many, I'd

imagine.

The white-black dichotomy
works in other ways as well,

specifically on Ice-T's "Cop
Killer," from his project with the

speed metal band Body Count.

Because the song advocated (as

Charlton Heston, Dan Quayle and
other fascists would have it)

"killing cops," the song was the

subject of a nationwide controver-

sy and a ban frorn several ultra-

conservative record chains.

First of all, I admire Ice-T

much more than Ice Cube. Aside
from his hard beats and quick-

lipped rapping style. I find his

politics belter informed, which is

always a plus. Ice-T responded to

the controversy by saying that

Clint Eastwood and Arnold
Scwarzenegger could get away
with killing cops in, respectively.

Uhforgiven and The Terminator.

Pretty clever, but I can go one
better. "Cop killing," for lack of a

better term, has functioned as a

rock 'n' roll metaphor for anti-

authoritarianism for years. Think
of The Clash's "The Guns of

Brixton," which begins, "When
they (the cops) kick down your
front door/How you gonna
come?/With your hands over your
head/Or on the trigger of your

gunr
Or, how about Bobby Fuller's

early rock hit "I Fought the Law"
(later covered by The Clash)? In

this song, the protagonist robs a

liquor store and is ambushed by
policemen, whom he fends off by
"breaking rocks in the hot sun."

Or, how about Eric Clapton's "I

Shot the Sheriff' (originally by
Bob Mariey, but most "Cop
Killer" protesters would be more
familiar with Clapton's cover)?

Could Clapton have gotten off the

hook because he swore it was in

"self-defense?" Yeah, right.

My favorite anti-cop song was
written by none other than Woody
Guthrie, and I believe the copy-
right for the song is owned by the

Library of Congress, whose Alan.

Lomax taped dozens of Guthrie

songs in the '40s. In this song.

Pretty Boy Floyd "lays down" a

deputy with a "log chain," after

See TAnJiW, page 25

Self-Portrait With Headphones
Jon Fany/DAILY BRUIN

A picture is wortii a tliousand words
i

Daily Bruin illustrator juggles art and science, sketches ancd

scalpels, work and play, in Kerckhoff exhibit

By Jenny Hsieh

Peter Zaslav's artistic career
began at age 4 while stuck in a

hospital with a potentially debili-

tating case of spinal meningitis.

During the weeks he spent in the

hospital, Zaslav honed his artistic

skills by caricaturing his favorite

television character, the Incredible

Hulk.

As a three-year nriember of the

Daily Bruin creative staff, Zaslav
has progressed past his mimick-
ings of the green mutant in pencil

and crayon to his most recent piece

on display, Roxane's Bird, a realis-

tic portrayal of a pondering face in

acrylic and pencil.

Running through November 23,

"Graphic Requests" - his first per-

sonal exhibit in the Kerckhoff Art

Gallery - encompasses 32 original

pieces and one reproduction. The
display spans over seven years of
raw talent and personal growth.

Recollecting his childhood with

mild shyness, Zaslav recalls
repeatedly drawing subjects befit-

ting the imagination of a 7-year-

old. "I just kept on drawing the

Hulk all the time ... I had another

thing I liked to draw. Outside my
apartment in Torrance, there was a

crane that they used to repair the

oil well. I used to draw it whenever
it came. It was strange things that I

used to draw." Zaslav says.

The two years he spent in

Oregon before moving back to

Torrance exposed him to the first

sense of accomplishment in the

artistic realm. 'The (teachers) let

me paint during classes. They
would let me go to the art room
(and) even gave me a key to the art

room," Zaslav says. His earliest

piece on display, "Interior 11", the

sequel to a gift he painted for Ms.
DeLofetlo, his art teacher of that

time, is an experiment in atmos-
phere and texture. Backed with a

Wue sheet of paper, the cool mood
of the scene iS contrasted by the

soft yellow light streaming on
cushions in wine hues,

Zaslav's present day involve-

ment in the Daily Bruin owes its

roots in The Sword and the Shield,

his high school newspaper where
he authored the comic strip titled

after South High's principal, "Dr.

Schmitt's Neighborhood." Upon
his entrance to UCLA as a biology

major, he submerged himself in

controversial issues such as reg

fees, construction, L.A. riots and
immigration. Something that

emerges as a source of uneasiness

for him however, is some readers

misunderstanding of the accompa-
nying nature of his newspaper art.

**One time, I drew an anti-frater-

nity drawing. And someone who
worked for the Creative staff was
in a fraternity. He looked at it and
said something to the effect of 'Oh,

what a bunch of bullshit!'" Zaslav

says. "He didn't see the article so

he was talking about my drawing. I

didn't say anything. He didn't
understand that this was to illus-

trate a story, not necessarily (to

express) my own opinion."

Aside from his numerous
Viewpoint Section art pieces, he
also dedicated much of his time to

the '93 and '94 registration issue

covers on display. "Reg '93 took
me three weeks. The (amount of
colors used was) limited to the

number of Prisma color pencils I

have, which is not a complete set. I

think I have 20, maybe 25 colors

total," Zaslav says in a spurt of
light heartedness.

The futuristic '94 reg issue
cover is his own conception of
what UCLA will be like at its

175th anniversary, a century from
now. Intricate detailing, such as the

glass domed Pauley Pavilion and
the holographically projected Bear
towering before Ackerman Union,

is a trademark of Zaslav's works. Although Zaslav plans to pursue
"That one is heavily influenced a career in medicine, he does not

by the opening sequence of wish to relinquish his passion for

"Bladerunner", which is a matte the arts. "I always used to draw
painting. I greatly admire matte skeletons and pictures from anato-
painters who make those panoram- my books. I think by age 10 1 had
ic scenes in nK)vies. So this is like

a poor man's matte painting," he
says.

Although the focus of the exhib-

it is Zaslav's Daily Bruin graphics,

some of the biggest attention grab-

bers in the exhibit include more
personal pieces, like "Chailly in

Madrid." Named after the Spanish

almost memorized every bone in

the body, the muscles, and the

internal organs by drawing them,"
he says. "Drawing got me interest-

ed in medicine. It's fascinating and
I love it. I don't necessarily want
to study art. I like to do art."

Almost as an afterthought,
Zaslav adds, "I like art and medi-

composer Ricardo Chailly, Zaslav cine about equally. I just don't
feels the somber tone of the paint- have a chance to do anything in

ing reflects his favorite classical medicine. You don't get to dissect

music piece, "Shostakovich's cadavers as a kid. But it is easy to

Symphony #5." The mood in this draw a picture.^'

piece is effectively established by
the dark backdrop with touches of EXHIBIT: Peter Zaslav's Graphic
brown hues. Requests. Kerckhoff Art Gallery.

Zaslav's diversity in style rivals Reception on Wednesday 5 p.m. to

his variance in sub-

ject matter. The
Macross painting -

inspired by what he

feels is the greatest

animated work ever
created, Macross The
Movie: Do You
Remember Love? - is

exemplary of his

incorporation of two
distinct styles in a

single work.

In his sp"are time,

Zaslav paints his own
music posters and
audio cassette covers.

His U2 poster on dis-

play is a composite of

CD covers, album
photos, and other U2
memorabilia. The
group's members are

positioned in such a

way that the empty
spaces between them
spell the group's
name. '

7 p.m.

Climbing Kerclchoff 11

Jon Farryi>aily Bniin

'Days' star intertwines evil cliaracter witli good intent
By Jessie Yoo

"Days of our Lives" star Louise Sorel

describes her character, Vivian Alamain,
as dangerous - but fun.

"She has a sense of humor - that's what
keeps her edge."

As a "one-woman disaster area,"
Vivian attracts her viewers through a

blend of the fantastic and twisted: She has

buried her nephew's lover alive, success-

fully faked a coma while going on a mur-
derous streak and implanted herself with

her ex-lover's sperm and rival's egg.

And she's only been around for two
seasons.

Today at noon, Sorel' s "Days" costars,

Miriam Parrish, Thyme Lewis, Jason
Brooks and Paul Kersey will be speaking

in Ackerman Grand Ballroom. _,

In a soap-opera infested world, Sorel
realizes television's influence over
impressionable viewers. She also admits
that her craft does not always epitomize
fine acting talent.

She refers to the soap medium as a

love-hate relationship and says that
"soaps are ridiculous."

"You don't have a lot of say-so. It asks
for instant everything, it's short-cut and
not quality. It's amazing under the stress

that we manage to do good work. It

always feels like we're racing the clock."

So it's no surprise that she prefers the-

ater over television and movies, all medi-
ums which she has worked with before.

"There's a lot of group creative effort

while film is the director's medium; the

camera tells the story. In soaps, you don't
have tin« for group creative effort."

But soaps have something that theater

doesn't for Sorel - security.

"If you have a contract to work for 26
weeks, you're guaranteed work for 26
weeks. It's a place to do your craft. Actors

have to work. I'm an actor. It's as secure

as you get in the business."

While she may be momentarily secure,

her character's future may not.

"The character's in a stand-still and
I'm frustrated. I can't pretend that I'm in

the midst of something I'm crazy about.

I'm lost on the show and I try to keep her

driving. I told the press that she was going

to have the baby in November and now
I'm told that it will be in February; it will

be the worid*s oldest baby. It's made me
very gun-shy regarding the press."

She also denies that havoc-wrecking
Vivian Alamain receives any negative fan

mail. But she does admit that she would
like the aid of her viewers to get Vivian
up-and-running again, "it's based on
viewer response," she says about the life-

line of a character on a soap.

Although soaps do not affect viewers
as much as movies or other television

shows, they can still have detrimental
effects on impressionable viewers.
Regarding the portrayal of violence on
television, Sorel says, "I really swear to

God that there is an effect on people capa-

ble of violence. Nobody is heroic any-
more and the women are victims. Even
soaps have a responsibility. We are out

there and are representing people all over
the world."

She attributes some of the violence to

attitudes toward women. "The '40s had
great roles for women; it celebrated

women. The last 20 or 30 years in film

have changed radically. Something hap-

pened and got men quivering, they
became macho men. Clinton hasn't
helped the situation; he's done a bad job,"

Sorel says.

While she may not be happy with all

the decisions and changes that have
occurred in soaps, she realizes that many
times she has to make an executive deci-

sion between personal obligations and her

career.

"It's a medium where you do some-
thing you don't like or quit. I have quit,"

Sorel says.

EVENT: The cast of "Days of Our Lives"

speaks today at noon in Ackerman Grand
Elallroom. The event is free. For more info

caUCampus Events at (310)825-1958.

Campus Bulletin

You'd think that being a

member of the Argentine
Congress, a UC regents' schol-

ar and a vocal representative of

Frente Grande, a coalition of
leftist groups, would be
enough to keep any person
busy - but a filmmaker too?

Fernando Solanas, co-
founder of "Cine Liberacion"

and developer of "Third
Cinema" will speak both
tonight and tomorrow follow-

ing the presentations of his

films, Sur (Wednesday 7:30
p.m.) and El Viaje (Thursday
7:30 p.m.).

Solanas' "Third Cinema"
creates an alternative way of
looking inlo film as an instru-

ment of social change, political

liberty and freedom.

Sur follows the 1983 return

home of a union leader as he
relives the internal and politi-

cal events that led to his five-

year stay under the military.

El Viaje is a satirical portrait

done in the form of a surreal

Argentine road. film. The story

follows Martin as he bicycles

across Argentina in search of
his father. The film intertwines

Solanas' view of the Peronist

government with his views of
politics and history.

For more info on the free

screenings and the ensuing
talks call Melnitz movies at

(310) 825-2345.
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Megadeth Youthanasia
(Capitol Records) On the heels of

their double-platinum release

Countdown to Extinction, the vet-

eran metal masters return with
another much-anticipated install-

ment of piercing guitarwork and
fierce social/political disenchant-

ment. Throughout the years,
Megadeth has continued to defme
the extreme metal genre and
reflect the sentiments of
America's discouraged youth.
But Megadeth has been at it for

more than a decade frOw, and
maturity looms ominously near.

As Dave Mustaine et al approach

that middle age metal vacuum,
ihey face the very real possibility

of losing the anger and aggres-

sion so vital to true metal.

While the outright hostility cTf

metal classics like "Peace Sells"

has given way to Youthanasia'

s

greater focus on restrained
melodies, Megadeth simply
refuses to go gently into the good
night. Biting guitars and scathing

vocals resoundingly reaffirm the

band's commitment to musical
malevolence. After all is said and
done, this album constitutes clear

evidence that Megadeth is devel-

oping and (dare I say it) matur-
ing, but not to the point of
softening up or selling out. J.S.

B

Eagles Hell Freezes Over
(Geffen) For a "live" record, this

is dead on arrival. Blame the

dragging, comatose tempos and

The Goats
Ho QoaiSf No Glory

the band's spontanaiety level,

which ranks at about an -18 (on a

scale of 1 tolO). Blame the

band's numerous technical short-

comings: Don Henley is clearly

the sloppiest, clumsiest drummer
alive, wiiile Glenn Frey sings like

it's way past his bedtime. Blame
the lack of daring new arrange-

ments, unless you count the new
age recasting of "Hotel
California," which sounds like it

belongs in Andres Segovia's
trashcan.

Of the four new songs, the

three "country" ones are so slick,

stiff and stillborn they make Billy

Ray Cyrus sound like Hank
Williams. "Get Over It" in partic-

ular brings back fond memories
of "The Heat Is On," the exact

kind of corporate cheese Henley

accused Frey of making in the

'80s. The song's lyrics are so

petulant, bullying and finger

pointing, it's inconceivable that

anybody but young Republicans

will enjoy it. For such an impor-

tant rock band, one has to wonder
why none of this would sound out

of place on an elevator in

Bullock's. This record not only

isn't rock 'n' roll, it isn't fun.

M.T. D

Various Artists Music from
the Motion Picture Pulp Fiction

(MCA) While the music in Pulp
Fiction was top-notch and instru-

mental in the tone of the fall's

best film, the soundtrack's slip-

shod creation is ultimately disap-

pointing. It gets high marks for

its retro-eclectic surf music mad-
ness and Urge Overkill's
Diamond-one-better "Girl, You'll

be a Woman Soon," but it never

threatens to approach Reznor's

Natural Bom Killers concoction.

"Misirlou," driving and wild in

the film is recorded at such a loW
volume Dick Dale's excitement

is muffled, the dialogue captured

here is among the third and fourth

pickings from the movie and out

of order, and some of the selec-

tions, including Maria McKee's
"If Love Is A Red Dress," should

be excised in the name of
momentum. Otherwise, it's a fun

disc to listen to, just click down
to "Bring Out the Gimp" and
party. M.H. B

The Goats No Goats, No
Glory (Ruffhouse/Columbia)
Ignore the obnoxious cover art.

Thanks to the kick-ass rhythm
section of bassist E.J. Simpson
and drummer D-Rek Pierce, as

well as the quick-lipped rapping

styles of MCs MADD and
Swayzack, this stands as one of

the hardest hip-hop records of the

year. Think of this racially inte-

grated band as a politically astute

House Of Pain, with alternative

rock guitars and live instruments

thrown in to challenge their audi-

ence.

Particularly in the second half,

which kicks off with the unbe-

lievably fierce "Mutiny," the

group's synthesisis isn't just

exciting, it's unprecendented. But

the more overtly conceptual
"Revolution '94" is a brave risk

that falls flat, and like Cypress
Hill, you'd wish it'd bust out

more dope rhymes about politics

rather than political rhymes about

dope. In short. No Goats, No
Glory is not nearly as good as

The Goats' previous record, the

vastly underappreciated Tricks Of
the Shade. But for all of those hip

hop fans hungry for something
fresh, this will more than suffice.

M.T. B+

Reviews by Michael latum, Mike
Horowitz and John Sabatlni.
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Kronos
By Omld C. Burgln-Esmal'll

What do an Argentinean tango, an
Azerbaijani sunset prayer, a Ugandan wed-
ding ritual and an Uzbek requiem have in

conunon? And what do you get if you spice

this up with a dose of Jimi Hendrix's
"Purple Haze," and Ornette Coleman's
"Lonely Woman"?

After recovering from a cultural and styl-

istic dizziness you might get hooked on the

Kronos Quartet. And rather than just listen-

ing to Beethoven and Mozart you will be
able to enjoy Bill Evans, Steve Reich and
Hamza El Din.

The award-winning Kronos Quartet,
David Harrington (violin), John Sherba
(violin). Hank Dutt (viola) and Joan
Jeanrenaud (cello), will appear Thursday
and Friday night with two different perfor-

mances at the Schoenberg Hall Auditorium.
They have radically revived the string

quartet tradition by drawing their repertoire

not from the graves of the "never dying"
dead composers, but from the diverse styles

and cultural traditions of the 20th century,

exploding and revolutionizing the bound-
aries of music.

With Pieces Of Africa, Kronos has
become the first (and only) group to reach
No. 1 on both the Billboard classical and
worid music charts.

But what is the secret behind their popu-
larity?

Harrington, the founder of the quartet,

says "that it is the individuality of the com-
posers they choose and the very special

relationship they form with them." The

music he picks comes from a life experi-

enced by those individuals and communi-
cated with other people through that music.

"We are a collection of people who love

to make music together and love to involve

other people in our work," says Harrington.

So, why play old repertoire? Harrington

currently counts 45 composers writing
pieces for them! His daily contact with
composers all over the worid has extended
the quartet's reach as far as Zimbabwe,
Poland, Australia, Japan, Argentina and
Azerbaijan.

"In Night Prayer, our latest album, the

route to find the composers we chose was
extremely complex. It went over transla-

tors, publishers, ethnomusicologists and
friends in England and Russia ... Each com-
poser and each performed piece leads o
another composer or piece to be performed
and we end up finding musicians from the

widest possible experiences, everyone hav-

ing something special to communicate."
The most important thing is "that you

have to keep your ears open. I imagine
every morning how it would be to hear for

the first time."

This innocence is what he wants the

group to communicate: The audience
should "have a sense of the wonder of
musical experiences, delight in variety and
the unexpected surprise."

In the two UCLA concerts, audiences
will have ample chances to experiment
with this idea. Thursday's concert will pre-

sent a variety of recent works by leading

composers from the United States,
Rumania, Australia and Japan, with a West

The Kronos Quartet returns to

Schoenberg Hall on the weekend.

Coast premiere of a piece by Elliot Carter.

Friday's program is a rare performance of
all four quartets by the great Russian com-
poser, Alfred Schnittke. His pieces will take

the listener back through time as "traveling

through someone's life," says Harrington.

But how did Kronos become so eclectic,

performing pieces from different styles and
composers from different cultures?
Harrington has an answer:

'There is an infinite realm of possibili-

ties no matter what you have done, there is

more. This makes it increasingly more
complex than when I started Kronos, there

are more possibilities, more composers."
Little did Haydn know when he wrote

the first pieces for string quartet that this

tradition would lend itself to such a wide
repertoire - even breaking through the con-

stant barriers set by conservative audiences.

"It took 250 years to have string quartet

music from Africa and many other parts of
the world," explains Harrington pointing to

the political nature of this time gap.

Harrington thinks that the string quartet

should not be an exclusive club of narrow
viewpoints about life and music, but that

this media should extend itself to the entire

breadth of musical possibilities. "This
reflects more the worid we live in."

But is it worid music? Harrington thinks

not.

"Worid music? What does that mean? No
one has given me.an explanation yet that

doesn't sound like a sales pitch for record

companies."

He wants to think about the composer's
voice, his or her individuality. "This is a

very personal experience that is not easily

categorizeable."

Harrington urges people not to catego-

rize and classify music, but to keep their

minds open and free so that music can
become whatever it wants it to be in the

future.

Kronos' music has also opened people's

minds by bringing their different cultures

closer together. This is extremely important

in today's world, where such cultural dif-

ferences can easily explode into feelings of
discrimination, hatred and alienation.

Harrington doesn't see the group so
much as ambassadors of cultures, but as

See KRONOS, page 25
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Eighties roclcstili 'sometliing to beiieve in'

Music defies

today's sludgy

grunge sound

By Ben Gllmore

Eighties hard rock is going
through hard times in today's col-

Jege music scene.

Bands like Whitesnake, Bon
Jovi, White Lion and Poison are

ridiculed as substanceless, out of

date and "cheesy." As '90s-style

grunge sells millions of records

and '70s rock comes back in style,

'80s hard rock has been left hung
out to dry.

The constant trashing of
Reagan/Bush-era glam metal is a

huge injustice. I'm here to defend

'80s hard rock and tell you why
you should wipe the dust off your

Dokken CD and crank it up.

First of all, '80s rock expresses

emotion in pure form with an hon-

esty that is lacking in the music of

today's trendy bands like

Smashing Pumpkins and
Offspring. College students tend

to look down on this honesty and
call it "cheesy."

A perfect example is

Whitesnake's smash hit "Now
You're Gone." My roommate calls

it "cheesy" when David
Coverdale says: "Now you're
gone/I can feel my heart is

aching."

I wish more of today's music
had lines like this, and I'm not

kidding. The line is simple, and

directly says what it means^.
Eighties rock is too innocent to

come up with a confusing line like

Nirvana's "I'm so horny, that's

OK- 'cause so are you."

Nirvana's meaning in that line

is hard to see, and it is hidden in

sarcasm. Eighties rock just

expresses what it feels, with no
'90s angst stuck in to' confuse the

listener. When Poison tells us that

"Every rose has its thorn," they're

expressing an idea anyone can
understand and relate to: You
can't have good without bad.

Music of the '90s is too cynical

to express something so simple.

Eighties rock is naive enough to

have conventional lines like "I

need you baby" and "I miss you.**

This naivete brings us back to a

simpler time, a time when it was
OK to dream about the future

instead of whine about the past,

like Soundgarden's Chris Cornell

does on "I Fell on Black Days."
Just hearing this song makes the

listener age about 20 years.

But listening to Bon Jovi's
"Living on a Prayer" makes you
feel young again. This song is

about hope for the future: "We've
got to hold on to what we've got/

'Cause it doesn't make a differ-

ence if we make it or not ... Take
my hand and we'll make it, I

swear."

Lyrics like this admittedly don't

take much original thought to

compose, but music is about much
more than thinking. It is on anoth-

er level altogether. Lyrics that

don't require much thought often

ring truer than carefully construct-

ed grunge lines.

To me Dokken's line, "In my

dreams it's still the same/Your
love is strong and still remains"
resonates much more than
Nirvana's claim "Nature is a

whore."

But let's cut to the chase and
stop talking about '80s lyrics. The
real the point is the music. Let's

look at this on the primal level,

the level that makes Beavis and
Butthead say, 'This rocks!"

A lot of '80s hard rock simply
kicks ass, even though it lacks the

deep meaning required to get a

decent review. Case in point:

Winger's "Seventeen."

OK, so the song isn't exactly a

lyrical tour-de-force. It is about an
underage girl who has sex with an

older man. But its intro guitar riff

can wake the dead and the lead

guitar break will leave you uncon-

scious.

This solo is one of many
incredible displays of musician-

ship found in '80s rock. Guitarists

like Winger's Reb Beach,
Whitesnake's Steve Vai, White
Lion's Vitto Bratta (called the sec-

ond coming of Eddie Van Halen)
and Dokken's George Lynch set

standards for melodic playing that

are still untouched.

Check out Lynch's solo on
"Never Unchain the Night". Like
Jimmy Page's classic solo in

"Stairway to Heaven", it is a com-
position in itself that adds to the

emotion of the song.

What's more is that '80s groups
weren't just one-dimensional
rockers. They also produced some
subtle and beautiful music. The
guitar/keyboard arrangement at

the beginning of Whitesnake's
"Sailing Ships" is soft, moody and

Singer David Coverdale of

Whitesnake, an '80s rock band

nothing short of ingenious. The
middle section of Whitesnake's
"Still of the Night" starts out soft

and slowly builds using brilliant

orchestration and unusual chord
progressions.

Some '80s songs even had
socially conscious messages
which critics ignored. White
Lion's "Broken Home" is a

protest against child abuse.
Poison's ballad "Something to

Believe In" (always called
"cheesy") dealt with the plight of

a "suicidal Vietnam vet." Motley
Crue's "Wildside" painted a grim
picture of urban life. Many '80s

songs spoke out against the

Reagan era's nuclear weapons.

Still, '80s hard rock is basically

pure good-time and love-song
music. It is commercial, non-
threatening fun. That is why
Stuart, ai;guably the dorkiest char-

acter on MTV's "Beavis and
Butthead," always sports a Winger
T-shirt

Because '80s rock isn't threat-

ening and complex, should it be

ridiculed? At least it has energy

and life, unlike much of the

sludgy grunge out there today.

Does a song have to be threaten-

ing and moody to be good?
To real fans of rock music that

answer has to be no. Look at the

blues, the basis of all rock and
roll. Blues singers simply express

what they feel and don't try too

hard to inject deep meaning into

their songs.

Probably the most ridiculous

criticism of '80s rock is that it's

out of date. Since when is music

judged by when it came out? In 10

years, when the trendy
"Generation X" vibe is gone,
grunge may be out of date. You
have to judge each kind of music
on its own merit, not its date of
release.

I'd like to bring my defense to a

close by quoting Poison, who epit-

omizes '80s hard rock. The fol-

lowing lines capture the attitude

you should take when cranking up
your old CDs from the '80s. Don't
worry about what people think. If

they avoid you just because you
like Bon Jovi then they're not real

friends anyway. Just say to your-

self: "Don't need nothing/But a

good time/How can I resist?/

Nothing but a good time/And it

don't get better than this."

Popcorn, Raffle, and Prizes!!
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Eclectic Pigface attains musicai success
By NIsha Qopalan

To hear Shonen Knife sing,

"Fuck it up, Pigface," is incentive

enough to listen to Pigface's lat-

est release. Notes From Thee
Underground.

As unlikely as it may seem,
Shonen Knife inhabits a spot on
the same roster that includes per-

formers such as Martin Atkins
(PiL, Killing Joke, Ministry),
Ogre (Skinny Puppy), Leslie
Rankine (Silverfish), Genesis
Orridge (Psychic TV, Throbbing
Gristle) and Jello Biafra (Dead
Kennedys, Lard).

Clearly eclectic in its contribu-

tors, Pigface possesses an ever-

changing lineup which, in turn,

fosters diversity in sounds. Where
else can a listener hear Ogre
growling the vocals one minute
and doing a pseudo-rap the next,

as well as Leslie Rankine singing

in place of her trademark scream?
By that same token, who else
would even think of getting
Shonen Knife to record "Fuck it

up" for a sample?
In Pigface, many so-called

industrial music performers
revolt against the media's type-

cast of their talents. "We're
industrious, not industrial," said

Atkins in an Alternative Press
interview.

Drummers Atkins and Bill
Rieflin (Ministry) created Pigface

during the J989-90 Ministry tour.

They invited numerous other
musicians they knew to use
Pigface as a medium of unre-
strained expression. Their
endeavors resulted in the first

Pigface album, Gub, released on

Atkins' own label. Invisible. The
album featured a remarkable line-

up that included Paul Barker
(Ministry). Chris Connelly
(Ministry, Revolting Cocks), En
Esch (KMFDM), Ogre and Trent

Reznor (Nine Inch Nails).

Remember that hidden track,

"Suck," on Nine Inch Nails'
Broken ep? Well, Reznor com-
posed and performed it with
Pigface first.

With too much credibility to

flaunt the more recognizable
names associated with Pigface,

Atkins, essentially the band's
leader, stresses that the musicians

do not have monetary incentives

when they work with Pigface. In

fact he emphasizes the fact that

"we make money" is the greatest

misconception about the band.

"The artists get paid probably
one-tenth of what any of us
would expect to get paid any-
where else. It's just basically
enough money to cover food and
laundry and phone calls," says
Atkins.

"With Pigface, we're doing 47
shows in 48 days because every
single day on the road costs us

$4j000. We can't afford a day
off," continues Atkins.

On the business end of things,

consider this; to get all of those

musicians together involves
appeasing their respective record

companies for permission to play

on another label's album, making
travel arrangements, immigration
and a watchful eye, by means of
Macintosh Powerbooks, on the

band's budget when on the road.

"Pigface is a triumph in so
many different departments,"

says Atkins.

Despite the seeming drawbacks
of the band, the musicians feel so

strongly about the DIY senti-

ments fuelling Pigface, both qn a

business and musical level, that

they gladly participate in the
group.

"We're not about spoiled artists

being driven around the country
having a blast," says Atkins.

He also stresses that the "ego
bullshit" that the press so desper-

ately searches for in Pigface, does
not exist.

"I'm very fortunate in having
the trust of all of these very tal-

ented people to be allowed to take

these songs and manipulate them
with their trust," adds Atkins who
not only played drum on Notes
From Thee Underground, but also

produced the album. "If I had to

call up 30 people and get a con-
sensus every time I wanted to do
something, then we'd still be
working on the very first Pigface

album."

The composition and recording

of tracks usually start with Atkins

having "an idea for a drum
rhythm, recording some loops
and messing around with stuff."

Because the various musicians
who contribute to Pigface live

across the country, even the
world, Atkins and his group make
good use of airplanes and postal

services.

"Sometimes I'll send cassettes

around and see who's got ideas

for what. Some songs take a real-

ly long time to come together.

Like 'Asphole' was recorded in

Chicago in Chicago Trax and the

tapes went down to L.A. where

myself and Ogre and Genesis and
Flea (Red Hot Chili Peppers)
worked on it and the tapes went
out to the east coast where
Andrew Weiss (Rollins Band) did

some more stuff."

Jn contrast, "other songs just

happen very quickly in a really

collaborative live environment."

The key to the band is that

Atkins has formulated no dogma
for Pigface. In fact, rather than

call himself the group's leader, he

prefers to go by the title of travel

agent.

"I just put those people in a

studio and make sure the tape is

rolling - see if anybody needs a

sandwich," says Atkins who
prefers to cultivate talent, rather

than to waste it by assigning' pre-

composed music to these musi-
cians.

For Atkins , the group does not

represent "an experimental band
in the sense, OK, let's just fill the

room with Jello and see what
happens. But it's experimental in

the sense that there's an atmos-
phere where anything can happen
and sometimes does. And when it

does, there's such a level of pro-

fessionalism that if something
bizarre happens, it's captured on
whatever medium we're working
in."

Pigface even tours by this

dynamic ethic. "We don't per-

form a song the same way twice,"

says Atkins.

"Most bands, when they're on
stage, their brains are turned off.

You don't have to think because
you've rehearsed for two
months," says Atkins. With
Pigface, "everybody knows what

they're doing, but can react and
think and use their brains to deal

with anything out of t^e ordi-

nary."

The unformulaic collection of
tracks on Notes From Thee
Underground certainly reiterates

the notion of Pigface's malleabil-

ity.

"'Steamroller' was one of the

most nasty, distorted, powerful
things I've heard in a long time.

And 'Chikasaw' is one of the

sweetest songs I've heard in a

long time. And the very idea that

both of those songs can exist on
the same CD is very core," says

Atkins.

Some of the tracks aren't even
melodic- 5y conventional stan-

dards. "Trivial Scene" and "Your
Music Is Garbage." for instance,

feature an actual phone call

placed by Atkins to a psychic.
And then there is "Psalm Springs

Eternal," where Atkins con-
tributes arguably melodic vocals.

With the sounds of brass
instruments and piano chords
prancing in the background,
Atkins, in the spirit of Sid
Vicious' version of "My Way,"
provides his answer to gospel
music, in spirit of the "Jesus
Loves Me" sentiment.

Judging from his sense of
humor in "Psalm Springs
Eternal," Atkins clearly enjoys
the fiexible nature of Pigface.

"I feel very lucky to have the

enthusiasm to talk to you about
any of this shit after being in the

business so long."

MUSIC: Pigface. At Glam Slam on
Thursday.
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Perkins grants audience 'Miracle on 34tli Street'
By Will O'Hara

"'Is it real?"' Elizabeth Perkins

parrots, in response to the question-

ing of the authenticity of her blond

hair. "Of course it's not real - I'm

an actress."

Well, it sounds bitchy in print,

but that is the fault of an inherently

ambiguous written language, and

not actress Elizabeth Perkins.

Unlike the smug and solipsistic

nimbi drifting through Hollywood
who demur with self-love and self-

reference, Perkins is a breath of

unfiltered cigarette smoke. And one

does not mind contracting black-

lung. . .

Perkins feplrTses Maureen
O'Hara's role as the Christmas dis-

missing department store exec
Dorey Walker in the upcoming
remake of Miracle on 34th Street

(opening Friday). Although she

found the role "limited," Perkins

does not hesitate to acknowledge

that her otherwise capricious career

choice has paid off fat dividends,

and nor is the profundity of a role

her only criterion for taking a role

(e.g. Wilma in The Flintstones)

"I've been very fortunate. I

mean, I work very hard at what I

do, but at the same time there are

people who work just as hard as I

do but don't have the success that I

have, and I never foi;get that.

"The truth is I'm one of the

handful of actors in this country

who cat) work steadily. I've got

money in the bank and my kid is

healthy ... things could be a lot

worse. Do you know what I'm say-

ihg? This too shall pass, everything

does."

She squints with a sage's eyes,

taps the ashes from her Camel into

a tray. She admits there are some
things she would change if she

could ("Demi Moore can green-

light a movie and I can't"), but

sometimes super-stardom proves to

be more bane than boon. Whoopi
Goldberg, for instance: "I mean she

can't go anywhere. Even in dis-

guise, as soon as she opens her

mouth (people recognize her

instantly) ... I enjoy my anonymity.

Perkins does, however, get to

play the lead in Moonlight and

Valentino, co-starring Goldberg,

Kathleen TUmer and, um, Jon Bon
Jovi.

Perkins insists he is a good actor,

but she makes her feelings on
stagecraft vs. screencraft plain.

"I can tell whether an actor ... has

been u^ined on the stage instanta-

neously," says Perkins. "FHm
actors who have not been trained on

the stage have a hard time repeating

themselves take after take. I much
prefer working with stage actors."

She speaks wistfully of the stage,

as Broadway's nine-month com-
mitments simply do not fit into her

schedule anymore. As for film, she

takes different roles for different

reasons.

Miracle on 34th Street gave her

an opportunity to work with Oscar-

winning director Richard
Attenborough, who plays Kris
Kringle in the film. A similar ratio-

nale (working with Alan Arkin)

explains her appearance in the for-

gettable Indian Summer.

Once in a while, though, the

planets align and the complete
package falls into her lap, as in the

case of her personal favorite, Barry

Levinson's Avalon.

"Just to be able to take part in a

filmmaker's lifestory, and it was
such a beautiful movie - that's

what it's all about you know?" She

squints again, nods slowly, the

equanimity absolutely radiating at

this point. "It doesn't get any better

than that for an actor."

u c u ^

proudly present
A tribute to Maria Shriver's husband

THURS 9:30
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TERMINATOR S
JUDGMENT OIV<d
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Trwlliej
Thursday 7

Friday 9:30
FRCC backpacks, t-fhirJ!

and keychoins from
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Purchase.^^ura: merchandise at 20% off now through

Saturday, November 19 at the ASUCLA Students Store!!
*erf«r AOl vollo with other dlscownts or ipoclol offors.
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From page 18

which he permanently takes his

life on the run from the law. So
what merited that deputy's death,

you might ask? Was Floyd's life

in danger? No, the deputy used
"vulgar words and language" in

front of Floyd's wife. How about
that, chivalry isn't dead after all!

The reaction to Ice-T's "Cop
Killer" revealed more about con-
servatives' racial fears than a mil-
lion Willie Horton ads. More
often than not, protesters referred

to it as a rap song rather than a
metal song, which reveals two
things. First, few people who
protested the song actually heard
it. TNvo, for the people who didn't

hear it, the fact that it was per-

formed by an African-American
singer automatically made it a rap

song, and as we all know,
African-American people have no
capacity for recognizing story

telling or irony or metaphor, no
capacity for telling fact from fic-

tion.

Never mind that more white

people bought the Body Count
album than African Americans.

Never mind the the figures for

cop killing actually decreased that

year. Never mind the rock 'n' roll

context has. like the criminal jus-

tice system, let white people off

for murder more often than

African-American people.

Let's face it, African-American
people can't be poets. Just ask
Jimi Hendrix. Or Langston
Hughes.

*This argument is based on an
offhand comment made in an arti-

cle I read in the Village \^ice

sometime in the last year.

Unfortunately, I was unable to

recover that article. Since the Ice

Cube/Axl Rose argument was too

good to resist, I used it anyway. I

don't take someone else's ideas

without giving credit, so, to

whomever it was that made those

astute observations, my apologies

and thanks. M.T.

Michael Tatum cannot be stopped.

His column appears every

Wednesday.

KRONOS
From page 21

excavators and explorers of
musics around the world.

Nevertheless, Kronos tours

extensively with more than 100
concerts a year throughout the

United States, Canada, Europe,
Japan. Mexico, South America,
New Zealand, Hong Kong and
Australia.

The quartet's journey around
the world in May led jt to the

Department of Ethnomusicology
and Systematic Musicology at

UCLA (which is a journey around
the worid in itselO- For one week
the four diligently rehearsed fac-

ulty and students works, which
concluded with a final concert of
all the pieces at the Schoenberg
Hall Auditorium - with a standing

ovation.

"We did things (at UCLA) that

we have never done before, such
as playing with a Gamelan ensem-
ble ... It was a fantastic week."

Harrington values the relation-

ships that began with the profes-

sors and students. "We plan on
coming back ... There are many
more possibilities to explore."

CONCERT: Kronos Quartet.
Performing at the Schoenberg
Hall Auditorium on Nov. 17 and
18, at 8 p.m. Center Stage lecture

begins at 7 p.m. Student tickets

are $13 at the Central Ticket
Offtee.
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USAC SPECIAL ELECTION
-November 22, 1994 (9-6 PM)-

Candidate Endorsement Hearing
For the Office of Facilities Commissioner

TONIGHT @ 5:00 PM
In

KERCKHOFF400
-All students welcome-

? Questions ? Call E-Board @ x67796

or stop by 309-A Kerckhoff

e

MAPA/BSC
MINORITY ASSOCIATION OF PLANNERS AND ARCHITECTS

BLACK STUDENT COMMITTEE

B
IS

B
B
Q
E
E
E
B
E
E
E

i

invite you to their

T~aii^

Pe»*lofff-lall

for the UCLA School of Public Policy and Social Research
and the School of Architecture and Design

For more information call

.

...^.

(310)581-5187 or (213)935-6648^

^\Qr^r^wm^w^rwwwfsi3rQr^w^wQrwwwt^i2nr^ww

Plctiire
our—ll

/
i^

USINESS
Manager
For Information Regarding This Paid
Position, Call x58500 or Stop by the
TenPercent Office in 210 Kerckhoff.
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Classified Ad Information

Daily Bruin Classified Information
225 Kerckhoff Hail, 308 Westwood Plaza, Los Angeles. CA 90024

Class Line: (310) 825-2221 Class Display (310) 206-3060

Fai (310) 206-0528

We reserve the right to change, reclassify, revise, or reject any

dassified advertisement not meeting the standards of the Daily Bruin.

Our olflca Is open MoRday-Friday, 9-4.

Classified rates Oaadllnes

OMy20wonlsorlw $700 CtMlMlMaiK
Oai^/, each addKoMi word .45 1 wortiing day befora prMing, by noon.

WeeUy, 20 words or less 2S.0O ClaniM iliptif air
'^

WeeUy. each additional word 1.30 2 working days before printing, by noon

Oisptay ads — student rate^col. indi 8.00 Make cfiecks payable to ttw

Dispiay ads— local raie/col. indi 11.25 UCI> Dally Brum.

Frequency & Agency Rates Available

loci. X 1 s 2inche$ x linch. There are no canceliaticns after noon the day before printing.

The ASUCIA ConmlatMayg liiy wpporti the Univtfsity ol CaWomtts policy on nondis-

drinMHon. No nndhtn) thai accept advertttements which pniani ptnoni ol any origin, race,

relkilorLin. or leniil orienltfon In i rtemeirinn wi» nr lnirt» tint ltii¥ in HmHwl ti nwilinin

captfMH.rolesor<lBta intodity. Neitherthe Otfy Bruin nor the ASUCLAConvnunteattons Board

hasImMSgaledarwolttMaanioesadMriaBd or the advertisers reprascfrtedtalMs Issue. Anypernn
beliwing ihri an adveilisamaiM in this inue vioiited the Board's polcy on nondiacrininaBoA staM
herein shouid oommunicali complaints In writina to the Business Manager. Daly Bniin. 225

KftrdihoH Hal. 306 Westwood Ptao. (xs Angcics. CA 90024. For assisianoe with housing dterimi-

rotion probtens. cal the UCLA tiouskig Offkx at (310) 825^71 or erf the Westside Fitfr Housing

Office at (310) 475-9671.

How to write a good ad

1

.

Start your ad with the merchandise your are selling. This makes It easier for readers to quickly 3. Avoid abbreviations— make your ad easy for readers to understand,

scan the ads and locate your item(s). 4. Place yourself in the reader's position. Ask what you'd like to know about the merchanc

2. Always Include the price of the item you are selling. Many classiiied readers simply do not and include that In the ad. Include information such as brand names, colors, and other speclhc

respond to ads without prices. descriptions.

mm

1/lE'S
CLASS OF 1995

'Running
Out

SENIORS

If yeuVc a senior, yeu should look Rkc one: In the senior portrait section of

the Briin Life yearhook. Don't miss your chance.

Capan»U Stdb iKsteJN 2d hir Ackmn
Opei MMdar-frUay l:3l-5:3lhm 2IM433

Alcoholics Anonymous
Mon. DteuMlor.. Ffl. Sr«p Stvxly, AU 3S2S

Thurs. Boolt Study. AU362S
Tues. and Wed. CXKUSilon. D«ntol 25-029

All ttmes 12: 10-1 :00pm
For alcoholca Of IndMduab who havo a

drinking pioblefn.

2 Campus Services

MULTICULTURAL SOCIETY lit general

nneetir^g. Wed. 3pm. Dodd 1 46. Diversity

+ Undmtar>dlnf( Unity.

RECYCLE
2 Campus Services

IICLR Uanpool Seats (loui fluaildble Prom the Polloiuing Rreas:

Agoura/Thousand Oaks
Central Los Angeles
Chino Hills

Crenshaw

Downey
Granada Hills

Hespeha
Loncaster/PolrTKJale

North Hollywood
Northridge

Sllverlaice

Sylmor
Von Nuys

Can UCLA Commuter Assistarx^e

RIdeshoring ol (310) 794-RIDE or

stop by our office at 555

Westwood Pkjzo. Rcxsm 200

(Structure 8. level 2) for rr^ore

y information.

Bereavement Group-UCLA: 'Getting Through

the Holidays' For those who have lost a fami-

ly memtxr to cancer in the last year. 8 week
session led by licensed clinical social worker

with 20 years' experience in grief and be-

rea%rement counseling. Contact Rhonda

Fleming Mann Resource Center for Women
with CancerAJCLA (310)794-6644 or Julie

Steckle, LCSW (310)473-9559.

4 Financial Aid

Cash for college. 900,000 grants available.

No repayments, EVER. Qualify immediately.

1-800-243-2435.

10 Personal

WNTED: 100 PEOPLE
Lose 10-29 lbs. in 30 days and eam $$$ do-

inftit 100% guarantee. Call 310-281-8828.

Attorneys

AUTOMOBILE, BICYCLE OR MOPED AC-
CIDENTS. Slip and Falls. Business Law.

UCLA Crad. Close to campus. Free CorKulla-

tion. Mitchell KreitenberK 21 3-384-3561

.

9 Miscellaneous

STUDENT/AMATEUR
VIDEOS

Needed for compilation project. Send $1 .00

and SASE initials A.L. Wilson P.O. Box 4581

Funland.CA 91041.

10 Personal

WANTED: 300 UCLA students to test new in-

ter-collegiate voicemall Introduction service.

Absolutely Freel 818-986-9045.

ARE YOU SICK OF DATING \

i 6UYS WHO DONT TREAT 1

YOU WELL?
Bev«rty Hills Match Malw wants

to Introduce you to a M,

altractlve, supar-succMtlul guy

wtw s«eks a special raiolionship

odv«nluraiom« girt In Imt 20't

fof dkwM( Imnis, tpowl, fcin.

310-205-6463

Briglit Honest Lavvyer
•Auto & Work Accidents •FaHs •Wills

•Medical Malpractice •Business Litigation

•JobDiscrim •Divorce •Trials

Call Susan Balistocky

(818) 382-7055 or (310) 559-1406

12 Research Subjects

ASTHMA SUFFERERS. Eam up to $540.00 In

your spare time. If you take daily asthma

medication you may be eligible to participate

in a research drug study with a new potential

treatmerit for asthma. Contact (310)477-1734

ext 540 to find out how you may berwfit from

this vital program. Allergy Research Four>da-

tion, Inc. (Brentwood)

Bedwetting boys 7-1 1 yrs. and their families

needed lor LXIA research Project Subjects

will receive $20 and a free developmental

evaluation. 310-825-0392.

HEALTHY BLOOD DONORS
for research studies in tieatt disease

Earn $50 for a unit of bkxxl. Mustt)e

available for itudiet throagh June

1995. Can 794-1864 for information

and screening appointment

• WMcmd Specials

available

RQVjTf^CAR . Fkee pick up on

campus
The Spt<M Miycry"Company • Op0|| ^ ||aVS

(3iO)47M7^
10779 Santa Monica Bhnl

Must be 21 years old

12 Research Subjects 12 Research Subjects 12 Research Subjects

hizophrenia
Do you or a loved one suffer from Schizophrenia?

Qualified voluteers ages 12 and over may qualify for a

mecHcal research study on schi/ophrenia.Qualified

volunteers recive a free basic physical exam, lab tests

and may be compensated up to approximately $1650.

CALIFORNIA

PLEASE C: A L L 1-800-854-3902

EARN $20
Afraid of spiders? Participate in a 2hr. fear-

reduction study. Call 310-206-9191 or sign

up at Franz Hall A337E.

EARN MOh4EY for 1 S-minutes work. Looking

for male subject between 38-45, married, 1 -

adolescent child, to complete surveys dealing

with mid-life issues. Total|y confidential. Can
be done totally by mail. 310-288-0775.

l-typeractive boyi with attentional problems
7-11 yrs, needed for UCLA research project.

Receive S20 and a free developmental
evaluation. 310-825-0392.

Attn: Personal
Computer Users

Adier Welner Research is

looking for people who run

shells on their PC - like

NavlQator, Tabworks. etc.

Receive at least $50

call Burt at (310) 440-2340

i>i Ai.i: ibai.iim:s.s
ilNMiii ilu .i-ts u| IS .111(1 40 luidfd lu p.iti

ii<l\. Miisl lu UK »(lill^ ,111(1 h;tvr soiiU' li.m losv

.illli. Mcdinin In (Lit k liMit. I .lii In iiuiliiiin s^ ,il|

I ;iiii ii|) to $560
I III; SKIN Ul SI \U( II lOlADMlON

Call (310)828-8887

ASTHMATIC
VOLUNTEERS
NEEDED

for research at

UCLA Medical

Center. Age 18

to 70. Currently

using asthma

medications.

May qualify for

up to $560

compensation.

310-825-6745.

.- «••
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CALIFORNIA

P I I A s 1 ( A I 1

Feeling depressed, sad or hopeless? Lost

interest or energy?

Sleeping too much

or too little? Crying

frequently?

Participants 18 to 65

needed for medical research study.

Qualified volunteers may be compensated

up to $440.

NERVOUS? ANXIOGS?
FEARFUL? WORRIED?

Research volunteers between the ages of 18 and 65
experiencing these symptoms for at least 1 month and
in relatively good health are needed. Volunteers will

receive a brief exam in order to determine eligibility.

Qualified volunteers receive free basic physical

exam/lab test and compensation up to $495°°.

California! CONICAL TRIALSl

MEDICAL GROUP

Please call 1-800-854-3902

Healthy M/F, 18+ needed for UCLA Positron

Imaging of the heart. Injection radioactive

isotope. Bloods taken. Also M/f 35-t- who
smoke/plan to quit M/F 40+ with choleslerol

2S0+. F-pott menopaLsal needed for same.

JlO-625-1118.

INFIDELITY: Researcher seeking unusual ac-

counts of how you discovered an affair. Short

phone interview. Will pay Craig Snyder,

Ph.D. 310-471-0035.

Normal healthy boys 3-1 1 yrs, and their

families needed for UCLA research project.

Receive $20 and have a scientific learning

•}(perience. 310-825-0392.

15 Wanted

CASH FOR CARS. We come to you. Top dol-

lar paid. We do all DMV. We buy anything.

818-999-l&UY(4289).

19 Sperm 'Egg donors

ECC DONOR. Caucasian, female, under
age 35. $200(Vdonation. 310-31 B- 3010,
donor nurse, for recipient 1 2, Lyf>n Dever. M-
F, 8:30-4:30. Redondo Beach.

ECC DONORS NEEDED for infertile couples.

19-33 yrs, own medical insurance. Special

needs for black, Hispanic, & Chinese. At

uaA med center. 310-825-9500.

ECC DONORS NEEDED. All info conflden-

tlal. Ptease call (310)285-0333.

ECC DONORS NEEDED: Healthy females

between 21-34years oki wAnedical in-

surance. Payment of $2200 for medical pro-

cess. Mirna Navas 310-829-6782, Monday-
Friday.

IF YOU'D LUCE TO HELP a couple who's
having difficulty getting pregnant or unable to

carry a child, call 310-820-6180, ask for Bea-
trice.

22 Health Services

Acne. Tattoos

Sunspols & Scars

f\lon-Sur[jicai Laser Ttierapy tnr

pHinless tacidl okm reiuvenatioii

and removal of acne taltnos

suiispols & scars Low cost.

Free Consultation CaU

1-800-685-6574

PENIS-NIPPLE ENLARGEMENT. Professional

vacuum pumps with instruction. Cain 1'-3'.

Permanent- safe. Enhance erection. Or. Joel

Kaplan 1-800-987-PUMP.

REACH PERSONAL AND ACADEMIC
COALS WITH HYPNOSIS. REDUCE TtST
anxiety! Inaease concentration,

performance, self-conflderKe. Individual

appointments and classes. Experienced

psychotherapist for 1 7-years. Student Rates.

Call Laura Culkk MFCC. 31 0-207-0630.

30 Help Wanted

ACTIVE FILM CO. seeks motivated individu-

als. Creat opportunity to learn production

and development. Fkocible hr^days. Credit,

no pay. Contact Stacy Kat2 310-559-7410, ex

i_r^

ACTORS/MODELS NEEDED. Auditions by

apporntnrtents only. For commercials, films,

and print ads. All typeVages needed. No ex-

periefKe necessary. No registration fees. Call

Today tma^e. 818-222-9091. ^
ADMINISTRATIVE ASSISTANT. Part-time,

full-time preferred. BH Software Company,
perfect English, WordPerfect required, Page-

Maker helpful. 310-8597277.

ALASKA EMPLOYMENT - Fishing Industry.

Earn to $3,000-S6,000+ per Month + bene-

fits. Male^emale. No experience necessary

206-545-41 55 ext A59342.

23 Beauty Services

STRESSED?? GET A DEEP-TISSUE, HOT-OIL
Swedish body massage. Total pampering,

portable tabl^wlll travel, student discount

Ltoenied. D'mitri, 213-436-6294.

JONES/LA
Seeking to hire full or part-

time people to sell women's

clothing. (Very High

Commision.) Must have

transportation. Female or

Male PosKions accepted.

No Exp. Necessary

,
Call Chuck (213)912-4444

,

20 Pregnancy

GIVE THE GIFT OF LIFE. Be a surrogate for a

childless couple. Must be » least 21. LA
area. $15,000 paid. 800-308^7367.

22 Health Services

ALONE-STRESSED OVERWHaMED. Sup-

portive counseling. Individuals, couples,

ipoups. Adjaomi to campus. Carole Chasin

M\ IMF-20924. Barbara Shore, supervisor,

MS.24655. 310.289-4643. X

30 Help Wanted

S6.63A1R. Work in fun atmosphere, schedule

around dasies. Apply: Maurwn O'Brien,

Cafe Sprout, 350 DeNeve Dr. 310825-2074.

$7/hour-^bonus. Advertising consulting firm is

seeking persorv to set appointments by

phone for our consultants. Minimum 2 years

college, telephone or outside sales experi-

ence a plus, immediate openings, P/T In our

WMlskk office. Call Norman Becker, Ad
MwCawuhkwtlirouP- 310-281-0355

5 YEARS AT UCLA and 3 years at law school

did not teach me how make serious money.

Now I've learned the tecret to wealth from a

millionaire! who wa* willlf^ to share it Look-

ing Um mcMivated people vvho want to maxi-

mixe their potential on a iuW or part-time ba-

tk. 310^15.8060 or 816-757.1303.

ATTENTION UCLA STUDENTSI Puzzles Fast

Food ResUurant is Sunset Village is hiringi

Previous restaurant experiernx iielpful.

$6.63/hr. FLEXIBLE NITE SCHEDULE. Call

Kven 206-7687.

BALLOON aLEBRATK)NS needi party dec-

orMon, driven, artists, and trainee managert.

Fart |Mced, fijn, arxl creative environment,

flexible hours. Call 310-208-1 180.

BEAUTY SALON RECEPTIONIST, PART-

HME, Ple^ant personality, service-oriented

person. Call for Interview. 310-449-OOSS.

BEVERLY HILLS LAW OFFICE needs
flHn^ecretary and Word Perfect paft-tln>e.

310-274.5252.

30 Help Wanted 30 Help Wanted

ARE YOU ENTHUSIASTIC
ABOUT YOUR JUDAISM?

Wouldyou like to passyour excitement on to Jewish teens?

We're looking for people just like you to teach/ counsel in

the '94-'95 Dor Hadash and Havurat Noar Programs.

Call Cheryl at (213) 852-6569.

Sponsored by the Bureau ofJewish Education ol Greater Los Angeles an
Agency ofJewish federation and t)eneficiary of United Jewish Fund.

Bullock's of Westwood. Holiday i>elp needed
ASAP. Daytime, nighttime, arid weekends.

Starting now. Apply in Human Resources of-

fice, 2rKi level. Competitive starting wage. In-

terviews on daily basis.

BUSY ENTERTAINMENT OFFICE, needs hard

working office support. Part-time position, re-

quires fiexible availability. Need car. Fax re-

sume 310-276-5721, phone 310-276-3300.

CAMPUS POSITKDN AVAILABLE starting at

$6.63^r. We work around your classes.

Immediate employment available for Fall

1994. Suruet Village Dining Services.

Contact David at 310-206-7688.

CAREER
DEVELOPMENT

Entry level telephione sales of securities to in-

stitutional clients, flexible, part-time, will

train/I icerae, students-end i>omemakers, Har-

ry 310-231-3333.

CASHIER NEEDED for Beverly Hills salon.

Saturday and Sunday included. Full-time.

Prior experience required. 31 0-274-6347.

CASHIER WANTED. WLA and Westwood.
Some Japanese preferred. 310-479-2530.

1834 Westwood Blvd.

CASTING IMMEDIATELY! Extras needed for

feature films, commercials, and music videos.

Earn up to $200 per dayl No experience

needed. Work guaranteed! Call today 213-

851-6102.

COMMUNITY SERVCE OFFICERS (CSO's)

are hiring UCLA students nowl. $6.16/hr to

start, up to $9.10. 15-t-hrs/wk. Flexible sched-

ule. Call 825-6760.

COMPUTER PROGRAMMER, expert in "EX-

CEL" 5.0 macroprogramming. Need assis-

tance w/advanced spreadshieet set-up and

programming. P/T project. 213-467-2777

day, 213-258-6252 eve.

COMPUTER SYSTEMS ADMINISTRATOR,
P/T. Requires knowledge 9/ DOS, Windows
for Workgroups, Word for Windows, Excel,

and more; experierKC with modems and rerrv

<Me communication; capacity to install, train,

support ar>d troubleshoot software probs;

ability to solve hardware prok>s. Must be

comfortable with both people and machines.

Fax resun^ to Josh. 310-337-1074.

PART TIME EMPLOYEES NEEDED

UCLA Extmrnm Audi* VumdDufmtwuut

*
ilirrfff Yinul Pnftaifmk-

MuR tuvc operieivx Ktiing up, letting and

operaitng audio/vitual equipinem. $9.25/hr

plttf (hift difrercncial alter ) pjn.

* Cii^Mttr SpteiMtutt-

Ctndidttei will k>td pro|niii(, (idivtr and mi up

oomputcn, dau pcojeaon iikI LCD prajcaion

fyecnt. $9.25/hr plw Aih (Memdal iftv ) pjn.

* Csmfm fiwrifr /iVfrwy Warkan-

Daytime/ewening ddiweiy to cunpus and Btdlite

locadons. ICnawl«dge ofcampu* buidingi and

roonw required. Must p«i aeoiriiy diedc. S9i)3-

$9.08/h/ plui ifaiit diffcicntial ^ter ) p.m.

Pteate tend tenime to:

Robat IVtdt, UNEX Human Roouroo,

10995 LeConteAvt

^
Rm. 314, Loi Aj^, CA 90024 AffAa Emp.

3

3

CRUISE SHIPS HIRING
Earn up to $2000Vmonth on Cruise Ships or

Land-Tour companies. Seasonal arxi Full-

Time employment available. No experierKe

necessary. For information call 1 •206-634-

0468 ext. C59342.

DATA ENTRY aERK. Temporary up to 60
hours. Flexible hours 9AM-6PM. $10 per

hour. 1-mile south of campus. 310-477-

7502.
,

EARN $35-$75AOUR. Pvt-time independ-

ent marketing consultants needed. No experi-

er>ce necessary. All ages welcome. Hundreds
of openings available. Begin today! 310-281-

1975. ^

Energetic cofTee-k>vcn needed immediately

to work Arrosto Espresso Bars in Beverly

Hills, Brentwood, and WLA. Apply in person:

262 5. Beveriy Drive. Beverly Hills.

EVENINCVDAYS, FLEXIBLE HOURS. Market

research firm is looking for a detail-oriented

person to «M>rk a few(10-20) hour^vcek In

our Encino anchor Beverly Hills office. Food
preparatk>n arwJ client contact Invoh^. Start

at SMv. PIcMccall William, 816-905-1525,

ext265.

FILE CLERK
WESTSIDE LAW FIRM SEEKS part4ime file

clerk. Must be proficient on Macintosh, MS
Word. Hours flexible. Please call Yolanda
310-826-7474.

GRADUATE ENGLISH MAJORS PREFERRED.
Need college essay consultant to help high-

school senior. Will pay $$$. Call Vanessa at

213-689-4006, 21 3-726- 7077(evenin>^)

GREENPEACE seeks committed full-time and
part-time people to change the world. Call

310-287-2210 between 3pm and 5pm Mon-
day-Friday.

GROOVE-BASED ROCK BAND with private

rehearsal space/recording studio (Santa Moni-
ca) and LA Club experience seeks dedicated

male vocalist/lyricist. Demo and experience a

plus. Call Ryan at 310-796-1063.

HANDK>PPED PERSON NEEDS DOMESTKI
HELP w/some typing experief>ce preferred.

West Hollywood. $8/hour, flexible. 213-

874-2569.

HEALTH CLUB PERSONAL TRAINERS . Up-
scale fitness center. San Fernando West Val-

ley. Knowledge of kinieseology, human anat-

omy, or related. Exercise science background
a plus. Part-time. Flexible hours. Tim
(81 8)705-6500 ext.256.

HIRING VALET PARKING ATTENDANTS for

the Holidays. P/r,F/T positions available.

Nights and weekends only. $5.5&i-tips to

start. 818788-4300.

HOUSE CLEANING. One dayAveek,
$6/hour, child and dog friendly. 310-390-

8305.

JOIN THE TEAM. Eam $7/hr/commissions

working near campus, immediate openings
with cash paid daily. Call between 9-1 1am
preferably. 310-534-5711.

LAW FIRM MESSENGER part-time.

Dclivcry/pick-up of legal documents of pres-

tigious Brentwood firrn. Occasional service

of subpoenas. Must have reliable car. No
exp. required. Ask for Chris. (310) 207-8228.

LAW OFFICE. Clerical secretarial positions.

Must know WordPerfect. Have office experi-

ence. Good typing skills, flexible hours.

Wilshire & Glendon. 310-475-0481.

LOOKING FOR FUN, ENTHUSIASTIC, intel-

ligent people to teach test prep for SAT. High
test scores and car required. We train you.
Start pay $13.50 hour (6-8 hours per week).

Send resume /cover letter by 1 2/1 6/94 to: The
Princeton Review, Attn; f'ersonnel Depart-

ment, 1 0474 Santa Monica Blvd. #403, LA
90025. NO PHONE CALLS PLEASE.

MOVIE EXTRAS
MODELS

ALLTVPES NEEDED FOR

MAJOR FlATUREniMS

IMMEDIATE ASSIGNMENTS

310-659-8288

MALE MODELS. Asian, Latin or surfer types.

No height requirement. Hot head, cards,

posters, mags. Good nx>r>ey. Fun! 213-664-

2999 24hours.

MARKET RESEARCH COMPANY in Van
Nuys r>eeds individuals to work 4-6

iKHjrs/day. Evening, day, and weekend Iwurs

available to do public opinion arKJ market re-

search. Must have excellent reading skills,

ability to write vert>atim, arvi follow instruc-

tlons. Call 818-725-4275.

MGNT TRAINEE
No exp. nee. Corp. expanding in area.

$400(yn>onth, base-f commisaion. Start im-

mediatcly. 213-463-0633

MID-WILSHIRE, East of Farmer's market. PA
sales. The Termis Place. Creat atmosphere,

weekend help r^eeded. Sales experience pre-

ferred. 213-931-1715.

A40DELS firtd out how to make great money
doing part time modeling. It's easy, no ex-

perience necessary. Call today. 310-276-

7648.

EARN UPTO ttJOmR PLUS UPS
deanir>g houiM and ofRoM. CaH today

end go to wodt Ma wsak. Tone of work.

Finland part into «0(k. FlaidMa

achadula. \Mbrk in your area.

Cwnaoaaavy.
a«S1«M6»-1617.

^ »- . . .»
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30 Help Wanted

Mortgage services firm in El Segurwlo is im-

mediately hiring P/T ger>erai office position

for 11-3PMshi£ Minimum typing speed 35-

wofd<Anin. $7.5(yhr. Chris 310-348-7060.

NATIONAL INVESTMENT BANKING FIRM,

Institutional Department. Articulate, ambi-

tious senior (or pA telemarketing. 29-hn^v/k.

Entry-level position, training IrKJuded.

Need student for P/T light typing, Must be

able to use Macintosh computer (Mac Write

Pro^-File Maker Pro). Call 310-207-5848

P/r DRIVER FOR FLOWER SHANTY, 30

hoursAveek. Clean record, conscientious,

will drive company van. 1 1 977 San Vicente

Blvd. 310-472-6063.

P/T flood map analyst position at mortgage

services firm. El Segundo. Morning and after-

rwon shifts. Perfect for geography students.

$7.5Q/hr. Kevin 310-348-7060.

P/T position offered. Must be 21. Some
driving irxrluded in company car. Up to 20
hourvWeek. Starts at $7Air. 310-820-1030.

Ask for Jar^er^e GoidberK.

Part-time receptionist in lawfirm. 8:30-1 KM),

hours flexible, MorvFri. Fax resume: Attn Iris

310-207-1301.

Part-tirrw-Receptionist in Wilshire-area. Data-

entry required. Spice Hair Oasis 6399
Wilshire Blvd. Suite 119, Los Angeles,

90048. Ask for Spice. 21 3-658-71 65.

PERMANENT/PART-TIME position, teacher's

aide. MWF 8:45-12:15. Some experier^e

working with small children. S^hr. The Early

Years School,

Santa Monica. 310-394-0463.

PHOTOGRAPHER
NEEDED FOR evening arxJ weekend party

events. Must be outgoing, friendly, and enjoy

taking pictures of people. Call Karen at 310-

915-1640.

RECEPTIONIST
ENTRY LEVEL, F/T or P/T, no experience

necessary, start immediately. Hollywood.

21 3-463-0633. Advance to management.

RECEPTIONIST. WESTWOOD LAW offices.

M-F, 9am-5pm. $6A>r. Can do homework
on job. 310-470-3004.

RESORT JOBS- Earn to $12 / hr -t- tips.

Theme Parks, Hotels, Spas, -f more. Tropical

& Mountain destinations. Call 206-632-01 50

ext.RS9341.

SALES POSITION. Local phone and paging

company. P/T-F/T, flexible hours. Salary ne-

yotiable. 310-475-4030.

SECRETARY WANTED: Someone organized,

efficier^, for a busy RE ofTice. Pleasant sound-

ing voice, fast typing, computer literate. Jo-

seph: 310-652-5566.

KPUt^iur rqxitadon

^Irfllh the line.

Classified Line
825-2221

Daily Bmin

SEXY FEMALE DANCERS wanted for

bachelor parties, private si>ows. $150-
$40Q^r. Also hiring drivers. Must have pag-
er. Call Steve 310-824-1055.

SMALL LAW FIRM looking for a law clerk,

must have car, valid driver's license arKi in-

surance a must. NO PHONE CALLS PLEASE.

Serxi resume to Engel and Engel. 9200 Survel

Bl. Suite 505. Los Angeles, CA 90069.

STOCKBROKER'S ASSISTANT. Hardwork-

ing, serious only. Long hours, salary plus

commission. Series 7 preferred. Century City.

John, 310-772-7905.

TEACHER, Spanish, F/T, prime&clem. grades.

Pvt schi, WLA. MIn. 5-yrs. classroom exp.

req'd. Begin Imnriediately. 310-476-2868.

UCLA research group needs carrier to pick-

up swir>e cardiac tissues at Vernon packing

house. 1 day a weekArnirnlng. $30 per trip,

mileage irKluded. Valid CA drivers ticervc

tnd auto liability insur. required. Pick-up ap-

plication at Rm. 2525 MacDonald Research

Lab bIdK.

UCLA STUDENTS LOOKING FOR EMPLOY-
MENT, work around your classes, starting

rate $6.63A>r. Call )elena at Hershey Hall

Food Service 310-825-7686.

Valet attendants for holiday season at prestige

Century City kx:ation. Call personrid M-F
9am-4pm. 310-553-6133.

Valet parklhg, holiday, P/T, earn up to S8^,
818-344-4254.

VALET PARKING. Attendants and Cashiers

needed for LAX MARRK3TT. Full-time and
part-time available. Flexible schedules. Great

student job. For more Information call 714-

748-2453.

30 Help Wanted

•••MEXICO SPRING BREAK^^ (

••Biggest Partie«/Be«t Prkea*
^

• Earn (Free Tripi/Ckah)

• (310)379-0409 or

• (800)798-1509
••••••••••WW

WAITER/DRIVER
LA TO CO: Gourmet food delivery. Looking

for motivated, energetic, ar>d cdrwcientious

delivery driver^aiters. Flexible hours. Good
money Fun work. Call (310)440-4455 before

10:30am, between 3-5pm.

We could be just the place for you. Cutters

Restaurant, Santa Monica. Hiring servers.

Apply in person M-F between 2-5pm. 2425
Colorado Ave.

WRITER'S EXCHANGE has work for creative-

ly-talented writers. Paperback novels, Noiv

Fiction Books, Screenplays. 310-209-0681,

Vernon.

YOUNG MEN WANTED for nude and semi-

nude modeling. Good pay. Imni>ediate work.

Call Derek 213-845-9669.

32 Career Opportunities

ACTIVE AND ENERGETK: DISTRIBUTORS
WANTED with health and nutrition compa-
ny. Small investn>ent, great returns. Call 310-

820-4330 or 81 8-788-471 6.

32 Career Opportunitie

SENKDRS AND CRADS. Earn up to $30Cyday.

Excellent people skilb required. Training

prwkkd. 310-337-0790.

33 Jobs Wonted

Paid Management Internship

' Be trained in mktg, sales,

interviewing, motivation of

einployees,customer relations, etc.

Earn minimum of 2,5(X) to lOK

managing a branch of Student

Works Painting. Most hiring will

be completed by Nov. for

spring/summer positions.

Call (800) 394-6000 for info.

BARTENDER
TRAINEES

•no experience necassary
•earn$10aS200 daily

•more jobs tnan graduates
•nation wide job placement

NATIONAL BARTENDERS
SCHOOL

(213)38a32CX)

(310)5580608
(8 1 8)994-8 1 00

FILMmz/COMMERCIALS, auditioning ac-

torVactresses. 13-35 years, for lead roles in

major productions, ser>d pictures 610 North

Glen Oaks Blvd. Burbank 91502. ATTN:
Casting or call (818)843-4228.

MEDICAL RECEPTKDNIST/BILLER. F/T. Ex-

perience a must. Brentwood. Fax resume

996-1064.

WANTED:
Comt>!rwtjon tx>ok kMper/ Secretary from

Andersen Grad.' School ol Management or

equivalent tor Weetwood founiatton

4 hr8./day. 20 hrsTwrnak. possible Full Time job.

Convsneation Sl5/hr.

csll: (310) 470-3588

or fix rMumc to (31 0) 470-9S38

Dirador of UnivtrsKy Affairs/

Student Fat Analyil for UC system

wide student government.

$18,000, plus vacation and health.

Experience witti student fee, budget

& tiigher ed. policy issues and

student government (pref . at UC).

Excellent research, policy analysis,

spealdng and writing skills. Able to

work with high level administrators

& grassroots students and simplify

& transmit complex information.

Experience with media &
grassroots organizing a plus.

Weekend work & travel required.

Resume, cover and 3 refs. by

Dec. 1.1994toSeareh;

UC Student Association:

926''J''8lfWl.SiNe803;

Sacramento, CA 9S814.

Info: (916)447-8272. AA/EOE

Please call me if you have any

questions -

Otto J. Schlosser, Office Manager

ReWgloui/Htbnw school teacher needed 7th

gra(k, Tuesday 5:30-8pm, Thursday 4-

6:30pm Temple Ahavat Chalom Northridgfc

81 8-360-6349

• For TV Commercials

• Movies

•Catalogs

• Videos

cail Immediately

(310)e8»4a8S

49 Apaitments for Ret^t

BRENTWOOD ADJ. $625, 1-bdrm. $875, 2-

bdrTTV2-bath. 2.5 minula to UCLA. Huge
Apartments. Quiet Building. Garden Court-

yard, new carpets, neiM paint, refrigerator,

stove, laurviry, waJk-in . cloMt, full baths.

Available now. 11260 Missouri. 310-207-

4000 or 310-575-0665.

1 •BEDROOM $575 up. Huge apartments,

ideal for roommates. Garden courtyard, pod,
, AK, phone-entry. Near Sherman Oala Cal-
leria. Minutes to campus. 818-997-731 2.

1 -MINUTE TO UaA, Bachelor, $525, fur-

nishedAinfumlshed, utilities Included, pool,

laundry, no pets. 310-824-3000

Get Resultsi

Advertise in tlie

Daily Bruin Classified

825-2221
34 Internships

2-HR. ABC MOVIE. CAMERA AND ART de-

partment Onset. 1 1/21-1 2A19. ConUctJud
Shannon. 310-996-3114.

ADMINISTRATOR/PROJECT ASSISTANT.
Computer literate. Word, Windows specialty.

Graduate/senior with strong writing skills.

Flexible day^ours; no drese cod^reception

duties. $6- $8. 310-395-1414.

CELEBRrrV HOCKEY CHARrTY CAME Pro-

duction company needs skilled Interns NOW
to help assist for event at the Forum. Call

310-286-6785.

GENGA PRODUCTIONS SEEKS set, lighting,

and sound design assistant directors, stage

manager, and set builders for benefits pro-

duction at the Tiffany Theater. No pay, possi-

ble school credit Call Hillary ASAP at 310-

285-1531.

INTERNATKDNAL BUSINESS DEVELOP-
MENT firm seeking interne for projects relat-

ing to: US firms seeking to sell intefnationaU

ly, international market for US animated

classics licenses, manufacturers and repre-

sentatives seeking to expand domestic lir>es

with other international lines. Fax resume to

M.Roblnson 310-829-4334 or cail 310-829-

3556.

INTERNATIONAL BUSINESS DEVELOP-
MENT firm seeking intem to assist with pre-

paration of monthly financial reports, bank
reconciliations, internal auditing reports, etc

Fax resume to Mrs. Robinson 310-829-4334

or call 310-829-3556.

WANTED: PUBLISHER'S ASSISTANT. Intern

Part-time. New, national, multi-ethnic teen

magazine- Unity LA. ExperierKX on Mac.
213-935-5826.

35 Child Care Wanted

CHILD-CARE, PART-TIME, 2:30-6PM. 2

BOYS, 10 AND 13. Must drive w/car. Brent-

wood area. RefererKes required. 310-273-

233(Vdays, 310-82fe-1876/eveninns.

CHILbCARE WANTED BY student couple In

our home for 1 8/month-old boy. $5A>our. No
housework. 10-15iK}urs/week, very flexible.

310-826-4381.

Childcare, 6 & 12 year olds, rwrvsmoking,

refererKes, good wAids, have car, variable

hours arranged, S6/y\r, Santa Monica, 310-

828-5144.

DRIVER FOR CHILDREN. WED, FRI. 3-6.

$6/hr. Need car. Westwood. 310-273-

6036.

EVENING BABYSITTER. Your choice of 1-4

nightsAveek. Must have refererKes, car, and

safe driving record, S6-e^our. Please call

Mrs. ToMn at 310-552-7604.

EXPERIENCED BABYSITTER, evenings/wee-

kends. Brentwood, 2-childrcn. Must have car

and excellent references. 394-4530. '

Need live-in grad student to assist working

motlier with infant care. Flexible iwurs.

Room-«-$800 and ufVmonth. Wilshire and
Beverly Glen. FrerKh speaking a.Plut. Jearv

Claude/Katie 310-274-1585, 274-1997.

36 Personal Assistance

RaiABLE STUDENT DRIVER needed to pick

up students from Campbell Hall, (Laurel

CanyorVVentura Freeway). 5 dayi/wtxk. Sal-

ary negotiable. Cindy 310-476-7305.

49 Apartments for Rent

$525 MOVE IN SPECIAL. LARGE SINGLE In

security building, with amenities. 1 2602 Ve-

niceBlvd. 310-398-1809.

$900 CULVER CITY. Large, quiet, modern, 2-

bdrm/3bath towr>honr»e, dishwasher, a/c,

fridge, pallo, gated partdng. 310-837-0761.

$995. 2BR/1-1/2BA TOWNHOUSE STYLE

1J milee UCLA. 310'459-«80a

1 380 VETERAN, top floor. 2-bedroom $1 250.
1 -bedroom $925. Security, roof-top pool, Ja-

cuzzi, park-view, quiet building, parlcing.

Call for appt 31 0-477-51Oa

3BR + 3BATH
Santa Fe Style condo, four units. Built-ins,

fireplace, refrigerator, air, washer/dryer.

Gated parking. WIAAJCLA. Cable bonus.
$1495.310-471-0359.

Artsy Westwood 2-bedroofTV2-bath, wooden
floors/carpet, dishwasher. Spacious with lots

of windows. Pet OK. Ckise to alL $1150.
310-446-1777.

• MAR VISTAS
2BD.2BA.2STORY

CUSTOM TOWNHOMES.
GATED GARAGE, CENTRAL AIR.

FIREPLACE. UNITALARM

* 11931 AVON WAY
* 11 748 C0URTl£K3H OR.

^ PALMS •

$845

$795

2 BD, 2BACUSTOMTOWNHOME.
FIREPLACE. BALCONY. GATED

GARAGE. ALRM IN UNfT

(ONE MONTH FREE RENT)

* 3614 PARIS $895
• apen7days

CALL (310)391-1076

TO SEE THE

^ LOVELYAMRWENTS

BACHELORS, SINGLES, and l-BDRMS avail-

able, close to UCLA. FumAJnfurn, laundry,

no pets. From $525+ 310-477-2537

Beautiful 3-y/o deluxe apartment 2-bdmV2-

ba, 3-bdrrTV2-ba available. 640 Veteran Ave.

Call fast 824-2036.

BEVERLY HILLS ADJ. 1&2-BEDROOMS
$650-$895. SOME WAHARDWOOD
FLOORS. ONLY 1/2 BLOCK TO PK;0 BUS.

ASK ABOUT LEASE BONUS. 310-839-6294.

BEVERLY HiaS ADJACENT. Special Holiday

Rate. Beautiful 2-bedroonV6-unlt building.

Full kitchten, appliances, laurvlry facilities,

parking. Walk to parkAennis. 310-839-1959.

BrentwoodI 3-bdmV2-bath. $1600. Pool,

Ig. balcony, gated parking, central air. Near

UCLA. Add.: 330 S.Barrington, near Sunset.

310-471-2498.

BRENTWOOD, $900, 2-bdrnV2-bath, patio,

r>ew decor, close to UCLA, by appt only,

1 1 728 Mayfield Apt #3, 31 0-271 -681

1

BRENTWOOD, Sunny and large 3-bed-

roonV2-bath, Patto, North of Wilshire, dish-

«^asher, cat.okay, $145(Vmonth. Open 9-5,

11921 Goehen Ave, aptil. 310-207-0834.

BRENTWOOD. 1/2 BLOCK, south of

Wilshire. Upstairs, gated building, bright,

cheerful bachelor. Laurwiry, walk-in closet,

$490. Grad student preferred. 310-275-

7139.

GREAT LOCATION!
3450 Sawtellc Blvd.

1 and 2 BD Apts.
Split Master Suites

-Heated pool/Bpa/sauna/gym

-BBQs/Lush Gardens/Waterfalls

-Large recreational clubhouse

-Inteicotns entry

Casa do Vida

310-3974811

49 Apartments (or R(?nt

BRENTWOOD. Lovely, cozy, bachctpr/ette

room in beautiful country area, quiet home.

20-mlnutes to UCLA. $600. 310-472-6694.

BRENTWOOD. Sunny 2-bdrm/2-ba top floor.

G^ed parkir^ laundry, fireplace, balcony,

security. Great location: Barring|ton &
Wilshire. $1300. 310-820-1932. AVAILABLE.

CHEVKDT HILLS ADJ. $775, modern 2-bdrm,

1 1/2 bath, carpet, drapes, built-ins, refrigera-

tbr,patio, carport, laundry, excellent trarvpor-

tation and shopping. 310-838-9052

Deluxe 1 -bedroom. 10-minute walk to

UCLA, quiet building, balcorty, w«ll-lit unit,

$850 and up. Available November 8. 310-

208-8881.

Large single quiet area, Wilshire district, sep-

arate kitcher>A>athroom, furnishec^infur-

nished, trustworthy student preferred Call

Dante at City News (eve) 714-773-4902.

$385.

MAR VISTA, $845, 2-bed^-bath, 2-story a»-
tom townhouse. Gated garage, unit alarm,

central air, fireplace. 11931 Avon Way. 310-

391-1076.

MAR VISTA. $675. Near 405 freeway, Nice

1 -bedroom, new carpets, stove, refrigerator,

laundry. 310-4544)805.

MAR VISTA. $845. 2-bdnTV2-bath, custom

townhonw, fireplace, gated garage, alarm In

unit 12736 Caswell Ave. 310-391-1076.

Open 7 days 9-5.

MAR VISTA. 2-bdrm/2bath. Custom town-

home, fireplace, gated garage, alarm in unit

$795. 1 1748 Courtleigh. Door open 7 days.

310-391-1076.

MARINA SHORES. MDR/Venice border. 24-1

apartments. $745-$845. Sunny, airy, nicely

larxkcaped, parking included. Hard-

wood/carpets. Walk to beach. 310-395-0591

or 310-829-0589.

ONE MILE TO WESTWOOD. Brentwood
adjacent Large single $625. Large Ibed
$695. 1235 Federal Ave. 310-477-7237.

PALMS $595, 1 -bedroom security building,

very quiet, ail appliarxses. Convenient to

campus. Security deposit $100. AiK, laundry.

310-837-7061.

PALMS $825. 2-bdrrTV2-ba, refrigerator, dish-

washer, stove, central air, fireplace, two urv

derground parking. Quiet Bus #12. 6-year

new security building. 310-556-1688.

PALMS - $595
1 -bedroom upper. 10-minutes to tXTLA.

Gated entry. Small, quiet building, refrigera-

tor, stove, disiiwasi>er, miniblinds, carpets.

Free rent 310-203-8814.

PALMS AREA. Large, quiet 2bdrnV2bath.
Verticals, carpet, cook-top oven. Students

welcome! IncentivesI 310-559-6034 Jean.

$750

Diamond Head
Apartments
Short Term Available

1 bedroom $875
Fireplace, balcony with a

view, contemporary
kitchen

GrMit BMlMlnfl

660 Veteran

PALMS*3717 CARDIFF-
LARGE 1 -BEDROOM LJPPER, $695. FIRE-

PLACE, EXTRA aOSETS, STOVE, FRIDGE,

DISHWASHER, GARBAGE DISPOSAL. SE-

CURITY SERVKIES. NEWER BUILDING,

QUIET. 13-MINUTESTOUCLA. 310-652-

0847,310-836-7146.

PALMS, $485/MONTH, single, 3455 Jas-

mine. Appliarxes, pool, laundry, no pets.

31(M54-4754.

PALMS. $550, Large single i bonus room.

Ne«ver building on quiet street, gated park-

ing, buih-ir«, balcony^tio, A/C, fireplace.

Laundry facilities, 310-397-0405.

PALMS. $995, 2-bMV2-bath, custom town-

home, fireplace, balcony, gated garage,

alarm In unit One nux^h free. 3614 Faris Dr.

310-391-1076.

PALMS. Unfurnished 1 -bedroom, $495,
single $395. AppllarKxt, no pets. Call 9am.
8pm, ask for mgr. Ul(t83Z^196.
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49 Apartments for Rent

GENUINE UCL
SPECIALS

FioiTi $ ^95
( 1 1 Kf ji' .lit I ) • irji .1 I

•

.

From $ 595
FioiTi $795

H< )H 1 ri nr.1 AVAIL Ani t

Dim < II V A< f?t>' ." . I ru jm
I IM ) ( Af.lMl l<^. I If I A
VVAI K T' 1 ( I A'.'.t •-.

W^ •^. IW( 5f >1) I'l A/'A
A PA H I M t N I ^.

.U1 T.OG C.AVLLY AVE
1*10/ JUU UC.Ot.

PENTHOUSE VIEW
$575. Elegant, 1 bedroom, two entries. Sher-

man Oaks adj. Great location, half block

markets, busses, near freeways. 818-399-

9610.

Prin>e location, newer, large, clean 2-bed-

roorTV2-bath, security. 1 -block to campus.

Walk-in cJosets, appliances, gym, 2-parking

spaces. 310-208-0830.

QUIET 2BDRM/2BATH Brentwood $1400.
Patio, pool, 2 car parking, remedied kitchen

and bathrooms. 310-472-1456.
'

SHERMAN OAKS. Gated, newer, quiet,

single, $450, 2-»-2 $750, 13406 Moorpark St.

818-222-8298

SPACIOUS SINGLE, Sherman Oaks. Walk to

Westward Ho market, refrigerator aixi free

utiliUes, $65(ymo., 818-788-0003

UCLA, Bachelor, $425, full bath, 1 bik from

UCLA and Village, 638 Landfair. 310-208-

4253, 824-2595.

WALK TO UCLA. One bedroom, balcony,

free parking, laundry facilities, water incl.

$900. Bachelor $550. Single $650. 10944
Strathmore. (310)2094)968.

WEST L.A. 1-bdrm $600, sirigle $575,
bachelor $475. Single and bachelor include

utilities. 310-477-2696.

WESTWOOD, SPANISH GUEST APART-
MENT, hardwood floors, all utilities, laundry,

cable, parking. Resldental. Available 12/1.

$57SAT»onth. 310-552-9244.

FURNISHED RESORT STYLE
APARIMENTS

MINiriES FROM CAMPIS
STUDIO. ONE AND TWO BEDROOMS

MONTHLY RENTALS

GORPORAre DISCOUKTS AVAIUBIE

'/.^

WESTWOOD- 2-BEDROOM/2-BATH, $925
AND UP. TILE KITCHEN, STEPDOWN LIV-

ING ROOM. UNUSUAL CHARM. 1-1/2

MILE TO UCLA. 31 0.839-6294.**

Westvyood/Century City and Palms, $49S-f

single; $595 luxury bachelor; $675+ Ibd; 10

minutes to UCLA, open daily 310-474-7565.

WLA. Amazing deal. 1 629 Brockton. Singles

Starting $525. New appliances, carpet, paint,

vertical blinds. Parking, gated. Good student

discount 310-477-0112.

50 Apartments, Furnistied

MAR VISTA, $600^onth. Ask about free

rent. Attractive, fumished 1 -bedroom. Large,

pool, patio, ar>d barbecue area. Quiet build-

ing. 3748 Inglewood Blvd. 310-398-8579.

51 Aportnnents. Unfurn.

NEAR SANTA MONICA AND BUNDY.
Bachelor, full bath, refrigerator, laur>dry, up-

per. Available now. $4S(ynrK>. 822-6487.

PALMS. Single $535-$S50. 2bd, $850.

Clean, Large pool, convenient to shoppirtg

and UCLA. 310-204-4332.

52 Apartments to Shore

1 female to share 2-bdrm/2-bth luxury apt in

Westwood, Underground parking. AJC, laun-

dry, new building, 24-hr. security.

$535(shar^, $605(own). 310-824-1301

Beautiful Park Westwood Tower coixlo to

share. Male or female, norvsmoker/clean,

24hr security guard, valet parking, pool, Ja-

cuzzi, ninth floor view of city, 969 Hilgard

Ave. $575/mo.-futilitles. Day 310-271-5995.

Eve- 3 10-443-9909. Erik.

BRENTWOOD SPACIOUS townhouse by
San Vicente. Private bed/bath, security ga-

rage, washer/dryer, female, $5204-1/4 utili-

ties, rK>n-smokin^ no drugs, no pets. 310-

H7n.ii7n

FULLY FURNISHED. $300. 565 Gayley.

Third person needed to share single apart-

ment with loft, femal^male, student pre-

ferred. 31 0-824-0836 or 41 5-883-8382.

LOOKING FOR ROOMMATE to share 2-

bdrnV2-bath apt. Gated parking, laundry

facilities, all amenities. Great Placet Resporv

sible. Non-smoker. $39(Vmonth. 310-202-

6538.

M^, beautiful lurroundlngi in Culver Gty
wAnature non-smoking female, parking, pool,

Jacuzzi, many amenities, $450. 310-204-

6392.

MALE OR FEMALE. 2-BED/2-BATH. 475
GAYLEY. Great location. $S25-HJtilities.

0«m room and bathroom. Call Jeff 310-209-

1471,

52 Apartments to Share

WALK TO UCLA. Female undergrad or grad

r>on-smoker wanted to share 1 large, spa-

cious, beautiful bedroom apartment with

male doctoral student/Teach for America

teacher. Rent negotiable ($350-$450) 625
Midvale. John 310-285-3432.

WESTWOOD. Large beautiful bedroom, at-

tached bath. Bright, safe unit Share apart-

ment with quiet female grad student until

June. $75(ViTrKinth. 310-475-7789.

53 Roommates

$360, includes utils. Cuhrer City. Small

room.prlvate entrarxre and sink. Quiet, ry)n-

smoker preferred. 310-204-5576, 310-787-

3414 Paul.

540 MIDVALE. 2-blocks from campus.
Share room in 2-bedroonrV2-bath apartnient

Security parking, rooftop Jacuzzi, sundeck,

laundry. Prefer male. $366/month. 310-

208-8170.

BRENTWOOD ADJACENT, quiet, N/S fe-

male, own bedroom, share bath. 1 -block

Wilshirc^arrington bus, laurKiry, parking,

dishwasher, pool. $45(ymonth. 310-471-

6065.

FEMALE N/S WANTED, EXTRA-LARGE SIN-

GLE to divide, Hollywood Hills, laundry,

parking. $400/month ¥ half-utilities. Avail-

able now. 213-461-8026, leave message

FEMALE ROOMMATE wanted to share bdrm
in 3-bdrnrV2-bath w/3 females. Available

ASAP. Security bidg, gated prkg. 310-208-

1816.

PROFESSIONAL MALE SEEKS MALE OR FE-

MALE to share beautiful 2bc(/2ba condo with

tons of amenltiesi $S95/mo + 1/2 utilities.

310-826-6447. . »

WESTWOOD, own room, share bathroom,

female, N/S, parking, laundry, walking dis-

tance to campus and Lot 31 . $500/month +
haff-utllitles. 310-209-4919.

WLA. ROOMMATE NEEDED, FEMALE, N/S,

prefer grad student. Own room In 2-bed-

roonrV2-bath apartment $410-$450 + securi-

ty and utilities. 310-479-6494.

54 Room for Rent

$450 WESTWOOD
Beautifully fumished wA>ath, large closet,

bright, sunny room. Enclosed yard. Walk to

UCLA. Excellent parking, kitciwn, male. 310-

475-4517.

BEVERLY HILLS. Very large, separate fur-

nished room behind house w/graid students,

Washer/Dryer, kitchen privileges, pool, need
car. $550. Abby 818-783-5151. '__

Luxurious new condo 1 BOOsq.fL WLA. Secur-

ity-building, undcrgrourKi-parking. Room
available w/private bathroom, walk-in-closet,

fumished or unfurnished. $650, Month-
month, 3-fTK)nth minimum. 310-478-6995.

North of Wilshire & Bundy. Own bedroom,

bath; pool; Jacuzzi; security parking.

$500«Vmonth. $450.00 deposit Call Mark
or Brenda. 310-478-1428.

PRIVATE ROOM, $340/month. Roommate
wanted to share quiet sunny house, 1 0-

minutes to UCLA, near buses, female grad

preferred. 310-837-2179.

PRIVATE, fumished, bedroonVbath, entrance,

w/kitchen privileges, utilities irKl. Scixx>l

very close. $250/mo.-t-10hrs childcare/wk. for

two boys, ages 4&5. 310-286-2788.

Room w/bath $475. With 1/2bath $450.

Secorxj person add $75. Clean, quiet, owner-

managed building. 1 -block to campus. 310-

271 -7028.

UCLA ROOMMATE WANTED TO SHARE
master bedroom in apartment w/new car-

pet/Furniture. Steps from campus. Gated

parking. $450/mo. 310424-2388.

55 Sublet

SINGLE WESTWOOD PARTIALLY FUR-
NISHED apartrrtertf. Between end of Novem-
ber Mnd end of March. SSSCVmo. Lindtiroak

Dr. Smin. from campus. 310-474-2726-

SINGLE. COZY, FULL KITCHEN, GATED
parking. Walk to campus, village. Lease

through Seotl. $590. 310-824-9567.

56 House for Rent

BEVERLY GLEN HQME for rent 2-

bdrm-Kien, 2-l/2ba, living and dinlr>g room.

Pool/rec center. Large kitchen, full deck over-

looking the glen. Balcony and fireplace in

master bedroom. Washer/dryer. Fully fur-

nished. 6-minutes to UCLA (4-miles). Avail-

able Jarujary for 6-months and 12-months.

$165Q/neR. 310-470-5830.

WESTWOOD. 2-BDRM/1-BATH, formal llv-

ing/dlning, fireplace, hardwood floors, 2-car

garage, huge'backyard w/Fruit trees, close to

UCLA, bus, shopping. $150(Vb>o. 310-478-

8415

WLA. SPACIOUS 2-BEDROOM HOUSE.
Share lot w/duplex. Bright, quiet, fireplace,

AK, washer/dryer hook-up. Freeway, bus,

shopping. No pets. $895Anonth. 310-479-

8099.

58 House for Sale

BEL AIR, 3b<V2.5ba,-fbonus room,5yrs new,

quiet street, $529,000. 2607 Basil Lane, by

appt only, 10 minutes to UCLA, owner. 310-

271-7750

Best deal on Westskfe. 3-f 1 .5 gorgeous renrw-

del with Southwestern flare. Fireplace, hard-

wood floors. Reduced to $229,000. Call Im-

mediately, Agent, 310-479-6832.

60 Housing Needed

UCLA VISmNG SCHOLAR seeks affordable,

fumished apartment or house, 2-3 bedrooms,
starting 1/1^5 for approximately 8 months or

longer. Responsible, N^. 213-937-6177.

62 Room/Board for Help

LIVE WITH FAMILY IN EXCHANGE FOR
light housework (2-hours), babysitting and
tight homework w/7-year/old. Start Decem-
ber. 213-935-9940, leave message.

66 Towntiouse for Rent

Multi-level secure 2bd/2.5ba-(-loft, fireplace,

Ai/C, high ceilings, sunny, ocean breeze, safe

parking, storage, MDR adjacent, r>on smokers

preferred, $145(Wno. 310-456-1 578.

WESTL>. $1375. 3-BED/2-BATH, 1400sq.-

h. Hardwood floors, fireplace. Air condi-

tioning, like home, quiet 310-826-6907.

67 Condos for Sale

2-BEDROOM/2-BATH ELEGANT CONDO.
Walk to UCLA, for safe by owner, $180,000.

310-391-2877.

FABULOUS WESTWOOD LOCATION. 2+2,

bank-owi>ed, $199,000. Relax in sauna in

master bath, gorgeous cape-cod building.

Quiet back unit Agent, 310-479-6832.

WLA. 1 -BDRW1 -BA. Great for student. Top
floor, front unit, hardwood floors, courtyard

building, newly painted. $79,000. Owner
mothrated. Sharon, 310-777-6258.

68 Condos to Sliare

1-bdnn in 2-bdr/2.5-bth, Wilshire Highrise

CorwJo. Laundry facility within unit, 24-hr.

security, valet parking, pool and gym. N/S.

$120C^no. 310-475-7989.

69 Condos for Rent

1BD/1BA CONDO FOR LEASE. 1/2 block

from UCLA. High-rise Ixjilding. doorman,
fwinwning pool. $100(Vnr>o. Call Broker

D1 0)8244)453.

2-BED/2-BATH CONDO IN LUXURY
Wilshire Blvd. Cor>dominium. Magnificent

view, great security. $200(Vnr>o. Call broker

310-824-0453.

3-bdmV2-bath cor>do on Hilgard, very large

and bright, $1750. 3-car parking, security

building, walking distance to UCLA, 310-

471-4989.

CONDO FOR RENT in Palms area.

$87S/Wwnth. 2-bed/2-bath. Washer/Dryer,

stove, dishwasher, central air and heating, 2-

car security parking and lots of storage. Eve-

lyn, 310-391-3853 or Steve, 310-391-6645.

70 Guest House for Rent

2.BDRM/1 -KITCHEN/1 -BATH. Living room,

nice, quiet neighborhood. $850. 6446 West
5th St 310-289-8762.

91 Insurance

MOTORCYCLE/MOTORSCOOTER IN-

SURANCL Great rates. Personal Service.

Mastercar(Wisa accepted. Call for quick

quotes. C. Dianvind Insurarxie 310-428-

4995.

/lllstate
Insuronc* Company

(310)312-0204
1317 Westwood Blvd

.

(2 biks. So. of Wilshire)

96 Services Offered

APPLYING TO GRADUATE SCHOOL? Let

CAA use their years of experience in top pro-

grams to help you get IrHo the program you
want Call for free information 310-444-

1903.

ATTN: MBA, LAW,
MED. APPLICANTS

Frustrated developin^editing your critically-

important personal statem^its? Get profes-

sional help, competitive edge from national-

ly-known author/consuhant 310-826-4445

LAW SCHOOLAPPUCATION
PERSONAL STATEMENT SIHESS?

'Two published law review editors

will he^ you:

•Coinpo8e& create

• Edit puDCtuatioo & grammar

• Organize & structure your ess^y

to make it substantively effective and

technically accurate.

Contact Cherl or Tom at

(310) 274-6187

EAGLE-EYED PROOFREADER
Edits, theseVpublications; tutors English/study

skills; traim time management/stress reduc-

tion. Nadia Lawrence, PhD. 310-393-1951

.

EDITING, RESEARCH, WRITING. Personal

statements, papers, theses. Help w/composi-
tion, structure, grammar and punctuation. All

subjects. German-English translation also

available. 310-575-0268.

EDITING- ExperierKed copy editor available

to edit papers, resumes ar>d theses. Call 310-

378-2244.

PROFESSIONAL WRITINCVEDITING. Papers,

reports, statistics, proposals, research studies.

Masters, Ph.D. dissertations, college applica-

tion essays. Any subject, style, requirenr>ent

213-871-1333.

WANT TO BE ACCEPTED? Save time, frustra-

tion? Call for help developing/editing person-

al statements. Also edit papers, theses, dis-

sertations. Linda 310-392-1734.

Research, Writing, Editing

ALL levels, - ALL subjects Foreign

Students Welcome Fast Professional -

Quality g;uarantced papers not for sale

Call Research 310-477-8226

M-F 10K)0afn-5KX)pm

BEAR'S RESEARCH,
WRITING, & EDITING

Alsii)ject& Theses/Oisaertahons.

Personal Statements. Proposais and books.

Intematkmal students wek»me.

PAPERS NOT FOR SALE
Sharon Bear, Ph.D. (310) 470-«662

93 Loons

FREE FINANCIAL AID
AltMliM 41 <*a*|* Ste4Mlil

Over %i Billioa in FREE Hiuncial Aid ii

BOW ivailabie rncxn private aoclor gnMi A \

Ktntarahlisl AH HadnKi an H%H>I(
j

reginflcu of grade*, income <« parenl't
|

income. For more informMion, call Sludcni

Financial Scrvkes

98 Tutoring Offered

- MY TUTOR -

MATH/PHYSICS/STATISTICS. Tutoring senr-

ice. Free consultation. Reasonable rates
,

call Mv Tutor anytime. Han (800)90-TUTOR.

MATH TUTORING by PH.D. $1S/hour. Cal-

culus, statistics, probability, math for physi-

cal/social sciences, SAT, CRE, LSAT, MCAT.
310-837-8998, pager, 310-582-9626 NBD.

SPANISH TUTOR, $13/hour. Call Cecilia at

213-385-8320 after 3pm.

99 Tutoring Needed

Tutor needed for HS junior/3 hrs per day, 5

days per week^ax qualificatiora to: SiobHan

McOevitt O 310-207-6616.

TUTORS WANTED
MATH, SCIENCE, SPANISH, FRENCH TU-

(800)959-1605 ext.F59341 I J.°!^ ..'^•^
for Sherman Oaks, Woodland

Hills , Westwood Centers. Undergraduate de-

Rree required. $12/hr. 818-347-7616.

94 Movers/Storage

HONEST MAN. W/14ft truck and dollies,

small jobs, short rwtice ok. Student discourn.

310-285-8688. CA, AZ, NV. Co Bmins.

lERRY'S MOVING & DELIVERY. The careful

movers. Experienced, reliable, same day de-

livery. Packing & boxes. Will deliver boxes

free. Jerry 31 0-391 -5657.

TOM'S MOVING SERVICE. DEPENDABLE,
EXPERIENCED. REASONABLE. LAST
MINUTE JOBS WELCOME. CALL 24 HRS.
310-452-2887.

96 Services Offered

$35 PERS. STATEMENT
IVofessional, quick edit (1 hour max.) Writing

and rewrites also available. ExperierKed

writer arxJ law school graduate 213-933-

3797.

mnEUii
OV - 1 Qr«nBSRi ^ogiam, by U.S. Immlgntlon.

^nancvds prowMi U.S. pmmtnmt mMsnt sMui.

CNtoMM a( tkncMt il oountrtM an slowtd.

For Into & tonns:

Not En Lagil tovioM
2(B31 Stagg 8L. Ombqi tak, CA 91306

M: (»1«) 772-71M: (f18) 98M42S

100 Typing

$2 WORD PROaSSINC. Papers, diss«»ria-

tions, manuscripts, etc FAST, reliable. Laser

printing. Pick-up, delivery, 24hr service avail-

able. Complete resunf>e services. 310-397-

5970.

A CLASS ACT
Papers, letters, resumes, scripts, trarHcription,

labels. FREE light editing. Laser printing. Spell

check. Fax Orders Welcome. 31 0-827-8023.

A PLUS WORDPROCESSING. I8M/PC, Laser

printing, spellcheck; term papers, disserta-

tions, thesis, reports, manuscripts, transcrip-

tions, etc. Fast turnaround. Call Bob 213-

851-0214.

ACE TYPIST, ETC
GREAT LOOKING PAPERS AND APPLICA^
TIONS-SPECIAL RATE. WE DO ALL WP
AND RESUMES. RUSHES. 310-820-8830.

FAST, ACCURATE, INEXPENSIVE! Word pro-

cessing. $1-2/pg., anytinr>e, night or day.

Pick-up ar>d delivery. IBM. Laser printing. Fax
orders ok. 213-883-1890

MODERN SECRETARIAL SERVICES. 24-hour

service, pick-up ar>d delivery, IBM and MAC,
Laser prirxing. Discount students. 5-minutes

from UCLA. AnKclica, 310-446-8899.

100 Typing

NEED A PRIVATE SECRETARY? Over 15

years legalAnedical trartscription experierKC.

Notary Public. MacirUosh w/laser printer.

pick-up/delivery. Brentwood. 310-472-0405.

WORD PROCESSING- All types, APA and
other formats, traracribirtg, resumes, DTP,
WordPerfect, charts, graphs, laser. Reason-

able rates, near campus. 31 0-470-0287.

WORD PROCESSINQ 24 Hour service. Pa-

pers, fliers, reports, etc Resume special $30.

Laser quality. Cheap rates. Student Discount.

310-587-0357.

102 Music Lessons

DRUM LESSONS
All level^tyles with dedicated professional.

At your honr>e or WLA studio. 1st lesson free.

No drum set necessary. Neil 21 3-8826509.

GUITAR INSTRUCTION. 15 years EXP. all

levels and styles. Patient ar>d organized. Be-

ginner guitars for sale $60. Sam 310-826-

9117.

GUITAR LESSONS
All Acoustic styles. Classical, Latin, Jazz,

Folk. Teacher w/25-i- yrs playing exp. Call

David 3 10-478-2420.

Guitar lessons by a professional near UCLA.
All levels, guitars available. Call Jean 310-

476-4154.

SINGI Vocal technique-all levelVstyles, per-

formance anxiety, associate/Nate Lam, Santa

Monica, near UCLA, free consultation, Carol

TinKle 310-828-3100.

104 Resumes

A CUSTOMTYPE RESUME. Fast, professional,

reliable. Layout, editing, composition.

Resume^cover letters/Referer>ce sheets. Com-
puter typesetting & laser printing. 310-470-

4999.

MiNOKiTV Juniors & Simors:
Gft vour ri'sunif to the n.jtion's

top cmijIoNcrsI FREE!

There is absolutely no cost to you. Simply

send or fax your resume, atonf with your top

three industry preferences, lo:

Crimson & Bro%vn Associates,

1 770 Mass. Avenue, Suile332

Cambridge, MA 02 140

ph: (61 7) 868-01 81 fax:(617)868-0187

Deadline: December 2

Wiriill ImkIi • ( iimp.K) • NU KiiiM'V • Time

< .\\ • I'li/ir • < (lili.ink • ,111(1 ni.iiiN nii.rr'

105 Travel

"m^

Paris

Comprehensive Services

Free Ticket Delivery on

Campus • Order by Phonem
Phoenix

Las Vegas

San Jose

/ISUClV

Coll uci>tiy

.IT'-
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With or without you

Wayne Cook's passing numbers
have fluctuated with the absence
and the presgoca^f J.J. Stokes.

COOK

Without Stokes in the starting iineup

Att

205
Comp
110

Yards
1467

Int

6
TD
7

With Stokes In the starting iineup

Att

384
Comp
227

Yards
3038

Int

4
TD
25

From page 36

(.614). 1,191 yards. 9 TD's and

INTs - should open some eyes,

but in the the draft, hawks are not

shy in their assessments of
prospective talents and Cook has

developed a rap sheet that will be

hard to shed - "too slow, not

mobile enough, but a good col-

lege quarterback." thfey say.

Even with all the skills that the

pro scouts are looking for, the

road to success in the NFL is not

easy. Just ask Tommy Maddox.
who was a firsf-round draft

choice in 1992 but can't seem to

get off the bench with the L.A.

Rams as their third-stringer.

Maddox, for one. thinks Cook's
true ability may have been over-

shadowed by the adversity he's

been through, but that his true

character has blossomed as a

result.

'The thing that sticks out to me
about Wayne is how much of a

competitor he is," Maddox said of

his 1990 teammate. "Even when
things aren't going so well on the

field, he sticks in there and shows

a lot of courage. I think the loss

of (former UCLA offensive coor-

dinator) Homer Smith and (quar-

terback's coach) Rick Neuheisel

may have hurt Wayne a little bit. I

know they helped me a lot. And
obviously, not having J.J. has hurt

him a lot. But Wayne has been
real impressive. He hasn't lost his

composure or flown off the han-

dle like a lot of guys would. I

think (the Arizona State game)
Saturday night proved that."

If anything, the fast couple oT
weeks should eliminate the need

for Cook to prove anything to

anybody. He was unfairly made
the scapegoat for a losing season

on more than one occasion this

year, but he never complained or

felt sorry for himself. Even now,

when Cook has ample ammuni-
tion to throw back in the face of

his critics, he refuses, instead

looking ahead to the USC game
as one more chance to prove his

worth out on the football field -

where it really matters.

"I have a lot of admiration for

Wayne, the w'ay he's handled
himself this year." UCLA head
coach Terry Donahue says. "The
last couple of weeks should show
people more clearly what Wayne
could do if everything is in place

for him."

105 Travel

Poris
NON-STOP

S195
London

^

$225*

Tokyo $295*

WQihlngfonX$179*

NewYorIt $149*

Dotton $149*
*Nm*• aeti ••} tan L«

"*»*»-«<•
Ultarilar

Opmi SahMday* lOmn • 2pm

Council TrQv#l

010-208-d551
Euroilposses

'ssued on-the-spot!

109 Autos for Sale

1986 TOYOTA CAMRY, re-built transmis-

sion. Automatic transmission, AM/FM stereo,

grey interior, grey exterior good condition,

must sell. S4250/obo. 31 0-471-4404.

1987 BMW 325is, red, 2-door, 5-cpeed, fully

loaded. lOSK miles. $7000. 310-445-2114.

86 MITSUBISHI TREDIA, auto, AM/FM, 4-

door, excellent condition, 100,000 miles,

SI 500. 310-559-8826.

DRIVE YOUR CAR HOME TODAY w/as low

as $500 down. Over 600 vehicles-new and

used. Good or bad credit 310-339-1077-

310-582-9785.

FOR SALE: 1988 SUBARU JUSTY. 73,000

miles. Very reliable, all records. Excellent

condition. Asking $2,200.00. (310)478-5710.

FUTURE CLASSIC. 1 -owner. '86 NISSAN

300ZX. Black leather interior. Sleek-black ex-

terior. T-TOP. Automatic, Air-conditioning.

Has everythingi 310-472-8640 or 310-476-

3308.

Volkswagen jetta 87, looks brand new, 5-

speed, 4-doof, A/C, sunroof, stereo/cassette.

$480Q^obo. 21 3-965-7628

109 Autos for Sale

'69 VOLVO. Extremely reliable, good
condition. 4-door, blue, 144s. SSSO/obo.
Diane 310-474-5249.

'80 MAZDA 626, 2-dr, 5-speed, new brakes,

Rood transportation. $845. 21 3-368-821 5.

'84 FIERO. White, stick, AM/FM cassette,

r>ew brakes, clutch aJternator, water pump
and electrical system. Good condition.

$180(yobo. 310-394-2979

'86 Nissan 300ZX, T-tops, 5-speed, original

owner, excellent condition, only 55,000
miles. $650(Voba 310-824-1323.

113 Bicycles for Sale

KONA

1

9", rockshocks, prestige, DX-XT, was
$1400, $550 obo. Bridgestone, MB-4, 16',.

LX-DX,, was $750, $400 obo. BARELY
USED! 310-444-9670

1 15 Scooters for Sale

MUST SEEI New, only SO miles. Black, used
as Toyota Grand Prix official scooter,

Yamaha Riva-Razz. $75(Vbbo. Call 310-478-

6995.

WHITE '89 HONDA ELITE 80, $500. 818-
998-1919

126 Furniture for Sale

FULL MATTRESS SPRING FRAME, $1 50, and
full futon, $50. 310-477-9688.

MATTRESS SETS: Twin $45, full $55, queen

$85, kings $95, bunkbeds. Deliveries, phone
orders accepted. 310-372-2337.

NEW FURNITURE
Bunkbeds $125, Mattress sets: Queen $170,
full $140, Twin $110. Bedroom sets $350.
Dining and sofa sets also. 31 0-821 -0729.

131 Stereos/TVs/Radios

C&E ENTERPRISES
Are You Uxslting (orNW
• TV/VCR/Video camera

f Stereo syitam / Discman

• Gxdiess phone / CeHular phone /

Fox

• Mkrcfttttm / Fridge

• PC 486 / Pentium Systems

SONY -PANASONC- JVC -PIONEER

,Coll (3101 37M555 for infa^

134 Computer/Typewriter

1j\PPLE MACINTOSH Power PC 7100/66

8/25(VCD $2500 NEW1 2.0ption»\ 24 Meg
RAM upgrade $500. Will iniUll. 310-204-

8388 or 714-999-7856.

486-66 SOUND SYSTEM, 4-ram, 420HD,
voice-mail, mouse, monitor, like new.
$1180.310-644-2612.

HP-IIIP LASERPRINTER, Like-new, Great Buy

at 2/3-ofr Original Price: $395. Compaq VGA
Monitor also 2/3-off original Price: $150.

Must-Seel 818-799-9977.

Tandy PC, 1000RL, with wordperfect 5.1, lo-

tus and Wordstar. SASO/obo. 213-365-8297.

Trrr

G^ 2 dozen large cliuns 2 strips of bacon "<%

T /

large

4ined. potatoes

1/2 rib of^celery

1 onion —

stnps

1 1/2 qt. milk

1 1/2 qt. water

salt and pepper
: i

Fry bacon until crisp. Remove bacon from pan. Fry chopped onions until brown,

add diced celery and cubed potatoes. Cover with water. Add crumpled bacon. Boil

for 15 min. or until potatoes are tender. Add clams. Cook for 6 to 7 min. Turn off

heat Add milk all at once. Return to heat DO NOT LET BOIL! Add 2 T. butter

before serving.

NOTE; When using fresh clams, save juice from clams when opening. Remove
everything from inside the clam shell. Squeeze bbck parts off. DO NOT WASH
IN WATER.

TIP
When preparing soups or broths, remember that the gelatin in the bones gives

body to die liquids and that veal bones, if available, give soup die most body.

St

TODAY'S
CROSSWORD PUZZLE

ACROSS
1 Remain
5 Bank job

10 Ancient city

14 The — Ranger
1

5

Overact
16 Interpret

17 Brainstorm
18 Muffled

19 Kinds
20 Bride's assets

22 Friendly

24 Taboo item

27 "Star Trek"
navigator

28 Bearded
32 Chomp
35 "— House"
36 Gung-ho
38 — Antoinette

40 Spoken
42 Turkish official

44 Enjoy
45 Lavished

fondness on
47 Whinny
49 Gibson or Torme
50 At no time

52 Canvas shoes
54 Isaac's son
56 Norse god
57 Vests
60 Green fruits

64 Atmosphere
65 Ice cream

portion

68 Festive

69 Used a doorbell

70 Exclusive group
71 Church song
72 Trouser part

73 River mouth
formation ^

74 Job

DOWN
1 Glided

2 Hubbub

PREVIOUS PUZZLE SOLVED
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(D 1994. United Feature Syndicate

3
4
5
6
7

Once more
Hankers
Skirt part

Flightless bird

Small amount
8 Flower parts

9 Monotony
10 Court of justice

11 Shout
1

2

Garden tool

13 Marinaro and
McMahon

21 Team of oxen
23 Grad
25 Type of tide

26 Liver or kidney

28 Planks
29 A Great Lake
30 Furious

31 Positive

answers
33 Legal offense

34 Backpacker
37 Horned animal

39 Snaky fish

41 Power to get
things done

43 Ripened
46 Classroom

furniture

48 Nature's ice

cubes
51 Lifted

53 Lancelot was
one

55 Relative

57 — and Eva
Peron

58 Sea eagle
59 Plant's need
61 Ancient

Mexican
62 Shade trees

63 Didn't float

64 Neighbor of

Mo.
66 Giants

Hall-of-Famer
67 Pod vegetable

f?m»,^mtM£iM£tMi^imMttmii
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HECOX
From page 36

could go together [to nationals],"

Hecox said. "We just didn't step

up. And I know this team is capa-

ble of better things."

Hecox, the consummate team
player, now must become more
selHsh if she hopes to do well at

nationals.

"I think I'm ready," she said.

"I'm really looking forward to

this. But that doesn't mean that I

won't still be thinking of the team.

I've always thought of us as a

team. But now I have to run for

myself."

Hecox will be looking to

improve on her lOth-pIace fmish

at last season's NCAAs, where
she and Beth Bartholomew were
the sole Bruins to qualify.

Individual performances, how-
ever, are outweighed by her expe-

rience at UCLA. She says her five

years here have been great, and

she would never have opted for

another school.

"I'll definitely miss UCLA."
Hecox said. "I've been through so

much here."

Indeed, Hecox has not only
endured several injuries during
her stay and training at UCLA, but

has witnessed a coaching change
and the vast improvement of her

squad.

"We've got a great bunch of

athletes on this team," Hecox said.

"I know they'll be able to pull

through next year. I just hope they

can realize their potential. This

program is definitely on the rise."

Yet Hecox has been the main-
stay for the Bruins the past two
seasons, and filling the void creat-

ed by her departure will be diffi-

cuU.

"We're definitely going to miss
her," UCLA head coach Eric
Peterson said. "We could always
count on a top finish from her -

she was money in the bank for us.

But graduation is a part of colle-

giate athletics, and now we have
to focus on the improvement of
the rest of the team."

So what does Hecox have to

look forward to after UCLA?
She plans to take a year off

before committing herself to grad-

uate school, where she will con-

centrate on physical therapy. In

the meantime, Hecox will contin-

ue to train in Southern California

with Peterson in hopes of further-

ing her track and field career.

"I'm going to see how things go
next year," Hecox said. "If I'm not

satisfied, then I'll be back in

school. But right now I don't
know what's in store for me. But I

know that as a cross country run-

ner, my time has come."

live and Study in SpaJn
Madrid/Salainanca

New York University in Spain offers an ideal way to master
the Spanish language and experience Hispanic culture in

Madrid or Salamianca. Courses conducted in Spanish.

Undef^raduate dlvisiofi: Op>en to Spanish majors and
qualified students in all fields. Courses in language, litera-

ture, civilization, Sp>anish politics, cultural anthropology,

sociology, fine arts, music, and cinema. Full academic
accreditation.

Graduate division: Two programs—^M.A. in literature and
M.A. in Hispanic civilization, plus courses applicable

towjird the Ph.D. degree.
A limited version of the

above programs is offered

in Salamanca.Newark
irpivERsnY

For more information, call

(212) 998-8760 or mail the

attached coupon.

New Yoffc lUvcnlljr
kiSpiria

PKnkjrofAfti and Sdtnoe
19 University Place

Room 409
New Yoric, NY. 10003
Attn.: Professor

KemethKrattentuft

New York Univertity is an
•fTirmative ction/equal
opportunity institution.

UCLA

Please send me more information about
New York University in Madrid or Salamanca

Q UndeT:graduate Q Madrid or Q Salamanca

Q M.A. Q Madrid or Q Salamanca

Q Ph.D.

Name
Address

City/State/Zip Code
See. Sec. No.

LJeverlij riills rKcne-okin v^are C^linic

r\cnc-7^ I regfable
• Deep-pore cleaning • Chemical peel

• Non-sutgical face lift • Rejuvenation

• We carry the most effective product for problem skin.

Dramatic Results in 1 month guaranteed!

30% off firs! visit!

Let tne skin brealhe Ireeltj witnout cloqqcd por«f

!

SCHOLARSHIPS
DO YOUNEED $FOR COLLEGE?
We ofTer a Scholarship-Matching Service which
can help you find the money you need to attend

college.

Billions of dollars in student aid from

corporations have gone unclaimed because

students did not know the money existed or how
to claim it We can he^ you.

CALLNOW (800) 985-5773

Campus
Groups
If you need fX'ople to join

your group, club,

fellowship, or organizarion.

look into using the Daily

bruin abyoui lecruitmeni

tool. Trv the Bruins free

listing. WhatsBrewin.
Announce your meetings,

events, and other activities

each day. Visit tlie front

desk for forms. If you want
to place an ^6, please call

206 7562.

^\<^i^^'i
rrr r\y

Daily Bruin

THE UCLA BUSINESS INVESTMENT SOCIETY

PRESENTS:

How to make $$$ in Stocks:

Equities Part II
A discussion on value investing with Herbert Reznikoff,

Senior Vice-President Oppenheimer and Co.

WcJncsJay, Novemher 16th 6:45 - 8:30 p.m.

LATC Conference Rcxmii

t#̂
Pizza and beverages will be served

—All are welcome—
Questions? Call Rob at

(310)276^6623
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COOK; He is ending the season ready f6r USC, refusing to ask *what if/

From page 36

dentally running out the clock

with a quarterback keeper up the

middle?

What if J.J. Stokes had not

taken a helnoet to his thigh in this

year's season-opener and Cook
had both Stokes and Kevin Jordan

at his disposal all year long?

Instead of leaving the

Westwood campus as a fondly

remembered quarterback - who
joins Aikman and Maddox as the

only UCLA quarterbacks to throw

for over 2,000 yards in consecu-

tive seasons and who led the

Bruins to their first Rose Bowl in

nearly a decade - he very well

could have left as one of the most

successful players in school histo-

ry-

"It would have been cool if

some of those things had worked

out differently," Cook says. "I

think we had a good team in 1992

and another year (as the starter)

would have helped me both in

terms of experience and statistics.

And if we had all our guys this

year I'd probably be closer to

3,000 yards. But those are all

things I can't change."

As it stands, Cook's two-year

tour of duty still merits recogni-

tion alongside the other top quar-

terbacks to come through UCLA.
When his collegiate career

comes to a close at the sound of

the final whistle against USC

Saturday, Cook will have thrown

for the fourth-highest total of

career passing yards in UCLA his-

tory (4,505 currently) - ahead of

the likes of Gary Beban (No. 5),

Matt Stevens (No. 6), Riclj

Neuheisel (No.9) and Steve Bono
(No. 10) - all of whoim went on to

play in the NFL.
Six other UCLA quarterbacks

have thrown for four touchdown
passes in a single game, but only

Cook has accomplished this feat

on three separate occasions, most

recently last week against Arizona

State when he set a career-high by

passing for 380 yards - the fourth-

highest single-game total in

school history.

Also, Cook holds the UCLA
record for the fewest number of

interceptions by a starting quarter-

"I think I can throw the

ball with anybody when

Tm confident and I

have good people

around me."

Wayne Cook

UCLA Quarterback

back in a single season based on
the four picks he threw in 1993.

Upon considering some of the

numbers that Cook has put up^

over the course of his career, in

addition to his proven ability to

lead a team to a conference cham-

pionship, a professional career

would seem to be an afterthought.

Or is it?

"I don't know how I'm going to

be looked at for the next level, but

I'm going to give it a try," Cook
says. "I think I can throw the ball

with anybody when I'm confident

and I have good people around

me. I hope I'm helping myself
with these last (few) games."

Cook's passing numbers from

the last four games - 70 of 114

See COOK, page 30

RIVAL HARMONY.
It*S just before the game... YOU'RE SWEATmG WITH ANTICIPATION... BUT
THERE IS ONE TIME WHEN ALL RIVALRIES TAKE A TIME OUT AND STUDENTS
ON CAMPUSES FROM BOTH SIDES OF TOWN COME TOGETHER IN PEACE.

Shabbat with USC
Let loose with fellow Angelenos in a fiin, social setting

^ Friday, November 18, 1994

Hillel 900 Hilgard at LeConte

. 6:30 PM
Reserve by Wednesday, Nov. 16 ' $5

^\fter Wed. ' $7

To RSVP call Hillel at 208-3081

. ^ or eMail: EEMPGZ3@mvs.oac.ucla.edu

or sign up at tkc JSU/Hillel table on Bruin Walk

Hillel
The Center of Jewish Life on Campus

Sponsored by Hillel Students Association

Learn by Doing
At Northwestern Univenity's Medill School ofJournalism, you

leam dw media business hands'On. Editorial students report

alongside big'City joumalisti. Magazine students produce a

magazine and broadcast students a weekly newscast. Integrated

marketing communicadoiu studenti work internships aitd

campaigns. And «^n you're in the classroom, you leam from

faculty with professional experieru:e as well as academic

credentials.

Ask for man information about our groduato progransr

O Journalism

- Reporting and Writing

- MagaziiM Publishing

- Broadcast Journalism

- Newspaper Management

Medni

O Integrated Marketing

Communications

-Advertising

- Public Reladora

- Direct Marketing

Medill School of Journalism

Northwestern University

Evanscon, lUinoU 60208-2101

708/491-5228

708/467-2319 Fax

myrogersOnwu.edu

A Medill representative will be in your area November 18-19.

1994 "BIG GAME" WEEK...UCLA VS. USC!!

THIS IS OUR BOWL GAME FOR THIS SEASON AND, IN ADDITION, THE BRUINS
HAVE THE OPPORTUNITY TO ESTABLISH AN ALL-TIME SCHOOL RECORD WITH
OUR FOURTH CONSECUTIVE WIN OVER HATED CROSS-TOWN RIVAL USCIIII

GO BRUINS...CRUSH USC!!

LETS GO FOR FOUR IN-A-ROW

SENIORS-THIS IS IT..LEAVE IT ALL OUT ON THE FIELD!

MAKE A CLEAN SWEEP OF THE TROJANS!!
NO OTHER CLASS CAN MAKE THAT CLAIM...

-SPONSORED BY BRUINS FOR POSITIVE CHANGE and UCLA CHEERS

IF YOU WOULD LIKE TO HELP BRING POSITIVE AND CONSTRUCTIVE CHANGE TO UCLA AND
THE ATHLETIC DEPARTMENT CALLOR WRITE TO REQUEST FURTHER INFORMATION:

' r^ ,'w^»
BRUINS FOR POSITIVE CHANGE

P.O. BOX 1603
BREA, CA 92622
(213) 850-8746
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WATERPOLQ
From page 36

UCLA Spofts Info

Steve Covec

ference tournament was by
freshman Steve Covec, who
scored six points over the week-

end, second only to team-captain

Scott Turner. In his first season

at UCLA, Covec has had signifi-

cant playing time, and developed

a confidence at which some
older players marvel.

"Steve is very calm, very
relaxed and composed," team-

mate Tommy Wong said. "And
that's amazing for a freshman.

When you come in as a freshman

you're not usually relied on, but

I always see him as a solid play-

er. This weekend, whenever we
needed to score he'd manage,
and I rarely see him miss."

"I play differently in games
than I do in practice, I'm more
calm," Covec said. "I make most

of my mistakes in practice and

then I don't make them in games
and that's definitely an advan-

tage."

Baker describes Covec as the

best freshman in the country,

which derives in part from his

innate ability to have shots go in

from anywhere in the pool, and

also the development of his

defensive game.

"Steve does a lot for us,"

Baker said. "He's scored a lot of

goals. But goals come and go
and the main thing is how much

"We're going to work

on a lot of individual

things."

Guy Baker

Water Polo Head Coach

his game has improved defen-

sively."

"I think the whole team was
really concentrated for this tour-

nament because we knew what
was at stake," Covec said. "We
had to mature because of all the

adversity, and I'm really excited

now that we've developed into

the competitive team we should

have been all season."

VOLLEYBALL
From page 36

over and over again and I just want

to barf," Wagner said. "As a team

we made too many errors and too

many lapses. We should have defi-

nitely went for the jugular."

While the Trojans are hoping to

avenge seven years of futility

against UCLA, the Bruins are look-

ing to maintain their national rank-

"We need to win to

stay in the the top four

in the nation ..."

Andy Banachowski

W. Volleyball Head Coach

ing. With two regular season
matches remaining, UCLA is con-

centrating on its draw in the NCAA
tournament

"Right now our seed hangs in the

balance," UCLA head coach Andy
Banachowski said. "We need to win

to stay in the top-four in the nation

and stay in the region."

Despite Banachowski's rather

business-like approach, the 27-year

head coach admits to a special feel-

ing in a USC-UCLA match.

"There is no question everyone

steps up a notch when we play

'SC," Banachowski said. "There is

always a definite intensity and ema-

tion in our matches. I'm sure they're

kicking themselves because they

thought they had the last match

JEFF FU/Oaily Baiin

USC senior middle blocker Meika Wagner leads the Trojans in

kills and ranks second In hitting percentage, blocks and digs.

won. They'll be ready."

The Trojans might just be ready

to end their losing sueak to UCLA.
Since the last meeting in Pauley

Pavilion, USC has reeled off eight

wins in their last 10 matches with

their last loss being a five-game

heartbreaker to then-No. 1 Stanford.

"We are definitely a better team

than we were a month ago," Wagner

said. "Even though we lost to

Stanford, that match ended up as a

positive. We showed that we could

come back and battle. That gave us

a lot of confidence."

As Wagner looks ahead to her

last match against her crosstown

rivals, she would like nothing more

than to end the seven-year hex.

"Oh yeah, I definitely would like

to beat them before I get out of

here," Wagner said.

assaac

Women wishing early pregnancy termination are

invited to participate in a Food and Dmg Administration

approved study of the Abortion Pill at no cost to the

participant.

For more information please contact:

WOMEN'S HOSPITAL
CONTRACEPTION CLINIC

at

213/226-3104

Get The StRaiGHX Story On Braces.

What's the cost • What's the best procedure • What's the right age •

Call For Free Consultation:

(310) 826 - 7494

Specializing in Braces for Adults & Children

/jtvmMe • RemovahU • TtaStiom^ • EurofmoM Surgical OrthoJenuica • Cosmdtic PorcaUum

BRENTWOOD ORTHODONTIC CENTER
Dr. Nader Dayanl, Certified Specialist

11645 Wilshire Blvd.. Suite 802 18124 Culver Drive, Suite A
a-E3-E=l Brentwood (310) 826 - 7494 Irvine (714) 552 - 5890 C3-E3-e;

Restoring
Confidence in the
Criminal Justice System
A panel discussion by distinguished experts,

Thursday, November 17, 1994

7:30 -9:00 pm

Museum of Tolerance
Co-sponsored with Loyola Law School

CaU for ticket information: T(310) 553-9036 ext. 319

Free underground parking

9786 West Pico Boulevard, Los Angeles

•T,
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Teplest
•Tuesday and Wednesday, November Xst and xndt
'Saying HcUo* - Greetings, alphabet, numbers

•Tuesday and Wednesday, November Vth and 9th:

"Getting to Know You' • Classes, fobs, bebMea
•Tuesday and Wednesday, Nevtmbcr XSth and 16th:

The People Around You' • Family, Cricnds, cte.

•Tuesday and Wednesday, November Xlnd and S3rd:

Tour Favorite Things* • Colors, toods, holidays

eTuesday and Wednesday, November 19th and 30th:

"Emergency!' - Emergencies, health, safety commands

12SS

For mere information call:

OSD: 825-1501 (voice) or 206-6063 (TDD)

USD: 206-0926

.^^3 Sc,^

Exp. 11/30/94

LARGE
" PIZZA w/

Free Liter

of Soda

TWO TOPPINGS

mi

TAX INCLUDED

Exp. 11 30 94

8.50

LARGE
PIZZA w
Free Liter

of Soda

^^^^>
'htotv^id on Siditfis or with any other offer. K^ist mention ad. |

TWO TOPPINGS

TAX INCLUDED

Exp. 11 30 94

LARGE
PIZZA w
Free Liter

of Soda

TWO TOPPINGS

TAX INCLUDED

^>*» CUPAND SAVE^

208-8671
Offer good only with this

coupon, one coupon

per pizza.
*

Limit 3 pizzas per

address.

p^ CLIPAND SAVE '

208-8671
Offer good only with ttiis

coupon^ one coupon

per pizza.
*

Limit 3 pizzas per

address.

. ^3*- CUPAND SAVE

208-8671
Offer good only with this

coupon, one coupon

per pizza.
*

Limit 3 pizzas per

address.
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Around the conferenceLby La

Pac-lO's intria-state rivalries iieating up
As UCLA and USC get

ready to rumble in the

64th edition of the City

Championship of Los Angeles,

other Pac-10 rivalries are also

in full swing. With the excep-

tion of Arizona and Arizona

State, who will play after

Thanksgiving, all the Pac-10

teams will play their traditional

rivals this Saturday. Here's a

run-down of those games:

The Civil War - For the

Oregon Ducks, Saturday's bat-

tle with Oregon Slate just might

be the biggest event since

Gettysburg. The Ducks (8-3

overall, 6-1), will go to the

Rose Bowl for the first time in

37 years if they can beat the

Beavers (4-6, 2-5) in Corvalis.

Oregon is tied with USC atop

the Pac-10, but the Ducks hold

the tie-breaker advantage over

the Trojans, after beating USC
22-7 in Los Angeles last month.

The Civil War is the longest

series on the West Coast, with

97 games dating back to 1894.

The Ducks lead the series 47-

40-10, but the Beavers have

won two of the last three, and

OSU could prove to be trouble

in the Civil War, as the Beavers

are coming off a stunning 21-3

victory over Washington State,

which has Oregon coach Rich

Brooks concerned.

"(OSU coach) Jerry Pettibone

has his team playing very well.

The win over Washington State

means this should be a great

football game," Brooks said.

"The good news is after two
struggling weeks over Arizona

State and Stanford, we still con-

trol our own destiny. If we take

care of business, nobody can

take it away from us."

The Big Game - Leave it to

people with sky-high SAT
scores to come up with a loaded

name for a series that has meant
so little in the Rose Bowl pic-

ture. The last time the Big

Game involved a Rose Bowl
participant was 1971

(Stanford). When Cal last made
it to Pasadena, Dwight
Eisenhower was the president

of the United States, and Iowa
crushed the Bears, 38-12 in

1959.

This year, the Big Game
remains irrelevant in the Pac-10

picture. Cal enters the game at

an unctuous 3-7 and Stanford

comes in with an equally odious

3-6-1 record. But, the battle for

the Axe Trophy is still the old-

est series on the West Coast,

dating back 102 years to 1892.

Stanford leads the series 47-38-

11 and has gone 7-2-1 over the

last ten years against UC
Berkeley. The Bears' 46-17 vic-

tory last year over the Cardinal

snapped a six-game losing

streak.

Pat Barnes, the younger

brother of former UCLA quar-

terback John Barnes, will start

for the Bears Saturday in

Berkeley. Stanford comes into

the game on the heels of a 55-

21 drubbing in the hands of the

Oregon Ducks.

The Apple Cup - Saturday's

game in Pullman will be the

87th meeting between

Washington and Washington

State. UW (7-3, 4-3) has won
six of the last eight meetings

and 16 of the last 20 games.

Despite the loss to Oregon
State, WSU (6-4, 4-3), with its

vaunted "Palouse Posse"

defense, may be able to reverse

the Husky's run of recent years.
Rich Brooks

Oregon Sports Mo
Pat Barnes

Calitorma Sports Into

This week in UCLA sports
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Los Angeles, Calif.

Tuesday- M. tennis hosts Southern California

Wednesday w. volleybell at USC
Nov. 16

Thursday M. basketball vs. Perth Australia Wlklcats Pauley Pavilion

Nov. 1

7

Swimming vs. Arizona State Men's Gym Pool

Friday, Swimming vs. Arizona
Nov. 1

8

w. volleyball vs. Alumni

Los Angeles Tennis Center All Day

Men's Gym Pool

John Wooden Center

7 p.m.

7:30 p.m.

2 p.m.

2 p.m.

7 p.m.

Saturday. Football vs. USC (Live on ABC)
^Nov. 1 9 M. water polo vs. USC

Rose Bo¥vl 1 2:30 p.m.

Rose Bowl Aquatic Center 1 a.m.

Sunday, M. Soccer at NCAA Champs., 1 st round

Nov. 20
TBA 1 p.m.
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UCLA Professor and Course Guide
Pick up your FREE copy on Bruin Walk

TODAY!
(While Supplies Last)

Presented to you by the

Academic Affairs Commission
and tfie ^STUDENTS

COUNCIL CJCLA Alumni Association
UCL/yiumnlASSOCIATION

CASH?
SimpCyfUtout the UCLA prcfessor andCourse Quide "EvduxUion (enclosed ufith the Quide or

you maypicfiione up on ^ruin W(dl<J and drop it in Campus 9daitor return it to tht^Academic

Affairs Commission at %grckiioff309 to be enteredin a drawingfor afirst prize of$100, second

prize of$50, and thirdprize of$251!!

Fill out and return the evaluation sheet for the

GCLA Professor and Course Guide

Check it out and tell us what you think. Future editions depend on your

feedback. And you'll have the chance to win MONEY!!!
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UCLA-USC
Crosstoiiii

Rivalry

By Ross Bersot
and Lawrence Ma
Daily Bruin Staff

Known as the "Voice of the Trojans,"

Tom Kelly has broadcasted USC football

since 1961 . His coverage of college football

has included an impressive 16 Rose Bowls.

Outstanding journalism earned him an
Emmy Award in 1979 and his dedication to

the USC athletic program earned him the

1987 Tommy Trojan award, the highest

award given by the USC athletic depart-

ment. All his years in the booth, and the

multitude of UCLA-USC games he has

seen, has given him a unique, if not parti-

san, perspective on the rivalry.

Daily Bruin: First of

all, let's start with your

career as a Inttadcaster.

Tom Kelly: The first

'SC-UCLA game I ever

did was in 1961. Chick
Hearn did the play-by-

play and I did the color

that year.

DB: Was that your
first broadcast?

TK: No, I came out

here from Dlinois. I was doing Bradley bas-

ketball, Illinois football and other things in

television. I did the Illinois state high

school basketball tournament telecast. I did

that for 25 years. I came out here to replace

Hearn at KNX as the voice of the Trojans.

DB: What did you think of the UCLA-
USC game back then? Did you know much
about it when you got here?

TK: No, to be honest with you I did not.

In fact, the only recollection I have of the

'SC-UCLA riv^ry is watching it on televi-

sion back in the midwest in the days of Red
Sanders and that 'serpentine' approach as

the team came out of the huddle. Back in

thje '50s the Bruins would come out of the

huddle in a long serpentine; it's kind of like

^P^
LXIV

the team forms the script letter Cal or

UCLA, like the band. Same type of maneu-

ver, only with the eleven men. It was really

a novel thing.

DB: How many games have you broad-

casted?

TK: Every one since '61, except for

three.

DB: I know this is going to be a real

tough one for you to answer ...

TK: I can't tell you. I can't tell you the

most exciting or the one I remember most. I

can't.

I'll give you the answer that most people

I think would respond to and that is O.J.

Simpson going 64 yards to win the ball

game 21-20 (in 1967). That I think is what

most people remember about the series. It

was unbelievable.

He scored two touchdowns in the game
and one of them was an 11 -yard run that

most people think was the greatest run they

ever saw in a football game. I think no less

than eight Bruins had him tackled and he

broke the tackles and went in to get a touch-

down.
The strange part about the 21-20 game

was the fact that UCLA probably had a bet-

ter team that year. I think it's typical of the

rivalry that the best team does not necessar-

ily win. Teams that can't lose, do; teams

that can't win, do and you'll find that some
of the strangest plays have decided the

game.
Some of the most unlikely candidates for

stardom have suddenly come from
nowhere, at least for two and one-half hours

on a Saturday afternoon, and maybe a week
thereafter become a household name. Like

Norman Dow, who substituted for (Gary)

Beban. I didn't even think he was fourth

string and he came on to beat the Trojans

14-7. And how about the kid (John) Barnes

a couple of years ago? I mean whoever
heard of Barnes and he had, you know, like

Andy Warhol said, 'Everybody has fifteen

minutes of fame,' and he certainly had his

that night over at the Rose Bowl.

So it's a strange and unique series, no

question about it. There's nothing like it in

the country. It's the last one of its kind,

intra-city wise. It's two major universities

in one town that have so much riding on

this game, led by pride, of course.

It's a game that has seen brothers play

against brothers, and sons of famous fathers

go away from the schools where their

fathers were heroes or all-stars and play for

the team across town. I know there are older

games in terms of years, like Harvard and

Yale or Princeton and Rutgers that elitists

might say are more like what football

should be.

This is one town and you've got kids that

went to school with each other, playing

against each other, and wives and husbands

that don't speak to each other for a week or

two weeks before and after this game.

We did a videotape called 'Crosstown'

and there is a prominent lawyer whose
name I won't mention, who was an under-

graduate at UCLA and he thought it would

be great the week of the 'SC-UCLA game
to really do something, like steal the huge

statue ofTommy Trojan in the middle of the

*SC campus.

He and some of his fraternity brothers

hired a helicopter and they filled it full of

Bandini and they were going to pull him off

the pedestal and then dump Bandini all

over. They got the rope around it, but they

couldn't pull it lose, and they thought the

next best thing was to just dump the

Bandini. But they forgot about the rotor

blades and what happens when you throw

something out of a helicopter is it sucks

right back in. He spent about two weeks

going around smelling of Bandini and said

it was the worst experience of his life. They

don't do stuff like that anymore , but this

was one of the things done back in the '50s.

DB: What are your thoughts on this

Phine Ticket

Tom Kelly

year's game? I want you to pick a winner

for me.

TK: If I knew who was going to win this,

I would never have to work again. Frankly,

I've seen too many of them to think I could

tell you who was going to win.

I would think that the odds favor the

Trojans, despite it being a Bruin home
game. They are playing very good football.

They have beaten two very good defensive

teams and rolled up a lot of points and

yardage in doing so.

The Bruins' very disappointing season

can be turned into a successful one with a

victory Saturday, and that might be motiva-

tion enough for them to win.

Past performances mean nothing.

Anything can happen, and unfortunately for

USC, in the last few years it has happened.

They hope to turn it around. There is a lot of

seniors down there, Johnson included, who
feel they deserve to have a victory over

UCLA and break the three game string.

eer Health Counselor
ServInq TUe UCLA CoMiviuNiTy SInce 1 972
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In a non-threatening atmosphere, you and your partner will learn soothing massage

techniques. A romantic bonding experience designed to increase intimacy between

you and your partner.

Ackerman 2408 TODAY 4-5 pm • FREE!

For More info Call 825-3020 Sponsorod by SHS/Health Education/SWC/USAC
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Sports
On deck

What:Women's volleybail

Who: UCLAva use

When:

use looks to end seven-year skid

JINO OK/Daly Bfum

By Eric Branch
Dally Bruin Senior Staff

On Oct. 12 in Pauley Pavilion,

the use women's volleyball team

finally appeared ready to end the

streak. After 1 3 consecutive losses

to UCLA, the Trojans were ahead

two games and held game point at

14-12 in the third. However,
use's frustration continued as

they were buried beneath UCLA
senior outside hitter Annett

Bruin spikers hope to continue H-game
winning streak tonight against Trojans
Buckner's three kills and junior

outside hitter Jenny Johnson's 27

blasts.

use senior middle blocker
Meika Wagner, a two time all Pac-

10 player, remembers the night

vividly.

"I've never thrown a temper
tantrum after a match," Wagner

said. "I think I went straight to the

locker room and kicked just about

every object I saw ... I was really

upset. We had them 2-0 and match

point and we blew it. I'm still very

bitter about that."

Wagner's last chance to get rid

of her bitterness comes at 7 p.m.

today as the No. 3 Bruins (26-3

overall. 15-2 in Pacific- 10) travel

to use's Lyon Center to take on

the No. 13 Trojans (18-6. 12-5).

The Trojan senior class holds an 0-

7 career record against UCLA - a

fact which makes last month's col-

lapse all the more painful for

Wagner. In the days following the

match, her bitterness has combined

with nausea.

"I've been looking at the tape

See VOLLEYBALL, page 3i

MPSF finish

lias poloists

focusing on
tournament
By Esther Hui

Dally Bruin Senior Staff

The UCLA men's water polo team will have a

week to rest after last weekend's Mountain Pacific

sports Federation tournament. The Bruins' next

game will be Saturday morning at the Rose Bowl
Aquatic Center against No. 2 USC - a team that beat

UCLA last Saturday by one point in overtime.

With a fifth place showing at the conference tour-

nament, however, the Bruins do not need a win
against the Trojans in order to qualify for the NCAA
tournament. And despite the traditional rivalry,

UCLA head coach Guy Baker is taking the game in

stride. . . a.

"This weekend was so emo-
tional, and it took a lot out of us,"

Baker said. "After a tournament

like that, you're fiat for quite a

while because it's really difficult

to stay at a high level of intensity

for a long time. At this point, it's

more important for us to get ready

for the tournament."

The NCAA tournament will be

Thanksgiving weekend at Long
Beach's Belmont Plaza Pool, the same location as the

conference tournament. The Bruins' first opponent
will be No. 4 Pepperdine. on Nov. 25. According to

Baker, the Bruins have been tapering off in practice

for the past few weeks to prepare for the conference

tournament, and will spend the next two weeks
focusing on the fine points of water polo technique.

"We're going to work on a lot of individual

things," Baker said. "We're going to gear down and

spend a lot of time on basics and fundamentals."
• • •

One of the outstanding performances of the con-

See WATERPOLO, page 33

Finishing
stron
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,<••*.,,««. After surviving a career

traiight with both elation

and devastation, Wayne
Cook is set to take h^

place among UCLA's top

quarterbacks

Riuidy Satterburg

[\\i\\ Bruin Staff

When quarterback Wayne Cook takes the field

against USC for pregame introductions at the

Rose Bowl this weekend, he will likely be expe-

riencing a mixed bag of emotions.

On the one hand, he will be feeling the nervous anticipa-

tion that always accompanies the UCLA-USC rivalry. The
adrenaline and excitement of the moment will have Cook
squarely focused on the task at hand - beating the Trojans.

On the other hand, however. Cook will know in the back

of his mind that Saturday's game marks the last time he

goes under center for the UCLA football team.

And even though he has managed to do what a pair of

NFL quarterbacks, Troy Aikman and Tommy Maddox.
could not - lead UCLA to a Rose Bowl berth - Cook's
career will always be haunted by two words - "what if?"

What if Cook had not gone down with a knee injury in

the first start of his Bruin career, forcing the then-sopho-

more signal-caller to lose a valuable year of eligibility?

What if Cook had elected to throw the ball away in the

waning moments of the Rose Bowl game rather than acci-

See COOK, page 32

Hecox Hearing the finish line

Karfin Hecox
UCLA 8p«tt Info

All-American

harrier faces end

of coHege career
By Mark Singerton

Senior Karen Hecox will be
sorely missed. The senior All-

American and Pac-10 champion
from West Covina will run her

final cross-country race at the

NCAA championships Nov. 21 in

Fayetteville, Ark., and it will bfra

bittersweet ending for a runner

who wanted nothing more than to

end her collegiate career with her

teammates.

For the second straight year,

Hecox will compete alone at

nationals. Her 17th-ranked Bruins

headed into the District-8 meet
with high hopes, and so did

Hecox.

"She was a real leader for us,"

junior Githa Hampson said. "She

kept telling us that she didn't want

to run by herself at the NCAAs.
She really helped motivate us."

Hecox finished second, her

team placed fifth. For Hecox. it

was a disappointing end to a sea-

son filled with so much promise.

"It's difficult to deal with because

this was the last time all of us

See HECOX, page 31

Inside Sports

Tom ... Trojan?
Tom Kelly, The Voice of

the Trojans," talks to the

Daily Bruin

about the

great plays

and the

players

through the

years in the

UCLA-
USC foot-

ball series.

Find out his

views on our loving rivals.

See Page 34

fA-USC
Crosstown
Rivalry
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Argentinean politician mixes art, activism

JUSTIN WARREN

Fernando Solanas

Inside News

Westwood
circuit

Circuit City opened shop

a few weeks ago in the

Village. Its owners hope the

arrival of a major store will

rev up Westwood, but so

far, customer turn-out is still

shaky.

See page 3

Inside After Hours

Hooray for

HollywoodI
The Silver screen center

is currently undergoing an

extensive facelift that will

restore historical buildings

and hopefully return to the

cultural mecca it has been
in the past

See page 22

Inside Viewpoint

But I'm not
racist >•

Viewpoint columnist

Roxane Marquez com-
ments on the dangers of

forgetting the past, the dan-

ger of forgetting who you
are and what your cultural

identity means.

See page 19

Filmmaker Solanas

visits campus for

screening of films

By Lucia Sanchez
Daily Bruin Staff

Few people have led as inter-

esting and dangerous a life as vis-

iting Argentinean congressman,

UC regents scholar, author and
filmmaker Fernando Solanas.
Even fewer have suffered for

their art and country as much as

he has.

Solanas, an important political

figure who was crucial to the for-

mation of "Third Cinema," is vis-

iting the campus this week to

screen two of his films.

A militant in the Peronist Left

movement of the 1960s and
1970s in Argentina, he founded
the group "Cine Liberacion" with

fellow filmmaker Octavio
Gettino. The two became instru-

mental in defining "Third
Cinema" as an alternative way of

producing and understanding
film. They argued that film is an

instrument for social change and

political liberation.

Politically outspoken in his

Argentinean homeland since the

1960s, Solanas was forced into

exile for eight years during that

country's military dictatorship

from 1976 to 1983.

"In 1976 a coup d'etat was
produced in Argentina and a dic-

tatorship began persecuting intel-

lectuals and artists," Solanas
explained. "It was the era of state

terrorism."

Solanas fled to Europe in 1974

after receiving death threats. He
returned to Argentina when
democracy was restored in 1984.

"Exile is a painful situation

because one is forced to leave

and one isn't prepared to go," he

said. "It's psychological violence

to have to separate from your
fatnily and loved ones. Those
who leave in exile never know

when they will return."

Solanas' return home in 1984
signaled a shift in his approach to

cinema. The filmmaker began to

explore the experience of exile

and displacement in his work.

"I've been very sensitive to the

social and cultural problems of

my country," Solanas said. "I am
an artist who has lived obligated

to democracy and human rights."

Wednesday night, Melnitz
Theater screened Sur, a 1988 fic-

tional piece about a political pris-

oner's return home after being
incarcerated for five years at the

end of military rule in Argentina.

See SOLANAS, page 10

New drug holds promise against AIDS

Dr. IMichael Lammachia helped test the antibody on HIV strains from newt)orn infants.

STEVE KIKM>aily Bruin

Antibody could

prolong lives, halt

fetal transmission

By Ben Gllmore

Science may be one step closer

to winning the war against AIDS,
thanks to a multi-university study

that includes doctors at UCLA's
Department of Pediatrics.

Along with other institutions,

UCLA tested in March an antibody

that may be a more effective AIDS
treatment than those now avail-

able..

Because of its potency,
researchers said the new antibody

shows promise in treating HIV-
positive patients.

The antibody, which was origi-

nally isolated at La Jolla's Scripps

Institute, may also halt the trans-

mission of the virus from infected

mothers to newborns, researchers

said.

Currently, most antibodies test-

ed are only effective against labo-

See AIDS, page 12

Dally Bruin wins legal award
Sexual harassment

coverage achieves

nationwide praise

By Phillip Carter
Daily Bruin Staff

The Washington D.C.-Baicff

Student Press Law Center award-

ed its Scholastic Press Freedom
Award to the Daily Bruin earlier

this month for the newspaper's
successful efforts in gaining
access to university sexual
harassment files.

The center's executive direc-

tor, Mark Goodman, said the

Daily Bruin's case was signifi-

cant because of the relevance of

gender issues in contemporary
collegiate settings.

"There is a growing concern
among students, parents and
community members that

schools are covering up criminal

activity on campuses in any way
they can," Goodman said.

"Everybody suffers as a result of

that."

Shortly after The Bruin suc-

cessfully sued the university for

access to sexual harassment files,

Goodman said he began to

receive requests from college

editors around the country for

help with sexual harassment
issues on their campuses.

**We began to get calls from
college newspapers around the

country, who for the first time

were saying: *We never thought

that these kind of settlements

might exist on our campus^and
now we want to begin the

process of getting access to this

information,'" he said.

Daily Bruin Editor in Chief
Matea Gold said she was encour-

aged by the Student Press Law
Center's award, and hoped that it

would send a message to other

college newspapers.

"Getting national recognition

is a wonderful validation of all

the effort we've put into this bat-

tle," Gold said. "Ultimately, I

hope that we were able to open
doors for other student press

around the country, and set a

strong precedent for holding uni-

versities accountable for what
they do with public funds."

The Daily Bruin's fight for the

files began at a student press

conference with Chancellor
Charles Young in November
1992 . While answering a ques-

tion about a specific employee's

charge of harassment. Young
replied: "There are all kinds of

sexual harassment charges that

are in one stage or another."

This and other remarks
prompted The Bruin's staff to

start making inquiries on campUs
regarding other sexual harass-

ment cases, and five months
later, then-news editor Josh
Romonek filed a request for the

files from 1989 to 1993 under the

California Public Records Act.

"The university rejected out-

right any requests for informa-

tion about the settlements - we
were totally stonewalled," he
said. "We wanted to know if this

was an isolated incident, or part

of a pattern.

See mmmOf page 13

Hector Calderon

Chavez Center
chair selected

By Alisa Ulfortt

Dally Bruin Senior Staff

The university's nation-

wide search for a chair to

head the Cesar Chavez
Center for Interdisciplinary

Instruction in Chicana/o
Studies ended this week
when university officials

announced they had found

someone - in their own

See CHICANO, page 15
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What's Brewin' Today
PeeiUCLA Peer Health Counselors

Recruitment orientations

Noon at Ackerman 3517

2 p.m. at Lu Valle Courtroom
6:30 p.m. at Sproul Entertainment Center

825-8462

10 a.m. - 3 p.m.

Undergraduate Business Society

MBA Day
James West Alumni Center

206-3038

Noon

Goal Getters

Introductory meeting

Boelter4549
394-4592

Office of International Students & Scholars and

International Students Association

Pronunciation workshop
Men's Gym 105

825-1681 or 825-2726

Placement & Career Planning Center

Workshop: Researching Potential Employers

PCPC Career Resources Library

825-2981

12:15 p.m.

School of Social Welfare - Disability Caucus
Colloquim: How Disability Impacts the Family

Dodd200
394-0286

University Catholic Center

Rosary group

Ackerman 35 1

6

208-5015

1 p.m.

Christian Science College Organization

Weekly meeting

560HilgardAve.
474-4016

4:15 p.m.

College of Letters and Science Academic
Support Workshops
Preparing for Law and Management Schools

4 p.m. - 8 p.m.: Open counseling for Winter

Quarter course planning

Griffm Commons 203 ^

825-9315

UCLA Theatre Department

MFA One-Act Festival

MacGowan Hall Room 1 330
208-7150

4:30 p.m.

Hillel Students Association

Challah Baking

900HilgardAve.
208-3081

Kashima Shin-Ryu

Introductory class on Japanese sword-fighting

Southeast comer of IM field

824-9779

5 p.m.

CALPIRG
Meeting and showing of The Lorax
Kinsey 365 <

397-3404
,

-.
.

Hong Kong Student Union

Newsgroup discussion

Ackerman 2408
444-0633

PIRLA
Speaker Elvia Alvarado, author and activist

Haines 127

825-7843
'«.

Samahang Pilipino

"Let's Speak Tagalog"

Kerckhoff409
825-2727

5:30 p.m.

Orthodox Christian Fellowship

Vespers service and discussion

St Alban's Episcopal Church, comer of Hilgard

and Westholme
9818)993-3320

6 p.m.

Amnesty International

General meeting

Haines 146

794-4566

Black Pre-Law Society

General meeting

AGSM 1222

825-0747

Bruin N.O.W. (The National Organization for

Women)
Organizational meeting

Ackerman 3508
824-5644 i

Korean American Christian Fellowship (KACF)

Bible study

Haines 2

478-1176

UCLA Pre-Dental Society

Speaker Director of Admission, UCLA Dental

School

Center for Health Science Room 13-041

209-1255

6:30 p.m.

Agape Christian Fellowship

Meeting

Factor Building 3648
208-3991

Pacific Rim Business Association

Business seminar with APEX (Asian

Professional Exchange)

Olympic Collection, comer of Olympic and

Sawtelle

Cost: $2 for PRBA members
443-9622

7 p.m.

Campus Events

Films: True Lies followed by Terminator 2

Ackerman Grand Ballroom

Cost: $2
825-1958

Physics/Astronomy Department

Free lecture: "Is the Universe Really Younger
Than the Oldest Objects In It?"

Math Science Building 8145
825-4434

7:30 p.m.

Melnitz Movies

Free screening and discussion of The Journey
Melnitz Theater

206-8170

8 p.m.

Hwa Rang Do - Martial Art Club

Korean martial art class

Wooden Center Gold Room
824-5863

USAC^
USAC Forum
Dykstra Hall Fireside Lounge
825-7306 or 209-8039

9 p.m.

UCLA Pre-Pharmacy Society

Speaker: Oncology pharmacist Paul Donatoni

ackerman 35 1

7

208-5563

9:30 p.m.

UCLA Student Alumni Association

Beat $C Week 1994 Bonfire & Spirit Rally

IM Field

206-0524

Western-style search
for students in Japan
By James Sterngold

The New York Times

TOKYO — For decades the

Japanese have criticized but done

virtually nothing about an educa-

tion system that produces one of

the most literate and disciplined

work forces on earth, yet stifles

creativity and limits diversity

among its students.

Now, after years of fruitless

debate, a solution may have
arrived: A growing shortage of

applicants is forcing the country's

universities to consider the most
far-reaehing changes since their

founding.

Demographics rather than a

shift in values is behind the new
thinking. The birth rate is tumbling

and Japanese society is aging with

remarkable speed. Within 30 years

the number of people over 65 will

soar to 25 percent of the popula-

tion, from the current 12 percent.

The number of 18-year-olds

peaked in 1992, and is expected ta

drop steadily in coming years.

Yoshiya Abe, an expert on edu-

cation policy at Aichi Gakuin
University, near Nagoya, said

there would be 20 percent fewer

university applicants in the year

2000, a figure that is sending
shock waves through Japan's edu-

cational factories.

Now universities, which tradi-

tionally accepted only the students

they wanted after putting them
through a battery of mind-numb-
ing exams, are changing their stan-

dards as they compete for students.

For instance, the number of stu-

dents accepted on the basis of rec-

ommendations and their skills in

outside activities, such as sports, is

soaring. Ten years ago universities

relied almost entirely on exams,

which each school offered individ-

ually. Now, about 35 percent of the

applicants at private universities

are accepted on the basis of recom-

mendations.

In other words, students are

slowly finding their outside inter-

ests encouraged rather than regard-

ed as distractions from the tasks of

memorizing dates and facts.

In another change, universities

have begun to trim costs as the

competition heats up. Up to now,

parents have paid vast sums to

insure their children spots at good
universities because diplomas
from the right schools - rather than

the student's academic record -

have been the most important cri-

teria for jobs at the best companies

and government ministries.

In a startling report issued earli-

er this year, the government found

that, on average, Japanese parents

with two children spent nearly 16-

See JAPAN, page 15

In the Wednesday, Nov. 16 issue of The Bruin, Madeline
Biesty's name was misspelled.

In the Tuesday, Nov. 15 issue, the UCLA Annual Fund was
incorrectly identified. It is part of the development program.
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Circuit City piugs into Westwood Viilage
_-eL-

Business still slow,

yet wide selection

satisfies shoppers

By Allyssa Lee

Distinctive against a backdrop of

small beige businesses, a red tile

column stands prominent on
Gayley Avenue as a symbol of what
some people arc hoping will be the

renaissance of Westwood Village

businesses.

The column belongs to Circuit

City's newest store at Gayley
Center, where store managers and
sales counselors anticipate that this

newest addition to the popular
chain of electronics and appliances

stores will generate large amounts
of consumers.

Its centralized location in the

middle of campus, high rise busi-

nesses and the community will be a

boon for them, they said.

"We're excited about coming
in," said store manager David
Bicknell. "There aren't a whole lot

of retailers in the Village. We hope
to revitalize business in the Village.

We hope to be here a long time."

Bicknell is not the only one who
hopes that this newest addition to

the Village will initiate an era of
revitalization. Westwood promoters

said they are optimistic for
"Westwood 's future, too.

"It's the ... largest retailer to

come into the Village in 40 years,"

said Tom Carroll, executive direc-

tor of the Westwood Village
Management Corporation, an
agency that promotes the Village to

the public.

He added that Circuit City's

opening is a small part of a spec-

trum of ventures to restore

Westwood into a local commercial
area for students, residents and
businesses of the immediate area.

But since the grand opening on
Oct. 19, the store has yet to see an

impressive turnout, though Circuit

City's staff maintains a positive

attitude.

"The turnout has been OK, but I

know it can be a lot better ... I think

if we can advertise more to the

campus and around the community
here, everything is going to be
fine," said Don Cyprian, a sales

counselor. "People are very pleased

that we're here."

Representatives of the Westwood
Village Management Corporation

also expressed a positive attitude.

"We're not pleased with the

turnout, but it's the fir^t major ten-

ant in 40 years," Carroll said. "As
the Village comes along, business

will come along."

Students browsing through the

store said they were satisfied with

the selection and the services
offered in the store.

'The service here is great," said

Allen Phan, a first-year biology stu-

dent. "I had to return a (cassette)

recorder here and they don't ask
questions, they just do it**

The store, which sells a variety

of merchandise ranging from home
and car electronics to household

The new Circuit City in Westwood's Gayley Center, is expected to attract many consumers.
NIMA BAOIEY

appliances, allows shoppers to see

the technology without having to

worry about buying anything, sales

counselors said.

Shoppers Ji Ho Kinl, Ernie
Chang and hriends took advantage

of this opportunity. "It's cool
because everything's open to you.

You can mess around with the little

gadgets," said Kim, a fourth-year

psychology student

"It's good to have a major store

here (in Westwood)," said Chang, a

fourth-year pre-economics/business

"student. "They have a little bit of

everything."

Despite the variety of merchan-

dise and the helpful service, some

students mentioned that parking
was difficult to find around the

store's location. In response to this

inconvenience, store officials said

they have implemented a parking

validation service to those who
park in the structure north of the

stCMie.

Presently, consumers can receive

a discounted parking validation

rate, but employees said they are

trying to establish a free parking
service.

Some students, however, said

they were skeptical about the

store's success and its ability to

restore Westwood business. One
student said most of the UCLA

community would rather have
things to do in Westwood than
places to shop.

Store managers and sales coun-

selors, nonetheless, remain opti-

mistic about the store's success and

longevity, counting on variety and

selection to draw in consumers and

revenue.

"When (the student shoppers)
first came in, they were just getting

settled," Cyprian said. "Now
they're coming back, so we've
been seeing a pretty good trend.

People have been pleased. They've

come back and brought their

friends back, so it's been a plus on
that side."

Sciioois find CD-ROM educational tool
Technology seen as

learning frontier for

^digital' generation

By Tatiana Botton

Education is preparing for a

new era in technological learning

tools.

Multi-media and Compact
Disc-Read Only Memory (CD-
ROM) are the latest in computer
and classroom technology.

"Asking how important are

computers for education is like

asking one hundred years ago how
important were books for educa-
tion," said Kelly Stack from the

Microcomputer Support Office at

UCLA. —

—

The CD-ROM market has
grown in an explosive way during

the past few years and no end is

visible, retailers said.

"CD-ROM is a very convenient

media. We are selling three to four

times more computers that have
(the drive) installed than comput-
ers that don't have it," said Jan
Romci, associate store director at

UCLA.

- "CD-ROM is very

useful ... it can store

much more information

than a floppy disk."

Terry Ryan

Assistant University Librarian

Studies show that education has

become an attractive domain for

computers and CD-ROM use.

"At the beginning of 1993, CD-
ROM accounted for only 5 per-

cent of the total education and
entertainment sales," reported
Media & Methods magazine in

September 1994. "By March 1994

Ihis number jumped to more than

UCPD defers
enforcement
of Prop. 187
By Lucia Sanchez
Daily Bruin Staff

University police continue

not to implement any provi-

sions of Proposition 187, the

controversial anti-immigration

initiative that was passed in

last week's elections.

University police were
advised by university legal

counsel to continue awaiting

instructions from the State

Attorney General or a court

Seeds University Elementary School has incorporated CD-ROM for students' use.

ALICE CHEN

30 percent, and is expected to

climb to more than 50 percent by
the end of this year."

Stand-alone computers take

advantage of the CD-ROM
because it allows the user to reach

a huge quantity of information and

store it in a blank laser disk.

"CD-ROM is very useful,

because it can store much more
information than a floppy disk",

said Terry Ry^n, assistant univer-

sity librarian for systems.

The University Research library

has used CD-ROM for more than

1 years, before it became popu-
lar.

But the use of "CD-ROM in a

computer network has some limi-

tations - it's very slow in deliver-

ing information and it is only one
of the numerous technologies for

organizing it" Ryan said.

UCLA libraries have dozens of

CD-ROM titles that can be

checked out. "(The) government
is putting much information in

CD-ROM that was stored before

on paper," Ryan said. Information

ranging from population statistics

to entertainment programs such as

"Peter Gabriel, Secret World" is

now available, he added.

Now with the emergence of

CD-ROM the use of computers
has totally changed. Three years

ago there were only educational

softwares, now CD-ROM pro-

grams mix educational materials

with entertainment forms. These
new programs are called edutain-

ment.

"The focus has changed," said

Yasmin Kafai assistant professor

in the UCLA School of Education.

"These programs are sophisticat-

ed, the graphics have a Hollywood
standard."

But some education specialists

say the name of the program con-^

veys a wrong message.

"(Edutainment) implies that

learning should be fun and easy,"

Kafai added. "Learning by itself is

hard and difficult and it doesn't

matter if you do it by computer or

by another medium."
But teachers maintained that it

is important for schools to incor-

porate computers.

Children bom only two or three

years ago will be living in a world

of computers and they will be
called the "digital generation,"

Kafai said.

According to the 1994 annual
survey by the Denver-based
research group, over 76 percent of

schools plan to purchase CD-
ROM drives.

Laserdisc players plan to be
incorporated in 56 percent of the

schools, and multimedia softwares

See CD ROM, page 16

"Everybody is waiting

on what the courts are

going to decide."

Clarence Chapman

Police Chief

decision before implementing

any of the initiative's provi-

sions.

Proposition 187 restricts

illegal immigrants from
receiving non-emergency
health services as^ell as pub-

lic education.

The initiative requires
police to ask anyone they sus-

pect of being an illegal immi-
grant for proof of U.S.
citizenship.

University general counsel

sent a memo to the police
Monday advising the police

department on the implemen-
tation of the provisions.

"Their advice to us is to not

implement any provisions of

Proposition 187 pending judi-

cial clarification," said police

Chief Clarence Chapman.
"Everybody is waiting on what

the courts are going to decide

See COMPLIANCE, page 16
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Bosnian president
appeais for action
SARAJEVO — Bosnia's presidenl
appealed to ihe United Nations and NATO
on Wednesday for immediate action to halt

an offensive by ethnic Serbs on Bihac, a

Muslim enclave in northwestern Bosnia that

NN as designated a U.N. "safe area" last year.

U.N. troops reported heavy shelling and
evidence of infantry clashes around the

broad Bihac pocket. But no significant mili-

tary action was reported inside a zone that

U.N. commanders have tentatively sketched

out as the so-called safe area, a U.N. mili-

tary spokesman said.

Though the concept has never been thor-

oughly defined, the U.N. Secur444i^Xouncil

has designated six Muslim towns in Bosnia
as "safe areas" where U.N. commanders can
request NATO air strikes to protect civil-

ians.

Aristide agrees to
retire priestliood
PORT-AU-PRINCE — Bowing to pressure

from the Roman Catholic Church hierarchy

here and in Rome. Haiti's president, the Rev.

Jean-Bertrand Aristide. has agreed to leave

the priesthood, government officials and
members of the clergy said on Wednesday.

The decision culminates years of tension

between Aristide and his superiors over his

criticism of the Haitian church and his

espousal of a leftist liberation theology.

Those strains, which grew when he gov-
erned as presidenl in 1991. have resurfaced

since he returned to office last month in the

re\ ersal of a military coup.

Aristide. 41 . has already written a letter in

which he formally relinquishes his priestly

duties.

Israel will permit
iiarslier questioning
JERUSALEM — A burst of attacks that

killed nearly 30 Israelis in recent weeks has

led the government to permit harsher inter-

rogations of suspected Muslim militants.

The loosening of past restrictions^.drew

accusations Wednesday from a human-
rights group that the authorities had adopted

the methods of their foes.

Justice Minister David Libai said this

week that a Cabinet committee on the Shin

Bet security ser\'ice had "taken a decision to

strengthen the ability of the Shin Bet to deal

with the wave of terror by Hamas and
Islamic Holy War."

He did not elaborate, but Israeli newspa-

pers reported that interrogators had been
given a freer hand after Shin Bet officials

complained that restrictions were hampering

their ability to get information and prevent

new attacks.

Ulcraine to eliminate

nuclear weapons
WASHINGTON — The Ukrainian
Parliament put aside longstanding reserva-

tions and voted overwhelmingly Wednesday
to become a nuclear-free nation.

In a move sought by the United Slates for

some time, the parliament agreed to sign the

nuclear nonproliferalion treaty, which
pledges its signers, with the exception of the

United States, Russia, China, Britain and
France, to rid themselves of all nuclear

weapons.

The Parliament placed a few conditions

on the move, among them receiving assur-

ances from the United States, Russia and
Britain to respect Ukraine's borders and
never use nuclear weapons against it.

Na^tlon

'96 Olympics tickets

to go on sale iVIay X
ATLANTA — Mark your calendars^
Olympic tickets will go on sale May I.

After some early confusion, Atlanta
Olympics organizers confirmed that they

had settled on the date.

' The date will be announced officially

during Macy's Thanksgiving Day parade
along with details about how to obtain
ACOG's 48-page ticket brochures.

Resembling mini telephone directories,

the slick brochures will list prices, loca-

tions and sessions for the 271 Olympic
events.

Prices will range from $6 to $250 for

athletic events, and every sport will have at

least one session with tickets available at

$25 or less. Opening ceremonies tickets

will go for up to $600 for those lucky
enough to get them.

Heavy rains destroy
Florida's farmland
MIAMI — Heavy rains from a tropical

storm over the last two days have flooded

tens of thousands of acres of farmland in

Florida and destroyed a large part of its

winter crop.

The storm, which has left at least 350
people dead in Haiti, according to radio

reports, swept slowly across southern and
central parts of Florida on Wednesday
before it moved into the Atlantic Ocean on
Wednesday evening.

Heavy rains subsided across much of the

Slate as the storm, designated Tropical
Storm Gordon, continued its northeastern

course.

In Florida, at least four deaths have been
reported as a result of the storm.

^tate

Judge's ruling slows
action of Prop. 187

Saying it raised "serious" constitutional

questions, a federal judge on Wednesday
temporarily restrained California officials

from implementing key provisions of
Proposition 187, the much-debated immi-
gration-control measure overwhelmingly
passed last week by the state's voters.

Judge William Matthew Byrne Jr. of
Federal District Court here found that the

proposition might cau.se undue hardships

and also might preempt law enforcement
powers reserved for the Immigration and
Naturalization Service.

"I find that there is a balance of hardship

that tips in favor of the plaintiffs," Byrne
said.

Top 10 signs your
governor is nuts
10. Changes Capitol name to "funkytown."

9. To prove he's tough on crime, hae himself

executed.

8. Calls an emergency staff meeting to

declare war on Nebraska.

7. If alone, eats every document on his desk.

6. Won't return phone call of best damn
mayor of best damn city of best damn coun-
try in the world.

5. During victory speech, screams: "Are you
sorry you wouldn't be my prom date now,
Stephanie O'RourkeT'
4. Giggles uncontrollably whenever he hears

the word "gubernatorial."

3. During swearing-in, insists on holding

judge's hand.

2. His date for the inaugural ball is inflatable.

1 . Keeps trying to impeach himself.

Compiledfrom Bruin wire services.
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Academic Senate begins restructuring review
Task force designed

to look at process of

disestablishments

By Gil Hopenstand - --

Daily Bruin Senior Staff

While the graduate school
restructuring plan was completed
in^lnoe, the dust has not settled on
its ramifications.

The Academic Senate recently

established a task force to exam-
ine how graduate schools and
departments were restructured,

and if any changes are necessary

for the future.

The task force - headed by

UCLA law professor Michael
Asimow - will specifically inves-

tigate the senate's procedure for

conducting transfers and disestab-

lishments of schools and academic
departments. :-

J\simow said the group's final

objective will be to determine
what areas of the procedure, if

any, need improvement.

"We will try to look at the vari-

ous stages involved in the review

and see whether that step was nec-

essary and if there were any prob-

lems," he said.

Because the restructuring last

year was so broad, each member
of the nine-person committee has

been assigned to examine a differ-

ent aspect of the procedure, such

as the role of temporary ad hoc

committees, designated commit-
tees and legislative assembly.

"I think it^s

important to look at

the process to see if it

works and if it meets

the needs."

Elma Gonzalez

UCLA Biology Professor

Asimow said he will study
whether reviews are necessary if

the affected school and the admin-

istration agree on*^tructural
changes.

Another committee member,
biology Professor Elma Gonzalez,

said she will talk to people who
had experience with the process

last year.

"I think its important to look at

the process to see if it works and if

it meets the needs. We need to

have a program that is robust, that

works under any conditions," she

said.

"It may be a little early to do so

but we don't want people to forget

their feelings on it." Gonzalez
added.

Ed Soja. urban planning profes-

sor, said he will look at the finan-

cial angle of restructuring.

"The restructuring was an
attempt to deal with the financial

crisis," Soja said, explaining that

budget-related problems triggered

the review last year.

John Hajda, the student mem-
ber -of the committee and the

-Graduate Student Association aca-

demic affairs commissioner, is

examining the role of student

input during the review. Hajda
said he sent out a survey to more
than 1,300 graduate students
across campus in the effected

schools to determine the "quality

and level" of student input
throughout the restructuring
process.

See review; page 16
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Awww...whatsa' matter, USC? Are you anticipating your 4th consecutive loss to the UCLA Bruins at the Rose Bowl this Saturday?

5ruins-show your support at the game as UCLA faces USC in yet another epic struggle. True Bruins will wear blue to demonstrate their loyalty and

cheer their team on to victory. Drop by BearWear for special Beat USC tee-shirts before the game if your current Bruin wear is grizzly. We've got

jackets and sweats for the rally and bonfire, too (in case you need more than a red-hot desire to torch the Trojans to take the chill off). Rally starts

at 9:30pinon the IM Field; march from the Residence flails begins at 8:45pm.
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Republicans come, Democrats go, lobbyists remain
Business executives

expect *prO'business

climate,' says survey

By Andrew Mollison -^

Cox News Service

WASHINGTON — As
Republicans come and Democrats

go, Washington lobbyists are dig-

ging in for an old-fashioned ^love

fest with a new kind of crowd.

"We just finished a survey of

the top executives of business and

trade associations/' Robert Boege,

chief lobbyist for the 23,000-
member American Society of
Association Executives, said

Wednesday. "They don't expect

gridlock, but they also don't
expect bipartisan bliss. What they

do expect is a much more pro-

business climate."

Because the House is controlled

by Republicans for the first time

in four decades, dealing with it

will require the swiftest gearshift-

ing by lobbyists more used to

working with and giving PAC
money to Democrats.

Those without GOP connec-
tions in the House "are in deep
trouble," said David Keene, chair-

man of the American
Conservative Union.

"If you were to ask for the

backgrounds of the Washington

reps of the 1 50 largest corpora-

tions and trade associations, you'd

find 10 percent of them were
Republicans and the rest were all

Democrats who came off the

Hill," Keene said. "A year ago,

you might not even have bothered

to have connections with House
Republicans, because there was
no need to."

Multi-client lobbyists with
close GOP contacts in the House
can expect new clients, he said.

Tony Roda, a former aide to

House Speaker-to-be Newt
Gingrich, and Gary Andres and
Nicholas Calio, who lobbied the

House for the Bush admrnistra-

tion, are in high clover nowadays.

"Many companies and lobbyists

are going to try to pick up
Republican lobbyists, and word
on the street is that some lobbying

shops that are very Democratic-

See LOBBYISTS, page 17
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Do You Want Credit Cards?

Now you dih have the most recognized

credit card in the world EVEN IF YOU ARE NEW IN

CREDIT or HAVE BEEN TURNED DGfWN BEFOREI

MasterCard* the credit caid you
deaen« and need foi^ ID—BOOKS—DEPARTMEm*

STORES-TUmON—ENTERTAINMENT—
EMERGENCY CASH—TICKETS—RESTAURANTS—

HOrELS-MOTELS-GAS-CAR RENTALS-
REPAJRS-AND TO BUILD YOUR CREDIT RATINGI

No turn downs!

rj^iS^ No credit checks!

^^^p5^^^tss^ No security deposit!

^V**°^ Send the coupon today
Your credit cards are waiting!

Get The StRaiGHX Story On Braces.

What's the cost • What's the best procedure • What's the right age •

Call For Free Consultation:

(310) 826 - 7494

Specializing in Braces for Adults & Childrai
ImnsibU • RamovabU • Tntditkm^ • European Surgical OrOtodoittict • Casmttic Poremlaiit

BRENTWOOD Orthodontic Center
Dr. Nader Dayanl, Certlflcd Specialist

11645 Wilshire Blvd.. Suite 802 18124 Culver Drive. SuiteA
;:^g3-E=] Brentwood (310) 826 - 7494 Irvine (714) 552 - 5890 t:3-E3-g;

UNI-CARD,BOX 220645, HOLLYWOOD, FL 33022

^f B^^5^Z lwantMASTERCARD«linmedlatel/.

100H QUARANTEEDI
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ADDRESS
cnv STATE— ZIP

STUDENT? Yes Wo S3.#

SIGNATURE
NOTC: MmIoOirI to icgtMeicd liadetnuli of MuteiGanl bttefnalloraL Inc.

MAIL THIS NO RISK COUPON TODAY
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FREE!!
UCLA Professor and Course Guide

Pick up your FREE copy on Bruin Walk
TODAY!

(While Supplies Last)

Presented to you by the

Academic Affairs Commission
and the ^^

.

CJCLA Alumni Association

STUDENTS

COUNCIL UCLAIumnIASSOCIATION

CASH?
SimpCyfUCout the UCLJiprofessor andCourse Quide T-vduation (encCosed witfi the. Quide or
you may pic^one up on 'Bruin WaCl^ anddrop it in Campus Traitor return it to the Mademic

Affairs Commission at Xercf^offSOS to Be entered in a dra-wingfor afirst prize of$100, second

,
— ——prize of$50, and thirdprize of$25ill

Fill out and return the evaluation sheet for the
CJCLA Professor and Course Guide

Check it out and tejl us what you think. Future editions depend on your

::. feedback. And you'll have the chance to win MONEY!!!

mi^:.

The UCLA Undergraduate
Business Society

PRESENTS:

THURSDAY, NOVEMBER 17, 1994

10 a.m. - 3 p.m.
^

JAMES WEST ALUMNI CENTER

Colleges and Universities attending:

Arizona State

CS Long Beach

Cornell University

Monterey Inst, of Int'l

Studies

San Francisco State -

Thunderbird University

UC Davis

UC Riverside

Illinois, Urbana-

Champaign

San Francisco State

use
University of Pittsburgh

Boston College

CS Los Angeles

Golden Gate University

Pepperdine University

SMU
U.S. International

UC Irvine

Univ. of Detroit-

Mercy

Univ. of Miami

Chapman College

Purdue University

South Carolina

r

Plus many more...

Brigham Young

Claremont

Loyola Marymount

San Diego State

Suffolk University

Univ. of Arizona

UCLA

La Verne

San Diego State

Willamette
~^

Texas A&M
Boston University

UBS is sponsored by Anderson
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SOLANAS
From page 1 ^"''^"^

Although Solanas' films have
enjoyed distribution worldwide,
U.S. distributors have not been
quick to pick up his work, despite

a recent surge in independent
films.

Solanas will attend Thursday's

7:30 p.m. screening of his 1992
film El Viaje at Melnitz Theater.

The 1992 film, about an adoles-

cent's search for his father, mixes

a strong critique of the current

ccnter-to-right Personist govern-

ment and Solanas' personal
views about Argentinian politics

and history.

Even after his return to

Argentina, Solanas continued to

be politically vocal about gov-

ernment corruption and the new
democratically elected
Argentinean President Carlos
Menen, as well as the direction of

the current Peronist party in

power.

"In this years, I have
denounced a lot of the corrup-

tion, and I suffered an attempt

(on my life) for having
denounced the corruption,"
Solanas said.

In response to Solanas' accusa-

tions against the government and

the president. President Menen
tried to sue him for defamation in

1991. but failed.

"I rectified my denouncements
(about government corruption )

to the court and the next day I

was shot," Solanas said simply.

He was shot six times in the

leg outside of his film laboratory

where he was working on the

film El Viaje.

Bedridden for several weeks
after the shooting, Solanas took a

year to fully recover from the

wounds. Public outrage at the

attempt on his life helped him get

elected to the Argentinean
Congress. .

Solanas helped found the polit-

ical party Frente Grande, a coali-

tion of leftist political groups,
under which he ran for Congress.

"It's a party I formed with oth-

ers in the face of the political cri-

sis and (government) corruption.

We formed a new political
force," he said.

While many things have
changed in Argentina, Solanas
said he feels there is still much to

be done.

"Argentina's situation is a dif-

ficult economic crisis," he
explained. "There is a crisis in

cinema, but cinema's problems
tend to better themselves."

Solanas will hold a directing

workshop for students of the

School of Theater, Film and
Television on Friday and
Saturday. He will also be avail-

able to answer questions after the

screening tonight.

"I HATE HIDDEN COSTS!
lens packages are complete.

I ir^l I. I 11^^ L II V^WIWt Vou won t be surprised by

- DR. ROSS J. SOMERS, OPTOMETRIST, (UCLA Alumni) aUow^'us^'J^cTR^'^foryou"

CONTACT LENSES
(Includes)

• Complete eye exam
• Care kit

• Computerized contact lens fitting

• 6 months follow-up care
• Service agreement (like insurance)

Vision plans & Medi-cal welcome/Appointments made 24 hours a day!

COMPUnfE CARE Kl 319-9999
1531 WUshire Blvd. Santa Monica

(corner of 16th Street, r»xt to Crown Books)

You've paid your dues.

Are you prepared to coDect?

How much money and effort have you

spent on your education so far? How
many thousands of hours? And now

you have to take the MCAT. Is

there such a thing as overkill in

a situation like this?

to these tests, we work through MCAT passages every time

the class meets. Nothing you encounter on the MCAT
should be a surprise.

Hyperlearning offers

the most intensive

MCAT prepara-

tion available.

We work hard to

give you the most

for your dollar. The

most required hours, the

most motivating environment,

the most complete and current mate

rials, and the most qualified instructors

PROFESSIONAL

PREP CODRSE

Tlie longest most (omplele, and mosl intensiven (ourse dVdildble

. 12 weeks, 4 meetings per week (Saturday, Sunday, and two week-

nights). More than 130 total hours. No wimps need apply.

• 2.5 hours per meeting, 44 separate meetings.

• Immediate feedback. No more than 24 studeijts in a class.

• Convenient classrooms and times to fit your schedule.

• We help you re-learn, rather than merely review, the

conceptually-oriented science vid verbal material

you'll need to get a winning MCAT score.

RiQorous essay writing worlcsliops

You'll write thirteen half-hour essays. While this

program improves scores dramatically, a few

students need even more help. We've designed

one-on-one writing sessions (five weeks

each) for students who still have concerns

about this important subscore.

Help with the application process

We won't abandon you after the

MCAT. We have interview and

application resources , seminars,

catalogs and profiles on all 126

U.S. allopathic medical schools.

We have a Macintosh*

AMCAS application template

so you can work on your appli-

cation until you're satisfied. Then

you can laser print the final version

on our system and send it off.

Specialized instructors who are expeils in their held

• You arc taught byfour (not one or two) spe-

cialized, MCAT-experienced instructors.

• All instructors have earned at least a

Master's degree and many have won teach-

ing awards outside our course.

l^e design and re design our MCAT course (or you

All of our materials are subject to student

feedback on areas of confusion. We continually

upgrade our exhaustive Biology, Chemistry, Physics,

and Verbal materials to emphasize the conceptual skills

demanded by the new format MCAT. We now offer 2600

pages of focused review materials, hundreds of practice

MCAT-style passages and five practice MCATs.

MCAT diagnostics to focus your efforts, right from the start

You'll take two diagnostic tests in addition to two

fuU-lcngth MCATI^'just before the test. Taking the first diag-

nostic test early in the course will alert you and your instructors to your

weak areas in both science knowledge and test-taking skills. In addition

Any questions?

Just give us a call at

800 MD-BOUND
(1-800-632-6863)

Well make sure you

get what you've

(already) paid for.

WBEIfIT'S TIME TOGHSERIOUSABOUTTHE TEST."
CI994 Hnxrlnming. Hjrpnlewmag nd PrornMotMl MCAT Pr»p Coun* mt inulMiaHa and "Wh»n it'. Tout «• G«< S<n<>» AlniM the Tew" n Mr>k« mvk ct Hyptitnraii^

- Madntoah ia a nfpaati itadraiHt o( Applr CompiKf, Inc.

ITALIAN

Andy and Tony

invite you to join them

in Light-Hearted

Roman Style Dining

010) 4744)102

Special Dinners Monday through Thursday

Lunch • Dinner • Cocktails • Free Parking

10929 West Pico Blvd., West Los Angeles

Make Your Life

Jew-oier!
IF

IF

YOU would liice a Jewish perspective on any topic

WE provide a tape library that covers the universe

YOU and/or a friend would like to join a family for a

laid'back Shabbat meal

WE bring you Shabbat Shalom UCLA

BUT MOST IMPORTANTLY
TTJ YOU have questions on anything & everything Jewish
Jin WE have our roving Rabbi...Shlomo Seidenfeld

Armed and Generous

NO TOPIC IS TABOO— SO —
IF YOU'RE CRUISIN' FOR A SCHMOOZIN'

Breeze by my table on Monday, Tuesday, and Thursday 1 1-1 on Bruin Walk
or give me a call at 824-2247

I MAKE DORM CAUS
Oh, by the way, we're

J.A.M.
JEWISH AWARENESS MOVEMENT

MADE POSSIBLE BY A GRANT from ihc JEWISH COMMUNITY POUNDATION

HAIRCUTTING WESTWOOD
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Come to an

Essay & Application

Workshop
Bring your essays and applications with you to

tills fiands-on worksiiop, and you will:

get the inside story on admissions

learn how to get great recommendations

learn how to write a personal statement

get feedback on your essays

and applications

Consultation

• Colorist

on staff

• Perms

'^ Bodywave.

• Make-up

Men - Sat 9-7

' INTRODUCTORY OFFER .

First time Students Only $18
824-2711 . 1001 Gayley
(NEXT TO COFFEE BEAN)

"vfifcel^^

Guest Speaker, Location, Date & Time:

Trent Anderson, J.D., M.B.A.
Mr. Anderson is a graduate of both UCLA and USC,
and has advised pre-professional studentsfor over

eight years. He is a member ofPCAPLA
and the California Bar

Ramada, Beverly Hills

'Riesday, November 22nd

6:30 pm - 9:00 pm

Admission: $45.00

WorRslTopseats are limited, call 1 -SOO-KAP-TEST

toddy, to reserve your space!

KAPLAN
•As documented in the May 1994 Kaplan LSAT Pertormance Study conducted by Price Waterhouse.

J
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AIDS
From page 1

ratory versions of the virus. This
particular antibody is unusual
because it neutralizes viruses iso-

lated from actual patients.

Scripps researchers obtained the

antibody from an HIV-positive
patient's bone marrow and cloned

it using bacteria, said Paul Parren,

a doctor of immunology and mole-

cular biology at Scripps.

The university's team tested the

antibody on HIV strains from

infected newborn infants. Parren
said the antibody was unusual
because it neutralized actual HIV

(The antibody) was

effective at lower

concentrations than

most antibodies . .

.

strains isolated from humans, not

just laboratory vefsions of the

virus.

"It inactivated 75 percent of the

actual isolates," Parren explained.

"Most antibodies only destroy lab-

oratory versions. That tells you
there must be a feature distinguish-

ing lab viruses from the real

thing."

The antibody's other unique fea-

ture is that it was effective at lower
concentrations than most antibod-

ies, meaning it may be an ideal

drug for prolonging HIV-positive

patients' lives, Parren said.

"It was surprising that it worked
in such small concentrations. We
were very happy," said Michael
Lammachia, one of the UCLA

doctors.

The fact that the antibody neu-

tralized HIV strains from new-

Tlie university's team

tested the antibodies on

HIV stains from

infected ... infants.

boms, even if only in the test tube,

was especially encouraging, said

E. Richard Stiehm, chief of
immunology at the university's

School of Medicine.

"These viruses (isolated from
newborns) are very sturdy. They
grew despite the mother's antibod-

ies, and our antibody killed these

viruses," Stiehm said.

Tlie antibody's potency against

viruses transmitted to newborns
means that it might be used to halt

the transmission of the HIV virus

from infected mothers to their

babies, Lammachia said.

Lamacchia presented his find-

ings at the National Disease

See AIDS, page 13

Sociely for Armenian Studies, Inc.

SOCIETYFOR AIUHENIAN STUDIES
"""^

TWENTIETHANNIVERSARYCONFEBENGE
UCLA, November 18-19, 1994

^Friday 9\(pveTnBer 18

"Rgom 6269 "Bunche 9<a[t

9a.m.to12:QQnonn 1-4:30 p.m .

'Biblicaland 'Religious TfUmes, Ute XaraBagfi Conflict:

J^rmenian Literary Themes. ^Historiograpfiy and'Politics.

Saturday, Ch(pvemBer 19

(Rpom 121 CDodd9{aCC
9a.m.to12:QQnnnn 1-4:30 p.m.

The Armenian ^Diaspora,
'

LiUrature and IdenHty in JUrmenian
historic andContemporary Issues 'Diaspora Culture, CompuUr Tecfinolo£y

^
in Armenian Studies, Art iHemes

BANQUET
7:30 P.M. FRIDAY, NOV. 18

UCLA FACULTY CENTER
For information and reservations, call: (310) 825-1307, (818) 793-0385, (818) 244-9733

sponsored By: Society for Armenian Studies
The Grigor NarekatsI Chair In Armenian Studies, UCLA
The Armenian Educational Foundation Chair In Modern
Armenian History, UCLA

SPEND A QUARTER IN

WASHINGTON D.C.
OR SACRAMENTO

J
rnships for Spring/Summer 1995 in!

Washington, D.C.
The White House, Voice ofAmerica, The Supreme Court,
Dept. of Commerce, Dept. of Justice, \].S. Baltic Foundation,
American Bar Association, National Bar Association, CNN,
CBS, Dept. of Education, The Keefe Co., Public Defender's
Service, The National Black Caucus, Common Cause, Rep.
Matsui, Senator Boxer, Smithsonian, Rep. Dellums, Rep. Bill

Baker, INTERPOL, Export/Import Bank and much more!

Sacramento
Governor's Office, Attorney General's Office, CYA,
Dept. of Education, UC Student Association,

^LVLDEF and much more!

Information Meetings:

Thursday, Nov 17

5:00pm - 6:00pm
J

Deadline:

Wednesday, Nov 23, 1994
EXPO Center: Room 311, Plaza Building

(310)825-0831

nt0r
^poiliqni

Are you a spectacular Senior?

Let the whole campus know! Apply to

be a "Senior Spotlighr in UCLA'S
official yearbook. Pick up applications

at the Daily Bruin Classified Desk or at

our offices at Kerckhoff 21 2K, and
submit them by Friday, Dec. 2nd.

\iyou have any questions, please call

825-2640

BRUIN LIFE

HOW DO
YOU WANT YOUR

HAIRCUT?

You don't have to go to great lengths to get a great
haircut. Just come to Supercuts. We're open for business
seven days a week and you never need an appointment.
What's more, every Supercuts stylist receives extensive
ongoing education unparalleled In the category. So tell

us, how do vou want your hair cut?

supmcuTS
SUPERCUT™ $10.00

1650 Westwood Blvd. (between Santa Monica Blvd. and WUshire)

(310) 470- 1558 M-F 8-9 Sat. 8-7 Sun. 10^

AIDS
From page 12

Conference in Orlando, where he
said the reception was enthusiastic.

The next step for researchers is

to see how effective the antibody

is in living organisms. Stiehm said

that the next study will probably

test the antibody on chimpanzees
or skid mice, which are mutant
mice bom with no immune sys-

tem.

The skid mice are given a

human immune system, making

skid mouse studies good predictors

of antibody effects in humans,
Stiehm explained.

Before the treatment can be test-

ed on humans, the antibody must
be approved by the National
Institute of Health and the Federal

Drug Administration, as well as a

federal Human Subjects Protection

Committee.

If the new antibody lives up to

its promise, it could be mass-pro-

duced as a drug by Johnson and
Johnson, which holds patent rights

on all new ideas coming from
Scripps, Stiehm said.

AWARD
From page 1

"If we hadn't requested infor-

mation under the act, it's my
belief we wouldn't have gotten

any of the information (from the

university)," Romonek added.

After several months of nego-

tiation, UCLA released some
documentation to the Daily
Bruin, which was incomplete and
edited. In September 1993,
Romonek filed suit in Los
Angeles County Superior Court

against UCLA for the complete
documents. The lawsuit was nec-

essary, Romonek said, because
the university didn't have the

legal authority to act on its own.
"The university had to wait for

The Bruin to sue - otherwise
they would be legally responsi-

ble (for breaking settlement
agreements)," he said.

On May 10, 1994, Superior
Court Judge Robert O'Brien
decided the case in favor of the

Daily Bruin, and ordered the uni-

versity to release its "secret
files."

Three weeks later, four heavily

edited casefiles were delivered to

the Daily Bruin, totaling more
than $1 million in secret settle-

ments made by UCLA between
1989 and 1993.

Among them were two dis-

crimination cases, a negligence
claim based on a 1987 rape
which occurred in Rieber Hall
and a sexual harassment claim
against a Medical Center physi-

cian and professor for allegedly

raping his administrative assis'-

See AWARD, page 14

PIZZA usm
Italian Restaurant

207-5900
an18"

(it's huge!)
11628SJmA MONICA BLVD.

SUN-THURS 11-12 AM • FRI & SAT 11-2 AM
15" Inch Pizza

, 2 Toppings
[

i H 4 QQ X-LAR6E
[

only|a99, lyMi^V AntM^toppings
i

plus Garlic Bread and 2 Cokes
t

> your heart desires
|

AddSlajTdmak^it^nEx-L^^^ L_!l_lP„__„l— — — p-_ — —.

M AA . « \.. I Spaghetti and Garlic bread

SLJJlO-Piece
I

1

"^
only $199!

Chicken Hot Wings and Fries] I

Tortellini and Gariic bread

[

with order of Pizza | 'minimum order se.oo ^ '

I

Thin or Thick Crust, NO EXTRA CHARGE!
Lowfat cheese available upon request.

N ow Newly

Remodeled

We're Bigger to

Serve You Better.

A s American as

the red, white, and

blue.

Johnny Rockets.

Serving up the

Original Hamburger,

American Fries,

Malts and Shakes, a

Grilled Chicken

Sandwich, Apple Pie

and more. Even a

nickel Jukebox.

Where else

can you play it

again for a song?

20% Off Food & Beverages

;

Bring in this coupon for a 20% Discount on your food and beverage '

purchase. Only with this coupon. One coupon per person or party. |

Offer expires 1 2/9/94. Offer only valid at the following location:

w-

Johnny Rockets
10959 Weyburn Ave. • Westwood Village

(3 1 0) 824-5656

I

"BEEP" FOR CHEAP
NEW MOTOROLA PAGERS AT "DISCOUNT PRICES"

BRAVO EXPRESS, LIFESTYLE PLUS, BRAVO PLUS & ENCORE
ALL COLORS

v

LOWAIRTIME$6.95 per month

Inter
C * * I I

SWITCH YOUR AIRTIME TO US!

LOCAL& NATIONWIDE COVERAGE
Order By Phone- We Deliver

CALL (800) 646-6484

VOICE MAIL
AVAILABLE

ASUCLA BOARD OF DIRECTORS

November Meeting
•x«:

12:00 Noon Friday, November 18, 1994

2408 Ackerman Union

Liuil Month

At the October 31, 1994 Regular

Meeting, the Board of Directors

took the following actions in

addition to receiving reports on

a number of matters:

Noticed the proposed revisions

to the ASUCLA Privacy Policy

On theAgenda

The November agenda incitides

the following action and

M^formatlon items and reports:

Services and Enterprises

Preliminary Sales Results for

the Month Ending October 31,

1994

Inventory Up>date

Bruin Gold Update •

Proposed change to ASUCLA
Board of Directors Privacy

Policy
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AWARD
From page 13

tant.

The next day. The Bruin pub-
lished summaries of the redacted

files, along with a summary of
the newspaper's fight for the
files. The four cases were then
investigated further, and the
paper published in-depth stories

on them during the last two
weeks of the spring quarter.

On Nov. 7, two days after the

Student Press Law Center award

was given. The Bruin published a

Gender Crimes Supplement,
updating the campus on some of

After several months of

negotiation, UCLA
released some

documentation to the

Daily Bruin ...

the cases, a synopsis of the
paper's legal battles and also

details on a new case of discrimi-

nation which is now being settled

by UCLA.
Last year's winner of the

Student Press Law Center's
award was the Lion's Roar at

Southeastern Louisiana
University, which received praise

for pursuing criminal charges
against a student government
president who was accused of
stealing several thousand copies
of their newspaper.

Goodman said the Daily
Bruin's perseverance in its law-
suit, and pioneering in the field

of college gender-crimes report-

ing, set The Bruin apart from
other college newspapers.

"We waited to know if

this w^s an isolated

incident ..."

Josh Romonek

Former Daily Bruin Editor

"The Daily Bruin is one of the

first newspapers that I know
(which) has actually pushed for

access to this information and
been so successful as well," he
said.

Efforts like that of the Daily
Bruin, Goodman said, help tear

away at the shrouds of secrecy
that many public institutions

place over their internal affairs.

"With every (public informa-
tion) request that's made, it gets

more and more difficult for
schools to get away with cover-
ing up this kind of information."

With staffreports by James
Thomas Snyder.
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CHICANO
From page 1

backyard.

Hector Calderon, a UCLA
associate professor in the
Spanish and Portuguese depart-

ment, was named chairman of
the Chicana/o studies center.

Calderon replaces Carlos
Grijalva, acting chair of the cen-

ter since January.

Calderon received his doctor-

ate in Latin American literature

from Yale. He has also studied at

the School of Criticism and
Theory at UC Irvine and was a

Ford Foundation Fellow at

Stanford University.

Calderon already teaches sev-

Calderon already

teaches several classes

at UCLA ...

eral classes at UCLA and is the

author of "Criticism in the
Border Lands: Studies in

Chicano Literature, Culture and

Idealogy." He was unavailable
for comment.
The center for Chicana/o stud-

ies also hired three new assistant

professors. Otto Santa Ana stud-

ied anthropology at the
University of New Mexico. He
received his doctorate from the

University of Pennsylvania and
now specializes in linguistics.

Abel Valenzuela obtained His

doctorate at the Massachusetts
Institute of Technology and is a

professor of urban planning.

With reportsfrom Donna Wong.

JAPAN
From page 2

percent of their incomes on educa-

tion, a large percentage of that on
cram schools that prepare young-
sters for the rigorous and minutely

detailed entrance exams at middle
schools, high schools and universi-

ties.

By contrast the survey found
American parents spend on aver-

age less than 3 percent of their

income on their children's educa-

tion.

As universities compete among
themselves for a shrinking number
of applicants, they are tending to

distinguish themselves by special-

izing.

For instance, some dental
schools are cutting back on cours-

es they offer in liberal arts.

Finding that research grants are

an increasingly important source

of revenue, schools are bringing in

faculty members who will focus
on graduate rather than undergrad-

uate classes in areas like science

and engineering, or on pure
research.

M
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CD ROM
From page 3

purchases are included in S3 per-

cent of proposed schcx)! plans.

Seeds University Elementary
Schcwl's laboratory computers are

equipped with CD-ROM drives.

The UCLA-affiliated grade
school has a computer for every
two pupils.

"We have a pretty sophisticated

lab and we are very happy about

it. All of this cost a lot of money
but we lease the computers," said

Seeds Assistant Principal Amie
Watson.

Seeds uses CD-ROM encyclo-

pedias as well as science simula-

tion programs as educational
devices.

"CD-ROM are very easy to use

and children like it," Watson said

.

A six week training program is

provided for Seeds students. The
program includes how to use the

keyboard and various ways of
using computers. Then students

start using computers in class.

"'HyperCard' allows children to

use the multi-media process,"
Watson said. They create their

own multi-media programs,
where they incorporate sound,
photos and videos.

Now they are using a gigantic

data connection network that

links Seeds with Beverly Hills

School and Westwood
Elementary School. Children will

be able to cpnnect with other stu-

dents from any of these schools.

Teachers said they must pre-

pare for this new generation of
technology. They need to be
trained by experts on how to use

the material.

"No matter how gocxl the pro-

gram is, if teachers don't know
how to use them it could become
bad," said Peter Kovarick, direc-

tor of UCLA's Educational
Technology Unit.

COMPUANCE
From page 3

(about Proposition 187)."

Based on his understanding of

legal proceedings in Los Angeles
and San Francisco courts, along
with a Nov. 1 1 letter issued by UC
President Jack Peltason, Mandel
advised the police chief not to

implement any of the provisions

until further notice.

"The court made it clear that the

university is to maintain the status

quo pending further judicial clari-

fications," Mandel explained.

Chapman said that he is not
aware of any problems on campus
stemming from the passing of the

initiative. No inquires about possi-

ble changes in police prcKedures
have been made, he added.

REVIEW
From page 6

"(Our objective) is to find out
how many grads knew what was
going on and how they found out

information on what was going
on," Hajda said.

While the procedure states that

"The restructuring was

an attempt to deal with

the financial crisis."

EdSoJa

Urban Planning Professor

students should have a role in the

restructuring process, Hajda
explained there are no specifics

as to what categorizes student
input.

"We also want to determine

See REVIEW, page 17
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Who knew what?
As part of the Appendix 5 review
process, graduate students are
being asked how much they knew
about the restructuring process.
Stud^ts from various schools
are a^ed to return

questk)nnaires. wSSSn?

Architecture and 150
Urban Planning

t Social Welfare 86

Library and 117 1

Information Science

f Music and 80
Ethnomuslcology

Nursing 250

Education 600 ;

Dance 35

Art and Design 30

SouFce:Qraduate Student Association

S^

REVIEW
From page 16

how (student input) should be
stated in (the procedure) in the

future," he said, explaining the

importance of the survey.

Though surveys were due back
Wednesday, graduate students
are encouraged to return them as

soon as possible.

The task force's report is

expected to be completed some-
time in January.

LOBBYISTS
From page 8

oriented are trying to find a

Republican to balance them out,"

said Wright Andrews, incoming
chairman of the American League
of Lobbyists.

But Andrews, a former legisla-

tive assistant to Sen. Sam Nunn,
D-Ga., said his firm also has
picked up new clients, because
they hope to get pro-business leg-

islation they couldn't get under
Democrats.

"In a great many industries, the

Republicans tended to be the peo-

ple you worked with anyway,"
Andrews said. The change, he
said, "doesn't have any great

effect one way or the other on
firms like ours that have been
nonpartisan or bipartisan all

along."

"It's not necessarily a whole
different ball game; just some
adjustments to be made," agreed

Richard Creighton, president of
the American Portland Cement
Alliance, who has been in

Washington for three decades. "I

think the business community and

its lobbyists will be as busy as

ever."

Business groups could sound
"like a Tower of Babel in terms of

what we're trying to get from
Congress," Creighton warned. He
and other veterans are already dis-

cussing a common agenda in din-

ner groups and other informal
meetings at hotels and restaurants

downtown.
He said their agenda must be

"compatible with the desires of

the leaders" in Congress - now all

Republicans.

More than 90 business lobby-

ists got s6me hints this week
when they were treated by House
Republicans to breakfast and a

briefing in the Capitol Hill Club.

The lobbyists were asked to sug-

gest the names of people to be

hired for House committee staffs.

Those lobbyists are members
of the House Council, which
requires gifts of $5,000 or more to

the National Republican
Congressional Committee. ^
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Viewpoin
Counterpoint

Do women gain credibility in liarassment cases?
By Tami Sauer

After reading the article

"Women's rights activist gets

UCLA settlement" in the Nov. 7
Daily Bruin special supplement
on gender crimes about Kerima
Reed's harassment suit against

the university, I was so perplexed
I decided to look up the word
harassment in my dictionary. My
Webster's Dictionary has the fol-

lowing to say about harassment:

I worked with

Reed for about one

year in the department

of pediatrics under

Dr. James Cherry,

and ... I was shocked

to see that Reed

felt harassed by him.

harass (v) 1 : to worry or

impede by repeated raids; 2 a: to

exhaust, fatigue; b: to annoy per-

sistently. SYN see worry -

harasser (n) - harassment (n)

At first I thought that Reed did

not look in her dictionary before

slapping a harassment suit on the

university.

I worked with Reed for about
one year in the department of
pediatrics under Dr. James
Cherry, and while in the past I

have worked for more amiable
people than Cherry, I was
shocked to see that Reed felt

harassed by him.

Then I looked at my defini-

tions more carefully. To exhaust
andfatigue - well, I supf>ose that

if Reed went home tired after a

long day's work, then she could

use Village has
notiiingon

Westwood
EdKon

Re: Peter Hamilton's Nov. 1

5

column, "An old-timer's words to

the wise: Westwood Village

sucks."

Westwood doesn't suck.

University Village sucks. For those

of you who aren't familiar with

University Villag;e, nicknamed UV,
it's the closest thing to Westwood
use's got. For anyone brave

enough to venture out of the nar-

row confines of the USC campus,
UV is a littl& patch of stores that

tries to use its pink art deco exteri-

or to convince ignorant Trojans

that it's actually a cool place to

hang out. Sure, there's a bank, but

Daily Bruin
227 Kerckhoff Hall

308 Westwood Plaza
Los Angeles, CA 90024

(310) 825-9898

consider herself harassed. To

annoy persistently - again,

although I have known people

with more social skills than

Cherry (let his quote in the previ-

ous Daily Bruin article be your
guide: "I don't have any time to

deal with this - if it's not posi-

tive for me, then it's not accu-

rate, so to hell with you") I -have

to say that his persistent demand
for quality work, regular atten-

dance and punctuality must have
annoyed Reed.

I have learned other things

from reading this article.

Apparently, if you are an outspo-

ken opponent of sexual harass-

ment, you gain credibility. The
same goes for being a "women's
rights activist." While I have not

yet consulted my dictionary on
that term, apparently these rights

Reed ;o actively supports are the

rights women everywhere should

be fighting for: the right to take a

day off whenever you feel like it,

the right to come in at 10 a.m.

instead of 8 a.m. because you're

feeling a little tired, the right to

complete personal business at the

office because you don't have
time to do it at home and abov^
all, the right to file a grievance

against your employers because

they have the nerve to attempt to

take these rights away from you.

I, for one, am glad to know
that such a pioneering individual

is out there fighting for my
rights.

There is just one final point on
which I could use some clarifica-

tion. After allegedly being
harassed at work regularly for

more than a year. Reed became
active in the union. But I still do
not understand how firing her for

work behavior she exhibited con-
sistently BEFORE AND AFTER

See SAUER, page 20

I'm scared to use the Versateller.

And there's a Baskin Robbins, but

it doesn't look too clean. And there

are a few movies that play at the

theater, where you're pretty lucky

to sit through an entire movie
without the filmstrip breaking.

But while Bruins complain
about Westwood, with our

starstudded premiere of Interview

with the Vampire at a historic pic-

ture palace, the Trojans are stuck

seeing Jason's Lyric in a theater

where every other seat is stripped

bare, and as an anonymous Trojan

said, "the ones that are left you
wouldn't want to sit in."

Some of you Bruins might also

want to complain about the home-
less people invading "our" village.

But we should feel fortunate to

even have a village to invade. The
"village" at USC is really a shop-

ping center for the masses of South

Central, and college students stick
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Letter

out like sore thumbs. At least we
Bruins still belong in Westwood.

Before I finish, I just want to

say that I'm not going to go to

Geor^getown just to sec what a real

college town shoufd be like.

Anyone suggesting I do so can pay
for my flight to Washington D.C.
Until then, I'm going to look at

what L.A. has to offer and just be
glad I don't go to USC.

Uane Pritlkin

Senior

Psychology

Undocumented
immigrants pay
taxes too
Editor:

How in the hell do David Rice

Unsigned editorials represent a majority opinion of

the Daily Bruin EdHortal Boanj. AH other coiumns,

Mlart and arlwoiV reproaent the opintorts of their

authors. They do not reflect the views of the

Editorial Board, the staff or the ASUCLA
Communications Board. The Bruin complies with

the Conwnunication Boards policy prohWUnfl tt>e

puMcaHon of articlea that perpabial* darogalory

cultural or ethnic stereotypM. Written material

•ubmittad must be typed or wMlan lagbly.

and Ian Young ("Questioning
racism in 187," Nov. 11) arrive at

the conclusion that illegal immi-
grants do not pay taxes? I

thought that UCLA students were
a little more educated and better

informed than the average citi-

zen.

When was the last time anyone
was questioned about their citi-

zenship while paying for gro-

ceries? How about when buying
gasoline? When purchasing a

car? The answer is, NEVER.
That's because undocumented

workers pay exactly the same
amount of taxes as citizens. We
pay taxes at the supermarket, the

gas pump, at tax time and every
other time, both federal and
state.

Wilson and the rest of his

Republican retards would have
heart attacks if illegal immi-
grants were allowed to buy

goods 8 percent cheaper than

everyone else.

TTie majority of undocumented
workers attain work with the

help of false or counterfeit docu-
ments, and thus have to pay the

same amount of taxes, as if they

were legal. The Internal Revenue
Service is an equal opportunity

taxer; they don't care about
legality. It is true that some
workers are paid cash or "under
the table," but in that scenario,

the employers (legal citizens) are

equally guilty of breaking the tax

laws.

My advice to Rice and Young
is to heed the advice of Abraham
Lincoln: "It's better to remain
silent and be thought a fool than

to speak out and remove all

doubt."

Juan Sanchez
Junior

Psychology

All submitted mata(i«l ^^ust bear the author's

name, addreas, telephone number, registration

number or afflNaUon with UCLA. Names will not be
withheld except in extreme cases. The Bruin will

publish anonymous letters on a case-by-case
basis if the letter is deemed to be of a sensitive

nature, but the above information is required for

purposes of verification. If a letter is printed

anonymously, all biographical information will be
kaptooaidential.

When multiple authors submit material, tome
names may be kept on Trie rtOm than pubNahed
with the material. The Bruin raaervaa the right to

edH sutynitted material and to determine its place-

ment in the paper. All submissions becon>e the

property of The Bruin. The Communications
Board has a media grievance procedure for

resolving complainta against any of Its publica-

tions. For a copy of tt>e complete procedure, oon>
tad the PubNctfiona offloe at 227 Kaickhoff Hal.—
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When

Roxanne

Marquez

Dressed like Maria Shriver and angry

as hell, I lit another Marlboro and
gulped my glass of white wine. The

television screen blared its mocking mes-
sage at me. In New York, Cuomo lost. In

Texas, Richards was losing. At the

Biltmore, Brown would concede defeat in

about five minutes. ^^^^^^^^^
Throughout California,

Proposition 1 87 contin-

ued to collect votes like

there was no tomorrow.

It was Election Night
'94 as I sat at the bar in

the Doubletree Hotel.

And upstairs, the

Republican victory

party proceeded,

unstoppable.

For the mostly white,

apple-pie-loving, God-
bless-America-singing

Republicans sitting

around me it was a dream come true. But
I'd come just for the hell of it. Some twist-

ed part of me wanted to see Arianna
Huffington's plastic smile, to feel the

immense concentration of wealth packed
into two hotel floors, to discover just for

kicks if I could successfully pass for white

when Republican guys tried to pick up on
me.
My goal had been to find out what

California conservatives really thought

when they assumed that I was one of

them. I succeeded. And now, I really did-

n't want to be in the lion's den anymore.

Fifteen minutes earlier, I'd admitted

defeat. Undeniably, the writing was on the

wall. So I'd trudged up to the press room
to call my roommate Gendy and beg her

to come get me. "Pick me up!" I had
pleaded. "I can't take it anymore!" Gendy
had laughed at my silly venture. She
would be there in 45 minutes, she

promised.

"Still a half hour to go," I thought. I

took another thick drag and looked around
the room. I was one of the few non-

blondes in the room. I needed to leave -

now. It wasn't just that the nationwide

Republican sweep that was sick. / was
sick. Because slowly, I was beginning to

resent white people.
• • •

It wasn't the first time I'd ever felt this

way.

The first time I experienced such a bla-

tantly racist emotion had been in sixth

grade. It was Election Day '86 and my
schoolmates, all of whom were white,

were teasing, me as I waited in line to play

handball.

"I saw that stupid Mondale/Ferraro sign

your mom put in your front yard," said

Brian, the boy I'd liked for the past two
years. "That's dumb. Mondale's gonna
lose."

"No he's not," I replied weakly.

"Yes he is! My step-dad says your dad's

stupid for putting that sticker on his car."

sang Sharon, the little bitch who'd ruined

my Chuck E. Cheese birthday party in the

third grade by hogging the balloons, pizza

and tokens. "He's a loser just like

Mondale's a loser.** _v
"My dad's not a lose?!" I cried. "My

dad doesn't care what our .neighbors think.

And at least he's not whitewashed like

your step-dad!" I told her, referring to her

Hispanic stepfather. Sharon started crying.

I smiled knowing that I'd hit her where it

hurt.

But the other kids didn't care. They just

kept teasing me for the rest of the day and
all of the next day, when it turned out they

were right - Mondale was a loser, at least

politically speaking.

Just south of Pasadena, north San
Gabriel, where I grew up, was almost

completely white. It was - and is - one of

the most Republican pockets of Los
Angeles County.

So at a young age, I learned to associate

"white" with "Republican," b<?cause for a

long time, conservative whites were the

only whites I knew.

And throughout the '80s, the media
played up racial differences to the hilt - as

if all political divisions resulted because

of race. According to the local evening

news, we couldn't even live with each

other. As they portrayed it, whites lived in

the Valley, Mexicans lived in East L.A.,

blacks lived in South Central and Asians

were "everywhere."

No mention of how class might play a

role in political divisions. No mention of

differing degrees of "liberalism" and
"conservatism." Just "us" vs. "them." And
almost always, the division relied on
racial differences.

It wasn't until I was exposed to people

from outside of San Gabriel that I under-

stood that classifying people into neat lit-

tle ideological categories based solely

upon race is problematic.

After all, there afe African American
and Latino Republicans. I've seen them on
Bruin Walk campaigning for Republican

candidates. Even much of my mother's

side of the family voted for the

Bush/Quayle ticlcet primarily because of

their "family values" platform.

See MARQUEZ, page 20

Viewpoint

Election results raise issues for Democrat
By Eve Waldman

I can't help but feel sad about

the results of the Nov. 8 elec-

tions. I worked so hard and cam-
paigned with so many other

people to bring in a great

woman, Kathleen Brown, to the

governor's office. Everyone
seems to have this anti-incum-

bency feeling. Then why elect

Pete Wilson?
For myself and many others,

Nov. 8 started at 7 a.m. making
sure the polls in our precincts

were open. But the day ended
with me crying on the sofa in my
living room. I watched as the TV
newscasters explained that

Republicans had taken over both

the House and the Senate, as well

as 3 1 states.

I guess I'm just scared.

Republicans ran under the

... I'm afraid of more

and severe gay bashing,

anti-affirmative action

laws, that one day my
child will have to pray

in school and that we

will no longer have

reproductive choices.

umbrella of less government.

Their basic rhetoric was, "We

will get government out of your
life." But I'm afraid that this idea

of "non-activism" will lead to

"super-activism" by changing a

progressive society into a regres-

sive one.

In this century, every human,
without regard to race, gender or

disability can vote, hold a job

and possess unique individuality.

This makes me proud to be an

American. But I'm afraid that my
new leaders will turn our free-

doms around. I'm afraid of more
and severe gay bashing, anti-

affirmative action laws, that one
day my child will have to pray in

school and that we will no longer

have reproductive choices.

I guess what 1 am most fearful

of is the change. Democrats have

been in power for so long. Social

issues have been at the forefront

of their legislation. Equality and

I would argue that most

Democrats do not

believe in "tax-and-

spend" ... Democrats

believe that if one pays

one's taxes s/he will be

able to reap the fruits of

the reward.

opportunity for all is their goal.

I'm afraid of the Republicans

changing this. Can they guaran-

tee that all people in this country

will still have the same equality

and opportunity I had while

growing up?

1 know there are abuses to

many of the social programs that

the Democrats have created, such

as Social Security and welfare.

But do not confuse these pro-

grams as a country turning

Socialist. Do not revoke the

opportunity for my fellow

Americans to get assistance

when they have lost their job or

need the skills to prepare for a

new one.

I would argue that most
Democrats dp not believe in

See WALDMAN, page 21
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SAUER
From page 18

she became active in the union

qualifies as'retaliatory harass-

ment.

I am quite sure, however, that

another helpless victim of the

nasty world of responsibility and
consequence will soon write

another whiny, self-absorbed yet

informative article in The Bruin

to help me see the light.

Sauer, a third-year UCLA
English student, is an employee
at UCLA Medical Center.

MARQUEZ
From page 19

But sometimes I forget this.

Sometimes I only think about the

63 percent of Latinos who regis-

ter Democrat and forget the 35
percent who register Republican.

Sometimes I only remember
how 75 percent of whites voted
for Proposition 1 87 - and I

neglect the 25 percent of whites

that voted against it.

At times, I've conveniently

forgotten that whites, alongside

people of color, were arrested at

the Faculty Center in spring of
1992 during the Chicano studies

protests. I've ignored the fact

that my parent's white friends

stood by them through their

Chicano Power activism in the

*70s.

And their white friends didn't

need to. Frankly, they benefitted

from the low numbers of people
of color who graduated from col-

lege and from the high numbers
of people of color who fought in

Vietnam. Fewer college gradu-

ates meant less competition in

the workforce. More people of
color in Vietnam meant that

fewer whites had to fight.

Yet they put themselves on the

line. They knew that there were
wrongs in the country that had to

be changed. They understood
that they were not individually

responsible ior pasX injustices

inflicted upon people of color in

America.
But they recognized that if

they didn't take a stand against

injustices and demand change
and equal access for all, they
would perpetuate the cycle of
oppression begun by their ances-
tors.

At UCLA, I met fellow white
students that gave a damn. I lived

with them in the dorms and
worked with them at the

Cooperage. I read their letters to

Viewpoint at the Daily Bruin,
meet them at Penny Lane when
I'm rummaging through the CD
stacks and I share beers with
them at parties.

I'm not going to be some
Uncle Tom asking for activists of
color to sugarcoat their ideals for

fear of alienating whites. If

something's racist, classist -
whatever - we should never be
afraid to call a spade a spade.

But the way I see it, if we're
organizing to fight racial stereo-

types then we need to be careful

not to generalize.

This is not to say that race
doesn't matter. It does. But it's

not the only part of anyone's
character - individual experience
counts too.

"Would you like another glass
of wine?" the waitress asked me.

I looked up at her and replied.

"Yes, please."

Linda Alvarez blabbed away
on the television. She read the

latest report about Proposition
1 87 and it's solid support. A

See MAWQUEZ, page 21
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MARQUEZ
From page 20

group of men sitting around the

TV cheered.

"Now if 187 passes, don't be
afraid to send your kids to school,

they won't be deported," Linda
Alvarez reassured me. "And
don't be afraid to go to work, you
won't be deported either,

kemember, the law doesn't go
into effect until the first of

January ..."

Yeah, I thought. And if it's

1930-something and you're a Jew
in Europe, don't be afraid to wear
that Jewish Star of David on your

coat - you won't be shipped off

to a concentration camp. Hitler's

men won't come marching down
the street for a few more weeks!

Eventually, the waitress

brought me my wine. Eventually,

Gendy brought me home. And
eventually, I had time to think

over my feelings as MEChA met
in 3530 Ackerman Union to talk

of demonstrating against 187.

They talked of planning a

march for the following

Thursday. They talked of who
would speak and how many peo-

ple to expect.

I kept thinking of the other

Viewpoint letters sitting in the

files. "I'm sick of being labeled a

racist because I'm white ..." many
of the letter writers claimed.

Maybe they're right, I thought.

But talk is cheap. Let's see who
takes the time to show up at that

rally at noon beginning at Lot 32
and ending at Murphy Hall, even

for 15 minutes between classes.

Let's see who has the guts to

stand up and defend what is right.

Let's give them a chance. Let's

wait and see.

Viewpoint Assistant Editor

Roxane Marquez is a fourth-year

student double majoring in histo-

ry and English!American studies.

WALPMAN
From page 19

"tax-and-spend" just to take

one's money away from them.

E>emocrats believe that if one

pays one's taxes s/he will be able

to reap the fruits of the reward.

Taxes go for a lot more than just

social programs. They pay for

education, roads, bridges, some
health services and state-run pro-

grams.

I know that the Republican

1 sincerely hope that

bur new Republican-led

country ... will lead to a

stronger, humanistic

and more educated pub-

lic in order to keep the

United States as an

influential leader ...

takeover is nothing like a
Communist takeover. But it is a

takeover and this just creates an

idea in my mind of a government
which does not care much for its

people's individual freedoms or

(^>portunities.

I sincerely hope that our new
Republican-led country will not

effect detrimental change. I hope
that their change will lead to a

stronger, humanistic and more
educated public in order to keep

the United States as an influen-

tial leader up and through the

21st century. I wish my new
leaders the best of luck.

Eve Waldman is a senior major-

ing in political science.
~
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IhesiUted

%rsi| was iliier^er (Jail

^ rKasboMUerfleshbuUlie

iMbMiura of ^il|^l||j|ed wbite. olsoft and plush - a halo- arrai

''liipunaae %
feisiiffr^lfieBlm
but she mre lb )eaBs. a mortal,

presrnt «11h«idimm as the quilt over wj

childMNfiatrhHbvwtAeoof f
jiylioe ^

Umtiaim ef ause oi|M aii lift uider the strength of h(>rs si

1

18^ PP98 her haad, warty tiur^ng;

fli s|»dfWh^ftartitiiati«B I I

[Hi^aanftlws, ^ i

f^l^rdigifs. all but the thumb, V
liM - MerllB a^d Pan and O«tho«i-

-^^te^afewSftTeis,!!!)?
— -^

MN, foriaiag tikewmw into bone,

finis into wood.

fBrtte nolten stflif sudden lff« ^^
|rwMi her fingers, sweej^poaeUrs ui Hy«u'd and

|MMes rresting ut the Inuckle like a

Ifnkedt^'arjBJade

itleni in periwinkle, eoerald, silver - diamond-Oecked

imiisonaqueei'shaid

Mj p2P withttut desaad but still

$lie dips her riofer fori) its jade kiss and

iycL»rhffiflj(iiiiAffi}palni

(saflUmsonedavknotv.be

my ff^t>rb.id broken

m

By Sona Stepania

Irealh of heart

inside

ET THE P0ET inSiDE COrtlE QUT!

OHTRY R] inoil E QUITE THE

rave! LoOKlr^fT^CFC^R A GUIDE TO

THE OTHER SiDt (^J YOUR BRAlH.

SHRirnPAru) moRtsHRirnp! For

rASTY ALTFRnATiVL TO GKl ASY FRIlES

AHD BURGERS GO TO Kll f HR ShRJITiP!

Don'% FORGET H > GE i UPDATED OH
r^E HAPS WiTH imR WFFKTY TTSTJ nGsL mz:

Glamour. Glitz. Glory. All these words symbolized

Hollywood for most oW^s history. Going to

Hollywood used to be an anticii>ated escape from

the everyday, humdrum world. With new, powder-

blue Cadillacs cruising the

Boulevard, immaculate sidewalks

displaying golden stars and people

dressed in the "newest" fashion,

Hollywood exhibited an image that

was world renown. With rumors of

celebrities on every corner and the

presence of the entertainment

industry bursting at the seams, it

seemed like Hollywood and its

glittery image would never fade ...

Now, construction sites fill the

star-paved streets. Empty bottles

aufid other debris litter the

sidewalks and make the once

beautiful Boulevard into a haven for

filth and decay. Tom jeans, flannel

shirts and combat boots replace

the dressy styles which were

popular in the past. And fear has

taken precedence over confidence

in this once city of lights and

prestige.

Well, it looks like the MOs are

definitely out and the '90s are in.

But the underlying questions

remain, "What the hell happened?"

and "What is going to happen?"

Deemed a tourist trap and

cluttered with trash and crime,

complaints about Hollywood are as abundant as stars on

the "Walk of Fame." But besides being dangerous and dirty,

many just feel that there is nothing worth the drive beyond

the boundaries of Westwood. OK, OK, I'll buy your "been

there, done that" attitude. Lately the Boulevard doesn't

have much to offer when it comes to restaurants and

entertainment. Sure each corner has a pizza joint, and

shopping isn't what you would call Rodeo Drive. And the

multitude of shoe stores, T-shirt shops and those

omnipresent souvenir shops don't make Hollywood

anymore appealing.

I know I don't care about L.A. postcards or star maps

which send you on

an adventure to no-

where special. And

who wants to

bother with the

"peds" who strut

out in front of your

car, oblivious to

your frustrations

with gridlock and

traffic, only to buy

that "I w^s in

Hollywood" T-shirt

hanging in a store

across the street or

take a few candid

sliots with their

disposable

Polaroid. I guess

these are the

consequences of

living in the so-

called "motion

_ picture capital of

See HOLLYVypOO,
page 28
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Exhibitions

Fowler Museum of

Cultural History
En Calavera:

The Papier- Mdchi Art
of the Linares Family
Now through July

Info: 825-4361
Featuring nearly ISO sculptures rep-

resenting three generations of cre-

ativity, the life-sized, dressed
skeletons and fantastic, dragon-like

creatures made from papier-mach^.
The art pieces depict a facet of
Mexico's heritage and holidays such
as the Day ofthe Dead, Mardi Gras,

and patron saint fiestas. Witness the

realm where folk meets fine art.

Also at the Fowler ...

SPIRITS AS PEOPLE
Figurative Sculpture Of The Baule
Peoples, C6te D 'Ivoire West Africa
Now through March 5th

Free, info: 206-5663
Featuring more than 40 wooden sculp-

tures which are used as intermediaries

to the spirit forces of nature and the

supernatural. Known as waka sranmu,
wooden persons, these human images
represent spirits of the biolo, or the

"other world."

Armand Hammer Museum
of Art & Cultural Center
Cabinet des Estampes of the

Biblioth^que National de France
Now through January 1st

$4.50 general $1 students

Info: 443-7000
With over 175 works ranging from
peasants to mythological royalty, this

groundbreaking exhibition is the first

comprehensive survey ever pre-
sented on the origins of Renaissance
printmaking in France. Admire the

works of the world's foremost print

collection reflective of the vast di-

versity of interests in French history.

Thursday, November 17

Concert
KRONOS QUARTET
8 PM. Nov 1 7-18 Schoenl)erg HaH
$28 general $12 students
Info: 825-2101
Back by popular demand, the Kronos
Quartet consistently dazzles audi-

ences with its unique interpretation

and eclectic repertoire of classical,

jazz, blues, rock and world music. It is

the first group ever to simultaneously

reach No. 1 on the Billboard classical

and world music charts. At 7 PM a

CenterStage lecture will be given by
Omid Burgin, graduate student from
the UCLA Ethnomusicology Dept.

Dialogues on Art
Jean-Claude Carron
7 PM, Armand HammerMuseum
Free with museum admission
Info: 443-7000
Mr. Carron, UCLA professor and chair

of the Dept. of French, and Michael
Eagan, lutenist, present "War& Love
in the Chateaux ofthe Loire: Lyric Po-

etry and Music in 16th Centuiy France.

Melnitz Movies
The Journey (1992)
7:30 PM, Melnitz Theater
Free, Info: 825-2345
Fernando Solanos returns for a screen-

ing and discussion of his latest film.

The Journey, in which Solanos turns

his talents to satire in the form of a

surreal Argentine road film.

Movie
True Lies & Terminator 2
Nov 17-18, 7 & 9r30 PM.
Ackemian Grand Ballroom
$2 (for both films). Info: 825-1958
Weekly movies sponsored by the

UCLA Campus Events Commission.

From the French Renaissance in Prints Exhibitioa **The Three Marys at
the Tomb,** ca. 1613 Artist: Jacques Bellange Medium; Etching& Burin

FREE EVENT!

Saturday,

November 19
3:00-4:00 PM

9383 Bunche Hall
Lecture with Celallettin Celebi, Head of the Mevlevis
rWhirling Dervishes) Topic: "The Legacy of the
Mevlevi Mystic Order: Contemporary Perspectives"

The UCLA StudentCommMBO fbr^lmAm MrfEwM^es
tickets to peformances such as Dhunaflda^aMm&

John Paul Jones, pictured above. UCLAi^cM^ are
able to attend events in this box for less ttian ttie

price of a student ticket SCA ttekete aresvaMMe by
calling CTO:8^>2101

Date Event

11/17-18 Kronos Quartet

SCA R^ On
Price Price Sale

S12.00 S^.0O

11/19

12/1

12/4

12/8-10

1/13

1/14

1/28

1/28

TheWhiriingDervisbcf Sg.00 $25.00

Chanticleer $8.00 $25.00

DiamaBdaGalisw/J.P.J(Mies $10.00 SUM
JazzMT^i $8.00 $28.00

Eiko^Kona^WlND** ^.00 $25.00

Samuel Rami^.bMs $10.00 $40.M

**ABinalFiribk!sfromA^OF* $8.00 $22.00
The CUdren*s ThoterCe«p«iy

wmr

BOW

The AfroOitaii Jazz Orcheitra mOO $2$M mm

pR'tDAY, November 18

Film, New lUlian Cinema
Senza Pelle (1994)
7:30 PM, Melnitz Theater

$5 general $3 students

lnfc:206-FILM

Diiected by Allessandro D'Alatri, the

film tells the stoiy ofa working-class

couple which encounters a disruption

wfaoi a certain middle-class fellow suf-

fers from a nervous disorder and falls

in love with the woildng-class wife.

Saturday, November 19

Concert
The Whirling Dervishes
8 PM. Wadsworth Theater
$25 general $8 students.

Info: 825-2101

Recently featured in the film "Baiaka,"

the visually q)ectacular performance
of the Tuilcish Whirling Dervishes is

actually an authentically performed
religious ceremony ofover 700 years

old. A CenterStage lecture will be
given by John O'Connell from the

UCLA Ethnomusicology Department.

Film, Gaumont Presents;
Cottsin Cousine (1976)
7:30 PM, Melnitz Theater

$5 general $3 students

Info: 206-FILM
Director Jean-Charles Tacchella,

charts the relationship between two
cousins whose family eventually

comes to consummate their relation-

ship. Followed by A Nos Amours
(1983), directed by Maurice Pialat,

who portrays the problems ofa "dys-

functional" familywhen dealing with

an outrageously promiscuous daugh-
ter (played by Sandrine Bormaire).

Sunday, November 20
Film, Gaumont Presents:
Parsifal (1982)
7:30 PM, Melnitz Theater
$5 general $3 students

Info: 206-FILM
Hans Jurgen Syl>ert)erg directs this

gripping, strange, yet faithful inter-

pretation of Richard Wagner's
mythic tale of the knights of the

Holy Grail and of their salvation by
a Christ-like figure. This film offers

exquisite imagery and a haunting

performance by Michael Kutter.

World in Music
Los Angeles Renaissance Band
12 PM, Armand . .ammer
Museum & Cultural Center
Free, Info: 443-7000

Dressed in period costumes^ this band
performs music in conjunaion with the

"French Renaissance in Prints" exhi-

bition at the ArmandHammerMuseum

Monday, November 21

t1 word from the ^itor...
To have your arts-related events listed,

forward your information and/or pic-

tures to: ArtsPage Editor, do SCA Of-

fices 10880 Wilshire Bhd., Suite 1616,

LA 90024, or fax to 794-8959. Please

allow 10 days prior ncMice to the date

you want the event to run. For further

inquires call 794-8960 thanks!

Tuesday, November 22
Film, New Italian Cinema
Portami Via (1994)
7:30 PM, Melnitz Theater
$5 general $3 students

Info: 206-FILM
Directed by Gianluca Maria Taverelli

Portami tells a story ofa social wDrker
and a salesman whose empty lives

leads them to go clirt)-h(^ng where
they eventually meet two Eastern

European prostitutes. Followed by la
Bella Vita (The Bcautiftil Life- 1994),-

where k)vc triangles develop with the

hope of prosperity and happiness,

directed by Paoio Virzi.

iWh«t Art Thii WMk? it reuufed .Ytry Thund.y by Ui« UCLA Studant Comiti.. For Um Am, >i put of th« «nt«rt<iiiiii«nt i«aion of th. Dtily Bniin To hiv« your went iai«d in thii calradar, call 794-S960 Editor: JMtici i. CImvm
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. Ilu\ II hr uviily

(jUKi .1(1(1 Ihcn s( ii\im ...

I (ton I Utitil lo t;o jus! (o

lisU-ii." bd(ll\ i-noutih,

lhi\ ( f)iniiu lit is not

about t:)i/,urc hca.slsabout l:)i/arrc hca.sis

found in i,irr ( ounliir.s.

ncillK-r i.s sr( oiul umi
urulccland Kosc^ Lin

poiuictinq upon

unsolved niyslorics

occurrinci (>" <• anipu.s.

VVIi.U she s l.ilKinci about

arc poclry Jcridinci.s ...

you knou, Iho.sc cvciiLs

where peo})lc \\cX u|) and
actually read poetry.

(Yes, out loud.)

Vicky
Thantron^

In today s world where everything aims toward the new
,\m\ improved, the mai^ic and mystery, the written word
is often overlooked and dismissed as a "north (:am|>us"

Ihiiuj. in terriis of our society, [joetry is absolutely not a

l)opular Ihinci," said Ilncilish graduate student Adam
Wasson,"... and a lot of our populous is estranged from
that. We're the kind to look toward somettiiny new,
we're cjoincj toward the imatjistic thincj.

"

Most of us woukl |)robably prefer cjoiny to a movie or
even watchincj TV at home than to listen to |)eople just

readiny. Most of us micjht even relate to Lin when she
vehemently confirmed that she would not "want lo just

qo and listen to people read. " Mow did this stereotype
develop? "I don't know, " said Lin, "I yuess in movies ...

oh, yeah, Anne of Qreen Gables read one once." Mriim
... poetry via the screen, huh? 'Oh, I liked that poeni In

roui Wcddiiufs diicl d runcid!" Isn't tfiat another

J See POETRY, page 29

• •

MANN

Westwood
VILIAOE
961 Broxton
206-5576

Stsreatt (PG-13)

(1:3(M:30V7:3l)-10:3()

MANN

Santa Monica
CRrnmONS Inlirvtaw tntli a Vaniirt (m
1313 3rd St. Promenade (1:15-4.-00)-7:00-10«)
395-1599 Frt/Sat/Sun(10:30-1:15-4«) -7:00-100)

LAEMMLE I GENERAL CINEMAI LANDMARK

West Hollywood Westwood West L.A.

SUNSETS
(213)848-3500

Varna oi 42«d Siratt

(1:30)-4:15-7:00-9:35

NATIONAL Inlirvtt* «<tt a Vanilra (RJ CRITEmONIr^Si^y"*^ miarflew «<tt a Vanalra (R)
10925 UfKlbfOOk (1:15-4:15)-7:15-10-M
208-4366 FrVSat/Sun (10:30-1:15-4:15-7:15-10.30

FrVSat 1:30 Late Show

OMTEWWK Stargala(P0-13)
1313 3rd St Promenade (11:15-2:0O-4.50V7:4O-10:3(J
395-1599

SUNSn
(213)848-3500

ffUW LewMatr(Pe-13)
948 Broxton (2:15-4:45)-7:»-10:l5
239-MANN Sat/Sun (11:45-2:15-4:45)-7:30-10:15

FESTIVAL Ed Wood (R)
10887 LlndtKOOtt (2:15-5«))-7;45-loid
208-7664 Sat/Sun (11:30-2:15-5a))-7:45-10:30

CWTEWONS
1313 3rd St Promenade (1 1 :00-1:3W'iO)'
395-1599

PaMM Mom (P9--I3)

7:35-10:15

OMTEMONS ialMlOMrim*ny(Rj
1313 3fd St Promenade (11:45-2:15-4:45>-750-9:45
395-1599

Waakaad Prooramt
Aitatie Mama

AadOodSpoka
RettlMS Gardce

Leopard Man
—r- Oefki

Frt/Sat Midnigm

flastlaes Gardea
Tke Laii KlejMer

Leefaid Maa
WM StrawftOfTiet

Mlako
Sat/Sun 11.-00 AM

AVCO CINEMA
Wlishire at Westwood
475-0711

LAs FIRST CHOICE PRESENTATION THEATRE
70mm - THX SOUND - DOLBY STEREO
The TOTAL Entertainment Experience

WE8TSI0E PAVILION
GoWwyn
475-0202

The Browning Vereloa
(12:15)-2:30-4:45-7:15-925

THXOTS TlMW>r(P6-13j
1:15-4:15-7:15-10:15

WEST8IDE PAVILION
Goldwyn
475-0202

Eat brink Man Woeiaa
(11:15)1 50-4 25-^00-9:35

THXDolkv

Fri/Sat/Sun 1 1 30-2: 1 5-5:00- 7:45- 1 0:30

QebSlMwfPQ-ISI
1:30-4:25-7:20-10:05

WESTSIOE PAVILION
Goldwyn
475-02CB

32 Skofl Fllna Akort
GlenM Ooeld

(11:30 AM) only

Doiky Tke Skawtkank RedampUon |R)

1:00-4:00-7.00-10:00

WESTSIOE PAVILION
Godwyn
475-0202

iullelt Over Broadwa*
(12:30)-2 45-5 00 7 30-9SJ

BjW/ST OelyYoelPQ)
1045 Broxton (2:30-5«))-7:30-lb«J
208-3259 FrVSal/Sun(12.0O-2:3O-5«))-7:3O-10tt)

Miracle on 34th Mreet (P6) Sneak
Fri/Sat 7:30 and Sun (2:30)

Santa Monica ^

PLAZA
1067Glendon
208-3097

Hoop Oreant (P6-13)

(4:15)-8:15
Sat«un (12^0-4:15 -8:15

WKTWOOOI TkeSMeMW(R)
lOSOGayley (2:30-500^7:30-10:15
208 7664 Sat/Son (12:0O-2:3O-51)0)-7:30-10:15

LAEMMLE

WLA/Beverly Hills

iellela 0«er Sroedway (R)

12 45-2 30-4 45 7 15-9 45

MOWCAI
1322 2nd Street

394-9741

AFVOAS FIlM Festival

Call Theatre at (310) 394-9741

WESTSIOE PAVILION
Goldwyn
475-0202

Oleaea
3:40-9:45

Beverly Hills

M0WCA2
1322 2nd Street

394-9741

WESTSIOE PAVILION
Goldwyn
475-0202

Lalcko Drom
(1:30)-5 30-7:40

IDofllWaelloTalkAkMIH
(2:30)-5:00-7:30-9:55

Beverly Connection

La Cienaout Beverly srvd

Free 2 1/z hour validated parking
659-5911

WESTWOOD t
1050Gayley
208-7664

Utile eiaMi(P8)
(2:15)-7:30

(4:45)-9:3iJ

(12t)0-4:45)-9:30

ROYAL
11523 S.MBlvd
477-5581

Wklte Badge
4:30-715-9:55

Sat/Sun(1:30)-4:30-7:15-9:55

MOMCAS
1322 2nd Street

394-9741

Hoop Ofeama
(1:M)^.00-8:30

MUSIC HAU
9036Wilshira
274-6869

HoopDreaaia
5:00-8:30

Sal/Swi 1:30-5:00-830

M0MCA4
1322 2nd Street

394-9741

Vam oe 42ad Mreet
(1:»)-4:15-700-9:35

WrarwOOO 3 Oovkla OnnM (PO-131
IMOGayiey (2:45-5:O0r7:15-9:3()
208-7664 Sat/Sun (12:30-2.45-5.00)- 7: 15-9:30

WESTW00D4
i^GayhV „ (^45-5:15)-7:4S-10:15
208-7664 Sat/Sun (12:15-2:45-5:15^7:45-10:15

River W1M(ra:13)
West Hollywood

Ffl, 1st ikow karpaln (

)

" (atCreuent Helgkis) Free Parting

MOMCA
1322 2nd Street

394-9741

tUNSETI
(213)848-3500

Clefks
(1.00)-3:10-5:20-7:40-9 55

Frt/Sat Midnigm

IPrMTMS
HW MWVf

Dnittkee Master N
ArMoerolfiod
OrtfoaLord

FrVSat MIdnloht

Ball ol Rrs
Tke Hidden KhMdon

i^aniaA Joaos
Baraka

Sat/Sun 11:00 AM

THX DTS Tke War (PO-13)
l:15-2:45-4:15-5:45-7:15-8:45-10:l5

Fn-Sun 11:45-1:15-2:45-4:15-5:45-7:15-8:45-10:15

THXOolky Pule Flcdoe (R)

12:00-3:30-7:00-10:20

Stereo Ed Wood (R)

11:45-5 00-10 00
Only roe (PG

2:30->:3<

TNXSROo%0«|Hal Tke Santa aaese (PG)
12 00270-4 40 7 0ob?0
1:00-3 20-5 40-8:00-10:20

Santa Monica
tUNSETZ
(213)848-3500 (1:50)-4:25-7:00-9:35

CRITERION 1 Interview wllk a Vaafin (R)
1313 3rd St Promenade (11.00-1 45-4 30)-7JO-10 30
395-1590

CRrrERI0N2 Mefvlewwltk a Vampire (R)
1313 3rd St. Promenade (1:15-4.t)0)-7:00-10:00
395-1599 FrVSat/Son(10:30-1:15-4«))-7flO-10tX)

suNsns
(213)848-3500

PrtaeillaOi«e«oiaMDttert

(2:15)-7:15

irnLlla
(4:«)-»:45

PACIFIC

Westwood

LANDMARK

Santa Monica

NUWILSHIRE Clerks
1314 Wilshire Blvd 530-7 45-10-00
394-8099 Sat/Sun/Wed 1 0O-3:15-5.30-7:45-10t)0

NUWILSHIRE LastSedaction
1314 Wilshire Blvd 4 45- 7 1 5-9:45
394-8099 Sat/Sun/Wed 11:45-2 15-4:45-7 15-9:45

UNITED ARTISTS

Westwood

West L.A.

UA WESTWOOD
10889 Wellworth
475-9441

Pvls Fiction (R)

SR THX Dolby Stereo
Call Theatre lor Showtlmes

SUNSHd
(213)848-3500

TplallyF***adUp
(1:00)-3:fO-7:40-955

5:20

CREST
1262 Wttkwod Blvd.

474-7S86

TtalMNaQeestlPO)
1?:3O-2:45-5:00-7:2O-9:4(j

•WART Sei. Ontgs and Defflocrscy
11272 Sanu Monfca Blvd 5:30-7 30-930
478-6379 Sat/Sun 1:30-3:30-5.30-7:30-9:30

Slen or Olon4a • Friday MUnlght
Raaiqr Honw - Satu^ MMmghl

UA WESTWOOD
10689 Wenworth
475-9441

Tke Road leWelMNo(R)
Ooit;y Stereo

CaH Theatre lor ShowUnm

UA WESTWOOD
10889 Wenwodh
475-9441

Mary Sfesltflv'a PraMwMMa (R)
THX SOOS Digital Stmo

CakThaatrslorSlMMlMM
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Shrimp stir-fry, shrimp

cocktail, shrimp salad,

shrimp gumbo... Hey, wait a

minute. Did Bubba mention

Killer Shrimp to

rorrest? Don't

think so. And

there's a good

reason why. Because

the shrimp at this restaurant

defy all categorization. So listen up Bubba.

Jumbo shrimp, fresh off the boat from

Louisiana, are cooked in a tantalizing, spicy

sauce. This sauce Is undoubtedly the key to

Killer Shrimp's success. And this is the only

place you can find this succulent dish.

Unfortunately, rumor has It that the recipe is

locked in a sealed vault In Tort Knox, right next

to the one with the Colonel's eleven secret

herbs and spices.

But we do know that this sauce is a blend of

natural ingredients steeped for ten hours before

the pink, fleshy shrimp are plunged in and

BUBBA
ORGOT _. r»tER

RIM
FORREST!

R
by Julia Mezhinsky

and Adam Pirrie

presented with a seemingly

bottomless basket of Trench

bread for dunking. They call

that The Original.

Yet not even Wordsworth

could describe the sweet

sensation that these fat shrimp

leave In your mouth. It's kind of

like the experience of suddenly

being Immersed in a hot,

steamy bath after an

excruciatingly long day. Calgon

take me away... But maybe
even t>etter.

Oh, yes, a word of warning: The Original does

Include shrimp still in their protective shells.

But It's not as bad as it sounds. True, it can get

a bit messy, but that's what the plastic bibs are

for. And don't w6rry about looking like a moron
with the bib on because remember, everybody's

doin' iti But if you're really anal, have manual-

labor phobia, or just too damn lazy, for an extra

three bucks you can get the shrimp shelled for

you.

now back to the taste. The combination of

the shrimp floating in this sauce does

something really outrageous to your taste buds.

It sounds crzizy, but when your tongue gets a

load of this, you may bid

farewell to loss of

iMW^ innocence. I guarantee

^i^'J^f^^t^ y^^^ ^^^^^^ buds will

SPONSORED BY

^iJm
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OoogI*
HowMr
Sctcnct
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NawtS]

Riinlly

MattorsK

CiMKaMa
"Mixed Grill"

Maury Povfct) Woman
murdered by FBI agent aE

TroopareX
WondaT
YaaraX

Rldd Lake Obsessed with

unwilling partners

Primar Impacto

Black Shaap Squad
"Devil in the Slof

'

ron

CBSNawa

m

FullHouaa
(In Stereo)

Buainaaa
Report

S]

Inaida

Edition X
Married..

Roaaanna
(In Stereo)

Nawa

NoUdaa

Sffir
Mohtty
lis

Hmiiy
MattaraX

Hard Copy
X
Extra: Ent

?raaF
Prince

MacNali/Lahrar
NawahourX
ABCWorid

American
Journal X
Copa(ln
Stereo) X
Coaby
SliowX
^andaTV
Mayazlna

Notldaro
UnMaton

Wild, Wild Wett "Night of

the Fatal Trap"

Jaopardyl
X
TopCopa
(In Stereo)

Marrlad.

WWi

EnL ToniQM

Price la

Right

Oua South "Chicago
Holiday" X
Mad About
YouX

Frianda On
Stereo) X

SainfMd(in
Stereo)

.^.liere) Rhett comes to Scarlelt's aid when
trialfcx murder, fln Stereo) (Part 4 of 4)

M

SatnfaMJn
Stereo) X

**** "Raiders of the Lost Ark" {^96^ , Adventure) Harrison Fad,
Karen Allen. An archaeologist races Nazis to find a powerful relic

Ufa and
TimaaX
WtSaTor"
Fortune X
ikSi
—

Umbaugh
Simpaona
(In Stereo)

Star Trek: The Next
Generation "Homeward'

Volver a Empezar

Bonanza "Dark Star"

Great Raihway Joumaya'
In Stereo) X
So^ed Llie "Self-

Esteem ' (In Stereo) X

Martin (In

Stereo)

Heaven Help UT
Temptress" (In Stereo) X

Uving
SlngHeX

ba^
Sarabia
Republic

Agu|«taa de Color de
Roaa

Myalaryl

of6)X^
1 "Magret" (Part 6

Matlocfc "The Dabfig

Game" (In Stereo) X

New York Undercover
'Mate" (In Stereo) X
Robin's Hooda "Unto

Thyself Be Tnje " X

Marlmar

WhenlMiaa
You

ER"ERConfidenti(y"On
Stereo) X

(In Stereo) X

X

X

ChaareX

The Ljook On Stereo) (Part 2 of2) X

PrlmaHma UvaX

LMtCaN

HanMyunghoi

Blanvenl-
doa

Blanveftl-

doa
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Biography "Donald
Tmmp: Deal Maker" (R)

;4:00j •Vj "One Desire"

-5) Anne Baxter1951

South Bank Show "Billy

Connolly" (R)

PrlmenewiTx

Saturday Night Uve

Event of the Day

Infamous Dorothy Parker

**'/2 "A Farewelt to Arms
Jones An American soldier

PhHIp Roth: My True
Story

Law A Order "Right to

Counsel"

South Bank Show Hakan
Hardenberger (R)

Larry King Live X

1967, Drama) Rock Hudson, Jennifer

falls in love with his English nurse.

SAS.
Theater

Stand-Up,
Stand-Up

Twin Peaks

World Newa

Whose
Una?

SoapX

World of

Wonder (R)

Howard
Stem(R)

Qreatett
Qma.

Maximum
Drive

Amazing
America

Bloopera-
Jokea

Movie
Magic

TikSouT

Hardwood Dreams

That's My
Dog

4:00) "Woman on ttw
"(1993 Drama)-edge"

fealWAeal World
In Stereo)(In Stt

airii
Expialna

Wanted
Jama
Clarlaaa

Explains

Marcus Welby, M.D.

BIgt
Report

Football

Forecaat

Samuel
Whiakera

Superm
Sweep

»IcW«

Know Zone
"Robotics"

NewaDaHy

Beyond 2000 A profile of a
trimaran yachtanyi

Star Trek: Gerterationa'

Biography "Donakj
Trump Deal Maker " (R)

**'/! "S«»Tds"(1966) Rock Hudson
banker pays dearly lor a second shot at

Hill Street Bkioa "Hearts
and Minds"

Infamous Dorothy Parker

151

X

Late Show Scheduled:
actreee Emma Thompeoo

TonIgM Show On Stiarec^

X
Murphy

X
Chaiiia

Roaa

MgMtnaX

Jerry Springer Viewers'
confront paetgu

Copa(ln
Stereo) X

juests

(In Stereo)

Horizon

Notidaa

Currant
AffalrX

StoryX
Sumo
Digaat

UnMaion
fss-

Philip Roth: My True
Story (R)

Kida In the HaK

Lata Mght On Stereo)

(R) On Stereo) X

Life and
Tbnaa

***

IFacaaof
n CuHura

TWMIght
Zona

(OfTAk)

rauu

Stereot
i^ogram

1979, Ac^enture) Brooke Adams. A~
mercenary rekindlea an oM flame as Batista's mle erKte

fiiiSr
Umbaugh
M*A*S*HX

Stereo
fln

Snare

TopCopa
fln Stereo)

*ald

Jon Stawart In Stereo)

?iid~
Program

Program

rar
Prognam

pSa

'Retrtat,

He*/" (1952)

Program

Are Oh Vae Alternative

music vkleos.

Rafaga de Ploma' (1966, Drama) Mario Almada. Una
banda acribiRa a los asistentes de un bar

Hot SeatLove Channel With "The
Poorman."

Law A Order
Counsel"

Right to

*** "Sfd«Atency"(19e6)GarvC)ldman Aponk
rocker enters an Hi-fated romance in the late 1970s R

A middle-aged |**'/i "A Farewell to Arms" (:9S7 , Drama) Rock Hudson, Jennifer
life.

I Jones. An American sotdier falls in k?ve with his English nurse.

Sports
Tonight

Moneyllne
(R)

Robert Townaend: Take
No Priaonara QR)

Event of ttte Day

Newanight Showbiz
To<i«y(R)

Richard Lewis: I'm In

Pain (R)

WorMof
Wonder (R)

Stem
College Baslcetbaii NIT Preseason - Southwestern
Louisiana at Memphis (Live)

Babar:Clty
WaysX
Shop Til

You Drop

Music Videos (In Stereo)

Hey Dude
"Crush" (R)

Love Boat

Rugrata

Fat Tire

Journal

Evening
ShadeX
Deaigning
Women X
WJk>
Stereo)

Doug

Evening
ShadeX
Deaignlna
Women X
Mternanve
Nation

Looney
Tune*

MotorSports Hour

ironside Beware the

Wiles of ttw Stranger

"

* "The treasure of the Sierra Madre (1 948, Drama) Humphrey
Bogart Greed follows three fortune hunters in Mexk». Cokxized.

KoIgM Rider Ex-fiar>cee

has mob connections
Alien

FIghtera,

Mnia
Turttaa

NBA BaakalbaH: Chicago Bulls at Houston Rockets From the

Summit QJve) X

WInga
jLeqacy-X

From Broedway: Sunaet Boulevard Behind-the^

scer>es of Andrew Lkiyd Webber's new musical

Amazing
America (R)

Camera

Sportacarv"
tar

Waitona 'The Dipkxna'

Unsolved Mysteries (In

Stereo)

Prime Time (In Stereo)

iiovie

TikSoup

upSic

Know Zone
"Robotks"

(?)

TRily'

Running:
Ban-iosmv

Reacue 91 1 (In Stereo) X

South Bank Show
Connolly" (R)

Billy

Calling All

Sporte

Politically

Incorrect

Sporta
Latsnight

KMaktthe
Hall

PvbUc Policy Confaranoa

South Bank Show Hakan
Hardenberger (R)

Larry King Live (R) X

One Mght
Stand

SoapX

Downey

*•• "Pknpemel SmHh"
(1941) Lesfie Howard.

*** "Darlmg UU" r{970)
Julie Andrews 'G' X

*** "S*ty<S^ar)cy"(19e6)Gary Oldman. Apunk
rocker enters an iH-fmed romarKe In the late 1970s. "R"

Croaafire

Whoaa
Una?

Overnight

Politically

Incorraci

Beyond 2000 A profile of a
trimaran yacht.

Star Treit: GeiMrationsa
Motorcycle Radng AMA
Grand National Pro Series.

700 Club

***Vj "Foxfire" (1987, Drama) Jessica Tandy An
eklefly woman refuses to leave her home in the hills

I Dream of TBewltched
Jeannie

It Takes a Thief

I Love Lucy Mary Tyler

MooraX
Marcus Welt>y, M.D.
"House of Mirras"

Playoffs: Campbell ConfererxM Champkxiship Game 7

Wngs at Toronto Maple Leafs From May 29, 1993

RealWortd
(In Stereo)

Taxi

RealWortd
Qn Stereo)

Taxi

Next Step

i5L
Howard
Stern(R)

Raoehorae
Digwt(R)

Oowii

Beyond
2000

Candid
Camera

Sportacen-'
tar

FMier Dowtlng MyateriM
"Royal Mystery X
Unaohred Mysteriea On
Stereo)

Baaviaand'
Butt-haad

KT
Baaviaand
Butt-head

Dick Van

**** "flrie/ Encounter" (1945, Drama) A doctor and a
housewife meet by chance at a train station

PreaaBox

WInga On
Stereo) X

, BuK" (1980, Biography) Robert De Niro Cathy Moriarty! Joe Pesd
study of former boxing champ Jake LafcitoBa

Murdar^Sha Wrote "Time

to Die" IB

Moiorcvde Radng
WERA Grand NatiorNationals

Piid
Program

ProgramTogri

ItoCibaa

a—lack

Staillon

Unaohred
Myatarlaa

Aitemathra

Pid
Program

Program

Overnight

Benny HiU

Showt)lz
Today (R)

Public PoUcy ConfarenM

Progra
rar
Program

PaiJ
Program

Auto Racing NASCAR Winston Cup
Hooters 500 (R) X
Big Brother
JakaX Progri

Thirtyaomething X

lathre Nation (In Stereo)

Get Smart Dragnet

Shop at Home

A.
HHchcocfc

Piid
Program

Program

Draamttme
In Stereo)

Suiperman

This Week In NASCAR On Pit Road Racing PreaaBoxa
Deep Trouble" (1 993) Robert Wagner. A treasure

huntrn
, a cop and a woman kxak kx rtoien gems. X

*** "New York, New Vor* (1977, Musical) Robert De Isliro, Liza Minnelli, Lionel Stanider A sax
player is torn between his career and his singer-wife

X

**Vt '7oLnaandDiainLA'^:9es. Drama William L Petersen. A
federal agant hunts down the crook who killed his partner

TopCopa
(In Stereo)

Ko)ak

**'A 'year Of the Dragon" 1985,6rwna) ANewYork
polree captain battles a crime boas In Chinalown.

WInga (In

Stereo) X
WInga
"Lifeboat"n genw. X |Stereoj X | "Liteooat" X September 1 3, 1 956

"

ofW Dragon" 1966. Drma) A New York WTCW Pro Wrasding

Program

Quantum Leap "Genesis"
iber13, 1956"X

Home Shopping Spree

Countarabtke "The
Dealbreaker"

LavamaA
wwiiay

Jeffaraorw

X

PREMIUM CABLE STATIONS

99

31

20

15

17 G9

[4:30) "Ring at the
^' "(iw*)

Kidalnoorp!

(4:00)

Club

**'/^ "Alads in America "(1993) A black woman learns

that her sperm-bank donor was white. 'PG-13' X
Baby-
Sittaraaub

roung"
1930s test pitot awakerw

IndlanaX

** "Forever Young" (1?92^P«]|»«^M«l_
in modim-qay America.

*** '7ex"(19e2. Drama) Malt Dion. A 15-y<

grows up witfwut P*wniaj gukiance. PG^

*** The Secrm Garden" (1993, Drama) Friendship
bkxxne betvoeen an orphan and her unda'a acn. 'G'

X

K 'ear-oid

X
A

PG"

(4 35) **v, "Lonefyhearta" {^9S6,

Drama) Montflpmery CW. Myma Loy

(4:55) *^J, "i

Earth tram a

itQomery(

'sSkrO,Cri$k'{^9«^| Astronauts muat save
lettial solar phenomenon. 'PG-lS'W

*'/!) "Brmn Smasher.. A Love
(1993) Andrpw Dice Clay 'PG-13'

'Y:atonolar GirTflMS) Three friends try

to get a dream date vwth Marilyn Monroeget a I

Story"

*** 'The CamancharDs"
and liquor are dirtrtbutad k>

*% 'Hofywood Wee Squad" (1966,
Drama) HonnyC '"'fCox.'R'

**%ma.^afK^flaa<V(lW<) Frank
android terrorist Ihraalana to akxniza

'

(1M1) John Wkyna. Guns
) noaoM Mimancnaa.

"D8rt(ricte"(l993)Abort<
becomes obsessed with a dh^s wife.

A** Tore FewOolars /Mora" (1966) Two gunmen
form an uneasy aWanoe to hunt down an ourow 'R*

Red Shoe
Diaries&}

iTZagHnoTSn
Washinglon NR

**% "Ni^Menclar" (198Q Christopher Lamberi. A foe

puriuaa an Irwnoryieiivcenlwy Scot to Manhattan X
**v^ "Mr. Hobba Tidm a \/m»lion^<1^^ '""*^
and his

maidethe
X

family VI

Kim
vacation M a nxHlown I

fln Stereo)

'Body o/MlUnc«"( 199^) A paychiatnst

falls under a patient's seducBve spall "R"

'JaiftvaaAers" (1994) A retiellious young
woman becomes ifivolved with a crook.

Autopsy: Confeuionsor
a Medical Examiner X

"Ora^sftTB Giri" (1 094, DramaiK
•renton Wagner. On StaradH

*** The /ndian«unnef"(i90CDtim«)Tan*Dn8 flea
tx^twwfn 3 Nohraska oopandhk Stfly brother, ifM

Mn Wagneir. (In staratd

DtamilTaniionariaa ['

itfly brother. ITM |<

"Ttm Dead
Pcxtl' (1988)

** iGodzmiaiR^Aaain'
(1968) HiroaW KoizurnT
**'^"M^res$"{^
Robert WuN R
*'/) "£oo^>ox"n99^
UatthewMo(tne R*

''(MMflitfSaldtar"(igg2)Agene^3r
lenhartcad aokiar reciaims his humanity
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experience their first orgasm. It's unforgettable.

Anyway, there Is a narrow range of dishes offered

at this restaurant, which Is typified by Its motto,

"We only make one thing.' But for those starch

fanatics out there, have no fear. The menu does
offer a variation of the original recipe with rice or

pasta. And for dessert... well... let's just say you
won't get plagued with indecision. You can either

order the sweet potato pie or the sweet potato pie.

Honestly, though. If you've made an effort to come
to Killer Shrimp, especially for the first time. It's a

crying shame to settle for the starch combos. The
Original Is where It's at. It's a simple fact.

Come to think of it, simplicity is not only evident
In Killer Shrimp's food service, but you can also

find It In the ambiance and atmosphere. Killer

Shrimp thrives on minimalism. The white walls are

stark naked with not a single decoration them.

The green tables/booths are each set with a lone,

stumpy candle and they offer a paper, fiyer-type

menu. I think they would rather you concentrate of

the epicural experience.

To complete the experience, retro-gothlc servers

- pierced, dyed and clad In their black garb and
Doc Martens — bring you paper plates without

utensils (unless, of course, you order the rice or

pasta — then you get real sllverwarel).

With the eclectic mix, ranging from

contemporary diva Sade to acid-jazzy US3, you
might find yourself swaying to the rhythm in your

seat, but have no shame. It's not uncommon to

spot a funky waitress or two bopping along to the

tunes.

So If you have a spare fifteen bucks to blow and
you're looking for an alternative to burgers and
fries, head on down to Killer Shrimp, without a

doubt, the most killer shrimp deal in townl

T '-V^A-Si..

KILLER SHRIMP is located at:

Marina Del Rey

523 Washington St.

(310)578-2293

-••—-a'-^i-
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mBLMAM BmASBmm fTART HHDAY, IVOVBOBI im AT TNEATHES EVERYWICRf
THE NEW STAB TRiK MASTERCARD CREDIT CARD TO APPLY CALL ! 800 77& TREK CODE RVBM

C A K L T o h

NT[RNATi°NAL
I HAIR

CARLTON
WgSTgipg
PAVIUON

10850 PICO BLVD
(310)470-4749

ONE PROCESS
COLOR

&
CUT ^^

MUSTSHOWUCIASWDENTID. OR EMPLOYEE I.D. WITHCOUPON

Must be prihrcnted lo receptionist before services are performed

(Certain restriction apply).

\^ mmnmih* right to nium—nfk»manfcUHtl\i»4t<M»h»if condition k unwiabi:

VALID SUN-THURS

LINEAR
WESTSIDE.
PAVILION

10850 PICO BLVD
(310)470-4749

BREAKFAST IS THE MOST
IMPORTANT MEAL OF THE DAY!

hWO^N^

$^ "^^

Oon'
forJ,

^^[iyaki ^-99

'^^ $3:99
S3.49

S^^"^*^
o.^**

OPEN Si DELIVERY UNTIL 2:30 AM!
935 BtxMcton

Hours:

Mon-Wed 7am- lam
Thurs-Fri 7am-2:30am
Sat 8am-2:30am
Sun 9am-lam

o3e.
etn5te£n '3

WE
DELIVER!

208-4992
($8 Min. Purchase)
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TEAM OUTFITTER
CUSTOM T-SHIRT

WORLD CUP

f^ APPUBL 8 semrENiBS

2i rOFFSlOE^ '7
^^» SPORTS APPAREL '

1 1710 Santa Monica Blvd. W. LA. • 310.207.4226
1

9

555 Ventura Blvd. Tarzana » 818.708.2330

LONDON
Westwood*s Only

Drive-Through Service

Dry Cleaning • Laundry
Alterations

1073 Gayley Ave, Westvyood

208-7722
I his coupon is yood for

$4 Off a Minimum
$12 Dry Cleaning Order

Not V<iliil With Otlu-r Off.-rs

HURRY! MUST END TUESDAY!
Nightly:

TWT _. 5:30, 7:30, 9:30

INlUirt Sat/Sun: 1 :30, 3:30,

1137? SmUMwimBM- (310) 47M379 5;30. 7;30. 9:30

ENSUCIClOPEDiA
IncKide$ mo^^
if not all,

letter^ of ^
the alphabet/

(<3et it y^^^iere ymi
get your book^)

m
jiiis

KTV B(M9lu/n>cl(rt Book*

t V^

ThI: UCLA Fowl Ik Mlmum oi C HiSlORV

dN LALAviiiiA
The i'apIoi-Maclu' c l.inaios laniiK lioni .Wi-xlco Citx

Now through July 16, 1995

ImaiiiiU' .1 wti

whiM'r lira

.i!r IKMI

Hours: Wednesday - Sunday, noon to 5 p.m.;

Thursday until 8 p.m.

Admission is fr«c.

The Nuscum is located on the UCLA
campus, )ust west of Royce Hall.

Parking on the UCLA cimpus is SS.OO.

General Infermadon: (3iO) 82S-436I.

Group tours available Weds. throu|;h Fri.

afternoons in English or Spanish with ,^

a reservation; call (110) 206-566] ,

" '

sncEUP
YOUR

BUSINESS!
ADVERTISE
TODAY IN

THE
DAILY
BRUIN

CALL

825^2161

HOLLYWOOD
From page 23

the world."

But for a lot of people in

distant lands, Hollywood still

seems to be the epitome of the

American dream. For natives,

It's just a trashy hang-out for

barely dressed prostitutes, fetid

smelling winos and teen-age

stowaways. First-year

chemistry student Edgar

Mehdikhant agrees with this

label saying that, "The

stereotype about Hollywood is

that it is a bad and unhealthy

place, it has to regain its

respect in the world. The
attitudes toward it have to

change first."

But many feel that there is

still hope for Hollywood. "I saw
somebody get shot in the leg on

Hollywood, but that doesn't

scare me much. Hollywood Is

Hollywood. It heis lost some of

its status, but there are still

places to see and things to do,"

says Natalie Zahr, a second-

year pre-med student. "If they

clean up the place, if the

atmosphere changes I'll

probably spend more time

there. But it will be hard to

attract the locals down there

unless it offers something new
and enticing," Zahr adds.

Ahh ... there's the magic word
- change! Presently, Hollywood

Boulevard is undergoing the

most significant facelift of its

lifetime. With speciad emphasis

on the Boulevard of the Stars,

the Community Redevelopment

Agency(CRA) has comprised a

plan that could span over the

next few decades.

Reeling from the aftermath of

the riots in 1992, the

Northridge quake last January

and the process of plate

tectonics, Hollywood very

literally is sinking into a pit of

decay. And now, high-tech

hydrolic monsters grunt and

puff away with work on the

subway, causing the street to

look like our construction-

stricken campus filled with

obstructed views of a once

beautiful place.

The plan contains specific

goals for the development of

Hollywood Boulevard a^ a

pedestrian friendly

environment, accessible to

tourists, with active retail uses

and a focus on the arts,

according to a fact sheet issued

by the agency.

The $5 million Hollywood

Streetscape Improvements

Program includes new street

paving using smooth and

sparkling "glasphalt," new
sidewalks, the planting of

jacaranda and palm trees, "Old

Hollywood" light fixtures,

paved "filmstrip" crosswalks,

"bollards that resemble movie

ushers of the *40s" and public

art at the gateways or entry

points into Hollywood. OK, so

maybe we're looking at another

Universal Citywalk, but don't

we like that kind of fantasy

dreamland we call L.A.?

And of course don't forget

the "Walk of Fame." Extended

one block, from Sycamore to La

Brea Avenue, 148 new stars will

be added and now maybe Jim

Carrey or Vem will get their

chance at a star.

But wait, there's more.

According to the CRA fact

sheet, Ivsu- Avenue, "home of

the weekly Farmer's Market,"

also received a makeover.

Following a theatrical theme,

the street wlH be decked with

new sidewalks, trees and a

decorative crosswalk and

seating area for performance

events. To compliment the new
changes, a Theatre Information

Center has been established to

accommodate the 30 live

theatres in Hollywood.

There is also a great deal of

restoration to Hollywood's

historic Pacific Building which

will be converted into a state-

of-the-art entertainment

museum and the Egyptian

Theatre which will become a

film exhibition center. The
Palace Theatre, currently a

dance club on Vine Street, the

Stella Adler Theatre and the

Guinness Museum are also all

well on their way to

rehabilitation.

And with the rise In crime,

the CRA has hired a security

team to patrol the Boulevard.

Along with the construction of

new, well-lit parking lots, the

CRA hopes to make "Hollywood

Boulevard cleaner and safer,

and parking more accessible to

set a stage for new investment,"

says Donna Hemer, the

assistant project manager of

-the CRA.

Does all this help solve your

"nothing to do" problems?

Sarah Liwnicz, a second-year

theater major says, "Hollywood

has got to get a jump on the

future now. If there were more

coffee houses or places to

listen to ix)etry or live jazz,

then I would go down there

more often."

Can it be done? Will a

generation of coffee drinkers,

so in touch with their p>oetic

side, choose to spend more
time in Hollywood for the

simple reason that it is, after

cill, Hollywood? Is it possible

that all these changes can
,

cause Hollywood to become
alive once more? Or will

Hollywood just become
another teeny-bopp)er

headquarters resembling the

visually spectacular Universal

Citywalk? And is that what we
really want?

All the answers lie within us.

Our power to accept or reject is

enormous, and we can keep

Hollywood off the cutting room
floor. And maybe, one day, the

glamorous history of

Hollywood will again rise, so

that people will begin to hum
that oh-so-catchy tune. Come
on, you know the one I mean:

"Hooray for Holl - eee - wood
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POETRY
From page 25

movie?
•.

Since there are so many
varying ideas about the inner

workings of poetry readings, 1

took it upon myself to

enlighten you to the world of

poetry in public. In fact, at the

UCl-A Armand Hammer
Museum of Art in Westwood,

you could attend poetry

readings by highly-acclaimed

poets from around the country

for free.

At a reading including visiting

English professor Heather

McHugh, I walked Into the

museum, where beautiful,

mysterious music echoed

through the little courtyard

and the magical arches of the

museum. With cold air biting

my skin, rows of perfectly

llned-up seats, a podium and a

solitary wooden stool at the

front of the room, the event

seemed perfectly formal. Early

birds wandered through the

museum, admiring the

paintings and caricatures on

the walls. Others were chatting

and laughing. The air of

festivity filled a room
expectant of god poetry.

As McHugh wcis introduced, I

discovered that she did not

look like an odd psychopath

who would spout out random,

offensive words cleished

together in what would hide

under the term "art." She was a

distinguished woman, exuding

A;^ an air of wit, an eryoyment of

talking and a warm smile.

Walking up to the microphone,

she launched into a series of

poems, and for each one she

described the time, the

situation and her thoughts and
notes upon the subject. But as

the words began to pour forth

from her lips, I witnessed a

change in her whole persona.

Truly she was not Just spilling

— out words on a page; she was
an actor Immersed in the art

of performance.

The whole experience left me
with that warm fuzzy feeling.

With background and details,

the audience received a

personal experience and

shared a glimpse of the

identity behind the poet. She
recited the pK>ems with a

certain rhythm, almost

musical, and then her style

would change to one more
light and comical. In a later

conversation with McHugh,

she said, "Poetry reading is

not something p>eople like to

do. (The poets) must have a

taste for p>erformance and

drama. One has to learn it as

a separate art ... poets (are)

quiet; they like to write by

themselves ... i was quite

nervous, but I used that

(nervousness) to perform.*

Wh||e McHugh delivered her

poenfe with grace and style,

not every poet can read his

own poetry. "Mo, not all poets

can read their own poetry ...

—voice Is important ... U tal^s a

certain kind of voice. Some
poets might have whiny voices

or something ...' said Wasson.

'When you hear (poetiy) read,

there's a kind of resonance

and rhythm that you don't get

on paper. It's a really nice,

gorgeous rhythm ... powerful

to hear.'

1 realized the p>ower of poetry

and voice when I attended

another p>oetry reading from

the Charies S|>eroni

Conference, a series of

English and Italian readings

arranged through the Italian

department. Tour readers took

the podium that day; two of

the p>oems read were in

Italian, and each had distinct

ways of expression. Mot simply

heard, these readers Invoked

thought, feeling and

sometimes even fear in the

audience - yes, fear. One
reader In particular executed

such force and drama that it

seemed like a spirit had taken

over and the anger and

emotion in her poetry leapt

out. Her words grabbed,

provoked, even violated me as

I sat there drinking in the lines

and themes.

Listening to four different

styles, I realized how infinitely

small we are in a world of

innnite perceptions and angles

of experience and

observation.

Poetry can be a powerful

thing, and hopefully someday
that beauty of language will be

expressed when transported

The whole

experience

left me with

that warm,
fuzzy feeling.
to the screen. "People never

come out of theaters and

remember the writing behind

the movies," commented
Wasson, 'but look at rap,

some of it is very p>oetlc; the

language is beautiful ... of

course some of it also sucks."

In F>oetry, there are no laws,

no rules, only the voice of the

soul. "When a p>oet gives to us

something atx)ut reality that

we can believe, which before

had t>een incredible, he adds

to our vital exi>erience of life,"

writes Ronald Sukenick in his

book, "Wallace Stevens

Musing the Obscure."

In my recent interactions with

poetry readings, I discovered

that it's not Just a bunch of

weirdos screaming F>erverse

and vulgar thoughts, rather an

invitation to the inner portrait

of an individual and a chance

to share exF>erience. As poet

QiovannI Sandri said after her

reading at the English/Italian

conference, "I write at>out

what experience of life Is

communicating to me ... if I

write what deserves your

listening, I am a writer."

1 ry uic coniionauic nc%

FREE
Try the comfortable ncvy soft lens for astiginatisin and get a ^f^^^Jdn D.VbgelO.Q^^^^ ^"'^

Trial Pair of FocufToric^"^^"^^^
Soft Contact Lenses
for monthly replacement.

CiBAVfcsaon
'

Keeping HealtJiy Eyes Healthy
^
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I
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NATIONAL AND LOCAL COVERAGE
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PROMOTION

$30
HIGHUGHTS

FOR ANY LENGTH
WITH SPEOFtC STYLISTS ONLY

BY APPOINTMENT ONLY

hair beauty

$10
Shampoo + Haircut

WITH VALID UCLA I.D.

(310) 208-8049
Mon-Fri 9 am - 10 pm
Saturday 9 am - 7 pm
Sunday 10am- 5 pm

10913 WEYBURN
WESTWOOD VILLAGE

This Sat. Nov. 19
9pin-lam
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Griffin Commons Grand Horizon Ballroom
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PANm

i_

from now until December 31,

1994, order any Panda Express

2 or 3 Item Combination Plate and

get 2 Crisp EggroUs or a Hot Bowl

of Soup for only 89(1:.

Located at: 308 Westwood Place

Ackerman Student Union, Level 1

Phone: 310 206-8447 • Fax: 310 206-9395

tras

IHP" ^^fw.ii-jr <rs„

•***

NOW SERVING :

TOiO) THE WET SPROCKET
Featuring Fall Down and Something s Alv?ays_Wrong.

JEFF BUCKLEY ""
'^

GRACE
"Grace"- The debut album from guitar player.

songwriter, and performer Jeff Buckley. •

MUSIC FROM THE MOTION PICTURe
CLERKS

With musK from Alice In (hams. Bad Religion. Bash & Pop. (orrosion Of Conformity.
Girls Against Boys. Golden Smog. Love Among Freaks. Seaweed. Soul Asylum.

Stabbing Westward. Supernova, and The Jesus Liiard.

"Music From The Motion Picture (lerks rocks ?4 hours a day. seven days a week

SPOnGE
ROTTinG PINATA

Sponge explodes with Rotting Pinata - an unflinching ,
",''»•-

XJ

let the guitars nil in the nian..

Featuring the brutal reality (heck. Plowed.

BOB Dylan • »* -

GREAteST HITS VOL. 3
Greatest Hits Vol. V is a full helping of 14 (lassies

including Knockin On Heaven s Door, forever Young.

Tangled Up In Blue, and the brand new track Oionit>.

THE LONDON SuEDE
OOg MAN STAR

Ihe romantic lyrics and the dramatic guitars are what won * '

The London Suede the Mercury prue and the tirlr of

'The Best New Band In Britain ' for their debut album.
Now with their new release, "dog man star." the band fakes (he ir

unique perspective on |ove and sorrow '° "*''* •x''?!"''

BIG Audio HioneR dower
0._ A I.- rv r» A r* ft n _ *__j ». - A.

?i>iw-™"-'^^H

'•>

r-

Big Audio Dynamite BAD II Big Audio. The first hand (o use guifais with samples lia^

made a record that rocks with the best of ihein lake a bi.o hue out of ' Higher Power
the new album featuring Looking For A Sont; jnd Got lo Wake ')p.

DIONNE FaRRIS
WILD SEED- WILD FLOWER

The voice thai aroused vou m Arrested l)evelo|iiin iit n

Tennessee will whei your appetite with her luiinin" debut
Wild Seed Wild Flower

featurin" the dele( table first sm"l( I Know

AUAILABLE AT TOWER RECORDS

Performances
Rock/Pop

Nov. 18. SystMD M.. 213-A Pine Ave.,

Long Beach. (310)435-2525. 9 p.m.

BIkW Kill, ifH Boy. FYP. Mm Fondled. Nov 18.

Las Patmas Theatre, 1652 N. LasPalinas Ave..

(213)967-5728, 7 and 10 p.m.

Black Ubuni, Nov 22. Ventura Theatre. 26 S.

Chestnut, Ventura. (805)648-1888

Cradle ol Tkonit, Humai Wltli Project, Nov

19. Las Palmas Theatre. 1642 N. Las Palmas

Ave., (213)957-5728

Cristiai Castro, Nov. 18. Universal Amphitheatre,

100 Universal City Plaza. Universal City.

(818)980-9421,8:15 p.m.

Ptnnywito, Sprung Moniwy, Nov. 18. Crawford

Hall, UC Irvine. (714)740-2000

Robin Trower wilk Biaddioant Jungio. Ventura

Theatre. Sat., Nov. 19. 8 p.m.. (805)648-1888

or (213)480-3232

Stanford Prison Experiment. Nov 17, Las Palmas

Theatre, 1642 N. Las Palmas Ave.. (213)957-

5728. 8 p.m.

Taanaoe Fanclub, Sammy, Nov 17, The Roxy,

9009 Sunset Blvd . W Hollywood. (310)276-

2222

They Might Be Giants wiUi FranIt Black,

Pantages Theatre. Hollywood. Thurs.. Nov 17,

8 p.m , (213)480-3232

Widtspread Panic, Freddy Jones Band; Nov 18,

Ventura Theatre, 26 S. Chestnut Ave., Ventura.

(805)648-1888 or (213)480-3232

Jazz/Blues
Woody James, Nov 19, Santa Monica College

Concert Hail, 1900 Pico Blvd.. (310)452-9323m
7 and 9 p.m.

Country
Alan Jackson witti Faith Hill. Arrowhead Pond of

Anaheim, Thurs., Nov 17. 8 p!m., (213)480-

3232.

Willie Nelson with Shaver, Thousand Dales Civic

Auditorium, Sun, Nov. 20, 7 p.m., and Wed.,

Nov. 23. 7:30 pm, (213)480-3232

Clubs
Rock/Pop

B121 Cluh, 8121 Sunset Blvd.. W. Hollywood,

213-654-4773, pertonnances at 8 pm; over 21;

no cover Tues-Sat; no drink minimum
Al's Bar, 305 S Hewntt St. Downtown. 213-625-

9703, closed Sundays: over 21

Alligator Lounge, 3321 Pico Blvd., Santa

Monica, 310-449-1843, over 21; 11-17 Leaving

Trains, the Last. Lucky. Junkyard Love: 11-18

Billy Vera

Anti-Club, 4658 Melrose Ave. near Normandie.

LA, 213-661-3913. shows at 9:30; $7
betelgeuse, 7160 Melrose Ave.. LA 213-936-

0165

Blue Saloon, 4657 Lankershim Blvd.. N.

Hollywood. 818-766-4644. pool, big screen

. satellites; over 21

'Bob's Frolic III, 6202 Santa Monica Blvd., Santa

Monica. (213)463-0827, Features live music

five nights a week; with three pool tables (from

6-9 pm, there's 50 cent games and $1

draughts. Over 21

Canter's Kibitz Room Lounge, 419 N Fairfax, W.

Hollywood, 213-651-2030, full bar, no cover

Club Lingerie, 6507 Sunset Blvd., Hollywood,

213-466-8557. 11-17 Jigsaw Seen, Baby
Lemonade, Insect Surfers; 11-18 Heat Miser.

WACO., 11-19 Susan James. Daisychain,

Spirit. Crackpot _^
Cock 'N' Bull Pub. 2947 Lincoln Blvd.. Santa

Monica. 310-399-9696

Coconut Teasier, 8117 Sunset Blvd , W
Hollywood 213-654-4773. drink specials until

10pm, pool tables- $1 cover charge: band

entrance S6 cover charge: Mon-Tues 21 and

over, otherwise 18 and over

Fair City. 2020 Wilshire Blvd., Santa Monica.

310-828-5549, Irish pub with full restaurant

and bar: live musk;; over 21; cover $3-5

weeknights. $5-$7 Fri- Sun.; 11-19 Rugbums
FM Station Live, 1 1 700 Victory Blvd. at

Lankershim. N Hollywood, 818-769-2220

Genghis Cohen Cantina. 740 N Fairfax. LA. 213-

653-0640

Hell's Gate. 6423 Yucca at Cahuenga, Hollywood.

213-463-9661

House ol Bluos. 8430 Sunset Blvd.. Hollywood.

(213)650-0247. 11-17 Russel Scott & His Red
Hots, The Blazers, Dave & Deke Combo; 11-18

Little Walter Hamonica Jam, James Hanman.

Rod Piazza. King Ernest. Billy Boy Arnold; 11-

19 The Young Dubliners Blue Rodeo: 11-21

Ton! Childs. Taj Mahal: 1 1—23 Black Uhuru

Largo, 432 N Fairfax. W Hollywood. 213-852-

1073, $5 cover charge

Luna Park, 665 N Robertson Blvd , W.

Hollywood, 310-652-0611, 11-18 Holly Near,

Tony Mamet; 11-19 Foremen

Midiy's. 8857 Santa Monica Blvd., W. HollyvMMd.

310-657-1176

Molly Malono's Irish Pub. 575 S Fairfax. LA.

213-935-2707, $3 cover, 2 drink minimum
Motherlode. Santa Monica Blvd & Robertson

Blvd
, Hollywood. 310-659-9700

Nahiral Fudge Company. 5224 Fountain Ave..

Hollywood, 213-669-8003

PiloniM. 6907 Lankershim BhnI , N. Hollywood,

818-764-4010, 11-18 Laurel Canyon Ramblers

Roxbury, 8225 Sunset Blvd., W Hollywood, 213-

656-1 750. 1 1 -1 7 Wild Child, 1 1 -20 Michael

Tomlinson

Roxy, 9009 Sunset Blvd . W Hollywood, 310-

276-2222. AH shov« 730 door; 11-17 Teenage

Fanclub, Sammy; 11-18 and 11-19 Grant Lee

Buffalo, Giant Sand

IkwfeMtour. 9081 Santa Monica Blvd.. W.

Hollywood. 310-276-6168, 11-17 Fretblanket;

11-18 Girls Against Boys. Chokebore. Braniac;

11-19 Martha Davis

Viptr Rmm. 8652 Sunset Blvd.. Hollywood. 310-

358-1680, 21 and over

WMsky A Go-Go. 8901 Sunset Blvd.. W
Hollywood, 310-652-4202. shows begin at 8

pm: cover varies: advance tk^kets purchased

through Ticket Master; 11-17 Down by Law.

FasttMCks. Black Train Jack. Zumpano; 11-18

FtammaUe Lkiuid. FresMy Bakad. &dt 11-19

CaWng Orange Julius, Load, Gooey Ducks,

Batryiyraht

Jazz/Blues
14 Mwr, I4th-St and Santa Monks Bh/d., Santa ^
Monica. 310-451-5040, no cover

At My Ptaee 1026 Wilshire BhAt.. Santa Monka,
310-451-8596

Aitas Bar and Grill. 3760 WMshire BK'd , LA, 213-
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3104400. 1lMindq«~'2(W '30I style supiMr
and dMCi chib. S6 cover charge

iikt aii iMqTi in. 52S9 S. Central Ave, LA.
213-235-4866

BakMPiMo, 3787 Cahuenga Blvd.. N
HoNywood. 818-980-1615, 11-17 Nothing
Personal

Cat & FIMo. 6530 Sunset Bhfd . Hollywood,
213-468-3800

CatillM Bar ft Grill, 1640 N. Cahuenga Blvd.,

HoUyvwod, 213-466-2210, 11 -17 through 11-

21 John Hand with Class; 1 1 -22-1 1 -28 Ahmad
JamalTrk)

Chib Inmwta, Bel Age Hotel. 1020 N. San
Vkiente Blvd., W. Hollywood, 310-854-1111.
11-17 Gordon Brisker-Dtek Forrest Quartet; 1 1 -

18and11-19BuddyCoilett
Fals Do Do. 5257 W Adams Blvd.. LA. 310-842-
6171

HarvoHs's, 1432 Fourth St, Santa Monka, 310-
395-1676

Hotel Nttko. 465 S. La Cienega Blvd., LA, 310-
247-0400

Jazz Bakny. 3321 Hutchinson. Culver City. 310-
271-9039

U Vi Lao. 12514 Ventura Blvd., Studk) City, 818-
980-8158, 11-18 and 11-19 Poncho Sanchez

La Cafe, 14633 Ventura Blvd.. Sherman Oaks,
818-986-2662. 11-17 Bill Lynch; 11-18 Clare

Fischer

Lunaria. 10351 Santa Monica Blvd.. LA, 310-282-
8870, two drink minimum, $5 cover; 11-17
JereJon: 11-18 Millie Kaisennan; 11-19 Kate
McGarry

Night Winds, 1026 Wilshire Blvd., Santa Monica,
310-917-9111, shows at 8 and 10:30 pm; cover
varies

The MM, 6010 W. Pico Blvd., LA, 213-937-9630.
live music nightly, shows at 2, 9, 10:30.

midnight; cover varies: 11-18 Robin Ford.

» Jimmy Witherspoon

Woslwood Miniuls Hotel and Garden. 930
Hilgard Ave. at Le Conte, Westwood. 310-208-

8765. music Fri-Sat, 8 pm, Sun-Thurs. 7:30
pm; no cover

Reggae
Kingston 12. 814 Broadway, comer of Lincoln

and Santa Monica Blvd., Santa Monica, 310-
451-4423,

La Scale. 1 1740 San Vicente Blvd.. Brentwood,
310-826-6100

Tilly's. 1024 Wilshire Blvd. at 11th SL. Santa

Monica. 310-451-1769

Latin/Brazilian
El CId. 4212 W Sunset Blvd., Hollywood, 213-

668-0318. ck)sed Mon-Tues; dinner and
Spanish flamenco show, $21

Ice House. 24 N. Mentor Ave., Pasadena, 818-
577-1894,

La Matia. 9077 Santa Monica Blvd., W
Hollywood, 310-273-7066,

St. Mark's. 23 Wtnward Ave.. Venice. 310-452-

2222. live music nightly

Dance
Anna. 6655 Santa Monica Blvd.. east of

Highland, Hollywood, 213-462-1291, gay venue
Asylum, 8531 Santa Monica Blvd , W Hollywood,
310-657-0550, Saturdays; gay venue; free

before 10:30 p.m.

CAC Club, 8240 Sunset Blvd.. 2 bkKks west of

Crescent Hgts.. W. Hollywood, 213-656-0100
Cate Cite. 10853 Lindbrook. Westvraod, 310-

208-2200

Circas, 6655 Santa Monica Blvd.. Hollywood.
213-462-1291, Tues.. Frl.-Sun.; outside patio.

pool table

Ckib Shatter, 40 S. Pasadena Ave.. Pasadena.
818-577-4040. Thurs.-Sat; over 21

Cool CIttb. Coconut Teaszer, 8121 W Sunset
Blvd.. 213-462-8338, Saturday nights; musk:
from the 60's-90's, full bar, go go dancers.

multi big screen video show, giant screen slide

show
Cosmos, 1608 N Cosmo at Seima, LA 213-466-

7800, over 21

Darby Club. 4500 Los Feliz Blvd , Hollywood.

213-663-8979, live entertainment every night,

11-12 The Blazers

Oraioafly, 6506 Santa Monica Blvd , Hollywood.
213-466-61 1 1 . over 21 ; cover varies

Fteranflne Gardtna. 5951 Hollywood Blvd

,

HoHywood, 213-464-0706, Fri-Sat; dress

code; over 18

Gtaffl Slam, 333 S Boyteston, U. 213-482-6626.
nightly dancing, concerts, special events

Htltor Sktiter. 836 N Highland, north of

Melrose, Hollywood, 213-462-7442. alternative

and industrial music

Madame Buttertly's. 5400 Wilshire Blvd.. LA.

310-376-8160

Mayan. 1038 S. Hill St. downtown. 213-746-

.,4287

Man, 1735 N. vine St Hollywood. 213-462-

3000, 11-19 Sinister Dane and 31 1 play at 7:30
p.m.

Rat*. 8911 Santa Monica Blvd.. W Hollywood.
310-652-7055

Roxbury. 8225 Sunset Blvd.. Hollywood. 213-

656-1750. $10, dut) admissk)n complimentary
with dhNwr raservMon

Ska. 665 N. RotMrtson Blvd , Beverly Hills, 310-
281-7358. new dance club for women, $8

Tha 6ite. 643 N. La Cienega Blvd . W Hollywood.

310-859-5568, over 21, dressy attire required.

open 9.30 pm • 2 am Wed & Fri $10. Sat. $15
Tka KN Kat Clai. 10853 LkKttKook Aye. at

Gtondon, Westwood, 310-358-6192

Wbdnaaday nights; dance fhwr with DJ; over 21

Tka PMt. 2810 Main St , Santt Montoa. 310-392-

1077, Thurs. $5, Fri & Sat. $10, over 21

IHpp'B, 10131 ConstoNatkH) BM.. near Ave of

the Stars, Century City, 310-553-6000

WMdal Camady Stellon, 2005 N. Highland Ave.,

HoNywood, 213-368-6108. $8 cover, comedy
acts and dancing

Wast End, 1301 Fifth St., Santa Monica. 310-394-

4647. Thurs-Sun, live bands and dancing

Comedy
AcaM Comedy Thsater. 5124 Lankershim Bh^.,

N. HoNywood, 818-753-0650

CiaafiNI. Itollywood Roosevelt Hotel. 7000
HoHywood Blvd

. Hollywood. 213-466-7000
BrtHindliiig Theater. 7307 Melrose, Hollywood.
213-934-9700

Igbys Comedy Cabarat. 11637 W. Pico Blvd.,

WLA, 310-477-3553

impraaiaaHon. 8162 Melrose. W Hollywood.
213-651-2583

Laugh Fictory 8(X)1 Sunset BM . Hollywood.
213-656 1336

Tha Comedy Store. 8433 Sunset Blvd . W
Hollywood 213-656-6225

Wild Side Theiter 10945 Camarilla St.. N.

HtflyvMMd. 818-506-8838

f
I
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Bruin Deal
Meal

2 Slices Of pizza & all you can

drink, plus your choice of:

• garden salad or

1/2 order of Moios or

I AS I I RI:K DKLIV I:RV! ^ (ooimsTE.NAUKMiY ^

pizza breadstic

only $3^2
Dine in, Carry Out Special

Thinking ^bout pj^rj^aJ

Shakey^
is the

'5^/^^'"\

"^Tk cHlSWcr*

Large Pizza

Any targe pizza up
to 3 topplnps of

your choice

Double Special

2 medium one
topping pizzas

only $11^
Combination

Anv me(Sum on* ti

5 fmai$ o< dhkkm'.bf \li lb. oi

shrimp, D«us mqo potiiU?w.

only $"11.22

Call to reserve Shakey's upstairs for your private meetings, parties, etc.

HAPPY HOUR, ANY HOUR AT StokCylR

Sliakeys
1114Gayley I SufhlYusH-lam

I Q O >l >l i i "1 »»
Westwood I Fri&Sat11-2am | OLH'H I I I HB

"^ G()()I)TASTK.NATITR.ULY. W COODTASTK. WTIRALLY. g GOODIASTK. NAirRULY. ^ GOOD TASTE. NATllLULY. ^

WW
*\^ t ^'J

/

• The Dark Aged.

,
The Splendor of

^^1:— VerMiltej.-^

1 -

V!

• »

;

See mat happened

' in between.

•r v'

,' I* . H' ^»
'\

XCM R i: \ A I SSAXC K IN PRINTS

I CIA ii nil .\km \\j) I! \\i\ii K .Ml Ml w
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Classified Ad Information

Daily Bruin Classified Information
225 Kerckhoff Halt, 308 Westwood Plaza, Los Angeles, CA 90024

Class Line: (310) 625-2221 Cliss Display (310) 206-3060

Fax (310) 206-0528

We reserve the right to change, reclassify, revise, or reject any

classified advertisement not meeting the standards of the Daily Bruin.

Our office is open Monday-Friday, 9-4.

Classified rates Deadlines

{My.20«Nirdsorlatt $700 OMrtMlMMr
OaHy. act) addKoMi word .45 1 wortdng day betori prifldng, by noon.

MWdy.ZOimrdsorlns 23.00

WHMy. each additional word 1.30 2 wortdng days tMfdre printing, by noon

Display ads— student rata/col. inch 8.00 Make dwds payable to the

Display ads— local rate/col. inch 1125 UCIJk Daily Brum.

Freque.icy & Agency Rates Available

Icoi.xli: 2lnches x linch. There are no cancellations after noon the day t)efore printing.

The ASUCU Comrnunicalioni Boaid hiy supports the IMveisiiy of CaMornias policy on I

crirainalioa No madhmiM aecepl adwliiemenis which pracant peism ol any ort|^
nlBioii, aax. or aBQial artsoMon in a demeaning WW or Imply «M Ihay an ImilBd to pciaM^
ca|iaUWes.rale8oratalMinaociety.Neilherthe(MiyBnilnnortheASUCLAComnanl^^

haalniwiig<ieda>yotaieaer>totad¥ertlaedoriheadwmMra repiaaeniedlnthii Issue. Aryperaoa
beilMlnglitf ana*««aaiMiil in iNs iaaiiaviolalad aie Board's policyon nondtocriinto^
herain shotdd commMicMi complaints In wrWng to the Business MHiager. MIy Bruin. 225
KerctMf IM. 308 WestwocKl Plaza. Los Angeles. CA 90024. For assistance w«h housing (fscrimi-

lotion problems, cal the UCl/ Housing Office at (310) 825-4271 or ca« the Westside Fair Housing

Office at (310) 475-9671.

How to write a good ad
1 . Start your ad with the merchandise your are selling. This ma)«s it easier for readers to quickly 3. Avoid abbreviations— malce your ad easy for readers to understand.

scan the ads and locate your item(s).
* ,4. Place yourself in the reader's position. Ask what you'd like to know about the merchandise.

2. Always include the price of the item you are selling. Many classiiied readers simply do not and include that in the ad. Include information such as brand names, colors, and other specific

respond to ads without prices. descriptions.

1 Campus Happernings 1 Campus Happenings

1/lE'S
CLASS OF 1995

"Running
Out

SENIORS

If youVe i senior, you should look like one: in the senior portrait section of

the Bruin Life yearbook. Don't miss your chance.

C \ \\!M ^ !•

Studio
Cmp» n»te Sbrfe b licated an 2oi lair AdwMi
Open MMidar-Friday 1:30-5:30hm 2lfi-l433

RENT A CAR
YES, We Rent cars to UCLA

Students from $19/day

under 25 QK!

(310)673-9899

7 Good Deals

VOICEMAIL

$5 per

mcntli

Instant^
Woicemaif

\Priv. pfurie #
f Taiiporary/
pemiatient

service

Alcoholics Anonymous
Mod. DlK:uBiior.. Fri. Step Stucty. AU 3526

Thurs. Book Stvxiy. AU 3525
Tues. and Wed. DbcLOsion, Dentol 23-029

AllttrT>©sl2:10-l:aOpm

For alcoholcs or indMduab who havo a
drinking problsm.

To start immediately,

call (310) 657 3377

10 Personal

WANTED: 300 UCLA students to test new In-

ter-collegiate voicemail introduction service.

Absolutelv Freel 818-986-9045.

2 Campus Services 2 Campus Services

M Uanpool Seats lloui lluailable Prom the Pollouiing flreas:

Agou'a/ThousoncJ Oaks
Centroi Los Angeles
Chino Hills

Cfenshaw

Downey
Gronoda Hills

Hesperia
Loncaster/Palmdole

North Hollywood
Northndge
Siiverloke

Sylmar
Van Nuys

Coll UCLA Commuter Assistance

Ridesharing at (310) 794-RIDE or

stop by our office at 555

Westwood Pkjza. Room 200

(Structure 8, level 2) for more

information.

Bereavement Group- UCLA: 'Getting Through
the Holidays* For tk>se who have lost a fami-

ly member to cancer in the last year. 8 week
session led by licensed clinical social worker
with 20 years' experience in grief and be-

reavennent counseling. Contact Rhonda
Fleming Mann Resource Center for Women
with CancerAJCLA (310)794-6644 or Julie

Steckle, LCSW 010)473-9559.

4 Financial Aid

Cash for college. 900,000 granU available.

No repaymcnU, EVER. Qualify immediately.

1-800-243-2435.

\'Daiii\ 'Bruin ^

I
Cliissificii

:j

10 Personal

\m YOU SICK OF DATIN6

GUYS WHO D0N7 TREAT «
YOU WELL?

B«verty HMs Match Maker wanis

to Introduce you to a ff,

attractive, super-successfiri guy

wtK) seeks a tpociai relatioraNp

adventuresome giil In tier 20*$

for (finner, tennis, travel. Km.

310-205-6483

VVNTED: 100 PEOPLE
Lose 10-29 lbs. in 30 days and earn $$$ do
ing it. 100% guarantee. Call 310-281 8828.

1 1 Attorneys

AUTOMOBILE, BICVaE OR MOPED AC-
CirXNTS. Slip and Falls. Busines* Law.
UCLA Crad. Close to campts. Free Cormilta-

Uon. MUchdl Kratt«aMVff213-384-3561.

3 Campus Recruitment 3 Campus Recruitment 12 Researcti Subjects

College of Law
Dedicafed to Providing Qualify Legal Educafion

• low/JD IVogrori) (xoedrted by iie Giiilornia ConmHiee of Ikv

• Oonverient to bos Angeles, San FernarxJoVateyarxJ Inland ErrplnB.

• Smoll classes.

L\W/|D DEGREE

I'ull Time

Part Time

Dayftyening

PARALEGAL PROGRAM

Certificate

AS/BS Degrees

Evaiing/^urday Ciasses

FINANCIAl AID AND SCHOLARSHIPS AVAILABLE

CALL TODAY
lA VERNE CAAAPUS

1950 3RD STREET,

lA VERNE, CA 91750

(909) 596-1848

t-v:

ENCINO CAMPUS
5445 BALBOA BLVD.,

ENCBOCA 91316

(8)8) 981-4529

rj i> IT i> ,

UNIVERSITY OF LA VERNE

Thr Univcrsily ol La Vrmr is Accrtdiird by ihr Wnicm Auorution of Schools and Colleges

ASTHMATIC
VOLUNTEERS

NEEDED
for research at

UCLA Medical

Center. Age 18

to 70. Currently

using asthma

medications.

May qualify for

up to $560

compensation.

310-825-6745.

Attorneys 12 Researcti Subjects

Attn: Personal
Computer Users

Adier Weiner Researcti is

looking for people wtio run

stiells on ttieir PC - m
Navigator, Tabwori(s, etc.

Receive at least $50

call Burt at (310) 440-2340

Bright Honest Lawyer
•Auto & Work Accidents •Fate •WUIs

•Medical Malpractice •Business Litigation

•JobDiscrim •Divorce •Trials

Call Susan Baiistocky

(818) 382-7055 or (310) 559-1406

12 Research! Subjects

ASTHMA SUFFERERS. Earn up to $540.00 in

your spare time, ir you take daily asthma
medication you may be eligible tcrparticipate

in a research drug study with a new potential

treatment for asthma. ConUct (310)477-1734
cxl 540 to find out how you may benefit from
this vital program. Allergy Research Founda-
tion, Inc. (Brentwood)

?^ ^ 01 ^
I^IAI.I'] R/%l.»I\li:SK

Maks IkIuccii IIr' ams (i| IS and 40 iiccdtd (u participalc in

rcscanh sIimIn. Musi he rici'tilini; and ha\c some hair htss on irown.
In jiood hcahh. \Icdinni to dark hair. I air to nudiuni scalp color.

i:arii up to $560
rm: skin ki si:arc h ioindation

Call (310)828-8887

hizophrenia
Do you or a loved one suffer from Schizoplircnia?

Qualified voluteers ages 12 and over may qualify for a

medical research study on schi/ophrcnia.Qualified

volunteers recive a free basic physical exam, lab tests

and may be compensated up to approximately $1650.

CALIFORNIA

P L I A S F c: A I I 1-800-854-3902

Daily Bruin Classified

12 Research Subiocts ]? Research Subiccts 12 Research Subjects

1845 YEARS OLD NEEDED FOR MEDICAL

heaHhy females
RESEARCH

STUDY.

QUAUFIED

VOLUNTEERS

MAY BE
COMPENSATED UPTO APPROXIMATELY $570.

CALIFORNIA

PLEASE CALL 1 -600-654-0902

NERVOUS? ANXIOaS?
FEARFUL? WORRIED?

Research volunteers between the ages of 18 and 65
experiencing these symptoms for at least 1 month and
in relatively good health are needed. Volunteers will

receive a brief exam in order to determine eligibility.

Qualified volunteers receive free basic physical

exam/lab test and compensation up to $495°'^.

California!

MEDICAL GROUP

Please call 1-800-854-3902

Bedwetting boyi 7-1 1 yrs. arxJ their families

needed fof UCLA research Project. Subjects

will receive $20 and a free developmental
evaluation. 310-825-0392.

EARN MONEY for 1 S-minute« work. Looking
for male subject between 38-45, married, 1-

adolescenl child, to complete surveys dealing
with mid-lifc issues. Totally confidential. Can
be done totally by mail. 310-28S-0775.

Healthy M/F, 18-f needed for UCLA Positron

Imaging of the heart. Injection radioactive

isotope. Bloods taken. Also M/F 35-»- who
smoke/plan to quit M/F AO*- with cholesterol

250-f. F-post merrapausal r>eeded for same.
310-825-1118.

Feeling depressed, sad or hopeless? Lost

interest or energy?

Sleeping too much

or too little? Crying

^
frequendy?

Participants 18 to 65

needed for medical research study.

Qualified volunteers may be compensated

up to $440.

CALIFORNL\

iM I A s I ( \ I I 1-800-854-3902
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12 Research Subjects 12 Reseorch Subjects

•^\
Jo//9 a fBdmroi/y

fundmd study comparing a
nmw spacm agm condom with a

classic /atex condom^
^rem mmdica/ carm/supplims to couples

using condoms as birth control

^or 6 months.^

rO-R iNfO-R/^ATiON CALL: (113) 36S-H¥fH

Hyperactive boys with attentional problems
7-11 yrs, needed for UO-A research project.

Receive 520 and a free developmenUl
evaluation. 310-825-0392.

INFIDELITY: Researcher seeking unusual ac-

counts of how you discovered an affair. Short
phone interview. Will pay Craig Snyder,
Ph.D. 310-471-0035.

Normal healthy boys 3-11 yrs, and their

families needed for UCLA research project
Receive $20 and have a scientific learning

experience. 310-825-0392.

15 Wanted

GASH FOR CARS. We come to you. Top dol-

lar paid. We do all DMV. We buy anything.

818-999-IBUY(4289).

19 Sperm/Egg donors

EGG DONOR. Caucasian, female, under
agf 35. $200(ydonation. 310-318-3010,
donor nunc, for recipient 12, Lynn Oever. M-
F, 8:30-4:30. Redondo Beach.

Egg Donors

Needed

Are pinterested in helping an

Infertile couple achieve their

dream of having a child and

also be financially compensated.

If so, we are in need of Women

from ail ethnic backgrounds eges

21-34, for details please call

l-80a98^9890.

22 Health Services

ALONE-STRESSED-OVERWHELMED. Sup-
portive counseling. Individuals, couples,

groups. Adjacent to campus. Carole Chasin
MA, IMF-20924. Barbara Shore, supervisor,

M5-246S5. 310-289-4643.

COUNSELINCVTHERAPY with experienced
female PhD. 2-blocks from campus, free

parking. Specializing in young adult issues:

Depression, anxiety, relationships, academic
concerns and family problems. For informa-

tion or consultation- 310-474-8305.

PENIS-NIPPLE ENLARGEMENT. Professional

vacuum pumps with instnjction. Cain V-V.
Permanent- safe. Enhance erection. Dr. Joel

Kaplan 1 -aOO-987-PUMP.

REACH PERSONAL AND ACADEMIC
GOALS WITH HYPNOSIS. REDUCE TEST
ANXIETY. Increase concentration,

performance, self-confidence. Individual

appointments and classes. Experieryred

psychotherapist for 17-years. Student Rales.

Call Laura Guilds MFCC. 310-207-0630.

ARE YOU TIRED
OFYOUR

UNWANTED HAIR?
For faster, more efficient

pemianent hair removal.

Disposable needles and free

consultation. Call

Wes^TOd(310^m212

EGG DONORS NEEDED for infertile couples.

19-33 yrs, own medical insurance. Special

r>eeds for black, Hispanic, & Chinese. At

UCLA med center. 310-825-9500.

EGG DONORS NEEDED. All info confiden-

tial. Please call (310)285-0333.

EGG DONORS NEEDED: Healthy females

between 21-34years old w/medical in-

surarKc. Payment of $2200 for medical pro-

cess. Mirna Navas 310-829-6782, Monday-
Friday.

EGG/SPERM
DONORS

Desperately wanted by hopeful parents. All

races needed. Ages 21-35. Healthy. Substan-

tial compensation. For information call OP-
TIONS (310)397-4054.

IF YOU'D LIKE TO HELP a couple who's
having difTiculty getting pregnant or unable to

cany a child, call 310-820-6180, ask for Bea-

trice.

LuCia
Electrolysis & Sklncare

Permaaeat Hair Reattrral
BuropewB Facials • mislag

lOBl mwtiro«d BWtf. WMtwvod
(1 Btk. South of Santa Monica] Bivifl

20 Pregnancy

CIVE THE GIFT OF LIFE. Be a surrogate for a

chiMlcsc CDUpl*. Must he at le^t 21. LA
arei $tS,000|>ald. 80^308-7367.

Acne, Tattoos

SimsDots & Scars
Nonsurgical Laser Therapy lor

painless facial okin rejuvenation

anti removal nfacne tattoos

sunspots & scais Low cost

Free Consultation Call

1-800-685-6574
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30 Help Wanted 30 Help Wanted

THIS HOLIDAY SEASON, HELP
US DELIVER A

UnLE HOLLYVUOOD MACK.
This year, Universal Studios HoUywood is delivering more

thrills, more excitement, and more opportunities than ever. So,
while you're considering how to spend your Holiday Break, consid-
er this: Universal Studios has great temporary opportunities for

motivated, outgoing people like you.

Right now. you could join us as one of our

• Ticket Sellers • Food Stand Attendants
• Cooks
• Merchandise
Sales Clerks

• Show Controllers
• Parking Lot Attendants
• Food Service Cashiers

So if you have the ambition, the talent, and the personality we're
looking for, spend the Holidays Hollywood-style.

Just call Tracy at (818) 622-3863. Monday through Friday
from 9am to 5pm to schedule an appointment for an interview.

For additional employment opportunities, call our 24-hour job line at

(818) 622-5627.
r

Universal Studios Hollywood is an equal opportunity employer and an
MCA Recreation Services Group Company.

$6.63^R. Work in fun atmosphere, schedule

around classes. Apply: Maureen O'Brien,

Cafe Sproul, 350 DeNfve Or. 310-825-2074.

$7/hour -f bonus, flexible hours, great work
experience. Hiring novvl APPLY TODAYI
UCLA Annual Fund, 1083 Cayley, 4th floor.

310-794-0277.

$7/hour-fboruis. Advertising consulting firm is

seeking persons to set appointments by

phorw for our consultants. Minimum 2 years

college, telephone or outside sales experi-

ence a plus, immediate openings, P/T in our

Westsidie office. Call Norman Becker, Ad
Max Consulting youp. 31 0-281 -0355

5 YEARS AT UCLA and 3 years at law school

did not teach me how make serious morwy.
Now I've learned the secret to wealth from a

millionaire who was willing to share it. Look-

ing for motivated people who want to maxi-

mize their potemial on a full or part-time ba-

sis. 310-915-8088 or 818-757-1303.

ACTIVE FILM CO. seeks rrwtivated individu-

als. Great opportunity to learn production

and development. Flexible hrv'days. Credit,

no pay. Contact Stacy Katz 310-559-7410, ex

VU

ACTORS/MODELS NEEDED. Auditions by
appointments only, For comrr>ercials, films,

iind print ads. All typeVages needed. No ex-

periefKe r>ecessary. No registration fees. Call

Today Imajte. 818-222-9091.

ADMINISTRATIVE ASSISTANT. Part-time,

full-time preferred. BH Software Company,
perfect English, WordPerfect required, Page-

Maker helpful. 310-859-7277.

ALASKA EMPLOYMENT - Fishing Industry.

Earn to $3,000-56,000+ per Month + bene-

fits. Male/Female. No experience necessary

206-545-41 55 ext A59342,

ASSEMBLERS: Easy work, excellent irKome
to assemble products at home, up to

$70GA)veekly. Crafts, toys, wood, jewelry,

sewinR, rrwre. 213-243-8288.

ATTENTION uaA STUDENTS! Puzzles Fast

Food Restaurant is Sunset Village is hiringi

Previous restaurant experience helpful.

$6.63/hr. FLEXIBLE NITE SCHEDULE. Call

Karen 206-7687.

BALLOON CELEBRATONS needs party dec-

orators, drivers, artists, and trainee managers.

Fast paced, fun, and creative erwironmeni,

flexible hours. Call 310-208-1 180.

BEVERLY HILLS LAW OFFKIE needs

filin^Mcretary ar>d Word Perfect, part-time.

310-274-5252.

BUSY ENTERTAINMENT OFFICE, needs hard

working office support Part-time position, re-

quires flexible availability. Need car. Fax re-

sume 310-276-5721, phone 310-276-3300.

CAMPUS POSITKDN AVAILABLE starting at

$6.63A>r. We work around your classes.

Immediate employment available for Fall

1994. Sunset Village Dining Services.

ConUct David at 310-206-76a8.

CAREER
DEVELOPMENT

Entry level telephone sales of securities to in-

stitutional clients, flexible, part-time, will

tralrVlicense, students ar>d hornemakers, Har-

ry 310-231-3333.

CASHIER NEEDED for Beverly Hills salon.

Saturday and Sunday included. Full-time.

Prior experience required. 310-274-6347.

CASHIER WANTED. WLA and Westwood.
Sonr>e Japanese preferred. 310-479-2530.
1834 Westwood Blvd.

CASTING IMMEDIATaY! Extras needed for

feature films, commercials, arxJ music videos.

Earn up to $200 per dayl No experience

needed. Work guaranteed! Call today 213-

851-6102.

CITY BEAN COFFEE is looking for coffee

lovers full-time/part4ime. Apply in person •
10911 Lindbrook Or, Westwood. 31QMB24-
1340.

•

COMMUNITY SERVICE OFFICERS (CSO's)

are hiring UCLA students now!. $6.1 6^r to

sUrt. up to $9.10. 15+hr«^vk. Flexible sched-

ule. Call 825-6760.

COMPUTER HELPER. Part-time, 5
hoursAveek, ST.SOfimur. Must be DOS and
Windows literate and have transportation.

310-470-8600.

COMPUTER PROGRAMMER, expert in "EX-

CEL' S.O macroprogramming. Need assis-

tance w/advanced spreadsheet set-up and
programming. P/T project 213-467-2777
day, 21 3-258-6252 eve.

COMPUTER SYSTEMS ADMINISTRATOR,
P/T. Requires knowledge of DOS, Windows
for Workgroups, Word for Windows, Excel,

arxJ rrwre; experierKe with modems ar>d rem-
ote communication; capacity to install, train,

support and troubleshoot software probs;

ability to loKrc hardware probs. Must be
comfortable with both people and nuchines.
Fax resume to Josh. 310-337-1074.

CRAPHIC DESIGN FIRN

1Seeking Temporary/Part-time

MAC office assistance to work

flexible hours. Dec. 1 - mM March

1995. Indlvkjual must be MAC
pn>fk:ient and have working

knmvledee of WORD «id EXCEL
Must have good oommunk:atk)n

skills, be detail oriented, and able

to work a minimum of 5 hours per

day.

Hours will vary, but prefer

1

.1 . . _
noon - 5pm or later. 5 days per

week. KnoMrtedflvcfgraphk:

terminok)^ or proof reading skills

• helpful. Pay $7.50 per hour.

Please send resume to:

-' MDA
12100 Wilshire BNd Suite 520

•»
LA. CA 90025

• i— — —
, *

-—

EARN UP TO |a.B(VHR PLUS TIPS
cleaning houses and ofHoes. Call today
and go to work this week. Tons of work.

Full and pwtlinie work. Flexible

schedule. Work In your area.

Car necessary.

CaN today at 31(V4S3-1t17.

••MEXICO SPRING BREAK^^ <

* ^Biggest Partiet/Best Prices*

.

> Earn (Free Trip»/Cash)

> (310)379-0409 or

* (800)798-1509

3 3 1,31

•For TV Commafdals

• Movies

•Cauriogs
• Vldsos
can Immfldiatsly

(>io)es»4<gs

30 Help Wanted

• • •

MOVIE EXTRAS
MODELS

ALL TYPES NEEDED FOR

MA|OR FEATURE HLMS

IMMEDIATEASSIGNMEPm

310-659-8288

CRUISE SHIPS HIRING
Earn up to $200O+/mor4h or^ Cruise Ships or

Land-Tour companies. Seasonal ar>d Full-

Tlme employment available, ^4o experierKc

necessary. For inibrmation call 1-206-634-

0468 exL C59342.

DATA ENTRY aERK. Temporary up to 60
ixxirs. Flexible iwurs 9AM-6PM. $10 per

hour. 1-mile south of campus. 310-477-

7502.

DEL MANO GALLERY. CHRISTMAS HELP.

Sales and giftwrapping. P/T-F/T. Call Kevin

for informaUon 310-476-g50a

EARN $35-$75/HOUR. Part-time independ-

ent marketing consultants needed. No experi-

ence necessary. All ages welcome. Hurxlreds

of openingi available. Begin todayl 310-281-

197S.

Energetic coffee-lovers needed imnoediately

to work Arrosto Espresso Bars in Beverly

Hills, Brentwood, artd WLA. Apply in person:

262 S. Beveriy Drive, Beverly Hills.

EVENINGS^AYS, FLEXIBLE HOURS. Market
research firm is looking for a detail-oriented

person to work, a few(10-20) hour«\veek in

our Encino ancVor Beverly Hills office. Food
preparation and client contact involved. Start

at$8/br. Please call William, 818-905-1525,

ext 285.

FILE CLERK NEEDED FOR SMALL LAW
FIRM Must have reliable car and proof of

auto insurance. Full-time- $1(VHour 310-550-

7993.

FILE CLERK
WESTSIDE LAW FIRM SEEKS part-time file

clerk. Must be proficient on Macintosh, MS
Word. Hours flexible. Please call Yolanda
310-826-7474.

FILM STUDENT to write movie script Hourly
rate. Send resume: PC Box 49421, LA,CA,

90049.

GRADUATE ENGLISH MAJORS PREFERRED.
Need college essay consultant to he\p high-

school senior. Will pay $$$. Call Var>essa at

213-689-4006, 21 3-728-7077(evenln>;i)

GREENPEACE seeks committed full-time and
part-time people to change the world. Call

310-287-2210 between 3pm and 5pm Mon-
day-Friday.

GROOVE-BASED ROCK BAND with private

rehearsal space/recording studio (Santa Moni-
ca) arxi LA Club experience seeks dedicated

male vocalist/lyricist. Demo and experience a

plus. Call Ryan at 310-796-1063.

HANDKIAPPED PERSON NEEDS OOMESTK:
HELP w/some typing experierx:e plefierred.

West Hollywood. %6ftnur, flexible 213-
874-2569.

HEALTH CLUB PERSONAL TRAINERS . Up-
scale Fitness center. San Fernando West Val-

ley. Knowledge of kinieseology, human anat-

omy, or related. Exercise science background
a plus. Part-time. Flexible hours. Tim
(81 8)705-6500 exL256.

HIRING VALET PARKING ATTENDANTS for

the Holidays. P/T,F/T positions available.

Nights and weekends only. $5.50+tips to

start 818-788-4300.

K5IN THE TEAM. Eam $7A»r/commissions
working near campus, immediate openings
with cash paid daily. Call between 9-1 1am
preferably. 310-534-5711.

LAW OFFKIE. Clerical secreUrial positions.

Must know WordPerfect Have office experi-

ence. Good typing skills, flexible hours.

Wilshire & Glendon. 310-475-0481

.

LOOKING FOR FUN, ENTHUSIASTIC, intel-

ligent people to teach test prep for SAT. High
teat scores and car required. We train you.

Start pay $13.50 hour (6-8 hours per week).

Scrvl resume /cover letter by 1 2/1 6^4 to: The
Princeton Review, Attn: Personnel Depart-

ment, 10474 SanU Monica Blvd. «403, LA
90025. NO PHONE CALLS PLEASE.

MALE MODELS. Asian, Latin or surfer types.

No height requirement. Hot head, cards,

posters, mags. Good money. FunI 213-664-

2999 24hours.

MARKET RESEARCH COMPANY in Van
Nuys needs indh^duals to work 4-6

houn/day. Evening, day, ind weekervi hours

available to do public opinion and market re-

search. Must have excellent reading skills,

ability to write verbatim, and follow instruc-

tions. Call 818-725-4275.

MERCHANDISER. Place poster displays In

stores. Rctpentible, quality oriented, 20-40

i>oursA<veek. Own car, greater Los Angeles

area. $6-51 2/hr. 310-821-1677.

Metro-ColdwyrvMayer Inc. has Immediate

openings In our studio store for part lim«

sales auocialct for the season with 6-monihs
-1 year sales axpericnce. To apply please

contad Ms.Palmer 310-449-3567.

30 Help Wanted

JONES/LA
Seeking to hire fi'll or part-

time people to set. women's

clothing. (Very High

Commlslon.) MuiUhave

transportation. Fer.ialeor

Male Positions accepted.

No Exp. Necessary

Call Chuck (213)912-4444

MIO-WHSHIRE, East of Famner's market, P/T

sales. The Tennis Place. Great atmosphere,

weekend i>elp needed. Sales experience pre-

ferred. 213-931-1715.

Mortgage services firm in El Segundo is im-

mediately hiring P/T general office position

for 11 -3PM shift Minimum typing speed 35-

word^in. jJ.SOftv. Chris 310-348-7080.

NATK>NAL INVESTMENT BANKING FIRM.

Irutitutional Department. Articulate, ambi-

tious senior for pfl telemariceting. 29-hnAvk.

Entry-level position, training Included.

Need student for P/T light typing Must be

able to use Macintosh computer (Mac Write

Pro»File Maker Pro). Call 310-207-5848

OFFICE ASSISTANT needed for busy, exciting

office. Challenging opportunity^ots of room
for advancement Type 40 wpm, MAC ex-

perierKe required, 35 lioun^iveek. Call 81 8-

506-551a
P/T ASSISTANT FOR COMPUTER SCHOOL
in Westwood. Some bookkeeping skills pre-

ferred. 3 morningVweek. $8.S0^r. 310-

470-8600.

P/T DRIVER FOR FLOWER SHANTY, 30
hoursAveek. Clean record, corvcientious,

will drive company van. 1 1977 San Vicente

Bh^. 310-472-6063.

P/T flood map analyst position at mortgage

services firm. El Segundo. Morning arxi after-

noon shifts. Perfect for geography students.

i7.50Av. Kevin 310-348-7080.

P/T position offered. Must be 21. Some
driving IrKluded in company car. Up to 20
hours/week. Starts at $7Av. 310-820-1030.

Ask for Janene Goklbcrn.

Part-time counter persorVdriver needed for

print shop located in Century City. Applicant

must have car ar>d must sIkiw valid California

Driver's License and proof of car irvurance.

Please call Mrs. Simon 310-203-0018.

Part-time person for office work in Century

City. Need mornings for sure. Call Fern 3\0-

7B5-028S.

Part-time receptionist in lawfirm. 8:30-1 KX),

hmurs flexible, MorvFri. Fax resume: Attn Iris

310-207-1301.

30 Help Wonted

Part-tirrw-Receptlonist in Wilshire-arca. OaU-
entry required. Spkx Hair Oasis 6399
Wilshire Blvd. Suit* 119, Los Angeles,

90048. Ask for Spk:e. 21 3-658-71 65.

PHOTOGRAPHER
NEEDED FOR evening and weekend party

events. Must be outgoing, friendly, and enjoy

taking pictures of people. Call Karen at 31(>-

915-1640. .

RECEPTIONIST
ENTRY LEVEL, F/T or P/T, no experience

necessary, start immediately. Hollywood.

21 3-463-0633. AdvarKe to management

RECEPTIONIST. WESTWOOD LAW offlces.

M-F, 9am-5pm. $6ftv. Can do homework
on k>b. 310-470-3004.

RECEPTKDNIST. WLA Accounting office.

9am-1pm M-F. Professional phorw manner
and appearance. $7Aiour. Contact Aiida,

310-477-0030.

RESORT JOBS- Eam to $12 / hr -» Ups.

Theme Parks, Hotels, Spas, + more. Tropical

& Mountain destinations. Call 206-632-01 50
extR59341.

SALES POSmON. Local phone and paging

contpany. P/T-F/T, flexible hours. Salary rte-

gotiabie. 310-475-4030.

SECRETARY WANTED: Someone organized,

efficient, for a busy RE office. Pleasant soutkI-

ing voice, fast typing, computer literate. Jo-

seph: 310-652-5566.

SMALL LAW FIRM fooking for a law clerk,

must have car, valid driver's license u\d in-

surance a must NO PHONE CALLS PLEASE.

Send resume *o Engel and Engel. 9200 Sunset

Bl. Suite 505. Los Angeles, CA 90069.

STOCKBROKER'S ASSISTANT. Hardwork-

ing, serious only. Long hours, salary plus

commission. Series 7 preferred. Century City.

K>hn. 310-772-7905.

TEACHER, Spanish, F/f, primeAelem. grades.

Pvt schi, WLA. Miru 5-yrs. classroom exp.

req'd. Begin immediately. 310-476-2868.

TEMPORARY HELP WANTED, week nights

and weekerxis. Removal of medical records.

S^hour. Call between 10an>-4pm. Culver

gty. 310-559-8823.

TUTORS WANTED
MATH, SCIENCE, SPANISH, FRENCH TU-
TORS needed for Sherman Oaks, Woodland
Hills , Westwood Centers. Undergraduate de-

gree required. $12/hr. 818-347-7616, 310-

475-5330.

UCLA research group needs carrier to pick-

up swirw cardiac tissues at Vernon packing

iwuse. 1 day a week/moming. $30 per trip,

mileage irKluded. Valid CA drivers license

and auto liability insur. required. Pick-up ap-

plication at Rm. 2525 MacOonald Research

LM)bMg.

UCLA STUDENTS LOOKING FOR EMPLOY-
MENT, «vork arourtd your classes, starting

rate $6.63/hr. Call Jelena at Hershey Hall

Food Service 310-825-7686.

ARE YOU ENTHUSIASTIC
ABOUT YOUR JUDAISM?

Wouldyou like to pass your excitement on to Jewish teens?

We're looking for people just like you to teach/ counsel in

the '94-'95 Dor Hadash and Havurat Noar Programs.

Call Cheryl at (213) 852-6569.

Sponsored tty the Bureau ofJewish Education of Greater Los Angeles an

Agency ofJewish Federation and t)eneficiary of United Jewish Fund.

IS HIRIN

Apply
Today

Eam $7 plus bonus while raisins funds for UCIA

FlpMe Hours

You choose the shifts that fit your busy schedule!

1 2-plus hours per week

Work close to campus with other students &
gain valuable work experience.

^ -r

,
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Valet parking, holklay, P/T, eam up to $&«,

81S-344-42S4.

VALET PARKING. AttendanU and Cashiers

needed for LAX MARRIOTT. Full-time and
part-time available. Flexible schedules. Great

student job. For more information call 310-

641-5700ext5374.

WAITER/DRIVER
LA TO CO: Gourmet food delivery. Looking

for motivated, er>ergetic, and conscientious

delivery driver^aiters. Flexible i>ours. Good
money Fun work. Call (310)440-4455 before

10:30am, between 3-5pm.

We could be just the place for you. Cutters

Restaurant, Santa Monka. Hiring servers.

Apply in person M-F between 2-5pm. 2425
Colorado Ave.

WRITER'S EXCHANGE has work for creative-

ly-talented writers. Paperback novels, Non-

Fiction Books, Magazir>e and Newspaper arti-

cles. Essay, Screenplays. 310-209-0681, Ver-

non.

YOUNG MEN WANTED for nude and semi-

nude modeling. Good pay. Imnr>ediate woric

Call Derek 213-845-9669.

31 Temporary Agencies

3.2 Career Opportunities

TALENT SEARCH

TEMP AND PERM JOBS
• SECRETARIES
• WORD PROCESSORS
• PC OPERATORS
• RECEPTIONISTS
• DATA ENTRY
•GENERAL CLERKS

Leam new softwire or sharpen your

PCskUlsabsoluteiyfrBe! Don't wait.

Join the FIRST CALL team of

professhMials today.

Call Michel*

RRSTCAU.
TEMPORARY SERVICES
264-9914

1811 Wilshire Blvd. Suite A
Santa Moroca, CAe

Olrador of Unhrwtily Affairs/

StudanI f^ Analytl for UC system

wide student government.

$18,000, pius vacation andhealtli.

Experience with student fee, budget

& higher ed. policy issues and

student government (pref . at UC).

Excellent research, policy analysis,

speaking and writing skills. Able to

work with high level administrators

& grassroots students and simplify

& transmit complex information.

Experience with media &
grassroots organizing a plus.

Weelcend woric & travel required.

Resume, cover and 3 refs. by

Dec. 1.1 994 to Search:

UC Student Association;

926 "J" Street, Suite 803;

Sacramento. CA 95814.

Info: (918)447-8272. AA/EOE

Please call me if you have any

questions -

Otto J. Schlosser, Office Manager

FHAVTV/COMMERCIALS, audittoning ac-

torVactresses. 1 3-35 yean, for lead roles in

major productiora, serxi pkrtures 610 North
Glen Oaks Blvd. Burbank 91502. ATFN:
Casting or call (818)843-4228.

MEDICAL RECEPTIONIST/BILLER. F/T. Ex-

perience a must. Brentwood. Fax resume
996-1064.

Religiou^ebrew school teacher needed 7th

grade, Tuesday 5:30-8pm, Thursday 4-

6:30pm Temple Ahav^ Chalom Northridge.

818-360-6349

SENIORS AND CRADS. Earn up to S30G/day.
Excellent people skills required. Training

provided. 31 0-337-0790.

32 Career Opportunities

ACTIVE AND ENERGETIC DISTRIBUTORS
WANTED with health and nutrition corT>pa-

ny. Small investment, great returns. Call 310-

820-4330 or 81 8-788-471

6

ADMINISTRATOR^ROJECT ASSISTANT.
Computer literate, Wlrxkiws, Word proH-

cient. Senior/graduate with strong writing

skills. Flexible day^xxirs; no dress oode/n-
ception duties. $6-M. 3 10-395-1 41 4.

ATTENTION DECEMBER GRADS: For-

tun^NC 500 Companies searching for as-

sertive, Smotivated people to join their

saleVmgmt. teams. iAOk potential 1st year.

Call recruiter Stephanie Heimburger 818-

788-7550.

WANTED:
Combination txxik toaper/ S«cretary Irom

Andersen Grad. School of Managemer* or

equivalent tor Weetwood Fourxtatlon

4 hrsTday. 20 tvsJwaek, poesttlo Full Time job.

Corrpensalbn $l5/tv.

call: (310)470-3580

or fax ratuma to (310) 470-9538

' PASThme employees needed
^ fbr

UCU ExtnuiMAmlm ViimJDifmtmtmt

* linfff Yimat Pnftaiiiub
MuK hive <xperi«floe tetdng up, EHting and

operating ludio/viwil equipment. $9.25/hr

pluf ihift differencial after 5 pjn.

* (^nmtrr \tftmfftn
Candi<iata wiO load pragruni, defa'rcr and *et up

oompuicn, data ptDJecton and LCD prajeoion

(jwcmt. S9.25/hr pbit lUft differencial alter ) pjn.

* CtnfMt rnrnffT l}^frj Waiftn.
Diytime/cvening ddiwy to campu* and nceUite

locacbm. Knc«iledgeafcani|)u*bii3dinpand

roorai required. Mi« p«i Kouky dicdc. $9i)3-

S9.08/hr plus diift diffeieraial Aex S p.m.

Pleaic tend rouroc tot

Roben Pettit, UNEX Human Rcwuroa,

10995 Lc ConicAve

^
Rm. 3l4.LMAngda.CA90024AffActEmp.

^

Wanted:
Pfi. D./graduate student in School of Psychology/Psychiatry

or equivalent to tutor & work w/ gentleman scholar in

Westwood. 2 hrs.. 3 times/wk. (Flexible hrs. & days).

Compensatk)n $20-i-/hr. & open w/ Valet parking.

(310)470-3588
Tutoring under direction of Professor of

f^yciX)logy/Psychiatry

SpecialUCLA Discount with Ad! Call Now!

c/-
BARTENDING

°o^

•As seen on TV
•Two week training

•Nation wide job placement

National Bartenders School
"4

(213)380-3200

(310)558-0608

. (818)994-8100

(805)522-0278

34 Internships 34 Internships 49 Apartments for Rent

WARNING:
A college d«gr«« doesn't mean m career.

Learn by doing; Top entertainment P.R. Firm is now accepting

applications for interns. College credit available.

Call Tina Hudson (310) 659-6400

2-HR. ABC MOVIE. CAMERA AND ART de-

partment Onset. 11/21-12/19. Contact Jixi

Shannon. 310-996-3114.

ACtlVE, INDEF^NIXNT FILM PRODUCER
seeks student Interns to leam script develop-

ment activities in S.M. office. NO PAY, but

good opportunity to learn. 310-260-1405 or

310-394-7263.

CELEBRITY HOCKEY CHARITY CAME. Pro-

duction company needs skilled interns NOW
to help assist for event at the Forum. Call

310-286-6785.

INTERNATIONAL BUSINESS DEVELOP-
MENT firm seeking interru for projects relat-

ing to: US firms seeking to sell international-

ly, international market for US animated

classics licenses, manufacturers and repre-

sentatives seeking to expand domestic lines

with other international lines. Fax resunw to

M.Robinson 310-829-4334 or call 310-829-

35S6.

INTERNATIONAL BUSINESS DEVELOP-
MENT firm seeking intern to assist with pre-

paration of monthly financial reports, bank

recoTKiliations, internal auditing reports, etc

Fax resume to Mrs. Robinson 310-829-4334
or call 310-829-3556.

MERRILL LYNCH offering internships for

Winter and Spring qtrs. For juniors/seniors

business majors. College credit 310-458-

361 6, David Hunt

WANTED: PUBLISHER'S ASSISTANT. Intern

Part-time. New, national, multi-ethnic teen

magazine- Unity LA. Experience on Mac.
213-935-5826.

35 Child Care Wanted

CHILD-CARE DRIVER. Responsible person

with excellent driving record and insurance

needed for 2-3 days after school. Call even-

Inns 310-471-5633.

CHILD-CARE, PART-TIME, 2:30-6PM 2

BOYS, 10 AND 13. Mjst drive w/car. Brent-

wood area. Referer>ces required. 310-273-

233Q^davs, 31 0-826-1 876/evening5.

CHILOCARE WANTED BY student couple in

our home for 1 8/month-old boy. SSAiour. h4o

housework. 10-15hours/week, very flexible.

310-826-4381.

Childcare, 6 & 12 year olds, norvsnrwking,

referefKes, good wAids, have car, variable

hours arranged, Sfi^r, Santa Monica, 310-
828-5144.

DRIVER FOR CHILDREN. WED, FRI. 3-6.

S6^r. Need car. Westwood. 310-273-
6036.

EXPERIENCED BABYSITTER, evenlngVWee-
kends. Brentwood, 2-children. Must have car

arxj excellent references. 394-4530.

Need live-in grad student to assist working
fTX)ther with infant care. Flexible hours.

Room-f$800 and up/month. Wilshire and
Beveriy Clen. French speaking a Plus. Jcarv

Claud^atie 310-274-1585, 274-1997.

36 Personal Assistance

RELIABLE STUDENT DRIVER needed to pick

up students from Campbell Hall, (Laurel

CanyorVVentura Freeway). 5 dayiAveek. Sal-

ary nenotlable. Cindy 310-476-7305.

HOUDAY BLUES?
• Overwhelming school presiures

7

• Trooblcsd Pwnily VTisiu?

• Student Rates!

Barbara KatE, M.A., MFCC
(310) 597-1505

49 Apartments for Rent

$525 MOVE IN SPECIAL. LARGE SINGLE in

security building, with amenities. 1 2602 Ve-
niceBlvd. 310-398-1809.

$900 CULVER CITY. Large, quiet, modern, 2-

bdrm/3bath lownhome, dishwasher, a/c,

fridge, patio, gated parking. 31 0-837-0761

.

$995. 2BR/1-1/2BA TOWNHOUSE STYLE
1.2 miles UCLA. 310-459-6800.

1 -MINUTE TO UCLA, Bachelor, $525, fur-

nlshed^nfumished, utilities included, pool,

laundry, no pets. 310-824-3000

1 -MINUTE TO UCLA. Single, $475. Fur-

nished or unfurnished. Paricing $90 extra.

310-208-2820.

1 380 VETERAN, top floor. 2-bedroom $1 250.
1 -bedroom $925. Security, roof-top pool, Ja-

cuzzi, park-view, quiet building, parking.

Call for appt 310-477-5106.

3BR + 3BATH
SanU Fe Style condo, four uniu. Built-ins,

fireplace, refrigerator, air, washer/dryer.

Gated parking. WLA/UCLA. Cable bonus.
SI 495. 310-471-0359.

Artsy Westwood 2-bedroom/2-bath, wooden
floon/carpet, dishwasher. Spacious with lots

of windows. Pet OK. Close to all. $1150.
310-446-1777.

BACHELORS, SINGLES, and 1-BDRMS avail-

able, close to UCLA. Fum/Unfum, laundry,

fw peU. From $525+ 310-477-2537

49 Apartments for Rent

Beautiful 3-y/o deluxe apartment 2-bdrrTV2-

ba, 3-bdmV2-ba available. 640 Veteran Ave.
Call fast 824-2036.

BEVERLY HILLS ADJ. 1&2-BEDROOMS
$650-$895. SOME W/HARDWOOD
FLOORS. ONLY 1/2 BLOCK TO PICO BUS.
ASK ABOUT LEASE BONUS. 310-839-6294.

BEVERLY HILLS ADJACENT. Special Holiday
Rate. Beautiful 2-bedroonV6-unit building.

Full kitchen, appliances, laundry facilities,

parkinj;. Walk to parkAennis. 310-839-1959.

BRENTWOOD ADJ. $625, 1-bdmi. $875, 2-

bdrm/2-bath. 2.5 minutes to UCLA. Huge
Apartments. Quiet Building. Garden Court-
yard, new carpets, new paint, refrigerator,

stove, laundry, walk-in closet, full baths.

Available now. 11260 Missouri. 310-207-
4000 or 310-575-0665.

BrentwoodI 3-bdrnV2-bath. $1600. Pool,

Ig. balcony, gated parking, central air. Near
UCLA. Add.: 330 S.Barrington, near Sunset.

310-471-2498.

BRENTWOOD, $900, 2-bdrnV2-bath, patio,

new decor, close to UCLA, by appt. only,
1 1 728 Mayfield Apt #3, 310-271 -681

1

BRENTWCX)D, Sunny and large 3-bed-
room/2-bath. Patio, North of Wilshire, dish-

washer, cat-okay, $1450/month. Open 9-5,

11921 Goshen Ave. apt«1 . 31 0-207-0834.

BRENTWOOD. 1/2 BLOCK, south of

Wilshire. Upstairs, gated building, bright,

cheerful bachelor. Laundry, walk-in closet,

$490. Grad student preferred. 310-275-
7139.

BRENTWOOD. Lovely, cozy, bachelor/ette

room in beautiful country area, quiet home.
20-minutes to UCLA. $600. 310-472-6694.

BRENTWOOD. Sunny 2-bdrm/2-ba top fioor.

Gated parking, laundry, fireplace, balcony,
security. Great location: Barrington &
Wilshire. $1300. 310-820-1932. AVAILABLE.

CHEVIOT HILLS ADJ. $775, modern 2-bdrm,

1 1/2 bath, carpet, drapes, built-ins, refrigera-

lor,patio, carport, laundry, excellent transpor-

tation and shopping. 310-838-9052

GREAT LOCATION!
3450 Sawtelle Blvd.

1 and 2 BD Apts.

Split Master Suites

-Heated pool/spa/sauna/gym

-BBQs/Lush Gardens/Waterfalls

•Large recreational clubhouse

-Intercoms entry

Casa cle Vida

310-3974811

ONE MILE TO WESTWOOD. Brentwood
adjacent. Large single $625. Large Ibed
$695. 1235 Federal Ave. 310-477-7237.

PALMS $595, 1 -bedroom security building,

very quiet, all appliances. Convenient to

campus. Security deposit $100. A/C, laundry.

310-837-7061.

PALMS $750, 2-bdrm/1-ba, large upper,

small building. Connpletely refurbished, like

new. Must see to appreciate. 15-mins from
campus. 310-398-6622.

PALMS $825. 2-bdmV2-ba, refrigerator, dish-

washer, stove, central air, fireplace, two un-

derground pari(ing. Quiet Bus #12. 6-year

new security building. 310-556-1688.

PALMS $595
1 -bedroom upper. 10-minute$ to UCLA.
Gated entry. Small, quiet building, refrigera-

tor, stove, dishwasher, miniblinds, carpets.

Free rent 310-203-8814.

PALMS AREA. Large, quiet 2bdrm/2bath.

Verticals, carpet, cook-top oven. Students

welcomel Incentives! 310-559-6034 Jean.

$750

' •MARViSTA^
'

2BD. 2BA. 2 STORY
CUSTOM TOWNHOMES.

GATED GARAGE. CEffTRAL AIR.

FIREPLACE. UNITALARM

* 12736 CASWELLAVE $845
* 11931 AVON WAY $845
*11748COURTl£KliHDR. $795

* PALMS •
2 BD. 2BA CUSTOM TOWNHOME.
FIREPLACE. BALCONY. GATED

GARAGE.ALRMINUNIT
(ONE MONTH FREE RENT)

* 3614 PARIS $995
• cp«n7da)«

CAU (310) 391-1076

TO SEE THE
I LOVELYAP/kRTMBiTS

Diamond Head
Apartments
Short Term Available

1 bedroom $875
Fireplace, balcony with a

view, contemporary
kitchen

Grwat Building
N«goti«bl« R*nt

IMotMlttrful Managers
660 Veteran
208-2251

FURNISHED RESORT STYLE
APARTMENTS

MI^aJTES FROM CAMPUS
STUDIO, ONE AND TWO BEDROOMS

MONTHLY RENTALS

M0-S46-8465

CORPORATE DISCOUNTS AVAIIABLE

Deluxe 1 -bedroom. 10-minute walk to

UCLA, quiet building, balcony, well-lit unit,

$850 and up. Available November 8. 310-
208-8881

.

Large single quiet area, Wilshire district, sep-
arate kitchen/bathroom, furnished/unfur-

nished, trustworthy student prefen-ed. Call

Dante at City News (eve) 714-773-4902.
$385.

MAR VIST^ $845, 2-bed/2-balh, 2-story cus-
tom townhouse. Gated garage, unit alarm,
central air, fireplace. 11931 Avon Way. 310-

391 -1 076.

MAR VISTA. $675. Near 405 freeway, Nice
1 -bedroom, new carpets, stove, refrigerator,

laundry. 310-454-0605.

MAR VISTA. $845. 2-bdrm/2-bath, custom
townhome, fireplace, gated garage, alarm in^

unit. 12736 Caswell Ave. 310-391-1076.
Open 7 days 9-5.

MAR VISTA. 2-bdrm/2balh. Custom town-
home, fireplace, gated garage, alarm in unit.

$795. 1 1748 Courtleigh. Door open 7 days.

310-391-1076.

MARINA SHORES. MDR/Venice border. 2+^
apartments. $745-$845. Sunny, airy, nicely

landscaped, parking included. Hard-

wood/carpets. Walk to beach. 310-395-0591
or 310-829-0589.

PALMS*371 7 CARDIFF
LARGE 1-BEDROOM UPPER, $695. FIRE-

PLACE, EXTRA CLOSETS, STOVE, FRIDGE,

DISHWASHER, GARBAGE DISPOSAL. SE-

CURITY SERVICES. NEWER BUILDING,
QUIET 1 3-MINUTIS TO UCLA. 310-652-
0847,310-836-7146.

PALMS, $485/MONTH, single, 3455 Jas-

mine. Appliances, pool, laundry, no pets.

310-454-4754.

PALMS. $550, Large single+bonus room.
Newer building on quiet street, gated park-

ing, built-ins, balcony/patio, A/C, fireplace.

Laundry facilities, 31 0-397-0405.

PALMS. $995, 2-bed^2-bath, custom town-
home, fireplace, balcony, gated garage,

alarm in unit One month free. 361 4 Faris Dr.

310-391-1076.

PALMS. Unfurnished 1 -bedroom, $495,
single $395. Appliances, no pets. Call 9am-
8pm, ask for mfjr. (310)637-4196.

PENTHOUSE VIEW
$575. Elegant, 1 bedroom, two entries. Sher-

man Oaks adj. Great loration, half block

markets, busses, near freeways. 816-399-
961

QUIET 2BDRM/2BATH Brentwood $1400.
Patio, pool, 2 car parking, remodled kitchen

and bathrooms. 310-472-1456.

SHERMAN OAKS. Gated, newer, quiet,

single, $450, 2-k2 $750, 13406 Moorpark St.

816-222-8298
«r—

Monterey

2 Bed / 2 Bath
$1150
$1250

Central Air/Central Heat.
Security building.
Will Allow 4 in

1 Apartment

Now reserving for Fall

(310)477-0858

SPACIOUS SINGLE, Sherman Oaks. Walk to

Westward Ho market, refrigerator and free

utilities, $65(ymo., 618-788-0003

Ua\ Bachelor, $425, full bath, 1 bik from
UCLA and Village, 638 Landfair. 310-208-
4253, 824-2595.

WALK TO UaA. One bedroom, balcony,
free parking, laundry facilities, water incl.

$900. Bachelor $550. Single $650. 10944
Strathmore. (310)209-0968.

WEST HOLLYWOOD ADJACENT 2BR/2BA.
Small, quiet building. Upper balcony. Home-
like street, large closet, greM area. 20 min.
uaA $850. (213)935-9152.
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49 Apartmcnfb fur ker

WEST LA. 1-bdrm $600, single $575,
bachelor $475. Single and bachelor include

utilities. 310^77-2696.

WESTWOOD. SPANISH GUEST APART-
MENT, hardwood floors, all utilities, laundry,

cable, parking. Residental. Available 12/1.

SS7S/month. 310-552.9244.

WESTWOOD- 2-BEDROOM/2-BATH, $925
AND UP. TILE KITCHEN, STEPDOWN LIV-

ING ROOM. UNUSUAL CHARM. 1-1/2

MILE TO UCLA. 310-839-6294.**

Westwood^ntury City and Palms, $495+
single; $595 luxury bachelor; $675+ Ibd; 10
minutes to UCLA, open daily 310-474-7565.

WESTWOOD,ADJ. 2-bdrm, upper, small

quiet bidg, new carpets, miniblinds, laundry,

5 min. to UCLA, near SepulvedV Pico. $796.

213-935-9152

WLA BACHELOR, $460. LC-1-BED, $599-
$675. Swimming pool, survdeck, laundry,

barbecue. Best location. Open House Sat

/Sun. 11 -1pm. 1621 Westgate Ave. 310-

820-1121.

WLA. 1 -BEDROOM DUPLEX, stove, refrig-

erator, parking, washer/dryer hookups. Yard,

patio. Close to buslines, market, laundromat.

11805 National Blvd. $650/month. 213-

295-9433.

WLA. Amazing deal. 1629 Brockton. Singles

Starting $525. New appliances, carpet, paint,

vertical blinds. Parking, gated. Good student

discount. 310-477-0112.

50 Apartments, Furnistied

MAR VISTA, $600/month. Ask about free

renL Attractive, furnished 1 -bedroom. Large,

pool, patio, arxJ barbecue area. Quiet build-

ing. 3748 InglcwDod Blvd. 310-398^79.

51 Apartments, Unfurn.

$1 1 25 BRENTWOOD LUXURIOUS
2bdrm/2bth, real fire place, enclosed patio,

all appliances, good laundry, parking.

CLEAN, QUIET. 11722 Kiowa. 805-526-

1759. •

$6SQ/MO. BUILT IN POOL. CLOSE TO
UCLA arxj beach areas. Great tenants, resj-

dent manager. 310-477-9955.

NEAR SANTA MONK> AND BUNDY.
Bachelor, full bath, refrigerator, laurxiry, up-

per. Available now. $450/nr>o. 822-6487.

PALMS. Single $535-$550. 2bd, $850.

Clean, Large pool, convenient to shopping

and UCLA, 310-204-4332.

WESTWOOD. $1500, Spacious 3-bedroom
upper+dining room, wA>alcony, dishwasher,

refrigerator, built-ins, ideal for grad studer>ts.

1711 Malcolm. 3/4-mile from campus. 310-

273-1212.

52 Apartments to Share

1 female to share 2-bdrrtT/2-bth luxury apt in

Westwood, Urvierground parking, VC, laun-

dry, new building, 24-hr. security.

$535(share), $605(own). 310-824-1301

2-BDRM/2-BATH. Security parking. Laundry,

50% off utilities. 10-minutes from UCLA.
$595 -security deposit, $250. Leave message
310-477-4876. Available December IsL

BRENTWOOD ADJACENT. Female. Own
bdrnVbath. CleanI Wery spacious. 1 -block

Wilshire/Barrington bus. Large closets. Laun-

dry, parking, dishwasher, fireplace, sundeck.

$425/month. 3T0-473-9743.

LOOKING FOR ROOMMATE to share 2-

bdrrrV2-bath apL Gated parking laundry

facilities, all arrienities. Great Placet Respon-
sible, Nofvsmoker. $39(Vmonth. 310-202-

6538.

hA/f, beautiful surroundings in Cuhwr City

w/mature non-smoking female, parking, pool,

Jacuzzi, many amenities, $450. 310-204-

6392.

MALE OR FEMALE. 2-BED/2-BATH. 475
GAYLEY. Great location. $525-Hitilities.

Own room and bathroom. Call Jeff 310-209-
1471.

WALK TO UCLA. Female undcrgrad or grad

non-smoker wanted to share 1 large, spa-

cious, beautiful bedroom apartment with

male doctoral student/Teach for America
teacher. Rent negotiable ($3 SO-$450) 625
Midvale. John 310^285-3432.

53 Roommates

$360, includes utifS.N Culver City. Small
room,private entrance/and sink. Quiet, norv

smoker preferred. ^310-204-5576, 310-787-

3414 Paul.

540 MIDVALE. 2-blocks from campus.
Share room in 2-bedroorrV2-bath apartment.

Security parking, rooftop Jacuzzi, sundeck,
laundry. Prefer male. $36^month. 310-

206-8170.

BEAUTIFULLY FURNISHED Gayley apart-

n>entl Female to share large bedroom w/own
bath in 3BR apartment January-August, park-
ing. $37iymo. 310-824-1713.

FEMALE N/S WANTED, EXTRA-LARGE SIN-
GLE to divide, Hollywood Hills, laundry,
parking. $40aVnonth + half-utilities. Avail-

able now. 213-461-8026, leave messace.

FEMALE ROOMMATE wanted to shve bdrm
in 3-bdrnV2-bath w/3 females. Available

ASAP. Security bUg, gated prkg. 310-206-
1816.

1

NEED FEMALE ROOMMATE TO SHARE
master bedroom. All amenities. Very clean.

$35Q^no+$350 deposit. Near UCLA shuttle.

Amuflls«t. 310-478-0769.

^J KUOlMliiUiei)

Professional female wAxautlful 2bcV2ba apt.

West LA, security, pool, parking, no
pets/smoking. $SOO/mo+security & utilities.

310-397-0735.

WESTWOOD, own room, share bathroom,

female, N^, parking, laundry, walking dis-

taiKe to campus ana Lot 31 . $500/month +
half-utilitiet. 310-209-4919.

54 Room for Rent

AVAILABLE 1/1 OR 3/15: Private, bright, fur-

nished roon^Mfth, private entrarxie, fridge,

parking, across from UCLA. Can view now.
SSOQ^hfwnth. 310-470-8401. '

Beautiful Brentwood room to rent for serious,

female student $400/nfK)nth. First and last

nrwnth. San Vkxnte/Barrington. Furnished.

Parking. 310-82^7506.

BEVERLY HILLS. Very large, separate fur-

nished room behind house w/graid students,

Washier/Dryer, kitchen privileges, pool, need

car. $550. Abby 818-783-5151.

North of Wilshire & Burviy. Own bedroom,
bath; pool; Jacuzzi; security parking.

SSOO.OO/month. $450.00 deposit Call Marie

or Brenda. 310-478-1428.

PRIVATE ROOM, $340/month. Roommate
wanted to share quiet sunny house, 10-

minutes to UCLA, r>ear buses, female grad

preferred. 310-837-2179.

PRIVATE, furnished, bedroomA>ath, entrance,

wAitchen privileges, utilities incl. School

very close. $25O/nry).+10hrs childcareAvk. for

two boys, ages 4&5. 310-286-2788.

Room w/bath $475. With 1/2bath $450.
Second person add $75. Clean, quiet, owner-
managed building. 1 -block to campus. 310-

271 -7028.

UCLA ROOMMATE WANTED TO SHARE
master bedroom in apartment wA>ew car-

pet/furniture. Steps from campus. Gated
parking. $45aATK>. 310-824-2388.

55 Sublet

BRENTWOOD. 2-bdrnV2-ba. Good condi-

tion. Great location. 1 -block north of

Wilshire. Close to UCLA. Lease through Au-
gust 310-473-9709.

56 House for Rent

BEVERLY GLEN HOME for rent 2-

bdrm-Klen, 2-1/2ba, living ar>d dining room.
Pool/rec center. Large kitchen, full deck over-

looking the glen. Balcony and fireplace in

master bedroom. Washer/dryer. Fully fur-

nished, fr-mlnutcs to UCLA (4-miles). Avail-

able January for 6-momhs and 12-months.

$1650/neK. 310-470-5830.

Encino PaHc, 3b<V1 ba, attached garage, wash-
er/dryer, fenced backyard, swan>p cooler,

fireplace, den, Irving room, available De-
cember 1,51200, 818-506-6200.

Manhattan Beach, 2bd/1ba, remodeled burv

galow, french doors, hardwood floors, two-

car garage, all new fixtures, patio garden, no
pets. 310-546-3309, $1950/mo.

WESTWOOD. 2-BDRM/1-BATH, formal liv-

ing/dining fireplace, hardwood floors, 2-car

garage, huge backyard w/fruit trees, close to

UCLA, bus, shopping. $150(Vmo. 310-478-

8415

WLA. SPACIOUS 2-BEDROOM HOUSE.
Share lot w/duplex. Bright, quiet, flreplace,

VC, washer/dryer hook-up. Freeway, bus,

shopping. No pets. $89S/month. 310-479-

8099.

58 House for Sale

BEL AIR, 3b<V2.5ba,+bonus room,5yrs new,
quiet street, $529,000. 2607 Basil Lane, by
appt only, 10 minutes to UCLA, owner. 310
271-7750

Best deal on Westside. 3+1.5 gorgeous renrw-

del with Southwestern flare. Fireplace, hard-

wood floors. Reduced to $229,000. Call Im-

mediately, Affent. 310479-6832.

60 Housing Needed

UCLA VISITING SCHOLAR seeks affordable,

furnished apartment or house, 2-3 bedrooms,
starting 1/1^5 for approximately 8 rrwnlhs or

longer. Responsible, N/S. 213-937-6177.

62 Room/Board for Help

LIVE WrrH FAMILY IN EXCHANGE FOR
light housework (2-hours), babysitting and
light homework w/7-year/old. Start Decem-
ber. 213-935-9940, leave message.

66 Townhouse for Rent

Multi-level secure 2bd/2.5ba+loft, flreplace,

VC, high ceilings, sunny, ocean breeze, safe

parking, storage, MOR adjacent, non smokers
preferred, $145(ymo. 310-456-1578.

WESTL.A. $1375. 3-BEO/2-BATH, 1400sa.-

(t. Hardwood floors, flreplace. Air condi-
tioning, like honw, quiet 310-826-6907.

67 Condos for Sole

2-BEDROOM/2-BATH ELEGANT CONDO.
Walk to UCLA, for sale by owner, $180,000.
310-391-2877.

FABULOUS WESTWOOD LOCATION. 2+2,
bank-owned, $199,000. Relax In sauna in

master bath, gorgeous cape-cod building.

Quiet back unK. Anent. 310-479-6832.

WLA. 1-BDRM/1-BA. Great for student. Top
floor, front unit, hardwood floors, courtyard

bulMlng, newly painted. $79,000. Owner
mothratMi. Sharon, 310-777-6258.

68 Condos to Shore

1-bdrm In 2-bdr/2.5-bth, Wilshire Highrise

Condo. Laundry facility within unit, 24-hr.

security, valet parking, pool and gym. N/S.

$1200^no. 310-475-7989.
'

69 Condos for Rent

1BD/1BA CONDO FOR LEASE. 1/2 block

from UCLA, High-rise building, doorman,
swimming pool. $100(ymo. Call Broker

(310)824-0453.

2-BED/2-BATH CONDO IN LUXURY
Wilshire Blvd. Coridominium. Magnificent

view, great security. $200Q^no. Call broker

310-824-O4S3.

3-bdrrTV2-bath coryJo on Hilgard, very large

and brigK $1750. 3-car parking, security

buiWing, walking distance to UOA 310-
471-4989.

CONDO FOR RENT In Palms
$875Anonth. 2-bed/2-bath. Washer/Dryer,

stove, dishwasher, central air and heating, 2-

car security parking and lots of storage. Eve-

lyn, 310391-3853 or Steve, 310-391-6645.

70 Guest House for Rent

2-BDRM/1-KrrCHEN/1-BATH. Lh^lng room,
nice, quiet neighborhood. $850. 6446 West
5th St 310-289-8762.

91 Insurance

AUTO
INSURANCE

"NO BUir
Best Prices, Same Doy

STUDENT DISCOUNTS

Motorcycles, SR22
Accidents, Tickets OK

CALL AA*IA NOW
FOR FREE QUOTE
TOLL FREE

1 C800)22S-9000

It'i Ntifl It't jilt hr yoi & jist ii tine for the holidays.

Daily Briia irili liava a

"M119 PMlMilalittiii BMrd"
t ! Claitifie^ Display

fr\9Ui M9i4ays & Thariiys btjliiii) Nov. t4tli.

CoworcitLRiflWitft VlaumB |/%» Ratot7M<ki< For Kiilaiti

Voo 9MMSfnUtS\9 killatia W^rd far rid« IVtnttd or

ridt iiirtifffcU. Jti)|o4^rJMiiln[irlint tiektfi far lala?

ciiaei( oat Jour fafMoc t^ftcial trtiftl ^uk«|ti too.

Hare'fW |0i MMjf
^M aa ad: '^^"^'

^i plioBe: m^JifrnttM* By fax: JW)206-3075
By nail: ?.Q>^^im^mUll%thmi?\Kz,

Los An)olas7CA 90024

92 Legal Advice

SEXUAL HARASSMENT
If You Have A Problem. Thef9 It A

Remedy. Consultation At No
Charge. Kenneth A. RMn, Attorney

. (213) 933-5946.

94 Movers/Storage

JERRVS MOVING & DELIVERY. The careful

movers. Experienced, reliable, tame day de-
Ihrary: Packing & boxes. Wtir deliver boxes
free. Jenv 310-391-5657.

MOTORCYCLE/MOTORSCOOTER IN-

SURANCE. Great rates. Personal Service.

MastercarcVViia accepted. Call for quick
quotes. C Diamond kwurarxx 310-428-
4995.

/lllstafe
Insurance Company

(310)312-0204
1317 Westwood Blvd.
(2 biks. So..of Wilshire)

93 Loans

FREE FINANCIAL AID
AIImHmM Caltf* Sla^MHl

Over $3 Billioa in FREE Fioandal Aid U
now (vaiUMe from priviie lector giuti A \

KhoUnhipi! AU itadciMi an d%Mt
re(*nl>e» oT giades. loconie or poren't
incofnc For imt ioformaion. call Student
Fiaandal Servlca:

(800)959-1605 ex».F59341

TOM'S MOVING SERVICE. DEPENDABLE,
EXPERIENCED, REASONABLE LAST
MINUTE X>BS WELCOME. CALL 24 HRS.
310-452.2887.

96 Services Offered

94 Movers/Storage

HONEST MAN. W/14fk truck and dollies,

small jobs, short notice ok. Student discount
310-285-8688. CA, AZ, NV. Go Bmins.

96 Services Offered 96 Services Offered

CORPORATE
SCHOLARSHIPS
FOR STUDENTS

• NOMINGIV^
•NO SPECIFIC INCOME REQ.

$99

GUARANTEED - NO RISK

MORE INFO ft FREE BROCHURE

310-371-6394

Need Money For

"i* COLLEGE
Unlimited Scholarship Service

818-336-1416
PO Box 365 - La Puente - CA - 91 747

There Is more to Learning than Just Studying
Achieve better Academw Results with Less Effort and Less Time.Your

subconscious mind controls 88% of your total mind. Our cNnicalty tested
audio cassette accesses your subconscious mind for quick and positive

change.

SPECIAL OFFER
Each purchase includes:

1

.

Self-Meditation audio cassette (side A-Memory tnrinlng. side B-
Visualization)

2. A txMklet contakiing excelent lips such as note and lest taking
and more

3. $3.00 off any tape in our audiolibrary.

* CREDIT CARD ORDERS CALL TOLL FREE 24 HOURS A DAY

1-800-547-2626
OR SEND CHECK OR MONEY

ORDER TO:
THE GOLDEN TREE

23241 Ventura Bh/d. Suite 209
Woodland Hills, CA 91364

^Audio tape for Memory and Concentration $15.00
Academic Booklet FFttE

Tax. shipping and handling included
Name
Address
Oty. Stttte Zip

* Orders shipped wtthin 3 days.

EAGLE-EYED PROOFREADER
Edits, theses/publications; \ult6n English/ttudy

skills; trains time managmient/stress reduc-
tion. Nadia Lawrence, PhD. 310-393-1951.

EDITINC, RESEARCH, WRITING. Personal
sUtements, papers, theses. Help w/composl-
tion, structure, grammar and punctuation. All

subjects. Cemian-English translation also

available. 310-575-0268. .

EDITING- Experienced copy editor available

to edit papers, resumes and theses. Call 310-
378-2244.

$35 PERS. STATEMENT
Professional, c|uick edit (1 hour max.) Writing

and rewrites also availat>le. ExperierKed
writer and law school graduate. 213-933-
3797,

Research, Writing, Editing

ALL levels, - ALL subjects Foreign

Students Welcome Fast Professional -

Quality guaranteed papers not for sale

Call Research 310-477-8226

M-F l0:00am-5KX)pin

APPLYING TO GRADUATE SCHOOL? Let

CAA use their years of experience in top pro-

grams to help you get Into the program you
want. Call for free information 310-444-

1903.

ATTN: MBA, LAW,
MED. APPLICANTS

Frustrated developin^editir^ your critically-

Important personal •latamentsf Gel profas-

sional help, competHh«e edgi from national-

ly-known authot/consuitanL 310-826-4445

BEAR'S RESEARCH.
WRITING. & EDITING

nmUttetL TIMMS/Dlaaintflans.

ParaofMrf SttfMivnlB. Propoaaii and boolv.

MmrmmrM Mudents axtooma.

PAPERS NOT FOR SALE
Sharon Bear, Ph.D. (310) 47MSS2
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• Weekend Specials

available

RENT-A-CAR • Free pick up on

campus
Jhfi Sp€Cia\ Df:\m'ry^Company # ODBII 7 ll&VS

(3i0)47»l788

10779 Santa Monica Blvd

Must be 2t years old

96 Services Offered

r LAW SCHOOLAPPUCATON
PERSONAL STATEMEOT SIHESS?

Two pubfished law review editors

voO help you:

•Cofnpoae& create

•Etfit puDctuitioo & grainmr

• Organize & sinictire your essqr

to make it aubatantiveljr efiiedive and

techakal^ aoamte.

Contact C^eri or Tom «t

(310) 274-6187

"*%•

'A- '

ELC
Enflith Languai* Centtr

Daytime ESL Classes

Intensive & Part-Time Programs

•TOEFL Preparation

•Academic Sidih Claesee

•Study SkUk Tutoring

Sessions Begin Every Four Weeks

Housing Available

10850 Wilshire Blvd.

(near the Avco Theater)

310-470-30198

Bring in ad for special discounts

96 Services Offered

WHIP ESSAYS, TERM PAPERS & THESES into

shape. Typing services available. For expert

editing call the Writer's CoruulUnt 818-883-
6074.

98 Tuforing Offered

- MY TUTOR -

MATHA^YSICS/STATISTK3. TuUxing serv-

ice. Free consultation. Reasonable rates ,

call My Tutor anvtimfc Man (800)90-TUTC)R.

JAPANESE TUTOR. UCLA grad student. TA in

Japanese. Native Japanese tutors at all levels.

Call Yuko: 310-208-5467.

MATH TUTORING by PH.D. SIS/hour. Cal-

culus, statistics, probability, math for physi-

caWKKial sciences, SAT, ORE, I.SAT, MCAT.
310-837-8996, paffcr, 310-582-9626 NBO.

99 Tutoring Needed

TUTOR FOR MicroMift Version 6.0 Complete
knowledge of PC and Wlndovvs. Flexible

houn, salary ncgptiablc. Beverly Hill Area.

310-282-8380.

Tutor needed for HS Junior/3 hre per day, 5

days per weeK^ax qualifications to: Siobhan

McPevItt • 3 1 0-207-681 6.

URGENT. GOOO STUDENT NEEDED TO
worfc with 1 1tK-grade prep-school student in

dolr>g homewofk and d«v«loping good study

skllb. Vicki 310459-8025.

100 Typing

FAST, ACCURATE, INEXPENSIVE! Word pro-

cessing. $1-2/pg., anytin>e, night or day.

Pick-up and delivery. IBM. Laser printing. Fax
orders ok. 213-883-1890

MODERN SECRETARIAL SERVICES. 24-hour

service, pick-up and delivery, IBM and MAC,
Laser printing. Discount students. 5-minutes

from UCLA. Angelica, 310-446-8899.

NEED A PRIVATE SECRETARY? Over 15
years legalAnedical transcription experierxx.

Notary Public. Macintosh w/laser printer.

pick-up/delivery. Brentwood. 310-472-0405.

WORD PROCESSING- All types, APA and
other formats, transcribing, resumes, DTP,
WordPerfect, charts, graphs, laser. Reason-
able rates, near campus. 31 0-470-0287.

WORD PROCESSING. 24 Hour service. Pa
pers, Ricfs, reports, etc Resume special $30.

Laser quality. Cheap rates. Student Discount
310-587-0357.

104 Resunnes

MiNORITV jUMOKS & SENIORS:
Gft vour r«-Miinc to tho n.ilion's

\op cmploNfrs! FRCtI

There is absolutely no cost to yoo. Simply

send or fax your resume, akwf with your top

three industry preferences, to:

Crimson & Brown Astociatet,

1 770 Mass. Avenue, Suite332

Cambridge, MA 02140
ph: (61 7) 868-01 81 fax:(617)868-0187

Deadline: December 2

r.irti.il Cliinl liM:

'M • I1i/«f • <-itih.)nli • jHMinMitt mnri

'

Need money for college} Thousands of

scholarships available, guaranteed financial

aid. Call now for deUils, Student Scholarship

Service, 800-922-2913.

PROFESSIONAL WRITINQ^DITINC. Papers,

rapofts, statistics, proposals, research studio,

Matters, Ph.D. dissertattons, collie applica-

tian essays. Any subject, style, requirenwnt.

213-871-1333.

WANT TO BE ACCEPTID? Save time, frustra-

tion? Call for help developin^Bditlng persort-

al statemerits. Also edit papers, th«SM< di»-

sertations. Linda 310-392-1734.

100 Typing

$2 WORD PROCESSING. Papers, dlsserU-

tioTH, n>anuscripts, etc FAST, rclial>le. LaMr
printing. Pick-up, delivery, 24hr service avall-

at>lc. Complete renime services. 310-397-

5970.

A CLASS ACT
Papers, Ictterf, mumes, scripts, transcription,

labels. FREE light editing. Laser printing. Spell

chedc. Fax Order» Welcome. 31 0-827-8023.

A PLUS WORDPROaSSING IBM/PC, Laser

printing, spellcheck; term papers, disserta-

tions, thesis, reports, marujscripts, transcrip-

tions, etc. Fast turnaround. Call Bob 213-

851-0214.

ACE TYPIST, ETC
GREAT LOOKING PAPERS AND APPLICA-

TIOI^<S-SPECIAL RATI. WE DO ALL WP
AND RESUMES. RUSHES. 310-820-8830.

102 Music Lessons

DRUM LESSONS
All level^tyles with dedicated professional.

At your home or WLA studio. 1 st lesson free.

No drum set necessary. Neil 21 3-882-8509.

CUrrAR INSTRUCTION. 15 yevs EXP. all

levels and styles. Patient and organized. Be-

ginner guitars for sale $60. Sam 310-826-

9117.

GUITAR LESSONS
All Acoustic styles. Classical, Latin, Jazz,

Folk. Teaciw w/25+ yrs playing exp. Call

David 310-478-2420.

Guitar lessons t>y a professional near LXTLA.
All levels, gjitars available. Call Jean 310-
476-4154.

GUITAR LESSONS. 15-years experience in

many styles, i^aduate of Dick Grove School
of Music and Musicians Institute. MICHAEL
WILDE, 310-823-7010.

SiNGI Vocal technique-all levels/rtyles, per-

formance anxiety, associat^Nate Lam, Santa
Monica, near UCLA, free consulUtion, Carol

TInide 310.828-31 00.

104 Resunnes

A CUSTOMTYPE RESUME. Fast, professional,
reliable. Layout, editing, composition.
Resume^covcr letters/Reference theeto. Com-
puter typcfcttinc & taker printiM. 3X0-470-
4999.

"^ "^ .

109 Autos for Sale

1986 TOYOTA CAMRY, re-built transmis-

sion. Automatic transmisBion, AM/fM stereo,

grey interior, grey exterior good corviitfon,

must sell. S425(Vobo. 310^71-4404.

1987 BMW 325it, red, 2-door, 5-speed, fblly

loaded. 108Kmlle«. $7000. 310-445-2114.

85 NISSAN 200SX, hatch, auto, A^, ^at
cond-new breaks, sparics, beitt, etc. Good
tires, original <Mvner, no accidents. $3900
obo. 310-824-5572

86 MrrSUBISHI TREDIA, auto, AM^M, 4-

door, excellent coryJition, 100,000 miles,

$1500.310-559-8826. - „

FUTURE CLASSIC. 1 -owner. '86 NISSAN
300ZX. Black leather interior. Sleek-black ex-

terior. T-TOP. Automatic, Air-condlttoning.

Has everythingi 310-472-8640 or 310-476-
3308. ^_
'69 VOLVO. Extremely reliable, good
condnion. 4.door, blue, 144s. $850/bbo.
Diane 310-474-5249.

75 PORSCHE 914, rebuilt engine^rans, new
clutcMirakes, excellent body, needs a few
odds. Sell immediately. $1990/obo. Great
carl 213-254-1201.

'80 MAZDA 626, 2-dr, 5-speed, new brakes,

Kood transportation. $845. 213.368-8215.

'84 DL VOLVO. 1 -OWNER. 72,000 MILES.

4-DOOR, STICK. PRISTINE. $4400. 310-478-

1171.

'85 FIERO GT, V-6, 4-speed, new clutch, full-

power, black w/gray interior. Sunroof, alfoys,

A/C Runs and drivw muitanL $2650.
310-202-4315.

T R

Specializing In

Discount Airfare

Call For Lowest Rate

310.441-4388

HITCH THE

SKIES

HAWAII $129

EUROPE $249

310*394*0550
Call For Free Program Description

109 Aufos for Sole

'86 Nissan 300ZX, T-lops, S-«peed, original

owner, excellent condition, only 55,000
miles. SbSOOfobo. 310-824-1323.

113 Bicycles for Sole

KONA 1 9', rockshocks, prestige, DX-XT, was
$1400, $550 obo. Bridgestone, MB-4, 16",

LX-DX,, was $750, $400 obo. BARELY
USEDI 310-444-9670

1 15 Scoofers for Sale

88 HONDA aiTE 80, Red, brand new. Not a

scratch. 35 toUl miles. Was a gift. Call Denv-
er 310-839-3255. $100(yobo.

WHPrE '89 HONDA am 80, $500. 818-
998-1919

126 Furnifurefor Sale

FULL MATTRESS SPRING FRAME, $1 50, and
full futon, $50. 310-477-9688.

MATTRESS SETS: Twin $45, full $55, queen
$85, kings $95, bunkbeds. Deliveries, phone
orders accepted. 310-372-2337.

NEW FURNITURE
Bunkbeds $125, Mattress sets: Queen $170,
full $140, Twin $110. Bedroom sets $350.
Dining and sofa seU also. 31 0-821-0729.

Queen mattress and box, $200. Futon<ouch,
$150. Leather couch $300. Endtable $15.
Dresser $30. Fteor-lamp $10. 41 "TV $1300.
310-826-7262.

128 Misc. for Sale

5 MONTHS MEMBER^ IP AT THE West-
wood or Pasadena Boxing Gym. BODIES IN
MOTION. Call for deUils. Kasey 805-252-
1272.

1 34 Computer/Typewf Iter

1.APPLE MACINTOSH Power PC 7100/66
msO/CO $^500 NEWI 2.0ptional 24 Meg
RAM upgrade $500. Will install. 310-204-
8388 or 714-999-7856.

486-66 SOUND SYSTEM, 4-ram, 420HD,
voice-mail, nwusc, n>onitor, like new.
$1180.310-644-2612,

COMPLETE MAC PACKAGE. MacSE, 56MB
HDD, 2-fk)ppies, extended keyboard,

modem, Imafewriterll printer, carrying case

andtonsofsoftwarel $800. 310-450-0910.

Tandy PC, 1000RL, with wordperfect 5.1, lo-

tus and Wordstar. $45(yobo. 21 3-365-8297.

>^t
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TERIYAKI BOWLS * PASTAS • SAHDWICHES
SAJADS • CURRY BOWLS * SUSHI * EGGROLLS
LOW EMTREE PMCES FROM ^3.StS TO $«.7S

Ge« «•r
I

!lO% 0m^
I Off ©

Dowl
Bijy itny two entrees on ocir menu at tHe negulor price

etrtfi Qet a FREE Beef or C»-i(c;ker> Bowl, dine In only.

—or-

cein of O Eggroll
Get a I 0<M> Discount off your reg. price food & bevercige
purc»-idse. Or. get a Free Eggroll or Can of Soda (WItM min.
$4.50 purclTaseJ. Only wItM tfils coupon. Orte coupon per
person. Expires 11-15-94.

I

I

I

I

' HOURS: Open 7 Days - Man. - Sat. I lam to 1 0pm
I Closed on Sunday

Teriyaiki Etc.
t 771 VW<»stwoocl Btva., VVtsst l..wA.

(1/2 Block North of Santa Monica Bh/d.)

WHY WAIT?
Open Sam to Spin
• Prompt, caring service

• Primary Care
• Women's center

• No Appointment Necessary

An Immediate Care Center

WHketttpace

Medipace Medical Group
1990 Westwood Blvd.
Lx)s Angeles, Ca 90025
(310)470-8880

,€^\^

N^^C^

Most Insurance arxl

credit cards accepted.
$5 off tfentment with this ad

S Billiard Club
Restaurant and Bar

iturday

Irinks starting at 7:00 PM

lesday

Starving Student Night

$1.99 Pints of Budweiser

$1.99 Hambutger, Fries, & Soft Drink

OR
Pasta Salad, Garlic Bread, & Soft Drink

Daily

Happy Hour '

4-7 pm

Hot & Cold Food Buffet

Drink Specials

mesday

irds of Budweiser

jaeger Shots

mffalo Wings

Min. order of 10

ift Beer

Free Buffi

&
specials

;in at 7pm

11835Wilshire&lvd.
Just West of Barrington
477-7550 .^/

MInimuiTi

age 21

VOLLEYBALL
From page 44

utive bullets for a 4-0 lead.

"It was important that we- start-

ed off so hot in the fifth game,"
junior outside hitter Jenny
Johnson said. "Annett had some
really tough serves and it's tough

"... our players might

have been thinking it

was going to be a piece

of cake. But that just

doesn*t happen in the

USC-UCLA rivalry."

Andy Banachowski

UCLA Head Coach

to come back in rally scoring."

The Bruins widened the lead to

11-3 as Buckner ricocheted a

Wagner blast back toward the

Trojans. However, USC grabbed
six straight points behind two
Wagner kills and a roof. At 1 2-9

the Bruins snatched the last three

with match point ending with a

cross-court smash from Buckner.

Trojan head coach Lisa Love
had her reasons for her team's
fifth-game failure.

"You can't come out for the

final game and tip the ball over the

net," Love said. "Heck, it's rally

scoring, you have to be a little

aggressive."

"It was important that

we started off so hot in

the fifth game."

Jenny Johnson

UCLA Junior Outside Hitter

Wagner, who will end her sto-

ried career with an 0-8 career
record against UCLA, expressed

her disappointment openly.

"I'm pissed," Wagner said.

"What can I say?"

The Bruins posted four hitters

with double figure kills during the

night: Milling (16), Buckner (15),

Johnson (14) and sophomore mid-
dle blocker Kim Krull, who
played with tendonitis in her right

shoulder, gathered 13. Senior
Alyson Randick collected a team-

high four blocks while sophomore
setter Kelly Flannigan dished out

SO assists.

RECRUITING
From page 44

(19) and in a season (205). He
enters his senior season with 364
career blocked shots.

Loyd is a 6-foot, 170-pound
guard from Tulsa, Okla., who
comes to UCLA with a repfutaijon

as a proficient shooter - he shot

5 1 .5 percent on three-pointers last

season - and a team leader. He
averaged 19.4 points, 6.3
rebounds, 8.2 assists and 5.3 steals

in leading Tulsa Memorial High
School to the Oklahoma Five-A
State Championship as a junior. In

addition to winning the Oklahoma
State Player of the Year award, his

junior honors included USA
Today All-USA Honorable
Mention, Gatorade Circle of
Champions State Player of the

Year and co-Most Valuable Player

and Best Ball Handler at the Blue
Chips Camp in Georgetown, Ky.

"Jelani McCoy and Brandon
Loyd bring to our team two ingre-

dients that we need - strong inside

shot blocking and solid outside ^
shooting," Harrick said of his two
Bruins-to-be.

(u
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Riley masterminds Seutiiern
Cal's higli-powered offense
Trojans* offensive

coordinator makes
all the right moves
By Tim Brown
Los Angeles Daily News

Mike Riley learned his football

on sweltering August days in

Tiiscaloosa, Ala., dressed as the

Michelin Man.
He learned his football in the

living room of his father's home
in Corvallis, Ore.

He learned his football at tiny

Linfield College, in the great
expanses of central Canada, in the

chaotic World League.

Mike Riley has come a long
way to land as USC's offensive

coordinator. In two seasons under
Riley, the Trojans' offense has
averaged better than 400 yard«-
per game. Their current 418.2
yards per game is ranked 20th in

the nation, behind only Stanford

in the Pacific- 10 Conference.

But, first, he had to stand on
Alabama's practice field, in the

shadow of Bear Bryant's tower
and dressed in a foam suit, just so

the Crimson Tide could practice

its new wishbone. As a scout
team defensive back in the early

1970s, Riley said, "we basically

were standing dummies. The year
I entered Alabama was the year
we secretly, quietly came out with

the 'bone."

He was a long way from home,
a long way from the Corvallis
High School football team he
quarterbacked to a state champi-
onship the season before, a team
his father Bud coached.

After inundating Alabama's
football program with letters and
game films ("I recruited myself,"

Riley explained), Riley arrived

expecting to play quarterback.
His heroes were Joe Namath and
Ken Stabler, and he fashioned

SCHREIBER

Crosstown
Rivalry

himself after the Alabama greats.

"I was going to be the next
Stabler at Alabama," Riley said

with a smile. "As it turned out,

being left-handed was the only
thing we had in common."

Six days later, Riley was a

defensive back, propping himself
up so John Hannah could knock
him down.
When those practices were

over, Riley said, "Either Bear
Bryant came down (from the
tower), or he was mad."
Hampered by injuries, Riley

didn't play much at Alabama,
though as a

junior he was
on the Crimson
Tide's 1973
national cham-
pionship team.

At Alabama,
he also met his

wife. Dee, who
served as an
athletic depart-

ment hostess.

He went on
to win an NALA championship at

Linfield in McMinnville, Ore.,
two Grey Cup titles with
Winnipeg in the CFL and then
coached two seasons with the San
Antonio Riders in the World
League. Then John Robinson,
about to return as USC's coach,
called.

"I was very surprised," Riley
said. "It was great timing because
the World League just suspend-
ed."

Riley is new to the USC-
UCLA rivalry, and last season
was introduced to it through
UCLA's 27-21 win.

"My impression of the game, I

was kind of in awe of it," Riley
said. "I was very impressed."

*SC Fiesta: Though USC's
Rose Bowl hof>es hinge on beat-

ing UCLA and there being a

weekend upset in Corvallis, the

Trojans have drawn interest from

a few Jan. 2 games, including the

Fiesta, Cotton and Sugar bowls.

An additional win or two
against UCLA and Notre Dame in

the next two weeks could mean
an attractive intersectional game.
The Trojans could play the likes

of Colorado in the Fiesta and
Florida or Alabama in the Sugar.

JLi.^JIV

"My impression of the

game, I was kind of in

awe of it.^*

I^lke Riley

use Offensive Coordinator

"Right now, we're very inter-

ested in them," said Shawn
Schoeffier, a Fiesta Bowl repre-

sentative. "It looks like Colorado
is a shoo-in for one spot. And we
wouldn't hesitate to take 'SC."

Among other teams in which
the Fiesta Bowl is interested,

according to Schoeffier, include

Boston College, Syracuse,
Virginia Tech, North Carolina
State, Notre Dame and Oregon, if

the Ducks lose on Saturday.

Injury report: Tailback
Shawn Walters is a probable
starter against UCLA on
Saturday, but his cracked right

thumb will be evaluated as the

week progresses. He was a sur-

prise non-starter against Arizona
after practicing the entire previ-

ous week.

"We kind of hid it last week,"

Robinson said. "It was just a

question of pain and ability to

grip the ball."

Walters said Tuesday that he
will be available to play. Rob
Johnson, who re-sprained his

right ankle against Arizona and
did not finish the game, is proba-

ble, as are defensive end Marcus
Bonds and guard Phalen Pounds.

Johnson is counting on playing.

From page 44

John Robinson that looks like a

bad 1970's theme-party joke.

Worst of all, the fans and stu-

dents will be able to gloat, oooh,

at our expense. And I can assure

you, there's nothing worse than

a jerkoff with a gloating prob-

lem. Or in the case of USC fans,

an unintelligent, moronic jerkoff

with a gloating problem.

Moreover, we, the righteous,

and concerned citizens of our
society, should worry about the

potential risks of having USC in

the Rose Bowl on Jan. 1

.

I wouldn't be surprised if

there was a pileup of fioats on
the parade route:

**Rose parade?" a female USC
student might ask in the midst of
a collision. "Like, I thought it

was a clothes parade. And these,

of course, are my clothes."

Or how about the lame, ten-

nis-boy male USC cheerieaders.

We could be playing for

a spot in the Tidy Bowl

and it wouldn*t matter

this Saturday . .

.

fingers melded into an eternal

"V". The geldings look like they

have a load in their short shorts,

half wondering whether to run to

the washroom, or lead another

smile-laden round of Conquest.
Speaking of USC cheeriead-

ers, what do San Jose, Calif., and

the middle of a female 'SC
cheerleader's chest have in com-
mon?

They're both in the heart of

the Silicone Valley.

All insults aside, knd they're

so easy to come up with, we
can't count on Oregon. The bot-

tom line is this: We can't afford

to go to USC, let alone lose to

them. We need not hash out the

trivialties of Trojan inadequacy

to prove this (they're almost too

numerous to mention). We need
not address the shortcomings of

the student body, the athletes or

their fans.

The rivalry is all we need.

Fire up, boys. The Rose
Bowl's on the line.

RALLY
From page 41

which prompted the fire marshal
to cancel the bonfire. The night

ended as he hosed down the
Trojan dummy instead. Last year,

the students threw tomatoes at the

dummy because of the Malibu
fires that were raging just days
before the rally.

The pep rally will also give the

students a close-up view of the

"Victory Bell" which has a rich

history in itself. The bell was orig-

inally donated by a number of
alumni to the Westwood campus
in 1939. Two years later, the bell

WAS siolcjj bxft ^rouj^ of use

pranksters who would not give the

bell back unless the UCLA team

The night's finale

will be the bonfire

which includes the

Trojan dummy
being set on fire;

beat USC in the football game.
Since then, the bell has gone to the

winning school until they lost the

football contest in following years.

The Rally Committee has a

rivalry of their own brewing
between themselves and their

USC counterparts. In addition to

competing against the Trojan
Pride on how well and how fast

each party can set up the thou-

sands of pom-poms in the stands

before the match, they will engage

in a touch football game Friday

afternoon. The Rally Committee
has beaten the Trojan Pride two of

the last three times they have
played and is geared toward beat-

ing them again.-. —
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Restoring

Confidence in the

Criminal Justice System

A panel discussion by distinguished experts.

Thursday, November 17, 1994
7:30 - 9:00 pm

Museum of Tolerance
Co-sponsored with Loyola Law School

Call for ticket information:

(310)553-9036 ext. 319

Free underground parking

9786 West Pico Boulevard, Los Angeles

I

1^
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GO FAR
IN THE

AIR FORCE.

Learn how far the
Air Force can take

you. If you're a college

graduate, you may qualify

for Air Force Officer Training
School. After completing Officer

Training School, you can become a
commissioned Air Force officer

with:

• great starting pay
• medical and dental care
• 30 days vacation with pay F>er

year
• management opportunities

Go far in a career as an Air Force
officer. Call

AIR FORCE OPPORTUNITIES
TOLL FREE
l-tO(M23-i;SAF

Have you ever wanted to w^ork in

ISRAEL?

QyVoW- V6' y<H(/)<^ {>/uf//7.(Xi'

/

Danny Zeevi will speak today at 5:30

in Ackerinan 3517 about work,
volunteer,and study

. opportunities, as well as where the

peace process stands now

UINTEERS
^RISRAEL

Sponsored by Jewish Student Union
and

Volunteers for Israel

and USAC
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SCHOLARSHIPS
DO YOUNEED $FOR COLLEGE?
We ofTcr a Scholarsh^Matcliiiig Service which
can help you find the money you need to attend

college.

Billioiis of dollars in student aid from
corporations have gone unclaimed because

students did not know the money existed or how
to claim it. We can he^ you.

CALLNOW (800) 985-5773

IIMFORMATIOIM
NEEDED

Victim of catastrophic brain injuries seeks
infornnation regarding water flowing from
campus irrigation system into roadways
on and around U.C.L.A. campus, including

(but not limited to) Sunset Blvd. , resulting

in spills or handling difficulty for
motorcycles, scooters, or bicycles. The
Regents, through their attorneys, deny
that these waterflows are dangerous. If

you have any information on this subject,

please call or write:

James P. Carr
Law offices of

James P. Carr

11755 WilshireBlv/d.

Ste. 1170 L.A. 90025
Ph. #310-444-7179

Christopher P. Yuhl

Vuhl, Fabep & Yuhl

401 Wilshire Blvd. Ste. 1260
Santa Monica, Ca.

90401-1430
Ph#310.393-0045

FINALLY.
CONTACT
LENSES FOR
PEOPLE WHO
CANT SEE
EYE TO EYE
WITH SOFT
LENSES!

Find out about

Gas Permeable Daily or
Extended Wear Custom —

Contact Lenses.

Daily Wear Soft Lenses- S1 25.00

(B&L Softspin-Others Slightly Higher:

All Disposable Contact Lenses- $200 00
(Includes 4 Six Packs-12 Lenses Per Eye;

Just Call:

DR. QUACKENBUSH, O.D.
>^ 10955 Weybum Ave.

Comer of Weybum & Broxton

208-4748 or 208-8841

Daily Bruin File Pholo

DavW Norrie (No. 9) was sacked at the wrong moment in UCLA's 17-13 loss to USC in 1985,
when the Bruins needed a win to clinch a Rose Bowl berth.

Rivalry hj^s football hoping to
burst the Trojans' bowl bubble
USC*s bowl hopes

are reason enough
for Bruins to win

By Randy Satterburg
Daily Bruin Staff

You thought this year's USC-
UCLA game wouldn't amount
to much more than pride, but
suddenly all that has changed in

as little time as it takes to say,

"Don't let the Trojans go to the

Rose Bowl."

If the Oregon Ducks take care

of business Saturday in their

own not-so-friendly rivalry with

Oregon State, "Gang Green"
will be afoot in Pasadena come
New Year's Day.

But if the Ducks go quack in

their game - set to kick-off at

the same time (12:30 p.m.) as
the nationally-televised USC-
UCLA game - the door would
be left wide open for the Trojans
to sneak into the Rose Bowl.
The lone obstacle standing
between USC and a trip to the

"Granddaddy of 'em all" would
then be - you guessed it - the

Bruins.

Nobody in Westwood would
want to see UCLA burst the
Trojans' bubble though, right?

Bruin quarterback Wayne
Cook, for one, would not lose
sleep if use's hopes are
dashed.

"First of all we're treating this

as our bowl game since we don't
get to play in one," Cook said.

"And the second thing is that we
don't want USC to go (to the
Rose Bowl). We want to be the

spoiler. That's our motivation."

Isn't it mean-spirited, though,
to wish ill fortune upon some-
one else - to revel in their suf-

fering? Not in this storied series.

UCLA-USi
Crosstowii

Rivalry

according to the participants.

"They (USC) would say the

same thing," Cook says. "That's

just the way the "SC-UCLA
rivalry is. There aren't any
secrets that these two schools
don't necessarily like each
other, and it's a big rivalry, and
we want to beat them and they
want to beat us. It really doesn't

matter what it's for. It's going to

be a good game because both
teams are going to be fired up
and it's for bragging rights and
everything else."

Don't think that the Trojans
are above
taking plea-

sure from
UCLA's
pain. In the

USC football

media guide,

on page 134
to be precise,

a half-page is

devoted to

the series his-

tory when the

Rose Bowl is on the line for one
or both teams.

Of course, the reason USC
makes such a big deal about this

history is that it is skewed
noticeably in favor of the
Trojans.

Last year's 27-21 UCLA win
marked the first time that a

Terry Donahue-coached team
beat USC when a Jan. 1 trip to

Pasadena was on the line for
both teams. But before that, the

Trojans had won the last 10
meetings with the Pac-IO
Championship at stake for both
teams. In all, the Trojans hold a

15-6 advantage (with one tie)

when the Rose Bowl is on the

line for both teams,

USC has played spoiler on
four different occasions when a

UCLA win would have sent the

Bruins to the Rose BdwI, most
recently in 1985, when the
David Norrie-quarterbacked
Bruins were defeated 17-13, but

tXIV

"We haven*t lost to

USC since I've been

here."

Donnie Edwards

Linebacker

went to the Rose Bowl anyway
when Arizona State lost later in

the day.

On the other hand, UCLA has

never defeated die Trojans when
the Rose Bowl was on the line

for USC only - a statistic which
bodes well for the Trojans' bid
for the Rose Bowl considering
the storyline of this year's
game.

But in addition to spoiling the

hopes of Troy, there is a bit of
history that hangs in the balance
of Saturday's outcome.

UCLA has won the last three

games against USC and the
Bruins are looking to become
the first team in the history of
this 64-year crosstown rivalry to

reel off four consecutive victo-

ries.

The Trojans lead the all-time

series history with 34 wins to

UCLA's 22 and seven ties, but
the Bruins have an 8-5-1 record

against USC since 1980 and
appear to have some momentum
with their three-year winning
streak. UCLA linebacker
Donnie Edwards plans to con-
tinue that positive momentum.
"We haven't lost to USC

since I've been here," sai'd

Edwards, a fourth-year junior.

"And I don't want to have that

happen now."
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UCLA Rally Committee:
Bruins' dedicated fans
A group of 30 students

puts in many hours to

promote school spirit

tICOPOSC
Crosstown
Rivalry

By Hye Kwon

As Rally Committee chairman, Sean
Kanamori's most enjoyable job require-

ment is blowing the airhom whenever the

UCLA football team
scores. Just a year ago,

the fans were almost
accustomed to the sound
of the horn, which is

basically two truck
horns attached to a huge
carbon dioxide tank, as

they triumphantly rooted

for a team destined for

the Rose Bowl.
But this year,

Kanamori and the rest of the committee
members, are rallying behind a team that is

sub-.500 and fighting for respect rather
than a berth to the Rose Bowl. And it is not

^^
LXIV

because of lack of support on their part.

The usual preparations that the commit-
tee members must put in for the UCLA
home football game starts five hours before

game time. They must load up and trans-

port 1 15,000 cards to the Rose Bowl, all of
which are painstakingly arranged through

1 ,000 hours of labor, to be u^sed for the

halftime cardshow. But even the cardshow
suffers when the team struggles.

"As much as the cardshow is for the
team, it's for the fans," Kanamori said.

"And, it's kind of difficult to do the card-

show when no one's there."

The committee itself suffers when the

team struggles. Last year, when the Bruins
were smelling roses, there were more than

100 members in the committee. This year,

diere's a little more Uian 30 members.
But the team's record does not discour-

age those members that do stick to the

committee from urging the Bruins to defeat

the hated crosstown-rival USC Trojans.

Along with the Student Alumni
Association, the Rally Committee is

putting together the annual Beat 'SC Week
pep rally and bonfire tonight at 9:30 at the

IM Field.

ALICE CHEN
Rally Committee's Carissa Lee (left) and Sean Kanamori create much of the
excitement for the fans in the stands at UCLA football games.

There will be a march starting at Hedrick will be the bonfire which includes the
Hall at 9 p.m., and it will make its way Trojan dummy being set on fire,

through Rieber, Sproul and Sunset Village If the bonfire goes as scheduled, it will
before the marchers hit Bruin Walk. The be the first real bonfire in three years. Two
pep rally will feature players on the team, years ago, there were high wmd conditions
coaches, marching band performances and .

possible guest speakers. The night's finale See RALLY, page 39
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Women's basketball signs three All-Americans

'i.

By Melissa Anderson
Daily Bruin Senior Staff

The '94- '95 season has yet to

begin for the UCLA women's bas-

ketball team, but head coach
Kathy Olivier already has reason
to look forward to 1996.

After signing first-team All-
American Takiyah Jackson and
Mari Burningham last week, the

Bruins' future became even
brighter yesterday, thanks to a let-

ter of intent from Erica Gomez
which was received less than 24
hours before the end of the early

signing period.

Gomez is considered one of the

top recruits in the nation, named
by Blue Star Scouting Service as

one of the top
35 players in

the nation. In

her junior sea-

son at St. John
Vianney High
School, the 5-

foot- 7-inch
point guard out

of Holmdel,
New Jersey,

averaged 16.8

points, 5 assists

and 4.8 rebounds f)er game.
"I consider (Gomez) the best

point guard in the country,"

Olivier said. "She has three-point

range, she loves the ball in her
hands, she's a forward leader and
right now we are lacking that."

"She was looking at Stanford
and Wake Forest, and anytime we
beat Stanford in recruiting you
know we've done a good job. I

think she's going to be very suc-

cessful and have a great four years

here."

Jackson, a 6-foot- 1 -inch senior

at Franklin High School in Seattle,

is considered to be the top female
player in the state of Washington.
The preseason Street & Smith's
All-American transferred from
Lakeside High where she led the

team to a 29-0 record on the way
to a state title.

As a junior, Jackson averaged
17.7 points and 8.5 rebounds per
game, shooting 51 percent from
the field and 74 percent from the

free throw line. She was named
the Seattle Times Player of the
Year in 1994.

"Takiyah is the type of player
who can make an impact in our
league immediately," Olivier said.

At 6-foot-4- inches, Burningham
will play both basketball and vol-

leyball for UCLA. In her junior
year at Skyview High School in

Utah, she was named the Utah
State 4A Player of the Year. The

Street & Smith's preseason honor-
able mention All-American will

add depth for the Bruins in the for-

ward position.

Boasting one of the top recruit-

ing classes in the country after the

early signing period could cause
some to look ahead, but Olivier is

intent on focusing on the season at

hand.

"Anytime you sign people
early, it's human nature that
you're going to look ahead,"
Olivier said. "But I don't think we
should sell this team short. I feel

like this (year's) team has worked
extremely hard and I hope it pays
off for them."

IM Sports
Football Updates

Men's A: Zeta Beta Tau demolished
Delta Tau Delta 28-0.

Men's B: Senior Tour defeated the Phat
Jimmyz 20-7,

Men's C: The Butch Riders eliminated

"N"-JN-Ear Corps from the play-offs

with a 20-6 victory.

Women's: Pi Phi knocked out Kappa
Kappa Gammas with a 1 2-0 victory.

Upcoming Football

Co-Ed: Patterson vs. Getting Vertical 5N
at 1 p.m. on Dec. 4.

Women's: Psy Omega Sigh vs. Soles
this Sunday at 1 p.m.

Men's B: Senior Tour vs. NSBE
Cowboys on Thursday at 4 p.m.

Men's C: In His Image vs. URL
Thursday at 4 p.m.

Volleyball Updates

Men's A: IMUA smashed the Rocket
Scientists 11-7, 11-6.

Men's B: Denny's advanced to the next
round with a win over the Pretzel Boys.

Men's C: Aces Wild defeated Sproul 7N
12-10,11-1.

Upcoming Volleyball

Men's A: The Defectors vs. IMUA on
Monday at Collins Court at 8 p.m.

Men's B: Denny's vs. Playing for the

Shirt on Monday at 7: 15 at Collins

Court.

Men's C: AACF Salty Spikers vs. Aces
Wild in the semi-finals on Monday at

7:15 at Collins Court.

Women's A: The Championship game
will be Tuesday at Collins Court 1 at

8:45 p.m.

Women's B: The Championship match
will be played Tliesday at Collins Court
1 at 8 p.m.

Special Events

Punt, Pass, and Kick Contest
To be held during Championship
Sunday for Flag Football

Registration begins Nov. 28
No entry fee; top 3 Winners in each
contest receive K-Swiss shoes

Baskettiall Turkey Tournament Update
B-Sting defeated Reed's Tiirkey 31-23
in the first round of Men's B.

Table Tennis Tournament Update
Men's A champion: Gabor Berezvai
Men's B champion: Ting Pen

For more information, contact the

UCLA Recreation Department at (310)
825-3701.

1037 Broxton Avenue

JIO-208-0488

I
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W. golf hampered by slow $tart

Bruins unable to

overcome poor
first round play

By Chris Isidro ^'

There was only one thing colder

than the weather Friday in Hilton

Head, S.C. - the UCLA women's
golf team.

The third-ranked Bruins stag-

gered through the first round of the

Golf World Invitational posting a

323, the second highest round of the

day. Despite a strong weekend
showing, the early 18 stroke deficit

proved too overwhelming against an

elite field as UCLA took fifth place,

the team's lowest finish of the sea-

son.

"I call it a

hiccup," head
coach Jackie
Steinmann said

about UCLA's,
opening round.

"I don't think

it's typical of
our team, but
we weren'.t

quite ready to

play."

All-American candidate Jeong
Min-Park, who shot 78 in the first

round, nearly five strokes above her

average, attributes her team's slew
start to its extended layoff.

"We've had a month and a half

break so a lot of my teammates
couldn't believe they were at a tour-

nament," Park said. "When you're

in a groove where you have a tour-

nament week after week, you know
what you're expected (to do) and

UCLA Sports Info

Jennifer Choi

what to do, but after a long break,

it's haixl."

After getting back into the swing

of things, the Bruins showed some
of their muscle by rebounding with

a 301 in the second round. Kathy
Choi showed the way for UCLA,
firing an even-par round of 72.

The Bruins continued to charge

over the final eight holes, posting

297. Senior Jennifer Choi, who
struggled Friday with an 85, exacted

revenge on the 6,257-yard course

with a 71 to lead the Bruins past

four squads in the standings on the

final day.

• • •

Looking back at one of their bet-

ter fall performances where the

Bruins finished in the top five in

every event they played, including

two victorious tournaments,
Steinmann feels her squad has a

solid foundation for a successful

s|xing campaign.

"We had a really good fall and I

think the team will only get better

UCLA Sports Into

Jeong Park

when we start getting ourselves up
for the nationals," she says.

The key in college golf is depth,

since a team really is only as good
as its fourth starter, and it is UCLA's
strongest suit this season. With five

returning starters and stellar lecruits,

the Bruins are consistent up and
down the lineup.

"I have players sitting at home
that could be at the tournament,"

Steinmann said. "The depth of the

team is great because we have eight

or nine golfers who can play."

One thing that troubles the 18-

year head coach has been her team's

slow starts, hi three of its four tour-

naments this season, UCLA's high

round was the opening 18. While
they were able to get away with it

against weaker competition, it took

the Bniins out of contention at Golf

World.
• • •

The men will be in Las Vegas
beginning Nov. 28 for the UNLV
Rebel Classic, their final fall event.

W. swim to receive a
visit from Sun Devils
By Ross Bersot

The UCLA women's swim
team hopes to feast on the Sun
Devils today at the Men's Gym
Pool. The 2 p.m. matchup vs.

Arizona State is the first confer-

ence dual meet of the season for

UCLA, which hopes to improve

on a 1 -2 early season record.

"I think we have a little

momentum from the adversity

of not winning those first

meets," UCLA head coach
Cyndi Gallagher said. "We are

really hungry now. We really

want to win,"

If the past is indicative of the

kind of competition the Sun
Devils bring to the pool, then

nothing less than a total Bruin

effort will suffice. ASU has
proven a tough foe, with a 5-7

all-time record against UCLA.
"It's usually a good competi-

tion." ASU head coach Tim Hill

said. "Home pool always helps.

It's not a big factor, but the

Bruins usually prevail over
there."

Beset by early season
injuries, ASU is not up to full

strength for the meet and will

rely on its diving to boost its

score.

"We're a little thinner team
this year at this point in the sea-

son than we were last year.

We're not 100 percent, but that

doesn't matter. Everybody has

those situations at different

times," said Hill. "Our diving is

On deck

What: Women's swimming

Who: UCLA vs. Arizona
State

When:2 p.m. today

Gamei
• First conference meet for the

Bruins.

JINO OK/Oatly Bruin

probably the strongest it has
ever been."

Sun Devil divers will have to

compete with a recently revital-

ized Bruin squad, featuring the

return of junior Erin Simmons
to competition after rehabilita-

tion of an ACL injury.

"I think Erin and Tracy
(Wilcox), who have had a little

bit more experience and train-

ing, are very confident going
into these meets. They feel that

they can do what they need to

do to compete well," UCLA
diving coach Tom Scotty said.

"Some of the injuries we've
had earlier in the season only

helped the other freshmen g€t

ready for the upcoming dual

meets."

"It's going to be our full-

force, 100 percent best lineup

possible," Gallagher said.

Your
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Sports
Volleyball teases Trojans In victory
Despite third-game

bagel, No, 3 UCLA
beats use in Troy

By Eric Branch
Daily Bruin Senior Staff

When you defeat one team 1 4 consecu-

tive times over a seven-year span, you
would think you have figured out every

possible way to frustrate your opponent.

However, Wednesday night in the midst

of No. 3 UCLA women's volleyball

team's 15-6, 15-7, 0-15, 12-15, 15-9 vic-

tory over No. 1 3 USC, the Bruins devised

another way to demoralize their crosstown

rivals.

UCLA (27-3 overall. 16-2 in Pacific-

10) began the match threatening to blow

the Trojans (18-7, 12-6) out of the Lyon
Center. In the first two games which lasted

all of 35 minutes, the Bruins outhit the

Trojans .409 to .149. Freshman outside

hitter Kara Milling posted a team-high

eight kills through the first two games.

The combination of a dominant UCLA
block and an inept USC passing had the

match destined to be a laugher.

"At that point our players might have

been thinking it was going to be a piece of

cake," UCLA head coach Andy
Banachowski said. "But that just doesn't

happen in the USC-UCLA rivalry."

Indeed, the Trojans woke up in time to

find out they were playing their arch

rivals. With their newfound emotion, they

went on to bagel the Bruins in the third

game.

"We relaxed a little bit," Banachowski
said. "I hope people see that (0-15) tomor-

row and think it's a misprint."

The Bruins recovered from the embar-
rassment of the third game to tie the

Trojans at 12-12 in the fourth. From there,

USC senior middle blocker Meika Wagner
took over. Wagner, who registered a

match-high 21 kills during the night, gath-

ered eight in the fourth frame alone. A
Wagner roof and a cross-court kill put the

Trojans at game point. The game ended
with senior middle blocker Lauri Yust's

stuff of Milling.

The rally-scoring fifth game began aus-

piciously for the Bruins as senior outside

hitter Annett Buckner served four consec- D^ Bruin fito pholo

Annett Buckner led UCLA to a 3-2 win
See VOUEYBALL, page 38 over USC on Wednesday with 15 kills.

Hoopsters
face first

exhibition

ciiaiienge
By Randy Satterburg
Daily Bruin Staff- . -,

)l UCLA's current class of freshmen will

jUbt its first taste of game action against an

opponent, tonight at 7:30, when the No. 6

Bruins take on the Perth (Australia)
Wildcats in an exhibition game at Pauley
Pavilion.

t
- ~,r:

The Wildcats will brinjl some familiar

names and faces along with them, most
notably that of Andrew Vlahov, a 6-foot-7-

inch forward who played collegiately at

Stanford.

Vlahov was a member of the Australian

National Team squad that defeated UCLA,
96-85, a year ago today. In that game he

scored 24 points and grabbed eight
rebounds to help the Australians to the vic-

tory. Joining Vlahov on the Wildcats roster

is Ricky Grace, a 6-foot- 1 -inch guard from
Oklahoma. [

After the game with Perth, UCLA will

host Athletes in Action in its next exhibi-

tion game on Tuesday, Nov. 22, at 7:30
p.m. in Pauley Pavilion. The Bruins' regu-

lar-season home opener is a nonconference
contest against Cal State Northridge on steve Kn^MMiy Bruin

Saturday Nov. 26 at 2 p.m. in Pauley Charies O'Bannon and the UCLA men's basketball team will pray host to the Perth
Pavilion. Wildcats of Australia in an exhibition tonight at Pauley Pavilion.

. hoops
sighs two
blue chips
By Randy Satterburg
Daily Bruin Staff

Jim Harrick and the UCLA basketball

team did not have to wait long to add to the

list of talented young players who have
signed up to wear Bruin uniforms on the
hardwood.

~

Just as Harrick begins the process of
integrating his current freshmen recruits

(omm'A Givens, J.R. Henderson, Kris

Johnson and Toby Bailey) into the playing

rotation, two current prep stars have signed

National Letters-of-Intent to play basket-

ball at UCLA next year.

The Bruins capitalized on the fall early

signing period in a big way when Jelani

McCoy and Brandon Loyd - two top per-

formers at the Nike All-American camp in

Deerfield, 111., this past July - announced
they would be coming to Wcstwood.

In addition to being all-around skilled

basketball players, the two UCLA recruits

are expected to fill some needs for the

Bruins.

McCoy, a 6-foot- lO-inch, 220-pound
center from St. Augustine High School in

San Diego, is considered one of the top

senior centers on the West Coast. He aver-

aged 22.0 points and 12 rebounds as a

junior at St. Augustine, where he also set

school records for blocked shots in a game

See ISCRUIflllQ, page 38

The rivalry ...

The UCLA football team

would
like noth

ingmore
than to

spoil

use's
Rose
Bowl
hopes

with a win

Sqnirday.

After all, the Trojans have

done it to the Bruins many
times ...

O^-USC

Rivalry

LXIV

See page 40

It's the rivalry that matters the most
Yes, it's true - the UCL^

football team will not be

playing beyond this

Saturday.

The team was, at least in part,

the victim of a tragic compilation

of events. Injuries, early depar-

tures, more injuries. It - no, we -

have the chance at a 5-6 record.

And we will not play in the

Cotton, Sugar, Fiesta, Siesta or

Garden State Bowl any time

thereafter.

But does it matter? It sure

shouldn't. Not going to a bowl
game? Who gives a damn.
We could be playing for a spot

in the Tidy Bowl and it wouldn't

matter this Saturday in Pasadena.

Because, while the Rose Bowl

may not be on the line for us, the

righteous, it sure is on the line

for the two-bit ^^____^^___
underachiev-

ers across

town. Yeah,

that's right -

John
Robinson and
his entourage

of criminal-

minded, can't-

spell-USC-

poHcc-blotter

hoodlums
have a chance

to represent

the Pacific- 10

conference in the Granddaddy of

themalL

Chris

Schreiber

And that alon^ should fire you
up. The wreath of roses won't

make its way to the Bruin's neck

in Westwood Plaza. Rose Bowl
T-shirts won't be sold at the stu-

dent store. Crazed ticket scalpeirs

won't be lining up to pay poor
students ridiculous amounts of
money. ^

It just doesn't matter.

What matters is that a group of
undereducated, silver-spoon pri-

vate school pretty boys and
daddy's girls, driving convertible

Cabriolets and BMWs, respec-

tively, can hold something over

us, the righteous, if we should

lose this game. Will the world

come crashing down shortly

thereafter if that happens? Yes, it

just might.

Think what mi^t happen in

such an event ...

National television audiences

will be subjected to entire stories

about USC players, their daddy-

can-get-you-into-any-college-

princess families, the team,

anything and everything. Makes
you wanna surfeit.

We'll be forced to see stories

(Ml Rob Johnson's injury-come-

back (sack up, eh, buddy, it's just

an ankle). We'll have to see that

less-than-svelte physique of

Tony Boselli, the Trojans tubby
;

All-American candidate. We'll

be forced to examine a haircut on

University of Califomia, Los Angeles

84thYear, No. 37
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Twenty-six arrested at sit-in

--HR- -

s^-

,,..,., ; ^ • JUSTIN WARREN
University police lead away a demonstrator during a peaceful protest In Murphy Hall as supporters outside pound the glass doors.

Protesters urge

university to take

stance against

Proposition 187

By Jennifer K. IMorita. Lucia
Sanchez and Betty Song
Daily Bruin Staff

University police in full riot

gear arrested 26 demonstrators -

the majority of them UCLA stu-

dents - during a sit-in protesting

Proposition 187 at Murphy Hall

Thursday night.

After marching from parking
Lot 32 on Wilshire Blvd. to

Murpfiy Wall, protesters from the

newly organized Human Rights.

Coalition staged a sit-in in support

of student representatives trying to

meet with Chancellor Charles
Young at about 3 p.m. The stu-

dents wanted to meet with Young
to demand. that the university take

a public stand against the initia-

tive's implementation.

"UCLA hasn't given a state-

ment, so we're here to support the

delegates upstairs, and we won't-
leave until we get a response."

said demonstrator Anjclica
Miranda, fourth-year sociology

student.

The students wanted the chan-

cellor to issue a statement saying

See RALLY, page 2

See SCHREIBER, page 39

Bruins and Trojans ... in love?
Crosstown couples

break rivalry rules

By Patrlcic Kerkstra

Love must truly be blind.
How else could any Bruin go
out with -^ and much less marry

- any Trojan?

But apparently a number of
Bruins do go out with Trojans,

and to hear them tell it, it's not

even that bad.

John and Nancy Heil have
been married 15 years. They
have two daughters, one 6-year-

old and a 10-year-old.

They say they are happy.

They seem normal - except for

one thing. She's a Bruin, he's a

Trojan. And even more unbe-
lievable, they both love their

respective alma maters.

"I'm definitely proud to be a

Bruin," said Nancy Heil, who
graduated from UCLA in 1979.

John Heil attended USC as

both an undergraduate and grad-

uate student. He is also extreme-

ly enthusiastic about USC.
"Cardinal and gold all the

way through," he stated.

The married couple met ,at a

wedding of some mutual
friends, who were, incidentally,

both Bruins. And despite the

rivalry between the schools,
both Heils said that the other's

school was not really an obsta-

cle in the relationship. It just

makes things more interesting,

they said.

Even the Heil children cannot

escape the rivalry.

•They're both very diplomat-

ic," said Nancy. "If USC is play-

ing, they'll root for them. If

UCLA is playing, they'll root

for them."

Her husband agreed.

'They've maintained neutral-

ity, and as far as I'm concerned,

as long as they do that they can
go with us to the games. But if

they convert to UCLA, it will be

tough," said John Heil.

Every year about this time the

crosstown rivalry heats up in the

Heil household. For the last

three games the Bruins have

See COUPLES, page 8

Campus receives
two bomb threats
LAPD bomb squad

determines devices

'an elaborate hoax ~

BySheenlii^n
and Donna Wong
Daily Bruin Staff

University police found two
fake bomb devices Thursday
evening in Pauley Pavilion and the

Math Sciences Building, after an
anonymous caller phoned the

Daily Bruin threatening to bomb
the campus.
The devices -a smoke-emitting

mechanism in Math Sciences and
a contraption of sodium nitrate

wired to batteries in Pauley -

resulted in the roping-off of those

buildings and brought out the Los
Angeles Police Department bomb
squad before the bombs were
determined to be an elaborate
hoax.

Just after 5 p.m. on Thursday,
the Daily Bruin office received the

first of two phone calls from an
anonymous source identifying

himself as the "Bruin Bomber."
He claimed responsibility for

placing a bombing device in the

Math Sciences Building.

"I am the Bruin Bomber and I

just bombed the math building -

and there's nfK)re," the caller said.

At 5:34 p.m., the second call

was received indicating that

another bomb had been placed
near Pauley Pavilion's exit 13.

The Bruin reported the second call

to university police at 5:45 p.m.

Sightings of smoke from the

device in the Math Sciences
Building's east stairwell were
reported by several witnesses,

according to Troy Michael, uni-

See , page 8
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UCLA vs. USC
'noughsaid
The Bruins and the

Trojans will get together at

the Rose Bowl Saturday to

renew an age-old rivalry

that has pitted brothers

against brothers and split

the City of Angels into

shades of powder blue and
maroon. But hey, it's only a

game ... Right?

See Page

4
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that UCLA would not support the

executive order issued by
Governor Pete Wilson on Nov. 9.

The order would force the univer-

sity to develop regulations imple-

menting the proposition.

Under Proposition 187, illegal

immigrants will be denied public

education and nonemergency
health services.

The only university position on
this issue has been a Nov. 10
statement issued by Young saying

that UC President Jack Peltason
has advised all campuses to main-
tain status quo until the courts can
clarify the legal issues surround-
ing the initiative.

But demonstrators wanted the

university to take a stand against

Proposition 187.

"I'm here because I want to say
that people of color and poor peo-
ple are used as scapegoats for this

country's economic problems,"
said Gina Garcia, third-year pre-

med student. "It always happens,
and it's happening today. They
target people of color because we
don't look like the Anglo majori-

ty"

But some bystanders watching
the demonstration disagreed with
the protesters.

"I voted for Prop. 1 87 because I

was sick of paying for illegal

immigrants," said Shauna
Lehiihalma, a fourth-year English
major. "(But) there's nothing
wrong with what (the demonstra-
tors) are doing. If I agreed with
them, I would be out there, too."

Shortly after 5 p.m.. Vice
Chancellor of Student Affairs
Winston Doby announced that

Young would not sign any state-

ment tonight, but that the chancel-
lor would meet with students
Monday morning. He added that

Young was not in a position to

sign a statement against Prop.
I87's implementation.

Doby said Young was in San
Francisco at the University of
California Regents meeting.

At its height, the sit-in attracted

more than 80 demonstrators, but
eventually dwindled down to 26
after 6:15 p.m.. when university
police said students would be
arrested for trespassing if they did
not leave.

After most of the protesters left

voluntarily, the 26 chose to stay.

With their arms linked, the
remaining demonstrators sat in a
circle on the first fltx)r of Murphy
Hall.

Before the police began arrest-

ing the protesters, police (!!ihTeT

Clarence Chapman informed the
demonstrators that Murphy Hall
had received a bomb threat. He
added that separate bombs had
exploded within the last hour in

the Math Sciences Building and
at Pauley Pavilion.

Chapman said the bomb threat

made Murphy Hall an area of
emergency, and that they should
leave. But protesters remained
skeptical, arguing that university

employees still remained in the
building.

University police did discover a
bomb near the vending machines
on the north side of Pauley
Pavilion, but later determined that

it was fake. In Math Sciences, a
gray smoke device was found in

the east stairwell, but no bomb
was found, police said.

Eventually, pairs of police offi-

cers approached to arrest each
demonstrator, tapping him or her
on the shoulder and escorting
each protester up to the chancel-
lor's conference room on the sec-

ond floor.

A Daily Bruin reporter was
escorted out of the Murphy Hall
by the police chief when the

Daily Bruin N«%vs

In support of noncompliance
Photos by Steve Kim and Justin Wan-en

A Thursday
noontime

march protest-

ing the imple-

mentation of

Proposition

187 resulted

In a sit-in in

Murphy Hall,

as student rep-

resentatives

demanded a

statement
from

Chancellor

Charles Young.

Twenty-six

demonstrators
were arrested

as other pro-

testers

pressed
against the

'— glass doors,

chanting in

support. The
arrested

demonstrators
were taken to

the university

police station,

issued cita-

tions and
released late

Thursday night.
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arrests began. After she and a pho-
tographer regained access. The
Bruin was the only media inside

the building to observe the arrests.

Each time someone was taken
away, a crowd of protesters out-
side the building - many of whom
were part of the sit-in earlier -
shouted and pounded on the doors
in support of the demonstrators.
With their faces pressed against
the glass doors, the crowd outside

chanted in unison with the pro-
testers within the building, sepa-
rated only by glass.

On the second floor, those
arrested were fingerprinted, pho-
tographed and detained. No
demonstrators were read their
rights because the offenses were
committed in the presence of offi-

cers, said university Sgt. Jim
Vandenberg.

By the time about five protest-

ers remained, one female demon-
strator held a sign that read: "1882
- Chinese Exclusion Act, 1934 -
Tydings McDuffie Act, 1942
Executive Order 9066, 1994 -
1 87," referring to past anti-immi-
grant legislation and the current
controversial initiative. Shortly
after, police took her away.

Because the arrested protesters

were handcuffed with white plas-

tic "Hex cuffs," most were taken
down in the elevator because
police did not want them to fall

down the stairs, officers said. The
first to go was a 16-year-old male,
taken to the station in a police car

Nine women were then taken to

the university police station in

campus evening vans. The last

group arrested consisted of seven
women and nine men.
The demonstrators said they

wanted UCLA to take legal action

protesting Proposition 187 in the

form of an amicus curae brief, lit-

erally translated as "friend of the

court." If the university files an
amicus curae brief, it would be
adding its name to a suit already
filed against the initiative.

University officials said they
had to abide by state law.

"UCLA is a state agency. The
governor is our boss, and if he
issues an order for full implemen-
tation, we don't have a choice,"
said John Kobara, vice chancellor

of university relations. "But
because of the court order, we can

continue to operate as usual. We

don't have any other alternative -.

we can't say we're going to boy-
cott the laws of California."

The demonstrators later decid-
ed to request that the University
of California - and not just UCLA
- file an amicus curae brief. The
protesters changed their demand
after university officials explained
UCLA could not file an amicus
curae brief by itself, and that only
the University of California could
take such legal action.

"UCLA cannot file anything
because it's not a legal entity,"

said Joseph Mandel, vice chancel-
lor of legal affairs. "It has to be
filed by UC as a whole, and the
decision is made by the UC presi-

dent and Board of Regents."
Although UCLA docs not have

the legal freedom to take such
action, Julie Su of the Asian
Pacific American Legal Affairs
Center said that there is nothing
stopping the university from tak-
ing a political stand.

"The chancellor's refusal to
make a stand is a stand to allow
the |m)position to go forward," Su
said in a phone interview.

At the police station, located at

601 Westwood Plaza, university

JUSTIN WARREN

police issued misdemeanor cita-

tions to the arrested protesters.

They were all released outside of
the station at approximately 8:50
p.m.

Police have 30 days to file

charges. All arrested demonstra-
tors are required to appear 8:30
a.m. on Dec. 19 at the West Los
Angeles Courthouse, where
charges, if any, will be brought
against them. If they are charged,
the protesters will have to plead
guilty or not guilty, and then will

be issued a court date.

After being released outside the

police station, the protesters
emphasized that the police treated

them with respect.

"They were really peaceful,
they were really cooperative and
they were very understanding to

our cause," said Mellanie Ramsey,
a third-year English and women's
studies student.

But while they said they
approved of the police treatment,
the protesters stressed that they
intend to continue the fight
against Proposition 187.

Fifth-year English and history
student Ryan Yokota said, **It's

just the beginning."

Regents debate affirmative action issue
Peltason defends

entrance policies

ofUC medical

schools, ^diversity'

By Alisa Ulferts

Daily Bruin Senior Staff

SAN FRANCISCO —
Straddling both sides of the politi-

cal fence, UC Regents Thursday
found themselves both commend-
ing and condemning the universi-

ty's affirmative action policies for

medical school admissions.

While applauding the ethnic

diversity at their own meeting
table, the regents discussed the

benefits and drawbacks of the uni-

versity's five medical schools.

'There is nothing new about the

university's efforts to diversify its

student body," said UC President

Jack Peltason.

"These efforts go back almost
three decades ... and grew out of
the emerging national consensus
that our democratic ideas required

us to extend educational opportu-

nities to the widest range of peo-
ple," Peltason said.

Peltason refuted arguments that

the UC affirmative action policies

allow unqualified students into

medical school.

"Every student accepted into a

University of California medical
school is judged to be more than

able to master the curriculum suc-

cessfully, pass the requisite board

exams and assume one of the var-

ied roles that physicians are
required and needed to undertake

in our society," Peltason said.

University officials maintain
that while race is a factor in deter-

mining admisssions to UC med-
ical schools, it is only one of many
factors and one necessary to pro-

duce the kinds of doctors
California's diverse population
requires.

"The goal of medical education,

the purpose of medical schools, is

to produce physicians and physi-

cian scientists who will work to

maintain or improve the health

status of our people," said
Michael Drake, associate dean of

admissions at UC San Francisco.

Drake said it is commonly
accepted in the medical communi-

ty that minorities suffer and die

from treatable diseases more often

than whites. He cited a study
which found that patients' condi-

tions were more likely to improve
if they were of the same ethnicity

as their doctors.

Not all regents agreed that the

study justified UC's affirmative

action policy.

"What we are doing may be
lawful," said Regent Ward
Connerly, "but it still may not be
right.

"Democracy is about the right

of the individual. I don't want the

day to come when my grand-
daughter is denied access (to med-
ical school) because the numbers
have been reached," added
Connerly, who is African
American.

Currently, each of the five med-
ical schools receives more than

5,000 applications for admissions,

said university officials. Using a

variety of factors - including
undergraduate coursework, grade

point averages, MCAT scores and
nontraditional determinants - that

number is reduced to about 100
students accepted or less than
three percent of applications, uni-

versity officials said.

'There's more to being a doctor

than numbers - it's not about
numbers," said student Regent
Terrence Wooten. "We are looking

at our students as individuals. We
are looking at doors that have
opened and doors that have closed

in their lives," Wooten said.

"Sometimes, race is one of those

doors that closed."

Trojalopy

STEVEN KIMTDaily Bruin

A Bruin smashes a car painted in Trojan colors as part of Beat 'SC Week activities Wednesday in Westwood Plaza.

UCLA
Graduate
Schools

BOD looks at

improvement
in finances
for students
association
By Phillip Carter
Daily Bruin Staff

The students association Board
of Directors will meet today to dis-

cuss the organization's plans to

improve its financial situation and
possible measures to bring in addi-

tional revenue.

During September, the associa-

tion made $10,000 in profits.
Executive Director Jason Reed
reported this was primarily due to

better-than-expected sales in the stu-

dents' store, though it could have
been better if not for negative resuhs

in food service.

"We've controlled expenses,"

: See MONEYj pa^e T

Prof. Oliver aclcnowledged for

inspirational teaciiing, researcli

By Jennifer Merita

To sociology Professor Melvin Oliver,

teaching is a religious calling, something he

was meant to do.

"My commitment to teach is something I

take very seriously," said Oliver, recently

named the 1994 California Professor of the

Year by tifc Carnegie Foundation for the

Advancement of Teaching. "My father was a

Baptist minister. I started teaching Sunday
school when I was 1 1 years old. I've always

been known in my church as a teacher. It's

kind of been with me my whole life."

"It just became a natural thing," added
Oliver, a 16-year UCLA faculty veteran.

Oliver's calling led him to help establish

UCLA's Center on the Study of Urban
Poverty in 1 990, a research office that is now
examining urban poverty and inequality in

Los Angeles. He often spends weekends
working there with his students.

Oliver's calling also led him to begin an

undergraduate research and training program
that combines courses with community work
and research and gives students hands-on
experience.

"He does ideally what all of us should do
- link research goals with teaching. He won-
derfully combines the two," sociology

department Chairman Ivan Szelenyi said.

"While he's a visible researcher, he's still

very much involved in teaching."

Oliver, who was given the award based on
his unique involvement in social issues and

his inspirational style of teaching, said his

combination of research, teaching and com-
munity service allows students to become
involved.

''

"My commitment to teach is

something I take very

seriously."

Melvin Oliver

1994 California Professor of the Year

"He instills in you that even if you are

here purely for academics, you need to do
something for the community," said Ed
Novy, a fifth-year student and a research

assistant at the Center on the Study of Urban
Poverty.

"He's the first one to admit that he can't

change the world," research assistant David
Grant said. "He's working on a lot of stu-

Govt, awards
$736,000 to
Public Policy

Major grant to fund

research on in-home

services for disabled
By Gil Hopenstand
Daily Bruin Senior Staff

UCLA social researchers are reveling in

their newly received $736,000 grant.

The School of Public Policy and Social

-^- Research earned dr.

^^^^ major federal grant

1^1 from the Department of
' ' Health and Human

Services - its second
within a month. The
money, distributed over

two years, is the largest

sum the four month-old

school has yet been
awarded.

The $736,000 will fund

research led by A.E. Benjamin, UCLA social

welfare professor, on in-home services pro-

vided to people with disabilities. The group

will study whether a person is better served

by an agency worker or an independent
provider.

Benjamin said that his research is espe-

cially important in establishing a national

health care program.

"As the population of the United States

ages and as more persons with disabilities

survive and pursue independent lifestyles,

coverage for personal assistance services has

become an important element in the debate

on national health care reform," he said. "The
results of this federally-supported study

should provide critical empirical data about

appropriate models for providing such ser-

vices."

The researchers will study the effective-

ness of California's In-Home Support
Services program and will make recommen-
dations to the federal healthcare task force. In

the process, Benjamin will survey 1 ,200 pro-

gram clients, 500 service providers as well as

family members.

'This will allow UCLA to play a signifi-

cant role in contributing to federal and state

policy research in the area of in-home ser-

vices," he added.

This new grant comes after the school

received another major federal grant from the

Department of Education to fund economic
development, environmental improvements
and labor organization in Los Angeles' poorer

areas.

Chancellor Charles Young said UCLA is

chosen to receive these types of funds partial-

ly from the new school's social research

focus.

"I think there was a feeling on the part of

those who are responsible for those grants

that the creation of the school was a veiy pos-

See OUVER, page 7 See DISABILITY, page 7
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Israel, PLO struggle to
maintain peace promise
JERUSALEM — Israel and the Palestine Liberation

Organization are struggling to keep their peace talks

alive against a backdrop of growing mistrust and acri-

mony.

Almost every day lately, one side has accused the

other of showing bad faith or violating the "declara-

tion of principles" that they signed at the White
House in September 1993.

It happened again Thursday.

Prime Minister Yitzhak Rabin was quoted by the

Israeli press as warning that he would not agree to

Palestinian elections until the PLO kept an unfulfilled

jpromise to revoke portions of its charter calling for

Israel's destruction. In turn, a senior Palestinian nego-
tiator, Saeb Erakat. accused Rabin of looking for
excuses to back out of a commitment to redeploy
Israeli forces in the territories as a prelude to elec-
tions.

Thai leaders reject U.S.

request to build depot
BANGKOK — Secretary of State Warren
Christopher told Thai leaders Thursday that he was
disappointed that they had rejected an American
request to build a floating war depot in Southeast
Asia that would strengthen American military
readiness in both Asia and the Middle East.

Because of the Thai decision, the United States
has scratched plans to permanently base a flotilla of
up to six supply ships in south Asia. Instead, the
Pentagon will launch a broad new global review of
where it should permanently base tanks, artillery and
other medical and support equipment around the
worid.

"I told them I was sure they would be surprised if

I didn't express our disappointment" in their deci-
sion about pre-positioning, Christopher told a news
conference on the last stop during his 10-day swing
through Asia. "I said I hoped that the time would
come that circumstances would change."

Serbs bomb 'safe area'

of Bosnian presidency
SARAJEVO — Nationalist Serbs attacked
Bosnia's presidency building with wire-guided
missiles Thursday morning and bombarded the

United Nations-designated "safe area" around
Bihac for a third day running. Bosnian officials

charged the United Nations military force here
with deliberately downplaying their reporting of
nationalist Serb attacks on the Bihac "safe area."

.Nationalist Serbs fired three wire-guided missiles

and two bazooka-like shells at the Bosnian presi-

dency building in central Sarajevo just before noon
Thursday, wounding two people, U.N. officials and
local news reports said. Three projectiles exploded
into the building, damaging offices and sending
broken glass and stucco onto a parking lot.

The attack outraged Bosnian leaders who called

immediately for United Nations commanders to

request retaliatory NATO air strikes under the terms
of a February ultimatum that was supposed to have
removed all heavy weaponry from a 12.4-mile
radius excluision zone around the Bosnian capital,

where over 10,000 people died in 22 months of
Serbian shelling and sniping.

German court releases
member of Red Army
BERLIN— A German court ruled Thursday that

a member of the far-left Red Army Faction terrorist

group, convicted of participating in a 1972 bomb-
ing that killed three American soldiers, should be
released from prison.

The convict, Irmgard Moller, 47, had been serv-

ing a life sentence for her role in the bombing,
which targeted a United States military post in

Heidelberg. A panel of judges in Luback, where
Miss Moller has been imprisoned since 1980, ruled

that she fulfilled legal stipulations permitting the

early parole of long-term prisoners when no danger
exists that they will return to crime.

The court did not explain its ruling.
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1570-CRosecransAve.

3m43-9140

Open everyday. Taking good care of people and their bikes since 1 936.
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Students bake to

fight higher fees
ByAlisaUlfferts

Daily Bruin Senior Staff

SAN FRANCISCO— A UC
Regents meeting, with its high

profile speakers and billion-dol-

lar budget deals, seemed an
unlikely place to hold a bake sale.

But that did not stop a handful

of University of California

Students Association (UCSA)
members from standing outside

in the damp San Francisco cold

to sell cupcakes - at a million

dollars each.

The group - officially repre-

senting students to the office of

the UC president and Board of

Regents - said it hoped to protect

its constituents firom fee hikes.

"We're hoping to raise enough

money so (student) fees won't go

up next year," said Glenn
Magpantay, UCSA executive

director. He shivered and added,

"It would be a lot easier if the

state would give us the money."

Alan Wong, vice chair of the

student organization, said the

group was not protesting the

regents but encouragipg them to

lobby the governor and state leg-

islator to pass the 1995-96 UC
operating budget.

"Our official position is to sup-

port the CI 995-96) budget,"
Wong said.

UCSA members said if the

state does not provide the addi-

tional funds needed for the UC
system to maintain the sameTevcl

of service and provide restora-

ticxis, students coukl face another

fee hike next year.

"We have enough (baked
goods) to raise $50 million,"

Magpantay said, adding that the

group had yet to make any sales.

"It is unfortunate because the

regents couW afford (the price)."

Regent Judith Levin jokingly

"We're hoping to raise

enough money so

(student) fees won't go

up next year."

Glenn Magpantay

agreed she would buy from the

bake sale "If the money goes to

students," she said.

While UC student fees have
increased 136 percent in the past

five years, officials confirmed

Tuesday that a midyear fee

increase would not occur. This

means that the student fee hike

for the 1994-95 school year
would remain at 10 percent and

not jump to 18 percent in

January, officials staled.

The announcement that the fee

increase would remain at 10 per-

cent came after State Controller

Gray Davis said midterm budget

cuts would not be necessary since

the state has saved enough
money to avoid having to raise

fees higher.

Islamic jurists discuss law and Justice;

aim to dispel cultural misconceptions
By Michael Howerton

9

Justice is the same the world
over, even across cultures as dif-

ferent as the Islamic nations and

the West, according to eight
prominent experts of Islamic law

who spoke on campus
Wednesday.

The jurists, hailing from seven

Muslim countries, argued against

the commonly held perception

that Islamic jurisprudence fails to

deliver justice when compared to

Western legal systems. Tlie only

difference, they said, is the role of

God in law.

The jurists visited UCLA as

part of a three-week tour of the

United States, the first of its kind.

The program, organized by the

International Law Institute, aims

to foster exchange and to discred-

it some stereotypes of Islam and
Muslim countries.

Liaquat al Siddaqui, assistant

professor of law at the University

of Dhaka in Bangladesh, said

Islamic justice emphasizes that

Allah is the supreme law.

"It is this religious conception

of justice that distinguishes Islam

(from other legal systems).
Rendering justice is a bond of the

community as well as an act of

worship," he said.

The jurists argued that Islamic

values are consistent with human
rights in the West.

"The rights delegated in the

Koran are fundamental human
rights," said Noor-Ul Amin
Leghari, professor of Islamic

jurisprudence at Sindh Muslim
Law College in Karachi,

Pakistan. "Islam provides a

detailed charter of rights as well

as obligations. So the enforce-

ment of these rights is not only

through the state, from without,

but also through religious con-

sciences, from within. This
ensures the fullest observance of

human rights."

"Americans tend to get

a simplistic view of

Islam. It is useful for

Americans to realize

that fundamentalists

are not all radical

bombers."

Stuart Kerr

Director, Int'l Law Institute

Leghari acknowledged that

while the Koran requires a ruler

to consult with the people in mat-

ters of justice, few Muslim lead-

ers practice this today. He urged

the audience not just to judge by
the actions of some, but to look

deeper to understand the true

nature of Islamic justice, >

"Americans tend to get a sim-

plistic view of Islam," said Stuart

Kerr, executive director of the

International Law Institute in

Washington, D.C. "It is useful for

Ameri9ans to realize that funda-

mentalists are not all radical

bombers."

But the stereotypes go both

ways, Kerr said. Foreign coun-
tries often hold mistaken ideas of

American life, and the exchange
attempted to expel those as well.

"We want to spread the truth in

two directions," Kerr said. "(We
want) to show foreigners that all

of America is not Melrose Place.

By bringing these scholars to the

U.S. to be exposed to normal peo-

ple such as academics and UCLA
students, they can speak of sub-

tleties of our society when they

go home."
JFifty-five students and faculty

members attended the forum.
Some said the jurists expanded
their horizons, presenting a point

of view that is not usually heard.

"I expected much more of a

difference (between Western and

Islamic conceptions of justice),"

said UCLA Extension student

Kay Dougall, who is studying
Arabic. "They are trying to do
some of the same things in justice

as we do, only they seem clearer

on the concept of justice on the

theoretical level in that it is based

on religious morality. We are not

clear on what our system of jus-

tice is based on. The common
thing we both have is that our
judicial systems are there to pro-

tect people."

George Sadler, a sophomore
Near Eastern Studies student, said

he had a greater respect for the

Islamic idea of justice.

"After seeing the diversity of

Islamic thought from Egypt all

through to Pakistan, I came to a

greater understanding of how
Islamic thought supported their

stance," he said.
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DISABILITY
From page 3

itive initiative of which will result in

the ability to do better than what had
been done in the past," Young said at

a press ccMiference last week.

Archie Kleingartner, acting

dean of the policy school, agreed

that such grants help define the new
school's missicMi.

"In my view, its a good exam-

"This will allow UCLA
to play a significant role

in ... policy research in ...

in-home services."

A.E. Bei^jamin

pie of affiled policy research. It'll

do a lot to help the school develq) in

a good way," Kleingaitner said.

Competition for the grant was
fierce because UCLA was vying
ag^nst other local research houses

such as tfie Rand Corporation.

The School of Public Policy and
Social Research was founded in

July, combining social welfare,

urban planning and public policy.

The move was part of Young's grad-

uate restructuring program, designed

to^ve UCLA $8 million annually.

OUVER
From page 3

dents trying to get as many peo-

ple as he can working on a lot of

issues that are important to him.

Training class after class and
graduate student after graduate

student, he's assembled a pretty

large army of people that are

going out there and doing pretty

important things."

Important things like protest-

ing apartheid in South Africa.

When UCLA counselor Eric

White was an undergraduate stu-

dent in 1980 he took Oliver's

course on inner group conflict

and prejudice and was inspired to

start a student task force against

apartheid.

"He has a passion for what
he's teaching you," White said.

"The way he taught the class

forced you to really think. It pro-

voked you, it inspired you, it

brought tears to people's eyes.

"It was virtually impossible to

sit in his class and not be affect-

ed," he said.

After Oliver showed a film on
apartheid to the class. White
approached him asking, "What
can I do? You taught me some-
thing, now wt
an impact?'

"He gave me something to

do," White said.

That something turned into the

task force. The student group was
successful in helping pressure

UCLA to divest its interests from
Security Pacific Bank, which had
fmancial ties to South Africa.

"My students are involved in

"While he's a visible

researcher, he's still

very much involved in

teaching."

Ivan Szelenyi

my research and university and
community issues that I'm inter-

ested in," Oliver said. "I think

they become inspired by it. They
see the difference I can make and
end up wanting to make the same
kind of commitment and differ-

ence.

"It's kind of like having a nar-

cotic. Once you've done it you
want to continue to do it." he
added.

And according to many of
Oliver's students, that's exactly

what they feel.

"He's given us that little germ,

that seed and we're just going to

keep on spreading it," Novy said.

MONEY
From page 3

said Reed, who attributed the

good financial results to moni-
toring both operations costs like

labor and sales costs like

wholesale-product prices.

In an attempt to further
build their bottom line. Reed
said the association is looking
to revise its privacy policy,
which governs the way it can
use student information for

business purposes.

"I'm-^ recommending to the

board that we make modest
changes in the privacy policy to

permit us to engage in marlcet-

ing that is more directly and
precisely tied to what our cus-

tomers want," Reed said.

The current privacy policy

restricts the association from
conducting any mailings to

Bruins without their "positive

consent," meaning that they
must specifically request to be
on the mailing list. Reecl's pro-

posed change would change this

to "negative consent," where
the mailings would be sent
unless the customer indicated

otherwise.

A major market group that

would be targeted. Reed said.
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are the non-campus Bruins -

including alumni and tourists.

"We see the students on a

daily basis, and we market the

students cheaply through the

Daily Bruin," he said. "Visitors

and alumni have a more tran-

sient connection with the cam-

The association is

looking to revise its

privacy policy, which

governs the way it can

use student

information for

business purposes.

pus and are harder for us to

reach."

Undergraduate President
Rob Greenhalgh said he agreed
that the current privacy policy

placed an undue burden on the

association's business activi-

ties.

"The way the privacy policy

is now. we can't use that infor-

mation to send out catalogs." he
said. "Maybe the policy is too

strict, and maybe we could gen-

erate more revenue with a pri-;

vacy policy that was less strict."
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COUPLES
From page 1

proven to be the better team, and
these last few years have been dif-

ficult to handle for the Trojan hus-

band.

"They've been brutal," he said.

His wife though "is a much better

sport both winning and losing,"

Heil added.

This last summer the Heils went
to the Bruin Woods camp, and the

Trojan husband was in enemy ter-

ritory.

"For most of the week, I don't

think they realized I went to 'SC -

and no, I didn't tell them, mostly
for self-preservation," he said.

Apparently, the Trojan isn't

entirely anti-UCLA.
"It was actually great," he

admitted, referring to the Bruin
Woods experience. And although
he said he would prefer that his

children seek out a neutral school,

he said he would accept it if they

decided to go to UCLA.
"Even though I'm a Trojai\, I

have no problem with them going
to UCLA," he said. "It's a great

school. I do respect that."

First-year undeclared student
Quiauna Whitfield also has ties to

use. Her boyfriend, freshman
Victor Herbin, majors in history

there. They started dating in high
school and decided to continue the

relationship even after they found
out where their significant other
was going.

During the time when college
decisions were made, Whitfield's

boyfriend tried to get her to go to

use with him, but she would not

be led astray.

"'Why don't you go to USC?' I

asked her. But she said no, so I

said, *Cool then, cool. Go ahead,
go to UCLA then,'" he recounted.

Both Whitfield and Herbin are

enthusiastic about their respective

colleges.

"Oh, he's proud to be a USC
student. He likes to wear his little

T-shirts and stuff," Whitfield said.

Herbin himself described his
devotion to USC as "hard-core."

Whitfield is not outdone by her

boyfriend's school pride though.

"Of course I'm a big UCLA
fan," she said.

Despite their schools' differ-

ences, Whitfield's and Herbin's
relationship has not suffered.

"It's great," Herbin said. "If
anything, (the rivalry) sparks it,

makes it better."

Whitfield agreed. "It's good to

have someone who's close," she
said. "And you know, I'm glad
that I'm with him."

Perhaps then. Bruins and
Trojans aren't as far apart as they
seem. Apparently even Trojans
understand the language of love. *

BOMBS
From page 1

versity police communications
supervisor. But investigators later

determined that the small gray box
found between the eighth floor
and the roof was merely a "smoke
bomb," Michael said.

Half an hour later, the second
device was discovered by UCPD
at 5:57 p.m. in a backpack near the

vending machines outside Pauley
Pavilion. The bomb was in a green
bag and made of sodium nitrate,

according to a university police
receptionist log.

Upon further investigation,
officials determined the backpack
contained an energized device
attached by wire to batteries and
labeled potassium nitrate.

Later that night, the device was
neutralized with a water cannon

'

by the Los Angeles Police

See , page 9

BOMBS
From page 8

Department bomb squad. At that

time, police determined that the

bomb was fake.

"It was a (hoax), but a good
one," said UCLA Fire Marshall
Gary Dunger.

As UCLA basketball fans
attempted to enter Pauley Pavilion

for the basketball game last night,

event staff were instructed not to

admit anyone until the situation

was secured.

The LAPD bomb squad deter-

mined that there needed to be a

r- 300-foot clearance around the
device. This resulted in the entire

north side of Pauley including
Bruin Walk and the Intramural
field being sectioned off with

^ police tape. Patrons were re-rout-

ed to Pauley's southern entrances.

The top of Bruin Walk near Circle

Drive West was also restricted.

Staff began admitting ticket

holders around 6:45 p.m., and to

ensure public safety, the event
organizers were instructed to

restrict fans from sitting on the

north side of Pauley Pavilion,
assistant police chief Karl Ross
said.

However, as basketball fans
entered, patrons were not cau-
tioned to refrain from north side

seating and many ticket holders
chose to take seats in that area.

Although the sector around the

Intramural field was lined off with

police tape, the Beat 'SC bonfire

scheduled for 9:30 p.m. began on
time.

Base closings
lag, according
to GAO study
WASHINGTON - Nearly 90

percent of the military installations

scheduled to close under the first

two rounds of base-closings remain
in the hands of federal, state or
local governments, a new General
Accounting Office study says.

As a result, the projected proper-

ty sales revenues/rom closings has

amounted to only $69.4 million,

instead of the $1.2 billion the
Pentagoti had estimated. The gov-
ernment plans to use the proceeds
to reduce the Federal deficit.

The report, which examined 37
of the 1 20 bases closed by indepen-

dent commissions in 1988 and
1991, is significant because is dis-

pels any notion that closed military

bases are being sold to private buy-
ers for hard cash. The Clinton
administration has steered away
from selling the properties in favor

of transfering them to local com-
munities to develop the land to cre-

ate new jobs and stimulate local

economies.

BYU scientist

extracts DNA
from dinosaur
PROVO, Utah — After two

years of painstaking analysis and
hundreds of unsuccessful attempts,

a scientist at Brigham Young
University has extracted the genet-

ic material DNA from what he
thinks are bone fragments of 80-

million-year-old dinosaurs.

The surprise was that the recov-

ered DNA bore little or no resem-
blance to that of any modern
animals. It is "like nothing we've
ever seen before," said Dr. Scott

Woodward, an associate professor

of microbiology at BYU, who
directed the study.

Other scientists, however, are

skeptical of the research and want
to see the results tested further by
independen t laboratories.
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Political victor must capture American center

J.C.

Curelop

George Washington was
right. When our nation was
bom more than 200 years

ago, Washington warned of the

growing power of political par-,

ties. He believed they were a dan-
ger to be avoided, because of their

polarizing effect. After Nov. 8's

Republican romp, it is interesting

to note how
the American
political fabric

has changed.

The sup-

posed advan-

tage to a

two-party sys- „

tern is that it is

inherently

more stable

than a multi-

party one. In

order to take

control of the

state, both par-

ties theoretically appeal to the

centrist mass of the electorate and
thereby become more moderate.
In our case, this worked for quite

some time.

Compared to political parties in

other nations, the differences

between Republicans and
Democrats were largely cosmetic.
Neither of them questioned the

judiciousness of democracy or
capitalism, something that cannot
be^iaid of factions in France, Italy,

Spain, Germany or Japan. So was
the American political system a
great success? Certainly.

But, whatever its past, as it

stands today, the two-party system
has been radically transformed
into an institution once again
catering to extremism. This is

partly the result of a simultaneous
amalgamation of factors: the

power of the mass media, the

growth of special interests and
hence the increasing power of
money in campaigns. Each of
these factors' development was
directly tied to each other.

Without the spread of television

and the mass media, money
would not have the same level of
importance it now does in cam-
paigns.

Today, the only way to win an
election is to flood the airwaves.

This in turn demands fmancial

backing that only a large orga-

nized and dedicated group can
provide: enter the special inter-

ests. With the increased leverage

their money now affords them
through the need for media cover-

age, lobbies became ever more
important to the Washington polit-

ical scene. This in turn polarized

the political parties. They no
longer sought, or seek, to appeal

to the mass of the population but

rather to the extremist groups who
can provide the money for them
to go out and con the voters.

This has put us in the position

we are in today: with two parties

on opposite sides of every issue,

neither of which truly represents

the American people. Take a topic

such as crime and you'll see my
point. On the one hand, liberals

on the left of the Democratic
party think you can rehabilitate

any and every criminal from Ted
Bundy to Charies Manson. But on
the other side, conservative

Republicans think jaywalkers

(Special interests) put

us in the position

we are in today: with

two parties on opposite

sides of every issue,

neither of which

truly represents the

American people.

should gel the electric chair.

Neither position is correct, and
more importantly, neither repre-

sents the will of the people.

In 1 992 Bill Clinton was elect-

ed after describing himself as a
"New Democrat," i.e. as someone
who appeals to the center.

Unfortunately for him, his party

in Congress remained too divided
between extremes to pass his pro-

posals. He also couldn't win over

Separatism?
Editor:

Dawn Mabalon's biggest prob-
lem is not her oppression in an
atmosphere of "racism, sexism and
homophobia on campus," rather, it

is her own attitude ("Retention
efforts must fight discrimination,"

Nov. 16).

She writes of a student who
"feels alienated by the university

curriculum and by all the male
professors and TAs." This curricu-

lum, she writes, is "irrelevant"

because "little is offered to

Filipino students in terms of
Filipino studies courses, and only a

Daily Bruin
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30d Westwood Plaza
Los Angeles, CA 90024

(310)825-9898

. little more for African, Chicano
and American Indian students."

In my opinion, it is extremely
asinine to suggest that the only
way one can get a"relevant" cur-

riculum is by taking classes about
one's own cultural background by
an instructor who looks like one-
self.

Putting aside the fact that all sci-

ence courses would be considered
irrelevant by this logic, it seems to

me that Mabalon would have us
live in a world where ethnic sepa-

ratism is encouraged. However, if

we cannot find those cultural

threads that link ALL Americans
together, we are doomed to future

strife comparable to Yugoslavia or

eatortiBofd
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help from his opponents across

the aisle who were avidly working
for his demise. Sickened by the

extremes, and more importantly

by the lack of action, the

American public turned to the

party out of office to do some-
thing. The problem is, however,
that although Democrats don't
represent the middle of America
(or those that do couldn't achieve
anything), neither do the

Republicans.

One need only look at Bill

Archer's, R-Texas, welfare

reform plan to see that he doesn't

represent middle America. Archer
wants to take children away from
their parents after two years of
welfare and put them in foster

homes while their folks wander
the streets. What may be worse,
the only Democrats who survived
Nov. 8's onslaught were those

who truly did represent their spe-

cial interest districts: minorities

and extreme liberals. This has fur-

ther polarized their party and
American politics.

What does this mean for the

future? Unless some major shift

occurs and one of the two parties

is able to reclaim the center, 1996
will be a free-for-all battle royal.

The presidential race might
include 1) a Democrat who faced

a challenge for his party's nomi-
nation, 2) a Republican who sur-

vived a grueling and destructive

primary as well as two years of
infighting in Congress, 3) Ross
Ferot, whose natural megaloma
nia will compel him to run no
matter what happens between
then and now, 4) a left-wing splin

ter candidacy by Jesse Jackson
who'll proclaim (not without

cause) that the Democratic party
has forgotten blacks and 5) a pos-
sible bid by Colin Fowell. whom
everyone would like to include in

their party.

What's even more frightening

is that the field of candidates

might not be this restricted. And,
given the current despondency of
the American public, it is conceiv-
able that an independent might
capture the White House. For you

Letters

Rwanda.

Mabalon's absurdities do not
end right there. She writes that

Filipino students face cultural bar-

riers to success at a university, and
that "Imanyl student's parents ...

have difficulty understanding the

pressures of the American educa-
tional system. The university has
done little to combat these prob-
lems ..."

However, it is sheer lunacy to

think that because some students

cannot communicate with their

parents, the university has some
sort of an obligation to do it for

them. Do you really want Chuck
Young mediating your family con-
nicts?

Unsignad editorials represent a maiority opinion o<

Ihe OaHy Bruin EdHooai Board All other cobmrw,
tetters and arlwortt represent the opinions o( their

authors. They do not reflect the views ol the
Editorial Board, the staff or the ASUCLA
Communicationa Board The Brum complies xvith

»» Communication Board's policy prohibrt»ig the
pubNcation of articles that pefpetuate derogatory
cultural or ethnic stereotypes Written material
siAMnrtted must be typed or written lagibty.

skeptics, I'll simply point out that

if I had told you six months ago
that the GOP would capture the

House of Representatives for the

first time in 40 years, you proba-
bly would have wanted to have
me institutionalized.

Over the long run, the victor

will be the group that can recap-

ture the center of American sup-

port. This is vital to the proper
governance of the country. Maybe
the GOP will moderate itself or
the scorched Democratic party

will reform to the center. Both of
them assume, however, that there

is still a center middle-class mass
left to be won.

Curelop is a senior history student.

Furthermore, how much of an
issue is parental pressure in the

problem of minority dropout rates?

One minute liberals are complain-
ing that minorities don't have role

models and that there is no one to

push minority students to achieve
their potential, and now it seems tp

me that Mabalon is suggesting that

they are being pushed too hard.

As long as there is a difference

in the average SAT score and GPA
of entering students of different

groups, there will be a difference

in the graduation rates of these

groups.

SamlKohan
Sophomore

Molecular and Cell Biology
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Banning ROTC destroys educational opportunities
By Carrie TWomey

Sacramento State undei^gmdu-
ate student body President Steve
Henderson, quoted in the Nov. 16
Daily Bruin article, "Speakers
denounce UCLA ROTC pio-
gram," would do well to heed his

own words and realize that "at

some point, people have to come
together to give up something,
they have to protect other peo-
ple."

What people in ROTC have is

an opportunity to get a decent
education and future careers that

normal avenues might never open
to them. That is something gay
activists on this campus already
enjoy and will continue to have
whether ROTC is here or not. So
who is denying whom - or pro-
tecting whom?

Whatever your opinion on the

niilitary, ROTC affords poorer
kids of all colors the chance to go
to a university and to give some-
thing of themselves back for that

chance. When you look at the

people in ROTC you are looking
at people who arc, have been and
will be woiicing for what they
have.

In my opinion, the gay move-
ment to ban ROTC is a short-

sighted, elitist, hypocritical,

selfish exercise that only seiVes
to determine most of the values
they propose to stand for: equal
rights and equal opportunity for

all.

Poor, working class cannon
fodders don't count in your 10
percent vision? Fight the "don't
ask, don't tell" policy within the

military, but don't withhold edu-
cation and a future from people.

Gays are in the military, in

ROTC, and always will be. We
_are coming closer to a time when
they will be openly accepted in

the military. That time is coming.

Keep working for it. All the barri-

ers broken on the outside, in

"normal" life are what is making
that happen.

But please, straighten your pri-

orities out in line with your
ideals. Whatever happened to

working for the good of all

American society, instead ofjust
one's narrow little group? Yes,
accepting gays in the military

does in the long run benefit all of
our society, but does denying the

"Gays are in the mili-

tary, in ROTC, and

always will be. We are

coming closer to a time

when they will be open-

ly accepted in the mili-

tary."

military education help that goal?
How does taking ROTC away

from campus really benefit any-
one? Is it such an accomplish-
rnent to say "if we can't play in

your group you can't play on our
field?" Every time this issue

comes up, the thoughtlessness of
it makes me extremely angry, and
the Nov. 16 article finally got me
to speak.

I know I'm not politically cor-

rect in not supporting the gay
rights movement 100 percent

unquestioningly, but my agenda
is bigger. The hypocritical elitism

of this drive Just sickens me. It

doesn't make sense. It's Just

shooting yourself in the foot and
taking people down with you to

disguise your mistake in Judge-
ment.

TWomey is a senior UCLA stu-

dent.
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Are Americans fed up witii Democratic agenda?
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By Chang Chung

Democratic congressional aide

Kevin Charies Saavedra claims
that Cosmo Wenman has repeated

"the same uninformed political

rhetoric of the Republican party"

("Misinformation inspired

Republican blowout," Nov. 16).

Really? I would like to offer my
categorical rebuttal to dispel some
of the DenKKratic "uninformed
political rhetoric" Saavedra has
reiterated.

Saavedra would have us

believe that in the last election,

the voters were not hostile toward
Democrats. He even states in his

own words that "trying to assert

that [the last election] is a man-
date against Democrats is tenu-

ous."

Well, Mr. Saavedra, if you had
been paying any attention to the

exit polls instead of helping your
Democratic congressional aides

pack their bags, you would know

that more than half of the votes

for Republicans were votes

against Clinton/Democrats. If you
think a more-than-50-percent vote

against the Democratic party is a
"tenuous" mandate against

Democrats, then perhaps your
mathematics professor failed to

teach you about numerical majori-

ty-

Saavedra also suggested that

Wenman has a "narrow political

perspective." I must question the

impartiality of a Demiacratic con-
gressional aide whose paycheck
depends upon his Democratic
boss winning his next re-election

bid.

If anybody should be accused
of one-sidedness. it should be
someone who has a strong, vested
interest in outcomes of congres-
sional elections (in case you
haven't figured it out, that would
be you, Mr. Saavedra) and not a
college student who is not a full-

time employee of either party.

Throughout the column,
Saavedra refers to Republican

lawmakers as "PAC-sellouis."

Republicans as PAC-sel louts?
Where have you been during the

last couple of decades? The truth

is that Democratic candidates rake

in disproportionately large

amounts of PAC money compared
to their Republican counterparts.

So if Sen. Phil Gramm is a

"sellout" because he has taken

PAC contributions, then add Tom
Foley, Richard Gephardt, Dan
Rostenkowsky, Sam Nunn,
George Mitchell and the rest of
the Democratic leadership on that

list. If fairness is what we are

after, then we should apply
Saavedra's self-righteous stan-

dards on his Democratic friends

as well.

Saavedra names several

Republican candidates who have
less-than-noble characters.

Admittedly, Ollie North, Conrad
Bums and David Duke are not

pillars of decency. But there are

other names Saavedra conve-
niently forgot to mention.

Here are some other names for

you to ponder: womanizing
Chuck "the all-hands-massage"

Robb, stamp-stealing Dan "the

ghost-employee" Rostenkowski,
alcohol-guzzling Ted "the Jack
Daniels" Kennedy, cocaine-sniff-

ing Marion "I-was-framed"
Barry, and even the biggest

granddaddy of them all, draft-

dodging, pot-smoking,

Whitewater-izing, wishy-washy
Bill "the I-feel-your-pain"

Clinton who cannot keep his

hands off anybody of the opposite

sex.

Indeed, members of the

Democratic leadership are exem-
plary demonstrations in personal

character to us all.

Saavedra writes, "the next two
years will cleariy be a change."
For once, we agree. After decades
of pouring money into govern-

ment programs that were
designed to carry Americans
"cradle to the grave" and raising

taxes to finance these dubious
social programs, we can now
look forward to the decreased

role of government in our lives.

Instead of the bloated bureau-

cracy of Democrats, we can final-

ly cut pork so prevalent inside the

Beltway. For example.

Republicans will soon implement
plans to cut congressional staff by
a third. Perhaps that's why
Saavedra is pouting.

The last election was cleariy a

fundamental shift of the elec-

torate to the right. And if

Democratic congressmembers
and their aides continue to fool

themselves and do not recognize

this shift, they will soon find

themselves in the ranks of the

unemployed.

Chung is a sophomore majoring
in political science.

You're thinking. You're talking.

You have ideas.

You want others to hear them.

The Viewpoint editors are waiting
for your submissions.

Daily Brubi
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A Time to Kill

Jean Reno (above). Gary Oldman (below left) and Danny Aiello (right), play, respectively, a hitman, a crooked cop and a mafia don in Luc Besson's The Professional

By Michael

Horowitz

Daily Bruin

Senior Staff

A match lights a cigarette.

A penetrating eye fills the
screen.

Danny Aiello speaks.

"Usually when I'm onscreen,
it's very difficuU to watch myself,

but if I do, I see a composite of
myself," he says. But Luc Besson,
esteemed French director of The
Big Blue, La Femme Nikita and
many others, showed Aiello differ-

ently in The Professional.

"He told me from the begin-
ning, 'We're going to do different

things here. I want to hit you with
the eye,'" Aiello says, "then you
see wrinkles, my eye, there's noth-

ing charming about it, and you
hear me speaking."

Aiello is entranced with the con-

J

The Natural
Danny Aiello escapes into acting

while enduring real-life problems

/k

ifi

cept. "I've never been able to dis-

sect myself in that way," he com-
ments. "I find myself much more
interesting that way."

He started out as a bouncer in

New York and made his transition

into acting without the benefit of
training. Performing was a desire

of his for a simple reason: "I want-
ed to be loved by the greatest
amount of people humanly possi-

ble."

Sitting in the Westwood
Marquis overlooking UCLA's East

Campus, Aiello talks to the Daily
Bruin about his acting, his new
film, European film and the recent

disruptions of his life. Never one
to say a single word when he could

say two, his comprehensive
answers make conversation easy.

He doesn't dodge questions, he
doesn't hold himself back in any
way. And he attributes most of the

worid's problems to drugs.

"I don't think that you've really

experienced acting until you've
done a European movie," he
declares. He considers The
Professional European.

"There's a certain vision I don't

see in American movies. I don't

know if it's better, worse or what it

is, but there's something very pure
about the approach they take to

motion pictures."

Aiello saw La Femme Nikita
and realized Besson was a director

he needed to work with, but he
hadn't put out feelers yet when
Besson approached him.

"Even without seeing the
script," he says, "he dropped this

word on me, and I knew it was
something I wanted to do, and I

said yes."

The role of Tony, an Italian mob
boss who guards over his emotion-
ally undeveloped hitman (Jean
Reno), was initially too brief to

attract Aiello. But Besson, who
also writes his films, was more
than happy to expand the role.

"It still isn't as big as the parts I

usually take," says Aiello, "but it's

a vital part and it's integrated nice-

ly throughout the motion picture. I

^aid 'double yes.'"

Besson probably needed a New
York authenticity in his film,
guesses Aiello. The veteran actor
has been remarkable in his ability

to anchor films with his believable

screen presence. "I never got cred-

it for being an actor," he explains,

"people would say, 'He's the guy!
He's not acting!' That means
you're natural."

"The hardest thing in the world
to do," starts Aiello, "is to do
something so natural that the crit-

ics think, it's too easy, so how dif-

ficult could it be? Does that make
sense? I think I bring a recogniz-

able reality to the screen."

Talents such as Woody Allen,

Norman Jewison, Spike Lee and
recently Robert Altman have "rec-

ognized" his skill. The last recent-

ly directed him in Prer-a-Porter,

the mega-cast Parisian modeling
opus to be released later this year.

See AIELLO, page 17

Besson's Trofessionar

combines European
sophistication with

Style in the American
. action movie genre

By Lael Loewenstein
Dally Bruin Staff

When 12-year-old Matilda (Natalie
Portman) asks her neighbor Leon (Jean
Reno) what he does for a living, he paus-
es before answering. "I'm a cleaner," he
replies flatly. Matilda, having inadver-

tently discovered Leon's arsenal of guns,
explosives and assault rifles, knows
exactly what kind of cleaner he means.
That exchange, and the resulting

friendship between Matilda and Leon,
forms the core of The Professional, Luc
Besson's stylish, striking new film.

Coming on the heels of Besson's smash
success La Femme Nikita, The
Professional carries a truckload of
action-movie expectations - and it deliv-

ers. More than an aclion_thriller, it is a
most unusual love story.

Before the love story begins, we meet
the title character, the enigmatic hitman
Leon. Furtive, stealthy, and methodical,
Leon moves like the professional that he
is. He emerges from the shadows to

claim a victim with swift, almost artful

precision, killing with grace, cleanliness

and exquisite beauty. We never see his

victims struggle or watch their faces
explode: a splash of blood against the

wall and a pair of dangling feet amply
suggest the violence Leon inflicts.

^y comparison, corrupt Drug
Enforcement Administration official

Gary Stansfield (a superbly over-the-top

Gary Oldman) and his band of hoods
operate like amateurs. When one drug
deal goes awry, they storm into the
apartment and gruesomely murder every
one of its occupants, from the father who
wronged them to the 4-year-old boy who
did nothing at all.

The massacred family belongs to

Matilda, spared the same fate only
because she was out buying milk.
Returning to find a bloodbath in her
apartment, she seeks refuge with Leon.
When she learns what he does, Matilda
resolves to become a "cleaner" as well,

hoping to avenge the death of her little

brother with his help.

Leon refuses, insisting that he works
alone. But Matilda won't be dissuaded.

"Bonnie and Clyde, Thelma and Louise
- they didn't work alone," she reminds
him before demonstrating just how seri-

ous she is. '^L.

Grudgingly consenting to her terms,
Leon allows Matilda to stay with him.
She teaches him to read; he teaches her

to shoot. Remarkably, this unlikely
friendship between the gruff, thirty-

something hitman and the precocious
child works. And when Matilda
announces she has fallen in love with
Leon, her feelings somehow makes
sense. For once, this impervious killer is

weak in the knees.

Aided by a Mafia don (Danny Aiello),

Leon rescues Matilda from a scrape or
two before the final, inevitable con-
frontation with Stansfield and his ever-

expanding gang of stormtroopers.

With a fairly thin plot. The
Professional is short on substance and

long on technique, but Besson is a mas-
ter stylist. Whatever deficiencies the

film has - Leon's character, for instance,

is not fully developed - are more than

compensated for by Besson's dexterity

with the camera. Besson uses the screen
like a painter uses his canvas. He fills it

with memorable images: sunlight
streams through a wall riddled with bul-

let holes, a cluster of bubbles wafts
through the air as a murdered bubble
bather slumps over.

-%'V-'^^^^

Besson wisely chose two strong and
empathetic actors, Portman and Reno,
for the central roles. This shrewd cast-

ing, along with the elements added by
composer Eric Serra's pulsing, percus-
sion-inflected score, creates a com-
pelling work.

In his first English-

language venture,
Besson demonstrates
he's more than capa-

ble of meeting the

demands of the

American action
movie genre. With a

respected European
career behind him and
a promising directori-

al future ahead,
Besson, too, is worthy
of being called a pro-

fessional.

FILM: The
Professional. Written
and directed by Luc
Besson. Starring Jean
Reno, Gary Oldman,
Natalie Portman and
Danny Aiello. Opens
citywide today. Natalie Portman portrays Matilda, the young

protege of a hitman in The Professional.

By Mike Horowitz
Daily Bruin Senior Staff
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It's the 24th century, and they still haven't thought of
seatbelts. Not that watching Starfleet extras being huHed
about the cabin isn't amusing, but it's one of the peculiari-

ties of the "Star Trek" universe that the state-of-the-art

Enterprise is about as ergonomic as a bulldozer. You'd fig-

ure after a few centuries and six movies of being bashed by
Klingon photon torpedoes and Shockwaves of all shapes and
sizes, they'd pad some of the metal walls, but somehow the

spaceship remains a health violation of intergalactic propor-
tions.

Oh well, just another inconsistency, of which there are
many in Star Trek: Generations, the official handing of the

"Star Trek" baton. We let these sci-fi hangups slide ...

because this is Star Trek. And even tjiough the franchise
wronged a few million of us irreparably with Star Trek V,

we forgive them because, among other reasons. Captain
Kirk (William Shatner) is one hell of a stud.

Yet Kirk doesn't lodge a hell of a lot of movie minutes on
his stud time card here, he's only around to depart his cumu-
lative wi«;dom and to appoint Picard (Partick Stewart) as his

successor. And jy^hengycr you' ve jjptj^ lack of Kirk you've

'Generations' draws fans

with Trek' style intact -^

got to make it up with peripheral characters, i.e. the "Next
Generation" gang.

"Star Trek" creator Gene Roddenbcrry's tranquil utopic

universe is this time interrupted by an obsessed scientist,

Soran (Malcolm McDowell) and his destructive plan to

enter the Nexus. It's not the Nexus itself the Starfleet is wor-
ried about, it's actually just a blissful frame of mind, but
Soran needs to nuke a star or two and wipe out some planets

to get his way, and here lies the crisis.

Enter the seatbelt-free 24th-century Enterprise, just out
for a spin in a media event relaunching, conveniently not

battle-ready. As it's half-assed Starfleet captain (Alan Ruck)
is ashamed to say, everything was supposed to be installed

Tiiesday.

The maneuvers and battles that follow arc engaging, not
just because Picard continually commands "Engage!"
Writers Ronald Moore and Brannon Braga have worked out
i^compelling script with some slow but effective twists and

turns. It's not Wrath of Khan, but it's better than searching
for God.

Veteran TV director David Carson is definitely compe-
tent, but he makes some moments seem like a TV show, not

the best way to spend $30 million. The special effects are

impressive, especially for one thrilling crash sequence, but

they still look slightly fake. You may have to squint to sus-

pend your disbelief.

This brings us to Data (Brent Spiner), the most annoying
inhuman character to hit the screen since the robot in Short
Circuit. In the first half of Generations, an emotion chip is

planted in his head and his rickety struggle with human feel-

ings is a trial to observe. Teaching Spock to care was a chal-

lenge, instilling morals in the Terminator was humorous, but

watching Data laugh his android ass off is a severe waste of
time. Where's an open airlock when you need one?
And so the "Star Trek" film line is passed from the too-

old-for-primelime cast to a new collection of token space
warriors. No major hitches and the future looks as bright as

ever. Fasten your, um, never mind, warp speed ahead!

I

FILM: Star Trek: Generations. Written by Ronald Moor and
Brannon Brnga. Directed by David Carson. Starring Patrick

Stewart Brent Spiner and Makx>tm McDowell. Open$ todayL^
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d old rock 'n' roll at 'Smokey Joe's Cafe'
By Jennifer RichnKNid

^ Daily Bruin Staff

If golden oldies are a favorite, then "Smokey Joe's
Cafe, The Songs of Leiber and Stoller" should be at

the top of your list.

Directed by Jerry Zaks, the musical review takes^
of Leiber and Stoller's popular rock tunes, addl some
amazing dance routines and creates a spectacular pro-

duction.

The production starts off slow with "Neighbortiood"
and then picks up a pace that never stops. Although the

variety ranges from rock 'n' roll to love ballads, the

cast never loses their energy. Each song is just as jam
packed with pizzazz as the next.

What makes "Smokey Joe's" so enthralling is that

there's no corny story line scrambling to tie all the

songs together. While there really is no plot line, Zaks
manages to create stories by grouping streams of songs
that naturally work together and create their own tale.

In one segment, couples in Smokey Joe's cafe are

listening to Ken Ard sing "Loving You." Victor
demands his girl to "Treat Me Nice" with such convic-
tion that her retort, "You Ain't Nothing but a Hound
Dog," shocks him as much as it delights the audience.

The battle of the sexes takes a different turn when
the men leave their dates to ogle over the stripper

"Little Egypt." The revolted women prove they don't
need this crap with "I'm a Woman" and leave the men
stranded and dateless, prompting a hysterical version
of "There Goes my Baby."

There's so much energy emanating from the stage,

the audience can't keep from yelling, cheering and
clapping in time to the music. When Adrian Bailey
loses his date and throws a 10-year-old temper
tantrum, the audience roars with laughter When the

Spectacular production

combines golden oldies,

amazing dance routines

In several solo numbers some got to especially strut

their stuff. "Teach Me How to Shimmy" and
"Jailhouse Rock" use Robert Torti's voice to it's full

capacity, while DeLee Lively enthralls with her amaz-
ing dance skill. Her "Shimmy," performed in a fringe-

covered mini-dress, is enough to make the strongest
poker face break into a sweat.

All this energy and great coordination is owed to
Joey McKneely 's brilliant choreography.

Torti and Lively are challenged by the rock num-
bers, while Ard shines in the ballads. He sings the bit-

tersweet "Spanish Harlem" with enough longing and
devotion to tears one's heart out. But it's his dance
with accomplished Brenda Braxton that paints thc_
complete picture of his sensual desire. It evokes
Ginger Rogers and Fred Astaire's routines from their

slew of *50s films.

These songs begin to bring back the *50s and the
costumes finish the job. From the mohair sweaters and
tight skirts to the saddle shoes and colored chinos,
William Long's costumes fit each routine perfectly,
acting as the white-walls on a '57 Chevy.

The ads say "Smokey Joe's Cafe" has "music that

makes you want to dance." If you're not tapping your
toes from the start, there's no doubt you will be by the
end. As a matter of fact, you'll probably want to rush
out to the nearest *50s diner, don your bobby socks and
swing till the sun goes dowii>-

—

"Smokey Joe's Cafe, The Songs of Leiber and
Stoller. " now playing at the Doolittle Theatre.

women assert their womanhood ia" I'm a Woman,'
all of the women in the audience cheer in solidarity.

STAGE: "Smokey Joe's Cafe, the Music of Leiber and
Stoller." Music and lyrics by Jerry Leiber and Mike
Stoller. Directed by Jeny Zaks. Choreographed by Joey
McKneely. Running through Jan. 22 at the James A.
Doolittle Theatre. Performing Tuesday through Saturday
at 8 p.m. with matinees Saturday and Sunday at 2 p.m.
TIX: $1 5^9. For more info call: (213) 366-3500.

New version of 'Miracle' is a liard act to swallow
Remake fails to

recreate timeless

feel of the classic

By William O'Hara

Just in time for Thanksgiving,
Fox brings iis a remake of an old
Christmas movie. Miracle on 34th
Street. Fitting, because this shop-
worn Santa Claus caper is a real

turkey. Or rather an insincere one.
Gobble gobble.

Project chief Dorey Walker (an

apathetic Elizabeth Perkins) needs

a new Santa Claus for the big
parade, because the other one is a

drunkard. (Har har har! How time-

less and suitable for children).

Enter one Kris Kringle (Saint
Richard of Attenborough) who
grabs the sleigh and gives the fman-
cially beleaguered Cole's depart-

ment store its most profitable
parade ever. Before New York
knows what hit it, everybody's
cukoo over Santa Claus! Though
Dorey remains skeptical, Mr.
Kringle works his magic over her
young daughter Susan (Mara
Wilson) and Dorey's long-suffering

suitor Bryan (Dylan McDermott,
who is upstaged by Mara Wilson

even in scenes where she does not

appear). Anyway, Santa gets
framed and only the courage of a
little girl can keep him out of the

loony bin. Salivating readers will

not find the outcome printed here,

but rest assured, the prtmacy of
Christian doctrine is affirmed ... and
little Susan Walker gets her dream
brownstone in the Hamptons.

Miracle on 34th Street cloys with

scientific precision. To recreate the

timelessly classic feel of the origi-

nal 'Miracle, Director Les Mayfield
apparently chose not to remove the

vaseline from the camera lens for

the duration of the picture - except
crowd shots which were "filmed"

inside the hard drive of a VFIX
image processor. (Frank Capra's
favorite image processor.) The fine

cast labor under a double lamina-
tion of genre type-casting and
dated, back-dated, dialogue.
Ultimately, Miracle's well-inten-

tioned artifice decomposes like

plum pudding that no one ate, and
that no one hopes to see reheated
for Christmases yet to come.

FILM: Miracle on 34th Street.
Written by John Hughes and
George Seaton. Directed by Les
Mayfield. Starring Richard
Attenborough, Elizabeth Perkins,
Dylan McDermott. Mara Wilson is Susan Walker

in Miracle on 34th Street.

Films examine ciianging boundaries
of cuiture, imagination and passion

^

Filmmaker Enzo Monteleone to be present for showing of La \/era
Vita on campus Saturday.

Masters of 'New
Italian Cinema'
exhibit recent

works at Melnitz

By Barbara Hernandez
Daily Bruin Staff

Many amateur film enthusiasts

cite Fellini as one of the arbiters of
Italian and modern cinema, but
where are its present cinematic
messiahs?

The UCLA Film and Television
Archive and NICE , along with the

Italian Cultural Institute and the
Italian Heritage Culture
Foundation bring today's masters
of Italian films to Melnitz this

weekend with the second season of
"New Italian Cinema." The films,

all 1994 releases, examine the
ever-changing boundaries of class,

culture, memory and their effect on
the Italian psyche,

"This selection of films offers a
window on the newest trends in

Italian filmmaking," says Elisabeth

Greenbaum, director of the
Archive, "as well as a look at a

country in transition both political-

ly and cinematically."

"Many of the directors of these
films, all presenting their first or
second feature, will be on hand to

answer questions," Greenbaum
adds. "It's not an opportunity to be
missed."

Allessandro D'Alatri, whose
film Senz/a Pelle (No Skin) about an
alienated young man finding feel-

The Films examine ...

class, culture, memory
and their effect on the

Italian psyche.

ing, will attend his film's U.S. pre-

miere at 7:30 tonight. Senza Pelle
uncovers the vulnerability in rela-

tionships and the inevitable choice
between two people.

On Saturday, the Archive hosts a

symposium called "The
Boundaries of Production: The
Aesthetic Consequences of
International Film Financing"
from 1 1 a.m. to 1 p.m. Along with

various UCLA film professors,

D'Alatri, producer Agnese Fontana
and director Gabriele Salvatores

(Mediterraneo) will discuss the

state of financing and international

film. The group will accent Italian

filmmaking in the context of the
burgeoning European market at

large.

Also on Saturday arc screenings

of Giacomo Campiotti's Come
Due Coccodrilli (Like Two
Crocodiles) and Enzo
Monte leone's La Vera Vita Di
Antonip H (The True Life of
Antonio H) scheduled to begin at 2
p.m. Come Due Coccodrilli,
Campiotti's epic of bitterness and
revenge, spans one day in a man's
life that changes him irrevocably.

Monteleone 's La Vera Vita, pre-_
sents a half imaginary documen-
tary about an Italian actor, Antonio
Hutter, who meets famous people,

takes screen tests and eventually
lands a big role in Bertolucci's The
Conformist. According to
Monteleone, "[It'sJ a film on act-

ing, on the hardships and enthusi-

asms of this strange, wonderful
profession."

On Sunday, Nov. 20th, Pasqualc
Pozzesseere's Padre e Figlio
(Father and Son) and Guido
Chiesa's Babylon round out the
evening, beginning at 7 p.m. Padre
e Figlio runs the gamut of filial and
paternal duty, with a misguided son

See nWAH, page 17
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Dinosaur Jr/s painful set leaves audience throbbing
Band brings louder

than normal style

to Santa Monica
By Brian Remick

Maybe it was the abnormally noticeable

. buzzing sound that the dozens of amps
were making between songs. Or, it might
have been the hundred or so people who -

walked out into the lobby during the show
(and it wasn't to go to the bathroom). No,

-ihcre was definitely something that was
different about the Dinosaur Jr. concert
Wednesday at the Santa Monica Civic
Auditorium - could it be that it was too
LOUD?!?!?!

Dinosaur Jr. is on tour promoting their

latest album, Without a Sound.
Now, concerts are loud - this is a fact

that people are aware of even before they
buy tickets. One expects to lose a small
amount of their hearing capacity. It's

almost like a self-inflicted injury. In fact,

even Dinosaur Jr. concerts are often louder
than normal shows. But, when the volume
is so high that the human beings are miss-
ing jSie top three octaves that the dog^out
in the cit^ of Santa Monica are hearing just

fine, softiething is wrong.
Of course these sound problems did

nothing to complement Dinosaur Jr.'s per-

formance, but the band did play very well
otherwise. J Mascis, lead singer and lead
guitarist (an unusual feat in itselO, accom-
panied by the perfectly synchronized team
of bassist Mike Johnson and drummer

George Berz, played a great set, featuring
the catchy guitar riffs and soulful vocals
that has made Dinosaur Jr.'s popularity
surge in the last year.

The Santa Monica Civic is not a great
venue to see any band perform, much less a
hard rock band like Dinosaur Jr. Although
the atmosphere can be best described as an
oversized garage, complete with a cement
floor, the acoustics are lousy. The sound
bounces off the walls as if the Civic is a
can of soup.

The crowd that showed up to Dinosaur
Jr. was simply a veritable plethora of
"alternative" music fans. Plaid and body
piercing were not uncommon, to say the
least. Most of the fans just stood around on
the huge cement floor, either not enjoying
the show or just too shocked by how loud it

was to realize that they were still alive. The
small crowd in front of the stage seemed to

enjoy the show the most, although they
might have very well been deaf already.

The most surprising aspect of the show
was the amount of people who were leav-
ing in the middle. They weren't leaving
because Dinosaur Jr. was playing horribly.

They were leaving because the guitar-play-
ing style of Mascis, who spends a vast
majority of time in his solos on the upper
frets^.did not ^omMne nicely with the
ample volume at the Civic. In fact,* the
lobby was quite an enjoyable listening
environment in comparison. Mascis has
even described his music as "ear-bleeding
country," a description that applies before
factoring in the sound problems.

It wasn't until the band played "Feel The
Pdin" that everyone decided that hearing
the band's latest single was worth the

J. Mascis, lead singer of Dinosaur Jr.. perfornled Wednesday in Santa Monica.

agony of going back to their spot on the

cement. The song definitely received the

most response from the audience, even
though it was hardly differentiabic from the

rest of the material.

Dinosaur Jr. continued the set with
"Repulsion," "Little Fury Things," and
"Thumb," each with its own blend of
aggressive baselines and infectious chord

progressions.

Although the volume wasn't turned
down to a bearable level until the encore
began. Dinosaur Jr. left the fans that came
to the Santa Monica Civic with a memory -

a memory that tfiey could take with thcni

all the way home and probably well into

the next morning - a memory that consist-

ed mostly of some kind of ringmg sound.
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Quibbling actors, shalcy ending mar torcti-passing
By Bob Strauss
Los Angeles Daily News

Retiring a legend is difficult.

Replacing one is even harder.

The cast and crew of "Star
Trek: The Next Generation" are

uniquely equipped for the mis-
sion. The syndicated television

series defied skeptics and won
over fans of the original 1 960s
Star Trek show, running seven
years as the most popular off-net-

work show in the universe.

Still, transporting the "Next
Gen" team to the big screen for
the feature. Star Trek Generations,
was a doubly daunting task. It

involved launching Capt. Jean-
Luc Picard (Patrick Stewart) and
company into bolder, more expen-
sive adventures, and finally part-

ing with Capt. James T. Kirk's
(William Shatner) original crew,
which had flown a highly success-

ful series of six feature films.

The transition provided for a
bumpy ride.

To begin with, only three mem-
bers of the legendary starting
seven - Shatner, James Doohan
(Scotty) and Walter Koenig
(Chekov) - signed on for the sev-

enth movie voyage. Leonard
Nimoy (Mr. Spock) and DeForest
Kelley (Dr. McCoy) were unhap-

py with the amount of screen-time

scriptwriters Ronald D. Moore
and Brannon Braga and producer-
writer Rick Berman provided for

their characters. Nichelle Nichols
(Uhura) ancl George Takei (Sulu)
also stayed home.
"They felt there wasn't enough

for them to do, and they preferred

to be remembered as they were in

the previous film. Star Trek VI"
Shatner said. "I called Leonard
and De - who are good friends of
mine - and asked them j)ersonally

to be in Generations. They both
reiterated what the other had said

without having talked to one
another."

The writers and Generations
director David Carson - all of
whom are veterans of the "Next
Gen" series and variously
involved with the current Star
Trek: Deep Space Nine and com-
ing Star Trek: Voyager programs -
meant no disrespect. Indeed, while
they certainly saw Generations as

a vehicle to bring their characters

to wide-screen prominence, the

demands of the film required mak-
ing ruthless choices about "Next
Gen" characters as well as the
original crew.

"This picture was conceived
from the beginning as a "Next
Generation" film; maybe the old
crew would have appeared, but it

was mainly about the second
crew," Moore said. "It was never
our intent for the two crews to
interact."

Initially, though, it was hoped
that all seven original cast mem-
berswould apf)ear in Generations'

Capt. Jean-Luc Picard (Patrick Stewart, right) and Capt. James T.

Kirk (William Shatner) on a new excursion in Star Trek Generations.

first 20 minutes, before the narra-

tive jumped 78 years forward to
the main adventure.

"Finding something for all of
them to do was very difficult,"

Moore said. "We didn't want to

start counting lines or slighting

characters who don't have much
to do there anyway."

After Carson came aboard, the

massive cast was naturally win-
nowed down as the story's themes
came more distinctly into focus.

"The script was a much more
unwieldy affair than it is right
now," said Carson, an English
television director who's helmed
episodes of various "Trek" series.

as well as "Northern Exposure"
and "L.A. Law." "I opted to go for

a simpler approach. As we worked
on it, it became apparent that it

was more and more a story about
the two captains than it was about
the two crews.

**The torch was going to pass
from Kirk to Picard. Therefore, it

became invidious to cloud the
issue. Finally, it became a good
thing to have Kirk and two of his

subordinates, rather than Kiric and
Spock, two famous guys, one of
whom gets short shrift."

The two captains approach was
also applied to the "Next Gen"
cast's order of prominence, but in

a more story-related way.
"Inevitably, Picard was going to

take the leading role in the film
from the "Next Generation's"
side," Carson said. "As far as the
rest of them were -concerned, I

think they understood very well
that they would have as good
scenes as we could make for them
for their (movie) debut, but that

they have always been an ensem-
ble. It was in that unity that the

film would succeed or not, rather

than everybody worrying about
the size of parts that they had."

Several "Next Gen" junior offi-

cers had more prominent roles that

complemented Picard 's personal
crisis, which drives him to con-
template issues of mortality and
the sacrifices of command.
Among those were Brent Spiner,
whose android commander. Data,
enjoys and suffers unfamiliar
emotions wrought by a newly
implanted computer chip. And
LeVar Burton's Geordi La Forge,
who gets hit by the chaos wreaked
by the unleashing of Data's new
emotions.

While he appreciated the
chance to stand out in their first

movie adventure. Burton would
have preferred a short break
between the production of
Generations and the wrapping of
Next Gen's final, elaborate
episode in the spring.

See GENERATIONS, page 17
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Yet for all of Altman's brilliant

direction and Euro-film feel,
Aiello voices his complaints about
the ways his films are made. A
recent Vanity Fair story detailed
the backstage brawls and battles
that plagued the shoot. Aiello
denies nothing.

. "I wanted to knock out two
guys on the set, they were two
actors, I won't say who they are,"

he says. "If this had been a differ-

ent walk of life, I'd have kicked
both their asses and laughed about
it. Bql it is after all a motion pic-

ture, it's some sort of collabora-
tive effort, and it should be, so
these things shouldn't take place.

"But when you put together 25
to 30 actors who are somewhat
big in their own fields," he says,
"and we all work in the same
dressing room, no one's treated
any better or worse than anyone
else, and after you finish shooting
your scene you still come back to
this area, it's not a healthy envi-
ronment.

"I guess it can work, and it did
for the most part, 90 percent of it

did," he says, "but there was that

10 percent where there were a lot

of problems."

Unfortunately, they weren't the
only problems for Aiello. Last
year someone closer to home
wronged him. In a highly publi-.

cized case, the Aiello family
found a thief within their midst.

"My daughter-in-law lived with
us for four and a half years, not

-witfrirs tuiT w i th my son ,

*^Ti¥
recounts. "She robbed us, almost a
half a million dollars. She signed
my wife's checks."

Fortunately she was brought to

justice. She has been given five
years of probation, and in a move
that probably fueled Aiello's fixa-

tion with substance abuse, admit-
ted to having a drug problem. He
finds relief in the ongoing manda-
tory testing she is subjected to: if

she fails a test she loses the child.

Because she's also admitted to
stealing from others, Aiello feels

Aiello on Directors

Aiello has a lot of praise for Luc Besson, director of
Tfie Professional, ancf he knows what he's talking about:

On Spike Lee:
Spike is a marketing and merchandising
expert, that we know. There's no one in the
world that puts themselves in a b^er positton
to nrjake a tot of itKiney than Spike Lee. He's
a^rpqrate structure, he's all over the place.
Butting all of those other things Into
consktealion. he's an extraordinarily talented
young man.

On Woody AHen:
Woody Allen's intellectuality Is in his face, and In his movwnent
he <toesf|1 artteulate it. He's a very simplistfc individual. He'll
try to make things very comfortable for you, which to me has
always been a challenge.

OnNorman Jewison:
Norrmn Jewison Is just a beautiful, beautiful
guy. Another guy who doesn't put hands on.
We||i^ there, and he knows wh^ he's doing.
Technfeally sound, emotionally sound.

On Robert Altman:
Altman Is a master. He creates an atmosphere that is electric,
and tt rnight be because everyone works for the same monev.

liS,!? ^\ S9*^?u."'?
masterful touch comes after he's finished

ftlming, I think It s In the editing room. He gets a lot of footaae
a Ig of insanity and wonderfulstuff and then stands in the
editing room and makes his movie.

.-^(to :
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ITALIAN
From page 14

and a father trying not to lose
hope. Chiesa's Babylon weaves
a tale of infidelity and jealousy
culminating into a twisted mur-
der plot. Gifted with a great
soundtrack and a hot young
director, it's the not to be missed
movie of the series,

Chiesa*s Babylon

weaves a tale of infi-

delity and jealousy,

culn[linating into a

twisted murderplot.

The last day of the series,

Nov. 22, concludes with
Gianluca Maria Tavarreli's
Portami Via and Paolo Virzi's

La Bella Vita (The Beautiful
Life) beginning at 7:30 p.m.
Portami Via tells the strange tale

of two men with empty lives

who try to raise enough money
to have two highly priced prosti-

tutes for a night. In La Bella
Vita, Virzi chronicles the love
triangles of a small town after a

firing at the local steel mill.

his best option at this point is to

publicize the event and hopefully
warn could-be victims. Ye t the
pain still lingers.

"I was so disturbed and devas-
tated," he says. "You must under-
stand, the Aiello family, we're all

open-hearted people, we take peo-
ple in, we don't push anyone
away, and we're not cynics. But
when you get hit with something
like this, it turns you inward. To
think while she's diapering our
granddaughter in the bedroom,
she's taking checks out of our
drawers. I cannot, in my wildest
expectations, understand how a
human being can do that."

GENERATIONS
From page 16

CHRIS SEUGMAh4/Daily Bruin

These feelings of hurt and
anger translate into sharper perfor-

mance from the accomplished
star. "The more devastating it is,

the easier the acting is," he shrugs.

"You divorce it completely and
the way you can do it is by act-

mg.

Thus, Aiello moves on to new
roles, preferably in European
films. He's encouraging Besson to

write him into the next project, but
he'd like a bigger role. Besson
seems interested as well, so we
could see a collaboration in the

not-so-distant future. After all,

how could Besson turn down a
natural?

FILM: "New Italian Cinema" pre-
sented by the UCLA Film and
Television Archive and NICE, in

association with the Italian
Cultural Exchange and the
Italian Heritage Culture
Foundation. Showing Nov. 18-
22. For more info, call 206-
FILM.

"This movie would haive been
more fun for us if we had had
some time off between finishing

10 months on the series' seventh
season and beginning the movie,"
Burton said. "And it would have
been a lot more fun for us if this

were truly a "Next Generation"
movie, which hopefully the next
one will be. I was pleased with
what Geordi had to do in this
movie. But because of the neces-
sity of making this a baton-pass-
ing movie, some of the characters
weren't as present."

Carson prefers the more excit-

ing sounding torch-passing to
baton-passing description. Indeed,
he went to great lengths to pack
his first feature with exciting
action - renegade Klingon
attacks, spectacular starship
crashes - and all on an abbreviat-
ed, 50-day shooting schedule and
relatively moderate $30 million
budget.

Test audiences responded to
most of the action. But when the

film's climax - Picard and Kirk's
confrontation with Malcolm
McDowell's world-destroying
villain - was over, audiences were
dissatisfied.

According to Carson,
Paramount chief Sherry Lansing
released $5 million for a reshoot
of a restaged, more compelling
last act - which Carson finished
Shooting Oct. 25, less than a
month before Generations had to

beam into theaters.

"The first version (of the end-
ing lacked energy and drive,"
Moore said. "The new one doesn't
change any plot elements of the
story, but it does deliver what
we'd intended that scene to have:
more impact and emotional reso-

nance."

WTiich is certainly how Shatner
hopes Kirk's last appearance -

really, really, really, really last

appearance, according to the actor
- plays. Regardless, he leaves the

"Star Trek" universe with a rich

supply of other memories.
"The part of Kirk was so well-

written, I got to do so many fun
things," Shatner said. "It's enter-

taining, people liked it, I liked it, I

love the people I've woriced with.

It all worked so well that it's a
shame to say goodbye. But though
it may be time for Capt. Kirk to

cease, the effects of "Star Trek"
will linger."

Hopefully, in the short run for
the newly embarking movie team.
Despite the difficulties, they feel

they've engineered a great launch.

But all agree that this enterprise

will only fly as long as it stays
true to the virtues the late Gene
Roddenberry established when he
created "Star Trek" 28 years ago.

"If it continues to hang onto all

of those ideals of the hopeful
future, and the desire to mix large,

allegorical themes with very, very
good enteriainment, I think "Star
Trek" will always be a winner,"
Carson said.
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Mon-Thur lla.m.-9p.m, Fri-Sat 1 la.m.-llp.m. Sun 12a,m,-7p

Buy, SeiiS Trade- New £ Used CDs. Casseites, Vinyl

CBfl V Off Every New & Used CD
With this Coupon
SS.gg or More
(EMCIudlno Sal* items)
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With this Coupon
$1 99 to $7 99
(Excludlno Sale Hams)
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The Match'Ups
Quarterbacks
Neither Quarterback has lived up to the preseason expectations, but the edge here has to be
given to use's Rob Johnson. Despite a nagging ankle injury, Johnson has passed for 1 777
yards and 10 touchdowns. UCLA's Wayne Cook has tallied 2,283 yards ancf 13 touchdowns

ling Backs
Trojan tailbaclfShawn Walters has reminded USC die-hards of the days ofOJ. Simpcon and
MarciK Allen, but the Bruins have their first 1.000-yard rusher in three years in Sharmon
Shah. Shah averages 109^ rushing yards per game, third in the Pac-10, conmaied to Walters'
106.3 (fourth in me conference).

Receivers
TTie Trojans' Keyshawn Johnson has come on in recent weeks, but even with Johnson and Ed
Hervey, USC can't compare to UCLA's healthy tandem of Kevin Jordan and JJ. Stokes.

Offensive Line
Injuries forced UCLA into fielding a patchwork offensive line throughout much of the season,
and the Bruins' inexperience is evident in a 4-6 record. Recovery helped in last week's romp
of Arizona State, but USC's more experienced line - led by AU-American Tony Boselli - has
the edge here.

UCLA, use

vv

Defensive Line
Neither team has been impressive in this category, and Saturday's matchup appears to bervenUCLA s rushmg defense is tenth in the Pac-10, while USC is rated eighth.

When UCLA has the ball...!

Washington (30) Shah (33)
Cook (15^
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Linebackers
Another toss-up. The Bruins are led by junior outside linebacker Donnie Edwards, who ranks
first m the Pac-10 in tackles for losses (21 for 108 yards) and second in quarterback sacks
(12.5). USC IS strong as well, with senior inside linebacker Jeff Kopp and senior outside
linebacker Brian Williams.

Z?
Defensive Backs -^^
UCLA will be without strong safety Marvin Goodwin, who clinched last year's victory with
a touchdown-saving interception, and comerback Carl Greenwood, who broke his ankle in
the second game of the season. Teddy Lawrence and Abdul McCullough lead a young UCLA
secondary' that falls below its Trojan counterpart not in talent, but in experience.

Special Teams
A year ago. the Bruins were an easy winner in this category. This year, however UCLA
p^acekicker Bjom Merten has struggled while USC's kickers have taken it up a notch UCLA's
Darren Schager is at the top of the Pac- 1 in yards per punt (43.9), but Trojan John Stonehouse
is a close second (43.7).

Intangibles
Obviously.^SC has more incentive to win this game. If die Trojans are victorious and Oreeon
loses to Oregon State, USC will be in Pasadena on New Year's Day. But, UCLA would like
nothing more than to redeem its six game skid with a three game winning streak - and a win
over Southern Cal - to end the year.

,
Smaih2) Cunningham (37) WIIHams{5>

• Kopp (35)

Knigftt 1 9) RraBr3d*e> 46) ^^^

When USC has the ball...
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Series

Memories
One city.

Two universities.

Sixty'three games.
In the UCLA'USC series, it is

impossible to pick out the best game
ever, the biggest play ever, or the
most impressive player ever. Every

Bruin and every Trojan involved in
the past 63 meetings ail have their

own books to write.

With thfU in mind, here are just a
few of the gcanes that have made
UCLA'USC one of the greatest

football rivalries in America.

1929- USC 76, UCLA
In the first ever meeting between

UCLA and USC, the Trojans handed
the Bruins their worst loss in the series.

1942- UCLA 14. USC 7
In the ninth game of the series, the

Bruins finally got their first win against

the Trojans. UCLA won the Pacific
Coast Conference and earned its first

trip to the Rose Bowl.

1944-USC13.UCUU.
In this rare season-opener, the

Trojans led 1 3-0, before Bruin running
back Johnny Roesch ran for a pair of
touchdowns with less than two minutes
left on the clock. Roesch's second
touchdown- an 80-yard punt return
with time running out- narrowed the

Bruin deficit to 13-12. Bob
Waterfield's conversion attempt hit the

cross bar, hung for a moment, and then

»fell over to forge a tic for UCLA. Red Sanders

1954- UCLA 34, USC
Head coach Red Sanders' Bruins

pummeled the Trojans, 34-0, en route
to a 9-0 overall record and UCLA's
only national championship. The
Bruins, however did not and could not
go to the Rose Bowl, because UCLA
had gone the previous year.

1967-USC21,UCLA20
With the Pac-8 title, the Rose Bowl,

the national championship, and the
Heisman Trophy on the line, no game
in the UCLA-USC series had more sig-

nificance than the 1967 clash at the Los
Angeles Memorial Coliseum. >

The Bruins led 2(>il4 in the fourth
quarter when O.J Simpson burst
through the line and scampered 64
yards for the game-winning touch-
down. UCLA'^ Gary Beban wouW end
up winning the Heisnian - UCLA's only
Heisman Trophy to date. The Trojans
went on to win in the Rose Bowl and

take the national crhampionship.
Simpson got his Heistt^ a year later.

1982- UCLA 20. USC 19
It was the first year of UCLA foot-

ball at the R0m BpwJ. and the Bruins
were lookiitg lo make u back to
Pasadena as they entered this UCLA-
USC game. A year before, UCLA was

denied a trip to the Rose Bowl by USC,
when Trojan George Achica blocked
Norm Johnson's game-winning field

goal attempt.

In 1982, Use trailed 20-19 witb no
time left and attempted a two-point
conversion. UCLA's Karl Morgan
sacked USC quarterback Scott Tinsley

to preserve the win and the Rose Bowl
bid.

1990- USC 45, UCLA 42
It was the game that simply refused

to end. In a 42-point fourth quarter, the

Trojans got in the last word, when
quarterback Todd Marinovich connect-
ed with wide r«»iver Johnnie Morton
on a Z3-yard touchdown pass in the
comer of the endzone.

1992- UCLA 38. USC 37
John Barnes, a walk-on quarterback,

was named the UCLA starter just prior

to the game. He became forever a part

of Bruin folklore when he and J.J.

Stokes connected for three touch-
downs.

With UCLA leading 38-31, USC
quarterback Rob Johnson marched the

Trojans down the field for a touchdown
and a chance to win the game. Bruin
linebacker Nkosi Littleton knocked
down Johnson's two-point conversion
pass in the end zone to preserve the

UCLA win.

1993- UCLA 27, USC 21

For the 22nd time in the series, the

winner of the UCLA-USC game would
go to the Rose Bowl
USC had won 1 5 of those games,

including the last 10 in a row. But an
interception by UCLA's Marvin
Goodwin in the USC end zone with 50 f'a'iy Bfutn ?«• pnoto

seconds left in the contest ended the USC coach John Robinson (left)

Trojan's final scoring drive and gave congratulates UCLA coach Terry
the Bruins their first Rose Bowl trip in Donahue after the Bruins prevailed,
eight years. ^ ^ 2019, in the 1982 game.
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12 Researcfi Subjects 12 Research Subjects 12 Research Subjects

Campus Happenings 9 Miscellaneous 9 Miscellaneous

V

Alcoholics Anonymous
Mon. DiKJuMtor,. Fri. Step Study, AU 3525

Thurt. Book Stix*y, AU 3626
Tubs, and Wed. Dteusaton. Oentol 23-029

All time* 12: 10-1:00pm
For<*:oholcsoflndMciuabwhohcivea

I

2 Campus Services

Bereavement Croup- UCLA: •Getting Through
the Holidays' For those who have lost a fami-
ly member to cancer in the last year. 8 week
session led by licensed clinical social worker
with 20 years' experience in grief and be-
reavement counseling. Contact Rhonda
Fleming Mann Resource Center for Women
with CancerAJCLA (310)794-6644 or Julie
Steckle, LCSW (310)473-9559.

4 Financial Aid

Cash for college. 900,000 grants available.
No repayments, EVER. Qualify imrnediately.
1-800-243-2435. '

7 Good Deals

$20.000 RFWARj;^
I

THANKS TO THOSE WHO RESPONDED TO
THE ANNOUNCEMENT OF REWARD FOR
INFORMATION REGARDING THE DEATH OF
A PATIENT ON NOVEMBER 29. 1993. IN UNIT
2-SOUTH OF THE NPI. ALL OF YOU ARE
BEING CONTACTED AND WILL BE
CONTACTED FOR FURTHER INFORMATION
AND VERIFICATION.

THIS HOTLINE PROGRAM WILL BE
CLOSED OUT SOON. IF ANY OTHERS WANT
TO CLAIM A REWARD IN EXCHANGE FOR
NEW INFORMATION. PLEASE CALL 21 3-599-

4945. AND LEAVE YOUR NAME. TELEPHONE
NUMBER, AND A BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF
YOUR INFORMATION. YOUR CALL WILL BE
IN STRICT CONFIDENCE. REMEMBER IT

WILL BE TOO LATE IN A FEW DAYS

12 Research Subjects

EARN MONEY for 1 S-minutes Work. Looking
'«'"»'« subject between 38-45, married, 1-
adolescenl chlW, to complete surveys dealing
with mid-life Issues. ToUlly confidenUaJ. Can
be done toUlly by mall. 3ia288^)775,

12 Research Subjects

Hyperactive boys with attentional problems
7-11 yrs, needed for UQA research profecL
Receive $20 and a free developmenUl
evaluation. 310-825-0392.

^^ ^^
I>1A . <: IBA 1. 1» I\KSS

.Males hctuccM. the ayis of IS and 4(1 needed to parlieipale in
research st„d>. Must he reeeedinu ;„,d have some hair h.ss on crown
In t-ood health. Mediinii (o dark hair. I air to medium scalp color.

Kiirn ii|) to $560
Ifli: SKIN Ri:si:ARCH 1 OLNDATION

Call (310)828-8887

Normal healthy boys 3-11 yrs, and their
families needed for UCLA research project.
Receive $20 and have a sctantlflc learning
experience. 310-825-0392.

1995 COLOR BIKINI CALENDAR
24 Page Full Cotor 1995 Catendar

Featuring 12 Gorgeous
1 00% Asian Bikini Calendar GirisI

$12.95 + $3 00S/H
Oder 2 lor Si a OS + S3.00 S«H
or 3 for $24 OS 4^ S3 00 8AH

GfMtGiftldMl VISA«MCCurtomM;MlTolFr»«
1 -eoo-777-11 67 or Mel • Ch»ek or Mt>n«y Ort»r»
MULTIMEDIA FACTORY
033 f«aa.LACAniMi

10 Personal

JEUNE AMERICAIN diplome a UCLA pariant
francais cherche francais(e)/francophone
pour echange linguistique et culturel. Appal-
lez )eff au (818)591-7827 (reponderur).

WANTED: 300 UCLA students to test new in-

ter-collegiate voicemail introduction service.
Absolutely Freel 818-986-9045.

1 1 Attomeys

HEALTHY BLOOD DONORS
for research studies in heart disease

Earn $50 foi a unit of blood. Must be
avaiUble for studies through June

1995. CaU 794-1864 for information

and screening appointment

AUTOMOBILE, BICYCLE OR MOPED AC-
CIDENTS. Slip and Falls. Business Law.
UCLA Grad. Close to campus. Free Consulta-
tion. Mitchell lO-eitenberg 21 3-384-3561.

7 Good Deals

I

• —

^

MILE HIGH MEDL\ GENERAL
• PRESENTS ' ,

,

I
V Betting Sports 1$ Top Dollar ^

[

" 1-900/562-1900 ext. 1977 I

^ 0°'y S2.49 per minute avg. Call 3 min. 18* Touch Tone Phone Req.
[L Tele Service I'SA. Hagerstown. MD 301/797 2323 l'

I Great Betting Lines/Point Spreads plus I

i
Current Scores & News--24 hr srvc. j

{
DOUBLE YOUR PAYCHECK !

L_$ •^^UCLA RULES • $ I

Bright Honest Lawyer
•Auto & Work Accidents •Falls •Wifls

•Medical Malpractice •Business Litigation

•JobDiscrim •Divorce •Trials

Call Susan Balistocky

1(818) 382-7055 or (310) 559-1406

Attn: Personal
Computer Users

Adier Welner Research is

iookino for people who run

shells on their PC - like

Navigator, Tabworks. etc.

Receive at least $50

call Burt at (310) 440-2340

ASTHMA SUFFERERS. Earn up to $540.00 in
your spare time. If you take daily asthma
medication you may be eligible to participate
in a research drug study with a new potential
treatn^ent for asthma. Contact (310)477-1734
ext 540 to find out how you may benefit from
this vital program. Allergy Research Founda-
tion. Inc. (Brentwood)

Bedwetting boys 7-11- yrs. and their families
needed for UCLA research Project. SubjecU
will receive $20 and a free developmenUl
evaluation. 31 a825-0392.

L

ASTHMATIC
VOLUNTEERS
NEEDED

for research at

UCLA Medical

Center. Age 1

8

to 70. Currently

using asthma

medications.

May qualify for

up to $560

compensation.

310-825-6745.

Women with PMS wanted
for 8 month experimental treatment trial entailing
monthly hormone injections (3 months of which
may be a placebo), use of hormone patches and
suppositories and weekly blood testing every

other month. Pays $100.

Call Linda at (310) 825-2452
UCLA Department of Ob/Gyn

9 Miscellaneous

Susan SMfTH lied about their

"KIDNAPPING" AND THEN

CONFESSED SHE MURDERED HER fi

LITTLE BOyS

Her SENTENCE?:

The Death Penalty:

1-900-336-S090extS63
$2.0(ymin, Av3 call 1 min
Mts coit $9.0QMadmi«n coit M.OO

Life WrrHour Parole:

1 -900-336-8090 ext fi64
$2.0(ymin, Avg call 1 min
^*<9«oit $S.O(VMadmum co« $4.00

CuKScrv. SkHMComm.
C«n<CA(4(a)M5-m»

10 Personal

VVNTED: 100 PEOPLE
Lose 10-29 lbs. in 30 days and earn $$$ do-
inR it 100% xuarantee. Call 310-281-8828.

ARE YOU SICK OF DATING ]
OUYS WHO D0N7 TREAT

YOU WELL?
Bflvirly Hills Malch Maker wants

Id Introduce you to a lit,

oRrocflve, super-sucoesslUI guy
who seeks a speckil rsktfkmMp

wttti atrUeNc. InMlgMi,

NERVOaS? ANxioas?
FEARFUL? WORRIED?

Research volunteers between the ages of 18 and 65
experiencing these symptoms for at least 1 month and
m relatively good health are needed. Volunteers will

receive a brief exam in order to determine eligibility.

Qualified volunteers receive free basic physical
exam/lab test and compensation up to $495 Q.

MEDICAL GROGP
Please call 1-800-854-3902

CALIFORNIA

F I r A S r ( A I. I

Feeling depressed, sad or hopeless? Lost

interest or enei^gy?

Sleeping too much

or too little? Crying

frequently?

Participants 18 to 65

needed for medical research study.

Qualiried volunteers may be compensated

up to $440.

1845 YEARS OLD NEEDED FOR MEDICAL

1 heaHhy females
RESEARCH—
STUDY.

QUALIFIED

VOLUNTEERS

MAY BE
COMPENSATED UPTO APPROXIMATELY $570.

CALIFORNIA

PLEASE CALL

ILLL&4

1 -600-654-0902

schizophrenia
Do you or a loved one .SLiffcr from Sciiizophrenia?

Qualified volutcers ages 12 and over may qualify for a

medical research study on .schizophrenia.Qualified

volunteers recive a free basic physical exam, lab tests

and may be compensated up to approximately $1650.

CALIFORNL\

PL E A S E C A L L 1-800-854-3902

New Medical Therapy
for Endometriosis

An exerting research protocol is

now underway for women with

pelvic pain and endometriosis.

One year of therapy without cost!

Interested women, ages 18-40

with a diagnosis of endometriosis

made within the last year

should call

Joanne Bower, RNP
at (310) 277-2393.

15 Wonted

Needed 2 ferriale singen, between the ages
of 21-26, with R and B influence Call 310-
572-222a

19 Sperm/Egg donors

\

15 Wanted

CASH FOR CARS. We come to you. Top dol-

lar paid. We do all OMV. We buy anything.

818-999-IBLnr(4289).

19 Sperm/Egg donors

EGG DONOR. Caucasian, female, under
age 35. $200(ydonatlon. 310-318-3010,
donor nurse, for recipient 1 2, Lynn Dever. M-
F, 8:30-4:30. Redondo Beach.

EGG DONORS NEEDED for infertile couples.
19-33 yrs, own medical Insurance. Special
needs for Uack, Hispanic, & Chinese. At
UCLA med center. 310-e25-9500.

EGG DONORS NEEDED: Healthy females

between 21-34years old w/medical In-

surance. Payment of $2200 for medical pro-

cess. Mirna Navat 31(MQ9-V>% Monday-
Frid^.

EGG DONORS NEEDED. Ail info confiden-

tial. Please call (310)285-0333.

If YOU'D LIKE TO HELP a couple who's
having difficulty getting pregnant or unable to
carry a child, cair31 0-820-61 80, ask for Bea-
trice.

20 Pregnancy

GIVE THE GIFT OF LIFE. Be a surrogate for a
childless couple. Must be at least 21. LA
area. $15,000 paid. 800-308-7367.

22 Health Services

ALONE-STRESSED-OVERWHaMED. Sup-
portive counseling. Individuals, couples,
groups. Ad/acent to campus. Carole Chasin
MA, IMF-20924. Barbara Shore, supenrisor,

MJ.2465S. 310-289-4643.

Friday, November 18, 1994 21

?? Hoaith Services

COUNSELINCmHERAPY with experienced
female PhD. 2-block$ from campus, free
parking. Specializing In young adult Issues:

Depression, anxiety, relationships, academic
concerns and family problems. For informa-
tion or consulUtlorv 310-474-8305.

PENIS-NIPPLE ENLARGEMENT. Professional
vacuum pumps with instruction. Gain ^'.3'.

Permanent- safe. Enhance erection. Dr. Joel
Kaplan 1-800-987-PUMP.

REACH PERSONAL AND ACADEMIC
COALS WITH HYPNOSIS. REDUCE TEST
ANXIETY. Increase concentration,
performance, self-confidence. Individual

appointments and classes. Experienced
psychotherapist for 1 7-years. Student Rates.
Call Laura Guilds MFCC. 310-207-0630.

30 Help Wanted
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30 Help Wanted

S6.63/HR. Work in fun atmosphere, i^hedule
around classes, Apply: Maureen O'Brien,
Cafe Sproul, 350 DeNeve Dr. 310-825-2074.

$7/hour-hbonus. Advertising consulting firm is

seeking persor^s to set appointments by
phone for our consultants. Minimum 2 years
college, telephone or outside sales experi-
ence a plus, immediate openings, P/T in our
Westside office. Call Norman Becker, Ad
Max Consulting group. 310-281-0355

5 YEARS AT UCLA and 3 years at law school
did riot teach me how make serious money.
Now I've learned the secret to wealth from a

millionaire who was willing to share it. Look-
ing for nfotivated people who want to maxi-
mize their potential on a full or part-time ba-
sis. 310-915-8088 or 81 8-757-1 303.

AAATTENTON LXILA STUDENTSI Puzzles
Fast Food Restaurant is hiring for Fall And
Winter quarterl NOW accept APS w/Pr«vious
restaurant experience. S6.63Air. FLEXIBLE
NrrE SCHEDULE. Call Dominic 310-206-
7687.

ACCURATE 60+WPM SECRETARY-BOOK-
KEEPER. Word-processing arvi computer ex-
perience preferred. 1 5-20 hoursAweek, flexi-

ble. Dr. Frank 310-888-8050.

ACTIVE FILM CO. seeks motivated individu-
als. Great opportunity to learn production
and development. Flexible hrVdays. Credit,
no pay. Contact Stacy Katz 310-559-7410, ex
11.

ACTORS/MODELS NEEDED. Auditions by
appointments only. For commercials, films,

and print ads. All types/ages needed. No ex-
perierKe necessary. No registration fees. Call
Today Image. 818-222-9091.

ADMINISTRATIVE ASSISTANT. Part-time,
full-time preferred. BH Software Company,
perfect English, WordPerfect required, Page-
Maker helpful. 310-859-7277.

ADMINISTRATOR/PROJECT ASSISTANT.
Corfiputer literate, Windows, Word profi-

cient. Senior/graduate with strong writing
skills. Flexible days/hours; no dress code/re-
ception duties. S6-$8. 310-395-1 41 4.

INSTRUCTIONAL
ASSISTANTS

Part-tiine Pliysical Education &
Spanish Bilingual Atsts needed. Also

aassroom. Sp.Ed. & Child Qr.
$8.79 - 11.22/hr. Assist with student

initnictjon and supervision. Subs also

needed. Call (310)452-0134 orapply
in person at the Sanu Monica-Malibu
USD 1651 16(h Sl SM, 90404 EOE

M/F/DA'

Need Part-time

motivated individuals

to work in a health

conscious

environment. All

shifts available.

Brentwood.

CaU (310)826-3050 '

ALASKA EMPLOYMENT - Fishing Industry.

Earn to $3,0OO-$6,0OO+ per Month -i- bene-
fits. Male/Female. No experience necessary
206-545-4155 ext A59342.

BALLOON CELEBRATIONS needs party dec-
orators, drivers, artists, and trainee managers.
Fast paced, fun, and creative environrrwnt,

flexible hours. Call 310-208-1 180.

BEVERLY HILLS LAW OFFKIE needs
filing/secretary and Word Perfect, part-time.

310-274-5252.

BUSY ENTERTAINMENT OFFICE, needs hard
working office support. Part-time position, re-

quires flexible availability. Need car. Fax re-

sume 310-276-5721, phone 310-276-3300.

CAMPUS POSITION AVAILABLE starting at

$6.63/hr. We work around your classes.

Immediate employment available for Fall

1994. Sunset Village Dining Services.

ConUct David at 310-206-7688.

CAREER
DEVELOPMENT

Entry level telephone sales of securities to in-

stitutional clients, flexible, part-time, will-

trair\/license, students and homemakers, Har-
ry 310-231-3333.

CASHIER NEEDED for Beverly Hills salon.

Saturday and Sunday included. Full-time.

Prior experience required. 310-274-6347.

CASHIER WANTED. WLA and Westwood.
Some Japanese preferred. 310-479-2530.
1834 Westwood Blvd.

CASTING IMMEDIATELYI Extras needed for

feature films, commercials, and music videos.

Earn up to $200 per dayl No experience
needed. Work guaranteed! Call today 213-
851-6102. ^^^
CITY BEAN COFFEE is looking for coffee
lovers full-time/part-time. Apply in person @
10911 Lindbrook Dr, Westwood. 310-824-
1340.

CLERICAL-commercial real estate firm seek-

ing temporary secretary to cover during vaca-
tion (1 1/28-12/13). Type SOwpm, knowledge
of MS Word a must. Call 310-458-6682.

COMMUNITY SERVKIE OFFKTERS (CSO's)

are hiring UCLA students nowl. $6.1 M^r to

start, up to $9.10. 1S-^h^s/wk. Flexible sched-

ule. Call 825-6760.

COMPUTER PROGRAMMER for PDA. per-
sonal organizer, experience in BASK! a must.
Familiarity with NEWTON a plus. Leave mes-
sage or fax resume. 310-476-0097.

B!EN&JEIlinr*S
VERMONT'^ FINEST ALLMTURAL ICE CREAM.!

Ice Cream Parlor needs
friendly and responsible

people for our Santa
Monica, Brentv^ood,

Century City, and Malibu
Shops. Various positions

(scoopers to managers)
and shifts available.

Call John at (310)788-9682.

<^ ]
. j— i -

I
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JO Help Wanted

COMPUTER SYSTEMS ADMINISTRATOR,
P/T. Requires krxMtfledge of DOS, Windows
lor Workgroups, Word for Wirxlows, Excel,

and more; experience with nrKxien>s and rem-

ote communication; capacity to install, train,

support and troubleslnxjt software probs;

ability to solve hardware probs. Must be
comfortable with both people and machines.

Fax resun^ to josh. 310-337-1074.

CONSULTANT SEEKS researcher/recruiter.

Female preferred. P/T, flexible hours. Work
through your home and my office. Computer
skills preferred. AM/PM 310-475-S380.

CRUISE SHIPS HIRING
Earn Lf> to $200(Wmonth on Cruise Ships or

Land-Tour companies. Seasonal and Full-

Time employment available. No experience

necessary. For information caH 1-206-634-

0468 ext. C59342.

DATA ENTRY CLERK. Temporary up to 60
hours. Flexible hour5^9AM-6PM. $10 per

hour. 1-mile south of campus. 310-477-

7502.

MOVIE EXTRAS
MODELS

ALL TYPES NEEDED FOR

MAJOR FEATURE FILMS

IMMEDIATE ASSIGNMENTS

310-659-8288

DEL MANO GALLERY. CHRISTMAS HELP.

Sales and giftwrapping. P/T-F/T. Call Kevin

for information 310-476-8508.

DRIVERS NEEDED- Full-time/Part-time. Cars

and Motorcycles. Must have valid CADL and

ins. Guaranteed Minimums. Mercury Dis-

patch Messenger 310-441-4588.

EARN $3S-$75/HOUR. Part-time independ-

ent marketing consultants needed. No experi-

ence necessary. All ages welcome. Hundreds

of openings available. Begin today! 310-281-

1975.

Energetic coffee-lovers needed immediately

to work Arrosto Espresso Bars in Beverly

Hills, Brentwood, and WLA. Apply in person:

262 S. Beverly Drive, Beverly Hills.

FILE CLERK NEEDED FOR SMALL LAW
FIRM. Must have reliable car and proof of

auto insurance. Full-time- $10/hour 310-550-

7993.

FILE CLERK
WESTSIDE LAW FIRM SEEKS part-time file

clerk. Must be proficient on Macintosh, MS
Word. Hours flexible. Please call Yolanda

310-826-7474.

GRADUATE ENGLISH MAJORS PREFERRED.

Need college essay consultant to help high-

school senior. Will pay $$$. Call Vanessa at

213-689-4006, 213-728-7077(evenings)
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NEW FACES NEEDED NOW
• For TV Commercials

• Movies

•Catalogs

• Videos

can Immediately

(310)e5948SS

GREENPEACE seeks committed full-tinr>e and

part-tirr>e people to change the world. Call

310-287-2210 between 3pm and 5pm Mon-
day-Friday.

GROOVE-BASED ROCK BAND with private

rehearsal space/recording studio (Santa Moni-

ca) ar>d LA Club experience seeks dedicated

male vocalist/lyricist. Denrm and experience a

plus. Call Ryan at 31 0-796-1063.

HANDICAPPED PERSON NEEDS DOMESTIC
HELP w/some typing experience preferred.

West Hollywood. SSAKXjr, flexible. 21 3-

874-2569.

HEALTH CLUB PERSONAL TRAINERS . Up-
scale fitness center. San Fernarxio West Val-

ley. Knowledge of kinieseology, human anat-

omy, or related. Exercise science background

a plus. Part-tin>e. Flexible hours. Tim

(81 8)705-6500 ext.256.

HIRING VALET PARKING ATTENDANTS for

the Holidays. P/T,FA positions available.

Nights and weekends only. $5.504-tips to

start. 818-788-4300.

In-line Skater needed for part-time holiday

season phone sales. Sar^a Monica. Flexible

Hours. 310-573-1543.

LAW OFFICE. Clerical secretarial positions.

Must know WordPerfect. Have office experi-

ence. Good typing skills, flexible hours.

Wilshire & Glendon. 310-475-0481.

•VMEXICO SPRING BREAK««(

e*BigBe«t Partiet/Best Price**
,

e Eam (Ffce Trips^Caah)

• (310)379-0409 or

• (800)798-1509 f

EARN UP TO $8.S(VHR PLUS TIPS
deanjng houses and offices. Call today
and go to worit this week. Tonsofworlt.

Full and part time work. Flexible

schedule. Work In your area.

Car neoassaiy.

Call today at 31(V45S-iai7.

LOOKING FOR FUN, ENTHUSIASTIC, intel-

ligent people to teach test prep for SAT. High

test scores and car required. We train you.

Start pay SI 3.50 hour (6-8 hours per week).

Send resume /cover letter by 1 2/1 6/94 to: The

Princeton Review, Attn: Personnel Depart-

ment, 10474 Santa Monica Blvd. #403, LA

90025. NO PHONE CALLS PLEASE.

MALE ATHLETIC MODELS being sought by

professional photographer for nude and semi-

nude modeling. S20Air. )ohn, 21 3-487-7462.

MALE MODELS. Asian, Latin or surfer types.

No height requirement. Hot head, cards,

posters, mags. Good money. Funl 213-664-

2999 24hours.

MARKET RESEARCH COMPANY in Van
Nuys needs individuals to work 4-6

hours/day. Evening, day, and weekend hours

available to do public opinion ar>d market re-

search. Must have excellent reading skills,

ability to write verbatim, and follow instruc-

tions. Call 818-725-4275.

MARKETING CONSULTANT'S RESEARCH
ASSISTANT with speedy, accurate wordpro-

cessing skills (WP5.1). Needed in the after-

noons. 310-820-3288.

MERCHANDISER. Place poster displays in

stores. Resporaible, quality oriented, 20-40

hours^veek. Own car, greater Los Angeles

area. S8-S12/hr. 310-621-1677.

Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer Inc has immediate

openings in our studio store for part-time

sales associates for the season with 6-months

-1 year sales experience. To apply please

conUct Ms.Palmer 310-449-3567.

MID-WILSHIRE, East of Farmer's market, P/T

sales. The Tennis Place. Great atmosphere,

weekend help r>eeded. Sales experience pre-

ferred. 213-931-1715.

Mortgage services firm in El SegurnJo is im-

mediately hiring P/T general office position

for 11 -3PM shift. Minimum typing speed 35-

words/min. $7.50/hr. Chris 310-348-7080.

NATIONAL INVESTMENT BANKING FIRM,

Institutional Department. Articulate, ambi-

tious senior for pA telemarketing. 29-hr^k.
Entry-level position, training ir>cluded.

Santa Monica based nattonal
Real Estate corporation seeks
office clerk to assist in property

management. Data entry, phone,
and organizational skills required.
'Part-ttme. Immediate opening

at S/.OO/nr.
(3 1 0)4.49-9029/0103

OFFICE ASSISTANT needed for busy, exciting

office. Challenging opportunity/lots of room
for advancennent. Type 40 wpm, MAC ex-

perierx:e required, 35 hour^reek. Call 818-

506-5518.

P/T ASSISTANT FOR COMPUTER SCHOOL
in WestwDod. Some bookkeeping skills pre-

ferred. 3 momingVweek. $8.50^. 310-

470-8600.

P/T DRIVER FOR FLOWER SHANTY, 30
hours/week. Clean record, corwcientious,

will drive company van. 1 1977 San Vicente

Blvd. 310-472-6063. --

P/T flood map analyst position at mortgage

services firm. El Segundo. Moming arvJ after-

noon shifts. Perfect for geography students.

$7.5(Vhr. Kevin 310-348-7080.

P/T position offered. Must be 21. Some
driving included in company car. Up to 20
hours/week. Starts at $7/hr. 310-820-1030.

Ask for ]anef>e ColdberR.

PA SECRETARY. GREAT GIG working for a

radio personality/author. $8^r. CASH.
lOhr/wk. Solid computer skills a must. (Test

administered) 818-753-3333.

Part-time counter persorVdriver needed for

print shop located in Century City. Applicant

must have car and must show valid California

Driver's License ar>d proof of car insurance.

Please call Mrs. Simon 310-203-0018.

Part-time person for office work in Century

City. Need mornings for sure. Call Fern 310-

785^288.

Part-time receptionist in lawfimn. 8:30-1:00,

hours flexible. Mon-Fri. Fax resume: Attn Iris

310-207-1301.

Part-time-Receptionist in Wilshire-area. Data-

entry required. Spice Hair Oasis 6399

Wilshire Blvd. Suite 119, Los Angeles.

90048. Ask for Spice. 21 3-658-7165.

PHOTOGRAPHER
NEEDED FOR evening and weekend party

events. Must be outgoing, frierxily, ar>d enjoy

taking pictures of people. Call Karen at 310-

915-1640.

Rapidly growing investnrwnt comparty seek-

ing P/T computer intern. College sopho-

more/junior, ability to work with DOS, Wind-
ows, Lotus 123, Word Perfect, and Foxpro.

Bilingual (English/Spanish) a plus. $7.00-

$8.00 per hr. Contact Nelson Jiminez at 310-

571-3700x231.
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RECEPTIONIST
ENTRY LEVEL, F/T or P/T, no experience

r>ecessary, start immediately. Hollywood.

213-463-0633. Advance to mana«ement.

REAL ESTATE/ BROKERAGE FIRM offering a

PAID internship/ growth potential to an

entreprer>eurial-minded individual. Learn

about the industry and gain valuable experi-

erKe. Duties rangie from light office work to^

active participation in leasin^evelopment

process. Must be compufjer literate ar>d have

own car. Fax resume to 310-458-6681

.

RECEPTK5NIST. WESTVy«X>D LAW offices.

M-F, 9am-5pm. $6A^r. Can do homework
on job. 310-470-3004.

RECEPTIONIST. WLA Accounting office.

9anv1-pm M-F. Professional phone manner
arxl appearance. $7Aiour. Contact Alicia,

310-477-0030.

RESORT JOBS- Earn to $12 / hr -i- tips.

Theme Parks, Hotels, Spas. + mort. Tropical

& Mountain destinations. Call 206-632-01 50
exLR59341.

SALES POSITION. Local phone and paging

company. P/T-F/T, flexible hours. Salary ne-

Rotiable. 310-475-4030.

SECRETARY WANTED: Someone organized,

efficient, for a busy RE office. Pleasant sound-
ing voice, fast typing, computer literate. Jo-

seph: 31 0-652-5566.

TICKLE OUR
TASTEBUDS
AND THE
DAILY
BRUIK
WILL

^ICKLE^
YOURS*

: Something's Cooking

attheBrjin!

Submit a personal

favorite recipe and If

it's chosen we'll

feature your name

and recipe in the

paper's classified

section.

Also get

$10.00 Ff7EE

on your

Bruin Gold Card.

BON^
APPETITE!

-drop recipe
submissions

at the
Daily Bruin front

desk-
225 Kerckhoff

Hall

The Daily
Bruin

Classified

Advertising

206-3060
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TODAY'S
CROSSWORD PUZZLE

ACROSS
1 Destined
6 Vatican head '

1 Greek goddess
14 Excuse
15 Sign
16 Musical

composition
1

7

Ewes' babies
18 Put on— : act

snooty
1

9

Coops
20 Tell a whopper
21 Desert plants

23 Sharp
24 — Ness monster
25 Prim
27 Yearn for

30 Come — may
31 Correct

32 Honey supplier

37 Greenish-yellow

38 Blaze up
39 Travel document
40 Route
42 Pops
43 Suggestive
44 Cosmetic
45 Contract
48 Native of

Copenhagen
49 Nonfat
50 Short trip

52 Crumple up
55 Posterior

56 Coconut tree

57 Striped stone

59 Poet Millay

60 Can. law
enforcers

61 Seized
62 Leap—
63 All right

64 Double or

secret—

DOWN
1 Autumn

PREVIOUS PUZZLE SOLVED

IoIsIcIaIrBuipioinmciriaibi
ciiaaDS misiinm dSQii]
L OG T c COS TB B E

S T E VIE D ORE H U 8 E

E D A Mto A 8 T E D
V 1 M E R M A A R 1

R E 8 N OB T E N D E R
L N E ma@ G 1 V E

E N D 1 V E s L E D V 1 A
G E T H 1 V E A L L

R E D H E A DH N E 8 T
A B E T s R E T R 1 E V E R
D L E W A D 1 8 T A G E

A N T E A M E N T R 1 A L

R Y A N F A N G s A N D Y

11-1 2-94 <0 1 994. United Feature Syndicate

2Jai^
3 Long— no see
4 Wane
5 Conflict

6 Cook (eggs)
7 Exclude
8 Outskirts

9 Naval off.

10 Aspirations

11 Fencers'
weapons

12 Soupy
13 Donkey
22 Mak^ a hole in

one
23 Outdoor toy

24 Nubby fabric

26 Gather leaves
27 Sandwich shop
28 Radiate
29 18-wheeler
30 Tired

32 Gambling game
33 Call forth ~^
34 Stack

35 Jacob's twin

36 Coarse file

38 Footballs
Tarkenton

41 Actress Moran
42 Musical

composition
44— overboard!

45 Playground
apparatus

46 Hair dye
47 "M*A*S*H" role

48 Short and thick

51 — mater
52 End a nap
53 Egyptian sun

god
54 Nick
55 Attention-

netting shout
56 Expert
"58 Joke

4—

_
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30 Help Wanted

SMALL LAW FIRM looking for a law clerk,

must have car, valid driver't license and In-

surance a must NO PHONE CALLS PLEASE.

Send resume to Engel and Engel. 9200 Sunset

Bl. Suite SOS. Los Angeles, CA 90069.

STOCKBROKER TKAINEE. Hardworking,

serious only. Long hours, salary plus com-
mission. Series 7 prefeiwed. Century City.

)ohn, 310-772-7905.

TEACHER ASSISTANT. Private school, near

to SFValley. 7 year old. . Hours 8-1 M-F.

Should be Mac literate. Begins immediately.

(81 8)998-1 782. ask for Helene.

TELEMARKETER :

Film promotion company in MOR. Seeks
person to schedule promos. P/T. Flexible

7^r.+bonus. Alex 310-821-1677. Leave
message.

TEMPORARY HELP WANTED, week nights

and weekends. Removal of medical records.

idflwur. Gail between 10am-4pm. Culver

City. 310-559-8823.

Tennis club/jpro shop r>eed$ P/T and weekend
help, tennis experience required. Call Ron
Cornell 310-475^511.

TO WORK WPTH CHILDREN ages 6-13. Art

background helpful, not mandatory. Must
have good writing skills and be MAC literate.

Hours 10:45-3:30PM. Begin immediately.

Call Helene 818-998-1782.

TUTORS WANTED
MATH, SCIENCE, SPANISH, FRENCH TU-
TORS needed for Sherman Oaks, Woodlar>d

Hills , WestWDod Centers. Undergraduate de-

gree required. $12/hr. 818-347-7616, 310-

475-5330.

32 Career Opportunities

32 Career Opportunities

FILMm'/COMMERCIALS, auditioning ac-

torVactresses. 1 3-35 yean, for lead roles in

major productions, send pictures 610 North
Glen Oaks Blvd. Burbank 91502. ATTN:
Casting or call (818)843-4228.

MEDKIAL RECEPTONIST/BMIER. F/T. Ex-

perience a must. Brentwood. Fax resume
996-1064.

SENIORS AND GRADS. Earn up to $30(Vday.
Excellent people skills required. Training

provided. 310-337-0790.

WANTED:
Cornt>lmtlon book keeper/ Secretary (rom

Andersen Grad. School of Management or

equivalent for Westwood Foundation

4hts./day. 20 hrsTweek, possibk) Fulljlinejob.

Compensation flMv.
calf: (310)470-3588

or fU r««um« to (310) 470-9538

Paid Management Internship

- Be trained in mktg, sales,

interviewing, motivation of

employees.customer relations, etc.

Eam minimtim of 2,500 to lOK

managing a branch of Student

Works Painting. Most hiring will

be completed by Nov. for

spring/summer positions.

Call (800) 394-6000 for info.

Wanted:
Ph. D./graduate student in School of Psychology/Psychiatry

or equivalent to tutor & worl^ w/ gentleman scholar in

Westwood. 2 hrs.. 3 times/wk. (Flexible hrs. & days).

Compensation $20+/hr. & open w/ Valet parking.

(310) 470-3588
Tutoring under direction of Professor of

Psychology/Psychiatry
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UCLA STUDENTS LOOKING FOR EMPLOY-
MENT, work around your classes, starting

rate $6.63/hr. Call Jelena at Hershey Hall

Food Service 310-825-7686.

Valet parking, holiday, P/T, earn up to $S+,

818-344-4254.

VALET PARKING. Attendants and Cashiers

needed for LAX MARRIOTT. Full-time and

part4ime available. Flexible schedules. Great

student job. For more information call 310-

337-5374.

WAITER/DRIVER
LA TO CO: Gourmet food delivery. Looking

for nr>otivated, energetic, and conscientious

delivery driver^rvaiters. Flexible hours. Good
money Fun work. Call (310)440-4455 before

10:30am, between 3-5pm.

We could be just the place for you. Cutters

Restaurarit, Santa Monica. hNring servers.

Apply in person M-F between 2-5pm. 2425

Cislorado Ave.

WRFTER'S EXCHANGE has work for creative-

ly-talented writers. Paperback novels, Norv

Fktion Books, Magazine and Newspaper arti-

cles. Essay, Screenplays. 310-209-0681 , Ver-

YOUNC MEN WANTED for nude and semi-

nude modeling. Good pay. knmediate work,

ail Derek 21 3-845-9669.

32 Cofeer Opportunities

ACTIVE AND ENERGETIC DISTRIBUTORS
WANTED wfth health and nutrition compa-
ny. Small investment, great returns. Call 310-

820-4330 or 81 8-78a-471 6.

ATTENTION DECEMBER GRADS: For-

tuneANC. 500 Companies searching for as-

sertive, $ny>tivated people to join their

saleVmgmt. teams. $40k potential 1st year.

Catt recruiter Stephanie Heimburger 818-

788-7550.

BARTENDER
TRAINEES

•no experience necassary
•earn$100-$200 doily

•more jobs tnon graduates
•nation wide job placement

NAnONAL BARTENDERS
SCHOOL

(213)3803200
(310)558^608
(818)994.8100

34 Internships

2-HR. ABC MOVIE. CAMERA AND ART de-

partment. Onset. 11/21-12/19. Contact Jud

Shannon. 310-996-3114.

ACTIVE, INDEPENDENT FILM PRODUCER
seeks student interrw to learn script develop-

ment activities in S.M. office. NO PAY, but

good opportunity to learn. 310-260-1405 or

310-394-7263.

aLEBRITY HOCKEY CHARITY GAME. Pro-

duction company needs skilled interns NOW
to help assist for event at the Forum. Call

310-286-6785.

INTERNATIONAL BUSINESS DEVELOP-
MENT firm seeking intern to assist with pre-

paration of monthly finarKial reports, bank

recoTKiliations, internal auditing reports, etc

Fax resume to Mrs. Robinson 310-829-4334

or call 310-829-3556.

INTERNATIONAL BUSINESS DEVELOP-
MENT firm seeking interns for projects relat-

ing to: US firms seeking to sell international-

ly, international market for US animated

classics licenses, manufacturers arvj repre-

sentatives seeking to expand domestic lir>es

with other international lir>es. Fax resume to

M.Robinson 310-829-4334 or call 310-829-

3556.

MERRILL LYNCH offering internships for

Winter and Spring qtrs. For juniors/seniors

business majors. College credit. 310-458-

3616, David Hunt.

WANTED: PUBLISHER'S ASSISTANT. Intern

Part-time. New, national, multi-ethnic teen

magazirw- Unity LA. ExperierKe on Mac.
213-935-5826.

35 Child Core Wanted

CHILD-CARE DRIVER. Responsible person

with excellent driving record and insurance

needed for 2-3 days after school. Call even-

in>ts 310-471-5633.

CHILD-CARE, PART-TIME, 2:30-6PM 2

BOYS, 10 AND 1 3. Must drive w/car. Brent-

wood area. References required. 310-273-

233(Vdays, 310-826-1876/eveningi.

CHILDCARE WANTED BY student couple in

our home for 1 8^month-old boy. SSAiour. No
houtewMvk. 10-15hoursAv«ek, very flexible.

310-826-4381.

Childcare, 6 & 12 year olds, rKtn-smokinR,

references, good wAids, have car, variable

hours arranged, SSfl^r, Santa Monica, 310-

828-5144.

ORIVER FOR CHILDREN. WED, FRL 3-6.

$6flv. Need car. Westwood. 310-273-

6036.

EXPERIENCED BABYSITTER, eveningsNvee-

kends. Brentwood, 2 children. Mi»t have car

and ewrel lent references. 394-4530.

36 Personal Assistance

RaiABLE STUDENT DRIVER needed to pick

up students from Campbell Hall, (Laurel

Canyon/Ventura Freeway). 5 daysAvwk. Sal-

ary nwMJable. Grnly 31fr47t-7KI&

49 Apartments for Rent

$525 MOVE IN SPECIAL. LARGE SINGLE In

security building with amenities. 1 2602 Ve-

niceBlvd. 310-398-1809.

$900 CULVER CrrV. Large, qui^, modern, 2-

bdrnV3bath townhome, dishwasher, a/c,

fridge, patio, gated parking. 310-837-0761.

$995. 2BR/1-1/2BA TOWNHOUSE STYLE
1.2 miles UCLA. 310-459-6800.

1 -MINUTE TO UCLA, Bachelor, $525, fur-

nithedAinfumished, utilities included, pool,

laundry, no pets. 310-824-3000

1 -MINUTE TO UCLA. Single, $475. Fur-

nished or unfurnished. Parking $90 extra.

310-208-2820.

1 380 VETERAN, top floor. 2-bedroom $1250.

1 -bedroom $925. Security, roof-top pool, Ja-

cuzzi, park-view, quiet building, parking.

Call for appt. 310-4775108.

3BR + 3BATH
Santa Fe Style condo, four units. Built-ins,

fireplace, refrigerator, air, washer/dryer.

Gated parking. W A/UCLA. Cable bonus.

$1495.310-471-0359.

BACHELORS, SINGLES, and 1-BORMS avail-

able, close to UCLA. Fum/Unfum, laurxlry,

no pets. From $525+ 310-477-2537

Beautiful 3-y/o deluxe apartment. 2-bdrnV2-

ba, 3-bdrnV2-ba available. 640 Veteran Ave.

Call fast 824-2036.

BEVERLY HILLS ADJ. 1&2-BEDROOMS
$65Q-$89S. SOME WAHARDWOOD
FLOORS. ONLY 1/2 BLOCK TO PICO BUS.

ASK ABOUT LEASE BONUS. 310-839-6294.

BEVERLY HILLS ADJACENT. Special Holiday

Rate. Beautiful 2-bedroonV6-unit building.

Full kitchen, appliances, laundry facilities,

parking. Walk to parkAennis. 310-839-1959.

BRENTWOOD ADJ. $625, 1-bdrm. $875, 2-

bdmV2-bath. 2.5 minutes to UCLA. Huge
Apartments. Quiet Bulkling. Garden Court-

yard, new carpets, new paint, refrigerator,

stove, laundry, walk-in closet, full baths.

Available now. 11260 MisMxiri. 310-207-

4000 or 310-575-0665.

BrentwoodI 3-bdrnV2-bath. $1600. Pool,

Ig. balcony, gated parking, central air. Near

UCLA. Add.: 330 S.Barrington, near Sunset.

310-471-2498.

BRENTWOOD, Sunny and large 3-bed-

roonV2-bath, Patio, North of Wilshire, dish-

washer, cat-okay, SUSC^month. Open 9-5,

11921 Goshen Ave. apt»1 . 31 0-207-0834.

BRENTWOOD. 1/2 BLOCK, south of

Wilshire. Upstairs, gated building, bright,

cheerful bachelor. Laundry, walk-in closet,

$490. Grad student preferred. 310-275-

7139.

BRENTWOOD. Lovely, cozy, bachelor/ette

room in beautiful country area, quiet home.
20-minutes to UCLA. $600. 310-472-6694.

BRENTWOOD. Sunny 2-bdmV2-ba top floor.

Gated parking, laundry. Fireplace, balcony,

security. Great location: Barrington &
Wilshire. $1300. 310-820-1932. AVAILABLE.

CHEVOT HILLS ADJ. $775, modern 2-bdrm,

1 1/2 bath, carpet, drapes, built-ins, refrigera-

tor,patio, carport, launidry, excellent transpor-

Ution and sKopping. 310-838-9052

Large single quiet area, Wilshire district, sep-

arate kitchenAiathroom, furnishecVunfur-

nished, trustworthy student preferred. Call

Dante at City News (eve) 714-773-4902.

$385.

MAR VIST\ $845, 2-bed/2-bath, 2-$tory cus-

tom townhouse. Gated garage, unit alarm,

central air, fireplace. 11931 Avon Way. 310-

391-1076.

MAR VISTA. $675. Near 405 freeway, Nice
1 -bedroom, new carpets, stove, refrigerator,

laundry. 310-454-0605.

MAR VISTA. $845. 2-bdrnV2-bath, custom
towr^homc, fireplace, gated garage, alarm in

unit. 12736 Caswell Ave. 310-391-1076.

Open 7 days 9-5.

MAR VISTA. 2-bdmV2bath. Custom town-

home, fireplace, gated garage, alarm in unit.

$795. 11748 Courtleigh. Door open 7 days.

310-391-1076.

MARINA SHORES. MDR/Venice border. 2+1

apartments. $745-$845. Sunny, airy, nicely

landscaped, parking included. Hard-

wood/carpeU. Walk to beach. 310-395-0591

or 310-829-0589.

ONE MILE TO WESTWOOD. Brentwood

adjacent Large single $625. Large Ibed

$695. 1 235 Federal Ave. 310-477-7237.

PALMS $595, 1 -bedroom security building,

very quiet, all appliances. Convenient to

campus. Security deposit $100. A/C, laundry.

310-837-7061.

PALMS $750, 2-bdniV1-ba, large upper,

small building. Completely refurbished, like

new. Must see to appreciate. 15-mins from

campus. 310-398-6622.

PALMS $825. 2-bdrm/2-ba, refrigerator, dish-

washer, stove, central air, fireplace, two urv

dergroufMJ parking. Quiet. Bus #1 2. 6-year

newsecurity building. 310-556-1688.

PALMS - $595
1 -bedroom upper. 10-minutes to UCLA.
Gated entry. Small, quiet building, refrigera-

tor, stove, dishwasher, miniblinds, carpets.

Free rent. 310-203-8814.

PALMS AREA. Large, quiet. 2bdmV2bath.
Verticals, carpel, oook-top oven. Students

wdcomel IncentivesI 310-559-6034 Jean.

_^zaL
^ ^

49 Apartments (or Rent

PALMS*371 7 CARDIFF
LARGE 1 -BEDROOM UPPER, $695. FIRE-
PLACE, EXTRA CLOSETS, STOVE, FRIDGE,
DISHWASHER, GARBAGE DISPOSAL. SE-

CURinr SERVKXS. NEWER BUILDING,
QUIET. 1 3-MINUTES TO UCLA. 310-652-
0647.310-836-7146.

PALMS, $485/MONTH, single, 3455 Jas-

mine. AppliarKes, pool, laundry, no pets.

310-454-4754.

PALMS. $995, 2-bed/2-balh, custom town-
home, fireplace, balcony, gated garage,

alarm in unit. One month free. 3614 Faris Dr.

310-391-1076.

PENTHOUSE VIEW
$575. Elegant, 1 bedroom, two entries. Sher-

man Oaks adj. Great kxation, half block,

markets, busses, near freeways. 818-399-

9610.

QUIET 2BDRM/2BATH Brentwood $1400.

Patio, pool, 2 car parking, remodled kitchen

and bathrooms. 310-472-1456.

SHERMAN OAKS. Gated, newer, quiet,

single, $450, 2+2 $750, 13406 Moorpark St..

818-222-8298

SPACIOUS SINGLE, Sherman Oaks. Walk to

Westward Ho market, refrigerator and free

unities, $65(Vmo., 816-788-0003

TWO BEDROOM $595
SPACIOUS, VIEW, walk library. Great Van

Nuys location. Minutes to Sherman Oaks,

shopping, busses, and freeways. 818-399-

9610.

UCLA, Bachelor, $425, full bath, 1 bik from

UCLA and Village, 638 Landfair. 310-208-

4253, 824-2595.

WALK TO UCLA. One bedroom, balcony,

free parking, laundry facilities, water irx:!.

$900. Bachelor $550. Single $650. 10944

Strathmore. (310)209-0968.

WEST LA. 1-bdrm $600, single $575,

bachelor $475. Single and bachelor include

utilities. 310-477-2696.

Diamond Head
Apartments
Short Term Available

1 bedroom $875
Fireplace, balcony with a

view, contemporary
kitchen

Grsat Building
N«goti«bl« R«nt

\lltonderful Managers
660 Veteran

Monterey

2 Bed / 2 Bath
$1150
$1250

Central Air/Central Heat.
Security building.

^ ^Wm Allow 4 in
1 Apartment

Now reserving for Fall

(310)477-0858

GENUINE UCLA

FU«NI«^;HEn BACHEIORS
From $ 495
I UMtNji'.nttj •-.irjt.Lt-'j

From $ 595
f I If (Ni'.ni- 1) 1 M» KHtJcjrwir.

From $795
'.HOM I T tur/l AVAILABLE
IIIHI < II V AfHO'.'i f r«oM

r.iir> cAfvipii"^. uc;i A
WAI K TO C.LA*%SES

WF«iT\A/OOI> PI A?A
APAHTMFNT^.

:.0 1 SO'
( ;» lo) 200 ucoo

""^ MAR VISTA
•"'

2BD. 2BA. 2 STORY
CUSTOM TOWNHOMES.

GATED GARAGE. CENTRAL AIR.

FIREPLACE. UNIT ALARM

* 12736 CASWELL AVE $845

A 11931 AVON WAY $845
* 11 748 COURTLEIGH DR. $795

^ PALMS •
2 BO. 2BA CUSTOMTOWNHOME

.

FIREPLACE. BALCONY. GATED
GARAGE. ALRM IN UNIT

(ONE MONTH FREE RENT)

* 3614 FARIS $995

CAU (310)391-1078

TOSEEmE
1^ LOVELYAf¥kRmENTS ^

49 Apartments for Rent

WESTWOOD 2-BDRAV2-BA, VC, laundry,

gym, Jacuzzi, 2 underground parking, alarm,

dishwasher, phone entry, walk to campus,

village. $1275/mo. 310-444-19S8.

WESTWOOD, SPANISH GUEST APART-
MENT, hardwood floors, all utilities, laurviry,

cable, parking. Residental. Available 12/1.

S575/month. 310-552-9244.

WESTWOOD- 2-BEDROOM/2-BATH, $925
AND UP. TILE KITCHEN, STEPDOWN LIV-

l»N!C ROOM. UNUSUAL CHARM. 1-1/2

MILE TO UCLA. 310-839-6294."

FURNISHED RESORT STYLE
^ ^ APARTMENTS

MINUTES FROM CAMPUS
STUDIO. ONE AND TWO BEDROOMS
r MONTHLV RENTALS
-^ - - * 900 Bi6 fl'i6j

CORPORATE DISCOUNTS AVADABl^

GREAT LOCATION!
3450 Sawtelle Blvd.—— 1 and 2 BD Apts.

Split Master Suites

-Heated pool/spa/sauna/gym

-BBQs/Lush Gardens/Waterfalls

-Large recreational clubhouse

-Intercoms entry

Casa fie Vida

310-3974811

Weslwood/Century City and Palms, $495+
single; $595 luxury bachelor; $675-«- 1bd; 10

minutes to UCLA, open daily 310-474-7565.

WLA BACHELOR, $460. LG-1-BED, $599-

$675. Swimming pool, sun-deck, laundry,

barbecue. Best location. Open House Sat

/Sun. 11 -1pm. 1621 Westgate Ave. 310-

820-1121.

WLA. 1 -BEDROOM DUPLEX, stove, refrig-

erator, parking, washer/dryer hookups. Yard,

patio. Close to buslines, market, laundromat.

11805 National Blvd. $650/monlh. 213-

295-9433.

WLA. 1 MINUTES TO UCLA. Big & Bright,

Low move-in, 2-bdrm/2.5-bth, singles $695
& up. WASHER/DRYER, W.B. fireplace, sec.

alarm, ROOFTOP SPA. 1 1221 Richland 478-

3990.

WLA. Amazing deal. 1 629 Brockton. Singles

Starting $525. New appliances, carpet, paint,

vertical blinds. Parking, gated. Good student

discount 310-477-0112.

50 Apartments, Furnistied

MAR VISTA, $60(Vmonth. Ask about free

rent. Attractive, furnished 1 -bedroom. Large,

pool, patio, ar>d barbecue area. Quiet build-

ing. 3748 Inglewood Blvd. 310-398-8579.

51 Apartnnents, Unfurn.

$1125 BRENTWOOD LUXURIOUS
2bdrm/2blh, real fire place, enclosed patio,

all appliances, good laundry, parking.

aEAN, QUIET. 11722 Kiowa. 805-526-

1759.

$65(yMO. BUILT IN POOL. CLOSE TO
UCLA and beach areas. Great tenants, resi-

dent manager. 310-477 9955.

PALMS. Single >535-$S50. 2bd, $850.

Clean, Large pool, convenient to shopping

and UCLA. 310-204-4332.

WESTWOOD. $1500, Spacious 3-bedroom
upper+dining room, wA>alcony, dishwasher,

refrigerator, built-ins, ideal for grad students.

1711 Malcolm. 3/4-mile from campus. 310-

273-1212.

52 Apartments to Share

2-BDRM('2-BATH. Security parking, Laundry,

50% off utilities. 10-minutes from UCLA.
$595 ^security deposit, $250. Leave message
310.477-4876. Available December 1st.

LOOKING FOR ROOMMATE to share 2*

bdrnV2-bath apt. Gated parking, laundry

facilities, all amenities. Great Place! Respon-

sible, Non-smoker. $39(Vmonth. 310-202-

6538.
"

^^, beautiful surroundings in Culver Gty
w/mature non-smoking female, parking pool,

Jacuzzi, many amenities, $450. 310-204-

6392.

MALE OR FEMALE. 2-BED/2-BATH. 475

CAYLEY. Great location. $525-futilities.

Own room and bathroom. Call Jeff 310-209-

1471.

WALK TO UaA. Female undergrad or grad

rK>n-smoker wanted to share 1 large, spa-

cious, beautiful bedroom apartment with

male doctoral student/Teach for America

teacher. Rent negotiable ($350-$450) 625
MIdvale. )ohn 310-285-3432.

53 Roommates

$360, includes utils. Culver City. Small

room,prlvate entrance and sink. Quiet, norv

smoker preferred. 310-204-5576, 310-787-

3414 Paul.

BEAUTIFULLY FURNISHED Gayley apait-

mentl Female to thart large badroom wAmmi
bath in 3BR apartmenL ianuary-AugM>t. P**^-
Inn. S37aVnc. 310-824-1 71 3.

FEMALE N/i WANTED, EXTRA4.ARCE SIN-

GLE to divide, Hollywood Hitb, laundry,

IMHdng. S400fmor&t * hall^liti«. Avail-

M9 nay. ji3-4»l-WMi. \tfmt
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53 Roommates

FEMALE ROOMMATE wanted to share bdrm
in 3-bdrnV2-bath w/3 females. Available

ASAP. Security bldg, gated prkg. 310-208-

1816.

NEED FEMALE ROOMMATE TO SHARE
master bedroom. All amenities. Very clean.

$3S(VnxH-$3SO deposit. Nea^ UCLA shuttle.

A must see. 310-478-0789.

WESTWOOD, own room, share bathroom,

female, N/S, parking, laundry, walking dis-

tance to campus and Lot 31 . $500/month +
half-utilities. 310-209-4919.

54 Room for Rent

$450 WESTWOOD
Beautifully fumished wAiath, larK closet,

bright, sunny room. Enclosed yard. Walk to

UCLA. Excellent parking, kitchen, male. 310-

475-4517.

Beautiful Brentwood room to rent for serious,

fiemale student. $400/month. first and last

month. San Vicente/Barrington. Furnished.

Parking. 310-826-7506.

BEVERLY HILLS. Very large, separate fur-

nished room behind house w/grad students,

Washer/Dryer, kitchen privileges, pool, need
car. $550. Abby 818-783-5151.

North of Wilshire & Bundy. Own bedroom,
bath; pool; Jacuzzi; security parking.

$500.0(Vmonth. $450.00 deposit. Call Mark
or Brend a. 310-478-1428.

PRIVATE ROOM, $340/month. Roommate
wanted to share quiet sunny house, 10-

mlnutes to UCLA, near buses, female grad

preferred. 310-837-2179.

PRIVATE, furnished, bedroorM>ath, entrance,

wAitchen privileges, utilities incl. School

very close. $250/mo.-flOhrs childcare/wk. for

two boys, a£es 4&5. 310-286-2788.

Room wA)ath $475. With 1/2bath S4S0.
Second person add $75. Clean, quiet, owner-
managed building. 1 -block to campus. 310-

271 -7028.

UCLA ROOMMATE WANTED TO SHARE
master bedroom in apartment w/new car-

petAurniture. Steps from campus. Gated
parking. $450/mo. 310-824-2388.

55 Sublet

BRENTWOOD. 2-bdrmi^-ba. Good condi-

tion'. Great location. 1 -block north of

Wilshire. Close to UCLA. Lease through Au-

gust 310-473-9709.

56 House for Rent

Encino Park, 3bd^ ba, attached garage, wash-

er/dryer, ferKed backyard, swamp cooler,

fireplace, den, living room, available De-
cember 1, $1200, 816-506-6200.

Manhattan Beach, 2b(V1ba, remodeled bun-
galow, french doors, hardwood floors, two-

car garage, all new fixtures, patio garden, rra

pets. 310-546-3309, S1950/mo.

PRIME ENCINO LOCATION. 3-bedrooms,

1.5 bath, fireplace, central heating, pool.

One level, light, and bright. Call Barry Alan,

IPC. 818-712-1633.

WESTWOOD. 2-BDRM/1-BATH, formal liv-

ing/dining, fireplace, hardwood floors, 2<ar
garage, huge backyard w/fruit trees, close to

UCLA, bus, shopping. SISOO/mo. 310-478-
8415 -^^

WLA SPACIOUS 2-BEDROOM HOUSE.
Share lot w/duplex. B/ight^ jquieU fireplace.

/VC, washer/dryer hook-up. Freeway, bus,

shopping. No pets. $895/month. 310-479-

8099.

58 House for Sale

BEL AIR, 3bd/2.5ba,-«-bonus room,5yrs new,
quiet street, $529,000. 2607 Basil Lane, by
appt only, 10 minutes to UCLA, owner. 310-

271-7750 ^
Best deal on Westside. 3-f^1.5 gorgeous remo-
del with Southwestern flare. Fireplace, hard-

wood floors. Reduced to $229,000. Call Im-

mediately, Agent, 310-479-6832.

f"
'-

iM

60 Housing Needed

UCLA VISITING SCHOLAR seeks affordable,

furnished apartnr>ent or house, 2-3 bedrooms,

starting 1/1^5 for approximately 8 nrKwiths or

longer. Responsible, N/S. 213-937-6177.

62 Room/Board for Help

EUROPEAN COUPLE, doctor/lawyer,

preparing USA licenses, will provide home,
health, support, P/T, cleaning, driving, etc in

exchange for roomAward. 310-454-7990

LIVE WITH FAMILY IN EXCHANGE FOR
light housework (2-hours), babysitting and
light homework w/7-year/old. Start Decem-
ber. 213-935-9940, leave message.

66 Townhouse for Rent

Multi-level secure 2bd/2.5ba-i-lofl, fireplan,

Ai/C, high ceilings, sunny, ocean breeze, tc.t

parking, storage, MDR adjacent, non smokers
prefefred, $14S(>Vtk>. 310-456-1 578.

WESTL.A. 51375. 3-BECV2-BATH, 1400sa.-

IL Hardwood floorf, fireplace. Air condi-

tioning, like home, quiet 310-826-6907.

67 Condos for Sale

2.KbllOOM/2-BATH ELEGANT CONDO.
WaH( to UCLA, for sal* by OMmer, $180,000.

310-391-2877.

uy M tfw bottom of the marketl 4-bed-

nomflhtttwoom townhcusc. $1 59,000.

Open tfiis Sunday 1-4. 5836 Bollcroft Street.

Alan Aranofr 31 0-471 .6363ext1 51

.

67 Condos for Sale

FABULOUS WESTWOOD LOCATION. 2+2,

bank-owr>ed, $199,000. Relax in sauna in

master bath, gorgeous cape-cod building.

Quiet back unit Agent, 310-479-6832.

Why RentI 1 -bedroorr/l -bathroom condo.

$120,000. Bright, top floor unit. Pleasant

neighborhood views. Century City area. Alan

Aronoff 310-471-6363ext151.

WLA. 1-BDRM/1-BA. Great for student Top
floor, front unit, hardwood floors, courtyard

building, newly painted. $79,000. Owner
motivated. Sharon. 310-777-625&

68 Condos to Stiare

1-bdrm in 2-bdr/2.5-b(h, V^lshire Highrise

Condo. Laundry facility within unit, 24-hr.

security, valet parking, pool and gym. N/S.

$120Q^mo. 310-475-7989.

69 Condos for Rent

2-BED/2-BATH CONDO IN LUXURY
Wilshire Blvd. Condominium. Magnificent

view, great security. $200(Vrno. Call broker

310-824-0453.

3-bdrrTV2-bath condo on Hilgard, very large

and bright, $1750. 3-car parking, security

building, walking distance to UCLA, 310-

471-4989.

70 Guest House for Rent

2-BDRM/1 -KITCHEN/1 -BATH. Living room,

nice, quiet neighborhood. $850. 6446 West
5th St 310-289-8762.

91 Insurance

MOTORCYaE/MOTORSCOOTER IN-

SURANCE. Great rates. Personal Service.

Mastercard/Visa accepted. Call for quick

quotes. C. Diamond Irmirance 310-428-
4995.

96 Services Offered

$35 PERS. STATEMENT
Professional, quick edit (1 hour max.) Writing

and rewritet also available Experienced

writer and law school graduate. 213-933-

3797.

APPLYING TO GRADUATE SCHOOL? Let

CAA use their years of experience in top pro-

grams to help you get into the program you
want. Call for free information 310-444-

1903.

ATTN: MBA, LAW,
MED. APPLICANTS

Frustrated developing/editing your critically-

important personal statements? Get profes-

sional help, competitive edge from national-

ly-known author/consultant. ^1 0-826-4445

EAGLE-EYED PROOFREADER
Edits, theses/publicatior>s; tutors English/study

skills; trains time managementMress reduc-

tion. Nadia Lawrence, PhD. 310-393-1951.

EDITING, RESEARCH, WRITING. Personal

statements, papers, theses. Help w/composi-
tion, structure, grammar and punctuation. All

subjects. German-English translation also

available. 31 0-S75-0268.

EDITING" ExperierKed copy editor available

to edit papers, resumes and theses. Call 310-

378-2244.

All'Pafpofe Eildng / Itattring

Courses, personal statements, resumes,

theses, dissertations, exam prep by

experienced PhD English professor.

(213)6654145

vqilstate
Insurance Company

(310)312-0204
1317 Westwood Blvd.
C2 biks. So. of Wilshire)

Research, Writing, Editing

ALL levels, - ALL subjects Foreign

Students Welcome Fast Professional -

Quality guaranteed papers not for sale

Call Research 310-477-8226
''"

M-F 10-.00am-5:00pm

92 Legal Advice

Breast Implant raclplants:

Class action suit has created a
super fund for your claims.

You must register before

Oecemt)er 1, 1994. For more info.

caii (310) 396 4313.

93 Loans

FRIE FIHANCIALAID
AllnHti All C*nt|« Sr(4*«lil

Over $? Billion in FRhK KinaiKul Aid it

now availahic rinin private sixlor (jranM &
M.-h(ilanhl|»! All itudfnU art rllgibk
ivgardlcts of gradcn. Income or pareDl't

income. Kur more infonnadon. call Sludcnl

Kinancial Services

(800)959-1605 ext.F59341

LAW SCHOOLAPPUCAnON
PERSONAL STATEMENT STRESS?

Two published law review editors

will he^ you:

• Coinpoee& create

•Edit punctuatioo & gnunmar

• Organize & structure your essay

to make it substantively effective and

technically accurate.

Contact Cheri or Tom at

(310) 274-6187

94 Movers/Storage

HONEST MAN. W/14ft truck and doilies,

small jobs, short notice ok. Student discount.

310-285-8t>6e. CA, AZ. NV. Co Bruins.

JERRY'S MOVING & oaiVERY. The careful

n>overs. Experienced, reliable, same day de-
livery. Packing & boxes. Will deliver boxes
free, jerry 310-391-5657.

TOM'S MOVING SERVICE. DEPENDABLE,
EXPERIENCED, REASONABLE. LAST
MINUTE JOBS WELCOME. CALL 24 HRS.
310-452-2887.

96 Services Offered

reputation

Classified Line
825-2221

Daily Bruin

There is more to Learning than Just Studying
Achieve twtter Academic Results with Less Effort and Less Time.Your

sutxx>nscious mind controls 88% of your total mind. Our clinically tested

audio cassette accesses your sutxx>nsck>us mind for quick and positive

change.

SPECIAL OFFER
Each purchase includes:

1

.

Self-M9ditatk>n audio caaseoe (tkl* A-Memory training, aid* B-

Visualization)

2. A tKwklet containing excellent tips tuch as nota and test taking

and more
3. $3.00 off any tape in our audk> library.

* CREOrr CARD ORDERS CALL TOLL FREE 24 HOURS A DAY

1-800-547-2626
OR SEND CHECK OR MONEY

ORDER TO:

THE GOLDEN TREE
23241 Ventura Btvd. Suite 209
Woodland HiNs. CA 91364

^Aiidio tape for Memory and Concentration $15.00

AcadMnic BooidM FREE
Tax. shipping and handlkig included

Name -

AddfMi :

CHr Sm 73d

* Orders ehlpped within 3 days*

96 Services Offered

BEAR'S RESEARCH,
WRITING, & EDITINd

Alsubjeds. TheasB/Disaaftations.

Personal Siaiemeats. Proposals and lx»ia.

Irrternational studsnls waioonv.

MPERS NOT FOR SALE
Sharon Bear. Ph.D. (310) 470-6662

Need money for college? Thousands of

scholarships available, guaranteed finar>cial

aid. Call now for details. Student Scholarship

Service, 800-922-2913.

PROFESSIONAL WRITING^DITINC. Papers,

reports, statistics, proposals, research studies,

Masters, Ph.D. dissertations, college applica-

tion essays. Any subject, style, requirement

213-B71-1333.

WANT TO BE ACCEPTED? Save time, frustra-

tion? Call for help developin^editlng penorv

a! statements. Also edit papers, theses, dis-

sertations. Linda 310-392-1734.

98 Tutoring Offered

- MY TUTOR -

MATH/PHYSiCVSTATlSTICS. Tutoring sero-

ice. Free consultation. Reasonable rates ,

call My Tutor anytime. Ilan (800)90-TUTOR.

JAPANESE TUTOR. UCLA grad student, TA in

Japanese. Native Japanese tutors at all levels.

Call Yuko: 310-208-5467.

MATH TUTORING by PH.D. $1 5/hour. Cal-

culus, statistics, probability, math for physi-

cal/social sciences, SAT, ORE, LSAT, MCAT.
310-837-8998, paiger, 310-582-9626 NBD.

99 Tutoring Needed

TUTOR FOR Microsoft Version 6.0 Complete

knowledge of PC arxl Windows. Flexible

hours, salary negotiable. Beverly Hill Area.

310-282-8380.

Tutor Needed for Algebra 2 . Will be tutor-

ing a tenth grader. Please Call 310-455-7571

Tutor needed for HS jun lor/3 hrs per day, 5

days per weeM'ax qualifications to: Siobhan
McDcvitt 310-207-6816.

URGENT. GOOD STUDENT NEEDED TO
work with 1 1 th-grade prep-school student in

doing homevMrk and developing good study

skills. Vicki 310-459-8025.

100 Typing

$2 WORD PROCESSING. Papers, disserta-

tions, manuscripts, etc FAST, reliable. Laser

prilling. Pick-up, delhrery, 24hr service avail-

able. Complete resume servioet. 310-397-

5970.

A CLASS ACT
Papers, letters, resumes, scripts, transcription,

labels. FREE light editing. Laser printing. Spell

check. Fax Orders Welcome. 31 0-827-8023.

A PLUS WORDPROCESSINC. IBM/PC, Laser

printing, speilcheck; term papers, disserta-

tions, thesis, reports, manuscripts, transcrip-

tions, etc. Fast turnaround. Call Bob 213-

851-0214.

ACE TYPIST, ETC
GREAT LOOKING PAPERS AND APPLICAr
TIONS-SPECIAL RATE. WE DO ALL WP
AND RESUMES. RUSHES. 3ia820-8830.

BETTER QUALITY GETS RESULTS! Resumes,

CVv n^iM m^iiings, oewsJetters, brochures;

dissertations, nAedical and legal documents,
etc Scanning of text, photos, and other im-

ages. High resolution typesetting at 1800 dots

per inch. Color output available. Located

r>ear Sepulveda and Washington. Call Linda

at 310-204-0947 between 10am-7pm.

EDITING, TYPING, PROOFREADING.
$15/hr or $2/pg typing only. English B^MA.
310-396-1249.

MODERN SECRETARIAL SERVICES. 24-hour
service, pick-up and delivery, IBM and MAC,
Laser printing. Discount students. 5-minutes

from UCLA. Angelica, 310-446-8899.

NEED A PRIVATE SECRETARY? Over 15

years legalAnedical transcription experience.

Notary Public. Macintosh w^aser printer.

pick-up/delivery. Brentwood. 310-472-0405.

WORD PROCESSING- All types, APA and

other formats, transcribing, resumes, DTP,

WordPerfect, charts, graphs, laser. Reason-

able rates, near campus. 310-470-0287.

WORD PROCESSINQ 24 Hour service. Pa-

pers, flieni, reports, etc Resume special $30.

Laser quality. Cheap rates. Student Discount
310-587-0357.

102 Music Lessons

DRUM LESSONS
All levcl^tyles with dedicated profiessional.

At your home or WLA studio. 1 st lesson free.

No drum set necessary. Neil 2 1 3-882-BS09.

GUITAR INSTRUCTION. 15 years EXP. all

tevels wnd styles. Patient and organized. Be-

ginner guitars for sale $60. Sam 310-626-

9117.

GUITAR LESSONS
All Acoustic styles. Classical, LaUrv Jazz,

Folk. Teacher w/25-f yrs playing exp. Call

Da>rfd 310-478-2420.

Guitar IcMons by a profanional near UCLA
All Icvcit, guKjrt a«railabi& Call Jam 310-

47t.4IS4.

SINGt Vocal technkiue-alllc«d«^tylM, per-

formance anxiety, asMclate/Nate Lam, S«ita
Monica, near UCLA, fire* consultation, Carol

Tingte 310-828-3100.

104 Resunne'

A CUSTOMTYPE RESUME. Fast, professional,

reliable. Layout, editing, composition.

Resumcs^cover lettefB^eferer>ce she^. Com-
puter typesetting & laser printing. 310-470-

4999.

105 Travel

T STRICTLY PERSONAL «
Seeking JewUh Student!

Advcnturout. SoiriteJ. Enthutiartk:

For ^-week wmta-break experience in brael!

Hike Golan mountains, explore ancknt Ne{[ev

niins,9ndtnectmystksinTi&t Plus tntenriev

top poiiticab and docover what iaael it reafly aB

about. Scholaohipc available thic let you do it

all for ju< $1075, including wbst and all

accomodariott. For application form, call

1.800-FELLOWS (335-5697).

106 Travel Tickets for Sale

FOR SALE: Two Economy Class Round-Trip

TickeU from LAX to Mexico City. Best offer.

Call Scott, 310-312-6687.

107 Resorts/Hotels

Vacation in Sun Valley, Idaho

New attractively fiunisfaed 3 bdnn, 2 1/2

bdis house for rent in Sun Valley, 4 miles S

ofiki-liit Sleep* 6. C^on^lete kitchen,

wuher/diyer; luge Uving room, fireplace,

TV, VCR. Garage. 1 acre lot. BeautiAil

view. 12/17-1/2. $2S<V<l«y or $170(Vweek.

1/2-10/2, SlStyday or $100(Vw««k. Fly

SBaoafifiDBfiaiauLAX-sv. QdUiLAX-
Sah Lake - SV; UUlaL LAX-Boise. bus

SV; UnitBl; LAX-Twin Falls, bus SV.

Call War or Nina (310) 455-1797 (8<X>-

10:30AM or7:30-9:30PM)

109 Autos for Sole

1986 TOYOTA CAMRY, re-built transmis-

sion. Automatic transmission, MA/fM stereo,

grey inlerkir, grey exterior good corKiition,

must sell. $4250/obo. 310-471-4404.

1987 BMW 325is, red, 2-door, 5-speed, fully

loaded. 108K miles. $7000. 310-445-2114.

85 NISSAN 200SX, hatch, auto, A^, great

cond-new breaks, sparks, loeits, etc. Good
tires, original owner, no accidents. $3900
obo. 310-824-5572

FUTURE CLASSIC. 1 -owner. '86 NISSAN
300ZX. Black leather interior. Sleek-black ex-

terior. T-TOP. Automatic, Air-conditioning.

Has everything! 310-472-8640 or 310-476-

3308.

MUSTANG 5.0
1983 Cray Ford Mustang CT, V8, 5.0, 4-

speed, very fast New brakes, good interior.

$3000. 310-777-9761/pager, after 5:30pm.

*74*VW KARMANN OtlA, 4-SPD, TEILOW,
KENWOOD AM-FMCASSETTE, EVERY-
THING ELSE ORIGINAL. GREAT BODY
AND INTERIOR, RUNS GREAT.
$3,295/OBO. 213-254-6018.

'84 DL VOLVO. I-OWNER. 72,000 MILES.

4-DOOR, STICK, PRISTINE. $4400. 310-478-

1171.

'85 FIERO CT, V-6, 4-speed, new clutch, full-

power, black w/gray interior. Sunroof, alloys,

A/C. Runs and drives excellent. $2650.

310-202-4315.

'86 Nissan 300ZX, T-tops, S-speed, original

owner, excellent corxiition, only 55,000
miles. $650(yobo. 310-824-1323.

126 Furniture for Sale

FULL MATTRESS SPRING FRAME, $1 50, and
(iili futon, $50. 310-477-9688.

MATTRESS SETS: Twin $45, full $55, queen
$85, kings $95, bunkbeds. Deliveries, phone
orders accepted. 31 0-372-2337.

NEW FURNITURE
Bunkbeds $125, Mattress sets: Queen $170,
full $140, Twin $110. Bedroom seU $350.
Dining and sofa seto also. 31 0-821 -0729.

Queen mattreu and box, 1200. Futon-couch,

$150. Leather couch $300. Endtabte $15.

Dresser $30. Floor-lamp $10. 41 'TV $1 300.
310-826-7262.

128 Misc. for Sole

5 MONTHS MEMBERSHW' AT THE West-
wood Of Pasadena Boxing C^ym. BOOKS IN
MOTION. Call for deUlTs. Kasey 80S-252-
1272.

134 Computer Typewriter

1 APPLE MACINTOSH Power PC 7100^
mSOICO $2500 NEWl 2.0pliorwl 24 Meg
RAM upgrade $500. Will insUll. 310-204>

8386 or 714-999 7856.

486-66 SOUND SYSTB^ 4-ram, 42aHO,
voioe-mall, mouw, monitor, like

$t180.310-644-»12.
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Terry Donahue
UCLA Spans Into

FOOTBALL
From page 36

two games. The increased output

is*no doubt related to the return of

Ail-American split end J.J. Stokes,

who missed more than half the

season with a deep thigh bruise.

Against Arizona State last week,
Stokes caught seven passes for

175 yards and two touchdowns,
and in his two previous games
against USC, Stokes has grabbed

12 receptions for 316 yards and
four touchdowns.

Featuring Keyshawn Johnson
and Ken Grace, USC's receiving

corps is formidable in its own
right, but still can't compare to the

duo of Stokes and record-breaking

junior Kevin Jordan.

Stokes' return has also rejuve-

nated UCLA quarterback Wayne
Cook, who threw for 380 yards

and four touchdowns against
ASU. Cook's performance moved
his passing efficiency rating to

third in the Pac- 10.

"Wayne suffered a terrible loss

when J.J. went out with the

injury," Donahue said. "The quar-

terback is a different guy when
Stokes and Jordan are in the game
together than when Stokes or

Jordan are in by themselves. So
much of the offensive success
revolves around the quarterback."

"In general, if the quarterback

has a good game, your team has a

good game."

Despite being hobbled through-

out the season by a nagging ankle

injury, the preseason Heisman
Trophy candidateRob Johnson has

posted impressive numbers and
holds the conference's top passing

efTlCfenCy idling.
—*"

If he isn't passfng to Keyshawn
Johnson or Grace, Rob Johnson
will be handing the ball to sopho-

more tailback Shawn Walters, who
averages 106.3 yards per game
and is the Pac-lO's fourth leading

rusher. UCLA, meanwhile, boasts

sophomore Sharmon Shah at the

tailback position. Shah is the Pac-

lO's third leading rusher, averag-

ing 1 09.2 yards per game.

"It's going to be an even game,"
use head coach John Robinson
said. "Not because of the emotion

involved, but because the teams

are very similar. I think that

UCLA, when healthy, has the best

offense in the Pac- 10, so defense

is going to be a major factor in this

game."

Defensively, both teams rank in

the bottom half of the conference.

The Bruins are last in rushing

defense, eighth in passing defense,

eighth in scoring defense and
ninth in total defense, while
Southern Cal ranks eighth in the

rushing defense category, fourth in

passing defense, fourth in scoring

defense and seventh in total

defense.

"I watched their game against

Arizona, and it was kind of intimi-

dating," Edwards said. "Their
offense puts up a lot of points and

a lot of passing yards, so it's going

to be a challenge for our defense

10 shut them down."

B^BEBBI BBHi

CHANGES IN WINTER CLASS SCHEDULE FOR GENERAL CHEMISTRY COURSES
. Due to the large enrollments in Chemistry 1 1A this Fall, the Chemistiy and Biochemistry Department has modified the General Chemistry classes and sections

it will offer in the Winter quarter. The following list reflects changes from the printed Schedule of Classes. Please note these changes.

COURSES ADDED

Chemistry 1 1 B-4

11B-4A

11B-4B

11B-4C

11B-4D .

11B-4E

11B-4F

11B-4G —

MWF 3:00-3:50 pm
W 12

W 1

W 1

R ' 9

R 9

R 1

11B-4H

11B'4I

Chemistry IIBL

-142-093-371

F

F

10

11

D.A. Baugh

TA
TA
TA
TA
TA
TA
^^^ ^
TA
TA

WGYoung

Boelter

WGYoung
•MS

MS
Geology

WGYoung
44S_
MS
MS

142-093-381

Chemistry IIBL

142-093-361 Lab 17

Ubl7a

Labis

UblSa
Ubl9
Lab 19a

Wed: 2:30'6:3O pm
TBA —
Wed. 5:30-9:30 pm
TBA

WGYoung 1037

Powell

WGYoung 1037

Powell

EC
48

48

48

48

CS 24

5420

4216

5128

3915D

4645

4067

5128—
3915D

3915D

WC
24
24^--

48

48

COURSES CLOSED

Sat. 9:00 am- 11:50 am
TBA

Chemistry IICL

143-103-206 UblF
142-103-216 Ub2F

Wed. 2:30-5:30 pm
Wed. 2:30-5:30 pm
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E GOOD TASTE. NATURALUr. g GOOD lASTE. N/miRALUT. g GOOD TASTE. NflflTURALLY,

FAST FREE DELIVERY!Hruin Deal Meal

2 sNoas of pizza & aN you can

(Mnk, plus your choice of:

• aarden salad or

• 1/2 order of Mojos or

• pizza breadsticks

only$3:^

Large Pizza

Great pizza

C.iriN Out S

3 kinds of crusts
at the same price

Thin,

Hand tossed classic,

I

or our new Pan Pizza crust

mamm»>,Aia

Double Special

Combination

OZ.
BEER

and a great deal more:
Call to reserve Shakey's upstairs for your private meetings, parties, etc.

fW^^!..^^]^ 1114Gayley
I
SuhThursll-lam

I QO>l >l 1 i i HBi
allSI|ff3f& Westwood

I
Fri&Sat11-2am |

0^4"4 I I I HIB
S GOOD TASTE. NATURALiy. g GOOD TASTE. NATURALIY. g GOOD TASTE. NATURALIY. g

<v Feb

Jan

• 1

Classes begin

January 7

Classes begin

December 3

Classes begin
February 25

QRE CAT classes begin January 14

Classes begin

February 18

What makes bur course so successful?

Small Classes of 15 or Fewer

Live Teachers, No Tapes

Four Proctored & Computer-

Analyzed Practice Tests

^ Personalized Attention

THE
PRINCETON
REVIEW

V we score more

Up-to-Date Materials

^ Computer Software for Home Practice

'^ Guaranteed Satisfaction

^Flexible Payment Plans

'^ Classes near UCLA

(800) 2-REVIEW

(3 1 0) 474-0909
Th« Piiinccton Review is not affiliated with Princeton Univenity or the Educational Testing Service. (Thanit goodnessD

GAME
From page 31

The two clubs continued to

exchange leads, resulting in a 38-

35 use lead with 3:09 left. Time
enough for Bruin quarterback
Tommy Maddox to engrave his

name in the UCLA-USC Book of
Legends, but not quite enough for

the Bruins to win the game.

"In some games, ycxi see every-

thing a lot clearer than in other

games," Maddox said. '*That game,

especially in the fourth' quarter, was
one of tt^^e^ It felt like all vye had

to dowas nih ihcplays, and we^
would eventually go down and
score."

They did, on a one-yard Kevin
Smith plunge to cap a seven-play,

75-yard drive. But the clock still

showed 1:19. And everyone in the

stadium was on the same wave-
lengdi.

"I remember thinking, when we
scored our last touchdown, that

there was too much time left on the

clock," said Marc £>ellins, UCXA
sports information director. "I

knew that something was going to

happen in the final minute."

Something indeed. Beginning at

his own 25, USC quarterback Todd
Marinovich, on the third play of die

series, calmly converted a crucial

third-and-seven from his own 28,

firing 27 yards to Gary Wellman on
a crossing route. On the next play,

Marinovich nailed Wellman again,

this time good for 22 yards.

Time-out, *SC. 0:26 left. Ball on
the Bruin 23.

Marinovich jogged back on the

field and smoothly lobbed up a

spotless ball into the Jeft comer of

the end zone, where Johnnie
Morton made a phenomenal, over-

the-shoulder, fully extended, fin-

gertip grab over the reach of UCLA
comer Michael Williams.

Game, set and - wow! - match,

USC.
"It's a hurt," said Maddox-

(school -record 409 yards passing)

afterward, "that you can't explain

to anybody."

Donahue understands, even to

this day.

"If you lose a game like that, it

just grips your heart," Donahue
said this week. "And if you win,

you remember every play. If we'd
won, I'd probably be standing here

saying it was a great game. But iT~

yOu lose a game like that, it's just

another game."
No, Terry, not just another game.

A classic.

WALTERS
From page 35

running exclusively outside the

tackles, and he said I'm too big to

do that," said Walters, who carries

a thick 225 pounds on a 6-foot

frame. "He s^id if I want to run

outside, I've got to get down to

1 95 pounds. So that was tife end of

that.

"In high school, I was able to

run between the tackles and out-

side the tackles, and that's what
Coach Robinson has made me go
back to. And that's great, because

I think I'm capable of both styles."

Walters has managed well
enough this season to bring him-
self well within reach of USC's
first 1 ,000-yard rushing season
since 1990. He currently ranks
fourth in the Pac-IO with 850
rushing yards, and USC still has
two games left, including
Saturday's UCLA game.

"I think Shawn's really come
into his own and made tremen-
dous strides as a player this year,"

said UCLA head coach Terry
Donahue. "He's very powerful, a

real tough, hard-nosed guy who
can wear you down. He's worn
down a lot of teams this year."

^}^.-

STEVE KIkVDaily Bruin

Junior linebacker Doimle Edwards needs just one more sack
Saturday against USC to break UCLA's single-season sack record.

EDWARDS
From page 33

Edwards may have visions of

quarterback sacks dancing in his

head, but he says there is a more
immediate task at hand when it

comes to playing USC, namely
winning the game.

"I really want to make it four

straight against USC," he says.

This attitude is nothing new for

Edwards, who despite his numer-

ous individual accomplishments
this season, always puts the team

ahead of individual goals.

"If (the sack record) happens it

happens, but if it doesn't, hey, tcx)

bad," Edwards says. "It would be

nice to get the record but I'm not

going to sell the defense short by
trying to get an individual honor."

-Even after Edwards turned in

one of the most memorable defen-

sive performances in UCLA histo-

ry - a career high 1 6 tackles ( 1

4

primaries), six tackles for losses

(27 yards), three quarterback
sacks (20 yards) and two forced

fumbles - in a 34-24 loss at

Arizona earlier in the year, he
couldn't enjoy the moment know-
ing it came in the Bruins' sixth-

straight loss.

It would seem that Edwards did

everything humanly possibly to

JOHNSON

give UCLA a chance to win short

of passing out Gatorade at half-

time. What else could he have
done?

"Scored," he says matter of
factly.

The expectations have become
nearly that outrageous for

Edwards, who leads the Bmins in

nearly every defensive category.

His 97 tackles are 16 more than

any other teammate, his 21 tack-

les for losses are the best by far,

an<l his three interceptions are

also a team-high. So when it came
time to give credit for UCLA's
recent two-game winning streak,

naturally Edwards' name heads
that list.

At the same time, Edwards
should not be punished for not

being able to propel this young
defensive unit - which started

two seniors, five juniors, two
sophomores and two true fresh-

men last week against Arizona
State - out of the depths of the

Pac-lO's defensive rankings.

"I'm only one piece of this

whole puzzle." Edwards says.

"And the game's are not won or

lost by one person. It's a whole
group effort."

From page 35

first team selection entered 1994
as a leading Heisman Trophy
Candidate.

But 1994 has not been a three-

month stroll to the Downtown
Athletic Club. Instead, Johnson's

season has been yet another pro-

file in courage. He has endured
injuries to his back and ankle,

diminished passing numbers and
inevitably, boos from the home-
town fans in a 22-7 loss to Oregon
which dropped the Trojans to 2-2.

Johnson's rival quarterback on
Saturday can relate to his early

season plight.

"I don't think it's fair he got

that treatment," UCLA quarter-

back Wayne C(X)k said. "It's like

he wasn't allowed to go out there

and not have a great game. He's
definitely their guy. He's been
able to l(X)k past the boos and play

tremendously."

Indeed, as he prepares to enter

the Rose Bowl Saturday, lodking

for his first career win against the

Bruins, Johnson is most certainly

back. In the past two weeks,
Johnson has lit up the nationally-

ranked defenses of Washington
State and Arizona for 717 yards

and six touchdowns in two USC
wins.

"I admire him for surviving it

all," USC head coach John
Robinson said. "He went from
Heisman Candidate to a quarter-

back on the sidelines pretty fast."

Johnson credits resolve and a

new attitude for his return to pre-

vious form.

"The lowest I got was after the

Oregon game," Johnson said.

"After that game I talked with my
dad and brother and just said

'Screw it, I'm just going to go out

there and play ball.'"

Despite his recent success,

Johnson may personally have a

difficult time bringing a devil-

may-care attitude into his last

'SC-UCLA matchup. After drop-

ping three straight to the cross-

town rivals, Johnson is obsessed

with winning and perhaps exor-

cising the ghost of Marvin
Goodwin.
"What can I say? It's immense,

huge, the biggest ever - it's

everything," Johnson said. "USC
has traditionally won this game,

but it hasn't happened lately. It

definitely weighs on my mind."
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purchase on
game aayf

Sdiloti5k/'5 Dell

Offer not valid w/ any other coupons or discounts

10()l Broxton

1

824-6375

YOUR ONLY BRUIN
••••••••••••••••>•••••••••••••• •>** • • > > >•••«• . f Bi

XX/estwood Village

eiOMDocUr't

No need to cook or drag heavy picnic baskets to the

football game. We have a variety of subs for you &— your friends...or pick up your subs in:

WESTWOOD VILLAGE

WESTWOOD BLVD.
AT LINDBROOK
(310) 208-7774
OPEN 24 HOURS

^ Michael Horton ^ American Gladiators' "GEMINI" ^
^ will be at our booth from 10:30AM to 1 1:30AM

signing autographs^^
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UAB up first for m. soccer
Bruins play host to

Blazers in NCAA
first-round match

By Tim Costner
Daily Bruin Senior Staff

The UCLA men's soccer team

will begin the NCAA
Championships this weekend,
playing first-round host to

Alabama-Birmingham Sunday
on the North Soccer Field.

The No. 7 Bruins were given

an at-large bid in the South
region after dropping their last

two regular season games and
the MPSF Championship game.
UCLA is the third seed in the

region, which features No. 4

North Carolina-Charlotte as the

top seed.

The unranked Blazers, who
entered the playoffs with an
automatic bid as the Great
Midwest Conference champions,

come into the tournament with a

13-2-1 record, compared with

UCLA's record of 15-4.

The Bruins are the only West
Coast team in the South region,

which might just be a blessing in

disguise since such historically

dangerous opponents as the

University of San Diego and Cal

State Fullerton are safely seeded

over in the West region.

San Diego, after all, has

AUDREY LEE/Oaily Bfuin

Caleb Meyer (left) and head coach SIgi Schmid of the UCLA
men's soccer team will play Alabama-Birmingham SUnday.

knocked the Bruins out of the

playoffs in the last two tourna-

ments, while Cal State Fullerton

advanced to the Final Four last

season.

On the down side, a road trip

or two may be in store for the

Bruins.

If UCLA should defeat the

Blazers, for instance, the team
may have to venture to Dallas to

face Southern Methodist
University - the second seed in

the South - over Thanksgiving
weekend.

Should SMU lose, the Bruins

will host Wisconsin-Madison in

two weeks.

Swimming gets win over ASU
Bruins improve

record to 2-2 in

136-107 victory

By Ross Bersot

Surfing would have been more
appropriate for the wind-whipped
water of the Men's Gym Pool on
Thursday afternoon as UCLA
women's swimming hosted
Arizona State. Apparently the home
team wasn't phased by the condi-

tions as they ixxie the wave to victo-

ry by a final score of 1 36- 107.

Annette Salmeen, whose three

first-place finishes exceded the

entire Sun Devil squad, led the

Bruins. Her 2:01.81 finish in the

200-yard butterfly left the competi-

tion trailing by half a pool's length.

"Annette Salmeen was unbeliev-

able today, again," UCLA head
coach Cyndi Gallagher said. "She
was so far ahead in the 200 fly that

she backed off a little bit because

five minutes later she had the 500
free."

Megan Oesting had her best

overall performance of the season

with a time of 23.92 to win the 50

free and a 52. 17 second-place finish

in the 100 free. She was also a part

of the winning 400 free relay team.

"We had a good time," Oesting

said, "and when you have fun you
swim fast."

Less-than-ideal conditions did

not hamper the Bruins on Thursday,

but fatigue may be a factor in the

meet today against Arizona at 2

p.m. at Men's Gym Pool.

"We have to be really tough
because it's hard to swim two dual

meets in a row," Gallagher said.

"Arizona is in the same boat that

we are so it's a question of who is

tougher."

UCLA alumni return
to take on volleyball
Youngs, Williams

lead alums against

No. 3 Bruin varsity

By Eric Branch
Daily Bruin Senior Staff

When your volleyball program
has amassed six national champi-
onships and finished in the top
four nationally in 19 of the last 23
years, there is a good chance that

the alumni matchup will be the

toughest test of the year.

That will certainly be the case

tonight as the No. 3 UCLA
women's volleyball team takes on
the alumni at 7 p.m. in the
Wooden Center.

"If they're not the best team we
face they are certainly the most
experienced," UCLA head coach
Andy Banachowski said.

Indeed, the alumni will feature

a veritable who's who of past col-

lege volleyball. Headlining the

team will be U.S. National Team
members Natalie Williams and
Elaine Youngs who combined for

eight All-Amcrican selections dur-

ing their years at UCLA.

UCLA Sports Info

Elaine Youngs

Holly McPeak and Cammy
Ciarelli, a top team on the beach
tour, will be joined by recent 1 993
graduates Julie Bremner, last

year's Pac-10 Player of the Year,

and current undergraduate assis-

tant Irene Renteria.

The two squads will be playing

for the best two out of three
matches. Senior associate athletic

director Judith Holland will serve

out the first ball. Kim Krull will

sit out the match with tendonitis in

her right shoulder.

. hoops
explodes
in Pauley

In its first exposure to out-

side competition, the UCLA
men's basketball team
defeated Australia's Perth

Wildcats, 81-72, in front of

6,872 Thursday night at

Pauley Pavilion.

The Bruins, who shot 44.3

percent from the field, were
forced to play catch-up for

most of the first half, but
went ahead for good on a J.R.

Henderson put-back that left

the score at 59-57 with 9:38

remaining in regulation.

"We were just not shooting

the ball very well, but I tried

to play everybody, and some-
times you lose your continu-

ity," UCLA head coach Jim
Harrick said.

UCLA's Ed O'Bannon led

the' Bruins with 22 points.

Charles O'Bannon had 13

points, and George Zidek led

the Bruins with nine
rebounds. Andrew Vlahov
led Perth with 19 points and

nine rebounds.
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Hadar leads 'SC water polo against Bruins
By Esther Hul

Daily Bruin Senior Staff

If the UCLA men's water polo

team hopes to beat No. 2 USC in

the last regular game of the season

tomorrow at the Rose Bowl
Aquatic Center, it will have to

dodge the bullet of the Trojans' dri-

ver, 6-foot- 1 -inch Uzi Hadar.

Hadar is one of the best outside

shooters in the country, and as his

name might suggest, his barrage of

shots come with frightening veloci-

ty and speed. Even spectators get

nervous that one of his shots could

ricochet off the goal post and into

the crowd.

"Uzi has heat," UCLA head
coach Guy Baker said. "He throws

the ball harder than anyone else in

the country, and that's amazing
because he's not that big."

Born and raised in Kibbutz,

Israel, Hadar is a senior on the

Trojan team, though he only began
college last year. Hadar's other

three years of eligibility were used

up captaining the Israeli national

team between the ages of 16-19.

At 19, Hadar began a three-year

mandatory enlistment in the Israeli

army, during which time he played

only occasionally.

"Even if I had a chance to not go
in the army and play water polo

instead, I wouldn't have done it,"

Hadar said. "People die for me to

live in this country.
"

At 22, he accepted an athletic

scholarship from USC and u^veled

to Los Angeles to play polo and
earn a business degree.

"After I got out of the army I had

a few opportunities to play in

Europe, but I preferred the chance

to go to school," Hadar said. "I had

a break from playing water polo

from ages 19-22 - when I wasn't

playing full time. But now I feel

great, and I feel I'm at my peak."

For the Bruins, adversity has hit

again. Goal keeper Matt Swanson
reinjured his groin during Sunday's

UCSB game. Swanson had pulled

his groin at the outset of the season,

but had since recuperated. The
Bruins will decide whether or not

to play Swanson against USC
game Saturday morning.

$45 Designer Frames
(original price up to $200)

EYEGLASS
PACKAGE

INCLUDES EXAMINATION.
EYEGLASS FRAME FROM OUR

VARIETY COLLECTION &
PRESCRIPTION LENSES

CONTACT LENS
PACKAGE

INCLUDES EYE EXAM
PAIR OF SOFT MATI-B LENSES,

CAREKIT AND FOLLOW-UP CARE

DISPOSABLE CONTACT LENSES
INCLUDES EXAM, FIHING & FOLLOW-UP

& 4 BOXES OF DISPOSABLE LENSES

GLASSES & CONTACTS IN ONE HOUR
EYE EXAMINATIONS
VISION PLANS ACCEPTED

OPTOMETRIX
An Optometric Center

208-1384
10930 WEYBURN • WESTWOOD VILLAGE

^
'^((AlJlcU) ^vvvc
Brentwood/Bel-Air

After a day at UCLA,

relax and enjoy a comfortable

stay at the Holiday Inn

Brentwood I Bel-Air.

For your friends

and family,

there's never been

a better time to

visit UCLA.
Especially now.

Especially with

Holiday Inn.

Mention our ad

and get our

special rate for

Bruins.

' 1 Mile Away from
the UCLA
Campus
Free Shuttle to

UCLA
Special Group
Rates

Outdoor Pool,

Jacuzzi, & Fitness

Center

Banquet Facilities

17th Floor

Rooftop

Restaurant &
Lounge

For reservations and information Call (310) 476-6411 ext. 1625

-ZZ^ZZ. 170 North Church Lane, Los Angeles, CA 90049 ^

Don't be evu^^ %
.L

Try our all New
Skinless Rotisserie
Chicken from-the-flames

50% Less Fat
404 extra

SPKllAL*]-^1^^- 81

i«(b»ter Chicken Otlly...

Ujlfeideonler An AA
{•WsMtHmtamBreadSilfU
I •Soft Drink with refills V^*^*'
I Wbite meat 70C extra exp. 12/10/94

SPFt'l.AI. «2
821

•Half Chicken

• One side order

• Jack's Moootain Bread
I 'Soft Drink widirefiQs

' exp. 12/10/94

Only...
]

I

Come to an

I nc IjhuI Diliviix M(i JOS 1450

Essay & Application

Workshop
Bring your essays and applications with you to

this hands-on workshop, and you will:

> get the inside story on admLssLons

• learn how to get great recommendations

• learn how to write a personal statement

> get feedback on your essays

and applications

+7.2
points*

I

LSAT
Guest Speaker, Location, Date & Time:

Trent Anderson, J.D., M.B.A.
Mr. Anderson is a firaduale of both UCLA and USC,

and lias advised prc-professional students for over

ci^ht years. He is a member ofPCAPLA
and the California Bar

Ramada, Beverly Hills

'Riesday, November 22nd

6:30 pm - 9:00 pm

Admission: $45.00

Workshop seats are limited, call 1 -800-KAP-TEST

toddy, to reserve your space!

KAPLAN
*AidDCimfllHtin9w Msf t9W Mphw LSAT Ptnonwano* SwJy QUVMMa cy rwo Wawimwss
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UCLA-USC '90: the way it ought to be^^^
CIr '. ^^H
fc*^J[
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.- >^p

UCLA sports Info

Marinovich outduels Maddox in

45-42 shootout at the Rose Bowl

By Eric Bllligmeler

Daily Bruin Staff

Tommy Maddox

885 total yards. Not just a last-

minute touchdown drive, but one
by each team. Four long-standing

If ever the football gods made a records shattered. It doesn't get

game with the spectator in mind, it much better than that, unless, of

was the 1990 UCLA-USC game. course, you had the misfortune of

Eighty-seven combined points, coaching one of the participants.

Especially the one that got the short

end of the stick.

"From our standpoint, it was a

real tragedy," said UCLA head
coach Terry Donahue, a few
moments after his Bruins had
clutched defeat from the jaws of
victory, 45-42.

It was a game that defied
description, especially for the

98,088 fans on hand. It was a heart-

grabber and a heartbreaker com-

bined into one. perhaps the most
schizophrenic college football con-

test in Los Angeles history.

After the teams went back and
forth for three full quarters, USC
building a lead then UCLA break-

ing it down, one wondered what
might happen in the fourth frame
for a climax. Well, how about 42
points?

See GAME, page 26

Go Bruins Football!
Keg Specials

Natural Light
$39.99
Lowenbrau

Bud • Bud Light * Coors

Coors Light • MGD & LITE

AJJL $52.99
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-»- tax flc: crv
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3102 Santa Monica Dlvd * Santa Monica

10% DISCOUNT 10% DISCOUNT

y
°

BIG D'S SPORTS BAR
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i o

FOOD ITEMS
DINE IN OR TAKE OUT

and BILLY'S DUGOUT
COMPLETE ONE STOP FOOD AND ENTERTAINMENT CENTER

''0.

Z\

»i* f*^ Holly Si
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Union

I

CokxudoBi

82 N. Fafr Oaks Blvd.
Old Town Pasadena, CA
(818) 440-1948 / (818) 448-1736
Must FVesent N^lid siajdenc I.D.

' HAPPYHOUR MON THRU FRI 4:30-7:00

^ BESTSPORTS VIEWING IN THEAREA
fFOODAND DRINK SPECIALS

^ LIVE ENTERTAINMENT

^KENOAND TRIVIA GAMES
^LOADS OFFUN
^SAT COLLEGE FOOTBALL...

WATCH rr HERE!

10% DISCOUNT 10% DISCOUNT

•^
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Campus Rep
Ryan Motherway 824-4823
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GO BRUINS!

For all your holiday gatherings

shop Pavilions...A World of Difference.

All Pavilions Stores

Open
Thanksgiving Day
November 24, 1994
Check your local store

for hours.

average weight-Frozen

$20 Minimum purchase required. Umit one per family.

Blue Band
Celery

Crtsp arxj fresh

Pavilions Low Price .39
VoluePlLB Savfr»gs - .39

With
Your
ValuePKjs

Card

1 u/'^^n*'*
rAlRCIilLO

Mrs. Smith's 8"

Holiday Pies
Selected varlettes 26 oz.

(Pecan 24 oz. 3.99)

Del Monte
^getables

Selected varieties

14.6 to 15.26 ounce can

Mrs. Cubblson's
Dressing

Seasor»ed, combread or
tierb cube 10 to 12 oz.

Pavilions Low Price

ValuePlus Savings

With
Your
ValuePlus
Card

SunWorld
Tangerines

3Wto. bog
Ready to eat

Bog

Nabisco
^ Snack
Crackers
Selected varieties

6.76 to 10 ounce box

2 Uter 7-Up
Reg. or Diet
X&W.RCorSunldst
Selected vartettes

PavilioTtf Low Price

ValuePkJs SovlTjgs

With
Your
ValuePlus
Card I

CSV

+ CRV

PIUSll Pippin ValuePlus savings

Punnpkin Pie with

Pavilions Low Price 5.99

Best served with Your ^^ ^w^w
whipped cream L^ ValuePlus ^^L ' '^
9 inch size

Ad Effective Only at Pavifions

11750WilshireBlvd. LA
(310)479-5294

Pavilions Offers ATM's

Safe, secure & convenient

'

Ex. Large
Cooked

Shrimp Ring
W/cocktall sauce-16 oz.

Froz./def.-USDC lot inspected

1199

Look For More

Great Specials

In Our Weekly

Mailer.

For your shopping convenience,

Pavilions accepts

AWORLD OF DIFFERENCE

i\V[LION.<s
PRICES EFFECTIVE NOV. 17 - NOV 24, 1994^^

We resenre the ri^t to limit quantities. Some items not available in all stores.

.
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Edwards looking for fourth 'SC win

Donnie Edwards
UCLA Sports Info

By Randy Satterburg
Daily Bruin Staff

Aside from the usual incentives

of a nationally televised grudge
match against rival USC, Donnie
Edwards has a personal incentive

to have a little extra spring in his

step, and a little extra fire in his

eyes Saturday afternoon at the

Rose Bowl.

With his 12.5 sacks this season,

Junior linebacker sets sights on 'SC
quarterback and goes for sack record
the junior linebacker, Edwards, is

just one Rob Johnson sack away
from breaking the UCLA record

(13) currently held by Carnell
Lake of the Pittsburgh Steelers.

His 12.5 sacks equals the total of
UCLA's consensus Ail-American
Jamir Miller (Phoenix Cardinals)

JUf
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DRIVING & TRAFFIC SCHOOL
UCLA & ALL Student Discount mk
Traffic School on VN^ekdays & Saturdays lU
1093 Broxton Ave. #218 (310)208-3333 A
In Westwood Village, above the Wherehouse ID

WHY WAIT?
Open Sam to spin
• Prompt, caring service

• Primary Care

• Women's center

• No Appointment Necessary

An immediate Care Center

Medipace Medical Group
1990 westwood Blvd.

Los Angeles, Ca 90025
<3 1 0) 470-8880

Most insurance and
credit cards accepted.

TIRED OF THE
CCXiPON HASSlf?

'f<'.VWVV!^.\:?f«'^i, «!>:«!' .\:*>««»^

Just bring in your Student I.D. or this sl^

to the Subway at ^^x\X2i Monica and Sawtelle and

BuyOneGetOne

2nd sandwich of equal or lesser value with purchase of

drink or show UCLA ID and get $1 .00 off any footlong.

6 Foot Prnty Subs $49.95
Free Delivery

Valid only at 1 1278 Santa Monica Blvd

(comer of Sawtelle & Santa Monica, 1 block west of 405)—
310.477.9987 • Parking In rear

from last season, and places him
just one sack behind Pac-10 sack

leader DeWayne Patterson of
Washington State.

It's nearly enough to make a

Bruin fan feel sorry for Johnson,
the Trojans' quarterback, who
must feel a tad wary knowing

Edwards would like nothing bet-

ter than to slam him to the turf

like a rag doll.

Johnson is already trying to

overcome a bum ankle, and the

prospect of having Edwards blitz-

ing ferociously at his blind side is

bad enough in an ordinary situa-

tion, but with the UCLA sack
record at stake - look out.

See EDWARDS, page 27

€pQ#9'9 €^ a month

PAGER ADRTIME
#4 5

SWITCH YOUR EXISTING PAGER ^TT US!
WE GIVE <«TRADE-IIV^ CREDIT ON YOUR OLD PAGER

NATIONAL AND LOCAL COVERAGE—
VOICE MAIL WITH PERSONAL GREETING
WE DELIVER • PHONE ORDERS • CREDIT CARD

DISCOUNTS ON NEW MOTOROLA PAGERS & VOICE MAIL!

PREFERRED PAGERS, INC.

C818> 783-C183

K A K LT ON

CARLTON
WESTSIDE
PAVIUON

10850 PICO BLVD
(310)470-4749

mjS\ ^^0\NUCM SVJQiH^ ID. OR EMPLOYtE ID. WITH COUPOtt

-

Must be prcbontcd lo receptionist before services arc performed

(Certain restriction apply).

M4» mttmu t>» right to n/nw Mrvkv t> tnf <litfil m^um* h»it condkion k untuiblii*.

VALID SUN-THURS

LINEAR
WESTSIDE
PAVILION

10850 PICO BLVD
(310)470-4740

ORDER OUR
FOOTBA

PIZZA WEEKEND
MEAL DEAL

10 pc. Buffalo Wings with

an, purchase
J^ gg ^^

.

I

I

I

Coupon required. Not valid with |
any other offer. Exp. 12/18/94 |

r
I

I

I

824-5000

2 Medium 1-ltem Pizza

$9.99 +tax

824-5000
Coupon required. Not valid with

any other offer. £xp. 12/18/94
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Rob Johnson looks to exorcise demons

k
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Rob Johnson

Walters;

use Sports Info

use's quarterback seeks

first career win against

the Bruins this Satufday

By Eric Branch
Daily Bruin Senior Staff

Try as he might, Rob Johnson will never
forget Nov. 20. 1993. UCLA 27. USC 21.

50 seconds remaining, the Trojans a mere
two yards away from a trip to Pasadena. On
third and goal USC's quarterback rolled

right, lofted a ball toward tight end T^ler
Cashman ...

—
If Marvin Goodwin had not stepped in

front of Johnson's pass, he would forever be

known as the quarterbacic who courageous-

ly led the Trojans from a 0-17 deficit.

Throwing for 307 yards to not only rally a

team, but also a fading memory of the good
old days at Tailback U. Trojan fans would

wax nostalgic years from now, remember-
ing how his clutch bombs to Johnnie
Morton and Ken Grace forever erased the

haunting memories of the Larry Smith era.

Instead of basking in Rose Bowl-bound
glory, Johnson walked dejectedly through

the Coliseum tunnel. In his mind the memo-
ry of a misguided pass and in his ear a jubi-

lant UCLA player screaming, "Thanks for

the Rose Bowl. Rob."

"When you do something like that, you
don't feel too good about yourself." the

Trojans' senior quarterback said. "If the guy
is open, you're a hero; but in those situa-

tions, you have to be able to accept whatev-
er happens."

Indeed, Johnson has endured. After his

otherwise marvelous junior campaign in

which Johnson set single season Trojan
marks for yards, touchdowns and comple-
tion percentage, the two-time, All-Pac-10

See JOHNSON, page 27

'Baby Campoeil' runs wild for 'SC

Shawn Walters
use Sports Info

By Eric Biiiigmeler

Daily Bruin Staff ,

If you're a running back in Texas and some
old ccxlger chooses to compare you to Longhom
legend Earl Campbell, you basically hang up
your spikes and call it a career. There is no
greater praise in Lone Star country.

So it was with Shawn Walters, a stocky-yet-

speedy kid setting all kinds of rushing records in

Arlington, a suburb of Dallas. "Boy, he looks
more like Campbell everyday," they'd say.

"Baby Earl," they named him. Okay, so it's

because they could pass as identical twin broth-

ers, but who cares? It's Earl Campbell, man.
Back then they probably didn't realize, how-

ever, just how appropriate the moniker would
become once Walters made a name for himself
in college, a feat he is achieving this season as

the sophomore starting tailback at USC.
When then-Trojan head coacK Larry Smith

recruited the unanimous prep All-American
away from the Southwest Conference and into

USC, he fully expected Walters to keep running

around people like he did in compiling 4,285
yards and 59 touchdowns in a two-year high

school career. Walters, who as a redshirt reluc-

tantly spent his first season learning to run

around tacklers, remained a tad confused by
Smith's insistence.

But then, more than a few people were con-

fused by Larry Smith - hence, the coaching
change that last season brought John Robinson
back to Troy. And brought sensibilities back to

the Trojan tailback unit. ubo aports imo

"When he (Robinson) first got here, I was still In his two stints at USC, Trojan head
coach John Robinson is 5-3 against

See WALTERS, page 26 UCLA.
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The UCLA and USCfootball teams will

take the fieldfor the 64th time Saturday

afternoon at the Rose Bowl, and should

the Bruins emerge victoriously. Southern

Cal's hopesfor a Rose Bowl berth would

be dashed.

UCLA has struggled through a disap-

pointing season, losing six consecutive

games in one stretch. The Bruins, however,

have won their last two, and would like

nothing more than to finish the season with

three wins in a row and to ring the Victory

Bellfor thefourth straight year

Ranked No. 13 in the nation, USC is a

heavyfavorite, but in this storied series,

the numbers just never seem to matter

UCLA looking to give USC
tiie thorns in 64tli meeting
Bruins look to turn dismal

season around Saturday in

Pasadena, against possible

Rose Bowl-bound Trojans

By Scott YamaguchI
Dally Bruin Senior Staff

It was one year ago this weekend that the UCLA
and USC football teams met at the Los Angeles
Coliseum with a Rose Bowl berth on the line, and
with a 27-21 victory, the Bruins earned their 1 1th trip

to Pasadena on New Year's Day.

The two schools will renew their bitter cross-town
rivalry for the 64th time tomorrow in a 12:30 p.m.
showdown at the Rose Bowl, and even though UCLA
has no hopes of an invitation to a post-season bowl,
the Rose Bowl Game is, indirectly, on the line again.

While the Bruins (4-6 overall, 2-5 in the Pacific-

10) have struggled through an injury-plagued season,
USC (7-2) has compiled a 6-1 conference record - its

only loss coming at the hands of Oregon. Oregon
remains in control of its own destiny, and if the
Ducks beat Oregon State Saturday, they will automat-
ically represent the Pac-10 in the Rose Bowl. Should
Oregon lose, however, the Pac-10 conference cham-
pionship will be decided in Los Angeles, and a USC
victory would land the Trojans in Pasadena on Jan. 1.

Of course, UCLA would like nothing more than to

rain on USC's parade, but the Bruins do have other

incentives. A win Saturday would give UCLA its

third in a row - a slight consolation for the six-game
losing streak that shattered such a promising season.

And, perhaps more importantly, a win would be
UCLA's fourth straight over USC - a feat never
before accomplished.

"It would be great to beat *SC and have a three-

game winning streak going into next season," UCLA
^linebacker Donnie Edwards said. "And to beat 'SQ,

four years in a row, that would be a great feeling.

Considering the season we've
had, we've got to find something
positive, and winning the last

three games of the season -

including the USC game -

would be great for us."

It would be great, but it cer-

tainly will not be easy. For USC,
this game comes on the heels of
its fifth consecutive win - a 45-

28 shellacking of Arizona.
Trojan quarterback Rob Johnson

passed for 390 yards against a team whose "Desert
Swarm" defense entered the game ranked second in

the nation in scoring defense.

"The way 'SC moved the ball against a nationally-

ranked defense, we've got to hope that we can
counter it with some offense of our own," UCLA
head coach Terry Donahue said. "We've got to move
the chains and keep the ball."

Fbr their part, the Bruins have seen a vast improve-
ment on the offensive side of the ball over the last

UCLA-USC
Crosstowii

Rivalry

Lxrv

See FOOTBALL, page 25

In other news ...

The UCLA men's water polo team will

take on Uzi Hadar (right) and the Trojans
at the Rose Bowl Aquatic Center
Saturday. Men's soccer is in the NCAA's
an^ the swim team has a meet with

Arizona. Wait, there's more ...

See page 29

Fight on...
'Tailback U" might be on its way back,

as Shawn Walters (right) spearheads the

Trojan rushing attack. Meanwhile, Rob
Johnson may be out of the Heisman race,

but the USC quarterback may still be in

the Rose Bowl ...

I.
See page^
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Bruins malce history with win over Trojans
UCLA rallies from behind, ends

llSCkRose Bowl hopes, 11^9-
By Randy Satterburg
Dally Brum Staff

A Rose Bowl crowd of 91,815
held its own November elections

for the keys to the city last

Saturday afternoon, and when the

majority voice was heard, the peo-

ple's mandate called for four more
years of Bruin rule.

The most important ballots
were cast out on the field, where
the UCLA football team rallied

from a 12-3 halftime deficit and
scored four second-half touch-
downs to defeat crosstown rival

USC, 31-19, marking the first

time in history that the Bruins
have triumphed in four consecu-
tive meetings with Troy.

Coming into the 64th edition of

this historic rivalry, the Trojans

were riding an emotional high,

having won their last five games
to remain in contention with
Oregon for a possible Rose Bowl
berth. UCLA, with no bowl game

to play for, was merely trying to

continue its own modest two-
game winning streak and perhaps

gather some momentum for next

year.

But if anyone expected the

Bruins to roll over and play dead,

they were grossly misinformed, as

UCLA acted more like the team
with a bowl invitation on the line

- getting an inspired effort from
its defense and running game, in

addition to a steady mix of big
plays through the air - thoroughly

crushing the Trojans' spirits. T
~~

For the first five minutes of the

second half the Trojans had roses

in sight, when UCLA trailed USC,
12-10, and Oregon State led
Oregon,. 13- 10. But that vision

quickly wilted.

When the Bruins took their first

lead of the game, one which they

would never surrender, on sopho-
more tailback Sharmon Shah's 5-

See FOOTBALL, page 12

Inside News

Cancer and
alH>rtion
A new study has found

that women's chances of

getting breast cancer

increase if they've had

abortions. UCLA experts

caution that the results of

this study still need to be

researched and that the pri-

mary risk factor continues

to be family history.

See page 3

Inside A&E

Sure shot
Whether it was a pregnant

Demi Moore on the cover of'

Vanity Fair or a naked John
Lennon on the cover of
Rolling Stone, photographer

Annie Leibovitz has been
creating icons for the last 20
years. She speaks to The
Bniin about her life and new
LACMA exhibit inside.

See page 18

Inside Viewpoint

Solidarity
The Bruin applauds the

efforts of Thursday's

activists to demand that

Chancellor Charles Young
issue a statement of non-

compliance with the newly-

passed Proposition 1 87. The
Bruin also regrets that its

coverage of the event was
hindered and hopes that

such an outright denial of

access does not occur again.

See page 14

ASUCLA faces fiscal shortfall
Association proposes change to Bruin

Gold, privacy policy to raise revenue
By Phillip Carter and Patrick
Kerkstra
Daily Bruin Staff

The students' association
board of directors r^eived some
bad fiscal news at their meeting on
Friday, when officials reported

that the organization had experi-

enced a $104,000 shortfall in sales

during October.

Coming after reports of posi-

-t4v« financial resu44s from
September, the October results

raised concern about the associa-

tion's ability to pay back the $1.6

million the organization lost in

1992-93. Association policy
requires this loss to be paid back
over four years - making this

year's payment $359,000.

In light of this obligation,

board members discussed imple-

menting changes in the Bruin
Gold card program and revising

its privacy policy as ways of
increasing overall revenue, but no
final decisions on those issues
were made.

Association officials said the

current privacy policy, which does

not allow the association to keep
an ongoing customer list, con-
strained them from conducting
business the way their competitors

do.

Pursuing other strategic busi-

ness goals would require relaxing

the privacy policy'^ restrictions,

said students' association
Executive Director Jason Reed.

"WeVe trying to putourseTves

in a position that allows us to

begin to deal with the marketplace

in a way that others similarly situ-

ated are doing," Reed said.

"(Sending) catalogs and other
mailings is something that we're

tightly (restrained) from doing
now."

The changes, other board
members said, were sensitive

issues because of their potential

implications for students and other

association customers.

"Our concerns were protect-

ing our customers' and emplay-

ees' rights withlr^ard to their pri-

vacy," said graduate representa-

tive Karol Dean. She added that

the board's finance committee,
which she chairs, had reviewed
the policy and worked with Reed's

staff to revise it.

"The policy certainly
(addresses) the spirit of what we
tended to agree upon at that meet-

ing," she said. "I think that it rep-

resents our good-faith effort as

board members to come up with a

policy that allows somewhat more
freedom, while at the same time
allowing the organization to do
'what ft needs to for business."

The proposed changes
include an adjustment from "posi-

tive consent" to "negative con-
sent," meaning that under the

proposed policy, customers would
have to specifically indicate that

they did not want to be in the a.sso-

ciation's database.

The possible sale of as.socia-

tion customer information to out-

side merchants raised questions

among board members.
Reed responded that the poli-

cy specifically prohibited the

See ASUCLA, page 9

Palmer puts
emphasis
on parking,_

housing
By Lucia Sanchez
Daily Bruin Staff

Although the major issues for

sophomore facilities commission-
er candidate J. Jioni Palmer are

parking, housing and construction,

he also hopes to. strike a balance

with other sludeni concerns uLhis-

Biesty wants campus safety, increased
communication between student groups

J. JlonI Palmer
Daily Brum File Photo

By Donna Wong
Daily Bruin Senior Staff

Communication and student
saftey is the key to being not only
a facilities commissioner, but also

an undergraduate student council

member, Madeline Biesty said.

Running in tomorrow's mid-
term election for undergraduate
facilities commissioner, Biesty
sees campus safety as the office's

primary concern.

With goals of placing more
lighting on campus, she would
also like to increase the bound-
ariet ofevening van serv ice and

increase it's number of stops.

"The perimeters of evening van

service are not meeting the needs

of students, and the most traveled

areas don't have enough lighting.

These are the areas where the

facilities commissioner can effect

positive change," Biesty said.

After this year's facilities com-
missioner Peter Rudinskas
resigned from the council, Biesty

said she saw this as an opportunity

to get involved in UCLA's under-

graduate government and increase

students' access to the various

facilities around campus. She also

See BIESTY, page 10 Madeline Biesty

Daily Brum f-A« Phott

role on the council.

Palmer, running in tomorrow's

mid-term elections, declared his

candidacy for the empty seat on
the council after facilities com-
missioner elect Peter Rudinskas
resigned from the position eariier

this month.

Palmer's top priority if elected

would be to deal with what he
believes is a parking crisis. He
plans to have a parking task force

in place within three weeks if

elected. The task force would look

at such possibilities as a new park-

ing lot, more commuter passes
and working with Westwood park-

See PALMER, page 10
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What's Brewin' This Week
Arthur Ashe Foundation for the Defeat

of AIDS
World AIDS Day Tennis Tournament
If interested in playing or volunteering,

contact Kristina Mack at 396-1249

Department of Veterans Affairs

Vet's Garden Christmas Sale '94 -

narcissus, swags, bay wreaths and more
Locations include Federal Build ing and
UCLA campus
Call 824-6771 for more information

Korean Student Association

Canned Food Drive - all proceeds go to

local churches to benefit poor families

Now through Nov. 23
Bruin Walk
794-3625 or 794-3886

IMount St. Mary's College
'

"The Marvelous" - an exhibit of mixed
media art

Through Dec. 10

Jose Drudis-Biada Art Gallery, 12001

Chalon Road —
Free

471-9584

UCLA At the Armand Hammer Museum
of Art and Cultural Center

Exhibit: Cabinet des Estampes of the

Bibliotheque Nationale de France -

French Renaissance prints

Through Jan. 1

10899 Wilshire Blvd.

Cost: $4.50 general, $3 students

443-7047

Today

9 a.m. - 1 p.m.

Peer Health Counselors - Healthy Body
Shop
Free massages

Now through Friday

NW corner of Pauley Pavilion

825-5704

Noon

Hillel Student Association

Talmud Study with Rabbi Seidler-Feller

Law School Room 2442
208-3081 <r

Office of International Students &
Scholars and International Students.
Association

Pronunciation workshop
Men's Gym 105

825-1681 or 825-2726 »
•

12:!0 p.m.

University Catholic Center

Weekly mass
Ackerman35I7
208-5015

2 p.m.

Korean Catholic Bible Study

Meeting

Ackerman 3525

4 p.m.

P.R.E.p. - Filipino Recruitment and
Enrichment Program
Preparation tcr Garage Talk

Kerckhoff409
825-2727

Student Fee Advisory Committee
Meeting

Murphy 2121

206-2447

4:15 p.m.

College of Letters and Science

Academic Support Workshops
Alternatives to Medical School

Dealing with Writer's Block
Griffin Commons 203
825-9315

5 p.m.

noe nence

Expresion Latina

Actors workshop
necessary

MacGowan 1350
208-5013

International Students Association

General meeting

Ackerman 2412
825-2726

Latin American Student Alliance

General meeting

Lu Valle Commons Courtroom
206-2631

Lesbian & Bisexual Women's Rap
Kerckhoff500
825-8053

6 p.m.

Asian Pacific Coalition

Staff meeting

Campbell 2240
825-7184

Latin American Student Alliance

Birth control/STD workshop
Lu Valle Commons Courtroom
206-2631

7 p.m.

College of Letters and Science

Academic Support Workshops
Academic Goal Setting and Motivation

Griffin Commons 203
825-9315

7:30 p.m.

Bodhi Tree Bookstore

Discussion and slide show: "The
Pleiadian Mission" by Randolph
Winters

8585 Melrose Ave.

659-1733

Hillel Students Association

Israeli dancing - instructors' class

At 9: 1 5 p.m.: beginners' class

900 Hilgard Ave.

Fee: $5, $4 students

208-3081

Miffnight

KLA
Blue Plate Special

Classic rock from the 60's, 70's and
80's and jazz from the 20's and 30's

530 AM, 99.9 FM
825-9104

Tuesday

Noon

Baha'i Club

General meeting

Ackerman 2412
479-3200

Public Health Student Association

General assembly meeting -

Information Superhighway Exchange

and APHA Soundbites

CHS 51-279

206-3352

12:15 p.m.

University Catholic Center

Rosary Group
Ackerman 35 1

6

208-5015

1 p.m.

PSI CHI

Meeting - guest speaker on fieldworit

opportunities

Franz 3461

4:15 p.m.

College of Letters and Science

Academic Support Workshops
Time Management
Griffin Commons 203
825-9315

5 p.m.

Chinese Student Association

Culture Show auditions for plays, dance,

backstage crew, administrators,

choreographers, etc.

Ackerman 3530
208-2028

p.m.

USAC
Meeting

Sproul Entertainment Center
825-7306

6 p.m.

Little Spark Christian Fellowship

Bible study and rally

Kinsey 141

209-4536

Mahu (Queer Asian Network)

Discussions and socials for, by and
about Queer Asian and Pacific Islanders

Campbell 3233
825-8053 or 825-7184

Nikkei Student Union

General meeting

Franz 117B

825-7184

Sportscar Performance and Motoring

General meeting

Ackerman 3517
209-1164

6:30 p.m.

Hindu Students Council

Discussion with moderator: What does

"Hindu" mean to me?
Bunche3164
208-7337

Vietnamese Student Association and
Vietnamese Reaching out to Aid the

Community
Thanksgiving dinnef

Sunset Recreation Buenos Aires

Please bring canned food or articles of
clothing

208-7867

7 p.m.

College of Letters and Science

Academic Support Workshops
Alternatives to Medical School

Griffin Commons 203
825-9315

UCLA Circle K Service Club

Weekly meeting

Ackerman 3525
794-4786

UCLA Japanese Animation Club

Animation screening - all are subtitled

in English

Dickson 2 160E
794-3656

Wright Institute Los Angeles
Free stress management support

workshop
Every Tuesday
9911 W.Pico Blvd., Ste. 720
277-2796

8 p.m.

True Jesus Church Campus Fellowship
Bible study

Ackerman 2410
208-7498

Wednesday

11 a.m.

University Buddhist Association

Meeting and meditation

Ackerman 3525
398-7616

2:10 p.m.

University Catholic Center

Weekly mass
Ackerman 3517
208-5015

3 p.m.

Armenian Students' Association

General meeting - special guest speaker

Ackerman 2408
206-9124

4 p.m.

Office of International Students &
Scholars

Jntemational Coffeebreak

Kerckhoff Coffeehouse—r—
825-1681

->. . -^^.r

9 p. m.

UCLA Comedy Club

Weekly workshop for those interested in

writing and performing stand-up

comedy
Ackerman 2410
794-3282

Friday

3 p.m.

Chinese Christian Fellowship

Meeting

Ackerman 2408 --..: .,

(213)481-2201

7 p.m.

Bodhi Tree Bookstore

Lecture series; "Shared Presence

People" by Roger Weir
8585 Melrose Ave.

Cost: $15
659-1733

8 p.m.

Santa Monica Theatre Guild

"You Can't Take it With You"
Morgan-Wixson Theatre, 2627 Pico

Blvd., Santa Monica
Cost: $10 general, $8 students

828-7519

8:30 p.m.

Highways Performance Space and
Nuestro Recuerdos
Beto Araiza/H.I.Vato- Alberto Antonio
Araiza's latest work
Cost: $10
1651 18th St., Santa Monica
Call (213) 660-8587 for tickets

If you would like an event listed in this

section, please drop by the Daily Bruin

front counter in 225 Kerckhoff and fill

out a listing form by 2 p.m. the day
before publication. The deadline for a

submission in next Monday's paper is

Wednesday at 2 p.m. Please address

questions to Listings Editor Ayako
Jlagihara at 206-0904.

Study shows link between abortions, breast cancer
Results indicate abortions can increase

breast cancer risk by about 50 percent
By Donna Wong
Dally Bruin Senior Staff

Women undergoing abortions a

few years ago probably never
thought the procedure could
increase their risk of breast cancer.

But according to a newly-
released study by Dr. Janet Daling
of the Fred Hutchinson Cancer
Research Institute in Seattle, a sin-

gle abortion can heighten a
woman's risk of developing breast

cancer by an average of about 50
percent.

Despite the data, however,
UCLA researchers and students
are quick to point out that the

results are from only one study.

And more research needs to be
done in support of the study's cor-

relations before taking the find-

ings as fact, said Ann Downie, a

nurse practitioner for the UCLA
Women's Health Center.

The highest risk factor was cal-

culated for women who have had
an abortion before the age of 1

8

and after the eighth week of preg-

nancy. Women in these categories

experienced an 800 percent
greater chance of developing
breast cancer before age 45, the

typical risk age.

However, women who have had
abortions should not worry exces-

sively, researchers said. Two-
thirds of the women who contract

breast cancer never have any risk

factors at all and researchers still

don't know exactly what causes
the disease, said Marci Lovett, a

nurse practitioner at the UCLA
Iris Cantor Center for Breast
Iriiaging.

"With any of the risk factors of

breast cancer, they're sort of
hypothetical," Lovett said.

The study followed 1,800
women over seven years and
focused investigations on the first

trimester of a woman's pregnancy

to explain the abortion and breast

cancer correlation.

What Daling's research team
found was that during the first

trimester, the number of new
breast cells increases dramatically.

If left alone, these immature cells

are highly vulnerable to malignan-

cy until hormones released by the

later stages of pregnancy cause
them to mature.

When an abortion is performed,

.

hormone production is halted and
young cells remain susceptible to

malignancy, raising a woman's
risk of breast cancer.

But on another note, Daling
found that a miscarriage or spon-

taneous abortion does not have the

See CANCER, page 11

Students consider advantages
of on-campus living, commuting
Commuting is cheaper but dorms are ^Ja^il^S iwe'o'n'^r

**^fun, more convenient, students say
By Naoki Naruse

doesn't

campus."
But living on campus, many

residents said, is a better way to

West Hollywood, said it has been enjoy the UCLA community's
very difficult to find the right offerings. The greatest advantage
place to park. of living on campus, they said, is

"I have a parking space at Lot that making friends and getting to

14, but I have to come really early know people is made easy.

in order to get a parking spot," "Dungeon (the bottom floor in

Couerte Voorhees drives one
and a half hours round-trip to

Westwood every day from his

home in Manhattan Beach.
Calculating the difference in cost Goulding said. "Even though my Dykstra^Hall) is the best floor at

that living at home amounts to, he class starts at 9:30, I should be UCLA," freshman biology major
here an hour before that."

And some commuters risk life

and limb just to get to class.

Jesus Banuelos, a commuter
from Pasadena, said he almost
crashed his car on the freeway -

on more than one occasion. "I've

almost wrecked twice. I somehow
narrowly got out of that," said

Banuelos, a junior cinema major.

"Also during heavy rains ... there

is always a fear of losing control
fied that on-campus life seems to of your vehicle, or not stopping."
provide more advantages than life Even though they have to face
off campus. However, individual these problems, practicality or Lavinia Boykin, a Sproul Hall res-
living conditions all seem to have necessity often persuade many ident.

their own up and down sides, stu- commuters to live far from cam- Ann Surapruick, a junior biolo-
dents said, lending credence to the pus, they said. gy major, has been living on cam-
phras«t "the grass is always green- "'i went back to school after I pus for more than two years
er on the other side." got married. So we have a home of primarily because her parents feel

For commuting students, it is our own," said Goulding, who has better about her safety that way.
always a hustle to fight for a park- a child to take care of. "It hasn't
ing space. Mio Goulding, a senior been a necessity to live on cam- See COMMUTERS, page 12
East Asian studies major living in pus. Just because I have to find a

Environmental law
clinjc offers students
hands-on experience
Ten participate in

UCLA program to

assist professionals

in actual casework
figures that.he saves close to $400
a month in rent alone.

'The only thing (living on cam-
pus) would do is save me a couple
of hours of driving," said
Voorhees, a senior French studies

major. And that hasn't been a
strong enough reason for him to

leave his parents' rent-free house.

But the debate between students

living off versus those living on
campus is a lively one. Many testi

Brian Kim said. "We go to basket-

ball games, volleyball games, din-

ner together all the time." This
"school-oriented environment"
creates a sense of attachment to

campus, Kim said.

Despite the fact that they con-

sider the dorms very expensive,

parents often prefer their children

to live on campus instead of off,

so that they won't have to deal

with bills or cooking.

"Dad wants me to live on-cam-
pus," said first-year math major

By Gil Hopenstand
Daily Bruin Senior Staff

UCLA law students are dis-

covering that there is a limit to

what can be learned in a class-

room.

All fired up

#
UCLA

Graduate
Schools

Photos by AUDHEY LEE/DaUy Bruki

The Beat 'SC Bonfire Thursday night on the IM
Field fired up Bruin fans with football spirit.

UCLA went on to beat USC 31-19 - their fourth
consecutive victory in the annual matchup.

The 10 student participants in

the school's new Frank Wells
Environmental Law Clinic are

getting a hands-on experience in

litigation. The group, partially

sponsored by the Natural
Resources Defense Council
(NRDC), assists professional
attorneys on real casework in

environmental law.

"I get a different perspective

ijcsides the theoretical approach
given in the

classroom,"
said third-year

law studentRoy
Bienavidez.
"We've been
exposed to the

court system
and to lawyers

in the real

worid."

Beth Pawsat agreed that the

six-unit program provides stu-

dents unique opportunities.

"You get feedback on litiga-

tion skills that you might other-

wise not get," said the third-year

law student, adding that her pro-

fessors oversee all the work.

The clinic's director, UCLA
law Professor Ann Carlson,
explained the class' three objec-

tives.

"To teach real litigation skills,

to expose students to environ-

mental law, and to provide legal

assistance to top public interest

environmental organizations,"

she said.

Carlson said the group has so

far worked on two suits under the

federal Clean Water Act.

"One (case) was against
Caltrans and one was against the

County of L.A.," she described.

"In both cases, they failed to

comply with storm water per-

mits. We tried to get the county
and Caltrans to take responsibili-

ty for environmental clean up
and to help reduce the pollution

that runs into the (Santa Monica)
Bay through storm water."

In these cases. Bruin law stu-

dents worked with attorneys for

the NRDC by preparing direct

examinations of witnesses,
preparing discovery and organiz-

"I get a different per-

spective besides the

theoretical approach

given in the classroom."

Roy Bienavidez

Third-year Law Student

ing a press conference.

Professor Albert Moore^ who
co-teaches the class with
Carfsbri, said'en vrronriie'ntal law
is the perfect setting to teach
such litigation skills.

"I thought that there would be

interesting cases for the students

to work on, and they provide a

wide range of experiences for

Iheni," he said.

The law school offers several

other clinical classes, but Moore
was quick to point out his pro-

gram's specialty.

"It is the only clinic where we
only look at one part of law.

Others are (focused) around a

skill," he said.

Law school Dean Susan Prager

said the clinic provided another

opportunity to incorporate actual

court cases into the class.

"This is another step in a grad-

ual growth in our clinical efforts,

which have been one of our high-

est priorities for sometime now,"
Prager said. "Most importantly, it

helps us increase a focus on envi-

ronmental issues, which so many
students are interested in explor-

ing."
. .

Bienavidez said he is consider-

ing pursuing a career in environ-

mental law. adding that he found

the class especially rewarding.

"I wish I had taken more clini-

cal classes earlier," he said.

The clinic is named in memory
of the late Walt Disney
Corporation President and envi-
ronmentalist Frank Weils.
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Former Haiti chief
in Panama cioister
PANAMA CITY. Panama — Former
Haitian military chief Raoul Cedras
spends his days cloistered inside a high-

rise in this capital's most exclusive neigh-

borhood, writing his memoirs in an
apartment overlooking Panama Bay.

One month after fteeing his homeland
under U.S. military escort, the man who
helped overthrow Haiti's first democrati-

cally elected president is settling into

comfortable, anonymous exile.

There is nothing outside the 17-story

building named "The Emperor" to indi-

cate it is the new home of the former mil-

itary coup leader, his wife and their three

children.

Poiice open fire at
Gaza Strip mosque
GAZA CITY, Gaza Strip — PLO police

opened fire on worshippers outside a

mosque Friday, setting off day-long
clashes with Islamic militants that shook
Yasser Arafat's self-rule government.
Thirteen people were killed and more
than 150 wounded.
The outburst of violence between the

PLO and the fundamentalist Hamas was
the most serious since autonomy began in

May, and raised questions about the
future of the peace process with Israel.

"Arafat, traitor," angry Palestinians

shouted at Shifa Hospital, where the

wounded poured in all afternoon.

Tensions have been building between
the PLO and Hamas as a result of a series

of suicide bombings arid shootings aimed
at Israeli targets, including the Tel Aviv
bus bombing Oct. 19 that killed 23.

Legislators faii to
banisii Zliirinovsicy
MOSCOW — Fed up with Vladimir
Zhirinovsky, more than 200 legislators

tried Friday to banish the outspoken
ultranationalist from the parliament floor

for three sessions after his latest outburst.

But despite a 204-60 backing in the

State Duma or lower house, the measure
failed because it lacked an absolute
majority in the 450-member body.

_ The move came after a shouting
Zhirinovsky, during hearings on a coun-
terintelligence bill, accused the head of

the Federal Counterintelligence Service

of being an agent for the Mossad, Israel's

secret service. He called the agency, a

successor to the KGB, "a branch of the

CIA and Mossad."

S. Korea to finance
Nortli's teciinoiogy
WASHINGTON — The United States,

Japan and South Korea held a "very pro-

ductive" meeting Friday on implementa-
tion of the U.S. -North Korea nuclear
agreement signed last month, the State

Department said.

Participants affirmed that South Korea
will play a central role in financing the

nuclear technology.

Under the accord. North Korea
promised to open its secretive nuclear
program in return for technology, assis-

tance and a more normal relationship with

the United States.

One of the controversial aspects of the

agreement is the $4 billion price tag for

the technology needed for two light-water
reactors that produce less plutonium than

the reactors North Korea posses.ses.

^tate

Huffington refutes
Feinstein's victory
SAN FRANCISCO — Sen. Dianne
Feinstein finally claimed victory Friday

as the slow count of absentee ballots

eliminated any chance for Republican
Michael Huffington to catch up.

Huffington refused to concede.

Huffington said in A statement he was
concerned about "massive voting irregu-

larities" and would ask the Immigration
and Naturalization Service for help in

checking voter rolls for names of non-cit-

izens.

Feinstein's lead over Huffington late

Friday was 152,060 votes - 3,870,853 to

3,718,793 - with 140,000 to 160,000
absentee ballots remaining to be counted.

City probes ciaims
of firefigliter tiieft

Fire officials are wrapping up an inter-

nal investigation of whether firefighters

walked off with tenants' belongings from
an earthquake-damaged apartment build-

ing in Santa Monica.

City officials received complaints that

between seven and 20 firefighters took
personal possessions after a September
cleanup of the red-tagged structure on the

Santa Monica oceanfront.

Deputy Fire Chief Ettore Berardinelli

said firefighters considered the property

abandoned, and planned to give it to char-

ity. The Salvation Army and the Venice
Boys and Girls Club were enlisted to

receive donations from tenants during the

two weeks that firefighters permitted
property retrieval. But since then, officials

of both groups said they had received no
donations from the Fire Department.

Compiaiiits against
radio station fiied

Advocates for the homeless filed com-
plaints with the Federal Communications
Commission against a radio station
whose talk show host said street people

should be killed.

On a KFI-AM show last summer,
Emiliano Limon asked: "If homeless peo-

ple cannot survive on their own, why
shouldn't they be put to sleep?" He said

the homeless should die because they are

**jl burdeir:.. a waste of space."

The nonprofit Los Angeles Coalition to

End Homelessness and the Los Angeles
County Commission for Public Social

Services filed complaints Thursday.

FCC spokesman Milton Gross in

Washington said the complaint that

Limon was inciting violence falls outside

the FCC's jurisdiction.

Letterman's Top 10
Signs the Michael Jackson/Lisa Marie

marriage is in trouble.

10. Michael looking pale and weird lately.

9. Their Christmas card is a copy of their

pre-nuptial agreement.

8. They no longer share the Maybelline.

_X Michael living in a Motel 6 outside of
Rochester, N.Y.

6. Lisa Marie now dating Richard
Siinmons,

5. Lisa Marie refused to take the four-year

intensive NASA training program that

would teach her to moonwalk.
4. She likes Wendy's, he's an Arby's man.
3. She's making eyes at other androgy-
nous freaks.

2. She's found out 'Neverland' refers to

their sex life.

1 . He's grabbing himself again.
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CHRISTMAS TIME

ManRkeim

tteanriller
Christmas
CASSETTE *8**

A Fresh Aire

Christmas CASSEHE *6** CASSEHE "6**

Nat King Cole

The Christmas
Song
CASSEHE M"

Bebe & Cece

Winans
First Christmas

CASSEHE »6"

PRICES EFFECTIVE THRU 11/27/94

LOW PRICE GHARANnE
For every product we se<l. we'll beat any

legitimate price from a local store stocking the

same now Ham ma factory-sealed box Even after

your purehaae. if you find akMMT pnce wittiin 30
days, including our own sate prices, we'll refund

110%o(tf>ednTerence Our low price guarantee

doee not apply to celuier phones or pegers, or

wtMnDwpnoa incRidee bonue or wee ofVara.

apaoW flnandnQi InalalaUon, or

iwawulartufar'a rabala, or to competitors'

ona-Or^Mnd or othac inlled Quantity offers.

SEEYinSTIIEFIIiniUlS!
tThit Hern appears at oui evaryday low prica,

iMcked by our 30-Oay Low Prict GuaranlM.
Kits, antennas and installation accessorim
may tse required at an additional cost

'AH wattage stated per channel RMS into 8
ohine wit) THD between 001 and 1% from as

towjM 20>ft toSiOkHz. AH TV screens

meaaurad diagonally

We reserve Ihe right to limit quantities to * Activation net rM|Uired.
ensurasuBcienlimfentoryforyou. UwH On« pliompwnd M—f.

No SSIm to dMiCfS.

STORE HOURS: MON-FRi 10-9PM; SAT 10-8PM; SUN 10-6PM

.<&.LA"
CELLULAR.
1Vlcrlhrcillin)iin&.

our customers

ORAMOE COUNTY
BreaSSSE BirchSt Norlti ol Brea Mall

(714)256-2140

Buena Parti 200 N Beach Blvd

(714)220-9000

Huntington Beach 7777 Edinger Ave

(714)8^«966
' l-agune HMa 23541 Calle Da La Louisa

(714)856-1880
' Newport Beach at Fashion lalartd

1101 Nawpoit Center Or (714)720-9223

Orange 1 407 Chapman (71 4) 634-9393

Santo Ana 2445 S Bristol 2 miles north

ol South Coast Plaza (714) 545-1600

SAN GABRIEL VALLEY
MonMbeao 244 1 Via Campo
^13)888^)000'
Paa«dene39N RosemaedBlvd
(818)796^444
Puento HIHa 1 7543 Gale Ave
(818)8100042

LA COUNTY
Compton120E ComplonBlvd
(310)803-9700

Hollywao«4400 Sunset BMj
(213)663-6033

UCIsnega 1839 La Cienega Blvd

(310)2800700
W. Los Angeles 31 IS Sepulveda

(310)391-3144

NOW OPENI WsshMMd VMag*
t145GaylayAva (310)20e-6W5

SOUTH BAY
Laiwwaod 4950 Faculty

(310)406-2666

Norwik n 756 Firestone Blvd

(310)866-1000

So. Torrance Crenshaw at

Paci«c Coast Hwy (310)325-7211

Torrance 18020 Hawthorne Blvd

(310)370-3333

DESERT
r 44600 Valley Center Way

m the Povrer Center (805) 9490222
Pahn Desert 72 240 Higtiway 1 1

1

(619) 7790623
VIctarvWe 12353 Manposa Rd
(619)243-4668

INLAND EMPIRE
MontcWr 5150 Plana Ln

(909)625«665
Moreno Valsy 12625 Frederict< Street

at Towngale Center (909)653-3472

Riverside 1 0255 Magnolia Ave
(909)689-2000

SenBemerdbw9llS E' Street

(909)885-5555
West Covins 339 N AzusaAve
(818)986-8385

Ranclio Cucsmonga
12489 Foothill Blvd (909) 899-7995

Pomona 2735 S TowneAve
(909)4650756

MiinE EiEcnmics instaiiatiiii aihiuiie at AU lICATinS

SAN FERNANDO VALLEY
Van Nuys 1 3630 Victory Blvd

(818) 782-3355

Woodtand HMs 21470 Victory Blvd

(816)888-1212

Norttiridgt \ 7037 Devonshire

(818) 366-5444

BurtMnli 40t N First St

(al Media Center) (ei8)55at172

IMYSMWilK
-C/rcf/rCffrfivns—
THE SHOPS OF PALOS VERDES

(301)377-4049

STONEWOOD CENTER
(310)861 2574

SOUTH COAST PLAZA
(310)861 2574

PASEO NUEVO
(805)963-6719

CIRCUIT
CITY

Where Service is State of ttie Art

m MB menuanquoucm imv.

•««-•«€««• ^S^
|f^J0l/C»VER

imwiY/iiiBmmmmum.
Not al Hems Available at Circul City Express Stores mtl fmBK STmKt iBa UKlmHS!

15%
I

With UCLA student/faculty I.D.

Coupon good at Westwood focation only.

Expires 1 1/30/94.

Not valid with any other offer.

ANY PURCHASE

CIRCUIT
CITY

Where Service is State of the Art «

I
I

I
I
I

Westwood Village

ONLY
1145 Gayley Avenue

(310)208-6885

UNDERGROUND PARKING
En«er <»v« ICImj

-cr> mmif ;tv»,ut>te nnty Mt Westwood VWagc. BuftMrtk. Rartcho Cuc»mt*n<fm and Pomona
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Ticket fiasco lawsuit dismissed
Judge rules UCLA not responsible for

Wisconsin fans* admission to Rose Bowl
By Gil Hopenstand
Daily Bruin Senior Staff

Nearly a year after the initial

incident, a Wisconsin judge dis-

missed all claims against UCLA
in last year's Rose Bowl ticket

fiasco.

On Wednesday, Judge P.

Charles Jones agreed with uni-

versity lawyers on the position

that UCLA was not i;esponsible

for hundreds of University of
Wisconsin fans not having tick-

ets to last year's Rose Bowl
game.

"The judge in Wisconsin
dismissed us, meaning the
(University of California)
Regents from the lawsuit," said

Joseph Mandel, vice chancellor
of legal affairs. "He agreed that

UCLA has no legal responsibili-

ty for ticket buyers." •

Many of the disgruntled fans

bought tour packages that
included transportation, lodging
and admission to the Jan. 1

game, only to find that there
were actually no tickets for
them. University lawyers argued
that the "unscrupulous" tour

operators, not UCLA, should be
held responsible.

"We didn't do anything
wrong. We're not responsible for

injuries to people in Wisconsin.
The unscrupulous travel agents
and travel packagers are,"
Mandel said.

In his ruling, Jones also
allowed UCLA to file sanctions,

a motion which states that the
prosecuting fans acted so "mali-
ciously and frivolously" in nam-
ing UCLA in the case, they
could be forced to reimburse the

university's legal fees.

While UCLA is no longer a

defendant in the case, a trial will

soon begin against the travel

coordinators.

Rudeness at American
embassy riles Russians
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By Alessandra Stanley
The New York Times

MOSCOW — Russians are
once again complaining about long
lines, red tape and bone-chilling
rudeness from petty bureaucrats.

Only now they maintain that

such typical Soviet-era indignities

are rampant in the consular section

of the American embassy.

Ordinary citizens, and even a

few journalists and former dissi-

dents who have sought tourist

visas to the United States are
increasingly indignant over what
they describe as rude and humiliat-

ing treatment by American con-

sular officers.

The U.S. embassy retorts that

80 percent of all visa requests here

are granted and that the complaints

reflect the Russians' misunder-
standing of American bureaucracy

and immigration law.

But the conflict is also a reflec-

tion of the new kinds of cultural

clashes that have surfaced now.
that the grand ideological divide

between the former superpowers
has narrowed.

Russians, accustomed to being
treated by American diplomats as

cherished allies in the struggle

See EMBASSY, page 13

1994-1995 Chancellor's

Humanitarian Award
For UCLA Students

^ ~
-V^ tWP Chancellor's

Human.tanan Awa d is^
the campus or the

—

SSs ---V, VOU are ^".r.^ "^

,^ ^^ „,„;,„.
M.p.V

, .u 1 QQ4 1995 award must be rect:.,3ble at the

,,,„U ,ou (o„our coope,3«o„ -.n .«s n>a«.

Sincerely,
"^

CRSrles E. Young

Chancellor

• Office of the Assistant Vice Chancellor-

Student and Campus Life-

1104 Murphy Hall

• Community Service Commission Office-

408 Kerckhoff Hall

• (graduate Students Association

300 Kerckhoff Hall

• Community Programs Office-

102 Men's Gym

• AAP Information Desk-

1209 Campbell Hall

• Center for Student Programming
337 Plaza Building

• Ackerman Union Information-Level A

Pick IJp An Application
at Tiiese Ii<»cations:

• Financial Aid Office-A129J Murphy
Hall

• Residence Halls-Assistant Director's

Offices

• URL I\irnstiles

• Field Studies Development
80 Powell Library

Come to an

Essay & Application

Workshop
Bring your essays and applications witii you to

this hands-on workshop, and you will:

getth6 inside story on admissions

learn how to get great recommendations

learn how to write a personal statement

get feedback on your essays

and applications

+7,2
points*

.,.»ESCOR|.MP»n..,. I

Guest Speaker, Location, Date & Time:

Trent Anderson, J.D., M.B.A.
Mr. Anderson is a graduate of both UCLA and USC,

and has advised pre-professional studentsfor over

eight years. He is a member ofPCAPLA
and the California Bar.

Ramada, Beverly TTiIIs

1\iesday, November 22nd

6:30 pm - 9:00 pm

Admission: $45.00
>.

Workshop seats are limited, call 1-800-KAP-TEST

toddy, to reserve your space!

KAPLAN
*As documented in the May 1994 Kaplan LSAT Perfomiance Study conducted by Price Waterhouse.
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France's ex-president titillates nation witii sexy novel
By Bernard D. Kaplan
Hearst Newspapers

PARIS — It's as if George
Bush or Jimmy Carter wrote a

sexually explicit novel about a

love affair between an older man
and a mysterious and beautiful

young woman and then publicly

hinted that the work was drawn
from personal experience.

Former French President
Valery Giscard d'Estaing has

done just that.

What's more, some pundits
here suggest that he deliberately

timed the book's publication to

provide a lift to his chances of
again being elected to the
nation's highest office early next

year.

"In some other country, a

politician would be careful not to

write anything like this, at least

until his political career was
over" observed Paris University

political scientist Eric
Deschamps.

But he said he suspected that

Giscard saw the book's "aura of
scandal" as likely to prove a
political plus by giving him a

"livelier image" with the voters.

If Deschamps is correct, it's

the latest evidence that an active

extramarital sex life is no handi-

cap to a French politician and, in

fact, may be a positive advantage
to his career.

The recent revelation that

France's incumbent President,

Francois Mitterrand, has a 20-

year-old illegitimate daughter got

a sympathetic, even sentimental

reception from the public here.

Following the disclosure, his

standing soared in opinion polls.

Giscard's novel, "I^ Passage"
(The Transformation), chronicles

the passionate relationship
between the middle-aged hero
and a much younger woman he

meets at a weekend hunting
party.

When their romance is over,

the man Hnds it has given him a
new zest for life. Some political

writers have asked whether
Giscard the novelist is trying to

tell voters something about
Giscard the veteran politician.

The ex-chief of stale says that

the story in his first novel isn't

autobiographical - well, not
exactly, anyway.

Testl!^Iastei*s Crushes
The Competitioii!
LSAT Course Comparison

TestMasters Kaplan Princeton Review

Lecture Hours 72 56 42
Course Lecture Hrs./

Clinic Lecture Hrs.
60/12 28/28 42/0

IV/llnimum
Instructor

LSAT Rercentile
99tli 90th 95thi

Live Instructor
Helpline

Hours per W/eek
55

Maximum
Olass Size 28

No Set
Maximum 15

Uses Only Real
LSAT Questions? Yes No Yes

Oourse Oost S750 $795 $745

CLEAR SKIN!
'"that '.s' our prttmise

"

ETHNIC SKIN CARE SPEOALIST
ACNE • RAZOR BUMPS • DARK SPOTS

j ACNE'oirDARK'sPOT'pE" "j

I
$25.00 I

I FACIAL: 35 Minutes for $35.00 |

Call for an appointment

(310) 313-3223
Payees SWn Care Center

11373 Washinston Blvd., LA, (Across from Culver DMV)

There is no comparison!
We are the LSAT specialists.

Call today for more information.

USAC SPECIAL ELECTION

VOTE TOMORROW
FOR

M

•w
a...

Facilities Commissioner

SHUDDER TO THINK

Polls open 9am - 6pm at various

locations throughout campus.

?QuestJons? Call the

Election Board: 206-7796 or

stop by 309A Kerckhoff Hall
STUDENTS

COUNCIL Paid for by USAC

Free noon concert at

Westwood Plaza
tomorrow.
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ASUCLA
From page 1

association from selling its data-

base to "other off-campus busi-

ness entities."

After discussing the privacy

policy, the board heard reports

from several officials on the asso-

ciation's plans to further develop
the Bruin Gold card program.
Reed said that upgrading of the

Bruin Gold system was necessary

to help improve the association's

interaction with students.

"It is clear that this is the

direction the campus wants to go,"

said Reed, adding that the UCLA
trend is towards computer
automation, and the students'

association must follow that
development in order to succeed.

Bruin Gold card use is low,

officials said, because it's not con-

venient enough to become wide-
spread. Business development
manager Terence Hsiao said that

on other campuses where elec-

tronic-card use is high, there are

many more ways to use the cards

than are now available at UCLA.
"Most successful programs

"It is clear that this

is the direction the

campus wants to go."

Jason Reed

Executive Director

are those which tie directly into

the residence halls," Hsiao said.

"The real difference between us

and these other (campuses) is that

they have lots of payment points,

such as laundry machines and
vending machines."

Officials reported that some
of the earliest Bruin Gold-vending
machines would be installed in

February 1995, while laundry
machines would take until at least

1996 to begin accepting the asso-

ciation's card.

Comparing UCLA to other

schools, administration represen-

tative Dorothy Webster said that

this campus was already behind
others in its implementation of an

electronic-card system.

"Most campuses have con-

cluded that managing the business

of students is most efficiently han-

dled by use of an (electronic)

card," she said. "The business is

going to happen in one way or
another, and (we) can be the

provider for that."

'There's no way to avoid this,

it's a revenue producing enter-

prise," Webster added. "There's

hardly a way lo fail at doing thai."

YOUR SMILE IS YOUR
BEST ASSET!

opy/^i 4 f , il.lZi\ Examination. 6 X-Rays & Teeth

ol r^V,l.Al^. :>?U- Cleaning Expires 6 30 95

COSMETIC AND
GENERAL DENTISTRY

•TOOTH BONDING. BLEACHING
•Nitrous Oxide (Laughing Gas)

•Hypnosis • Electronic Anesthesia

•Open Late Hours, Free Parking/Validated Parking

•Checks, Credit Cards and Insurance Forms Welcome
•17 Years in Private Practice in Westwood

Larry Friedman, D.D.S. (UCLA Graduate)
1762 Westwood Blvd. #460 (l)etween Wilshire & Sanu Monica Bl.)

^^^^Fb^ppolntaentCaIM310)47^376^^^^^

FnSHiON

EVEWEfiR

ONLY

rr

DESIGNER

EVEWERR

SAVE

Choose from

hundreds of styles

regularly priced at

$49. Includes single

vision Rx lenses.

Wttti UCLA student ID

I

I

Save $20 on our designer

I eyewear regularly priced

I
fioffl $109. Single vision Rx

I

lenses included. Select

Irani Anne Klein, Perry

Ellis. Polo and many more.

With UCLA student ID

RCUVUE

12 PAIR

Price includes 12

pair (24 lenses) of

Acuvue disposable

contacts. Ri
required.

With UCLA student ID

All Eyeglass Prices Include: Single Vision Rx lenses

• All Powers • All Sizes • All Tinted Colors • Photogrey

Pricing does not include eye exam.

WE GUARANTEE LOWEST PRICE

^OR Eves

W. Los Angeles
1927 Westwood Blvd

(310)474-0522

(31 0) 474-5889
DR^MICHAEL KHOURY

OPTOMETRIST
With

Student

I.D.
'<^^fcL-: T-t:-

Comprehensive eye examination includes tests for ^^>^

glaucoma, cataracts, and other eye diseases. An
extended retinal examination with your eyes dialated if

FREE! necessary with no

additional fee!

1929 Westwood Blvd.

2 blocks south of

Santa Monica Blvd

Wc Release Our
Prescriptiorw

FREE!

Student Specials
Exp. 11 30 94

Haircut & Blowdry

Coloi

i^m
HI 9 Westwood Blvd.

H79-8625/^78.93 1 6 Schwarzkopf

Spiral Perm & Haircut

Perm S: Haircut

CLOSED SUNDAYS
Prices For First Time Clients Only

YouVe paid your dues.

Are you prepared to collect?

How much money and effort have you

spent on your education so far? How
many thousands of hours? And now

you have to take the MCAT. Is

there such a thing as overkill in

a situation like this?

to these tests, we work through MCAT passages every time

the class meets. Nothing you encounter on the MCAT
should be a surprise.

Hyperlearning offers

the most intensive

MCAT prepara-

tion available.

We work hard to

give you the most

for your dollar. The

most^re<|uired hours, the

PROFESSIONAL

(f^i\m

u &»

PREP COURSE"

most motivatmg environment,

the most complete and current mate-

rials, and the most qualified instructors.

The longest most complele, diid most intensive MCAT (otirse dvailable

• 12 weeks, 4 meetings per week (Saturday, Sunday, and two week

nights). More than 130 total hours. No wimps need apply.

• 2.5 hours per meeting, 44 separate meetings.

• Immediate feedback. No more than 24 students in a class

• Convenient classrooms and times to fit your schedule.

• We help you re-learn, rather than merely review, the

conceptually-oriented science and verbal material

youll need to get a winning MCAT score.

Rigorous essay wriling woricshops

"^

You'll write thirteen half-hour essays. While this

program improves scores dramatically, a few

students need even more help. We've designed

one-on-onc writing sessions (five weeks

each) for students who still have concerns

about this important subscore.

Help with tlie application process

Wc won't abandon you after the

•MCAT:~We^havc in rcTVi-ew^nd

application resources , seminars,

catalogs and profiles on all 126

U.S. allopathic medical schools.

We have a Macintosh*

AMCAS application template

so you can work on your appli-

cation until you're satisfied. Then

you can laser print the final version

on our system and send it off.

Specialized inslnictors who are experts in their field

. You arc taught byfour (not one or two) spe-

cialized, MCAT-experienced instructors.

• All instructors have earned at least a

Master's degree and many have won teach-

ing awards outside our course.

MCAT diagnostics lo focus your efforts, light from the start

Youll take two diagnostic tests in addition to two

full-length MCATs just before the test. Taking the first diag-

nostic test early in the course will alert you and your instructors to your

weak areas in both science knowledge and test-taking skills. In addition

Wf design and re design our MCAT course for you

All of our materials are subject to student

feedback on areas of confijsion. We continually

upgrade our exhaustive Biology, Chemistry, Physics,

and Verbal materials to emphasize the conceptual skills

demanded by the new format MCAT. We now offer 2600

pages of focused review materials, hundreds of practice

MCAT-style passages and five practice MCATs.

Just give us a call at

800 MD-BOUND
(1-800-6.32-6863)

We'll make sure you

get what you've

(already) paid for.

PiSSi I liny
mfHTwmwomERiousmmHETEsr

Ol^^ Hyperlnrning. HypeHftifning md Protcwiond MCAT PrfpCnanr art trft<(emarkf tnd 'Whrn it'i Time lo Gcf Smou* About rhcT«M* m •«(*(<« mtrfc o4' HypniMrmnn.

Maamtctk m Nfjtwirf tT»dcm«rii of Apple Cofnputrr, Inc.
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$5.oa
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I

I

I

I

I

I

I

OFF CD'S
$3.00 OFF CASSETTES!

J
Valid for $5 OFF any CD (regularly priced $14.99 or higher) or $3 .

OFF any Cassette (regularly priced $9.99 or higher). Excludes sale

and used product. Only one coupon can be used per visit.

Photocopied reproductions not accepted. This offer cannot be "
combined with any other

offer or discount. Coupon not

redeemable for cash.

VALID AT BROXTON
LOCATION ONLY
EXP 12/1/94.

^WH««fii«WSir

I

I

I

I

BRING STUDENT I.D.

FOR 10% DISCOUNT!
OPEN 'TIL MIDNIGHT»IN THE VILLAGE!

1 095 BROXTON 3 1 0) 824-2255

-¥-»-

..V

I

X

1

I
ft

November 21-23

Campus Photo Studio, 2n(i Floor Ackerman

Ackerman Students' Store B-Level

Lu Voile Commons Store

^mmm:m^ii ;-5>r«^<;>>li(!j;»>yy::ft»g-<3g^

PALMER BIESTY
From page 1

ing lots for student discount rales,

he said.

Palmer would also like to pub-
lish a student housing handbook
explaining the ins and outs of both
on- and off-campps housing. The
handbook would inform students

of their rights as tenants, how to

bargain for a lease, how to sub-
lease their apartment and give
advice on financial management,
he said.

"We need to have the foresight,

and we need to plan ahead so that

future construction isa't disrupt-

ing the flow of traffic on campus,"
he explained. He also wants better

lighting and campus maps which
reflect construction.

As an elected coffimissioner.

Palmer would also sit on the
undergraduate council and deal

with more general issues brought
before the council, he said.

It is here where he can best
serve the student body, and also

where the undergraduate govern-
ment has failed students. Palmer
said.

We have a lot of really good

From page 1

said she plans to foster ties of
communication within the campus
communities.

Biesty draws her support from
all parts of campus and does not

view her primary support as com-
ing from any one identifiable

group or organization.

With affiliations to Alpha Phi,

the California Public Interest

Research Group, the National
Organization of Women and the

March of Dimes, Biesty has seen
the lobbying side of governrngni.

She would now lilce to be on the

"(We should work)

together instead of

diversifying ourselves

into separate groups.

Madeline Biesty

Candidate

>»

commissioners who do really

good commission work," Palmer
explained. "We have very few, if

any, good council members and
council leaders."

Students should be aware of
what student government can do,

and has been doing, concerning

"We need to harness

the energy of these

groups in order to do

progressive work ..."

J. Jioni Palmer

Commissioner Candidate

issues of retention, curricular
reform and student programming,
he continued.

Palmer privately challenged his

opponent Madeline Biesty to a

debate after Wednesday night's

endorsement hearings, but she
declined.

Biesty said that the debates
would be divisive and highlight

differences instead of focusing on
the issues. Biesty continues to

decline^ but Palmer continues to

insist that a debate is necessary.

"We need to highlight our dif-

ferences, to let people know that

one, there is a difference. Two, it

makes a difference who is elect-

ed," he explained. "If people don't

know that there's a difference and
they don't believe that it makes a
difference who's elected then it

makes no difference (to them)
who is elected, and they don't
vote."

Palmer, now the political action

education coordinator for the
African Student Union, unsuc-
cessfully ran for undergraduate
financial supports commissioner
during last spring's council elec-

tions. He has also worked for
Nommo, UCLA's African
American newsmagazine, and was
chief of staff for the Financial
Supports Commissioner last year.

Palmer feels his working
knowledge of the student advoca-

cy groups is essential to a com-
missioner's role as a member of
the council.

"We need to harness the energy
of these groups in order to do pro-

gressive work in the areas of
retention, curricular reform and
programming," he said. "I say just

as the African Student Union
would be failing its students if it

did not work on those issues to the

needs of its constituency, I say

USAC is currently failing it's stu-

dents."

decision-making side, she said.

"I've learned a great deal serv-

ing on the national Youth Council
and the Public Affairs
Commission of the March of
Dimes, specifically in the areas of

government. I know what it takes

to send a message to an adminis-

tration," Biesty said.

Within the council, Biesty said

she will be an advocate for stu-

dents - by making facilities and
services more accessible, and also

by objectively looking at council

issues, without becoming person-

ally offended or attacked, she
said.

"Sometimes government can be
stalled by divisiveness. But I see

myself as a person who can make
a decision without the politics of
the issue interfering," Biesty said.

Her main goals as an under-
graduate government council
member would be to enhance cul-

tural awareness, sensitivity and
ties of communication.

"In order to understand each
other, we need to sit down and
talk," she said. "By encouraging
people to talk to each other, you
really get to the root of the prob-
lems."

Recently, J. Jioni Palmer,
opposing candidate for the facili-

ties commission challenged
'B4€84^y te a pt»Wic debai
However, she declined and con-

"In order to understand

each other, we need

to sit down and

talk."

Madeline Biesty

tinues to do so.

"The problem with most politi-

cal campaigns is when people try

to focus on the other political can-

didate instead of themselves. A
debate takes the campaign to a
different,level beyond the issues,"

Biesty said.

When asked what is the prima-
ry difference between her and
Palmer, Biesty said that it would-
n't be right for her to make a judg-
ment against him.

"My campaign is about me and
not about him. I don't know him
... and I don't feel good making a
judgment about him versus me,"
Biesty said.

She emphasized that people can
interact well on the the individual

level, adding that she believes
most conflicts occur at the group
level.

"The biggest challenge on cam- ^

pus is working together instead of
diversifying ourselves into sepa-

\
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CANCER
From page 3

same effect because a worjian's

hormones have been naturally^al-

anced and breast cell develofHnent

sometimes doesn't even begin.

When doctors look at a

woman's risk factors, they create a

health profile to determine what
plans for mammography - X-rays
of breast tissue - should be taken,

. Lovett said.

Currently, the two major risk

factors in breast cancer are
increased age and family history

of breast cancer.

If an asymptomatic patient's

mother contracted breast caiKer in

her eariy 40s, then doctors would
suggest mammography screening

in the patient's early 30s, Lovett
said.

**Howevcr, women who are
having breast problems can have a
screening at any time," Lavett
added.

Other risk factors considered
when making a health profile are a

woman's obstetrical history and a

diagnosis of pre-menopause.

But the only risk factor that

would cause any doctor to begin
mammography screenings earlier

than the 30s is a woman's family

history of the disease.

"This point is the one that we
know to be most closely related.

All these other things may only
slightly increase the risk factor.

Not enough is to know about them
and how they play a role," Lovett

said.

Despite the debate about the

study's validity, some believe that

the mere possibility of increased

risk should be a concern of aH.

"I would probably say that I

have no hard date what the risks

would be, but all women should
be concerned about it to an equal

degree," Downie said.

"It's important for everybody to

know that it's a possibility," said

Anna Liu, a student in rhe
Oraduate School of Educatioo and
biformational Science.

Some of the Seattle study's
indirect in^>lications include stir-

ring debate on the a^^dition issue,

with many pro-life activists eager
to advertise the study's findings.

However, s(Mne students said they

believe the study won't change
*4i4her side of the centfoversy
because regardless of the data,

supporters of the pro-choice and
anti-abortion debate will probably
continue to believe as they do.

And today, with neither side

advocating abortion as a form of
birth control, both camps could
benefit by using the data to edu-
cate the population, Liu said.

Until further studies are done,

medical professionals said they
wouldn't advise a woman who ha^

had an abortion to immediately
get a cancer screening, although
they would probably tell their

patients of the possible risks,

Downie said.

With additional government
money being funneled into breast

cancer research and new screening

technologies, more data on the

study's correlations may come
soon, Downie added.

But regardless of what addition-

al studies may find, many students

agreed that women will still have
abortions.

"If people wanted an abortion, I

think people would still get one
regardless (of the possibilities).

Just look at the people who get

breast implants," undeclared first-

year student Susanne Ault said,

referring to the recently publicized

dangerous side effects of breast

augmentation procedures.

For women who have had abor-

tions in the past, self-examination.

Lipj Jl UCLA Undergraduate
I ^i Business Society

presents

INVESTMENT BANKING NIGHT
Tuesday

November 22, 1994
James West Alumni Center

*'*C*^

7:00-9:00 p.m.

Companies attending include:

Goldman, Sachs & Co. • Smith Barney
CS First Boston • Oppenheimer & Co.

And more.

UBS is sponsored by the Anderson Graduate School of Management

H^

CHANGES INWINm CLASS SCHEDULE FOR GENERAL CHENISTRir COURSES
Due to the large enrollments in ChemistTy 11A this Fall, the Chemistry and Biochemistry Department has modified the General Chemistry classes and sections

it will offer in the Winter charter. The following list reflects changes from the printed Schedule of Classes. Please note these changes.

OURSES ADDED

Chemistry llB-4

I1B-4A

11B-4B

11B'4C

11B'4D

11B-4E

11B'4F

11B'4G

11B-4H

HB-4I

Chemistry IIBL

142.093-37

1

142-093-381

?MWF 3:00-3:50 pm
W 12

1

1

9

9

1

9

10

11

w
w
R
R
R
F

F

F

D.A. Baugh

TA
TA
TA
TA
TA
TA
TA
TA
TA

Labis

Ubl8a
Lab 19

Ubl9a

Wed. 2:30-6:30 pm
TEA
Wed. 5:30-9:30 pm
TBA

WGYoung 1037

Powell

WGYoung 1037

Powell

WGYoung
Boelter

WGYoung
MS
MS
Geology

WGYoung
MS
MS
MS

EC
48

48

48

48

CS 24

5420

4216

5128

391 5D
4645

4067

5128

3915D

3915D

WC
24

24

48

48

COURSES CLOSED
Qiiginistry 11 BL

142-093-361 Labl7 Sat. 9:00am- 11:50 am
Ub 17a TBA

Chemistry llCL

143-103-206 Ub IF

142-103-216 Lab2F

Wed. 2:30-5:30 pm
Wed. 2:30-5:30 pm

^

S^ CAWJEWrfege 12

What is

Iff you are an miderrepresented student and
yam eomMmH afffford to find ont beffore, we
ean he^p you out with

THDE UNDERGRADUATE RESEARCH
DEVEI^OPMEIVT STIPEND AWARD!

The Student Research Program is awarding 30 stipends of $2000 for the 1 995 Winter and Spring

quarters. If financial needs require you to work and you would RATHER do research, now is your

chance! SUP gives students the opportunity to work with reknowned UCLA Faculty in the development

of their research. Gain valuable research experience and knowledge in the field of your choicel

APPLICATIONS ARE AVAILABLE IN A.265 MURPHY HALL AND 1232 CAMPBELL HALL OR
CONTACT GLORIA LYLES, (310) 825-6443 OR GLORIA OROZCO, (310) 206-3677 OR TERRI

GOMEZ, (310) 206-3677 OR BILLIE BUCHANAN, (310) 206-1550

FOR FURTHER INFORMATION ,^^ ^^

TtK deadline to su^UappHcations has been extended to No¥eml^r 29, 1 994.
^mtitHtM mimmkt
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WANTED:
Bright, motivated student volunteers to tutor

adults in reading, writing and speaking
English.

QUALIFICATIONS:
Energy, dedication, and 2 or 3 hours a

week for on-campus tutoring with an
appreciative adult learner.

REWARD:
Satisfaction! Experience! Contribution!

(and a stipend for program completion)

Campus new$
toqo gag

FOUNDATIONS FOR

SUCCESS Interested?
Come to an orientation

program on Thursday,

December 1, 4:30 p.m.

Rieber Hall Fireside Lounge.
For more information,

telephone 825-3006*

Thanksgiving Special!

At the Treehouse
Roast Turkey or Sliced Ham with Dressing,

Mashed Potatoes & Gravy or Sweet Potatoes,

your choice of Vegetable, Cranberry Sauce,

'

Roil & Butter. Served with Soup or

Dinner Salad

4.25
Pumpkin or Apple Pie,

^HY The

What makes our course so successful?
Small Classes of 1 5 or Fewer

Live Teachers, No Tapes

Four Proctored & Computer-

Analyzed Practice Tests

Personalized Attention

Up-to-Date Materials

Highly Trained & Dynamic

Instructors

Guaranteed Satisfaction

Flexible Payment Plans

THE___
PRINCETON
REVIEW
we score more

(800) 2-REVIEW

(310) 474-0909
The Princeton Review h not affiliated with Princeton University or the Educational TiKtinq Service. (Thank goodness!)

Courses for theJanuary2 1 GMA Tbegin December3

COMMUTERS
From page 3

On-campus living also has
more to offer, some said. For first-

year students, living in the dorms
can be a quick way to change their

lives.

"I figured that if I lived at

home, it would just be like high

school all over again," said unde-

clared freshman Alex Wong, who
lives in Hedrick Hall even though

his home is in Santa Monica, only

15 minutes away. "Besides, I like

the social atmosphere."

Some students, however, said

they long to be more independent

by living on their own, taking care

of their own rent and bills. Eric

"It's just an inconvc'

nience to drive back

and forth, because

everything is happening

here at UCLA."
Couerte Voorhees

UCLA Commuter

Figueroa, a second-year unde-
clared student, considers living in

a dorm to still being dependent.
"If I live in an apartment, I'll be in

charge of myself, not having
someone else (take care of me),"
Figueroa said. "(But) living in a

dorm is a good start to being inde-

pendent."

But after all is said and done,
many students agreed that com-
muting is convenient, though not

always as fun as living near
school.

"It's just an inconvenience to

drive back and forth, because
everything is happening here at

UCLA," Voorhees said. "It's not

like I have a place that's right here

that I can come to change, get

freshened up and then go back to

campus."

"I do prefer to eventually live on
campus," Banuelos said, 'To make
new friends, to be closer to school,"

FOOTBALL
From page 1
yard touchdown plunge with just

over seven minutes left in the third

quarter.

Oregon would have clinched
the Pac-10 Championship even
without the Bruins' help, on the

basis of the Ducks 17-13 win
against OSU, but that didn't make
it any less satisfying for UCLA
knowing they did more than their

part to make every USC fan in the

city miserable. Nor did Oregon's
victory detract from the sense of
pride the Bruins felt after fighting

their way back from the depths of
a six-game losing streak to end the

season on the highest of highs, as

the first UCLA team ever to beat
USC in four consecutive years.

CANCER
From page 11

age and family history should
determine the course of action.
And for women in their late 30s
and 40s, mammography screen-
ings should be something they
consider for the near future,
according to American Cancer
Society standards.

"If I had already gotten (an
abortion) I would be mad that no
one told me about it. If I was con-
sidering one, I would want my
doctor to tell me. I think you have
a right to know about the risks,"

Ault said.
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EMBASSY
From page 6

against the Communist govern-

ment, are now shocked and
offended to find themselves treat-

ed no differently from Mexicans,

Filipinos or Irish.

But even many American resi-

dents - and a few U.S. diplomats -

complain that the American
embassy in Moscow has failed to

adapt to the post-Communist era,

remaining in some ways as insular

and bureaucratic now as it was
when under siege from a

Communist government.

Paradoxically, as Russian soci-

ety grows more free-wheeling and

open, the suburban-style red-brick

fortress America in central

Moscow seems all the more
impregnable.

The latest incident occurred ear-

lier this month, when Sergei A.

Kovalyov, a former anti-Soviet

dissident who now is chairman of

the Russian Parliament's human
rights committee, picketed the

embassy to protest a friend's visa

denial.

In an open letter in Izvestia to

the American ambassador, Thomas
R. Pickering, Kovalyov said his

friend, Georgi P. Grigorenko - son

of another well-known dissident,

the late Pyotr G. Grigorenko - was
denied a visa to visit his dying
stepmother because the consular

officer thought he might immi-
grate.

'The Communist authorities did

not allow Georgi to go to the

States to his father's funeral,"

Kovalyov wrote. "Now the U.S.

consular service is doing the

same."

Embassy officials said he
should have called the political

section first, where officers would
have been more likely to recognize

his name, and would have inter-

vened.

Kovalyov replied that he tried to

reach the one political officer he

knew, but was not put through.

Finally, he telephoned a well-con-

nected friend in Washington who
called Clinton administration offi-

cials. Grigorenko was issued a visa

the next day.

"I spoke to two consular officers

and neither had ever heard of

Grigorenko^," Kovalyov said. "It's

like a Russian diplomat at our

embassy in Washington not know-

ing Martin Luther King."

Kovalyov's outrage proved
embarrassing to an embassy staff

that believed the visa controversy

had been finally put to rest. This

summer, the issue had reached a

boiling point after a journalist,

Yevgeniya Albats, wrote an article

in Izvestia about the "humiliating"

and "insulting" treatment she

received when seeking a visa to

the United States.

"It was like being in a Soviet

store in the middle of the '80s,"

she wrote.

The article caused such a stir

that the ambassador wrote a letter

to Izvestia rebutting the article and

explaining the consular section's

constraints, which include having

to interview as many as 500 appli-

cants a day. But privately, embassy

officials were dismissive about the

accusations of uncouth behavior.

One high-ranking diplomat said

scornfully, "The Russians should

know - they are connoisseurs of

rudeness."

Most employees are housed in a

red-brick embassy compound of

condo-style apartments. The com-
pound has its own basketball

court, video store, bar, gym, foot-

ball field, barbecue pits, post

office and grocery store - a kind of

suburban American biosphere.

Residents can easily avoid contaer

with Russian society, and many
da

PIZZA vsjm
Italian Restaurant

207-5900
an18"

(it's huge!)
11628 SAKTA MONICA BIVD.

SUN-THURS 11-12 AM • FRI & SAT 11-2 AM

I
15' Inch Pizza , 2 Toppings

I only$8i9
I plus Garlic Bread and 2 Cokes

,

only $9.99

[_ Add $1 and mptelt^i Ex-LorqeJ 8;_

$199 TO-TTeceI

I

.

-I Chicken Hot Wings and Fries

' with order of Pizza

$12.99
X-U^RGE
All Ihe toppings

your heart desires

FREE 6-pack of Coke

Spaghetti and Garlic bread

'

only$Z99

Tortellini and Garlic bread

only $2.99
minimum order $8.00

Thin or Thick Crust, NO EXTRA CHARGE!
Lowfat cheese available upon request. Q^ ^£ ^|i,

C\ T i CO ivi

Intel 486DX2'66 Vesa
Intel 486DX2-66 CPU
8MB RAM
540MB Hard Drive

14".28NI Monitor

1.44 Floppy Disk Drive

VLB SVGA Video 1MB
VLB IDE Controller

2S, IPandlG-^
Keyboard and Mouse
Mini Tower Case

$1185

Pentium 60/90
Intel Pentium CPU PCI SVGA Video 2MB
8MB RAM PCI IDE Controller

540MB Hard Drive 2S, 1 P and 1

G

Sony 15" .25 Nl Monitor Keyboard and Mouse
1 44 Floppypisk Drive Medium Tower Case

P-60$1825 P-90$2175

VWIshire^

o
c

CQ

(310)453-2726

3019 Wilshire Boulevard West Los Angeles

18759 Colima Road City of Industry

13161 Brookhurst Street Garden Grove

HELP THE
BLOOD SHORTAGE

THEN
HAVEA

GOOD LAUGH

The Laugh Factory has generously donated 250 tickets

to encourage additional blood donations at this critical time

PONATE BLOOD TOMY

oun DONOwWEdm.

STUDENTS: LAUGH FACTORY TICKET*, TSHIRr* 6 MEAL TICKET

STAFF: UCLA & ASUCLA: LAUGH FACTORY TICKET*, MON-CXeMPT (hourly)

SMpLOYses necEive 4 hows lca vs with pay

€ACH TIMS YOU 90MATE. (Applies to career & casual).

eXCMPT EMPLOYEES JiECEIVE 1 AVMINtHRATIVE PAY AFTER 2

\

PONATIONS.. - FIRST 250 POHORS "WHILE SUPPLY LAUt

CALL 825-0888 X2
UCLA nioodond
Platelet Center 4¥

200 Medical Plaza-fiih Floor- Suite 665
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Editorial

Times of emergency demand solidarity
Solidarity.

That was the mindset of all

protesters involved in the

anti-Proposition 1 87 protest

Thursday, Nov. 1 8.

Beginning as a march
involving hundreds that

began at Lx)t 32 and contin- -

ued through campus, it ended
with a sit-in at Murphy Hall.

By evening, 26 protesters sat

in a circle on the marble

floor; united, noncompliant-
and facing police in riot gear.

Supporters on the other side

of the building's heavy glass

doors remained nearby,

watching anxiously from out-

side and affirming their loyal-

ty. Demonstrators chanted

^relentlessly, "We will not

comply!"

This protest look place for

numerous reasons - noncom-
pliance being one of them.

Primarily, demonstrators

asked that Chancellor Young
publicly proclaim resistance

by refusing to enforce the ini-

tiative at UCLA. Because
Young has stated that he is

not in agreement with

Proposition 1 87, protesters

attempted to call him pn his

word, to ask that he translate

those ideals into action.

Protesters also wanted to

send a message to those with-

in and outside of UCLA: The
issues surrounding

Proposition 1 87 are simply
too important lo die down.
By demonstrating and choos-
ing to be arrested peacefully,

protesters sent this message,

and they sent it loudly.

Proposition 1 87 is racist. It is

inhumane. It is unconstitutional.

And for all of these reasons, the

community must be aware that

although a vote was tal^en, the

fighl has justljegun.

The Daily Bruin stands in soli-

darity with and supports the

Daily Bruin

endorsement
J. Jioni Palmer, candidate for

Facilities Commissioner

Palmer's platform includes the

following:

I

Parking Task Force

UCLA students' needs are not

being met in the present parking

crisis. The facilities commission
must create a Parking Task Force

to work with the administration to

develop solutions.

Housing Handbook
The facilities commission must

create and distribute a Housing
Handbook to inform students of

their housing options and tenant

rights on- and off-campus.

efforts of the activists who stood

up to let their voices be heard on
Thursday. This is especially

important to clarify in light of the

activ ists' decision to engage in

civil disobedience

In times of emergency - and if

we live in a state whose citizenry

Endorsement

condones an initiative fueled by
racism and disrespect for the

Constitution, we are in the midst

of an emergency - we must speak

out agains^ijijustice. Under these

circumstances, vocalT actfve

demonstration is often the only
way to gamer needed attention.

Only a few weeks ago, thou-

sands of high school students

used this justification when they

marched in solidarity against

Proposition 187. True, few were
even old enough to register to

vote. But they understood that if

the initiative passed, it would

affect them. It would affect

them because it is a policy that

denies public services such as

education and health care to

anyone even suspected of

being illegal immigrants.

And precisely because they

had no vote - and thus no one
would hear them - their only

recourse was to leave their

classrooms and protest in the

form of civil disobedience.

Similarly, at UCLA, because

the ballots have been counted

and many believe the issue has

been settled, the protesters

inside Murphy Hall resorted to

civil disobedience on
Thui^day. They did this

—
because injustice must be

fought, and because the

courage their high school

counterparts displayed

deserved to be respected.

By facing arrest, the protest-

ers at UCLA proved their soli-

darity to those who had no
voice. They also showed that

they were hot an unruly mob of

"sore losers" but a group of

individuals acting collectively,

making a conscious choice to

engage in peaceful but passion-

ate protest. »

Also, the Daily Bruin will

continue to cover such events,

but cannot do so if coverage is

restricted or denied, as it was
Thursday night. Despite Penal

Code sections 409.5 and 409.6,

which state that law enforce-

ment officers may not prevent

members of the media from
entering "the immediate area

surrounding any ... command
post activated for the purpose

ot abating ... any riot or civil dis-

turbance," a Bruin reporter was
temporarily denied access to the

Murphy Hall protest.

Nevertheless, the Daily Bruin

standsTri" solidarity with the prch

testers in the fight against

Proposition 187,

Student Advocacy
I ) Retention. Retention projects

must be aggressively pursued: If

we are not here, we cannot learn.

2) Curricular reform. General

Education requirements must be

reformed to prepare students with

education for the next century.

3) Programming. The university

is not only an academic center, it is

an arts and culture magnet; pro-

gramming cultivates creativity, and
where there is creativity, there is

knowledge.

With his experience in under-

graduate student govemmenl.in the

University of California Student

Association, at NOMMO student

newsmagazine and as a coordina-

tor for the African Student Union,
Palmer is the most qualified candi-

date for the position of undei^grad-

uale student government facilities

commissioner.

The Daily Bruin endorses J.

Jioni Palmer as candidate for facil-

ities commissioner.

Rebuttal

Rebuttal
statement

Madeline Biesty, candidate
for Facilities Commissioner

1 . I am the most qualified

candidate because of my lead-

ership training and experience
on the National Public Affairs

Committee and the National

Youth Council on the March of

Dimes.

2. 1 will send a Strong mes-

sage to the administration that,

throughout construction, the

students must come first.

3. Campus safety is an inte-

gral part of our existence here

Daily Bruin
227 Kerckhoff Hall

308 Westwood Plaza
Los Angeles, CA 90024

(310)825-9898

Editorial Botrd

editor In Ctil«r MaiaaOoW
Managing Editor JanoHar Laa
N«MEdlor TramNguyan

MichaiaKalar
Atiw Hour* tdlur Mm^Wloox
Arta * iMarMnmam EdHor Victor Ctian
SpenaldHar LawranoaMa
Sanlor Copy EdIlor PanniaCoMna
Oaaign Dtraeior Brian Ng
PtiQtofifipny KfltOf Andraw Scholar
ArtMraclor JmOk

Unsignsd editorials represent a majority opinion of

tt>e Daily Bruin Editorial Board All ott>er columns,

letters' and artwork represent ifie opinioiis of their

authors They do not reflect the views of the

Edhorial Board, the staff or the ASUCLA
Communications Board. The Brum compliet with

the Communication Board's policy pfohl)«ting the

pubNcatton of articles that perpetuate derogatory

cultural or ethnic stereotypes Written material

•ubmittod rnu«t be typed or written legibty.

All submitted material must bear the author's

name, address, telephone number, registration

number or affiliation with UCLA Names will not be
withheld except in extreme cases. The Bruin will

publish anonymous letters on a case-by-case
basis if ttie letter is deemed to be of a MnsHive
nature, but the above information is required tor

purposes of verification If a letter is printed

anonymously, all biographical information will be
kept confidentlai.

Madeline Biesty

at UCLA, so I will work to

improve campus lighting and
extend Evening Van services to

better meet the needs of all stu-

dents.

When multiple authors submit material, some
names may be kept on file rattier than published

with the nnaterial. The Bruin reserves the right to

edit submined material and to dettrmine its plaoe-

ment in the paper. All submissions become the

property of The Bruin The Communications
Board has a media o^'svance procedure for

resolving complaints against any of its publca-

tions. For a copy of ttw complete pnxwdure, con-

tact tte PuMtaMiam office at 227 KwcMwff IHal.

Whirlwind tltou^ts on mysterious game of iife

Adena

Chung

Days. Daze. Life is such a

mystery, isn't it? But why
am I saying this - every-

body knows it.

It's eighth week, just in case

you didn't know, and things are

getting hiairy with school, at least

for me. The mornings and nights

are getting to

be biting cold

and Apollo

doesn't seem
to be working

as long or as

hard.

It's about

this time in the

quarter when I

wish it was
over, and I

can't wait 'til

the next quar-

ter because it

promises a

chance to turn over a new leaf and
do it all over again, differently.

Some days I wake up and walk
-around, to class, to work, upstairs,

downstairs to my car and I just

wonder why.

Why is this car tailing my ass

and flooding my cozy dark driving

privacy with his blinding brights?

I'm cruising a cool 75 and he's got

plenty of room to pass me if he

wanted.

Why can't I remember the last

page I just read? Why am I going

to school? (Oh yeah, to get my
essential B.A.) Why am I behind in

my classes, again? Why can't I

remember what I had to do today

that was so important? I made a

list, but where did I put it?

Then driving home I think,

wouldn't it be sweet if it could just

be me, my family and friends, and

the things I really want to do in

life? But you've gotta pay rent and

.

you've gotta eat. There's the

money thing. Too many things to

think about.

But life is about more than just

money. It's all who you know.

What did I just say? I meant to say

it's about maintaining your dignity

and integrity in this world.

See, that just goes to show you.

you can't escape it. What's "it?"

"It," here, is all the bullshit in this

world. Every day I try to figure out

how to remain pure in thought, in

want, pure of mind, pure of heart.

But you just can't escape all the

bullshit

This world tends to pulpify peo-

ple. It takes a human, flesh, blood

and soul, and beats, erodes,

derides, degrades, corrupts,

deceives, trips it and cuts it up 'til

one day it wakes up one morning

and finds itself unable to get out of

bed or up off the park bench, not

because its arms and legs no longer

have the physical capacity to do it,

but because it has been pulpified.

And so it lays there and won-
ders, does it really matter if I do?
Does it really matter if I live or

die? Bartleby didn't care, but he

cared enough to stop doing any-

thing at all.

Some people don't think about

it; they just keep on going because

stopping to think would mean their

kids' tuition isn't going to get paid,

don't want to see you become
pulpified.

Whom do you love? Think
about someone you love more than

everything you own, more than

anything you know in this world.

Now picture that someone strug-

first exam to quit. Everything. He
jumped in front of a subway.

When I heard the news from my
friends still at med school, I felt

there had to be some standard emo-
tion I should be feeling at the

moment in reaction to this.

their kids won't get fed, or they'll

be delinquent in their house pay-

ments.

'And, of course, one thing leads

to another, and it's not that many
rungs down the ladder 'til you hit

pavement. Dirty, cold. It's hard so

it doesn't give, and it doesn't'give

a fuck, either.

For a long time I argued with

my parents' idea of what success

means and what we should strive

for in this short-long life of ours,

the ideal or the pragmatic.

We argued 'til it got old, and

even though I wish I didn't have

to, I see their side of the story.

Why do moms and dads get

pleased when you say you're going

to be a doctor or a lawyer? Why do
they bug out when you say you

want to go to film school or shave

your head or grow your hair long

and blast your stereo and generally

live your life with no apparent

direction?

It's because they don't want to

ever see their child struggling with

a hungry look in his eye, search-

ing, pained, world-weary. They

gling, smileless, downtrodden and

beaten by life and you might get

that achy, unsettled turmoil in the

space somewhere between your

stomach and heart that I think par-

ents feel sometimes.

But you can only worry about

another person so much and then

you have to let them go their way,

even if you think it's the wrong
way, even if they decide to check

out. Like Kurt.

Or like this guy I went to med-
ical school with last year, a friend,

not close or anything, but still a

friend. I quit med school, but he

went on to be a second-year until

he decided on the morning of the

But instead, I was just dazed.

Dazed and confused. Dazed and

wondering why (again), and it

made me think about the Smashing
Pumpkins song "Glynis." "Can't

help anything - but ourselves."

Hmmm.
So there are a lot of things in this

world that aren't that great. What
else is new? Makes me think of

Blind Melon singing, "Maybe then

you'd see why we don't mind
being blind, as I was as a little

child/ And I'm feeling better when
I'm high . .

." I've felt like that, but

I don't know.

I once looked at my friend and

said with total conviction,

"Ignorance is bliss." He looked

back at me and said, "But knowl-

edge is power." I just smiled.

And I must say that I prefer to

knowing to not knowing. Knowing
if there are cars to the left and right

of mine, checking my blind spot.

Checking

your blind

spot is key

because it

prevents cost-

ly sudden

crashes and it

prevents,

consequently,

screwing

yourself up

real good.

What is this

life? Is it all

the same in

the end, is it

all just a

game? Why
the hell am I

here? To
—niake4h€

same mis-

takes over

and over,

repeated dis-

illusionment,

to be disap>-

pointed by

people, again

and again?

But it goes

both ways.

Finding a

new thing to be thrilled about, a

new song that really gets you
going, a new stereo system, a foot-

ball game, a book you're reading

that you can't put down, and that

new guy or girl who rocks your

world.

I keep on searching for the

things that make me revel in life -

at the moment. Yeah, last week
sucked, but this week, this week
rules. I'll play the game a little

longer. And I know I say this today,

but tomorrow . . . tomorrow's a dif-

ferent day.

Chung is a senior nmjoring in

English.

Viewpoint

My report on the superfluous Prop. 187 protest
By NIkao Yang

After a hard session of kissing

butt with my speech professor to

get a letter of recommendation, I

went across to Murphy Hall

Thursday afternoon to turn it in to

the bureaucrats in the hopes that

they would not lose it like every-

thing else of mine that I've turned

in.

I hate the red-tape bullshiznit

Oike Snoop would say) that I

always have to go through whenev-
er "taking care of business" (like

my friend Fred would say) at the

Murf because I always have to

stand in line and wait my turn to

speak to a rude, incompetent 'Vin-

dow person."

Well, wait a minute. I'm goin'

off the subject by starting to bitch

about the crap at Murphy Hall. The
original intent of this brilliant epis-

tle was to make fun of the people

who were bitching xnfront of

Murphy Hall when I turned in my
letter.

Hmmm. Now how shall I

espouse my opinion without get-

ting any death threats . .

.

Well, primera vez, as my
Spanish teacher always told us in

high school, I'll tell you my two

basic observations. Observation

No. 1 (I'm signposting for all you
English and forensic geeks):

Proposition 187 passed. This leads

me to Observation No. 2: QUIT
BITCHING until the next election.

When I listened to the most defi-

nitely impassioned sp)eeches of the

well-intentioned protesters outside

Murphy Hall, I couldn't help but

shake my head.

No, not at their sore-"losemess,"

but rather at their fundamental

inability to give proper, moving
speeches which clearly showed
their opinion without sounding like

some blathering "Yef-Goin'-Ta-

Hell" SupeiChristian on Bruin

Walk.

By the way. I hope some fool

doesn't write a letter to the Daily

Bruin stating how "well-conduct-

ed" or "moving" the protest was

because, well, it just wasn't.

The first speech I heard was

from a woman - oh sorry, shall I

say "womyn" - who was rather

incoherent. She never presented an

introduction, a body or a conclu-

sion. All she ranted about, or was it

"squeaked" about was . . . well . .

.

was it racism, bigotry or "undemo-

craticness?"

Oh, I don't know. I guess my
sentences describing her speech are

just as ungrammatically correct as

herlil' diatribe.

After listening for a bit, I hurried

into Murphy Hall to turn in the let-

ter. When I got back outside, our

heralded External Vice Prez York

Chang was sayin' something, so,

being a good voting constituent, I

paused to listen.

I mean after all, he did have the

coolest "vote for me, I'm hipper

than the rest of the candidates"-

See YANQ, page 16

Letter

Nojiistloe,iio
I

Editor.

UCLA vs. use the Big Game?
No way. Jos6! I marched for the

repeal of Proposition 1 87 on Nov.

17, from Westwood to Murphy Hall.

The dysfunctional American system

is the Big Game!
I am a Vietnam veteran and I am

ashamed of the cowardice involved

in passing Proposition 187. This is

not what generations of Americans

have fought and given their lives

for. Proposition 1 87 will create a

Gest^x) force of health and educa-

tional professionals to ferret out ille-

gal children seeking knowledge.

Americans pick on little children?

How tawdry, how base, how
demeaning! If there is a problem

with illegal workers then attack the

problem, not the symptom.

My proposal: thn^ strikes and

you are out. Employ illegal workers,

get ai^rehended three times and

you're out. First time caught - very

heavy fine. Second time caught -

very stiff fine, plus prison lime.

Third time caught - life in prison.

"Pinocchio" Pete Wilson: do you

have the guts to do this? Of course

not! "Pinocchio" Pete supported

illegal workers as a senator. Now, he

blames the economic ills of

CalifomiAon them.

Proposition 187 is just the begin-

ning of the aftereffects of "Black

Tuesday" on Nov. 8, 1994. The
"Republikaners" propose to cut

social spending, increase defense

spending and cut taxes.

All the blood, sweat and tears of

the '60s were for naught. America is

worse off in the '90s than it was in

the '60s. This is progress? Our edu-

cational system works? I think not.

The American system has become
dysfunctional. If JFK, MLK and

RFK were not murdered. "Black

Tuesday" would have killed them.

How long do you think it would

have taken Jack as president or

Bobby as attorney general to stop

Proposition 187? Can you split a

nanosecond?

Where are the faculty and profes-

sional staff at UCLA during the

protests to repeal Proposition 187?

They arc supposed to lead, to be

role models. Proposition 1 87 affects

us all. especially the schools of edu-

cation, medicine and health, because

their members will be required to

serve as the Gestapo against sus-

pected illegals seeking health care

and education. If these professionals

do not take a stand, we will all lose.

No justice, no peace.

DJ. Schulta

Graduate student

Qeo0tiphy
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Solutions for UCLA's
parking predicament
By Stanley Yen

As I read through the Daily

Bruin about stolen parking per-

mits, I almost began to laugh - the

parking dilemma at UCLA is so

pitiful it's almost funny.

I'm not going to get into a dis-

cussion about a problem that has

already been addressed by the

Daily Bruin, acknowledged by all

students, but ignored by the

administration. Instead, I'm going
to make a suggestion so that a few
more of the student residents

(including me) who have bought
residence hall parking permits

would be able to park in their

parking spaces.

Here's my proposal: Since stu-

dent vehicles get ticketed or

towed away if they park in those

yellow "University Vehicles

Only" and "Loading Permits

Only" spaces in the residence

halls, I think it's only fair that

University vehicles get the same
treatment when they arc parked in

white student spaces. I'm getting

extremely sick and tired of driving

through the Sproul Hall parking

lot and seeing open (student

unfriendly) yellow spaces while

university vehicles are parked in

(student friendly) white spaces.

What annoys me even more is that

there are always more than three

of those white university trucks

taking up student spaces (I'm not

kidding! I've kept track every day
since school started).

If university vehicle drivers

paid the ridiculously high price of
acquiring our famed UCLA
Parking Services' so-called "ser-

vice" (which at $147 a quarter is

more than what it costs to park for

four quarters at UC Riverside),

then they should go ahead and
park in the white spaces. If they

paid that price, they deserve it.

However, if vehicle drivers are

lucky enough td have the universi-

ty reserve a yellow space for their

car or truck, they should respect

the students by parking in their

own spaces. I'm sure that all the

students who have permits in the

residence halls would thank them.

Otherwise, parking enforcement
offteers should ticket university

vehicles as often as they ticket

student vehicles. That's being fair,

isn't it?

Some of you might wonder
why I didn't take this problem to

employees at Parking Services

themselves. Well, I did and you
know what? According to Parking

Services, the scenario I just illus-

trated to you will not be possible.

I was bold enough to call Parking

Services and inquire why univer-

sity vehicles are allowed in stu-

dent spaces when these spaces-are

supposed to be reserved for stu-

dents.

I'm going to quote their answer
verbatim, and I will be careful

because I know that if I even mis-

quote one word, I could be sued.

Anyway, they answered (and

you'll like this, I'm sure) by say-

ing, "University vehicles can park

anywhere they want to."

Hmm ... very interesting. So, all

the parking regulations that all oF
the vehicles at UCLA must adhere
to do not apply to university vehi-

cles. I don't know - somehow that

just doesn't sound right to me. But
what was I thinking, anyway?!?!
Ticketing an university-owned

vehicle? I'm sure Parking

Enforcement officers like to take a

chance on losing their jobs.

Oh, well. I got my answer fronr"

Parking Services, and I guess

there's no way around the prob-

lem of finding a space in the

Sproul Hall parking lot. For those

entrepreneurs who stole the park-

ing permits for resale, foiget about
stealing parking permits! You'll

make more money by stealing one
of those "University Vehicle"

stickers!

People who buy them can park
anywhere they want to! Better yet,

steal a university vehicle and be
the "land shark" in all the parking

lots in UCLA! (Ooops, now I'm
going to be sued for encouraging

students to steal.)

The parking issue at UCLA
embraces many concerns such as

availability of spaces, the price of
permits, etc. If any of you fellow

Bruins would like to say or do
something about the parking

predicament here at UCLA, please

write or call the Financial

Supports Commission at 825-

7608. We need your support, and
we are currently planning a pro-

ject to improve the parking situa-

tion for all UCLA students. It's

about time students did something
about the injustice being done to

them at this imlversliy.
~

I'm sure I'm not the only one
who's bitter about paying $441 a
year for a space that's sometimes
not even there.

Yen, a sophomore biology student,

is chiefofstafffor the USAC
financial supports commission.

If you don't write to
Viewpoint, we wiii have
to fire our editors. You
wouldn't want that on
your conscience Just

before Christmas, wouid
you?

Daily Bruin Viewpoint
• Fax: 206-0906

•E-mail: viewpoint
©asucla.ucia.edu
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From page 15 "

type posters last year. His speech

was okay. But then again, who am I

to comment on how someone gives

an oration . . . right?

Another speech I heard was by
someone yelling in a hoarse voice

about how the passage of

Proposition 187 was "undemocrat-

ic" and how **majority rule" is not

democratic because "majority rule

passed Proposition 187."

But like Ice Cube says, "Really

doe." So really though, I thought

that the crux (ahhh - SAT word) of

democracy was based on every-

one's free vote. I mean don't we
have universal suffrage in good old

Amerikkka?
Shiiiiiit, foo'. How else can

democracy function? Let's examine
the issue at hand: Proposition 187.

A vote is given to pass the bill.

The votes are tallied and the major-

ity of the votes want the bill to be

passed. So the bill was passed.

That's being democratic. And that's

what has been running this country

since day one.

Geez! I mean I thought

Proposition 187

was goin' down in

flames after I read

the opinions in the

Daily Bmin.

So the third tirade I heard on
Thursday about how the passing of

the bill is undemocratic has been

completely turned and refuted.

Let's continue, my readers . .

.

I have more analysis on my first

observation. Proposition 187 was
voted on by a majority ofWASP
males. In fact, the majority of the

voters that turned out were WASPs.
And it's given that the majority of

those against 1 87 are nonwhites.

So why didn' t opponents of

Proposition 187 turn out en masse
if they really wanted to vote down
the bill? If, as the oj^nents
believe, the Voice of the People is

against Proposition 187, then the

\6ice should have spoken and

Proposition 187 would never have

passed.

(jeez! I mean I thought

Proposition 1 87 was goin' down in

flames after I read the opinions in

the Daily Bruin. I guess the opposi-

tion got a little too complacent and

overconfident and decided not to

vote at all - either that, or the \bice

of the People was actually for

Proposition 187. Reality check?

Hnrunm . .

.

Let's continue with my second

observation: quit bitching. I don't

know, maybe because I was too

busy listening for new dirt about

O.J. Simpson, but I thought that a

federal court judge deemed
Proposition 1 87^unconstitutional

and basically froze it?

Meaning, thai despite the pas-

sage of the initiative, judicial

activism has superceded legislation

and Proposition 1 87 essentially

does not exist for another three

years until a trial date for

Proposition 1 87 is set.

Therefore, I implore you to

please conserve the trees in Oregon
instead of passing out lame-ass fly-

ers about Proposition 1 87. It' s old

news and it already ain't gonna
ha{^n because some judge says

so.

(jot it? Good. Stop reading and

pay attention to yoiu* Economics 1

professor.

Now, if I can only remember
where I placed my priority enroll-

ment dates.

r
'

Yang is a sophomore majoring in

business/economics. .
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Annie Leibovltz

hotographer Annie Leibovitz's
name is synonymous with style,

skill and savvy. With an
uncanny knack for being in the right
place at the right time, and the ability
to make stoic celebrities accessible,
her photos reflect the highs and lows

* of the last 20 years. She speaks to The
Bruin about her photos and her life.

By Robert Stevens/ Daily Bruin Senior Staff

It's
a rare occasion when a photographer is day for her shoots, Leibovitz's time is valuable and

given more exposure than the film in her cam- she takes herself seriously,

era. "It's really a question of getting your work done,"

It's even more unusual a feat when the artist she says. "Hopefully when you do something in a

behind the lens is a greater celebrity than many of disciplined way you free yourself for something else

the stars in her photos. to happen, something creative.

While good photography takes both skill and tal- "It's great to like people and admire them. But I

ent, great photography takes the ability to use the really consider what we're doing as work together,

intangible quality of being in the

right place at the right time. If

you're Annie Leibovitz, the fore-

most photographer of the last 20
years, these qualities, especially the

latter, have come in heaping pro-

portions.

Maybe getting appointed chief

photographer of Rolling Stone mag-
azine at the age of 23, or earning her

present position as head photogra-

pher at Vanity Fair has had some-
thing to do with Leibovitz's success.

Maybe photographing a naked
John Lennon on Dec. 8, 1980, only

two hours before his assassination

propelled her name and images into

stardom.

And maybe, just maybe, her

celebrity status can be attributed to

the fact that she's shot evpry major

star from Bob Dylan to Clint

Eastwood to Demi Moore to Steve

Martin to Muhammad AH - sporadi-

cally even offering a hand to the

unknowing toyrist trying to get a

picture taken of his family. -_

^

"Sometimes, I see they need a

person to take the picture and I love

just going up and saying, 'Can I

help?'" the renowned photographer

says.

Today, Leibovitz sits at a small

table for two in the middle of her

exhibit, "Annie Leibovitz
Photographs 1970-1990" at the Los

Angeles County Museum of Art.

Dressed elegantly, in a.black blaz-

er, blouse and slacJcd, the photogra-

pher appears completely
comfortable out of uniform, not

wearing her signature black T-shirt

and baggy black pants to the exhibit. We're actually cojlaborating. It was a long, long time

And not only has Leibovitz come without her ago when I realized that we're not doing journalism,

usual working garb, she has also not brought with her Journalism - you have to throw that right out the

any sense of the difficult personality that has been window.

known to plague her from time to time, shoot to "There's no way you can do a portrait and not

shoot. cross over. Besides, the idea of being objective and
Arms folded loosely across her chest, long chest- just sort of watching something transpire and hoping

nut brown hair falling around her neck, the 45-year- it's going to happen - it doesn't work that way."

old Leibovitz speaks with a deep voice and an even Leibovitz dispels another myth about her infamous

deeper laugh that echoes in the empty confines of the personality - the idea that she isn't impressed by the

closed-off exhibit. Her demeanor is open, friendly people she's shooting.

and downright nice. "The thing is you're doing work with them," she

But most of all, Leibovitz gives off an aura of pro- says. "If anything it's not that I'm not awestruck - I

fessionalism. Known to have been paid $50,000 a mean, I like to be awestruck, I like to admire people.

"I've shot Bruce
Springsteen many, many
times and if I got into his

Trans Am and sat next to

him and he started the
engine - it's still kind of
great to be ..." And here
Leibovitz lapses into the

voice of a starstruck fan,

"'God! It's Bruce
Springsteen!' But I don't sit

there and say, 'Gee, that's

Bruce Springsteen.'
Sometimes you have to

pinch yourself and say this

is a pretty wild ride."

In essence, Leibovitz's

entire career has been a

"pretty wild ride."

On the track toward
becoming a painting

01991 Annte Leibovitz

Ray Charles. 1972

rteim M>ldlers and the Que«« of the Negritos. 1968 See LEmovrrz, page 21

A tale as old

as time
Star-crossed lovers meet

again in San Francisco

Ballet's 'Romeo and Juliet'

By Denise Cruz
Dally Bruin Senior Staff

Sometimes fate gets a second

chance. Next week, star-crossed

lovers Romeo and Juliet will

meet again.

But this time, they're literally

at a loss for words.

Instead of Juliet's passionate

plea, "Romeo, Romeo, where-

fore art thou Romeo?," or any
of Shakespeare's dialogue for

that matter, the San Francisco

Ballet will tell the famous story

of ill-fated love, through the

power of Artistic Director Helgi

Tomasson's original choreogra-

phy set to the Sergio
Prokofiev's score.

On Nov. 30,
"Romeo and Juliet"

will stop in Los
Angeles for a week of
performances at the

Dorothy Chandler
Pavilion.

The drama of
the Capulets and Montagues has

fascinated audiences for genera-

tions, and Tomasson's produc-

tion reflects the classic love

story presented in the

Shakespeare play. Tomasson
constantly kept Shakespeare's

words and characters in the

back of his mind, transforming

words on paper to movement on

the stage as he choreographed to

Trokbfiev^s music^

"(It was a) combination of

both that inspired me," says

Tomasson. "I was very much
aware of it as I was choreo-
graphing. Not that I wanted to

follow it word by word ...

instead it had to do with por-

traying a dramatic gesture or a

scene."

Since the choreography of the

full length ballet is entirely his

own, Tomasson had an opportu-

nity to be "much more open to

what I wanted to do and not be

hindered by some production I

had danced for a long time."

Unlike other ballets, the dra-

matic nature of Romeo and
Juliet allows a dancer to become
a character, to fill their steps

with a persona that audiences
can identify with. This gives the

dancer an opportunity to experi-

ence a kind of artistry that

Tomasson feels is necessary.

"So much of repertory that is

currently being danced does not

require that much dramatic
interpretation of a role ... As a

dancer I very much enjoyed
when I had (that) opportunity,"

he says.

"As a leading dancer (in

"Romeo and Juliet") you have
to carry this whole story
through three acts of dancing
That takes a lot of practice, tal-

ent and stamina."

The artists in the production

agree.

Principal dancer Tina
LeBlanc will bring Juliet to life

during several performance
nights. "I fmd dancing a charac-

ter easier than straight on tech-

nique," LeBlanc laughs. "No
matter how many tricks you
have in the ballet, those don't

mat-
ter as much because the charac-

ter is what the audience wants to

see. With an abstract or classical

piece you're naked on the stage,

it's only your ability and not

your interpretation."

See ROMEO, page 22

and Elizabeth in "Romeo and JulieL'

- -- --^ - ^
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No Quarter: Jimmy Page &
Robert Plant Unledded
(Atlantic) From the opening
"Nobody's Fault But Mine" all the

way through "Kashmir," Page and

Plant deliver the kind of no-holds-

barred, let's-see-what-we-can-do

performance that made their for-

mer band. Led 2^ppelin, the great-

est hard rock success story of the

'70s. Consisting of 10 flamboyant

yet graceful renditions of songs,

as well as three highly experimen-

tal new songs. Page's guitars and

Plant's soothing voice take you on
a mystical journey back to the

'70s, but with a revitalized energy

as a result of the Egyptian
Ensemble and London
Metropolitan Orchestra. The new
arrangements, with {he aid of the

Ensemble lift some of the lesser

known songs to new heights,

while making the few classics

truly epic. By avoiding a Led
Zeppelin reunion and displaying

their trademark penchant for

experimentation. Page and Plant

make you wonder what couh
have been possible if the two had^

collaborated in the '80s. A definite

uncompromising experience that

any fan would love. MN. B+

Big Audio Higher Power
(Columbia) There's only one
thing this band could do to

improve its albums: retire. Big
Audio Diarrhea is more like it;

this one just keeps coming. But
what innovation! Only a band
with the initials BAD could come

up with the idea of mimicking
"Rush," their only hit since "The
Bottom Line" (1987). "Rush" was
grating but bearable, but to listen

to 13 of its ugly twin daughters is

more than could be wished on
even the Westwood parking
enforcement. The main technique

that separates the songs is the mis-

matched addition of random clips

^f what appear to be old movie
and commercial clips. They intro-

duce, end, or simply interrupt

_songs with no apparent purpose,

except to distract you from the

undeniable conclusion that the

album belongs in the bargain bin

at Rhino records. The chord pro-

gressions are hopelessly pre-

dictable, and the production and
lyrics childish and shallow. Many
songs repeat a few iines and
chords through the entire song.

Jimmy Page, Robert Ptant

No Quarter

Others seem to be in two keys at

once. The only redeeming quality

is that the songs are danceable
enough, and will probably pop up
in the 16-and-over clubs. Mick
Jones, formerly of the killer band
the Clash, should' ve quit while he

was ahead. If anyone still wants
this album, check the trash cans in

the Daily Bruin A&E section.

K.F. D

Dionne Warwick Aquarela Do
Brasil (Arista) Before she
became joke fodder for David
Letterman, Warwick had spark.

Emoting lovely, well-crafted pop
tunes furnished for her by Burt

Bacharach and Hal David, she

proved that even lounge pop could

have soul. Unfortunately, those

days are 30 years lone gone -these

days the auleur can't be bothered

to deliver a heartfelt vocal perfor-

mance or dig up a halfway decent

song. And while this tripe may
sound like Brazilian music to

Arista dictator Clive Davis, any-

one who can point to Rio de
Janiero on a globe knows differ-

ently. Try Gilberto Gil, Milton
Nascimento, Tom 7j&, hell, even
Paul Simon. But avoid this traves-

ty at all costs. You'd think
Dionne's Psychic Friend could
have warned her about this in

advance. M.T. F

Monster Voodoo Machine
Suffersystem (RCA) Many metal

bands get caught in a rut where
they conform to stereotypical

chord progressions at the expense

of venturing into new musical
realms. Monster Voodoo Machine
attempts to break that rut with

their album, Suffersystem. They
have Ministry's engineers. Critter

and H. Beno, as their producers.

Pigface's Martin Atkins (Ministry,

Killing Joke), Paul Raven (Prong,

Killing Joke) and Leslie Rankine
(Silverfish) all make guest
appearences. The lyrics hardly fall

short of the industrial token -

machine references, submission,

self-destruction. The obvious
attempt to differentiate themselves

from the slew of metal/hard core

bands initially manifests itself in

rap ("Inside These Walls") and
cheesy guitar solos ("Bastard Is

As Bastard Does"). Most of the

songs aren't bad ("Motionless"
and "Fetal Position") but never

fulfill their potential. However,
later tracks like "Temple" and
"Defense Mechanism," incorpo-

rate industrial rhythms and musi-

cal restraint and emerge
triumphantly from this album of

redundancies. Unfortunately, most
people don't have the patience to

sit through the crap to get to the

good stuff. N.G. C+

Reviews by Michael Tatum,

Kristin Fiore, Michael Naz/arinia

and Nisha Gopalan.
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^
** "Mrs DooWfire"{1993) Robin Williarns An
estranged dad poees as a nanny to be with his chiklren.Irangedc

W:CW)I
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enhanced soldier redairrH his humanity
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LEIBOVITZ
From page 18

instructor, she began college at the

San Francisco Art Institute in

1967. Following her second year,

Leibovitz spent the summer in

Israel working on an archeological

dig. During the summer her
boyfriend sent her a subscription to

the magazine she would later work

for.

'There I was in Israel, getting a

subscription to Rolling Stone,

looking at Rolling Stone, devour-

ing it, dreaming about working for

Rolling Stone, thinking, *If I could

just work for this magazine ...
'."

she says.

Upon returning to the States

Leibovitz was encouraged by her

boyfriend, a San Francisco
Chronicle photographer, to show
her Israel photos as well as some
shots from San Francisco, includ-

ing a picture taken of the poet

Allen Ginsberg smoking a joint at

a peace rally, to the editors of
Rolling Stone.

Although she doubted the quali-

ty of her own work, Leibovitz

agreed to present her portfolio

("My boyfriend drove me to the

offices of Rolling Stone and insist-

ed that I go see the art director and

show him the pictures.") Much to

her surprise, she was hired.

In 1975, the Rolling Stones
commissioned Leibovitz to docu-

ment their world tour. While fol-

lowing the band at the zenith of

their popularity seemed to be a

dream come true, it became a

nightmare to Leibovitz as she

began to use and develop an addic-

tion to cocaine.

"What was fascinating was that I

wasn't into drugs before, because I

was certainly completely in a drug

culture working at Rolling Stone

magazine," she says. "And it was-

n't something that interested me.
One of the things I used to do
when I went off to take a picture

was that I would just become a part

of what was going on, and I

thought that's how you got the best

story.

"Well, I picked the wrong thing

to become part of because it almost

killed me. Everything that one
could imagine happens on a

Rolling Stones tour happened.

"There was no reason to hide it

either. It was really the nature of
being on a Rollfng Stones tour.

What I didn't expect was that it

would continue after the tour and

the difficulty of getting off drugs

and the whole shift in personality

that happens. Thank God it's over.

A lot of people didn't make it, a lot

of people died.

"The original interest in drugs
really was about exploration and
experimentation and was done in a

very innocent, wide-eyed thought
- it had an innocence that turned

nasty."

At this point, Leibovitz's voice,

which has been straight and

See LEIBOVITZ, page 23 le 1991 Annie Leitxivit2

Sam Shepard, 1984
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Swaa Prtneaaa (0)
0)-7:15-9:3()

395-1599 Fri/Sat 12:00 Late Show

Waakaad Piowaais
Towart flia WHkia

RmeaaGardaa
laaaad lo laky Jaaa
tka iody Saatckart

FrI/Sat MMnlgm

Rettlits Garden
Tka Last Klezmer

Bedy Saalckara

SemttSeal
Mtako

Sat/Sun11:00AM

AVCO CINEMA
Wilshiie at Westwood
475-0711

LA $ FIRST (»10ICE PRfSENTATION THEATRE
70mm • THX SOUND DOLBY STEREO

. Jhp TQTAt.^ntylainnieni Experience

WEST8I0E PAVILION
Uoldwyn
475-Ce02

Tke Browning Veralon

(11;10)-3:30-7:45

REBENT OatiYwrrai
1045 Broxton Mon-Wad/Frl (4:4S)-B:4S

208-3259 SaVSurVThurs(11:45-4:45)-9:45

Law Allair (ra-13)
(2:15)-7:l5

flAZA Slanala (P8-1S)
1067 Gtondofl klon-Wtd/Frl (1 :4S^:4Sr7:45-10:4iS
206-3097 Sat/Sunmwri(11:00-1.45-4:45)-7:45-10:45

WESTW0001
1050 Gaylay Mon-Wtd/Frl (2:30-4:45)-7.t)0-'9:1

206-7664 Sli/S4mmiw«(12:00-2-J0-4:45)-7t)0-9:15

Ueanat(8)
9:15

LAEMMLE

WLA/Beverly Hills

Santa Monica

THXOTS Tka War (ra-13)
11:30-2:15-5:00-7:45-10:30

Jeaior (ra-13) Sneak Fri/Sat at 7:45

THXDolky QvbSki»(ro-13
1 00-7:30 Ooubie w/ Tke Road to WalWIla (R

Oolky
1:00-4:00-7:00-10:00

Oolfef ielloliO«ariraedway(Rj
12:15-2:30-4:45-7:15-9:45

WESTSIDE PAVIUON
Goldwyn

Eat Drink Man Womaa
(11:20)-1 50-4 25-; 00-9:35

WESTSIDE PAVILION
Goldwyn
475-OT02

32 Skort Fllmi Akout

Glaaa Gould
(10:45 AM) only

WESTSIDE PAVILION
Godwyn
475-0202

MIels Over iroadway
(12:45)-3«)-5:15-7.«-9:45

WESTSIDE PAVILION
Goldwyn
475-0202

ILUtaHUkaTkal
(12:10)-2:25-4:40-7:10-925

MONICA I

1322 2nd Street

394-9741

Maakatlaa ky Nomkert
(1«))-3:10-5:2O-7:4O-9.55 Beverly Hills

WESTSIDE PAVILION
Goldwyn
475-0202

LjIckaOroai
(120)5:35-9:55

M0WCA2
1322 2nd Street

394-9741

I Deal Want to Talk Akoet It

(2:30)-5 00-7:30-9:55

Mon^ites (5«))-7:40-9:55

Beverly Connection

La Cienaaaat Beverly BMl
Free 2 1/2 hour validated parking

659-5911

Santa Monica

ROYAL
11523S.MSk«.
477-55S1

WkHa Badge
4:30-7:15-955

Sat/Sun (1:30H:30-7:15-955

M0MCA3
1322 2nd Street

394-9741

Hoof Dreamt
(1:30)5:00-8^0 THXOTS

lOSOQiyloy
206-7664

Hoop DroMaa |P8-1S)

MoivWM/FrK4:1S)-8.«)
SiVSunmwrs (12:30^:15)-8-00

TkoWar(ra-13l
11 15-2:00-4:50-7:45-10:35

(ra-13) Snatk 7:45 FrI/Sat

NUWILSHIRE
1314 Wilshire Blvd.

394-8099

Oaikt
1:00-3:15-5:30-7:45-10«)

MMIGHMl
9036WIMra
274-6860

HoaoOreaaia
5«)-8:30

Sat^Sun1:30-5a>-8:X
1322 2nd Street

394-9741

VMmoa42atf Street

(1:301-4:15-7:00-935

Wad 4:15)-7:00-9:35

TNXOolky
12«)-3:30

Pale Fiction (R)
-700 1020

NUWILSHIRE
1314 Wilshire Blvd.

394-8099

LastSedoctloa
11:45-2:15-4:45-7:15-9:45

lOSOQayley
206-7664

INIIeOlMNim)
(2:15-4:45)

Sat/Sun (12A)-2:15-4:45)

7:30-10:09

River WIM (ra-13)
(2:45-5:15>-7:45-10:l5

Sat/Sun (12:15-2:45-5:15)-7:45-10:15
1050 Gaylay
206-7664

West Hollywood

1322 2nd Street

394-9741

rlHIMit
MHNlar

MafM

Santa Monica

•.^••I'nLgi

cmmMMt lBtar«la«tBNk8VliMflra(R)
1313 3rd SLPromanjde (1:15-4A)h7:00-10A)
39S-159B FrVSat/Sun(10J0-1:1S-4fl0J-7t)O-1OA)

FrVSat12:« Lata Show

S^^^W^wvlf *V1 SRl^w WvipB^H

HalUii)

AraawalOod
DraooaLori

Frt/Sat MWmght

River al No Retarn

iHMdean
PMIaaal

Tke HMdea neadom
ai BlMde

Tka Saala Qaoae (rai

12i)0-2:30-5«>-7:30-lb«5
Swaa Prieceat (01

12JO-2:45-5:00-7:15-9:M

THX SR Dolky Dl«ttal Tka Proleeslonal (R)

12:30-3:00-5:30-8:00-10,30

11J0-2:00-4:3O-7«)-9:30

Baraka
Sat/Sonll.OOAM

tUNsni
(213)646-3500

Priacilla Qaeea el tke Deaert

(2:15)7:15
BeyaUle

(4:45)-9;45

CniTEMOil
t3133(dStPrainailMla (1:45-4:30)-7:30-10J.
396-1599 FrVSaUSun(11.D0-1:45<4:30)-7:3O-10.30

SUNSETS
(213)848-3500

TeMlyF***adUB
00)-3:10-7:40-9:55

Mon(l.^)-3:10-520-9:55
(1:1

1(1.1

SUNSfT3
(213)848-3500

VMmoalZadMraol
(1:30)-4:15-7:0O^9:35

PACIFIC

Westwood

LANDMARK

UNITED ARTISTS

Westwood

West L.A.

UA WESTWOOD
10689 Wellwont)

475-9441

Pale Fiction (R)

SR Ooltiy Stereo

Cal Theatre lor Showtimat

tUNSCTI
(213) 848-3500 (1«))-3:10-520-7:40*55

1262WHtwoodB(Ml.
m^TSOS

Tka Saata Daaaa (rai

12:3O-2:45-5:0O-7:2O-9:4(J

NUART Sei, Onp aad Da«ecracy
Moan Address 5:30-7:30-9:36

Nuan Phone Sat/Sun 1 :30-3:30-5:30-7:30-9 30

Olaa or Gleada - Frktay Midnight

Naaky Honar - Saturday MUnigm

UA WESTWOOD
10689 Wallworth

475-9441

Tke Prolenioeal (R)

THX SODS Stereo

(M Tfwatra lor Slwwtknat

UA1
10689WMkW(1li
475-9441

Mary Skalley'a Frealwaalila (R)

Doa>ySta(ao

Ca« Theatre lor StwwHmai
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N> ROMEO
From page 19

This interpretation can take a

variety of forms as a dancer pre-

sents a character's emotions -

anything from facial expressions

to a certain posture.

David Palmer bases his Romeo
on the way he walks. "For me
basically whenever I attack some-

thing I try to put the whole per-

sona in my body," he says. "I find

some kind of walk and stature,

someone's posture. It gives you a

base. Once I do that everything

else starts to click. The more I put

into it, the more thought process, I

feel I can go far without being a

ham."
Tomasson recognizes the

dancers* need to have almost free

rein with their characters. "You
have to listen to what Helgi sees

as the character." LeBlanc says.

"(But) from there you've got to

delve into yourself and how you

would feel in that situation, to be

as truthful as you can in your feel-

ings. (Helgi) lets us alone to

experiment, to dig it up for our-

selves rather than locking us into

a role."

As Juliet, LeBlanc faces the

challenges of a character portrayal

different from other choreo-
graphed versions. Tomassoni's

Juliet is more intimidated, adding

to the drama of his interpretation.

He choreographed the ballet in

such a way that the story is told

more from Juliet's side instead of

Romeo's.

The dance steps reflect the ten-

sion she experiences with her

family once she falls in love with

Romeo. "I set out to show in the

three main pas de deux the shy

naive way of two young people

(becoming) much more passionate

and mature," says Tomasson.

In its own way, the "Romeo and

Juliet" cast has also matured since

its debut in San Francisco last

spring. Los Angeles will see an

evolution of the original perfor-

mance.

Palmer believes that as the rest

of the cast has become "more con-

vincing or a little more real

instead of having tD act."

LeBlanc agrees. "The first per-

formance was not as good as it is

now," she says. "You still need

time to really sink into a charac-

ter. The first one I was more ten-

tative than now. We've gotten

more comfortable with our part-

nering and how to respond to

each other."

"The steps are no longer our

concern, since that's accom-
plished," Palmer adds. "In

essence it's more the acting and

the role than anything else ... (As

a dancer), one keeps striving to

find that perfect performance.

See WOMEO, page 23

/
•;?(

//I

"That"• why all of my cortlacl

tons packages are complete.
You won't t>e surprised by
unexpected fees when you

PR. ROSS J. SOMERS, OPTOMETRIST, (UCLA Alumni) allow us to care for you"
HATE HIDDEN COSTS!"

CONTACT LENSES
(Inciudes)

• Complete eye exam
• Care kit

• Computerized contact lens fitting

• 6 months follow-up care

• Service agreement (like Insurance)

Vision plans & Medi-cal welcome/Appointments made 24 hours a day!

(JOMPUZYE
Sty^^999
1531 Wibhire Blvd. Santa Monica

(corner of 16th Street, r\ext to Crown Books)

Simply the Best Pizza

at the Lowest Price

209-1422 1136 WESTWOOD BLVD.

/n HawaH, storytellers are a very important link

to HawaiTs past. Before Captain Cook arrived,

Hawaiians had no written language. Thus, oral

history passed down through the generations of

storytellers became the foundation for the

historical knowledge about ancient Hawaii.

Hui O'Imiloa (The UCLA Hawai'i Club)

proudly presents:

The Talking

$2.00 OFF
Any MED. OR LG.

PIZZA AND GET
AFREE2LITER
BOTTLE OF SODA

OnlY witli this coupon

one coupon per person

DcUvcrY only. Offer

expires 11-30-94

Don Aatoiiio's

Pizzeria

(310) 209-1422

Free 2 Liter

Bottle of SODA
with Purchase Over $10

Not good with any

other offer

Delivery Only.

Don Antonio's

Pizzeria

(310) 209-1422

Islands
— -V —

Storytelling Tour

~ Two speakers from Hawai'i will present a

program featuring collected folktales & personal

reflections on Hawaiian culture & traditions. ~

Monday Nov. 21, 1994
6:00 - 7:00 p.m.

in Ackerman 2408
/ Any Questions: CaU (310) 476-1181

** Sponsored by Center for Student Programming Mini Fund **

SPECIAL ADVANCE SCREENING
FROM IVAN RElT»UN.THEDltE(^Of '^H()STBUSTtRS:'TWlN$"A.ND''IWL''

ARNOLD DANNY EMMA

SCHWARZENEGGER DeVITO THOMPSON

Nothing is

inconceivable. \*^j-

Monday, Nov. 21

8:00 PM
Ackerman Grand

Ballroom

«
Courtesy of

EnlertainnMl

Pick Up Fra« Passes at

Csntral Tlckst Offics

Monday, Nov. 21
in

maxell
FltA

>
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ROMEO
From page 22

One hopes in every role that

there is that one time where
everything is perfect."

The cast of "Romeo and
Juliet" hopes to make that perfect

performance a reality. With sea-

soned dancers, millions of dol-

lars invested in costumes and
true to life»sets of Verona,
"Romeo and Juliet" definitely

has a strong foundation.

"This particular production is

special," says Tomasson. "We
wanted to give a feeling. When
you see this production that

hopefully you will feel and say

*My God, I've been transported

to another lime'."

DANCE: "Romeo and Juliet" at

the Dorothy Chandler Pavilion.

Music by Sergei Prol^ofiev, chore-

ography by Helgi Tomasson,
scenes and costumes by Jens-
Jacob Warsaae. Running Nov. 30
to Dec. 4. TIX: $60, $50, $40.
$30, $15. For tickets call tickets

master (213) 365-3500. For more
info call (213) 972-7211.

LEIBOVITZ
From page 21

monotone for the latter parts of the

conversation, slightly regains the

humorous inflection that had been

noticeable earlier,

Leibovitz laughs as she recalls

her drug-induced, Rolling Stone

tour photos.

"I shot a lot of film, and a lot of

it's bad,'' she says. "I shot enough
film to do a small film, or a major

feature-length film - and you only

see about eight photographs on (he

wall over there.

"It's really ah>out the edit. I real-

ly wasn't ready to look at those

pictures until just a few years ago.

I thought I was editing it in a way
that would try not to show it so

glamorous - in a certain sense it's

like a war zone. The more you try

to show it unglamorous, it looks

romantic.

'There were good pictures there

because I did throw myself into it.

... I completely threw myself into

it to the point where I had no self,"

Leibovitz says. "But it was a real-

ly high price to pay and it took me

a long, long time to feel as if I

wanted to get involved again in

something to that degree."

She pauses.

"But there are a lot of interest-

ing stories that are worth getting

that involved in. And you know,
I'm still standing."

EXHIBIT: "Annie Leibovitz
Photographs 1970-1990" at
LACMA. Running through Feb.
12. 1995. Students 18+ with ID,

$4. The second Wednesday of

every month is free. For more info

call (213) 857-6000.

Guess they didn^t know about us.

• Large Selection of Fashion Eyewear

• Complete Eye Exam •Most Insurance Plans Accepted

• Contact Lenses: disposable, color daily wear, and extended wear

Westwood Optometric Center

Dr. Martin Hyman-Optometrist

918 Westwood Boulevard
Westwood & LeConte

(310)208-3913
Monday thru Friday 10-5:30

Saturday 10-5:00

1 Hour Free Parking

NEW MOTOROLA PAGERS AT "DISCOUNT PRICES"
BRAVO EXPRESS, LIFESTYLE PLUS. BRAVO PLUS & ENCORE

ALL COLORS

LOWAIRTIME

Inter

$6.95 per month

C * t I I

SWITCH YOUR AIRTIME TO US!

LOCAL & NATIONWIDE COVERAGE
Order By Phone- We Deliver

CALL (800) 646-6484

VOICE MAIL
AVAILABLE

-^^—For abouta dollar a dajf —
both will gi\/epu the poweryou need to

survive this semester

•s^;-; \':\^W
Mactntosti Pajorma- bJbCV

8MB RAM/2^0MB bard drive, CD-ROM dritt If cotor mtmUor,
./muse andaUae softwareyounliiefy to need

With the Ap{Je Computer Loan and 90-Day Deferred Payment Plan, you can take advantage of

already great student pricing on a Mac'- for about $33 per month* with no payments for 90 days'.

Students who qualify can take home any Madnto^ personal computer; printei; CD-ROM drive or

other peripherals with no hassle and no comj^kated forms. Let^ face it, the holidays aren't exactly

conducive to saving money. In fact, they can leave you broke. But you can still buy the computer

you want and not worry about payments until k)ng after the decoratwns are down. Tte

Ap{Je Computer Loan and 90-Day Deferred Payment Plan. The solution

that gives you the power every student needs. The power to be your bestr

edown.Tre

PAY NCftHlNG FOR 90 DAYS

f- ASUCLA

COMPUTER
STORE

iiiri iiiMifi iriii ir iiiiri

Madntosh computers are available only to UCLA students, selected Extension

students, faculty, staff, and departments. Extension students should inquire at the

Computer Store regarding eligibility. One Macintosh desktop and one Macintosh

portable computer can be purchased each school year by an eligible person. Personal

checks are accepted up to $500. Visa. Mastercard and Discover are also accepted.

ASUCLA STUDENTS' STORE, B-LEVEL ACKERMAN UNION • 825-6952 • M-Tti 7:45-7, Fri 7:45-6. Sat 10-5, Sun 12-5

'DifirndfltliOmfimUm(girmplmnbrimyn,t995.Noptymmt<ifkmrml
/tt»<lM( wWifjnHmfirf niTOTr. w m tuvmmt, t* "—rifrr wwr tntrttt wtfrt imhhduM in tt nfujmnt tmkik
'mutfyl)mm^tmtMmtk bmJm0pimimprtecftL93lS,iiMMmki8^
j.^
—.^ ^,J«.^^^^^-y„4Y-i-.--i-r^^-''

—

•— f^tr''-^-'-
— ^°'^*r^Tr'"''^jnflnflt^j IJVfTTiTrrilfi/itiTrrrTfinTtfftl'fTfTTTfrrrfTTrf nrffrfllrt(|- HinfrMfcrijUmiJitii hmmrnmaH miilmlmkm mv imf Twjimii

aMtartmj^ Cof^nu Re^lb-r (w f^wemihiktforcmrmt^m prices. kxmamllBamoiatis Loamarefnra mmmtwnoftlflOOIoamtxImimtftMjOOO. Tfrir mty fcitf nirf rrrrn- f rrr -rrr (mn fnif (tr tirf vftR kmm mrirmfnwd tV[(m riiwd^ I JJT kwH m <^m»i

wHvplaiymtyOrmlipmkxmm D^mmMmm tjmgijnm

l^icMri^mmtd^kAt^t^^
immm miAimlmJ ^fla fiamtfim

I '" "^ ' T
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Campus Happenings

Alcoholics Anonymous
Mon. DiKUMkjn. Ftl. STsp Study. AU 3626

Thun. Book Study. AU 3626
Tues. and Wed. DitcuMlon. Dental 23-029

AJI times 12: 10-1:00pm
For atcohotcs or IndMduata who hcjve a

dr^Mng problem.

5 Sports Tickets

TICKET OFFEREDIIIII Los Angeles-Ptioenix

11/23/94, 10:15pm. Phoenix-Lot Angeles
1 1/27/94, 9:05pm. Round trip on Delta Air-

lines: $65, call: Martina 213-930-0324.

1 Campus Happenings

7 Good Deals

fHIS WEEK ONL Y!

7 Good Deals 7 Good Deals

1/lE'S
CLASS OF 1995

"Running
Out

Seniors

If youVe a senior, you should look like one: in the senior portrait section of

the Bruin Life yearbook. Don't miss your chance.

Canpu Pkta Stulo b JKitd Ml 2nd low Adiennn

Open MindayFridiy 8:30-5:30 Piiine 206-8433

ALL books in stock:

Art & Photography,

Architecture,

Chemistry, Physics

'vetAj »»«»«*»« Studio »*«*»«**«<

fZOMS
A-Level Ackerman Union • 206-4041

Daily Bruin

Classifieds

Classified Display

206''3060
2 Campus Services

Bereavenoent Cfoup-UCLA: 'Getting Through
the Holidays' For those who have lost a fami-

ly member to cancer in the last year. 8 week
session led by licensed clinical social worker

with 20 years' experience in grief and be-

reavement counseling. Contact Rhonda
Fleming Mann Resource Center for Women
with Cancer/UCLA (310)794-6644 or Julie

Steckle, LCSW (310)473-9559.

4 Financial Aid

Cash for college. 900,000 grants available.

No repayments, EVER. Qualify immediately.

1-800-243-2435.

10 Personal

JEUNE AMERICAIN diplonne a UCLA pariant

francais cherche francais(e)Arancophone

pour echange linguistique et culturel. Appal-

lez Jeff au (818)591-7827 (rcponderur).

WANTED: 300 UCLA students to lest new in-

tcr-collegiale voicemail introduction service.

Absolutely Freel 818-986-9045.

3 Campus Recruitment 3 Campus Recruitment

':

':

ARE YOU SICK OF DATING

GUYS WHO D0N7 TREAT

YOU WELL?
Beverly Hills Match Maker wants

to introduce you to a lit,

attractive, super-siiccesstul guy

wtK) seeks a speckil reialionship

wNtt attilelic, inteHigent,

adventuresome girt In her 20's

for dinner, tennis, travel, fun.

310-205-8483

VVNTED: 100 PEOPLE
Lose 10-29 lbs. in 30 days and earn $$$ do-

inK it. 100% Kuarantee. Call 310-281-8828.

1 2 Research Subjects

EARN MONEY for 15-minutes work. Looking

for male subject between 36-45, married, 1 -

adolescent child, to complete surveys dealing

with mid-life issues. Totally conndential. Can
be dane totally by mail. 310-288-0775.

College of Law
Dedkofed io Providing Quality legal Educafion

• Law/JD Program occredifed by llie California Committee of Bar Examir>ers.

• CoTTvenient to Los /Vngetes, San Femancto Valey arxj Inland EmpirB.

• Small clossci.

LAW/JD DEGREE

iull Time

Pari Time

Day/Lvening

PARALEGAL PROGRAM

____ Certificate

AS/BS Degrees

livening/Saturday Classes

FINANCIAL AID AND SCHOLARSHIPS AVAILABLE

CALL TODAY
LA VERNE CAMPUS
.^.l?5P3.RD STREET,_
lA VERNE, CA 91750

(909) 596-1848

i-> I ** »

ENCINO CAMPUS

5445 BAIBOA BL\

ENCINO CA 913)6

(818) 981-4529

.J^""" r

UNIVERSITY OF LA VERNE

rl»f Univcr<.iiv n( La Vcmr is Accrctiilrd h) \ht Wcsirm Association of Schools and Colleges

12 Researcti Subjects 1 2 Research Subjects

ORTHODONTICS/ BRACES

(310)447-5790
- Complimentary Consultation

- 0% Financing and no down payment plans available

MAURICE FIROUZ. D.D.S. ORTHODONTIST
- member American Association of Orthodontists
- Alumni, UCLA School of Dentistry

11701 WilsKiIre Blvd.. Suite 13A
Corner of Barrington & Wilshire
Free Partying

^

Dally Bruin Classified

7 Good Deals 7 Good Deals 7 Good Deals

"You Don't Need To
Have Dental Insurance
To Have A Pretty Smile"

Dental Exam & Cleaning

$39(reg. SieO)

rww patients wMh this coupon onty
we aiso aocommodale patients with
denial coverages

12-6-S4

(up to 4 x-rays)

(310)475-5598
24-Hour Emergency

Service

WHITEN YOUR SMILE!

Ask us about the

technique to

whiten your teeth

easily and affordably

at home
S. Soleimanian, D.D.S.
1 620 Westwood Blvd., West Los Angeles
Open Evenings & Saturdays
Free Parking In Rear

3 Campus Recruitment 3 Campus Recruitment
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COLLEGE GRADUATES
STEP UP TO A PROFESSIONAL CAREER!

ntry Level Sales/Management Trainee

$25,000
We're ENTERPRISE, one of America's fastest growing and

largest privately held companies with over 160 offices throughout

the Southland. We need bright, motivated people to share in our

success. We hire hard-working, entrepreneurial individuals v*^o

recognise what it takes to succeed. If this describes you, enter

our fast-paced business as a Management Trainee.

YOU'LL NEED:
•BS/BA Degree
•Strong Communication Skills

•Retail, Management or Sales Experience A Plus

•The desire to Pursue a Career in General Management

THE CHALLENGE:
You'll learn all aspects of running a business, including sales,

marketing, personnel management and more while enjoying full pay

and benefits!

THE REWARD:
Your dedication and sales ability will be rewarded with raises,

promotions, and the opportunity to go as far as your talent will take

you. Expect first year earnings to $25,000. Outstanding candidates

reach management level within 9 months to 1.5 years earning $30K-

$35K; earn $35K-$55K within 2 to 2.5 years.

THE CAREER:
Promotions are 100% from within, and based on individual

performance.

INTERESTED?
Call jill at (310)827-7239.

:g

ENTERPRISE
(310)827-7239

1 2 Researcti Subjects 1 2 Researcti Subjects

ASTHMATIC
VOLUNTEERS

NEEDED
for research at

UCLA Medical

Center. Age 1

8

to 70. Currently

using asthma

medications.

May qualify for

up to $560

compensation.

310-825-6745.

HIV+ STUDY
TESTOSTERONE
REPLACEMENT

Under 200 T-Cells or AIDS
defining illness

Never have taken

testosterone

Stipend up to $1,000
Call Paul at (818) 906-6279

Hyperactive boys with attentional problems
7-11 yrs, r>eeded for UCLA research project.

Receive S20 and a free developmental
evaluation. 310-825-0392.

ASTHMA SUFFERERS. Earn up to $540.00 In

your spare time. K you take daily aithma
medication you may be eligible to participate

in a research drug study with a new potential

treatment for asthma. Contact (310)477-1734

ext 540 to find out how you may benefit from

this vital program. Allergy Research Fourvia-

tion, tiK. (Brentwood)

NEED CHRISTMAS
MONEY?

RESEARCH SUBJECTS NEEDED
FOR BACK MUSCLE TEST. MUST

BE AVAILABLE FOUR
CONSECUTIVE DAYS DEC. 19-22.

1-1/2 HOURS EACH DAY NO
DRUGS OR NEEDLES INVOLVED.
PAID $100 CASH AFTER LAST

TEST PRESCREENING IN CULVER
aTY PRIOR TO BEING ACCEPTED.

CALL (800) 443-^63.

1 2 Researcti Subjects 12 Researcti Subjects 12 Researcti Subjects

Normal healthy boys 3-11 yrs, and their

families needed for IXILA research project.

Receive $20 and have a scientific learning

e)«>eri«nce. 31 0-825-0:»2.

1845 YEARS OLD NEEDED FOR MEDICAL

healthy females

RESEARCH

STUDY.

QUALIFIED

VOLUNTEERS

MAY BE
COMPENSATED UPTO APPROXIMATELY $570.

CALIFORNIA

PLEASE CALL

CUNICALi,

1 -600-654-0902

HEALTHY BLOOD DONORS
for resecich studies in tieart disease.

Earn $50 for a unit of blood . Must l>e

available for studies tlirough June

1995. CaU 794-1864 for information

and screening appointment

Bedwetting boys 7-11 yrs. and their families
needed for UCLA research Project. Subjects
will receive $20 and a free developmental
evaluation. 310-825-0392.

EARN $20
Volunteers needed for back
muscle test witti no tilstory of

back Irifuiy or pain.

Cnhfcr City, cafl QKHSS^-SSOO.

NERVOaS? ANXioas?
FEARFUL? WORRIED?

Research volunteers between the ages of 18 and 65
experiencing these symptoms for at least 1 month and
In relatively good health are needed. Volunteers will

receive a brief exam in order to determine eligibility.

Qualified volunteers receive free basic physical

exam/lab test and compensation up to $495^.

California ICLINICAL TRIALSl

MEDICAL GROUP

Please call 1-800-854-3902

ihizophi^Giiici
Do you or a loved one suffer from Schizophrenia?

Qualified voluleers ages 12 and over may qualify for a

medical research study on sciii/ophrenia.Qualified

volunteers recive a free basic physical exam, lab tests

and may be compensated up to appr9ximately $1650.

CALIFORNIA

V I ! A S |{ ( V L L 1 -800-854-3902
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$20.000 REWARD
THANKS TO THOSE WHO RESPONDED TO

THE ANNOUNCEMENT OF REWARD FOR
INFORMATION REGARDING THE DEATH OF
A PATIENT ON NOVEMBER 29, 1993, IN UNIT

2-SOUTH OF THE NPI. ALL OF YOU ARE
BEING CONTACTED AND WILL BE
CONTACTED FOR FURTHER INFORMATION
AND VERIFICATION.

THIS HOTLINE PROGRAM WILL BE
CLOSED OUT SOON. IF ANY OTHERS WANT
TO CLAIM A REWARD IN EXCHANGE FOR
NEW INFORMATION, PLEASE CALL 21 3-599-

4945, AND LEAVE YOUR NAME, TELEPHONE
NUMBER, AND A BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF
YOUR INFORMATION. YOUR CALL WILL BE
IN STRICT CONFIDENCE. REMEMBER. IT

WILL BE TOO LATE IN A FEW DAYS.

Ht

15 Wonted

CASH FOR CARS. We come to you. Top dol-

lar paid. We do all DMV. We buy anything.

818-999-IBUY(4289).

Needed 2 female singers, between the ages

of 21-26, with R and B influence. Call 310-

572-2220.

19 Sperm/Egg donors

EGG DONORS NEEDED for infertile couples.

19-33 yrs, own medical insurance. Special

needs for black, Hispanic, & Chinese. At

UCLA med center. 310-825-9500.

EGG DONORS NEEDED: Healthy females

between 21-34years old w/mcdical in-

surance. Payment of $2200 for n>edical pro-

cess. MIrna Navas 310-829-6782, Monday-

Friday.

IF YOU'D LIKE TO HELP a couple who's

having difficulty getting pregnant or unable to

carry a child, call 310-820-6180, ask for Bea-

trice.

Sperm donors needed for anonymous donor

program al one of the largest sperm banks in

the country, eam up to $42(Vmo. if quoiilied.

Contact Heidi at the California Cryo Bank

310-443-5244. ext 24.

EGG DONORS NEEDED. All info conFiden-

tial. Please call (310)285-0333.

Egg Donors

Needed

Arep interested in helping an

infertile couple achieve their

dreanfi of having a child and

also be financially comperisated.

If so, we are in need of Women

from all ethnic backgrounds ages

21-34, for details please call

l-80a989-9890.

22 Health Services

Acne, Tattoos

SunsDOts & Scars

Non-Surgical Laser Therapy lor

painless facial ikin reiuvenalion

and removal of acne lalloos

sunspols & scars Low cosl.

Free Consultation Call

1-800-685-6574

REACH PERSONAL AND ACADEMIC
GOALS WITH HYPNOSIS. REDUCE TEST
ANXIETY. Increase " concentration,^

performance, self-confidence. Individual

appointments and classes. Experienced

psychotherapist for 1 7-years. Student Rates.

Call Laura Guilds MFCC. 310-207-0630.

ARE YOU TIRED
OFYOUR

UNWANTED HAIR?
For faster, more efficient

permanent hair removal.

-

Disposable needles and Free

consultation. Call

WestwTOd(310)312^212

ALONE-STRESSED-OVERWHELMED. Sup-

portive courKcllng. Individuals, couples,

groups. Adjacent to campus. Carole Chasin

MA, IMF-20924. Barbara Shore, supervisor,

MS-24655. 310-289-4643.

COUNSELINGO'HERAPY with experienced

female PhD. 2-blocks from campus, free

parking. Specializing in young adult issues:

Depression, anxiety, relationships, academic

concerrv arxi family problems. For informa-

tion or consultation- 310-474-8305.

PENIS-NIPPLE ENLARGEMENT. Professional

vacuum pumps with instruction. Gain 1'-3*.

Permanent- safe. Enhance erection. Dr. )oel

Kaplan 1 -800-987-PUMP.

20 Pregnancy

GIVE THE GIFT OF LIFE. Be a surrogate for a

childless couple. Must be at least 21. LA
area. $15,000 paid. 80O-30a^7367.

22 Health! Services

LuCia
Electrolysis & Skincare

1^1 uisaMit ntat Remoral
•flopean Facials • IMizlad

CB3 208 8193
IQSl HtMtwood Bhrd. WMtww

(t Btk. South ofSuita Monlcal Bhrd)

30 Help Wanted

$6.63AHR. Work in fun atmosphere, schedule

around classes. Apply: Maureen O'Brien,

Cafe Sproul, 350 DeNeve E)r. 310-825-2074.

iJflyouT -f bonus, flexible hours, great work
experience. Hiring nowl APPLY TODAYI
UCLA Annual Fund, 1083 Gayley, 4th floor.

310-794-0277.

$7/hour-fbonus. Advertising consulting firm is

seeking persons to set appointments by
phone for our consultants. Minimum 2 years

college,. telephone or outside sales expcri-

erKe a plus, immediate openings, P/T in our
Westside ofTice. Call Norman Becker, Ad
Max CoTttu King group. 310-281-0355

AAATTENTON .UCLA STUDENTSI Puules
Fast Food RMaurant is hiring for Fall And
Winter quarter! NOW accept APS wi1>revious

restaurant experience. $6.63/hr. FLEXIBLE

NITE SCHEDULE. Call Dominic 310-206-

7687.

ACCURATE 60+ WPM SECRETARY-BOOK-
KEEPER. Word-processing and computer ex-

perlertce preferred. 1 5-20 hours^veek. flexi-

ble. Dr. Frank 310-888-8050.

^
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fiRAPmCDESICHnHII
Seeking Temporary/Part-time

MAC office assistance to work
flexible hours. Dec. 1 - mkl March

1995. Irxlividual must be MAC
proficient and have working

knowledge of WORD and EXCEL
Must haM» good comnxinicatkxi

skills, be detail oriented, and able

to work a minimum of 5 hours per

day.

Hours wW vary, but prefer

noon - 5pm or later, 5 days per

week. KncwtedgB of graphic

terminok>flr or proof reading skills

helpful. Pay $7.50 per hour.

Please send resume to:

MDA
12100 WUshire BKd Suite 520

lACA 90025

Cfe

CRUISE SHIPS HIRING
Earn up to $20004/morUh on Cruise Shipt or

Land-Tour companies. Seasonal and Full-

Time employmerH available. No experier>ce

necessary. For information call 1-206-634-

0468 ext. C59342.

DATA ENTRY aERK. Temporary up to 60
a hours. Flexible hours 9AM-6PM. $10 per

hour. 1-mile south of campus. 310-477-

7502.

DEL MANO GALLERY. CHRISTMAS HELP.

Sates and giftwrapping. PA-F/T. Call Kevin

for information 310-476-8508.

taatf

ACTIVE FILM CO. Mcks motivated Indhndu-

als. Great opportunity to learn productkm

artd development Flexible hiVdays. Credit,

no pay. ConUct Stacy KaU 310-559-7410, ex

IK

ACTORS/MODELS NEEDED. Auditions by

appointments only. For commercials, films,

and print ads. Ail typei^ages needed. No ex-

perierxze necessary. No registration fees. Call

Today Imane. 818-222-9091.

ADMINISTRATIVE ASSISTANT. Part-time,

full-time preferred. BH Software Company,
perfect English, WordPerfect required, Page-

Maker helpful. 310-859-7277.

ADMINISTRATOR/PROJECT ASSISTANT.

Computer literate, WlrnJows, Word profi-

cient. Senior/graduate with strong writing

skills. Flexible day^Kxirs; no dress cod^re-
ception duties. S6-S8. 310-395-141 4.

ALASKA EMPLOYMENT - Fishing Industry.

Earn to $3,00O-$6,00O4- per Month x bene-

Fits. MaleA^emale. No experience necessary

206-545-41 55 ext A59342.

ASSEMBLERS: Easy wiork, excellent irKome
to assemble products at home, up to

$70(Vweekty. Crafb, toys, wood, jewelry,

sewing, more. 213-243-8288.

ATHLETIC/BOYISH MALE MODELS. Eam
$15a$300 PER HOLHt. Surfer, student, jock

types. Must be 18-24, clearvshaven face, lit-

tle/no chest hair. Ptaygirl-style magazine print

worl^ldeos, nudity required. Highest $$$,

immediate payl Begirvters welcome. Brad,

310-392-4248.

INSTRUCTIONAL
ASSISTANTS

Part-time Physical Educabon A
Spanish Bilingual Assts needed. Abo

Qassioom. Sp.Ed. A Child Qi:

$8.79 - 11.22>hr. Assist with student

instiuctioa and supervisicn. Subs also

needed. Call (310)452-0134 or apply

in person at the Sanu Mooica-Maliba

USD 1651 16th Sl SM. 90404 EOE
M/F/D/V

BALLOON CELEBRATIONS needs party dec-

orators, drivers, artists, and trainee managers.

Fast paced, fun, ar>d creative environment,

flexible hours. Call 310-208-1180.

BUSY ENTERTAINMENT OFFICE, needs hard

working office support. Part-time position, re-

quires flexible availability. Need car. Fax re-

sumc 310-276-5721, phone 310-276-3300.

CAMPUS POSITKDN AVAILABLE starting al

$6.63/hr. We work around your classes.

Immediate employmerH available for Fall

1994. Sunset Village Dining Services.

Contact David at 310-206-7688.

CAREER
DEVELOPMENT

fntry level telephone sales of securities to in-

stitutional clierUs, flexible, part-time, will

trair\/llcer«e, students und homemakers, Har-

ry 310-231-3333.

CASHIER WANTED. WLA and Westwood.
Some Japanese preferred. 310-479-2530.

1834 Westwood Blvd.

CASTING IMMEDIATELY! Extras needed for

feature nims, commercials, ar>d music videos.

Earn up to $200 per dayl No experience
needed. Work guaranteed! Call today 213-
851-6102.

CITY BEAN COFFEE is looking for coffee

lovers full-time/part-tin'>e. Apply in person •
10911 Lindbrook Dr, Westwood. 310-824-
1340. __^
CLERICAL-commercial real estate firm seek-

ing temporary secretary to cover during vaca-

tion (11/28-12/13). Type SOwpm, knowledge
of MS Word a must. Call 310-458^6682.

COMMUNITY SERVICE OFFICERS (CSO's)
are hiring UCLA students r>owl. $6.16^r to

start, up to $9.10. 15-fhn/wk. Flexible sched-
ule. Call 825-6760.

COMPUTER PROGRAMMER for PDA per-

sonal ftrganizer. experlmce in BASC a must.
Familiarity with NEWTON a plus. Leave mes-
sage or fax resume. 310-476-0097.

CONSLItTANT SEEKS r«eaKhar/recruitcr.
Female prdwi ad. P/T, nexMt hdus. Work
through your home and my o^c*. Computer
Jkak prefmedL AM^M JlO-^OS-Slsa

ENTRY LEVEL
The Racier Institute
The nations largest provider of

eating disorders treatment seeks

sttxjents for entry level, marketing,

sales. cxxTimunication position.

Psychology major a plus. Part

time, flexible hotjrs. potenti^y

counseling, cHnlcal opportunity.

Salary DOE.

Call 478-8238 oxt.201

DRIVERS NEEDED- Full-tlme/Part-time. Cars
and Motorcycles. Must have valid CADI and
Ins. Guaranteed Minimums. Mercury Dis-
patch Messenger 310-441-45aa.

EARN $35-$75/HOUR. Part-time independ-
enl marketing consukants rweded. No experi-

erKe necessary. All ages wekome. Hurvireds
of openings available. Begin todayl 310-281-
1975.

EARN UP TO $tJ(VHR PLUS TIPS
cleaning housM and oIHom. Call today
ar)dsotow(xklhi«we«k. Tonsofwork.

Full and part tfmawcMk. FI«xiM»
Khedula. Wbrii in your Mva.

Car nacaasasy.

CaN today at S1fMiS-1t17.

Erwrgetk: cofiee-lovcis needed imnf>ediately

to work Arrosto bpnsso Bars in Bevcriy

Hills, Brentwood, and WLA. Apply in person:

262 S. Beverly Drhre, Beverly Hills.

FILE aERK NEEDED FOR SMALL LAW
FIRM. Must have leliaMc cv and proof of

auto insurance. Full-time- $1Q^hour 310-550-
7993.

GRADUATE ENGLISH MAIORS PREFERRED.
Need college essay oomuhant to help high-

school senior. Will pay $S$. CaH Vanessa at

213-689-4006, 21 3-728-7077(eveninns)

GREENPEACE seeks committed full-time and
part-time people to char>ge the world. Call

310-287-2210 between 3pm and 5pm Mon-
day-Friday.

HANDICAPPED PCTSON NEEDS DOMESTIC
HELP w/some typ<r>g experience preferred.

West Hollywood. S6Awu. flexible. 213-
874-2569.

HEALTH CLUB PERSONAL TRAINERS . Up-
scale fitness center. San Fernando West Val-

ley. Knowledge of kinicseology, human anat-

omy, or related. Exercise science background
a plus. Part-time. Flexible hours. Tim
(81 8)705-6500 exl.256.

knW Skater iiunJuU tar |nrT-itme hfitidiy

season phone sales. SanU Monka. Flexible

Hours. 310-573-1543.

LAW OFFKIE. Clerical secretarial positioru.

Must know WordPeHed. Have ofTtce experi-

ence. Good typing skills, flexible hours.

Wilshire & Glendon. 310-475-0481.

LOOKING FOR FUN, ENTHUSIASTIC, intel-

ligent people to teach test prep for SAT. High
test scores and car required. We train you.
Start pay $13.50 hour (6-8 hours per week).
Send resume /cover letter by 1 2/1 6/94 to: The
Princeton Review, Attn: Personnel Depart-

ment, 10474 Santa Monica Blvd. #403, LA
90025. NO PHONE CALLS PLEASE.

MALE ATHLETK: MODELS being sought by
professk>nal photographer for nude arxi semi-

nude modeling. $20/hr. )ohn, 21 3-487-7462.

MALE MODELS. Asian, Latin or surfer types.

No height requirement. Hot head, cards,

posters, mags. Good money. Fun I 213-664-
2999 24hours.

MOVIEEHRASK
MODELS

ALL TYPES NEEDED FOR

MAJOR FEATURE niAIS

IMMEDIATE ASSIGNMENTS

310-659-8288

motivated individuals

to work in a health

conscious

environment All

shifts available.

Brentwood.

Can (310)826-3050

Part-time receptionist in lawflrm. 8:30-1:00,

hours flexible, MorvFri. Fax resume: Attn iris

310-207-1301.

Part-lime-Receptk>nist in Wilshire-area. Data-

entry required. Spke Hair Oasis 6399
Wilshire Blvd. Suite 119, Los Angeles,

90048. Ask for Spice. 21 3-658-71 65.

Rapidly growing irwestment compare seek-

ir>g P/T computer intern. Collc^ sopho-

morc/)unlor, ability to work with DOS, Wind-
ows, Lotus 123, Word Perfect, and Foxpro.

Bilingual (EnglislVSpanish) a plus. $7.00-

$8.00 per hr. Contact Nelson yumna. at 310-

571-3700x231.

REAL ESTATE/ BROKERAGE FIRM offering a

PAID internship/ growth potential to an

entrepreneurial-minded indivkkial. Learn

about the industry ar>d gain vakiable experi-

ence. Duties range from light office work to

actNe participation in leasin^devek>pnnent

process. Must be computer literate inA hmn
own car. Fax resume to 31 0-458-6681

.

RECEPTIONIST
ENTRY LEVEL, F/T or P/T, no experience

necessary, start immediately. Hollywoad.
213-463-0633. Advance lo mana«etnenL

30 Help Wanted

MARKETING CONSULTANT'S RESEARCH
ASSISTANT with speedy, accurate wordpro-
cessing skills (WP5.1). Needed in the after-

noons. 310-820-3288.

MERCHANDISER. Place poster displays in

stores. Responsible, quality oriented, 20-40
hours/week. Own car, greater Los Angeles
area. $8-S12A>r. 310-821-1677.

Metro-Goldsvyn-Mayer Inc. has inrwnediate

openings in our studio store for part-time

sales associates for the season with 6-months
-1 year sales experierKe. To apply please

contact Ms.Palmer 310-449-3567.

D-WILSHIRE, East of Famfier's market, P/T

sales. The Tertnis Place. Great atmosphere,

weekend help needed. Sales experience pre-

ferred. 213-931-1715.

NATKDNAL INVESTMENT BANKING FIRH
Institutional Department. Articulate, ambi-

tkMS senior (or pA teW$marketlr>g. 29-hniA«k.

En^leval posltkary training IndudaA

OFFICE ASSISTANT needed for busy, exciting

offlce. Challenging opportunltyA)ts of room
for aiivarKement Type 40 wpm, MAC ex-

perierKe required, 35 hour^tMck. Call 819-

506-5518.

Organized self-starter r>ceded to mana^
BrentMMX>d office & run errarwk. Must Iw^
car. Good typing & telephone skills. $1Q^.
20f hourV«veek. Call Dr. Cooper. 310-470-

4900 anytime.

PA ASSISTANT FOR COMPUTER SCHOOL
in Westwood. Sonr>e bookkeeping skills pre-

ferred. 3 momings^veek. SS.SQtw. 310-

470-8600.

P/r DRIVER FOR FLOWER SHANTY, 30
hour^iveek. Clean record, conscientious,

will drive company van. 1 1 977 San Vicente

Blvd. 310-472-6063.

PA position offered. Must be 21. Some
driving included in company car. Up to 20
hours/week. Starts at $7Av. 310-820-1030.

Ask for Janenc Goldberg.

PA SECRETARY. GREAT GIG working for a

radk} personality/author. $8^. CA$H.
10h»Mk. Solid computer skills a must (Test

administered) 818-753-3333.

PART-TIME CASHIERS AND SERVKI POSI-
TIONS NEEDED. Flexible hours. Apply Mon-
day, Wednesday, and Friday between 2-4.

11911 San Vicente, 310-476-7060.

PART-TIME DRIVER POSITION. $8.S(yhour
plus gas. Must have own car ar>d Insurar^e.

310-474-3243.

Part-time person for office work in Century

City. Need motrAry^ for sure. Call Fern 310-

785-0288.

Need Part-time

RECEPTIONIST. WESTWOOD LAW offices.

M-F, 9anvSpm. $6Atr. Can do homework
on job. 310^470- 3004.

RECEPTIONIST. WLA Accounting office.

9am-1pm M-F. Professional phorw manner
aryJ appearance. $7/hour. Contact Alicia,

310-477-0030.

RESORT JOBS- Eam to $12 / hr -t- tips.

Theme Parks, Hotels, Spas, ¥ more. Tropical

& Mountain destinatfons. Call 206-632-01 50
ext.R59341.

• ForTVComtiMidais
• Movies

<atak>gs
• VldMS
oiimnNdlaMy

(3iO)W»486g

SALES POSrrKDN. Local phone and paging
company. PA-FA, flexibte hours. Salary ne-
Kottable. 310-475-4030.

SECRETARY WANTED: Someone organized,

efficient, (or a busy R£ office. Pleasant sound-
irtg voice, fast typir>g, computer literate. Jo-

seph; 310-6S2-SS66.

SEXY FEMALE DANCERS wanted for

bachelor parties, prlvUe shows. $150^

$40(Vhr. Also hirir^ driMn. Must have pag-

er. CaH Steve 31O-824-105S.

STOCKBROKER TRAINEE. Hardworidng,

serfous only. Lor>g hours^ salary plus conrv

missfon. Series 7 preferred. Century City.

lohn, 310-772-7905.

TEACHER ASSISTANT. Private school, near

to SFValley. 7 year old. . Hours 8-1 M-F.
Should be Mac literate. Begins immediately.

(818)998-1 782, ask for Helene.

TELEMARKETER :

Film promotfon company in MDR. Seeks
person to schedule prorrKM. PA. Flexible

7A>r.-f-bonus. Alex 310-821-1677. Leave
message.

TEMPORARY HELP WANTED, week nights

ar>d weekerKb. Removal of medical records.

$Miour. Call between 10am-4pm. Culver

City. 310-559-8823.

WADTTEO:
CorrMiMtion txMk hespei/ Secietary from

AndereenOsad School of Manegemert or

aquivalant tor W^etwoed Foundation

4 hrs.AJayi 20 hnu/weah. poaaiito Fun Time Job.

ConvenHtlon 9lS/hr.

caN: (310)470-1688

or tex raMNM to (310) 470-9538

Tennis club^>ro shop needs PA ar>d weekend
help, tennis experience required, Call Ron
Cornell 310-475-8511.

TO WORK WFTH CHILDREN ages 6-13. Art

background helpful, rxit mandatory. Must
have good writing skiHs »rtd be MAC literate.

Hours 10:45-3:30PM. Begin immediately.

Call Helene 818-998-1782.

TUTORS WANTED
MATH, SCKNCE, SPANBH, FRENCH TU-
TORS needed (or Sherman Oaks, Woodland
Hills , Westwood Centers. Undergraduate de-

gree required. $12^r. 818-347-7616, 310-

475-5330.

UCLA STUDENTS LOOKING FOR EMPLOY-
MENT, work around your classes, starting

rate $6.6aAw. Call jelena at Hershey Hall

Food Servk» 310-825-7686.

—trailer panDh|,lMliday, PA, earn up* to $8+,

B1 8-344-4254.

VALET PARKING. Attcndwrts and Cashiers

needed for LAX MARRKDTT. Full-time and
part-time available Flexible schedules. Great

student job. For more information call 310-

337-5374.

WAITER/DRIVER
LA TO CO: Gourmet food delivery. Looking

for motivated, erwrgetic, and corwcientlous

delivery drIverVwaiters. Flexible hours. Good
money Fun work. Call (310)440-4455 before

10:30am, between 3-5pm.

WANTED: PURCHASE MERCHANT TELLERS
at Wells Fargo Bank, Pacific Palisades Office.

Process account Irarwactkxw and sell bank
products. Aggressive Sales Persons r>eed only

apply. Positions are part-tl;pe at an hourly

wage-t- sales commissfon. Contact Tracy 310-

454-0972.

We could be just the place (or you. Cutters

Restaurar^, Santa Moirvica. Hiring servers.

Apply in person M-F brtween 2-5pm. 2425
Coforado Ave.

WRITER'S EXCHANGE has work forcreath*e-

ly-taler\led writers. Paperback rwvels, Non-
Fktfon Books, Magazine ar>d Newspaper arti-

cles. Essay, Screenplays. 310-2090681 , Ver-

non.

YOUNG MEN WANTED for nude and semi-

rHMie modelir>g. Good pay. knmediate work.

Call Derek 213-845-9669.

MANAGER, part-lime. $8^r. Small jewelry

department in UCLA. Sonte retail experience

with reference. Call 805-495-0973.

MARKET RESiAIICH COMPANY In Vkn

JMuys needs Indh4duais to work 4-6

NM^ay. Evening, day, and weekerwl hours

available to do public opinion ^rtd marki^t re

iiemh. hMaX haev excrnent reading tk^s,

ab^ b write veAatkn, and follow instrue-

Uonft, C*tl8^72fef^5.^ . •«•_

Wanted:
Ph. D./graduate student In School of Psychology/Psychiatry

or equivalent to tutor & work w/ gentleman scholar in

Westwood. 2 hrs. 3 tmrtes/wk. (Flexible hrs. & days).

Compensation $20-i-/hr. & open vw/ Valet paildng.

(31 0) 470-3588
tisHorlng under direction of Professor of

PsychoJo^/Fsychiatry

«*

j32 Career Opporlunities

ACTIVE AND ENERGETK! DISTRIBUTORS
WANTED with health and nutrition compa-
ny. Small investrT>ent, great returns. Call 310-
820-4330 or 81 8^788-471 6.

ATTENTK)N DECEMBER GRADS: For-
tune/lNC. 500 Companies searching for as-

sertive, Smotivated people to join their

sales/mgmt. teams. $40k potential 1st year.
Call recruiter Stephanie Heimburoer 818-
788-7550.

Paid Management Internship

' Be trained in vtktg, sales,

" interviewing, motivation of

employeeSiCustomer relations, etc

Eam minimum of 2,500 to lOK
managing a brancK.of Student

Xl^oria P!^ntix«. Most hiring will

be completed by Nov. for

spring/summer positions.

CaU (800) 394-^000 for mfo.

FNAVTV/COMMBtCIAI^, audtioning ac-

tarVactresses. 1 3-35 yean, far lead roles Irt

major pioducttant, send pictures 610 Noftfi

Cien Oaks BWd. Burbar* 91 502. ATTN:
Casfli^ or caB (61 8)643-4228.

SENIORS AND CRADS. Eam up to $30(yday.

ExccllerH people skills required. Training

provided. 310-337-0790.

trah^
•no expermice necassary
•earn$]0(XS200 daily

•more jobs tnon graduates
•nation wide job placement

HAnONAL liArrEMDBIS
SCHOOL

(213)3803200
(310)558^608
(818)994.8100

34 Internships

2-HR. ABC MOVC CAMERA AND ART de-

partment Onset 11/21-1^9. Contactjud

Shannon. 310-996-3114.

ACTIVE, INOCPENDENT FILM PRODtXIR
seeks studer* interns to leam script devekip-

ment activities in SJM. office. NO PAY, but

good opportunity to learn. 310-260-1405 or

310-394-7263.

INTERNATIONAL BUSINESS DEVELOP-
MENT firm seeking Inlem to aiaM wNh pre-

paration of ntonlhly Anartcial reports, bank
recorxJIiatiens, internal auditing reports, ale
Fax resume to Mrs. Robtrvon 310-429-4134
Of call 310829-3556.

INTERNAnONAL BUStNCSS OCVEU>P-
MENT firm seeking interns far pyojecls relal-

irtg to: US firms seeking to sell intenutional-

ly, intematfonat market far US anknialed

classics Ikenses, manufacturers and repre-

sentatives seeking to e^ar>d domestic Hnes

wHh o<her international lines. Fax rest^me to

Mnid6lnson 31&839-4334 w call 31P-<J9-
"

3556.

MERRILL LYNCH oflerrng internships for

Wirtter and Spring qtrs. For ^for^senfors
business majors. College credit 310-458-

3616, David Hunt.

WANTED: PUBLISHER'S ASSISTANT. Inlcm

Part-time. New, nattortal, multi-ethnic teen

maga2ir>e- Unity LA. Experience on Mac.
213-935-5826.

35 Child Care Wanted

CHILD-CARE DRIVER. Responsible person

wHh exceitent drhrlr^ record and irwurarKX

needed for 2-3 days after school. CaH evcn-

ii^ 310-471 5633.

CHILD-CARE, PART-TIME, 2:30-6PM. 2

BOYS, 10 AND 13. Must drive Wear. Brcnt-

vMxid area. RefererKes required. 310-273-

233<Vdays, 31 0-826- 1876/evenlngs.

CHILDCARE WANTED BY student couple in

our home for 1 Q^morUh-old boy. SS^our. No
housework. 10-15houn/week, very flexible.

310-826-4381.

Chikicare, 6 & 1 2 year olds, non-smoking,

references, good wAtids, have car, variable

hours arranged, %l^f. SanU Monica, 310-

828-5144.

DRIVER FOR CHILDREN. WED, FRI. 3-6w

$6/hr. Need car. Westwood. 310-273-
6036. .

EXPERIENCED BABYSITTER, evenings/«vee-

kervls. Brentwood, 2-children. Must have car

and excellent references. 394-4530.

NANNY for HMD year old boy. Great condi-

tions/pay. RefcwiKes Mqidred. Call after 6:30
PA4. 310-459-4471.

Putyour reputation

on the line.

classified linm
82S-222J

Dally Bruin

Dally Bruin Classified
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34 Internships

WARNING:
A college degree doesn't mean a career.

Learn by doing; Top entertainment P.R. Firm is now accepting
applications for interns. College credit available.

Call Tina Hudson (310) 659-6400

36 Personal Assistance

HOLTOAY BLUES?
• Overwfadming schocd pressures?

• TroaUed Family VTuiu?

• Student RatesI

Barbara Katz, M.A., MFCC
(310) 587-1505

RELIABLE STUDENT DRIVER needed to pick
up students iinom Campbell Hall, (Laurel

CanyorVVentura Freeway). 5 daysAveek. Sal-

ary negotiable. Gndy 310-476-7305.

49 Apartments for Rent

$525 MOVE IN SPECIAL. LARGE SINGLE in

security building, with amenities. 12602 Ve-
nlce Blvd. 310-398-1809.

$900 CULVER CITY. Large, quiet, modern, 2-

bdrnV3bath townhome, dishwasher, a/c,

fridge, patio, Rated parkin);. 31 0-837-0761

.

$995. 2BR/1-1/2BA TOWNHOUSE STYLE
1.2 miles UCLA. 310-459-6800.

1 -BEDROOM $695. 2-BEDROOM $825.
Garden courtyard. Quiet. Appliances, blinds,

etc 1 &1/2 miles to campus. Blue bus. 310-
477-0725.

;

1 -MINUTE TO UCLA, Bachelor, $525, fur-

nished/unfurnished, utilities included, pool,
laundry, no pets. 310-824-3000

1 -MINUTE TO UCLA. Single, $475. Fur-
nished or unfurnished. Parking $90 extra.

310-208-2820.

Diamond Head
Apartments
Short Term Available

1 bedroom $875
Fireplace, balcony with.

a

view, contemporary
kitchen

Great Building
Negotiable Rant

Vlfondarful Managars
660 Veteran

49 Apartments for Rent

BRENTWOOD, $900, 2-bdrm/2-bath, patio,

new decor, close to UCLA, by appt. only,

1 1 728 Mayfield Apt »3, 3 1 0-271 -681

1

BRENTWOOD, Sunny and large 3-bed-

roonV2-bath, Patio, North of Wil^lre, dish-

washer, cat-okay, $145tVmonth. Open 9-5,

11921 Goshen Ave. apt»1. 310-207-0634.

BRENTWOOD. 1/2 BLOCK, south of

Wilshire. Upstairs, gated building, bright,

cheerful bachelor. Laundry, walk-in closet,

$490. Grad student preferred. 310-275-

7139.

BRENTWOOD. Sunny 2-bdrm/2-ba top floor.

Gated parking, laundry, fireplace, balcony,

security. Great location: Barrington &
Wilshire. $1300. 310-820-1932. AVAILABLE.

CHEVIOT HILLS ADJ. $775, modern 2-bdrm,
1 1/2 bath, carpet, drapes, built-ins, refrigera-

tor,patio, carport, laurvdry, excellent transpor-

tation and shopplnR. 310-838-9052

Large single quiet area, Wilshire district, sep-

arate kitchenA>athroom, fumishecUunfur-

nished, trustworthy student preferred. Call

Dante at City News (eve) 714-773-4902.

$385.

MAR VISTA, $845, 2-bed/2-bath, 2-stofy cus-
tom townhouse. Gated garage, unit alarm,

central air, fireplace. 11931 Avon Way. 310-
391-1076.

~^~ 3BR + 3BATH
Santa Fe Style condo, four units. Built-ins,

fireplace, refrigerator, air, washer/dryer.

Gated parking. WLA/UCLA Cable bonus.

$1495.310-471-0359.

BACHELORS, SINGLES, and 1-BDRMS avail-

able, close to UCLA. Fum/Unfurn, laundry,

no pets. From $525-t- 310-477-2537

Beautiful 3-y/o deluxe apartment. 2-bdrnV2-

ba, 3-bdrrT^-ba available. 640 Veteran Ave.

Call fast 824-2036.

BEVERLY HILLS ADJ. 1&2-BEDROOMS
S65D-$695. SOME W/HARDWOOD
FLOORS. ONLY 1/2 BLOCK TO PKTO BUS.
ASK ABOUT LEASE BONUS. 310-839-6294.

BRENTWOOD ADJ. $625, 1-bdrm. $875, 2-

bdrm/2-bath. 2.5 minutes to UCLA. Huge
Apartments. Quiet Building. Garden Court-

yard, new carpets, new paint, refrigerator,

stove, laundry, walk-in closet, full baths.

Available now. 11260 Missouri. 310-207-

4000 or 310-575-0665.

BrentwoodI 3-bdrnV2-bath. $1600. Pool,

Ig. balcony, gated parking, central air. Near

UCLA. Add.: 330 5. Barrington, near Sunset.

310-471-2498.

MAR VISTA. $675. Near 405 freeway, Nice
1 -bedroom, new carpets, stove, refrigerator,

laundry. 310-454-0805.

MAR VISTA $845. 2-bdrm/2-bath, custom
townhome, fireplace, gated garage, alarm in

unit 12736 Caswell Ave. 310-391-1076.
Open 7 days 9-5.

MAR VISTA 2-bdrm/2bath. Custom town-
home, fireplace, gated garage, alarm in unit.

$795. 1 1 748 Courtleigh. Door open 7 days.

310-391-1076.

MARINA SHORES. MDR/Venice border. 2-^1

apartnf>enU. $745-$84S. Sunny, airy, nicely

landscaped, parking included. Hard-
wood/carpets. Walk to beach. 310-395-0591
or 310-829-0589.

ONE MILE TO WESTWOOD. Brentwood
adjacent. Large single $625. Large Ibed
$695. 1235 Federal Ave. 310-477-7237.

PALMS $595, 1 -bedroom security building,

very quiet, all appliances. Convenient to

campus. Security deposit $100. A/C, laundry.

310-837-7061.

PALMS $750, 2-bdrm/1-ba, large upper,
small building. Completely refurbished, like

new. Must see to appreciate. 15-min$ from
campus. 310-398-6622.

PALMS $825. 2-bdrm/2-ba, refrigerator, dish-

washer, stove, central air, fireplace, two un-
derground parking. Quiet. Bus #12. 6-year
new security building. 310-556-1688.

PALMS AR£A. Lai^, ^ulet. Jbdrn^Sbath.
Verticals, carpet, cook-top oven. Students
welcomel IncentivesI 310-559-6034 Jean.

$750

PALMS*3717CARDrFF
LARGE 1 -BEDROOM UPPER, $695. FIRE-
PLACE, BALCONY, EXTRA CLOSETS, ALL
APPLIANCES. LOCKED BUILDING, GATED
GARAGE. NEWER BUILDING, QUIET. 13-
MINUTES TO UCLA. 310-652-0847, 310-
836-7146.

PALMS, $485/MONTH single, $550/month
1 -bedroom., 3455 Jasmine. Appliances,

pool, parking, laundry, no pets. 310-454-

4754.

49 Apartments tor Rent

PALA4S. Unfurnished 1 -bedroom, $495,
single $395. Appliances, no pets. Call 9am-
8pm, ask for mgr. (310)837-4196.

PALMS. $995, 2-bed/2-bath, custom town-
home, fireplace, balcony, gated garage,
alarm in unit One month free. 361 4 Faris Dr.
31 0-391-1076.

PALMS/CULVER CITY. Keystone Place apart-

ments. Convenient, light, sunny. Singles 1 Si2-

bedroom apartments. Microwave, Jacuzzi,

gated-parking. Close to 405. $650-5950.
Linda 310-836-1718.

PENTHOUSE VIEW
$575. Elegant, 1 bedroom, two entries. Sher-

man Oaks adj. Great location, half block

markets, busses, near freeways. 818-399-
9610.

QUIET 2BDRM/2BATH Brentwood $1400.
Patio, pool, 2 car parking, remodled kitchen

and bathrooms. 310-472-1456.

SHERA^tAN OAKS. Gated, newer, quiet,

single, $450, 2-f2 $750, 1 3406 Moorpark St.

81 8-222-8J98

SINGLE APARTMENTS. Near buses. Com-
pletely renovated. Bike or ride to campus.
Near parks.Laurvdry af>d parking. Massachu-
setts E.of 405. $535. 310-479-2819

GENUINE UCLA
SPECIALS

FURNI'^.HED BACHELORv;
From $ 495
Froixi $ 595
From $795

•^.HCiH r T f HM AVAIl ABl F

OIREtTl Y ACnOr.S FROM
fviin oAr/ipii*^. ucn a
WALK TO C;l ASSES

WFST\A/f:>Otl PI A?A
APARTMENTS

r.01 50 5 GAYLEV AVE
(JIG) 20B or.oc _

iKALKJUS SINGLE, Sherman Oaks. Walk to

Westward Ho market refrigerator and free

utilities, $65(Vmo., 818-788-0003

TWO BEDROOM $595
SPACIOUS, VIEW, walk library. Great Van
Nuys location. Minutes to Sherman Oaks,
shopping, busses, and freeways. 818-399-
9610.

Monterey

2 Bed / 2 Bath
$1150
$1250

Central Air/Central Heat.
Security building.
Will Allow 4 in

1 Apartment

Now reserving for FaH

(310)4T7-0858

UCLA, Bachelor, $425, full bath, 1 bik from

UCLA and Village, 638 Landfair. 310-208-

4253, 824-2595.

-WALK^TO UCLA. One bedroom, balcony,

free parking, laundry facilities, water incl.

$900. Bachelor $550. Single $650. 10944
Strathmore. (310)209-0968.

WEST L.A 1-bdrm $600, single $575,

bachelor $475. Single and bachelor include

utilities. 310-477-2696.

WESTWOOD 2-BDRM/2-BA A/C, laundry,

gym, Jacuzzi, 2 urviergrourvi parking, alarm,

dishwasher, phone entry, walk to campus,
village. $1275/mo. 310-444-1958.

WESTWOOD, SPANISH GUEST APART-
MENT, hardwood floors, all utilities, laundry,

cable, parking. Residenlal. Available 12/1.

$57S/month. 310-552-9244.

Luxury Living
at Student Prices

• Spacious, heated and air conditioned rooms!

• Never more that two students per room!

• New laundry and vending machines!

• Double or Single Rooms available!

• Basketball/Volleyball Court & Weight Room!

• Private Bathroom and Shower!

• Safe, quiet cnviroment!

• Seperate study and TV lounges !

• Cable TV!

• Plenty of free parking !

• Dances, partlc, movies, escape trips, barbecues, concerts, lectures and more!

It's all waiting for you in beatutiful Bel Air,

only fifteen minutes from UCLA!
The University ofJudaism Apartments and Residence Halls

(310)-476-9777, ext. 259

O e

49 Apartments for Rent

GREAT LOCATION!
3450 Sawtelle Blvd.

1 and2BD Apts.

Split Master Suites

-Heated pool/spa/sauna/gym

-BBQs/Lush GardcnsAVatcrfalls

-Large recreational clubhouse

-Intercoms entry

Casa fie Vida

3I0-397-48il

WISTWOOD- 2-BEDRC)OM/2-BATH, $925
AND UP. TILE KITCHEN, STEPDOWN LIV-

ING ROOM. UNUSUAL CHARM. 1-1/2

MI LE TO UCLA. 31 0-839-6294."'

Wfstwood/Century City and Palms, $495-1-

single; $595 luxury bachelor; $675-»- Ibd; 10
minutes to UCLA, open daily 310-474-7565.

WLA. I-BEDROOM DUPLEX, stove, refrig-

erator, parking, washer/dryer hookups. Yard,

patio. Close to buslines, market, laundromat.

11805 National Blvd. $650/month. 213-
295-9433.

WLA. $67S/month. 2-bedroom/1-bath. 2 lev-

els, private balcony. Laundry room, 2 blocks

south of Wilshire. 310-395-0149.

WLA. 10 MINUTES TO UCLA. Big & Bright,

Low move-in, 2-bdrm/2.S-bth, singles $695
& up. WASHER/DRYER, W.B. fireplace, sec.

alarm, ROOFTOP SPA. 1 1221 Richland 478
3990. .-. -

WLA. Amazing deal. 1629 Brockton. Singles

Starting $525. New appliances, carpet, paint,

vertical blinds. Parking, gated. Good student

discount. 310-477-0112.

WLA. EXECUTIVE SINGLES and 1 -bedroom,
furnished/unfurnished. $600 and up. Heated
pool, fireplace, patio, gated parking, key en-

try. Call 310-479-2120.

1^ MAR VISTAS
2BD.2BA.2STORY

CUSTOM TOWNHOMES.
GATED GARAGE. CENTRAL AIR.

FIREPLACE. UNITALARM

* 1 2736 CASWELL AVE. $845
A 11931 AVON WAY $845
* 1 1 748 COURTLEIGH DR. $795

• PALMS •
2 BD, 2BA CUSTOM TOWNHOME

,

FIREPLACE. BALCONY. GATED
GARAGE.ALRMINUNIT

(ONE MONTH FREE RENT)

* 3614 FARIS $995
• open 7 days

CALL (310) 391-1076

TO SEE THE
• LOVELYAPARTMENTS

50 Apartments, Furnished

MAR VISTA, $60(Vmonth. Ask about free

rem. Attratftive, fumtshcd 1 -bedroom. Large,

pool, patio, and barbecue area. Quiet build-

ing. 3748 InulewDod Blvd. 310-398-8579.

51 Apartments, Unfurn.

$1125 BRENTWOOD LUXURIOUS
2bdrm/2bth, real fire place, enclosed patio,

all appliances, good laundry, parking.

CLEAN, QUIET. 11722 Kiowa. 805-526-

1759.

$65(yMO. BUILT IN POOL. CLOSE TO
UCLA and beach areas. Great tenants, rcsi-

dent manager. 310-477-9955.

$675 2BDRM/1 1/2BA. 1426 Barrington «4.

Stove, refrigerator, air, dishwasher. (310)837-

0761

NEAR SANTA MONICA AND BUNDY.
Bachelor, full bath, refrigerator, laundry, up-

per. Available now. $4S0/mo. 822-6487.

PALMS. Single $535-$550. 2bd, $850.

Clean, Large pool, convenient to shopping

and UCLA, 3ia204-4332.

WESTWOOD. $1500, Spacious 3-bedroom
upper-«-dining room, wAulcony, dishwasher,

refrigerator, built-irw, ideal for grad students.

1711 Malcolm. 3/4-mile from campus. 310-

273-1212.

WLA, $820, 2-BEDROC)M/2-BATH, new car-

pets, clean, sunny, spacious, laur>dry, park-

ing. Close to shops and busline to LICLA.

310-446-0744,310-820-1309.

52 Apartments to Stiare

2-BDRM/2-BATH. Security parking Laundry,

50% off utilities. 10-minutes from IXTLA.

$595 -t-security deposit, $250. Leave message

310-477-4876. Available December 1st.

BRENTWOOD ADJACENT. Female. Own
bdrnVbath. Clean! y^ry spacious. 1 -block

Wilshirc^arrington bus. Large closets.- Laun-

dry, parking, dishwasher, fireplace, sundeck.

$42S/rTH>nth. 310-473-9743.

LOOKING FOR ROOMMATE to share 2-

bdmrV2-bath apt. Gated parking, laundry

facilities, ail amenities. Great Placet Resporf-

sible. Norvsmoker. S39(]^onth. 310-202-

6538.

52 Apartments to Stiare

MALE OR FEMALE. 2-BED/2.BATU. 475
CAYLEY. Great location. $52S+utilities.

Own room and bathroom. Call Jeff 310-209-

1471.

WALK TO UCLA. Female undergrad or grad

non-smoker wanted to share 1 large, spa-

cious, beautiful bedroom apartment with
male doctoral student/Teach for America
teacher. Rent negotiable ($35O-$450) 625
Midvale. John 310-285-3432.

WESTWOOD.2 females to share 1-bdrm lux-

ury apt. Underground parking, A/C, laundry,

new building, 24-hr. security. $535(each),

310-824-1301

rn^i
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53 Roommates

$360, inclufles utils. Culver City. Small

room.private entrance and sink. Quiet, non-
- smoker preferred. 310-204-5576, 310-787-

3414 Paul.

BEAUTIFULLY FURNISHED Cayley apart-

^ nnenti Female to share large bedroom w/own
bath in 3BR apartment. January-August, park-

ing. $37(ymo. 310-824-1713.

BRENTWOOD ADJACENT, 2-bedroofTV1

-

bath apartment, 1 -block Wilshire/Barrington

bus. Newly painted, new kitcher\Aloor/car-

pet, large closets, beautiful courtyard w/pool,

laundry, parking, large patio. N/S, female

preferred. $4S0/month. Stefanic, 310-471-

6065.

FEMALE N/S WANTED, EXTRA-LARGE SIN-

GLE to divide, hiollywood FHills, laundry,

parking. $40(Vmonth + half-utilities. Avail-

able now. 213-461-8026, leave message.

FEMALE ROOMMATE wanted to share bdrm
in 3-bdrnV2-bath w/3 females. Available

ASAP. Security bidg, gated prkg. 3ia208-
1.81 6.

'

NEED FEMALE ROOMMATE TO SHARE
master bedroom. All amenities. Very clean.

$35(Vmo+$350 deposit. Near UCLA shuttle.

A must see. 310-478-0789.

Professional female wAieautiful 2bd/2ba apt.

West LA, security, pool, parking, no

petVsmoking. SSOOAno+security & utilities.

310-397-0735.

Single, female, nonsmoking roommate need-

ed to share room in spacious 2-bedroom
apartment. Only 3 blocks from campus-se-

curity, pool, spa. 824-1 ^57.

SPACIOUS CONDO Room for rent in fur-

nished condo. Own full bath plus double
closet. Close to campus (4 blocks), oneAwo

_ persons, females/males. Students preferred.

Available ASAP. 310-208-4523.

Venice Studio, 2,100sqyft., 20'Ceilings, sky-

lights, two blocks from beach, central loca-

tion. $450/month. Available 12/1/94. Call

Erik or Will 310-399-8777.

Veteran arKJ Levering. Share bedroom in 2-

bed/2-bath apartment. Quiet non-smoker pre-

ferred. $33(ynH)nth plus utilities. 310-208-

1459.

»4« • • »' •

53 Roommates

WESTWOOD, own room, share bathroom,

female, N/5, parking, laundry, walking dis-

tance to campus ana Lot 31 . $500/month -«

half.utilities. 310-209-4919.

54 Room tor Rent

AVAILABLE 1/1 OR 3/15: Private, bright, fur-

nished roonVbath, private entrance, fridge,

parking, across from UCLA. Can view now.
SSOCVmonth. 310-470-8401.

Beautiful Brentwood room to rent for serious,

female student. S400/month. First ar>d last

nrwnth. San Vicente/Barrington. Furnished.

Parking. 310-826-7506.

BEVERLY HILLS. Very large, separate fur-

nished room behind house w/graid students,

Washer/Drver, kitchen privileges, pool, need

car. $550. Abby 818-783-5151.

PRIVATE ROOM, $340/month. Roommate
wanted to share quiet sunny house, 10-

minutes to UCLA, near buses, female grad

preferred. 310-837-2179.

Room w/bath $475. With l/2bath $450.

Second person add $75. Clean, quiet, owner-
managed building. 1 -block to campus. 310-

271 -7028.

UCLA ROOMMATE WANTED TO SHARE
master bedroom in apartment w/new car-

pet/furniture. Steps from campus. Gated
parking. $450/mo. 310^24-2388.

55 Sublet

BRENTWOOD. 2-bdrm/2-ba. Good condi-

tion. Great location. 1 -block north of

Wilshire. Close to UCLA. Lease through Au-

gust. 310-473-9709.

WEST HOLLYWOOD. Gorgeous furnished

large single apartment. Luxury building.

Only $550 including utilities. Pool, gym,
covered parking, security guard. Call Vimala
310-825-4932.

WESTWOOD. Shared room for rent just

Winter Quarter. $325/nf>o. 310-824-4597.

TODAY'S
CROSSWORD PUZZLE

ACROSS
1 Hiding place
6 — and games
9 Nocturnal

"movie"
14 Not in a whisper
15 "Butterflies —

Free"
16 Stallone role

17 Meteorologists
instrument

19 Saint Teresa's
home town

20 Fasten
21 Small land area
22 Tempestuous
23 Leather

accessor^'
24 Conquer
25 Coy •"- *•

28 Ore
32 Say firmly

33 Greek god of

" love '

35 Lavishes
fondness (on)

37 Ocean
movement

38 — Pan
40 Beehive State
41 Pen name
43 Make a tunnel
44 Rescue
45 Amble
47 Squinted
49 Pointed tool

50 Shakespeare
nickname

51 Groucho's
brother

54 Operatic solo

55 Dry, as wine
56 Jazz style

59 Drier

61 Entertain

62 Long time

63 Philadelphia

football player

PREVIOUS PUZZLE SOLVED
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1
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65 Vote in favor

66 Hair conditioner

DOWN
1 Complain
2 Jai —
3 Nickel or dime
4 Barbarian

5 Less at ease
6 Defect
7 Try to persuade
8 Born
9 Exhausted
10 Talk wildly

1

1

Arab prince
12 Skillfully

1 3 Extinct bird

18 Slumbering
22 Five-dollar bill:

slang
23 Agency
24 More sensible

25 Information

26 Wrongdoings

---33^ TV and rad»»-
28 Engine
29 Woke up
30 Rose oil

31 Depart
34 Revolutionary

36 Outbuilding

39 Fix

42 Red fish

46 Pair

48 Pencil end
50 Sea water
51 — and haws
52 Border on
53 Fragrant flower

54 Sailor's

greeting

55 Endorse a
check

56 Snakelike
fishes

57 Canadian tnbe
58 Farm sound
59 Boston — Party

60 Mai — : cocktail

TT
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56 House tor Rent

ErKino Park, 3bc^ ba, attached garage, wash-

er/dryer, fenced backyard, swamp cooler,

fireplace, den, living room, available De-
cember 1, $1200, 818-506-6200.

PRIME ENCINO LOCATKDN. 3-bedrodms,
1.5 bath, fireplace, central heating, pool.

One level, light, and bright. Call Barry Alan,

IPC. 818-712-1633.

WESTVy«DOD. 2-BDRMn -BATH, formal liv-

ing/dining, fireplace, hardwood floors, 2-car

garage, huge backyard wAruit trees, close to

UCLA, bus, shopping. $1500/mo. 310-478-

8415

WLA. SPACIOUS 2-BEDROC)M HOUSE.
Share lot w/duplex. Bright, quiet, fireplace,

Ai/C, washer/dryer hook-up. Freeway, bus,

shopping. No pets. $895/rT>onth. 310-479-

8099.

58 House tor Sale

Best deal on Westside. 3-f 1.5 gorgeous remo-
del with Southwiestern flare. Fireplace, hard-

wood floors. Reduced to $229,000. Call Im-

mediately, Agent, 31 0-479-6832.

60 Housing Needed

UCLA VISITING SCHOLAR seeks affordable,

furnished apartment or house, 2-3 bedrooms,
starting 1/1^5 for approximately 8 months or

longer. Responsible, N/S. 213-937-6177.

62 Room/Board tor Help

EUROPEAN COUPLE, doctor/lawyer,

preparing USA licenses, will provide home,

health, support, P/T, cleaning, driving, etc in

exchange for room/board. 310-454-7990

LIVE WITH FAMILY IN EXCHANGE FOR
light housework (2-hours), babysitting and

light homework w/7-year/old. Start Decem-
ber. 213-935-9940, leave message.

ROOM and kitchen privileges. Assist Sr. cit.

with light housekeepin^errands. Own car

arxj/or drive stick. (Board negotiable). Mar
Vista. 310-398-1277.

66 Tov/ntiouse tor Rent

Multi-level secure 2bd/2.5ba-(-|oft, fireplace,

A/C, high ceilings, sunny, ocean breeze, safe

parking, storage, MOR adjacent, rM>n smokers

preferred, $145Cymo. 310-456-1578.

WESTL.A. $1375. 3-BED/2-BATH, 1400sq.-

ft. Hardwood floors, fireplace. Air condi-

tioning, like horr^, quiet 310-826-6907.

67 Condos tor Sole

FABULOUS WESTWOOD LOCATION. 2-f2,

bank-owned, $199,000. Relax in sauna in

master bath, gorgeous cape-cod building.

Quiet back unit Agent, 310-479-6832.

68 Condos to Stiore

l-bdrm in 2-bdr/2.5-bth, Wilshire Highrise

Condo. Laundry facility within unit, 24-hr.

security, valet parking, pool and gym. N/S.

$1200/mo. 310-475-7989.

FEMALE TO SHARE ROOM in nice condo,

large living room, kitchen, quiet, security

building, waJk to UCLA, $36(Vmo. 310-391-

2877.

69 Condos tor Rent

2-BED/2-BATH CONDO IN LUXURY
'Wilshire Blvd. -CendonHrHumi MagniHcent-

view, great security. $200(yrTX>. Call broker

310-824-0453.

3-bdrnV2-bath cor>do on Hilgard, very large

and bright, $1750. 3-car parking, security

building, walking distance to UCLA, 310-

471-4989.

70 Guest House tor Rent

2-BDRM/1 -KITCHEN/1 -BATH. Living room,

nice, quiet neighborhood. $850. 6446 West
SlhSt 310-289-8762.

91 Insurance

MOTORCYCLE/MOTORSCOOTIR IN-

SURANCE. Great rates. Personal Service.

Mastercard/Visa accepted. Call for quick

quotes. C. Diamorvi Insurance 310-428-

4995.

AUTO
INSURANCE

"NO BULr
Best Prices, Same Day

STUDENT DISCOUNTS

Motorcycles, SR22
Accidents, Tickets OK

CALL AA*IA NOW
FOR FREE QUOTE
TOLL FREE

1 1800)335.9000

91 Insurance

/lllstate
Insuronc* Company

(310)312-0204
1317 Weshvood Blvd.
C2 biks. So. of Wilshire)

92 Legal Advice

Breast implant recipients:

Class action suit has created a
super fund for your claims.

You must register before

December 1 , 1 994. For more Info.

call (310) 396 4313.

96 Services Offered

$35 PERS. STATEMENT
Professiohal, quick edit (1 hour max.) Writing

and rewrites also available. Experienced

writer and law school graduate. 213-933-

3797.

CORPORATE
SCHOLARSHIPS
FOR STUDENTS

. • NO MIN GPA
• NO SPECIFIC INCOME REQ.

$99

GUARANTEED • NO RISK

MORE INFO ft FREE BROCHURE

310-371-6384

LAW SCHOOLAPPUCATION
PERSONAL STATEMEOT STRESS?

Two publishea law review editors

will help you:

• Compoee & create

•Edit punctuatjoa & grammar

• Organize & strtKture your essay

to make it substantively effective aiid

technically accurate.

Contact Cheri or Tom at

(310) 274-6187

CUSSIFIED LINE AD, GOOD.

^5̂»St
&^^

CLASSIFIED DISPLAY,

LARGER AND lETTIR.

I

TO PUCE AN AD, CALL 206-3060

Daily Bruin

92 Legal Advice

SEXUAL HARASSMENT
If You Have A Problem, There Is A

Remedy. Consultation At No
Charge. Kenneth A. RMn, Attorney

(213)933-5946.

94 Movers/Storage

HONEST MAN. W/14ft truck and dolltes,

small jobs, short notice ok. Stutient discount.

310-285-8688. CA, AZ, NV. Co Bmlni.

JERRY'S MOVING & DELIVERY. The careful

movers. Experienced, reliable, same day de-

livery. Packing & boxes. Will deliver boxes
free. Jerry 31 0-391 -5657.

TOM'S MOVING SERVICE. DEPENDABLE,
EXPERIENCED, REASONABLE. LAST
MINUTE JOBS WELCOME. CALL 24 HRS.
310-452-2887.

96 Services Offered

All«Piifpose Ediciiif / ItottriBg

Courses, personal statements, resumes,

theses, dissertations, exam prep by

experienced PhD Engltth professor.

Research, Writing, Editing
ALL levels, - ALL subjects Foreign

Students Welcome Fast Professional -

Quality guaranteed papers not for sale

Call Research 310-477-8226

M-F 10:OOam-5KX)pm

BEAR'S RESEARCH,
WRITING. & EDITINd

Alsiiijects. Theses/DissertatkxB.

Personal SUdemonts. Proposals and books.

Intematkxial students weksme.
PAPERS NOT FOR SALE

Sharon B—r, Ph.D. (310) 470-6662

Speedy Research

Rqiorts: $€.99 per page
Over 50,000 topics ft cUppings.

Materials for research

assistance use vuly!

6546 Hollywood Blvd.

2nd faxx)R, Rm. 209
Los Angeles, CA 90028

Hours: Moii-Fri I0:30ain-6pm

Saturdays, 1 1 ain-4pin

Custom Research aviilable

Visa/MC/Amex/Fax

Call Today!
1-800-356-9001

ELC
English Language Center

Daytime ESL Classes

Intensive & Part-Time Programs

jJOEFLPrBparaltion

•Academic Skills Classes

•Study Skills Tutoring

Sessions Begin Every Four Weeks

Housing Available

10850 Wilshire Blvd.

(near the Avco Theater)

310-470-30198

Bring in ad for special discounts

There Is more to Learning than Just Studying
Achieve better Academic Results with Less Effort and Less Time.Your

subconscious mirxJ controls 88% of your total mind. Our cfinicaily tested
audio cassette accesses your subconscious mind for quick and positive

change.

SPECIAL OFFER
'— Each purchase includes:

1. Self-Meditation audio cassette (side A-Memory training, side B-
Visuaiization)

2. A booklet containing excellent tips such as note and test taking
and rrxxe

3. $3.00 off any tape in our audio library.

* CREDIT CARD ORDERS CALL TOLL FREE 24 HOURS A DAY

1-800-547-2626
OR SEND CHECK OR MONEY

ORDER TO:
THE GOLDEN TREE

23241 Vantura Blvd. Suite 209
Woodland Hills. CA 91364

__Audio tape for Memofy and Concentration $15.00
Academic Booklet FREE

Tax. sfiipping and fiandling included
Nwne
AddfMt
City. State .2p-

* Orctors shlppsd within 3 days.
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96 Services Offered

APPLYING TO GRADUATE SCHCXDLf Let

CAA use their year* of experierKX in top pro-
grams to Mp you gel into the program you
want. Call for free information 310-444-
1903.

ATTN: MBA, LAW,
MED. APPLICANTS

Frustrated developin^editing your critically-

important personal statements? Get profes-

sional help, competitive edge from national-

ly-known author/consuKant. 310-826-4445

EAGLE-EYED PROOFREADER
Edits, theseVpubllcations; tutors English/study

skills; trains time management/stress reduc-

tion. Nadia Lawrence, PhD. 310-393-1951

.

EDITING, RESEARCH, WRITING. Personal

statements, papers, theses. Help w/composi-
tion, structure, grammar and punctuation. All

subjects. German-English translation also

available. 310-575-0268.

EDITING- Experienced copy editor available

to edit papers, resumes and theses. Call 310-
378-2244.

Need money for college? Thousands of

scholarships available, guaranteed financial

aid. Call now for details. Student Scholarship
Service, 800-922-2913.

PROFESSIONAL WRITINQ'EDITINC. Papers,

reports, statistics, proposals, research studies.

Masters, Ph.D. dissertations, college applica-

tion essays. Any subject, style, requirement.

213-871-1333.

WANT TO BE ACCEPTED? Save time, frustra-

tion? Call for help developing/editing person-

al statements. Also edit papers, theses, dis-

sertations. Linda 31 0-392-1 734.

99 Tutoring Needed

TUTOR NEEDED FOR 10TH GRADE GIRL.

All subjecU. 310-826-8588 day; 310-470-

361 6, evenings.

Tutor Needed for Algebra 2 . Will be tutor-

ing a tenth grader. Please Call 310-4SS-7571

URGENT. GOOD STUDENT NEEDED TO
work with 1 1th-grade prep-school student in

doing homework and developing good study

skills. Vickl 310-459-8025.

100 Typing

98 Tutoring Offered

- MY TUTOR -

MATH/PHYSICS/STATISTICS. Tutoring sen/-

ice. Free consultation. Reasonable rates ,

call Mv Tutor anytime. Han (800)90-TUTOR.

JAPANESE TUTOR. UCLA grad student, TA in

Japanese. Native Japanese tutors at all levels.

Call Yuko: 310-208-5467.

MATH TUTORING by PH.D. $15/hour. Cal-

culus, statistics, probability, math for physi-

cal/social sciences, SAT, CRE, LSAT, MCAT.
310-837-8998, pager, 310-582-9626 NBD.

SPANISH TUTOR, $13/hour. Call Cecilia at

213-385-8320 after 3pm.

99 Tutoring Needed

TUTOR FOR Microsoft Version 6.0 Complete

knowledge of PC and Windows. Flexible

hours, salary negotiable. Beverly Hill Area.

310-282-8380.

52 WORD PROCESSING. Papers, disserta-

tions, mahuscripU, etc FAST, reliable. Laser

printing. Pick-up, delivery, 24hr service avail-

able. Complete resume services. 310-397-
5970.

A CLASS ACT
Papers, letters, resurr>es, scripts, transcription,

labels. FREE light editing. Laser printing. Spell

check. Fax Orders Welcome. 31 0-827-8023.

A PLUS WORDPROCESSING. IBM/PC, Laser

printing, spellcheck; term papers, disserta-

tions, thesis, reports, manuscripts, transcrip-

tions, etc. Fast turnaround. Call Bob 213-

851-0214.

ACE TYPIST, ETC
GREAT LOOKING PAPERS AND APPLICA-
TIONS-SPECIAL RATE. WE DO ALL WP
AND RESUMES. RUSHES. 310-820-6830.

BETTER QUALITY GETS RESULTSI Resumes,
CVs, mass mailings, newsletters, brochures,

dissertations, medical and legal documents,
etc Scanning of text, photos, and other im-

ages. High resolution typesetting at 1800 dots

per inch. Color output available. Located
near Sepulveda and Washington. Call Linda -

at 310-204-0947 between 10am-7pm.

EDITING, TYPING, PROOFREADING.
SlS^ror $2/pg typing only. English BA/MA.
310-396-1249.

MODERN SECRETARIAL SERVICES. 24-hour

service, pick-up and delivery, IBM and MAC,
Laser printing. Discount students. 5-minutes

from UCLA. Angelica, 310-446-8899.

NEED A PRIVATE SECRETARY? Over IS

years legal/medical transcription experience.

Notary Public. Macintosh w/laser printer.

pick-up/delivery. Brentwood. 310-472-0405.

WORD PROCESSING- All types, APA and
other formats, transcribing, resumes, DTP,
WordPerfect, charts, graphs, laser. Reason-

able rates, near campus. 310-470-0287.

WORD PROCESSING. 24 Hour service. Pa-

pers, fliers, reports, etc. Resume special $30.

Laser quality. Cheap rates. Student DiscounL
310-587-0357.

102 Music Lessons

DRUM LESSONS
All level^/ttyles with dedicated professional.

At your home or WLA studio. 1 st lesson free.

No drum set necessary. Neil 21 3-882-8509.

GUITAR INSTRUCTION. IS years EXP. all

levels ar>d styles. Patient and organized. Be-

ginner guitars for sale $60. Sam 310-826-
9117.

GUITAR LESSONS
All Acoustic styles. Classical, Latin, Jazz,

Folk. Teacher w/25-»- yrs playing exp. Call

David 310-478-2420.

Guitar lessons by a professional near UCLA.
All levels, guitars available. Call Jean 310-

476-41 S4.

GUITAR LESSONS. 1 5-years experience in

many styles, graduate of Dick Grove Schcxil

of Music and Musicians Institute. MICHAEL
WILDE, 310-823-7010.

SINCI Vocal technique-all levels/styles, per-

formance anxiety, associate/Nate Lam, Santa

Monica, near UCLA, free consultation, Carol
Tingle 310-828-3100.

104 Resumes

MiNOKiiv Juniors & Seniors:
Get your resunn' to the nation's

top rniploMTNl FREE!

There is absolutely no cosi to you. Simply
send or fax your resume, alpny with your top

three irtdustry prefererKes, to:

Crimson & Bro%vn Associates,

1 770 Mass. Avenue, Suite332

Cambridge, MA 021 40
17)868-0181 fax:(617)868-0187

Deadline: December 2

107 Resorts/Hotels

Vacation in Sun Valley, Idaho

New attncdvcly fumished 3 bdnn. 2 1/2

bths hoiue for rent in Sun Villey, 4 milM S

oftki-lifL Sleepi6. CoRiplete kilchen.

WMher/diyer, luge living roam. firepUce,

TV. VCR. Garage. 1 acre lot. Beautiful

view. 12/17-1/2, $2S0/<layv$170a/week.

1/2-10/2, SlStVday or SlOOO/week. Fly

Sportaconnectiai: lAX-SV: DelU: LAX-
S«lt Lake - SV; UnilaL LAX-BoiMS. bus

S-V; liniifid: LAX-Twin Falls, bus SV.

tall Ivar or Nina (310)455-1797 (8.-00-

10:3QAMoc7:30-9:30PM)

Autos for Sale

19E6 TOYOTA CAMRY, re-built transmis-

sion. Automatic transmission, AM/FM stereo,

grey interior, grey exterior good condition,

must sell. $4250/obo. 31 0-471 -4404.

1987 BMW 325is, red, 2-door, 5-speed, fully

loaded. 108K miles. 57000. 310-445-2114.

1987 HONDA CIVIC DX, 2-door hatchback,

5-spccd, AM/FM cassette, blue, runs/looks

great. Must sell. $295Q«3BO. Call David,

310-820-4748.

85 NISSAN 200SX, hatch, auto, A/C, great

cond-new breaks, sparks, belts, etc. Good
tires, original owner, no accidents. $3900
obo. 310-824-5572

86 MITSUBISHI TREDIA, auto, AAvVFM, 4-

door, excellent condition, 100,000 miles,

$1500.310-559-8826.

I'.irlial tlifnl List:

Mirrill Ivnth • Cimi().iq • M< Muse* • Tinu'

A CUSTOMTYPE RESUME. Fast, professional,

reliable. Layout, editing, composition.

Resumes/cover letters/Reference sheets. Com-
puter typesetting & laser printing. 310-470-

4999.

WINNING RESUMES: 1-hour service. Our
clienU get results. Open 7-days. 310-287-

2785.

106 Travel Tickets for Sale

FOR SALE: Two Economy Class Round-Trip

Tickets from LAX to Mexico City. Best offer.

Call Scott, 310-312-6687.

MUSTANG 5.a^
1983 Gray Ford Mustang GT, V8, 5.0, 4-

speed, very fast. New brakes, good interior.

$3000. 3 10-777-9761 /pager, after 5:30pm.

PONTIAC SUNBIRD 1984, automatic trans-

mission, 4-door, a/c, AM/FhA cassette, 85K
miles. Runs good. $2200 obo. 310-824-

5123.

'74 VW KARMANN GHIA, 4-SPD, YELLOW,
KENWOOD AM-FM'CASSETTE, EVERY-

THING ELSE ORIGINAL. GREAT BODY
AND INTERIOR, RUNS GREAT.
$3,295/OBO. 213-254-6018.

'84 DL VOLVO. 1 -OWNER. 72,000 MILES.

4-DOOR, STICK, PRISTINE. $4400. 310-478-

1171.

'85 FIERO GT, V-6, 4-speed, new clutch, full-

power, black w/gray interior. Sunroof, alloys,

Ai/C. Runs and drives excellent. $2650.

310-202-4315.

1 15 Scooters for Sale

1985 Suzuki scooter, low miles, new battery,

just tuned up, $475 OBO, 21 3-666-41 27.

126 Furniture for Sale

AA SOFA SLEEPERS QUEEN AND FULL
SIZES, $180 for a limited time. Call Kevin
310-379-6596.

FULL MATTRESS SPRING FRAME, $1 SO, and
full futon, $50. 310-477-9688. .

MATTRESS SETS: Twin $45, full $55, queen
$85, kings $95, bunkbeds. Deliveries, phone
orders accepted. 310-372-2337.

NEW FURNITURE
Bunkbeds $125, Mattress sets: Queen $170,
full $140, Twin $110. Bedroom sets $350.
Dining and sofa sets also. 310-821-0729.

Queen mattress and box, $200. Futon-couch,

$150. Leather couch $300. Endtable $15.

Dresser $30. Floor-lamp $10. 41 "TV $1 300.

310-826-7262.

128 fvlisc. for Sale

5 MONTHS MEMBERSHIP AT THE West-

wood or Pasadena Boxing Gym. BODIES IN

MOTION. Call for details. Kasey 805-252-

1272.

131 Stereos/TVs/Radios

C&E ENTERPRISES
Are You Looking for New
• TV/VCR/Video camera
• Stereo system / Discman

• Cordless phoneV Cellular phoae /
Fax

• Microwave / Fridge

• PC 486 / Pentium Syjtemj

SONY -PANASONC- JVC -PIONEER

^CollplOI 371-1555 for infa

134 Computer/Typewriter

486-66 SOUND SYSTEM, 4-ram, 420HD,
voice-mail, mouse, monitor, like r>ew.

$1180. 3ia644-2612.

^STWCTLY PERSOI^L «
Seeking Jewish Students

rOi>VCSWMBwCK CipcnEBDE BnEU

Hite G(Jn iMNMiiBi, aploit aidatNcpv

m^ndaeanqfKiciiBTifat PkBincoviev

top polilkib and diKower whir laael iinlfdl

dboHL Sdiolnki|»i«iibkdMtktfiNdok

alfar|K$t07S,kidyi<iMMnld

1-«OO.FELLOWS (335-5697).

Daily Bruin

Advertise It Works.

Ticket for sale $90i)0
LAX to Sm JOM tMMS WMriMdiy Momiiv

11/23 and iHMrm SattntynlotMiiaB.

Can Paul for mort InfornMllon.

824-7143

I STRICTLY PERSONAL
Seeking Jewish Students... For 3 -week wintcr-

bieak experience in laieL hKfroupBhavc

met widi Plime MtnistEr Yiohak Rabin.

ShimoD Peres, BcnyMnin Nctuiiynu, Nann

Sharanky.JeriMlen imyor Ehud Olmeit,

Benny Begin, and Piesident of Utad Ekt

IMaan. Plus tour the councry md
diso0««r«ft«t Israel a teiUy afaouL

Scholw^ ivMlible ih« lecfou do it all fe(

jiHC tVfIS, including cat. ciiufaat and aB

acooondaciom. For appbcaoon nrm, can

1-800.FELLOWS (335-5697)

-5^^

T R E L

Specializing In

Discount Airfare

Call For Lowest Rate

310.441-4388

laketkelMiialoJij

206-3060
\^^^^^^J^^^^^^J'^^^^^^^^^^^r:r^

NON-STOP

$195
<225*London #

Tokyo $233*

WothlAgtonDCSl79*

New York $149*

Dottofi $149*
'NiM SfV Msn vwy froMi Los Aiiqsoo moos on o

It*

LC<lg*iP iirMiiMi iliOKIini

Opm% Swfmdmf lOmn • 2pm

Council Trciv#l
lOnamrtonAM, tZIO, Lm AryttM, CA (OOM

310-206-3551
Euroilposses

Issued on-the-spot!

EUROPE $249

HAWAII, ATLANTA,

BALTIMORE WA.,

BOSTON • $129

• NO RESTRICTIONS •

TMAIRHITCH
310*394«0550

Call For Fret Prooram Description

«»*^^'-

^- —
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10 Great
Reasons

Why YOU Should

Choose Air Force Nursing

Challenge, opportunity,

advancement, education,

training, medical, vacation,

travel, best health-care

team, sign-on bonus*"

*Find out more - contact an

Air Force health

professions recruiter

near you. Or call

1-800.423-USAF.

Health Professions

WHY WAIT?
Open Sam to Spin
• Prompt, caring service

• Primary Care

• Women's center

• No Appointment Necessary

An Immediate Care Center

Medipace Medical Group
1990 Westwood Blvd.

Los Angeles, Ca 90025
(310)4708880

Most insurance aixi

credit cards accepted.

Advertise.

Daily Bruin

/^

Dave Dowdney
UCLA Sports Info

WATER POLO
From page 34

ness to sloppy errors, shots by the

Bruins on counterattack which
bounced off the goalpost and
plays which left Trojans unguard-

ed and able to score. Even with
four points scored in the last peri-

od, use remained dominant.

"We had ample opportunities to

stay in the game, but we never
took advantage of them," Baker
said, "whether it was taking care

of the ball or silly offensive fouls.

You're only as good as your last

game and we're not very good
right now. But a loss can be good,
it can be a good wakeup call. We
have some things we can work on
now for next weekend."
The Bruins have another week

to prepare for the NCAA tourna-

ment, which begins Friday night

with a matchup against
Pepperdine. Should the Bruins
win they will advance to final four

on Saturday night.

According to Baker, Swanson
was kept out of the 'SC game as a

precautionary measure, and should

be 100 percent for the tournament.

FOOTBALL
From page 31

"That was just great," McElroy
said. "I've been dreaming about
that all the time, especially
against *SC. No words can
describe it."

The Trojans brought the score

to 24-19 three seconds into the

-fourth quarter when Leonard
Green scored on a four-yard run^
but dook led the Bruins 65-yards

on their next drive, capped by a
one-yard sneak over center by the

senior quarterback.

"UCLA is a much better team
than its record indicates," Rob
Johnson said. "That team played
with Nebraska for a little while,

and if they had had J.J., they prob-

ably could have done a lot better.

"They have everybody back
now, and they're a very good
team. We knew that, though. It

wasn't like we underestimated
them. We knew that they're at

their best now and that they were
going to play their best game."
On the day. Cook was 15-of-23

for 218 yards, two touchdowns
and one interception. Shah carried

the ball 25 times for 136 yards,

and J.J. Stokes caught six passes

for 121 yards and one touchdown.
In completing his first seven

passes of the game, Rob Johnson
set the NCAA record for consecu-
tive completions. He finished
with 20 completions on 28
attempts for 246 yards, one touch-

down and two interceptions.
Keyshawn Johnson had 1 1 catch-

es for 175 yards and one touch-
down.

UCLA flanker Kevin Jordan
went out in the second quarter
with a sprained knee, but not
before he set the UCLA record fcJr

receiving yards in a season with
1.228.

Dally Bruin Sports

FOOTBALL
From page 36

eerily resembled Marvin
Goodwin's touchdown-saving
interception in last year's contest

at the Los Angeles Coliseum.
Goodwin's interception gave
UCLA a berth in the Rose Bowl.
Lawrence's pick-off, everybody
thought, kept USC out of it.

"I was just trying to make
something happen,"Johnson said.

"It's hard when you're rolling out,

because guys come back.
Keyshawn (Johnson) said he was
open, and the guy (Lawrence) just

came off of somebody else."

In reality, the Trojans (7-3, 6-2)

wouldn't have gone to the Rose
Bowl no matter the outcome of
Saturday's game. With 15 sec-

onds remaining in regulation, the

announcement came over the pub-
lic address system that the
University of Oregon had defeated

Oregon State, 17-13, in Oorvallis,

thus clinching for the Ddcks their

first trip to the Rose Bowl since

1958. Still, Lawrence's intercep-

tion put an exclamation point on a

stellar UCLA defensive effort that

tallied six sacks and held Southern

Cal to 303 yards of total offense -

only 57 yards of which came on
the ground.

"We just lost our sharpness,"

USC head coach John Robinson
said. "I thought we did some
things in the passing game very

well, but we let Rob get sacked
too many times, and we needed to

be more consistent."

Leading 12-3 at halftime, it

appeared that USC might get
away with a mediocre perfor-

mance. Cole Ford had split the

uprights on field goal attempts of
37 and 29 yards that left the score

at 6-3, and Rob Johnson hit

Keyshawn Johnson on a 29-yard

touchdown pass that put the

Trojans up 12-3.

UCLA had its opportunities, but

as had been the case throughout
the season, the Bruins were unable

to put the ball into the endzone.

Bjorn Merten's field goal, which
came on the opening play of the

second quarter and tied the score

at three apiece, was required only

because UCLA couldn't score on
a third and goal from the one-yard

line. And on UCLA's next drive,

the Bruins had a first and goal
from the USC one, but quarter-

Irack Wayne Cook had a pass
intercepted in the endzone on third

down.
"We went into the locker room

at halftime and we were really

upset," Donahue said. "We moved
the ball in the first half, but we
couldn't get it into the endzone
and we were bitterly frustrated. I

was real concerned about the emo-
tional state of the team, but right

before we went out of the locker

room, we got it back in focus and
we got it geared up. The opening
drive of the third quarter was cru-

cial."

That drive started on the UCLA
35-yard line and ended with a 10-

yard touchdown pass from Cook
to All-American J.J. Stokes in the

left corner of the endzone. The
teams exchanged punts after

Stokes' touchdown, and on USC's
ensuing possession, Abdul
McCullough dove under a deflect-

ed Rob Johnson pass at the

Southern Cal 33 for an intercep-

tion. Two plays later, UCLA tail-

back Sharmon Shah burst through

the right side of the line for a five-

yard touchdown run. USC was
forced to punt on its next posses-

sion, and on a first and ten from
the Southern Cal 30, Cook hit

freshman Jim McElroy in the right

corner of the endzone to put
UCLA ahead 24-12.

See FOOTBALL, page 30
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DESIGN HAIRCUTS
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COLOR $20

HIGHLIGHTS $29-$49

COLOR CORRECTION $35-$45
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^ shampoo &
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HAIRCUT

(long hair & flat tops
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FRENCH PERM $15-$25

ZOTOSPERM $35-545

SUPER PERM $66

Next to Penny Lane

Make A DIFFERENCE:
Consider A Career In Law
• Parl-lime and full-time programs • Day anrl e\/ening classes
• Academic support programs • Financial aid

Spring Semester begins January 9

University of West Los Angeles
School of Law

Convenient location near LAX

310 215-3339

Accredited by WASC and Caiifornia State Bar

UWLA
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WITH YOUR CHOICE OF SAUCE.
CHOOSE FROM: MEAT, MARINARA, SICILIAN,

TOMATO, ALFREDO.
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Attention UCLA students and staff nnennlDers. . .have we
got a deot for you. Just show us your ID and this terrific

meal is yours for Just $5.96. (Not valid with any other offer.)

ITALIAN ^^^REl

'a/uti^^^

RESTAURANT

Waslwood, 936 Westwood Blvd.

1 block south of UCLA Cannpus, 824-7588

The **Only one" in Westwood!
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' ^"ol
I
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I •

; ff^P,

(310) 478-3270 • (310) 478-3492 ^"^''il ij!^f:i^9f /
1767 Westwood Blvd. Los Angeles, CA 90024 (•ix.
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AUTO INSURANCE BLUES?

HERE'S GOOD NEWS ON

LOW RATES!

In April, 1994, the results of a Department of Insurance study
were published in the LA Times. One top rated California

based company emerged with significantly lower rates for a

wide range of good drivers - including young singles, young
marrieds and families with young drivers. Even drivers who
had 2-3 points often received significant savings.

For Insurance Relief, please call us in Westwood (310) 208-3548

InsurAide Insurance Agency, Inc.

1081 Westwood Blvd. #221 Los Angeles, CA 90024

Indian Food & Falafil
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j

Free cJrink

4.25 I ^'^^ ^^®Lamb Kabob Sand.

Falafil Sand.

Gyro Sand.

Lunch Buffet
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Skinless Rotisserie
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50% Less Fat
404 extra ^^^^^^^
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Quarter Chicken Only...
| ••Half Chicken Only...

|
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• Jack's Mountain Bread \\ Ijll >
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CURRENT PRICES ON ANY

ITEM IN STOCK PRICED UNDER
$100 & SKI EQUIPMENT
PRICED UNDER $500

EXCEPT GOLD MEDAL ITEMS &
SELECTED APPAREL BRANDS

QUANTITY & PACKAGE PRICING NOT IN EFFECT. 20% OFF
CURRENT PRICES MAY BE OFFERED IN FUTURE ADS.

JUST A FEW EXAMPLES
ATHLETIC SHOES

CURRENT XO% OFF
PRICE ^mCE

Special Group tm gp i

Athletic Shoes 19.99 I O
Asics Syntar •

-
-. i_^ ^%^^

Walking Shoe (siigM bi*m) 29.99 ^^
Women's Special Group ^^^
Reebok & Nike Aerobic Shoes... 39.99 ^1
Discontinued Style ^^^
Nike Caldera Hiking Boot 39.99 O I
New Balance 996 jmm
Running Shoe 59.99 4#
California Pro TXT 500 ^ jg
In Line Skate 69.99 OO

CURRENT SO% OFF
. ... PRICE pnicc
Street Hockey OA%AEE
Sticks & Accessories ...fcU UrF

CURRENT PRICES
Rollerblade ^^C
3 Piece Protective Pack 49.99 09
The Step Circuit Trainer 79.99 63
105 1b. Weight Set 39.99 31
Olympus 727 (w/ i«g d«v*iop«r) ^Ptfft!
Standard Weight Bench 99.99 #9
Special Group ^ ^^oo
Above The Rim TShirts 12.99 I U
Special Group "—

"
• " ^ ^^

Nylon Wind Pants 19.99 1 O
Ray Ban g^^ ^g
Wayfarer I Sunglasses 39.99 O I
Russell ^%0%V 0%^^
Sweat Shirts & Sweat Pants s7U 'OFF

CURRENT PRICES

SKI APPAREL & ACCESSORIES

All

Columbia 94 Ski Apparel

Special Group
Fleece Lined Parkas
Men's & Women's
Insulated Ski Pants
Women's Special Group
Reebok & Nike Aerobic Shoes

.

Men's & Women's
Saranac Ski Gloves
Snowjogger
'^cer wKi DOO% ..........................

CURRENT 20% OFF
PRICE PRICE

..20'-0FF
CURRENT PRICES

64.99 51
69.99 55
39.99 31
29.99 23
24.99 1 9

GOLD MIDAL
ITEMS NOT
INCLUDED

PRICED
UIMDBR $500

OFF
QuantKlM t •!«•• HmHad to vlocli on hand. AdvorHMd morchandiM may b* avaHabta at «ala prico* In
upcoming aala avanta. RaiMlar. original and currant pricaa ara oftaring prica* only and may or may not

fcava raauMad In aaloa. 20S difcewrt aiptroa at clooa o< buainoaa Novambar 23, 1M4.
COLD IMEOAL rMMS • SELCCTCO A^AREL BflANDS WH.L NOTK 0I8C0UNTCD OUMNC THIS BALE.

1001 WESTWOOD BLVD
WESTWOOD

HOURS: MON-FRI 10-9. SAT 10-8. SUN 11-6

"NlCR7REfisyDailyBru.n

A dejected group of USC players ponder the prospect of losing four straight games to UCLA. The
Bruins prevailed, 31-19, Saturday at the Rose Bowl.

SENIORS: Graduating class 4-0 against 'SC
From page 36

can claim to have owned USC the

way the 1 994 Bruins can.

Senior lineman Sale Isaia will

gladly take this piece of history

along with him.

"Four years in a row, you look at

Troy Aikman - he didn't do it, you
look at all the great players that

have come in here and they've
probably beat (USC) two years in a

row, three years in a row, biit never

four," Isaia said. "To go out like

this with a win over 'SC feels

great. I can't even remember any
of the games we lost this year."

Stokes now has the best of both

worlds. With his six receptions for

121 yards and one last impeccable

fade pattern for a touchdown catch,

Stokes ended his UCLA career just

as it should be remembered - as a

winner. His career statistics of 28
touchdown catches, 154 receptions

and 2,467 receiving yards - all

school records - should be enough
to add his name to the list of for-

mer Bruins playing in the NFL.
Not everyone will be as fortu-

nate as Stokes to continue playing

the game they love. Senior line-

backer Rod Smalley, who has
seemingly set a UCLA record for

gamfeS- pJayciLwith-pains^mi ^

injuries, falls into that category of
players who still have the dream to

continue playing football but who
also discover the reality that

Saturday may have been his last

game. In any event, you cannot
stress how important UCLA's vic-

tory against USC will be to many

"To go out like this with

a win over 'SC feels

great. I can't even

remember any of the

games we lost this year."

Sale Isaia ^
Senior Lineman

of these players down the line.

"It's bragging rights, it feels real

good, and I'm glad that we beat

them four years in a row," Smalley
said. "Football is over for me now,

at least here, and it hasn't all sunk
in yet but the fact that we beat

them four years in a row will have
me walking around with a smile on
my face for a while."

Then there is Wayne Cook, who
Jia» the-anfiazfAgdi^inotion of

1

UCLA; Shah's running game key in victory
From page 36

JENNIFER FONQ/D«)y Bruin

UCLA tailback Sharmon Shah tallied 135 yards and
one touchdown on 25 carries against USC Saturday.

Shah was the offensive catalyst that jump-
started the UCLA offense in the second half.

With USC leading 12-3, Shah ran on carries of
seven, nine and five yards to set up a J.J. Stokes

touchdown pass to pull UCLA within two at 12-

10. Later in the third quarter. Shah would score

to give the Bruins a 1 7- 1 2 lead.

With a narrow 24-19 fourth-quarter lead, the

Bruins needed a nail in the coffin to seal their

fourth consecutive win over the Trojans. Shah
responded with 37 yards on the ground, includ-

ing an improvisational run thai started inauspi-

ciously with Shah smacking into the Bruin line,

regaining balance, and reversing the field to

regain all of the lost yardage.

"I just tried to get up, get into the end zone,

and get some yards out of it," Shah said of that

run. "When you're in a big game like this, you
just try to do anything you can to get the ball up
field."

Two plays later, Wayne Cook snuck in for the

fourth UCLA touchdown of the second half,

thus sealing the victory for the Bruins.

Shah gained 1 ,227 yards on the season, the

fifth highest single season total in UCLA histo-

ry. UCLA is 5-1-0 this season when Shah runs

over 100 yards. His presence has made it easier

for Cook, as UCLA mixed passing with rushing.

"You've got to be a balanced team to be one
of the better teams because teams will just start

keying on what you do all the time," Cook saidr-

"With Sharmon and other guys running a lot, it's

doing a lot of good. I had all day to throw back
there today." ——-

—

~—r- —

—

being the first quarterback to lead

the Bruins to consecutive victories

against the Trojans in the last 40
years. They were still running a

wing-option-attack in Westwood
the last time a UCLA quarterback

got two wins against the Trojans.

Cook has no guarantees for a pro

career either, but his role in the

UCLA record books is now castjij t;

stone.

Cook somehow managed to sur-

vive the calls for his head amidst a

frustrating six-game losing skid,

and it was perhaps fitting that the

quarterback who has given so
much of himself throughout his

career at UCLA secured the

game's final score by putting his

head on the line once again, literal-

ly, with a quarterback sneak on the

goal-line.

"It feels good to end the season

with three wins (and another win
against USC) to show people that I

can play," Cook said. "I'm hoping

a lot of people will forget the six-

game losing streak and think about

the way we played at the end of the

year."

Judging by the reactions of the

UCLA fans Saturday at the Rose
Bowl, they have already Ibigotten.
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Divers help w. swim
prevail over Arizona
By Ross Bersot

UCLA women's swimming
proved its strength Friday by
defeating Arizona in the ice-

cold confines of the Men's Gym
Pool, completing their sweep of
Arizona State and UA by a final

score of 188-110. With two
conference victories in a row,

the Bruins improved their dual

meet record to 3-2.

UCLA doesn't rest for con-
ference dual meets, so fatigue

was a definite factor for the

home team.

"Our team is really tough,"

head coach Cyndi Gallagher
said. "We're just finding out
every time they get on the
blocks how good they are.

They're a very confident
group."

Annette Salmeen proved her

mettle by winning the 200-yard
butterfiy, the 200 free and the

500 free for the second consec-

utive day. Her lime of 4:55.72

in the 500 free beat her time in

the same race a day earlier by
almost a second.

"I've been swimming a lot

faster than I did last year at this

time," Salmeen said. "I've been
really excited about my times."

Shining performances from
freshmen Jill Jenkins and
Lindsay Etter lit up the pool for

UCLA in the absence of the

sun. Both had two victories -

Jenkins won the 100 back and
100 free with times of 57.63
and 52.34 while Etter captured

first in the 100 and 200 breast

with 1:05.02 and 2:21.01 fin-

ishes.

Freshman diver Tracy
Wilcox got her first collegiate

win against the Wildcats.

"It's nice to be able to show
what we can really do," Wilcox
said.

"Winning in conference
meets is really important,"
Gallagher said. "We would
have liked to beat Tennessee,
but I would much rather beaF
Arizona State and Arizona."

soccer squeak «^ by UAB, 3-2
Playoff win means
Bruins advance in

NGAA contention

By Tim Costner
Daily Bruin Senior Staff

Before the UCLA men's soccer

team took the field in the first

round of the NCAA
Championships, the playbrs
watched a highlight film of this

season's goals to try to snap their

three-game scoring drought.

And it worked. The Bruins
topped Alabama-Birmingham, 3-

2, in overtime at the North Soccer
Field on Sunday to advance to the

second round of the NCAAs for

the first time in three years.

The win was a huge relief to

the team and to UCLA head
coach Sigi Schmid, who was
extremely happy to get the mon-
key off of his back.

"It's a gorilla," Schmid said.

"It was more than a monkey, it

was a big old giant gorilla. I think

^or the team, we felt that it was"
important to get the first win
because they hadn't won a play-

off game and it was starting to

UCLA Sports Info

Sigi Schmid

build up pressure-wise. I think
they can sort of relax a little bit

and play."

But relaxing certainly wasn't
an option during the game, since

the Bruins allowed the first goal

of the match in the 38th minute,
when Blazer forward Mats
Hagedom put the ball in from the

right side to give his team a 1-0

lead.

UCLA equalized^just five min-
utes later when Bruin forward
Robbie LaBelle scored from close

range to even the score at 1 - 1 and

end the Bruins' scoring slump.
The Bruins added another goal

in the 65th minute to take a 2-1

lead when defender Tahj Jakins
overlapped from the backfield
and hammered in a shot from
point blank range.

UAB responded with an equal-

izer just two minutes later, how-
ever, when the Blazer forward
Mike Tracy caught the UCLA
defense sleeping and broke away
into a one-on-one situation which
he easily finished.

"I thought we made a mistake
to let them into the game with the

equalizer," Schmid said. "But
after that I thought the game was
pretty much ours. I was pleased
from the standpoint that I thought
we pretty much dominated the

game."
The domination didn't materi-

alize until late the second period
of overtime, though, when for-

ward Ante Razov tapped in a ball

to the near post in the 1 16lh
minute. LaBelle and Julio Umana
assisted on the game-winner.

"It was very emotional, "_
XaBelle said of the game. "It was
the first playoff game that we've
won since we've been at UCLA.
It's what we've worked for."

SHORELINE
SCOOTERS
PARTS & REPAIR a«e«/%t^^a'
INDEPENDENT SCOOTER & MOTORCYCLE REPAIR
QUALTIY SERVICE • CUSTOMER SATISFACTION GUARANTEED

SAME DAY SERVICE •

FREE PICK UP & FREE DELIVERT

(310) 874-6746

Free Estimates

HONDA & YAMAHA
Specialist

Body Work. Brakes.
Engine Rebuild. Tune-ups. Tires

9 - 6 MON - SAT
SUN By
Appointment

RM
Ŝ^.

GO TO OmCER
TRAINING
SCHOOL

Put your college

degree to work in the Air

Force Officer Training School.

Then, sifter graduating from
Officer Training School, become a
commissioned Air Force officer

with great starting pay, complete
medical and dental care, 30 days
of vacation with pay per year and
management opF>ortunities. Learn
if you qualify for higher education
in the Air Force. Call

AIR FORCE OPPORTUNITIES
TOLL FREE

1-800-423-USAF

$45 Designer Frames
(original price up to $200)

ll'i? l(iixl,.,i .(.< lt,,l,l.'ffll,lt,U/,
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BAR & ORIIl
EYEGLASS
PACKAGE

INCLUDES EXAMINATION^
EYEGLASS FRAME FROM OUR

VARIETY COLLECTION &
PRESCRIPTION LENSES

CONTACT LENS
PACKAGE

INCLUDES EYE EXAM
PAIR OF SOFT MATI-B LENSES,

CAREKIT AND FOLLOW-UP CARE

Daily Bruin
Display

3I0.82S.2161
Classified

310.828.2221

DISPOSABLE CONTACT LENSES
INCLUDES EXAM. FIHING & FOLLOW-UP

& 4 BOXES OF DISPOSABLE LENSES

• GLASSES & CONTACTS IN ONE HOUR
EVE EXAMINATIONS
VISION PLANS ACCEPTED

OPTOMETRIX
An Optometnc Center

208-1384
10930 WEVBURN • WESTWOOD VILLAGE

POOR Mkm
PARTY
TOMGHT
$2.00
ANY

DRINK!
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Trojans blow out uninspired m. water poio squad

JON FERREY/Daily Bruin

Tommy Wong aims for the shoot in Saturday's seven-point loss to USC at the
Rose Bowl Aquatic Center.

USC scores 8 points

A in the third quarter,

sinks UCLA, 1740
By Esther Hui
Daily Bruin Senior Staff

It was the last match of the regular sea-

son, but the UCLA men's water polo team
seemed to have its mind just about every-

where else but on the game at hand, as it

lost to USC 17-10, Saturday at the Rose
Bowl Aquatic Center.

Last weekend's emotional fifth-place fin-

ish at the Mountain Pacific Sports
Federation tournament - which included
taking USC into overtime - and the antici-

pation of next weekend's NCAA tourna-

ment had the Bruins approaching Saturday

as a transition game, and the lack of excite-

ment showed.

"I'm glad we didn't have the tournament

this weekend," UCLA head coach Guy
Baker said. "It was so emotional over the

weekend, we just didn't have the intensity

or the .concentration. We've got to give

USC credit. We didn't have what it takes

today, and they have a great team."

One key factor in the loss was that the

BruiAs were playing without the leadership

of starting goalkeeper Matt Swanson, who
sat out Saturday's game with a groin injury,

replaced with sophomore goalkeeper Dave
Dowdney.
The Bruins were competitive for the first

two quarters of the game, with two scores

by senioi' Scott Turner and conversions on
two of three man-up situations bringing the

score to 5-7 at half time.

But at the beginning of the third quarter

the Bruins' inexperience against the sea-

soned Trojans showed. USC methodically

put UCLA away with an eight-point scoring

orgy interrupted only once with a score by
UCLA's Steve Covec. The quarter bore wit-

See WATERPOLO, page 30

Women's basketball opens with Hungary
Rebuilding UCLA
get first test tonight

in exhibition game

By Melissa Anderson
Daily Bruin Senior Staff

The UCLA women's basket-

ball team hosts its first opponent
of the season tonight in Pauley
Pavilion as the Hungarian
national team enters Westwood.
The exhibition match will give
head coach Kathy Olivier a

chance to see just how far the

young UCLA squad has come
since losing four starters to grad-

uation last spring.

Junior Ricarda Kuypers and
redshirt sophomore Nikki Hilberl

will start in the backcourt while

juniors Zrinka Kristich and Kisa

Hughes will start at the post
positions. The fifth spot is still

up for grabs between junior
Allison Arredondo and 5-fooi-9-

inch freshman Tawana Grimes.

"Both Tawana and Nikki have
really good quickness, so they're

going to be able to do some
things defensively that we really

need them to do," Olivier said.

"But we want to get a lot of peo-
ple in and see who is going to be
productive."

With the season opener against

North Carolina State on the slate

for Friday, the match up with the

Hungarians is a good opportunity

for the Bruins to test themselves
against outside competition.

UCLA, which finished the
1993-94 season with a record of
15-12, may be able to surprise a

few pundits who have labeled
this a "rebuilding" year.
Although Kristich is the lone
returning starter, the Bruins' ros-

ter features two seniors and four

juniors who bring plenty of expe-
rience onto the court with them.

"I'm really impressed with the

people we have coming back
because they have all worked
extremely hard this summer to

try and take their game up anoth-

er level, and I think they've all

done that," Olivier said. "I guess

we'll see on Monday how they

look against someone else

besides themselves.

"(The Hungarians) are going
to be tough. When you play a

national team, they are always a

little older and a little more
mature. It will be a good test."

On deck

What: Women's basketball

Who: UCLA vs. the Hungarian
National Team

When: Monday 7 p.m.

Vniere: Pauley Pavilion

notes:

is the Bruins' first gi
tf^ season against an

to lead fne frontcourt.

•Last season, Kristfch rarjkf

the team in rebour
shot .470 fr

JINO OK/Daily Bruin

Get The StRaiQHX Story On Braces.
What's the cost • What's the best procedure • What's the right age •

Call For Free Consultation:

(310) 826 - 745M

Specializing in Braces for Adults & ChUdren
ImnsibU • RemovabU • TrtuUtioHal • Europ*aH Swgieal Or^todontics • Cosmutic Ponstlatn

BRENTWOOD ORTHODONTIC CENTER
Dr. Nader Dayanl, Certified Specialist

11645 ^ilshire Blvd.. Suite 802 18124 Colver Drive. SuiteA
>E3-E=l Brentwood (310) 826 - 7494 Irvine (714) 552 - 5890 C3-E3-c^

rARiTrvN
WESTSIDE

PAMUON
10850 PICO BLVD
(310)470-4749

- mJSTSHCWUaASTUmfT W. or IMPlOm id. WTH COUFOtt
'

Must be prcbcntcd to receptionist before services arc performed

(Certain restriction apply).

VW iwmnm in right Id n/iim mrher to tnf clittt »^oi» h»ir condkion unuiUMbU.

VALID SUN-THURS

LINEAR
WESTSIDE
PAVILION

10850 PICO BLVD
(310)470-4749

Oxygen Permeable
Contact Lenses
STUDENT SPECIAL

Daily Wear Soft Leris Package $125.00
(B&L Softspln-Others Slightly Higher)

Disposable Contact Lens Package $200.00
(Includes 4 Six Packs - 12 I enses Per Eye)

Packages Include: Exam, lenses, & follow up
10% Discount on all eyeglassses

The Best Are Getting
Even Better!

Call our office today to schedule
an appointment

DR. J.F. QUAKENBUSH, O.D.
16955 Wcyburn Ave.

Corner of Weyburn & Broxton

208-4748 or 208-8841

max
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Are you a spectacular Senior?

Let the whole campus know! Apply to be a

"Senior Spotlighr in UCLA'S official yearbook.

Pick up applications at the Daily Bruin

Classified Desk or at our offices at Kerckhoff

21 2K, and submit them by Friday, Dec. 2nd. If

you have any questions, please call 825-2640
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Waves drown UCLA merits tennis entries
Pepperdine players

responsible for all

Bruin SoCal losses

By Chris Isidro

UCLA may rule Southland foot-

ball, but at the Southern California

Intercollegiate Championships this

week, Pepperdine reigned over the

tennis courts.

The Waves, who eventually
swept the finals in both singles and
doubles, washed out every Bruin
entry in the main draw.
Pepperdine crashed over the
Bruins early as No. 7 seed Loren
Peters who was upset in the first

round by Mike Jessup.

"He served badly, which is the

strength of his game, and had a

..horrible first serve percentage thai

day," said UCLA coach Billy
Martin.

The tournament was not so frus-

trating for Heath Montgomery,
who surged past sixth-seeded
Lukas Hovorka of USC in the sec-

ond round 4-6, 6-3, 6-2. In the

quarterfinals, Montgomery took
Pepperdine's Simon Aspelin. seed-

ed fourth, to the limit 1-6, 6-0, 7-6

(7-5). Montgomery, who has
sparkled in two tournaments this

fall, nearly shocked the No. 4 seed

serving at 4-2 in the third-set

tiebreak.

Eric Lin also showed some
promise for the upcoming grind,

toppling third seeded Marc Tardif

of UC-Irvine 4-6, 6-4, 6-2 in the

second round. But while he han-
dled the semifinalist at the Rolex
Invitational, Lin could not over-

come a foe he defeated in that ear-

lier tournament. No. 8 Chris Hill

Harriers Keflezighi,

Hecox off to NCAAs

Daily Baiin File Photo

UCLA'S Eric Un made it to the quarterfinals of the Southern
California Intercollegiate Championships.

from Pepi>erdine, who lost to Lin
in the second round at Irvine,

avenged his defeat at the Los
Angeles Tennis Club 7-5, 6-3 in

the quarterfinals.

"Both Montgomery and Lin
looked good," Martin siaid.

"We've been working on some
things with them, and winning
tournaments is not as big a deal

right now as seeing them coming
along with their games."

In doubles action, UCLA's Rae
Cho and Lin succumbed 1-6, 6-2,

7-5 to Pepperdine's Aspelin and
Troy Budgen in the quarters.
Montgomery and Peters were also

rolled up in a Pepperdine tidal

wave, falling to Aspelin and
Budgen 6-1,6-4 in semifinal play.

By Mark Singerton

The University of Arkansas
will host the NCAA men's
cross country championships
Monday in Fayetleville. The
fourth-ranked Razorbacks are

competing for their fifth con-
secutive men's cross country
title. Wisconsin took the
nation's top ranking this week
with five first-plaee votes.

UCLA finished fifth at their

regional meet Nov. 12 and did

not qualify as a team for the

NCAAs, but No. 6 Arizona and
12th-ranked Stanford will rep-

resent the Pac- 10 conference.

UCLA will send freshman
sensation Mebrahtom
Keflezighi to compete individ-

ually. Keflezighi finished fifth

overall at the qualifying meet,

and the Bruins have high hopes
for their future star.

"I think he's ready." UCLA
coach Bob Larsen said: "He's
been in great shape, and I think

he's got a great chance to do
well there. We're very excited

he was able to go."

The men, who are running a

10,000-meter race, will get the

meet under way at noon.
• • •

On the women's side, the

Bruins will send senior Karen
Hecox, who finished second at

the Dislrict-8 qualifying meet.

Hecox is the 1994 Pac- 10
champion and will compete at

nationals for the second con-

sports Into

Mebrahtom Keflezighi

secutive year.

"I'm very excited," Hecox
said. "I don't have as much
experience as people say I

have, but I have been there

before and I know what it's

like. I hope I can improve on
last year's finish." Hecox
placed 10th at the NCAAs last

season.

As a team. No. 1 Villanova is

favored to win the title. They
have been atop the rankings for

two straight weeks, and have
won the last-fo^ir women's
NCAA cross country champi-
onships. Three teams will rep-

resent the Pac-10 Monday,
including No. 10 Arizona, No.

13 Oregon, and No. 14
Washington. The women's
5,000-meter race begins at 1

1

a.m.
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All's well that ends well
Bruins find redemption

in 31-19 win over USC
By Scott Yamaguchi
Daily Bruin Senior Staff . _

The chant started with just over three

minutes remaining in UCLA's 31-19 victo-

ry over USC Saturday in front of 91,815 at

the Rose Bowl.

It was a chant markedly different from
those that had been heard during the

Bruins' mid-season six-game losing streak,

and it was a chant that was music to their

ears.

The chant was, "four more years."

Saturday's victory was the third in a row
for UCLA (5-6 overall, 3-5 in the Pacific-

10), and it marked the fourth time in as

many years that the Bruins had prevailed in

the bitter cross-town rivalry - a streak that

had never before been accomplished in the

64-year history of the series.

"This is my 27th UCLA-USC game,"
UCLA head coach Terry Donahue said.

'This one had all the flare, all the drama,

all the intensity, and all the effort on both

sides of the ball that all the others have
had, and I'm just real delighted with the

win."

The chant began after UCLA defensive

back Teddy Lawrence intercepted a Rob
Johnson pass in the end zone - a play that

See FOOTBALL, page 31

Shannon Shah: the latest

in the line ofUCLA heroes
By Lawrence Ma
Daily Bruin Senior Staff

In seemingly every recent meeting
between the Bruins and the Trojans at the

Rose Bowl, a hero inevitably emerges on
the offense.

In 1990, it was USC wide receiver
Johnnie Morton, who stretched out in the

comer of the end zone to haul in the game
winning touchdown for a 45-42 Trojan vic-

tory.

In 1992, it was John Barnes, the walk-on
quarterback who connected with J.J. Stokes

for three touchdowns in a 38-37 UCLA
win.

Last Saturday, it was Sharmon Shah, as

UCLA defeatedJJSC, 31-19. The sopho-

more tailback ran for 55 yards in the first

quarter and fmished with 135 yards and a

touchdown on 25 carries.

There were a lot of reasons for Shah to

run hard on Saturday. The Bruins came into

the game with a horrid 4-6 record that

would be easier to accept with a win over

USC. Shah's old friend Keyshawn
Johnson, now a USC wide receiver, rode

him from the sidelines all game long. And,
for Shah, Saturday was also about respect.

"The way they were talking, it seemed
like they didn't have any respect for us,"

Shah said. "They came out lacking respect

for us, saying that this rivalry is second to

Notre Dame or whatever."

^ See UCLA, page 32

I

ANDREW SCHOLEMMiy Brum

UCLA wide receiver J.J. Stokes beats USC cornerback Mario Qradtoy for a touch-
down in the UCLA^s31-19 victory ovei- USC at the Rose Bowl Saturday.

inside Sports

Working
overtime ...

The UCLA men's soc-

cer team hosted Alabama-
Birmingham in the first

round of NCAAs Sunday.
ft took the Bruins and the

Blazers 30 more minutes
to settle things ...

- - See Page 33

With honors: Seniors graduate 44) vs. USC

NICK AKEnS/D«ly Brum

UCLA seniors J.J. Stokes (left) and Darren Schager celebrate UCLA's 31-19 win
over USC Saturday. The win was their fourth in a row against the Trojans.

By Randy Satterburg:^^ >•

Daily Bruift Staff >^ ' *^

N^ lgfljg%fter he helped put the finishing touches
on a 3f-19 victory that gave the Bruins their fourth

straight win over USC, and seemed to make right

everything that had ever gone awry for his football

team, someone asked J.J. Stokes how it all felt.

"I came in with a smile, and I'm going out with a

big Kool-Aid smile," Stokes said.

Make that Stokes and 1 8 other UCLA seniors who
have every right to run around for the rest of their

lives with Kool-Aid smiles from ear-to-ear. They
earned that right on the basis of being the first class of
graduating seniors to leave the Westwood campus
without having ever lost to USC.

That fact distinguishes this senior class, and the

entire 1994 UCLA football team for that matter, from
every other Bruin to come before them.

The great National Championship Bruins of 1 954
that were honored at halftime of Saturday's game can
boast of no such feat - their longest winning streak

against the Trojans was three games spanning the

years 1953-1955.

More than 200 former Bruins have gone on to play

professional football, including three-time consensus
All-American Jerry Robinson, but even his consider-

able talents were not enough to stave ofT three consec-
utive defeats at the hands of the Trojans in each of
those seasons, from 1976-1978. -

Nineteen former Bruins proudly wear rings honor-
ing them as Super Bowl Champions, but none of them

See SENIORS, page 32
^*
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Neuropsychiatric hospital put on probation
Survey places UCLA
facility's procedures

among nation's worst
By Donna W6ng
Daily Bruin Senior Staff

The UCLA Neuropsychiatric Institute

Hospital (NPIH) recently came under fire

by the Joint Commission on the
Accreditation of Healthcare Organizations
after a special investigation of the hospital

found its practices and procedures sub-
standard.

Although the hospital - which special-

izes in housing and care of psychiatric
patients - continues to remain accredited,

NPIH must indicate improvement in prob-
lem areas through an on-site survey usual-

ly conducted six months later, explained
Suzanne Gylfe, communications represen-
tative from the Joint Commission on the

Accreditiation of Healthcare

Organizations.

Citing the UCLA psychiatric hospital as

a marginally performing organization
after the June 29, 1994 survey, the com-
mission determined NPIH to be at the bot-

tom 8 percent of accredited institutions.

Its decision was based on standards out-
lined by the 1944 Accreditation Manual
for Hospitals.

The hospital's conditional rating was
first divulged by confidential documents
released to a Daily Bruin reporter, and
confirmed by the Joint Commission.
The hospital administration denied

knowledge of their probationary standing.

However, Gylfe said that UCLA most
likely has been informed.

The Neuropsychiatric Institute Hospital

Director Don Rockwell was on vacation
and not available for comment.
The Joint Commission, which per-

formed the survey on psychiatric hospi-
tals, is a Chicago-based commission that

visits more than 5,300 institutions every
three years to review and grant scores that

reflect hospital performance in health and
patient care.

While the surveys are scheduled by a
three-year pattern, the commission also
conducts special surveys.

The first category of special surveys
consists of random, unannounced investi-

gations to judge how a hospital is per-
forming in between scheduled surveys.
The second type of special surveys results

when the commission receives specific
complaints, Gylfe said.

"(Special surveys) are very infrequent
and represent a very small percentage of
surveys done here," Gylfe explained.

The commission said they were unable
to divulge the reason behind this year's
special survey of UCLA.
However, the investigation comes on

the heel of the November 1 993 death of a
neuropsychiatric patient in the UCLA hos-
pital's high security ward, UC police
Chief Clarence Chapman verified.

The patient allegedly committed suicide

by hanging himself in a hospital room

closet with a belt, said Edgard Flormata, a
former NPIH employee.

.

Since 1986, the UCLA neuropsychiatric
hospital has received recommendations
for improvement, placing them with the
vast majority of the hospitals receiving
accreditation, according to commission
officials.

The neuropsychiatric hospital main
tained this status, until the commission
finished conducting its June 1994 special

survey.

Although the future of UCLA's neu-
ropsychiatric hospital seems troubled, the

possibility of losing its license as a result

of conditional accreditation is very small,

explained Eric Stone, heath facilities divi-

sion supervisor with the Los Angeles
County Department of Health Services.

But if the neuropsychiatric hospital
does not show improvement by the fol-

low-up survey - which should occur in

December 1994 - the hospital can lose its

accreditation, and therefore its national
standing, Gylfe said.

Inside News

Retention
About 1 ,000 students

drop out of UCLA every

year - many of them from
underrepresented back-

grounds. Support groups

link the causes to lack of
services, an inhospitable

university environment and
a curriculum that doesn't

reflect these students' expe-

riences.

See page 3

Inside Viewpoint

Party
politics
A conversation over

strawberry mai;garit

yields a revelation about
student government, which
is in the spotlight today as

elections for facilities com-
missioner take place.

See page 14
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Dr. Craig Woodson startles a child with the sound from a homemade contraption made from a
styrofoam cup, a coathanger and a piece of string. See Arts and Entertainment, page 16.

Chancellor
meets with
Prop. 187
protesters
By Lucia Sanchez
Daily Bruin Staff

In response to last week's
protest against Proposition 187,

Chancellor Charles Young met
with five student representatives

Monday morning.

The meeting was scheduled .

during the Nov. 17 protest and sit-

in ^t. Murphy Hall, which resulted

in 26 arrests. Protesters had urged
Young to make a public statement

against the implementation of the

anti-illegal immigrant measure.

Young agreed to entertain the

student delegation's proposa ls.

UC Regents approve 1995-96 budget

Polo to

playoffs
Men's water polo, under

head coach Guy Baker,

above, revs up for the

approaching NCAA cham-
pionships at Long Beach's
Belmont Plaza.

See page 32

Regents to request

7.9 percent raise in

state funds for UC
Associated Press

SAN FRANCISCO— The UC
Board of Regents has proposed a

$145.5 million increase in next
year's budget, which regents say

will help stabilize finances and
assure that the system stays com-
petitive in faculty recruitment.

The regents adopted the pro-

posed 1995-96 budget for the sys-

tem on Friday. In it they requested a

7.9 percent increase in state general

funds over this year's levels in an

attempt to begin to repair the dam-
age of $433 million in cuts over the

last five years.

"Essentially, this does little more
than allow us to stay even in the

face of inflation and fixed cost

increases," said Proyost Walter

M^yyy

The money would also make it

possible for the system to keep stu-

dent fees at current levels.

"It does not fund any improve-

ments in our situation and does not

recoup past losses. It does, howev-
er, allow us to begin refilling some
of the faculty positions vacated
through early retirements and to

make some very modest progress

toward restoring competitive salary

levels," Massey said.

Actual funding figures won't be

decided until January, when Gov.
Pete Wilson makes his budget pro-

posal for the state. "It's contingent

on how much money the state has.

We're not out of the woods yet, but

the signs of economic recovery on
the hmzon are certainly better than

they've been in the past few years,"

said university spokesman Tom
Debley.

The day before the Board of
Regents adopted the proposal, its

finance committee met to discuss

possible conflict-of-interest in the

matter of regents serving on the

boards of corporations.

Several UC chancellors also

serve on outside boards^ including

President Jack Peltason, who serves

as a part-time director for seven

corporations. Provost Walter
Massey serves on three boards, two
for Chifiifo companies.

Peltason earns $245,000 a year

as president and could conceivably

earn more than $ 1 00,000 extra for

his service. Massey is paid
$219,000 and could earn as much
as $172,000 in outside compensa-
tion.

But time, and not money, is the

issue, longtime board member
Glenn Campbell said. "I don't see

how you can be at two boards in

Chicago and one in SanTrancisco
and be doing it in your spare time,"

said Campbell.

The committee decided to

include the topic as part of an ongo-
ing review of UC's conflict-of-

interest policy. The review is being

prepared for the full board in

February. ^

which incrudcd a public statement

from Young arid the creation of a

community service fund and a

task force to deal with student
grievances.

"Basically, we started address-

ing the underlying issues that

fueled 187," said Undergraduate
External Vice President York
Chang, who met with the chancel-

lor. "(We) let the chancellor know
that students are frustrated and
upset and worried about the cli-

mate this has already started to

create on campus."
Also present at the meeting on

behalf of the university were
Winston Doby, vice chancellor of

student affairs, Lyle Timmerman,
assistant vice chancellor of stu-

dent affairs and Joseph Mandel,
vice chancellor of legal affairs.

"(Our goal is) not in revoking
Proposition 187, but in ensuring
the entire campus community that

we recognize that simply passing

the proposition has created a cli-

mate of anxiety and fear," Doby
^xplainedv "What we want to do
is mitigate the climate to the
extent possible.

"Many of our students are feel-

ing anxious and vulnerable sim-
ply with the passing of the
proposition," he added. Doby said

he sensed a general anxiety on
campus about possible effects of
the controversial legislation.

See NEOOTIATION, pe^ Ur
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What's Brewin' Today
Korean Student Association

Canned Food Drive - all proceeds go to local

churches to benefit poor families

Now through Nov. 23
Bruin Walk
794-3625 or 794-3886

Student Research Program
Applications available for Undergraduate
Research Development Stipend Award
Campbell 1232
825-6443

9 a.m. - noon

Raza Grad
Churro Sale

Campbell Hall Patio

10 a.m. - 2 p.m.

UCUV UniCamp
Information/recruitment table

Bruin Walk
206-CAMP

Noon

Baha'i Club

General meeting

Ackerman 2412
479-3200

Public Health Student Association

General assembly meeting - Information

Superhighway Exchange and APHA
Soundbites

CHS 51-279

206-3352

Spartacus Youth Club

Speakout - "Drop Charges against UCLA 26'

Myerhoff
(2l3)-380-8239

12:15 p.m.

University Catholic Center
Rosary Group
Ackerman 3516
208-5015

1 p.m.

International Studies Abroad/EXPO Center
Information session for programs in Spain,
France, Italy, Mexico and Ecuador
Ackerman 2408

PSI CHI

Meeting - guest speaker on fieldwork
opportun ities ^
Franz J46l

"^

'

'
' "' '~

4:15 p.m.

College ol Letters and Science Academic
Support Workshops
Time Management
Griffin Commons 203
825-9315

5 p.m.

"^'^yvsVirfttfta^ .
'%.

American Indian Tutorial, ASU, CPO
"Cross Cultural Understanding" - poetry
presentation and discussion

Haines 329
825-0747

Buddhist Student Association

Guest speaker: Dr. Huang
Lu Valle Boardroom

Chinese Student Association

Culture Show auditions for plays, dance,
backstage crew, administrators, choreographers
Ackerman 3530
208-2028

Rainforest Action Group
Strategy meeting

Ackerman 2410
206-443

UCLA Pacific Rim Business Association
KP%1G Peat Marwick Accounting Firm
Ackerman 2408
443-9622 ^

5:30 p.m.

USAC
Meeting

Sproul Entertainment Center
825-7306

6 p.m.

Little Spark Christian Fellowship

Bible study and rally

Kinsey 141

209-4536

Mahu (Queer Asian Network)

Discussions and socials for, by and about Queer
Asian and Pacific Islanders

Campbell 3233
825-8053 or 825-7184

Nikkei Student Union

General meeting

Franz 1178

825-7184

Project F.I.R.SJ.

General meeting

Ackerman 35 1

6

206-5999

Republican Youth Majority

"Support Group" for political moderates
Bunche 1 221

A

470-9379

Sportscar Performance and Motoring

General meeting

Ackerman 35 1

7

209-1164

6:30 p.m.

Alpha Phi Omega
Meeting

Ackerman 35 1

6

824-1067

Hindu Students Council

Discussion with moderator: What does "Hindu"
mean to me?
Bunche 3164
208-7337

Vietnamese Student Association and
Vietnamese Reaching out to Aid the Community
Thanksgiving dinner

Sunset Recreation Buenos Aires

Please bring canned food or articles of clothing

208-7867

7 p.m.

College of Letters and Science Academic
Support Workshops
Alternatives to Medical School

Griffon Commons 203

825-9315

UCLA Circle K Service Club
Weekly meeting

Ackerman 3525
794-4786

UCLA Japanese Animation Club
Animation screening - all are subtitled in

English

Dickson 2 160E
794-3656

Wright Institute Los Angeles
Free stress management support workshop
Every Tuesday
9911 W. Pico Blvd., Ste. 720
277-2796

8 p.m.

True Jesus Ctiurch Campus Fellowship

Bible study

Ackerman 2410
208-7498

If you would like an event listed in this section,

please fill out a listing form at the Daily Bruin's

front counter in 225 Kerckhoff by 2 p.m. the

day before publication. The deadline for a

submission to appear in next Monday's paper is

Wednesday at 2 p.m. Please address questions to

Listings Editor Ayako Hagihara at 206-0904.

FIrench students at the
barricades for egallte
By Alan Riding
The New York Times

PARIS — If French students

were long thought to spend their

time sitting around drinking cof-

fee, smoking Gitanes and dis-

cussing philosophy, that image
vanished in clouds of tear gas this

spring when tens of thousands of
them took to the streets to insist on
their right to a well-paid job after

they completed their studies.

The spark for the violent
protests was a new law allowing

employers to pay less than the

legal minimum wage to those with

technical diplomas.

Affected students were out-

raged. They said they had been led

to higher education by the promise

of good jobs, but now were being

told that their studies were worth-

less.

The government quickly
backed off, saying it had merely
tried to fight unemployment,
which affects one in four French
youths between the ages of 1 8 and
25. But the dispute helped focus

on a more fundamental issue.

What is the purpose of higher

education in prance today? Should
youths be educated for the sake of

being educated or should the

emphasis be on preparing them for

the workplace?

Traditionally, French universi-

ties had a purist and somewhat
elitist approach. But since 1984
everyone who passes the bac-
calaureate examination at the end
of high school has the right to a

place at a university.

As a result, the number of stu-

dents in higher education has
jumped from 1.2 million in 1980
to 2 million this year. And, many
claim, academic standards have
slipped.

Over this period, unemploy-
ment has continued to rise. And
since by law university students

can study what they like, they are

rarely guided toward degrees with

better job prospects. It is only
when they complete their studies,

then, that many discover they
have not been prepared for the job

market.

"I'm in favor of orienting them
from the beginning," said Ivar

See FRANCE, page 13

Correction

In the Wednesday, Nov, 16 issue of The Bruin, a Viewpoint letter con
tained an error. Kevin Saavedra's letter should have read that the Senate
fipom 1984-86 was just as uncooperative under Republican control.

In the Monday, Nov. 21 issue, the story "Biesty wants campus safety,

increased communication between student groups" left out the last part of

Madeline Biesty's quote. She said, "The biggest challenge on campus is

working together instead of diversifying ourselves into separate groups."
In the same issue, the story "ASUCLA faces fiscal shortfall" incorrectly

reported changes to the privacy policy. The proposed changes include neg-
ative consent only for mail order catalogues.

The Bruin regrets the errors.
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Campus organizations determined
to lieip students remain in scliooi
Underrepresented groups try to raise

retention through university programs

By Tara Prescott

Each year 1 ,000 students drop
out of UCLA's College of Letters

& Science. Proportionately, the

majority of those students come
from traditionally underrepre-

sented groups, according to

UCLA retention group represen-

tatives.

Campus organizations are
woiicing to chanjje that.

With the a'd of student-run
projects and university programs,

retention rates are improving,
according to members of campus
groups. But the continuous cry is

that more can and must be done
to support students.

"Tliere is a crisis taking place

on this campus that needs to be

addressed," said David
Maldonado, director of MEChA's
Chicana/o and Latina/o
Academic Support
Program."We 're on the front line

of this problem."

Thousands of disoriented first-

year and transfer students must
find their way around UCLA
each year. According to some stu-

dents, it's as easy to get lost in

the cracks of the university sys-

tem as it is to get lost rmong the

construction^

"

"Students often feel closed off

and in a state of culture shock
when they get here," said Marie
Oelapaz, a third-year psychology

student and member of the

Fostering Communication and
Support Program (FoCoS).

UCLA's imposing size and
overall complicity are predomi-
nant reasons why students feel

suppressed and confused,
E)elapaz said. Students often find

the transition from high school to

college unexpectedly difficult.

"The surprising thing is that

people who drop out are often the

ones who did well in high
school," Delapaz said. "They
usually don't realize that it's per-

fectly normal for your GPA to fall

a whole point during your first

year of college."

Campos organizations such as

the African Student Union's
Academic Supports Program,
Retention of American Indians

Now (RAIN), and the Samahang
Pilipino Education and Retention

Project (SPEAR) are striving to

insure that students are not only

aware that anxiety and difficulty

are normal, but also that help is

available.

For students from traditionally

underrepresented groups, cultural

pressures can^push them to a

point where they do not perform

well, said Frank Samson, a

fourth-year cybernetics student

and past advising assistant for

SPEAR.
"A key part of Pilipino culture

is the family. Parents take pride

in their children and like to brag.

There is great pressure to do well

in school," Samson said.

Many students from tradition-

ally underrepresented groups also

feel a responsibility to empower
their community by succeeding

in school and graduating, Samson
added.

Some students find solace

from this heavy self-imposed
responsibility through ethnic

groups on campus.

"Most Pilipinos aren't exposed

to their culture in high school,"

Samson said. "College gives

them an opportunity to get in

touch with their roots."

Other students, however, said

they find that ethnic clubs can

conversely add to the restraints

and pressures they feel.

"It's cool to learn about your

history," Delapaz said. "But
sometimes the organizations are

too exclusive. They stress that

'you have to be more Pilipino' or

conform to whatever Pilipino

rules there are. Instead of making
things more balanced, they make
them more consu-ictive."

Other problems which pile

See RETENTION, page 12

Retention reform neecfed,

advocacy groups believe

Underrepresented

UCLA Students

wqrk toward more

diverse curriculum

By Tara Prescott

With retention rates slowly

improving, students said they

are looking toward curricular

reform as a catalyst to the prob-

lem.

"The curriculum needs to be

more reflective of the student

population," said James Hagar,

director of the Fostering
Communication and Support
Program (FoCoS).

Some students argue that

UCLA should supply a more
adequate base of historical, eth-

nic and cultural courses^that

focus on people from tradition-

ally underrepresented back-
grounds.

"UCLA has a very
Eurocentric curriculum, as are

most of the (University of
California's)," said Robert
Lopez, a third-year history stu-

dent.

According to Carol Hartzog,

vice provost of the College of

Letters & Science, the UCLA
faculty and administration
share these concerns. -f**-—

"We're working very hard to

make the curriculum as inclu-

sive and as diverse as possible,"

she said.

But groups continue to press

for reform.

"There needs lo be a better

representation of our popula-
tion here - a fuller history,"

said David Malconado, director

of a MEChA support program.

"If a course isn't relevant to

you, would you be motivated to

learn?"

Students from traditionally

underrepresented groups who
come to UCLA need classes

which reflect their back-
grounds, said members of the

Fostering Communication and
Support Program (FoCoS).

"As the demographics
change, we should change. We
need to reevaluate the general

education requirements and the

relevancy of courses," said

undergraduate student govern-

ment President Rob
Greenhalgh.

In its advocacy plan for

1994-95, the UC Student
Association, a political lobby
organization for students
throughout the UCs, addressed

the needs for curricular reform

and retention in the universi-

ties.

The plan calls for "a system-

wide diversity requirement"
and establishes a UCSA board

for affirmative action issues.

Stretch your mind UC psychologist charged
with sexual harassment

JUSTW4 WARREN

Sophomore dance student Megan Mlll«r takes a study break on the Dance Building steps.

UCSF graduate

research assistant

charges former

boss in lawsuit
By Lance Williams

San Francisco Examiner

—-SAN FRANClSOr^^AlJromt^'
nent UC psychologist has been hit

with a sexual harassment lawsuit.

In a complaint filed Thursday in

San Francisco Superior Court,

Candace Love, a psychology
research assistant at the Center for

the Study of Trauma at UC San
Francisco, charged that she was
fi.ied from her job and her course of

graduate study was derailed after

she broke off a love affair with her

boss, Dr. John Christopher Hatcher.

Hatcher, 48, is a nationally

known.expert on psychological

aspects of the 1978 Jonestown,
Guyana, mass murders and sui-

cides. He has been quoted in the

press and on television about the

Polly Klaas kidnapping, the Branch

Davidian cult and other headline-

grabbing crimes. He also heads a

consulting firm. National
Assessment Services, that counsels

businesses on workplace violence

and sexual harassment issues, said

Love's lawyer, Dan Siegcl.

But according to the lawsuit.

Hatcher himself broke a long list of

professional rules - including the

ethical guidelines of the American

Psycho cgical Association.

"Miss Love is totally devastated

by this experience," said Siegel.

"She had developed a multi-faceted

relationship with Hatcher, where he

was incredibly important to her life

... and then the roof really came in

on her."

Hatcher said he had not seen the

lawsuit. A representative for UCSF,
which is also named in the com-
plaint, said the universitv had no

immediate comment.
According to the complaint.

Hatcher hired Love in 1 992 to work

at the trauma center, and the follow-

ing year agreed to supervise her

training to become a licensed psy-

chologist. He also chaired her Ph.D.

dissertation cximmiltcc at

Berkeley's Wright TristTfutc ana

hired her to work at his consulting

firm.

The suit says Love had doubts

about the propriety of a love affair

with her boss and mentor, but

Hatcher allegedly assured her that

there was nothing wrong with them

having an affair.

Actually, me suittcontcnds. both

the state Board of Psychology and

the American Psychological
Association specifically forbid psy-

chologists from becoming in>'olved

with their trainees.

In March 1994, Love broke up

with Hatcher, and afterwards he

allegedly became "hostile an(' abu-

sive," shouting at her, harshly criti-

cizing her work and suggesting she

was mentally ill. In June, the suit

says, he fired her.

.

The University of California, in

recent years, has been hit with

dozens of sexual harassment and

sexual discrimination lawsuits, but

in most cases it has denied wrong-

doing and fought the complaints in

prolonged legal battles, according

to the UC Plaintiffs' Co-op, an
organization of women which has

sued the University of California.

Earlier this year, the UCLA
Daily Bruin obtained records
through a state Public Records Act

lawsuit showing that UCLA had
paid out more than $1 million in

confidential settlements, to women
who were raped, «exudly harassed

or faced gender discrimination
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l^orld

U.N. meets in Italy

te discuss crime
NAPLES — Government ministers and
crime fighters from 1 38 countries, includ-

ing the United States, gathered here
Monday for a U.N. conference aimed at

forging a united front against the increas-

ingly widespread menace of international

crime.

"Organized crime has become a world

phenomenon," said United Nations
Secretary General Boutros Boutros-
Ghali. "In Europe, in Asia, in Africa and
in America, the forces of darkness are at

work and no society is spared."

The three-day gathering at Palazzo
Reale is supposed come up with ideas to

combat the burgeoning growth of orga-

nized crime, which is estimated by U.N.
officials to take in a staggering $750 bil-

lion a year. ,

•

Arafat warns Gaza
militants ef control
GAZA — Yasser Arafat summoned
thousands of his supporters into Gaza's
streets on Monday to deliver a blunt

message to violence-scarred
Palestinians that he has political control

and intends to keep it.

To drive that point home, hundreds of

young men came heavily armed to a

rally organized by Arafat's Fatah fac-

tion, some firing automatic rifles in the

air and warning Islamic militants that if

challenged, they were ready to fight.

Heartened by the support, however
orchestrfhed, Arafat called the demon-
stration a referendum in favor of his

self-rule administration and its peace
talks with Israel.

NATO's warplanes
bomb Serbian base
ZAGREB — NATO warplanes bombed an

air base in a Serb-held area of Croatia
Monday, destroying its runway and anti-air-

craft defenses in a raid that took the

Western alliance's involvement in the

Bosnian wanp a new level.

Adm. Leighton Smith, the American
who commands NATO forces in

Southern Europe, said 39 aircraft from
the United States, Britain, France and the

Netherlands were involved in the attack

against the Serb-held Udbina airfield in

Croatia.

"Our initial reporl!s are that the strike

was successful," Smith said. The French
defense ministry issued a statement say-

ing that "after neutralization of the

ground-to-air defenses, the runway which
was the raid's main objective was put out

of action."

OPEC devises way
to raise oil profits
DENPASAR, Indonesia— Oil ministers

from the member nations of the

Organization of Petroleum Exporting
Countries (OPEC) gathered Monday on
the Indonesian resort island of Bali to

devise a way to drive up sagging prices in

the world's oil markets by freezing produc-

tion for up to a year.

The ministers, who hope to increase

profits by squeezing oil supplies, say the

question is not whether but how long they

should hold crude oil production at the

current cap of 24.5 million barrels a day.

Saudi Arabia, the largest oil producer
in the world, has proposed that the freeze

continue for a full year.

Mention

Scientist develops
gene manipulation
PHILADELPHIA— For the first time,

a scientist has developed a technique
that can allow the alteration of genes
not just of an individual animal but of
that animal's progeny. It is a develop-
ment, ethicists say, that brings the brave
new world of gene manipulation
hurtling ever closer and raises troubling

questions about what science has
wrought and how society should deal
with new technologies that have enor-

mous potential for relieving human suf-

fering but also have enormous potential

for misuse.

In fact, the implications of the experi-

ments are so profound that one ethicist

said they cry out for a national meeting

of geneticists, ethicists, and lawyers to

. decide whether this path should be pur-

sued and, if so, with what precautions.

Ford grants NAACP
long-delayed cash
WASHINGTON— The NAACP's cash
flow, once down to a trickle, is now up to a

steady stream, thanks to the release of a

long-delayed grant from one of its major
conuibutors.

The Ford Foundation released $250,000
to the National Association for the

Advancement of Colored People special

contribution fund Friday, after the civil

rights group presented a plan to repair its

financial management systems and restore

its credibility with donors.

"All of these are signs of a beginning. It

doesn't mean we've solved the problem."

said Gil Jonas, the chief fund-raiser of
NAACR

State

Researcher uses /

DNA as computer
In an experiment that is provoking

investigators to recon§)der what a comput-
er is and what it means to compute, a
researcher has used DNA, the genetic
material, as a sort of personal computer.

Exploiting the extraordinary efficiency and
spml of biological reactions, he translated

a difficult mathematical prc^lem into the

language of molecular biology and solved

it by carrying out a reaction in one-fiftieth

of a teaspoon of solution in a test tube.

idOtterman's Top 10
Signs that your name is Ed:

10. Lots of times when people see you,
they say, "Hi, Ed."

9. You receive junk mail that reads: "You
may already have won, Ed."

8. When your girlfriend breaks up with
you, the letter begins "Dear Ed ..."

7. Hippies who attend all your concerts are

known as "Edheads."

6. Let's say you're playing baseball.
You're the shortstop and there's a pop up
between you and the third baseman. You
drift under it to make the catch when the

third baseman says, "I got it, Ed."

5. Your name liiymes with red, but it's not

Fred, Ted or Ned.

4. You always get a knowing wink when-
ever you run into Ed Asner.

3. It seems like every time you get hit on
the head with something, it's right after

someone yells "Look out, Ed!"
2. You embark on a career in rap music as

Sno(^ Doggy Ed.

1 . You sign all of your letters to Penthouse,

"Jim."

Compiledfrom Bruin wire services.

For abouta dollar ada^
both will giveyou the poweryou need to

survive this semester.

OneJava, ppngbol, no sugarandboldAt moojukt.

Only S33.00amoHtb*
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With the Apple Computer Loan and 90-Day Deferred Payment Plan, you can take advantage of

already great student pricing on a Mac -for about $33 per month* with no payments for 90 days'.

Students who qualify can take home any Macintosh" personal computei; printei; a)-ROM drive or

other peripherals with no hassle and no complkated forms. Let^ fiace it, the holkiays aren'tex^

conducive to saving money. In^ they can leave you broke. But you can still buy the computer

yw want and not worry about payments until tong after the decorattons are down. The
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PAY NOTHING FOR 90 DAYS
Madntosh computers are available only to UCLA students, selected Extension

students, faculty, staff, and departments. Extension students should inquire at the

Computer Store reading eligibility. One Macintosh desktop and one Macintosh

portable computer can be purchased each school year by an eligible person. Personal

checks are accepted up to $500. Visa, Mastercard and Discover are also accepted.

ASUCLA STUDENTS' STORE, B-LEVEL ACKERMAN UNION • 825-6952 • M-Th 7:45-7. Fri 7:45-6. Sat 10-5. Sun 12-5
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VOTE TODAY FOR THE OFFICE OF
FACILITIES COMMISSIONER

Sample Ballot:

1994 USAC SPECIAL ELECTION
OFFICIAL BALLOT
NOVEMBER 22, 1994

Voting Instructions: Please place aS"X" in the box preceding the candidate's name you

wish to vote for. If you would like to vote for a write-in candidate, please write their full

name on the front of the ballot and place an "X" in front of the write-in candidate's name.

Facilities Commissioner (vote for only one):

^~ Q J. Jioni Palmer

D Madeline Biestjr

POLLING LOCATIONS;

Special election polling locations J. Jioni Palmer

1

.

Bruin Walk (across from Drake StsKJium)

2. Westwood Plaza (Bruin walk, across from the Bear)

3. Court of SclerKses (by Young, Math Sciences, & Franz Halls)

4. Burn^ Hall (In front of Bunche Hall)

5. Royce Quad (t)etween Powell Ut>rary and Royce)

Sour^: Offk» of tti« E!ectk)r» Board

Qr^hK orlgtn^ly B0p%v«6 m lh« Duly Bru«n on 11/16/94 . by CHRIS SELIQMAN/DaHy Bruin

CANDIDATE INFORMATION:

- - — - i'
- -•-,-

Total Expenses: $134.55

Endorsed by: African Student Union

Al-Talib

Asian Pacific Coalition

Muslim Student Association

Madeline Biesty

Total Expenses: $327.25

Endorsed by: Bruin Now
Bruin Republicans

Business Investment Society

Interfratemity Council

Jewish Student Union

The Sierra Society

Transfer Student Association

tSB4
?Questions? Call E-Board @ x67796

or stop by 309-A Kerckhoff
33
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Scieintists closer to controlling fear
By Bill Hendrick
Cox News Sw^vice

Thousands of Americans
become deathly afraid before
boarding airplanes. Millions freak

out at the mere notion of making a

speech. Tens of thousands suffer

fear to such a degree they won't
leave their houses.

Now there's hope, scientists

report.

Neuroscientists said they have
identified the crucial brain areas

that control the foundations of
memory and emotion - including

fear and anxiety - and are closing

in on new therapies for a wide
range of those and other psychi-

atric disorders.

Though many chemicals
already are available to treat panic

and fear, some are addictive and
others have side effects, and
patients are given drugs on a trial

and error basis, which physicians

consider unsatisfactory.

In a new study by Dr. Joseph
LeDoux of New York University

and three colleagues, the scientists

focused on fear and how it is trig-

gered by specific events. Fear is

one of the easiest emotions to

study because it occurs in ainlost

every animal group, from fruit

flies to humans, they said, and the

neural pathways associated with

terror appear similar in all verte-

brates.

The scientists said they had
found that the "amygdala," a tiny

structure in the forebrain, is the

"centerpiece for the formation of
memories of significant emotional

experiences." They found that ani-

mals with damaged amygdala
showed no blood pressure rise.

Up to now, psychiatrists had
assumed that "underlying fear

memories are indelible," LeDoux
said. 'That means that all psychia-

try can hope to do is control the

expression of fear rather than
erase it completely from the mem-
ory banks."

But they said they had found
"for the first time" that fear and
emotions might be more control-

lable with chemicals.

"Because a major component of

several mental illnesses is the

inability of the patient to stop
being continually afraid or anx-

ious," they said they are focusing

now on determining "the precise

areas and chemicals in the brain

needed to prevent thinking about

fearful memories.

"If we could find this out, then

abnormal function of these brain

areas or brain chemicals might
explain different kinds of mental

illness," said Dr. Michael Davis of

Yal6, another author. "We might
also be able to develop drugs that

could stimulate these brain areas

to work more effectively and thus

control the fear."

Laboratory experiments have
shown that animals can be condi-

tioned or trained to stop being
afraid by administering a safety

signal.

In experiments on people, the

scientists fitted subjects with
recording electrodes on their eye-

lids and wrists to measure "star-

tle" responses. They found that

merely by warning subjects they

were about to receive a small
shock, they could induce a startle

response or sign of fear.

Past studies on Vietnam and
Israel combat veterans show con-

flicting results as to whether an
exaggerated startle response is a

consistent symptom of post trau-

matic stress disorder, the

researchers said.

San Jose unveils statue,
receivesmixed reactions
Mexican god statue TetSIhe lutu^*"'

"""

a culture symbol for ^"^ several dozen protesters

'^ J carried black balloons and signs

some, use or sacred denouncing QuetzalcoatI as a

c 1 bloodthirsty idol and criticizing

money tor others the sculpture's $500,000 cost.

"I believe our city ... can't
afford this in light of the fact it

just passed an assessment tax for

the libraries," said Yvonne Glines,

one of the demonstrators. One
sign said that four fire trucks
could have been bought for the

price of the sculpture.

Meanwhile, a group of funda-

mentalist Christians continued a

four-day vigil of prayer and Bible

reading to counter what they con-

sider idolatry.

"I came here to ask God to save
these people and all of us," said

Vic Duffany, one of about 20 peo-
ple who joined hands and prayed
as QuetzalcoatI was unveiled.

The 8-foot-high, cast-stone
statue is the work of renowned
sculptor Robert Graham, a San
Jose native of Mexican ancestry.

By Catalina Ortiz

Associated Press

SAN JOSE— The unveiling of

a statue of the ancient Mexican
god QuetzalcoatI ended a mystery
but not a controversy.

San Jose finally saw what the

sculpture looked like, but sharp

differences of opinion continued

as celebration and pride contrast-

ed with prayer and protest.

Performers in ancient Mexican
dress beat drums and danced for a

crowd of about 1 ,000 at the sculp-

ture's dedication Friday at Plaza

de Cesar Chavez. The sculpture of

the feathered serpent deity is

intended as a tribute to the her-

itage of many San Jose residents.

"I think it's great. It think it

really represents the Hispanic cul-

ture. It's something we can be See AZTEC, page 13

SPEEIMtEAD...SPEED STUDy...POWER LEARN!
^UPT03-T0-4 TIMESFASTER-WmaNDAYS. BEON TOPINSCHOOL, CAREER, BUSINESS.& UfE!

CUT YOUR READING & STUDY TIME BY 8/3*.*ENJOY MORE FREE TIME!
4 Read, study & learn up to 3-fo-4 times

FASTER„,even in TEXTBOOKS!
COMPREHEND more, RETAIN it ionger.

# Improve MEMORY, GRADES, note-taking.

# Great for BomtdExamg, LSAT, MCAT, QMAT.
^ Sponsored At Major Universities.

4 Ask about our MONEY-BACK GUARANTEE.
-^ # FREE NATIONWIDE LIFETIME PRIVILEGES.

Over 20 YEARS experience NATIONWIDE. ^ SPECIAL DISCOUNT TUITION!

GUARANTEED RESULTS.>>ThEMOCTPOI/W«EBWQGilAMOfllSKi».C^

CallNow 1-800-888-READCAMPUS PROGRAMS RAPID READ

Looks like a
Vivaiin night;r

The big one's only 12 hours away. You
could have paid more attention in

class, but tonight you've gotta

cram. First, you better keep
those eyes from closing.

Revive with Vivarin.

Safe as coffee, it

helps keep you
awake and mentally

alert for hours.

So when your most
difficult problem to

solve is how to

stay awake. . .make it

a Vivarin night!
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team about alternative health care!

Speaker: Dr. Kim, O.M.D.

Licensed Acupuncturist

Founder and President of

Emperor's College,

Santa Monica

r

Dr. Kim. O.M.D.

cs:

->

Acupuncture

Herbology

Oriental Medicine Psychology

Oriental Exercise

Oriental Nutfitlofulind more

!

» «» I, ,1.

FREE ACUPUNCTURE DEMONSTRATION
ON AUDIENCE VOLUNTEER!

TOMORROW!
Wednesday November 23

12:00 '2:00 PM
Ackerman2408

swc
STUnENT WELFARE

COMMISSION

For more information about

Oriental Medicine call (310)453^8300.

Ask for Dr. Kim (President) or Dr. White (Dean)

Paid far by USAC & Emperor's College
STUDENTS

COUNCIL.

m
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Politicians nervous as Prop. 187 baclcers tiireaten recaii
L.A. City Council

whether o^.not to

By Deborah Hastings
Associated Press

School Board President Mark
Slavkin has been threatened with

recall, and other local politicians

are now nervously backing off

public opposition tp Proposition

187.

Still deliberating

back off lawsuit
On Friday, the Los Angeles

^City Council still couldn't decide

whether it should officially

"reverse its opposition to the Nov.
8 ballot measure that passed with

unexpected ease. Accused of fos-

tering racism and of being uncon-
stitutional. Proposition 1 87 denies

most public services, including

education and medical treatment,

to illegal ajjens.

"This ||P%4)ig issue. The voters

are saying *We sent a message,
and what are you doing trying to

undo what we have done?*" said

Greg Nelson, spokesman for

Councilman Joel Wachs, a

Democrat trying to rescind the

council's vote last week to pursue

legal action that would invalidate

the initiative.

On Thursday, the city filed

court papers siding with federal

lawsuits seeking to do just that.

Fellow plaintiffs include the
American Civil Liberties Union of

Southern California.

The L.A. Unified School
District has also filed a similar suit

in state court, prompting this

week's threatened recall of board

president Slavkin.

Wach's measure to reverse the

council's opposition is scheduled

for a council discussion TUesday.

Proposition 1 87 campaign co-

chair Ronald Prince said Friday
that other recall efforts are being

discussed, but no decisions have
been made. "Mark Slavkin really

is the person in front of the issue,"

he said. "He's responsible for

Ihtroductng the lawsuit in the first

place."

Under recall filing laws, peti-

tions could not be circulated until

See RECALL, page 12
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TestMasters Crushes
The Competition!
LSAT Course Comparison

TestMasters Kaplan Princeton Review

Lecture Hours 72 56 ^2
Course Lecture Hrs./

Clinic Lecture Hrs.
60/12 28/28 ^2/0

IN/linimum
Instructor

LSAT Percentile
99th 90thi 95th

Live Instructor
Helpline

Hours per Week
55 O

Maximum
Olass Size 28

No Set
Maximunri 15

f.

Uses Only ResI
LSAT Questions? Yes No Yes

Oourse Oost S750 S795 S745

There is no comparison!
We are the LSAT specialists.

Call today for more information.

Now recruiting for

HOMECOMINC '95
EXECUTIVE
DIRECTOR

If yol're readiig tkii, yoi're probably thiikiig,

"li jut fiiitked Homecomiig 'W iid you
rigkt! Bit we are low acceirtiig appb'catiois

fer lext year"! e?eit

It Execitnre Director of loiecoiiig 1995,
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create a utjoiaOy recogiized coDegiate e?at

IideiigM^yii wis work witb both tke ^

cvjfeit SII Itarl if Directori aid tke

fribwiii Uari ii oiatiif tkii Phom, ui
yn wfll fail inahabie nperieTce ii leadiii

yoir owi MBiitfee toward iiccen u yoir

fffUL

< 111 foal is two-foU. Oie it to create a

ticcoisU ffoL Tke reatoi oir Homeociiif't

kave traditioiaBy beei nry iiccetsM it

becatio we coabiu a rick teiic of traditioi

witk.iuo?atioi, aid we leed a director wko

ca kelp to keep tkat ip. SecoidlK biiUiif a

loiocauig like UCU't roqiini a lol if

\teaiwQrt aid dedicatioL It Execitife

Mnctor if loaocoMiig IS, it win bo ynr
ntfottibffity U iittill tkit ii a couuttN tkat

w9 wflri[ togetker tkmgkoit Spriig (lartor

aid lUBor to cnttnct tkit fabilon noirt.

Sib if yn're iitorettod aid it loiidt like

toietkiig yoi cai nd wat to bo patiioiato

aboit,piGk if 11 aplicatioi ii tke SII ofBco

01 tko locoid floor of tki IiMt Int Uuui
Cator. 0r caO Bis Ckatoia it 20(^1524.

It's a WONDERFUL UFE

WHh a GREAT SMIIE!

^PKC'IAI • ^^n txcjmuidtion ax-Rays & Teeth
.11 IvV, l.-Vl^. vT>r*U- Cleaning Expires 6 30 95

COSMETIC AND
GENERAL DENTISTRY

•TOOTH BONDING. BLEACHING
•Nitrous Oxide (Laughing Gas)
•Hypnosis • Electronic Anesthesia
"Open Late Hours, Free Paiking/Validated Parking
•Checks, Credit Cards and Insurance Forms Welcome
•17 Years in Private Practice in Westwood

Larry Friedman, D.D.S. (UCLA Graduate)
1762 Westwood Blvd. #460 (between Wilshire & SanU Monica Bl.)

For Appointment CaU: (310)474-3765

J. JIONI
PALMER

FAcniTiES Commissioner

SHUDDER TO THINK

Free Noon Concert at

Westwood Plaza
f '^rl

ay.

A New Direction For UCLA

BLUEPRINT FOR ACTION:
• Construction - "Why does UCL\ look like a

warzone?" Can we learn in this environment?"

• Parking - "Why do we pay $120 a quarter, if we can

not even get a soot?"

• Housing - "Affordable housing both on and off

campus is impossible to find."

• Fees - "Are you tired of seeing your registration fees

rise every quarter?"

• Programming - "We barely have any more space

for rallies and concerts. Isn't this our campus?"

TEAMWORK:
JIONI HAS WORKED WITH...

LET'S TALK
The External Vice President

The financial Supports Commission
Democratic Party

NOMMO

Afrikan Student Union

Communications Board

ASUCLA

UCSA & USSA
Mayor Ellhu M. Harris, City of Oakland

Rep. Donald V. Dellums (D-Oakland)

'Student govcrnnicnL as our primary representative, has failed to meet our collective service

needs and has not adetfiiateh broiii;ht them to the administration. It\s about time we join

together as students, committed to soh ini» the problems and issues that affect us alL

Su pport the Blueprint for Action (all me at (310)588 1699
J. Jioni Palmer

\/^^^ I Ih jP(^T) >\\^f f^^** Facilities Commissioner

PAID FOR BY AFRICAN STUDENT UNION
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..and the

WINNER
is...

Senior Robyn Semlen was the lucky winner of a MOVADO MUSEUM
WATCH in the October Crescent Jewelers/UCLA Athlete of the Month

giveaway. Each month CRESCENT JEWELERS gives away a $395

Movado Museum Watch in a random drawing. You can enter this

month's drawing by completing the Official Ballot/Entry below and

taking it or sending it to CRESCENT JEWELERS in the village.

WINaMOVADQWATCH
The Museum.Watch. ————

^

VOTE FOR THE

JieU£/nt
J eiuelers \_y

ATHLETES of the MONTH
HOW TO ENTER

Mail or bring a completed Official Ballot/Entry (or photocopy) to Crescent Jewelers, or drop in an on-campus ballot box. A new drawing each month. You may enter only once each month.

rsince^

1946
i
As always, Westwood's oldest and most respected jeweler offers a

Discount to UCLA Students, Faculty, and Staff

Official Ballot / Entry
Here are my choices for the November Crescent Jewelers / UCLA Athletes of the

Month. Please enter me in this month's drawing for a free MOVADO watch.

Name_ Address

Daytime Phone

is

Male Athlete (Vote For One)

Q Kevin Jordan (FB)

Ante Razov (SOC)
Q Meb Keflezighi (CO)

or write In Q

Female Athlete (Vote For One)

Q Jenny Johnson (VB)

Q Gretchen Overgaard (SOC)
Karen Hecox (CC)

- or write in n -

Cr—Ct< Jeiilifl, 106S WMtwood Blvil., W#«wood Vlllag© M024 • (310) 2«-3131

Newspapers and unions
still limping after strike
By Richard Cole
Associated Press

SAN FRANCISCO— The rosy

afterglow of the San Francisco
newspaper strilce settlement lias

disappeared as both sides strug-

gled Friday with economic woes
left by the 1 2-day walkout. ;,

Two of the three San Francisco

Chronicle and San Francisco
Examiner printing plants remain
closed, hampering efforts to return

the dailies to their normal size,

distribution and revenue. "The
strike really hurt us. We're trying

to get our finances in shape," said

Dean Church, spokesman for the

Chronicle.

The morning Chronicle had
been printing at a shrunken 48
pages since the strike of 2,600
employees against the two papers
ended last weekend. With
Christmas season coming, the

paper was anxious to increase ad
pages.

But with only one printing plant

working,' it's difficult.

"We printed an 80-pager today
and it really goofed things up,"
Church said.

The afternoon Examiner print-

ed a box on its front page Friday
apologizing for printing only a

single edition, and asking for
patience.

Distribution has also suffered,

although how much is unclear.
Church said the Chronicle printed

520,000 copies Friday, not far

from its normal circulation, but
many newspaper racks remain
empty in San Francisco.

Only about 150 of 640
Teamster delivery truck drivers
have been called back to work,
and the strike disrupted the youth
carrier delivery system, said
James Hale, president of the San
Francisco Newspaper Agency.

"The whole circulation system
was destrcjyed," Hale said.

The agency riins the business
end of the two newspapers under a

joint (grating agreement.

Youth carriers rallied at City
Hall on Friday to protest what
they said was the elimination of
their jobs after the strike.

"We're looking at least at the

loss of over 400 kids' jobs this

week," said Kristen Bachler of the

Coalition to Save the Youth
Carriers. She called on city super-

visors to cancel contracts with the

two papers.

The slow circulation restart has
angered Teamsters, who thought
they had an agreement that all

jvould be called back to work, and
any jobs eliminated would be by
attrition. Local 921 leader Andy
Cirkelis met with agency Vice
President Richard Jordan on
Thursday, but failed to resolve the

dispute.

The Conference of Newspaper
Unions, the union umbrella orga-

nization, has taken a cautious
approach to the Teamster's unhap-
piness.

"Everybody's watching it very

carefully," said spokesman Steve
Chin, but he added he believed the

issue will be resolved without
resuming the walkout.

The strike has cost nonunion
workers jobs as well. The entire

Chronicle staff of freelance
reporters has been laid off at least

_Lemporarily, Church confirmed_
Friday.

"The reason is simply that the

strike had some economic realities

we have to deal with," he said.

"We have smaller papers that

we're printing, and we don't-have

room for the stringers."

He could not say how many
freelancers were affected, nor
when they might be recalled.

The loss of freelancers and the

Teamsters' woes have cast a shad-
ow over the new five-year con-
tract and what labor had
considered a successful strike.

The union victory party sched-
uled for Sunday has been post-
poned.

Whitewater prosecutor

pressures witnesses^—
By Pete Yost
Associated Press

LITTLE ROCK, Ark — The
Whitewater prosecutor is pressing
potential witnesses to cooperate,
telling at least one that indictments
will be coming within a month.
Another says the word from the

prosecutor's office is "Get aboard
or get run over."

In all, three Whitewater figures

say that in recent weeks they have
been encouraged by the office of
prosecutor Kenneth Starr to cooper-
ate with authorities.

The focus of the stepped-up
investigation is the failed Arkansas
savings and loan once owned by die
Whitewater business partners of
then-Gov. Bill Clinton and Hillary
Rodham Clinton.

Starr's office has informed one
of the three figures tfiat indictments
are in the works for "the end of
November or early next monUi,"
that figure said Friday.

The three spoke only on condi-
tion of anonymity.

They all had ties to Madison
Guaranty, the S&L whose biggest

stockholders were Jim and Susan
McDougal.

Prosecutors, meanwhile, are

praising the cooperation of David
Hale, who has made allegations

against Clinton and Arkansas Gov.
Jim Guy TUcker.

As a private citizen, Tiicker was
a prominent Little Rock attorney

whose clients included Madison.
He and companies he controlled
borrowed over $1 million from the

S&L and from Hale's Small
Business Administration-backed
loan company in the 1980s.

Hale, a former Little Rock
municipal judge, alleges he was
pressured by Clinton to make a
$300,000 federally-backed loan to

Susan McDougal that has never
been paid back.

Starr is asking a federal judge to

delay Hale's planned sentencing,
saying Hale's scheduled Dec. 5
court appearance could "jeopar-
dize the investigation by alerting

potential or actual subjects" about
evidence against them.

Hale pleaded guilty March 23
to two felonies and has been coop-
erating with Whitewater prosecu-
tors "in an extensive and
continuous manner" ever since,
Starr said in court papers filed this

week.

Clinton has said he has no rec-
ollection of talking to Hale about
money. Tucker said he did nothing
wrong in Whitewater.

Starr kept his investigation in
low profile in the weeks before
Election pay but recently has
been subpoenaing records, saf
Olher sources - also speaking on
condition of anonymity.
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NEGOTIATION
From page 1

**The chancellor heard diat mes-
sage and wants to work with the

students to seek to mitigate the pos-

sible secondary effects of Prop. 187

on the campus community," Doby
said.

The chancellor's office will soon
issue a public statement about,
among other things. Proposition

187's impact on the university and
the administration's desire to

ensure that educational access will

not be detrimentally affected.

Doby will meet with the student

delegation some time after

Thanksgiving to t>egin discussing

what the community service fund
and grievance procedures will

entail.

The chancellor wants to ensure

"(It) Started a dialogue

on (the university's)

commitment to a

supportive environment

for educational access."

York Chang

_ Undergraduate External VP

that the passing of the controversial

proposition has a minimal effect on
campus, and to that end has decided

to look at a proposal for a commu-
nity service fund, Doby said.

The fund would seek to raise

awareness and education on immi-

grant contributions to society.

"Those of us in student affairs

will sit down and discuss the

specifics with the students (about)

what such a proposal might con-

tain, and then advance such a pro-

posal to the chancellor," Doby
added.

Doby expressed interest in see-

ing other members of the campus
community, such as the undergrad-

uate community service commis-
sioner, present at the meeting for

thefiind.

A newly created task force
would provide a grievance proce-

dure for UCLA community mem-

"... we recognize that

__jimply p-assingihe ...

proposition has created

a climate of anxiety and

fear."

Winston Doby

Vice Chancellor, Student Affairs

bers who are questioned about their

immigration status, despite a tem-

porary restraining order issued last

week by a federal judge.

In light of the restraining order,

Doby explained that the proposed

grievance process will arrange for

student government to handle com-
plaints regarding on-campus viola-

tions of the judge's orders.

Afterward, such grievances will

be routed to the administration,

which will decide if disciplinary

action is necessary. The same
mechanism will be intact for staff

and faculty.

For now, anyone with a griev-

ance can speak with representatives

in the external vice president's

office, Chang said.

Although no concrete action,

other than the public statement, will

take place until after final approval

from Young, Chang remained posi-

tive.

"(It) started a dialogue on how
the university can keep to its com-
mitment to a supportive environ-

ment for educational access in the

face of something like

(Proposition) 1 87," he said.

GOOD TASTE. NATURALLY. W GOOD TASTE. NATURALLY, g GOOD TASTE. NATURALIY.

FAST FREE DELIVERY!

Great pizza

Bruin neal Meal Large Pizza

2 8lioe6 of pizza A al you can

drink, plin your choice of:

• garden salad or

• 1/2 order of Mojos or

• pizza tKeadsti

only53^
Dine In or

Carry Out Special

3 kinds of crusts

at the same price

Any large pizza up
* t(3'3^|>f«np8 of

your choice

only $9-^5

SbakeySt 'vJ^stvW r.onnTA<;TF. MATiTRAijy W
1114Gayley | Sun-Tlwrsll-lam

Westwood I Fri&Sat11-2am
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HOMEWORK^
INSTEAD OF
CETTINC IT!

• Ideal pait'time job
• Pay scale starts at $1 3.50 per hour
• Great working conditions
• We train you
• Locations all over LA and Ventura counties
• SAT-I, SAT-n, PSAT, LSAT, GMAT, GRE, MCAT

Would you like to work In a creative environment helping students and, at the same time, make
great money? We are offering you the opportunity to Interview with the nation's most successful

test preparation service, The Princeton Review. Each year we help thousands of students across the

country Improve their standardized test scores with our uniquely effective program. If you are

bright, enthusiastic and outgoing, and enjoy helping others, this may be the perfect part-time job for

you. Send us your resume and cover letter—no phone calls please. Also be sure to Include your
SAT and graduate test scores (If any) as well as your phone number on your resume. Those accepted
through our highly selective screening process will i>artlcipate in an extensive training program to

become Instructors.

Please
send
your
resume

The Princeton Review
Attn.: Personnel Dept.
10474 Santa Monica Blvd., #403
Los Angeles, CA 90025
Resume deadline: Dec. 23, 1994

THE
PRINCETON
REVIEW
we score more

SAT-I • SAT-n • PSAT
Vocabulary • Academic Tutoring

LSAT • GMAT • GRE • MCAT
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Whatis p-
If you are an mtderrepreseiited student and
you eouldn^ afford to find out b^ore^ we
can help you out with

THE lINDERGRAPUATt; RESEARCH
DEVELOPMEIVr SUPEMI AWARD!
The Student Research Program is awarding 30 stipends of $2000 for the 1 995 Winter and Spring
quarters. If financial needs require you to work and you would RATHER do research, now is your
chance! SRP gives students the opportunity^awork with reknowned UCLA Faculty in the development
of their research. Gain valuable research experience and knowledge in the field of your choice!

APPLICATIONS ARE AVAILABLE IN A-265 MURPHY HALL AND 1232 CAMPBELL HALL OR
CONTACT GLORIA LYLES, (310) 825-6443 OR GLORIA OROZCO, (310) 206-3677 OR TERRI
GOMEZ, (310) 206-3677 OR BILLIE BUCHANAN, (310) 206-1550
FOR FURTHER INFORMATION.

The deadline to submit applications has been extended to November 29. 1994.

STUDENTS
y

There are a lot of individuals selling new IVICAT Prep Courses!

170NT RISK IT WITH A ROOKIE!
All of Kaplan's MCAT practice material reflects the
format of the current MCAT— a claim not all courses
can make.

Kaplan has a full-team of science professionals,
headed by an MD, working on our MCAT course
and practice material— for us, test prep is not a
part-time job

—'' "

KAPLAN invented MCAT prep. We hace prepared
over 275,000 students, more than any other test
prep company.

WHY TAKE CHANCES?
GO WITH THE LEADER AND INNOVATOR IN IVICAT PREP!

Call: 1 -800-KAP-TEST

gBtahJ^her

KAPLAN
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RETENTION
From page 3

unto the pressure juggernaut
include student housing, said Dan
Ryu, chief of staff in the under-
graduate external vice president's

office.

"There are problems in the
dorms with four people living in a
study lounge. There are problems
with students who wanted to be in

a dorm but didn't get one," Ryu
said.

"When you are asking 'why
didn't I get a dorm?' or 'why
don't I have friends?', you can't

concentrate on school. That's
where retention becomes a prob-
lem," Ryu added.

RECALL
From page 8

late December, Prince said. He
filed a Chapter 7 petition this

week at the U.S. Bankruptcy
Court in Santa Ana, claiming
debts of $313,700. Most is Owed
to campaign consultants. Prince
said.

Slavkin, asked about the anger
of Proposition 187 supporters
toward school and city officials,

replied: ^1-

To some extent, I think it

reflects a lack of understanding
that we live in a constitutional
state. And that while we do have
the initiative process, we also
have the state and United States
Constitutions, and those were
approved by people, too. And we
have to live by those."

Proposition 187 will be
resolved in court, Slavkin said.

"We're hoping that people will

"WeVe hoping that

people will have faith in

the court system ..."

Mark Slavkin

School Board President

have faith in the court system and
be patient," he said.

Wachs and other council mem-
bers now want City Attorney
James Hahn to drop Thursday's
Je^al action 5.eeking iadeclare.
Proposition 187 unconstitutional

and instead ask for court clarifica-

tion on the city's responsibilities

under it.

Since voters approved the mea-
sure, nine opposing lawsuits have
been filed in federal and state
courts from Sacramento to Los
Angeles. Earlier this week, U.S.
District Judge W. Matthew Byrne
Jr., acting on four of those filings,

halted immediate enforcement of
bans on medical, educational and
social services.

In issuing a 10-day restraining

order, Byrne said Proposition 1 87
raises serious constitutional ques-
tions.

Despite Byrne's temporary
restraining order, some hospitals

and health clinics are already
demanding citizenship documen-
tation, according to an immigrant
advocacy group.

The Coalition for Human
Immigrant Rights of Los Angeles,
with 500 member organizations,
said it is fielding 1 00 to 1 50 calls a
day from immigrants complaining
of abuse, said hot line worker
David Paz Soldan.

"We've gotten calls from peo-
ple who've been asked for their
documentation in pharmacies, in

banks and then refused service.
One gentleman said he went to
open a bank account and had a^
fake Social Security card, and the"
teller instead of just saying no ...

had him arrested," Soldan said.

.>•

FRANCE
From page 2

theEkeland, president of
Universite Dauphine in Paris.

Officials in the Ministry of
Higher Education conceded that

they were under pressure from
university rectors to limit the

number of students and even to

institute entry exams, and under
pressure from the private sector to

focus more on practical education.

But they said all efforts to bring

change are politically explosive,

not only because higher education

is now considered a right, but also

because universities absorb youths

who might otherwise be unem-
ployed.

"It's a critical situation," one
ministry official said. "The stu-

dent needs to know if he's capable

of doing a specific job, but the

university doesn't answer that

question. It's only posed when the

graduate looks for a job and is

told, 'You've done three years of
law studies, but tens of thousands

have done the same thing, so why
should we choose you?' People
are only now discovering that

their blind faith in degrees is a fic-

tion."

More than ever before, though,

-it is apparent that French students

now enter a university worrying
about whether Ihey wil] later find

work.

As a result, more are now opt-

ing for two-year courses in so-

called University Institutes of
Technology because graduates
from these schools are in greater

demand than those who have
spent four years at a conventional

university. It is unsurprising, then,

that they fought the government's

move to cut their initial wage.
_ Some experts believe students

must change as much as universi-

ties. "No one wants to stop study-

ing before university," said Jean
Barrans, a retired professor from
Paul Sabatier University in

Toulouse. "Everyone wants a

white-collar job and no longer
accepts a blue-collar job."

Barrans also said he felt that

French students had grown pas-

sive because only 20 percent work
their way through the university,

while the rest are supported by
th&ir parents or governnient
-grants. ' ^^-^^^-^ .^

"If they had to work to finance

their studies, as in the United
States," he said, "perhaps things

would be better here."

AZTEC
From page 6

It depicts Quetzalcoatl as a

plumed snake, the best-known
depiction of the god worshiped
in pre-Colombian Mexico.

Friday was the first time most
people saw what the statue looks

like; while drawings and models
had been shown at public meet-
ings, Graham would not allow
them to be reproduced.

The city and supporters say
Quetzalcoatl is no longer a reli-

gious figure but a positive cultur-

al symbol representing justice,

peace, civilization and the arts.

Dancers say their performance is

not worship but a way to remem-
ber and honor the past.

Yet opponents insist that

Quetzalcoatl 's cult resulted in

thousand of human sacrifices.

Others object to the presence

of what they consider a religious

figure on public property. A fed-

eral judge, however, on
Wednesday said the statue was a

cultural symbol and rejected

arguments that the statue violat-

ed the Constitution's ban on gov-

ernment establishment of
religion. ,

Course Alert:
""Public Policy end the
Celifornie Economy''

Special Undergraduate Course:

Economics 103D:

Winter 1995
Thursdays: 2-5 PM, 3150 Bunche*

Room will change to 9383 Bunche after first class.

With the assistance of the UCLA Business Forecasting Project, a special course was offered in 1994 to students
with upper-division standing on "Public Policy and the California Economy". In Winter 1995 the course will again

be offered by Prof. Daniel J.B. Mitchell of the Anderson Graduate School of Management in cooperation with Prof.

Larry J. Kimbell, director of the Project. This course will cover key Issues affecting the California and Los Angeles
economies. In addition, students will be introduced to the forecasting techniques used by the Business
Forecasting Project.

Prerequisite: Economics 11 & 101-102 (micro/macro) or permission from the instructor.
'.^

To enroll: students must bring a Degree Progress Report to Bunche 2253 and pick up a Permission to Enroll slip.

PTEs will be available Wednesday, Nov. 30.

Investment Banking Opportunities at

CS First Boston ^

'

-

- >

——-^

CS First Boston, a leading global investment

banking firm headquartered in New York,

will be interviewing candidates for the Financial

Analyst Program in its Investment Banking

Department on:

January 24, 1995
I.

(2 closed schedules at The Westwood Marquis)

UCLA Seniors interested in having a closed
— <T

—

interview should submit a resume and

cover letter no later than January 8, 1995

to the attention of:

Debra A. Johnson

CS First Boston

Park Avenue Plaza

55 East 52nd Street

New York, NY 10055

(212) 909-2584 A

fI RST Boston
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USAC, AP and STDs ... the real issues
By John Kochavatr

After I ordered a pitcher of
strawberry margarita at the bar in

Acapulco's last night, I sat down
to have a few drinks with a friend

of mine.

She was worried because she
thought that she might get carded,

and she did, so we ate chips and
salsa and waited patiently for the

waitress to leave so I could share
my hearty pitcher.Then, we start-

ed talking.

Our conversation began with a
simple comment about school, but
it wound up being something else

altogether. Jasmine (not her real

name) mentioned something
about issues at UCLA, so I said to

her, "Who cares about issues? I

put in my four years here and I'm
gone in June - what issues should
I care about?"

To that she replied, "You know,
John, maybe you don't care, but
between 10 and 15 percent of stu-

dents here are on AP (academic

_ probation) or STD. Maybe it's not.

important to you, but it sure
means something to them." '"

.

"Whoa! Wait a second!" I

screamed. "
1 to 15 percent are

on AP and STD?! I know about
academic probation, but what's
STD?"

[
'It mcan^ Subject To

Dismissal," she retorted.

"Oh shit! That many? Wow!"
"TTiat's an issue people on this

campus should be concerned
"with," .she continued. "Just

because you're not on academic
probation doesn't mean you
shouldn't care about it. Almost
one out of five people you pass on
.Bruin Walk are having academic
problems. Think about it."

So, I thought about it.

What the hell are the issues on
campus? Why should I care? The
more I thought about it, the more
I began to realize that people need
help around here.

It isn't just about retaining stu-

dents or increasing financial aid,

it's about helping the guy next to

you because fie needs it. It's about
doing something for somebody
and knowing that you made the

difference.

"So who the heck does this

stuff?" I asked.
"* "Student Government . .

.

NOT!" Jasmine said, gulping a

glass of margarita.

"Wait a second here! We just

got our Student Action Team in

office," I said. "We're on the rail-

way to success. How can you say
our student government sucks?
After all. look at all they've done
in the past six months. And they

have six more months to' go!"
"Aside from the individual

offices," Jasmine asked, "what
has USAC collectively accom-
plished this year?"

"Six months is a long time,

they must have done a lot. Look
. . . they . . . wait . . . what about . .

.

okay . . . what about Rob
Greenhaigh and the greek respon-

sorship? He came in and attempt-

ed to responsor the greeks and ...

okay, it partly failed.

MY GOODNESS! MY student

government has accomplished .n—
nothing. They haven't even
addressed any issues that matter!"

"Now you get the picture," she
sighed.

—

-— y-
Now that I think about it, why

is it that even though there are

more students on academic proba-
tion and STD than greeks on cam-
pus, student government is

bickering over issues like respon-
sorship? Is that the most important

issue on the council's agenda?

So there it was. The TRUTH.
From what I have seen, USAC is

worthless and they have been for

as long as I can remember.
I am not suggesting that

responsorship is not important,

but I am saying that the underr

graduate student government
needs to prioritize its issues. From
what I know and what I've heard,

student government is all politics

and there are egos so large in

there that they can't even fit in

Kerckhoff 4(X) without crushing

other egos.

Boy, my perceptions have real-

ly changed since I was a fresh-

man. I thought student

government was supposed to

work for you. From what I see, it

seems more like they're working
for themselves.

I've got news for you guys^=»
—

—

(shhh . . .) less than 20 percent of
the school voted in your elections

. . . (total!) Who do you think you
are?

Rob, I voted for you, man. But
I've been utterly disappointed and"
believe me, I'm not the only one.

Six months ago, you made
promises, empty ones thus far,

and you haven't a thing to show
for it ... DO SOMETHING! As
is, you are NOT representing the

undergrads at UCLA.
- Please, take a stance and be a
real leader. If you can't find com-
promise and peace within your
own council of 1 2, we all have to

question your promise to bring

unity for more than 23,000 of us.

You're a good man, Rob, but

your constituency is watching ...

and waiting.

Kochavatr is a fourth-year stu-

dent double-majoring in political

science and sociology.

Viewpoint
I ^h.^.» »*. Jt^

Reverse Prop. 187 via working-class movement
By James Fitzgerald

*"

Thefollowing article was
written on behalfof the
Spartacus Youth Club, a revolu-
tionary socialist youth group.

On Nov. 17, a multiracial

group of about 80 demonstrators
staged a sit-in at Murphy Hall

against the implementation of _
racist Proposition 187. UCLA
police in full riot gear arrested 26
of the protesters, including two
members of the Spartacus Youth
Club (SYC).

Twenty-five of them will stand
trial at the West L.A. Courthouse
on Dec. 19 on charges of failure

to disperse. One protester is also
charged with trespassing.

This is an outrage! The -r^r-

Spartacus Youth Club demands:
drop all charges against the

UCLA 25! All opponents of anti-

immigrant racism should come to

-a speakSut at Meyerhoff Park on
Tuesday at noon to put forward
their views and protest this polit-

ical repression.

Before and after the passage of
Proposition 1 87, high school and
college student protesters have
staged demonstrations against

this racist and anti-immigrant
measure which, along with the

racist "Three Strikes"

Proposition 1 84, is a threat to all

... to effect real

change, students must

ally with the social

power of the

labor movement.

workers and minorities.

But to effect real change, stu-

dents must ally with the social

power of the labor movement.
The multiracial working class

produces the wealth of the capi-

talists and makes this city and
country run. It has the social

power to beat back the

Democrats' and Republicans'
racist war on immigrants through
class struggle.

The SYC is calling on campus
and local unions, as well as stu-

dent protesters from Cal State

Los Angeles (some of whom
were arrested in a recent protest)

and other campuses to join in this

speakout. A campus protest that

unites L.A. students with militant

trade unionists would make a

powerful statement.

Pleading with the administra-

tion to fight 1 87 is a dead end.

University administrations

under capitalism exist to run the

campuses for the capitalist class

as training grounds for the ide-

ologies and administrators of

their system.

That means smashing student

protest and increasingly making

TTie SYC is calling

on campus and local

unions, as well as

student protesters

from Cal State L.A.

and other campuses

to join in this

speakout.

college a place for the rich and
white. Remember the brutal cop
attack on the Chicano studies

protests in '93.

You can't wage class struggle

in coalition with the racist, anti-

Democratic Party.

From militarization of the bor-

der to South Africa-style pass law
proposals, the Democrats, from
Clinton to Brown to Feinstein

have done their best to outdo the

Republicans in immigrant bash-
ing. The current labor misleaders

are working overtime to funnel

anger to keep a lid on struggle

and push the dead end of elec-

toralism as the solution.

What is needed is a fight to

oust the current labor leadership

and build a class-struggle work-
ers party that will mobilize
labor's power in defense of all the

oppressed and that will fight for a
socialist revolution that can put
an end to anti-immigrant racism
for good.

Fitzgerald is a Junior majoring
in political science, a member of
the Spartacus Youth Club and
one ofthe 26 arrested in

Thursday 's protest.
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Corn Nuts not salty enough? Call to complain!

George

Monday. My four-hour

afternoon class trudges

through its second hour,

and the filling lunch I had min-
utes ago i$ weighing heavily in

my stomach.

The topic of discussion among
the students seems interesting,

but with my occasional lapses

during nap ^^^^^^^^«
attacks, con-

centration is

difficult. My
eyelids close

and my head

begins its

gravitational

descent

toward the

cement floor.

I force my
body to jerk

upright sever-

al times in

order to con-

'inue this nodding-off process

without toppling off the cheap
plastic seat. The drool finds its

way out the side of my mouth,
and my breath slowly changes in

scent from Treehouse flavors to

morning breath. — -
—

With my brain now in its

tuned-out state, I comprehend
nothing until my instructor says

something about a IS-minute

break. I slowly regain my senses

and realize what needs to be
done. While my hands dig into

my jean pockets for change, my
feet direct me toward the vending

machines.

Only one thing can save me for

th^ second half of the class: a

large cup of coffee, extra sweet-

ener, no lightener. Among the lint

and chewing gum wrappers, I am
able to find enough silver coins in

my pockets to get access to this

caffeinated wonder. One by one, I

insert the nickels and dimes into

the slot and the electronic reader

begins taking tabs on what I feed

the machine.

When I plunk my last coin in,

the machine's insides begin to

whir. "Brewing ... Serving," it

tells me. It drops a waxed-paper
cup down and continues its cof-

fee-making sounds. Seconds
later, a beep notifies me that I can
now enjoy the 75-cent brew as it

thanks me for my patronage. I

slide the glass door open and grab

the cure for classroom drowsi-

ness.

Something is terribly wrong,
though. I had emptied my pockets

to buy this cup of coffee. Instead,

the machine fails to fulfill its end
of the bargain and gives me noth-

ing but an empty cup and false

hopes.

"Shit," I cuss under my breath

as I pound on the metallic vendor.

My sentiments are immediately

echoed by a student 8 feet away
kicking the soft drink machine
which is dispensing his Sprite

without a cup.

I shake my head and roll my
eyes. There is no hope of retriev-

ing my deposited coins. No hope
6f bringing this matter up with

the machines' supervisor for its

inability to provide the "distin-

guished service" UCLA Vending
makes its motto.

Nothing. A square silver sticker
Ogives me a number I can call, but

what good is that going to do me
now? Out of cash. No coffee.

Two more hours of class ...

My class ends, and I come out

of the building somewhat
revived, thanks to my two-hour
nap. I head for an ASUCLA
restroom to reply to nature's call.

I walk into one stall only to turn

away as soon as I see the toilet

clogged with human wastes and
paper. The second stall is much
cleaner, but the lack of toilet

paper makes it a poor alternative.

Stall No. 3 is no better since its

toilet seat is spotted with numer-
ous urine samples.

I leave the disgusting place

after I notice a sign posted near

the sinks, requesting me to call if

the restroom ever needs attentiofi.

Whatever. -

I hop in my car and head for

Price Club. My supply of Spam
has run out, and I intend to buy a

case of this meat by-product to

function as my source of nutrition

for the remainder of the quarter.

The 405 is congested as usual,

and I zigzag through traffic to

find the fastest-moving lane. A
white Chevrolet behind me is

noticeably upset with my frequent

lane changes. The gray-haired dri-

ver passes me, cuts me off and
maliciously hits his brakes.

After instinctually avoiding the

potential rear-ender, I see the old

man raise his middle finger from
his tightly clenched fist. I am
overwhelmed.with childish anger,

similar to what Leslie Damski and
her Natural High CommUtee
probably feel when they see a

bong.

I want revenge but am not sure

how to go about it without being

psychotic and destructive. The
"E" on the Caprice Classic's

license plate reveals that the old

man is driving a government^
vehicle. "How am I driving?" a
bumper sticker on the trunk

inquires. Before I can get the

telephone number, the car darts

off, and I am left with a feeling of

helpless frustration.

By now, you're blaming me for

not calling UCLA Vending for

my empty cup of coffee. You're

faulting me for not informing

ASUCLA about the unusable

restroom stalls. You're calling me
stupid for not reporting the reck-

less driver to the State of

California. You're categorizing

me with that "My name is Ron ...

I didn't vote" guy who wrotejn
Viewpoint a week or so ago.

My argument is: What loser

bothers to call and make a fuss

over the loss of 75 cents, to make
a big deal over stalls that will

eventually get cleaned or com-
plain about an accident that never

happened? And, just because a

phone number is displayed, does
~

that relieve the company of any
responsibility to satisfy its con-

sumers?

The Com Nuts I'm having

while writing this don't seem
salty enough. But hey, if I'm not

satisfied with this product, I can

always send the unused portion _
back to them with a letter of

explanation, reads the Com Nuts
package right undemeath the list-

ed ingredients. I wonder how
many kernels have been relumed
for replacement since they've put

that comment there.

I just realized this column
Hacks, and I've wasted too much ^

of your time. But if you have a

problem with it, don't hesitate to
'

call the Daily Bruin office.

Tsai is a fifth-year senior major-

ing in navel lint clothing.

Viewpoint

Join the fight for noncompiiance with Prop. 187
By Beverly Kiemme

Fellow Bruins:

I will always remember the

day Californians passed
Proposition 187, Tuesday, Nov.
8, as a day of shame.

It was a day when
Californians let their economic
woes and frustrations get the

better of them. A day when the

fury of the public vented itself

like a bile, spilling forth on the

hardest working segments of our
society, on their children, their

sick, and their elderly.

I refuse to hide behind the

cloak of the "majority," and so I

have joined with others in refus-

ing to participate in the imple-

mentation of this vile public

mandate.

I urge all Bruins with a con-

science and a will (other than a

will to blincjly fQllow whatever
political ill wind passes through

their voting booth) to join us in

this effort. I particularly urge

Chancellor Charles Young to

come out in support of humanity
and common decency by issuing

a statement of noncompliance
with Proposition 187.

This issue cannot wait to be
solved in the courts. The court

system will not dispel the hurt

and anger of our brothers and
sisters of color who can't under-

stand why we would want to

suck up their labor, take their

taxes and then leave them to

languish in the streets.

Those with authority must
take a stand and speak out. To
do otherwise is to implicitly

accept the hate and racism that

Proposition 1 87 stands for. "Just

following orders" is not an
excuse and it never has been.

Those who dare to tell us we
have no values and who profess

to want government out of our
lives are instead trying to force

us to act against our own con-

sciences and values. Don't
believe them: we have values,

and we must act according to

them even if it seems to go
against the will of the majority.

A time will come when
Proposition 1 87 will be looked

back on as another cruel symp-
tom of turbulent times, like

Japanese internment or the Dust
Bowl generation. And people
will claim they didn't know of

the hard work and suffering of

immigrant laborers both legal

and "illegal" in California.

But the evidence is right on

^Qur doorstep; What Bruin iias.

not seen the nannies and house-

keepers that emerge every morn-
ing from buses on Sunset

Boulevard to waHc on foot up
the hills to serve rich families

for petty wages? Walk across the

street and you will see the immi-
grant gardeners working on
estates on Westholme or

Malcolm Avenues.

A relatively short drive into

Ventura County will also reveal

still more undocumented work-
ers, toiling in the fields in the

hot sun. Some of them are stu-

dents in your classes at UCLA,
working hard to gain a b&tter

life and contributing to the intel-

lectual vitality and cultural

diversity of our institution.

ITiose who decide to join in

the fight for noncompliance with

^opQiition . L87 mi^hi come.
across barriers that threaten to

divide us. You will see people

with petty differences that annoy
you, or people who have alterna-

tive agendas you don't like.

Please do not let them deter you
from joining the battle for some-
thing that transcends all of those

differences.

This fight has nothing to do
with race, politics or class. It is

not about elitism, or telling

"normal" Americans what to do.

This is about honesty, justice,

compassion and love. We must
not let the fear and halemongers
take over California. Now is the

time for action.

Kiemme is a graduate student in

physics.
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You're thinking. You're talking.

You have ideas. You want others to hear them>

The Viewpoint editors are waiting

for your submissions.
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Design for Sharing aims to nourish art
appreciation in the L.A. community ""

and "develop audiences for the
future," says Mimi Perloff. One new
program encourages students to pur-_
sue their performance potential while
interacting with performers on cam-
pus. Above, a student uses a straw as
a bow to play his homemade instru-

ment. At far right, participants can
make string instruments from a sand-
wich box, string and tape. Craig
Woodson conducts an orchestra con-
sisting of teachers and students and a
string, wind, percussion and "body"
section with entirely homemade instru-

ments, center right. Twins make^ -

sounds In the ''body" section i right.

Photos by AUDREY LEE/Daiiy Bruin

'Get in

the van

'

punk
Latest book chronicles Rollins'

life witK candor, humor

Sowing the seeds of love
Today an artistic genius can be neglected, uncultivated and forgotten. UCLA's
Design for Sharing program plants its own seeds, fostering an appredadon fot-

die arts and giving hidden gifts a chance to grow and develop.

By Rodney Tanaka

Three women planted a seed a quarter century ago filled with the
desire to develop an outreach program that would help share the
arts at UCLA with the surrounding community.
With the nurturing of volunteers, this seed blossomed into

Design for Sharing, a program that nourishes the Los Angeles com-
munity with special performances for students, master classes and
ticket distribution for many organizations.

The Design for Sharing program began as the brainstorm of
Frances Ingles, then head of the Center for Performing Arts, and
Blanche Witherspoon, who would become the program's founding
director. They recruited the services of Mimi Perloff (yes, that
Perloff) and together started a program that would flourish.

"Our mission is to develop audiences for the future," Perloff
says, "and to provide tickets for people who couldn't afford to pay
so they could enjoy the wonderful program that we have here (at
UCLA)."
The program flourished rapidly, the list for ticket distribution

growing to more than 100 organizations including senior citizen

centers, drug rehabilitation clinics and centers for the disabled. A
few years later they expanded their reach to include the Los
Angeles school system.

"Most of the students have never been on a university campus,
and we wanted them to know there was a university and it wasn't
an unrealistic possibility tor them (to attend one)," Perloff says.
New programs sprout from the Design for Sharing board on a

regular basis. This year, in honor of their 25th anniversary. Design
for Sharing will establish 25 scholarships of $1,000 each for
UCLA's incoming freshmen. Students entering UCLA's music,
dance, ethnomusicology and World Arts and Cultures programs
from the Los Angeles public school system qualify for the scholar-
ships.

"What we want to do is not just give them the scholarship,"
Perloff says. "We want them to feel very much a part of what the
university and School of the Arts is like."

Budding students beginning to learn about the arts can partic-
ipate in My Special World, targeted at children in kindergarten
through third grade. The program takes a hands-on approach with
art, allowing the featured artist to interact with the children

"The creative process goes a long way," says Bob Kay, curator
of My Special World. "All you have to do is begin something with
kids, they'll take you on the trip from there."

As a part of the program, a recent performance by Craig
Woodson introduced children to instruments from around the
world. He also showed the children that instruments could be made
with household items. Two cans, two embroidery hoops and lots of
tape becomes a double head drum, capable of reproducing the
sound of a real drum.

^
Design for Sharing nurtures children's love of music by allow-

ing them to gain first-hand experience with other actual instru-

See SHARING, page 20

F-^
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Henry Rollins' latest book -Qot in the Van," based on his journal
entnes, chronicles his days as the lead singer for Black Rag.

By Gaby Mora
Daily Bruin Staff

Henry Rollins is not the most
approachable person to ask for an
autograph. But when he showed
up at Tower Records on Sunset
Boulevard Friday, people were
anything but hesitant to line up
and ask him to sign his name.
When the ex-lead singer of Black
Flag pulled out a pen, it was to

sign copies of his latest book,
"Get in the Van."

Singer, songwriter, author, pub-
lisher, cultural icon, actor, maga-
zine contributor,
you-name-it-he-does-it Rollins
had to start somewhere. And "Get
in the Van" is a testament to the

Black Flag days that shaped him
into the multimedia artist be is

today.

Released on his own 2.13.61
Publications, the material comes
from Rollins' journal entries,
starting in the spring of 1981
when he was living in Arlington,

"I grew to hate the

police. They did stuff at

• our shows they could

have gone to jail for."

Henry Rollins

"Get in the Van"

Va. and working at an ice cream
store. The prologue explains how
he stepped in to replace Dcz, the

previous Black Flag lead singer.

From then on, the tour van
became his home, and iox the next

five years Black Flag became his

identity, torment and sanctuary.

Rollins writes the entries in

short, terse sentences; many times,

they are not even grammatically
complete or correct. But the con-
versational tone fits his changing
moods. When Rollins reflects,

some pretty fancy words sneak
into the diction. And when he is

angry or upset, the words read as
if they just fell out of his head in a
fast fury.

In his most personal entries,

Rollins writes a lot about feeling

out of place, like a martian or an
alien. Though the analogies are
often abstract, these glimpses into

his deepest psyche are reminiscent
of universal feelings of dejection,

confusion and abandonment.
Rollins' candid sincerity and

honesty illuminates most entries.

"Whenever girls talk to me. I feel

dirty, ugly. I want to touch them. I

feel like a monster. I talked to a

girl yesterday that made me feel

almost human. I looked into her
eyes and I could feel the lead in

my veins. I felt the wall build
itself," he writes.

But "Get in the Van" doesn't
just chronicle Rollins' feelings or

outline events in Black Flag's |iis-

tory. The book offers insight on
other hard core punk bands, both

mainstream and underground. In a

way, the book becomes a social

and historical account of the '80s

punk rock movement, even delv-

ing into the Southern California

scene and often mentioning the

UCLA area.

The very first show Rollins
describes is in Huntington Beach.
He writes. "All the crazy mother-

fuckers up front were yelling at

me that I had better be good or

"I looked into her eyes

and I could feel the lead

in my veins. I felt the

wall build itself."

Henry Rollins

"Get in the Van"

they were going to kick my ass."

The violence Rollins encoun-
tered filters into almost every
journal entry. Though this factor

cannot be representative for every
musician in the *80s, it is an
example of elements people may
not consider unless they were in a

band themselves or attended live

shows often.

"I grew to hate the police quick-

ly," writes Rollins early on. "All
the bullshit they got up to was so
out of line. They did what they
wanted with punk rockers. They
did stuff at our shows they could
have gone to jail for."

As the entries progress, there is

a sense of traveling through a jun-

gle with an unsure, but determined
young warrioR who is just trying to

avoid getting eaten alive. This
insecurity is a sharp contrast to

Rollins' public image as a strong

role model, both mentally and
physically. But instead of dimin-
ishing his character, this glimpse
into the real Rollins persona only
makes him more real.

Rollins consistently rejects

See ROLUMft. nsuit^ 23
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Ughthearted Giants proves it

deserves its loyal following

K.C. FINOEISEN
Guitarist John Ransburg and They Might Be Giants did not disap-
point loyal fans, delivering an extraordinary Pantages concert.

They Might Be.

Giants brings fans

to feet at Pantages

By Brian Remick

It is the only band that could
possibly get 2,000 worshipping
fans to conga down the aisles of the

Pantages Theatre.

It is the only band that could
possibly convince Frank Black to

play the acoustic guitar by himself
on stage in front of those same
2,000 fans.

It is They Might Be Giants.

As the evening began and the
lights dimmed for Frank Black, no
one really knew what to expect.
The ads and promos had said that

Black would be playing "acoustic,"

but what did that really mean? No
one expected what was to follow.

Black emerged under one single

floodlight, wearing his typical
black T-shirt and black sunglasses,

and, under his generously plump
arm, sat his acoustic guitar.

Playing mostly new material off

of his Teenager of the Year album,
Frank Black impressed the entire

audience of the Pantages Theater
with his rarely geen acoustical abil-

ities. He strummed and picked his

way through "Headache," the only
single off the album, "Calistan
Way," "I Wanna Live On An
Abstract Plain," and many others,

switching guitars every few song
and leaving all of the previous ones
hanging on his back.

After 40 minutes, Frank said
goodbye and walked off the stage,

sunglasses in hand and six guitars

hanging from his shoulder.

At this point, the Pantages audi-

ence was one of the most eager and
excited crowds imaginable. Weird

Concert
*

' Review
Al Yankovic, who showed up to

watch what is probably one of his

favorite bands, was plagued by
TMBG fans who wanted the auto-

graph of an equally insane musi-
cian, and he didn't even seem to

mind.

They Might Be Giants took the

stage to the cheer of the entire
Pantages Theater - a cheer that-
wasn't extraordinarily loud - but
rather one that was heard from
every single ticket holder in that

theater. The loyalty of these fans
was phenomenal.

The small band from upstate
New York put on an extraordinary

show, playing not only some of the

new hits from its album John
Henry, like the single "Snail
Shell," but also including all of the

old tunes that made the original

fans become fans to begin with.

They-Mighl Be Giants has
undergone a major change since its

last release - namely, it is now
actually a band, instead of just one
guy with a guitar and on^ guy with
an accordion -while keyboards
took the place of drums and other
instruments. This metamorphosis,
has been accepted with little less

than excitement. In fact, many
think that the band's music has
deteriorated from previous years.

All of this speculation will be
proved wrong when these doubtful

fans sees TMBG live.

The band originates from John
Linnel, accordionist and singer,

and John Flansburg, guitarist. The
addition of the other band members
enhanced the overall performance
and allowed the band to be more
diverse.—They Might Be Giants is unlike
rnost bands because it isn't afraid

to experiment with new instru-
ments and new sounds. This can be
clearly seen by its generous use of
the accordion in many of its old

See giants; page 21
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Japanese artists bring postwar
^Merchant Arts'

spins sugar, stories

of dying tradition
By Jenny Hsieh

At the street corners of post-
WWII Japan, a cjiild, like many
others of the time - rumpled
clothing, empty pockets, with an
innocence yet untainted by the
war - Stands in awe as she watch-
es molten sugar being spun into a
winged Pegasus by the deft fin-

gers of an Amezaiku candy sculp-

tor. The child turns to another
street comer only to be mesmer-
ized again by a Kamishibai story-

teller, who spins words instead of
candy into tales and visions.

These two spectacles, both
dying arts in Japan, are revisited

by candy sculptor Shan
Ichiyanagi and storyteller Tamayo
Otsuka in a single performance
tonight at Rolfe Hall. Entitled
"Traveling Merchant Arts of
Japan," the show takes the audi-

ence back to an era when the
candy was cheaper, but its worth
held dearer in the hearts of chil-

dren.

Japanese children would gather
to watch the dramatic storytellers

perform with brightly illustrated,

manga-styled storyboards. To
combat the cost of living, the sto-

rytellers sold pre-made candy on
the side and used the stories as an
incentive for children to stay. The
stories (aught Ichiyanagi, among
many others, good from bad and
right from wrong at a time when
Japan was reeling from defeat.

"The stories bri*ig a simple
happiness to the spectators ...

There are two things children
need: physical and mental nutri-

tion. When Japan lost the war,
parents didn't have time to give
mental nutrition to the children
because they had to make money
to survive. These stories (fed) the

children that mental nutrition,"

Ichiyanagi says.

Ichiyanagi practices Amezaiku,
translated as "sweet candy craft,"

an art that originated in China in

its roughest form with rice candy
alone. Today, Ichiyanagi begins'

with a handful of com syrup and
edible food cblorings, and kneads,
snips and pinches with traditional

Japanese scissors and a chopstick
to sculpt shapes such as unicorns,

dragons and tigers. He then fans
the finished artwork so the mass
can solidify before he paints the

final touches on the candy.

This process of making this

confectionery delight has been
repeated by Ichiyanagi at least

4,207 times. Commissioned by
celebrities such as former
President George Bush, Michael
Jackson and business tycoon Bill

Gates, Ichiyanagi has made mem-
orable an art that used to be con-
sidered suitable just for streets

comers.

While Amezaiku candy sculp-
tors sold candy, Kamishibai story-

tellers sold ideas. Otsuka is one of
less than 20 professional
Kamishibai's currently working
in Japan. She is the only woman
practicing the art. tTrtjrzing origi-

nal hand-painted storyboards
from the 1930s and '40s, Otsuka
travels from Japan to introduce
the art to American audiences.

The stories, such as "The White
Tiger," are serial in nature. They
have cliffhanger endings to entice

children to return for the next
episodes. In the show, sound
effects such as "Dyao! ... Goo..
Gaa!" are used as an integral part

of the act, directly giving the
audience the mood rather than
explaining it.

Both Kamishibai storytellers

and Amezaiku candy sculptors
bring the audience confectionery

delights accompanied by visual

enhancements. The traveling
Merchant Arts of Japan couples
the two in one Jingle perfor-
mance.

• I toiife

PERFORMANCE: "Traveling
Merchant Arts of Japan." Tuesday.
Nov. 22. 7 p.m. to 8 p.m. in Rolfe
Hall, Room 1200. Admission is

free. For more info call (310) 825-
3962.

Genlchiro Shiozaki holds a traditional Japanese storyboard used
in the art of Kamishibai storytelling.

MANN

Westwood
yUAGE star Trtk: SsiisriUoM (P6)
WIBroxtoo Moo-Wed (1.3O-4;30)-7:3O-lbi0
209-5576 Thurs-Sun(ia45-1:3(MJO)-730-10:30

Fr«/Sat 1:15 UK Show

MANN LAEMMLE I GENERAL CINEMAI LANDMARK
Santa Monica West Hollywood Westwood West L.A.

CRITEmONSuiiitHiuR9 llarTrak:BM«rattoat(P6)
1313 3rd St Promenide (11:15-1:45-<:4O)-7:35-l0:l5
395-1599 M/Sat 1:00 Lite Show

tUNSCTS
(213)S48-3S00

Tkt Lnt ScdMtlOT

(1:50H^7«)-9:35

MftnOML lalw«(twwNliaVM|lft(ll)
10925 LlTKltKOOk (1:15-4:15)-7:15-10:15
208-4366 FrVSat«Mn(10JO-1:15-4:15>7:15-10:15

FrySit1:(»Lil0Show

MUM MkwlaM34«nrmt(0>
948Bro)(ton Moi»-WB(l(1:45-4JO)-7:15-10Si)
23944ANN Thurs-Sun(11«H:45-4:30)-7:15-10a)

flSynVAL tsM Prtatan (8)
10887 LhHfcrooh Mor»-Wed(2:45-5«))-7:15-9!30
208-7664 Thurs-Son (12Jd2:45-5a))-7:15-»a0

OilvYMira)
Mon-Wed/Frl (4:45h9:4S

Sat/S(ina^hurs(1 1 :45-4:45>-9:45

Lo«tMWr(ra-13)
(2:15)-7:l5

1045 Broxton
208-3259

1067 Giendon Mon-WMVFrl (1 :45-4:4i{r7r4)J-nMi
208-3097 Sal/Sunmwr8(t1.t»-1:45^:45)-7:45-10:45

•*^'*'a

WESTWOOD 1 IM ._..
IWOGayiey MorhM«»*rrl(2:30^:45)-7fl?9!lt
208-7664 Sit/SurVThun(12:00-2:30-4:45)-7<K>-9:15

(8)
MS

iai3 3rd St-'Prwnenade OoVsTlM^mTtO-Sls
395-1599 Frt^at 12:15 Lale Show

CRITEmON S ttaiHti (PO-13)
1313 3rd SL Promenade (11:15-2«)-4:5O)-7:4O-10i0
395-1599

CMTERNMS tulltliOwlm*n* (R)
1313 3rd SL Promenade (11:45-2:15-4:45)-7:20-9:45
395-1599 Frt/Stt 17:00UM Show

LAEMMLE

WLA/Beverly Hills

SUNSCT
(213)848-3500"

*" ,Wiiktwl Pro
Tooward Mia Wllkia

AadSodSfoka
Rattlan Btfilati

Wkatavar Hafaaaad lo 8aky Jaaa
Tlia Body laaldiar*

Fri/Sat Mdnigm

Rettlaaa eiardaa

The Last ntmar
BodySaatcNn
StvaaftSaal

AVCO CINEMA
Wllshtre at Westwood
475-0711

isjmx CHOiCfifMSunAmnwymt
70mm THX SOUND - DOLBY STEREO
The TOTAL Entertainment Experience

THXOTS TlMWar(P6-13)
11 30-2 15-5 00-7 45-10:30

jMlor (PG-13) Sneak Fri/Sai at 7:45

THXIMty Gab snow (PO-13)
1:00-7:30 Double w/ Tka Road to WalMlla (R)

WESTSIDE PAVILION
GoMvwn
475-0202

Tlie Brownlaa Version
(11:tO)-3:30-7:45

WESTSIOE PAVILION
Goldwyn
475-0202

-V—
EalDrialMaaWoaiaa

(11:20)-1 50-4:25-7:00-9:35

No Mon 7:00 Show

WESTSIDE PAVILION
Goldwyn
475-0202

32 Shod Fllint About
Glenn Goyld

(10:45 AM) only

Sat/Sunll.OOAM

Santa Monica

Dalkf The Sliawiliaali RadaaiBtloa (R)

1:00-4:00-7«)-10:0(}

WESTSIOE PAVILION
Godwyn
475-0202

Ballets Over Broadwa*
(12:45)-3:00-5.15-7:30-9:45

Bullets Over Broadway (R)
12:15-2 30-4:45-7 15-9:45

WESTSIOE PAVILION
GoMwyn
475-0202

I Like It Like Tkat
(12:10)-2:25-4:40-7 10-925

MOINCAI
1322 2nd Strael

394-9741

MaakalUa ky Naaikera

(1«))-3:10-5iO-7:40-955

Beverly Hills

WESTSIDE PAVILION
Goldwyn

' 475-0202

latchoOrom
(120)-5:35-955

1322 2nd Strael

394-9741

I OmiI Waal 10 Talk Alert II

P:30)-5:00-7:30-955
MorVtuai (5:00)-7:40-9:55

Beverly Connection
La Clenaaaat Beverly Blvd

Free 2 1/2 hour validated partdna
659-5911

Santa Monica

WE8TW0O02
lOSOGaytay
208-7864

ROYAL
11523 S.M. Blvd.

477-5581

Mon^lMFrK4:15)-8:W
Sat^SwVThun (12:3O-4:15)-8J)0

WhNaBi^H
4:30-7:15-935

SlVSMi(1:30>-4:30-7:15-9:S5

MOMCAS
1322 2nd Strael

394-9741
(1:30)-5:00-8:30 TMXDT8 *Tk«War(P6-13)

11:15-200-4:50-7:45-10 35
{P8-13) Sneal( 7 45 Fri/Sat

WIWIlSNmE
1314 Wilshlre Blvd

394-8099

Clerks
1:00-3:15-5:30-7 45100)

9036Wlshira
274-6860

Naoa Oraaais

5:00-8:30

Sal^Sun 1:30-5:00-8:30

1322 2nd Strael

394-9741

WESTWOOOl
lOSOGaylay
208-7664

LWIa6laala(P8)
(2:15-4:45

Sit/Son (12.t»-2:15-4:45

MyYoalPfl
7:30-lb:0(

Vaava aa 42ad Street

(1:30>-4:15-7DO-9:35

WiHlt4:15)-7.t)0-9-.35

TNXOelky Pall FIctloa (RJ
12.«>-3:30-7«)-10itJ

NUWILSMRE
1314 Wllshire Blvd.

394-8099

Last Seduction
11:45-2:15-4:45 7:15-9:45

lOSOQayley
208-7664

Rt««rWM(P8-13)
(2:45-5 15)-7:45-10:l5

Sat/Son (1^15-2:45-5:15)-7:45-10:15

West Hollywood

1322 2nd StradI
394-9741

M Mniif
Staraa

8888 8Mael(atOtaipSllU4l«) FraaParUaa

rN
AraiearalGod
OnaaaLard

Fit/Sat MMaM
RlMT ol No Retara

BlMda

Tka Santa asass (PG)
12:00-2:30-5:00-7:30-1000

8waa Priacaas (6)
12:30-2:45-500-7:15-9:30

TiaaRDolkyDI«ltal Tka ProfaaaHMal (R)

12 30-3 00-5:30-8:00-10:30

1 1^0-2:00-4:30-7 00-9J0

8UN8CT1 PrMlla
(213) 848-3500

Sat/Sun11:00AM

Santa Monica
CWTERiONI Mw«la*«Nla«lMiM(R)
1313 3n] St. PromanMta (1 .45-4:30H:Jb-10io
aSS-ISSO FrVSit/SM(11:00^1:4M^))-7-.30.10JO

dNMOaaait
(2:15)-7:15

BOTtUte
(4:4^45

suNsnt
(213)848-3500

Tatall«F"*adUB
(1t)0)-3:te-7:40-9:55

1.00>-3:10-520-955

PACIFIC
LANDMARK

UNITED ARTISTS

Westwood

t3133rtSt. Pnwia»i>a (1:t5^W7!oS?o!od
n-ym FrVSat/Suo (10:30-1 15-4a)j-71»-10«)

FfVSatl2 45La«aaio«r

(213)848-3500 (iUH-i15-7«)-935
Westwood

West L.A.

UA WESTWOOD
10889 Wetlwonn
475-9441

Pule Ficlloa (R)
SR Odby Stereo

Can Theatre lor Showttmas

^
!

WMRT
Naift

(213)848^500 (tl»)-3:tO-5:20-7:

CM*
40^

cmtT
t2e2WMwoodiM.
474-7118

^2M2:^MS^I%S&

5:30-7:30-9-i5
Sat/Sun 1J0-3:30-S 30-7:30-930

IMl
10889 WaMmrth
475-9441

Tka Pralaaaleaal (R)

THX SODS Stereo

CalTKaairatorShowtimaB

tea ar MMiiB - Friday Midnioht

mIv Namr - Sahwday kMnlgM

IMl
,.,_._^10880 WMworth

47S-9Mt

•' fraakaaalilaW
^ DoftSlw
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SHARING
From page 17

ments. Every year young students

bring their parents to Schoenberg
Hall for a picnic and concert with

the university orchestra.

"We like the musicians to wan-
der around amongst them so the

kids can get an idea of what an
instrument looks like," Perloff

says. "Every kid goes out of there

wanting to play an instrument.

That's our goal, to make them feel

it's possible."

Demonstration performances
introduce students to artists in a

prime performance venue.
Teachers receive materials about

the performance that give back-
ground and provide possibilities for

^rther exploration sufter the show.

"The kids are unbelievable
because they're not jaded," Perloff

says. "If it's good it doesn't matter

if it's way above their heads or

whether it's something they're

familiar with. When it's a quality

performance they are absolutely

entranced."

The benefactors behind the pro-

gram reap a harvest of material and

personal rewards for their time and

money. The Design for Sharing
Board of Directors consists of 35
members, with an additional 1 ,000

volunteers. Membership entitles

donors to benefits such as discounts

on tickets, luncheons with promi-

nent artists and administrators and
attending workshops.

"We like to say your joy comes
from giving," Perloff says, smiling.

"But most people like to'get some-
thing in retum."

"When it's a quality

performance, (tKe kids)

are absolutely

entranced."

MImi Perloff

Along with the material benefits

comes the motivation that keeps
Design for Sharing moving. "To

see the children's faces at the per-

formances is wonderful. Being
deeply moved by art really affects

the children and the people on the

board," says Theodora Primes,
Design for Sharing president. "The
program brings to the community a

greater depth of awareness about
life and about ourselves and about
each other."

The volunteers also take comfort

knowing that the program helps
develop the future of the arts. "If

you care about the arts you mUst

' See SHARINQ, page 21
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At the ABC Entertaininent Center in Century City • Offer expires 11/7/94

S

DIVIDE AND CONQUER MATH presents

CBEST MATH WORKSHOPS
i^gfits Include

6 Hours Instruction

Timed IDtills

Intensive Arithmetic, Algebra, and Geometry Review
Low Fee ($80 Early Registration Discount)

For More Info And A Free Brochure Call

(310)216-6701

Free 155 pg Algebra Facts Book To First 20 Registrants! Call Now!

SCHOLARSHIPS
DO YOUNEED $FOR COLLEGE?
We offer a Scholarsliq>-Matdimg Service which

can help you find the money you nqed to attend

\^ icollege.

Billions of dollars in student aid from

corporations have gone unclaimed because

students did not know the money existed or how
to claim it We can hel^ you.

CALL NOWiSOO) 985-5773

'I

»•

I''

'

fl

ua UCLA Undergraduate
Business Society

^^*.*A^,^.^.. mK *

.'-'" C...

>«b^»»»*ii*i iti* a^ I V- . presents -^ -*>—»-

— Tuesday
—November 22, 1 994
James West Alumni Center

7:00-9:00 p.m.

Companies attending include:

• Goldman^ Sachs & Co. • Smith Barney

• CS First Boston • Oppenheimer & Co.

And more...

UBS is sponsored by the Anderson Graduate School of Management

• ••••••a-*
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SHARING
From page 20

care not just about how good they

are now, but you must also try to

make an investment in how good
it will be 25 years from now,"
says David Rhodes, director of the

Grunwald Center for the Graphic
Arts. "Design for Sharing gives
people the immediate pleasure of
the arts but also tries to suggest
there will be passionate, informed
audiences in the future, too."

Design for Sharing develops the

base of stiKlents who wish to pur-

sue careers in the performing arts.

'There has been a significant with-

drawal of fuixls for the arts in pub-
lic education at the elementary,
middle and secondary levels,"
says Michael Blachly, director of
the Center for Performing Arts.

"Design for Sharing will continue

to open doors for students to see
that they too may have perfor-
mance potential, that one can get

an education at a university in the

arts and go on to either perform or
teach, write, compose, direct and
choreograph."

GIANTS
From page 18

hits, like "Statue Got Me High"
and "Birdhouse In Your Soul,"
both of which TMBG played on
Wednesday to the intense joy of
the screaming fans.

, " "We'd love to stay all night, but
we can't for reasons that are too
personal to discuss here. So, see
ya later," Flansburg said asTMBG
left the stage for the first time. No
doubt the fans would have been
happy to stay all night listening.

After an explosion of applause.
They Might Be Giants came back
to play the song that everyone was
waiting to hear, "Particle Man,"
possibly one of its most popular
tunes. Although slightly altered to

fit the new band, it still sounded as
great as ever.

The band ended the second
encore somewhat surprisingly
with the classic "The Guitar," giv-

ing the mass of They Might Be
Giants fans the finishing touch of
a profound performance.

They Might Be Giants and
Frank Black - possibly some of

the most unpredictable and bril-

liantly insane performers in the

They Might Be Giants

... isn't afraid to

experiment with new
instruments and new

sounds.

music industry - together for one
show. Indeed, this night would not
soon be forgotten.

$45 Designer Frames
(original price up to $200)

EYEGLASS
PACKAGE

INCLUDES EXAMINATION.
EYEGLASS FRAME FROM OUR

VARIETY COLLECTION &
PRESCRIPTION LENSES

CONTACT LENS
PACKAGE

INCLUDES EYE EXAM
PAIR OF SOFT MATIB LENSES,

CAREKIT AND FOLLOW-UP CARE

DISPOSABLE CONTACT LENSES
INCLUDES EXAM. FiniNG & FOLLOW-UP

& 4 BOXES OF DISPOSABLE LENSES

• GLASSES & CONTACTS IN ONE HOUR
EYE EXAMINATIONS
VISION PLANS ACCEPTED

OPTOMETRIX
An Optometnc Center

208-1384
10930 WEYBURN . WESTWOOD VILLAGE

die wednesday, november if
At a Theatre Near You.

SPENDA QUARTER IN

WASHINGTON D.C.
OR SACRAMENTO

Internship s for Spring/Summer 1995 in:

Washington, D.C.
The White House, Voice of America, The Supreme Court,
Dept. of Commerce, Dept. of Justice, U.S. Baltic Foundation,
American Bar Association, National Bar Association, CNN, :

i\ ^^^' ^^P'* ®^ Education, The Keefe Co., Public Defender's'
>«

,\^
Service, The National Black Caucus, Common Cause, Rep.
Matsui, Senator Boxer, Smithsonian, Rep. Dellums, Rep. Bill

Baker, INTERPOL, Export/Import Bank and much morel

Sacramento
Governor's Office, Attorney General's Office, CYA,
Dept. of Education, UC Student Association,
MALDEF and much more!

^

%

Information Meetin^ys:

Thursday, Nov 22 ~'

5:00pm - 6:00pm
^

Deadline:

Wednesday, Nov 23, 1994
EXPO Center: Room 311, Plaza Building

(310)825-0831

XHOE UCLA BUSINESS INVESTMENT
SOCIETY PRESENTS;

~~^

"How to Pick a

Mutual Fund"
A discussion with Jim Burwell,

Investment Specialist for

Northwestern Mutual Life

Tuesday, November 22th 6:45 - 8:30 p.m
LATC Conference Room

— Pizza and beverages will be served—All are welcome—
Questions? Call Rob at

(310)276^6623

1
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ROLLINS

Henry Rollins

From page 17

drugs and random violence
throughout the book. But his

account of his environment makes

the reader wonder if he ever did

anything more immoral than steal

from a fast food salad bar in

Westwood. However, the sarcasm

Rollins uses to describe the junkies

he runs into along the way make it

clear that he totally disagreed with

that aspect of rock 'n' roll.

The descriptions of Rollins' first

UK tour also demonstrate, with

wit and wry humor, the rivalry of

overseas bands. As Rollins

explains a run-in with an old, con-

ceited rocker, the frustration of the

situation can't help but jump off of

the page.
'-' "I'm woken up by a boot in my
ribs. I grabbed my side, looked up

and there's Gene October, the

singer in Chelsea. 'Excuse me Los
Angeles! Sorry about that. I just

tripped over you.' Yeah right. I go

back to sleep. I get woken up again

by the same boot," Rollins writes.

"The prick starts talking to me.

'You really doq't have^ny good
music in America, do you Los
Angeles?' What a drag. I had two
Chelsea records at home."

But by book's end it is Black
Flag that gives other bands shit,

and the journey comes around full

circle. Without actually writing it,

Rollins hints that he understands

why some people acted they way
they did, and likewise the reader

understands why Rollins may now
act the way he does.

It is strange to consider how
consumed Rollins has become by

today's media as a commentator of

pop culture when the book
describes a hatred toward review-

ers and journalists. It is also

strange to consider that although

Rollins gained his fame by being

the lead singer of Black Flag, the

Rollins Band now seems to have

fame only because it features the

multitalented frontman.

When Black Flag breaks up, it

all seems like a natural part of a

pre-determined storyline. But of

course, the story doesn't end there.

And as long as Rollins signs yet

another book, or releases new
material, the story will continue.

r

r

CLASS OF 1995

'RUNNN
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SENIORS

vT

"DON'T Miss The"Deadline!

Seniors, get your yearbook portrait taken now and you'll earn a bonus:

9 FREE wallet size photos with any portrait order.

Remember, you pay only J5 for your portrait sitting and space

reservation. Or pay nothing at aU-the $5 fee is waived if you buy your

Bruin Life yearbook in advance. Stop by ASllCLA's Canpm Photo

Studio on 2nd floor Ackerman-and smile!

vvjr

!mif>f^f^:W^i

C«|N» KiotoSlnio ii tbcitad on 2nd loor Aclarmi

Open MomlayFriday 8:30-5:31 Plioiio 206-8433

PIZZA vsjm
Italian Restaurant

207-5900
an18"

(it*s huge!)
1162SWm MONICA BLVD.

SUN-THURS 11-12 AM • FRI & SAT 11-2 AM
j^ 15" Inch Pizza , 2 Toppings

I only$aS9
I

plus Garlic Bread and 2 Cokes

only $9.99
[_Add $1 and mate It wi Ex-Lorqeja^

W-Plece

I Chicken Hot Wings and Fries

' with order of Pizza

$12.99
X-LARGE
AH ffte toppings

your heart desires

6-pack of Coke

Spaghetti and Garlic bread

only$2S9

Tortellini and Garlic bread

only $2.99
minimum order $8.00

Thin or Thick Crust, NO EXTRA CHARGE!
Ix>wfat cheese available upon request. ^Q j^H ^Bl^

— "S".
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OPENING WEDNISIUIY NOVEMBER 23 AT ATHEAHR NEAR YOU

Classified Ad Information

Daily Bruin Classified Information
225 Kerckhoff Hal!. 308 Westwood Plaza. Los Angeles, CA 90024

Class Line: (310) 825-2221 Class Display (310) 206-3060
^

Fax (310) 206-0528

We reserve the right to change, reclassify, revise, or reject any

classified advertisement not meeting the standards of the Daily Bruin.

Our office Is open Monday-Friday, 9-4.

Ulassilieii raiba Deadlines

Daity 20 wofds or les<, $700 *« ClaultiedHaeiiis:

DaMy, each additional word .45 1 working day before printing, by noon.

Weekly. 20 words or less 2j.00 ClassKiad display ate

WeeMy, each additional word 1 .30 2 working days before printing, by noon

Oispiay ads— student rate/col. inch 6.00 Make checks payable to the

Dispiay ads— local rate col. inch 1125 UCI^ Dally Brum.

frequency & Agency Rates Available

led. X 1 = 2inches x llnch. There ar6 no cancellations after noon the day before printing.

The ASIX^LA Communicatwns Board tulhr supports the University ol Calrfornia's poiicy on nondis-

cnmirHtion No medium shall accept advertsements which present persons of any ofigin, race,

religjon, sex, or sexual orientation in a demeaning way or imply ttiat they are limited to positions,

capabtiities, rotes or status in society Neither the Daily Brum nor the ASUCLA Communicatjons Board

has iri«stigated any of the services advertised or trie advertisers represented m this issue Any person
beliiving ttut an advertisement in this issue viotated the Board's policy orr nondiscrimination stated

herein should communicate complaints m writing to the Business Manager, Daily Brum, 225
Kr.rckhoft HaW, 308 Westwood Plaza, Los Angeles, CA 90024 For assistance with housing discrimi-

riatioo problems, call the UCLA Housing Office at (310) 825-4271 or call the Aestside fair Housing

Office at (310) 475-9671

How to write a good ad
1

.

Start your ad witfi tfie merchai idise your are selling. This makes it easier for readers to quickly 3. Avoid abbreviations— make your ad easy for readers to understand.
scan the ads and locate your item(s). 4. Place yourself in the reader's position. Ask what you'd like to know about the merchandise.
2. Always Include the price of the item you are selling. Many classnied readers simply do not and include that in the ad. Include, information such as brand names, colors, and other specific
respond to ads without prices. descriptions.

1 Campus Happenings

Alcoholics Anonymous
Mon. DtKUirion. Fri. STap Study. AU 3625

Thura. Bcx>k Study. AU 3625
TuM. and Wad. OiKUMion. Owitoi 23-029

AtttknaalZIO-l.-OOpm
ForctcohotcsorlncMducttwhohavma

ditMng pioblmn.

2 Campus Services

Bereavement Croup-UCLA: 'Getting Through
the Holidays' For tliose who have lost a raml-

ly nnember to cancer in the last year. 8 vtreek

session led by licensed clinical social worker
with 20 years' experierKe in grief and be-

reavement counseling. Contact Rhonda
Fleming Martn Resource CerHer for Women
with CancerAJCLA (310)794-6644 or Julie

Steckte, LCSW 010)473-9559.

4 Financial Aid

Cash for college. 900,000 grants available.

No repayments, EVER. Qualify immediately.

1-800-243-2435.

7 Good Deals

THIS WEEK ONLY! ^

•I

ALL books in stock:

Art & Photography,

Architecture,

Chemistry, Physics

B^Bgzoijg
A-Level Ackerman Union • 206-4041

9 Miscellaneous

Susan Smith ueo about their

"kidnapping" and then

confessed she murdered her 2

UTTUBOyS

HER SeNTBKE?:

The DEATH PENALTY:

1 -900-336-S080 ext 863
$2.0Q^min, A^ call 1 min
M13 cost IS-OOMadmun co« M.OO

IJFE WITHOUT Parole:

1-900-336-S080extfi64
$2.0C/min, Avs call 1 min
At^ oat ilOOIMmImm cotUM

loucMancctancrtq'd. UndvltfttpMrrtpBmMai.
QallMv. ttmmCaimi.
CamtC CA(4<») MS-1910

10 Personal

lEUNE AMERICAIN dldome a UCLA pariant

francais cherche francais(e]/francophone

pour cchance llnguistlque at cuiturcl. Appal-

iaz Jeffau (818)591-7827 (repondarur).

WANTED: 300 UCLA studenu to test new in-

tar-coHcgiatt voksmall introduction service.

Abiolulely Freel 818-98^9045.

WNTEDrlOO PEOPLE
LoM 10-29 lbs. in 30 days and aam $$$ do-

in* it 100% RMaramaa. Call 310-281-8828.

ARE YOU SICK OF DATING

6UYS WHO D0N7 TREAT

YOUWEU?
Btvorty Hlfe Haltdh MMw won^

to h^oduM you to a W,

cArticttva, ^jper-njcce^M guy

who seeks a sp«:M nMkxnt^fi

wNhatiMic, InMNgenl.

od^fturaMine gM in Nr 30't

tor cHnnH, Ihv^, feovai lun.

310-205-8463

12 Research Subjects 12 Research Subjects 12 Research Subjects

Feeling depressed, sad or hopeless? Lost

interest or energy?

Sleeping too much

or too little? Crying

frequently?

Participants 18 to 65

needed for medical research study.

Qualified volunteers may be compensated

up to $660.

CALIFORNIA

P I I- A s F ( A I I 1-800-854-390^

NERVOUS? ANXIOUS?
FEARFUL? WORRIED?

Research volunteers between the ages of 18 and 65
experiencing these symptoms for at least 1 month and

in relatively good health are needed. Volunteers will

receive a brief exam in order to determine eligibility.

Qualified volunteers receive free basic physical

exam/lab test and compensation up to $495-.

California I CLINICAL TRIALSl

MEDICAL GROUP

Please call 1-800-854-3902

schizophrenia
Do you or a loved one suffer from Schizophrenia?

Qualified voluteers ages 12 and over may qualify for a

medical research study on .schi/oplircnia.Qualified

volunteers rccive a free basic physical exam, lab tests

and may be compensated up to approximately $1650.

CALIFORNIA

P I I A s i{ ( A I I 1-800-854-3902

12 Research Subjects

ASTHMA SUFFERERS. Earn up to $540.00 in

your spare time. If you tal(e daily asthma
rnedication you may be eligible to participate

in a research drug study with a new potential

Ueatmenl for asthma. Contact (310)477-1734

ext 540 to find out how you may benefit from

this vital program. Allergy Research Founda-
tion. Inc. (Brentwood)

Bedwetting boys 7-11 yrs. and their families

needed for UCLA research Project Subjects

will receive $20 ar>d a free developmental
evaluation. 310-825-0392.

EARN MONEY for 1 5-minutes woric. Looking
for male subject between 38-45, married, 1-

adolescent child, to complete surveys dealing

with mid-life issues. Totally confidential. Can
be done totally by mail. 310-286-0775.

Hyperactive boys with attentional problems
7-11 yrs, needed for UCLA research project.

Receive S20 and a free developmental
evaluation. 310-825-0392.

Normal healthy boys 3-1 1 yrs, and their

families needed for UCI^ research project

Receive $20 and have a scientific learning

experience. 310-825-0392.

HIV+ STUDY
.
TESTOSTERONE
REPLACEMENT

Under 200 T-Cells or AIDS
defining illness

Never have taken

testosterone

Stipend up to $1 ,000
Gail Paul at (818) 906-6279

V

NEED CHRISTMAS
MONEY?

RESEARCH SUBJECTS NEEDED
FOR BACK MUSCLE TEST. MUST

BE AVAILABLE FOUR
CONSECUTIVE DAYS DEC. 19-22.

1-1/2 HOURS EACH DAY NO
DRUGS OR NEEDLES INVOLVED.
PAID $100 CASH AFTER LAST

TEST PRESCREENING IN CULVER
CITY PRIOR TO BEING ACCEPTED.

CALL (800) 443-6963.

15 Wanted

CASH FOR CARS. We come to you. Top dol-

lar paid. We do ail OMV. We buy anything.

818-999-IBUY(4289).

Needed 2 female singers, between the ages

of 21-26, with R and B influence. Call 310-

572-2220.

16 Lost and Found

LOST: ROTTWEILER, female, 8 months,
Brentwood, near Mt. St. Mary's, $1000 re-

ward for safe return of *Mu-chan.' 310-273-

3261 ext 296 or exl 278.

19 Sperm/ Egg donors

ECC DONORS NEEDED for infertile couplet.

19-33 yrs, own medical insurance. Special

needs for blade, Hispanic, & Chinese. At

UCLA med center. 31Q-82S-9S00.

ECC DONORS NEEDED. All info conriden-

tiaL Please call (310)285-0333.

EGG DONORS NEEDED: Healthy female*

between 21-34years old wAnedical irw

surarKe. Paynwnt of $2200 for medical pro-

cess. Mima Navas 310-829-6782, Monday-
Friday.

IF YOLTD LIKE TO HELP a couple who's
having difficulty getting pregnant or unable to

ca-ry /child, call 310-820-6180, ask for Bea-
ificc.

Sperm donors rweded for anonymous donor
program at orw of the largest sperm banki In

the country, earn up to $42G^t>o. if qualified.

Contact Heidi at the California Cryo Bank
310-443 5244. ext 24.

20 Pregnancy

GIVE THE GIFT OF LIFE. Be a turrogHc for a

childless couple. Mutf ba at Icart 21. LA
area. Si 5.000 paid. 800-306-7367.
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22 Health Services

ALONE-STRESSED-OVfRWHaMED. Sup-

portive counseling, individuals, couples,

groups. Adjacent to campus. Carole Chasin

MA, IMF-20924. Barbara Shore, supervisor,

MS-246S5. 310.289-4643.

COUNSELINCVTHERAPY with experienced

female PhO. 2-blocks from campus, free

parking. Specializing in young adult issues:

Depression, aruciety, relationships, academic

corK°,ems ar>d family problems. For informa-

tlon or consultation- 310-474-8305.

PENIS-NIPPLE ENLARGEMENT. Professional

vacuum pumps with instruction. Cain 1
'-3'.

Permanent- safe. Enhance erection. Dr. Joel

Kaplan 1 800-987-PUMP.

REACH PERSONAL AND ACADEMIC
COALS WITH HYPNOSIS. REDUCE TEST

ANXIETY. Increase concentration,

performance, self-confidence. Irviividual

appointnrtents and classes. Experienced

psychotherapist for 1 7-years. Student Rates.

Call Laura Guilds MFCC. 31&207-0630.

Acne. Tattoos

SunsDOts & Scars

Non-Surgical Laser Therapy for

painless facial skin rejuvenation

and removal of acne, tattoos,

sunspots & scars. Low cost.

Free Consultation Call

1-800-685-6574

30 Help Wanted

$6.63A1R. Work in fun atmosphere, schedule

around classes. Apply: Maureen O'Brien,

Cafe Sproul, 3S0 DeNeve Dr. 310-825-2074.

S7/hour + bonus, flexible hours, great work
experience. Hiring now! APPLY TODAYI
UCLA Annual Fund, 1083 Cayley, 4th floor.

310-794-0277.

AAATTENTKDN UCLA STUDENTSI Puzzles

Fast Food Restaurant is hiring for Fall And
Winter quarterl NOW accept APS w/Previous

restaurant experierKC. $6.63A)r. FLEXIBLE

Nl» SCHEDULE. <!tali Dominic 310-20&-

7687.

ACCURATE 60+ WPM SECRETARY-BOOK-
KEEPER. Word-processing and computer ex-

perience preferred. 1 5-20 hours^week, flexi-

ble. Dr. Frank 310-888-8050.

ACTIVE FILM CO. seeks motivated individu-

als. Great opportunity to learn production

arxi developrrwnL Flexible hrVdayt. Credit,

no pay. Contact Stacy KaU 310-559-7410, ex

1_K

ACTORS/MODELS NEEDED. Auditions by

appointmerrts only. For commercials, films,

and print ads. AJI type^ages r>eeded. No ex-

perierx:e r>ecessary. No registration fees. Call

Today Image. 818-222-9091.

ADMINISTRATIVE ASSISTANT. Part-time,

full-time preferred. BH Software Company,
perfect English, WordPerfect required, Page-

Maker helpful. 310-859-7277.

ADMINISTRATORA'ROJECT ASSISTANT.
Computer literate, Windows, Word profi-

cient. Senior/graduate with strong writing

skills. Flexible days^xxjrs; r>o dress cod^re-
ception duties. $6- $8. 310-395-1414.

ALASKA EMPLOYMENT - TUKTHg IndusOy.

Earn to $3,000-$6,000+ per Month + bene-

fits. MaleA^emale. No experience r>ecessary

206-545-41 55 ext A59342.

ATHLETK7BOYISH MALE MODELS. Earn

$150-5300 PER HOUR. Surfer, student, jock

types. Must be 18-24, clean-shaven face, lit-

tle/rx> chest hair. Playgiri-style magazine prir«

workA'ideos, nudity required. Highest $$$,
immediate payl Beginners welcome. Brad,

310-392-4248.

BALLOON CELEBRATIONS needs parly dec-

orators, drivers, artists, and trainee managers.
Fast paced, fun, and creative environment,

flexible hours. Call 310-208-1 180.

EARN UP TO $S.5(VHR PLUS TIPS
cleaning houses and offices. Call today
and go to work this week. Torn ol work.

Full and part time worlt. Flexible

schedule. Work in your area.

Car necessary.

Call today at 310/4S3-1»17.

Need Part-time

motivated individuals

to work in a health

conscious

environment. All

shifts available.

Brentwood.

CaU (310)826-3050
j

30 Help Wanted

BUSY ENTERTAINMENT OFFICE, needs hard

working office support. Part-time position, re-

quires flexible availability. Need car. Fax re-

surT>e 310-276-5721, phone 310-276-3300.

CAMPUS POSITION AVAILABLE starting at

$6.63^r. We work around your classes.

liTunediate employment available for Fall

1994. Sunset Village Dining Services.

Contact David at 310-206-7688.

CASHIER WANTED. WLA and Westwood.

Some Japanese preferred. 310-479-2530-

1834 Westwood Blvd.

CASTING IMMEDIATELYI Extras needed for

feature flirro, commercials, arSd music videos.

Earn up to $200 per dayl No experience

needed. Work guaranteedl Call today 213-

851-6102.

CITY BEAN COFFEE is looking for coffee

lovers full-tinfWpart-time. Apply in person O
10911 Lindbrook Dr, Westwood. 310-824-

1340.

CLERICAL-comnr>ercial real estate firm seek-

ing temporary secretary to cover during vaca-

tion (1 1/28-12/13). Type SOwpm, knowledge

of MS Word a musL Call 310-458-6682.

COMMUNITY SERVKZE OFFICERS (CSO's)

are hiring UCLA students nowl. $6.16/hr to

start, up to $9.10. 15+hrVwk. Flexible sched-

ule. Call 825-6760.

COMPUTER PROGRAMMER for PD\ per-

sonal organizer, experience in BASIC a must.

Familiarity with NEWTON a plus. Leave mes-

sa^e or fax resume. 310-476-0097.

CONSULTANT SEEKS researcher/recnjiter.

Female preferred. P/T, flexible hours. Work
through your home and my office. Computer

skills preferred. AM/PM 31 0-47S-S380.

CRUISE SHIPS HIRING
Earn up to $200Of/nrK>nth on Cruise Ships or

Land-Tour companies. Seasonal and fjull-

Time employment available. No experience

necessary. For information call 1-206-634-

0468 ext. C59342.

DATA ENTRY CLERK. Temporary up to 60
hours. Flexible hours 9AM-6PM.'^$10 per

hour. 1-mile south of campus. 310-477-

7502.

MOVIE EXTRAS
MODELS

ALL TYPES NEEDED FOR

MAJOR FEATURE FILMS

IMMEDIATE ASSIGNMENTS

310-659^288

30 Help Wanted

CRAPHIC DESICM HRM
Seeking Tenfiporary/Part-tlme

MAC office assistance to worK

flexible hours. Dec. 1 - mid March

1995. Individual nxjst be MAC
proficient and have working

knowledge of WORD and EXCEL
Must have good oonnmunk:atk)n

skills, be detail oriented, and able

to work a minimum of 5 hours per

day.

Hours will vary, but prefer

noon - 5pm or later, 5 days per

week. KrwwiedgjB of graphic

terminok>gy or proof reading skills

helpful. Pay $7.50 per hour.

Please send resume to:

MDA
12100 Wilshire Blvd Suite 520

LA.CA90025

« m

Help Wanted
Westside Law rirm needs
help in accounting

department Job duties

include flling, shredding,

mailing and misc. tasks.

P/T. Can be flexible.

Start 7.00/hr. Send fwLjq^

Jiidy Cunningham
(310)312-4224

DEL MANO GALLERY. CHRISTMAS HELP.

Sales and giftwrapping. P/T-F/T. Call Kevin

fof infofmalion 310-476-8508.>

DRIVER WANTED-Experience necessary,

clean recorcVinsurance. Male to drive 1 0-yr-

old boy to outside-activities. Hours Flexible.

Salary competitive. Evenings, 310-393-2928,

leave message.

DRIVERS NEEDED- Full-time/Part-time. Cars

and Motorcycles. Must have valid CADL arxl

Ins. Guaranteed Minimums. Mercury Dlt-

oatch Messenxer 310-441-4588.

EARN $35-S75AX}UR. Part-time independ-

ent martceting consultants needed. No experi-

erKe r>ece«sary. All ages welcome. Hundrecis

of openings available. Begin todayl 310-281-

1975.

Energetic coffee-lovers needed Immediately

to work Arrosto Espresso Bars in Beverly

Hills, Brentwood, and WLA. Apply in person:

262 S. Beveriy Drive, Beverly Hills.

FILE CLERK NEEDED FOR SMALL LAW
FIRM. Must have reliable car and proof of

auto Insurance. Full-time- SKVhour 310-550-

7993.

GREENPEACE seeks committed full-time and
part-time people to change the world. Call

310-287-2210 between 3pm and 5pm Mon-
day-Friday.

HEALTH CLUB PERSON^ TRAINERS . Up-
scale fitness center. San Fernando West Val-

ley. Knowledge of kinieseology, human anat-

omy, or related. Exercise science backgnxjnd

a plus. Part-time. Flexible hours. Tim
(81 8)705-6500 ext.256.

HOSTESS-NIGHTCLUB. Females, earn up to

$12/hr.-mpt. Club Greco. 366 East 2nd St.

Los Angeles. Minimum age-21. No cxpcri-

eiKe r>eceuary. Japanese language

preferred. 213-626-5270, please call after

6om.M-Sat.

In-lir>e Skater r>eeded for part4ime Iwliday

season phont sales. Santa Monica. Flexible

Hours. 310-573-1543.

LAW OFFKIE. Clerical secretarial positkms.

Must know WordPerfect. Have office experi-

er>ce. Good typing skills, flexible i>ours.

Wilshire & Glendon. 310-475-0481.

LOOKING FOR FUN, ENTHUSIASTIC, intel-

ligent people to teach test prep for SAT. High

test scores and car required. We train you.

Start pay $1 3.50 hour (6-8 hours per week).

Send resume /cover letter by 1 2/1 6/94 to: The
Princeton fteview, Attn: Personnel Depart-

ment, 10474 Santa Monica Blvd. #403, LA
90025. NO PHONE CALLS PLEASE.

MALE ATHLETK:: MODELS being sought by
professional piwtographter for nude and semi-

nude modeling;. $20A^r. k>hn, 21 3-487-7462.

MALE MODELS. Asian, Latin or surfer types.

No height requirement Hot head, cards,

posters, mags. Good morwy. FunI 213-664-

2999 24hours.

MANAGER, part-time. $8/hr. Small jewelry

department in UCLA. Some retail experience

with reference. Call 805-495-0973.

MARKET RESEARCH COMPAnV in Van
Nuys needs irxlividuals to work 4-6

ixHirs/day. Evening, day, and weekeryi htours

available to do public opinion and market re-

search. Must have excellent reading skills,

ability to write verbatim, and follow instruc-

tions. Call 818-725-4275.

MARKETING CONSULTANT'S RESEARCH
ASSISTANT with speedy, accurate wordpro-

cessing skills (WP5.1). Needed in the after-

noons. 310-820-3288.

MERCHANDISER. Place poster displays in

stores. Responsible, quality oriented, 20-40

hoursAveelc. Own car, greater Los Angeles

area. SS-S12/hr. 310-821-1677.

Metro-Coldwyn-Mayer \nc. has immediate

openings in our studio store for part-time

sales associates for the season with 6-months

1 year sales experier>ce. To apply please

contact Ms.Palmer 310-449-3567.

MGNT TRAINEE
No exp. ncc. Corp. expanding In area.

S4000^nnonth, base-f commission. Start im-

mediately. 213-463-0633

"MtO-WHSHIRE, Cast of raiiiid'cfmHce^ IVT
sales. The Tennis Place. Great atmosphere,

weekend i>elp needed. Sales experience pre-

ferred. 21 3-931 -t71 5.

NATIONAL INVESTMENT BANKING FIRH
Ir^stitutional Department. Articulate, ambi-
tious senior for pA telemarketing. 29-hrV«vk.

Entry-level posltkm, training incJuded.

NIGHT DESK CLERK, P/T. Luxury Hotel in

Westwood Village. Frkiay arwi Saturday,

11pm-7«n. 310-206-3945.

OFFICE ASSISTANT needed for busy, exciting

office. Challenging opportunity/lots of room
for advarKement. Type 40 wpm, MAC ex-

perierKe required, 35 hour^vcek. Call 818-

S06-SS18.

Organized self-starter needed to manage
Brentwood office & run errarwis. Must have
car. Good typing & telephone skills. SIC^.
2&f hourVMwek. Call Dr. Cooper. 310-470-
4900 anytime.

P/T ASSISTANT FOR COMPUTER SCHOOL
in Westwood. Some bookkeeping skills pre-

ferred. 3 momingiAveek. $8.50^. 310-

470-8600.

P/r position offered. Must be 21. Sonrte

driving IrKluded in company car. Up to 20
houn/week. Starts at $7/hr. 310-620-1030.
Ask for Janerte Coldberx.

PART-TIME CASHIERS AND SERVKI POSI-
TONS NEEDED. Flexible hours. Apply Mon-
day, Wednesday, and Friday between 2-4.

1 191 1 San Vicente, 310-476-7060.

Part-time person for office work In Century

City. Need rrwmings for sure. Call Fern 3^6-

785-0286.

Part-time receptionist In lawfirm. 8:30-1:00,

hours flexible, Mon-Fri. Fax resume: Attn Iris

310-207-1301.

Rapidly growing investment company seek-

ing P/T computer intern. College sopho-
more/junior, ability to work with DOS, Wind-
ows, Lotus 123, Word Perfect, and Foxpro.
Bilingual (English/Spanish) a plus. $7.00-

$8.00 per hr. Contact Nelson Jiminez at 31a
571-3700x231.

30 Help Wanted

REAL ESTATE/ BROKERAGE FIRM offering a

PAID irHemshijV growth potential to an

entreprer>eurial-minded individual. Leam
about the industry and gain valuable experi-

eiKS. Duties range from light office work to

active participation in leasin^development
process. Must be computer literate and' have
own car. Fax resume to 31 0-458-6661

.

RECEPTKDNIST. WESTWtXJD LAW offices.

M-F, 9am-5pm. Sbftv. Can do homework
on job. 310-470-3004.

RECEPTKDNIST. WLA Accounting ofHce.

9am-1pm M-F. Professtonal phone marvwr
and appearance. $7Aiour. Contact Alicia,

310-477-0030.

RESORT JOBS- Earn to $12 / hr -f tips.

Theme Parks, Hotels, Spas, -f more. Tropical

& Mountain destinaticNis. Call 206-632-0150
exLR59341.

SALES POSITION. Local phone and paging

company. P/T-F/T, flexible i>ours. Salary ne-

Kotlabie. 310-475-4030.

SECRETARY WANTED: Someone organized,

efTicier^ for a busy RE office. PleasarH sound-
ing voice, fast typing, computer literate. Jo-

seph: 310-652-5566.

STOCKBROKER TRAINEE. Hardworking
serious only. Long hours, salary plus com-
mission. Series 7 preferred. CerUury City.

John. 310-772-7905.

TEACHER ASSISTANT. Private school, near

to SFValley. 7 year old. . Hours 8-1 M-F.

Should be Mac literate. Begins immediately.

(818)998-1782, ask for Helene.

TELEMARKETER

:

Film promotion company in MDR. Seeks
person to schedule prornos. P/T. Flexible

7A>r.-fbonus. Alex 310-821-1677. Leave
message

Santa Monica t>as«d rurttonal
R*al Eetat* corporation saaka

' ofHoa otark to aaalat in proparty >

maruigomant. Data antry. ptnorm.
Bnd orgar^zatlonal akllla raquirad.
Part-Uma. ImmatMata opartlnp

at S7.00/rv.
(3 10>440-9029/aina

ENTRY LEVEL
The Rader institute
The nations largest provider of

eating disorders treatment seeks

stLKJents for entry level, mari^eting,

sales, communication position.

Psychology major a plus. Part

time, flexible hours, potential

counseling, dinical opportunity.

Salary DOE.

Call 478-8238 ext.201

RICE$ NEEDED
• ForTVCommendais
•Movlu
•Cat8k)gs

•Videos

can ImnMdiaMy

(310)eS»488S

TEMPORARY HELP WANTED, week nighU
' and weekends Rertvivil of metflcat recflrtfe.

$6/hour. Call between 10am-4pm. Cuhwr
City. 310-559-8823.

Tennis dub/pro shop needs P/T arid weekend
help, tennis experierKe required. Call Ron
Cornell 310-475-8511.

TO Vy^RK WTfH CHILDREN ages 6-1 3. Art

background helpful, not mandatory. Must
have good writing skills and be MAC literate.

Hours 10:45-3:30PM. Begin immediately.

Call Heka>e 81 8-998- 1 782.

TUTORS WANTED
MATH, SCIENCE, SPANISH, FRENCH TU-
TORS needed for Shennan Oaks, Woodland
Hills , Westwood Centers. Undergraduate de-

gree required. $12/hr. 818-347-7616, 310-

475-5330.

UCLA STUDENTS LOOKING FOR EMPLOY-
MENT, work around your classes, starting

rate $6.63/hr. Call jelena at Hershey Hall

Food Senrlce 310-825-7686.

Valet parking holiday, P/T, earn up to $8+,
818-344-4254.

VALET PARKING. Attendants and Cashiers
needed for LAX MARROTT. Full-time and
part-time available. Flexible schedules. Great

student job. For more information call 310-

337-5374.

WAITER/DRIVER
LA TO GO: Gourmet food delivery. Looking
(or moth^ated, energetic, and conscierUious
delivery driver^aiters. Flexible hours. Good
money Fun work. Call (310)440-4455 before

10:30am, between 3-5Dm.

WANTED: PURCHASE MERCHANT TELLERS
at Wells Fargo Bank, Pacific Palisades Office.

fYocau account transactions and sell bank
products. Aggre«h(C Sates Persons need only
apply. Fothlonm are part-time at an hourly

wage-*- sales commission. Contact Tracy 310^

454-0972.

We could be just the place for you. Cultws
Restaurant, Santa Mnnlct. Hiring tarven.

Apply In person M-F between 2-5pm. 2425
COtOfMto Ave.

30 Help Wanted

WRITER'S EXCHANGE has woric for cfcathw-

ly-talented writers. Papertuck novels, Non-
Fiction Books, Magazine arwi Newspaper arti-

cles. Essay, Screenplays. 310-209-0681, Ver-

non.

YOUNG MEN WANTED for nude and semi-

ruxie modeling Good pay. Immediate work.

Call Derek 21 3-845-9669.

32 Career Opportunities

ATTENTION DECEMBER CRADS: For-

tur\e/INC. S(X) Companies searching for as-

sertive, Smotivated people to join their

sale^ngmL teams. $40k potential 1st year.

Call recruiter Stephanie Heimburger 818-

788-7550.

Financial freedom available. Low risk, no in-

ventory, business opportunity. For Info call

213-964-2277.

SENK3RS AND GRADS. Earn up to $30(yday.

Excellent people skills required. Training

provided. 310-337-0790.

BARTENDER
TRAINEES

•no experierKe necassary
•earn$1CX>-S200 daily

•more jobs tnan graduates
•nation wide job placement

NATIONAL BARTENDERS
SCHOOL

(213)38a32CX)

(310)558^608
(818)994^100

34 Internships

2HR. ABC MOVIE. CAMERA AND ART de-

partment Onset. 11/21-12/19. Contact Jud

Shannon. 310-996-3114.

ACTIVE, INDEPENDENT FILM PRODUCER
seeks student interns to leam script develop-

ment activities in S.M. office. NO PAY, but

good opportunity to leam. 310-260-1405 or

310-394-7263.

DEVELOPMENTAL INTERNS NEEDED for

oi\e of the largest film production companies.

No pay, but lots of experierxie. Work closely

with VP of Development at Roger Corman's
production company. Call Rob at 310-820-

6733.

GENERAL INTERNS NEEDED for one of the

largest film production companies. No pay.

Lots of experierKC. College credit available.

Hard, fun work. Computer experience help-

ful. Call Linda: 310-820-6733.

INTERNATIONAL BUSINESS DEVELOP-
MENT firm seeking intern to assist with pre-

paration of monthly finarKial reports, t>ank

reconciliatior«, interrul auditing reports, etc.

Fax resume to Mrs. Robinson 310-829-4334
or call 310-829-3556.

INTERNATIONAL BUSINESS DEVELOP-
MENT firm seeking interns for projects relat-

ing to: US firms seeking to sell intematkMial-

ly, intematfonal market for US animated
classics Ikxnces, manufacturers and repre-

sentatives seeking to expand domestic lines

with other Intematfonal lines. Fax resume to

M.Robinson 310-829-4334 or call 310-829-
3556.

•MERRILL LYNCH offering Intemihlpa far

Winter and Spring qtrs. For junkv^seniors

business majors. College credit 310-458-
361 6, Davki Hunt.

WANTED: PUBLISHER'S ASSISTANT. Intern

Part-time. New, national, multi-ethnic teen

magazine- Unity LA. ExperierKe on Mac.
213-935-5826.

35 Child Care Wanted

CHILD-CARE DRIVER. Responsible person

with excellent driving record arKl insurance

needed for 2-3 days after sciK>ol. Call everv

ings 310-471-5633.

CHILD-CARE, PART-TIME, 2:30-6PM. 2

BOYS, 10 AND 13. Must drive w/car. Brent-

wocxl area. References required. 31&-273-

233QMavs. 31 0-826-1876/evcnin«s.

CHILDCARE WANTED BY student couple in

our home for 1 l^nonth-old boy. SSAtour. No
housework. 10-15hoursA«veck, very flexible.

310-826-4381.

DRIVER FOR CHILDREN. WED, FRL 3-6.

$6/hr. Need car. Westwood. 310-273-
6036.

DRIVER/CHILDCARE needed by two profes-

sor family. 3 aftemoonsAvk. $1CVt>r. SlOQMc
min. Need own car and rafercrKet. Call for

Interview. 310-828-3363.

EXPERIENCED BABYSITTER, evcningaAfvee-

kends. Brentwood, 2-chlMren. Must have car

and excellent refererKcs. 394-4530.

FUN, SENSITIVE PERSON FOR FUN, sensi-

tive 10-year-oW boy in our WLA home.
12/19-1/2, 9am-3pm. 310^444-7392.

NANNY for two year old boy. Great condi-

tionVpay. References required. Call alter 6:30

PAl 310-459-4471.

36 Personal Assistance

RaiABLE STUDCNT DRIVER needwj to pidc

up stud«nt» from Campbell Hall, (Laurd

CanyorWcrrtura Freeway). 5 daysAtwek. S^
ary ne||0tiabl«. Qndy 31 0-476-7305.

Daily Bruin Classified

4-; Apartments tor Rem

$525 MOVE IN SPECIAL. LARGE SINGLE in

security bulMIng wHh amenities. 1 2602 Ve-

nlceBh>d. 310-398-1809.

$900 CULVER CITY. Large, quiet, modem, 2-

k>dnTV3bath townhome, dishwasher, a/c,

frkige, patio, gated paricin^ 310-837-0761.

$995. 2BR/1-1/2BA TOWNHOUSE STYLE
1.2 miles UCLA. 310-459-6800.

l-BEDROOM $695. 2-BEDROOM $825.
Garden courtyard. Quiet Appliances, bllrKis,

etc 1&1/2 miles to campus. Blue bus. 310-

477-072S.

l-MILE TO WESTWOOD. $695. 1-bdmt.

pool, 123S Federal Avenue. 310-477-7237.

• MAR VISTAS
'

2BD,2BA.2STC}RY
CUSTOM TOWNHOMES.

GATED GARAGE. CENTRAL AIR.

FIREPLACE. UNITALARM

A 12736 CASWELLAVE $845
* 11931 AVON WAY $845
* 11 748 COUFriLEiGH DR. $795

^ PALMS •
2 BO. 2BA CUSTOMTOWNHOME.
FIREPLACE. BALCONY. GATED

GARAGE.ALRM IN UNfT
(ONE MONTH FREE RENT)

* 3614 PARIS $995
• opan7dq«

CALL (310) 391-1076

TOSEElhE
• LOVELYAPMTMENTS

1 -MINUTE TO UCLA, Bachelor, $525, fur-

nished^nfumished, utilities included, pool,

laundry, no pets. 310-824-3000

1 -MINUTE TO UCLA Single, $475. Fur-

nished or unfurnished. Parking $90 extra.

310-208-2820.

__3BR + 3BATH
Santa Fe Style condo, four units. Built-ins,

fireplace, refrigerator, air, washer/dryer.

Gated parking WLA/UCLA. Cable bonus.

$1495.310-471-0359.

BACHELORS, SINGLES, and 1-BDRMS avail-

able, close to UCLA. FunVUnfum, laundry,

no peU. From $S2S->- 310-477-2537

Beautiful 3-y/o deluxe apartnoent. 2-bdrrTV2-

ba, 3-bdrm/2-ba available. 640 Veteran Ave.

Call fast 824-2036.

BEVERLY HILLS ADJ. 1 &2-BEDROOMS
$650-$895. SOME W/HARDWOOD
FLOORS. ONLY 1/2 BLOCK TO PICO BUS.

ASK ABOUT LEASE BONUS. 310-839-6294.

BRENTWOOD ADJ. $625, 1-bdrm. $875, 2-

bdrnV2-bath. 2.5 minutes to UCLA. Huge
Apartments. Quiet Building. Garden Court-

yard, new carpets, r>ew paint, refrigerator,

stove, laundry, walk-in closet, full baths.

Available now. 11260 Missouri. 310-207-

4000 or 310-575-0665.

Brent«voodl 3-bdnTV2-bath. $1600. Pool,

Ig balcony, gated parking central air. Near

UCLA. Add.: 330 S.Barrington, near Sunset.

310-471-2498.

BRENTWOOD, $900, 2-bdniV2-baih. patjo,

r>ew decor, dose to UCLA, by appt only,

1 1 728 Mayfield Apt #3, 310-271 -661

1

BRENTWOOD, Sunny and large 3-bed-

roorV2-bath, Patfo, North of Wilshire, dish-

washer, cat-okay, $145(Vmonth. Open 9-3,

11921 Goshen Ave. apt»1. 310-207-0634.

BRENTWOOD. 1/2 BLOCK, south of

Wilshire. Upstairs, gated building, bright,

cheerful bachelor. Laurxiry, walk-in closet,

$49a Grad student prefened. 310-275-

7139.

BRENTWOOD. Sunny 2-bdrm/2-ba top floor.

Gated parking laundry, fireplace, balcony,

security. Great location: Barrington &
Wilshire. $1300. 310-820-1932. AVAILABLE.

CHEVKDT HILLS ADJ. $775, modem 2-bdnn,

1 1/2 bath, carpet, drapes, built-ins, refrigera-

tor,patfo, carport, launidry, excellent trartspor-

tatton and shopping. 310-838-9052

MAR VISTA, $845, 2-bed/2-bath, 2-story cus-

tom towr>house. Gated garage, unit alarm,

central air, fireplace. 11931 Avon Way. 310-

391-1076.

MAR VISTA. $675. Near 405 freeway, Nke
1 -bedroom, new carpets, stove, refrigerator,

laundry. 310-454-0805.

MAR VISTA. $845. 2-bdnn/2-bath, custom
townhome, fireplace, gated garage, alarm in

unit 12736 Caswell Ave. 310-391-1076..

Open 7 days 9-S.

MAR VISTA. 2-bdnTi/2bath. Custom town-

home, fireplace, gated garage, alarm in unit.

$795. 1 1748 Courtfeigh. Door open 7 days.

310-391-1076.

MARINA SHORES. MDR/Venice border. 2-t-l

apartmeitts. $745-$845. Sunny, airy, nicely

landKaped, parking IrKluded. Hard-
WQotVcarpeU. Walk to beach. 310-39S-0591
or 310-829-0589.

MuKi-levei secure 2t)d/2.5b»t-loft, fireplace,

^C, high ceilings, sunny, ocean t>recze, safe

parkirYg, storage, MDR adjacent, non smokers

preferred, S140C^th>. 310-456-1578.

PALMS $595, 1 -bedroom security bulMing
very quiet, all appliances. Convenient to

carnpus. Security deposK $100. A^, laundry.

310-837-7061.

4y Aponmcnts tor kont

PALMS $750, 2-bdnnrVl-ba, large upper,

small buikJing. Completely refurbished, like

new. Must see to appreciate. 15-mins from

campus. 310-398-6622.

PALMS $825. 2-bdmV2-ba, refrigerator, dish-

washer, stove, central air, fireplace, two un-

dergrourxi parking Quiet. Bus #12. 6-year

new security buikting. 310-556-1688.

PAIA4S AREA. Large, quiet 2bdmV2bath.
Verticals, carpet, cook-top oven. Students

wdcomel focenUvesI 310-559-6034 Jean.

$750

PALMS*371 7 CARDIFF
LARGE 1 -BEDROOM UPPER, $695. FIRE-

PLACE, BALCONY, EXTRA CLOSETS, ALL
APPLIANCES. LOCKED BUILDING, GATED
GARAGE. NEWER BUILDING, QUIET. 13-

MINUTES TO UCLA. 310-652-0847, 310-
836-7146.

PALMS, 1 -bedroom, SSSG/month, upper,

3455 Jasmine. AppliarKes, pool, parking

laundry, no pets. 310-454-4754.

PALMS. $995, 2-bed/2-bath, custom town-

home, fireplace, balcony, gated garage,

alarm in unit. One month free. 361 4 Faris Dr.

310-391-1076.

PALMS. Unfurnished 1 -bedroom, $495,

single $395. AppliarKes, no pets. Call 9am-
8pm, ask for m^r. (310)837-4196.

PALMS/CULVER CITY. Keystone Place apart-

ments. Convenient, light, sunny. Singles 1 &2-

bedroom apartmer>ts. Microwave, Jacuzzi,

gated-parking. Close to 405. $650-$950.

Linda 31 0-836-1 71 8.

PENTHOUSE VIEW
$575. Elegant, 1 bedroom, two entries. Si>er-

man Oala adj. Great location, half block

markets, busses, near freeways. 818-399-

9610.

QUIET 2BDRM/2BATH Brentwood $1400.
Patio, pool, 2 car parking, remodled kitchen

and bathrooms. 310-472-1456.

SHERMAN OAKS. Gated, newer, quiet, sin-

gle, $450, 2-1-2 $735, 1 3406 Moorparic St.

818-907-9237, 818-222-8296.

SINGLE APARTMENTS. Near buses. Com-
pletely renovated. Bike or ride to campus.

Near parks.Laundry and parking. Massachu-

settsE.of40S. $535. 310-479-2819

SPACIOUS SINGLE, Sherman Oaks. Walk to

Westward Ho market, refrigerator and free

Utilities, $6S(Vmo., 818-788-0003

TWO BEDROOM $595
SPACK)US, VIEW, walk library. Great Van
Nuys location. Minutes to Sherman Oaks,

shopping busses, af>d freeways. .81 8-399-

9610.

Monterey

2 Bed / 2 Bath
$1150
$1250

Central Air/Central Heat.
Security
WUl

building.
Allcw 4 in

1 Apartment

Now rtserving for FaU

(310)477-0858

WALK TO LXIA. One bedroom, balcony,

free parking laundry facilities, water irKl.

S90Q. Bachelor $550. Single 4650, .10944

Strathmore. (310)209-0968.

WEST L.A. l-bdrni $600, single $575,

bachelor $475. Single and bachelor include

utilities. 310-477-2696.

WESTWOOD 2-BDRM/2-B\ A/C, laundry,

gym, Jacuzzi, 2 underground parking, alarm,

dishwasher, phone entry, walk to campus,
villajte. $1275/mo. 310-444-1956.

WESTWOOD- 2-BEDROOM/2-BATH, $925
AhJD UP. TILE KITCHEN, STEPDOWN LIV-

ING ROOM. UNUSUAL CHARM. 1-1/2

MILE TO UCLA. 31 0-839-6294.**
• -

WESTWOOD. Large studio apartment for

rent for spring quarter, fiill kitchen, parking

space, laundry, 1/2 mile to campus. 310-206-

7972.

Westwood/Century City and Palms, $495+
single; $595 luxury bachelor; $675-«- Ibd; 10

minutes to UCLA, open daily 310-474-7565.

FURNISHED RESORT STYLE
APARIMENTS

MINl/IES FROM CA14PUS

STUDIO. ONE AND TWO BEDROOMS
MONTHLY REN17M5

CORPORATE DISCOUKTS AVAILABI£

GREAT LOCATION!
3450 Sawtclle Blvd.

1 and 2 BD Apes.

Split Master Suites

-Heated pool/spa/sauna/gym

-BBQs/Lu$h Gardens/Waterfalls

-Large recreational clubhouse

-Intcrcom.s entry

Casa de Vida

310-397-4811

4v Apoftments for Rent

WLA- 1 -bedroom, built-ins, refrigerator, MI,
security gates, upstairs, laundry room. Ckxe
to everything. Price neglegable. 310-475-
2220 or 310-478-1 190. 2605 S. Barrington.

WLA. 1 -BEDROOM DUPLEX, stove, refrig-

erator, parking, washei/dryer hookups. Yard,

patio. Close to buslines, rriarket, laundromat
11805 National Blvd. $65Q/month. 213-
295-9433.

WLA. $675/month. 2-bedroono/l -bath. 2 lev-

els, private balcony. Laurxiry room, 2 blocks
south of Wilshire. 310-395-0149.

WLA. 10 MINUTES TO UCLA. Big & Bright,

Low move-in, 2-bdmV2.5-bth, singles $695
& up. WASHER/DRYER, W.B. fireplace, sec.

alann, ROOFTOP SPA. 1 1 221 Richland 478-
3990.

WLA. Amazing deal. 1629 Brockton. Singles

Starting $525. New appliances, carpet, paint,

vertical blinds. Parking, gated. Good student

discount 310-477-0112.

50 Apartments, Furnishied

MAR VISTA, $60(Vmonth. Ask about free

rent Attractive, fumished 1 -bedroom. Large,

pool, patio, and barbecue area. Quiet build-

ing. 3748 Inglewood Blvd. 310-398-8579.

51 Apartments, Unfurn.

$1125 BRENTWOOD LUXURKDUS
2bdm>/2bth, real fire place, enclosed patio,

all appliances, good laundry, parkmg.
aEAN, QUIET. 11722 Kiowa. 805-526-
1759.

$6SQ^MO. BUILT IN POOL. CLOSE TO
UCLA and beach areas. Great tenants, resi-

dent manager. 310-477-9955.

$875 2BDRM'l 1/2BA. 1426 Barrington #4.

Stove, refrigerator, air, dishwasher. (310)837-
0761

1+1, $650, BAJA BRENTWOOD, quaint,

huge patio, upper, hardwood floors, laundry,

parking, no pets- N/S. 1-800-758-1813.

NEAR SANTA MONICA AND BUNDY.
Bachelor, full bath, refirigerator, laundry, up-

per. Available now. $45(ymo. 822-6487.

PALMS. Single $S35-$550. 2bd, $850.
Clean, Large pool, convenient to shopping
and UCLA, 310-204-4332.

WESTWOOD. $1500, Spadous 3-bedroom
upper-Klining room, wA>alcony, dishwasher,
refrigerator, built-ins, ideal for grad students.

1711 Malcolm. 3/4-mile from campus. 310-
273-1212.

WLA, $820, 2-BEDROOM/2-BATH, new car-

pets, clean, sunny, spacious, laundry, park-

ing. Close to shops and busline to UCLA.
310-446-0744. 310-820-1309.

52 Apartments to Share

2-8DRM/2-BATH. Security parking, Laundry,
50% off utilities. 10-minutes from UCLA.
$595 +security deposit, $250. Leave message
310-477-4876. Available December 1st.

LOOKING FOR ROOMMATE to share 2-

bdrm/2-bath apt Gated parking, laundry
facilities, all amenities. Great Placel Respon-
sible, Nbn-smoker. $39(ymonth. 310-202-
6538.

WALK TO UCLA. Female undergrad or grad
non-smoker wanted to share 1 large, spa-

cious, beautiful bedroom apartment with
male doctoral student/Teach for America
teacher. Rent negotiable ($350-$450) 625
Midvale. k>hn 310-285-3432.

WESTWOOD.2 females to share 1-bdnn lux

ury apt. Underground jparking, AC, laundry,
hew T5uiiding, lA^fyr. security. ' $535(each),
310-824-1301

53 Roommates

$360, includes utils. Culver City. Small

room.private entrarKe and sink. Quiet, non-
smoker preferred. 310-204-5576. 310-787-
3414 Paul.

BEAUTIFULLY FURNISHED Cayley apart-

mentl Female to share large bedroom w/own
bath in 3BR apartment. January-August, park-

Ing. $37(yn>o. 310-824-1713.

BRENTWOOD ADJACENT, 2-bedroonVl -

bath apartment, 1 -block Wilshire/Barrlngton

bus. Newly painted, new kitcherVTloor^ar-

pet large closets, beautiful courtyard w/pool,
laurxiry, parking, large patio. N/S, female

preferred. $45(ymonth. Stef»iie, 310-471-

606S.

NEED FEMALE ROOMMATE TO SHARE
master bedroom. All amenities. Very clean.

$35(VnxH-$350 deposit Near UCLA shuttle.

A must see. 310-478-0789.

PROFESSKDNAL MALE SEEKS MALE OR FE-

MALE to share beautiful 2beU2ba condo with
tons of amenities! $59S/mo -f 1/2 utilities.

310-826-6447.

Single, female, nonsrf>oking roommate need-
ed to share room in spacious 2-bedroom
apartment. Only 3 blocks from campus-se-
curlty, pool, spa. 824-1 257.

SI'ACIOUS CONDO Room for rent in fur-

nished condo. Own full bath plus double
closet. Close to campus (4 blocks), orwAwo
persorw, females/males. StucierHs preferred.

Available ASAP. 3ia208-4S23.

Venice Studio, 2,100sqyft., 20-Ceilings, sky-

lights, two blocks from beach, central loca-

tion. $45QAnonth. Available 12/1^4. Call

Erik or Will 310-399-8777.

VENICE-Own bedroom. Large 24lory, 2-

bedrpom apartment. $325. Male N/S pre-

fcrr»d. Call Keith 310-239-3685.

Veteran and Levering. Share bedroom in 2-

bed/2-batt» apartment. Quiet non-smoker pre-

ferred. $33QAnonth plus utilities. 310-208-
14S9. ~*

i^M.
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53 Roommates

WESTWOOD, own room, share bathroom,
female, N^, parking laurxiry, walking dis-

Unce to campus and Lot 31 . $50(Vnxxith +
half-utilities. 310-209-4919.

54 Room for Rent

AVAILABLE 1/1 OR 3/15: Private, bright fur-

nisiied roorrVbath, private entrarx:e, fridge,

parking, across from UCLA. Can view now.

$50(VHx>nth. 310-470-8401.

Beautiful Brentwood room to rent for serious,

female student. $400/month. First arxi last

month. San Vicente/Barrington. Furnished.

Parking. 310-626-7506.

BEVERLY HILLS. Very large, separate fur-

nished room behind ixiuse w/graid students,

Washer/Dryer, kitchen privileges, pool, r>eed

car. $550. Abbv 81 8-783-51 51.

ROOM FOR RENT IN PRIVATE HOME,
Brentwood on Bundy below Sunset. Bath-

room, kitciien privileges, wasiwr/dryer.

SSOO/month. 5-minutes UCLA. 310-476-

6144, Bob.

Room w/bath $475. With 1/2bath $450.

Second person add $75. Clean, quiet owner-
managed building. 1 -block to campus. 310-

271-7028.

UaA ROOMMATE WANTED TO SHARE
master bedroom in apartment w/new car-

pet/furniture. Steps from campus. Gated
parking. $45Q/mo. 310-824-2388.

WLA. Own room in very large, bright 2-

bdrrrVl -bath. Washer/dryer. Have cats.

Smoker. $375/month -t-utilities. Male pre-

ferred. 310-271-4289.

55 Sublet

BRENTWOOD. 2-bdmrV2-ba. Good condi-

tion. Great location. 1 -block north of

Wilshire. Close to UCLA. Lease through Au-
gust 310-473-9709.

WESTWOOD. Shared room for rent just

Winter Quarter. $32S/mo. 310-824-4597.

56 House for Rent

Er>cino Park, itid^ ba, atUched garage, wash-
er/dryer, fenced backyard, swamp cooler,

fireplace, den, living room, available De-
cember 1, $1200, 818-506-6200. ^
PRIME ENCINO LOCATKDN. 3-bedroonf«,

1.5 bath, fireplace, central heating, pool.

One level, light and bright. Call Barry Alan,

JDC 818-712-1633.

60 Housing Needed

UCLA VISrriNG SCHOLAR seeks affordable,

furnished apartment or ixjuse, 2-3 bedrooms,
starting 1/1/95 for approximately 8 months or

longer. Responsible, N/S. 213-937-6177.

62 Room/Board for Help

EUROPEAN COUPLE, doctor/lawyer,

preparing USA licenses, will provide home
health support PT, cleaning, driving, etc. in

exchange for room/board. 310-454-7990.

LIVE WITH FAMILY IN EXCHANGE FOR
light housework (2-hours), babysitting and
light homework w/7-year/old. Start Decem-
ber. 2 1 3-935-9940, leave message.

ROOM and kitchen privileges. Assist Sr. cit

with light housekeepin^errarxis. Own car

anchor drive stick. (Board negotiable). Mar
VisU. 310-398-1277.

TODAY'S
CROSSWORD PUZZLE
ACROSS
1 Playful animal
6 Muslim deity

1 1 Refs relative

14 Actor Greene
15 Lariat

16 Bom
17 Stereo

component
1

9

Morsel
20 Away from the

wind
21 Cooked just

slightly

22 Bart Simpson's
mother

24 Famous — of

cookie fame
26 Gatekeeper
27 Earmarked

account for

home buyers
30 Become pale
32 Alter (a skirt)

33 Salty

34 Exclamations of

PREVIOUS PUZZLE SOLVED
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© 1994, United Feature Syndicate

64 Clutch
65 I.e., in full

surprise DOWN
37 Hog fat 1 Earthenware
38 Pole — : Olympic pot

event 2 Hammer or saw
39 Actress Adams 3 Loyal
40 Inventor Whitney 4 Made lovable
41 Robbery 5 Thing, in law
42 Cure salmon 6 Regions

7 Fibber43 Slinky dress
45 Persuaded 8 Trout's home
46 — funds: 9 Snacked

investments 10 Peace
48 Skipper's nick- 1 1 Not traditional

name, for short 12 Combine
49 Motionless 13 Actor O'Toole
50 Atmosphere 18 Front of a ship
52 Overwhelmed 23 Circle part

56 Hullabaloo 25 Apple-pie
57 Natural maker?
60 Sault — Marie 26 Huff and puff

61 Memos 27 Novelist —
62 Actress Hayes Stanley
63 Newscaster Gardner

Koppel 28 Close

completely
29 Named a ship
30 Painter's need
31 Swingy tune
33 It's at the end

of the line

35 Long walk
—ov T^loMl lO'DO - - - •

•

38 ^ piccata

39 Flowed out
41 VVarming up
42 Dip in liquid

. 44 Ben

—

45 Actor James —
46 Middle
47 Join forces

48 Brittle

50 The Thin Man's
pooch

51 Cok)rado ,

Indians

53 Sly trick

54 Nights t>efore

55 Fender damage
58 Neither fish —

fowl

59 Greek letter

49

55-

RT
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W
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\A/ESTLA $1375. 3-BE(y2BATH, 1400ia.-

It. Hardwood floors, fireplace. Air condi-

tioninK, lilce home, quiet. 310-826-6907.

68 Condos to Share

1-bdrm in 2-bdr/2.5-bth, Wilthire Highrise

CorKio. Laundry facility within unit, 24-hr.

security, valet parking, pool and gym. N/S.

$120(yrno. 310-475-7989.

FEMALE TO SHARE ROOM in nice condo,

large living room, kitchen, quiet, security

building,Walk to uaA, $36(VWw. 310-391-

2877.

69 Condos for Rent

3-bdmV2-bath condo on Hilgard, very large

and bright, $1750. 3-car parking, security

bulMing, walking distance to UCLA, 310-

471-4989.

91 Insurance

MOTORCYCLE/MOTORSOCXDTER IN-

SURANCE. Great rates. Personal Service.

MastercarcWisa accepted. Call for quick

quotes. C. Diamond InsurarKX 310-428-

4995.

/lllstate
Insurance Company

(310)312-0204
1317 Westwood Blvd.
(2 biks. So. of Wllshire)

94 Movers/Storage

HONEST MAN. W/1 4ft truck and dollies,

small jobs, short notice ok. Student discount

310-285-8688. CA, AZ. NV. Co Bmins.

JERRY'S MOVING & DELIVERY. The careful

movers. Experienced, reliable, same day de
livery. Packing & boxes. Will deliver boxes

free. Jerry 310-391-5657.

TOM'S MOVING SERVICE. DEPENDABLE,
EXPERIENCED, REASONABLE. LAST
MINUTE JOBS WELCOME. CAU. 24 HRS.
310-4jg-2887. , ^ .

96 Services Offered

'^.

ACE PROFESSIONAL WRITER

WITH LAW DEGREE
provides top editorial assistance

with term pape^, theses, resumes,

etc. Reasonable rates. 24 hour service

Scott (310) 826-6447.

All'PiiiptM Eiiting / IkiCtrinf

Courses, pcrsooal statements, fesumes,

theses, dissertations, exam prep by

experienced PhD Engiiih profesior.

(213)665«8145

$35 PERS. STATEMENT
Professional, quick edit (1 hour max.) Writing

and rewrites alio available. Experienced

writer and law school graduate. 213-933-

3797. ^^
APPLYING TO GRADUATE SCHOOL? Let

CAA use their yeart of otgi^ricrvce m top prc^

granfH to help you get into the program you

want. Call for free information 310-444-

1903.

ATTN: MBA, LAW,
MED. APPLICANTS

Frustrated developing/editing your critically-

important personal statements? Get profes-

sional help, competitive edge from national-

ly-known author/consultant 310-826-4445

EAGLE-EYED PROOFREADER
Edits, theses/publlcatiors; tutors English/study

skills; trains time marugement/stress reduc-

tton. Nadia Lawrence, PhD. 310-393-19S1.

EOrriNG, RESEARCH, WRITINC Personal

statements, papers, theici. Help wA:omposi-

tkm, structure, grammar and punctuation. Alt

subjects. German-English translation also

available. 310-575-0268.

EOmNC~ ExperieiKed copy editor available

to edit papers, resumes and theses. Call 310-

378-2244.

BEAR'S RESEARCH,
WRITING, & EDITINd

Altii>|acia. TtioowTllwidtfini

PviMOil SttlMnantL PropoHiiind books.

Mvntfhinil iliidBntiiMloonw.

PAPERS NOT FOR SALE
Shwon B—r, Ph.D. (310) 470-6gg2

LAW SCHOOLAPPUCAHON
PERSONALSTATEMENT SIHESS?

Two pubEshed law review editors

wQlhelpyou:

•Compose A create

• Edit puDctaation A grammar

•OrganizeA stnictire your OMQr
i

to mkc it mbttaotivetjr effective and

twhniraHy accurate.

Contact CiMtl orTom at

(310) 274^187

t5 Services Offered

Research, Writing, Editing

ALL leveb, - ALL subjects Foreign

Students Welcome Fast Professional

'

Quality guaranteed papers not for sale

Call Research 310-477-8226

M-F l(HX)am-5:00pm

INTERNATIONAL STUDENTS AND VISITCm

OV - 1 Qraencard Program, by U.& knmlgralion.

Qrsancanto provWa U.S. parmanani nakim* itakm.

Cilusns 01 almost al counMaa are aSowed

For Into A iomis:

New Era Lagil Sarvlcaa

20231 Siagg St. Canoga Park. CA 91306
Tai: (818)772^168: (818) 998-4425

Need money for collegcf Thousands of

scholarships available, guaranteed HnarKJal

aid. Call r>ow for details. Student Scholarship

Service, 800-922-2913.

PROFESSIONAL WRmNCVEOmNG. Papers,

reports, statistics, proposals, research stuidtes.

Masters, Ph.D. dissertations, college applica-

tion essays. Arry subject, style, requirerrtent

213-871-1333.

RESUMES, THESES, DISSERTATIONS, SE-

MESTER PAPERS, drafts, re-writes, math pa-

pers, etc. Many years experierKe, state of art

equipment. Will consider your budget Please

call Michelle Kohn, 21 3-653-0444.

WANT TO BE ACCEPTED? Save time, frustra-

tion? Call for help developin^editing person-

al statements. Also edit papers, theses, dis-

sertations. Linda 310-392-1734

98 Tutoring Offered

- MY TUTOR -

MATH/PHYSICS/STATISTICS. Tutoring serv

ice. Free consultation. Reasonable rates ,

call Mv Tutor anytime. Han (800)90-TUTOR.

JAPANESE TUTOR. UCLA grad student, TA in

Japanese. Native Japanese tutors at all levels.

Call Yuko: 310-208.5467.

MATH TUTORING by PH.D. $15/hour. Cal-

culus, statistics, probability, math for physi-

calAocial sciences, SAT, ORE, LSAT, MCAT.
310-837-8998, pa«er, 310-582-9626 NBD.

99 Tutoring Needed

Immediate help needed for case analysis arxi

finance. Call joe at 818-284-7361 (home),

213-244-7118 (office).

TUTOR FOR Microsoft Version 6.0 Complete
knowledge of PC and Windows. Flexible

hours, salary negotiable. Beverly^HjII Area.

310-282-8380.

TUTOR NEEDED FOR 10TH GRADE GIRL.

All subjects. 310-826-8588 day; 310-470-

361 6, eveninns.

Tutor Needed for Algebra 2 . Will be tutor-

ing a tenth grader. Please Call 310-455-7571

URGENT. GOOD STUDENT NEEDED TO
work with 1 1th-grade prep-school student in

doing homework arwl developing good study

skills. Vkki 310^59-«)25.

100 Typing

$2 WORD PROCESSING. Papers, disserta-

tions, marHJScripls, etc FAST, reliable. Laser

printing. Pidk-up, delivery, 24t>r service avail-

able Complete resume services. 310-397>

597a-

A CLASS ACT
Papers, letters, resumes, scripts, trarvcription,

labels. FREE light editing. Laser printing. Spell

check. Fax Orders Welcome. 310-827-8023.

A PLUS WOROPROCESSING. IBM/PC, Laser

priming, spcllcheck; term papers, disserta-

tions, thesis, reports, manuscripts, transcrip-

tions, etc. Fast turnaround. Call Bob 213-

851-0214.

ACE TYPIST, ETC
GREAT LOOKING PAPERS AND APPLICA-

TIONS-SPECIAL RATE. WE DO ALL WP
AND RESUMES. RUSHES. 310^20-8830.

BETTER QUALfTY GETS RESULTSI Resumes;

CVs, mass mailir^, rtewsletters, brochures,

dissertatiom, medical and legal documents,

etc Scanning of text, photos, and other im-

ages. High resolution typesetting at 1800 dots

per irKh. Cokx output available. Located

near Sepulveda ar>d Washington. Call l\nd»

at 310-204-0947 betv»een 10anrv7pm.

EDITING, TYPING, PROOFREADING.
SISAwor $2/pg typing only. English B^tA.
310-396-1249.

MODERN SECRETARIAL SERVICES. 24-hour

service, pick-up arvJ delivery, IBM and MAC,
Laser printing. Discount students. S-minutes

from UCLA. Angelica, 310-446-8899.

NEED A PRIVATE SECRETARY? Over 15

years legalAnedical traracription experience.

Notary Public. Macintosh w/)as«r printer.

pick-up/deltvery. Brentwood. 310-472-0405.

WORD PROCESSING- All types, APA and

other formats, traracribirw, resumes, DTP,

WordPerfect, charts, graphs, laser. Reasorv

able rates, near campus. 310-470-0287.

WORD PROCESSINa 24 Hour service. Pa-

pers, fliers, reports, etc Resum* spacial $30.

Laser quality. Cheap rates. Sludant DiacounL
310-587-0357.

102 fvlusic Lessons

DRUM LESSONS
All levcl^yies with dedic^ed professiortai.

At your home or WLA studio. 1 st IcMort free.

No drum set necessary. Neil 21 3-882-8509.

102 Music Lessons

GUrrAR INSTRUCTION. 15 years EXP. all

levels and styles. Patient artd organized. Be-

ginner guitars for sale $60. Sam 310-826-

9117.

GUITAR LESSONS
All Acoustic styles. Classical, Latin, Jazz,

Folk. Teacher w/25-t- yrs playing exp. Call

David 310-478-2420.

Guitar lessons by a professional near UCLA.
All levels, ^Liitars available Call Jean 310-

476^1 54.

SINGI Vocal technique-all levels/Uyles, per-

formaiKe arvciety, associat^Natc Lam, Santa

Monica, rwar UCLA, free corwultation, Carol

Tinxlc 310-828-3100.

104 Resumes

A CUSTOMTYPE RESUME. Fast, professional,

reliable. Layout, editing, composition.

Resumei/cover letters^efererKe sheets. Com-
puter typesettirig & laser printing. 310-470-

4999.

WINNING RESUMES: 1-hour service. Our
clients get results. Open 7-days. 310-287-

2785.

MINOUIII JLMORS \ SlMOUs:
Gel \oiir n'Minu' to tho n,ili<tii\

to|> rmploviTsI FRCri

There is absolutely no cost to you. Simply

set>d or fax yoor resume, akmf with your top

three industry preferences, to:

Crimson & Brown Associates,

1770 Mass. Avenue, Suile332

Cambridge, MA 02 140
ph: (61 7) 868-01 81 fax:(617)868-0187

Deadline: December 2

P.irli.tl Cliont List:

Merrill Iviull • ( iiim|i.i(| • \\< Kiiisiv • Tiinr

( .W • I'll/ir • ( (lil).iiik • .md m.in\ niiiri-!

105 Travel

Paris
NON-STOP

$195
LoAdofi^ $223*

Tokyo $233*

WQihing1onDCS179*

New York $149*

Dodon $149*

Opm SmhMdaY* lOmn •2pm

Council Trovol
tOWBwiilunAw, «BO.LM«ngriM.CASOaW

d10-20a-0551
Euroilposses

issued on-rho-spor!

106 Travel Tickets for Sale

FOR SALE: Two EcorMimy Class Round-Trip

Tickets from LAX to Aitexico City. Best offer.

Call Scott, 310-312-6687.

Non-tlop LA to CItvilond

Leaves LAX on Dec 20th at 10:55am

Only $125

Col Ashley Qt 826-7640

107 Resorts/ Hotels

Vacation in Sun Valley, Idaho

New attncthfdy ftimirfwid 3 bdiiii, 2 1/2

btfas bonse for nnt in Sun VUley. 4 inilM S

ofiki-lifL Sleeps 6. Canapleu kiichcn,

washerAlryer, laxce living room, fireplaoe,

TV. VCR. Oange. 1 acre lot. BemtiAil

view. 12A7-l/2.$2S<V<Uyar$170(VwMk.

1/2-10/2. $15(yday or $100(Vw«di. Hy
S|inrt«ct»ineeti«n! l-AX-SV, I2dti;LAX-

S ih Lake - SV: UuioL LAX-Boiae. bus

S V; Uailai; LAX-Twin Falls, bus SV.

CtUIvarorNins (310) 455-1797 (8K»-

10:30AM or 7:3(>^9:30I>M)

109 Autos for Sale

1986 TOYOTA CAMRY, re-built transmit

sion. Automatic trarwnission, MA/fM stereo,

grey interior, grey exterior pod condition,

must s> ' S4250/obo. 310-471-4404.

1987 HONDA CIVIC DX, 2-door hatchback,

S-spec AM/FM cassette, blue, runs/looks

great. st sell. $295(yOBO. Call David.

310-820 4748.

109 Autos for Sale 1 126 Furniture for Sale

86 MITSUBISHI TREOIA, auto, AA^FH 4-

door, excellent condition, 100,000 miles,

$1500.310-559-8826.

MUSTANG 5.0
1983 Cray Ford MusUng CT, V8, 5.0, 4-

speed, very fast New brakes, good interior.

$3000. 310-777-9761/pager, after 5:30pm.

POIsrriAC SUNBIRO 1984, automatic trantl

mission, 4-door, a/c, AM/FM cassette, 85K
miles. Runs good. $2200 obo. 310-824-

5123.

'74 VW KARMANN CHIA, 4-SPD, YaLOW,
KENWOOD AM-FKVCASSETTE, EVERY-
THING ELSE ORIGINAL. GREAT BODY
AND INTERIOR, RUNS GREAT.
$3,295A3BO. 213-254-6018.

'84 DL VOLVO. 1 -OWNER. 72,000 MILES.

4-DOOR, STICK, PRISTINE. $4400. 310-478-

1171.

'85 FIERO CT, V-6, 4.speed, new clutch, full-

power, black w/gray interior. Sunroof, alloys,

A/C. Runs and drives excellent $2650.
310-202-4315.

115 Scooters for Sale

1985 Suzuki scooter, low miles, new battery,

just tuned up, $475 OBO, 21 3-666-41 27.

MUST SELL. '88 Elite 80, red; '87 Yamaha
125, black. $500 O.B.O. each. Call or leave

message 213-658-8623.

126 Furniture for Sale

AA SOFA SLEEPERS QUEEN AND FULL
SIZES, $180 for a limited time. Call Kevin
310-379-6596.

MATTRESS SETS: Twin $45, full $55, queen
$85, kings $95, bunkbeds. Deliveries, phone
orders accepted. 310-372-2337.

NEW FURNITURE
Bunkbeds $125, Mattress seU: Queen $170,
full $140, Twin $110. Bedroom seU $350.
Dining and sofa seto also. 310-821-0729.

Queen mattress and box, $200. Futon-couch,

$150. Leather couch $300. Endtabic $15.

Dresser $30. Floor-lamp $10. 41 'TV $1300.
310-826-7262.

128 f\/1isc. for Sale

5 MONTHS MEMBERSHIP AT THE West-
wood or Pasadena Boxing Gym. BODIES IN
MOTION. Call for details. Kasey 805-252-
1272.

131 Stereos/TVs/Radios

C&E ENTERPRISES
Ara You Looking for New
• TV/VCR/Video camara
• Staroo system / DNcmcm
• CorJess phone / Celular phone /

Fox

• Microwave / Fridge

• K 486 / Pteilium Syttemi

SONY-PANASONC-JVC-PIONEER

^Collp10|37M555forinfb.^

134 Computer/Typewriter

486-66 SOUND SYSTEM, 4-ram, 420HD,
voice-mail, nrwuse, nxmitor, like new.
$1180.310-644-2612.
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TICKLE OUR
TASTEBUDS

AND THE DAILY
BRUIN

WILL TICKLE

YOURS.
Something's Cooking at the Bruin!

Submit a personal favorite recipe

and if it's chosen we'll feature

your name and recipe in the

paper's classified section.

Also get $10.00 F/7EE
on your Bruin Gold Card.

BON
APPETITE!
drop recipe submissions at

the Daily Bruin front desic

225 Kerckhoff Hall

iW^W

aCROSS CULTURAL
UNDERSTANDING'

You are invited to hear the message of Mr. Jacinto

Rhines. Make the connection of a healthy BODY.
MIND, and SPIRIT and the power that it creates for

personal, cultural and universal understanding.

Funded by the Campus Programming Committee Mini-Fund

T\iesday

November 22

5:00- 7:00pm

Haines Hall 329

Sponsored by

Am. Indian Tutorial Project

African Student Union

Community Programs Office

"This we should know

as we go to college,

a healthy brain needs

nature's knowledge-

Your college days should

be commanding

cross culwfaTunderstanding-

Combine these concepts

in your life,

self respect ends all strife"

Jacinto Rhines

WEIDNER

HSLP THE
BLOOD SHORTAGE

THEN
HAVE A

GOOD LAUGH

The Laugh Factory has generously donated 250 tickets

to encourage additional blood donations at this critical time.

PONATE 8L00V TODAY

OUR OONOnS RECEIVE.

From page 32

"That's one place where the-

atre and sports really coincide.

It's hard to win a water polo
game when everybody's doing
their own thing. But there's also a

creative part. If another guy does-

n't do exactly what he's supposed
to, you have to re-evaluate the

situation."

Weidner now plays for the

junior national team in the off-

season, and has aspirations to

play in the Olympic games. For
now he has put his dreams of

"Ever since I started,

all I've wanted to do

is play water polo."

Luther Weidner

UCLA Water Polo

attending UCLA filmf school on
hold, at least until he has time to

devote as much to it as he's used

to giving to whatever he's
involved in,

"Ever since I started, all I've

wanted to do is play water polo,"

Weidner said. "I went to a goalie

camp in high school and the
Olympic goalie at the time, Craig

Wilson, came to speak. He talked

to us about going to the Olympics
and it was something that made
me go wild. I said, 'that's some-"
thing that I want to do, I want to

be in the Olympics some day.'

I've made a lot of sacrifices as far

as playing water polo instead of

acting, but it's something I love

doing. I can do acting forever, but

water polo I can do now."

BILLIGMEIER
From page 28

STUDENTS: LAUGH FACTORY TICKET, T SHIRT** & MEAL TICKET

STAFF: UCLA 6 ASUCLA: LAUGH FACTOHY TICKFT, HON-EXtMPT (hourly)

eMPioYas Receive 4 hours LeA ve with pay
eACH TIMeyOU OOMATe. (Applies to career & casual).

exeuvT eMPLOYees Receive / AOMiNisTRAiive OAYAereR 2
yONA TIONS, •mn 250 ooMons. -WHiiesuphyunt

CALL 825-0888 X2
UCLA Blood and
Platelet Center S^

200 Mrrlira! ri:i7a-6lh Floor- Suite 665

23, UCLA 14 plus UCLA 31,

use 19). Now convince me that

losing to OSU and Cal was
acceptable. I didn't think so.

Therefore, because I hold to my
position that six-game losing

screaks are totally inexcusable at

UCLA, I don't want to go over-

board in my back-patting.

Of course, now I've sufficiently

given you the wrongldcarsoTet

I can say this much
with conviction: I was

very proud to be a Bruin

Saturday evening at the

Rose Bowl.

me retrack just a tad. Without a

doubt, I totally appreciate the

Bruins' effort and applaud their

late-season success.

I'd better be gracious. After all,

they were the only reason I got to

run my smack-talking mouth for

the entire walk back to the car

after the game. Actual conversa-

tion - Eric/buddy Jason: "Hey,

you, in the red shirt. Big loser.

Huge!" Some Jrojan dork:

"Excuse me, did you call me a

loser? What will you be doing

over New Year's while we're

playing in a bowl game?" Eric:

"I'll be Nvatching you losers play,

knowing that we kicked your ass,"

Boy, that was a blast. As was
the whole day. And it's all

because of the no-longer-blue-in-

the-face boys in blue.

You've got to hand it to them -

when it comes to ending a bum-
mer season in grand fashion, these

Bruins are getting to be experts. I

ju.st wish they'd stop having to

prove it.
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The **Oaly one" in Westwood!
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OPEN DAILY • r%7 -^^^ f^e .^^

(310) 478-3270 • (310) 478-3492 ^"^''^ i^^J^^f /
1767 Westwood Blvd. Los Angeles, CA 90024 ** ^Hpog

Get The StRaiGHj Story On Braces,
What's the cost / What's the best procedure? What's the right age?

Call For Free Consultation:

(310)826-7494
Specializing in Braces for Adults & Children

InvisibU • RtmovabU • TraJUiontU • Ettroptan Surgical OrOnHloMticj • Cosmtlic Poremlaim

BRENTWOOD Orthodontic Center
Dr. Nader Dayanl, Certified ^pecliritat

11645 ^ilshire Blvd.. Suite 802 18124 Culver Drive, SuiteA
3-E3-En Brentwood (310) 826 - 7494 Irvine (714) 552 - 5890

0"

V

t̂

LEARN TO...
• Work in an Agency FT/PT

• Work from your home
• Open your own Agency

• Hands-on Airline Computers

Enjoy Travel Benefits!

1 C800) 452-2644
CAUC TRAVEL :,CHOOLS
Throughout California
CA State Appioved • Reg •4102201

SSi8(B(5S&iSS8fSiSSiS&l

§$15=
IW In WestNAADod Village, above the Wherehouse

DRIVING fi TRAFnC SCHOOL
UCLA Gi AU. Student Dscount

s
Traffic School on Weekdays & SaturdaysW
1093 Braxton Ave. #218 (310)208-3333 M

TEAM GUTFriTER
CUSTOM T-SHIRT

OFFICUL
WORLD CUP

f^ APMREL 8 SODVENIBS

i rOFFSIDE^ '/^^» SPORTS APPAREL •

11710 Santa Monica Blvd. W. LA. • 310.207.4226
19555 Ventura Blvd. Tarzana • 818.708.2330

A^ACINTOSH
Computer Instruction
• One-on-one
• Learn basic stuff, or MS Word,
Claris Works, MS Works, —

-

PageMaker, and more

•Tc€Mn te<ich whereYOUare on YOUR computer •

Low rates • call Jim 310/472-3770

Advertise.

Dally Bruin

/'

PAGER BLOWOUT!r;;iFSBl
Includes 3 I ^^h I
Months Airtime

j pager Purchase \So. Calif, coverage I |
Plus Las Vegas

I one coupon per curfomer |

Featuring Quality MOTOROtA Pagers L _'^j;^';;^''_j
4S>> r 2 MONTHS ;

iit^^ \ FREE VOICE I

flf'pA^Ul 441-7200 ! MAILSOUTHWI

2270 Westwood Blvd.

*Plus Tax & Activation*

I with I

I
Pager Purchase |

I on* coMpon per customer I
imtod Ume offer

Thanksgiving Special!

At the Treehouse
Roast Turkey or Sliced Ham with Dressing,

Mashed Potatoes & Gravy or Sweet Potatoes,

your choice of Vegetable, Cranberry Sauce,

Roll & Butter. Served with Soup or

Dinner Salad

4.25
Pumpkin or Apple Pie

JVRUY/J UjAHX

BILUQMEIER
From page 32

booed in the Southwest
Conference.

That was no 1 3th best football

team in the country, as the

almighty pollsters would have us

believe. Maybe the 13th best in

California. Maybe.
Let's see, there's UCLA, San

Diego State, UC Davis and
Sacramento State (in that order,

for all you Causeway Classic fans

out there). Occidental, East L.A.

Community College, the UCLA
scout team. Bishop Amat High ,

School, Fresno State, Bishop
Amat's junior varsity, the UCLA
women's soccer team, "Short, Fat

and Ugly" (my intramural team)
and then, perhaps, the Trojans. I

hate to leave Cal off that list, but,

hey, I'd have a Ijard time getting

past 61-0.

Point being, well, USC is not a

good football team. Never was
this year, never will be, until they

get rid of that I-disappear-in-the-

fourth-quarter-in-big-games quar-

terback of theirs, Rob Johnson.

Perhaps he just has a hard time

(he's a loser) against UCLA's
rise-to-the-challenge defense (just

call him Mr. Choke), but for some
reason (got any more intercep-

tions up that sleeve, Rob?) 'SC's

vaunted Heisman Trophy candi-

date (Where's the punchline to

that joke?) never seems to look

the part come Big Game Saturday.

Lemme see here, three starts

against UCLA plus three versus

Notre Dame equals ... six losses?

Whoa, wait a minute, that can't be
right. This kid's a stud, isn't he?

A "Sunday player," they're calling

him,

Whoops.
How about waiting until Sir

Rob becomes a decent - is clutch

too much to ask? - "Saturday

player" before we ship him off to

Canton. I think that would be

appropriate.

Then again, I probably should-

n't blame the poor fool. Maybe he

just has the misfortune of being

the quarterback on a bad football

team. He's certainly the quarter-

back on a terribly overrated foot-

ball team. Either way, he's the

quarterback on a team that took

one on the chin from its fired-up

crosstown master for the fourth

season in a row (my graduating^—

class, thank you very much).

Aha, perhaps there's the rub.

Perhaps I'm not giving the Bruins

enough credit. As we all know,

that hasn't exactly been my strong

suit this year.

I can say this much with con-

viction: I was very proud to be a

Bruin Saturday evening at the

Rose Bowl. And there was only

one reason for that pride - the

UCLA football team. They played

a fabulous 30 minutes of football

and completely wiped a supposed-

ly belter team off the field. Very,

very well done, fellas.

But I'll tell you why I don't

want to get too sappy about

UCLA's inspired second half

effort, amazing as it was. If I did

try to jump back on the bandwag-
on, I'd only end up falling right

back off.

Saturday night, as I pondered
the Cook-Shah-Stokes-McElroy-
et al-driven steamroller, I found

myself coming back to the same
point over and over again - where
the hell has it been?

Give me all your excuses about

injuries to J.J. Stokes and the

offensive line, unforeseen losses

to the defense, etc. Go ahead, get

'em all out. Blah, blah, yaddy-

yaw. Now tell me that Oregon
State's defense is three touch- ^
downs better than USC's (OSU

_ See BIUIQMEIEII, page 27
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Volleyball rolls into Mallbu
Thircd-ranked Bruins

finish regular season

against lowly Waves

By Eric Branch
Daily Bruin Senior Staff

The good news for the

Pepperdine women's volleyball

team is that UCLA sophomore mid-

dle blocker Kim Krull might sit out

tonight's match with tendonitis in

her shoulder. The bad news is that it

might take more injuries to the

third-ranked Bruins' starting lineup

for the Waves to post an upset

The Bniins (27-3 overall, 16-2 in

Pacific- 10) travel to the shores of
Malibu for a 7 p.m. matchup with

the Waves (9-16 overall, 8-6 in

West Coast Conference) in their

last regular-season tuneup before

embarking upon the NCAAs, It is

not known whether Krull, who
played through last week's USC
match with her injury, will see

action this evening.

"If she can get her shoulder
warm and loose during warmups,
she will probably play," UCLA
head coach Andy Banachowski
said. "We would like to get her
some action before the tournament

starts."

The Bruins enter Firestone
Fieldhouse as winners of 1 2 of their

last 1 3 matches and five in a row.

STEVE KIMDaily Bnjtn

Kelly Flannlgan and Alyson Randick and the UCLA women's vol-

leyball team take on Pepperdine in Malibu tonight.

Part of the reason for the recent

success has been increased varia-

tion on offense. After running the

Annett Bucker offense at times dur-

ing the year (the senior Ail-

American posted a school-record

89 attempts in one match), UCLA
has spread the wealth. In last

week's match against USC, four

Bruins posted between 29 and 37
attempts, a statistic Banachowski
hopes to duplicate tonight.

"We hope to continue to be as

varied as possible," Banachowski
said. "We know teams tend to focus

on Annett."

BAKER
From page 32

and during the games. He's con-

sistently hard on us and we're the

ones who have wavered."

Players describe Baker as
relentless when he coaches, an
attribute which derives in part

from his history.

"I was very fortunate because I

played on a lot of successful teams
at a very young age," Baker said.

"In high school we won the CIF
championships. My freshman year

" ... I've never been

really good at losses.

It's important for me
to be successful at

whatever I'm doing."

Guy Baker

Head Coach

at Santa Barbara we won the
NCAAs. I've won an outdoor
national championship, and the

club team I played for in Long
Beach won 56 games in a row. So
I expect to win in water polo, I've

never been really good at losses.

It's important for me to be suc-

cessful at whatever I'm doing."

In addition to winning the

NCAAs as a player. Baker
coached the 1991 Bruins to the

finals of the tournament. With this

experience as a player and as a

coach - Baker he knows what it

takes to get there.

Baker plans out each practice at

the beginning of the week, refin-

ing what he wants done down to

the minute. His reasoning is that if

one minute was lost each day in

practice, the team would lose one
and a half hours by the end of the

season, an increment of time
which could make the difference

in a game.

As head coach, Baker is the

Bruins' biggest critic. But while

players sometimes squirm under
his intensity, he generally accom-
plishes what he sets out to do.

"Everything Guy does is vei^

A8BY MOSKOWITZ/Dttly Bruin

Guy Baker, now in his fourth year as head coach, helped pull the

Bruins together when team morale was down.

focused and calculated," Wong
said. "Every time he yells he's try-

ing to accomplish something, he's

not doing it to give you a hard
'time but to make you a better

player. He's the most competitive

person I've ever met and he's U7-

ing to develop that in us."

"I've never played for someone
who I think knows as much about

the game and yet still understands

the player's mentality," UCLA
assistant coach Matt Emerzian
said. "He wasn't just a student of

the sport, he was a good player

himself. If I were going to the

tournament with anyone, I'd want
him to be leading me."
So we return to the pool deck,

where the Bniins are preparing for

the NCAA in exactly the situation

just described. Except for senior

Scott Turner, no one on the team
as ever played in the NCAAs, and

Baker remains the team's most
influential leader and perhaps
truest fan.

"You can be the greatest coach

in the world, but if you have
players who aren't motivated it's

not going to matter," Baker said.

"The team showed a lot of char-

acter (to qualify), they had a lot

of focus on what they needed to

get done. Now they get to go on
to the tournament, and it's all

because of them. I think they'll

be able to stay on top now that

they've had a little taste of suc-

cess."

EYE EXAM.
A) B)

C) Free
Parking

Q
0) Insurance

Plans
Accepted

All of the Above

Westwood Optometric Center

Dr. Martin Hyman-Optometrist

918 Westwood Boulevard
WfistwoocI & LeConte

(310)208-3913
Monday thru Friday 10-5:30

Saturday 10-5:00

1 Hour Free Parking

WANTED:
Bright motivated student volunteers to tutor

adults in reading, writing and speaking
English.

QUALIFICATIONS:
Energy, dedication, and 2 or 3 hours a

week for on-campus tutoring with an
appreciatiye adult learner.

REWARD:
Satisfaction! Experience! Contribution!

(and a stipend for program cojTipletiorj^

FOUNDATIONS FOR

SUCCESS Interested?
Come to an orientation

program on Thursday,

December 1, 4:30 p.m.

Rieber Hall Fireside Lounge.
--^ For more Informatiofh,^-—

telephone 825-3006.

FRANCE ITALY
ECUADOR

Come Speak to our Represcnative

Date: Nov 22, 1994
Time: l-2pm
Location: Room 2408

Ackerman Union
Winter Deadline:

Nov 15 for Jan .- March Term
Spring Deadline:

Feb. 15 for April - June Term

1-800-580-8X26

Earn Academic Credit Fall. Spring & Summer Programs
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W. hoops fall to Hungarians

ANDREW SCHOLER/Daily Bfu.n

Sophomore Nikki Hllbert led the Bruins in scoring with 20 points.

UCLA lost to the Hungarians, 87-76.

UCLA falls, 87^76,

to Tungsram SC in

exhibition match

By Hye Kwon

The UCLA women's basketball

team faced off with Tungscram
SC from Budapest, Hungary, in

its only preseason exhibition
ntatch, Monday night in Pauley
Pavilion. The Bruins played a

solid first half but couldn't keep
up with the experience of the

Hungarian team in the second half

in the 87-76 loss.

With sophomore guard Nikki
Hilbert leading the charge, UCLA
led the entire first half. The
Bruins were up by as niany as 1

1

points before taking a six point

lead into the break.

"In the first half, we came out

and didn't play like an inexperi-

r

(NUMEROUNO

^

Pasta

Numero Uno
Check List

One Bii«

& We
Cocchal"

60 oz. Pitcher of Beer $2.99

Monday Night Football

Monday Night Specials

a All-You-Can-Eat

Pizza & Pasta $4.95

Mon. & Tucs. 5:00pm to Close

1077 Broxton Avenue Honre; Sun-Mon ll:00am-ll:0Opm Fri ft SajUi^OOam-1:00am

Phone: (310) 208-5070 FAX: (310) 208-1 139

\ FREE DELIVERY

A picture might
be wortii 1000
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"BEEP" FOR CHEAP
NEW MOTOROLA PAGERS AT "DISCOUNT PRICES"

BRAVO EXPRESS, LIFESTYLE PLUS, BRAVO PLUS & ENCORE

'^^A

ALL COLORS

LOWAIRTIME

Inter

$6.95 pernionth

C A ( I i

\CTIVK
T « f I MS

SWITCH YOUR AIRTIME TO US!

LOCAL & NATIONWIDE COVERAGE
Order By Phone- We Deliver

CALL (800) 646-6484

VOICE MAIL
AVAILABLE

enced team," UCLA head coach
Kathy Olivier said. "We played
with a lot of intensity. We were
focused and they didn't get a lot

of points off of transitions."

The second half, howeVer, was
a different story. The Hungarians
went on a 21-1 scoring run in the

first five minutes of the half and
cruised the rest of the way. KarM

"We played with a lot of

intensity."

Kathy Olivier

UCLA Head Coach

Karch and Aniko Biro, who are

30 and 29 years of age, respec-

tively, scored most of their com-
bined 41 points in the second half.

The tandem combined to make
six of nine shots from three-point

range.

"In the second half, they really

took it to us," Olivier said. "They
got a lot of points off turnovers

and that's when their experience

took over."

Despite the loss, there were
many bright spots for the Bruins.

Hilbert looked impressive as she

accumulated 20 points and seven

rebounds. She also made seven of

nine free throws.

Junior Kisa Hughes also looked

good as she grabbed 1 7 rebounds,

eight of which were offensive, in

just 24 minutes. However, she did

miss eight free throws in 10 tries.

In her collegiate debut, fresh-

man Tawana Grimes compiled 1

1

points, five rebounds and four
steals.

"I was overly pleased with
Grimes," Olivier said. "I thought

she showed that she would defi-

nitely be someone that people are

going to have to worry about in

the future."

Make A Difference:
Consider A Career In Law
• Parl-lime and lull-time programs • Day and evening classes
• Academic siinnnii nrnnrams • Fin;inriat airi> Academic support programs Financial aid

Spring Semester begins January 9

University of West Los Angeles
School of Law

Convenient location near LAX

310 21^-3339

Accredited by WASC and California State Bar

UWLA

DaiV Bruin Sports
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Hot Hair Salon

Speciolizing in

BUCK HAIR CARE

$45+up Retouch - Reiaxer

$25+up Blow Dry & Curl

Student Special

-1007 BROXTON AVE^

WESTWOOOVILiyVGE

(310)208-3698

CONTAQANA
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Villt itit^ RttB.

Topics:
•Tuesday and Wednesday, November ist mad 2ndt
'Saying Hello' • Greetings, alphabet, numbers
•Tuesday and Wejlnesday, November Vth and 9th:
'Getting to Kno-w You* • Classes, |ebs, hobbies

•Tuesday and Wednesday, November XSth and X*th: ,

The People Around You' - Family, friends, etc.

•Tuesday and Wednesday, November XXnd and X3rd:
Tour Favorite Things' - Colors, foods, holidays

•Tuesday and Wednesday, November X9th and seth:
"Emet^acyr • Emergencies, health, safety commands

!^
For mere information call:

QSD: 825-1501 (voice) or 206-6063 (TDD)
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All-America honors for harriers
Hecox captures a

ninth-place finish;

Keflezighi is 15th

By Mark Singerton

Senior Karen Hecox concluded
her UCLA cross country career
Monday afternoon at the NCAA
championships in Fayetteville,

Ark., finishing ninth among a field

of 181 in a time of 17:12.8.

The senior's performance best-

ed her own lOth-place mark at

nationals last year, and earned her

All-America honors for the sec-

ond straight year.

Villanova's Jennifer Rhines fin-

ished first in 16:31.2, ahead of
Amy Rudolph of Providence.
Rhines' victory capped an impres-

sive win for her Wildcat team.

which won its fifth straight NCAA
women's cross country title.

Villanova has been ranked No. 1

in the nation for two weeks prior

to the event, and fulfilled expecta-

tions by blowing out the rest of the

field with a low 75 points, 33
ahead of second-place Michigan.

Pac-10 representatives Stanford

and Arizona pulled mild upsets
with seventh and lOth-place fin-

ishes, respectively, while No. 13

Oregon and No. 14 Washington
held true to form, placing 13th and
15th, respectively.

While the Iowa State men's
team topped the field of 22 teams
with a 88-65 win over second-
place Colorado, Arkansas sur-

prised the competition with a

disappointing lOth-place finish.

The Razorbacks were favored
heading into Monday's 10,000-
meter race, and was vying for its

fifth consecutive national champi-
onship. Arkansas, however, mus-
tered just 266 points, one of its

worst outputs pf the season.

The No. 6 Wildcats were the

Pac-lO's best finishing team, plac-

ing third with 172 points, 36
ahead of conference rival and
1 2th-ranked Stanford, who placed

sixth overall. The star for Arizona
was their senior, Martin Keino,
who won the event in 30:08.7.
Keino had won the District-8
qualifying meet and was favored
heading into the event.

Freshman Mebrahtom
Keflezighi, who, like Hecox,
earned a spot to nationals with a

top-ten finish Nov. 12, surprised

the competition with another
impressive finish. Keflezighi
placed 1 5th overall in a time of
30:49.6, a second ahead of senior

Lx)uie Quitana of Villanova.

CLUB CORNER/ By Ruben Gutierrez

Hockey falls to USC
In 4-3 heartbreaker

Athletes In Action play In Pauley
TravelUng hoops

squad gives Bruins

last tuneup game

By Randy Satterburg
Daily Bruin Staff

A familiar face will lead
Athletes in Action into Pauley
Pavilion tonight to face the No. 6
UCLA basketball team in its final

exhibition tuneup before the
Bruins' season opener against Cal
State Northridge on Saturday.

Rod Foster, who was a four-year

starter at guard for UCLA in the

early 1980s, makes his return to his

former stomping ground, this time

as one of the top players for AIA.
He started as a freshman for the

Bruins the last time they reached

the NCAA Championship game,
under Larry Brown in 1979-80.

Athletes in Action comes in with

an 0-5 record, having lost to

Kentucky, Florida State, Florida,

Southern Illinois and most recently

Indiana - which escaped with a 69-

68 win on its home court.

UCLA's Kris Johnson will look
to continue his impressive presea-

son showing against AIA. The
freshman forward has shot the ball

at a 55 percent clip ( 1 1 of 20 shoot-

ing) while averaging 14 points and
10 boards in two exhibition games. Kris Johnson

UCLA Spons Into

On the eve of the 64th edi-

tion of the classic grid-

iron rivalry between
USC and UCLA, another heated

crosstown battle raged in

Burbank, as the UCLA hockey
club fell to the Trojans, 4-3, at

the Pickwick Ice Arena.

With USC ahead 3-2 in the

third period, senior wing Nicke
Weckstrom scored for UCLA to

tie the score. The Bruins were
unable to go ahead later in the

period, thanks to an exceptional

save by USC goalie Wylie
Diercks. With 40 seconds left in

the game and overtime immi-
nent, USC senior wing Kenny
Kim scored his second goal of
the night to make the score 4-3

and seal UCLA's fate.

The Bruins record fell to 2-3

with the loss, but team members
are still optimistic about the rest

of the season.

"Our games up to now have
definitely been the toughest

competition of the season," Vice

President Nate Brandstater said.

"Friday night was a terrific

game for everyone. 1 think as a

team we'll just suck it up and
look toward our games in

January and February and to the

playoffs."

Having emerged from the

season's acid test with two vic-

tories, the Bruins should almost

automatically secure a playoff

berth in the 10-team PCHA,
where the top eight teams quali-

fy for postseason play. The
Bruins hope to gain valuable

experience in a nonleague

January jaunt to Stanford, one
of the west coast's more formi-

dable squads.

Aside from competing on the

ice, the Bruins have fought and
overcome other adversities this

season. Given their status as a

club sport, the team constantly

battles for ice time, not only for

their practices, but for their

games as well. Their problems
in obtaining equipment have
been alleviated considerably

due to equipment conmbutions
from Hasten - the top manufac-
turer of hockey equipment.

"I think we're gaining some
momentum now," Brandstater,

.

said. "It helps our morale
tremendously to have a few fans

at the games. We're looking to

coast more than work in the lat-

ter part of the season."

Luckily for the Bruins, they

must play USC again later in the

season. Rest assured their top

priority will be to avenge the

early season loss.

"I think we'll be really hun-

gry next time we play 'SC ,"

Brandstater said. "It will be a

really good game." •

MICHT LOSE YOUR HEAD

MAIR SALO/SI
o'J YEARS IN WESrWOOD VILLAGE

SPECIALTIES FOR MEN & WOMEN STARTING AT $10.00

THE ONLY BARBER SHOP IN WESTWOOD VILLAGE
t061CAYLfY AVENUE CALL FOR AN APPT
WfSTV^DOD VILLAGE 208-6559
Mryrrn RHFADSTk KS f.AM TO lATF Nir.H"T'>

WHY WAIT?
Open Sam to spin
• Prompt, caring service
• Primary Care
• Women's center

• No Appointment Necessary

An Immediate Care Center

IF THE BIRD YOU^RE LOOKING
FOR IS A CHICKEN, COME TO...

Your

Village

Grocer

^Mcitqiacie

Medlpace Medical Group
1990 westwood Blvd.
Los Angeles, Ca 90025
(3 1 0) 470-8880

Most Insurance and
credit cards accepted.

msms
Whole Fryers

Half Breasts

Boneless Breasts
Boneless Skinless Breasts

CHICKEN
breadstiks

S0.79/ib

%M.79/ib.

%>3.2!9/ib.

i>4.39/ib

Ralphs

1.09/.b

2.o9/ib.

.69/ib.

. l9/lb.

Buy any 2 packages of Chicken* & get a
FREE BOTTLE of Heinz BBQ Sauce

(Fat Free). * Excludes Whole Fryers

i^ THANKSGIVING
9 am - 4 pm

1057 Gayley Ave. 209-1111
I- t l

V-
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Sports
Polo coach Baker
poised for return
to NCAA tourney
By Esther Hui
Dally Bruin Senior Staff

TK« I i/«i A f —

^

•
UCLA Sports Info

The UCLA men s water polo team pulled together in time to qualify for the NCAA Tournament for
the first time since 1991.

Weidner fills role In the pool

the Bruin helm, and his extreme-
ly driven nature is a lot of what
is behind the recent success of

The NCAA championships in this year's team. In times of
men's water polo are approach- adversity, when key players were
ing, and practice continues for lost to injury and the team
UCLA at Sunset Canyon pool, morale was down, it was Baker
But not all eyes on the Bruin who was always planning the
team are looking towards Long team's next comeback.
Beach's Belmont Plaza, the site "Things haven't gone smooth-
of the tournament. Instead, the ly the whole way this year,"
focus is on head coach Guy UCLA polo player Tommy
Baker, who is putting the finish- Wong said. "But Guy never
ing touches on technique before changes. His approach is to put
Friday's first-round match pressure on us during practice
against No. 3 Pepperdine. _____»^.

It's is Baker's fourth year at See BAKER, page 29

Freshmarvpoloist places

acting career on hold in

order to shine for Bruins

By Esther Hul '

Daily Bruin Senior Staff

UCLA water polo player Luther Weidner was
two years old when he was in his first musical pro-
duction. His mother, Mary, was directing, and she
remembers that she hadn't planned on casting
Luther, but his absolute determination allowed him
a spot in the production.

"He wouldn't slay off the stage," Mary Weidner
said. "We'd take him off andJie'd run back on. And
he kept saying, 'me dance, me dance,' so we put
him in some of the crowd scenes. Ever since he was
a litile kid he had the personality that he could do it

himself. His first words were 'me do.'"
The acting experience was the first of Weidner's

long history of starring in productions, all of which
he admits took a l ot of rin itf, a lo t of gelf-HISTt^
pline.and a certain amount of perfectionism. Now
Weidner is the starling hole-set for the Bruin team,
and his experiences with acting, oddly enough,
seem to have prepared him for life as a collegiate
water polo player.

'My mom always taught me that you do what the
director says," Weidner said. "And it's the same
thing in sports. You do what the coach says, you

don't ask questions, you don't doubt it and you trust

that they're in that position for a reason. I'm going
to follow the coach whether I agree with him or not.

"My coach in high school, Rich Corso, had no
problem calling you every name in the book and let-

ting you know that he meant it. When people ask
me how I could stand Corso yelling at me so much,
I tell them that they've never been directed by my
mother."

Weidner's determination has garnered a lot of
respect for him in his freshman year at UCLA.
Coaches say he will do whatever it takes to become
a better water polo player, snatching up all criti-

cisms as a challenge to improve. Weidner lost 30
pounds just to prepare for this year's season.

"I wish I had a whole team of Luthers." UCLA
assistant coach Matt Emerzian said. "I like his work
ethic. He'll tell you it all starts in practice, and he's
just a workhorse in every sense of the word."

Weidner developed a lot of his self-discipline as
he was growing up on the stage, and he agrees with
the comparisons between the game of water polo
and a stage production. He seems to have traded one
for the other in college.

.

"In plays you have to figure out where to go in a
situation, you have to memorize your lines and
where to stand. There's not much improvisation in a
theatre setting. Some people make things up as they
go along, but it's hard to do a production when
some people are doing their own thing.

STEVE KIM/DMy

The determination of freshman water polo player Luther

Bfuin

See WEIDNER, page 27 Weidner has made him a key hole-set for the Bruins.

University of California. Los Angeles

inside Sports

The final

stretch
Cross-country runners

Karen Hecox and
Mebrahtom Keflezighi trav-

eled to Arkansas to compete
in the NCAA championships
on Monday.

See page 31

Hungary,

anyone?
The UCLA women's bas-

ketball team took on the

Hungarian National team last

night in an exhibition game.

See page 30

Billigmeier: Bruin basher becomes Brw^ backer
Na, na. na-na. na. I told you

so. I bet you didn't figure

on what happened
Saturday afternoon at the Rose
Bowl, did you? Yeah, well I did.

I bet you thought it was gonna
be a good game, or something
foolish like that. I bet you said

sometime during last week the

following words: "Boy, I could
see this turning into the 1990
game all over again." Or. for that

matter, the '92 game. It was going
to be another Barnes-burner, sans
the Barnes. A Cook-burner, per-

haps.

That's what you thought, huh?
Chump.
Shoulda listened to good ol'

Eric. Shoulda opened your ears

when he was preaching his

prophetic words of wisdom last

week.

You see. I called it. Thai's
right. I was the only person on the

planet - or. at least, the only one
in the general vicinity of Taco
Bell at noon on Monday - to

voice an on-targel prediction

about the

UCLA-USC
football game

"They're

gonna blow
'em out," I

was clearly

heard saying.

'There's no
way they can

stick with

them.

Everybody
says the talent

level is equal,

but no way. I

mean, this one sets up as a wipe-
out. Thirty-eight-20. no doubt
about it,"

Of course, as you know, the

final count was dam close to that

Eric

Billigmeier

brilliant prognostication. 31-19. 1

believe, was the final count- in the

most laughable "contest" in this

series in nearly a decade. I just

hope all you Vegas types heard
my little spiel and got in on the

action before they closed the win-
dows Saturday. If so, I'll only
charge 10 percent.

Shooooowee, am I proud of
myself. Boy howdy, do I know
how to pick 'em.

There is one small, completely
irrelevant caveat: I picked the

Trojans to win.

What's that you're saying? Oh.
you think I'm a dope because I

predicted a blow-out, yet chose
the wrong team? (Those of you
who think I'm a dope in general,

you stay out of this.) Well, I don't
think so. Mack.

Here's the deal - I was, uh,

sandbagging. Yeah, that's it. I said

'SC would wipe us out just to

raise the hopes of all my pro-

Trojan friends. Wait a minute, I

have no pro-Trojan friends. Dang,
maybe I am a dope. (Self-revela-

tion is such a painful process
sometimes, isn't it?)

Perhaps I got mixed up. I didn't
realize you had to pick the right

winner, that's all. See, there you
guys go again, changing the rules

on me.

Or maybe, just maybe, it's that

I've had no faith in these Bruins
from day one, and it's that lack of
respect that clouded my vision
from the true facts, which are:

• UCLA is capable of playing
pretty doggone good football.

• Boy, oh boy, does 'SC suck.

Man, the Trojans stink worse
than my apartment after three

bean burritos and a large coffee.

They're so horrible, they'd get

See BILLIQMEIER, page 28
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UC technical workers vote to unionize
Decision to organize reverses past

trends, wins by narrow margin
By Aiisa Ulforts tal agency elections.

The vote reverses employees'
rejection of unionization 1 1 years

ago.

"This means the end of busi-

ness as usual at UC," said Libby

Daily Bruin Senior Staff

The University of California's

battle for bargaining rights over
employee contracts ended last ,

week after technical employees at Sayre, statewide president of
the nine campuses voted to union- UPTE. "(Technicians) are saying
izc— despite allegations that the they're sick and tired of being at

university misled and intimidated the bottom of UC's priorities list,

voters. They want respect and a voice in

By a margin of 1 .21 5 to 992, their future," she said,

technical workers chose the Union leaders accused the uni-
University Professional and versity of spearheading an agres-
Technical Employees Union sive anti-union campaign prior to
(UPTE) as their exclusive repre- the election — a charge UC
sentative in collective bargaining administrators deny,
with the university, reported the "It is not the University of
Public Employment Relations California's official position to
Board, which oversees govermen- run an anti-union campaign,"

Gayle Cieszkiewicz, UC's associ-

ate director of labor relations, told

the Bruin earlier this month.

"It is our position to present

employees with our view. We
have a long standing (UC)' posi-

tion that exclusive representation

by a union is neither desirable or

necessary," Cieszkiewicz added.

That does not excuse the uni-

versity from intentionally deceiv-

ing technical workers, said labor

leaders. Cliff Fried, vice president

for UPTE statewide, said the uni-

versity sent letters to all technical

woricers before the end of the mail

in election that said their already

budgeted mid year pay increase

was subject to the results of the

election.

"As a member of the Technical

Unit, your receipt of this anticipat-

ed salary increase would become
dependent on the process of con-

tract negotiations, if CWA/UPTE
wins the election which is being
conducted at htis time," wrote
Stanley McKnight, assistant vice

chancellor for campus human
resources, in the Nov. 9 letter.

McKnight further explained in

the letter that wages for union
employees must be negotiated
with their union before they can
be impemented. "Obviously,
negotiations over the wage
increases would occur only if

CWA/UPTE is elected to be the

exclusive bargaining representa-

tive of Technical Employees," the

letter continued.

"They're trying to make it look

like the union has stopped the pay
hike when it is the university's

own dirty trick,"Fried said

McKnight denied that the letter

was a scare tactic to discourage
employees from voting for the

Inside News

Spartacus
Youth
Members of the Spartacus

Youth Club, a campus
Communist group, rallied

Ttiesday in Meyerhoff Park.

They called for university

police to drop charges

against the 26 students

arrested at the Murphy Hall

sit-in last week.

See page 3

Inside A&E

Baby got
back

Arnold Schwarzenegger
is back and this time he's

pregnant! In Junior he

teams up with Danny
DeV^to in the story of a man
who's been altered by mod-
ern technology. Sure he can
save the world, destroy hos-

tile aliens, champion kinder-

gartners' hearts and kick

butt like Conan the

Barbarian - but can he han-

dle labor? The Bruin

reviews it inside.

See page 15

union. He said only the funds
were budgeted, barring any mid
year cuts in state funding, not the

distribution of those funds. The
distribution of the pay hikes is

subject to the negotiation process,

which should begin about Dec. 1,

McNight said.

The tug of war between admin-
istration and labor leaders for con-
trol of the bargaining table has
caught the attention of several
politicians, including
Congressman Ronald Dellums
(D) Oakland. In an Oct. 21 letter

to UC President Jack Peltason,
Dellums urged Peltason to inter-

vene in order to stop the anti-

union literature that labor leaders

say UCLA and other UC campus-
es circulated prior to the election.

"I am deeply concerned by

See UNION, page 10

Cal State
computer
plan meets
resistance —
Three CSU
schools propose

requirement for

students to own
computers

The New York Times

SANTA ROSA, Calif. — A
plan at three campuses in the

California State University system
to start wooing students into the

information age by requiring them-

STEVEN KWMOaiii Bruin

Undergraduate President Rob Qreenhal^ congratulates new elected facilities commissioner
Madeline Bietty, after the results of Tuesday's special election.

Biesty wins facilities commissioner seat

Back Page

Dreams ...

Adam Krikorian of the

UCLA men's water polo
team is following the foot-

steps of his brother and
playing in the NCAA
Championships this week-
end in Long Beach.

See page 28

Special election

draws low turnout,

2,007 cast ballots

By Rashml Nlja^l

Madeline Biesty gave a slight

smile as her name was read as the

winner in the election for the new
facilities commissioner.

The result was announced
T\iesday night outside the under-

graduate president's office to a

small group that had gathered in

the Kerckhoff hallway.

"I'm very pleased," Biesty said.

"I think that one of the things I

learned campaigning is that the

students have a lot of concerns
and ideas about how this campus
can be improved. I'm excited to

have the opportunity to be part of
such improvement."

The special electi(Mi drew a low
voter turnout, with just 2,007
votes cast — less than 10 percent

of the total undergraduate p(^la-

tion.

Biesty captured 53.5 percent of

the votes while her opponent, J.

Jioni Palmer, received 45.8 per-

cent.

When asked for his reaction to

the results. Palmer smiled and
said, "I just wish her the best of

luck."

"... Students have a lot

of concerns and ideas

about how this campus

can be improved. I'm

excited to have the

Opportunity to be part

of such improvement."

Madeline Bietty

Facilities Commissioner

The special election for the

office of facilities commissioner
came after the surprise resignation

of former facilities commissioner,

Peter Rudinskas, who left citing

academic and administrative prob-

lems. Rudinskas said he will now
help Biesty make the transition

into office.

"It has been a challenging
process for me, but 1 certainly

wish Madeline the best of luck,"

Rudinskas said. "I will be working
with her to see that the work of the

commission carries on.

"This is an important time in

the facilities commission and I

have confidence that she will be
able to make a positive difference

through her work," he added.

General Representative
Michelle Bonner said she was
pleased with the election results

and expressed the importance of a

smooth transition in the office.

"I'm thrilled to see that

Madeline won," Bonner said. "I

know she'll be a dynamic and
effective facilities commissioner,

and she will work with Peter
Rudinskas, which is essential to

the success of the office.!^

to own computers has run into a

very human glitch: resistance
from students who will have to

pay for them.

Sonoma State University,
Humboldt State Univerisity and
California Polytechnic State
University at San Luis Obispo
proposed that starting next year,

freshmen arrive equipped with
persona] computers. That would
add $ 1 ,000 to $ 1 ,500 to the cost of

their education.

Students at the three universi-

ties, with Humboldt State in the

lead, agree that computers are

important, but contend the univer-

sities are just passing the buck.

"What we are seeing here is a

crisis in computer technology on
campus," said Cassandra Teurfs,

Humboldt's student government
president. "With the state financial

crisis, the universities are seeing

students coming in and needing
computers the university cannot
supply and it's an easy solution -
we'll just have the students buy
the computers."

The proposal was put forward
by the presidents of the three uni-

versities, who asked the
Chancellor of the system to imple-

ment the pilot program for the

incoming freshmen.

The chancellor's office is

expected to make a decision
before the end of the year.
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What's Brewin' Today
Today

Arthur Ashe Foundation for the Defeat of AIDS
World AIDS Day Tennis Tournament on Dec. 3

If interested in playing or volunteering, contact

Kristina Mack at 396- 1 249

Department of Veterans Affairs

Vet's Garden Christmas Sale '94 - narcissus,

swags, bay wreaths and more
Locations include Federal Building and UCLA
campus
Call 824-6771 for more information

Korean Student Association

Canned Food Drive - all proceeds go to local

churches to benefit poor families

Bruin Walk
794-3625 or 794-3886 - *

Mount St. Mary's College

"The Marvelous" - an exhibit of mixed media
art

Through Dec. 10

Jose Dmdis-Biada Art Gallery, 12001 Chalon
Road
Free

471-9584 -
.

UCLA At the Armand Hammer Museum of Art

and Cultural Center

Exhibit: Cabinet des Estampes of the

Bibliotheque Nationale de France - French
Renaissance prints

Through Jan. 1

10899 Wilshire Blvd.

Cost: $4.50 general, $3 students

443-7047

9 a.m. - 1 p.m.

Peer Health Counselors

The Healthy Body Shop - free cold medication,'

massages, cappucino and tea

NW comer of Pauley Pavilion

825-5704

11 a.m.

University Buddhist Association

Meeting and meditation

Ackerman 3525
398-7616

12:10 p.m.

University Catholic Center

Weekly mass
Ackerman 35 1

7

208-5015

Armenian Students' Association

General meeting - special guest speaker
Ackerman 2408
206-9124

4 p.m.

Office of International Students & Scholars
International Coffeebreak
Kerckhoff Coffeehouse
825-1681

6 p.m.

Environmental Coalition

Meeting

Ackerman 3508
206-4438

6:30 p.m.

G.A.L.A.

Gay and Bisexual Men's Rap
Kerckhoff 500
825-8053

7 p.m.

Hong Konq Student Union
Thanksgiving Dinner
Knudsen 2222
Cost: $8, $6 members
444^33

Shakespeare's Insane Asylum
Reading of "The Taming of the Shrew"—
please bring a copy of the play

Rolfe23I0
824-2437

8 p.m.

Lesbian and Bisexual Graduate Women's
Network
Meeting- dollar beernigfit

'"

The Palms, 8572 Santa MonicrfBIvd.
(213)463-7855

8:30 p.m.

Jewish Students and Dance Enthusiasts

Annual Thanksgiving Israeli Folk Dance
Marathon and Party

Valley Cities Jewish Community Center, 13164
Burbank Blvd., Sherman Oaks
Cost: $10
794-5685 -

9 p. m.

Chinese Graduate Student Association

Thanksgiving Dance Party

Club Yes, 1 1620 Wilshire Blvd.

Cost: $12
865-1836

Raza Graduation

Dance party

Los Poncho's, Westwood,
Cost: $5

UCLA Comedy Club

Weekly workshop for those interested in writing

and performing stand-up comedy
Ackerman 2410
794-3282

Friday

3 p.m.

Chinese Christian Fellowship

Meeting

Ackerman 2408
(213)481-2201

7 p.m.

Bodhi Tree Bookstore

Lecture series: "Shared Presence People" by
Roger Weir ^

8585 Melrose Ave.

Cost: $15
659-1733

8 p.m.

Santa Monica Theatre Guild

"You Can't Take it With You"
Morgan-Wixson Theatre, 2627 Pico Blvd.,

Santa Monica
Cost: $10 general, $8 students

828-7519

8:30 p.m.

Highways Performance Space and Nuestro
Recuerdos
Beto Araiza/H.I.Vato- Alberto Antonio Araiza's
latest work
Cost; $10
1651 18th St., Santa Monica
Call (213) 660-8587 for tickets

If your organization would like an event listed

in this section, please drop by the front counter
of the Daily Bruin at 225 Kerckhoff and fill out
a listing form by 2 p.m. the day before

publication. The deadline for a submission to

appear in next Monday's paper is Wednesday at

2 p.m. Please address questions to Listings

Editor Ayako Hagihara at 206-0904.

Fordham student lives

In auto after eviction
University refuses to

rehouse him after

roommate incident

By Bruce Weber
The New York Times

>yho is Cyrus Azari and why is

he saying such terrible things
about Fordham University?^Qr.
maybe the question is better asked
the other way around.

Azari, a 32-year-old Army vet-

eran who transferred to Fordham
as a junior this year after graduat-

ing from Bergen Community
College in New Jersey, has been
living in his car in a university
parking lot since the beginning of
October, after he threatened to

beat his roommate and the
Fordham administration evicted
him from his residence hall. The
result has been a tempest in a
teapot, which would be amusing
if the weather weren't turning
cold.

Despite apologies by Azari to

university officials, despite a stu-

dent newspaper editorial calling

for his reinstatement and despite a

petition signed by 90 of his for-

mer dormitory mates saying "We
want Cyrus back," Fordham has
been adamant and Azari is still

sleeping in his Hyundai^ about
200 yards from his old room in

Sesquicentennial Hall.

Why he was evicted remains
not entirely clear, because until

tomorrow, when lawyers for Azari

and the university are to meet for

the first time, university officials

will not comment. The university

has released a statement saying

only that in a meeting to discuss

the incident, Azari refused to

comply with a directive to stay

away from his roommate,
Nicholas Henry, and that he
became belligerent and threaten-

ing.

"Mr. Azari has clearly rejected

the tenets of Fordham campus liv-

ing that he agreed to follow in

September," the statement said.

"Fordham's responsibility is to

ensure the well-being of all of its

students. The university stands by
its decision."

The incident that catalyzed this

situation took place on Sept. 29.

What happened that night is

apparently not in dispute, and in

the annals of campus unrest is

unextraordinary. Azari discovered

$200 missing from his desk and
accused his roommate, Henry, of
taking it, threatening to beat him
if he didn't return it.

He explained his anger by say-

ing that the money was a child-

support payment. Azari's son,

Sean, 8, lives with his mother in

Cliffside Park, N.J. Asked about
his r&lationship with his former

See ROOMMATE, page 10

Correction

In the Tuesday, Nov. 22 issue of The Bruin, there was a headline error

rhe headline should have read "Curricular reform needed, advocacy
»roups believe." The Bruin regrets the error.
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UCLA Communist club seeks dropping of cliarges
Spartacus speakers urge freedom

of speech, support working class

By Jennifer Morlta

Members of a campus
Communist group, the Spaftacus

Youth Club, urged about 20 lis-

teners at Meyertioff Paiic Tuesday
afternoon to mobilize against
Proposition 1 87 and demand that

the university police drop charges

against the,26 protesters arrested

at last week's sit-in at Murphy
Hall.

Responding to the arrest of the

"UCLA 26" - that included two of

its own members - the club oi^ga-

nized a speakout sponsored by the

You See Free Speech group,
which promotes free and open

speech forums at Meyerhoff Park.

"On Nov. 17, 26 protesters,

including myself, were arrested

by UCLA police shot troopers for

exercising our rights of free

speech and free assembly,"
Spartacus member John
Fitzgerald told the audience.

"I'm not here today to debate

whether Prop. 187- is right or
wrong," said Fitzgerald, a third-

year transfer student from UC
Irvine. "It is blatantly wrong. As
much as the Chinese Exclusion
Act, as much as Jim Crow (laws)

in the south, and as much as the

Jaosnese internment."

trtacus Youth Club and its

parent group the Spartacist
League maintain that anti-immi-

gration laws like Proposition 187

are attempts to make minority
groups the scapegoats for the

problems that capitalisrh creates,

Spartacist League member Kathy
Finnegan said.

The clubs support the demon-
strators' rights to protest and
demand that the charges against

them be dropped, Finnegan
added.

But some students said the con-

troversial measure was passed by
a majority of the people and
therefore, should be respected as

law.

"People should have the right

to speak out about problems they

see," said computer science grad-

uate student Joel Short. "But also,

it was determined by a majority

rule that Proposition 1 87 should
pass. I think the basis for provid-

ing education and rights for peo-

ple is very important - but the

rights are for citizens. To achieve

those rights you should follow the

rules and become a citizen."

Spartacus member Joaquim
Flores, a UCLA extension student

arrested during the Nov. 17
protest, told listeners ttvat the
Democratic and Republican par-

ties are equally racist.

"The bourgeois Republican
Party supports Proposition 187,"

Flores said. "The equally racist

and bourgeois Democratic Party

supports the militarization of the

U.S. border. What we have here,

once again, is the state using
immigrant bashing to divide the

working class."

Despite the Communist club's

UCLAcrosse

The UCLA men's lacrosse team practices on the IM field.

MAYA MENENOEZ

critiques, some students disagreed

with the club's view that capital-

ism, the political parties and
racism are inherently linked

"I'm against Prop. 187 and I

think it's kind of racist. But, I

don't think there is a relationship

between capitalism and racism,"

said Shu Fen, a math graduate stu-

dent from Taiwan.

According to Fitzgerald, the

club invited other campus organi-

zations to voice their opinions at

the speakout. However, the only

other group at the speakout was
You See Free Speech.

"We didn't really expect
500,000 people," Fitzgerald said.

"We wanted to make sure our
viewpoint got heard. As long as

two or three people in the audi-

ence heard us, we feel the speak-

out was a success."

Many pass
state Bar,

but jobs are
hard to find
Record-breaking

62.3 percent pass

California exam,

officials announce
By Reynolds Holding

The San Francisco Chronicle

Group supports board's fight against 187
Parents and teachers support a lawsuit

as anti-Prop. 187 politicians face heat

By Kimberly Kindy
Los Angeles Daily News

LOS ANGELES — An anti-

Proposition 187 group called Save
Our Children says it stands behind

the Los Angeles Board of
Education's decision to file a law-

suit against the measure, and also

will ask the United Nations
Human Rights Commission for

assistance in their fight.

After nearly two weeks of
watching Proposition 1 87 propo-

nents criticize the board, the group
that includes parents and teachers

said it was time to show their sup-

port of the district.

. "It's very rare for elected offi-

cials to do what they know in their

heart of hearts is right," said

James Lafferty, executive directed*

of the National Lawyers Guild,

which supports Save Our
Children.

"It's easier to go along with
what they feel the voters are

demanding, to go along with racist

ideals," Lafferty said.

Proposition 1 87, approved by
voters Nov. 8, makes illegal aliens

ineligible for public education,

non-emergency health care and
other public services, and requires

public agencies to report suspect-

ed illegal immigrants to the

Immigration and Naturalization

Service.

Implementation of the measure

has been blocked temporarily as a

result of lawsuits challenging its

constitutionality.

While representatives of the

Save Our Children group held

their news conference outside the

Board of Education on Monday,
another group called Voice of
Citizens Together was moving for-

ward with their effort to recall

Board President Mark Slavkin.

The group is angry that public

funds are being used by the school

board and the city of Los Angeles

to fight the measure which was
passed by a majority of voters.

The pro-Proposition 187 group
is preparing legal documents
requesting that a Los Angeles
Superior Court judge issue an
order blocking the district from
spending public money on its

Proposition 1 87 lawsuit.

"They are trying to second-
guess the voters of California,"

said Glenn Spencer, president of

the group supporting the proposed

recall. "The people have spoken

and they will speak again through

the recall effort."

Board members defended

Monday their decision to spend
public ilinds on their lawsuit, say-

ing the survival of the district is at

risk and that they have been fman-

cially prudent in their efforts.

"As trustees of the district we
had to seek a legal, judicial reme-

dy because the entire educational

institution, for which we are

responsible, is at risk," said board

member Jeff Horton.

U.S. Department of Education

officials have said that if the dfs-

trict enforced Proposition 187, it

will lose federal funding. The dis-

trict has estimated the loss at about

$628 million annually.

Board member Leticia Quczada
said the district worked with
school districts across the state and

filed a joint lawsuit to challenge

the constitutionality of the educa-

tional provision in the proposition.

"What we did was take leadeN

_
See 187, page 9

More law students than ever
passed the California bar examina-

tion in July, and their timing could-

n't be worse. Legal jobs are still

scarce.

Of 7,058 people who took the

three-day test, 4,459 passed, the

highest number ever, the State Bar

announced on Monday. The 63.2

percent passing rate is a near record

- the second highest in history and

the highest since 1962, when 63.4

percent passed.

If all the successful test takers

pass an ethics exam, do not fall

behind on any child or family sup-

port payments and then take the

lawyer's oath, about 147,000 peo-

ple will be- eligible-to praeticc-lav^

in California.

Paul Jefferson, chairman of the

bar examiners committee, said in a

news release that it is "too early to

say why the scores are higher, but

hopefully this reflects better prepa-

ration by students."

The problem is that most law
firms are still recovering from the

heady days of the 1980s, when big

firms would commonly hire more
than 30 new lawyers each year.

Since the state's economy started

tumbling about four years ago, the

hiring figures have been way down.

They show no signs of recovering,

and that is forcing many new law-

school graduates to look elsewhere.

The record bar exam results

seem to reflect a national trend.

Jefferson said scores were higher

nationwide on the multiple choice

part of the tcs.t, which is given in

most states and makes up one-third

of the California exam. The state

exam also includes essays on legal

problems and questions that mea-
sure research and client-counseling

skills.*

Applicants must also pass an
ethics test given at a later date.

The rate of success on the bar

exam has been rising since 1984,

when it was 41.8 percent. Some
lawyers attribute the improvement
to a change in the grading scale

seven years ago, but bar officials

insist that the test has not gotten

easier.
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Italians Investigate

prime minister
ROME — In the biggest blow yet to his

political standing, Italian magistrates told

Prime Minister Silvio Berlusconi
Tuesday that he was being investigated

on corruption charges because of bribes

purportedly paid to tax inspectors by his

business empire.

Already reeling from local elections

last weekend in which his conservative

Forza Italia party fared badly, Berlusconi

received word of the move as he played

host here to an international conference

on combatting organized crime.

In a statement recorded later for broad-

cast on the evening television news, he

said only Parliament could force him
from office.

NATO gears up fer

new Serbian attack
ZAGREB, Croatia— Officials indicated

that the NATO allies are gearing up for

another immediate assault on rebel Serbs,

but whether the target would be in Bosnia

or Croatia remains to be seen.

Despite a NATO raid on Monday on a

Serbian-held airfield in Croatia,

Nationalist Serb forces continued to

pound the Muslim town of Bihac in

Bosnia, leaving several villages burning

and hundreds of refugees without shelter,

U.N. officials said.

A senior U.N. official suggested that a

further NATO air strike, this time against

a Bosnian Serb rather than a Croatian

Serb target, was likely on Wednesday.

But Croatian officials said the Atlantic

alliance had asked Tuesday for renewed

permission to. fly into Croatian airspace

and Croatia had agreed to the request.

OPEC firecaes oil

production levols
JAKARTA— Oil prices rose only slight-

ly Tuesday after the Organization of

Petroleum Exporting Countries, in an

important display of unity by most of the

world's major oil producers, agreed to

'freeze production levels through 1995 in

hopes of driving up oil prices.

The agreement, reached TUesday after

only a few hours of discussion among oil

ministers meeting on the Indonesian

resort island of Bali, will hold oil produc-

tion among OPEC members to 24.5 mil-

lion barrels per day in the face of rising

consumption, a level that in theory could

end the existing glut of oil on world mar-

kets.

Cilnten offers new
aid to Ukraine
WASHINGTON — President Clinton

offered $200 million in additional eco-

nomic aid to Ukraine Tuesday to thank

that country's new president, Leonid
Kuchma, for taking politically difficult

steps that Washington was seeking: free-

market reforms and the elimination of

nuclear arms.

Vowing a new relationship with

Ukraine, which the administration

expects to be a major power in Europe,

Clinton also provided Kuchma with secu-

rity assurances in return for persuading

his parliament last week to vote to elimi-

nate Ukraine's 1,800 nuclear warheads.

Those assurances included a promise

never to use nuclear weapons against

Ukraine, to consult with Kiev if it is ever

threatened militarily and, if necessary, to

present Ukraine's case to the U.N.
Security Council.

Nation

GOP iqiplauds new
Congress members
WILLIAMSBURG, Va.— The incoming

leaders of Congress won standing ova-

tions Tuesday after they pledged to the

nation's Republican governors to restore

power to the states.

They also reassured the governors that

while the states would get less federal

money, they would not be unduly bur-

dened by efforts in Washington to bal-

ance the budget and streamline
government.

In their first joint appearance since the

election two weeks ago. Newt Gingrich,

the House Speaker-in-waiting, and Bob
Dole, who will be the Senate majority

leader, also were here to emphasize that

they could work well with each other.

Helms' comments
create an uproar
WASHINGTON — Sen. Jesse Helms,

the incoming chairman of the Foreign

Relations Committee, created a new
uproar TUesday when he was quoted say-

ing that President Clinton was so unpopu-

lar on military bases in North Carolina

that he "better have a bodyguard" if he

visits the state. Helms later called the

comment "a mistake."

Just days previously. Helms, a

Republican from North Carolina, created

a storm of controversy by saying that

President Clinton was not up to the job of

commander in chief.

After several senators criticized the

comments that Helms made to the

Raleigh newspaper on Monday, he issued

a statement in which he called the com-

ment "an offhand remark" not meant to

be taken literally.

Court of appeals
upholds expulsion
WASHINGTON — A federal appeals

court Tuesday upheld the expulsion of a

midshipman from the U.S. Naval
Academy who had acknowledged that he

was gay.

The U.S. Court of Appeals for the

District of Columbia Circuit on a 7-3 vote

rejected Joseph Steffan's argument that

his discharge solely because of his stated

sexual orientation was unconstitutional.

The decision reverses an earlier ruling

by a three-judge appellate panel that had

ordered the Naval Academy to reinstate

Steffan.

Reich condemns
'corporate welfere'
WASHINGTON — Firing back at con-

servatives who have vowed to trim wel-

fare costs. Labor Secretary Robert
Reich Tuesday issued a broad but vague

call to choke off as much as $200 bil-

lion in "corporate welfare" as a way of

finding money for job training and other

programs to help workers.

Corporate subsidies should be inves-

tigated across the board, he said in a

speech to the Democratic Leadership
Council. But he stopped short of identi-

fying any unreasonable subsidies.

Though he referred to a Democratic
think t^nk study that identifies $111 bil-

lion in political pork, the labor secretary

said he was not endorsing that report.

Convulsive political change will con-

tinue, he warned, until the middle class

sees an end to a spiral of downward
mobility that started 15 years ago.

Compiled by Daily Bruin wire services
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Every pair of eyes is unique, too.
Fingerprints aren't the only human mark of distinction. Each pair of eyeprints Is also biologically different from

ar)other. As we continue to devek>p advanced rigid gas pernrteable contact lens materials, we never k>se sight of

this fact .
•

FlouroPerm
The Performance l^ns'
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Special

• Daily Wear Soft Lenses*
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(B& L SoHspii>- others Slightly Higher)

Disposable Contact Lenses*
$200

(lncludes4St)i Packs—12 Lenses Per Eye)

^ ,..,., ., , , ^ CONTACTOUR OFFICE TODAY TO SCHEDULEANAPPOINTMENT
Greater initial and long-term comfort j^ determine which custom lens is bestfor you.
Easy maintenance, longer lens life

Optimum cornesU health pR j p QUACKENBUSH, O.D.
Daily or overnight wear _ «* "<. ^

Superior vision " 10955 Wcybum Ave.
Corrects astigmatism ^ riiri_ o r^ ^

Resists deposits
— Comer ofWeybum & Broxton

Outperforms soft lenses 708-4748 or 208-8841
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Topics:
•Tuesday and Wednesday, November 1st and Xnd:
'Saying Hello' • Greetings, alphabet, numbers

•Tuesday and Wednesday, November Sth and 9th:

"Getting to Know You* • Classes, |obs, hobbies

•Tuesday and Wednesday, November ISth and 16tht

'The People Around You' - Family, friends, etc.

•Tuesday and Wednesday, November IZnd and 23rd:

Tour Favorite Things' - Colon, foods, holidays

•Tuesday and Wednesday, November 29th and 30th:

"Emergency!' • Emergencies, health, safety commands

USD
For mere information call:

OSD: 825-1501 (voice) or 2G6-6063 (TDD)

USD: 206-0926
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Do You Want Credit Cards?

Now you can have the most recognized

credit card In the world EVEN IF YOU ARE NEW IN

CREDIT or HAVE BEEN lURN^ DOWN BEFORE!

MasterGard* the credit caid you
deserve and need foi^ ID-BOOKS—DEPARTMENT

STORES—TUITION—ENTERTAINMENT—
EMERGErCY CASH—TCKETS—RESTAURANTS-

HOTELS—MOTELS-GAS-CAR RENTALS—
REPAIRS-AND TO BUILO YOUR CREDfT RATINGI

No turn downs!

-^^jtP* No credit checks!

Vif5^f.f.o;gr No security deposit!

^^V*^* Send the coupon today
Your credit cards are waiting!

UNI-CARDrBOX 220645,HOLLYWOOD,FL 33022

YES! I want MASTERCARD* Immediately.

100H QUARANTEEDI

NAME
ADDRESS
cnv - STATE— ZIP

STUDENT? Yes No RR#

SIGNATURE —
¥Onti HasirfOiid ii iigMcfcd Ir««leimi1( of MaMoOud InlentellomL Inc.

il
MAIL THIS NO RISK COUPON TODAY

STUDENTS
There are a lot of i selling new MCAT Prep Courses!

^ t' -^^ 'h

DONT RISK IT WITH A ROOKIE!

All of Kaplan's MCAT practice material reflects the
format of the current MCAT— a claim not all courses
can make.

Kaplan has a full-team of science professionals,
headed by an MD, working on our MCAT course
and practice material — for us, test prep is not a
part-time job

KAPLAN invented MCAT prep. We have prepared
over 275,000 students, more than any other test

prep company.

WHY TAKE CHANCES?
GO WITH THE LEADER AND INNOVATOR IN MCAT PREP!

Call: 1 -800-KAP-TEST

getahlgiier

KAPLAN
^
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Paper airplanes still a popular hobby among adults
Pair holds Guinness record for longest

paper plane flight, writes how-to book
By Jeff Guinn
Fort Worth Star-Telegram

7 Ken Blackburn and Jeff
Lammers have managed to keep a

plane aloft for 18.8 seconds -

nearly seven seconds longer than

Orville and Wilbur Wright's first

flight. -

The Blackburn/Lammers
team's launch is recognized as

longest in history by the current

Guinness Book of World
Records, while the Wrights' feat

has long since been eclipsed. Of
course, the Wrights were flying a

plane of metal, wood and canvas.

Blackburn and Lammers are
modem-day masters of the paper
variety.

And they tell all about how to

make ^jl the proper folds and
creases in **The World Record
Paper Airplane Book"
(Workman, $12.95). According to

Lammers, everyone is a potential

reader.

*'I have yet to come across
anyone who can look me in the

eye and say, *I haven't ever flown
a paper airplane,"* Lammers said

in a phone interview from his

hcrme in the Cocoa Beach, Fla.,

suburb of Palm Bay. "When peo-

ple think about paper airplanes,

they get this excited expression.

It's just a universal sort of thing."

A common interest in paper
airplane-flying brought
Blackburn, 30, and Lammers, 33,

together six years ago when both
worked as engineers at

McDonnell-Douglas in St. Louis.

Blackburn already held the
Guinness record for longest-dura-

tion paper airplane flight; work-
ing with Lammers, he has since

topped his longevity mark several

more times.

"We always worked under the

Guinness rules that record
attempts had to be made indoors

and over a level surface, the plane

launched straight up in situations

where there were no wind cur-

rents," said Lammers, who now
owns an engineering company in

Florida. "We set the latest record

a year ago in an American
Airlines hangar at JFK Airport in

New York."

As record-holders, Lammers
said, he thought the duo should
share paper airplane secrets with

the worid and make money doing
it. With Blackburn's acquies-
cence, Lammers put together
some written materials and con-
tacted publishers. Workman
Publishing Co. of New York
signed on, and a 100-page how-to
book complete with 1 6 tear-and-

fold plane designs and a folding

cardboard runway resulted.

"What I wanted was a book
that was really simple," Lammers
explained. "I didn't want readers

to have to hunt around for paper,

and then scissors, then glue, then
have to try and paste everything
together. With that in mind, we
stuck to the basics, simple planes

that still can fly very, very well."

The full-color results have
equally colorful names - The
Hornet, The Vortex, The Eagle.
Lammers claimed The Eagle as a
personal favorite ("It can really

get some distance"), but contends
any plane featured in the book

See PLANES, page 11
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Thanksgiving Special!

At t|ie Treehouse
Roast Turkey or Sliced Ham with Dressing,

Mashed Potatoes & Gravy or Sweet Potatoes,

your choice of Vegetable, Cranberry Sauce,
Roll & Butter. Served wflh Soup or

Dinner Salad

4.25

^ For abouta dollaraday
both will giveyouthe poweryou need to

- survive this semester
Oufy $33.00 a month*

keyboard,)

With the Apple Computer Loan and 90-Day Deferred Payment Plan, you can take advantage of

already great student pricing on a Mac -for about $33 per month* with no payments for 90 days'.

Studentswho qualify can take home any Macintosh* personal computet; printet; CD-ROM drive or

other peripherals with no hassle and no complkated fbnns. Let^ face it, the holidays aren't exactly

MadHloah

SMp RAM/2^0MB barddrive,

.mouse

conducive to saving money. In fact, they can leave you broke. But you can Still buy the cotnputer

you want and not worry about payments until long after the decorations are down. The
Apple Computer Loan and 90-Day Deferred Payment Plan. The solution a i

|

"

that gives you the power every student needs. The power to be your best: /fflOlC

P5' ASUCLA

COMPUTER
^

STORE

liiri iiiriTfiiriKiriiiiii

PAY NOTHING FOR 90 DAYS
Madntosh computers are available only to UCLA students, selected Extension
students, faculty, staff, and departments. Extension students should inquire at the
Computer Store regarding eUgibility. One Macintosh desktop and one Macintosh
portable computer can be purchased each school year by an eligible pereon. Personal
checks are accepted up to $500. Visa, Mastercard and.Discover are also accepted.

ASUCLA STUDENTS* STORE. B-LEVEL ACKERMAN UNION • 825-6952 • M-Th 7:45-7. Fri 7:45-6, Sat 10-5. Sun 12-5
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Young, Democratic and in need of jobs
The New York Times

WASHINGTON — The worst

part of the way things are going

in Congress nowadays, said

Regina Wood, is the way

In one respect, young gaze upon a bleak job market.
Democrats who find themselves deal with their anger, fill out law

unemployed have it relatively school applications and grapple

easy: They can seize on low-pay- with what one young Democrat
ing offers or jobs outside called "Republican arrogance."

Washington that older victims of Wood will send out her
Republicans keep barging into the elections cannot accept resumes to other offices on
her office to size it up. because of financial obligations Capitol Hill, but she knows there

'Mt's a little disturbing that or a reluctance to move their are more young Democrats than

they don't wait until we're out," families. entry-level jobs in a place that

said Wood, 23, a staff assistant to While young Republicans serves as a magnet for ambitious

House Speaker Thomas Foley, arrive daily, lured to the nation's political cubs.

D-Wash., who was defeated by capital by job offers from the "There's no question that this

his Republican opponent after 32 Republican National Committee is a humbling experience," said

years in Congress. "They're bid- or Republican consulting opera- Patrick Dorton, a former aide to

ding for our office space." tions, the young Democrats two Democratic congressman.
As a result of the Republican whom they will replace - like "The elections were a very

landslide on Nov. 8, 37 incum- Wood - are scrambling to find grounding experience for a

bent Democratic members of new jobs and are tightening their Democrat who was flying high in

Congress lost their jobs - not to belts until they do. 1992." At 26, Dorton is consid-

mention more than a thousand As Republicans sample the ered a veteran among younger
people in their offices and. on views from their prospective staff aides, and he has frequently

committee staffs. congressional offices. Democrats been sought out for advice since

the elections.

Life without prospects on
C^itol Hill is unnerving for a

group of young staff members
accustomed to walking with their

heads held high, according to

Dorton.

"I feel angry more than envi-

ous," said a 26-year-old
Democrat at the Department of
Health and Human Services who
requested anonymity. "I think it's

really annoying, especially to

people two years ago who were
on top of the world."

She said that those who can
afford to or who are willing to

take on additional educational
loans, are using the opportunity

to return to school. "Almost
every friend I have in

Washington is leaving their polit-

ical career and going to graduate

school - most to law school," she

said. "After working in politics a

while, you're not ever going to

go anywhere unless you have a

concrete skill, and politics is

such a hollow thing to build a

career on,"

But Greg Klein, who works for

A.T. Kearney, a large manage-
ment consulting company,
offered another suggestion. A
young Democrat with a bache-
lor's degree and two to three

years of experience on the Hill,

Klein said, has the "makings of a

nascent lobbyist."

And Robert Gray III, the 26-

year-old press secretary for Rep.

Peter Blute, R-Mass., and a for-

mer campaign aide for the Bush-

Quayle campaign, says "juris

See DEMOCRATS, page 10

1994-1995 Chancellor's

Humanitarian Award
For UCLA Students

near students:
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„^.„r,f.e The Chancellor's
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-

_ • •
-
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" ~
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.-•-«- n^

Charles E. Young
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• Graduate Students Association
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• Financial Aid Office-A129J Murphy
Hall

• Residence Halls-Assistant Director's

Offices

• URL IXirnstiles

• Field Studies Development

80 Powell Library
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New outlet stores planned for Southern California
Shoppers guafarit^d bargains at new
addition to area's four outlet centers

By Deborah Adamson
Los Angeles Daily News

Yehuda Netanel is so sure that

shoppers will travel for a bargain

that he plans to offer free rides on
Metrolink commuter trains
between the Los Angeles-area city

of Glendale and his new
Lancaster, Calif., outlet store,

which will open later this week.

Lancaster Factory Stores' open-

ing on Friday, Nov. 25, will maiic

his company's first Southern
California outlet mall, bringing to

five the number of brand-name
discount sites in Los Angeles and
Ventura counties.

"The consumer demands quali-

ty, value ^d selection, and that's

what outlet centers can offer
them," Netanel said.

Half of the state's 29 outlet

malls are in Southern California,

according to the trade publication

Outlet Bound's Guide to the

Nation's Outlets. In the Southern
California, outlets are in Oxnard,
Lancaster, Camarillo, Commerce,
Cabazon, San Marcos, San Diego,

Lake Elsinore and. Ontario. There
are two in Barstow and one is

being planned for Carson.

Outlets commonly offer a 20 to

70 percent discount on name-
brand merchandise, including
Geoffrey Beene, Bass and Jones
New York. Tenants can offer
lower prices because in most
cases, manufacturers sell directly

to the consumer and cut out the

retail middleman.
Prices also arc lower because

goods can be last season's items,

in irregular sizes, damaged or
marked for clearance. A growing
trend among manufacturers is

making lower-cost products spe-

cially for outlet centers that also

are priced lower. They may use
materials left over from manufac-
turing operations.

The target market is the upp^r-

middle-class household earning
more than $50,000 a year.

These malls typically locate

outside major urban areas because

manufacturers don't want to upset

their wholesale clients by opening
an outlet store close by.

"Their biggest challenge is to

make sure they don't offend their

biggest customers - department
stores and other wholesale
accounts," said Richard Giss,
retail partner at the accounting
firm of Deloitte & Touche in Los
Angeles.

Outlet malls were born in the

1970s when apparel maker Vanity

Fair took over an old mill in

Reading, Pa., and opened a store

that sold excess inventory, said

Randy Marks, a spokesman at

Orange, Conn. -based Outlet
Bound.

Soon, other manufacturers
opened stores at the site and it

became an outlet center. Today,
Marks said, Reading is known as

the "Outlet Capital of the Worid"
with more than 150 outlet malls.

In the last four years, the outlet

industry has grown by 60 percent

from a $6.3 billion industry to $10

See OUTLETS, page 11

^a^ Cam6^ge,JEngtand
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CamSridge (Program
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&^

^ W ^ xperience the splendor of England, and earn eight units of credit towards your

^ S^ b'C degree through the UCI Summer Session Cambridge Program. Discover

f ^ the unique wonders of Great Britain as you study your favorite subjects at

Pembroke College, the t)iird oldest of the famous Cambridge colleges.

If you want to travel and earn units toward you^: degree, then make Cambridge your

summer destination.

To receive a program brochure, please call Tom at the UCI Summer Session Office,

(714) 824-5493, or write PO. Box 6050, Irvine, CA 92716-6050.

(original price up to $200)

EYEGLASS
PACKAGE

INCLUDES EXAMINATION.
EYEGLASS FRAME FROM OUR

VARIETY COLLECTIONS.
PRESCRIPTION LENSES

CONTACT LENS
PACKAGE

INCLUDES EYE EXAM
PAIR OF SOFT MATI-B LENSES,

CAREKIT AND FOLLOW-UP CARE

f^-*-*-* »-»«-^^» (

Send me information on the UCI Summer Program in Cambridge, "England.

Name

Address

City State -Zip

Telephone

994-UCLA

DISPOSABLE CONTACT LENSES
INCLUDES EXAM, FITTING & FOLLOV^UP

& 4 BOXES OF DISPOSABLE LENSES

' GLASSES & CONTACTS IN ONE HOUR
EYE EXAMINATIONS
VISION PLANS ACCEPTED

OPTOMETRIX
An Optometnc Center

208-1384
10930 WEYBURN • WESTWOOD VILLAGE

Check us out....Bring us your best price on Sony,
JVC, Sharp, Panasonic. Nikon, Canon, Minolta,
Pentax or any other line we carry, and we will

not only dve you the best advice, kxit

-. _ we will also match your lowest price.
(Usually our price Is already iowerl)

Applies to locally advertised prices on new and current,
still or video carneras.

Look out so called 'BIG GUYS' OR 'BIG CnV DISCOUNT
STORES.

Camera & Video
iiii^t

I'AIIKIX;

1025 Westwood Blvd. in WESTWOOD VILLAGE
FREE VALIDATT-D PARKING IN LOTS BEHIND STORE

MON-FRI 9-7 SAT 9; 30-6 SUN 11-4

3 10-208-5150 Pro/Darkroom Dept 310-208-5161

oi»i;.\

SIMIAY

Italian Restaurant

2ff7-5900

(it's huge!)
ttmsaKiAMwacA blvd.

SUN-THURS 11-12 AM • FRI & SAT 11-2 AM
15*lnchPizza,2Toppit^| i^4AAQ X-LAR6e'

plus Garlic Bread and 2 Cokes
I

' y<»iw>twim

Add $1 and TOte it rai Ex-Wjj)eJ8J_

i

L _ _.PlPl _ _ _ ?.

_

$4 AAiA fii-^ I

npa^tti andlariic bread

1,55 lO- Piece
j

I only$2«

Chicken Ho! Wings and Fries
[

I

^°^'^"'™ ^"^ (^^ bread

_wjth order of Pizza |
I minimum order $8.00

^

Ttiin or Ttiiclc Crust, NO EXTRA CIHARGE!
Lxjwfat cheese available upon request.
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Data from black boxes used to
determine factors in disasters
By Mattlww WMd
The New York Times

WASHINGTON— The display

on the computer screen looks like

a game: The middle shows the

view out the cockpit window, and

around the edges are controls
showing altitude, airspeed and
such. But there are no sound
effects; there is no joystick or fim.

The screen depicts a real flight,

one that ended with a crash that

killed 262 people.

"(Witnesses) always

have the plane traihng

smoke and they hear

the engine backfiring.

TTiere are generic

witness statements ..."

Dennis Grossi

Black Box Analyst

The animation, which can be

run showing the plane from any
angle, s[)ed up or slowed down or

even run in reverse, was generated

in the computers of the National

Transportation Safety Board from

data recovered from the doomed
plane's "black box." The anijna-

tion is one of a stunning array of

tools that are emerging for the

investigation of crashes and lesser

incidents as computers move into

aircraft around the world.

"This is the best witness," said

Dennis Grossi, the safety board's

chief analyst of black boxes,
which are technically called flight

data recorders and are not black at

all, but a regulation shade of
orange, with reflective yellow
stripes. Human witnesses, he said,

"always have the plane trailing

smoke, and they hear the engine

backfiring. There are generic wit-

ness statements; you can get them
at every crash." And they often

turn out to be wrong, he said.

"This is the truth."

But, especially with the newer
boxes, it is truth rather like a tele-

phone directory or a dictionary,

delivered in great volume and not

always entirely relevant. "We
open up the boxes, but the proba-

ble cause is not written out for us,"

Grossi said. Inside are reams of

data. The American Eagle flight

that crashed near Roselawn, Ind.,

on Oct. 31, killing 68 people, had

a computerized cockpit that

dumped measurements on 128

separate conditions into the black

box. Gathering the data is easy

because the cockpit is computer-
ized anyway. Some planes deliver

more than 200 measurements.

In contrast, when the 747 was
introduced in 1969, its black box
tracked just five categories of
data: altitude, speed, heading, G-
forces (an increase or decrease in

apparent gravity, like what an ele-

vator passenger feels) and engine

function.

In those days the information

was traced unto a roll of tinfoil by
moving needles. The foil would
advance at one-tenth of an inch

per minute; laboratory technicians

read it with a microscope. That
technology dates at least back to

Lindbergh's flight across the

Atlantic.

Now most new planes record on
magnetic tape somewhat like digi-

tal audio tape, in a string of com-
puter-readable ones and zeros.

Some of the newest store data in

computer chips.

U.S. planes have had to replace

the tinfoil recorders, but some-
times the safety board's lab will

get a foil record to read from a

plane crash in Africa or South
America. In all, the lab reads

about three dozen black boxes a

year, only a few of which are from

crashes; the others are from planes

that had less serious problems,

such as mechanical malfunctions.

The lab is crammed with sophisti-

cated computers, but the log of

black boxes analyzed is kept in a

slightly frayed accountant's
ledger.

Among the advantages of tape

or microchips over foil is that

investigators can read a box quick-

ly and send questions to investiga-

tors who are still at the crash site.

The foil could take weeks to read.

New planes in the United States

log a minimum of 28 categories of

data, and old planes will have to

expand from the original five cate-

gories to at least 1 1 by May 28,

1995.

Some planes record far more.
Newer planes record such detail as

height above the terrain below (as

opposed to height above sea level,

which is the way altitude is usual-

ly described); temperature of the

external air, engine performance;

throttle position; angle of the

plane relative to the horizon and

relative to the wind; degree to

which the plane is rolling, and
position of "control surfaces" like

the rudder, flaps, spoilers and
ailerons.

Grossi usually looks at the data

as a graph covered with lines, each

a different color. The computer re-

creations are more useful to non-

experts, but analysts here can look

at the graph and relive the accident

the way a conductor can look at an

orchestral score and hear the

music.

More information doesn't make
the job easier, experts say; it sim-

ply expands what they can do, like

the computer re-creation of the

crash that killed 262. That plane

followed a standard glide-path

down toward the runway at first,

but then the nose pointed too high,

and the plane lost speed. It stalled

at 1 ,700 feet. The display showed
the engines revving, but that was
not enough for recovery. The ani-

mation also showed that some of

the control surfaces were aligned

to drive the nose down, while oth-

ers were trying to drive it up.

Grossi would not identify that

flight, except to say that it was a

foreign plane that crashed over-

seas recently, because the case is

still under investigation.

Data from the crash of Delta
Flight 191 near Dallas during a

thunderstorm on Aug. 2, 1985, arc

now part of several training pro-

grams for airline pilots and helped

set the Federal Aviation
Administration's policy on a par-

... analysts here can

look at the graph and

relive the accident the

way a conductor can

look at an orchestral

score and hear the

music.

ticular kind of wind shear called

ring vortices.

The electronic portions of the

black boxes are not heavily
armored, but the part with the tape

reel and the recording heads -

parts that look like an old-fash-

ioned reel-to-reel tape recorder -

are guarded by quarter-inch stain-

less steel.

"People ask why we can't build

the whole plane to withstand a

crash like the black box," said

Alan Pollock, a spokesman for the

safety board, hefting one of the

steel boxes and placing it heavily

in a visitor's hand. "Now you
know why."

187
From page 3

ship to minimize the number of

lawsuits filed in this case,"
Quezada said. "We wanted to

ensure the lowest cost to the

school districts involved."

Members of the Save Our
Children group said they believe

that human rights violations are

occurring as a result of the passage

of Proposition 187. They have
begun a petition drive, asking for

assistance from United Nations
Secretary General Boutros
Boutros Ghali.

**I think the United Nations has

the power to intervene because the

United States is a part of the

United Nations," said Pablo
Quiroz, who is organizing the peti-

tion drive. "Oiildren are suffering

psychologically."

"We are getting reports that in

the clinics, people are already

starting to experiment, asking

questions about their documenta-

tion," Quiroz said.

Marshall High School teacher

Steven Zimmer echoed comments,

saying that the initiative has para-

lyzed children with fear and is

aJready keeping them from receiv-

ing an education - something he

too believes is a human rights vio-

lation.

"What I hear everyday is 'Are

you going to turn me in? When do
I need to show my documenta-
tion?*" Zimmer said. "Students
can't learn right now because they

are distracted."

Zimmer began his own signa-

ture gathering last month asking

teachers to sign pledges to refuse

to turn in undocumented students

to immigration officials.

So far 1,500 teachers have
signed the pledge - including

1,200 teachers in the Los Angeles

Unified School District, he said.

The United Nations petition

drive has gathered 1 ,000 signa-

tures and will continue through

Dec. 10, which is International

Human Rights Day.

Slavkin said he believes that the

efforts of both groups are misguid-

ed. They instead should be using

the momentum of the proposi-

tion's passage to apply pressure on

federal officials to solve the immi-

gration problem.

"I believe the only way to solve

the problem is to unite and focus

their energies on the federal gov-

ernment rather than continue to

divided our community," Slavkin

said. "The way the current (immi-

gration) law is enforced is inade-

quate. The federal government
needs to be held accountable. We
are letting the federal government

off the hook," he said.
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Enjoy Thanksgiving Weekend at the

aS-JAPAN EXPO '94
1 5th Annual Trade and Cultural Festival :

Featuring

• SUMO TOGRNAMENT
- GS Mationai Team vs.

Nippon University Team
- Open Adult Sumo
Workshop and
Tournament . _
Now accepting participants

• KARATE CHAMP10IHSHIP
-Saturday and Sunday only

• TRADITIONAL
CRAFTSMEN'S FAIR

• SaSHI. GDON, TERIYAKI.
YAKISOBA, ETC.

• AND MUCH MORE!!!!!

For more details

call (310) 532 - 2000

' LOS ANGELES
CONVENnOM CEMTER

November 25 (Fri), Noon - 8:00 p.m.

November 26 (Sat), 10:00 a.m. - 8:00 p.m.
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UNION
From page 1

what appears to be a sytematic

effort by management at the vari-

ous campuses to persuade techni-

cal voters to oppose the election,"

Dellums wrote."I do not under-

stand why highly compensated
labor relations professionals
would tolerate, let alone condone,

a campaign based on distortion

and misinformation. .
." £>ellums

continued.

One of the charges the union
made against the university was
that it hired an outdside consultant

at $1600 a day to assist it in

defeating the union elections.

Jim Phillips, UC's director of
labor relations, would not confirm

whether the university hired such

a consultant because in its press

release the union did not specify

who and where the consultant
was.

"If they're going to make an
allegation they should at least pin-

point it," Phillips said. "There are

nine campuses and five laborato-

ries at the university. If they
would give a name and a location

I would look into it."

Phillips also said the university

had reponded to Dellums' letter,

but could not say exactly what the

response was. He added that the

university will wait for the Public

Employment Relations Board to

certify the results of the election,

and then wait for UPTE to take the

initiative.

But Peltason, while cautioning

that the university had not yet

drafted an official response, said it

would accept the employees* deci-

sion. "We will respect the wishes

of our employees," Peltason told

the Bruin at the Regents' meeting.

Labor analysts say the struggle

between labor and management at

the university is not unusual. "In

the private sector it's pretty stan-

dard behavior for companies to

oppose unionization even though
there are studies that show there is

better productivity with unions,"

said Ruth Milkman, an associate

professor of sociology who spe-

cializes in labor and unions stud-

ies.

Milkman said public sector

institutions, such as the University

of California, may also oppose
unionization but are more vulnera-

ble to employee mobilization.

Profit is not the public sector's

sole motivator. Milkman
explained, making public institu-

tions less likely to oppose unions

for cost saving reasons. But there

are other reasons for the university

not to unionize, such as loss of
control of hiring and inflexible job

desrcriptions. Milkman added.

Daryl Holter, director of the

labor center, agreed that the differ-

ences between the private sector

and the public sector affect the

ability of woricers to mobilize and

the willingness of the institution to

oppose them.

While public sector companies
may fight against unions, the pri-

vate sector would be more likely

to hire consultants to discourage

unionization, Holter explained. He
did not agree with the union's

charge that the university has
undergone a "corporatization."

"From (the university's ) point

of view they don't really want the

employees to increase their bar-

gaining power," Holter said.

"They'd rather have a paternalistic

relationship where they say 'This

is your pay'. It's an older way of
doing things."

While Holter would not defi-

nitely say whether he thought the

university was guilty of anti-

unionism, he said it would have
been a mistake for the university

to interfere with union elections.

"If the employees want a union

they should be able to get one,
"

he said.

Doug Brown, a UC Berkeley
technical employee, agreed.

"For the last three years, techs

at UC have lived through job cuts,

layoffs, work speed up, benefits

and pay cuts," he said. "We know
what we need is a strong union
contract that will address these

issues. Now, we can begin negoti-

ating that contract, which will pro-

tect us from UC's arbitrary
treatmenL"

From page 2

wife, Azari said she didn't know
about his current situation.

"She hates my guts," he said.

Azari is a stocky man who
works out daily and has, by all

accounts, a gregarious, if not
excitable, demeanor. Other
Sesquicentennial residents said he

is friendly and that no one had had
any problems with him before.

Students on the third floor, where
Azari lived with Henry, said the

two seemed to be friends.

It is impossible to know how
serious Azari 's threat was, but it

appears that Henry, who is consid-

erably smaller, took it seriously

and called security when Azari left

the room. When Azari returned to

the room 15 minutes later, the

security guards kept him away
while Henry moved out. Henry
declined to answer any questions

for this article.

The next day Azari went away
for the weekend, returning on
Sunday night. At midnight, he
said, he received a summons from
Michele Cavanagh, the universi-

ty's director of residential Ijfe, to

discuss the incident in her office at

10 a.m. the next day. Azari showed
up more than an hour late because,

he said, he was working at his job,

driving a university shuttle van
between the Bronx and Manhattan
campuses. Apparently, tempers
flared soon after his arrival.

Azari told Cavanagh, the uni-

versity statement said, "that he
would refuse to follow her direc-

tives to stay away from the stu-

dent" - i.e., Henry - "and that he

DEMOCRATS

knew how to take care of 'people

like him.' At another point, he said

that he would 'beat him up bad.'"

Azari denied making those
remarks, saying that all he said

was: "If you're going to get my
money back, fine; if not, I'lkget

my money back."

In any case, later that day, Oct.

3, as a result of this encounter, he
was told that he had not only been

"Fordham*s responsibility

is to ensure the well'

being of all of its

students."

University Statement

evicted from the dormitory but
also suspended from school, and
that he had to evacuate his room
and be off campus by 4 p.m. When
he refused to leave, campus secu-

rity called the police, and he was
arrested.

At this point, he said, he was so

incensed and perplexed that he
said some untoward things,
including asking Jeffrey Gray, the

university's dean of student life,

"if he was a Jew hater." Azari is a

Jew at a school where enrollment

is about 75 percent Roman
Catholic.

John Carroll, the university's

director of security, who was pre-

sent at Azari 's arrest, called Azari

"a nice young man," but he added:

"Initially when this happened I

tried to give him some advice,

stop him from being so combative.

But he demanded to be arrested.

He was offered a number of alter-

natives."

Azari spent a night in jail, and
from then on has been living in his

car, which he pariced for a while at

highway rest stops. He has been
showering in the gym. His suspen-

sion from the university, where he

is studying business and is, by all

accounts, a good student, lasted

for two weeks, during which he
missed his midterms and received

failing grades.

Later, when the university rein-

stated him as a student, his park-

ing permit became valid again,

and, with the exception of two
nights that he spent at a motel,
paid for with money collected by
students, he said he slept in the

parking lot.

Azari, whose parents are
Persian, is originally from
Burbank, Calif., a graduate of
Hollywood High School. A career

as an investment banker was
short-circuited by the 1987 stock-

market crash, he said, after which
he and his wife divorced and he
joined the Army. When his four-

year stint was up, he moved to the

East to be near his son.

After graduating from Bergen
Community College, he applied to

several schools in the area, in part

choosing Fordham, he said
earnestly, as though the paradox
had just occurred to him, "because

they guarantee housing here."

From page 7

doctor Democrats" may be turn-

ing tail too quickly. "It would
behoove the talented Democratic
staffers who are considering
leaving to stick around," he said.

Although Gray and Dorton
differ politically, they remain
best friends and roommates.
"Most of the people here on the

Hill are young people in their 20s
first, and Republicans and
Democrats second," said Gray,

adding with a laugh, "I don't
think I'm going to make Patrick

do extra chores or anything like

that."

But not everyone is up to the

challenge of bipartisan friend-

ship. "This is politics, and their

ideas lost," said George
Frondren, 25, executive director

of the College Republican
National Committee. "That's the

bottom line."^
~: "^

For almost every departing
Democrat, there's a young
Republican who is arriving.
Chris Wilson, 26, the campaign
manager for David Mcintosh of
Indiana, who was just elected to

the House, said he never consid-
ered moving to the East Coast^
until now.

''

"For young Republicans,
Washington will be viewed as a
Utopia," Wilson said.
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PLANES
From page 6

can easily be constructed and
flown by amateurs.

"You don't really need a whole

lot of room to fly them, either,"

Lammers pointed out. "We show
in the book how to make folding

adjustments to each plane to fit

any space. I think most people
don't realize you can really con-

trol the flight of paper planes.

You just need to Icnow what to

look for with test flights and
adjustments."

Lammers said he and his part-

ner are currently filming a video-

tape version of "Paper Airplane

Book," and may also design com-
puter software with the same title.

They're also making sporadic
book tour appearances, being sure

to make frequent stops for paper

airplane flights along the way.

"We don't especially want to

publicize this yet," Lammers
said, "but just recently we were

doing an appearance and Ken
broke the Guinness record again.

He kept a plane up for over 20
seconds. We're getting that con-

firmed to be included in the next

edition of the book as the new
record."

"But somebody reading our
book and following our instruc-

tions might keep a paper plane up
even longer."

OUTLETS
From page 8

billion with 300 malls nationwide,

according to Value Retail News, a

trade publication based in

Clearwater, Fla.

Three types of outlets devel-

oped - centers built to resemble

little villages with stores flanking

quaint pathways, outlet strip cen-

ters in an "L" or "H" shape with

open parking spaces and enclosed

outlet malls.

With the industry expanding at

a fast clip, manufacturers see

these stores as channels to sell

goods. Not only can they profit

from excess inventory, they can

control how their products are

being marketed. For example, the

sight of a crumpled Ralph Lauren

Polo shirt in a clearance bin of a

department store damages the

brand's image. By leasing their

own stores at outlets, they can

control the display of discounted

goods.

"They can control the image
and they can control the pricing,"

said Bill Carpenter, president of

Prime Retail L.P., co-owner of the

Oxnard outlet.

Analysts say that manufacturers

also are making products exclu-

sive to outlet malls - such as

Philips Van Heusen's Windsor
shirt division. Bugle Boy and Gap
Factory Store. With the industry's

fast growth, factories have to keep

churning out goods to keep their

outlet stores well-stocked.

But outlets are facing price

competition from department
stores and other retailers.

"Department stores have gotten

extremely competitive," said

Linda Humphcrs, associate editor

at Value Retail News.
That's the experience of Sheila

Dingman, a resident of Simi
Valley, a city in Ventura County,

Calif.

"I don't find that there's much
of a difference (in prices) unless

you stumble onto a deal," she said.

"I'm happy wh^n I go to Mervyn's

and they have a 40 percent off sale

and you can get things for $10."

Outlet center owners argue that

although consumers may find

good prices elsewhere, discount-

ing won't be as consistent and the

variety is limited.
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Birth Control
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What makes our course so successful?
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Live Teachers, No Tapes
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of
By Peter Simlthka

"// is accepted Government
policy that the [Blacks] are only
temporarily residents ofthe
[White] areas ofthe Republic, for
as long as they offer their labor
there. As soon as they become ...

no longerfit or superfluous ...

they are expected to return to

their country oforigin ...no stone

is to be left unturned to achieve
the settlement in [Black] home-
lands ofnon-productive [Blacks]
at present residing in the [White]
areas.

"

- South African government
official, "The Discarded People,

"

1967

"It makes sense ...to have
some sort ofguest worker pro-
gram ... But not the kind ofthing

:: we have been seeing ... where
whole farml{e^hqye come and
where they are ... requiring ser-

vices that are being paidfor by
state taxpayers ..."

- Gov. Pete Wilson, Nov. 18,

1994, The Los Angeles Times
h

On Oct. 15. 1994. just before
what was to be the largest demon-
stration of its type in L.A. history,

I sat at a dinner table trying to

encourage three fellow South
Africans to attend the demonstra-
tion against Proposition 187.

Sensing that one of thera

would need extra convincing, I

suggested that California in 1994
is exactly where South Africa was
in 1948 when the white popula-
tion voted for apartheid, which
promised to deepen already-exist
ing segregation to protect white
living standards from the "black
peril."

Suddenly, I had everyone's rapt

attention. I had to smile at the

somber faces that the analogy
produced. Surely, I thought, my
analogy was a rhetorical excess;
of course California in '94 is

quite unlike the South Africa of
'48,

But then I started thinking.

There are indeed great diver-

gences between the two situa-

tions. Foremost is the process of
judicial review based on a liberal

constitution and Bill of Rights.

There is also a strong American
tradition of dissident social move-
ments stretching from the eariy

—
suffrage and abolitionist move-
ments to this century's worker,
civil rights and feminist move-
ments.

Up until the 1950s, however,
South African resistance was
more episodic and regional than
sustained and national in scale. Its

legal system - until 1994 - was
based on the British system's
principle of pariiamentary sover-
eignty, making it next to impossi-
ble to legally challenge a law
passed by Pariiarnent.

The context of international

politics was also quite different.

White South Africa opted for

apartheid at a time when the

world was moving away from
similar doctrines: Colonialism

had reached its apogee well

before 1948 and was already in

decline; Eugenics and Social

Darwinist doctrines exhausted
themselves in the 1930s, just as

their ideological progeny,

Fascism and Nazism, would later

suffer military defeat in World
War 11. This ensured that South
Africa under apartheid would be
an outcast in the international

order.

In contrast, white California's

embrace of the vindictive "three-

strikes" and anti-immigrant

"S.O.S." initiatives suggests it is

moving in tandem with world-
wide trends toward xenophobic
nationalisms. The disconcerting

Social Darwinism of earlier times

is also experiencing a profound
resurgence as the mass media
rings the bells of Charles
Murray's IQ curves. The idea of
colonialism, while not reincarnat-

ed, is certainly close to resurrec-

tion in many recent "United
Nations" resolutions.

More chilling are the close par-

allels. White South Africa in the

late 1940s faced a social crisis as
white workers returned from
Worid War II and had to compete
with African workers (who ful-

filled industrial needs created by
both the war and the resulting

"scarcity" of white South African
males).

As Cold War factories go
offline. California is in a similar

crisis. The difference, of course,

is that aerospace workers do not

compete directly with immigrant
labor. South Africa temporarily

resolved its crisis on the backs of
black labor. How will California

resolve its crisis?

The current winner-take-all

electoral system provides another

In California, those

who benefit directly

from the contributions

of undocumented

workers have t^en

reserved in their

opposition to

Proposition 187. The
same thing happened in

South Africa.

disturbing parallel. In South
Africa, the electoral system
allowed the National Party to use
its slim majority at the polls to

deepen and entrench racial domi-
nation. Coupled with gerryman-
dering, the single-member district

system enabled the National Party
to exaggerate its mai^in of victo-

ry in subsequent elections.

In California, the winner-take-

all system has meant that approx-
imately a third of the population,

which favors a progressive policy
package, has never been repre-

sented. Polls show evidence for

the existence of this voting bloc

in the sense that about a quarter
of voters supported the under-

funded Proposition 186.

Also, in the 1992 elec-

tion, about two-fifths

of voters supported

the orphaned

'Tax-the-

Rich"

initia-

tive.

The
winner-

take-all

nature of

both the ini-

tiative process

and representa-

tive races means
that these voters

never get rep-

resented in

proportion to

their size.

Mainstream
politicians,

moreover, have

chosen not to base

themselves on this

constituency. As a

result, this con-

stituency is rarely cul-

tivated and organized,

and this rules out the

development of a pro- ;

gressive majority.

Of course, there is

another more obvious par-

allel between California in

1994 and South Africa in

1948. Borders in this part of
the worid, as in South Africa,

have crossed people as much as

people (and corporations for that

matter) have crossed borders.

With this historical legacy of
conquest has come disenfran-

chisement. Despite their enor-
mous contribution to society, and
despite their taxation, the undocu-
mented have become a political

football precisely because they

cannot vote.

In California, those who bene-
fit directly from the contributions
of undocumented workers have
been reserved in their opposition
to Proposition 187. The same
thing happened in South Africa.

Mineowners and industrialists,

despite their rhetorical opposition
to the interference of the

apartheid state with the allocation

of labor, were eminently practi-

cal. They cooperated with the

state to "import" the precise

quantities of labor they needed.
These workers, of course, did

not have the same rights to orga-

nize as did the enfranchised

workers and up until the heroic

labor battles of the 1980s, they
were very exploitable. If Gov.

Pete Wilson's past efforts on
behalf of U.S. growers is any-
thing to go by, he will borrow a
page from the apartheid code.
Above all else, however,

apartheid was a formidable cre-

ation designed for social control
and the suppression of dissent. Its

arsenal included the

now-notorious

Suppression of

In South Africa, where the new
president was sentenced to **life

imprisonment plus five years,*'

social change came. But it came
slowly and with great human
tragedy. California today might
find a future in South Africa's

past. It need not be. It is impor-
tant to note that 1948 South
Africa was not inevitable.

Responsibility lies with politi-

cians for not proposing an inclu-

sive social agenda. At a

minimum, this must include a
state-sponsored conversion of
war time industries, investment in

mass transit systems, creating a
health care system and addressing
regressive tax codes, etc.

In California today, there is

also a positive alternative in the

electorate which differs from the

(white) South African electorate

of 1948. Anti-communism and
racism blinded white South
Africa to these options; although
these forces are at work in

California, a progressive altema^^
tive is available. A substantial

core population - made up of the

25 to 40 percent of voters who
supported Proposition 167 ( the

*Tax-the-Rich" initiative) and
who currently support

Proposition 1 86 - exists

for responsible politi-

cal ciiucpiciicuiS to

Communism Act
and Terrorism Act
Everyone from Christian

pacifists to anti-apartheid

communists fell victim to the

laws' broad swath, and this was
necessary to protect the state

from resistance to the restructur-

ing apartheid entailed.

As California continues with
its restructuring and demographic
shifts, there will be many labor
battles and militant social move-
ments. California now seems
equipped to respond to dissidents.

The latter will be easy prey for

"three-strikes" laws, which can
easily apply to incidents that rou-

tinely occur on picket lines and at

protests.

At UCLA two years ago, for

example, students demonstrating
for a Chicana/o studies depart-

ment were initially charged with
"felony trespassing." Were it not
for a massive mobilization of the

student and Chicana/o communi-
ties, that would have been their

first strike. Two more protests,

and then what? Life?

mobilize.

Also, the proliferation of gang
truces, militant organization of
unions across L.A.'s service and
light manufacturing sectors and
recent high school walk-outs sug-
gest that there is hope outside the

traditional electoral arena for a
new generation of political orga-
nizers and militants.

In this sense, California might
be like South Africa of the 1980s:
pregnant with the possibility for

progressive change. Indeed, two
of my three (South African) com-
patriots came to what would be
the largest demonstration of our
lives ... thus far!
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A pig, a frog and a, what the hell Is that thing?
"My ambition was to be one of

the people who made a difference

...to leave the world a little bit

betterfor my having been here.

"

- Jim Henson

All of us have memories
from our childhood, some
perhaps happier than oth-

ers, which bear the imprints of

many people in our lives. But
even the most stoic among us, I

believe, must admit to being

touched at least a little by the

ideas and the work of one partic-

ular man.

Most of us, of
course, never

even knew
Jim Henson
personally.

But that didn't

stop him from
affecting us.

And who
among us can

even really

remember a

time before

the Muppets?
I asked a

few people about the Muppet
characters and which were their

favorites. The first thing I noticed

was how their eyes lit up as they

thiNiglit about it.

Something from their child-

hood burned through that adult

shell they hide behind. And how
many votes were for Rolf the

dog/piano player? How, many for

Beaker, the quintessential lab

assistant to Dr. Bunsen
Honeydew? How many for

Gonzo and Miss Piggy and
Animal? It doesn't really maTter.

I'll bet you're smiling right now
just at the mention of some of

these names. THAT is what is

important. It's amazing how
someone whom we have never

met, nor will ever know, can

touch our lives. And he did.

The second thing I noticed was

Tom
Momary

how everyone talked about the

Muppets in present tense. As if

they still thought about them
fondly. As if they were happy
memories from childhood that

still floated by once in a while.

As if every so often, very infre-

quently of course, when the

roommates weren't around, they

maybe turned on The Muppet
Show just for a minute or two.

These shaggy, hairy, funny-look-

ing but elegantly simple charac-

ters called the Muppets
revolutionized puppetry and
touched many of our childhoods

with happiness.

And probably most of our fer-

tile, brilliant minds were weaned
on stuff like "C is for cookie"

(please, no comments on how
that might explain a great many
things in our world ...). Above
all, Jim Henson recognized that

puppets somehow have a unique

passageway into children's

... the Muppets invest

childhood with a kind

of dignity all its own.

They make children

comfortable in a very

_ uncomfortable, adult

world. And for us

adults, the Muppets

remind us of childhood.

minds.

I read a story about autistic

children, who are totally non-

communicative with parents, sib-

lings and therapists, who would
suddenly open up to the Muppets
as they watched them on TV,

These children would converse

with Ernie and Bert, to the point

where doctors began using pup-

pets in the therapy of autistic

children. Somehow, the Muppets
are friends to these kids.

And when children visit the set

of Sesame Street, they only see

the characters. "The puppeteer

ceases to exist," Sesame Street

"head writer John Stoner was
quoted as saying in "Jim Henson
- The Work." "The child comes
right up to talk to Grover or the

Count. They don't look at the

puppeteer ... there's something

that happens with puppets which
doesn't happen in any other

medium. There's a magic there

that Jim (Henson) understood."

for older people. Jim Henson
worked to communicate with

children on their level and also to

speak to adults. One of the best

demonstrations of this he

achieved can be glimpsed on The
Muppet Show. When guest stars

like Harry BelafonterBobllope
and Jean Stapleton performed
with the Muppets, it wasn't silly.

It still isn't. Somehow, it works.

Through their movies and vari-

ous shows, the Muppets invest

childhood with a kind of dignity

all its own. They make children

feel comfortable in a very

And not just with children,

either. If you go back and look at

the Muppets now, as an adult,

you will see that, while the

Muppet characters communicate
on the same level as the children,

they also communicate on an

adult level - their humor is

multi-layered.

For example, not many 4-year-

olds routinely listen to Placido

Domingo, I expect, and so the

humor in the name of the charac-

ter Placido Flamingo probably

escapes them. That subtle pun is

uncomfortable, adult world. And
for us adults, the Muppets remind

us of childhood, and that it is still

there within us. that deep down,
we will always be children.

And that isn't such a bad thing.

Because children see the worid in

primary colors. They don't worry

about reality, and they don't

know the word "impossible." I

think a lot of us adults spend

quite a lot of time - the better

times in our lives - trying to

retuni to that perspective, the one

perspe'ctive that gets things done

in this worid - the "can-do" atti-

tude so often attributed to the

likes of John Kenpedy. We can

learn a lot from simplicity.

If humor is important in our

lives, if laughs and happy memo-
ries from childhood are what sus-

tain us'4n bleaker tinfiest if the

simple ideas and humor of fanci-

ful furrier-than-life characters

If the simple ideas and

humor of fanciful

furrier-than'life

characters give us some

small escape from a

complicated existence,

then it is clear we owe

something to Jim

Henson.

give us some small escape from a

complicated existence, then it is

clear we owe something to Jim
Henson. We ought to pay a little

gratitude to someone who made
us smile once-upon-a-time and
who, perhaps, still does.

One measure of a man is the

degree to which he affects the

world for the better and the depth

of affection he leaves behind.

When Jim Henson died in

1990, letters poured in from chil-

dren all over, many decorated

with characters that Jim had

given to. the world. And millions

of adults, still very much chil-

dren at heart, also said goodbye.

Even in a life that was cut short, I

think Jim Henson fulfilled his

dream of leaving the world "a lit-

tle bit better for my having been

here."

Thanks, Jim.

Momary is a third-year graduate

student of geophysics.

Letters

The Bruin takes
the last straw
Editor:

The Daily Bruin finally broke

the camel's back. Your Nov. 21

unsigned editorial, 'Times of

emergency demand solidarity,"

was that final straw.

In Viewpoint day after day
before the Nov. 8 elections, we
calmly stood by and read your
irrational, unsubstantiated articles

blasting Gov. Pete Wilson and
Proposition 187 which were given

headlines large enough that Ray
Charles could see. We had to use

an electron microscope, however,

to read the few rational, well-

thought-out articles by supporters

of Wilson and Proposition 187

which you probably only put in t6

pacify the one of two politically

normal people on your staff.

Now, we read this practically

full-page editorial that was full of

nonsense and double-talk, the

same garbage that has been in

those articles by Roseanne

Marquez (we think that's what her

name is) except without the

obscene language.

We are now going to give the

rational argument as to why any-

one who would get arrested dur-

ing that Nov. 1 7 demonstration is

an idiot. Chancellor Charies

Young, the great man that he is, is

in no position to give support or

opposition to a state law. He is not

part of the legislative process, for

those of you who have not satis-

fied UCLA's American History

and Institutions requirement.

Hell, we think the state high-

way speed limit should be 65
mph, but do you see us pressuring

Young into issuing a statement?

No. Our energy is better spent

pressuring state senators and

assemblypeople and even the hon-

orable, much-maligned Wilson.

So for those who got arrested last

Thursday, we thank you for giving

UCPD some practice and we hope

your community service hours are

well-spent.

The editors of the Daily Bruin

should also be charged with con-

spiracy for promoting hate and

civil disobedience. Then again,

the First Amendment prohibits

that, so we implore someone with-

in the Daily Bruin to make sure to

print only constructive articles

that are worth more than the recy-

cled paper they arc printed on.

Scott Burros
Undeclared
Freshman

IMIchaei Urcan
Undeclared
Freshman

'Report' plays
with fire
Editor:

In "My report on the superflu-

ous Prop. 187 protest," Nov. 21,

Nikao Yang knew he was play-

ing with fire and would get

burned.

It is the reality and sad truth of

the existence of "superfluous,"

"bitching," sophomoric fools

such as himself who feel it nec-

essary to spout jargon and then

run. Yes, the democratic process

worked in passing the racist ini-

tiative Proposition 1 87, but it

worked to serve the needs and

pleasures of a certain class, the

WASP class, who I must add
were among the first immigrants.

Did it ever cross your mind
that perhaps not all Americans
were able to vote, because some-
where in the electoral process

they lost their absentee ballot or

didn't register? The democratic

election process isn't as efficient

as good old Amerikkka believes.

Perhaps if Yang were not so nar-

row-minded he would have

heard the validity in the speak-

ers' arguments last Thursday:

Proposition 187 is not merely an

issue of Chicano immigrants; it

involves all immigrants, includ-

ing you.

The young woman Yang criti-

cized was strong and proud

enough to stand up and speak

passionately in front of a large

crowd, and if he felt so upset

about her incoherence he should

have stepped forward and pre-

sented his "introduction, body
and conclusion."—I guess we all aren't leaders.

And Proposition 187 has not

died in the court: just Monday
morning it was announced that

two women were carded in

Stockton. Guess the proposition

has thawed out!

Vivlana Garcia
Third-year

Mathematics/history

Stop the war on
the poor __
Editor:

So the "newt" Order in the new
Congress begins with a great

idea: Cut off all welfare benefits

to mothers and dependent chil-

dren after two years ... no safety

net, and if welfare parents have

not found work after two years,

their children will be removed
from the home and placed in fos-

ter care.

That will show those welfare

types that the American people

mean business this time. Thai's

right, folks, foster care, which,

morality issues aside, would cost

four times as much as the welfare

benefits ... are we really serious.

America?
Is this the sort of "change" the

new majority has in mind? So
much for less government intru-

sion in private lives.

If you are a welfare recipient,

or a woman faced with a repro-

duction decision, or a 4-year-old -

looking forward to Head Start, or

a hungry senior citizen standing

in a community food bank line,

look for government to be in your

life in a big way.

Why not Just round up all the

poor and send them back to where

they came from ... oops, many of

them came from the middle-class,

and got lurched lower during

those great Reagan years ... oh
well, no matter, we will always

have the poor among us, the New
Testament says ...

~ But all the major religions and

prophets are really quite clear on

what to do with the poor: WE
MUST HELP THEM. Not use

them as convenient scapegoats

because the Big Pie is indeed

shrinking. What moral cowards

many of us are!

Yes, reform the present welfare

system; it sorely needs it. Break

the dependency that the system

often fosters, but, do this with a

humane, comprehensive, truly

serious plan that would employ
job training, education, family

planning, jobs, jobs, jobs! Not

uncaring, draconian, family-

destroying foolishness that only

covers temporarily the deepening

roots of poverty ..

The War On Poverty has now
become the War On the Poor, and

may a merciful God forgive our

great Land for this most recent

version of "survival of the fittest."

Solomon Matsas
Staff, Registrar's Office
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Tatum dishes out top

10 albums of1980s
In

terms of its music, the '80s

have been a much n\isunder-

stood decade. Many rock fans

dismiss this period entirely, citing

the time as one of squahd com-
mercialism, epitomized by the

rise of MTV and its emphasis on
style over substance.

No argument here - from
Duran Duran to Phil Collins, the

Reagan/Bush years spawned
some of the most vile moments in

rock history. For every worthy
platinum artist like Prince, a mil-

lion A-has and Adam Ants
seemed to be peddling their puny
wares to unsuspecting innocents.

But if you ignored the charts,

some great music was being

made. So now you're probably

wondering, just what are the top

10 albums of the '80s? I thought

you'd never ask. Note that I didn't

mention Depeche Mode or INXS.
That's intentional.

- 10.) Sonic Youth Daydream^
Nation mm^mi^mi^m^ma

What's

that Noise?

Michael

Tatum

Welcome to

guitar heaven.

Dissonant,

dark, and
faster than a

speeding bul-

let, this vision-

ary record

more than any

other changed
the way '90s

rockers looked

at their

Stratocasters.

The Youth's

bizarre tunings

and methods
of playing

(sometimes utilizing kitchen uten-

sils instead of picks) spawned i

many imitators, but no one, not
even hardcore fan Neil Young,
came close to duplicating this

awesome achievement. From a
riot in the mind of a screwed-up
teen to a casting director who
wants Kim Gordon on his couch,
the evocative lyrics transcend the

bullshit most other indie rock
bands try to pawn off as poetry.

Rage, rage against the dying of
the light.

9.) The Indestructible Beat of
Soweto Forget Paul Simon's
Graceland. Once you hear this

record, comprising 12 unassail-

able Afro-pop classics, it'll be like

going back to Thunderbird after

sipping Dom Perignon. Recorded
by native, "relocated" (yeah,

right) African musicians in the

South African townships, this

music literally sounds like no
other "worid" music most people
have ever heard: The lithe, sprite-

ly guitars, tuneful bass and
straight ahead 4/4 rhythms have
less to do with reggae than they

do with ... well, rock 'n' roll.

Proving once again that great

music (not to mention great peo-

ple) can rise up from the tyranny

of racial oppression and injustice.

8.) Beastie Boys Licensed To
III Need 1 say anything more?
V/hiie Run DMC resuscitated rap

when it was down for the count,

the Beasties expanded its vocabu-
lary, a feat they later built upon
with the subsequent Paul's

Boutique. Also, I have to thank

them personally for "Fight For
Your Right," which provided the

name of my column.

7.) The Replacements Let It

Be This record has such a gafagey
feel to it you can almost smell the

car exhaust. Most people favor

the more mannered, later albums,

but I prefer this one for its sloppy,

anarchic guitars and scrappy, first-

take vocals. Paul Westerberg's

songwriting certainly found its

best outlet here, with the greatest

tunes ever written about answer-

ing machines, tonsillectimies and
androgyny. And when he yelps at

the top of his lungs "I'm so unsat-

isfied," he makes you feel it.

6.) Bruce Springsteen Bom In
the U.SA. Who cares if Nebraska
was less "commercial," and
Tunnel ofLove was more "person-

al?" As much as I like those

records, I'll take this joyous,

upbeat masterpiece over them any
day. Definitely as exciting as old-

fogey rock ever got. And how can
you argue with seven hit singles?

(In case you're wondering,

Thriller is a very good record that

didn't make the final cut.)

5.) Marshall Crenshaw Field
Day Shamelessly tuneful love

songs from the '80s answer to

Buddy Holly. Critics stupidly

maligned this record, mostly on
the basis of Steve Lillywhite's

production, which as usual,

overemphasizes the drums (think

U2's War, which Lillywhite also

produced). Those who caved in to

such prejudices missed the pure
beauty of these songs, probably
the best of their kind until

R.E.M.'s Out of Time. Though the

fact that Crenshaw pulled this

record off with just a three piece

band (guitar, bass, and drums, no
harpsichords or string section)

says something. Ignore the

embarrassing cover art.

4.) X Wild Gift Chuck Berry at

125 miles per hour, courtesy of
L.A.'s greatest rock 'n' roll band
(you Doors fans just sit down and
shut up). The tension on this

record is unbelievable, from Billy

Zoom's jaw dropping guitar

workouts, to John Doe and Exene
Cervenka's chronicling of love in

the decadent punk subculture.

They don't understand "adult

books," they defend the King in

the rock's funniest Elvis tribute

song (a disgruntled bus rider

screams "Presley sucks on doggie
dicks"), and wonder what hap-
pened "when our love passed out

on the couch." And when they

howl, "We're desperate," you
don't doubt it for a minute.

3.) Public Enemy It Takes A
Nation ofMillions To Hold Us
Back The Never Mind the

Bollocks ... Here's the Sex Pistols

of hip hop, with charismatic

leader Chuck D playing the part

of Johnny Rotten. Taking no shit

from the law (tears up his draft

card because "I'm a black man,
and I could never be veteran"),

rock critics ("You can hang 'em,

I'll hold the rope") or black radio

("They call themselves black but

Arts & Entertainment

Twins' reunite with Reitman to deliver fiinny

dialogue, solid performances in latest 'Junior'

By Laei Loewenstein
Daily Bruin Staff

Even if it offered nothing
more than a pregnant Arnold
Schwarzenegger, Junior, for

iruriosky value alone, would be
worth the price of admission.
But there is more: The movie
boasts an outrageously funny,

surprisingly touching script and
superb supporting perfor-
mances from Danny DeVito
and Emma Thompson.
Much of the credit for the

success of Junior is because of
director Ivan Reitman, who
knows how to showcase
-Schwarzenegger to his best
advantage. Having worked
with Arnold twice before - on
Twins (costarring DeVito) and
Kindergarten Cop - Reitman
has a keen understanding of his

star's gift for deadpan, self-

mocking humor. And
Schwarzenegger has never
been better.

Arnold plays Dr. Alex Hesse,

a scientist with the social skills

of an embryonic Conan the

Barbarian. When the funding
for a radical pregnancy experi-

ment is cut, his colleague Dr.

Larry Arbogast (DeVito) per-

suades Alex to offer himself as

a human guinea pig, avowing,
"Is it natural? Who cares. Is it

good science? You bet"
Fortunately, the clutzy but

charming Dr. Diana Reddin
(Thompson) has arrived from
England with a freezer fiill of

human eggs in tow. Taking an
egg from her crate and the nec-

essary sperm from his patient,

Arbogast injects Hesse with the

biggest syringe since the over-

dose scene in Pulp Fiction.
Add to that a massive daily^

dose of hormones, and you've
got a pregnant
Schwarzenegger.

When those hormones kick
in, Alex begins to change phys^
ically and emotionally. Once a

frosty and sullen oaf, Hesse
becomes sensitive, warm and
vulnerable. Watching Arnold
evolve is a pure delight, espe-

cially as he grapples with the

physiological effects of preg-^

nancy: "My nipples are tin-

gling!" he announces, between
trips to the bathroom for morn-
ing sickness.

Arbogast intends it as a two-

to three-month experiment
merely to prove the project's

viability, but once Hesse
becomes attached to his baby,

he refuses to terminate the

pregnancy. There are problems
to contend with, of course:
Once his supervisor Noah
Banes (a calculating Frank
Langella) catches on, he threat-

ens to turn the event into a

media circus. And Alex finds

himself increasingly drawn to

Diana, who knows nothing of
the experiment.

Everything comes together

in the conclusion, which briefly

risks turning schmaltzy but for-

See JUNIOR, page 19

Film Reviews

Biohazard feeds appetite of destruction
Brooklyn metal extremists play

at the Whisky on Thanksgiving

See NOISE, page 19
Biohazard uses heavy metal utensils for a Thanksgiving concert.

By John Sabatlnl

Tomorrow night, once the
turkey and pumpkin pie have had a

chance to settle, the Brooklyn-
based metal band Biohazard will

celebrate the holiday by bringing
its unique rap-influenced sound to

an extended family of friends and
fans at the Whisky in Hollywood.
Combining elements of extreme

metal, hardcore rap and hip-hop,
Biohazard thrives on creating
music which defles categcxization.

In addition to dominating MTV's

"Headbanger's Ball," the band has
collaborated with such prominent
rappers as Onyx and Sen Dog from
Cypress Hill.

"I don't like to place Biohazard
in typical categories like metal or
hardcore or rap or punk," argues
lead guitarist Bobby Hambel.
"Yeah, it's heavy and yes, it's

aggressive," he says. "We've just

got a natural feel for a lot of fiink

and hip-hop rhythms, and we're
not afraid to incorporate them Jnto
our music. We're not afraid to

incorporate anything into our

musk:."

Noting a common focus on sig-

niflcant political and social issues,

Hambel suggests that the most
appropriate classiflcation might be
in the tradition of l%Os style folk

music.

"A lot of the folk artists back in

the '60s were screaming for
change and trying to sing about
what was going on in the world
around them, which is no different

from what we're doing," Hambel
says. "We just do it with our style

and delivery."

Hambel explains that even the

band's name is part of its commit-
ment to social commentary. The
term "Bic^azard" is meant not to

refer to the band members them-
selves, but to the dangers in life

which the band sings about: cor-

ruption, crime, racism, dnig abuse
and AIDS.

"(Biohazard) is any obstacle
that's in your way in life," Hambel
says. "Biohazard is everything
that's out there. It's all negative,

but you have to rise above. You
have to not let it ruin you or your
spirit"

Having grown up in tough
Brooklyn ghettos on the underside
of New York City, Hambel and the

rest of Biohazard speak about
these issues from personal expcri-

See BiOHAZABP, page 19

The Pagemaster
Written by David Kirschner
Directed by Maurice Hunt
Starring Macaulay Culkin.

Christopher Lloyd and the
voice of Whoopi Goldberg

Books are great. Books are
great. Books are great. But ani-

mated films about books are
even better. Hi, my name is

David Kirschner; I produced The
Pagemaster. Now give me $7.50.

Is there not, in movies that
extol the virtues of books, an
inherent hypocrisy so obvious
even to children that the entire

genre should have devoured
itself by now?
Richard Tyler (Macaulay

-Culkin, who, unlike Edward
Furlong, is too young to receive
criticism) won't even climb into

the treehouse his father (Ed
Begley Jr.) built him, he's such a

scaredy-cat. One day, Richard is

sent to the hardware store, but a

mysterious storm drives him into

a mysterious old library, where
he meets a mysterious blah blah
ad nauseum. Richard hits his

head; enters a cartoon world;
befriends three humanoid books;
meets Dr. Jekyll, Long John
Silver and Moby Dick; learns the

value of both bravery and the
written word; and returns to the

embrace of his parents with a

library card in hand.

There is a thin line between
"banal" and "mythic." The
Pagemaster respects that line

and stays firmly in the realm of
banality. Who wants to see Dr.

Jekyll transform into Mr. Hyde
again? And why is "Moby Dick"
always presented as children's

literature? ("Here, my pre-ado-
lescent son, here is TCiO pages of

hcnioerotic allegory." - "Thanks,
dad"). You would think they
stopped writing books in 1900,
unless you count that post-mod-
em crap.

Aside from a few moments,
Pagemaster's animation fails to

enchant (though one image
where a beanstalk sprouts from
the throat of a dragon would
have given Freud night-sweats.)

The talking books don't demon-
strate why one should care about
them, an inauspicious sign for

their analogues in the non-ani-
mated world. And how exactly
do a team of professional anima-
tors evince that its collective
visual imagination is not as pow-
erful as a child's? It doesn't. It

says, "Children: put down your
books, go see animated movies.
Like Cool World." And this
movie barely tops 70 minutes.

The American public is not that

eager to be swindled. Probably.
At least Ed Begley Jr. gets hit

on the head with a bucket of
nails. Hee hee.

William O'Hara

Love and a .45
Written and directed by

CM. Talkington
Starring Gil Bellows, Renee

Zellweger and Rory Cochrane

The first scene of Love and a
.45 is perfect. Watty Watts (Gil
Bellows) runs into a small Texas
liquor store and rips it off, spew-
ing renegade life advice and
basking in the glory of the quick
steal. As he floors it back to the

trailer park, where his beloved
Starlene (Renee Zellweger)
greets him with more than a kiss,

visions of cult cinema dance in!

your head. Gun-toting, attitude-

embracing, White-trash bliss.

Wrong. Soon Watty and
Starlene are off on a wild Mickey
and Mallory ride, enjoying their

media personas, appreciating
flashy violence, and pursued by
drug-bathed baddies like Billy

Mack (Rory Cochrane).

The only thing more frustrat-

ing than the film's snatching of
scenes from its predecessor is the

horrible over-acting petition
signed by each and every mem-
ber of the cast.

There are only so many times
,^e can watch Starlene flirt her
way out of trouble. There are

only so many ways Mexican
standoffs can occur without
appearing entirely forced. And
there are only so many seconds
of Rory Cochrane convulsing in

the dirt that can be endured by
anyone with taste.

But that is obviously the way
writer and director CM.
Talkington wanted it. The entire

film is so drenched in style that

its like a Bon Jovi video where
the models demand to talk. The
generally unexciting soundtrack
is obvious, the camera work is

trying to make up for a lack of
actual interest, and Watty and
Starlene 's ride is too stretched

out to excite anyone but the
media.

In short, even those who hated

Natural Born Killers will recog-

nize this film misses its mark.
Talkington has gone for broke
with Love and a .45 and ended
up penniless.

Mike Horowitz
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Soundtrack / Like It Like
That (Columbia) Forget about
Lisette and her struggle for inde-

pendence for now. The sound-
track from her film rivals the

great Above the Rim and New
Jack City.

This collection features a full

range of sounds; a remarkable
diversity of Latin musical flavors

and styles. Cypress Hill, Fat Joe
and Lighter Shade of Brown rep-

resent thumping, low-key rap
while K7 injects a slamming
dance track, "Come Baby Come,"
a macho, headstrong rap. C & C
Music Factory expands its reper-

toire with an uncharacteristic (yet

impressive) tender love song, and
The Cover Girls contribute sen-

sual R & B. Dancehall even gets

a nod from Shabbakan. Jerry

Rivera and Marc Anthony add a

colorful flair to the project with

Spanish language and traditional

Latin musical styles.

The crown jewel of the collec-

tion, however, is The Blackout
Allstars' irresistible "I Like It."

Tito Puente, Sheila E., Grover
Washington and others throw
horns, pianos, drujns and
Spanglish in the mix to create the

spicy dish: an outstandingly fun

jam session that will get everyone
up, including your abuela out of
her chair to go salsa with grand-

pa. R.P. A

Blondie The Platinum
Collection (Chrysalis) There's
j\o sense in arguing the impor-

tance of this seminal group, but

like most coffee table compila-
tions, the music itself is less

interesting than its packaging.

The very good first disc begins

with tracks from Blondie and
Plastic Letters, where they intro-

duced their sound, and ends with

tracks from Parallel Lines and
Eat To The Beat, where they per-

fected it. But the lackluster sec-

ond disc documents their

depressing deterioration with
tracks from the abysmal
Autoamerican and The Hunter,
and adds insult to injury by
including rare tracks and remixes

that only historians and archivists

will covet.

The cautious and trendy should

stick with the single disc The Best

of Blondie, which is at least con-

sistent. The daring should plump

Music From tlie Motion
Picture / Uto ft Uke 77i8t

for Parallel Lines, the hands-
down best album of 1978. This
compilation doesn't borrow 11 of

its 12 tracks for nothing. M.T.
B-

L

Prokofiev Violin Concertos
Nos. I and 2 Stravinsky Violin

Concerto Cho-Liang Lin, L.A.
Philharmonic, Esa-Pekka
Salonen (Sony Classical)
Russian Sergei Prokofiev (1891-

1953) composed two violin con-

certos, both masterpieces. The
first, characterized by lightness

and grace, hails from 1917. The
second, with its memorable
somber opening and songful slow

movement, comes from 1 8 years

later.

The concerto by Igor
Stravinsky (1882-1971) reflects

the cosmopolitan spirit of its cre-

ator. A product of his neo-classi-

cal period, the work reflects

Stravinsky's intense study of its

mighty predecessors, including

concertos by the baroque masters.

Violinist Lin weds breathtaking

virtuosity to masterful technique,

making this record a thrilling

experience. Salonen leads the

orchestra in an accompaniment
which matches the soloist's fire.

The transparent, first-rate

recording captures the majestic

acoustic of Royce Hall, giving

these performances the impact
they deserve. J.M A

Madonna Bedtime Stories
(Maverick/Sire/Warner Bros.)

Like all things Madonna, you're

going to love it or hate it. This
highly personal work reflects on
Madonna-bashing and how it

feels to live a life under constant

criticism and scrutiny. "Human
Nature" reminds us that Madonna
didn't make the rules she's break-

ing, and she's not sorry for her

honesty. She whispers "You're
the one with the problem. Would
it be different if I were a man?
Would you like me better if I

was? Handle it. Look in the mir-

ror."

"Survival," a particularly cool

slow jam, gives more insight on
what it's like to be the most
famous woman in the world: "In

the public eye I act like I don't

care/When there's no one watch-

ing me/I'm crying." Is sympathy
. the last ploy Madonna could use

to manipulate the public into giv-

ing her more attention? Maybe,
but if you don't care, you'll rec-

ognize this album has a high level

of musical and lyrical quality
(especially by Madonna stan-

dards), and get lost in its slow,

infectious rapture. Unfortunately,

there aren't any high energy jams
here. Oh well, wait for the reipix-

es. R.P. A-

Reviews by Michael latum, Rex
Polkinghorne and John Mangum.

Liz Phair

n.c.M.

Aerosmith

Nirvana

Soundtrack

Page & Plant

Megadeatti

London Suede
Eagles

Big Audio

Dionne Warwick

Whip-Smart
Monster
Big Ones
MTV Unplugged
Pulp Fiction

Untedded

Youthanasia

Dog Man Star

Hell Freezes Over

Higher Power
Aquarela Do Brasit

A
A
A-

B+

B*
B
B-

D
D
F
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**** 'TTw Wizard of Oz" (1 939) Judy Garland. A
tornado wt^isks a Kansas gifi to a magical larxl. IB

World's Greatest Magic (In Stereo) 11

*** "Mary Poflpins" (1964

MacNell/Lehrer
NewshourS;

ary

Tomlinson. A magical nanny

AMWor^d

Journals)

Cops (In

Stereo) X

Jeopardy!
X
Top Cops
(In Stereo)

Married..

Ufeand
Times X!

Wheel of

Fortunes;

Rush
Umbaugh
Simpsons
(In Stereo)

I, Fantasy) Julie Andrews. Dick Van Dyke, David
happily ctsrupts the stuffy Banks family

New Exptorsrs "Seaets of

Underwater Vokanoes" (B

SKeT
Sister XI

BP
American

NBA Baaketball: Los Angeles Clippers at Ptxienix Suns. From tt>e

America Weet Arena. (Live)

Panda TV

Beveriy Hills, 00210
"flock of Ages" (In Stereo)
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UnMslon

Wild, Wnid West "Night of

the Flaming Ghost"

Volver a Empezar
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Kennedy Porfrait" (R)

Angela
Lanstwry

Golden Bowl Maggie
confronts Amerigo. (R)

PrimentwsSj

Saturday Night Uve

Event of the Day

American Justfcs "The
Sting"

Bonanza The Mission"

Twentieth Century "LBJ
Quits/Nixon Quits"

Night Court

Documer>-~
tsry Theatre

Agujetaa de Color de
Rosa

Horse Talk o^ the
Town

4« Hours (In Stereo) Kl

Law li Order 'Virtue" (In

Stereo) XI

(In Stereo) OE

Great Psrformanoes "The World of Jim
Herwon" (In Stereo) X3

RosiMnne
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eiisrJ'TSe

Trainer" Kl

Models Inc. 'Til Death Do
Us Part" (In Stereo) iB

Kuna Fu: The Legend
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You
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Turning PolritM
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Solitary Man
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Larry King Lhre x;
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Stand^Jp,
Stand-Up

World News

Whose
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SoapX

World of Discovery:
"Indestructible People" (R)

Howard
Stem(R)

College Basketball
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to Be Announced

Maximum
Drive
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You Drop
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Love Boat
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Let's Go
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Naval officer is killed
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(In Stereo)
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Program
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"Om Rao" (1978, Drama) Isela Vega, Hugo
Hatxtanns estan metidos en el convabanoo

***Vj "Rosemary's Baby" (1968 Horror) M» Farrow, Ruth Gordon
A woman fears that a coven has designs on her untxxn ctiikl R'

** Vj 'The Spoilers" (l95ffl The Yukon
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Treasonable Doubt
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'Heavenly creatures'
are hellish murderers
Writer-director

Jackson frightens,

yet beguiles in film

By Lael Loewenstein
Dally Bruin Staff

On a crisp June day in 1954,
New Zealand gids Juliet Hulme.
15, and Pauline Parker, 16, sat

down to tea with Pauline's mother,
went for a walk in the woods and
bludgeoned her to death with a
brick. Their motive? She had
threatened to keep them apart.

That shocking true story and the

events leading up to it form the
basis for Heavenly Creatures, the
bold and breathtaking new film
from writer-director Peter
Jackson.

Defying genre conventions,
Heavenly Creature is equal parts

love story, melodrama, fantasy,
and horror, adding up to a chilling-

ly original film. That the story is

true is horrific enough in itself,

and the film feels authentic thanks
to the lengthy historical research
that Jackson and co-writer Frances
Walsh conducted. It seems even
more chilling because the actress-

es who play Juliet and Pauline
(Kate Winslet and Melanie
Lynskey) imbue their roles with so
much life that it becomes almost

impossible to look at a teen-age
girl in the same way again.

We meet Juliet and Pauline run-

ning through the woods, shrieking,

laughing and crying. In what por-

tends of the audacious cinematog-
raphy to follow, the camera tracks

their every move, their wild unre-

straint. And when the girls stop
running, we see that they are cov-
ered in blood.

Having piqued the audience's
curiosity with that bizarre opening
- in effect, beginning at the end -
Jackson then retraces the events
that preceded it, using entries from
Pauline's actual diary for narra-
tion.

When mousy, introverted,
Pauline meets her striking new
British classmate Juliet at school
one day, they begin an impas-
sioned alliance. Bonding over
their shared illnesses, their love of
opera singer Mario Lanza, and
their vivid imagination, they expe-
rience the kind of all-encompass-
ing friendship that comes naturally

to adolescent girls.

Passion drives their friendship -
for their fantasy world of
Borovnia with its life-size clay
figures, for their matinee idols,

and above all for each other.
Eventually that same passion
envelopes them. Is it a lesbian
affection? We're never quite sure,

and the director, to his credit,

Melanie Lynskey (left) and Kate
breath-taking new film, Heavenly

leaves that question open.

Jackson uses his camera as cre-

atively as Juliet and Pauline use
their minds, racing through a saiid-

castle at top speed, watching the

countryside metamorphose into a
paradisal garden, terrorizing the
girls with the ghost of Orson
Welles.

We are so deeply immersed in

the girls' worid and our identifica-

tion with them is so complete that

when Pauline's mother, fearing an
"unnatural" attachment, plans to

separate them, their desperation

Winslet take a moment to frolick

Creatures, which opens today,

makes sense. And when they plot

the crime, it seems, in their own
warped logic, to be their only way
of staying together.

Carefully, gradually building
suspense and atmosphere, Jackson
presents the giris' buildup to the

murder - "the happy day," accord-
ing to Pauline's diary - like two
expert terrorists planning an attack.

Juliet and Pauline were so con-
sumed with the commission of
their crime that they failed to envi-

sion its consequences. When the

police read Pauline's diary, they

In Peter Jackson's bold and

immediately targeted the killers.

The girls went to jail and were
released five years later on the
condition that they never meet
again.

Inspired, compelling and fully

realized. Heavenly Creatures is as

frightening as it is beguiling, much
like the giris themselves.

FILM: Heavenly Creatures.
Written by Frances Walsh and
Peter Jackson. Directed by Peter
Jackson. Starring Melanie Lynskey-
and Kate Winslet. Opens today.
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Towtrd till Wlthm
AadOodSfoki

Rastlits Bardea
Whalsmr HasptRsd to laky Jaat

fksaodySsatclim
Fri/Sat MMnlght

ReitlsnGardn
nit Last nszasr

SevsMHSul
Miako

Sat/Sun11:00AM

AVCO CINEMA
WitsMra at Westwood
475-0711

LA-8 FIRST CHOICE PRFSENTATION THEATRE
70mm - THX SOUND • DOLBY STEREO
Tha TOTAL Enteruinment Experlenca

WEST8I0E PAVILION
GoMwyn
475^)20?

Tkc BrownlRO Version

(11:10)-3:3O-7:45

Santa Monica

THXDTS nMWar(P6-13)
11:30-2:15-5:00-7:45-10:30

jMlor (PQ-13) Sneak Frt^t at 7:45

THX Delky QmIz Skow (PG-13
1 :00-7JO Double m^ Tks Road to WalMUa (R

OolkT Tka Skawskank Redtaiallon (R)

1:00-4:00-7:00-10:00

I^HVy iBlMiO«erBrssdvay(RI
12:15-2^0-4:45-7:15-9:415

WESTSIOE PAVILION
Gok
475

Eat Drlak Maa Wootaa
(1120)-1 50-4:25-7:00-935

No Mon 7:00 Show

WESTSIOE PAVILION
GoMwyn
475-0202

32SkonFllRisAko«t
Glaaa Qoald

(10:45 AM) only

WESTSIOE PAVIUON
Godwyn
475-W02

BsMttsOvtrl
(12:45)-3:00-5:15-7:30-9;45

WESTSIOE PAVILION
Goidwyn
475-O202

lUkaHLikaTkal
(12:10)-2:25-4:40-7:10-925

Use Oas (G)
1050 Qiytay Mon-Wed/Frl (2:30-4.45)-7D0%lS
206-7864 Sat/Sunmiure(12:00-2:30-4:45H:00-9:15

LAEIVIIVILE

WLA/Beverly Hills

MOMCAI
1322 2nd Street

394-9741

Mankattae ky Namkers
(100)3 10-5 20-7:40-955

Beverly Hills

WESTSIOE PAVILION
Goidwyn
475-0202

Latcko OroM
{1:20)-5:35-9;55

M0NKA2
1322 2nd Street

394-9741

Tka Actor

(ia))-3:10-550-7:40-9:50
BeMTly Connection

La Clenagut Beverly Blvd

Free 2 1/z hour validated parUno
659-5911

Santa Monica

WEtTWOOOt
lOSOGayley
206-7664

Hess Dmait (P8-13)
Mon-Wed/frK4:15)-8:00

Sit/SuiVThuts (12-.30^:15)-8:00

ROYAL
11S23S.M.Bkrd.
477-5581

WkNeSadga
4:30-7:15-955

Sat/Sun (1:30H:30-7:15-955

1322 2nd Street

394-9741

HdSpOmaia
(1JO)-5:00-8:30

WESTWOOOS
lOSOGiyley
206-7664

LHUe Slants (PQ)

(2:15-4:45

Sat/Sun (12:00-2:15-4:45

OalvYoalPe
7:30-lb«

MUSIC HAU
9036 Wilshlre

?74-€869

Hoes Orsaais

SOO-SM
Sal/Sun 1:3O-5i)O-8:30

M0WCA4
1322 2nd Street

394-9741

Vaonn 42ad Street

(1:30)-4:1 5-7:00-9:35

Wad (4:15)-7«)-9-J}5

WESTWOOD 4 River Wild (PO-13)
lOSOOayley (2:45-5:15)-7:45-10:l5
206-7664 Sat/Sun (12:15-2:45-5:15-7:45-10:15 West Hollywood

, Itt tkow kar«ala (

)

wnei )ai bisanai nsipRii

1322 2nd Street

394-9741

Wnkaad Pnmaii
Ontnkaa Matter

Oniakaa Matttr II

AnsoarofGod
OrssMLord

Frt/Sat Midnight

WwrolllolliliKi

MssSs

THXDTS Tkt War (PS-IS)

11:15-2«H:5O-7:45-10:35
JBSMr (P6-13) Sneak 7:45 Frl^t

THXDolkY Pvit FIctloa (R)

12«)-3:30-7:00-10:2(

Stsm TkaSaaisClaBtsrPG)
12«)-2:30-5«)-7:30-lbtt}

Smb Priaeatt (6)

12:30-2:45-5«)-7:15-9:3i)

THXSRDolkyDI«tttl IM ProtnslONBl (R)
12:30-3 00-5:30-8:00-10 3<5

11:3O-2:00-4:30-7fl0-9:30

NUWILSMRE
1314 Wilshlre Blvd.

394-8099

darts
1.OO-3:15-5:3O-7:45-10«)

NUWILSMRE
1314 Wilshlre Blvd.

394-8099

LattSa^BcllM
11:45-2:15-4:45-7:15-9:45

Sit/Sun11A)AM

Santa Monica
SUNSCT1
(213)648-3500

Nnvaekr Craatam
(2:15H:45-7:15-9:45

CWTBHONI
1313 3rd St Promenade (1:45-430)-7:36-10":

395-1599 FrVS«t/Sun(11.OO-1:45-4:30)-7:30-10J6

'A.*«^.,(5j

It MMnHw tm a Waawlrs (W)

1313 3rd SL Promtnadt (1:15-4fl0)-7:0^1o!oi)

3G»-1SG9 FrVSal/SMl(10-J0-1:1S-4«))-7:0O-104W
FrVSat 12:45 Late Show

SUNSETS
(213)848-3500

TtisllyF***tdUB
(1.00)-3:lO-7 40-9:55

Mon(tO0)-3:10-5:20-955

SUNSETS
(213)84S-3500

VBsnM42adStrsal
(1J0H:15-7a)-9:35

PACIFIC

Westwood

SUNSCT4
(213)848-3500 (1«))-3:10-520-7:40-G55

IZStWHslwoodSM.
474-7S86

TkaSaelaClaeaa(P«)
12-JO-2:45-5«)-7:20-9:i!

LANDMARK

West L.A.

----- Set, Draft sad Dsnocrscy
11272 Santa Monka Blvd 5:30-7:30-9-^0

47S-6379 Wed: VMeM d< I leiit / Cniaa baa
TiHifs ntcKJilef/Oaksass

MS sr Msssa - rnoay MkMani
imaf mnsT' sauraqr Mwaoin

UNITED ARTISTS

Westwood
UA WESTWOOD
10889 Wellwonh
475-9441

Pull Fiction (R)

SR Odby Stereo

CaN Theatre tor Showtimes

UA WESTWOOD
10689 WMkMKltl
475-9441

Tka ProlettKMal (R)

THX SODS Stareo

CaH Theatre tor Slwwthnai

UA WESTWOOD
10889 WMknifll
475-9441

f'tFraakaaatala(R)

OoKvSMrto
Gil Thttts tor Stowitmst

3= > .* >ii».. - » ..'.-.. I I r-^
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RECYCLE
THIS!

MECHANICS AND DENTISTS

BOTH HAVE PLIERS...

BUT THERE IS A DIFFERENCE

WPKfMA! • ^^(i Examination. 6 X-Rays & Teeth

^1 Lv_. l.AL. ^?U" Cleaning Expires 6 30 95

COSMETIC AND
GENERAL DENTISTRY

•TOOTH BONDING. BLEACHING
•Nitrous Oxide (Laughing Gas)

•Hypnosis • Electronic Anesthesia

•Opoi Late Hours, Free Parking/Validated Parking

•Checks, Credit Cards and Insurance Forms Welcome
•17 Years in Private Practice in Westwood

Larry Friedman, D.D.S. (UCLA Graduate)
1762 Westwood Blvd. #460 (between Wilshire & Santa Monica BL)

For Appointment Call; (310) 474-3765

SISTERHOOD

.^^

b l(

• AAUSIC
<Mo,,

O BY &. ABOUTWOMEN
40

-'^VvELlCf •
^̂
^

Women's Studies Text Books ^ Housing Bulletin Boards

^ Women's & Gay Newspapers

^ Community Resource Center & Referrals

Special Order/Mail OrderAJPS 800-747-0220

1351 Westwood Blvd., Los Angeles, CA 90024

310-477-7300 • Open 7 days 10-8pm

DUE WEDNESDAY, NOVEMBER IP
AT A THEATRE NEARM

Mexico's pop star Cristian offers
strong concert at Amphitheater
Pre-show delays

overlooked by

devoted crowd
ByJeffHllg»r

Cristian Castro, Mexico's
newest pop superstar, overcame a

number of pre-show difficulties in

his Friday night concert at the

Universal Amphitheater. Despite

having his audience wait outside

the theater for over two hours, and

then getting hit with a stuffed teddy

bear in the head by overexcited

fans, he pulled through with an

engaging performance of Latin-fla-

vored pop-rock and straightfor-

ward ballad.

Cristian opened with "Es mejor

asi," an upbeat track from his sec-

ond album, Un Segundo en el

Tiempo. His enthusiastic audience,

familiar with most of the material,

sang in loud unison along with

many of his songs.

At one point, he accidentally

dropped his microphone into the

crowd, and the fan who picked it

up filled in for him very well.

Audience participation continiied

when he invited a 5-year-old girl

up onto the stage.

Several other uninvited guests

made their way onto the stage,

including the stuffed teddy bear

which popped him in the head as

he was singing. He shrugged it off

and appeared to diminish the

evening's funniest moment.
Cristian seemed c^erjoyed to

play to the sold-out Amphitheater

crowd, remarking at one point that,

"This is one of the most special

nights that I've ever had, being

able to be here in Los Angeles with

you." Unlike many pop stars, he

actually seemed sincere ip this

Mexican pop superstar Cristian performed Friday at the Universal

Amphitheater in front of an adoring crowd.

statement. He spent time in

between each song talking to the

audience, at times about his native

Mexico.

Cristian reached mass popularity

with the release of his second
album, with the beautiful ballad,

"Nunca Voy a Olivdarte." That
song touched a chord with'many in

the audience on Friday night. It

seemed as if literally every voice in

the audience sang every word, at

such a level that Cristian's ampli-

fied voice was almost drowned out.

Riding on the success of that

release, Cristian recently followed

up with his third disc. El camino
del alma, his first to contain several

self-penned tunes. His new materi-

al doesn't try to break any new
ground. Although, he pays tribute

to one of Mexico's greatest song-

writers, Juan Gabriel, the near-

equivalent Bob Dylan in the
Spanish songwriting world, with

"Mafiana," the first single from his

new release.

During the show, he also includ-

ed Sting's "The Shape of Your
Heart," his sole English selection.

Thus far, his well-calculated career

has not focused on crossing over to

the English-listening world, in the

manner that Jon Secada has
focused on bilingual recording. For

now, Cristian seems more than

content to enjoy his international

success in Central and South
America.

His greatest strength is surely his

powerful voice, expressing the var-~

ious enK)tions touched upon in his

songs. Combined with sweeping
melodies and vividly produced
tracks, he creates a very radio-

friendly sound.

During the concert, most in the^

audience had completely forgiven

if not foi;gotten about the disorgani-

zation that plagued its beginning.

At its conclusion, they departed

satisfied at having seen an enter-

taining performance by a talented

young singer.

MacGyver's genius not enough to
prevent ABC movie from bombing
Bland acting, cliched plot, scarcity of

investigator's tricks disappoint fans

By Jennifer Richmond
Daily Bruin Staff

MacGyver. The man best known
for making explosives out of match
boxes returns to primetime in his

first two-hour TV movie.

Although MacGyver once
amazed and entranced audiences
with his intriguing investigative

skills and knowledge during his

primetime series, attempting to

push his talent to fill two hours of

'Trail to Doomsday" this Thursday
was not his best move.

This time, MacGyver (Richard

Dean Anderson) desperately
searches for his friend Paul's mur-
derer. He gets help from an ex-

KGB agent and discovers a secret

nuclear plant lying at the center of
the evil plot.

Anderson reprises his famous
role from the television series and
his typical American rebel attitude

comes through loud and clear in his

actions. He's determined to find the

killer even though he's been
warned that the police can handle

it. His typical MacGyver response,

"The police will have their investi-

gation and I'll have mine," comes
as no surprise to regular
'MacGyver" watchers.

Seasoned fans will expect
MacGyver to get in over his head
and have some astonishing house-

hold remedy at his fingertips to

help him out of the sticky situation.

But if those household remedies are^

what you want, you'll have to wait

until the last 10 minutes of the film.

Since those tricks are what
MacGyver's best known for, why
screenwriter John Considine
chooses not to include as many of
them as possible is baffling. Given
an extra hour, Considine should
have been able to stick in at least

double the normal number of
bizarre experiments. But instead,

he cuts them by at least half, leav-

ing "MacGyver" regulars upset and
dissatisfied. This is only the begin-

ning.

While the plot starts off intrigu-

ing, after about an hour or so, the

story gets redundant and pre-
dictable. Based on some of the

actors' actions and conversations, it

becomes incredibly clear who's
responsible for Paul's (Nicholas
Farrell) death; and because it's so

obvious, the story loses its hold and
becomes just another action adven-

ture film.

Although Anderson takes the

role of MacGyver to new heights,

his supporting actors don't help
him in any way. Beatie Edney
annoys everyone as Natalia. Her
whining and very uncoy looks give

her motives away from start to fin-

ish. Peter Egan's Frederick com-
pletely over does the English
accented bad guy and Alun
Armstrong's Capshaw uses his tal-

ents to yell all his lines rather than

act them.

St "M^Gyver" episodes were

never astonishing when it came to

acting, but the teleplay always had

a legitimate plot line and held inter-

est. But instead of expanding on the

classic "MacGyver" themes and
focusing on small crimes among
small town hoods, the film decides

to go overseas to England and falls

apart as a result. As soon as the

KGB, English accents and nuclear

weapons come into play, eyes
begin to roll and yawns are plenti-

ful.

Unfortunately, when the finale

comes, it's predictable: Can
MacGyver disarm the bomb with

only one second left or two?
Who cares? By this time, all the

bad guys have been caught.
They've all been told they're
naughty and can't be trusted, now
let them blow themselves to bits -

PLEASE! At least then we'd know
the movie was over and we would-

n't have to deal with the corny
happy ending.

With lines like "I didn't want it

to end this way," "You don't under-

stand, you could never understand"

and this reviewer's personal
favorite, "your logic sucks," there's

really only one thing to say: This

nxjvie sucks.

So, on Thanksgiving, watch the

turkeys and stuffing on the table

rather than the turkey on ABC. The
latter will leave a terrible taste in

your nK>uth.

TELEVISION: "MacGyver: Trail

to Doomsday." Starring Richard
Dean Anderson, Beatie Edney
and Peter Egan. Airs Thursday,
Nov. 24, at 6 p.m. on ABC.
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BIOHAZARD
From page 15

enoc.

"We've seen a lot of people
growing up who have let their sur-

roundings ruin their lives, dropping

them into jail," Hambel says. "If I

didn't start this band and get some-
thing of a life together, I think I

would have self-destructed like a lot

ofmy friends did."

From .within a crumbling urban
setting, Biohazard sees an automat-

ed society of powerful
political/financial overlords and
expendable pawns who are inten-

tionally kept in a state of fear and
ignorance.

The band members argue that it is

time for people to become aware of

what is really occurring in this

country and the world in order to

make positive change. Hambel is

particularly wary of movements
toward censorship, and he strongly

resents the parental advisory labels

on Biohazard 's music.

"Biohazard lyrics are very posi-

tive," he says. "Why would you
want to put a sticker on it? If I had a

kid, I would want him to read
Biohazard lyrics because it's no
bu^shit and it's about real life."

Bidiazaid is especially outraged

by a related issue in Pennsylvania.

A new law there makes the sale of

music with a parental advisory
warning to a minor punishable by
time in jail or a possible $2,(XX) fine.

Hambel says he is truly frightened

by such an oppressive and mis-
placed measure.

"The kids are the ones who buy
the music," he says. "The kids arc

the ones who need to hear the

music, it's all they have in life.

When I was a teen-ager, the only
thing I had was my music.

"All the violence and exploitation

of women that goes on in

Hollywood, and then a band singing

about the world and aliout really

important things says the word
'fuck,' and you can't have it? I think

it's fascist. And it's scary because
what's next?"

Despite the intense emotions that

these subjects generate, the mem-
bers of Biohazard take great pride in

being able to introduce hope and the

possibility of change and to express

anger widiout being violent

"Biohazard is very yin-yang,"

Hambel says. "At our most brutal,

loudest, aggressive and violent

point, we're at our most peaceful.

The aggression is release, and we
try to find hope in everything we
sing about, instead ofjust exploiting

negative issues.

"I think music is a very powerful

tool, and more musicians should try

to use the power that they have with

the microphone and all the millions

(of fans) to say something positive."

CONCERT: Biohazard at the
Whisky on Thursday, Nov. 24. Doors
open at 8 p.m. Tickets cost $12. For
more info call (310) 652-4202.

NOISE
From page 14

we'll see if they play this").

Chuck D both raps and writes

with such an unbelievable

authority that if he was in any
other band, his mere presence
would overwhelm the music.

But thanks to Terminator X
(P.E.'s Steve Jones), the music is

explosive as well, cramming
blaring sirens, screeching gui-

tars, hard beats and trumpet and
saxophone snatches into the

abrasive, chaotic mix. "Hey
Terminator, are we gonna sell

out?" Chuck asks his DJ. The
furious turntable maneuvers that

follow say more than a million

words ever could. Simply bril-

liant

2.) Prince Sign ofthe Times
The Village Voice's Robert
Christgau said it best: "No for-

mal breakthrough, and (despite)

the title (track), no social rele-

vance move either ... simply the

most gifted pop musician of his

generation proving what a moth-
erfucker he is for two discs from
start to finish." Like the best

double albums (including the

only album of the decade better

than this one), this one leaps

around stylistically (gospel,

funk, folk, psychedelia, and

quasi-jazz), but without any loss

of momentum. And who else but
Prince could make the formerly

useless Sheena Easton coo l for

four minutes?

1.) The Clash London
Calling In which the "only band
that matters" (as they were
called by their fans) pulls off the

Exile On Main Street of the '80s.

Except while Exile takes weeks
to understand, this one takes

about 15 seconds. Mining their

musical inspiration from reggae,

rockabilly, ska and punk, the

Clash take on Montgomery Clift,

drug addiction, unemployment,
the Spanish-American war and
the ghost of Stagger Lee on the

group's greatest album. Full of
endless possibilities, this record

put the greatest of the punk rock

bands on the top of the world.

Inspirational proverb: "He who
flicks nuns will later join the

church."

Tatum has fantasies ofattending

a Depeche Mode concert and
throwing a high-powered magnet
on stage, thus erasing all of the

files on the band's computers.

His column appears every

Wednesday.

JUNIOR
From page 15

tunately delivers the laughs along

with the baby.

"Hiken too seriously. Junior will

wither under practical examina-
tion. But this is a comedy, bub-
bling along with funny dialogue
and performances solid enough to

make one forgot how improbable
it is.

DeVito brings his signature
crusty charm to the role of
Arbogast, and as Diana,
Thompson is an inspired choice.

For audiences who know her only

from her repressed roles in period

films {Howard's End) or serious

dramas {Dead Again), she is a rev-

elation. She did comedy on British

-television before she was known

as a serious actress. With precise

timing and a gift for seeming light

on her feet - even when they're

trailing toilet paper, Thompson
proves herself an adroit comedi-
enne, a welcome addition to the

DcVito/Schwarzenegger/Reitman

triumvirate.

It's a real pleasure to find a com-
edy that spailcles with so much life,

even if Arnold Schwarzenegger
has to give birth to it

FILM: Junior. Starring Arnold
Schwarzenegger, Danny C^Vito and
Emma Thompaon. Directed by Ivan

Reltman. Written by Kevin Wade
and Chris Conrad. Opens citywide

today.

Paid Advertisement

Let us not grow

weary while doing

good, for in due season

we shall reap if we do

not lose hearth

-Galatians 6:9

NEEDMONEY
FOR COLLEGE?

THOUSANDS OF

SCHOLARSHIPS

AVAILABLE!!

GUARANTEED
FINANCIALAID
CALLA^OW FOR

DETAILS!!

STUD€^^" SCHOLARSHIP

S6RVIC6S

(818) 908-2913

Volkswagen Testing Confirms ^^''»^*^^'

Post OfGce Guilty of Harassing Inventor
BOSTON - Per Court order the 20% more miles per gallon.
Post Office has paid a $22,000 Volkswagen's Skoda lab
harassment fee to the inventor is one of many facilities to

of a legitimate gas saver. test the Gasaver. Typically,
The Gasaver, like the gas mileage increased by 20%

catalytic converter, uses or more. At VW the average
platinum catalyst to bum the miles per gallon went from
20% of your gasoline that 28.3, without the (3asaver, to
does not normally burn inside

the engine. Otherwise, this

unbumt fuel would be carbon
monoxide pollution.

The catalytic converter
applies platinum catalyst to this

33.8 with the Gasaver.
In its decision, the Court

reterred to several independent
testing parties who "make
stronger claims for the Gasaver
than does its developer.

fuel after it leaves the -engine National Fuelsaver Corp.
in order to bum the pollution Despite years ofgovernment
into non-polluting exhaust gases, harassment, a quarter of a
The Gasaver applies platinum million Gasavers have been

catalyst to the air and fliel sold,

entering the engine so that For further information call:

more of each gallon will bum l-«00-537-7427(l-8p0-LESS<;AS)

inside the engine, producing or 1-508-368-6600.

Buy, SehS Trade -News Used CDs. Cassettes, Vinyi

:§
I

I
2

Off Every New & Used CD
With this Coupon
Sa.gg or More
(Excluding Sale Items)

n
Off Every New & Used CD
With this Coupon
$1 .99 to $7.99
(Excluding Sale Items)

I
Expires 11/18/94

i«*n vwiuMwn uhmmi oms (iii) m^nn . tssa totmiga mnvom • gumka pmi (iid m-i\m
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Borders® Books and Music
presents

iUm

Book Signing by
Country Music Star

Dolly Parton
Monday, Nov. 28-12 noon

In her autobiography DoUy: My Ltfe and Other

Unfinished Business. Dolly Parton talks openly

about her public and private self. She reveals

how she got to where she is^oday, her no-

nonsense attitude and her down-home philoso-

phy that has helped her from the start. She will

also be signing her children's book Coat of

Many Colors. Due to expected crowds, please

arrive early.

BORDERS

Dolly Parton

My Life And Other Unfinished Business

HarperCollins Publishers

Westwood
13G0 IVrstwofuJ Blvd.

R O O K •J D MUSI
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Classified Ad Information

Daily Bruin Classified Information
225 Kefckhotf Hal!. 308 Westwood Plaza. Los Angetes. CA 90024

Class Line: (310) 825-2221 Class Display (310) 206-3060

Fu (310) 206-0528

We reserve the right to change, reclassify, revise, or reject any

classified advertisement not meeting the standards of the Daily Bruin.

Our office is open Monday-Friday, 9-4.

Classified rates

Daily ?0 words or lesb $7 00

Oaiiy. each additional word .45

VIMdy. 20 words oriess 25.00

Weekly, each additional word 1 .30

Oispiay ads — student rate/col. inch 8.00

Oispiay ads— local rate/'col. inch 11 .25

Deadiines

.

CmsilM Hm a«t:

1 working day belore printing, by noon.

CIttsitMditylayalc

? worUng days before printing, by noon.

Make checks payable to ttie

UCI^ Daily Biuin.

loot

Freque.ry & Agency Rates Available

X 1 = 2inches x linch. There are no cancellaticns after noon the day before printing.

The AStJCU Conmunkalions Board fully supports the University o( CaWornia's poik:y on nondis-

cflminatkin No medium thai accept adverliitmenis wNch present peraom of any aitfn, race,

religion, sex. or sexual oriinldtoi In a dermaning iMy or imply ttiit Itiey are HrniM to pos^
c^MMWes. roles or status in society Neither the Daily Bruin nor theASUCLA Conununkations Board
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How to write a BOdtf^d " •">|a>

1

.

Start your ad with the merchandise your are selling. This makes it easier for readers to quicldy 3. Av9i4 at)breviations— make your ad easy for readers to understand.

scan the ads and locate your item(s). 4. Place yoursetf in the reader's position. Ask what you'd like to know about the merchandise,

2. Always include the price of the item you are selling. Many classiiied readers simply do not and include that in ttM ifkAvXMe informatttln such as brand names, colors, and other specific

respond to ads without prices. descriptions. H*^'

1 Campus Happenings

Alcoholics Anonymous
Mon. OiKTUiiior.. FrI. Slap S^jdy. AU 362S

Thuis. Book Study, AU 352S

Tuee. and Wed. DiK^UMloo. Dental 23-029

Ail timaa 12: 10-1:00pm
For alcoholcs or Indh/ktuab who hav9 a

drtrMng protjimm.

4 Financial Aid

Cash for college. 900,000 grants available.

No repayrrtents, EVER. Qualify Immediately.

1-800-243-2435.

12 Researcti Subjects 12 Researcti Subjects 12 Research Subjects

Daily Bruin
Classified
825-2221

9 Miscellaneous 9 Miscellaneous

$20.000 REWARD
THANKS TO THOSE WHO RESPONDED TO

THE ANNOUNCEMENT OF REWARD FOR
INFORMATION REGARDING THE DEATH OF
A PATIENT ON NOVEMBER 29. 1993, IN UNIT

2-SOUTH OF THE NPI. ALL OF YOU ARE
BEING CONTACTED AND WILL BE

CONTACTED FOR FURTHER INFORMATION^
AND VERIFICATION.

THIS HOTLINE PROGRAM WILL BE

CLOSED OUT SOON. IF ANY OTHERS WANT
TO CLAIM A REWARD IN EXCHANGE FOR
NEW INFORMATION. PLEASE CALL 21 3-599-

4945, AND LEAVE YOUR NAME, TELEPHONE
NUMBER, AND A BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF
YOUR INFORMATION. YOUR CALL WILL BE
IN STRICT CONFIDENCE. REMEMBER. IT

WILL BE TOO LATE IN A FEW DAYS.

CALIFORNIA

V I I A s I ( A I I

Feeling depressed, sad or hopeless? Lost

interest or energy?

Sleeping too much

or too little? Crying

frequently?

Participants 18 to 65

needed for medical research study.

Qualified volunteers may be compensated

up to $660.

10 Personal

lEUNE AMERICAIN diplome a UCLA pariant

francais chcrche rrancai$(e)Arancophone

pour echange linguistique et culturel. Appal-

Icz )eff au (818)591-7827 (repondcfur).

WANTED: 300 UCLA students to test new in-

ter-collegiate voicemail introduction service.

Absolutely Freel 818-986-9045.

WNTED: 100 PEOPLE
Lose 10-29 lbs. in 30 days and cam $$$ do-

inn it 100% xuarantee. Call 310-281-8828.

12 Research Subjects

ASTHMA SUFFERERS. Earn up to $540.00 in

your spare time, ir you talce daily asthma
medication you may be eligible to participate

in a research drug study with a new potential

treatment for asthma. Contact (310)477-1734

ext 540 to find out how you may benefit from

this vital program. Allergy Research Four>da-

tion, Inc. (Brentwood)

Bedwetling boys 7-11 yrs. and their families

needed for UCLA research Project. Subjects

will receive $20 arvJ a free developmental

evaluation. 310-825-0392.

NERVOCIS? ANXIOUS?
FEARFUL? WORRIED?

Research volunteers between the ages of 18 and 65
experiencing these symptoms for at least 1 month and

in relatively good health are needed. Volunteers will

receive a brief exam in order to determine eligibility.

Qualified volunteers receive free basic physical

exam/lab test and compensation up to $495-°.

California! CLINICAL TRl/i^j

MEDICAL GROUP

Please call 1-800-854-3902

Attorneys

Bright Honest Lawyer
•Auto & Work Accidents •Fails •Wills

•Medical Malpractice •Business Litigation

•Job Discrim •Divorce •Trials

Call Susan Balistod(y

(310) 559-1406 or (818) 382-7055

1 2 Research Subjects

HIV+ STUDY
TESTOSTERONE

K • * REPLACEMENT
Under 200 T-Cells or AIDS

^ defining illness

Never have taken

C. -
testosterone

Stipend up to $1,000
CaR Paul at (818) 9^6279

M. -' ^_._» .*-

—

, *

hizophrenia
Do you or a loved one suffer from Sciilzopiircnia?

Qualified voluleers ages 12 and over may qualify for a

medical research study on schi/ophrcnia.Qualified

volunteers recive a free basic physical exam, lab tests

and may be compensated up to approximately $1650.

EARN
Volunteers needed for back
muscle test with no history of

back Injury or pala

Caiiff Oly, ctf (3ie|55»>5500.

CALIFORNIA

P L K A S V C A L L 1 -800-854-3902

EARN MONEY for 1 S-inimjtes vM>rk. Looking

for male lubject between 38~4S, married, 1-

adoleicent child, to complete turvcyi dealing

with mid-life itMjet. Totally confidential. Can
be done totally by ntail. 310-280.0775.

Hyperacthw boys with attenlional problems
7-11 yn, needed for UCLA research project

Receive $20 and a free developmenUl
evaluation. 310-825.0392.

Normal healthy boys 3-11 yrs, and their

families needed for UCLA research project.

Receive $20 and have a •cientlflc learning

experience. 310-825-0392.

HEALTHY BLOOD DONORS
for rciecrch studies in heart disease

Earn $50 for a unit of bkxK*. Must l)e

avaiU>le for studies thmagh June

1995. CaU 7«>4.18«4 for infonmtk»

and screening af^xnntmesL

Daily Bruin Classified

15 Wanted

CASH FOK CARS. Wk come to you. Top dol-

lar paid. We do all DMV. We buy anything.

ei8-999-IBUY (4289).

Needed 2 female singers, between the ages
of 21-26, with R and B Influence. Call 310-

572-222a

16 Lost and Found

LOST: ROTTWEILER, female, S-months,

Brentwood, near ML St Mary's, $1000 re-

ward for safe return of 'Mu-chan.' 310-273-

3261 ext 296 or ext 27a

19 Sperm/Egg donors

EGG OONORS NEEDED for Infertile couples.

19-33 yrs, own medical insurance. Special

needs for black, Hispanic, & Chinese. At

UCLA med center. 310-825-9500.

EGG DONORS NEEDED. All Info conflden-

tlal. yiease call (310)285-0333.

EGG DONOflS NEEDED: hieatthy females

between 21-34years old wAnedical In-

surance. Payment of $2200 for medical pro-

cess. Mima Navas 3104)29-6782, Monday-
Frlday.

Sperm donors needed for anonymous donor
program at one of the largest sperm banks in

the country, earn up to iAlO/mo. if qualified.

Contact Heidi at the California Cryo Bank
310-443-5244. ext 24.

20 Pregnancy

GIVE THE GIFT OF LIFE. Be a surrogate for a
childless couple. Must be at least 21. LA
area. $15,000 paid. 800-30a-7367.

22 Health Services

ALONE-STRESSED-OVERWHELMED. Sup-

portive counseling. Individuals, couples,

groups. Adjacent to campus. Carole Chasin

MA, IMF-20924. Barbara Shore, supervisor,

MS-24655. 310-289-4643.

COUNSaiNC/THERAPY with experienced

female PhD. 2-blocks from campus, free

parking. Specializing in young adult issues:

Depression, anxiety, relationships, academic
corxrerns and family problems. For informa-

tion or consultation- 310-474-8305.

PENIS-NIPPLE ENLARGEMENT. Professional

vacuum pumps with instruction. Cain 1'-3'.

Permanent- safe. EnharKe erection. Dr. Joel

Kaplan 1 -aOO-987-PUMP.

REACH PERSONAL AND ACADEMIC
COALS WrfH HYPNOSIS. REDUCE TEST
ANXIETY. Increase concentratkin,

performance, self-confidence. Individual

appointments and classes. Experier>ced

psychotherapist for 17-years. Student Rates.

Call Laura Guilds MFCC. 310-207-0630.

Acne, Tattoos

Sunspots & Scars
Non-Surgical Laser Therapy for

painless facial skin rejuvenation

and removal ol acne, tattoos.

sunspots & scars. Low cost.

Free Consultation Call

1-800-685-6574

30 Help Wanted

$6|63/HR. Work in fun atmosphere, schedule

imjnA classes. Apply: Maureen O'Brien,

Cafe Sproul, 350 DeNeve Dr. 310-825-2074.

$7/hour -«- bonus, flexible hours, great work
experience. Hiring now! APPLY TODAYI
UCLA Annual Fund, 1083 Gayley, 4lh floor.

310-794-0277.

AAATTENTION UCLA STUDENTSI Puzzles

FaM Food Restaurant is hiring for Fall And
Winter quarterl NOW accept APS wA>reviou8

restaurant experience. $6.63/hr. FLEXIBLE

NFFE SCHEDULE. Call Dominic 310-206-

76B7.

ACCURATE 60*^ WPM SECRETARY-BOOK-
KEEPER. Word-proceasir^ and computer ex-

Klance preferred. 1 5-20 hours/week, flexi-

Dr. Frank 310-888-8050.

ACTIVE FILM CO. seeks moth^^ed Indh^idu-

als. Great opportunity to learn production

and development Fletibfe hr^days. OedH,
no pay. Contact Stacy Katz 310-559-7410, ex

]\^

ACTORVMODaS NEEDED. AudKions by
appointments only. For commercials, films,

and print ads. All typeVages rweded. No ex-

perierKe necessary. No registration fees. Call

Today knage. 818-222-9091

.

ADMINISTRATIVE ASSISTANT. Part-time,

full-time preferred. BH Software Company,
perfect English, WordPerfect required, Page-
Maker helpfol. 310-859-7277.

ADMINISTRATOR/PROJECT ASSISTANT.
Computer Iterate, Wkidows, Word profi-

cient. Scnkir/gra<kiate with strong writing

skills. Flexible dayi^>ours; no dress cocWre-
ceplion duties. $6-$8. 310-395-1414.

ALASKA EMPLOYMEr»nr - Fishing Indiatry.

Earn to $3,000- $6,000+ per Month * bene-
fits. MaleA^emale. No experience necessary

206-54S-415S ext AS9342.

30 Holp Wonted

ASTRONOMERS, PSYCHOLOQSTS, astro-

physicists, ncuro-sdentists needed for a to be
televised panel discussion of 'Newtonian As-
trology, planetary gravitational effecU on hu-
man thinking.' Viewer call in questkms ac-

cepted. Conuct Mr. Vandegrift at 310-820-
3937-eves.

ATHLETiC/BOYISH MALE MODELS. Earn

$15a$300 PER HOUR. Surfer, student, jock

types. Must be 18-24, clean-shaven face, lit-

tleAx) chest hair. Playgirl-style magazine print

workA^deos, nudity required. Highest $$$,
immediate payl Beginners welcome. Brad,

310-392-4248.

CMPHIC DESICM HRM
Seekkig Temporary/Part-time

MAC office assistance to work
flexible hours. Dec. 1 - mid March
1995. kKiividual must be MAC
proficient and have working

knowledge of WORD and EXCEL
Must have good communk^kxi
skills, be detail oriented, and able

to work a minimum of 5 ixxjrs per

day.

Hours will vary, but prefer

noon • 5pm or later, 5 days per

week. KnowledgiB of graphic

terminok)g^ or proof reading skills

helpful. Pay $7.50 per hour.

Please send resume to:

MDA
12100 Wilshlre Blvd Suite 520

lACA 90025

BALLOON CELEBRATIONS needs party dec-

orators, drivers, artists, and trainee managers.
Fast paced, fun, and creative environrrtent,

flexible hours. Call 310-208-1 180.

BUSY ENTERTAINMENT OFFICE, needs hard

working office support Part-time position, re-

quires fiexibie availability. Need car. Fax re-

sunoe 310-276-5721, phone 310-276-3300.

CAMPUS POSITION AVAILABLE starting at

$6.63^r. We work around your classes,

knmediate employment available for Fall

1994. Surwet Village Dining Services.

CbnUct David at 310-206-7688.

CASHIER WANTED. WLA and Westwood.
Some Japanese preferred. 310-479-2530.

1834 Westwood Blvd.

CASTING IMMEDIATaYI Extras needed for

feature films, commercials, and music videos.

Earn up to $200 per dayl No experience

needed. Work guaranteedl Call today 213-

851-6102.

CITY BEAN COFFEE is looking for coffee

lovers full-time/part-time. Apply in person •
10911 Undbrook O, Westwodid. 310-824-

1340. •

CLERICAL-oommercial real estate firm seek-

ing temporary secretary to cover during vaca-

tion (1 1/28-12/13). Type SOwpm, knowledge
of MS Word a must Call 310-458-6682.

COMMUNITY SERVICE OFFKZERS (CSO's)

are hiring UCLA students now!. $6.1 6^r to

sun, up to $9.10. IS+hrVwk. Flexible sched-

ule. Call 825-6760.

COMPUTER PROGRAMMER for PDA, per-

sonal organizer, experience in BASIC a must.

Familiarity with NEWTON a plus. Leave mes-
sage Of fax resume. 310-476-0097.

CONSULTANT- SEEKS researcher/recnjiter.

Female preferred. P/T, flexible hours. Work
through your home and my office. Computer
skills preferred. AM/PM 31 0-475-5380.

NEW mCES NEEDED
• ForWCommerdais
• Movies

•Catalogs

•Videos

call Immadlalely

(310)eS»48S6

CRUISE SHIPS HIRING
Earn up to $20004/month on Cruise Ships or

Land-Tour companies. Seasonal and Full-

Tlme employment available. No experience

necessary. For inkirmatkm call 1-206-634-

0468 ext C59342.

Oa MANO GALLERY. CHRISTMAS HttP.
Sales and giftwrapping. PA-F/T. Call Kevin

far Information 310-476-8506.

DRIVER WANTED-Expcrlence necessary,

clean recortVinsurarKX. Male to drive 10-yr-

oM boy to ouulde-acthrities. Hours Flexible.

Salary competitive. Evenings, 310-393-2928,

feave nteasage.

DRIVERS NEEDED- FulUlmM'art-tlme. Cars

and Motorcycles. Must have vaiki CADL and
kv. Guarantead MInlmums. Mercury Dis-

patch Mesaaniter 310-441-4588.

EARN $35-$75AOUR. Part-time Independ-

ent marketing corwultants needed. No experi-

tnot necessary. All ages welcorrte. Hundreds
of openings available. B^in todayl 310-281-

1975.

Er>ergetlc coffee-lovers needed immediately

to work Arrosto Espresso Bars in Beverly

Hills, Brentwood, and WLA. Apply in person:

262 S. Beverly Drive, Beverly Hills.

FILE CXERK NEEDED FOR SMALL LAW
FIRM Must have reliable car and proof of

auto insuranoi. Fuit4ime- SKVhour 310.5S0-
79M. - —^—

30 Help Wanted

GR&NPEACE seeks conrunltted full-time and
part-time people to change the world. Call

310-287-2210 between 3pm and 5pm Mon-
day-Friday.

EARN UP TO $a.a(VHR PLUS TIPS
cleaning houses and oflk:ea. Gail today
arxj go to work tNa week. Torts of work.

Full and p«l time work. Flexible

actMdule. Work in your aiea.

Car neoaaaary.

CaN today at 31(V4S3-1i17.

HEALTH CLUB PERSONAL TRAINERS . Up-
scale fitness cemer. San Femar>do West Val-

ley. Knowledge of kinieseology, human anat-

omy, or related. Exercise science backgrourxi

a plus. Part-time. Flexibfe hours. Tim
(81 8)705-6500 ext256.

HOSTESS-NIGHTaUB. Females, earn up to

$12/hr.-Mips. Club Greco. 366 East 2nd St.

Los Angeles. Minimum age-21. No experi-

ence necessary. Japanese language

preferred. 213-626-5270, please call after

6pm,M-Sat

In-line Skater needed for part-time holiday

season phone sales. Santa Monica. Flexible

Hours. 310-573-1543.

INCOME OPPORTUNITY. $500+/week pos-
sible processing mailers at hon>e. Set your
own sdtedule arvi pace. For Info Call Mar-
Kon: 714-251-3001.

LAW OFFICE. Clerical secretarial positions.

Must know WordPerfect. Have office experi-

ence. Good typing skills, flexible hours.

Wilshlre & Clendon. 310-475-0481.

LOOKING FOR FUN, ENTHUSIASTIC, intel-

ligent people to teach test prep for SAT. High
test scores and car required. We train you.

Start pay $13.50 hour (6-8 hours per week).

Ser>d resume /cover letter by 1 2/1 6/94 to: The
Princeton Review, Attn: Personnel Depart-

ment, 10474 Santa Monica Blvd. «403, LA
90025. NO PHONE CALLS PLEASE.

MALE ATHLETK: MODELS being sought by
professional pimtographer for nude and semi-

nude modelinn. $20|/hr. John, 21 3-487-7462.

ENTRY LEVEL
The Rader Institute
The nations largest provkJer of

eating disorders treatment seeks

students for entry level, fnarketing,

sales, communicatkin position.

Psychology major a plus. Part

time, flexible hours, potential

counseling, dinical opportunity.

Salary DOE.

Call 478-8238 ext.201

MALE MODELS. Asian, Latin or surfer types.

No height requirement Hot head, cards,

posters, mags. Good nrraney. FunI 213-664-
2999 24hours.

MANAGER, part-time. $8/hr. Small jewelry

department in UCLA. Some retail experience

with reference. Call 805-495-0973.

MARKET RESEARCH COMPANY in Van
Nuys needs individuals to work 4-6

houn/day. Evening, day, and weekend hours

available to do public opinion and market re-

search. Must have excellent reading skills,

ability to write verbatim, aryf follow instruc-

tions. Call 818-725^275.

MARKETING CONSULTANT'S RESEARCH
ASSISTANT with speedy, accurate wordpro-
cessing skills (WPS.1). Needed in the after-

noons. 310-820-3288.

MERCHANDISER. Place poster displays in

stores. Responsible, quality oriented, 20-40
hoursMeek. Own car, greater Los Angeles
area. $8-$12/hr. 310-821-1677.

Metro-Gokiwyn-Mayer Irn:. has immediate

openings in our studio store for part-time

sales associates for the season with 6-months
-1 year sales experience. To apply please

contact Ms.Palmer 310-449-3567.

MGNT TRAINEE
No exp. nee. Corp. expanding in area.

$400(ymonth, basc-f commission. Start im-

mediatdy. 2 1 3-463-0633

reputation

the line

classified Line
825-2221
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30 Help Wanted

MID-WILSHIRE. East of Fanner's market. P/T

sales. The Tennis Place. Great atmosphere,
weekend help needed. Sales experierKc pre-

ferred. 213-931-1715.

NIGHT DESK CLERK, P/T. Luxury Hotel in

Westwood Village. Friday and Saturday,

11pm-7am. 310-208-3945.

OFFia ASSISTANT needed for busy, exciting

office. Challenging opportunity/lots of room
for advancement Type 40 wpm, MAC ex-

perience required, 35 houn/week. Call 818-
506-5518.

Organized self-starter needed to manage
Brentwood office & run enandt. Must have
car. Good typing & telephone skills. $1G^r.
20+ hours/week. Call Dr. Cooper. 310-470-

4900 anytime.

P/T ASSISTANT FOR COMPUTER SCHOOL
in Westwood. Some bookkeeping skills pre-

ferred. 3 nxMDing^^veek. $8,50^. 310-

470-8600.

PART-TIME CASHIERS AND SERVKI POSI-
TK>NS NEEDED. Flexible hours. Apply Mon-
day, Wednesday, ar>d Friday between 2-4.

1 191 1 San Vfcente, 310-476-7060.

Putyour reputation

onttieline.

classified Line
825 2221

Daily Bruin

Part-lime person for office work in Century
City. Need mornings for sure. Call Fern 310-

785-0288.

Part-time receptionist in lawfirm. 8:30-1:00,

hours flexible, Mon-Fri. Fax resume: Attn Iris

310-207-1301.

Rapidly growing investment company seek-

ing P/T computer intern. College sopiy>-

noore^unior, ability to work with DOS, Wind-
ows, Lotus 123, Word Perfect, and Foxpro.

Bilingual (EnglislVSpanish) a plus. $7.00-

$8.00 per hr. Contact Nelson Jiminez at 310-

571-3700x231.

REAL ESTATE/ BROKERAGE FIRM offering a

PAID intemship/ growth potential to an

entrepreneurial-minded individual. Learn

about the industry and gain valuable experi-

ence. Duties range from light office work to

active participation in leasin^development

process. Must be computer literate and have
own car. Fax resume to 31 0-458-6681

.

RECEPTIONIST. WLA Accounting office.

9am-1pm M-F. Professional phone manr>er

and appearance. $7/hour. Contact Alicia,

310-477-0030.

RESORT JOBS- Earn to $12 / hr -f tips.

Theme Parks, Hotels, Spas, •• more. Tropical

& Mountain destinations. Call 206-632-01 50
extR59341

.

SEASONAL SALES HELP
SMITH & HAWKEN, a high profile retail/cat-

alog company specializing in products in-

spired by the garden seeks Seasonal P/T Sales

Associates for its Beverly Hills store. Must be
able to work evenings/weekends. Approx-
imately 20-25 hours/week. Previous retail

sales experience preferred; gardening knowl-
edge not required. Apply in person at the

store at 370 Canon Drive or call 310-247-

0737 for telephone interview. EOE.

30 Help Wanted

SECRETARY WANTED: Someone organized,

efficierU, for a busy RE office. Pleasant sound-
ing voice, fast typing, computer literate. k>-

seph: 310-652-5566.

STOCKBROKER TRAINEE. Hardworking
serious only. Long hours, salary plus com-
mission, Series 7 preferred. Century City.

k)hn, 310-772-7905.

TEACHER ASSISTANT. Private school, near
to SFValley. 7 year old. . Hours 8-1 M-F.
Should be Mac literate. Begins immediately.

(81 8)998-1 782, ask for Helene.

TELEMARKETER:
Film pronxXion company in MDR. Seeks
person to schedule promos. P/T. Flexible

7/hr.-^bonus. Alex 310-821-1677. Leave
fPWM?-
TEMPORARY HELP WANTED, week nights'

and weekends. Removal of medical records.

$6^hour. Call between 10am-4pm. Cuh^er
City. 310-559-8823.

Tennis clulVpro shop needs P/f and weekend
help, tennis experience required. Call Ron
Comell 310-475-8511.

TO WORK WITH CHILDREN ages 6-13. Art

background helpful, not mandatory. Must
have gpod writing skills and be MAC literate.

Hours 10:45-3:30PM. Begin immediately.

Call Helene 818-998-1782.

TUTORS WANTED
MATH, SCIENCE, SPANISH, FRENCH TU-
TORS needed for Sherman Oaks, Woodland
Hills , Westwood Centers. Undergraduate de-

gree required. $12/hr. 818-347-7616, 310-

475-5330.

UCLA STUDENTS LOOKING FOR EMPLOY-
MENT, work around your classes, starting

rate $6.63/hr. Call Jelena at Hershey Hall

Food Sen^ice 310-825-7686.

MOVIE EXTRAS
MODELS

ALL TYPES NEEDED FOR

MA|OR FEATURE niMS

IMMEDIATEASSIGNMENTS

310-659^288

Valet attendants for holiday season at prestige

Century City location. Call personnel M-F
9am-4pm. 310-553-6123.

Valet parking, holiday, P/T, earn up to $8+,
B1 8-344-4254.

VALET PARKING. Attendants and Cashiers

needed for LAX MARRIOTT. Full-time and
part-tin>e available. Flexible schedules. Great
student job. For more information call 310-

337-5374.

WAITER/DRIVER
LA TO CO: Gourmet food delivery. Looking
for motivated, energetic, and conscientious

delivery driver^aiters. Flexible hours. Good
money Fun work. Call (310)440-4455 before

10:30am, between 3-5pm.

WANTED: PURCHASE MERCHANT TELLERS
at Wells Fargo Bank, Pacific Palisades Office.

Process account transactions ar>d sell bank
products. Aggressive Sales Persons need only
apply. Positions are part-time at an Hourly

wage-f sales commission. Contact Tracy 310-

454-0972.

IS HIRING

Apply
Today

Earn $7 plus bonus while raisin$ funds for UCLA

Flexible Houn
You choose the shifts that fit your busy schecdule!

12-plus hours per week

Work close to campus with other students &

gain valuable work experience.

1083 Gayfey 4th floor

between 10 am -8 pm
(310)794-0277
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30 Help Wanted

We could be Just the place for you. Cutters

Restaurant, SarUa Monica. Hiring servers.

Apply in person M-F between 2-5pm. 2425
Colorado Ave.

YOUNG MEN WANTED (or nude and scmi-

rHxle modelirtg. Good pay. imniediate work.

Ca)l Derek 213-645-9669.

32 Career Opportunities

ATTENTION DECEMBER CRAOS: For-

tune/INC. 500 Companies searching for as-

sertive, Smotivated people to join their

saleVmgmt. teams. $40k potential 1st year.

Call recruiter Stephanie Heimburger 818-

788-7550.

Financial freedom available. Low risk, no in-

verUory, business opportunity. For info call

213-964-2277.

SENIORS AND CRADS. Earn up to $3O0/drf.

Excellent people skills required. Training

provided. 310-337-0790.

BARTENDER
TRAINEES

•no experience necassary
•earn$;iOO-$200 daily

•more jobs tnan graduates
•nation wide job placement

NATIONAL BARTCNDERS
SCHOOL

(213)3803200
(310)558^608
(818)994-8100

Paid Management Internship

' Be trained in mktg, sales,

interviewing, motivation of

employees,customer relations, etc.

Earn minimum of 2,500 to lOK

managing a branch of Student

Works Painting. Most Hiring will

be completed by Nov. for

spring/summer positions.

Call (800) 394-6000 for info.

1/

34 Internshiips

ACTIVE, INDEPENDENT FILM PRODUCER
seeks student interns to learn script develop-

nient activities in SM. office. NO PAY, but

good opportunity to learn. 310-260-1405 or

310-394-7263.

DEVELOPMENTAL INTERNS NEEDED for

on^ of [ht largest film production companies.

No pay, but lots of experience. Work closely

with VP of Development at Roger Corman's
production company. Call Rob at 310-820-

6733.

GENERAL INTERNS NEEDED for one of the

largest film production companies. No pay,

Lots of experiefKe. College credit available.

Hard, fun work. Computer experierKC help-

ful. Call Linda: 310-820-6733.

MERRILL LYNCH offering internships for

Winter arxi Spring qtrs. For Juniors/ieniors

business majors. College credit. 310-458-

361 6. David Hunt.

WANTED: PUBLISHER'S ASSISTANT. Intern

Part-tin>e. New, national, multi-ethnic teen

magazirw- Unity LA. ExperierKe on Mac.
213-935-5826.

35 Chiild Care Wanted

CHILD-CARE DRIVER. Responsible person
with excellent driving record and Insurance

needed for 2-3 days after school. Call even-
inKs3f(M71-5633.

DRIVER/CHILDCARE needed by two profes-

sor family. 3 afterrKMniMc. SlO^r. $100M(
min. Need own car and references. Call for

interview. 310-828-3363.

FUN, SENSITIVE PERSON FOR FUN, sensi-

tive 10-year-old boy in our WLA home.
12/19-1/2, 9am-3pm. 310-444-7392.

NANNY for two year old boy. Great condi-

tionVjpay. RefererKes required. Call afker 6:30

P.M. 310-459-4471.

PART-TIME DRIVER. Monday, Wednesday,
Friday 2-7pm. $5^our. Westwood location,

rw car necessary. Graduate student preffered.

310-479-6335.

ROOM in exchange for afternoon childcare.

liKorr>e supplemented. 8-year old. Beautiful

Santa Monica. Car preferred. Males and fe-

males apply. 310-394-1 566.

Putyour reputaticxi

on the line.
r^
Classified Line

825-2221

Daily Bruin

This recipe is not for the weak at heart, it combines three of the most delicious dessert elements Into
one scrumptious masterpiece. Fudge. Ice cream and oreos become one In harmony, making music to the
mouth. It Is sure to be a favorite of one and all.

*~ Oreos - regular sized package 2 cups powder sugar
1/2 cup butter, melted 1/2 cup butter
1/2 gallon Ice cream, softened 1 large can evaporated milk ^ -

_ _ 1 teaspoon vanilla 2/3 cup chocolate chips—— 4 to 80Z. Spanish peanuts, salted (may substltue with other nuts or none at all)

• Crush Oreos and 1/2 cup melted butter Ina 9"xl3" pan. Pat down bottom to form crust.
Carefully spoon softened Ice cream over crumb mixture. Sprinkle with nuts. Place In
freezer while preparing topping.

• Combine remaining ingredients in sauce pan and heat slowly until chips melt. Bfring to
boll while stirring and simmer 10 minutes. Let cool.

• Pour chocolate topping over Ice cream and let freeze until firm.

Rodney Andersen can pick up $10 credit at the Bruin Gold Office.

Daily Bruin Classified

Get $10.00

FREE
on your

Bruin

Gold Card^

TICKLE

OUR
TASTEBUDS
ANDTHE

DAILY BRUm
WILL

TICKLE

YOURS*

Something's Cooking
at the Bruin! Submit a
personal favorite recipe

and if it's chosen we'll

feature your name and
recipe in the paper's

classified section.

APPETIH!
drop recipe submissions at

the Daily Bruin front desk-

225 Kerckhoff Hall

CiJsa:Mii9^-^S^^I^9cmJSIgmAB>

TODAY'S
CROSSWORD PUZZLE
ACROSS
1 Hoofbeat sound
5 Long-necked

bird

9 Monk's titte

12 Exist

13 MexKancoin
14 Tempts
17 Final prayer

word
18 Mine entrance
19 Marry secretly

20 Cenient
22 Scholastic
24 Calif, time
25 Period
27 Embrace
28 Play a part

29 Teen dar>ces
31 Banket

33 Areas of

expertise

37 Horse cotor

41 Often-heard
song

42 Female
43 — wheel: super-

fluous person
44 Pnxlent
45 Huge
47 "Curty—

"

49 Very dignified

50 Breach
53 Bill

55 Method of

meditatkm
56 Tabby
59 Windfk>wers
62 Constant
64 Watchband
65 Departed
67 Teller of tall

tales

68 Alpine heroine
69 AnimaPs home
70 Jason's ship
71 Meadow
72 Therefore
73 Christmas song

PREVIOUS PUZZLE SOLVED
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11-23-04 O 1994. United FeaturaSyndicata

DOWN
1 — down: get

strict

2 Luxury cars
3 Manifest
4 Confined
5 Sorrabird

6 Tie the knot
7 Where Japan is

^ 8 V-shaped cut

9 Raise a baby
bird

10 — of thumb
11 Scent
15 Saga
16 DerK>mination
21 Eagle's nest
23 Diving birds

26 Friend: Sp.
29Wtekls
30 Glances over
32 Pulverize

33 Robin Hood's
weapon

34 Muhammad—
35 Egos'

counterparts

36 Clumsy one:
slang

38 Many times
39 — premium:

scarce
40 Phiklelphia

Flyers org.

43 Deceptive
move

45 Intend
46 Musk:

conductor
48 Perfect place
50 Cut
51 Poker stake
52 Hazard
54 — of the ball

56 City on the Nile
^

57 Wise saying
58 Austrian Alps
60 Fabrk:ated
61 Char
63 Vivacity

66 Stk^ky fruit
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49 Apartments for Rent

$665. WESTWOOD. Extra large tingle. Hard-
wood' floors, rtove, refrigerator. Secure, ^4ear
UCA. 310-478-0875.

$900 CULVER CITY. Large, quiet, modem, 2-

bdrnV3bath townhome, dishwasher, a/c,

fridge, patio, );aled parkinx. 310-837-0761.

$995. 2BR/1.1/2BA TOWNHOUSE STYLE
1.2 miles UCLA. 310-459-6600.

FURNISHED RESORT STYLE
APAR1MENTS

MINUTES PROM CAMPUS
STUDIO. ONE AND TWO BEDROOMS

MONTHLY RENTAI5

900 Bi6 046l
CORPORATE DISCOIWTS AVAILABI£

Monterey

2 Bed / 2 Bath
$1150
$1250

Central Air/Central Heat.
Security building.
'^ill Allow 4 in

1 Apartment

Now reserving for FaH

(310)477-0858

GREAT LOCATION!
3450 Sawtelle Blvd.

1 and 2 BD Apts.

Split Master Suites

-Heated pool/spa/sauna/gym

-BBQs/Lusti GardcnsAVaicrfalls

-Large recreational clubhouse

-Intercoms entry

"Casa de Vida'

310-3974811%
GENUINE UCLA
SPEC ALS

HJRNI'.HfrCl fJA(HFL<3R>^.

From $ ^495
I 1 Hit ji- .III i> • .irji .L I • •

Froi-n $ 595
^ i)nrji-.hu I) I (It I iMtHjM-^.

Fi or-TT $795
•^.t^(Jf^ I t I HM Av/Aii Am f

I >HII ( 1 I V A< f <>•."; f HOM
run f ammi i"^. i ic i a
WAl K I< > < I A-^.'.t '.

VVI- '.r Wf >f 1|> V'\ A^A
APAH XtAt NT-^.

r.Ol 505 OAYLtY AVt

1-BEDROOM $695. 2-BEOROOM $825.

Garden courtyard. Quiet Appliances, blinds,

etc 1&1/2 miles to campus. Blue bus. 310-

477-0725.

I-MILE TO WESTWOOD. $695. 1-bdrm.

pool, 1235 Federal Avenue 310-477-7237.

1 -MINUTE TO UCLA, Bachelor, $525, fur-

nishedAinfumished, utilities included, pool,

laundry, no pets. 310-824-3000

1 -MINUTE TO UCLA. Single, $475. Fur-

nished or unfumished. Panting $90 extra.

310-208-2820.

3BR + 3BATH
Santa Fe Style condo, four units. Built-ins,

fireplace, refrigerator, air, washer/dryer.

Gated parking. WLMJCLA. Cable bonus.

$1495.310-471-0359.

BACHELORS, SINGLES, and 1-BDRMS avail-

able, close to UCLA. FurrVUnfum, laundry,

no peU. From $525->- 310-477-2^37

BeaiAiful 3-y/o deluxe apartment 2-bdmV2-
ba, 3-bdmV2-ba available. 640 Veteran Ave.

Call fast 824-2036.

BEVERLY HMIS ADJ. 1&2-BEDROOMS
$650-$895. SOME WAHARDWOOD
FLOORS. ONLY 1/2 BLOCK TO PICO BUS.
ASK ABOUT LEASE BONUS. 310-839-6294.

Brentwood! 3-bdrrTV2-bath. $1600. Pool,

Ig. balcony, gated parking, central air. t^ar

UCLA. Add.: 330 S.Barrin^on, near Sunset.

310-471-2498.

BRENTWOOD, $900, 2-bdrm/2-bath, patio,

new decor, doie to UCLA, by appL only,

1 1 728 Mayfleld Apt #3, 31 0-271 -681

1

BRENTWOOD, Sunny and large 3-bed-

roonV2-bath, Patio, North of Wllshire, dish-

washer, cat-okay, $145fl^nonth. Open 9-5,

1 1921 Goshen Ave. ^#1. 310-207-0834.

BRENTWOOD. 1/2 BLOCK, south of

Wllshire. Upstairs, gated building, bright,

cheerful bachelor. Laurwiry, walk-in cloiet,

$490. Grad student preferred. 310-275-

7139.

BRENTWOOD. Sunny 2-bdrm/2-ba top floor.

Gated parking, laurwiry, fi replace, balcony,

security. Great location: Barrington &
Wllshlfe. $1300. 310 820^1932. AVAILABLE.

FIGURE MODELS
wHteri^ihotDgrapher nfcds girls 18+ years oM
to pOM for magtfInes and computer art

Good pay, no experience inquired, oonwani-

erthouit. 213-256-8700.

49 Apartments tor Pent 49 Apartments for Rent

Large single qi M area, Wllshire district, «ep——WALK TQ UCLA. One bedroom, balcony.

•rate kitchenA>athroom, fumishei^nfur-

nished, tnistworthy student preferred. Call

Dante at City News (eve) 714-773-4902.

$38S.

MAR VISTA, $845, 2-bed/2-bath, 2-story cus-

tom townhousc Gated garage, unit alarm,

central air, fireplace. 11931 Avon Way. 310-

391-1076.

MAR VISTA. $675. Near 405 freeway, Nice

1 -bedroom, new carpets, stove, refrigerator,

laundry. 310454-0885.

MAR VISTA. $84$. 2-bdmV2-bath, custom
townhome. fireplace, gated garage, alarm in

unit 12736 Cafwell Ave. 310391-1076.
Open 7 days 9-5.

MAR VISTA. 2-bdrnV2bath. Custom town-

home, fireplace, gated garage, alarm in unit

$795. 1 1 748 Courtleigh. Door open 7 days.

310-391-1076.

MARINA SHORES. MDR/Ven!ce border. 2+1

apartments. $745-$845. Sunny, airy, nicely

landscaped, parking included. Hard-

wood/carpets. Walk to beach. 310395-0591
or 310-829-0589.

Multi-level secure 2bd/2.5ba+loft, fireplace,

A/C, high ceilings, sunny, ocean breeze, safe

parking, storage, MDR adjacent, non smokers
preferred, $140(ymo. 310456-1 578.

PALMS $595, 1 -bedroom security building,

very quiet, all appliances. Convenient to

campus. Security deposit $100. A/C, laundry.

310-837-7061.

PALMS $750, 2-bdrnVl-ba, large upper,

small building. Completely refurt>ished, like

r>ew. Must see to appreciate. 15-mirv from
campus. 310398-6622.

PALMS $825. 2-bdrm/2-ba, refrigerator, dish-

washer, stove, central air, fireplace, two urv

derground parking. Quiet Bus #12. 6-year

new security buildinR. 310556-1688.

PALMS*371 7 CARDIFF
LARGE 1 -BEDROOM UPPER, $695. FIRE-
PLACE, BALCONY, EXTRA CLOSETS, ALL
APPLIANCES. LOCKED BUILDING, GATED
GARAGE. NEWER BUILDING, QUIET. 13-

MINUTES TO UCLA. 310652-0847, 310
836-7146. -

PALMS, 1 -bedroom, $55CVrnonth, upper,

3455 Jasmine. Appliances, pool, parking,

laundry^ no pel&. 310-454-4754.

PALMS. $995, 2-bed/2-bath, custom town-
home, fireplace, balcony, gated garage,

alarm in unit One month tree. 361 4 Faris Dr.

310-391-1076.

PALMS. Unfumished 1 -bedroom, $495,
single $395. Appliances, no pets. Call 9am-
8pm, ask for mgr. (31 0)837-4196.

PALMS/CULVER CITY. Keystone Place apart-

ments. Convenient, light, sunny. Singles 1 &2-

bedroom apartmems. Microwave, Jacuzzi,

gated-parking. Close to 405. $650-$950.
Linda 310-836-1718.

SHERMAN OAKS. Gated, newer, quiet, sin-

gle, $450, 2+2 $735, 13406 Moorparic St.

818-907-9237, 818-222-8298.

SINGLE APARTMENTS. Near buses. Com-
pletely renovated. Bike or ride to campus.
Near parks. Laurxiry and parking. Massachu-
setttE.of405. $535. 310479-2819

SPACK3US SINGLE, Sherman Oaks. Walk to

Westward Ho market, refrigerator and free

utilities, $6S(Vmo.. 81 8-788-0003

TWO BEDROOM $595
SPACIOUS, VIEW, walk library. Great Van
Nuys tocation. Minutes to Sherman Oaks,
shopping, busses, and freeways. 818-399-

9610.

Diamond Head
Apartments
Short Term Available

1 bedroom $875
Fireplace, balcony with a

view, contemporary
kitchen

Building

rs

660 Veteran

^
""•MARVISTA*"'

2BD.2BA.2STORY
CUSTOM TOWNHOMES,

GATED GARAGE, CENTRAL AIR,

FIREPLACE. UNITALARM

*12736CASWaLAVE $845
A 11931 AVON WAY $845
All 748 COURTLEIGH DR. $796

^ PALMS *
2 BD. 2BA CUSTOMTOWNHOME.
FIREPLACE. BALCONY. GATED

GARAGE.ALRMINUNIT
(ONE MOrmi FREE RENT)

* 3614 FARIS $095
• apan7dava

CALL ($10) $91-1079
70SEETHE

k LOVELYAPARTMENTS

free parking, laundry J^ad I ities, water incl.

$90a Bachelor $550. Single $650. 10944
Strathmore. (310)209-0968.

WESTWOOD 2-BDRM/2-BA, A/C, laundry,

gym, Jacuzzi, 2 urxlergrourtd parking alarm,

dishwasher, phone entry, walk to campus,
villane. $^27S/mo. 310444-1958.

WESTWOOD- 2-BEDROOM/2-BATH, $925
AND UP. TILE KITCHEN, STEPDOWN LIV-

ING ROOM. UNUSUAL CHARM. 1-1/2

MILE TO UCLA. 310839-6294.**

WESTWOOD. Nice single in quiet building.

Full kitchen and bath. New carpet and painti

SSSCVmonth. 3104705952.

Westwood/Century City and Palms, $495+
single; $595 luxury bachelor; $675+ Ibd; 10
minutes to UCLA, open daily 310474-7565.

WLA-1 -bedroom, built-ins, refrigierator, VC,
security gates, upstairs, laundry room. Close
to everything. Price neglegable. 310475-
2220 or 310-478-1 190. 2605 S. Barrington.

WLA. 1 -BEDROOM DUPLEX, stove, refrig-

erator, parking, ^vasher/dryer hookups. Yard,

patio. Close to buslines, market, laundromat
11805 National Blvd. $65Q/month. 213-
295-9433.

WLA. $675/month. 2-bedroom/1-bath. 2 lev-

els, private balcony. Laundry room, 2 blocks

south of Wilshire. 310-395-0149.

WLA. 10 MINUTES TO UCLA. Big & Bright,

Low move-in, 2-bdmV2.5-bth, singles $695
& up. WASHER/DRYER, W.B. Hreplace, sec.

alarm, ROOFTOP SPA. 11221 Richland 478-

3990.

WLA. Amazing deal. 1629 Brockton. Singles

Starting $525. New appliances, carpet, paint,

vertical blinds. Parking, gated. Good student

discount 310-477-0112.

50 Apartments, Furnishied

MAR VISTA, $60(yrnonth. Ask about free

rent Attractive, furnished 1 -bedroom. Large,

pool, patio, and bart>ecue area. Quiet build-

inK. 3748 Innlevyood Blvd. 310398-8579.

WESTWOOD. 1 -bdrm, 2-blocks walk west of

school. 310-824-0782. $675/mo.

51 Apartments, Unturn.

$1125 BRENTWOOD LUXURIOUS
2bdrm/2bth, real fire place, enclosed patio,

all appliances, good laundry, paridng.

CLEAN, QUIET. 11722 Kiowa. 805-526-
1759.

$65(VMO. BUILT IN POOL. CLOSE TO
UCLA arMi beach areas. Great tenants, resi-

dent manager. 310477-9955.

$875 2BDRM/1 1/2BA. 1426 Barrington #4.

Stove, refrigerator, air, dishwasher. (310)837-

0761

1+1, $650, BAJA BRENTWOOD, quaint,

huge patio, upper, hardwood floors, laurxjry,

parking, no pets-N/5. 1 -80O758-1 81 3.

NEAR SANTA MONKj\ AND BUNDY.
Bachelor, full bath, refrigerator, laundry, up-
per. Available now. $450^mo. 822-6487.

PALMS. Single $535-$550. 2bd, $850.
Clean, Large pool, convenient to shopping
and UCLA, 31O204-4332.

WESTWOOD. $1500, Spacious 3-bedroom
upper+dining room, w/balcony, dishwasher,
refrigerator, built-ins, ideal for grad students.

1711 MakJolm. 3/4-mile from campus. 31

273-1212.

WLA, $820, 2-BEDROOM/2-BATH, new car-

pets, clean, sunny, spacious, laundry, park-

ing. Close to shops and busline to UCLA.
310-446-0744, 3108201309.

52 Apartments to Stiare

2-BDRAiV2-BATH. Security parking. Laundry,

50% off utilities. lOminutes from UCLA.
$595 +security deposit, $250. Leave message
310-477-4876. Available December 1st

BEVERLY HILLS. $47(Vmonth. Private room.
Female, N/S. No pets. Furnished. Elevator.

Pool. Paridng. Utilities included. 310275-
3735.

WESTWOOD-PRIVATE ROOM/BATH in

nice, spackxB, 2-be<^-bath. Plenty of paric-

ing, balcony, dishwasher, K^, N/S preferred.

$400nrK>nth. 3104703561.

53 Roommates

BEAUTirULLY FURNISHED Gayley apart-

mentl Female to share large bedroom w/own
bath in 3BR apartment. January-Aufust, park-

tng. $37(VrTHi. 310-824-1713.

BRENTWOOD ADJAaNT, 2-bedroorTVl

-

bath apartment, 1 -block Wilshire/Barrington

bus. Newly pair^ed, new kitchen/floor^ar-

pet, large ckMcU, beautiful courtyard w/pool,
laundry, paridng, large patk). 1^, female
preferred. $45(ymonth. Slefanie, 310471-
6065.

NEED FEMALE ROOMMATE TO SHARE
master bedroom. All amenities. Very clean.

$35a^mo+$350 deposit Near UCLA shuttle.

A must see. 310476-0789.

Profeactonal female wAwautiful 2b(V2ba apt.

West LA, Mcurtty, pool, parking no
peti^moking. $SOG^TKmccurity & utilities.

310-397-0735.

PROFESSKDNAL MALE SEEKS MALE OR FE-
MALE to share beautiful 2bd/2ba condo with
Ions of amenitiesi $59SAno + 1/2 utilities.

310-826-6447.

Single, female, nonsmoking roommate need-
ed to share room in spacious 2-b«droom
apartment. Only 3 blocks Cram cmtfukn
curlty. pod, loa. 824-1257.

53 Roommates

SPACK5US CONDO Room for rent in fur-

nished condo. Own full bath plus double
closet Close to campus (4 blocks), oneAwo
persons, females/males. StudenU preferred.

Available ASAP. 31O208-4523.

TOP FLOOR LUXURY BUILDING. Views of
Century City. Private bedroom and bath. Full

security and parking. Central air, pool. Non-
Sflftoker. First and last $675. Avaiable
12/2(y94. 310470-8577.

Venice Studio, 2,100sqyfl, 20'Ceilings, sky-
lights, two blocks from beach, central loca-

tion. $45Q^month. Available 12/1/94. Call
Erik or Will 310-399-8777.

VENKI-Own bedroom. Large 2-story, 2-

bedroom apartment $325. Male N/S pre-

ferred. Call Keith 310239-3685.

Veteran and Levering. Share bedroom in 2-

bed/2-bath apartment Quiet non-snf>oker pre-
ferred. $33(Vmonth plus utilities. 310208-
1459.

54 Room for Rent

AVAILABLE 1/1 OR 31/1 5: Private, bright, fur-

nished room/bath, private entrance, fridge,

paridng, across from UCLA. Can view now.
$50(ymonth. 3104708401.

Beautiful Brentwood room to rent for serious,

female student. $400/month. First and last

month. San Vicente/Barrington. Furnished.
Pari<ing. 31 0826-7506.

BEVERLY HILLS. Separate very large and
small furnished rooms w/grad students,

Washer/Dryer, kitchen privileges, pool, need
car. $550/5375. Abby 818-783-5151.

ROOM FOR RENT IN PRIVATE HOME,
Brentwood on Bundy below Sunset. Bath-

room, kitchen privileges, washer/dryer.

$50(Vmonth. 5-minutes UCLA. 310476-
6144, Bob.

Room w/bath $475. With 1/2bath $450.
Second person add $75. Clean, quiet, owner-
managed building. 1 -block to campus. 310
271-7028.

UCLA ROOMMATE WANTED TO SHARE
master bedroom in apartment w/new car-

pet/furniture. Steps from campus. Gated
paridng. $45Q/mo. 310-824-2388.

WLA. Own room in very large, bright 2-

bdrnVI-bath, Washer/dryer. Have cats.

Smoker. $375/month +utililies. Male pre-

ferred. 31 0271 -4289.

55 Sublet

BRENTWOOD. 2-bdrm/2-ba. Good condi-

tion. Great location. 1 -block rK>rth of

Wilshire. Close to UCLA. Lease through Au-

gust 310473-9709.

SINGLE WESTWOOD PARTIALLY FUR-
NISHED apartment Between er>d of Novem-
ber ar>d er\d of March. $85(Vmo. Lindbrook

Dr. 5min. from campus. 310-474-2726.

WESTWOOD. Shared room for rent just

Winter Quarter. $325/mo. 310824-4597.

56 House tor Rent

Encino Paric, 3M/^ ba, attached garage, wash-
er/dryer, fenced backyard, swamp cooler,

fireplace, den, living room, available De-
cember 1, $1200, 818-506-6200.

PRIME EI^INO LOCATION. 3-bedrooms,

1.5 bath, fir^late, central heating, pool.

One level, light, and bright Call Barry Alan,

IDC. 818-712-1633.

62 Room/Board tor Help

EUROPEAN COUPLE, doctor/lawyer,

preparing USA licenses, will provide home
i^akh support, PT, cleaning, driving, etc. in

exchange for room/board. 310-454-7990.

FEMALE STUDENT needed for childcare,

driving, light housekeeping for 9 & 3-

year/old. Approximate 20hours/week. Wal-
king distance campus. Experience/references

reauired. 310-470-4662.

96 Services Offered

62 Room/Board for Help

ROOM 4nd kitchen privileges. Assist Sr. dt
with light housekeepin^errands. Own car

and/or drive stick. (Board negotiable). Mar
VisU. 31039a- 1277.

66 Towntiouse for Rent

WESTL.A. $1375. 3-BED/2-BATH, I400sq.-
ft Hardwood floors, fireplace. Air oondi-
tioning, like hoqge, quiet 310-826-6907.

68 Condos to Stiare

l-bdrm In 2-bdr/2.5-blh, Wilshire Highrise

Conda Laundry facility within unit, 24-hr.

security, valet parking, pool and gym. N/S.

$120(Vny>. 310475-7989.

FEMALE TO SHARE ROOM in nice condo,
large living room, kitchen, quiet, security

building, walk to UCLA, $36Q^nr>o. 310391-
2877.

69 Condos for Rent

3-bdrnV2-bath condo on Hilgard, very large

and bright, $1750. 3-car paridng, security

building, walking distance to UCLA, 310
471-4989.

70 Guest House for Rent

CENTURY CITY. $650 or $625 (lyr lease), 1

room guesthouse, wAitchen, bath, and gar-

den. Avail Jan.1, utilities included. 310788-
9441

91 Insurance

MOTORCYCLE/f^lOTORSCOOTER IN-

SURANCE. Great rates. Personal Service.

Mastercard/Visa accepted. Call for quick
quotes. C. Diamond Insurance 310428-
4995.

/lllstate
Insurance Company

(310)3T2-0204
1317 Westwood Blvd.
(2 biks. So. of Wllshire)

AUTO
INSURANCE

"NO BULL"
Best Prices, Same Day

MilMi'ii.Uti.liPm

MotorcyciGS, SR22
Accidents, Tickets OK

CALL AA*IA NOW
FOR FREE QUOTE
TOLL FREE

1 C800I225-9000 *-..

94 Movers/Storage

HONEST MAN. W/14ft tnick and dollies,

small jobs, short notice ok. Student discount.

310-285-8688. CA, AZ. NV. Co Bmins.

JERRY'S MOVING & DELIVERY. The careful

movers. Experienced, reliable, same day de-

livery. Packing & boxes. Will deliver boxes
free. Jerry 310391-5657.

TOM'S MOVING SERVICE. DEPENDABLE,
EXPERIENCED, REASONABLE. LAST
MINUTE JOBS WELCOME. CALL 24 HRS.
310-452-2887.

96 Services Offered

There is more to Learning than just Studying

Achieve better Academic Results witti Less Effort

and Less Time.Your sulx^onscious mind controls

88% of your total mind. Our clinically tested audio

cassette accesses your sulxonscious mind for

quick and positive ctiange.

SPECIAL OFFER
Each purcfiase includes:

1

.

Self-Meditation audk) cassette (side A-Menxxy training, side B-

VisuaUzatkm)

2. A booklel containing excellent tips such as note and test taking

arx5more

3. $3.00 off any tape in our audio library.

ALL FOR JUST $15.00 (tax.sih included)

CREDIT CARD ORDERS CALL TOLL FREE 24 HOURS A DAY

1-800-547-2626

* Orders shipped within 3 days.
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Ul DRrDRIVING & TRAFFIC SCHOOL
UCLA & ALL Student Dscount
Traffic School on Weekdays & Saturdays III
l0^3BroxtonAve. #218 (310)208-3333 fm
In NWestwood Village, above the Wherehouse III

WHY WAIT?
Open Sam to Spin
• Prompt, caring service

• Primary Care

• Women's center

• No Appointment Necessary

An Immediate Care Center

Medlpace Medical Group
1990 Westwood Blvd.

Los Angeles, Ca 90025
(310)470-8880

Most insurance and
credit cards accepted.

N ow Newly

Remodeled

We're Bigger to

Serve You Better.

A s American as

the red, white, and

tlue.

Johnny Rockets.

Serving up the

Original lHaml:>urger,

American Fries,

Malts and Shakes, a

Grilled Chicken

Sandwich, Apple Pie

and more. Even a

nickel Jukebox.

Where else

can you play it

again for a song?

20% Olf Food & Beverages I

Bring in fhis coupon for a 20% Discount on your food and beverage

purcfiose. Only wiffi tfiis coupon. One coupon per person or party.

Offer expires 1 2/24/94. Offer only valid at tfve following location:

Johnny Rockets
1 0959 Weyburn Ave. • Westwood Village

(310)824-5656

96 Services Offered

$35 PERS. STATEMENT
Professional, quick edit (1 traur max.) Writing

and rewrites also available. Experier>ced

writer and law sdxml graduate. 213-933-

3797.

APPLYING TO GRADUATE SCHOOLf Let

CAA use ttteir years of experience in top pro-

grams to t>elp you get into the program you
want. Call for free information 310-444-

1903.

ATTN: MBA, LAW,
MED. APPLICANTS

Frustrated developin^editing your critically-

important personal statements? Gel profes-

sional he\p, competitive edge from national-

ly-known author/consultant. 310-826-4445

EAGLE-EYED PROOFREADER
Edits, theseVpublications; tutors English/study

skills; trains time managerrient/stress reduc-

tion. Nadia Lawrence, PtiD. 310-393-1951.

EDITING, RESEARCH, WRITINQ Personal

statements, papers, ttieses. Help w/composi-

tion, structure, grammar arxi purKtuation. All

subjects. German-English translation also

available. 310-575-0268.

Need money for cdlegct Thousands of

scholarships available, guaranteed finar>cial

aid. Call now for details. Student Scholarship

Service, 800-922-2913.

PROFESSIONAL WRITING/EDITING. Papers,

reports, statistics, proposals, research stuidies,

Masters, Ph.D. dissertations, college applica-

tion essays. Any subject, style, requirement.

213-871-1333.

96 Services Offered

RESUMES, THESES, DISSERTATIONS, SE-

MESTER PAPERS, drafts, re-writes, math pa-

pers, etc Many years experience, state of art

equipment. Will consider your budget. Please

call Michelle Kohn, 21 3-653-0444.

WANT TO BE ACCEPTED? Save time, frustra-

tion? Call for tielp developing/editing person-

al statements. Also edit papers, theses, dis-

sertations. Linda 31 0-392-1 734.

BEAR'S RESEARCH,
WRITING, & editing!

AlsdJjecis. Ttweea/DtMSftatkra.

Personal Statements. Proposals and bools.

International stixtents welcome.

MPERS NOT FOR SALE
Sharon Bear, Ph.D. (310) 47(K6M2

Research, Writing, Editing

ALL levek, - ALL subjects Foreign

Students Welcome Fast Professional

'

Quality guaranteed papers not for sale

Call Research 310-477-8226

M-F 10:00am-5:00pfn

98 Tuforing Offered

ACE PROFESSIONAL WRITER

WITH LAW DEGREE
provides top editorial assistance

with term papers, theses, resumes.

etc. Reasonat>le rates. 24 hour sennce.

Scott (310) 826-6447.

- MY TUTOR -

MATH/PHYSICVSTATISTICS. Tutoring sen^-

ice. Free consultation. Reasonable rates ,

call Mv Tutor anytime. Han (800)90-TUTOR.

JAPANESE TUTOR. UCLA grad student, TA in

Japanese. -Native Japanese tutors at all levels.

Call Yuko: 310-208-5467.

MATH TUTORING by PH.D. $1S/hour. Cal-

culus, statistics, probability, math for physi-

cal^ocial sciences, SAT, ORE, LSAT, MCAT.
310-837-8998, pa|«er, 310-582-9626 NBD.

LAW SCHOOLAPPUCATION
PERSONAL STATEMEOT STRESS?

Two published bw review editors

will help you:

•CoinpoM& create

•Edk punctuation & graminar

•OrsalUze A structure your esMqr

to mnUb it subatantively effective and

tecfaaicaQy accurate.

Contect Cheri or Tknn ait

(310) 274^187

99 Tutoring Needed

Immediate Kelp needed for case analysis and

finance. Call Joe at 818-284-7361 (home),

213-244-7118 (office).

TUTOR FOR Microsoft Version 6.0 Complete
knowledge of PC and WlrHiow*. Flexible

hours, salary negotiable. Beverly Hill Area.

310-282-8380.

TUTOR NEEDED FOR 10TH GRADE GIRL.

All subjects. 310-826-8588 day; 310-470-

361 6, evenings.

Tutor (deeded for Algebra 2 . Will be tutor-

Ing a tenth grad«'- Please Call 310-455-7571

URGEI»<T. GOOD STUDENT NEEDED TO
work with 1 1 th-^ade prep-ichool ftudant in

doing homewoHc and dtvnioping |ood (tudy

kills. VlckJ 310-459-8025.

100 Typing

$2 WORD PROCESSING. Papers, disserta-

tions, manuscripts, etc FAST, reliable. Laser

printing. Pick-up, delivery, 24hr service avail-

able. Complete resume services. 310-397-

5970.

A CLASS ACT
Papers, letters, resumes, scripts, transcription,

labels. FREE light editing. Later printing. Spell

check. Fax Orders Welcome. 31 0-827-8023.

APLUSWORDPROCESSING. IBM/PC, Laser

printing spellcheck; term papers, disserta-

tions, thesis, reports, manuscripts, trarvcrip-

tions, etc. Fast tumarourwJ. Call Bob 213-
851-0214.

ACE TYPIST, ETC
GREAT LOOKING PAPERS AND APPLICA-

TIOt^-SPECIAL RATE. WE DO AU WP
AND RESUMES. RUSHES. 310-820-8830.

BETTER QUALFTY GETS RESULTSI Resumes,
CVs, mass mailings, newsletters, brochures,

dissertations, medical and legal documents,

etc. Scanning of text, photos, and other im-

ages. High resolution typesetting at 1800 dots

per inch. Color output available. Located

near Scpulveda and Washington. Call Linda

at 310-204-0947 between 10am-7pm.

EDITING, TYPING, PROOFREADING.
$15/hr or S2/pg typing only. English B^MA.
310-396-1249.

MODERN SECRETARIAL SERVICES. 24-hour
service, pick-up and delivery, IBM and MAC,
Laser printing. Discount students. 5-minutes
from UCLA. Angelica, 31 0-446-8699.

NEED A PRIVATE SECRETARY? Over 15
years legal/hnedical trarucription experier>ce.

Notary Public. Macintosh w/taser printer.

pick-up/deliverv. Brentwood. 310-472-0405.

WORD PROCESSING- All types, APA and
other formats, trarucribing, resumes, DTP,
WordPerfect, charts, graphs, laser. Reason-
able rates, near campus. 310-470-0287.

102 Music Lessons

Guitar lessorv by a professional near tXLA.
All levels, guitars available. Call jean 310-

476-4154.
-

SINGI Vocal technique-all levels/styles, per-

formance anxiety, associatt^ate Lam, Santa

Monica, near UCIA, free consultation, Carol

Tinide 310-828-3100.

104 Resumes

A CUSTOMTYPE RESUME. Fast, professional,

reliable. Layout, editing, composition.

ResumeVcovcr letten^efercnce sheets. Com-
puter typeseoing & laser prinUng. 310-470-

4999.

105 Travel

Paris
NON-STOP

$195
London

\,
$223*

Tokyo ' $2d5*

WQiMAgfonDCSl79*

New York $149*

Boiton tl49*

ahM*. RHMMlMa i^ftf

cmim

102 Music Lessons

DRUM LESSONS
All levels^tylet with dedicated professional.

At your home or WLA studio. 1 st lesson firM.

No drum set necessary. Neil 21 3-882-8509.

GUITAR INSTRUCTION. 15 years EXP. ail

levels «nd «yles. Patient and organized. Be-
ginner piHan for sale $60. Sam 310-826-
9117. ,.

GUITAR LESSONS
All Aromtir styles. Classical, LMIn, Jazx,

FaHt, Teacher w/2S4^ yrs playing exp. Call

David 310-478-242a

Opm8ttw<^ilf9lOmn-2pm

Council Trov#l
lonamMiAM, atao. im on^iii i. c* seoa*

010-206-3551
Euroilpossos

Issued on-rhc spot!

106 Travel Ticke'<-. >o' Sole

FOR SALE: Two Economy Cl»s Rcxjnd-Trip

TickeU from LAX to Mexico City, Best offer.

Call Scott. 310-312-6687.

109 Autos for Sale

1987 HONDA CIVIC DX, 2 door hatchback,

5-speed, A^^M c^sette, blue, runs^oolcs

great. Must lell. %29S0K»O. Call David,

310-820-4748.

Sigl Schmid

.SOCCER
From page 28

was the first time that we've used
that particular formation. I think

with each day in practice, we'll get

better and better."

The Bruins have

allowed 17 goals ...

while scoring 49.

UCLA defender Frankie Hejduk
agrees.

"It was all about just getting our

team chemisti^ back," Hejduk said

in the press conference. "In the

beginning of the year we went 1 1 -

and we had the chemistry goiiig

but we lost it towards the end. But
we had a good practice, last week
and w^'re ready to go. We've got

our confidence back up a bit."

• • •

Among other teams to exit from
the first round last Sunday was
Fresno State, which handed the

Bruins their two most recent loss-

es.

109 Autos for Sale

86 MrrSUBiSHI TREDIA, auto, AM/FM, 4-

door, excellef« condition, 100,000 miles,

$150a 310-559-8826.

MUSTANG 5.0
1983 Gray Ford Mustang CT, V8, 5.0, 4-

spced, very fast New briices, good interior.

S3000. 310-777-9761/pa)ter, after 5:30pm.

PONTIAC SUNBIRD 1984, automatic trans-

mission, 4-door, a/c, AM/FM cassette, 85K
miles. Runs good. $2200 obo. 310-824-

5123.

74 VW KARMANN GHIA, 4-SPD, YELLOW,
KENWOOD AM-FWCASSETTE, EVERY-
THING ELSE ORIGINAL. GREAT BODY
AND INTERIOR, RUNS GREAT.
S3,295A3BO. 213-254-6018.

^ DL VOLVO. 1-OWr«R. 72,000 MILES.

4-DOOR, STICK, PRISTINE. $4400. 310-478-
1171.

'85 FIERO CT, V-6, 4-speed, new clutch, full-

power, black w/gray interior. Sunroof, alloys,

VC. Runs and drives excellent $2650,
310-202-4315.

115 Scooters for Sale

1985 Suzuki scooter, k>w miles, r>ew battery,

[ust tuned up, $475 OBO, 21 3-666-41 27.

MUST SELL. '88 Elite 80, red; '87 Yamaha
125, black. $500 O.B.O. each. Call or leave

nwssaKe 213-658-8623.

126 Furniture for Sale

LIVING ROOM SET. Spectacular value, un-
used, $950-OBO. Remote 26- Inch color T.V.

$195, 20-inch remote color porUble $120
310-453-9441.

MATTRESS SETS: Twin $45, full $55, queen
$85, kings $95, bunkbeds. Deliveries, phone
orders accepted. 31 0-372-2337.

NEW FURNITURE
Bunkbeds $125, Mattress sets: Queen $170,
full $140, Twin $110. Bedroom sets $350.
DininK and sofa seU also. 31 0-821 -0729.

Queen mattre»» and Ikjx, $200. Futon-couch,

$150. Leather couch $300. Endtable $15.

Dresser $30. Floor-lamp $10. 41 'TV $1300.
310-826-7262.

128 Misc. for Sale

5 MONTHS MEMBERSHIP AT THE West-
wood or Pasadena Boxing Gym. BODIES IN
MOTION. Call for dcUils. Kvey 80S-2S2-
1272.

1 34 Computer/Typev/riter

486-66 SOUND SYSTEM, 4-ram, 420HD,
voice-mail, mouse, ntonitor, like

$1180.310-644-2612.

"^-
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FOOTBALL
From page 28

and Hieotis Brown.
Dynamic duo

Two key Bruins, quarterback

Wayne Cook and wide receiver

J.J. Stokes, finished out their

UCLA careers last Saturday and
will be sorely missed. The Bruins

had a 15-2 record in games in

which Stdces caught a touchdown

pass, including the USC game in

which he scored his 28th career

touchdown. Cook ends his career

with 352 completions for 4,723

yards, which places him fourth on

the UCLA career lists in those cat-

egories. His 34 touchdown passes

is third-best in UCLA history

behind only Tom"Ramsey (50) and

TroyAikman(41).
Prince and the Pauper?

Wayne Cook will always be

remembered as the UCLA quarter-

back who was at his best against

use, after notching his second

win as a starter in the crosstown

rivalry. But on the other side of

town there is another quarterback

who may not have it so well.

use's Rqb Johnson added an

NCAA record for consecutiye

completions to his list of accom-
plishments during the UCLA
game, bumping his total*to 13

NCAA, Pac-10 and USC records

all told. But how will Heritage

Hall and the Trojan, alUmni
embrace a quarterback tha^ lost

three times to the Bruins and twice

against Notre Dame (they meet
again Saturday) in his three years

as the starter? Tough to tell, but

UCLA safety Abdul McCullough
has a rather unique point of view

^n the inatter.

"This is what I think. I think

Rob Johnson is a good dude, but

sometimes he seems like a guy
who - I don't know - isn't good

under pressure. Is that a good way
to say it?" McCullough said. "Our
loaches told us if we rushed him

Wayne Cook will

always be remembered

as the UCLA quarter-

back who was at his best

against USC ...

he would crack up, and I think we
got eight or nine sacks or some-

thing. I know one thing, he was
looking at No. 3 (Keyshawn
Johnson) all the way. Whenever
(Keyshawn) was in, (Rob's) first

read, he'd drop back, and his eyes

would pop to Keyshawn. That's

why we got so many sacks off

him.**

They shouldVe listened to him
Even after UCLA lost for the

sixth consecutive time against

Arizona a few weeks back,
McCullough stood by his team,

telling anybody that would listen

that the Bruins would be heard

from soon. McCullough, whose
diving interception in the third

quarter against USC swung
momentum completely around,

thinks UCLA got shortchanged.

"All night on the radio and the

television they were talking about

how USC was going to kick our

ass. The L.A. Times predicted

them to roll over us. Man,
'SC," McCullough said.

Apparently it*s contagious

Judging by the comments of

true freshman wide receiver Jim

McElroy, who hauled in a 30-yard

bomb for a touchdown in his first

•SC game, they are teaching them

the art of confidence very young at

UCLA. '

"They're never beating us as

long as I'm here," McElroy said.

"We're going to beat USC every

ycai;"
"

TEAM OUTFITTER
CUSTOM T-SHIRT

ornciAL
WORLD CUP

I rOFFSIDE^ '/
^^» SPORTS APPAREL '

/ / 710 Santa Monlgt Blvd. W. LA. • 310.207.4226
19555 Ventura Blvd. Tarzana • 3I&.708.2330

Get The StRafGHX Story On Braces.
What's the cost • What's the best procedure • What's the right age •

Call For Free Consultation:

(310)826-7494
Specializing in Braces for Adults & Children

ImntibU • RtmovabU « XrttMtUmal * Ewropttm Surgical Onhodontici • Cosmutic Porctlain

Brentwood Orthodontic Center
Dr. Nader Dayanl, CerUfled Specialist

1164S ^ilshire Blvd.. Suite 802 18124 Culver Drive, SuiteA
Brentwood (310) 826 - 7494 Irvine (714) 552 - 5890 C3-g3-e;

Pari Waxing Salon
Body Waxing for N4en & Women
with 1 00*5^ Matural Pari wax.
Women Full leg and Bikini $20
Underarm $^
Half leg $10
Bikini Wax $ 8
Lip or Chin or Eyebro>v $ 6
Eyelash Tmt $10
Facial $40

"We do Electrolysis"

1435 Westwood Blvd., Westwood 473-0066 or 479-9325

Open Sundays Walk-ins Welcome

ITALIAN

Andy and Tony

invite you to join them

in Light-Hearted

Roman Style Dining

(310) 4744)102

Special Dinners Monday through Thursday

Lunch • Dinner • Cocktails • Free Parking

10929 West Pico Blvd., West Los Angeles
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breadstiks
Your

Village

Grocer

OPEN
THANKSGIVING

9 am - 4 pm
1057 Gayley Ave. 209-±lll

This could have been your ad,

Daily Bruin Advertising

Display 825.2161

Classified 825.2221

Beverltj rJills Acne-Skin Care din lil

rXcne-T^ I reafable
• DcqvpoTC cleaning • Chemical pcd
• Non-surgical face lift • Rejuvenation

• Wt cany the most effective product for problem slda

Dramatic Results in 1 month guaranteed!

30% off fipst visit!

'' !<l ^. li'ui., riMiii Hi. • ti |i A liiilirrl'iill I I (lien I 111

Lei rite skin bxeome freely vwithoul cloqqed pores!

"What a difference it lias made**

this letter is a testimony of my benefiu from Beverly HiUs Acne-Sldn Care
Clinic I had never had previous severe acne problems andl my 1st year in college.

It was a very depressing simation and seemed to be getting progressively worse. I

can still remember how painful the akin condition was - both physically and
emotionally.

There was hope I realized when I came to BH Acae-Sidn Care Clinic. Mary had
much expertise and she knew how I was feeling. Even better, she knew how to

relieve me of my problem. After, my skin began to clear op. What a wonderful
feeling it was to know that my condition could be solvedl I highly recommend
anyone who has acne problems to this clinic. It really woiksl

CluaB«asan

UCLA Suuieot. Senior

k

4^ Billiard Club
y^^ Restaurant and Bar

ylkeacuefromus!

iturday

lrinl<s starting at 7:00 PM

lesda^

Starving Student Night

$1.99 Pints of Budweiser

$1.99 Hamburger, Fries, & Soft Drink

OR
Pasta Salad, Garlic Bread, & Soft Drink

Daily

Happy Hour^

4-7 pm
"

Hot & Cold Food Buffet

Drink Specials

mesday

irds of Budweiser

leger Shots

fuifalo Wings

Min. order of 1

Ift Beer

Free Buffc

J^

All specials

;in at 7pm

1 1 835 Wilshire Blvd.

Just West of Barrington
4777550

% %

.^/

Min

age 21

KRIKORIAN
From page 28

have a really good idea what the

NCAAs will be like. The emotions
are raised up three levels, proba-

bly to the highest level they've
ever gotten to in this sport."

Pressure was intense for

Krikorian - and in fact most of the

Bruin team - going into the last

round of the Mountain Pacific

Sports Federation tournament. Up
to that point the Bruins had been
having a shaky season, and they

were attempting to put it all behind

them by qualifying for the NCAAs.
The game was UCLA vs.

UCSB, and both teams were play-

ing for fifth place and the last

remaining invitation to the NCAA
tournament. The underdog Bruins

had battled back from a 2-6 deficit

in the third quarter to tie the scoi^

7-7 and there was only 2:54
remaining in the game.

With 1:30 on the clock, a Santa

Barbara man was ejected and
Krikorian, who had been missing

shots all day, hurled the ball in for a
score, and the game ended 8-7.

"I really haven't played that well

this year," Krikorian said. "I've

gone up and down with the team.

But the past three weeks I realized

I had to let my emotions go. I had
to play with all my heart. This year

hasn't been the best year we've
had, but right there we just may
have made up for the whole year.

All the bad losses, the loss to

Pepperdine, the loss to Irvine, we
made up for it in that one tourna-

ment."

The Bruins are going into the

NCAAs as probably the biggest

"All my life IVe been

waiting to go to the

NCAAs ... Tm nervous,

but nervousness helps

you. Everyone's really

excited ..."

Adam Krikorian

UCLA Water Polo

underdogs of the tournament. T)ie

first round will be against No. 4
Pepperdine on Friday at 5 p.m.
Ranked fifth, UCLA will be at a

slight disadvantage because of the

way the draw is set up. While the

teams ranked 1-3 play traditionally

less competitive teams from the

East coast, the fourth and fifth

seeds must play each other. The
winner of this game will play No. 1

Stanford in the semi-finals, the

loser will go into the consolation

round.

Still, the Bruins will be there,

and as one of the only players on
the team with experience of the

tournament, Krikorian will be a

leader.

"Not only does Adam know of
the NCAAs because of his broth-

er," UCLA head coach Matt
Emerzian said, "but he has the per-

fect NCAA mentality. He plays his

best games when he has the hardest

match-ups because he puts confi-

dence into his play. The NCAAs
are really physical and the energy

level is unbelievable, that's really

good for his game."

"All my life I've been waiting to

go to the NCAAs," Krikorian said.

"Of course I'm nervous, but ner-

vousness helps you. Everyone's
really excited, we've played well,

we've been through a lot of one
goal games, and that should help us

on Friday against Pepperdine.

"We're going in as the fifth seed

and we've lost two of our best

players. We have nothing to lose.

Sometimes that's the easiest way to

play.". _
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. hoops gets CSUN in opener
Untested Bruins

try to keep expec-

tations in check

for season opener

By Randy Satterburg
Daily Bruin Staff

It's hard to know what will be
higher when the No. 6 UCLA
men's basketball team tips off its

regular season Saturday with a
home game against Cal State
Northridge - the Bruins' emotions
or the expectations that have been
placed upon them.

With four returning starters, four

blue chip freshmen recruits, and a

roster that has depth thraugh*12.

players, the Bruins are already
being tabbed as Final Four con-
tenders. Sports Illustrated went so

far as to pick UCLA as its presea-

son No. 1

.

- "That's ludicrous," UCLA head
coach Jim Harrick said of the mag-
azine 's bold prediction. "How
could anybody in their right miod
not vote Arkansas No. I? And it's

unfair to the players to be talking

about the Pinal Four when they

haven't even played a game yet

this year. We're more worried
about playmg well in our season
opener."

The Bruins will make their

1994-95 debut Saturday against the

Matadors, a team which played tht

Bruins surprisingly close two years

ago iqj^auley Pavilion before los-

ing, 80-73.

This marks the 24th career cam-
paign for Cal State Northridge
head coach Pete Cassidy, whose
teams are always quiclq and disci-

plinedlas passers. ' "^

"You always know when you
play a Pete Cassidy team that you
will be,screened a lot and that his

team will make you play good
defense," Harrick said.

With several of UCLA's fresh-

men making strong impressions in

the preseason there has been specu-

lation that one of them could crack

the Bruins' starting line-up soon.

"Right now we'll go with the

same lineup (as the AIA game), but

I'm not real set on anything,"
Harrick said.

. basketball wins
nall-blter over AIA

W. hoops opens with NC State
Bruins, Wolfjpack

set to battle it out

in Pauley Friday

ByHyeKwon

The members of the UCLA
women's basketball team better

digest their Thanksgiving dinners in

a hurry because on Friday night
they will have to take on the North

Carolina State Wolfpack in Pauley
Pavilion.

Unlike the Bruins who lost all but

one starter to graduation, the

Wolfpack return all five starters

from last season. They are led by

senior guard Tammy Gibson who
averaged 17.2 points and 9.4
rebounds per game, and sophomore
guard Jennifer Howard who aver-

aged 15 points and 3.7 rebounds.

"N.C. State is a very athletic

team," UCLA head coach Kathy
Olivier said. "They have a lot of
quickness and we're going have to

keep our intensity up for 40 min-
utes."

Last December, the Bruins trav-

eled to Greensboro and lost a high

scoring affair, 90-88. Guard Nikki

Hilbert scored 15 points in that

game, which still stands as her regu-

lar season career high. In last

Monday's match against the club

tMon from Hungary, Hilbert scored

20 points as the Bruins showed

flashes of brilliance in the first half.

But if UCLA is to have a successful

season, it needs to get center Zrinka

Kristich more involved in the game.

Kristich, the lone retuming starter

and the player with the highest scor-

ing average among the returnees,

did not score a point until 9: 1

1

remained in the game. She finished

with six points, which was her scor-

ing average for last season, but
given the overall inexperience of the

UCLA team, she needs to step up a

notch this season. However, Olivier

contends that scoring is not the only

way Kristich will help the team.

"She does so many things that

don't show up (in the box scores),

Olivier said. "She's a floor leaden
and that's what we need from her."

By Randy Satterburg
Daily Bruin Staff

It took a little divine inter-

vention to get the job done, but

the UCLA men's basketball
team eventually squeaked past

Athletes in Action, in Pauley
Pavilion Tuesday. After Ed
O'Bannon hit a pair of free

throws to give UCLA a one-
point lead with six seconds
left, the Bruins were in need of
a kind bounce, and got it,

when David Daniels' shot
rimmed out at the buzzer to

give the Bruins a 95-94 win.

A winless Athletes in Action
squad took a 50-45 lead into

halftime against the sixth-

ranked Bruins with the help of

Robert Se well's touch from
the three-point arc, where he
was a perfect five for five in

the first half.

The Bruins also shot well in

the first half (62.5 percent),

but it wasn't until they stepped

up the intensity on defense in

the second half with a full-

court press that they climbed
back into the game.
UCLA head coach Jim

Harrick substituted liberally

throughout the game, giving

eight different players at least

15 minutes of game action, but

down the stretch he stayed
with the effective combination

of Tyus Edney, Ed O'Bannon
(16 points), Charles O'Bannon

Kris Johnson

(15), Cameron Dollar (10
assists) and freshmen Kris
Johnson. Johnson scored a

team-high' 18 points and pro-

vided a spark with his hustle

on the boards.

UCLA was nearly done in

by two of its prodigal sons
playing for Athletes in Action.

One year removed from his

role as the Bruins' starting

shooting guard, Shon Tarver
was back in Pauley, this time
chipping in 15 points against

UCLA. Rod Foster went for 12

points against his former team.

But freshmen J.R.
Henderson (5 of 7 shooting)
and Toby Bailey (3 of 4 on
three-point shots) also showed
deft scoring touches from the

field as each contributed 1

1

points for the Bruins.

BE A MODERN-DAY PILGRIM...
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Enjoy the benefits of a
private practice without

the financial burden. Today's Air

Force offers rewarding opportuni-
ties for professional development
with great pay and benefits, nor-

mal working hours, complete med-
ical and dental care, and 30 days
vacation with pay per year. Find

out how to qualify as an Air Force
psychologist. Call

USAF HEALTH PROFESSIONS
TOLL FREE

l.«00-423-USAF

Subscriptions arc $50.00 per quarter (10 weeks) or $5.00 per week.

Subscrplions arc mailed first class every three issues.
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Sports
. soccer meets SMU in NCAAs

Bruins travel to Dallas

to take on Mustangs in

second-round matchup

By Tim Costner
Daily Bruin Senior Staff

Two weeks ago, the UCLA men's soccer

team looked as though it was on the brink

of another fiasco in the NCAA
Championships.

But almost overnight, the outlook has
improved dramatically for the No. 7
Bruins, who gained a great deal of momen-
tum last Sunday with a clutch, overtime
win against Alabama-Birmingham in the

first round.

And the way things are shaping up in the

Southern bracket, the Bruins are on the

verge of hosting the third round of the

NCAAs - the last step to the Final Four in

Davidson, N.C.

Two of the top four seeds in the Southern

region - North Carolina-Charlotte and
South Carolina - both took a first round
exit last weekend, and with the third-seed-

ed Bruins facing second-seeded Southern
Methodist in Dallas on Sunday, things are

looking hopeful for UCLA.
Hopeful that is, if the Bruins can take a

win from SMU, which they did easily last

year, 4-0, in Dallas.

"Anybody you play right now is going to

be a dangerous opponent," UCLA head
coach Sigi Schmid said in the post-game
press conference on Sunday. "They're
going to be motivated for sure since we

went back and pretty much spanked them
last year at their place. I think that was one
of their worst-ever defeats."

UCLA forward Robbie LaBelle scored a

hat trick in the game, but No. 8 SMU
appears to have a much better defense this

year, having allowed only IS goals, while
scoring 49. The Bruins have allowed 17

goals - including six in the last four games
- while scoring 49.

But UCLA should show steady improve-
ment with each game, according to

Schmid.

"I think people have to understand with

our team we're going to get better each
week," Schmid said. "We've only had two
players on our team who have played every

game. The team that was out there (Sunday)

See M.SOCCER, page 24

A dream
comes
true for

Krikorian
Poloist follows in

brothers' footsteps

as NCAAs begin
By Esther Hui
Daily Bruin Senior Staff

UCLA water polo player Adam
Krikorian grew up dreaming of

the NCAAs. His older brother

Blake had been a Bruin poloist from
1985-1989, three years of which includ-

ed NCAA berths. Krikorian attended

those games, which remain a constant

reminder to him since the Bruins have
not qualified since he has been here.

"My brother always told me that the

NCAAs was the greatest feeling,"

Krikorian said. "Just to play at Belmont
Plaza. I went to all his games and I

See KRIKORIAN, page 26 round of the NCAAs on Friday,

JON FERREY/Daity Bruin

Bruin Adam Krikorian will fulfill a lifelong dream when the Bruins play in the first

Volleyball gets by Pepperdine
By Eric Branch
Daily Bruin Senior Staff

M ALIBU-TheUCLA
women's volleyball team resem-
bled a team saving itself for
something more important last

night in Firestone Fieldhouse.
The third-ranked Bruins finished

the regular season by sweeping
past Pepperdine, 15-10, 15-9, 15-

10, all the while saving their

knockout punch for next week's
NCAA Championships.

"I wasn't pleased with the way
we came out tonight," UCLA
head coach Andy Banachowski
said, "We played just well
enough to win."

However, with the Bruins' fire-

power, just good enough was
plenty to overwhelm the Waves.
The Bruins (28-3 overall) seem-
ingly used Pepperdine (9-17) as a

sparring parser for much of the

night, allowing the Waves to

hang around in each game before

finishing them off. UCLA held
tenuous leads of 10-9, 8-7, 10-9,

respectively before kicking the

offense into gear.

"We seemed to turn it on and
then settle back down at the start

of the next game," Banachowski
said.

Leading 10-9 in the second
game with senior outside hitter

Annett Buckner serving, the
Bruins reeled off five straight

points behind Buckner's bullets.

Junior outside hitter Jenny
Johnson hammered two of her
team-high 15 kills in the game-
ending run.

After the Waves chipped away
at UCLA's 6-0 third game lead to

trail just 9-10, the Bruins once
again went to work. Consecutive
roofs by freshman setter Kim
Coleman and Buckner opened

the gap. The stuffs were followed
by crosscourt kills by Buckner
and Johnson to bring up game
point. After Pepperdine outside

hitter Amy Ward's shot flew
wide the Bruins could officially

look ahead to the post season.

Besides Johnson, the balanced
Bruin offense was paced by
freshman outside hitter Kara
Milling's 14 kills. Buckner added
13 while senior middle blocker
Alyson Randick contributed 10.

The dominance was reflected in

the Stat sheet as the Bruins thor-

oughly outhit (.375 to .244) and
outblocked (13 to 6) the Waves.

After the methodical victory,

Banachowski allowed himself to

look ahead for a title run.

"We're in a good position to

make a run at the national cham-
pionship," Banachowski said.

"Now we just have to go after

it."

Inside Sports

Come fly

with me ...

Charles O'Bannon and the

UCLA men's basketball team
took on Athletes in Action last

night at Pauley Pavilion. The
Bruins will also play their sea-

son opener this weekend,
against Cal State Northridge ...

See page 27

More hoops ...

The UCLA women's basket-

ball team will also open its

season this weekend, with a

game against North Carolina

State at Pauley ...

See page 27 Charles O'Bannon

University of Calitomia, Los Angeles

AU)REY LEE/CMly Brum

Forward Robbie LaBelle scored a hat

trick in SMU and UCLA's last nneeting.

Crosstown
rivalry still

talk of town
By Randy Satterburg
Daily Bruin Staff

In the aftermath of UCLA's 31-19 vic-

tory against USC last Saturday, it appears

that this once one-sided rivalry is evening

out. Bruins' head coach Terry Donahue
evened his record against the Trojans at 9-

9-1 with the win, and the history of the

series is even at 2 1 -2 1
-

3 in the 45 meetings
since 1950. Several
other items of note
stand out as well.

Odds and ends
UCLA outgained

the Trojan horses on
the ground with 232
rushing yards to

use's 57 ... Last year

Rob Johnson's final

pass in the UCLA game resulted in an
interception in the end zone by Marvin
Goodwin. This year his second to last pass

was picked off in the end zone by Teddy
Lawrence ... Sophomore Phillip Ward
accounted for a career-high three of
UCLA's six Rob Johnson sacks ...

Sharmon Shah's 135 yards gave him
1 ,227 for the season - fifth-best on the

UCLA single-season chart behind Gaston
Green, Freeman McNeil, Wendell Tyler,

See FOOTBALL, page 25
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Patient complaint urged liospitai investigation
Institute administrators disagree

over commission's poor rating

By Donna Wong
Dally Bruin Senior Staff

The investigation resulting in

UCLA Neuropsychiatric Institute

Hospital's probationary standing

this year was prompted by a

patient complaint to the Joint

Commission on the Accreditation

of Health Organizations, hospital

administrators said.

Currently, the neuropsychiatric

hospital, which continues to

remain accredited, disagrees with

the fmdings of the initial investi-

gation and is in the process of
clarifying reports, hospital
Director Don Rockwell said on
Wednesday.
"We happen to believe that the

fmdings of that survey are inaccu-

rate, and we're in the process of
working with the joint commis-
sion to get those (things) clarified

- and until (then), we are still

clearly accredited," Rockwell
said.

Last week, confidential docu-

ments were released to a Daily
Bruin reporter indicating that a

special survey conducted by the

accreditation commission had
knocked the neuropsychiatric
hospital's standing down to the

bottom 8 percent of all accredited

hospitals reviewed by the com-
mission.

The cause of scrutiny was a

patient complaint, according to

the hospital's understanding from

the joint commission, Rockwell
said.

"It's not unanticipated when
you -have a complicated environ-

ment (such as a hospital). There
are going to be patient com-
plaints, and they often complain
to outside agencies," Rockwell
explained. "And we respond to

them as appropriate," he added.

Any connections made to an
alleged neuropsychiatric patient

suicide in November 1993 is only

speculation, Rockwell said.

However, he stated that the

investigaticjn's main concern
appeared to be related to the

alleged patient suicide on Nov.

30, 1993. The patient allegedly

hung himself in a closet with a

belt.

"We don't know what the com-
plaint was, but from what they've

looked at, they were concerned
about the patient suicide,"
Rockwell said.

When the accreditation com-
mission was asked to verify the

reason of inquiry, officials

declined on the basis of a privacy

policy that restricts the commis-
sion from confirming that the

inquiry is a random unannounced
survey, or one initiated by a com-
plaint.

And due to its regulations, it

would be very unusual for the

commission to reveal the reason

for a special survey, said Suzanne
Gylfe, communications represen-

tative for the commission.

During the hospital's examina-

tion in June, surveyors arrived

unannounced and cited the hospi-

tal with a number of "type one"
recommendations, which must
immediately be followed up with

progress reports or a focused sur-

vey.

Once the joint commission
made its decision on the neu-
ropsychiatric hospital's status,

hospital administrators were noti-

fied of its low rating by the com-
mission in October 1994 and
given the opportunity to respond.

At that time they requested a

December 1994 validation survey

of the commission's findings.

According to the hospital, the

commission cited closet door
roller attachments as potentially

lethal objects, and therefore a

safety issue for the hospital.

However, the devices have
been at the hospiral for a pro-

longed period of time, and it

would be nearly impossible to kill

yourself with them, Rockwell
said.

Inside News

New dull
Seven students formed

the Multi-Cultural Society

earlier this month. The club

hopes to attract a diverse

membership, in an effort to

improve the multicultural

experience on campus.
Organizers say the aim is

not to supplant but to

enhance other cultural and

ethnic group experiences.

See page 3

Inside Viewpoint

Giving

tiianlcs

Looking back over his

childhood. Viewpoint

columnist Donald
Carpenter-Rios gives us all

a few reasons we should

have counted our blessings

over this past Thanksgiving

weekend.

See page 13

Inside A&E

Civil

disobedience
In "Appeal to This Age:

Photographs of the Civil

Rights Movement 1954-

1968," the Museum of

Tolerance offers a glimpse

into the lime of Martin

Luther King Jr., Ella Baker
and Malcolm X. In a series

of moving photographs, the

exhibit presents a look into

the people behind the move-
ment.

See page 16

Parting the waters

STEVE KIM/Daily Brum

A bicyclist steers his vehicle through a muddy puddle, the result of a water pipe from the con-

struction area in front of Ackerman Union flooding the Lot 6 turnaround on Nov. 15.

Activists liold Free Speecli reunion
Movement celebrates

30 years as catalyst for

UC Berkeley activism

By IMIchelle Locke
Associated Press

BERKELEY — It's hard to

remember there was a time when
the free-spirited UC Berkeley
banned political activity on cam-
pus.

It's easy to forget that, before

student protests of the '60s and
'70s culminated in sometimes vio-

lent denunciations of the Vietnam

War, young people in dresses and

ties staged a sit-in, got arrested

and made a powerful institution

change its mind.

Thirty years ago, the Free

Speech Movement became a cala-

lyst for a decade of political

upheaval on America's college

campuses. For participants prepar-

ing for a four-day reunion starting

Dec. 1, it's difficult to reckon the

passage of time.

"I don't think anyone involved

in it planned on being SO years

old," said David Goines, who is

49. He was among the first stu-

dents arrested in the victorious

1 964 movement known to veter-

ans as FSM.
Like old soldiers revisiting a

former battlefield haunted by their

youth and memories, reunion par-

ticipants will culminate their

return by standing Dec. 2 at the

steps of Sproul Hall, UC
Berkeley's administration build-

ing, where they made history.

j^ registration reunion form

advises out-of-towners looking for

hotels to "ask about AARP dis-

count, if you belong." AARP
stands for American Association

of Retired Persons.

University administrators will

be conspicuously absent from the

gathering.

Back in 1964, school officials

took a firmer hand against
activists. The big campus cause

then was civil rights, driven by
students who had spent their sum-

mers in the racially segregated
South. The experience also gave

them a taste for challenging
authority.

Returning to Berkeley, some
students wanted to raise money
and recruit others to civil rights

work. When university officials

"That's blatantly an error," he

argued.

One recommendation that has

already been implemented is the

clearer documentation of UCLA
medical resident supervision.

Although the commission criti-

cized the hospital for its lack of

documentation, the facility's resi-

dents have always been super-

vised on a daily basis, and this has

been documented by faculty-resi-

dent shift schedules, Rockwell
explained.

But overall, the hospital

believes thai there were errors in

the commission's report. As an

example, Rockwell cited a seclu-

sion and restraint order that he

said the commission believed had

been written by a resident.

However, a faculty attendant had

actually written the order, he said.

Despite this alleged mistake,

the commission was unwilling to

change its report, Rockwell said.

The accreditation commission
could not verify such citations

because of their confidentiality

requirements on hospital reviews.

Fire blazes
tiirougii —
Westwood
structure
Group may purchase

former Chart House

on Glendon Avenue
despite burn damage

By Lucia Sanchez
Dally Bruin Staff

A two-story vacant building in

Westwood Village suffered

$150,000 in damage alter an acci-

dental fire burned the second
floor and attic late in the evening

of Nov. 19.

The building on Glendon
Avenue, formerly the Chart
House Restaurant, initially caught

fire on the second floor and
spread to the attic. A homeless

man, who had been trying to

warm himself on Ihe second floor,

left a fire he had started unattend-

ed.

It look Los Angeles city fire-

fighters 42 minutes to extinguish

the 12:19 a.m. fire, said Jim
Wells, L.A. City Fire Department

spokesman.

The initial responding fire

company, which consists of four

firefighters, felt more firefighters

were needed to handle the fire.

Wells said. Eventually, 14 fire

companies look part in extin-

guishing the flames, he added.

"The amount of fire that was
showing from the building
required additional personnel to

extinguish it," Wells said.

While the building is now
vacant, it may soon house a new
restaurant. Tom Carroll, director

of the Westwood Village
ManageWnt Corp., said a group
may purchase the building from
an undisclosed owner in the near

See pageU See page 10
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What's Brewitt' This Week
^v^^

Arthur Ashe Foundation for the Defeat

of AIDS
World AIDS Day Tennis Tournament
If interested in playing of volunteering,

contact Kristina Mack at 396-1249

Department of Veteran's Affairs

Vet's Garden Christmas Sale '94 -

narcissus, swags, bay wreaths and more
Locations include Federal Building and
UCLA
Call 824-6771 for more information

Today

9 a.m. - 1 p.m.

Peer Health Counselors

Stress Management Table

Healthy Body Shop
Also at Kerckhoff Patio, noon - 4 p.m.

825-5704

11 a.m. -2 p.m.

Student Welfare Commission
AIDS Awareness Information Fair

Westwood Plaza

208-2301 or 825-7586

Noon

Hillel Student Association

Talmud Study with Rabbi Seidler-Feller

Law School Room 2442
208-3081

12:10 p.m.

University Catholic Center

Weekly mass _
Also on Wednesday
Ackerman 354^ —
208-5015

4 p.m.

Chemistry & Biochemistry

Lecture by Nobel laureate Roald
Hoffman
Court of Sciences 24
825-3958

Filipino Education & Recruitment
Program (PR.E.P.)

General meeting

Kerckhoff 409

Student Fee Advisory Committee
Meeting

Murphy 2121
206-2447

4:15 p.m.

College of Letters and Science
Academic Support Workshops
Identifying Your Learning Strengths

Griffin Commons 203
825-9315

5 p.m.

International Students Association
General meeting *" *''-

Ackerman 2412
825-2726

»t

Lesbian & Bisexual Women's Rap
Kerckhoff 500
825-8053

Multi-Cultural Society

Speaker: Professor Daniels - Multi-

ethnic Relations in the '90s

Dodd 146

209-3357

Raza Graduation

Coordinating meeting

Campbell Hall Humanities Lab

7 p.m.

UCLA Cycling Team
Mffeeting

Wooden Center Second Floor Games
Lounge
826-0870^^,.

.

\'M

8 p.m.

Los Angeles County li/luseum of Art

Monday Evening Concert by California

EAR Unit

Leo S. Bing Theater

Cost: $15 general, $12 students

Call ticket office (213) 857-6010

9:15 p.m.

Hillel Students Association

Israeli dancing class for beginners

900 Hilgard Ave.

Cost: $5 general, $4 students

208-3081

IVIidnight

KLA
Blue Plate Special - classic rock of the

'60s, '70s and '80s and jazz from the

'20s and '30s

530 AM, 99.9 FM
825-9104 '

Tuesday

Noon

Baha'i Club

General meeting

Ackerman 2412
479-3200

12:15 p.m.

University Catholic Center

Rosary Group
Also on Thursday

Ackerman 35 1 6 «

208-5015

4 p.m.

Conscious Asian Americans
Communicating
General meeting

Campbell 3232
(213)936-0115

5 p.m.

Chinese Student Association

General meeting

Ackerman 3530

Student Welfare Commission
Reception for AIDS Exhibition

Kerckhoff Art Gallery

208-2301 or 825-7586

5:30 p.m.

USAC
Meeting

Kerckhoff 400
825-7306

6 p.m.

Mahu (Queer Asian Network)

Discussions

Campbell 3233
825-8053 or 825-7 184

Nikkei Student Union

General meeting

Franz 1178

825-7184

7 p.m.

UCLA Circle K Service Club

Meeting

Ackerman 3525
794-4786

UCLA Japanese Animation Club

Animation screening - all are subtitled

in English

Dickson 2 1 60E
794-3656

Wright Institute Los Angeles
Free stress management support

workshop
9911 W. Pico Blvd., Ste. 720
277-2796

\-\

8 p.m.

Hwa Rang Do - Martial Art Club

Korean martial art class

Wooden Center Gold Room
Also on Thursday
824-5863

Wednesday

CALPIRG
Canned food drive

Bruin Walk
Today through Friday

209-9195

11 a.m.

Student Accounting Society

"The Life of a Special Agent" presented

by IRS Criminal Investigation Division

Ackerman 3517
839-2870

University Buddhist Association

Meeting and meditation

Ackerman 3525
398-7616

Noon

Campus Events/Student Welfare

Commission
Maureen McCormick speaks on
contraception

Ackerman Grand Ballroom
825-1958

3 p.m.

Development Studies

Introductory and informational meeting

Bunche 1 1377 ~--
825-2927

4 p.m.

Office of International Students and
Scholars

International Coffeebreak

Kerckhoff Coffeehouse
825-1681

5 p.m.

Hands for Empowerment (formerly

UCLA's Alternative Spring Break
Projects)

Orientation meeting for volunteers

Kerckhoff 408
Also on Thursday and Friday

Call 825-2333 for tim

6 p.m.

Hillel & JSU
Chanukah Party

900 Hilgard Ave.

208-3081

UCLA Pre-Optometry Society

Speaker: Farid Eghbali, O.D. -

"Optometry School vs. Medical School"
Boelter 5422
824-2006

6:30 p.m.

UCLA Pre-Law Society

Speaker: Attorney Cynthia Arato
Perioffll02

825-6580

7:30 p.m.

Meinitz Movies
Free sneak preview of "Red'
Meinitz Movies
825-2345

9 p.m.

UCLA Comedy Club

Weekly workshop for those interested in

writing and performing stand-up

comedy
Ackerman 2410
794-3282

Thursday

Noon

AJAnon
Weekly meeting

Ackerman 2410
825-1091

Bible Studies in the New & Old

Testamelit

Bible study

Ackerman 2412
450-9977

Department of Social Welfare Students

AIDS Awareness Presentation

Dodd 200
837-2041

IVP-USAC
Student/Professor Lunches
Ackerman 3517
825-7306

Placement & Career Planning Center

"Holiday Job Search Tips"

PCPC Building

825-2981

Women's Resource Center

Workshop - "Power Plays: Sexual

Harassment on Campus"
Dodd 2

825-3945

5:30 p.m.

Orthodox Christian Fellowship

Vespers Service followed by discussion

St. Alban's Episcopal Church
(818)993-3320
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New club heralds diversity, welcomes all
Multi'Cultural Society seeks to bring

students of all backgrounds together

6 p.m.

UCLA Pre-Dental Society

Kaplan and UCLA DAT REview
Center for Health Sciences 23-068
209-1255

7 p.m.

Campus Events

Films: "Natural Bom Killers" followed

by "Kalifomia" at 9:30 p.m.

Ackerman Grand Ballroom
Cost: $2
825-1958

CHESS-A-THON
Free chess simulation and chess

teaching program
Griffin Commons Grand Horizon Room
794-4544

Friday

UCLA Hunger Project

Collecting donations of men'sclothing
Kerckhoff 408-A
825-2600

7 p.m.

Grace on Campus
Weekly bible study

MS4000A
208-8384

Saturday

9 p.m.

Hillel Jewish Students Association
Citywide Hillel Chanukah Dance
900 Hilgard Ave.

Cost: $6 general, $5 Hillel members
with one can of food for SOVA
208-3081

If you would like an event listed in this

section, please fill out a listing form at

the Daily Bruin front counter in 225
Kerckhoff by 2 p.m. the day before
publication. The deadline for a
submission in Monday's paper is

Thursday at 2 p.m. Please address
questions to Listings Editor Ayako
Hagihara at 206-0904.

>

By Jennifer K. Morita

When seven UCLA students

tackled the topic of multicultural-

ism in an English class earlier this

quarter, they looked around cam-
pus for a club that drew students

from many different cultural back-

grounds together. When they
couldn't find one, they formed
their own.
The Multi-Cultural Society is

the product of seven students join-

ing together to experience and
expose other students to the cul-

tural diversity at UCLA, club
members said. The first meeting's

discussion is about multicultural-

ism in the '90s, led by UCLA
Professor Reggie Daniels.

"There's definitely, as far as

I'm concerned, individual segre-

gation among people at UCLA,"

said Matt Scrabis, the club's inter-

im secretary. "I guess it's kind of

natural. I noticed how everybody

stuck with their own group, and

they didn't even smile at you."

Scrabis and other members of

the club's interim government
stressed that the Multi-Cultural

Society should be a place where

the issue of race can be discussed

from different points of view to

break down barriers and help peo-

ple understand each other.

"There's more similarities

between people than there are dif-

ferences," Scrabis said.

Andi Meek, one of the club's

interim co-directors, added that it

isn't the Multi-Cultural Society's

goal to take the place of other cul-

tural clubs, but to add a new
dimension to the campus discus-

sion on diversity.

"We're not trying to say that

groups like the Vietnamese
Student Association or MEChA ...

aren't necessary groups. They are.

Especially with minorities it's

really necessary to have support

groups because lots of times with

minorities, doors have been shut

in our faces," Meek said.

"However, I think we also need a

group that complements these

groups - not takes away from
them - and get these issues out to

a more diverse audience."

And though the tendency to join

organizations with people from
similar backgrounds is strong,

campus leaders said it is important

to learn from people who are from

different backgrounds.

"I think it's basic and natural to

gravitate towards people who you
can identify with," said UCLA
Director of Student Programs
Befky Nelson, who helped the stu-

dents find a faculty sponsor for the

club.

"Cultural and racial groups are

particularly important at a com-
petitive academic environment
like UCLA for social grounding,"

Nelson said. "(But) at some time,

once one establishes a comfort-
able base, the student can individ-

ually or collectively get to know
people who are different."

Edward Alpers, dean of honors

and undergraduate programs for

the College of Letters and
Science, said UCLA is no more
segregated than the rest of soci-

ety.

"The university doesn't exist

separately from society," said

Alpers, who is the club's sponsor.

"What's nice about the university

is that people who care about the

community can try and make
things happen."

In an effort to do just that,

members discussed at the club's

first meeting earlier this month
how the campus seems to be sep-

arated along ethnic lines and how

a group like theirs is needed to

combat racial tensions.

Incidents such as the trials of

the police officers involved in the

beating of Rodney King and seg-

regation in neighborhoods make
Southern Californians no
strangers to diversity and its

impact on racial tensions. Nelson

said.

"This has been manifested in

things like Proposition 187.
which pits Anglo against non-
Anglo. But anytime diversity

questions are raised, UCLA is

very fortunate in thM there are no
racial clashes," Nelson said.

The Multi-Cultural Society,

whose motto is "Whoever you
are, that's who we are." is one
way to overcome the problems
sometimes raised by diversity, he

said.

"You don't really learn ...

existing in an isolated pocket,"

Nelson said. "I think the club is

an excellent concept."

Feast for the eyes

Students gawk at a hawk devouring a pigeon outside the Men's Gym.
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Texan college head
third on earnings list

Amber University

president receives

top'doUar salary

The New York Times

DALLAS — Last month, when
The Chronicle of Higher
Education disclosed the highest-

paid college presidents. Amber
University's Douglas Warner was
third from the top.

As Amber University's leader,

Warner received a salary of

$555,209 for the 1992-93 academ-

ic year, just behind the $776,963
that Boston University paid its

president and the $676,574
received by the University of

Pennsylvania's top man.

Amber University?

"It jumped out at a few people

who read it," said Douglas
Lederman, the editor who helped

compile the Chronicle's list. "It's

not a school that I'd ever heard of

before."

Amber's campus consists of a

lone two-story building on a small

road next to Interstate 635, better

-

known in Dallas as the L.B.J.

Freeway. The private university

has 1 ,500 students who take class-

es in business and counseling and

pay $400 a course. All of the stu-

dents are at least 2 1 years old and

attend Amber in the evening or on

Saturday.

It was opened in 1971 as a two-

year college run by the Church of

Christ, Warner said, though it is

no longer run by the church.
"Amber now offers bachelor's and"

master's degrees and is accredited

by the Southern Association of

Colleges and Schools in Atlanta.

Warner's half-million dollar

salary represented more than 15

percent of the school's $3.5 mil-

lion dollar budget in 1992-93, and

was, the president said, "a fluke."

Warner, 52, plans to retire at the

end of the 1997-98 school year

and $455,000 of the satary was
really money accumulated by the

university in a retirement trust for

him. he said. The university's

board decided to pay out the trust

See AMBER, page 10

Stanford develops own
Rhodes Scholar program
University hopes to

shape Asian college

graduates for roles

as regional leaders

The New York Times

SAN FRANCISCO— Stanford

University is developing a pro-

gram modeled after Oxford
University's Rhodes Scholarships

in an effort to attract top college

graduates from Asia, the fastest

growing region of the world.

"Our hope is to train genera-

tions of leaders who will go back

to Asia and shape the direction of

their countries' development,"

•said Professor Daniel Okimoto.

co-director of the Asia Pacific

Research Center at Stanford, who
is helping develop the program.

The plan, tentatively called the

Asia/Pacific Scholars Program,

would bring 20 to 24 students

each year fmm countries through-

out Asia for two years of study

and training in business, engineer-

ing, medicine, law and other disci-

plines.

Initially, the program would

focus on Northeast and Southeast

Asia, including China, Japan and

Korea, as well as the Philippines,

Malaysia and Singapore. Okimoto

said.

"Thqt region is a vast area of

See STANFORD, page 10

Correction
Due to a production error, a photo credit was not pnntcd \n ine

Monday, Nov. 21 issue of The Bruin. The photo for the story "Bruins

make history with win over Trojans" was taken by Jennifer Fong, Daily

Bruin staff.

The Bruin regrets the error.
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Zairian troop clash

kills 15 Rwandans
NAIROBI, Kenya — At least 15

Rwandans were killed and 65 wounded in

clashes with Zairian troops near one of

the largest refugee camps in eastern

21aire, a U.N. official said Saturday.

The Katale camp, home to 200,000
refugees, was calm Saturday, but tension

remained high in the nearby Zairian town

of Rutshuru.

The trouble started following a spate of

robberies of Zairian businessmen and
thefts of motor vehicles during the week.

Presidents of Zaire, Rwanda and
Burundi were to meet this weekend to

discuss the problems of 1.2 million

Rwandan refugees in Zaire.

Officials unable to

stop Serb advance
SARAJEVO, Bosnia-Herzegovina —
Rebel Serbs pounded the outskirts of
Bihac in northwestern Bosnia Sunday as

U.S. and NATO officials admitted they

were powerless to stop the advance.

The Bosnian government said it would

accept a U.N. proposal for a Bihac cease-

fire, demilitarization of the "safe area" and

withdrawal of forces.

Bosnian Serbs have demanded a nation-

wide cease-fire. Their answer to the U.N.

proposal was not immediately known.

Serb fighters from Bosnia and neigh-

boring Croatia now control 30 to 40 per-

cent of the U.N.-designated "safe area" at

Bihac, and there was no sign their assault

would stop. U.N. officials said shelling

and heavy small arms and machine-gun
fire rang out southwest and east of Bihac

town.

Islamic militants

claim rabbi's death
BEIT HAGAI, West Bank — A rabbi was
shot to death and an Israeli policeman

wounded in a hail of bullets fired at their

car Sunday as they drove toward a Jewish

settlement. Islamic militants claimed
responsibility.

The shooting, on the eve of the Jewish

holiday Hanukkah, occurred 3 miles from

Hebron, where tensions have been high

since the massacre of 29 Muslim worship-

pers by a Jewish settler at a mosque.

Jewish settlers blamed government
peace policies for encouraging Islamic

militants, but members of Prime Minister

Yitzhak Rabin's Cabinet pledged to con-

tinue talks with the PLO.

Santas win Norway
world cup tradition
DRAMMEN, Norway — They climbed

over fences, scampered across rooftops,

slid down chimneys and then, with belly-

shaking chuckle, named a world champi-

on. The winner? Santa Claus, of course.

Who else could win the Santa Claus

World Cup on Saturday in the southern

Norwegian city of Drammen?
About 30 jolly St. Nicks in red suits,

white beards and floppy red hats frol-

icked in the cold, clear afternoon. About
200 children watched, seeming unper-

turbed by the thought that there might not

be just one Santa.

Santa Claus events are a tradition in

Drammen, 25 miles south of Oslo.

Organizers promised Santas from 10

countries, but only one foreigner, an

American, showed up. And he's lived in

Drammen for six years.

MWion

Scientist to appeal
misconduct finding
WASHINGTON — A former MIT
researcher is appealing the findings of

government investigators who say she

falsified research on antibodies and lied

to cover up her actions.

. Thereza Imanishi-Kari has asked the

Department of Health and Human
Services to overturn the conclusions
reached by its Office of Research
Integrity. The agency has barred her from
receiving government grants and contract

money for 1 years.

The office said it found Imanishi-Kari

guilty of 19 allegations of misconduct.
Investigators told her of their findings

three months ago and made them public

Friday.

Opponents of GATT
target trade body
WASHINGTON — In the trench warfare

over a new trade agreement, no battle has

been more intense than the one waged
over the international body being created

to police the rules of global commerce.
Supporters insist that creation of a new

referee for trade disputes is in America's

best interests and will mean more victo-

ries in the fight to open overseas markets

for U.S. businesses and farmers.

To liberals, the World Trade
Organization is an attack on the environ-

mental and health safeguards they have
built up in the United States.

Conservatives argue that the WTO,
where each country will have just one
vote regardless of its size, represents a

dangerous threat to American sovereign-

ty.

State

Policing too vague
for Implementation
Too few officers and too vague a con-

cept of community policing have ham-
pered efforts to make the politically

popular concept work, an internal police

department report concluded.

Such a program consists mainly of

officers working more closely with civil-

ians to solve problems and increasing

face-to-face contact between officers and
the public.

Among the problems cited were a lack

of officers, reluctance among the rank

and file to accept a new way of operating

and a lack of support from other city

departments.

The report suggests establishing more
storefront stations and trying harder to

work with youths to stop gangs.

Storm rustles up
minl-twister, winds
A blustery storm swept through

Southern California on Saturday, spawn-

ing a mini-twister and strong winds over

the mountains, deserts and coastal waters,

where a sailor died after falling into suit-

ing seas.

Winds of 80 mph with gusts to 100 mph
were reported at Monument Peak in east-

ern San Diego County, the National
Weather Service said.

Gusts hitting 40 mph whipped sand
across Zuma Beach, where only wind-
surfers braved the whitecaps.

Bands of showers moved ashore in the

morning, then gave way to partly cloudy

but windy skies across the region as a low-

pressure trough moved east and high pres-

sure built into California from the west.
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COUNCIL.

n december 1. ucla will observe day witflOUt art,

Ogram which runs in conjunction with WOdd aidS day. in

moration of this event and the meiTlOry of those who have lost their

this unforgiving dlSCaSC, the cultural affairs commission, the student

commfttee for the arts, the student welfare commission, and the undergraduate

student's association council invite you to attend the events which will be

taking place on campus this week, we encourage you .to show your SUppOlt

by wearing black or a red ribbon on this day. thank you for your

support.

thursday]^0Q
all day

franklin murphy SCUlpturC garden

shrouding of sculptures

"

11:45 am -

westwood plaza to schoenberg quad

aids vigil parade

12 noon

schoenberg quad

silent vigil with guest SpcakcrS:

henry hopkins: art department dirCCtOr

and armand hammer museum

roger bohman: professor, biology
glen gaylord: aids project.los angeles

all day

kerckhoff art gallery

aids exhibition

11 am - 2 pm
bruin walk

distribution of red ribbons

monday^Q^'^28
1 1 am - 2 pm
westwood plaza

aids information fair

5:30 pm
franklin murphy sculpture garden

*

candlelight vigil with speaker:

roger bohman: profcSSOr, biology

7 pm
kerckhoff art gallery

film: fear of disclosure

7 pm
armand hammer mUSeum
poetry reading: richard howard

8 pm- 10 pm
rieber fireside lounge

aids support group

tuesday^Q^^29
5 pm - 7 pm
kerckhoff art gallery

aids exhibition reception with SpCakcrS:

al winn and other StudCUt artists,

whose artwork win be on display

#
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Gay officials say most flaic comes from media
By David Dunlap
The New York Times

SEATTLE — Like many col-

leagues in state capitols and city

halls around the nation, the offi-

cials who met here over the week-

end are concerned about race

relations, religious conservatism you?
and re-election. founder of the International

But what brought about 60 of Network of Lesbian and Gay
them together is what sets them Officials, which sponsors the con-

apart: they are openly lesbian or ferences. Scondras served 10

gay, a small but growing presence years on the Boston City Council

in local government. They gathr until his defeat last year,

ered as they have each year since And where else, these officials

1985. said, could they swap stories over

"Who else do you talk to about what seems to be a national phe-

your problems with your domestic nomenon: the preoccupation of

partner - ot, more like it, your the press with their homosexuali-

domestic partner's problems with ty. They said it was most often

asked David Scondras, a reporters, not constituents or

opponents, who brought up the

issue.

Sherry Harris was elected to the

Seattle City Council in 1991.

becoming the first openly lesbian

black woman to iiold public
office. "We used io have a joke in

my campaign," she said. "'Sherry

Harris, the lesbian' - was always

how the news story started, no
matter what it was about." And
what her legislative agenda was
about, she said, was transporta-

tion.

State Representative Gail
Shibley of Portland, Ore., said that

in commiserating with other les-

bian and gay officials, she could

reassure herself that reporters

were "not just picking on me and

not just picking on Oregon - this

defines who you are." She, too,

said that transportation issues had

defined her campaign.

While conference participants

spoke of the need for stronger

coalitions between gay and les-

bian organizations and groups

See QAY8, page 11
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McKinsey&Company,
Invites

UCLA Juniors and Seniors

to a

Presentation and Reception

to leam more about our 2-year

Business Analyst Program

Wednesday, November 30, 1994
at the Tennis Center Clubhouse

^ from 7:00 p.m. to 9:30 p.m.

We look forward to seeing you there!

McKinsey & Company, Inc., is an international strategic management consulting

firm with 62 offices in 32 countries, including develbping countries and Eastern

Europe. We serve mostly Fortune and International 500 company top executives

on issues of strategic importance. Our mission is twofold: to help clients make
substantial and lasting improvements in their perfcmnance and to build a fum

that is able to attract, develop, excite, and retain exceptional people.

Interviews will be held on January 19,1995

Interested candidates should submit their resumes along with a

transcript and SAT/GMAT/LSAT scores by January 11, 1995, to the

UCLA Pbcement and Career Planning Center.
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SUN-THURS 11-12 AM • FRI & SAT 11-2 AM
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[
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|
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East European health care reaches crisis point
Mortality rates rise

in face of neglect,

poor governments

By^Jane^Perler
The New York Times

CONSTANTA, Romania — In

the shabby maternity ward of the

county hospital here, Dr. Veronica

Niculescu threw a greasy slab of

brown soap onto a table. Crudely
made from cheap fat, the soap
smelted like a barnyard.

"This is the only soap we have
and it has no disinfectant proper-

lies," she said with disgust. "We
are told by the government: hospi-

tals and medicine are not produc-

tive so you get no money from
us."

The hospital had run out of rub-

ber gloves, and there was no
money in the budget to pay for

heat this winter, she said.

Romania's health system is

probably the poorest in Eastern

Europe and has suffered one of the

sharpest declines since
Communism collapsed in 1989.

But all over the formerly
Communist region, financially

strapped governments have
neglected health care and now
face what experts are calling an
unprecedented crisis.

"The mortality and health crisis

burdening most Eastern European
countries since 1989 is without
precedent in the European peace-

time history of this century,"
UNICEF said in a report issued in

August.

A surge in deaths, particularly

among adult men, could be attrib-

uted to the erosion of medical ser-

vices, widespread poverty and
stress, the U.N. report said. At the

same time that services were
declining, the effects of smoking,

pollution and diets heavy with fat

were leading to more illness, it

said.

A World Bank assessment this

fall concluded that the health situ-

ation was so bad in much of
Eastern Europe that it was begin-

ning to affect the ability of some
countries to compete effecti>^ly

on the world market. ^
The Czech Republic is the only

See HEALTH, page 9
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Teacher brings spark to Education Department
Classroom leader brings perspective as

,
special advisor to secretary of education

; By Lynda Richardson
The New York Times

She is the first classroom
teacher to become a special adviser

to a secretary of education, serving

WASHINGTON — Since Terry as what Secretary Richard Riley

Dozier, late of Irmo High School calls his "reality check" on teach-

in Columbia, S.C, arrived at the ing and bringing to the seemingly

Education Department, meetings endless series of meetings a view
have not been the same. from the schoolhouse.

For example, when Education

Department bureaucrats proposed

sharing their wealth of information

via computer data banks that

teachers could access by nxxlems,

Dozier argued that they were over-

looking some practical aspects.

"Most teachers don't even have

telephones" at school, she recalled

saying. "These are the kinds of
things that they take for granted."

Dozier, whose specialty is world

history, was ducking in and out of
workshops at a Washington hotel

the other day as she supervised the

second annual teacher's forum on
the Clinton administration's edu-

cation reform package. Goals
2000. The federal blueprint sup-

ports the states' development of
voluntary academic standards for

students and encourages efforts to

find new ways to measure student

achievement. Dozier is an ardent

supporter of the legislation, which
became law this year.

"Goals 2000 is saying that we
should have the same expectation

for all children," Dozier, who
taught 10th graders at Irmo High,

said in an interview. "We have to

get rid of the notion that's insidi-

ous that you're bom a certain way
and nothing can change.

See TEACHER, page 9
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You've paid your dues.

Amiounaredioiolle£t?

H
ow much money and effort have you

spent on your education so far? How
many thousands of hours? And now

you have to take the MCAT. Is

there such a thing as overkill in

a situation like this?

Jo these tests, we work through MCAT passages every time

the class meets. Nothing you encounter on the MCAT
should be a surprise.

Hyperlearning offers

the most intensive

MCAT prepara-

tion available.

We work hard to

give you the most

for your dollar. The

most required hours, the

most motivating environment,

the most complete and current mate-

rials, and the most qualified instructors.

PROFESSIONAL

U
PBEP CODRSE'

The longest most complete, and most intensive MCAT course available

• 12 weeks, 4 meetings per week (Saturday, Sunday, and two week

nights). More than 130 total hours. No wimps need apply.

• 2.5 hours per meeting, 44 separate meetings.

• Immediate feedback. No more than 24 students in a class

• Convenient classrooms and times to fit your schedule.

. We help you re-learn, rather than merely review, the

conceptually-oriented science and verbal material

you'll need to get a winning MCAT score. ^

Rigorous essay-writing workshops

You'll write thirteen half-hour essays. While this

program improves scores dramatically, a few

students need even more help. We've designed

one-on-one writing sessions (five weeks

each) for students who still have concerns

about this important subscore.

Help with llie application process

We won't abandon you after the

MCAT. We have interview and

application resources , seminars,

catalogs and profiles on all 126

U.S. allopathic medical schools.

We have a Macintosh'

AMCAS application template

so you can work on your appli-

cation until you're satisfied. Then

you can laser print the final version

on our system and send it off.

Specialized instnictors who are experts in their held

• You are taught hyfour (not one or two) spe-

ciali'/^d, MCAT-experienced instructors.

• All instructors have earned at least a

• Master's degree and many have won teach-

ing awards outside our course.

We design and re design our MCAT coune lor you

All of our materials are subject to student

feedback on areas of co%ft»jiortir,-^^j/»prfnnually

pgrade our exhaustive Biolo^, Chemistry, Physics,

and Verbal materials to emphasize the conceptual skills

demanded by the new format MCAT. We now offer 2600

pages of focused review materials, hundreds of practice

MCAT-style passages and five practice MCATs.

YJ*'' '

MCAT diagnostics lo focus your elforts, right from the stail

You'll take two diagnostic tests in addition to two

full-length MCATs just before the test. Taking the first diag-

nostic test early in the course will alert you and your instructors to your

weak areas in both science knowdedge and test-taking skills. In addition

Any questions?

Just give us a call at

800 MD-BOUND
(1-800-632-6863)

We'll make sure you

get what you've

(already) paid for.

^
WHEmT'SME TO GmEBIOUSABOUTTHE TEST:

OI9M Hjrpcrktnwig. Hjrpcrioaniijig tad PprfcuioiMl MCAT Prep Cattwe mt tndemuks and 'Whrn it'i Time to Get Senoai About ih< Tcm' it « Mtvkc mwli of Mjrprrictmuig.
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Holiday Show! ^MM|.

Chanticleer
'A first-class performing group!"

-The Boston Globe

"Splendid! A gffted ensemble."
-LA Times

Everything from Renaissance

to gospel ! Program includes

innovative arrangements of

traditional Christmas carols!

UCLA CENTER FOR THE foTm'ooc 'o^"i^^ ^^'^
PERFORMING ARTS (31 0) 825-21 01 (213) 365-3500

ITALIAN

Andy and Tony

invite you to join them

in Light-Hearted

Roman Style Dining

(310) 474^102

Special Dinners Monday through Thursday

Lunch • Dinner • Cocktails • Free Parking

10929 West Pico Blvd.. West Los Angeles

because eyes are also a
terrible thing to waste***

.a.^'
''f

• Large selection of Fashion Eyewear

• Confiplete Eye Exam • Most Insurance Plans Accepted

Contact Lenses: disposable, color daily wear, and extended wear

Westwood Optometric Center

Dr. Martin Hyman-Optometrist

918 Westwood Boulevard
Westwood & LeConte

(310) 208-3913
Monday ttiru Friday 10-5:30

Saturday 10-5:00

1 Hour Free Parkinq
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From page 7

East European country where
attempts have been made to

change the medical system from
the Communist model and where
the mortality rates have not risen.

Many patients say that health

care during the Communist era

was far from perfect, and indeed,

often a scary procedure. But at

least, they say, it was basically

free with additional bribes usually

being not much more than a box
of chocolates or flowers for the

doctor.

Technically, health care in the

former East bloc countries
remains free. But in many cases,

patients complain that payments
to doctors are now expected in

cash and in substantial amounts.

Only in the Czech Republic has a

system been set up where doctors

can open a private practice and
their patients can get insurance

reimbursement.

The gap in health care systems

between the former Communist
countries and Western Europe is

"wide and growing," said
Alexander Preker, who wrote the

Worid Bank report.

The economic consequences, as

well as the human tragedies
involved in poor health care, have

drawn sudden attention in Eastern

Europe as these findings have
come to light:

•Surprisingly, it is not the very

young or the old who appear to

have suffered most from the

creaking health systems but work-

ing men between the ages of 20
and 59. The death rate among

TEACHER

men, suffering from cardiovascu-

lar problems and cancers, has
soared in all countries covered by

the UNICEF report, which includ-

ed Russia and Ukraine, except in

the Czech Republic and Slovakia.

•Entitlement to a wide range of

health services, which was consid-

ered one of the mainstays of the

Communist era, had begun to

diminish before 1989 and has
eroded further since.

•Bribery by patients to doctors

and nurses was commonplace
under the Communists but has

become even more pervasive in

some countries as state-run med-
ical institutions pay doctors less

than bus drivers. In Poland, a lead-

ing newspaper, Rzeczpospolita,

estimated this month that one
quarter of all the money spent
annually in Poland on health care

was spent by patients on "bribes

and presents."

Patients throughout Eastern

Europe say they feel helpless

about the medical care they
receive.

Helena Gasiorowska, a 58-year-

old grandmother who retired early

from her bookkeeper's job in

Warsaw because of eye problems,

has been treated for glaucoma
since 1987. She has had three

operations. But each time she has

been treated - in one of Warsaw's
better hospitals - the doctors use

the same antiquated diagnostic

equipment, she said.

"Even the doctors complain
about the equipment," she said.

After each operation, she has
stayed in hospital rooms with
eight beds. "They were always all

occupied," she said. "And the

nurses were always complaining

about their low salaries."

The price of the prescribed
medicine, which should be paid

for by the insurance system but

isn't, is beyond her ability to pay
from her monthly pension of
about $150, she said.

"I have to buy a small tube of
pills which cost 600,000 zloty

(about $30) and I have to take

them all the time," she said. "I

worked for 36 years, all the time

paying an insurance premium and
now when I need health care I get

nothing from it."

In Romania, relatives of
patients bring food and even basic

medical equipment to the hospi-

tal. In complicated cases, sur-

geons are given hefty
under-the-table payments to oper-

ate. Liliana Miron, a 27-year-old

social worker in Constata, said

her family had to come up with

the equivalent of about $ 1 1 5 to

unofficially pay a neurosurgeon
in Bucharest to operate on her

father. The payment was about
twice the surgeon's monthly
salary from the government, Ms.
Miron said.

"If we didn't bribe, the doctor

wouldn't operate," she said,

adding that the family provided
medicine and syringes.

In some cases, where patients

can't afford lo pay the nurses to

take special care, patients die. At
the Constanta County Hospital

during the summer a poor couple

could not afford to pay $1.15 for

imported cigarettes for the nurse

who was supposed to feed their

baby, who was born with a cleft

palate. The baby died, officials

with an international adoption
agency said.

Fronn page 8

"I believe Goals 2000 is going

to be a tremendous support for

teachers. In the past, when I had
high standards for children, they

very often thought I was being a

witch. Goals 2000 says we have to

set high standards for all kids, and

then the job of the teacher is to

help children meet those stan-

dards."

Dozier's own life is a testament

to what a person can achieve with

education and nurturing, and it

fuels her passion to help others bet-

ter educate the children they teach.

Dozier was bom 42 years ago in

a tiny Vietnamese village near the

Chinese border. She said she
learned years later that her father

was a colonel in Hitler's elite

corps, the Waffen SS. As the Allies

were rounding up Nazis for trial

after World War II, she said, her

father managed to join the French

Foreign Legion and was sent to

French Indochina, now Vietnam.

There, he met and married
Dozier's mother, who died shortly

after Dozier's younger brother was
bom and while Dozier was still an

infant Dozier said she later learned

that her father sold her and her

brother to a Chinese businessman
in Vietnam, who in turn apparently

tried to sell them himself.

When the French authorities in

Vietnam heard of this and investi-

gated, Dozier said, the Chinese
businessman put her and her broth-

er in a French orphanage in

Vietnam. As the French colonial

era in Vietnam was ending in the

mid-1950s - and American
involvement was just beginning -

the children were adopted by an

American military adviser and his

wife. Dozier was 2 years old.

Her adoptive parents took her

and her brother first to Germany
and then to Florida, where her
father retired, and she soaked up
literature on the history and culture

of her native country. Inspired by

1

several teachers during her child-

hood, and haunted by her own his-

tory, Dozier decided while
attending the University of Florida

that she wanted to teach worid his-

tory. For nearly two decades, she

has done just that, in places as

diverse as the inner city of Miami,
suburban South Carolina,
Singapore and, of course, Irmo
High, home of the fighting Yellow

Jackets, she likes to remind people.

"The greatest gift that I have
received as an American is my
education," Dozier said. "In the

"... I believe public

education is just funda-

mental to the existence

of a democracy."

Terry Dozier

Adviser to Secretary of

Education

core of my being, I believe public

education is just fundamental to

the existence of a democracy and
giving our most precious resource,

children, hope."

In Uniontown. Kan., her story,

related by a friend and fellow
teacher, Norman Conard, has
inspired several students in his

11th grade social studies class to

begin a video documentary on
Dozier's life and track down her

German ancestry.

"We see Terry as the American
dream," Conard said. "Here's a

young lady who had horrific cir-

cumstances as a child and, with

wonderful nurturing by adoptive

parents, was able to reach her

zenith."

Dozier regards herself as typical

of many teachers, attracted to the

work by a love of education.

She met Secretary Riley in

1 985, when he was the governor of

South Carolina and she was a

teacher at Irmo High and had just

been named the National Teacher

of the Year by the Council of Chief

State School Officers.

Dozier was one of the first peo-

ple Riley called when President

Clinton named him education sec-

retary.

"I wanted to send a clear mes-
sage that teachers would be part of

the change," Riley said in a state-

ment. "It's very important that

teachers feel connected to what we
are doing and that they are a part of

our effort to improve schools in

America."

Dozier lives with her husband,

who is also a teacher, and their 4-

year-old daughter in Fairfax, Va.

Dozier said she expected to return

to teaching when her political

appointment ends, but for now. she

is dedicated to making teachers'

voices prominent in discussions of

education issues.

She has pressed hard in the

department for the professional

development of teachers and she

helped to shape changes made in

the Elementary and Secondary
Education Act to emphasize that

professional development is not as

a fringe benefit but should be
intensive and continuous. She also

has published a 'Teacher's Guide"

to the labrynthine department.

She is optimistic about her pro-

fession and the way that teachers

are being redefined as educational

coaches.

"Whether we want to or not, we
must become leaders beyond our

classrooms and enable others to do

so," she said in remarks at the

teachers forum. "Because until we,

as a profession, accept a leadership

role in the reform dialogue that is

raging in this counu^, we will con-

tinue to be used as pawns in the

game of education reform and we
will never be totally successful in

our primary mission of teaching."
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Aftican-AmeiiciiiLlten In Media Night
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Dante Brei^taK- Urban Television Network
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STODENTS
There are a lot of individuals selling new MCAT Prep Courses!

DON'T RISK IT WITH A ROOKIE!
L

All of Kaplan's MCAT practice material reflects the
format of the current MCAT— a claim not all courses
can make.

Kaplan has a full-team of science professionals,
headed by an MD, working on our MCAT course
and practice material — for us, test prep is not a
part-time job

KAPLAN invented MCAT prep. We hace prepared
over 275,000 students, more than any other test
prep company.

WHY TAKE CHANCES?
GO WITH THE LEADER AND INNOVATOR IN MCAT PREP!

Call: 1-800-KAP-TEST

getahlglier

KAPLAN

STANFORD
From page 3

human talent where education and

learning have been prized and
where there is a deep thirst for

knowledge and training." Okimoto
said.

The university's president,

Gerhard Casper, began working on
the program last year when he vis-

ited Asia. Since then Stanford has

raised $7 million to flnance it, with

a goal of creating an endowment
of $40 million to $50 million.

The university plans to begin
the program with perhaps only 10

scholars as early as the 1996-97
school year, Okimoto said, even if

the endowment is not at the

"(Asia) is a vast area of

human talent where

education and learning

have been prized ..."

Daniel Okimoto

Stanford Professor

desired level.

Michael Armacost, a former
ambassador to Japan and now a

visiting professor at Stanford, said

the university's site on the western

edge of the Pacific Rim makes it

ideal for the program.

Armacost, who is helping to

develop the program, said the uni-

versity had long shown an interest

in Asia.

"There are a significant numl)er
of Asia specialists that have
worked on and in Asia here, and I

think it will help make this group
feel more welcome at Stanford»"-

he said.

Stanford officials recognize,
however, that it will take time to

gain the kind of prestige accorded
Oxford University's program,
which is more than 100 years old

and counts President Clinton
among its participants.

AIVIBER
From page 3

he said.

Warner earned $90,100 the year

before the payout, including bene-

fits. In 1993-94, the university

paid him $200,710, because it no

"(Amber University)*s

not a school that

I'd ever heard of

before."

Douglas L«derman

Editor of the Chronicle of

Higher Education

longer had to pay into his retire-

ment trust, Warner said.

Of reaction to the news of his

one-year salary leap, Warner said,

"I've been noticed more in the last

few weeks than I ever have been."

nPE
From page 1

future.

The fire will not affect the sale

of the property, since all potential

buyers are looking at rebuilding
the structure, Carroll said.

The fire highlights several
issues the Management Corp. is

concerned about in Westwood.
Especially with the coming cold
weather, the Management Corp.,
wants to make sure that people
have shelter, but also that build-
ings are safe, added Carroll.

"^

FREE SPEECH
From page 1

told them they could not, the stu-

dents rebelled, invoking the First

Amendment right to free expres-
sion.

Police moved in, arresting
Congress of Racial Equality
activist Jack Weinberg for passing
out leaflets at a card table by the

Sproul Hall steps.

Within minutes the car, with
Weinberg inside, was marooned in

~a sea of seated bodies.

"You will find 100 people tell

you they were the first person that

sat down, and everyone is telling

the truth," said Michael Rossman,
54, a member of the FSM steering

committee.

For 32 hours, the students
refused to budge, scrambling to

the car's roof to deliver impas-
sioned speeches to a growing
crowd. One speaker, Mario Savio,

a graduate student in philosophy,

was such an oratorical sensation
his name became inextricably
bound with the movement.

Eventually, students let the car

go, but the conflict raged on.

Then on Dec. 2, a thousand stu-

dents, serenaded by 23-year-old
Joan Baez singing "We Shall
Overcome," marched into Sproul
Hall to sit in for free speech. The
protest ended several hours later

with nearly 800 arrests.

An ensuing student strike shut

down the campus for two days and
on Dec. 8 the faculty Academic
Senate voted overwhelmingly in

favor of free speech and the uni-

versity lifted the ban on politick-

ing soon after.

_ Unlike the blue-jeaned fire-

brands to come,'Goines described

FSMers as "gently reared chil-

dren" who lived in a world where
"drugs, for one thing, hadn't been
invented yet. I heard about mari-

juana. I think what I actually
smoked was oregano."

In some ways the success of the

movement was too good, said
Goines, who wrote a book about
the brief but intense episode called

"The Free Speech Movement."
"This colored our whole atti-

tude toward political activism for

ever after. In our hearts, we
believe we can win."

GAYS
From page 6

favoring abortion rights or envi-

ronmental protection, they
acknowledged the wide gaps that

have yet to be bridged within their

own ranks.

"We live in a racist society,"

Harris said. "The same dynamic
exists in the gay community."

Dorinda Henry, a legislative

assistant to Harris, said she took
exception to comparisons between
the gay-rights and earlier civil-

rights struggles. "As an African
American," she said, "many of my
people have gone through much,
much more than any gay while
man has ever gone through."

Ron Simons, the editor of
Brother to Brother Seattle, a

monthly newsletter for African-
American gay and bisexual men,
told the officials that "one of the

reasons people of color gel mar-
ginalized and left out is because
many fund-raising events come in

at $ 1 00 or $200 or $ 1 ,000 a shot,"

which they cannot afford.

Harris said that feelings of
alienation had made it "very diffi-

cult" to enlist black constituents in

the fight earlier this year to keep
two anti-gay initiatives off the bal-

lot in Washington.

The distance between some
black leadeni and some gay causes
is one that religious conservatives

have turned to political advantage.
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Viewpoint
Counterpoint

WMP -*rT'

Question 'm^ority rule' beyond election day
By Jeffrey Ow —

As an Asian American, a per-

son of color, a Daily Bruin reader,

a man and a person, I am thor-

oughly embarrassed for Nikao
Yang's verbal conduct ("My
report on the superfluous Prop.

187 protest," Nov. 21).

Appropriating the voices of
Chicanos, African-American rap-

pers, "English and forensic

geeks," "womyn" and his friend

Fred, Yang attempts to assert his

right-wing viewpoint of

Thursday's demonstration to the

public with an effort to character

assassinate through his words.

(Yang downplays his role, stating

his "original intent . . . was to

One of the purposes of

the Nov. 17

demonstration was to

express solidarity among
diverse communities

with a shared concern

for the passage of

Proposition 1877

make fun of (the demonstrators)".

Unfortunately, his peashooter
backfired.

Yang believes that the role of
the public in politics is limited to

an annual vote and that the pas-

sage of morally questionable leg-

islation should be accepted in

good faith. Because Yang is not a
history student, perhaps he is

ignorant of the fact that people
other than white male landowners
struggled for approximately 2(X)

years for the right to vote.

I also wonder if Yang knows
the history of Asian Americans in

the United States. In 1882, after

years of both anti-Chinese vio-

lence and anti-Chinese lobbying,
the United States passed an act to

hall Chinese immigration, the first

of many pieces of legislation to

limit and exclude immigrants by
ethnicity. Unlike European immi-
grants, Asian immigrants could
not naturalize, and therefore could

not vote.

It wasn't until 1952 that all

Asian-American immigrants were
allowed naturalization rights.

Without the courage of our fore-

bears in America who contested a

system that worked upon the prin-

ciple of democracy and equality,

many of us would not be here

today.

Yet Yang asserts that the "\foice

of the People" is the true voice

which spoke on election day and
thus bows to the authority of the

voice rather than questioning the

power of the voice.

Again, the monolithic voice of
history has told us that African

Americans were "property," that

Japanese Americans were incarcer-

ated for "military necessity," that

AIDS was a "gay disease" and that

George Bush was the president of
a "kinder, gentler nation."

As concerned American citi-

zens, we must always voice our
opinions beyond election day and
work for positive change among
our communities that usurp the

voices of unfounded fears and
stereotypes spawned by certain

politicians and spread by the

media.

One of the purposes of the Nov.
1 7 demonstration was to express
solidarity among diverse commu-

nities with a shared concern for the

passage of Proposition 187. It

seems, however, that Yang was too
busy thinking of snappy soundbites

to absorb the emotions coursing

through the crowd.

Perhaps he did not hear both the

diverse dialogues and the collec-

tive chants of the assemblage.

Perhaps he did not see the circle of

See OW, page 15
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Giving tiianlis ...for being aiive at UCLA

Donald

Carpente^

Rios

It's
the Monday after the

Thanksgiving holiday, and
like most things, the weekend

had its ups and downs. TTiere was
plenty of football - that's an up.

There was plenty of turkey, pota-

toes and ham, and when I was
stuffed there was plenty more of
Grandma's pumpkin pie - that's

an up. ~~^_

But since I

was sitting in

front of the

TV for four

straight days,

carbo-loading

like I'd be

running a

marathon this

mcJming, I've

gained 10

pounds -

that's a down.
There were

plenty of vol-

unteers at the

mission this

year and some celebrities showed
up - that's an up. There were
more homeless this year than last

- that's a down, and the number
of homeless women with chil-

dren made it an even lower
down.

But all in all, I have plenty to

be thankful for. After all, it's

Monday, the first school day after

Thanksgiving, ninth week in the

quarter, and I'm still alive at

UCLA. I like being alive. Most
of us take it for granted. So do I.

And I'm thankful for it.

-Life, in my eyes, is a little bit

tenuous. I think that is motivated

by the kind of childhood I had. I

used to think the way I grew up
was anomalous, and it was com-
pared to the model offered to me
on television.

I wanted all the security the

Brady Bunch had. The enormous
sprawling house, friendly broth-

ers and sisters and parents - par-

ents who listened, who helped,

who bailed you out of every

problem. Ah, a pair of super-par-

ents.
~^'

But the reality was (and still

is) that life for a lot of us is inti-

mately connected to death. I did

have brothers (no sisters though).

And by the time I was five

years old, three of them were
dead from congenital heart prob-

lems. I've learned that these heart

ailments are completely operable

now, but then there was nothing

to save my little brothers' lives.

I remember David most. We
played together for hours, all day
actually. We lived in our self con-

structed fantasy world. I carried

him in my arms. He climbed on
my back. I sang him to sleep. He
ate my Oreos. • •

. \ •

One day when he was just past

his first birthday, I sang him to

sleep. I came in to wake him up
so we could play some more.

There were tents to make of bed
sheets and cars to roll along the

book-lined roads we used to

build on the cold linoleum. I

walked over to my mother who
was ironing, that's how she used

I have plenty to be

thankful for. After all,

it*s Monday, the first

school day after

Thanksgiving ... and

Tm still alive at UCLA.

to make ends meet, and quietly

told her, "David's dead."

When I was in high school and
forced to attend the ritual family

interrogation offered up by the

new girlfriend's parents, I used to

respond when asked what my
parents did that, "my family is in

the iron and steel business."

Hey, pop quiz!
Editor:

In the spirit of upcoming finals

and in response to James
Fitzgerald's article ("Reverse Prop.

1 87 via woricing-class movement,"
Nov. 22) and numerous others pre-

ceding it:

Essay Question (use blue

books to respond):

1

.

Why is it that the most out-

spoken poli sci undergrads on this

campus all sound like the bastard

grandchildren of Eugene Debs?
Short Answer:
2. Is it that these students feel

the inherent need to air their

newly-found poli sci-fi tenninolo-

gy?
3. Is Spartacus Youth Gub a

pseudo-political entity or a new
punk metal band?

4. Do the palsied "26" inspire

the same fear and loathing as the

"Chicago 7" that their appellation

obviously alludes to, or do you find

yourself laughing with me?
5. While I'm spending my own

money to get an education here,

working hard and wondering about

funds for my senior year, have
these "cause-heads" come to

UCLA with the sole purpose of
having a forum to demonsuate? -

and, if so, is it in reverence to their

hippy-cum-sellout parents?

Child Psychology:

6. Are these arrested adolescents

railing against all authority like

hormonal 14-year-olds?

7. Is it their more juvenile

Nintendo impulses which make
them eager to hit the reset button

instead of integrating their efforts

into the 2(X)-year-old game-in-

progress?

Lab/Demo:
8. According to the protestations

of that punk band, Spartacus Youth
Club, democratic government is

oppressive and unfair. Formulate

your own little island Utopia, and
as soon as a minority opinion

emei^es, see who gets labeled "the

oppressor."

Quantitative Reasoning:
Hypothesis: forming one's own

political party is mostly ineffectual.

9. How many Green Party can-

didates are reps in the state assem-

bly?

10. How many indies occupy
seats in the U.S. Congress?

Extra Credit Question:

1 1

.

What has your poli sci edu-

cation really taught you about

American government?

James L^bakken
Junior

English

''Murphy 26"

out of bounds
Editor:

The so-called protest in Murphy
Hall on Nov. 1 7 was dumb, useless

and immoral.

Chancellor Young had already

After nods of approval and
gasps of relief, I'd conclude, "my
mother irons and my father

steals." That wasn't entirely true

though - my father never has

stolen. . .

He was too busy working to be
bothered with stealing. Every
morning he'd load up his pickup
truck with rakes of various sizes

and conditions, a big sweep
broom, canvas bags, a five-gallon

gas can, a shovel, a very long

green hose with a small brass

nozzle and that precious gleam-
ing machine. That machine was a_
five-horse-power Briggs and
Stratton, front-throw lawnmower.
My father could work magic

with that machine. He could

transform a bumpy, lumpy, scrag-

gly patch of lifeless brown grass

into the smoothest sheet of green.

Under his care, the ordinary lawn
became an endless plane of ver-

dant life.

But good-paying jobs were

hard to find, and though he

worked hard all day we had very

little money. Certainly not

enough to bury my brothers in

anything fancy.

Sometimes my mother would-

complain that he should spend

less time on Mrs. Hodges' yard.

But Dad would always answer
that since she was neariy 90
years old, and poorer than we
were, if he didn't do it she'd try

and probably end up killing her-

self.

using Dad's lawnmower.
I remember one particulariy

exciting morning when my moth-
er announced that we were going
to have the best breakfast imag-

inable. ^Boy was 1 excited.

~^Life for a lot of us is~~

intimately connected

to death.

We'd all laugh and inevitably

he'd do Mrs. Hodges' lawn. I

was never quite sure if we were
laughing at the thought of Mrs.

Hodges dying mowing her own
lawn or just the picture of her

"What is it? What is it? Trix?

Cheerios?" I pleaded, jumping up
and down at her apron.

"We are going to make an

invention" she declared.

The excitement was just too

much. With great deliberateness

she got out the bowls, the spoons,

the bread, the milk and the sugar.

"Okay," she said, "everyone
gather 'round the table." We all

climbed onto our chairs, excite-

ment beaming from our eyes.

"We're going to make bread
cereal."

We jumped up and down
singing and dancing. "Yippee,

we're going to make bread cere-

al!

See RIOS, page 15

Letters

NEA and every other education

group decried the proposition and

spent money trying to prevent its

passing. Virtually every voting stu-

dent at UCLA tried to defeat it.

"Protesting" in Murphy Hall was
like preaching Jesus in the Vatican.

What did they hope to accom-
plish? What were the $5/hr workers

in Murphy Hall supposed to do?
What were the students who were
yelled at and threatened by the mob
supposed to do? What is Chancellor

Young supposed to do? Order every

professor to disobey Prop. 1 87, in

violation of the law, whether his or

her own conscience directs him/her

to or not?

Compare this silly "rebel without

a clue" protest with the

Montgomery, Alabanfia transit com-
pany boycott, the sit-down protest

in the Montgomery Ward's coffee

shop or even Rosa Parks' refusal to

relinquish her bus seat. In each of

the latter cases, the act of protest

was directed at the immoral indi-

vidual or system: the bus company
forced blacks to stand or sit in the

b^k, the coffee shop refused to

serve blacks.

The "Mufphy 26" screamed at,

threatened and intimidated students

who wanted to walk normally

through Murphy Hall, even though

most of them voted against Prop.

187. The Murphy 26 are ideologues

who attack innocent people in the

name of a cause. Don't we call such

peq)le terrorists?

But, hey, it's a lot more fun and
safe to hurt innocent people; to

say, the governor's mansion. And it

's a lot less hassle to walk a few

yards, get together with your

friends, scream and intimidate, and

then whine about being arrested

than to start the initiative process to

have Prop. 1 87 repealed or to do
some reading and writing so that

you can help educate Califomians

about what a stupid law Prop. 1 87

would make.

I saw the Murphy 26. 1 was
yelled at and intimidated by the

Murphy 26. 1 only wish 1 could say

that the expressions on the protes-

tors' faces showed the grave right-

eousness of the civil rights

marchers of the '60s and not the

selfish, violent delight of the L.A.

rioters of the '90s.

Liince Schalna
Graduate student

IMathematics

lllogals aro not
to blame
Edftor:

If we are uuly a melting pot of

peoples and cultures, why must we
continue to separate ourselves from

each other through unethical and

outright immoral legislation? We
should be seeking to uncover the

real reasons for this state's econom-
ic turmoil and not harbor the blame

on a defenseless fragment of our

society.

publicly rejected Prop. 1 87. The protest in Murphy Hall instead of. It is a dismal time in California's

history when so many of its citizens

elect to be so blindly led into a

. future that instead of striving to take

a step forward endeavors tti leap

two steps back. It is a dismal day in

which the stale's constituents fail to

recognize the true reasons for its

financial shortcomings and. instead,

seek to dismantle previous efforts

of cultural understanding by scape-

goating these problems to a very

vulnerable segment of our popula-

tion.

Do California's citizens truly

believe that illegal immigrants

come here to feed off the social and

state-sponsored services'lhey pro-

vide? Have we forgotten (or even

considered) who painfully harvests

those grapes and strawberries many
of us have grown to tove for

decades? These individuals seek a

better life than the one they left

behind by working for what you
and I might consider to be pennies.

These individuals pay taxes, and

contrary to public perception, they

are not on welfare.

It is immoral to deny undocu-

mented children, or anyone for that

matter, the right to seek an educa-

tion. Have we also foi^otten the

importance education plays in alle-

viating society's ills? 1 challenge

the citizens of this stale to both re-

evaluate their positions on this issue

and reconsider this injustice lev-

elled upon the shoulders of the

innocent.

Christian Raigosa
First-year

Misdtoal student
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Prop. 187 threatens
faculty-student tie
By Russell Moore

Several weeks ago, an adminis-

trator, Kathleen Komar, wrote in

these Viewpoint pages of the need
for collegial relationships at

UCLA. She did not want to see

"outside" (meaning employee
union) influences on the relation-

ship between faculty and students.

Although gravely misdirected,

I agree with her basic claim that

Perhaps it is easier to go

after employees who
organize a union in

their spare time than to

refuse a professional

.

politician?

there is a^peci^l relationship

between studehts and faculty. I

am perplexed by her - and other

administrators' - continued

silence over a real and immediate
threat to student/faculty relations.

I refer to the new regulations

being developed in an administra-

tion bunker deep under Murphy
Hall which adds a new line to fac-

ulty job descriptions: "Thou shalt

betray thy students' trust!" These
regulations will order faculty and
administrators to turn in suspect-

ed undocumented students (in

terms of the odious Proposition

187X
Komar was in a huff and hot

under the collar when students

aittempted to routinize their

employee-employer relationship -

so that it stops distorting the men-
toring relationship. Gov. Pete

Wilson has issued an executive

order to develop regulations to

implement the racist Proposition -

1 87, and the administration has

begun the process of compliance.

This will intrude directly into

Kathleen Komar's sacre^l rela-

'

tionship. She and other adminis-

trators, however, remain silent -
but obedient!

Perhaps it is easier to go after

employees who organize a union

in their spare time than to refuse a

professional politician? Or, it may
just be complicity with the immi-
grant bashing of the times. We
will only know when they speak

^ out loudly.

The Academic Senate should
also address Proposition 187.

Their noncompliance with

Proposition 187 might help them
live down the infamy associated

with their past (unsuccessful, it

turned out) rejection of a
Chicana/o studies department. But
then, given their vote on the latter,

maybe it's best not to ask them.

Who knows - now that the

state will intrude into relations

between patient and doctor,

teacher and pupil, faculty and stu-

dent, the Academic Senate may be
provoked to discover, invent or

feign having a conscience.
d

Moore, a graduate student in his-

tory, is a member ofthe Network—

-

for Public Education and Social

Justice.

Bombshelter conspires
against South Campus

*T

By Ashkan Lashkari

Most students destined to

become future mathematicians,
doctors and engineers at UCLA-
those that gravitate to South
Campus - must overcome some
major obstacles in their path.

For some, it's grueling labora-

tory experiments and anatomical
dissections, and for others it's

simply organic chemistry.

But the challenge that most stu-

dents appear unable to digest is

the nutritional gourmet selections

provided by the Bombshelter.
The Bombshelter remains a fix-

ture in South Campus as the only
food service available to students

which popularized the now ubiq-

uitous chicken and vegetable rice

bowl.
\

This entree, along with others,

in fact, stands as the ultimate

chall^rtge students must survive

and endure in order to someday
fulfill their dreams in the science
world.

The Bombshelter simply serves

the worst food on campus, and
that is a pretty dubious distinction

considering the other eating haz-
ards on campus.

I vividly remember the first

time I sat vis-4-vis the chicken
rice bowl at the Bombshelter two _
years ago. The dish, new and

"

inexpensive and apparently nutri-

tional, pleased my palate and
stomach.

Students foreign to South
Campus soon flooded the

Bombshelter to get a taste of what
everyone was raving atwut: tMhly
sliced marinated pieces of chick-

en, steamed green vegetaNes and
sticky, salt-free rice.

But once there was a high

demand for the dish, the gourmet
Spago impersonators transformed
into wannabe, incompetent Panda
Express cooks.

The chicken, once tender and
moist, metamorphosized into

stiff, uncooked pieces of bone (I

don't know how they pulled that

off).

I continued to give the

Bombshelter a chance and occa-
sionally the food returned to its

initial taste, but eventually some-
thing new would go wrong, like

the rice or the vegetables.

At times the rice was uncooked
and when you tried to chew, it felt

(The chicken and veg-

etable rice bowl), along

with others, in fact,

stands as the ultimate

challenge students must

survive and endure in

order to someday fulfill

their dreams in the sci-

ence world.

.as if your teeth were falling off.

Furthermore, they would often
serve gargantuan-sized broccoli

or whole cauliflowers that were
unmanageable and fnistrating to
chew and swallow.

FinalJy, I asked myself what
the place was trying to achieve by
serving unbearable food.

Obviously, the Bombshelter
had an ultenor nK)tivc.

See LASMKAm, page 15
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OW
From page 12

26 protesters, hands and arms of
different sizes and colors, all

joined in unity.

Perhaps he did not feel the

strength of the new friendships

formed from shared experiences.

Perhaps I'm not as emotionally
strong as Yang, but I was moved
to tears.

People like Yarig fail to see

beyond their individual needs.

While Yang was focusing on
"kissing butt with (his) speech
professor to get a letter of recom-
mendation," participants in the

demonstration were expressing

their concerns about a state

which passed a racist, unconstitu-

tional proposition that will harm
the state itself, if not the nation.

Perhaps when Yang hits the

glass ceiling in the work worid or
is beaten like Vincent Chin under
the assumption that he is a "job
stealer" or like Rodney King
under the assumption that he is a
dangerous criminal, he will begin
to comprehend the racist power
of the "Voice of the People" and
to understand the message he
Tnissed on Thursday.

Ow is a first-year graduate stu-

dent in Asian American studies.

RiOS
From page 13

How do you do it?" I asked.

"Well," she said waving her

hands high in the air, "first you
take some bread and tear it all

up." This was great. I had never
torn up bread before.

'Then you build a castle or a

robot or an airplane in your bowl.
Then you pour in the milk, pour
on the sugar. Voila! There it is -

bread cereal!"

I was too excited about invent-

ing breakfast to realize there was

LASHKARI

nothing else to eat. And Mom
was right, it was the best break-

fast I've ever had.

I guess I am thankful and
lucky - thankful and lucky to be
alive. Imagine that - I'm still

alive at UCLA.

Carpenter-Rios is a graduate
student in Near Eastern lan-

guages and cultures. His column
appears regularly on alternate

Thursdays.
'

. '

From page 14

Then it hit me - the food is

designed to turn science students

into humanities students and
change their course of life.

As ridiculous as it may sound.
ask any student who has changed
from science to humanities.

The biggest changes observed
in their day-to-day lives, they will

respond, are their eating habits.

As for me, I'm still a science

student, but I circumvent the haz=
ards of Bombshelter food by not

eating the rice bowl and

indulging in exquisitely made,
tasteless, turkey and ham sand-

wiches.

More importantly, I don't pay
for my lunches anymore because
I use the free meal coupons given
to me by my brother who works
in the medical center.

So, ha ha ha, Bombshelter!

Lashkari is a junior double-

nfiajorin^ in microbiology and
molecular genetics and art histo-

ry-
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Up

wall
While the nuclear family laughed along

with Ozzie and Harriet, thousands fought

and died to make the words of civil rights

legislation a reality. With the new exhibit,

-^'Appeal to this Age: Photographs of the"

Civil Rights Movement, 1954^1968" the

Museum of Tolerance brings this struggle

to life in a way no history book can.

By Nisha Gopalan "Appeal to This Age: Photographs of the Civil Rights Movement, 1954-1968" Includes "Demonstrators attacked by fire-hoses, Birmingham, May, 1963.'
OCharles Moore

People associate the 1950s and 1960s with images of the

American ideal depicted by the media in the form of
"Leave It To Beaver" and "Father Knows Best."

But many photographs of that time fiercely challenge sugar-

coated notions of America by revealing the racial prejudice of
the times, capturing the violent images of racism and the fight

against it.

The Simon Wiesenthal Center's Museum of Tolerance cur-

rently features over 75 black and white prints in an exhibit enti-

tled. "Appeal To This Age: Photographs of the Civil Rights
Movement 1954-1968."

During the same time that Beaver Cleaver grew up on nation-

al television, the Supreme Court ended the legal segregation of
schools with Brown vs. the Board of Education of Topeka.
Although legally African Americans' civil rights appeared pro-

gressive, little actually changed, and the civil rights movement
and its leaders fought fervently to make progress.

The exhibit features photographs of several civil rights lead-

ers such as Martin Luther King Jr., Ella Baker (leader of the

Mississippi Freedom Democratic Party), Stokeley Carmichael
(whose speeches popularized the "black power" slogan), Fannie
Lou Hamer ulso leader of the Mississippi Freedom Democratic
Party). Rosa Parks and Malcolm X.

Unlike history books, "Appeal to This Age" does not just rep-

resent these leaders two-dimei^sionally. Instead, it puts into per-

spective the relationship between these individuals' efforts and
the movement as a whole. Together, the exhibit provides a his-

toric, social and artistic insight that captioned photographs and
short paragraphs in textbooks cannot convey.

A history book calls for a "cognitive respon.se, an eyebrow-
raising (experience)." says Gerald Margolis, director of the

Museum of Tolerance. This exhibit, however, evokes an "affec-

tive response, from the heart."

At the same time, "this exhibit tries to communicate the

humanity involved (with the movement)," Margolis adds.

Humanity, indeed, appears to be the major concern for every

photographer in the exhibit The subjects of the photographs are

real. A moving story accompanies every photograph.

In Benedict Fernandez's photograph of "Martin Luther
King's Children Viewing His Body Lying in State, Atlanta,

April 6, 1968," a wide-eyed and open-mouthed young Berenice

King looks into the coffin at her assassinated father. The sight of
this ^nnocent child awakening to the reality around her makes
the viewer's mouth fall open too.

Photos of a similar vein bring to life the ordinary people who
fought for the same cause as the civil rights heroes. These pho-
tos capture images of other crucial movements within the civil

rights movement, like the religious devotion and civil actions of
African-American Muslims, civil rights marches and the

endurance against white resistance to racial integration.

The photographs leave the viewer in awe of the vast number
of people involved in the movement. A photo of the 1963 march
on Washington, D.C. shows the large rectangular lawn before

the Washington Monument densely covered with civil rights

activists. Whether by irony or intention, the activists face the

memorial to Abraham Lincoln, slavery's great emancipator. Yet
the viewer cannot help but sense a tinge of sarcasm, for

although the Emancipation Proclamation abolished slavery 100
years before, it did nothing to end racism.

Other photographs reveal the brutal treatment of (often nonvi-

olent) protesters by depicting firemen blasting demonstrators
with water and police unleashing dogs to attack demonstrators.

In one particularly disturbing photograph, a law officer -

wearing a suit and tie. with his hair slicked back and a cigarette

in his teeth - demonstrates his "billy club swing," to the amuse-
ment of other white men who observe and imitate him.

W. Eugene Smith's photograph features a Ku Klux Klan
meeting, "photographed by the light of the flaming cross." The
destruction of a Christiaajpross in flames, although meant to

symbolize the Klan's faith, seems instead to signify the

Klansmen's perversion of Christianity. A glance at the

Klansmen in their robes, like ghosts who haunt America with

memories of lynchings, sends chills up one's spine.

See CIVIL, page 20

OOedan Haun

'Demonstrating for Black Equality in the U.S., Circa 1960." 'IMartin Luther King Arrested, (Montgomery, 1958.'
OChartes Moore

Soap's 'black sheep'
grazes new pastures
Kanan brings out

passion, insecurity

in soap opera role

By Jessie Yoo ,

Sean Kanan describes A.J.

Quartermaine, one of the main
characters on ABC's daytime
drama "General Hospital," as a

"white collar black sheep."

"He's a recovering alcoholic

and a rebel who comes from a

wealthy family," explains Kanan.
He can't explain what's hap-

pening with his character nowa-
days, though. "With such a large

cast, you're not always in the

prime storyline." ^—

"He's been through a lot,

though - his mother's breast can-

cer, a murder trial," Kanan says,

"But he's a pretty decent guy.

He's a very reactive character;

very shrewd, smart, ambitious,

and passionate, but he's also inse-

cure. It's his insecurities that

come out every now and then that

allow us to like him. He's also

very devious but he cares about

people; he's an unlikely likeable

character."

In comparison to his character,

Kanan says, "I'm also passionate

and insecure. Everybody has inse-

curTlles. That^s what draws peo-

pler^

Although he's been a part of
"General Hospital" for only two
years, he's not new to acting.

Debuting as Ralph Macchio's
nemesis on The Karate Kid III, he

dabbled in various television work
until "General Hospital."

Kanan enjoys playing villains,

because "there's nothing that the

audience won't let you get away
with. People like looking for

Sean Kanan

someone with a Simon Legere
mustache."

His acting success is connected

with his personal philosophy - "I

will do whatever it takes to 'win' a

scene," Kanan says. "I mean, I

will do pretty much whatever it

takes to win my beat. It's not a-

ncgalive thing. I may rehearse

WTth the other actor one way, but

when we're up on stage, I may do
it another way."

While Kanan may not be aware

of what's happening with his char-

acter on "General Hospiial,"^Tr

"leaves him time to work on other"

projects, including an anti-capital

punishment film entitled Oasis

Cafe.

The plot centers around a young
writer who enters "a Twilight

Zone limbo." Concerning the poli-

tics of the film, Kanan says, "It's

not an anti-capital punishment
film, but it's very skewed towards

See KANAN, page 20

P'eview

HOT TICKET!: Marsha,
Marsha, Marsha! From "Ow
my nose" to "It's A Sunshine
Day" Maureen McCormick has

reigned as '70s sitcom queen.

Our favorite Brady fame will

speak at Ackerman Grand
Ballroom on Wednesday, Nov.

30 at noon.

FILM: Rouge (RED), sneak

preview at Melnitz on
Wednesday, Nov. 30 at 7:30
p.m. You've seen Blue, you've

seen White, now witness the

celebrated conclusion of
Krzysztof Kieslowski's Tres

Colours Trilogy. For info call

825-2345.

MORE FILMSays Barrett

Schaefer of Campus Events:

"In honor of Worid AIDS day
on the first, we'll be showing
Natural Born Killers and
Kalifornia." Bizarre quotes
aside, the films will screen at

the following times: Natural
Born Killers (Thursday, Dec. I

at 7 p.m., Friday, Dec. 2 at 9:30

p.m.) and Kalifornia

(Thursday, Dec. 1 at 9:30 p.m.,

Friday, Dec. 2 at 7 p.m.) at

Ackerman Grand Ballroom.

EVEN MORE FILM:
Campus Events will sneak pre-

view Trapped in Paradise on
Wednesday. Nov. 30 at 8 p.m.

Tickets to this Dana Carvey,

Nick Cage, and Jon Lovitz
criminal opus will be at the

CTO.

MUZAK: The indie rock

stylings of Dink will fill

Westwood Plaza Wednesday at

noon. The concert will be spon-

sored by Campus Events and
KLA. Very free.

Brad Pitt in Kalifornia.
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Brandy Brandy (Atlantic) It's

safe lo say that 15-year-old
Brandy Norwood is a mini-diva.

Her voice is sweet, easy and nat-

ural, cute and innocent. Brandy's

current hit "I Wanna Be Down"
shows off a surprising vocal tal-

ent unusual for a lOth-grader.

The lyrics remind us of the inno-

cence and purity of young love,

while the music sootties and
relaxes like a cool beverage for

the soul.

Strong vocals and easy beats

Jnflect this track as well as the

midtempo "Sunny Day." "I'm
Yours," on the other hand, is a

tender ballad that exhibits the

sweetness and tenderness of
romance and infatuation.

Unfortunately for this ingenue,

however, too many throwaway
tracks muddy up the good stuff.

Half the tracks tend to be uninter-

esting, poorly written and
unmelodic, leaving a listener

with an ill-coordinated, inconsis-

tent body of work.

She's young, though. She has

the talent to make it up before

she graduates high school. R.P.

C+

ZuZu*s Petals The Music of
Your Life (Twin Tone) One
doesn't have to listen to ZuZu's
Petals' album "The Music of
Your Life" to realize that they are

not poets. The song, "Do Not,"

for instance, presents a list of

(surprise) "do nots." A particular-

ly stupid example is, "Do not

make me look at that Hoover

Dam because I've already seen

it." In the song "Happy," the

vocalist repeatedly sings, "I think

I'm happy inside." Maybe
Shonen Knife can get away with

it, but clearly ZuZu's Petals can-

not.

Lyrics aside, songs like

"Remember Shy" reveal the

band's unsuccessful use of har-

monies to camouflage weak
vocals and melodies.
Furthermore, they rely heavily on
guitars and do little in pursuit of

musical innovations.

Nevertheless, the Pretenders-

esque "Feel Like Going Home"
and songs like "Slacks" and
"Love Bullet" develop a quasi-

groove that, after three or four

listenings, becomes catchy. Then
there is "Chatty Cathy," a song

that convinces the listener, after

.

10 or 20 seconds, that the band

must have just purchased a guitar

petal that they were dying to use.

The song, however, creates a

bluesy feel that ultimately makes
it quite an infectious song. While

ZuZu Petal's songs are hardly

brilliant, certain ones do resonate

in the listener's head. But then

again, so does Skynrd's
"Freebird." N.G. B-

hHead, Fireman (I.R.S.)

These guys sound like Mother
Love Bone or Soundgarden
might have before they got their

shit together. In other words,

there's not a lot of tremendously

original or memorable material

here, but there's potential.

They've^ot passion and a rugged

finish to their songs, as well as

some pretty good base lines.

However, the singer's voice can

be weak, and the guitarist goes a

bit nuts with the "fuzzy button."

Many of the songs effortlessly

shift from quiet acoustic guitar to

aggressive riffs and back again,

making them intimate and pow-
erful at the same time. They can

get repetitive though, as nothing

remarkable jumps out at you that

separates one song from another.

Some of the bizarre lyrics are

worth a listen, such as the title

track, about a man who sets a

woman's home on fire, then res-

cues her to win her love. They're

not going to reveal the meaning
of life, but they're more interest-

ing than the usual egotistical fluff

or string of expletives that

accompany many hard rock
albums. K.F. B-

The Undertones The Very
Best Of The Undertones
(Rykodisc) Here a long-lost

punk band gets the anthology
that they deserve. Like their

Manchester counterparts the

Buzzcocks, this band sings about

the travails of late adolescence:

"Here Comes The Summer,"
"Giris Don't Like It," "Ufs Talk

About Girls." "The Way Girls

Talk," "Mars Bars," "More
Songs About Chocolate And
Girls." etc. Unlike the

Buzzcocks, however, the

Undertone's formula isn't always

surefire - neither the vocal* nor

the riffs or the melodies are as

catchy as anything on the

Buzzcocks' Operators's Manual,

and lead singer Feargal Sharkey

lacks Pete Shelley's charisma.

And when the band forsakes both

th^ir adolescence and their punk
leanings for "the Positive

Touch," it is to weep. Still, for

anyone who craves "Teenage
Kicks," this is highly recom-
mended. Inspirational verse: "Sit

down, relax, and cancel all other

engagements / It's never too late

too enjoy dumb entertainment."

MX. A-

Reviews by Michael Tatum,

Kristin Fiore, Nisha Gopalan
and Rex Polkinghorne.

tmm'm^iiiim'm

Liz Phair

Soundtrack
Madonna
Nirvana

Soundtrack

Page & Plant

Megadeth
Blondie

Eagles

Big Audio

Oionne Warwick

Whip-Smart A
I Like It Like That A
Bedtime Stories A-

MTV Unplugged ,
B+

Pulp Fiction B+
No Quarter 0+
Youthanasia i
The Platinum Connectk)n B-

Hell Freezes Over D
Higher Power D
Aquareta Do Brasil F
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d) NcwtX

OOP-^

-w

"TT

T?T

~W

1?

CBS N«ws

NtwsX

DoogI*
HOWMf
Sdtnc*
Guy

Family
Matter* X
Ciao ttalia

(In Stereo)

NvwtX

Maury Povlch Rise <n

populanty of heroin iK

NFL Football San Francisco 49ers at New Orleans Saints From ttie Louisiana

Superdome (In Stereo Uve) Bi

V.R.

Trooparaa
Wondw
YaaraX

RIckl Laka Update on past

guests

Primer Impacto

Black Sheep Squadron
The Fastest Gun"

NtwtSl

Full Houae
In Stereo)

Buairwaa
Report

?2!3"^

NBC Nillightly

Family
MattaraX

Hard Copy
X
Extra: Ent
Magarina

Fraah
Princa

MacNall/Lehrer
NawatwurX

Ent TonIgM

Pricala

Right

Coach (In

Stereo) X
Ufa and
TImaaX

Nanny "The

Stnke X
Fraah
Prtnca

Dava'a
World X
Bloaaom
Oh Baby"

Murphy
Brown X
Folkminq
ndowreoi!

Love & War
(In Stereo)

Northern Expoaur* "Sons

of the Tundra " (In Stereo)

*** "Spfas/i" (1964) Tom Hanks A disenchanted

businessman staiggles to prrtect a mermaid .

Future IThlnii"
'

"
'
~

QuaatX

Her Heart" (1994, Drama) AnnMargret A
iscovers hersell on a joumey to Nashville. X

Thinit Twica
(In Stereo)

Inalda

Edition X
Currant
AffairX
Roaaann*
(In Stereo)

Notlclaa

American
Journal X
Copa "Cops
in Nashville

"

Coaby
ShowX
Panda TV
Magazine

Notidero
Unlvlaion

Wild, Wild Weat Night of

the Bars of Heir"

Top Cope
(In Stereo)

Married..

With

Star Trek: The Next
Generation Masks X

Ruah"
Umbaugh
Simpaona
n Stereo)

New*

Volver a Empazar

BASIC CABLE STATIONS

24

26

30

19

63

25

38

60

54

27

12

33

57

fni
American Revolution: The American Spirit Defeat of

Hessian marcenanes. Battle ot Saratoga.

tWk

m^
@2I

i»H«i

^29

BHI

H31

nra

C!H!i

14

23

(45

PSl

(4 00) **V, "A Farewell lo Arms" (1 957.

Drama) Rock Hudson. Jennifer Jones

Bonanza "The Hopefuls'

Lovajoy Myatarlea A
tussle over Berber rug

Melroae Place (In Stereo)

X
Baywatch "I Spike" (In

Stereo) K
NewaWhenlMiaa

You

Agujataa da Color de
Roaa

Paid
Program

Paid
Program

Fradaricfc Dougit
Wrote HtotoryX

Newa (In Stereo) X

laaa: When the Uon

Live WHh Todd Donoho

Party o( Five "Games
People Play " (In Stereo) X
Star Trek: Deep Space
Nina "FasctnatKxi" X
American Seoul

Marimar

Gunamoke "Tycoon"'

Coach "Out

of Control"

NewaX

NewraX

CheeraX

Look Who'a Laughing
Profiles six comics. X
Coachi
Stereo)

TV Realty

LaatCall(ln
Stereo) X
Japan Newa

NewaX

Lata Show (In Stereo) X

Tonight Show On Stereo)

X
Murphy |Ntwa (R) (In Stereo) X
BrownX
Charlie

Roaa

NightlineX

Jerry Springer

CopaX

Roaaanna
(In Stereo)

Magazine

Crladna: Edidon
Eapaclal

Hill Street Bluea "Chipped

Beef

Nottdaa

Paid
Pro

Currant
Affair X
Pramler
StotyX

Program

Notidero
Unlvlaion

Paid
Pre

Under Suapidon "Riot"

(R) (In Stereo) (Raft 1 of 2\

Urte Night On Stereo)

Life and
Tlinaa(Ft)X

Utarary
ViaionaX

Twilight

ZonaWW

sxr
Later

Stereo!t
PSd
Program

**'/: "A Butvry's Tate" (1985) Wrstie Alley A writer

poses as a Playboy Bunny to research an artk:le

Ruah
Umbaugh
M*A*S^X

Nawz'Air
Afat."

Paid
Program

op'
.

(In Stereo)

Paid
Program

Jon Stewart In Stereo)

Program

PaM
Program

Paid
Pro^yram

Piid"
Program

Pid
Program

"Bugle-

Afteroon"

Paid
Program

Piid
Program

'Menf/ras'" (1987, Drama) Lupita Dalessio Unaarlista

tiene que arrontar las calumnias de sus enemigos.

Paid
Program

Paid
Pro

Hot Seat Dowmay

Law A Order "Virus"

*** "Three Days of the Condor" (1975) An assassin

hunts a CIA researcher who knows too much R"

** "The Songol Berryadette" {'\^Ai, Biography) Jennifer Jones, Charles

Bickfofd, William fcythe A young peasant experiences a miracle near Lourdes

American Ravdution: The American Spirit Defeat of

Hessian mercenaries; Battle of Saratoga (R)

Primenewa X

Saturday Night Live

Event of the Day

Larry King Live X

Theater
Stend-Up,
Stand-Up

Twin Peaka

World Newa

Whoaa
Una?

SoapX

Natural World Land of

Dragons
"

(R)

Howard
Stem(R)

Bloopera-
Jokea

(4 30) NFL Prime Monday

Maximum
Drive

Thal'a My
Dog

(4 00) '/, "Goddess ol

Love (1986) Vanna White

Real World
(In Stereo)

Clarisaa

Explalna

Moat
Wanted

Clarlaaa

Explalna

Marcua Wtlby, M.D.

029

il!^

12^

WhHatall Country (R)

Talk Soup Newa Dally

Brain: Our Univerae
WMhln "Evolulion"" (R)

Lata Night WHh David
Latterman

CFL FootlMll Grey Cup - BattiiTXxe or Winnipeg Blue

Bombers vs BC. Lions or Calgary Stampeders

RIn Tin Tin

K-gCopX
Supermi
ketSw»Sweep

NewLaaale
In Stereo)(InSte

Shop Til

You Drop

MuaicVldeoa (In Stereo)

Salute Your
Shorte(R)

Love Boat

Rugratajl
Stweo) A

In

Evening
Shade X
Deaigning
Women X
Yol On
Stereo)

Doug

Evening
ShadeX
Deaigning
Women X
Alternativa

Nation

Looney
Tunea

Ironside Poole's

Paradise"

4 30) Stanley Cup Playoffs Championship Finals Game 5
es Kings at Montreal Canadiens From June 9, 1993

Los

* "Mommie Dearest (1981, Drama) Faye Dunaway. Steve Forrest,

Diana Scanwd A daughter's view of screen-star Joan Crawfords life

Knight Rider A man
threatens to bomb a city

^iiair
FIghtera

TinQr
Turilea

Wings (In

Stereo) X
"You Or)ly Live Twice (1967, Adventure) Sean Connery, Akiko

Wakatayashi James Bond pursues missing space capsulesW^ That Girl Mod Squad NawaX

Inalde

Skiing

South Bank Show "William Golding " A
profile of the fMM Prize-winning author

Spoita
Torilght

Monty
Pyttwn

Moneyllne

15L
Abaokjtely
FabulouaX

Event of ttw Day

Nawanlght

Whose
Una?

Lovejoy Myateriea
""Frien<te in High Races"

**Vj "A Farewell to Aims" (\^7 , Drama) Rock Hudson. Jennifer

Jones An Amencan soldier falls in love with his English nurse

** "Three Days ol the Corxtor" (1975) An assassin

hunts a CIA researcher who knows too much. 'R'

Showbiz
Today (R)

Lor>don
Und.

Natural World
Dragons " (R)

LarxJof

Howard
Stern

Rug Rage
(R)

CandM
Camera

Whltetail Country (R)

Sportacantaf

Talk Soup

151

Waltona "The Innocents'

Unadvad Myateriea (In

Stereo)

Prime Time (In Stereo)

Newa Daily

a
Upaoaa

Reacua 911 (In Stereo) X

Calling Ail

Sports

Pdltlcdiy
Incorrect

Sporta
Latanlght

Kldakithe
Hall

Public Pdlcy Conferenc*

Ljw & Order "Virus' •** 'The Courtneys of

Curzon Srreef"(1947)

Larry King Uve (R) X

South Bank Show Author

Marguerite Duras, (R)

**** "The Sorig ol Bernadette" (1943, Biography) A
young peasant experiences a miracle near Lourdes

A-Uat (R) X SoapX

Croaaflra

i3_
Whose
Une?

South Bank Show "William Golding" A
profile of the Nobel Prize-winning author

Overnight

Pdltli

ir)oom
cally

Tact

Brain: Our Unhreraa
Within "Evoiutkxi'; (R)

Qoaaip (R)

Powartwat
Radng
700 Club

^aahlonFHa

Raang

A Cry tor Help: The Tracey

voman sues the police afterpoli(

TRumJafTStory'Ti^rS"
her husband attacks her

I Dream of

Jeannie
Bewitched

It Takea a Thief "It Takes
One to Know One

"

I Love Lucy [Mary Tyler
Moore;

Marcua Welby, M.D. The
Wednesday Game

"

Tennis: Kremlin Cup - Final From Moscow

*** The Thomas Crown Affair" (1968, Adventure) Steve McQueen
A self-made millionaire masterminds the perfect bank heist

Wlnga(1n
Stereo) X

Murder, She Wrote
"Wheel of Death X

WWF: Monday Night Raw

***'/3 "From Russia With Lowe"(1963. Adventure) Sean Connery
James Bond races the Russians to kxate a top seqet dwfee

Top Copa
(In Stereo)

V3fisr Fuglthre

To Be Announced (In

Stereo)

Tjsr TmT

Next Step

151

Stam(R)

Auto
Radng

ond

Cmdid
Camera

Sportacen-~
ter

Father Oowlirtg MyaterlM
In Stereo) X(In Stereo) X
Unaolyaa Myateriea
Stereo)

w
Beavlaand
Butt-head

Bob
Newhart

Beavlaand
Butt-head

Dick Van
Dyke

** "The Demz-Paradtoe" (1943) Sir Laurence Olivier

England is seen by a foreigner wfio falls m love

Press Box NBA Action
(R)

Pild
Program

Paid
Pri

s
mloae

Black
Stallion

Unaolvad
tiy>t>n#s

raa
—

Program

Paid
Progr

Overnight

Benny Hilt

Showbiz
Today (R)

Public Policy Conference

raa
—

Program

Fiid
Pri

College Football
Miami (R) X

Progra

Paid
Program

ton College at

Big Brother
jJmX

Paid
Program

Thirtyaomething Life

aass^'X

Altamative Nation (In

Stereo)

Get Smart
(Parti of 2)

Dragnet

Brolhera
Grunt

A.

Hitchcock

Piid
Program

Pal«
Program

Dreamtime
In Stereo)

jperman

Shop at Home

Baaabril: Arizona Fall League - Mesa at Sun Cities

*** 'The Prize" (1963, Comedy-Drama) Paul Newman, Edward G Robinson, Eike

Sommer A Nobel Prize winner plots to kidnap a feHow winner

Silk Staikinga (In Stereo)

X
lUAitgadn
Stereo) X

WlndTThe"

National Geographic Explorer BxcxNttion of the k>st

empire of Tiwanafcu, brutality d the South Pole winters

!S
lAiex"

bruttyity

H

T^aa
—

Program
raa
—

Program

Quantum Leap (In Stereo)'

X
World of Audubon "Tenth

Home Shopping Spree

IS

—

Alamltoa

**% "Rirw ol Fire" i^96^

.

Adventure) David Janssen.

Boaom
Buddlea

Hdlywood
Inalder (R)

Anniversary" (R) X

PREMIUfVI CABLE STATIONS

99

31^

20

17

CO

14 30) * "ThurKferand

"(1977) "PG"

la Incorp.

ITj PG'

Mouse Club

i4 00)**'^ "Lean pn Me"
9) Morgan Freeman

* "Take This Job and Shove It" {^98^) Robert Hays
Blue-cdlar workers stand up to brewery bosses PG
CHiRir
Brown

Ufestorlea:

Famlfaa
4 30) * 'j "Gentlemen h/larry

3runettes" (1955, Musical) Jane Russell

(4^00)
Street Ka

'

Torfcelaona

X
SinbadX Ocean GIri

X
"Spml of the fagte " (1991) A frontier map
maker trails his young son s kidnapper

Vj "Surl Ninjas (1 963) T*»o surfers

discover they are long-wet princes PG
***'/, "Jezebel" (1938. Drama) Bette Davis, Harvy

' " "" ^ laaloua rivr"Fonda A Southern beHe provokes a ja vdrv

* '/i "Coneheads "
(1 993) The story of

Saturday Night Live s ' stranded aliens

Avonlea Thursday's '

'"

Child" (In Stereo)

I*** '7

Iracaiil

wSmnTi

Nowhere lo Run" (1993) A fugitiveh^
I wklow fight a corrupt land-grabber R'

77>e Rerrains ol the Day" (1993, Drama)A butler

hki Ma at an English tord'aeatate. 'PG' X
*** "Gantfeman'f A0raem0nf'(1(M7, Drama) A
reporter posea aa a Jew fw an article on antiSemitiam

V.l »Var»/»wsto"(1991) A chiW hires a

detective to find her father's murderer R

**'/! "Laws orflrawfy" (1992, Drama)

Peter Greene. Edie Faico "R"

Talaa From
the Crypt X

Coamic
Slop "Tang"

Ti^W^7i3dKrSTvi3yV3im'ly^
Comedy) Anieiica Huston 'PQ-13" X

"Poinf of/mpecf"(1993, Drama) Michael Pare A cop is U* "Body of

set up and wrongly blafnedfcy his partners death NR" \lnfluwKe"
-'"'-"" "-""' Gordon MacRae. A '

~

his family X
*** "Carouse/" (1956, ^^sica^(J

camy reeorta to theft to provkle tor

Comedy) Anjeltca

'Saw* A4e" (1983) Harry Hamlin A mans
torrid tovaawair puts his Nte in

'

jeopard)

lin. Oarit**'/i -1Maice''(lMd. Suapane^ Aiac BaMwin.
secrets surface after a woman's emergency surgery

^
'R'

Inalde Vldorta'a Secret

(5)

Hardcore
TV(R)X

dSiicRed Shoe
OlarieaX

*Vt "Nemesis" n993) Humans batSe

cytxxgs lor the future of rrankind "R"

Real Sex 10 (R) (In

Stereo) X

***Vj "Anna and the King

o<S«am"(1946, Drama)

Love Street

"Oanaerous
Ljaiaorw"'R'

TPT^Hlghlanderm
Christopher Lamtwrl R'

"NeedM Thbige'' (19^0 The devil opens
a curio shop in a small Malrw town. R'X
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Survey reveals 'L.A/s the place' for vampires
Bloodsuckers don't

fit image presented

ia films, literature

By Peter Larsen
Los Angeles Daily News

Sink your teeth into this tasty

-morsel of news: For the 10th year
running. Los Angeles is the
Vampire Capital of the World.

So sayeth Stephen Kaplan, direc-

tor of the Vampire Research Center
in Elmhurst, N.Y.. the self-pro-

claimed "father of vampirology."

'*You probably have so many out

there because there are a lot of
beautiful people, a lot of rich peo-

ple' and a lot of energy," Kaplan
said matter-of-factly. **TTiey tend to

like all that."

And, really, who can blame
them?

In Kaplan's 1994 census of vam-
pires, he found 36 in L.A. - not an
especially high number, but then

his survey excluded lawyers, rock

musicians and sundry other blood-

suckers-about-town.

These neckbiters are the "real"

vampires, Kaplan claims.

"For every 300 people who
claim to be a vampire, only one is

real," he said. "They are in real

estate, they are in medicine as doo»

tors, and in the entertainment busi-

ness."

And none, according to years of

research, fit the image of vampires

made popular over the years
through film and literature, Kaplan
said.

Hide from the sun else be incin-

erated by its light and heat?

'They can come out in the day-

time " Kaplan said. "They just need

to wear a sunblock of 15 or higher,

which blocks the rays."

Sleep in a dirt-filled coffin?

"Anyone who sleeps in a coffin

probably just doesn't have a good
apartment," he said.

Spread death and destruction

throughout tormented towns, a

threat to all God-fearing men,
women, children and pets?

"There are a few psychopathic,

crazy vampires and they give the

other 95 percent a bad name,"
Kaplan said. "You don't have to kill

people for blood if you can pay
them off or seduce them. It's very

ludicrous to kill."

On Interview With the Vampire,

the current box-office hit based on
the Anne Rice novel, it is not hard

to guess into which critical camp
Kaplan falls.

"This movie stinks," he said.

"One, it's boring. Two, blood alone

is not enough. They should have
character. Three, very rarely are

vampires bisexual, although there

are gay vampires."

Of course, not everyone believes

that vampires exist.

"ff there were such thing as a real

1
Though experts say that blood alone isn't enough, Tom Cruise, left, and Brad Pitt seem to do just fine In

Interview With the Vampire.

Count Dracula-type vampire, I'd be

interested in seeing them," said

Barry Karr, of the Committee for

the Scientific Investigation of
Claims of the Paranormal, a group
that works to debunk claims of the

supernatural. "But I'd want to meet
them in the daytime.

"If you're talking Bela Lugosi,

Christopher Lee, been around for

300 years and the sunlight disinte-

grates them and thCy live in coffins,

I'd say no, they don't exist," Kan-
said. "They're folklore, they're

fairy tales.

"Now if you asked me if there

are people who believe they are

vampires, I'd say sure," Karr said.

"The undead? I haven't seen one.

But I lend to stay in at night."

Paul Barber, a folklorist at

UCLA, Fowler Museum of
Cultural History, also does not

believe in vampires - but he under-

stands why people do.

See VAMPIRES, page 21
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CIVIL
From page 17

Gordon Parks' "Emerging Man"
hints at the brutal treatment of
many African Americans during
this time - as herded animals
rather than humans. An African-

American man peeps out of a

sewer as if he were some under-

ground creature. The viewer sees

only his head from his upper lip up
and his hands supporting the sewer

plate over his head. The caption

reveals that the photograph pays
homage to Ralph Ellison's novel,

"Invisible Man."
"I am invisible, understand,

simply because people refuse to

see me," Ellison writes.

Richard Avedon's portrait of
William Casby does just the oppo-

site. While the majority of the

exhibit fixes the viewer's attention

on images of the struggle for

racial equality, an extreme close-

("Appeal to This Age")

provides a historic,

social and artistic

insight that captioned

photographs and

short paragraphs in

textbooks cannot

convey.

up of Casby prevents the viewer
from seeing anything but the stub-

bly-faced old African-American

man with big, floppy ears a

grouchy expression and sad.

glazed eyes. Below the photograph

reads: "William Casby, bom into

slavery, Algiers, La., March 24,
1%3."

The photograph and its caption

seem to imply that while Casby
might have lived to see the end of

slavery, he will not live to experi-

ence the end of racism.

Perhaps the exhibit's greatest

tragedy is that the viewer may not

live to see the end of racism, either.

EXHIBIT: "Appeal to this Age:
Photographs of the Civil Rights
Movement, 1954-1968" running
now through Dec. 30 at the
Museum of Tolerance, 9786 W.
Pico Blvd. For more Info and
advance tickets call (310) 55^^
8403.

KANAN
From page 17

the anti-capital punishment view-

point; it doesn't make an actual

definitive statement."

This film mirrors his own polit-

ical viewpoint. "I was very pro-

death penalty initially, but I later

researched the subject and
learned that the death penalty is

not a psychological deterrent
against crime and the appeals
process for it is much more
expensive than actual incarcera-

tion for life," Kanan says.

"What we're left with is - if

it's illogical to do this, then why
is it being done? The answer that

I can come up with is that it's

society's way of acting revenge
upon its crirpinals - that justice is

predicated through revenge."

ThfiLshort film, which he wrote,

produced and stars in, will be
exhibited in festivals across the

country.

Kanan is also involved in

stand-up comedy, a passion he
started at a young age. "I did it

when I was IS to get in and get

drinks," he says. "The difference

with comedy is that you're up
there by yourself- sink or swim."

He's currently continuing his

comedic career in a variety of
clubs, including the Funny Bone,
the Ice House, Dangerfield's, and
Catch a Rising Star.

With so many projects, Kanan
doesn't think that he will be in

soaps for long. He does, however,

credit soaps with giving him an
"ongoing, wonderful opportunity

to be seen on TV."

"I HATE HIDDEN COSTS!"
- DR. ROSS J. SOMERS, OPTOMETRIST, (UCLA Alumni)

"That*« wtiy sO of my contact
lens packages are complete.
You won't be surprised by
unexpected fees when you
allow us to CARE for you"

CONTACT LENSES
(Includes)

• Complete eye exam
• Care kit

• Computerized contact lens fitting

• 6 months follow-up care

Service agreement (like insurance)

Vision plans & Medi-cal welcome/Appointments made 24 hours a day!

COMPUnfE CAR K 3 1 9-9999
1531 WilsNre Blvd. Santa Monica

(corner o\ 16tti Street, r>ext to Crown Books)

axxxx
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SAVE 50%

On Self-Service Computer Rental
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(Print oi^t not InckKtadI MWnum rental one hour One coupon pw person Csmot

be combined w*h other otters. Present coupon with payment. Coupon good
throui/) Deoamber 24. 1994.
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WESTWOOD
923 Westwood Blvd.* Los Angeles. CA 90024

(310) 824-5276 • FAX: (310) 824-5543

WEST LA,
11988 Wilshire Blvd. • Los Angeles, CA 90025

(310) 207-5952 • FAX: (310) 820-0079

Opo/fian/

Are you a spectacular Senior?

Let the whole campus knoW!

This is the LAST WEEK to

apply to be a "Senior Spotlighf

in UCLA's official yearbook. Pick

up applications at the Daily
"

Bruin Classified Desk or at our^^
offices at Kerckhoff 21 2K, and

submit them by Friday, Dec. 2nd.

If you have any questions,

please call 825-2640.

BRUIN LIFE

€''

.r%v .

A romance that was
doomed...

from the beginning. And destined. tolastjh,revet.

michael geena

KEATON DAVIS

SPEECHLESS
A new romantic comedy from MGM.

Opens December 16
at theatres everywhere.
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VAMPIRES
From page 19

Barber has researched accounts

from past centuries of those who
said they had dug up graves and
found vampires within. After taking

those accounts to modern-day med-
ical examiners; he believes he had
discovered why many people
believed.

"They would dig up the corpse

of the first person to die in their vil-

lage to see if it was responsible for

other deaths," Barber said. "They

would see it had blood on its lips

and was bigger than it had been,

and they would assume it was full

of the blood of its victims.

"But corpses bloat after death
and the pressure of bloating forces

blood from the lungs through the

mouth and nose," Barber said.

"To kill the vampires, they
would drive a stake into the body,

and some eyewitnesses said that

when they did so, the body came to

life and cried out

"Every medical examiner I

talked to said the body would cry

out - because of the gases being

forced past the glottis," he said.

"So what I found, was that in

these eyewitness accounts, they

were giving clinically accurate
information, but drawing conclu-

sions that are just horribly wrong,"
Barber said. -^

Kaplan, however, insists that

through years of study - interviews

with the vampires, so to speak - he

has learned how to tell the real fang

from the dilettante Draculas.

According to Kaplan, the real

vampire has a genetic condition that

creates a physical need to drink
blood. Outwardly, however, they

look like you and me.

"A real vampire is an individual

who must drink blood, not a psy-

chological need, but a real physical

need," he said.

Vampires do not have long teeth

and cannot create new vampires
through their bites, Kaplan said.

They look like ordinary people,
although many are strikingly beau-

tiful and charismatic. They lack

eternal life, although they tend to

live longer than normal people. And
they prefer to seduce their victims

rather than make random attacks.

"If a beautiful woman came up

to you and said, 'For a few ounces

of blood, I'll give you an evening of

pleasure,' there are probably a lot of

people who would go for it,"

Kaplan said.

And like smart people the world
over, most now practice safe sex,

"Most are monogamous, although,

like anywhere, there are some who
are irrespcnsible," he said.

In the world. Kaplan claims a

vampire population of 1 ,500, with

750 in the United States. After Los
Angeles with 36, New York City

and Dallas are tied for second with

35 each.

WANTED:
Bright, motivated student volunteers to tutor

adults in reading, writing and speaking
English.

QUALIFICATIONS:
Energy, dedication, and 2 or 3 hours a
week for on-campus tutoring with an

appreciative adult learner.

REWARD:
Satisfaction! Experience! Contribution!
(and a stipend for program completion)

founda\^i8ns for

SUCCESS

w ,..wy><-:«?:Xf::.r-:^ •••:::>:
-y/yl.

wmm

lOtliiN} fOr mOre BniNeSi?

AilvErti$e.825-2t6l

Interested?
Come to an orientation

program on Thursday,
December 1, 4:30 p.m.

RIeber Hall Fireside Lounge.
For more information,

telephone 825-3006.

FITTING ^

CONTACT
LENSES IS NOT—
CmiX)'S PLAY
Why do some discounters aa like it is?

They sell contact lenses as if they were
an everyday commodity.
When lens sales depend upon volume
alone, how much time can be devoted
to the individual patient? How much
proper fitting can there be?

You know. So do we.

SI II do lit Npc'C'iiil

Daily NA/ear Soft Lens Package $125.OO
(B&L SoftHpin-Otheis Siighitly Highoi )

Disposable Contact Lens Package $200.00
(IncluHoH 4 Six Pucks - 12 Lorif^oM Poi Eyo)

Piickiicjo includos: Exain. Lonsos, tind Follo\AA-up.
10°o Discount on all Eyoglasses.

DR. J.F. QUACKENBUSII, O.D.
10955 Wcybum Ave. * Comer of Wcybum «fe Broxton * 208^748 or 208-884 1

Cosmetic Sur^fery
FREE CONSULTATION

Laser Surgery, Computer Imaging Available

EAR, NOSE &
THROAT
•Tondk
•Nanl Allergy

•Sinuac*

•Hoancncst

•Snoring

SURGERT OF THE FACE
•NOM,
(BkJc to Vlfork in 3 Days)

•Acne Scan
(Even HopdcM Cases)

•Natural lip Enhancement

•Hair Flap/Scalp Reduction

•Face LifV^yelid

•Chemical Peel

•Chin &: Cheek
Impiantt

Lipocuction

•Forehead

•Tattoo Removal

fA/a^ CamSridge, T^ngtand

O^ourSummer (Destination

ZICI Summer Session

CamSridge (Program

.^Z !}^^y ^ - August 12, 1995
%..

Steven Burres, M.D.
tAACS, AAFPS, AAOHNS, LACMA, CMA

Board Certified

(310) 208-7806
100 UCLA Plaza #522, Westwood

Fin«>cinc AvsilaUe M^ M«M IiMBiMM Accepted

^ M W xperience the splendor of EIrCgland, and eanrt eight units of credit towards your
" ^' UC degree through the UCI Summer Session Cambridge Program. Discover

r ^ the unique wonders of Great Britain as you study your favorite subjects at

Pembroke College, the third oldest of the famous Cambridge colleges.

If you want to travel and earn units toward your degree, then make Cambridge your

summer destination.

To receive a program brochure, please call Tom at the UCI Summer Session Office,

(714) 824-5493, or write PO. Box 6050, Irvine, CA 92716-6050.

•••••• •••••••••••••••i •••••• • • • • • ••••••••

Send me information on the VCI Summer 'Program in CamSru^t; 'LHgCand.

Name

Address

City State Zip

Telephone

\jiM^ li/vLy%
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Classified Ad Information

Daily Bruin Classified Information
225 Kerckhoft Hall, 308 Westwood Plaza, Los Argeles, CA 90024

Class Line: (310) 825-2221 Class Display (310) 206-3060

Fax (310) 206-0528

We reserve the right to change, reclassify, revise, or reject any

classified advertisement not meeting the standards of the Daily Bruin.

Our office is open Monday-Friday, 9-4.

Classified rates

Daily 20 wofds or les& $7 00

Daily, each addftional word .45

Weekly, 20 wo'ds or less 2S.00

Weekly, each additional word 1 .30

Display ads— student rate/col. inch 8.00

Display ads— local rate/col. inch 11.25

Fiequeicy & Agency Rates Available

Deadlines

CtatsifM ItiM ids.

1 working day before printing, Ijy noon.

Ctmilied display atfs:

? working days before printing, by noon.

Mal(e checlts payable to the

UCIA Daily Brum.

1col. X 1 = 2inches x Uncti. There are no cancellaticns after noon the day before printing.

The ASUCLA CorivnurMcations Board fully supports ttw University of California's policy on nondis-

crimifation. No nwdium shall accept advertisements which present persons of any origin, race,

religion, sex. or sexual orientation in a derieaning way or imply ttiat they are limited to positions,

capabtlittes, roles or status in society Neither the Daily Brum nor the ASUCLA Communications Board

has investigated any of tfie services advertised or the advertisers represented in this issue Any person

beli<;ving that an advertisement in this issue violated the Board's policy on nondiscrimination stated

herein should communicate complaints in writing to the Business Manager, Daily Brum, 225

Iterckhoft Hall. 306 Westwood Plaza, Los Angeles, CA 90024 For assistance with housing discrimi-

retion problems, call the UCLA Housing Otiice at (310) 825-4271 or call the Westside Fair Housing

Office at (310) 475-9671.

How to write a good ad

1

.

start your ad witti tfie mercliaiidise your are seUing. Tills rrakes it easier for readersTo'quickly 3. Avoid abbreviations— make your ad easy for readers to understand.

scan ttie ads and locate your item(s). :. _ 4. Place yourself in the reader's position. Ask wfiat you'd like to know about the merchandise,

2. Always include the price of the item you are sellitig. Many classiiied readers simply do not and include that in the ad. Include information such as brand names, colors, and other specific

respond to ads without prices. . descriptions.

1 Campus Happenings

Alcoholics Anonynnous
Mon. Dbcusaior.. Fri. Step Study. AU 352S

Thurs. Book Study. AU 3525
Tues. arid Wed. Dhcusalon. Dental 23-029

AlltifT>es12:10-l:CXDpm

For dcoholcs or Indviduab who hcn/o a
drinking problem.

2 Campus Services

THIS WEEK ONLY!
m

ALL books in stock:

Earth and

Space Sciences

N

2 Campus Services

So.oi.zone
A-Level AcKerman Union • 206-4041

DAYS
SENIORS

LEFT
- For
Yearbook
"Portraits

The deadline for senior yearbook portraits is Friday, December 16. Don't

wail! II you miss the deadline, your place in UCLA history wil be a blank.

Camfn Plittf StaJie it betted ra Ini fitirAckimi

Op«i Viirfiy-fndiy 1:30-5:30 PIihi 206-1433*ej*J ».»y»»x Studio -^-k-k-wx*:.:-:

3 Campus Recruitment 3 Campus Recruitment

.<•

College of Law
Dedicated to Providing Quoliiy legal Education

• Lcfw/JD Progrom occrediled by llie Colifornio Commiltee of Bar Examiners

• Corrvement to Lps AngeteSj San FerrTendo Valley and Inland En^jirB.

• Small closscs.

LAW/JD DEGREE

full Time

Part Time

Day/Lvenin^

PARALEGAL PROGRAM

Certificate

AS/US Degrees

Lvcuing/Salurday Classes

FINANCIAL AID AND SCHOLARSHIPS AVAILABLE

CALL TODAY
LA VERNE CAMPUS

1950 3RU STREET,

lA VERNE, CA 91 750

(909)596-1848

ENCINO CAMPUS
5445 BAIBOA BlVD

,

ENCINO CA 91316

(818)981-4529

UNIVERSITY OF LA VERNE

rhf UnivcfMiy n( L» Vrrw is Accirditrd h) ihf Wwic rn Avsoaation of SihooU ind Colk|^

4 Finoncial Aid

i Cash fof college. 900,000 granu available.
No repayments, EVER. Qualify immediately.

'1.«00.243-243S.

Daily Bruin

Advertise It iVo.lss.

3 Campus Recruitment 3 Campus Recruitment

i

COLLEGE GRADUATES
STEP UP TO A PROFESSIONAL CAREER!

ntry Level Sales/Management Trainee

,000
We're ENTERPRISE, one of America's fastest growing and
largest privately held companies witti over 160 offices ttirougtrout

ttie Souttrland. We need brigtit, motivated people to stiare in our
success. We tiire tiard-working, entrepreneurial individuals wtio

recognise wtiat it takes to succeed. If this describes you, enter

our fast-paced business as a Management Trainee.

YOU'LL NEED:
•BS/BA Degree
•Strong Communication Skills

•Retail, Management or Sales Experience A Plus

•The desire to Pursue a Career in General Management

THE CHALLENGE:
You'll learn all aspects of running a business, including sales,

marketing, personnel management and nrwre while enjoying full pay

and benefits!

THE REWARD:
Your dedication and sales ability will be rewarded with raises,

promotions, and the opportunity to go as far as your talent will take
you. Expect first year earnings to $25,000. Outstanding candidates
reach management level within 9 months to 1.5 years earning $30K-

$35K; earn $35K-$55K within 2 to 2.5 years.

THE CAREER:
Promotions are 100% from within, and based on individual

performance.

INTERESTED?
Call Jill at (310)827-7239.

ENTERPRISE
(310)827-7239

9 Miscellaneous

Experience Japan
Oregon State University's 3-week summer in-

tensive Japanese language, culture, business

& homestay pfogram at Bukkyo University in

Kyoto, Japan. Experience the one-day enrv

ploymeni, festivai participation, university

club activities, company visits, & morel Earn

OSU credits. CalM 600-679-6223.

10 Personal

JEUNE AMERICAIN diplome a UCLA pariant

franca is cherche francais(e)/francophone

pour echange linguistique et culturel. Appal-

lez Jeff au (818)591-7827 (rcponderur).

WANTED: 300 UCLA students to test new in-

ter-collegiate voicemail introduction service.

Absolutely Free! 818-986-9045.

VVNTED: 100 PEOPLE
Lose 10-29 lbs. in 30 days and earn $$$ do-

in^it 100% gMarantee. Call 310-281-6828.

1 2 Research Subjects

ASTHMA SUFFERERS. Earn up to $540.00 in

your spare time. If you take daily asthma
rT>edication you nuy be eligible to participate

in a research drug tfudy with a new potential

treatment for asthma. Contact (310)477-1734
ext 540 to find out how you may benefit from

this vital program. Allergy Research FourKla-

tton. Inc. (Brentwood)

Bedwetting boys 7-1 1 yre. and their families

needed for UCLA research Project. Subjects

will receive $20 and a free developmental

evaluation. 310-825-0392. -_-

EARN MONEY for 1 5-minutes work. Looking
for male subject between 38-45, married, 1-

adolescent child, to complete surveys dealing

with mid-life issues. Totally confidential. Can
be done totally by malf. 31 0-288-0775.

Hyperactive boys with attentional problems
7-1 1 yrs, needed for LXILA research project.

Receive $20 and a free developnrtenUl

evaluation. 310-825-0392.

New antidepressant clinical trial (Must be 21

or older) FREE psychiatric eval, medical eval

and eight week program. LA office. Dr. Gale
Cooper, M.D. board certified psychiatrist

818-712-9032

Normal hiealthy boys 3-11 yrs, and their

families needed for UCLA research project.

Receive $20 and have a scientific learning

experience. 310-825-0392.

7 Good Deals 7 Good Deals

ORTHODONTICS/ BRACES

(310)447-5790
- Complimentary Consultation
- 0% Financing and no down payment plans available

Maurice firouz. d.d.s. orthodontist
j

- member American Association of Orthodontists
- Alumni, UCLA School of Dentistry

11701 \/Vil8hire Blvd., Sufte 13A
Corner of Barrington A Wilshire
Froo Parking.

reallif-lh(rh

•*>-.

'«
z^

NEED CHRISTMAS
MONEY?

RESEAfKJH SUBJECTS NEEDED
FOR BACK MUSCLE TEST I^UST

BE AVAIl-ABLE FOUR
CONSECUTIVE DAYS DEC. 19-22.

1-1/2 HOURS EACH DAY. NO
DRUGS OR NEEDLES INVOLVED.
PAID $100 CASH AFTER LAST

TEST PRESCREENING IN CULVER
on PRIOR TO BEING ACCEPTED.

CALL (800) 443-6963.

EARN $20
Volunteers needed for back
muscle test with no history of

back Injury or pain.

Cnlycf City, cafl (310)55^5500.

7 Good Deals

"You Don't Need To
Have Dental Insurance

To Have A Pretty Smile"

Dental Exam & Cleaning

$39(reg. $180)

new patienu witfi this coupon only
w« atao aocomirKxiala paflama wWi
darMI oovaraoa*
o«»f (

(up to 4 x-rays)

(310)475-5598
24-H()ur Emergency

Service

'

WHITEN YOUR SMILE!

Ask us about the

technique to

whiten your teeth

easily and affordably

at home
S. Soleimanian, D.D.S.
1 620 Westwood Blvd., West Lot Angeica
Open Evenings £ Saturdays /
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1 2 Research Subjects 12 Research Subjects 12 Research Subjects

CALIFORNIA

P I I A SI ( \ I I

Feeling depressed, sad or hopeless? Lost

interest or energy?

Sleeping too much

or too little? Crying

frequently?

Participants 18 to 65

needed for medical research study.

Qualified volunteers may be compensated

up to $660.

NERVOUS? ANXIOUS?
FEARFUL? WORRIED?

Research volunteers between the ages of 18 and 65
experiencing these symptoms for at least 1 month and

in relatively good health are :eded. Volunteers will

receive a brief exam in order to determine eligibility.

Qualified volunteers receive free basic physical

exam/lab test and compensation up to $495--.

California I CLINICAL TRiALSl

MEDICAL GROUP

Please call 1-800-854-3902

schizophrenia
Do you or a loved one suffer from Schizophrenia?

Qualified volulcers ages 12 and over may qualify for a

medical research study on schizophrenia.Qualified

volunteers recive a free basic physical e.\am, lab tests

and may be compensated up to approximately $1650.

CALIFORNIA

PLEASE CALL 1-800-854-3902

15 Wanted

ARTIST IN SEARCH OF FEMALE SUBJECTS
for series of paintings. No pay, meals provid-

ed. -Will pose for foodJ* Eric 213-851-

3883.

CASH FOR CARS. We come to you. Top dol-

lar paid. We do all DMV. We buy anything.

ai8-999-IBUY (4289).

Needed 2 female singers, between the ages

of 21-26, with R and B influence. Call 310-

572-2220.

16 Lost and Found

LOST: ROTTWlllLR, female, 8 months,

Brentwood, near Ml. SL Mary's, $1000 re-

ward for safe return of 'Mu-chan." 310-273-

3261 e)d 296 or ext 27&

19 Sperm/Egg donors

EGG OONORS NEEDED for infertile couples.

19-33 yrs, own medical insurance. Special

needs for black. Hispanic, & Chinese. H
UCLA med center. 310-825-9500.

EGG DONORS NEEDED. All info confiden-

tial. Please call (310)285-0333.

EGG DONORS NEEDED: Healthy females

brtween 21-34years old w/medical in-

surarxre. Paynoent of S2200 for medical pro-

cess. Mima Navas 310-829-6782, Monday-
Friday.

Sperm donors needed fbr anonymous donor

program M one of the largest sperm banks h
the country, earn up to $420/mo. if qualifted.

Contact Hekii A the California Cryo Bank

310-443-5244. ext 24.

20 Pregnancy

GIVE THE CFT OF LFL Be a surrogate for a

childless couple. Must be at least 21. LA
area. $1 5,000 pakJ. 800-308-7367.

22 Health Services

ALONE-STRESSED-OVERWHELMED. Sup-

portive counseling. Individuals, couples,

groups. Adjacent to campus. Carole Chasin

MA, IMF-20924. Barbara Shore, supervisor,

MS-246S5. 310-289-4643.

COUNSELINC/THERAPY with experk-nced

female PhD. 2-blocks from campus, free

parking. Specializing in young adult issues:

Depressk>n, anxiety, relationships, academic
coTKems and family problems. Fbr iniorma-

tion or contuhalion- 310-474-8305.

19 Spernn/Egg donors

Egg Donors

Needed

Arep interested in helping an

infertile couple achieve tfieir

dream of having a child and

also t)e financially compensated.

If so, we are in need of Women

from ail ethnic t)dckgrounds ages

21-34, for details please call

l-80a98^9890.

22 Health Services

ARE YOU TIRED
OFYOUR

UNWANTED HAIR?
For faster, more efficient

permanent hair removal.

Disposable needles and free

consultation. Call

Westwood (310) 312-1212

Acne, Tattoos

SunsDOts & Scars

Non-Surgical Laser Therapy for

painless facial skin rejuvenation

and removal of acne, tattoos,

sunspots & scars. Low cost.

Free Consultation Call

1-800-685-6574

LuCia
Electrolysis & Sklncare

Permanent Hair Remoral
European Facials • Wiaxlng

10B1 WMturood BHtf. WMtwood
(1 BIk. South of S*nlA Monlcal Blvd)

MASSAGE. Massage school student offers 45
minute relaxing therapeutic massage for SS
and a toy donation to foster kids. 213-722-

0533.

PENIS-NIPPLE ENLARGEMENT. Professional

vacuum pumps with instruction. Gain I'-JJ".

Permanent- safe. EnharKC erection. Dr. Joel

Kaplan 1 -800-987-PUMP.

REACH PERSONAL AND ACADEMIC
COALS WITH HYPNOSIS. REDUCE TEST
ANXIETY. Increase conccrUration,

performance, self-confidence. Individual

appointments and classes. Experienced

psychotherapist for 17-years. Student Rates.

Call Laura Guilds MTCC. 310-207-0630.

30 Help Wanted

$6.63/HR. Work in fun atmosphere, schedule

arourvJ classes. Apply: Maureen O'Brien,

Cafe Sproul, 350 DeNcvc Dr. 310-825-2074.

AAATTENTION UCLA STUDENTSI Puzzles

Fast Food Restaurant is hiring for Fall And
Winter quarterl NOW accept APS w/Previous

restaurant experierK:e. $6.63Air. FLEXIBLE

NFTE SCHEDULE. Call Dominic 310-206-

7667.

ACCURATE 60f WPM SECRETARY-BOOK
KEEPER. Word-processing arni computer ex-

perience preferred. 15-20 hours^cek, flexi-

ble. Dr. Frank 310-888-8050.

ACTORSi'MODELS NEEDED. Auditions by

appointments only. For commercials, films,

and prlr« ad*. All typei^ages r>eeded. No ex-

perlerKC r>ccetsary. No registration fees. Call

Today Imane. 818-222-9091.

ADMINISTRATOR/PROJECT ASSISTANT.

Computer literate, WlndoM«, Word profi-

cient Senior/graduate with strong vM-iting

skills. Ffexibfe day^wun; m drat oodW^
ception duties. $6-$8. 310-395-1414.

30 Help Wanted

mi^mV
Help Wanted

Westside Law Plrm needs
help in accounting
department. Job duties

include filing, shredding,

mailing and misc. tasks.

P/T. Can be fiexlble.

Start 7.00/hr. Send fax to

Judy Cunningham
(310)312-4224

AGGRESSIVE TELEMARKETER, w/good
voice, near UCLA, comer of Wilshire and
Westwood, flexible hours, $7-$1S/hr guar-

anteed. James 310-208-5554. ^^
ALASKA EMPLOYMENT - Fishing Industry.

Earn to S3,00O-$6,0OO-f per Month -f bene-
fits. Male^emale. No experience necessary
206-545-4155 extA59342.

ASSEMBLERS: Easy work, excellent irKome
to assemble products at home, 14} to

$70(Vweekly. Crafts, toys, wood, jewelry,

sewinfc more. 213-243-6288.

ASTRONOMERS, PSYCHOLOGISTS, astro-

physicists, neuro-scientists needed for a to be

televised panel discussion of "Newtonian As-

trofogy, planetary gravitational effects on hu-

man thinking.' Viewer call in questions ac-

cepted. Contact ^V. Vandegrift at 310-820-

3937-eves.

ATHLETK7BOYISH MALE MODELS. Earn

$150-5300 PER HOUR. Surfer, student, jock

types. Must be 18-24, clean-shaven face, lit-

tle/no chest hair. Playgirl-style magazine print

worV/videos, nudity required. Highest $$$,
immediate payl Beginrwrs welcome. Brad,

310-392-4248.

BALLOON CELEBRATKDNS needs party dec-

orators, drivers, artists, and trainee managers.

Fast paced, fun, arvj creative environment,

flexible hours. Call 310-208-1 160.

BUSY ENTERTAINMENT OFFICE, needs hard

working office support Part-time position, re-

quires flexible availability. Need car. Fax re-

sume 310-276-5721, phone 310-276-3300.

CAMPUS POSITION AVAILABLE starting at

$6.63Am'. We work around your classes.

Immediate employment available for Fall

1994. Sunset Village Dining Services.

Contact David at 310-206-7688.

CASHIER WANTED. WLA and Westwood.
Some Japanese preferred. 310-479-2530.

1834 Westwood Blvd. ^
CASTING IMMEDIATELYI Extras needed for

feature films, comnrM-rcials, and music videos.

Eam up to S200 per dayl No experience

needed. Work guaranlcedl Call today 213-

851-6102.

CLERICAL<ommercial real estate firm seek-

ing temporary secretary to cover during vaca-

tion (11/28-12/13). Type SOwpm, knowledge
of MS Word a must. Call 310-458-6682.

COMMUNITY SERVICE OFFICERS (CSCs)
are hiring UCLA students nowl. S6.16^r to

start, up to $9.10. 15-fhrsAivk. Ffexible sched-

ule. Call 825-6760. ^
COMPUTER PROGRAMMER for PD\ per-

sonal organizer, experience in BASIC a must.

Familiarity with NEWTON a plus. Leave mes-

sageorfax resume. 310-476-0097.

CONSULTANT SEEKS researcher/recruiter.

Female preferred. P/T, flexible hours. Work
through your home and my office. Computer
skills preferred. AM/PM 310-475-5380.

CRUISE SHIPS HIRING
Earn Lf> to $2000Wnwnth on Cruise Ships or

Land-Tour companies. Seasonal and Full-

Time employment available. No experience

necessary. For information call 1-206-634-

0466 ext. C59342.

DATA ENTRY proficient, health care firm,

P/r, 20 hrvM<, $a^r. Fax resume to: 310-

453-6109 or call 3ia264-6616.

DEL MANO GALLERY. CHRISTMAS HELP.
Sales and giftwrapping. P/T-F/T. Call Kevin

for information 310-476-8508.

DRIVER WANTED-Experience necessary,

clean record/insurance. Male to drive 10-yr-

oki boy to outside-activities. Hours Flexible.

Salary competitive. Evenings, 310-393-2928,

feave message.

DRIVERS NEEDED- Full-time/Part-time. Cars

and Motorcycles. Must have valid CADL and
Ins. Guaranteed Minimums. Mercury Dis-

patch Messenger 310-441-4588.

EARN S3S-$7SAHOUR. Part-time independ-

ent marketing consultants needed. No experi-

ence r^ecessary. All ages wckome. Hundreds
of openings available. Begin todayl 310-281-

1975.

EARN UP TO $8.S0/HR PLUS TIPS
cleaning houses and offices. Call today
and go to work iNs week. Tonsofworlc.

Full and part time worV. Flexibte

schedule. Work in your area
Car necessary.

Call today at 31(V483-1t17

NEW FACES NEEDED NOW
• For TV Commercfals

•Movies
«CaMogi
• Vtiteos

call ImmediaMy
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30 Help Wanted 30 Help Wanted

IS HIRING

A|»|»ly

Today

Earn $7 plus bonus while raisins funds for UCLA

Flexible Hours
*

f

You choose the shifts that fit your busy schedule!

7 12-plus hours per week

Work close to campus with other students &

sain valuable work experience.

1083 Gayley 4th floor

between 10 am -8 pm
(310)794-0277

Energetic coffee-lovers r>eeded immediately

lo work Arrosto Espresso Bars in Beverly

Hills, Brentwood, and WLA. Apply in person:

262 S. Beverly Drive, Beverly Hills.

FIGURE MODELS
writer/photographer needs girls 1 B-t- years old

to pose for magazines and computer art

Good pay, no experience required, conveni-

ent hours. 213-256-8700.

Floral designer/sales persofVaccount rep.

wanted. Experienced w/all styles of design.

Must be experienced and highly motivated.

Flexible hrs. 310-277-4473.

HOSTESS-lJfcHTCiqB. Females' earn up to

$12/hr.+tips. Club Greco. 366 East 2nd St.

Los Angel«. Minimum age-21. No experi-

ence necessary. Japanese language

preferred. 213-626-5270, please call after

6pm,M-Sat.

HOSTESS. P/T In Italian restaurant, Pico and

Beverly Glen. SB^our. 11am-2:30pm. Call

310-475-9235, ask for Donato.

In-line Skater needed for part-time holkiay

season phone sales. Santa Monica. Flexible

Hours. 310-573-1543.

INCOME OPPORTUNITY. $500+/week pos-

sible processing mailers at home. Set your

own schedule ar>d pace. For Info Call Mar-
Kon: 714-251-3001.

LAW OFFICE. Clerical secretarial positions.

Must know WordPerfect. Have office experi-

ence. Good typing skills, flexible hours.

Wilshire& CIcndon. 310-475-0481.

MALE ATHLETIC MODELS being sought by

professional photographer for nude and semi-

nude modeling. $2(Vhr. John, 213-487-7462.

MALE MODELS. Asian, Latin or surfer types.

No height requirement. Hot head, cards,

posters, mags. Good nf>or>cy. FunI 213-664-

2999 24hours.

MANAGER, part-time. $Bft\r. Small jewelry

department in UCLA. Some retail experience

with reference. Call 805-495-0973.

MARKET RESEARCH COMPANY in Van
Nuys needs irxiividuals to work 4-6

hours/day. Evening day, and weekend hours

available to do public opinion andmarket re-

search. Must have excellent reading skills,

ability lo write verbatim, and follow instruc-

tions. Call 818-725-4275.

MARKETING CONSULTANT'S RESEARCH
ASSISTANT with speedy, accurate wordpro-
cessing skills ^M»5.1). Needed in the afler-

noons. 310 820-3288.

MEDICAL OFFCE, P/T, mid-Wilshire area,

15 hourVweek, no experience necessary.

213-937-2025.

MGNT TRAINEE
No exp. nee. Corp. expanding in area.

$4000/nH)nth, base-t- commission. Start Inv

mediately. 21 3-463-0633

MID-WILSHIRE, East of Famier's market, P/T
sales. The Tennis Place. Great atmosphere,
weekend help needed. Sales experience pre-

fcrrcd. 213-931-1715.

NATIONAL INVESTMENT BANKING FIRM,
Institutional Department. Articulate, ambi-
tious senior for p/\ telemarketing. 29-hrs/wk.
Enlry-level position, training included.

NIGHT DESK CLERK, P/T. Luxury Hotel k^

Wcstwood Village. Friday and Saturday,
11pm-7am. 310-208-3945.

OFFICE ASSISTANT needed for busy, exciting
office. Challenging opportunity/lots of room
for advancement. Type 40 wpm, MAC ex-
perience required, 35 houn/week. Call 818-
506-5518.

Organized self-starter needed to manage
Brentwood office & run errands. Must have

car. Good typing & telephone skills. $1(VHr.

70+ hours/week. Call Dr. Cooper. 310-470-

4900 anytirpe.

PART-TIME CASHIERS AND SERVICE POSI-

TKDNS NEEDED. Flexible hours. Apply Mon-
day, Wednesday, and FrKJay between 2-4.

11911 San Vicente, 310-476-7080.

PART-TIME DRIVER POSITKDN. $8.5Q/hour

plus gas. Must have own car and insurance.

310-474-3243.

Part-time receptionist in lawfirm. 8:30-1:00,

hours flexible, Mon-Fri. Fax resume: Attn Iris

310-207-1301. - -

Rapidly growing investnr>ent company seek-

ing P/T computer intern. College sopho-

nrrare/junior, ability to work with DOS, WirnJ-

(^vs, Lotus 123, Word Perfect, and Foxpro.

Bilingual (EngtisfVSpanish) a plus. S7.0O-

$8.00 per hr. Contact Nelson Jiminez at 310-

571-3700 x231.

REAL ESTATE/ BROKERAGE FIRM offering a

PAID internship/ growlh potential to an

entrepreneurial-minded individual. Learn

about the industry and gain valuable experi-

ence. Duties range from light offtce work to

active participation 'm leasing/developnrtent

process. Must be computer literate and have

own car. Fax resume to 310-458-6681.

RECEPTIONIST/CLERICAL. Bilingual, Must be

fluent in Spanish and English. Flexible hours.

Comer of LeConte and Wcstwood. Good Sal-

ary. Call between 9-5. 310-4433200.

RESORT JOBS- Earn to $12 / hr + tips.

Theme Parks, Hotels, Spas, + more. Tropical

& Mountain destinations. Call 206-632-01 50

ext.R59341.

RETAIL. Salary -f commission. Every Suruiay.

Melrose Swap Meet. 310-91 7-1250.

SALES, flexible hours, selling children's musi-

cal chairs, Westside Pavilion. Sales experi-

er>ce helpful, outgoing personality. SS^xxir

-f commission. 310-577-7858.

SEASONAL SALES HELP
SMITH & HAWKEN, a high profile retail/cat-

ak>g company specializing In products in-

spired by the garden seeks Seasonal P/T Sales

Associates for its Beverly Hills store. Must be

able to work eveningiwWeekends. Approx-

imately 20-25 hourV^^ek. Previous retail

sales experience preferred; gardening krwwl-

edge r>ot required. Apply in person at the

store at 370 Canon Drive or call 310-247-

0737 for telephone interview. EOE. ^

P/T flood map analyst position at mortgage
services firm. El Segundo. Morning and after-
noon shifts. Perfect for ^ography ttudenU.
$7.50/hr. Kevin 310-348-70eO.

SEXY FEMALE DANCERS wanted lor

bachelor .parties, private shows. $150-

$400Air. Also hiring drivers. Must have pag-

er. Call Steve 310-824-1055.

STOCKBROKER TRAINEE. Hardworking,

serk>us only. Long hours, salary plus com-
mission. Series 7 preferred. Century City.

John. 310-772-7905.

TEACHER ASSISTANT. Private school, near

to SFValley. 7 year oW. . Hours 8-1 M-F.

ShoukJ be Mac literate. Begins imnnediately.

(818)998-1782, ask for Helene.

TELEMARKETER :

Film promotion company in MDR. Seeks

person to schedule promos. P/T. Flexible

7/hr.+bonus. Alex 310-821-1677. Leave
message.

TELEMARKETING W/TYPINC SKILLS. No ex-

perience necessary. Prefer studentVgrads.

Flexible hours. 1:0a6:00pm starting at 17-

SKVhr-fbonuMS. 3-blocks UCLA. Harel

Maintenance. Ron, 310-470-6175.

Tennis clufa^o shop needs PA and weekend
help, tennis experience required, CaJI Ron
Cornell 310-475-8511.

30 Help Wanted

TO WORK WITH CHILDREN ages 6-13. Art

backgrourxi helpful, rx3t marxlatory. Must

have good writing skills and be MAC literate.

Hours 10:45-3:30PM. Begin imn>ediately.

Call Helene 818-998-1782.

TUTORS WANTED
MATH, SCIENCE, SPANISH, FRENCH TU-

TORS receded for Sherman Oaks, Woodland
Hills , Wcstwood Centers. Undergraduate de-

gree required. $12/hr. 818-347-7616, 310-

475-5330.

UCLA STUDENTS LOOKING FOR EMPLOY-
MENT, work around your classes, starting

rate S6.63/hr. Call jclena at Hershey Hall

Foodservice 310-825-7686.

Valet attendants for holiday season at prestige

Century City kx:ation. Call personr>el M-F
9am-4pm. 310-553-6123.

Valet parking, holiday, P/T, earn up to S&f,

818-344-4254.

VALET PARKING. AttendanU and Cashiers

needed for LAX MARRIOTT. Full-tinne and

part-tirr>e available. Flexible schedules. Great

student job. For more information call 310-

337-5374.

WAITER/DRIVER
LA TO CO: Gourmet (ood delivery. Looking

for motivated, energetic, and conscientious

delivery driversAvaiters. Flexible hours. Good
money Fun work. Call (310)440-4455 before

10:30am, between 3-5pm.

WANTED: PURCHASE MERCHANT TELLERS
at Wells Fargo Bank, Pacific Palisades Office.

Process account transactions and sell bank

products. Aggressive Sales Persons need only

apply. Positions are part-time at an hourly

wage-f sales commission. Contact Tracy 310-

454-0972.

We could be just the place for you. Cutters

Restaurant, Santa Monica. Hiring servers. Ap-

ply in person M-F between 2-5pm. 2425

Colorado Awe.

YOUNG MEN WANTED for nude and semi-

nude modeling. Good pay. Immediate work.

Call Derek 21 3-845-9669.

Putyour reputation

on the line.

classified Line
825-2221

32 Career Opportunities

FinarKJal freedom available. Low risk, no in-

verUory, busir>ess opportunity. For info call

213-964-2277.

SENK^RS AND GRADS. Earn up to $300/day.

Excellent people skills required. Training

provided. 310-337-0790.

BARTENDER
TRAINEES

•no experience necassary
•earn$10a$200 daily

•more {obs tnan graduates
•nation wide job placement

NATIONAL BARTENDERS
SCHOOL

(213)38a3200
(310)558-0608

(8 1 8)994-8 1 00

EBIIDIIIIUffil

4

A large private medical practice,

specializing in HIV and located in

Sherman Oaks is seeking a master's

or doctoral-level epidemiologist for

ttieir Department of Researcti.

Strong methodologic/analytic and

SAS skills are required for this

exciting and challenging position.

Interested applicants may fax

their resume by 12/16/94 to:

Dr. Laurie Shaker Irwin

(818)990-2796

ENTRY LEVEL
The Racier Institute
Ttie nations largest provider of

eating disorders treatment seeks

students for entry level, oiarketlng,

sales, communicatk)n position.

PsyctK>logy niajor a plus. Part

tkne, flexible txxjrs, potential

counseling, dInicaJ opportunity.

Salary DOE.

Call 478-8238 ext.201

32 Career Opportunities

Paid Management Internship

' Be trained in mktg, sales,

interviewirtg, motivation of

employees,customer relations, etc.

Earn minimum of 2,500 to lOK

managing s Hranch of Student

Works Painting. Most hiring will

be completed by Nov. for

spring/summer positions.

Call (800) 394-6000 for info.

34 Internships

DEVELOPMENTAL INTERNS NEEDED fof

one or the largest film production companies.

No pay, but lots of experience. Work closely

with VP of Development at Roger Gorman's

production company. Call Rob at 310-820-

6733.

GENERAL INTERNS NEEDED for one of the

largest film production companies. t4o pay,

Lots of experience. College credit available.

Hard, fun work. Computer experience help-

fuL Call Linda: 310-820-6733.

WANTED: PUBLISHER'S ASSISTANT. Intern

Part-time. New, national, multi-ethnic teen

magazine- Unity LA. Eicperience on Mac.
213-935-5826.

49 Apartments for Rent

BEVERLY MILS ADJ. 1&2-BE0ROOMS
$650-$895. SOME W/HARDWOOD
FLOORS. ONLY 1/2 BLOCK TO PICO BUS.

ASK ABOUT LEASE BONUS. 310-839-6294.

Brentwoodl 3-bdmV2-bath. $1600. Pool,

Ig. balcony, gated parking, central air. Near

UCLA. Add.: 330 S.Ban^inglon, near Sunset.

310-471-2498.

BRENTWOOD, $900, 2-bdrm/2-bath, paUo,

new decor, close to IXIA, by appt only,

n72BMayfield Apt #3, 310-271-6811

BRENTWOOD, Sunny and large 34»ed-

roonV2-bath, Patio, North of Wilshire, dish-

washer, cat-okay, $145(Vmonth. Open 9-5,

1.1921 Goshen Ave, aptil. 310-2074)834.

BRENTWOOD. 1/2 BLOCK, south of

Wilshire. Upstairs, gated building, bright,

cheerful bachelor. Laundry, walk-in closet,

$490. Grad student preferred. 310-275-
7139.

BRENTWOOD. Sunny 2-bdrrTV2-ba top fkxx.

Gated parking, laundry, fireplace, balcony,

security. Great location: Barrington &
Wilshire. 51 300. 310-820-1932. AVAIABLE.

Large single quiet area, Wilshire district, sep-

arate kitcherVbathroom, fumishe<^nfur-
nished, trustworthy student preferred. Call

Dante at City News (eve) 714-773-4902.
$385.

34 Internships

WARNING:
A college degree doesn't mean a career.

Learn by doing; Top entertainment P.R. Firm is now accepting

applications for interns. College credit available.

Call Tina Hudson (310) 659-6400

35 Child Care Wanfed

2 CHILDREN, 7&10, well-behaved. SanU
Monica, 4-8 hr^wk, weekends. S7ft\r. Call

Bruce 310-275-9831

DRIVER/CHILDCARE needed by two profes-

sor family. 3 afternoon^^vk. $1(Vhr. $10G/wk
min. Need own car and references. Call for

interview. 310-828-3363.

FUN, SENSITIVE PERSON FOR FUN, sensi-

tive 10-year-old boy In our WLA home.
12/19-1/2, 9am-3pm. 310-444-7392.

MOTHER'S HELPER, Pacific Palisades. Driv-

ing, homework, chlldcare, refererxes. Ongo-
ing commitment. Mor>day, Wednesday: 3-

7:30pm, Friday: 3-6pm. $10(Vweek. Start

January. 310-204-1 666ext.328. —

r

NANNY for two year oU boy. Great cofyJi-

tions/pay. References required. Call after 6:30
PM 310-459-4471.

PART-TIME DRIVER. Monday, Wednesday,
Friday 2-7pm. $SAiour. Westwood location,

no car necessary. Graduate student preffered.

310-479-6335.

R(X)M in exchange for afternoon chikicare.

lncon>e supplemented. 8-year old. Beautiful

Santa Monica. Car preferred. Males and fe-

males apply. 310-394-1566.

36 Personal Assistance

49 Apartments for Rent

GREAT LOCATION!
3450 Sawtelle Blvd.

1 and 2 BD Apts.
Split Master Suites

-Heated pool/spa/sauna/gym

-BBQs/Lush GardcnsAVaicifalls

-Large recreational clubhouse

-Intercoms entry

Casa de Vida

310-3974811m

HOLIDAY BLUES?
' Overwhelming school prcsiuies?

• Troubled Family Vuiu7

• Student Rates I

Barbara Katz, NLA., MFCC
(310) 587-1M5

49 Aparfmenfs for Renf

$665. WE5TWOOD. Extra large single. Hard-

wood floors, stove, refrigerator. Secure. Near

UCLA. 310-478-0875.

$900 CULVER CITY. Large, quiet, modern, 2-

bdrrVSbath townhome, dishwasher, afc,

fridge, patio, nated parking 310-837-0761.

$995. 2BR/1-1/2BA TOWNHOUSE STYLE

1.2 miles UCLA. 310-459-6800.

1 -BEDROOM $695. 2-BEDROOM $825.

Garden courtyard. Quiet AppllarKes, blinds,

etc 1&1/2 miles to campus. Blue bus. 310-

477-0725.

1-MILE TO WESTWOOD. $695. 1-bdrm.

pool, 1 235 Federal Avenue. 310-477-7237.

1 -MINUTE TO UCLA, Bachelor, $525, fur-

nishecUunfurnlshed, utilities irKluded, pool,

laundry, no pets. 31^824-3000

1 -MINUTE TO UCLA. Single, $475. Fur-

nished or unfurnished. Parl(ing $90 extra.

310-208-2820.

3BR + 3BATH
Santa Fe Style condo, four units. Bullt-lns,

fireplace, refrigerator, air, washerAiryer.

Gated parking. WLAAJCLA. Cable bonus.

$1495.310-471-035*.

BACHELORS, SINGLES, and 1-BDRMS avail-

able, close lo UCLA. FurrVUn&jm, laundry,

no pets. From $525+ 310-477-2537

Beautiful 3-y/o deluxe apartment. 2-bdrm/2-

ba, 3-bdrm/2-ba available. 640 Veteran Atn.

Call fait 824.2036.

GENUINE UCLA
SPECIALS

FUHfMISHFD BAr-HHLORS
FioiTi S -495
t 1 1 lit If .III I) .irji .1 I

'

.

FrorTi*$ 59 5
I tlMr^l-.tll U I Hf DHDorul'i

From $795
,MOMr TtlHr^l AVAIL AHl t
I >IHI I I IV A< l»C>' .• . r-MUM

r 111 > t : Ar.im i"^. 1 1< i a
VVAI K T' ) < I A'.'.f «:.

vv^•.rw'l< >o I'l A/'A
Af'AMirn NT-^.

f^O J GO'j C.AYL tV AVE

^Diamond HeacO
Apartments
Short Term Available

1 bedroom $875
Fireplace, balcony wHh a

view, contemporary
kitchen

•t Building
Nsgotlabk* R*nt

660 Veteran

"•MAR VISTA
•'*

2BD. 2BA. 2 STORY
CUSTOiyi TOWNHOI^ES.

GATED GARAGE. CENTRAL AIR,

FIREPLACE, UNITALARM

* 12736 CASWELL AVE. $845
* 11831 AVON WAY $845
* 11 748 COURTLEIGH DR. $796

^ PALMS •
2 BO, 2BA CUSTOM TOWNHOME.
FIREPLACE. BALCONY. GATED

GARAGE.ALRMINUNiT
(ONE MONTH FREE RENT)

* 3614 PARIS 1005
• ap*n7d«y«

CALL (310) 391-1078

TO SEE THE
i_ LOVELYAPARTMEHTS
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Luxury Living
at Student Prices

Spacious, heated and air conditioned rooms!

Never more that two students per room!

New laundry and vending machines!

Pouble or Single Rooms available!

Basketball/Volleyball Court & Weight Room!

• Private Bathroom and Shower!

• Safe, quiet enviromentl

• Seperate study and TV lounges

!

• Cable TV !

• Plenty of free parking !

Dances, parties, movies, escape trips, barbecues, concerts, lectures and more!

It's all waiting for you in beatutiful Bel Air,

only fifteen minutes from UCLA!
The University of Judaism Apartments and Residence Halls

(310)-476-9777, ext. 259

O o

MAR VISTA, S845, 2-bed^-bath, 2-story cus-

tom townhouse. Gated garage, unit alarm,

central air, fireplace. 11931 Avon Way. BIO-

SSI -1076. ^—

MAR VISTA. S675. Near 405 freeway, Nice

1 -bedroom, new carpets, stove, refrigerator,

laundry. 310-454-0605.

MAR VISTA. $845. 2-bdrm/2-bath, custom

townhome, fireplace, gated garage, alarm in

unH. 12736 Caswell Ave. 310-391-1076.

Open 7 days 9-5. -

MAR VISTA. 2-bdrm/2bath. Custom town-

fxxne, fireplace, gated garage, alarm in unit.

$795. 11748 Courtleigh. Door open 7 days.

310-391-1076.

MARINA SHORES. MDRA'enice border. 2+1

apartnr>ents. S745-$845. Sunny, airy, nicely

landscaped, parking included. Hard-

wood/carpets. Walk to beach. 310-395-0591

or 310^29-0589.

Multi-level secure 2b(V2.5ba-flofl, fireplace,

VC, high ceilings, sunny, ocean breeze, safe

parking, storage, MDR adjacent, non snK>kers

preferred, jWJQlmo. 310-456-1 578.

PALMS $595, 1 -bedroom security buikiing,

wy quiet, all appliances. Convenient Id

campus. Security deposit $100. AAI, laundry.

310-837-7061.

PALMS $825. 2-bdmV2-ba, refrigerator, dish-

washer, stove, central air, fireplace, two un-

derground parking. Quiet. Bus #12. 6-year

new security buildin>>. 310-556-1666.

PALMS, 1 -bedroom, SSSO/month, upper,

3455 Jasmine. Appliances, pool, pairing,

laundry, no pets. 310-454-4754.

PALMS. $995, 2-bed^-bath, custom town-

home, fireplace, balcony, gated garage,

alarm in uniL One month free. 361 4 Paris Dr.

310-391-1076.

PALMS. Unfurnished 1 -bedroom, $495,

single $395. Appliances, no pets. Call 9anv
6pm, ask for my. (310)837-4196.

PALMS/CULVER CrTY. Keystone Place apart-

merti. Convenient, light, sunny. Singles 1 &2-

bedroom apartments. Miaowave, Jacuzzi,

gafted-parking. Close to 405. $650-$950.

Linda 310-836-1718.

SHERMAN OAKS. Gated, newer, quiet, sin-

gle, $450, 2+2 $735, 13406 Moorpark SL

818-907-9237, 818-222-8298.

SINGLE APARTMENTS. Near buses. Conrv

pletely renovated. Bike or ride to campus.

Near paHcs.Laundry and parking. Massachu-

setti Ex)f40S. $535. 310-479-2819

SPACKDUS SINGLE, Sherman Oaks. Walk to

Westward Ho market, refrigerator and free

uUlitles, $65(Vmo., 818-788-0003

TWO BEDROOM $595
SPACIOUS, VIEW, walk library. Great Van
Nuys location. Minutes to Sherman Oaks,

shopping, busses, and freeways. 618-399-

9610.

WALK TO UCLA. One bedroom, balcony,

free parking, laundry facilities, waler incl.

$90a Bachelor $550. Single $650. 10944

StrathfTwe. (310)209-0968.

WESTWOOD 2-BDRM/2-B\ A/C, laundry,

gym, Jacuzzi, 2 underground parking, alarm,

dishwasher, phone entry, walk to campus,

>^illaRe. SI 275/mo. 310-444-1958.

WESTWOOD, $825/MONTH. Sunny, large

1 -bedroom/1 -bath. 2-bk>ck walk to campus.

Prime parking, secure. Sulilet, move-in Janu-

ary. 310-208-8045.

WESTWOOD, 424 LANDFAIR, 3-bed-

room/2-bath, 2-bedroonr\/1 -bath, and single

available now. Swimming pool, hardwood
floors, utility room, garden setting, next to

UCLA. 310-459-1200.

WESTWOOD- 2-BEDROOW2-BATH, $925
AND UP. TILE KITCHEN, STEPDOWN LIV-

ING ROOM. UNUSUAL CHARM. 1-1/2

MILE TO UCLA. 310-839-6294.'*

WESTWOOD. Large studio apartment for

rent for spring quarter, full kitchen, parking

space, laundry, 1/2 mile to campus. 310-208-

7972.

Westwood/Century City and Palms, $495+
single; $595 luxury bachelor; $675+ 1 bd; 10

minutes to UCLA, open daily 310-474-7565.

WLA- 1 -bedroom, built-ins, refrigerator. Ml,
security gates, upstairs, laurxlry room. Cfose

to everything. Price rwglegable. 310-475-

2220 or 310-478-1190. 2605 S. Barrint;ton.

WLA. $675/mor<h. 2-bedroonV1 -bath. 2 lev-

els, private balcony. Laurviry room, 2 blocks

south of Wilshire. 31 0-395-01 49.

WLA. 10 MINUTES TO UCLA. Big & Bright,

Low move-in, 2-bdrnV2.5-bth, singles $695
& up. WASHER/DRYER, W.8. firepTace, sec.

alarm, ROOFTOP SPA. 11221 Richland 478-

3990.

WLA. Amazing deal. 1 629 Brockton. Singles

Starting $525. New appliances, carpet, paint,

vertical blirxls. Parking, gated. Good student

discount 310-477-0112.

50 Apartments, Furnished

MAR VISTA, $60(ymonth. Ask about free

rent Attractive, fumished 1 -bedroom. Large,

pool, patio, and barbecue area. Quiet build-

inK.3748 Inglewood Blvd. 310-398-8579.

WESTWOOD. 1-bdrm, 2-blocki walk west of

school. 310-824-0782. $67S/Wio.

51 Apartnnents, Unfurn.

$875 2B0RAV1 1/2BA. 1426 Ban^inglon 94.

Stove, refrigerator, air, dishwasher. (310)637-

0761

1+1, $650, BAJA BRENTWOOD, quaint,

huge patio, upper, hardwood floors, laurxJry,

pafkinfcno pets-N/S. 1-600-758-1813.

NEAR SANTA MONKjS AND BUNDY.
Bachekir, fiiil bath, refrigerator, laurwlfy, up-

per. Available now. $45(yrno. 822-6487.

PALMS. Single $535-$550. 2bd, $850.

Clean, Large pool, convenient to shopping

and UCLA, 310-204-4332.

WESTWOOD. $1500, Spackxjs 3-bedroom
upper+dining room, wA>alcony, dishwasher,

refrigerator, bullt-lns, ideal for grad students.

1711 Malcolm. 3/4-mile from campus. 310-

273-1212.

WLA, $820, 2-BEDROOM/2-BATH, new car-

pets, clean, sunny, spacious, laundry, park-

ing. Gose to shops and busiir>e to UCLA.
310-446-0744, 310-820-1309.

WLA. l-BEDROOM, $65(VMO. BUILT IN

POOL. aOSE TO UCLA and beach areas.

Great tenants, resident maruger. 310-477-

9955.

52 Apartments to Share

BEVERLY HILLS. $47Q(Vnonth. Private room.

Female, t^. No pets. Furnished. Elevator.

Pod. Parking. Utilities included. 310-275-

3735.

BRehTTWOOO ADJACENT. Female. Own
bdmVbath. CteanI Very spackius. 1 -block

Wilshire/Barrington bus. Large ctoMts. Laurv

dry, parking, dishwasher, fireplace, sundeck.

$42S^TM}nth. 310-473-9743.

52 Apartments to Share

FEMALE(S) WANTED
Beautiful Westwood, 3-bedrootTV2-bath

apartment, own room or room to share. Se-

curity building, parking, laundry, walk to

UCLA. N/S. Stacey, 310-208-1816

WESTWOOD-PRIVATE ROOM/BATH h
nice, spacfous, 2-bed/2-bath. Plenty of park-

ing, balcony, dishwasher, M/f, N^ preferred.

$400 month. 310-470-3561.

BRENTWOOD APARTMENT. Sunny and
spacious. Own bedroom. Share large bath.

$45C^onth. Security building. Great room-
males. Female only. 310-826-8616.

53 Roommates

504 MIDVALE. Female share large 1 -bed-

room, hardwood floors, large bath, parking.

Must seel Availabki 12/16-June. $425+1/2
utilities. Tara 310-824-0824.

FEMALE to share room in 2bc^2ba apartment,

$31 7/mo.+ulllltie$, Qall 310^25-2753 until

5pm M-F, Call 310-441-5406 after S:30pm.
Ask for Martha.

Free cable, free laundry, $37S/mo. Own
room. Duplex. Near Santa Monkui and Bar-

ringlon. Grad Student preferred. Call 310-

207-4442.

NATKDNAL&MILITARY- Female graduate

roommate to share 2-bed/2-bath apartment.

Asian preferred. Security building.

$350/mo+1/2 utilities, own roorMiath. Near
shop^xjslines. 310-556-4057.

Professional female wAieautiful 2b(^ba apt,

West LA, security, pool, parking, no

pets/smoking. $50(Vmo+security & utilities.

310-397-0735.

Single, female, ryxwnoking roommate need-

ed to share room in spacious 2-bedroom
apartment. Only 3 blocks from campus-se-

curity, pool, spa. 824-1257.

SPACIOUS CONDO Room for rent in fur-

nished condo. Own full bath plus double
closet. Cfose to campus (4 bloclcs), on^wo
persons, femaleVmales. Students preferred.

Available ASAP. 310-208-4523.

TOP FLOOR LUXURY BUILDING. Views of

Century City. Private bedroom arKJ bath. Full

security and parking. Central air, pool. Non-
smoker. First and last $675. Avaiable

^2nO/9^. 310-470-6577.

Venice Studto, 2,100sq/ll., 20'Ceilings, sky-

lights, two blocks litxn beach, central foca-

tton. $45(Vmonth. Available 12/1/94. Call

Erik or Will 31 0-399.6777.

VENICE-Own bedroom. Large 2-$tofy, 2-

bedroom apartment. $325. Male N^ pre-

ferred. Call Keith 310-239-3685.

Veteran arvJ Levering. Share bedroom in 2-

be<V2-bath apartment. Quiet non-smoker pre-

ferred. $33(ynrK)nth plus utilities. 310-208-

1459.

54 Room for Rent

BEVERLY HILLS. Separate very large and
small furnished rooms w/grad students,

Washer/Dryer, kitchen privileges, pool, need

car. S550/$375. Abby 818-763-5151.

ROOM FOR RENT IN PRIVATE HOME,
Brentwood on Bundy bekiw Sunset. Bath-

room, kitchen privileges, washer/dryer.

$500^tx>nth. S-minutes UCLA. 310-476-

6144, Bob.

Room w/bath $475. With l/2bath $450.
Second person add $75. Clean, quiet, owner-

managed buikJing. 1-bk>ck to campus. 310-

271-7028.

UCLA ROOMMATE WANTED TO SHARE
master bedroom in apartment wA>ew car-

petAumiture. Steps fttim canrtpus. Gated
parkins. $450^0. 310-824-2388.

54 Room for Rent

WLA. Own room in very large, bright 2-

bdrnVI-bath, Washer/dryer. Have cats.

Smoker. $37ymonth +utilitie$. Male pre-

ferred. 310-271-4289.

55 Sublet

SINGLE WESTWOOD PARTIALLY FUR-
NISHED apartment. Between end of Novem-
ber ar>d end of March. $85(Vmo. Lirvibrook

Dr. 5min. from campus. 310-474-2726.

WEST HOLLYWOOD. Gorgeous fumished

large single apartment. Luxury building.

Only $550 including utilities. Pool, gym,

covered parking, security guard. Call Vimala

310-825-4932.
-

WESTWOOD close UCLA, Overland

Ave/Santa Monica Blvd sublet winter/spring

quarters, $35(Vmo., fully fumished, bachelor,

rear parking, mature UCLA student, 3 1 0-475-

3720.

WESTWOOD. Shared room for rent just

Winter Quarter. $325Ano . 310-824-4597.

WESTWOOD. Strathnwre, 1/4 mile to cam-
pus bachelor, refrigerator, laundry, utilities

paid, fumished optional. Take over Dec 1.

$495/mo. Michael, 310-824-4702.

56 House for Rent

Encino Park, 3bd/1 ba, attached garage, wash-

er/dryer, fenced backyard, swamp cooler,

fireplace, den, living room, available De-
cembcrl, $1200, 818-506-6200.

PRIME ENCINO LOCATION. 3-bedrooms,

1.5 bath, fireplace, central heating, pool.

One level, light, and bright. Call Barry Alan,

JCX. 818-712-1633.

59 House Exchange

12/21/94-1/2/95. 4-BDRM LONDON
HOUSE (cbse to West End and transporta-

tion) in exchange for Los Angeles accommo-
dations, preferably West Side. 213-655-

0336.

62 Room/Board for Help

EUROPEAN COUPLE, doctor/lawyer,

preparing USA licenses, will provide home
health support, PT, cleaning, driving, etc in

exchange for room/board. 310-454-7990.

FEMALE STUDENT needed for childcare,

driving, light housekeeping for 9 & 3-

year/old. Approximate 20hourVweek. Wal-

king distance campus. Experience/references

required. 310-470-4662.

FREE ROOM AND BOARD for child care.

Female student Own car, near UCLA. After

6:30pm. 310-204-4870.

FREE to mature male student in exchange for

help in home. No drugs. La Brea/Venlce in

Mki-city area. 213-936-3349.

66 Townhouse for Rent

WEST LA. $1375. 3-BED/2-BATH, 14005q.-

ft. Hardwood floors, fireplace. Air condi-

tfoning, like home, quiet. 310-826-6907.

67 Condosfor Sale

SANTA MONICA. 2-bdrm, 2-bath. Security

building. Close to UCLA. New berber car-

peU, Mexican tile. Must sell, $170K. 310-

452-9241 or 310-829-2458.

68 Condos to Share

1-bdrm in 2-bdr/2.5-bth, Wilshire Highrisc

Condo. Laurviry facility within unit, 24.hr.

security, valet parking, pool and gym. U/S.

$1200/mo. 310-475-7989.

FEMALE TO SHARE ROOM in nice condo,

large living room, kitchen, quiet, security

building, walk to UCLA, $360/mo. 310-391-

2677.

69 Condos for Rent

3-bdmV2-bath conAo an Hilgard, very large

and bright, $1750. 3-car parking, security

building, walking distance to UCLA, 310-

471-4989.

70 Guest House for Rent

CEI^URY Crrr. $650 or $625 (lyr lease), 1

room guesthouse, wAHchen, bath, ar>d gar-

den. Avail Jan.1, utilities included. 310-788-

9441

91 Insurance

MOTORCYaE/MOTORSCOOTER IN-

SURANCE. Great rates. Personal Service.

MastercarcWisa accepted. Call for qukk
quotes. C Diamond Irwurance 310-428-

£221

>qiistate
Insurance Company

(310)312-0204
1317 Wostv*/ood Blvd.
(2 biks. So. of Wilshire)

92 Legal Advice

Br«ast Implant recipients:

Class action suit has created a

super ftxid for your daims.

You must register twfora

December t, 1994. For more Info.

cal (310) 396 4313.

^r

91 Insurance

AUTO
INSURANCE

"MO BUir
Best Prices, Same Doy

Miii.]j}n.i»j.iii)m

Motorcycles, SR22
Accidents, Tickets OK

CALL AA-IA NOW
FOR FREE QUOTE
TOLL FREE

1 (800|225-9000

92 Legal Advice

SEXUAL HARASSMENT
If You Have A Problem. Ttiere Is A

Remedy. Consultation At No
Charge. Kennetti A. Rivin, Attomey

. (213)933-5946.

94 Movers/Storage

BEST MOVERS. A licensed and insured, cour-

teous nrxiver. Fast, careful, reliable. Excellent

references. State license T-1 63844. 213-263-
2378, 21 3-263- BEST.

HONEST MAN. W/14ft truclc and dollies,

small jobs, short notice ok. Student discount.

310-285-8688. CA, AZ, NV. Go Bruins.

JERRY'S MOVING & DELIVERY. The careful

movers. Experienced, reliable, same day de-

livery. Paci(ing & boxes. Will deliver boxes
free, jerry 310-391 -56S7. /^

TOM'S MOVING SERVICE. DEPENDABLE,
EXPERIENCED, REASONABLE. LAST
MINUTE JOBS WELCOME. CALL 24 HRS.
310-452-2887.

96 Services Offered

$35 PERS. STATEMENT -
Professional, quicl( edit (1 hour max.) Writing

and rewrites also available. Experienced

M/riter and law school graduate. 213-933-

3797.

APPLYING TO GRADUATE SCHOOL? Let

CAA use their years of experience in top pro-

grams to help you get into the program you

want Call for free information 310-444-

1903.

ATTN: MBA, LAW,
MED. APPLICANTS _

Frustrated developing/editing your critically-

important personal statements? Get profes-

sional help, competitive edge from national-

ly-known author/consultant. 310-826-4445

EAGLE-EYED PROOFREADER
Edits, theseVpublications; tutors EnglisiVstudy

skills; trains time management/stress reduc-

tk>n. Nadia Lawrence, PhD. 310-393-1951.

EDITING, RESEARCH, WRmNC. Personal

statements, papers, theses. Help w/composi-

tk>n, structure, grammar and punctuation. All

subjects. German-English translation also

available. 310-575-0268.

Need money for college? Thousands cf

scholarships available, guaranteed financial

aid. Call rww fo' details. Student Scholarship

Service, 800-922-2913.

PROFESSIONAL WRITING/EDITING. Papers,

reports, statistics, proposals, research studies.

Masters, Ph.D. dissertations, dollege applica-

tion essays. Any subject, style, requirement.

213871-1333.

RESUMES, THESES, DISSERTATIONS, SE-

MESTER PAPERS, drafts, re-writes, math pa-

pers, etc Many years experience, state of art

equipment. Will consider your t>udgct. Please

call Michelle Kohn, 21 3-6S3-0444.

EL
English Language Center

Daytime ESL Classes

Intensive & Part-Time Programs

•TOEFL Preparation

•Academic Skills Classes

•Study Skills Tutoring

Sessions Begin Every Four Weeks

Housing Available

10650 Wilstilrv Blvd.

(near the Avco Theater)

310-470-30198

Bring in ad for special discounts
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EUROPE $249

HAWAII, ATLANTA,

BALTIMORE WA.,

BOSTON - $129

• NO RESTRICTIONS •

ATRHITCH^^
310*394*0550

Call For Free Program Description

Have an

extra

Ticket?
Put it in the paper!

206-3060

STRICTLY PERSONAL
Scckingjewish Students... For 3'Wcek winter-

break experience in Israel. Past groups have

met with Prime Minister Yitzhak Rabin,

Shimon Peres, Benyamin Netanyahu, Natan

Sharansky, jenealem mayor Ehud Olmett.

Benny Begin, and President of Israel Eier

Weizman. Plus tour the country aiKl

discover what Israel is really about

Scholaohips available that let you do it all for

just $1075, irKluding cost of airfare arvl all

accomodations. For application form, call

1-800-FELLOWS (335-5697)

Poris
NON-STOP

$195
London ~ $223*

Tokyo $2d5*

Washington DC $179*

NewYori[ $149*

Dofton $149*
'Fmw «• Mdi way Irani Lm AngilM b«*d an •

raundk^ pwtlwu . HHtmuin tttf mtf Ium
-iTI hrhnfiit rittnr »>» nirtltti ihOiJIna

Opmt Smunlay» lOrnn • 2pm

Council Travel
lOSSamlmAM, •nO.lMAngriw.CAtOOM

310-206-0551
Euroilpossos

Issued on-the-spot!

r^ STRICTLY PERSONAL «
Seeking Jewish Students

Adventurous. Spirited. Enthuiiiitk

For 3'week winta-break opcrience in Israel!

Hkt Golan mountaini, expkirc ancient Negcv

ruins, and meet mystks in T:bL Ptuiintoview

top politicals and discover what Isael is really all

about. Scholaithips available that let you do it

all for just ) 1075, including aii^e and all

accomodatioa For applictfknfcnn, call

l-SOO-FELLOWS (335-5697).

T R

Specializing In

Discount Airfare

Call For Lowest Rate

310.441-4388

ADVERTISING

^06-3060

ft^WWVWWWVWVtftfWVVVVVWWWWIWWVIftlWWVWWIIIIWIIIflftftftft/tfWWI/NrtlWIIWWWWWWIII^

96 Services Offered

WANT TO BE ACCEPTED? Save time, frustra-

tion? Call for help developlng^diting person-

al statements. Also edit papers, theses, dis-

sertations. Linda 310-392-1734.

96 Services Offered

BEAR'S RESEARCH!,
WRITING, & EDITING

Al subjects. Theses/Disasrtations.

Personal Statements. Proposals and booKs.

International students wek»me.-

PAPERS NOT FOR SALE
Sharon Bear, Ph.D. (310) 470-6662

AU-Pnrpoie Edldiic / Itatoriiig

Courtes, personal statements, resumes,

theses, dissertations, exam prep by

experienced PhD English professor.

(213)6654145

CORPORATE
SCHOLARSHIPS
FOR STUDENTS

• NOMINGIVk
• NO SPECIFIC INCOiyiE ItEQ.

$99

GUARANTEED - NO IHSK

MORE INFO ft FREE BROCHURE

310-371-6384

98 Tutoring Offered

- MY TUTOR -

MATH/PHYSICS/STATISTJCS. Tutoring serv-
ice. Free cor^sultation. Reasonable rates ,

call Mv Tutor anvtinr>e. Han (800)90-TUTOR.

EXPERIENCED MATH TUTOR AVAILABLE.
Basics through Math 338. Call 213-951-
1925.

FRENCH TUTORING BY NATIVE SPEAKER,
UCLA graduate. Granrfmar, writing, litera-

ture, all levels. CrcRori 310-552-7902.

MATH TUTORING by PH.D. $1S/hoof. Cal-

culus, statistics, probability, math for physi-

cal/social sciences, SAT, GRE, LSAT, MCAT.
310-837-8998, pager, 310-582-9626 NBD.

NEED A TUTOR In history, »t history, Eng-

lish composition? Smart. (Herxily doctoral

candidate can help you do well. 310-837-
8036,

100 Typing

MODERN SECRETARIAL SERVICES. 24-hour
service, pick-up and delivery, IBM and MAC,
Laser printing. Discount students. 5-minutes

from UCLA. Anijelica, 310-44^^899.

NEED A PRIVATE SECRETARY? Over IS

years legal/medical transcription experience.

Notary Public Macintosh w/laser printer.

pick-up/delivery. Brentwood. 310-472-0405.

WORD PROCESSING- All types, APA and
other formats, transaibing, resumes, DTP,
WordPerfect, charts, graphs^ laser. Reason-
able rates, near campus. 310-470-0287.

104 Resumes

102 Music Lessons

SINCI Vocal technique-all level«^tyles, per-

formance anxiety, associate/Nate Lam, SanU
Monca, near UCLA, free consultation, Carol

TinKle 310828-3100.

104 Resumes

A CUSTOMTYPE RESUME. Fast, professional,

reliable. Layout, editing, composition.

ResumeVcover letterVReference sheets. Corrv

puter typesetting & laser printing. 310-470-
4999.

WINNING RESUMES: 1-hour service. Our
clients get results. Open 7-days. 310-287-

2785.

109 Autos for Sale

1987 HONDA CIVIC DX. 2-door hatchback.

5-speed, AM/fhA cassette, blue, run^ooks
great Must sell. $2950/080. Call David,

310-820-4748.

MUSTANG 5.0
1983 Gray Ford MusUng GT, V8, 5J0, 4^
speed, vtry fast. New brakes, good interior.

$3000. 310-777-9761/paffr, after SJOpm.

PONTIAC SUNBIRD 1984, automatic trans-

mission, 4-door, a/c, A^VFM cassette, 85K
miles. Runs good. $2200 obo. 310-824>T

5123.

74 VW KARMANN CHIA, 4-SPD, YEUOW,
KENWOOD AM-FMCASSETTE, EVERY-
THING ELSE ORIGINAL GREAT BODY
AND INTERIOR, RUNS GREAT.
$3,29S(OBO. 2 1 3-254-601 8.

Minority Juniors & Seniors: ^, scoote,s lor soie

Gel your resume to the nation's

top em|3loyers! FREE!

99 Tutoring Needed

LAW SCHOOLAPPUCATION
PERSONAL STATEMENT STOESS?

Two publislied hw review editors

will help you:

•CompoeeA create

•Edit puDctuatioo & grammar

• Organize & structure your essay

to makb it subatantivety effective ajd

technically accurate.

Contact Cheri or Tom at
(310) 274-6187

Research, Writing, Editing
ALL Icveb, - ALL subjects Foreign

Students Welcome Fast Professional -

Quality guaranteed papers not for sale

Call Research 310-477-8226

M-F 10:00am-5:00pni

Immediate help needed for case analysis and
finance. Call Joe M 818-284-7361 (home),

213-244-7118 (office).

TUTOR NEEDED FOR 10TH GRADE GIRL.

All subjects. 310-826^588 day; 310-470-

361 6, evenings.

Tutor Needed for Algebra 2 . Will be tutor-

ir« a tenth grader. Please Call 310-455-7571

100 Typing

$2 WORD PROCESSING. Papers, dlsMrta-

tions, manuscripts, etc FAST, reliable. Laser

printing. Pick-up, delivery, 24hr service avail-

able. Complete resume services. 310-397-

5970.

A CLASS ACT
Papers, letters, resumes, scripts, transcription,

labels. FREE light editing. Laser printing. Spell

check. Fax Orders Welconr>e. 310-827-8023.-^

A PLUS WORDPROCESSING. IBKVPC, Laser

printing, spetlcheck; term papers, disserta-

tions, thesis, reports, manuscripts, transcrip-

tions, etc. Fast turnaround. Call Bob 213-

851-0214.

ACE TYPIST, ETC
GREAT LOOKING PAPERS AND APPIKIA-
TIONS-SPECIAL RATE. WE DO ALL WP
AND RESUMES. RUSHES. 310-820^8830.

BETTER QUALITY GETS RESULTSI Resumes,
CVi, mass mailings, newsletters, brochures,

dissertations, medical ar>d legal documerHs,
etc. Scannir^ of text, photos, ar>d other im-

ages. High resolution typesetting at 1800 dots

per inch. Color output available. Located

near Sepulveda and Washington. Call Lhida

al 310-204-0947 between 10am-7pm.

EOrriNC, TYPING, PROOFREADING.
S15/hr or S2/pg typing only. English BA/MA>
310-396-1249.-

There is absolutely no cost to you. Simply send or fax your

resume, along with your top three industry preferences, to:

Crimson & Brown Associates, Inc.

1 770 Mass. Avenue, Suite 332

Cambridge, MA 02140
{617)86W)181 phone (617) 868-0187 fax

Deadline: December 2

1 965 Suzuki scooter, low miles, new b^ery,
just tuned up, $475 OBO, 213-666-4127.

MUST SELL -88 Elite 80, red; "87 Yamaha
125, black. $500 O.B.O. each. Call or leave

mcas^e 21 3-658-8623.

AKll \l (

ill < ' ii)i| I, Ml \li Kinsi'\ 1 111)1

t .1 Ml lin.m S.u (is (

S-.Mss I.,

102 Music Lessons

f
lIllMIlk I ,\\

r..im riiiiii 111

illUII MHlc'Isrn

DRUM LESSONS
All levels/styles with dedicated professional.

At your home or WLA studio. 1 st lesson free.

Nodrwn set necessaiy. Neil 213-882-8509.

GUfTAR INSTRUCTION. 15 years EXP. all

levels and styles. Patient and organized. Be-
ginner ^itars for sale $6a Savn 310-826-
9117.

GUITAR LESSONS
All Acoustic styles. Clascical, Latin, iazz.

Folk. Teacher w/25-t- yrs playing exp. Call

David 310-478-2420.

Guitar lesions by a professional near UCLA.
All levels, Biitvs available. Call jean 310-

476-4154.

GUfTAR LESSONS. 15-y«ars experience h
many tiyles, gradu^e of Dkk Grove School

of Musk and Muskiww Intitule. MK>1Aa
WB.DE, 310-823-7010.

106 Travel Tickets for Sale

FOR SALE: Two Economy Class Round-Trip

rickeis from LAX to Mexk» Gty. Best offer.

Call Scott, 310-312-6687.

126 Furniture for Sale

AA SOFA SLEEPERS QUEEN AND FUU.
SIZES, $180 for a limited time. Call Kevin
310-379-6596.

LMNG ROOM SET. Spectacular value, un-
used, $950-OBO. Remote 26-inch cobr T.V.

$195, 20-inch remote color portable $120
310-453-9441.

MATTRESS SETS: Twin $45, full $55, queen
$85, kings $95, bunkbeds. Deliveries, phone
orders accepted. 310-372-2337.

NEW FURNITURE
Bunkbeds $125, Manress sets: QuMn $170,
full $140, Twin $110. Bedroom sets $350.
Dininn and sofa sets also. 310-821-0729.

107 Resorts/Hotels

Vacation in Sun Valley, Idaho

New tmctivdy fumuhed 3 bdnn. 2 1/2

fattu houae for rant in Sun Vdley, 4 milei S

of ski-lift Sleefa6. CooptolDkitchcn,

wacher/dryer, Ui(e Uviofncm, firoplaoe.

TV, VCR. Garage. 1 acre lot. Beautiful

view. 12/17-1/2. $2S(Vday or $170(ywe«4.

1/2-10/2, $lS(y<Uy or $100(ywedt. Hy
SsaUHUIKtaiLAX-SV. firiyi;LAX-

S ih Laka - SV. Ubil^ LAX-BoiM. ta>

S V. Uy^d; LAX-Twin FalU. bus SV.

Call hrar or Nina (310)455-1797 (iOO-

10-JOAM or 7:30^9 10PM)

Sorry,

NO
Crossvs^ordl

classified Managei

109 Autos for Sale

1W6 BMW 325. Charcoal, 4-doof, aUomat-
ic, sunroof, alarm, 100k. One owner.
$650(Vobo. Must Selll 213-655-6404 Biim.

1 34 Connputer/Typewriter

486^66 SOUND SYSTEM, 4-ram, 420HD,
voice-mall, moiae, monitor, like new.
$1180.310-644-2612.

MACINTOSH llvx a«0. CD-Rom, 14' Color.

MagnavoK monitor, 14.4 FAX^Modcm, Style-

W^Mer Printer, ktt d tohwmt. $1900 obo.
Mike 310-206-8624.
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WATER POLO
From page 32

one goal by Pepperdine, and ttie 8-

7 win sent ttie Bruins into ttie

semi-finals.

"The wtiole tournament for us
was ttie Pepperdine game," UCLA
goalkeeper Matt Swanson said.

"And it was probably the best
game of the year. We really came
together as a team."

The semi-final match was

"The whole tournament

for us was the

Pepperdine game. And
it was probably the best

game of the year."

Matt Swanson

UCLA Goalkeeper

played against No. 1 and eventual

NCAA champions Stanford. The
Bruins were missing some spark,

after tlie enx)tionaIly-draining win
over Pepperdine the night b)efore.

The Cardinal showcased the dom-
inance they have had all season,

using aggressive play and an
excellent counterattack to win the

game, 9-5.

The biggest setback for the

Bruins came one and a half min-
utes into the fourth quarter, when
a defender's elbow broke Bruin
Adam Krikorian's nose and sent

him to the sidelines for the rest of

the tournament.
• • •

UCLA faced No. 3 California

Sunday in the final round which
would determine the third-place

team. Despite Krikorian's

"The team played

incredibly well this

weekend."

Matt Emerzlan

UCLA Assistant Coacti

absence, the Bruins managed to

stay close at the tieginning.

UCLA trailed 3-2 at the start of
the third quarter, when Cal went
on a scoring binge. Cal's goalie

Sean Nolan, allowed only three

more Bruin goals, while the Bears

tOiOk off in the second half, even-

tually winning 8-5.

"The team played incredibly

well this weekend," UCLA assis-

tant coach Matt Emerzian said. "It

was just a huge step for us to qual-

ify to this tournament, we were
probably the happiest fiftf>-place

team (at the conference tourna-

ment) ever. But we came in and
t)eat Pepperdine in the first game,
and just took a gigantic leap into

the top four. All this year, (Baker)

and I have said as long as you play

your hardest and give your great-

est effort, we can never get mad at

you. That's what they did all

weekend long."

/a ŵ̂ jsâ ĵaaaaaaaas^̂ ĵssav!̂ ^ r^^jxxxx^^^^.axaxaaaaaaaaaaaaaa^:a^^^^^.aaaaaa^

CIVE
HOMEWORK
INSTEAC^OF
GETTING IT!

(AND MAKE CREAT MON EY TOO!)
• Ideal part'tiine job
• Pay scale starts at $13.50 per hour
• Great working conditions

• We train you
• Locations all over LA and Ventura counties

• SAT-1, SAT'll, PSAT, LSAT, GMAT, GRE, MCAT
Would you like to work In a creative environment helping students and, at the same time, make

great money? We are offering you the opportunity to Interview with the nation's most successful

test preparation service, The Princeton Review. Each year we help thousands of students across the

country Improve their standardized test scores with our uniquely effective program. If you are

bright, enthusiastic and outgoing, and enjoy helping others, this may be the perfect part-time job for

you. Send us your resume and ce^eTletter—no phone calls please. Also l^e sure to include your

SAT and graduate test scores (if any) as well as your phone number on your resume. Those accepted

through our highly selective screening process will participate in an extensive training program to

become instructors.

Please
send
your
resume

The Princeton Review
Attn.: Personnel Dept.

10474 Santa Monica Blvd., #403
Los Angeles, CA 90025
Resume deadline: Dec. 23, 1994

THE
"PRINCETON
REVIEW
we score more

SAT-I • SAT-n • PSAT

VocabuUiy • Academic Tutoring

LSAT • GMAT • GRE • MCAT

SBB&SSSBSS^SSSS
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WHY WAIT?
Open Sam to spin
• Prompt, caring service

• Primary Care

• Wornen's center

.

-» No Appdintrhent Necessary

Get The StRafGHX Story On Braces.
What's the cost • What's the best procedure • What's the right age /

Call For Free Consultation:

(310) 826 - 7494
Specializing in Braces for Adults & Children

litviaibU • RtmovcMa * TfiadilioiuU • Ewvp*aM SmrgtctJ OrthtnloiUuit • Coamatic Porcmltun

BRENTWOOD Orthodontic Center
Dr. Nader Dayanl, Certified Spccialbt

11645 Wilshire Blvd.. Suite 802 18124 Culver Drive, Suite A
>-E3-tZ] Brentwood (310) 826 - 7494 Irvine (714) 552 - 5890

An Immediate Care Center

MedipaCe Medical Group
1990 Westwood Blvd.
Los Angeles, Ca 90025
(310)470-8880

Most iasurancc and
credit cards accepted.

DESIGN HAIRCUTS
208-4447

' shampoo &
1 blowdry

with

COLOR $20

HIGHLIGHTS $29-349

COLOR CORRECTION S35-S45

1078GAYLEY WESTWOOD

HAIRCUT
1 1 o n ri h .

)

-\lightlv highori

FRENCH PERM $15-$25

ZOTOSPERM $35-$45

SUPER PERM $66

Next to Penny Lane

^ (.(H)i)i\sTK.N\nK.\i.i,v. g FAST FRKI^ DKI^IVKRY!^ coonTASTK.wTrRuiY. p

Bruin Deal
Meal

2 slices of pizza & all you can

drink, plus your choice of:

• garden salad or

• 1/2 order ot Moios or

• pizza breadsticKS

only$342
Dine in, Carry Out Special

:>^^_

Thinking ^bout^pj^za?

is the
yA

answer

Large Pizza

a?
Any large pizza up
to 3 toppings of

your choice

oniysgjas

\ Double Special

1

2 medium one
topping pizzas

only$-|-|.^

B Combination

m
Any medfum of» topping dtm,
5 plecM of chicken, or 172 to. of

shrinp. plus mojo powoea.

onlyS-j-jiSa

Call to reserve Shakey's upstairs for your private meetings, parties, etc.

HAPPY HOUR, ANY HOUR AT

Sliakeys
1114Gayley l Sun-TTusll-lam

Westwood I Fri&Sat11-2am 824-4111 SS
• ^COODTASTK.WTIRULY. g COOl) lASTi:. NATIRAI.LV. g (;<IOI) lASTK. NATITIUIY. ?=? COOl) TA^TK. NAT! RAMY. H?

BURGER SPECIALS

/ Cheese Burger Combo

^3.24+ tax

2 Turkey Burger

^3.69+ tax

^Teriyaki Burger

'^BBQ Bacon Burger

: ~ ^4.75+»a^

SANDWICH SPECIALS

/ Steak Sandwich Combo

^5.25. lax

^Pastrami Sandwich

$5.25. tax

JTeriyaki Chicken Sandwich
'^ 5.25+ tax

4 Hot Dogger Special

$2.79. tax

BREAKFAST SPECIAL

2 eggs any style, bacon, hash
browns and any style toast

$

2.30 tax

All ot our Burger ui.j Sandwicti Specials come witti

Ail You Can Drink and Fries or Fresh Fruit

10922 Kinross Ave., Westwood Village

208-2424

''^There's no place like Headlines^*

.HOOPS
From page 32

full-court press, helping force a

10-second violation one moment
while turning an open-court steal

into points the next.

"Pressing is a gamble, just like

going to Vegas," UCLA head
coach Jim Harrick said. "But I

have a feeling we play a little bel-

ter that way. I think we have a

team that can press some this

year."

The gamble paid off against
Northridge as the Bruins recorded

nine steals and forced 22
turnovers to coast to a win in their

season-opener.

With Kentucky on the horizon
at the Wooden Classic Dec. 3,

Harrick wasted no time in throw-
ing the Bruins' freshmen into the

mix to learn the nuances of the

three different presses the Bruins
utilized Saturday. At one point in

the first half, all four newcomers
were on the floor for UCLA along
with sophomore Cameron Dollar.

Toby Bailey took high-scoring

honors among the freshmen with
his nine points in 15 minutes of
action. He made quite an impres-

sion on the home crowd midway
through the first half when he
appeared to jump out of the gym
for a one-handed, throw-down
dunk.

Bailey also impressed Harrick
enough to earn a starting role at

shooting guard for the beginning
of the second half.

"I think Coach (Harrick) is

considering me to be one of the

starters, but he hasn't made up his

mind yet," Bailey said. "But I'm
not coming in expecting to start

right off."

The Bruins started off right

away against Northridge, scoring

on their first six possessions and
jumping oQt to an 11 point lead in

the first five minutes, 1 8-7. After

holding a tenuous lead at 6-5, the

Matadors trailed 47-30 at half-

time and would get no closer than

a 12-point deficit the rest of the

way.

At 6 feet, 8 inches, center Peter

Micelli was Northridge's tallest

starter and its leading scorer with
17 points. But he was no match
on the defensive end against
UCLA's strength up front, espe-
cially Zidek, who had his way
inside against the under-sized
Micelli.

UCLA dominated the war on
the glass, with 44 rebounds to just

28 for the Matadors.

'*Our kids just aren't as quick
or as talented as UCLA's, that's

just reality," CSUN head coach
Pete Cassidy said.

Or as deep.

UCLA benefitted from having
fresh players on the court at all

times as no UCLA starter had
more than 28 minutes. Even
though the scoring totals for Ed
O'Bannon (11 points) and Tyus
Edney (8 points) were down Kom
last season, they did not seem to

mind sharing the burden a little

more.

"It wasn't about seeing how
many points we could outscore
them by today," Ed O'Bannon
said. *The main thing we wanted
to work on was playing hard and
playing together and I think we
did that."

Edney logged 26 minutes of
action, spelled at the point by
Dollar for the most part. But
Edney also saw 6-9 freshman J.R.

Henderson (eight points) bring
the ball up-court for the Bruins in

the second half when both he and
Dollar were on the bench.

"It's fun to watch them,"
Edney said of UCLA's freshmen.
"I think they are all really talent-

ed, and there's no drop off when
they go in."

UCLA Sports Into

UCLA men's water polo team's lone senior Scott Turner played
his final game as a Bruin in Sunday's NCAA match against Cal.

Polo bids farewell to
senioHeader Turner
UCLA co-captain

leaves with fourth-

place NCAA finish

By Esther Hul
^Dally Bruin Senior Staff ^=

When the UCLA-Cal men's
water polo game ended Sunday,
most of the players and crowd
focused on the championship
round between No. I Stanford and
No. 2 use. But while the roars

from the spectators at Belmont
Plaza anticipated the soon-to-be

national
champi-
onship,
UCLA's lone

senior Scott
Turner sat in

the stands to

reflect on the

end of his

water polo
career - a

career that

has been a huge part of his life

thus far.

"My last game was really emo-
tional and I didn't think it would
be," Turner said. "It was a unique

feeling to realize when the buzzer
went off that that was my last

game. It was really sad, I broke
down in tears, and was sitting

there crying for a little while. But
then I realized I.shouldn't be cry-

ing, because I left my career on a

good note."

The NCAA tournament was
indeed a great finish, especially

considering the adversity the

Bruins had to overcome just in

order to qualify. As co-captain of
the team and leading scorer for the

season. Turner was a huge force in

the Bruins' end of the year suc-

cess. He scored four goals in this

weekend's tournament alone, twjo

of which occurred in the defeat of

Pepperdine on Friday night. As
Turner graduates, the Bruin team
will lose perhaps its most valuable

member.

"I can't commend Scott enough

for what he's done this year,"

UCLA assistant coach Matt
Emerzian said. "There's nothing

harder than being the only senior

on a team. If you talk to him he'll

say he could have been a better

leader, but I think he did an awe-

some job. His woric ethic is amaz-
ing, and it's so contagious
throughout the team. I think he

has a lot to be proud of in his

whole career and especially this

last season. He's been a great
player."

• • •

UCLA's injury situation
became almost a joke during team

introductions, as one by one its

top players fell to injury and hob-

bled out to the pool deck in

crutches. First it was national-

team member leader Jim Toring,

who broke his leg in October. Two
weeks later, hole-man Mark Sutter

tore cartilage in his knee, requir-

ing surgery and a cast. Both play-

ers watched from the bench during

this weekend's Stanford game as

Adam Krikorian, one of the

team's emotional leaders, was
smacked in the face by a defender,

breaking his nose and sidelining

him for the rest of the weekend.

But, except for the graduation

of Turner, the Brtiins will be back
in 1995 in full force, and both
Sutter and Toring plan to return to

try to put the frustration of this

season behind them.

"It gets you fired up to play
next year, just knowing how well

we did this year," Sutter said. "At
the same tinie it was really hard

watching Scott play in his last

tournament. You want the best for

him, knowing he's playing in his

last games, but you can't do any-

thing to help him, you can't do
anything to alter the score of the

game."
"It's hard because you have to

put all of your hopes and dreams
on other people," Toring said. "It's

frustrating. In a way it's been real-

ly emotionally draining for me
because after losses you have to

sit there and know there was noth-

ing you could have done."
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Harriers find positives in mediocre season
Despite unfulfilled expectations, men,

women pleased with 1994 campaign

By Mark SIngerton

Mebrahtom Keflezighi's 15th-

place finish at the NCAAs
Monday wrapped up a successful

season for the UCLA men's cross

country team. Keflezighi's perfor-

mance earned him All-America

honors, but more importantly, it

proves how much overall talent

and potential the team has.

"We're very pleased about what

Meb has been able to do," UCLA
coach Bob Larsen said. "The
Treshmen as a whole have been
outstanding for us."

Keflezighi aod fellow freshmen

Devon Elizondo and Brandon Del

Campo have combined for much
of the Bruin scoring, taking three

of the top five spots at the

Stanford Invitational Oct. 1.

Freshman scoring was vital for

UCLA this season, which saw
lasting injuries to senior Creighton

Harris and sophomore Keith
Grossman.

'The team's determination real-

ly helped us this season," Larsen

said. "In spite of the injuries

we've had, they never gave up. I

think that kind of focus showed at

the Pac-10 (Championships)
where we finished third. And the

older guys like Brian Gastelum
and Dan Niednagel have shown
extraordinary leadership for us.

That's important for a young
team."

Though Gastelum and Harris

will no longer be with the Bruins

next season, team morale remains

very high.

"We're definitely going to miss

those guys, but we're still going to

have a great team," Keflezighi

said. "I know we have the talent,

and we're basically coming back

with the same team next year. If

we can finish consistently and do

our part individually, it^l make a

big difference for us."
• • • •

The 1994 season did not go as

planned for the Bruin women,
who saw their hopes for an NCAA
bid fall with their fifth-place finish

at the Districl-8 meet Nov. 12.

The Bruins headed into the sea-

son with some of the best talent in

years, having the services of Ail-

Americans Karen Hecox, Shelley

Taylor and an experienced follow-

ing of upperclassmen. But the

Bruins were plagued by inconsis-

tent finishes, which eventually got

the best of them at season's end.

"I know the talent was there,"

junior Jeanene Harlick said. "But I

don't think we lived up to our
expectations. We could never put

together good races by everyone
in the same race."

While the Bruins' Hecox con-

sistently finished at the top, Taylor

uncharacteristically fell back.

After her first and second-place

finishes at the outset of the season,

her races became sporadic, and
she finished better than sixth only

once. At the District-8 meet, she

was 13lh.

Harlick, one of last season's

most consistent finishers, led off

JENNIFER PONG/Datly Bruin

UCLA head coach Eric Peterson has his women's cross country program headed in the right direc-

tion.

the season with a second place fin-

ish, but by mid season, had lacklus:

ter runs of 54th and 73rd.

Nevertheless, there were a

number of bright spots for the

Bruins this year, including the per-

formances of sophomore Maya
Muneno and junior Anna
Delgado. Muneno scored for the

Bruins in every race, and UCLA
coach Eric Peterson calls Muneno

the team's most consistent finish-

er. Delgado ran solidly all season,

finishing third for the Bruins in

three of her last four races.

"We came into the season with

some pretty lofty goals," Peterson

said. "As far as conditioning and

fitness, this team has made enor-

mous progress in the last six

months to get where they are.

There's no doubt in my mind that

this is a better team than last

year's. This year we beat enough
ranked opponents to qualify for

nationals, but we finished on the

bubble at the Districts. This team
was capable of more than a fifth-

place finish there, but I'm proud
of what we've been able to

accomplish this season. I think the

program is headed in the right

direction."
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Deck the courts with spikes and voiieys
Volleyball receives

favorable draw for

championship run

By Eric Branch
Daily Bruin Senior Staff

Christmas came early for the

UCLA women's volleyball team
Sunday with the announcement of
the NCAA Women's Volleyball

Championship draw. The selection

committee played the role of
Santa Claus . ^^
for the

Bruins, gift

wrapping a

top-seed and
<a relatively

easy path to

the Final Four
in Austin,
Texas.

No. 3

UCLA (28-3

overall), the top-seed in the South,

is the lone Pacific- 10 representa-

tive not in the West. Long regard-

ed as the best conference in

volleyball, it is doubtful the
Bruins will be pining for their six

other Pac-10 cohorts.

"We are more than pleased with

our draw and the fact that we got

in the South," UCLA coach Andy
Banachowski said. "It will be a

chance to get away from the teams
we have played all year and move
on to new challenges."

New and perhaps lesser chal-

lenges. The Bruins, by virtue of
being in the South, will avoid
playing No. 2 Stanford, the top-

seed in the West, until a possible

1994 National Collegiate Division 1 Women's Volleyball Championship
Flrtt Round*

Nov. 30

Wyoming (17-12)

Second Round*
Dec. 3 or 4

StanfOfd(27-ir

[>ec. 8-11

Semifine
Dec.15

SofHflnsIs

Dec. 15
Regionais*
Dec. 8-11

Second fUMind*
Dec. 3 of 4

Ftrtt Round*
h4ov. 30

Washington (15-12)

Memphis (26-8)

SDSU(21-9) >
Arizona State (17-9)

National
Championship

Dec. 15

Loyola Marymount (19-9)'

Arizona (15-9) \

Washington State (16-12)

New Mexico (19-9)

BYU (25-3) West

use (20-7)

Michigan State (17-1 4)

TexasA&M (18-13) f

Princeton (26-4)

UCSB (28-6)

Ohio State (26-2)

Pacific (26-2)

Central Florida (29-9)

Idaho (30-2)

Hawaii (24-4) Northwest

Arkansas State (26-6)

Montana (24-5)

Long Beach State*

-National-
Champion

The University

of Texas at

Austin, host
institution

Nebraska (29-0)'

'Wisconsin (21-11)

George Washington (31-5)

Colorado (22-7)

Rider (20-6)

HNorth Iowa (27-1)

Mideast Notre Dame (32-3)

"Pittsburgh (23-10)

-
j Iowa (24-8)

Ball State (24-5)

Penn State (28-3)

Illinois (23-13)

UCLA (28-3)

Duke (23-5)

George Mason (30-4)

Georgia Tech (25-8)

Appalachian State (30-5)

Georgia (25-8)

South

'First-round, second-round and regional matches will be
played on the campus of one of the ptartidpating institutions.

Florida (27-5)*

Texas (22-9)

Louisville (2»4)

Houston (24-6)

Steven F Austin (32-3)

Clemson (27-7)

finals matchup. Similarly, No. 7

Long Beach State, the defending
champion, would only be a final

game foe.

• • •

Despite the Bruins' top-seed,

the road to Austin is not without

its possible pitfalls. Should UCLA
advance to the regionals, they
could face No. 14 Florida on their

home court. Although the Bruins

are the top-seed in the region, the

Gators, a Final Four participant

last season, would host the South
regionals because of the NCAA

Committee's policy which keeps

the regional sites within the

'region.

"Going to Florida will be a

tough road trip for us,"

Banachowski said. "They will be

tough playing at home, that will

not be an easy match."

Looking ahead in the Bruins'

bracket, top-ranked but lightly-

tested Nebraska could be a quar-

terfinal opponent. The unbeaten
Huskers have spent much of their

season beating up on the Big-
Eight, not a conference known as

a volleyball factory.

"I don't really know who
Nebraska has faced,"
Banachowski said. "But I can't

imagine they would have a Pac-IQ

schedule or even a Big- 10 sched-

ule."

• • •

After a first-round bye, UCLA
will face the winner of
Wednesday's George Mason-
Georgia Tech match. The second-

round contest will be played in

Pauley Pavilion at 7 p.m.,
Saturday, Dec. 3.

JINO OK/Daily Bruin

• • •

Bits and pieces:

• UCLA has played 2 1 matches

against teams mentioned in the

AVCA national rankings at match
time.

• The Bruins are the only team
to compete in every national vol-

leyball championship, dating back

to 1970.

• Senior outside hitter Annetl
Buckner's 569 kills on the season

place her 58 behind Patty
Orozco's 1983 single season marlc

of 627.
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Sports
Water polo finishes a liappy fourth

X)N FERREY/Daily Bfuin

Matt Swanson helped UCLA to a

fourth-place finish at the NCAAs.

Bruins beat Waves to

i reach semi-final round;

lose to Stanford, Cal

By Esther Hui

Daily Bruin Senior Staff

LONG BEACH - It was an emolional

end to a tumultuous season, as the under-

dog UCLA men's water polo team beat

No. 4 Pepperdine Friday night, 8-7, in

overtime to advance to the semi-finals of

the NCAA Championships, and went on to

a fourth-place final showing.

The Bruins had not been expected to

advance to the tournament at all, after los-

ing national team member Jim Toring to a

broken leg in mid-October, and hole-set

'Mark Sutter two weeks later to a torn

meniscus in his left knee. But doubts were
put aside by the end of the weekend, as the

Bruins pulled together as a team and
declared themselves a veritable force for

next season.

"I'm proud of our effort," UCLA head
coach Guy Baker said. "Our players grew
a lot this weekend. It was an emotional
weekend, and we played hard."

The weekend's first game against
Pepperdine was probably the most diffi-

cult match of the tournament for the

Bruins. Coming into the game, UCLA was
1-1 against the Waves and both games
were decided by one point. The winner of

this NCAA match would advance to the

semi-final round against No. 1 Stanford,

while the loser would go into the consola-

tion round.

The Bruins suffered a Wow early in tfw

game, when after one minute, the ejection

of UCLA's Steve Covec allowed
Pepperdine senior Zac Holder to make a

two-point shot. But two points by team-
captain Scott TUmer brought the score to

2-2 after the first quarter.

Neither team could gain more than a

two-point lead for the remainder of the

game, as the Bruins and Waves traded the

lead back and forth until the fourth quar-

ter. With nine seconds remaining, UCLA's
Corbin Graham scored on an ejection of a

Pepperdine man, and the 6-6 score sent the

game into overtime.

Scores in overtime by Jeremy Braxton-

Brown and Luther Weidner countered the

See WiUER POLO, page 27

. hoops rolls over
CSUN in first victory
By Randy Satterburg

Daily Bruin Staff

The sixth-ranked UCLA men's
i)asketball team showed some
interesting new looks in its 1994-

95 debut - an 83-60 triumph over

Cal Slate Northridge - and it had
nothing to do with baggy shorts.

Instead, the newest wrinkle in

the Bruins' game plan called for

force in numbers to overwhelm
the overmatched Matadors with a

trapping and pressing defense that

held CSUN to a woeful 35.7
shooting percentage Saturday in

Pauley Pavilion.

UCLA shuffled players in and
out for its own version of a "40

minutes of hell" pressure defense
- made famous by Nolan
Richardson's Arkansas
Razorbacks - as 10 different play-

ers each received at least 10 min-

utes of action, and nine Bruins
scored four points or more.

And just when you thought you
had seen it all, there was George
Zidek - who led UCLA in scoring

with 14 points - spearheading the

See M. HOOPS, page 28

W. baslcetbali falls in

season-opener, 58-55
By Lawrence Ma
Daily Bruin Senior Staff

the lead and trailed, 57-54 with

2:22 remaining. Junior guard
Ricarda Kuypers, however,
missed a three-point attempt to tie.With the loss of four starters ^

from the 15-12 squad of last sea- when her shot from the top of the
son. the UCLA women's basket- key failed to fall,

ball team began' the rebuilding Senior forward Kellic Bennett
year last Friday night at Pauley led the Bruins with 13 points and
Pavilion with a 58-55 loss to seven rebounds. Kuypers and
North Carolina State. Bruin center Kisa Hughes each
The Wolfpack (1-0 overall) had scored 10 points. Guard Tammy

a 26-23 lead going into the second Gibson tallied 1 6 points for NC
half of the game and stretched that Stale,

lead to 47-35 with 9:29 remaining. The Bruins will host UC Irvine
UCLA (0-1 ) chipped away at tonight. 7 p.m. at Pauley Pavilion.

JEFF FU/Daily Bruin

Senior forward Ed O'Bannon threw down 11 points and grabbed six rebounds in No. 6 UCLA's 83-
60 win over Cal State Northridge Saturday in Pauley Pavilion.

~^

Inside Sports

God bless
Texas ...

The draw for the NCAA
Women's Volleyball

Championships was
announced yesterday and
No. 3 UCLA has been
shipped off to the Southern
region. The Bruins will get
a first-round bye and play
their second-round match,
this Saturday at Pauley
Pavilion. Can the Bruins
make it to Austin?

See page 31

soccer one game away from Final Four
Bruins rally from

l-l deficit, defeat

the Mustangs, 4-2

By Tim Costner
Daily Bruin Senior Staff

The UCLA men's soccer team
has a funny way of making a game
into an emotional roller-coaster.

And in the second round of the

NCAA Championships, last

Sunday's victory against Southern

Methodist in Dallas was no excep-

tion.

Once again, the seventh-ranked

Bruins pulled themselves out of the

proverbial fire with a late-game,

last-ditch effort that ultimately

made their 4-2 win look easy.

The Bruins were trailing, 2-1,

with just nine minutes remaining in

the game, and it appeared as
though UCLA had finally exhaust-

ed all of its miracles for the season.

Bruin defender Adam Frye had
scored UCLA's only goal in the

21st minute, and nearly 60 minutes

had elapsed without a UCLA goal.

The Mustangs, on the other hand,,

had equalized and taken the lead

during that same span.

But the Bruins came to life and
found salvation late in the game.

In the 82nd minute, UCLA's

Greg Vanney blasted a free kick

that rebounded off of the Mustang
goalie, leaving UCLA defender
Frankie Hejduk with an easy tap to

the goal for an equalizer at 2-2.

Then, in the 88th minute,
Vanney struck again, this time
pounding in a shot from 30 yards

out that defiected off of UCLA for-

ward Ante Razov and into the back
of the net for the game-winner.

The flurry was the result of a

more aggressive Bruins offense,

according to UCLA head coach
Sigi Schmid. . -

"They were up 2-1 and already

looking to settle down and milk it a

little bit." Schmid said. "We began

to play aggressively &ni win those

50-50 challenges."

And behind the aggressive play,

Razov capped the scoring with an

insurance goal in the 89th minute,

taking advantage of a pressing

Mustang defense to score single-

handedly from nine yards out
• • •

What made the win more dra-

matic were the implications for the

Bruins, who will play tt« College

of Charleston next weekend.

Since Charleston is the eighth

seed in an eight-team bracket, the

quarter-final game between UCLA
and Charleston will likely be held

in Weslwood, giving the Bruins an

inside triK:k to the Final Four in

Davidson, N.C.

University of California. Los Angeles

'» -
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Serbs take 'safe haven/ U.N. helpless
By Jim Abrams
and Snlezana Vukic
Associated Press

WASHINGTON — With the

Serbs blatantly ignoring the

United Nations and NATO in their

war agaitist Bosnian Muslims, the

Clinton administration said today

it isn't prepared to send U.S.
troops into combat but would con-

sider a request to help evacuate

United Nations forces from the

region.

Serb forces pounded the

Muslim enclave of Bihac, a U.N.

"safe haven" in northwest Bosnia,

with heavy artillery and mortar

fire yesterday, proving what a

U.S. official conceded Sunday:
NATO is unable to stop the

assault

Serb fighters from Bosnia and
neighboring Croatia control about

one-third of the U.N. -declared
"safe area" in Bihac and its imme-
diate surroundings. In hand-to-

hand combat, their forces were
reported closing in on a hospital

after two shells struck near the

facility, which is overflowing with

2,000 patients.

The Serbs' war gains have
embarrassed the international

community. Three NATO air

strikes on Serb positions last week

were ineffective and repeated
international appeals for a cease-

fire have been ignored.

As President Clinton's senior

advisers prepared to meet today at

the White House to discuss the

crisis, officials said their options

were limited, and that the 2,000

Marines sent to waters off

Yugoslavia would be used only to

help evacuate peacekeepers if they

were withdrawn.

Defense Secretary William
Perry, speaking today at a photo

session in the Pentagon, said the

U.N. peacekeepers in Bosnia pro-

vide a "very valuable function in

mitigating the violence" and he

would not like to see them with-

drawn.

He added, "If any countries .^
needs some assistance in moving,
and come to the U.S. for help, we
would seriously consider that

request."

Queried about the prospects for

U.S. troops entering the ground
war there, Perry said there was no
way "of forcing peace" in the

region short of putting in "very
large numbers of ground troops"

and that neither the United States

nor NATO was interested in tak-

ing such a step.

On Sunday, Perry said Bihac
appeared doomed even if NATO

renews air strikes. "They can pun-

ish the Serbs, but they cannot
determine -the outcome of the

ground combat," Perry said.

In the besieged town. Dr. Bekir

Tatlic of the regional hospital told

reporters Serb forces threw a

grenade near the entrance of the

hospital today, blowing out most
of the windows and forcing
Bangladeshi peacekeeping troops

to take refuge behind the building.

Tatlic said staff had run out of

bandages and plasma to treat the

injured, including 64 children.

Bandages were being washed out

See BOSNIA, page 6

Judgment call

JUSTIN WARREN

Bible Jim preached his views to a group of approximately 40 students outside of Meyerhoff Park on Monday at noon.

Some students took issue with his beliefs about the fate of different groups in society.

Hoiiday scene
turns deadly—
as tornado
ravages home
By Woody Baird

Associated Press

GERMANTOWN, Tenn. — A tornado

demolished a home where 1 6 people were

attending a family reunion, killing at least

two and burying injured survivors in the

debris.

The twister was one of six Sunday that

ripped through western Tennessee, leaving

at least three dead and destroying dozens of

homes and buildings. Nationally, many hol-

iday travelers were stranded by foul weath-

er on one of the busiest travel days of the

year.

A powcrfjul storm system that piled up
snow in the Northern California mountains

last week was moving through the central

United States, the National Weather Service

said. Thunderstorms stretched from the

Deep South to Ohio, while parts of the

upper Midwest were digging out from their

first big snowstorm of the season.

A pile of bricks and boards was all that

remained today of the home that landscape

planner Walter Person Jr. bought recently

for about $380,000 in a new subdivision of

Germantown, a fast-growing suburb of

Memphis. >

See MIDWEST, page 7

Inside News

Technology
tool

Disabled students have

an array of high-tech ser-

vices available at UCLA to

facilitate learning. Students

are aided by computers with

features like adjustable key-

boards to voice sensors into

which they can dictate.

See page 3

Inside Viewpoint

Remsifibrance
Viewpoint columnist

Peter Hamilton asks, what
do we do when the person

who loves us most dies?

.

See page 12

Promoters envision renovated Westwood Viiiage

Some merchants,

Students skeptical

of improvements
By Allyssa Lee

The T. Heritage Art Gallery
sits among a handful of empty
stores on Westwood Boulevard,

often unnoticed by passers-by.

But upon entering the gallery

the signless facade gives way to

a flourishing showroom of mod-
ern and contemporary art pro-

moting a common theme of
positive changes in the world.

It is the fulfillment of this

theme that a lot of visitors are

hoping will happen to Westwood,
said owner Tim Heritage.

And though it is an old cliche,

Westwood Village promoters
said they'd like to see an instance

of life imitating art happen here.

Under the direction of Tom
Carroll, the Westwood Village

Management Corp. - an agency
that promotes the Village to the

business and residential commu-
nity - plans to renovate
Westwood by bringing back the

large crowds and thriving busi-

nesses that characterized the area

years ago.

With the continued success of

the Farmer's Market and the

grand opening of the Circuit City

at Gayley Center, Carroll hopes
to restructure Westwood into a

local attraction once again.

Despite some local skepticism

among merchants and shoppers

about spreading the Village so

thin, Carroll said he was opti-

mistic.

"We're trying to make it more
of a restoration project for col-

lege students and up," Carroll

said. "The strategy is to find a

niche for who we arc.**

ARAM JIBILIAN

A now-deserted Westwood will hopefully liven up after renovation

by the Westwood Village Management Corporation.

The Management Company's
designs for rejuvenating the

Village seem to have found favor

with some store owners who
expressed a positive attitude

about the area's future.

"I feel that Westwood is in a

transition right now, and the

Village is like one big store in a

way - it's got kind of a life cycle.

Right now it's got sort of an
upward trend," Heritage said.

See WESTWOOD, page 8
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What's Brewin' Today
African Student Union

Sign-ups for Hip Hop Xploshun '95 auditions

Now through Dec, I

Call 825-805 1 for more information

Arthur Ashe Foundation lor the Defeat of AIDS
World AIDS Day Tennis Tournament
If interested in playing or volunteering, contact

Kristina Mack at 396-1249

Department of Veteran's Affairs

Vet's Garden Christmas Sale '92 - narcissus,

swags, bay wreaths and more
Locations include Federal Building and UCLA
Call 824-6771 for more information

9a.m. - 1 p.m.

Peer Health Counselors - Healthy Body Shop
Free massages, cold medication, blood pressure

screening, cappucino and tea

NW comer of Pauley Pavilion

825-5704

9 a.m. - 4 p.m.

Peer Health Counselors

Hypertension tables - free blood pressure

screening

Court of Sciences

825-5704

10 a.m. - 2 p.m.

UCLA UniCamp
Information/Recruitment Table
Bruin Walk
206-CAMP

Noon

Baha'i Club

General meeting

Ackerman2412
479-3200

Noon - 4 p.m.

Peer Health Counselors

Contraception sales, free cold medication and
First Aid

Kerckhoff401 ^

825-8462

12:15 p.m.

University Catholic Center

Rosary Group
Also on Thursday

Ackerman 35 1

6

208-5015

4 p.m.

Chemistry & Biochemistry

Lecture: "Chemistry Imagined" by Nobel
laureate Roald Hoffmann
Court of Sciences 50
825-3958

Conscious Asian Americans Communicating
General meeting __ ~

Campbell 3232 ^^^
(213)936-0115 '^

'

4:15 p.m.

College of Letters and Science Academic
Support Wortcshops

Preparing to Write Essay Exams
GriflTm Commons 203
825-9315

5 p.m.

American Indian Student Association
Student meeting

Campbell 3201

206-7513

Chinese Student Association

General meeting

Ackerman 3530

Student Welfare Commission
Reception for AIDS Exhibition

Kcrckhoff Art Gallery

208-2301 or 825-7586

5:30 p.m.

USAC
Meeting
KerckhofiF400

825-7306

6 p.m.

American Indian Student Association

Library skill woiicshop

Campbell 3214
Study Hall until midnight at Campbell 3201
206-7513

Chinese Americans for Political Research &
Action (CAPfU^)

General meeting

Dodd 170

Little Spark Christian Fellowship

Bible study and rally

Kinsey 141

209-4536

Mahu (Queer Asian Networit)

Discussions and socials for, by and about Queer
Asians and Pacific Islanders

Campbell 3233
825-8053 or 825-7184

Nikkei Student Union
General meeting

Franz 1178

825-7184

Republican Youth Ma|ority

Moderate Republican discussion group
Bunche 1221

A

470-9379

7 p.m.

College of Letters and Science Academic
Support Workshops
Test Taking Techniques
Griffin Commons 203
825-9315

UCLA Circle K Service Ciub
Meeting

Ackerman 3525
794-4786

UCLA Japanese Animation Club

Animation screening - all are subtitled in

English

Dickson 2 160E
794-3656

UCLA Ski Team
Steamboat final payment meeting - spaces still

available

John Wooden Center
479-6907

Wright Institute Los Angeles
Free stress management support workshop
9911 W. Pico Blvd., Ste. 720
277-2796

7:30 p.m.

Sproul 2 South

Free concert, three bands playing

Northwest Auditorium

8 p.m.

Hwa Rang Do - Martial Art Club
Korean martial art class

Wooden Center Gold Room
Also on Thursday
824-5863

True Jesus Church Campus Fellowship
Bible study

Ackerman 2410
208-7498

If your organization would like an event listed

in this section, please drop by the Daily Bruin's

front counter in 225 Kerckhoff and fill out a
listing form by 2 p.m. the day before

publication. The deadline for a submission to

appear in Monday's paper is Thursday at 2 p.m.
Please address questions to Listings Editor

Ayako Hagihara at 206-0904.

Study proposes love
isn't all in tlie genes
Family determines

romance styles,

says UC Davis

psychology study

Associated Press

Teen-agers may hate this, but a

new study says mom and dad may
play the' biggest role in how you
lead your love life.

Upbringing, rather than genetics,

is the main factor in determining

how you love - passionately,
deeply or casually, according to

psychologists at UC Davis.

"Individual differences in

romantic love are due almost exclu-

sively to environment," Niels
Waller and Phillip Shaver conclude

in the study published in

Psychological Science and reported

in today's Los Angeles Times.

"This is the first set of psycho-

logical variables that I know of
where heritability plays such a

small role," Waller said.

— Researchers asked 338 female
and 107 male twin pairs questions

about love. About three-quarters

were. identical twins and the rest

were fraternal twins, which usually

share only a portion or their genes.

The researchers analyzed the

twins' answers using a University

of Toronto scale that divides atti-

tudes into six parts such as Eros,

Ludus and Mania.

The twins were asked to

respond to 50 statements, such as:

"I try to keep my lover a little

uncertain about my commitment to

him-her."

Their answers were used to fix

scores on each "love dimension."

Those who scored high on Eros,

for instance, were said to be self-

confident, like intimacy and fall in

love quickly. High Ludus scorers,

according to the scale, don't usual-

ly like the intimacy thinf or a seri-

ous relationship. '' "

The researchers reasoned that if

genes ran the show on love atti-

tudes, identical twins should share

traits much more often than frater-

nal twins.

Not the case, the study appar-

ently found.

There are strong influences that

siblings share," Waller said. *They
may possibly be being exposed to

the same parents, growing up in

culturally homogeneous neighbor-

hoods, having similar peer groups,

etc., which shape their love atti-

tudes,"

Correction

In the Tuesday, Nov. 22 issue of The Bruin, the story
"Neuropsychiatric hospital put on probation" should have stated

that the hospital's accreditation standing was based on standards
put forth by the 1994 Accreditation Manual for Hospitals. The
Bruin regrets the error.
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'Flesh-eating' bacteria Iciiis coiiege ciiancelior
Associated Press

THOUSAND OAKS, Calif. — Three
days after complaining of throat and leg

pain, the chancellor of the Ventura County
Community College District died from a

so-called flesh-eating bacteria, officials

said.

Thomas Lakin, 50, died Sunday of strep-

tococcal infection at Los Robles Regional
Medical Center, where he was admitted
Friday, said hospital spokeswoman Jill

Donahue.
Popularly called "flesh-eating bacteria,"

it is formally known as necrosis fascitis, or

death of tissue. Doctors are still puzzled as

to what causes the bacteria.

Lakin was the first known fatality from
the deadly bacteria in Ventura County, said

Deputy Coroner Mitch Breese.

Lakin had complained of a severe sore

throat and a swollen right leg last

Wednesday, but he didn't «eek medical
treatment until Friday, when he went to the

Los Robles emergency room, said Vice
Chancellor Jeff Marsee.

He was treated at the hospital for symp-
toms of strep throat but was released hours

later after initial treatments, said Marsee.
He returned to the emergency room
Saturday night with sharp leg pains.

Lakin was hired in 1991 as chancellor of

the 28,0(X)-student community college sys-

tem, which includes Oxnard, Moorpark and
Ventura colleges. He was the county's high-

est ranking African -American public offi-

cial.

He earned his bachelor's and master's

degrees and a doctorate at the University of

California, Los Angeles. He held adminis-

trative positions at L.A. Harbor College,

L.A. Mission College and L.A. Trade
Technical College.

Lakin is survived by his wife, Karen;
four daughters, Lesa and Lori, who live in

L.A., and Ashley and Evin, who live at the

family home in Thousand Oaks. Funeral
arrangements were incomplete.

Computers assist

disabled students
Pi:imnii<: ii«5f*<i lafPQl- ^°""^ ^*"^°^^ ^^^ ^^'"^' ^'^'"^^
V>clllipu& U^CU IdLCIsL explained. It also adapts by tak-

innnvjaHnnQ tn • ^"S away vocabulary not used
11111UVC1LIU115 LU and developing new vocabulary.

improve facilities %feree needs one hour to train a

and academic life computer to his voice with this

program. He then needs a few
more hours to repeat the words
before the computer is ready for

By Tatiana Botton

Larry Pierce was still walking
when he entered UCLA back in

the 1960s as an economics stu-

dent. Shortly after, however, he
was put in a wheelchair because
of muscular dystrophy, which
caused his muscles to gradually

deteriorate.

Six years ago, when he lost

arm strength and finger dexterity,

he started using a motorized
wheelchair with a head rest and a

lay back system. At that time.

Pierce was unable to type on a

computer.

Today, Pierce is still using that

wheelchair, but because of the

progress made in technology, the

computer has now become his

most important work tool.

Pierce, who cannot type,
speaks Fnto a microphone and
what he says is written on the

screen.

"This is a demonstration of
Dragon Dictate and how it allows

hands-free computing" flashes

across the computer screen the

second Pierce speaks those very

words into the microphone.

Pierce uses Dragon Dictate, a

voice recognition program to

communicate at Work.

'The program is very fast, and

also very precise," Pierce said.

The program can make the dis-

tinction between words that

use.

"It used to be days, and as the

system has improved, in the last

three or four years, it's bound
now to one hour or two," said

IDouglas Martin, special assistant

to the chancellor on Americans
with Disabilities Act (ADA) and
the university 504 Compliance
Officer, who is in charge of
ensuring a discrimination-free

environment for disabled per-

sons.

Pierce is one of the many that

take advantage of the campus
facilities for disabled persons.

He is now the assistant coordi-

nator ofADA & 504 Compliance,
which helps employees with dis-

abilities at their university job.

Amendment 504 of the

Rehabilitation Act of 1973, pro-

hibits discrimination against indi-

viduals with disabilities by
recipients of federal funding.
ADA, which became effective in

1990, extends these civil rights to

all sectors of life, public and pri-

vate.

Pierce explained that

Amendment 508 of the

Rehabilitation Act makes com-
puter technology accessible to

individuals with disabilities.

"Individuals under the law are

entitled to 'reasonable accommo-
dation' which are devices or ser-

SCOTTO

Larry Pierce, assistant to the coordinator of Americans with Disabilities Act and 504
Compliance, uses Dragon Dictate, a voice recognition program that allows hands-free computing.

vices allowing otherwise qualify-

ing individuals to perform neces-

sary academic requirements/Jie^

said.

But computers are not only
used by staff or teachers on cam-
pus. Smdents with the help of the

university Office for Students
with Disabilities (OSD) can take

advantage of computers.

Computers will help students

who have difficulty learning due

to a disability, according to Arline

Halper, OSD learning disabilities

specialist.

"We have 1 90 students with a

learning disability," Halper said.

"A learning disability is a dis-

order that affects the manner in

which individuals take in infor-

mation, organize it, retain it and
express the knowledge and
understanding which they pos-

sess," Halper explained.
"Students with learning disabili-

ties have average to superior

intelligence, but experience a sig-

nificant learning difficulty in one

or more academic areas

"A learning disability can be
dyslexia, difficulties to write due

to a motor problem, or problems

of motor skills and memory due

to head injuries," Halper added.

The OSD uses computer pro-

grams to assist those students,

Halper said.

To be eligible, students need to

present a psychological test that

will prove that they have a learn-

ing disability.

The computing support coordi-

nators help those who need spe-

cial help. For example, wheel
chair-bound students who have
difficulty reaching the computer
are provided with adjustable

tables. The university provides a

personal stenographer who types

down the lecture. The student

simultaneously reads what is

typed on a laptop computer.

In another example, "text

books are scanned in the comput-

er that allow the student to have

See COMPUTERS, page 10

LA. bus case sends tremors through U.S. public transit systems
NAACP sues to block

L.A. bus fare increase,

claims race plays a part

By Mark FrKz

Associated Press

American cities lavish more cash on
comfortable commuter trains for affluent

white suburbanites than on dingy, dilapi-

dated buses and subways that cater mainly
to minorities and poor people.

That is the volcanic core of an argument
in U.S. District Court in Los Angeles,
where a racially charged lawsuit has
blocked a bus fare increase in the coun-
try's second most-populous city for two
long and bitter months.

The suit filed by the National
^Association for the Advancement of
Colored People is being closely watched
by transit authorities, city planners and
urban activists, who believe the L.A. case

may be a precursor of more such battles in

what promises to be an era of Republican
austerity and shrinking pools of local

cash.

Already, the 1995 federal budget calls

for a nearly 12 percent cut in the amount
of operating aid to local public transporta-

tion, which the transit industry says could

mean more fare hikes and more service

cuts electrified by arguments over race

and class.

"Fare increases are never popular. But I

think set against the backdrop of what
happened in Los Angeles, they're taking

on a new sense of urgency," said Chip
Bishop, spokesman for the American
Public Transit Association, the main tran-

sit lobby in .Washington.

The argument that white people get a

better ride on public transportation is as

old as Rosa Parks' refusal to give up her

seat in 1955.

But the L.A. case illustrates a more
modern conflict: Transit systems must
convince affluent motorists to quit clog-

ging roads and fouling air while still pro-

viding transportation to people who can't

afford cars.

"Transit authorities are asked to serve

the poor, clean up the environment, get

cars off the street," said John Pucher, an

urban planning expert at Rutgers
University in New Brunswick, N.J. "They
have about 20 different goals, and some
conflict."

The LA lawsuit, filed on behalf of low-

income commuters by the NAACP Legal

Defense and Educational Fund, accuses

the Metropolitan Transit Authority of
spending money to expand and improve
commuter rails catering to white subur-

"Fare increases are never

popular ... set against the

backdrop of what happened in

Los Angeles, they're taking on

a new sense of urgency."

Chip Bishop

APIA Spokesman

banites while allowing bus and trolley ser-

vice serving mostly poor and minorities to

shrivel and rot.

The group filed suit to stop a bus-and-

trolley fare hike from $1.10 to $1.35 that

the transit authority planned to impose
even while going ahead with a multimil-

lion dollar expansion of rail lines to

Pasadena, which would be used mainly by

affluent white commuters.

In a ruling that sent shivers across the

nation's big cities, U.S. District Judge
Terry Hatter Jr. issued an injunction Sept.

1 halting the rate increase pending further

arguments.

"This is a traditional civil rights issue,"

"said Constance Rice, the plaintiffs' attor-

ney. "We're saying that there's a two-
tiered system here."

She said the fare fight symbolizes the

economic and racial chasm that led to last

year's L.A. riots.

"When you have a (rail) line that is 82
percent white and you look at the quality

of service and the amount spent on it, and
look at the service given to the poorest
minority, we're saying: There's too big a

gap-

Los Angejes. transit chief Franklin
White says the bus and trolley lines

haven't had a fare increase in six years.

The money being sf>ent on the new train to

Pasadena, he said, is aimed at easing the

traffic congestion and pollutron that

threatens to become a 21st century night-

mare.

"This is not a race lawsuit at all," said

White, who says the transit system is los-

See NAACP. page 11
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Algerian forces kill

Islamic guerrillas
ALGIERS, Algeria — The security
fprces said Monday they killed 49
Islamic guerrillas during the weekend,
boosting the death toll for what already

was the deadliest month of the 3-year
insurgency.

The unofficial tally for November
stands at 391 guerrillas and an unknown
number of government troops killed.

More than 1 1 ,000 people have been
killed since the start of the guerrilla war.

Islamic guerrillas have been fighting

the military-installed government since

the army called off elections in January
1992 that an Islamic fundamentalist party

was expected to win.

The guerrillas killed between Friday

and Sunday died in operations throughout

Algeria, the authorities said. They didn't

give details, or report casualties among
the government forces.

Dissident's mother
arrested In China
HONG KONG — Chinese authorities

reportedly arrested the mother of an
exiled dissident after she complained
about inflation in a letter to her son.

Xin Hong was arrested in September in

the northern coastal city of Tianjin, Hong
Kong newspapers said Monday. She was
accused of "leaking national economic
secrets to foreign enemies," her son, Gao
Peiqi, was quoted as saying.

Gao, a former police officer inthe
soutliern Chinese boomtown of
Shenzhen, tied to London in 1992 and
now heads a Chinese dissident group, the

Sing Tao Daily.

European nations
lift Syrian embargo
BRUSSELS, Belgium — While Yasser
Arafat and Shimon Peres tried today to

inject new life into the Isracl-PLO
accord, the European Union sought to

spur the peace process by lifting an 8-

year embai^o on arms sales to Syria.

Foreign Secretary Douglas Hurd of
Britain said foreign ministers of the

dozen EU nations unanimously agreed to

end the ban, imposed in 1986 after Syria

was accused of inciting terrorism.

The United States maintains Syria on
its list of states that sponsor terrorism,

barring it from U.S. assistance. But
President Clinton visited Syria last month
in an effort to promote peace in the
Middle East.

Arafat, the Palestine Liberation
Organization leader, and Peres, the Israeli

foreign minister, met as violence threat-

ened the Israel-PLO peace accord.

Vietnamese school
symbolizes healing
HANOI, Vietnam—A school paid for by
Americans eager to reconcile with their

former enemies should open in time for

the 20th anniversary of the end of the

Vietnam War, an organizer of the project

said Monday.
Terry Anderson, co-chairman of

Vietnamese Memorial Association, said

he met with future pupils of the elemen-
tary school rising from a rice paddy in

Quang Tri, Vietnam's poorest province.

"Our reception was more thanjeordial,"

Anderson said of the giggling^ children
and grateful townspeople. "It was
delightful."

Dahmer killed In

prison bathroom
MADISON, Wis. — Jeffrey Dahmer,
the man who confessed to murdering 17
men and boys and cannibalizing some
of his victims, was attacked and killed

yesterday as he cleaned a prison bath-

room.
His attacker may have been another

inmate, according to corrections depart-

ment spokesman Joe Scislowicz.

"There was a great deal of blood in

the area of the attack,** he said.

Scislowicz did not know what
weapon was used, but said Dahmer had
"very severe, extensive head injuries"

and died at a hospital.

Dahmer, 34, was cleaning a bath-
room at the Columbia Correctional
Institute when he was attacked. An
inmate he was woiicing with, notorious
for beating his wife to death in a park-
ing lot, was injured in the assault.

•

Mercury leak leads
to dorm evacuation
BOCA RATON, Fla. — Drips and drabs
of silvery mercury led officials to about
3 pounds of mercury sitting in a dorm
room at Florida Atlantic University,
forcing the evacuation of 187 students.

The toxic metallic element, which
attacks the lungs and central nervous
system, was in a bottle labeled "mer-
cury" with a hand-drawn skull and
crossbones.

Two pounds of mercury were missing
from the university's physics laboratory,

but it was unknown if it was related,

said university spokeswoman Lynn
Laurenti.

State

Court requires ID
on campaign mall
S^AN FRANCISCO — The state can
prevent anonymous "smear attacks" by
requiring political candidates to identi-

fy themselves on mass mailings,
according to Monday's state Supreme
Court ruling.

The unanimous decision reinforced a
state law, which requires candidates
and the committees they control to

include the candidate's name and
address on all mailings numbering
more than 200 in one month. A lawyer
for the state Fair Political Practices
Commission said the ruling was defi-

nitely timely.

"It's no secret that negative cam-
paigning has reached an all-time high
in the recent elections," commented
attorney Bruce Churchwell. "This is

exactly what this law is designed to

address.

Law firm guilty of
sexual harassment
SAN FRANCISCO — A judge upheld
jury findings of sexual harassment
against the world's largest law firm and
one of its partners Monday, but
reduced a secretary's record $7.1 mil-
lion damage award by about half.

There was ample evidence that attor-

ney Martin Greenstein harassed numer-
ous women over a four-year period,
including plaintiff Rena Weeks, and
that Baker & McKenzie "continued to

employ him with a conscious disregard
of the rights" of the female employees,
said Superior Court Judge John
Munter.

THE BATTLE OF THE AGES! -
''The Bible is Wrong! God did not create the

world in seven days! Christ never returned during
the lifetimes ofhisfollowers (as he promised he

H'OWW rfo)/.V Dr. Steven Morris

Professor, Los Angeles Harbor College

Following this bold assertion, the Humanist Association of Los Angeles has agreed to sponsor a debate between Dr.
Steven Morris, and Rev. Al Salvage, a pastor from San Pedro, California to debate the topic:

"/S THE BIBLEA RELIABLE HISTORICAL DOCUMENT?''

PLUS:
WIN BIG MONEY IN
ANNUAL HUMANIST
COLLEGE ESSAY

CONTEST!

DEBATE TOMORROW!
Wednesday, November 30, 1994

UCLA CAMPUS, Rolfe 1200

8:00 PM

^ PLUS:
GET FREE COPY OF
UCLA PROFESSOR

Dr. Rod Gomey's Book
"THEHUMAN
AGENDA"

All meetings of the Humanist Outreach Group are free and made possible by a grant from
the James Harvey Johnson Educational Trust.

U
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Investment Banking Opportunities

at CS First Boston

CS First Boston, a leading global investment

banking firm headquartered in New York, will be
interviewing candidates for the Financial Analyst

Program in its Investment Banking Department on:

January 24, 1995

(2 closed schedules at The Westwood Marquis)

UCLA Seniors interested in having a closed

interview should submit a resume and cover letter

no later than January 8, 1995 to the attention of:

Debra A. Johnson
CS First Boston

Park Avenue Plaza

55 East 52nd Street ^
New York, NY 10055

(212) 909-2584

S First Boston

"-^A

r
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Hollywood students light menorahs
in ceremony repeated across world

BOSNIA

Associated Press

Jews in Southern California
gathered just before sunset on the

first day of Hanukkah to light their

menorahs in a ceremony repeated

around the world.

At the Emek Hebrew Academy
in North Hollywood, Orthodox
students gathered Sunday night to

light the hand-crafted menorahs
that they had worked on with the

help of Rabbi Eleazar Eidlitz.

An inert World War U hand
grenade and two machine gun bul-

lets studded the pedestal of a

menorah crafted by Pejman

Behboudikha. 12.

"It represents a hope that they

will stop the wars all over the

world," Pejman said. "It's my
idea of peace."

Behboudikha and other students

in the international group chanted
a traditional prayer after lighting

their menorahs.

Nathan Kostant said the black-

and-white marbled finish of his

menorah was a statement of racial

harmony. Other boys placed the

name of a family member on each
of the eight branches of the meno-
rah, a sign of the importance of
family in Judaism.

Hanukkah is an eight-day festi-

val that commemorates the retak-

ing of the Jewish temple in

Jerusalem in 165 B.C. ^

The lighting of the eight can-
dles of the menorah, one for each

day of Hanukkah, harks back to

the story of the Maccabees, who
kept their lamps lit during the

rededication of the temple for

eight day«*^ven though they had
only enough oil for one.

"Remember that you are part

of a tradition that has a nonstop
link from more than 2,100 years

ago," Rabbi Eidlitz told his stu-

dents.

From page 1

and re-used, he said in a confer-

ence call from a bunker near the

hospital.

The c'ommander of U.N.
forces in Bosnia, Gen. Sir
Michael Rose, said the 24,000
peacekeepers there may with-
draw if fluting escalates further.

"If the scene gets much worse
militarily, then I suspect the

peacekeeping mission would find

it very difficult to continue," he
said.

The Muslim-led Bosnian gov-
ernment said it would accept a

U.N. proposal for a Bihac cease-

fire, demilitarization of the "safe

area" and withdrawal of forces,

said Michael Williams,

spokesman for Yasushi Akashi,
the chief U.N. Invoy in former
Yugoslavia.

But Bosnian Serbs are
demanding a cease-fire nation-

wide, which would effectively

seal their dominion over the 70
percent of Bosnia they now con-

trol. Serb fighters from Bosnia
and neighboring Croatia hold 30
to 40 percent of the U.N.-desig-

nated safe area at Bihac, the last

Muslim stronghold in northwest

Bosnia. The Serbs were torching

most villages captured south of

Bihac, said a confidential U.N.
report obtained by The
Associated Press.

Western military officials said

NATO plans for air action
Saturday were vetoed by U.N.

See BOSNIA, page 7
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BOSNIA

1994-1995 Chancellor's

Humanitarian Award
For UCLA Students

Dear Students: vn^rience The Chancellor's ;

Hall, not later than Friday, u .

locations listed below. „,„fpcsional students about the

Sincerely;

From page 6

officials who feared chances of a

negotiated settlement would be
sunk.

The U.N. officials were also

concerned about reprisals against

peacekeepers. Serbs apparently
took 102 Dutch and 62 British

U.N. soldiers hostage Sunday in

eastern and central Bosnia, bring-

ing the number of peacekeepers
under their control to 400.

Three U.S. ships, meanwhile,
are carrying 3,600 U.S. sailors and
Marines to the nearby Adriatic Sea.

They are expected to be used to

evacuate the lightly armed peace-

keepers in the event of a U.N.
withdrawal, according to military

sources who requested anonymity.

MIDWEST
From page 1

Person, 44, and another man
whose identity was not immedi-
ately known were killed when a

tornado struck the two-story
home Sunday afternoon.
Thirteen others were hospital-

ized. Deputy Police Chief Brian

Roper said.

Rescue crews aided by search

dogs and spotlights dug through

debris this morning, searching

for the missing 16th person.

About 70 miles away in

Friendship, northeast of
Memphis, Katherine Thomas,
75, died when a tornado smashed
into her home, authorities said.

The Germantown twister
ripped a ragged path through the

well-to-do neighborhood,
destroying 13 houses and damag-
ing 25 other buildings.

"It was like 'Apocalypse
Now,"* said Steve Johnston, who
along with other neighbors, dug
into the rubble with bare hands to

help the trapped Person family.

Bricks, broken lumber and
other debris littered the area for

blocks. A twisted van lay on its

back, and the crushed remains of

a sport utility vehicle stuck out

from what appeared to be the

remains of a garage or perhaps
parts of a nearby house.

By the time ambulances
arrived, Johnston, a Federal
Express manager, had a half-

dozen bleeding survivors
stretched out on his den floor.

"We couldn't stop to take care

of them because there were still

more back in the house," he said.

Johnston, whose own family
moved to the suburb five months
ago, said he had not yet made
time to make friends with his

new neighbors^

'We had been planning to take

them some cookies or some-
thing," he said.

Earlier Sunday, the storm
raked Arkansas, causing a few
minor injuries. The wind hurled

cows into treetops, tossed a

mobile home 60 feet and stripped

buildings of their roofs.

A suspected tornado struck
West Memphis, Ark., damaging
an apartment complex and 20 to

30 houses.

The fast-moving cold front

blamed for the twisters sent win-

try blasts further north.
Minnesota had up to 15 inches of
snow, which caused hundreds of
car accidents, including one in

Rochester that killed Marie
Ruden, 80, of Oyens, Iowa.

The snowstorm briefly shut

-"^Minneapoir^v^it. Paul
International Airport on Sunday,
disrupting post-holiday travel for

about 32,000 people flying
Northwest Airlines alone. The
storm ended a relatively warm,
dry autumn, and marked the lat-

est date for Minnesota's first sig-

nificant snowfall of the season in

about 20 years, the Weather
Service said.

Storm-related power outages
occurred in Alabama, Iowa and
Indiana.

UP703TO-4 TIMESFASTER-WirHNDAYS. BEON TOPINSCHOOL, CAREER, BUSINESSES, UfE!

CUT YOUR READING & STUDY TIME BY i/3...ENJOY MORE FREE TIME!
^ Read, study & learn up to 3-fo-4 times ^ Great for BomrdBxmmm^ LSAT, MCAT, QMAT,

PASTEtt...even in TEXTBOOKS! ^ Sponsored At Major Universities.

COMPREHEMP more, RETAIN it ionger. ^ Ask about our MONEY-BACK GUARANTEE.
Improve MEMORY, GRADES, note-talcing. # FREE NATIONWIDE LIFETIME PRIVILEGES.
Over 20 YEARS experience NATIONWIDE. ^ SPECIAL DISCOUNT TUITION!

GUAItAPITEED RESULTS..1lKM05rPOIMEIVIARlO(aiAMOri1SKM>.

CAMPUS PROGRAMS RAPID READ CallNow 1-800-888-READ

Charles E. Young

Chancellor

X

• Office of the Assistant Vice Chancellor-

Student and Campus Life-

1104 Murphy Hall

• Community Service Commission Office-

408 Kerckhofr Hall

• Graduate Students Association

"300 KerckhofrHaU

Community Programs Office-

102 Men's Gym

AAP Information Desk-

1209 Campbell Hall

Center for Student Programming
337 Plaza Building

Ackerman Union Informatlon-Level A

Pick Up Au Application
at Tliese Lt^eations:

• Financial Aid Office-A129J Murphy
HaU

• Residence Halls-Assistant Director's

OfBces

• URL I\irnstiles

• Field Studies Development

80 Powell Library

y

BOnand ATQ
In Association With KROQ, Sony Entertainment, and Fancy Creation Productions

Proudly Present

Battle of the Bands
To Birutit "Toys tcr T»>t>" o\ Lo-> An^clcs

Featuring: Radio Flyer, Flux, The Jenny Thing, The Furlies, Sky in the Basket, and The Bastards

Special Guest Grant Show from MELROSE PLACE
Thurs. Dec. 1st, at the Roxhury

Under 21 admitfed until 10 pm All are WVIconK-lI Must bring a to^ or $5.00 donation to gain admission

Buses start shuttUnjj; to the Roxhury from the corner of Strathmore and Gayley at 7:30 pm.

QiKsiion>: Call Stiitt '^avucll l^S^y^'ih or fnJ Bi-jiin .it <s:4-0H.S or U>r fiirilur .|mstinns .mit.Kt lancv Crcatiiui Priuhutions at 247oS02

NEED A BREAK?
Advertise

in the

Daily Bruin.

825-2161
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From page 1

But even though many mer-
chants said they were confident

about the Village's appeal, they

questioned the current condition

of the Village and its ability to

recover from a sharp revenue
decline over recent years.

"I believe the potential is

here/'said James Warren, assis-

tant manager of Tower Records.
"But (the Westwood location
has) been on a pretty steady

decline for the last three years.

The (store) is relying solely on
clientele sales — regulars
...We're not getting the pedestri-

an traffic. In others words,
there's not enough people in the

Village."

Many store owners and stu-

dents attributed part of the low
numbers in the Village to general

frustrations with the area's park-

ing conditions, citing the limited

parking spaces and teeming
parking enforcement.

"I was a teenager in the late

•70s and early '^Os and
Westwood was always the place

to go hang out ... (Now) it seems
like a ghost town to me, especial-

ly at night," Westwood Drugs
employee Manny Chevrolet said.

"The biggest problem for 15

years is parking, and that's why a

lot of people don't come."
Competition from the various

shopping and dining centers in

and around the area, including
the Century City Shopping Plaza,

•r someone you
has been raped . .

,

->j- _-.. ..

Rape can be terrifying and traumatic. After a rape, it's not uncommon to feel

fearful, confused, guilty, ashamed, or isolated. You don't have to deal with
these feelings alone.

We're here to help.

Reach out for help and information by contacting the UCLA Rape Services
Consultants (RSCs). RSCs can discuss options and alternatives, help identify
and assist you in contacting the most appropriate support services, and answer
any questions that may arise.

^ '.,'

m 2, DoddHall md askfor an RSC.

^H^^^^^am CettierUuurvice vffht Birishn 0f$md^ni t>eHtapment an4 fleam.

>̂43ifc3sd££^

^

November 28 - December 2

Campus Photo Studio, 2nd Floor Ackerman

Ackermon Students' Store B-Level

Lu Voile Commons Store

*mm!m»m>s^!!f^^mmi-" 'ipwjWjijji mm

Westside Pavilion, and Third
Street Promenade have been
deterrents to Wfstwood's
increase in business, store man-
agers said.

To tackle this competition,
Carroll said Westwood is not
going to be a young hip place for

teenagers, but rather a "niche
market for a cultural center,"
revolving around the Armand
Hammer Museum and a planned
annex to the J. Paul Getty
Museum.

"Let Third Street be young and
hip," Carroll said. "Let

Westwood be coi|ppatible."

However, such a strategy may
prove harmful to the Village's
overall business, students said.

Many mentioned a desire for new
a|id fun things to do, rather than
places to shop. Some visiting
students suggested lit-up neon
signs, peddlers, pubs, local
bands, sidewalk sales and local

festivals.

"Westwood isn't as popular as

it used to be," said Tram Trinh, a
third-year transfer student major-

See WESTWOOD, page 9
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WANTED:
Bright, motivated student volunteers to tutor

adults in reading, writing and speaking
English.

QUALIFICATIONS:
Energy, dedication, and 2 or 3 hours a
week for on-campus tutoring with an

appreciative adult learner.

REWARD:
Satisfaction! Experience! Contribution!
(and a stipend for program completion)

—

FOUNDATIONS FOR

SUCCESS

M
Interested?

Come to an orientation

program on Thursday,
December 1,4:30 p.m.

Rieber Hall Fireside Lounge.
For more Information,

telephone 825-3006.

(Modem Art)

If a big name artist signs this, it

will cost a lot of money. But if you
advertise with the Daily Bruin,

we'll create art for free.

(310)825-2161

# broi^t to you by the Creative Dept.

WESTWOOD
From page 8

ing in East Asian arts and cul-

tures. "You don't really hear peo-
ple say, *Oh, let's go to

Westwood tonight*. I love Santa
Monica's (Third Street
Promenade) because you have a

whole lot of vintage shopping
and a (contemporary) mall at the

end of it. And at the other side of
it there's a pier, there's Santa
Monica beach. There's three

things (to do) at once."

This sentiment, shared by
some merchants, has brought the

needs of the UCLA student popu-
lation into the discussion. Many
said they feel the Village's pro-

moters should cater to students

more, because they constitute a

large mass of potential cus-
tomers.

"The idea of maintaining the

Village as an alternative to

Beverly Hills is insane," Warren
said. "I think what we need to do
is go back to making it a place
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"Westwood isn*t as

popular as it used to

be. You don*t really hear

— people say, *Oh, let's -

— go to Westwood

tonight.*"

Tram Trinh

Third-year Student

for students of UCLA the way it

was back in the '60s and 'TOs
because that's our core business

... We depend heavily on the
UCLA student. The proximity of
the campus is probably the only
reason why the store is still open.
Other businesses come and go,

but UCLA is forever."

Nevertheless, Carroll remains
undaunted. As former head of the

Third Street Promenade revital-

ization project, which took eight

years to complete, Carroll
explained that the Westwood
project has just begun.

Heritage also manages to keep
his faith about the outcome of the

Village: "I think in the long run

Westwood has the ability to real-

ly draw a lot of people because in

a day and age where you have all

these malls, Westwood has older

theaters, with a lot more charac-

ter and style and it doesn't have
that mall-type of atmosphere —
it has more of a character to it."

It keeps
more than

memories
alive.

AMERICAN HEART
ASSOCIATION

MEMCWIALS & TRIBUTES

1-800-AHA-USAl

American Heart

Association.
t'tfffWnQ rflMri CX9PMV

andStnka
TNt apace provkMm a puMc Mtvto*.
ffdVW *rTw»nrf»r H«»ar» As^ociallon̂

MACINTOSH
Computer Instruction
• One-on-one
• Learn basic stuff, or MS Word,
Claris Works, MS Worths,

PageMaker, and more

lean tench wnereYOUtire on YOUR computer •

Low rates • call Jim 310/4 72-3 7 70

THURS.
DEC

8 PM
VETERANS

$25,22

Holiday Show! ^^^ff

Chanticleer
'A first-class performing group!"

-The Boston Globe

"Splendid! A gifted ensemble.

"

4A TImeB

Everything from Renaissance

to gospel! Program includes

innovative arrangements of

traditional Christmas carols!

Guess they didn't know about us*

I l^^l « E' TER FOR THE '-"'^HCjifc BY PHCJNE T-a^at^uiSTa^

Uii^LA PERFORMING ARTS (310)825-2101 ;213! 365-3500

• Large Selection of Fashion Eyewear

• Complete Eye Exanfi •Most Insurance Plans Accepted

Contact Lenses: disposable, color daily wear, and extended wear

Westwood Optometric Center

Dr. IVIartIn Hyman-Optometrist

918 Westwood Boulevard
Westwood & LeConte

(310)208-3913
Monday thru Friday 10-5:30

Saturday 10-5:00

1 Hour Free Parking

STUDENTS
There are^sLlot of individuals selling new MCAT Prep Courses!

§!• N'T RISK IT WITH A ROOKIE!
All of Kaplan's MCAT practice material reflects the
format of the current MCAT— a claim not ail courses
can make.

Kaplan has a full-team of science professionals,
headed by an MD, working on our MCAT course
and practice material— for us, test prep is not a
part-time job

KAPLAN invented MCAT prep. We hace prepared
over 275,000 students, more than any other test

prep company.

WHY TAKE CHANCES?
GO WITH THE LEADER AND INNOVATOR IN MCAT PREPI

Call: 1 -800-KAP-TEST — •

hl^iier »- I

KAPLAN
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duumkah Again
In tha Land af laraal

In 1994?
The oil is burning! -

Ackerman 2408

Wednesday November 30, 12 noon

Rabbi Zvi Block
of

Aish Hatorah Institute of North Hollywood

will speak about

'^THE JEWISH CONCEPT
OF REVENGE, RETALIATION,

AND SELF-DEFENSE"
In light of the holiday of Chanukah

Sponsored by

THE lEWISH IDEA AT DCLA

J^iiUiljiLihj c^vjaz£Ji£,t± <::y\/[onth

Si]« Uiif«(|« Wtrbkcpi mm U
UU turf Tiii^tf tti

Wt^Mt^ Ml| tiM.BMlk tf

NtMMbtr. Ht V»rkik*fi My
M iHmM m tHIttf TiM^iy u
WtiMUay (1U u«« UiiM tfilt

k iMjIrt k*«k U^ uA WMk).

Etck M((ill| will tM<tit

wuk«l«ry tlut ui U itti

M4ia§t tr MMilitirilf if fN
(H(»4 M* HtllM Mck Wuk.

All vorkibpi will k« ktM frtn

tl-OQ - 1:00 Mil, it <ki L.

Villi Biifi Rm».

Toplcsr
•Tuesday and Wednesday, November 1st and indt
'Saying Hello' • Greetings, alphabet, numbers
•Tuesday and Wednesday, November Sth and 9th:
'Getting to Kno.w You' • Classes, Jobs, bobbles

•Tuesday and Wednesday, November XSth and 16th:
'The People Around You' • Family, friends, etc.

•Tuesday and Wednesday, November 2Xnd and X3rd:
Tour Favorite Things' - Colors, foods, holidays

•Tuesday and Wednesday, November 29th and 30th;
"Emergency!' • Emergencies, health, safety commands

For mere information call:

4JSD ^^^" 825-1501 (voice) or 206-6063 (TDD)^
USD: 206-0926

—

—

UCLA Chicane Studies Research Center
presents a forum an

Proposition
Where do ufe qo from here}

Guest speakers: Rosina Becerra

professor, UCLA School of Social Welfare
~~

r

:

'
**"^ ~~

Kimberle Crenshaw
professor, UCLA School ofLaw

Elisa Fernandez
.

^
Mexican American Legal Defense Fund

Antonio Gonzalez '

Southwest Voter Registration Project

Mark Rosenbaum
American Civil Liberties Union

Moderator: Guillermo E. Hernandez
Director, Chicano Studies Research Center

Wednesday, November 30 11:00- 1:00 pm
1347 UCLA School of Law

COMPUTERS
From page 3

two modes, audio and visual, to

comprehend the text," explained

Daniel Hilton-Chalfen, coordina-

tor for disabilities and computing
programs at the university
Microcomputer SuppcHt Office.

All these computer programs
need to be prepared by specialists

on campus, Hilton-Chalfen said.

Patrick Burke is one of them.
He has a genetic form of cancer
which caused him to lose his sight

before he reached the age of two.

Burke entered UCLA as an
undergraduate German student.

"I chose German only because I

didn't wanted to do anything with

computers", Burke said.

Now Burke is working with the

disabilities and computing pro-

gram at the university
Microcomputer Support Office".

He is one of the persons who
know how to use all the equipment
for visually impaired and blind

students. He also trains visually

impaired and blind students on the

equipment.

Burke is in charge of developing

Info-UCLA, the campus wide
information system, for disabled

"Computer-wise, the
^

leadership ofUCLA is

not quite there yet; a lot

of places on campus

should have already

been wired."

David Chang

ULCA Alumnus

people. All this equipment is locat-

ed at the law library computer lab.

"1 became a computer geek,
"

Burke joked.

But all these programs are not in

heavy demand.

It is probably because the com-
puter industry is primarily con-
cerned with capturing the market,

rather than improving users' lives,

UCLA alumnus David Chang
said.

Chang, who was a computer sci-

ences and engineer student at

UCLA, now works for the univer-

sity Student Affairs Office tech-

nology center, where he provides

the technical support.

The university is very advanced
concerning the use of computers
for disable persons, Halper said.

"We want to keep up with technol-

ogy," said Halper.

Martin said he is very proud of

the work of ADA & 504
Compliance.

"Our office makes UCLA
unique. We have the first office of

this kind in California, and one of
the first in this country," Martin
explained. "We had it before the

Americans with Disabilities Act
was passed. (In)1986 ...

Chancellor Young and I started the

office, and we have been doing
access equipment as a full-time

job," he added.

But UCLA still has to do a lot of
things, according to Chang.
The university, in many ways, is

far behind some of the leading
engineering colleges like the
Massachusetts Institute of
Technology, where all the dorms
have been networked to computers
on campus.

"Computer-wise, the leadership

of UCLA is not quite there yet; a
lot of places on campus should
have already been wired," Chang
said.

This could help disabled stu-

dents, he added. "It would be a
'

very significant change in their

lives," Chang said.

NAACP
From page 3

ing $3 million monthly because

of the fare freeze.

The case is similar to a 1988
discrimination lawsuit against

the metropolitan Philadelphia

transit system, in which a federal

judge also froze a fare hike. The
transit authority eventually won,

but the argument used there -

that fare hikes hurt the poor
while transit spending favors the

rich - has emerged in various

forms in Boston, Dallas and
many other big cities.

Some transportation
researchers blame the conflict on

the inherently higher cost of run-

ning a railroad out to the suburbs

and making it comfy enough to

convince affluent commuters to

park their cars and take the train.

"It may not be intentionally

racist, but it does have the effect

"This is a traditional

civil rights issue . .

.

there*s a two-tiered

system here."

Constance Rice

Plantiffs' Attorney

of being disadvantageous to

lower-income people," Pucher
said.

In New York, considered to

have one of the most egalitarian

systems, subway and bus riders

pay $1.25 a trip and their fares

totaled together cover roughly

half the operating costs of the

system.

A suburban Long Island Rail

Road commuter may pay five

times more to ride each day, but

commuter fares in total cover

only about 36 percent of the costs
^ hence one argument that white

riders get bigger subsidies. The
suburban line also is generally

cleaner, roomier, safer.

"The more affluent commuters

get the heaviest subsidy, and in a

fair world that wouldn't be the

case," said lawyer Gene
Russianoff of the New York
Public Interest Research Group.

Russianoff said his group is

closely watching the L.A. case

and could follow suit if New

"(TTie fare increase)

may not be

intentionally racist, but

it does have the effect

of being

disadvantageous to

lower-income people."

John Pucher

Urban Planning Expert

York's tight-fistcd^Republican

mayor, Rudolph Giuliani, cuts

spending enough to trigger fare

increases.

"I think the L.A. lawsuit will

be the first of many," agreed
Scott Bernstein, head of the

Center for Neighborhood
Technology, which has tangled

with the city of Chicago over the

same issues.

The problem is, the disparate

forces demanding cheaper fares,

higher quality, barrier-free access

for the handicapped and smaller

government subsidies all have

good points, said Peter Benjamin,

comptroller of the Washington

Area Metro Transit Authority.

•*Everybody's right," he said.

"That's the problem. We're in a

box. They're aH right."
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From now until December 31,

1994, order any Panda Express

2 or 3 Item Combination Plate and

get 2 Crisp EggroUs or a Hot Bowl

of Soup for only 89(1:.

Located at: 308 Westwood Place

Ackerman Student Union, Level 1

Phone: 310 206-8447 • Fax: 310 206-9395

tras

Feb

Jan I

Ji

Classes begin

January 7

Classes begin

December 3

Classes begin
February 25

GRE CAT dosses begin Januory 14

Classes begin

February 1

8

What makes our course so successful?
<^

Small Classes of 1 5 or Fewer

Live Teachers, No Tapes

% Four Proctored & Computer-

Analyzed Practice Tests

Personalized Attention

THE
PRINCETON
REVffiW
we score more

^ Up-to-Date Materials

^ Computer Software for Home Practice

^ Guaranteed Satisfaction

^ Flexible Payment Plans

^ Classes near UCLA

(800) 2-REVIEW

(310)474-0909
The Princeton Review is not affiliated with Princeton University or the Educational Testing Service. (Thank goodness!)
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Viewpoint
Column

Remembering fife's lessons and mother's love

Peter

Hamilton

Thanksgiving was great. I needed those
four days to reconstruct myself. I barely
finished.

\ spent dinner on Thursday without my
mduj for the third year in a row, and without
my pop for the first time ever (my mom has
passed away; my pop was in Seattle). With
the Hamilton household quiet, I got to think-
ing. After a couple days, I came up with some
ideas that weren't too original. But nonethe-
less, they seem to be worth mentioning.
The process started simply. I found, and

flipped through, my junior high school year-
book after dinner on Thursday. I guess you
could say that I had some serious time on my
hands.

I was surprised by all the K.I.T.'s (keep in

touch) and I-hope-to-see-you-over-the-sum-

mer's signed by people I could barely remem-
ber (and some I could not remember at all).

There was one line by someone named Leslie
that read, "we may be scrubs (term for sev-
enth-graders at my school) this year, but next
year we'll be the big kids!"

Lucky for us, the next ^mmm^^^^^
year we were just that -
the big kids.

Unfortunately, I

stopped being a kid a
while ago. And I have
gone on to do something
far more difficult. I have
grown up and become the

adult that every junior
high kid thinks they will

never become.
Right now I have all

the freedom the seventh-

grader inside me wanted
back in 1981. 1 can stay

up all night, I can drive, I can go to a bar. I

can even do all three at once if I'm feeling
frisky. I am a dream come true to my former
self.

If that is the case, then why do I go to bed
by 1 1 p.m., take the bus to school and avoid
alcohol at all costs?

Maybe it's because I spent my undergradu-
ate years staying up as late as possible, dri-
ving as fast as my engine would let me and
drinking as much as my body would tolerate.

I did it. It got old, just like me.
Thursday night I went to bed with the real-

ization that I am a full-fledged adult. I must
have dreamed the kind of dreams that adults
dream because I don't remember any.
The next day I was awakened by the kind

of news you never gel used to. My good
friend, Alexandra, had her mother die unex-
pectedly a few days before. Even though my
own mother died three years ago, I did not
know what to say to Alexandra. I wanted to
help her, but I knew there was nothing I could
say that would help.

Everyone tried to console me after my
mom died (and it did help to a certain degree),
but none of my friends' words of comfort
were capable of doing what I wanted. I sim-
ply wanted to hear my mother's voice again.

Alexandra's tragedy got me thinking about
this enigma in which we live. Up to that point,
I had always fell that the meaning of life was
love. I mean. I knew diamonds were a giri's

best friend and boys were made of snails and
puppy dog tails, but in the back of my mind I

knew that love made the worid go round.
So what happens when a major source of

love in your life dies? I looked, but that

answer wasn't in my user's manual.
Let's fast-forward to Saturday night. I was

home when a good friend of mine, Caryn,
came over for one of those I'm-home-for-the-
holidays-so-come-on-over-and-talk talks.

Somewhere around midnight (after gossip-
ing about who's doing what, and with whom)
we agreed that loving people may be the

meaning of life, but that didn't mean there

was any security in it. I guess it didn't take a
couple of geniuses to come up with that con-
clusion, but at that moment it seemed deep.

It wasn't until I gave a post-Thanksgiving
prayer that night (for Alexandra's mother) that

the pieces started falling in place for me.
Since I hadn't done my traditional what-I-am-
thankful-for speech at dinner Thursday, I

decided to thank God for all the wonderful
things in my life. One of the top things on my
fist (right behind that fabulous trouncing of
the use football team God dished up this

year) was all the knowledge my mother had
^

given me.

I didn't realize it until the next day, but I

had come up with an addendum to my mean-
ing-of-life user's manual. I had found a partial

answer to the question, how can love still

make the world go round when a major
source of love dies?

My answer was that my mom had finished

her duty. Her duty was to raise, love and edu-
cate her children. She did just that - boy, did
she do that. And after teaching me and my sis-

ter everything she knew, she left us to gather
more knowledge.

I guess the same could be said for

Alexandra's mother.

And to expand on that, I guess the same
could be said for Buddha, Christ and
Mohammed.

I guess love does make the worid go round,
but knowledge is the axle grease that lets it

run smoothly (ouch, that is such a stretch).

But I have strayed somewhat. I was talking
about the seventh-grade Peter Hamilton who
has grown into the adult Peter Hamilton. It is

hard to believe that I now have unlimited
freedom. I can say and do anything I want.
What do I want to do with all this freedom?

Well, I don't think I'll worry about the fact

that I go to bed early, ride the bus or avoid
bars. Actually, those things seem to make me
happy.

And I think it's safe to say they probably
make my mom happy as well. God knows I

wish I had done those things (and not all the
stupid things I did do) when she was alive.

But that doesn't really answer the question
of what I would like to do with all this free-

dom. To be honest, my only aspirations are to
get married, have kids and teach my children
everything I know ... oh yeah, and have my
children grow up to be Bruins.

For those of you wondering what my mom
taught me, here goes:

TOP 10 THINGS JANET HAMILTON
TAUGHT PETER HAMILTON:

1. Treat children as though they matter.
Listen to them. Eton't talk at them.

2. Turn rocks over.

Winners lose, losers don't enter the race.

Patience beats power every time.

Those who dance live forever.

Dogs are dumb, but they are not down-
right stupid, like cats.

7. You make your own chosen reality, so
choose wisely.

8. Don't eat yellow snow.
9. Hugs cure all.

10. Be a Bruin (my mom was).

Thank you, mom. And if you see
Alexandra's mom, say hi to her for me.

3.

4.

5.

6.

Hamilton, a graduate an student, is the editor
inchiefofUCIART, a literary artjournal.
His latest art works are currently on display
at twoPART, 11769 Santa Monica Blvd., West
LA. He invites you to see the display.
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Kerckhoff groups work around the clock
By Todd Sargent

It's time for a response from
one of your elected USAC coun-
cil members. I have been watch-

ing article after article in the

Daily Bruin describe how some
of my fellow students regard

USAC, your student government.
You would think USAC stood for

Useless, Selfish, Arrogant and
Corrupt. This is wrong.

^ I have stood by to watch our
student media slam USAC with

biased coverage. Students with

evident political agendas write

skewed articles, supposed
"experts" on student government
iu-e quoted with blatant untruths,

and there is little or no coverage

by The Bruin of the vast amount
of work that makes up your stu-

dent government. This whole per-

.spective needs a closer look.

First of all, I want to know
when the last time one of these

writers bothered to ask actual stu-

dent leaders what we do in

USAC. I am not talking about just

the President, IVP and EVP
cither. There are ten other elected

leaders of USAC, and we tend to

produce some of the most visible

aspects of student government.

Second, we cannot afford pub-
lic relations publicity every time

we accomplish something in stu-

dent government. We have
encouraged the media to keep this

in mind, and change is beginning

10 be made. Unfortunately, the

l^erception is that we do nothing.

Now, do you wonder why we
have small turnouts in the USAC
elections? Maybe it is because of
ihis perception. Perhaps if more
students knew about the work that

comes from student government,

I hey would see the relevancy to

each and every student on this

campus.

John Kochavatr ("USAC, AP,

and STDs ... the real issues," Nov.

32) says that USAC "hasn't

addressed any issues that matter."

Every single person on this cam-
pus had the right to criticize, but

when it is done without getting

facts straight, it hurts everyone. I

am offended that he sees this as

truth, as I am sure are many of the

people who work long days and
late nights in Kerckhoff Hall for

students.

If anyone cared, responsorship

is about the last issue that we care

about in USAC right now. By the

way, every student group has the

right to request Student Advocacy
Group status from their student

government. We gave the

Interfratemity Council the oppor-

tunity to come up for sponsor-

ship. We all know the results; and
the issue has been dead for sever-

al weeks.

In my office alone, we have

addressed many issues that do
indeed matter.

We have worked with President

Rob Greenhalgh to go forward

with the implementation of finan-

cial aid peer counselors which
will offset the lines in Murphy
Hiall with satellite stations of the

Financial Aid Office at other

locations on campus.

We have proposed the idea of

advisory groups for the Placement

and Career Planning Center and
for Parking Services (although J.

Jioni Palmer, the recent facilities

commissioner candidate would
have you think the idea was new
- and his), knowing student input

does indeed make a difference.

.-We have met with the On-
/Campus Housing Council to

begin an exhaustive evaluation of

the on-campus housing budget,

trying to find out where student

monies go. Our feeling is that

benefits do not justify costs. What
do you think?

We are co-sponsoring the

Volunteer Income Tax Assistance

program winter quarter, adding a

component of coordinating with

the Financial Aid Office for assis-

tance in filling out the Free

Application for Federal Student

Aid (FAFSA) form. These pro-

grams are a direct service to

every student on this campus who
files taxes or applies for financial

aid.

We have updated a program-
ming guide for campus program-

other funding sources.

We have worked on the imple-

mentation of a Scholarship

Resource Center, a place that all

students can go to get information

about scholarships that are out

there and available. And do you
know what? It will be open in fall

cm?.

mers to let them know what
funding sources are available and
how to go about getting funds.

The Financial Aid Task Force,

an advisory group to the Financial

Aid Office with direct student

representation and voice, has

been reactivated. Try to tell me
that students do not have at least

some problems with the issue of

financial aid at UCLA.
We have started moving for-

ward with the effort of corporate

sponsorship for campus program-

ming. This has not been easy

because there has been little or no
assistance from the very groups

that would receive the benefits of

this program. Still, the program is

worth all of the effort if it means
relieving some of the strain from

1995. This has been due, in part,

to the pressures of your student

government.

Don't tell me that the things

that I and my office staff do are

irrelevant. It doesn't fiy with me.

These things take lime, as does

anything that needs to be done
well.

I have been in office for six

months with a group of people

who absolutely care about the stu-

dents of UCLA. My staff,

although small in relation to most

offices, is committed to address-

ing the issues facing students.

However, we have a commission-

structured student government.

Offices work on issues that are

specific to our areas of expertise

or purview.

Granted, USAC can and will

work on other issues that face the

students of UCLA. USAC has not

"failed to meet our collective ser-

vice needs," as Palmer claimed in

a full-page endorsement ad in the

Nov. 22 Daily Bruin. We are

working more than ever to tackle

campus-wide issues directly.

I wish that all interested stu-

dents would be willing to work
with us to achieve our goals.

Unfortunately, our structure of

government fosters isolation.

Student Advocacy Groups tend

to work as issue-oriented coali-

tions or independent entities.

USAC offices tend to work on the

specific areas they are charged to

deal with (i.e. academic affairs,

campus events, cultural affairs,

etc.). We are constantly suiving to

build bridges between these

groups. USAC is not perfect -

and I would be the first to admit

that fact.

Next time you hear the voice of

a supposed "expert" on the state

of USAC, ask yourself what per-

spective they come from. Are
they students committed to seeing

work done, proposing solutions?

Are they USAC leaders advo-

cating a cause, despite the con-

stant accusations of "doing

nothing?" Or are they students

disgruntled by the fact that they

were not elected into office by the

students of UCLA? Be Critical.

It is not fair to blame only the

most obvious targets - President

Greenhalgh and other selected

council members. It is fair to look

at everyone involved in student

government from your elected

leaders, to student groups, to you
- and see what our collected work
(and sometimes, the lack of work)

has accomplished. -—

—

I think you would be surprised

at what you would see.

Sargent is the undergraduate

student government Financial

Supports Commissioner

Viewpoint

Activists sliould ciiannei energy wliere it counts
By Klmbeiiy Mackesy

So! I'm not the only one who's
a little concerned about the ubiq-

uitous proliferation of Proposition

1 87-bashing articles in the Daily

Bruin! I'm about as far to the left

as a person can get, and although

their letter smacks of

Republicanism, I have to say

"Right on!" to Scott Burros and
Michael Urcan for their Nov. 23
letter, 'The Bruin takes the last

straw."

Don't get me wrong, I'm anti-

1 87. 1 think this is one initiative

I hat will create more problems
than it will solve. However, see-

ing at least a whole page on anti-

1 87 in Viewpoint every single

god-givfn day is starting to bore

CLAY pre

the hell out of me.

Oh, yes, I can hear all of you
"activists" out there huffing in

indignation. Truth hurts, doesn't

it? I know, I know, the fight is not

over, we have to make our voices

heard, we have to take ACTION!,
etc., etc. Fine. That's all well and

good.

But I feel obligated to give you
all a reality check: Writing whiny,

petulant articles spouting the

same of chewed up, tired rhetoric

day after day isn't action. It does-

n't solve anything. Unless they've

been spending fall quarter on
Mars, everyone knows the issues

and has already made up their

mind.

So seeing more of the same
isn't going to touch any more

lives or spur anyone into action.

All it wili do is make us think

"Oh. Another one of those arti-

cles" and nip over to A&E even

faster than usual.

So, if all of you "activists" real-

ly want to make a difference, I

suggest you get off your high and

mighty, holier-than-thou letter-

writing kick (I call it the "my-
conscience-is-clear-because-I-wro

te-a-letter-so-I've-done-my-part"

syndrome) and actually start

doing something about it.

Call up and harass Wilson's

staff. Write angry letters to him,

not The Bruin. Hell, organize a

weekend caravan up to

Sacramento and traipse around on

the lawn of the capitol building.

Do something, anything.

ROEL BAUTISTA

But remember this: Writing

angry letters didn't get students a

meeting with Chuck Young, a 26-

arrest protest did. Writing letters

to The Bruin about Prop. 187 and

condemning all the racist WASPs
who voted for it isn't helping, it's

just desensitizing the UCLA com-
munity through its futile repeti-

tion.

Knowledge is power. The pen

is mightier than the sword. And
the attention span of the average

American is about the length of

one of those 30-second TV news
bites. Proposition 1 87 opponents,

listen up. Don't waste precious

time and energy putting your

effort in the wrong places.

Mackesy is afirst-year pre-
communications studies student.
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ts & Entertainment
What is the 'Jeopardy'

quiz show scandai?

Flat-Earth

Society

It's a concrete belief of mine
that we have our own little Quiz
Show scandal right here in Los
Angeles.

It takes place in a tiny little stu-

dio in a town called Burbank.
Perhaps you've seen this show of
deceit and lies - it's called

"Jeopardy." «^__^^^
That's right,

after years of

careful, well-

thought out

investigation

I've decided

that the show
you love to

hate (Not

"Wheel of

Fortune," silly,

the other one)

is really not

the legitimate

source of fam-
ily entertain-

ment you once
took it for.

My theory

is that this show once thought to

be formed from a world of knowl-
edge and pure smarts, is in actual-

ity based on the five i.iinutes of
weak personality offered by the

contestants before the second
commercial break.

Prime example numero uno:

Anyone who's seen more than

three episodes in a row knows
that the contestants just aren't that

smart.

Robert

Stevens

In fact, I have an inside, anony-
mous, top-secret source (read:

Merv Griffin) who tells me that

the only way contestants are cho-
sen is by the anecdote they pre-

sent after the first round.

But knowing Merv, how can
you tell this is really true?

Well, listen to this. When I was
a junior in high school, I in fact

applied to be a contestant on
"Teen Jeopardy" - oh, what a

sorry example of wasted time that

was.

It all comes back so cleariy

now.

I ran down to the nearest '

Payless Drugstore with the

biggest smile you ever did see. I

had such a spectacular glint in my
eye that everyone in the building

already knew what I wanted with-

out me ever even saying.

The helper behind the counter
rushed to get me what I needed, a

postcard to send to this program
of Trivial Pursuit Champions.

I quickly filled out the postcard

with my name, address, age,

phone number and high school .

and held it in my hand as I

dreamed of the magic ticket this

postcard could soon become.
The world would be my

proverbial oyster. Growing up I'd

always have story to tell at cock-
tail parties, "Yes Ms. Vandafeller,

I was on Teen Jeopardy'!" And if

I won, all the giris would like me.
Or so I thought. My mistake

was small, but costly.

Proud of my heritage, I sent to

the good people at the game-show
a postcard with my hometown on
it - San Diego, America's finest

city.

And then I waited for their

reply - three long years I did. It

never came and now I can finally

understand why.

It all comes down to these three

words, "San Diego" and "anec
dote." Like oil and water, USC
and UCLA, and Pete Wilson and
public education, they just don't

mix.

The jaded admissions officers

at "Jeopardy" knew that it was
impossible for any person from
the senior citizen's capital of

California to have a good story to

tell.

San Diego is boring and on a

show like Jeopardy, they knew it

When the stakes are high and the

anecdotes kick-ass, no one wants
to hear, "Oh, and I really love the

beach, Alex."

Alex just left me in the dust.

And this brings me to my sec-

ond problem with "Jeopardy,"

Alex Trebec .Who really trusts

this guy anyway?
Trebec, the Rico Suave of

game-show hosts may think he's

all that and a Fotomat, but he's

not. Oh no, he's not.

Oh sure, he'll make pleasant

conversation during those well-

thought-out anecdotes (So John, I

hear you were the first person to

memorize all the U.S. capitals

when you were in the third grade -

I've decided that

the show you love

to hate ... is really

not the'legitimate-

source of family

entertainment you

once took it for.

oh ho, that's funny).

But does Trebec really mean it?

I doubt it, in fact personal sources

(read: Pat Sajak) revealed to me
that this handsome hunk of
Canadian bacon cares more about
his looks than the capital of

Mongolia (Ulaanbaatar).

In fact, why do you think the

contestants on "Jeopardy" are so

geeky - it's because Alex picks

'em Uiat way!

Sure, you'll see an occasional

ponytail on a guy or a girl with a
bit of fashion sense, but seriously,

these people are generally, ahein^

incomplete.

Okay, let's put it a bit more
mildly - these contestants do not

deserve to live!

Alex, you intellectual master-

mind! Stop inflating your ego at

these poor creatures expense!

That just isn't cool.

Can these people really afford to

be on television? The answer is no.

"Jeopardy" is no "Baywatch."
In fact, nine out of 10 contestants

agree (even the women, they sure

love that David HasselhoflF!) that

they'd rather spend five minutes
on the babe-clad show than be a
five-day champion
And here's the answer why,

"It's..."

Doh! I forgot to phrase it in the

form of a question.

Stevens is an undeclared
sophomore. He wishes he could
write angry letters to Viewpoint.

Alas he cannot. Damn the electric

fence. Damn the electricfence.

His column runs every other

Tuesday. That's intentional,

Against the grain
By Robert Stevens
Daily Bruin Senior Staff

Sure, Bad Religion^s lead singer Greg Graffin (above center)

has been blasting angry, loud and socially relevant music for

14 years - for any punk fan that much is obvious. But did you
know that he TA'd UCLA evolution classes? Graffin speaks
to The Bruin about his not'so-diffprenf rumV ar^APh n Ih^^c

It's pretty safe to say that UCLA has never seen a
more punk TA than Bad Religion's lead vocalist Greg
Graffin.

And if you asked the students who took his com-
parative anatomy, evolution, paleontology and |rfiysi-

ology discussion sections about it, they probably
wouldn't even care.

"The day I walked onto campus the band was pret-

ty well knowa I always kept it separate though,"
Graffin says. "My students who knew about the band
were relatively few and even so, they weren't that

impressed because they're at UCLA to learn, thank-
fully, and they aren't there to talk about slam-danc-
ing.

Graffin, who is currently earning a doctorate in

biology at Cornell University, and from 1984-90
received his undergraduate and graduate education at

UCLA, will be playing with his veteran punk band of
14 years at the first night of KROQ's Acoustic
Christmas and for two nights at the Santa Monica
Civic Center.

Probably not a surprise to most people, conversing
with Graffin, even over the phone, is a lot like going
to a iMofessor's office hours. Articulate, well-spoken
and simply put, smart. Graffin knows a lot about a lot

and loves to speak about his work, his life, and even
his alma mater.

All things considered, it makes sense that Bad
Religion would amount to more than your typical

punk band.

Conceived in 1980, Bad Religion, whose name
was inspired by the rise of Reaganism and the "700
Club," has spent nearly a decade and a half intention-

ally provoking thought in its listeners' minds and
unintentionally inspiring bands like Offspring and
Green Day to make punk music what it is today - a
mainstream success story.

All tfiis and homewwk too - it didn't make for an
easy ride.

While a student at UCLA, Graffin was forced to

take a third job. During his stay in Westwood, the

punk frontman remained behind the scenes as the
staff sound engineer - mixing sound for concerts that

came to the Cooperage, Kerckhoff and Royce Hall.

"Well, back then Bad Religion wasn't nearly as

lucrative as it is today," Graffin says. "I'd play shows
on the weekends occasionally and make some spend-
ing cash but yeah, I definitely needed a job because
I'm still paying off my student loans."

Seven albums and one major label deal later. Bad
Religion has ascended to heights that the small local

band with the cult-following never could have imag-
ined. "I never thought that I'd be making more money
than any professor in the country by playing music,
that's for sure," Graffin says.

And has Graffin spent his newfound funds on a

Ferrari and mansion in Beverly Hills?

No.

"I don't have a muscle car like every punker in

L.A. - that's a little cliche. I drive family vehicles. I

have a GMC Suburt)an and a Pontiac Bonneville," he
says.

"I have a sticker on one that says, 'School's open,
drive carefully.' My wife's a teacher."

"That's punk, isn't it?" Graffm continues. "When it

started, punk was all about individuality, not being
able to predict what someone did based on their

actions or their fashion, and I've sort of devoted my
life to it"

"What could be mort punk than living in a beauti-
ful house in upstate New York driving a GMC
Suburban that says, 'School's open' and being able to

pay for all of that with albums that say, 'Fuck
Armageddon, this is hell?'"

And to look at it from that paradigm, nothing could
be more punk than Graffin 's most recent and impor-
tant work at Cornell University, his doctoral thesis
about the evolution of bone tissue

After finally completing the necessary course load,

the Bad Religion vocalist still needs nine months of
consecutive studying to prepare for oral exams and
the final presentation of his tliesis.

While teaching, Graffin's favorite part of Cornell's

requirements, ended for him last year, he still takes

"What could be more punk than

living in a beautiful house ... and

being able to pay for all of that with

albums that say, Tuck Armageddon,

this is hellr
Greg Graffin

pride in educating through Bad Religion's lyrics.

"I love teaching," he says. "It's not much different

from singing in a punk band. You get to share ideas

with people and you get to hear feedback on those
ideas."

"I believe that if people were more educated there

wouldn't be half the problems because people would
be more content with their lives, they'd think of them-
selves as having some value, they'd better be able to

put themselves in a global perspective, which very
few people can do," Graffin says. "Most people can't

even see outside the little 10-square-block area they
live in."

But as Graffin gets swept away into the world radio

popularity, lyrical education and vertebrate evolution,

does he ever think about his old school? "Oh, hell

yeah! You always feel a sentiment to your alma mater.

And some ofmy greatest advisers went to UCLA," he
says.

Not to mention the fact that some of Graffin's
greatest meals were eaten here too. "What did I par-

ticularly like? Oh - the burritos at the Cooperage
were good. And they're still pretty good because I

went back there not too long ago," he says.

"And say 'hi' to the Bombshelter for me (too),"

Graffin says. "If that same old bitter woman worics

there tell her to 'fuck off.' I saw her everyday at lunch
for six years."

Eating at the Bombshelter - what could be more
punk?

CONCERT: Bad Religion at the Santa Monica Civic
Auditorium Dec. 16 and 17. For tickets call
Ticketmaster (213) 480-3232. Also appearing at
KROQ's soW out Acoustic Christmas on Dec. 10.

Kerckhoff's t

New exhibit celebrates

human strength, spirit

when faced with death

By Emily Foreter

artists selected to share their artwork in mystery. If you're open, people will have
honor of AIDS Awareness Month include a better understanding of you," says
Albert Winn, R.D. Riccoboni, Jose Alvaro Winn.
Perdices and Susan Kleinman. However, Winn docs not display his

Albert Winn's work consists essentially work with the sole intention of making
of black and white photographs. He began people aware of AIDS,
taking pictures of himself eight years ago "I don't do the work to help people
when he decided to re-create his life story, understand AIDS. It's me and my life and
On display are four photos that he took I happened to be diagnosed along the
when he first learned he was HIV-posi- way." explains Winn,
t'vc. In contrast to Winn's simple, dark pho-
Winn enjoys telling people stories tos, Riccoboni's work is an explosion of

about his life, whether they are written to. vibrant colors on canvas. Said Riccoboni

I want

Paint isn't always what it seems.
Artist Jose Alvaro Perdices mixes

watercolor paint with HIV-infected sperm
to create his work. The combination sym-
bolizes AIDS itselt; just as people who explain the photos he takes or read out to explain his uplifting paintings.

JONFEiWEYPiiflyBniin

This photo is part of a collection by Albert Whw titled "My Life Until Now."

have AIDS look healthy for the majority loud. He has read stories on the radio and people to see my work and feel the fire
of their lives. Perdices' paintings seem he will be telling one during the opening and passion for the simple everyday
normal but contain the hidden element reception tonight. things in life we tend to forget."

°^i^T*!i*" u u J r u
^^^ Winn, his personal stories are The featured work portrays friendships

under the shadow of the pandemic of important to society's understanding of that have developed throughout the yearsAIDS, UCLA's Cultural Affairs AIDS. and those that have abruptly ended.
Commission and Student Welfare "People who have AIDS, or any kind of "I understand the sense of loss we all
Commission have organized a new illness, tend to be secretive, but that feel. The men I portray so tenderly are my
Kerckhoff Art Gallery exhibit showcasing leaves too much to the imagination. It

works that deal with the disease. The four makes you less of a person and more of a See AIDS DCNIBIT page 18

JON FERREY/Oaay Bnin

Albert Winn began taking pictures of himself eight years ago to
re-create his personal story of living with AIDS.
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Prince unveils lost masterpiece

The Black Album, which Prince originally planned as the follow-up

to Sign of the Times, is on limited release until late January.

Warner Bros, releases

legendary, funkadelic

*Black Album* after

its six'year hiatus

By Michael Tatum
Daily Bruin Staff

On Nov. 22, 1994, Warner Bros,

made available one of the most
famous "lost" records of all time.

And after Jan. 27, 1995, it will

be lost once more, pertiaps forev-

er.

The recording in question?
Prince's The Black Album.
Originally slated as his followup

to his 1987 masterpiece Sign Of
The Times, Prince withdrew the

record from release at the last

minute. According to the artist

himself, the record put "sex before

love," and was therefore
"immoral." As a result, The Black

Album joined the Beatles Get
Back and the Beach Boys' Smile

in the legendary pantheon of
"lost" rock records.

The Black Album, however, has

pertiaps a greater aura of mystery

surrounding it. While most of the

material for Get Back and Smile

eventually resurfaced on, respec-

tively. Let It Be and Smiley Smile,

only one of The Black Album's
tracks found its way onto a subse-

quent Prince album ("When 2 R In

Love," on Lovesexy).

Of course, a few copies of The
Black Album escaped the Warner
Bros, building before they could

be destroyed, and those that did

have been extensively bootlegged.

But the package as it was original-

ly intended has never been made
available to the general public.

Until now. Prince has finally

given Warner Bros, permission to

release the record, but the catch is,

it will only be available for a lim-

ited time, from Nov. 22 to Jan. 27.

According to the Los Angeles
Times, this unusual arrangement
stems not from Prince's ambiva-
lence toward the record itself, but

rather from his well-publicized

contract dispute.

The tremendous hype surround-

ing this record makes for interest-

ing news copy, but it distracts

from the most important aspect of

The Black Album: the music. Put

simply, this record ranks among
Prince's finest, certainly his ^st
music since Sign Of The Times.

How he could have thought this

record to be inferior in any way to

Lovesexy (the album he released

in lieu of The Black Album) is

unfathomable. By the same token,

it's nothing less than criminal that

this record will only be available

for a mere two months, while, say,

the lackluster Diamonds And
Pearls will be be around probably

indefinitely.

The album comprises eight

tracks of dense, bass-heavy, multi-

layered, avant-garde funk, similar

to Parliament-Funkadelic's work
in the late '70s. Unlike Purple
Rain, the record doesn't aspire to

crossing over to the white audi-

ence, and unlike Sign Of The
Times, it doesn't incorporate ele-

ments from disparate styles of
music. When Prince calls this

record The Black Album, he's

referring to more than just the

color of the cover - it's obvious

that he primarily conceived this

record for the African-American
audience.

But regardless of "Cindy C,"
his lust letter to a certain "actress-

model," and "Rock Hard In A
Funky Place" ("I just hate to see

an erection go to waste") , this

album is hardly as sexually explic-

it as legend has made it out to be.

Especially compared to his 1980

record Dirty Mind (in which the

young funic hero, among other

things, screwed his sister in one
song and his ex-girlfriend's
boyfriend in another), the record

seems chaste even by Prince stan-

dards. Though the word "fuck"

appears in numerous songs, very

rarely does Prince use it to mean
"sexual intercourse" - usually, it

functions as an imperative or an
interjection.

See PRINCE, page 18
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***/<i "Ulndlanx>vwBkMe''(19g3/

**
Rotiert Townsend In Stereo) PG'(In Stereo)

Kathleen Turner 'PG-iaX
*i,V, 'V^henaSir$ng$rCJ$Biar
(1993, Suspense) Carol Kane. 'R"

Prtvlew
Show

Witch Hunt:
RrstLook

*** "Risinp Sun" (1993,

DratTw) Sean Gonnery 'R'

** "Chuck Berry HaMI Hai» flOdt 'n" «off" (1967) A
tnbute to rock 'n' roM pkaneer Chuck Berry "TO'

Pinup (R) X

American Coaches: lAn
of Vision and VictoryX

'**Vi Stone
copinWtrites a

'. TheDevWa

*•

^^
'Judgrriant Night'

3)EiniitoE8tave;Esttwez. 'R'

J:
young woman uncovers a direct

1061) A motorcycle

IMC baw gang. TT

Doorwm'^m%J^
lirect pefr to pure evU. 'h'
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Guitarist Mends music, spirit in 'Sensuai Guitar'
—4i

:

By Qaby Mora
Daily Bruin Staff

When Sherri Rottersman was a
student at UCSD, her roommates
would get mad if she studied with
the door closed. Since her studying
consisted of playing the classical

guitar, her roommates felt that the

soothing sound actually helped
them Study better.

"Even when I was just doing my
arpeggio exercises over and over,

which isn't really music, they
would make me leave the door
open because they thought it

sounded so beautiful," laughs
Rottersman.

The practice certainly paid off
and opened many more doors for

the young student, including her
first CD release, Sherri
Rottersman, The Sensual Guitar,
on her own label. Auric Records.
On the album, Rottersman per-

forms the final work on guitar for

the great Spanish composer Joaquin
Rodrigo. Most well- known for his

world-famous "Concierto de
Aranjuez" for guitar and orchestra,

Rodrigo recognized Rottersman 's

talent when the two met in Madrid,
Spain in the late 1980s.

"I always thought he was a fab-

ulous composer, and I suggested
why not do a piece based on the

Sephardic, and he agreed. I am so
honored that he would write a

piece for me," says Rottersman.

*Ecos de Sefarad (Echoes of
Sepharad)," the third track on the

album, is a nostalgic reflection of
the Sepharcdic Jewish culture in

pre- 1492 Spain, when poetry,
music and art flourished in an
environment of religious toler-

ance. This piece is actually
Rodrigo's only Sephardic work
written expressly for the guitar.

The rest of the songs on the
album range from a blending of
native Polish dance form with a
mild bitonalism in "Mazurka,"
written by Alexandre Tansman, to

the "Two Renaissance Lute
Pieces," a beautiful anonymous
collection transcribed from the
original tablature by Oscar
Chilesotti (1848-1916).

A native of Pennsylvania her-
self, Rottersman says it wasn't
until she lived in Spain that the
music she had always played
gained ftill clarity in her life.

"Being exposed to the old archi-

tecture and the European culture

made everything click," she
explains. '*There is a huge connec-
tion with music that I play and with
spirit of people. I found the focus
of their lives to be more personal
than their work; even people who
have regular jobs have such inter-

esting hobbies and are so poetic."

Her 1989 world premiere in

Madrid led to a major appearance
on Spanish national television on
Nov. 22, Rodrigo's birthday. All

of this combined returned
Rottersman to the United States
with great critical acclaim behind
her.

But no words were as cherished

.to the guitarist as the praise she
received from the great composer
himself. In a letter in 1989, printed

on the CD sleeve, Rodrigo wrote,
"It is to be expected that this young
artist will very soon become
known to all of those who love the

guitar, not only in the countries of
Europe, but also of the Americas
and Asia. I am convinced that a
brilliant future awaits her."

As brilliant as her future has
been, it has also been difficult.

Having played guitar since she was
8 years old, Rottersman has always
woilced hard to perfect her art, but
she is now working even harder to

distribute it. By starting her own
record label, she gained fiill control

of the creativity in the album, but it

has been difficult to compete with
conglomerate labels to distribute

her album nation wide.

Southern California, luckily, will

get a chance to hear Rottersman in

person as she travels to promote
her album in record stores and on
the radio. She admits that the set-

ting in a record store is much dif-

ferent than a concert performance,
but shealso says she likes the
informality and the opportunity to

expand her audience.

"The guitar is a major pop

Multi-talented guitarist Sherri Rottersman will be at Tower
Classics on Dec. 17 to promote her new release Sensual Guitar.

instrument, even the classical gui-

tar, because it is very accessible -
I am touching the instrument with
my fingers, not with a bow, like

the violin, or through a key, like

the piano. I have total control on
the sound by the angle 1 use, and
depending on how much flesh or

nail I apply. The guitar lets me be
more aggressive than maybe other

instruments," says Rottersman.

Another aspect of accessibility

and versatility to this style of music
is that even rock guitarists can

See ROTTERSMAN, page 18
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AIDS EXHIBIT
From page 15

friends. Many arc now spirits,

but I can touch them when I

paint," says Riccoboni.

His work, which has been fea-

tured in magazines and newspa-
pers, is currently on permanent
display in over a dozen galleries.

Riccoboni 's work has even
received recognition from the"

White House. Kristine Gebbie,
President Clinton's National
AIDS Policy Coordinator, has
supported Riccoboni and attend-

ed the art exhibit featuring his

work at the Rand Schrader AIDS
Clinic.

Perdices has also received
attention for his work, but most
of the interest revolves around
his unusual way of mixing
paints. The AIDS-infected
sperm he paints with was donat-

ed by friends.

"The making of the drawings
has been possible with the gen-
erosity of my best friends, who

gave such unique treasures,
which are in the limit of the
extremes," says Perdices.

UCLA alumni Susan
Kleinman's work is widely rec-

ognized for her chaotic abstract

paintings and creative use of
color.

'The shapes and design of this

piece illustrate the chaos and
havoc of dealing with the AIDS
crisis. Its bright colors on a dark

background signify hope and
high spirits, despite the dark-
ness," says Kleinman.

Collectively, the works of
these four artists bring AIDS to

the attention of the campus.
"This kind of thing shouldn't

be hidden. We need to combat
ignorance with knowledge, not

secrecy," says Winn.

EXHIBIT: Presented by the
Cultural Affairs Commission in

conjunction with the Student
Welfare Commission at
Kerckhoff Art Gallery. Opening
reception at 7 p.m. tonight. For
more Info call (310)206-6564,

ROTTERSftffAN
From page 17

appreciate and understand her truly

sensual sounds. Rottersman, who
has been approached by rock musi-

cians for lessons, feels these artists,

though they are in a different genre,

truly respect her art because they

realize how much more difficult

and intricate the acoustic style is.

"Many people have commented
that my music is extremely relaxing

and helps them concentrate better

on their work," concludes
Rottersman of her romantic collec-

tion. For any student who is not for-

tunate to have a music major among
their cohabitants. The Sensual
Guitar is a perfect substitute; guar-

anteed to bring repose, if not "A"
p^)ers and exams.

MUSIC: Sherri Rottersman at Tower
Classics on Sunset Dec. 1 7 at 1

p.m. For more info call (310) 657-

3910. Also at the Wherehouse on
Wilshire in late December. For more
infocall (310) 453-7874.

PRINCE
From page 16

So what could have frightened

Prince into withholding release

of this record? An answer to that

question might lie in "Bob
George" and "Dead On It." In

both of these Prince takes
potshots at rap, and, one could
ai^gue, the rap audience. The for-

mer song broadly parodies a B-
boy's braggadocio, while the

latter declares that "The only
good rapper is one that's dead . .

.

on it," and suggests that prob-
lems of most rappers "stem from
being tone-deaf."

Granted, Prince sings "Dead
On It" in a nasal whine reminis-

cent of Eddie Murphy's "white
boy" impersonation in Raw, so
one could argue that song could
have been intended ironically.

Or, then again, maybe not. This
ambiguity in meaning leads one
to consider what might have
been Prince's real fear about TTie

Black Album: marketing. If he

wanted to record an album of
unwatered down funk - a great
idea, to be sure - than why ^ien-
ate his African-American fans
(theoretically this record's target

audience), by criticizing rap?
And if Prince wanted to criticize

the African-American audience^
than why work in a musical
idiom that might conceivably
hold less interest for his white
listeners? In contrast to Purple
Rain, the quinteissential
crossover record of the decade
(next to Michael Jackson's
Thriller), The Black Album
might have shut out any audi-
ence that Prince might have
wanted to reach.

But great music shouldn't be
about demographics. Regardless
of the politics that might have
informed it. The Black Album is

flat-out brilliant, the last time
Prince would experiment so
audaciously, before he caved
into the wliims of the main-
stream. And the western world
has approximately 61 days to

buy it.

SENIORS

-Yearbook
"Portraits

Dont Miss The Deadline!
The deadline for senior yearbook portraits is Friday, December 16. If

you miss the deadline, your place in UCLA history will be a blank.

Seniors, get your yearbook portrait taken now and you'll earn a bonus:

9 FREE wallet tlie photot with any portrait order.

Remember, you pay only $5 for your portrait sitting and space

reservation. Or pay nothing at all-the $5 fee is waived if you buy your

Bruin Life yearbook
[
in advance. Stop by ASUCLA's Campus Photo

*t^

Studio on 2nd floor Ackerman-and smile!

./?j\l Campus Photo
STUDIO

Campus Photo Studio is located on 2nd floor Ackermin

Open Monday-Friday 8:30-5:30 Phone 206-8433

Get The StRaiGHj Story On Braces.
What's the cost / What's the best procedure? What's the right age?

Call Par I^ee Consultation:

(310) 826 - 74W
.

Specializing in Braces for Adults & Children
ImnsibU • RmovabU • TraditioHat • European Surgical OrthodoMicj • Cosmetic Poretimn

BRENTWOOD Orthodontic Center
Dr. Nader Dayani, Certified Spcclaliit

11645 Wilshire Blvd., Suite 802 18124 Culver Drive, SuiteA
?-E3-E=l Brentwood (310) 826 - 7494 Irvine (714) 552 -5890 C3-E3-e

/. P»^^

Hot Hair Salon
1007BROXTONAVE
WESTWOOD VILLAGE

(310) 824-2S76

WAXING BYUNA
Bikini Wax.......$8
European Facial $45
Eyelash Tint $12
Up or Chin Wax.. $5
Eyebrow Wax $6
Half Legs $1
Upper Legs & Bikini $15
Full Legs & Bikini .....$20

Arms $14
Underarms $8

$45 Designer Frames
(original price up to $200)

EYEGLASS
PACKAGE

INCLUDES EXAMINATION
EYEGLASS FRAME FROr.1 Ol'

VARIETY COLLECTION &
PRESCRIPTION LENSES

CONTACT LENS
PACKAGE

INCLUDES EYE EXAM
PAIR OF SOFT MATI B LENSES,

CAREKIT AND FOLLOW-UP CARE

DISPOSABLE CONTACT LENSES
irjCLUDES EXAf.l FITTING ^ FOLLOW UP

& 4 boxe: of disposablf lenses

• glasses & CONTACTS IN ONE HOUR
EYE EXAMINATIONS
VISION PLANS ACCEPTED

OPTOMETRIX

208-1384
10930 WEYBURN • WESTWOOD VILLAGE
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Classified Ad Information

Daily Bruin Classified Information
225 Kerckhoff Hal!, 308 Westwood Plaza. Los Angeles, CA 90024

Class Line: (310) 825-2221 Class Display (310) 206-3060

Fax (310) 206-0528

We reserve ttie rlgfit to cfiange, reclassify, revise, or reject any

classified advertisement not meeting Vhe standards of ttie Dally Bruin.

Our oflice is open Mowday-Ffiitey, 9-4.

Classified raibo

Oaiiy.20wDnisorles!. $700
DaAy, each additional word .45

Weekly. 20 words or less 23.00

Weekly, each additional word 1 .30

Display ads— student rati/coi. inch 6.00

Display ads -locai rate/col. inch 1125

Frequency & Agency Rates Available

Deadiines

ClMsNiKiHMaer.

I working day twiore printing, by noon.

CImAlcd display als:

2 working days before printing, tiy noon.

Make checks payable to the

UCI> Daily Bruin.

1col. X 1 = 2incties x linch. There are no cancellations after rwon the day twfore printing.

The ASUCLA CommunicationsWd luHy supports the University o( Caiitomia's policy on nondis-

crimimtion. No medium shaM accept advertisements which present persorts of any origin, race,

religion, sex. or sexual ortenlMon in a demeaning way or imply that they are limited to positnns

cipibiWes. rotes or status In society Neither the Oaity Brum nor theASUCLA Communicjbcns Board

has Investigated aiw o( the services advertised or the advertisers represented in this Issue Any person

M*>mQ that an advertisefflent In this Issue violated the Board's policy on nondiscnmination stated

herein should communicale complaints m writing to the Business Manager. Daily Brum 225
Kr,rckhot( Hall. 308 Westwood Ptaza, Los Angeles, CA 90024 For assistinca with housing discfimi-

:ation problems, call the UCLA Housing Office at (310) 825-4271 or call the Westskle Fair Housing
Onee at (310) 475-9671.

1. Start your ad with tfie merctiandise your are selling. This makes it easier for readers to quickly

scan the ads and locate your item(s).

2. Always include the price of the item you are selling. Many classiiied readers simply do not
respond to ads without prices.

How to write a good ad

3. Avoid abbreviations— make your ad easy for readers to understand.

4. Place yourself in the reader's position. Ask what you'd like to know about the merchandise,

and include that in the ad. Include infornration such as brand names, colors, and other specific

descriptions.

1 Campus Happenings

Alcoholics Anonymous
Mon. DtKuaaion. Fit. Sr«p Study. AU 3625

Thun. Bootc Study. AU 3826
TuM. and Wmi. Dtecuirion. Dwrtol 23-029

AltknMl2:10-1Knpm
ForctcoholcMorlncMduabwhohava

^rihUhg pioblmm.

4 Financial Aiid

Cash fof college. 900,000 grants available.
No repayments, EVER- Qualify immediately.
1-800.243.2435.

7 Good Deals

THIS WEEK ONL Y!

ALL books in stock:

Earth and

Space Sciences

A-Level Ackerman Union • 206-4041

1 *'

( (//.'.';•/,,; .> h:.i'i ihcaniqj

1995 COLOR BIKINI CALENDAR
24 Page Full Color 1995 Calendar

Featuring 12 Gorgeous
100% Asian Bikini Calendar GirisI

$12.95-*- $3.00 SA4

Onlw 2 tor t1 8.9S $a00 8«H
or 3 tor S24.as > $a00 8«H

GiMlQiltldMl VISAftMCCuMomMCilTolFfM.
1-800-777-1167 or IMi a ChMk or Monty Ontor to

MULTIMEDIA FACTORY
!* MOOO, LA CA MRMI

9 r\/liscellaneous

Experience Japan
Oregon State Universit/s 3-week summer in-

tensive Japanese language, culture, business

& homesJay program at Bukkyo University in

Kyoto, Japaa ExperierKe the one-day env
ploym^t, festival participation, university

club activities, company visits, & rrwrel Earn

OSU credits. Call 1-800-679-6223.

10 Personal

WANTED: 300 UCLAitudenIi to tot new irv

ter-oollegiate vokcfnail intnxiuction service.

Absolmely Frgel 818-986-9045.

VVNTED: 100 PEOPLE
LoM 10-29 Ibk in 30 days and e«n $$$ do-

inxit 100% BJarantee. Call 310-281-8828.

12 Research Subjects

ASTHMA SUFFERERS. Earn up to $540.00 ki

your spare time, tf you take daily asthma
medicKion you may be eligible to participate

in a research drug riudy wfth a new potential

treatment for asthma. Contact (310)477-1734
ed 540 to (liwl oU how you may benefit from

this vital proyam . Allergy Research FourvJa-

tton, Inc (Br<ntw<ood)

Bedw«ttlng boys 7-11 yfv w>d thek families

needed for UCLA research Project. Subjects

will receive 120 and a free devekipmental

evaluation. 310-825-0392.

EARN MONEY for 1 S-minutcs woric. Looking

for male subjtct betvwen 38-45, married, 1-

addeicKnt child, to complele surveys dealing

wllh mkMife IssuoL Totally confUential. Can
be done totally by mail. 310-288-0775.

Hyperactive boys with attertional problems
7-1 1 yrs, needed for IXILA nsMrch project

Receive S20 and a frw developmental
evaluation. 310-825-0392.

12 Research Subjects 12 Research Subjects 12 Research Subjects

CALIFORNIA

V I I A s F ( A I I

Feeling depressed, sad or hopeless? Lost

interest or energy?

Sleeping too much

or too little? Crying

frequently?

Participants 18 to 65

needed for medical research study.

Qualified volunteers may be compensated

up to $660.

NERVOUS? ANXIOUS?
FEARFUL? WORRIED?

Research volunteers between the ages of 18 and 65
experiencing these symptoms for at least 1 month and
in relatively good health are needed. Volunteers will

receive a brief exam in order to determine eligibility.

Qualified volunteers receive free basic physical

exam/lab test and compensation up to $495^.

I CLINICAL TRIALSl

MEDICAL GROUP
Please call 1-800-854-3902

schizophrenia
Do you or a loved one suffer from Schizophrenia?

Qualified voluteers ages 12 and over may qualify for a

medical research study on schizophrenia.Qualified

volunteers recive a free basic physical exam, lab tests

and may be compensated up to approximately $1650.

CALIFORNIA

P L V A S \ i A L L 1-800-854-3902

12 Research Subjects

NEED CHRISTMAS
MONEY?

RESEARCH SUBJECTS NEEDED
FOR BACK MUSCLE TEST. MUST

BE .MAILABLE FOUR
CONSECUTIVE DAYS DEC. 19-22.

1-1/2 HOURS EACH DAY. NO
DRUGS OR NEEDLES INVOLVED.
PAID $100 CASH AFTER LAST

TEST PRESCREENING IN CULVER
CITY PRIOR TO BEING ACCEPTED.

CALL (800) 443-6963.

hiew antldepresunt clinical trial (Must be 21

or older) FREE psychiatric eval, medical eval

and eight week program. LA office. Dr. Gale
Cooper, MO. board certified psychiatrist

818-712-9032

Normal healthy boys 3-11 yrs, and their

families needed for iXTLA research project.

Recewe $20 and have a scientific learning

expe/ience. 310-825-0392.

15 Wanted

ARTIST IN SEARCH OF FEMALE SUBJECTS
for series of paintings. No pay, meals provid-

ed. "Will pose for food?" Eric 213-851-

3883.

CASH FOR CARS. We come to you. Top dol-

lar paid. We do all DMV. We buy anything.

818-999-IBUY (4289).

16 Lost and Found

LOST: ROTTWEILER, female, 8-monlhs,

Brentwood, near ML SL Mar/s, $1000 re-

ward for safe return of 'Mu-chan.' 310-273-

3261 exi 296 or ext 278.

19 Sperm/Egg donors

EGG DONORS NEEDED. All info confiden-

tial. Please call (310)285-0333.

ECC DONORS NEEDED: Healthy females

between 21-34years old w/medical in-

surance. Payment of $22(X) formcdLcal pro._

cess. Mirna Navas 310-829-6782, Monday-
Friday.

Sperm donors needed for anonymous donor
program at one of the largest sperm banks in

the country, earn up to $420/mo. if qualified.

Contact Heidi at the California Cryo Bank
310-443-5244. ext 24.

20 Pregnancy

GIVE THE GIFT OF LIFE. Be a surrogate for a

childless couple. Must be at least 21. LA
area. $15,000 paid. 800-308-7367.

22 Health Services

ALONE-STRESSED-OVERWHELMED. Sup-

portive counseling. Individuals, couples,

groups. Adjacent to Campus. Carole Chasin

MA, MFCC. 310-289-4643.

COUNSELINGH^HERAPY with experienced

female PhD. 2-blocks from campus, free

parking. Specializing in young adult issues:

Oepresskin, arvciety, relationships, academic
concerns and family problems. For informa-

Uon or consultatiorv 310-474-8305.

MASSAGE. Massage school student offers 45
minute relaxing therapeutic massage for S5
and a toy donation to foster kids. 213-722- ..

0533.

PENIS-NIPPLE ENLARGEMENT. Professional

vacuum pumps with instruction. Gain 1*-3".

Permanent- safe. Enhance erection. Dr. )oel

Kaplan 1 -B0a987-PUMP.

Acne, Tattoos

Sunspots & Scars
Non-Surgical Laser Therapy for

painless facial skin rejuvenation

and removal of acne, tattoos.

sunspots & scars. Low cost.

Free Consultation Call

1-800-685-6574
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22 Health Services

REACH PERSONAL AND ACADEMIC
COALS WITH HYPNOSIS. REDUCE TEST

ANXCTY. Increase concentration,

performance, self-confidertce. Individual

appointments and classes. ExperierKed

psychotherapist for 17-years. Student Rates.

Call Uura Guilds MFCC. 3tO-207-063a

30 Help Wanted

$6.63/HR. Work In lun atmosphere, schedule

around classes, Apply: Maureen O'Brien,

Cafe Sproul, 350 DeNeve Dr. 31(^825-2074.

$7Aiour + bonus, flexible hours, ^-eat work
experience. Hiring nowl APPLY TOOAYI
UCLA Annual Fund, 1063 Gayley, 4th fkxir.

310-794-0277.

AAATTENTION UCLA STUDENTSI Puzzles

Fast Food Restaurant is hiring for Fall ArxJ

Winter quanerl NOW accept APS w/Previous

restaurant experience. $6.63^. FLEXIBLE

NITE SCHEDULE. Call Dominic 310-206-

7687.

ACTORVMODELS NEEDED. Auditions by

appointments only. For commercials, films,

and print ads. All type^ages needed. No ex-

perience necessary. No registration fees. Call

Today Image. 818-222-9091.

ADMINISTRATOR/PROJECT ASSISTANT.
Computer literate, Windows, Word profi-

cienL Senior/graduate with strong writing

skills. Flexible day^wurs; no dress cod^e-
ception duties. $6-58. 310-395-1414.

AGGRESSIVE TELEMARKETER, w/good
voice, near UCLA, comer of Wilshire and
WestwDod, flexible hours, $7-$1SAv guar-

anteed. James 310-208-S5S4.

ALASKA EMPLOYMENT - Fishing Industry.

Earn to $3,00a$6,00a^ per Month -»^ bene-

fits. MaleA^emale. No experience necessary

206-545-4155 extA59342.

ARCHITECTURAL CRAD STUDENT b
render and draw elevations, perspectives.

Project to be completed by 12/10. $S,50fiv.

310-274-1013.

ASTRONOMERS, PSYCHOLOGISTS, astro-

physicists, neuroscientists, ar>d other interest-

ed people needed for a to be televised panel

discussion of "Newtonian Astrology, plarw-

tary gravitational effects on human thinking,

etc.' Viewer call in questions accepted. Cor>-

tact Mr. Vandegrift at 3ia207-4671.

rqxrtation

the line

classified Line
825-2221

Daily Bruin

ATHLETE WANTED to supervise daily, early

a.m. workouts of 40-year-old man-B-f or bet-

ter tennis player preferred. SlS^our, nca.

Call 31 0-470-3451.days.

ATHLETK7BOYISH MALE MODELS. Earn
$15a$3O0 PER HOUR. Surfer, student, jodc

types. Must be 18-24, clean-shaven face, lit-

tle/no chest hair. Playgiri-style magazine print

work/videos, nudity required. Highest $$$,
immediate payl Beginr>ers welcome. Brad,
310-392-4248.

BALLOON CELEBRATK3NS needs party dec-
orators, drivers, artists, and trainee managers.
Fast paced, fun, and creative emrironmerU,
flexible hours. Call 310-206-1180.

BUSY ENTERTAINMENT OFFICE, needs hard
working office support. Part4ime position, re-

quires flexible availability. Need car. Fax ic-

sume 310-276-5721, phone 310-276-3300.

CAMPUS POSITK3N AVAILABLE startir^ at

Sb.b3ftv. We work around your classes.

Imnoediate employment available for Fail

1994. Sunset Village Dining Services.

Contact David at 310-206-7688.

CASHtR WANTED. WLA and Westwood.
Some Japanese preferred. 310-479-2530.
1834 Westwood Bkd.

CASTING IMMEDIATELY! Extras needed for

feature films, commercials, and miaic videos.
Earn up to $200 per dayl No experience
needed. Work guararrteedl Call today 213-

. 851-6102.

COMMUNfTY SERVICE OFFICERS (CSO's)
are hiring UCLA students nowt. $6.lM>r to

Stan, up to $9.10. 15+hr«Mc Flexible sched-
ule. Call 825-6760.

COMPUTER PROGRAMMER for PD\ per-

•onal organizer. experier>ce in BASIC a must.
Familiarity with NEWTON a plus. Leave mes-
»ay or fax resume. 3ia476-0097.

CRUISE SHIPS HIRING
Earn up to $200a>/month on Cruise Ships or

Land-Jour companies. Seasonal and Full-

Tinr>e employment available. No experience
necessary. For information call 1-206-634-
0468 exl. C59342.

DATA ENTRY proficient, health c»« fl»m,

PA, 20 hnMt, iBAv. Fax resume to: 310-
45^6109 or call 310-264-6616.

30 Help Wanted

Oa MANO GALLERY. CHRISTMAS HELP.

Sales and giftwrapping. P/T-F/T. Call Kevin

for information 310-476-8508.

DRIVER WANTED-Experience necessary,

clean recofd/irtsurancc. Male to drive 10-yr-

oM boy to oulside-activities. Hours Flexible.

. Salary competitive. Evenings, 310-393-2928,

leave message.

EARN $3S-$75A40UR. Part-time independ-

ent marketing consultants needed. No experi-

ence necessary. All ages welcome. Hurwireds

of openings available. Begin todayl 310-281-

1975.
;

EARN EXTRA MONEY DURING THE HOLI-
DAY BREAK- TALENT TREE STAFFING has
imrT>ediale positions on the Westside for the

following: RECEPTIONISTS, WORD PRO-
CESSING SECRETARY, CLERK, CUSTOMER
SERVICE REPS. Earn top dollar while gaining

experience. Call TALENT TREE 310-207-

2555; jobs in Beverly Hill^Downtown 213-

937-9100; jobs in San Femando Valley 818-

9900440.

EDITORIAL ASSISTANT NEEDED to work for

L.A. design firm. Must be detail-minded,

highly organized, and a fast learner. Journal-

ism or English major preferred. FAX resume

to Attn: jeni K. at 21 3-380-3427.

Erwrgetk: coffee-lovers rweded immediately

to work Arrosto Espresso Bars in Beverly

Hills, Brentwood, and ^^. Apply in person:

262 S. Beverly Drive, Beveriy Hills.

FIGURE MODELS
writer/photographer rteedi girls 18+ years old

to pose for magazirtes and conr>puter art

Good pay, no experience required, conver>i-

ent hours. 21 3-256-6700.

Floral designer/sales persorVaccount rep.

wanted. Experienced w/all styles of design.

Must be experierKed and highly motivatoj.

Flexible hrs. 310-277-4473.

HOSTESS-NIGHTCLUB. Females, earn up to

S12/hr.-ftips. Club Greco. 366 East 2nd SL

Los Angeles. Minimum age-21 . No experi-

ence necessary. Japanese language

preferred. 213-626-5270, please call after

6pm,M-Sat.

HOSTESS. P/T in Kalian restaurant, Pico and
Beverly Glen. $€y4vxjr. 11am-2:30pm. Call

310-475-9235, ask for Donate.

INCOME OPPORTUNITY. $500+/week pos-
sible processing mailers at home. Set your
own schedule and pace, for knfo Call Mar-
Kon: 714-251-3001.

LAW OFFKIE. Clerical secretarial positions.

Must know WordPerfect Have office experi-

ence. Good typing skills, flexible hours.

Wilshire & Glendon. 310-475-0481.

MALE MOfXLS. Asian, Latin or surfer types.

No height requiremerrt. Hot head, cards,

posters, mags. Good money. FunI 213-664-
2999 24hours.

MANAGER, part-time. S8ft^^. Small jewelry
department in UCLA. Some retail experience

with reference. Call 805-495-0973.

MARKET RESEARCH COMPANY in Van
Nuys needs individuals to work 4-6

hourVday. Evening, day, and weekeixl hours
available to do public opinion aryf market re-

search. MLBt have excellent readir^ skills,

ability to write verbatim, ar>d follow instruc-

tions. Call 818-725-4275.

MARKETING RESEARCH ASSBTANT Full-

tirne or part-time. Detail-oriented, good tele-

phone skills, interesting work, flexible hours.

Call 9am-10pm daily, ^V$. Roct 310-391-
7232. .

MEDICAL OFFICE, P/T, mid-Wilshire *ea,
15 hour^Meek, no experience necessary.

213-937-2025. __^
MESSENGER/ERRANDS, Student needed for

P/T work, running misc errands for president

of RE firm. 10-20 hourj^veek, $9^r, Call

Naomi. 310.286.3600 for interview.

MGNT TRAINEE
No cxp. nee. Corp. expanding in area.

$400(Vmonth, baiet commission. Stvt im-

mediately. 213-463-0633

MID-WILSHIRE, East of Fanner's market, P/T

sales. The Terwis Place. Great atmosphere,

weekend help needed. Sales expericrKX pre-

ferred. 213-931-1715.

NATIONAL INVESTMENT BANKING FKM,
Institutional Depaitmcnt Articulate, ambi-

tious sen tor for (^ telemarketing. 29-hnML
Er<ry-level position, training ir>cluded.

NIGHT DESK CLERK, Pft. Luxury Hotel ^
Westwood Village. Friday and Saturday,

11pm-7am. 310-208-3945.

OFFICE ASSISTANT needed for busy, exciting

office. Challer^ging opportunity/lots of room
for advarKement. Type 40 wpm, MAC ex-

perience required, 35 hour^veek. Call 818-

506-5518.

Help Wanted
Westside Law rirm needs
help in accounting

department Job duties

include filing, shredding,

mailing and misc. tasks.

P/T. Can be flexible.

Start 7.00/hr. Send fax to

Judy Cunningham
(310) 312-4224

30 Help Wanted

Orgarvzed self-starter rteedcd to maru^
Brentwood office & run errands. Must have

car. Good typing & telephor>e skills. $1Qitw.

20f hounAveek. Call Dr. Cooper. 310-470-

4900 anytime.
.

P/T flood map analyst position at mortgage

services firm. El SegMrnk). Morning ar>d afW-
noon shifts. Perfect for geography students.

$7.5(Vhr. Kevin 310-348-7060.

EARN UP TO $8.5<VHR PLUS TIPS
deanirtg houses and offices. Call today

and go to work this week. Tons of work.

Full and part time work. Flexible

schedule. Work in your area.

Car necessary.

Call today at 310/453-1817.

RICES NEEDED NOW
• For TV Commercials
•Movies
•Catalogs
•Videos
can Immediately

(310)65»4855

PART-TIME CASHCRS AND SERVKZE POSI-

TIONS NEEDED. Flexible hours. Apply Mon-
day, Wednesday, arvi Frkiay between 2-4.

11911 San Vicente, 310-476-7080.

Part-time receptionist in lawfrm. 8:30-1.-00,

hours flexible, Mon-Fri. Fax resume: Attn lis

310-207-1301.

Rapidly growing investment company seek-

ing P/T computer intern. Collegfe sopho-

morc^unior, ability to work with DOS, Wind-
ows, Lotus 123, Word Perfect, and Foxpro.

Bilingual (EngtislVSpanish) a plus. %7J00-

$&00per hr. Contact Nelson Jiminez at 310-

571-3700x231.

REAL ESTATE FIRM offering a PAID intern-

ship to an entreprer^eurial-mirxied irviividual.

Duties range fiom light oflice work to active

participation in leasing/development process.

Must be oorrputer literate and have own car.

Fax resume to 310-458-6681.

RECEPTKDNIST/aERKZAL. Bilin^jal, Must be

fluent in Spanish ar>d English. Flexible hours.

Comer of LeConte and Westwood. Good Sal-

ary. Call between 9-5. 310-443-3200.

RESORT JOBS- Eam to $12 / hr -t- tips.

Theme Parks, Hotels, Spas, -»-mofe. Tropical

& MounUin destinations. Call 206-632-01 50
exLR59341

.

SALES, flexible hours, selling children's musi-

cal chairs, Westside Pavilion. Sales 0(peri-

eixx helpful, outgoing persorulity. $5^>our

+ commissi<in. 310-577-7858.

SEASONAL SALES HELP
SMITH & HAWKEN, a high profile retail/cat-

akig company specializing in products in-

spired by the garden seeks Seasonal P/T Sales

Associates for its Beverly Hills store. Must be

able to work evening!^veekerKk. Approx-
imately 20-25 hours^vcck. Previous reUil

sales experierx:e preferred; gardening knowl-

edge not required. Apply in person at the

store at 370 Canon Drive or call 310-247-
0737 fay telephone inteview. EOL

SECRETARY/EXECUTIVE ASSISTANT far

Westside import/export company. F/T, must
have proven knowledge of Microsoft Word
and Excel. Excellent opportunity. 310-276-

2500.

TEACHER ASSISTANT. Private school, near

to SFValley. 7 year oW. . Hours 8-1 M-F.

ShouU be Mac literate. Begins immediately.

(8161998-1762, ask for Helene.

TELEMARKETER

:

Film promotion company in MOR. Seeks
person to schedule promos. P/T. Flexible

7AH.+bonus. AJex 310-821-1677. Leave
fT>essage.

TELEMARKETING W/TYPING SKUS. No exr

pertcTKC necessary. Prefer studentVgrads.

Flexible hours. 1K)0-6:OOpm starting at $7-

SlQ^-fbonuses. 3-bkxks UCLA. H»el
Maintenance. Ron, 310-470-6175.

TO WORK WITH CHILDREN ages 6-13. M
backpound helpful, not mandatory. Must
have good writing skills and be MAC literate.

Hours 10:45-3:30PM. Begin invnediatdy.
Call Helene 818-998-1782.

TUTORS WANTED
MATH, SCCNCE. SPANISH, FKENCH TU
TORS needed for Sherman Oaks, Woodland
Hills , Westwood Centers. Undergraduate de-
gree required. S}2A^r. 818-347-7616, 310-
475-5330.

UCLA STUDENTS LOOKING FOR EMPLOY-
MENT, work around your classes, itvtirw
rate $6.63/hr. Call |elcna at Hcnhey HaH
Foodservice 310625-7666.

Valet atter>dants for holiday season at prestige

Century City location. Call personnel M-F
9am-4pm. 310-553-6123.

Valet parking, holiday, P/T, eam up to $8f,
818-344-4254.

VALET PARKNC AttendviU and Cashiers

needed for LAX MARRK3TT. FulUime and
part-time available. Flexible schedules. Great
student job. For more informadon call 310-
337-5374.

WAITER/DRIVER
LA TO CO: Gounnet food delivery. Looking
for mothrated, energetic, and conscientious

delh^cry drlvcrsAvaiters. Flexible hours. Good
monty Fun work. Call (310)44(M455 beleie
10:30am. between 3-5om.

30 Help Wanted

WANTED: PURCHASE MERCHANT TELLERS

at Wells Fargo Bank, Pacific Palisades Office.

Process account transactions and sell bank

products. Aggressive Sales Persoru need only

apply. Posftions are part-time at an hourly

wage-t- sales commission. Contact Tracy 31 0>-

454-0972.

We could be just the place for you. Cutters

Restaurant, Santa Monica. Hiring servers. Ap-

ply in person M-F between 2-5pm. 2425
Cotorado Ave. .

YQUNG MEN WANTED for nude and semi-

rHxle modeling. Good pay. Immediate work.

Call Derek 21 3-645-9669.

32 Career Opportunities

FinarKial freedom available. Low risk, no in-

ventory, business opportunity. For info call

213-964-2277.

SENKDRS AND GRADS. Eam up to $30(yday.

ExcellerU people skills required. Training

provkied. 310-337-0790.

BARTENDER
TRAINEES

•no experience necassary
•eamllCX)-S200 daily

•more jobs man graduates
•nafion wide job placement

NATIONAL BAirfENDERiS
SCHOOL

(213)3803200
(310)558^608
(818)994^100

ENTRY LEVEL
The Rader Institute
The nations largest provider of

eating disorders treatment seeks

students tor entry level, marlteting,

sales, communication position.

Psychology major a plus. Part

tifiie, flexible hours, potential

counseling, dinical opportunity.

Salary DOE.

Call 478-8238 ext.201

^'jm
A large private medical practice,

specializing in HIV and located in

Shemian Oals is seeldng a niaster's

or doctoral-level epidemiologist for

their Department of Research.

Strong methodologic/analytic and

SAS skills are required for this

exciting and challenging position.

Interested appllcaats may fax

ttieinvsmneliy 12/16/94 to:

Dr. Laurie Shaker Irwin

(818)990-2796

34 Internships

DEVELOPMENTAL IhTTERNS NEEDED for

one of the largest film production companies.
No pay, bu lots oT experience. Work closely

with VP of Development at Roger Corman's
production company. Call Rob at 310.820-
6733.

Director Norman jewfson Production Gvrv
pany scekii^ interns for Sprir^ Call Elizs-

beth Casparis. 3ia264-41 5S.

GENERAL INTERNS NEEDED for one of the

largest film production companies. No pay.

Lots of experience. College credit available.

Hard, fun nwoHc Computer experience hclp-

foL Call Linda: 310-820.6733.

WANTED: PUBLCHER'S ASSISTANT. Mem
Part-time New, national, multi-ethnic taen

magazine- Unity LA. Experience on Mac
213-935-5826.

35 Child Care Wanted

2 CHILDREN, 7&10, well-behaved. Suta
Monica. 4-8 hrsAivk, v^eefcendi. $7Aw. Call

BrxKx 310-275-9831

BABYSrfTINC, student needed to babyiR 2-

yr otd girl, 3-S:30pm, 3 week days (student's

choice), car required, S7fiw. Call Ibi 310-

839-4670.

DRIVER^HILDCARE needed by two profos-

for family. 3 aftomoon^vfc. $\Oflv. SlOGMc
min. Need own car ar>d references. Call for

interview. 310-828-3363.

FUN, SENSrriVE PERSON FOR FUN, sensi-

tive lOycar-old boy in our WLA home.
12^9-1/2, 9anv3pm. 310.444-7392.

MOTHER'S HELPER, PaclHc Palisades. Driv-

ing, homework, cNkJcve, lefcranoas. Ongo-
ir»g commHmer*. Mwiday, Wednesday: 3-

7:30pm, Friday: 3-6pm. SlOCVweek. St^
January. 31 0-204-1 666ext.328.

35 Child Care

NANNY for two yev oM boy. Great condi-

tiora/pay- References required. Call after 6:30

PAi 310-459-4471.

NANNY/HOUSEKEEPER. 25-35 hntMc.

S8Av. Fluent English, experience wAoddlers,

own car. 310-820-6333.

PART-TIME DRIVER. Monday. Wednesday,
Friday 2-7pm. $S^our. Westvvood location,

no car necessary. Graduate studer>t preffered.

310-479-6335.

ROOM in exchange for alkerrwon chiUcare.
Income supplemented. 8-year oU. Beautiful

SanU Monica. Car preferred. Males and fs-

nales apply. 310-394-1566.

49 Apartments for Rent

$665. WESTWOOD. Extra large single. Hard-
wood floors, stove, refrigerator. Seojre. Near

UCLA. 310-478-0675.

$900 CULVER CITY. Large, quiet, modem. 2-

bdrrrVBbath townhome, dishwasher, afc,

frid>{e, patio, gated parking. 310-837-0761.

$995. 2BR/1-1/2BA TOWNHOUSE STYLE
1.2 miles UCLA. 310-459-6800.

1-BEDROOM $695. 2-BEDROOM $825.

Garden courtyard. Quiet AppliarKes, blinds,

etc 1&1/2 miles to campus. Blue bus. 310-
477-0725.

IJ^ILE TO WESTWOOD. $695. 1-bdmi.
pool. 1235 Federal Avenue. 310-477-7237.

1 -MINUTE TO UCLA, Bachelor, $525, fur-

nishetV^fumished, utilities Included, pool,

laundry, no pets. 31^824-3000

1 -MINUTE Tb UCLA. Single, $475. Fur-

nished or unfurnished. Parking $90 extra.

310-208-2820.
.

3BR + 3BATH
Santa Fe Style condo, four units. Buitt-ins,

fireplace, refrigerator, air, washerAlryer.

Gated parking. WLAAXH^ Cable bonus.
$1495.310-471-0359.

BACHELORS, SINGLES, and 1-BDRMS avail-

able, close to UCLA. FunVUnfom, laundry,

no pets. From $525+ 310-477-2537

BEVERLY HllS ADJ. 1&2-8EDROOMS
$650-$895. SOME WAiARDWOOO
aOORS. ONLY m BLOCK TO PICO BUS.
ASK ABOUT LEASE BONUS. 310-839-6294.

BRENTWOOD 2BDRM'2BATH $1400. Se-

curity., patio, pool, 2 car parking, remodled
kitchen and bathrooms. 310-472-1456.

Brentwood! 3-bdmV2-bath. $1600. Pool,

Ig. balcony, gated parking, central air. Near
UCLA. Add.: 330 S.Barrington. near Sunset.

310-471-2498.

BRENTWOOD, $900, 2-bdrm/2-bath, patio,

new decor, close to UCLA, by appL only,

1 1 728 Mayfield Apt #3, 31 0-271 -661

1

BRENTWOOD, Sunny and l»ge 3-bed-
roonr/2-bath. Patio, North of Wilshire, dish-

washer, cat-okay, SUStVrnonth. Open 9-5,

11921 Goshen Awe, aptil. 310-207-0634.

BRENTWOOD. 1/2 BLOCK, south of

Wilshire. Upstairs, gated bulMing, bright,

cheerful bacheky. Laundry, walk- in closet,

$49a Crad student preferred. 310-275-
7139.

BRENTWOOD. Sunny 2-bdmV2-ba top ikxtr.

Gated parking, laundry, fireplace, balcony,

security. Great kx:ation: Barrington &
Wilshire. $1300. 310-820-1932. AVAIABLE. .

CHEVK3T HILLS ADJ. $775, modem 2-bdrm.
1 1/2 bath, carpet, drapes, built-irv, refrigera-

tor,patio, carport, laundry, excellent transpor-

tation and shoppinn. 310^38-9052

CLOSE TO UCLA
WESTWOOD. 10 minutes by car, l-bed/l-

balh, upper, electronc entry, fireplace, refiig-

erator, dishwasher, ^arpet, vertkyds, gated
paricing, laundry, $75aVnonlh. For appoir«-
mentcall 310-454-8800.

GREAT LOCATION!
3450 Sawtcllc Blvd.

1 and 2 BD Apts.
Split Master Suites

-Heated pool/spa/sauna/gym

-BBQs/Lush Gardens/Waterfalls

-Large recreational clubhouse

-Intercoms entry

Casa de Vida

310-397-4811%
Large single quiet area, Wilshire district, sep-

arate kitchcM>athroom, fumWwd^lur-
nished, trustworthy student pmknmi. Call
Dante at Qty News (eve) 714-773-4902.
$385.

MAR VISTA. $845. 2-bed/2-bath, 2-story cutr
torn townhouse. Gated garage, unit alym,
central air, fireplace. 11931 Avon Way. 310-
391-1076.

MAR VISTA. $675. Ne» 405 freeway, Uk»
1 -bedroom, new carpets, stove, refrigerator,

laundry. 310-454-0805.

MAR VISTA. $845. 2-bdnT>/2-bath, custom
townhome, fir^ace, gated gar^, alarm in

unit 12736 Caswell Ave. 310-391-1076.

Open 7 days 95.
"

'
I —II VI mm ^^

MAR VISTA. 2-bdrm/2bath. Custom town-
home, fireplace, gated garage, alarm in unk.

$795. 1 1 748 CoiMleigh. Door open 7 days.

310-391-1076.
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Apartnnonts for Pont

FURNISHED RESORT STYLE
APARTMENTS

MINLTTES PROJ4 CAMPUS
STUDIO, ONE AND TWO BEDROOMS

MONTHLY RENTMS

CORPORATE MSOOUrfTS AVAIIABIE

Monterey

2 Bed / 2 Bath
$1150
$1250

Central Air/Central Heat.
Security building.
^^lU Allow 4 in

1 Apartment

Now reserving for Fall

(310)477-0858

MARINA SHORES. MDR/Venice border. 2-1-1

apartments. $745-$845. Sunny, airy, nicely

landscaped, parkir^ ' included. Hard-
wood/carpets. Walk to beach. 310-395-0591
or 310829-0589.

Multi-level secure 2b(V2.5ba-floft, fireplace,

^C, high ceilings, sunny, ocean breeze, safe

parking, storage, MDR adjacent, non snf>okers

preferred, $140(ymo. 310-456-1578.

PALMS $595, 1 -bedroom security buikJing,

very quiet, all appliances. Convenient to

campus. Security deposit $10a AK, laundry.

310-837-7061.

PALMS $825. 2-bdrm/2-ba, refrigerator, dish-

washer, stove, central air, fireplace, two un-
derground parking. Quiet. Bus ff12. 6-year
new security building 310-556-1688.

PALMS, 1 -bedroom, $55(Vmonth, upper,

3455 Jasmine. Appliances, pool, parkir^
laundry, no pfte. 310-454-4754.

PALMS. $995, 2-bed/2-bath, custom town-
home, fireplace, balcony, gated garage,

alarm in unit One month free. 361 4 Faris Dr.

310-391-1076.

PALMS. Unfurnished 1 -bedroom, $495,
single $395. Appliances, no pets. Call 9anv
8pm, ask for my. (31 0)837-41 96.

PALMVCULVER CirV. Keystone Place apart-

ments. Convenient, light, sunny. Singles, 1&2-
bedroom apartments. Microwave, Jacuzzi,

gated-parking. Close to 405. $650-$950.
Linda 310-836-1718.

SHERMAN OAIC5. Gated, newer, quiet, sin-

gte, $450, 2-f2 $735, 13406 Moorpark St

818-907-9237, 818-222-8298.

SINGLE APARTMENTS. Near buses. Com-
pletely renovated. Bike or rWe to campus.
Near parks.Laundry and parking. Massachu-
setts E.of405. $535. 310-479-2819

SPACIOUS SINGLE, Sherman Oaks. Walk to

Westward Ho market, refrigerator and free

utilities, $65(ymo., 818-788-0003

WALK TO UCLA. One bedroom, balcony,
free parking, laundry facilities, water incl.

$900. Bachelor $550. Single $650. 10944
Strathmore. (310)209-0968.

WESTWOOD, $825/MONTH. Sunny, large

1 .bedroom/1 -bath. 2-bk>ck walk to campus.
Prime parking, secure. Sublet, move-in Janu-

ary. 310-206-8045.

WESTWOOD, 424 LANDFAIR, 3-bed-

roonV2-bath, 2-bedroonV1 -bath, and sir^le

available now. Swinvning pool, hardwood
floors, utility room, garden setting, next to

UCLA. 310-459-1200.

WESTWOOD, available Jan. 1, large, bright

Ibd, $795, quiet building, controlled access,

elevator, gated parking, 310-208-4835. Call

before 7pm. 519 Glerwock Averaje.

""^ MAR VISTA
•''

2BD. 2BA. 2 STORY
CUSTOM TOWNHOMES.

GATED GARAGE, CENTRAL AIR.

RREPLACE. UNITALARM

* 12736 CASWBJ.AVE $845
* 11931 AVON WAY $845
* 11 748 COURTLEIGH DR. $796

* PALMS •
2 BO. 2BA CUSTOMTOWNHOME,
FIREPLACE. BALCONY. GATED

GARAGE.ALRMINUNfT
(ONE MONTH FREE REKT)

* 3614 FARIS $095
• apen7deye

CALL (310) 391-1076

TOSEETHE
1^ LOVELYAPMmEMTS ^

WESTWOOD 2 BEDROOW2-BATH, $925
AND UP. VLE KITCHEN, STEPDOWN LIV-
ING ROOM UNUSUAL CHARM. 1-1/2
MILE TO UCLA. 310839-6294.**

WESTWOOD. Large studio apartment for

rent for spring quarter, foil kitchen, parking
•pace, laundry, 1/2 mile to campus. 310-208-
7972.

WIA BACHELOR, $46a LG-1-BE0, $6Sa
$675. Swimming pool, sunnJlBck. laundry,

barbecue, appliances, carpct^drapes. Best

kKition. 1621 Wertgate Ave 310-82a
J121.

4Q Apartments for Uoni

WLA PRIME, large single, kitchen, dining
room, hardwood, private, $675. PALMS, 1-

bdmi, stove, refrigerator, $550. MRACLE
MILE, small single, kitchen, foil bath, big

closeU, $375. 310-839-8105.

WLA- 1 -bedroom, built-ins, refrigerator, MI,
security gates, upsUirs, laundry room. Close
to everything. Price neglegable. 310-475-
2220 or 310-478-1190. 2605 S. BarrinKton.

WLA. $675/month. 2-bedroomn -bath. 2 lev-

els, private balcorty. Laurniry room, 2 bfocks

southof Wilshire. 310-395-0149.

WLA. 10 MINUTES TO UCLA. Big & Bright,

Low nfK>v»-in, 2-bdmV7.5-bth, singles $695
& up. WASHER/DRYER, W.B. fireplace, sec.

alarm. ROOFTOP SPA. 11221 Richland 478-

399a

WIA. Beautiful, XLarge 2-bdrm, high ceiling,

$795. Single w/full kitchen, walk-in closets,

$500. Parking, laundry, transportation. 1718
BundyDr. 310-476-8090.

50 Aparlments, Furnished

MAR VISTA, $60(Vmonth. Ask about free

rent. Attractive, furnished 1 -bedroom. Large,

pod, patio, and barbecue area. Quiet build-

ing. 3748 Inglewood Blvd. 310-398-8579.

WESTWOOD. 1-bdrm, 2-blocki v^lkwest of

school. 310-824-0782. $675/mo.

51 Apartments, Unfurn.

$875 IBDRMn 1/2BA. 1426 Banington #4.

Stove, refrigerator, air, dishwasher. (310)837-
0761

U1, $650, BAJA BRENTWOOD, quaint,

huge patio, upper, hardwood floors, laur^ry,

parking, no pets-N/S. 1-800-758-1813.

NEAR SANTA MONKIA AND BUNDY.
Bachelor, full bath, refrigerator, laundry, up-
per. Available now. $4S0/mo. 822-6487.

PALMS. Single $535-$550. 2bd, $85a
Clean, Large pool, convenierH to shopping
and UCLA, 310-204-4332.

WESTWOOD. $1500, Spackxis 3-bedroom
upper-HJining room, w/balcony, dishwasher,

refrigerator, built-ins, ideal for pad students.

1711 Malcolm. 3/4-mile Iram campus. 310-
273-1212.

WLA, $820, 2-BEDRC)C>M/2-BATH, new car-

pets, clean, sunny, spacious, laurxiry, park-

ing. Oose to shops and busline to UCLA.
310-4464)744, 310-820-1309.

WLA. 1 -BEDROOM, $65{yMO. BUILT IN

POOL. aOSE TO UCLA and beach areas.

Great tenants, resident manager. 310-477-
9955.

53 Roommates

Veteran and Levering. Share bedroom in 2-

bed/2-bath apartment Quiet non-smoker pre-
ferred. $33Q^monlh plus utilities. 310-208-
1459.

WESTWOOD, $557/MONTH -»- $400 DE
POSIT. S-minules UCLA by walking. Own
room, share bath. Parking, laundry, pool.
Quiet, N/S female. 310-209-1050.

WESTWOOD, Strathmore/Landfair. Female
needed to share room wi^ other in spacious
Ibd apt. BalconyAerrace. Move-In date/de-
posit negotiable. $41S/hfK)., Emily 824-
0407. _^^
WESTWOOD. 1 or 2 female roommates
needed to share 2-bdrm/2-bath from mW-
Dec-June. $380/mo. -wecurity. Pool, Jacuz-
zi, sauna, rec^«ight rooms. 310424-1731.

54 Room for Rent

BEVERLY HILLS Separate, private furnished
roonVbath for N/S female student. Great foca-
tton, parking, pool, $600. 310-273-9127.

BEVERLY HILLS. Separate very large and
small fornished rooms w/grad students,

Washer/Dryer, kitchen privileges, pool, need
car. $550^375. Abby 818-783-5151.

LANDFAIR AVE. Doubles or singles avail.

Prefer males. Util. incl. Walk to campus. Call

Eddie, 310-208-8172.

ROOM AVAILABLE immediately in large,

comfortable apartment. 1920's era buikiing

located near historic Ambassador Hotel.

Laundry facilities. $375. 213-739-1566.

ROOM FOR RENT IN PRIVATE HOME,
Brentwood on Bundy bebw Sunset. Bath-

room, kitchen privileges, washer/dryer.

$48Qi*T>onth. 5-minutes UCLA. 310-476-
6144, Bob.

Room w/bath $475. With 1/2bath $450.
Second person add $75. Clean, quiet, owner-
managed buiWing. 1-bk>ck to campus. 310-
271-7028.

UCLA ROOMMATE WANTED TO SHARE
master bedroom in apartment w/r«ew c*-
pet/fumilure. Steps firom campus. Gated
parking. $45(ymo. 310-824-2388.

WESTWOOD, ROOM FOR RENT in nice

house. Washer/Dryer, full house privileges,

cabfe, fireplace. $395. (310)479-4022.

WLA. Own room in very large, bright 2-

bdmVI-bath, Washer/dryer. Have cats.

Sntoker. $37ymonth -futilities. Male pre-

ferred. 310-271-4289.

55 Sublet

52 Apartments to Share

BRENTWOOD APARTMENT. Sunny and
spacious. Own bedroom. Share large bath.

$45QAnonth. Security building. Great room-
nwtes. Female only. 310-826-8616.

FEMALE(S) WANTED
Beautiful Westwood, 3-bedroonV2-bath
apartment, own room or room to share. Se-

curity building, parking, laundry, walk to

UCLA. N/S. Stacey, 310-208-1816

WESTWOOD-PRIVATE ROOM/BATH r
nkx, spackxiS, 2-bed/2-bath. Plenty of park-
ing, balcony, dishwasher, M/F, N/5 preferred.

$400 month. 310-470-3561.

WESTWOOD. Female roommate wanted to

share large bedroom of 2-bedroom, 1-bath

apt From Jan.-Aug. $30(ymo.-i-$300 deposit.

Contact Paula 310-824-4650.

53 Roommates

504 MIDVALE. Femafe share large 1 -bed-

room, hardwood floors, large bath, parkir^.

Must seel Availabfe 12/16-June. $425-1-1/2

utilities. Tara 310824-0824.

CULVER CrrY, master bedroom in 3 bed-
room condo, private bath, pool, spa, guard,
$425/mo., free utilities, $125 d^iosit, pre-

sently 1 mal^ female, short term okay, 310-
842-8408.

FEMALE GRACVPROFESSIONAL Student.

Own roonVbath, parking, pool, laundry, near
buKs. Non-smoking, mature, quiet. Availabfe

Dec 1. $440. Call evenings 310-444-4913

FEMALE ROOMMATE wanted to share bdnn
In 3-bdmV2-bath w/3 females. Availabfe
ASAP. Security bidg, gated prkg. 310-208-
1816. ___^
FEMALE to share room In Ibilpba apartment,

$317/mo.-Kitllities, Call 310-825-2753 until

5pm M-F, Call 310-441-5406 after 5:30pm.
iVk for Martha.

Free cable, free laundry, $37S|^f10. Own
room. Duplex. Near SanU Monk:a and Bar-

rington. Crad Student preferred. Call 310-
207-4442.

Single, female, rK>rwrK>klng roommate need-
ed to share room in spacious 2-bedroom
apartment Only 3 blocks from canrtpus-se-

curity, pool, spa. 824-1257.

SPACKDUS CONDO Room for rent ^ fur-

nished condo. Own foil bath plus double
closet Cfose to campus (4 blodcs), or>Mwo
persons, female^ales. StudenU preferred.

Availabfe ASAP. 310-208-4523.

TOP FLOOR LUXURY BUILDINa Views of

Century City. Private bedroom and bath. Full

security and parking. Central air, pool. Non-
smoker. First and last $675. Avaiabte

12/20^4. 310-470-8577.

Venice Studk}, 2.100M)A, 20-Ceilir^, sky

lights, two blocki from beach, central kxa-
tton. $45Q^rnonth. Availabfe 12/1/94. Call

Erik or Will 310399^777.

VENICE-Own bedroom. Large 2-story, 2-

bcdroom apartment $325. Male NfS pre-

kmA. CaHKcMi 310-2^3665.

SINGLE WESTWOOD PARTIALLY FUR-
NISHED apartment. Between end of Novem-
ber and end of March. $85fVmo. Lindbrook
Dr. 5min. fi-om campus. 310-474-2726.

WEST HOLLYWOOD. Gorgeous furnished

large single apartment. Luxury building.

Only $550 including utilities. Pool, gym,
covered parking, security guard. Call Vimala
310-825-4932.

WESTWOOD close UCLA, Overland
Ave/Santa Monica Blvd subfet winter/spring

quarters, $35(ymo., fully furnished, bachelor,

rear parking, mature UCLA student, 310-475-
3720.

WESTWOOD. Shared room for rent just

Winter Quarter. $325^to. 310-824-4597.

WESTWOOD. Strathmore, 1/4 mife to cam-
pus bachelor, refrigerator, laundry, utilitfes

paid, fornished optional. Take a^fer Dec 1.

$495Ano. Michael, 310-824-4702.

56 House for Rent

Endno Park, 3bd/1ba, attached garage, wsh-
er/dryer, fenced backyard, swamp cooler,

fireplace, den, living room, available De-
cember 1, $1200, 818-506-6200.

59 House Exchange

12/21/94-1/2/95. 4-BDRM LONDON
HOUSE (cfoce to West End and transporta-

tfon) in exchange for Los Angeles accommo-
dations, preferably West Skfe. 213-655-
0338.

GUESTHOUSE rent free In exchange for tu-

toring two chiUren ages 6&& Near Beverly
Hills. Education backgrourxi preferred. 310-
275-4757.

62 Room/Board for Help

EUROPEAN COUPLE, doctor/lawyer,

preparing USA licenses, will provide home
health support, PT, cleaning, driving, etc h
exchange for room/board. 310-454-7990.

FEMALE STUDENT needed for chiUcare,
driving, light housekeeping for 9 & 3-

year/oM. Approximate 20hourVweek. Wal-
king distarxre campus. Experienc^references
required. 310-470-4662.

FEMALE STUDENT. Room and board in ex-

change for baby sitting child with special

needs. Approxintately 25 hr^vk. Judy 310-
274-261 7.

FREE ROOM AND BOARD for child care.

Female student Own car, near UCLA. Alter

6Jflpm. 310-204-4870.

FRBE to mature mafe Mudent in exchange tor

hdp tn home. No drugs. La Brea/Venicc h
Mki-dty area. 213-936-3349.

66 Tov/nhouse for Rent

WEST LA. $1375. 3 MfV^ BATH, )4iXhn
t Hm&mooi noon, (kvpiaoa. Air cond.
Uonim^Hhi honw^^uiM. 31042^6907.

6/ Condosfor Sale

SANTA MONICA. 2-bdnn, 2-bath. Security

building. Close to UCLA. New berber c«-
pets, Mexican tile. Must sell, $170K. 310
452-9241 or 310-829-2458.

9) Insurance

68 Condos to Share

1-bdrm in 2-bdr/2.5-bth, Wilshire Highrlse

Condo. Laundry facility within unit, 24-hr.

security, valet paridn^ pool ar>d gym. N/S.

S^200/mo. 310475-7989.

FEMALE TO SHARE ROOM in nice condo,
large living room, kitchen, quiet, security

building, walk to UCLA, $360/mo. 310391-
2877.

Istate
Insurance Company

(310)312-0204
1317 Westwood Blvd.
C2 biks. So. of Wilshire)

92 Legal Advice

69 Condos for Rent

3-bdmV2-bath corvlo on Hilgard, very large

and bright, $1750. 3-car paricing, security
building, walking distance to UCLA, 310
471-4989.

SANTA MONICA. Furnished room for rent in

beautiful condo, private bath, amenities,

kitcher^aurtdry, quiet, reserved type pre-

ferred, 6mo.-1yr fease, $400. 310399-4002.

70 Guest House for Rent

CENTURY CITY. $650 or $625 (lyr fease), 1

room guesthouse, wAitchen, bath, and gar-

den. Avail Jan.1, utilitfes included. 310788-
9441

91 Insurance

MOTORCYCIE/MOTORSCOOTER IN-

SURANCE. Great rates. Personal Service.

Mastercard/Visa accepted. Call for quick

quotes. C Diamond Insurance 310428-
4995.

Broast implant recipients:
Class action suit has created a
super fund for your claims.

You must register before
December 1 . 1994. For more Info.

call (310) 396 4313.

94 Movers/Storage

BEST MOVERS. A licensed and Insured, cour-
teous mover. Fast, carefol, reliable. Excelfent
references. State license T-1 63844. 213-263-
2378,213.263-BEST. ^^^^^
HONEST MAN. W/I4ft truck and dollies,
small jobs, short notice ok. Student discount'
310285-8688. CA, AZ. NV. Go Bmins.

JERRrs MOVING & DELIVERY. The carefol
movers. Experienced, reliabfe, san>e day de-
livery. Packing & boxes. Will deliver boxes
free. Jerry 310391-5657.

TOM'S MOVING SERVICE. DEPENDABLE
EXPERIENCED, REASONABLE. LAST
MINUTE JOBS WELCOME. CALL 24 HRS
310452-2887.

TODAY'S
CROSSWORD PUZZLE
ACROSS
1 Deserf plant

6 Break
11 Informal

12 Cow's meadow
15 Fault

16 Number
1

7

Shade tree

18 Riddle

20 Actor Guinness
22 Morsel
23 Limb -' —
24 Raid
26 "— of Love"
28 Gets closer

32 Coffee cup
34 Greek letter

36 Columbus' ship

37 Rode a bike

41 Oread for^adder,

eg.
43 Fortuneteller

44 "In one — and
out the other"

46 Actor Wallach
47 Small pleasure
49 Swing around,

as a ship

51 Jockey—
Cordero

55 Made a hole
57 Pen point

59 Novelist —
Stanley Gardner

60 Soggy
65 Actress Gardner
66 Commuter's

home
67 tcet}erg source
69 Rebellious
70 Duds
71 Tithe

72 Vacant

DOWN
1 Complain
2 Purpose

PREVIOUS PUZZLE SOLVED

I
SOBQIS] QQSB BSQIS
lAIDIVIEIRITI I S E MrETNTTl

mQESQ DaDS IZIQIOm

Dutaa Dsacis ssss
^1 1 NIG E R T I PIVIEIIIL

TIEISITMSITjEiMMEiRlAlStEl

© 1994. United Feature Syndicate

3 Sidewalk part

4 Egyptian city

5 Church tables

6 Whirl

7 Devilfish

8 Behind, in a
boat

9 Watt's machine
10 Affectionate

greetings
1

1

Orchestral
instrument

1

3

Female
sandpiper

14 Slip up
1

5

Fell on — ears
19 Roman road
21 Good fellowship

25 Actor Brynner
27 Triumphant

sound
29 Breeze
30 Genetic

material

31 Golfer Snead
33 — whiz!

35 Single

37 LA. time
38 Poet's always
39 Fiddle-de- —
40 Sunnse to

sunset
42 Chicken — king
45 Pealed
48 Close-fitting hat
50 Squirm
52 Coarse
53 Fairies

54 Type of jet

56 Flash
58 Amazon port

60 Get httched
61 Tomahawk
62 Clump of grass
63 Solemn

promise
64 Somewhat wet
68 Small bed
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96 Services Offered

BEAR'S RESEARCH,
WRITING. & EDITINd

. Al subjects. Theaea/Disssrtations.

Personal Slalemsnte. Praposais and books.

Inienwtional students weloome.

PAPERS NOT FOR SALE
Sharon B—r, Ph.D. (310) 470-666?

THERAPIST ON CALL INC.

Just a phone call away

Trained therapists on-call for

confidential telephone

counseling & referral in the

convenience of your home,

office or hotel. Help with

depiession, anxiety,

relationships, addictions and

much more.

CALL 1-800-988-5555

A Visa & Mastercard

A Division of National

Counseling Intervention

Services, Inc

$35 PERS. STATEMENT
Professional, quick edit (1 hour max.) Writing
and rewrites also available. Experienced
writer and law school graduate. 213-933-
3797.

APPLYING TO GRADUATE SCHOOL? Let

CAA use their years of experierx:e in top pro-

grams to help you get into the program you
want Call fbf free information 310-444-
1903.

ATTN: MBA, LAW,
MED. APPLICANTS

Frustrated developing/editing your critically-

imporlanl personal statements? Get profes-

sional help, competitive edg^ from natiorul-

ly-known author/cofTsultant. 310-626-4445

EAGLE-EYED PROOFREADER
Edits, theses/publications; tutors English/study

skills; trains time management/stress reduc-

tk>n. Nadia Lawrence, PhD. 310-393-1951.

Need money for collq;et Thousands of

scholarships available, guaranteed financial

aid, Call now for details. Student Scholarship

Service, 800-922-2913.

Si

PROFESSIONAL V^ITINq^DITING. Papers,

repofU, statistics, proposals, research studies.

Masters, Ph.D. dissertations, college applica-

tion essays. Any subject, style, requirement.

213-871-1333.
'

RESUMES, THESES, DISSERTATIONS, SE-

MESTER PAPERS, drafts, re-wrrtes, math pa-

pers, etc Many years experience, state of art

equipment. Will consider your budget. Please
call Michelle Kohn, 213-653-0444.

WANT TO BE ACCEPTED? Save time, frustra-

tion? Call for help developing/editing person-

al statements. Also edit papers, theses, dis-

sertations. Linda 310-392-1734.

Research, Writing, Editing

ALL levels, - ALL subjects Foreign

Students Welcome Fast Professional >

Quality guaranteed papers not for sale

Call Research 310-477-8226

M-F lOtOOam'SrOOpm

LAWSCHOOLAPPUCATION
PERSONAL ST/nTMEOT STRESS?

l>wo pubHshea bw review editors

win help you:

•ComposeA create

•Etfit puDctuatioa & 0ninnHr

• Organize & itnidure your esMqr

to malft it subetantive^ effective tad

technicalljr accurate.

Contact Cheii or Tom at
(310) 274-6187

98 Tutoring Offered

- MY TUTOR -

MATH/PHYSICS/STATISTICS. Tutoring serv-

ice. Free consultation. Reasorubte raus
,

call Mv Tutor anvtln»e. Ilan fSOOWO-TUTOR.

ECONOMICS TUTORING. Undergraduate

ecorwmics tutoring by Mailers graduate with

5 years teaching experience $1SA>r with free

consultation. 310-393-4173.

EXPERIENCED MATH TUTOR AVAILABLE.
Basics through Math 33B. Call 213-951-

1925.

FRENCH TUTORING BY NATIVE SPEAKER,
UCLA graduate. Grammar, writing litera-

ture, all levek Creytri 310-552-7902.

MATH TUTORING by PH.D. SlS^wur. Cai-

cuius, statistics, prababillty, math for physl-

caUMclal sciences, SAT, GRE, LSAT, MCAT.
310437-8998, p^isr, 310582-9624 NBD.

93 Tutoring Offered

NEED A TUTOR in history, art history, Eng-

lish oompotition? Smart, fncrMJIy doctoral

candUate can help wu do wdl. 310-837-

8036,

105 Travel

99 Tutoring Needed

BLSINESS TUTOR WANTEDI! 2nd year

MBA student to tutor 2-evening^veek on Fi-

nancial Reports, HP-12C and Quick Books
Software. James 310-476-9242.

Intmediale help r>eeded for case analysis and
finance. Call Joe at 818-284-7361 (home),

213-244-7118 (office).

TUTOR NEEDED FOR 10TH GRADE GIRL.

All subjecU. 310«2fr«588 day; 310-470-
361 6, evenings.

100 Typing

$2 WORD PROCESSING. Papers, disserta-

tions, manuscripts, etc FAST, reliable. Laser

printing. Pick-up, delhwry, 24hr service avail-

able. Complete resume services. 310-397-

5970.

A CLASS ACT
Papers, letters, resumes, saipts, transcription,

labels. FREE light editing. Laser printing. Spell

check. Fax Orders Welcome. 310-827-8023.

A PLUS WORDPROCESSING. IBKVPC, Laser

printing, spellcheck; term papers, disserta-

tiofw, thesis, reports, manuscripts, transcrip-

tions, etc Fast tumarour>d. Call Bob 213-

851-0214.

ACE TYPIST, ETC
GREAT LOOKING PAPERS AND APPLICA-

TKDNS-SPECIAL RATE. WE DO ALL VM'

AND RESUMES. RUSHES. 310-820-8830.

BETTER QUALITY GETS RESULT5I Resumes,

CVs, mass mailings, newsletters, brochures,

dissertations, medical and legal documents,
etc Scanning of text, photos, artd other im-

ages. High resolution typesetting at 1800 dots

per inch. Color outplut available, located
near Sepulveda arid Washington. Call Linda

at 310-204-0947 between 10anfv7pm.

EDITING, TYPING, PROOFREADING.
SIS/hr or $2/pg typing only. English BA/iMA.

310-396-1249.

MODERN SECRETARIAL SERVKIS. 24-hour

service, p'xk-up and delivery, IBM and MAC,
Laser printing. Discount students. 5-minutes

from UCLA. Angelica, 310-446-8899.

NEED A PRIVATE SECRETARY? Over 15

years legalAnedical transcription experierKe.

Notary PuUkl Macintosh w/laser printer.

pick-up/delivery. Brentwood. 310-472-0405.

WORD PROCESSING- All types, APA and
other fomiats, transcribing, resumes, DTP,
WordPerfect, charts, graphs, laser. Reasorv
able rates, near campus. 310-470-0287.

102 Music Lessons

DRUM LESSONS
All levels/styles with dedicated professional.

At your horne or WLA studio. 1st lesson free.

Nodqjm set necessary. Neil 213-882-8509.

GUfTAR INSTRUCTON. IS years EXP. all

levels and styles. Patient and organized. Be-

ginr>er guitars for sale $60. Sam 310-826-
9117.

GUITAR LESSONS
All Acoustic styles. Classical, Latin, Jazz,

Folk. Teacher w/25-f yrs playing exp. Call

David 310-478-2420.

Guitar lessons by a professional rwar IXILA.

All levels, guKan available. Call jean 310-

476-4154.

SING! Vocal techniques-all lcvel«^tyles, per-

formarKe arwiety, associate/Nate Lam, Santa

Monica, near UCLA, free consultation, Carol

Tingle 310828-3100.

104 Resumes

A CUSTOMTYPE RESUME. F»t. professional,

reliabl(>. Layout, editing, composition.

Resumes/cover letter^efererKe sheets. Conrv

puter typesetting & laser printing. 310470
4999.

;

WINNING RESUMES: 1-hour service. Our
clicnto get results. Open 7-days. 310287-
2785.

MiNOKin llMOKS X SfMORS:
Gt'l sour ri'-iimc to tin- niiliiin'-*

top «-n)|jl(ivtr*I FKILI

Paris
NON-STOP

$195
Loodon ' $225*

Tokyo $235*

WoililiigfOfiDCS179*

Now York $149*

Dotion $149*

dpmSmluidaY»10mn-2pm \

Cpuiicil Travel
ion CASOOM

There is absolutely no cost to you. Simply

send or fax your resume, akwif wHh your top

rtwe Induifcy prefcftwces. to:

Crtmson A Brown AModatcs,

1 770 Mm. Avenue, Suile332

C»nttMtie.MA02}40
ph: (617) 868-0181 fax:(617)868-0187

310-208-0551
Euroilpasses

Issuetd on-fhe-spor!

109 Autos for Sale

1966 BMW 32S. Charcoal, 4-door, aUomat-
ic, sunroof, alarm, 100k. One owner.
$6SDCyobo. Must Selll 213-655-6404 Bljan.

1967 HONDA CIVIC DX. 2-door hatchback,
5-speed, AM^M cassette, blue, njn^ooks
great Must sell. $295(^080. Call David,

310820-4748.

PONTIAC SUNBIRD 1984, automatic trarv-

mlssion, 4-door, 4fc, A^^M cassette, 8SK
miles. Runs good. $2200 obo. 310-824-
5123.

1 15 Scooters for Sole

1985 Suzuki scooter, low miles, new battery,

juit tuned up, $475 OBO, 213-666-4127.

MUST SELL '88 ElHe 80, red; 117 Yamaha
125, black. $500 O.B.O. each. Call or leave

mesBJ«e213-6S8-8623.

126 Furniture for Sole

AA SOFA SLEEPERS QUEEN AND FULl
SIZES, $180 for a limited time. Call Kevin

310379-6596.

LIVING ROOM SET. Spectacular value, un-

used, $9500BO. Renwte 26-Inch cokir T.V.

$195, 20inch remote color portable $120
310-453-9441.

126 Furr^iture for Sale

MATTRESS SETS: Twin $45, fciH $55, queen
$85, kings $95. bunkbwk. DelK^ies, phone
orders accepted. 310372-2337.

NEW FURNITURE
Bunkbeds $125, Mattress sets: Queen $170,
fuii $140, Twin $1ia Bedroom sets $350.

Dininn and sofa seU also. 310-821-0729.

SOFA SLEEPER, queen noattrcss, $200. 3-

piece wail unit, «vhte lacquer Wgiass doors,

$150. Queervsize platfomn bed, headboard
Included, $175. Oak coffee table, $35. 14

cubic It refrigerator, 8 ma oki, wAvaranty,

$30a Miaowave, $35. 310203-8060
exL6S1, 310-821-2714.

HEART

DHAi d

134 Computer/Typev/riter

486-66 SOUND SYSTEM, 4-fam, 420HD,
voice-mail, mouw, monitor, like new.
$1180.310644-2612.

MACINTOSH llvx a'BO. CD-Rom, 14' Color-
MagnavQX monitor, 14.4 FAX/Modem, Styl^
Waiter Printer, lots of software. $1900 ofaa
Mike 310208-8624.

Get $10 FREE On hi Brvin Oold Card!

Tickle Our Taste Buds and
the Daily Bruin Will Tickle Yours.

Submit a recipe and if it*s chosen we'll feature your name
and recipe in the paper's classified section.

Bon Appetite!
I

Drop off recipe submissions at the Daily Bruin front desk • 225 Kerckhoff Hall

Daily Bruin
Operations DepL

Subscription
Order Form

225 KerckhofT Hall

308 Westwood Plaza

Los Angeles, CA 90024

(310) 206-7562

FAX (310) 206-0528

Name: ^^-

Company:

Address:

Phone #:

Subscriptions are $50.00 per quarter (10 weeks) or $5.00 per week.

Subscrptions are mailed first class every three issues. ^

Academic \car:

Quarter:

D Fall Quarter ($50)

D Winter Quarter ($50)

D Spring Quarter ($50)

Week:

D Summer Bruin ($20)

to

Favinent

Checks Payable to the ASUCI.A DaUv Bruin,

Money Orders

Credit Card (Visa, Mastercard, Discover)

Credit Card # exp. date

AuUiorization Signature

This form may be mailed with payment to the above address
or FAX'ed with a credit cmd authorization •
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W. HOOPS
From page 28

points, and the Bruins desperate-
ly held onto that lead until the
final buzzer.

"They were hustling. They
never gave up," UCLA head
coach Kathy Olivier said. "I have
to give (head Coach) Colleen
(Matsuhara) and the Anteaters a
lot of credit."

If there was one area in which
the Bruins showed weakness, it

was the rebounding category.
Against the Irvine team that was
smaller in every position, the
Bruins had 42 rebounds. The
Anteaters had just as many
rebounds.

Center Zfinka Kristich only
had two rebounds in the entire
game, and she had at least a
three-inch height advantage at

any given time during the match.

Overall, Olivier did receive a

very well balanced contribution

from he\r squad. All 10 players on
the roster scored, all played more

BILLIGMEIER

than 10 minutes and all 10 of
them scored more than three
points.

One player in particular was
overshadowed by Hughes' per-

formance, and that was freshman
Tawana Grimes. She scored 10
points. pulJed down five
rebounds, had eight assists and
tallied seven steals. On any other

night, her performance would
have called for much of the post-

game attention. But she has the

misfortune of having her best

night alongside Hughes' career

night.

"I consider her one of the lead-

ers on the floor," Olivier
remarked. "As a freshman, that's

a pretty big role. But she's doing
a good job»"

As for other leaders on the
team, junior point guard Ricarda
Kuypers scored 10 points but had
only one assist. Hilbert also
ended up with nine points, hav-
ing played in just 19 minutes.

"We need our upperclassmen
to be consistent," Olivier said.

"And they're getting there."

From page 28

Ed O'Bannon will get over-

looked for All-American honors,

his chances stunted by his will-

ingness to see Harrick spread the

offensive wealth. And rightly

The Bruins won't press

enough. Unless, of course,

Harrick decides to run a full-court

trap the whole game, which he

should most definitely shoot

for...

Charles O'Bannon will receive

at least one technical foul for

hanging on the rim after a mon-
ster dunk, and nobody in the

building will give a hoot (besides

maybe Harrick) . .

.

Tbby Bailey will take to his

starting role (it's an inevitability,

I'd say) like any other wonderful-

ly talented fresliman. For a case

study, we could revisit the 1993-

94 roller coaster ride of Charies
O'Bannon. Sometimes really

flashy, sometimes really down-
and-out, but all the time he'll ^—
have us saying, "Oh, man, this

kid's gonna be good" . .

.

Arizona will suffer from the

same fate as the Bruins - entrust-

ing their outside shooting to

youngsters. In Tiicson, it's Miles
Simon, among others . .

.

Oregon will be good. Not "rel-

atively good" or "good for an

Oregon team," but dam good, and
capable of beating any of the top

Pacific- 10 powerhouses on any
given night ...

Bruin recruiters (assistant

coaches) Marie Gottfried and
Lorenzo Romar will slug a few
walls after watching highlights of

so-close-to-being-a-Bruin fresh-

man Jelani Gardner up at Cal . .

.

l^us Edney will win a big

game by nailing two clutch free

throws with inside a minute left.

Then he'll do it again the next

game . .

.

Kevin Dempsey will wish he
transferred ...

Even so, Dempsey will get into

a game in the closing seconds,

pump in a three-pointer to give

UCLA 100 points, then turn to the

student section and smile - he is

destined to leave Westwood as

The Whopper Man . .

.

UCLA's success will depend
upon, in this order, a) the devel-

opment of an outside shooter

(welcome to college. Tbby), b)

the continued growth of Zidek

into a multi-dimensional threat, c)

keeping Edney and the two
O'Bannons away from the injury

bug. and d) not a single Bruin

opening his mouth to complain

about the offense or about playing

time...

The Bruins will lose a game
they're not supposed to lose. In

this league, upset losses on the

road are a slam-dunk guarantee,

so just prepare yourselves,

fans ...

Pac-10 officials will combine
to make one or two bad calls.

Perhaps three. Okay, maybe three

hundred, but, hey, at least they try

real hard ...

As for my Final Four picks,

well, I was hoping you wouldn't

ask. Obviously, Arkansas will be

there (I said they're overrated, not

bad - kind of like The Who). And
Massachusetts looks pretty solid.

From there, I just don't know ...

Duke is too young. North
Carolina is too thin, although

Rasheed Wallace will cause mass
salivation among NBA scouts all

season long. Maryland is a sheik

pick around these parts (a friend

of mine in the L.A. press corps is

the one responsible for their No. 1

vote in the AP poll), but their cen-

ter's name, Joe Smith, is just too

boring. Michigan? Nobody in the

paint. Syracuse? Pull your socks

down, Lawrence Moten.
Kentucky? They lost Travis Ford,

the champion of the short, stocky,

pale-faced country boy, so I can

no longer identify with the

Wildcats. Kansas? Their center's

name is Ostertaag. 'Nuff said. .

.

So who are we left with? None
other than the leaders of the Pac,

the warriors of the West ...

Oregon State and Washington.

No, wait, I got my "Will Suck"
list mixed up with my "Will

Rule" list. Actually, the two Pac-

10 clubs on their way to the Big

Dance are Arizona and, yes,

UCLA. I realize neither the

Bruins nor the Wildcats have

established outside shooting, a

supposed prerequisite for a long

tournament run, but, well, I just

have a funny feeling ...

Then again. Sports Illustrated

picked the Bruins No. 1 , so that

pretty much ruins our chances.

As for the national champion, I

picked Massachusetts about a

week ago, but you probably don't

believe me, considering we all got

to watch them against Arkansas

over the weekend. But even

before that game, I had made that

selection and voiced it to many of

my relatives in Dallas, including

my mother. So, I'm sticking with

the Minutemen, and if you think I

cheated, go ahead and ask my
mom.

A picture might I

be wortli 1000 I

words, but an I

ad is wortii I

56,800 potential
customers.
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Ante Razov has scored two goals in the Bruins' last two games, Including the game winner against
Alabama-Birmingham.

RAZOV
From page 28

ing three game-winning goals.

Razov has scored four game-win-
ning goals this season, which is

somewhat impressive since eight

of the players on the Bruin roster

have accumulated at least 10
points this year.

But Razov has been the cata-

lyst up front for UCLA, taking

85 shots on goal this season, over
50 more than any other player on
the team.

"I think I've come a long
way," Razov said. "Since my
freshman year, I think I've
become a better player.
Obviously everyone gets bigger
and stronger in college, but I've

become a smarter player since
I've learned to accept what the

coaches have been telling me. It

took me a while to adjust. I had
thought I already knew what I

was doing."

Razov must have known a lit-

tle something, since he had come
out of high school as a highly
touted recruit, with offers from
Cal State Fullerton, Southern
Methodist, San Diego State,
Creighton and St. Louis - all of
which were in the national pic-

ture this season.

But Razov had been deter-
mined to come to UCLA ever
since he was 15 years old and

playing on a club team with such
talents as Joe-Max Moore and
Jorge Salcedo, both of whom
went on to earn All-American
honors at UCLA.
And as for just playing soccer,

that was something that Razov
had grown up with all of his life.

"My dad played soccer, so as

"I think I've come a

long way. Since my
freshman year, I think

IVe become a better

player."

Ante Razov

soon as I was able to walk I start-

ed kicking the ball and going to

his games," Razov said. "He
played a little bit in the Second
Division in Croatia, and over
here he played on a semi-pro
team in the Greater L.A. league.

It was actually a pretty decent
league in those days - a lot of ex-
professionals played in that
league."

Razov looks as though he'll

also play soccer at the profes-
sional level, and the native of
Fontana, Ca., has already logged

some time internationally with
what will be the 1996 Olympic
team.

"International experience is

invaluable even if you're just

watching," Razov said. "I'd like

to get some more opportunities
with the Olympic team, but I

haven't really had enough expe-
rience to say that I've done really

well or really poorly."

At the NCAA level, however,
it's safe to say that Razov has
done really well so far, and so
have the Bruins, who will host
the NCAA quarterfinals this

weekend. The next stop for
UCLA is the Final Four.

"I expect a title," Razov said.

"But I always expect one even
though it doesn't always work
out that way. There's been a lot

of ups and downs, but the bottom
line is that we're still in it. I think

that's the sign of a good team.
We went three weeks without
winning or even scoring a goal,

and things are still looking really

good for us right now."
And Razov is ready to leave

the North Soccer Field with
another playoff victory.

• • •

Sunday's match against the
College of Charieston begins at 1

p.m.

OESTINO
From page 26

force behind her life. The diffi-

culties involved in letting go of
the sport that dominated her life

for 10 years caused her times to

rise and her performance to fall.

"College is the weaning
process of something that was so

important for eight or 10 years to

something that is just another
part of life," said Oesting. "My
priorities changed. Once you get

to college, school is a little hard-
er and it means more, so you
work more on that. You're learn-

ing about yourself in terms of
friendships and relationships and
teammates. Swimming isn't

everything. Swimming is a great
part of having a great time in col-

lege. Things are more well-
rounded. You don't base your
whole life on how you swim at

the end of the season, you base it

on how you're doing during the
season with your friends and
with school."

Though she could regret not
performing at the elite level she
once approached, Oesting is

MotfMi Oesting
UCLA Sports Irrfo

thankful that she concentrated on
life outside of the pool, so that

after her final meet in March, life

without swimming won't be as
hard to cope with.

"I think that I might be fortu-

nate to not have had as much
success as I would have liked

eariier in collegiate swimming,"

Oesting said. "If I had success I

probably would have stayed
awfully focused, which would
have been narrow-minded. I.

might not have grown up the way
I have. I think I've learned a lot

through swimming in college, in

terms of the other things out
there that are just as important."

Now in the midst of her final

year on the team, Oesting's times
are approaching those of earlier

years. She intends to contribute
not only through her races, but
by keeping things lighthearted
and providing positive reinforccr

ment for the freshmen swim-
mers. Not only will this help the

team in its drive to the NCAAs,
it will also provide a positive end
to her career.

"My main goal this year is to

have fun through my relation-

ships with my teammates and my
coaches. I want to help the fresh-

men get off on the right foot,"

Oesting said."rve got to try and*
make this fun, because I'm not
going to have it in a year."

v.^

\
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Cotton Bowl selects
use and Texas Tech
By Donne Freeman
Associated Press

DALLAS— use wfll make its

first appearance in the Cotton
Bowl to play Texas Tech on Jan.

2, a source close to the bowl told

the Associated Press today.

The Trojans (7-3-1) finished
third in the Pac-10 after last
Saturday's 17-17 tic with Notre
Dame.
The same source, who' request-

ed anonymity, said North
Carolina will be the opponent for
Texas in the Sun Bowl Dec. 30 in

El Paso.

The Cotton Bowl committee
will officially vote on the invita-

tion to the Trojans in a meeting
Monday night.

use became the Cotton Bowl's
pick after Notre Dame decided to

go to the Fiesta Bowl and Florida

State hooked up with the Sugar
Bowl to play either Alabama or
Florida. It will be Miami against

Nebraska in the Orange Bowl.
The long tradition of the

Trojans will be a big factor with
the Cotton Bowl committee. It

will be use's 37th bowl appear-
ance, second only to Alabama's
upcoming 47.

Kaufman, Fields garner
Pao-lO football honors
Associated Press

Washington tailback Napoleon
Kaufman, who led the Pacific- 10
in rushing, and Washington State

linebacker Mark Fields, who
helped his team become the confer-

ence leader in defense, were nanK^
Pac-10 Players of the Year.

Kaufman, a senior, also led the

Pac-10 in all-purpose yards for the

second consecutive year. He
ranked eighth in the nation in rush-

ing with 255 carries for 1,390
yards, an average of 5.5 yards per
carry. He averaged 126.4 yards a
game.

Fields, also a senior, was the
leader of the Washington State unit

that was the Pac-lO's No. 1 in total

defense and scoring defense.

He had 90 tackles, 63 unassist-

ed, including 14.5 tackles for a
total loss of 82.5 yards and seven
quarterback sacks for a loss of 65
yards.

Paid Advertisement

Blessed is the man
who trusts in the Lord,

and whose hope is the

Lord.

-Jeremiah 17:7
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Surprise tests at Asian Games
confirm drug use by Chinese
By Eric Talmadce
Associated Press

TOKYO — Sports officials

reportedly are saying some
Chinese athletes used drugs, and
critics of the country's training

methods are saying, "I told you
so."

According to Japanese media
reports, organizing commission
officials said banned substances

have been detected in the urine

samples of 1 1 Chinese athletes

who participated at the Asian
Gaines. As many as eight might
be swimmers.

The officials, who were not
identified, reportedly said sam-
ples indicated the athletes had
abnormally high levels of the

hormone testosterone or other
performance-enhancing sub-
stances.

In Stockholm, Sweden's
national swimming coach, Hans
Chrunak, a long-time critic of
Chinese methods, said: "It is not

a surprise. It is quite a relief to

get this confirmation. There has
be to an end to the hypocrisy."

Chrunak has described the
Chinese women swimmers as

looking like tractors but racing

like Ferraris. He said they all

show signs of steroid use.

Names of the accused were
not released, Japanese news
reports said. However, Kyodo
News Service quoted unidenti-

fied sources as saying one was
Lu Bin, who won four gold
medals and set a world record in

the women's 200-meter individ-

ual medley.

Kyodo said another was Yang
Aihua, who already has been
banned for two years by FINA,
the international swimming fed-

eration. Yang, who won the
women's 400 freestyle at the
World Championships in

September, tested positive for

testosterone in surprise tests

before the meet at Hiroshima.

Chinese women swimmers
won 12 of the 16 golds in the
worid meet and all 15 of their

races in the Asian Games.
Kyodo also identified Xiong

Guoming, a male swimmer who
won four gold medals, and Han
Qing, winner of the women's
400-meter hurdles, as being
among the 1 1 . It said eight of the

1 1 were swimmers and the others

competed in track, cycling and
canoeing.

Other press reports said six

were swimmers.

Dr. Yoshio Kuroda, who
supervised the final set of tests

conducted at Tokyo Saturday,
confirmed that high testosterone

levels were found in both A and
B samples for some athletes.

Kuroda refused to comment on
who was tested, or give their

nationality.

Asian Games oi^anizers con-
tacted by The Associated Press

confirmed the head of their med-
ical commission was in Tokyo in

connection with the tests, but
also refused to comment further.

A formal hearing of the
Olympic Committee of Asia's
medical committee, which
Kuroda heads, must be held
before results of the tests can be
made public. Such a meeting
could come within the next
week.

Though Chinese sports offi-

cials insist they oppose drug use

among athletes and publicly
threaten to deal harshly with
offenders, Yang's case is not the

first of doping in China.

Five Chinese swimmers have
failed dmg tests over the past two
years, equaling the total number
of athletes from other countries

who have tested positive in FINA
tests over the past 22 years.

Lookiiig for the

JOURMIiSM
DEPARTMENT?

We've got it.

Our campus daily is one of Ihe

best college newspapers in

America. Our seven sliidenl

magazines are trendsellers.

Pretty soon, you'll hear a lot

more about our new interact ivc

media project. And you've

probably heard about all the

UCLA grads working in the

media. But we bet you still

can't find the UCLA journalism

department.

And you can stop looking

—

because we've got it. Sludenl

Media UCLA, a collection of

print and broadcast media run

for and by students, is the rea-

son UCLA enjoj-s one of the

strongest student presses in

the country, a student press

that produces graduates capa-

ble of competing for media jobs

out there in the real

world. Allof it with-

out a department.

m0mmmm0mm

How do we do it? Through a

unique

approach

built on

instruction

and experi-

ence. You can study Ihe princi-

ples of reporting, writing, edit-

ing, design, or photography

with industry professionals in

an intensive workshop one

weekend, and then practice

those principles as a stalTer for

the Daily Bruin, a news-

magazine, or the radio station

the next week.

Look for next quarter's sched-

ule of media workshops in the •

Daily Bruin. Or better yet,

come by our offices in

Kerckhofr Hall and find out

how you can get involved in

one of most exciting

educational programs

on campus.

IW2M«82&2]17
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Lighthearted Oesting leads women swimmers
After an up and down collegiate

career, senior is back in top form

By Ross Bersot

Waking up early enough to

remind the rooster to crow on her

way to morning practice is normal
for Megan Oesting. Her reward
for rising before the sun and mak-
ing it to the pool on time is getting

to swim thousands of yards in

water that makes the Arctic Ocean
seem like a Jacuzzi. After thawing
out, she must attend class like a

normal UCLA senior until the
time comes for afternoon practice,

where she will swim some more
and visit the gym for weightlifting

and aerobics.

Oesting does more work in a
single day than Congress does in

an entire session. She thrives in an
environment in which most people
would collapse by making fun her

first priority.

"I think if you enjoy working
hard, being with your friends,

pushing yourself and competing,
you're going to do great because
you're having fun," Oesting said.

Oesting hasn't always been so

happy-go-lucky. Before coming to

college, she focused solely on
swimming and her achievements
within the sport, neglecting the
other facets of her life in order to

meet her extremely high personal

goals.

"In high school, you could eat,

sleep and breathe swimming,"
Oesting said. "That is all you had
to concentrate on. Everything was
so easy. You had all this time and
energy to focus on your sport."

Her one-track mind allowed her

astounding achievements in the

pool ^s she raced to Washington
state records in the 50, 100 and
200-yard freestyle and the 200
free relay and gained eight indi-

vidual state championships. She
kept up the pace after graduating

from Mercer Island High School,

earning a gold medal in the 400
free relaiy and a silver in the 100
free at the 1991 Pan American
Games in Cuba.

Swimming in top form, Oesting
began her career at UCLA in

1991. She cruised through her first

collegiate season, competing in

the 50, 100 and 200 free at the

NCAA Championships and earn-

ing AU-American status as part of
the Bruins' eighth-place 800 free

relay team.

At the end of the season, the

college lifestyle caught up with
the freshman and she began to fal-

ter. High, though normally attarn-

JON FERREY/Daily Bmin
Senior Megan Oesting's times this season Indicate that she will be Instrumental to the success of
the UCLA women's swimming team.

able, standards gradually slipped

out of reach and, for the first time

in her career, Oesting began to

doubt herself.

"I was just a normal freshman
with different teammates, in a dif-

ferent program. We did a lot of
different things and I just had a

hard time getting used to it. That
seed of doubt was planted and
once you start doubting yourself
it's over," Oesting said. "At the

end of my freshman year I started

going downhill. You set goals that

you think are reasonable and
maybe you set one that is too high

and you go lower than that and
you start thinking, 'What is wrong
with me, what am I doing?'"

Oesting spent her sophomore
and junior years trying to get away
from swimming as the driving

See OESTING, page 24
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TEAM OUTFITTER
CUSTOM T-SHIRT
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WORLD CUP
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11710 Santa Monica Blvd. W. LA. • 310.207.4226
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Looks like a
\^varin night

It's 10 PM. You've crammed for finals

all week. Took two today. And
now you've got to pack an entire

semester's worth of Philosophy into

one take-home exam, in one night.

But how do you stay awake when
you're totally wiped? Revive

with Vivarin. Safe as coffee,

Vivarin helps keep you awake
and mentally alert for hours.

So when you have pen in

hand, but sleep on the brain,

make it a Vivarin night!
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Volleyball honored by Pac-10
UCLA awarded
Player, Coach of

the Year honors
By Eric Branch
Daily Bruin Senior Staff

The UCLA women's volleyball

team now has several honors to
hang next to their 28 regular season
wins and No. 3 national ranking.

Head coach Andy Banachowski,
in his 28th year at UCLA, was
named Pacific- 10 Coach of the
Year yesterday for the second year
in a row and fourth time in his
career. Banachowski guided the
Bruins to a 28-3 regular season
record while leading the Bruins into

postseason play for the 25th con-
secutive year, a national record.

"It's an honor for the coaching
staff and it's a tribute to our play-
ers," Banachowski said. "It shows
that we are working hard and our
players arc listening to us."

Banachowski was not the only
headliner for the Bruins, as senior

outside hitter Annett Buckner was
named Pac-10 Player of the Year
after leading the conference in kills

with 4.99 per game and placing
seventh in the conference with a
.310 average.

"She has been tremendous,"
Banachowski said. "Everybody
knows we are going to set Annett a
lot and she still has been very suc-

cessful."

Buckner was joined on the All-

Conference team by senior middle
blocker Aiyson Randick. Randick
helped anchor the middle for the

Bruins, ranking second in the con-
ference in both hitting percentage

Walsh steps down as
Stanford head coach
Ex'Cardinal

coach plans to

stay on, assist

athletic director

ABBY MOSKOWITZ/Daily Bruin

UCLA sophomore setter Kelly Rannigan, with a 3.51 GPA, won a
place on the GTE Academic All-American District VIII volleyball team.

(.376) and blocks (1 .55 per game).
Outside hitter Kara Milling was

selected to the All-Freshman team
after an excellent all-around year
Milling finished third in kills and
digs in her inaugural season.

• • •

Sophomore setter Kelly
Flannigan was named to the 1994

GTE Academic All-American
District VIII volleyball team.
Flannigan, a physiological science

major, boasts a 3.51 GPA while
ranking second in the Pac-W in

assists average. Flannigan follows

in the footsteps of fellow setter

Julie Bremner, an Academic-All
American in 1 993.

By Rob Gloster

Associated Press

STANFORD — Bill Walsh,
who returned to Stanford "to
find my bliss" after coaching
the San Francisco 49ers to

three Super Bowl titles,

planned to announce his resig-

nation Monday after two
straight losing seasons.

Stanford called an afternoon
news conference at which
media relations director Gary
Migdol said Walsh would
announce he was stepping
down as coach.

The departure of Walsh from
Stanford had been rumored in

recent weeks.

Walsh had often seemed dis-

tracted throughout the football

season, and he repeatedly had
trouble remembering some of
the names of his players and of
opponents' players during his

weekly news conferences.

Walsh had two years remain-
ing on a five-year contract. The
San Francisco Examiiier said
he plans to slay on at Stanford

as a special assistant to athletic

director Ted Leland.

Walsh returned to Stanford
three seasons ago after compil-
ing a 102-63-1 record in his 10
years as head coach of the
49ers, including Super Bowl
crowns in 1981, 1984 and
1988. He was elected to the Pro
Football Hall of Fame in 1993.

Walsh, whose first head
coaching job was at Stanford in

1977-78, when he led the team
to consecutive bowl victories,

led the Cardinal to a 16-3
record and a win over Penn
State in the Blockbuster Bowl
in his first year back at

Stanford in 1992.

But the Cardinal slipped to

4-7 last season and 3-7-1 this

year

Asked two weeks ago
whether he would return in

1995, Walsh said he was happy
at Stanford - but left open the

possibility of leaving.

In an interview last week,
Walsh gave a synopsis of his

plans.

"I'm gQing to write a book
on technical football," Walsh
said. "At some point, I'm going
to work with NFL quarter-
backs. And at some point I'm
going to continue to do semi-
nars, like we have, for black
coaches and minorities. And I

want to do one in March for the

athlete leaving the game. Plus I

want to leisurely do some
things."

Check out
JVe |i3j if u>>

To f»ere listenihtf

to a strsaK
'^

Sej«t»eHt of f*eofle

^fi To Hell. .

Their self/s/riy named
debut album.

Featuring

performing live

OflWe(liiesdav,NovJfroml2!l)l)-l.-00
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The Sure Shot

Forward Ante Razov has scored
men's soccer team this season.

UCLA Sports Info

14 goals and has had five assists for the UCLA

For the second year,

UCLA's Ante Razov

is the leading scorer

for the No. 7 Bruins

By Tim Costner
Daily Bruin Senior Staff

The scene on UCLA's North Soccer

Field two weeks ago pretty much
said it all.

After two seasons of postseason frustra-

tion, the UCLA men's soccer team was
just minutes from winning its first NCAA
playoff game in three years.

And Bruin Ante Razov led the celebra-

tion.

The 6-foot-2-inch forward - who had
just netted the go-ahead goal late in the

second half of overtime - charged to the

sideline in unumph, tearing his jersey off

along the way. Seconds later he was
mobbed by his teammates.

This was the same player who fell to

the ground in despair one year ago on the

same field, after UCLA was upset in the

first round of the NCAA tournament
But Razov's emotions on the field have

always been rather evident, and scoring

the goal that gave the Bruins their first

step to this year's NCAA quarter-finals

had lifted a great burden from the junior's

shoulders.

"It was the biggest relief in the last

three years of my life," Razov said the

day after the game. "It was a great feeling

to score and finally get that monkey off of
our backs."

That monkey was beginning to grow
rather heavy during the last few weeks
leading up to the game. Aside from a dis-

astrous record in recent playoff history,

UCLA had hit a major scoring drought

leading up to the NCAAs. For Razov -

the Bruins leading scor-

er for the second year

in a row - the slump
was all the more bur-

densome.

"It was miserable,"

Razov admitted. "It

was frustrating because

we couldn't quite fig-

ure out what the prob-

lem was. It wasn't just

one particular area -

the whole team wasn't

doing well. From defense to midfield to

offense, everyone was out of sequence
and our timing was off."

The lack of scoring certainly was puz-

zling, especially considering that Razov
had been on a tear over the last five games
before the Bruins hit their slump.

Hie striker had put in six goals and had
one assist over those five games, includ-

"
See RAZOV, page 24

Poll
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Associated Press
Men's Basketball
Top 20 ERSS^'"
1. Massachusetts (58)

2. North Carolina (6)

3. Kentucky (1)

4. Arkansas
5. UCLA
6. Duke
7. Kansas
8. Florida

9. Arizona
10. Cincinnati
11. Maryland
12. Arizona state
13. Wisconsin
14. Ohio University
15. Minnesota
16. Connecticut
17. Michigan
18. Michigan State
19. Georgetown
20. Georgia Tech

W, basketball gets first win of
season, 86-74, over Anteaters
Hughes leads Bruins

past Irvine with a

career-high showing

Inside Sports

And the
winner is ...

UCLA women's volley-

ball head coach Andy
Banachowski was named
Pac-lOCoachof the Year
while senior Annett
Buckner received the

Player of the Year award.

See page 27

By Hye Kwon

When Nikki Hilbert of the
UCLA women's basketball team
got two quick fouls in the begin-

ning of the match against UC
Irvine on Monday night, the Bruin
coaches were looking for someone
to carry the scoring load. Lucky
for them, center Kisa Hughes
answered that call with a roar,

scoring a career-high 30 points

and grabbing 11 boards in the
Bruins' 86-74 win over the
Anteaters at Pauley Pavilion.

The Bruins (1-1 overall),
jumped out to a 49-21 halftime
lead, thanks in large part to

Hughes' dominance over her
counterpart Allah-mi Basheer.
Hughes had a two-inch height
advantage to begin with, and the

coaching philosophy of Irvine

coaches made it even easier for

Hughes to score down low.

"(Basheer) was mostly playing

behind me, so it made it easier for

the guards to get the ball inside,"

Hughes said.

In the second half, however.

Irvine outscored UCLA 53-37 and
made a game out of it with just

minutes left in regulation. The trio

of Jinelle Williams, Tamera
Thomas and Sabrina Roberson
were carrying the Irvine team that

simply did not give up. They
scored 51 of 74 Anteater points,

helping the team shoot 51.5 per-

cent in the second half.

When the Anteaters came out of
the locker room, they started to

press fullcourt and made the
Bruins commit numerous
turnovers. With 10 minutes to go, steve KiMAJaity Bruin

the margin was narrowed to 16 Junior Kisa Hughes scored a
^- career-high 30 points in the

See W. HOOPS, page 23 Bruins' 86-74 win over Irvine.

Bumbling Billigmeiet gives his predictions
Writer's note: I fully

intended lo devote

today's column to mak-
ing predictions about the 1994-95
college basketball season. But
then a soccer game broke out in

front of my very eyes. So I begin
with a bit of a tangent, but don't
worry, the King of the Segue
(that's me) will find a way lo get

back on track. So here goes ...

Bound to happen in college

basketball this season ...

Very few pre-toumament
games will surpass the excite-

ment level generated by the

UCLA men's soccer team's

come-from-behind, 4-2 playoff

win over SMU at Dallas on
Sunday. In my book (titled "Best
Soccer Matches Which I Got to

See in Person," now in paper-

back), it comes in a close second
to U.S.-Columbia ...

It was about as dramatic as

could be - Greg Vanney spent the

whole game standing outside the^B bench area,

waiting for his

call from

coach Sigi

Schmid,

Considering

he's my
favorite play-

er, I kept an

eye on Vanney
from the

stands, won-
dering when
he would go
in. And then

he did, with

10 minutes left and UCLA down
2-1 - and oh, what a substitution

that turned out to be. Vanney lit a

flame under the Bruins' beaten

backsides, .setting up the tying

Eric

Bllligmeier

goal with a rocket free kick that

handcuffed the Mustang goalie,

then scoring the game-winner by
cruise-missiling one off the back
of teammate Ante Razov and into

the net . .

.

As a result, the Bruins play

again Sunday for the right to go
to the Final Four. One interested

observer might be UCLA men's
basketball coach Jim Harrick,

who is looking forward to a Final

Four of his own come March . .

.

And now, for the easiest call of
the preseason: UCLA will be a

better team without Shon Tarver
The Bruins won't miss a single

thing about Tarver's game, except

perhaps his unwillingness to pass

the ball in crucial situations. Oh,
wait, they won't miss that part

either . .

.

Arkansas will be overrated and

beatable. In my own defense, I

made this claim before

Massachusetts (remember that

name) handed the Razorbacks
their lunch last Friday night.

Everything went right for the

band of punks from Fayetteville

last year, so this season I figure

they're bound to hit a few snags.

And besides, how could the first

national champion since 1968
UCLA to return all five starters

be underrated? .

.

.

Texas, Arizona State, Oregon,
Texas Tech and Georgetown will

surprise ...

Duke, Florida, Michigan and
California will disappoint ...

For the first time in forever, a

team from the state of North
Carolina will not win the Atlantic

Coast Conference title. Welcome
to the big time. Maryland ...

University of California, Los Angeles
^>-̂

See BiLLraMEIER, page 23
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Young issues Prop. 187 statement study to
Chancellor makes
commitment to

campus diversity

By Jennlfsr K. Merita

Chancellor Charles Young
issued a statement Tuesday reiter-

ating the university decision to

uphold a temporary restraining

order that puts a halt on
Proposition 187 unttt federal courts

clarify its constitutionality.

Responding to 26 protesters who
were arrested during a sit-in earlier

this month. Young met with a small

group of students last week and
agreed to issue a statement about
Proposition 187, the controversial

anti-illegal immigration measure
that passed by an overwhelming
margin in the Nov. 8 election.

"It is important for all members
of the campus comniunity to

understand that no one is to be

denied student or medical services

of any kind based on immigration

status, and no one is to be asked to

prove immigration status in order

to receive appropriate services,"

Young said in die statement.

He added that the university
takes pride in UCLA's diversity.

Student activists said they were
encouraged by Young's words,
though the statement wasn't as

decisive as they would have pre-

ferred.

"We didn't expect it to be very
strong," said York Chang, under-

graduate external vice president.

"It's not as strong as we would've
liked, but the chancellor is taking a

step in the right direction. It's

important that he responded to the

climate on campus."

Chang said he wanted the chan-
cellor to address the tense climate

on campus. According to Chang,
his office has received about 20
harassment complaints. "Students

have been harassed by other stu-

dents, who feel empowered since

Proposition 187 passed. They've
been harassed based on the fact

that their skin is a different color.

"It's important that Chancellor
Young took a step in letting people

know that harassment on the basis

of race won't be tolerated at this

university," Chang said.

Alyssa Kang, a member of the

Asian Paci^c Coalition who was
among those students meeting with

Young, added that she is concerned

about what will happen if federal

courts decide that Proposition 1 87

is constitutional.

"I feel that if (the university)

complies with Prop. 187 it will def-

initely have a major negative
impact on campus," Kang said.

"We wanted a statement of non-
compliance. We still want the uni-

versity to really break ground by
taking a stance against 187 - to

take a stance of noncompliance
and refuse to follow 187 because it

is unconstitutional and it is so dan-

gerous."

She added that UCLA should

not comply if it means to stay true

to its commitment to diversity.

But others students disagreed.

"I think that UCLA has to

uphold the law regardless of what
happens," said Kristine Dulmage, a

third-year English major. "I think

that it's important to allow people
to express their concerns, but
there's a balance."

Samuel Kashani, a fourth-year

biology student said he agrees with

everything in Young's statement.

"Right now they've put a stop

on the issue, but if it passes
-although I'm not for Prop. 187 -

the university has to uphold it,"

Kashani said.

Chang said the next step for his
'* office is to create a place for stu-

dents to discuss Proposition 187
and come forward with any harass-

ment complaints. For now, he said

he is satisfied with Young's state-

ment.

"It's a small but concrete victory

coming out of the meeting with
Chancellor Young," Chang said.

itisjde A&E

A riddle ...

What's blue, white and
red all over? Krzysztof

Kieslowski's Three Color
Trilogy. Ir^ne Jacobs stars

in Red, Kieslowski's story

of emotional longing, pain

and seperation.

See page 18

Inside Viewpoint

Shrouded in

biacic ...

Members of the UCLA
art community open up a

"worid without art," in an

effort to display the sad loss

suffered because ofAIDS.

See page 16

Inside Sports

'Me and my shadow'

A student admires his shadow while walking past Kerckhoff Hall.

JUSTIN WARREN

focus on
low wages
^180,000 grant

funds the School

of PubUc Policy

By Gil Hopenstand
Daily Bruin Senior Staff

Finding solutions to Los
Angeles' low-wage employment
problems may be only $180,000
away.

UCLA researchers at the School

of Public Policy and Social
Research received a $180,281
grant to investigate the problems
of minimum-wage occupations in

Los Angeles. By bringing together

industry leaders and members of
the labor force, the team hopes to

find ways to increase productivity

in targeted firms so that they can

afford to pay higher wages.

"We want to get a better under-

standing on these (businesses) so

that we can then provide them
with specific opportunities for

upgrading their industries," said

Goetz Wolff, a UCLA urban plan-

ning lecturer and research team
member.

The five-member group will

specifically look at apparel, plas-

tics and food prcxluction industries

in the Alameda Corridor sector of

Los Angeles. Wolff said these

trades were chosen because of
their long-term Los Angeles pres-

ence and their employment pat-

terns of hiring many minority
Latino workers.

"They are industries that pro-

vides jobs for people but not as

good paying as they ought to be.

We will be identifying needs of

industries that might help them
become more competitive. That

leads to more productivity and can

ultimately support higher wages,"

he said.

Improving low-wage manufac-
turing positions is currently criti-

cal because such local industries -

which employ approximately

See GRANTS, page 13

Chancellor visits undergrad student government

Silent

Force

UCLA outside hitter

Annett Buckner is the Pac-

10 Player of the Year But
don't expect her to tell you
about iL..

See page 36

Declares strong

support for affir-

mative action,

elaborates on
Prop. 187 position

By Mnnllbf K. Muilts

During a special appearance
before the undergraduate student

council Tuesday, Chancellor
Charles Young reaffirmed his sup-

port for affirmative action in the

face of what he feared was a grow-
ing hostility toward it.

Responding to council members'
questions. Young discussed
Proposition 1 87 and repercussions

that may threaten multi-culturalism

on campus.

"Proinsition 1 87 is a harbinjjer of

possible future actions. I believe

there is a proposition that is already

on the ballot for 1996 election

which would make illegal affirma-

tive action in the state of
California," said Young. "I'm very

concerned about a much more cen-

tral attack on the whole concept of

affirmative action. We've got to

really work to make people under-

stand why affirmative action is not

important but absolutely essential."

Young stressed that there are real

concerns that motivated people to

vote for Prc^x>sition 1 87.

"We must understand the real

concerns of those who voted for it,"

he said. "In other words, they may
have been misguided, they may not

have been very bright or under-
standing, they may have been
pushed into it, no matter what, there

are very real concerns that are

behind it. We've got to respond in

ways which are going to communi-

cate with people."

Council members called Young's

visit an opportunity to increase stu-

dent involvement in the university

adminisu^ation.

"One of the goals that we had at

the beginning of the year for USAC

"Proposition 187 is a

harbinger of possible

future actions."

Charles Young

Chancellor

was to provide more interaction and
more communication between
undergraduate student government
and administration," said undergrad-

uate student government president

Rob Greenhaigh at the meeting.

Grecnhaigh added that student

leaders are trying to arrange for

Young to attend at least one council

meeting a month. They are also Dy-

ing to set up a town hall meeting
where Young will be available to

answer students' questions.

"The administration continually

... has been very supportive and
eager to increase the degree of stu-

dent participation," Young said. "We
want to keep the student participato-

ry process going at UCLA and I

think by in large it's been very
good.". •

One of the issues that came up
was what kind of efforts would be

made by the university towards eth-

nic diversity and multi-cultural pro-

grams. Academic Affairs
Commissioner Alice Bae ques-
tioned Young on whether UCLA is

making an effort to diversify its fac-

ulty to reflect the ethnk: maike-up of

See YOUWe, pag^
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What's Brewin' Today
African Student Union
Sign-ups for Hip Hop Xploshun '95

Now through Dec. 1

Call 825-8051 for audition slots

CALPIRG
Canned Food Drive

Bruin Walk
209-9195 •

Peer Health Counselors

Options Classes - information on contraception

and women's health issues

Women's Health Services, Student Health

825-5704

9 a.m. - 1 p.m.

Peer Health Counselors - Healthy Body Shop
Free cold medication, massages and drinks

NW comer of Pauley Pavilion

825-5704

10 a.m. - 2 p.m.

UCLA UnlCamp
Information/Recruitment Table

Bruin Walk
206-CAMP

11 a.m.

Student Accounting Society

Presentation by the IRS Criminal Investigation

Division

Ackerman3517
839-2870

Noon

Campus Events/Student Welfare Commission
Maureen McCormick speaks on contraception

Ackerman Grand Ballroom
825-1958

KLA/Campus Events ' '

Free concert by DINK
Westwood Plaza

825-9107

PSI CHI

Meeting - speaker on the Young Autism Project

Franz 3461

12:10 p.m.

University Catholic Center
Weekly mass
Ackerman 35 1

7

208-5015

3 p.m.

Development Studies

Introductory and informational meeting
Bunche 11377

825-2927

4:15 p.m.

College of Letters and Science Academic
Support Workshops
Preparing for Law and Management Schools
Griffin Commons 203
825-9315

5 p.m.

Association of Chinese Americans
General meeting

Franz 1260

Hands for Empowerment (formerly UCLA's
Alternative Spring Break Projects)

Orientation meeting for volunteers

Kerckhoff408

855-2333

UCLA Ballroom Dance Club
Waltz and Swing class

Ackerman Grand Ballroom
824-1224

5:30 p.m.

UtiLA Environmental Coalition

Meeting and Endangered Species Act movie
Ackerman 3508
206-4438

6 p.m.

Asian Pacific Coalition

Bi-weekly Board Meeting
Campbell 3232
825-7184

rtillel and JSU
Chanukah Party

900 Hilgard Ave.

208-3081

KLA
Libido Line Sexual Health Talk Show: "Sex &
Love?"
530 AM, 99.9 FM
Call in for advice and comments 825-9999

Together - UCLA's feminist newsmagazine
Meeting for third issue

Kerckhoff210E
206-6168

UCLA Pre-Optometry Society

Speaker: "Optometry School vs. Medical
School" by Farid Eghbali, O.D.
Boelter 5422

*

824-2006

Vienamese Student Association

General meeting, followed by Culture Night

rehearsals at 7 p.m.

Franz 1178

208-7867

6:30 p.m.

Asian American Christian Fellowship

Meeting

Nurse's Auditorium, Factor Building A660
208-3801

GALA
Gay and Bisexual Men's Rap
Kerckhoff500
825-8053

7 p.m.

Bruin Republicans

Speaker: Mike Schroedor, candidate for state

party Vice-chair

Ackerman 2408
209-9136

Bruin Victory Fellowship

Living the Life of Victory - weekly bible study
Kinsey 169

(818)998-5816

Latina/o Business Student Association

"Twelve Dates of Christmas" - auctioning men
and women in packages of dinner and
entertainment

Los Ponchos
206-1927

Lesbian/Gay/Bisexual Grad Student Network
Final fall quarter meeting

Ackerman 3525
841-5930

7:30 p.m.

Melnitz Movies
Free sneak preview of "Red"
Melnitz Theater

825-2345

8 p.m.

KABALIKAT
Dinner and discussion on lesbian/gay/bisexual

issues in the Filipino community
Sproul Circle

825-2727

UCLA Photographic Society

Final fall quarter meeting

Griffin Commons
477-1397

9 p.m.

Cultural Affairs

Jazz/Folk Series: "Stone Soup'

Kerckhoff Coffeehou.se

825-6564

Information hi^way
grows with latinoNet
Computer service

tailors directly to

Latino community
A computer service touted as

the nation's first online network
created by and for Latinos was
launched Tuesday.

LatinoNet, which will be
accessed through the on-line ser-

vice America Online, aims to pro-

vide a forum for subscribers
concerned about issues affecting

the Latino community, said
spokesman Tomas Vasquez.

"This is the first time that

Latinos are going to be in the posi-

tion to create ... process ... and
controf information," Vasquez
said before a news conference at

the California Museum of Science

and Industry.

Vasquez predicted that within

two years LatinoNet will have
more than 20,000 subscribers
around the country.

Federal Communications

Commission Chairman Reed
Hundt joined the conference via

video hookup from Washington,

DC.
'The information highway has

the potential to serve all

Americans. Services like

LatinoNet will ensure that all

Americans can travel on the infor-

mation highway, finding, creating

and sharing information," Hundt
said in a release.

Organizations already on the

network are the United Latino
Fund and the Mexican American
Legal Defense and Education
Fund. The forum is accessed
through the on-line service
America Online.

Free modems and training will

also be provided to 300 eligible

non-profit organizations through

funds from GTE.
Annual fees for LatinoNet ser-

vices will be $60 for individuals,

$80 for non-profit agencies,
$1,200 for institutional sub-
scribers and $3,000 for corpora-

tions.
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OY DRIVE
Please donate whatever you can (wrapped or unwrapped)

and brighten the holiday for a child.

Please bring your donations of toys to the information

desl( at 225 Kerfchoff Hall.

Call Paige at 2060938 for more information.
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Grads to teach joys of safe sex, facts on AIDS
Forum highlights

World AIDS
Awareness day

By Phillip Carter
Daily Bruin Staff

Few classes at UCLA actually

show students how to practice

safe sex, in addition to teaching

them why they must.

But a special AIDS presenta-

tion to be given at noon on
Thursday by three graduate stu-

dents from the School of Public

Policy aims to do just that.

Thursday, Dec. 1, is World AIDS
day, and the three student orga-

nizers say they are targeting
UCLA because college students

still do not practice safe sex.

"College-aged people tend to

be very sexually active, often
times having several partners,"

said Robert Weiss, one of the pre-

sentation organizers. **A lot of
folks still practice unsafe sex, and

still really aren't clear how (HIV)
is transmitted, and still stick to

the old stereotypes that AIDS is

for gays and drug users."

All three of the event's spon-
sors - Weiss, Soryl Markowitz
and Charles Quintana - are grad-

uate students in the School of
Public Policy's department of
social welfare. Weiss said the

presentation developed as a way
to enhance student curricula at

UCLA regarding AIDS.
"We didn't feel that students

knew as much as they should
about HIV and AIDS." he said.

"We decided to put out a forum
so that people can (become) more
educated - we thought Thursday
was appropriate because it is

World AIDS Day." .

Organizers warn Bruins
against expecting the traditional

UCLA big-lecture format —
Thursday's presentation contains

a few segments that may shock
the average student.

"The (safe-sex educator)
should have some props and toys

to make it entertaining," Weiss presentation, sponsors said, is of color and all others," Weiss
said. "We want people to learn, that AIDS affects everyone and said. "AIDS is spreading so
and even though AIDS is a seri- chooses its victims indiscrimi- rapidly through our culture that

ous topic, the session doesn't nately. it's something (hat directly (and)
have to be devoid of all humor." "We're seeing victims who are indirectly affects every one of
The theme behind Thursday's increasingly women, men, people us."

First big AIDS vaccine trials planned
The Associated Press

NEW YORK — The World
Health Organization is planning

the first large-scale trials of two
experimental AIDS vaccines. The
New York Times reported
Tuesday.

A site for the trials has not been
chosen, but Thailand is the leading

candidate with Brazil and Uganda
being other possibilities, the

Times said.

The two vaccines have already

been through the first two testing

stages, which evaluate immuno-
logical responses to the vaccines,

and the fmal stage would test their

ability to protect people against

the disease.

The full-scale study of AIDS
vaccines likely would not begin
until 1996, said Dr. Peter Piot, an

infectipus disease expert and offi-

cial with the Geneva-based WHO.
He told the Times the delay would
result from the amount of prepara-

tion needed for the study.

Plans for the trials were dis-

cussed at a meeting in Reston, Va.,

this month held by the National

Institute of Allergy and Infectious

diseases, the Times said.

"Representatives of developing

countries stressed their tragic and
dramatic plight and said they
could not wait an eternity to test

an HIV vaccine," Dr. Piot told the

newspaper in an interview.

In June, a national AIDS advi-

sory committee said modest feder-

al research already underway on
an AIDS vaccine should continue,

but recommended against expand-

ing U.S. trials of two vaccines
made from the outer coating of the

AIDS virus to 9,000 or more peo-

ple.

At the time. Dr. Anthony Fauci,

director of the National Institute

of Allergy and Infectious
Diseases, said an expanded test of

AIDS vaccines would probably
not take place for at least one to

three years.

The committee, composed of
AIDS experts from around that

country, had concluded that the

vaccines did not show enough
promise to justify larger yials. »

Art or religious icon?

X>N FERREY^Drty Bruin

This mysterious cross materialized In the Sculpture Garden.

Bruins bear gifts for tiie needy
By Betty Song

If some campus groups could
have their way, Santa Claus would
not be a jolly fat man wearing a

plush red and white suit. Instead, the

holiday gift giver would be ideally

represented by a fiirry Bruin bear.

As the holidays approach, cam-
pus organizations are devoting time

and energy to help less fortunate

members of the community. In the

midst of impending finals, students

are holding drives for clothes, food

and toys to make the upcoming holi-

day season brighter for the needy
people of Los Angeles.

During the winter break, the

Alpha Kappa Alpha sorority will

decorate the children's ward at a

local hospital and distribute gifts,

sorority President Melanie Forney

said. Although the sorority has been

performing community service for

70 years, this trip would be some-
thing diflferent for the group.

"We've always tried to cater to

older people and children, but this

year we focused on children."

Forney said. "Some of the kids (are

too sick and) won't be able to go
home for Christmas, and we want to

let them know that other people
care. We hope to brighten up their

day and put a smile on their faces."

Fraternities are also caught up in

the giving spirit. Phi Kappa Psi is

currently holding a food and cloth-

ing drive for the Los Angeles organi-

zation Para Los Niftos. which means
"For the Children." For the past five

years, the fraternity has been work-

ing with the group, which provides

assistance to low income and home-
less families in Los Angeles.

"We have a couple of different

colleges helping out. but they are the

only fraternity," said Shannon
Koleman. associate director of
development

"Last year they had a party for

some of the kids, and this year they

are also adopting a family for

Christmas and making them dinner,"

Koleman said. "They are very much
appreciated." But community ser-

vice is nothing new for the fraternity,

according to its members.

"We're always looking to do phil-

anthropic things, and we wanted to

help out during the holidays. It's

cold during this time and people
need clothes." said fraternity mem-
ber Eric Sullivan, who was collect-

ing canned food and clothing. The
fifth-year physiological sciences stu-

dent added. "It's not a chore. We're

doing it for the kids and other needy

people of L.A."

Continuing an event that began
two years ago. The Bruin is sponsor-

ing a toy drive. According to Editor

in Chief Matea Gold, The Bruin

plans to join other groups such as

Toys For Tots in distributing the

toys.

"Without any promotion we col-

lected 60 toys last year. This year our

goal is 300 toys." Gold explained.

Not forgetting the need for assis-

tance in their own backyard, the

members of the UCLA Hunger
Project will host a Christmas party

for the Veterans Administration
Hospital in Westwood as part of

their ongoing work with a rehabilita-

tion program for homeless veterans.

Throughout the quarter the group
has held clothing drives for the hos-

pital every Saturday, said Faye
Clement, director of donations. She

added the group has begun to step

up its efforts in time for Christmas.

"This program gives the students

a chance to see homelessness and
hunger from a different perspective

and help a group of people who are

normally foigolien.'; Clement said.

Elvera Homung, who is the chief

of the rehabilitation program for

homeless veterans, agreed that the

donations make a difference. "Since

many of the veterans are homeless

and don't have clothes, the UCLA
Hunger Project provides something

very necessary," said Homung.
Even with the abundance of holi-

day spirit in the air. most students

cannot forget the end of the quarter

is fast approaching. But. the fact that

so many groups are spending time to

help the community during these

busy weeks, many feel such deeds

are more special, and have not gone

unnoticed by fellow students.

"There are a lot of students who
would really like to get involved, but

they are restricted by their own
schedules. They're not apathetic,

they are just concerned with their

own needs." said second-year unde-

clared student Piyara Jirasatith. who
volunteers at the university hospital.

"In spite of everything, groups that

are doing things for Christmas are

more commendable because they

are sacrificing now instead of doing

things later on whenever they have

time."

Radioactive tracer detects breast cancer witliout biopsy
New test may
replace biopsy,

save many dollars

The Associated Press

CHICAGO — A radioactive
tracer injected into women who
may have breast cancer has been
90 percent effective in identifying

malignancies without a painful

biopsy, researchers say.

The experimental technique,

developed after evidence of some
faults with mammograms, could
take the place of many biopsies

and save millions of dollars,

researchers said Monday at the

annual meeting of the

Radiological Society of North

America.

"Mammography is very sensi-

tive at detecting most abnormali-

ties in the breast, but only one out

of every four or five suspicious

lesions seen on a mammogram
turns out to be a cancer," said Dr.

Iraj Khalkhali, an associate pro-

fessor of radiology at UCLA.
Biopsies can be disfiguring,

A radioactive tracer ...

has been 90 percent

effective ...

and they typically cost $1,500 to

$3,000. About 700,000 a year arc

done to evaluate breast lumps.

"We can no longer afford to do
a biopsy on every suspicious find-

ing seen on mammography,"

Khalkhli said.

The tracer technique, called

scintimammography. costs about

$600 and uses a radioactive tracer

commonly used to detect coro-

nary heart disease. The patient is

exposed to about the same
amount of radiation she would
receive on a cross-country air-

plane trip.

The equipment needed for scin-

timammography is already avail-

able in virtually every hospital's

radiology department, Khalkhali

said.

Dr. Stephen Larson of
Memorial Sloan-Kettering Cancer

Institute in New York City said

the results sound good, "but it

remains to be seen whether others

will have a similar experience."

Khalkhali reported that scinti-

mammography has been tried on

more than 600 women at Harbor-

UCLA Medical Center, where he

is breast imaging chief He report-

ed on 147 consecutive patients

"We can no longer

afford to do a biopsy on

every suspicious finding

seen on mammogra-

phy."

Dr IrqJ Khalkhali

Assoc, prof, of radiology, UCLA

who required biopsy for 153 sus-

picious masses.

Scintimammography correctly

identified cancer in more than 90
percent of cases, Khalkhali said.

There were 11 false positive

lesions not identified by the tech-

nique that turned out to be cancer-

ous, he said.

Among the four false nega-
tives, three involved women with

lesions between -the ribs. A newly
designed camera seems to reach

that area better, Khalkhali said.

"If results of scintimammogra-
phy are positive, then we recom-

mend a biopsy. If results are

negative, we recommend that the

patient be followed with periodic

mammography or physical
exam," he said.

A clinical trial involving 50
hospitals throughout the United
States began in April and sites in

Europe and Latin America have
been added, researchers said.

Results are expected in about six

months.
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Mediators venture
to Bosnia for talics
SARAJEVO, Bosnia-Herzegovina —
Mediators, seeking a new path to peace
after Serb war gains in Bosnia paralyzed

the West, defied a missile threat yester-

day and came to Sarajevo for talks with
the Bosnian government.

The government was under increasing

pressure to accept an overall peace settle-

ment that would seal the Serbs' hold over
much of the 70 to 75 percent of Bosnia
they now control, and perhaps allow their

long-sought confederation with neighbor-

ing Serbia proper.

The U.N. mission to Bosnia itself is in

jeopardy with the Serbs' detention of 400
of the 24,000 peacekeepers. The Serbs
mainly detain the peacekeepers as bar-

gaining chips against air strikes.

VW Beetle aims to
malce a comebacic
FRANKFURT, Germany — Hoping to

cash in on American nostalgia,
Volkswagen plans to produce a new ver-

sion of its legendary Beetle for sale in the

U.S., Canada and South America.
VW has previously indicated the new

Beetle might be built in Mexico, with
production beginning in 1998 or 1999. It

is to be priced at about $12,000 to

$13,000.

The car is to keep the classic Beetle's

round shape, but feature modem mechan-
ics, as designed by the company's
California design studio.

The car will have a front-mounted
engine, unlike the rear-mounted, air-

cooled engine of the old Beetle. It will

also have modem safety features, such as

airbags and anti-lock brakes.

nre kills 233 at
dance In China
BEIJING — Fire engulfed a dance hall

during a parly in northeastern China,
killing 233 people and injuring 16. a local

official said today.

Authorities were investigating the

cause of the fire, which broke out Sunday
afternoon in the town of Fuxin in

Liaoning province, a woman at city hall

said today.

Press reports said five of the 16 injured

suffered serious burns.

Kyodo News Agency of Japan, quoting

local joumalists, said the fire was caused
by an electrical malfunction and that it

burned for over two hours before being

extinguished.

Many of the victims, most of them stu-

dents at a dance party, were trapped
inside the hall, the report said.

U.S. team recovers
soidiers' remains
HANOI, Vietnam — A U.S. military
honor guard escorted home today what
are believed to be the remains of six to

nine American servicemen killed in the

Vietnam War.

The remains were recovered by
Vietnamese and American teams working
together during the latest of a series of
joint search operations beginning in

1988.
' The United States has linked improv-
ing relations with Vietnam to progress in

leaming the fate of the 1 ,624 Americans
still missing from the war.

The teams were given three partial sets

of remains by Vietnamese citizens who
either found them or had been holding
them.

Jjifetion

Bomb tiireat clos-

es memorial bridge
WASHINGTON — Thdusands of
Washington-area commuters had to take

alternate routes to work yesterday after

authorities closed a bridge linking the

capital and Virginia because of a bomb
threat.

The Arlington Memorial Bridge,
known to millions of Americans as the

bridge that carried President Kennedy's
body to Arlington National Cemetery,
was closed about 6 a.m.

U.S. Park Police said the bridge was
closed for a second time in 12 hours so it

could be swept for explosives.

Park Police said someone walked into

a District of Columbia police station

Monday night and told officers he knew
of someone who intended to plant a bomb
on the bridge and set it to detonate during

the moming rush hour.

Quayie in hospital
for blood clot
INDIANAPOLIS — Former Vice
President Dan Quayie was hospitalized

for treatment of a blood clot in one lung,

weeks before he was expected to

announce a mn for the White House.

Quayie, 47, was admitted to University

Hospital on Monday evening after expe-

riencing shortness of breath at home, hos-

pital spokeswoman Pam Perry said. His
wife, Marilyn, was with him in the hospi-

tal.

Quayie was receiving anti-coagulants

in an attempt to dissolve the clot in his

lung. Perry said.

Doctors expect he'll recover complete-
ly, but he's expected to remain in the hos-

pital for about a week, Perry said.

IMan drinks blood
after 'interview'
SAN FRANCISCO— A man stabbed his

girlfriend and drank her blood after see-

ing the movie Interview With a Vampire,

police said Tuesday.

Daniel Steriing, 25, still had blood on
his hands when he was arrested, said

police Inspector Reno Rapagnani.

"I've been a cop for 20 years and I've

never seen anything like this," Rapagnani
said. "This is very weird."

The woman survived the seven stab

wounds and has been released from the

hospital.

Sterling, who is being held without
bail, will be charged with attempted mur-
der, domestic violence, and assault with a

deadly weapon.
He told the San Francisco Chronicle he

was influenced by the film, but "I cannot
sit here and blame the movie."

City sanitation may
owe renters refund
The city sanitation bureau may owe resi-

dents $2 million in refunds because it

charged them for trash pickup services

they never received.

As many as 96,000 apartment dwellers

who have their trash picked up by com-
mercial haulers may have been billed in

error, some since 1983 when the city first

levied trash pickup charges, city records

show.

Officials with the £)epartment of Water
and Power, which is a billing agent for

the sanitation bureau, conceded that they

never had accurate records of which
apartments are served by the city.

Compiled by Daily Bruin Wire Services

Ben and ATQ.
In Association With KROQ, Sony Entertainment, and Fancy Creation Prockictions

Proudly Present

Battle of the Bands
To Bciutit "Tov> for Tots" o\ Lo>. An^ilrs

Featuring: Radio Flyer, Flux, The Jenny Thing, The Furlies, Sky in the Basket, and The Bastards

Special Guest Grant Show from MELROSE PLACE
Thurs. Dec. Lst, at the Roxhury

Under 21 admitted until W pm All are WVkoincII Must bring a to\i or $5,00 donation to gain admission

Buses start shuttlin<4 to the Roxbury from the corner of Strathniore and Gavlcy at 7:30 pm
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THE BATTLE OF THE AGES!
'^The Bible is Wrong! God did not create the

world in seven days! Christ never returned during

the lifetimes ofhis followers (as he promised he

would do) !!!^^ OrStevenMoms
Professor, Los Angeles Harbor College

Following this bold assertion, the Humanist Association of Los Angeles has agreed to sponsor a debate between Dr.

^

Steven Morris, and Rev. Al Salvage, a pastor from San Pedro, California to debate the topic : __

^iIS THE BIBLEA RELIABLE HISTORICAL DOCUMENT?''

PLUS:
WIN BIG MONEY IN

ANNUAL HUMANIST
COLLEGE ESSAY

CONTEST!

DEBATE TONIGHT!
Wednesday, Novembef 30, 1 994

UCLA CAMPUS, Rolfe 1200

8:00 PM

PLUS:
GET FREE COPY OF
UCLA PROFESSOR

Dr. Rod Gomey's Book

"THE HUMAN
AGENDA "

College Student Essay Contest!

Win
Cash * Prizes

Choice of 3 Topics:

1 . HUMANISM: PHILOSOPHY OF THE FUTURE
2. WHAT HUMANISM MEANS TO ME

3. WHY HUMANISM IS IMPORTANT TO THE FUTURE

All entrants must be students of colleges in Los Angeles County. Send five pages minimum, ten pages maximum, typewritten

double-spaced essay on one of the above topics, by MAY 31, 1994 to: Humanist Association of Los Angeles, P.O. Box 800148,

Santa Clarita, CA 91380. Essays must NOT HAVE NAME, ADDRESS, OR PHONE NUMBER OF ENTRANT ON ANY OF
THE PAGES! PREVIOUS WINNERS NOT ELIGIBLE. Please include a cover sheet with the following information:

College attending, Freshman/Sophomore/Junior/Senior/Graduate status, age, name, address, and telephone number.

HRST PRIZE:

$1000.00 PLUS BOOKS ON FREETHOUGHT AND HUMANISM!

SECOND PRIZE:

$500.00 PLUS BOOKS ON FREETHOUGHT AND HUMANISM!

THIRD PRIZE:

$300.00 PLUS BOOKS ON FREETHOUGHT AND HUMANISM!

The winning entries will be announced by June 28, 1994, in the HALA newspaper, and the school paper of the winning student.

All meetings of the Humanist Outreach Group are free and made possible by a grant from the James Hervey Johnson

Educational Trust
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Middle class suffers from rising interest rates
Borrowing money
costs more, hurts

the average family

By James H. Rubin
Associated Press

WASHINGTON— Despite ris-

ing interest rates that analysts say
are a particular blow to the middle
class, Linda Foflygen considers
her family among the tortunate.

She and her husband refmanced
the mortgage on their Frederick,

Md., home seven months ago -

before interest rates had climbed
to their current level. Like mil-

lions of Americans, they have
become more cautious spenders
because of the rise in rates that the

Federal Reserve has helped engi-.

neer.

Economists, citing government
figures, say the higher cost of bor-

rowing is increasing the burden
on the middle class disproportion-

ately. The average family gets

hurt in two ways, analysts say.

First, middle-income
Americans aren't benefiting from
the higher rates being paid by
bonds because they are not heavy
investors in bonds. Second, aver-

age Americans accumulate debts

more rapidly than the wealthy to

pay for homes, appliances and
cars.

"The poor, in general, don't
have much access to credit, and
the wealthy don't need it," said

Dean Baker of the Economic
Policy Institute, a liberal think

tank.

"We feel very lucky that we
were able to refinance when we
did," said Foflygen, a 42-year-old

mother of four. "If we had waited,

the savings wouldn't be worth it."

She and her husband, who has
two jobs - teaching art classes at

home and working as a delivery

man for an engineering firm - cut

their monthly spending by about

$200 thanks to a new mortgage
refinanced at 8.25 percent in

April.

Thirty-year conventional mort-

gages are now at 9.25 percent, up
from a 25-year low of 6.74 per-

cent about a year ago. A 2 1/2 per-

centage point increase on a

$150,000 home mortgage costs

more than $250 in monthly pay-
ments.

The Foflygens also replaced the

family car recently, buying a 1990
sedan and paying 12.5 percent
interest on the auto loan. "With
the cost of cars and rates this high,

we weren't going for a new one,"

Foflygen said.

Private economists and the
Clinton administration say such a

family is typical of a middle class

that is feeling a bigger pinch from
rising rates.

"Rising interest rates are hitting

middle-class families with higher

payments on cars, mortgages, and
credit cards," Labor Secretary
Robert Reich said this week.
"Better fiscal management cannot

reverse the long-term decline of
America's middle-class."

Edward Wolff, a New York
University economics professor,

cited government figures that

show wealthier people benefit

directly because they own most of
the bonds that are paying more to

investors, and they do not have to

borrow as much to pay for what
they purchase.

The Fed has boosted short-term

interest rates six times this year.

See ECONOMY, page 13

1994-1995 Chancellor's

Humanitarian Award
For UCLA Students

Dear students.^. „^rionre The Chancellor's
•

1 ,rt of the educational
experience. ' "

. n^mitment to

pubTc service, and to encourage
future p

_^ ^^^ ^^^^^^^

surrounding
community, you are

office/lU? Murphy

. ,u iqq4 1995 award must be received nmy^^^^^^^^^^

completed appl^-cat-ns for^^^^^^^^^^
,, 5:00 p.m. Apphcat.ons

Hall, not later than Friday, Decem

locations listed below.
nrofessional students about the

Sincerely,

Charles E. Young

Chancellor

• Office of the Assistant Vice Chancellor-

Student and Campus Life-

1104 Murphy Hall

• Community Service Commission Office-

408 Kerckhoff Hall

• Graduate Students Association

300 Kerckhoff Hall

Community Programs Office-

102 Men's Gym

AAP Information Desk-

1209 Campbell Hall

Pick IJp An Application
at These Loeationss

• Financial Aid Oflfice-A129J Murphy
Hall

• Residence Halls-Assistant Director's

Offices

• URL 'Rimstiles• Center for Student Programming
337 Plaza Building

• Field Studies Development
• Ackerman Union Information-Level A 80 Powell Library
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^^fcetings or listen

IC4VW a^w^ ^ two digit cxteflsion

Pretty And Feminifie

Attractive SWF, 20% W\ 1201bs.,

long, gol(ten brownMit> writer of

poetry,

^^..^ Some Color

W2KPC, Romeo take me away!

Trim and colorful portable com-

puter ttesperalely seeking comfort-

able lap. Turn 0ns: travel, full

battmes and silky caresses. Turn

Offs: Big scary power cords and

pencils. Will accompany you

aCTOSs campus or around the

world Enjoy fun and games but

know when it's time to work. 1^

con^ with my own luggage

can be in your arms witto
'

hours. Call for me t(

^^

imi

SWM, interested
^

out, travel, mouni

seeking SWF, 2140, N/S,

drinker.

.>-s;«^

ip-

^,:.

/

eUigent

Its, long

WM,26-

fg,46,
Ikes

%for

Wifljasle?

faidtfuloess

quiet times a!

Two
SWFs,

woal<

iuiu

11

^ ^ tf >*)(

Hi
««*.i

non-

AMan
And a gentle man. GWM, enjoys

diniKsr and dancing, long walks,

and quiet nights. Seeking GM, BO-

SS for possible relati(mship.

Looking For You
SBM, 45, S'lO", 1901bs.,

Enjoys movies, tuMS, and comedy.

Seeking intelUgent SWF for fun

and companionship.

COLORBOOK SX'33

sLe%Dced Intel® 486 Processor Suspend/Resume Feature

9.4"H pit VGA Dual-Scan STN 2 PCMCIA Type II Slots ( 1 Type III)

ColorJ felay Integrated Trackball (2 Buttons)

4mm If (Expandable to 20MB) 85-Key Keyboard

25mm prd Drive Parallel, Serial PS/2® & VGA Ports

5.7 Lbs!!||.7"x 8.5" X 1.77" MS® Works 3.0

96/24 FaHiodem MS-DOS® 6.22 &WFW 3. 11

RemoviriH)E Drive and 3.5" Cool Carrying Case

DiskeU^W^ •48-Hour QuickShip

^mMRtery and AC Pack t170Q

Tor details about our ColorBook SX-33 Deluxe with 8MB RAM and MS Office

Professional. It's a great deal at only $2,299!

'48-Hour QuickShip program applies only to the 486SX-33 configuration. Your PC will be delivered

within two business days from the time of order. No additions or deletions can be made to the

configuration. Available for approved credit card orders only Domestic U.S. orders only.

GArEimY2ooo
'You've got a friend in the business.

"®

800-846-5235
610 Gateway Drive • P.O. Box 2000 • N. Sioux City, SD 57049-2000 • Phone 605-232-2000 • TDD 800-846-1778 • Fax 605-232-2023 • FaxBack 605-232-2561

Component Add-On Sales 800-846-2080 • Sales Hours: 7am- 1 0pm Weekdays, 9am-4pm Saturdays (CDT)

© 1994 Gateway 2000, Inc. Gateway 2000, Wack-and-whiie spot design, "G" logo and "You've got a friend in the business" slogan are registered trademarks of Gateway 2000, Inc. All other brands and produit nanies arc trademaris or registered

trademarks of their respective companies. Monitors' diagonal measurements indicate the size of the cathode-ray lube All prices and configurations are subject lo change without notice or obfigaiion Prices do not include shipping or applicable sales

lax.
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Clinton gathers economic stars of past to pusli GATT
By Martin Crutsinger

TheAssociated Press

WASHINGTON — President
Clinton assembled the economic
stars from eight previous adminis-
trations on Monday to give a Hnal
push for congressional approval of
a 123-nation trade agreement.
"We have to do it now. We can't

wait until next year," he declared.

Supporters predicted that the

rewrite of the General Agreement

on Tariffs and Trade would sail

through the House on Tuesday
with perhaps as many as 60 votes

to spare.

But the fate of the trade deal
was far less certain in the 100-

member Senate, where it must win
60 votes on a procedural question

of waiving the Senate's budget
rules.

The 22,000-page agreement
slashes tariffs by an average of 38
percent worldwide and expands

the rules of world trade into new
areas such as agriculture, services

and the protection of copyrights
and patents. It creates a more
powerful World Trade
Organization to referee trade dis-

putes and eliminates the power of
any one country to block an
adverse trade ruling.

During a crowded GATT pep
rally in the East Room, the admin-
istration produced a letter signed
by two former Republican presi-

dents, Gerald Ford and George
Bush, and Democrat Jimmy
Carter, urging congressional
approval.

Clinton acknowledged fears
that the agreement, by lowering
U.S. trade barriers as well as those

of other countries, would mean
U.S. workers would face even
more competition from low-wage
workers in other countries.

But he said in an increasingly

integrated global economy, all

countries had to be willing to

compete internationally.

"There is no oihef way to deal

with this. There is no easy way
out," he said. "This will help to

solve the underlying anxiety that

millions and millions of
Americans face."

But at a Capitol Hill news con-
ference, a leading Senate oppo-
nent. Sen. Byron E)organ, D-N.D.,

See QATT, page 14
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>fim W lOih and Finals Weekl

r >0 «R

J Extended Student Services

Program
~

for Sunday - Thursday

of 1 0th and finals week

Hours of operation:

Kerclchoff Hall
2nd and 3rd floor Study Lounges

open until 3 am
with complimentary Coffee House self-serve toffee after 1 am

Ackerman Union
3rd floor Study Lounge

open until 1 1pm

Ackerman Gameroom
open until Midnight

for "Stress Relief'^

CJ,0.s will be staffed for estorf servic
from 1am • 3am

Note: we ate no longer operating 24 hrs. a day during 10th and finab week

• ^•<

^^
MMWia MiiiliiililiiifUiiiiitt

Sfudcirt Support Services/Student Union

CLEAR SKIN!
"thill 's <>///• f}t (HllisC

"

EIHNIC SiCIN CARE SPECIALIST
ACNE • RAZOR BUMPS • DARK SPOTS

"ACNE'oR'DARK'sPOT'pEiL"'
$25.00

~^ "FACIAL: 35 Minutes for $35.00
Call for an appointment

(310) 313-3223
Payees Skin Care Center

11373 Washinston Blvd., LA, (Across from Culver DMV)

WHY WAIT?
Open Sam to spin
• Prompt, caring service

• Primary Care
• Women's center

• No Appointment Necessary

An Immediate Care Centerm
Medipace Meciical Group
1990 Westwood Blvd.
Los Angeles, Ca 90025
(310)470-8880

Most Insurance and
crcdii cards accepted.

I
Make Your Life

f

IF

IF

YOU would like a Jewish perspective on any topic

WH provide a tape library that covers the universe

YOU and/or a friend would like to join a family for a

laid-back Shabbat meal

WE bring you Shabbat Shalom UCLA

BUT MOST IMPORTANTLY

TT7 ^^^ '^^^^ questions on anything& everything Jewish

Ji_J WE have our roving Rabbi...Shlomo Seidenfeld

Armed and Generous

NO TOPIC IS TABOO— SO —
IF YOU'RE CRUISIN' FOR A SCHMOOZIN'

Breeze by my table on Monday, Tuesday, and Thursday 1 1-1 on Bruin Walk
or give me a call at 824'2247

1 MAKE DORM CALIJ^

Oh, by the way, we're

J.A.M.
JEWISH AWARENESS MOVEMENT

MADE POSSIBLE BY A GRANT from the JEWISH CX)MMUNnY FOUNDATION
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At *^8,395, you 11 nave

plenty ol money left for eas.

At AA mp^/city.

:ZtitiiS2:^i>xtr^i

Xhe newest Geo. ^l.etro, jrom *J8,395.*

Metro Coupe gets an EPA e«t. MPG of AA in tke city anJ 49 on the Lighway.

A warranty covers jMetro from one end to the next.

And tkat s w'itlj no aeaucttole. . srero. . . none whatsoever.^

i^etro comes w^ith first'time buyer assistance. *

^.^ ;. ,,;^;i^i^8i;i 1^^ M,etro. At your Clievrolet/Geo dealer's.

• ^•™'«»'-
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Couple peddles 'guerilla guide' to marketing on Internet
By Elizabeth Welse
The Associated Press

The subtitle reads "Everyone's
guerrilla guide to marketing on the

Internet." War is an excellent
metaphor for what's being pro-
posed.

Laurence Canter and Martha
Siegel, the lawyer-couple from
Arizona who unleashed the collec-

ive fury of the Net in April when
hey posted an ad for their legal

services to all 5,000 USENET
newsgroups, are back.

This time they've decided to

capitalize on their infamy by
telling everyone how to do exactly

what they did. Their book, "How
to make a FORTUNE on the
Information Superhighway,"
(Harper Collins. $20) is out just in

time for Christmas.

Forget that there is no informa-
tion superhighway, forget that to

make a fortune you have to have

something to sell. Canter and
Siegel are on a mission.

One might imagine them, hold-

ing pith helmets in one hand and

It is, according to them,

the^lace to go to make
money ...

calculators in the other, surveying
the vast fertile plain of the

^,t^?5,^^

'Not valid on Sicilians or with any other offer. Must mention ad.

"""*" p^CLIPANDSAVE "

Exp. 12 14/94

LARGE
PIZZA w
Free Liter

of Soda

TWO TOPPINGS

i^

TAX INCLUDED

Exp. 12 14 94

8.50

LARGE
PIZZA w
Free Liter

of Soda

TWO TOPPINGS

TAX INCLUDED

208-8671
Offer good only with this

coupon, one coupon

per pizza.
*

Limit 3 pizzas per

address.

^ CLIPAND SAVE '

208-8671
Offer good only with this

coupon, one coupon

per pizza.
*

Limit 3 pizzas per

address.

------ p^CUPANDSAVE

Exp. 12 14 94

LARGE
PIZZA vv

Free Liter

of Soda

TWO TOPPINGS

TAX INCLUDED

208-8671
Offer good only with this

coupon, one coupon

per pizza.
*

Limit 3 pizzas per

address.

RESOURCE CENTER

2D0DDHALL * 825-3945

Rape

Prevention

and

Education

Services

Co-sponsored with the
Department of

Community Safety

POWER
PLAYS:
Sexual
Harassment
on Campus

'Please join us for a
discussion about what
constitutes sexual
harassment, informal and
formal ways to deal with
the problem, campus
resources that are
available, and how sexual
harassment relates to
other forms of violence

• against women.

Thursday, December 1
12:00 - 1:00 p.m.
2 Dodd Hall

WRC facilities are accessible to students with disaDUiUes. Special services are
available upon request witMn 14 working days. Call 825-3945 or TDD (800) 735-2929

Internet

As far as Canter and Siegel see
it, because the Internet isn't

owned or controlled by anyone -
it's the collective work of millions

of users - it's fair game for who-
ever is smart enough to get there

first and stake a claim.

'There's no one to pay for the

ad. No one owns it," Siegel said
recently as the couple traveled
around the country on a two-week
promotional tour for their new

book.

It's a common enough senti-

ment - think of 14th century
England when village commons
were taken over by the landed
gentry, or the 1 8th century here

when Europeans acquired most of
North America.

"Gee, nobody's making good
use of this space and there's no
one to stop us, so why not?"

See IN11RNET, page 14

Hot Hair Salon

Speciolizing in

BLACK HAIR CARE

$45+up Retouch - Relaxer

$25+up Blow Dry & Curl

Student Special

I007BROXrONAVE.

WESTW000VIUA5E ^
(310)208-3698

CONTAQANA

c Losi: I () I hi: i cla campi s

Let Us Be Your Extra Bedroom
For The Holidays.

Conveniently located 1 mile from campus at 1-405 and Santa Monica
Boulevard. We're the perfect choice for your visiting family and
fnends. ^

• Free ConHnental Breakfast • Cable TV w/ In-room Movies
• Exercise Facilit)'

• Courtyard with Jacuzzi
• Touch-tone Phones w/ Voice
Mail & Message

Underground Parking
• Same-Day Valet

• \on-Smoking Rooms Available

GREAT
HOLIDAY RATE

, Best
Western

WESTWOOD
PAcmcHOTEL

$
49

•Subject lo a\ aiUhiliry.

Some restrictions mav ipplv.

Plustix Expim 12/M/<M

For Reservations Call (310) 478-1400
11250 Santa Monica Boulevard • Los Angeles, CA 90025

\m:s r LA'S m:\m:s r hoi kl

•I

s

So

Lannan

Riklci Ducornet
Tuesday, 6 December 1994
7:30 p.fn.

"Linguistically explosive and socially rele-

vant, these works are solid evidence that

Rikki Ducornet is one of the most interest-

ing American writers."

— The Nation

Her novels are sensuous, elegant, riotous,

and entirely unforgettable. A gifted story-

teller who challenges the intellect, she has
written a tetralogy based on the elements:
The Stain, EnteringFire, The Fountains of
Neptune, and TheJade Cabinet.

There will be a brief intermission followed by
an on-stage conversation. The reading will be
at Center Green Theatre, Pacific Design
Center, 8687 Melrose Ave., West Hollywood.
Reservations are recommended, and seating is

on a first-come basis. Tickets are $5 (|2.50 for
seniors and students with ID) and can be pur-
chased through TICKETS L.A. 213 660.8587
(10 am-7 pm). There is a service fee. Reserved
tickets will be held at the door until 7:20 pm.
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Artists selected to beautify MTA subway stations
The Associated Press

Few commuters expect a sub-

way ride into the city to be an aes-

thetically pleasing trip filled with
colorful mosaics and vivid murals.

But it will soon be reality for

thousands of riders.

Watercolorisls, pottery makers
and muralists are being sought
after by commuter system plan-

ners who want to spruce up transit

lines. So far, 80 artists have been

hired to decorate subway stations

and passenger platforms, and
many more are still needed.

The beautification effort is

being administered by the
Metropolitan Transit Authority
through an office it calls ART-
short for Art for Rail Transit.

The 5-year-old program's first

projects are proving to be a show-
case of the diversity of Los
Angeles, said Maya Emsden,
ART'S head.

Murals, mannequins and
mosaics will line the first five Red
Line subway stations downtown.
More modest art displays are
being installed at platforms along

the Blue Line between Los
Angeles and Long Beach and
along the new Green Line to El

Segundo.

However, for artists who are

used to small strokes of the paint

brush, they must rethink their

exquisite, detailed murals - and

create larger, wall-sized and
industrialized artworks, planners

say.

And forget the fragile, delicate

art they may be used to creating.

Officials need sturdy pieces that

will last "at least 25 years,"
require "minimum maintenance"
and be "resistant to graffiti and
vandalism."

A five-member screening com-
mittee made up of art critics, cura-

tors and art educators chooses the

artists, whose ideas then have to

satisfy an eight-person advisory

panel consisting of homeowners,
business operators and special

interest groups near propos^ sub-

way stations or light-rail passen-

ger platforms.

If chosen, the artist must com-
mit to working nearly full-time for

one year with station architects.

Beth Thielen is one such artist

See SUBWAY, page 15

PAGER BLOWOUT!

ForaNMT
MOTOROLA
Bravo Pka

Includes 3

Months Alrtime

So. Calif, coverage

Plus Las Vegas

r~ MONTirT
FREE AIRTIME

I with I

I
Pager Purctiase

I

Featuring Quality MOTOROLA Pagers

SOUTHWEST PAGING 441*7200
vVg^V 2270 Westwood Blvd.

one coupon per customer

limited time offer

I
limited time offer

FREE VOICE
MAIL
with

Pager Purchase

I

1

I

I

^^ *Plus Tax & Activation*
I one coupon per customer I

limited time offer

FASHION

EVEWEflR

ONLY

Choose from

hundreds of styles

regularly priced at

$49. Includes single

vision Rx lenses.

^WNhUCLAsMMllO

DESIGNER

EVEWEflR

SAVE

Save $20 on our designer

eyewear retularty priced

from $101. Single vision Ri

lenses bKhNled. Select

from Anne Klein, Perry

Ellis. Pole mi many more.

WWiUCUsMeiiliO

RCUVUE

12 PAIR

Price includes 12

pair (24 lenses) of

Acuvue disposable

contacts. Rx

required.

WHh UCLA student ID

All Eyeglass Prices Include: Single Vision Rx lenses

• All Powers • All Sizes • All Tinted Colors • Photogrey

Pricing does not include eye exam.

WE GUARANTEE LOWEST PRICE

Cor Eves

W. Los Angeles
1927 Westwood Blvd

(310)474 0522

(31 0) 474-5889
DR. MICHAEL KHOURY

OPTOMETRIST
With

Student

I.D.

Comprehensive eye examination includes tests for *^*

glaucoma, cataracts, and other eye diseases. An
extended retinal examination with your eyes dialated if

FREE! necessary with no

additional fee!

1929 Westwood Blvd.

2 blocks south of

Santa Monica Blvd

We Release Our
Prescriptions

FREE!
pair of

dbpoMblc
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McKinsey&LCompany,
Invites

UCLA Juniors and Seniors

to a

Presentation and Reception

to learn more about our 2-year

Business Analyst Program

Wednesday, November 30, 1994

at the Tennis Center Clubhouse

from 7:00 p.m. to 9:30 p.m.

We look forward to seeing you there!

McKinsey & Company, Inc., is an international strategic management consulting

fimi with 62 offices in 32 countries, including developing countries and Eastern

Europe. We serve mostly Fatune and International 500 company top executives

on issues of strategic importance. Our mission is twofold; to help clients make
substantial and lasting improvements in their performance and lo build a firm

that is able to attract, develop, excite, and retain exceptional people.

Interviews will be held on January 19,1995

Interested candidates should submit their resumes along with a

transcript and SAT/GMAT/LSAT scores by January 1 1, 1995, to die

UCLA Pbcement and Career Planning Center.

\i
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Family Planning Associates Medical Group

ABORTION TO 24 WEEKS
(General or Local Anesthesia)

Free Pregnancy Testing
Early Pregnancy Test

(Immediate Test Results)

Birth Control

Outpatient Female Sterilization

LOS ANGELES
601 S. Westmoreland Ave.

(213)738-7283

INGLEWOOD
426 East 99th St
(213)678-6581

LOS ANGELES
6000 San Vicente Blvd.

(213)937-1390

NORTH HOaYWOOO
12903 Vlctoiy Blvd.

(818)763-6251

WEST LOS ANGELES
12304 Santa Monica Blvd.

(310) 820-8084

TORRANCE
21320 Hav»rthome

(310) 316-8879

UCLA Chicane Studies Research Center
presents a forum on

Proposition
(A/here do ufe qo from here}

Guest speakers: Rosina Becerra

ptoiesscrr, UCLA School of Social Welfare

Kimberle Crenshaw
i professor, UCLA School of Laiu

s , Elisa Fernandez
Mexican American Legal Defense Fund

^

Antonio Gonzalez - -
'

Southwest Voter Registration Project

Mark Rosenbaum
American Civil Liberties Union

Moderator: Guillermo E. Hernandez
Director, Chicano Studies Research Center

Wednesday, November 3011 :00- 1 :00 pm
1347 UCLA School of Law

^
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Pentagon
considers
building

more B-2s
By John Diamond
The Associated Press

WASHINGTON — The
Pentagon is considering a plan to

build 20 more B-2 bombers for

$11.4 billion. The fixed-price offer

marks the latest effort by Northrop
Grumman Corp. to save its major
weapons program from extinction.

Northrop, based in Los Angeles,
hopes the Republican takeover of
Congress will reverse years of leg-

islative opposition to the "stealth"

bomber just as the 20th and final

bat-winged plane nears completion
in Southern California.

At the Pentagon on Tuesday,
Ralph Crosby Jr., head of
Northrop's B-2 division, outlined
the offer to John Hamre, the
Pentagon budget planner Hamre is

putting together President
Clinton's fiscal 1996 defense bud-
get request, which will be unveiled

early next year.

Northrop is proposing to pro-
vide 20 more California built B-2s
at an average cost' of $570 million

each between 1996 and 2003. A
second option not yet formally pre-

sented to the Pentagon would build

the planes at a slower rate that
would cost more overall but
require lower annual appropria-
tions.

The offer to build at a guaran-
teed price comes after months of
deliberations among Northrop and
its main subcontractors: Boeing
Co., builder of wing and fuselage

sections; Hughes Aircraft Co.,
radar supplier; and General
Electric Co., which builds the
engines.

"It's one thing if it's a cost esti-

mate. It's another thing if it's a
firm, fixed-price offer," Crosby
said in an interview. "This is an
offer which has the full authority

of some of the major aerospace
contractors in the United States."

Northrop carefully tailored its

proposal to buffer the sticker shock
that has bedeviled the B-2 from its

beginnings in the late 1970s. Its

$11.4 billion option would require

$630 million appropfi^on next
year and just over 1^1.5 bNlion in

each of the following sevei* years.

Northrop's figures differ sharply
from a Congressional Budget
Office study, which said 20 more
B-2s would cost $26 billion. And
the Pentagon last summer put the
cost at $20 billion. Crosby conced-
ed that the Northrop offer excludes
such costs as spare parts, training

equipment, and construction of
special hangars, but he said those
extras would add no more than $2
billion to the bottom line.

A draft prospectus of the
Pentagon bomber study, a copy of
which was obtained by The
Associated Press, says it will con-
sider cutting other weapons to off-

set the cost of more B-2s.

"These offsets could involve
bomber and air-to-ground weapon
programs, tactical strike aircraft,

other rapid crisis-response forces
such as Navy carriers, and possibly
direct support forces such as fight-

ers and defense suppression
assets," according to the draft pro-
posal.

B-2 supporters argue that the
United States needs to modernize a
bomber force heavily reliant on
1950s-era B-52s, that a smaller
military Jargely based in the United
States needs a long-range, quick- ^
strike capability, and that "mart"

"

bombs delivered by a B-2 are less

expensive than cruise missiles.

GRANTS
From page 1

290,000 people - have been hurt

by the recession. Recent political

developments, such as the General

Agreement on Tariffs and Trade
(GATT) and the North American
Free Trade Agreement (NAFTA),
are also projected to affect the^

businesses.

Funds for the project were coor-

dinated through the Lewis Center,

a UCLA study center that special-

izes* in Southern California
research. The investigation is

funded by the Haynes Foundation,

a local institution which supports

social research on the Los Angeles
area. Organization officials said

they selected UCLA researchers

because of the school's integrity.

"They were realistically

addressing problems, things that

we thought were fundamental and
that had promise to come up with

a major solution," said Diane
Cornwell of the Haynes
Foundation, adding that the expe-

rience of the research team was
also an important factor

Cornwell added that competi-
tion for the funds was fierce, with

UCLA vying against more than 50
other institutions.

The foundation also awarded
UCLA's School of Education and
Information Studies a $269,281
grant to study how "increasing
social skills and academic motiva-

tion" decreases adolescent crimi-

nal behavior

Both grants come less than a

month after the School of Public

Policy and Social Research
received two lucrative federal

grants.

YOUNG
From page 1

the students.

*The students change nwre rapid-

ly than faculty," Young said.

"Student turnover is every third or

fourth year. Faculty turnover is three

percent a year. So if you're not
adding any faculty it takes a long

time to bring a lot of change."

The faculty isn't as ethnically

diverse as the students but it is one
of the most ethnically diverse facul-

ties," he added.

Although he doesn't see UCLA's
faculty becoming as diverse as its

students in the near future. Young
said the university is moving in that

direction.

ECONOMY
From page 6

pushing one key rate that banks
charge each other for overnight-
loans from 3 percent to 5.50 per-

cent.

Lj^ Wolff said for well-to-do people
- those making more than
$1 00,000 a year - the higher inter-

est rates mean they are using only
0.5 percent more of their income
for interest payments. At the same
time, the share of their income
from interest-bearing investments

such as bonds and certificates of
deposits rose by 3 percent.

For families earning from
$23,000 to $71,000 annually -

about two-thirds of the nation -
the news is not so pleasant.

The higher rates cost the typical

middle-class household about 2
percent more of its income but
bring in a mere 0.5 percent more
from savings accounts and the

like.

The Fed, which boosted interest

rates most recently on Nov. 15,

considers its main job to be keep-

ing inflation in check. Inflation

/ has been docile, but central bank
policy-makers want to thwart it by
reining in the economy.

'f'ifi:

Muslim Stu(dents' Association - UGLA

4

l)i.'. liUad A. -Ditl AWi>|;Tc(

thursday, December 1

7-9 pm
Rolfe 1200, UCLA

paid for by USAC

STUDENTS
There are a lot of individuals seiiing new iMCAT Prep Courses!

iit N'T RISK IT WITH A ROOKIE!
All of Kaplan's MOAT practice material reflects the

format of the current MOAT— a claim not all courses
can make.

Kaplan has a full-team of science professionals,

headed by an MD, working on our MOAT course
and practice material — for us, test prep is not a
part-time job

KAPLAN invented MOAT prep. We hace prepared
over 275,000 students, more than any other test

prep company.

WHY TAKE CHANCES?

GO WITH THE LEADER AND INNOVATOR IN MCAT PREP!

Call: 1 -800-KAP-TEST

KAPLAN
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Thursday, December 1st at 12 noon-1 pm 3517 Ackerman

TALK TO PROFESSORS - GREAT RECOMMENDATION SOURCE j
'

^ ....J
The goals of the Professor Lunches program are:

• To extend the opportunity for student/professor interaction beyond that of the classroom.
" • To foster a positive environment for student/faculty relations.

• To lessen the stereotype of a large university though small group interaction.

• To enable the students to leam more about individual educational fields & research currently in progress.

Professorsfrom thefollowing departments have been invited:

iMrthix)pok>gy Biology • Communications Studies « English • Political Science

Join us in ourfirst ever Professor Lunches so you too can discover the great advantages ofstrong
communication lines between students & faculty.

If vou arc interested in |)iM'ticipatin<*, please contact Laura I)a\ids()n at 825-7306

Persian Folk Music Festival

Iranian Sludcnls Group
anc

tlthnomusicolooy i\nd Systematic Mucicoloov
Student Association Production

Music from Luristnn, Kurdistan and Gulf Regions
.sponsored hv ihc AMKIA IhmiJ oi 1 Is .ind LIndorLM.uliivilc SludcnN A^socui

Presented hvOmid C. ruiroin-Ksmji':

Friday, December 2, 1994

Free Event

Schocnl^cri^ 1 la

GamcLm Room

Discussion

and Yood

1 -2 pm

:^>-
Schoent^cro Hal

Popper Theater

l^resehlaiion

h' L oncer I

7-10 pm

•

*

\\ ScoIiml:. I o- inloMiuilion <.\\\ jsc, a! (A 10) n23

GATT
From page 8

asked if it was fair to make
American workers "compete
against a 12-year-oId working 12

hours a day for 12 cents an hour."

GATT opponents, however, all

but conceded defeat in the House.
Rep. Duncan Hunter. R-Calif., said

anti-GATT forces hoped to get
possibly 150 to 180 votes in oppo-
sition, far short of the 217 they
would need to kill the deal.

Rep. Sam Gibbons, D-Fla.*, act-

ing chairman of the House Ways
and Means Committee, told
reporters GATT should clear the

House with 270 votes.

"There is no easy way

out. (GATT) will

help to solve the

underlying anxiety

that millions and mil-

lions of Americans

face."

President Bill Clinton

Consumer activist Ralph Nader
said that opponents were concen-
trating most of their efforts on the

Senate, where the deal must first

win 60 votes to waive Senate bud-
get rules because the pact covers
only about one-fourth of the esti-

mated $40 billion in xariff revenues
that will be lost over 10 years.

U.S. Trade Representative"
Mickey Kantor refused to disclose

the administration's current vote
count in the Senate, but he said
that a deal reached last week to

meet concerns of Senate
Republican Leader Bob Dole of
Kansas about the WTO had
brought "a number of Republicans
on board."

The administration, which next

year will be forced to work with a

Congress controlled by
Republicans for the first time in 40
years, was calling the GATT vote

the first test of whether the two
parties can work together.

Clinton said the trade deal
would add hundreds of thousands
of U.S. jobs, boost the average
American family's income by
$ 1 .700 over the next several years

and provide the biggest global tax

cut in history.

INTERNET
From page 10

seems to be the attitude.

Canter and Siegel did what no
one had ever thought of doing
before - they flooded the Net
with ads offering their services
as attorneys for people wanting
to enter the U.S. immigration
green card lottery.

The ad was posted to every
USENET newsgroup, free-form
computer bulletin boards which
each have their own topic, every-
thing from Japanese flower
arrangement to computer cryp-
tography.

Newsgroups are read by mil-
lions around the world - many of
them none too happy to find
they'd paid for precious comput-
er time to read a lawyer's ad.

The response Canter and
Siegel got was close to the
response you might expect if

someone casually plastered the
Grand Canyon with millions of
billboards.

Outrage.

The lawyers-iurned-Internet-
marketers are unrepentant.

"USENET, at the moment, is a

See r, page 15

INTERNET
From page 14

public area. There's nothing
sacrosanct about it," said Canter.

It is, according to them, the

place to go to make money, and as

far as they're concerned, ads just

contribute to the quality of life.

"I tried to imagine a world
without advertising and I didn't
like it," said Siegel.

To be fair, their book contains

useful information. They do
describe more generally accept-
able ways of advertising on the

Net. such as posting information

to gopher and Web spaces so that

people come to it, rather than
having it shoved in their faces.

But theirs is not the only book
to come out recently about how to

do business on the Net. Notable,
less controversial and perhaps in

the end» more useful books
include Michael Strangelove's
"How to Advertise on the
Internet," "The Internet Business
Book," by Ellsworth and
Ellsworth and "The Internet
Business Guide," by Resnick and
Taylor.

Rather than asserting that
they're above the 20-year-old cul-

ture of the people they're trying

to market to. the authors of these

books actually talk would-be Net
businesses through the steps
involving in getting accounts,
posting information and access-
ing potential customers in an
appropriate form for the medium

"The Internet is fully bi-direc-

tional and a mass medium." notes

Strangelove. Disgruntled cus-
tomers can do serious damage to

a company's reputation in a very
short space of time.

Canter and Siegel don't seem
to care.

"Obey the law and your con-
science, and the heck with what
everyone else said." according to

Canter.

SUBWAY
From page 11

who will put aside the detailed

handmade books that she creates

to spend a year working along the

grimy tracks of the planned Los
Angeles-Pasadena trolley line.

Thielen says she used her expe-
rience in crafting pop-up paper
pages to design five images - a

red-tailed hawk, a pronghom ante-

lope, a mountain arroyo, an oak
tree and a Gabriel ino Indian - that

she will place on bridges and
retaining walls. Some of the fig-

ures will stretch up to 14 feet

wide.

"Even though my art is very
small - you open a page and see a

form - it can read like a public
sculpture if it's enlarged," said

Thielen. "You translate paper
that's six inches tall into metal
that's six feet tall and there it is."

Ceramic artist Bill Attaway of
Venice has executed a series of
elght-foot-tall pots engineered to

be earthquake safe to serve as a

gateway to the Metrolink rail sta-

tion in Pomona.
The art is funded from a tiny

fraction (0.05 percent) of each sta-

tion's construction budget. That
totals about $50,000 for a typical

Blue Line trolley station, an
amount that must cover the cost of
materials and the work's installa-

tion as well as the artist's commis-
sion.

When it comes to the final

approval of an artwork, both
architects and artists have to take a

back seat|o rail project engineers.

Emsden said.

"In the end. engineers rule the

project, making sure it's earth-

quake-proof and within budget,"
she said.

GOOD mSTE. N/mjRALiy.

Bruin Deul Meiil

2 slioes of pizza A aR you can

drink, plus your choice of:

• garden salad or
• 1/2 order of Mojos or

pizza breadsticks

^

only$3:ia
l)iiu> In (ir

C;irr\ Oil I Special

3 kinds of crusts
at the same price

Thin,

Hand tossed classic,

or our new Pan Pizza crust

S GOOD mSTE. N^mjRALiy. S
FAST FREE DELIVERYf

Great pizza.

GOOD TASTE. N/mjRALiy.

Large Pizza

OZ.

BEER
and a great deal more!

sAny large pizza up
to 3 toppings of

your choice

Double Special

2 medum one
tiding pHzzas

only $11JS

Combination

Any mocfcMi erne

5p»eoe8rt<*icMfl,'6r t7Slto.dl

•hrimp, pfejs mojo poiatoes.

.%*only $j-].SS

Call to reserve Shakey's upstairs for your private meetings, parties, etc.

SliakeySt
1114Gayley I Suiv-Tliuisll-lam

Westwood I Fri&Sat11-2am

GOOD TASTE. NATURALLY. S GOOD TASTE. NATURALLY.

824-4111*3
S GOOD TASTE. NATURALLY

CIVE
HOMEWORK
INSTEAD OF
dETTINC IT!

(AND MAKE GREAT MONEY TOO!)
• Ideal part-time fob
• Pay scale starts at $ 1 3.50 per hour
• Great working conditions
• We train you
• Locations all over LA and Ventura counties
• SAT-I, SAT-n, PSAT, LSAT, GMAT, GRE, MCAT

Would you nice to work In a creative environment helping students and, at the same time, make
great money? We are offering you the opportunity to Interview with the nation's most successful

test preparation service, The Princeton Review. Each year we help thousands of students across the

countiy Improve their standardized test scores with our uniquely effective program. If you are

bright, enthusiastic and outgoing, and enjoy helping others, this may be the perfect part-time job for

you. Send us your resume and cover letter—no phone calls please. Also be sure to include your

SAT and graduate test scores (If any) as well as your phone number on your resume. Those accepted

through our highly selective screening process will participate In an extensive training program to

become Instructors.

Please
send
your
resume

The Princeton Review
Attn.: Personnel Dept.
10474 Santa Monica Blvd., #403
Los Angeles, CA 90025
Resume deadline: Dec. 23, 1994

THE
PRINCETON
REVIEW
we score more

SAT-I • SAT-n • PSAT
Vocabulary • Academic Tutoring

ISAT • GMAT . GRE • MCAT
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Viewpoint
Counterpoint

Sit-in held consciously, and strategically
By Eric C. Wat

Since the arrest of the so-called

"Murphy 26" on Nov. 17, several

students have written viewpoints
and letters, both serious and satir-

ical (I am using th[s word very
loosely) attacking Ihe participants

of the sit-in. As the instructor of
three of the students arrested that

evening, I feel the need to

respond to some of the criticisms:

First, if those critics had
attended any one of the many
organizing meetings of the

Human Rights Coalition, they
would see that the decision to

engage in an act of civil disobedi-
ence was a result of a long, seri-

ous discussion.

Participants were well aware of
the consequences. Some of them
had even attended a civil disobe-
dience training held in the com-
munity.

Precautions were taken to

ensure the safety of the partici-

pants. Even during the sit-in, par-
ticipants held independent
discussions with administrators
and the UC police chief about the

effectiveness and the conse-
quences of any act of civil dis-

obedience.

Similarly, protest organizers

took as much time in devising
realistic demands.

Although Chancellor Charies
Young had taken a stand against
Proposition 187, there is no guar-
antee that he or other UC admin-
istrators would not comply with
the measure. In fact, students

were told that the guidelines for

The (protest) sent a

clear and loud message

that students would be

holding the university

accountable ...

implementation would be devel-
oped in accordance to Gov. Pete
Wilson's recent executive order.

The presence of administrators
at previous rallies indicates that

the administration had been try-

ing to figure out where and how

UCLA students stand on the

issue. The actions on Nov, 17 sent
a clear and loud message that stu-

dents would be holding the uni-

versity accountable in the future.

The protest was neither "useless"
nor "dumb."

Throughout the quarter, I have
been leading discussion in my
class about Proposition 187. The
students from my class who took
part in the sit-in had a thorough
understanding of the racist impli-
cations of the proposition.

Like their critics, they want a
university education so they will

have more and better options in

the future. And like their critics,

they will did not "come to UCLA
with the sole purpose of having a
forum to demonstrate," and they
also worry about their grades and
their financial aid.

But this is where their similari-

ties end. The students who took
part in the Nov. 17 action do not
only want an education for them-
selves.

As students of color, they
understand that any individual

success is meaningless if commu-

nities still suffer from discrimina-
tion and inequities. When access
to higher education is denied to

... the Coalition

provides ... a model for

intenracial cooperation

for future progressive

struggles.

their brothers and sisters, these

students understand their educa-
tion carries^a larger responsibility.

The Human Rights Coalition
has accompl^ished something at

this university that we have yet to

see in the larger Los Angeles
communities. Social commenta-
tor/ community activist Ruben
Martinez (who attended the rally)

remarked on a radio program how
surprised he was to see a collec-

tive of Asian and Latino students
working so well together.

Of course, other races have to

be included. Nevertheless, the

Coalition provides a positive

foundation and a model for inter-

racial cooperation for future pro-

gressive struggles. The protest

was far from "immoral."
I wish the critics of the protest

could see that the student or^ganiz-

ers are approaching this issue

with different tactics, a sit-in

being only one of them. I know at

least one of my students had
never participated in a protest

before. But this time she saw the

importance of taking a stand on
this issue.

It is easy to dismiss her and
others as "cause-heads" or "rebels

without a clue." But the students

understand a lot more than their

critics give them credit for.

I agree that gening arrested by
itself should not be celebrated.

However, these students refused
to walk in the middle of the road
and get run over, and instead took
a stand on what they believe in.

To mock their courage is simplis-

tic, if not cowardly.

Wca is an Asian American studies

major and aformer Viewpoint
columnist.

Viewpoint

Art can be covered, but AIDS is ever present
Thefollowing article was writ-

ten on behalfofthe Cultural

Affairs Commission, the Student
Committee for the Arts, the

Student Welfare Commission and
the Utuiergraduate Student's

Association Council.

Tomorrow, on Dec. 1 , UCLA
will once again observe Day
Without Art, a program that runs *
in conjunction with the World
Health Organization's World
AIDS Day, a national campaign
aimed at informing and educating
the public about the loll that

AIDS has taken on the artistic

community and society in gener-
al.

On this day, thousands of the

leading artistic institutions

throughout the nation will shroud
their works of art in remembrance
of those men and women whose
talentagftareers were cut short by
•his uw3i|iving disease.

UCLA will be no exception.
Thus, all the statues in the

Franklin D. Murphy Sculpture
Garden, one of the most common-
ly visited artistic displays on cam-
pus, will be veiled on Dec. 1 as
UCLA participates in Day
Without Art.

Also, artwork by students who
have been affected by AIDS will

be on display in the Kerckhoff Art
Gallery this week. Moreover,
events sponsored by the Cultural
Affairs Commission, the Student
Committee for the Arts, the
Student Welfare Commission and
the Undergraduate Student's
Association Council will take

Daily Bruin
227 Kerckhoff Hall

308 Westwood Plaza
Los Angeles, CA 90024

(310)825-9898
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place on campus on this day and
throughout the week.

In this way, we hope to serve
the campus in educating the stu-

dent body about the disease, both
in prevention and the attitudes

and reactions to those already
infected with AIDS.
We must all realize that AIDS

is not a question of morality, it is

a question of people. AIDS is

capable of infecting anyone,
regardless of such factors as age,
race or sexual orientation.

Thus. Day Without Art and
Worid AIDS Day act as a plea to

stimulate the public into recogniz-
ing the need for further govern-
ment funding for both AIDS
prevention education and

research. On behalf of all the

organizations involved, we urge
you to join us in our observation
of Day Without Art; you can
show your support by wearing a
black and/or a red ribbon.

Also, please take lime to visit

the Sculpture Garden and the

KerckhoflT Art Gallery this day,
and participate in the other events

occurring on campus throughout
the week. If you have further

questions, please call CAC at

(310) 825-6564, SCA at (310)
825-3253 or SWC at (310) 825-
7586.

While the statues in the garden
will be veiled and invisible to the
human eye this day, AIDS is not.

Thank you for your support.
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Dawn
Mabalon

Call me insane, but I miss

school. Call it whatever

you want - post-grad

blues, UCLA withdrawal, whatev-
er. I just don't like this real world
thing called life after college.

I'm not alone in this depressed

state. One of my soul sisters, a

fellow Filipina journalist and
NYU grad, called me a few \veeks

ago.

"I just love i^^BB^HB
my new job,"

she said. She
works as a

reporter at a

New Jersey

newspaper. "I.

have money to

buy books,

clothes and
CDs. I love

my new car."

Then she

got quiet. "I

miss school," I

whined.

"I do too," she said. Then we
got depressed, mumbled some
niceties and meaningless words of

support and promptly hung up.

After graduation last June, I

looked forward to my year off

between undergraduate and grad

school with great anticipation. I'd

work. I'd save money. I'd travel.

I'd apply to grad school and take

the dreaded GRE. Moreover, I'd

have^n. No midterms, finals or

papers. No more shelling out hun-

dreds of dollars for history books.

Here it is December already,

however, and it's just not working
out. I have gone nowhere and
have saved next to nothing. The 9
to 5 grind is just that - a grind,

thcrti^h I truly love my job. I find

myself becoming more and more
adult by the day.

Some scary examples: I have
dry cleaning to pick up weekly
and car insurance bills. I find

myself buying things like house-

plants and throw rugs, and fre-

quenting the chocolate and nuts

aisle of Trader Joe's on National

and Westwood.
I'm listening to classical music

before I go to sleep. I bought a

membership at Holiday Spa that I

never use. I can actually afford to

eat out. I can read books that have
nothing to do with school. I go to

sleep early because I have to get

up at 7:30 a.m.

But I still don't feel comfort-

able in this adult mode. And
worse yet, my year off from
school hasn't been the most pro-

ductive anyway.

Now that I have more time, I

do nothing with it but constantly

reorganize old school papers,

attend in-staff meetings, coalition

group meetings, Samahang meet-

ings, board meetings and just

plain meetings and shop.

GRE? Isn't that Dec. 10? I

opened the tutorial book two
weeks ago and the geometry

scared me so much I haven't

approached the book since.

Students filter in and out of the

office on their way to classes,

review sessions, meetings with

TAs and professors and lunch

appointments at Coop or the

Treehouse, and it takes all my
strength to stay in the office and

not run after them.

I peruse the course catalog and
I see classes I wish I had taken. I

jump at the chance to proofread

other people's history papers or to

talk to people about my major,

especially during the peer coun-

seling sessions I do as part of my
job.

All I can think about is how I

miss the first day of classes and
the ink smell of new history

books. I love the collective bar-

gaining and sharing that goes on
in review sessions, and pink high-

lighter pens and taking good
notes.

I miss visiting interesting TAs
and professors in office hours,

and good discussion sections and
the maze that is URL. And I even

Republican
Conglress In,

gun ccHitrol out
Editor:

Just when I thought the United
States was going to become a
safer place to live with the pass-

ing of the Brady Bill and the

Crime Bill, here come the

Republicans who are threatening

to lift the assault weapons ban
and repeal the newly stated

Crime Bill from President Bill

Clinton. It seems that there will

be no cooperation or compro-
mise between Democrats and
Republicans.

The United States does not,

need more weapons of destruc-

tion. With the coming of the new
104th Congress, Newt Gingrich
clearly stated that defense
spending will be increased in

greater amounts than in previous
years.

More guns and weapons - for

"who? For criminals and enemies
of the United States. No doubt
that with the coming of this

Republican Congress, the United
States will turn into a gun-crazy
nation.

George Lopez
FreslmuMi

Mechanical Engineering

One step closer
to saving the
Earth
Editor

CalPIRG, tlie student environ-

mental and consumer watchdog
group on campus, would like to

extend a heartfelt thank you to the

students, staff and faculty of

UCLA.
With exceeding support from the

campus, CalPIRG met its seeming-
ly overwhelming goal of 4,000
signed pledge cards in its recent

pledge drive.

This much-needed funding

enables CalPIRG to hire lobbyists,

researchers and issue experts to

help pass major laws, take polluters

to court and conduct widespread

public education.

Members of CalPIRG would
also like to thank UCLA for its sup-

port in previous campaigns this

year, such as those benefitting

ancient forests, endangered species,

saving the frogs and hunger and

homelessness. This support is only

a minor indication of the tremen-

dous support that the campas has

given to CalPIRG throughout the

history of the group.

CalPIRG has now become a

more effective voice for students

working to protect the environ-

ment. Thanks ^ain, UCLA!

miss the marble floors of Murphy
Hall. I miss writing papers, and

that point at 3 a.m. when you've

finally got the flow going, your

thesis is clear and nothing can

stop you.

"So how's the adult life?" vari-

ous family members asked me
over Thanksgiving break. I know
they're thanking God under their

breath that I actually found a job

after graduation, and that it wasn't

at some newspaper in Nebraska

writing obituaries. They're mildly

amused with me, I know, but they

try to be supportive.

I must admit that the first few
months of treedom after gradua-

tion are great. I loved having the

summer and my life laid out

ahead of me. I bought a UCLA
alumni license plate frame, and

armed with my B.A., felt ready to

face the world. I bought a new^
car. I got a new job.

Then October came, and as I

watched my friends stress about

classes and talk about new people

they had met and anal TAs, I

started feeling blue. This is it? I

asked myself. This is the real

world?

November rolled over me, and

a nagging thought - graduate

school - evolved into deep con-

cern. Oh yeah. Graduate school.

When is that GRE test? Where do
I want to apply? Is grad school

what I want to do with my life?

I had a plan when I graduated

in June - I wanted to get my mas-

ter's degree in Asian American
Studies here at UCLA- but with

all of my other post-grad depres-

sions and self-doubts, my life's

goals seem so blurry and far

away. In the real world, one

thinks first of the gas bill and

then, maybe, of life's goals and

ambitions.

Here I am in December already,

and I've barely begun thinking

about a Statement of Purpose. Do
I even have a purpose? And if so.

what is it? I feel listless, bored

>) ,•>.*»•

and I am probably fairly boring to

hang out with. I need to find other

post-grads and commiserate about

having nothing to do but wait

until next fall.

So I'm complaining. I have lit-

tle to complain about. I have a

car, a good job and a fairly good
chance of getting into graduate

school. Maybe it's really nothing,

and the emptiness I feel will pass.

and I'll begin to enjoy not having

to study and not learning. And
maybe I'll have to gel a hobby,

like needlepoint or something.

Mabalon graduated in June with

a bachelor's degree in history

and Asian American studies. She
is the director ofSPEAR,
Samahang Filipino Education

and Retention Project.

Letters

Marianne Adriatico

Senior

Geography/Environmental
Science

Help clean up
the wetlands
Editor:

Next Sunday, Dec. 4, there will

be a cleanup effort in the Ballona

wetlands near Marina del Rey,

done in cooperation with Mary
Thomson from Friends of the

Ballona Wetlands. UCLA stu-

dents, staff and friends are invited

to help remove introduced plants

that are out competing with the

native plants.

The introduced plants do not

have any predators and are mov-
ing further into the wetlands.

Insects, required by birds for

feeding and native plants for pol-

lination, cannot feed on the intro-

duced plants.

The cleanup will be from 10

a.m. to 1 p.m. We are asking your
help for at least one hour. Your
help is needed and one hour will

be a big help to us. Please call me
for further information at (310)
559-2428. Each person is

required to sign a release state-

ment.

Kurt Meidinger

Senior
Geography

Vie^v^poinf v^oliiiniiiisis

Your name
heiB

Think you could do it better than what you've
seen so far? If so, consider yourself challenged to

apply for a winter quarter Viewpoint columnist
position.

Applications are available in the Daily Bruin
office, and they're due Dec. 9 (that's Friday of 10th

week). Questions? Call Michefe or Roxane at (3 10)

825-2216.

We're waiting ...

I
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Surveying the state
of alternative rock
T

What's

that Noise?

Michael

Tatum

lim Riley points out in Tell

Me Why, his excellent

examination of the music of
the Beatles, that a new generation

of rockers emerges every seven
years: the glam rockers of 1 970-

71. the punks of 1977-78, the

indie label post-punks of 1984-85.

Statistically, the time would seem
ripe for a whole new gang of rab-

ble rousers armed with electric

guitars to take over.

That expla-

nation sounds
' fine by me.

But Riley fails

to acknowl-

edge that

every move-
ment needs a

catalyst -

something

needs to break

the dam before

there can be a

deluge. In

1964, .that cat-

alyst was the

Beatles, in

1977 it was
the Sex
Pistols. In

'

1 99 1 , it was two albums by two
seemingly disparate artists:

Nirvana's Nevermind and
R.EM.'s Out Of Time.

No doubt, this assertion will

elicit a few guffaws from cynical

avanl-bigots out there in

Readerland. While universally

admired by alternative rock's con-
stituents. Nirvana has, perhaps
unfairly, been given the blame for

inspiring not a movement but a
bandwagon: dozens of toothless

corporate wolves dressed up in

alternative rock clothing (Stone
Temple Pilots, Blind Melon -

you're well familiar with the worst
offenders). R.E.M., meanwhile,
has been branded by many as

impotent sellouts who lost the

small ability they had to rock after

they left indie label I.R.S. for

Warner Bros., the evil conglomer-
ate.

This strikes me as typically stu-

pid, indie-rock chauvinism, pure
and simple. R.E.M. could have
placated their audience well past
the millineum had Michael Stipe
kept mumbling, and guitarist Peter
Buck has noted that he could have
pumped out endless variations on
"Driver 8" had he so chosen.
Instead, the band opted to mess
with the mainstream, whether by
putting a mandolin into the

Billboard Top Five for the first

time since Rod Stewart's "Maggie
May," or by recording an anti-

radio song with KRS-1 of the hip
hop outfit Boogie Down
Productions (thus assuring the

song would be the only Out Of .

Time single that racist middle-of-
the-road stations like STAR
wouldn't play - STAR of course
being the station that plays the

"greatest hits of the '80s and '90s
and no negros." oh, excuse me. I

mean "no rap").

Granted. O/// 0/77mf is more
immediately accessible than, say,

the magical, mystical Latin
Playboys ^a side project by two
members of^oj Lobos) or Beck's
certifiably bizarre Mellow Gold,
two of the finest albums released
this year. But there's little doubt

that R.E.M.'s left field success has
created an environment where
major label executives feel com-
fortable giving their charges more
artistic freedom, as well as giving
the go-ahead to relatively esoteric

projects. Would Warner Bros,

have given Latin Playboys the

green light, say. five years ago,

during the height of Whitney
Houston and Faith? It's doubtful.

While R.E.M.'s success has
loosened up record label execu-
tives, the success of Nirvana's
Nevermind has affected artists and
the way they approach music.
Compare Nevermind to Nirvana's
first record. Bleach, and you'll see
what I mean. For all practical pur-
poses, their approach on both
records is more or less the same,
your standard power trio.

But what's fascinating about
Nevermind is that it achieves its

accessibility without forsaking the
band's original sound. By merely
tightening up the songwriting and
putting more money into the pro-
duction, Cobain and company
"sold out" in the best way possi-

ble: by recording a direct, immedi-
ate rock 'n' roll record that,

despite its slight bending to the

mainstream, still kicked the

proverbial ass of everything on the

then-comatose Billboard Top 40.

Since then, both L7 and Sonic
Youth have worked with the pro-
ducer of Nevermind, Butch Vig,

aiming for the same strategy: to

fine tune their sound without

Statistically, the time

would seem ripe for a

whole new gang of

rabble rousers armed

with electric guitars to

take over.

homogenizing it.

This development in the evolu-
tion of alternative music can't be
underestimated. How else to

explain Sebadoh's excellent new
record Bakesale, which finds the

band finally eschewing the bar-
gain basement production and
self-indulgence of their previous
records? Or how about

Soundgarden's even better

Supenmknown, in which the band
trades in the arena rock sludge of
its past for the sharpest Led
Zeppelin rips, since, well Led
Zeppelin IV?

In both cases, the band stayed
true to its sound, but took more
lime with the songwriting and the
production. And in both cases, the
extra effort takes each band a
quantum leap closer to greatness.

To give indie-rock bigots credit,

I have to admit sometimes this

strategy doesn't always work -
there really is such a thing as
watering down your music for the
masses. I'm thinking of two of this

year's highest profile records, Liz
Phair's Whip-Smart and Freedy
Johnston's 77?/^ Perfect World.

Johnston's record is the follow-
up to his critically lauded Can You
Fly. released on the small

Hoboken label Bar None. Since
then, he was signed to Elektra

Arts & Entertainment
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Simply 'Red'
Jacob contributes

personal color to

new foreign film

By Lael Loewenstein
Daily Bruin Staff

Ir^ne Jacob is sitting on the
couch in her suite in the
Westwood Marquis. Slim and
petite, she wears a cherry-colored

sweater over a black skirt, an
appropriate choice to promote her
new film. Red.

In person, Jacob, 28, bears no
trace of the melancholy she
embodies as Red's heroine
Valentine. The new release.from
Polish director Krzysztof
Kieslowski and the final film in

his Three Colors trilogy, Red has
been warmly praised by critics,

some of whom have suggested
that in Jacob the director has
found his muse.

Red is Jacob's second film with
Kieslowski, and their collabora-

tion has been fruitful. Their first

film together, The Double Life of
Veronique (1991), garnered criti-

cal laurels and a Cannes Film
Festival Best Actress prize for
Jacob.

Part of that success, explains
Jacob, comes from the director's

willingness to accept his actors'

ideas. "When I read the first treat-

ment, Valentine was a nxxlel, she
was happy," she says in a gentle
French accent.

"I thought, maybe we should
find a something unsatisfying
about her, so she has a longing to

meet someone." Xieslowski
agreed, and her suggestion was
fortuitous. When Valentine inad-
vertently meets an older, retired

judge, as lonely and isolated as
she is, their building friendship
takes on a resonance that the earli-

er draft would have lacked.

As the emotional core of Red,
the conversations between
Valentine and the judge (Jean-
Louis Trintignant) slowly develop
tension only to break it down later.

Kieslowski carefully coached his

Irdne Jacob's exquisite performance in Red makes up for the movie's defi-
ciencies In plot.

actors in rebearsal.

"Krzysztof would crouch near
Joan-Louis and me. watching first

one then the other, finding out
w here the tension was, what was
at stake," ^he recalls. "He can
adopt an idea at the last minute
and transform it."

Another idea the director adopt-
ed involved the last shot in the
film, in which all the characters
from Blue, White and Red come
together. In reality, that scene was
shot after the director had finished
Blue, the first film in the trilogy,

and long before shooting on Red
got underway. The final image of
Red is a freeze-frame on Jacob's
face in profile.

Sensing the power in that
image, a sort of startled, faraway
look, the director of photography
suggested using that same shot for
a chewing gum advertisement for
which Valentine had posed for
vseeks earlier. Kieslowski agreed,
and that image of Valentine came
to take on a^<leeper, almost eerie
meaning in the film. That same
image is now the advertisement
for Red. ]

Speaking about Red, Jacob
demonstrates a passionate under-
standing of the director's inten-
tions. "At the beginning of the
film you don't know mfuch about
my character or the story," she
sjiys. "You think, 'what is this film
about?' But then she has this con-
frontation with the judge, and she
is surprised to be so provoked by
someone she had really nothine to
\\ith."

Although Valentine is at first

repelled by the judge, she returns
to speak to him and eventually
comes to trust him. "She starts to
like the judge when he opens him-
self to her. he gives her some-
thing. It's the first time someone
has done this with her," Jacob
says. "And she finds that she
reveals herself to him as well."

Is Valentine anything like Irfene

Irdne Jacob (left) and JearMouis Trintignant in Krzysztof Kieslowski's Red. the final film in his Three Colors trilogy

'Red' traces relationship at reiaxed Frencli pace
ThircJ Kieslowski installment presents

fascinating, haunting view of fraternity

See JACOB, page 23

By Lael Loewenstein
Daily Bruin Staff

The third installment in
Krzysztof Kieslowski's Three
Colors Trilogy, Red is a fascinat-

ing, at times hauntingly beautiful

film. Like its predecessors Blue
and White, Red deals with rela-

tionships, love, loss and longing.
While Blue focused on a
woman's struggle for liberty and

White centered on a husband's
quest for equality. Red deals with
fraternity, a much subtler and
more complex condition.

Red centers on Valentine (Ir^ne

Jacob), a lovely young woman
suffering from loneliness and a
sort of spiritual malaise in

Geneva. Valentine, a model, feels

disconnected from everyone and
everything in her life. She speaks
often by phone with her unseen.

boorish boyfriend who is away in

England, and occasionally with
her drug-addicted brother. But
she rarely has face- to- face con-
tact.

That changes rather suddenly
when, driving home one day, she
accidentally hits a dog. Reading
its address on the dog's tag.
Valentine goes to seek its owner.
What she finds is a cold and bitter

old man (Jean-Louis Trintignant)

who tells her to keep the dog.

Miffed, Valentine takes the dog
to the vet and then home with her.

But when the dog runs away one

day, leading her back to its myste-
rious owner, Valentine follows.
Observing, to her disgust, that the

old man, a retired judge, eaves-
drops on his neighbors' phone
conversations, she urges him to

stop. Intrigued, he wants her to

return.

A series of conversations
between Valentine and the old
man follow, during which each
peels the protective layers off the

other. We learn that the judge was
once terribly hurt by a woman

See RED, page 23

Marcia, Marcia, Marcia!
Former Brady belle to speak about safe sex

See TATUM, page 23
Maureen McCormick speaks today on
behalf of Birth Control Matters.

By Lael Loewenstein
Daily Bruin Staff

Sex was never discussed on "The Brady
Bunch," but that's exactly what the former
Marcia Brady, otherwise known as Maureen
McCormick. will be coming to UCLA to talk
about this afternoon.

Calling from her home in Los Angeles,
McCormick explains how she became
involved with Birth Control Matters:

"I found but about the program. And when I

read the statistics on unplanned pregnancies, I

decided to become involved."

According to the data gathered by Birth
Control Matters, 3.6 million unplanned preg-
nancies occur annually in the United States.
Of those unplanned pregnancies, 47 percent
occur in women who use contraceptives, but
use them incorrectly.

As the group's national spokeswoman,
McCormick tours the country speaking at var-

ious universities on how to prevent unplanned
pregnancies.

Along with a medical professional,
McCormick shares information on the various
methods of contraception available, urges
young women to speak to doctors, and above
all, "We encourage them to get educated.
There's a lot of misinformation out there and
it's very important that people learn what their

options are."

McCormick acknowledges that her current
role is worlds away from "The Brady Bunch,"
where the word "sex" was never mentioned,
let alone pregnancy, abortion or sexually
jransmilted diseases. The closest Marcia ever
came to thinking about sex was fantasizing
about Davy Jones or Desi Amaz Jr.

Part of that vast difference is because the

show first aired so long ago. The hit series
about the picture-perfect family ran on ABC
from 1969 to 1974, and for years afterwaixl in

syndication.

"Times were different then. Those issues
were never discussed," she says. "But we all

know that's not reality."

It seems somehow apt that the former
Marcia Brady, a big sister to so many giris and
the object of so many boys' affection should
grow up to give advice on birth control. Next
to her sister Jan, of course, it's hard to think of
anyone better suited for the job.

After all, "The Brady Bunch" has been
unprecedented in its staying power. You
wouldn't get the kind of attendance turnouts
McCormick does from, say, one of those
Bradford girls of "Eight is Enough."
Why does she think the Bradys have lasted

so long and been cherished by so many?
"It was a more innocent lime, " she says.

"The Bradys were a family that loved and
cared about each other. People still respond to

that
"

Despite having carved out a legendary pop-
cultural status as one of the most celebrated
TV families of our time and a Generation X

icon, McCormick has had to endure two
decades of typecasting.With the exception of a
few parts here and there, she has been impris-

oned in the Marcia Brady persona. Was it

worth it? "Oh, definitely," she says cheerily.

"It was a great part of my life." As for type-
casting, "you get past it eventually."

"The Bradys ... loved and cared

about each other. People still

respond to that."

Maureen McCormick

Spokeswoman. Birth Control Matters

or

Although McCormick says the other cast

members feel the same, the late Robert Reed
was reputed to be somewhat bitter about "The
Brady Bunch." Reed had a distinguished the-

atrical career apart from the series and taught
Shakespeare at UCLA before he passed away
in 1992.

A frieiKl once told me he approached Reed a

few years ago at the campus vending

machines to tell him what an impact the
Bradys had had on his life. "I feel sorry for

you," Reed replied.

"Robert fought for more realism," recalls

McCormick. And he often met with resistance

from the writers. In his book, Barry Williams
explains that Reed was so offended by the
final episode ("The Hair-Brained Scheme")
that he refused to appear in it.

Still, Reed came back to star in all the tele-

vised Brady reunions along with many of the

original cast, including "A Very Brady
Christmas" in 1988 and the short-lived series

"The Bradys" (1990). The cast members
reunited because of their genuine affection for

each other, not just the series.

A number of the original cast members will

make cameo appearances in the upcoming
"Brady Bunch" feature film, starring an
entirely new cast of Bradys. McCormick
won't be among them, but her absence is not
out of a dislike for the project.

"I've just been so busy this year, it's haixl to

find the time," she says.

McCormick recently appeared on

See MCGORMICK, page 24
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Red Hot Chili Peppers Out
In LA. (EMI) These guys didn't

have enough good material for a

best-of - how did they expect to

have enough songs from an out-

take album?
The demos and unreleased

tracks are especially shoddy, the

kind of stuff bands tape under the

influence and play back only for

their friends. The live stuff, par-

ticularly the sacrilegious cover of
Hendrix's "Castles In The Sand,"
proves that all the band needs is a
decent drummer, a competent
guitarist, and a singer with a

brain. Flea must be a loyal guy.

This leaves the four remixes,
.suspiciously the only listenable

stuff on the entire compilation.
Suspicious because, a.) three of
the four songs are established
classics by other artists, and b.)

these four are the only songs on
the entire record to have received

the benefit of studio technology.

Hmmmm. M.T. C

'- Jade Mind, Body & Song
(Giant) Baggy jeans, halter tops

and six-pack stomachs might
have you forget one thing about
Jade. These girls can Sang.
Single releases "5-4-3-2 (Yo!
Time Is Up)" and "Every Day of
the Week," recall their debut
album with their combination of
a sailing, headstrong lead voice
and anchored, smoothed-out
background vocals set to raw,
hip-grinding beats.

^ The rest of the work, however.

Pearl Jam Vltalogy

consists mostly of sexy and
romantic slow jams: "Bedroom"
and "If the Mood Is Right" are

sure to inspire and arouse. "It's

On" is a good example of the

album's style: slow, freakily
paced with both steady and soar-

ing vocals that exhibit a unique
blend of street flair, mature har-

mony and tight production. R.P.
B+

Pearl Jam Vitalogy (Epic) "Is

a spanking better than a hug?"
Well if you mean "better" in the

sense that this new album spanks
you into submission with ripping

guitars and ferociously manic
drum beats instead of Jiugging
you until your turkey and stuffin-

gs come out, then it's better.

Vitalogy is filled with the ener-

gy of Pearl Jam's live perfor-

mances but with a little studio
work to give it a more polished
appearance. Fans of Ten will

probably only relate to the nos-
talgic "Wonder Year's"-like
"Nothing Man" and the "Black"-
esque "Better Man," while songs
like "Corduroy," "Satan's Bed"
and "Bugs" will leave them won-
dering where their beloved
"Jeremy" is.

Perhaps because of all the
hype, the band has reached a
stage in its careers where it wish-
es to explore the punk aesthetic

and thereby lose a little populari-

ty. Bottom line: If you liked the

extremes it was hinting at with
Vs., then you'll love Vitalogy.
M.N. A

Dink Dink (Capitol) Any
band that begins its album with

"We are going to have open sexu-
al intercourse on ev#ry street cor-

ner of America where thousands
and thousands can watch" has to

be given credit for something -

even if its name is Dink.
Capitol's latest discovery cap-
tures a light industrial sound with
some of the best baselines and
the most powerful chord progres-

sions to come out of any recent
band in the genre.

The group's first single,
"Green Mind," which has
received very limited airplay on
some local alternative radio sta-

tions, is definitely the best song
on the album and is most repre-

sentative of Dink's great poten-
tial.

"3 Big Bags" and "Get On It."

two other promising songs on the

self-titled release, provide even
more listening enjoyment for the

true Dink fan. And hey - with a
picture of a dead fish on the
cover - what more could you
want?B.R. B+

Phil Alvin County Fair 2000
(Hightone) You have to wonder
about artistic evolution some-
times. For*example, if bom song-
writer Dave Alvin can blossom
into a fine singer on King Of
California, how come his brother
and former bandmate, born
singer Phil^can't transform into a
fine songwriter on his new
album?

Quite simply, Phil's problem
lies in preferring the literal and
banal to the poetic and enlighten-

ing - while the "Bus Station" of
brother Dave's song serves as

metaphor, Phil's 'The Blue Line"
is simply about characters who
ride on a bus. Until Phil starts

finding or writing songs worthy
of his voice, Dave will be the
Alvin brother that people will

remember. M.T. B

Dink will be playing in Westwood
Plaza at noon Wednesday, Nov.
30. Reviews by Michael latum,
Rex Polklnghorne, Brian Remick
and Michael Nazarinia.
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Black 47'8 Irish rock is no sliam
By Michael Horowitz
Dally Bruin Senior Staff

There's a compelling duality to

the Irish rock group Black 47. Its

songs can shift from hilarious
doses of mischief to powerful tales

of tragedy in a heartbeat. Larry
Kirwin, the band's articulate front-

man attributes the group's ability

to bounce between laughs and
tears to its very nature.

"I'd say that's an Irish personal-
ity trait," he says. "You can laugh
and cry about the same subject and
do it all in the space of minutes."

Fans will have an entire set to
hear the band promote its sopho-
more release Home of the Brave in

concert at the House of Blues
Thursday They'll get an earful of
Kirwin' s politics, storytelling and
anecdotes from an exciting life.

All sang to music rife with melody
and beat, collected from centuries
gone by.

"They're old, traditional
melodies I adapt," he says.
"Sometimes I'm working with
melodies that have lasted for three

hundred or four hundred years in
some form or another. They're in

for the long course."

"When I use an old melody like

that I'm forced to write something
to complement it, as strong as it so
it can fit in seamlessly," he stress-

es. "It makes your melodic writing
have to rise to a certain level. If

you do anything that's flippant or
just fashionable it will stick out
like a sore thumb."

So far in the young band's
career, the only thing that has
stuck out to observers is its talent

and undying passion for live per-
formance. Its shows at Paddy
Reilly's bar in New York City
brought the band into the public
eye and its debut album Fire of
Freedom vaulted it into national
critical acclaim.

Kirwin who writes the words he
sings founded the band in 1989
with an NYPD cop Chris Byrne
and the rest of the group is now
rounded out by Geoff Blythe, Fred
Parcells, Thomas Hamlin and
Kevin Jenkins.

Aside from frequent autobio-
graphical foci, much of Kirwin's
writing centers on figures of his-

torical impact. "We make sure all

the characters are real in the song
so everyone can relate to them," he
says, "in the same way that Marley
or Springsteen do. They're masters
at writing a character-driven thing,

making them seem like people you
know too."

'Take 'Big Fellah,' " he says,
referring to a track from the new
album. "Michael Collins is a real

laiger than life person in Irish his-

tory, not so along ago that people
that knew him, or were very famil-
iar with him. He's someone who's
almost a part of the Irish character

and his death is still having an
impact on modem Ireland."

"When I write about a character

it's not someone who's from the
mists of lime, it's always someone
whose life, or death, as it may be,

is still having an effect on present

day"
It will surprise no one, especial-

ly Kirwin, that his overtly political

lyrics draw frequent comparisons
to another Irish band of consider-
ably greater popularity, U2. What
does shock Kirwin however, is that

U2 has been labeled "political" in

the first place. He holds that it has
neverattained such a reputation in

Europe.

"I think U2 is a tremendous
band, but quite often I'm asked
about U2, that they're a political

band and I've never seen it," he
says. "Granted. I'm not that famil-

iar with all of their songs, but I've

never actually seen them take a
strong political stance on anything.
It's always more of a general thing

that everybody agrees with."

The example he's most prac-
ticed at shooting down is "Sunday
Bloody Sunday." "What are they
saying?" he asks. "The original
Sunday I presume he's talking
about is the Derry Massacre in

1972, which John Lennon dealt
with in much better in his song
'Sunday Bloody Sunday.' It was
more specific. I like the song by
U2, but I actually don't know what

Black 47, which haHs from Ireland, will be at the House of Blues
on Dec. 1.

it's about! It's using a theme, but
what is it actually saying?"

Black 47 picks historical mark-
ers with slightly more substance
and specificity. "James Connelly"
from Fire of Freedom details the
fight of an Irish union leader bent
on justice through revolution.
"Paul Robeson" is Kirwin's
attempt to restore the civil rights

activist's rightful glory in

American history.

Yet as political as the band
members can be, they warn against

audiences viewing the band as
preaching or lecturing. Kirwin is

just as happy when fans enjoy the

music and atmosphere and not

neccesarily his strenuously penned
lyrics.

After all, he knows what it's

like to be a concert-goer.
"Sometimes I want to just go out
and get drunk and not totally get
into the lyricist's head," he says,

"but go out anyway and get into

the crowd."

"If people pay their money to go
in, they can do whatever they want
to do," he stresses. "I'm totally

happy as long as they're having a
good time with it."

CONCERT: Black 47 at The House
of Blues. Dec 1 . For tickets or infor-

mation call (213) 650-0247.
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1067 Glendon ThorsSun (11:3O-^15-5a^7:45-•'0a{
208-3097 Mon-TiMn (2:15-5a)}-7:45-10:30

WESTWOO0

1

Uoa Uaa (G)
IMOGjylay Moo-Wad/Fri (2:30-4:45)-7.D?9:l5
208-76S4 Sat/Sun/niun(12«)-^30-4.45)-7«)-9:15

W]aTWt)O0J HaaBDraaaia(P8-13j
IWOGjyIoy Mon:«W^rH4:15)-8:0(i
208-7664 Stt^Sun/Thurs(12J0^.15H«)

Santa Monica
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(2:30)-4:45-7«)-9:l5

Oolky TlMWar(Pe-13J
1:15-4:15

BallatsOvtr Broadway (RJ
7:15-9:45

naoeikr jBalar(P9-13j
12:30-3:00-5:30-8:00- 10:M
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TNXDelky A Lew Dew* Dirly Sliama (R)
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WE8TSIDE PAVILION
GoWwyn
475-0202
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(11:30)-4:20-7:00

No Men 7:00 Straw

WESTSIDE PAVILION
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475-0202

SZSkortHlaisAkoat
Glaaa 6o«ld

(10:45 AM) only

WESTSIOE PAVILION
Godwyn
475-0202

Ballats Over Broadway
(12:45)-3:00-5:15-7:30-9:50

WESTSIDE PAVILION
Goldwyn
475-0202

ILHwNLIteTlial
(2:00)-9:30

LAEMMLE
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1322 2nd street
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WESTSIDE PAVILION
Goldwyn
475-0202

Haamaty Creatures
(11:45)-2:15-4 46-715-940

BMNNCAZ
1322 2nd Street

394-9741
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Moo-Thur8(5:15)-10:15

MUSCHMl
9036W«iMra
274-6880
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5:00-8:30
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Santa Monica
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-
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SUN8CT2
(213)848-3500
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(1:00)-3.1X)-5:05-7:30-9:

OJITBiOllt MantawwNiaWaaMln(RJ
1313 3rt St PremanMla (1:1W«0>-7-»-10«)
39S-1SW FrVSai/Son(10:30-1:15-4t)0)-7«>-10«)

SUNSETS
(213)848-3500

VMvaaa4tad Mrael
(1:30)-4:15-7fl0^35

PACIFIC

Westwood

SUNSCT4
(213)848-3500

CMS
(ia>)-3:10-5:20-7:40-955

CROT
1262 Waitwood Blvd.

474-7886

Tta Saala Oaeaa (P6)
1^JO-2:45-5«)-720-^i:40

LANDMARK

West L.A.

NUART Wed WNi«a e( Oesira it 6 00
11272 Sana Monica Blvd. SialkaratSJO
478-6379 Thurs Draialare Caw>ay at 9:15

Sla«Nrat7:l5
MeaarMaia • Friday MidnjQM

UNITED ARTISTS

Westwood
UA WESTWOOD
10889We»worth
475-9441

Pals Flcdoa (R)

SR Ooltiy Stereo
Can Theatre tor Showtlmes

UA WESTWOOD
10889 Welwodti
475-9441

Tie Prelessleaal (R)
THX SOOS Stereo

Can Theatre lor Showtlmas

UA WESTWOOD
10889Wa»«orth
475-9441

ATke
'•FraahMliia|R|

Sflp6fili AdmlHlont
DoNiy stereo

Ctf Theatre lor Showttmat

«
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Diverse a cappelia group visits UCLA
)-

Chanticleer brings

unique choral style

to the Wadsworth

By John Mangum

Long gone are the days when
performances of Bach and Handel
needed choruses larger than the

Russian army.

The choruses of today, after

some serious streamlining, produce

a refmed and appropriate sound for

the music of Bach and his predeces-

sors. One of these groups,
Chanticleer, the only full-time clas-

sical vocal ensemble in the United

States, uses a 12-man attack strate-

gy in early music, oftea applying it

to contemporary works.

During its appearance &l the

Wadsworth Theater this Thursday,

the a cappelia vocal ensemble will

perform its holiday program. The
ensemble's music director, Joseph

Jennings, who also sings with the

group, shares his conducting duties

with bass-baritone Frank Albinder.

All the members of the group
come from diverse backgrounds
and bring their own experiences to

the ensemble's highly unique pej-

formances. Albinder, who worked
as the director of Davidson
College's choral activities in North

Carolina, is no exception.

As part of the group, Albinder

performs a daunting amount of

music, with a repertoire stretching

from Palestrina to the present day.

The current interest in early music,

exemplified by the surprising suc-

cess of Gregorian chant recordings,

brings groups like Chanticleer
recognition.

"All that chant stuff, you're
probably going to ask me about
that," jokes Albinder. "I'll say
something mean about the Spanish

monks and you'll quote me, and I'll

be in big trouble.

"I don't know what makes (early

music) particularly appealing,"

Albinder says seriously.

"Chanticleer started out singing just

renaissance music.

"It was a group of friends and
they wanted to try and sing the

music with the kinds of voices that

might have been used at that time."

Albinder says. "So, in the

Renaissance Period, most of the

choirs in churches were all men.
There were some all female choirs,

but they were never permitted to

sing together."

The program Chanticleer pre-

sents at .the Wadsworth includes

works by Renaissance composers
Andrea Gabrieli and Palestrina,

along with arrangements of
Gregorian chant. For Albinder, the

appeal of Medieval and
Renaissance music stems from the

alternative it provides for listeners

to the pace of nxxlem life.

"It's certainly beautiful, and so

much of it is peaceful," Albinder

says. "It seems to allow people to

enter a meditative state.

"I like singing it. There's nothing

quite like it. Those composers real-

ly knew how to write for singers

because that's essentially who
would perform their music. Most of

the music written was for voices."

As'the centuries marched on,

orchestral music developed to take

its place beside vocal music as an

important genre. Even today,

though, composers continue to test

See CHANTICLEER, page 24

CHANUKAH
PARTY

ENTERTAINMENT

LATKES MUSIC

SUFCANIOT WED. NOV. 30
6PM

7:15 CANDLELI6HTINC
900HILCARD AVE.

SPONSORED BY HILLEL JEWISH STUDENTS ASSOCIATION IN COOPERATION WITH JSU

REFORM HAVURAH
IN CONJUNCTION WITH

UAHC AND HILLEL JEWISH STUDENTS ASSOCLAHON
PRESENTS

MAT
mummjEjR imm woiRsiHnip ibxipiemiemsie

^

FRIDAY DECEMBER 2, 1994
6:3QPM

JOIN US FOR A POTLUCK DINNER AND
A CAMPLIKE SERVICE AT

THE HOME OF MATEA GOLD 1 1063B. OPHIR DR. IN
WESTWOOD

"^
ALL ARE INVITED.

PLEASE CALL JONATHAN KLEIN AT (310)652.5362
FOR MORE INFO AND TO RSVP

Get The StRafGHX Story On Braces
What's the cost / What's the best prcx:edure? What's the right age?

Call For Free Coniultation:

(310^ 826 - 7494
Specializing in Braces for Adults & Children

/iivutM* • RtmovabU • TnuStioiud * Ettrtip€€M Surf^cal OrlhtukMUics « Cosmmtic PorctlaiH

BRENTWOOD ORTHODONTIC CENTER
Dr. Nader Dayanl, Certiflcd Specialist

11645 ^Tilahire Blvd.. Suite 802 18124 Culver Drive, SuiteA
Brentwood (310) 826 - 7494 Irvine (714) 552 - 5890 ca-ca-c

jO>ii£LljiLitij crf-ojaiEn£,i.i, c:y\/\onJth

Language

Sijt LiBjM)« Wsrkthepi will bi

hiirf iirtry TutWty wi
M^i^ntt^y Airlit) tki mtRtli of

No««mk«r. Hm wtrblwpi miy

k* tttMM •• tllKtf Tits^if t{

Wtinudif (tk« itm« l«siM will

\% iMikt \*\\ d«ri uck wnli).

Euk HMtil} Hill wtliil

vtukoltrf tlift ut k« wU
laitpin^atly fr»M Ik* prtvitvi

nutiiijt tr nmilativdy if fo*

t\\%*i OM ittiie* lick wuk.

All worbktpf will b« kd^ fron

12:00 IrOO p.w. it <k. U
Villi Boird gptwi.

Topics:
•Tuesday and Wednesday, November Xst and xndt
'Saying HcUo* • Greetings, alphabet, numbers
•Tuesday and Wednesday, November tth and 9th;
'Getting to Know You* - Classes, Jobs, hobbies

•Tuesday and Wednesday, November XSth and 16tht
'The People Around You' • Family, Cricnds, ete.

•Tuesday and Wednesday, November 2Znd and 2}rd:
Tour Favorite Things' • Colors, foods, holidays

•Tuesday and Wednesday, November 29th and 30th:
"Emergency!' - Emergencies, health, safety commands

For mere information call:

ffCn OSD: 825-1501 (voice) or 206-6063 (TDD)—^^^^
USDi 206-0926

CITYWIDE

HIUEI, CHANUKAH DANCE

cr 3^

SskXiMW^Sky, December 3r«f, 1 994
9PM-1AM

Hlllel
University Religious Conference, 900 Hllgard Ave.

(corner of Hllgard & LeConte)
$5 with Hillel activity card $6 non-members

Please bring two cans of food for SOVA or a $1 donation
free parking at the UCLA Medical Center after 9PM or $2

parking in Bullocks Lot

Call HUlel 208-3081 for more informatioii

Sponsored by Hillel Jewish Students Asociation
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From page 18

records, and to celebrate his new
contract, he brought on board
Butch Vig to produce his new
record.

But while Nirvana needed fine-

tuning, Johnston's highly effective

folk rock didn't. As a result. This
Perfect World finds Vig sanding
down the edges of Johnston'

s

music - more conventional

arrangements, tidier production,
that sort of thing. Pralictably,

Johnston follows suit, taking less

risks vocally and simplifying the

complexity of his lyrics (as on the
pro forma Lolita homage
"Dolores" or the pseudo-tragic

"Across The Avenue," a teen

tragedy song only slightly more
sophisticated than "Patches").

Liz Phair's record is an entirely

different matter. Phair told

Billboard that one of her objec-
tives for 1994 was to hang a gold
record on the wall of the studio in

the Bahamas where she recorded .

A great objective, but on Whip-
Smart she resorts to the kind of
two-dimensional studio gimmick-
ry that she steered clear of on her
brilliant Exile In Guyville (like the

cheesy synth on the insufferably

bathetic "Support System").

Elsewhere, her lyrics are depress-
ingly two-dimensional, as on the

empty devotional song
"Nashville" or the deliberately

obscure 'The Dogs Of L.A." and
"Alice Springs," both not as

meaningful as her clique would
like to believe.

Don't get me wrong - despite

their shortcomings, these are both
good records. If you've heard and
admired "Bad Reputation" and
"Supernova" on the radio

(Johnston's and Phair's new sin-

gles, respectively), you'll do fine

by the records from which they're
culled. But you'll do even better

by their predecessors.

So who knows, maybe other
bands will ride the wave that

Nirvana and R.E.M. have created
- 1 certainly hope so. Who knows,
maybe today's alternative rockers
will begin the inevitable down-
ward spiral towards bloaledness
and uselessness, like the genera-
tions of before them. After all, a
whole new generation of rockers
is due to take over around 1998.
Myself, I can't wait.
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Tatum's ideal Christmas present
would befor Sting to permanently
retirefrom the music business.

His column will return in January.

JACOB
From page 18

Jacob? She pauses before answer-
ing. "Well, she is supposed to be
something like all of us.

"This film is a dialogue between
the youthful part of ourselves that

hopes, that expects things, that

believes in things, which is

Valentine, and the part of us that

experiences pain, disappointment
in our hopes, betrayal and cyni-
cism, which is the judge," Jacob
says. "I think we are supposed to

recognize ourselves in Valentine
and in the judge as well."

In Red, the judge is closely mir-
rored in a young man, a judge him-
self, who seems a perfect
companion for Valentine but
whom she keeps missing.

Although Kieslowski has found
a successful collaboration with
Jacob, he is not the only director to

have discovered her talents. She
made her first film, Au Revoir Les
Enfants, with Louis Malle, and she
has worked with Jacques Rivette
in La Band des Quatre.

"The experience of finding good
directors, good scripts, is very
lucky for an actor, because we
don't do this profession alone. We
are dependent on successful col-

laboration," she says.

Jacob, who is Swiss, now lives

in Paris. She has worked outside of
western Europe, recently complet-
ing All Men Are Mortal in

Budapest opposite Stephen Rea,
and Victory with Sam Neill and
Willem Dafoe in Malaysia.

"I think it's very interesting to

confront different cultures," she
says. "I enjoy this very much."
Her next project is A Bee In the
Clouds, one of a series of five
short films directed by Wim
Wenders and Michelangelo
Antonioni.

"I choose my work

because of the project,

not because of a certain

amount of money."
Irdne Jacob

Actress

Although she stands on the
brink of international fame, Jacob
has little desire to work in
Hollywood.

"Hollywood as a concept does-
n't mean so much to me. I involve
myself with a script, with a direc-

tor, if the film seems right. I

choose my work because of the
project, not because of a certain
amount of money."

That distinctly European atti-

tude toward filmmaking has guid-
ed Jacob toward the right projects

so far. If she continues to follow
her instincts, this striking young
actress will have a long and fertile

career ahead. It's a good bet that

Red is just one of many colors in

her palette.

RED
From page 19

many years ago, and that
Valentine carries her pain with her

y everywhere.

That these two disparate souls
can reach out to each other, come
id understand and care for each
other, is the heart of Red. But they
never experience sexual involve-
ment, only emotional and spiritu-

al. Because they are so far apart in

age, they can only contemplate
what might have been. Valentine
might have been the judge's soul
mate. And he seems to understand
her better than anyone else.

Beautifully directed, the con-
versations between judge and
Valentine are as warm, subtle and
delicate as anything Kieslowski
has yet pommiaed to film.

Trintignant and Jacob are exquis-
ite actors, and as they bare them-
selves emotionally to one another,

their pain seems real. Although
Red lacks much in the way of plot,

the actors' performances compen-
sate for that deficiency.

The ending of the film should
remain a secret. But KiesIow«ki
deftly ties together Blue, White
and Red, making an immense and
lush cinematic tapestry. The direc-

tor has said this would be his last

film. It would be a pity if that

turns out to be true.

FILM: Melnitz Movies presents
Red. Tonight at 7:30, Melnitz.
Admission is free. For more Info

can (310) 825-2346.

DEVELOPMENT STUDIES?
Are you interested in an interdisciplinary approach to problems and issues of:

INTERNATIONAL DEVELOPMENT
AND UNDERDEVELOPMENT
POVERTY ALLEVIATION
THE ENVIRONMENT

POPULAnON GROWTH
GATT
GLOBAL ECONOMIC AND POLITICAL
RECONSTRUCTION

STRUGGLES FOR SOCIAL CHANGE • SUSTAINABLE DEVELOPMENT
And how these issues are connected to similar problems in the United States?

Rf*!?'*^®*^ *''*'* ^^ ^ program at UCLA that addresses these issues, did you?
WeU, there is. And an outstanding one at that. Come find out more about the
Srofl-am. Meet the Chair of Development Studies, Pio^^m Counselor, and fellow
tudents. Find out how to Major. Double Ma\m, or possibly Minor in the field.

1; \fimHi WED. NOVlaO, 5:00-4:30
W\ IWERE: 1 1377 BUNCHE HALL

% MEET DR. JOSHUA MULDAVIN, CHAIR
JUDY GOAR. COUNSELOR
JOHN ISKANDER, FLUNKY

Did you know that we are having a DS UNDERGRADUATE SEMINAR
?fe« "•*'*^ ^^ *^^ ®^*" an Introduction to the issues mentioned above and
fumlls a core requirement for the major.

IF^HI HAVE ANY (^ESTIONS, CALL JOHN AT 825-2927.

SENIORS

Yearbook
tortraits

"DONT Miss The "Deadline)
The deadline for senior yearbook portraits is Friday, December 16. If

you miss the deadline, your place in ilClA history will be a blank.

Seniors, get your yearliook portrait taken now and you'll earn a bonus:

9 FREE wallet i\i% photos with any portrait order.

Remember, you pay only ^5 for your portrait sitting and space

reservation. Or pay nothing at all-the $5 fee is waived if you buy your

Bruin life yearbook
|
in advance. Stop by ASUCIA's Campus Photo

Studio on 2nd floor Ackerman—and smile!

STUDIO
Campus Photo Studio is located on 2nd floor Ackerman

Open Monday-Friday 8:30-5:30 Phone 206-8433
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SPECIAL ADVANCE SCREENING
N/co/as

CAGE
Jo/7

LOVITZ
Da/?a

CARVEY

Trappecf in

PARADISE

Are you reody

For the next

Oriir yiir itvtftit pack titfay.

Til pick Mitaitt:

•first aid kit,

•3 day food rations

and water supply,

•blanket,

•tissue pack,

•flashliglit

•and radio.

Food and wate)

have a 5year shelf life

Send $28.75 to: NUPRE

P.O.BOX147SaiGdbriel, CA.

91778^147
Nome
Address

City ,wm . zip

,

Phone

H nil/ iiEi[i MiifmB' 1101 nix nimhm ':iH ^iiuu
W^'tfn ^ m- twKimi isim lii il^ II &:tll

FREE MOVIE POSTERS

Wednesday, November 30

8:00 PM
Ackerman Grand Ballroom

Pick Up Free Passes at

Central Ticket Office

Wednesday, Nov. 30
Presented By

UCLA Campus Events

Courtesy of

ALWAYS THE LOWEST PRICE FOR A COLLECT CALL-

University

Elementary School

Child Study

Internships

v^ Earn course credit

%/ Work with children

v^ Have fun

G.P.A. of 3.0 or higher and junior or

Senior standing required

Orientation Meetings

Dec. 5 & 12 (Mondays)

UES Conference Room
Bring resume and one^page

statement of purpose

Info: (310)825-2623

I've t»a,i if u^

to Here hs'^emo

TO a smII
SeJ^ettt of hsoHe

<iow»» Atnerica.

64 on.

^0 lt Hell.

Check out

j^
Their selffsWy named

debut album.

FcaturinR

'Hree., mind"

performing live

. Todoi]

at U.C.L.A.'s Westwood Plaza

Dinlc wjJJ per lcrr(% Qreen \ J VinJ (as Kea\rJ or\ nL.rj
& KRCX2) e^r.^ oiKer songs!

Sec Dink tonight

at the Whisky in Hollywood

-Cm mmir mm* ^ mhivI •<•«»«

CD & caacette on sale now at

IQUIIR RICDRDS KLA
(AtlPUS

fVtNU

MCCORMICK
From page 18

Broadway as Rizzo in the musical

"Grease," which she found to be
"a dream come true." She is

developing film and TV projects

for production. And she's cutting

a country album for release next
spring. When she's not working,
McCormick occupies herself rais-

ing her 5-year-old daughter
Natalie along with her husband
Michael.

What about that romance with

Barry Williams? He had docu-
mented it as a series of "grope ses-

sions" in his book.

"Oh, there really wasn't any-
thing," she says, sounding a bit

bored. "I think that comes across

in the book."

And her favorite episode?

"The one with me and Florence

Henderson where we sing,
'Wherever we go, whatever we
do, we're gonna get through it

together,' " McCormick responds
without missing a beat. Clearly
she has answered this question
before.

What would Marcia be doing
now?
"Oh, I don't know," she

responds. "You'd have to ask the

writers."

But there's no need. It's easy
enough to imagine Marcia in the

role of her real-life counterpart,

speaking at universities across the

nation for birth control awareness.

It seems like the kind of thing a

grown-up Marcia Brady might do.

EVENT: Campus Events presents
Maureen McCormick speaking for

Birth Control Matters. Today, noon.
Ackerman Grand Ballroom.
Admission is free. For more Info

call (310) 825-1958.

CHANTICLEER
From page 22

their skills by writing for voice.

Chanticleer will perform Chinese
folk songs arranged by contempo-
rary composer Chen Yi Thursday.

'

"She's a native ofChina, and evi-

dently music education there, while
it does focus some on Western
music, also fundamentally address-

es Chinese folk music," Albinder
says. "Students at conservatories

learn hundreds of folk songs.

'The first set of pieces that she
wrote for us is actually a suite of
arrangements of 10 Chinese folk

songs from different parts of China,
and they're very popular," he said.

"They're nice pieces, very skillfully

written for us ... which is always
nice, when a composer can make
something especially for the ensem-
ble."

The group ranges from coun-
tertenor to bass and sings a cappel-

la, without the accompaniment of
any instrument. Albinder explains

that this tradition precedes the
Renaissance, when strict rules gov-
erned the performance of music in

the church.

"The earliest music written was
meant to be sung without accompa-
niment, or a cappella," explains
Albinder. "The term comes from
church music. A cappella literally

means 'in the chapel,' and in a cer-

tain period of history, instruments

were not permitted to partake in

church services."

The a cappella Hman chorus
brings listeners closer to the spirit of
Renaissance musk:, along with per-

forming familiar fare. The program
Thursday evening includes tradi-

tional English carols and promises
to offer Chanticleer's own original

slant on classics and chant

MUSIC: Chanticleer at the
Wadsworth Theater. Thursday, 8
p.m. TIX: $25. $22, $9 lor students.
For more Info call (310) 826-2101.
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Daily Bruin Ciassified Information
225 Kerckhoff Hal!. 308 WestwoOd Plaza. Los Angeles. CA 90024
Class Line: (310) 825-2221 Class Display (310) 206-3060

Fax (310) 206^)528

We reserve the right to change, reclassify, revise, or reject any

classified advertisement not meeting Ihe standards of the Daily Bruin.

Our office 1$ open Monrtay-Frlday. 9-4.

Classified rates

Dally 20 wranls or less $7.00

Oarty, each additional word .45

Weekly. 20 words or less ^tOO
WMidy. «ach additional word 1 .30

Oisplayads— student rata'col. inch 6.00

Display ads— local ratecol. inch . 11 .25

Freque.icy & Agency Rates Availat;le

Oeadiines

CIttsIM liae tit:

1 working day t>elore printing, by noon.

Clusr.led display ite:

2 working days before printing. t)y noon.

Make checks payable to the

UCI^ Daily Brum.

Icol. X 1 = 2inches x linch. There are no cancellations after noon the day before printing.

The ASUCLA Communications Board luHy supports the Dmyersity o( CaWornas policy on nondis-

crimination. No medium shall accept advertisements which present persons of any origin, race,

rellgiori, sex. or sexual orientation m a demeaning way or imply that they are limited to positions,

capab-lities, roles or status in society Neither the Daily Brum nor the ASUCLA Communications Board
has lr>«shgated any of the services advertised or the advertisers represented In this issue Any person
beltfcving that an adverKsement in this issue violated the Board s policy on nondiscrimination stated

herein shouW communicate complaints in wnting to Ihe Business Manager, Daily Brum 225
Iterckhofl Hall, 308 Westwood Plaa, Los Angeles, CA 90024 For assistance with housing discrimi-

riation problems, call the UCLA Housing Office at (310) 825-4271 or call the Westside Fair Housing
OffBeat(310)<75-9671

How to write a good ad
1. Start your ad with the merchandise your are selling. This makes it easier for readers to quickly 3. Avoid abbreviations- make your ad easy for readers to understand

rAivSv<fIn^^hllfp Vh^n?^^^^^^^ ... .a ....:. *• ^'^" ^^^^s^" '" ^^^ ^^^^^^'^ Position. Ask what you'd like to know about the merchandise.

fespSo ads wiulout rk:el

^'^ ' ^ ^^^^ ""^^ ^"^ '"^'"^® ^^^^ '" ^^^ ^^- ""^'"^^ *"^o^"iation such as brand names, colors, and other specific

1 Campus Happenings

Alcoholics Anonymous
Mon. DiKUMion. Fit. sr«p Study. AU 3526

Thun. Book Shxly, AU 3626
TuM. ond Wad. Disunion. 0«ntal 23-029

AH tImM 12: 10-1 :00pm
FdralcohotcsorlndMduabwhohavBa

drinUng problmix

15 Wanted

ARTIST IN SEARCH OF FEMALE SUBJECTS
for series of painUngs. No pay, meals provid-

ed. •Will pose for food?' Eric 213-8S1-
3883.

CASH FOR CARS. We corne to you. Top dol-
lar paid. We do all DMV. We buy anything.
818-999-IBUY (4289).

12 Research Subjecfs 12 Research Subjecfs 12 Research Subjects

2 Campus Services 2 Campus Services

UCLH Uanpoul Seats Ooiu fluailable Prom the rollouiing (Ireas:

Agouro/Thousand Oaks
Central Los Angeles
Chino Hills

Crenshaw

Downey
Granada Hills

Hesperio
Loncaster/Ftalmdale

North HollywocxJ
Northridge
Silverlake

Sylmar
Van Nuys

Call UCLA Commuter Assistance

Ridesharing at (310) 794-RIDE or

stop by our office at 565

Westwood Plaza, Room 200

(Structure 8, level 2) for more

Information.

CALIFORNIA

P I I A s I ( A I I

Feeling depressed, sad or hopeless? Lost

interest or energy?

Sleeping too much

or too little? Crying

frequently?

Participants 18 to 65

needed for medical research study.

Qualified volunteers may be compensated

up to $660.

4 Financial Aid

Cash for college. 900,000 grants available.

IMo repayfT>ents, EVER. Qualify immediately.
1-800-243-2435.

12 Research Subjects

9 Miscellaneous

Experience Japan
Oregon State University's 3-week summer in-

tensive Japar>ese language, culture, business

& horT>estay program at Bukkyo University h
Kyoto, Japaa Experience the one-day em-
ploymeftt, festival participation, university

club activities, company visfts, & morel Earn

OSU credits. Call 1-800-679-6223.

10 Personal

WANTEID: 300 UCLA students to test new in-

ter-collegiate voicemail introduction service.

Absolutely Freel 818-986,9045.

WNTED: 100 PEOPLE
Lose 10-29 lbs. in 30 days and earn $5$ do-
ing IL 100% Kuaranlee. Call 310-281-8828.

Attorneys

NERVoas? ANXioas?
FEARFUL? WORRIED?

Research volunteers between the ages of 18 and 65
experiencing these symptoms for at least 1 month and
in relatively good health are needed. Volunteers will

receive a brief exam in order to determine eligibility.

Qualified volunteers receive free basic physical

exam/lab test and compensation up to $495^^

16 Lost and Found

LOST: ROTTWEILER, female, 8-monlhs,
Brentwood, near Mt. St Mary's, $1000 re-

ward for safe return of 'Mu-chan." 310-273-
3261 ext 296 or ext 27a

19 Sperm/Egg donors

EGG DONORS
Chinese Egg Donors needed to help an
infertile Chinese couple have the child they

desperately want. All cosU covered and
compensation paid. Please calf Tracie 1-800-

SURROGATE (787-7642).

ECC DONORS NEEDED. All info confiden-
tial. Please call (310)285-0333.

"N
Bright Honest Lawyer
•Auto & Work Accidents •Falls •WiHs

•Medical Malpractice •Business Litigation

•JobOiscrim •Divorce •Trials

. Call Susan Bdiistocky

L(310) 559-1406 or (818) 382-7055.

CLINICAL TRIALS

MEDICAL GROaP
Please call 1-800-854-3902

EGG DONORS NEEDED: Healthy females
between 21-34year$ old w/medical in-

surance. Payment of $2200 for medical pro-
cess. Mima Navas 310-829-6782, Monday-
Friday.

Sperm donors needed for anonymous donor
program at one of the largest sperm banks n
the country, earn up to $420/mo. if qualified,

ConUct Heidi at the California Cryo Bank
310-443-5244. ext 24.

20 Pregnancy

GIVE THE GIFT Of LIFE. Be a surrogate for a

childless couple. Must be at least 21. LA
area. $15,000 paid. 800-308-7367.

1 2 Research Subjects

ASTHMA SUFFERERS. Earn up to $540.00 h
your spare time, t you take daily asthma
medication you may be eligible to participate

in a research drug study with a new potential

treatment for asthma. ConUct (310)477-1734
ext 540 to find out how you may ber>efit inm
this viUl program. Allergy Recearch Founda-
tton, Inc. (Breritvwood)

Badwcttlng boys 7-11 yn. and their families

needed for UCLA research PnojacL Subjects

will receive $20 and a free devdopmenUl
evaluation. 310.825-0392.

EARN MONEY for 15-minula work. Looklrig
for male mbiecl between 38-45, mvried, 1-

adolescent child. Incomplete surveys dealing

wRh mid-tlfe hsuet. Totally confidential. Can
bedonetoUlly by mall. 310-288-0775.

Hyperactive boys with attentional problems
7-11 yrs, needed for IXILA research project.

Receive $20 and a free developmental

evaluation. 310-825-0392.

New antldepresunt clinical trial (Must be 21

or older) FREE psychiatric eval, medical eval

and eight weelt program. LA office. Dr. Gale
Cooper, M.D. board certified psychiatrist.

818-712-9032

Nonrtal healthy boys 3-11 yn, and their

families needed for UCLA research project

Recede $20 arxJ have a scientific learning

experience. 310-825-0392.

Iiizophiienia
-.^ :

Do you or a loved one suffer fiom Schizophrenia?

QU'>l'ficd voluteers a^es 12 and over may qualify for a

medical research study on schizophrenia.Qualined

volunteers recive a free basic physical exam, lab tests

and may be compensated up to approximately $1650.

CALIFORNIA

V L I- A S |{ ( A L L 1 -800-854-3902

22 Health Services

ALONE-STRESSED-OVERWHELMED. Sup-
portive counseling. Individuals, couples,
groups. Adjacent to campus. Carole Chasin
MA, MFCC. 310-289-4643.

COUNSELINOmHERAPY with experienced
female PhD. 2-blocks from campus, free

parking. Specializing in young adult issues:

Depressk>n, anxiety, relationships, academic
concerns and family problems. For informa-
tion or consultation- 310-474-8305.

MASSAGE. Massage school student offers 45
minUe relaxing therapeutic massage for $5
and a toy donation to foster kids. 213-722-
0533.

Acne, Tattoos

SunsDots & Scars
Non-Surgical Laser Therapy for

painless facial skin rejuvenation

and removal of acne, tattoos,

sunspots & scars. Low cost.

Free Consultation Call

1-800-685-6574
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22 Health Services

PENIS-NIPPLE ENLARGEMENT. Professional

vacuum pumps with initruaion. Cain 1 '-3'.

Permanent- safe. Enhance erection. O. Joel

Kaplan 1-800-987-PUMP.

REACH PERSONAL AND ACADEMIC
COALS WITH HYPNOSIS. REDUCE TEST

ANXIETY. Increase concentration,

performance, self-confidence. Individual

appointments and classes. Experienced

psychotherapist for 17-years. Student Rates.

Call Laura Guilds MFCC. 310-207-0630.

30 Help Wanted 30 Help Wanted

30 Help Wanted

$6.63A^R. Work in fun atmosphere, schedule

around classes. Apply: Maureen O'Brien,

Cafe Sproul,3S0 DeNeve Dr. 310-825-2074.

$7Aiour -f bonus, flexible hours, p^eat work
experience. Hiring now! APPLY TOOAYI
UCLA Annual Fund, 10B3 Cayiey, 4th fkxv.

310-794-0277.

AAATTENTION UCLA STUDENTSI Puzzles

Fast Food Restaurant is hiring for Fall And
Winter quarterl NOW accept APS wA'revious

restaurant experience. S6.63/hr. FLEXIBLE

NITE SCHEDULE. Call Dominic 310-206-

7687.

ACTORS/MODELS NEEDED. Auditions by

appointments only. For commercials, films,

and print ads. All typeVages r>eeded. No ex-

perience necessary. No registration fees. Call

Today Image. 818-222-9091.

ADMINISTRATOR/PROJECT ASSISTANT.
Computer literate, Windows, Word profi-

cient Senior/graduate with strong writing

skills. Flexible day^K>urs; no dress cod^re-

ception duties. $6-58. 310-395-1414.

AGGRESSIVE TELEMARKETER, w/good
voice, near UCLA, comer of Wilshire and

Westwood, flexible hours, $7-$15/hr guar-

anteed. James 310-208-5554.

ALASKA EMPLOYMENT - Fishing Industry.

Earn to S3,000-$6,000+ per Month + bene-

fits. MaleA^emale. No experience necessary

206-545-4155 ext A59342.

ARCHITECTURAL GRAD STUDENT to

render vnA draw elevations, perspectives.

Project to be completed by 12/10. $8.50/hr.

310-274-1013.

RECEPTIONIST
Part-Time

Accept the challenges

and rewards that come
with working at West
Coast Physical Therapy

Group, located in Beverly

Hills. We're seeking a

Receptionist with at least

one year clerical experi-

ence to work 7 a.m. to 1

1

a.m. Must be able to thrive

in a fast-paced office en-

vironment. Salary to

$9.50 per hour. Please

call Cassandra for more
information:

(310)286-9500

WEST COAST
PHYSICAL
THERAPY

An NME Meatthcar« Facility

EOEM/F/D

ASTRONOMERS, PSYCHOLOGISTS, astro-

physicists, r>euroscientists, and other interest-

ed people needed (or a to be televised panel

discussion of 'Newtonian Astrology, plane-

tary gravitational effects on hunun thinking,

etc.* Viewer call in questions accepted. Con-
tact Mr. Vandeyift at 310-207-4671.

ATHLETE WANTED to supervise daily, early

a.m. workouts of 40-year-old marvB-f or bel-

ter tennis player preferred. SlSAwur, neg.

Call 31 0-470-3451,days.

ATHLETIC/BOYISH MALE MODELS. Earn

$150-S300 PER HOUR. Surfer, student, jock

types. Must be 18-24, clean-shaven face, IM-

tle/no chest hair. Playgirl-style magazine print

work/videos, nudity required. Highest SSS,

imn'>ediale pay! Beginners welcome. Brad,

310-392-4248.

BALLOON atEBRATIONS needs party dec-

orators, drivers, ^ists, arxi trainee managers.

Fast paced, fun, and creative environment,

flexible hours. Call 310-208-1180.

CAMPUS POSITKDN AVAILABLE ttartir^ <
S6.63Av. We work arourxJ your claises.

'

lmnr>ediate employment available for Fall

1994. Sunset Village Oining Services.

Contact David at 310-206-7688.

CASH!R WANTED. WLA and Westwood.
Some Japanese preferred. 310-479-2530.

1834 Westwood Blvd.

CASTING IMMEDIATELYI Extras rteeded lor

feature films, commercials, and music videos.

Earn Lf> to $200 per dayl No experience

needed. Work guaranteedl Call today 213-

851-6102.

W%5
IS HIRING

Apply
Today

Earn $7 plus bonus while raisins funds for UCLA

Flexible Hours

You choose the shifts that fit your busy schedule!

1 2-plus hours per week

Work close to campus with other students &
gain valuable work experience.

1083 Gayley 4th floor

between Id am - 8 pm
(310) 794-0277

COMMUNITY SERVICE OFFICERS (CSO's)

are hiring UCLA students nowl. $6.1 6^r to

start, up to $9.10. 15+hrVwk. Flexible sched-

ule. Call 825-6760.

COMPUTER PROGRAMMER for PO\ per-

sonal organizer. experierKe in BASIC a must.

Familiarity with NEV^TON a plus. Leave mes-

sageorfax resume. 310-476-0097.

CRUISE SHIPS HIRING
tarn If} to 52000-f/month on Cruise Ships or

Land-Tour companies. Seasonal and Full-

Time employment available. No experience

necessary. For information call 1-206-634-

0468 ext. C59342.

DATA ENTRY proficient, health eve fimi,

PfT. 2D hn/viAi, SBfi\r. Fax resume to: 310-

453-6109 or call 310-264-6616.

DEL MANO GALLERY. CHRISTMAS HttP.

Sales and giftwrapping. PA-F/T. Call Kevin

for information 310-476-8508.

DRIVER from LA to Chicago to move family

car (one-way). Anytime Dec-Feb. Will bond
(insure), provide fi'ee gas and motel. Req. ref-

ercnces. Walt 312-486-4936.

DRIVER WANTED-Experience necessa^,
clean record/insurance. Male to drive 10-yr-

old boy to outside-activities. Hours Flexible.

Salary competitive. Evenings, 310-393-2928,

leave message.

EARN $35-$75AiOUR. Part-tin>e Independ-

ent marketing consultants r>eeded. No experi-

ence necessary. All ages wek:ome. Hundreds
of openings available. Begin today! 310-281-

1975.

EARN EXTRA MONEY DURING THE HOLI-
DAY BREAK- TALENT TREE STAFFING has

immediate positions on the Westside for the

following: RECEPTIONISTS, WORD PRO-
CESSING SECRETARY, CLERK, CUSTOMER
SERVICE REPS. Earn top dollar while gaining

experience. Call TALENT TREE 310-207-

2555; jobs in Beverly Hills/Downtown 213-

937-9100; jobs in San Fernando Valley 818-

9904)440.

EDITORIAL ASSISTANT NEEDED to work (or

L.A design firm. Must be detail-minded,

highly organized, and a fast learner. Journal-

ism or English major preferred. FAX rcsunw

to Attn: )eni K. at 21 3-380-3427.

Energetk coffee-lovers needed imnrwdiately
to work Arrosto Espresso Bars in Beverly
Hills, Brentwood, and WLA. Apply in person:
262 S. BeveHv Oive. Beverly Hills.

Researcfa Data Asastant needed to:

cfcate and verify d«u files,

peifoim file tnuufer from
mainfnune to microccmputer and
vicevcTu. Create and maintain

back-up files, documenutian and
tracking lyttemi. Transfer dau
between oomputen ai requested.

Prepare daU for statistical

analysis using ACS Query SOLO
program. Requirements:

working knowledge of

microcomputer and mainframe
sutistical. database, and
spreadsheet programs.

Knowledge of itatistici at

univariate bivariatc levels. Social

Science background preferred.

Fai retwne to Hekn at 319-7M4297.

FIGURE MODELS
writer/photographer r>eeds girls 18+ years old

to pose for magazines and compiuter art

Good pay, no experience required, conveni-

ent hours. 213-256-8700.

Floral designer/sales persorVaccount rep.

wanted. Experiertced w/all styles of design.

Must be experienced and highly motivated.

Flexible hrs. 310-277-4473.

HOSTESS-NIGHTCLUB. Females, earn up to

$1 2/hr.4tips. Club Greco. 366 East 2nd St.

Los Angeles. Minimum age-21. No experi-

ence necessary. Japar>ese language

preferred. 213-626-5270, please cajl after

6pm,M-Sat.

HOSTESS. P/r in Italian restaurant, Pico and

Beverly Glen. Sflb^KXJr. 11am-2:30pm. Call

310-475-9235, ask for Donato.

INCOME OPPORTUNITY. $5004/week pos-

sible processing mailers at horr>e. Set your
own schedule and pace. For Info Call Mar-
Kon: 714-251-3001.

LAW OFFICE. Clerical secretarial positions.

Must know WordPerfect. Have office experi-

ence. Good typing skills, flexible hours.

Wilshire & Glendon. 310-475-0481.

MALE MODELS. Asiaa Latin or surfer types.

No height requireni>ehL Hot head, cards,

poders, mags. Good money. Funi 213-664-

2999 24houfS.

MARKET RESEARCH COMPANY in Van
Nuys needs individuals to work 4-6

hourVday. Evening, day, and weeker>d hours

available to do public opinion and market re-

search. Must have excellent reading skills,

abilHy to write verbatim, ar>d follow ir>struc-

tions. Call 818- 72S-427S.

MARKETING RESEARCH ASSBTANT Full-

time or part-time. Detail-oriented, good tele-

phone skills, interesting work, flexible hours.

Call 9anv10pm daily, Mrs. Rost 310-391-

7232.

MEDICAL OFFia. PfT, mid-Wilshire vea,

15 hour^week, to experierKe necessary.

213-937-2025.

MEDK>L. Full-tinr>e position for PX or R.N.

in women's health care facility. West L.A.

and Tarzana area. 310-839-5532.

MESSENGER/ERRANDS, Student needed for

PA work, running misc. errartds for president

of RE fimi. 10-20 houn/week, $9/fir. Call

Naomi, 310-286-3600 for intenrlew.

MGNT TRAINEE
No exp. nee. Corp. expanding in area.

$4000^month, base-f .commission. Start im-

mediately. 21 3-463-0633

MID-WILSHIRE, East of Farmer's market, P/T

sales at a Tennis Oub In the Pro Store. Great

atmosphere, weekerxl help needed. Sales ex-

perience preferred. 213-931-1715.

NATIONAL INVESTMENT BANKING FRM,
Institutional Department. Articulate, ambi-
tious sentor for p^ telemarketing. 29-hrVwk.
Fnlry-level position, training Included.

NIGHT DESK CLERK, PA. Luxury Hotel h
Westwood Village. Friday and Saturday,

11pm-7am. 310-206-3945.

OFFCE ASSISTANT needed for busy, exciting

office. Challenging opportunity/lots of room
for advancement. Type 40 wpm, MAC ex-

perience required, 35 hourVweek. Call 818-
506-55 18.

r
• For TV Commarclalt
•Movlas
"Catalogs
•VkiMS
call immnfllstpK/

(310)659"48&5

30 Help Wanted

OFFCE WORK, Part-time position kt 100

Mwl. Plaza. UCLA student preferred. Call

between 10am-4pm Moa-FrL 310-206-

0099.

PA Hood map analyst position at mortgage

services firm. El Segunda Morning and after-

noon shifts. Perfect for geography students.

$7.S(VW-. Kevin 310-348-7080.

PART-TIME ADMINISTRATIVE ASSISTANT-
Work nwstly from your honr>e for creative

Westwood marketing man. Start $8.00 per

hour- call Arthur 310-476-6478.
'

Part-time receptionist in lawfirm. 8:30-1:00,

hours flexible, MorvFri. Fax resume: Attn k-is

310-207-1301.

PARTY HaPER, CHRISTMAS EVE. &30pm-
12:30am, $75 for evening. Experierx:e

Preferred. Call KVs. Scheff 310279-2040. Or
needed.

Rapidly growing investment company seek-

ing PA computer intern. College sopho-

more/junior, ability to work. with DOS, Wiixf-

ows, Lotus 123, Word Perfect, and Foxpro.

Bilingual (English^anish) a plus. 17.00-

$8.00 per hr. Contact Nelson Jiminez at 310-

571-3700x231.

REAL ESTATE FIRM offering a PAID intern-

ship to an entrepreneurial-mirKled individual.

Duties range from light office work to active

participation in leasing/development process.

Must be computer literate and have own car.

Fax resume to 310-458-6681.

REaPTIONtST/CLERKJM.. Bilingual, f^^ist be

fluent in Spanish and English. Flexible hours.

^omer of LeConte and Westwood. Good Sal-

ary. Call between 9-5. 310-443-3200.

RESORT JOBS- Earn to $12 / hr -i- tips.

Theme Parks, Hotels, Spas, -fmore. Tropical

& Mountain destinations. Call 206-632-01 50
ext.R59341.

SALES AND PRODUCTION Positions Avail-

able. Great Harvest Bread Co. located h
Brentwood. $6.50 to start. Lots of funI 310-

826-9400.

SALES, flexible hours, selling children's musi-

cal chairs, Westside Pavilion. Sales experi-

erKe helpful, outgoing personality. $S/hour

-^ commission. 310-577-7858.

SALES/DEMO PERSON. Beverage demos r
supermarkets: offer samples, provide product

info. Dynamk:, natural, wholeson>e ap-

pearance, female preferred. Weekdays and

weekends, $1(Vhr. 310-915-5500.

SEASONAL SALES HELP
SMffH & HAWKEN, a high profile retail/cat-

afog company specializing in products in-

spired by the garden seeks Seasonal PA Sales

Associates for its Beverly Hills store. Must be

abfe to work evenings)Weekends. Approx-

imately 20-25 hours/week. Previous retail

sales experience preferred; gardening krwwl-

edge not required. Apply in person at the

store at 370 Canon Drive or call 310-247-

0737 for telephone interview. EO€.

SECRETARY/EXECUTIVE ASSISTANT for

Westside import/export company. FA, must

have proven knowledge of Microsoft Word
and Excel.^ Excellent opportunity. 310-276-

2500.

SEXY FEMALE DANCERS wanted for

bachelor parties, private shows. $150-

$40Q^r. Also hiring drivers. Mutf have pag-

er. Call Steve 310-824-1055.

TEACHER ASSISTANT. Private school, near

to SFValfey. 7 year oW. . Hours 8-1 M-F.

ShoukI be Mac literate. Begins immediately.

(818)998-1782, ask forHelene.

TELEMARKETING WA>PING SKILS. No ex-

perience necessary. Prefer ttudents/grads.

Flexible hours. 1:00-6:00pm starting at $7-

$1Cyhr4bonuses. 3-bloda UCLA. Harel

Maintenance. Ron, 310-470-6175.

Help Wanted
Westside Law rirm needs
help in accounting
department Job duties

Include filing, shredding,

mailing and misc. tasks.

P/T. Can be flexible.

Start 1,00/hT. Send fax to

Judy Cunningham
(310)312-4224

i

TO WORK WITH CHILDREN ages 6-13. Art

background helpful, not marxfatory. Murt
have good writing ricills and be MAC literate.

Hours 10:45-3:30PM. Begin immediately.

Call Heler^e 818^998-1782.

TUTORS WANTED
MATH, SCIENCE, SPANISH, FRENCH TU-
TORS needed for Sherman Oaks, Woodland
Hills , Westwood Centers. Undergraduate de-

gree required. $12/hr. 818-347-7616, 310-

475-5330.

UCLA STUDENTS LOOKING FOR EMPLOY-
MENT, work arourwJ your classes, itartirw

rate $6.63^r. Call jelena at Henhcy HaH
Foodservice 310-825-7686.

Valet attflrxlants for holiday season at prestige

Century Qty bcation. Call pcisonnci M-F
9anv4pm. 310-553-6123.

Valet parkir^ hoAday, PA, earn up to $6f,

818-344-4254.

VALET PARKING. AtlendanU and Cashhws
needed for LAX MARRIOH. Full-tinrfe and
part-time available. Flexible sdtcdufes. Great

student job. For more infomulion call 310-

337-5374.

30 Help Wanted

EARN UP TO $8.5(VHR PLUS TIPS
cleaning houses and offk»8. Call today

and go to work this week. Tons of work.

Full and part time work. Flexible

schedule. Wbrk in your area.

Car necessary.

Call toiiay at 310/453-1817.

VOIGHT FITNESS AND DAI^CE CENTER
looking for er>ergetlc employees for their new
Santa Monica location. Call 310-854-0613

for information.

WAITER/DRIVER
LA TO GO: Gourmet food delivery. Looking

for nrK>tivated, energetic, ar>d conscientious

delivery drivers^vaiters. Flexible hours. Good
money Fun work. Call (310)440-4455 before

lO'JOam, between 3-5pm.

We could be just the place for you. Cutters

Restaurant, Santa Monica. Hiring servers. Ap-

ply in person M-F between 2-5pm. 2425
Coforado Ave.

WRITER'S EXCHANGE has work for creative-

ly-talented writers. Paperback novels, Norv
Fiction Books, Magazir>e and Newspaper arti-

cles. Essays, Screenplays. 310-209-0681,

Vernon.

YOUNG MEN WANTED for nude and semi-

nude nnodeling. Good pay. Immediate work.

Call Derek 213-845-9669.

32 Career Opportunities

KUW aaa
A large private medical practice,

specializing in HIV and located in

Sherman Oaks is seeking a master's

or doctoral-level epidemiologist for

their Department of Research.

Strong methodologic/analytic and

SAS skills are required for this

exciting and challenging position.

Interested applicants may fax

their resume by 12/16/94 to:

Dr. Laurie Shaker Irwin

(818)990-2796

FinarKial freedom available. Low risk, no irv

ventory, business opportunity. For info call

21 3-964-2277.

SENIORS AND GRADS. Earn up to $30(Vday.

Excellent people skills required. Training

provided. 310-337-0790.

Paid Management Internship

' Be trained in mktg, sales,

interviewing, motivation of

employecSjCustomer relations, etc

Earn minimum of 2,500 to lOK
managing a branch of Student

Works Painting. Most hiring will

be completed by Nov. for

spring/summer positions.

Call (800) 394-6000 for info.

BARTENDER
TRAINEES

•no experience necassaiy
•earn$l 001200 dally
•more jobs tnon graduates
•naKon wide {ob placement

NATIONAL BARTENDERS
SCHOOL

(213)3803200
(310)558^608
(8 1 8)994^8 1 00

34 Internships

DEVELOPf4ENTAL INTERNS NEEDED for

one of the lai]gest film production companies.
No pay, bU lots of experience. Work closely

with VP of Developrneni M Roger Gorman's
production company. Call Rob at 310-820-
67^. ___^
Director Norman Jewlson Production Com-
pany seeking interns for Spring. Call Ellza-

bethCasparis. 310-264^155.

GENERAL i^TERNS I^EDEQ for one of the

largest film production companies. No pay.

Lots of experierKe. Collegs orvdit available.

Hard, fun work. CompUer experience hclp-

ki\. Call Linda; 310-820-6733.

WANTED: PUBLISHER'S ASSISTANT. Intern

Part-time New, national, multi-ethnic teen

magazine- Unity LA. Experience on fkUc
213-935-5826.

Dally Bruin Classified

35 Child Core Wanted

2 CHILDREN. 7&10, well-behaved. SanU
Monica, 4-8 hiV>wk, weekervls. $7Au. Call

Bmce 310-275-9831

Wednesday, November 30, 1994 27

BABYSITTER, 1 OR 2 evening per week. 2
boys, 9 and 12. Car needed. $6.3tVhour. Call
Mrs. Scheff 310-279-2040.

BABYSITTING, student needed to babysit 2-

yr oU girl, 3-5:30pm, 3 week days (studenfi
choice), car required, $7/hr. Call Liz 310-
839-4670.

DRIVER^HILIXARE needed by two profes-

sor family. 3 afternoons\vk. $1(Vhr. $100M(
min. Need own car and refererxxs. Call for

inten^iew. 310-828-3363.

FEMALE COLLEGE STUDENJ NEEDED for

part-time help at home with children. Even-
ings and weekends. Good income or in ex-
change for room ar>d board in Brentwood.
310-471-0804.

FUN, SENSITIVE PERSON FOR FUN, sensi-

tive 10-year-old boy in our WLA home.
12/19-1/2, 9am-3pm. 310-444-7392.

MOTHER'S HELPER, Pacific Palisades. Driv-
ing, homework, childcare, references. Ongo-
ing commitment. Monday, Wednesday: 3-

7:30pm, Friday: 3-6pm. $10a\iveek. Start

lanuary. 310-204-1 666ext.328.

NANNYAHOUSEKEEPER. 25-35 hrVwk.
Sa^. Fluent English, experience wAoddlers,
own car. 310-820-6333.

PART-TIME DRIVER. Monday, Wednesday,
Friday 2-7pm. SS/hour. Westwood location,
no car necessary. Graduate student preffered.

310-479-6335.

ROOM in exchange for afternoon chikkare.
Income supplemented. 8-year oW. Beautiful
Santa Monica. Car preferred. Males and k-
males apply. 310-394-1566.

49 Apartments for Rent

$65a WESTWOOD. Extra large single. Hard-
wood floors, stove, refrigerator. Secure. Near
UCLA. 310-478-0875.

S650.00, Beautiful, large 1 -bedroom. Dish-
washer, air, fireplace, built-in book shelves,

gated parking and entry. Quiet building, 1 5-

minutes from UCLA or SMC. 3414 Jasmine.
310-838-4862. Available mid-December.

$800.00, Beautiful 2-bedroonV2-bath, dish-

washer, A/C, fireplace, built-in book shelves,
gated parking and entry. Quiet building 15-

minutes from UCLA or SMC. 341 4 Jasmine.
310-838-4862. Available December.

$900 CULVER CITY. Large, quiet, modern, 2-

bdmV3bath townhome, dishwasher, *fc,

fj-idne, patio, f.ated parklnn. 310-837-0761

.

$995. 2BR/1-1/2BA TOWNHOUSE STYLE
1.2 mites UCLA. 310-459-6800.

1 -BEDROOM $695. 2-BEDROOM $825.
Garden courtyard. Quiet. Appliances, blinds,

etc 1&1/2 miles to campus. Blue bus. 310-
477-0725.

1-MILE TO WESTWOOD. $695. 1-bdrm.
pool, 1 235 Federal Avenue. 310-477-7237.

49 Apaitnnents for Rent

BRENTWOOD, Sunny and large 34>ed-
roonfV2-bath, Patio, North of Wilshire, dish-

warfier, cal-okay, $145(VWx)nth. Open 9-5,

11921 Goshen Ave. apt#l. 310-207-0634.

CHEVIOT HfliS ADJ. $775, modem l-bdrm,
1 }/2 bath, carpet, drapes, bui It-Ins, refirigera-

tor,patio, carport, laundry, excellent transpor-

tation and shopping. 310-838-9052

CLOSE TO UCLA
WESTWOOD. 10 minutes by car, l-bed/l-
bath, upper, etectronk: entry, fireplace, refrig-

erator, dishwasher, carpet, verticals, gated
parking, laundry, $75fl/month. For appoint-
mentcall 310-454-8800. .

Large single quiet area, Wilshire district, sep-
arate kitchen/bathroom, furnishedAjnfur-

nished, trustworthy student preferred. Call
Dante at City News (eve) 714-773-4902.
$385,

MAR VISTA, $845, 2-bed/2-bath, 2-$tory cus-
tom lownhouse. Gated garage, unit alarm,
central air, fireplace. 11931 Avon Way. 310-
391-1076.

MAR VISTA. 2-bedroom/1-1/2-bath, quiet,
bright, 2-story townhome, skylight, pool, spa,

security gate, garage parking, no pets. Lease,

$80(Vmonth. 310-391-6637.

MAR VISTA $675. Near 405 freeway, N\ce
1 -bedroom, new carpets, stove, refrigerator,

laundry. 310-454-0805.

MAR VISTA/^845. 2-bdrm/2-bath, custom
townhome, fireplace, gated garage, alarm h
unit 12736 Caswell Ave. 310-391-1076.
Open 7 days 9-5.

MAR VISTA 2-bdnn/2bath. Custom town-
home, fireplace, gated garage, alarm in unit.

$795. 1 1 748 Courtleigh. Door open 7 days.
310-391-1076.

49 ADortments for Rent

Monterey

2 Bed / 2 Bath
S1150
$1250

Central Air/Central Heat.
Security building.
Will Allow 4 in

1 Apartment

Now reserving for Fall

(310)477-0858

50 Apartments, Furnished

MAR VIST\ $60(VWMinth. Adc about free

rent Attractive, fumished 1^»edroom. Large,
pool, patio, and barbecue area. Quiet build-
Ing. 3748 Innlewood Blvd. 310-398-8579.

WESTWOOD. 1-bdrm, 2-blocks walk west of

ichool. 310-824-0782. Sf>7S/mo.

51 Apartments, Unfurn.

$850 2BDRM/1 1/2BA. 1426 Barrington #4.
Stove, refrigerator, air, dishwasher. (310)837-
0761

53 Roommates

WESTWOOD, Strathmore/Landfair. Femate
rweded to share room w/1 other in spacious
Ibd apt. BalconyAerrace. Move-in dat^^de-
posit negotiable. $41S/mo., Emily 824-
0407.

1 -MINUTE TO Ua\ Bachelor, $525, fur-

nished/unfurnished, utilities included, pod,
laundry, no pets. 310-824-3000

1 -MINUTE TO UCLA. Single, $475. Fur-
nished or unfumist>ed. Parking $90 extra.

310-208-2820.

3BR + 3BATH
SanU Fe Style condo, four units. Built-ins,

fireplace, refrigerator, air, washer/dryer.

Gated parking. WLAAJCLA. Cable bonus.
$1495.310-471-0359.

Beautiful 3-y/o deluxe apartment. 2-bdmV2-
ba, 3-bdrrTV2-ba available. 640 Veteran Ave.
Call fast 824-2036.

MARINA SHORES. MDR/Venice border. 2+1
apartments. $745-$845. Sunny, airy, nicely

landscaped, parkir^ included. Hard-
wood/carpets. Walk to beach. 310-395-0591
or 310-829-0589.

Muki-level secure 2bd/2.Sba+loft, fireplace,

A/C, high ceilings, sunny, ocean breeze, safe

parking, storage, MDR adjacent, non smokers
preferred, $140Q/mo. 310-456-1578.

PALMS $595, 1 -bedroom security building,

very quiet, all appliances. Corwenient to

campus. Security deposit $10a A^, laundry.
310-837-7061.

PALMS $825. 2-bdrm/2-ba, refrigerator, dish-

washer, stove, central air, fireplace, two un-
derground parking. Quiet. Bus #1^. 6-year
new security building. 310-556-1688.

PALMS, 1 -bedroom, $55(ymonth, upper,
3455 Jasmine. Appliances, pool, parking,

laundry, no pets. 310-454-4754.

PALMS. $995, 2-bed/2-bath, custom town-
home, fireplace, balcony, gated garage,
alarm in unit One month free. 361 4 Faris Dr.

310-391-1076.

PALMS. Unfurnished 1 -bedroom, $495,
single $395. Appliances, no pets. Call 9am-
8pm, askformgr. (310)837-4196.

BEVERLY HILS ADJ. 1&2-BEDROOMS
$6S0-$895. SOME W/HARDWOOD
FLOORS. ONLY 1/2 BLOCK TO PICO BUS.
ASK ABOUT LEASE BONUS. 310-839-6294.

GREAT LOCATION!
3450 Sawtclle Blvd.

1 and 2 BD Apts.
Split Master Suites

-Heated pool/spa/sauna/gym

-BBQs/Lush Gardcns/Watcifalls

-Large recreational clubhouse

-Intercoms entry

Casa de Vida

310-397-4811

BEVERLY HILS ADJACENT. Special Holiday
Rate. Beautiful 2-bedroom/6-unit buikiing.

Full kitchen, appliarxres, laundry facilities,

parking. Walk to p»kAennis. 310-839-1959.

BRENTWOOD 2BDRKV2BATH $1400. Se-

curity, patio, pool, 2 car parking, remodled
kttohen and bathrooms. 310-472-1456.

BrentwoodI 3-bdrm/2-bath. $1600. Pool,

Ig. balcony, gated parking, central air. Near
UCLA. Add.: 330 S.Barrington, near Sunset.
310-471-2498.

BRENTWOOD, $900, 2-bdm»^-bath, patio,

new decor, close to UCLA, by appt. only,

11728Mayfield Apt »3, 310-271-6811

ik

"• MAR VISTA
•

2B0,2BA.2STORY
CUSTOM TOWNHOMES.

GATED GARAGE. CENTRAL AIR.

FIREPLACE. UNITAURM

* 12736 CASWHI AVE $848
All 931 AVON WAY $845
*1174aCOUmUEIQHDR. $796

* PALMS *
2 BD. 2BA CUSTOMTOWNHOME.
FIREPUCE, BALCONY. GATED

GARAGE,ALRM IN UNfT
(ONE MONTH FREE RENT)

• 3614 FARIS $986
n •apen7d^n

11 CALL (310) 391-107B
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PALMS/CULVER CITY. Keystone Place apart-

ments. Com«nient, light, tunny. Single* 1 &2-
bedfoom apartments. Microwave, Jacuzzi,

gated-parklng. Ckae to 405. $65a$9S0.
Linda 310-836-1718.

PARKING RENTAL
ACROSS FROM UCLA. Secured, gated,

Intkfe apartment buildii^ $50/mo. 310-208-
0732 C«H between 1 pnvSpm.

PENTHOUSE VIEW
$575. Elegwn, 1 bedroom, two entrie*. Sher.

man Oaks adj. Great k>cation, half bkxk
markeU, bunes, near freeways. 818-399-
9610.

SHERMAN OAKS. Gated, newer, quiet, lin-

gle, $4S0, 2-t^2 $735, 13406 Moorpark St.

816-907-9237. 818-222-8298.

SINGLE APARTMENTS. Near buses. Com-
pletely renovated. Bike or ride to campus.
Near parks.Laundry and parking. Massachu-
se» Lof40S. $535. 31IM79^JS11

SPACK5US SINGLE, Sherman Oaks. Walk to

Westward Ho market, refrigerator and free

utilities, $65(ymo., 818-788-0003

TWO BEDROOM $595
SPACIOUS, VIEW, walk library. Great Van
Nuys location. Minutes to Sherman Oaks,
shopping, busses, and freeways. 818-399-
9610. _^
WALK TO UCLA. One bedroom, balcony,
free parking, laundry facilities, water incl.

$900. Bachelor $550. Single $650. 10944
Strathmore. (310)209-0968.

WESTWOOD
ACROSS FROM UCLA. Single plus k>ft,

Ibdmr). Secured building, fumished, healer,

stove, oven, refridgerator, laundry facility.

SaOO/mo. 310-208-0732.

WESTWOOD, $825/MONTH. Sunny, large

l-bedroonV1-bath. 2-block walk to campus.
Prime parking, secure. Assume lease, move-
in January. 310-208-8045.

WESTWOOD, 424 LANDFAIR, 3-bed-

roonV2-bath, 2-bedroom/1 -bath, and single

available now. Swimming pool, hardwood
floors, utility room, garden setting, next to

UCLA 310-459-1200.

WESTWOOD. available Jan. 1, large, bright

Ibd, $795, quiet building, controlled access,

elevator, gated parking, 310-208-4835. Call

before 7pm. 519 Clenrock Avenue.

WESTWOOD- 2-BEDROOW2-BATH, $925
AND UP. TIE KITCHEN, STEPDOWN LIV-

ING ROOM. UNUSUAL CHARM. 1-1/2

MILE TO UCLA. 31 0-839-6294."

WESTWOOD. Large studio apartment for

rent for spring quarter, full kitchen, parking
space, laundry, 1/2 mile to campus. 310-208-
7972.

WLA BACHELOR, $460. LG-1-BED, $650-
$675. Swimmir^ pool, sun-deck, laundry,

barbecue, appliances, carpets/drapes. Best
location. 1621 Westgate Ave. 310-820-
1121.

1+1, $650, BAJA BRENTWOOD, quaint,
huge patio, upper, hardwood floors, laundry,
parking no pets-N/S. 1-600-758-1813.

PALMS. Single $53S-$550. 2bd, $850.
Clean, Large pool, convenient to shopping
and UCLA 310-204-4332.

SANTA MONICA, STUDIO ON THE BEACH.
Available immediately. Refrigerator, stove,
rx) pets. $63(VW>onth. Near the pier. 310-
451-5944.

WLA PRIME, large single, kitchen, dining
room, hardwood, private, $675. PALMS, 1-

bdrm, stove, refrigerator, $550. MIRACLE
MILE, small single, kitchen, full bath, big
closets, $375. 310-839-8105.

WLA- 1 -bedroom, built-ins, refrigerator, AK,
security gates, upstairs, laundry room. Cfose
to everything. Price neglegable. 310-475-
2220 or 310-478-1 190. 2605 S. Barrington.

WLA. $67S/iT»nth. 2-bedroorT^^ -bath. 2 lev-

els, private balcony. Laundry room, 2 blocks
south of Wilshire. 310-3954)149.

WLA $725-up. Large one and two bed-
rooms, pool, balcony, built-in stove and
ovea quiet, private. Near UCLA. (310)478-
7150.

WESTWOOD. $1500, SpackxiS 3-bedroom
upper+dining room, w/balcony, dishwasher,
refrigerator, built-ins, ideal for grad students.
1711 Malcolm. 3/4-mile from campus. 310-
273-1212.

WLA 1 -BEDROOM, $65Q/MO. BUILT IN
POOL. aOSE TO UCLA and beach areas.
Great tenants, resident manager. 310-477-
9955.

52 Apartments to Shofe

BRENTWOOD APARTMENT. Sunny and
spacious. Own bedroom. Share large bath.

$45Q^nonth. Security building. Great room-
mates. Female only. 310-826-8616.

Z FEMALE NEEDED
Female roommate wanted to share bedroom
in 3-bedroonrV2-bath apartment w/3 females.

AVAILABLE ASAP. New, clean. Security
building, laundry facilities, gated and under-
ground parlcing. Call Mendy, 310-208-1816
leave message.

FEMALE(S) WANTED
Beautiful Westwood, 3-bedroom/2-bath
apartment, own room or room to share. Se-
curity building, parking, laundry, walk to

UCLA N/5. Stacey, 310-208-1816

P^OMS. Own roonVbath in 2-bdrm/2-bath
afiartmenL New complex w/appllar>ces, se-

curity, etc Male-N/S preferred. iA90/mo.
Short-term lease available. Jose 310-553-
901 0ext274, call anytime.

WESTWOOD-PRIVATE ROOf^<VBATH by

nxx, spackxjs, 2-bed/2-bath. Plenty of park-
ing, balcony, dishwasher, M^, N/S preferred.

$400 month. 310-470-3561.

WESTWOOD. Female roommate wanted to

share larg^ bedroom of 2-bedroom, 1-balh
apt. From Jan.-Aug. $30(ymo.+$300 deposit.

Contact Paula 310-824-4650.

WESTWOOD. 424 VETERAN, l-or-2 fe-

males to share 2-be<V2-bath apartment.
Pool/jacuzzi, security, parking. 5-min. walk
to campus. Starting mid-December.
S325/mo,neKotiable. 310-824-2S26.

WESTWOOD. 456 Landfair. Considerate,
neat, studnus. Need female roommate for

pre-fumished luxury 2-bdrnV2-bath apt
ASAP. $312.5Q/mo. Call 310-209-0682

WESTWOOD. 1 or 2 female roommates
needed to share 2-bdrm/2-bath from Aid-
Dec-June. $38CVmo. +security. Pool, jacuz-
zi, sauna, rec/weight rooms. 310-824-1731.

WESTWOOD. ROOMMATE NEEDED TO
SHARE room in furnished 2-bedroorT\/2-l/2-
bath condo. Parking, security, laundry, pool
table. 310-208-5229.

54 Room for Rent

53 Roommates

BEVERLY HILLS Separate, private fumished
room^alh for N/S female student. Great loca-

tion, parking, pool, $600.310-273-9127.

BEVERLY HI.LS. Separate very large and
small fumished roorm w/grad students,**

Washer/Dryer, kitchen privileges, pool, need
car. $55Q/$375. Abby 818-783-5151.

LANDFAIR AVE. Doubles or singles avail.

Prefer males. Util. incl. Walk to campus. Call
Eddie, 310-208-8172.

PRIVATE ROOM, 1/2 BATH in large house. 8
minutes to UCLA. Living room, den, parking,
non-snraker preferred. $39CVmo. Ivan 310-
207-321 2.

ROOM AVAILABLE immediately in large,

comfortable apartment. 1920's era buikiing
located near historic Ambassador Hotel.
Laundry facilities. $375. 213-739-1566.

ROOM FOR RENT IN PRIVATE HOME.
Brentwood on Bundy bekjw Sunset. Bath-
room, kitchen privileges, washer/dryer.

$48QAnonth. 5-minutes UCLA. 310-476-
6144, Bob.

Room w/bath $475. With l/2bath $450.
Second person add $75. Clean, quiet, owner-
managed buikiing. 1-btock lo campus. 310-
271-7028.

SANTA MONICA. House, separate entrance,
separate bath, near buses, $45Q/mo. Avail-

able now. 310-474-7203.

UCLA ROOMMATE WANTED TO SHARE
master bedroom in apartment w/new car-

pet/furniture. Steps from campus. Gated
parking. $45fymo. 310-824-2368.

WESTWOOD, ROOM FOR RENT in nice
house. Washer/Dryer, full house privileges,

cable, fireplace. $395. (310)479-4022.

WLA Own room in very large, bright 2-

bdrrrVl -bath, Washeiydryer. Have cats.

Smoker. $37Symonth -mtilities. Male pre-

ferred. 310-271-4289.

55 Sublet

WLA. 10 MINUTES TO UaA Big & Bright.

Low nwve-in, 2-bdmV2.5-bth. singles $695
A up WASHER/DRYER. W.B. fireplace, sec
alarm, ROOFTOP SPA 11221 Richland 478-
3990.

WLA. BeaUlful, X-Large 2-bdrm, high ceil-

ing, $795. Large 1 -bedroom, $650. Single
wAull kitchen, walk-in closeto, $500. 1718
Bundy Dr. 310-476-8090.

WLA/PALMS. 2bd/1.5ba townhouse. Fire-

place, diswasher, new carpet, security build-

ing and parking. 3549 Sawtelle Blvd. Ten
minutes to campus. $795Ano. 310-398-5995.

FURNISHED RESORT STYLE
APARTMENTS

MlfifirrES PROM CAMPUS
STUDIO, ONE AND TWO BEDROOMS

MONTHLY RENTALS

CORPORATE WSCDUNTS AVAHABIE

DianKuid Head
Apartments
Short Term Available

1bedroom $875
Firoplace, balcony with a

view, contemporary
Kitchen

€£r*at BulMIn^
N«»gotl«l»l« R*nt

^fVond4Brful Managers
660 Veteran
208-22S1

504 MIDVALE. Femak; share large 1 -bed-
room, hardwood floors, large bath, parkir^.

Must seel Available 12/16-iune. $425-fl/2
utilities. Tara 310^24-0824.

CULVER CfTY, master bedroom n 3 bed-
room condo, private bath, pool, spa, guard,

$425^^., free utilities, $125 deposit, pre-

sently 1 mal^ female, short term okay, 310-
842-8406.

FEMALE GRAQ1>ROFESSIONAL Student.

Own roonVbath, parking, pool, laundry, near

buses. Non-smoking, mature, quiet. Available

Dec. 1. $44a Call evenings 31CM44-491

3

FEMALE NEEDED
Female roommate wanted to share bedrooom
in 3-bedroonV2-bath apartment w/3 females.

AVAILABLE ASAP. New, clean. Security

building, laundry facilities, gated and under-

ground parking. Call Mendy, 310-208-1816
leave message.

FEMALE ROOMMATE
Female roommate wanted to share 1-bed-

roonVl-bath apartment. $412/month. Laun-
dry, parking. Very bright, airy, k)ts of wind-
owv 406 l/2Larxffair Ave. 310-208-0773.

Free cable, free laundry, $37S/mo. Own
room. Duplex. Near Santa Monka and Bar-

rington. Grad Studenf preferred. Call 310-
207-4442.

MIDVALE/LANDFAIR. Three guys in fur-

nished apartment seek roommate. 2-bed-
room/1 .5-bath v>»;^arking. $375/month. 310-
209-1143.

NATIONAL&MILITARY- Female graduate
roommate k> share 2-bec^-bath apartment.

Asian prefierred. Security building.

$350Atkh-1/2 utilities, own roorM>ath. Nev
shop^feusllnes. 310-558-4057.

Roommate wanted. Esp. Spanish speakers or
African beg. Jan. 95 male/female. Call collect

weeknights between 6-8pm. at 719-576-
3738.

SINGLE WESTWOOD PARTIALLY FUR-
NISHED apartment. Between end of Novem-
ber and end of March. SBSfVmo. Lindbrook
Dr. Smin. from campus. 310-474-2726.

WEST HOLLYWOOD. Gorgeous fumished
large single apartment Luxury building.

Only $550 including utilities. Pool, gym,
covered parking, security guard. Call Vimala
310-825-4932.

WESTWOOD close UCLA, Overland
Ave/Sania Monica Blvd sublet winter/spring
quarters, $35(ymo., fully fumished, bachelor,
rear parking, mature UCLA student, 310-475-
3720.

WESTWOOD. Strathnwe, 1/4 mile to cam-
pus bachelor, refrigerator, laundry, utilities

paid, fumished optional. Take anftr Dec 1.

$49S/mo. Michael, 310-824-4702.

56 House for Rent

Encino Park, 3bdAba, attached garage, wash-
er/dryer, fienced backyard, swamp cooler,
fireplace, den, living room, available De-
cember 1, $1200, 818-506-6200.

WESTVS«X)0. 2-BDRM/1-BATH, formal liv-

ing/dining, fireplace, hardwood fkxMs, 2-car
garage, huge backyard w/fruit trees, close to

UCLA, bus, shopping. $160G^a. 310-478-
8415.

57 House to Shore

SANTA MONICA Own room in 2-bed-
roofVl-bath house. Spacious, garden, h»d.
wood floors, ckxe to beacMius. Female
grad preferred. $55Q^month. Available 12/15.
Maggie, 310-450-1063.

VENICE. 0«m roonf0>ath in large beautiful

house, 1/2 bik beach, walk street, parkir^
w»h/dry, yard, $535, move-in d^
negotiable. 310-392-9412.

TOP FLOOR LUXURY BUILDING. Views of

Century City. Private bedroom and bath. Full

security and parking. Central air, pool. Norv
smoker. Finrt and last. $675. Avaiable
12/20^4. 310-470-8577.

Ventee Studto, 2,100«qA, 20'Ceilirv, sky-

lights. two blocks from beach, central kxra-

tton. $45(ymonth. Available 12/1/94. Call

Erik or Will 310-399-8777.

VENICE-Own bedroom. Large 2-(tory, 2-

bedroom apartment $325. Male t^ pre-
ferred. Call Keith 310-239-3685.

WESTWOOD, $557/MONTH $400 DE-
POSIT. 5-minutes UCLA by walking. Own
room, ihan bath. Peking, laundry, pool.

Quiet, N/S female. 310-209-1050.

59 House Exchange

12/21^4-1/2^5. 4-BDRM LONDON
HOUSE ickMe to West End and transporta-
tton) n exchange for Los Angeles accommo-
dattons, preferably

. West Skle. 213-655-
0338.

GUESTHOUSE rent free in exchanga for tu-

toring two chiWren ^es 6&& Hex Beverly
Hills. Education background prefierred. 31a
275-4757.

62 Roonn/Boord for Help

EUROPEAN COUPLE, doctor/lawyer,
preparing USA licenses, will provide home
health support. PT, cleaning, drivlr^ etc k\

exchanie for roon^x>ard. 310-454-7990.
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62 Room,/ Board for Help

riMALl STUDENT needed for chlldcare,

driving, light housekeeping for 9 & 3-

year/old. Approximate 20hours^veek. Wal-
king distance campus. Experier^^references

required. 310-470-4662.

FEMALE STUDENT. Room and board in ex-

change for baby sitting child with special

needs. Approximately 25 hr^vk. Judy 310-

274-261 7.

FREE ROOM AND BOARD for child care.

Female student Ovvn car, near UCLA. After

6:30pm. 310-204-4870.

FREE to mature male student in exchange for

help in home. No drugs. Ia BreVVenice irt

Mkj-city area. 213-936-3349.

Near UCLA Female student preferred. Norv
smoker. Furnished room inexchange (or

housework. Nice, private roornAMth. 310-
474-0336.

66 Townhouse for Rent

WEST LA. $1375. 3-BED/2-BATH, 140a5q..

(L Hardwood floors, fireplace. Air condi-

tioning, like home, quieL 31&426-6907.

67 Condosfor Sole

SANTA MONICA 2-bdrm, 2-bath. Security

building. Close to UCLA. New berber car-

pets, Mexican tile. Must sell, $170K. 310-

4529241 or 310^29-2458. V

68 Condos to Sh»are

1-bdrm in 2-bdr/2.5-bth, Wilshire Highrise

Condo. Laundry facility within unit, 24-hr.

security, valet parking, pool and gym. hVS.

S1200/mo. 310-475-7989.

FEMALE TO SHARE ROOM in nice condo,
large living room, kitchen, quiet, security

building, walk to UCLA, $360/mo. 310-391-
2877.

OWN BEED/BATH in 2bdrm condo near

UCLA and bus. Quiet, security, pool, r>on-

smoker, cable, large closets. $60(Vmo. 1/2

persons. 310-444-0535.

69 Condos for Rent

3-bdrTTV2-bath corKlo on Hilgard, ynry large

and bright, $1750. 3-car parking, security

building, walking distance lo UCLA, 310-
471-4989.

SANTA MONICA, Furnished room for rent in

beautiful condo, private bath, anr>enities,

kitcherVlaundry, qui^t, reserved type pre-

ferred. 6mo.-1vr lease, $400. 310-399-4002!

70 Guest House for Rent

CENTURY CrfY. $650 or $625 (lyr ksase), 1

room guesthouse, wAitchen, bath, ar>d gv-
den. Avail Jan.1, utilities included. 310-788-
9441

91 Insurance

/lllstafe
Insurance Company

(310)312-0204
1317 Westwood Blvd.
(2 biks. So. of Wllshiro)

MOTORCYCLE/MOTORSCOOTER IN-

SURANCE. Great rates. Personal Service.

Mastercard/Visa accepted. Call for quick
quotes. C Diamorvi Insurance 310-428-
4995.

92 Legal Advice

Breast implant recipients:
Class action suit has created a
super fund for your claims.

You must register tiefore

December 1. 1994. For more info.

call (310) 396 4313.

94 Movers/Storage

BEST MOVERS. A licensed and insured, cour-

teous mover. Fast, careful, reliable. Excellent

references. State license T-1 63844. 213-263-

2378, 213-263-BEST.

HONEST MAN. W/14ft truck and dollies,

small jobs, short notice ok. Student discourU.

31 0-285-8688. CA, AZ, NV. Co Bruins.

JERRrS MOVING & DELIVERY. The careful

movers. Experief>ced, reliable, same day de-

livery. Packing & boxes. Will deliver boxes
free. Jerry 310-391-5657.

TOM'S MOVING SERVICE. DEPENDABLE,
EXPERENCED, REASONABLE. LAST
MINUTE I08S WELCOME. CALL 24 HRS.
310-452-2887.

96 Services Offered

$35 PERS. STATEMENT
Professional, quick edit (1 hour max.) Writing

and rewrites also available. Experienced

writer, and law school graduate. 213-933-

3797.

ATTN: MBA, LAW,
MED. APPLICANTS

Frmtrated devebping/editing your critkaily-

impofUnt perianal statements? Get prolie»-

sional help, competitive edge from national-

ly-known authorAxmujItanL 310-826-4445

96 Services Offered

EAGLE-EYED PROOFREADER
Edits, theseV^blications; tutors English/study

skills; trains tinte managemenlAtress rcduc-

tton. NadiaLawrence, PhD. 310-393-1951.

Need money for college? Thousarxis cf

scholarships available, guaranteed financial

aid. Call now for details. Student Scholarship

Service, 800-922-2913.

PROFESSIONAL WRITING/EDITING. Papers,

reports, statistics, proposals, research studies,

Masters, Ph.D. dissertations, college applica-

tion essays. Any subject, style, requirement.

213-871-1333.

Putyour reputation

ontheline.

classified Line
825-2221

RESUMES, THESES, DISSERTATIONS, SE-

MESTER PAPERS, drafts, re-writes, math pa-

pers, etc Many years experience, state of art

equipment. Will consider your budget. Please

call Michelle Kohn, 21 3-653-0444.

WANT TO BE ACCEPTE[>? Save time, frustra-

tion? Call for help developing^diting person-

al statements. Also edit papers, theses, dis-

sertations. Linda 310-392-1734.

Research, Writing, Editing

ALL levels, - ALL subjects Foreign

Students Welcome Fast Professional -

Quality guaranteed papers not for sale

Call Research 310-477-8226

M-F l(HX)am-5KX)pin

BEAR'S RESEARCH,
WRITING, & EDITING

Al subjects. Theses/Disaertatnns.

Personal Statements. Proposals and books.

Internatkxial students weksme.
PAPERS NOT FOR SALE

Sharon Bear, Ph.D. (310) 470-6662

98 Tutoring Offered

- MY luiOR-
MATH/PHYSICS/STATISTICS. Tutoring serv-

ice. Free-consultation. Reasonable rates ,

call Mv Tutor anvtinw. Han (800)90-TUTOR.

ECONOMICS TUTORING. Undergraduate

economics tutoring by Masters graduate with

5 years teaching experience. $15Air with free

consultation. 310-393-4173.

EXPERIENCED MATH TUTOR AVAILABLE.
Basics through Math 33B. Call 213-951-

1925.

FRENCH TUTORING BY NATIVE SPEAKER,
UCLA graduate. Grammar, writing, litera-

ture, all levels. Cregori 310-552-7902.

MATH TUTORING by PH.D. $15/hour. Cal-

culus, statistics, probability, math for physi-

cal/social sciences, SAT, CRE, LSAT, MCAT.
310-837-8998, pager, 310-582-9626 NBD.

NEED A TUTOR in history, »t history, Eng-

lish composition? Simart, friendly doctoral

candidate can help you do well. 310-837-

8036,

99 Tutoring Needed

BUSINESS TUTOR WANTEDII 2nd yev
MBA student to tutor 2-evening<^mek on R-

nancial Reports, HP-12C and Quick Books
Software. James 310-476-9242.

FROM ENTROPY TO QUANTUM;
Mathematical physicist wanted as tutor for

Ph.D. psychologist. 310-456-0557.

Immediate help needed for case analysis and
finance. Call )oe at 818-284-7361 (home),

213-244-7118 (ofTice).

100 Typing

$2 WORD PROCESSING. Papers, disserta-

tions, manuscripts, etc FAST, reliable. Laser

printing. Pick-up, delivery, 24hr service avail-

able. Complete resume services. 310-397-
5970.

A CLASS ACT
Papers, lettov, resumes, saipts, transcription,

labels. FREElighl editing. Laser printing. Spell

check. Fax Orders Welcome. 310-827-8023.

A PLUS WORDPROCESSING. IBAVPC, Laser

printing, spellcheck; term papers, disserta-

tiorv, thesis, reports, manuscripts, transcrip-

tions, etc Fast turnaround. Call Bob 213-
851-0214.

ACE TYPIST, ETC
GREAT LOOKING PAPERS AND APPLICA-
TIONS-SPECIAL RATE. WE DO AU WP
AND RESUMES. RUSHES. 3ia^2a8830.

BETTER QUALrnr GETS RESULTSI Resumes,
CVs, maM mailing, newsletters, brochures,

diMcrtalions, medical and legal documents,
etc Scanning d text, photos, and other im-

^es. High resolution typesetting at 1800 dots

per inch. Color outpiA available. Located
near SepuK^a and Washington. Call Linda
at 310-204-0947 bet»Mmi 10im-7pm.

MODERN SECRETARIAL SERVICES. 24-hoijr

service, pkk-up and delivery, IBM and MAC,
Laser printing. Discount students. 5-minulet
from UCLA. Anffslica, 310-44^4)899.

Get $1 0.00

FREE
on your

Bruin

Gold Card.

TICKLE OUR
TASTEBUDS

AND THE

DAILY BRUIN

WILL TICKLE

YOURS.

Something's
Cooking at the

Bruin! Submit
a personal

favorite recipe

and if ifs

chosen we'll

feature your
name and
recipe in the

paper's

classified

section.

11 L.

-drop recipe

submissions at the

Daily Bruin front desk-

225 Kerckhoff Hall

100 Typing

NEED A PRIVATE SECRETARY^ Over 15

years legalAnedical transcription experience.

Notary Public. Macintosh w/laser printer.

pick-up/delivery. Brentwood. 310-472-0405.

WORD PROCESSING- All types, APA and
other fomiats, transcribing, resumes, DTP,
WordPerfect, charts, graphs, laser. Reasorv

able rates, near campus. 310-470-0287.

102 Music Lessons

DRUM LESSONS
All levels/styles with dedicated professional.

At your home or WLA studio. 1 st lesson free.

No dnjm set necessary. Neil 21 3-882-8509.

DRUM LESSONS
Learn all styles from a

professional one on one.

-All levels-

Starting in January
L.A. Studio

Graduate of Bcrklec Coll. ofMusk

Call Blake at:

Windal/Germain Ent.

213-891-4313

102 Music Lessons

GUITAR INSTRUCTION. 15 years EXP. all

levels and styles. PatierU and organized. Be-

ginner guitars for sale $6a Sam 310-826-

9117

105 Travel

Poris
NON-STOP

$195
London

^

$225*

Tokyo $205*

WQihiiigtonDC$179*

New York $149*

Boston $149*
*FiM*• «di May tonLwAngM* b*Md on •

IMhMI Cditar itHrawUaU*.

102 Music Lessons

GUITAR LESSONS
All Acoustic styles. Cl^icai, Latin, jazz,

FoHc Teacher wg^S^ yrs playing exp. Call

David 310-478-2420.

Guitar lessons by a professional near UCLA.
All levels, giuitara available. Call Jean 310-

476-4154.

SINGI Vocal technique-all level^tyles, per-

formance anxiety, associate/Nate Lam, Santa

Monica, near UCLA, free consultation, Carol

Tingle 310-828-3100.

104 Resumes

A CUSTOMTYPE RESUME. Fast, professional,

reliable. Layout, editing, composition.

ResumeVcover letter^efererKe sheets. Com-
puter typesetting & laser printing. 310-470-

4999.

107 Resorts/Hotels

Ofim SahMdtf 10mn'2pm

Council Trovol
1099Bngc>DnAM, «M. IM Angrtw, CAMOM

010-206-0551
Euraifposses

Issued on-the-spot!

Vacation in Sun Valley, Idaho

New attnctively fumished 3 bdnii. 2 1/2

bths houae for rent in Sun Valley, 4 miles S

ofiki-lifL Sleeps 6. Conoplete kitchen,

wuber/diyer, laige living roam, fireplace,

TV. VCR. Garage, lacrekx. Beautiful

view. 12/17-172, $2S(yday or SlTOO/wedL.

1/2-10/2. SlSO/day or SlOOtVweA. Ry
SSSBliQBaSiaiauLAX-SV; QdttlLAX-
S Ut Lake - SV. UoitaL LAX-Boiae. bos

SV:Uii^ LAX-Twin Falls, but SV.

Call hrar or Nina (310)455-1797 (SrOO-

10:3QAM or7:30-9:3(»>M)

mt^m

TODAY'S
CROSSWORD PUZZLE

ACROSS
1 Put in order

5 Glide downhill

8 Lunch or supper
12 Get off the track

14 Hairpiece

15 Italian volcano
16 Puzzle
17 — in a day's

work
18 Make frothy

19 Border
20 Very deep
23 Man and Wight
25 "— of a gun!

26 Bnjce— of

martial arts fame
27 Two thousand

pounds
29 "I cannot tell

—

"

31 Mermaid's
habitat

33 Large antelope

35 M.D.'s assistants

37 Pennypincher
41 Relieve

42 "— Got You
Under My Skin"

43 Make a speech
44 Grates
45 Turf

46 Drip-dry fabric

47 Meryl Streep
film,—Devil

49 Astronaut
Gagarin

51 Explosive

52 TV alien

55 Mischievous one
57 Spiny plants

59 Came into sight

again
62 "— upon a tinw"

65 Stun
66 Genetk:

substance
67 Sympathizes
69 Baker's need
70 Precious stone
71 Reddish brown

PREVIOUS PUZZLE SOLVED

masQ sdiQSG]
LQ AISIUIA lHpIaIsItIuIrIeI

pE meIr 1 '^H' N TiElGlElRl

^^ M BR aFiIn T E A s ^^

IP E D A ^EIDllA NIAIGIRIAIMI

E E E R E L 1

mmm ODm sqbs
w A T E R L OGG E D A V A
E X U R B 1 @ L A C 1 ER
D E F 1 A N D B E M O NSl

T E N T HME M P T Y

O 1994, United Feature Syndicate

72 Stop working
73 Mind-reading

ability: abbr.

74 Plant found on
rocks

DOWN
1 Mail out

2 Famous
paintings

3 Fits of temper
4 Scrooge and

Tiny—
5 Hit

6 Highland
oarments

7 Arctk: dwellings

8 Whimper
9 Merman or

Barrymore
10 L«orice-like

flavoring

11 Expire
12 "Gidget" actress
1

3

Brand name
21 Egyptian god
22 Memory-aiding

24 Noblewoman's
rank

27 Wear and —
28 Earthen jar

30 Diplomat
32 Spacious
34 Dozes
36 Lure
38 Ocean's

characteristic

39 British school
40 Take an

apartment
48 Come forth

50 Character in

**M*A*S*H"
52 Passion
53 Depart
54 Flusters

56 Window parts
58 Trunk
60 Confined
61 Boat runway
63 Satisfactory

grades
64 NY time
68 Bubble —

WT
^ 5 r-

1

B" 5"W rr

w w 14 15

w M IB

w
i

20 w
mw w

i
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i
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'iR

i
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31 w

H" 34

1

35 w

1

37 39 4d

TT" 45 JT
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PiB 47

1
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i
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Baseball makes little progress In negotiations
By Ronald Blum
The Associated Press

LEESBURG. Va. — With little

hope for a settlement at the bar-

gaining table this week, baseball

owners are prepared to impose
their salary cap plan when they
meet Monday in Chicago.

"Last year's system is a histori-

cal artifact and we cannot operate

under it any more," Atlanta Braves
president Stan Kasten said
Monday night "Clubs have to do
something by (December) 7th
because from that point forward
we're into next season with last

year's economic system."

Talks resumed today at an exec-

utive conference center near
Dulles International Airport.
Kasten and other members of the

owners' bargaining committee met
Monday with mediator W.J. Usery.

Union officials met with pitch-

ers Tom Glavine and pennis
Martinez in the evening aiid were
to meet today with Usery, appoint-

ed last month by the Clinton
administration.

Eugene Orza, the union's No. 2

official, said there was sentiment

not to make a counter-offer until

after the players' executive board
meets next week in Atlanta.
Owners presented their luxury tax

proposal on Nov. 17, and players

are certain to reject that plan.

All owners are scheduled to

meet next Monday in Chicago,
two days before clubs must decide

whether to offer salary arbitration

to their former players who
became free agents. Eighty-three

players are in this group, and those

not offered arbitration wouldn't be

able to negotiate with their former

teams until May 1.

But clubs plan on eliminating

arbitration when they impose the

cap they offered the union June 14.

It's likely owners will wipe out the

economic system that's been in

place since the free agent era
began following the 1976 season.

That decision probably would
be followed by a move to use

replacement players if the strike

continues into mid-February, when
spring training is scheduled to

start.

"Obviously one opens the door
for the other," Kasten said.

Management's latest proposal
calls for a sharply escalating tax

that would approach 90 percent of
some club's payrolls. The union's

last offer, made Sept. 8, called for

a tax about 1 .6 percent on payrolls

and revenue of the wealthier clubs.

"If we are 100-some days into a

strike and the union's not ready to

bargain, I don't know when they'll

be ready to bargain," Kasten said.

"Nothing can really happen until

we get a counter-proposal from the

union.

When talks recessed Nov. 19 for

Thanksgiving, owners said they

awaited the union's response to the

tax plan. Kasten said a failure to-

respond this week would lead to an

imposed solution.

"I think that would be distress-

ing and pretty much dictate what
the owners have got to do," he
said.

If the owners impose, the union

is likely to ask the National Labor
Relations Board to seek an injunc-

tion. Players also may file an
antitrust suit. •

"I am dismayed by that possibil-

ity, but I am not worried about it,"

Kasten said.

V

\
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The ASU Political Action Committee and^~~ '

n I III I
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Sigma Gamma Rho Sorority Present...

^

®1F

When: WEDNESDAY NOVEMBER 30

Where: The KerckhoffArt Gallery
^

r
Time: 6:00pm

iu~

'. Dissension and Refreshments willfollow the film

The third Installment of the Pan-African Roots

and Culture Video/Lecture Series.
Funded by the Campus Programming Committee of the Programs Activities Board

0C0C0C>C0C0CC0C>C>C0C0C>C0C>C03C0C0C0C0^

zu^Himi
3 cups water

1/2 tsp. salt

1 cup diced unpeeled zucchini

2 tbs. breadcrumbs

3 tbs. milk

4 tbs parmesan cheese

1/4 tsp. salt

4 eggs

2 tbs. butter

{

i Bring water and salt to boil. Blanch zucchini 3 minutes. Drain. Soak

i bread crumbs in milk. Stir in zucchini, cheese, and salt. Beat eggs then

I
add to mixture. Mix well. Melt butter in skillet and odd mixture. Cover

J
and cook few minutes till solid. Flip and brown other side. Serves 4-6.

Marisa Sportelli can pick up her $10 at Bruin Gold office

for her recipe.

i
I

i

i
i
I
i

I
I
I
{

i

Si^^^M^^<J^^^^^^^JMMJMJMMMMM.i^M^,:W^.'J^^^^^^^M!i.

109 Autos for Sale

1986 BMW 32S. Charcoal, 4-door, aUomat-
ic, sunroof, alarm, 100k. One ownef.
SeSOCVobo. Mua Selll 213-655-6404 Bijan.

1986 SUBARU. 4-v»4m»I drive wagon. Excel-
lent condition, new tires, wlnd^ield, rear

brakes. Call Roger 310-206-2837 (days), 310-
275-3107 (eves).

1986 TOYOTA CAMRY, re-built transmis-
sion. Automatic transmission, AMTM stereo,

grey interior, yey exterior good condition,
must sell. S390(Vobo. 310-471-4404.

115 Scooters for Sole

1980 VESPA.P200e. $1180 080. BEAUTI-
FUL OONDmON. White. 6k miles. Driven
daily. Must sell, nf>oving. All original. 2nd
owner. 310-450-1966. -

MUST Sai. « ElUe 80, red; '87 Yamaha
125, black. SSOO O.B.O. each. Call or leave

meaa^CB 21 3-658-6623.

126 Furniture for Sale

LMNC ROOM SET. Spectacular value, un-

used, $950-080. Remote 26-inch cokir T.V.

$195, 20-inch remote color portable $120
310-453-9441.

126 Furniture for Sale

MATTRESS SETS: Twin $45, lull $55, queen
$85, kings $95, bunkbeds. Deliveries, phone
orders accepted. 310-372-2337.

NEW FURNITURE
Bunkbeds $125, Mattress sets: Queen $170,
kill $140, Twin $110. Bedroom sets $350.
Dining and sofa sets also. 310-8214)729.

SOFA SLEEPER, queen mattress, $200. 3-

piece wall unit. M4>(te lacquer w/glass doors,

$15a Queer>-size platform bed, headboard
included, $175. Oak coffee table, $35. 14

cubic 1 refrigerator, 8 ma oW, wAvaranty,
$30a Microwave, $35. 310-203-8080
exL651, 310821-2714.

132 Sports Equipment

BICYCLE. 91 BLACK SPECIALIZED STUMP
JUMPER. $4Sa PteaiecaH Paul, M,W,F at

310-553-6600.

1 34 Computer/Typewriter

4«6-66 SOUND SYSTLM, 4-ram, 420HD,
voice-mail, mouse, monitor, like new.
$1180.310-644-2612.

MAONTOSH Ikrx WH. CD-Rom, 14' Color-

Magnavox monitor, 14.4 FAX/Modem, Style-

VS^her Printer, lots of software. $1750 obo.
Mike 310-206^624.
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ID DRIVIiyG & TRAFRC SCHOOL W©Am m m UCLA & all student Discount m
Q JQ Traffic School on Weekdays & Saturdays Q|0^ '^ 1093 Broxton Ave. #218 (310)208-3333 dm

In Westwood Village, above the Wherehouse IB

r^
From Luther'i Small Catechiam;

"What induces God to for^give your «ini7

God foigives my sins, not because of any merit or woithiness in me, but because
of His grace, for Christ's sake.

'...There is no difference; for all have sinned and fall short of the glory of
God. and are justified freely by His grace, through the redemption that came
by Christ Jesus.'

(Romans 3 : 22-24.)
-. "•

'In him we have redemption through His Mood, the forgiveness of sins, in
accordance with the riches of God's grace.'

(Ephcsians 1 : 7)"

LUTHERAN CHURCH OF THE MASTER
I093I SANTA MONICA BOULEVARD
(BETWEEN VETERAN AND WESTWOOD)
LOS ANGELES CA 900S5
(310) 473-1055

WORSHIP TOGETHER AT 1 1AM SUNDAYS

Pari Waxing Salon
Body Waxing for ^/ten & Women
with 1 00*X> isiatural Pari wax
Women Full leg and Bikini
Underarm
Half leg
Bikini Wax
Lip or Chin or Eyebrow^
Eyelash Tint ~ " ~ ^^~^

Facial

$20
$8
$10
$8
$6
$10
$40

"We do Electrolysis"

1435 Westwood Blvd., Westwood 473-0066 or 479-9325

Open Sundays Walk-ins Welcome

SCHOLARSHIPS
DO YOUNEED $FOR COLLEGE?
We offer a Scholarship-Matching Service which
can help you find the money you need to attend

college.

Billions of dollars in student aid from
corporations have gone unclaimed because

students did not know the money existed or how
to claim it We can help you.

CALLNOW (800) 985-5773

=^
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.HOOPS
From page 36

hobbled by a sprained ankle, a

sprained wrist 'and now a stress

fracture in the fibula of his left

leg. He scored four points and
grabbed four rebounds at less than

full strength against Northridge.

He is now in a walking boot,

and will miss practice this week,
as well as Saturday's game
against Kentucky.

Johnson will see the universi-

ty's orthopedic doctor today for a

more accurate prognosis.
• • •

With Johnson and the Bruins'
three other freshmen trying to get

acclimated to college basketball,

Harrick has been presented with
some interesting dilemmas.

Harrick likes his teams to play

strong man-to-man defense, but
he says that the Bruins need to be
able to use a zone at times too.

UCLA went to a zone a couple of
times against Northridge, but with
mixed results.

"I didn't like it." Harrick said.

"We were a little bit lethargic and
one of our freshmen forgot we
were in a zone."

Harrick was more pleased with

the Bruins zone press against
Northridge. UCLA used this tac-

tic 30 times, giving up four bas-

kets but making eight plays that

led to scoring opportunities, along
with countless hurried shots.

'The press worked well against

Northridge, but every team will

try to attack it differently,"

W. HOOPS

STEVE KIM/Daily Bruin

Freshman forward J.R. Henderson is in contention for the fifth

starting spot on the UCLA men's basketball team.

Harrick said.

• • •

With Arizona and Arkansas
suffering defeats last week,
UCLA advanced to No. 4 in the

USA Today/CNN poll, earning
three first-place votes in the
process. The Bruins' next oppo-
nent, Kentucky, is ranked one
place ahead of UCLA at No. 3.

From page 35

Kisa Hughes
UCLA Sports Info

anything else."

If receiving solid contributions

from a lot of players provides the

solution to the lack of experi-
ence, the Bruins are headed in

the right direction as evidenced
by Monday's contest against UC
Irvine.

All 10 of the players on the

roster put in solid contributions,

and that included freshmen
Jamie Oenning and Aisha
Veasley.

Initially, Oenning had trouble

handling the full court press in

the first half, committing a num-
ber of turnovers, but she settled

down nicely to contribute four
points and three assists.

Although Oenning is only
months removed from playing at

Woodbridge High School in

Irvine, she will be a critical play-

er down the road for the Bruins
because she is the only true back-
up point guard on the team.

"I think that we will definitely

have different people leading the

way each game," Olivier said. "I

don''t think we'll have one player

dominating all year."

If UCLA wants to upset other

Pac-10 teams this season, bal-

anced scoring might be their

ticket. Other teams cannot key on
one or two players because any-
one could have a career-high
game on any given night.

FINA requests explanation of failed
drug tests from Chinese swimmers
By Stephen Wilson
The Associated Press

LONDON — The international

swimming federation will
demand an explanation from
Chinese officials about positive
drug tests involving Chinese
swimmers, a top official said
Tuesday.

As many as eight Chinese
swimmers were among II
Chinese athletes who failed dop-
ing tests at last month's Asian
Games in Hiroshima, Japan,
according to Japanese news
reports. The swimmers reportedly

include Lu Bin, who won four
gold medals and set a world
record in the women's 200-meter
individual medley.

The positive tests seem to sub-
stantiate allegations that the phe-
nomenal success of China's
women swimmers is due in part to

the use of performance-enhancing
drugs.

Gunnar Werner, secretary of
the international federation RNA,

said if the positive test results are

confirmed the world body will

seek an account from China's
national swimming federation.

"We will request an explana-
tion about the situation and then
an investigation about the back-
grounds of the swimmers
involved," he said.

Werner said FINA is inclined to

believe that "one or several
coaches" could be responsible for

the doping cases, rather than the

Chinese federation itself. He also

said FINA has no plans to lake
action against the Chinese federa-

tion but could recommend the
suspension of any coach found
involved in doping, and noted that

FINA recently banned an
Indonesian coach for providing a

swimmer with drugs.

The FINA official rejected the

idea, suggested by some sports

officials, that China should be
banned from major swimming
coriipetitions until the doping
problem is brought under control.

"It's very easy to say that but

without any kind of proof,, we
can't take any action like that,"

Werner said. "Let's just wait and
see how many (positives) there

are, where they are, and get an
explanation from the Chinese fed-

eration."

Allegations of drug use escalat-

ed at the World Championships in

Rome in September when
Chinese women won 12 of 16
gold medals. The Chinese won all

15 of their races at the Asian
Games, raising further suspicion.

China's credibility suffered a

major blow last week when UNA
confirmed that Yang Aihua, who
won the women's 400-meter
freestyle in Rome, failed a sur-

prise test before the start of the

Asian Games. She was suspended
for two years.

If the new cases are confirmed,

they would bring to 13 the num-
ber of positive tests for Chinese
swimmers in the past two years.

That compares to only seven posi-

tives among other swimmers
since 1972.
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The road to the Final Four
The tournament draw for the remainder of the 1994 NCAA men's soccer championships.

S«ml W^mm Finals
Dec, 11

S#ml Finals
Dec. 9

Quarter FIni

K:Dec,4

Indiana Rutgers

^\c^ r". .11 M.OS Fullerton Brown

UCLA Janrfes Madison

Charleston Virginia

CHRIS SELIGMANA^aily Brutn

. SOCCER
From page 36

• • •

It's funny how things work out.

In the West region, the final two
contenders are none other than Cal
State Fullerton and No. 1 Indiana,

two teams that played each other
in UCLA's adidas/MetLife Classic

about two months ago.

The Titans upstaged the Bruins
that weekend by knocking the
Hoosiers out of the top spot before

UCLA even had a chance to play
them.

So now the Hoosiers - who
eventually regained their position

atop the rankings - get a rematch
against the Titans. But this time,

the game will be held in

Bloomington. What are the
chances that Indiana is going to

lose to Fullerton again when the
game means a spot in the Final
Four and the Hoosiers are the
host? Slim at best.

Then again, Fullerton winded
up in the Final Four last year and
are pretty close to getting there

again. Go figure.

"WeVe the leading

scoring team in

the playoffs, and

we're happy about

that."

SIgl Schmid

Head Coach

With the Bruins' late-in-the-

game win vs. SMU, Schmid
amassed his 248th career victory

last weekend, and has pushed his

post-season record to 20-10.

And last weekend's win ranks
among some of the best.

"It was definitely memorable,"
Schmid said. "There are few
games when you score three goals

in eight minutes - maybe we've
done it in a game where it dida't

have the same impact. So being
down 2-1 and coming back with
three goals ranks up there with
some of the great wins we've had."

And what does winning his

250th game mean to him?
"I care about winning it this

year because if I win 250 games, it

means we're in the final," Schmid
said. "But air it really means is that

I've coached for a long time, it

means I'm getting older and get-

ting gray hair. All of those things.

We've had a lot of great players
and haye played pretty consistent-

ly - and we've done it in a short

period of time."

PLAY BALL ON

OUR TEAM.

The Daily Bruin lias

openings for Sports interns

for next quarter and will be

hiring qualified reporters from that

pool. In addition to students with an

interest in sports and in writing, baseball,

tennis, track & field and Softball writers are

urgently needed.

Drop by the Sports department (225 Kerckhoff

Hall, across the patio from Kerckhoff Coffee Shop) and

chat with a reporter or an editor.

Applications for the necessary training courses will

be available Monday, Dec. '12.

Daily Bruin
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r\cne-/\ I reatable
• Deep-pore cleaning • Chemical peel

• Non-surgical face lift • Rejuvenation

• We carry the most effective product for problem skin.

Dramatic Results in 1 month guaranteed!

30% off fiPsI visit!

Ld tnc skin brealne tr«^lt| without cloqqeJ pores!
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Hanukkah Shabbat
Every Friday night at Sundown
Great people, great food, great place.

The meal is free, the atmosphere is relaxed,

and no reservations are required.

See you this Friday at 6:00 p.m.!

(310) 208-7511 741 Gayley Ave. - Westwood
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PRE-LAWXSOCIETY

William McGeary
UCLA Law School

Assistant Dean of Admissions

Get all of your UCLA Law School

questions & myths answered.

This will be the last meeting

ofthe quarter.

For more info contact

the Pre-Law Socie;

Office at

825-6580

Meeting

Wednesday

Nov. 30

6:30 PM
Perloffll02

$45 Designer Frames
(originally priced up to $200)

EYEGLASS
PACKAGE

INCLUDES EXAMirMTION
EYEGLASS FRAMES FROM OUR

VARSITY COLLECTION &
PRESCRIPTION LENSES

CONTACT LENS
PACKAGE

irJClUDES EYE EXAM
PAIR OF SOFT MATE-B LENSES

CAREKIT AND FOLLOV^-UP CARE

DISPOSABLE CONTACT LENSES
irJCLUDES EXAM f ITTING & FOLLO'vV UP

8. .1 ROXf S Of DISPOSABLE LEfJSES

• GLASSES & CONTACTS IN ONE HOUR
EYE EXAMINATIONS
VISION PLANS ACCEPTED

OPTOMETRIX
M" Cotomet^'C Centpr

208-1384
10930 WEYBURN • WESTWOOD VILLAGE
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Now recruiting for

HOMECOMING '95

EXECUTIVE
DIRECTOR

If yoi'n readiig tkit, yoi're probably tkiikiig,

Ik jut fiiitked Emeoniig '94r iid you

rigkt! 8it we ue low acceptiig appb'catlou
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If Execithre Director of loiecosiig 1995,
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ka?e traditioialiy beei ?ery ticceitfrl it

becatie we coabiie a rick teue of tradition

witk iuovation, and we need a director wfci

cu kelp to keep tkat ip. UcnStf, biiUing a

loseconung like UCIi't reqniret a lot of

teamwork and dedication. It Execitire

Director of Hosecoming '95, it will be you

retpontibib'ty to inttiD tkit in a coiaittee tkat

wil work togetker tkrongkont Spring Qiarter

and tUBer to coutmct tkit fibnlou event
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n tke tecoid floor of tke Jaiet Wett iluui

Center. Or caD Bizz Ckatsa at 206-0524.
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Operations Dept.

Subscription
Order Form

225 Kerckhoff Hall

308 Westwood Plaza

Los Angeles, CA 90024

(310) 206-7562

FAX (310) 206-0528

Name:

Company:

Address:

Phone #:

Subscriptions are $50.00 per quarter (10 weeks) or $5.00 per week.

Subsciptions are mailed first class every three issues.

AciKiemic Year:

Quarter:

n Fall Quarter ($50)

n Winter Quarter ($50)

D Spring Quarter ($50)

Week:

D Summer Bruin ($20)
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Payment

Checks Payable to the ASUCLA Ofli/v Bruin.

Money Orders

Credit Card (Visa, Mastercard, Discover)

Credit Card # exp. date

. ; Authorization Signature

• This form may be mailed with payment to the above address
or FAX'ed with a credit card authorization •

UCLA Spoils Info

Bruin outside iiitter and co-oaptain Annett Buckner hopes the
squad can grab the national title her final year at UCLA.

BUCKNER .r

From page 36

"I've gotten used to the atten-

tion," Buckner said. "But I'm not

always comfortable with it, like in

practice yesterday (UCLA co-cap-
tain) Jenny (Johnson) found out
that I was named Pac-10 Player of
the Year and she announced it in

front of the whole team. I was a lit-

tle embarrassed because they all

started clapping for me. I mean, I

knew I got the award, but I wasn't
going to let everyone know about
it."

Because of Buckner's reticent

demeanor, the role of co-captain
and leader might seem to be ill

suited. However, Buckner's con-
ference best 4.99 kills per game has

more than made up for her lack of
verbosity, helping the Bruins to a
28-3 record and No. 3 national
ranking. All-Freshman outside hit-

ter Kara Milling credits Buckner's
tutelage for much of her own first-

year progress.

"It's great to have Annett as a
quiet leader because she demands
so much respect," Milling said.

"It's not just the way she plays, but

the way she acts on the court. I

watch her and I know what it takes

to be a great player. I'm just hon-
ored to be on her team."

While Annett is not one to yell

and scream at her teammates, she
does practice her own brand of
non-verbal communication.

"Yeah, Annett sometimes gets
these looks on her face," Milling
said with a laugh. "If someone
doesn't cover for her and she gets

blocked, you can tell she's not real-

ly happy."

The finale of the Bruins last two
seasons has also left Buckner less

than pleased. After winning the

national championship as a fresh-

man in 1991, Buckner has been
involved in two consecutive post-

season defeats. In 1992, the team
saw a final game thrashing by

Stanford while last season ended
with a shocking quarterfinal defeat

at the hands of Brigham Young.
"I remember the feeling I had in

my freshman year when we won,"
Buckner said. "It felt great, but I

didn't realize what it meant until

the next year when we lost. That
was when I realized how big it was
to lose that game."

As the Bruins once again pre-

pare to challenge for their seventh

NCAA title, Buckner readies her-

self to play the last matches of her

Bruin career. While she prepares,

the words of a former Bruin great

help her to retain her focus.

"I remember after we lost my
sophomore year, Liz Masakayan
talked to the seniors," Buckner
said. "She told them that the worst
thing they could have^ver done
was lose the national championship
their senior year, because they
would remember it the rest of their

lives. Now here it is my senior year
and I think about that every day. I

don't want to go out with that same
feeling."

Buckner's teammates feel the
same way for the outgoing senior.

"This is our last opportunity to

win a championship with Nettie,"

Johnson said. "She's a huge part of
this team and this is her last

chance, we want to give it to her."

Whether or not Buckner departs

with a championship, she will most
likely leave UCLA with the peace-
ful feeling she has attained this

year. After spending her first few
years battling her own high expec-

tations, the senior has realized what
makes her happy.

"My goal for the year wasn't to

get Ail-American honors or any-
thing else but to dedicate it to
God," Buckner said. "I've realized

that even if I can't put every ball

away, if I'm doing my best, I'm
going to be happy."

. WORKS LIKE MAIM
0IN**'P994

Daily Bruin

OY DRIVE
Please donate whatever you can (wrapped or unwrapped)

and brighten the holiday for a child.

Please bring your donatioiis of toys to the Information

desk at 225 Kerfchoff Hail.

Call Paige at 20&0938 for more information.
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Chargers' Gordon unlikely to play as wide receiver
Coach refuses to

let defensive back
double as receiver

By Bemie Wilson
Associated Press

SAN DIEGO — Darrien
Gordon will remain a two-dimen-
sional player for the San Diego
Chargers.

Gordon, the starting left comer-
baclc and the team's punt returner,

has wanted to add receiving to his

repertoire for two seasons.

,

"I'm sure I can catch a five-yard

out. That's all I want to do."

Gordon said Sunday after return-

ing a punt 75 yards for a touch-
down and making an acrobatic
end-zone interception in a 31-17
win over the Los Angeles Rams.
"No chance," coach Bobby

Ross said on Monday. "Because
right now he is really playing well

as a defensive back. In the last five

weeks, he has stepped it up to big-

league type play. I would never do
anything to water that down."

"Besides, he's hurting with a lit-

tle bit of a (bruised) shoulder. I

even considered taking him off

punt return this week. Glad I did-

n't. He'll come up to me, but don't

worry. I keep telling him, 'Just

stay over there,'" on defense.

Gordon played receiver his

freshman year at Stanford before

being moved to comerback.
In his first full season as a

starter with the Chargers, the sec-

ond-year pro is tied with safety

Stanley Richard for the team inter-

ception lead with four. This is his

second season returning punts, and
he's tied for the AFC lead with
Tim Brown of the Los Angeles
Raiders with an average of 13.2

yards.

Gordon had a 90-yard punt
return for a touchdown in a 26-24
road win against the Raiders on
Sept. 25. The Chargers (9-3) are

host to the Raiders (6-6) next
Monday night.

"There are some ways to do it

and all that, but right now we don't

need to be doing that," Ross said,

putting an end to talk about
Gordon playing wideout. "We've
got some guys being paid some
money. They've got to make those

plays. OK?"
The Charger receivers, who

made some big plays earlier in the

season, have been a weak link in

the offense. Of the top 40 receivers

in the NFL, none are Chargers.

Tony Martin dropped sure
touchdown passes of 55 and 39
yards from Stan Humphries on
Sunday, and Shawn Jefferson let a

pass bounce off his hands that

Todd Lyght intercepted.

Ross said no changes are
planned at receiver.

"Right now I'm not even going
to blink an eye on it. We're 9-3,

and I realize that we've got to do
better," Ross said. "But what am I

going to say to (Martin) other than,

'Catch the ball'?"

Bringing in a new receiver
wouldn't be the answer either,

Ross said.

"Right now for us to try to do
something would be foolish
because they'd have to learn the

system. He's just got to shake it off

and come back, that's all. He's
caught it before and given us some
big^plays. He's just got to regain'

that confidence," Ross said.

T The "Only one" in Westwood!
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MACCJIBEBS VS. HELLENISTS
Chanukah Again

In the Land of Israai
In 1994?

The oil is burning!
Ackerman 2408

Today, November 30, 12 noon

Rabbi Zvi Block
of

Aish Hatorah Institute of North Hollywood

will speak about

"THE JEWISH CONCEPT
OF REVENGE, RETALIATION,

AND SELF-DEFENSE"
In light of the holiday of Chanukah

sponsored by

TH IBWISH HBl IT SCU

^19i^9M9 W C^ a month

PAGER AIRTOIE
75

SWITCH YOUR EXISTING PAGER ^2^ US!
WE GIVE ««TIIADE-IIV^ CREDIT ON YOUR OLD PAGER

NATIONAL AND LOCAL COVERAGE
VOICE MAIL WITH PERSONAL GREETING
WE DELIVER • PHONE ORDERS • CREDIT CARD

DISCOUNTS ON NEW MOTOROLA PAGERS & VOICE MAIL!

PREFERRED PAGERS, INC

(818) 783-ei83

J

WANTED:
Bright motivated student volunteers to tutor

adults in reading, writing and speaking
English.

QUALIFICATIONS:
Energy, dedication, and 2 or 3 hours a

week for on-campus tutoring with an
appreciative adult learner.

REWARD:
Satisfaction! Experience! Contribution!

(and a stipend for program completion)

FOUNDATIONS FOR

SUCCESS Interested?
Come to an orientation

program on Thursday,

December 1, 4:30 p.m.

Rieber Hall Fireside Lounge.
For more information,

telephone 825-3006.

Looking for the
Journalism Department?

WeVegotit

An innovative

approach to

Our campus daily is one of I lie

bcsl college newspapers in

America. Our

seven sludenl

magazines are

trendsetlers.

Prelly soon,

you'll hear a lol

journalism education more about our

new inleractive

,.,... .. media projecl.
built on instruction

^nd y„!,vo prob-

ably heard about

and experience all the UCLA
s grads working in

the media. But we bet you still

can't find the UCLA journalism

department.

And you can stop looking

—

because we've got it. Student

Media UCLA, a collection of

print and broadcast media run

for and by students, is the rea-

son UCLA enjoys one of the

strongest student presses In

the country, a student

press that produces

graduates capable of

competing for media

jobs out there in I he real

world. All of it wilhoiil a

department.

How do we do itf Through a

unique approach built on

instruction and experience.

You can 1 •

study the

principles

of report- HfOilHSM0i*
ing, writing, editing, design, or

photography with industry pro-

fessionals in an intensive '(work-

shop one weekend, and then

practice tho.se princi|)les as a

staffer for the Daily Bruin, a

newsmagazine, or the radio

station the next week.

Look for next quarter's sched"-

ule of media workshops in the

Daily Bruin. Or better yet,

come by our offices in

KerckhofT Hall and find but

how you can get invohed in

_ _. _— one of mo.st exciting

'

Utm ^'^i«'<^l><^ii*'tl programs-

1^1 A ^" campus.
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Courts expecting a guilty piea from McNaii at hearing
Los Angeles Kings owner charged

with conspiracy and bank fraud
The Associated Press

Bruce McNall, the former sole

owner of the Los Angeles Kings,

apparently will plead guilty next
week to four criminal counts of
defrauding several banks of more
than $236 million.

A hearing for McNall was post-

poned Monday until Dec. 7. The
postponement came after McNall
was formally informed of the

charges against him.

McNall, 44, was charged with

one count of conspiracy, two
counts of bank fraud and one count

of wire fraud on Nov. 14.

McNall appeared briefly before

U.S. Magistrate Judge Stephen
Hillman early Monday, but did not

enter a plea. Magistrate judges do
not receive guilty pleas.

A hearing was then scheduled

for later in the day before -U-S.

District Judge William Rea, but

was postponed when a motion
filed by assistant U.S. attorney

Peter Spivack to move the case to

judge Richard Paez was granted.

Paez has heard guilty pleas from
four McNall associates in the case

and is expected to preside over all

matters stemming from a lengthy

grand jury investigation into the

matter.

"Today's the arraignment
only," said Tom Pollack, McNall's

attorney. "It's just a formal process

where the charges are actually

filed against Bruce McNall."
Both Pollack and Spivack said

they expect McNall to plead guilty.

A sentencing date will be set dur-

ing the hearing before Paez,

Spivack said, adding that he
expected the date to be sometime
in mid- 1995.

Spivack declined to speculate

on the length of McNall's sentence

or the amount he will be fined.

Pollack has been negotiating

with prosecutors for at least three

months to try and cut the amount
of time his client will have to

serve. McNall faces maximum
penalties of 45 years in prison and
at least $1.75 million in fines.

He is free on $100,000 bail,

which was put up by King execu-

tive and goaltending legend Rogie

Vachon. Vachon said he was happy
to put up the money for a friend.

"What a friend is for is when a

friend goes through a bad time,"

Vachon said. "This has been tough

on him."

Under federal sentencing guide-

lines, McNall would face nine
years in prison with the possibility

that it could be cut, depending on

his help in the investigation.

McNall was sole owner of the

Kings from March 1988, when he

paid Jerry Buss about $20 million

to purchase the team, until last

May.

"What a friend is for

is when a friend goes

through a bad time ..."

Rogle Vachon

Executive, Los Angeles Kings

At that time, McNall was forced

to sell a 72 percent interest to

investors Jeffrey Sudikoff and
Joseph Cohen because of financial

problems that eventually led to his

filing for protection from creditors

in U.S. Bankruptcy Court
McNall told Cohen when

charges were filed against him two
weeks ago that he would resign as

team president and governor, but a

team spokesman said Monday that

McNall has yet to submit those

resignations.

Pollack said he was upset by
how many McNall associates
worked with prosecutors to build a
case against his client.

"Mr. McNall was one of the

very first people to begin cooperat-

ing with the government, well
before any of the others who have

already gone to court and entered

pleas," Pollack said. "The fact that

there are other people, who are

also cooperating, is really, I think,

in large part a function of Bruce
having gone in so early and talking

to the government and being coop-

erative with the government."

McNall allegedly defrauded the

Bank of America, Credit Lyonnais

Bank Nederland. the Bank of
California, European American
Bank, the First Los Angeles Bank
and Union Bank.

A picture might
be worth 1000
words, but an

ad is worth
56.800 potentiai

customers.
ADVERTISE. Daily Bruin

Too Many Holiday Treats?

Call Dr. Friedman

SPFf^IAT • ^^^ Examination, 6 X-Rays & Teeth
CM L^K^L/\Ij, :^:^\}'- Cleaning Expires 6/30/95

COSMETIC AND
GENERAL DENTISTRY

•TOOTH BONDING, BLEACHING
•Nitrous Oxide (Laughing Gas)
•Hypnosis • Electronic Anesthesia
•Open Late Hours. Free ParkingA'alidated Parking
•Checks, Credit Cards and Insurance Forms Welcome
•17 Years in Private Practice in Westwood

Larry Friedman, D.D.S. (UCLA Graduate)
1762 Westwood Blvd. #460 (between Wilshire & Santa Monica BI.)

For Appointment Call; (310)474-3765

Student Health Advocates
**Health is Our Middle Name"

Recruitment 1995
is Coming...

Student Health Advocates (SHAs) live in University

living groups and provide general health care, health

education, counseling, and referrals to students living

in residence halls. Co-ops, Greek Houses and
University Apartments.

All majors are welcome,
no prior training necessary! >

Sunset Village SHAs - Fall Quarter Health Fair

Orientation meetings begin 1st week of Winter Quarter-
Please check the Daily Bruin for times, dates, and locations-

^ Sponsored by SHS/SWC/USAC

• ^

• r
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Olivier pieased witli baiance
All of w. hoops' 10

players scored

against UC Irvine

By Hye Kwon

The UCLA women's basket-
ball team hammered UC Irvine
for the fifth consecutive time
Monday and it accomplished the
victory in grand fashion. Kisa
Hughes played the game of her
life in what was the first victory
of the year for the Bruins (1-1
overall).

In the five meetings between
the two schools over the last 20
years, the Bruins have outscored
the Anteaters, 440-278. Going
back to the 1974-75 season,
UCLA's 106-13 win over Irvine
still stands as the Bruins' most
lopsided win.

Monday night's contest, how-
ever, ended up to be too close for

comfort. After building a 28-
point lead in the first half, a com-
bination of sloppy play on the
Bruins' part and tremendous hus-
tle on the Anteaters' part made it

as Close as 13 points with 10
minutes left on the clock.
Despite the fact that UCLA was
leading the entire second half, it

seemed as if they were playing
not to lose instead of playing to

win.

"I think we have the tendency
to make strides and then fade
back," UCLA head coach Kathy
Olivier said. "We do some good
things and then fade back. That's

the lack of experience more than

Colorado hands the
reins to Neuheisel

JEFF FU/DaMy Bruin

Junior Zrinka Kristlch and the UCLA women's basketball team
See W. HOOPS, page 30 intend to spread the scoring around this seasonrj

By Aaron J. Lopez
The Associated Press

BOULDER, Colo. — Rick
Neuheisel figures he is eligible

to run for president in two
years, so he should be able to

handle his new position as head
coach at the University of
Colorado.

"There's lots of young peo-
ple across our nation that are

doing fantastic things in all

sorts of endeavors," Neuheisel,

33. said after he was hired
Monday. "I was just thankful

that they didn't hold that

against me. Besides, my mom
said it was OK."
The university's Board of

Regents held two executive
sessions Monday and then
unanimously accepted athletic

director Bill Marolt's recom-
mendation to hire Neuheisel as

Bill McCartney's successor.

"It was an extremely difficult

decision to make," Marolt said.

"But the thing I really like

about Rick Neuheisel is he's

energetic, he's full of enthusi-

asm, and the youth of our coun-

try need to look to leaders who
are full of life and have that

spark to make the difference."

One of the youngest coaches
in Division I, Neuheisel inhe/-

its a successful program built

from scratch by McCartney 13

years ago. McCartney brought

Neuheisel to Colorado to coach
receivers and quarterbacks.

Rick Neuheisel
UCLA Sports Info

Now, he's the man who will

replace McCartney after the

Fiesta Bowl on Jan. 2.

"I'm thrilled for Colorado,"

said McCartney, who
announced his resignation Nov.

19. "This is a very exciting
chapter. Rick Neuheisel is a

very gifted young man
equipped to do what's neces-

sary."

Neuheisel accomplished a lot

in his year under McCartney,
helping quarterback Kordell

Stewart become the Big Eight's

career total yards leader.

Known as a good communica-
tor, Neuheisel received strong

support from players - many of

whom showed up for his press

conference.

counselors
Serving UCLA since 1972

r

PHC Sexual Health Counselors
Present

I I I I

KLA's Weekly CALL-IN SeXuality Radio Show
530 AM in Residence Halls and 99.9 FM Century Cable

"This is the stuff they don't teach in class"

Every Wednesday 6-7 pm
825-9999

With Your Hosts: Seth & Lanissa

Answering questions in ail areas

of sexuality

Making Safer Sex Erotic

Cutting Edge Contraceptives

Coming Out Stories

Is There a DiiSerence Between Sex and Love

Sex and Body Image

Deciding to Have Sex

Masturbation

Sex and Spirituality

Sportwd by SHS/HmMi Eduooion/SWCAiSAC
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Sports
Soccer preps for the next step
Bruins anticipating

quarterfinal match
against Charleston

By Tim Costner
Daily Bruin Senior Staff

In this weekend's NCAA quarter-final

match, the UCLA men's soccer team will

host a squad that has flirted with elimina-
tion even more than the Bruins have.

The College of Charleston has won both
of its playoff games in sudden death over-
time, first thwarting top-seeded UNC-
Charlotte, 1-0, and then squeaking by
North Carolina State, 5-4, the following
week.

"They're winning and they're beating
teams that they lost to earlier in the year,"

UCLA head coach Sigi Schmid said.

'They're fit and if you look at their record,

no one scores against them in the overtime
periods. They've got six seniors in starting

roles, so this is their last hurrah."

The Bruins, however, have out-scored
their opponents 27-8 in the second half and
5-0 in overtime. The quarter-final game is

Sunday at 1 p.m. on the North Soccer
Field.

• • •

With his game-tying assist and game-
winning goal against Southern Methodist
last Sunday, midfielder Greg Vanney
became the ninth player on the UCLA ros-

ter to tally at least 10 points this season,
which has not been historically uncommon
for the Bruins.

"If you look back, it's pretty common for

how we spread around scoring," Schmid
said. "Different people step up on different

days, and that's what it shows. It means that

it makes it tougher for us to get shut out.

We did get shut out three games in a row

but that's behind us. We're the leading scor-

ing team in the playoffs, and we're happy
about that."

• • •

Joe Christie has probably found the most
difficult way to get to double-digits in scor-
ing. The right winger has assisted a team-
leading nine times this season but has just

scored one goal, giving him 1 1 points on
the season.

"I think I just look more to getting assists

now than to score," Christie said. "I'll take

my shots, but my coaches want me to stay

out so far to the right that I get into the
position to shoot. But, you know, I love my
team - all I want to do is to give my broth-
ers love,"

Christie's latest token of brotheriy love
was on the Bruins' first goal against SMU
last weekend - an assist to Adam Frye that

gave UCLA a 1-0 lead.
AUDREY LEEXMly Bfuin

UCLA defender Frankle Hejduk Is
See M. SOCCER, page 31 fourth on the team in scoring with 15.

All quiet
on the
ruin front

UCLA^s Annett
Buckner has led the

Bruins into national

title conteiHion with
her quiet lead<^rship

By Eric Branch
Daily Bruin Senior Staff

m^

. hoops looking
for final piece of
its starting puzzle
Harrick uncertain

of who will fill his

fifth Starting spot

By Randy Satterburg
Daily Bruin Staff

The UCLA men's basketball
team has completed four-fifths of
the jigsaw puzzle that is the
Bruins' starling line-up, but head
coach Jim Harrick said at his
weekly press conference Tuesday
that he will look long and hard
before permanently laying down
the final piece as he searches for

the perfect fit

Sophomore guard Cameron
Dollar drew the starting nod in the

Bruins' season opener vs. Cal

could have been either Marquis
Burns or J.R. Henderson just as

easily. Dollar is the fifth starter as

it stands, but Harrick says he
plans to consider several other
players for potential starting spots

as well.

"I just want to give each of
them an oppor-

tunity to play
with the four
starters and
show what they

can do,"
Harrick said.

• • •

Another
player who
would be in

prime con-

If
Annett Buckner didn't happen to be the best

player on the court every time she played vol-

leyball, you might never notice her. If she did-
n't happen to jump a few inches higher than
everyone else or possess a Howitzer for a right

arm, she could very easily blend in with the

scenery. If UCLA volleyball's senior outside hitter

wasn't a National Player of the Year candidate and
didn't have a certain indescribable grace on the
court, she just might go as noticed as one of the
ballboys.

If Buckner had her way, that would be the case.
You see, Buckner craves attention like Switzeriand
longs for war. There is a noticeable lack of fist

pumping, hand-waving or jawing after one of her
many thunderous spikes. Instead smiles and shrugs
qualify as emotional outbursts. If Buckner played

football, her end zone celebration would be Walter
Paytonesque: toss the ball to the referee and joe off"

the field.

"Annett is just a very quiet and unassuming per-
son," UCLA head coach Andy Banachowski said.
"She knows what has to be done and goes about it

pretty quietly."

However, in her four years at UCLA, the Bruin
co-captain has found that excellence demands
notice. When you make a habit of drilling 20 kills

a night while being named Pac-10 Freshman of the
Year. AVCA All-American and most recently 1994
Pac- 1 Player of the Year, people want to talk to
you, or in some cases, announce your own accom-
plishments for you.

tention for a
starting role is freshman Kris

State Northridge on Saturday, but Johnson, who has displayed the
freshman Toby Bailey started the best scoring touch among the
second half. Bruins newcomers in the presea-
According to Harrick both son. However, Johnson has been

Dollar and Bailey have earned the

right to get consideration for the —
fifth starting spot, but it also See M. HOOPS, page 30

Sm MICICNni, page 32

Inside Sports

Spreading
the
wealth...

The youthful UCLA
women's basketball is short on
experience but long on depth.

In Monday's victory over UC
Irvine every player scored. To
read more about head coach
Kathy Olivier and her cast of
thousands...

See Page 35
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U.N. chief visits Sarajevo to seeic cease-fire
BoutroS'Ghali

considers removing

U.N. peacekeepers

By Robert H. Raid
The Associated Press

SARAJEVO, Bosnia-
Herzegovina — U.N. Secretary-

General Boutros Boutros-Ghali
arrived in Sarajevo today to dis-

Inside News

Parking
perks
Too many cars and too

many spaces leave the

UCLA and Westwood com-
munities in a constant

scramble to find a place to

park. There are preferential

permits available for gov-

ernment workers, foreign

dignitaries and really

important people - but on
campus, even they have to

pay up.

See page 3

Inside Viewpoint

One In 500
students ...

Today is Worid AIDS
Day, and one in 500 college

students tests HlV-posi-

tive.These are only two rea-

sons why UCLA senior

Sheldon Allen has chosen

today to tell the worid that

he is HIV-positive.

See page 20

Inside Sports

Who's the
man behind
the mask?

Eddie Lewis of the

UCLA men's soccer team
broke a cheek bone during a

game earlier this season.

For a good while, he's had

to wear a plastic mask as he

recovers. Lewis has

returned to the UCLA line-

up, sans the mask, as the

Bruins prepare for a run for

the national championships.

See page 48

cuss whether to pull U.N. peace-

keepers out of the country.

His trip came as Serb forces

pressed deeper into the U.N.-
declared "safe area" of Bihac,
the last Muslim stronghold in

northern Bosnia.

The "absolute rock-bottom"
conditions for keeping the
24,000 peacekeepers in Bosnia
are a nationwide truce and an end
to harassment and detention of
U.N. troops, said Michael

Williams, a U.N. spokesman in

Zagreb, Croatia.

Boutros-Ghali would be
"gravely disappointed" if he did

not achieve "substantial move-
ment" on those points, Williams
said. But he denied the secretary-

general was delivering an ultima-

tum.

"We wi'l try to accomplish
quite a few things, including a

cease-fire, but also going beyond
that," the special U.N. envoy.

Yasushi Akashi, said today
before greeting the U.N. chief at

the airport.

Boutros-Ghali was to hold
talks with Bosnia's Muslim
President Alija Izelbegovic and
senior members of the Sarajevo

government.

The rebel Serbs - who have
the upper hand on the battlefield

- have detained 400 U.N. peace-

keepers to deter NATO airstrikes

on their positions.

The New York Times, quoting

unidentified Western officials,

reported today that Boutros-
Ghali planned to officially warn
both sides that the peacekeepers
will be withdrawn unless a

cease-fire is reached.

That move would bring heavy
pressure on Bosnia's Muslim-lS3
government, which depends on
the peacekeepers to distribute

See BOUTROS, page 12

NICK AKERS/Daily Bruin

Students shrouded Sculpture Garden statues as part of last year's Day Without Art.

Day Without
Art boosts

AIDS
awareness

Art exhibits shrouded

in memory of

AIDS-related deaths

By Rodney Tanaka

A walk through the Franklin D.
Murphy Sculpture Garden today pro-

vides students with a sobering reminder

of the impact of AIDS.
Sculptures are shrouded in observance

of the sixth annual Day Without Art, a

program uniting organizations world-
wide for a day of mourning, remem-
brance and action for people affected by

AIDS.
UCLA student organizations are com-

memorating the day w4th several events

in addition to the shrouded sculptures as

part of World AIDS Day, held annually

on Dec. 1 as part of a national campaign
aimed at educating the public about the

disease.

This unified front against AIDS was
developed by Visual AIDS, a volunteer

organization of artists and art profession-

als using the power of the arts in the fight

against the disease.

The organization came together in

1988 because "we kept meeting each
other at memorial services and funerals,"

said Visual AIDS executive director

Patrick O'Connell. "Our conversations

were about trying to measure the immea-
surable, the loss we were all experienc-

ing."

See NO ART, page 13

Quarter nears end, but stress doesn't
Worries magnify as

academic, personal

pressures increase

By Betty Song

It thrives on pressure and feeds

on procrastination. It's stress, and
it's everywhere.

As fall quarter draws to a

close, students are faced with
many facets of this thing called

stress.

For fourth-year psychology
student Shannon Horsely, finals

arc only a small part of her wor-

ries.

"I'm graduating (this quarter)

so I'm stressed out about what

the hell I'm going to do, so finals

seem kind of puny in compari-
son," Horsley said. "But I want
to pass all of my classes so I

don't have to come back." she
added.

According to third-year geog-

raphy and environmental studies

student Roger Kim, finals week
isn't the most stressful aspect of

the quarter's end either. It actual-

ly provides him with a time to

catch up on sleep missed during

the hectic quarter.

"It's stressful, but it's easier to

deal with than the everyday
crunch," Kim said. When asked
what was causing him the most
stress right now. Kim answered,

_, See STOESS, page 14

How you can deal with stress

X Manage diet and sleep patterns Minimize your Intake
of caffeine and sweets and get adequate- rest.

X Exercise Take a brisk walk after studying.

X Prioritize Focus your energies - realize you can't do
everything at once.

X Relax Find time to just stop and take a deep breath
between classes.

X Long term goals: a. Build up a good support network of

people,
b. Learn how to manage your time, ie.

how to study effectively.

X There are also good reeources on campus such as
strses management programs eponeered l}y Peer Health
Counselors and Student Psychologlcai Services.

Dr Harold Pruett, dkntc/tor oi Student Psyctiotogical Services

JNO OMMy Bfum
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What's Brewin' Today
African Student Union

Sign-ups for Hip Hop Xploshun '95

Call 825-8051 for audition time slots

CALPIRG
Canned Food Drive

Bruin Walk-^
209-9195 -

9 a.m. - 1 p.m.

Peer Healtti Counselors - Healthy Body Shop
Free massages, cold care, cappucino and lea

NW comer of Pauley Pavilion

825-5704 .

11:45 a.m.

Day Without Art

AIDS Vigil Parade

Westwood Plaza to Perloff Quad
Followed by Student Vigil and Free Speech
Forum
At 5:30 p.m.: Candlelight Vigil at Sculpture

Garden
825-3253 or 825-6564

Noon

AlAnon
Weekly meeting

,

Ackerman 2410
825-1091 r

Bible Studies in the New & Old Testament
Bible study

Ackerman 2412
450-9977^

Department of Social Welfare Students
AIDS Awareness Presentation

Dodd 200
'

839-2041 ..... _

Goal Getters

Introductory meeting

Boelter 4549
394-4592

IVP-USAC
Student-Professor lunches

, »

Ackerman 35 1

7

825-7306

Placement & Career Planning Center
"Holiday Job Search Tips"

PCPC Building

825-2981

Women's Resource Center
"Power Plays: Sexual Harassment on Campus"
Dodd 2

825-3945

12:!5 p.m.

University Catholic Center
Rosary Group
Ackerman 3516
208-5015

1 p.m.

Christian Science College Organization
Weekly inspiration/testimony meeting
560 Hilgard Ave. . ,

474-4016

4:15 p.m.

College of Letters and Science Academic
Support Workshops
Test Taking Techniques
Griffin Commons 203
825-9315

4:30 p.m.

Hillel biuiibiiis Association

Challah Baking

900 Hilgard Ave.

208-3081

5 p.m.

Amnatty International

General meeting

Ackerman 3517
794-4566 -

Day Without Art

Candlelight Vigil

Franklin D. Murphy Sculpture Garden
825-3253 or 825-6564

Model United Nations

Final meeting of quarter

Ackerman 3530
825-1241

Samahang Pilipino

"Let's Speak Tagalog"

Kerckhoff 409
825-2727

Sportscar Performance & tHotoring

General meeting

MS 7608
209-1164

UCLA Pacific Rim Business Association

"How to Become a CPA" by Dauberman's
Review
Ackerman 3517
794-4535

5:30 p.m.

Orthodox Christian Fellowship

Vespers Service, followed by discussion

St. Alban's Episcopal Church, corner of Hilgard
and Westholme
(818)993-3320

6 p.m.

Academic Affairs Commission
Staff meeting

Ackerman 2412
825-2815

Korean American Christian Fellowship
Bible study

Haines 2

478-1176

UCLA Pre-Dental Society

Kaplan and UCLA DAT Review
Center for Health Sciences Room 23-068
209-1255

7 p.m.

Campus Events

Films: "Natural Born Killers" followed by
"Kalifornia"at9:30p.m.

Ackerman Grand Ballroom
Cost: $2
825-1958

Day Without Art

Free film: "Rear of Disclosure"

Kerckhoff Art Gallery

825-3253 or 825-6564

Office of Residential Life

CHESS-A-THON - free chess simulation and
chess teaching program
Griffin Commons Grand Horizon Room
794-4544

Hands for Empowerment (formerly UCLA's
Alternative Spring Break Projects)

Orientation meeting for volunteers

Kerckhoff 408
825-2333

Undergraduate Business Society
Disney Development Company Info Night
J.D. Morgan Center
206-3038

8 p.m.

Day Without Art

AIDS Supp<irl Group
Rieber Fireside Lounge
825-3253 or 825-6564

Hwa Rang Do - Martial Art Club
Korean martial art class

Wooden Center Gold Room ^

824-5863

Shakespeare Performance Group
Workshop production of "Richard III"

Sproul Hall

824-2437

Jenny Craig Inc. charged
with sex discrimination
FiaVif mpn rlciim ^^^' ^'^ female co-workers com-
i^i^iiL llicil ^..idilLL menled on his impressive biceps,

HarraSSment, bias "'^e eyes and -tight buns - and
' one female supervisor told him

from opposite sex ^^^ ^^^ dreamed about seeing
^ ^ him naked.

Egan, former manager bf a

Jenny Craig program in

Burlington, said nearly everyone

associated with the company is

female, and female talk and issues

permeated the work place.

"It was, 'Who to marry? Who
is pregnant? How to get pregnant?

I have my period' - girl talk,"

Egan said.

Furthermore, male employees
were made to wear the same uni-

forms as the women: while coats

and pale blue scarves.

The uniform was just one thing

The Associated Press

BOSTON — Eight men have
filed claims against Jenny Craig
Inc. for sex discrimination. The
Wall Street Journal reported
today.

The men call themselves "The
Boston Eight." All are either
suing Jenny Craig or have submit-

ted a complaint against the diet

company to the Massachusetts
Commission Against
Discrimination.

The commission notified three

of the men Monday that it found
probable cause of gender bias.

Caseworkers will mediate, and if

the two sides cannot reach agree-

ment the commission can hold a

hearing.

If the commission finds dis-

crimination, it can order Jenny
Craig to pay damages.

Jenny Craig Inc., based in Del
Mar, Calif., calls the claims frivo-

lous. Company officials told the

commission that the men's work
was inadequate, and in a state-

ment said advancement was
"based only on demonstrated abil-

ity and performance."

The eight men claim they were
denied promotions because of
their sex, given poor sales assign-

ments, ordered to perform
demeaning tasks, and sexually
harassed.

Joseph Egan told the Journal

Male employees were

made to wear the same

uniforms as the women:

white coats and pale

blue scarves.

Tracy Tinkham found insulting

about working for the company.
Tinkham, who quit in 1993, was a

top-earning program director who
couldn't seem to get promoted, he

said.

He claims his female co-work-
ers resented his presence, and at

one point, told him the only way
he could get promoted was to

have a sex-change operation or
wear a push-up bra.

See JENNY, page 16
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Radio ad campaign seelcs exampies of voter fraud
Huffington, who
blames voter fraud

for his senate loss,

partly financed ads

By John Howard
The Associated Press

SACRAMENTO — A radio ad

backed by the proponents of
Proposition 187 contends that

voter fraud tainted California's

Nov. 8 election and urges listeners

to report irregularities to a fraud

hot line.

The ads are partly financed by
Republican Senate candidate
Michael Huffington, who blames
voting by illegal aliens for his nar-

row loss to Sen. Dianne Feinstein.

"There has been voting by
noncitizens," Harold Ezell, a

Proposition 187 leader, said

Tuesday. "We have affidavits

from noncitizens who said they

did vote. We have enough evi-

dence to prove a total breakdown
in the (voting) system in

California,"

"There have been multiple bal-

lots cast by the same person.
There have been fictitious

addresses of voters," Ezell said.

But Ezell and Huffington
haven't provided any proof of vot-

ing by noncitizens.

And Acting Secretary of State

Tony Miller, California's top elec-

tions officer, says there is "not a

scintilla of evidence presented
with respect to voter fraud."

"We have not found any evi-

dence whatsoever that people
voted illegally."

Miller, who lost his own elec-

tion race, said his office was
investigating the allegations.

Proposition 187, which

Huffmgton supported, denjes pub-

lic schooling, non-emergency
health care and social services to

illegal immigrants. The emotional

issue was overwhelmingly passed

by voters.

The radio ads says: "There is

evidence the recent election of
California was riddled with illegal

alien voting and absentee voter

fraud." It asks listeners who
"know of suspicious activity" to

call an 800 number.

The commercial is running in

Los Angeles, San Diego, Kern,
Fresno and Sacramento counties.

All have large Hispanic popula-

tions.

Huffington has declined to con-

cede defeat and has said - most
recently on "Larry King Live" -

that fraudulent voting cost him the

election. He said the fraud evi-

dence was "overwhelming (and)

... if it's so overwhelming, I would

hope we would have a new elec-

tion."

Huffington spent more than $27
million of his own money on his

losing race.

The radio commercial asks lis-

teners to contact the Voter Fraud
Task Force.

Task force member Martin
Cooper said the ads are being
financed largely by task force

members, headed by Ezell and
members of both major political

parties. Huffington has con-
tributed money.
"He is one contributor, but he is

not the sole contributor or even a

major contributor," Cooper said.

Cooper said the task force
hopes to compile evidence of vot-

ing irregularities.

"What we have now is a lot of
anecdotal information, but we
want to put together a serious

research study," he said.

Among the allegations provid-

ed by Cooper or Ezell:

- A single-family residence in

the 24th Congressional District

with five postal boxes.

- A single-family residence in

Burbank with ISO people at that

address registered to vote.

- Political workers paying peo-

ple cash to register and vote.

- Forged or improper signatures

on absentee ballots or on precinct

rosters.

Out of more than 7 million
votes cast, Feinstein leads
Huffington by about 157,000
voles. About 20,0(X) absentee bal-

lots remain to be counted. The
Associated Press declared
Feinstein the winner early the

morning of Nov. 9.

The ads are financed by
Americans Against Illegal

Immigration, a pro-Proposition

187 group that Ezell helped found.

STEVE KiMA)aiiy Bruin

.- AA parking enforcement officer chalks a car's tire in Westwood.

Paricing iieadaclies abound
Students complain

about limited space

and costly tickets

By Naoki Naruse

Tomoko Yamura and her friend

recently went to Westwood to buy
pizza. They took a car, assuming
that would be more convenient
than walking. Before long, how-
ever, Yamura, a fourth-year eco-

nomics student, noticed that they

had made a big mistake.

"While my friend went into a

pizza shop, I had to wail in the car.

I couldn't find a parking space,"

Yamura said. "I ended up driving

around the same block six times."

But many said even if you get a

parking space, you still have to

worry about how long you can

stay there. "Some of (the meters) street for 24 hours except during

are 30 minutes," said first-year street cleaning," said officials at

political science student Brandi the Department of
Wojcik. "So I have to run into the Transportation's western division,

store, get stuff, run back out, put A preferential permit, issued by
more money and run back in the Department of Transportation,

again. It's kind of a pain." allows residents in designated dis-

Why is it so stressful to park in tricts to park on certain streets.

Westwood? One reason many UCLA students have been ineli-

cited is limited parking spaces in gible to obtain these since 1979,

the area. when residents in Westwood com-
"Because of much expansion of plained about non-resident stu-

business, many private properties dents parking and taking up their

can't provide parking spaces. It's spaces, Prepena said,

really expensive (to build parking Public vehicles owned by city

spaces)," said Rafael Prepena, a or state agencies are also exempt
transportation engineer at the from parking restrictions - signi-

city's Office of Parking fied by a circled "E" on their

Management. plates. They are cleared from both

Still, some people never have to preferential parking limits and
worry about a lack of parking meter parking restrictions,

space. Prepena said.

"If you have a preferential

parking permit, you can park on a See PARKING, page 16

First lady discusses
portrayais in media
By Ron Foumier
The Associated Press

WASHINGTON — Halfway
through her husband's bumpy
term, Hillary Rodham Clinton

has set modest goals: Make
some improvements in health

care, lake criticism less person-

ally and raise a healthy, happy
alien baby.

Alien baby?
OK, the extraterrestrial

remark was just a joke, her lit-

tle moment of levity with a

roomful of students studying

the staid history of first lady-

dom. But she made her point:

Don't believe everything you
read about her.

In an expansive appearance

Tuesday night addressing
school prayer, her power, her

family and the media, Clinton

turned again and again to the

pain and anger caused by criti-

cism.

"Sometimes f read about
myself and say, 'Ooh! I don't

like her at all'." the first lady

§aid, cringing when asked
about the public's perception of

her.

She placed much of the

blame on unspecified critics

and the natural by-product of a

media system in which public

figures "are filtered through so

many people's perceptions."

"On the presidential level, it

is just astonishing to me the

kind of speculation and the

attacks and the criticism," she

said at a George Washington
University seminar on first

ladies. "I try. to take such mat-

ters seriously, but not personal-

But it's hard.

"I don^'t always succeed,"
she said. "Sometimes thfngs are

beyond the pale and your
breath is taken away."

Not dwelling any longer, the

first lady broke into a broad
grin and mentioned a tabloid

report that she was pregnant
with an alien child.

"But I will say, if the alien

baby comes, we're ready and
looking forward to it," she
cracked. "I've always wanted a

sibling for Chelsea."

Almost drowned out by
laughter, she added: "I'm not

sure I'd know exactly how to

take care of it, but I'd sure

learn." -

In a serious moment, the first

lady said she already learned -

the hard way - that voters

thought her plan for health care

reform was a big-government

boondoggle.

"I understand that and, obvi-

ously, regret it," she said. "But

that was neither the intention

nor, from our perspective, what
would have been the ultimate

outcome."

The solution: Retreat to the

long-held Republican line that

moderate changes will be
enough.

"I do want to work on what-

ever health care reform we can

achieve . . through incremental

changes," said Clinton, after

making it clear she will contin-

ue to be the administration's

public voice for health care

reform.

Despite the concessions, she

insisted that the system is still

in crisis. "These problems ...

are back, and they're not going

See HILLARY, page 18

Colorado federal prison touted as 'new Aicatraz
First federal prison

ever built for most

predatory inmates

By Bob Unruh
The Associated Press

FLORENCE, Colo. — "An
uncommon level of security."

That's the understated way war-
dens describe the "new Alcatraz"

that soon will welcome the

nation's most violent, incorrigible

federal prisoners.

The $60 million U.S.
Penitentiary Administrative
Maximum Facility will open in

this southern Colorado communi-
ty of 3,500 before the end of the

year. It's the first federal prison

ever built just for the most preda-

tory inmates in the U.S. Bureau of

Prisons. Nearly 500 of them will

be sent here.

Alcatraz, on an island in

California, was the home of their

sort in years past. Then a federal

penitentiary in Marion, III., was
modified for the purpose. Now
comes Super Max.

"There's no doubt this is a

severe program," says John
Vanyur, the prison's associate

warden. "This is not a typical

prison facility. It's one of a kind.

And it's only used for this very

small number of people."

There are motion detectors in

underground crawl spaces, 1 ,400

remote-controlled sliding steel

doors, cameras covering virtually

every nook and cranny, and 12-

foot chain-link fences topped with

razor wire.

The 7-feet-by-l2-feet cells

could be described as Spartan.

They contain a polished steel mir-

ror (glass is a weapon) riveted to

the solid concrete wall. The toilet

and shower are steel and fixed to

the walls, the bed is a slab of con-

crete covered with a mattress. The
only other place to sit is an
immovable concrete cylinder in

front of a writing table, also con-

crete.

Cells are designed so innriates

cannot make eye contact with
other prisoners, or see anything

outside except the prison walls

and the Colorado sky.

' TTie worst inmates will be cell-

bound 23 hours a day, five days a

week. Those five days, they get an

hour of solitary exercise in a

cement-walled room; the other

two days-, they don't get any exer-

cise period.

In their cells, they will receive

educational programming on a 12-

inch black-and-white television,

their meals on trays and their

showers, with the water controlled

from the outside. Inmates needing

counseling from ministers or

social workers will get it in their

_ See ALCATRAZ, page 18
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Arab attack spurs
tension in israei
JERUSALEM — An Arab man kille^ a

female Israeli soldier with an axe in Afiiila

yesterday, raising fears of reprisals in the

northern city where a suicide bomber
killed eight Israelis in April.

Israel sent 150 soldiers to reinforce

police who escorted Arabs home as angry
Jewish residents gathered in knots on the

streets. Police also went to factories and
advised Arab laborers that they go home.

Afula, 60 miles north of Jerusalem, has

a large population of Arabs with Israeli

citizenship. Its factories also bring in

Palestinian workers from the occupied
territories.

The soldier was waiting at the city's

bus station when the attacker hit her in

the head with the ax several times before

he was chased down by passers-by.

Mexican president
to continue reform
MEXICO CITY — On the eve of his

inauguration. President-elect Ernesto
Zedillo on Wednesday announced a

Cabinet stacked with free-market reform-

ers, as well as the nation's first opposition

minister.

Zedillo, a Yale-trained economist who
begins a six-year term Thursday, has
promised to complete the free market
reforms that reshaped Mexico under out-

going President Carlos Salinas de Gortari.

He chose two top negotiators of the

North American Free Trade Agreement
for key posts: Jaime Serra Puche, current

Commerce Secretary, for treasury secre-

tary and Herminio Blanco for commerce
and industry secretary. _...^ . *

Tanzania forced to
ration eiectricity
f)AR ES^5ALAAM, Tanzania —
Tanzania's capital will not have electrici-

ty for 15 hours a day beginning Friday
because an unusually dry year has left

water levels ioo low at a major hydro-
electric dam^
Power will be cut in the Indian Ocean

port city of 2 million people between 6
a.m. and 9 p.m., said the Tanzanian
Electric Supply Co., a government corpo-

ration.

Power rationing in the rest of the East

African nation began Sept. 8. Most areas

go without electricity for up to four days

a week. Dar es Salaam, the country's
political and commeccial capital, was the

last area to have power rationing.

The rationing means a virtual stop to

industrial production.

U.S. yieids controi
of Korean forces
SEOUL, South Korea — The United
States will turn over peacetime control

of South Korean forces to Seoul on
Thursday as part of an effort to lower the

profile of the U.S. military here.

Since the 1950-53 Korean War, an
American general has held operational

control over both South Korean combat
troops and U.S. forces stationed in

Korea.

In October, the two countries agreed
to transfer control of Korean forces to

the chairman of the Korean joint chiefs

of staff, meaning South Korea will be
able to move troops, planes and war-
ships without an OK from the
Americans.

Japanese prcMluce
most cars in U.S.
WASHINGTON — For the first time
last year, Japanese automakers-pro-
duced more vehicles in the United
States than they shipped to this country,

a Japanese auto association said
Monday.
More than 1.8 million vehicles were

produced in the United States for the

fiscal year ended in January 1994,
according to the Japanese Automobile
Manufacturers Association (JAMA). In

the same year, Japan exported 1.5 mil-

lion vehicles to the United States.

"The Japanese automotive companies
have invested more than $1 1 billion in

the United States ... becoming an impor-

tant, positive economic force in com-
munities across America," said JAMA's
general director, William C. Duncan.

Etiiicai compiaint
deferred by House
WASHINGTON — The House ethics

committee is putting off a decision on
whether to pursue an ethics complaint
against Speaker-in-waiting Newt
Gingrich - possibly until after the new.
Republican-controlled Congress con-
venes in January,

The complaint, which Gingrich calls

"mean-spirited" nonsense, was filed by for-

mer Democratic Rep. Ben Jones.

Jones contended Gingrich improperly
used tax-exempt foundations to finance a

college course he taught with a political

message. The complaint also claimed
Gingrich misused his congressional staff

by allowing them to get involved in the

course.

Aircraft giants Viv

for sliuttie design
WASHINGTON — Aircraft builders

McDonnell Douglas and Boeing
announced today they will compete joint-

ly when the National Aeronautics and
Space Administration issues a call for

design and development of a successor to

the space shuttle.

The companies said NASA will call for

preliminary design work by the end of the

year and they will compete, sharing risks,

costs and profit. The two aerospace giants

have been fierce competitors in the past.

McDonnell Douglas is a leading
defense contractor and Boeing is the

largest manufacturer of commercial jet-

liners in the world.

The current fleet of four shuttles is

based on 1970s technology. The first

shuttle flew in April 1981.

Cost to maii ietter

increases 3 cents
WASHINGTON — It will cost 32 cents

to mail a letter starting in January under
new rales approved today by the Postal

Rate Commission.
The 3-cent increase will mean an extra

60 to 75 cents per month in mailing costs

for the typical household.

The independent commission also
approved the price of sending a post card

jump from 19 cents to 20 cents, a penny
less than the post office had requested.

And the commission refused to go
along with a Postal Service request that

each additional ounce of First Class mail

costs 25 cents, deciding instead that the

extra weight charge should remain at the

current 23 cents.

U3D
Undergraduate Ru.sine.s.s Society

^>%tiEip Development Company

Attention: Future Financial Analysts, Class of '95!

You are cordially invited to a reception and
information session to be held

Today
Thursday, December 1, 1994

7:00 p.m.

J.D. Morgan Center

Disney Development Company (DDG) is the real estate division ofThe
Walt Disney Company, responsible for the development and master

planning of Disney's domestic and international land holdings. DDC is

directly involved in the development of residential, hotel, commercial

office and vacation ownership projects, as well as new business concepts

around the world.

Analysts are directly involved with the financial and strategic analysis of

new and existing business concepts; Analysts also participate in the

implementation of worldwide corporate asset strategy and the mahage-

ment of real estate projects.

Qualifications include an interest in the real estate industry, finance and

business strategy, coupled with a record of top academic achievement.

UBS issDonsored bv Anderson
O Disney
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Is military force the answer to Rio's crime woes?
Brazilian president

starts campaign to

stop violent crime

By Todd Lewan
The Associated Press

RIO DE JANEIRO. Brazil —
With Brazil's No. 1 tourist city

awash in violent crime as corrupt

police stood idly by, the feeling

grew to a conviction: Only the
army could fix Rio.

So on Nov. 1 8, President Itamar
Franco unleashed Operation Rio
in this sprawling seaside city,

which had been hit by a wave of
drug-related deaths, kidnappings
and armored car holdups just at

the start of the peak tourist sea-
son.

Thousands of soldiers were
sent to capture the drug lords who
control organized crime from
armed strongholds in hillside

shantytowns.

At first, residents applauded as

the number of murders, car thefts

and bank robberies plunged in

Rio, where police say about 20
people were being killed every

day. Morgue workers claim the

toll was twice as high.

But as the campaign unfolded,

some unsettling questions arose.

Is sending troops after crooks an
admission that civil solutions
don't work? What are the army's
limits - if any - in arresting and
questioning suspects?

And, worst of all, what happens
if the army fails?

"Prestige is being sought here

by both sides - the army and the

traffickers - and if the drug lords

are successful in holding off the

mighty armed forces, we are
going to be in for serious, serious

trouble," said Rene Dreifuss, a

But there is a price

to military

involvement.

professor of political science at

the Fluminense Federal
University.

During the military regime that

ran for two decades and ended in

1985, the army used torture and
assassinations to repress urban
guerrilla movements. With this

history, many Brazilians still have
reservations about using the
armed forces to fight crime.

But the military has put on a

great show.

TV news programs broadcast
nightly images of ski-masked sol-

diers in jungle camoufiage raiding

shantytowns, with olive green
helicopters circling above and
tanks parked alongside.

"We are carrying out psycho-
logical warfare," said Col. Ivan
Cardozo, an army spokesman.
As the army sweeps through

the slums, the notoriously corrupt

police force is being cleaned up,

too. At least 33 officers accused of
torture and extortion, including

eight top commanders, have
turned in their badges in just two
weeks.

Forty-two policemen and
dozens of lawyers and judges are

under investigation for links to

gambling and crime lords. Drug
bosses had often been tipped off

in advance of raids, allowing
them to flee their fortresses and
remove stockpiles of drugs and
weapons.

"Police were shooting innocent

civilians and running the distribu-

tion of arms and drugs," said
Rubem Cesar Fernandes, an
anthropologist heading a grass-
roots anti-crime group called Viva
Rio, "The army needs to contain
the anarchic atmosphere while it

rebuilds Rio's police from
scratc^i."

But there is a price to military

involvement.

In their zeal to catch traffickers,

soldiers are trampling on constitu-

tionally protected rights - body-

In their zeal to

catch traffickers,

soldiers are trampling

on constitutionally

protected rights ...

searching slum dwellers at

gunpoint, arresting people without

warrants, and interrogating sus-

pects in secret.

When the Brazilian Bar
Association protested last week,
Gen. Roberto Senna, the com-
mander in charge of Operation
Rio, retorted: "We're not a battal-

ion of social workers."
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Members of the campus community:

A number of concerns have arisen around campus in the aftermath of the passage
of Proposition 187 and the restraining orders that were issued in federal court in Los
Angeles and Superior Court in San Francisco.

^; First of all, it is important for all members of the campus community to understand
that no one is to be denied student or medical services ofany kind based on immigration
status, and no one is to be asked to prove immigration status in order to receive
appropriate services. Should complaints arise, they will be pursued within the appropriate
channels. These directives will remain in effect until the courts can clarify the legal issues

surrounding the proposition. Once that clarification is received, we will comply with
whatever we are legally compelled to do.

Second, treating people with dignity and respect is an important part of UCLA's
culture and a value we strive to achieve each and every day. We take pride in the diversity
found at UCLA and believe that it adds a special depth and richness to our student body,
faculty and staff. But functioning in a multicultural environment is not always easy. It

requires a daily observance of tolerance and courtesy - which passage of this proposition
should in no way change. Suspicion and disrespect based on a person's race, ethnicity,

national origin or religious beliefs have never had a place at UCLA and should not be

'

allowed to flourish in the aftermath of passage of Proposition 187.

It is understandable that this measure has sparked deep emotions throughout the
state. I encourage open and candid debate on the proposition and the issues involved, and
hope that an exchange of ideas can be achieved with civility and within the boundaries of
law and our campus regulations.

Sincerely,

Another worry is whether traf-

fickers will use guerrilla-style

attacks to provoke soldiers into

open battles in the densely popu-
lated shantytowns, endangering
civilians. Some 1.2 million of
Rio's 6 million people live in its

scores of slums.

Until now, however, few shots

have been fired. The army has
reported 54 arrests and the seizure

of 32 guns, three grenades and
small amounts of cocaine and
marijuana.

Gen. Senna says there's a rea-

son for the meager results: The
crime bosses, estimated to include

1,800 cocaine barons, aren't in

Brazil.

"The 'generals' are in Miami
and Europe," he said. "The pri-

vates, corporals and sergeants are

in the slums."

All of this has raised doubts
whether army intelligence is pre-

pared to map the cocaine route

and get to the businessmen behind
it. The generals are wary about a

long-term military action against

drug traffickers, fearing soldiers

could be corrupted or co-opted by
the wealthy traffickers over time -

as happened with the police.

^ 4^ ^ ^^
University

Elementary School

Child Study

Internships

V^ Earn course credit

v^ Work with children

v^ Have fun

G.P.A. of3.0 or higher and Junior or

Senior standing required

Orientation Meetings

Dec. 5 & 12 (Mondays)

5'6p.in.

UES Conference Room
Bring resume and one^page

statement of purpose

Info: (310) 825^2623

Campus
Groups
Ifyou need people to join

your group, dub,
fenowship, or organization,

look into using the DaOy
Bndn as your recruitment

tool. Tiy the Ruin's free

listing, "What's Brewin."

Announce yournneetings,

events. arxJ other activities

each day. Visit tiie front

desl( for forms. Ifyou want
to place an ad, call

206-7562.
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CHRISTMAS TIME

Ibiiken
tteairillcr
Christmas
CASSETTE *6'*

Mainleim

Stenriller
A Fresh Aire

Christmas CASSETn*S**

nieeEiinMi
A Charlie Brown
Christmas

CASSETTE*!**

Mai KiRi Cole

The Christmas
Song
CASSETTE •4**

ebekCcci
Winans
First Christmas
CASSETTE "S**

PRICES EFFECTIVE THRU 12/7/94

LOW raiGE GBAMNTEE
For avwy product we Ml. iiwIlbMlWW
togMhiMlB prica from locsl ilm slocnng th0

tanw naw HMD In a tactory-sMlad box. Emh rtsr

your purctWM, if you find a kwwr prtea wttiin 30
days. Jrtcfcxfirnour own sale prioas. we'l refund

110% of Ihe dierenoa. Our low prtoa guanmlaa
doaa no( Miiy tooaUar ptiMiaa or paoare, or

wttan iha price Inclurtee bcnia ar ftva oilers,

HMMillKlursr's rttalti or to oompettlofs*

oii^4^#4dnd oroHioriMMod ^Mntty flftafs.

SEE
tTMtAtn ippMrtMowwwydsy low pric*,

bMhtd by our 3(M>fy Low Prict GwranlM.
KKs, arUarvMs and tnaMMion coaMorwa
may b« raqiirad at an additiorMi oast

•M wasaga BMad par channal RMSMo e
ofwns wVi THO balwaan .001 and imrom as
low aa 20Hz lo2QkHz. Al TV screons
maaautad dlaoorMiy.

Wa raaar^ Iha rtQht to NmHQuanMas to

aneuvMilcianl inventory for you. UmRONOplMfMparOfid
our cualomars. ^i^

CELLULAR.
IMoe (he oBng ata^

STORE HOURS: MONFRI 10-9PM; SAT 10-BPM; SON lO-BPM

OflANQE COUNTY
Brae 865 E arch StNodX of Btm Mil
(714)256-2140

Bu««iaPark200N BaachBlvd

(714)220^000
Hunttnglon Baaeh 7777 E(tngtr Ave

(714)89&««6
Laguna HMa 23541 Cif* D*U Uxma
(714)866-1880

Nowpon Beocfi m roorNon isMno
1101Ne»»portC«nl«fOr (714)7204223
Orange 1407 Ouonan (714) 634-S393

Santa Ana 2445 S BnakH ' 2 miaa north

of South CoaM Plaza (714) 545-1600

SANfMBfttELyAOEY
MonMafto 244 1 Via Campo
Q13)8B6<I000
'PaaiMtanaSON Roaamaad BM
ni8)79M444

' Puanta WHa 1 7543 Qale Ave
(818)81(M)042

LA COUNTY
120E ComplonBivd

PIO) 603-9700

HelknMOd 4400 SunaM BM
(213) 6634033
UOeiwga 1839LaOnagaBM
010)2600700

P'
NOW OPEN! wMtMPOOdVMmc
1145Gay1«yAve (310)206«mS

Loe Anoetee 31 1 5 S«p(iv«da

(310)381-3144

SOUTH BAY
LiMwood 4960 Faculty

PIO) 406-2668

Itorwek 1 1 758 FiraMon* 9vd
giq[ 886-iooq

' So. Tenanee CrenaheMr a
PacMc Coaa Hwy (310) 325-721

1

' Tenanee 18020 HavrthomaBM
(310)370-3333

OUEHT
r 44600 vatoyCanlarWay-

T) ffw Power Canlar (806) 94»0222
Palm Deeert 72-240 Hqhwey 1 1

1

(619)77»0523
VldarvMs 12353 Manpoaa Rd
(619)243-4668

MLANO EMPIRE
MomeWrSISO Plaza Ln

(909)625-6666

Moreno Valtoy 12625 Fradenck Slra«

aTowngateCantar (909)663-3472

MestaMaicess ktaonoke Ave
680-2000

911 S £ Street

(900)885-5655

WeetCa«aia339N AzusaAve
(818)9664386
Ranclio Cucemonpe
12486FoolhaB^(' (909)889-7995

Pomona 2735 S * mne A««

(900)4660756

MMLE HGCnOMCS HSIMUmON WMUULE XT ML LOOmONS

SAN FEIWANOO VAIXEY
Van Nuya 1 3630 Vctory Blvd

(818) 782-3355

Woodtand H«a 21 470 Vidory BM
(818)868-1212

NantMWga 1 7037 Oevonshve

(818)36^5444
Buittank401N FrtlSt

(MMadtaCamar) (818)558-1172

KUVUfMWlMmi

— flrof flQrfipw—
THE SHOPS OF PALOS VERGES

(301)377-4049

8T0NEW000 CENTER
(310)861 2574

SOUTH COAST PLAZA
(310)861-2574

PASEONUEVO
(805)963-6719

CIRCUIT
CITY

Where Service is State of the Art

Iffmi tmiianumuamm

CifCu«
rt C'W
— pgq
jVj*^ 1

DI/C«VER

NotH lams A«aW)le a QrcuilOlyEipreis stores CGF FMi fiHk flw mflulm

- . • . V . .

s%
With UCLA student/faculty I.D.
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Chinese smuggled to U.S. fear government and gangs
By Ted Anthony
The Associated Press

YORK, Pa. — One day a few
months ago, a black limo with New
York plates and tinted windows
arrived at the New York County
Prison.

Three Asian men emerged. They
had come for Lin Wu - one of the

detainees from the Golden Venture,

the Chinese freighter that fan
aground off New York City last

year and spilled its human cargo
into the harbor.

Lin Wu, just released on bail,

engaged in a heated discussion in

Chinese with the men. Then he
hung his head and left with them;
his whereabouts today are any-

body's guess.

Prison Chaplain Bob Brenneman
doesn't know the identities of the

men who came for Lin Wu, but he
has his suspicions. He believes they

were emissaries from the under-
world that smuggled the detainees

across the world.

Lin Wu and the others had each
promised to pay $30,000 for free-

dom. Now, says Brenneman, the

gangsters are turning up and
demanding their money.

*T think they're out there watch-
ing," Brenneman said. "I don't
know how active it is, but I know
it's there. And I see the fear. And
it's real."

The specter of gangs weighs on
the Golden Venture detainees

almost as heavily as the possibility

the United States will deport them
when all their appeals are exhaust-

ed.

"If I can leave here, I'll just run
away," a 19-year-old man from
China's Fujian province said. A
onetime pro-democracy activist

who fears gang reprisals if he uses

his real name, calls himself "Sean."

"I won't go to New York, won't
go to any Chinese place," he said.

"I'll just find a job in some small
town. It doesn't matter what the job
is. If we stay away from
Chinatowns, we'll be OK."

Ten of the 288 passengers on the

Golden Venture died in the Atlantic

Ocean off Rockaway Beach when
the ship ran aground June 5, 1993.

The rest were sent to jails in

Pennsylvania, Viiginia, New York,

Louisiana and California for adju-

dication. The ones who made it to

land before they were detained are

entitled to deportation hearings, and
to bail.

Nobody knows just how many
have been released, and the U.S.
Immigration and Naturalization

Service won't say. But freedom
remains illusory when the gangs are

waiting at the jailhouse door.

"When you're talking about
$30,000 to $35,000 a head, sooner
or later somebody's going to come
knocking," said Luke Rettler, chief

of the New York County District

Attorney's Asian Gang Office.

The INS won't discuss the latter.

But police and sources who speak

on condition of anonymity say they

believe gangs are taking steps to

make sure their investments don't

skip town untracked.

There are stories, they say, some
rumors and others verified:

Telephone calls that come to the

prison from former detainees
requesting sensitive information

about inmates; strange calls to the

advocates' houses; rumors of attor-

neys being paid by the gangs.

Little is done openly.

"The problem with dealing with

this perceived threat is that no one
comes in and hands you a card that

says 'Snakeheads, Inc.,'" said Craig

See GANGS, page 19
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Oranges
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bog
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Tombstone
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Viva Deco
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Florida's
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Detergent
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Lawyers criticizing proposed restrictions
By Bob Egeiko
The^Associated Press

SAN FRANCISCO —
Proposed restrictions on lawyers'

out-of-court statements, prompted
by the O.J. Simpson case, ran into

a barrage of attacks from lawyers
and the news media before a State

Bar committee Tuesday.

But the proposal's legislative

sponsor, while agreeing with some
of the criticism, said he'd also like

to put similar curbs on legal
experts who comment on cases
through the media.

"We have a cottage industry of
media mavens in our (legal) pro-

fession," said Sen. Quentin Kopp,
I-San Francisco, whose bill

required the bar to propose a set of

restrictions by next March 1

.

Lawyers who aren't directly

involved in a case, but who take to

the airwaves to comment on evi-

dence or strategy, are "capable of

creating prejudice" among
prospective jurors, Kopp said.

And, in a commentary of his own,
he said he was "mystified" by Los
Angeles Superior Court Judge
Lance Ito^s unwillingness to

impose a gag order on participants

in the Simpson case.

Veteran attorney James
Brosnahan said Ito may have
decided a ban on out-of-court
comments would be futile and
wasn't needed to pick a fair jury.

Like other witnesses at the hear-

ing, Brosnahan, representing the

Bar Association of San Francisco,

condemned what he called the

proposed "rule of silence" as

unworkable and constitutionally

questionable.

The proposal would apply only

to lawyers in a case. It would sub-

ject them to discipline, including

possible suspension from practice,

for out-of-court statements that

would pose a "substantial likeli-

hood of materially prejudicing" a

case.

A somewhat less restrictive rule

was upheld in 1991 by the U.S.
Supreme Court, which said states

could limit lawyers' speech in

order to preserve a fair trial. Most
states have similar rules, but the

State Bar has rejected restrictions

for California in the past. leaving
it up to judges to set rules in indi-

vidual cases.

Kopp, an attorney offended by
lawyers' statements in the
Simpson case, forced the bar's
hand by sponsoring a bill that
passed both houses without a dis-

senting vote, and has said the
Legislature would impose its own
rules if the bar failed to act.

The bar's staff responded with a
broad proposal that, among other

things, would not allow lawyers to

make statements even in response
to damaging leaks or other public

attacks on their clients.

Apart from Kopp, speakers uni-

formly denounced the plan at the

first of two days of hearings by the

bar's Committee on Admissions
and Competence.

Barton Sheela, a San Diego
County public defender, former
prosecutor and former chairman
of the bar's ethics committee,
recalled a case in which police

said DNA evidence linked his

client to six murders. Under the

proposed rule, he said, he would-
n't have been allowed to tell

reporters that DNA evidence is

questionable.

The rule would reaffirm "the

overwhelming power that govern-
ment has against us and take away
the only thing we have to say,

'Wait a minute, this may not be
true'," Sheela said.

BOnand ATD
In Association With KROQ, Sony Entertainment, and Fancy Creation Productions

Proudly Present

Battle of the Bands
To Benefit "Tt>v> for Tot>" o{ Lo>. An;4clcs

Featuring: Radio Flyer, Flux, The Jenny Thing, The Furlies, Sky in the Basket, and The Bastards

Special Guest Grant Show from MELROSE PLACE

Daily Bruin News

Tonight, Dec. Lst, at the Roxbury (8225 Sunset BKd,. HoiUwood)

U^er 21 admiffed until 10 pm All are W'elcomell Must bring a to\/ or $5.00 donation to gain admission

Buses start shuttlin<,' to the Roxbury from the corner of Strathmore and Gayley at 7:30 pm.
Questions? C.tll Scott Sav\\cll 208- 3576 or FrcJ F^i-iim at 824-0H8 or for further cjuestions eontaet Faiuv Creation ProJuetion> at 247o802
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all day

franklin murphy SCUlptUTe gvden
Shroudil^ of sculptures

alldav

kerckhoffartg»Hety
aids exhibition

11 am - 2pfn

bruin VMilk

distribution of red rMwos

11:45 am
WBStwood plaza to shoenberg quad

aids vigil parade

12 noon

schoenberg quad

silent vigil with guMt Speakers:
henry hopkins: art dq>artment director
and armand haiTUTier museum

n^er bohman: professor, biology
Sheldon alien, student health advocate

glen giQrlord: aids project los angeles

5:30 pm
franklin murphy sculpture garden

candlelight vigil with speakers:

roger bohman: piofessor, biology

albert aubin, chancellor's advisory committee

randolph drake, uda class of 1994

hiv^positive writer/comedian

liz gonzalez, poet

terri deta pena, uda Aafl/fictkm writer

aleida rodrfguez, poet

7 pm
kerckhofT art gallery

fllm: fear of dlSClOSUTe

7pm
armand hammer niUSeuni
poetry xmaiBC^. rKhnd hovwid

8 pm - 10 pm
iid>er rucside lomgD
paod from los angelei sfaanti qieakii^ on aidS
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UCLA Pre-Dental Society and

KAPLAN are proud to sponsor a

Free DAT Seminar

Learn about

:

how to get a higher score on the DAT

how to target your study needs

Guest Speaker, Location, Date & Time

Ken Marten, Ph.D.

at

UCLA, Center for Health Science,

Dental Building, Room #23-068

Thursday, December 1st

6:00- 8:00 pm
i

This FREE seminar is open to all UCLA students!!

UCLA Pre-Dental Society members receive a lOSK discount off the KAPLAN DAT course!

Any questions, call 1 -800-KAP-TEST today!

get a higher score

KAPLAN
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BOUTROS
From page 1

food, medicine and other humani^
itarian aid.

Mediators from the United
States and its allies, as well as

Russia, met with the Bosnian
government Tuesday in hopes of
salvaging a negotiated end to the

war and avert an outright mili-

tary victory for the Serbs.

However, U.N. officials and
senior officials from NATO
countries admitted they now

have almost no leverage on the

Serbs, since their ultimate
weapon - NATO air power -
proved insufficient to stop the

Refugees have swollen

the town itself from

45,000 to 70,000

people.

Serb assault on Bihac last week.

'

That offensive pressed ahead

Tuesday. The United Nations
reported heavy shelling,
machine-gun and small-arms fire

around Bihac, where outgunned
government troops face rebel
Serbs from Bosnia and Croatia,
and a renegade Muslim force.
The town's mayor, Hamdija
Kabiljagic, said shells were land-

ing every six seconds in the
afternoon.

Refugees have swollen the
town itself from 45,000 to
70,000 people.

In Washington, Secretary of
State Warren Christopher pre-

dicted U.S. allies would accept a
new U.S. initiative. It would call

for an international conference to

The Serb nationalist

dream tore apart the old

Yugoslavia and helped

start the war in Bosnia ...

explore terms for a settlement.

Bosnian Serbs have rejected
an international peace plan that

cuts their holdings from about

three-quarters of the country to

49 percent. A Muslim-Croat fed-

eration, which has accepted the

plan, would get 51 percent.

During a policy shift, U.S.
Defense Secretary William Perry

now says the peace plan could be

revised to allow Bosnian Serbs to

form a union with neighboring
Serbia and Serb lands in Croatia.

The Serb nationalist dream
tore apart the old Yugoslavia and
helped start the war in Bosnia
that has left 200,000 people dead
or missing since it began in April

1992.
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Westwood*s Only
Drive-Through Service
Dry Cleaning • Laundry

- Alterations

1073 Gayley Ave, Westwood
208-7722

I his coupon is yood for

SI Off a Miniimim
M2Dry Clediiiny Order

Not \ulicl With Otiur OfUrs

CONTACT LENSES
(includes)

• Complete eye exam
• Care kit

• Computerized contact lens fitting

• 6 months follow-up care
• Service agreement (like insurance)

Vision plans & Medi-cal welconne/Appointments made 24 hours a day!

coMPunrE 319-9999
% mm 1531 Wllshire Blvd. Santa Monica

(corner of 16th Street, next to Grown Books)

YOU NEED BREAKFAST NOW..

BURGER W/ FRIES

B6Q Bacon $3.49
Potty Melt $3.99
Teriyoki $3.49
Terlyoki Chicken $3.99
Chicken $3.49

Don't Forget The Rest OfThe Day!

OLDIES BUT GOODIES TURKEY BURGER COMBO
Toconninotor

Killer Burrilo

BREAKFAST COMBO
$1.99

<9 00 $3.39
^^•^^ HAMBURGER COMBO
$3.99 $2.99

BREAKFAST COMBO
Deli Does Westwood $4.99

(31(n^08-4M2
MSBroi>xton
($8 Min. Purchase for Delivery)
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WEDEUVERl
HOURS:
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SPECIAL
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. RATES' .

f^ Only minutes from ^ %\l
* CAMPUS, YOU'LL FIND OUR RESORTS ••"
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a^mth-to-month, 6 or 12 month leases avaiuile

* Studio, 1 & 2 iedroom floorfuns

* Fully furnishep or unfurnished

• Heated swimminc pools/spas

• NicHT-LicnnD tennis U rasketiall courh
• FUUY EQUIRKD CYMS * FaIULOUS AOIVITIES RROCRAA^

* Linens, dishes, TVs & maid service availaile
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AAlD-WiLSHIHC • TOLUCA

Vani NfuYs • Woodland Hills
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THMHICHOirr TMI U.S.

800. 846.8465
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From page 1

Visual AIDS developed Day
Without Art in 1989 to memorial-

ize friends and colleagues and to

address the social context of the

illness. Initially involving 1,100
institutional participants, Day
Without Art now involves 6,200
organizations worldwide.

'The art community is provid-

ing the media with a new way of
talking about AIDS at least once a

year," 6'Connell said. "One of the

messages we've tried to get across

is that no one should be able to

ignore the impact AIDS has had

on the world."

Artwork by artists affected by
AIDS are on display in the

Kerckhoff Art Gallery until Dec.

16. The AIDS Vigil Parade, begin-

ning at 11:45 a.m. at Westwood
Plaza, will lead participants to

Perloff Quad.

There, students can interact

with guest speakers Henry
Hopkins, chair of the UCLA Art

Department, biology professor

Roger Bohman and Glen Gaylord

ofAIDS Project Los Angeles.

Students can participate by
wearing black clothes and red rib-

bons. Ribbons will be distributed

all week on Bruin Walk between
1 1 a.m. and 2 p.m.

Other activities include a can-

dlelight vigil at 5:50 p.m. at the

Franklin D. Murphy Sculpture
Garden, a free screening of Fear

of Disclosure - five short docu-

mentary pieces created to promote

AIDS awareness and education -

and readings by Richard Howard
at the Armand Hammer Museum.
"Day Without Arl will make

people aware that there is a great

drain from this disease and that

people need to support the

research in finding a cure," said

Irene Martin, exhibitions manager
at the J. Paul Getty Museum, one
of many art organizations partic-

ipating in the event. "In the arts,

especially the museum world,

there have been very few of us

who don't know someone person-

ally who has died from the com-
plications of AIDS."

The J. Paul Getty Museum will

shroud several works and dedicate

them to staff members and profes-

sional colleagues who have died

because of AIDS-related compli-

cations.

The shrouded pieces at the

UCLA Fowler Museum of Natural

History will be accompanied by
information pertaining to the

work. "En Calavera: The Papier-

Mach6 Art of the Linares Family"

will be enshrouded and will pay
homage to Robert Childs, collec-

tions manager of Fowler who died

^^^f AIDS-related complications in

1989. Childs was responsible for

See NO ART, page 14

$45 Designer Frames
(originally priced up to $200)

EYEGLASS
PACKAGE

INCLUDES EXAMINATION
EYEGLASS FRAMES FROM OUR

VARSITY COLLECTION &
PRESCRIPTION LENSES

CONTACT LENS
PACKAGE

INCLUDES EYE EXAM
PAIR OF SOFT MATE-B LENSES

CAPEKIT AND FOLLOV/-UP CARE

DISPOSABLE CONTACT LENSES
INCLUDES EXAM FITTING & FOLLOV/ UP

& 4 BOXES OF DISPOSABLE LETJSES

GLASSES & CONTACTS IN ONE HOUR
EYE EXAMINATIONS

• VISION PLANS ACCEPTED

OPTOMETRIX
An Optometric Center

208-1384
10930 WEYBURN • WESTWOOD VILLAGE

.-» '

N ow Newly

Remodeled
"^

We're Bigger to

Serve You Better.

A s American as

the red, white, and

b)i;e.

Johnny Rockets.

Serving up the

Original Hamburger,

American Fries,

Malts and Shakes, a

Grilled Chicken

Sandwich, Apple Pie

and more. Even a

nickel Jukebox.

* "Where else

can /ou ploy it

again for a song?

20% Off Food & Beverages
Bring in this coupon for o 20% Discount on your food and beverage

purcKose. Only with this coupon. One coupon per person or party.

Offer expires 1 2/24/94. Offer only volid ot the following location:

Johnny Roikets
10959 Weyburn Ave. • Westwood Village

(3 1 0) 824-5656

Extended Student Services

Program
for Sunday - Thursday

of ] 0th and finals week

Hours of operation:

Kerckhoff Hall

2nd and Srd floor Study Lounges

open until 3 am
with complimentary Coffee House self-serve coffee after lam

Ackerman Union
3rd floor Study Lounge

open until 1 1 pm

Ackerman Gameroom
open until Midnight

for "Stress Relief"

C,S,0,$ will be staffed for esiort servUe
from lam • Sam

Note: we are no longer operating 24 his. a day during 10th and finals week

Studettt Support Services/Student Union

t*^
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NO ART
From page 13

building Fowler's Linares collec-

tion.

The Armand Hammer Museum
offers free admission and red rib-

bons to visitors today to commem-
orate Day Without Art. The
museum will feature a parking
meter that plays recordings of
artists and writers who are HIV-
positive. When the meter runs out

of money, the patron hears only
silence.

The Museum of Contemporary
Art (MOCA) is waiving admission
during Day Without Art and will

ask for donations to help fund
AIDS projects. The museum will

Students can participate

by wearing black

clothes and red ribbons.__^ V

feature readings from the AIDS
Project Los Angeles Creative
Workshop and from Los Angeles
artists.

The Los Angeles County
Museum of Art (LACMA) will dim
the galleries holding their perma-
nent collection ofcontemporary art.

Robert Longo's "Black Planet (for

A.Z.)," a work dedicated to dancer
and choreographer Amie Zane, will

be shrouded, and the lamps in

Christian Boltanski's "Reliquary"
will remain illuminated to symbol-
ize hope for the future. Every 10
minutes a bell will toll in the muse-
um's Times Mirror Central Court.
Based on Centers for Disease
Control statistics, each toll signifies

one more death by AIDS.

FREDDY& LIANAS

DECEMBER
PROMOTION

$30
HIGHUGHTS

FOR ANY LENGTH
WITH SPEOFC STYUSTT3 ONLY

BY APPOINTMeNT ONLY

hair beauty

$10
Shampoo + Haircut

WITH VALID UCLA I.D.

(310) 208-8049
Mon-Frl 9 am - 10 pm
Saturday 9 am - 7 pm
Sunday 10am- 5 pm

/^
10913 WE Y BURN

WESTWOOD VILLAGE

LooMng for the
Journalism DepartTnent?

We've got it.

-rVfc

Our lampHs daily is one of (ho

bcsl college newspapers in

America. Onr
An innovative seven sludenl

magazines are

approach to
•[^'"^seiiers.

Preily soon,

you'll hear a lot

journalism education more al)oui om-

new inleraclivc

built on instruction 7;fi»l'T^'-
Ann you ve prob-

ably heard aboiil

and ex[)erience all •!'*' nCLA
grads working in

(be media. Bui we bel you si ill

can'l find llie UCLA journalism

depart nienl.

And you can slop looking

—

because we've gol il. Sludenl

Media UCLA, a colled ion of

|)rinl and broadcast media run .

for and by sludenls. is the rea-

son UCLA enjoys one of ll\p

strongest sludenl presses in

Ibe country, a .student

press thai |)r(Kliices

graduates capable of

t'om|)eling for media
&

jobsoul Ibere in Ibe real

world. All of it wiUioul a

department.

How do we do il? Througli a

unique approach built on

instruction and experience.

You can

study the

principles

of report- WO IIM SM 6mm
ing. writing, editing, design, or

photography with industry pro-

fessionals in an inten.sive work-

slio|)one weekend, and then

practice lho.se principles as a

staffer for Ihe Daily Bruin, a

newsmagazine, or the radio

station the next week.

Ijook for next quarter's sched-

ule of media workshops in Ihe

Daily Bruin. Or t)eller yet,

come byour ofTices in

Kerckhoff Hall and find out

how you can gtM involved in

iR«.M
one of mosi exciting

•III t'fliit^^alional programs

^Tjl on campus.

STRESS
From page 1

"I have a paper due next week for

Geography 3. and I haven't start-

ed the paper, or the reading."

But even without the common
pressures of finals and papers,
there's no lack of stress on the
campus.

"I've been stressed the whole
quarter," said Shawndrell Lynch,
third-year math and computer
science student. "There are just

too many tests. I don't have any

fmals, but I have three tests next

week, and I have three jobs.
There's not enough time. You
need at least 32 hours in a day."

The increase in stress at the

end of the quarter can also be
seen by the increase in the num-
ber of students seeking help in

coping. According to Harold
Pruett, director of UCLA's
Student Psychological Services,

the number of students using the

counseling services has doubled
since mid-quarter. At the begin-

See STRESS, page 15

TIRED OF THE
COUPON HASSIE?

Just bring In your Student I.D. or this ad
to the Subway at Santa Monica and Sawtelle and

BuyOneGetOne

2nd sandwich of equal or lesser value with purchase of
drink or show UCLA ID and get $1 .00 otf any footlong.

6 Foot Party Subs $49.95
Free Delivery

Valid only at 1 1 278 Santa Monica Blvd
--(comer of^sstelle & Santa Monica, 1 block west of 405)

310.477.9987 •Parking In rear

HOW DO
YOU WANT YOUR

HAIRCUT?

ltocMiafHil224*82&2787

You don't have to go to great lengths to get a great
haircut. Just come to Supercuts. We're open for business
seven days a weeic and you never need an appointment.
What's more, every Supercuts styiist receives extensive
ongoing education unparalleled in the category. So teli

us. how do vou want your hair cut?

SUPHtCUTS
SUPERCUT™ $10.00

1650 Westwood Blvd. (between Santa Monica Blvd. and WUshIre)

(310) 470- 1558 M-F 8-9 Sat. 8-7 Sun. 10-5
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From page 14

ning of the quarter, a student
could expect a one or two day
wait for an appointment. But now
it can take up to two weeks to see

a counselor, Pruett said.

Pruett attributed the increase

to a greater awareness of campus
services, but also to the fact that

students find themselves over-

whelmed during the end of the

quarter by academic and social

pressures.

'There is an increase in acade-

mic pressure as students realize

they are not doing as well as he

or she thinks," Pruett explained.

"Problems with relationships

impact on academics, such as

expectations from parents and
interpersonal issues such as dat-

ing. These are all compounded as

the quarter moves toward the

end."

In addition to Psychological
Services, students can get help

dealing with stress from Peer
Health Counselors, who teach
stress management strategies and

relaxation techniques, as well as

give massages on campus. Peer
Health Counselor Amy Miyoshi,
who gives free massages at vari-

ous campus locations, said that

more students have been coming
for massages and are more will-

ing to talk about things that cause

them stress.

"I noticed at the beginning of

the quarter people were just curi-

ous about the program, and just

came for a massage," Miyoshi
said. "Now people are talking

about midterms and finals and
saying, 'Oh I'm really stressed.'"

Unlike winter and spring quar-

ters, however, fall quarter pro-

vides students with a long
Thanksgiving break and gives
them a winter break to look
toward. This unique aspect of the

quarter can both alleviate and
compound stress.

For Horsley, the Thanksgiving

break definitely did nothing to

reduce the stress.

"I took an entire week off (for

Thanksgiving) so now I'm a

week behind," she said.

But for Kim, who didn't have
any expectations of getting any

work done during Thanksgiving,

the break gave him a chance to

gel away from school. He added
that the anticipation of Winter
break is also helping him deal

with the work at hand.

"It makes it easier to know I

hafe a big break ahead," he said.

"It makes things easier to deal

with."

For more information on ser-

vices available, students may call

Student Psychological Services

at 825-7985 or 825-0768, and
Peer Health Counselors at 825-

8462.

IIMFORMATIOIM
IMEEDED

Victim of catastrophic brain injuries seeks
information regarding water flowing from
campus irrigation system into roadways
on and around U.C.L.A. campus, including

(but not limited to) Sunset Blvd., resulting

in spills or handling difficulty for

motorcycles, scooters, or bicycles. The
Regents, through their attorneys, deny
that these waterflows are dangerous. If

you have any information on this subject,

please call or write:

James P. Carr Christophep P. Yuhl

Law/ offices of Yuhl, Faber S Yuhl

James P. Carr or 401 Wilshire Blvd. Ste. 1260
11755 Wilshire Blud. Santa Monica. Ca.

Ste. 1170 L.A. 90025 90401-1430
Ph. #310-444-7179 Ph#310-393.0045

TVy our all New
Skinless Rotisserie
Chicken from-the-flames

50% Less Fat
404 extra

>I'1X1.\L"1-^^^- Bl

I •Quarter Chicken Only.

I'Onesideonler

I* Jack's Mountain Bread

I 'Soft Drink with refills

I White meat 70C extra exp. 12/15/94

VlUTItl

$3.99

si'ai.\i.«2 B2

I

•MChkken
• One skle ortler

• Jack's Mountain Bread

•Soft Drink with refills

exp. 12/15/94

Only...
]

$4,991

*\

Im l.iHdl Ihliviix MO 2fhS 1456
/( • s \ III III! lii 1 1 11 I ,

Specials
Exp. 11 30 94

Haircut S: Blow dry

Color

Spiral PeiiTi & Haircut

Perm & Haircut

N19 W'esiwood Blvd. ^——^— CLOSED SUNDAYS
H79.8625/^78.9o 1 6 Schwarzkopf Prices For First Time Clients Only

You've paid your dues,

ilre you prepared to collect?

How much money and effort have you

spent on your education so far? How
many thousands of hours? And now

you have to take the MCAT. Is

there such a thing as overkill in

jTsituation like this?

to these tests, we work through MCAT passages every time

the class meets. Nothing you encounter on the MCAT
should be a surprise.

Hyperlearning offers

the most intensive

MCAT prepara-

tion available.

We work hard to

give you the most

for your dollar. The

most required hours, the

most motivating environment,

the most complete and current mate

rials, and the most qualified instructors

PROFESSIONAL

PREP COURSE

The loDQesI, most (omplele, and mosi intensive MCAT (ourse avdilabie

• 12 weeks, 4 meetings per week (Saturday, Sunday, and two week

nights). More than 130 total hours. No wimps need apply.

• 2.5 hours per meeting, 44 separate meetings.

• Immediate feedback. No more than 24 students in a class.

• Convenient classrooms and times to fit your schedule.

• We help you rc-learn, rather than merely review, the

conceptually-oriented science and verbal material

youTl need to get a winning MCAT score.

RiQorous essay writing workshops

You'll write thirteen half-hour essays. While this

program improves scores dramatically, a few

students need even more help. We've designed

onc-on-one writing sessions (five weeks

each) for students who still have concerns

about this important subscore.

Help with the application process

We won't abandon you after the

MCAT. Wc have interview and

application resources , seminars,

catalogs and profiles on all 126

U.S. allopathic medical schtx^ls.

Wc have a Macintosh*

AMCAS application template

so you can work on your appli-

cation until you're satisfied. Then

you can laser print the final version

on our system and send it off.

Specialized instnictors who are experts in their held

• You are taught byfour (not one or two) spe-

ciahzed, MCAT-experienced instructors.

• All instructors have earned at least a

Master's degree and many have won teach-

ing awards outside our course.

We design and re design our MCAT course for you

All of our materials are subject to student

feedback on areas of confusion. We continually

up>grade our exhaustive Biology, Chemistry, Physics,

and Verbal materials to emphasize the conceptual skills

demanded by the new format MCAT. We now offer 2600

pages of focused review materials, hundreds of practice

MCAT-style passages and five practice MCATs.

MCAT diagnostics to focus your efforts, right from the starl

You'll take two diagnostic tests in addition to two

full-length MCATs just before the test. Taking the first diag-

nostic test early in the course will alert you and your instructors to your

weak areas in both science knowledge and test-taking skills. In addition

Any questions?

Just give us a call at

800MD-BOUND
(1-800-632-6863)

.Well make sure you

get what you've

(already) paid for.

^U. /

WHENrrWME TO GETmoosABOUTTHE TEST."
OHM Hypcrlurniag. H)rp«ian>iat tii Prrfeniood MCAT Prep Caane trc iradenuriu ind "When ii'i Tiitif to G« Scnau> About ihc Teti" n • Hfvice aiirk o« Hrpetlnmii^

.

Madimdi it • ngiMCTcd ira<i<niuk ofAp^ Compum. Inc.
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JENNY
From page 2

Tinkham called that just one
incident in a pattern of "men
bashing" at Jenny Craig.

"If I was having a bad day, it

was not uncommon for one of the

women to say, 'You must be hav-

ing your period'," Tinkham said.

Some female employees say
the men have a legitimate com-
plaint.

"I do feel they were somewhat
singled out" said Lisa Heney, a

former sales trainer for Jenny
Craig in the Boston area. "It was
really a woman-oriented compa-
ny."

"In general, if (management)
could have gotten all of the men
to quit, that would have interested

them heavily."

Former supervisor Donna
Curio said she knew the men and
they'd been excellent employees.

But, she said, the company "did

not want to hire men because men
wanted management, men wanted
more money, they wanted it

faster, because they had families."

PARKING
From page 3

Important foreign figures such

as diplomats have similar privi-

leges. They can park at meter
parking zones without bothering

to put in any quarters. They carry

special license plates issued by the

United States government, offi-

cials at the Office of Parking
Management said.

£)espite the benefits of parking

permits, though, some preferential

permit holders are not as privi-

leged as it might sound.

Kenji Tanaka, a first year Ph.D.

student in material science and
engineering parks his car. with his

preferential permit, on Durant
Drive in Beverly Hills.

However, he has to move it

every morning before 8 a.m.
Sunday through Wednesday for

street cleaning. One morning he
was 15 minutes late to move his

car. "A parking enforcement offi-

cer is waiting right there at the

corner at 8 every morning,"
Tanaka said. "I found out I had got

ticketed at 8:07."

Tanaka was lucky in some
respects, though. His $38 ticket

was comparatively cheap.

Parking in handicapped zones
without a proper permit earns a

$330 fine, Fortier said. And the

Parking Enforcement Office at

Transportation Services is institut-

ing a new program regarding
fraudulent use of a disabled per-

son's placards or license plates.

Starting in January 1995, the fine

will be $500, she said.

Even without tickets, though.

See PARKING, page 17

mm mi!} limmm
Keystone & Keystone Light

Village^ village
Qxpressmart

FOODSTORE
+ CRV

12 pack - 12 oz. cans

Open 24 Hours • 7 Days a Week • Free Parking

10974 Le Conte Ave. at Gayley • (310) 209-9111

Check us out.. ..Bring us your best price on Sony,
JVC, Sharp, Panasonic, Nikon, Canon, Minolta,
Pentax or any ottier iine we carry, and we will

not only give you the best advice, but
we will also match your k>west price.
(Usually our price is already lower!)

Applies to locally advertised prices on new and current,
still or video cameras.

Look out so called 'BIG GUYS' OR 'BIG CirV DISCOUNT
STORES.

Camera & Video
iiti:i^

l>.\IIKI\<.

1025 Westwood Blvd. in WESTWOOD VILLAGE
FREE VALIDATED PARKING IN LOTS BEHIND STORE

MON-FRI 9-7 SAT 9:30-6 SUN 11-4

310-208-5150 Pro/Darkroom Dept 310-208-5161

oim:\
Sl.XM.W

J
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Do You Want Credit Cards?

Now you can have the most recognized

credit card In the worid EVEN IF YOU ARE NEW IN
CREDIT or HAVE BEEN ITJRNED DOWN BEFX)REI

MasterCard* the credit card you
deaerve and need for- ID—BOOKS—DEPARTMEIfT

STORES—TUmON—ENTERTAINMENT—
EMERGENCY CASH-TICKETS—RESTAURANTS-

HOTELS—MOTELS—GAS-CAR RENTALS—
REPAIRS-ANO TO BUILD YOUR CREDIT RATINGI

No turn downs!

P^^*P* No credit checks!

^^f^^^^o'^^ No security deposit!

o»^*^ Send the coupon today
Your credit cards are wajttngI

The Yo-Yo Sleeps Tonight
Reduce Stress

Improve Your Power of Concentration

and Have Fun Doing It

Get this complete Yo-Yo Kit and Instructional

Video developed by The Sidic-af-tB|i«r

The Yo-Yo Is bad! irs the relaxing and off-beat way to have

fun and aniaze friends and family alike. Developed by the

world dass Yo-Yo damp, iPs a perfect giU Kit includes:

a PPofessJonalTtansaxleYo-Yb a 3Exlraffig^QuaayYo-Yo

a Yo-Yo Display Stand a 30-minute Video Teadung

— §<
8 Classic lllcks

\-
9iifec-«f-ti|l«r P.O. Box 3640, SaiU Monica, CA 90408

Please send Yo-Yoiat{s)at$i995pliB$5.00eadistippii^andhan<lir^ \
(CA residents add $1.66 each for sales tax)

Name
^''

Address ^
aty .Stale

EreJosedS

Please chai^ge my credit canl

.

Card Number

Sipiature

.Check or Money Order

___VSsa Mastercard

Exp. Date.

^-
.-•A

RESOURCE CENTER

2P00PMA11 • •28-St4S

Rape

Prevention

and

Education

Services

Co-sponsored with the
Department of

Community Safety

POWER
PLAYS:
Sexual
Harassment
on Campus

Please join us for a discussion
about what constitutes sexual
harassment, infornf^al and
formal ways to deal with the
problem, campus resources
that are available, and how
sexual harassment relates to
other forms of violence
against women.

Thursday, December 1
12:00 - 1:00 p.m.
2 Dodd Hall

WRC facllitJes are accessible to students wtt^ disabilities. Special services are
available upon request wlthm 14 worVing days. Call 825-3945 or TDD (800) 73S2929

UNI-CARD,BOX 220645,HOLLYWOOD,FL 33022

YES! Ilvant MASTERCARD* Immediately.

100H QUARANTEBDI

NAME
ADDRESS
criY

STUDENT? Yes Wo

STATE— ZIP

SS*
SIGNATURE
HOtWi MHlCtOiid Is fffteicred indeftmrfi c# M»i4cT€k/il InirmellenBL Inc.

MAIL THIS NO RISK COUPON TODAYw-w
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PARKING
From page 16

parking is rarely - if ever - free

and simple.

When the university or its acad-

emic departments invite guests to

special events on campus, they

arrange special parking services

for the guests beforehand. They
can offer them courtesy permits.

In this case, the guests do not have

to pay for the parking services,

but the university or the depart-

ments do.

No one gets .free parking, no
matter how important they are,

said Gary Streaty, field manager
at UCLA Parking Services.
President Bill Clinton had to pay

for the special parking services

when he came to campus last

spring.

In fact, fighting potential tick-

ets seems to be as difficult as

fighting the lack of space, stu-

dents said, Yamura relayed a story

about the time she parked her car

on a street over night. The follow-

ing morning she found a parking

violation ticket resting on the

cai'*s front shield.

"I was surprised because I

thought I was sure I wouldn't get

ticketed," she said. "I didn't see

any signs on the street." It was
only after she got the ticket that

she found a sign for two hour
limit parking far at the corner of

Kelton and Gayley avenues.

According to the many stories

frustrated students told, parking

problems know no boundaries. In

addition to Westwood's lack of
parking, students also suffer from
limited parking spaces on campus.

Jenny Manzer, who did not get

a parking permit for this quarter,

has been parking her car on
Hilgard Avenue, where there are

no limits.

But she has not used the car at

all for almost the whole quarter

because she said she has been
afraid to lose her parking spot.

"Once I moved my car, and it took

me hours to find one (again),"

said Manzer, a senior anthropolo-

gy student. "At times, I didn't see

my car for weeks. I was afraid that

it would get broken into."

Each parking structure on cam-
pus has to have empty spots (3 to

5 percent of the total parking
space) for structure users, accord-

ing to Renee Fortier, associate

director at UCLA Parking
Services.

To solve parking problems on
campus. Parking Services will

issue over 1,000 more parking

permits in Lot 3 next fall mainly

for students. And after the

Anderson School's construction

fmishes, about 200 spaces in Lot 4

and 6, which are now occupied by

constructors and construction

workers, will be freed up for stu-

dents next fall, Fortier said.

Buy One, Get One

Any Frozen Yogurt Sundae.

Exp. 12/16/94. Not good with other discounts

WE DELIVER! M-F: 1:30-4:30 pm
10% OFF TO UCLA COMMUNITY

H m
Baskint^Robbins

Ice Cream & Yogurt
208-8048 • Westwood Village • 10916 Kinross Ave

Make Your Life

Jew <^i^i^'

IF

IF

YOU would like a Jewish perspective on aiix.topic

WE provide a tape library that covers the universe

.

YOU and/or a friend would like to join a family for a

laid-back Shabbat meal

WE bring you Shabbat Shalom UCLA

BUT MOST IMPORTANTLY

jxn YOU have questions on anything & everything Jewish

I.Jr I WE have our roving Rabbi...Shlomo Seidenfeld

Armed and Generous

NO TOPIC IS TABOO
— SO —

IF YOU'RE CRUISIN' FOR A SCHMOOZIN'
Breeze by my table on Monday, Tuesday, and Thursday 1 1-1 on Bruin Walk

or give me a call at 824-2247

I MAKE DORM CALLS

Oh, by the way, we're

J.A.M.
JEWISH AWARENESS MOVEMENT

MADE POSSIBLE BY A GRANT from ihe JEWISH COMMUNITY FOUNDATION

P""~FREE
I

2-Liter bottle of Coke
I with the purchase

of any Large pizza

824-5000

12/1 DB

$1.99
I 1 pc. order of

Buffalo Wings with the

purchase of any Large pizza

I

J

s Coupon required. Not
valid with any other offer.

824-5000
Coupon required. Not
valid with any other offer.

TERIAN

contemporary

worship

small groups

.t-"-^

Sunday Service 10:00 am
University Religious Conference

900 Hilgard Avenue (at Le Conte)

Agape Christian Fellowship - Thurtday 6JO pm Factor 364S

Chaira Christian Fellowship - Friday 7KM) pm URC

TeBowship

Rides provided by ITC Shuttle Service For more infonnjtion call 310-26S-3991

•^^

A P A C T
ASIAN PACIFIC AMERICAN COALITION
IN CINEMA, THEATRE. & TELEVISION

presents

the Znd annual

Fall APACT
Video Festival

featuring the videos of:

Renee Tajima - an Oscar nominated filmmaker

Trang Tran - an acclaimed videographer

. . . and student works of video, poetry, & art

A ptanel discussion with Renee and Trang
will follow the screenings

on

Friday, December 2
In

Perloff Hall 1 102
at

7 pm
Admission is FREE

Refreshments will be served

BROUGHT TO YOU BY ARACT AND THC CPC MiNt-ruNO S I>_ 'TIL. *^. '3Ui^
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NO MORE
CONFUSION!

Talk to us - youll get a top quality computer that is -

CUSTOM BUILT FOR YOU ^ OR - CHOOSE FROM OUR 'SUPER SELECT'

READY TO "PLUG -IN" SYSTEMS

^ Designed to give you EXACTLY what^ you NEED NOW (plus extras you like)

JL Designed for AFFORDABLE, EASY up-
^ grading when you are ready for more

^ONLY THE BEST, NEWEST— COMPONENTS —

8MB Fast RAM, 128K Cache

3.5 Inch Floppy Drive

420 MB Fast IDE Hard Drive

32-Bit VLB HD Controller

VLB S3 1MB Graphics Accelerator

15 Inch 1280 x 1024 Ratscreen

High Resolution

High-Res Mouse. 101

Enchanced Keyboard

I Mini Tower Case

MS Windows

3.11 & DOS 6.2x

486DX-33 $1399
486DX2-66 $1599

OFFICE DEMOS • LIFETIME TECH SUPPORT / YEAR WARRANTY 'ON-SITE SERVICE

COMPUTER
SYSTEMS 1648 S. Clementine St.

Anaheim, Ca 92802
SAME NUMBER FOR FAX

DISC«V(R

Put one

on your

LUt
\

yf!tnnnims-AaaMMXaa^

OIVE
HOMEWORK

OF
CETTINO m

(AND MAKE OREAT MONEY TOO!)
• Ideal part'time job
• Pay scale starts at $ 1 3.50 per hour
• Great working conditions
• We train you
• Locations all over LA and Ventura counties
• SAT'i, SAT-ii, i^AT, LSAT, GMAT, GRE, MCAT

Would y(^u like to work In a creative environment helping students and, at the same time, make
great money? We are offering you the opportunity to Interview with the nation's most successful
test preparation service. The Princeton Review. Each year we help thousands of students across the
country Improve their standardized test scores with our uniquely effective program. Ifyou are
bright, enthusiastic and outgoing, and enjoy helping others, this may be the perfect part-time job for
you. Send us your resum6 and cover letter-no phone calls please. Also be sure to include your
SAT and graduate test scores (if any) as well as your phone numb>er on your resume. Those accepted
through our highly selective screening process will participate in an extensive training program to
become Instructors.

Please
send
your
resume

The Princeton Review
Attn.: Personnel Dept.
10474 Santa Monica Blvd., #403
Los Angeles. CA 90025
Resume deadline: Dec. 23, 1994

THE
PRINCETON
REVIEW
we score more

SAT-I • SAT-II • PSAT
Vocabulary • Academic Tutoring

"^^i^^^'''''''^*^ 'vVSA•V^•^A.

LSAT • GMAT • GR£ • MCAT

!

HILLARY
From page 3

to get better on their own," slie

said.

On other Issues, Hillary Clinton:

- Fretted about feeling isolated

in the White House, saying she
yearned for as normal a private

life as possible. "I am going to get

out more."
- Declared her daughter,

Chelsea, 14, well-adjusted. But
she said it's hard to avoid spoiling

her with the trappings of her sta-

tion. "Adults really want to do
things for their children and you
have to be careful about that," she

said.

The Clintons will continue to

insist on a low profile for their

daughter. "Because she's so well-

adjusted, you won't be seeing
much of her."

- Said instilling prayer at home
is more important than forcing it

in school. "I think that prayer and
faith start in the family. I think
what we ought to be trying to fig-

ure out is how to get prayer ... in

the family."

- Admitted that she and her
husband don't always agree on
every issue. "But I won't tell you
what I disagree with him about."
- Compared what she views as

a nitpicking media to a carping
"mother-in-law coming to

Thanksgiving dinner."

Not that she would trade jobs
with anyone. Toward the end of
the 90-minute seminar, Clinton
was reminded that her husband
had just two years left on a four-

year term.

"Is that all?" she quipped.
"Time flies when you're having
fun."

ALCATRAZ
From page 3

cells.

Inmates will be sent here from
Marion and other federal prisons.

Prison officials are not allowed to

discuss who will call Super Max
home, but they can generalize.

"They've demonstrated through
highly assaultive behavior, preda-
tory behavior and escape-related
behavior that they cannot function
in a less-secure prison," says
Louis Winn Jr., an executive assis-

tant. 'They've proven themselves
to be extremely dangerous and
violent."

Forty-four percent of Marion's
prisoners have committed murder
or at least tried, Winn says. While
many inmates sent here will be
serving life sentences. Super Max
will not be their home for life.

Officials expect inmates to slay no
ionger than three years before
returning to the relative freedoms
of ordinary federal prisons.

During their time at Super Max,
they will be kept on short leashes
and monitored continually.

If inmates have to see doctors
or dentists, they will walk only a
couple of dozen paces and two
correctional officers will accom-
pany them, Winn says. One will
walk in front with a baton, the
only weapon allowed inside the
prison, and one will walk behind,
holding the chains connected to
handcuffs the prisoner will be
wearing behind his back.

Inmates are allowed up to three

paperbacks, but no law books
(only copies of applicable pages)
so no contraband can be smug-
gled. Visitors remain beyond inch-
thick plate glass designed to
withstand hammer blows.

If an inmate participates in
rehabilitation programs and stays
out of trouble, his confinement
can be modified so he cap mingle

"T^'^

See ALCATRAZ pag@ IB
i

ALCATRAZ
From page'18

with other inmates and visit the

conwnissary. \

"Buildings arc only one part of
the program," Vanyur says. "The
key part is what the staff do and
how they interact. They're the

ones who have to preserve self-

esteem and humanity issues -

maintaining dignity but getting

across the message.

"You go back to the Alcatraz

example ... you all had the same
haircut, walked in lockstep down
the hallway and didn't speak dur-

ing meals. Those elements of
dehumanization - we don't have
that here. Every individual has his

own program. Caseworkers, psy-

chologists and chaplains are going

to come down and deal with him."

But the security measures go on
and on and on.

Plumbing has automatic shut-

offs so inmates cannot flood cells.

Sprinklers and smoke containment

systems are built-in. Matches and
cigarette lighters are forbidden.

Smokers must use a lighter built

into each cell wall.

Handles on toothbrushes are cut

off to prevent use as weapons.
Only pencil stubs are allowed.
Pictures of spouses (no nudity) are

allowed, but frames arc not.

Escape-minded inmates will

have their hopes dashed. Between
their cells and freedom lie seven

layers of secured steel and
cement. Beneath the building is a

crawl space with no outlet, moni-
torcd by the motion detectors.

Doors are remote-controlled by
officers posted in fortified rooms
within the prison. If they feel

threatened, they can transfer con-

trol to another guard.

The prison is surrounded by
cleared landscape, those 12-foot

fences and razor wire, and six

towers occupied by armed guards.

Guy wires will be strung over
open areas to prevent helicopter

escapes. In addition, there are

other security systems federal

officers would rather not have
prisoners know about and will not

discuss.

"There's obviously a message
here and the message is we're not

going to tolerate your violent

behavior or predatory behavior,

and in fact, if you change that

behavior you eventually will get

more privileges," Vanyur says.

GANGS
From page 8

Trebilcock, a New York attorney

who represents one detainee. Pin

Lin, and has led the volunteer legal

effort on behalf of the detainees.

"It's not like the streets of New
York are being driven up and
down by Chinese gangs," he said.

One group is watching. The
People of the Golden Vision, an

interfaith church organization
committed to immigration reform,

keeps tabs on the detainees' well-

being.

Members place the released

Chinese with families and help

them avoid gangs in an under-

ground railroad of sorts, says the

Rev. Joan Maruskin, a Methodist

minister from Dallas who founded

the group.

She and her fellow activists,

while committed, see little way out

for the Golden Venture's Chinese.

If the Immigration and
Naturalization Service doesn't do
them in, she says, the gangs proba-

bly will.

"One man said he thought he

was free when he found himself in

the water," Maruskin said. "Maybe
the ones who died are the only
ones who are really free."
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AIITO INSIIANCE BUIES?

HERE'S GOOD NEWS ON

lOWRmSI
In April, 1994, the results of a Department of Insurance study
were published in the LA Times. One top rated California

based company emerged with significantly lower rates for a
wide range of good drivers - including young singles, young
marrieds and families with young drivers. Even drivers who
had 2-3 points often received significant savings.

For Insurance Relief, please call us in Westwood (310) 208-3548

InsurAide Insurance Agency, Inc.

1081 Westwood Blvd. #221 Los Angeles, CA 90024
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Holidaii Savings
Great new holiday prices from Apple —

so you can take a new Mac home and SAVE!

Holiday Pricing —

Good through Dec. 31, 1994

Power Macintosh
8100 (8/500)
Power PC technology, a huge hard disk,

and even bigger savings! Keyboard and

monitor sold separately.

8 Mb RAM, 500 Mb Hard Drive

Holiday Pricing

through Dec. 31 Only!!

Was *3699, Now $2599
You Save $1100

Macintosh
Performa 578 (8/320)
More memory (RAM) and hard

disk storage space than the Performa 475.

Keyboard, monitor and modem included.

8 Mb RAM, 320 Mb Hard Drive

Holiday Pricing

through Dec. 31 Only!!

Was $«69, Now $1499
You Save $370

Apple
Color Stylewriter 2400
360 dpi color laser-quality printing!

Holiday Pricing

through Dec. 31 Only!!

Was $469, Now $379
You Save $90
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Macintosh
Performa A75 (4/160)

The Performa is the most popular Mac
because it's both versatile and affordable.

Keyboard, monitor and modem included.

A Mb RAM, 160 Mb Hard Drive

New I^row Price!!

Was $++29, Now $1039
You Save $90

Macintosh
Quadra 630 (4/250)

A powerful Quadra model at a terrific price.

Keyboard, monitor sold separately.

A Mb RAM. 250 Mb Hard Drive

New Ivow Price!!

Was $++49, Now $1009
You Save $H0

Rcatrictioni snd Payment Policie* — Micintoih computeri are available only to UCLA itudent*. iclected
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Mastercard and Discover are also accepted.
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One person's decision to
iive iionestiy ... witli HIV
Today is World AIDS Day. Today is also Day Without Art. And today is the

day on which one UCLA student has chosen to tell the world for the first

time about his HIV-positive status, as frightening as this ptocess can be.
But he is not alone. As many as one out of 500 college students is HIV-positive,
according to the Center for Disease Control. Because of these statistics, but more
importantly, because it's easy to forget that these numbers translate into the lives of
individuals, we must become more aware of AIDS and its implications.

By Sheldon Allen

I'm 22 years old and Tm grad-
uating this spring.

About a year and a half ago, I

round out that I am HIV-positive.

Hut I didn't really start dealing
with it until a couple of months
later

Until that time. I was pretty

much in denial, ignoring my
(liagnosis, pretending everything
was OK ... except when I would
iry to fall asleep. All I could think

about then was getting sick and
dying. I could not shake these

visions of myself in a hospital

lied, my little brother coming to

visit, me wasting away with
AIDS.

Things started to turn around
when I started talking about my
Tears. The first lime was when I

attended a support group with
about six other people who have
HIV: gay guys, straight guys,
straight women, yet no lesbians -
not in my group, although they
j»et the disease, too. All kinds of
i'thnicities and ages.

In this group. I let myself
break down in front of other peo-
|)le. I couldn't hold back any-
more, and it just all came out of
me.

I told them all how afraid I was
... of AIDS, of dying, of my
brother and the rest of my family
seeing me sick. And some of
Ihem started crying, too. They
could, of course, totally relate to

ihe.se feelings I was having,

l)ecause they'd all felt them
themselves.

The group facilitator let me
bawl as much as I needed - this is

something I believe everybody
has to do, sooner or later - and
I hen she gave me the ultimate

ultimatum by telling me, "You
are going to have to make a deci-
sion. Are you going to live, or are
you going to die?"

Somehow. I understood what
she meant immediately. Up until

ihis point, I was only seeing
myself as sick and dying. I saw
HIV as a death sentence. I figured
my life was over, that everything
I did I was doing in vain, even
though I would pretend to every-
one else that everything was OK.

But then she said this, and I

didn't have to think about it. I

knew what I wanted to do. And
irom that point on, I have been
challenging the media-hyped
notion that HIV=AIDS=DEATH.

Daily iruin
227 Kerckhoff Hall

308 Westwood Plaza
Los Angeles, CA 90024

(310)825-9898

The facts are these: Most peo-
ple with HIV have died of AIDS.
Some people do not die: They've
been infected since the epidemic
began, but they do not show any
symptoms. Many people with
HIV live happy and productive
lives for however long, full of
love and strength.

I belong to the latter group.

When I first told my friends, I

could see it in their eyes and
sometimes they even say it:

When they look at me, they see
me dying right in front of them. It

takes time to convince them to let

that kind of thinking go. I need
their support and their positivity,

not their pity.

That's the main reason I

haven't been more open about
my infection with people.

I don't want to bother with

When I first told my
friends, I could see it in

their eyes ... they see me
dying right in front of

them. It takes time to

convince them to let

that kind of thinking go.

their tears, whether they show
them to me or not. I listen to their

fears, though - they need to be
heard, too - and this can be very
draining for me sometimes.

This is also the reason that

nobody in my family knows I

have HIV: I don't want to deal
with their visions of me dying, let

alone to deal with their disap-

pointmenf in me for contracting
the disease.

I get all the support I need
now.

My closest friends know, and
they know how to support me.
They listen when I do get afraid,

and they don't patronize me with
"Don't worry. Everything will be
OK." Nor do they look at me
with those "you are dying" eyes.
We are honest about the possibili-

ty that I will get sick with one
opportunistic infection or anoth-
er, and we talk about that. But we
don't obsess about it. We concen-
trate on living. Especially my
best friend; she too has gained a
new appreciation for life.

She also knows my philosophy
about my status: I do what I can

EOllOfHI BOfd

do, I take advantage of the differ-

ent treatments that are available, I

eat well (and a lot), I get enough
sleep and plenty of exercise. I do
all this, and then I go on with the
rest of my life.

I do what I can, and then let

go.

That I can do all these things in

the way of caring for myself is a
real privilege. I think to myself
that of all the HIV-positive peo-
ple in the worid, I must be one of
the luckiest. I am a 22-year-old

white male in southern California

studying at UCLA with good
friends.

So many people with HIV live

in parts of the world or parts of
the country that do not have
access to the kinds of things that I

do that would enhance their lives.

I think about how Africa is being
devastated by this disease, and
how Asia is next. Many of the

people in many of the countries

in these parts of the worid hardly

have a chance: They have neither

the education nor the means to

defend themselves against the

virus, whether they are infected

yet or not.

The situation definitely feels

overwhelming, if not hopeless,

but that attitude won't get us any-
where. There is much work to be
done, for everyone.

First, don't get infected. If you
do, start taking care of yourself.

Second, know that this disease
is hapf)ening right now to people
you love and to people you don't
know. Let these people know that

you are not one of those AIDS-
phobic bigots, rather that you
care about what is happening.
One way to show you care is

by becoming part of the solution.

Many AIDS service organiza-
tions can use your help, and for

some of them you can just drop
in for a few hours, like Project

Angel Food, which prepares and
then delivers warm meals to peo-
ple who cannot cook for them-
selves.

Of course. AIDS isn't the only
factor hurting people today - all

kinds of service organizations

depend on volunteers.

Just get involved and be sensi-

tive.

Sheldon Allen is a senior English
student. In honor of WorldAIDS
Day, he will speak today at noon
at the Student AIDS vigil in

Schoenberg Quad.
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Murphy Hall arrest a milestone for cop's kid
Whadaya do at college?"

my 8-year-old brother

Eric asked me as we ate

our Thanksgiving dinner. "Do ya
}?o to potties and drink beeya
cause now yer allowed to 'cause

it was ya burtday?"

"As a matter of fact, I do," I

told him, ignoring his weird

accent. Nobody knows quite

where he got it.

"That's rightr my father

exclaimed. "So, bubba. whadja
do for the big ^mmmmmmmmmB
TWO ONE'?
Didja go to

Moloney'sT
my father

asked me half-

jokingly.

"As a mat-

ter of fact, I

did," I replied,

wondering
why he spo-

radically calls

me "bubba."

"What was
your first

tlrink, Roxy?" my mother asked.

"Well, my first legal drink was
a George Killian's Red." My
birthday was Nov. 15.

Mom looked at me in disbelief.

"A beer? My first drink was a

margarita! You should've ordered

a margarita - it's so much more
classy. And what do you mean by
legal drink?" she cried. "Have
you been drinking illegally?"

"Where' ve you been?" my sis-

ter Raquel laughed at my mother.

"Can you believe this, Sam?"
mom whined.

I didn'I want to hear it, so I got

up and walked to the kitchen to

j»et myself some more Sparkling

Cider. Raquel followed me.
I turned her as I opened the

Roxane

Marquez

refrigerator. "I didn't think it

would be this bad," I whispered.

"I told you it would be," she

murmured.
"You know, Raquel, right now

being able to go to bars is the last

thing on my mind."

"Hhmph. And if this is how
they reacted to drinking," Raquel
warned me, "think of how dad '11

yell when you tell him you got

arrested."

see

Yes, arrested.

I spent the evening of my 21st

birthday drinking beers with my
friends Juan and Guriel at

Maloney's. Forty-eight hours

later, on Nov. 17, 1 spent the

evening getting fingerprinted and
photographed by the UCPD. I

spent the afternoon in Murphy
Hall participating in the Nov. 17

anti-187 demonstration.

It was my first arrest. The only

other people I knew who'd been
arrested were a fellow Daily

Bruin editor in A&E and my ex-

boyfriend Matt. The police arrest-

ed Matt for public drunkenness
and that was when he was a

minor.

On Nov. 1 7, however, I was
definitely not a minor anymore.
As the Violent Femmes put it,

this will go down on my perma-
nent record.

And on Thanksgiving, those

were the very words I imagined
my father screaming at me.

Dad's an LAPD police officer.

One of the first things he

taught me as a child was that you
may not like the law, but you'd
better damn well respect it and
you'd better respect those who
put themselves in danger when
enforcing it.

Then came the Rodney King

beating and the L.A. riots. I

remember April 29, 1992. 1 was a

freshman, staring out the window
of the Sproul Five South lounge

and watching a long, black cloud

of smoke slowly expand above
the skyscrapers in downtown
L.A. and the surrounding areas.

I thought of my father, who
was somewhere out in the chaos,

a man in his mid-40s with a wife

and three kids. For months, the

two of us had already engaged in

bitter debates about the beating

and the trial. I wondered, "How
would he react if he knew what I

thought of this?"

Because even though I didn't

like the idea of people losing

their businesses and their homes,
I didn't like .the idea of the gross

injustice that had been committed
against anyone with a conscience

who believes in justice, and
members of the African-

American community in particu-

lar.

People needed to wake up.

Now. They needed to see that

people were outraged and serious,

and if injustice went on long

enough, there would be some for-

midable consequences.

In some respects, I felt the

same way about Proposition 187.

This initiative demonstrated

blatant disrespect towards the

Constitution and towards people

of color - in particular, the

Mexican community, of which I

See MARQUEZ, page 22

Counterpoint

Student government must listen to Its critics
By J. Jloni Palmer

In response to Todd Sargent's

Nov. 29 article, "Kerckhoff
groups work around the clock," I

must begin with an acknowledg-
ment of my ideological and polit-

ical positions. I do not run from
my opinions, nor do I try to hide

Ihem in any way; To do so would
mean selling out the people I

work with and for.

I am proud that I stand for

something and am not subject to

change depending on which way
the political wind blows.

TTiis viewpoint is not meant to

respond to Sargent's article point

by point. It is designed to clear

the air on many important issues

lacing UCLA students. In addi-

tion, it is a challenge to discuss

these issues in an intelligent for-

mat, not by hiding behind words
on the pages of Viewpoint.

To answer Sargent's question,

"when was the last time one of

CLAY PIG

these (Daily Bruin) writers both-

ered to ask actual student leaders

what we do in USAC." well, if

you are not recognized as a stu-

dent leader, then you are not a

student leader.

I am proud that I stand

for something and am
not subject to change

depending on which

way the political wind

blows.

Being a leader means more
than having a title. Leadership is

the ability to develop a base, and
by working on their behalf, earn-

ing the recognition and privilege

for directing that energy.

No USAC member can imme-
diately claim the title of leader

when barely one-fourth (and in

the recent facilities commissioner
race, one-tenth) of students voted

to elect them. This does not pre-

clude them from becoming lead-

ers - they must possess some
leadership ability if they can get

5 to 1 5 percent of UCLA students

to vote for them.

Perhaps we all need to listen to

our critics rather than shutting

out their voices of reform.

Criticisms of USAC and its

members are very specific. They
either address USAC as a whole
or they address certain offices.

One thing that remains remark-

ably consistent about the criti-

cisms of USAC (during this year

and in years past) is that the

Student Welfare, Community
Service. Campus Events and

Cultural Affairs Commissions
have not been mentioned. They
are criticized for what they do
but not for doing nothing, unlike

every other USAC member. Why
is that?

ROEL BAUTISTA

This is because they individu-

ally meet some of our collective

needs. They bring us concerts,

worldly speakers, culturally

enriching programs, opportuni-

ties to work in the community
and health awareness services.

But what about the other

offices and what about USAC as

a whole? What direct services is

the president providing? Where is

the student government newslet-

ter our internal vice president

promised us? Weren't we sup-

posed to have "Club of Clubs" or

"Campus Olympics" brought to

us by our general representa-

tives? If I am wrong, let me know

See PALMER, page 23
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Viewpoint

Columnists

Your

name here

Think you could do it better

than what you've seen so far? If

SO, consider yourself challenged

to apply for a winter quarter

Viewpoint columnist position.

Applications are available in

the Daily Bruin office, and
they're due Dec. 9 (that's

Friday of 10th week).
Questions? Call Michele or

Roxane at (310) 825-2216.

We're waiting ...
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• To foster a positive environment for student/faculty relations.

• To lessen the stereotype of a large university though small group interaction.

• To enable the students to learn more about individual educational fields & research currently in progress.

- Professorsfrom the following departments have been invited:

Anthropology • Biology • Communications Studies • English • Political Science

Join us in ourfirst ever Professor Lunches so you too can discover the great advantages ofstrong
communication lines between students & faculty.
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MARQUEZ
From page 21

am a part.

Some would argue that

Proposition 1 87 is an issue of

legality and not of race, that the

reason we need a law like

Proposition 1 87 is precisely

because illegal immigrants disre-

spect the law when they cross the

border and work illegally in the

United States.

I would argue that if

Proposition 1
87 's proponents

were really so concerned with

abiding by the law, their targets

would have included the employ-
ers who hire illegal immigrants,

not just the immigrants crossing

the border.

And I would argue that if

Californians were really so con-

cerned about saving money for

the state, they would have spent

just as much energy trying to

eliminate white collar crime,

which California and U.S. citi-

zens will be paying for for gener-

ations to come, as they did trying

to abolish illegal immigration.

But that didn't happen.

So on Nov. 1 7, 1 made the

decision to participate in an act of
civil disobedience.

I was ready to put my record

and my relationship with my par-

ents in jeopardy because I

believed it was time for me not

just to talk the talk, but to walk
the walk.

And more importantly, I

believed that people need to wake
up and understand that this issue

isn't about to just fade away.

Mark my words, conscious

people across California have
made it their duty to reveal what
Proposition 187 truly represents -
a society still plagued with

racism, stereotypes and non-ratio-

nal, quick-fix solutions.

• • •

I decided to defer telling my
parents about my arrest since the

family had already gone through

Hopefully my parents

will understand when I

tell them of my arrest,

but I'm prepared to bite

the bullet . .

.

enough suffering this month with
deaths on both ^des of the fami-

ly.

Since my grandmother's birth-

day was on Thanksgiving and
Dad's took place the day after, it

just didn't seem like the right

time or place to say, "Hey dad, I

went to jail and I LIKED IT!"

And I didn't feel lighthearted

about my decision, anyway. I

took my arrest very seriously and
I'm ready to take full responsibil-

ity for my actions.

Hopefully my parents will

understand when I tell them of
my arrest, but I'm prepared to

bite the bullet and accept vehe-
ment disapproval.

Regardless of their opinions on
civil disobedience, I didn't get

arrested for them. I got arrested

for a cause that I believed to be
just in my heart and mind.

Dec. 19 is my court date, and
I'm willing to take the heat. The
way I see it, my conscience called
me that Thursday and getting

arrested was the least I could do.
Someone had to.

Hopefully, someone always
will. Nov. 17 was just my turn.

Assistant Viewpoint Editor
Roxane Marquez is afourth-year
student double majoring in

history and English/American
studies.

PALMER
From page 21

( but I do have your campaign lit-

erature). Why does our money
subsidize their fees if we get no
services in return?

If our student government is

not serving students, they have

no legitimate reason to collect

our fees and spend our money.

USAC has no collective agenda
on anything, let alone providing

.services.

That External Vice President

York Chang started the "FoCoS"
program (and student retention

I^roject) means very little to stu-

dents as a whole if our student

government is not fully behind it.

What has USAC done on reten-

tion? Even simpler, what posi-

tions have they all taken? What
do they talk about with the

I invite members of

USAC and any

concerned students to

participate in a series of

debates, public forums ...

administration when they have

dinner with them twice a quarter?

In his article, Sargent asks a

very important question when he

asks us tQ be critical of people

(|uoted in The Bruin about

USAC. He asks, "Are they

USAC leaders advocating a

cause, despite constant accusa-

tions of 'doing nothing'?"

We are saying advocacy is not

enough! Yes, Mr. Sargent, we ..

must "be critical!"

As political action and educa-

tion coordinator for the African

Student Union, I am charged with

ihe political awareness of

UCLA's African community. This

is accomplished through public

forums and the use of the media.

I am concerned about issues that

affect the campus as a whole.

We do not exist individually or

collectively in a vacuum. The
Iresh air of exchanging ideas is

necessary for growth. I appreci-

ate Sargent's Words, but they are

not enough.

I invite members of USAC and

any concerned students to partic-

ipate in a series of debates, public

lorums or town hall meetings

where we can address issues and

seek resolution. I can be reached

at 825-8051, or at 320 Kerckhoff

Hall.

Palmer, a second-year political

science student, is Political Action

Coordinatorfor the African

Student Union.
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BACriVi desiring

UCLA's
tomorrow.
Join us
today.
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Biilccnsiock

Natural gift items, socks, bags & backpacks too! Gift certificates available.

Free gift wrap. FREE CANVAS TOTE BAG with purchase!

WESTWOOD VILLAGE
10910 Le Conte Ave.

across from UCLA/Estwood Blvd. entrance

310/208-7307

^

Two eiSiScntial

ingredients

for a perfect

date:

A date and tHis.

you wa^^t to be

O Vlg« U.S.A. Inc. 1994p
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The Time Between Work and Sleep Thursday, December 1, 1994

by John digrado

1 noviembre 1994 untitled
her gaze drifted above that which was painted, namely the walls and doors

of the insane room, white and clean, and out into that which she perceived to

be wonderful and otherworldly...someplace that i could not ever ever take
her... of the world, the material world.

and it was strange seeing her eyes, deep as they were, sipping the world as

it was then and there, listening to the notes fall like sublimed gases to the
floor, about the place, from the lights to the strands of polyester that made
up the industrial pile carpet, i could look there ... look there where she was
following, leading, walking beside me but i couldn't understand quite where
she was running...

leading out beyond the trees and just above the building she was, the pre-

fabricatedness contrived weird strange normal geometry of freaky rooms,
windows that had seen other days, other places, but even with this, in spirit

she was outside, with me, in the dusky dirty etiolated air breathed and
exhaled with great effort, like the atmosphere itself threatened to collapse

and make it all go away, make it all go away...the dirty sheets, the
rumplefrumpled bedclothes, out there, wanting to take the smell of him away
from here.to burn them in his funeral pyre, as it were, to transform him to
carbon dioxide and ashes of indifferent minerals and dusts from which he
came, from the screwed up world he was born into, the normal, natural world
where capacities were indifferent to feelings and feelings muted by the noises
her mouth made when she opened it and the suppressed emotion that was
within, dwelling panthers in a cage, the artist, arms outstretched, moaning in

rebellion against his past, rebelling against the record, to hell with the record,
wanting to take it away ... take it all away...

> an instant passed, an eternity or two in my mind it was, caressing the
eucalyptus oils between her fingers, trying to take the memory away with her.

diamond she was, brittle as glass, loving rose petals awakening her, pink ones
as she slept, In days of olde, romanticised perfume of it all ...

light insane in the middle of the unlit morning, a candle without a wick it

was, drifting low upon the blades of grass like the swallows that played tag
there so many many days ago, in the dead of winter, which would remind her
of dusty trails too untraveled, misunderstanding why It would never ever
ever make any kind of difference in her llfe.after all, she was a mere entity
sitting upon the floor, waiting for something to happen, nothing was
important In her life, no, they took that away with the dirty socks they wiped
themselves with, the dirt on their shoes an innocent testament to the dirty
deeds as much as the scars that don't heal, the scars that never ever ever
would heal.

love was In her eyes, her tears of diamonds, old saxophone notes
from city streets haunting her smiles trying to weight them down wn
blackness as they caused warped space on the bars, dragging her
and lower, to the base, foul ground.

love was In her eyes, and In her fingertips as they danced upon herself.'

laden cheeks full of eyedew In the moment of epiphany

that love is not in the virility but In the hand, not In the lust but the glance,
not In the spoken words but in the

words left unspoken

Sic
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It m ly sound like an English class nightmare, but
ShakeB] >eare's proves to be more than just a name 27

>f that Jane Fonda aerobics routine? After Hours
i the realm of hip-hop for exercise 31

ink you're pretty cool with your fake ID, but there

e fighters lurking around waiting to dash your
alcohol abuse

By John Digrado

'Once uF>on a time, there was a

college campus, beautiful and green,

a place where the students and

faculty were happy, where higher

learning took place amid wondrous

surroundings. 5ut one day, the earth

began to shake and quiver, the

buildings fractured and started to fall

apart, the ground swallowed people

alive ...

OK, OK. But the campus does look

like a veritable war zone. And what

else could it be, with its trenches and

pits, men In hats running through

them like allied soldiers before the

raid, armed with Jackhammers and

backhoes.

The assault - the UCLA campus,

and with it the psyches of the many
once-happy students and faculty

whose campus is buried behind

mural-esque walls professing

"METAMORPHOSIS" and shiny

newness. I'm reminded of Kafka and

his bug more than of a promised

butterfly. But fret not, disheartened

Bruins - £is an anarchist has his

cookbook, I have for you the

definitive list of "little destructive

things to do" when progress around

here t>egins to feel more and more
like regression.

1.) Throw raves in what was once

Dickson Plaza: And they said that the

L.A. rave scene was dead I Qo-go

dancers on backhoes and a D.J.

setting up camp in the gutted out cab

of a dumptruck, all courtesy of those

security guards that get to sun

themselves In the plastic chairs,

holding walkie-talkies in their hands

and faithfully allowing the

propagators of the 'progress' to

continue their craft. If they can let in

trucks and equipment for a bit of

demolition by day, what could be

wrong with some social disorder by

night?

2.) Jimmy "Ironman" Stuart meets

UCLA: Truck races really bring In the

revenue, and Qod knows that UC
needs all the help It can get. Besides,

this might not be a half bad idea:

'-rr-'

Construction

after all, it would

happ>en on

SUIiDAY SUMDAY
SUMDAY and, to

be honest, we

need a really

good reason to

stay here on the

weekends.

Tractor pulls fit

nicely into this

category also.

3.) Bungee

jumping from the

scaffolding

around Royce

tlall: Yes, the

concert/lecture

hall that brought you the L.A.

Philharmonic and other musical

delights for 75 years now adds a new
sjXJrt/class to its resume. That is, if

you can get in. Tor the more brave-

hearted there is always BASE
Jumping, leaping off one of the

towers with nothing but an unpacked
parachute to throw out above you,

hoping that it opens before you

become part of Dickson P\aza.

4.) Ever wonder what those holes

In the now-infamous 'Metamorphosis'

wall are for? Did you ever wonder so

much that you actually stuck your

head in one of them? Don't look

down because you might find that

you have the body of Broom Hilda or

possibly a slim damsel in distress

painted in front of you. And, actually,

that is what this campus needs most,

a little something to make it just a bit

more of a tourist attraction; the

inscription could read "I

'Metamorphosed' with the Bruins* or

something to that effect. And you

know that the construction

propagators just get the biggest kick

out of all of us curious enough to

place ourselves in that compromising

position. Tor all you know, there

could be a huge backhoe there just

waiting to take your head off, another

notch on the Hard Hats' two-by-four.

5.) Use the mazes between Royce

and Haines and the one made by

those ever so unnatural green fences

between Powell and Dickson Plaza to

confuse the hell out of the students.

This one must have been a bad joke

the construction conspirators wanted

to play on innocent students - why

else would there be herds of students

Just wanting to get from class to class

stuck in a traffic jam \vorse than the

405 at rush hour on a Priday

evening? I feel like an even more
insignificant number in a herd like

that than I already do in a school this

huge, like the cattle being led to the

slaughter. Just waiting for someone to

pop me off with an air gun at the end

of the fattening trail.

And the list goes on and on,

ranging from robbing signs, to

decorating your walls, to the fact that

graffiti artists should be allowed to

somewhat beautify the putrid green

screen that hides the supposed

ugliness of this campus from the

sight of its inhabitants, perhaps even

charging admission to let people into

the mazes on the east side of Powell

for further revenue. One day we
won't have to carry Demolisher

keychalns, making ray-gun and laser

cannon noises Just to retain a bit of

sanity, a day when we can walk to

class without day-glo green earplugs

to muffle the incessant throbbing of

the Jackhammers.

It'll be a glorious day...

But I'll miss the tractor pulls.

-
r

Snatched From the Hands of a Minor...
The college exp>erience. For many it's

a chance to broaden the mind and learn

occupational skills, but accompanying

many college careers come weekend
(sometimes Monday night) parties and

drinking binges. Alcohol, however, can

be hard to come by, especially for

freshmen and sophomores, so here

comes the unofficial guide to underage

alcohol buying in Westwood. Instead of

ruining the cover for those of you who
already have a liquor store niche carved

out, I'm going to focus on where not to

try to buy alcohol in Westwood if you

happ>en to be one of the unfortunate

underage.

When I arrived on campus last

September, I eagerly awaited my
parents' departure so the fun could

By Brian Stannard

begin. As the exhaust from my dad's car

trailed off in the distance, anxiously my
hand slipp>ed Into my back p>ocket and

pulled out my passport to debauchery:

the fake ID

What did my fake ID consist of? It

wasn't actually a fake ID but my older

brother's driver's license that he had

given to me as a graduation present.

That was its strength - it was a real

California driver's license with the

official state seal hologram instead of

some cheezy $ 1 card saying I was from

Hobart, riebraska.

The catch - my brother Is 26 years

old, 6 feet 2 Inches, 200 F>ounds of

muscle and he SF>orts a conservative

crop of short, dark hair I on the other

hand, stand a few Inches shy of 6 feet,

1 40 pounds cling to my lanky frame,

and previous to my arrest, my main

problem in life was that my shoulder

length, sandy blond hair kept falling into

my eyes. I would have had better luck

using Kurt Cobain's driver's license than

my brother's, but hey, ail summer my
fake ID had flawlessly worked for me
back home in Santa Cruz, so why not

here?

So it was a Priday night last October

and a friend of mine and I were bored

so we decided to de-vlrginlze my ID to

Los Angeles.

"Is this thing going to work?" my

See UNDERAAE, page 28
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Exhibitions

Fowler Museum of
4

Cultural History
En Calavera:

The Papier- Mdchi Art

of the Linares Family
Now through July

Info: 825-4361
Featuring nearly ISO life-sized,

dressed skeletons and fantastic,

dragon-like creatures made from

papier-mache which represent three

generations of creativity. The ait^

pieces depict a facet ofMexico's heri-

tage and holidays such as the Day of

the Dead, Mardi Gras, and patron saint

fiestas. Through their works the

Linares family challenges conven-

tional distinctions between the realm

of "folk art" and that of"fme art," to

combine them into an art which has

have become symbolic of Mexico's

heritage.

Also at the Fowler ...

SPIRITS AS PEOPLE
Figurative Sculpture Of The Baule

Peoples, Cote D 'Ivoire West Africa

Now through March 5th

Free, info: 206-5663

The presentation features more than 40

wooden sculptures known to the Baule

peoples as intermediaries to the spirit

forces of nature and the supernatural.

Known as waka sranmu, wooden per-

sons, these human images represent

spirits from cosmological realms, known
to them as asie usu and blolo.

Armand Hammer Museum
of Art & Cultural Center
Cabinet des Estampes of the

Biblioth^que National de France
Now through January 1st

$4.50 general $1 students

Info: 443-7000
With over 175 works ranging from

peasants. to mythological royalty, this

groundbreaking exhibition is the first

comprehensive survey ever presented

on the origins of Renaissance
printmaking in France. Admire the

works of the world's foremost print

collection reflective of the vast diver-

sity of interests in French history.

Thursday, December 1

Concert
Chanticleer

8 PM, Schoenberg Hall

$25 general $8 students

Info: 825-2101

Called "an orchestra of voices" and
the only full-time professional a

cappcia vocal ensemble in the U.S.,

Chanticleer has developed a remark-

able reputation for its interpretation of

vocal literature. A CenterStage lec-

ture will be offered at 7 PM by Frank

Albinder, Chanticleer Assistant Con-
ductor/Bass-Baritone.

Flammer Readings
Richard Howard
7 PM, Armand Hammer Museum
Free, info: 443-7000

Mr. Howard is poetry editor ofthe Paris

Review and chancellor of the Acad-
emy of American Poets.

Movie
Natural Bom Killers/ Kalifomia
Dec 1-2, 7 & 9:30 PM,
Ackerman Grand Ballroom

$2 (for t)oth films). Info: 825-1958

Weekly movies sponsored by the

UCLA Campus Events Commission.

Friday, December 2

Music
Opera Workshop
and Symphony Orchestra
8 PM, Dec 2-3, Schoent>erg Hall

Free, info: 825-4761

Conducted by John Lawler and Greg
Magie, presented by Music DqM.

mwm AT THE WADSWORTH

The SCA team presents one ofthe most important bands
in the movement toward strait ahead, acoustic jazz, the B
Sharp Quartet, performs 8 PM Saturday, December 3rd,

Wadsworth Theater ^Seating is first-come first-serve but

UCLA students w/LD. can enter the priority door at 7:30PM.

Jeceniber 1st

DAY WITHOUT ART

In commemoration of
the loss to the arts
community due to
AIDS and to support
the fight against this
disease, toclay all

sculptures around
UCLA campus will be
shrowded as a symbol
of students' solidarity.

Jazz on Tap
December 8 - lOth

Wadsworth Theater

Diamanda Gal^s w/
John Paul Jones
December 4th
Wadsworth Theater

The UCLA Student Committee for the Arts (SCA)
subsidizes tickets to performances such as the two
pictured above. UCLA students are able to attend

events in this box for less than the price of a student
ticket. SCA tickets are available at CTO: 825-2101

Date

12/1

12/4

12/8-10

1/13

1/14

1/28

1/28

2/4

Event SCA Reg. On
Price Price Sale

Chanticleer $8.00 $25.00 now

Diamanda Gal^sw/J.RJoncs $10.00 $26.00 mm

Jazz on Tap $8.00 $28.00 now

Eiko&Koma'^WIND** $8.00 $25.00 now

Samuel Ramey, bass $10.00 $40.00 now
*-

^'AnlmalFabtesfromAESOF' S8.00 $22.00 now
The Oiildmi*s Hbeater CcMnpany

The AfroCttban Jazz Orche^ra $8.00 $25.00 now

The DIvstriouf TheaterOit^niS9.00 SUM 1/9

antfl^ iModernDmce& BaDet

Theater
Dead Mother,

Or Shirley Not All In Vain

8 PM, Little Theater. Maogomn HaH,

$1 2 general. $6 students
Info: 82^^2101

Daniel needs his brother Harold to

"dress up" as their dead mother in or-

der to win the hand of his l)eloved fi-

ancee. This is a Master of Fine Arts

Thesis Production. Story by David
Greenspan, directed t)y David Milch.

Saturday, December 3
Dialogues on Art
Albert Hoxie
2 PM. Armand HammerMuseum
Free. Info: 825-2101

Hoxie, a senior lecturer in UCLA's
Dept. of Histoiy discusses "Intrigue

and Splendor at Fontaind>leau."

Gaumont Presents:
La Femme Nikita (1990)
7:30 PM.Melnitz Theater
$5 general $3 students

Info: 206-FILM
Director Luc Besson, depicts the life

of a drugged-out street punk named
Nikita who runs with a wild and dan-

gerous crowd until a French intelli-

gence officer forcibly recruits her to

an even more dangerous, yet glamor-

ous, lifestyle ofa trained assassia Fol-

lowed by Querelle (1983), about a

young sailorwhom embailcs on a slow,

deliriously painful descent into his

own personal hell, directed by Rainer

Werner Fassbinder.

Jazz at the Wadsworth
B Sharp Jazz Quartet

8 PM, Wadsworth Theater, free

Info: 825-3253/ 794-8961

The B Sharp Jazz Quartet firmly em-
braces the traditions ofjazz masters

such as Miles Davis, Heibie Hancock,

and Cannonball Adderiy, while incor-

porating elements ofhardlxip, fieejazz,

fiink, and contemporaiyjazz into their

own innovative style that has lead a

new movement of straight ahead,

acousticjazz. Performing well-crafted,

original material, the members ofthe

B Sharp Jazz Quartet display a refresh-

ing degree of intimacy, musical intu-

ition, sophistication and plain

down-home fimkiness and grit which
comes straight from the heart.

Sunday, December 4
World in Music
Hanukkah Through Song
1 2 PM, Amriand Hammer
Museum & Cultural Center

Free, info: 443-7000

Sue Epstein presents an hour oftradi-

tional and contemporary music ofHa-

nukkah.

Monday, December 5

i\ word from thfz fsditor...

To have your arts-related events Usted,

forward your information and/or pic-

tures to: ArtsPage Editor, do SCA Of-

fices 10880 Wilshire Blvd., Suite 1616,

LA 90024, or fax to 794-8959. Please

allow 10 days prior notice to the date

you want the event to run. For further

inquires call 794-8960 thanks!

Tuesday, December 6

Film: UK/LA Festival

Prague (1991)
7:30 PM.Melnitz Theater

$5 general $3 students

Info: 206-FILM
Directed by Ian Sellar, Prague deals

with a man's search for a lost news-

reel footage which will satisfy his cu-

riosity about his past. Followed by
Play Me Something (1989), where
European oral traditions are carried

out on the island ofBarra, as a mixed
group of individuals sit and wait for a

delayed flight, directed byPmIo Virzi.

iWlut't Art Thu Week? it featutcd evtry Thursday by the UCLA Student Comitte* Foi the AtU, ti put of th« •ntertainiMnt Mction of the T>it<V 'WHfT To hit your ev«nt. call 794-89M ArtsPag* Editor iaaiwa J. Chava
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It is still pink. You'd think

that when Alice's restaurant
bid adieu, the pink would do
the same. Well, it didn't, but at
least those horrible neon palm
trees are gone. When

Shakespeare's Java Bar
and Grill moved

Into 1043

by olen holm
^Westwood

Boulevard, the
eye-catching color
stayed.

And catch eyes it does. At
first glance, Shakespeare's
looks like one of the more
upscale restaurants in

Westwood - proba-
bly because of the
attractive facade and
elegant looking interi-

or - the type that we
already-inndebt stu-

dents usually shy
away from. Inside,

however, the estab-

lishment is slightly

more welcoming.
The subtitle "Java

Bar and Grill" is quite
an interesting combi-
nation, seemingly
two entirely separate
identities, but the
interior layout fits it

well. The place is

basically two sepa-

rate rooms, one a boothed area
(most likely It's the "grill") and
the other a lounge area with
cocktail tables, comfortable-
looking couches, and a bar (the
possible "Java bar").

Both rooms are plushly dec-
orated, with plenty of mirrored
walls so that you, or much
more likely the waiters, can

photos by abby moskowitz

keep
their hair in place. The
Cranberries as background
music was a surprising con-
trast to the decor, as was the
too casual dress of the staff.

The initial confusion as to

what Shakespeare's is sup-
posed to be is alleviated with a
look at the menu. Appetizers,
salads, entrees and pastas
common to many American
restaurants generally fall in the
$5 to $15 range, putting this in

the "Would you like to go out
for dinner (without leaving

Westwood) sometime?'^ catego-
ry of price ranges.
The "Java bar" concern was

addressed with the "Coffee
Creations" section on the
menu. For $5 each (ouch!), gen-
uinely appealing coffee-alcohol

concoctions could be had. An

interesting twist to the old

cocktail lounge idea. These
would be better consumed in

the bar hemisphere of the
place.

After an average appetizer of

toasted ravioli that couldVe
been from a TV dinner, the
waitress suggested a rigatoni

pasta dish. Sounds good, bring
it on. She swiftly returned with
a big plate of rigatoni and
chicken served in a gelatinous

garlic sauce with sun-
dried tomatoes. It was
OK, nothing too spe-

cial. Wrap the rest up
please. Oh, this is why
they have DOGGY
bags!

Now dessert was an
entirely different story.

With a nice selection of

gourmet desserts, the
three-layer chocolate
"blackout" cake was
lookin' mighty fine.

We'll split it. The black
beauty was served on a

J pool of raspberry
^ sauce with fresh rasp-

berries - a perfect

complement to the
excellent cup of house

coffee with cream. Soooooo
good.

Here's the final word: When
you're looking for a nice, inter-

esting place to get a really

good dessert and coffee bever-
age, swing by the Java bar at

Shakespeare's. Pass on dinner,

but don't let the facade and
decor intimidate you just

because you want a drink or
dessert - you might miss some-
thing.
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Westwood
VIUAGE tiar Trek GMtfattMt (P8)
961Broxton Moo-Wed (1:30-4JO)-7;30-lb:a5
208-5576 ThofS-Son (10:45-1:30-4JO -7:30-10:30

NATNNUL totmtnr vridi a Vrailn (R)
10925 UtJdbrook (1:15-4:15)-7:15-10:l5
206-4366 FrVSaVS<in(10-JO-1:15-4:15)-7:1S-10:15

Santa Monica
CRmmONl star Trek OwrKiimfra)
13133rdStProfnenKl« (11:15-2;00-S«>H:00-lb:4S
395-1599

West Hollywood Westwood West L.A.

SUNtCTS
(213)848-3500

T1i«Lattt«Aic1ti.-i

(1:50)-4:25-7:00-9:35

CmTERNM4
1313 3rdStPromgnMle (11t»-1:45-4:30)
395-1599

Manlaw wlfli a Wiaulra (H)
•7^-10.30

MUW
948Broxton
2394IIANN

Mraciaoa94ttllraat(8)
(1ia)-1:45-4:30)-7:15-10«J

CmTERNM 9 Patawartaf (6)
1313 3rdStProniefBde ().«>-3:00-5«))-7:00-9«)
396-1599

-* :^\tki\i/

FaTTVAL PM«aaalar (6)
10687 LKKtiKOOk Mon-Thure (2:45-5^)- 7:15-9i0
206-7664 Wetf-Sttn (12:30-2:45-5a)J-7:15-»:30

CfUTEMONI
1313 3fd St Prwiwade (1 1 :45-2:15-4:45)-720-9:

395-1599

•alMl OmtImAny (R)

REOENT
1045Broxton
208-3259

L0Maada.4S(RI
l5-5«))-7:30-10a)

Thori(2:45-5«))-7:30-10«l
Wad-Sun (12:30-2:45-5flO)-7:30-10a)

Moo-Th

SUNtn WaaiMdPiMram
(213)848-3500 8iiraatea»«aa4t

Toward Mt Wlliil*: Otad Caa Oaact
Haatias* Sardea

VallayoHkaOolK
Fri/Sil Midnigm

Rastiatt Gardan
Tka Last nazaier
Wa ol Uw Oaad

laillas el a Saanaar NIgbt

IomLUs
Sat/Sun11:0OAM

Santa Monica

AVCOaNCMA
WUsMre at Westwood
475-0711

LA'S FIRST CHOICE PRESENTATION THEATRE
70«nm - THX SOUND - DOLBY STEREO

Ttte TOTAL Entediinment Expsflenca

WESTSIDE PAVILION
Goktwyn
475-0202

The Beans ol Egypt, Maine
(1:00)-3 15-5:30-7:45-10:00

Oolhy TlMWar(P6-13)
1:15-4:15

iaiiets Over Broadway (R]

7;15-ft45

TNXDolky Janlor (PC-13)
12:30-3:00-5:30-8:00-10:*}

11:15-2«)-4:30-7:15-9:45

THX Dolby A Low Down Dirty Shame (R)

12:15-2:50-5:20-7 45-10:15

WESTSIDE PAVILION
Goldwyn
475-0202

Eat Drtflk Mae Woman
(11:30)-4:20-7 00

No Mon 7:00 St)ow

WESTSIDE PAVILION
Goldwyn
475-0202

32 Sliort Films About
Qlenn Gould

(10:45 AM) only

WESTSIDE PAVILION
(Jodwyn
475-0202

Bellets Over Broadway
(12:45)-3:00-5:15-7;30-9.56

WESTSIDE PAVILION
GoMwyn
475-M02

I Like II Like Tkst

(2:00)930

PUU Maraalsfre-ll)
1067 Glendon Thurs-Sun M1:30-2:15-5«jr7:45-10-30
208-3097 Mon-Thors (2:15-5.00)- 7:45- 10JO

LlMiaa|(8)
15

WESTWOODI
1050 Gayley Mon-Wed/Fri (2:30-4:45)- 7:80-"9:1 J

208-7664 Sal/SuiVThurs (12:00-2:30^:45)-7:00-9:15

WESTWDOOZ
1050 Gayley
208-7664

HoofDra«n(ra-1Sj
Mor)-Wad/Frl(4:15)-8fl(i

Sat/Sunn^hurs (12:30^:15)-8:00

LAEMMLE

WLA/Beverly Hills

MOMCAI
1322 2nd Street

394-9741

Floandering

(?.30)-4:45-7:00-9:15

Beverly Hills
WESTSIDE PAVUJON
Goldwyn
475-0202

Heevenhr Creatures
(11:45)-2:15-4;46-7:15-9:40

M0MCA2
1322 2nd Street

394-9741

TNi
(1«))-3:10-520-7:40-9:50

Beverly (kH>nection

La Clenaaaat Beverly Blvd

Free 2 1/2 hour validated parking

659-5911 Santa Monica
MONICAS
1322 2nd Street

394-9741
(1:30)-5«)-8J0

1050 Gayley
208-7664

iMaca8a(a)
Mo«»-Thor5 (2:45-5a))-7:15-9:M

Thurs-Sun (12:30-2:45-5«))-7:15-9-.30

ROYAL
11523 S.M.Btvd.
477-5581

5:30-7:45-9:55 M0NN:A4
1322 2nd Street

394-9741

VamraoaAM Street

(1:30)-4:15-7:00-9:35

WESTW0004
1050 Gayley
206-7664

River Wild (PS-13)

(2:45)-7:45

MUSKHAU
9036WIMra
274-6869

HeoaOreaait
500-8:30

Sat/Sun 1:30-5:00-6:30

Love Affair (PG- 13)

Mon-Thurs(S:15)-10:1S

Thurs-SunM2:15-5:15)-10:1

West Hollywood

ffl.lsl show bar«ala(l
aawvai lai brvsaaw neipnei rrae rafiiay

MOMCA
1322 2nd Street

394-9741

Weekend Proorims
Oninken Master

Onnken Master II

Armour of God
OreooN Lord

FrVSat Midnlolit

St. Joan
Mankattan by Nvmbers

Only Angels Hove Wln«s
LatckoDroM

Sat/Sun11:00AM

TNXDTS Junior (PG-13J
12:15-2:45-5:15-7:45-10 15

THX Dolby Pulp Fiction (R)
12:00-3:30-7:00-10 2(3

Stereo The SaaU OaaM (PQI
12:00-2:30-500-7:30-10:00

THX Dolby A Low Down Dirty Shame (P6-13I
11:45-2;15-4:45-7:15-9:45

THX 8R Dolby Digital The Protesslonil (R

12:30-3 00-5 30-8 00 10 30
11:30-2:00-4:30-7:00-9:30

NUWILSMRE
1314 Wilshlra Blvd.

394-8099

Clerks
1:00-3:15-5:30-7:45-10:00

Thurs/MonTTues: 5:30-7:45-10:00

NUWILSHIRE
1314 WilsOtre Blvd.

394-8099

Last Seduction
11:45-2:15-4:45-7:15-9:45

Thurs/Mon^ues: 4:45-7:15-9:45

Santa Monica

suNsni
(213)848-3900

Heavenly Creeturcs

(2:15)-4:45-7:15-9:45

CRinRION 1 Star Trek: Saaerattoaa (B)
1313 3rd St. Promenade Mn-Th (1:15-4:t5)-7:10-9:4S'

-
l:15)-7:1

suMcrz
(213)848-3500 (1«))-3«)-5:05-7 30-9:50

395-1599 Wed-Sun (10:45-1:15-4:1 10-9:45 SUNBHS
(213)848-3500

Vaaya ea 42iid Street

(lSl)-4:15-7a)-9:35

PACIFIC

Westwood
CfUTERKWt Interview wWieVa«plra(R)
1313 3rd St. Promenade (1:15-41X))-7:00-10«)
395-1590 Frl/Sat/Sun(l0:3O-1:l5-4O0)-7:0O-10.O0

SIMBET4
(213)848-3500

Oerks
(1.t)0)-3:10-550-7:40-955

CREST
1262 Westwood Blvd

474-7866

TkeSaMaClamlPB)
12:30-2:45-5:00-750-9:40

LANDMARK

West L.A.

NUART Wed Wings of Desire at 6 00
11272 Santa Mon^ Blvd. Stalker al 8 30
478-6379 Tfiurs Dregstora Cowboy at 9:15

tiaiker it 7:15

Glen or Gleada • Friday MUmght
' Saturday MMnigm

UNITED ARTISTS

Westwood
UA WESTWOOD
10889 Wellwonh
475-9441

PhIb Fiction (R)

SR Oolt)y Stereo

Can Theaue lor Showtlmes

UA WESTWOOD
10889Wellwortn
475-9441

Tke Prolesslonel (R)

THX SODS Stereo

.(^N Theatre tor StKMVtimes

UA WESTWOOD
10889 Wellwortf)

475-9441

itocky

Mary Skellay's Fraakaaslein (R)

A Tke Shawatonb RadoMptioo (R)

Seperete Admiastons

OoR>y Stereo
Cal Theatre lor Showlhnes

« -» t i ? t.ilf-' .i»«»it.'\ .,*!, , -iv/. 't^^ fi )» jij'> i'i'J »iT !• « I > » 1 » I I » \ • .i V
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UNDERAGE ^-^——
From page 25

friend asked, noticing the extreme

differences between myself and the

photo on the iicense.

I cooly replied, "Relax, this Is Los

Angeles, the cops are too busy battling

it out with gangs, pimps and drug lords

to have any time to worry about

college students.'

/ wasn't planning on Westwood.

Daily Bruin After Hours

' Our first stop was the Cxpressmart

rood Store on Lc Conte. The cashier

looked at my ID, looked up at me and

threateningly blurted, "How old are

your

"26," I responded, doing my best

Clint Eastwood Impression.

Immediately every head in the store

turned around and there was a

resounding chorus of, "26! He's not

26!" Quickly I retreated amongst a

barrage of snickering and pointing

fingers.

•^Strike one. Mext, my friend and 1

moved down to the Stop Market on

Qayley. Armed with nothing but a fake

ID and 19 years of irresponsibility, I

plodded into the Stop Market and

slapped down a sixer and a 1 2 pack of

liquid courage on the counter. The

cashier suspiciously digested the

information on the iicense as I stood

on my tippy-toes trying to look tail but

actually looking like an idiot. After an

eternity, he handed back the license

and his fingers danced over the keys

of the register. Vlctoryl

Triumphantly 1 marched but of the

liquor store with my loot, when two

men nearing their 30s who were

loitering outside the store called me
aside.

Heasejust ask if they can bum a

smolie off ofme pleaseJust ask If they

can bum a smoke off ofme pleaseJust

ask If they can bum a smoke off ofme
please Just ask If they can bum a

smoke off of me...

See UNDERAQE, page 29

DO YOU
WAMl Ml
TO Slow
DOWN?

WHINmm
THIS ClOSl TO

THl SOUND
UgKim?. NAHI

THl SfST WAY TO ftlAUr

SHIP IS HOT lAUNmn
TAKl ALL mun FKISH IMHDKt
OUT Of THl DKYIK AND PIU IT

ON TOP Of YOU

im^: - ^~^ TO RIAUY SHIP StVlN up
THSll RAW 16SS. AND A

PINCH Of CAYINNI PlPPlTt

m\
;-iif^^

-aT--:!«8»*<KrT

In every relationship...

.\«se^

There's a time to talk... Anda time when words.. just get in the way.

michael geena

KEATON DAVIS

SPEECHLESS
A new romantic comedy from MGM.

Opens December 16
at theatres everywhere.

O(M»[l)«MWIiFiBBinAi0ltG£miucin«ll0NIJI^^

MKMLIIAIWiGEENAW^TS-SEEaW

BONNIE BEDei\ EUNEHITO CMLBIWIiaflU GAlUIIDi«WN«)fflRlSroPteiEVE

niiAiicaiiyiWiiiSiUKriuNi^'aiHARiiYa^

-llllBWlf lWllJN.«C£eWDAVlS "IRON lAllWOOO <SZ"v

'
'-- '

'
'

ii 1 1

1

vaasa*

SPONSOREDBY BRUIN TV GUIDl
(6 3 2 — 6 8 6 3) 9c!m-9pm

<MCAT:
UCB-UCI'UCR

FSEPCOMiE 800 MD-BOUND
THURSDAY EVENING

BROADCAST STATIONS

A = Century Cable B = Channel Name DEC. 1, 1994

11

13

18

34

29

(D

-w
TST

-w

"W

"W
w

m CBSN«w«

Kl

DoogI*
HOWMT
Sdtnc*
Guy
NcwtX

Family
Matter* DE

Clao Halla

(In Stereo)

Maury Povlch Beai

pageant image ei [E

V.I

TroopariB:
Wondw
YtaraX

RIckl Lak* Dealing with

unsatisfadofy sex

Primar Impacto

Black Shatp Squadron

m

FullHouaa
(In Stereo)

Bualrtaaa

Report

[E

Inalda

Edition x;

Married..

With

Roaaanna
In Stereo)(In Stei

Nawa

Noticlaa

"XT
NBCNItightly

Family
MattartZl

Hard Copy
SI

Extra: Ent
Maqazlria

?raah
Prtnca

MacNail/ljahrar

NawahourJC

ABCWorid Jaopardyl

American
Journal X
Copa
Stereo!

(In

))g

Coaby
Shows;
Panda TV
Magaairw

Notidaro
Univlalon

Wild, Wild Wtat Night of

the Freebooters'

Top Copa
(In Stereo)

Married.

With

Coaby
ShowS)

Ent Tonight

Pricala
Right

Coach (In

Stereo) SI

Due South "A
Mountie and a

Mad About
You (R) SI

Cop, a
Baby'Sl

IFrtandaJIn

I
Stereo) OB

Conapiracy Tapaa

Under Suapickm (In

Stereo) Bl

SalnfaMJIn
Stereo) M

Madman of

thaPaopia

Benny Goodman: Advanturaa in thaBenny Qooc
Kingoomof

Wheal of

Fortunes;

Swing (In Stereo) S)

TBTs^CiiiTlJir

Ruah
Umbaugh
SImpaona
"Burns' Heir'

Pressure " (In Stereo) S]

Martin (In

Stereo) S]
lJving~
Single s:

Eye to Eye (In Stereo) QE

ER "DayOne" (R) fln

Stereo) aC

Newa (In Stereo) 01

Bubbe Malaea: Bubbe Storiea

Matlock "The Confession"

Qn Stereo) Bl

New York Undercover
"School Ties" (In Stereo)

NBA Baakatball: Indiana Pacers at Los Angeles Clippers. From the

LA Memorial Sports Arena (Live)

Voiver a Empaxar

BASIC CABLE STATIONS

24

26

30

19

63

25

38

60

8

54

27

12

33

57

14

16

21^

23

45

QB

l?[»^i

Biography "Van Clitxjrn

"

(4 00) **V> "Papa's

Delicate Condition" (1963)

Pater Mid tha Wolf: A
Prokofiev Fantaay

Bonanza "Breed of

Violerwe"

Red Army Chorua &
Dance Enaembia

Republic

Agujataa da Color da
Roaa

Horae
Racing

Paid
Program

Marimar

You
mi

John
Ankarfoarg

Mlaaler

Report

s;

W~
ChaaraS;

Lata Show (In Stereo) SI

Tonight Show Scheduled
ainger Natalie Cole. B
Murphy
Browns:

Primatima Live S]

Klazmar: Fiddler on the Hoof

TightUneS;

LiMtCal(ln
Stereo) S!

HanMyunghoi

Blertvani-

doa
Bianvant-

One Foot on a Banana Peel, the Other
Foot in the Grave"

*** "The Story on Page One" (1959) A woman and
her lover are accused of killing her hustand

Primenewa s;

Saturday Night Uva

Event of the Day

Larry King Uva SI]
Bit of Fry
and Laurie

S.A.S.

Theater
Stand^Jp,
Stand-Up

Twin Peaka

World Nawa

Whoaa
Una?

SoapS;

Woridof
Wonder

Howard
Stam(R)

Amazing
America

Bloopara-
Jokaa

Movie
Magic

TiTSSoup

KnowZorte

Nevira Dally'

Beyond 2000

Late Night With David
i.attarman

NFL FoottMli Chicago Bears at Minr>eso(a Vikings From the Hubert H Humphrey
Metrodome (Live) sT
Maximum
Drive

That'aMy
Doa_

(4 00) **V? "And Then
ThereWasOne^^l^99^yX

Real Worid
(In Stereo)

SiaR;

Explalna

Wanted
Jama

Marcua Walby,
Toriotse Dance

Clarlaaa

Explaina

rfee: The

Fantaay
F'ball

Football

Foraowt

*** "A Christmas Shxy" (1983) Peter Bitlingsley A
tx)y wants a Red Ryder BB gun Ict Chnstmas

RIn Tin Tin

K-9CopB:

Suparmar-
tat Sweep

NewLaaaie
"Still me"' s;

Shop "Til

You Drop

Music VIdeoa (In Stereo)

Hey Dude
""Waf"(R)

LoveBoaT

Rugrats

MotorSporta Hour (R)

Ninli

TuHl

Evening
Shades;

Oaaigning
Woman XW
Stereo)

Doug

Shade
ivening

IwdeS:

DeaignirM
Women X
AHematlve
Natkm

Rocko'a
Modern Ufe

Ironsida "Good Will Tour"

Law & Order
Benevolence'"

Btography "Van Qibum

"

*** 'This Properly Is Condemned" (1966, Drama) A
meddling mother rums her daughter"s romance

Romantic Evening With
Ray Chariea

Sporta
Tonight

13 ,_
MoneytliM

Howie Mandel In Concert

E:ventoftheDay

«*** The Red Shoes"
Goring A ballerina must i

HIM Street Bluea

Pater and tha Wolf: A
Prokofiev Fairtaay (R)

SI

Jerry Springer

Copa
Stereo]

(In

))S]

(In Stereo)

HoTwon

Noticiaa

rad
Program

Currant
Affairs:

Premier
s:Story!

Program

Notk:iero

Unlviaion

Paid
Program

W¥

Under Suapkion (In

Stereo)(Pairt2ol2)
' Mglit On Stereof

>tereo)Bl

Conaumar
Rgrt,

Faoaaof
Culture

*Vi 'Thaf Secret Sunday'

TwUlght
Zona

(Off Air)

fflcr

rStereo]

Pfognm

reporters attempt to reveal a police cover-up
(1966, Oama) Newspaper

Ruah
Umbaugh
M*A*S*HS:

Stereo)
W¥

Andre

Top Copa
(In Stereo)

PiSd
Program

Jon Stewart In Stereo)

PaM
Program

Pfif
Program

Paid
Program

Are Oh Vea Attenutive

PaM
Program

"MyGih
rtsa"(i94e)

music videos.

raa

—

[Program

"Vsita al Pasado" (1979, Aventura) Gonzalo Vega
Nines en vacaciones tenninan en un castillo

Paid
Program

Paid
Program

Hot Seat
Hij^llghU

Downey

iRed Army Ctiorua &
Dance Enaamble

**'/^ "Mister Cory" (1 967) tony Curtis. A
from the slums earns his fortune as a

Nawanight

Higglna
Boya

Showbiz
Today (R)

1946, Drama) Motra Shearer, Markjs

between her career arid a composer

man

SnaNldit
Stand (R) Incorrect |HaH

Public Policy Conferafiea

WorMof
Wor>der(R)

Stern

Amazing
America (R]

Camera

NFL Sportacanter

WaKona "The Journal"

Unaohred Myatariaa (In

Stereo)

Prime Time (In Stereo)

Movie
Magic (R)

TaikSoi^

(5L
UpCioaa

Know Zone

a
Nawa Daily

NASCAR
Yr.

Rescue 911 (in Stereo) S;

Calling Ah
Sports

•otMcaliy

icorract

Sporta
idStanigfit

Kldabitha

Ljrry lOng Uva (R) s:

* 'Tppflz"{196e,

Suspense) John Forsythe.

** "Hurry Sundovm" (1967) M^ci^ael Caine A verigeful

man hurts ttie cousin who refused to sell his land

LawAOrdar
"Benevolence"

One Foot on a Banana Peel, the Other

Foot in the Grave"
Crossfira'

A-Ust(R)8: Soap SI Saturday

Overnight'

PoiMcally
Inoorracf

Public Policy Confaranca

Beyond 2000

Celebrity Beauty Secrete

3 ^
BurtMnk Kennel Club
Dog Show (R)

700 aub

-Spenser A Judas Goat" (1994, Mystery) Robert Urich

Spenser uncovers a plot to kill a presidential cancidate.

I Dream of

Jaannle
IBewitched

ttTakea a Thief "A Matter

of Royal Larceny"

College Baakatball: Cal Poly-Pomona at San Diego

State (Live)

iLovaLucy MaryTyter
Moore lE

Marcua Welb
Working

Walby,

Hearf"
, M.D. "The

CMpi
Chriiiatmaa

Knight Rider A modem- Allen

day Robin Hood |Flghtera

** "Diamonds Are Forever" (1971, Adventure) Sean Connery, Jll

St John. Lana Wood, .tomes Bond battles a space-aazy villain

(L

** "Seven Brides for Seven Brothers" (1954, Musical) Howard
Keel Frontier brothers devetop a hankering tor matrimi

Motorcycle Rackii

Supefbite Series

Ci^pmunk

TteaT that AM Mod Squad

Chipmunks
Rockin

nony

3

ia.Wof1d

^Ordert

Real Worid
'In Stereo)

raid

AsaiWory
(In Stereo)

raxi

Next Step

Howard
Stairn(R)

Raoahoraa
DIgwt

In Stereo) s:

(RMto
Dowting

Bayortd
20uO

ciRsa

—

Camera

Sportacsfv'

Fo Be Announced

Bsavisand
Butt-hssd

6^
Nawhart

Baavisand'
Butt-head

DkkVan
Dyke

****/! "Hbteon'sC/»ic«"(1954) Charles Laughton A
boolmaker's daughter wants to marry his appreritice

Press Box CycNng: Tour of Hawaii

"Mul Order Bride" (19M) A yourw
marries a widow to please a tamily friend.

Breach of Conduct" (1994, Drama) Paler Coyoti

cokxiel stalks the wHe of one of his officers. B)

PREMIUM CABLE STATIONS

99

21

20

15

17

^
** "Abraxas, Guardian of the Universe"

(1990) Jesse Ventura PG-13" S:

Kids lr>corp.

(3:45) "Blind

Mickey
Mouse Club

Bsby-
SlttersCiub

s:

** '"l^om and Dad Save the World"

(1992, Comedy) Teri Garr PG" S:

Murder, She Wrote
."Thicker Than Water's:

**Vj "The Man WUh the Golden Gun" (1974. Adventure) Roger Moore, Christopher

Lee, Britt Ekiand. James Bond fights a villainous hit man Hving on an '

le A

Top Cops
'n Stereo)

Ko)ak

aria

todtanaSI

* ""mion Dollar Mystery" (1967
Date" (1967) iComedy) Eddje Deezan. (In Stareo) 'PG'

Oou«e-aWrf" " ~15 **
Haim.aD

«* 'Twen/y Socks" (1993) A twenty

dolltf bin passes frorn person to person

Fugitive

I** "Sins of the Ni

Detxxah Shetton

I
Stereo) ac

** "Fighting Ba3i'
organizes a

On PH Road

Program

?«f
ogram

)Ctoaa

L
StaHlon

Fild
Program

par

—

Program

Hurricanaa

BIgBro
JakaS:

Brother

A Judas Goaf"

\) Robert Urich s:(1 S94) Rob<

Alternative

Romantic Evening With
RayCharias

OvemigM Ilowbiz

Today (R)

Danny HM

fSdT
Progra

TOT"
Program

Hurrtcanea

Piid
Program

Oat Smart
(Part 2 of 2) .

Shop at Home

Nation (In Stereo)

Dragnet

Unaohred
Mysteries

X
HHchcock

fsi
—

Program

Paid
Program

Motorcydaa

1^
Program

Program

Drsamtime'
(In Stereo)

superman

Wheel
Power

Racing

Biahop. Woman
Wings (In

Itf»m)men"(l861, Western) Robert TaytorD
go west to meat their mail-order husbanos. Coli

WJngadn
Stereo) B)Stereo)

torn SkwritL A family man

NewsX P^d
Pro

prtrol to fight crime

Quantum Leap (In Stereo]

Bl
.

WCW Pro Wrestling

^SS

Program

Denise Darcel.

lorized.

Counterstriks Son With a
Gun"

Press Box

Julie

Home Shopping Spree

Jeffersons

s;

**Vj "Project X" (1987) Matthew Brodarick An Air

Force pitol uncovers highly claaalflad Inkxmatkxi. PQ'

9^MarMari8sa( IWItohHunt:

* * "Three tor the Road" (1 967, Comedy)
ChariieSheen_ (In Stereo) PG'

"On^ the Strong- (1993) Martial arts tet

to musk; helps straighten out bad teens.

*«* ir(19S4. Drama) Robert Redford. Robert

Duvall A 34-yaar'Old rookte dtepwys an amazing baseball talent. PG

30-Mlnute
Movie

First Look

Peter Gabriel't Secret World (R)

'wW (1993 Suspenwl
pn Stereo) NR

**Vi "Slue r«er" (1994. Dra(na) Virginia

Madsen. Dean HaMo. (In Stereo) 'ff J
***/> "KaMynia''(l983, Drama) Brad PitL Awi^
becomes fascinated with man's nomwkW urges.

*** "Monster in a Box" h99'\ . Comeiii) \**i
Spalding Gray (In Stereo) "PG-13' S: [with

Preview
Show
D«f Comedy
Jain (R) B:

"Raform School (3«rt"(1994, Drama)
Aimee Graham. Qn Slareo) SI

*''! "Ootjftte Threat" n993 Suspense'
Sally >Orkland. Anckew Stevens. R

** "Do Not Disturb" (196S) Doris C^ Madcap
adventures in Ei ' " '

\turb" (1

ngtend

(inSto

"Inner Sancfi/m "(1991, Mystery)

Joseph Bottoms, Tanya R(^>ens H"

** "Cheetah 'n9m) Keith

Inside the NFL

"Cool and the

twum a ooubte's marria

Stereo) \'FetlmiM"i}^,

1991, Comedy) |*** 'MemMNis"(1900, Comedy) Cher Ateen deals

her first love and an urxxmventional mom 'PG- 1

3"
**

Alicia Silverstory. (In Stereo)

'UHefior Motives" (1992, Drama)

of suspidoustnurdars occurs in

(InStm-

Thomas Ian Griffith (In Stereo) R' X

Hauer A secies

Berlin. Si

77»nas«'DramaO **
S: ' [Dri

TimirSfWTf
,

students in ^stralia fall in kjve 'R'

(1979,

BaaaMkiar.R^

Two adolescent
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UNDERAGE
From page 28

Boy was I wrong. Before you could

say, "Isn't It silly that In the United

States they consider you old enough to

vote and throw hand grenades but not

old enough to drink a beer/ the two

men had their badges out and my ass

was Stewed. Undercover cops! (Enter

Darth Vader theme song.)

Mercilessly, my captors ridiculed my

fake ID before snatching It out of my
hands. With the Intensity of the

Chinese Water Torture, my enemies

wrote up a notice to appear slip and

lectured me on the perils of drinking.

They laughed as they confessed that

they had watched the whole spectacle

of me buying Inside the store and now
my new Identity would be Ticket

number 848601.

Unfortunate for me, I discovered that

in this cessF>ool called Los Angeles,

there are still cops crawling through

the nicer neigh t>oi1ioods waiting to

pounce on any unsuspecting college

student.

So what's the secret to avoiding

these undercover cops? According to

an Inside source, avoid people with

large forearms, a^ure sign of someone
fresh out of the jjoiice academy. To be

even safer, avoid buying alcohol at

places where there are any adults

aimlessly hanging out outside. I

learned the hard way; these adults

loitering outside in the cold have a

purpose, to arrest college students.

So what Is the ultimate thing not to

do when buying alcohol in Westwood?
The only thing that I can conclude as I

sit here on the Santa Monica Big Blue

Bus headed for the L.A. county

courthouse is this: If underage, the

best thing not to do when buying

alcohol In Westwood is to not buy in

Westwood in the first place. The only

solution is to shamelessly ask an older

person to buy for you, get arrested, or

tough It out until you turn 2 1

.

DESIGN HAIRCUTS

x^\^-
with

COLOR $20

HIGHLIGHTS $29-549

COLOR CORRECTION $35-$45

1078GAYLEY WESTWOOD

208-4447

C C shampoo &^ ^^ blowdry

HAIRCUT
I long h,)ir A fhit tops

.lirjhliy highor \

FRENCH PERM $15-$25

ZOTOSPERM S35-S45

SUPER PERM $66

Next to Penny Lane

» Pmm T Jithi>.r'« .Sfnull rjiti>rhi«ti|?

"How does this work of redemption benefit yoa?

As my fubstitDte, Christ has atoned, or made utitfaction, for all my tins by paying

the penalty of my guilt

O^carious Atonement)

'God made him who had rto sin to be sin for us, so that in him we might

become the righteousness of God.'

(2 Corinthians 5:21)

'Yet it was our siduiess that he was bearing, our suffering that he eiuhired. We
accounted him {dagued, smitten and afflicted by God; but he was wounded
because of our sins, crushed because of our iniquities. He bote the chastisement

that made us whole, and by his bruises we were healed'

(Itaiah 53:4,5)"

LUTHERAN CHUDCH OF THE MASTED
10931 SANTA MONICA BOULEVARD
(BETWEEN VETERAN AND WESTWOOD)
LOS ANGELES CA 900X5
(310)473-1055

WORSHIP TOGETHER AT 1 1AM SUNDAYS

Buy. Seu i Trade • New i Used CDs. Cassettes. Vinyl

JiBflM ;§
I

I

D llfi

2
1

Off Every New & Used CD
With this Coupon
$8 .99 or More
(Excluding 8al« Items)

Oft Every New & Used CD
With this Coupon
$1 .99 to $7.99
(EMcludlng 8al« Hams)

I
Expires 12/10/94
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"The B Sharp Jazz Quartet has

been around for about four

years, and these fellows have ^

really put in some work, as

revealed by both increasingly

vibrant live performances and a

solid self titled album
"

"Expect intriguing, energetic

wares when they take the

stand
"
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UCLA Department of Music

Opera Workshop and Chamber Orchestra

present two one-act operas

1

Abu Hassan

by Carl Maria von Weber

John Lawler

Stage Director

Greg Magie

Conductor

Gallantry
"A Soap Opera"

by Douglas Moore

John Hall

Stage Director and Conductor

Friday & Saturday, December 2 & 3, 1 994
8:00 p.m.

Schoenberg Hall

General Admissbn: $7.50

UCLA Centra Ticket Office: (310) 825-2101
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By Jean Song

Waiting in line, standing between women
with! higli hair and even higher skirts,

checl^in' out the competition wishing you
could tell half of them that they shouldn't

be wearing spandex when its five sizes

too small ... Does this sound familiar?

i\'

This is your
business line if

you advertise

with the Bruin.

ITALIAN

Andy and Tony

invite you to join them

in Light-Hearted

Roman Style Dining

(310) 474^102

This is your
business line if

you don't
advertise with
the Bruin.

Special Dinners Monday through Thursday

Lunch • Dinner • Cocktails • Free Parking

10929 West Pico Blvd., West Los Angeles

Daily Bruin

Nico/as Jon \)a/?a

CAGE LOVITZ CARVEY You're feeling sle^y.
You want to advertise.

External 825-2161

V

Trapped in

PARADISE
wmmi.. jiiMi/ntii.. Mill.

m» iiMi uw iwiiiiMV um warn unii OMins tnmi :iiiiii»

OPENS DECEMBER 2nd AT A THEATRE NEAR YOU. _ ncluding Tow»f RKordt, Blotkbuiter Mirtit and Robimorw'May lotJtiom^
Santa Monica Civit boK office hour» »rp Mon fri 10»m 5pm To charge by phone
cali S213) 4^ 3232 of (714) 740 2000
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with the arrival of winter. Its too damn cold,

not to mention expensive, to wait In long lines

dressed-to-impress at a club. By the time you
get In, you're more than likely to be

disapp>olnted since so many are overrated and
you'll end up scopin' the crowd (probably the

same losers who go to the club 24-7) instead

of shakin' some on the dance floor.

So instead of wasting your time at a glitzy

club, test your rhythm at a hip-hop exercise

class. These workouts are kickin' because
everybody Is there just to dance. You get to

learn the newest moves, hook up with new
people and you don't have to put on makeup
or wear your splffy duds. The great advantage

of a dance class is that you get to practice

moves, so if you're out of step, no one rags on
you like they definitely do at a club.

,

1 decided to check out If these classes were

true to the streets in terms of how funky they

were, or if they were just hyped like everything

else in L.A.

My first destination was Studio West, a clean

and modest dance studio on the affluent, ritzy

Montana Avenue strip In Santa Monica. Ken
Anderson, instructor of "Cardio Jazz/TunK'

teaches a bumpin' routine that even the hip-hop

impaired could follow. My friend and I were so

easy to spot In the 30ish, all-women crowd that

Anderson literally pushed us into the front to

basically show-off. It was emt>arrasslng at first,

but we worked it and just grooved.

At the end, I was on a high, dripping with

sweat like I had just raved for a couple of

hours. If you like TLC's video, "Creep," you'll

love his warmup, which is basically 1 5 minutes

of freaking.

At the next stop, I walked into the MaDonna
Qrimes Fitness Theatre Company expecting to

see a dancin' diva in action, and I wasn't

disappointed. Trust me, it's all good. Inside,

walls are lined with autographed headshots and
an impressive sidewall where you can read bios

and awards of Qrimes and her instructors.

You've probably seen Qrimes dance in

videos with Babyface and TonI Braxton. She's

also In HBO's upcoming "My Left Hook" about

Mike Tyson and even appears with the

infamous O.J. Simpson in his workout video.

Her "CardIo Hip Hop" class is like a music

video complete with mostly professional

dancers as students. I was impressed when I

watched (I ain't no fool to go out there) them in

action. She makes up most of her steps, like

an eight-count she calls "the Afrlkan." So if you
think you're all that, this is the class for you.

At Regina Williams' School of Performing

Arts, you can choose from several hip-hop tyjje

classes in a funky atmosphere. Walls are lined

with autographed posters like from Spike Lee,

a plush mural of Janet Jackson and even a

Johnny QUI shrine, complete with a platinum

record, catches the eye as you enter.

Instructor Mykel Boyd describes his high-

energy hip-hop workout varying from slow €n
sexy club funk to nonstop, F>OF>'locklng dance
with music ranging from Ini Kamozi to the

Boogie Monsters to A Trit)e Called Quest.

Williams promised me that "all the stars come

here," so If you get your kicks from seeing a

celebrity, this is the place to keep your eyes

open. Just leave the camera at home though,

OK? An hour and 1 5 minutes Street Jam, the

most advanced of the three, one hour of solid

dancing rhythm. I was totally lost compared to

the others.

Don't got a car? Ain't no problem because

even at the John Wooden Center, you can

groove to the funk In classes like "Body Beat,"

"Hip-Hop Funk" and "Street Jam." Body Beat is

a t>eginner's haven that Is heavy on jazz while

Hip-Hop Funk Is more intermediate where it

helps to have a 111 rhythm. Both classes are

combinations of aerobics and dance where it's

funky steps, not a whole routine. Music is

happenin' ranging from Janet Jackson (who Is

,

played In every exercise class) to old school

like Qeorge Clinton's "Atomic Dog" to dance
rap like 69 Boys' "Tootsle Roll."

Street Jam is the most advanced of the three

vyhere you not only need to have natural dance
ability but a piece of paper to remember each

sequence. 1 sympathize with the stereotyped

"white guy with no rhythm." I was totally lost In

a crowd who were so Into the routine that they

reminded me of cheerleaders on speed. Don't

get me wrong, I don't want to get any "Qo to

Hell" looks when I work out, but the music was
kind of too fast for the moves. I wanted to stop

in the middle of the workout—well, I actually

ended up just standing there, looking

clueless—and sit and eat my frustrations away
with a fatty, rich bar of Snickers, but I didn't

think any of them would have appreciated my
coach potato mood as they sweated away the

pounds.

One last note: I noticed that most guys are

too macho to attend these classes even though

they go to clubs and even dance. The ratio of

girls to guys (averaged from the classes that

actually had male students) was 7:1. Yet, there

were plenty of guys on numerous occasions

staring through the windows of Pardee Qym,
checkin' out the honeys and making snide

remarks. Somehow 1 just knew these guys

weren't interested In what the class was like; if

that was the case, then more power to them.

So I just want to tell the guys who just stare:

Stop checkin' out their asses, and get out there

and shake your own!

Where to find these classes: WARMIMQ —
before you read any further, prices may seem
high, but remember that you probably spend
that much without realizing it on a good dinner

with a tip, a movie with p>opcorn, a club cover

charge with parking ... you get the point

Studio West, 1211 Montana Ave., Santa

Monica, 310-451-1814. $1 1 a class, but

cheaF>er If you sign up for more than one.

MaDonna Qrimes Fitness Theatre Company,
530 M. U Clenega Blvd., W. Hollywood, 310-

652-341 7. Student price of $8 per class.

Regina Williams' School of Performing Arts,

1233 M. Highland, Hollywood, 213-462-7788.

$ 1 per class.

John Wooden Center, next to the Plaza

building, 310-825-3701. Student fitness pass

$25 for the whole year.
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Elizabefihoe Repair -
1555 Westvvood at Rochester Ste 1

The **C)nly one** in Westwood!
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OPEN DAILY
(310)478-3270 • (310) 478-3492

1767 Westwood Blvd. Los Angeles, CA 90024
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No Hidden Cost & Next Door To UCLA
Dr. Benjamin Fouladian, Optometrist

Daily Wear Soft 99.°°

Extended Wear Soft 129.°°

3 Month Disposable (includes 4 boxes) 155.°°

*AII prices include a complete eye exam. 3 months follow up. and care kit

Eye Glass Packages include exam s.v. 85.°^
15% off all designer sunglasses and prescription eyeware

^e's/ pr/CGS //? t/7^ Sru/n

(310) 446-4784 P 'ii
^314 Westwood Blvd.

^ ' ^1 between UA Theatre &
call for aDDomtment rn nc.rrx^r^ n^csu <;tom

between UA Theatre &
Borders Book Store

SKIN-C'ARE

iATRil
ESSENTIALS

UNBELIEVABLY BEAUTIFUL SKIN

That's the promise of Matrix Skin Care, the

exclusive salon system that steadily releases

Sl-Complex moisturizers, hour after hour.

Nothing wor1<s harder to capture firm,

radiant, youthfuNooking skin. Call today.

I K«*sa •MINI-FACIAL..,

MANICURE & PEDICURE....
B^^ I ^«V^\[^ •••••••••••••••••••a
\^ &«• %^B^ I •••••••«••••••«*•••••

• I ^^ ^^^^P«••••••••••••••••••••I
w/ this coupon

...$20

..$30
..$15
...$10
..$20
..$12

1 0)824-07 10 954 & 956 Gayley Ave. • Westwood
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PIZZAvsm
Italian Restaurant

207-5900
an18"

(it's huge!)
11628Wm MONICA BLVD.

SUN-THURS 11-12 AM • FRI & SAT 11-2 AM
15' Inch Pizza , 2 Toppings

only$&99

plus Garlic Bread and 2 Cokes

only $9.99
Add $1 and make it an Ex-Large 18'

$1.99 10- Piece

Chicken Hot Wings and Fries

with order of Pizza

$12.9}
X-URGE

All Vie toppings

your heoit desires

FREE 6-pack of Coke

I
Spaghetti and Garlic bread

I only $Z99

! Tortellini and Garlic bread

only $2.99
minimum order $8.00

Thin or Thick Crust, NO EXTRA CHARGE!
Lowfat cheese available upon request. QQ] ||^ ^^

Are you ready

For the next

Ortir ytir itwiMt pMfc tiiay.

Tki pack eiitaiir

•first aid l(it,

•3 day food rations

and water supply,

•blanket

•tissue pack,

•flashlight

•and radio.

Food and wate?

have a 5year shelf life

Send $28.75 to: NUPRE

P.O. BOX 147 San Gabriel, CA.

91778^147
Name

Try tlic comfortable new soft lens for astigiiiatisin and get a =-=.-=Jon D.\Ajgel. O.P.

Inal Pair 01 Focus Tone^^^ HKGIendooAveoue WCa«

Soft Contact Lenses
for monthly replacement.

I ry U1C comioriauie nev

FREE
CIBAVtsson

Keeping Heidtliy Eyes Healthy
**

*
If your participating eye care professional determines that Focus Toric Soft Contact Lenses are

right for you. you will receive a free trial pair. Professional sevices extra.

call today for

youT af^ntment

OFFICE HOURS:

M:10-7;T.W.F:M;

Th:1(M; SAT: 1(M

SEHABLAESPANOL
DR.JON D. VOGEL

OPIQMftHSI

E 3€i».:(<^i I

Performances
Rock/Pop

loom Shtka. Dec 2. Showcase Theatre, 683 S.

Main St , Corona, 909-340-0988, 8 p.m.

Darta, Wild Colonials. Lowen & Navarro, Dillon

O'Brien, Dec. 1 , Hard Rock Cafe. 8600 Beverly

Blvd .
800-777-1019. FREE WITH TOY

DONATION
DlaiMMia Giias with Lad Zappalin's Joha Paul

Jonas, Dec. 4, \Atadsworth Theatre, 310-825-

2101 or 213-365-3500

Loraeaa McKaanitt. Dec. 2, Wadsvrarlh Theatre.

8 p.m.

Onspring wllk Faca to Faca and Taa Foot Poia,

Dec 7 & 8, Hollywood Palladium. 6250 Sunset

Blvd., 213-480-3232

8aal witli Oaslraa. Dec. 7 & 8. Wiltem Theatre

3790 Wilshire Blvd.. 213-380-5005, 8 p.m.

Sliawn Colvin, Dec. 3, Wittern Theatre. 3790

Wilshire Blvd., 213-380-5005. 8 p.m.

TlM Go-Got. Dec. 1, Wiltern Theatre. 3790

Wilshire Blvd.,213-380-5005. 8 p.m.

THEATER
Moflria. Cirque du Soleil, (310)458-7773. 714-

577-4111, 213-480-3232, ends Dec. 18,

$13.50-$39.50

AMassint, Los Angeles Theatre Center, 514 S.

Spring SL; 213-485-1681

Contasalont of a Boy Stawardass, Theatre/

Theater, 1713 Cahuenga Blvd.. Hollywd, 213-

850-6941, Thurs.-Fri, 8 p.m., $10

Counsallor-at-Law, ends Dec. 18. Interact

Theatre. 11855 Hart St., N. Hollywood: 213-

660-8587

Dying For Lauglis, ends Jan. 29, Santa Monica

Playhouse, 1211 4th St; 310-394-9779, ext. 1;

$19.50-$20.50

Dylan, a theatrical portrait of Dylan Thomas and

his wife. Skylight Theatre, 1816 1/2 N. Vermont

Ave., Hollywood; Fri- Sat., 8 p.m.; Sun., 7 p.m.;

ends Dec. 18; $20; 213-660-8587

Floating Islands, Decl 1 , Mark Taper Forum, 135

N. Grand Ave., 213-972-0700. Tues.-Sat 8

p.m.. Sun. 7:30 p.m.

Franlunstain, Mary Shelley's Frankenstein

adapted by Debbie Devine and Jay McAdams..

Odi^ey Theatre, 2055 S. Sepulveda Blvd., W.

LA; Sat., 2 p.m.; Sun., 1 and 4 p m,; Mon,, 7:30

pm.; ends Dec 4; $10-$12.50; 310-477-2055

Marvin's Room, Jean Smart and Mary

Steenburgen star in a play about a woman with

leukemia., Tiffany Theatre, North Stage. 8532

Sunset Blvd., W. Hollywd; Fri.. 8 p.m.; Sal, 5

and 8:30 p.m.; Sun., 3 and 7:30 p.m.; ends

Dec. 4; $32-34.50; 310-289-2999

Picasso at tiie Laplii Agile, Picasso and Einstein

meet in a Paris cafe., Westwood Playhouse,

10886 Le Conte Ave.; Tue-Fri., 8 p.m.; Sat., 5

and 9 p.m.; Sun., 3 and 7 p.m. Ends Dec. 4.

$10-$30. 800-233-3123 or 310-208-5454

Romeo & Juliet, The San Francisco Ballet, ends

Dec. 4, at the LA Music Center. 213-972-7211

Smoltey Joe's Cafe, Jan 22, Doolittle Theatre,

1617 N. Vine SL, Hollywd, 213-365-3500, $15-

$47.50

The 1940's Radio Hour, Crossley Theatre, 1760

N. Gower St., Hollywd, 213-%4-3586, Thur-

Sat a D m Sat5and9i3jn S1O-S30

Clubs
Rock/Pop

8121 Club, 8121 Sunset Blvd, W. Hollywood. ~

213-654-4773, performances at 8 p.m.; over

21; no cover Tues.-Sat ; no drink minimum
Al's Bar, 305 S. Hewitt St, Downtown, 213-625-

9703, closed Sundays; over 21

Aiiigator L'aunga, 3321 Pico Blvd. Santa Monica,

310-449-1843, over 21; 12-3: Thelonlous

Monster

Aati-Ciuh, 4658 Melrose Ave. near Normandle,

LA. 213-661-3913. shows at 930; $7

betelgeuse, 7160 Melrose Ave., 213-936-0165

Blue Saloon. 4657 Lankershim Blvd, N.

Hollywood, 818-766-4644, pool, big screen

satellites: over 21

Bob's Frolic III. 6202 Santa Monica Blvd., Santa

Monica, 213-463-0827, Features live music five

nights a week; with three pool tables (from 6-9

pm, there's 50 cent games and $1 draughts,

over 21

Canter's Kibitz Room Lounge, 419 N. Fairfax, W.

Hollywood. 213-651-2030, full bar, no cover

Club Lingerie, 6507 Sunset Blvd , Hollywood,

213-466-8557, 12-1: Spade Ghetto Destruction,

Groovestone, Backlash, Bozaque, Addicts for

the Automatic; 12-2: Lucid, Boy Cat Dog, Small

Tribe, Mobius; 12-3: Dash, 40 Fingers, Vertgo

Children, Bare Soul

Cocic 'N' Bull Pub, 2947 Lincoln Blvd., Santa

Monica, 310-399-%%
Coconut Teaszer. 8117 Sunset Blvd., W.

Hollywood, 213-654-4773, drink specials until

10pm, pool tables- $1 cover charge: band

entrance $6 cover charge: Mon-Tues 21 and

over, otherwise 18 and over

Fair City, 2020 Wilshire Blvd. Santa Monica, 310-

828-5549, Irish pub with full restaurant and

bar; live music; over 21; cover $3-5

weeknights, $5-$7 Fri - Sun.

FM Station Live, 1 1 700 Victory Blvd at

Lankershim, N.Hollywood, 818-769-2220

Genghis Cohen Cantina. 740 N Fairfax. LA, 213-

653-0640, 12-2: John Ford Coley Barbara

Scott, Steve DeWlnter, Plow Posture

itaii't Gate, 6423 Yucca at Cahuenga, Hollywood,

213-463-%61

House of Blues, 8430 Sunset Blvd , Hollywood,

213-650-0247. 12-1: Black 47, Water; 12-3:

Mountain, Leslie West, Corky Laing, Noel

Redding, Elvin Bishop; 12-4: Stanley Jordan;

12-6: Rob Wasserman, John Wesley Harding,

Paul K.

Largo, 432 N Fairfax. W. Hollywood. 213-852-

1073, $5 cover charge

Luna Pailt, 665 N Robertson Blvd, W. Hollywood,

310-652-0611, 12-3: Boom Shaka, Foremen

Micky's, 8857 Santa Monica Blvd.. W. Hollywood,

310-657-1176

Molly MaloM's'lrish Pub. 575 S Fairfax. LA.,

213-935-2707, $3 cover, 2 drink minimum
Moltortwto. Santa Monica Blvd & Robertson

Blvd.. Hollywood, 310-659-9700

Nakiral Fudge Company, 5224 Fountain Ave.,

Hollywood, 213-669-8003

Palomino 6907 Lankershim Blvd , N. Hollywood.

818/64-4010, 12-2: Live Nude Girls,

Pretensions; 12-3: Glen Glenn

Roxbury, 8225 Sunset Blvd . W Hollywood, 213-

656-1750, 12-1: BamHd Bandule

Ro^. 9009 Sunset Blvd., W Hollywood, 310-

276-2222, All shows 7 30 door; 12-2: Atomic

Boy ChHd, Swirrt

IhMibadour. 9081 Santa Monica Blvd , W.

Hodywood, 310-276-6168, 12-1 Vonda
— SiMpard; 12-3: Human Ofama, Ronumbc

Torture. Reverence

VIpar Room. 8652 Sunset BM., Holiywood. 310-

358-1880, 21 and over

WMiky A 6«-Go, 8901 Sunset Blvd., W.

Hollywood, 310-652-4202. shows begin at 8

pm; cover varies: advance tickets purchased

through Ticket Master; 12-1: Smashing Orange.

360's; 12-2: Better Off Dead, Is, Purgatory

Lounge. UNI. Creed; 12-3: Salty Onion, Season

of Rain

Jazz/Blues
14 Balow, 14tt) St and Santa Monica Blvd., Santa

Monica, 310-451-5040, no cover

At My Place, 1026 Wilshire Blvd., Santa Monica.

310-451-85%

Adas Bar aad Grill. 3760 Wilshire Blvd., LA. 213-

380-8400, Thursdays—'20s/ 30s style supper

and dance club; $5 cover charge; 12-2: Cesar

Morall

Babe and Rickyt laa, 5259 S. Central Ave., LA,

213-235-4866

Baked Potato, 3787 Cahuenga Blvd., N.

Hollywood, 818-980-1615

Cat & Fiddle. 6530 Sunset Blvd., Hollywood.

213-468-3800

Calaliaa Bar & Grill, 1640 N. Cahuenga Blvd.,

Hollywood, 213-466-2210. 12-1 to 12-4:

Ahmad Jamal Trio; 12-6 to 12-1 1 : Charles

Lloyd with Cedar Walton Trio

Club Brasserie, Bel Age Hotel. 1020 N. San

Vicente Blvd., W. Hollywood, 310-854-1111.

12-1: Bruce Paulson; 12-2 and 12-3: Melena

wVt\ Kenny Kiridand and Jeff (Tain) Watts

Fais Do Do, 5257 W. Adams Blvd., LA, 310-842-

6171

Harvelle's, 1432 Fourth St. Santa Monica. 310-

395-1676

Hotel Nikko. 465 S. La Cienega Bhrd.. LA. 310-

247-0400

11 Posto Romano at Fred Siagal. 81 1 2 Melrose

Ave., 213-653-2874, 12-1: Andrea Marcelli; 12-

2: Cecilia Coleman Trio; 12-3: Sid Jacobs Trio

with Sam Most

Jan Bakery, 3321 Hutchinson, Culver City, 310-

271-9039, 12-1: Adam Rudolph; 12-2 and 12-3

Mel Martin Quartet with Kenny Barron, John

Heard. Tootie Heath; 12-4 CSUN Jazz Band

La Ve Lee, 12514 Ventura Blvd., Studio City. 818-

980-8158, 12-1: Tata Vega; 12-2: Poncho

Sanchez; 12-3: Michael Ruff

Le Cafe, 14633 Ventura Blvd., Sherman Oaks,

818-986-2662, 12-1: Blues Night with Bill

Lynch Trio; 12-2 and 12-3: Brandon Fields

Lunaria. 10351 Santa Monica Blvd., LA, 310-282-

8870. two drink minimum, $5 cover; 12-1:

Larry Karrush Trio; 12-2: Karen Galenger; 12-3:

Mose Aimstrong & Blazz Band

Night Winds, 1026 Wilshire Blvd., Santa Monica,

310-917-91 11, shows at 8 and 10:30 pm; cover

varies

The Mint 6010 W. Pico Blvd., U, 213-937-9630.

live music nightly shows at 2. 9, 10:30,

midnight; cover varies

Westwood Marquis Hotel and Garden, 930
Hilgard Ave. at Le Conte. Westwood, 310-208-

8765, music Fri.-SaL, 8 pm, Sun.-Thurs., 7:30

pm; no cover

Reggae
Kingston 12, 814 Broadway comer of Lincoln

and Santa Monica Blvd.. Santa Monica, 310-

451-4423

La Scala, 11740 San Vicente Blvd, Brentwood.

310-826-6100

Tilly's, 1024 Wilshire Blvd at 1 1 St, Santa

Monica, 310-451-1769, happy hour 4:30-6:30

pm daily. 20 satellite sports channels

Latin/Brazilian
El Cld, 4212 W. Sunset Blvd., Hollyvraod, 213-

668-0318, closed Mon-Tues; dinner and

Spanish flamenco show, $21

Ice House, 24 N Mentor Ave., Pasadena, 818-

577-1894

La Masla, %77 Santa Monica Blvd.. W.

Hollywood, 310-273-7066

St. Marir's, 23 Winward Ave., Venice. 310-452-

2222. live music nightly

Dance
Arena, 6655 Santa Monica Blvd., east of

Highland, Hollywood, 213-462-1291, gay venue

Asylum. 8531 Santa Monica Blvd., W. Hollywood.

310-657-0550, Saturdays; gay venue; free

before 10:30 pm
C&C Club. 8240 Sunset Blvd , 2 blocks west of

Crescent Hgts, W Hollywood. 213-656-0100

Cafe Cafe, 10853 LIndbrook, Westwood. 310-

208-2200

Circus, 6655 Santa Monica Blvd., Hollywood,

213-462-1291, Tues, Fri-Sun; outside patio.

pool table

Club Shelter, 40 S Pasadena Ave , Pasadena.

818-577-4040, Thurs -Sat, over 21

Cool Club, Coconut Teaszer, 8121 W. Sunset

Blvd , 213-462-8338, Saturday nights, music

from the 60's-90's, full bar, go go dancers,

multi big screen video show, giant screen slide

show
Cosmos, 1608 N. Cosmo at Selma, LA, 213-466-

7800, over 21

Derby Club, 4500 Los Fellz Blvd .
Hollywood:

213-663-8979, live entertainment every night

Dragonfly, 6506 Santa Monica Blvd., Hollywood.

213-466-61 1 1 , over 21 , cover varies

Florentine Gardens 5951 Hollywood Blvd.,

Hollywood, 213-464-0706. Fri-Sat, dress code,

over 18

GIsm Slam, 333 S Boyleston, LA, 213-482-6626,

Nightly dancing, concerts, special events

Helter Skelter, 836 N Highland, north of

Melrose. Hollywood, 213-462-7442, alternative

and industrial music

Madame Butterily's, 5400 Wilshire Blvd , LA,

310-376-8160

Mayan, 1038 S. Hill St., Downtown, 213-746-

4287

Palace, 1735 N, Vine SL, Hollywood, 213-462-

3000
Rage, 8911 Santa Monica Blvd.. W. Holiywood,

310-652-7055

Roxbury. 8225 Sunset Blvd .
Hollywood, 213-

656-1750, $10, club admission complimentary

with dinner reservatkm

8ha, 665 N. Robertson Blvd , Beveriy Hills. 310-

281-7358, new dance club for women, $8

The Gale, 643 N. La Cienega Blvd., W. Hollywood,

310-859-5568, over 21, dressy attire required,

open 9:30 p m. - 2 am Wed & Fri $10, Sat

$15
The Kit Kat Club, 10853 Lindbrook Ave at

Glendon, Westwood, 310-358-6192.

Wednesday nights dance ftoor with DJ, over 21

The PM, 2810 Main St , Santa Monica, 310-392-

1077. Thurs $5, Fri & SaL $10, over 21

IHpp's, 10131 Constellation Blvd.. near Ave. of

the Stars, Century City. 310-553-6000

Waldo's Comedy Stotfoa 2005 N Highland Ave..

Hollywood. 213-368-6108, $8 cover, comedy
acts and dancing

VIM End, 1301 Fifth SL, Santa Monica. 310-394-
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4647, Ttiur>-Sun, pool, darts, video games. Uve
iMnds and dancing

Cohedy
hum CMMdy Hmtar, 5124 Lankershim Blvd.,

N. Holywood. 818-753-0650

CtMfifll. Holywood Roosevelt Hotel, 7000
HoBywood Blvd, Hollywood, 213-466-7000

GroMdIlRi Tbaalar, 7307 Melrose. Hollywood,
213-934-9700

Igby'a Ceiwady Caiaral. 1 1637 W. Pico Blvd..

WLA 310-477-3553

improvlaallM, 8162 Melrose, W Hollywood,

213-651-2583

Laufb Factory, 8001 Sunset Blvd., Hollywood,

213-656-1336,

Tbo CMMdy Store, 8433 Sunset BM., W.
Hollywood, 213-656-6225

Ua^^barat, Luna Parit, 665 N. Robertson,

between Melrose and Santa Monica, W
Hollywood, 310-652-0611

Wild Side Theater, 10945 Camarillo St.. N.

Hnllvw<w1 fi 18-506-8838

Coffeehouses
6 Gallery, 8861 Santa Monica Blvd., W.

Hollywood, 310-652-6040, 7 a.m. - 3 a.m.

Abbey, 685 N. Robertson Blvd, W. Hollywood,
310-289-8410

Anastaaia's Asylum, 1208 Wilshire Blvd.. Santa
Monica, 310-394-7113

Ban Frank's, 8585 Sunset Blvd.. Hollywood, 310-

652-8808. open 24 hours

batelgeuaa, 7160 Melrose Ave., Los Angeles,

213-936-0165

Boon Boon Boom. 1161 Riverside Dr., N.

Hollywood, 818-753-9966

Cala Mocfta, 8205 Melrose, LA. 213-653-61 18
Cafe Rodin, 1 161 1 Santa Monica Blvd, west of

Federal, WU, 310-575-8668

Catte Luna, 7463 Melrose. W Hollywood. 213-

655-8647

City Bean. 10911 Lindbrook. 310-208-0108

City Roasters. 8363 Beveriy Blvd, 213-655-4834

Cobalt Gala, 22047 Sherman Way. Canoga Parte,

818-348-3789,

CoHae Bean & Tea Leaf, 1001 Gayley,

Westwood, 310-208-1991

Coliaa Bean & Taa Leal, 10887 Weybum.
Westwood, 310-208-8018

Congo Square, 1238 Third SL Promenade, Santa

Monica. 310-395-5606, open poetry Monday
nights, Uve music weekends

Doica Gala, 11911 San Vicente Blvd., WLA. 310-

471-0240

Eagles Cotfaa Pub, 5231 Lankershim Blvd., N,

Hollywood. 818-760-4212

Edactlc Gala. 5156 Lankershim Bh/d.. N.

Holtywood, 818-760-2233

Elysta, 1099 Gayley Westwood, 310-208-6505,

Fraach Roast, 1 1753^an Vicente Blvd.,

. Brentwood, 310-820-1883

Graffiti, 1002 Pico Blvd., 310-314-6244

Gypsy Cafe. 940 Broxlon. Westwd, 310-824-21 19
Higher Grounds, 11101/2 Gayley, Westwood.
310-208-1821

HigMaad Grounds, 742 N. Highland Ave..

Hollywood. 213-466-1507, entertainment

nightly; cover varies

iguana Cala, 10943 Camarillo St, N. Hollyvrood,

818-763-7735, open Fri-Sat, noon-4 am.; Sun,

noon-1 a.m.; Tues-Thurs, 3 p.m.-l a.m.; open
poetry and open mike Sun.

Insomnia, 7286 Beverly Blvd., LA, 213-931-4943

Jabbertaw, 371 1 W. Pico Blvd. Santa Monica.

213-732-3463

Java Joe, 1 1927 Santa Monica Blvd.. WLA. 310-

477-5676

Java Zoo. 9806 Washington, Culver Qty, 310-

836-8367

Joa Cala. 122321/2 Ventura Blvd.. Studio City.

818-760-7563

KlBfl's Road Cala, 8361 Beveriy Blvd., LA. 213-

655-9044

LlUie Frida's, 8545 Santa Monica Blvd., W.

Hollywood, 310-652-6459

Uvlag Room, 110 S La Brea, LA 213-933-2933

Lov da Cris Cafe, 8164 Melrose, 213-655-3960

Luhi's Alibi, 1640 Sawtelle, WLA. 310-479-6007

Masquor's Cala, 8334 W Third St Promenade,
Santa Monica, 213-653-4848. open Tues.-Sat.

McCaba's Guitar Shop, 3101 Pico Blvd.. Santa

Monica. 310-828-4403. live music: 12-2 and
12-3: David Lindley with Hani Naser

News Room, 530 Wilshire Bh/d, Santa IMonk:a.

310-319-9100

Novel Cala. 212 Pier Ave, Venice, 310-3%-8566
Palaraoa's, 10019 Venice Blvd. LA. 310-839-

3359
Ravao, 1221 Abbot Kinney Blvd., Venice, 310-

581-6788

Raviwal Cala, 7149 Beveriy Blvd., 213-930-1210

Saint Garmaia, 8454 Melrose, LA, 213-852-1420

StariMcks, 100 N. La Cienega, 310-289-7815

Starbucks, 1611 Westwood Blvd , 310-208-5505
SBr Crazy, 6917 Melrose, LA. 213-934-4656

Ship N' Cala. 1237 Third St Promenade, Santa

Monica. 310-3%- 1932
The Baaa Quaaa. 1513 Parte Row. Venice. 310-

450-4945

Tka Bun, 3932 Sunset Blvd. 213-913-1021

Tka Calao Baron LM. 1 1 733 Barrtngton.

Brentwood. 310-476-4868

Tka Cow's End, 34 Washington, Venice, 310-574-

1080

IN Rosa Cala, 220 Rose Ave., Venice, 310-392-

4191

IWoPwt 11769 Santa Monica. 310-473-6135

Vaa Go's Ear. 7% Main St. Venice. 310-314-

0022, open 24 hours

Wednesday's House. 2409 Main St., Santa

Mnnira .110-452-4486

Bar & Grills
Amazon Bar & Grill, Santa Monica & 2nd SL.

Santa Monica, 310-394-2348, cover $5
weekends and $3 weekdays

Apple's - A Now Yoifc Btr, 3001 Wilshire Blvd.,

Santa Monica, 310-828-3000, no cover

Chillers. 1446 Third Street, 310-394-1993

FfHitak Room, 6245 Hollywood Blvd.,

NoHywood. 213-462-58%
LosPaacho's, 10936 Lindbrook, Westwood. 310-

208-8727, cover $3

MakMoy's On Campus, 1000 Gayley Avenue.

Westwood, 310-208-1942, no cover

McGlnty's Irish Pub, 2615 Wilshire Blvd , 310-

828-9839 restaurant, live music, no cover

0*8 Billiard Club 11835 Wilshire 310-477-7550

Rainbow, %15 W Sunset Blvd , 310-278-4232,

cover $5 on weekdays and includes a drink,

$10 on weekends and includes two drinks

Sharity't. 2941 Main St , Santa Monica, 310-396-

4725, restaurant live music Friday and

Saturday night vtnth cover $3
Small's, 5574 Melrose. LA, 213-469-8258

Strstton's, 1037 Broxton. 310-208-0488

3L

CAMPIIIGN TO ACPCAl MOP. 187

B€ING ORGANIZCD
PLflCC; €merson Mickllc School

1650 Sclbv five.

(1 bik. north of Sonto Monko Blvd

& 3 biks. eost of ULIestuuood)

TIM€; 7:30 p.m.

PRT€! Tuesdot^, December 6, 1 994

PROP. 187 IS INHUMAN, UNflM€RICRN,

AND UNCONSTITUTIONAL
Under Prop. 187. Gov. UJilson ujould deny

prenatal core to uuould-be mothers. He
announced this Immediately upon his

reelection (just before Christmas). This

from a Republican uuhose party

hypocritically preaches "Family Values."

FOR INFO! Coll aiex Coto (31 0) 208-8553

P.O. Box 24352
l.fl., Cf^ 90024 S

Ifi

'

Mj 11(^1. ,\ f (fwi m« Mum :i\M)i (Aiiruini Himor^

EN CALAVERA
riu- Pa|)iiM-.MatlH'' An oltlu' l.inart's I'arniK lioin .Wi-vito CIt\

Now through July 16* I99S

l.'llU' .! N\ (TM

dill lnH OIIU-- llU',

Oils IaU'J. ^\.

Hours: Wednesday - Sunday, noon to 5 p.m.; /
Thursday until 8 p.m. |'

Admission is free.
'<

The Museum is located on the UCLA
campus, |ust west of Royce Hail.

ParHing on the UCLA campus is SS.OO.

General Information: (310) 82S-436I.

Group tours available Weds, through Fri.

afternoons in English or Spanish with <,^
a reservation; call (310) 206-5663.
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c
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9
a
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; The Dark Aged.
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The Splendor of

Verda'dla.

. See what happened

in between.
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Classified Ad Information

Daily Bruin Classified Information
225 Kerckhoff Hal!, 308 Westwood Plaza. Los Angeles, CA 90024

Class Line: (310) 825-2221 Class Display (310) 206-3060

Fax (310) 206-0528

We reserve the right to change, reclassify, revise, or reject any

classified advcnisement not meeting (he standards of the Daily Bruin.

Our office is open Monday-Friday, 9-4.

Classified rates

Oarty 20 words or lesi> $7 00

Daity, each additonal word .45

Weekly, 20 words or less 2j.OO

We(;My, each additiorul word 1 .30

Displayads— student rate/cot. inch 8.00

Display ads— local rate. col. inch 11.25

Fiequency & Agency Rates Available

Deadlines

ClanVMHneair.

1 working day before printing, by noon.

Clastr.M display Ids:

2 working daVs twfore printing, t)y noon.

Make checks payable to ttie

UCU Daily Bruai.

tool. X 1 = 2inches x linch. There are no cancellations after noon the day before printing.

The ASUCLA Communications Board fully supports the University of California's policy on nondis-

crimlnitkin. No medlwn shall xctfH advertisements which present persor^ of any origin, race,

relgion, tt)C or MMMl orienMon in a dimMnino wiy or Imfily thtt ttwy are NiniM

ca|»bHitlet.rot(torstakitlnsociety.Neiltw the MIy Bruin norttieASUCLACommunk^^
haslnve^OaManydthetatviOMadMrlisedorltwadMriisersrepntaniidintMslttue.An^

beiliMng ttot an advertisement In this Issue viotated the Board's policy on nondiscrimination stated

herein should communicate complaints In writing to the Business Manager, Daily Brum, 225

Kr;rckho(f Hall, 308 Westwood Plan, Los Angeles, CA 90024 For assistance with housing discnmi-

:iatk)n problems, call the UCLA Housing OtlKC at (310) 825-4271 or call the Westside Fair Mousing

Offtte at (310) 475-9671

How to write a good ad

1

.

Start your ad with tlie merchandise your are selling. Tills maltes it easier tor readers to quicldy 3. Avoid abbreviations— mal(e your ad easy for readers to understand.

scan the ads and locate your item(s). 4. Place yourself in the reader's position. Asl< what you'd like to l(now about the merchandise,

2. Always include the price of the item you jy^e selling. Many classiiied readers simply do not and include that in the ad. Include information such as brand names, colors, and other specific

respond to ads without prices. descriptions.

1 Campus Happenings 2 Campus Services 2 Campus Services

RENT A CAR
YES, We Rent cars to UCLA

Students from $19/day

under 25 QK!

aWLESS^
RENTACAR

(310)673-9899

Alcoholics Anonymous
Von. Dftcuuior,. Fri. Step SKxt/. AU 3525

Thufs. Book Study. AU 3625
Tues. end Wed. Discussion. Dental 23-029

All tlnrios 12: 10- 1:00pm
For alcoholcs or Indh/iduals who have a

diirtklrtg problem.

DAYS
SENIORS

LEFT
For

Yearbook
TORTRAiTS

The deadline for senior yearbook porlrails is Friday, December 16. Don't

wail! If you miss Ihe deadline, your place in UCLA history will be a blank.

CA.MI'L s i'

Studio • -.•••'.•••.^..v

CaRfIt Pliete Sti^ ii licatt^n 2iJ lUer Acbrmai

Om> Mii^ay-rriJiy 1:30-5:30 PliMi 206-1433

2 Campus Services 7 Good Deals

UCLII Uanpool Seats lloiii fluailable Prom the Follouiing Rreas:

Agou'a/Tnousand Oaks
Central Los Angeles
Chino Hills

Crenshaw

Downey
Granada Hills

Hesperla
Larrcaster/Polnndale

North Hollywood
Northridge
Sllverlake

Sylmdr
Van Nuys

GT2UCLA
v_

Call UCLA Commuter Assistance

Rideshoring at (310) 794-RIDE or

stop by our office at 555

Westwood Plaza. Room 200

(Structure 8, level 2) for more

^ information.

VOICEMAIL

$5
.75
/M-r

nitmill

Instant ^^

VoicemaU

*/'riv. ff/wnc ff

\ Taii/xyniry/

ncnihuiaif

*J4 hr. service

To Start immediately,

call (310) 657 3377

3 Campus Recruitment 3 Campus Recruitment

College of Law
Dedicofed to Providing Qualify legal Education

• low/JD Program occredited by iHe Colifomia Commiftee of Bar Exgminef $.

• Convenient to Los Angeles, San Fernando Valey and inland EnnpirB.

• Smell dosses.

LAW/JD DEGREE

iuU Time

Pari Time

Day/tvcning

PARALEGAL PROGRAM

CcrtiftcMe

AS/BS Degrees

r.vening/Salurday Classes

FINANCIAL AID AND SCHOLARSHIPS AVAILABLE

CALL TODAY

9 Miscellaneous

Experience Japan
Oregon State Unlversit/$ 3-week summer in-

tensive Japanese language, culture, business

& homestay program at Bukkyo University in

Kyoto, Japan. Experience the one-day on-

ployment, festival participation, university

club activities, company visits, & morel Earn

'OSU credits. Call 1-800-679-6223.

10 Personal

ARE YOU INTERNAT10h4AL? ARE VOU Irv

terested in participating In sports, cuisirw,

aryl cultural pursuits of other countries? Pl-

CAS, 310-204-6392.

WANTED: 300 UCLA students to test new in-

ter-collegiate voicemail introduction service.

Absolutely Freel 818-986-9045.

WNTED: 100 PEOPLE
Lose 10-29 lbs. in 30 days and earn $$$ do-

inxiL 100% Kuaranlee. Call 310-281-8828.

1 1 Attorneys

LA VERNE CAMPUS
1950 3RD STREET,

lA VERNE, CA 91750

1909) 596-1848

ENCiNO CAMPUS
5445 UAIBOA WVD

,

ENCINO CA 91316

(818) 981-4529

.I'LTJ"**"

UNIVERSITY OF LA VERNE

Thr Univrrvly of La VtriK n Atcrrdilrd h) ihr Wrsirm Assorution of Schook and Collr({cs

Bright Honest Lawyer
•Auto & Work Accidents -Falls •Wills

•Medical Malpractice •Business Litigation

•JobOiscrim •Divorce •Trials

Gail Susan Balistocky

(310) 559-1406 or (818) 382-7055

4 Financial Aid

CMh for college. 900,000 granU availiMe.

No rep«yment>, EVER. Qualify Immediately.

1400-243-2435.

6 Concert Tickets

rm lo piaedl I Have Echobelly tickcU I can't

UM. 12/7 Luna Park. Call qufck. Gary 908-

679-9111.

12 Research Subjects

ASTHMA SUFFERERS. Earn up to $540.00 }n

your spare time. If you take daily asthma

medication you may be eligible to pvtlcipate

in a research drug riudy with a new potential

treatment for asthma. Contact (310)477-1734

ext 540 to find out how you may benefit from

this vital program. Allergy Research Founda-

tton, Inc. (Brentwood)

Bedwetting boys 7-11 yrs. and their families

needed for UCLA research Project Subjects

wilt receive $20 and a free developmental

evaluation. 310-825-0392.

EARN MONEY for 15-mlnutes work. Looking

for male subject between 38-45, married, 1-

adolescent child, to complete surveys (foaling

with mid-life issue*. Totally confkiential. Can
be dont toUlly by mail. 3ia288-0775.

1 2 Research Subjects 1 2 Research Subjects

-^^i

Jo/n a fSdMrally

funded study comparing a

nmw spacm agm condom with a

classic latmx condom^

^rmm madical carm/suppllms to couplms

using condoms as birth control

for 6 months^

rO'R INFO'RMATION CALL: (Z13) 36i-*HHH

NEED CHRISTMAS
MONEY?

RESEARCH SUBJECTS NEEDED
FOR BACK MUSCLE TEST. MUST

BE AVAILABLE FOUR
CONSECUTIVE DAYS DEC. 1»-22.

1-1/2 HOURS EACH DAY NO
DRUGS OR NEEDLES INVOLVED.
PAID $100 CASH AFTER LAST

TEST. PRESCREENING IN CULVER
CITY PRIOR TO BEING ACCEPTED.

CALL (800) 443-6963.

EARN $ZO
Volunteers needed for back

muscle test vydtfi no history of

back Injury or pain.

Odyg Oty, caB (310)55^5500.

Hyperactive boys with attenlional problems

7-11 yrs, needed for UCLA research project.

Receive $20 and a free developmental

evaluaUon.310-825-0392.

New antidepressant clinical trial (Must be 21

or older) FREE psychiatric eval, medical eval

and eight week program. LA office. Dr. Gale

Cooper, M.D. board certified psychiatrist

818-712-9032

Normal healthy boys 3-1 1 yrs, and their

families needed for tXXA research project.

Receive $20 and have a scier>tific learning

experience. 310-825-0392.

19 Sperm/Egg donors

Egg Donors

Needed

Arep interested in helping an

infertile coupie achieve their

dream of having a child and

also be financially compensated.

If SO, we are in need of Women

from all ethnic backgrounds ages

21-34, for details please call

1-800-989-9890.

15 Wanted

CASH FOR CARS. We come to you Top do!

lar paid. We do all DMV. We buy anything.

818-999-IBUY (4289).

19 Sperm/Egg donors

EGG DONORS
Chinese Egg Donors needed to help an

infertile Chir>ese couple have tf>e child they

desperately want. All co^ cowered svJ

compensation paid. Please call Tracie 1 -800-

SURROCATE (787-7642).

ECC DONORS NEEIXD. All info confiden-

tial. Please call (310)285-0333.

EGG DONORS NEEIXD: Healthy females

betv««en 21-34years okJ wAnedical irv

surarxre. Paymerrt of $2200 for medical pro-

cess. Mima Navas 310-829-6782, Monday-
Friday.

EGG/SPERM
DONORS

r)esperately warded by hopeful parents. All

races needied. Ages 21-35. Healthy. Substaiv

tial compensation. For informatkin call OP-
TIONS (310)397-4054.

Spemn dorwrs needed for arwnymous donor

program at one of tfw largest sperm banks h
the courtry, earn up to $42(Vhw. If qualified.

Contact HeUi at the California Cryo Bwk
310443-5244.6x124.

20 Pregnaricy

GIVE THE CFT OF LFL Be 4 *um>gal« fcir a

childless couple. Murt be a least 21. LA
area. Sl5A)0paki. 800>aOa-7367.

Dai(y Bruin Classified

2 Research Subjects 12 Research Subjects 12 Research Subjects

hizophrenia
Do you or a loved one .suffer from Schizophrenia?

Qualified voluteers ages 12 and over may qualify for a

medical research study on schi/ophrenia.Qualified

volunteers rccive a free basic physical e.xam, lab tests

and may be compensated up to approximately $1650.

CALIFORNIA

PLEASE CALL 1-800-854-3902

NERVOaS? ANxioas?
FEARFaL? WORRIED?

Research volunteers between the ages of 18 and 65
experiencing these symptoms for at least 1 month and

in relatively good health are needed. Volunteers will

receive a brief exam in order to determine eligibility.

Qualified volunteers receive free basic physical

exam/lab test and compensation up to $495-.

California I CLINICAL TRIALS!

MEDICAL GROUP

Please call 1-800-854-3902

CALIFORNL\

I' I I A s I ( A I I

Feeling depressed, sad or hopeless? Lost

interest or energy?

Sleeping too much

or too little? Crying

frec^uently?

Participants 18 to 65

needed for medical research study.

Qualified volunteers may be compensated

up to $660.

20 Pregnancy

HOW BE THEY
CONCEIVED, EXCEPT
BE THEY VIABLE?

We are all human organisms. It is contrary to

the prifKlple of non-discrimination to deny

equal organismal rights to fellow members of

human organismal society. E-mail Eurica

Califorrniaa at IZZYB1W9nrws.oac.ucla.edu
and Help Stop the Holocaust of Abortheld.

22 Health Services

REACH PERSONAL AND ACADEMIC
GOALS wrrn hypnosis, reduce test

ANXETY. IrKreMe corK:ef>tration,

performarxx, sclf-confiderKe. Ir>dividual

appointments and classes. Experierxxd

psychotherapist for 17-yeare. Student Riies.

Call Laura Guilds MFCC 310-207-0630.

22 Health Services

penis-nipple ENLARGEMENT. Professional

vacuum pumps with instnxlion. Gain 1'-3'.

Permarwnt- safe. EnharKX erection. Dr. Joel

Kaplan 1 -aOO-987-PUMP.

Acne, Tattoos

SunsDOts & Scars

Non-Surgical Laser Therapy lor

painless facial skin rejuvenation

and removal of acne, latfoos.

sunspots & scars. Low cost.

Free Consultation Call

1-800-685-6574

22 Health Services

MASSAGE. Massage school student offers 45
mini^e relaxing therapeutic mauage for $5
and a toy donation to foster kids. 213-722-
0533.

LuCia
Electrolysis & Sklncare

nent HaJr Remoraln Factalfl • Wkjdng

W* 208 8193
lOBl WMtwood BN4. W««twoo4

(1 BIk. South of S*nt* Monml BKd)
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22 Health Services

ALONE-STRESSED OVERWHELMED. Sup-
portive counseling. Individuals, couples,
groups. Adjacent to campus. Carole O^asin
MA, MfCC. 310-289-4643.

COUNSELINCVTHERAPY with experienced
female PhD. 2-blocla from campub free

parking. Specializing in young adult issues:

Oepressk>n, anxiety, relationships, academic
concerns and family problems. For informa-
tion or consultation- 310-474-8305.

30 Help Wanted

$6.63/HR. Work in fun atmosphere, schedule
around classes, Apply: Maureen O'Brien,
Cafe Sproul, 350 DeNeve Dr. 310-825-2074.

AAATTENTION LXIA STTJDENTSI Puzzles
Fast Food Restaurant is hiring for Fall Arxi

Winter quarter I NOW accept APS w^revious
restaurant experience. $6.63/hr. FLEXIBLE
NITE SCHEDULE. Call Dominic 310-206-
7667.

ACTORVMODELS NEEDED. Auditions by
appointments only. For commercials, films,

and print ads. All typeVages needed. No ex-

perience necessary. No registration fees. Call
Today Image. 818-222-9091.

'

ADMINISTRATOR/PROJECT ASSISTANT.
Computer literate, Windows, Word profi-

cient Senior/graduate with strong writing
skills. Flexible dayVhours; no dress cod^re-
ceptlon duties. $6-$8. 310-395-1414.

AGGRESSIVE TELEMARKETER, w/good
voice, near UCLA, comer of Wilshire and
Westwood, flexible hours, $7-$15A»r guar-

anteed. James 310-208-5554.

ALASKA EMPLOYMENT - Fishing Industry.

Earn to $3,000-56,000+ per Month + bene-
ftts. Male^emale. No experience necessary
206-545-4155 extA59342.

ASSEMBLERS: Easy work, excellent income
to. assemble products at home, up to

$70(Vweekly. Crafts, toys, wood, jewelry,

sewing, more. 213-243-8288.

ASTRONOMERS, PSYCHOLOGISTS, astro-

physicists, neuroscientists, and other interest-

ed people needed br a to be televised p^el
discussion of 'Newtonian Astrology, plane-

tary gravitational effects on human thinking,

etc" Viewer call in questions accepted. Con-
Uct Mr. Vandegrift at 310-207-4671.

ATHLETE WANTED to supervise daily, eaHy
a.m. workouts of 40-year-old man-B-f or bet-

ter terwiis player preferred. $15Aiour, ncg.

Call 31 a470-3451,days.

ATHLETIC/BOYISH MALE MODELS. Earn

$150-5300 PER HOUR. Surfer, student, jock

types. Must be 18-24, clean-shaven face, lit-

tle/no chest hair. Playgirl-style magazine print

work^ideos, nudity required. Highest $$$,
immediate pay! Beginners welcome. Brad,

310-392-4248.

BALLOON CELEBRATK)NS needs party dec-

orators, drivers, artists, and trainee managers.
Fast paced, fun, and creative environment,
flexible hours. Call 310-208-1 180.

CAMPUS POSITION AVAILABLE starting at

$6.b3Av. We work around your classes.

Immediate employment available for Fall

1994. Sunset Village Dining Services.

Contact David at 310-206-7688.

CASHIER WANTED. WLA and Westwood.
Some Japanese preferred. 310-479-2530.
1834 Westwood Blvd.

'

CASTING IMMEDIATELY! Extras needed for

feature films, commercials, and music videos.
Earn up to 5200 per dayl No experience
needed. Wodt guaranteedl Call today 213-
851-6102.

CHRISTMAS CASH $$$. Earn $7/hr/commis-

sions working near campus, immediate open-
ings with cash paid daily. Call between 9-

1 1 am preferably. 310-534-571 1

.

COMMUNfTY SERVICE OFFICERS (CSO's)
are hiring UCLA students nowl. $6.16^r to

start, up to $9.10. IS+hr^wk. Flexible sched-
ule. Call 825-6760.

COMPUTER PROGRAMMER for PD\ per-

sonal organizer, experience in BASIC a must.

Familiarity with NEWTON a plus. Leave mes-

sage <y fax resume. 310-476-0097.

NEW FACES NEEDED NOW
• For TV Commercials
•Movies
•Catalogs
•Videos
call Immediately

(310)6594855

i^
Small Entertainment Company
Has Intern Position Available
• Exposure to the full q)ectnim of the

music business.

• Possible College Credit

Call 310-553-8634

30 Help Wonted

V
Help Wanted

Westside Law rirm needs
help in accounting
department. Job duties

include filing, shredding,

mailing and misc. tasks.

P/T. Can be flexible.

Start 7.00/hr. Send fax to

Judy Cunningham
(310)312-4224

EARN UP TO $a.504<R PLUS TIPS
cleaning houses and offices. Call today
and go to work this week. Tons of work.

Full and part time work. Flexible

schedule. Work in your area.

Car necessary.

Call today at 310/453-1817.

COUNSELOR. Small, highly regarded adoles-

cent residential treatment center located ri

Malibu. (Xities: supervision and interaction

with adolescent population 12-17 yrs. Excel-

lent opportunity for intensive clinical experi-

ence with patients. Must be mature, reliable.

Some driving of program van required for re-

creational purposes: Must have 7 yrs driving
experience w/good record. Prefer enrollment
in masters or PhD program level in psycholo-

gy. Paid internship may be available. Friday,

Saturday and Sur>day shifts. 1 pm-9pm. $9Av
starting. Resume may be faxed 310-457-
6093. Contact Martha Zimmerman 310-457-
5802.

CRUISE SHIPS HIRING
Eam up to $20004/month on Cruise Ships or
Land-Tour companies. Seasonal and Full-

Time employment available. No experience
necessary. For information call 1-206-634-
0468 ext. C59342.

DATA ENTRY proficient, health care fimi,

P/r, 20 hrVwk, $a^r. Fax resume to: 310-

453-6109 or call 310-264-661 6.

DEL MANO GALLERY. CHRISTMAS HELP.
Sales and giftwrapping. P/T-F/T. Call Kevin
for information 310-476-8508.

DRIVER from LA to Oiicago to nxive family

car (one-way). Anytime (3ec-Feb. Will bond
(ifwure), provide free gas and motel. Req. ref-

erences. Walt 312-486-4936.

EARN $35-$75yHOUR. Part-time independ-

ent marketing consultants needed. No experi-

ence necessary. All ages welcome. Hundreds
of openings available. Begin todayl 310-281-

1975.

EDITORIAL ASSISTANT NEEDED to work for

L.A. design firm. Must be detail-minded,

highly organized, arxl a fast learner. Journal-

ism or English major preferred. FAX resume

to Attn: )eni K. at 21 3-380-3427.

FIGURE MODELS
writer/photographer needs girls 18-t- years old

to pose for mag;izines and computer art

Good pay, rx> experience required, conveni-

ent hours. 213-256-8700.

Floral designer/sales persorVaccount rep.

wanted. Experwnced w/all styles of design.

Must be experienced and highly nrralivatcd.

Flexible hrs. 310-277-4473.

HOSTESS-NIGHTCLUB. Females, eam up to

$12/hr.+tips. Club Greco. 366 East 2nd St.

Los Angeles. Minimum age-21. No experi-

ence necessary. Japanese language

preferred. 213-626-5270, please call after

6pm,M-SaL

HOSTESS. P/r in Kalian restaurant, Pko and
Beverly Glen. $44xxir. 11am-2:30pm. Call

310-475-9235, ask for Donato.

INCOME OPPORTUNITY. $5004/week pos-
sible processing mailers at home. Set your
own schedule and pace. For Inib Call Mar-
Kon: 714.251-3001.

SEE THE STARS,
PARK THEIR CARS
Valet Co. seeking part-time

attendants for Holiday season.
• Flexible hours • Tips

•Over 19 -Clean DMV
• Cleancut

Call personnel

(310)657-2420

' Earn Extra $ During th« Holiday Broaic

'

Tdl«nt Tr*« staffing has immediate positions on Westside
for the following:

% RECEPTIONISTS

^ WORD PROCESSING SECRETARIES

^ CLERKS

% CUSTOMER SERVICE REPS
Earn top % whto gaining e)per1enc». Cdl VolMtf !«• (310) 207-2566: job* in

BmwVHii/Oowntown (213) <»7-^100;)c»t» In Son F«fncnctoVblev (818)9900440 «
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30 Help Wanted

,^ \.
Research Data AaasUnt needed to:

create and verify data fi](M^

perfonn file transfer from
mainframe to microccmputer and
vice vena. Create and maintain

back-Dp files, documentatian and

iradcing systems. Transfer data

between computers as re<]uested.

Prepare data for statistical

analysis using ACS Query SOLO
program. Requirements:

working knowledge of

microccmputer and mainframe

statistical, database, and
spreadsheet programs.

Knowledge of statistics at

univariate bivariate levels. Social

Scietice background preferred.

Fax resume tp Helen at 310-794-8297.

LAW OFFICE. Clerical secretarial positions.

Must know WordPerfect. Have office experi-

ence. Ckx>d typing skills, flexible hours.

Wilshire& Clendon. 310-475-0481.

MALE MODELS. Asian, Latin or surfer types.

No height requirement. Hot head, cards,

posters, mags. Good rrwney. FunI 213-664-

2999 24houfS.

MARKET RESEARCH COMPANY in Van
Nuys r>eeds individuals to work 4-6

hour^day. Evening, day, and weekend hours

available to do public opinion and market re-

search. Must have excellent reading skills,

ability to write verbatim, arKJ follow instruc-

tions. Call 818-725-4275.

MARKETING RESEARCH ASSISTANT Full-

time or part-time. Detafl-oriented, good tele-

phone skills, interesting work, flexible hours.

Call 9am-10pm daily, Mrs. Rost 310-391-

7232.

MARKETING, Bottled H20, 2 cents/gallon, I

earned $5,000 last month. I can show you

how. Need help now. No phone interviews.

310-422-6146.

MEDKIAL OFFICE, PA, mid-Wilshirc area,

15 hourVweek, no experience necessary.

213-937-2025.

MEDICAL. Full-time position for PA. or R.N.

in women's health care facility. West L.A.

and Tarzana area. 310-839-5532.

MESSENGER, P/T, for entertainment related

firm. Flexible hours, must have own car w/in-

surance, excellent driving record. Call Candy
310-888-3600.

MESSENCER/ERRANDS, Student needed for

P/T work, running misc. errands for president

of RE firm. 10-20 hours/week, $9Air, Call

Naomi, 310-286-3600 for interview.

MGNT TRAINEE
No exp. ncc. Corp. expanding in area.

S4000/month, base-t- commission. Start im-

mediately. 213-463-0633

MID-WILSHIRE, East of Farmer's market, P/T

sales at a Tennis Club in the Pro Store. Great

atmosphere, weeker>d help need -. Sales ex-

perience preferred. 213-931-1715.

OFFICE ASSISTANT needed for busy, exciting

office. Challenging opportunity/lots of room

for advarniement. Type 40 wpm, MAC ex-

perience required, 35 hour^eek. Call 818-

506-5518.

OFFICE HELP, FULL_TIME, needed in nk:e,

small, Santa Monica Publisher's office.

ShouU have good typing skills and krwwl-

edge of Word Processing Program. Must have

Rood composition skills. Call 310-395-9393.

OFFKIE WORK, Part-time position in 100

Med. Plaza. UCLA student preferred. Call

between 10arTv4pm Morv-Fri. 310-208-

0099.

P/T flood map analyst position at mxKlgage

services firm. El Segundo. Morning arxi after-

noon shifts. Perfect for geography students.

$7.5(Vhr. Kevin 310-348-7080.

PART-TIME ADMINISTRATIVE ASSISTANT-

Work mostly from your home for creative

Westwood marketing man. Start S6XX) per

hour- call Arthur 310-476-8478.

Part-tin>e receptionist in lawTirm. 8:30-1:00,

hours flexible, MorvFri. Fax resume: Attn k-is

310-207-1301.

PARTY HELPER, CHRISTMAS EVE. 6:30pm-

12:30am, $75 for evening. Experience

Preferred. Call Mrs. Scheff 310279-2040. Car

30 Help Wonted

REaPTIONIST/aERK:AL. Bilingual, Must be

fluent in Spanish and English. Flexible hours.

Comer of LeContc and Westwood. Good Sal-

ary. Call between 9-5. 310-443-3200.

RESORT JOBS. Earn to $12 7 hf,+ "f*-

Vyetrte Parks, Hotels, Spas, + rrxirc. Tropical

& Mountain destinatioTH. Call 206-632-0150

ext.RS9341.

SALES AND PRODUCTK3N Positlof» Avail-

able. Great Harvest Bread Co. located in

Brentwood. $6.50 to start. Lots of funi 310-

826-9400.
:

SALES, flexible hours, selling children's musi-

cal chairs, Westside Pavilion. Sales experi-

ence helpful, outgoing personality. $5AH)ur

•• commission. 310-577-7858.

SALES/DEMO PERSON. Beverage demos h
supermarkets: offer samples, provide product

info. Dynamic, natural, wholesome ap-

pearance, female preferred. Weekdays and

weekends, $1Q/hr. 31 a91 5-5500.

SEASONAL SALES HELP
SMFTH & HAWKEN, a high profile reUil/cat-

ak)g corrtpany specializing in products in-

spired by the garden seeks Seasonal P/T Sales

Associates for its Beverly Hills store. Must be

able to work evenlngVweekends. Approx-

imately 20-25 hourvweek. Previous retail

sales experience preferred; gardening knowl-

edge not required. Apply in person at the

store at 370 Carwn Drive or call 310-247-

0737 for telephone interview. EOE.

SECRETARY/EXECUTIVE ASSISTANT for

Westside import/export company. F/T, must

have proven knowledge of Miaosofl Word
and Excel. Excellent opportunity. 310-276-

2500.

TEACHER ASSISTANT. Private school, near

to SFValtey. 7 year oW. . Hours 8-1 M-F.

Should be Mac literate. Begins immediately.

(818)998-1782, ask for Helene.

TELEMARKETER :

Film promotion company in MDR. Seeks

person to schedule promos. P/T. Flexible

7/hr.-ibonus. Alex 310-821-1677. Leave

messaee.

TELEMARKETING W/TTPING SKILLS. No ex-

perience necessary. Prefer studentVgrads.

Flexible hours. 1:00-6:00pm starting at $7-

$10/hr-^bonuscs. 3-blocks UCLA. Harel

Maintenance. Ron, 310-470-6175.

TO WORK WITH CHILDREN ages 6-13. Art

backgrour>d helpful, not mar>datory. Must

have good writing skills and be MAC literate.

Hours 10:45-3:30PM. Begin imnf>ediately.

Call Helene 818-998-1782.

TUTORS WANTED
MATH, SCIENCE, SPANISH, FRENCH TU-

TORS needed for Sherman Oaks, Woodland
Hills , Westvwxxi Centers. Undergraduate de-

gree required. $12/hr. 818-347-7616, 310-

475-5330.

UCLA STUDENTS LOOKING FOR EMPLOY-
MENT, work around your classes, starting

rate $6.63/hr. Call )elena at Hershey hlall

Foodservice 310-825-7686.

Valet attendants for holiday season at prestige

Century City kxation. Call personnel M-F

9am-4pm. 310-553-6123.

VALET PARKING. Attendants and Cashiers

needed for LAX MARRIOTT. Full-tinf>e and

part-time available. Flexible schedufes. Great

student job. For rrwre information call 310-

337-5374.

VOIGHT FITNESS AND DAfgCE aNTER
looking for energetic employees for their new
Santa Monk:a location. Call 310-854-0613

for information.

WAITER/DRIVER
LA TO GO: Gourmet food delivery. Looking

for motivated, energetic, and cor>scientious

delivery drivers/waiters. Ffexible hours. Good
money Fun work. Call 010)440-4455 before

10:30am, between 3-5pm.

We could be just the place for you. Cutters

Restaurant, Santa Monica. Hiring servers. A^
ply in person M-F between 2-5pm. 2425

Coforado Ave.

WRITER'S EXCHANGE has work for aeative-

ly-tafented writers. Paperback novels, Norv

Fiction Books, Magazine and Newspaper arti-

cles. Essays, Screenplays. 310-209-0681,

Vernon.

YOUNG MEN WANTED for nude and semi-

nude modeling. Good pay. Immediate work.

Call Derek 21 3-845-9669.

31 Temporary Agencies

PC/MAC ON-SITE INSTALLER NEEDED. P/T,

$7-10.00^r. Three years experience needed

w/DOS, Windows and System 7. Call 310-

854-4067.

PROGRAMMERS
Programmers and Sysadmins needed imme-

diately. C,UNIX, SQL, MAC, PC. Pay de-

perxling on experience. On-campus job. Call

Derek 825-2298.

Rapidly growing investment company seek-

ing P/T computer intern. College sopho-

' more/junior, ability to work with (X)S, Wir>d-

owt, Lotus 123, Word Perfect, and Foxpro.

Bllinpjal (EnglistVSpanish) a plus. $7J0O-

$a00pef hr. Contact Nelson jimlrwz at 310-

S71-37Cpx231.

REAL ESTATE FIRM offering a PAID intanv

ship to an entrepreneurial-mirxled irwiividual.

Duties range from ligN office work to active

participation in leasing/development process.

Mull be corrfnAer literate and have wm car.

fnmumt to 310-450-6681.

32 Career Opportunities 32 Career Opportunities 36 Personal Assistance

TALENT SEARCH

TEMP AND PERM JOBS
• SECRETARIES
• WORD PROCESSORS
• PC OPERATORS
• RECEPTIONISTS
• DATA ENTRY
• GENERAL CLERKS

Laam new soflwarB or sharpsn your

PC skNIt absohitsly frae! Don't wait.

Join tiM FIRST CALL tMm of

profasskNials today.

BCall MIchalc

RRSTCAU
TEMPORARY SERVICES

264-9914

1B11 WHshira Blvd. SuilB A
Santa Monica, CA

PP

Special UCLA Discount with Ad! Call Now!

^e^-- Fac,,^^

°<>,

BARTENDING
•As seen on TV
•Two week training

Nation wide job placement

Y^
National Bartenders School

y (213)380-3200

/
(310)558-0608

/ \ (818)994-8100

<805)522-0278

An establisliecl computer magazine publistiing firm mvites applications

for ttie following positions:

MlvwY TwhiHHogY Managflf

Will manage and investigate traditional and new methods of information

delivery including diskette, CCMROM, network and emerging technotogjes. The

ideal candidate will have a computer science degree, CNE, and at least two

years experience in NetWare and other networking systems as well as a

knowledge of TCP/IP and the Internet Online Service. Experience with CD-

ROM duplication and Multin^ia/ Interactive product development a plus.

Background in periodical publishing and/ or new product development helpful.

Interface and Programming Manattr

Will design interface for products and services on advanced new n^ia
ranging from disk-based products to video and network products. Successful

candidate will have a degree in computer science or graphic design coupled

with at least two years experience in interface design for Online and CDflOM

information delivery. C, C++, Visual C and Visual Basic programming skills

recommended. Experience in muttiniedia/ interactive product development

and magazine publishing helpful.

Assistant Editor

The Ideal candidate will have a good knowledge of business appficat'ions and

DOS and Windows environments, will exhibit excellent organizational and

commun'icat'ion skills and have a proven ability to explain complex subjects

understandably in prose. Bachelor's degree in Communicatk>ns or English

and at least two years experience in technical communication or publishing

preferred. ^
Interested applicants please send resunrie and salary requirements to:

Recruiter-UCLA

P0BOX280
Orem, Utah, 84059r—'

mwMm
A large private medical practice,

specializing in HIV and located in

Sherman Oaks is seeking a master's

or doctoral-level epidemiologist for

their Department of Research.

Strong methodologic/arulytic and

SAS skills are required for this

exciting and challenging position.

Interested applicants may fax

their resume l)y 12/16/94 to:

Dr. Laurie Shaker Irwin

(818)990-2796

Financial freedom available. Low risk, no irv

ventory, business opportunity. For inb call

213-964-2277.

PART-TIME. Earn up to $300/day. Excellent

people skills required. Training provided.

310-337-O79a

34 Internships

CASTING INTERNS NEEDED for one of the

largest film production companies. No pay,

lots of experlerKC, college credit available.

Work closely with Casting Director at Roger

Corman's production company. Call Jan at

310-820-6733.

Director Nomrun Jewtson Production Com-
pany seeking interns for Spring. Call Eliza-

beth Caparit. 310-264-4155.

35 Child Care V\/anted

2 CHILDREN, 7&10, well-behaved. Santa

Monk:a, 4-8 hrs/wk, weekends. $7Air. Call

Bruce 310-275-9831

BABYSITTER, 1 OR 2 evenings per week. 2

boys, 9 and 12. Car needed. $6.5a'hour. Call

Mrs. Scheff 31 0-279-2040.

BABYSITTING, student needed to babysit 2-

yr okl giri, 3-5:30pm, 3 week days (student's

choice), car required, S7fl^r, Call Liz 310-

839-4670.

DRIVER/CHILDCARE needed by two profes-

sor family. 3 afternoon^vk. SIQ/hr. $10G/wk

min. Need own car and refererKres. Call (or

intcn^iew. 310-828-3363.

FEMALE COLLEGE STUDENT NEEDED for

part-time help at home with children. Everv

Ings and weekerxis. Good IrKomc or in ex-

change for room and board in Brentwood.

310-471-0804.

MOTHER'S HELPER, Pacific Palisades. Driv-

ing, homework, chilcicare, references. Or>go-

ing oonrvnitment. Morviay, Wednesday: 3-

7:30pm, Friday: 3-6pm. SlOC^week. Start

lanuyy. 310-204-1 666ext.328.

NANNYAiOUSEKEEPER. 25-35 hn/wk.

56^. Fluent English, experierKe wAoddlers,

own car. 310-820 6333.

PART-TIME DRIVER. Monday, Wednesday,
Friday 2-7pm. S6^x>ur. Westwood location,

no car necessary. Graduate student preffered.

310-479-6335.

ROOM in exchange for afkemoon chikicare.

\ncome supplemented. 8-year oU. Beautiful

Santa Monica. Car preferred. Males and fe-

males apply. 310-394-1566.

34 Internships

WARNING:
r.A coll«g* ctogr** do««n*t mean m ei

Learn t)y doing; Top entertainment P.R. Firm Is now acx»ptlng

applications for interns. College credit available.

Call Tina Hudson (310) 659-6400

HOLIDAY BLUES?
• Overwhelming school pfestures?

• Troubled Family ^nu7
• Stodem RacesI

Barbara Katz, MJL, MPCC
01f)587-15t5

49 Apartments for Rent

$65a WESTWOOD. Extra large single. Hard-

wood floors, stove, refrigerator. Secure. Near

UaA. 310-478-0875.

$650.00, Beauti^l, large 1 -bedroom. Dish-

washer, air, fireplace, built-in book shelves,

gated parking arvJ entry. Quiet building 15-

mirujtes from UCLA or SMC. 3414 Jasnvne.

310-838-4862. Available mid-December.

$800.00, Beautiful 2-bedroorV2-bath, dish-

washer, A/C, fireplace, built-in book shelves,

gated parking and entry. Quiet building 15-

minutes from UCLA or SMC. 3414 jasmine.

310-838-4862. Available December.

$900 CULVER CITY. Large, quiet, modern, 2-

bdmV3bath townhome, dishwasher, a/c,

fridge, patto, gated parking. 310-837-0761.

$995. 2BR/1-1/2BA TOWNHOUSE STYLE
1.2 miles UCLA. 310-459-6800.

1 -BEDROOM $695. 2-BEDROOM $825.

Garden courtyard. Quiet. AppliarK:es, blinds,

etc 1&1/2 miles to campus. Blue bus. 310-

477-0725.

1 -MINUTE TO UCLA, Bachelor, $525, fur-

nishec^nfurnished, utilities included, pod,
laundry, no pets. 310-824-3000

1 -MINUTE TO UCLA. Single, $475. Fur-

nished or unfurnished. Partcing $90 extra.

310-208-2820. -

Adj. Beverly Hills. 1127 S. Doheny Dr. Up-

per 1 bdrm apt. New everything. Garage and

laundry. $695/nrK>. 310-836^0340 or 310-

552-1 557.

Beautiful 3-y/o deluxe apartment 2-bdmfV2-

ba, 3-bdrm^-ba available. 640 Veteran Ave.

Call fast 824-2036.

BEVERLY HILS ADJ. 1&2-BEDROOMS
$725-$895. SOME WAiARDWOOD
FLOORS. ONLY 1/2 BLOCK TO PICO BUS.

ASK ABOUT BIG BONUSIII 310-839-6294.

BEVERLY HILS ADJACENT. Special Holiday

Rate. Beautiful 2-bedroom/6-unit buikJing.

Full kitchen, appliarx:es, laurxiry facilities,

parking. Walk to parkAennis. 310-839-1959.

BRENTWOOD 2BDRNV2BATH $1400. Se-

curity, patio, pool, 2 car parking, remodled -

kitchen and bathrooms. 310-472-1456.

Brentwoadt 3-bdrm/2-bath. $1600. Pool,

Ig. balcony, gated parking, central air. Near -?

UCLA. Add.: 330 S.Barrington, near Sunset.

310-471-2498.

BRENTWOOD, $900, 2-bdrm/2-bath, patio,

new decor, close to UCLA, by appt. only,

11728Mavfield Apt«3, 310-271-6811

CHEVIOT HILLS ADJ. $775, modern 2-bdrm,

1 1/2 bath, carpet, drapes, built-irw, refrigera-

tor,patio, carport, taurviry, excellent transpor-

tation and shopping. 310-838-9052

CLOSE TO UCLA
WESTWOOD. 10 minutes by car, 1 -bed/1

-

bath, upper, electronic entry, fireplace, refrig-

erator, dishwasher, carpet, vertcals, gated

parking, laundry, $750/month. For appoint-

rrtentcall 310-454-8800.

Deluxe 1 -bedroom. 10-mJnute walk to

UCLA, quiet buildir^ balcony, well-lit unK,

$85a Available now. 11088 Ophir Dr. 310-

208-8881.

Large single quiet area, Wilshire district, sep-

arate kitcher^athroom, furnished^infur-

nished, trustworthy student preferred. Call

Dante at City News (eve) 714-773-4902.

$385.

MAR VISTA, $845, 2-bed^2-bath, 2-$tory cus-

tom townhouse. Gated garage, unit alarm,

central air. Fireplace. 11931 Avon Way. 310-

391-1076.

MAR VISTA. 2-bedroonV1.1/2-bath, quiet,

bright, 2-ctory townhonr>e, skylight, pool, spa,

security gate, garage parking, no pets. Lease,

$80Q»nonth. 310-391-6837.

MAR VISTA. $675. Near 405 freeway, Nk:e

1 -bedroom, new carpets, stove, refrigerator,

laundry. 310-454-0805.

MAR VISTA. $845. 2-bdmV2-bath, custom

townhome, fireplace, gated garage, alarm h
unit 12736 Caswell Ave. 310-391-1076.

Ooen 7 days 9-5.

MAR VISTA. 2-bdrm/2bath. Custom town-

home, fireplace, gated garage, alarm in unK.

$795. 11748 Courtlelgh. Door open 7 days.

310-391-1076.

Monterey
Plaza

2 Bed / 2 Bath
$1150
$1250

Central AirA^entral Heat.
Security building.
Will Allow 4 in

1 Apartment

Now reserving tor Fall

(310)47T-08«8
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lAparfmonts for Rent

MARINA SHORES. MDR/Venice border. 2+1
apartn>ents. $745-$845. Sunny, airy, nicely

landscaped, parking included. Hard-
wood/carpets. Walk to beach. 310-395-0591
or 310829-0589.

ONE MILE TO WESTWOOD. Brentwood
adjacent Large single $600. Large Ibed
$695. 1235 Federal Ave. 310-477-7237.

PALMS $595, 1 -bedroom security buiWlng,

very quiet, all appliances. Convenient to

campus. Security deposit $10a A^ laundry.

310-837-7061.

PALA4S $825. 2-bdmV2-ba, refrigerator, dish-

washer, stove, central air, fireplace, two un-
derground parking. Quiet Bus #12. 6-year
new security building. 3 1 0-556- 1 688.

PALMS. $600, 2 weeb free, 1 -bedroom, se-

curitv building, 2 parking spaces, new carpet,

fireplace, balcony, A/C, security alarm. Call

310-475-5168.

PALMS. $995, 2-bed/2-bath, cu<om town-
home, fireplace, balcony, gated garage,

alarm in unit One nrwnth free. 361 4 Faris Dr.

310-391-1076.

PALMS. Unfurnished 1 -bedroom, $495,
single $395. Appliances, no pets. Call 9anfv

8pm, askfbrmgr. (310)837-4196.

PALMS/CULVER CITY. Keystone Place apart-

merts. Corwenient, light, sunny. Singles 1 &2-
bedroom apartments. Microwave, Jacuzzi,

gated-parking. Close to 405. $6S0-$950.
Linda 310-836-1718.

PARKING RENTAL
ACROSS FROM UCLA. Secured, gated,

inskle apartfTfent building. $5G^no. 310-208-
0732 Call between 1 pm-5pm.

PENTHOUSE VIEW
$575. Elegant, 1 bedroom, two entries. Sher-

man Oaia adj. Great kx:ation, half bhxk
markets, busses, near freeways. 818-399-

9610.

SHERMAN OAKS. Gated, newer, quiet, sin-

gle, $450, 2-^2 $735, 13406 Moorpark SL

818-907-9237, 818-222-8298.

SINGLE APARTMENTS. Near buses. Com-
pletely renovated. Bike or rkie to campus.
Near parks.Laundry and parking. Massachu-
setts E.of405. $535. 310-479-2819

TWO BEDROOM $595
SPACKDUS, VIEW, walk library. Great Van
Nuys location. Minutes to Sherman Oaks,
shopping, busses, and freeways. 618-399-

9610.
'

VENICE, 1 -bedroom private guesthouse, half-

mile from beach, $73S/month. No pets, 1-

year lease, available January 1st. Day 213-
345-51 78, evenings 310-827-2185.

WALK TO UCLA. One bedroom, balcony,

free parking, laurvJry facilities, water incl.

$900. Bachelor $550. Single $650. 10944
Strathmore. (310)209-0968.

WEST L.A. 1-bdrm $600, single $575,

bachelor $475. Single and bachelor include

utilities. 310-477-2696.

WESTWOOD
ACROSS FROM UCLA. Single plus k)ft,

Ibdrm. Secured building, furnished, heater,

stove, oven, refridgerator, laundry facility.

$80Cymo. 310-206-0732.

WESTWOOD, $825/MONTH. Sunny, large

1 -bedroonVI -bath. 2-bkxJc walk to campus.
Prime parking, secure. Assume lease, move-
in January. 310-208-6045.

WESTWOOD, 424 LANDFAIR, 3-bed-

roonV2-bath, 2-bedroonVl -bath, and single

available ry>w. Swimming pool, hardwood
fkxjrs, utility room, garden setting, next to

UCLA. 310-459-1200.

WESTWOOD, available Jan. 1, large, bright

Ibd, $795, quiet building controlled access,

elevator, gated parking, 310-206-4835. Call

before 7pm. 519Glerwock Avenue.

WESTWOOD- 2-BEDROOM/2-BATH, $925
AND UP. TIE KITCHEN, STEPDOWN LIV-

ING ROOM. UNUSUAL CHARM. 1-1/2

MILE TO UCLA. 310.839-6294,"*

49 Apartments tor Rent

WLA PRIME, large single, kitchen, dining

room, hardwood, private, $675. PALMS, 1-

bdrm, stove, refrigerator, $550. MKACLE
MILE, small single, kitchen, fcjil bath, big

closeu, $375. 310-639-8105.

WLA. %675/mofih. 2-bedroom/1 -bath. 2 lev-

els, private balcony. Laurviry room, 2 bkxdcs

south of Wilshire. 310-395-0149.

WLA. $725-up. Large one and tMo bed-

rooms, pool, balcony, buih-in stove and

oven, quiet, private. Near UCLA. (310)478-

7150.

WLA. $79SAnonth, 2-bedfoom/1 -bath.

North of Santa Monica Blvd. 1 444 Barry

Ave. Ck>se to UCLA and transportation.

Nice neighborhood, quiet, upper unit, nkz
view. Parking, laundry. Refrigerator, oven.

310-828-7483.

WLA. 10 MINUTES TO UaA. Big & Bright,

Low move-In, 2-bdrnV2.5-bth, singles $695
& up. WASHER/DRYER, W.B. fireplace, sec
alarm, ROOFTOP SPA. 11221 Richland 478-

3990.

WLA. Amazing deaL 1629 Brockton. Singles

Starting $525. New appliances, carpet, paint,

vertical-blinds, gated. Good student discount

On parkinn. 310-477-01 12.

WLA. BeaUiful, XA.argt 2-bdrm. high ceil-

ing, $795. Urge 1 -bedroom, $650. Single

w/full kitchen, walk-in dosets, $500. 1718
BundyDr. 310-476-8090.

WLA/PALMS. 2bd/I.Sba townhouse. Fire-

place, diswasher, new carpet, security build-

ing and parking. 3549 Sawtelle Bf«d. Ten
minutes to campus. $79S/mo. 310-398-5995.

50- Apartments. Furnished 53 Roommates

FURNISHED RESORT STYLE
APARTMENTS

MINUTES FROM CAMPUS
STUDIO, ONE AND TWO BEDROOMS

MONTHLY RENTALS

800-8464465

CORPORATE DISCOlWrS AVAEABLE

1^ MAR VISTA 1^

'

2BD. 2BA. 2 STORY
CUSTOM TOWNHOMES.

GATED GARAGE. CENTRAL AIR.

FIREPLACE. UNITALARM

* 12736 C^ASWELL AVE. $845
* 11931 AVON WAY $845
* 11 748 COURTLEIGH DR. $795

• PALMS •
2 BO. 2BA CUSTOMTOWNHOME.
FIREPLACE. BALCONY. GATED

GARAGE.ALRMINUNIT
(ONE MONTH FREE RENT)

* 361 4 FARIS $995
• open 7 days

CALL (310) 391-1076

TO SEE THE
LOVELYAPARmENTS m

GREAT LOCATION!
3450 Sawtelle Blvd.

1 and 2 BD Apes.

Split Master Suites

-Heated pool/spa/sauna/gym

-BBQs/Lush Gardens/Waterfalls

-Large recreational clubhouse

-Intercoms entry

Casa de Vida

310-3974811

MAR VISTA, $60(Vmor^. Ask about five

rent. Attractive, furnished 1 -bedroom, lirge,'

pool, patio, arrd barbecue area. Quiet build-

Inn. 3748 InRlewood Blvd. 310-398-8579.

WESTWOOD. 1-bdrm, 2-block« walkwwt d.

ichool. 310-824-0782. $67S/mo.

51 Apartments. Unfurn.

$850 2BDRNV1 1/2BA. 1426 Barrir>gton #4.

Stove, refrigerator, air, dishwasher. (310)837-

0761

3545 Keyitor>e. 2bdrm lower security apt.

$715. Eve. 310-275-1427 or 213-254-1565.

PALMS, $825, newer building, quiet,

2-»-2wA>alcony, A^, fireplace, all amenities,

gated 2-cjr paifcing, laundry facilities, bus

connection to UCLA, 310-390-5996.

PALMS. Single $S35-$S50. 2bd, $850.

Clean, Large pool, corwenient to shopping
and UaA, 310-204-4332.

SANTA MONICA, STUDIO ON THE BEACH.
Available imnoediately. Refrigerator, stove,

no pelt. $63aATH>nih. Near the pier. 310-

451-5944.

WESTWOOD. $1500, Spackius 3-bedroom
upper-fdining room, wA>alcony, dishwasher,

refrigerator, built-ins, ideal for grad students.

1711 Malcolm. 31/4-mile from campus. 310-
273-1212.

WLA. 1 -BEDROOM, $65(yMO. BUILT W
POOL aOSE TO UCLA and beach areas.

Great tenants, resident manager. 310-477-
9955.

52 Apartments to Share

Apartment to share available. Ibdmn in a

huge Ibdrm duplex in Brentwood. Avail.

12/15. Private batVpod. Near bus to cam-
pus, walk to bwood-village. $65(ymo. 310-
820-4110.

BRENTWOOD APARTMENT. Sunny and
spacious. Own bedroom. Share large bath.

$45(WTK>nth. Security building. Great room-
mates. Female only. 310-826-6616.

FEMALE NEEDED
Female roommate wanted lo share bedroom
in 3-bedroom/2-bath apartment w/3 females.

AVAILABLE ASAP. New, clean. Security

building, laundry facilities, gated and under-

ground parking. Call Mendy, 310-208-1816
leave message.

FEMALE(S) WANTED
Beautiful Westwood, 3-bedroom/2-bath

apartment, own room or room to share. Se-

curity building, parking, laundry, walk to

UCUV N/5. Stacey, 310-208-1816

KVF, beautiful surrourniings in Culver City

w/mature non-smoking female, parking, pool,

Jacuzzi, many amenities, $450. 310-204-
6392.

PALMS. Own roonVbalh in 2-bdrm/2-bath

apartment. New complex w/appliances, se-

curity, etc Mate-N/S preferred. $49(Vmo.
Short-term lease available. )ose 310-553-
901 Oext274, call anytime.

WESTWOOD-PRIVATE ROOM/BATH h
nice, spackxjs, 2-bed/2-bath. Plenty of park-

ing, balcony, dishwasher, M^, N/S preferred.

$400 month. 310-470-3561.

WESTWOOD. Female roommate wanted to

share large bedroom of 2-bedroom, 1-bath

apt. From Jan.-Aug. $30(ymo.-t-$300 deposit.

Contact Paula 310-824-4650.

49 Apartments lor Rent

WESTWOOO. Large studio apartment for

rent (or spring quarter. Ml kitchen, parking

space, laundry, 1/2 mile to campus. 310-208-

7972.

WLA BACHELOR, $460. LC-1-BED, $650-

$675. Swirrvning pool, sun-deck, laundry,

barbecue, appllar>ces, carpetVdrapes. Best

location. 1621 Westgate Ave. 310-820-

1121.

o
Luxury Living

at Student Prices

• Spacious, heated and air conditioned rooms!

• Nevermorethat two students per room!

• New laundry and vending machines!

• Double or Single Rooms available!

• Basketball/Volleyball Court & Weight Room!

• Private Bathroom and Shower!

• Safe, quiet envlroment!

• Seperate study and TV lounges

!

, • Cable TV !

• Plenty of free parking

!

• Dances, partic, movies, escape trips, barbecues, concerts, lectures and more!

It's all waiting for you in beatutiful Bel Air,

only fifteen minutes from UCLA!
The University ofJudaism Apartments and Residence Halls

(310)-476-9777, ext. 259

O =^?

504 MiDVALE. Female share large 1 -bed-

room, hardwood floors, large bakh, parking.

Must seel Available 12/16-June. $425+1/2
utllfties. Tara 310-824-0824.

CULVER Crrv, master bedroom in 3 bed-
room corvjo, private bath, pool, spa, guard,

$42S/rTK)., free utilities, $125 deposit, pre-

sently 1 mal^ female, short temi okay, 310-
842-8408.

FEMALE CRAD/PROFESSIONAL Student.

Own roonVbath, parking, pool, laundry, near

buses. Non-snooking, mature, quiet. Available

Dec 1. $440. Call evenings 310-444-4913

FEMALE NEEDED
Female roonrvnate wanted to share bedrooom
in 3-bcdroonfV2-bath apartment w/3 females.

AVAILABLE ASAP. New, clean. Security

building, lauridry facilities, gated and urxier-

grourid pariting. Call Mendy, 310-206-1816
leave message.

FEMALE ROOMMATE
Female roommate wanted to share 1 -bed-

roonVI -bath apartment $4iynrK>nth. Laun-
dry, parking. Very bright, airy, kjls of wind-
OW5. 406 1/2 Landfair Ave. 310-208-0773.

FEMALE ROOMMATE WANTED to share

spacious 2-bedroonrV2-bath with 3 peat
roommates at 527 Midvale. Affordable. All

amenities. Must See. Megan 208-7382.

Free cable, free laundry, $37S/mo. Own
room. Duplex. Near Santa Monk:a and Bar-

rington. Grad Student preferred. Call 310-
207-4442.

MIDVALE/LANDFAIR. Three guys in fur-

nished apartment seek roommate. 2-bed-

room/1 .5-bath w/parking. $375/month. 310-
209-1143.

Professional female wA>eautiiul 2bd/2ba apt.

West LA, security, pool, parking, no
petVsmoking. $50(Vmo+security & utilities.

310-397-0735.

ROOMMATE WANTED ASAP to share 2-

bedroonV2-bath with 3 female students.

Beautiful apartment w/pool, sauna, fitness

center. 527 Midvale. Jessica 310-824-1806.

ROOMMATE WANTED. 3bdrm/2ba own
bedroonr\/share bath. $363 A month Bar-

ry/Wilshlre. Ask for Rachel 310-478-2445.

Roommate wanted. Esp. Spanish speakers or

African beg. Jan. 95 male/female. Call collect

weeknights between 6-8pm. at 719-576-
3738.

TOP FLOOR LUXURY BUILDING. Views of

Century City. Private bedroom and bath. Full

security and parking. Central air, pool. Norv
smoker. First and last. $675. Avaiable
12/20^4. 310-470-8577.

Venice Studk), 2,100sqyft., 20'Ceilings, sky-

lights, two blocks from beach, central loca-

tion. $450/month. Available 12/1/94. Call

Erik or Will 310-399-8777.

WESTWOOD, $557/MONTH + $400 DE-
POSIT. 5-minutes UCLA by walking. Own
room, share bath. Parking, laundry, pool.

Quiet, N/S female. 310-209-1050.

WESTWOOD, Slrathmore/Landfair. Female
needed to share room w/1 other in spacious
Ibd apL BalconyAeaace. Move-in date/de-

posit negotiable. $415/mo., Emily 824-
0407.

WESTWOOO. 424 VETERAN. 1-or-2 fe-

males to share 2-be(V2-bath apartment.

Pool/)acuzzi, security, parking. 5-min. walk
to campus. Starting mid-December.
$325/mo,neKOtiable. 310-824-2526.

WESTWOOD. 456 Landfair. Considerate,

neat, studkxis. Need female roommate for

pre-fumished luxury 2-bdrnV2-bath apt.

ASAP. $31 2.5(ymo. Call 31 0-209-0682

WESTWOOD. 1 or 2 female roommates
needed to share 2-bdrnf\/2-bath from nyid-

Dec-June. $38Q/mo. +securily. Pool, jacuz-

zi, sauna, recTweight rooms. 310-824-1731.

WESTWOOO. ROOMMATE NEEDED TO
SHARE room in furnished 2-bedroom/2-1/2-
bath corxk). Parking, security, laundry, pool

tabfe. 310-208-5229.

54 Room for Rent

15 minutes south of campus, quiet rustic re-

tired teacher's home, share bath, male pre-

ferred, no cooking car necessary, $350, 310-

836-6730.

AVAILABLE 1/1 OR VI 5: Private, bright, fur-

nished roonVbath, private entrance, fridge,

parking, across from UCLA. Can view now.
$SO(Vmonth. 310-470-8401.

BEVERLY HILLS Separate, private fumished
roon^alh for N/S female student. Great loca-

tton, parking, pool, $600. 310-273-9127.

BEVERLY HLLS. Separate very large and
small ^rr^shed rooms w/grad students,

Washer/Dryer, kitchen privileges, pool, need
car. $5S(y$37S. Abby 818-783-5151.

LANDFAW AVE. Doubles or tingiet avail.

Prefer mates. Util. IrKl. Walk to campus. Call

Eddte, 310-208-8172.
'

PRIVATE ROOM, 1/2 BATH In large house. 8
minulM to UCLA Lhring room, den, parking,

ran-fmaker preferred. S390/rno. Ivan 310-

207-3212.

RENT ROOM near Westside Pavilkm.

UOO/mo, including utilities, separate

roonVenlrancc Share bathroomAHchen.
Laundr))1»arkln| available. Grad student pre-

fcrred. Deann 310-474.1147.

ROOM AVAIABLE Immediately In large.

oomfarubl* apartnMnt 1920** era bulkiifw

located near hMortc Ambawador HoW.
Lauod^ facimiw. $375. 213-739-1566.

SANTA MONCA. Houaa, MfMrM antranoa,

MpOTte iMlh, iwar buM, S4SI|«fw. Airril-

dbia twmt. 31(M74-7203.

54 Roonrj for Rent

UCLA ROOMMATE WANTED TO SHARE
master bedroom in apartnf>ent w/new car-

pelAumiture. Steps from campus. Gated
parkinn. $4SQ^imo. 310824-2388.

WESTWOOD, ROOM FOR RENT in nice

house. Washer/Dryer, lull house privileges,

cabte, fireplace. $395. (310)479-4022.

WLA/WESTWOOD. PRIVATE ENTRANCE,
private bath, utilities included, use of yard,

$43(Vhx)nth. 310-475-1264.

55 Sublet

SINGLE WESTWOOD PARTIALLY FUR-
NISHED apartment. Between end of Novem-
ber and end of March. SBSO/mo. Lindbrook
Dr. 5min. from campus. 310-474-2726.

WEST HOLLYWOOD. Gorgeous fumished
large single apartment. Luxury building.

Only $550 including utilities. Pool, gym,
covered parking, security guard. Call Vimala
310-825-4932.

WESTWOOD close UCLA, Overland
Ave/Santa Monica Blvd sublet winter/spring

quarters, $35(ymo., fully fumished, bachelor,

rear parking, mature UCLA student, 310-475-
3720.

WESTWOOD. Stralhnrore, 1/4 mile to cam-
pus bachelor, refrigerator, laurxiry, utilities

paid, fumished optional. Take over Dec. 1.

$495/mo. Michael, 310-824-4702.

56 House for Rent

Encino Park, 3bd/1ba, atUched garage, wash-
er/dryer, fenced backyard, swamp cooler,

fireplace, den, living room, available De-
cember 1, $1200, 818-506-6200.

57 House to Share

SANTA MONICA. Own room in 2-bed-

room/1-balh house. Spacious, garden, hard-

wood floors, close to beach/bus. Female
grad preferred. SSStVmonth. Available 12/15.

MaRRJe, 310-450-1063.

VENICE. Own roonVbath in large beautiful

house, 1/2 bik beach, walk street, parking,

wash/dry, yard, $535, move-in date

neKotiable. 310-392-9412.

59 House Exchange

12/21/94-1/2/95. 4-BDRM LONDON
HOUSE (close to West End and transporta-

tion) in exchange for Los Angeles accommo-
dations, preferably West Side. 213-655-

0338.

GUESTHOUSE rent free in exchange for tu-

toring two children ages 6&8. Near Beverly

Hills. Education background preferred. 310-
275-4757.

62 Room/Board for Help

Black mature student seeks living quarters.

Exchange for childcareAutoring, etc or seeks

sublet under $400. Immediate ^te. Ross 310-
575-0023.

EUROPEAN COUPLE, doctor/lawyer,

preparing USA licenses, will provide home
health support, PT, cleaning, driving, etc in

exchange for room/board. 310-454-7990.

FEMALE STUDENT needed for chiWcare,
driving, light housekeeping for 9 & 3-

year/old. Approximate 20hour^week. Wal-
kir>g distance campus. ExperierKc/references

required. 310-470-4662.

FEMALE STUDENT. Room and board in ex-

change for baby sitting child with special

needs. Approximately 25 hrsMc. Judy 310-
274-261 7.

FREE ROOM AND BOARD for child care.

Female student Own car, near UCLA. After

6:30pm. 310-204-4870.

FREE to mature mafe studerU in exchange fer

help in home. No drugs. La Brea/Venice h
Mki-city area. 213-936-3349.

Near UCLA. Female student preferred. Non-
snH)ker. Furnished room inexchange for

housework. Nice, private roomAwth. 310-
474-0336.

67 Condosfor Sale

SANTA MONICA. 2-bdrm, 2-bath. Security

building. Close to UCLA. New berfoer ex-
pels, Mexican tile. Must sell, $170K. 310-
452-9241 or 310-829-2458.

68 Condos to Shore

1-bdnn in 2-bdr/2.5-bth, Wilshire Highrise

Condo. Laundry facility within unit, 24-hr.

security, valet parking pool and gym. ISVS.

$120(ymo. 310-475-7989.

FEMALE TO SHARE ROOM in nice condo.
large living room, kitchen, quiet, security

building, walk to UCLA, $360/hw. 310-391-
2877.

[

OWN BED/BATH in 2bdnn condo near
UCLA and bus. Quiet, secwity, pod, noo-
smoker, cable, large closets. $60C^mo. 1/2
penorv. 310-444-0535.

69 Condos for Rent

3-bdmV2-bath oondo on Hilgard, very i»ga
and brigK $1750. 3-car paddr^ security

building, waking dtatarK* to UCLA, 31a
471-4989.

CULVER crrv. 3-bedroonV2-ba»h w/loft, 7-

mlles to UCLA, 2-car parking, 24-hour lecur-

ny ^ard, pool, gym. $115(VWMinth. 310-
398-4594. dbr 3iim.

SANTA MONICA. Fumished room for rs« in

beauti^jl condfK private bath. anwnNics,
kUcher^aundry, quiet, reaervad type pre-

tmnd, 6mo.-lvr IcaM. $40a 310-399-4002.
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$150 AIR TIX LA/NYC
Severely discounted round trip ticket avail-

able to responsible person who can travel to

New York City Dec.1 7 and return to LA
Jan. 7. This person must escort worxJerful 6-

yr-old on flight to arxi from cities. Call now
310-440-2080. Ask for Marty.

Going Somewhere?

T R

Specializing In

Discount Airfare

Call For Lowest Rate

10.441•4388 206-3060

£

EUROPE $249

HAWAII, ATLANTA,

BALTIMORE WA.,

BOSTON -$129

• NO RESTRICTIONS •

TMAIRHITCH
310«394«0550

Call For Free Program Description

78 Misc. Activities 78 Misc. Activities 96 Services Offered 96 Services Offered

^o^

BEfO) socmcE
LA'S MOST UNIQUE B£AO STORE

• Austriin Crystals • Leather Cords • Semi Precious Bead

• Ethnic Beads • Glass Beads • Jeweh^ Findings

w . •Buttons for Qothing

•Fimo Beads

•Glues

(310)841-2636

10606 West Pico Blvd WLA 90064

2 Elks E. of Westwood Blvd

Open Mon-Sat ll-5:30pin

Free Parking In Rear!

70 Guest House for Rent

CENTURY CrTY. $650 or $625 (lyr lease), 1

room guesthouse, w^itchen, bath, and gar-

den. Avail Jan.1, utilities IrKluded. 310-788-
9441

91 Insurance

MOTORCYCLE/MOTORSCOOTER IN-

SURANCE. Great rates. Personal Service.

Mastercard/Visa accepted. Call for quick

quotes. C Diamond Insurance 310-428-

4995.

92 Legal Advice

Breast Implant recipients:

Class action suit has created a
super fund for your claims.

You must register before

Decemt>er 1 . 1994. For more info.

call (310) 396 4313.

ELC
English Language Center

daytime ESL Classes

Intensive 4Tart-Time Programs

•TOEFL Preparation

•Academic Skills Classes

•Study Skills Tutoring

Sessions Begin Every Four Weeks
••••

Housing Available

10850 Wilshire Blvd.

(near the Avco Theater)

310-470-30198

Bring in ad for special discounts

AlPPiiipoM Editing / ItotMiiif

Courses, personal rtatements, resumes,

theses, dissertations, exam prep by

experienced PhD English professor.

(213)6654145

99 Tutoring Needed

BUSINESS TUTOR WANTEDII 2nd year

MBA student to tutor 2-eveningVM«ek on R-

nancial Reports, HP-12C and Quick Books

Software. James 31 0-476-9242.

FROM ENTROPY TO QUANTUM;
Mathematical physicist wanted as tutor for

Ph.D. psychdoffisL 310-456-0557.

/instate
IfMuranc* Company

(310)312-0204
1317 Westwood Blvd

.

(2 blics. So. of Wilshire)

SEXUAL HARASSMENT
If You Have A Problem, There Is A

Remedy. Consultation At No

Charge. Kenneth A. Rhrin, Attorney

(213)933-5946.

ATTN: MBA, LAW,
MED. APPLICANTS

Frustrated devekiplng/editing your critically-

important personal statements} Get profes-

sional help, competitive edge from national-

ly-known author/consultant. 310-826-4445

PROFESSIONAL WRITING/EDITING. Papers,

reporU, statistics, proposals, research studies.

Masters, Ph.D. dissertations, college applica-

tion essays. Ary subject, style, requirement.

213-871.1333.

RESUMES, THESES, DISSERTATIONS, SE-

MESTER PAPERS, drafts, re-svrites, math pa-

pers, etc Many years experience, sUte of art

equipment Will coruider your budget. Please

call Michelle Kohn, 213-653-0444.

WANT TO BE ACCEPTED? Save time, frustra-

tion? Call for help developing^diting persorv

al statements. Also edit papers, theses, dis-

sertations. Linda 310-392-1734.

WHIP ESSAYS, TERM PAPERS & THESES into

shape. Typing sefvfce* available. For expert

editing call the Writer's Consultant 818-883-
6074.

AUTO
INSURANCE

"NO BULL"
Best Prices, Same Day

STUDENT DISCOUNTS

Motorcycles, SR22
Accidents, Tickets OK

CALL AA*IA NOW
FOR FREE QUOTE

1 C800I22S-9000

94 Movers/Storage

BEST MOVERS. A licensed and insured, cour-

teous nrraver. Fast, careful, reliable. Excellent

references. State license T-1 63844. 213-263-

2378, 213-263-BEST.

HONEST MAN. W/14ft truck and dollies,

small jobs, short notice ok. Student discount.

310-285-8668. CA, AZ. NV. Co Bmins.

JERRrS MOVING & DELIVERY. The careful

movers. ExperierKed, reliable, same day de-

livery. Packing & boxes. Will deliver boxes

free, jerry 310-391-5657.

TOM'S MOVING SERVICE. DEPENDABLE,
EXPERENCED, REASONABLE. LAST

MINUTE JOBS WELCOME. CALL 24 HRS.

310-452-2887.

96 Services Ottered

$35 PERS. STATEMENT
Professional, quick edit (1 hour max.) Writing

arxi rewrites also available. Experienced

writer arxi law school graduate. 213-933-

3797.

PROBLEMS WrrH GRAMMAR, SPELLING.

PUNCTUATION, sentence stnxSure, thought

flow? Try Denise Downer literary service.

Proof reading and copy editing. 818-789-

5965.

ACE PROFESSIONAL WRITER

WITH LAW DEGREE
provides top editorial assistance

with term papers, theses, resiHnes,

etc. Reasonat>ie rates. 24 hotK service

Scott (310) 826-6447.

BEAR'S RESEARCH,
WRITING, & EDITING

Alsubjecta. Theses/Disserlatkins.

Personal Statements. Proposals and books.

International students wekx>me.

PAPERS NOT FOR SALE
Sharon Bear. Ph.D. (310) 470-6662

CORPORATE
SCHOLARSHIPS
FOR STUDENTS

•NOMtNGM
• NO SPECIFIC INCOME REQ.

$99

GUARANTEED • NO RISK

MORE INFO ft FREE BROCHURE

310-371-6384

Research, Writing, Editing

ALL leveb, • ALL subjects Foreign

Students Welcome Fast Professional >

C^ality guaranteed papers not for sale

Call Research 310-477-8226

M'F 10:00atn.5:00pm

EAGLE-EYED PROOFREADER
Edits. thescVpublicationt; tutors English^udy

skills; trains tin>e management/stress reduc-

tkin. Nadia Lawrence, PhD. 310-393-1951.

for college? Thousarxis of

scholarships available, guaranteed fir\arK:ial

aid. Call now for details. Student Scholarship

Sennce, 800-922-2913.

98 Tutoring Oftered

- MY TUTOR -

MATH/PHYSICS/STATISTICS. Tutoring serv-
ice. Free corKultation. Reasonable rates

,

call Mv Tutor anytime. Han (800)90-TUTOR.

ECONOMICS TUTORING. Undergraduate
economics tutoring by Masters graduate with

5 years teaching experience. SISA^r with free

consultation. 310-393-4173.

EXPERIENCED MATH TUTOR AVAILABLE.
Basics through Math 338. Call 213-951
1925.

FRENCH TUTORING BY NATIVE SPEAKER,
UCLA graduate. Grammar, writing, lltera-

ture, all levels. Ciupri 310-552-7902.

MATH TUTORING by PH.D. $15/hour. Cal-

culus, statistics, probability, math for physi-

cal/wcial sciences, SAT, GR£, LSAT, MCAT.
310-837-8996, p^ier. 310-582-9626 NBD.

NEED A TUTOR in history, art history, Eng-

lish composition? Smart frierxNy doctoral

candidate can help you do well. 310-837-

8036

TOO Typing

S2 WORD PROCESSING. Papers, diiserta-

tiortt, manuscripts, etc FAST, reliable. Later

printing. Pick-up, delivery, 24hr service avail-

able. Complete resume services. 31 0-397-

<

5970.

A CLASS ACT
Papers, letters, resumes, tcriptis> transcription,

labels. FREE light editing. Laser printing. Spell

check. Fax Orders Welcome. 310-827-8023.

A PLUS WOROPROCESSING. IBM'PC, Laser

printing, spellcheck; term papers, disserta-

tions, thesis, reports, manuscripts, transcrip-

tions, etc Fast turnaround. Call Bob 213-

851-0214.

ACE TYPIST, ETC
GREAT LOOKING PAPERS AND APPLK>-
TKDNS-SPECIAL RATE. WE DO AU WP
AND RESUMES. RUSHES. 310^20-8830.

ACE TYPIST, ETC
GREAT LOOKING PAPERS AND APPLICA-
TONS-SPECIAL RATE. WE DO ALL WP
AND RESUMES. RUSHES. 310-820-8830.

BETTER QUALITY GETS RESULTS! Resumes,
CVs, matt mailings, rtews letters, brochures,

dissertations, noedical and legal documents,
etc Scar>ning of text, photos, and other inv

ages. High resolution typesetting at 1800 dots

per inch. Color output available. Located
near Sepulveda and Washington. Call Lirvia

at 310-204-0947 between 10am-7pm.

MODERN SECRETARIAL SERVKIS. 24-hour
service, pkJ(-up and delivery, IBM and MAC,
Laser printing. Discount students. 5-minutes

from UCLA. Angelica, 310-446-8899.

NEED A PRfVATE SECRETARY? Over 15

years legalAnedical transcription experience.

Notary Publk:. Macintosh w/laser printer.

pick-up/delivery. Brentwood. 310-472-0405.

WORD PROCESSING- All types, APA and

other formats, transcribing, resunnes, DTP,

WordPerfect, charts, grapi^s, laser. Reason-

able rates, near campus. 310-470-0287.

1 02 Music Lessons

DRUM LESSONb
All levels/ityles with dedicated professional.

At your home or WLA studio. 1 st lesson free.

No drum set necessary. Neil 213-882-8509.

GUrrAR INSTRUCTION. 15 years EXP. all

levels and styles. Patler^ and organized. Be-

ginner guKars for sale S60. Sam 310-826-

9117.

GUITAR LESSONS -
All Acoustic styles. Classical, Latirv Jazz,

Folk. Teacher wf2S+ yrs playing exp. Call

David 310-478-2420.
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LEWIS
From page 48

hones around his right eye.

"I have three really small plates

t)n the joints that hold my eye sock-
et togetlier and nine screws holding

ihem in different spots," Lewis said.

"Everything feels pretty much the

same underneath my eye, but I can
Jeel tfie metal above my eye coming
out a little bit."

And while this matter-of-fact

tiescription of hardware may seem
rather shocking, the fact that Lewis
will start in this Sunday's NCAA
quarter-final without any sort of
l^rotective head gear is even more of
a surprise.

But the healing process was pret-

iy fast for Lewis, whose swelling
jiround his right eye went down dra-

matically about two days after the

.surgery, and it wasn't long after that

when Lewis returned to action with

"I went up for a header

and remember getting

the ball ... there was a

big collision ..."

Eddie Lewis

Men's Soccer Player

custom-molded protective head
{»ear.

"Getting back was basically a

mental thing," Lewis said. "My
face was stronger than it would
have been without it, so it wasn't
much of a concern. It was more
about knowing that it's hard to gel

hit in the same spot again and get-

ling used to heading again. I'm also

concentrating on keeping my

elbows up a bit for my own protec-

tion."

Ottier tlian that, tlie injury hasn't

really affected the way Lewis has

approached the game, although it

did kill the momentum he was
beginning to build just prior to the

Fullerton match.

"This year I think he started off

very well," UCLA head coach Sigi

SduTiid said. "And then he hit a lull

and was coming out of that lull

when he got injured against
Fullerton. From that standpoint, the

injury was really bad."

Despite the time missed from his

injury, Lewis still ranks third on the

Bruins in scoring with 17 points on
six goals and five assists.

The left winger hasn't scored a

goal since he netted what eventually

became the game-winner against

Fullerton, but he had a strong show-
ing against Alabama-Birmingham,
assisting on a goal in UCLA's 3-2

win.

Of course, getting back on track

for Lewis was only a matter of time.

"He's somebody who can attack

on the left side of the field for us

whether he's playing wide left or up
front," Schmid said. "He has a good
shot, he likes to go right at a player

and he's become^more consistent

over the years at beating somebody
one-on-one."

Lewis has made consistent
strides in his development as a play-

er, even though he began rather

inauspiciously.

"The last two years of high
school was when I really started

becoming a good player," Lewis
said. "My senior year in high school

for North Huntington Beach -

which is a pretty renowned club
team - I improved a great deal that

year and was basically playing off

of that coming into college."

Before that, Lewis really didn't

have ttie experience that many other

soccer players have coming into

UCLA. And now he's already had a

few stints with the Olympic team
even though he was cut by a district

team when he was 17.

"I was really confused and upset

about that whole system," Lewis

"He's somebody who
can attack on the left

side of the field ... He
has a good shot ..."

Sigi Schmid

Head Coach, Men's soccer"

said. "I tried out for the district

team, which is even less than a state

team - it's really small - and I did-

n't even make that team, but I came
here and finally got a shot with the

Olympic team. I didn't play excep-

tionally well, but I'll have a couple

more chances at the end of this

year"

But this year is what lies directly

ahead in Lewis' near future, and the

Bruins are just one game from a

Final Four berth. For the Bruins to

advance Lewis is instrumental,

according to Schmid.

"What he needs lo do for us is to

dominate the left side of the field,"

Schmid said. "And he's got to con-

tribute to us in terms of assists and

goal-scoring. Sometimes he doesn't

work hard enough off of the ball,

but when he does, there's no player

in the country he can't dominate."
• • •

The Bruins' quarter-final match
against the College of Charicslon

begins at 1 p.m. this Sunday on the

North Soccer Field.

AUDREY LEE/Daily Bruin

UCLA midfielder Eddie Lewis has six goals and five assists this

season for the men's soccer team.

IM Sports
Football Update

Men's C: We Go Deep defeated the

Butch Riders 20-14 in the semi-finals.

Women's: Delta Gamma crushed Pi

Beta Phi in the women's semi-finals.

Upcoming Football

Men's A & Men's B: The Championship
Games will be played on Sunday at 2
p.m.

Men's C: The Championship Game will

be played on Sunday at 1 p.m.

Women's: The Soles V. Delta Gamma in

the finals on Sunday at 1 p.m.

Co-Ed: Patterson v. Matadors in the final

round of Championship play at 1 p.m.

on Sunday.

Volleyball Update

Women's A: 6 Pack dominated Alpha
Phi 1 1 -6, 1 1 -7 in a two-game match in

the championship finals.

Women's B: The Champions of the B
division were the Dykstra Dames with a

three-game win over Side Out.

Women's C: The Pinays beat NSU
Spikettes in the Finals in a two-game
match, 12-5, 12-10.

Men's A: Air Med eliminated ZBT in the

quarter finals in two games, 11-9, 11 -5.

Men's B: Omega Sigrna Tau had a close

victory over Kingdomizers in a three-

game match, 11-8,4-11,11-8.

Men's C: AACT Salty Spikers crushed

Ace's Wild in the semi-finals in a two-

game series, 11-9, 11-9.

Basketball Update

CoHEd: The Championship team this

year was The Fat Ladies with a victory

over the Egos in the finals.

Special Events

Punt. Pass and Kick Contest

The event will be held during

Championship Sunday for Flag Football

1 p.m. - 3 p.m. Register now at the IM
office. Top three winners in each contest

receive K-Swi.ss shoes.

Basketball Turkey Tournament
The winners of this year's tournament

are as follows:

Men's AA: The X-Men
Men's A: MED I

Men's B: K-Dawgs

Please contact the IM office al 825-3701

for further information.

102 Music Lessons

Guitar lessons by a professional r>ear UCLA.
All levels, guitars available. Call Jean 310-

476-41 54.

GUrfAR LESSONS. 15-years experience ri

many styles, graduate of Dick Grove School

of Music and Musicians Institute. MICHAEL
WILDE, 310-823-7010.

>

SINGI Vocal technique-all levels/styles, per-

formarKe arwiety, associate/Nate Lam, Santa

Monk:a, near UCLA, free consultation, Carol

Tingle 310-828-3100.

104 Resumes

A CUSTOMTYPE RESUME. Fast, professional,

reliable. Layout, editing, composition.

Resunr>e!/cover letten^cfererxie sheets. Com-
puter typesetting & laser printing. 310-470-

4999.

Pijtyour reputation

on the line.

classified Line
825-2221

107 Resorts/Hotels

Vacation in Sun Valley, Idaho

New attnctively furnished 3 bdxm, 2 1/2

bths house for rent in Sun Valley, 4 miles S

of iki-lifL Sleeps 6. Cooipleie kitchen,

wuher/dtyer, luge living room, fixepUce,

TV, VCK. Gwage. 1 acre lot. Beautiful

view. 12^7-1/2, $2S(V<iay or $170(Vweck.

1/2-10/2. SlSO/day or SKXXVweek. Ry
Sportaconnection: IJOC-SVi I^UlLAX-
S Ut I.ake - SV; Uoit^ LAX-Boiae. bus

S V; 12nilnL UOC-Twin FaUs. but SV.

CaUlvar or Nina (310)455-1797 (8.-00-

10:30AM or 7:30-9:30PM)

109 Autos for Sole

1986 TOYOTA CAMRY, re-buiK transmis-

sion, Automatic transmission, ^M/fM stereo,

grey interior, grey exterior good condition,

must sell. S390(Vobo. 310-471-4404.

1988 HYANDAJ EXCa, 2-doofS, red, only

35M, rww tires, clean in & out, must sell,

$1,900 obo, vettwigO agsm.ucla.edu 213-

936-5799.

'86 NISSAN SENTRA. Red, 2-door, auto, mint

conditiorv 65K miles, AC, alarm, runs excel-

lent, $41 5Q/obo. 310-657-8782, fVaL

109 Autos for Sole

1984 MAZDA 626LX. Silver w/red interior. 5-

speed, power k)ck, windawi and moon roof.

4-door, AC, Oxiise, 119K. $1800 obo. 310-
826-2290.

1986 BMW 325. Charcoal, 4-door, automat-
ic, sunroof, alarm, 100k. One wmv.
$bS00/6bo. Must Selll 213-655-6404 Bllan.

1986 SUBARU. 4-«vheel drh« «va»n. Excel-
lent condition, new tires, vwlntfahleld, rear

brakes. Call Roger 310-206-2837 (days), 310-
275-3107 (eves).

1 13 Bicycles for Sole

16-1/2 INCH RALEIGH MOUNTAIN BIKE.

Low-use, low-miles, great condition. $485
includes helmet, rack, pump, handlebar
pack, Kryptonite kxk. OBO. 31(y202-82S9.

BICYCLE. 91 BLACK SPECIALIZED STUMP
lUMPER. $450. Pk>ase call Paul, M,W,F at

310-553-6600.

115 Scooters for Sale

1980 VESPArP200E. $1180 080. 8EAUTI-
Fin. CONOn-ION. white. 6k miles. Driven

daily. Must sell, moving. All original. 2nd
owner. 310-45ai966.

1966 HONDA
GREAT. 'GcM
met/lock included.

ELITE 80. WHITE. RUNS
you there." $67Vobo^ hal.

310-246-1904.

126 Furniture for Sale

LIVING ROOM SET. Spectacular value, un-

used, $950-080. Remote 26-inch co\or T.V.

$195, 20-inch remote color portable $120
310-453-9441.

MATTRESS SETS: Twin $45, full $55, queen

$85, kir^ $95, bunkbeds. Deliveries, phone
orders accepted. 310-372-2337.

NEW FURNITURE
Bunkbeds $125, Mattress sets: Queen $170,
full $140, Twin $110. Bedroom sets $350.

Dining and sofa sets also. 310-821-0729.

131 Stereos/TVs/Radios

C&E ENTERPRISES
Are You Looking for Ncmt

• TV/VCR/Vkfco caiT>era

• Stereo tyttom / DiscmcRi

• GKciless plione / CeRular phone /
Fox

• Mkrctrnpn / Fridge

• PC 486 / Penlitwn Syitetra

SONY -PANASONC- JVC -PIONEB)

Call P10I37M555 for info.

126 Furniture for Sale

SOFA SLEEPER, queen mattress, $200. 3-

•^iece wall unit, while lacquer w/glass doors,

$150. Queen-size platform bed, headboard
included, $175. Oak coffee table, $35. 14

cutric IL refrigerator, 8 ma oU, w^«aranty,

$300. Microwave, $35. 310-203 8080
ext.651, 310-821-2714.

Twin bed for sale with frame. Asking price is

$80 or negotiable. 310-282-8800, eve.

310-478-9736.

1 34 Connputer/Typewriter

486-66 SOUND SYSTEM, 4-ram, 420HD,
voice-mail, mouse, nrwnitor, like new.
$1180.310-644-2612.

CHRISTMAS SPECIAL: COMPAQ.SLT286.
portable, x-battery, carrying-case, like new.
Word-Perfect 5.1, Turkish-European alpha-

bet, additional software. Originally $3000.+,
must sell, $550., 818-799-9977.

GREAT COMPUTER DEAL. MAC+, Image
WIrter I PrMur, MS Word, much other soX-

ware. Perfect oonditkin. $650. Call Bill

310-473 1386.

MACINTOSH l»vx fl/BO. CD-Rom, 14' Color-
Magnavox monitor, 14.4 FAX/Modem, Style-

Writer Prir*er, lots of software. $1750 obo.
Mike 310-208-8624.
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"BEEP" FOR CHEAP
NEW MOTOROLA PAGERS AT "DISCOUNT PRICES"

BRAVO EXPRESS, LIFESTYLE PLUS, BRAVO PLUS & ENCORE
ALL COLORS

LOWAIRTIME$6.95 per month

Inter
C * t I i

VCIIVK

SWITCH YOUR AIRTIME TO US!

LOCAL & NATIONWIDE COVERAGE
Order By Phone- We Deliver

CALL (800) 646-6484

W VOICE MAIL
AVAILABLE

Campus
Groups
If you neeci people to join

yout g.'oup. dub.
feliowship, oi oiganizarion,

look into Li^it^s', the Dtiily

Bruin a:> youi let iLiiimeni

rool. Tiy tfie Bruin s free

lib>ting Wfia.t s Brewm .

Announce youi meetings.

events, ^a^<i\ other activities

each day. V'isir the front

desk fof forms Ifyouwant
to place <\\^ ad, please call

206 7562.

rrr r\y

Daily Bruin

PaK ^^^^v ^^^^^V i ^^Lhi ^mrcD jViV
111

Jan
( c1 Ji F^l21 '

Apr
(

8 '

^r»j^H

Apr
22

Ji fV^^

Classes begin

January 7

Classes begin

December 3

Classes begin
February 25

CRE CAT classes begin January 14

Classes begin

February 18

What makes our course so successful?

Small Classes of 15 or Fewer

Live Teachers, No Tapes

Four Proctored & Computer-

Analyzed Practice Tests

Personalized Attention

THE
PRINCETON
REVIEW
we score more

^ Up-to-Date Materials

<^ Computer Software for Home Practice

"^ Guaranteed Satisfaction

^ Flexible Payment Plans

^ Classes near UCLA

(800) 2-REVIEW

(310)474-0909
The Princeton Review is not affiliated with Princeton University or the Educational Testing Service. (Thank goodness!)

From page 48

But Sheldon Allen's story is

what mattered most to me - more
than the games, the numbers, the

playoffs, the upcoming hoop sea-

son, the team's unknown fifth

starter. Sheldon Allen is a friend

of mine.

He took my twin sister to a

high sch(X)l winter formal. I went
to high school with the guy. Came
here a year after him. See him
almost every day out and about on

campus or at work. Talk to him
often, shake his hand always.

Probably the firmest handshake
you will ever receive.

He is, as I tell friends that

inquire, someone I see all the

time. And a good guy.

This comes as a surprise to no
one from home, of course. He was
a sch(X)l joker. He entertained the

school in a "Mr. Nice Guy" com-
petition that features a group of

seniors whom the school deems,
as the title quite simply implies,

nice.
,

But today he clutched up like

few athletes ever have. He came
through with more courage than a

football player shrugging off

injury to win the game. He was
braver than any player was in any

game tcxlay, tomorrow or the next

day.

And in what was perhaps poet-

ic justice, I got the news on my
way to Biology 40, Roger
Bohman's class about AIDS.
Today's topic? Disclosure of
HlV-status.

"There are few matters of a

more personal nature, and there

are few occasions over which a

person could have a greater desire

to control, than the manner in

which he/she reveals (an HIV+
status.)"

The words were appropriately

chosen for the day. Ironic?
Perhaps. Poetic justice? Certainly.

Bohman continued to detail the

political nuances of HIV-status
disclosure, filled with hypotheti-

cal instances that brought into

question the worthiness of an
absolute policy regarding disclo-

sure.

How about, he asked, the fran-

chise player on the UCLA foot-

ball team. He comes out of
college, and with all the salary

demands of these young players,

oh, asks for $100 million. After

long months of negotiating, the

team relents, agreeing to give the

player a long term contract and
the money he wants.

There's just one condition:
because of the length of the con-

tract, you, franchise athlete, need
to disclose your HIV-status on an

annual basis. A positive test voids

the contract.

Bohman says the hypothetical

generally evokes this kind of
response from athletes: "For $100
million, you could test me every

day." Disclosure is easy if the test

is negative ...

And it's because of that that

Allen takes the day's claim as a ,

most admirable person. No, he is

not an athlete, and he has no con-

tract to fall back upon.

And perhaps these words do
not belong on the sports page.
Perhaps they have no true rele-

vance to any teams, any coaches,

or really any sport. They are
merely a diversion from a world
in which rules and balls and pass-

es and catches dominate. Where it

is easy to lose sight of who is

playing - and not just that some-
thing is being played.

Sports is not unlike life. And
Allen's story is about just that.

Sheldon Allen is not an athlete, he ^
is just a student with a positive

test and an even more positive

I
attitude. Play on.
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Palgd Yaroshuk
UCLASpoftslnfo

YAROSHUK
From page 47
matches. But despite what the num-
bers said, the shoulder was getting

' no better.

"I knew something there was
wrong, but the coaches and the doc-
lors didn't know what was going
on," Yaroshuk said. 'They thought

it was overuse but I'm thinking

everyone else is doing the same
thing I am. This can't be overuse,

it's a bum shoulder."

Soon after returning for her
sophomore campaign, the shoulder

began aching again. Yaroshuk
hoped to redshirt that season, but
once again her luck soured.

"I asked Bill if I could redshirt

my second year and as it worked
out, I played in two matches too

many," she said. " He said I could-

n't get niy year back and I said OK,
I'll suck it up and play."

The sophomore season became a

long grind for Yaroshuk. The pain

was worse than ever and her psyche
l>egan to feel the effects. Tennis just

was not enjoyable for the fun-lov-

ing Yaroshuk.

"I couldn't serve for more than a

set and by the time it got to doubles,

it was really hard to continue," she

said. "It also affected my head. I'm
out there thinking, I'm not practic-

ing as hard as the other player, so I

wondered how I could beat that

l^erson."

After completing a grueling year,

where the Bruins finished 9-22 with

an early exit from the NCAA's,
Yaroshuk finally went under the

knife to take care of that shoulder
«)nce and for all. Surgeons cleaned

out the bone spurs and removed
scar tissue building up in the joint.

Rehabilitation involved strength

building sessions and a dose of
home cooking. Yaroshuk stayed in

Florida for five months and stayed

away from the tennis scene. The
lime away caused her to focus and
reflect on the last two years.

"It was great," she said, "I just

lotally hung out and did nothing for

ihe whole summer and fall. I asked
myself if tennis was so important to

have two surgeries to continue, but

when I got back to UCLA, I missed
being out on the courts again."

Entering her junior season and a

new beginning, Yaroshuk was
voted team captain. One of her
jobs, she feels, is to talk about sub-

jects Zaima won't even touch.

"Bill always says we can do
well," she said. "But I just wish he
would spit it out and say we're
going to win nationals this year."

... Back at Pacific Palisades

"God dammit, this sucks - I lost

in pre-qualis," Yaroshuk said to

herself after falling in the second
round. But while she lamented over

her defeat, Zaima pulled some
strings and gave Yaroshuk new
hope finding a place for her in qual-

ifying.

Yaroshuk capitalized on her sec-

ond chance, winning three rounds
of qualifying and blazing through

Ihe main draw to reach the quarter-

linals of the All-American
Tournament, a grand slam event.

Get The StRafGHX Story On Braces.
What's t^ cost • What's the best procedure. What's the rijiht age ;

( Call For Free Comultatioii:

(310) 826 - 7494
Specializhig in Braces for Adults & Childrm

ImrisibU • FtmovabU • TrtuHtional * Enropeam SurgicaJ OrOnubmtics • CotmtticPoretUm

BRENTWOOD Orthodontic Center
Dr. Nader Dayaiii, Certtflcd SpcclaUst

11643 Wilshire Blvd.. Suite 802 18124 Culver Drive. SuiteA
>€2>-a Brentwood (310) 826 - 7494 Irvine (714) 552 - 5890 i:3-€3-g

WHY WAIT?
Open Sam to spin

Prompt, caring service

Primary Care

• Women's center

• No Appointment Necessary

An Immediate Care Center

CHEAP Traffic School

$15 (withthisadf

• FUN. UPBEAT TEACHERS
• W.LA., B.H., S.M.. P.V.,

S.F. VALLEY
• SAT., SUN., EVENINGS, THURSDAY
• INCLUDES DMV CERTIFICATE

310-271-4527 OR 818-718-0388

Medipace Medical Group
1990 westwood Blvd.

LOS Angeles, Ca 90025
(310)4708880

Most insurance and
credit cards accepted.

DELUXE
BEEr bong

^ £asy-Pour Binlial^© Fisasiiin@3

o E»ttir®°L@inig, HI!g[h!°Stlr@inig1llhi,

PlcssflDtlcB PQsi^tB^ TmitbOriig]

^ Special Flow Control Valve

o Convenient^^^ BipmM

o Durable, Hard Plastic Connectors

o No-Mess Watertight Seals

Send $19.9Sper Bong
ftuB $4.50 Shipping & Handing

to:

RaffBrWorks
471 5 Riuer fluenue, Unit B

Neuiport Beach, CR 92663

or call: 714-646-4820

••>
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Join GLAMOURand ESPKH in West Hollywood

Catch the "ESPRIT of the Season" with OlkhhOU^ and
Rebecca Qoyheah at the ESPRIT Super Store in West Hollywood.

glamour's most popular fashion features will come to life in a live,

on-stage fashion show. Following the show, GLAMOUR'S merchandising

editor will be on-site for one-on-one fashion consultations.

Also, meet our celebrity guest, Rebecca Gayheort, the familiar face of

'The Noxema Girl* and co-star in Steven Spielberg's new TV series "Earth 2,'

Join us and enjoy refreshments, gift bags and the opportunity to win great

door prizesi

ESPRIT SUPER STORE, 8491 Santo Monico Blvd. West Holly/vood, CA.

Sofurdoy December 3rd-Fashion show: 2;00 p.m. Event activities until 5:00 p.m.

R.SYR 310659-7575

;e
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Bruin Deal
Meal

Thinking about pj^za?
2 slices of pi2za & all you can

drink, plus your choice of:

• garden salad or

• 1/2 order of Moios or

• pizza breadsticKS

only $3-42
Dine in, Carry Out Special

is the

answer.
^"5^-^^

Large Pizza

Any large pizza up
to 3 toppings of

your choice

only$g.SS

Double Special

2 medium one
topping pizzas

only $'|'|>^

Combination

Anymedbtmona
5 pieces of cMcl(en, or Hi lb. of

^rirrp, plus moio pcrtrtoeSH

onlyS^'jiSSi

Call to reserve Shakey's upstairs for your private meetings, parties, etc.

HAPPY HOUR, ANY HOUR AT Stakiym

Sliakeys
cooDiAsri:. nvhraliv.

1114Gayley I Sun-TtursH-lam

Westwood I Fri&Sat11-2am 824-4111 SS
C.OODTASTK.NATl RALLY. (,()()1) lASTK.NATrRALLV. (.()()!) LASrK.NATrRALI.V.

j^ Billiard Club
7^^ Restaurant and Bar

esday
Starving Student Night

$1.99 Pints of Budweiser

$1.99 Hamburger, Fries, & Soft Drink

OR
Pasta Salad, Garlic Bread, & Soft Drink

Daily

Happy Hour
4-7 pm

Hot & Cold Food Buffet

Drink Specials

1 1835 Wilshire Blvd.

Just West of Barrington
477-7550

ROSEBOWL
From page 44

Ducks clinched the Rose Bowl
berth) and I was impressed with

what Rich and his staff did to win

that game."

Despite an 11-0 record, Penn
State's chances for the No. 1 rank-

ing may be hurt by the fact that

the Nittany Lions are considered

to have an easier foe (Oregon is 9-

3) than top-ranked Nebraska,
which plays No. 4 Miami in the

Orange Bowl. '

Brooks quipped: "I, too, would
like to see Joe Paiemo's offense

go against Nebraska's defense ...

so I wouldn't have to do it."

That does not mean Brooks is

dismissing the Ducks' chances for

an upset in the Rose Bowl.

"If we didn't deserve to be here,

we wouldn't be here," Brooks
said, "... We're not coming down
here to be sacrificial lambs; we're

coming down here to win a

game."
Brooks and Paterno both said

there was much excitement
among fans back home over their

respective teams appearing in the

Rose Bowl, and that tickets for the

Jan. 2 game were in great demand.
Brooks said making it to the

Rose Bowl was a longtime goal.

"When I became the head
coach 18 years ago, I felt we
could get there," he said. "But I

never dreamed it would take 18

years to do it."

Paterno laughed and said,

"When we got in the Big Ten, I

was hoping we would go to the

Rose Bowl soon. If it had taken 18

years, I'd be 84 years old. They
would have to wheel me in.^'

WARRIORS
From page 43

made it difficult this season on the

entire team.

"Right now we'rfe really strug-

gling as a team, we're Jcind of
searching for an identity," he said.

"A bunch of new faces, new guys
not really familiar with the sys-

tem. It's going to take some time

for everybody to get familiar with

each other."

• • •

Chris Mullin continues his reha-

bilitation from a left knee injury

that occurred during a preseason

game. He takes the floor a couple

"It's Still going to be

a lot of games

before the team

plays together."

Don Nelson

Warriors Coach

of hours before home games at the

Coliseum to shoot baskets and
work on his conditioning.

Mullin was shooting free

throws two hours before
Tuesday's game against the Los
Angeles Clippers, in a nearly
empty Coliseum, when a worker
began doing sound checks of
microphones.

"Put it in there, baby," the
worker announced as Mullin pre-

pared to shoot. "We miss you
baby."

• • •

The Warriors are the^TOA's top

draw on the road this season,
attracting an average of 20.508
fans at seven road games so far.

Golden State ranked ninth in road

attendance last season with an
average of 16,501 fans per game.
Much of the increase this year is

due to two games - the season-

opener at San Antonio drew
30,542 and the Nov. 22 game at

Charlotte attracted 23,698 fans.
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Up and down Warriors looking to come togetlier
By Rob Gloster
The Associated Press

OAKLAND — The Warriors
haye been plagued by inconsisten-
cy this season and have struggled
against some of the NBA's worst
teams.

The Minnesota Timberwolves,
1-13, won their only game at

Golden State, and the winless Los
.\ngeles Clippers took the

Warriors into overtime on
Tuesday. On the other hand, the

Warriors^are 6-3 against teams
with winning records.

The inconsistency was never
more evident than during
Sunday's loss at Detroit. The
Warriors went 7-for-ll on 3-

pointers while scoring 43 points in

the third quarter, their best period

of the season. But in the fourth

quarter, the Warriors were just 3-

of- 16 from the floor and scored 13

points, a season low for a quarter.

"I think we'll be an up and
down team for awhile," coach
Don Nelson said, blaming the
problems on massive roster
changes since the start of training

camp. "On paper it's all going to

work out, and it'll eventually
work out on the floor because
we've got good players. It's still

going to be a lot of games before
_i=i_

the team plays together."
• • •

Latrell Sprewell broke out of a

week-long slump by scoring 17 of
his game-high 31 points in the
fourth quarter of Tuesday's over-

time win over the Clippers.

Heading into last Thursday's
game at Indiana, he had not been
held below 24 points in a game
this season. But he scored only 1

1

at Indiana and followed that up

with 1 1 at Cleveland and seven at

Detroit. Against the Pistons on
Sunday, he set a team record for

most 3-pointers attempted and
none made. He was O-for-7 on 3-

pointers against Detroit.

Sprewell, who was ll-of-20
from the floor and hit two of his

six 3-pointers against the
Clippers, said roster changes have

See WARRIORS, page 42
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THE ORIGINAL GOURMET
CINNAMON ROLL

or Pecan Roll

Buy One Get One
Reg. $1 .55 H^

For 6 or mors,

ptotw call «h—

d

Exp. 12/31/94
I

Good Only At:

1001 GayleyAve.
Westwood Willage

(310) 208-4766
'I—I—I—I—I—I—T—>—I—I—T—T—g-T—T»I»T«.T»t—I»I—T—T.

jT.).Cinnamons

EYE EXAM.
A) B)

C) Free
Parking

G>

P I Insurance
Plans
Accepted

All of the Above •

Westwood Optometric Center

Dr. Martin Hyman-Optometrist

918 Westwood Boulevard
Wfistwood & LeConte

(310)208-3913
Monday thru Friday 10-5:30

Saturday 10-5:00

1 Hour Free Parking

Paid for

by

Campus Events presents...
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9:30pm, Friday \ $ 2y

9:30pm, Thursday

7:00pm, Friday

American Indian Studies Center • American Indian Graduate Students Association

American Indian Alumni Association • American Indian Students Association

present

a Conference Commemorating

the 25th Anniversaries

of

THE AMEMCAN INDIAN OCCUPATION OF AICATRA2 ISLAND
''November 20, 1969"

&
THE UCU AMERICAN INDIAN STUDIES CENTER

"The Future ofAmerican Indian Studies"

Friday, December 2 ( 9:00 a.m. to 3:30 p.m.

)

Saturday, December 3 ( 9:00 a.m. to 5:00 p.m.

)

Grand Ballroom, Ackerman Student Union

»s

Sfmunih

... tatou:2.?.Wr Beverly Drive -ijevcrly Hill

POWWOW
in Honor ofthe 25th Anniversary

6:00 p.m. - 11:00 p.m.

Saturday, December 3

Grand Ballroom^ Ackerman Student Union
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Rose Bowl coaches talk ut showdown
By Ken Peters
The Associated Press

PASADENA— Joe Palemo has

a modest goal for Penn State in the

Rose Bowl against Oregon, and he

won't be overly concerned about

who finishes No. 1 in the final

IX)1I.

The coach of the unbeaten and

second-ranked Niltany Lions,
asked about the possibilities for

the national championship, said

Wednesday that he was not going

to get into that kind of discussion

now.

"All of us have tough games
left to play," Patemo said. "I think

everybody should relax and enjoy

it, enjoy the drama and excitement

of the games.

"In our case, we're having a lot

of fun. We have a chance to do
something no Penn State team has

done in more than 70 years. We
want to enjoy it and try to beat

Oregon by one point."

He did say that voters for the

national championship should do
so without bias, considering each

team on its schedule and its mer-
its.

Patemo and his old friend Rich

Brooks, coach of the No. 12

Oregon Ducks, met in entirely

new surroundings Wednesday - at

the Tournament of Roses House
for a Rose Bowl press conference.

Penn State has played in the

Rose Bowl once, a 14-3 loss to

Southern California in 1923. The
Nittany Lions became eligible to

play in the game again when they

joined the Big Ten two years ago.

Pac-10 champion Oregon, mean-
while, will be making its first

Rose Bowl trip in 37 years.

Patemo noted that he and

Brooks have spent time together

with their families in Florida and
Hawaii, saying that their friend-

ship goes beyond being fellow
coaches.

"I'd be dishonest if I said I was-
n't pulling for Rich," Patemo said

of the Pac-10 championship race.

"I saw the last part of their game
against Oregon State (when the

See ROSEBOWL, page 42
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tFull Length XXX Hardcore Feature Movies
tA/laJor Labels-Zone, Vivid, VCfl & More
^Brond Neuj, Fully Guaranteed

4^Top Stars. Christy Canyon, Savannah, Seko
Rshlyn Gere, Terri UJeigel plus Rmoteurs

QIJYSSijy VllJiJCJ
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NORTH HOLLYWOOD WEST LOS ANGELES
4810 Vineland Av. 11910 Wiishire Bl.

(818) 769-2001 (310) 477-2524

WANTED:
Bright, motivated student volunteers to tutor

adults in reading, writing and speaking
English.

QUALIFICATIONS:
Energy, dedication, and 2 or 3 hours a
week for on-campus tutoring with an

appreciative adult learner.

REWARD:
Satisfaction! Experience! Contribution!

(and a stipend for program completion)

FOUNDATIONS FOR

SUCCESS Interested?
Come to an orientation

program on Thursday,

December 1,4:30 p.mi
Rieber Hall Fireside Lounge.

For more information,

telephone 825-3006.

i
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HURRY IN TO GET
YOUR FREE

SCREENING PASSES
WITH THE PURCHASE
OF A MEAL DEAL!

Only 25 passes left!

^^"V

michael geena

KEATON DAVIS

SPEECHLESS
coming Christmas

METRO-GOLDWYN MAYER presests
A FORGE PROOttTiov A RON L^'DERWOOD film MICHAEL KEATON GEENA DAVIS

» -SPEECHLESS" BONNIE BEDELIA ER.ME HUDSON CHARLES MARTIN SMITH GAJLARDSARTAIN
AND CHRISTOPHER REEVE ,„KiM^Y KANE UfEWJANE ROBINSON '"IVRICHARD FRANCIS-BRUCE

•TBBRDENNIS WASHINGTON ^Vj:." DON PETERMAN.a sc WSCW HARRY COLOMBY ""^ROBERT KINO

^ ^~";iRENN7 H.ARLIN a.nd GEENA DAVIS ""IPRON UNDERWOOD

TXXSSZ^'f^tiJ^

TRADE MARK

©NSSSS €^^^

WESTWOOD
OPEN 24 HOURS

115i WESTW/OOD BLVD.
(310) 208-7774
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Aikman to sit out second straight game due to ii^jury
By Donne Reeman
The Associated Press

IRVING, Ifexas— TVoy Aikman,
who said last week that he might be
able play against the Philadelphia
Eagles this Sunday, now wants to

skip another game to be sure his

sprained left knee is folly healed
Aikman will be in uniform

Sunday, but Ihe Dallas Cowboys
hope their quarterback problems

don't get so bad that he has to play.

Aikman, who suffered a knee
ligament sprain 10 days ago, will be
the Cowboys' designated third

quarterfoacL

Either Jason Garrett, who rallied

Dallas from a 14-point deficit to a

42-31 victory over Green Bay on
Thanksgiving Day, or sore-
thumbed Rodney Peete will start

against the Eagles.

"We'll know more later in the

week, but both Jason and Rodney
will be in the mix," Dallas coach
Barry Switzer said 1\jesday. 'Troy
will suit up and probably be the
third quarterback. I think Rodney
should be healthy, and both he and
Jason will be taking a lot of snaps
this week. I sure like what Jason did

against Green Bay."

Aikman said he hasn't ruled out

playing against Philadelphia.

"I think it would be extremely

optimistic to say that I'm going to

be ready to play in the game,"
Aikman said. "I'll certainly be
ready the following week. I'm able

to run around and do things I

haven't been able to do, although
I'm not totally pain-free."

Switzer said he is still concerned
about Peete's thumb, which was
injured in the same game in which
Aikman was hurt. Peete was in uni-

form, but did not play against the

Packers as Garrett threw two touch-

down passes.

"Rodney is still throwing the ball

with four fmgers and not using his

thumb in the throwing motion,"
Switzer said.

Garrett said he understands if

Switzer moves him aside for Peete.

"Rodney has more experience
than I do." Garrett said. "I wouldn't
have any problems with that. I

understand my role on this team."

GIANT SUBMARINES
1 0968 Le Conre Ave 208-7171
between Goyley and Droxron

i^ng«sl IVQdition in Westwood
SofxJwiches your nnorher approves. HomerrxxJe

quollty w/o the wolr. Pro-heoliti, pro-ertergy.

$3.99
Footlong Sub, Potato

I,
Chips, and All

=^You Can Drink

60oz. Pitchers

$2.50

50 cents OFF ; $1.00 Off
Any Small ; Any Large

Sepi's w/cpn ; Sepi's w/cpn

...this deal is too good to miss !!

Stxiclent Speeiul
Daily Wear Soft Lens Package $125.00

(B&L Softtipin-Others Slightly Hiqhoi )Disposable Contact Lens Package $200.00
(includes A Six Piicks - 12 Lonsos Poi Eyo)

Piickijcjos includes: Exam, Lonses, & Follow-Up Care.
10"/o Discount on ciil Eyeglasses.

Call our office today to schedule an appointment

DR. J.F. QUACKENBUSH, O.D.
J^9S5_Wg^bum^^e^^^omerofWeybiim & Broxton • 208-4748 or 208-8841

I

T.Q. Tequilla Shots $1

Meet the T.Q. Girls

Dancing lOpm-Close

Kamakazi's $2.00
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UCLA tennis teams starting to solidify iineups
Players compete
for lineup spots

as fall concludes

By Chris Isidro ~
The fall tennis schedule, while it

won't even be a menrwry when the

dual matches heat up, sorted a few
things out for the UCLA men's ten-

nis team.

The early tournaments provided a

stage for Bruins who wanted to

prove they belonged higher up on
»he ladder. Sophomore Eric Lin and
junior Heath Montgomery made the

most of their opportunities, hoping
they emerge from the shuffle

between the third and sixth posi-

tions.

"Montgomery and Lin were the

iwo players who improved the most
upon their games and it showed in

their results," head coach Billy

Martin said.

Lin, who played nx)stly No.6 sin-

gles last season, defeated two seeded

players en route to a third round and

quarterfmal appearance in the two
fall tournaments the Bruins entered.

Montgomery, No. 5 on last year's

ladder, reached

the quarterfinals

in both tourna-

ments and gave

teammate
Robert Janecek

a difficult time

in their match at

the Rolex
Invitational, tak-

ing him to three

sets.

While the fall tourneys gave
Martin some clues on how to shape

the lineup, nothing is solidified. Two
more tournaments loom on the hori-

zon, giving Loren Peters and Rae
Cho another opportunity to show

their mettle. With recruiting for the

Wmter Quarter still in progress, the

Bruins may have additional

weapons at their disposal come
January.

"The dual matches don't start

until February, and I don't really

have to make a decision until then,"

Martin said. "But the fall schedule

helped sort out the laddo*."

• • •

The women's team built a great

deal of momentum for the season

ahead, notching victories in their

two fall tournaments.

Keri Phebus continued to prove

last season's lun to the NCAA finals

was no fluke, reaching the fmals in

both tournaments. At the All-

American Tournament, she cruised

by an elite field, toppling No. 1

ranked Lucie Ludvigova ofTexas in

the semifinals.

Jane Chi made her case for the

top-spot on the Bruin team getting to

the semifinals at the AU-American

Robert Janecek

and claiming the title at the Rolex
Invitational after defeating Phebus
in straight sets.

The true strength of the team,

however, may lie at the bottom posi-

tions. Battle-tested veterans Paige

Heath Montgomery

Yaroshuk and Susie Starrett, who
have both sparkled in preseason

play, will anchor the middle of the

lineup while Stephanie Chi and
Anicia Mendez round out the
starters.

PAGER BLOWOUT!
Includes 3

Months Airtime

So. Calif, coverage

Plus Las Vegas

r "l MONTiT 1
FREE AIRTIME

I with I

I
Pager Purchase m

I
limited time offer

^"momthT"!

I

I

I

I

FREE VOICE
MAIL
with

Pager Purchase

one coupon per customer
limited time offer

/ Cheese Burger Combo

^3.24+ tax

2 Turkey Burger

^3.69+ tax

^Teriyaki Burger

$3.99+ ta^

4 BBQ Bacon Burger

• — M.75+fax

/Steak Sandwich Combo

^5.25+ tax

2 Pastrami Sandwich

^5.25+ lax

^Teriyaki Chicken Sandwich

^5.25+ tax

4 Hot Dogger Special

^2.79+ tax

2 eggs any style, bacon, hash
browns and any style toast

$

2.30 +tax

All of our Burger and Sandwich Specials come with

All You Can Drink and Fries or Fresli Fruit DINER & PRESS CLUB
WESTWOOD

10922 Kinross Ave^ Westwood Village

208-2424
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W. tennis' Yaroshuk battles through growing pains
Free from injury, junior player returns

to lead UCLA toward national title

LAURA LEE SWAN
Junior Paige Yaroshuk captains the fifth-ranked UCLA women's tennis team, after dealing with a
serious shoulder Injury.

By Chris isidro

It was a setting completely foreign

to her, the pre-qualifying in Pacific

Palisades. Playing in a position typi-

cally reserved for players who have

not proven much in their careers,

Paige Yaroshuk began her comeback
in collegiate tennis ...

When she picked up her first racket

at 9, Yaroshuk enjoyed going to the

court with her parents and batting the

ball. However, it was not her only

passion.

"I played soccer and Softball and I

never realized I was good in tennis

until later," Yaroshuk said. "I enjoyed

playing it, though, and when my par-

ents said I should pick one sport, I

chose tennis."

The Florida native enjoyed early

success, ranking among the top 10 in

juniors. Colleges were knocking on
her doorstep, but UCLA had her in

the bag the whole time.

"I chose UCLA because I came out

here when I was about 1 1 years old on

vacation," Yaroshuk said. "I saw the

tennis stadium and told my dad this is

where I want to go to school."

At her final national junior touma-

ment however, Yaroshuk' s fortunes

took a turn for the worse.

"I was at nationals when I felt a

pain in my arm." Yaroshuk said.

"The trainers said it was a pulled

muscle, but it went on and on and

finally that year I had nerve surgery

on the arm after I had already signed

at UCLA."
"I was really fired up to come to

UCLA and play tennis," she added.

"But (surgery) really threw me on my
butt because I never got injured

before."

Yaroshuk sat out the early season

of her first year as a Bruin. When the

dual matches began, she found herself

in the lineup. But just as she was get-

ting back into the swing of things, the

Floridian was bitten by the injury bug
again.

"We were playing Kentucky and
we had already won the match in sin-

gles so we were just playing the dou-

ble for practice," Yaroshuk said, "t

threw my shoulder out on a serve and

it was really frustrating because it did-

n't even count."

While it would be tempting for

others to take it easy and sit in the

bleachers the rest of the season,

Yaroshuk heard her calling to the

courts, injured or not.

"I remember, after matches, going

into (head coach Bill Zaima's) office

and he'd say maybe it's not worth it

to play or I'd say I can't play this

match," she said. "It was just fmsmit-

ing because the majority of time I

wouldn't practice Monday and
Tbesday, hit some the next two days,

then play the weekend matches. I

couldn't get in any sort of rhythm.

. "The wins and losses, and I had
my share of losses, didn't matter as

much because I was happy just out

there playing, especially after sitting

out with my surgery."

Yaroshuk played the 1992 season

in the No. 4 position and finished with

a respectable 12-9 record in dual

See YAROSHUK, page 41

Your

Village

Grocer

WEEKEND SPECIALS
DURRITOS ROLLING ROCK 12 Pack

•^v/# X X + CRV

12 pack - 12 oz. bottles

(Four Varieties)

^0 / • each

COKE & DIET COKE

^T C • ^ 7+ CRV

6 pack - 12 oz. cans

Keystone & Keystone Light

12 pack - 12 oz. cans

Open 'til^ lYiidnight at 1057 Gayley Ave. 209-1111

_j
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Sports
UCLA gymnastics signs '92 Olympian Strug
Freshman recruit will add depth to

Bruin program after 1996 Olympics

By Esther Hul

Daily Bruin Senior Staff

The future looks bright for the

UCLA women's gymnastics
leam, which just signed one of
I he top U.S. national leam mem-
bers. Kerri Strug.

Strug placed second on the

U.S. team and eighth overall at

last weekend's World

Championships in Dortmund,
Germany, helping the U.S. team
to a silver medal. Just 14, she
was the youngest U.S. Olympian
in the 1992 Barcelona
Olympics.

There had been some doubts
as to the stability of women's
gymnastics at UCLA after the

athletic department cut the pro-

gram in the fall of 1993.

However, with a 4.0 GPA, Strug

was one of the most recruited

gymnasts in the country and her

decision to attend UCLA makes
the Bruins a definite force on
the collegiate scene.

"(Strug) is the most signifi-

cant women's gymnast UCLA
has ever signed," UCLA head
coach Valerie Kondos said.
"Without a doubt, getting an
athlete of this caliber, and the

fact that she feels she will fit in

here, is a tremendous compli-
ment to this program. It should
finally put any remaining ques-

tions about the security of our
program to rest."

Strug was formerly trained

under Bela Karolyi, coach of
1976 all-around champion
Nadia Comaneci and 1984 all-

around champion Mary Lou
Retton. Strug trained with sever-

al clubs during high school,
eventually ending up with Steve

Nunno, coach of 1992 silver all-

around medalist Shannon Miller.

Because of dietary restrictions,

Strug suffered a torn muscle and
she moved back to her home
town of Tuscon, Ariz., to train.

Strug's letter of intent is for the

season following the 1996
Olympics.

"Kerri is an extremely talent-

ed combination of grace and
strength, due to the rigorous
training and competition levels

she's been at," Kondos said.

"She had her pick of amy univer-

sity in the world. We have a lot

of hopes that she'll propel this

team to a few national titles."

Other gymnasts signed were
Susan Erickson from
Huntington Beach and Kiralce

Hayashi from Kailua, Hawaii.

Qespite fractuiing his

cheekbone, UCLA midfielder

Eddie Lewis has already

rned to the Bruin jiiieup

as the team aims for a spot in

the rmal rour

by lim Cqstner
DailyJBniin Senior Staff

It
was just over a month ago that UCLA's Eddie Lewis

looked as though his season would be cut short with a

resounding thud.

• The midfielder - who had just put the men's soccer team up,

2-0. against Cal State Fullerton in the first half - went up for a
50-50 ball just five minutes into the second half, colliding head-
on at nearly full speed with a Titan defender.

The sound of Lewis' cheekbone fracturing could be heard
easily from the sideline.

Moments later, the junior was taken to the emergency room

_^ STfVCKMM^(

with serious doubts about the rest of his season.

"I went up for a header and remember getting the ball," Lewis
recalled. "But right after that, there was a big collision and I hit

the ground. I knew I was hurt, but I wasn't exactly sure what the

story was. When I got up I was pretty dizzy and pretty faint, and
just wanted to get to the sideline to get looked at."

The fracture eventually required surgery, which included the

insertion of three small titanium plates and nine screws into the

See LEWIS, page 39

HIV-positive

announcement
puts sports on
lioid for today

I
was prepared to write today about new
Colorado football coach and former

UCLA assistant Rick Neuheisel. I could

have commented on the various aspects of

this program's loss being another pro-

gram's gain.

I might have even scrapped the football

story to tell a tale about the most entertain-

ing pickup basketball game ever played.

Both of these stories were in the works.

But both stories lost their significance

^^iHHHHMBBi ^hen I read today's ^.

Viewpoint article by
Sheldon Allen.

Allen disclosed today

that he is HIV-positive
- the first such disclo-

sure he has made to all

but his closest friends.

Not even his family

knows his HlV-status.

It will not be received

^ in pages like these as

ChnS Magic Johnson's bomb-
shell announcement. It

will likely remain, in

fact, out of every sports

page - save this one - in the counu^.

But Allen's disclosure helped me put

into perspective, if just for a minute, day,

or week, how meaningful the other stories

of the day truly were. Neuheisel is a good
man with whom I've talked on a couple of
occasions. Friendly person, positive and
worthy career move. The pickup basketball

game - well, it was lighthearted and comi-
cal.

See SCHREIBER, page 40

Schrelber

Swimming off to Speedo Cup
Bruins will gain

vital experience

in Long Beach
By Ross Bersot

The first opportunity for UCLA
'.wimming to compete as a team in

iin environment similar to the post-

season will be this Thursday
through Saturday at Belmont Plazii

m Long Beach, where UC Irvine is

hostyig the Speedo Cup. Over 40
teams will enter swimmers in the

meet, making it the largest compe-
tition of the season for the Bruins.

"It's kind of a pre-meet to the

(Pacific 10 conference meet) and
the NCAA (championships)."
head coach Cyndi Gallagher said.

"Jill Jenkins and Annette Salmeen
will swim in 14 events, seven pre-

liminaries and seven finals. That is

three individual events and four

relays. A lot of people will do that,

so they have to be in great shape
and they have to get used to doing

that because they will do it at the

Pac-lOs and at the NCAAs."
The coaching staff has granted

the team a few days of rest before

the meet so each swimmer will be

able to race as fast as possible in

both the preliminary and final

heats.

"They went home for

Thanksgiving, which is different

than some teams, but I think it's

ridiculous not to let them go.'-

Gallagher said. "With all of the

traveling over the holiday, it has
been hard to get in the pool as

much as we normally do. so their

rest started when they went home.
It worked out well. I wanted them
t,o rest a little bit. not fully rest,

which is all they need to go fast in

December."

UCLA's sprint relay team will

have to compensate for the loss of
Michelle Perry,' who broke her
thumb during the Thanksgiving
vacation. Other injured Bruins are

Christa Thomas, who has a bone
chip in her ankle, and Suzanne
Steres who is undergoing shoulder

surgery.

TT

Briefly

Johnson out
with iiyury

Freshman Kris Johnson of
the UCLA men's basketball

team will be out of action for a

minimum of four weeks, due to

a stress fracture in his left fibu-

la, according to UCLA team
physician Gerald Finerman.
"We want to maintain a level

of conditioning for Kris during

this time," Finerman said. "He
will be able to wear an inflat-

able vest and run in the pool,

riding the stationary bike, and
other non-impact things."

Kris Johnson
uSTSportsTnfc
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American Indian cenver celebrates activism
Conference held

to commemorate
25th anniversaries

By Jennifer K. Morita

On Nov. 20, 1969, a group of
multi-tribal American Indians -
mostly students, including about
80 from UCLA - occupied and

held Alcatraz Island in San
Francisco Bay against the United
States government for almost 19
months.

That same year the American
Indian Studies Center, along with
three other ethnic studies centers,

was established at UCLA.
Today, the American Indian

Studies Center is celebrating the

25th anniversaries of its birth and
the Alcatraz occupation in a two
day conference starting at 9 a.m.

in Ackerman Grand Ballroom.

The conference, which goes
until 5 p.m. today and continues at

9 a.m. Saturday, includes panel
discussions and presentations end-
ing with a powwow from 5 to 1

1

p.m. Saturday. John Trudell. an
Arnerican Indian actor, is among
today's guest speakers.

"People don't remember the

occupation," said Derek Milne,
who works in the American Indian

Studies Center. "It was a hallmark

of civil rights in this country.
Some of the presenters at the con-

ference were occupants and
they'll be remembering and ana-
lyzing its importance."

Troy Johnson, a former UCLA
student and editor of the American
Indian Studies Center's commem-
orative lxx)k on the Alcatraz occu-
pation, is one of today's scheduled

speakers.

"The students who occupied
Alcatraz were caught up in the

Inside News

Charge it!

Wouldn't you like to be
able to use your Bruin Gold
card for more than just food
and Bearwear? ASUCLA is

exploring new options so
that cardholders can use it at

copiers, vending machines
and even for your laundry!

See page 3

Inside Viewpoint

Legislation

of morality?
It's one of the questions

that struck at the nerves of
Americans from coast to

coast this past election. This
week, columnist J.C.

Curelop grapples with the

issue - can we. and should
we, as a nation legislate

"family values"?

See page 9

Inside A&E

Roci( 'n' roll

Former Led Zeppelin

bassist John Paul Jones and
musical banshee Diamanda
Gal^ team up for an

extremely unique type of

concert at Wadsworth this

weekend. Galfc speaks to

The Bruin inside.

See page 10

'Can't touch this'

Do you have a craving to indulge In more basltetlMili? See pages 14 and 15.

AUDREY LEE/Daily Bruin

civil unrest of the late '60s - the

Black Power movement, the La
Raza nK)vement. and sit-ins," said

Johnson, who is an assistant pro-

fessor at California State
University, Long Beach.

A 1950s government relocation

program designed to remove
American Indians from reserva-

tions and work them into main-
stream, urt)an areas was one of the

See ALCATRAZ, page 6

U.N. further

loses hold
over BIhac
'safe area'
By Snjezana Vulcic

The Assqclated Press

SARAJEVO, Bosnia-
Herzegovina - Showing more
contempt for U.N. authority.
Bosnian Serb fighters have kid-

napped more U.N. peacekeepers
and tightened their stranglehold

Thursday on the "safe area" of
Bihac.

Alexander Ivanko, a U.N.
spokesman, said Bosnian Serb
units crossed the border into

Croatia and seized seven
Ukrainian peacekeepers from an

observation post Tuesday. They
took the soldiers and a U.N.
armored carrier into Bosnian
Serb-held territory, and the United

Nations hasn't heard from its sol-

diers since.

The observation post is now .

occupied by the Serbs, which
allows them unimpeded move-
ment of equipment and personnel

from Serb-held parts of Croatia

into Bosnia. Serb rebels from the

two countries have joined in an

offensive to drive Muslim-led
Bosnian government forces out of

the Bihac region of northwest
Bosnia.

The fall of Bihac would effec-

tively unite Serb-held territory in

Bosnia and Croatia, and the strate-

gic importance of the enclave
prompted a warning Thursday
from Croatian Defense Minister

Gojko Susak.

"Croatia will not wait for the

fall of Bihac." Susak told

reporters in the capital Zagreb.
"We are monitoring the situation,

and if Croatia's judgment is that

Bihac is about to fall, Croatia will

intervene."

Croatian forces could not get to

Bihac without going through terri-

tory that Serbs seized in the 1991

Croatian war.

students aim for Bosnian crisis awareness
By Betty Song

Bosnia. Just that one word con-
jures up images of war-torn cities

and human suffering. The horrors

of the war between the Serbians
and Bosnian Muslims in the for-

mer Yugoslavia have become
commonplace in our daily news,
but for many, the war being
fought thousands of miles away
remains a distant image.

For some UCLA students,
^liowever. the issue of human

rights in Bosnia transcends any
distance, bringing the war close

to home and right on to campus.
About a year ago. students on

campus created the organization

Students for Bosnia to raise
awareness of the war in Bosnia,

specifically in the area of human
rights violations, member Yasmin
Turk said.

The Westwood resident joined

the group this year after hearing

about it from her UCLA room-
mates.

"I'm interested in a career in

relief work and human rights, and
human rights is a big issue in

Bosnia," Turk said.

Turk explained that after the

Serbian takeover earlier this

week of Bihac, a United Nations
"safe haven" in northwest
Bosnia, the group called a meet-
ing to organize a protest against

the action. A demonstration was
scheduled for Wednesday in

See BOSNIA, page S CHRIS SELIQMAN/Datly Brum
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What's Brewin' Today
Today

CALPIRG
Canned Food Drive

Bruin Walk
209-9195

8:30 a.m. - 3:30 p.m.

American Indian Studies Center

Alcatraz Commemoration Conference, followed

by social gathering at 3:30 p.m.

Ackerman Grand Ballroom

825-7315

9 a.m. - 1 p.m.

Peer Health Counselors - Healthy Body Shop
Free massages, cold medication, blood pressure

screening, cappucino and tea

NW comer of Pauley Pavilion

825-5704

11:30 a.m. - 1:30 p.m.

SWC - AIDS Awareness
Info-Faire

Westwood Plaza

825-7586

Noon

The John Paul II Society

The Catechism of the Catholic Church
Ackerman 3516
209-9116

SWC - AIDS Awareness
Free concert by The Cool Sense
Westwood Plaza

825-7586

1 p.m.

Hands for Empowerment (formerly UCLA's
Alternative Spring Break Projects)

Orientation meetings for volunteers

Also at 3 p.m.

Kerckhoff408 C

825-2333

3 p.m. — 5 p.m.

Chinese Christian Fellowship

Bible study

Ackerman 2408
(213)481-2201 :^

5 p.m. - 7 p.m.

Vietnamese Language and Culture Program
Last class meeting of quarter • ,•

Campbell 1 224
208-6210

6 p.m.

Communications Board

ASUCLA Communications Board Meeting
Dance Building 103

| ;

825-2787

6:30 p.m.

Buddhist Student Association

End of Quarter Vegetarian Dinner
Meet a Sproul turnaround

Cost: $11 for all-you-can-eat j^
824-2935

,

7

UAHC/Hillel Student Organization

Reform Chavurah Shabbat
11063BOphirDr.
208-3081

7 p.m.

Campus Events

Films: "Kalifomia" followed by "Natural Bom
Killers" at 9:30 p.m.

Ackerman Grand Ballroom
Cost: $2 '

825-1958
*

Cultural Affairs Commission
Free concert by the jennything and Acooba Nee
The Cooperage
825-6564

Public Health Student Association

Holiday Potluck Party - please bring something
to share

Location listed in PHSA newsletter

206-3352

7:30 p.m.

Mandarin Christian Fellowship

Weekly meeting

Ackerman 35 1

7

8 p.m.

School of Theater, Film and Television

"Dead Mother, Or Shiriey Not At All In Vain"

a Master of Fine Arts Thesis Production

Macgowan Hall, Little Theater

Cost: $12 general, $9 UCLA faculty and staff,

$6 students

825-2101

Shakespeare Performance Group
Workshop production of "Richard III"

Rieber Hall

Also tomorrow at Northwest Auditorium
824-2437

UCLA Opera Workshop
Two One-Act Operas: "Abut Hassan" and
"Gallantry" (a soap opera)

Schoenberg Hall

Cost: $7.50

825-4761

Saturday

9 a.m.

American Indian Studies Center

The Future of American Indian Studies

Conference, followed by social gathering at

3:30 p.m.

At 6 p.m.: Pow-wow
Ackerman Grand Ballroom
825-7315

10 a.m.

UCLA Sierra Club & UCLA Environmental

Coalition

Educational Forum: Our Threatened

Endangered Species Act
Natural History Museum of Los Angeles
(213)387-4287

Noon

University Presbyterian Church
Jungleball! Volleyball Tournament
Men's Gym
208-3991

2 p.m.

UCLA at the Armand Hammer Museum of Art

and Cultural Center

Lecture: "Intrigue & Splendor at Fontainebleau'

by Albert Hoxie, UCLA senior lecturer

Armand Hammer Museum Orientation Room
Free

443-7000

8 p.m.

Jazz at the Wadsworth
Free concert by B Sharp Jazz Quartet

Wadsworth Theater

794-8961

9 p.m.

Hillel Jewish Students Association

Citywide Hillel Chanukah Dance
900 Hilgard Ave.

Cost: $5 Hillel members, $6 and one can of food
for SOVA, non-members
208-3081

Sunday

6:30 p.m.

Bel Air Presbyterian Church Colieoe Group
C.H.A.R.G.E.

Bel Aif Church Evans Chapel
Meet at Sproul turnaround

(818) 788-42 lOext. 148

«
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OY DRIVE

The Bruin is now collecting toys

to distribute to children in the

holiday season.

Please donate whatever you can

(wrapped or unwrapped) and brighten

the holiday fOr a child.

Please bring your donations of toys

to the information desic at 225

Kercktioff Hall.

Call Paige at 206-0938
for more information.

\
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Program uses teddies to make surgery bear-able
By Jennifer K. Morita

Teddy bears are taking over
the development office of the

Jules Stein Eye Institute at

UCLA. They line the walls,
cover the desks and tables and sit

on the sofa.

The teddy bears are a part of
Make Surgery Bearable, a year-

old program to help children get

through the trauma of eye
surgery.

On Sunday the institute's vol-

unteer group is holding their

Teddy Bear Picnic at 1 p.m. in

the Doris Stein Building.

Through a $5 donation to

Make Surgery Bearable, donors
can sponsor a teddy bear - Dr.

Teddy, M.D. - who, dressed in

green, surgery scrubs, accompa-
nies a child about to undergo
surgery.

Dr. Teddy comes with a tag

with the donor's name.
"Once the child gets the teddy

bear, it's theirs. They really hang
on to it/' said Sue Yamada, a

head nurse at the institute who
distributes the bears to the
patients. "Mother does not get a

chance to put it away. It's tiny so

they can hold onto it when
they're lying in bed, when
they're not feeling so great.''

Almost 400 teddy bears have
been given to children since the

program started in November of

1993, said Linda Valliant, admin-

istrator of the Jules and Dores
Stein UCLA support group.

"We've observed the profes-

sionals around here and we know
that they really do try to make
sure that the child isn't fright-

ened and the surgery isn't a bad
experience," Valliant said

.

"But you have this little tiny

kid that gets strapped down to a

bed and wheeled into this room
whh all these tiled walls and
these huge pieces of equipment
and it's really intimidating. It's

scary for the bravest of them,"
she said.

"So when they can have some-
thing that's just for them, that

they can latch onto, it seems to

be just one more thing that helps

along with the hand-holding,"
Valliant said .

Children and parents are grate-

ful for the teddy bears, said
Yamada and eye institute devel-

opment officer Jill Stuart.

"The parents will even call

down to us and say how wonder-
ful these bears are and want to

sponsor one," Stuart said.

Yamada added that the other

nurses also enjoy the bears.

"The teddy bears are some-
thing positive,"Yamada said .

"It's really difficult to get a child

prepared for surgery because
they're very frightened."

"Every time we go in there, we
take their blood pressure, or we
want to take their temperature or

we have to take an intravenous

tube out. Everything is negative.

The nurses like being able to

give them something that's good

rather than always being the ones

associated with pain," Yamada
said .

Sometimes the teddy bear
donations are made in the name
of other children.

"Some people donate the bears

in the name of their child or
grandchild," Valliant explained.

She added that thank-you cards

are sent to those children to

explain how the teddy bears help

make other children feel better

during surgery.

"It gives a child a sense that

there are other people out there

having trouble. It teaches them
early in life about giving some-
thing back," Valliant. said.

See SURGERY, page 6

Day Without Art

SCOTT O

Students Lara Bernini (I.) and Ona Bernini contemplate covered art in the Sculpture Garden.

Gold card to become ubiquitous
By Patrick Kerkstra

The associated students' Bruin

Gold program is set to undergo
extensive development in the

months and years to come, accord-

ing to the organization's board of

directors. It stated that the associa-

tion hopes to increase dramatically

the campus community's use of the

debit card, primarily by making it

more convenient for students.

Officials are confident that

equipping on-campus vending
machines, copiers and other ser-

vices with Bruin Gold card readers

will convince more people to use

the card. -^ .,. ,

"A lot of people use vending
machines on campus, and copiers

and so on, and personally, if I have

to fumble around for change and

everything just to use those things,

then it's just more cumbersome,"
said Terence Hsiao, director of

business development for the asso-

ciation. "If I can put down a deposit

once and then use the card, it just

makes my life easier.

"My assumption is that other

people are like me - lazy," he
added. "If it makes their life easier

they're more likely to use it."

Students also say they would be

more likely to use the card if it were

available for services other than

campus food and student store pur-

chases. "I would definitely use it

(the Bruin Gold card) if they had it

on the washing machines, because

it's such a pain to find quarters,"

said first-year undeclared student

Rebecca Cook, who lives in Rieber

Hall.

Robert Gamble, a fourth-year

engineering student said, "If it was
accessible for things other than the

overpriced food that they sell, then

yeah, I might use it. But it's easy to

use cash too. I'd be more likely to

use it if they offered a 5 or 10 per-

cent discount."

SeeJBOLD, page 2_

Student Health gets
a thorough checkup
By Ben Glimore

It's not often that people get their

medical care for free. It's even less

often that people complain about it.

But that's been the case at

UCLA's registration fee-funded

Student Health Services. The clinic,

located in the Health Sciences
Building's A-level, provides cur-

rent UCLA students with treatment

for everything from the flu to frac-

tures.

While many patrons laud the

clinic for its free services, it has

been the target of criticism from
others. Annoyed students complain

about never-ending lines and heaps

of paperwork.

Third-year sociology student

Nima Afshar was one of them.
"Every time I've gone there I've

waited at least an hour. It's ridicu-

lously inefficient."

One common gripe about
Student Health was the number of

forms students are asked to fill out

during a visit. For instance, the first

thing patie;its do is fill out a card

before their file is pulled.

This practice confused first-year

gay and lesbian studies student

Mark Gajardo. "Why can't you just

give them your name? They make
you give your address even though

its already in the file," Gajardo said.

But medical records Supervisor

Genevive Suickland had some rea-

sons to justify the paperwork. "The

cards ask for your current address

so we can get in contact with you,"

Strickland explained.

Strickland emphasized the cards'

importance by relating an incident

where a young man put his perma-

nent address instead of a current

local address on the card.

Lab tests showed that the young
man's liver problems were caused

by a drug he was taking, Strickland

said, but doctors could not contact

the patient without a local address.

Suickland searched many differ-

ent records before finally contact-

ing the patient. If the patient had
followed the card's instructions,

things would have been a lot sim-

pler, she said.

Another form that seemed to

annoy visitors to Student Health is

the one which asks about the visi-

tor's health coverage.

"I filled that thing out four times

in the same week. Is my coverage

supposed to have changed four

times in one week?" asked exasper-

ated second-year biology student

Joseph Chang.

Strickland admitted that these

forms should only face each visitor

once, but until recently. Student

Health clinicians have used the

forms every time as a precaution.

Other common sources of com-
plaints are long waits to receive

care. "1 once did my entire sociolo-

gy paper while waiting for my chart

to be pulled," Afsh;ar recalled. "It

shouldn't take over an hour tq pull

a file."

But Strickland explained that

Afshar was misinformed about the

reasons for his wait.

"It almost never takes more than

30 seconds to pull a chart,"

Strickland said. "What you wait for

is the triage nurse to assign you pri-

ority and call you."

The longest waits are during fall

quarter, by far the busiest time of

the year. Student Health Services

director Michelle Pearson said.

* But in spite of the complaints,

some students said their experi-

ences with Student Health have

been nothing but wonderful.

"It's unfair to make Student
Health a black sheep. Let me be the

black sheep," second-year biology

student Sheila Bancquin said.

"They've taken care of me real fast

both times I've been there."

See HEALTH, page 6
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Zedillo sworn In as
Mexican president
MEXICO CITY — Ernesto Zedillo was
sworn in as president Thursday, vowing
to spread prosperity to Mexicans
untouched by free-market reforms, make
peace with Indian rebels and curtail his

own nearly absolute powers.

Even as the 42-year-old ecpnomist was
taking his oath of office, more than
10,000 people shouted slogans against

him at a rally protesting his Institutional

Revolutionary Party's 65-year rule.

"Out with Zedillo!" shouted the pro-

testers who jammed the plaza surround-

ing the Monument of the Revolution that

commemorates Mexico's bloody 1910-

20 revolution. They raised banners call-

ing for a civil insurgency. - . ^^
Outgoing President Carlos SafinaTde

Gortari handed over the red, white and
green sash of office in a midday ceremo-
ny at the Chamber of Deputies. The 1 ,500

guests included Vice President Al Gore
and Cuba's President Fidel Castro.

Pope declines firm

date on Israeli trip
VATICAN CITY — Pope John Paul II

repeated his desire to visit Israel during a

meeting Thursday with Foreign Minister

Shimon Peres, but he again declined to

commit himself to a date.

Speaking to Israel radio after the meet-

ing, Peres said the pope would visit Israel

"before the end of the century."

A Vatican statement said they dis-

cussed issues related to Middle East
peace, including relations with
Palestinians, Lebanon and the future of

Jerusalem.

Israel recognizes
same-sex coupl<is
TEL AVIV, Israel — The Supreme Court
handed Israel's gay community a major
victory Wednesday in a landmark ruling

recognizing same-sex couples.

The 50-page decision forces the
national airline El Al to grant the

boyfriend of flight attendant Jonathan
Danielevitz the annual free tickets and
other benefits due heterosexual partners

of its workers.

Gay rights activists said the ruling

would have widespread significance in

Israel, which remains a relatively conser-

vative society on homosexuality.

Exiled Hutu regime
feeds on donations
KIGALI, Rwanda — Tons of food and
donated goods from around the world are

resupplying and fattening Rwanda's
exiled, genocidal Hutu regime as it plots

a bloody return to power.

The new government, meanwhile, is

bankrupt, powerless and at the mercy of a

world seemingly indifferent to its strug-

gle to heal a shattered society and rebuild

a nation.

Whatever the intent, international

actions since the holocaust began in this

tiny Central African nation have consis-

tently helped the killers.

When Rwanda's president, a Hutu,
was killed in a suspicious plane crash
April 6 and order collapsed, the United
Nations withdrew most of its troops.

That freed the Hutu army and its affili-

ated militias to butcher an estimated
500,000 people, mostly ethnic.Tlitsis and
moderate Hutus.

jya^tion

Missouri Democrat
undergoes surgery
WASHINGTON — Rep. Richard
Gephardt underwent surgery to remove his

gall bladder today, a day after he was cho-

sen by fellow House Democrats as minori-

ty leader when the new Congress convenes
in January.

The operation was being performed
this morning on the 53-year-old Missouri

Democrat at Bethesda Naval Hospital.

Gephardt had first suffered abdominal
pains on Tuesday and tests revealed the

presence of gall stones.

He left his hospital bed Wednesday to

make a personal appeal to his Democratic
colleagues on Capitol Hill.

Spending Increase
to Improve military
WASHINGTON — President Clinton
today pledged to seek a $25 billion
increase in military spending over the next

six years to improve troop readiness and
quality of life.

Clinton said he also would seek
approval of an emergency increase in this

year's defense budget to pay for unantici-

pated military deployments.

"I have pledged that throughout the life

of this administration our military will

remain the best trained, best equipped,
the best fighting force on earth," Clinton

said.

Clinton disputed a suggestion that his

request for additional Pentagon spending
was an acknowledgement that he had cut

too much last year. He said the request
was because of unanticipated deploy-
ments to the Persian Gulf, Haiti and else-

where.

Aquarium hopes to
free captive 'Willy'
EUGENE, Ore. — The Oregon Coast
Aquarium hopes to rescue thie killer

whale who starred in the 1992 box office

hit Free Willy and eventually set him
free - just like in the movie.

The 7,000-pdund orca, whose real

name is Keiko, pe^rms at a Mexico
City marine park, where living in a too-

small, too-warm tank has left him under-

weight and suffering from a skin
disease.

Starting with a $2 million pledge from
Warner Bros., the Earth Island Institute

hopes to raise $10 million to build a spe-

cial 2-million-gallon tank at the aquari-

um and bring Keiko to Oregon, probably
in a special tank aboard a Boeing 747.

Former zookeeper
wins $3.5 million
CINCINNATI — A jury awarded nearly

$3.5 million to a former Cincinnati Zoo
animal keeper whose forearm was
chewed off and swallowed by a polar
bear.

Laurie Stober, 30, was attacked in

1990 by Icee, an 800-pound bear that

grabbed her fingers with his teeth and
chewed his way up to her elbow.
The zoo said that it had followed prop-

er procedures and that Stober had stuck
her fingers inside the cage in violation of
zoo policy.

Stober, however, said the bear poked
through the bars of the cage and bit her
fingertips as she offered it a grape. And
she said the zoo had made the animal
hostile by confining it in a small, poorly
lighted and ventilated cage.
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THE AMERICAN INDIAN OCCUPATION OF ALCATRAZ ISLAND

"November 20, 1969"

&

THE UCLA AMERICAN INDIAN STUDIES CENTER

"The future of American Indian Studies"

Friday, December 2 (9:00 a.m. to 3:30 p.mO
Saturday, December 3 (9:00 a.m. to 5:00 p.m.)

Grand Ballroom, Ackerman Student Union

POW WOW
in Honor of the 2Sth Anniversary

6:00 p.m. - 1 1 :00 p.m.

Saturday, December 3
Grand Ballroom, Ackerman Student Union
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Judge says stick to basics to
reform racialiy divided sciioois
Schools need more
parent involvement,

improved teacher

training, says Smith
By Anne Fahy-Morrls-^

The Associated Press

PHILADELPHIA— A judge
rejected most of a plan to over-

haul the city's racially divided
and underachieving schools, rul-

ing Monday that reform should be

based on tried-and-true methods
rather than untested ones.

"Proven educational strategies

have been too long denied black

and Hispanic students in racially

isolated schools," Commonwealth
Court Judge Doris Smith wrote in

her 26-page opinion.

She said Philadelphia's schools

must create smaller classes,
increase parent involvement and
improve teacher training if they

are to overcome such problems as

a failure rate of nearly 50 percent

for all ninth-grade students.

She directed the school district

to submit new plans conforming
to her order by Feb. 15. A mes-
sage left at the district's law
office was not returned Monday.

Last February, Smith found that

segregation was unavoidable in a

school district the size of
Philadelphia's, which has
210,000 students, 22 percent of
whom are white. More than 144
of its 267 schools are considered

segregated.

The February ruling and

Monday '« stem from a 1970 law-

suit filed by the state Human"
Relations Commission charging

that minorities receive an inferior

education in the nation's fifth-

largest school district.

In October, a team of experts

appointed by Smith to study
Philadelphia schools came back
with dismal findings - particular-

ly in the city's minority schools.

The experts recommended
spending an additional $300 mil-

lion to improve schools, although

(Judge Doris Smith)

ordered the district to

abolish its desegregation

office and create an

Equity Assurance Office,

which would expand

voluntary desegregation

programs . .

.

officials said they didn't know
where that money would come
from.

Proposals for improving the

schools included Superintendent

David Hornbeck's 10-point
"Children Achieving" plan, which
called for establishing full-day

kindergarten and preschool ses-

sions for all disadvantaged stu-

dents, changing teacher training

and development methods,
changing the way students are

taught and establishing new meth-

ods for monitoring schools' per-

formance, ^y

Smith did approve tlte proposal

for full-day kindergarten sessions.

She also modified another pro-

posal, for shifting power over
schools from one central bureau-

cracy to individual councils over-

seeing clusters of schools.

The judge ordered that such
councils, comprised of the princi-

pal, teachers, school staff, parents

and community members, be
established in every school to

make decisions on curriculum and
standards.

Smith rejected Hornbeck's pro-

posals to move students out of
their grade levels and into

advanced classes if they show
proficiency, to graduate high
school students in less than four

years and to have individual
schools control their own spend-

ing.

The judge ordered the district

to abolish its desegregation office

and create an Equity Assurance
Office, which would expand vol-

untary desegregation programs
and monitor efforts to provide
equal education in all schools.

Smith has previously rejected

forced busing as a means of
improving the school system.

The judge also ordered minori-

ty schools' class sizes in kinder-

garten through third grade
reduced to 20 students by next
September.

For the next three years the dis-

trict must submit biannual reports

showing how it is improving.
Smith said, and annual reports

after that.

BOSNIA
From page 1

Meyerhoff Park, but according to

member Aamer Hayat, the small

tufnout of about 10 students -

rather than an expected number
of 20 - forced organizers to can-

cel the event.

"I had made posters for (the

event), and I was pumped up
about it," the first-year philoso-

phy student said. "I was a little

sad because there.were flyer^r

and I'm sure some people didn't

have class at noon, so more peo-

ple could have showed up."

Hayat added that he wasn't
sure if there was a Bosnian popu-
lation at UCLA, but if there was,

he would have expected them to

come. He admitted that better

organization would have helped

attract more people, but also felt

that interest in the war has
decreased.

"(The war) has been happening
for a long time, and people are

getting tired of it," Hayat said.

"Most people have lost faith in

the U.N."
But it wasn't apathy that kept

some students from being better

informed. Fifth-year music stu-

dent Naoki Taniguchi, who was
sitting along Bruin Walk
Thursday afternoon, admitted
that he IcncM' little about the

group or B()snia, and explained

that it was not because he did not

care, but that he was busy dealing

with his own life. But, he added
that he wasn't surprised that such

a group existed on campus.

"I think that if there's anything

going on with human rights, there

will be a group here who will

want to inform people,"
Taniguchi said. "A lot of it has to

do with the diversity in Los
Angeles, and the political view of

an ethnic city."

Fourth-year sociology student

David Silver said that it was diffi-

cult for him to be well-informed

about Bosnia without a pcrspnal

connection.
" --——=»^-

"I'm active in social problems
in the Middle East and inner
cities here because I was in the

Middle East last year, and I've

taken urban poverty classes and
worked in the inner city," he said.

Silver also added that it was
difficult for students who do not

"(The war) has been

happening for a long

time ... most people have

lost faith in the U.N."

Aamer Hayat

First-year Student

have prior knowledge about the

situation to pick up a newspaper
and understand what is going on.

He added that it was especially

important as well to give these

people different perspectives
about the conflict.

"I think the group should plan

for a panel of people with differ-

ent perspectives to give a history

and to say what's going on, espe-

cially with ethnic conflicts, you
have to hear different perspec-

tives," Silver said.

Students for Bosnia plan to

hold a forum Wednesday. They
also plan to organize rallies to

protest the U.N. arms embargo.
They are currently circulating a

See BOSNIA, page 6
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BOSNIA
From page 5

petition to be signed by students

and faculty that addresses the

problem of genocide in Bosnia,
Hayat said. The group plans to

send the completed petition to

President Bill Clinton.

"I've seen 'never again' on
posters at rallies about the
Holocaust, but it's ironic.because
genocide is going on now (in

Bosnia)." Hayat said.

The group is also sponsoring a

food and clothing drive, which
will run from Nov. 9 through
Dec. 9. Students for Bosnia will

give the-donalions to a local

organization, which will then
send the items to the Bosnian
people.

"I've gotten calls from 15 peo-
ple and they are all students on
campus," said Turk, who is co-
organizing the drive. "Most saw
the flyers on Bruin Walk, but
most of them already know
what's going on because they are

Muslim," she added.

The war in Bosnia may be a

world away in terms of distance,

but in the hearts of the group's
members, it is as close as the
UCLA campus.

ALCATRAZ
From page 1

causes leading up to the occupa-
tion, according to Johnson.

"It was poorly designed and
poorly planned. American
Indians were dumped into urban
areas by large (cities like) San
Francisco. Their children were
urban American Indians looking

for a way of making America
aware of broken treaties and bro-

ken promises," Johnson said.

The students were ableMo
occupy the island for over a /ear

because the federal government
would not use violence, he said.

"The Vietnam War was going
on. Nixon said the American pub-
lic would not stand by to see
American Indians being taken
away in body bags," Johnson
continued. "There had been too
much bloodshed and the Indian
people weren't going to hurt any-
one so he ordered a hands-off
approach."

The Alcatraz occupation was
the start of American Indian
activism, Milne and Johnson said,

naming off a list of American
Indian community leaders,
lawyers and professors who say
they got their start from the

protest.

This activism, and the idea of
the activist scholar, is the other
theme of today's conference,
Milne said.

^

'There's still this sense that we
need to use the scholarship to bet-

ter the people's situation and use

scholarship to help students get

out of adverse conditions," Milne
said.

"We need to keep f)eople

together with their eyes

focused on the prize."

Derek Milne

American Indian Studies Center

Milne added that the future of
American Indian studies also lies

in trying to find a way to bring

more cohesion into the discipline.

"American Indian studies, as

with a lot of interdisciplinary
subjects, is made up of all these

different departments including

history, literature, political sci-

ence, economics and so on,"
Milne said. "There are great dif-

ferences between the varying
methodologies. We need to keep
people together with their eyes
focused on the prize."

SURGERY
From page 3

"We even have one volunteer
group member who has a daugh-
ter that is about 5," Stuart said .

"Every time she goes to a birth-

day party, part of the gift is a

donated teddy bear in that child's

name."
Sunday's Teddy Bear Picnic is

an effort to spotlight Make
Surgery Bearable and let the

community know about Stein
Institute facilities.

"We're doing fine but we're
also finding that we need to

remind people that the bears are

really needed all year long, every
year," Valliant said.

Games, arts and crafts,
refreshments and activities for

kids will be part of the picnic
along with tours of the Pediatric

Ophthalmology department and
facilities.

Kids can also have their pic-

tures taken with the Bruin Bears.

Valliant expects 200 people for

the picnic. "Already, about 115
people have responded," Valiant

said Wednesday. "Pesople call and
say that they're bringing two
adults, two kids and many, many
teddy bears."

HEALTH
From page 3

Others acknowledged the advan-

tages Student Health offers. "I think

it's great that someone provides
free medical services to UCLA stu-

dents," third-year gay and lesbian

studies student Greg Chariop said.

Except for a $12 fee for visits to

one of Student Health's specialty

clinics, such as radiology or oph-
thalmology, and for minimal pre-

scription fees, all services are free,

making the clinic an affordable
optioft for students, Pearson noted.

"We're really upset about the $12
fee. It's something we were forced

into by budget cuts. But we still

only have a 10. percent markup on
prescriptions, compared with 80
percent for the (UCLA) Medical
Center," Pearson said.

Pearson added that an important

qualification for working at Student

Health is to enjoy wor^ng with stu-

dents. Zenny Anas, a nurse at the

clinic's immunization division,

said, "It's great working with stu-

dents. There's never a dull
moment."

Still, even workers at Student
Health agreed that it has some

See HEALTH, page 7
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HEALTH GOLD
From page 6

shortcomings. Pharmacy technician

Sharon Russell said she wished the

pharmacy had a computer system to

make it easier for students to check

for prescription numbers and
dosages.

"We're still in the dark ages,"

Russell said.

Given more money, Pearson said

she would put more computer ter-

minals in the clinic for patients. "It

would be nice for people to have

something to do while they wait. It

would make it an easier place for

students to be."

More improvements may come
when Student Health moves from
the Health Sciences Building to the

Plaza Building in 1996.

From page 3

Association officials are consid-

ering discounts, but say the organi-

zation is financially limited. "It's

not as if we're making huge profits

on the card," Hsiao cautioned.

Similar programs are being run

successfully at schools including

Duke and the University of Rorida.

But at UCLA, use of the card lags

far behind the association's goals.

Hsiao attributed this to the limited

locations where it can be used.

Increased use of the debit card is

a priority for association officials

this year. Money deposited in Bruin

Gold accounts is invested by the

organization, and it earns an annual

profit of 3 to 5 percent on the

money. Although the cash made on

these investments is not a large part

of the association's income, offi-

cials said they hope the profit will

increase as usage increases.

More important is the card's

ability to create customer loyalty.

"We believe that expansion of the

Bruin Gold program fits with diif

strategic objective to become the

preferred service provider to the

campus," said Jason Reed, execu-

tive director for the association.

Widespread conversion of pho-

tocopiers will begin March 1995.

Vending machines will be installed

with debit card readers beginning

April 1995. Installation of card
readers on washing machines and
dryers in the residence halls is vital

to increasing the card's use.

However, the alteration of these

machines will not begin until 1 996.

Also, association officials are

considering expanding the card's

use to of]ganizations off campus.

Officials are looking into an
affiliation with a financial institu-

tion that would allow students to

use their Bruin Gold cards to with-

draw cash from that institution's

ATM's. It would also allow stu-

dents to make deposits to their

Bruin Gold accounts from their

checking accounts.

Although the association is con-

sidering an affiliation with the uni-

versity's credit union, officials say

they are hoping for a relationship

with an institution with a larger

customer base.

"As a member of the board of

directors of the Credit Union, I

think it (an affiliation with the cred-

it union and the Bruin Gold card) is

a terrific idea," Reed said. "But I'm

also looking for a financial institu-

tion which has significant penetra-

tion into theexisting student mar-

ket," he added.

Penetration into the Westwood
market is likely to be less difficult

than a relationship with a large

financial institution. According to

Reed, one merchant has already

approached the association about

such an arrangement. Affiliation

with Westwood merchants though,

is not one of the association's top

priorities, he added.

"The system is intended to facili-

tate campus business. It's not really

intended to facilitate business with

third parties," Reed explained.

Both an alliance with a financial

institution and relationships with

Westwood merchants are depen-

dent on first establishing a success-

ful and stable campus system,
officials stressed.
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Letters

Stepping out of
bounds?
Editof:

_

A message to Chancellor Charles Young:
I just learned of your decision and state-

ment regarding Proposition 187 (Daily

Bruin, Nov. 30). I have always respected and
admired you and your position at UCLA as

both an employee and a past Bruin.

However, I am outraged and angered at

your decision to uphold the restraining order

and yield to a few protesters against 1 87.

Also, how dare you suggest that voters in

favor may have been "misguided" or may
not be "Very bright or understanding."

It is not the position of teachers, adminis-

trators, physicians, etc. to interpret the new
law. Your position should be to aid in the

enforcement and interpretation of the law -

despite your own personal feelings or the

feelings of a few protesters. You are in a

position of power and respect.

What type of respect are you asking for

when you can make your own rules? In issu-

ing this statement, you in essence are con-

doning criminal activity and taking the law
into your own hands (not unlike gang-style

or mob mentality).

I appreciate the diversity of California

(and UCLA) in regards to its ethnic mix. I do
not, however, appreciate "illegal" people

benefitting at the rest of our expense. This is

not a statement of racism, but a reality. Why
did we go to the polls Nov. 8 if our voice
means nothing?

I really hope that you rethink your position

on this issue. I would ask you to be the true

leader you are and enforce the proposition

and side with lawfulness.The voices of
Califomians were heard loud and clear with
their votes. I ask, why do you defy it? I feel

you will lose more admiration and respect

from your peers, colleagues, faculty and stu-

dents with this decision than to uphold it.

FYI, your position was the topic of many
of my conversations today with other faculty

and staff members, and . . . 100 percent of
those I talked to disagreed with your state-

ment!

Valerie Bentley
Staff employee

UCLA Medical Center

Daily Bruin loses
$600 on Jeopardy!'
Editor:

Most Daily Bruin columnists are pretty

C(X)1, but The Bruin never fails to feature

columnists who futilely attempt to be inter-

esting, witty, thought-provoking or even
worth reading. Such an example was Robert
Stevens' bashing, of all things, the television

quiz show, "Jeopardy!" (Arts &
Entcrlainmeni, Nov. 29).

For the sake ofjournalism, let me clarify a
lew things. "Jeopardy!" doesn't test you on
how intelligent you are. It quizzes you on
trivia - little (idbits of info some people
know and others don't. Let's use Tuesday's
article as an example.

First of all, the show is filmed in Culver
City, not in Burbank. See, that's just trivia,

but now you're down $100. Secondly,

prospective contestants' postcards are drawn
at random and they are not selected on the

basis of what city they are from (-$200).

In addition, contestants are weeded out by
a difficult 50-question fill-in exam. They're
not chosen because of personal anecdotes

(-$300).

So Robert, don't be so bitter because you
never made it to the Teen Tournament four

years ago. You probably wouldn't have made
it to Final Jeopardy anyway, you twit.

Andy Park
Sophomore

East Asian Studies/Philosophy

Enough about race
already!
Editor:

Do the resume-padding morons who start-

ed the UCLA Multicultural Society realize

how hypocritical they sound?
If the people behind the UCLA

Multicultural Society truly wanted to go
along with the club's credo of simply accept-

ing all people for who they are ("whoever
you are, that's who we are") they'd be forced

to call themselves the UCLA Club for

Humanity or something inane like thai. Their
very existence .seems to call more attention

to one's color/race (which many of us

believe should never matter or be relevant).

The club's name, in itself, seems to say to

the UCLA student body that people should

define themselves and view others along the

same old, tired racial and ethnic lines, rather

than forgetting the color of one's skin and
simply seeing someone for who they are: a

human being.

IMIchaei Anthony Gatto
Junior

Anthropoiogy

The Bombshelter
rocks!
Editor:

I don't know where Ashkan Lashkari has

been dining ("Bombshelter conspires against

South Campus," Nov. 28), but Bombshelter
food is the best I have tasted in my 21 years. .

He is compliant about the way the rice is

cooked. But docs he understand that that is

the painstaking work of the Bombshelter
staff trying to add variety to the boring rou-

tine of us science majors on South Campus?

Just as there are different types of lasagna

offered daily, different kinds of rice from the

soggy, melt-in-your-mouth to the hard, tooth-

grinder are offered. And the rice bowl quality

has improved, not declined as he so stated.

Why, I haven't seem them carrying around
the rice in one of those 5 gallon detei^ent

buckets in quite a while. That is a sign of

progress Laishkari deliberately omitted.

And what about the fact that we are now
offered two kinds of sauce? There is a real

effort being made here and apparently it is

left unappreciated.

The cry of conspiracy is unjustified! In

fact, I know from personal experience and
informal surveys that the opposite is true.

I for one have stayed a science major just

so I can be close to the tasty treat of a rice

bowl every day. Eight out of 10 freshmen
have in fact chosen UCLA over other col-

leges because of the infamous rice bowl.

To the Bombshelter staff - don't listen to

detractors like Lashkari too much. It might
just make the rice bowl too edible for my
taste.

Jerry Tseng
Senior

Bioiogy

You're thinking.

You're talking.

You have ideas.

You want others to

hear them.

The Viewpoint
editors are waiting

for your
submissions.
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America's legacy: you Just can't legislate morality

J.C.

Curelop

There is an inherent illogic in

electing a conservative party

in the hopes of bringing

about political reform.

Conservatism by definition is the

opposite of modernity and change.

It's an attempt to maintain the

status quo, or even worse, to

return to the past. Indeed, the only

type of "change" proposed is one
that would turn back the clock

and return to some long lost his-

torical epoch.

The prob- ^^^^^^^^^
lem is, you can

never go back

to the past.

Even if you
could, you
shouldn't want

to. History

only looks

good in retro-

spect.

The idea

underlying

much of the

current conser-

vative agenda

is this notion that somehow things

were better in the past. Many seem
to feel that back in the 1950s

everything was wholesome and
therefore, we should strive to

return to this pristine age of moral
purity; back to "traditional family

values," etc.

Unfortunately, this image of the

past is as distorted as the politics

intended to bring us back there.

Every age in history has had its

own equally intractable problems.

Yes, back in the 1950s, crime
was statistically much lower and
there were far fewer unwed moth-
ers. But of course, African

Americans in the South were
lynched with impunity and women
were treated like second class citi-

zens. So I ask you - which era is

truly "better?"

Ignorant of the fact or unwilling

to acknowledge it, the newly elect-

ed Congress is hard at work
designing legislation intended to

take us back to this allegedly gild-

ed past. Republicans will suppos-

edly re-establish the moral fabric

of America.

To do so, they're proposing leg-

islation dropping single mothers
off the welfare rolls to discourage

out-of-wedlock births as well as

laws allowing prayer in public

schools to reintroduce religion to

America. They're calling for a

moral revolution.

But when it comes down to it,

you can't legislate morality.

Indeed this is one of America's

greatest legacies - the fact that it

tried to and therefore was at times

an absolutely intolerant society.

Certainly we shouldn't want to

return to this. Legislating morality

is physically impossible to say

nothing of intrinsically unconstitu-

tional.

When it comes down to it,

whose morals do you choose and
how do you enforce your ideas of

morality on another without vio-

lating their personal freedom? To
put it in even plainer language,

who are you or anyone else to tell

me how to live?

The very idea of a constitutional

democracy is that the majority

can't simply oppress the minority.

To use a much cited example, 5

1

percent of America can't force the

other 49 j)ercent to pay the entire

tax burden for the nation. We are

ruled by the consent of the gov-

erned.

Anyone who tries to impose his

or her views on another is

appallingly self-righteous as well

as in violation of the spirit of our

democracy. It doesn't matter

whether you deem someone's
actions to be morally "wrong" or

not, just so long as their actions

don't in turn impinge on your, or

another's, freedom.

Consider the actual legislation

being discussed. The only thing it

would truly re-establish would be

this periodic streak of intolerance.

It certainly wouldn't improve the

lot of the country.

The very notion that kicking

unwed mothers off welfare or rein-

troducing prayer into schools for

the betterment of America's social

fabric is erroneous. Proponents of

the welfare reform program actu-

ally endorse taking children away
from their parents and placing

them in foster homes and orphan-

ages.

Is this "family values"?! Have
any of theSe people ever heard of a

little book called "Oliver T\vist"?

Aside from being a blatantly

amoral attempt to save money, the

plan would actually backflre by
making the next generation even

more disposed to criminality and
hence would raise the costs of the

prison system.

Prayer in school, as well, is by
its very nature an attempt to force

someone else to acknowledge your

religion as somehow belter Even a

relatively generic prayer will force

certain kids to tacitly acquiesce to

God, or someone's idea of God.
Irrespective of what most of us

may personally believe, no one
has a right to force another to

accept religion. The Constitution

defends atheism as much as

Catholicism.

Some of you may be thinking

that there's no harm in a little

prayer before school, and that ban-

niiig prayer violates your freedom

of religion or expression. But no,

it doesn't. Nothing prevents a kid

from praying that morning when
s/he gets up, or on his/her way to

school or outside before s/he gets

in.

To me, even a moment of

silence is acceptable, just not an

actual vocal prayer The only rea-

son a person would have for want-

ing to pray in the actual school

itself is to slick it in .someone

else's face. And, as I've stated,

that's where you cross over onto

someone else's rights.

But I think the greatest example

of how history and people aren't

necessarily what they're made out

to be is Newt Gingrich himself.

Where were Newt Gingrich's fam-

ily values when he divorced his

wife and left his two kids after she

developed cancer? Where was his

gung-ho military spirit when he

used these same people as an

excuse to avoid the Vietnam draft?

Where is his financial thriftincss

when he brings home the third-

highest level of government pork

to his own district in Georgia?

How can he decry homosexuality

when his own sister is openly les-

bian?

All hypocrisies aside, the great-

est danger posed by these ignorant

attempts at legislating morality in

order to regain some long-lost ide-

alized vi.sions of the past isn't their

inherent auihoritativeness. It isn't

even the prospect that some of

them might actually be imple-

mented.

It's the fact that these futile dis-

cussions distract us from the real

problems and (heir possible reme-

dies. Rather than waste lime talk-

ing about prayer in school, we
should discuss how we can

improve test scores. We should

examine how we can push welfare

mothers into the job market, not

into the street.

Only when we begin intelligent

debate can we even begin to solve

the grave problems this nation

faces. If we ilbn'l, we may find

ourselves 30 years from now look-

ing back at the "gocxl old days" in

1994 when our biggest problems

were simply bad education, wel-

fare abuse and violent crime.

Curelop is a senior history

student.

Counterpoint

Enforcing the law isn't racism
By Tricia Povah

I voted for Proposition 1 87 on
election day and I am neither

ashamed nor embarrassed to admit

it. I am, however, tired of being

called racist for voting for a law

that taigets minorities.

I have absolutely nothing against

Hispanics, Latinos, African

Americans or any other race, color

or creed that make up UCLA and
California. Nor do I hold any
grudge against immigrants that

wish to come into our country. I

think one of America's strengths is

the fact that we arc a country with

such a diverse population.

What I do have a problem with

arc people who don't believe in

upholding the law. It is illegal for

people to come into this country

without a visa or immigration

papers, and as a legal citizen, I

don't want illegals to reap the ben-

efits of my hard-earned tax dollars.

When I got my first job and

eventually my first paycheck, I was
shocked to see how much of my

hard-earned money was taken

away for taxes. I questioned what it

was going toward and though I still

think it is too much, I have accept-

ed the fact that I, too, must con-

tribute.

But what about illegal aliens? Of
course they pay sales tax. but most
taxes come out of one's salary. I

have hiuch less of a problem con-

tributing to the well-being of my
country when I know everyone else

is making the same sacrifices.

I'm not saying that the United

States shouldn't provide an equal

of^rtunity for all. Everyone is

entitled to the same rights.

But California, especially in the

state it's in right now, cannot be a

refuge for everyone looking for a

better life. Proposition 187 may not

be the perfect way of combatting

the problem, but it is a step in the

right direction.

I am not blaming all the prob-

lems of the United States on illegal

immigrants, because it is not all

their fault. They do. however, con-

tribute to the critical economic cri-

sis we as a state are facing.

Laws need to be upheld. How
can we possibly combat the prob-

lems in front of us if the adver-

saries of Proposition 1 87 decide to

act in a "non-compliant" way?
It is as if they are saying that the

majority of all voters who made the

initiative pass had no idea what

they were talking about. It is as if

they are saying that the majority

should be ignored.

What will become of California

if everyone who doesn't get their

way decides not to obey instated

laws? I'm sorry, but the United

States is a democracy and in a

democracy, the majority vote rules.

Proposition 1 87 presents a host

of controversial issues, none the

least of which is racism. But the

bill is not racist. It enforces the law,

and if the majority of voters in

California wants such a law, then it

must be respected and followed by

everyone.

Povah is afirst-year English
student.

Murphy administrators

do not all support 187
By Kathleen Komar

I believe the Daily Bruin owes
me the chance to respond to Russell

Moore's Nov. 28 letter, "Prop. 187

threatens faculty/student tie," which

implies that I and all administrators

in the "bunker beneath Murphy
Hall" (colorful - but a bit fanciful)

supported Proposition 1 87. —

^

Neither Moore nor anyone on

The Bruin staff ever bothered to ask

me my personal opinion of

Proposition 187. Since Mcx)re

indicts me as an individual, I will

respond as an individual.

As a private citizen, I opposed

Proposition 187 very vocally. I

voted against it, supported politi-

cians who opposed it, and con-

tributed to "no on 1
87" groups.

I believe 187 is misguided and

will in the long run be detrimental to

California - both morally and finan-

cially. I hope the courts find it

unconstitutional, as in Texas.

I hope that Moore will use his

considerable energy to help those

who arc challenging Proposition

1 87 in the courts so that we will all

be able to concentrate on continuing

to build one of the most multicultur-

al campuses in the United States.

UCLA has established it-self as a

place where national origin, race,

ethnicity, religious beliefs, sexual

orientation — or even serving in a

part-time administrative position -

do not outweigh a person's basic

human dignity.

The administrators that Moore so

heartily dislikes have helped to cre-

ate this environment of tolerance

and to pay attention to multicultural

matters. Moore should try taking

some of my classes or have personal

discussions with people before he

paints them as public enemies.

I do not mind being attacked for

what I believe; I do, however, object

to being attacked mindlessly.

Komar is a professor ofGerman
and comparative literature.
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Whole
lotta

love
Avant-garde
artist Galas

questions

love, power
By Gaby Mora
Daily Bruin Staff

Diamanda Galas doesn't want
people to think of her work as ther-

apeutic.

She shouldn't worry; not many
people consider the sight of a

naked, shrieking woman covered
with blood as anything close to

therapeutic.

And while some people may
brush off her style as just fanatic

screaming, the controversial avant-

garde artist will give audiences a

chance to discover for themselves
on Sunday just what all the noise is

about.

With bassist John Paul Jones and
drummer Denny Pongheiser back-

ing her talent. Galas will perform
pieces from her latest release The
Sporting Life (Mute) at the
Wadsworlh Theater.

Although best known for her
work in AIDS activism (for which
she performed the "naked, blood"
stint last year), Gal^' latest woric is

a collection of homicidal love songs

infused with sarcasm and wry
humor.

Asked to explain her new work,
GaUs proclaims, "If I'm given

Former Zeppelin

Jones lays down
bass for Galas

By Michael Tatum ^^^^

Dally Bruin Staff

One can never predict where
John Paul Jones, former bassist for

heavy metal progenitor Led
Zeppelin, will turn up next. From
producing records for Heart and
the Butthole Surfers to writing
arrangements for Peter Gabriel
and R.E.M., his projects of choice
don't tend to conform to a specific

mold.

His latest endeavor may very
well be his most left-field under-
taking to date: The Sporting Life, a

collection of "homicidal love
songs" (as the album's subtitle

would have it), written and per-

formed with avant-garde musician
Diamanda Galis. The two will be
bringing their live show to the

Wadsworth Theatre Sunday.

On paper, the pairing sounds as

unlikely as Courtney Love and
Kenny Rogers. Since Led

See JONES, page 12

Bassist John Paul Jones (I.) and "AIDS Diva'
their Wadsworth appearance.

Diamanda Galds question sex and power at

enough time, I have no hesitation in

explaining my work. In the case of

my new work, it's very difficult to

explain because it takes the sheen
off of the work. And I do under-
stand about demystification when
dealing with creating a piece of art

that is not therapeutic."

One thing Gal^ did not have to

explain was her decision to work
with Jones, of Led Zeppelin fame,
and Pongheiser, who last backed
Elvis Costello. Not used to sharing

the stage, Gal^ says she will only

do so, "with people who will give

me more power.

"What I have done for years is

generate my own tape on the low
end spectrum. On stage the only
way I've done that is with an organ
or piano, but I've always wanted to

work with a real musician. So what
I got is a master of bass, and
Pongheiser is just a killer drummer.
The three of us come off like a
power trio."

But Gal^ hardly needs any more
power than her emblematic three

See GALAS, page 12

(Diamanda Gal^*)

tattooed knuckles read,

"We are all HIV
positive," . . . Galas is

devoted to the fight

against AIDS . .

.

Opera Workshop brings rarities into spotiiglit
Weber's *Abu Hassan'

and Moore's 'Gallantry'

share unique double bill

By John Mangum

If someone dredged the pond of operas
done to death, the corpses of plenty of "Don
Giovannis" and "Madame Butterflys"
would surface. They would be hard-
pressed, though, to produce a single "Abu
Hassan," much less a "Gallantry."

Mozart and Puccini produced undoubted-
ly masterful works, but that doesn't mean
they should eclipse other less familiar
9peras. UCLA Opera Workshop decided to

awaken two of these slumbering miniature
masterpieces for its fall production.

Carl Maria von Weber's "Abu Hassan,"
known to many only from writings about
the composer and the odd recording of its

colorful overture, joins Douglas Moore's
virtually unknown "Gallantry" in perfor-
mances Oy the Workshop Dec. 2 and 3.

John Hall, a member of the faculty of the
music department, leads the Workshop. Not
only does it involve many music students,

but students from the theater department as
well.

"What's exciting about this double-bill

thing, I think, is that the 'Abu Hassan' pro-

ject is directed by MFA directing students
from the department of theater arts and it is

conducted by an MFA student in the depart-

ment of music," says Hall.

"Basically, this is about the third time
we've done this, and it's taken me 20 years
to witness some real collaboration between
these two departments. This is the start of
something really nice."

While Hall stresses the importance of the

association of the two departments, he also

points out the unique character of the
evening's program. "'Abu Hassan' is stu-

dent-directed and student-conducted, and
'Gallantry,' the second part of the double-
bill, I'm directing."

Hall sounds enthusiastic about the opera,
which caricatures 1950s soap operas.

"In the 1950s and '60s, Douglas Moore
was probably the piost famous American
opera composer," says Hall. "He was head
of the composition faculty at Columbia
University, so he wrote this little piece for

his Columbia students called 'Gallantry.'

It's a satire. It's a spoof, I mean, it's silly.

What can I tell you?"
Hall created a colorful, minimalist pro-

duction to go along with Moore's congenial

^story and music. "This isn't root canal

music. This is tunes."

"It's like an operatic cartoon, and that's

the way I've staged it - big, bright colors,"

says Hall. "It's all minimal."

He contrasts this with the more realistic,

elegant production that the students created
for "Abu Hassan." John Lawler, a graduate
student in the theater department's MFA
directing program, joins Greg Magie, a
graduate in the music DMA conducting pro-
gram, to bring Weber's rarity to the stage.

The story places Abu deeply in debt after

a lot of high living. Abu's main creditor,

Omar, promises to forget his debts in
exchange for being able to come on to
Abu's wife Fatima. By creating a produc-
tion which emphasizes the darker side of
the story and Weber's music, Lawler tries to

keep the audience on the edge of their seats.

"The reason I wanted it to not be so senti-

mental was that dramatically that if we feel

from the very beginning that 'Oh, this is no
problem, he's going to work it out fine, I

can tell right now that this is going to end
up happy,' then there's not really any ten-

sion. You're not going on a ride as an audi-

ence member," says Lawler.

"But, if you can see that occasionally
he's in grave danger or that his life is

always on the veije of failing and collaps-
ing then there'll be a tension and a release

which makes the opera a lot of fun."

Lawler works closely with Magie to
maintain the tension which he works for on
stage in the music as well. "In collaboration
with the conductor, Greg Magie, we're able
to coax the dark&r qualities out of the
music.

"He can conduct this and the orchestra
can play it in a way that's very sweet and
pretty or we can play it in a way that's much
more hard-edged and the tempos may be a
little bit more anxious," says Lawler. "I'm
taking my own interpretation on it, of
course, but I don't think I'm at odds with
the music."

Both Lawler and Hall have strong ideas
about the works they are involved with, and
their originality promises to make the dou-
ble-bill interesting.

"What's nice about it, as a complete
evening, is that you get the real thing from
Weber and that cast - I mean, that's a real

opera - and 'Gallantry' is just kind of
dessert," says Hall."This is an entertaining
cheap date. What can I tell you?"
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OPERA: UCLA Opera Workshop presents
Carl Maria von Weber's "Abu Hassan" and
Douglas Moore's 'Xjallantry" Dec. 2 and 3 in

Schoenberg Hall. TIX: $7.50 at CTO or at
the door. For more info call (3 1 0)825-2 101.

'Dead Mother' explores identity, liomosexuaiity
By Jeana Blackman

To many people, college is the

place where you can find your
own identity and discover what
makes you, you.

David Milch, a third-year grad-

uate director in the theater depart-

ment, would argue that this search

for self is one of the most impor-

tant journeys in a lifetime - the

reason why he chose a play that

deals directly with this theme.

Opening today, Milch's "Dead
Mother, or Shirley Not All in

Vain" by David Greenspan, is the

second play of the UCLA theater

season. It follows Harold who, in

dealing with the lingering impres-

sions of his dead mother, learns to

grow and accept his own sexuality.

"For me, (the play) is a parallel

to becoming an adult," Milch says.

"Something that happens for all of

us at different points and for

Harold it's happening in front of

our eyes." The struggle for Harold

comes from dealing with his

homosexuality.

Milch turned to his own life to

help him define the point of view

he wanted shown on stage.

"How does my experience in

the gay community ... make me
think about the world?" was one

of the questions Milch had to

answer when putting together his

thoughts on the production.

And for Milch, having this

point of view is one of the most
essential aspects of directing.

"I think the most important
thing to learn as an artist is what is

the point of view and the specific

vision of the world that will shape

the work," Milch says.

Although he points out that

Harold's journey is unlike his

own, it was an experience he felt

belonged on stage.

"What happens when there is a

self-discovery and an acknowl-
edgment of that discovery and a

moving of that discovery into a

more public acknowledgment of

one's sexuality?" Milch asks.

"Basically, what is that coming out

experience like?"

Always making sure his point is

heard and understood. Milch
speaks with intensity and sincerity.

His commitment to the work and

the idea contained within is appar-

ent. Finding one's own voice is

essential to him.

"I'm more than what people tell

me I am. I am something I need to

discover for myself," Milch says.

When asked if this search for

identity is a major theme in most

of his work as an artist, he was
hesitant to categorize his style at

this stage, but noted that there was
a general trend toward that idea.

"Most of the phases of my work
have to do with a real desire and a

real need for the individual to take

responsibility for all aspects of

their life," Milch says.

In talking about "Dead Mother,

or Shirley Not All in Vain" specifi-

cally. Milch believes that the main
thrust of the play deals with this

idea.

"I think in every way it's a call

to people to think independently

and to not be influenced by other

people's denying of them," Milch
says.

This is a message that Milch
feels is especially important for

students at the college level that

may be experiencing similar strug-

gles while on the journey to dis-

cover themselves.

"'Dead Mother' is the show I

wanted to do in a college setting

because not only am I on this jour-

ney ... but I think it's the journey

that every 18 to 22-year-old col-

lege student is on," he says.

"For so many of them, (college)

is a significant time away from
family," Milch says, "and if any-

thing, 'Dead Mother' is about
leaving the family."

"I credirmy family with always

supplying me with both roots and

wings, because the understanding

was clear that one has to leave in

order to find oneself."

But as the play nears opening

night. Milch finds himself a little

nervous that the theater-goers

might not make the connections.

Although it deals with the univer-

sal search for an identity, the style

of the play demands the spectator

to complete the puzzle.

"This play is not complete at all

until we have an audience," Milch

says. "The story of this play really

happens in the minds of the audi-

ence."

So for now, all he can do is wait

and hope that his message will be

heard and the all-important jour-

ney to find oneself is understood.

THEATER: "Dead Mother, or

Shirley Not All in Vain." Students
$6, faculty and staff $9, general
public $12. Running through Dec.
10 at 8 p.m., Dec. 4 at 2 p.m. For

more info call (310)825-2101.

The cranberries (I. to r.) Mike Hogan, Dolores O'Riordan, Feargal Lawlor and Noel Hogan
proved more than their worth at their Wiltern concert performance on Nov. 29.

Cranberries wrap crowd around
their fingers at Wiitern siiow

Irish band ^rocks'

Nov. 29 concert,

proves its worth

outside of studio

By Michael Tatum
Daily Bruin Staff

The cranberries may be one of

alternative rock's finest young
bands, but you can't blame those

skepiical about seeing it perform

live.

After all, flawless studio pro-

duction was what made
"Linger" and "Dreams" such
miracles on the radio. Without
the benefit of the technological

trickery of the group's records -

dcuble-tracked vocals, heavy
reverb, overdubbcd synthesizers

and orchestras - its songs would

translate poorly, right?

Wrong. The cranberries may
not be the Sex Pistols, but make
no mistake, this band rocks. Its

Nov. 29 concert at the Wiltern

Theatre should dispel any
doubts that this group can't cut it

outside the confines of a studio.

If anything, the concert

Uptempo numbers like

"Wanted" and "I Can*t

Be With You," while

winsome on record,

took on an explosive

quality live ...

proved that Stephen Street's

meticulous production
(employed on both of their

records) hinders the power of

which the band is capable.
While Street's "sweetening"
undoubtedly has contributed to

this band's commercial success,

in the long run, his sanding
down of the group's rough edges

disguises what a great rock band
it can be.

In concert however, nothing

held them back. Noel Hogan's
primitive, slash-and-burn elec-

tric guitar, buried on record,

scorched everything in its path.

Drummer Feargal Lawlor,
meanwhile, emerged as the hero

of the evening. On record. Street

mixes his stickwork down to

make it subtle and unobtrusive,

but in concert, his drumming
gives the songs a dynamic range

that they sometimes lack on
record. As a result, uptempo
numbers like "Wanted" and "I

Can't Be With You," while win-

some on record, took on an
explosive quality live that prob-

ably surprised even the band's

most loyal fans. Even the rela-

tively lackluster songs from the

much-maligned No Need To
Argue, the band's latest album,

gained a depth and presence that

its studio counterparts sadly

lack.

But of course, the real star of

See CRANBERRIES, page 13

Film Reviews
//

Cobb
Written and directed by

Ron Shelton
Starring Tommy Lee

Jones, Robert Wuhl and
Lolita Davldovich

There's a scene in Cobb where a

72-year-old TV Cobb (Tommy Lee
Jones) is being fed a joke from a

Reno casino emcee. The aging

Cobb cracks the crowd up with a

wry remark and basks in die spot-

light. Then, when the gambling
audience is in the palm of the base-

ball great's hand, he unleashes a

string of racial invectives thor-

oughly disgusting to all.

It's a powerful moment, but you

can only be shocked and nauseated

so many times. Ron Shelton's
Cobb is a racist, sexist, homopho-
bic, evil bastard whose only
redeeming qualities are his insult-

ing sense of humor and an out-

standing lifetime batting average.

When sportswriter Al Stump

(Robert Wuhl) gets a chance to

interview him extensively for an

upcoming biography, the question

becomes simple. What goes in the

book? The baseball player or the

insensitive asshole? And though

Stump grapples with the choice ad

nauseam, the film makes our
minds up rather quickly.

Shelton, who wrote and directed

this prestige picture, can't figure

out the picture-perfect illustration

of Cobb's downfall either. Is it his

family rejecting him? Fellow base-

ball players partying without him?
Not being able to force him.self on

a Reno waitress?

Jones chews Scenery like never

before: He plays Cobb for all he's

worth. Unfortunately, it's not a

character you need to watch for

two hours. Cobb is so resounding-

ly despicable that any questions to

his fate in history seem pointless.

Or at least that's what's Shelton

See COBB, page 13

Audiences won't smile like Tommy Lee Jones as they watch him
portray a racist, sexist, homophobic title character in Ty Cobb.—
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GALAS
From page 10

and a half octave vocal range. Such
dramatic vocal talent, coupled with

the sadomasochistic aura that sur-

Tounds her shocking visual perfor-

mances, are what have
distinguished this artist from even
the most non-conventional per-

formers.

Her tattooed knuckles read, "We
are all HIV positive," proof that

even off-stage Galds is devoted to

the fight against AIDS, the epidem-

ic which took her brother's life.

Hanging from a wire mesh cage in

New York's Lincoln Center last

year, her moving performance of
"Plague Mass" earned her the title

of "AIDS Diva."

But with the new lineup of The
Sporting Life also comes a new
focus for Galas' work: the wide-

spread disease known as love.

While past topics dealt with AIDS
dementia and Satanic influences,

the new album questions sex and
power.

While The Sporting Life is the

most marketable album Gal^s has

offered, she claims no compromise
on her artistic control of the con-

tent. And though it has also been
described as the most lighthearted

of her work, it is only as lightheart-

ed as eerie wails and shrieking
screams can get.

y "People like this record a lot,"

she says. "I think it's important that

I've done it. Working as long as

I've been working with the AIDS
crisis, it's important to introduce a

sarcastic element, like these homi-
cidal love songs, to show that peo-

ple with AIDS are dealing with life

as well as disease and death. Life

goes on, and part of life are these

sick little relationships.

"It's important to introduce other

elements of my work to the audi-

ence, instead of only a limited

amount of information," she con-

tinues. "I don't want to be too lim-

ited, or have people think that

whenever they see me I'm just

going to talk about funerals and not

life."

But the kind of life Gal^s pre-

sents in her latest work does
involve death. The opening track,

"Skotoseme" reads "kill me" in

Greek. The title track tells of a

group of whores who decide to kill

a man for sheer pleasure. "Baby's
Insane" demonstrates the downside
of this homicidal whim, and proves

that by essence alone, this type of

thrill seeking only adds to the

dementia love creates.

By the closing song, "Hex,"
Gal^s resolves nothing for her lis-

teners, leaving them only with a

terrifying barrage of the fury that

drives her art

MUSIC: Diamanda Gal^ with John
Paul Jones. Dec. 4 at 8 p.m..
Tickets are $26, $23 and $11 (stu-

dents with ID) at CTO, and at all

Ticketmaster outlets. For more info

or to charge by phone call (310)
825-2101.

JONES
From page 10

Zeppelin's breakup in 1980,
Jones had devoted much of his

energy to scoring movie sound-
tracks. Gal^s, meanwhile, had
perfected the art of making
waves, through a series of
provocative, highly controversial

record albums and theaue pieces.

But in truth, each had lidmired

the other's work long beforehand.

In an exclusive interview with
The Bruin, Jones recalled watch-^

ing Gal^ perform her 1983 piece -

"Women With Steak Knives" and
what it was like to experience her

work for the first time:

"The initial thing that hit me
about her was her voice," he says.

"It was just stunning. It really

takes your breath away. She
walks that fine line to which all

high artists try to aspire - the

whole thing of taking chances,

but yet staying in total control."

Nevertheless, the world would
have to wait a full decade before

the two would join their talents.

After a mutual friend introduced

them to each other, they began
swapping tapes of unfinished
songs through the mail. Gal^s,
naturally, ended up penning all of
the lyrics, while both she and
Jones had a hand in composing
the music ("Basically, I sent her
the fast ones and she sent me the

slow ones," Jones jokes).

Satisfied with their demos, the

duo holed up in Jones' home stu-

dio for an intensive, two-week
recording session. With
Attractions drummer Pete
Thomas pounding the skins, they

completed the album quickly,
with first takes proving the rule

rather than the exception.

"People Still want

to know about ...

Zeppelin ... it can limit

you in people's minds^,

in regards to what you

can and can't do."

John Paul Jones

Bassist

Jones' imprint on the finished

product is unmistakable. His lum-
bering, primal bass leaps out of
the speakers, recalling the same
brutal power he perfected on
"Black Dog" and "When The
Levee Breaks."

But unlike those Zeppelin clas-

sics, there's no Jimmy Page to be
found on this record - no guitarist

at all in fact. "That was
Diamanda's suggestion,"
explains Jones. "I wasn't sure at

first, but as we got into the actual

recording, I realized that the idea

made sense - her voice simply
cuts out all the high range. I mean
if we had brought on a guitarist,

what would he play? Where

would he play?"

Though Jones is clearly
pleased with the record, some-
thing else about his collaboration

with GaUs excites him even
more: taking the show out on the

road. "I'm really excited about
these live performances," he says.

"It's something that I've really

missed doing. Other than those

one-off reunion shows (with the

surviving member's of Led
Zeppelin), it's not something I've

done since the '70s."

Up to this point in his conver-

sation with the Bruin, Jones has-

n't mentioned his fcirmer group
by name. He shouldn't have to -

after all, his days with Zeppelin
are nearly 15 years behind him,
and he's accomplished much
since.

Yet inevitably, reporters and
fans are still inclined to ask him
about when he played bass with

one of the greatest rock bands of

all time. Does Jones' legend ever

stand in the way of his growth as

a musician?

"Sometimes, yeah," he admits.

"Even after all this time, a lot of
people still want to know about
what I did with Zeppelin, and
that's understandable. But occa-

sionally it can limit you in peo-
ple's minds, in regards to what
you can and can't do."

"But," he adds, "if having my
name attached to a project turns

them on to someone whose work
is as exciting as Diamanda's, then

that's all right by me."
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Great Western Forum (Live)

Inside the

NBA
Wings (In

Stereo) X
anya

Hazel ThalGrri Mod Squad

PREMIUM CABLE STATIONS

SiteTin
Stereo)

Taxi

Butt-head

Taxi 'The
Great Race"

** Vi "Roundup Time in

Texas "

( 1 937) Gene Autry

Press Box

** V, -The Deadly Tower ' (1975, Suspense) Kurt Russell, John
Forsythe A sniper hides in a tower at Ihe University of Texas

Murder, She WroU
Not"X

Raiders
Magazine

Next Step

Howard
Stern (R)

Windsurfing

Beyo
2O0O

ond

CanSd
Camera

Sportscerv"
ter

Father Dowling Mysteries
(In Stereo) X
Qlris Night Out (R) (In

Stereo) X
Beaviaand
Butt-head

Bob
Newhart

Sports (In

Stereo)

DtokVan
Dyke

** "Ckiwtoy Commandos'
(1943) Ray Corrigan

Law & Order "Sweeps

'

Downey

**'/! "Helen Keller: The
Mirade Continues" {^^<j_

***'/ii "Wm Penny" {:968) Charttoo Heston A cxjwboy
runs afoul of a religious fanatc in Montana. 'NR'

*** "Romeo and Juliet" (1966) Rudolph Nureyev
Prokofiev's ballet Ireatmerit of Shakespeare's tragedy.

Crossfire

EL
Saturrday
Night Uve

Overnight

PolHically

Incorrect

Public Policy Conference

Overnight

Benny HIN

Showbiz
Today (R)

(R)M_
Yol MTV Raps (In Stereo)

Program

Program

i^ee<^s

JafceX
Brother

Designinc
Woinenr

Paid
Program

PiSf
—

Pri

Paid
Program

Wd
Program

NASCAR Winston Cup
Awards (R)

Paid
Program

Unsolved
Mysteries

PSd
Program

Paid
l*rogram

Get Smart Dragnet

ShopatHome

A.

Httchcodc
Superman

Equestrian: Washington International -

President's Cup

** "ASmokykkunlainChii9tnm''{)9ee,Mi^ai'
Seven yphans disrupt a counlry singer's rural holiday

Heavy Metal" (1981) A green orb affects

people in dtfferent times and places.

***yj "The Spy Who Loved Me" (1 977, Adventire)
James Bond and a Russian agent seek two missing submarines

Top Cops
'In Stereo]

Kojak FugMve
inai

*'/(

Racing

rrte

I5i
AlamKos

I Box

* "Head" (1968, Muskan Tne Monkees. AslyNzed
outkx)k on the life of the 'eOs band the Monkees.

Beech fisv»r"(19e8. Comedy) Kato Kaelin. Three
|k)veekJ( entrepreneurs cross prths with mobsters,

H'7>wJyr^'(l97^,eom«W) Stove Martin. An
"^—

"

edtolystupklttwn stumbles Into good fortune

X
Program

Paid

Program

99

21

20

15

17

gP

;4 3q)**Vj That Night"

19re) C. Thomas Howell

Young
Musida

(3:30) Tke
Ihe Sky"

Richard
Scarry

piO) "For a
ew

I) "For

Dof-

***/^

U*'/i "Ghostbuslers //"(1989) Bill Murray. A 'ona-dead
[Carpathian warlock attempts to return to batlh. 'PG' X

', /Btow Upjhe Kid" (1 992, [American Teecher AwardsHoney,
Fantaay) Pick Moranis PG X
"Ukacie Beech' (1W2) A disillusioned

youth meets a wtsh-grantin

OnCmas
Eve |Mitw

Forbidden

geme

'^^'Sideduf
Milwaukee youth

NR'

** "The PhUede^jhia Experiment II"

1993) Brad Johnson. 'PG-13' X
s from ttwoughout the United States are

honored in 12 subject categories, ff^ X
Inside the NFLTRHin |*Mi "SMpMher

***<^ 1heFutflltve'{,\wa. Drama) Harrison Fad. An innooeni man
must evade Ihelaw aahe pursuea a kier. (hi Ster»o) 'PG-13' B)

* The Forbidden Oarx»"(1990, Drs^na)

Laura Herring. Jeff James. PG-13'

_ III Fathers Day"(1991) The pwcho
Stereo) X stepdad wreaks havoc in the iHe ot a divorcee. 'R' X

1990, Cornedy) C. Thomas Howell A
^-^i-^-,-,-^—-^- ,

finds k)ve and voileybaM In Caiifpmia [class

***"DkKr (1969, Comedy I

stockbroker tries to revitalize his

•Money tor MoWna" (1993) A working^ I**": "Ckiilly

:iass k)6er finds a Dundte of tost cash R lawverplaMi

JackLemmon. A
father PG'

Ray Charite: SO Yesrs In

Music (R) (In Stereo)

D*nnlt
MHImX

Home Shopping Spree

Emmanuelle ttM Series
n Storeo)

* 'The Maiibu Bikini Shop"
.(1966. Comedy) (In Stereo)

-Cer Wash'om An L.A. (^ wash
hoete a coltectkyi of zany characters

* "The Incredibh Shrkiking IVoman" (1M1) The
chemicals in aaroeol spray cans shrink a housewife.

Trtt« From

aiereo) |chemtcals tn aaroeol spray

"Qunie" (1963) An earihqualie survivor's iOef Comedy
savtor baoomee her captor. (In Stereo) 'FT jJam (R) X

sm" (1993) Rebecca De Morriay A

***
8h R llawyer plays cat-and-mouse with her deadly dient

'Ariicie99''n962}bDdGrs(iaVA U** "Ias/L^''(l9)
hospital fight to prbvkle proper care R

th«9ns^
'Boca' (1964 A reporter invostioates the

murders of several street kids X
iJg^" (1993) Kiefer Suttiariand.A guard's

unusual relationship witn a death row inmate T^'

* "The Seduction of

Ange<a"(1993, Aduit)"NR"
Conv«r»«tion With Carol
Starrirwj C«r<^ Burnett X

"A Fah Called

^v»Kte"(19ee)"R"x

**

***

"Hexed" (1983
[Comedy) Arye Qnitii 'R'

''&as Food iodb«Tg"(19(C, DrarS'
Brooke Adams, lone Skye (In Stereo) 'R'
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CRANBERRIES
From page 11

this band is Dolores O'Riordan.

Her stage presence is still in the

awkward stage, she kept in-

between song patter to a disap-

pointing minimum (no jokes or

commentary, just song titles

and album plugs), and she
made the unfortunate mistake
of requesting the audience to

sing along with obscure titles

from the new album. But at her

best - as on "Waltzing Back"
from the first record or on
"Zombie," the band's current

single - she displayed the
power and technique that has
built her reputation as one of
modern rock's strongest new
voices. At her worst - dancing
what appeared to be an Irish jig

- she was merely charming,
which certainly wasn't without

its entertainment value.

Clearly, this band's next step

should be to hook up with a

new producer who will be able

to help it duplicate on record

what it can do in concert. With
so many bands talking rock
while churning out product, it

seems an injustice that this

band is saddled with a reputa-

tion for being "too soft." To
paraphrase the title of its first

album, everybody else is doing

it - but as its Wiltern show
proves, the cranberries might
just do it even better.

^,. ,£f
Film Reviews

Trapped In Paradise
Written and Directed by

George Gallo
Starring Nicolas Cage, Jon
Lovitz and Dana Carvey

If Trapped in Paradise was
made 10 years ago, it would have
starred the Fat Boys and Vanity.

The Firpo brothers (Nicolas
Cage, Jon Lovitz and Dana
Carvey) get stuck in Paradise, Pa.,

trying to knock over the town
bank. But instead of making a

clean getaway, things go wrong.
The Firpo brothers bungle every-

thing so badly that if they bungled

them any worse they would have
been the director and editors of
this movie. To mix things up
more, the Firpos (sans disguise)

are befriended by the town, even
though the cops are on their case.

Cage's character falls for Sarah
(Hot, hot, hot Madchen Amick),
but she's the daughter of the

dreaded Vic Mazzucci, and what
the heck is Mrs. Firpo doing in the

trunk of his car! And hey, what's

that horse and sleigh doing here?

This town is so crazy! Crazy for

nearly two hours! Two hours?!

That's not crazy, that's tedious!

This flick should be called
Trapped in Hell, because it sucks

so bad. In some scenes, you can
see the tip of the boom micro-
phone. That sucks. And Carvey
sucks too. But he has always
sucked, nobody will admit it.

Cage must have needed to pay
some mortgage on something,
which would explain his presence

in the film, but he doesn't suck.

Lovitz does kinda suck here too. If

Sergei Eisenstein were alive today

he would say, "I don't need subti-

tles to see that this movie sucks."

There's nothing to say about
Trapped in Paradise, though some
critics will rave, "It's this winter's

Groundhog's Day." Movies like

this form on wet bread left in

basements. If there is a god, it will

make no more than $200 million.

And the Fat Boys will reunite and

incorporate scenes from
Alexander Nevsky into their mul-
timedia live act, which Pearl Jam
opens for.

William O'Hara

COBB

Two of the three Rrpo brothers, Dave (Jon Lovitz, left) and Bill

(Nicolas Cage) survey the friendly town in Trapped in Paradise.

From page 11

would have you believe. Cobb's
story should probably be fact-

checked and verified, because the

movie vilifies him to such an extent

that you become incredulous. But it

would take someone far more inter-

ested in Cobb than even the writers

of this film to endure the task, and

after seeing two hours too many of

this film who would care?

Mike Horowitz

MANN

Westwood
VIUAGE
961 Broxton

20S-5576

Star Trek: Ststrstlwn (PG)

(1:3O-4:30)-7;30-10:30

MANN

Santa IVIonica

CRITERION 3 Star Trek: Baniratlom (P6]
1313 3rd SL Promenade (2:00-5.O0)-8:00-l0:45

LAEMMLE I GENERAL CINEMAI LANDMARK

395~1599 Sit/Sun (1 1 :15-2:00-5«))-8:00-10:45

NATIONAL
10925 Lindbrook
208-4366

Interview wltk a VamDira (R)

(1:15-4:15)-7.15-10:15

Olacloattra Sneak: Sat at 6.O0

BRUN TrapHd hi Paradita (PQ-13)
948 Broxton frl-Sun (11:30-2:00-4:30)-7:15-10:00

239-MANN Mon-Ttiurs (2:00-4:30)- 7:1 5-10:00

FESTIVAL
10887 Liridbrook

208-7664

Mlraelao«34lliStraat(P6J
(1:45-4:15)-7:00-9:45

CRITERION 4 Intarvlaw with a Vamnira (R)

1313 3rd St. Promenade (11:00-1:45-4:30)-7:30-10:15

395-1 599 (Nacloaara Sneak: Sat at 7:30

CRITERION 9 Paaaaiastar (G)

1313 3rd St Promenade (1 :0O-3:0O-5:O0)-7:OO-9:O0

395-1599 Sat/Sun (11:0O-1:00-3:O0-5:D0)-7:0O-9:O0

CRITERION 6 iaileta Ovar Broadway (R)

1313 3rd St. Promenade (11:45-2:15-4:45)-7:20-9:45

395-1599

REGENT Lo«aanda.49(R)
1045 Broxton Sat/Sun (12:3O-2:45-5:0O)-7:3O-10:00

West Hollywood

SUNSET Weekend Programs

(213) 848-3500 Shrunken Head*
Toward die WIttiln: Dead Can Oanca

Reattan Garden
Some Uke It Hoi

Hoaveifty Craalarai

FrI/Sat MUnigtit

Tka Last nenier
Reattaaa Garden

Bedlam
PrMkacy
Boy^ Lite

Sat/Sun11:00AM

Santa Monica

Westwood West L.A.

AVCO CINEMA
Wilshire at Westwood
475-0711

LAs RHST CHOICE PRESENTATION THEATRE
70mm - THX SOUND - DOLBY STEREO
Tlw TOTAL Entertainment Experience

WEST8I0E PAVILION
GoMwyn
475-0202

The Beans of Egypt. Maine
(10:45)-3 20-7:55

Oolby Bulleti Over Broadway (R)

12 15 2 30-4 45-7 15-9 30

TNXOolfey Junior (PO-13)
12:30-3:00-5 30-8 00-10:3(

11:15-2:00-4:30-7.15-9.45

THXMky A Low Down Dirty Skama(Rj
12:15-2:50-5:2l5-7 45-10:15

WESTSIOE PAVILION
Goldrwyn

475-OM2

Eat Drink Man Woman
(12:50)-5:25-10 00

WESTSIOE PAVILION
Goldwyn
475-0202

32 Short Films Atout
Glenn Gould

(10 45 AM) only

WESTSIOE PAVIUON
Godwyn
475-0202

Builats Over Broadway
(12:15)-3:00-5:15-7 30-9 50

206-3259 Mon-Frl (2:45-5O0)-7:30-10:00

PLAZA Staroala (PQ-13)
1067 Glendon Sat/Sun (11:30-2:15-5:00>7:45-10:3(}

20B-3097 Mon-Frl (^15-5.O0)•7:45-10:30

WESTWOOD 1

1050Gayley
208-7664

UoN nng (GJ
Mon-Frl (2;30-4:45)-7:00-9:l5

SaVSun (12:Q0-2:3O-4:45)-7:0O-9:15

LAEMMLE

WLA/Beverly Hills

MONICA I

1322 2nd Street

394-9741

Floundering

(2:30)-4;45-7:00

Sox, Dniga A Democracy at 9:15

Beverly Hills

WESTSIOE PAVILION
Goldwyn
475-0202

Torn and VIv

(11:30)-2:00-4:30-7 00-9 30

MONICA 2
1322 2nd Street

394-9741

Tka Actor

(1:00)-3:10-5:20-7:40-9:50

MONICA 3
1322 2nd Street

394-9741

HoopDraa«<
(1;30)-5:00-8:30

Beverly Connection

La Cienaoaat Beverly Blvd.

Free 2 1/2 hour validated parking

659-5911

WESTSIOE PAVIltON
Goldwyn
475-0202

Haavtnly Craaluret

(11:45)-2 15-4 40-7 15-9 40

WESTWOOD 2
1050 Gayley
208-7664

Hoop Draama (PS-IS)
Mon-Frl(4:15)-8:O0

Sat/Sun (12:30-4:15)-8fl0

ROYAL
11523 S.M Blvd.

477-5581

DaNinbar Bride

5:30-7:45-9:55

(1:15)-3:20-5:30-7:45-955

THXDT8
12:15-2:45-5:15-7

jMlor (PS-IS)
45-10:15

WESTWOOD 3 PaMmacter (6)
1050 Gayloy Mon-Frl (2 45-5.-(50)-7:15-9:3()

208-7664 Salmon (12:30-2:45-5«))-7:15-9:30

MUSIC HALL
9036 Wilshire

274-6869

HooB Oraams
5:00-8:30

Sat/Sun 1:30-5:00-8:30

MONICA 4

1322 2nd Street

394-9741

Vanya on 42nd Street

(1:30)-4: 15- 7 00-9:35 THX Dolky Pule Fiction (RJ
12:0O-3:3i0-7:OO-10iti

WEtTW0004
1050 Gayloy

206-7664

m«arWlld(P6-1SJ
(2:45)-7:45

Leva Affair (F«-13]
Sat/Sun (12;15-5:15)-10:15

Mon-frl (5: 15)- 10; 15
West Hollywood

MONICA
1322 2nd Street

394-9741

Moa-Frl. let iliow kargain (

)

—1Sun8at(atCraacant Heights) Free Parking

Weekend Programs
City Hunter

Erode Ghost Story

East Is Red
Iron Monkey

Fri/Sat Midnlom

Mr. Smith Goes to Washington
Manhattan By Numbers

Latcho Drom
Anatomy at a Murder

Sat/Sun11:00AM

Stereo The Santa Dattse (PG)
12:00-2:30-5 00 7 30-10 00

THX Dolky A Low Down Dirty Skama (P6-13]
11:45-2:15-4:45-7:15-9:45

THX SR Dolky Digital Tka Protaaakmal (R)

12:30-3:00-5:30-8 00-10 30
11.30-2:00-4 30-700-9:30

Santa Monica
CRITERION t Star Trek: Ganeratlona (0)

1313 3rd SL Promenade (1:15-4:15)-7:10-9:4S

395-1599

CRITERION 2 Interview with a Vampire (R)

1313 3rd St Promenade (1:15-4:00)-7:00-10:0(J

395-1599

SUNSET 1

(213)848-3500
Haavtnly Crtataraa

(2:15)-4:45-7:15-9:45

FrVSat (2:15)-4.45-7:15-9:45-12O0

SUNSCT2
(213)848-3500

Plamtfarlng
(2:30)-5:00-7:30-9:50

SUNSCTS
(213)848-3500

Vanya on 42ad Street

(1:30)-4:15-7«)-9:35

SUN8n4
(213)848-3500

Clerks

(1:00)-3;10-5:2O-7:4O-955

suNsns
(213)848-3500

TlMLailti«Ktto«
(150)-4:25-7:00-9 35

PACIFIC

Westwood

LANDMARK

Santa Monica
NUWILSHIRE Clerks

13UWilshire Blvd S/S/W1:00-3;15-5:30-7 45-10 00
394-8099 F/MA: 5:30-7:45-10 00

TH: 5:00-10.00

NUWILSHIRE Ust Seduction
131 4 Wilshire Blvd 4 45715945
394-8099 Sat/Sun/Wed: 11:45-2:15-4:45-7.15-945

UNITED ARTISTS

Westwood
UAWBnyooo
10889 VVBBwoi til

475-9441

Palp Fiction (R)

SR Dolby Stereo

Call Theatre tor Snowtimes

West L.A.
UA WESTWOOD
10889 WeUworth
475-9441

The Protetslonsl (R)

THX SDOS Stereo

Call Ttwaire lor Sttowtimes

CREST
1262 Westwood Blvd 2 30-4:45-7:00-& 1^

474-7866 Sat/Sun 12:15-2:30-4 45-7:00-9 15

Tke Santa Qante (POI

NUART Red
1 1 2 72 Santa Monica Blvd. 2:45-5:00- 7: 1 5-930
478-6379

Sat Btae at 11:00am
Sun Camera Bull at 1 1 :00am

Rocky Horror Saturday Midnight

UA WESTWOOD
10889 Wellwortt*

475-9441

Swan Princess IG)

& Tke Skawskank Redemption (R)

Seperate Admissions

Dolby Stereo

Call Theatre lor Sbowtimes



JOHNL WOODEN

For UMass, Saturday's game against

Kansas will mark the first time
ever that the Minutemen have

played in the state of California, and
the second time that they have met the

Jayhawks.
,

In fact, the only other contest
between the two teams came in the
Championship game of last year's
Preseason National Invitation
Tournament, which Kansas won 86-75.

This year, however, UMass enters its

game with No. 7 Kansas as the top-
ranked team in the rwition, and that dis-

tinction is due, in large part, to the
Minutemen's 104-80 trouncing of
defending National Champion
Arkansas last week at Springfield.

Agairwt the Razorbacks, UMass was
led by senior forward Lou Roe, who
scored 34 points and pulled down 13
rebounds. That performance was better

than Arkansas' Scotty Thurman (17-2)
and Corliss Williamson (15-7) com-
bined.

Roe is joined down low by fellow for-

ward Donta Bright and center Marcus

Camby, who also joins Roe on the pfe-

season list of the Top-50 playere being
considered for the Wooden Award,
given every year to college baskedbatrs

b«t player.

The Sporting News, in its {^^eason
prognostication, picked UMass* front-

court a» the second best in the nattcm,
behind only A.rkansas. But against tl^
Razorbacks, UMass scored 69 of its

points in the paint, and had a 54-34
advantage in the reboundii^ cat^^ffy.

Sophomore Edgar Paditia runs the
point for the Minutemen, and senipr
Derek Kellogg rounds out the ba<4c-

court. Padtlla scored four points aftd

dished four assists against Arkansas,
while Kellogg notched eight points and
two rebounds.

Although the Minutemen ap^ar
headed for a fourth straight NCAA
Tournament appearance this year, it will

be only their fifth overall. Fifteen years

ago Saturday, UMass dropped an ^-74
decision to Toledo. It was the fifteenth

consecutive \oss for the Minutemen in a

skid that lasted 29 games.

The starting lineup

Lou Roe
Number: 15
Position: Forward
Height: 6-7
Class: Senior
PPG: 34
RPG:13

No. Player

4 Donita Bright

21 Marcus Camby
12 Edgar Padilla

14 Derek Kellog

Pos.

F
C
G
G

Ht.

6-6

6-11

6-1

6-3

CI.

Jr.

So.

So.

Sr.

PPG

24

13

4

8

RPG.

8

12

3

2

"W

The Kansas jayhawks enter the
Wooden Classic as the lowest
ranked of the four i^rttcipating

tesm, at No. ? but they have a shot to

change ait that in a hurry by knocking
off the top-dc^, No. 1 Ma^achusetts.

Kansas does havt history on its side.

Thejayliawks have won two of three

mex^^tjfi against the number one team
in tbenatiiHi under head coach Roy
Williams, the last time being a 83-77
tTiant|iho\%rthen top-ranked Indiana

in the ftnaU of the 1993 Midwest

Rew^fo his seventh season at KU,
Hs the wtnningest active

id coach. Nevertheless,

; his team squeak out an
, In its season-opener against

>» the JayHawk coach has
KiGi' o| fear and respect when
f^ttirrtht task at hand.

i^Uso athtetic, so quick. It's

r«ii4 "If we box cutax^
f;4«4 im. our opener),

\ Thef are one of, i(

iif^ team in college

basketball."

But at 7-2, 270 pounds, Kansas'
senior center Greg Ostertag can box
out two players by standing still. With
168 blocked shots, he is second on
Kansas' all-time list for career blocked
shots, behind only current NBA star

Danny Manning. Add 6-11 forward
Raef LaFrentz, who became only the
second freshman forward to start a sea-

son-opener at Karuas since Manning in

1985-88, to that equation, and the
Jayhawks have a solid one-two combi-
nation to send up against UMass' corps

of big-men, which includes Player of
the Year candidate Lxhi Roe.

Sophomore Jaques Vaughn, who also

started as a freshman last season, is

already being looked to as Kansas' key
to victory. He has picked up where he
left off in 1993 as one of the nation's

top newcomers, dishing out 1 1 assists

against USD. Vaughn is being touted as

a candidate for the Wooden Award, but
may not be at full-strength against
UMass after suffering an abdominal
strain in last Saturday's game.

The starting lineup

f't

No. Player

21 Sean Pearson

45 Raef LaFrentz

00 Greg Ostertag

35 Jerod Haase

Jacque Vaughn
Number: 11

Position: Guard
Height: 6-1

Ciass: Sophomore
PPG: 6
RPG: 4
APG:11
Pos. Ht CI. PPG RP(

p

""rmmrmm^gfrn

When the preseason college
basketball polls came out at
the start of the 1994-95 sea-

son, the Kentucky Wildcats were
expected to field a typically explosive
team. Eight different publications
picked UK as either the third, fourth or
fifth-ranked team in the country. After
a 2-0 start coming into their meeting
with UCLA this weekend at the
Wooden Classic, the Wildcats haven't
disappointed. '^ ^

Sixth-year head coach Rick Pitino
has brought the program back to
national prominence after struggling
his first season (1989-90) in Lexington
with a team that was left thin in the
wake of NCAA probation from the
Eddie Sutton era. His team featured
only eight scholarship players, but
worked its way to a respectable 14-14
(.500) finish.

Pitino has won wherever he has
been. He led an upstart Providence
College team to the Final Four in 1986-

87, in only his second year as bead
coach. In a two-year stint with the New

York Knicks, Pitino, as the youngest
coach in the NBA, went ftbm worst to

first (an Atlantic Division champi-
oi^hip) in two years.

At Kentucky, he has a record of 122-

3B (76.2), ^hile winning the last three
SEC Conference Tournaments, and
helping the*Cats to a spot in the 1993
Fir\al Four.

Pitino has brought entertaining ba^'

ketball to the Bluegrass State by pwiss^
'

»ng aggrcssTy^y and scorTf^ poiS^
the bushels. After two g^rri-^, Kenrucky
averages

1()1J| points per iarne, includ-
ing a 124-poinc effort in Its opener
against Tennessee-Martin. The trio of
Rodrick Rhodes (6-7, 217). Jtted
Prickett (6-9, 229) and Andre Riddick
(6-9, 227) gives Pitino a ver^tile com-
bination in the front-court. ,,

The Wildcats have one opponent in

common with UCLA to i«e as a com-
parison baje. Each team faced and
defeated Athletes in Action in the pre-

season this year, but Kentucky had an
easier go at it (122-86) than UCLA
(96-95).

The starting lineup

Rodrick Rhodes
Number: 12
Position: Fon/vard
Height: 6-7
Class: Junior
PPG: 16
RPG: 3

No. Player

32 Jared Prickett

10 Andre Ri(JdJck

00 TonyDelk
25 Anthony Epps

P08.

F

C
G
G

Ht
6-9

6-9

6-1

6-2

CI. PPG RPG.

Jr. 21 8

Sr. 11 8
Jr. 17 2

So. 3

BASKETBALL

\

The UCLA Bruins enter
Saturday's Wooden Classic
match-up against Kentucky as

the nation's fifth-ranked team, having
come out of the gate with a season-
opening 83-60 victory against Cal-
State Northridge last week in Pauley
Pavilion.

In his seventh season at the helm,
UCLA head coach Jim Harrick has a

achool-recoixl of 138-53 (.723) and has
fielded one <rfthe deepest and most ath-
letic tesata of his tenure in Westwood.
The Bruitu return four starters from

last year's team that finished 21-10 and
made an NCAA Tournament appear-
ance. The ^nior trio of point guard
Tyu? Bdney, forward Ed O'Bannon, and
Colter Geoi^ Zidek lend considerable

foi^^me experience and leadership to

the UCLA roster along with an "All-

CBanium is a candidate for the 1995
John R. Wooden and Natsmith Player
of the Y«ar award as a 1994 NABC
thitd-t^ffia AH-Amerlcan, Edney is a

l,99f Bavketbati Times second-team

All-American and Zidek is a 1994 sec-

ond-team Academic All-American.
But the Bruins are trying not to rely

too heavily on their starting five. In
UCLA's season-opener, O'Bannon,
Edney and Zidek spent a combined 44
minutes on the pine, while the Bruins'

other two starters, Charles O'Bannon
and Cameron Dollar, a\'eraged only 2

1

minutes of action between them.
With a stellar recruiting class that

was considered by many to be one of
the finest in the country, UCLA can
now afford to rest its front-ltne players

without missing a beat. Freshmen Toby
Bailey, Kris Johnson, J.R. Henderson,
and omm'A Givens joined returning
lettermen Ike Nwankwo, Kevin
Dempsey and Marquis Burns to com-
bine for 31 points off the bench against

Cal-State Northridge.

UCLA has fared well in intersection-

al meetings in recent history. Over the
past five seasons, the Bruins are 40-7
overall versus non-conference oppo-
nents. In the past two seasons, they are

19-4.

»-<6h..

The starting lineup

>-**-N

Ed O'Bannon
Number: 31
Position: Forward
Height: 6-8
Class: Senior
PPG: 11

RPG: 6

No. Player Pos. Ht. 01.

•1 3 Charles O'Bannon F 6-6 V2 So.

25 George Zidek C 7-0 Sr.

11 Tyus Edney G 5-10 Sr.

5 Cameron Dollar G 6-2 So.

PPG

13

14

8

6

RPG.

4
3
5

1

^'••<Jf-'» :- 'tl. -J^fVl

On deck

What: The InauguralJohn R. Wooden
Classic

Who: No. 1 UMass^vs. No. 7 Kansas
No. 3 Kentucfc/ vs. No. 5 UCLA

When: Satur^iay. Oe(|.3. 10 a.m.

Where: T*^ond of>\naheirn

TV/Radio: NBC Live
--—*^

RecOKis: UCLA ( 1 -C^rSntaclqrmi
UMass (1-0). Kansas ($^

Game notes: ^
• Kentucky leads the series i^ith UCtJ^.lkl. but
the Bruins won the last meeting 92-M ir t» 1975
NCAA championship game. t '

• Kansas beat UMass 86-75 last y^^^ was the
first tin^ that tho two teanis^^iw^r^et
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Classified Ad Information

Daily Bruin Classified Information
225 Kcfcklioil Hal:. 308 Wcslwood PJaza. Los Awjclcs. CA 90024

Ciass Line: (310) 825-2221 Class Display (310) 206-3060

Fax (310) 206-0528

We reserve the right to change, rcclassily, revise, or reject any

classified advertisement not meeting the standards of the Daily Bruin.

OuromcelsoDenMondav-Fridav.9-4

Classified rates

s/oo

45

2J.00

130

8.00

11.25

Djily ?0 words or Icsi

l)ail'/. each addttional wotd

Weekly, 20 woids w less

Wet.kly, each additional w«d
Display ads — student rate/cd. inch

DispUy ads — local rale cd. inch

Fiequency & Agency Rates Available

1 = ?inchcs X linch. There are no cancellalicns-after noon the day t)eforc priritinq

DbdUiines

Classilie'J line ads:

I woiking day heioie ptinting, by noon.

Classi'.ied display ads:

? working days belore printing. t>y noon.

AiiMi checks payable to the

UCIA Daily Bruiii.

The ASUCLA Communications Board lully sijpporls the Unrve rsity ol CaMormas policy on nondis-

crimtnalK4i No medium shall accept advertisements which present persons ol any ongln. race.

rehOHKi. se«. or sexual orienlalion 'n a demeaning way or irnpty that they are limiled to positions,

capab'Irties. rotes or status in society Neither the Daily Drum nor the ASUCLA Cominunicalions Board

has ir.vestioaled any o( the services advertised or the advertisers represented m th)s issue Any person

beltisving thai an advertisement m this issue violated the Board's policy on nondiscrimination staled

herein shouM communicate complatnts In writing to the Business Manager. Dally Bfuin. 225

Kr.rckholl Hall. 308 Westwood Ptaa. Los Angeles. CA 90024 for asstslance with housing discrimi-

nation problems. caH ttw UCLA Housing Office at (310) 825-4271 or cail the WcstsMe Fair Housing

Office at (310) 475-9671.

'T^,,-'.^.

1 Campus Happenings

Alcoholics Anonymous
l^.on. Dbcussion. Fri. Slop Study, AU 3525

Thurs. Book Study, AU 3525
Tues. and Wed. Discussion, [>ental 23-029

All timos 12: 10-1:00pm
For alcohotcs or Ir^dMduab who hem a

drinklr>g problem.

4 Financial Aid

Cash for college. 900,000 grants available.

No repayments, EVER. Qualify immediately.

1 -800-243-2435.

6 Concert Tickets

Km so pissedl I hfave Echobelly tickets I can't

use. 12/7 Luna Park. Call quick. Gary 908-

679-9111.

9 Miscellaneous

Experience Japan
Oregon State LIniversit/s 3-week summer in-

tensive Japanese language, culture, business

& homestay program at Bukkyo University r
Kyoto, Japarv Experierxx tFte one-day ertv

ploynr>ent, festival participation, university

club activities, company visits, & morel Earn

OSU credits. Call 1-800-679-6223.

'Truly revolutionary...' -Rolling Stone. Call

1-800-2-SAMPLE x344 to hear THE COATS'
new album.

10 Personal

ARt YOU INTERNATIONAL? ARE YOU in-

terested in participating in sports, cuisir^e,

and cultural pursuits of other countries? Pl-

CAS, 310-204-6392.

WANTED: 300 UCLA students to test new in-

ter-collegiate voicemail introduction service.

Absolutely Free I 818-986-9045.

WNTED: 100 PEOPLE
Lose 10-29 lbs. in 30 days and earn S$$ do-

ingit. 100% guarantee. Call 310-281-8828.

Young man from France, 1 7, seeks American

host family and young frier>d» for Dec 17 to

)an. 2, 1995. Will pay room and board.

Phone collect Mabil Merabteneat Oil 33 SO

529 382or0n 33 50 579 370.

1 1 Attorneys

Bright Honest Lawyer
•Auto & Work Accidetits •Falls •Wills

•Medical Malpractice •Business Litigation

•JobDiscrim •Divorce •Trials

Call Susan Balistocky

(310) 559-1406 or (818) 382-7055

12 Research Subjects

ASTHMA SUFFERERS. Eam up to $540.00 h
your spare time. If you take daily asthma

medication you may be eligible to participate

in a research drug study with a new potential

treatment for asthma. ConUct (310)477-1734

ext 540 to find out how you may ber^efit from

this vital program. Allergy Research Founda-

tion. Inc. (Brentwood)

Bcdwctling boys 7-11 yrs. and their families

needed for UCLA research fVoject. Subjects

will receive $20 and a free developmental

evaluation. 310-825-0392.

EARN MONEY for 1 5-minutes work. Looking

for rrule subject between 38-45, married, 1-

adolescent child, to compiele surveys dealing

with mid-life issues. Totally conHdential. Can
bedonetoUlly byr^ail. 310-286-0775.

Hyperactive boys with attentional problems
7-11 yrs, needed for UCLA research project.

Receive $20 and a free developmental

evaluation. 310-825-0392.

New antidepressant clinical trial (Must be 21

or older) FREE psychiatric eval, medical eval

and eight week program. LA office. Or. Gale

Cooper, M.D. board certified psychiatrist.

818-712-9032

Normal healthy boys 3-11 yrs, and their

families needed for UCLA research project

Receive $20 ar>d have a scientific learning

experience. j1 0-825-0392.

15 Wanted

CASH FOR CARS. We come to you. Top dol-

lar paid. We do all DMV. Wt buy anything.

818-999-(BUY (42»). —

12 Research! Subjects 12 Reseorcti Subjects 12 Research Subjects

CALIFORNIA

p \ \ A s !• ( A I r

Feeling depressed, sad or hopeless? Lost

interest or energy?

Sleeping too much

or too little? Crying

frequently?

Participants 18 to 65

needed for medical research study.

Qualified volunteers may be compensated

up to $660.

NERVOUS? ANXIOUS?
FEARFOL? WORRIED?

Research volunteers between the ages of 18 and 65

experiencing these symptoms for at least 1 month and

in relatively good health are needed. Volunteers will

receive a brief exam in order to determine eligibility.

Qualified volunteers receive free basic physical

exam/lab test and compensation up to $495-^.

California! CLiNlCAt tUlMSI
MEDICAL GROUP

Please call 1-800-854-3902

schizophrenia
Do you or a loved one .suffer from Schizopiircnia?

Qualified volutcers ages 12 and over may qualify for a

medical research study on .schizophrenia.Qualified

volunteers rccive a free basic physical exam, lab tests

and may be compensated up to approximately $1650.

CALIFORNIA

IM. L A S F C: A L I 1 -800-854-3902

19 Sperm/Egg donors

EGG DONORS
Chirwse Egg Oorwrs rweded to help an

Infertile Chinese couple have the child they

desperately war^ All costs covered and

compensation paid. Please call Tracie 1-800-

SURR<X;aTE (787-7642).

EGG DONORS NEEDED. All info confiden-

tial. Please call (310)285-0333.

EGG DONORS NEEDED: Healthy females

bebMeen 21-34years old w/nf>edical irv

surance. Payment of $2200 for medical pro-

cess. Mima Navas 310-829-6782, Monday-
Friday.

'

Sperm donors needed for anonymous dorxv

program at one of the largest sperm banks n
the country, eam up to $420/mo. if qualified.

Contact Heidi at the California Cryo Bank

310-443-5244. ext 24.

20 Pregnancy

GIVE THE GIFT OF LIFL Be a surrogate (or a

childless couple. Must be at least 21. LA
area. $15.000 paid. 800-308-7367.

HOW BE THEY
CONCEIVED, EXCEPT
BE THEY VIABLE?

We are all human organisms. It is contrary to

the pririciple of r>on-discrimination to deny

equal organismal rights to fellow members of

human organismal society. E-mail Eurica

Califon-niaa at IZZYB1Wemvs.oac.ucla.edu

and Help Stop the Holocaust of Abortheid.

22 Health Services

ALONE-STRESSED-OVERWHELMED. Sup-

portive counseling. Individuals, couples,

gioups. Adjacent to campus. Carole Chasin

MA MFCC. 310-289-4643.

COUNSELINC/THERAPY with experienced

female PhD. 2-blocks from campus, free

parking. Specializing in young adult issues:

Oepres5k>n, anxiety, relationships, academic

concerns and family problems. For informa-

tion or consultation- 310-474-8305.

MASSAGE. Massage school student offers 45
minute relaxing therapeutic massage for $5

and a toy donation to foster kids. 213-722-

0533.

PENIS-NIPPLE ENLARGEMENT. Professional

vacuum pumps with Instnxlion. Gain 1 '-3'.

Permarwrtf- safe. Enharxe erection. Dr. Joel

Kaplan 1 -800-987-PUMP.

REACH PERSONAL AND ACADEMIC
COALS wrm hypnosis, reduce test

ANXIETY. Irxxease concentration,

performarKC, self-confiderKe. Individual

appointments and classes. Experier>ced

psychotherapist for 17-years. Student Rates.

Call Laura GuiUsMFCC. 310-207-0630.

30 Help Wanted

$6.63A^R. Work in fun atmosphere, schedule

around classes, Apply: Maureen O'Brien,

Cafe Sproul, 350 DeNeve Dr. 310-825-2074.

AAATTENTION UCLA STUDENTS! Puzzles

Fast Food Restaurant is hiring for Fall And
Winter quarterl NOW accept APS wA'revious

restaurant experier>ce. $6.63^r. FLEXIBLE

NfTE SCHEDULE. Call Domink 310-206-

7687.

ACTORVMODELS NEEDED. Auditions by

appointments only. For commercials, filnr»,

and print ads. All type!yag^ needed. No ex-

perience necessary. No registration fees. Call

Today Imajje. 818-222-9091.

EARN UP TO $8.50/HR PLUS TIPS
cleaning houses and offices. Call today

and go to work this week. Tons of work.

Full and part time work. Flexible

schedule. Work In your area.

Car necessary.

Call today at 310/453-1817.

ADMINISTRATIVE ASSISTANT. Westwood
office. Seeking Mac efficient, we 1

1-organized
person w/offlce experience for corresporv
dence, filing, faxing, errands, etc F/f.

$9/hour. 310-575-3851.

ADMINISTRATOR/PROJECT ASSISTANT.
Computer literate, Windows, Word profi-

cient Senior/graduate with strong writing

skills. Flexible day^H>urs; no dress cod^re-
deption duties. S6-Sa 310-395-1414.

AGGRESSIVE TELEMARKETER, w/good
voice, near UCLA, comer o^ Wilshire ar»d

Westwood, flexible hours, $7-$lVhr ^ar.
anteed. James 310-208-5554.
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30 Help Wanted

ALASKA EMPLOYMENT - Fishing Industry.

Eam to S3,0OO-$6,00&t- per Month -t- bene-

fits. MaleA^emate. No experience necessary
206-545-41 55 ext A39342.

ASTRONOMERS, PSYCHOLOGISTS, astro-

physicists, neuroscienlists, and other interest-

ed people needed for a to be televised panel

discussion of 'Newtonian Astrology, plar>e-

tary gravitational effects on human thirtking,

etc' Viewer call in questioins accepted. Con-
tact Mr. Vandeffift at 310-207-4671

.

ATHLETE WANTED to supervise daily, early

a.m. workouts of 40-year-otd man-B-f or bet-

ter tennis player preferred. SISAtour, neg.

Call 31 0-470-3451,days.

ATHLETK7BOYISH MALE MODELS. Eam
$150-5300 PER HOUR. Surfer, student. Jock

types. Must be 18-24, clean-shaven face, I'rt-

tl^no chest hair. Playgiri-style magazine print

work/videos, nudity required. Highest $$$,
immediate payl Beginners welcome. Brad,

310-392-4248.

BALLOON CELEBRATKDNS needs party dec-

orators, drivers, artists, artd trainee managers.
Fast paced, fun, and creative environment,

flexible hours. Call 310-208-1 180.

CAMPUS POSITION AVAILABLE starting at

$6.63^r. We work arourxj your classes.

Imnrtediate employment available for Fall

1994. Sunset Village Dining Services.

Contact David at 310-206-7688.

CASHIER WANTED. WLA and Westwood.
Some Japanese preferred. 310-479-2530.

1834 Westwood Blvd.

CASTING IMMEDIATELY! Extras needed for

feature films, commercials, and musk: videos.

Eam up to $200 per dayl No experierKe

needed. Wotk guaranteed! Call today 213-

851-6102.

CHRISTMAS CASH $$$. Eam $7/hr/commis-

sions working near campus, immediate open-

ings with cash paid daily. Call between 9-

1 1 am preferably. 31 0-534-571 1

.

COMMUNITY SERVKIE OFFICERS (CSCKs)

are hiring UCLA students now!. S6.1Mir to

start, up to $9.10. IS-fhrs/Wk. Flexible sched-

ule. Call 825-6760.

COMPUTER PROGRAMMER for PDA, per-

sonal organizer. experier>ce in BASIC a must
Familiarity with NEWTON a plus. Leave mes-

safforfax resunf>e. 310-476-0097.

COUNSaOR. Small, highly regarded adoles-

ceri residential treatment center located h
Malibu. Duties: supervision arid interaction

with adolescent population 12-17 yrs. Excel-

lent opportunity for intensive clinical experi-

erxx with patients. Must be mature, reliable.

Some driving of program van required for re-

creatfonal purposes: Must have 7 yrs driving

experience w/good record. Prefer enrollment

in masters or PhD program level in psycholo-

gy. Paid internship may be available. Friday,

Saturday and Sunday shifts. 1 pm-9pm. $9Atr

starting. Resume may be faxed 310-457-

6093. Contact Martha Zimmerman 310-457-

5802.

V
Help Wanted

Westside Law rirm needs
help in accounting

department Job duties

include flling, shredding,

mailing and misc. tasks.

P/r. Can be flexible.

Start 7.00/hr. Send fax to

Judy Cunningham
(310)312-4224

CRUISE SHIPS HIRING
Eam up to $20004/morrth on Cruise Ships or

Larvl-Tour companies. Seasonal and FulU

Tinr>e employment available. No experience

necessary. For information call 1-206-634-

0468 ext C59342.

DATA ENTRY proficient, health care firm,

P/r, 20 hrsMc, $8/hr. Fax resume to: 310-

453-6109 or call 310-264-6616.

Da MANO GAUERY. CHRISTMAS HELP.

Sales and giftwrapping. P/T-F/T. Call Kevin

for information 310-476-8508.

DOG LOVING PERSON. Live-In, luxury

high-rise on Miracle Mile, Bel-air. $2aUay.

References prtt^rftd. Dec 17 to Jan 2. 310-

474-2674.

DRIVER ftom LA to Chicago to move family

car (one-way). Anytime Dec-Feb. Will bond
(iruure), provide free gas ar>d motel. Req. ref-

ercnces. Walt 31 2-486-4936.

DRIVERS- temporary for Chriitmat rush. Busy
Delivery company. Immediate hiring. Must
have own vehicle. Commission. 310-829-
1877.

EARN $35-$7S/HOUR. Part-time independ-

en( marketing consultants rweded. t^ experi-

ence necessary. All ages wekonw. Hundreds
of openings available. Begin today! 310-281-

1975.

EARN EXTRA MONEY DURING THE HOLI-
DAY BREAK- TALENT TREE STAFFING has'

immediate positions on the Westside for the

following: REaPTKDNISTS, WORD PRO-
CESSING SECRETARY, aERK, CUSTOMER
SERVICE REPS. Eam lop dollar while gaining

experience. Call TALENT TREE 310-207-

2555; jobs in Beverly Hilli/Downtown 213-

937-9100; jobs in San Femando Valley 818-

99(M)440.

30 Help Wanted

EDITORIAL ASSISTANT NEEDED to work for

LA design firm. Must be detail-minded,

highly organized, and a fast learner. Journal-

ism or English major preferred. FAX resume

to Attn: Jeni K. at 21 3-380-3427.

FIGURE MODELS
writer/photographer needs giris 18^- years old

to pose for magazines and computer art

Good pay, no experience required, conveni-

ent hours. 21 3-256-8700.

Floral designer/sales persorVaccount rep.

wanted. Experienced w/all styles of design.

Must be experienced arxJ highly motivated.

Flexible hrs. 310-277-4473.

GYMNASTICS
Mar Vista Recreation Center seeks experi-

erKed gymnastics instructor for ages 4-12,

Wed and Fri, 2:45-6pm, $12.S(Vhr, starts

Jaall. Call Steve Vollmer 310-398-5982.

Holiday Helpers. P/T or F/T customer serv-

ice/retail. Flexible hrs. No experiefK:e neces-

sary. $10.1 5 to start. 818-842-3242.

HOSTESS-NIGHTCLUB. Females, eam up to

$12^r.^ips. Club Greco. 366 East 2nd St.

Los Angeles. Minimum age-21. No experi-

erxx necessary. Japanese language

preferred. 213-626-5270, please call after

6pm,M-Sat.

HOSTESS. P/r in Italian restaurant, Pk:o and
Beverly Glen. SMwur. 11am-2:30pm. Call

310-475-9235, ask for Donato.

INCOME OPPORTUNITY. $5004/week pos-
sible processing mailers at home. Set your
own schedule arxi pace. For Info Call Mar-
Kon: 714-251-3001.

LAW OFFKTE. Clerical secretarial positions.

Must know WordPerfect. Have office experi-

ence. Good typing skills, flexible hours.

Wilshire & Glendon. 310-475-0481.

MALE MODELS. Asian. Latin or suHer types.

Nc height requiremenL Hot head, cards,

posters, mags. Good money. Fun! 213-664-
2999 24hours.

Small Entertainment Company
Has intern Position Available
• Exposure to the full ^Kctnun of the

music businesi.

• Possible College Credit

Call 310-553-8634 ^

MARKET RESEARCH COfVIPANY in Van
Nuys needs individuals to work 4-6

hour^day. Evening, day. and weekend hours

available to do public opinion and market re-

search. Must have excellent readir^ skills,

ability to write verbatim, and follow instruc-

tions. Call 818-725-4275.

MARKETING RESEARCH ASSISTANT Full-

tinf>e or part-time. Detail-oriented, good tele-

phone skills, interesting work, flexible hours.

Call 9am-10pm daily, Mrs. Rost 310-391-

7232.

MARKETING, Bottled H20, 2 cents/gallon, I

earned $5,000 last month. I can show you
how. Need help now. No phone interviews.

310-422-6146.

MEDICAL OFFCE, P/T, mid-Wilshire »ea,

15 hourVweek, no experierKe necessary.

21 3-937-2025.

MEDICAL. Full-time position for PA. or R.N.

in women's health care facility. West L.A
and Tarzana area. 310-839-5532.

MESSENGER, P/T, for enterUinment related

firm. Flexible hours, must have own car w/in-

surance, excellent driving record. Call Candy
310-888-3600.

MESSENGER/ERRANDS, Student needed for

P/r work, running misc errands for president

of RE finn. 10-20 hour^^veck, $9^r. Call

Naomi, 310-286-3600 for interview.

MGNT TRAINEE
No exp. nee Corp. expanding in area.

$400C/month, base-t- commission. Start im-

mediately. 21 3-463-0633

MID-WILSHIRE, East of Famwr's market, P/T

sales at a Tennis Club in the Pro Store. Great

atmosphere, weekend help needed. Sales ex-

perience prefen-ed. 21 3-931-1 71 5.

NEW FACES NEEDED NOW
• For TV Commercials
•Movies
•Catalogs
•Videos
call Immediately

(310)659-4855

OFFICE ASSISTANT needed for busy, exciting

office. Challenging opportunity/lots of room

for advancement. Type 40 wpm, MAC ex-

perierKe required, 35 hours^veek. Call 818-

506-5518.

OFFICE Hap, FULL_TIME, needed In nfce,

tmai\, Santa Monica Publisher's ofTice.

ShouU have good typing skills ar>d knowl-

edge of Word Processing Program. Must have

good composition skills. Call 310-395-9393.

OFFICE WORK, Part-time position in 100

Med. Plaza. UCLA student preferred. Call

between 10am-4pm Mon.-Fri. 310-206-

0099.

P/T flood^Nnap analyst position at mortgage

services firm. El Segprtda Moming and after-

noon shifts. Perfect for geography students.

$7.50»^r. Kevin 310-348-7080.

PART-TIME AOMINBTRATIVE ASSISTANT-
Worit moatly from your home for creative

WMvMXtd mariceting man. Start S8.00 per

hoyr>c«li Arthur 310-476-8478.

30 Help Wanted

PARTY HELPER, CHRISTMAS EVE. 6:30pm-

12:30am, $75 for evening. ExperierKe

Preferred. Call f^s. Scheff 31027'd-2040. Cv
r<eeded.

PC^AC ON-SITE INSTALLER NEEDED. P/T,

$7-10.00^r. Three years experience needed
w/DOS, Windows and System 7. Call 310-

854^4087.

PROGRAMMERS
Programmers arvd Sysadmins needed imme-
diately. C,UNIX, SQL, MAC, PC. Pay de-

pending en experierKe. On-campus job. Call

Derek 82S-2298.

Rapidly growing irwestment company seek-

ing P/r computer inlem. College sopho-

more/junior, ability to wodcwrth CX3S. Wind-
ows, Lotus 123, Word Perfect, and Foxpro.

Bilingual (English/Spanish) a plus. $7.00-

$&00per hr. Contact Nelson Jiminez at 310-

571.3700 x231.

SEE THE STARS,
PARK THEIR CARS
Valet Co. seeking part-time

attendants for Holiday season.

• Flexible tiours • Tips

•Over 19 •Clean DMV
• Cleancut

Call personnel

(310)657-2420

REAL ESTATE FIRM offering a PAID intern-

ship to an entrepreneurial-mirtded individual.

Duties range from light office work to active

participation in leasing/development process.

Must tie computer literate ar>d have own car.

Fax resume to 310-458-6681.

RECEPTIONIST/CLERK^L. Bilingual, Nkist be

fluent in Spanish and English. Flexible hours.

Comer of LeConle ar>d Westwood. Good Sal-

ary. Call between 9-5. 310-443-3200.

RECEPTKDNIST/TYPIST. P/T, F/T for advertis-

Inn firm. Call Jay or Joe, 31 0-572-7272.

RESORT JOBS- Eam to $12 / hr -i- tips.

Theme Parks, Hotels, Spas, + more. Tropical

& Mountain destinations. Call 206-632-01 50
extR59341.

RETAIL SALES POSITIONS available imme-
diately, F/T and P/T, for Petite Jardin ChiW-

ren's Shoes at Century City shopping center.

Exclusive European and domestic merchan-

dise offered in a beautiful new facility. Retail

sales and management experience is desired.

Paid parking. Salary -fbenefits. For appoint-

ment call 310-203-0424 or 310-203-0824,

ask for Lynn.

SALES AND PRODUCTK3N Positions Avail-

able. Great Harvest Bread Co. located in

Brentwood. $6.50 to start. Lots of fun! 310-

826-9400.

SALES, flexible hours, selling children's musi-

cal chairs, Westside Pavilion. Sales experi-

ence helpful, outgoing personality. $5^our
f- commission. 310-577-7858.

SALES/DEMO PERSON. Beverage demos r
supermarkets: offer samples, provide product

info. Dynamic, natural, wholesome ap-

pearance, female preferred. Weekdays and
weekends, $10/hr. 310-915-5500.

SECRETARY/EXECUTIVE ASSISTANT for

Westside import/export company. F/T, must

have proven knowledge of Microsoft Word
ar>d Excel. Excellent opportunity. 310-276-

2500.

TEACHER ASSISTANT. Private school, near

to SFValley. 7 year oW. . Hours 8-1 M-F.

Shoufo be Mac literate. Begirts immediately.

(818)998-1782, ask for Helene.

TELEMARKETER needed to support senior

vice president at major brokerage firm. Great

opportunity for experience. Call Gary Han-
dler 310-446-7165.

TELEMARKETING W/TYPINQ SKILLS. No ex-

perierKe necessary. Prefer studentVgrads.

Flexible hours. 1:00-6:00pm starting at $7-

$1(VHr+bonu$es. 3-blocks UCLA Harel

Maintenance. Ron, 310-470-6175.

TO WORK WITH CHILDREN ages 6-13. Art

backgrourvi helpful, rxit mandatory. Must

have good writing skills and be MAC literate.

Hours 10:45-3:30PM. Begin immediately.

Call Helene 818-998-1782.

TUTORS WANTED
MATH, SCIENCE, SPANISH, FRENCH TU-

TORS needed for Sherman Oaks, Woodland
Hills , Westwood Centers. Undergraduate de-

gree required. $12/hr. 818-347-7616, 310-

4^5-5330.

UCLA STUDENTS LOOKING FOR EMPLOY-
MENT, work around your classes, starting

rate $6.63/hr. Call Jelena at hlershey HaH
Foodservice 310-825-7686.

VALET PARKING. Attendants and Cashiers

needed for LAX MARROTT. Full-time and
part-time available. Flexible schedules. Great

student job. For nrwre information call 310-

337-5374.

VOIGHT FITNESS AND DANCE CENTER
looking for er>ergetic employees for their rmv
Santa Monica location. Call 310-854-0613

for information.

WAITER/DRIVER
LA TO OO: Coumwt food dclK^ery. Looking
for motlvaled, energetic, and conscientlout
delivery drh«fiAMilters. Fiexibic hourt. Good
money Fun work. Call 010)440-4455 before

lOJOam, between 3.5pm.

30 Help Wanted

We could be just the place for you. Cutters

Restaurant, Santa Monica. Hiring servers. Ap-

ply in person M-F between 2-5pm. 2425
Coforado Ave.

WRITER'S EXCHANGE has work for creative-

ly-talented writers. Paperback nove\$, Norv
Fiction Books, Magazine and Newspaper arti-

cles. Essays, Saeenplays. 310-209-'068l,

Vernon.

YOUNG MEN WANTED for nude and semi-

nude nwdeling. Good pay. Immediate work.

Call Derek 21 3-845-9669.

32 Career Opportunities

EDITORIAL ASSISTANT/)r. secretary. Busy

book publishing company seeks motivated,

intelligent assistant/secretary. Type 50 wpm,
filing, phor>e relief, photocopy. Call Allen,

310-477-3500.

FinarKial freedom available. Low risk, no in-

ventory, business opportunity. For info call

213-964-2277.

PART-TIME. Earn up to $30Q('day. Excellent

people skills required. Training provided.

310-337-0790.

PHYSCAL THERAPY AIDE. F/T, P/T. Brent-

wood. Experience preferred. 310-996-0085

or fax resume, 310-996-1064.

STOCKBROKER TRAINEE
Hardworking, serious only.

Long Hours, salary, plus cx>mmlssion

Series 7 preferred. Century City.

John (310) 772-7905

Paid Management Internship

' Be trained in mktg, sales,

interviewing, motivation of

employees.customer relations, etc

Eam minimum of 2,500 to lOK

managing a branch of Student

Works Painting. Most hiring will

be completed by Nov. for

spring/summer positions.

Call (800) 394-6000 for info.

BARTENDER
TRAINEES

•no experience necessary
•earn$10a$200 doily

•more lobs tnan graduates
•nation wide job placement

NATIONAL BARTENDERS
SCHOOL

(213)38a3200
(310)558-0608

(8 1 8)994-8 1 00

EEiiiDuiiiiiiiiia
A large private medical practice,

specializing in HIV and located in

Shernian Oaks is seeking a master's

or doctoral-level epidemiologist tor

ttieir Department of Researcli.

Strong mettiodologic/analytic and

SAS skills are required for this

exciting and ctiallenging position.

Interested applicants may fax

their resume by 1^16/94 to:

Dr. Laurie Shaker Irwin

(818)990-2796

Mow accepting

applications for

door staff, DJ's

fie waitresses.

All shifts

available. Apply I

in person.

J

34 Internshiips

CASTING INTERNS NEEDED fof one of the

largest film production companies. No pay,

lots of experierKe, college credi^t available.

Work closely with Casting Director A Roger

Corman's production company. Call Jan at

310-820-6733.

Director Norrrun )ewison Production Conrv

pany seeking Interns (or Spring. Call Eliza-

beth Casparis. 310-264-4155.

35 Ctiild Care Wanted

2 CHILDREN, 7&10, well-behaved. SanU
Monica, 4-8 hrs/wk, weekends. %7ft\r. Call

Bruce 310-275-9831

ASST. NEEDED FOR large family daycare in

Pacific Palisades. Must bvc kids and work
hard. Call Leslie 310-573-1811.

BABYSITTER, 1 OR 2 evening? per week. 2

boys, 9 and 12. Car needed. $6.5CVhour. Call

Mrs. Scheff 310-279-2040.

BABYSITTING, student needed to babysit 2-

yr old girl, 3-5:30pm, 3 week days (student's

choice), car required, $7A>r, Call Liz 310-

839-4670.

DRIVER/CHILDCARE needed by two profes-

sor family. 3 aflernoonVwk. SlCVhr. $10GM(
min. Need own car and references. Call for

interview. 310-828-3363.

FEMALE COLLEGE STUDENT NEEDED lor

part-time help at home with children. Even-

ings arxJ weekends. Good income or in ex-

change for room arxJ board in Brentwood.
310-471-0804.

MOTHER'S HELPER, Pacific Palisades. Driv-

ing, homework, chlldcare, references. Ongo-
ing commitment. Monday, Wednesday: 3-

7:30pm, Friday: 3-6pm. $10(Vweck. Start

lanuary. 31 0-204-1 666ext.328.

NANNYA^OUSEKEEPER. 25-35 \\T%ty/<.

SQAir. Fluent English, experierKe wAoddters,
own car. 310-820-6333.

PART-TIME DRIVER. Monday, Wednesday,
Friday 2-7pm. $MK>ur. Westwood location,

no cat necessary. Graduate student preffered.

310-4796335.

SFTTER FOR personable 3-yr-old. Approx-

imately the last two weeks of December. 4
hrsAlaily. Salary negotiable. ^^ Santa Moni-

ca. 310-451-5147.

tr

<^.

DRILV BRUIN

CLflSSIFieD

(310)825-Ztt1

49 Apartments for Rent

$650.00, Beautiful, large 1 -bedroom. Dish-

washer, air, fireplace, built-in book shelyps,

gated parking arvJ entry. Quiet building, 1 5-

minutes from UCLA or SMC. 341 4 Jasmine.

3ia836-4862. Available mid-December.

$800.00, Beautiful 2-bedroorTV2-bath, dish-

washer, A/C, fireplace, built-in book shelves,

gated parking and entry. Quiet building 15-

minutes firom UCLA or SMC. 3414 Jasmine.

310-838-4862. Available December.

$900 CULVER CITY. Large, quiet, modern, 2-

bdmV3bath townhome, dishwasher, 4^,
fridge, patio, Rated parking. 310-837-0761

.

1 -BEDROOM $695. 2-BEDROOM $825.

Garden courtyard. Quiet. AppliarKes, blinds,

etc 1&1/2 mik>s to campus. Blue bus. 310-

477-0725.

1 -MINUTE TO UCLA, Bachelor, $525, fur-

nishcd/unfurnished, utilities included, pool,

laundry, no pets. 310-824-3000

3BR + 3BATH
Santa Fe Style corxto, four units. Built-ins,

fireplace, refrigerator, air, washer/dryer.

Gated parking. WLAAJCLA. Cable bonus.

$1495.310-471-0359.

Adj. Beverly Hills. 1127 S. Doheny Dr. Up-
per 1 bdrm apt. New everything. Garage and
laundry. $69S/mo. 310-836-0340 or 310-

552-1557.

Beautiful 3-y/o deluxe apartment. 2-bdmV2-
ba, 3-bdmV2-ba available. 640 Veteran Ave.

'Call fast 824-2036.

BEVERLY HILS ADJ. 1&2-BEDROOMS
$725-$895. SOME WAHARDWOOD
FLOORS. ONLY 1/2 BLOCK TO PICO BUS.
ASK ABOUT BK; BONUSIII 310-839-6294.

BRENTWOOD 2BDRM'2BATH $1400. Se-

curity, patio, pool, 2 car parking, rermdied
kitchen and bathrooms. 310-472-1456.

BrcntwDodI 3-bdrm/2-bath. $1600. Pool,

Ig. balcony, gated parking, central air. Near

UCLA. Add.: 330 S.Banington, near Sunset.

310-471-2498.

BRENTWOOD, $900, 2-bdrm/2-bath, patio,

new decor, close to UCLA, by appt. only,

1 1 728 Mayfield Apt »3, 31 0-271 -681

1

CHEVKDT HILLS ADJ. $775, modem 2-bdhn.
1 1/2 bath, carpet, drapes, built-ins, refrigera-

tOf,patJo, carport, launidry, excellent trar«por-

tation and shoppinK. 310-83S-90S2
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49 Aoartments tor Rent

CLOSE TO UCLA
WESTWOOO. 10 minute* by car, 1-be<V1.

balh, upper, electronic entry, fireplace, refrig-

erator, dishwasher, carpet, verticals, gated

parking, laundry, $75(Vmonth. For appoint-

fDentcall 310-454-8800.

Deluxe 1 -bedroom. 10-minute walk to

UCLA, quiet building, balcony, wetMit-unll,

S850. Available now. 11088 Ophir Or. 310-

208-8861.

LARG£ 1 -BEDROOM. Separate dining room.

New paint, stove, refrigerator. North d
Wilshire. 5-mileseast of UCLA. $65(Vnionth.

Evenin)^only 310-859-0365.

MAR VISTA, $845, 2-bed/2-balh, 2-story cus-

tom townhouse. Gated garage, unit alarm,

central air, fireplace. 11931 Avon Way. 310-

391-1076.

MAR VISTA. 2-bedroofTV1 -1/2-bath, quiet,

bright, 2-5tory lownhome, skylight, pool, spa,

security gate, garage parking, no pets. Lease,

$800/Wionth. 310-391-6837.

49 Apartments tor Rent

MAR VISTA. $675. I^ar 405 freeway, Nkx
1 -bedroom, new carpets, stove, refrigierator,

laundry. 310-454-0805.

MAR VISTA. $845. 2-bdrTTv'2-bath, custom

tofwnhome, fireplace, gated garage, alarm n
unrt. 12736 Caswell Ave. 310-391-1076.

Open 7 days 9-5.

MAR VISTA. 2-bdmV2bath. Custom town-

home, fireplace, gated garage, alarm In unit.

$795. 1 1 748 Courtleigh. Door open 7 ^ays.

310-391-1076.
•

MARINA SHORES. MORA/enice border. 2-»-1

apartments. $745-$845. Sunny, airy, nicely

landscaped, parking included. Hard-

wood/carpets. Walk to beach. 310-395-0591

or 310-829-0589.

ONE MILE TO WESTWOOD. Brentwood

adjacenL Large single $600. Large Ibed

$695. 1235 Federal Ave. 310-477-7237.

PALMS $595, 1 -bedroom security buiUing,

very quiet, all appliarnies. Convenient to

campus. Security deposit $100. A/C, laundry.

310-837-7061.

TODAY'S
CROSSWORD PUZZLE

ACROSS
1 Military supplies:

slang

5 Playful animal
10 Article

14 Delay
ISCity onthe Nile

16 Double agent,
?erhaps

tirilling state

19 Taverns
20 Heavy-duty

engine
21 Apple or

pumpkin —
22 Type of code
23 Stray calf

25 Not her
26 Blacktop
30 Caesar's X
31 Martial art

34 Some exams
36 Pale
38 Cover
39 More finicky

41 Still in progress
43 "Born in the —

"

44 Change the

clock

46 Char
47 Long-winged

seabird
49 Ump's kin

51 Smirk
52 Charged particle

53 Beauty —
55 Hullabaloos
57 "— the Great

Pumpkin,
Charlie Brown"

58 Wanderers
63 1492 ship

64 Place for dirty

linen

66 Above
67 Actor Flynn

68 Climbing plant

69 Not any
70 Run-down
71 Dutch cheese

PREVIOUS PUZZLE SOLVED

V A S E A p E D P A R T
A L P S Z E R A B H O R
L O P T E L L P R N E
E E R L E V E L H E A D E D

T R 1 C E O R D E R S
E A S E L s V E R S s
R U M B A B A R S OESCS]
1 R A llClL A N G EDBEILIII
SQIS glQSB] SDHSCl
i^^TlulclKISHSICIAILIEIDI
Diascia SBBEasa
C H E E R B E A D E ^m B 1 B
1 R A T E S 1 D E M E A L

D O V E S A M 1 D R A G E

miiuia issiis siSBjiSi

1 1 -29-94 <D 1 994, United Feature Syndicale

DOWN
1 Deeply
impressed

2 Skirt length

3 Cheese lovers

4 Elevator
pioneer

5 Spotted wildcat

6 Jaunty hat

7 Men's jewelry

8 Tennessee —
Ford

9 By — : from
memory

10 Damage
1

1

Blue or green
gemstone

12 River to the

North Sea
13 Plateau
18"Nightline"host

Koppel
24— up: gets

ready
25 Puts up curtains

26 Baseball term
27 Develop

28 Suitcase
packer, often

29 North Woods
animal

31 Barbie's

boyfriend

32 Slight trace

33 Garden tool

35 Enchantress
37 Lodging place

40 Snakelike fish

42 Lubricate

45 Deletion

48 Prayer beads
50 Affectionately

53 Rubberneck
54 Neither fish —

fowl

55 Before long

56 Prima donna
57 French islands

59 Budge
60 Surrounded by
61 Actress Delany
62 Stalk

65 Sign of

approval

49 Apartments tor Rent

PALMS $825. 2-bdrrT\^-ba. refrigerator, dish-

washer, stove, central air, fireplace, two un-

derground parking. Quiet. Bus #12. 6-year

new security building. 310-556-1688.

PALMS, 1 -bedroom, S55(Vrnonth, upper,

3455 Jasmine. Appliances, pool, parklr^

laundry, no pets. 310-454-4754.

PALMS. $600, 2 weeks f^ee, 1 -bedroom, se-

curity building, 2 parking spaces, r>ew carpet,

Hreplace, balcony, A/C, securityalarm, .Call

310-475-5168.

PALMS. $995, 2-bed/2-bath, custom town-

home, fireplace, balcony, gated garage,

alami in unit Or>e month free. 361 4 Paris Dr.

310-391-1076.

PALMS. Unfurnished 1 -bedroom, $495,

single $395. Appliances, no pets. Call 9anrv

8pm, ask for my. (310)837-4196.

PALMS/CULVER CITY. Keystone Place apart-

rr>ents. Convenient, light, sunny. Singles 1&2-

bedroom apartments. Microwave, Jacuzzi,

gated-parking. Close to 405. $650-$950.

Linda 310-836-1718.

PARKING RENTAL
ACROSS FROM UCLA. Secured, gated,

inside apartment building. $5(Vmo. 310-20&-

0732 Call between 1 pm-5pm.

PENTHOUSE VIEW
$575. Elegant, 1 bedroom, two entries. Sher-

man Oalu adj. Great kx:ation, half bkx:k

markets, busses, near freeways. 818-399-

9610.

SHERMAN OAKS. Gated, newer, quiet, sin-

gle, $450, 2-f2 $735, 13406 Moorpark St

818-907-9237, 818-222-8298.

SINGLE APARTMENTS. Near buses. Conv
pletely rerwvated. Bike or ride to campus.
Near paiks.Laundry and parking. Massachu-
setts E.of405. $535. 310-479-2819

TWO BEDROOM $595
SPACIOUS, VIEW, walk library. Great Van
Nuys location. Minutes to Sherman Oaks,
shopping, busses, ar\d freeways. 818-399-

9610.

WALK TO UCLA. One bedroom, balcony,

free parking, laundry facilities, water incl.

$900. Bachelor $550. Single $650. 10944
Strathmore. (310)209-0968.

WEST L.A. 1-bdrm $600, single $575,

bachelor $475. Single and bachelor include

utilities. 310-477-2696.

WESTWCKDD
ACROSS FROM UCLA. Single plus bit,

Ibdrm. Secured building, furnished, heater,

stove, oven, refridgerator, laundry facility.

$80Q/mo. 310-208-0732.

WESTWOOD apt. off Gayley. Big, charming,

1-bdrm, furnished. Comfy kitchen, endless

closets, major windows. Garage, harxJyman.

$1 1 StVnrH). Call 310-824-2581

.

WESTWOOD HUGE
FABULOUS IBDRM.
Security building half a block from UCLA .

Upper floor. Stain glass. Furnished, cable,

parking, laundry. Worxlerful deal at a great

price. $1000. Lauren 310-824-0319.

WESTWOOD, $825/MONTH. Sunny, large

1-bedroonrV1-bath. 2-bkxJc walk to campus.
Prime parking, secure. Assume lease, move-
in January. 310-208-8045.

49 Apaitments for Rent

WESTWOOD, 424 LANDFAIR, 3-bed-

roorTV2-bath, 2-bedroonVl -bath, and tingle

available rww. Swimming pool, hardwood
fkmrs, utility room, garden setting, next to

UCLA. 310-459-1200.

WESTWOOO, available Jan. 1, large, bright

Ibd, $795, quiet building, controlled access,

elevator, gated parking, 310-208-4835. Call

before 7pm. 51 9 Clenrock Avenue.

WESTWOOD, SPANISH GUEST APART-
MENT, hardwood floors, all utilities, laurxJry,

cable, parking. Residental. Available 12/1.

$55(yhfH)nth. 310-552-9244.

WESTWOOD- 2-BEDROOM^-BATH, $925
AND UP. TILE KITCHEN, STEPDOWN LIV-

ING ROOM. UNUSUAL CHARM. M/2
MILE TO UCLA. 310-839-6294.**

WLA BACHELOR, $460. LG-1-BED, $650-

$675. Swimmir^ pool, survdeck, laundry,

barbecue, appliarKes, carpetVdrapes. Best

location. 1621 Westgate Ave. 310-820-

1121.

WLA PRIME, large single, kitchen, dining

room, hardwood, private, $675. PALMS, 1-

bdrm, stove, refrigerator, $550. MIRACLE
MILE, small singly, kitchen, full bath, big

closets, $375. 310-839-8105.

WLA- 1 -bedroom, built-ins, refrigerator, A/C,

security gates, upstairs, laundry roonrv On
UCLA Busline. Price negligible 310-475-

2220 or 31 0-478-1 190. 2605 S. Barrinfion.

WLA. $675/month. 2-bedroorTVl -bath. 2 lev-

els, private balcony. Laundry room, 2 bkxks
south of Wilshire. 310-395-0149.

WLA. $795Anonth, 2-bedroonVl -bath.

North of Santa Monica Blvd. 1444 Barry

Ave. Close to UCLA and transportation.

Nice neighborhood, quiet, upper unit, nice

view. Parking, lauryJry. Refrigerator, oven.

310-828-7483. .

WLA. 10 MINUTES TO UCLA. Big & BrigN,

Low move-in, 2-bdrfTV2.5-bth, singles $695
& up. WASHER/DRYER, W.B. fireplace, sec
alarm, ROOFTOP SPA. 11221 Richland 478-

3990.

GREAT LOCATION!
3450 Sawtelle Blvd.

1 and 2 BD Apts.

Split Master Suites

-Heated pool/spa/sauna/gym

-BBQs/Lush Gardens/Waterfalls

-Large recreational clubhouse

-Intercoms entry

Casa de Vida

310-3974811%^
Diamond Head
Apartments
Short Term Available

1 bedroom $875
Fireplace, balcony with a

view, contemporary
kitchen

Great Building
Negotiable Rent

VWonderful Managers
660 Veteran
208-2251

Nonterey

2 Bed / 2 Bath
$1150
$1250

Central Air/Central Heat.
Security building.
Will Allow 4 in

1 Apartment

Now reserving for Fall

(310)477-0858

*"• MAR VISTA
*"'

2BD. 2BA. 2 STORY
CUSTOM TOWNHOMES.

GATED GARAGE. CEI^RAL AIR.

FIREPLACE. UNIT ALARM

* 12736 CASWELLAVE $845
A 11831 AVON WAY $845
* 11 748 COURTLEIGH DR. $795

* PALMS *
2 BD. 2BA CUSTOMTCWNHOME.
HBEPLACE. BALCONY. GATED
>^GARAGE. ALRM IN UNIT
^ (ONE MONTH FREE RENT)

W3&I4FARIS $995
' •ap«n7day«

CALL (310) 391-197$

TO SEE THE
m LOVELYAPARTMENTS m

49 Apartments for Rent

WLA. Amazing deal. 1629 Brodcton. Singles

Starting $525. New appliances, ca/pet, paint,

vertical-blinds, gated. Good student discount
on parlcin);. 310-477-0112.

WLA. BeaUiful, X-Large 2-bdfm, high ceil-

ing, S795. Large 1 -bedroom, $650. Single

wAull kitchen, walk-in closets, $500. 1718
. Bundy Dr. 310-476-8090.

WLA/PALMS. 2b41.Sba townhouse. Fire-

place, diswasher, new carpet, security build-

ing and parking. 3549 Sawtelle Blvd. Ten
minutes to campus. $795/mo. 310-398-5995.

FURNISHED RESORT STYLE
APARTMENTS

MINITTES FROM CAMPUS
STUDIO, ONE AND TWO BEDROOMS

MONTHLY RENTALS

800-846M65
CORPORATE DISCOUNTS AVADABLE

GENUINE UCLA
SPECIALS

HJr^NI^.HL[> BAC.Htl <3F^«^.

FrorTi $ 495
F UHNI'.Ml O jir^t.Ll •_.

From $ 595
FijnNr.Hfci) 1 Ht i>t<o(>r\/is

FroiTi $795
'.HOH I T tur.l AVAIl AHLE
Dim t: T I Y AC r^ov;-. I noM

tA\n fAr-iRn-^. urt a
WALK l<L3 c:i AJi'jer,

Wl" •^•. T\A/f >f->n CI A^A
A PA R r TjI l N I 'i

r.OI liOS OAYLIZY AVE
(A 10) ^Oli u'.O'j

50 Apartnnents, Furnished

MAR VISTA, $60(Vmonth. Ask about free

rent Attractive, fumished 1 -bedroom. Large,

pool, patio, and barbecue area. Quiet build-

ing. 3748 InglewDod Blvd. 310-398-8579.

51 Apartments, Unfurn.

$850 2B0RAV1 1/2BA. 1426 Barrington «4.

Stove, refrigerator, air, dishwasher. (310)837-
0761

3545 Keystone. 2bdrm lower security apt
$715. Eve. 31 0-275-1 427 Of 213-254-1565.

PALMS, $825, newer building, quiet,

2+2wA>alcony, VC, fireplace, all anwnities,

gated 2-car parking, laundry facilities, bus
connection to UCLA. 310-390-5996.

SANTA MONICA STUDIO ON THE BEACH.
Available immediately. Refrigerator, stove,

no pets. $63Gk^TH>nth. Near the pier. 310-
451-5944. __^
WESTWOOO. $1500, Spack>us 3-bedroom
upper-fdining room, wA>alcony, dishwasher,

refrigerator, built-ins, ideal for grad students.

1711 Malcolm. 3/4-mile from campus. 310-
273-1212.

^

_'
WLA. 1 -BEDROOM, $65(VMO. BUILT W
POOL. aOSE TO uaA and beach areas.

Great tenants, resident manager. 310-477-
9955.

52 Apartments to Stiare

Apartment to share available. Ibdrm m a
huge Ibdrm duplex in Brentwood. Avail.

12/15. Private bath/pool. Near bus to cam-
pus, walk to bwood-village. ibSO/mo. 310-
820-4110.

BRENTWOOD APARTMENT. Sunny and
spacious. Own bedroom. Share large bath.

$45Ck^onth. Security building. Great room- ^

mates. Female only. 310-826-6616.

FEMALE NEEDED
Female roommate wanted to share bedroom
in 3-bedroonV2-bath apartnrtent w/3 females.

AVAILABLE ASAP. New, clean. Security

building, laundry facilities, gated and under-
ground parking. Call Mendy, 310-208-1816
leave message.

FEMALE(S) WANTED
Beautiful Westwood, 3-bedroom/2-bath
apartment, own room or room to share. Se-

curity building, parking, laundry, walk to

UCLA. N/5. Stacey, 310-206-1816

M^, beautiful surrour>ding$ in Culver City

w/mature non-smoking female, parking, pool,

Jacuzzi, nuny amenities, $450. 310-204-
6392.

PALMS. Own roonVbath in 2-bdrnV2-bath
apartment. New complex w/appliances, se-

curity, etc Male-N/S preferred. $490/mo.
Short-temn lease available. Jose 310-553-
901 Oext274, call anytime.

WESTWOOD. Femate roorrvnate wanted to

share large bedroom of 2-bedroom, 1-balh
apt. From Jan.-Aug. S30(ymo.-i-$300 deposit.

Contact Paula 310-824-4650.

53 Roommates

504 MIDVALE. Female share large 1 -bed-
room, hardwood floors, large bath, parking.

Must seel Available 12/16-june. $425-^1/2
utilities. Tara 310-624-0824.

CULVER CITY, master bedroom in 3 bed-
room condo, private bath, pool, spa, guard,
$A25/mo.. free utilrties, $125 deposit, pre-

sently 1 mal^ female, short term okay, 310-
842-8408.

FEMALE CRAQ/PROFESSIONAL Student.
Own roonVbath, parking, pool, laundry, near
buses. Non-snwking, mature, quiet. Available
Dec 1. $440. Call evenin» 310-444-4913

Daily Bruin Classified

53 Roommates

FEMALE NEEDED
Female roommate wmted to share bedrooom
in 3-bedrDOfT/2-ba(h apartment w/3 females.

AVAILABLE ASAP. New, dean. Security

building, laundry facilities, gated and under-

ground parking. Call Mendy, 310-208-1616
leave mesaage.

FEMALE ROOMMATE
Female roommate wanted to share 1-bed-

roorr/l-bath apartment $4iymonth. Laun-
dry, parking. Very bright, airy, lots d wind-
CTVS. 406 1/2 Landfair Ave. 310-208-0773.

FEMALE ROOMMATE WANTED to share

spacious 2-bedroonV2-bath with 3 great

roommates at 527 Midvale. Affordable. All

amenities. Must See. Megan 208-7362.

Free cable, free laundry, $375/mo. Own
room. Duplex. Near SanU Monk:a and Bar-

rington. Grad Student preferred. Call 310-
207-4442.

MIDVALE/LANDFAIR. Three guys in fur-

nished apartment seek roommate. 2-bed-
roorVl .5-bath w/jsarfcing. $37S/month. 310-
209-1143.

NATONAL&MILrrARY- Female graduate

roommate to share 2-bed/2-batln apartment
Asian preferred. Security building.

$35Q/nrKH-1/2 utilities, own roonr^ath. Nea-
shopa^xjslines. 310-558-4057.

ROOMMATE WANTED ASAP to shve 2-

bedroonV2-bath with 3 female students.

Beautiful apartnwnt w/pool, sauna, fitness

center. 527 Midvale. Jessica 310-824-1806.

ROOMMATE WANTED. 3bdrm/2ba own
bedroonVshare bath. $363 A month Bar-

ry/Wilshire. Ask for Rachel 310-478-2445.

Roommate wanted. Esp. Spanish speakers or

African beg. Jan. 95 male/female. Call collect

weeknights between 6-8pm. at 719-576-
3738.

TOP FLOOR LUXURY BUILDING. Views of

Century City. Private bedroom and bath. Full

security and parking. Central air, pool. Norv
smoker. First and last. $675. Avaiable
12/2094. 310-470-6577.

Venice Studto, 2,100sqv1t., 20'Ceilings, sky-

lights, two blocks from beach, central loca-

tton. $45Q/month. Available 12/1/94. Call

Erik or Will 310-399-6777.

WESTWOOD, $557/MONTH + $400 DE-
POSIT. S-minutes UCLA by walking. Own
room, share bath. Parking, laundry, pool.

Quiet, N/S female. 310-209-1050.

WESTWOOD, Stralhnwe/Landfair. Female
r>eeded to share room w/1 other in spacious

Ibd apt. BalconyAerrace. Move-in date/de-

posit negotiable. $41S/mo., Emily 824-

0407.

WESTWOOO. 424 VETERAN, l.or-2 fe-

males to share 2-bed'2-bath apartment.

Pool/)acuzzi, security, parking. 5-min. walk
to campus. Starting mid-December.
$325/mo,neKotiable. 310-824-2526.

WESTWOOD. 456 Landfair. Considerate,

r>eat, studkxis. Need female roommate for

pre-fumished luxury 2-bdrrTV2-bath apt
ASAP. $312.5(VWw. Call 310-209-0682

WESTWOOO. 1 or 2 female roommates
needed to share 2-bdrn\/2-bath from mW-
Dee-June. $38(ymo. +4ecurity. Pool, jacuz-

zi, sauna, recTwei^^ht roonw. 310-624-1731.

WESTWOOD. Female to share 2-bd^-bth
apartment, own room & room to share, park-

ing, laundry, large closeU. 475 Gayley. 310-

209-6033.

WESTWOOO. ROOMMATE NEEDED TO
SHARE room In furnished 2-bedroom/2-1/2-
bath condo. Parking, security, laundry, pool
table. 310-208-5229.

54 Room for Rent

WESTWOOD, LARGE ROOM, private bath,

furnished, kitchenette, walk-in closet. Ckxe
to UCLA. $4SC/month, 310-826-8568 am, or

470-361 6 pm.

WESTWOOD/3 BLOCKS TO UCLA. Bako-
ny, laurMiry, secured buildir^ big closets,

dishwasher, share kitchen and bathroom. Fe-

male preferred. $400. 310-824-0723.

55 Sublet

WEST HOLLYWOOD. Gorgeous fumished
large single apartment Luxury building.

Only $550 including utilities. Pool, gym,
covered parking, security guard. Call Vimala
310-825-4932.

WESTWOOD close UCLA, Overland
Ave/Santa Monica Blvd sublet winter/spring

quarters, $35Q/mo., fully fumished, bachelor,
rear parking, mature UCLA student, 310-475-
3720.

WESTWOOD. StrathnfHjre, 1/4 mile to cam-
pus bachelor, refrigerator, laundry, utilities

paid, fumished optional. Take over Dec. 1.

S495/mo. Michael, 310-824-4702.

WLA, 2 miles from UCLA, sublease own
bdrnrVba. Winter/Spring qtrs, $47S/nf>o.+de-
posit Clean, spackxA, security, gated parking
(310) 575-9709.

56 House for Rent

Endno Park, 3bd/1ba, atUched garage, wash-
er/dryer, fenced backyard, swamp cooler,

fireplace, den, living room, available De-
cember 1, $1200, 818-506-6200.

57 House to Share

SANTA MONICA. Own room in 2-bed-

room/1 -bath house. Spacious, garden, hard-

wood floors, close to beach/bus. Female
grad preferred. SSSCVmonth. Available 12/15.

Maggie, 310-450-1063.

VENICE. Own roon^ath in large beautiful

house, 1/2 bik beach, walk street, paricing,

wash/dry, yard, $535, move-in date

negotiable. 310-392-9412.

59 House Exctnange

12/21/94-1/2/95. 4-BDRM LONDON
HOUSE (ctose to West End and transporta-

tfon) in exchange for Los Angeles accommo-
dations, preferably West Side. 213-655-
0336.

GUESTHOUSE rent-free in exchange for tu-

toring two chikiren ages 6&8. Near Beverly
Hills. Education background preferred. 310-
275-4757.

60 Housing Needed

WANTED: Bachelor, single or Ibdmi apart-

ment for January through April 1995. Student

seeks housing during internship. 904-575-
6325 Leave message.

62 Room/Board for Help

54 Room for Rent

15 minutes south of canr>pus, quiet rustic re-

tired teacher's home, share b^, male pre-

ferred, no cooking car necessary, $350, 310-

636-6730.

AVAILABLE 1/1 OR 3/15: Private, bright, fur-

nished roonVbath, private entrarKC, fridge,

parking, across from tXTLA. Can view now.
$50C|/WK>nth. 310-470-6401.

BEVERLY HILLS Separate, private fumished

roorM>ath for N/S female student Great kx:a-

tton, paridng, pool, $600.310-273-9127.

CENTURY crTY. Room w/batK EnckMed pa-

tia Private entrarKc. Kitchen privileges. Fe-

male preferred. Begins January. 310-474-

9854. $415/W>o.

Huge 2bdrm adjacent to Beveriy Hills (Olym-

pic and Doheny). Fumished, refrigerator, air,

parking available. Lease until May. $565/mo.
310.246-1440.

LANDFAIR AVE. Doubles or singles avail.

Prefer males. Util. incl. Walk to campus. Call

Eddie, 310-206-8172.

PRIVATE ROOM, 1/2 BATH in large house. 8
miriutet to LXILA. LMng room, den, parking,

norvsmoker preferred. $39(yW>o. Ivan 310-

207-3212.

RENT ROOM nev Wertside Pavilion.

%AO0/mo, including utilUes, separate

roonVenlrance. Share bathroonAitchcn.

LaurviryA'arking available. Grad student pre-

ferred. Deann 310-474-1147.

ROOM AVAILABLE immediately in large,

comfortable apartment 1920"$ era buikJing

located near historic Ambassador Hotel.

Laundry facilities. $375. 213-739-1566.

ROOM FOR RENT. Female, non-snwker.

Beverly Hills, excellent area. Near transporta-

tton. $4S<><ft>onth. 310-858-6066.

UCLA ROOMMATE WANTED TO SHARE
ni>as>er bedroom In apartment wAww car-

pelAumiture. Steps from campus. Gated

paikkift. $45(ynfH>. 310-S24.2366.

Black mature student seeks living quarters.

Exchange for childcareAutoring, etc or seeks

sublet under $400. Immediate Ms. Ross 310-
575-0023.

'

FEMM.E STUDENT needed for chiWcare,
driving, light housekeeping for 9 & 3-

year/old. Approximate 20hours/week. Wal-
king distartce campus. Experience/references

required. 310-470-4662.

FEMALE STUDENT. Room and board In ex-

change for baby sitting child with special

needs. Approximately 25 hn^vk. Judy 310-
274-2617.

FREE ROOM AND BOARD for child care.

Female student Own car, near UCLA. After

6J0pm. 310-204-4870.

FREE to mature male studerH in exchange for

help in home. No drugs. La Brea/Venice \n

Mki-dty area. 213-936-3349.

Near UCLA. Female student preferred. Non-
snwker. Fumished room inexchange for

housework. Nice, private roonrAMth. 310-
474-0336.

66 Townhiouse for Rent

WLA, townhouse, 3bed4derV2.5ba, formal

dining room, laurwiry area, central air condi-

ttoning, 2 security parking, fireplace, cable
TV hookup, 310-479-8928010-479-5921.

67 Condos for Sale

SANTA MONICA. 2-bdrm, 2-bath. Security

building. CloM to UCLA. New berber cv-
pets, Mexican tile. Must sell, $170K. 310-
452-9241 or 310-829-2458.

68 Condos to Share

1-bdrm In 2-bdr/2.5-btK Wilshire Highrise
Condo. Laundry facility within unit, 24-hr.

security, valet parking, pool and gynv ti/S.

$12aymo. 310-475-7969.

FEMALE TO SHARE ROOM in nice condo,
large living room, kitchen, quiet, security

building, walk to UCLA, $360/mo. 310-391-

2877.

OWN BECVBATH in 2bdmi condo near
UCLA and bus. Quiet, security, pool, non-
snwker, cable, targe closcte. $60(VW>o. 1/2

310-444-0535.

69 Condos for Rent

CULVER cmr. 3-bedroon(V2-bath w/loft, 7-

mites to UCLA, 2.car parking, 24-hour secur-
ity ^ard, pool, gym. $11S(VWwnth. 310-
398-4594, after 3pm.

SANTA MONICA, Fumished room for rent In

beautiful condo, private bath, an>enlties,

kitchen/laundry, quiet, rescnred type pre-
ferred, 6nrK>.-1yr lease, $400. 310-399-4002.

70 Guest House for Rent

CENTURY CITY. $650 or $625 (lyr tease), 1

room guesthouse, wAitdien, bath, and gv-
den. Avail Jan.1, utilities included. 310-788-
9441

PALMS. Delightful garden guesthouse, 1 bed-
room, garden arxJ cat lovers wekuxne,
$775/mo, includes utilities, available Now.
310-837-8248. Campus 51 109.

91 Insurance

MOTORCYCLE/MO rORSCOOTER IN-
SURANCE. Great rates. Personal Swvfce.
Mastercard/Visa accepted. Call for qutek
quotes. C Diamond Insurance 310-428-
499S.

96 Services Offered
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102 Music Lessons

EAGLE-EYED PROOFREADER
Edits, theseVpublicallons; tutors EnglisMrtudy
skilb; trains time managememMress reduc-
tton. NadiaLawrence, PhD. 310-393-1951.

EDITING, RESEARCH, WRmNC. Ftoraonal

sUtenr>ents, papers, theses. Help w/oomposi-
tton, structure, gramwnar and punctuation. All

subjects. Gennan-English translation also

available. 310-575-0268.

Need money for cdtegeT Thousands of

scholarships available, guaranteed financial

aid, Call now for deUils, Student Scholarship
Service, 800-922-2913.

69 Condos for Rent

3-bdrnV2-bath condo on Hilgard, ytrf l«]ge

and brlgK, $1750. 3-car parking, security

building, walking distance to UCLA, 310-
471-4989.

/lllstate
Insurance Company

(310)312-0204
1317 Westwood Blvd

.

(2 biks. So. of Wilshire)

92 Legal Advice

Breast Implant recipients:

Class action suit has created a
super fund for your claims.

You must register before

Decemlser 1, 1994. For more info.

call (310) 396 4313.

94 Movers/Storage

BEST MOVERS. A licensed and insured, cour-

teous mover. Fast, careful, reliable. Excellent

references. State license T-1 63844. 213-263-

2378, 213-263-BEST.

HONEST MAN. W/14fl truck and dollies,

small jobs, short notice ok. Student discount.

310-285-8666. CA, AZ, NV. Co Bruins.

lERRrS MOVING & DELIVERY. The careful

movers. Experienced, reliable, same day de-

livery. Packing & boxes. Will deliver boxes
free. Jerry 310-391-5657.

SMALL MOVERS
Lowest rates, fast, reliable, student discount.

310-837-9030.

TOM'S MOVING SERVICE. DEPENDABLE,
EXPERENCED, REASONABLE. LAST
MINUTE JOBS WELCOME. CALL 24 HRS.
310-452-2887.

96 Services Offered

$35 PERS. STATEMENT
Professional, quick edit (1 hour max.) Writing

arfd rewrites also available. ExperierKxd

writer and law school p-aduate. 213-933-

3797.

ATTN: MBA, LAW,
MED. APPLICANTS

Frustrated devebping/editing your critically-

important personal statements? Get profies-

skinal help, competitive edge from national-

ly-known author/consultant. 310-826-4445

BEAR'S RESEARCH,
WRITING. & EDITING

Al subjects. Theses/Disssftatuns.

F^rsonal Statements. Proposals and books.

Intarnatnnal students weloonie.

PAPERS NOT FOR SALE
Sharon Bear, Ph.D. (310) 470-6662

Research, Writing, Editing

ALL levels, ' ALL subjects Foreign

Students Welcome Fast Professional -

Quality guaranteed papers not for sale

Call Research 310-477-8226

M-F 10:00am-5:00pm

ACE PROFESSIONAL WRITER

WTTH LAW DEGREE
provides top editorial assistance

wHh term papers, theses, resumes,
etc. Reasonable rates. 24 hour sen^ice

Scon (310) 826-6447.

AlMtepMe Ultiflf / ItatMlfli

Counet, penonal itatanenti, itwmei,

tfaeMt,dacertatioiu, exam prep by

experienced PhD Engliih profeuor.

(213)665-S145
'

PROBLEMS WITH GRAMMAR, SPELLING,
PUNCTUATION, senterxx structure, thot^t
flow? Try Denise Oowner literary jervlce.

Proof reading arxi copy editing. 818-789-
5965.

PROFESSIONAL WRnj^G/EOITINC. Papers,

reports, statistics, proposals, research studies,

Masters, Ph.Ch dissertations, college applica-

tion essays. Any subject, style, requirement.
213-871-1333." ,

RESUMES, THESES, DISSERTATIONS, SE-

MESTER PAPERS, drafts, re-writes, math pa-

per*, etc Many yean experierKc, state of art

equipment Will consider your budget. Please
call Michelle Kohn, 21 3-653-0444.

WANT TO BE ACCEPTED? Save time, frustra-

tion? Call for help developing^diting person-

al statements. Also edit papers, theses, dis-

sertations. Linda 310-392-1734.

98 Tutoring Offered

- MY TUTOR -

MATH/PIHYSICS/STATISTICS. Tutoring serv-
ice, free consultation. Reasonable rates

,

call Mv Tutor anytime. Ilan (800)90-TUTOR.
ECONOMO TUTORING. Undergraduate
economics tutoring by Masters graduate with
5 years teaching experience. $1S^r with free

consultation. 310-393-4173.

EXPERIENCED MATH TUTOR AVAILABLE.
Basics through Math 33B. Call 213-951-
1925.

FRENCH TUTORING BY NATIVE SPEAKER,^
UCLA graduate. Grammar, writing, litera-

lure, all levels. Cregori 310-552-7902.

MATH TUTORING by PH.D. $15/hour. Cal-

culus, sUtistics, probability, math for physi-
cal/social sciences, SAT, GRE, LSAT. MCAT.
310-837-8998, pager. 310-582-9626 NBD.

NEED A TUTOR in history, vt history, Eng-
lish composition? Smart, friendly doctoral

candidate can help you do well. 310-837-
8036,

Guitar lessons by a professional near UCLA.
All levels, pjitars available. Call Jean 310-
476-4154.

SING! Vocal technique-all levels^es, per-

formance arwiety, assodateA^ate Lam, SanU
Monica, near UCLA, free consultation, Carol
Tingle 310-828-3100.

VOICE. PIANO LESSONS by professional

singer/pianist, all levels welcome, 310-373-
1281

104 Resumes

A CUSTOMTYPE RESUME. Fast, professional,
reliable. Layout, editing, composition!
Rcsumesf'cover letter^Reference sheets. Com-
puter typesetting & laser printing. 310-470-
4999.

*

105 Travel

. XV STRICTLY PERSONAL «>

Seeking Jewish Students

Adventurous. Spirited. Endimiartir

For 3-wedc winter-break ciperimce in I«el!

Hike Golan mountains, expkire ancient Negev

niins, and meet mystics in Tifat. Plus interviev

top politicab and discover wlut krael is really all

aixxit. ScKolanhips available dut let you do it

all for just $1075, indudii^ air^e aiYJ all

accomodations. For application form, call

i-800-FELLOWS (335-5697).

99 Tutoring Needed

FROM ENTROPY TO QUANTUM;
Mathematical physicist wanted as tutor for

Ph.D. psychologist. 310-456-0557.

100 Typing

$2 WORD PROCESSING. Papers, disserta-

tions, manuscripts, etc. FAST, reliable. Laser

printing. Pick-up, delivery, 24hr service avail-

able. Complete resume services. 310-397-
5970.

A CLASS ACT
Papers, letters, resumes, saipts, transcriftion,

labels. FREE light editing. Laser printing. Spell

check. Fax Orders V^elcome. 310-827-8023.

A PLUS WORDPROCESSING. IBNVPC, Laser

printing, spellcheck; term papers, disserta-

tiorw, thesis, reporu, manuscripts, transcrip-

tions, etc. Fast turnaround. Call Bob 213-

8514)214.

ACE TYPIST, ETC
GREAT LOOKING PAPERS AND APPLICAr
TKDNS-SPECIAL RATE. WE DO ALL WP
AND RESUMES. RUSHES. 310-820-8830.

BETTER QUALITY GETS RESULTS! Resumes,
CVs, mass mailings, newsletters, brochures,

dissertatiorK, medical and legal documents,
etc. Scanning of text, photos, and other im-

ages. High resolution typesetting at 1800 dots

per inch. Color output available. Located
near Sepulveda and Washington. Call Linda

at 310-204-0947 between 10anv7pm.

MODERN SECRETARIAL SERVICES. 24-hour
service, pick-up and delivery, IBM and MAC,
Laser printing. Discount students. 5-minute$
from UCLA. Angelica, 310-446-8899.

NEED A PRIVATE SECRETARY? Over 15
years legalAnedical trantcriptk>n experience.
Notary Public Macintosh w/laser printer.

pick-up/delivery. Brentwood. 310-472-040S.

WORD PROCESSING- All types, APA and
other formate, transcribing, resumes, DTP,
WordPerfect, charts, graphs, laser. Reason-
able rates, near cam^pus. 310-470-0287.

106 Travel Tickets for Sale

$150 AIR TIX LA/NYC
Severely discounted round trip ticket avail-

able to responsible person who can travel to

New York City Dec.1 7 and return to LA
Jan.7. This person must escort wonderful 6-

yr-old on flight to and from cities. Call now
31 0-440-2080. Ask for Marty.

109 Autos for Sale

1984 MAZDA 626LX. Silver w/red interior. 5-

speed, power kx:k, windows and rrroon roof.

4-door, AC, Cruise, 119K. $1800 obo. 310-

826-2290.

1986 BMW 325. Charcoal, 4-door, automat-

ic, sunroof, alarm, 100k. One owner.
S650Q/obo. Must Selll 213-655-6404 Bijan.

1986 TOYOTA CAMRY, re-built transmis-
"^

sion, Automatic transmission, AM/FM stereo,

grey interior, grey exterior good corviilion,

must sell. $390(yobo. 310-471-4404.

•86 NISSAN SENTRA. Red, 2-door, auto, mint
corvJition, 65K miles, AC, alarm, runs excel-

lent, $41 SfVobo. 310-657-8782, Prat.

1 13 Bicycles for Sale

16-1/2 INCH RALEIGH MOUNTAIN BIKE.

Low-use, low-miles, great cor>dition. $485
includes helmet, rack, pump, harxJIebar

pack, Kryptonite kx:k. OBO. 310/202-8259.

BKIYCLE. 91 BLACK SPECIALIZED STUMP
JUMPER. $450. Please call Paul, 9am-6pm
at 310-553-6600.

115 Scooters for Sale

1980 VESPA-P200E. $1180 080. BEAUTI-
FUL CONDmON. White. 6k miles. Driven
daily. Must sell, moving. All original. 2nd
owner. 310-450-1966.

1986 HONDA ELITE 80. WHrtE. RUNS
GREAT. -Gels you there." $67yobo, hel-

met/lock included. 310-24^1904.

-87 HONDA ELITE 80. Blue, Must sell. Low
miles, excellent corvJition. Lock,helmet irv

eluded. $57Vobo. Ask for John 310-824-

3072.

126 Furniture for Sale

MATTRESS SETS: Twin $45, full $55, queen
$85, kings $95, bunkbeds. OelKreries, phone
orders accepted. 310-372-2337.

OFFICE FURNITURE AND SMALL RUGS for

sale. Cheapl Ask for Joe, 3ia572-7272.

SOFA SLEEPER, queen mattress, $200. 3-

piece wall unit, white lacquer w/glass doors,

$150. Queen-size platform bed, headboard
included, $175. Oak coffee table, $35. 14

cubic ft refrigerator, 8 mo. oW, wA^aranty,
$30a Microwave, $35. 310-203-8080
ext651, 310-821-2714.

Twin bed for tale with fr^me. Asking price is

$80 or negotiable. 310-282-8800, eve.

310-478-9736.

134 Computer/ Typev/riter

102 fVlusic Lessons

DRUM LESSONS
All levels/rtyles with dedicated profeMional.
At your honr>e or WLA studio. 1ft leuon free.

No drum set necessary. Neil 213-882-8509.

GUrTAR INSTRUCTION. 15 years EXP. all

levels and styles. Patient and orgvilzed. Be-
ginner guitars for sale $6a Sam 310-826-
9117.

GUITAR LESSONS
All Acoustic styles. Classical, Latin. Jazz,

FoHc Teacher w/2S+ yrs playirig exp. Call

David 310-478-2420.

486-66 SOUND SYSTEM, 4-cvn, 420HO,
voice-mail, mouse, ntonitor, like new.
$1180. 310-64*4-2612.

CHRISTMAS SPECIAL: COMPAQ-SLT286.
portable, x-battery, carrying-caie, like new.
Word-Perfect 5.1, Turkish-European alpha-

bet, additional software. Originally $3000.-t-,

must sell, $550., 818-799-9977.

GREAT COMPUTER DEAL. MAC-t-, Image
WIter I Printer, MS Word, much other soft-

ware. Perfect condition. $650. Call Bill

310-473-1366.

MAONTOSH llvx ft^O. CD Rom, 14' Color-

Mapiavox monitor, 14.4 FAX/Modem, Style-

Writer Printer, lots of softwve. $1750 ofan^
Mike 310-206-8624.
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Copeland's S
MEN'S & WOMEN'S
SKI PARKAS
All filled Men's & Women's styles

in stock except Gold Medal &
selected brands.

OFF
PRICES

<:

A SMASH IN EUROPE!
LiKE TRAVEL? ADVENTURE? BUY^

"The Stolen Swiss CawbeB" by Pat Cashman

An angry Swiss farmer, a missing cowbell,

police who come to barricade students in the

hotel, A TRUE STORYI PHONE ORDERS - 800 626-7070

Eclectic Travel Editions MCTVS - Gift Wrapped

for Christmas if ordered by Dec. 16th.

THE rSMFBCTCHUSTMAS GIFT...AFFOKDABLE A FUN/

$11.95 + $2. 50^hip/handling + 7% CA salts lax - Mail orders also

accepUd - wriu ETB. PO Box 221040, San Diego, CA 92192

SKIUUEAR & ACCESSORIES

tao EACH on

2J2S 2J25
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mVcU'
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SKIUVEAR COUPONS GOOO 12/2

$10 $10 $20
OFF

MEN'S & WOMEN'S
SKI BIBS &

POWDER PANTS
LIMIT OKt COUPON
PER ITEM VALID
THRU 1? 4 94

OFF OFF
SKI GLOVES MEN'S & WOMEN'S
PRICED SKI PANTS

SI 9.99-539.99 PRICED OVER 850
LIMIT ONE COUPON L IMIT ONE COUPON
PER ITEM VALID PER ITEM VALID
THRU 12 4 94 THRU 12 4 94

SKI EOUIPMENT
COMPLETE Sm

.1,,
rc'cvt'

.1,, lt'(>^'

Dally Bruin c
v ''

i-ei v*-" .).. n'i

SKI EOUIPMENT COUPONS GOOD 12/2 - 4

SKI PACKAGES SNOW BOARDS SKI BOOTS

$30 $30 $20
IFS .ill Ski I

in litock f'.cepi Gold

LIMIT ONE COUPON
PER ITEM VALID
THRU 12 4 94

Med.il items
-tIMIT ONE COUPON.

PER ITEM VALID
THRU 12 4 94

lnctud**s rill Ski Bo^*'
in stock e.cer** '^'

Mi-drfl itri

LIMIT ONE COUPON
PER ITEM VALID
THRU 12 4 94

ATHLETIC APPAREL & ACCESSORIES

Sie.MEA. Off

2J2B

tOO% COTTON
LOMC SLEEVE

T-l

MM EA. on I S34.M EA. On

2J12 2J30

V^ I aUcfc m TM«a*M
100H UV pfiitysH. G- 1 • lens.

EACH

NIKE BASKETBALL CONVERSE BASKETBALL
mKE no's
BALLISTIC

•frtr^m e ill

491

^031^
TEMYAKI BOWLS • PASTAS » SANPV/ICHES
SALADS * CURRY BOWLS • SUSHI * EGGROLLS
LOW EMTREE PRICES FROi^A ^3.2S TO ^«.7S

Buy any two er»tre«i on o«jr menci at t»-»e regular pwlce
and get a FREE Beef or CHIckeri Bowl. «:Hr»e lr» onty.

—or—
10%
Off
Get a » 0<»fc Discount off your reg. price food & Deverage I
purcfvise. Or. get a Free Eggroll or Can of Soda (WitM mm.
$4.50 purcfvtse). Only wltM tnts coupon. One coupon per
person. Expires 12-15-94.

o
I

»# XQf Eggroll I

1771 VIII»s«vi^ooCl Blvd., Vl/!*x« I...A.

(1/2 Block Morth of Santa Monica Blvd.)

I

HOURS: Op>en 7 Days • Mon. - Sat. I t am to 1 0pm
Closed on Sunday I

SHO*t*f V^*Jt« >/'>^I-lK» scn^»^i- .

ROLLERBLAOE IN LINE SKATES I

WEIGHT LIFTING PACKAGES

• >

1099
IB x'tnmt'tmAi
MEK.HT SET

QUIi

MUIVTDUTV

149
105 1 B

WEK.MT SIT
Wi LB

KVEK.HT SIT

rt !•

HKliB iN'rR«l«iiON»l
IWIU.HT Sit

• I •

, aHpliwI anrf wrKWt prtBW sf* •MaHng pHwt Mily 9m4 wtm^ vr awy N«t
t Hl#y CNMIf|B M CvM# OT MMHIWfl (Z'4fV4. Ntt flSMVfV.

1 001 WES1W00D BLVD
WESTWOOD

HOURS: MONFRf 10 9, SAT 108. SUN »h*^

STUDENT WELFARE COMMISION,

Presents

In Culmination ofAIDS Awareness Week

• 1 lie v^ool demise •

Playing at Westwood Plaza at 12 noon

FriJay, Decemter 2, 1994

1^ Free GiTeawayi

^ Valuable Infornnation I

* Raffle
Ita am sHi aaa mm ^m aJ

P»ld For By USAC

Boxing
manager
FloreSy 78,
dies in fall
The Associated Press

Johnnie Flores, former man-
ager of one-time heavyweight
contender Jerry Quarry, died in

a fall at the Los Angeles Youth
Athletic Club, his son-in-law
said. Flores was 78. Daryl
Streicher, married to Flores'

daughter, Patricia, said

Thursday that Flores was found

a day earlier at the bottom of an

elevator shaft in the Youth
Athletic Club.

Flores' death is being investi-

gated by law enforcement offi-

cials and safety authorities,

Streicher said.

Flores apparently was on the

first floor of the five-story
building when he fell to his

death to the bottom of an eleva-

tor shaft, Streicher said.

The building in which Flores

died used to be the Lincoln
Heights jail. After the jail was
closed down, the fifth floor was
later converted into the Youth
Athletic Club.

Flores, who lived in suburban

Castaic, had been missing since

Tuesday. His body was found
Wednesday about 2 p.m.

Flores, who founded the

Junior Golden Gloves organiza-

tion, was inducted into the

Golden Gloves Hall of Fame in

1989 and the World Boxing Hall

of Fame two years later.

He once promoted matches
for former heavyweight champi-

on Joe Louis and was credited

with bringing former heavy-
weight champion Muhammad
Ali to the Los Angeles Sports

Arena for a boxing match.
Flores also was responsible for

the promotion of many amateur

boxing matches for years.

Flores was involved in the

boxing world following his ser-

vice in World War U until his

death. As a member of the Blue
Devils in the U.S. Army, he was
awarded the Silver Star, Bronze
Star and Purple Heart, Streicher

said.

PRO PICKS
From page 23

There may just not be enough
swing left.

DOLPHINS, 27-20

Denver (plus three and a
half) at Kansas City

The first one was great, but Joe

Montana's got a gimpy ankle this

time. T~

—

Momentum says ...

BRONCOS, 24-20

Atlanta (plus 13) at San
Francisco

The Falcons don't have a

defense that can even slow down
the 49ers. Deion's Revenge II.

49ERS. 44-21

Green Bay (plus one) at
Detroit

The Dave Krieg theory - after

he throws for 35 1 yards, he usual-

ly goes four for 18 for 22 yards

and a few interceptions.

PACKERS, 13-11

Jets (plus two and a half) at

New England
The Jets tease their fans again.

JETS. 13-11

Arizona (minus three) at
Houston
Buddy doesn't even get to stick

pins in Kevin Gilbride - he actu-

ally likes Jeff Fisher.

^CARDINALS, 18-5

Daly aims
to keep
Rams in

Anaheim
The Associated Press

ANAHEIM — Mayor Tom
Daly has assured Los Angeles
Rams' officials that the city is seri-

ous about keeping the NFL team in

Orange County, even if that means
building a stadium for them.

Daly's presence at a meeting
Wednesday with Ram president
John Shaw and sports agent Leigh
Steinberg, co-chairman of the Save
the Rams task force, was the city's

most public gesture toward the
team since they invoked their

escape clause on May 3.

"I wanted to make sure it was
clear that Anaheim will keep
working to try and find a package
and formula that makes sense,"
said Daly, who also promoted the

city's vision for a sports complex
that would surround the stadium.

Save the Rams' latest plan is to

build a football stadium on the

Anaheim Stadium parking lot and

Save the Rams* latest

plan is to build a football

stadium on the . .

.

J^
parking lot and demolish

the old stadium.

demolish the old stadium. This is a
dramatic shift from the group's
original offer, which involved a
$60 million renovation of
Anaheim Stadium, converting it to

a football-only facility.

The stadium proposal would
require funding from the city of
Anaheim, the county, the private

sector and the Rams. Shaw said
the Rams would "consider any
deal that's competitive with any of
the other cities" courting the team,

but groups in St. Louis and
Baltimore aren't asking the Rams
to help with stadium funding.

Daly said the idea of a new sta-

dium was discussed only concep-
tually and it could be several
weeks before more details are
available and any type of timetable

is set. But Daly said he thinks such
an idea is realistic given
Anaheim's track record with sports

venues.

"We're a city which found a
way to build a beautiful new arena

when a lot of people said it could-

n't be done," he said.

Although a deadline for the
Rams' decision to stay or go was
believed to be imminent. Save the

Rams might have more time to

work on its proposal.

In St. Louis, former U.S. Sen.
Thomar^gleton, who heads the

group attempting to bring the
Rams to a 70,000-seat domed sta-

dium being built in that city, has
backed off on today's target date
for completion of the negotiations.

"Some vital issue.^ remain,
which will lake additional time to

resolve," Eagleton said.

Shaw said Wednesday there are

still "a whole bunch of open
issues" with the St. Louis propos-
al.

"If that deal was acceptable to

us, it would have been executed by
now," Shaw said. "We've been
negotiating with St. Louis and
continue to do so. We haven't
reached the point where I feel I can
take a completed transaction for

approval."
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S GOOD TASTE. NATURALiy. g GOOD Ti\STE. NATURALIY. g GOOD TASTE. N^mJRALLY.

FAST FREE DELIVERY!

Great pizza
Bruin Deal Meal Large Pizza

2 slices of pizza & all you can

drink, plt» your choice of:

• garden salad or

• 1/2ordero(Moj08or
pizza tyeadsticks

only$3:^
DiiK' In or

(";irr\ Out Spicial

3 kinds of crusts
at the same price

Thin,

Hand tossed classic

or our new Pan Pizza crust

Any large pizza up
to 3 toppings of
your chowe

only $QiSS

Double Special

2 medium on©
toppir^ (i^zzas

only Sfli^a

Combination

OZ.

BEER
and a great deal more!

5 p«mc^dMmlodfi^. 6i

only $-j-).Sa

Call to reserve Shakey's upstairs for your private meetings, parties, etc.

W nnnnTAQTR NATITRAUV W
1114Gayley I Suiv-Tlius11-1am

Westwood I Fii&Sat11-2am

GOOD TASTE. N^mJRALLY. g GOOD TASTE. NATURALLY.

824-4111 aS
S GOOD TASTE. NATURALLY. "

mm^.
CwwiFWMsmps
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Quarterfinals

NCAA Men's Soccer

Championships

UCLA

4} NJ

College of Charleston

Sunday, Dec. 4, 1994

North Soccer Field
Chris Snitko '

UCLA Goalkeeper

NCAA Ticket Prices: $4 UCLA Students w/ i.d. • $7 Adults

You won't want to miss this exciting college soccer game
the winner will advance to the Final Four.

-r^
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ANATOMY OF A TOOTH
WELL

ADJUSTED
DECAYING

PERSONALITY

WPIh^T'T \! • ^^i\ Examination, 6 X-Rays & Teeth

Cleaning Expires 6 30 95

COSMETIC AND
GENERAL DENTISTRY

•TOOTH BONDING. BLEACHING
•Nitrous Oxide (Laughing Gas)

•Hypnosis • Electronic Anesthesia

•Open Late Hours, Free PaikingA^alidated Parking

•Checks, Credit Cards and Insurance Forms Welcome
•17 Years in Private Practice in Westwood

Larry Friedman, D.D.S. (UCLA Graduate)
1762 Westwood Blvd. #460 (between Wilshire & Santa Monica Bl.)

^^^^ForAppointoentCaIM310)47^376^^^^

TEAM OUTFITTER
CUSTOM T-SHIRT

OPFICUI.

WORLD CUP

f^ IPMBBL a SODVBNin

IrOFFSlOE^ '/^^» SPORTS APPAREL •

11710 Santa Monica Blvd. W. LA. • 310.207.4226
19555 Ventura Blvd. Tarzana • 818.708.2330

MAC POWERBOOK MAC COLOR CLASSIC MAC POWERBOOK DUO SYSTEM DUO DOCK MAC LC II MAC LC 475 MAC TV MAC QUADRA

Holldaii
Great new holiday prices from Apple —

so you can take a new Mac home and SAVE!

Holiday Pricing —

Good throuj>h Dec. 31, 199^

PoAver Macintosh
8100 (8/500)
Power PC technology, a huge hard disk,

and even bigger savings! Keyboard and
monitor sold separately.

8 Mb RAM, 500 Mb Hard Drive
Holiday Pricing

through Dec. 31 Only!!

Was $5699 , Now $2599
You Save $1100

MacintosK
Performa 578 (8/320)
More memory (RAM) and hard

disk storage space than the Performa 475.

Keyboard, monitor and modem included.

8 Mb RAM. 320 Mb Hard Drive
Holiday Pricing

through Dec. 31 Only!!

Was $«6^, Now $1499
You Save $370

Apple
Color Stylewriter 2400
360 dpi color laser-quality printing!

Holiday Pricing

through Dec. 31 Only!!

Was $469, Now $379
You Save $90

"M

Macintosh
Performa 475 (4/160)
The Performa is the most popular Mac
because it's both versatile and affordable.

Keyboard, monitor and modem included.

A Mb RAM, 160 Mb Hard Drive

Was $««9, Now $1039
You Save $90

Macintosh
Quadra 630 (4/250)
A powerful Quadra model at a terrific price.

Keyboard, monitor sold separately.

A Mb RAM, 250 Mb Hard Drive
New Low Price!

!

Was $fi49, Now $1009
You Save $140

Rettricliont and Payment Polici'ei — Macintosh computer! are available only to UCLA itudent., jelected
Kicteniion (tudenta. faculty, ataff, and department! Extenaion !tudent! !>iould inquire at tKe Computer
Store regarding eligibility. One Macintosh deaktop computer and one Macintoak laptop computer can be
purchaacd each school year by an eligible person Personal checks arc accepted up to $500. Visa,
Mastercard and Discover are also accepted:

Itiri CIIMIEI IIIK IF tlllCf

MAC POWERBOOK MAC COLOR CLASSIC MAC POWERBOOK DUO SYSTEM DUO DOf

The Computer Store is located on B-Level Ackerman Union/826-6962/M-Th 7:46-7:30, l u . .

r.'i.AC UUAUl-,

-^6 0. but lU-j, bun 12-5
—» 7-

Hostetler's

condition

questioned
By John Nadel
The Associated Press

EL SEGUNDp - By his own
count, Los Angeles Raiders quar-

terback Jeff Hosletler believes he's

had at least six concussions, the

latest coming last Sunday during a

21-3 loss to the Pittsburgh
Steelers.

Although listed as questionable

for Monday night's game at San
Diego, which could be a playoff

maker or breaker for the Raiders,

Hostetler said Wednesday he
expects to play.

"I've had an MRI done and I've

talked to the neurologist and had
comparison to previous MRIs to

make sure everything is fine," he

said. "It's nothing to just 'orush

aside, I want to make sure every-

thing is fine. From the information

I've heard so far, everything looks

good, so that helps relieve some of

the worries."

As far as the number of concus-

sions he believes he's had,
Hostetler said, "That's too many,
but that's over a long period of
time. You don't want to take any of

them lightly. You want to make
sure everything is checked out."

Hostetler, who didn't practice

Wednesday, apparently suffered

the concussion when hit by
Steelers linebacker Chad Brown
while gaining 5 yards to pick up a

first down late in the second quar-

ter.

Hostetler lefi the game shortly

later, saying he saw flashing lights.

It was announced that he came out

because of blurred vision and a

migraine headache.

Hostetler relumed for one series

in the fourth quarter, with the

Steelers leading 14-3, and was
sacked twice in three plays before

the Raiders punted. By the time

the Raiders got the ball again, it

was 21-3 and only 2:02 remained.

Raiders coach Art Shell said

Hostetler is still feeling the effects

of the injury, but has improved
every day since it happened.

"We're going to monitor him for

the next couple of days," Shell

said. "We'll make a decision later

in the week."

Hostetler, who was knocked out

of a game against Green Bay last

season because of a concussion but

returned to play the following
week, underwent an MRI on
Monday.

"The trainers said the tests were
negative," Shell said. "He should
get better as the week goes on. It

(the tackle) wasn't brutal, it wasn't

malicious. It was an ordinary hit.

"I saw him getting up kind of
slow. I asked him where he was."

When asked what Hostetler
said. Shell replied with a smile,

"He said, 'I'm at the Coliseum."'

Shell said 39-year-old Vince
Evans, who completed 7-of-l 1

passes for 61 yards against the

Steelers, would start if Hostetler is

unable to go. Hostetler will have
an extra day to recover this week
since the Raiders don't play until

Monday night.

Should the Charjgers (9-3) beat

the Raiders (6-6), it would elimi-

nate Los Angeles from the AFC
West race and severely damage its

playoff hopes. San Diego won a
26-24 decision over the Raiders at

the Coliseum on Sept. 25, its

fourth win in the last five games
between the teams.

"We have to win four games,
there's no ifs, ands or buts about
it," Shell said, referring to the

remainder of his team's schedule.

"We have to win, period." _
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The armchair quarterback's
guide te a winning Sunday
By Dave Goldberg
The Associated Press

When the NFL scheduled
Chicago at Minnesota for a
Thursday night game, it was
probably an afterthought.

Did anyone expect the Bears to

be ahead of the Vikings? Did any-
one expect the Bears to be ahead
of the Lions or Packers?
But here they are, playing

Thursday flight for the NFC
Central lead. The Vikings have
lost three straight, the Bears have
won four in a row, and suddenly
Chicago is in position to put
away a team people thought
might challenge San Francisco
and Dallas for the NFC title.

Eons ago, or so it seems,
Minnesota won 42-14 in Chicago,
a Kramer game the Bears went
with Erik as their quarterback.
The quarterback now is Steve
Walsh, who's 7-0 as a starter.

The Vikings' problems are
many, starting with an overde-
pendence on Warren Moon and
the decline of the undersized.,
defense.

But they're favored by five,

largely because .'.

The law of averages says
Walsh can't keep winning.
And when you're desperate,

you find a way.

VIKINGS, 20-14

Dallas (minus three and a
half) at Philadelphia

The Eagles are like the twins of
the Vikings.

A month ago, this looked like a
big game ... then the Philadelphia

offense shut down.
Even with Jason Garrett or a

hurting Rodney Peete ...

COWBOYS, 20-6

Raiders (plus four) at San
Diego (Monday night)

The Chargers aren't pretty, but

they're 9-3. The Raiders are
hanging in, Jeff Hostetler is grog-

gy, and ...

CHARGERS, 16-6

Buffalo (plus four) at Miami
Whenever the Bills are on the

ropes, they come out swinging

See PRO PICKS, page 20

SEC championship game pits
oid foes: Aiabama vs. Fiorida
By Rick Warner
The Associated Press

The Southeastern Conference
championship game has turned
into an annual affair for Alabama
and Florida.

On Saturday, the third-ranked
Crimson Tide and No. 6 Gators
will decide the SEC title for the

third straight year. Alabama won
the inaugural game, 28-21, in

1992. Florida won last year, 28-13.

After beating Florida in 1992,
Alabama went on to win the
national championship and com-
plete a 13-0 season at the Sugar
Bowl. The Tide has a chance to

duplicate the feat this year,
although they'll probably need
some help.

For Alabama (11-0) to finish

No. 1, it appears the Tide would
have to win the SEC title at the

Georgia Dome, beat No. 7 Florida

State in the Sugar Bowl and hope
top-ranked Nebraska (12-0) and
No. 2 Penn State (11-0) lose their

bowl games. Nebraska plays No. 4
Miami in the Orange, and.Penn
State faces No. 12 Oregon in the

Rose.

Florida's national championship
hopes were dashed by last

Saturday's 31-31 tie with Florida

State, which scored 28 points in

the fourth quarter. But the Gators
(9-1-1) can earn a rematch with
the Seminoles by winning the SEC
championship and automatic
Sugar Bowl bid.

Saturday's game matches

Florida's explosive offense against

Alabama's stingy defense. The
Gators are No. 2 nationally in

scoring with a 45.2 average, while

the Tide is fifth in scoring defense,

allowing only 13.5 points per
game.

It will be interesting to see if

Alabama can contain Florida's
passing attack, which is averaging
3 1 5 yards per game. The Tide has-

n't allowed more than 300 yards
through the air in its last 58 regu-

lar-season games.

Florida is favored by six and a

half points, but if the game is

close, you have to go with
Alabama. Five of the Tide's wins
have come by a touchdown or less,

and their average margin of victo-

ry is only 10 points.

PUT BUI ON

OUR TEAM.

The Daily Bruin has

openings for Sports interns

for next quarter and will be

hiring qualified reporters from that

pool. In addition to students with an

interest in sports and in writing, baseball,

tennis, track & field and softball writers are

urgently needed.

Drop by the Sports department (225 Kerckhoff

Hall, across the patio from Kerckhoff Coffee Shop) and

chat with a reporter or an editor.

Applications for the necessary training courses will

be available Monday, Dec. 12.
Daily BruinSports
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ElizabeFShoe Repair -
1555 Westwood at Rochester Ste.l

Ttie "Only otte" in Westwood!

M.^^M
V^ C

A//
I

'4

OPEN DAILY
(310)478-3270 • (510) 478-3492

/usf
*3</

'&C2.<S,m«*?^.>
*ef

1767 Westwood Blvd. Los Angeles, CA 90024 "^^^^ *

t*|
LEARIM TO...
• Work in an Agency FT/PT

• Work from your home
• Open your own Agency
• Hands-on Airlme Computers

Enjoy Tbavel Benefits!

1 1800) 452-2644^
CAUG TRAVEL SCHOOLS
Throughout California
CA State Approved • Reg «4 102201

Get The StRaiGHX Story On Braces.
What's the cost . What's the best procedure • What's the right age •

Call For Free Consultation:

(310) 826 - 7494

Specializing in Braces for Adults & Children
imvisibU • R4tmovabU • Traditional • Europtan Surgical OrthodoMicj • Cosmtttic Porcelain

BRENTWOOD ORTHODONTIC CENTER
Dr. Nader Dayanl, Certified Spcclalbt

11645 Wilshire Blvd.. Suite 802 18124 Culver Drive, Suite A
>-E3-EZl Brentwood (310) 826 - 7494 Irvine (714) 552 - 5890 C3-E3-E;

li[j!^ (i^ (11^ (U^ lii^ lii^ luj^ (j^ ijy^ \^ lu^ 1^

112^ DRIVING & TRAFFIC SCHOOL ^m
^M^ I in A /v Al I

.i=;fj iripnf. nictr.niinf.^M m m UCLA & ALL Student Discount .

3J Jj
Traffic School on Weekdays & Saturdays ^^

iSS^ 1 093 Broxton Ave. #218 (310) 208-3333
J**

"i^sH In Westwood Villaqe^above the Wherehouse «^

H^ liyyil 11^ (1!^ li^ 1^ \^ (^ (^ liyij]) (^ \^

a month$5.75
PAGER AIRTIME

SWITCH YOm EXISTING PA«EII **2** USt
WE GIVE **TRABE-I]>r CREDIT OI\ YOUR OLD PACSER

NATIONAL AND LOCAL COVERAGE
VOICE MAIL WITH PERSONAL GREETING
WE DELIVER • PHONE ORDERS • CREDIT CARD

DISCOUNTS ON NEW MOTOROLA PAGERS & VOICE MAIL!

PREFERRED PAGERS, INC.

<Hia) IHS-^lHS
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ft€P€AlMOP.187
CMMMIGN BCING OAGANIZCD

PIRCC; €mer5on Middle SdK>ol

1 650 Selbv five.

„ (1 bik. north of Sonto Monlco Blvd

Ci 3 biks. eost of ULIestuKxxJ)

T1M€; 7:30 p.m.

DflT€; Tuesdoy. Dec0niber 6, 1 994

PROP. 187 IS INHUMAN, UNAMCRICAN,
AND UNCONSTITUTIONAL

Under Prop. 187, Gov. UUilson uuould dern^

prenoto! core to uuould-be motliers. He
announced tliis immedioteiv upon his

reelection (just before Christmos). This

from Q Republican ujhose party

hypocritically preaches "Family Values."

FOR INFOt Coll filex Coto (310) 208-8553

P.O. Box 24352
Lfl.. Cfl 90024

i^ ^^ Only minutes from ^ A|
' CAMPUS, you'll find OUR RESORTS ""

FULL OF CREAT WAYS TO ENJOY YOURSELF!

* Month-to-month, 6 or 12 month leases avaiuble

* Studio, t & 2 bedroom floorpuns

* Fully furnished or unfurnished

* Heated swia\minc pools/spas

* nicht-lichted tennis & basketball courts

* Fully equipped cyms • Fabulous AaiviTiES procrams

* Linens, dishes, TVs & maid service avaiuble

V^EST LA ' A\ARIHA DEL REY
^id-^il$hire • tolmca

• Van Nov* • >Voodland Hills

ASK ABOUT
SPECIAL
STUDENT

OaKWOOD can ARRANCt TEMPORARY
lODCINC IN MORE THAN 400 CITIEt

THROUCHOUT THE U.S.

800. 846. 8465
WERE
TTfTT
EZsxg t£^

Oohnod
Corporate
Housing

Models open daily, 9-6

^

A1_AN M. DERSHOWITZ
SUNDAY 4TH • 7PM
As one of our most extraordinaiy and multrfaceled legal ttimKers, Dershowitz

has represented sucti prominent clients as Claus von Bulow, 0. J. Simpson &
Michael Milken As an author, he has written fleversa/o/fortur»andthe

bestselling ChuUpah His new novel, Advocate's Devil, takes us deep into the

mind of the defense attorney at woiV and explores the Inner soul of the law Itself.

IVI.G. LORD ^
"^

MONDAY 5TH *"6:30PM
ery second, somewhere in the world, two Barbie dolls are soW. Narrow of

.'.aist, slender of hip, and generous of bosom, Barbie was the ideal of postwar

feminine beauty when Mattel introduced her in 1959. Lord, herseff a

first-generation Barbe owner, expkires ttie myths, realities and obsessions

that surround this most fanxxjs of toys in h©f new book, Forever Barbie.
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EDUARDO MACHADO
TUESDAY 6TH • 6PM
Currently in production at the Mark Taper Forum,

The Floating Island Plays is the latest work by playwnght

Machado. This collection of four short plays traces

Machado s own family history and acquaints us with the

passion & zeal that is intenwoven throughout Cuban cutture

WYNTON MARSALIS
TUESDAY 10TH»6PM

jht time Grammy Award-winner and one of the most popular and acclaimed

idU artists of his generation, Marsalis has collaborated with photographer

Frank Stewart to bnng us this extraordinary new book, Sweet Sing Blues on

the Road. For eveiy fan who has dreamed of traveling with the band, and for

anyone cunous about Marsalis' take on jazz, here is a book like no other.

DAVID LYNCH ONLY LA SIGNING
TUESDAY 13TH-6PM
When h« made Enserhead, he became tbe ultimate cult director.

Then came the titurnphs cH the E)iphant Man and Blue Velvet.

With the crMtfon ol Twin Peaks, he then made it to—and altered

forever-Hhc iTtainMrMm There has nmm bain anytNng like tm
book, enlMed AiMgvs.' a special and exelMiWfllinv«« mto the

mind and meMd of tk man tmugh Ms parangs, photos and art.
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. SOCCER
From page 28

hard."

The Cougars are spearheaded

by Chad Carithers - ihe nation's

third leading scorer with 52
points. Carithers has scored 19

goals this season and has made
14 assists, and is being consid-

ered for the Olympic pool.

"Obviously his numbers spieak

for themselves," Schmid said.

"But we take who we think are

the two best players and try to

mark them, and so I think that

will be OK. We have to be moti-

vated as we go into the quarterfi-

nals. Charleston has won both of

their games on the road, so win-

ning at home is not as easy as it

seems."

From the UCLA players' per-

spectives, the Bruins are not
going to view the Cougars as an

easy step to the Final Four.

"If they're a team that works
hard and has some skill, anything

can happen," said UCLA right

winger Joe Christie. "We're talk-

ing like we're going to the Final

Four, but I think it's because
we're confident that we're going

to beat this team - not because
we're going to look past them. I

think we respect them for getting

where they are."

KANSAS CITY

AUDREY LEE/DaUy Bruin

UCLA midfielder Joe Christie hopes to tally his 10th assist of the
season against the College of Charleston.

From page 26

he rallied the team to the winning
touchdown in the fmal 1 :29.

Montana is officially listed as

questionable for the game, but

Bono said Wednesday that he is

fully expecting to start.

"I'm assuming it will be me,"
said Bono.
He seemed a little irritated at

all the attention he's getting.

The Chiefs brought in Bono
for just this purpose after the

club and Dave Krieg parted ways
last season.

Krieg substituted for Montana
when t^e missed five games last

year and was knocked out of the

AFC Championship game at

Buffalo with a concussion, but

this is Montana's first injury this

season.

"I can't worry about what rust

there is," Bono said. "You can't

expect that in a week you can
shake it all off. I just hope to

have a good week of practice and
hope we play well on Sunday."

Bono, a 10-year veteran, has

thrown 24 passes this year, com-
pleting 14 for 145 yards.

The Bruin is now collecting toys

to distribute to children in the

holiflay season.

Please donate whatever you can

(wrapped or unwrapped) and

brighten the holiday for a child.

Please bring your donations of

toys to the information desl( at

225 Kerckhoff Hall.

Call Paige at 206-0938 for more information.

Daily Bruin
<
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to UCLA is Mark Pope, a junior
center for Kentucky, who trans-

ferred after being named the Pac-10
Freshman of the Year at Washington
in 1992, but comes off the bench
now for the Wildcats. Yes, the
Wildcats have depth too.

"Kentucky is a^ai team irom
what I've seen," said UCLA point

guard lyus Edney. "It figures to be a
real up-tempo type of game."

With Wooden sitting nearby, it

could be tempting for Edney to go
ask the last Bruin coach who defeat-

ed Kentucky what the keys to victo-

ry will be.

Harrick, who to this day talks

basketball with Wooden for hours
on end, knows better than to think

the most successful coach in college

basketball history would be over-

matched by today's breed of ath-

letes.

"(Coach Wooden) is unbelievably

intelligent and wise. Some of the

things he has had to offer to college

basketball have been light years
ahead of everyone else," Harrick
said. "And everyone knows what a
brilliant technician he is, but he is a
tough sucker too as a disciplinarian.

I think the greatest attribute is that

,^ooden Classic," Harrick said. 'To
DC honest, I am not sure you can do
enough for the guy."

• • •

With its 104-80 pummeling of
defending national champion
Arkansas last week. UMass is the

John Wooden
UGUV Sports Info

he coached in the the 1940s, '50s,

'60s and '70s and had success
throughout."

Even though over 250 members
of the media will gather to watch
four of the finest basketball teams
the country has to offer, somehow
talk always manages to come back
to Coach Wooden and the great
things he has done for the sport of
college basketball.

"It's real nice to be having the

odds on favorite in its game with
Kansas. Still, the contest between
two national powerhouses looks to

be competitive.

Kansas was led by forwards Sean
Pearson and Raef LaFrenlz, as well

as center Greg Ostertag, in its sea-

son opening win over the University

of San Diego, but in UMass, the

-Jayhawks will face a frontcourt that

consists of Player of the Year candi-

date Lou Roe at one forward.posi-

tion, Donta Bright at the other
forward, and Marcus Camby in the

center.

Against Arkansas last week, the

Minutemen out-rebounded the

Razorbacks, 54-34, and held highly

touted forward Coriiss William.son

to 1 5 points and seven rebounds.

Kansas guard Jacque Vaughn, a

preseason candidate for Wooden
Award, suffered an abdominal strain

against San Diego and will probably

not be at full strength.

NEEDMONEY
FOR COLLEGE?

THOUSANDS OF

SCHOLARSHIPS

AVAILABLE!!

GUARANTEED
FINANCIAL AID
CALLNOW FOR

DETAILS!!

STUD€NT SCHOLflflSHIP

seRvias

(818) 908-2913

PIZZA VSM
Italian Restaurant

207-5900
an18"

(it's huge!)
11628 SANTA MONICA BLVD.

SUN-THURS 11-12 AM • FRI & SAT 11-2 AM
I 15- inch Pizza, 2 Toppings

I

Tl^^AQQ x-URGE
\

only$&99; lylfeiihl Ajuhetoppmo,

j

plus Garlic Bread and 2 Cokes
I

> yourheaiKMm
|

I ti AA 1 A i%i I
I Spaghetti and Garlic bread~|

1 51JJ 10- Piece
j

I

'^
only$2i»|

I Chicken Hot Wings and Fries!
' ^°^^*'^"^^ontSl

L yH^J^lPi^J^lFJI^^ I
'minimum order $8.00 ^ i

Thin or Thick Crust, NO EXTRA CHARGE!
Lowfat cheese available upon request. JE 1^^ ^^

STEVE KIM/Daity Bruin

Senior forward Ed O'Bannon leads the No. 5 ranked Bruins into
Saturday's Wooden Classic against No. 3 Kentucky.

Dental Excellence At

Teeth
Bleaching

Special

I'fR AHO)

Phillip M. Shipko
4n N. Bf-Pi-ORnDRi\H Slite IOM

BlAiKLV HlLL>

Affordable Prices!

Cleaning& EXAM

B1
HOURS: MON, TUES, WED, THURS 10-6

^ 1 0-27 ^-o*-?o^y

STUDENTS
There are a lot of individuals selling new MCAT Prep'Courses!

DON'T RISK IT WITH A ROOKIE!
All of Kaplan's MCAT practice material reflects the
format of the current MCAT— a claim not all courses
can make.

Kaplan has a full-team of science professionals,
headed by an MD, working on our MCAT course
and practice material— for us, test prep is not a
part-time job

KAPLAN invented MCAT prep. We hace prepared
over 275,000 students, more than any other test

prep company.

WHY TAKE CHANCES?
GO WITH THE LEADER AND INNOVATOR IN MCAT PREP!

Call: 1-800-KAP-TEST

getahq^herscmte

. KAPLAN
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Lindsey resigns as
'SC defense coach
Don Lindsey abruptly resigned

as use's defensive coordinator as

the result of an apparent disagree-

ment with head coach John
Robinson.

Lindsey left after a meeting
" Wednesday with Robinson, and
could not be reached for com-
ment.

According to an unidentified

team source quoted by the Los
Angeles Times, "It was kind of a

clash, toward the end of the sea-

son. John has his own philosophy

of defense, and Lindsey is kind of
a 'it's my way or the highway'
kind of guy, and it came to a
head."

Lindsey had completed his sec-

ond season under Robinson. The
Trojans finished 7-3-1 and will

play Texas Tech in the Cotton
Bowl on Jan. 2.

"This decision was reached
mutually between Don and I and

is effective immediately,"
Robinson said in a statement. "He
has been released from his

responsibilities now so he can
pursue other coaching opportuni-

ties."

The Trojan defense has been
under criticism of late, and
Robinson was one of the critics.

In the 31-19 loss to UCLA on
Nov. 19, Robinson was unhappy
that UCLA had rushed for 232
yards against the Trojans. And
Notre Dame netted 226 yards on
the ground in the Irish-Trojan tie

last Saturday.

All of Lindsey's defensive front

starters at season's end we-re
freshmen and sophomores.

Lindsey coached under John
McKay at USC from 1971-75. He
worked on staffs led by Bear
Bryant, Jim Sweeney, Frank
Broyles, McKay, Robinson, Lou
Holtz, Bill Curry and Bob Stull.

Niner musings: rule changes,
ii^uries and Deion vs. Risen

Bono expected to start

for Kansas City Chiefs
By Craig Horst
The Associated Press

KANSAS CITY, Mo. — Joe
Montana was nowhere to be seen
after a Kansas City Chiefs prac-

tice that 11 other players missed'
because of injuries.

Montana's absence Wednesday
gives backup Steve Bono a solid

indication that he will be the
starter Sunday when the Chiefs
play Denver.

The game is critical for both
teams: Denver has recovered
from an 0-4 start to get back into

playoff contention at 6-6, while
the Chiefs are backsliding at 7-5

after a 10-9 loss at Seattle during
which Montana sprained one of
his feet.

It took Montana's heroics to

win at Denver in the first game
between the AFC West teams -

See KANSAS CITY, page 24

By Dennis Gergatos
The Associated Press

SANTA CLARA - Players
guilty of outrageous late hits on
quarterbacks could be penalized

by sitting out 14 to 16 plays dur-

ing a game under a proposal sent

to the NFL competition commit-
tee by San Francisco 49ers Vice

President John McVay.

Currently, a 15-yard penalty is

just about the only deterrent to

such offenses during a game. In

extreme cases, officials have
thrown players out of games but

generally have been reluctant to

take such action. Offending play-

ers also are subject to after-the-

fact fines imposed by the league

in flagrant cases.

Steve Young, who has had to

absorb his share of late hits as

49ers quarterback, said he hopes
the league gives McVay's propos-

al serious consideration.

San Francisco coach George
Seifert also endorsed the notion of

disqualifying offending players

for a certain number of plays.

"You take a guy out for 15

plays, that can be significant ...

particularly star quality players,"

Seifert said. "There's some logic

to it, I think. I don't think that

you'd do it every time there's a

personal foul. Just a bizarre hit on
a quarterback, something like that.

I think there's something to it."

Unlike hockey, which penal-

izes players by putting them in a

penalty box and forcing the team

to play shorthanded, McVay said

his proposal would allow a

replacement for the suspended
player.

"With so many concussions
and so many quarterback injuries,

it's ... worth the competition com-
mittee giving some consideration

to," McVay said.

• • •

Andre Rison and Deion
Sanders both say they have no
intention of fighting in Sunday's

Round 2 between the 49ers and
Atlanta Falcons. In his homecom-
ing six weeks ago, Sanders traded

punches with his former team-
mate after the two exchanged ver-

bal jabs in the days before the

game. Neither player was ejected

and Sanders later returned an
interception 93 yards for a score

to help San Francisco to a 42-3

victory. The two hugged each
other in a peace gesture after the

game and the league subsequently

fined Rison and Sanders $7,500
apiece for the fight. Sanders said

there won't be any repeat of the

fisticuffs.

"I won't fight," Sanders said. "I

know for sure I won't be getting

into nothing like that. I mean,
that's foolish.

"

Said Rison, "That's seven
weeks ago, that's over with ... I'm
just going out there to play ..."

• • •

Center Bart Oates is the only
San Francisco offensive lineman

to start in every game this season.

But a strained left knee might

keep him out of Sunday's game.
Oates, who has a string of 163
straight games dating to his time

with the New York Giants, didn't

practice Wednesday or Thursday.

He's officially listed as question-

able, meaning his chances of play-

ing are 50-50. San Francisco
coach George Seifert said Chris

Dalman would start at center if

Oates can't play. Oates aggravat-

ed the injury midway through last

Monday's 35-14 win at New
Orleans and Dalman finished up
the game at center. Seifert said

even if Oates doesn't start, he
could see spot duty as the long

snaf^r for field goals and extra

points on the field goal unit That

would also preserve his consecu-

tive-game string.

Halfback Ricky Watters (ribs),

comeiiiack Eric Davis (groin) and

safety Merton Hanks (knee) all

returned to practice Thursday
after being held out of
Wednesday's workout. But full-

back William Floyd missed a sec-

ond consecutive practice
Thursday. His right foot has been

immobilized in a special boot to

relieve soreness in the arch area.

Marc Logan has been taking
snaps in Floyd's place although

Floyd is still expected to be able

to play.

In other injury news, Seifert

said guard Ralph Tamm likely

won't be able to return until the

playoffs. Tamm has been side-

lined since tearing his left arch in

the first game of the season.

School ofTheater, Film and Television Presents the West Coast Premiere of

DEAD MOTHER, OR SHIRLEY NOT ALL IN VAIN

by David Greenspan

Directed by MFA Candidate David H. Milch

^

Strap yourselfin for a bumpy ride on a gay

man'sjourney out ofthe closet.

December 2, 3, 4, 7, 8, 9. 10

8 p.m.

Sunday Matinee: December 4

2 p.m.

UCLA Little Theater

Macgowan Hall

Admission: $12

Faculty/St^/Seniors: $9

Students: $6

For tickets call

UCLA Central Ticket Office

310-UCLA-lOl (310/825-2101)
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Women's
Broncos host UCLA
days after losing key

player to knee injury

By Hye Kwon

• • I

On deck

s takes on iiqury-ridden Boise State

The UCLA women's basketball

team will travel to the potato capi-

tal of the country this weekend to

take on a hobbled Boise State
team. The Broncos (1-2 overall)

will enter Saturday night's match-
up against the Bruins (1-1 overall)

having lost two of their best play-

ers to season-ending knee injuries

in a matter of four days.

One of those players is Tricia

Bader, who was leading the team
with 16 points per game until she
went down during a game against

Oregon State last Tuesday. She
was the only returning starter from
last year's squad that won the Big
Sky and she figured to play the
role of floor leader for the
Broncos.

"(Bader) is one of the premier
guards in the country," Boise State

head coach June Daugherty said.

"She is not only a great player, she
is an even greater leader."

Four days prior to Bader's
injury was the loss of freshman
Holly McMaster who, along with
Bader, was considered the team's
leading three-point threat. In the

Bronco's season debut against
Drake, McMaster tallied eight
points (2-6 from 3-point range)
and five rebounds before limping
off of the court with an injury in

her left knee.

"Holly was counted on to score

a lot of outside shots^Jind we're
going to miss her outside scor-

What: Women's basketball

Who: UCLA vs. Boise State

When: Saturday at 7 p.m.

Where: The Pavilion In Boise

ikloverall);
Stal^^overall)

me notes:

«Boise State lost two key piters

injuries.

CHRIS SELIGMAN/Oaily Bruin

ing," Daugherty said. _^
Even though the Broncos are

left with big gaps to fill after the

injuries, they still possess a few
scoring threats. Guard Michelle
Schultz averages 15.3 points per
game and forward Kim Brydges
puts up 13.3 points per game.
They also have a solid center in 6-

foot- 5-inch Vema Guild.

"I think our leadership role is

being tested on the floor,"
Daugherty remarked. "Right after

the injuries occurred, it was a very

emotional time for the team, hav-

ing two teammates, who've
worked so hard, be hurt and be in

a lot of pain.

"But one of the strengths of this

team is that we have a lot of char-

acter and (the players) realize that

they have to step up and play at a

higher level to make up for the

loss of the two players."

The Bruins, in contrast, are

soaring with confidence after their

blowout of UC Irvine last

Monday. Their athleticism is

beginning to show and opposing
coaches are noticing its effects -

especially on the Bruins' defen-
sive scheme.

"I think the strength of UCLA is

their defense, and I know that

they'll come in here with some
pressure defense and try to mix
things up for us." Daugherty said.

"We're also concerned because
(the Bruins) have a front line of
6'4" and 6'5" and have two 6'2"

players coming off the bench. I

think (UCLA) is very talented and
has a good balance inside and out-

side."

Forward Kisa Hughes was
unstoppable in the,game against

UC Irvine Monday night. After
scoring a career-high 30 points

against the Anteaters, she is play-

ing with newfound confidence.

Daugherty is swamped with
more things than simply trying to

"(Tricia Bader) is one of

the premier guards in the

country . . . she is an

even greater leader."

June Daugherty

Boise State Head Coach

come up with a game plan against

the Bruins. After all, she lost a

potential All-Big Sky performer in

Bader and a freshman sensation in

McMaster.

"We're more concerned with
Boise State right now and getting

people to understand the different jeff Fu/oaiiy Brum

positions;' Daugherty said. "Right Guard Nikki Hiibert will play a key defensive role for the UCLA
now our focus is on Boise State." women's basketball team this weekend against Boise State.

<iS.LAO
DCIiA

Shiilent Special

Tonight,

FHday 12/2/94

SAMUEL
ADAMS

*Come saa "Tha Fox" sin) sonjs your mothar wouldn't sinj. (12 oz DRAFTS)
• No Cover
• $1.50 First Glass
• Valid with Student I.D. Only
• 250 Refills, 0-0 p.m.
• 500 Refills, 0-0 p.m.
• 750 Refills, 0-10 p.m.

SATURDAY, DEC. 10th

CHAVEZ VS. LOPEZ
FIGHT!

1026 Wilshire
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Sports
Soccer meets Charleston in quarterfinals
By Tim Costner
Daily Bruin Senior Staff

Believe it or not, three news
crews from Charleston, S.C. will

be coming out to the North
Soccer Field this weekend just

for highlights from the NC^AA
quarterfinal game between
UCLA and the College of
Charleston.

Suffice it to say that the soccer
following is huge in that small
city, and has reiadily embraced the

upstart Cougars - a team that has

already advanced to the Elite

Eight of NCAA soccer in just its

fourth year as a Division I pro-

gram<

Bruins look to earn trip to Final Four

with victory over 'Cinderella' Cougars
"They're the thing in

Charleston," UCLA head coach
Sigi Schmid said. "One of the

things they do is put on a major
soccer tournament, and one of the

city jobs there is coordinating the

tournament. In terms of economic
impact, it generated $200,000 for

the community."
But while the Cougars might

be well known in some areas of
the Eastern Seaboard, they are

hardly known at UCLA, and this

weekend will be the first time
that the two teams face each

other.

"We really don't know much
about them at all w^ch is good,".

UCLA head coach Sigi Schmid
said. "But the thing that we do
have to know is that, because
they are not a big-name school
and a traditional soccer power,
we can't underestimate them.
They've beaten teams that have
beaten them earlier in the season,

and they're kind of on a roll

now."

In the Southern region,
Charleston upset top-seeded

North Carolina and fourth-seeded

South Carolina to get this far,

slipping by both teams in sudden
death overtime. To prepare for the

Cougars, the Bruins can only go
by the advice of other coaches.

"We're not really allowed to

exchange videotapes in soccer
like you can in football," said

Schmid. "So what we try to do is

talk to coaches who have played
them and get a feel of how differ-

ent games have gone in different

situations. I've got a pretty good
feel of them, but the key thing

that came from every coach is

that they've worked very, very

See M. SOCCER, page 24

On deck

What: Men's soccer NCAA
quarter-finals

Who: UCLA vs. College of

, Chariest
yifHkn: Sunday

Where: North

IburyMri of DMsioo
>8ton rav a record of

~

head coach Sigi

for his 249th career
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Bruins take a shot at
UK in Wooden Classic
UCLA meets Kentucky,

Kansas meets UMass in

honor of legendary coach

UCLA Sports Into

Tyus Edney and the UCLA men's basketball team will be taking on Kentucky in

the John R. Wooden Classic Saturday at The Pond of Anaheim.

By Randy Satterburg
Daily Bruin Staff

The last time UCLA and Kentucky met on
the basketball court, the Bruins defeated the

Wildcats, 92-85, to claim the 1975 NCAA
Championship in coach John Wooden's final

collegiate game at UCLA. Two decades
later, these two prestigious basketball pro-

grams, who have 15 National
Championships between them, meet again at

the inaugural John Wooden Classic,
Saturday at the Arrowhead Pond in

Anaheim.

The nationally televised event brings
together four top- 10 teams, representing

every region of the country, to honor the for-

mer UCLA coach and tournament name-
sake, John Wooden, who set the standard of
excellence that all other college basketball

teams are now judged by.

"(The Wooden Classic) is a real first-class

affair set up to honor probably the best coach
ever in college basketball," UCLA head
coach Jim Harrick said. "It's a real honor to

be a part of it."

In the early game of the Classic (10:12
a.m. PST), No. 7-ranked Kansas does battle

with the nation's No. 1 team, the University

of Massachusetts, in a rematch of last year's

preseason NIT Finals, which the Jayhawks
won 86-75. TVenty minutes after the conclu-

sion of the Kansas/UMass game. No. 5

UCLA plays host to No. 3 Kentucky, in a

game that both teams are anxiously awaiting.

"They've got some marvelous athletes at

Kentucky and they have an outstanding bas-

ketball team," Harrick said. "That's why you
come to UCLA, to play in games like these.

ItshouWbealotoffiin."

Kentucky has been impressive in the early

season, scoring wins against Tennessee-
Martin (124-50) and most recently No. 14

Ohio (79-74) on Wednesday. The Wildcats

play an aggressive,

fast-paced style of
basketball that will

make for an enter-

taining game against

the Bruins, who also

favor a quick tempo.

Junior guard Tony
Delk is UK's leading

scorer after two
games at 17.0 points

per game, but the

'Cats have shown a tendency to spread the

point distribution evenly among their play-

ers. Eight Wildcats are averaging at least

seven points per game in the early season,

while five of them, Delk included, are aver-

aging double figures in points.
"^

Jared Prickett, a junior forward, went for a

game-high 21 points and 8 rebounds in the

Wildcats season-opener, while yet another

junior forward, Walter McCarly, led
Kentucky in its next game with 17 points.

Another name that will be more familiar

See WOODEN, page 25

Inside Sports

Road
warriors

UCLA women's basket-

ball hits the road for a show-
down in Idaho this weekend.

See page 27

Break down
UCLA men's basketball

will take on Kentucky at The
Pofid of Anaheim Saturday

for the John Wooden Classic.

/ See page 14

Volleyball embarks on the road to Austin
UCLA's quest tor Final Four in Austin
begins against Georgia Tech University

By Eric Branch
Daily Bruin Senior Staff

After a program accumulates six.

national championships, 24 consec-

utive playoff appearances and a

national ranking of No. 4 or higher

in 19 of the past 23 years, it would
seeming prone to complacency.

However, on the eve of the sec-

ond round of the NCAA
Championships, the No. 3 UCLA
women's volleyball team (28-3
overall, 16-2 in Pac-10) is plenty

hungry. When a team has a year to

contemplate how last year's 30-2
version was upended in the NCAA
quarterfmais by Brigham Young in

Wooden Center, anger overrides
complacency Usually soft-spoken

Pac-10 Player of the Year Annett
Buckner is proof of that.

"We want to make sure what
happened last year doesn't happen
again," Buckner said. "I'll make
sure no one forgets."

The Bruins begin their run for

redemption Saturday at 7 p.m. in

Pauley Pavilion against unranked
Georgia Tech (25-8, 11-3 in

Atlantic Coast Conference). The
Yellow Jackets are making their

first ever NCAA tournament
appearance. While the ACC is not

exactly a hotbed of volleyball tal-

ent, Georgia Tech enters Westwood

as winners of eight of their last nine

matches. As the Bruins enjoyed a

first-round bye, the Yellow Jackets

upended George Mason, 15-10, 15-

11,5-15, 15-5, Wednesday night to

reach Saturday's second round.

Bruin head coach Andy
Banachowski knows a little about

Georgia Tech head coach Shelton

Collier's style from their coaching

together with the U.S National
team.

"Shelton is an excellent coach
and he runs a good program,"
Banachowski said. "They run a real

aggressive, attacking offense."

Indeed, after enduring an 8-30
campaign in 1990. Tech is 107-40

since Collier took over in 1991 . As
a result of Collier's aggressive
offensive style. Georgia Tech is

ranked fourth in the nation in kills

per game (14.46). This year's
relentless attack is spearheaded by
junior outside hitter Cris
Omiecinski who leads the Jackets

in kills and ranks second in digs.

Junior middle blocker Kerry Annel
leads the Yellow Jackets in hitting

percentage and blocks while rank-

ing second in kills.

• • •

Two Bruins were named to the

First Team Pac-10 All-Academic
team. Sophomore setter Kelly
Flannigan was recognized for her

3.51 GPA in physiological sciences.

Senior middle blocker Alyson
Randick was recognized for her
3. 1 7 GPA in environmental science.

Junior outside hitter and commu-
nications major Jenny Johnson was
named as Honorable Mention with

a 3.09 GPA.
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UCSF training center under investigation
State officials raid,

seize records after

UC refuses audit

The Associated Press

SAN FRANCISCO — State

investigators raided the paramedic

training program run by the

University of California at San
Francisco in August to investigate

payroll padding, court records
released here show.

The center, which used grant

money to train thousands of para-

medics and ordinary citizens in life-

saving techniques, was shut down
by UCSF last week.

The next day the auditor general

released a scathing report saying the

university had "grossly misman-
aged" financial matters related to

the center.

According to an affidavit on file

in San Francisco Municipal Court,

armed investigators arrived unan-

nounced at the UCSF Center for

Prehospital Research and Training

on Aug. 1 7, and seized computers

and documents.

The raid was ordered only after

the university rejected a request

from state Auditor General Kurt

Sjoberg to cooperate in the probe.

"State Auditor Sjoberg re quested

the assistance of UCSF to access

(the center's) computer files con-

taining the payroll information

related to the falsification of hours,"

wrote state fraud investigator Dore

UCSF insists the

practice was an . .

.

authorized means of

solving a payroll t

accounting problem.

Tanner.

She said she was probing the

center's practice of padding some
employees' time cards with over-

time they never worked.

UCSF insists the practice was an

innocent and authorized means of

solving a payroll accounting prob-

lem. But according to the affidavit,

when Sjoberg sought permission to

review UCSF payroll data, VC
Deputy General Counsel John
Lundberg flatly refused, claiming it

would violate employees' privacy.

So the investigators went to court

and got a search warrant, launching

what the documents de scribed as a

probe of felony embezzlement on
the part of unnamed UCSF officials.

The San Francisco district attor-

ney's office is now in charge of the

investigation, said Assistant District

Attorney John Dwyer. No arrests

have been made.

UC spokesman Mike Alva said

the university had no immediate
comment.

Inside News

Electronic

word '

A UCLA English profes-

sor envisions a future filled

with computerized books.

Richard Lanham, a leading

scholar in the "digital revo-

lution," bubbles with excite-

ment at the possibility of

reading and interacting with

texts on screen.

See page 3

Inside A&E

Fact or fic-

tion?
Said to have broken

bands from the Go-Gos to

the Offspring, 106.7 KROQ
is considered by many to be

the most influential alterna-

tive station in America. Is

this honor legitimate? The
Bruin finds out inside.

See page 18

Inside Sports
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iieard

around tlie

world ...

Saturday's game against

Kentucky was certainly a

hold-on-to*the-edge-of-

your-seat-until-your-knuck-

les-tum-white game. No ^

doubt JR Henderson felt the

same excitement ... but

when he stepped up to the

line to win the game, you
wOuld have never known it.

See page 36

Native^^
American
protest
revisited
AlSC'Sponsored

conference notes

25 years' activism

By Jennifer K. Morlta

Cold and damp from the

night's mist, dressed in a

denim workshirt, pants, a cor-

duroyjacket and high-top
moccasins, former UCLA
Professor Edward Castillo said

he was miserable on the night

of Nov. 19, 1969 when he
brought 78 Native American
students to Alcatraz Island in

San Francisco Bay.

It was the eve of the island's

19-month-long occupation by
multitribal Native Americans,
most of whom were students

from California State
University San Francisco, UC
Berkeley and UCLA.
Twenty-five years later,

Castillo recounted his Alcatraz

experiences at a two-day con-

ference that started last Friday

See CONFERENCE, page 9 A dancer performs at the American Indian Conference.
Roel Bautista

Police focus
on violence,

white collar

crime rises
The Associated Press

While law enforcement focuses

resources on violent crime in

Southern California, white-collar

crime is quietly flourishing,

authorities said.

"You can steal more effectively,

as it turns out, with a pen or a com-
puter or a telephone, than you can

with a gun," said Tom Fapageorge,

head of the Consumer Protection

Division of the Los Angeles
County district attorney's office.

A state Senate Office of
Research report released last week
concluded that while-collar crimi-

nals steal more money than the

average burglar ever dreamed of,

but are less likely to be caught or

to serve as much prison time.

"The problem is just nearly

overwhelming," said John Morris,

chief of the FBI's 175-agen(
white-collar crime unit in L.A.

Prosecutors said L.A.'s sprawl-

ing suburban communities, highly

mobile population and large num-
ber of financial institutions is a

mecca for white-collar criminals.

Officials also said gullible

investors also are taken in regular-

ly by real estate swindlers or

investment schemes in gold, jew-

elry, mining and purported new
technology.

Criminals are ripping off so

many people in L.A. by making
counterfeit credit cards and
cloning cellular phone signals that

the Sheriff's Department fraud

detail now limits investigations to

cases where victims have lost at

least $25,000.

"The odds of being caught in

this .sort of thing right now arc

really pretty low, and the gain is

potentially millions of dollars,"

said Jim Sepulveda, chief of the

white-collar crime unit of the

Contra Costa County district

attorney's office. "So the gain for

many of these people is worth the

risk."

The 154-page Senate report is

based on a survey of dozens of

federal, state and local law
enforcement officials throughout

California conducted in the past

year.

FBI advises stricter control of student visas
Many on campus

see little reason

for such concern

By Betty Song

UCLA has over 1 ,700 students

who are on visas, according to

the Office of International
Students and Scholars. This
group, which constitutes about 4

percent of the student popula-
tion, may be affected by new rec-

ommendations by the FBI
regarding tighter controls on stu-

dent visas and noncitizen mar-

riages.

On Thursday, FBI director
Louis Freeh called for tighter

controls on immigration as part

of a larger jtovemmcnt action to

prevent terrorism bynoncitizens

in the United States, according to

a Los Angeles Times article. The
recommendations were in

response to the World Trade
Center bombing and killings out-

side of the CIA headquarters -

both incidents that the bureau
linked to illegal immigrants.

The recommendations are now
under review by the Justice
Department, and according to

Freeh, include "additional scruti-

ny" for those who enter the coun-

try with students visas and do not

follow the terms of those visas,

as well as those who "engage in

'sham marriages' " with
American citizens to become
legal residents.

OISS support staff member
L.B. Tillakaratne, whose office

deals with immigration issues

concerning students, scholars

and faculty, said that the terms

by which students must abide
include being full-time students,

and maintaining a minimum aca-

demic grade point average
requirement of 2.5 and 3.0 for

undergraduate and graduate stu-

dents, respectively.

But the fact that the action is

neither legislation or law means
there will be-no immediate effect

felt at the university, said Mike
Corbett, another support staff

member.
"It doesn't really affect stu-

dents, it's just adding to the anti-

immigration hysteria," Corbett

explained. "It's a scare tactic.

There's a lot of stuff on the ballot

which could be affected (by this).

Other states could pass a propo-

sition like 187 that was passed

here."

Most international students

here on visas also agreed that the

action would not really have any

impact on them.

First year doctoral student

John Northan. who is from the

United Kingdom, said he had not

heard about the FBI director's

recommendations. After reading

the Times article about Freeh's

proposals, Northan said, "I'm
quite happy to hear that the coun-

try is cracking down on some-
body who' is breaking the rules. I

think tighter control to stop ille-

gal action is perfectly fair."

Northan added that the direc-

tor's recommendations are get-

ting more publicity because of

the recent debate over anti-illegal

immigration.

As part of the additional
scrutiny placed on some students

See VISAS, page 10
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What's Brewin' This Week
Today

Department of Veteran's Affairs

Vefs Garden Christmas Sale '94

Call 824-677 1 for locations and times

9 a.m. - 4:30 p.m.

American Studies

Rethinking the Fifties : A Workshop on
the 1950's

Faculty Center Hacienda Room
825-9157

Noon

Hillel Student Association

Talmud study with Rabbi Seidler-Feller

Law School Room 2442
208-3081

12:10 p.m.

University Catholic Center

Weekly mass
Ackerman3517
208-5015

4 p.m.

Center for Pacific Rim Studies

China, Taiwan & the U.S.: A lecture by
Ambassador James Lilley

Griffin Commons West Coast Room
206-8984

Student Fee Advisory Committee
Meeting

Murphy 2121
206-2447

5 p.m.

Expresion Latina

General meeting for theater, writing,

dance and film components
Macgowan Hall 1350
208-5013 ' -

International Students Association

General meeting

Ackerman 2112
824-2726

UES
UES Winter Internship Orientation

UES Conference Room
825-2326

6 p.m.

Hui O'Imiloa (UCLA Hawaii Club)

General mecting/potluck dinner

Ackerman 2408
476-1181

7:30 p.m.

Borders Books and Music
Audrey Meadows of "The
Honeymooners" signs her book Love
Alice

1360 Westwood Blvd.

475-3444

8 p.m.

Awaken a cappella

Holiday Concert

Northwest Campus Auditorium
Free

794-3275

9:15 p.m.

Hillel Students Association

Israeli dancing class for beginners

900 Hilgard Ave.

Cost: $5 general, $4 students

208-3081

Midnight

KLA
Blue Plate Special - classic rock of the

'60s, ''70s and '80s, and jazz from the

20's and 30's

530 AM, 99.9 FM
825-9104

Tuesday

Noon

ASUCLA Bookzone
Carl Sagan discusses "Pale Blue Dot"

Ackerman Grand Ballroom
206-0763

12:15 p.m.

University Catholic Center

Rosary group

Ackerman 3516
208-5015

6 p.m.

Little Spark ctiristian Fellowship

Bible study and rally

Kinsey 141

209-4536

7 p.m.

The Bodhi Tree Bookstore

Lecture: "Reincarnation why, where &
How We Have Lived Before" by Dr.

Douglas Baker
8585 Melrose Ave., West Hollywood
659-1733

UCLA Circle K Service Club

Weekly meeting

Ackerman 3525
794-4786

Wright Institute Los Angeles

Free stress management support

workshop
9911 W. Pico Blvd., Ste. 720
277-2796

7:30 p.m.

MFA Playwrights' One Act Festival

Free performances: "The Abridged
History of Colonialism, Part I" by E R.

Rudy and "I Survived the Search for

Scarlett" by Terri Hawkes
Macgowan Hall 1330
Also on Wednesday and Thursday at

7:30 p.m., Friday at 4: 15 p.m.

820-1654

8 p.m.

True Jesus Church Campus Fellowship

Bible study

Ackerman 2410
208-7498

Wednesday

8 a.m. - 5:30 p.m.

The Getty Conservation Institute

Photography exhibition - "Picture

L.A.: Landmarks of a New Generation"
Los Angeles City Hall, 200 North
Spring Street, third floor

822-2299

11 a.m.

University Buddhist Association

Meeting and meditation

Ackerman 3525
398-7616

Noon

ASUCLA Bookzone
George Takei signs "To the Stars"

Bookzone
206-0764

C.A.R.P.

Presentation: "Purpose of Life, Origin

of Human Suffering"

Ackerman 3508
358-9328

12:10 p.m.

University Catholic Center

Weekly mass
Ackerman 3517
208-5015

. .1^

1:15 p.m.

The John Paul 11 Society

Lecture by Dr. Alan Shewmon on

euthanasia and infanticide

Ackerman 3517
209-9116

2:30 p.m.

Hillel Students Association and The
Jewish Graduate Students Coalition

"Creativity & The Jews" by Samuel
Kurinsky, Executive Director of the

Hebrew History Federation

Ackerman 24 1

2

208-3081

4 p.m.

w.A.n.r.

"Purpose of Life, Origin pf Human
Suffering"

Ackerman 2412
358-9328

Office of International Students and
Scholars

International Coffeebreak

Kerckhoff Coffeehouse
,

825-1681

7 p.m.

Bruin Victory Fellowship

Weekly bible study

Kinsey 169

(818)998-5016

7:30 p.m.

Melnitz Movies
Free sneak preview of Death and the

Maiden
Melnitz Theater

825-2345

8 p.m.

School of Theater, Film and Television

"Dead Mother, Or Shiriey Not At All In

Vain" - a Master of Fine Arts Thesis

Production

Macgowan Hall Little Theater

Cost: $12 general, $9 UCLA faculty

and staff, $6 students

Today through Saturday

825-2101

-«.

UCLA Chorale, Chamber Singers and
University Chorus

Free concert

Schoenberg Hall

825-4761

Thursday

Noon

AlAnon

Weekly meeting

Ackerman 2410

825-109L

Campus Events

Cast of "Sisters" speak about the show
Ackerman Grand Ballroom
825-1958

12:15 p.m.

University Catholic Center

Rosary group

Ackerman 3516
208-5015

1 p.m.

Christian Science College Organization

Weekly inspiration/testimony meeting

560 Hilgard Ave.

474-4016

4:30 p.m.

Hillel Students Association

Challah Baking

900 Hilgard Ave.

208-3081

5 p.m.

Graduate School of Education and
Information Studies

Pre-Orienlation Open Hoyse
Moore Hall 3340
206-3264

7 p.m.

Mark Slavkin. School Board Member
Town Hall Meeting

Nobel Middle School Library, 9950
Tampa Ave., Northridge

(213)625-6387

University Buddhist Association

Evening meditation

900 Hilgard Ave.

398-7616

8 p.m.

East West Players

'Twice Told Christmas Tales"

Also on Friday and Saturday at 8 p.m.,

Sunday at 2 p.m.

4424 Santa Monica Blvd.

Cost: $15 general, $10 students

(213)660-0366

Friday

3 p.m.

Chinese Christian Fellowship

General meeting

Ackerman 2408
(213)481-2201

6:30 p.m.

Hillel Students Organization

Schmooze Shabbat

900 Hilgard Ave.

208-3081

7 p.m.

Campus Events

Films: "Road Warrior" followed by
Looney Toons at 9 p.m.

Ackerman Grand Ballroom
Cost: $2
825-1958

Saturday

Noon

Warren Cowan & Associates

Celebrity "Christmas Tree Lane" Tree

Lighting Ceremony
Beveriy Hilton Hotel

455-2898

Sunday

1 p.m. - 5 p.m.

Church in Ocean Parte

Seventh Annual Jewelry and Ethnic

Craft Fair

235 Hill Street, Santa Monica
829-2991, ext. 363

2 p.m.

Sisterhood Bookstore

Bebe Moore Campbell reads from her

novel "Brothers and Sisters"

1351 Westwood Blvd.

477-7300

UCLA at the Armand Hammer Museum
of Art and Cultural Center

Ballet de Kouman Kele

Free

10899 Wilshire Blvd.

443-7057

Events happening during Finals Week
will be listed this Thursday. If your
organization would like an event listed,

please drop by the Daily Bruin front

counter in 225 Kerckhoff and fill out a
listing form by 2 p.m. Wednesday.
Please address questions to Listings

Editor Ayako Hagihara at 206-0904.
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English professor foresees digital future
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Richard Lanham
envisions world of

electronic books

By Chris Morales

In a few years, people may read

novels on their personal computer

screens and scratch notes to them-

selves by editing comments right

into the text.

At least that's the way English

professor Richard Lanham envi-

sions the future - one dominated by

a digital revolution that is currently

going full speed down the

Information Superhighway.

The printed page, as Lanham
puts it, is going the way of the

American bald eagle. And despite

Ihe concern this has created in the

^ademic community, according to

Lanham, it is inevitable

In his most recent published

work, "The Electronic Word;
Democracy, Technology and the

Arts," Lanham writes about a com-
munications revolution being
waged in our homes, classrooms

and offices through weapons such

as personal computers, CD-ROMs
and interactive niedia.

"Those who feel that the end of

the book is the end of the world

assume that books equal culture,"

Lanham writes. "You must decide

what happens when you read. You
can decide that the business you are

really in is reading books."

But if that's the case, then you
may be ignoring the natural sweep

of history, he writes.

In sum, Lanham discusses

changes - such as the computer-

based book - that are arriving at our

eyes, ears and fingertips faster than

we can digest the latest develop-

ment, he said.

But with this revolution, so come
the questions.

Many travelers on the

Information Superhighway may be

left wondering about the implica-

tions of the change from printed

page to screen, and when the line

will be crossed from reader to co-

author.

In fact, Lanham said, the revolu-

tion will leave many authors and

publishers scratching their heads.

The Electronic Word, Lanham
said, is a way to make sense of the

overwhelming changes which are

pulling us into the next century.

It is not a contradiction that the

pressure to nnove from the printed

page to the electronic screen is a

result of the success of books.

Worldwide production of books
from 1980 to 1990 increased neariy

50 percent, he said.

"I'm not arguing the end of

books, but that the locus of expres-

sion is coming to be the digital

screen, rather than the printed

page," he said. "I think it's some-
thing that needs to be pondered.

Some people whose lives are gov-

erned by books, like me, may tend

to think it's the end of the world.

But I don't think that's the case at

all."

The emergence of the personal

computer as instrument and art,

demonstrates a significant return

toward classical rhetoric, he said.

"We have so long suspected and

despised rhetoric as simply
hypocrisy and deception, that it is

very difficult to recognize it for

what it is - an information system,"

Lanham writes. "Classical rhetoric,

and hence all of classical education,

was built on a single dominant

exercise: modeling. The world of

electronic text has reinstated this

centrality of nxxieled reality."

Lanham's passion for this topic

has just about pushed him out of

the university, in search of a new
career that may redefine the way
his former colleagues approach

their jobs in the future.

"I may have written myself out

of a job," he said.

Within the university's bureau-

cracy, Lanham readily says special-

izations often restrict academics

who venture too far from their

field.

"It's easy to say 'What's a guy in

the English department doing writ-

ing about electronic text? His

pigeonhole in the world is

Renaissance literature,'" he said.

"I've done so much other stuff ...

See LANHAM, page 11

'Minnie' happy returns Colds and flu on the rise
Student Health advises

preventative measures

to fight winter illnesses

By Barbara E. Hernandez
Daily Bruin Staff

cold but Dawson recommended a healthy

diet, stable sleeping habits and drinking flu-

ids. In addition, Dawson also stressed good

hygiene.

"Cough in the appropriate hankies, throw

them away and "wash your hands," Dawson
cautioned. "Hand washing is one of the

most important disease reducing behav-

iors."

Vitamin C, whose track record for beat-It's about 1 1 :30 a.m. at UCLA Student

Health Services and the waiting rooms are ing the common cold remains inconclusive,

overflowing into the triage. Miserable look- has been found to relieve the intensity and

ing people grab free tissues - sometimes up

to 6 - while others sleep in chairs, their

heads leaning against the wall.

Welcome to Dead week - cold and flu

season.

duration of cold symptoms - provided the

user takes them at the onset of the virus,

reported the UCLA Health and Wellness

Letter. Although there is no cure for the

common cold, there are several over the

"The term 'flu' is used so loosely," said counter drugs to help relieve symptoms.

^ ROEL BAUTISTA

An eighth grader receives a hug at the Fulfillment Fund Party for Children.

Student Health officials suggest increas-

"In residence halls, enclosed

areas with a high concentra-

tion of young healthy people,

there's a lot of opportunity for
»>

Jo Ann Dawson, primary care director of

Student Health Services, who objected to

the phrase the media throws around. "Flu is

short for influenza, a specific viral illness

with an abrupt onset, severe body ache, high

fever and fatigue."

However, colds are viruses of shorter

duration and milder symptoms. "Symptoms
come one after another and last for about

three days," Dawson added, "but both ill-

nesses are highly contagious."

In winter, according to Dawson, some
viruses become more prevalent due to the

colder days and crowded indoor spaces.

Without preventative measures, one person

may infect up to countless numbers of peo- ing sleep hours and staying warrnko fight

pie. off illness. For a sore throat, gargle with

On college campuses, the percentages of warm salt water. Inhaling steam (from a hot

communicable diseases are much higher, bath or shower) relieves head and chest con-

"In residence halls, enclosed areas with a gestion. Use hard candies or cough drops to

high concentration of young healthy people, soothe a sore throat and avoid smoking or

there's a lot of opportunity for viruses," close contact with people when infected

Viruses.

Jo Ann Dawson

Primary Care Director

Dawson said. Add to this the upcoming all-

nighters and lowered immune systems and

every dorm's a ticking time bomb of conta-

gions.

While there is no fool proof method of

fighting off infection. Student Health

with a cold or flu.

If possible, clinicians urge curtailing nor-

mal activities or exercise until normal ener-

gy levels return.

Aspirin substitutes can help relieve symp-

toms but flu patients should avoid the drug

Services offers a variety of information and and its derivatives (including ibuprofen)

advice on disease prevention and symptom which may cause Reye's Syndrome, a com-

relief. plication of high fevers. Student Health offi-

Flu season doesn't start officially until cials advised.

January, while colds are year-round dis- — ——
eases. There is no vaccine for the common See ILLNESS, page 12

Colorado students march to protest racist fliers
'Stu(Jents upset by

^ prO'Prop. 187

wave on campus

By Molly Hall

The Associated Press

DENVER - Latino students

gathered on the Auraria Campus
Friday and administrators
expressed outrage at a flurry of
racist flyers distributed under the

cover of darkness early Thursday.

The flyers, tucked in newspa-
pers and tacked onto bulletin

boards throughout campus, called

for people to "mine our borders,

put a bounty on ,their heads, and

send Mexicans back to Mexico in

body bags." The anonymous
group called themselves
"Students Against the Brown
Peril."

"They're literally saying they

want to kill Mexican students,"

said Monica Garcia, spokes-
woman for the Movimiento
Estudiantil Chicano de Aztlan, the

group that organized the rally.

Around 1(X) students gathered

as MEChA leaders demanded
action from administrators and
cited a growing campus hostility

caused, in part, by the passage of

Proposition 187 in California.

If implemented after court

challenges, the voter-approved

initiative would deny most social

services to illegal immigrants in

California.

"This is the backlash of

Proposition 187 in Colorado,"
Garcia said. "This is the begin-

ning of hate."

The flyers staled that "low-life

Mexicans are streaming into our

society and polluting our cultural

landscape. Along" with their low

IQ's, they are bringing drugs,

poverty, disease, high crime and

ignorance."

Sheila Kaplan, president of

Metropolitan State College, con-

demned the fliers as "gross and

grotesque," and "racist drivel."

One tearful student demonstra-

tor, who refused to be identified,

said she feared for her personal

safety on campus.

"I walked through the parking

lot this morning and wondered if

people were looking at me and
saying, 'There's a 187.'"

JoAnn Soker, executive vice

president for administration for

the Auraria Higher Education
Center, pledged a thorough inves-

tigation of the incident.

"This is the most diverse cam-

X^

pus in this state." she said. "Wc
share your outrage."

Latino students also called for a

larger gathering space in the stu-

dent union, more student input in

the hiring of faculty in the

Chicano Studies department and

more diversity in the mainstream

curriculum.

Metro Slate College sociology

instructor Raymon Del Castillo,

counseled Hispanic students to

"love the enemy" and not let bit-

terness turn into "reverse racism."

"Let's walk with pride and dig-

nity on this campus and that will

let them know we are proud and

honorable people."

I.'

r*
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Diplomats ponder
Syrian succession
DAMASCUS, Syria — Ten months after

his death at age 31, the eldest son of
President Hafez Assad is a towering pres-

ence across Syria.

Giant portraits of Basil Assad, who died

in a car wreck, drape the fronts of build-

ings. There are three more Assad sons. The
second son, Bashar, is 29. Photographs of

him are rarely seen.

The question of succession is increas-

ingly important as Syria undergoes social

and economic changes and talks peace
with its nemesis, Israel.

President Assad, who seized power in a

bloodless coup in 1970, is 64. Some for-

eign governments have periodically specu-

lated he is in poor health.

Diplomats and foreign-based political

analysts question whether Bashar has the

right stuff to guide a nation where stability

traditionally has depended on a leader of
undisputed strength.

Haitian refugees
to restore order
PORT-AU-PRINCE, Haiti — Calixte
Lenotte was one of about 50,000 Haitians

who risked their lives at sea to escape
Haiti's failing economy and its brutal, law^
less military and police.

On Friday, he was among 250 men and
women who returned - with a badge - to

help establish the rule of law in Haiti's

nascent democracy.

They and 750 more refugees-turned-

cops underwent weeks of police training at

the U.S. Naval Base at Guantanamo Bay,

Cuba, and will augment the current police

force now in a rocky transition from mili-

tary to civilian rule.

Britain, Sinn Fein
to meet tlito weeic
BELFAST, Northern Ireland — British

officials will meet leaders of the IRA's
political allies this week in the first offi-

cial face-to-face contact between the
two sides since the IRA cease-fire, the

government announced today.

The first meeting with Sinn Fein was
proposed for Wednesday in Belfast, a

spokesman at Prime Minister John
Major's office said.

The announcement came three
months to the day after the Irish
Republican Army began observing a

cease-fire in its 25-year campaign
against British rule in Northern Ireland.

British officials have said they will

press for a surrender of IRA weapons,
but Sinn Fein argues that is impossible
before an overall political settlement is

reached.

Rwandan refugees
forced into camps
GENEVA — Zairian police have
ordered 76,000 Rwandan refugees in

their country to move to official camps
following clashes between the refugees
and the local population, the U.N.
refugee agency said today.

JN-^tion

The refugees add a new burden to the

"already badly overloaded" camps,
which are home to about 850,000
refugees on the border of Rwanda and
Zaire, said Sylvana Foa, spokeswoman
for the U.N. High Commissioner for

Refugees.

The refugees, mostly Hutu, fled
Rwanda last summer following the
takeover of the government by the
Tutsi-led Rwandan Patriotic Front.

Cieaner gasoiine
to liilce pump price
WASHINGTON — Millions of
American motorists are about to find
that cleaner air does not come without a
cost - higher gasoline prices.

A new, cleaner burning gaspline
began flowing from distribution termi-
nals into service station tanks Thursday.
By the end of the month, the old, cheap-
er gasoline no longer will be sold in all

or parts of 17 states.

By January, the new gasoline, which
the Environmental Protection Agency
says burns cleaner with less evaporation
so it produces 20 percent less pollution,

will account for neariy a third of all the

gasoline sold in the country.

It will be required in urban areas with
significant smog problems. The fuel also

will be required in the Los Angeles and
San Diego areas of southern California.

Bomb stamp draws
Japanese criticism
WASHINGTON— The post office says
it is issuing a stamp recalling the atomic
bombing of Japan because it simply
could not ignore such a major event in

its Worid War II history series.

— The stamp, showing a mushroom-
shaped cloud rising after an atomic
blast, will be included in a set of 10-

stamps commemorating major events of
1945. Similar sets have been issued for

the 50th anniversary of each war year.

But the atomic bomb stamp is draw-
ing sharp criticism in Japan. Sunao
Tsuboi. acting director of the 30,000-
member Hiroshima Prefectural
Confederation of A-bomb Survivors
Organizations, termed it "outrageous."

ISD discovered in

cliewinggum
HUNTINGTON BEACH — The drug
LSD was found in samples of bubble
gum provided by Marina High School
students who began hallucinating after

chewing it, police said.

The five giris and two boys said they

received the Bazooka brand gum on
Tuesday, although police didn't disclose

details.

"At some point they began chewing it

and some hours later they began halluci-

nating to the point that they needed med-
ical attention," Lt. Jeff Cope said.

Samples of gum, both chewed and
untouched, were given to the Police
Dej)artm^exit, tested on .Thursday and
found to contain LSD, Cope said. No
arrests were made and no other reports of
drug-laced gum were received. Cope
said.

Newspaper unions
aim to end striice
SAN FRANCISCO — Union officials at

the city's two major daily newspapers say
they will try every means possible to set-

tle post-strike disputes before deciding
whether to walk out again.

However, the Conference—af^
Newspaper Unions, the umbrella organi-

zation for the unions, set a Dec. 7 dead-
line to solve problems stemming from the

agreement that ended last month's 12-day
strike.

Management has made changes since'

the strike ended Nov. 12 that "have been
fueled by a desire for retribution," the

conference said in a statement issued
after a meeting Tuesday with Mayor
Frank Jordan.

1- t!.^.

Who would you rather go see?

some holy guy
Go to church on

Sunday mornings.

FITZ OF DEPRESSION
andXARP

Go to the Coop on Monday at 8 pm.

paid for by^
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IVaplan helps students focus their studies and overcome

their weaknesses. IVIy students get the most complete LSAT

materials available and plenty of extra help so they can do

their best. Whether it's logic games or critical reading, my

students are ready to conquer the LSAT on test day. Nobody

gives you more ways to get a higher LSAT score."

— JASON FRIER LSAT INSTRUCTOR

great methods

Kaplan offers the most
complete arsenal of LSAT
preparation materials avail-

able Including computer-

analyzed practice tests,

home study materials and

a training library. Nobody
prepares you better than

Kaplan.

get a higher score

1-800-KAP-TEST

liA r L A li
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Peace Corps adds AIDS education to program
Volunteers teach

AIDS awareness

in worst'hit areas

By Gene Kramer
The Associated Press

WASHINGTON — In an effort

to fight AIDS, Peace Corps vol-

unteers have added safe sex prac-

tices to the roster of instruction

programs they offer around the

world.

"AIDS education is by no
means our largest program, but

it's something that we do, and we
don't try and hide it," Peace
Corps Director Carol Bellamy
said in a recent interview to mark
World AIDS Day today.

Conservatives in the United
States have blasted explicit safe

sex programs for American teen-

agers, claiming this approach pro-

motes promiscuity.

Of the 6.500 Peace Corps vol-

Nearly 300 (volunteers)

are engaged in AIDS-

related programs.

unteers in 92 countries, nearly

300 are engaged in AIDS-related
programs in perhaps a dozen

countries, she said. More than 200
work in Africa, where an AIDS
epidemic blamed on unprotected

heterosexual sex has infected an

estimated 8 million people.

Hundreds of additional Peace
Corps volunteers worldwide
incorporate the AIDS awareness
message into other programs,
such as English-language train-

ing.

Countries with specific AIDS-
related projects include Thailand,

Cameroon, the Central African
Republic, Malawi. Lesotho, Ivory

Coast, Honduras and Kenya.
Working with Thai government

disease-control officials, Peace
Corps volunteers stress the impor-
tance of safe sex to young Thai
army soldiers and prostitutes.

"I actually visited a brothel in

Chiang Mai" on a recent trip to

Thailand, Bellamy said. Hei-

See CORPS, page 12

Wedne^da^'

.jec . 7, IToon-lpjn

.Mckerman Union

Grand Ballroom

Lr. Carl 3agan
jpeaxw^ on

hl^ nev; booi^

Pale Blue ^ot

:

-fi Virion 01
the Human Future

in Space
V c .iv V CHJ.5U. V J.1

Published by Random House

Introduction by Professor
J. William Schopi , UCLa Center
For the Study ol Evolution and
the Origin o± Lile.

•
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I

I
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1 the

Ko one has ever succeeded in
conveying the wonder, excitement,
and joy oi science a^ widely as
Carl Sagan and lew as well."
National Academy oi Sciences

Sponsored
bj' the

i.

TTtb Bookzcne is located en A-Level A

Asucla StudentB- ntoff?

i04]/M-'Ih 7:45-7; Fri 7:45-6; Sat 10-5; Sun 12-5
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Intel 486DX2-66 Vesa

T I C O IVI

Intel 486DX2-66 CPU
8MB RAM
540MB Hard Drive

14".28NI Monitor

1.44 Floppy Disk Drive

VLB SVGA Video 1MB
VLB IDE Controller

2S, IPandIG
Keyboard and Mouse
Mini Tower Case

$1185

Pentium 60/90
Intel Pentium CPU PCI SVGA Video 2MB
8MB RAM PCI IDE Controller
540MB Hard Drive 2S, 1 P and 1

G

Sony 1 5" .25 Nl Monitor Keyboard and Mouse
1 .44 Floppy Disk Drive Medium Tower Case

P-60 $1825 P-90 $21 75

(310)453-2726

3019 Wilshire Boulevard West Los Angeles
1 8759 Colima Road City of Industry

131-61 Brookluirst Street Garden Grove

i i

WITH YOUR CHOICE OF SAUCE.
CHOOSE FROM: MEAT, MARINARA, SICILIAN,

TOMATO, ALFREDO.

Attention UCLA students and staff members, .have we
got a deal for you. Just show us your ID and this terrific

meal Is yours for just $5.95. (^tot valid wtm any omec offer)

ITALIAN ^^^REl

«5te^e*x,«

RESTAURANT

VNfestwood, 936 Westwcxxi Blvd.

1 block south of UCLA Campus, 824-7588
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'Obnoxious' pop culture figures go gaming
MTV duo, Power

Rangers, star in

video adventures
By WilUam Schifftnan

The Associated Press

Are there more obnoxious char-

acters on television than MTV's
IQ-challenged twosome, Beavis
and Butt-Head?

Of course. The Mighty Morphin
Power Rangers.

But if you can't get enough of

either show, you can cal| them up
at any time by snapping up a pair

of new games for Sega Genesis.

B&B, those 'popular dillweeds,

are brought to you courtesy of
Viacom New Media. In this game
they're, like, up to their usual

brain-dead antics. The boys have

savedup their money and snagged

a pair of ducats to see their

favorite head-bangers, GWAR.
But Mr. Anderson's poodle

chewed up the tickets, then

In this game they're (B

&B), like, up to their

usual brain-dead antics.

Anderson ran over the slobbery

mess with the layiii mower and the

pieces scattered to the four winds.

To get them back, the terrible

twosome must march through
seven levels, including the mall,

the drive-in and the GWAR con-

cert, to retrieve the remains.

This one or two-player game is

a real workout, especially when
you picture the fights that will

develop over who gets to be
Beavis and who's going to be
Butt-Head.

The gam* opens with the boys

watching TV. One solid bonus:

You can play any of the levels by

selecting it with the TV remote the

boys are using.

The merry morons face a num-
ber of enemies, including mean
mall cops and ugly animals. To
defend themselves, the boys have

two of the grossest weapons in

video game history. Let's see, how
do we describe them in a family

newspaper?

See BEAVIS, page 13

$45 Designer Frames
(originally priced up to $200)

EYEGLASS
PACKAGE

INCLUDES EXAMINATION
EYEGLASS FRAMES FROM OUR

VARSITY COLLECTION &
PRESCRIPTION LENSES

CONTACT LENS
PACKAGE

INCLUDES EYE EXAM
PAIR OF SOFT MATE-B LENSES

CAREKIT AND FOLLOW-UP CARE

DISPOSABLE CONTACT LENSES
INCLUDES EXAM FITTING & FOLLOV/ UP

& 4 BOXES OF DISPOSABLE LETJSES

GLASSES & CONTACTS IN ONE HOUR
EYE EXAMINATIONS

• VISION PLANS ACCEPTED

OPTOMETRIX
An Optometric Center

208-1384
10930 WEYBURN • WESTWOOD VILLAGE

HOW DO \

YOU WANT YOUR
HAIRCUT?

You don't have to go to great lengths to get a great

haircut. Just come to Supercuts. We're open for business

seven days a week and you never need an appointment.

What's more, every Supercuts stylist receives extensive

ongoing education unparalleled in the category. So tell

us, how do YOU want your hair cut?

SUPERCUTS
SUPERCUT™ $10.00

1650 Westwood Blvd. (between Santa Monica Blvd. and Wilshire)

(310) 470- 1558 M-F 8-9 Sat 8-7 Sun. 10-5

on Campus
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Bay Area white women have world's highest breast cancer rate
The Associated Pr^ss

SAN FRANCISCO — No one
is certain why, bnit the highest

breast cancer rale in the world is

among white women in the San
Francisco Bay area.

The rate is 50 percent higher

than that of most European
women and five times higher
than for women in Japan, accord-

ing to a report from an interna-

tional cancer research agency.

White women in Los Angeles

and Orange County also contract

the disease in almost as high
numbers, but were not part of
this study. The two regions aren't

included in the worldwide rank-

ing because their cancer reg-

istries don't go as far back as

1987, the year in which data was
taken for the ranking.

Bay Area scientists could not

identify a cause of the high rates,

but said several factors, includ-

ing diet and exposure to toxic

substances - and perhaps better

screening - might be responsi-

ble.

"Something is going on that

has to do with the environment,"
said Dr. Robert Hiatt. "It might
be diet. It might be medication. It

might be reproductive practice.

But we don't know for sure."

Hiatt is director of prevention

science at the Northern
California Cancer Center in

Union City, a branch of the
California Cancer Registry.

The center took data from the

International Agency for

Research on Cancer and released

it in a journal last spring, but it

was only brought to public atten-

tion recently by the Breast
Cancer Fund, a nonprofit public

interest foundation.

Scientists have known for
years that the Bay Area ranks
high for breast cancer among the

areas that collect data.

Andrea Martin, one of the
Breast Cancer Fund's founders,

said she thinks the Bay Area

leads the list for two reasons.
First, women are taking charge
of their health care and undergo-
ing more breast exams, which
turn up more cancers.

Hiatt, who is also assistant

director of the Division of
Research at the Kaiser
Foundation Research Institute in

Oakland, agrees the Bay Area's

rate is higher partly because of
screening, including mammo-
grams, clinical exams and self-

exams.

"BEEP" FOR CHEAP
NEW MOTOROLA PAGERS AT "DISCOUNT PRIGESf^

. "' BRAVO EXPRESS, LIFESTYLE PLUS. BRAVO PLUS & ENCORE '">'^'

ALL COLORS

LOWAIRTIME$6.95 per month

Inter
e * t i I

SWITCH YOUR AIRTIME TO US!

LOCAL & NATIONWIDE COVERAGE
Order By Phone- We Deliver

CALL (800) 646-6484

W VOICE MAIL
AVAILABLE

TAT tps;t prpp
Med School

Applications

'90 29,000
'91 33,000
•92 37,000
•93 43.000
•94 50,000+?

Available

Spaces

'90 17,000
'91 17,000
•92 17,000
'93 17,000
'94 17,000

You Want to Get Through These Doors

The Competition has Never Been Tougher

We are Committed to Helping You Get There

In addition to a library of catalogs, ourAMCAS tcmpltitosi^ftvvciro,

and other search and application tools, we are the onlv prep

company to provide a complete range of pre-medical admis-
sions services (C.h.e.s.s.'^' Seminars in Tre-Planning, Applica-

tions, Secondaries, and the lnter\ie\v) free to all 1 h perlearning

students..

What about the Test itself? Our expert instructors will guide \o\\

through the most meetings, the most hours, and the most in-

class testing available for the MCAI. Optimal pacing ^\^^\ nio-

tixation in additicMi to thorough review materials gi\e \ ou
maximum gain.

We Set the Standard. PBOFESSIONALm
PREPCOOIiSE

Drop by and visit us!

Tue-Wed-Thur, 1 -4pm
10883 Kinross (at V/estwood)

208-5000

800 MD-BOUND
/^"n, / ^—^^.

WMin TIME TO ansEEiousmujmmi

Feast of the Immacuiate

Conception

Thursday, DecenoAer 8, 1994
Catholic Masses:

• 1 2:1 GSM 1 222 on campus
• 5:15 PM at the Lutheran Chapel

(Strathmore at Gayley)

• 7:30 PM at the University Catholic

Center

(840 Hilgard Avenue)

Come give thanks for a
special grace given to Mary
thatwe all might be saved.

•^

Cosmetic Surgery
FREE CONSULTATION

Laser Surgery, Computer Ima^fin^f Available

EAR, NOSE &
THROAT
•Toncil*

•NasaJ AOergy

•Sinuses

•HoaisencM
•Snoring

SURGERY OF THE FACE
•Nose

(Back to Work in 3 Days)

•Acne Scars

(Even Hopelcas Cases)

•Natuial Lip Enhancement

•Hair Flap/Scalp Reduction

•Face liV^yclid

•Chemical Peel

•Chin & Oteek

Implants

•Lipocuction

•Forehead

•Tattoo Removal

Steven Burres, M.D.
FAACS, AAPPS, AAOHNS, LACMA, CMA

Board Certified

(310) 208-7806
100 UCLA Plaza #522, Westwood

Finanfing AvaBabk ind Mott Innmnce Acotptrd
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CONFERENCE
From page 1

in Ackerman Grand Ballroom.

Sponsored by UCLA's
American Indian Studies Center,

the conference celebrated the

25th anniversaries of the center's

establishment and of the Alcatraz

occupation. Friday's discussions

were devoted to remembering the

protest, while Saturday's panels

focused on activism.

The protest was prompted in

part by a 1 950s government relo-

cation program designed to move
Native Americans off reserva-

tions and into urban areas. The
effect would have been to termi-

nate them as Indian people and

"mainstream" them into cultural

extinction, said Troy Johnson, a

panelist at Friday's conference.

Taking over Alcatraz Island

drew the eyes of the world to a

heightened awareness of the U.S.

government's policy of broken
promises toward the Native
American people, Johnson added.

"Just before dawn, one of the

women produced our food sup-

plies. It consisted of two loaves

of white Wonderbread, 50 slices

of baloney, an equal number of

slices of American cheese, a six-

pack of Coke and a pound of cof-

fee," Castillo recalled in front of

the audience of about 50 people.

"We were prepared," added
Castillo, who was then an
instructor at UCLA. He had just

finished his undergraduate stud-

ies in fjontier histo ry at UC
Riverside.

Castillo, along with the confer-

ence's other guest speakers,

recalled events from the occupa-

tion and discussed the history

leading up to it after conference

attendees participated in a tradi-

tional blessing of the building led

by Matthew Stiffarm.

"When Alcatraz began I had

lived the first 23 years of my life

as a non-Indian. I had been raised

in New York," said Dagmar
Thorpe, one of Friday's panelists.

When Thorpe was 23 years

old, she joined her mother on the

island in a protest to make the

country aware of the Native
American plight.

"I was compelled to go to

Alcatraz," Thorpe said. "It

opened me up to a whole world

view and a new way of life that I

had not experienced before.

Alcatraz for me was a beginning,

it was a door opening that has

continued opening over time."

The experience opened doors

for many Alcatraz occupants - it

was the start of Native American
activism, said panelist Troy
Johnson in an interview
Wednesday night.

"The important part of

See CONFERENCE, page 10

GENERAL DENTISTRY
Cosmetic Bonding Bleaching

Porcelain Veneers Filling

Qowns

Michael S. Zola. D.M.D.

1 033 Gayley Ave.. Suite 1 1

5

Westwood Village. CA 90024

(310)208-4036

Strict Sterilization

INSURANCE ACCEPTED!

AUTO INSURANCE BLUES?

HERE'S GOOD NEWS ON

LOW RATES!

In April, 1994, the results of a Department of Insurance study

were published in the LA Times. One top rated California

based company emerged with significantly lower rates for a

wide range of good drivers - including young singles, young

marrieds and families with young drivers. Even drivers who

had 2-3 points often received significant savings.

For Insurance Relief, please call us in Westwood (310) 208-3548

InsurAide Insurance Agency, Inc.

1081 Westwood Blvd. #221 Los Angeles, CA 90024

UCLA Department of Music

presents

UCLA Chorale,
Chamber Singers,

and
University Chorus

Donald Neuen, Conductor

in a program of

Major Choral Works,
from Renaissance to the Contemporary

Wednesday, December 7, 1994
8:00 p.m.

Schoenberg Hall

Admission is free.

Information: (310) 825-4761

All I Want for Christmas
Is My MBA...

-:z"r
cMi^' Over 300,(XX) copies sold—now in

wLp a new revised and expanded edition.

PORTABLE

" MBA
^ DESK

lite ^fy\^ wihIoiii irimi

(lit T^H-M U'I'Vft >ifv

II, iiUUIMU pvClMl III

diM viltt^; .*iaft,-/v

: REFERENCE
Ci j'.M'XM^ l\

^:-:-;

The most essential collection

of facts, figures, and valuable lists

you can have on your desk.

The perfect gift for today's professional.

^WILEY
f

Get BusinessWise with ttie Portable MBA,
available at these and other fine bookstores.

TestMasters Crushes
The Competitioii!
LSAT Course Comparison

TestMasters Kaplan Princeton Review

Lecture Hours 7-2 56 ^2

Course Lecture Hrs./

Clinic Lecture Hrs.
60/ i 2 28/28 -42/0

Minimuim
Instructor

LSAT Percentile
99thi 90tl-i 95tli

Live Instructor
Helpline

Hours per \A/eek
55

IVIaximum
0i3ss Size 28

No Set
15Maximum **

Uses Only ResI
LSAX Questions? Yes No Yes

Course Cost S750 S795 $745

LUVALLE COMMONS
308 Westwood Plaza

Los Angeles. CA 90024
(310)825-4014

TECHNICAL BOOK CO.

2056 Westwood Blvd.

Los Angeles, CA 90025
(310)475-5711

There is no comoarison
We are the LSAT specialists.

Call today for more information.

1 -800-696-tSAT
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CONFERENCE
From page 9

Alcatraz is who came out of it as

leaders of the American Indian

community," said Johnson, a for-

mer UCLA student who is now a

professor at rialifornia State

University, Long Beach.

"Alcatraz was an opening, it

was an awakening," Thorpe said.

"It was the starting of the fire. It

was an understanding that we as

Native people have a right to be

who we are not only in terms of

the protection of our territories

but to be truly who we are cultur-

ally and traditionally."

Thorpe said the key to the

future of Native American
activism lies in returning to the

community.

"Somehow the academic world

and the academic training we get

at places like UCLA has to be
directly linked with what's going

on in reservation communities
because there is a. tremendous
drain of people away from the

reservations arid native commu-
nities, " Thorpe said. "There

needs to be an infusion and a col-

laboration of all people."

The conference was the first of

its kind to commemorate
Alcatraz, said Lola Worthington,

one of its organizers and a UCLA
graduate student at the School of

Education. -•

"It was a very significant con-

ference," Worthinjgton said. "We
had people from the community
and academic scholars as well as

historical figures. There were
people who were actually at

Alcatraz and contributed to

American history."

VISAS
From page 1

with visas, Freeh said that follow-

up investigations would include

the review of student's academic
records, according to the Times
article.

Freeh could not be reached to

clarify this statement.

Tillakaralne explained that such

a review could be interpreted two
ways.

"If it is to verify the validity of

a form (to apply for a visa), to

question if the form is really

issued by a^school. it would elimi-

nate unwanted people and
improper use of the form, he said.

"But if it's a whole scale exam (of

all students on visas), it's

encroaching on people's rights of

privacy," he added.

Tillakaratne said that the bureau

director's recommendations did

not spark any discussion in the

office because he sees it simply as

a memo from the FBI to a deputy

in the Justice Department, and not

something that will produce any
action for a long time.

• • •A PICTURE IS WORTH 1
WORDS. BUT AN AD IS
WORTH 56,800 POTENTIAL
CUSTOMERS.
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SENIORS

irDAYS
FOR LEFT
Yearbook
"Portraits

"DONT Miss The Deadunei
The deadline for senior yearbook portraits is Friday, December 16. If

you miss the deadline, your place in UCLA history will be a blank.

Seniors, get your yearbook portrait taken now and you'll earn a bonus:

9 FREE wallet size photoa with iny portrait order.]

Remember, you pay only $3 for your portrait sitting and space

reservation. Or pay nothing at all-the $3 fee is waived if you buy your

r'

Bruin Life yearbook
|
in advance. Stop by ASUCLA's Campus Photo

Studio on 2nd floor Ackermian—and smile!

::i^^ C A A\ PUS P H O T C)

Studio
Campus Photo Studio is located on 2nd floor Ackerman

Open Monday-Friday 8:30-3:30 Phone 206-8433

ITALIAN

Andy and Tony

invite you to join them

in Light-Hearted

Roman Style Dining

(310) 4744)102

Special Dinners Monday through Thursday
Lunch • Dinner • Cocktails • Free Parking

10929 West Pico Blvd., West l^s Angeles

ARCHITECTURE

UNDERGRADUATE COURSES

SCHEDULE UPDATE

AUP.19Q Intro to Architecture ^ Urban Planning

Professor George Rand, Mon/Wed - 11:00-12:30

Perioff . Room B320, SRS#1 1 7-800-200

AURC193/C280 Citv Studies: Culture and City Form

Professor Thomas Vreeland, Mon/Wed 9:00-10:30

Perioff Room B320, SRS#1 17-832-200

AUP.C192/C282B Modem and Postmodern Architecture

Professor Charles Jencks, Tues/Thurs - 11:00-12:30

Perioff. Room 8320, SRS#1 17-826-200

Please call 825-7857 ifyou
have any questions.

*V Only minutes from ^\|
' CAMPUS, you'll find OUR RESORTS *•"

FULL OF CREAT WAYS TO ENJOY YOURSELF.'

* MOhrrH-TO-MONTH, 6 OR 12 MONTH LEASESlvAIUBLE

* Studio, t & 2 ieproom flookpuns

* Fully furnished or unfurnished

* Heated swimminc pools/spas

« Nicht-lichtep tennis & rasketiall courts

* Fully equipped cyms • Fabulous activities procrams

* Linens, dishes, TVs 6 maid service avaiuble

V^EST LA • AAarina del Rev
A\lD-WlL$HIRE • TOLUCA

Van Noy$ • Woodland Hills

ASK ABOUT
SPECIAL
STUDENT

OaKWOOD can AKRANCi TIMPORARY
LODCINC IN MORE THAN 400 CITIES

THROU6HOVT THE U.S.

800.846.8465

B^
ZWEJn i^ Mopfu OMN PAIIY, 9-6

Corporate
Housing
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LANHAM
From page 3

it's all part of a central argument,

what I'm trying to say about the

nature of human motivation and
how that converges with what I've

done in my life, which is try to

teach language and literature."

Lanham said the book's founda-

tion rests on a pattern he started

noticing while studying the written

word. After a career spent teaching

medieval and Renaissance litera-

ture, he recognized three themes

which rcoccumed throughout histo-

In the 16th century, an educa-

tional revolution made learning

nrK)re open and democratic. Then, a

technological revolution came
about with the invention of print-

ing. Finally, the world saw a theo-

retical revolution, or the invention

of literary theory, he said.

And now, the world was about to

witness the rebirth of these revolu-

tions, Lanham said. This time, he

wanted to join in.

"I'm really a pastist rather than a

futurist. I looked around and I real-

ized it was happening again,"
Lanham said. 'This time it was dig-

itization of knowledge, and I real-

ized, 'I can't miss it this time! I've

spent my life trying to figure out

what happened in the 16th century

- why not try to find out what's

happening now and use one to illu-

minate the other," he said.

As the UCLA writing program's

first director, Lanham is well
respected on campus. He is a

nationally known literary scholar

and authority on composition, as

well as a widely-known expert on
classical rhetoric. He has authored

nine books including the "Handlist

of Rhetorical Terms," still in print

since its 1969 publication.

"He is really very avant-garde,"

said Executive Vice Chancellor
Andrea Rich. "He is really respon-

sible for bringing the university's

attention to this very critical area of

development for our students. My
experience with Professor Lanham
is that he has always been a little

ahead of his time, and his predic-

tions are usually right."

Lanham also has strong support

and respect from many of his col-

leagues. UCLA music professor

and CD-ROM author Robert
Winter considers Lanham to be

"the world's leading theoretician on

the digital revolution."

"The Electronic Word is a major,

major statement on what this is all

about," he said.

And what this is all about for

Lanham seems to be sheer happi-

ness. —
"It's time to put up or shut up,"

he said. "My gosh, I can now do
what I've always wanted to do so

much belter, and more efficiently!

Hands down, this is the most excit-

ing time in my life."

TERIYAKI BOWLS * PASTAS • SANPV/ICHES
SAIAPS • CURRY BOWLS • SUSHI • EGCROLLS
LOV^ EMTREE PRICES FROM ^3.2S TO >6.7S

Ge«
Buy any rwo erm cc s tart our m^rttj at U-te regular price
and gee a FREE Beef or CltlcKen Bovs/I. cJIne In only.

Off o in or o
C3et 1 0<M> [discount off your reg. price fOcxJ & beverage
purcnase. Or, get a Free Eggroll or Can of Soda (\X/nt> mtn.
$4.50 purcrvase). Only witri thils coupon. One coupon per
p>erson. Expires 12-15-94.

I

I

I

I

I

I

I

I

I

^^ SMOi^^rojLfw ^^i-iO sct-t

Eggroll

Teriyaici Etc.
1 77f VIlbsrMifOOCf Blvd., yVmst L..JK.

( J/2 Block North of Santa Monica Blvd.)

HOURS: Open 7 Days Mon. - Sat. 1 I am to 1 0pm
Closed on Sunday

Etc F^rt STCj^Ki^nr ayas*
sa-aoiMT vocfi* \x^^M-»t

See Your Future in

FLUOROPERN
Custom
Contact

•••

you're trying to decide between

glasses or contaa lenses, you should

ask your doctor about Fluoroperm

contact lenses;

Look agaia Eyeglasses often alter the image size and

reduce peripheral vision. When wearing Fluoroperm

oxygen permeable lenses, you won't have the problems

associated with wearing glasses. And, you'll enjoy

greater convenience and feel more confident in

professional, social, or athletic situations.

If you have astigmatism or experience poor vision with soft

lenses, now there's a better choice - Huoropenn.

You will also have crisp vision v^rith comfort

approaching soft lenses. Your eyes won't be deprived of the

oxygen they need to stay healthy.

Sit IIdo ill S>|>oc-iiil
D.iiU Wt.ir Soil i iiiN I'.Kk.i^i' - si:-. (HI

|;a I s.,(r.|.i(i I >iii. I . -Ii lid Hi li. I

hispos.ibU < (iiil.Kl I Ills I'.iik.im s:i»().il()

ln< hull ^ 4 "SIX I'll K- 1 J I I iiM ^ j't t I ,

nil lij'li I villi. I < n^' N. .till I ojlww lip III ( Dim Mil I! I >'H ill I

CONTACT OUR OFFICE TO SCHEDULE AN APPOINTMENT.

DR.QUACKENBUSH. O.D.
10955 Wcyburn Ave. • Comer of Weybum & Broxton

208-4748 or 208-8841

Ifyou or someone you know
has been raped . .

.

Rape can be terrifying and traumatic. After a rape, it's not uncommon to feel

fearful, confused, guilty, ashamed, or isolated. You don't have to deal with

these feelings alone.

We're here to help.

Reach out for help and information by contacting the UCLA Rape Services

Consultants (RSCs). RSCs can discuss options and alternatives, help identify

and assist you in contacting the most appropriate support services, and answer

any questions that may arise.

rrrr^r*>/*yr>^.f>v'

]^w,jmre infmmationf caU the Women^s Resource Center at

206*^240 or drop by Room 2, Dodd Hall, and askfor an RSC.

The WiHn€n*$'H^$9tir^ Ctnf^ha^vrmif mithe Dirisi^n ofSUfdeni Development and lieulltu

Looking for the
Journalism Department?

— We've

An innovative

approach to

Our campus daily is one of liie

best college newspapers in

America. Our

seven sludenl

magazines are

Irendsellers.

Prelly soon,

you'll hear a lot

journalism education more aboui our

new inleraclive

y .^. . . .. media project.
built on instruction

^^^ j,J,.„^, |,^„^.

ably heard aboul

and experience a'l H'<? UCLA
grads working in

the media. But we bet you still

can't find Ihc UCLA journalism

department.

And you can slop looking

—

because we've got it. Student

Media UCLA, a collection of

print and broadcast media run

for and by students, is Ihe rea-

son UCLA enjoys one of the

strongest student presses in

the country, a student ^^
press thai |)roduces S |
graduates capable of

competing for media

jobs oul I here in Ihe real

world. All of il without a

deparlmenl.

How do we do il? Through a

unique approach built on

inslruclion and experience.

You can 1 •

study Ihe

princi|)les

of report- WOflK»MOPS
ing. writing, ediling. design, or

pholograpli^ with induslry pro-

fessionals in an interisive work-

shop one weekend, and then

praclice those principles as a

staffer for the Daily Bruin, a

newsmagazine, or Ihe radio

station Ihe next week.

Look for nexl quarter's sched-

ule of media workshops in Ihe

Daily Bruin. Or belter yet.

come by our offices in .
•

Kerckhofi* Hall and find oul

how you can gel involved in

one of most exciling

educational programs

on campus.

ltocl*afflUI224 • 82&2787

v-"^
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copsjmar
Profcjsional Copying & Imaging Services

-%*^^'
T'-i-Vs^i- a*.:.**, r\?*

Im^ self-service computers with

state-of-the-art equlgfpent for all ,,^

your important assignments, mt
/<

..••;.'.•••"
.... Then leave the rest to us!

^.•»
•*

Reports • Theses • Dissertations • IProjects

COPYrs/IAT COUPON

I
3« EACH

j
Black & White Copies

I
S«H-Mrvtcabtackand«fNtocopiM(8 l/?i l1.2n«v«tiilsbondpaiw. eachsidn

• counts as one copy) One coupon pe» person Cannol he combvied with othef ottos

I

I

I

L.

COPYMAT COUPON

Present coupon iMlh order Coupon good through January 2. 1996.

copiimac 676

II

II

II

II

II

II

iiL

%
On Self-Service Computer Rental
Pwsenl this ooupon at CopyMal and ge) 50% oil the rental ot «iy sai-awioa oornxHer
(Pnnt oU« not inckjded) M»*num lenlal one hour One coupon p« person Cwwol

be combined with other otters. PraaenI coupon with payment Cojpon good
• Ihrout^ January 2, 1995.

copsunat
»lM0ifIan*ari

677

Small potted - $4.99

Jumbo potted -$19.99

\

ruci

WESTWOOD
923 Westwood Blvd.* Los Angeles, CA 90024

(310) 824-5276 • FAX: (310) 824-5543

WEST LA.
11988 Wilshire Blvd. • Los Angeles, CA 90025

(310) 207-5952 • FAX: (310) 820-0079

FJowiT tail
phone 206-0822
Outside the main

Ackerman Union entrance

Dozen roses -$16.99

Spring bouquet - $6.49

Sunflowers -$1.49ea.

fe?!L.:

•V'

GIVE HOMEWORK
INSTEAD OF
GETTINGm
{and make great money tool)

•Idealpart-timejob

• Pay scale starts at $13.50per hour
• Great working conditions

•We trainyou

• Locations all over LA and Ventura counties

•5AH SAT'li FSAl LSAl GMAT, GRB, MCAT

Would you like to work in a creative environment helping 5tudent6 and, at the same time, make
^reat money? We are offering you the opportunity to Interview with the nations most
successful test preparation service. The Princeton Review. Each year we help thousands of
students across the country improve their standardized test scores with our unic^uely

effective program. If you are bright, enthusiastic and outgoing, and enjoy helping others, this
may be the perfect part-timejob for you. Send us your resume and cover Jetter--no phone calls

please. Also be sure to Include your SAT and graduate test scores (If any) as well as your phone
number on your resume. Those accepted through our highly selective screening process will

participate in an extensive training program to become instructors.

Applications are available

on campus at the Placement

and Career Planning Center

Info Desk

g

THE
PRINCETON
REVIEW
we score more

SAT-I • SAT-li • PSAT
Vocabulary • Academic Tutoring

LSAT • GMAT • GRE • MCAT

>A9Aaj^j^^M9^^^^ji^^jm .' .^v'vV^, v^sA./W'
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ILLNESS
From page 3

For flu prevention. Student
Health offers for about $16, a

highly effective flu vaccine.
Although it's recommended for

early prevention in October or
November, Dawson said there is

still time to stave off the flu.

"(But) by the time flu season
starts, the vaccine can't be relied

on to be effective," she said.

"Then antiviral medication will

have to be prescribed."

Each year a new vaccine is

made to combat the new strain of
influenza virus. There are mild
side effects: a sore arm, a low-
grade fever, but those tend to be
rare, Dawson said. "Even people
with immune deficiencies (such
as HIV) are advised to get it," she

said. Those with chronic respira-

tory diseases, people who smoke,
diabetics, and those with liver,

kidney or heart disease are strong-

ly advised to take advantage of
the vaccine. "Influenza can turn

into influenza pneumonia and
death," she added.

"Last year we ran out (of the

vaccine)," Dawson said. In order
to deal with the increased
demand. Student Health ordered
double the amount of doses from
last year. But there is only so
much that can be done against
infections.

"If vou want to avoid infec-
tion," IDawson explained, "you'll

have to live in a bubble."

Flu vaccines are available
throughout the week. For more
info call (310) 825-4073.

CORPS
From page 6

guide, Worcester Polytechnic
biologist Louis D'Angio from
Massachusetts, remained in

Thailand after his Peace Corps
tour to continue AIDS education
work for the relief agency CARE.
A Peace Corps-produced video

shows another volunteer, former
University of Wisconsin student
Scott Maul, 23, showing "com-
mercial sex workers" at a brothel

in Bangkok how to place a con-
dom on a banana or similar prop.

In Cameroon, that country's
education and public health min-
istries, the Peace Corps, the U.S.
foreign aid agency and Family
Health International, a private
relief group, cooperated to pro-
duce a 100-page manual called
'Teach English, Prevent AIDS."

Male-female relations, high-
risk sex, disease prevention and
an AIDS rap song are its subject

matter for practice in conversa-
tional English. The manual says
students should bring bananas
and condoms to class but sug-
gests teachers keep some in
reserve.

"So before you make love, go
buy yourself a 'glove.' Put it on
and have safe fun," goes the rap
song by Peace Corpsman
Thurman Aman Matthiesen, 29,
of Boston.

"Around the world, we don't
begin any program unless we're
asked by a (host) country," said
Bellamy, a former Peace Corps
volunteer in Guatemala who went
on to become the first female
president of the New York City
Council. "There may be some
places where AIDS is a real prob-
lem, but we haven't been asked
to work on it."

Teaching in such subjects as
English, mathematics, science
and specialized farming remains
the skill most sought by hosr
countries, Bellamy said. Demand
is also high for specialists on the
environment and business.
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BEAVIS
From page 7

Let's just say natural gas is

involved - and it didn't come
from the gas company.

Collecting items is important,

and you have a screen-top "pock-
et" to keep them in. But your
pockets only hold so much stuff,

and once they are full, you have
to dump something to collect
something new.

When B&B take a hit, they lose

a bit from their "attention span"
line. Lose too much of that pre-

cious commodity and you go back
to the TV room to start over.

Interesting cartoon graphics,

solid control, a serious challenge
- if you're into Beavis and Butt-

Head, you should love this game.
MMPR is yet another in a

(seemingly) endless series of
head-to-head, hand-to-hand com-
bat games.

If you don't know the Mighty

When B&B take a hit,

they lose a bit from

their "attention span" ...

and you ga back-to the

TV room to start over.

Morphin Power Ranger story,

welcome back to Earth. Basically,

an evil witch named Rita Repulsa
wants to rule the universe, and
she's going to start her planet col-

lection with Earth.

The United Nations and the

massed armies of the world are

busy elsewhere, so a group of
teens are chosen by a friendly
alien, Zordon, to ward off
Repulsa's minions.

He gives them weapons, spe-

cial powers and about an after-

-noon's worth of karate training

and turns them loose. They also

get ugly Spandex suits and a col-

lection of strange vehicles - the

Dinozords - for really big prob-

lems.

In one-player mode, you select

a Power Ranger to battle through
seven stages with two rounds.
When you win the first round, you
get a Megazord or Dragonzord for

round two. It keeps getting harder

until you defeat the entire horde.

In two-player mode, you and a

buddy fight each other.

Control is good, graphics are

routine and the excitement factor

is pretty low.

I'd rent it firsL

It keeps

more than

memories
alive.

AMERICAN HEART
A.SS0CIAT10N

MEMORIALS & TRIBUTES

^^'v.Vi^^iiS^

1-800-AHA-USAl

American Heart
Association^
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INTERESTED INT A CAREER INT EDUCATIONOR LIBRARYAND INFORM[ATION SCIENCE?
IF YOUi..

CARE ABOUT THE FUTURE OF SOCIETY
BELIEVE IN THE POWER OF LEARNING AND INFORMATION
WANT TO MAKE A DIFFERENCE IN A YOUNGSTER'S LIFE...

mmmmm mm

APPLY NOW I

FOR FALL 1995 ADMISSION to'

THE GRADUATE SCHOOL OF EDUCATION
& INFORMATION STUDIES AT UCLA

To find out more about careers and graduate programs in Education and Library and Information Science,
please join us at a Pre-orientation Open House hosted by the School's faculty

1 DATE: Thursday, December 8, 1994
TIME: 5:00 - 7:30 PM
PLACE: Moore Hall, Room 3340
Light refreshments will be served

If you have any questions, please contact the GSE&IS Office of Student Services at (310)825-8326.

FELLOWSHIPS ARE AVAILABLE FOR QUALIFIED UNDERREPRESENTED MINORITY APPLICANTS WHO
APPLY FOR ADMISSION BY THE JANUARY 6, 1994 DEADLINE. EXTENSIONS MAY BE GRANTED AFTER THAT
DATE IN SELECTED PROGRAMS.

=d
California Graduate Institute

Administrative Office

1 1 00 Glendon Ave., Floor 1

1

W. Los Angeles, CA 90024
(310)208-4240

Graduate School of Psychology and Psychoanalysis andMFT

MA an(j PhD Programs in Psychology
ancj Marriage & Family Therapy

Orange County Facility

1 1 22 E. Lincoln Ave. B-200
Orange, CA 92665
(714) 637-5404

CGI has been approved by the Superintendent of Public Instruction, California Education Code 9431 OB.
CGI graduates meet the educational requirements for Psychology and MFCC licensure in California.

In addition to the degree programs, CGI offers the following Certificate Programs:

- The Treatment of - The Treatment of Perpetrators - Behavioral Medicine - Psychoanalysis
Chemical Dependency & Victims of Violence

Classes held in West Los Angeles and Orange (OC)

2.00^AOpm Human Anatomyand Physiology

230O-5^m Dream Analysis II

5K)0-8M)pm Psyctxxnalytic Psychotherapy

5K)0-S:00pm NaRlasiaticDlsonlen: Shame

500-8<X)pm Guided Imagery

5:00-8M)pm Biofeedback Therapy

5004<X)pm MFT Practlcum Mil

5O0-8:00pm Advanced Human Sexuality

5:30-7A0pm Group Proceaa& Technique

6M>-7:30pm Group Proceas & Technique

8M>-1 l.-OOpm Physiological Psychology

8:00-1 1:00pm Qinical Practlcum l-VI

T.OI«9oo,PhD

D. CIlHord, MD
DoiMe^DSW/BkklvMD

D.aifford.MD

G. aiver, PhD

T. Oleaon, PhD

R. Golira, PhD

N. Pike, MSW (OC)

J. Packer, PhD
R. Phillips, PhD OC
T. Oleson, PhD

R. Phillips. PhD (OC)

930-1 1:00am Group Process & Technique

lK)0-2<X>pm Advanced Psychological Assessment

2K)0-5O0pm Proposal Research III

2K)0-5M)pm Professional Issues, Ethics& Laws

3'J0-5.<X)pm Group Process& Technique

500-8<X)pm TheOin.PticllaofPsydi.lnaMedk^VMbitd

5:0O-8.O0pm Proposal Research II

5A(MIO0pm Learning& Cognition

5O0-SK)0pm Primitive Mental States

5:00-S00pm Diagnosis& Direct. In Adult Psychopath.

5flO-8«Opm TheHolocausl&Schlndler'sUst

5:15-6:45pm Group Proceas i Technique

8KX>-1 l.-OOpm Research Methods& Analysis II

8:00-1 1:00pm Technique of the Initial ConsulUtion

8:00-1 IKIOpm Geriatric Psychopathology

8AO-11:0Opm Obfect Relations Theory I

D. Fehr, PhD (OC)

A. Panofsky, PhD

R. Hunter, PhD
M.Genon,PhD

D. Fehr, PhD' (OC)

D. Diamond, MD
L. Weisbender, PhD

R. Hunter, PhD

D. CIlHoctI, MD
R. Goltra, PhD (OC)

B. Schwarlz-Lee, PhD

M. Koven, PhD

R. Hunter, PhD

L.Silv«rton,PhD

). Mayhall, PhD (OC)

W. Rlckles, MD

a

1 30.3iX)pm Croup Process& Technique

JiMSaOpm Human Sexuality

2:0Mi)0pffl Advanced Qinical Hypnosis

2:00-5M>pm Learning 8i Cognition

2A0-5M)pm Psychology of Women
3MM:30pm Group Process & Technique

5M)-8.O0pm Proposal Research I-III

5M>>S:00pm Suicide& Crisis Inlctvenlion

5M^M)pm SeifPtychologyn

5004:00pm Issues In Fam. Psychopath. &Psyd>oih€npy

5O0-8O0pm Psychopathology& Family Dynamics

5<X>-8O0pm Psychoanalytic Psychotherapy

5O0-8O0pm Advanced Human Sexuality

5A0-8A0pm Psychopharmacology

iHMiOOpm Industrial /Oiiganlzalional Psychology

800-1 lOOpm Clinical Pnctic<im III

800-1 lOOpm Tactics of Change In Family Therapy

8O0-llO0pm Child Abuse&Domestic Violence

800-1 lOOpm Bridge Between Pedagogy& PA D«atmL

J. Packer, PhD

A". Taylor, PhD

T. Mowv PhD

R. Hunter, PhD

D.Piatt, PhD

]. Packer, PhD

R. Hunter, PhD

M. Peck. PhD

L. Supentein, PhD

K. Kepp, PhD

S. Harris PhD

D. Hatt, PhD

A. Taylor, PhD

D. Diamond, MD
S. WImer, PhD

R. Gruener, MD
K. Kepp, PhD

D. Rowen, JD

R. Ekslcin, PhD

(OC)

(OC)

(OC)

(OC)

(OC)

I

9O0-12.O0n Development of the Person

100-400pm Schlzo(>hrenia& Psychotic States

5O0-6JOpm Group Process & Technique

5O0-8O0pm Qinical Hypnosis

5.O0-8O0pm Comprehensive Exam Review

D. Rozen, PhD

L. Hedges, PhD

D. Fehr, PhD

K. Kand, PhD

Core Faculty

(OQ
(OQ

i

8J0-10O0am

lOOO-lOOpm

lOOC-lOOpm

llOO-12-JOpm

100-400pm

Group Process & Technique

MFT Practlcum I-III

Human Sexuality

Group Process& Technique

Psychological Assessment II

D. Fehr, PhD

R. Goltra, PhD

N.Pike, MSW
J. Packer, PhD

S. Harris, PhD

(OC)

(OQ
(OQ

(OQ

Weekend Special Classes & Seminars

WEST LOS ANGELES

(OC)

900-1 0-JOam Croup Proceas & Technique

1 100-2K)Opm Sodal Psychology

11O0-2.-00pm Con^ntThcfspy

2O(V5O0|Mn CognlUvc-Bthavtoral Therapy

2O0-5O0pm Psyctidoglcal Aaaaaament I

300-4JOpm Group Procaaa 8t Technique

500-630pm Group Process it Technique

5O0-8O0pm Qinical Practlcum I

500400pm Clinical Practlcum II

5O0-6O0pm Psychological Assessment 11

5.O0-8O0pn Diagnoatsft Direct, in Adult Psychopath.

5O0-8O0pm Tactics of Change In Family Therapy

5O0-6O0pffl Psychological Assessment III

i-3Mi)0pm Croup Process & Technique

8O0-11O0pm Propose RsMarch I

8O0-] 100pm Psychopatholoor 8k Family Dynamics

800-1 l.OOpm Qinical CaMConf«f«not5

800-1 l.OOpm Psychop^hciogy II

R. Phillip* PhD (OC)

M. Kariovac, PhD

L. Singer, PhD

L. Singflr,PhD

K. Cross, PhD

M. Koven, PhD

M. Koven, PhD

L. Weisbender, PhD

L. Singer, PhD

K. Crow, PhD

R. Goltra, PhD

D. Rowen,P (OC)

L. Sllvcrton, PhD

M. Koven, PhD

M. Kariovac, PhD

D. Cooper-Byram. PhD

]. Dekhamps, MD
M. Genon, PhD

8/37.2S

9/10-11

9/1W 7

9/1 7-18

9/24-25

ld/1-2

llVI-2

10/8-9

1IV8-9

lO/IS-U

10/73

10/12-23

IIV29-30

11/S-*

11/11-12

9/1 7-1 •

9/17-18

9/23 4i2S

9/24-2S

9/24-2S

11^-2

iyi-2

11/S4

1 VI2-13

12/18-n

Sal 9O0-6O0pm
Sun 10O0-3Obpm

10^9 Sat 100-600pm
10/22-23 Sun 9O0.«O0pm'

10/14-15 Fri 600-11 OOpm
10/28-29 Sat 9004.00pm

Sat 9O0-6O0pm
Sun 100-600pm

Sat 9O(U.O0pm
Sun 9O0-2.O0pm

Sat lOO^OOpm
Sun 9O0-6:m)pm

10/29-30 Sat 100-600pm
12/3-4 Sun9O0-6O0pm

Sat 9O0-6O0pm
Sun 9O0-2.O0pm

Sat 100-6.00pm
Sun 9OO-2O0pm

Sat 9O0-6O0pm
Sun 9O0-2.O0pm

Sal 9O0-6O0pm
Sun 9O0-2O0pm

The Psychopathology ol Romance

The Family & Chemical Dependency

Clinical Assessment, Treatment,
Outcomes it Managed Care

Research N^lhods for MFTs

Clinical Decision Making

Contemporary Issues In Psychoneuro-
Immunology

Psychotherapy with Vlctlms&
Perpetrators of Violence

Professional Skills in Private Practice

Eating Disorders: An Ot:fect Relations
Perspective

Child Abuse Assessment It Reporting

The Projective Use of Mothcr-and-Child
Drawings

Sat 1 J0-500pm Narcissism and Intimacy

Sat 90040qpm
Sun 9O0-2.O(]pm

Sat 9004.00pm
Sun 9O0-2O0pm

11/12-13 Sat 100-600pm
12/10-11 Sun 900400pm

Fri 600-11 OOpm
Sat. 9O0-6O0pm

The Psychoanalytic Understanding ot

the Paranoid Process

Psychological Assessment IV: Lab

Drug Use 8c Abuse

Assertiveness In the Clinical Selling

D. Roeen, PhD
W.Qoke

K. Kepp, PhD

L. Singer, PhD

R. Hunter, PhD

L. Sllverton, PhD

t Oleson, PhD

M. Koven, PhU
R. Golira, PhD
C.Locd, MA
D. Ctausman, IliD

S. Krevoy, PhD

M. Genon, PhD

]. Gillespie, PhD

M. Solomon, PhD

A. Panaiian, PhD

L. Silverlon, PhD

R. Cdlra. PhD

L. Singer, PhD

GRANGE

lO/lS-U
11/19-20

10/21803
11/18800

181/39^30

11/5-4

10/29.30

115-4

10(«-9

10/32-23

10/t-9

18/22-23

11/1M3
12/10-11

11/19-20

12/3-4

Sat l.O0-6O0pm
Sun 900400pm

Sal 10fr400pm
Sun 900400pm

Fri 600-1 1.00pm
Sun 900400pm

Sal 100400pn
Sun 900400pm

Sal 100400pm
Sun 9O(V4O0pm

Sat lOCMOOpm
Sun 9O(MO0pm

Sat 10a400pm
Sun 900400pm

Sat 100400pm
Sun 9Ofr4O0pm

Sal 100400pm
Sun9O04!00pm

Sal 100400pm
Sun 900400pm

Introduction to Adicrian Psychotherapy

,> with the Chemically
tient

Social Psychology

Psyctiolherapy «

Dependent Patient

Using Meditation 4i Honatic Techniques
In Psyctiothcrapy

Forenslcs Practlcum: Treatment of

Victims k Perpetrators of Violence

Ps)rchopathology8i Psychotherapy with
the Petpctratora of Violence

Introduction to Behavioral Medicine

Child Abuse and Domestic Violence

Introduction to Mediation and the Basics

in Family Law

Practlcum :Chem leal Dapcndency
Treatment

D. Maybell, PhD

N. Pike, MSW

S. Hairis, PhD

D. Hatt, PhD

LSaraso, ]D

R.Coltra,PhD

K. MacUay. PhD

D. Rowen,P
L Saraso,P
K. Kepp; PhD

An Excellent Education For Those Who Quali.
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Latino/a activism awalcens 'Sieeping Giant'
By Nikolai Garcia-lnglstov

The mariachi music was boom-
ing from the stereo of my abueli-

ta's house with the sentimental

huapangos and corridos that my
grandmother always loves.

At the same time, I was wiping
my runny nose and drinking an
extra cup of Pepsi to ease the

burning sensation on my tongue
after eating the arroz con chile,

The Thanksgiving table this

year had much of the traditional

food that we always ate at

Thanksgiving; tamales, tortillas

with carne asade and chile rel-

lenos.

Yet there was an uncanny feel-

ing in my abuelita's house at this

year's Thanksgiving gathering -

politics was not being discussed
in the open as it usually was at

every Thanksgiving. There was-
n't as much Republican bashing
as last year.

Later that evening I went to the

back patio where all my tios

(uncles) had congregated with a
few of my older cousins. One
thing I noticed as I sat and lis-

tened to my tios talk about and
condemn Proposition 187 was
that my Tio Memo, who was
always very vocal and always
spoke what was on his mind, did-

n't contribute much to the con-
versation.

Tio Memo had always been an
intensely proud Mexican immi-
grant, a participant of the

Chicano Movement of the late

sixties and early seventies

when he

was a

teenager.

My other tios and cousins left

the patio and went into the house,

but Tio Memo stayed outside. Tio

Memo wore a frustrated look on
his face and I knew why.
"We make up 30 percent of the

state but only 10 percent of the

electorate. Chicanos have to

become citizens and vote," he
said suddenly in a sad voice.

"Chicanos need to vote, we don't

vote!"

For the first time I actually saw
Tio Memo in a sad, lamenting
state. I, too, felt hurt.

• • •

Within the last few months of
the election, an extraordinary and
historical movement was initiated

by those who drafted Proposition

187, along with Gov. Wilson -

the birth of a new, younger and
intensely nationalistic Latino/a

movement.
Not since the Chicano

Movement have the Latino/a

masses mobilized so many walk-
outs, rallies and marches. It was
as if a tidal wave of Brown pride

engulfed California and struck

intense fear and anger in those

who drafted Proposition 187.

The majority of Latinos/as

expressed their disapproval and
bitterness towards the

other Latinos/as

who did sup-

port the

undeni-

ably

anti-Brown proposition.

We believed that in their

extreme'eagerness to be accepted

by the white mainstream, they

forgot where they came from and
forgot their undocumented broth-

ers and sisters who share our sur-

names, our brown skin color and
our ancient heritage.

And we also believed that in

their eagerness to be accepted by
the white mainstream, they forgot

the significance of our Latino/a

history as immigrants, of our
immigrant mothers, fathers,

uncles, grandmothers, grandfa-

thers and of those foreign black

and white pictures of our old

family members in Mexico, El

Salvador, Guatemala and
Columbia found in our family

albums.

However, on Election Day an

overwhelming number of

Latino/a voters did not forget

where they came from.

Thanks to Gov. Wilson, the

nameless, faceless and, according

to him, raceless "illegal alien"

assumed a Brown face and the

name "Pedro," stigmatizing the

Latino/a community and infuriat-

ing the Latino/a vote. It is no
wonder that, as revealed in the

L.A. Times after the election,

close to 80 percent pf the

Latino/a vote was cast

against Proposition

187.

Look

around California - La
Resistencia is forming. La Causa
is being reborn. Latino/a unity

and pride is experiencing a politi-

cal renaissance. Latinos/as are

becoming fnore politically

involved not only in this city but

in this state.

A record number of Latinos/as

angered by the election, and who
are legal residents, are, by the

thousands, dropping their

Mexican, Salvadoran and
Nicaraguan citizenship to become
American citizens.

Like my mother, when they do
become citizens, their vote and
political wrath will put many of
those who supported Proposition

1 87 out of office.

Look around California - the

politically conscious high school

students who walked out of class

statewide, and by the thousands,

will vote when they come of age.

Did you see that Brown girl

from the high school, whose soul,

when she marched, burned with

intensity? She is California's

future governor.

Did you see the 1 2-year-old

boy from the junior high in the

San Fernando Valley who carried

the Mexican flag with pride? He
is the future mayor of Los
Angeles.

This new generation of

Latino/a youth who demonstrated
such determination and political

soul are the answered
prayers for

the Raza who have been fighting

political representation in this

country for hundreds of years.

No matter how many victory

parties Gov. Wilson, the support-

ers of "Save Our State" and the

Republican party threw on Nov.

8, the new Chicano/a Movimiento
does not end with the election. It

is only beginning.

Yet there is an even stronger

quality that differentiates this

new wave of Latino/a activism

from the previous Chicano
Movement, and that is the fierce

immigrant identity that the

Latino/a youth proudly wear,

even those bom here in Aztlan.

The new activists in the high

schools, the universities and
beyond tend to be more interested

in a devout nationalism rather

than assimilation into the nation's

mainstream. Acceptance is not

what the new Movimiento asks

for; rather, respect for Latino/a

culture.

I always heard of the Latino/a

vote and the Latino/a population

in California as the "Sleeping

Giant." Throughout history,

whenever the Chicano/a commu-
nity was attacked - whether it

was through the Zoot Suit Riots,

Operation Wetback or the KKK
lunchings perpetuated against La
Raza - the Sleeping Giant was

See GARCIA, page 16
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Finding yourself entails discovering what's real
"t's taken me 24 years, two
months and 20 days to get

.where I am now. I've been in

school for most of this time, but

,some of the hardest things for me
to learn have not been school

subjects. I kicked ass in calculus,

I can spell pretty well, and I can

write an A paper for English if I

give it some effort. I suck at his-

tory» but you can't win 'em all.

What took me the longest to

learn, something I've actually had
to work at, is something that I am
sure comes naturally to many
other people, and that is being

true to and living for yourself.

Let me start somewhere else.

I've spent a lot of time pondering

what is real. What you see is not

always what really is

I once came home from class

to fmd the sink clear of all the

dirty dishes that were overflow-

ing that morning. Go Al, I

thought. He was one of my room-
'mates. I smiled with gratitude at

his efforts. Sure, he lets them pile

up, but when he comes through,

he really comes through. Al,

you're cool, man.
My smile had hardly faded

when I reached down to open the

cabinet underneath the sink to

throw some trash away and found

out that he didn't do the dishes,

he just moved the dishes - down
there. It was actually pretty damn
funny to see all those soiled dish-

es stacked neatly out of sight.

I was fooled. Like with this

guy who I kind of liked who told

me after we kissed one night that

his life was kind of complicated

and he wasn't really sure what

was up with him. Okay, I thought,

it's cool, I like him^ I'll wait and

see what happens when his life

gets uncomplicated.

Things between us kind of

hovered in this gray area for a

while, and then I found out he

was practical- hhhi^^^hhhh
ly whipped for

some elusive

chick who
wasn't really

there for him
the way he

wanted her to

be and sud-

denly I saw
things in a

new light.

It was kind

of like the

feeling you
get when you
think you're heading north and

then you find out you were really

going south this whole time and

the whole world in your head

does an about-face. In a millisec-

ond the Pacific Ocean hops over

from your left side to your right.

I wasn't bitter at him because

he wasn't lying and wasn't really

leading me on either. I just felt

like an ass for about a day and

got over it.

Adena

Chung

There are two sides to every

story, and very often you just see

one, so it's hard to say what any-

thing is, how anyone else other

than yourself thinks or feels.

Think of that nrovie No Way Out
when you see Kevin Costner in

the end and he's the Russian dude

and you're like, no way.

The difference between

appearance and reality is like the

difference between walking into a

room full of strangers and a room
full of your closest friends. I've

been fooled enough by first

impressions to doubt my own
sound judgment. Even people you

think you have total faith in can

falter and disappoint you. People

change. People are human.
Even if a person's will and

integrity stands firm, their bodies

can falter.

Last year I told my friend

Christine that I was having a hard

time finding something to drive

me, something infallible, lasting,

something that transcends time

and place. Something that could

make you happy even if your

family died, a flood came and

swept away everything you own
and your dog got run over by a

car.

Some would say the answer to

that was God. I think that m^ny
people are religious because God
can never let you down. Even if

your life sucks, it's all part of a

benevolent plan and if you have

Viewpoint

Tough sanctions needed to

cease atrocities in Burma
By Pamela Feldman

In Burma, human rights are a

privilege. Even the most popular

and democratically elected leader

of the country, Aung San Suu
Kyi, is denied the right to free-

dom of movement and expres-

sion. In 1990, Kyi's democratic

party was elected by 80 percent of

the country's voters, although

neither she nor her party ever

came into power.

Kyi has been held under house

arrest for over four years now by
the ruling Burmese military

regime known as the State Law
and Order Restoration Council

(SLORC). International recogni-

tion of Kyi's struggle was real-

ized when she was awarded the

1992 Nobel Peace Prize, yet this

recognition did not earn her

release from the SLORC.
Like their Southeast Asian

partners, the ruling generals of

the SLORC argue that human
rights are a Western concept and

therefore do not apply to the

Burmese culture. This position

not only affords the SLORC the

ability to keep Kyi under house

arrest but also to commit rampant

abuses against the country's

indigenous population.

After a November visit to

Burma, Yozo Yokota, who is the

United Nations Rappoleuron
Human Rights, reported the wide-

spread use of forced labor in

Burma including taking civilians

as porters to carry ammunition
and supplies for the military, as

well as forced relocation and vari-

ous forms of political oppression.

These so-called "Western abus-

es" are hardly custom to the peo-

ple of Burma who are fleeing en

masse to neighboring indigenous

people who are often treated by

these nations as illegal immi-

grants rather than asylum seekers.

Although the SLORC's human
rights abuses spurred an interna-

tional diplomatic and economic

boycott in 1988, Western coun-

tries are now warming up to the

ruling generals in search of natur-

al resource concessions.

Unocal Corporation, which is

-vt}ead£uartered-in Los Angeles,

signed a deal on Sept. 10, 1994,

with the SLORC to build a natur-

al gas pipeline through a tropical

rainforest area of Southeast

Burma. The pipeline project will

"earn the Burmese military

regime $400 million a year for 30

years after the gas is expected to

be piped to Thailand starting in

mid- 1988."

The pipeline area is now inhab-

ited by indigenous Mon, Karen

and Tavoyan people who are

being forcibly relocated into

SLORC-controlled work camps
as slave laborers on development

projects linked to the pipeline.

Responding to criticisms of

forced labor practices associated

with the UNOCAL project,

SLORC's Lt. Gen. Khin Nyunt
described "voluntary labor" as a

noble act of charity in Burma
rather than a "loss of human
rights" as it is perceived in the

West.

Like UNOCAL, Texaco plans

another gas pipeline project in the

Southern rainforest in a joint ven-

ture with the Burmese govern-

ment.

The multinational PepsiCo

International has dominated 80
percent of the soft drink market in

Burma since 1991 in Coca-Cola's

absence. PepsiCo is highly vested

in maintaining a monopoly in

Burma and the SLORC equally

profits from using the Pepsi name

to pay credit to their

legitimacy. PepsiCo is

also the owner of Taco

Bell which has been

protested by UCLA stu-

dents and students on
other campuses around

the country.

International human
rights advocates are

asking Unocal, Texaco,

Arco, Pepsi, Eddie

Bauer, TJ Maxx, Pier

One and the Limited to

withdraw from Burma
and send a message to

the Burmese govern-

ment that foreign

inveslmeht will only

come when human
rights are honored.

Amoco, Petro-Canada,

Liz Claiborne and Levi

Strauss have already

withdrawn from Burma
amid international pres-

sure from consumer
boycotts.

As the Reverend

Desmond Tutu

expressed in his article

"Burma as South

Africa," "International

pressure can change the

situation in Burma.

Tough sanctions, not

constructive engage-

ment, finally brought the

release of Nelson

Mandela and the dawn
of a new era in my country. This is

the language that must be spoken

with tyrants - for, sadly, it is the

only language they understand."

Please show your support for

the people of Burma on

Internationa Human Rights Day
by calling PepsiCo at (800) 433-

COLA (owner of Taco Bell at

(800) 822-6235). Eddie Bauer at

faith. He will take care of you in

the end. But God with a capital G
is just not for me - but that's a

whole new can of worms I'm

opening here and I don't think I

want to get into that now.

Christine kind of smiled and -

then became really silent, like she

was pondering it. I just went to

the library.

Later we ate dinner together

and she said that she had been

thinking about what I said, that

she didn't want to think about her

parents dying, and she started to

cry.

Whoa. I didn't mean to stress

her out like that, it was just some-
thing that I had been thinking

about because I was really miser-

able in med school and I realized

that I must not have been doing it

for the right reasons if the

thought of eventually becoming a

doctor wasn't enough to justify or

somehow compensate for my
misery.

When Christine started to cry I

realized that she had been living

for her parents in a big way. She

talked about it afterwards. Yes,

Christine, your parents are going

to die one day. Death eventually

claims rights to the best of us.

The only thing you can really

believe in is yourself. And if

you're not really sure about your-

self then maybe you should take

some time out and think about it

for a while.

Living by someone else's

standards, living to please some-

one else is such a hazardous,

precarious existence. When that

other person changes, or dies,

everything you've acted for and

lived for goes, too. and then

what do you do?
Do you listen to Jimi

Hendrix? Jimi kicks ass. He
says, "If six turned out to be

nine, I don't mind, I don't mind.

If all the hippies cut off all their

hair, I don't care, I don't care ...

I'm the one who has to die when
it's time for me to die so let me
live my life the way I want to."

In fact, lots of musicians have

said it in one way or another:

Lenny Kravitz, John Lennon ...

Yeah, John, I don't believe in the

Beatles, either. Or God, or my
boyfriend, or my parents or the

printed word. I just believe in

me.

But then John Lennon throws

Yoko in there. "Yoko and me -

that's reality." Yeah, whatever,
,

John. I followed you all the way
up 'til the part where you men-
tion Yoko.

See, that's exactly what I

mean. Oh well, that doesn't

mean I like him less for it. I just

keep in mind to "be true to your-

self," and as the Beastie Boys
say, "you will never fall."

Chung is a senior majoring in

English

.

(800) 462-6253, Unocal at (213)

977-7600 and Texaco at (914)

253-4000 to voice your concerns.

Students interested in hearing

more about human rights in

Burma and worldwide arc invited

to an International Human Rights

forum on Tuesday Dec. 6 where

there will be Burmese students

who fled after a bloody crackdown

on pro-democracy protesters in

1988. It will be held in the

Kerckhoff Art Gallery from 6 p.m.

to 7:30 p.m.

Feldman is a third-year graduate

student in psychology at UCLA
and has worked with Burmese

refugees on the Thai borderfor a

yean
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SAGE supported by
under^ad council

This statement was written on
behalfof USAC. the

Undergraduate Student

Association Council.

The Undergraduate Student
Association Council sees the

importance of supporting the vol-

untary recognition efforts of the

3,300 graduate and undei^radu-
ate academic student employees
who are members of the Student
Association of Graduate
Employees (SAGE). We support
their fight for voluntary recogni-
tion from the university.

Our undergraduate education
is directly affected by the work
of the members of SAGE: They
are our TAs, research assistants,

readers, tutors and acting instruc-

tors. Sixty percent of the research
and teaching of this university is

done by them, and as their work
conditions change, so do our
learning conditions.

That is why we recognize the

need for a unified and democratic
voice to guarantee fair^grievance

processes for academic employ-
ees, a better safeguard against

discrimination and harassment, a
defense against unfair labor prac-
tices, and Anally, a single voice
that represents student employee
interests in decisions being made
about their employment.
We hope that Chancellor

Young will meet the good faith

efforts of SAGE to sit down with
graduate and undergraduate
members and get their input on
decisions affecting their working
conditions. We support SAGE
and their continued efforts to

democratize the university.

The following is the resolution
passed:

Whereas, the Student
Association of Graduate
Employees (SAGE/UAW) was

certified by California's Public
Employment Relations Board
(PERB) in Spring 1994 to repre-

sent a majority of TAs, RAs,
readers, tutors and acting instruc-

tors at UCLA,
Whereas, PERB's certification

gives UCLA Chancellor Charles
Young the legal option to recog-
nize SAGE/UAW voluntarily as

the legal representative of these

academic student employees in

collective bargaining and in a
grievance procedure independent
of the University,

Whereas, undergraduate stu-

dent work in the job titles orga-
nized by SAGEAJAW,

Whereas, the academic student
employees represented by
SAGE/UAW do a significant

... education is directly

affected by the work of

the members ofSAGE.

share of the teaching and
research that make UCLA a great

university.

Whereas, allowing academic
student employees an equal say
in determining the conditions of
their employment will better the

quality of research and especially
teaching at UCLA, an improve-
ment from which undergraduates
gain.

And whereas, the refusal

promptly to grant SAGE/UAW's
democratic request for voluntary
recognition will be costiy to the

entire UCLA community.
Let it be resolved that the

Undergraduate Student
Association urges Chancellor
Young to recognize SAGE/UAW
immediately as the union for

TAs, RAs, tutors and acting

instructors at UCLA.

GARCIA
From page 14

bothered and poked at, but con-
tinued its deep sleep.

Last year when Gov. Wilson
denied the people of California a
Cesar Chavez statewide holiday,

the Sleeping Giant grumbled in

its sleep but continued its hiber-

nation. But this time, the

Sleeping Giant will not take any
more, and it is evident that the

Sleeping Giant is waking up.

This scares many. This puts
fear into the hearts of many con-
servatives because with or with-
out immigration, the Lalino/a

population will inevitably

become the majority in this state

through the high Latino birthrate.

With the political power of the

Sleeping Giant, along with the

fast growth of the Brown popula-
tion, it is no wonder why so many
of those who backed Proposition
1 87 are afraid.

• • •

That Thanksgiving night I was
sad when my uncle reminded me
of the political situation of La
Raza. Yet I was able to console
myself in a saying I remembered
that my mother once told me -
"No hay mal que por bien no
venga." ("Out of anything bad
comes something good.")

Proposition 187 is definitely an
attack on the Latino/a and Asian
communities, but now for the

first time in a long time, the*

Latino/a community is united for

a common cause.

Whether one is Mexican,

Guatemalan, Puerto Rican,

Salvadora, Nicaraguan or
Columbian, the unity and level of
political consciousness within the

Latino/a community is now more
powerful than ever
The turmoil and confusion of

this election has also done much
good for me as well. Despite the

tragedy that occurred during this

election, I've gained such an
intense love and pride for the

Latino/a community. I've come to

fully realize that the Latino/a cul-

ture is an extremely rich and
beautiful culture.

From the vehement high
school students protesting in East
L.A. and South Central to the cal-

loused hands of the exhausted
farmworkers in the San Joaquin
Valley to the urban cholo from
the barrios of San Jose, the

Latino/a culture will continue to

prosper and thrive - despite

Proposition 1 87 and Gov. Wilson.
And from the tapping feet of

the dancing Charros of Jalisco l6

the drum beating Aztec dancers
of Mexico City to the beating
music of Salso from Puerto Rico
to the Cumbias of EI Salvador,
the sounds of my people will

awaken the Sleeping Giant.

^^^^

Garcia-fngistov, a pre-med, first-

year biology student, is a member
ofand wrote this article on behalf
ofMEChA, el Movimiento
Estudiantil de los Chicanos/as de
Aztlan. ^
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Ah, the challenges of holiday gift-glving: bah, humbuglf

As I sit here counting the

number of hairs in my
North Campus pizza and

salad combo, my mind wanders to

other things.

Thoughts in my head compete
with one another for the limited

space, but all compartments in my
brain have either the "No Vacancy"
or the "Reserved for Finals" sign

on them. Some ideas are success-

fully stored away to be contemplat-

ed later. The remainder of the

random thoughts, however, are left

abandoned in the Daydream Zone.

I begin to play with the hard-

ened cheese on my pizza slice and

start poking at the puddles of

grease pepperoni slices had left

behind. Nothing really makes
sense as ideas arc indiscriminately

thrown in and out of my thinking

process. The vivid image of the

moldy cottage cheese at my fami-

ly's Thanksgiving dinner table

soon fades, and my concerns about

a recent application and interview

for a job emerge. This eventually

gives way to number of miscella-

neous questions.

What am I going to do in my
Barstow hometown over the holi-

days? Is there a way of shaving my
head around the newly-formed zit

on my scalp? Have Leslie Damski
and her Natural High Committee
come up with a Natural Happy
Hour? And what presents should I

get my close friends and rclatives

this holiday season?

Bam. The last question sinks me
deeper into my thoughts. Il hits me
hard. It is already time to start wor-

rying about gift-giving and mall

survival. Seems as if it was just

yesterday when I was confident

our football ^^^^^^^^^
team was
going to have

another pros-

perous win-

ning season.

But now, the

moment has

arrived. My
immediate

family alone

would require

me to woiic at

a frenzied pace

to come up
with a dozen

presents in this month of five birth-

days, one anniversary, and the day
of that fat-assed jolly old man in

the red suit. This was going to be

more stressful than finals. How am
I to conjure up 1 2 separate gifts

that will perfectly suit each recipi-

ent? This season sucks.

Poof My conscience pops out

from nowhere to disrupt my
grinch-like thinking. This is the

time of good tidings and good will,

it whispers. It pollutes my head

with it's-the-thought-that-counts

and it's-better-to-give-than-receive

sayings. When it begins singing

George

Tsai

some carols, I start to get nauseous.

Thud. With fatal blows, the

Scrooge in me clobbers the crap

out of my conscience and allows

me to continue my complaining

and whining. So what is so great

about this season anyway?
Throughout past years of pros-

perity. I had gone to great lengths

to please my loved ones. I would
always save up for 1 1 months for a

nice down payment on a car and
end up blowing it all. in December
once my heart gets all mushy. My
savings account would be emptied

into the Good Guys corporation

with expensive purchases ofCD
players, stereos, phones or

microwave ovens.

The day would come, the wrap-

ping paper fragments would fly irt

the air and ecstatic shrieks would
pierce my eardrums. My smile

would widen and my insides

would turn warm. The joyful emo-
tions in the room would soon calm
down, and a momentary pause

would take place before the atten-

tion would rest on me. "Open
mine" would echo throughout the

room, and I would calmly grab for

the presents. The nightmare would
then begin.

Rip. Underneath the wrapping

paper of my first present is an

unmarked box. I open the card-

board container, empty it of its

Styrofoam and crumpled newspa-

per fillings and peer inside. "I

remember you said you wanted

this when you were nine years

old." the giver said. I pull the

Garfield lunch bags out of the box

and make sure there is nothing else

inside. Nope, this was it. "Uh.

thanks." I manage to mutter while

amazingly retaining a smile.

"Open mine!" the next person

says excitedly. My spirits are

somewhat revived as my eyes

focus on another unmarked box.

How bad could this one be? As
soon as the giver comments that he

immediately ordered it as soon as

he saw it on an "Amazing
Discoveries" infomercial, I know I

am screwed.

I look at the metallic gadgets

and wait for an explanation. After

about five minutes of the demon-
su^tion, I learn more than I want to

know. This gift is a vertical turkey

roaster that will incredibly keep

my poultry juicy. All I have to do
is stick a metal stand up the fowl's

butt and keep it in the oven for a

few hours.Wonderful.

The third present is a humidifier.

I am unsure what I can do with this

gift, and I don't know how to react

when I notice a fragment of wrap-

ping paper from the previous recip-

ient (and now donor) still stuck

underneath the box. Recycled gifts

suck. I wonder who I can give this

to next year.

Disappointments continue as

more presents are opened. There is

a three-pack of butt-hugging,

tighty-whitey underwear which I

stopped wearing when I discovered

boxers. Another person has gone
through the trouble to gel me an

accordion; I guess I had comment-
ed 1 3 years ago when I was watch-

ing the Lawrence Welk show thai it

would be interesting to play one.

Despite all the good intentions, I

am left with nothing but feelings of

frusu-ation.

I soon come out of my flashback

and realize I had far exceeded my
1 5-minute break from class. I

empty my tray and head back

towards the Dickson

classroom.This year is going to be

different, I tell myself. I'm going

to give great presents and I'm

going to receive great presents in

return.

Even if thai doesn't happen,

I'm going 10 gel rid of this middle-

class, spoiled brat, snotty kid alti-

tude and cherish the holidays for

their silent, holy, calm nights and

their fa-la-la-la-la festivities. The
warm fireplaces. Twinkling lights

of decorated houses. On Dasher,

on Prahcer, on ... aw, who the hell

am I kidding? Bah, humbug.
Anybody need a humidifier?

Tsai, a fifth-year senior studying

rodent enemas, wishes all a decent

finals week and a great winter

break. His column regularly

appears on alternate Tuesdays.
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Pump up the volume
By Robert Stevens

Daily Bruin Senior Staff

Credited with breaking bands from the

Bangles to the Offspring, 106.7 KROQ is

perhaps the most influential station in the

nationJs this radio station really the

powerhouse it's said to be? Yes.

ROQ disc jockey Rodney "on the ROQ" Bingenheimer has a

secret. "Want to hear something weird?" says Bingenheimer,
who's been with the station since it's conception. "I've never

seen MTV - 1 don't even have cable,"

Weird as this may be, it makes sense. While the playlists of
most radio stations mirror the well-travelled road of MTV and
Top 40 trends, KROQ, L.A.'s 106.7 FM, stands out as the music

superhighway that forged these pathways in the first place.

Lauded by both critics and fans as the most influential sta-

tion in the nation, KROQ has won moiie than its fair share of

awards, including the prestigious 1993 Rolling Stone read-

er's poll for station of the year.

Not only has the station broken every band from
Blondie to Beck over the past 16 years, it's recently

moved into third place in LA with its highest-ever
Arbitron rating.

"KROQ for better or worse was the first

mainstream alternative station," says David
Wild, senior writer for Rolling Stone. "It's n
very important, very good, ground-breaking

station."

In a musically jaded town like Los
Angeles, "ground-breaking" isn't a term

thrown around loosely. But KROQ has

earned its reputation.

"I was the first person to play punk
on the radio," says Bingenheimer.
"Bands like Green Day ... Bad
Religion, I started playing them off

cassettes. I remember first playing
Offspring like five years ago.

"I play things that I get on cassettes

and 45s. I was the first person to play

the Go-Gos and Bangles that way
too."

One of the most definitive feature

of KROQ's playlist is the rate that

new and unheard of bands appear on
the station's rotation. Once a band's

single has made it past the station's

unique screening process, the song
becomes played heavily along with

more mainstream KROQ favorites

like Pearl Jam and Nirvana.

And how does a band get this cov-

eted position?

Pretty simply, actually. Each

Tuesday every KROQ DJ. meets with Programming Director Kevin
Weatherly to discuss what bands they'd like to put into rotation ("You
should see him at the meetings, Bingenheimer says. "He will really get

into a song and blasts the CD player really loud").

The DJs, as well as an occasional record label rep, bring in whatev-
er new music they enjoy listening to, then debate the band's chance for

radio survival. After careful thought, including extensive research

about what audiences the band targets, new songs are chosen to be
released.

Because of the station's Los Angeles home and its close relationship

with the extensive media in the area, landing play on KROQ is of great
significance for new bands. If the released single catches on, so does
the band's success. Obviously, being played extensively on KROQ is a

lucrative proposition for less prominent bands.

'There's no doubt that the only thing better than getting KROQ air-

play is getting MTV rotation," says Mark Brown, music critic for the

Orange County Register. "It can be an incredible career vehicle for any
smaller bands."

Brown also cites patented KROQ concert circuits, like the upcoming
Acoustic Christmas, as an important career step for musical acts.

"It could be a real boon to any band to get on the playbill," Brown
says.

After l(X)king over the list of bands
for the first night of this year's holi-

(tey concert. Brown adds, "Stone
Temple Pilots doesn't need KROQ.
Hole doesn't need them. Liz Phair

doesn't need them. Bands like Sunny
Day Real Estate and Luscious
Jackson are the ones who can real-

ly use the break through."

Equally interesting, however,
arethe reasons why bands who gar-

ner more money playing solo
shows would do something like

Acoustic Christmas or the
springtime Weenie Roast, a

similar concert.

"It's always a good thing to

keep in KRC)Q's good graces,"

Brown says. "In some ways it's

pay back for early support.
Most bands played early on by
KROQ give them exclusive
rights in the Southern
California market."

One such band is Bad
Religion, which is playing the

first night of Acoustic
Christmas for the second year

in a row.

"Let's put it this way," says

Greg Graffin, the punk band's

lead singer. "The radio station

has been supportive of Bad
Religion since 1980 - virtually

MuMdttMi tH' PmI«* Za*hkv a/i] Jrci Oh.
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By Jennifer Richmond
Daily Bruin Staff

Just in time for the end of what could

be considered the Gone with the Wind
quarter comes the Theater School's sec-

ond one-act festival and with it, Terri

Hawkes' masterpiece, "I Survived the

Search for Scarlett."

Hawkes' production shows this week
at McGowan Hall along with F.J. Rudy's

*" play, "An Abridged History of
Colonialism, Part 1

." The two are the last

on-campus shows for fall quarter and
both take a funny look at semi-historical

events. Hawkes' play looks at a recent—audition process while Rudy's takes "an

anachrositic look the imperial impulse
and the collision course it sparks."

Although Hawkes' third production,

this is the first time she's poked fun at

her line of work: acting and the craziness

that sometimes comes with it.

"Survived" is loosely based on Hawkes'
(a second-year MFA) own audition
process as one of the 10 finalists for the

lead in the recent CBS miniseries,
"Scarlett."

She was chosen for the lead, flown to

Atlanta for a screen test along with nine

other women and participated in a spe-

cial live television broadcast to announce
"the new Scarlett." There was one small

catch - itere was no winner. Tte produc-

ers decided to cast Joanne Whalley-
Kilmer, who wasn't even a finalist.

While the story is based on a real occur-

rence, Hawkes' stresses, "It's not a bitter

account of the audition experience, it's

just I have an amused perspective of how
it works and continues to work."

And amusing it is. "Survived" creates

every actor's nightmare, which is why
it's so funny and easy to relate to.

Candice Lean is a Canadian who's been
doing B-type films since she began. Then
she gets her big break as a finalist for

what could be the greatest miniseries. So,

she drops everything and goes straight to

Atlanta. There she meets all the other

girls who range from Vivien Leigh's

great niece to a Dutch actress with a very

heavy accent to an Irish girl whose father

is on the brink ef death. But it's not until

after the tests that all the girls discover
the entire event was a business move.

Even though several of the characters

are based in one way or another on some
of the people Hawkes met, she says, "All

the characters are fictitious and any rela-

tion to real people is unintentional.

"The story's really about the casting

process in general and how difficult it

can be to go through." Hawkes says.

But it wasn't only difficult for
Hawkes. Her director, Liesel Kopp, had
quite a time directing the production.
With 22 actors and her first time direct-

ing, Kopp says she was a little nervous.

Although she had fun with the project,

she says her cast reminded her of "a herd

of animals - they smelled fear." But even
with this slight phobia, Kopp said she's

had a great time and plans to direct

again; only this time it'll be a "serious

drama" with less characters.

There's no doubt "Survived" is any-

thing but a serious drama. Hawkes even

added a few scenes making the produc-

tion slightly more farcical. They include

several scenes in which the chosen final-

ists become vampire victims complete
with the typical neck wounds. Hawkes
says she chose the bloodsucker because

she wanted "a fantasy that represented

t nightmare
Hollywood sucking the life out of
Candice (and) the vampire seemed to fit

best." ,

Complete with vampires, actresses

with affinities for bizarre breathing exer-

cises and a hysterically funny line of
screen tests, there's no doubt Hawkes'
description of her show is right on - "It's

a tongue-in-cheek look at casting."

STAGE: "I Survived the Search for

Scarlett,' by Terri Hawkee. The Abridged
History of Colonialism, Part 1," by F.J.

Rudy. Dec. 6-9 at UCLA's McGowan
Theatre 1330. Performed together
Tuesday through Thursday at 7:30 p.m.
and Friday at 4: 1 5 p.m. Adrnission is frae^

1

In his new film Dumb And Dumber. Jeff Daniels, right, shown here getting shorn with co-star comedi-
an Jim Carrey, plays a travelling dog groomer.

Daniels makes smart move
in 'Dumb And Dumber' roie
Actor hopes to

prove versatility,

gain popularity

By Lael Loewenstein
Daily Bruin Staff

His new movie may be titled

Dumb and Dumber, but Jeff

Daniels is definitely no fool.

Still, the question persists: what

would compel Daniels, a classical-

ly trained actor known for his work
in off-beat artsy films, to take a role

as half of the dumbest comedy
team since the Three Stooges?

"Basically," says Daniels, "I

want to be around for a long time.

And in order to do that, you have to

be in movies that are popular.

Maybe not every time, but every

once in a while. It's a fact of life in

this town, one I denied for years

and years."

Co-starring the very popular Jim

Carrey, Dumb and Dumber seems

poised for exactly the kind of mass

appeal Daniels is talking about. His

newly practical career philosophy

also drove him to accept a part in

Speed. And he was right: the movie

was a monster smash.

Daniels' statement reflects some
unsuccessful films, such as the crit-

ically praised historical epic

Gettysburg. Daniels also appeared

in The Purple Rose of Cairo and

Something Wild, cull favorites of

Woody Allen and Jonathan Demme
fans, but two films that eluded a

wide audience. He has also made a

number of low budget independent

films.

"I've been in some movies
where I liked the script, or I wanted

to work with a certain director, and

See DANIELS, page 23

Artist takes new direction witli

latest 'Material Evidence' sliow
UCLA professor

presents newest

exhibit at FIG

By Barbara E. Hernandez
Dally Bruin Staff

The room seems like something

out of a fairy tale, with rich red vel-

vet and long braids falling to the

floor. "I chose red," says installa-

tion artist and UCLA art Professor

Barbara Drucker, "because it's

enticing. One moment it's saying

come, the other stop."

Drucker, whose installations

have shown in numerous galleries

around Los Angeles and Europe,

has had a change of mood in her

newest exhibit at the First

Independent Gallery, "Material

Evidence." In her previous shows,

also entitled "Material Evidence."

the use of somber colors pointed to

grave matters. "There was a lot

about death," Drucker admits.

With her use of the color red,

Drucker' s new show takes a differ-

ent direction. The exhibit begins

with with the Samos series,

"Samos/Infanl". "Samos/Grave"
and "Samos/Dog." The three works

are objects pressed into frames, all

dominantly red, above a square of

astroturf with a photo winking in its

core.

The asUDturf seems to symbolize

her life in L.A., while the red

objects seem more real and a bit

more scary. The photos, the only

concrete images, seem to give sulv

tle insight into the piece. The
"Samos/Infant" for instance,

depicts a fat and sassy baby, and

above it a red baby dress almost

crucified. Yet Drucker admits the

work was less along the lines of

crucifixion and more about a

baby's frustration.

The exhibit continues with the

Rapunzel-csque braids that fall off

the wall into pools of darkness,

hanging with hardware and magnet

in different shapes and sizes.

"Braids are very feminine," she

says of the art form, "and very sen-

sual."

There is something Old World

See DRUCKER, page 24
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DANCE: UCLA Dance and

World Arts and Cultures
departments celebrate in the

spirit of the holidays with their

annual show "Pau Hana." The
entirely student production
showcases the festivity of
dance and culture. Showing at

the Dance Building in Room
200 on Tuesday, Dec. 6, at 6
p.m.

SPEAKERS: The critically

acclaimed "Sisters" comes to

UCLA's Ackerman Grand
Ballroom on Thursday, Dec. 8,

at noon. UCLA alum and pro-

ducer of the show Ron Cowan
and director Daniel Lipman
will join Julianne Phillips and

Swoozie Kurt*. Sela Ward and

Patricia Kalember will also

speak if their production
schedule permits.

NfUSIC: Phish is coming to

town. This Saturday at the

Santa Monica Civic
Auditorium. For more info

call (310) 393-9961. TIX:
$25.
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Digable Planets Blowout
Comb (Pendulum / EMI) Here,

the Digables forsake the univer-

sality of their excellent debut for

something "headier" - the beats

are more complex, the arrange-

ments take more risks, and the

Overall concept is more overtly

pretentious. But though most of
these songs have some sort of ear

candy (sitars. cellos, etc.), the

lugubriousness of the trio's rap-

ping and the doleful feel of the

songs themselves drag this record

down for anyone not under the

influence of controlled sub-
stances. Granted, there are

moments (particularly their

Blaxploitation parody), but there

isn't anything as compelling as

"Pacifies" or as insightful as "La
Femme Fetal." Clearly, the

Digables want to be taken seri-

ously by their peers - being nom-
inated for a Grammy for Best
New Artist has obviously done
more harm than anyone could
have guessed. But there are cer-

tainly better ways of going about
it than this. M.T. B

Laurie Anderson Bright Red
(Warner Bros.) This pares the

exotic musicality of Strange
Angels back down to the bare
bones minimalism of Anderson's
early '80s work - she must have
let those "sell-out" accusations
from last time get to her. But
don't think that her return to

skeletal arrangmcnts render the

new songs inaccessible - nearly

every track here boasts some kind

of musical or verbal hook, from
Lou Reed's droning guitar on "In

Our Sleep," to the spoken word
trade-offs with Arto Lindsay on
the title track. So praises be to

drummer Joey Baron and percus-

sionist Cyro Baptista, who keep
the grooves compelling and hyp-
notic. And praises to co-conspira-

tor Brian Eno, who, with his

usual bag of production tricks,

proves once again that minimal-
ism doesn't have to be simple.

M.T. A-

Karyn White Make Him Do
Right (Warner Bros.) This tight,

solid production comes complete
with strong dance tracks and
soulful ballads. On lead single

"Hungah," a uniquely sexy
uptempo groove, a pulsating beat

Laurie Anderson
Bright Red

grounds the listener as back-
ground vocals soar and Karyn's
sultry voice seduces him.
"Weakness," too, begs for dancy
hip and shoulder movements. Her
baHads, including the title track,

are highly personal, direct and
somewhat provacative. They
often speak from the heart, chron-

icling the everywoman's thoughts

and feelings in love relationships.

These tracks tend to get formulaic

after a while, and none of them
are as inspiring or as timeless as

1991 's classic "Superwoman."
The album is, nonetheless, a well

made, romantic, very adult piece.

R.P. B+

Silver Jews Starlite Walker
(Drag City) Indie rockers have
side bands to fit their moods just

like rock stars have extra guitars

to make up for deficiencies else-

where. The fact is that Steve
Malkmus and others from
Pavement make up the Silver
Jews, but the real story is with the

non- pavement songwriter/ gui-

tarist David Berman. Rather than

emulate Pavement's intricate

song structures, Berman opts for

a more straight ahead approach
that even looks to southern roots

rock. Not to fear though, the

tunes are stamped with Malkmus'
indelible guitar stylings so they

don't get too ornery. In this

stripped down format, Ihe boys
get to explore different tech-
niques and textures without get-

ting drowned out in a muddle of
instruments. There is more to the

Jews than the lineage would
imply. L.K. B+

Vision - The Music of
Hildegard Von Bingen (Angel)
In what is being called the sequel

to Chant, the surprise best-selling

album from the Gregorian monks,

Angel Records has once again
delved into their collection of
spiritual tunes and found Vision,

a similarly meditative collection

of religious hymns sung this time

by nuns. A new twist has been
added, though - each chant is

accompanied by a soothing key-

board-produced beat. What were
once beautiful spiritual hymns
have been contaminated by a

rhythmic baseline that ruins the

original magnificence of the

songs. "Praise for the Virgin" and
"Vision," are the two best on the

album simply because the key-
boards are almost unheard, but
they still lack the haunting spiri-

tuality that made the original

Chant so popular. Maybe this

12th7century comeback is getting

out of hand - Vision on Power
106 isn't far away. B.R. B-

Reviews by Michael Tatum, Brian

Remick and Lenn Kano.
Soundbites will be back in

January.
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Bedtime Stories A-

Bp^h Nirvana MTV Unplugged B^H H Soundtrack Pulp Fiction B+^LH Page & Plant No Quarter B+
^ta ^1 Brandy Brandy C4_ Red Hot Chili Peppers Out in LA. C
^^^3 haoies Hell Freezes Over D
fl Big Audio Higher Power D

P'jg^ uionne Warwick Aquarela Do Brasil F

MANN

Westwood

IVIANN

Santa Monica

LAEMIVILE I GENERAL CINEMAI LANDIVIARK

VILLAGE
961 Broxton

208-5576

Star Trek: Gentratlont (PG)

(1:3O-4:3O)-7:3O-10:3i3

CRITERION 3
1313 3rd St. Promenade
395-1599

SlarTreli:Generitlms(PG)
(2;00-5:00)-8:00-lb:45

Sat/Sun (11:15-2:00-5:00 -8 00-10:45

NATIONAL
10925 Lindbrook

208-4366

Interview witli aSMiIre (R)

(1 :15-4:15F:15-10:15
Diwioture Sneak: Sat at 6:00

BRUIN Trapped In Paradise (PG-13)
948 Broxton Fn-Sun (11:30-? 00-4 30)- 7 15-10:0(5

239-MANN Mon-Thurs (2:0O-4:3O)-7:1S-10:00

FESTIVAL
10887 Lindbrook

208-7664

Miracle on 34tti Street (PG)

(1:45-4:15)-7:00-9:4S

REGENT Love and a .49 (R)

1045 Bfoxlon Sat/Sun (12:3O-2:45-5:0O)-7:30-10:O0
208-3259 Mon-Frl (2:45-5:00)-7:30-10:00

PLAZA Stargate (PG-13)
1067 Glendon Sat/Sun (11:30-2:15-5:0O)-7:45-10:3<5

208-3097 Mon-Fri (2:15-5:00H:45-10 30

WESTWOOD 1 UoiiKliio(6)
1050 Gayley Mon-Frl (2:30-4:45)-7:00-9:15

208-7664 Sat/Sun (12:00-2:30-4:45)-7:00-9:15

CRITERION 4 Interview witk a Vampire (R)
1313 3rd SL Promenade Ml 00-1 45-4 30)-7:3O-10:15
395-1599 Disclosure Sneak: Sat at 7:30

CRITERION S Papefflatter (6)
I3l3 3fd St. Promenade (1:00-3;00-5:()0)-7 00-9.00

395-1599 Sat/Sun (11:00-1:00-3:00-5:00 -7:00-9:00

CRITERION • B«llelsOverBro8ilway(R)
1313 3rd SI. Promenade (11:45-2:15-4:45)7 20-9:45

395-1599

LAEIVIIVILE

WLA/Beverly Hills

West Hollywood

SUNSn Weekend Proorams
(2 1 3) 848-3500 Shrunken Heads

Toward the Within: Dead Can Dance
Restless Garden
Some Uke It Hot

Heavenly Creatures

Frl/Sat Midntght

The Last Kleuner
Restless Garden

Bedlam
Prophecy

Boy's Llle

SaVSunlvOOAM

Santa Monica

Westwood West L.A.

AVCO CiNEkU
WUshire at Westwood
475-0711

LAs FIRST CHOICE PRESENTATION THEATRE
70mm - THX SOUND • DOLBY STEREO
The TOTAL Emedalnment Experience

WESTSIDE PAVILION Tk« Beans ol Eaypt. Maine
Goidwyn (10:45)-3:20-7:55

475-0202

WESTSIDE PAVILION

Doily Bullets Over Broadway (R)
12:15-2:30-4:45-7:15-9:30

THX Dolby Junior (P6-13)
12:30-3:00-5:30-8 00-10:3(

11:15-2:00-4:30-7:15-9:45

THX Dolby A Low Down Dirty Shame (R)

12;15-2:50-5:2i5-7:45-10:l5

475-1

Eat Drink Man Woman
(12:50)-5:25-10«)

WESTSIDE PAVILION
Goklwyn
475-CC02

32 Skort Films About
Glenn Gould

(10:45 AIM) only

WESTSIDE PAVILION
Godwyn
475-0202

Bullets Over Broadway
(12:15)-3:00-5 15-7:30-9:50

MONICA I

1322 2nd Street

394-9741

Floundering

(2:30)-4:45-7:0(5

Sex, Orugs & Democracy at 915

MONICA 2

1322 2nd Street

394-9741

The Actor

(1:00)-3:10-5:20-7:40-9:50

Beverly Hills

WESTSIDE PAVILION
GoWwyn
475-02(C

Tom and VIv

(11:30)-2:00-4:30-7:00-9:30

WESTWOOD

2

1050 Gayley

208-7664

Hoop Dreams (PG-13)
Mon-Fn(415)-8 0(5

Sat/Sun (1230-4.15 -8.00

ROYAL
1 1523 SM. Blvd.

477-5581

MONICA 3

1322 2nd Street

394-9741

Hoop Dreams
(1:30)-5:00-8 30

Beverly Connection

La Cienagaat Beverly Blvd.

Free 2 1/2 hour validated parWna
659-5911

WESTSIDE PAVILION
Goidwyn
475-0202

Heavenly Creatures

(11:45)-2;15-4:40-7:15-9:40

December Bride

5:30-7:45-9:55

(1:15)-3:20-5:30-7:45-9.55

WESTWOOD 3
1050 Gayley

208-7664

Paoemastcr (G)

,_ 3-5:(X))-7:15-9:3(3

Sat/Sun (12:30-2:45-5:00i-7:15-9:30

Mon-Frl (2:45-5:00)-7:15-9:3(3

MUSIC HALL
9036 Wllshire

274-6869

Hoop Dreams
5:00-8:30

SaVSun 1:30-5:00-8:30

MONICA 4

1322 2nd Street

394-9741

Vanya on 42nd Street

(l:30)-4:15-7:00-9:35

WESTWOOD

4

1050 Gayley

208-7664

River Wild (PG-13)

(2:45)-7:4S

Love Aftair (PG-13)
" 5-5:15)-10:15

Mon-Fri (5:15)10:15

Sat/Sun (12:15 5 15) 10:' West Hollywood

Mon-Frl. Itt show bargain
(

)

1 Sunset (at Crescent Heights) Free Periling

SUNSET 1 Heavenly Creatures
(213)848-3500 (2;15)-4 45-7 15-9:45

Fri/Sat (2:15)-4!45-7:15-9:45-12:00

MONICA
1322 2nd Street

394-9741

Wcekofld Programs
City Hunter

Erotic Ghost Story

East is Red
Iron Monkey

Frl/Sat MMntght

Mr. Smith Goes to Washington
Manhattan By Numbers

Latcho Droffl

Anatomy ol a Murder
Sat/Sun 11 :00 AM

THXOTS Junior (P6-13)
12:15-2:45-5:15-7:45-10:15

THX Dolby Pall Flelloa (R)
12:00-3:30-7:00-10:2<)

Stereo The Santa Clause (PG)
12:00-2.30-5:00-7:30-10:00

THX Dolby A Low Down Dirty Shame (PQ-13)
11:45-2:15-4:45-7:15-9:45

THX SR Dolby Digital The Professional (R)

12:3O-3:OO-5:3O-8:0O-10:3()

11:30-2:00-4:30-7,1X)-9:30

Santa Monica
CRFTERION

1

Star Trek: Generations (6)
1313 3rd SI. Promenade (1:15-4:15)-7:10-9:45

395-15ip

CRITERION 2 lirtarvlew wHk a VampIra (R)

1313 3rd SI Promenade (1:15-4:00)-7:00-10:00

395-1599

SUNSn 2

(213)848-3500
Floundering

(2:30)-5:00-7:30-9:50

SUNSETS
(213)848-3500

Vanya oa 42M Sirttt

(1:30)-4:15-7:00-9:35

SUNSn4
(213)848-3500

Cleris

(1:00)-3:10-5:20-7:40-9:55

PACIFIC

Westwood

LANDIVIARK

West L.A.

Santa Monica
NUWILSnmE Clerin
1314 Wllshire Blvd S/S/W1:00-3:15-5:30-7,45-10:00
394-8099 F/M/T: 5:30-7:45-10«)

TH: 5:00-10«)

NUWILSHIRE Last Seduction
1314 Wllshire Blvd. 4:45-7:15-9:45
394-8099 Sat/SunWed: 1 1 :45-2: 1 5-4:45-7: 1 5-9:45

UNITED ARTISTS

Westwood
UA WESTWOOD
10889 Wellwortn
475-9441

Pulp Fiction (R)

SR Dolby Stereo

(^11 Theatre lor St)o«vtlmes

UA WESTWOOD
10889 WeNworth
475-9441

The Proltaslonal (R)

THX SODS Stereo

Call Theatre tor StKNvflmes

NUART Red
2:45-5:00-7:15-9:30

SUNSn 5

(213)848-3500
The LmI Seduction

(1:50)-4:25-7:00-9:35

CREST
1262 Westwood Blvd 2:3O-4:45-7:0O-& lJ

474.786C Sat/Sun 12:15-2:30-4:45-7:00-9:15

The Santa Clause (P6J

11272 Santa Monica Blvd.

478-6379

Sat:Bln«at11:0Oam
Sun: Camera Bull at 11:00am

Rocky Horror - Saturday MMnlgOt

UA WESTWOOD
10889 WeHworth
475-9441

Swna Princess (8)
S Tke Shewthank Redemption (R)

Seperate Admissions
Doltiy Stereo

CaHThMirelorSnowilnies

^^
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Williams overcomes adversity
for Roxy show, musical career

victoria Williams performed Thursday at the Roxy, showcasing a
variety of styles, original melodies and powerful lyrics.

By Jeff HHger

The most amazing thing about

Victoria Williams is that neither

her music nor her voice fit neatly

into any definable musical catego-

ry. In her show Thursday night at

the Roxy, she displayed her vast

range of styles, from piano ballad

to guitar pop, Celtic jig, bayou
twang, reverent gospel and numer-
ous others.

Her gift for songwriting enables

her to create original melodies
coupled with lyrics that either tell

vivid stories or paint clear pictures

of different aspects of her own
life.

How many young songwriters,

after releasing only two albums of

material, have had a tribute album
released featuring the likes of Lou
Reed, Pearl Jam, Matthew Sweet,

the Waterboys, Michelle Shocked
and Maria McKee? The answer:

only one, Victoria Williams

Why did so many respected
artists tribute a woman virtually

unknown? The answer is twofold.

First, a few years ago Williams
found out that she had multiple

sclerosis, a powerfully debilitating

disease that degenerates one's
central nervous system. As most
young musicians have no medical

insurance, Williams had no money
for medical bills. Those involved

with Sweet Relief: A Benefit for
Victoria Williams decided to

donate their talents to helping
their ailing friend.

Secondly, those artists cher-
ished the opportunity to perform

In her show ... she

displayed her vast range

of styles, from piano

ballad to guitar pop,

Celtic jig, bayou twang,

reverent gospel and

numerous others.

her music due to the fact that she

writes simply beautiful melodic
patterns alongside heartfelt, inter-

esting, powerful, poetic lyrics

The atmosphere at the sold-out

Roxy was hopeful and encourag-
ing as Williams took the stage.

She opened by talking openly with

her audience, very informally and
off-the-cuff explaining that she
had played last night and would
try to play a mostly different set

list tonight.

During the concert, she includ-

ed most of the material from her

newest, third album, Loose. The
opening track of that disc served

as her second number, "Century
Plant," a typically catchy
Williams' tune that combines a

strong melody with a storyline

about an 8 1 -year-old plant worker
looking back on parts of his life.

From there, her six-piece band,

which included a cello and a viola,

went into an Irish-folk sounding
version of "Frying Pan," a song
that sounds like it could' ve been
written by Neil Young.
She followed that with two

more of her most powerful cre-

ations, "Love," a beautiful pop
ballad from her new release, and
"Crazy Mary," the Williams song
that the largest number of people

have heard, due to Pearl Jam's
version of it that appeared on the

tribute album. The powerful tune

tells the story of one of society's

forgotten: "She lived in the curve

in the road, an old tar paper shack

... sometimes on the way into town
we'd say, 'Mama can we stop and

give her a ride?' Sometimes we
did, but she shook her head and
her hands Hew from her side, wild

See WILLIAMS, page 24
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FoodMH
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imExpoaure
"Lovers and Madmen" X

*• "Uayikmer Madam" (1967, Drama) A sodaiite

serves as madam of an exdusive eeoort sennce.

"PDA" PranldinC)elano Roosevelt's

Los

Coach (In

Stereo) B!

MMncan Lxpananca
background, educatkw, marrtage and his txxit with pdio Bl

'Wife Justice Sleeps" (1994, Drama) Cytiill Shepherd
A wktowf's daughter is assaulted by a family frierKJ M

Murphy Stadium (li

Nwida
Edition m
Marned...

Roaaanne
(In Stereo)

IfoSSmT

Anoelea Raklers at Saii Diego Chargers. From San OiegcVJack

n Stefeo Live) BD

Amarican
Journal g]

Copa(ln
Stereo) Bl

Coaby
ShowKW
NOQCiero
Unlvlslon

WHd, Wild Weat "Night of

the Murderous Spring"

TopCopa
(In Stereo) Umtiaugh

On Stereo)

9lir Trak: The Nwt
QanaraMon (In Stereo) OB

Volver a Empezar

Bonanza
Viking"

"The Last

Malroaa Ptaca "Just Say~
No" (In Stereo) (B

Baywalch "Livin' on the

Fault Line"le" (R) M
aa iPMwa

adecotor

BASIC CABLE STATIONS

24

19

83

60

^
54

27

12

33

57

14

16

?1

45

(4:00) **** "Fort Apache" {^9*S,

Western] John Wayne, Henry Fonda.

Admiral

lit" H^sey"
Sherlock Holmea
*»- - -*—*—

*«*'/i "The Handmaid's Tale"im
Margaret Atvwxxfs novel o< a tutui

Lovaray Myatarlaa
"Smofce Your Nose"

I

You

Agujetaa
Roaa

fa
Program

Law A Order "Discord"

¥gd

Lhf« With Todd Donoho

Party cH Five "Homeworir
(R) (In Stereo) IBW Trak: Oaap Space
Nh>e The Search''^B:

American Seoul

Marimar

m

Saturday MghtTivr

Event o( the Kiy

Larry King LWaK

***'/! "She Wore a YeHow RiblMn" {\949 Western) A
retirement-bound awalfv officer faces one last battle

Twin Peaks jSanaeof

1?)

1990, Drama) Based on
iristic society. R'

Theater

Stand4Jp,
Stand-Up

World N«M

M8U«a(A) Soap SI

Natural World "Land o<

the Llamas" (R)

4:00) Qraataat Faahlon
on Earth

(4 30) NFL Prime Monday

That's MyMaximum
[)rhfe

'4:00)**'-^

>eam" (1966, Drama)

R«d World IWantad
In Stereo)(In Stere(

Loonay
Tunea

Loonay
Tunaa

Marcus Welivy, M.O. Don
and Denise"

suing:
Extreme

Adranann
Adventurea

Stargazara'

Talk Soup NewtOaHy
I
Lettarman Robert Wuhl

College Baaketfoall St. John's at Pittsburgh (Live)

Brain: OurlMvarse
WHhIn Miracutous Mk>d"

Late WghtWIth David

RbiTlnTIn
MCopCB
Suparmar-

'

kaf

Minic

Sweep
I'

licVldeoa

(In Stereo

You Drop

(In Stereo)

Loonay
Tunea

Love Boat

Loonay
Tunaa

White Ma^
swing

**H "WutfwrvM HeigMs" (1982, Drama) JuKatte Binoche, Ralph

Ftennes. Emily Birontas tale olHaalhcliff and Cathy's doomed love

TImmy'a
QHtjf^lB

Daatgnino
Women m
AHamative

Loonay
Tunaa

TTrnmy*

Women
Yol (In

Stereo)

Looney
Tunaa

Ironaida 'Warrior's

Return"

Skiing Magazine on'W

Knight Rider Prjaon
escapee tra(j<s down wife

(Srinch-

C'maa

Hisr

riyliteis Tur1l«

**
IPma%

•Um Home on tfw Prakia: aenXTi
Children" (1964, Drama) MaMaaa Qilbart, Daan BuBar.

ThatAM IModSqMd [Hawaii

Spofto
TonMit
UittJi

—
Nmy

Event of the

Qunamoka "Lavery"

Btography "Admiral

IWilliam "BuH" Halsey'

ChaersX:(In Stereo) [B

Yanni In Concert: Lhrnatttie Acropdila

NewsK
IB

I Show (R) (In Stereo)

Tonight Show (R) (In

Stereo) B)

Murphy
Browns
In Stereo)

Coach "One
of the Guys

"

Coach (In

Stereo) B;

TV Realty

Last Can

B NIghtilneB

Jerry Spriftger

Confronting KxmerTonting friends

Cope (In

Stereo) B

(In Stereo)

Magazine

Crlsdna: Edldon
Eapeclal

Trf)n«f»Saddte'(l944) Aco¥»boy
turns rarKh foreman for a sptnster

Hui Street Bkiea Of
Mouse and Man"

snenocK noimes
Mysteries

Notldaa

^id
Program

Current
Affair X
Mght Court

Ptfd
Program

Notidero
Unhdalon

Paid

fV
(inUnder Suapldon I

Stereo) (Part 1 of 2

Mght (R) On ^tereoT

PIS
Explorera

Crash

(R) (In Stereo) B

Coloreal

TwIIIgM
ZoneWW

SKr
Later (R) (In

Stereo)

PaM

** (1978, Drama) William Shatner Jetliner

crash survivors brave the Horida Everglades

Rush
Umbaugh
M»A*S^B

Newzfin
Stereo)

Paid
Program

TopCopa
(In Stereo)

Paid
Program

Jon Stewart
Stereo)

Program
Paid
Program

(Off Air)

Pellcula

I
Loveioy Myatarlaa
Smoke Your Nose'

Law ft Order

'

Downey

«** "Pimpernel Smith"

(1941) Lesite Howard

**'/j /stani)or'(1957) A traveler returns

to Istanbul to retrieve a fortune

*** "Painf Your Wagon" {^9ea. Musical) Lee Marvin, Oint Eastwood, Jean Seberg

Two prospectors during Caifomia's Gokj Rush share a wile M'

Monayllna

Abaokitaly
FabukNja

DiT

Whoaa
Una?

Showbiz
Today (R)

London
Und.

Natural Worid ''Land of

the Llamas" (F

Stem

kidyCarYr.

CwMttd
Camera

Stargazara (R)"

Sportacentar

Talk Soup

ei a
UpCtoea

*** -The Gmtatt Story Ever Told" (1965) Max Von
Sydow A chronicle of the life and bmes of Jesus Chhst

Unaoivad
Stereo)

Prima "nma (In Stereo)

Calling Ail

Spoiti

PoUttMlly
InoorTact

Sports
Lalanlght

KIdakithe
Hall

Public Policy Confaranoa

* Vj The Friends of Eddie Coyle" (1973) An agent

uses a small time aocM to expose a oime ring T^'

7776 Handmaid's Ta/e (1990, Drama;*Vj

Larry King Uve (R) X
Margaret Atwood's novel of a futuristic soaety

sedon
R'

>UJat(R)B|SoipX

Croaafire

SMJiiirday

Night Uve

Overnight

Politically

Incorrect

Brain: Our Unhrerae
Within "Miracukxjs Mind"

Qoaalp (R)

NRTi
Qraataat

FaahionFUe

To Be Announced

Auto Racing
Vintage Race

Next Stepa
Howard
Steni(R)

BMW

i,*^/i "The Kid Who Loved Christmas" 1990, Drama) A
wktowwr fights to keep ( r of his I son

I Dream of IBewttched
Jaannle |

NTakaaaThlaf"

awHiy.

Angel'

"One

Phalange

Ftennaa. Emiy flirr-*^-
'-

Bl |V

I Love Lucy'
The Diet"

UaryTvier
Moore Bl

y,M.D.MarcuaWalby,
Comeback"

Croaaroad- America a
a-BoxingDtparlanca

(1902, Drwna) JuJiatte BinocKe,

vrnit tela of Heathdifr «"d Cathy's doomed

WWF: Monday

eiRaiph
imedlove

Uurdar.Stia Wrote 'The
Stereo) Bl [Witch's Curse" (In Stareo)

made in tfw Wtdemaas" (IMTT
wonuui tells the Blaokfoot triba ol tw birth of

iwgni new

I) A

No BuN: Take
a Bow (R) (In Stereo)

Taxl"T))e ITaxl

Apartment"

Beyp
20oO
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Candid
Camera

Sportacan-'

Father Downing Mysteries

(In Stereo) B
Un«ioive<l

Stereo)

IMy8tariea(ln'

Baavlsand
Butt-head

KT
Beavlsand
Butt-head

OtokVan
Dyke

**% IhaQrmt Rupert" {^950) Jimmy Durante A
trained squirral raises cash for a dw^g iamit^

PraaaBoR NBA Action

a

T^iid

Program

Paid
Progra

Black
Stallion

Unaoivad
Myatarlaa

Get Late

Gat Smart

Rid
Program

Paid
Program

ProStaiira

BIgBro
JMwX

Brother PaM
Program

TMrtyaomediing
Opportunity' B

Overnight

Benny Hill

"Hail the

Hero"

Sanaa of

Hiatory(R)

Showbiz
Today (R)

Public Policy Conference

fsa
—

Program

Paid
Program

Sports
Almanac

Photo

AHernathM
Natton

Dragnet

Brothers
Grunt

HItehfcock

Paid
Program

Paid
Program

Baaketball

Paid
Program

PaW
Prograim
Dreamtime
In Stereo)

iparman

Shop at Home

BaaabaN: Arizona Fall League - Tempe at Peona

** "Omk Wckxy" (1939. Drama) Bette Davis A dying

woman packs a lifetime into one summer Cdonzed

m
Shve"

lanpacksi

MHdnga
e " (In Ster

Time
ereo) X

National QaognnMc Expkirar Dinoaai7

Australia, a saard) for the ari( of the oowar

Bye-

foaaHsin

oowanant.gJRiB.

PREMIUM CABLE STATIONS
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20

15
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(4 00)* The Power of

Orw' (199i2) 'PG 13 B
Kids tniBorp. Mickey

MouMClub
(4:0^ ** "Smoki
heBanmir

(4 15)

'UrKWrcovr"

(3 45) "The

mid
PQ'

*** "StK Trek III: The Search lor Spook" (1964^ KirV

battles Khngons in his quest lor his old friend PG' B
IMtadllCharlie ITorfcaiaona

Brown IB
TiW^jSytlnSi
wish sands har

"

Ocean GM
B

****/) 'The China Syndmme" {^979.

V•(^9K. Fvilaay) DavW Bowia. A (Ms
baty brodiar to a wofM of fairiaa. -TO'

to report a nudear aocklani

iCaa Ua baadiy" (i 056) Daladlvalika

Dram^Ja
idanlthey
.- t il/, ii.

JackLammon ATV
saw.'PG'

kms^^ Kid" Hanwier picktiip an aa^im flscapee

'Air»ed yo"M9fl3, Comady)Zach
ST. (In Slarao) R'

NawaOD

**^ '-PkMlicJlui«ica''(190a, Drama) Janet Jackson

poalai woricar trias to iMn a raltoant poafs affections

Wlng8(1n
Stereo) B

a
I Box

*** "Stolen Hours" (1963, Drama) Susan Hayward A
woman with a txain tumor falls in fove with her doctor

Quantum Leap (In Stereo)'

B
Boaom
Buddies

** "Chiialnm Coal Mine Miracle" ^^977) Mitchell

Ryan Minara aaek salety after being trapped in a mine

Paid IHome Shopping Spraa

HoMvwood
ln8ldar(R)

Galligan, feri Hatcher

Avo^lea Beat Laki Pii^" |***H '%ofilu^Uodamliime''hK7,
(lriSlef9o)B {Two young woman took tor joba and mate

"FaVtertand" (1994, Susparna) f^utoar Hauar. 7

of suspwtous murders occurs in 19m Beriin. B
7>ieCoo/Surflaoa''(ig04)Amanwrilea
a saeenpiay baaad on his torrid affair 'R'

^,V,•'SolmCliai$''{^99a| Vm Maihaaon. Atlrotiute

must save Earth from a WtJal solar phenocn»ion B
***Wa
JodwFoater

i

jobei

|tte(

Tales From
Crypt y

TheDMngms

Julie Andrews
mates in 1920s New Yort( 'G'

American Coaches
lot Vl<lon and Victory B

man embarks on an u

Tate" (1901, Drama)
(In Stereo) 'PG' B

(1992) Aeon
r - i'/ashington, DC

***^/i "The Waiardanc
noveitS comes to tenns

* TtvenfyftxAs" (1993) A twenty

dollar bill passes frorn person to person

Conversation WMi Betty

"F»)afAourxf"(1993)

Lorenzo Lamas R

**
(F^ (In Stereo) B

*^/t "siaptMm W: Falh
stepdad wraMts havoc in the Nfa

(5/»&)d/flodi//"(liA6, Comedy)
George Bums. "PG" (Adult language) Bl

'»0«K" (1901) The
of a divorcee

languaf

witti

Red Shoe I Love Street

.Diaries B (R)
_

1902, Drama) Eric Stoltz A
tas gippiing dIsaMity. R'

OHeT
Woman" R

**</> "C»idyman''(t002) Adodor
candklate uncovers a mythotogkal

*** 'Knight Moyaa" l}i

Christopher Lanbert iln

doctoral

1992, SusperweT
Stereo) RB
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KROQ
From page 18

the first time we were heard on
the radio was on KROQ and it's

just a gesture to do them a favor

and thank them for their support."

While "supportive" is a good
way to describe KROQ's avant

garde style of play, perhaps "dar-

ing" is a more appropriate adjec-

tive. The station's disc jockeys
have been breaking new bands for

years, many of which have
become old favorites.

KROQ's Bingenheimer has the

gold and platinum records to

prove it. Appreciative of his early

air play, everyone from the

Bangles to Blondie to the Go-Gos
to Joan Jetl have thanked
Bingenheimer by giving him their

milestone albums. Most recently,'

the Ramones gave the radio vet-

eran its gold copy of Mania.

"It*s always a good

thing to keep in

KROQ^s good graces."

Mark Brown

Music Critic

"It feels good when people
give you credit for breaking
bands - I'm proud," says
Bingenheimer, speaking with a

quiet confidence. "Bands putting

my name on their albums is a big

thank you."

"Rodney and KROQ." says

Go-Gos drummer Gina Schock,

"have done a great job in break-

ing us and other bands."

The Go-Gos, one of the DJ's

favorite bands, credited him in

the liner notes of their most
recent compilation. They weren't

the first to do it and they defmite-

ly aren't the last.

Enjoying its most successful

year to date, KROQ ranks third

overall in the L.A.'s radio market

(trailing only the Spanish KLAX
and the hip-hop station Power
106) and since last year has been

at the top spot in L.A. for English

speakers 18-34.

According to Rolling Stone's

Wild. "It's these die-hard KROQ
fans that boosted the station to the

top of its reader's poll ranking in

the first place. However, he warns

"Rodney and KROQ
have done a great job in

breaking us and other

bands."

Gina Schock

Go-Gos Drummer

that simply for that very fact, lis-

teners should be wary of KROQ's
high profile.

"In the reader's poll, it all

comes down to either Los
Angeles or New York. It's all

strictly based on numbers."
KROQ inevitably wins out
because, as the magazine's senior

writer puts it, "New York radio is

famously bad and retro-looking."

"I moved out here from New
York four years ago," Wild says,

"and I couldn't believe there was
a station who'd play so much
Morrissey."

Wild, who's based on the West

Coast and likes KROQ, stresses

that no one working in the East

Coast offices of Rolling Stone
would even be able to comment
on the station's prestige, power or

playlist.

The critic, however, is more
than happy to relate his own feed-

ings on the heavily repetitive

style of KROQ - in the way only

a New Yorker can.

"God knows I could live with

less Depeche Mode."
But could Depeche Mode have

lived without KROQ?

The Yo-Yo Sleeps Tonight

Reduce Stress

Improve Your Power of Concentration

and Have Fun Doing It

Get this complete Yo-Yo Kit and Instructional

Video developed by The »ttk<-»f-»|ter

The Yo-Yo is bade! IK the relaxing aiid off-beat way to have

fun and amaze friends and family alike. Developed by the

worid class Yo-Yo champ, irs a perfect gill Kit includes:

Professional TYansaxle Yo-Yo 3 Extra High Quality Yo-Yo Strings \

Yo-Yo Display Stand 30-minule Video Teadung -

\

8 Classic Tridcs

•Vv—x
«iiiiie-«f-fli^irr P.O. Box 3640, SanU Monica, CA 90408

Please send Yo-Yo Kit(s) at $1995 plus $5.00 each shipping and handing \
(CA residenis add $165 each for sales tax)

Name__ , ,.

Address.

Qty .State ap.

Enclosed $

Please charge my credit cart

.

Cart Number

Signature

Check or Mof«yOrter

Visa Mastercard

Exp. Date

.

NEEDMONEY
FOR COLLEGE?

THOUSANDS OF

SCHOLARSHIPS

AVAILABLE!!

GUARANTEED
nNANCL\LAID
CALLATOW FOR

DETAE.S!!

5TUD€IMT SCHOLFIRSHIP

S6RVIC6S

(818) 908-2913

Arayeureody
For rite next

Oriir ytir itiiiit pad; today.

lliMcfcctRtiitt:

•first aid kit,

•3 day food rations^

and water supply,

•blanket

•tissue pack,

•flashlight

•and radio.

Food and wateJ

hive a 5year shelf life

Send $28.75 to: NUPRE

P.O. BOX 147 Sen Gabriel, CA.

91778^147
Nome

Address

City

Phone

Paid Advertisement

For God so loved the world,

that he gave his only

begotten Son. that

whosoever believeth in

Him should not perish, txjt

have everlasting life.

*John3:16

School ofTheater, Film and Television Presents the West Coast Premiere of

DEAD MOTHER. OR SHIRLEY NOT ALL IN VAIN

by David Greenspan

Directed by MFA Candidate David H. Milch

'^

«#•:

Strap yourselfinfor a bumpy ride on a gay

man'sjourney out ofthe closet.

December 2, 3, 4, 7, 8, 9, 10

8 p.m.

Sunday Matinee: December 4

2 p.m.

UCLA Little Theater

Macgowan Hall

Admission: $12

Faculty/StafF/Seniors: $9

Students: $6

For tickets call

UCLA Central Ticket Office

310-UCLA-lOl (310/825-2101)
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DANIELS
From page 18

they were better than what I was
getting offered." he says. "But
enough people didn't go see them,

and they went straight to video.

And suddenly, your bankability

drops."

Before Speed, Daniels' most
popular films were the spider attack

chiller Arachnaphobia and the

comedy-melodrama Terms of
Endearment. But Arachnaphobia
came out in 1990 and Terms in

1983. And studio executives have
very short memories.

That may change with Dumb and
Dumber. When he saw the script.

Daniels knew it might be risky for

his critical reputation. "I thought,

there are a lot of actors who would-

n't do this." But when he heard that

Carrey was attached to it, he
jumped aboard.

In the film; Carrey plays Lloyd

Christmas, a limo driver, and
Daniels is Harry Dunne, a traveling

dog groomer who lives in

Providence. Together they trek to

Aspen in pursuit of a beautiful

babe. To play the hapless Harry,

Daniels gained about 20 pounds
and grew his hair into a scraggly

mane.

"It was a chance to do the De
Niro thing, but to a totally comedic
effect," says Daniels, once again

slimmed down and clean-cut.

Working with the manic, inven-

tive Carrey was a professional chal-

lenge. "Jim ad-libs, he's a hundred

miles an hour, he's outrageous. To
try to stay with him, you run the

risk of being blown off the screen."

He smiles. "But I hung with him,

and that was the big victory."

Aside from wanting to work with

Carrey and increase his bankability,

Daniels also chose Dumb and
Dumber to prove his versatility.

The movie's comic style is very

broad, unlike anything he had done

before. He explains, "I'm showing
(Hollywood) that I can also do this,

after Speed and Gettysburg. It's

just another quest to establish

range."

With such vastly different films,

Daniels hasn't had to worry much
about typecasting, although a

vaguely similar persona emeiges in

a few of his roles. He has often

played essentially smart guys who

nevertheless make a stupid, some-
times fatal error In Speed, he was a

bomb specialist undone by an even

smarter Dennis Hopper. And in

Terms ofEndearment, he was a col-

lege professor whose affair with a

co-ed destroyed his marriage.

Of that persona, he says, "It kind

of follows you around. Once you
get established in Hollywood,
you're supposed to 'do that thing

that America loves.'"

Daniels assumes the voice of a

studio executive.

"*You know, do that thing that

was so good in your last movie that

made $100 million.' So you do it

again and again and suddenly
you're playing yourself."

If Daniels seems somewhat cyni-

cal about Hollywood, he maintains

his distance by living in Michigan,

where he has established a non-

profit theater company for which
he currently writes and produces
plays.

Surprisingly though, Daniels
says he would give up the stage for

the screen if forced to choose.

"I still like theater." he says. "But

I love the time between 'Action'

and 'Cut.'"

As to whether he has attained

true movie star status. Daniels
admits that his unconventional
choices may have kept him from
reaching the A-List.

"When people tell me, 'You
have to do something in a particu-

lar way,' I say, 'No, I don't.'"

Daniels seems content with his

record. "I've broken the rules, I

haven't followed the 'track to star-

dom.' It's cost me money, it's cost

me a lot of things, but I'm still

working."
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SCHEDULED TO APPEAR
^atricia Kalember*
Julianne Phillips

Swoozie Kurts
Sela Ward^

r^ Outstanding Lead Actress

in a Drama Series

Ron Cowan
Dan Lipman

Ackerman Grand Ballroom

Thursday at Noon
.1 „ „; No ticket required
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DRUCKER
From page 19

vs. New World in the strict order of
the braid. Long braided dark hair

signifies cultures vastly different

from an American one, and the idea

that it can be undone or unwound is

too sexually charged for many reli-

gions to allow women's hair to

remain uncovered

Drucker likes that imagery. She
smiles a little. "You know," she
says, "I picked synthetic hair
because I thought it was more truth-

ful."

On the east wall of the gallery,

"Velvet Dress/Arm" portrays the

velvet arm of a dress, edged with

lace, with two baby doll legs dan-
gling from it. In Greece, says
Drucker, offerings like it are made

in church. "If a man hurt his leg, he

would offer a leg at an icon," says

Drucker. Drucker's legs are much
different, with melted wax and
what looks like bruises. Moving
closer the viewer can see those
marks aren't bruises but colored
flowers.

The theme of children lingers

into the next room, or worid, with

"Four Sisters," four seemingly
empty frames set about two feet off

the floor. Only when the viewer is

across the room can one see the

almost apparitional white dresses.

The number four surfaces again

in "Material Evidence I-IV,"a series

of clipboards addressing life's order

and chaos in white and red.

The culmination of the exhibit

lies on the floor of the main room,
the masterpiece that changed
Drucker's entire show. It's a braided

rug, wound in different colors until

it reaches more than 10 feet in

diameter. At first she and her hus-

band were determined to unravel

the rug, but after hours of work
Drucker had a revelation.

She was looking at the^till vast

homemade rug and knew it wasn't

meant to be. "To me it signified

potential," she says, "womlvlike."

The rug does symbolize, like

Georgia O'Keefe's paintings, a

feminine presence and fertility. The
rug being taken apart suggests its

growing potential or its dwindling
strength, perhaps in reproduction or

power.
^

ART EXHIBIT: "Material Evidence"
by Barbara Drucker. Now showing
at the FIG Gallery until Dec. 10. For
more info call Peter Kosenko at
(310)829-0345.

LET THE AIR FORCE
INVEST IN YOUR

MEDICAL FUTURE.
If you're a medical student, you have
enough on your mind. Today's Air

Force offers a scholfirship prograim
that can greatly reduce your financial

burden. Under this scholarship, you
continue your present studies—
focusing on your medical training

instead of how to pay for it. Participa-

tion is based on competitive selection.

For information, talk to £in Air Force
representative. Call

USAF HEALTH PROFESSIONS
TOLL FREE

1-800-423-USAF

...a mature melange of influences—^jazz rhythm section and

sax, country fiddle, and alternative guitar, all framed by great

pop melodies, unpeggable and totally addictive'' -DET/IILS

J yEaSIATTHEWS
BAM) i
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PROOUCEO BV STEVE lILimHITE MIXED BV TOM LORD ALGf ON THE RCA RECORDS LABEL CASSEHES AND COMPACT DISCS

AVAILABLE NOW.

• "V^

ON SALE NOW AT TOWER RECORDS
1 2/6/94 " 1 2./!/^^ at Xhe Whiskey @
12/10/94 Santa Monica Civic Auditorium ^"5f

WILLIAMS
From page 21

eyed crazy Mary."
The two-hour, 15-minute

showcase continued with strong

material throughout, including
several pop standards, yet anoth-
er genre that interests Williams.
These numbers included
Gershwin's "Someone to Watch
Over Me." and "Smoke Gets in

your Eyes." Several of her
friends from the audience joined

her onstage for duets, including

Soul Asylum's Dave Pimer, who
co-sang "My Ally," and
"Summer of Drugs," the song
they recorded for the benefit
album.

Toward the middle of the set,

she performed "Nature's Way,"

Spirit's '60s rock tune. While
she followed the song with a

comment about how human
nature destroys the earth's top-

soil, she has previously stated

that the song touches on nature's

way of dealing with her own ill-

ness.

The end of the concert
brought her two most powerful
moments. Another duet on. "I

Can't Cry Hard Enough,"
brought tears to Williams' eyes,

as well as those of many in her

audience. After several gospel-

flavored tunes, she closed with

"Holy Spirit," a song that heavi-

ly incorporates melody and
lyrics from the campfire-closing

standard "Kum By Ya," a perfect

ending to a powerful showing of
the strength of Williams, a song-

writer of consistency and grace.
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ll€P€flll>IIOP.187
CMMPfllGN BCING ORGANIZCD

PlftC€; €merson Middle Sdiool

1650Selbvnve.

(1 bik. north of Sonto Mortko Blvd

& 3 biks. east of LUestuiood)

TIMC; 7:30 p.m.

PftTC; Tuesday, December 6, 1 994

PROP. 187 IS INHUMAN, UNflMCRICAN,

AND UNCONSTITUTIONAL
Under Prop. 187, Gov. UUllson ujould deny

prenctol core to uliouId-be mothers. He
onnounced this Immedlotely upon his

reelection (just before Christmas). This

from Q Republican luhose party

hypocritically preaches "Family Values."

FOR INFOt Coll filex Coto (31 0) 208-8553

P.O. Box 24352
Lfl.. Cfl 90024 -

Jc

Buy, Seh 8 Trade- New i Used CDs, Casseites, Vinyl

CBfl V
\%
I

I
2

Off Every New & Used CD I

I

I

I

With this Coupon
$8.99 or More
(Excluding Sale llama)

im n With this Coupon
$1 .99 to $7.99 I
(Excluding Sale llama)

Expires 12/10/94
I
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Classified Ad Information

Daily Bruin Classified Information
225 Kcfckholl Hal!. 308 Wcslwood Plaza. Los Awjclcs. CA 90024

Class Line: (310) 825-2221 Class Display (310) 206-3060

Fax (310) 206-0528

We reserve the right to change, reclassify, revise, or reject any

classified acJvcrlisement not meeting the stancjarcis of the Daily Bruin.

Our ollice is open Mondav-FrKtav. JU. 1r.nl

Ciassilled rates

Daily 20 wofris oi les^ S7 00

Daily, each additional word Ab
Weekly. ?0 wof ds or less ?j.00

Wet-kly, each additional word 1.30

Displayads— sludent rale/col. inch 8.00

Display ads — local rale col. inch 1 1 .25

Fiequency & Agency Rates Available

1 1 = 2inches i lindi. There an nO cancellaticns-atter noon tl)e day I)ef0fc pfinting

—— Deadlines

Classiiied line ads:

I vvoiking day beloip p«inl;ng, by noon

Classi'.ied display a4s:

? wof'idng days beloie printing, by noon.

Make checks payible lo the

"

ItCliV Daily Brb4i.

The ASUCIA Communications Board lully supports the University ol Caklornia's policy on nondis-

crimuulir<n No m«!dium shall accept advjrtisements which present persons ol any origin, race,

icItQiori. set. or sexual onenljlion m a demeaning way or imply thai they aie limited lo positions,

capalviilies. roles or status in socictY Neithei ttie Daily Drum nor (he ASUCLA Cominunicalions Board

has ir.vestigated any ol the services adverlised or the advertiseis represented in this issue Any person

betevmg Hut an advertisement in this issue violated the Board s policy on nondiscrimination staled

herein should communicate complaints iiuwriting to the Business Manager. Daily Brum. 225

Ki.rcMiolf Hall. 308 Westwood Plaia. Los Angeles. CA 90024 For assrstance with housing discrimi-

rialion problems, call the UCLA Housing OHice at (310) 825-42/1 or call the Westside fair Housing

Oflice at (310) 475-9671

1 Campus Happenings

Alcoholics Anonymous
Mon. DiKruMlon. Fit. STop Study. AU 362S

Thun. Book Study. AU 3625
Tuas. and VU<ed. DticuMion. Dental 2MI29

All times I2:10-1:00pm

MMrtf) problem.

2 Campus Services

THIS WEEK ONLY!

ALL books in stoi^k.

Economics

and Business

4 Financial Aid

Cash for college. 900,000 grants available.

No repayments, EVER. Qualify immediately.

l-aOD-243-2435.

7 Good Deals

199S COLOR BIKINI CALENDAR
24 Page Full Color 1995 Calendar

Featuring 12 Gorgeous

100% Asian Bikini Calendar Girls!

$12.95 + $3.00 SM
Crdw 2 lor $1 •.•S S&OO 8«H
or 3 lor 134.95 » SaOO S«H

GiMlGiltktMl VISAftMCCurtomMCiiTolFrM:
l-aOO'777-1167 orIM a CtMdi or MoMy OdM to:

MULTIMEDIA FACTORY
MtoMaaO,IACAI

9 Miscellaneous

Truly revolutionary...' -Koiling Stor>e. Call

.1-800-2-SAMPLE x344to hear THE GOATS'
new album.

10 Personal

WAI^TED: 300 UCLA students to test new in-

ter-collegiate voicemail introduction service.

AbsolUely Freel 81 8-966-9045.

WNTED: 100 PEOPLE
Lose 10-29 Ifat. in 30 days arxi earn $$$ do-

in^tt 100% »{uarantee. Call 310-281-6828.

Young nrwn from Frar>ce, 1 7, seeks American

host family and young friervJs for Dec. 17 to

Jan. 2, 1995. Will pay room and board.

Phone collect Mabil Merabicne at 01 1 33 SO

529 382 or Oil 33 50579 370.

12 Research Subjects

ASTHMA SUFFERERS. Earn up to $540.00 h
your spare time. If you taike daily asthma

medication you may be eligible to participate

in a research drug study with a rww potential

treatment for asthma. Contact (310)477-1734

exl 540 to Find out how you may benefit from

this vital program. Allergy RcMarch Fourwia-

tton. Inc. (Brentwood)

Bedwetting boys 7-11 yrt. and their fwnllies

needed for UCLA research IVojecL Subjects

will receive $20 artd a free devclopnoental

evaluation. 310-825-0392.

EARN MONEY for 1 5-minutes work. Lookir^

for male subject betowen 38-45, married, 1-

adolescent child, tocompiele surveys deatir^

wKh mid-llfe issues. Totally confkicnUal. Can
be done totally by mall. 310-28»0775.

Hyperactive boys «vlth atlentkMial problems

7-11 yrs, needed for UCLA research project

Receive S20 arxl a free developmental

evaluation. 310^25-0392.
Ml !- - I II . M^^^^Mi^^^^^^^^—— I MMI

New antidepressant clinical feial (Must be 21

or older) FREE psychiatric evat, medical eval

and a^ week program. LA office. Dr. Gale

Cooper, M.D. board certified psychiatrist.

618-712-9032

3 Campus Recruitment 3 Campus Recruitment 3 Campus Recruitment 3 Campus Recruitment
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COLLEGE GRADUATES
STEP UP TO A PROFESSIONAL CAREER!

ntry Level Sales/Management Trainee

$25,000

I

We're ENTERPRISE, one of America's fastest growing and

largest privately tield companies witti over 160 offices ttirougtiout

ttie Souttiland. We need brigtit, motivated people to stiare in our

success. We tiire tiard-working, entrepreneurial individuals wtio

recognise wtiat it takes to succeed. If this describes you, enter

our fast-paced business as a Management Trainee.

YOU'LL NEED:
•BS/BA Degree
•Strong Communication Skills

•Retail, Management or Sales Experience A Plus

•Ttie desire to Pursue a Career in General Management

THE CHALLENGE:
Youll learn all aspects of running a business, including sales,

marketing, personnel management and more wtiile enjoying full pay

and benefits!

THE REWARD:
Your dedication and sales ability will be rewarded witti raises,

promotions, and ttie opportuni^ to go as far as your talent will take

you. Expect first year earnings to $25,000. Outstanding candidates

reacti management level wittiin 9 months to 1.5 years earning $30K-

$35K; earn $35K-$55K within 2 to 2.5 years.

THE CAREER:
Promotions are 100% from within, and based on individual

performance.

INTERESTED?
CallJill at {310)827-7239.

!

i

College of Law
Dedicated lo Providing Quality legal Education

• low/JD Program occrediled by llie Gilifornio Commiftee of Bar Examiners.

• Oorverient to Los Angeles, San Fernando Valey and Inland Errpre

• Small classes.

LAW/JD DEGREE

f-'ull Time

Part Time

Da}'/L\ening

PARALEGAL PROGRAM

Certificate

AS/BS Degrees

livening/Saturday Classes

FINANCIAl AID AND SCHOLARSHIPS AVAIIABIE

CALL TODAY
LA VERNE CAMPUS

1 950 3RD STREET,

lA VERNE, CA 91750

(909) 596-1848

ENCINO CAMPUS
5445 BAIBOA BlVD

,

ENCINO CA 91316

(818) 981-4529

., rj i»p n

UNIVERSITY OF LA VERNE

The Univcrsiiy ol La V'rmf li Accrrdiird h) ibr Wrsirrn AssocMlion ol .Sihools and Collrjjrs

ENTERPRISE
(310)827-7239

7 Good Deals 7 Good Deals

ORTHODONTICS/ BRACES

(310)447-5790
- Complimentary Consultation

- 0% Financing and no down payment plans available

MAURICE FIROUZ. D.D.S. ORTHODONTIST
- member American Associatkxi of Othodontisti
- Alumni, UCLA School of Dentistry

11701 WHshlre Blvd.. Suite ISA
Comer of Banington & Wilshire

Free ParMng

You iHm

rga/Aj-f/><nb

^

15 Wanted

CASH FOR CARS. We come to you. Top dol-

lar paid. We do all DMV. We buy anything.

818-999-IBUY (4289).

19 Sperm/Egg donors

EGG DONORS
Chinese Egg Dorwrs needed to help an

infertile Chir>ese couple have the child they

desperately want All costs covered and
compensation paid. Please call Tracie 1-800-

SURROCATE (787-7642).

ECC DONORS NEEDED. All info conHden-

tial. Please call (310)285-0333.

ECC DONORS NEEDED: Healthy females

between 21-34years old wAnedical in-

surarx:e. Paynr>ent of S2200 for medical pro-

cess. Mima Navas 310-829-6782, Monday-
Friday.

^

Sperm donors needed for arxmymous donor
program at one of the largest sperm banks h
the country, earn up to $42QAt». if qualified.

Contact Heidi at the California Cryo Bank
310-443-5244. ext 24.

12 Research Subiects

19 Sperm/Egg donors

Egg Donors

" Needed

Are you interested in helping an

infertile couple achieve their

dreani of having a child and

also be fmancially compensated.

If so, we are in need of Women

from all ethnic backgrounds cges

21-34, fordetails please call

1-800-989-9890.

12 Reseorchi Subjects 12 Researcti Subjects

Nomal healthy boys 3-11 yrs, and their

families needed for UCLA research project

Receive $20 ar>d have a sciei^ilic learning

experience. 310-825-0392.

CALIFORNIA

IM I \ S L (All

Feeling depressed, sad or hopeless? Lost

interest or energy?

Sleeping too much

or too little? Crying

frequently?

Participants 18 to 65

needed for medical research study.

Qualified volunteers may be compensated

up to $660.

20 Pregnancy

CIVE THE err Of LFL Be a surrogate for a
childless couple. Must be M least 21. LA
area. $1 5,000 paki. 800-308-73^7.

HOW BE THEY
CONCEIVED, EXCEPT
BE THEY VIABLE?

We are all human organisms. K Is contrary to

the prirx:iple of non-discrimlnallon to deny
equal organismal rights to fellow members of
human organismal society. E-mail Eurica

Califormiaa at IZZYB1 W«mvs.oac.ucla.edu
and Help Stop the Holocaust of Aborthcid.

22 Health Services

ALONE-STRESSED-OVERWHELMED. Sup-
portive counseling. Individuals, couples,
groups. Adjaoerit lo campus. Carole Chasin
M^ MFCC- 310-289-4643.

COUNSELINCrTHERAPY with experien^
female PhD. 2-bloda from campus, free

parking. Specializing in young adult issues:

Depretckm, anxiety, relationshipt, academic
concerns and family problems. For informa-

tion or coniultation- 310-474-8305.

MASSAGE school student offers relaxing ther-

apeutic hour massage for 510 »>d a toy do-
nation to foster kkk New clients only. 213-
722-0533.

PENIS-NIPPLE ENLARGEMENT. Profo«ional
vacuum pumpi with iniiiiiJcUon. Gain I'O'.
Pfcrmanenl. safe. Enhanofe aractior). Dr. joei
Kaplan 1 -80aW7-PL»4P. ~ >

7

—
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7 Good Deals 7 Good Deals 7 Good Deals

"You Don't Need To
Have Dental Insurance

To Have A Pretty Smile"

Dental Exam & Cleaning

$39(reg. $180)

new patients witti Ifus coupon onty

we alao accommodate patients with

dental coverages
oWef expires 1 2-8-84

(up to 4 x-rays)

(310)475-5598
24-Hour Emergency

Service

WHITEN YOUR SMILE!

Ask us about the

teclinique to

whiten your teeth

easily and afforciably

. at home
S. Soleimanian, D.D.S.
1620 Westwood Blvd., West Los Angeles
Open Evenings & Saturdays

Free Parkins

12 Research Subjects 12 Research Subjects 12 Research Subjects

hizopkrenia
Do you or a iovccl one suffer from Sciiizopiircnia?

Qualified volulcers ages 12 and over may qualify for a

medical research study on sclii/o|:)hrenia.Qualified

volunteers recive a free basic physical exam, lab tests

and may be compensated up to approximately $1650.

CALIFORNIA

PLEASE CALL 1-800-854-3902

NERVOaS? ANXIOCIS?
FEARFOL? WORRIED?

Research volunteers between the ages of 18 and 65
experiencing these symptoms for at least 1 month and
in relatively good health are needed. Volunteers will

receive a brief exam in order to determine eligibility.

Qualified volunteers receive free basic physical

exam/lab test and compensation up to $495*^^.

California I CLINIOAL TRIALSl

MEDICAL GROaP

Please call 1-800-854-3902

22 Health Services

LuCia
Electrolysis & Sklncare

Pennaneat Hair Remoral
Bvropeaa TmelmM • Wki^lng

IBSl WMtwootf Bird. WMtwood
(1 BDc South of SuiU Monical Blvd)

22 Health Services

REACH PERSONAL AND ACADEMIC
COALS WrrH hypnosis. REDUa TEST

ANXIETY. Increase concentration,

performance, self-conrider>ce. Individual

appointments arxi classes. Experienced

psychotherapist for 17-years. Student Rates.

Call Laura Guilds MFCC. 310-207-0630.

30 Help Wanted

Acne, Tattoos

SunsDOts & Scars
Non-Surgical Laser Therapy lor

painless facial skin rejuvenation

and reiHoval ol acne, tattoos,

sunspots & scars. Low cost.

Free Consultation Call

1-800-685-6574

$6.63A1R. Work in fun atmosphere, schedule

around classes, Apply: Maureen O'Brien,

Cafe Sproul, 350 DeNeveDr. 310-825-2074.

AAATTENTION UCLA STUDENTSI Puzzles

Fast Food Restaurant is hiring for Fall And
Winter quarterl NOW accept APS wA'revious

restaurant experience. $6.63/hr. FLEXIBLE

NITE SCHEDULE. Call Dominic 310-206-

7687.

ACTORVMODELS NEEDED. Auditions by

appointments only, For commercials, films,

and print ads. Ail typeVages r>eeded. No ex-

perience necessary. No registration fees. Call

Today Imaiy. 818-222-9091.

ADMINISTRATIVE ASSISTANT, Wettwood
office. Seeking Mac efficient, vMll-organized

person w/office experience for correspon-

dence, filing, faxing, enands, etc F/T.

$9/hour. 310-575-3851.

ADMINISTRATOR/PROJECT ASSISTANT.
Computer literate, WlndoM«, Word profi-

cienL Senior/graduate with strong writing

skills. Flexible dayVhours; no dress cod^e-
ception duUe«.H-Sa 310-395-1414.

ALASKA EA4PLOYMENT - Fishing Industry.

Earn to $3,000-$6,00&i- per Month -*- bene-
fits. Maie^emtle. Nd exp«rlente neoMMvy
206-545-4155 extA59342.

ASSEMBLERS: Easy work, excellent income
to asfcmble products at home, up to

STOQ^wwUy. Craib, toys, wood, Jcwcby,
**w)nfc mo»«. 213-24}-820S.

30 Help Wanted 30 Help Wanted

Earn Extra $ Daring tli« Holldoy Broalc
Tal«nf If— staffing has immediate positions on Westslde

for the following:

* RECEPTIONISTS

¥ WORD PROCESSING SECRETARIES

¥ CLERKS

¥ CUSTOMER SERVICE REPS
Earn top $ whie gaining e)q3erlence. Cdt fdm* li— (310) 207-2566; Jobs In

Beverly Hils/Downtown (213) 937-9100: Jobs In San Fenxndo Matey (818) 9900440

ASSEMBLERS: Excellent income to assemble

products at home. Info 1-504-646-1700

DepL CA-695.

ASTRONOMERS, PSYCHOLOGISTS, astro-

physicists, neuroscientists, arxJ other interest-

ed people needed for a to be televised panel

discussion of 'Newtonian Astrology, plane-

tary gravitational effects on hunrun thinking,

etc' Viewer call in questions accepted. Corv

tact Mr. Vandeyift at 310-207-4671.

ATHLETE WANTED to supervise daily, early

,a.m. workouts of 40-year-old man-B-t- or bet-

ter tennis player preferred. $15/hour, neg.

Call 31 0-470-3451,days.

ATHLETIC/BOYISH MALE MODELS. Earn

$150-5300 PER HOUR. Surfer, student, jock

types. Must be 18-24, clean-shaven face, lit-

tl^rto chest hair. Playgiri-ttyle magazine print

work/videos, nudity required. Highest $$$,

inwnediate payl Beginners welcome. Brad,

310-392-4248.

BALLOON CELEBRATIONS needs party dec-

orators, drivers, artists, and trair>ee managers.

Fast paced, fon, and creative erwironment,

flexible hours. Call 310-208-1 180.

CAMPUS POSITION AVAILABLE starting M.

S6.63/hr. We work around your classes.

Imnr^iate employment available for Fall

1994. Sunset Village Dining Services.

Contact David at 310-206-7688.

CASTING IMMEDIATELY! Extras needed for

feature films, commercials, and musk: videos.

Eam up to $200 per dayl No experience

needed. Work guaranteedl Call today 213-

851-6102. '_

CHRISTMAS CASH $$$. Eam $7/hrAcommis-

sions working near campus, immediate operv

ings with cash paid daily. Call between 9-

1 1 am preferably. 31 0-534-571 1

.

^.yyyyyyy^^yy^v^xx^x^xyy^y?

riow accepting

applications for
i

« door staff, DJ's K

M 8f waitresses, m

\
All shifts

i available. Apply »

^ in person. j

COMMUNFTY SERVICE OFFICERS (CSO's)

are hiring UCLA studenU nowl. $6.1 £^r to

start, up to $9.10. IS^hrsAvk. Flexible iched-

ule. Call 825-6760.

COMPUTER PROGRAMMER for PD\ per-

sonal organizer, experience in BASIC a must
Familiarity with NEWTON a plus. Leave mes-

saneorfax resume. 310-476-0097.

COUNSaOR. Small, highly regarded adoles-

cent residential treatment center located h
Malibu. Duties: supervision and interaction

with adolescent population 12-17 yrs. Excel-

lent opportunity for interaive clinical experi-

ence with patients. Must be mature, reliable.

Some driving of program van required for rc-

creatkmal purposes: Must have 7 yrs drivlr>g

experience Wgood record. Prefer enrollment

in masters or PhD program level in psycholo-

gy. Paid internship may be available. Friday,

Saturday and Suriday shifts. 1 pm-9pm. $9|lfr

starting. Resume may be fawed 310-457-

6093. Contact Martha Zimmerman 310-457-

5802.

DATA ENTRY proficient, health care firm,

P/T, 20 hr^vk, iBAv. Fax resume to: 310-

453-6109 or call 310-264-6616.

CRUISE SHIPS HIRING
Earn up to S200Of/month on Cruise Ships or

Lartd-Tour companies. Seasonal and Full-

Tirr>e employment available. No experience

necessary. For information call 1-206-634-

0468 exL C59342.

DOG LOVING PERSON. Live-in, luxury

high-rise on Miracle Mile, BeUair. $2Qtiay.

References preferred. Dec 17 to Jan 2. 310-

474-2674.

DRIVER from LA to Chicago to move family

car (one-wa^. Anytime Dec-Feb. Will borxl

(irwjre), provide free gas and motel. Req. ref-

erences. Walt 31 2-486-4936.

DRIVERS- temporary for Christmas rush. Busy
Delivery company. Immediate hiring. Must
have own vehicle. Commission. 310-829-
1877.

EARN $35-$75AlOUR. Part-time independ-

ent marketing consultants needed. No experi-

ence necessary. All ages weteome. Hundreds
of openings available. Begin todayl 310-281-
1975.

SEE THE STARS,
PARK THEIR CARS
Valet Co. seeking part-time

attendants tor Holiday season.
• Flexible tiours • Tips

• Over 19* Clean DMV
• Cleancut

Call personnel

(310)657-2420

EDITORIAL ASSISTANT NEEDED to work for

L.A design firm. Must be detail-minded,

highly organized, and a fast learrwr. Jourr^al-

ism or English major preferred. FAX resume

to Attn: jeni K. at 21 3-380-3427.

EGG DONORS to help infertile couples.

Healthy, rx>n smokers ages 18-25. All races.

S2500+medical expenses. 310-271-7773.

FIGURE MODELS
writer/photographer needs girls 18-t- years old

to pose for magazines and computer art

Good pay, no experience required, corweni-

ent hours. 213-256-8700.

GENERAL OFFICE. P/T help for busy CPA of-

fice. 20-hr^vk. $G^r. Computer experiertce

a plus. Call 31 0-477-6988.

GYMNASTICS
Mar Vista Recreation Center seeks experi-

CTKed gymnastics ir>structor for ages 4-12,

Wed and Fri, 2:45-6pm, $12.5Q^r, starts

)an.11. Call Steve Vollmer 310-398-5982.

Holiday Helpers. P/T or F/T customer serv-

ice/retail. Flexible hrs. No experier>ce neces-

sary. SlO.ISto start. 818-842-3242.

HOSTESS-NIGHTCLUB. Females, eam up to

$12/hr.-ftips. Club Greco. 366 East 2nd St
Los Angeles. Minimum age-21. No experi-

ence necessary. Japanese language

prefened. 213-626-5270, please call after

6pm,M-Sat.

INCOME OPPORTUNITY. $500+/week pos-
sible processing maifen at home. Set your
own schedule and pace For Info Call Mar-
Kon: 714-251.3001.

Small Entertalnnient Company]
Has Intern Position Available
• Exponire to the full tpectnim of the

music business.

• Possible College CrediL

Call 310-553-8634

Help Wanted
Westside Law rirm needs
help in accounting
department Job duties

include flling, shredding^

mailing and misc. tasks.

P/T. Can l)e flexibte.

Start 7.00/hr. Send fax to

Judy Cunningham
(310)312-4224

<
—

LAW OFFICE. Clerical secretarial positions.

Must krww WordPerfect. Ha>« office cocperi-

efM:e. Good typing skills, flexible houn.

WilshireA Oendon. 310-475-0481.

MALE MODELS. Asian, Latin or surfer types.

No height requirement Hot head, cards,

posters, mags. Good money. FunI 213-664-

2999 24hours.

MARKET RESEARCH COMPANY in Van
Nays r>eeds individuals to work 4-6

hourVday. Evening, day, and weekend hours

available to do public opinion and market re-

search. Must have excelled reading skills,

ability to write verbatim, and follow instruc-

tioni.CaHai»-72JafIW.
'

MARKETING RESEARCH ASSBTANT FuH-

time or part-time.' Detail-oriented, good tele-

phone skills, interesting work, flexlDle hours.

Call 9am-10pm daily, Mrs. Rest 3 10-391 •

72M. : —^—

*^A 'AS*-' -vV*' *.!
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PART-TIME PHONE OPERATOR positions
with Westside catalog publisher. Must pos-
sess excellent verbal skills, a desire to sell

and data entry experience. Weekend, holiday
and evening shifts, iaft^r. FAX resume to 310-
452-7879. attn: LL

MARKETING, Bottled H20, 2 cents/gallon, I

earned S5,000 last month. I can show you
how. Need help now. No phone interviews.

310-422-6416.

MEDKIAL. Full-time position for PA or R.N.

in women's health care facility. West L.A
and Tarzana area. 310-839-5532.

MESSENGER, P/T, for entertainment related

firm. Flexible hours, must have own car w/in-

suraiKe, excellent driving record. Call Candy
310-888-3600.

MESSENGER/ERRANDS, Student needed for

P/r work, running misc. errands for president

of RE firm. 10-20 hoursAveek, $9/hr. Call

Naonri, 310-286-3600 for intenriew.

MGNT TRAINEE
No exp. nee. Corp. exparviing in »ea.
$400Q/month, base-»- commission. Start im-
med lately. 213-463-0633

MID-WILSHIRE, East of Farmer's market, P/T
sales at a Tennis Cub in the Pro Store. Great
atmosphere, weekend help needed. Sales ex-

perience prefen-ed. 213-931-1715.

OFFICE ASSISTANT needed for busy, exciting

office. Challenging opportunity/lots of room
for advancement. Type 40 wpm, MAC ex-

perience required, 35 hourVweek. Call 818-
506-5518.

OFFICE HELP, FULL_TIME, needed in nfce,

smalt, Santa Monk:a Publisher's office.

Shouki have good typing skills and knowl-

edge of Word Processing Program. Must have

good composition skills. Call 310-395-9393.

OFFICE WORK, Part-time position in 100

Med. Plaza. UCLA student preferred. Call

between 10am-4pm Moa-Fri. 310-208-

0099.

PART-TIME DRIVER POSITKDN. $8.5(Vhour

plus gas. Must have own car and insurance.

310-474-3243.

PART-TIME OFFICE CLERK needed in West-

wood commercial real estate office. Good or-

ganizatfonal skills arvJ an affinity to detail re-

quired. 15-18 hrVwk. $7.5(Vhr. Call Kevin at

310-470-4777, ext 308.

PARTY HELPER, CHRISTMAS EVE. 6:30pm-

12:30am, $75 for evening. Experience

Preferred. Call Mrs. Scheff 310279-2040. Car

needed.

PCMAC ON-SITE INSTALLER NEEDED. P/T,

$7-10.0Q^r. Three years experience needed
w/DOS, Windows and System 7. Call 310-
854-4087.

STOCKBROKER TRAINEE
Aggressive, Serious, Hard-WorkIng

Salary-i-Commission+Bonus

Series 7 Pref'd, but not neccessary

Century City, John (310) 772-7905

PKOC^KAMMERS
Programmers and Sysadmins needed imme-
diately. CUNIX, SQL, MAC, PC. Pay de-

pending on experience. On-campus job. Call

Derek 825-2298.

Rapidly growing investment company seek-

ing P/T computer intern. College sopho-
more/junior, ability to work with CXDS, Wind-
ows, Lotus 1 23, Word Perfect, and Foxpro.

Bilingual (English/Spanish) a plus. $7.00-

$8.00 per hr. Contact Nelson Jiminez at 310-,
571-3700x231.

REAL ESTATE FIRM offering a PAID intern-

ship to an entrepreneurial-minded individual.

Duties range finom light office work to active

participation in leasing/development process.

Must be computer literate and have own car.

Fax resume to 310-458-6681.

RECEPTIONIST, evenings. Law firm seeks

evening office assistant to answer phone,
data entry, transcribing, and mail outs. Must
have computer experience. 6-1 0pm or 6-

12pm. Salary $7-$1(yhr DOE. Call 213-651-
3333 for appt.

NEW FACES NEEDED NOW
• For TV Commercials
-Movies
•Catalogs
•Videos
call immediately

(310)659-«855
RECEPTIONIST, P/T to work in busy market

research firm in Century Gty. Duties include

answering computerized phone system. Mis-

cellaneous tasks. Prefer receptionist experi-

erKe, but will train. Qualified candidate must

be professional, dependable, a team player.

4PM-7PM Mon-Fri. $7/hr-i^arking. Call Kristi

310-553-0550.

RECEPTKDNIST/TYPIST. P/T, F/T for advertis-

ing firm. Call Jay or Joe, 31 0-572-7272.

SALES AND PRODUCTKDN Positions Avail-

abfe. Great Harvest Bread Co. located in

Brentwood. $6.50 to start. Lots of funi 310-

826-9400.

SALES/DEMO PERSON. Beverage demos in

supermarkets: offer samples, provide product

info. Dynamk;, natural, wh^esome ap-

peararvx, fiemale preferred. Weekdays and

weekends, $1Q/hr. 310-915-5500.

SEgRETARIAL ASS6TANT to assist entertain-

ment lawyer. Must have computer experi-

ence, Microsoft Word/Macintosh. P/T, 10

hourVweek, S^our. Santa Monica. 310-

395-0490.
^

SECRETARY/EXECUTIVE ASSISTANT for

Westside import/export company. F/T, must

have proven kr>owledge of Microsoft Word
ar>d Excel. Excellent opportunity. 310-276-

2500.

EARN UP TO $8.50/HR PLUS TIPS
cleaning houses and offices. Call today

and go to work this week. Tons of work.

Full and part time work. Flexible

schedule. Work in your area.

Car necessary.

Call today at 310/453-1817.

SEXY FEMALE DANCERS wanted for

bachelor parties, private shows. $150-

$40GAir. Also hiring drivers. Must have pag-

er. Call Steve 310-824-1055.

SPRING BREAK
CABO/MAZATLAN REPS. WANTED. EARN
FREE TRIPS AND $$$ . 1-800-783-CHUG.

TEACHER ASSISTANT. Private school, near

to SFValley. 7 year okJ. . Hours 8-1 M-F.

ShouM be Mac literate. Begins immediately.

(818)998-1782, ask forHelene.

TELEMARKETER :

Film promotion company in MDR. Seeks
person to schedule promos. P/T. Flexible

7^r.-^bonus. Alex 310-821-1677. Leave
message.

TELEMARKETER needed to support senior

vice president at major brokerage firm. Great

opportunity for experience. Call Gary Han-

dler 310-446-7165.

TELEMARKETING W/TYPING SKILLS. No ex-

perierH:e necessary. Prefer studentVgrads.

Flexible hours. 1:00-6:00pm starting at $7-

SlCVhr-fbonuses. 3-blocks UCLA Harel

Maintenance. Ron, 310-470-61 75.

TO WORK WITH CHILDREN ages 6-13. Art

background helpful, not mandatory. Must

have good writing skills arxl be MAC literate.

Hours 10:45-3:30PM. Begin immediately.

Call Helene 818-998-1782.

TUTORS WANTED
MATH, SCIENCE, SPANISH, FRENCH TU- ,

TORS needed for Sherman Oaks, Woodland
Hills , Westwood Centers. Undergraduate de-

gree required. $12/hr. 818-347-7616, 310-

475-5330.

UCLA STUDENTS LOOKING FOR EMPLOY-
MENT, work around your classes, starting

rate $6.63/hr. Call Jelena at Hershey Hall

Foodservice 310-825-7686.

VOIGHT FITNESS AND DANCE CENTER
looking for energetic employees for their new
Santa Mank:a location. Call 310-854-0613
for information.

WAITER/DRIVER
LA TO CO: Gourmet food delivery. Looking
for nvMivated, erwrgetic, and conscientious

delivery driversAivaiters. Ftexible hours. Good
money Fun work. Call (310)440-4455 before

10:30am, between 3-5pm.

We could be just the place for you. Cutters

Restaurant, Santa Monica. Hiring servers. Ap-

ply in person M-F between 2-5pm. 2425.
Colorado Ave.

WRITER'S EXCHANGE has work for creative-

ly-talented writers. Paperback novels, Non-
Fiction Books, Magazine and Newspaper arti-

cles. Essays, Screenplays. 310-209-0681,

Vernon.

YOUNG MEN WANTED for nude and semi-

nude rrxxieling. Good pay. Immediate work.
Call Derek 21 3-845-9669.

32 Career Opportunities

EDITORIAL ASSISTANT/)r. secretary. Busy
book publishing company seeks motivated,

intelligent assistant/secretary. Type 50 wpm,
filing, phone relief, photocopy. Call Allen,

310-477-3500.

finarK:ial freedom available. Low risk, rw in-

ventory, business opportunity. For ir^foytall

213-964-2277. /

PART-TIME. Earn up to $300/day. Excellent

people skills required. Training provided.

310-337-0790.

PHYSKLM. THERAPY AIDE. F/T, P/T. Brent-

wood. Experience preferred. 310-996-0085
or fax resume, 310-996-1064.

BARTENDER
TRAINEES

•no experience necassary
•earn$100-S200 dally

•more jobs tnon graduates
•nation wide job placement

NATIONAL BARTENDERS
SCHOOL

(213)38a3200
(310)558-0608

(8 1 8)994-8 1 00

GET THE POINT?

WARNING:
A college degree doesn't mean a career.

Learn by doing; Top entertainment P.R. Firm is now accepting
applications for interns. College credit available.

_' Call Tina Hudson (31 0) 659-6400

30 Help Wanted 30 Help Wanted

The l]Cl«A

IS HIRIKI^
Earn $7 plus bonus while raising funds for UCLA

You choose the shifts that fit your busy schedule!

1 2-plus hours per week

NXf^ork close to campus with other students &
sain valuable work experience.

NOW HIRING FOR
WINTER BREAK AND WINTER QUARTER

s^EmI^ fi^j (sij»tt'j«(«s(#s

1083 Gayley 4th floor
between 1 am - 8 pm

794-0277
;«j«j#sW,*S4 J^-tai ' KV'^

<>

i.i<v.-A«<*

• • •
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34 Internships

CASTING INTERNS NEEDED for one of the

largest film production companies. No pay,

lots, of cxperierKe, college credit available.

Work closely with Casting Director M. Roger

Corman's production company. Call Jan at

310-820-6733.

Director Norman jewison Production Conv
pany seeking interru (or Spring. Call Eliza-

beth Casparis. 310-264-4155.

35 Child Care Wanted

ASST. NEEDED FOR Ivge family daycare in

Pacific Palisades. Mist kive kids arid work

hard. Call Leslie 310-573-1811.

BABYSITTER, 1 OR 2 evenings per week. 2

boys, 9 and 12. Car needed. $6.5(Vhour. Call

Mrs. Scheff 310-279-2040.

BABYSITTING, student needed to babysit 2-

yr old girl, 3-5:30pm, 3 week days (student's

choice), car required, S7flyT, Call Liz 310-

839-4670. •

DRIVER/CHILDCARE needed by two profes-

sor family. 3 afternoonVwk. SlfVhr. $10(Vwk

min. Need own car and refererKes. Call for

interview. 310-828-3363.

FEMALE COLLEGE STUDENT NEEDED for

part-time help at home with children. Everv

ings and weeker>ds. Good income or in ex-

change for room and board in Brentwood.

310-471-0804.

MOTHER'S HELPER, Pacific Palisades. Driv-

ing, homework, childcare, refererKCS. Ongo-

ing commitment. Mor>day, Wednesday: 3-

7:30pm, Friday: 3-6pm. SlOO/week. Start

lanuyy. 310-204-1 666ext.328.

NANNY/HOUSEKEEPER. 25-35 hrs/wk.

$8^. Fluent English, experierxie wAoddlers,

own car. 310-820-6333.

PART-TIME DRIVER. Monday, Wednesday,

Friday 2-7pm. $6AKHjr. Westwood location,

rx> car r>ecessary. Graduate student preffcred.

310-479-6335.

ROOM in exchange for afternoon chikicare.

Income supplemented. 8-year old. Beautiful

Santa Monica. Car preferred. Males and fe-

males apply. 310-394-1566. -

SITTER FOR personable 3-yT-old. Approx-

imately the last two weeks of December. 4

hrs/daily. Salary negotiable. 1^ Santa Moni-

ca. 310-451-5147.

36 Personal Assistance

I HOLIDA^njES?
I • Overwhelming school presiures?

I • Troubled -Funily VTuiu?

I • Student Rates I

I Barbara Katz, M.A., MFCC
II

(310) 587-1505

49 Apartments for Rent

$500 SHERMAN OAKS one-bdrm/unfur-

nished. Stove, air-conditioning, spacious,

garden type building. Pets OK. 310-475-

0572.

S650.00, Beautiful, large 1 -bedroom. Dish-

washer, air, fireplace, built-in book shelves,

gated parking ar>d entry. Quiet building, 1 5-

mlnutes from UCLA or SMC. 3414 Jasmir>e.

3ia838-4862. Available mid-December.

$600.00, Beautiful 2-bedroonrV2-bath, dish-

washer, A/C, fireplace, built-in bookshelves,

gated parking and entry. Quiet building 1 5-

minutes from UCLA or SMC. 3414 Jasmine.

310-838-4862. Available December.

$900 CULVER CITY. Large, quiet, modern, 2-

bdrrrVSbath townhome, dishwasher, afc,

fridge, patio, Rated parking. 310-837-0761.

1 -BEDROOM $695. 2-BEDROOM $825.
Garden courtyard. Quiet. Appliances, blinds,

etc. 1&1/2 miles to campus. Blue bus. 310-

477-0725.

1 -MINUTE TO UCLA, Bachelor, $499, fur-

nishecVunfurnished, utilities ir>cluded, pool,

laundry, no pets. 310-824-3000

3BR + 3BATH
Santa Fe Style cor>do, four units. Built-ins,

fireplace, refrigerator, air, washer/dryer.

Gated parking. WLAA^CLA. Cable bonus.

$1495.310-471-0359.

CENUh

FURNI^... „ . ^

From $ 495
FURrsllSHtO &INC.LE«j

From $ 595
FURNISHED 1 BEDROOMS
From $795

•E.HORT TERr/1 AVAILABLE
OIREt.TLV AC^noSS FROfVI

MinnAMPiin uci a
WAI K TO CLASSES

WE«~. rWOC->D PI A?A
APARTMENTS

501
(3 10) 2oa aoo'j

It

FURNISHED RESORT STYLE
APARTMENTS

MirOTTES FROM CAMPUS
STUDIO, ONE AND TWO BEDROOMS

MONTHLY RENTALS

C »00«46»465
CORPORATE DISCOUNTS AVAHABLE

RECYCLE

W Aportrnents for Rent

V

• MAR VISTA•
2BD. 2BA, 2 STORY

CUSTOM TOWNHOMES.
GATED GARAGE. CENTRAL AIR.

FIREPLACE. UNIT ALARM

* 1 2736 bASWELLAVE $845

A 11931 AVON WAY $845

* 1 1 748 COURTLEIGH DR. $795

* PALMS>
2 BD. 2BA CUSTOMTOWNHOME

.

FIREPLACE. BALCONY. GATED
GARAGE. ALRM IN UNFT

(ONE MONTH FREE RENT)

* 3614 PARIS $995
* cpen7day*

CALL (310) 391-1076

TO SEE THE
. LOVELYAMRWENTS .

Adj. Beverly Hills. 1127 S. Doheny Dr. Up-

per Ibdrm apt. New everything. Garage arvi

laundry. $695/mo. 310-836-0340 (ff-ft®-

552-1 557. __^
Beautiful 3-y/o deluxe apartment. 2-bdmV2-

ba, 3-bdriT>/2-ba available. 640 Veteran Ave.

Call fast 824-2036.

BEVERLY HUS ADJ. 1&2-BEDROOMS
$725-$895. SOME WAHARD\AOOD
FLOORS. ONLY 1/2 BLOCK TO PICO BUS.

ASK ABOUT BK3 BONUSIII 310-839-6294.

BRENTWOOD 2BDRM/2BATH $1400. Se-

curity, patio, pool, 2 car parking, remedied

kitchen and bathrooms. 310-472-1456.

BRENTWCX)D
LARGE, IBDRM $825. Built-in, intercom,

fireplace, patio, huge closets, parking. Walk

to shopping and restaurant. No pets. North of

Wilshire, adj. San Vicente. 11661 Goshen.

310-820-1717.

Brentwood! 3-bdnn/2-balh. $1600. Pool,

Ig. balcony, gated parking, central air. Near

UCLA. Add.: 330 S.Barrington, near Sunset.

310-471-2498.

BRENTWOOD, $900, 2-bdmfV2-bath, patio,

new decor, close to UCLA, by appt. only,

11726Mayfield Apt«3, 310-271-6811

CHEVIOT HILLS ADJ. $775, modern 2-bdrm,

1 1/2 bath, carpet, drapes, built-ins, refrigcra-

tor,palio, carport, laundry, excellent transpor-

tation and shopping. 310-838-9052

CLOSE TO UCLA
WESTWOOD. 10 minut« by car, 1-bed/1-

balh, upper, electronic entry, fireplace, refrig-

erator, dishwasher, carpet, verticals, gated

parking, laundry, $750/month. For appoint-

mentcall 310-454-8800.

Deluxe 1 -bedroom. 10-minute walk to

UCLA, quiet building, balcony, well-lit unit,

$850. Available now. 11088 Ophir Dr. 310-

208-6681.

MAR VISTA, $845, 2-bed/2-bath, 2-story cus-

tom townhouse. Gated garage, unit alarm,

central air, fireplace. 11931 Avon Way. 310-

391-1076.

GREAT LOCATION!
3450 Sawtelle Blvd.

1 and 2 BD Apts.

Split Master Suites

-Heated p<x)l/spa/sauna/gym

-BBQs/Lush Gardens/Waterfalls

-Large recreational clubhouse

-Intercoms entry

Casa de Vida

310-397-4811

Daily Bruin Classified

49 Apartments for Rent

PALMS. $995, 2-bed/2-balh, oiitom town-

home, fireplace, balcony, gated garage,

alarm in unit One month free. 361 4 Paris Dr.

310-391-1076.

PALMS. 2bdrn>/2ba, $835 with year lease.

Built-in, refrigerator, fireplace, gated build-

ing. Laundry room, parking, no pets. 3626

Empire Drive. Call 310-559-3875.

PALMS. Unfurnished 1 -bedroom, $495,

single $395. Appliarxxs, no pets. Call 9anv

8pm, askformgr. (31 0)837-41 96.

PALMVCULVER CfTY. Keystone Place apart-

nr>ents. Convenient, light, sunny. Singles 1&2-

bedroom apartments. Microwave, Jacuzzi,

gated-parking. Close to 405. $650-$950.

Linda 310-836-1718.

PARKING RENTAL
ACROSS FROM UCLA. Secured, gated,

inside apartment building. $5(Vnx). 310-208-

0732 Call between 1 pm-5pm.

PENTHOUSE VIEW
$575. Elegant, 1 bedroom, two entries. Sher-

man Oala adj. Great k>cation, half biock

markets, busses, near freeways. 818-399-

9610. ^^^
SHERMAN OAKS. Gated, newer, quiet, sTh-

gle, $450, 2-K2 $735, 13406 Moorpark SL

^18-907-9237, 818-222^8298.

SINGLE APARTMENTS. Near buses. Com-
pletely renovated. Bike or rkie to campus.

Near parks.Laundry ar>d parking. Massachu-

setts E.of 405. $535. 310-479-2819

/SDiamond Head
Apartments
Short Term Available

1 bedroom $875
Fireplace, balcony with a

view, contemporary
kitchen

Great Building
Negotiable Rent

Wonderful Managers
660 Veteran
208-2251

MAR VISTA. 2-bedroom/1-1/2-bath, quiet,

bright, 2-story townhonr>e, skylight, pool, spa,

security gate, garage parking, rx> pets. Lease,

SeOQ^nonth. 310-391-6837.

MAR VISTA. $845. 2-bdrm/2-bath, custom

townhome, fireplace, gated garage, alarm 'r\

unit. 12736 Caswell Ave. 310-391-1076.

Open 7 days 9-5.

MAR VISTA. 2-bdrm/2balh. Custom town-

home, fireplace, gated garage, alarm in unit.

$795. 11748 Courtleigh. Door open 7 days.

310-391-1076.

MARINA SHORES. MDRA/enice border. 2-^1

apartments. $745-$845. Sunny, airy, nicely

landscaped, parking included. Hard-

wood/carpets. Walk to beach. 3ia395-0591

or 310-829-0589.

ONE MILE TO WEST\A^OOD. Brentwood

adjacent. Large single $600. Large Ibed

$695. 1235 Federal Ave. 310-477-7237.

PALMS $595, 1 -bedroom security buiWing,

very quiet, all appliarKies. Corwenienl k>

campus. Security deposit $100. ^C, laundry.

310^837 7061.

PALMS $825. 2-bdrm/2-ba, refrigerator, dish-

washer, stove, central air, fireplace, two un-

derground parking. Quiet. Bus #12. 6-ycar

new security building. 310-556-1688.

PALMS, 1 -bedroom, $5S(Vnf>onth, upper,

3455 Jasmine. Appliances, pool, parking,

laundry, no pete. 310-454-47S4.

PAL^tt. SMO, 2 weeks free, 1 -bedroom, te-

turity buMdtng, 2 parking spaces, new carpet,

firepiace, balcor^, AJC, security aiarrrv Call

310-475-516*.

TWO BEDROOM $595
SPACIOUS, VIEW, walk library. Great Van
Nuys location. Minutes U> Sherman Oaks,

shopping, busses, iarvi freeways. 818-399-

9610.

WALK TO UCLA. One bedroom, balcony,

free parking, laurviry facilities, water irKl.

$900. Bachelor $550. Single $650. 10944
Strathmore. (310)209-0968.

WEST L.A. 1-bdrm $600, single $575,

bachelor $475. Single ar>d bachelor ir^cfude

utilities. 310-477-2696.

WESTWOOD
ACROSS FROM UCLA. Single plus \oK,

Ibdrm. Secured building, furnished, heater,

stove, oven, refndgerator, laundry facility.

$80(ymo. 310-208-0732.

WESTWOOD apt. off Cayley. Bi^ charming,

1-bdrm, furnished. Comfy kitchen, erxJIess

closets, major windows. Garage, hartdyman.

$1 1 SCVmo. Call 310-824-2581

.

WESTWOOD HUGE
FABULOUS IBDRM.
Security building half a block from UCLA .

Upper floor. Stain glass. Furnished, cable,

parking, laurviry. Wonderful deal at a great

price. $1000. Lauren 310-824-0319.

WESTWOOD, 2-BEDROOM APARTMENT.
Quiet building, parking. $950^nonth. Other

unite available. 1675 Manning. Near bus-

lines. 310-306-4696, ajgent.

WESTWOOD, 424 LANDFAIR, 3-bed-

roonV2-bath, 2-bedroonrVl -bath, ind single

available now. Swimming pool, hardwood
fkxxs, utility room, garden setting, ntaA to

UCLA. 310-459-1200.

WESTWOOD, available Jan. 1, large, bright

Ibd, $795, quiet building controllc«l access,

elevator, gated parking, 310-208-4835. Call

before 7pm. 51 9 Clenrock Avenue.

WESTWOOD- 2-BEDROOW2-BATH, $925
AND UP. T1.E KITCHEN, STEPDOWN LIV-

ING ROOM. UNUSUAL CHARM. 1-1/2

MILE TO UCLA. 310-839-6294.*"

Apartment Tor Reht

1/2 month free

Low, Low Move In
- Qreat Singles
- Full kitchen and
bathrooms, pool,

laundry, parking
- rreeway and UCLA close
- $450 per month
- 1729 Beloit

Call 310-479-5043

WESTWOOD. For Om:.1& 1 -bedroom, fur-

nished, clean and quiet, pool, pt and wmer

paid. Uny move-in. $69Si/mo. Call Nrt 310-

206-3797.

WESTWOOO X-TRA large 1 bdrm +d«n,

h*Tiwood noem, »wHc to UCLA. WIA. »
large '

I I'HU JlJIi '

'"
H

parf^'f^g laundry.

'?^ ^

49 Apartments for Rent

Monterey
Plaza

2 Bed / 2 Bath
$1150
$1250

Central Air/Central Heat.
Security building.

Will Allow 4 in

1 Apartment

Now reserving for Fall

(310)477-0058

WLA BACHELOR, $46a LC-1-BED, $650-

$675. Swimming pool, survdeck, laurxlry,

barbecue, appliarKes, carpetVdrapes. Best

location. 1621 Westgate Ave. 310-820-

1121.

WLA PRIME, large single, kitchen, dining

room, hardvwxxJ, private, $675. PALMS, 1-

bdrm, stove, refrigerator, $550. MKACLE
MILE, small single, kitchen, full bath, big

closete, $375. 310-839-8105.

WLA- 1 -bedroom, built-ins, refrigerator, M^,
security gat^, upstairs, laundry room. Oi
UCLA Busline. Price negligible 310-475-

2220 or 310-478-1190. 2605 S. Barrin>^on.

WLA. $67S/morth. 2-bedroonV1 -bath. 2 lev-

els, private balcony. LaurKiry room, 2 bkxJcs

south of Wilshire. 310-395-0149.

WLA. $795AT>onth, 2-bedroonf\^ -bath.

North of Santa Monica Blvd. 1444 Barry

Ave. Cbse to UCLA and transportation.

Nice neighborhood, quiet, upper unit, nice

view. Parking, laundry. Refrigerator, oven.

310-828-7483.

WLA. 10 MINUTES TO UCLA. Big & Bright,

Low move-in, 2-bdrrT\/2.5-bth, singles $695

& up. WASHERA3RYER, W.B. fireplace, sec

alarm, ROOFTOP SPA. 11221 Richland 478-

3990.

WLA. Amazing deal. 1 629 Brockton. Singles

Starting $525. New appllarx:es, carpet, paint,

vertieal-blir>ds, gated. Good student discount

on parking. 310-477-01 12.

WLA. BeaUiful, X-Large 2-bdrm, high ceil-

ing, $795. Large 1 -bedroom, $650. Single

wAull kitchen, walk-in closets, $500. 1718

Bundy Dr. 31 0-476-8090.

WLA/PALMS. 2bd^.5ba townhouse. Fire-

place, diswasher, new carpet, security build-

ing and parking. 3549 Sawtelle Blvd. Ten

minutes toaampus. $795/mo. 310-398-5995.

50 Apartnnents, Furnished

MAR VTSTA, S&OO/morih. Ask about free

rent Attractive, fumished 1 -bedroom. Large,

pool, patio, and barbecue area. Quiet build-

ing. 3748 InglewDorf Blvd. 310-398-8579.

51 Apartments, Unfurn.

$850 2BDRNV1 1/2BA. 1426 Barrington «4.

Stove, refrigerator, air, dishwasher. (310)837-

0761

3545 Keystone. 2bdrm lower security apt.

$715. Eve. 310-275-1 427 Of 213-254-1565.

PALMS, $825, newer building, quiet,

2+2w/balcony, A/C, fireplace, all amenities,

gated 2-car parking, laundry facilities, bus

connection to UCLA, 310-390-5996.

PALMS. 2bd, $835. Clean, largf pool, con-

venient to shopping and UCLA, 310-204-

4332.

SAhJTA MONICA, STUDIO ON THE BEACH.
Available immediately. Refrigerator, stove,

no pets. $63GAnonth. I^Jear the pier. 310-

451-5944.

SM. SINGLE. $595.Uilities pd, 2 closets,

kitcher^ettc, micro, FrerKh doors, patio, quiet,

very clean, rruy be fumished, 5-miles UCLA,
1-bk)ck bus, 7-bk)cks beach. 310-399-7160.

WESTWOOD. $1500, Spactous 3-bedroom

upper-t-dining room, wA>alcony, dishwasher,

refrigerator, built-ins, ideal for grad students.

1711 Malcolm. 3/4-mile from campus. 310-

273-1212.

WLA. 1 -BEDROOM, Sb50/MO. BUILT M
POOL. aOSE TO UCLA and beach areas.

Great tenants, resident managier. 310-477-

9955.

52 Apartments to Share

Apartment to share available. Ibdrm in a

huge Ibdrm duplex in Brentwood. Avail.

12/15. Private bath/pool. Near bus to cam-

pus, walk to bwood-village. $65(ymo. 310-

820-4110.

FEMALE NEEDED
Female roommate wanted to share bedroom
in 3-bedroonrV2-bath apartment w/3 females.

AVAILABLE ASAP. New, clean. Security

building, laundry facilities, gated arvi urxJer-

ground parking. Call Mendy, 310-208-1816

leave nr>essage.

FEMALE(S) WANTED
Beautiful Westwood, 3-bedfoom^-bath
apartment, own room or room to share. Se-

curity buiMing, parking laundry, walk to

UCLA. N/S. Stacey, 310-206-1816

PALMS. Own roornfbith In 2-bdrm/2-bath

apartment. New complex w/appliarKes, se-

curity, etc Male-N^ preferred. $490^i>a
Short-term lease avaltaMc. )ose 310-553-

9010ext274, calt anytime.

WESTWOOO. Fiwale roommMe wanted to

share Ivge bedroom of J-twdroom, t-batfi

apt From |an..Au|. KOQ^m^%3Q0 deposit

Conlact Paula 3ia«N-
'

—

t'

53 Roommates

CULVER CrTY, master bedroom in 3 bed-

room condo, private bath, pool, spa, guard,

$42S/mo., free utilities, $125 deposit, pre-

sently 1 mal^ female, short \um okay, 310-

842-8408.

FEMALE GRAD/PROFESSIONAL Student

Own roonVbath, parking, pool, laundry, near

buses, tskxvcmoking, mature, quiet Available

Dec. 1. $440. Calt evenings 310-444-4913

FEMALE NEEDED
Female roommate wanted to share bedrooom

in 3-bcdroonV2-bath apartment w/3 females.

AVAILABLE ASAP. New, clean. Security

building, laundry facilities, gated and under-

ground parking. Call Mendy, 310-208-1816

leave message.

FEMALE ROOMMATE
Female roommate wanted to share 1-bed-

roonVl-bath apartment $412/month. Laurv

dry, parking. Very bright, airy, tots of wind-

ows. 406 1/2 Landfair Ave. 310-208-0773.

FEMALE ROOMMATE WANTED to share

spacious 2-bedroonV2-bath vi^th 3 ^eat

roommates at 527 Midvale. Affordable. All

amenities. Must See. Megan 208-738Z

FEMALE ROOMMATEtS) NEEDEDI 2-bed-

room, fully furnished studio apartment, SanU
Monica. Options: single room $425, double

$30(Vperson. Parking, 1/2 block to blue bus.

Please call 310^28-9750.

MIDVALE/LANDFAIR. Three guys in fur-

nished apartnrter^t seek roommate. 2-bed-

room/1 S-bath w/parking. $375/month. 310-

209-1143.

ROOMMATE WANTED ASAP to share 2-

bedroom/2-bath with 3 female students.

Beautiful apartment w/pool, sauna, fitr>ess

center. 527 Midvale. Jessica 310-824-1806.

ROOMMATE WANTED. 3bdmV2ba own
bedroonr>/share bath. $363 A month Bar-

ry/Wilshire. Ask for Rachel 310-478-2445.

Roommate wanted. Esp. Spanish speakers or

African beg. Jan. 95 male/female. Call collect

weeknights between 6-8pm. at 719-576-

3738.

SPACIOUS CONDO Room for rent n fur-

nished condo. Own full bath plus double
closet. Cbse to campus (4 blocks), or>^wo
persons, femaleVmales. Students preferred.

Available ASAP. 310-208-4523.

TOP FLOOR LUXURY BUILDING. Views of

Century City. Private bedroom and bath. Full

security and parking. Central air, pool. Norv
smoker. First and last $675. Avaiable

12/2(V94. 31O470-8577.

Venice Studto, 2,100sqyit., 20'Ceilings, sky-

lights, two blocks from beach, central loca-

tkxi. $45(Vmonth. Available 12/1/94. Call

Erik or Will 310-399-8777.

WESTWOOD, $57S/MONTH + $400 DE-
POSIT. 5-minutes UCLA by walking. Own
room, share bath. Parking, laurxlry, pool.

Quiet, N/S female. 310-209-1050.

WESTWOOD, Strathmore/Landfair. Femate
needed to share room w/1 other in spacious

Ibd apt. BalconyAerrace. Move-in date/de-

posit negotiable. $415/mo., Emily 824-

0407.

WESTWOOO. 424 VETERAN. 1<x-2 fe-

males to share 2-bec^-bath apartment
Pool^acuzzi, security, parking. 5-min. walk

to campus. Starting mid-December.
$325/W>o,negotiable. 310-824-2526.

WESTWOOD. 456 Landfair. Considerate,

neat, studk>us. Need female roommate for

pre-fumished luxury 2-bdrrW2-bath apt.

ASAP. $312.5(ymo. Call 310-209-0682

WESTWOOO. 1 or 2 female roommates
needed to share 2-bdrrr/2-bath from mkl-

Dec-June. $38(Vnfy>. -fsecurity. Pool, jacuz-

zi, sauna, recAveight rooms. 310^824-1731.

WESTWOOD. Female to share 2-b<y2-bth

apartment, own room & room to share, park-

ing laundry, large closets. 475 Cayley. 310-

209-6033. '_

WESTWOOO. ROOMMATE NEEDED TO
SHARE room in fumished 2-bedroonV2-1/2-

bath cor>do. Parking, security, laurxlry, pool

tabfe. 310-208-5229.

54 Room for Rent

$450 WESTWOOD
Beautifully fumished wA>ath, large closet,

bright, sunny room. Enclosed yard. Walk to

UCLA. Excellent parking, kitchen, male. 310-

475-4517.

15 minutes south of campus, quiet rustic re-

tired teacher's home, share bath, male pre-

ferred, no cooking, car necessary, $350, 310-

836-6730.

AVAILABLE 1/1 OR 3/15: Private, bright, fur-

nished room/bath, private entrance, fridge,

parking, across from UCLA. Can view now.

$50(>»T>onth. 310-470-8401.

BEVERLY HILLS Separate, private fumished

roorM>ath for N/S female student Great loca-

tton, parking, pool, $600. 310-273-9127.

aNTURY Crrv. Room w/bath. Enckned pa-

tia Private entrarxx. Kitchen privileges. Fe-

mate preferred. Begins Jarxjary. 310-474-

9854. $415/hx).

GREAT LOCATION. PrivMe room. 1 -block

from bus, ten minutes from UCLA, fK«

minutes from 405 and ia Washer/Drier.

$425/W>o. 3104115-1565.

Huge 2bdrm adjacent to BeveHy Hills (Olym-

pic •id Doheny). Fumished, refrigerator, ak,

parliing available. Lease until May. $S65^ma
310^24^1440. *__

lANOFAM AVE. Doubles or singles avail.

Prefer males. Util. ItkI. Walk to csfipus. Call

Eddie, 31O.J0ft4S172.

r-

.id-

54 Room for Rent

LARGE PRIVATE ROOM. $36(yn'X)., room-

mate wanted to share quiet sunny house,

near LICLA, no pels, female grad preferred.

310-837-2179.

PRIVATE ROOM, 1/2 BATH in large house. 8
minutes to UCLA. Living room, den, parking,

non-smoker preferred. $39(Vnx>. tvan 310-
207-3212.

RENT ROOM near WesUlde Pavilion.

$400/mo, including uilities, separate

room/entrarxas. Share bathroorMcitchen.
Laundry/Parking available. Grad student pre-
ferred. Deann 310-474-1147.

ROOM AVAILABLE immediately in large,

comfortable apartment 1920's era buikling

located near historic Ambassador Hotel.
Laundry facilities. $375. 213-739-1566.

ROOM FOR RENT. Female, non-srrxiker.

Beverly Hills, excellent area. Nex tranlporU-
tfan. $45QVnonth. 310-858-6068.

UCLA ROOMMATE WANTED TO SHARE
master bedroom in apartnr>ent wA)ew ex-
pet/fumiture. Steps from campus. Gated
paridng. $45(ymo. 310-824-2388.

VENICE/SM. Great Room, Ivge closet in 3-

bdrnV2-ba House. Modem, clean, quiet,

parking, 5-miles UCLA, 1 -block to bus, near
beach, private telephone. $399/Wk> +\/3 util-

ities. 310-399-7160.

WESTWOOD, LARGE ROOM, private bath,

fumished, kitchenette, walk-in closet. Ctose
to UCLA. $45(ymonth, 310-826-8588 am, or

470-3616 pm. ,

WESTVVOOD/3 BLOCKS TO UCLA. Bafco-
ny, laundry, secured building, big closets,

dishwasher, share kitchen and bathroom. Fe-
male preferred. $400. 310-824-0723.

55 Sublet

WEST HOLLYWOOD. Gorgeous fumished
large single apartnrwnt Luxury building.

Only $550 including utilities. Pool, gym,
covered parking, security guard. Call Vimala
310-825-4932.

WESTWOOD close UCLA, Overland

Ave/Santa Monica BKtd sublet winter/spring

quarters, $35(Vmo., fully fumished, bachelor,

rear parking, mature UCLA student, 310-475-

3720.

WLA, 2 miles from UCLA, sublease own
bdm^a. WirHer^ring qtrs. $47S/nfH).+de-

posit Clean, spactous, security, gated parking

(310) 575-9709.

56 House for Rent

WESTWOOO. 2-BDRM/1-BATH, formal liv-

ing/dining, fireplace, hardwood fkxKs, 2-car

garage, hug/z backyard w/fruit trees, close to

UCLA, bus, shopping. $160(ymo. 310-478-

8415.

57 House to Share

SANTA MONKIA. Own room in 2-bed-

roorr/l-bath house. Spacious, garden, hard-

wood floors, ctose to beacF^iu^. Female
grad preferred. $S5(ymonth. Available 12/15.

Maggie, 310-450-1063.

^VENICE. Ow?rToor»Vbath in l^ge beautiful

house, 1/2 bik beach, walk street, paricing,

wash/dry, yard, $535, move-in date

negotiable. 310-392-9412.

58 House for Sale

MARINA DEL REY ADJ. Try 5% down on

2-t-l fixer, $169,900, fireplace, double

garage, 4029 Alia Rd., Call agent 310-479-

6632

59 House Exchange

GUESTHOUSE rent free in exchange for tu-

toring two chlklren ages 6&8. Near Beverly

Hills. Educatkm backgrourxJ preferred. 310-
275-4757.
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68 Condos to Share

1-bdrm in 2-bdr/2.5.bth, Wilshire Highrise

Condo. Laundry facility within unit, 24-hr.

security, valet parking, pool arxl gym. fs^.

S^2O0/mo. 310-475-7989.

60 Housing Needed

WANTED: Bachelor, sir^e or Ibdmi tpait-

ment fcy January through April 1995. Student

seeks housing during Intemahip. 904-575-
6325 lewnn mfimm

62 Room/Board for Help

Block nature student nekt living quaiten.

Exchange for chlkkareAutorir^ etc or seats

suMet under $400. Inrwnediate Ms. Ron 310-

575-0023.

FEMALE STUDENT rweded for chikicare,

drlvfr^ light hounheeping for 9 & 3-

vcar/old. ApproximaaB 20houn/wcck. Wal-
king distarxx campus. Expcriefxr^eferencet

required. 310-470-4662.

FEMALE STUDENT. Room and board h ex-

dung* for baby sitting child with apedal
needs. Approximately 25 hr^vk. Judy 310-
274-2617. —

-

FREE to mature mafe student in exchar^ for

help n home. No drugs. La BreVVenlce H
Mkl-cltyirea. 213-93»-3349.

Near UCLA. Femafe student prefened. Non-
smoker. Furnished room irwxchar^ for

houwwoHt Nice, private roon'\^>ath. 310-

4744H36. ^_____
ROOM WITH SEPARATE ENTRANCE in ex-

char^ for li^ housekeeping and babysk-

tlr>g. 15-20 hours. Dose to Santa A4onica air-

port Norwsmoker. Referer>ces arxl car re-

quired. 310-452-0033.

66 Tov/nhouse for Rent

WLA, townhouse, 3bed4<fen^.5ba. formal

dining mom, laundry area^ cpniral air condi

(toning, 2 tecurHy parking, firqsiace, cable

TV hooioip, 310^79 *N2«vr31 0-479-5921.

OWN BED/BATH in 2bdrm condo near
UCLA and bus. Quiet, security, pool, non-
smoker, caWe, large closets. $60(Vmo. 1/2

persons. 310-444-0535.

69 Condos for Rent

3-bdmV2-bath oorxlo on Hilgard, vay large

arxl bright, $1750. 3-car parking, security

building, walking distarxx to UCLA, 310-

471-4989.

Beautiful 2-bedroom, 1.75 baths. 24hr Secur-

ity complex, lake, brooks, pools, saunas, club
house, $1,05(Vmonth. 15 min. from UCLA.
Dora 310-202-1054.

CULVER CrTY. 3-bedroom/2.bath w/loft, 7-

miles to UCLA, 2-car parking, 24-hour secur-

ity guard, pool, gym. $115C/nfX)nth. 310-

398-4594, after 3pm.

SANTA MONKA, Fumished room for rent in

beautiful corxfo, private bath, amenities,

kitcherVlaundry, quiet, resented type pre-

ferred, 6mo.-1yr fease, $400. 310-399-4002.

WESTWOOO. Studio, partially furnished,

close to UCLA, 24-hour security, parking,

kitchen, pool, gym. $750, utilities included.

Tom 310-208-1788.

70 Guest House for Rent

aNTURY CITY. $650 or $625 (lyr fease), 1

room guesthouse, wAitchen, bath, and gar-

den. Avail Jan.1, utilities included. 310-788-

9441

PALMS. Delightful garden guesthouse, 1 bed-

room, garden and cat lovers wekome,
$775/mo, includes utilities, available Now.
310-837-8248. Campus 51 109.

91 Insurance

AUTO
INSURANCE

"NO BULL"
Best Prices/Same Day

STUDENT DISCOUNTS

Motorcycles, SR22
Accidents, Tickets OK

CALL AA*IA NOW
FOR FREE QUOTE
TOLL

/lllstate
Insurance Company

(310)312-0204
1317 Westwooc:! Blvd

.

(2 biks. So. of Wilshire)

MOTORCYae/MOTORSCOOTER IN-
SURANCE. Great rates. Personal Service.
MastercarcWisa accepted. CaJI for quick
quotes. C Diamond Insurance 310-428-
4995.

92 Legal Advice

SEXUAL HARASSMENT
If You Have A Prabtofn. Therv Is A

Retnedy. Consultation At No
Charge. Kenneth A. RMn, Attorney

(213) 933-5946.

94 Movers/Storage

BEST MOVERS. A licensed «xi insured, cour-

teous nxwer. Fast, careful, reliable. Eiscellenl

references. Slate license T-1 63844. 213-263-

2378. 213-263-BEST.

HONEST MAN. W/1 4ft truck and dollies,

small jobs, short notice ok. Student discount

31 0-285-8686. CA, AZ, NV. <^ Bruins.

JERRrS MOVING & OaiVERY. The careful

(TKivers. Experierx»J, reliable, seme day de-

livefy. Packing & boxes. Will deliver boaces

fiee.)eiTV 310^391-5657.

SMALL MOVERS
Lowest rates, fast, reliable, student discount
310-837-9030.

TOM'S MOVING SERVICE. DEPENDABLE,
EXPB(CNCEO, REASONABi^. LAST
MINUTE JOBS WELCOME. CALL 24 HRS.
310-452-2887.

96 Services Offered

BEAR'S RESEARCH,
WRITING, & EDITING

Alsufatectt. Theeea/Diwertaliom.

Personal Strtements. Propoaali and bookt.

frternalional sJijdents wateeme.

PAPERS NOT FOR SALE
Sharon B«ar, Ph.D. (310) 470-M62

96 Services Offered

$35 PERS. STATEMENT
Professional, quick edit (1 hour max.) Writing

and rewrites also available. Experierxied

writer arxi law school graduate. 213-933-
3797.

ATTN: MBA, LAW,
MED. APPLICANTS

Frustrated devebplng/editing your critically-

important personal statements? Get profes-

sional help, competitive edge from national-

ly-lcnown author/consultant. 310-826-4445

CALL ME NOW!
RESUMES, THESES, DISSERTATIONS, SE-

MESTER PAPERS, drafts, re-writes, math pa-

pers, etc Many yean experience, state of «t

equipment. Will consider your budget. Please

call Michelle Kohn, 213-653-0444.

THERAPIST ON CALL INC.

Just a phone call away

Trained therapists on-call for

confidential telephone

counseling & referral in the

convenience of your home,
office or hotel. Help with

depi^ession, anxiety,

relationships, addictions and
much more.

CALL 1-800-988-5555

A Visa & Mastercard

A Division of National

Counseling Intervention

Services, Inc. —

Research, Writing, Editing

ALL leveb, - ALL subjects Foreign

Students Welcome Fast Professional •

Quality guaranteed papers not for sale

Call Research 310-477-8226

M-F l(K)0am-5:00pm

EAGLE-EYED PROOFREADER
EdiU, theseVpublications; tutors English/study

skills; trains time management/stress reduc-

tion. NadiaLawrence, PhD. 310-393-1951.

EDITING, RESEARCH, WRrTINC. Personal

staten>ent$, papers, theses. Help w/composi-
tion, structure, grammar and punctuation. All

subjects. German-English translation also

available. 310-575-0268.

CORPORATE
SCHOLARSHIPS
FOR STUDENTS

• NO MIN GPA
• NO SPECIFIC INCOME REQ.

$99

GUARANTEED • NO RISK

MORE INFO ft FREE BROCHURE

310-371-6384 .

LAW SCHOOL APPLICATION

PERSONAL STATEMENT STRESS

IWo published law review editors

will help you

•Compose & create

•Edit punctuation & grammer

•Or^ite & structure your essay to make it

substantively effective and technically

accunte.

Contact Cheri or Tom at

(310)274-6187

ELC
English Lmfvagt Ctnltr

DaytHTfe ESL Classes

Intensive & Part-rime Programs

•TOEFL Pnparathn
•Academic SkiHs Classes

•Study SkUk Tutoring

Sessions Begin Every Four Weeks

Housing Available

10650 Wilshire Blvd.

(near ttwAvco Theater
310-470-30198

Bring in ad for special discounts

»

YouHoroecope

Dec 4 thru 10

PLANETARY OVERVIEW: A new wave of confidence should sUrt put-
Hng to rout negativity of the past Favorable aspect between Mercury
planet of communication and Jupiter planet of benefit could be an
indication of good news to come. Love planet Venus makes an excellent
connection to Saturn, an omen 'Time is a friend to patience".

THIS WEEK FOR ALL SIGNS

ARIES Mwcti 21 -April 20
Feeling lucky "may not be quite enough.
When opportunity knocl(s, doors open
when one is adequately prepared with
proper knowledge and background.

TAURUS AprI 21- May 21

Something pleasant should be forth-
coming in the way of reestabUshine
harmony between you and an importanl
other where it may have been disturbed.

GEMINI May22Ji«M21
Making your pioeition clear should wipe
away existing or f>otenbal misunder-
standings. You have built upa foUowing
of people who agree with you.

CANCER Jufw22-Juty29
Pursue chosen ends in matters of
ronr\ance, creativit)' or sf>eculation. An
opportunity that may have eluded you
in the p>aRt may again be at hand.

LEO July 24 - August 23

One often needs the presetKe of family to

transform dark moods into cheerier ones.
There's nothing outside that can surpass
the fileasures to be found at home
VIRGO Au9UM24S«|lt 23

Peofde who are in the center of things
in nearby places are good to know.
They can drop hints and help you to
take advantage of opporturubes.

LIBRA S«pl24^3ct23

There are signs of a hope tobe fulfilled or
•a profitable development in the making
for those who are determined to take
advantage of their talents.

SCORPIO Od2*^te¥22
It has been proven time and again that
we get what we think about. Revised

_, attitudes and a new apiproadi may make
^fkm your dreams a reality.

%i SAGITTARIUS Nov2V0m21

1^^ A time to grow! The besinning of a new
^K 12 year expansion cyae. Your ruling

4Km planet J upito' moves mtoy
^A ujday.

MOST OF THE Time WE
ARE VICTIMS OF TIMB.
A51X0L0(yiaL IN5I6HT
HELPS YOU MAKE TIME
WORK IN Your favor.

PROFESSOR COSMO

^fSg planet Jiujilo' moves into your sign Saf-
. The stars are with yoa Go for itJ

CAPRICORN Dw22^lan20
Goats are often inclined to worry toomuch
over things thai may never even happen.
Your accent should be more on local sur-

roundings than in other places.

AQUARIUS Jan21-F^>19

A {fiance to obtain a favorable response
finandally or otherwise makes it worth-
while to continue in your quest Ob-
structions should be a tning of the past

PISCES. F«t>2(Ml4arch20

Unusual tales cannot always be accepted
at face value. It's difficult enough to

predict oiw's own future vsnthout trying ..^
to figure out other people's. ^^V

^ *$? 4>^ '$p 4>* 4'* 4'* 4'**1p 'Ip 4** 4*^ 'i^ 4'*%* 4** 4**
'jI*^4^4^4^ *ifL

*
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TODAY'S
CROSSWORD PUZZLE

ACROSS
1 Got up
6 Popular seafood
10 Marathon
14 A la — : menu

choice
1

5

South African

warrior ^"^
16 Verve

- 1 7 Spent the winter
sleeping

19 Places
20 "Born. Free"

lioness

2

1

Sounds ol

hesitation

22 Crockett's last

stand
24 Small spots
26 Mimics
27 Is appropnate
30 Nobler
33 Wading bird

34 Just picked
35 Quiet
37 Selves
38 Do a farmer's

job

39 Bams neighlx)r

40 Hat with a tassel
41 Porcelain
42 Not now
43 Lured
45 Hair-slyling

product
46 Not as much
47 Word-processing

menu item
48 Alpine heroine
50 Boy. eventually
51 Jacot)'s twin

55 Green stone
56 Garden weed
59 Stove pari

60 Impulse
61 Actress

Ok:ktnson
62 Stooped
63 Oklahoma town
64 Plateaus

PREVIOUS PUZZLE SOLVED
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DOWN
1 Yearn
2 Train track

3 Globes
4 Regulars
5 Poet's always
6 Russian rulers

7 Grooves
8 Tavern order

9 Capital of

Hungary
10 Meal
1

1

Baking powder
ingredient

12 Roman
statesman

13 Naval rank:

abbr
1 8 Tennis court

dividers

23 Jacob's wile

25 Baseballer ..

Mel —
26 Sports complex
27 Red meat
28 Urged (on)

29 Turned to ice

30 Majestic

31 Radiates
32 Governs
34 Travels by air

36 The — the

merrier

38 Bodybuilders
pride

39 White wine
4

1

Soronty sister

42 Actor Chaney
44 Customer
45 Fnar
47 Confronted
48 Possess
49 Eve's home
50 Wise Men
52 Droops
53 India's

continent
54 Purposes
55 Task
57 Vase
58 School of

whales
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BASKETBALL
From page 31

Cameron Dollar said. "Ic's nothing

new. -That's why next year he's

going to be making money (in the

NBA)."
Kentucky increased its lead to

eight points with just over four

minutes to play, but the Bruins
slowly chipped away. UCLA got

key scores down the stretch from
Zidek, who flnished with 16 points

on 7 of 9 shooting, including a cru-

cial three-point play which brought

the Bruins to within three, 79-76,

and caused the Wildcat's Tony
Delk to foul out of the game.

"I saw Ed (O'Bannon) coming
down the lane and he dropped it in

to me for a lay-up," Zidek said.

"The play before I brought the ball

down low (and it got stripped) so

this time I focused on shooting the

ball quickly."

Dollar then drove the lane to cut

the margin to one point, but

Rodrick Rhodes - who lead

Kentucky with 16 points -

appeared to put UCLA away^ith a

jumper inside of a minute to play.

However, Zidek's hook shot

gave the Bruins a second life, and
when Kentucky turned the ball

over on the ensuing possession all

that remained was for Henderson
to step up and show that he knows
a thing or two about competitive

greatness.

Kansas upsets UMass, 81-75
UMass' reign atop

the polls en(ds with

a loss to No. 7 KU
By Randy Satterburg
Daily Bruin Staff

One week after knocking off

the defending National
Champions and then-top-ranked

^kansas Razorbacks, the

University of Massachusetts felt

the sting of being the team to beat.

The Minutemen had just made
their ascent to the No. I ranking in

college basketball for the first

time in school history, but their

stay atop the polls lasted not much

longer than a minute, as No. 7

Kansas got 18 points from fresh-

man Raef LaFrentz to upset
UMass, 81-75, in the early game
of the John R. Wooden Classic.

During the first half it appeared

that nobody on"the Jayfiawks'

team could stop UMass' Lou Roe,

who already had 20 points by the

break, and fmished with a game-
high 33. But Kansas' 7-2 center

Greg Ostertag (six blocked shots)

made his considerable presence

felt in the second half, and pre-

vented Roe from getting any more
easy baskets down low.

Nobody else stepped up for the

Minutemen alongside Roe, as the

Jayhawks' starting backcourt
outscored their UMass counter-

parts, 30-15.

Sophomore Jacque Vaughn out,

of Muir High School in Pasadena,

made a triumphant return to his

native Southern California with 14

points and 11 as$is|s, whik Cal-

transfer Jerod Haase contributed

16 points and eight rebounds.

UMass trailed by as many as

eight points in the second half

after taking a 39-38 lead into the

break.

With the shot clock expiring,

Haase took a feed from Vaughn at

the top of the key and buried a

running three-pointer with 30 sec-

onds left, making a slim three

point lead more comfortable for

Kansas at 78-72, and putting the

Minutemen away for good.

96 Services Offered

Need money for college? Thousands d
scholarships available, guaranteed financial

aid. Call now for details. Student Scholarship

Service, 800-922-2913.

PROFESSIONAL WRITING/EDITING. Papers,

reports, statistics, proposals, research studies,

Masters, Ph.D. dissertations, college applica-

tion essays. Any subject, style, requirement.
213-871-1333.

WANT TO BE ACCEPTED? Save time, frustra-

tion? Call for help developing/editing person-

al statements. Also edit papers, theses, dis-

sertations. Linda 310-392-1734.

99 Tutoring Needed

FROM ENTROPY TO QUANTUM;
Mathematical physicist wanted as tutor for

Ph.D. OTVcSoloRisL 310-456-0557.

All'Purpoic Editing / Itatorinc

Courses, personal statements, resumes,

theses, dissertations, exam prep by

experienced PhD Eng^h professor.

(213)665^145

98 Tuforing Offered

- MY TUTOR -

MATH/PHYSICS/STATISTICS. Tutoring ser-

ice. Free consultation. Reasonable rates, call

My Tutor anytime. Han (800)9aTUTC>R.

BEST TUTOR ANYWHERE. Brahama D.

Sharma. 818-793-8724. Chemistry, physics,

math.

ECONOMICS TUTORING. Undergraduate

ecormmics tutoring by Masters graduate with

5 years teaching experience. $1 SA>r with free

consultation. 310-393-4173.
,

MATH TUTORING by PH.D. $1S/hour. Cal-

culus, statistics, probability, math for physi-

cal/social sciences, SAT, GRE, LSAT, MCAT.
310-837-8998. pa«er, 310-582-9626 NBD.

100 Typing

$2 WORD PROCESSING. Papers, disserta-

tions, manuscripts, etc. FAST, reliable. Laser

printing. Pick-up, delivery, 24hr service avail-

able. Complete resunrw services. 310-397-

5970.

A CLASS ACT
Papers, letters, resumes, saipts, transcription,

labels. FREE light editing. Laser printing. Spell

check. Fax Orders Welcome. 310-827-8023..._

A PLUS WORDPROCESSING. IBM'PC, Laser

printing, spellcheck; term papers, disserta-

tions, thesis, reports, manuscripts, transcrip-

tions, etc. Fast turnaround. Call Bob 213-

851-0214.

ACE TYPIST, ETC
GREAT LOOKING PAPERS AND APPLICA-
TIONS-SPECIAL RATE. WE DO ALL WP
AND RESUMES. RUSHES. 310-820-8830.

BETTER QUALITY GETS RESULTSI Resumes,

CVs, mass mailings, newsletters, brochures,

dissertations, medical ar>d legal documents,
etc. Scanning of text, photos, and other im-

ages. High resolution typesetting at 1800 dots

per inch. Color output available. Located

near Sepulveda and Washington. Call Linda

at 310-204-0947 between 10am-7pm.

MODERN SECRETARIAL SERVICES. 24-hour

service, pick-up arxJ delivery, IBM and MAC,
Laser printing. Discount students. 5-minutes

from UCLA. An^^lica, 310-446-8899.

NEED A PRIVATE SECRETARY? Over 15

years legal/medical transcription experience.

Notary Public. Macintosh w/laser printer,

pick-up/delivery. Brentwood. 310-472-0405.

100 Typing

EDITING, TYPING, PROOFREADING.
$15/hr or $2/pg typing only. English BVMA.
310-396-1249.

WORD PROCESSING- All types, APA and

other formats, transcribing, re$urr>e$, DTP,

WordPerfect, charts, grapns, laser. Reason-

able rates, near campus. 310-470-0287.

102 Music Lessons

DRUM LESSONS
All levels/styles with dedicated professional.

At your home or WLA studio. )st lesson free.

No drum set necessary. Neil 21 3-882-8509.

GUrfAR INSTRUCTION. 15 yean EXP. all

levels' ifH styles. Patient and organized. Be-

ginner guitars for sale $60. Sam 310-826-

9117.

GUITAR LESSONS
All Acoustic styles. Classical, Latin, jazz.

Folk. Teacher w/25-t- yrs playing exp. Call

David 310-478-2420.

Guitar lessons by a professional near UCLA.
All levels, guitars available. Call Jean 310-

476-41 54.

GUITAR LESSONS. 15-years experience h
many styles, graduate of Dick Grove School

of Music ar>d Musicians Institute. MICHAEL
WILDE, 310-823-7010.

SINGI Vocal technique-all levels/styles, per-

formarKe anxiety, associate/Nate Lam, Santa

Monica, r>ear UCIA, free cor^sultation, Carol

Tingle 310-828-3100.

VOICE, PIANO LESSONS by professional

singer/pianist, all levels wek:onr>e, 310-373-

1281

104 Resumes

A CUSTOMTYPE RESUME. Fast, professional,

reliable. Layout, editing, composition.

Resumc^cover letter^eference sheets. Com-
puter typesetting & laser printing. 310-470-

4999.

104 Resumes

WINNING
clients gH
2785.

RESUMES: 1-hour service. Our
results. Open 7-days. 310r287-

106 Travel Tickets for Sale

$150 AIR TIX LA/NYC
Severely discounted round trip ticket avail-

able to responsible person who can travel to

New York City Det.1 7 and return to LA

Jan.7. This person must escort WDrxierful 6-

yr-old on flight to and from cities. Call now
31 0-44O-2880. Ask for Marty.

109 Autos for Sale

1984 MAZDA 626LX. Silver w/red interior. 5-

speed, power kx:k, wirviows and moon roof.

4-door, AC, Cruise, 119IC $1800 obo. 310-

826-2290.

1986 TOYOTA CAMRY. re-built transmis-

sion. Automatic transmission, AA^^M stereo,

grey interior, grey exterior good condition,

must sell. $3900/obo. 310-471-4404.

PORSCHE 944. 1983. 86M, black on black,

have service records, just tuned, reliable.

Anthony 310452-9115.

'86 NISSAN SENTRA. Red, 2-door, auto, mint

cofKlitlon, 65K miles, AC, alarm, runs excel-

lent, $41 StVobo. 310-657-8782, Prat

113 Bicycles for Sale

BICYCLE. 91 BLACK SPECIALIZED STUMP
JUMPER. $450. Please call Paul, 9am-6pm
at 310-553-6600.

115 Scooters for Sale

1980 VESPA-P200E. $1180 080. BEAUTI-
FUL CONDmON. White. 6k miles. Driven

daily.. Must sell, rr>oving. All original. 2nd
owner. 310-450-1966.

1986 HONDA ELITE 80. WHfTE. RUNS
GREAT. 'Gets you there.' $675/6bo, hel-

mel/lock included. 310-246-1904.

1 15 Scooters for Sale

W HONDA ELITE ISO. Blue. Two helmets,

lock, and trunk. $50(Vobo. 310-820-2204,

Roni.

'87 HONDA ELITE Sa Blue, Murt sell. Low
miles, excellent condition. Lock,helnf>et in-

cluded. $575/obo. Ask for John 310824-
3072.

126 Furniture for Sale

DESK. 6 drawers with pull-oU tray. 72x30.
Super desk for studenti 2 chain available.

Large stereo cabinet for sale. GREAT CONDI-
TIONIII 3104S4-2163.

MATTRESS SETS: Twin $45, full $55, queen
$85, kings $95, bunkbeds. Deliveries, phor>e

orders accepted. 310372-2337.

OFFICE FURNITURE AND SMALL RUGS far

sale. Cheapl Ask for joe, 310572-7272.

SOFA SLEEPER, queen mattress, $200. 3-

piece wall unit, white lacquer w/glasc doon,
$150. Queervsize platform bed, headboard
included, $175. Oak coffee table, $35. 14

cubic It. refrigerator, 8 mo. oU, wAvaranty,

$300. Microwave, $35. 310203-8080
ext651, 310-821-2714.

Twin bed for sale with fnune. Asking price is

$80 or negotiable. 310282-8800, eve.

310478-9736.

1 34 Computer/Typev/riter

486-66 SOUND SYSTEM, 4-ram, 420HD,
voice-mail, nr>ouse, monitor, like new.
$1180.310644-2612.

CHRISTMAS SPECIAL: COMPAQ-SLT286.

portable, x-battery, carrying-case, like new.

WordPerfect 5.1, Turkish-European alpha-

bet, additional software. Originally $3000.4-,

must sell, $550., 818-799-9977.

GREAT COMPUTER DEAL. MAC-*-, Image
Writer I Printer, MS Word, much other soft-

ware. Perfect corxjition. $650. Call Bill

310-473-1386.

310*394*0550
Call For Free Program Description

Specializing In

Discount Airfare

Call For Lowest Rate

310.441-4388

I
Bruin

{

:i Classified I

London %725*

Tokyo $233*

WQihlngfonl>C$179*

New York $149*

raundMP pimtiMi Kitlrtrtl— ippty Mtf U
natHiuitA Ct»ta ili« ii iiMlWl ill<h<ln

^^^^^^^^^^^

Opm SmurdtYt lOmn-lpm

Council TrQv#l

Euroilpossos
Issued on-rhe-spot!

ADVERTISING

206-3060

Ed O'Bannon
UCLA Sports Info

BASKETBALL
From page 36

McCarty contested the would-
be game-winning shot, but picked
up the foul that sent Henderson to

the line instead.

The sell-out crowd of 18,307
then rose to its feet and watched
intently as the young freshman
calmly drilled the tying free-
throw. When Henderson proceed-
ed to hit the game-winning
free-throw as well, he sent the par-
tisan Crowd into a postseason-type
hysteria.

"Regardless of the price of
admission, I think everyone got
their money's worth," said UCLA
head coach Jim Harrick after the
game. "I can't say enough about
our players. Their heart, determi-
nation, conditioning, fundamen-
tals - everything you try to teach -
they stepped up and made it hap-

"Regardless of the price

of admission, I think

everyone got their

money*s worth. I can't

say enough about our

players ..."

Jim Harrick

UCLA Head Coach

pen."

Their fundamentals weren't
exactly up to task during a sloppy
first half in which the Bruins 37.9
percent shooting and 1 1 turnovers

had them playing catch-up most of
the way.

Pope hit a pair of free-throws
just before the half to give
Kentucky an eight-point lead, but
that edge resulted mainly because
of the Bruins' poor foul-shooting

(9 of 18) in the first half.

Edney then took a pass from Ed
O'Bannon and answered Pope
with a three-pointer that cut the

lead to 38-33 at the break.

"We were just beating our-
selves," said Edney, who had just

one assist to four turnovers in the

first half but finished with 13
points.

UCLA came out of the locker
room and scored nine unanswered
points to take a 42-38 lead, its

biggest of the game. But
Kentucky went on a 23-9 run over
the next eight minutes to go ahead
63-53, with 10 minutes to play.

Ed O'Bannon immediately
responded with three of his 17
second-half points, en route to a

game-high 26, on a trey from the

wing. Kentucky's McCarty fol-

lowed with a three-pointer of his

own, but O'Bannon answered that

with a running floater in the lane.

Three minutes later O'Bannon
cut the deficit to five points, 72-

67, swooping down from behind
the backboard to spin one off the

glass and in, h la Dr. J.

"That's just Ed," teammate

See BASKETBALL, page 30
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thfi fAOnif Announcing the first multimedia
guide to UC

The gofll of Bruin Interactive is to create an interactive CD-ROM that

provides UCLA students with insight about the UCLA experience, and

powerful relevant information about UCLA resources through a user-

friendly interface that speaks to our generation.

The following positions are available on the Project Team:

Section Editors for the Sports, Academics, Campus Tour,

Administration/Student Services, and Campus Life sections

Resource Editors to find and create Video, Photogmphy, Music, and

Text

Graphic Designers who know Photoshop, Macromedia Director, or

Illustrator

Programmers to integrate elements into a cohesive final product

Legal Affairs Director to work on copyright and licensing issues

LA...

If you are interested in any of

these positions, or just want more

information on the pro|ect, coll

(82)57040 and ask for

James McCurdy

mERAaiVE designing
UCLA's
tomorrow.
Join us
today.

4-

There'is Still Time!
To Join The Princeton Review
for the January 21, 1 995 GMAT

Our courses for the January 21 , 1 995 GMAT
began on Saturday, December 3.

But it is still possible to make up the first two classes

by enrolling in our Late Start program.

You would then join the regular course starting with Lecture #2.

The Late Start Schedule

Thursday, December 8 Lecture #1

Saturday, December 1 Workshop #1

6:00pm to 1 0:00pm

10:00am to 1:00pm

(You would thenjoin the regular course schedule beginning

with Lecture #2 on December 1 1)

Call now to prepare for your GMAT!

THE
PRINCETON
REVIEW
we score more

(800) 2-REVIEW

(3 1 0) 474-0909
The Princeton Review is not affiliated with either Princeton University or ETS. (Thank goodness!)
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^ Copeland^s
Sports"

I I

MON - TUES DEC 5-6
WITH COUPON

OFF ANY ITEM
PRICED $1 5-$30

OFF ANY ITEM
PRICED $31 -$100

OFF ANY ITEM
PRICED OVER $1 00

\

'

IMCLUDESi

IN LIME SKATES
GOLF

SKI & & TENNIS
ATHLETIC EQUIPIWIENT

cyve ^//>

OFF AMY ITEIM PRICED $19- 930
ValMHaru 12/a/»4 ottty. LImW onm ea<a«>on p»r ttmf.

ovv?

OFF JUWir ITEIM PRICED «1 B - S30

ov x̂? ^//»

VmHd tttnt MmfA oMty. LI«wW

ov-^
v? t//>

OFF jumr PRICED 031 - SIOO
Limit ons cpiipMH <

cyHf C!C/A

OFF AMY lieiM V*fllCEO OVER ^ I OO
B^ ^^ ^^ ^^ V»W^ Wir« 12^»/»< mt*t. UmW «»» »«Mfan p«c W—» ^^ ^

gV' C!t/A

OFF JUmr ITEPfl PRICED OVER OlOO
V«IM llhnt 1 »/•/»« s«ly. Limit wM eoMpaw pw !»

QtfiiUttoi t •!«•• Hiiillid In ctoch on haml. Admrtiaad i»«rchsndl«« may ba will«hl> at «•!• pHc«« bi

ting «!• aiKiita . flagular, oHgimil mn^ currant pricat ara < '

'

ItawamaHad bi aalaa. Cottpon ditcownt aipira* at cloaa
ptowlng lala aiiaiHa . Hayular, original and currant pricat ara aWaibig pricaa anly ati^ may or may net"

' ~ ol btMiMaa 12/7/44. No

1 001 WESTIAIOOD BLVD
UVESTWOOD

HOURS: MON-FRI 10-9. SAT 10-8. SUN 11-6

LEABIM TO...
• Work ill an Agency FT/PT

• Work from your home
• Open your own Agency

• Hands-on Airline Computers

Enjoy Travel Benefits!

1 C800] 452-2644
CALIC TRAVEL SCHOOLS
Throughout California
CA State A|)(jrovt.-d • Ren 1 1 02201

^^
ARE YOUR TEETH

SPPX'IAL: $50-
Examination 6 X-Rays & Teeth

Cleaning Expires 6 30 95

COSMETICAND
GENERAL DENTISTRY

•TOOTH BONDING, BLEACHING
•Nitrous Oxide (Laughing Gas)

•Hypnosis • Electronic Anesthesia

•Open Late Hours, Free Parking/Validated Paridng

•Checks, Credit Cards and Insurance Forms Welcome
•17 Years in Private Practice in Westwood

Larry Friedman, D.D.S. (UCLA Graduate)
1762 Westwood Blvd. #460 (between Wilshire & Santo Monica BI.)

For Appointment Call: (310)474-3765

DESIGN HAIRCUTS

,V.\^-

with

COLOR S20

HIGHLIGHTS $29.$49

COLOR CORRECTION $35-S45

1078GAYLEY WESTWOOD

208-4447

~ C shampoo &
—^ blowdty

HAIRCUT
ilonrj h.nr ^ fl<u fop'-

slirjhtlv highnri

FRENCH PERM $15-$25

ZOTOSPERM $35-S45

SUPER PERM S66

Next to Penny Lane

SHOREUNE
SCOOTERS
PARTS & REPAIR anew way togo!

INDEPENDENT SCOOTER & MOTORCYCLE REPAIR
OUAUTY SERVICE • CUSTTOMER SATISFACTION GUARANTEED

SAME DAY SERVICE •

FREE PICK UP ft FREE DEUVERT

(310) 874-6746

Free Estimates

HONDA & YAMAHA
Spedallst

Elody Work, Brakes,
Engine Rebuikl. Tune-ups. Tires

§^ ^ MON - SAT
SUN By
AppolntTnent

J.R. Henderson

UCLA

UCLA Sports Into

From page 36

on the game.
*To be honest with you, I don't

know what was going on in the

first half," O'Bannon said. "Free

throws are a whole different

game - there's not much skill

involved. It's all mental, and we
kind of messed up on that part.

"Thank god for J.R., though,

he came through for us at the

end."

In fact, Henderson came
through for UCLA all game long.

In his 22 minutes of action, the 6-

foot-9-inch guard/forward scored

10 points and grabbed four
rebounds while helping guards
Tyus Edney and Cameron Dollar

to break Kentucky's tenacious
full-court press.

And, Henderson was success-

ful on all of his eight free throw

attempts.

"In the first half, it was

just a lack of

concentration.'

George Zldek

Center

»»

"When J.R. puts arch on his

foul shot, he's a very, very fine

shooter," Harrick said. "He's a

very, very fine player."

A fine young player, it should

be added, that doesn't choke
when the game is on the line.

Remember, this was a game
against the third-ranked team in

the nation, in front of a sold-out

crowd of 18,307 and an interna-

tional television audience.

Nevertheless, after he was
fouled by Waller McCarty,
Henderson approached the foul

line with a cool confidence and
methodically sank the first of his

two shots.

"All you can ask for is to be in

a situation like that," Harrick
said. "If you miss them, you're
the goat. But if you make them,
you're a hero."

Henderson was twice the hero,

first when he tied the game, and
then when he won the game. He
did have a little more time to con-
sider what was at stake when
Kentucky coach Rick Pitino
called a time out following the

first foul shot, but to Henderson,
the game was already decided.

"I'm not the one to get real

nervous," Henderson said. "As
soon as the first one was over,

that was the big hump. I was on
the bench (during the time out)

and I thought the second one was
in. In my mind, I had already
made it."

Said O'Bannon: "I think what
J.R. did is huge. For a freshman
to step up in only his second real

game and hit the game-winning
fre€ throws, that's a tough situa-

tion. We're happy that it hap-
pened, now we can move on, and
all of them are going to get better

after this game."

#
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. SOCCER
From page 36

who has become a bit of a miracle
worker lately - gave the Bruins
the go-ahead goal on an assist by
UCLA right winger Joe Christie.

"It was the same thing," said
Vanney, who gave the Bruins their

game-winner at SMU. "It was a
free kick, and I was making a
near-post run and it came right
towards me. I was sitting right in

front of the goal."

The Bruins held on for the last

two minutes to win, 3-2, and earn
the right for a rematch against
Indiana this Friday in th? Final
Four,

UCLA, however, will be with-
out starting goalie Chris Snitko,
who was ejected in the 62nd
minute after committing a hand-
ball outside of the goal box.
UCLA defender Frankie Ijejduk
will also miss the next game after

illegally interfering with the ball

inside his goal box in the 72nd
minute.

Hejduk's ejection also resulted
in a penalty kick for the Cougars,
which Charleston forward Chad
Carithers easily netted to tie the
game at 1-1.

It was just three minutes later.

Greg Vanney
UCLA sports Info

in the 75th minute, that the
Cougars scored their go-ahead
goal and had seemingly ruined
UCLA's chances of winning.

UCLA midfielder Caleb Meyer
had given the Bruins their first

goal of the match, a tap past the

Cougar goalie on a cross by
UCLAforwaixl Robbie LaBelle.

Needless to say, the game was
extremely disappointing for the

Cougars - a 'Cinderella' team that

had orchestrated two huge upsets
to get this far in the tournament.

"I have tremendous respect for

what they did." Charleston head
coach Ralph Lundy said of his

team. "They have had a great
year, but we all feel that UCLA
had a tremendous effort today.
We're disappointed like we didn't

put that one away."

The respect was mutual for
UCLA head coach Sigi Schmid,
who earned his 249th win with
Sunday's victory.

"Charleston's a very difficult

opponei«," Schmid said.
"They've got a couple of out-
standing players and they're well

coached. Every time you get some
momentum and you get to their

end of the field and lose the ball,

they're quick to counter-attack
and put you on your heels a bit."

The win marked the Bruins'
third consecutive come-from-
behind victory.

•••

In other NCAA tournament
games this weekend, Rutgers
defeated Brown and will face
Virginia, which had defeated
James Madision.

. golf places third

at 'Rebel Classic'
By Chris Isidro

The UCLA men's golf team
exacted a little revenge at the

Spanish Trail Country Club last

Wednesday, firing the final day's

low round at the UNLV Rebel
Classic to finish third overall.

UCLA was coming off the heels

of a disastrous second day where
three of five Bruins failed to

break 80 and the team registered

a 309, 18 strokes worse than the

first round. Wednesday, the
Bruins responded with their best

final 18 of the season. UCLA
shot 287, picking up 15 strokes

on first place UNLV, to finish

with a three-day total of 887 at

the 7, 107-yard par-72 course.

"We shot one of the worst
rounds all season (that second
day) and right afterwards we had
a team meeting and had a good
long talk about it," head coach
Dave Atchison said. "The next

day we came out, shot the low
round of the day and fell real

good coming in."

Kevin Rhodes continued his

solid play, crafting two sub-par

rounds en route to a 1-under-par

215, placing second in the tour-

nament.

"(Rhodes) is not a real big guy
so his strength is being very
accurate and having a good head
on his shoulders." Atchison said.

"But he proved lo me and to

himself that he can compete with
those guys who can hit farther

than him because he beat them
on a long course (at the Rebel
Classic)."

The Bruins, who will not see

action until February at the Ping

Arizona Intercollegiate, took
third place in three of four tour-

naments they entered.

"We made some noise and
showed people we can play," he
said. "I've always said this team
has the most talent and potential

since I've been here, maybe they

are going to really start living up
to it."

The Viewpoint editors are
waiting for your submis^ons.

Daily Bruin

GO AHEAD - WET YOUR PANTS!!
Call Now For the Joke of the Day and Today's Guest Giggle!

1-900-737-JOKE:
$1.99/1 St min., .99/ea. add'l mln 18 yrs & up

Average Call: 4 Minutes

Doni forget to leave us your joke too •

You could be tomorrow's guest giggle!

Captain Fatty & The Jokers - P.O. Box 725. Mercer Island. WA 98040

Get The StRaiGHj Story On Braces.
What's the cost / What's the best procedure i What's the right age?

Call For Free Consultation:

(310) 826 - 7494
Specializing in Braces for Adults & Children

lltvisibU • RtmovabU • Traditional • Europeam Surgical OrtMoJoMicj • Cosrrutic PortMlain

BRENTWOOD Orthodontic Center
Dr. Nader Dayanl, Certified Specialist

1164S Wilshire Blvd.. Suite 802 18124Culver Drive, Suite A
3-E3-EZ1 Brentwood (310) 826 - 7494 Irvine (714) 552 - 5890 C3-E3-E

Onfy $1,499. 0rabout$29.amontb.'

<*w

5788/320, 14" Sony Thnitron Display,

AppleDesign Keyboardand mouse.

Special HoUday
pricing thru

12/31/94

Onfy $3617 '> ^hou/ $70. a month. '

PdwerMadntosir

SlOmO 8/500, Appl^f Multiple Scan 17 Display,

AppkDesigrf Keyboardtmdmouse.

Before you need to make a

single payment, ski season wil

m^mmsi%m^mSXmWu
will have seen his shadow anc.

BUY AN APPLE MACINTOSH NOW. PAY FOR IT LATER.'

Wre not just making it easier for you to buy a Macintosh,* we're making it easier

for you to buy something else you really need -time. Because for a limited

time, with the Apple Computer Loan and 90-Day Deferred Payment Plan, you can

own a Macintosh personal computer, printer, CD-ROM drive or other periph-

erals without making a single payment for 90 days: Combine that with no hassles,

no complicated forms and already great student pricing, and the easy-to-use

Macinto^ is now incredibly easy to buy The Apple Computer Loan and 90-Day

Deferred Payment Plan. The solution that gives you the

power every student needs. The power to be your best*

r Loan ana yu-uay

Apple#t

ASUCLA

COMPUTER
•

STORE

Ktri (iiriTfi trill ir tiiiii

V4hmlAfpkCom/mterlMHqfirmflml

Reatrictiona «nd Payment Poiiciea— Macintoith computfrK are available only to UCLA
students, selected Extension students, faculty, staff, and departments. Extension students
should inquire at the Computer Store regarding eligibility. One Macintosh desktop
computer and one Macintosh laptop computer can be purchased each school year by an
eligible person. Personal checks arc accvptcd up to S500. Visa, Mastercard and Discover
are also accepted.

Hurry in today and shop before the holidays!

^SS^T^^^^^lJ^^^^S^^IL^'^ >^ l^i'Ki-^tombtt.aHlolidkm amountutimII uM mul6 m a mcmAh'ptn'menl obla«tkm of

ra Ompukr syslmpncK. loan ammnts amisales kutsm^yuiry.Sujm^MAortmlj^auifmRe^
f—r tr f- f Tfitilinii^VfTrminmadmm offmm \im may take oulmortdm (mt lorn, butlb,»M(/dMotmammtmmimmaHnmay. A SSXhJTorttMlonkiwSb^^

'^fJ'0giiilV^[^\^
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Volleyball wrecks Yellow Jackets in Pauley
Bruins roll over

Georgia Tech, and

head to Regionals

By Eric Branch
Daily Bruin Senior Staff

On paper, Saturday night's

women's volleyball match featur-

ing No. 3 UCLA and unranked
Georgia Tech looked like a mis-

match. In reality, it might have been

.worse than that.

The Bruins (29-3 overall) took

their first step towards the Final

Four in Austin, Texas, and a possi-

ble national championship with a

NCAA second-round 15-7, 15-9,

15-8 spanking of the Yellow
Jackets (26-9) in Pauley Pavilion.

After UCLAouthit (.356 to .152)

and outblocked (eight block solos

to zero) Geoi^ia Tech for one hour

and 20 minutes, the Yellow Jackets

left Westwood resembling the

Rambling Wrecked.

Despite the disparity in numbers,

Tech, playing in its first-ever

NCAA tournament, jumped out to

an early 7-6 first-game advantage, a

lead Yellow Jacket head coach
Shelton Collier attributed to

UCLA's lack of emotion.

"They probably come out that

way against most unranked oppo-

nents," Collier said. "I think they

realized they weren't playing
Stanford or Arizona. I'm sure they

weren't as emotional or inspired as

they could have been, but they

picked it up."

The Bruins did pick it up to take

the initial frame behind tough serv-

ing and four kills by sophomore
middle blocker Kim Krull. The
Bruins began a pattern by starting

out slowly in the second game,
staking the Jackets to a 6-4 advan-

tage. UCLA head coach Andy
Banachowski saw a lack of game

"We hadn*t been forced

to be sharp for quite a

while."

Andy Banachowski

UCLA W. Volleyball Head Coach

action for a team which had not

played since Nov. 22 as being a fac-

tor.

'The layoff may have been a lit-

tle too long," Banachowskisaid.
"We hadn't been forced to be sharp

for quite a while. But I was pleased

with the way the team responded."

The second-game response was
keyed by senior outside hitter

Annett Buckner and freshman out-

side hitter Kara Milling, who each

registered five kills in the frame.

Milling finished with a match-high

12 kills while Buckner, a Player of

the Year candidate, lived up to her

billing, recording 11 kills, eight

digs, 2.5 blocks and two aces.

Senior middle blocker Alyson
Randick also contributed 2.5 of

her match-high 3.5 blocks in the

second game.

That night, the Bruins displayed

a balanced attack as junior outside

hitter Jenny Johnson hammered 1

1

kills while Krull's 10 kills were
complemented by a match-high

.563 attack percentage.

"We served very well and (set-

ter) Kelly (Flannigan) set really

well," Buckner said. "If we keep

mixing it up it will help us a lot as

we go through the tournament."

Ahead 9-5 in the final game, the

Bruins reeled off four consecutive

points behind Randick's serve to

reach 13-5. After a brief Tech flur-

ry, two Yellow Jacket blasts went
wide, sealing the victory and run-

ning the Bruin's record to an
amazing 49-1 in Pauley Pavilion

over the past seven years.

"I knew about their record in

Pauley," Collier said smiling. "But

I decided to keep it to myself. I

didn't think the team would bene-

fit from knowing they (UCLA)
have lost once here in seven
years."

• • •

The Bruins will be evicted from

the cozy confines of Pauley
Pavilion for the upcoming
Regionals in Gainesville, Fla.

UCLA will next face No. 21 Duke
(24-5) in the quarterfinals, after the

Blue Devils hammered Georgia
15-11, 15-3,15-4.

JEFF FU/DaVy Bruin

Senior outside hitter Annett Buckner made 11 kills In the Bruins'

15-7, 15-9, 15-8 NCAA second-round victory over Georgia Tech.

Reach Out and Touch the Campus

^^^^^ffff^^^mmmm^^^^^^^^^^^mmm;^.^ '
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Internal 206-7562

Daily Bruin
Advertise

^ Give the Gift of Knowledge ^
T^ Astrological Readings for Direction in 1995. ^
^^ Convenient, on campus. a/^ UCLA rates $20 1/2 hour, $30 fiiU hour ^
^ (818) 907-5715 for appt. ^

'\ HATE HIDDEN COSTS!"
- DR. ROSS J. SOMERS, OPTOMETRIST, (UCLA Alumni)

"That** why all of my contacf
lens packages are complete.
You won't be surprised by
unexpected fees when you
allow us to CARE for you"

CONTACT LENSES
(Includes)

• Complete eye exam
• Care kit

• Computerized contact lens fitting

• 6 months follow-up care

• Service agreement (like insurance)

Vision plans & Medi-cal welcome/Appointments mode 24 hours o day!

COMPUnfE CARE » 319-9999
1 53 1 Wibhire Blvd. Santa Monica

(corner of 16tti Street, next to Crown Books)

llij^ lUMi (UMI lUMiii li&MiillMl(U^ll!^li!^(l^l^

QiSiil DRIVING fi TRAFFIC SCHOOL lUiil

^ M ^ lini A /v Al I Rt-j iHpnf nicrni inf
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DRIVING & TRAFFIC SCHOOL
A^ P UCLA & ALL Student Discount

3J IJ
Traffic School on Weekdays & Saturdays ^^

Huuil
^ '093 Broxton Ave. #218 (310) 208-3333 |C*|

'»^ In Westwood Villaq^above the Wherehouse "^

li^ Hy^ Ijy^ HyyU (lyyil (U^ liy^ q^ \^ \^ (1^ Uy^

NEARSIGHTED?
LcMrn how to reduce or eliminate nearsightedness ,\m\ aslioniatisin without

surj'.ery - GUARANTEtD!
A lU'vvK <l<'v<'lo|)<'(l rit'id i;.iv pc.iriniMhIc U'lis is n<)v\ .u.iil.ihli- tli.it « .in r«>sh,i|)<» \mir

(oriU'.i, thi'rrhv ri'diu irii; i»r (>liniit).itini; lu'.irsi^hti'dni'ss .ind .istii^nvitism. \\r i;inr.inti'c to

iniproM' your mMrsioht<'(liiess «>r voii p.iv ncithini; tor tlu' loiit.ut li'nsos

For a FREE tonsult.ition, < .ill (HO) 20H- 501 I

•Mambar of Lot AngalM
County. CaMfornIa A
Amartcan Optomatrlc
Auoclatlona
•Graduatad UCLA 1087
•Qraduatad So. Gal. Collaga

of Optometry 1071 with

Honors
•Spadallzlng In corrtact

•Ltfa Marnbar. UCLA ^^JON D. VOGEL
Aiumnt AaadclaUon OPTOMETfUST

iJon P, Voqei, 0,D.
[ a p)rofBSSJcDnal corporatJar-i
• 1 082 Glendon Avenue • LA Calif.

call Uxtaj fnr jnur nppmntmm!

= :^€M^.:ft<» I I

MID-WINTER SPECIALS

rifXIUI \K SOI I (()\FA( IS

Sl(»«> DAILY VM AK iK L\ UNDID Uf \K

OFFICE HOURS: 11:10-7:

T.W.F: 0-5; ThrlWJ; SAT: 10-4

SEHABLAESPAfkX.

f \ AM \ ! M ! ! \ss|s

s<ii; IS( II Dis IM \^ll( If \s|s\
IKA\US EROM SIM( lAI s| I f ( DOS

-4 Jl).( VI.

because eyes are also a

terrible thing to waste***

• Large selection of Fashion Eyewear

• Complete Eye Exam • Most Insurance Plans Accepted

Contact Lenses: disposable, color daily wear, and extended wear

Westwood Optometric Center

91 8 Westwood Boulevard
Westwood & LeConte

(310)208-3913

'"f

Mondaythru Friday 10-5:30

Saturday 10-5:00

1 Hour Free Parking

r •»

'^
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Swimming first at
Speedo Cup invite
By Ross Bersot

The Speedo Cup sounds more
like athletic equipment than a
high-caliber swim meet, but
UCLA swimming ix)se atwve the

event's title to conquer more than

40 other teams at Belmont Plaza

in Long Beach. Obvious domina-
tion in the pool by UCLA was
made blatant by the final score -
the Bruins totalled 684 points
while second-place Arizona State

only managed 374.

Every healthy Bruin got to

swim at least one preliminary
heat during the three-day event,

and most made the best of the

opportunity by racing to a final.

"A lot of people got to swim
two times by swimming in the

prelims and making it to the
finals," UCLA head coach Cyndi
Gallagher said. "It went better

than expected.

"We're still experimenting
with the relays, but three out of
five made NCAA consideration

cuts. Trying to get five out of five

was a goal, but three out of five is

still pretty good. My short relays

didn't get (consideration qualifi-

cation) just because those are a

little tougher to make."

Freshman Cindy Bertelink
ca(^)ed a spectacular meet with a
victory in the 1650-yard freestyle

on Saturday night. Her time of
16:44.53 was almost nine sec-

onds faster than that of her clos-

est opponent.

"Cindy Bertelink swam

incredible in the 1 650 free (on

Saturday night)," Gallagher said.

"She didn't make NCAA stan-

dard, but that time will probably

get her into the NCAA meet"
The first race Annette Salmeen

hasn't won since Nov. 5 was the

50 free, an unusual length for her

since she is a distance swimmer
Another race she infrequently

swims but entered on Friday was
the 100 fly. She had not done it

since the beginning of the season,

but squeaked out a victory with a

56.04 finish.

"(Salmeen) was pretty sick the

whole time," said Gallagher "We
swam her in different events
because she is so versatile. She
swam in events she never gets a

chance to swim because she is

always swimming in her best

events."

Lindsay Etler continued to

lead the Bruin breastsUDkers with

a win in the 1(X) breaststroke in

1 :03.63 on Friday, and a second
in the 200 breaststroke in 2: 1 8.89

on Saturday. Megan Oesting con-

tinued dropping time in the 100
free with a 50.65 that earned her

second place and beat out team-

mate Natalie Norberg for a first

in the 200 free with a 1:50.91.

"I feel really confident," said

Gallagher. "The individual
swims were very strong for

everybody. Everyone has got to

be on for the relays to be good.
Everyone has to count on every-

one else which is the kind of
team we are."

MICHT LOSE YOUR HEAD

MAIR SALOM
•6'* YEARS IN WESTAA/OOD VILLAGE

SPECIALTIES FOR MEN & WOMEN STARTING AT $10.00

THEpMLY BARBER SHOP IN WESTWOOD VILLAGE
106UAYLFY AVENUE CALL FOR AN APPT
WfSTV/OOD VILLAGE 208-6559
M^yrrn RnrAD^Tk'KS fiAM TO lATF NIC^HT';

WHY WAIT?
Open Sam to Spin
• Prompt, caring service

• Primary Care
• Women's center

• No Appointment Necessary

An Immediate Care Cemer

Medipace Medical Group
1990 Westwood Blvd.
Los Angeles, Ca 90025
tt.l.QJ..470-8880

Most Insurance and
credit cards accepted.

Bricics bury w. hoops in idaiio
Bruins shoot 28

percent, miss all

three-point shots

By Hye Kwon

Despite playing against a Boise
State team that is hobbled by
injuries, the UCLA women's bas-

ketball team was pounded by the

Broncos, 61-45, in Boise. Idaho
Saturday night.

The Bruins (1-2 overall), shot an
abysmal 28 percent from the floor

(18 for 64) which included an
embarrassing for 13 from outside

the three-point arc.

Forward Kisa Hughes again led

the Bruins in scoring with 1 1 points.

She also pulled down a career-high

20 rebounds, which placed her
name on an exclusive list of Bruins

who have had more than 20
rebounds in a single game. Only
Denise Curry, Natalie Williams and
Ann Meyers, all of whom enjoyed
stellar collegiate careers at

Westwood, had more rebounds in a

single game.

Coming into the game, there were
serious questions about the strength

of Boise State. Having lost their best

player, Tricia Bader, last week to a
knee injury, the Broncos (2-2 over-

all) were looking for someone else

to carry the offensive burden. BSU
head coach June Daugherty seemed
to have found that player, as the

night turned out to be Michelle
Schultz's one-woman show.

The 5-foot, 9-inch junior guard
put on a clinic as she scored 25
points while shooting 12-24 from
the floor She also did a solid job,

JEFF FU/Dajly Bruin

Forward Kisa IHughes led the women's basketball team with 11
points and a career-high 20 rebounds in Saturday's 6145 loss.

along with her teammate Deidre
Pierson. defending the Bruin start-

ing backcourt of Ricarda Kuypers
and Nikki Hilbert. They forced the

Bruin tandem to commit 11

turnovers while allowing just 1

1

points. But more astonishing than

those stats is that the UCLA guards

connected on just five of 27 shots

(18 percent).

Also making a solid contribution

to the Broncos cause was freshman

forward Kim Brydges. She equaled

her season average with 13 points,

as well as having a team-high 1

1

rebounds.

For UCLA, freshman Aisha
Veasley did a good job coming off

the bench. She shot 2 of 4 from the

floor and had a steal in 14 minutes
of work. UCLA forward Laura
Collins was neariy non-existent in

her four minutes of action, con-
tributing one foul and one turnover

Your

Village

Grocer

DELUXE SALAD BAR

Regularly $3.49 /lb.

Always a good value. Now it's a great value!

OVER 50 ITEMS AVAILABLE
Featuring: Caplan's Low Calorie Ranch Dressing •

Fresh Cut Vegetables • Seasonal Fresh Fruit •

Tuna • Our Famous Croutons • Won-Ton Strips •

Additional Savings Available with Coupon Below

I $1.50 OFF Deluxe SaTad Ban
I

Average salad purchase Is approximately $2.99 (1 pound) I

NA/Jth coupon: $2.99 - $1.50 = YOU PAY ONLY $1.-49! '

I Coupon offer good through December 9, 199-4 I

One coupon per person. One salad per coupon.
I

l_SALAD BAR OPEN MON-FRI 10:30am - 8:30 pm |nlu#6i
^^ lo-iimi m^ ^^m ^HII W ^^ ^ M^B BMi WiB MMi M^B

I

Store Open 'til Midnight It 1057 Gayley Avenue
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Bruins' win over Kentuclcy is a Ciassic
Henderson's free throw with 0.6 seconds remaining gives

No. 5 UCLA an 82-81 victory in John R. Wooden Classic

By Randy Satterburg
Daily Bruin Staff

John Wooden once spent some time thinking of
all the qualities that determine a winner and incor-

porated them into what has become known as The
Pyramid of Success. At the top of Wooden's famous
list are the words "competitive greatness" with the,

following definition: "Be at your best when your
best is needed. Enjoyment of a difficult challenge."

Saturday afternoon at the inaugural John R.
Wooden Classic honoring the event's namesake, a
1 8-year old freshman personified the very notion of
competitive greatness when the Bruins' J.R.
Henderson converted a pair of free-throws with just

six-tenths of a second left in the game to propel
UCLA to an 82-81 victory against No. 3 Kentucky.
The Bruins found themselves trailing by one

point after George Zidek dropped in a five-foot
hook shot over the Wildcats' Mark Pope with 18

seconds left, but UCLA still needed a steal or a

turnover to prevent Kentucky from running out the

clock on its next possession.

Three seconds later, Pope had the ball bounce off

his knee out-of-bounds in an errant back-court
exchange, and the Bruins were back in business.

After UCLA called a time-out with 15.5 seconds

i)JUhe_clock, Tyus Edney was instructed to run a

two-man game with teammate Ed O'Bannon to get

either of them a look at the basket.

But Edney was forced to improvise when a trio

of Kentucky defenders tried to trap him along the

left sideline. He eluded the pressure and slashed
down the middle of the key, with precious seconds
remaining, at which point he drew the Wildcats'
Walter McCarty over to challenge his drive before
dishing to a wide-open Henderson along the base-

line.

See BASKETBALL, page 31

Bruins, led by true freshman, rid themselves of first-half

foul shooting problems just in time to save the victory

By Scott Yamaguchi
Daily Bruin Senior Staff

College basketball teams are often said to live

and die by their ability to shoot free throws, so it

seems fitting that the second game of Saturday's
John Wooden Classic, between No. 5 UCLA and
No. 3 Kentucky, was decided - more or less - at

the foul line.

With less than one second remaining, and
Kentucky leading 81-80, UCLA freshman J.R.
Henderson stepped to the line and sank both of his
free throws to seal the Bruins come-from-behind
victory.

That Henderson's final shots won the game was
almost ironic for UCLA, which made only nine of
its 18 free throws in the first half and entered the
locker room with a five point deficit.

"We're a very, very fine foul shooting team,"
UCLA head coach Jim Harrick said. "But in this

kind of game, the atmosphere is too good for the

type of performance you're going to have this

early in the year."

Or early in the game ... through one stretch in

the first half, UCLA missed six of its 10 free throw
attempts. The Wildcats, meanwhile, were eight of
eight.

"In the first half, it was just a lack of concentra-
tion," UCLA center George Zidek said of the
Bruins' inability to make free throws. "It was atro-

cious." •

Zidek, whose career free throw percentage is

over 0.750, was two of five on the day, and one for

four in the first half. Ed O'Bannon was six of 1

1
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Freshman J.R. Henderson scored 10 points in UCLA's win over
See UCLA, page 32 Kentucky, including the game-winning free-throw.

After 3-2 win, m. soccer going to Carolina
UCLA gets past College of Charleston
with last-minute goal, off to Final Four

AUDREY LEE/Daily Bruin

UCLA forward Robbie LaBelle (top) and the men's soccer team
celebrate their 3-2 win over Coilege of Charleston. Sunday.

By Tim Costner
Daily Bruin Senior Staff

Leave it to the UCLA men's
soccer team to bring close calls to

a whole new level.

For the second consecutive
week, the Bruins squeaked out a
victory in the

last ten min-
utes of the

game, this time

topping the

College of
Charleston on
Sunday, 3-2.

on the North
Soccer Field.

It was just

over a week
ago against
Southern Methodist that UCLA
had pieced together a three-goal

flurry in the last eight minutes to

surge ahead of the Mustangs, 4-2,

and earn the right to host
Charleston in the NCAA quarter-

fmals.

But the win over SMU was
nothing compared to UCLA's vic-

tory over Charleston, 'which fea-

tured the same scenario with a

slightly different twist - the
Bruins hiad to mount tiieir comg-

back two men down.
Still, UCLA managed to find a

way to prevail, 3-2, and earn a
berth to the Final Four in

Davidson, N.C.

"We we're one game away
from the- Dance," UCLA mid-
fielder Eddie Lewis said of
UCLA's victory. "Even when they
scored their second goal to put
them ahead, we just kept plugging
away and finally we got a chance
to finish them. I didn't once ever
believe that we had a chance to

lose this game."
And so it was in the 81st

minute that UCLA - down, 2-1,
with two players benched with
red cards - somehow found the
equalizer.

UCLA forward Ante Razov set

up a free kick and crossed the ball

to Lewis, who buried a header to

even the score at 2-2.

"Earlier I had a header just like

that, but the keeper saved it,"

Lewis said. "When we got that

free kick, we talked about making
sure that we got that connection,

and Ante gave me a perfect ball."

Then, just eight minutes later,

UCLA midfielder Greg Vanney -

Inside Sports

^^^

%

_SaeM. SOCCER, page 33

The
Sting ...

Kara Milling and the

UCLA women's volleyball

team took on the Yellow
Jackets of Georgia Tech
last Saturday in the second
round of the NCAA
Tourney . The Bruins were
48-1 in Pauley Pavilion

entering the match, and a

win would put them on the

road to the Final Four in

Austin, Texas...T'**^''*^w*^*^«f^f-*'*'

See page 34
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8.50

Exp. 12 19 94

LARGE
:/\ PIZZA w/
ly Free Liter

of Soda

208-8671 I

I

TWO TOPPINGS
TAX INCLUDED

8.50

Exp. 12 iy 94

LARGE/\ PIZZA w/
P^ Free Liter

of Soda
TWO TOPPINGS
TAX INCLUDED

8.50

Exp. 12/19/94

Zi\ PIZZA w/
P^ Free Liter

of Soda
TWO TOPPIIilaS
TAX INCLUDED

Offer good only with this coupon,

one coupon per pizza. *

Limit 3 pizzas per address. I

^CUPANDSAVE••^
208-8671 :

Offer good only with this coupon,

one coupon per pizza. *

Limit 3 pizzas per address. I

p^CUPANDSAVE-
208-8671 .^J^

Offer good only with this coupon, I

one coupon per pizza. *

Limit 3 pizzas per address^ ^
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iM«.iH^->i« student Coupon —-—————-————^———^—^
BEAT THE WINTER COLD! !

That's right, just bring in this coupon anytime this week and get a
simmering 12 oz. Coffee or Hot Chocolate

I

^Village

I

COFKE OR FOOD
10974 Le Conte Ave. at Gayley (next to Shell)

*50 drinks available thai Dec. 11, 1994 with this coupon
1 drink per coupon. 1 coupon per person

I..*...— —1— >-i—i—— —1—i—^———— Student Coupon i—^— i^

-

R E

i HOT CHOCOLATE

Open 24 Hours

Free Parking |

In-Store ATM
UCLA Student 1.0. or Reg. Card required.

1

FASTFREEDELIVERY!

Good Luck on Finals!

I

60 oz. pitcher of beer only $2,99
• Three kinds of crusts at the same
price: thin, hand tossed classic, or
our new Pan Pizza Crust

BRUIN DEAL MEAL
You get 2 slices of pizza & all you
can drink bar, plus your choice of:

A great pizza and a
great deal more

garden salad or

• pizza hreadsticks ^ ^ ^

Dine in. Carry out

1/2 order ofMojos or
idst

Double Speciah
2 medium one
topping pizzas

only $^*^

•Large Pizzq*
Any large pizza up to 3

toppings of your
choice

oniy$Q.a5

Combination

Any medium one

topping pizza, 5

pieces of chicken, or

1/2 lb. of shrimp,

only $11 .2S

C Monday, 0«c«inber 5, 1994 Daily Bruin Coupon Pa^es

1114 Gayley Westwood

SuhHusll-lam Fri&Sat11-2am Sliakey^ S 824-41 1 1 s
Call to reserve Shakey's room up stairs- It's free!

IIVIAGE END OF THE YEAR CLEARANCE SALE!

INTEL 486DX2-66 MHZ PROCESSOR
VESA LOCAL BUS
256K CACHE, ZIF SOCKET. PENTIUM READY

4MB RAM
540MB IDE HARD DRIVE

WINDOWS ACCELERATOR VIDEO BOARD
WITH 1MB RAM
VESA HARD/FLOPPY CONTROLLER
TOWER CASE

1.44 TEAC FLOPPY
14' SVGA NON INTERLACED COLOR MONITOR

101 KEY BOARD
LOGITECH MOUSE

DO HOT
N\ISS IT!

486DX2-80

$1185
Intel 486DX2-66 $1150

IBM 486SLC2-66 MHZ PROCESSOR
VESA LOCAL BUS

4MB RAM
420MB IDE HARD DRIVE

WINDOWS ACCELERATOR VIDEO BOARD
W/ 1MB RAM
VESA HARD/FLOPPY CONTROLLER

TOWER CASE
1.44 TEAC FLOPPY
14' SVGA N.I., EDGE TO EDGE
COLOR MONITOR

101 KEY BOARD, LOGITECH MOUSE

IBM 486 66MHZ

$965

POUICIl PCNTIUM
90IIIHZ

$1995
PENTIUM gOMHZ PROCESSOR
51» CACHE
oMd KAM
540MB lnlAXTOR IDE HARD DRIVE

pa WINDOWS ACCELERATOR VIDEO BOARD
PCI HARD/FLOPPY CONTROLLER
TOWER CASE

1 44 TEAC FLOPPY
15* SVGA N

I . MICROPROCESSOR BASED.

DK3ITAL COWTROL. EDGE TO EDGE COLOR MONITOR

101 KEY BOARD. LOGITECH MOUSE

/

S€ST KN-BASCD PC OF 1993'
IE

AST NOTEBOOK CLEARANCE SALE
SAVE UP TO $1000 QUANTITY LIMITED

486 SUB-NOTEBOOK
MADE BY IBM

St price

'2eOO

lift price

S2S0C

IF vou uimiT
A

MUlTIPUflPOSC
COMPUTCA,

IT'S VOUA BCST
Bcr

PC MAGAZINC
10/93

4MB RAM, 40/80MB HARD DRIVE, BUILT IN FAX MODEM, EXT. VGA & EXT.

KEYBOARD PORT, DOS AND WINDOWS INCLUDED, 1YEAR MANUFACTURE
WARRANTY. FREE CORDLESS PEN MOUSE, i.44 floppy & extra battery $89

AST BRAVO
DUAL SCAN
COLOR

INTEL 486SX33 CPU
200MB HARD DRIVE

4MB RAM
PCMCIA TYPE

$1590

IMAGE
MILIIMEDIA^

AST BRAVO
ACTIVE COLOR

SCREEN

486SX-2S

4MB RAM
170MB HARD DRIVE

PC^MPE

AST
ADVANTAGE
EXPLORER
MONO VGA

INTEL 4863X25 CPU
125MB HARD DRIVE

4MB RAM,
PCMCIA TYPE III

$945

y '

t»i

DOUBLE SPEED

MITSUMI INTERNAL

DOUBLE SPEED CD ROM
250MS AVERAGE SPEED

SOUND BLASTER PRO
COMPATIBLE SOUND CARD

STEREO SPEAKERS,

80- MEGA HITS CD title^W

QUAD SPEED
TEAC INTERNAL

QUAD SPEED CD ROM
195MS AVERAGE SPEED

600KB TRANSFER RATE

PROAUDIO 16 CARD
STEREO SPEAKERS,

80-ME(^HI]J CDTITLE

COMPLETE MULTIMEDIA KIT

CD-ROM STEREO SOUND CARD
STEREO SPEAKERS

$99
WHILE QUANTITY LAST. LIMIT ONE PER CUSTOMER

IMAGE
MICROSYSTEMS

Computer Sales . Service Support.

J l_

ir^r
VISA MASTERCARD DISCOVER AMERICAN EXPRESS, CHECKS ACCEPTED

310-815-1000
1W20WILSHIREBLVD

FAX 310-815-9100

STORE
HOURS

MON.-FRI.

BAM - 6PM
LOBBY FLOOR OF UNISYS BUILDING

BETWEEN WESTWOOD & MIDVALE
TERMS AND COICfTIONS: PWKXANO SP€ClfX>TlC)NSA(« SUBJECT TO (>1ANGE(WT)<)UTN^ THE SPECIALS

MENTIONED IN THIS AD ARE row UMTED TIME ONLY THE P»«C£S LISTED INauOE A CASH DISCOUNT MO RETURNS

AFTER » DAYS RESTOCKING FEE MAY APPLY NOT RESPONSIBLE FOR TYPO GRAPHICAL ERWO««

SPECIAL

COUPON

FOR UCLA

STUDENTS

& FACULTY
EXPIRES '2 30

50 PCACCNT Of^i^ ON
ANV SCRVICC, RCraiR

OR INSTRURTION

SPECIAL

COUPON

FOR UCLA

STUDENTS

& FACULTY
EXPIRES 12»30

race
lOGITCCH
Mouse

%,n
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VIVITAR TRIPOD
3-Way Pan Head
Folds to 21.7"

Extends to 61.8'

Weights 2.6 Poun
Model 930.

Ust S59.95
Regular $39.95

m I U with

AGFA FILM
(90 PICTURES)

SUPER SHARP AGFA XRG-200 FILM.

THREE PAK
2 Rolls- 24 Exposure ^ ^

•H 3 Exposures Ai^ ill
1 Roll - 36 ExposureOIf iFll

Value $20.00
Regular $10.95 9. with

coupon

1025WestwoodBlvd - Just South of UCLA in Wettwood Village
FREE VAUDATED PARKING IN LOTS BEHIND STORE

410-208-5150 PRODEPT 310-208-5161
MON-FRI 9-7 SAT 9:3Ch6 SUN 1 1-4

Camera & Video coupons vaud until 12/16/94- not valid with any other offer

you can advertise in tlie daily bruin 310-825-2161

PACK AND SHIP YOUR HOLIDAY GIFTS HERE!

Worldwide Mailing and Shipping • Packing Service

U.S. Postal Services/ Stamps • Gift Wrapping
• Greeting Cards • Padded Markers

MAIL BOXES ETC
308-5022
'''I'rt^o \ailiclsiiocl li.irkiii;^

T5%0FyUW^^
I

Ground and Air Shipments

Mailboxes Etc. • 914 Westwood Bl. • Westwood

20% OFF MrpnNG/MdviNC

BOXES
(Wardrobe boxes excluded)

Mailboxes Etc. • 914 Westwood Bl. • Westwood ,

I* I y. X R H I A

Simply the Best
%/

at the Loivest Price
1136 WESTWOOD BLVD.

$2.00 OFF $2.00 OFF

3

I ^ l^ffwyv
- .

.
•

• *.•« *^* "^ *

Only wHh this cottpon. One coupon per pcnon

Dclhrtry only.

Offtr oplrtt 12-17-94

Don Antonio's Pizzeria

(310)209-1422

Only wHh this cottpon. One coapon per pcrsoa

Dclhrery only.

Offer cstpiret 12-17-94

Don Antonio's Pizzeria

< f «. • • «
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BACK TO SCHOOL STUDENT AND FACULTY DISCOUNTS
"^ AlTEixmoiyrTOY^^

SUPER-SERVICE
Only 7 miles from northeast corner of campus

TUNE-UP
SPECIAL

INCLUDES:

• Replace spark plugs

• Replace points

(as applicable)

• Replace condenser

(as applicable)

• Set point dwell

• Adjust engine idle

• Set timing

• Road test

• Analysis of all other

tune related needs

$3999^ plus tax

Cars without electronic ignition

sNghtly higher. Platinum plugs

extra. 6 cylinder higher.

Must prtsanl coupon wlien ordti is wntttn.

Toyotas Only Excires 1-10-95.

BRAKE REPAIR

SUPER

SPECIAL

20 % discount

on all brake lining

replacements.

Includes machining

or replacing drums

or rotors and

overhauling wheel

cylinders.

20% OFF
BRAKE LINING

REPLACEMENT

•Plus $20.00 OFF after

mail-ifvrebate.

Mm! pntnl coupon wlwn art* Is wrttlMi

lBW<M0n»f.toHw1-1(K95.

FRONT END

ALIGNMENT OR

WHEEL BALANCE

SPECIAL

INCLUDES:

• Set caster

(when applicable)

• Set camberAoe in

• Center steering wheel

OR

• Balance all four wheels

• Inspect Brakes

• Rotate all tires FREE

$2999^ plus tax

Cars with mag & wire

wheels slightly higher.

Must pmant coupon when ordv Is wnttan.

Toyotas Only Explfss 1-10-95.

15% OFF
on all factory mufflers, shocks

and stmts and receive a

FREE LIFETIME GUARANTEE

Receive a FREE LIFETIME

GUARANTEE on any muffler.

Shock Absorber, Strut or Inserts

purchased from and installed by

Hollywood Toyota's service

department, plus

15% OFF on parts and labor on

this introductory offer.

LIFETIME GUARANTEE

Mums 'Eximst Pipes* Shocks »Slnits

Toyota mufflers, exhaust pipes,

shode, struts and strut cartridges are

guaranteed to the original purchaser

for the life of the vehicle when

installed by an authorized Toyota

dealer. S«e us for details.

15% OFF
REGULAR PRICE

I prMsnl coupon (rtiMi ortfti k •rlllMi

TowtMOnty banns 1-10-95.

AUTOMATIC
TRANSMISSION

SERVICE
SPECIAL

Most extended warranties require this

service from every 15,000 miles or 18

months to keep warranty valid.

INCLUDES:

• Drain fluid

• Remove transfnission pan
• Clean transmission pan &
screen

• Inspect exposed areas of

transmission for wear
• Replace transmission

pan gasket & reinstall pan
• Refill with quality

transmission fluid

• Advise on condition

of transmission

$49^0^ plus tax

and hazardous

waste disposal tee

Must pratanl coupon «lwn ordtr Is wfWw.
ToyotssOnly E»i)WsM0-95.

CLUTCH
ASSEMBLY

REPLACEMENT
SPECIAL

INCLUDES REPLACEMENT OF:

• Clutch pressure plate

• Clutch disc

• Throwout bearing

• Pilot Bearing

(when applicable)

Wg will discount parts

& labor 20% on both

new and

renfianufactured clutch

assenftbly components

off our regular price.

20% OFF
REGULAR PRICE

Muit prMmt coupon whin ofdv is

FUEL INJECTION

SERVICE

Keep your vehicle at peak

performance. Let us

schedule you for a Fuel

Injection Service today.

Can improve performance

and mileage.

INCLUDES:

• Pressure cleaning

of fuel injectors

• Visual inspection of

EFI system

$5995^ plus tax

Must pmant coupon whan ord« Is

Towtw Only biHfss 1-10-95

TIMING

BELT

REPLACEMENT

Factory recommends

replacement every

60,000 miles

INCLUDES:

• Replace timing belt

• Inspect and adjust

drive belts

• Inspect engine crank seal

• Inspect and advise on

condition of idler bearings

$13986
H' '^^^

plus tax

Twin CAM/FWD/V-6
additional when applicable

I prattnt coupon wdan onlsr k wrttun

Towns Only, txaim 1-10-95

The Best Toyota Service in L.A.
<^.,^^4^ ^-.^ -,m,t^ '2yc\44 C?Ci^ '7'>44i/

L...

$179

RECOMMENDED EVERY 3 MONTHS OR 3.750 MILES-WHICHEVER COMES FIRST.

OUR SERVICE EXCELLENCE TEAM WILL

• Change Oil • Adjust Tire Pressure
• Change Oil Filter • Inspect Tire Condition

• Lubricate Chassis • Inspect Front & Rear Brakes

• Inspect belts & hoses

INSPECT AND BRING TO SPECIFICATION THE
FOLLOWING FLUID LEVELS:

• Battery • Transmission
• Differential • Coolant
• Power Steering • Brake/Clutch/Master Cylinder

"SERVICE WHILE YOU WAIT"

trc nanrdous wm*
disposal lee

'Land CrulsefS

additional

Land Cruisers extra

balance & alignment thouM be done periodically, but rt is not pan o< this sarvice.

tn extra Must pfesem coupon wtien onlef is written Toyotas Only Expites 1-10-95

i\m
RECOMMENDED EVERY 6 MONTHS OR 7,500 MILES-WHICHEVER COMES FIRST

OUR SERVICE EXCELLENCE TEAM WILL...

l|D^t^# plustax
•^ and hazardous waste

disposal lee

'Land Cruisers

• Change Oil • Rotate fires

• Change Oil Filter • Lubricate Chassis

• Clean & Adjust Brakes (when applicable)

INSPtCT AM) BRING TO SPtClf ICATION THE FOLLOWIMG FLUID LEVELS

• Battery • Transmission • Power Steering

• Differential •Coolant • Brake/Clutch/Master Cylinder additional

INSPECT AW) ASSESS CONDITION OF THE FaLOWING CRITICAL SAFETY C0MF>0N£MTS Of YOUR VEHICLE

• Exhaust System • Steering System • Shock Absorber System • Belts & Hoses

ADJUST AND/OR VERIFY THE FOLLOWING: • TIres & Tire Pressure
• Emergency Brake

•SERVICE WHILE YOU WAir
Wheel balance t alignment should be done perndicalty. but it is not part o( this service

Land Cruisers extra Must preseni coupon when order is wrmen Toyotas Only Expires 1-10-95.

RECOMMENDED EVERY 12 MONTHS OR 15.000 MILES-WHICHEVER COMES FIRST

OUR SERVICE EXCELLENCE TEAM WILL PERFORM ..

• Change Oil

•Change Oil Filter

• Clean & Adjust Brakes

(when applk^able)

• Replace Air Filter

• Inspect Belts & Hoses
• Replace Spark Plugs'
• Servk^ Battery

• Set Timing

$1199
• Tune Motor
• Rotate Tires

> Lubrk^ate Chassis

> Scope & Adjust Engine
• Inspect Emission Controls

•Adjust Carburetor Idle* non-EFI

•Replace Fuel Filter* non-EFI
• Adjust Carburetor Air/Fuel Mixture*

and hazardous waste

disposal lee

'Land Cruisers

additional

I TO tKOnCATKM THE FOUOWIM aWO LEVat:

• Battery • Transmission • Power Steering

• Differential • Coolant • Brake/Clutch/Master Cylinder

IttKCT AMI USOS COWmOH or THE KN.LOWIIW CRmCAt. SAfETY COMPOHENTt or rOUn IffiMKU

• Exhaust System • Steering System • Shock Absorber System • Belts 4 Hoses

AONJST AMVOR VERIFY THE FOtLOWING:
• Enfiergency Brake • fires & Tire Pressure

e CytmOers EFI. pWinuni ptugi. non-elactranic Ignition and diesel higher. Valve adjustment additional'

FREE LOCAL SHUHLE SERVICE
btlanoa & aHgnment siwuW be done periodically, but n is not part oi this service

• coupon wtien order B written Tiaytitas Only Expires 1-10-95

-iMi^iiiiMiiiiiJiij
RECOMMENDED EVERY 2 YEARS OR 30,000 MILES-WHICHEVER COMES FIRST.

OUR SERVICE EXCELLENCE TEAM WILL PERFORM.

• Change Oil

• Change Oil Filter

• Clean & Adjust Brakes

(wtien applcable)

• Replace Air Filter

• Inspect Belts & Hoses
• Replace Spark Plugs*
• Servk^e Battery
• Set fiming
• Replace Transmisston Flufd

t

standard only)

Replace Differential Fluid

• Pressure test Cooling System

& Assess System Operatton
• Replace Coolant
• Inspect Hoses

Tune Motor

Rotate Tires

Lubricate Chassis

Scope & Adjust Engine

Inspect Emission Controls

Adjust Carburetor Idle* non-EFI

Replace Fuel Fitter' non-EFI

Adjust Carburetor Air/Fuel Mixture

^ I O!/ I»usia>

and haardous waste

dispoultee

'Land Crulsars

additional

Adjust V-drh« Belts

Inspect & Assess Emisskin

Control System Operation

Ctieck & Reset 0)(ygen Sensor*

Road Test & Personally

Advise you of the Results

of this Most Vital Servtee

I TO tfEcmomoH the fouowiih nun levils:

• Transmisston • Poviwr Steering

• Coolani • Brake/Clutch/Master Cylinder

MtncT AMI uscu coinmoHV tme R&UMNM cnmDu. ufcty coimMBnt OF YOUH tnacu

• Exhaust System • Steering System • Shock Absorber System • Belts & Hoses

MUUtTMKVOfl VERIFY THE FOUOWIM:
• Emergency Brake • Tires & Tire Pressure

6 Cytmders. EFI. pleiinum ptugi. non-etectroiric Igmtton and diesel higher Valve adjustment additional'

'When applicaMe

AmWwwMc TrawsnilMlon. Wheel Bearing RweO. and 4ii4 Tmda Addaional' 'When ipplcatite.

FREE LOCAL SHUHLE SERVICE

•Battery

• Differential

Wheel balawe & akgnmM should be done periodKaly. but It Is not pari at ih« service

Must PWenl coupon when order is written Toyotas Qnty Expires 1 -1 0-95

These services in most cases meet or exceed factory

recommendations and may not in total be required to meet

your manufacturer warranty.

Ill TOYOTA
6000 HOLLYWOOD BLVD. 213-467-6161x271

AT GOWER
PARTS HOURS

Mon - Fri: 8 am - 7 pm
Sat: 8 am - 5 pm Sat:

SERVICE HOURS
Mon - Fri: 7 am - 7 pm

7:30 am - 5 pcin (By Appdintmentl

r^K^^
VISA[Mas^P'Ca'Tj.

. '^^r^^^F'.

.

PARTS
SERVICE
"/ love whatyou dofor me"

tft V'.alPv^
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Don 't be embarrassed!
Try our all new

Skinless
Rotisserie

W€"?m.-^.

M'i-Ai.\L =
:

•Quarter Chicken
• One side order

• Jacic's Mountain Bread

• Soft Drink widi refills

Exp. 12/20/94

Only...

$3.99
Whke meal 70C extra

^\VVClwilf>5 r"

>PECLAL=2

Chicken from-the-flames i rSS"
^^ ^w <r -r^ I

• Jack's Mountain Bread

50% Less Fat i

•SoftDrinkwithrefilb

40C extra -
"

Only...

$4.99
I Rlh: LOCAL IX

M 0.208.1456
iii'/4(r\\\'si \\r Wc

1860WESTWOOD
SANTA MONICA
(310)470-7926

1 095 BROXTON
WESTWOOD VILLAGE

(310)824-2255

3015WILSHIRE

(310)453-7874

I

I

I

$3.00 OFF YOUR FAVORITE MUSIC!

This coupon is good for $3.00 OFF any non-

sale priced compact disc or cassette regularly

priced at $10.99 or above. Only one coupon

can be used per visit. Excludes sale and used

product. Coupon cannot be used in

conjunction with any other offer. Not

redeemable for cash.

Offer expires

12/17/94.

I

I

I

redeemable only at 1095

Broxton Westwood Village

and 1 860 Westwood Blvd.

I

I

I

I

I

I

I

I

I

I

I

BURGER SPECIALS

/ Cheese Burger Combo $3.24+ tax

21Mey Burger ^3.69+ tax

3 Teriyaki Burger ^3.99+ tax

4 BBQ Bacon Burger M.75 + tax

SANDWICH SPECIALS

/ Steak Sandwich Combo ^5.25+ tax

2 Pastrami Sandwich ^ 5.25+ tax

J Teriyaki Chicken Sandwich ^5.25+ tax

4llot Dogger Special ^2.79+ tax

BREAKFAST SPECIAL

2 eggs any style, bacon, hash
browns and toast

$

dmm OU'- tax

All of our Burger and Sandwich Specials come with

All You Can Drink and Fries or Fresh Fruit 10922 Kinross Ave., Westwood Village

208-2424
M
There's noplace like Headlines.^

cmtm

^^SJ)I^QA
.1
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DOMINO'S j$5V6'6~off~any

DELIVERS

824-5000

pizza w/2 or

more items
(excluding the Dominator)

exp. 12/18/94

coupon required, not valid with any other offer.

CLOSH TO THE UCLA CAMPUS

Let Us Be Your Your Extra Bedroom For the Holidays;
Corweruently located 1 mile from campus at 1-405 and Santa Monica Boulevard.

We're the perfect choice for your visiting family and friends.

• Free Continental Breakfast

• Exercise Facility

• Courtyard with Jacuzzi

• Touch-tone Phones w/Voice

Mail & Message
• Cable TV w/ In-room Movies
• Underground Parking
• Same-Day Valet

• Non-smoking Rooms Available

WESTWOOD
PACIFICHOTELWESTWOOD

PACinC

FOR RESERVATIONS CALL (310) 478-1400
11250 Santa Monica Boulevard • Los Angeles, CA 90025

GREAT
HOLIDAY RATE

49
WEST LA'S NEWEST HOTEL

*Sub|ect to availability.

some restrictions may apply.

P\us tax. Expires 12/30/94

Birkeniiock
r
I

I

I

I

I

I

I

I

I

I

CANVAS
BAG

Natural gift items, socks, bags & backpacks loo! Gift certificates available. Free gift wrap. ^

with purchase
expires 1/15/95

Longest Ti-qdition in Wostwood
Sandwiches your mother opproves. Homemade

quality w/o the wait. Pro-healrh, pro-energy.

ti«

GIANT SUBMARINES
208-71 711 0968 Le Conre Ave

between Goyley ond Droxron

Footlong Sub,
Potato Chips,

and All

You Can Drink

50 cents OFF
Any Small

Sepi's w/cpn

$1.00 Off
Any Large

Sepi's w/cpn

( NUMEROUNO )

Pizza Pasta
"Ont Drtf

, -V-.'^tiiiffl I

& More
^^^^MMM^———1^—»——^^^^^—^—^ I M lM M ! MP I I II ^ III

_-- 1077 Broxton Avenue
Bwat SuD-Mon IhOOaa-ll-OOpw Fri k S«t Il;0O«»-l;O0ain

Pl»iie: (310) 208-5070 FAXt (310) 208-1 139

FIEEDEUVHY

$5 Off Large
Slaughterhouse

5
INb oiler nay noi be avMkUB tar detvny « Mrne looMant.

Not vriU w«) ary otter ocMMn or dMoum.

Vkid' 12/KMH

NUMmOUNO

^^ f̂^te^J

Large Cheese
Pizza $e.OO/
2 for SlO.OO
CARRY OUT ONLY

IMi Ofcrmay not to
^ -#j<»3v*TrD^r

numehouno

L^rge Pizza for
a Medium
Charge

oflsr rMy ndi IMcwMMb tor d(HwyM ionw locMlorw,

Not wftl wtt) s^ oflw ooupon or (

VWld Thro^ 12/IWM

hOMEllOUNO

(̂ r^S^P^-^^

1 Medium Specialty
Pizza $10.99/
2 for $14.99

Tc^jSiaHx^n''

.^^

Itlli tuty not ba mvalatitn tar dBN»'My1M naM w«ti any o«n> cot^nn or

VMIdThroutft
lyil

„- 'o.'*>^Tj TO.'

•

:.,n*.-

wmmiouNOj

— — ~— — —. ^ .^ — ai^tman^^mmat^

K^,i ^-^j««t-w /;•! -';tiii*'S'

t
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PIZZA vsm
207-5900

at cheese available upon request.

an 18"

Pizza
(it*s huge!)

EASTAND FREE DEUVmY
imS SAim MONICA BLVD.

SUN'THURS 11-12AM
FRI&SAril'2AM

r'
I

I

I

I

I

I

I

I

I

I

I

I

I

I

I

I

L.

^ 15" Large Pizza

,

2 Toppings only $8.99

AddJI.ondniokeitanEx-togelS"

IB" X-LARGE $12.99

All the toppings your heart desires

FREE 6-pack of Coke

15" Large 2 Topping Pizza

plus Garlic Bread and

2 Cokes only $9.99

Add $10(1(1 moke ilonEx-Loige 18'

$1991(H)iece

Chicken Hot Wings

andFries

w/order of pizza

i

FREDDY& LIANA'S

I

$1 HAIRCUT
I

$1 5 DISCOUNT
I OFF ANY $60 CHEMICAL WORK.

I

I

Need coupon for discount

10913 Weybur n Ave. (310) 208-8049
(310) 208-0960

Mon-Fri. 9:00 a.m- 10:00 p.m
Saturday 9:00 a.m - 8:00 p.m
Sunday 10:00a. m- 5:00 p.m.

.^^ HOi/^
<^

<Sl

JmTTi ®

308-8880
1131 Westwood ttlvd.

wmsiamMMB
-^^'- ' • '-'iiirff iiiiiiMiMjniLLiiiln

Combo #2
FIESTA VALIJE

^/S?«tf«f

C0lilbo#3
FIESTA VALUE

I
SoftTaco

I Salad Grande

I
16 oz. drink -JBm

$3.99
;
5 Hard

t Tacos

I

32 oz. drink

We aceept ^TUf ea

3 Beef

Burritos

32 oz. drink

$4.99

Ofk 12/31/94 .-.-,..« i..,.<;iiyiilwi_ ——— ,3:i.i^;mm^..i,
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JewIS omen
Cliabad House at U.C.LA

Cordially invites you to the 33rd annual Jewish Women's Convention
Workshops, Catered luncheon, Concert with world renown Singer Ruti Navon, Judaic Book Fair, and

Guest speakers are only some of of the exciting events to be offered.

SUNDAY DECEMBER 18, 1994
ACKERMAN GRAND BALLROOM

10:00 am -4:00 pm
Regular Price $54 student Discount $10
for more information please call 208-7511

'*"'i ii>-iiPS»*'^

apian prepares more students for stan-

/
dardized graduate admissions tests (like

the GRE, GMAT, iVICAT and LSAT) than any-

one in the business. We help students

focus their studies, overcome their weak-

nesses, and get higher scores. Kaplan stu-

dents get the most complete test prepara-

tion materials available including comput-

er-analyzed practice tests, home-study

rnaterials, a training library and the latest

imteractive technologies.

"^i*^

^^

.}W

get a higher score

1-800-KAP-TEST

KAPLAN
4a

-V^tx

ifc, '^'V' k-

' • . .. .t
• '••,' » ^»
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Biesty's sworn in at new position soldiers
guarding
Biliac

Madeline Biesty

Aims to increase

safety as facilities

commissioner

By Rashmi Nijagal

Undergraduate student council

members, gathered in Kerckhoff
400, eagerly formed a semi-circle

around Madeline Biesty as she took

her oath to become facilities com-
missioner Tuesday night

"I am really excited," Biesty

said, addressing council members
after her swearing-in ceremony. "I

am looking forward to this opportu-

nity to begin work as the facilities

commissioner, and I also look for-

ward to working with all of you."

Biesty replaces former facilities

Commissioner Peter Rudinskas,
who resigned earlier this quarter.

Many expectations have been
placed on Biesty to meet her cam-
paign promises, one of which is to

improve campus safety by extend-

ing CSO and evening van services.

Max Espinoza, a director for

MEChA who had supported oppos-

ing candidate J. Jioni Palmer,
stressed that he hopes Biesty will

fulfill the goals she presented dur-

ing her campaign.

'Too many times student gov-
ernment elections are won on

image rather than concrete plans for

students," Espinoza said.

Undergraduate student council

President Rob Greenhalgh, who

Biesty replaces ... Peter

Rudinskas who resigned

earlier this quarter.

supported Biesty during the cam-
paign, expressed confidence in the

new commissioner.

"I believe that she will be very

successful in addressing issues such

as campus safety, study space and

the other ones important to her," he

said.

To boldly sign ...

George Taltei signs copies of his autobiography at Bookzone.
JEFF FUyDaily Bruin

may go
By Aide Cerlcez

The Associated Press

SARAJEVO, Bosnia-
Herzegovina — Four hundred
poorly equipped and undersup-
plied Bangladeshi peacekeepers
trapped in northwest Bosnia may
be withdrawn by the United
Nations.

The withdrawal plan floated by

U.N. sources yesterday illustrates

the United Nations' inability to

protect or even adequately feed

some of its soldiers, much less

check fighting for the govern-
ment-held town of Velika
Kladusa.

The town, in the far northwest

corner of Bosnia near Bihac,
appears close to falling to a

month-long assault by renegade
Muslims and Serbs.

U.N. sources reported heavy
shelling Tuesday, and the Bosnian

Serb news agency SRNA claimed

today that government troops
were withdrawing, "leaving the

town in flames and rubble."

There was no confirmation of

that. The commander of the

Bosnian army 5th Corps said

Tuesday that his defense lines

were holding.

U.N. officials reported that the

Bihac pocket, including Velika

Kladusa, appeared quiet except

for a Serb attack Tuesday appar-

ently aimed at the water supply for

the town of Bihac. The assault was
unsuccessful, said U.N.
spokesman Lt. Col. Jan-Dirk von

Merveldt.

U.N. sources said there

appeared to be no point in keeping

the Bangladeshi soldiers in Velika

Kladusa. About 1,200 soldiers

See BOSNIA, page 20

Inside News

Santas on
Harleys
A group of Harley

Davidson riders roared up
to the UCLA Med Center-

'

to deliver toys to young
patients for the holidays.

These leather-clad bikers

dispelled their tough-guy

image by playing with chil-

dren on their bikes.

See page 3

Inside A&E

Chutes and
Ladders
Take a study break, gath-

er some friends, and play

our first-ever A&E Holiday

Survival Guide Boardgame,
available in color at no

extra charge.

See page 26

Two Bruins
attend gala
at Capitol

Clinton, Gore speak

about future of the

Democratic Party

By Rasliml Nija^l

Two Bruins flew to the nation's

Capitol to attend a gala Tuesday
night, where they had the opportu-

nity to hear President Clinton and
Vice President Gore speak about

the future of the Democratic
Party. The UCLA students repre-

sented the Bruin Democratic
Leadership Council (DLC) at the

event, which marked the 10th
anniversary of the national DLC
organization.

The national organization was
formed in 1984 by Democratic
leaders, including President
Clinton and Vice President Al

See DEMOCRATS, page 20

UCLA swears in new lawyers

A
UCLA

Graduate
Schools

By Gil Hopenstand
Daily Bruin Senior Staff

For better or worse, California

will have 200 more lawyers by
nightfall.

UCLA's School of Law will

swear in its recent alumni tonight to

both state and

federal bars at

a Schoenberg

Hall ceremo-
ny. Even
though they
have passed
the bar exams,

the graduates

only become
accredited
lawyers once
they have been officially sworn in.

Holding both state and federal

events together is now common,
said UCLA law professor and fac-

ulty sponsor Cruz Reynoso, adding

that having a special law school

ceremony is rare.

"I think it's a very good idea. It's

'a service to the students and also

it's a more personal approach to

conducting a swearing-in ceremo-

ny," he said, contrasting the small

UCLA event to the normal occa-

sion attended by hundreds of
lawyers in Pasadena.

The new lawyers will be sworn
in by judges Audrey Collins from

U.S. district court, central district of

California, Alex Kazinski from the

ninth circuit court of appeals, and

William Masterson from the state

court of appeals, second district.

Masterson, a UCLA undergradu-

ate and law school alumni, said he

was delighted to be asked to attend

the ceremony, only the second pri-

vate ceremony UCLA has held in

as many years.

"I just leapt at the chance. It's a

real thrill for me," he said, adding

that he will speak on the "difficul-

ties of entering practice and the sat-

isfaction that can be derived from
being in practice."

Collins, who graduated in 1977,

will also address the UCLA audi-

ence.

"I will deliver the message that

they are at the beginning of a won-
derful journey in law. The profes-

sfon is so firoad and so rich with

opportunities," she said.

Christina Bold, a 1994 graduate

and ceremony participant, said she

was "thrilled" to find that she had

passed the bar. She also said she is

thankful for the UCLA ceremony.

"It's really nice because on a

social level, you can be there with

all your friends. It will be nice to

cross that threshold with the people

I worked with and people I respect

in the law school," Bold said. "It

would be a more intimate setting

with all my pals there."

The ceremony participants are

part of the 320-person graduating

class of 1 994 who passed the recent

bar exam. Of the 234 Bruins who
took the bar, 2 1 6, or 92 percent,

passed. The percentage is the

UCLA's highest average ever and is

one of the highest in the state this

year. The graduates join this year's

record numbesr of students to pass

the State bar.

School officials said the state

average for recent years has been

about 78 percent passing the bar,

adding that California has one of

the most "stringent" tests in the

nation.

When told of the students' lofiy

success rate. Bold responded,
"They can let everyone in as long

as they let me in." ,

/
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What's Brewin' Tbday
UCLA Extension

Tour - 'The Serpent Descending: Ancient Maya
Astronomy and the Vernal Equinox"
March 18-28

Fee: $3310 including tuition, roundtrip travel,

meals, accommodations and tips

Call 825-7093 for more information

Today

Noon

AlAnon
Weekly meeting

Ackerman 24 1

825-1091

Bible Studies in New & Old Testaments
Bible study

Ackerman 2412
450-9977

Campus Events

Speakers: Cast of "Sisters"

Ackerman Grand Ballroom
825-1958

12:15 p.m.

University Catholic Center

Rosary Group
Ackerman 3516
208-5015

1 p.m.

Christian Science Organization

Meeting

560 Hilgard Ave.

474-4016

4:30 p.m.

Hillel Students Association

Challah Baking

900 Hilgard Ave.

208-3081

5 p.m.

Graduate School of Education & Information
Studies

Pre-Orieniation Open House
Moore 3340 ,-

206-3264 r-

6 p.m.

Korean American Christian Fellowship
Bible study

Haines 2

478-1176 —

7 p.m.

University Buddhist Association

Evening meditation

900 Hilgard Ave.

398-7616

8 p.m.

Center for the Performing Arts

Jazz on Tap
Wadsworth Theater *

Also on Friday and Saturday

Cost: $8. SCA tickets available

825-3253

Friday

3 p.m.

Chinese Christian Fellowship

General meeting

Ackerman 2408
;

(213)481-2201 1

6:30 p.m.

Hillel Students Organization

Schmooze Shabbat

900 Hilgard Ave.

R.S.V.P. to 208-3081
V

IVIonday

12:10 p.m.

University Catholic Center

Weekly mass
Also on Wednesday
Ackerman 3517
208-5015

4 p.m.

Student Fee Advisory Committee
Meeting

Murphy 2121
206-2447

5 p.m.

UES
UES Wmter Internship Orientation

UES Conference Room
825-2326

Midnight

KLA
Blue Plate Special - classic rock from the 60's,

70's and 80's, and jazz of the 20's and 30's

530 AM, 99.9 FM
825-9104

Tuesday

11 a.m. - 1:30 p.m.

Department of Veterans Affairs

Vet's Garden Christmas Sale '94

Call for on-campus location 824-6771

12:15 p.m.

University Catholic Center

Rosary Group
Also on Thursday
Ackerman 3516
208-5015

7 p.m.

Wright Institute Los Angeles
Free stress management support workshop
9911 W. Pico Blvd., Ste. 720
277-2796

Wednesday

8 a.m. - 5:30 p.m.

The Getty Conservation Institute

Photography exhibition- "Picture L.A.:

Landmarks of a New Generation"
Henry P. Rio Bridge Gallery, Los Angeles City
Hall, 200 N. Spring St., third floor

822-2299

11 a.m.

University Buddhist Association

Meeting and meditation

Ackerman 3525
398-7616

Thursday

1 p.m.

Christian Science College Organization
Weekly inspiration/testimony meeting
560 Hilgard Ave.

474-4016

8 p.m.

East West Players

'Twice Told Christmas Tales"

4424 Santa Monica Blvd.

Cost: $15 general, $10 students

(213)660-0366

If your organization would like an event listed

in this section, please drop by the Daily Bruin
front counter in 225 Kerckhoffand fill out a
listing form by 2 p.m. the day before

publication. Listings for Winter Quarter events
will appear begHWiing Jan. 9rPlea.se address
questions to Listings Editor Ayako Hagihara at

206-0904.

Holding the reins of
your iioliday spirits

By Susan Ward

It's the most wonderful time of
the year, so the song goes.
Emotions are running high. Many
people have memories of the holi-

day season, some from childhood,

some from more recent times.

Students can hardly wait to see
family and
friends after

living away
from home for

the first time.

It is true: the

holidays can
bring out the

very best in

us.

But it can
also bring out

the worst. Expectations are run-

ning high, which can lead to disap-

pointments and disillusion.
Christmas can be a special time
when people may go to a lot of
trouble to find the perfect gifts, or

students might be looking forward
to going home, only to find things

different. Some see s alcohol as a

solution - which ends up making
the disappointment worse.

Alcohol can also be a part of the

celebration. Food and alcohol are

used by many cultures as part of
holidays and special events. But
again, overuse can change a great

holiday into a nightmare that cari

taint the holidays for years to

come. Rates of accidents increase.

Judgement is impaired. Unwanted
pregnancy and the incidence of
sexually transmitted diseases
increases.

There are a few guidelines that

can help in regulating the use of

alcohol if a person chooses to

drink. First, eat before drinking. It

will slow the absorption of alcohol

into the blood. Second, alternate

alcoholic beverages with nonalco-

holic beverages, and limit alco-

holic drinks to three on any one
occasion. Also, decide in advance
how much you plan to drink, and
stick to it! In order to do this, you
might want to plan what you are

going to say to an aggressive host

who keeps offering drinks.
Statements like "Not this round!"
or "No more for me, thanks!"
might help.

Plan a ride home from someone
who is not drinking. Some people
make arrangements to spend the

whole night where they arc ringing

... (alcohol) overuse

can change a great holi-

day into a nightmare ...

in the New Year.

Remember also that alcohol is

high in calories. Read the label:

the higher the proof, the higher the

calories. Whenever you can, mix
your own drinks, using less alco-

hol and noncaloric beverages such
as water, fruit-flavored sparkling

water, diet soda or club soda.

Lastly, remember that you don't

have to drink just because it's the

holidays. You can have a lot of fun

enjoying friends, family or just

reaching out to others spreading
holiday cheer.
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Owners appreciate convenience of laptops
Latest PC Card

expands power of

smaller computers

By Tatlana Botton

Good things really do come in

small packages.

Or that's what computer experts

at Comdex, the biggest computer

convention in the world held late

last month in Las Vegas, confirmed

when they said present technology

is ready to make laptop computers

just as powerful as desktop
machines.

The convention attracted 2,000

attendees, including computer
technicians from UCLA and spe-

cialists from around the world.

One of the things almost everyone

agreed upon is that the new
Personal Computer Memory Card

International Association - or PC
Card - is the key behind the laptop

computer's growing power. The
association has developed the stan-

dards for personal computer cards.

The PC Card is a small form-

factor adapter for personal comput-

ers or other electronic devices,

such as speech synthesizers, hard

disks and fax modems.
"Everything is getting smaller

and more powerful. We are talking

about 32 Megabytes of RAM (ran-

dom access memory), in this little

box," said Guido Grimaldi, the

assistant coordinator of the disabil-

ities and computing program in the

university microcomputer support

office.

'There is no reason for anyone
to purchase a desktop computer
anymore. It's a big mistake to buy

a desktop," Grimaldi said.

PC Cards, which used to mea-
sure anywhere from four to 12

inches, are now the size of busi-

WON WOO^aily Brum

'Disco" rides through the hallway on the pediatric floor at the UCLA Medical Plaza with patient Dwayne Freeman. 11.

Harley bikers play Santa Claus
FuUerton bikers donate

toys to young patients

at UCLA Med Center

By Ben Qilmore

An immense man dressed in leather and a

blue bandana scowled quietly while holding

a small stuffed lion.

A child sat on a motorcycle shyly staring

up at the owner of the bike while Credence

Clearwater Revival's "Born on the Bayou"
blasted from a radio.

Such scenes were not uncommon on
Sunday as a group of Harley-Davidson bik-

ers from Fullerton caravaned to the UCLA
Medical Center, where they donated toys for

the fifth straight year to the UCLA Child

Life Program for seriously ill children.

The crew of about 60 bikers arrived at

around 10 a.m. at the dropoff area near

LeCopte and Tiverton Avenues, accompa-
nied by a large truck containing the toys.

Staff from the hospital program had children

patients meet the bikers and play on their

Harleys.

Jim Fortier, known as "Wolfman" to his

Harley comrades, said this was the highlight

of the event. "Getting to see the kids is the

best part," he said.

Joyce Chance, who is a member of the

biker group, organized the toy drive in mem-
ory of her late son Johnny Baker, who
received cancer treatment at the UCLA
Medical Center.

Chance said that she and the other mem-
bers view the toy drive as a family event.

"Harley riders all support each other.

They're like family," she explained. "I called

them up and told them I wanted to do this

and it's gotten bigger every year."

Bringing everything from Chutes and
Ladders to teddy bears, the Fullerton group

also donates toys in Orange County, Fortier

said.

Participants said that events like these

help change the stereotypical image of bikers

as mean and dangerous men with "Mama
Didn't Love Me" tatoos.

"People have to realize that bikers are just

like any other people, they just like to ride

bikes. Even Hells' Angels have toy runs,"

said Pauline Assarian, head of the Fullerton

Ladies of Harley, the female wing of the

chapter.

Others members added that people often

forget bikers have normal lives outside of

biking.

"Biking is our passion, it keeps us young.

Five days a week, we do whatever we do.

We all have jobs. But on the weekends we
bike," Tom Hartmann explained.

This weekend the group gave the kids toys

and much more.

A Harley was even brought up to the med-

ical center for young patients to ride in the

haHways. The action met with approval by

the center's staff. "I thought it was great"

volunteer Sylvia Tejedo said.

ness cards. Their price varies from

$100 to $500, while the cost of
new laptops varies from $3,000 to

$7,000. Grimaldi said.

Despite their increasing pooti-

larity. laptops are pricey - at»ut

two or more times the cost of a

desktop computer.

"We are talking about leading-

edge type equipment, and the price

is still very high. Students will

See COMDEX, page 20

Sunny skies
forecasted
for state's

economy
By Sheening Un

California's economy is finally

coming out of its prolonged reces-

sion, according to the UCLA
Business Forecasting Project,

which will present its research

results Dec. 14.

"California is at a turning

point," said Tom Lieser, associate

director of the project. Indicators

during the past year, namely
decreasing unemployment, have

shown increasing strength in the

state economy.

"We think that 1995 will be a.

pretty good year for California,"

Lieser predicted.

Lieser was quick to point out,

however, that the slate could still

face difficulty in coritinuing its

economic recovery. According to

the project's findings, a slow-

down in the national economy
and rising interest rates could trig-

ger a similar effect in the state's

economy.

The complete findings of the

Business Forecasting Project will

be presented at the 43rd annual

Business Forecasting Conference

on Dec. 14 at the Northwest
Auditorium on campus.

Hundreds of "subscribers,"

who pay an annual fee of $750,

will be the first to hear the pro-

ject's prediction for the future of

the state and national economies.

They include representatives from

the state and county governments,

as well as officials from major
corporations and private individu-

als, Lieser said.

The project provides its clien-

tele with predictions regarding the

direction state and national

economies are headed, Lieser

explained. Its research is based on

analysis of quantitative models
which represent the economies of

California and the nation. Results

are presented quarterly at confer-

ences, he added. .

Subscribers use the project's

findings to help plan their own
finances. Many corporations use

them as a comparison to their own
studies.

See FORECAST, page 22

College binge drinking tougli for sober students

^

Excessive drinking

can incite assault,

property damage

By Brenda C. Coleman
The Associated Press

CHICAGO — Binge drinking

is rampant on almost a third of the

nation's campuses - and where it

^prevails, sober students suffer, a

survey found.

"Students on campuses where

there's a lot of binge drinking are

affected in a number of ways -

including physical assault, sexual

harassment, property damage and

interrupted sleep or study time."

said Henry Wechsler, director of

the Alcohol Studies Program at

U)e Harvard School of PubUo.
Health.

His team surveyed 17,592 stu-

dents on 140 campuses last year.

Findings appear in today's Journal

of the American Medical
Association.

Forty-four percent of students
rf»r>ortf*<l Hinoino <1'' fined as

(Wechsler's) team sur-

veyed 17,592 students

on .., campuses last year. ,.

downing five drinks or beers in a

row for men or four in a row for

women at least once in the two

weeks before the survey.

Nineteen percent of all students

were frequent bingers - having at

least three binges in the period.

The five or four drinks did not

have to be consumed within a spe-

cific time period to qualify as

hinging.

Bingers tend to drink for the

express purpose of getting, dritfik,

Wechsler said.

Jacob Talbott knows the type.

The freshman at Southern Illinois

University in Carbondale said offf-

campus bars that lure students

with discounted pitchers of beer

only make matters worse.

'They've got all those specials

at the bars on weekdays, so that's

when everybody goes," Talbott

said.

"They'll come in (the dorm) at

2 or 3 in the morning, and maybe
I'jn actually tryiqg. tojjeyo Ijp^

eariy that night," he said. "They'll

be running up and down the halls

See DRINKINO, page 22
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Over 300 ii^ured m
anti-gov't strikes
DHAKA, Bangladesh — More than 300
people were injured in clashes as a strike

by opponents of Prime Minister Khaleda
Zia paralyzed major cities Wednesday.

The dawn-to-dusk strike was part of

the campaign to unseat Zia, whom oppo-

nents accuse of corruption, vote fraud and

inefficiency.

In the town of Sirajganj, opposition

activists and Zia*s supporters fought with

guns and bombs, injuring at least 120
people. United News of Bangladesh said.

There were no reports of deaths.

About 5,000 paramilitary troops and
riot police fanned across Dhaka as thou-

sands of opposition activists marched
' through the streets shouting anti-govern-

ment slogans. ~' -

Rebels threaten
end to cease^re
COMITAN, Mexico — Maya-descended
Indian rebels warned that a cease-fire

with government forces is off if a gover-

nor-elect from Mexico's ruling party is

sworn in this week in Chiapas state.

But Mexico's new President Ernesto

Zedillo said the government will not use

force and expressed hope the rebels will

also abstain from using any violence.

Subcomandante Marcos, spokesman of

the Zapatista National Liberation Front,

said his organization will consider the

cease-fire broken if Eduardo Robledo
Rincon becomes governor as scheduled
on Thursday.

Marcos reiterated earlier accusations

that Robledo's election victory Aug. 21

was fraudulent and Amado Avendano
Figueroa was the real winner.

Teddy bear sets
world record price
LONDON— A teddy bear whose owner
was an adviser on the D-day landings

sold for a record $171,600 at auction

Monday.
'Teddy Giri," manufactured by Steiff

of Germany in 1904, was purchased by
Yoshihiro Sekiguchi, who intends to put

it in a toy museum near Tokyo. The bear

was one of about 800 offered at auction

by Christie's.

The bear was owned by the late Col.

Bob Henderson, who took the toy along

during his service as an adviser to Gen.
Bernard Montgomery on the D-Day land-

ings.

Christie's said the value was enhanced

by the rarity of the bear, made just a year

after Steiff introduced the first jointed

plush teddy bear.

Summit agrees on
peacekeeping role
BUDAPEST, Hungary — It was sup-

posed to be a showcase for East-West
harmony in Europe. But the 52-nation

summit instead harked back to old super-

power rivalries and ended in deadlock
over the war in Bosnia.

By its conclusion Tuesday, the two-day

summit called by the Conference on
Security and Cooperation in Europe
notched modest successes, including
agreement on sending peacekeepers to a

former Soviet republic.

But two themes permeated the confer-

ence: the Bosnian crisis and the world's

inability to deal with it, and resurgent ten-

sions between the West and a Russia fear-

ful of being locked out of a leading role

in Europe's future.

Treasury bill rates

at hiift^ast levels
WASHINGTON — Interest rates on
short-term Treasury securities rose in

Monday's auction to the highest level in

nearly four years.

The Treasury Department sold $13.6
billion in three-month bills at an average

discount rate of 5.83 percent, up from
5.44 percent last week. Another $13.6
billion was sold in six-month bills at an
average discount rate of 6.33 percent, up
from 5.86 percent.

The three-month rate was the highest

since they sold for 5.86 percent on March
25, 1991. The six-month bill rate was the

highest since Jan. 7, 1991. The new rates

understate the actual return to investors -

6 percent for three-month bills and 6.63

percent for a six-month bill.

Tons of Plutonium
stored unsafely
WASHINGTON — As much as 26 met-

ric tons of highly radioactive plutonium

is being stored in conditions that could

endanger workers and "potentially threat-

en the public and surrounding environ-

ment," says an internal Energy
Department report.

The review, which examined plutoni-

um storage at 35 government sites in

more than a dozen states, found plutoni-

um in leaking and corroding packages, m
cracking plastic bottles, in old decaying

buildings and in pipes, ventilation vents,

equipment and machinery.

"Overall the inventory of plutonium
presents significant hazards to workers,

the public and environment and little

progress has been made to aggressively

address the problem," claimed the study.

E. coll outbreak
linked to salami
SAN FRANCISCO— The U.S.
Department of Agriculture said it is help-

ing a San Francisco area sausage manu-
facturer voluntarily recall 10,000 pounds

of salami that may contain E. coli bacte-

ria.

The dry-cured, ready-to-eat salami

products are made by the San Francisco

Sausage Co. of south San Francisco, said

USDA spokeswoman Jacque Knight.

They were sold under the brand names of

Columbus, Alpine and Pocino.

The salami was distributed in retail

outlets in Washington, California and
Oregon, the USDA said, although E. coli

outbreaks have only been reported in

King County in Washington state.

Company officials could not be
reached Saturday.

Inspection agency
easy on polluters
SAN DIEGO — A county agency that is

supposed to inspect businesses so they

don't pollute only inspects about half of

the companies as a matter of policy, even

though all of them pay inspection fees, a

paper reported.

The Air Pollution Control District is

responsible for inspecting about 5,000
businesses annually and deciding
whether to award them operating permits.

However, many of the companies pay

for inspections that never occur and still

wind up getting permits, records indicate.

For example, according to last year's

data, only six of every 10 permit holders

were inspected.

Compiled by Daily Bruin wire services.
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3ody's weight in pepperoni.

BUY AN APPLE MACINTOSH NOW. PAY FOR IT LATER/

WeVe not )ust maldng it easkr for you to buy a Macintosh* we're makbg it easier

for you to buy something else you really need -time. Because for a limited

time, with the Ap[^ Computer Ixwn and 90-I)ay Deferred Payment Plan, you can

own a Macintosh personal computet; printei; CD-ROM drive or other per^)h-

erals without making a single payment for 90 days: Combine that with no has^,

no complicated forms and already great student pricing, and the easy-to-use

Macintosh is now incredibly easy to buy. The Ap{^ Computer Loan and 90-Day

Deferred Payment Plan. The solution that gives you the

power every student needs. TIm power to be your bestr Applelt

ASUCLA

COMPUTER
STORE
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Raatrictiona and Payment Policies — Macintosh computers are available only to LJCLA
students, selected Extension students, faculty, staff, and departments. Extension students

should inquire at the Computer Store regarding eligibility. One Macintosh desktop

computer and one Macintosh laptop computer can be purchased each school year by an

eligible person. Personal checks are accepted up to S500. Visa, Mastercard aYid Discover

are also accepted.

Hurry in today and shop before the holidays!
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German castles hit the ireal estate market
By iBrrwice Petty
The Associated Press

ZSCHORNA, Germany —
Looking for a Christmas gift?

Budget tight? How about a real

German castle - for 63 cents?

The German government is sell-

ing 20 castles, manors and stately

homes it inherited from the East

German communists.

Listed in a catalog titled "Fairy

Tales For Sale," they range in cost

from one mark (63 cents) for the

17th century Schloss Wulkow near

the Polish border to $2.4 million

for Schloss Zschoma, in this ham-
let north of Dresden.

There's a catch, of course. You
need to buy the land under them

separately. And if the castles are in

ruins, the buyer will be forced to

restore them in an appropriate

style - which could cost a fortune.

"Buyers can't simply do what
they want with the properties,"

said Sabine Pentrop, a spokes-
woman for the government's
Treuhand agency, which is selling

the castles. "They are cultural

assets."

For instance, you can't buy
Schloss Wulkow, which was badly

damaged during World War II,

without handing over $32,000 for

the land it sits on. And you must
also present renovation and devel-

opment plans fitting the character

of the "schloss" - German for cas-

Ue.

The vacant Schloss Zschoma, a

three-story manor house on a high

foundation, was originally built in

1 537 by Christoph von Beschwitz

and rebuilt and«xtended in 1853.

A double-arched stone bridge

spans the moat (sorry, no draw-

bridge). A spiral staircase winds

upwards to an octagonal clock

tower.

The road leading up to Schloss

Zschoma passes through a wooded
park and over a causeway between

two scenic lakes. It's easy to imag-

ine armored knights riding beneath

the trees arching overhead.

Horst Friedrich, one of about 25

people living in Zschoma, remem-
bers when the Nazis used the cas-

tle as a place to teach fascism to

youths. After World War II, the

East Germans used it as a place to

indoctrinate youths into commu-
nism.

Castle Boitzenburg is also

soaked in history.

Surrounded by lakes about 50
miles north of Berlin, this sprawl-

ing manor with towers, a "knight's

hall" and a barrel-vaulted ceiling is

mentioned in a document from
1276.

Margrave Ludwig, a nobleman,

acquired it in 1373. Starting in

1528, it was the permanent resi-

dence for a family of Prussian

nobles called the von Amims, who
renovated and expanded it over the

next 400 years.

During the communist era.

Schloss Boitzenburg served as a

vacation retreat for East German
soldiers.

Many of the properties were
expropriated by the communists
from iheir original owners, some
of whom are among more than

6,000 people who have expressed

interest in buying.

The original owners can't be

given back the properties because

of a 199Q treaty between Bonn and

Moscow, but they do get some
money from the German govern-

ment.

Still sound good? Fax or call the

Treuhand agency by Dec. 14. After

that date, only concrete develop-

ment plans from prospective buy-

ers will be accepted.
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The Creators and Cast of

SCHEDULED TO APPEAR
'^

•*-^v:
.^lettf^

Julianne Phillips

Swoosie Kxirtz

Sela Ward
Outstanding Lead Actress

in a Drama Series

RonCowen
Dan Lipman

pictured clockwise, left to right:

Creators Ron Cowen and Dan Lipman. Patricia

Kalember, Swoosie Kurtz, Sela Ward

Ackerman Grand Ballroom

TODAY at Noon
No ticket required

lilt (i>( t'v I >'AC
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li CHRISTMAS GIFT

t^.

..iiH ",h? * m,.,:

10% o: Sanrio

In

.^"

Neon Phcme

$29.95

Regmt

F

10%
OFF.

Sun and Star Frame

Regularly $19.9S

iifci<5els .:^^^«'

.-a*^-«.j

^*^k9^ri>f

Ai

OFF Calendars

Fun Time Talking Alarm Clock

$12.99
Regularly $39.95

!i

rr'^r^.
r^v^

All X'Mas
Plush Toys

10% OF]

Teddy
Bear

$7.95

.m

W
I «,* "**- »VJ

<"•*»

.- '?

%^'

Oidi Cards

20%
OFF

^

All prices good with copy of ad only. Expires 12-18-94. Must present this ad at the time of purchase.

Organizer

»»»«^- x^.-?.m. ^

4v I

#«•*' ) n«eM.T'«m'yv**^ #y -
Regularly priced at $19.95.^
One coupon per customer per purchase. Expires 12-1 8-94.
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SHOPPING LIST
All X«Mas Plush Toys

10% OFF

SunFlower Frames

fc-^ „

Regularly $7.95

10% OFF T-Shirts

All X*Mas
Plush Toys

10% OFF

$5.95

Regularly $7.95

$2.95

Regularly $4.

•X'l^X$4.95

10% OF

GUMBALL
MACHINE

25%
OFF

GIFT BAGS

BUY ZliET 1 FREE

All prices good with copy of ad only. Expires 12-18-94. Must present this ad at the time of purchase.

I

A IV^W lAACtOlWtil l^lMOll LVyy VVltll V/C4.V/A1 \4f X \J OL/Wllt

One coupon per customer per purchase. Expires 1 2-1 8-94. J^S
1083 BROXTON AVE.

310-824-1688
Between the Wherehouse and Stratton's
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Nobel winners take work, not selves, seriously
By Kevin Costelloe n

The Associated Press

STOCKHOLM. Sweden —
Nobel physics prize co-winner
Clifford Shull said Wednesday the

U.S. government needs to provide

more support for science.

"We're losing students and our

potential for carrying on first-

class science in future yeais," said

the retired Massachusetts Institute

of Technology physicist.

Shull, 79. appeared at a news
conference along with five other

winners of the Nobel Prizes in

chemistry, physics and economics.

The winners pick up their awards

in a pomp-filled ceremony in

Stockholm on Saturday.

That same day in neighboring

Norway, Israeli Prime Minister

Yitzhak Rabin, Foreign Minister

Shimon Peres and PLO leader

Yasser Arafat will receive the

Nobel Peace Prize. They were

cited for seeking to bring calm to

the tormented Middle East.

Shull shared the physics prize

with Bertram Brockhouse of

Canada's McMaster University

for his work in the 1940s and
19505 devising ways of probing

atoms.

"Science needs to be support-

ed," Shull said. Summing up the

opinions of colleagues still active

in research, he added:
"Government support is certainly

very lacking."

The retired U.S. professor said

that money alone is not the

answer, iadding that a "reorganiza-

tion" of government programs
may be needed a$ well.

Despite ShulTs cautionary
remarks, a Nobel Prize winner
from Germany praised what he

still considers America's "strong"

role in science.

"America has got a dominant
position in research," said

Reinhard Selten. a professor at the

University of Bonn.

Other winners on Wednesday
took time to reflect on the person-

al meaning of the Nobel Prizes,

which carry a $945,000 award
each.

"It's wonderful to get a prize,

but I don't think that this really is

something which should change

you in any way or shape," said

chemistry winner George Olah,

67.

NEW MOTOROLA PAGERS AT "DISCOUNT PRICES''
BRAVO EXPRESS. LIFESTYLE PLUS. BRAVO PLUS & ENCORE

ALL COLORS

LOWAIRTIME$6.95 per month

Inter AcriM':
C A L t S T S T r MS

SWITCH YOUR AIRTIME TO US!

LOCAL & NATIONWIDE COVERAGE
Order By Phone- We Deliver

CALL (800) 646-6484

VOICE MAIL
AVAILABLE

OTA T T'PQT P^R V^

IVled School

Applications

'90 29,000
•91 33,000
'92 37,000
'93 43,000
'94 50,000+?

Available

Spaces

'90 17,000

'91 17,000

'92 17,000

'93 17,000

'94 17,000

You Want to Get Through These Doors

The Competition has Never Been Toug h e

r

We are Committed to Helping You Get There

In addition to a library of catalogs, (uirAMCAS template software,

and other search and application, tools, we are the only prep

company to pro\ ide a complete range of pre-medical admis-

sions services (C.h.e.s.s.'^' Seminars in Pre-Planning, Applica-

tions, Secondaries, and the Interxiew) fxee to all Hyperlearning

stueients.

What about the R^st itself? Ourexpertinstructorsw ill guide \ on

through the most meetings, the most hours, and llie most in-

class testing available fc^r the MCAl. Optimal pacing .uu] mo-

tixation in addition to thorough review materials give you

maximum gam

We Set the Standard. PROFESSIONAL

PfiEP COURSE

Drop by and visit us!

Tue-Wed-Thur, l-4pm
> 10883 Kinross (at westwood)

208-5000

800 MD-BOUKlb
. /

£^^ ^^^ la ukm m
mm ITS mr wmmmumn m:mi

Pari Waxing Salon
Body Waxing for N4en Sc Women
with 1 00*5^ Matural Pari wax.
Women Full leg and Bikini $20
Underarm $ S
Half leg $10
Bikini Wax $ 8
Lip or Chin or Eyebroitv $ 6
Eyelash Tint $10
Facial $40

"We do Electrolysis"

1435 Westwood Blvd., Westwood 473-0066 or 479-9325

Open Sundays Walk-ins Welcome

ASK ABOUT
SPECIAL
STUDENT

» CAMPUS, YOU LL FIND OUR RESORTS "^

FULL OF CREAT WAYS TO ENJOY YOURSELF!

» a^nth^to-mokth, 6 or 12 month leases avaiuble

* Studio, 1 & 2 bedroom floorrlans

* Fully furnished or unfurnished

* HEAHD SWIMMINC KM}LS/SPA5

* nichi^lichted nnnis & basketball courts

* Fully equirred cyms * Fabulous activities rrocrams

* Linens, dishes, TVs & maid service avaiuble

V/E$T LA • A\ARINA DEL RtY
A\lD-WlLSHIRE • TOLUCA

Van Noy$ • Woodland Hills

OaKWOOD can ARRAN6E TEMPORARY
lOOCINC IN MORE THAN 400 CITIES

THROU6HOUTTHE U.S.

800. 846.8465

ZSEEl ^

uJ
Corporate
Housing

MODELt OPEN DAILY, 9*6

EYE EXAM.
A) B)

C) Free
Parking

Q
P ) Insurance

' Plans
Accepted

All of the Above

Westwood Optometric Center

918 Westwood Boulevard
Westwood & LeConte

(310)208-3913
Monday thru Friday 10-5:30

Saturday 10-5:00

1 Hour Free Parking

I

I

I
I

I

i
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For Your Holiday Gifts

y staff, and alumni

OW ALREADY LOW, LOW PRIO
Onljaiy Purchase With Mention Of This A

vwwwvwwwww
Top Quality Merchandise at the Lowest Prices in Town

1065 Broxton Ave., Westwood Village

(310) 208-8404 • (310) 208-7281

Mon.-Sat. 10:30 - 9:00, Sun. 1 2:00 - 9:00
^i

^i^^^^^
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Simi Valley Freeway renamed for Ronaia Keagan
Legislature honors

former president

for 'great courage'

The Associated Press

SACRAMENTO— On the first

day of the California legislative ses-

sion, the state Senate unanimously

approved djesij^nating the Simi
Valley Freeway as the Ronald

Reagan Freeway.

"People have tried to drive over

me for years. This is the first time I

will actually welcome it," Reagan,

83, joked on Tuesday.

The Senate voted 38 to to re-

christen State Route 118 from San
Fernando to Moorpailc in honor of

the two-term prcsidenL The Ronald

Reagan Freeway passes within a

mile of his presidential library in

Simi Valley. _/ . ..

The California Department of

Transportation will begin installing

signs at each end of the freeway as

soon as the $4,000 cost is raised

from private sources. The state

doesn't pay to rename freeways

after private individuals.

State Sen. Cathie Wright, R-Simi

Valley, and state Senate President

Pro Tem Bill Lockyer, D-Hayward,

authored the resolution to rename

the freeway after the nation's 40th

chief executive. A similar resolution

was passed earlier by the Assembly.

Before the voice vote, state Sen.

The Senate voted 38 to

to rechristen State

Route 118 ...

Henry J. Mello, D-Watsonville,

made an impassioned plea for the

change. He praised Reagan for dis-

playing "great courage" in recently

disclosing publicly that he suffers

from Alzheimer^s disease.

"The Reagan freeway designa-

tion is really appropriate," Mello
sakl "But more important is to give

recognition because he had the

courage not to hide his disease."

Mello said Reagan's candid state-

ments in an open letter addressed to

"my fellow Americans" will help

remove the stigma for others who
suffer from the disease, which caus-

es memory loss.

C A K L T o N
"HA K '

iNTER'NATI°NAL

HAIR

CARLTON
WESTSIDE

MUST SHOW UCLA STUDENT I.D. OR EMPLOYEE LD. WITH COUPON
Must be presented to receptionist before services are performed

(Certain restrictions apply.)PAVIUON
10800 PICO BLVD ST276 ^^'^^^f^ff^'^gt^'O'^^^'^^^'^i*^^ to any client whose hair condiHonn unsuitable.

(310)475-262.5 VALID SUN-THURS

UNEAR
WESTSIDE
PAVIUON

10850 PICO BLVD
(310) 470-4749

ASUCLA BOARD OF DIRECTORS

DecemberMeeting
>>i.;

'".j^^-i

'^

^*Se::>

12:00 Noon Monday, December 19, 1994

2408 Ackerman Union

Lcuil Alonlh

At the November 18, 1994

Regular Meeting, the Board of

Directors took the following

actions in addition to receiving

reports on a number of matters:

Noticed revisions to the

ASUCLA Privacy Policy.

On Ihe Acjcnda

The December agenda includes

the following action and

information items and reports:

Services and Enterprises

Sales Results for the Five

Months Ending October 31,

1994.

Inventory Update

JT7

Revisions to the ASUCLA
Board of Directors Privacy

Policy Strategic Plsui

Strategic Plan

Notice of Change to Board's

1 995/96 Monthly Meeting

Schedule

Mid-Year Retreat

Mid-Year Election of Bo£ird

Officers

Hot Hair Salon
1007BROXTONAVE
WESTWOOD VILLAGE

(310) •24-2S7g

ING BYMINA

Wax $8
European Facial $45
Eyelash Tint $1

2

Up or Chin Wax $5
Eyebrow Wax $6
Half Legs $10
Upper Legs & Bikini $15
Full Legs & Bikini $20
Arms $14
Underarms $8

DIRECTOR
LATIN AMERICAN STUDIES CENTER

UCLA

AppUcadons and iKxninations ofUCLA faculty meinbers are invited for the

above position. The Latin American Studies Center is amwig the foremost

centers of its kind nationally and intematicmally. For more than thirty years,

the Center has drawn upon dedicated faculty in the natural and social sciences,

humanities, fine arts and {xofessional fields to contribute to teaching, research

and public service in the latin american field.

Qualified applicants should possess (1) a strong scholarly researdi and

publication record with an emphasis in Latin American Studies; (2)

demonstrated concern for the development (tf interdisciplinary research and

teadiing; (3) the ability to administer budgetary, personnel and related

processes; and (4) the i^nlity to obtain and manage external support for the

Center. Administrative expcriaice is desirable. Above all, we are looking for

a dynamic individual to provide intellectual and progranmiatic leadership for

the Center. The new director must currently be a tenured member of the

UCLA Faculty. The position is available July 1, 1995.

Please forward ncminations/applicalians by Janiurj 13, 1995 to:

LASC Director Search Committee

cA> Rene Dennis, Coordinator

Office of the Chancellor

3109 Murphy HaU
Campus 140S01

UCLA is an Equal Opportunity/Affirrtutive Actioa Employer

ARCHITECTURE

UNDERGRADUATE COURSES

SCHEDULEUPDATE

AUP.190 Intro to Afchltecture A Urban Planning

Professor George Rand, Mon/Wed - 11:00-12:30

Perloff, Room B320. SRS#1 17-800-200

AURC1 93/0280 Citv Stuilies: Culture and City Form

Professor Thomas Vreeland, Mon/Wed - 9:00-10:30

Perloff Room B320. SRS#1 17-832-200

AUP.C192A;282B Modem and Pottmodem Aichitecture

Professor Charles Jencks, Tues/Thurs - 11:00-12:30

Perloff, Room 8320. SRS#1 17-826-200

Please call 825-7857 if you
have any questlons^
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Lookiiig for the
Journalism Department?

We've got it.

Our campus daily is one of the

best college new'spapers in

An innovative ^f"^'
^"'' ^"^"

student magazines

, are trendsetters,

approach to p^eny soon, you'll

hear a lot more about

journalism education our new interactive

media project. And

built on instruction yo"'ve probably heard

about all the UCLA

and expenence ^
,. „ . , ,^ media. But we bet

you still can't find the UCLA
journalism department.

And you can stop looking

—

because M'e've got it. Student

Media UCLA, a collection of

print and broadcast media run

for and by students, is the rea-

son UCLA enjoys one of the

strongest student presses in the

country, a student press that

produces graduates capable of

competing for mediajobs but

there in the real world. All of it

without a department.

How do we do it? Through a

unique approach built on

instruction and experience. You

can study the principles of

reporting, writing, editing,

design, or pho-

tography with

industry profes

sionals in an

intensive work-

shop one weekend, and then

practice those principles as a

staffer for the Daily Bruin, a

newsmagazine, or the radio sta-

tion the next week.

Come by our offices in Kerckhoff

Hall and find out how you can

get involved in one of most excit-

ing educational programs on

campus.

J

mmmn^mHomm

Media Workshops Schedule for Winter 1995

Copy Editing

Wednesday, January 11 in AU 3517, 6 p.m. -8 p.m.

Saturday, January 14 in AU 2408, 10 a.m. - 4 p.m.

Sunday, January 15 in AU 2408, 10 a.m. - 4 p.m.

applications due Thursday, January 12, 10 a.m.

Design

Thursday, January 12 in AU 3517, 6 p.m. - 8 p.m.

Saturday, January 14 in AU 2412, 10 a.m. - 4 p.m.

Sunday, January 15 in AU 2412, 10 a.m. - 4 p.m.

applications due Friday, January 13, 10 a.m.

Feature/Magazine Story

Wednesday, January 11 in AU 3517, 6 p.m. -8 p.m.

Tuesday, January 17 in AU 3517, 6 p.m. - 8 p.m.

Tuesday, January 24 in AU 2412, 6 p.m. - 8 p.m.

Tuesday, January 31 in AU 2412, 6 p.m. - 8 p.m.

applications due Friday January 13, 4 p.m. ^

Photojournalism

Thursday, January 12 in AU 3517, 6 p.m. - 8 p.m.

Saturday, January 21 in AU 2408, 10 a.m. - 5 p.m.

Saturday, January 28 in AU 2408, 10 a.m. - 5 p.m.

applications with developed film due Monday January 16, 10 a.m.

applications with undeveloped film due Friday January 13, 10 a. m.

Reporting

SECTION 1

Wednesday, January 11 in )^U 3517, 6 p.m. - 8 p.m.

Saturday, January 14 in AU 3517, 10 a.m. - 3 p.m.

Sunday, January 15 in AU 3517, 10 a.m. - 3 p.m.

applications due Thursday January 12, 10 a.m.

SECTION 2

Wednesday, January 11 in AU 3517, 6 p.m. 8 p.m.

Saturday, January 28 in AU 2412, 10 a.m. - 5 p.m.

Sunday, January 29 in AU 2412. 10 a.m. - 12 p.m.

applications due Thursday, January 26, 10 a.m.

Writing

SECTION 1

Wednesday, January 11 in AU 3517, 6 p.m. - 8 p.m.

Saturday, January 21 in AU 2412, 10 a.m. - 3 p.m.

Sunday, January 22 in AU 2412, 10 a.m. - 3 p.m.

applications due Thursday, January 19, 10 a.m.

SECTION 2

Wednesday, January 11 in AU 3517, 6 p.m. - 8 p.m.

Saturday, February 4 in AU 2412, 10 a.m. - 3 p.m.

Sunday, February 5 in AU 2412, 10 a.m. - 3 p.m.

applications due Thursday, February 2, 10 a.

m

t**Ni.<3W^J"'iyfe' SA'v-J

STUDENT
MEDJAUaA

,.; I » — V ' '^- 1 T: .^r^ .> ,]*j5^j

ApplNUrtions are avaiable now ill KendiMr HaH 225. Ca^

;,rf-r.
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Howard Stern helps prevent suicide on N.Y. bridge
Depressed man
calls during live

radio broadcast

The Associated Press

NEW YORK — Police
grabbed a man threatening to

jump from the George
Washington Bridge yesterday

morning as Howard Stern calmed
him over the phone live on his

nationally broadcast radio show,
authorities said.

Afterward, Sen. Alfonse
D'Amato and former Mayor
Edward Koch called to congratu-
late Stem on the air.

Police reported that 29-year-
old Emilio Bonilla appeared dis-

traught, and there was no
evidence the incident was a hoax,
said Bill Cahill, a spokesman for

the agency that operates the

bridge between Manhattan and

EXiring the broadcast,

Stem appeared to calm

Bonilla and keep him
from jumping.

New Jersey.

Bonilla was charged with

cocaine possession and taken to a

hospital, Cahill said.

Bonilla had walked onto the

bridge, then dialed Stern on a
cellular phone and said he was
going to jump, Cahill said.

During the broadcast. Stern
appeared to calm Bonilla and
keep him froip jumping.
Stem wondered if the call was

a crank, urging listeners on the
bridge to honk their horns if the

man was really there. Seconds

later, one did.

The man, who claimed he was
depressed about life, laughed
several times during his five-

minute conversation with Stem.
About 30 police officers

arrived on the bridge during the

conversation and grabbed him,
Cahill said.

"I saved a man's life this

morning ... legitimately saved a

man's life," Stern said later on
the air.

CAUSAL MODELING seminar

Causality Problems in Economics
Professor Kevin Hoover

, Dept of Economics, UC Davis

Date: Thursday, December 8, 1994

Time: 2:00pm - 4:00 pm
Place: UCLA, Room 3440 Boelter Hall

y^^^^^^^nnn^^n^^^n^^la:
CHABAD HOUSE

at

U.CXJL
and Rabbi Mendel

and Rivka Cunin

GET THE POINT?

ADVERTISE.

Daily Bruin

"Days
FOR L£FT
Yearbook
Portraits

"Don't Miss The Deadline!
The deadline for senior yearbook portriits is Friday, December 16. If

you miss the deadline, your place in UCLA history will be a blank.

Seniors, get your yearbook portrait taken now and you'll earn a bonus:

9 FREE wallet «ize photo« with any portrait order.

Remember, you pay only $5 for your portrait sitting and space

reservation. Or pay nothing at all-the $5 fee is waived if you buy your

Bruin Life yearbook
|
in advance. Stop by ASUCLA's Campus Photo

Studio on 2nd floor Ackerman—and smite!

Studio
Cmiinii Photo Studio is located on 2nd Hoor Ackenmii,

Open Monday-Friday 8:30-5:30 Phono 206-8433

Feast of the Immaculate

Conception

Thursday, December 8, 1994
Catholic Masses:

• 12:10 GSM 1222 on campus
• 5:15 PM at the Lutheran Chapel

(Strathmore at Gayley)

• 7:30 PM at the University Catholic

Center

(840 Hilgard Avenue)

Come give thanks for a
special grace given to BSary

that we all might be saved*

The Graduate Students Association

announces openings for

four stipended positions.

Applications and information can
.be obtained at 301 Kerckhoff Hall,
'^ and must be submitted by

January 10, 1995.

Thefourpositions that aire open are...

Commissioner of Elections and
Appointments

Commissioner of Communications
(Newsletter)

Campus Programming Committee
APBAC (Academic Planning and
Budget Advisory Committee)
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Anita Baker
Htr/thm Of Love

OUR INBUTAILE

For every product we setl, weH beat any
legitimate price from a local store stocking

the same new Item In a factory-sealed tx)x

Evan after your purchase, tf you find a lower

price within 30 days, including our own sale

prices, we'll refund 1 10% of ff)e difference

Our low prtce guaranto* doM not apply to cellular

piranaa or pagara, or wtian the prtca inciudaa
Donua or fraa oftara, apacM financing, inataHallon,

or manufacturar's rebate, or to compatNors'
ona^-a-kind or ottiar Hmlted quantny offers.

SEE STORE FOR DETAILS
tTWe Item appMnat our everyday iow price,

badwd by our 304>ay Low Price Quaranlee.

Kits. antenrMS and installatKXi accessones
may be required at an additionai cost

•All wattage stated per ctiarnel RMS into 8 ohms
with THD between 001 and 1% from as low as 20H2
lo20i(Hz Afl TV saeens rrwasured diagonally * AcHwMon not fqutfod.
We resen« the nght to limit quantities to LimitWW ptMNM par and us«f
onaure sufficient Inventory lot you. Mo lalai to daaltrt.
our customers.

5%
With UCLA student/faculty I.D.

Coupon good at Westwood location only,

Expires 1 2/1 8/^4. # **

Not valid with any other offer

CELLULAR.
1%t(xthrca]lin|;aica..

ANY PURCHASE

CIRCUIT
- CITY—

I

I

I
I

Westwood Village • ONLY
1 1 45 Gayley Avenue

(310)208-6885
Underground Parking

Enter on Kinross

Where Serv/ce /s Sfafe o^ the Art
•^'tf^ *^i>.

Parking at Circuit City First 90
Minutes FREE

•/'ij'Ay.^Mm,

'COmutk
Posted Rates Thereafter

only atWaHwwod VWafta. urbank, Hancho Cucmmongm and Pomona
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Construction workers ui^cover Gold Rush ship in S.F.
The Associated Press

SAN FRANCISCO —
Construction workers have
unearthed what appears to be the

remains of a Gold Rush-era ship

abandoned by a crew that headed

for the gold fields.

The ship is probably the Roma
or the Othello, according to

urban archaeologist James Allen.

The Russian-built Roma carried

coal while the Othello was con-

verted to a store to serve San
Francisco as it made the transfor-

mation from sleepy village to

Barbary Coast metropolis.

The workers found an 18-foot-

high section of wooden hull that

is partly sheathed in copper,
commonly used in the mid- 19th

century to protect hulls from
wood-eating worms.

'The significance is twofold,"

Allen said Monday, ^'both for the

information we can get about

19th century ship construction

techniques and, if any minuscule

bits remain, what you can learn

Project workers ...

collected more than

15,000 artifacts.

about cultural behavior of that

time."

The discovery was made

Friday by Muni Metro construc-

tion worJcers probing through the

muck 30 feet below ground near

the Ferry Building. The site is

part of what once was known as

Yerba Buena Cove, which was
filled during development in the

1850s.

The newly discovered ship

will remain buried.

After obtaining the required

archaeological data from the

hull, work crews will "tunnel

right through it," said David
Sutter, senior project manager
for the $202 million Muni Metro
expansion project

Project workers have already

collected more than 15,000 arti-

facts during their underground
work, Sutter said. He noted that

such items as a soy sauce jar, a

brass spoon and a ceramic teapot

could be viewed at the project

office in the Agriculture Building

on the Embarcadero.

Don 'I Freok out mofi, jusi coil us, ofid we uiili sell it for you.

TERIAN

T^S^^^'^
odv«r«**^

Daily Bruiii Display (310) 82S-816

contemporary

worship

small groups

Sunday Service 10:00 am
University Religious G>nference

900 HUjpard Avenue (at Le Conte)

Agape Christian Fellowship - Thursday 6:30 pm Factor 364S

Qiaira Christian Fellowship - Friday 7.-M pm URC

iy based

essages

'YeiieMn^hip

Ride* provided by UPC Shuttle Service For more infonnatioa caD Sll-2IC-3f91

Every pair of eyes is unique, too.
Fingerprints aren't the only human mark of distinction. Each pair of eyeprints te also t)iologically different from

another. As we continue to develop advarioed rigid gas pemf)eabte contact lens materials, we never loee sight of

this fact

FlouroPerm
The Perfoflnance Lens^

Greater initial arKJ long-term comfort

Easy maintenance, longer lens life

Optimum corneal health

Daily or ovemight wear

Superior vision

Corrects astigmatism

Resists deposits

Outperfonns soft lenses

Student

Special

• Daily Wear Soft Lenses*
S125

iB& L Soft sftii*— Others SliuWIy Hijjher;

•Disposable Contact Lenses
S200

Includes 4 Six Pnck^— 12 Lenses Per E,

r

CONTACTOUR OFFICE TODAY TO SCHEDULEANAPPOINTMENT
TO DETERMINE WHICH CUSTOM L£NS IS BESTFOR YOU.

DR. J.F. QUACKENBUSH, O.D.

10955 Weybum Ave.

Comer ofWeybum & Broxton

208-4748 or 208-8841

CHARTA COURS£ I

FOR SUCCESS *^^^^
AT BOSTON UNlV^RSnY V

Belgium England
S

Israel

Master of Science in Management Degree
Boston University international Graduate Centers combine a

tradition of academic excellence with a rich diversity of resources

to provide students with an exceptional educational experience.

• Exciting Overseas
Degree Program

• Weeicend and
Evening Classes

Call 617/
353-6000

• Begin in January,
September, or April

Send for FREE Information:

BOSTON
UN'IVERSITY
International Graduate

Centers

NAME

AOORESS

I

I

I

755 Commonwealdi Ave., Rm. 203 • Boston, MA. 02215 USA I

OTV STATE
I

— I

SPEED READ.SPEED STIIDy...POWER LEARN!
UPT03-TO-4 TIMESPASTER-WmttNDAYS. BEON TOPINSCHOOL, CAREER, BUSINESS & UfE!

CUT yOUR READING & STUDY TIME BY 2/3*«.ENJOy MORE FREE TIME!
4 Ready study & learn up to 3-fo-4 times

FA9TER...e¥en in TEXTBOOKS!
# COMPREHEND more, RETAIN it ionger.

^ Improve MEMORY, QRADES, note-taking.

4 Over ao YEARS experience NATIONWIDE.

# Great for BosFd Exmmm, LSAT, MCAT, QMAT.
^ Sponsored At Major Universities.

# AsIc about our MONEY-BACK GUARANTEE.
# FREE NATIONWIDE LIFETIME PRIVILEQES.

# SPECIAL DISCOUNT TUITION!

ttUAJIANTEiD RESULISJIIS MOSTPoAMCmi.PROGRAMS

CAMPUS PROGRAMS RAPID READ CallNow 1-800-888-READ
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For all your holida,

shop Pavilions...A Wor • Difference.

Red Delicious

Apples r-
Washington '•

grown

Jumbo
Sunburst

Tangerines
Sweet & juicy

2m

6" Poinsettias
(Decorated priced os marked)

(10% off wfien you buy the case)
2^14'

99
&
up

These blooming beauties ore specifically grown
for Pavilions for ttieir long life and flaming bright
red and deep crimson colors. The Pavilions

buyer purchases the premium V-14 voriet/

because of the larger blooms and brilliant

colors. It's the florist shops choice.

Holiday
Cool<ie Plates
Three dozen assorted cookies,

ideal for holiday parties

649

Jerseymaid
Yogurts

Selected varieties
6 to 8 ounce container

snoo

Whole Barbecue
Chicken

Rotlsserie cooked to
perfection

IVIarie

Caliender's

Dinners & Entrees
Selected varieties 13 to 17 oz
each or t

02. 2.29)

2§5oo

(Peach or berry cobblers
17

ScotTowels
Paper
Towels

1 Ply-l roll

Pavilions Low Price .59
ValuePlus Savings -.10

With your
ValuePlus

card:49

12Pacl<
Coca Coio
Reg. Of Diet, Caff. Free
Diet Coke, Sprite Reg. or

Diet, Barq's Root Beer Reg
or Diet 12 our»ce cans

949
^B +CRV

Two (2) 12 PI<S.
WWh this coupon

Coca Coia

Look For More

Great Specials

In Our Weekly

Mailer.

I

Reg. or Dtet, Caff. Free

I Dtet Coke, Sprite Reg. or Diet,

Barq's Root Beer Reg. or Diet

I
1 2 ounce cans

I

398
^^ +CRV

I
Effecttv* 12/8- 12/14/94
Umll Ona Coupon P«r FomNy.

I
On« N«m Por Coupon.
Rodeemobto Only At

, Pafttdpaflng PovWont.

00000'356A9 7

.PAVILIONSj

Ad Effective Only at Pavilions

11750WilshireBlvd. LA
(310)479^5294

Pavilions Offers ATM's

Safe, secure & convenient

For your shopping convenience,

Pavilions accepts

AWORLD OF DIFFERENCE

pavilions;
PRICES EFFECTIVE DEC. 8 - DEC. 14, 1994

^"^
We resenre the right to limit quantities. Some items not available in all stores

9
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Proposed atomic bomb stamp misses its marie
By George Gedda •

The Associated Press

WASHINGTON — The State

Department, concerned about
ruffling Japanese sensibilities, is

asking the U.S. Postal Service to

reconsider the planned stamp
commemorating the atomic
bombing of Hiroshima and
Nagasaki 50 years ago.

'

The stamp, due to be issued in

September, portrays a mush-

room-shaped cloud over the cap-
tion, "Atomic bombs hasten
war's end, August 1945."

Japanese officials have
protested the Postal Service plan,

noting that tens of thousands of
nonmilitary Japanese were killed

in the bombings. They also com-
plain that the caption ignores the

view of many that the bombings
were morally unjustified and not

essential to ending the war.

"We are certainly aware of

Japanese sensitivities in this

regard," said deputy State
Department spokeswoman
Christine Shelly. She said depart-

ment officials have taken up the

issue with the Postal Service.

Another official, asking not to

be identified, called the stamp "a

pretty bad idea. We would be
delighted if they decided to with-

draw it." The official added that

a final decision probably is in the

hands of the White House.

In defense of the stamp. Postal

Service spokesman Robin Wright
said the stamp is part of a five-

year series commemorating the

events of World War II.

"We are not making a value
judgment on any of those
events," Wright said. "We would
be remiss in omitting such a
watershed and historically criti-

cal event as the use of the atomic
bomb."
The American Legion group

has taken no position on the
stamp.

Defenders of the use of atomic
weaponry maintain that the
bombs ended the war far more
quickly than conventional means
would have, saving the lives of
hundreds of thousands of
American soldiers.

The Japanese Embassy here
formally asked the Postal Service
Friday to reconsider issuing the

stamp.

Live History. Go to Israel

on the UCLA
Education Abroad Program.

We are the World.

^

~u

Live in Jerusalem for a year. (Jo to Hebrew University.

No Language prerequisites. Units and grade transfer.

Full financial aid avaUable. Come to the EAP office:

28 Haines HaH x54995 DEADLBME: JANUARY 20

r LE nEARN SONGWRITING!
Course written by

7'time nationally published
A.S.C.A.P. songwriter
Send $22.95 plus $3.00 S&H to:

R.A Hoffman, P.O. Box 2641 Hollywood, CA 90078

[ ^ or request free information ^
|

LONDON
Westwood's Only

Drive-Through Service
Dry Cleaning • Laundry

Alterations

1073 Gayley Ave, Westwood
208-7722

I his coupon is good for

SI Off a Minimum
SI 2 Dry Clean iny Ordt'i

Not V.ilitl \Knh Otiifi OiU'ts

^
NEED COPYING? mil co-ROM

FOR SALE and RENT
LARGEST SELECTION

FOR TIME?
THEN IT'S TIME

YOU CALLED X

;

60378
Carbonless Forms Documents on Demand Available

Color Copies Oversized Copying, Transparencies, Posters Available

Color, Specialty & Recycled Papers
Complete Finishing Services Binding, Folding, Shrink Wrappings, more

Document Printing Documents on Demand Available

Offset Printing One-Color. Two-Colors

Self-Service Coin—Operated Copiers
Available at Griffin Commons and Riebor Hall

Laminating Services Available
MOW ACCEPTIMB

DigitalcoPYiNG

I

I

at the

DOCUMENT CENTER <
UCLA Mail Services/Copy Services

200 CSB II (Comer Circle Drive South & Gayley Avenue) Free Plck-up &r Delivery

m^''4

k*«

ADULT
hardcore xxx

VIDEOS
\LAg6ESTSELECmN0F
Amateur, Asian, European, Cat Fightino,

Bondage, Gay. DP. Bi-Sexual. Oroies.

Teasere, Spanting. Leather, Back Door.

Busty Ladies, Huge Men, Foot Wor^ip

MEW Tm.ES WEEKLYI

\/HIReaUs 99t Tae i nur

ODYSSEY VIDEO
/i^! ,;/s< h iK \:u, 1^ U' Hii\ ,{ Ren:

NORIHHOIirwOOO

4810 VINELAND AV
818 769-2001

Open 9am -

WEST LOS ANGEliS

11910 WILSHIRE BL

310 477-2524

Midnight

MARINA DEL REV

4240 LINCOLN BL

310 823-1100

^^1i^T1-.ll•,\l*^a^^ ih^ui" • • ii.-t iA»m »i i» iiij^i wi. I
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STUDENTS
There are a lot of individuals selling new MCAT Prep Courses!

DON'T RISK IT WITH A ROOKIE!
All of Kaplan's MCAT practice material reflects the

format of the current MCAT— a claim not all courses
can make.

Kaplan has a full-team of science professionals,

headed by an MD, working on our MCAT course
and practice material — for us, test prep is not a
part-time job

KAPLAN invented MCAT prep. We have prepared
over 275,000 students, more than any other test

prep company.

WHY TAKE CHANGES?
GO WITH THE LEADER AND INNOVATOR IN MCAT PREP!

Call: 1 -800-KAP-TEST

Classes for April 22, 1995 MCAT begin on:

Sun. Jan. 8 5 pm
Wed. Jan. 11 6 pm
Thurs. Jan. 12 6jDm

Sat. Feb. 11 1:30 pm
Tues. Feb. 1 4 6 pm
Thurs. Mar. 2 9 am

KAPLAN
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DRIVING & TRAFFIC SCHOOL m
A^ F UCLA & ALL Student Discount tf^

2 J JJ
Traffic School on Weekdays & Saturdays W

'^
1 093 Broxton Ave. #218 (310) 208-3333 «*•
In Westwood Village, above the Wherehouse ^^

iiij^lli!^li!^||yytl||yy||(l^|^
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NEARSIGHTED?
I-CMin how to reduce or eliminate ne.irsjohtedness .uul .istjom.itisni v\ithout

surgery - GUARAN I tti:)!

A nowlv (Ion.'loin..! ri:^i<| o.,s p,-.,rin<..,l,l.. I.ns is ,um ..v.nl.,l,l,- fh.il < .,n n .h..,,,. sum
c <.rm..,, tlu-rrln ri.<hu in-^ or oliniirMtino ,uMr>i-htt.(.ln«.>s .uul ...li-,n.it.sm \\r 'j,i,.n.mtvo tc.

iniprov.' \oiir u«'..rsioh|,.<|n,.ss <,r voii p.iv nothin- tor fl,.. < onl.u t I.-hm's

for a FKEE tonsiilt.ition, (.ill ( nO) _'()»- 501 I

•Mambar of Lm AngalM
County. CaMfornla a
Amartcan Optomatrtc
Auodatlona
•Oraduatad UCLA 1007
•Graduatad So. Cat. Collaga
of Optomft/y 1971 with
Honors
•Spadatlzino In contact
lanaaa

trra Mambar UCLA DR-JON D. VOGEL
Alumni Aasodatlon OPTOMETRIST

IJon P,Voqel,. Q-P,
'a professjcnol corjDoratJon
1082 Glendon Avenue • lA Calif.

call todofforyour appomtmmt

E :^iMt^:t^^§ I

OFFICE HOURS: M: 10-7;

T,W.F:M;Th:1(W;SAT:1(M

SEHABLAESPAftoL

EXAM AM) 4 PAIKS Of
RtXIVVtAK SOFT CONTAC tJ.

S1(.«) DAILY WEAK ^. EXTENDED (vEAK

MID-WINTER SPECIALS

f XAM \ EVE(.IASSES
V»ni\( LUDESPlASnc lENSES.V
FRAMES FROM SPEC lAf SEIEC TIO\

^4 2I).C H.

Looking for the
JournaJism Department?

We've got it.

Our campus daily is one of the

best college newspapers in

America. Our
An innovative seven student-

magazines are

approach to
^'^"dseiiers.

Pretty soon,

you'll hear a lot

journalism education more about our

new interactive

built on instruction ""^f
'" P™J«='-

And you ve prob-

ably heard about

and experience all the UCLA
grads working in

the media. But we bet you still

can't find the UCLA journalism

deparlmenL

And you can stop looking—

because we've got iL Student

Media UCLA, a collection of

print and broadcast media run

for and by students, is the rea-

son UCLA enjoys one of the

strongest student presses in

the country, a student

press that produces

graduates capable of A
competing for media ^

jobs out there in the real

world. All of it without a

department.

How do we do it? Through a

unique approach built on

instruction and experience.

You can f •
study the

principles

of report- Wi
ing, writing, editing, design, or

photography with industry pro-

fessionals in an intensive work-

shop one weekend, and then

practice those principles as a

staffer for the Daily Bruin, a

newsmagazine, or the radio

station the next week.

Look for next quarter's sched-

ule of media workshops in the

Daily Bruin. Or better yet,

come by our offices in

Kerckhoff Hall and find out

how you can get involved in

one of most exciting

oducational programs

on campus.

Appltetttonf aiB avalaWe now In KeroWio^

Unknown Van Gogh
still life discovered
By Jenifer Chao
The Associated Press

AMSTERDAM, Netherlands— An oil painting bought at a flea

market then consigned to an attic

for decades has b>een identified as a
previously unknown still life by
Vincent Van Gogh.
The painting of a vibrant autumn

bouquet goes on display Thursday
through the end of the year at the
Van Gogh Museum in Amsterdam.
After that the owner will probably
sell it, Rianne Norljart, a museum
spokeswoman, said today.

She declined to put a value on
the Van Gogh but it would no
doubt fetch millions of dollars. Van
Gogh's "Portrait of Dr. Gachel"
sold for $82.5 million at an auction
in New York in May 1990.

Art historians didn't even know
the painting existed until the
unidentified owner took it last year
to a connoisseur in Zurich,
Switzerland, who immediately rec-

ognized it as the woric of the hkxI-
em Dutch master.

The owner came across it at a
flea market in France after World
War II but did not recognize the
artist's signature, Norbart said. For
decades the pairiTing gathered dust
in an attic.

"It's never been seen by the pub-

lic, never touched by profession-
als," Norbart said. "There was no
varnish on it and no frame. It's so
pure."

There was no explanation why
the owner had the painting
appraised after storing it so long.

The museum held off announc-
ing the find until today after restor-

ers finished removing the dirt and
repairing several rips and missing

"It's never been seen by

the public ... It's so

pure."

Rianne NortMirt

Museum Spokeswoman

threads.

The painting, titled "Still Life
(Vase with Flowers)," shows asters

and other autumn flowers in a blue
vase against a red-brown back-
ground. It was probably painted in

late 1 886 during Van Gogh's stay
in Paris.

"Last year," the artist wrote to

his sister Willemien in 1887, "I
painted almost nothing but flowers
to accustom myself to colors other
than gray, namely pink, soft or
vivid green, light blue, violet, yel-

low, orange, beautiful red."

Survey says: public
ut poverty

By Sonya Ross
The Associated Press

WASHINGTON — Most
Americans believe people on wel-
fare collect more than they actually

do and think the poverty line should
be higher than it is, a survey indi-

cates. People seem to see welfare
payments as "pouring water into a
leaky bucket" but they want to fix

the bucket rather than stop pouring,
says the survey's sponsor.

The study, conducted for an
upcoming PBS television docu-
mentary on American poverty pro-
grams by the independent Center
for the Study of Policy Attitudes,
found that 84 percent agreed that
society has a "moral obligation" to

help the poor, and that 80 percent
thought government should do
something atx)ut poverty.

"Even among white males, the
demographic group who made the
strongest shift in the last election,

75 percent agreed that the govern-
ment has a responsibility to try to
eliminate poverty," the study said.

The study found wide chasms
between the way people view fed-
eral anti-poverty programs of the
1960s War on Poverty, and what
they think should be done about
them.

For example, 75 percent said
they feel government programs are
rife with waste and do little to help
poor people, but only 10 percent
wanted to eliminate welfare.

Eighty-five percent supported
replacing welfare with programs
that create jobs for poor parents
who want work but can't get it—
yet only 21 percent wanted to cut
the amount spent on current pro-
grams.

"They do perceive that there's a
high level of waste and fraud in
poverty programs. Even with that,

they still don't want to decrease
spending." said Steven Kull, direc-
tor of the center, which conducted
the study for the producers of
"America's War On Poverty,"
which will be broadcast Jan. 16-18.

Kull, a faculty member at the
University of Maryland, cautioned
that the survey results did not mean
there is wide public enthusiasm for

anti-poverty programs. 'There's a
good deal of frustration. But they
think it's morally wrong to just pull

the plug," he said.

Fifty-eight percent of those
polled thought the federal poverty
line should be higher than its cur-
rent income limit of $14,763 a year
for a family of four. Only 7 percent
felt it should be lower. The average
income limit suggested by those
polled was $17,856, 21 percent
higher than the present level.

When asked how much they
believe a single mother with two
children receives in welfare pay-
ments, the average response was
$685 a month, the study said. The
national average for state and feder-
al payments is $366 monthly.

Ninety-two percent said reduc-
ing poverty would be a good eco-
nomic investment. Seventy-three
percent said increasing aid to the
poor would cut racial tension and
crime.

As for financing such aid, 58
percent said the wealthy should pay
more in taxes for poverty programs,
while 34 percent said the wealthy
should not be required to pay more.
The poll, conducted Oct 13-16,

surveyed 900 Americans at ran-
dom, 23 of whom gave in-depth
interviews. The maigin of error is

plus or minus 3.5 to 4 percentage
points.

Other findings:

• Seventy-three percent said the
current minimum wage of $4.25
per hour is too low. Respondents
proposed a minimum wage of
$5.41 per hour. Only 2 percent felt

$4.25 per hour is too high.

• Eighty-one percent believed
most poor people live in cities.
Census figures show only 40 per-
cent of those below the poverty line
are in urban areas. ^

• Sixty-four percent feel poverty
is getting worse. Only 7 percent
think it is decreasing.

Q All Work. No Play.

CLAII Play. No Work.

All Work. All Play.

i.

J

Get the best of both worlds at Microsoft.

On Campus Interviews

Full-time & Summer Technical Interviews
January 30-31, 1995
See Career Planning Center for details.

Resumes due 1/11/95. MiciOSiM
Micros<rft js an Equal Ojqwrtunity Employer and supptxts woritforcc diversity.

®

CI9»4Mto0MftOiiiK»itkatAMri«>«.re»WYeAMwowft»to«rt^^
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...and the

WINNER
is...

Dr. Roland Saklyama, a professor at the UCLA Medical Center, was

the lucky winner of a MOVADO MUSEUM WATCH in the November

Crescent Jewelers/UCLA Athlete of the Month giveaway. Each month

CRESCENT JEWELERS gives away a $395 Movado Museum Watch

in a random drawing. You can enter this month's drawing by

completing the Official Ballot/Entry below and taking it or sending it to

CRESCENT JEWELERS in the village.

WIN aMOVADO WATCH
The Museum.Watch.

VOTE FOR THE

JieUx^
J eujelers

ATHLETES ofJhe MONTH
HOW TO ENTER

Mail or bring a completed Official Ballot/Entry (or photocopy) to Crescent Jewelers, or drop in an on-
campus ballot box. A new drawing each month. You may enter only once each month.

As always, Westwood's oldest and most respected Jeweler offers a

Discount to UCLA Students, Faculty, and Staff

Official Ballot/ Entry
Here are my choices for the December Crescent Jewelers / UCLA Athletes of the Month.

Please enter me in this month's drawing for a free MOVADO watch.

Name Address

Daytime Phone,

Male Athlete (Vote For One)

Ed O'Bannon (BB)

Frankie Hejduk (SOC)
' Tyus Edney (BB)

Female Athlete (Vote For One)

G Kisa Hughes (BB)

Kelly Flannigan (VB)

Q Annette Saimeen (SWM) U
or write in or write in

Crescent Jewelers, 1055 Westwaod Blvd., Westwood Village 90024 • (310) 208-3131

BOSNIA
From page 1

arrived this fall to replace French
troops, but officials said only 200
even had a gun.

Apart from a few small supply

convoys, Serbs have refused to

allow U.N. convoys for the
Bangladeshis to cross the territo-

ry they hold in neighboring
Croatia. The Bangladeshis are
reportedly short of food and med-
icine- one man died last week of
illness reported by the United
Nations.

U.N. spokesmen in Sarajevo
said plans were for about 400
Bangladeshis to be pulled out by
land through a Serb-held section

of Croatia to Zagreb. Spokesman
Thant Myint-U said that although

the move was meant to be tempo-
rary, Serbs surrounding the region

may not let the peacekeepers
back in.

Bangladesh welcomed the
plan: "Whatever the U.N., does,

we will go by it. Our troops at

DEMOCRATS

Bihac are at the disposal of the

United Nations," Afsarul Qader,
an official at the Foreign Ministry

in Dhaka, Bangladesh, said today.

Sources in Zagreb, Croatia,
said about 100 peacekeepers
would be moved out of the area
daily over a four-day periods .-.

The sources said the United

U.N. spokesmen in

Sarajevo said plans were

for about 400

Bangladeshis to be

pulled out by land

through a Serb-held

section of Croatia to

Zagreb.

Nations still had to get approval
for the plan from the combatants,
something they predicted the
Bosnian government would
object to.

From page 1

Gore, with the purpose of repre-

senting moderate America.
"The Democratic party was los-

ing touch with America; it was
moving too far to the left," said

Murshed Zaheed, president and
the founder of the campus chapter,

who attended the organization's

forum and gala along with Bruin
chapter co-chair, Metta
Grokenberger. "The DLC was
created in order to pull the
Democratics toward the center."

The national organization
works to define and promote a

public policy that is based on
"mainstream values" and "non-
bureaucratic approaches to gov-
erning," according to the national

organization.

At Tuesday night's gala,
Clinton stressed in his speech that

one reason for the overwhelming
Democratic losses in the Nov. 7

elections was that Americans
were disgruntled because they
believe the Clinton
Administration is focusing too
much on special interests, and not

developing the nation's economy
and social programs with broader
interests in mind.

"The DLC is trying to make a

home for people disgruntled with

both the Republican and
Democratic parlies," said Bruin

COMDEX
From page 3

(pay) $250 for laptop equipment
when they can pay $50 for the
(same) desktop equipment," said

David Chien, a computer techni-

cian from the Student Affairs
OflTice.

Even if the prices are high,
many people are willing to pay
because they need the leading-odge
technology shown at Comdex.

"For the disabled community,
personal computers are the solu-

tion to all their problems" Grimaldi
said.

About a year ago, if a disabled

person wanted a voice recognition

program, they needed to have a
desktop computer or a big machine
to use things like speech synthesiz-

ers. They could also have a lapKop

that was fixed up to work with an
internal speech synthesizer, but
then the speech synthesizer occu-
pied the space for a modem,
Grimaldi explained.

And only special laptops were
fit to handle \\vt extra equipment,
Grimaldi added.

chapter Co-chair Jean-Cristoph
Curelop. "The DLC is a moderate
organization that is still a part of
the Democratic party, but we are

not as liberal. For example, most
Democrats are absolutely opposed
to welfare reform, while the DLC
does agree that some welfare
reform is needed," he added.

The Bruin chapter, like the
national organization, is focusing

on students who have moderate
political views, as opposed to

being on the far left or right. The
Bniin chapter will be helping the

Bruin Democrats in its activities

and in addition, will be focusing
on forming public policy.

"Our short term goal is to get

people to come to the meetings
and discuss public policy,"
Curelop said. "We want to give
people the voice. There is a great

deal of anger right now because
there is no answer to these prob-
lems."

Eventually, the goal of the
Bruin chapter is to establish a
public policy class for undergrad-

uates.

"We want people from both
parties to join," Zaheed said. "The
DLC is a non-partisan organiza-

tion. In a time like this, there has
never been a greater time to work
with each other."

But today, the PC Card allows
people to plug all the same elec-

tronic devices into their small lap-

top.

Larry Pierce, a staff member at

the Americans with Disabilities

Act and 504 Compliance office -
the campus agency that prevents
discrimination against disabled
persons - said he is now going to

buy one of the powerful laptops.

Even ifthe prices are

high, many people are

willing to pay...

Pierce lives with a gradual
degeneration of muscle strength
and he is bound to a motorized
wheel chair with a head rest and
layback system. He uses a voice
recognition program that al lows'"

him to speak into a microphone

See COMDEX, page 21^
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COMDEX
From page 20

linked to his computer instead of

typing.

"For myself, when it's raining,

it's impossible to come to work at

trCLA. Now r wiTl be able to do
the same work at home," he said.

Laptop computers allow users

the freedom to move and do their

work anywhere.

"The individual bound to a

wheelchair, who needs to use a

voice recognition program, now
can have a laptop nK)unted on their

wheel-chair," Grimaldi said.

And disabled people can now do
voice recognition on a laptop that

"^was not available three weeks ago,

Grimaldi explained.

Students also agree that laptop

computers are helpful because they

can bring their computers on cam-

pus, to the library or coffee houses

without having to go back home
and type all the work on their desk-

top computers.

Nadia Maria Davis, a 1993 law

school graduate, said she borrows

her father's laptop because she's

always working and consistently

needs a computer.

"I like to use it at coffee hous-

es," Davis said.

Convenience was one of the

major factors that encouraged stu-

dents to buy laptops, they said.

"It is a lot easier to take it to the

library and do the research or work
there" said undeclared sophonKDre

Lisa Garcia, adding that she
already has a desktop computer but

just bought a new laptop.

"The capabilities of a desktop

and laptop are pretty much the

same, tlie only thing is that the lap-

top is much more versatile,"

Convenience was

one of the major

factors that encouraged

students to buy

laptops ...

Garcia said.

Students that commute also

need to have a work instrument

that they can take home and then

take back to school, they said.

Henry Chang, a third-year biolo-

gy student, has a desktop computer

at his family home, but he owns a

laptop computer, too.

"Laptop computers are very

convenient. I can go home on
weekends and use my family desk-

top and then use my notebook
when I come to UCLA," Chang
said.

But even if laptops seem to be

the most useful type of computers,

engineers, scientists, architects and

designers work on desktop com-
puters because they need the big

screen that comes with it.

Technology is progressing so

fast, Chien explained, that in six

•' months, people will be able to buy

a laptop computer twice as fast as

the one they already have for the

same price.

All the new laptops come with

at least one PC Card socket. The
more expensive laptops may have

as many as three sockets.

However, current Macintosh com-
puter laptops in the 500 series

don't have a PC card socket,

though they come with an option

to use them through external

devices.

Before this progress, members
of the UCLA disabled community

had to come to school and do their

work in the computer lab. Now
they can check out laptops, speech

synthesizers and any other comput-

er equipment and'take it away
from campus.

"All this is still in an experimen-

tal stage," Grimaldi said. ,
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The following positions are available on the Project Team:

Section Editors for the Sports, Academics, Campus Tour, Administration/Student

Services, and Campus Life sections

Resource Editors to find and create Video, Photography, Music, and Text

Graphic Designers who icnow Photoshop, Macromedia Director, or Illustrator

Proarammers to integrate elements into a cohesive final product

Legal Affairs Director to work on copyright and licensing issues

If you are interested in

participating, or just want more

information on tfie project, call

(82)57040 and leave a

message Bruin Interac

FORECAST
From page 3

While the conference will
focus on outlihihg the project's

predictions for the state and
national economy, a number of
guest speakers will be on hand to

talk about regional issues as well.

Topics such as Proposition 187*s

impact on the economy, and the

1992 Los Angeles riots' effects on
on home prices will be covered.

The project has traditionally

.received nationwide recognition

for its economic forecasting. In

... a number of guest

speakers will be on

hand to talk about

regional issues ... such as

Proposition 187*s

impact on the economy.

the past, project members have
been honored for forecasting
accuracy, Lieser said.

Lieser said he believed that the

recognition comes with a great
deal of responsibility.

"We have a gcxxl time working
here but we don't take things
lightly," said Lieser, who empha-
sized that project members know
that their subscribers' financial

decisions often hinge on their

findings. "We always try to give
our best effort."

DRINKING
From page 3

and stuff. Then I can't get to sleep.

If I've got a 9 or 10 o'clock class

the next day, I'm not very happy."
Dingers were seven times as

likely to have unprotected sex as

non-binge drinkers, \Q times as

likely to drive after drinking and
1 1 times as likely to fall behind in

their studies, the survey said.

At about one-third of the
schools, more than 50 percent of
students surveyed were bingers.

At another third, fewer than 35
percent were bingers. The survey
did not identify particular schools.

Sober students at the heavy-
drinking schcx)ls were much more
likely to endure abuse from drink-

ing students than teetotalers at the

lowest-level drinking schools.

At the heavy-drinking schools,

sober students were more than
twice as likely to be insulted, hit,

Bingers were seven

times as likely to have

unprotected sex as

non-bingers, 10 times

as likely to drive after

drinking ...

assaulted or experience unwanted
sexual advances from drinking
students.

They were also about 2 1/2
times as likely to have their study
or sleep interrupted or their prop-
erty damaged by drinkers, the sur-

vey said.

Katharine Lyall, president of
University of Wisconsin System
and chair of the advisory board for

the Harvard study, said orientation

and counseling programs aimed at

binge drinkers at her schools have
been largely unsuccessful.

"I increasingly encounter stu-

dents who comment they have a

roommate whose drinking inter-

feres with their study time," Lyall

said. "Or that they were out on-*

Saturday ... with a friend who got

so drunk they got sick and ruined
everybody's evening.'^
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Scientists

fascinated
by storms'
flashes of
coior, light
By Jane Allen

The Associated Press

SAN FRANCISCO —
Scientists are both confounded and

fascinated by spectacular blood-red^

and blue flashes - looking like

dancing angels and trumpets - that

appear high in the atmosphere
above huge thunderstorms.

The luminous phenomena,
called red sprites and blue jets,

seem to be forms of electrical dis-

charge, but a series of presentations

Tuesday at the American
Geophysical Union fall meeting
produced no definitive word on
how they form.

The flashes are accompanied by

distinctive crackling and popping

radio signals.

Last summer, researchers
climbed aboard high-flying aircraft

and manned ground stations to

record the flashes on stormy nights

above Colorado, Kansas, Nebraska

and Oklahoma.
Scientists attribute the flashes,

first reported in 1989, to strong

negative electrical charges at the

top of clouds following positively

charged lightning strikes, which
release electrons into the upper
atmosphere.

But the precise mechanism of
their formation remains unknown.

Sprites often look like oblong
red heads with red. hair above and
bluish tendrils below. Some
observers have reported them in

orange, white or green.

Davis Sentman, a physics pro-

fessor at the Geophysical Institute

at the University of Alaska and a

sprite researcher, said researchers

hope to do more observations to

determine more about their compo-
sition and origin.

"The red color of sprites are

probably due to oxygen. The blue

jets are probably due to nitrogen,"

Sentman said. "But we want to

know."

One of the ways researchers

may find out will be planned
flights over the storm-prone Andes
Mountains in February to see if

they are present there.

They occur within milliseconds

of positively charged lightning

flashes, scientists said.

They have been measured at

more than six miles wide and at

heights of more than 30 miles,

reaching altitudes of about 60
miles into the atmosphere.

"Sprites tend to be at a constant

level, in the atmosphere," said

Walter Lyons of ASTeR Inc., a

meteorological consulting firm in

Fort Collins, Colo. He described

initial observations from the 1994
Colorado Sprite Campaign, carried

out to help NASA assess the poten-

tial threat of lightning strikes and
sprites to aerospace programs.

Asked their possible effect on
space shuttles, he said: "I haven't a

clue yet. But I'm not sure I'd be the

astronaut first to volunteer to fly

through one."

The blue jets, seen as narrow
beams, sprays, fans and cones, also

originate at the top of storm clouds

but travel upward to about 20 miles

in altitude.

Blue jets could be a hazard to

airplanes, cautioned Eugene
Westcott, a researcher at the

Geophysical Institute at the

University of Alaska in Fairbanks.

'There's a fair amount of ener-

gy" associated with them, he said.
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Viewpoint
Column

For the holidays, recognize UCLA's divine influence: soccer!
It's

the holiday season, and my
favorite time of year. This is

when we all gather 'round our
favorite mythology to celebrate

what was originally the end of the
long nights, cold days, and little

food.

Yes ma'am, the celebration of
the Winter Solstice is what it's all

about. But no matter how you cel-

ebrate it, this is undeniably a sea-
son of the miraculous. In the

Christian tradition. God assumed
the form of a

human baby
on earth. In

the Jewish tra-

dition, oil

meant to light

the Temple's

menorah for

only one day,

burned bright-

ly for eight.

Miracles

abound, and
UCLA is at no
shortage for

the influence

of the Divine.

It is a strange phenomenon that

most encounters with the Divine,
the things that could really prove
we're not alone, particulariy on a
grand universal scale, only occur
in the most obscure remote cor-
ners of the world or somewhere
deep within the human heart. No
exception was underway in the

mind of God last Sunday, either
For last Sunday the gods came
down and performed one of the

greatest miracles ever seen at a
UCLA soccer game, or anywhere
else, for that matter It was a
game of transcendental propor-
tions, and like most inexplicable
mysteries of the cosmic realm, it

was not witnessed by many.
But those of us who had ears to

Donald

Carpenteh

Rios

hear and eyes to see will never
forget that fateful day. Those of
us who, by no human intention,

were called to witness with our
very existence the spectacle

before us, comprise the chosen
few left behind to tell the tale, to

testify to the world.

This is my purpose here, right

now. No, brother, I'm not

trying to convert you to

my way of believing, I'm
telling you of the truth I

saw. Now that I have the

truth, I'm sharing it with
you. It started out as most
UCLA soccer games do.
Coke in one hand, big

pretzel in the other, UCLA
looking extremely viable

with a one point lead.

Charleston was no
pushover (I guess you
don't get to play for a slot

in the NCAA final four
without being rather

good). But then it hap-
pened. With a sacrifice

play that would cost Chris
Snitko dearly, this awe-
some wonder boy of a
goalie leaped through the air with
mercurial agility and blocked a
ball outside of the 18-yard line.

What else could he do? The
ball had been headed back out to
a Charleston player with a deaf
shot on goal. Instinctively, Snitko
blocked the ball. Instantly, he was
ejected from the game. "Oh my
God!" I thought, "they have to

play Matt Reis. He's only a

FRESHMAN !!!1!"

It was at that moment I realized
I had dropped my pretzel and had
chewed the stick off my yellow
pompom. That was okay. I still

had the blue one.

The Charieston team, eager to

test Reis eariy, made several dri-

ves to the net. With a shot on goal
and Reis diving to the ground, the

ball popped into the path of a
Charleston hot foot. Frankie

Hejduk jumped in front of the

ball, batting it down with his

hand. Immediately he too was
red-carded. "Oh my god!" I

screamed.

... exactly!

But that's where faith comes
in. It reminded me of a Bible
story I heard when I was a boy..

There was this war between Israel

and Syria (geez, a few thousand
years and things don't change
much).

Anyway, Elisha was watching

Indeed, it was time to invoke
the Divine.There I was foaming
pale blue from the mouth, my
heart pounding, neariy beating the

woman in front of me to death
with what was left of my yellow
pompom, and it hit me. "Where's
the blue pompom?"
We were down two men!

UCLA was playing this game,
headed for the national champi-
onship playoffs, with only nine
players on the field against

Charieston 's eleven. Let's imag-
ine playing b-ball without the

O'Bannon brothers and no substi-

tutes. Let's imagine UCLA foot-

ball without J.J. Stokes and
Wayne Cook, and no substitutions

the battlefield with his servant
and they were completely out-

numbered. The worried servant
says "we're surrounded," and
Elisha says "Fear not. for they
that are with us are more than
they that be with them." And I'm
sure that was not much consola-
tion, so Elisha prays for this guy's
eyes to be opened. What does he
see? "And the Lord opened the

eyes of the young man, and he
saw: and behold, the mountain
was full of horses and chariots of
fire round about Elisha."

That was the only explanation
for what happened the soccer
field last Sunday. Man, those
horses and chariots did bum! That

and the fact that UCLA has one of
the best teams in the nation.

You've got Ante Rasov, who
executes ia flying bicycle kick so
perfectly it's enough to give Jean-
Cfaude Van Damme nightmares.
You've got Greg "the animal"
Vanney who has scored impossi-
ble goals in the last-seconds of his

last two games "by any means
necessary," and I think he'd drag
the ball into the net by his teeth if

they gave him the go-ahead.
Well, our mens' soccer team

received the grace of God last

Sunday and proved that "they that

are with us are more than they
that are with them" by winning
that game three to two. Might I

remind you that they did that with
only nine players against 11?
Now that I have witnessed the

glory of the miraculous, I'm here
to say these guys are riding a
chariot of fire all the way to the
NCAA championship.

It would be nice if the Daily
Bruin (a paper that will give a full

color spread to a less than spec-
tacular football team and front

page coverage to the UCLA
men's basketball win over
Kentucky) would avoid further

sacrilege and scandal, in this the
year of soccer's advent in the

U.S. (remember the World Cup?)

—

and pay homage to the men's soc-
cer team, who are only two games
away from the National Title.

Come on. Bruins; give our
brothers out on the soccer field

the love they deserve. They're
doing nothing by miracles.

Donald Francis Carpenter-Rios is

a graduate student in Near Eastern
Language and Cultures and has
not written this article just because
his advisor is a raging soccerfan
and he wants a better grade.

Counterpoint

Does ethnic separatism foster prejudice in society?
By KamHy Graham
and Diane Ichikawa

Every day, we open up the Daily
Bruin to read the Viewpoint sec-
tion. And every day, we hear from
one more disgruntled liberal

regarding the passing of the

"racist" Proposition 187. To quote
Dink, "Frankly, I'm getting a little

ticked oflT."

The article, "Latino/a activism
awakens 'Sleeping Giant,'" (Dec.
5) by Nikolai Garcia-Ingistov,-

among others that have been print-

ed, have raised concern among the
Republican minority on campus.
These liberals seem so concerned
about prejudice, and yet their arti-

cles make sweeping generaliza-
tions about the conservatives who
voted for this measure.

NVe could argue all day about
the implications of Proposition
187, but why bother? It's been
passed, for those who refuse to
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admit it. For now, we'd like to

focus our attention on Garcia-
Ingistov's article.

• In the first sentence, four
Spanish words are used without
giving their English equivalent
This alienates the gringos who
could be reading the article. If he is

so worried about the Latinos being
persecuted and alienated why does
he do the same to non-Spanish
speaking readers?

• Garcia-Ingistov consistently

capitalizes "Brown" and not
"white." Since when is the color of
one's skin capitalized? If this does
not promote ethnocentric views,
we don't know what does.

• Yes, we did see the "T 2-year-
old boy from the junior high ...

who carried the Mexican flag with
pride." Excuse us if we are mistak-
en, but this young man is living in

the United States of America. We
understand that he is proud of his

ethnic background, but he should

also be proud of the country that

gave him the right to protest in the

first place - the USA. And by car-

rying this flag, he is promoting a
separatist society which is doing
no better than parading through the

South with a Dixie flag.

Garcia-Ingistov is very adamant

about the unification of the Latino
people, but what California needs
and what we are all trying to

achieve is a unified state regaixlless

of color barriers.

By reducing this to a color
issue, we are fostering prejudiced
behavior and ideas within our

state. As one great scholar once
said, "After all, there is but one
race - humanity."
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Multicultural

briclge4Nillciliig

EdKon
In reference to the article in the

Dec. 2 Daily Bruin entitled,

"Enough about race already!," we
as members of the Multicultural

Society would like to clarify our

position.

We agree with the writer's ideal

of attempting to judge all people as

individuals. However, we present-

ly believe there are certain steps

that must be taken to better

achieve this goal. It is our belief

that prejudice still exists today in

society. As prejudice has been the-

orized by many as being a product

of ignorance, it becomes extremely

important to rid our society of

ignorance. It therefore becomes
necessary to use vehicles of educa-

tion and personal interaction to

combat ignorance, and with it help

to break down haimful prejudices.

We believe that it is after one has

worked to alleviate prejudice, neg-

ative stereotypes and tension that

people can fully judge an individ-

ual person by "the content of their

character," as Dr. King once
drean)ed.

Unfortunately, in our society

there is not a great deal of opportu-

nity for this type of understanding

and interaction of people from
diverse backgrounds.

We believe that the

Multicultural Society provides a

necessary forum for this type of

understanding and interaction.

Through oi;ganizing different

speakers, field trips, discussions

and cultural events we hope to illu-

minate people's cultural differ-

ences and similarities to a diverse

audience. In addition, we hope the

Multicultural Society helps to inilt-

ate positive personal interaction

across racial and ethnic lines.

In America* minority cultures

tend to get lost within mainstream

society. Maintaining culture and

tradition is important for a number
of reasons. If culture is lost it loses

with it diversity in art, music, food,

history, customs and dance. If

these aspects of culture are lost it

would create a more monotonous
and less interesting society to live

in.

In addition, culture and ethnicity

help to shape an individual's iden-

tity. As one of our first speakers

stated, an individual is composed
of a variety of different character-

istics, which include ethnicity, gen-

der, class, sexuality, culture, etc. In

order to truly understand an indi-

vidual, it is important to explore

and appreciate these characteris-

tics.

The American culture should

not be made up of one core cul-

ture, but rather, of coexisting

diverse cultures with bridges con-

necting them. It is the goal of the

Multicultural Society to not only

help create a more comfortable

atmosphere for coexistence, but

also to help be part of building

these bridges.

Andi Meek
David Silver

Members, UCLA Multicultural

Society

Advertising

blasphemy
Edttor:

I am writing in response to the

blasphemous Campus Events

advertisement in the Dec. 5 Daily

Bruin which displayed a picture

of Jesus Christ on one side and
the bands Fitz of Depression and
Karp on the other

I am one of many Christian

students at this school who was
brought up with a strong religious

background and a strong personal

reverence for the man who, in the

ad, was depicted as, "some holy

guy." My complaint, however, is

not simply that as a Catholic I

was personally offended, for I've

come to accept the persecution

that goes along with having

strong convictions. No, my prob-

lem with this ad is that an obvi-

-ous religious symbol was —
blatantly disrespected and, worst

of all, it was done with my regis-

tration fees.

Such acts of disrespect,

whether against Christians or

Muslims or Jews or any group,

are not appropriate in a student

newspaper, especially from a stu-

dent-funded organization like

Campus Events on such a reli-

giously diverse campus as

UCLA.
If ads like these are allowed to

be printed, it can only lead to fur-

ther separation among students

and will give the university an

ugly label of being bigoted and
insensitive toward students' reli-

gious beliefs. As a member of this

university community, I don't

wish to have that negative label

associated with me.

A mistake as obviously offen-

sive as this one should not be

allowed to slip by without some
sort of an apology. The name of

that "holy guy" is Jesus Christ.

Believe what you choose, but I

refuse to sit quietly while my
Father is publicly blasphemed.

Mllte Warren
Second year

History

Clarificatien
Editor:

The article that appeared in the

Daily Bruin on Nov. 22 regarding

the UCLA Neuropsychiatric

Hospital is inaccurate and mislead-

ing.

First and foremost, the

Neuropsychiatric Hospital has not

been placed on probationary status

by the Joint Commission on the

Accreditation of Healthcare

Oiganizations (JCAHO).
A "special one-day survey" was

conducted by the commission in

June 1994. At that time, a surveyor

reviewed a small sampling of

patient charts focusing on a single

patient complaint and reported on
his preliminary findings in

September 1994. The
Neuropsychiatric Hospital

reviewed the accreditation com-
mission's preliminary report and

identified a number of significant

inaccuracies. We subsequently

requested a review by the commis-
sion. In addition, we have filed a

statement of mitigation for the

accreditation committee in

response to the June 29 findings.

At this time, the Accreditation

Committee is reviewing UCLA's .

response. As such, UCLA
Neuropsychiatric Hospital has not

been placed on probationary status

as your article indicated. It should

be further noted that, as an organi-

zation, the Neuropsychiauic

Hospital is extraordinarily commit-
ted to meeting and exceeding the

standards set forth by the accredi-

tation commission. The 1992 sur-

vey results reveal that

commitment.

In June 1994 the

Neuropsychiatric Hospital held a

two-day consultative review in

preparation for the 1995 survey

and is well on the way to full

implementation of new 1 995
accreditation standards. The -

Neuropsychiatric Hospital looks

forward to a collaborative interac-

tion with the Joint Commission on
the Accreditation of Health Care
Organizations.

Don Roclcweli, M.D.
Director, UCLA

Neuropsychiatric Hospital

You bragged to your roommates, friends and co-workers that you're

funnier, more political or more interesting than any of the Viewpoint
columnists this fall quarter. Or if you didn't say anything, you at least

thought about it. But regardless, you didn't do anythihg.

Well, talk is cheap.

If you really want to put your money where your mouth is, you have
a^mit 24 hours left to turn in your application. Come on, apply to be a

winter quarter Viewpoint columnist.

Applications are due Friday - that's tomorrow - by 5 p.m. in the Daily

.Bruin office. You still have time. So, consider this a challenge. Apply.

y Now!
(You could just hold off until spring quarter to apply, but, why wait?)
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Music Picks

1. Neil Young Sleeps WIthArjgela As an
antidote for the cheer of the season, try this dark

arKi di^nted, low-key masterpiece, as powerful

as Young's 1975 record Tonight's the Night It's

also one of his most stylisticaify diverse. His new
message: it's better to burn on than fade away.

2. Liz Phalr Whip-Smart Granted, this Isnl

nearly as exciting as her brilliant debut. But to

top Exile In Guyville would be a lot to ask, and
for the most part Liz scores bull's eyes anyway,
thanks in part to lyrics like: "He said he liked to

do it backwards / 1 said that's just fine with me ...

that way we can fuck and watch TV"
3. R.E.M. MonMter So you thougtrt they couWnt
rock, eh? Well check out the brutal tJircus Env/
or the expansive "Let Me In," where Peter Buck s
guitar sounds like it just rose from the depths of

Loch Ness, and think again. And for ttiose wtx)

think Michael Stipe cani sing, check out his

Prince impression on Tongue "

4. Sugar File Under: Easy Ustenlrtg With ttw

exc»j^on of The Gift," the bam-txjming c^jening

scorcher, this reasrd lives up to its title. With its

gorgeous, soaring melodies and uplifting gutto'

lines, this is power pop to t>e sure, but ^rttnout

the wimpiness that plagues rrjost other

contenders. Give your true love this valentine a
month and half early

5. Hole Live Through This Anyone who thinks

Courtney Love is just riding her late husband's
coattails hasn't heard this record, probably the

sharpest, most insightful self-examination since,

well, In Utero. Like so many records, her well of

inspiration dries up toward the end of side two,

arKf the record as a wfiole coukj be a little noisier

But for speed-rock junkies, the funous "Violet"

alone is worth the price of admission
6. Beck Mellow Gold When it comes to hooks,

this slacker lets it all hang out-slkje guitars here,

sitars tfiere, rock hard t)eats everywhere And
whettwr playing the punk or the folkie, Beck's
perennial wise-ass anttes never fail in their

c^pM% for ^Ktoss ^rprise. Even after repeated

llstenlrras, this is the gift that keeps on giving.

7.(Md ^KKfl fUui Volume 1 artd Old School
Volumet 1 ' 5 If miteLines," "Push If and
Atem^ Dog" still get you In a cxjW sweat and
brl^ a ^arm fuzzy feeling to your heart, ttien

thm» CC^ are fw ^XJ.Theyte hcrt, they're rockin',

arkd If ywi'm not sk^ of tf^ ^+ tunes by now,
it's a must Ixiy.
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Martin, Ephron mix it up for 'Mixed Nuts' reiease
Star, screenwriter

discuss negative bias

directed at comedy
By Mike Horowitz

Daily Bruin Senior Staff

Nora Ephron and the star of her soon-to-

be-unveiled film Mixed Nuts, Steve Martin,

are in town to talk about their proud collab-

oration. And though they would make a

pretty lousy comedy team based on the ban-

ter in their talk with the Bruin, they do team
up for a side-splitting dance in the new film.

Martin plays Philip, manager of a barely

successful suicide hotline in Venice Beach
who creates and endures crises on this

Christmas Eve. He breaks a rule and gives

out the center's address to a caller and ends

up forgetting their immenent arrival. When
Chris (Liev Schreiber), a depressed cross-

dresser walks in, Philip has no idea how to

react, but soon falls back upon unhelpful

anecdotes and plentiful platitudes.

Soon they're slowdancing.

"I went home after the day we shot the

dancing scene," says Martin, "and told a

friend, *I think we filmed the funniest scene

I have ever done.'" Although he is a poorer

dancer than Schreiber, the scene belies any
weakness on his feet due to the fact that

Martin leads. He says Schreiber struggled

to adjust.

"That's the way half the population
dances," reminds Ephron, misinterpreting

Martin's remark as sexist, "and some of us

still dance that way."

Yet the chance to dance was far from
Martin's only motivation to act in Nuts.

"Many things attracted me to it," he says,

"starting with Nora, and the cast, and the

script and it's a place to call home for three

months too. I just trust Nora and I know that

when we get to the set, it's going to end up
funny."

Ephron agrees. "Sometimes you shoot a

funny movie and yoii hope it's funny," she

says, "I think vye all had a sense that this

was funny. It wasn't like we were trying to

make Dances with Wolves. Our ambitions

were low in the best sense."

Adapting it from the French movie Le
Pere Noel est ime Ordure, Ephron and her

sister finished the script before Ephron's hit

Sleepless in Seattle'. She enjoys it's mature

angle in a season filled with family fare and

cute kids galore. Yet Ephron holds that the

original was much darker in tone than she

had wanted. "It's not a Christmas movie,"

she says of Le Pere Noel est une Ordure ,

"and it's not a love story. No dne falls in

love though several people do have sex in

it."

"Isn't that love?" jokes Martin.

The character of Philip was especially

engaging to Martin. "I like my character in

this," he says, "he's a little thoughtless, a

little bit goofy, naive, and doesn't see

what's right in front of him. A bit selfish -^ it

gives you something to play rather than Mr.

Nice Guy."

"The worst thing you can be given to

play in a movie is Mr. Nice Guy, because

there's nothing there. When you think about

all the nice people you know they all have
foibles. All you have to do is play those

foibles and let your own personality stay.

Philip (Steve Martin, left) and Chris

(Uev Schreiber) dance in Mixed Nuts.

One of the biggest mistakes in writing

screenplays is asking 'Is he likable?'

Because then he can't do that, because he's

not likable, and yet in Silence ofthe Lambs,
at the end of the movie you kind of like

Anthony Hopkins."

Although he's never challenged himself

to that extent, and mass-murdering canni-

bals have been recently suffering low popu-
larity, Martin would probably be a fairly

likable villain. He has produced some of the

best comedies of the '80s and shows no

signs of stof^ing. Father ofthe Bride II and

Sergeant Bilko luilc in the future and a new
play from the creator of Picasso at the

Lapin Agile starts in New York this spring.

He calls it "a surreal look at a family in the

'50s."

Thus it is a thoughtful proposition when
this ultra-successful laugh-getter decrys a

critical bias towards comedy. "I remember
recently reading a review of Jim Carrey for

the Mask," he says, "and the reviewer said

*he also proves he can act in one scene
when so and so.' I said, 'What's he doing

when he's being funny?' That's not acting?

There's a prejudice against comedy as act-«^

ing and it is acting."

"People say because somebody cries, 'oh

look, he can act!' But the fact that Jim
Carrey can do a ten minute ad-libbed bit

walking across a roof that's just comedy."

"What is that expression?" asks Ephron.

'"Tragedy is easy, comedy is hard?'"

"No," corrects Martin. "Dying is easy."

"Ohhh!" she blasts out and then thinks

for a second before embarassing herself

again. "But is it true?"

Martin laughs, "I don't know yet."

He believes, and he should know, that the

responses garnered from great comedy are

just as difficult to gain as they are in acting.

"When you're doing a play and it's dramat-

ic, the audience sits there going," he crosses

his arms and looks intense, "and the actor's

going 'Yeah, I'm really getting to them.*"

"But if you're doing a comedy, if they

don't go 'Hahahaha,' you're dead!"

Martin sums up what he calls "the fun

art" that is comedy: "You've got to get that

to win. And people don't just give it up.

They have to be made to laugh."
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Creative, mellow Phlsh appear far from 'Dead'
TT __!• 11 1" t mA«~y^_:>>-u^ !»_• _• ••

Unpredictable band
brings unique style

to Santa Monica —
By Gaby Mora
Daily Bruin Staff

Trying to describe a Piiish con-
cert is as futile as trying to label
the type of music the band plays.

Explaining the gap between
concert and album sales is even
harder.

In 1992, lead singer and gui-
tarist Trey Anastasio sat back-
stage at the Palace before yet
another sold-out show, puzzling
over why their fourth album, Rifi
(Elektra), wasn't selling as well
as they had hoped.

But with a fifth album out,
Hoist (Elektra), and another
national tour bringing them to the

Santa Monica Civic on Saturday,
drummer Jon Fishman says the
band's focus now is on having a
good time while pleasing its

devout listeners.

"I would love it if we had an
album that sells like crazy,"
admits Fishman. "I figure, we
either made one that no one-
knows about yet, or we're gonna
make one someday. But as we get
older none of us are as concerned
with sales anymore. We just don't
worry about it."

From his kickback, humorous

manner, it's hard to imagine
Fishman worrying about much.
Rounded out by keyboard player
Page McConnell and bassist
Mike Gordon, the Vermont-based
foursome self-released their first

album. Junta in 1988, and has
since continued as a band that is

all about just relaxing and enjoy-
ing life. With a blend of music
that moves in and out of almost
every imaginable style (some-
times in the same song), Phish is

unpredictable, but coherent
enough to pull off even the most
far-fetched ideas.

Integrating everything from a
vacuum cleaner to trampolines on
stage, the group is as creative
with its visual effects as it is with
its music. Though its sound is

rooted in lengthy instrumentals,
the band's amusing lyrics range
from a fast and crazy repetition of
"laugh and laugh and fall apart,"
to the charming story of a weasel
"racing with the wind" and "flirt-

ing with death" as he searches for
inner freedom.

Like the characters in some of
its songs, Fishman explains how
the group struggled to create its

own identity amidst media
reports that insisted Phish was the
next Grateful Dead.

"Its become like part of our
metabolism," laughs Fishman.
"When we were a younger band
it used to be a bigger deal. When
you're searching for your own

identity, you want to be known as
who you are, but you can't con-
trol peoples' response. You just
hope they come out and listen to

your music and have an open
mind before making any judge-
ment."

Though Phish doesn't sub-
scribe to any particular cause or
message, devoted fans have cre-

ated an aura around the group
that is short of idolization.
Fishman says it took it a long
time to gain any kind of crowd in

Los Angeles, but at UCLA the
group has a substantial following.

Second-year student Phil Hong
attended the Wiltern show last

year, and describes the experi-
ence as comparable to, "that
moment when you feel it can't go
any further, and it does."
Dave Reilly, a fourth-year stu-

dent, had his "Phish experience"
in Saratoga Springs, N.Y., and
says, "It was really mystical and
it felt like the whole audience
was one big fishbowl. It could
have been due to all the drugs we
were on, but I doubt it." —

^

Nicole Avnet, a fourth-year
student who is traveling north to

see Phish for the eighth or so
time, sums it up best when she
explains: "Their music just takes
on a completely different quality
when you see them live - the way
they jam and everything is impro-
vised, and they have such a wide
variety of music. I think people

(I. to r.) Page McConnell, Trey Anastasio, Jon Fishman and Mike
(iordon of Phish are just as creative with visuals as with music.

just really like that spontaneity."

As for the Grateful Dead com-
parisons, Avnet says, 'The paral-
lel that I draw is not so much in

their music, but people like the
security of having a place they
can go and they know that the

people there are similar and
there's always good vibes."

Despite the obvious adoration,
there is a fine balance that allows
band members to wander into the

See PHISH, page 34
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'Jazz on Tap' brings the rhythm of variety to L.A.

Artists bring virtuoso

dancing, *great jazz'

music to Wadsworth
By John Mangum

- Tap dancing is back, and a group of ded-

icated artists guarantees that it's here to

stay.

These dancers come together at the

Wadsworth Theater today through
Saturday to bring Los Angeles "Jazz on
Tap," a multi-generational tap exhibition

featuring virtuoso dancing and some great

jazz music. The legendary Cholly Atkins

hosts the evening.

Atkins began performing as a child in

vaudeville productions and appeared in

movies before teaming up with Charles

Coles to become half of a highly success-

ful tap duo. He has received many honors

throughout his long career, including a

Tony Award in 1989 for his choreography

in the Broadway hit "Black and Blue."

Atkins emphasizes the variety of the

evening's show, which covers a broad base

of styles and techniques. "There's a lot of

technique that's involved in presenting a

show of this type, and most of it is based

around good jazz music."

Atkins' is best-known for his style of

choreography, which he calls "vocal
choreography." He invented it for the

Motown groups of the '60s and '70s,

groups like the Supremes and the Jackson

Five.

"There was a time that they would all

have movements, but everybody was
doing whatever they wanted to do, but

there was no unity there, there was no pre-

cision," says Atkins. "I put it into that

fashion, and everybody started to pick that

up."

Because of his long experience with

dance, Atkins often teaches, and many of

the dancers involved with this weekend's
performances have studied with him.
"Some of them have taken classes that I've

conducted at dance festivals, and the

Broadway show; a couple of the people
were in the cast of 'Black and Blue' that I

choreographed."

The dancers featured in "Jazz on Tap"
include Dianne Walker, Germaine Ingram,

LaVaughan Robinson, Van Porter, and
Fred Strickler. Strickler teaches at U.C.
Riverside, where he is a member of the

Dance Faculty.

Strickler, like Atkins, sees the evening
as a presentation of diverse styles and
techniques. "I like to think of it as a dance
concert, celebrating the individual."

Strickler's own style began with his first

tap lessons, which he took at the age of 1 1

.

"I love rhythm, and I love dancing in gen-

eral. I'm both a modern dancer and a tap

dancer. To me, movement and music ^re

both very powerful ways of being in the

world. This is how I really feel I commu-
nicate myself best, through my dancing."

Though he enjoys dancing as a form of

interaction, Strickler thinks that many
audience members find it enthralling for

different reasons.'**! think that people
would enjoy it for its rhythmic complexity,

for its speed, for the plain old difficulty of

doing it, because tap dancing is actually

very difficult to do. It looks easy, but it

isn't."

For Strickler, the audience gets to enjoy

the art of a group of dancers that he really

admires. "I get to be on stage with some
really, really fine dancers and I really

appreciate that opportunity. They're really

good people, I think among the very best

tap dancers in the U.S."

Not only does "Jazz on Tap" highlight

these dancers, but it gives audiences a

chance to enjoy dancing which Atkins

calis, "really the only American art form
as far as dance is concerned."

DANCE: UCLA Center for the Performing
Arts presents "Jazz on Tap" at the
Wadsworth Theater Dec. 8-10. TIX: $28.
$25, $9 for students at the Central Ticket

Office. For more info cpll (310) 825-2101.
'Jazz on Tap' highlights legendary tap

masters and a new generation of tappers.
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UCLA alumnus gives audio tour of Hoilywood
Tape offers insight

behind scenes of

early film industry

By Emily Forster

Watching 'Taxi*' can change the
direction of your Ufe.

Or at least change your attitude
towards it, as it did for profession-
al tour guide and UCLA alumnus
Steve Schochet, creator of "Tales
of Hollywood," an audio-taped
tour detailing stories of the film
industry in its infancy.

When Schochet first decided to
become a tour guide, he recalled
Danny Devito's attitude toward
the taxi driving profession.
"Danny Devito says that the other
taxi drivers are boxers, or actors,
or artists, but he's just a taxi dri-

ver. That's like me. Other tour
guides are usually some other pro-
fession and just trying to make
some extra nrwney, but I'm a tour
guide and I wanted to be the best,"
says SchocheL

Before Schochet wanted to be a
tour guide, Schochet drove limou-
sines.

For Schochet, being a chauffeur
gave him free time to write. As he
drove celebrities around Los
Angeles, he soon became familiar

with the city's hot spots as well as
star's homes.

Intrigued with Hollywood,
Schochet spent an enormous
amount of time and energy

"There are tours of

famous pmces in L.A.,

but no one knows the

stories behind them."

Steve Schochet

UCLA Alumnus

researching the material for his
tours.

"I read a lot of books, maga-
zines, and newspapers, as well as
interviewing people. The stories

sometimes contradicted each other
and I'd have to interview as many
as three people before I got them
right," recalls SchocheL

Eventually Schochet had accu-
mulated enough material for more
than just a superb tour of Los

Angeles landmarks. He had many
interesting stories to tell and real-

ized that he could share his
research with more people if he
made a tape of his anecdotes.

"There are tours of famous
places in L.A., but no one knows
the stories behind them," explains
Schochet.

The resulting tape features tales

behind the origins of Hollywood,
relaying humorous anecdotes and
intriguri\g circumstances. How
Hollywood got its name, why the

movie industry came to
Hollywood, and how the tradition

of placing handprints and foot-
prints in front of the Mann's
Chinese Theater began, are just a
few of the 85 stories revealed on
the tape.

Some of the especially interest-

ing stories on the tape are those
about the thrifty eariy filmmakers
and their methods of cutting cor-
ners. For example, two silent film
directors arranged real life acci-
dents and filmed them in order to

save money on cars and stunt
men. After greasing streets of
busy intersections, they would
start filming and wait for two or
more cars to collide.

The same filmmakers realized
that the salaries of actors would
skyrocket if they became celebri-
ties, so no credits were rolled at

the endof silent films. It was
hoped that the stars would keep
their anonymity if movie goers did
not know actors' names. The film-

makers however underestimated
the power of fans and were soon
paying celebrity prices for their
actors.

Schochet plans to make two

more tapes about Sunset
Boulevard and Walt Disney's
career, but for now, there is 'Tales
of Hollywood."

For Schochet, he is simply con-
tent that people who have
embarked on his audio tour have
learned "the origin of everything
California is famous for."

AUDIO: Tales of Hollywood." Now
available at Bookzone and other
bookstores.
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Roy Disney recalls beginning of 40 years of TV magic
The Associated Press

Forty years ago, a show called

"Disneyland" made television

history for two reasons:

Disney became the first major

film studio to produce entertain-

ment for TV, breaking
Hollywood's ban of the new
medium, and the series brought

struggling ABC into the big lime,

as the first of the network's
shows to break into the top 25.

On Saturday, Dec. 10. ABC
will celebrate the anniversary

with "The Wonderful World of

Disney: 40 Years of Television

Magic." Remember Ludwig Von
Drake? Remember Davy
Crockett? They'll be back, and

more.

Roy E. Disney remembers. The
nephew of Walt and son of co-

founder Roy O. Disney is one of

the few remaining at the compa-
ny who was around when

"Disneyland" debuted. He goes

back even further.

"I remember going to New
York with my parents in 1937-38

and watching a demonstration of

live TV at the RCA Building,"

Disney says. "Which shows that

Dad and Walt were thinking
about television even then."

Desperately needing money in

1954 to complete his pleasure

park in Anaheim, Walt entered

intoan agreement with ABC. The

network contributed a half-mil^

lion dollars, and Disney agreed to

provide a weekly TV series for

$50,000 per episode. The first

show on Oct. 27, 1954, was an

entertaining, blatantly commer-
cial account of the planning and

building of Disneyland.

"Walt was one of the few peo-

ple in town who saw television as

an opportunity and not as a

threat," Roy Disney said. "One of

the shows that first year was an

hour's trailer for *20,000 Leagues
Under the Sea.' And it won the

Emmy for the best show of the

year!"

Disney was talking in his

memento-jammed office on the

third floor of the Animation
Building. It had been Walt's
office, and it was where Walt
gave Roy his first assignment for

the TV show. Roy had been

See DISNEY, page 33

''I HATE HIDDEN COSTS!" ^^^S^^m «mB^ ^^^^^ -^ ^r- -^ • -^ • unexpected fees when you
- DR. ROSS J> SOMERS, OPTOMETRIST^ (UCLA Alumni) altow u« to care for yoti"

^.y^A/t^CONTACT LENSES ^^f^^^A.^-,
V—

*

vKleO't ^^T' (Includes) -^^r^^^^Cled U/ ^-rr^COW %Tc««^^'< . Complete eye exam <: A^^^onT;???^

^^y ^Ql ^*
,
^ • Computerized contact lens fitting Z—| ^^/aa ^^^Z^^ ^' f^ • 6 months follow-up care ^A/XA^^T^^^^\/\/^ • Service agreement (like insurance)

Vision plans & Medi-cal welcome/Appointments made 24 hours a day!

PniUIDI'^P f^App S 319-9999 H^UlWIp ^{^ I L Wnilt 1531 WilsNre Blvd. Santa Monica^^ ^^B^ -"^
(corner of 16th Street, next to Crown Books)

Dental Excellence At

Teet
Cleaning& Exam

iafiaiiiii|35
Phillip M. ShipkoShki

HOURS: MON, TUES, WED, THURS 10'6

Affordable Prices!

Teeth
Bleaching

Special

Bh\!KLY Hill.-

3 1 0-273-^OS>0*:>

This Cbcismass. Crismas. Winter.
5MCMXGIV rjow Lirxj f'lijductions. Inc All Riyhli liuserved.

No Hidden Cost & Next Door To UCLA
Dr. Benjamin houladUuu ()l)tonietrist

Daily Wear Soft 99.0°

Extended Wear Soft 129.°'

3 Month Disposable (includes 4 boxes) 155.°'
'All prices include a complete eye exam. 3 months follow up. and care kit

Eye Glass Packages include exam s.v. 85.°^
15.V, off all designer sunglasses and prescription eyeware

SoSt pr/cos //? t/76? Sn///7

(310) 446-4784 ^ '"^ 1314 Westwood Blvd.

call for appointment ^^ ^^,,,^,^ book store

Hot Hair Salon

Speciolizing in

BIACK HAIR CARE

$45+up Retouch - Relaxer

$25+up Blow DiyG Curl

Student Special

l007BROXFONAVEr

WESTWOOD VILL/VGE

(310)208-3698

CONTAQANA

Don 't be e"*"*^ ,t

Try our all New
Skinless Rotisserie
Chicken from-the-flames

50% Less Fat

Only...

$3.99

40^ extra

•Quarter Chicken

•One side order

• Jack's Mountain Bread

•S(^ Drink with refills

White meat 70C extra exp. 12/15/94

sPi:cl.\l.--2

L

•HaifChiciten
• One side order

• Jack's Mountain Bread

•Soft Drink wid] refills

exp. 12/15/94

Only... '

$4,991

Qi^^m^

'nU In \\i \

I ICC Local Delivery MO 20S 1456
\U \\i
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DISNEY
From page 32

working on some of the nature
films and he was leaving for
Utah, where "Perri" was being
shot.

"On my way out, I stopped by
here in this room to say good-
bye," he recalled. "Walt said,
'Why don't you take a movie
camera up there and shoot a
bunch of behind-the-scenes
footage of how the film gets
made? We'll use it on the TV

show.' I did, and the material was
on the show in the second season.

I got my first screen credit as one
of the cameramen."
He worked on 40 shows over

the years, ending as producer.

Walt Disney died in 1966, but
the TV show persevered, chang-
ing formats, networks and titles

along the way. The final cancel-
lation came in 1990, and the
show's 36 years set a record for

network prime time.

Roy E. Disney left the studio
in 1977 in a disagreement over
how it was being run. He
returned in 1984 in a manage-
ment upheaval, which he helped
maneuver. He immediately
turned his attention to the Disney
legacy - animation.

"It has been an incredible 10
years," he remarked. "When I

walked in the door 10 years ago,

they were finishing The Black
Cauldron. I saw it for the first

time and said, *0h my God,
we've got a big problem here.'"

No amount of tinkering could
save me movie, and it was
Disney's biggest flop. New,
young talent was pumped into
animation, and the next film, The
Great Mouse Detective, was a
modest hit.

^ The Little Mermaid began a
dizzying climb that included
Beauty and the Beast, Aladdin
and the phenomenal The Lion
King.

Disney expects to be keeping
"an even closer eye" on anima-
tion.

He added that company

Chairman Michael Eisner "has
got himself involved in it as well,

which is delightful because
Michael as a story man is

absolutely wonderful. ... I think
he has worked his way around to

where he's going to stay on the

creative side of the world."
Next week marks the opening

of a new animation building, a

longtime crusade of Roy Disney.
The new regime had moved the

animation department out of its

longtime facility and miles away
into makeshift quarters that grew
to nine buildings.

t̂
Ĵ^^

LEARIM TO...
• Work in an Agency FT/PT

• Work from your home
• Open your owfi Agency

• Hitnds-on Airline Computers

Enjoy Travel Benefits!

1 C800] 452-2644
CaUG TRAVEL SCHOOLS
Throughout California
CA Stcitu ApiJiovtd • R^y 4102201

^^ ^0« # 9 amont^lp^

PAGER AIRTIME
SWITCH YOIJK EXtSTDVC PAGER **2V IJSI

WE CIVE «TRARE-IN** CREBIT ON YOUR OLD PAGER
NATIONAL AND LOCAL COVERAGE

VOICE MAIL Wrrh PERSONAL GREETING
WE DELIVER • PHONE ORDERS • CREDIT CARD

DISCOUNTS ON NEW MOTOROLA PAGERS & VOICE MAIL!

PREFERRED PAGERS, INC.

(818) 783-6183
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Serve You Better.
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the red, white, and
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Johnny Rockets.
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American Fries,
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Grilled Chicken
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20% Off Food 8t Beverages :

Bring in this coupon for a 20% Discount on your food end beverage I

purchase. Only with this coupon. One coupon per person or party. |

Offer expires 1 2/24/94. Offer only valid at the following location: ,

Johnny Rockets I

1 0959 Weyburn Ave. • Westwood Village *

(3 1 0) 824-5656 '
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PHISH

Dally Bruin Arts & Entertainment

From page 29

parking lot after a show and join

a drum circle, or share a joint
without being harassed. The audi-

ence is a part of every live show,
and Fishman acknowledges its

contributions. But he also
explains the difficulty of trying to

please everyone.

"If you're really trying to make
something that makes everyone
feel good, its like, how do you do
that," he asks. "While you want

something that you can guaran-
tee, something that makes every-

one feel good, you're the first

person that you have start with.

You either do thar, or you become
a total failure and fall into that

'we're trying to please everybody
trap,' and you can drive yourself
nuts."

The band decided not to play
its new songs before recording
them, in an effort to keep the

material fresh, both for the audi-

ence and for themselves. While
Fishman admits that this

approach may hinder it from
recording a version of a song that

works best with listeners, he also

says that it saves their own cre-

ative sanity.

"It's important for us to have
new material on stage," he says.

"When we can still get excited
about performing something they

haven't heard yet, the energy
actually makes even the old stuff

sound better. And in some way,
we achieve a better energy on the

album if we're playing brand new
stuff."

Only three songs on Hoist were
performed on stage before being
recorded ("Lifeboy," "Sample in

a Jar" and "Axilla"), and even
those are completely revamped
on the album. With the help of
producer Paul Fox (10,000
Maniacs, the Sugarcubes , XTC)^
Phish created a more marketable
sound, but even still, the group
gets little radio play, and its first

video, "Down With Disease,"
was shunned by MTV.

Studios and videos, however.

were never Phish's best medium
anyway.

"When we play live, there's
more of ah anything-goes feel,"

Fishman says. "Whereas on the

album its like listening to a paint-

ing, or something etched in stone.

The album will be the same every
time, but a song played live
might be just like the album, or it

might be totally different."

MUSIC: Phish at the Santa Monica
Civic Auditorium, Saturday, Dec.
10 at 7 p.m. Tickets are $20. For
more info call (310) 393-9961

.
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Very New, Humorous and Customizable

Computer FORMS, DISKS -

and Training TOOLS

Q Profnsiwnl't Organiiar Fwms and Notebook Q
Q CollwtMm Fonm Mid WorfcsbaMs Q
Q Or Tht Mark DwiM Disk Q And Moral Q

Dactar'a

andOriJMBBS

1762 Wtttwood Boulivtrd

Suitt 460

Wtil lot An«tlft, CA 90024

Creative Computer Workbooks

ON THE NARK (800) ONTHEMARK
(310) 474-3287 Fax

ITALIAiN

SPECIAL ADVANCE SCREENING

I
I

Andy and Tony

invite you to join them

in Light-Hearted

Roman Style Dining

(310) 4744)102

Special Dinners Monday through Thursday
Lunch • Dinner • Cocktails • Free Parking

10929 West Pico Blvd.. West Los Angeles

Till UCLA F-owiiR MitsiLiM oi Cui!Uk\i His

EN CALAVERA
llu' r;i|)ii'r-.M;alu' \ii OI UK- I ainil\ lioin McxIlo CIi

Now throush July 16, 1995

Hours: Wednesday - Sunday, noon to S p.m.; /
Thursday until 8 p.m. ft,

Admission is free. '

'

The Huscum is located on the UCLA
campus, )ust west of Royce Hall.

Parking on the UCLA campus 's S5.00.

General Information: (3iO) 825-4361.

Group tours available Weds, through Fri.

afternoons in English or Spanish with ,.

a reservation; call (310) 206-S663.

MU\ 4HM- V»T\ (Ta/\

HAIRCUTTING WESTWOOD

I

MIXED NUTS
A- COMEDY OK TH£ KOCE

iBSlUPCIIH^wsis till/IIOUSmm iWRMmWuM
SKUfUyUM
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FREE MOVIE POSTERS
Brought to you courtesy of

Thursday
December 8

8:00 PM

/tckerman Grand
Ballroom

Pick Up Free Passes at

Central Ticket Office

Ttiurs. December 8

Slop by and se« the new Metro

on campus

M««TaLSiS«4wgg® t

Consulia

•uU:Un5[

• Perms

Bodvwaves

rt^t^-UU

Men - Sat 9-7

INTRODUCTORY QFFFR
First time Students Only $18

824-2711 • 1001 Gayley
(NEXT TO COFFEE BEAN)

Baker adds
sultry charm
to new work
Associated Press

BEVERLY HILLS — It's been
a long day for Anita Baker.

Up since dawn, she had an early
date with a makeup artist, headed
to Hollywood to receive her star
on the Walk of Fame, ate lunch
with singer Nancy Wilson and
underwent hours of media inter-

views back in her plush Beverly
Hills hotel room.

Still awaiting her was a late-

night studio session to remix an
,
upcoming single and a get-togeth-

er with Natalie Cole.

"Pardon me," she says as she
rips off her silver hoop earrings
and fake eyelashes, plunking them
down on a grandiose wooden
table.

"Man! OK. I'm sorry, I'm
ready," she says, letting off a big
laugh.

The seven-time Grammy award
winner is laughing with a sense of
relief these days. Her fifth album,
"Rhythm of Love," was released

this fall - four years after her last

album. Such a lengthy hiatus from
the recording business can be dev-
astating to a career. And Baker
had left at a crucial time, when she
was enjoying both critical and
commercial success. On top of it,

while she was away, competitors
such as Toni Braxton rose from
anonymity and flourished.

"There were a lot of anxieties
that I had coming back into the

business," she said. "I worried
even more so with this album
because it had been so long
between projects. I was worried
about whether I had lost touch
being away so long? Did I still

have it?"

Her concerns didn't last too
long. The week that "Rhythm of
Love" hit store shelves, it soared
to the No. 3 spot on the nation's

pop album chart and went plat-

inum within six days.

Consisting of a "mishmash" Of
jazz, rhythm and blues and pop
tunes, added bonuses on the
album are remakes of "The Look
of Love" and "You Belong to
Me," songs made famous by
Dusty Springfield and Carly
Simon respectively, and given a
sensuous dimension by the vel-

vety-voiced Baker.

A review by the Los Angeles
j

Times said: "While not as instant-

ly irresistible as 'Rapture' - still

her best album to date - this
record's sultry charms grow on
you with each listening."

Baker's response: "How about
a couple of hallelujah chonisesT'

But the 36-year-old singer was-
n't always so overjoyed. Four
years ago, a pivotal moment in her
career occurred when she walked
into a ritzy Chicago hotel room.
"When you're on the road for

six years you need a constant of
some kind. My constant was that

when I walked into the hotel
room, I need to know that every-
thing is going to be to the right of
the entrance. You need something
to make you feel like you have a
home and that was what it was for

me.

"So I walked into this beautiful

hotel suite and all I could see was
hat everything was to the left, and
it just threw me and I just started

to cry. My husband said, *Hey it's

OK. let's go home, it's time to

go."'

Baker took some time off,

relaxing at her suburban Detroit

home and spending time with her

husband, real estate developer
Walter Bidgforth.
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WnfiSS!^
TERIYAKI BOWLS • PASTAS • SAHPWICHES
SALADS • cmmy sowts • sushi • egqrolls
LOW CMTMEC PfUCBS FROJA »3.S9 TO #«.7S

r
I

I

Ge* sa
Btjy any two eotrees o«-» our menu at tne regular price
tftcl get a FREE Beef or Cnicken Bowl, dine In only.

.10% 0f^ Fra^
I Off V*' *=-" «"

I

I

Sodj

n
I

fSf Eggrolll

*** 3$? 3$? J$S 3$J 3$J 3$£ 3^ 3$5 3$? 3$J 3^ |$S

Ciet a 1 09* Otscouot ofT your reg. price food & beverage I
purcMase. Or, get a Free Eggroll or Can of Soda (WItli mm. *
$•4.50 purcHaseJ. Only witri tnis coupon. One coupon per
fjerson. Expires I2-J5-V4. I

1 77« lAtestWfOOCf JBIvcf., VVtes« L.A.
(1/2 Bfock North of Santa Monica Blvd.)

HOURS: Open 7 Days - Mon. - Sat. I I am to J 0pm
Closed on Sunday

sxonw^ -y^cjw \^.^MLip scu^^a. .d.

Cy\l_l_ (31 O) 478-1345

'ms eason
for a holiday special froin

THE NORRELL EMPLOYMENT CENTER
AT UCLA

Full-Tlmc Placement EHvision

Beginning December l . 1994 Norrell will be offering

to UCLA our Full-Tlme Placement Services at a

discounted rate of $250.00 per placement.

No. we have not changed our services, only our price!

You will still receive the benefits of:

- Prescreened. qualified applicants

- State-of-the-art assessments

- Checbed and verified references

- 60 day replacement guarantee

For more information on this exclusive
offer contact Kim Smith or Marfe German

atx59196.

^Bit barry Uhn fbis «ffir m«ltf iiifiy(#
•^ Ofhr good 'til February 28, 1995. -^

*** 3$? 3$S 3$? 3$S^ J$£ 3$J 3$S 3$S J$J 3$S 3$J

Findoutby taking a free LSAT
andattending our free seminar!
Take a free LSAT test from The Princeton Review and get back a computer-analyzed score

report and a comprehensive breakdown of your strengths and weaknesses. You will also get a

two-hour seminar highlighting application procedures for graduate school and special

techniques designed to maximize your performance on the test. We pioneered the technique

oriented approach that has earned us the reputation as one of the leaders in test preparation.

Saturday, December 1 0, 1994
Test: 9:00am to 1 2:00 pm • Semlnan 1 :00 pm to 3:00 pm

To reservea seat, callus at (800) 2-REVIEWor (310) 474-0909.

Seminars are limited to the first50people who sign up.

THE
PRINCETON
REVIEW
we score more

(800) 2-REyiEW

(310)474-0909
The Princeton Review is affiliated with neither Princeton University nor the Educational Testing Service. (Thank goodness!)

Classes for the February 7 7 LSAT begin January 7,
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Classified Ad Information

Daily Bruin Classified Information
225 Kerckhoff Hall. 308 Westwood Plaza. Los Angeles. CA 90024

Class Line: (310) 825-2221 Class Display (310) 206-3060

Fax (310) 206-0528

We reserve the right to change, reclassify, revise, or reject any

classified advertisement not meeting the standards of the Daily Bruin.

Our office is open Monday- Friday, 9-4.

Classified rates Deadlines

Daily. 20 words of less $7.00 CiastnNlhNalc
Daily, each additional word .45 1 working day betore printing, by noon.

Weekly, 20 words Of less 25.00 fftttHfrt <ti|tty Hr
WeeMy, each additional word 1.30 2 working days before printing, by noon

Display ads— studerrt rate/col. inch 8.00 Make checks payable to the

Display ads — local rate/col. inch 11.25 UCLA Daily Bruin.

Frequency & Agency Rates Available

Icol. X 1 = 2inches x linch. There are no cancellations after noon the day before printing.

The ASUCLA Communications Board hilly supports the University of CaiHomia's policy on nondis-

crimination No medium shall accept advertsements which present persons of any origin, race,

religion, sex. or sexual orientation in a demeaning way or imply that they are limited to positnns.

capabiUes, roles or status In society. Neither the Daily Bruin nor the ASUCLACommunKations Board

h» investigated any of the services advertised or the advertisers represented in this issue Any person

beheving that an advertisement In this Issue vtoiated the Board's policy on nondiscrimination statwl

herein should communicate compiaints in writing to the Business Manager, Dally Brum, 225
Kerckhoff HaH, 308 Westwood Plaza. Los Angeles. CA 90024 For assistance with housing dtocrimi-

natton probleme, call the UCLA Housing Office at (310) 825-4271 or call the Wesiside Fair Housing

Offkx at (310) 475-9671

How to write a good ad
1

.

Start your ad with the merchandise your are selling. This makes it easier for readers to quickly 3. Avoid abbreviations— make your ad easy for readers to understand.
i

scan the ads and locate your item(s). 4. Place yourself in the reader's position. Ask what you'd like to know about the merchandise,
2. Always include the price of the item you are selling. Many classified readers simply do not and include that in the ad. Include information such as brand names, colors, and other specific

respond to ads without prices. descriptions.

1 Campus Happeriings

Alcoholics Anonymous
Mon. DlK:u>ik>r.. Fri. step SKxJy. AU 362S

Thun. Book Study. AU 3626
Turn, and Wed. DItcusaion. Dental 2^029

All times 12: 10-1.00pm
For alcohoMcs or Inclvlduab who havn a

drinking problem.

2 Campus Services

THIS WEEK ONLY!

ALL books in stock.

RENT A CAR
YES, We Rent cars to UCLA

Students from $19/day

under 25 QK!

(310)673-9899

Economics

and Business

B^ZOIJB
A-Level Ackerman Union • 206-4041

4 Financial Aid

Cash for college. 900,000 granu available.

h4o repayments, EVER. Qualify inrvnediately.

1-800-243-2435.

^our reputation
bn the line.

Classified Line 825-2221

Dally Bruin

3 Campus Recruitment 3 Campus Recruitment
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College of Law
Dedicoled to Providing Qualify legal Education

• Low/JO Progrom occredited by he California CommiUee of Ba Ej«aminerj.

• CtorvBrterit to LcM Ungates, Sari F«riartJoVlalGyarxJMarxJErnpte.

• Small doisei.

LAW/JD DEGREE

Full Time

Part Time

Day/tvening

PARALEGAL PROGRAM

Certificate

AS/BS Degrees

EvenJngf^turday Classes

FINANCIAL AID AND SCHOLARSHIPS AVAILABLE

CALL TODAY
LA VERNE CAMPUS

1950 3UD STRtET,

lA VERNE, CA 91 750

(909)596-1148

ENCINO CAMPUS
5445BAiBOABlVD..

ENCNOCA 91314

(118) 911-4529

.,M1»KI. ,

UNIVERSITY OF LA VERNE

Thr Univmily of U Vmir is Accmfafd hf ihr Wntrra AsMxiMiMi M Schoob and CoArgcs

7 Good Deals

(j/:'. •"/;;? ^ ]>;,(•; '^»'

1995 COLOR BIKINI CALENDAR
24 Page Full Color 1995 Calendar

Featuring 12 Gorgeous
100% Asian BiMni Calendar GirtsI

$12.95 + $3.00 S/H

OtrfM 2 lor SIS.M t&OO 8«H
or 3 lor tM.a9 .f Saoo 8«H

QtMrtOiflWMl VISAAMCCuMoniMa Oil ToIFim:
1-S0O-777-11C7 or Mtf a Chw* or Monoy Orriorto:

MULTIMEDIA FACTORY

VOICEMAIL

$5
.75

IIHWHh

Instant^
WoicemaiC

\Priv. /i/mwic M
f Taiiponuy/
pcnnmiail

\j4hr. service

To start immediately,

call (310) 657 3377

9 Miscellaneous

VVOIU.DWCIRKS SYMPOSIUM BBS-310-

312-3370. Uie your computer and modem
bet for 8-r>4-1) to learn how the world work*.

Read and discuss: What George Bush, Oliver

North and Bill Clinton were doing in Mena,
Aricarttas (running drugs and guns); \Miy the

CIA subverts arid overthrows Third World
Oemocraciet in favor of (U.S.-trained) mili-

tary dictatorships; why the world's largest

corporations warited NASTA and CATT;
\Mwse intereiU goverrwTMnt and (corporate)

media really tervct; Conspiracy theories d
world mie; UFO Oliver case citings and alien

abduction reports and what they're about
Be prepared to weep for America, the lost re-

public Access is free.

Truly revolutionary.-' -Rolling Stone. Call

1-800-2-SAMPU x344to he« THE GOATS'
new album.

10 Personal

WANTED: 300 UCLA students to test new in-

ter-collegiate voicemail introduction service.

Absolutely Freel 818-966-9045.

WNTED: 100 PEOPLE
Lose 10-29 lbs. in 30 days and earn $$$ do-

innit 100% ffiarantee. Call 310-281-8828.

Young man from FrarKC, 17, seeks American
host wnily and young frIerKk for Oec 17 to

Jan. 2, 1995. Will pay room and board.

f1wr>e collect Mabil Merabterw at 01 1 33 SO
S29 382orOn 33 50 579 370.

1 1 Attorneys

Bright Honest Lavvyer
•Auto&WforkAccklefits •fds -Wis

•MeticalllMpractice •Business Litisation

•JobDiscrim •Divorce •TrWs

Call Susan Baistocky

(310) 559-1406 or (818) m7055

12 Research Subjects

ASTHMA SUFFERERS. Eam i^ to $540.00 h
your spare time. If you take daily astfvna

medication you may be eligible to patticlpati

in a research drug study with a new potential

treatment fararthma. Contact (3iaM77-1734
ai^540 IB ind out how you^ may benefit from

this vltil program. Ailcfgy Itesearch Founds-
uon, nc. iiHiniwuuu)

12 Research Subjects 12 Research Subjects

nmw spacm 9^m eondom wlfh o
- cIqmsIc i^frnx condom^

J^rmm mmdical carm/sup/^lims to coupimM

usfng condoms as birth confroi

for 6 months^

FOI^ INFO-R/^ATION CALL: (Z/3) 36i'H¥H

BedwelUng boys 7-11 yrs. md their families

needed for IXIA research ProjecL Subjects

will receive $20 and a free developmental

evaluation. 310825-0392.

EARN MONEY for 1 5-minutes work. Looking
for male subject bet«Men 38-45, married, 1-

adolescent child, to complMe surveys dealing

with mki-life issues. Totally confkiential. Can
bedonetotolly by mail. 310.2884>775.

Graduate studert seekirtg people with one
Black »id one White parent to flU out abrief

questionnaire. Pteasecall 818-774-1141,

Hyperactive boys with atlentional problems
7-1 1 yrs, needed for UCLA research project

Receive $20 and a free developmental

evaluation. 3104)25-0392.

New antidepressant clinical »ial (Must be 21

at older) FitEE psychiatric eval, medical eval

arKi eight week program. LA office. Dr. Gale

Cooper, M.D. bowd certified psychiatrist

818-712-9032

Normal healthy boys 3-11 y»i, and their

families needed for UCLA research project

Recede $20 and have a scientific learning

expeHence. 31O825-0392.

15 Wanted

CASH FOR CARS. We come to you. Top dol-

lar paid. We do all DMV. We buy anythir^.

ei8-999-IBUY (4289).

ROOMMATE NEEDED. 640 Veteran. New
building fiilly fcjmished, bakony, ^11 kitch-

en, fksm roonv $37S/lmo. Available ian.1,

1995. Jeff, 310-208-5105.

19 Sperm/Egg donors

EGG DONORS
Chinese Egg Dormrs rteeded to help an

infartile Chinese couple have the child they

desperately war*. All oasts covered and

compensation paid. Please call Trade 1-800-

SURROCATE (787-7642).

EGG DONORS NEEDEO Healthy females

bet«wen 21-34yean oU wAT>cdical irv

surancc. Payment of $2200 for medical pro-

cess. Mima Nava 310-829-6782, Monday-
Friday.

EGG/SPERM DONORS
Despmlily wwttid by hopdU pMwls. AH
racM riMdwL A§M 21-3S. HeaMiy* SiA«»v
ttal compenaitfon. Par Inform^Kkm call OP-
TIONS (310|397-40$4.

19 Sperm/Egg donors

Egg Donors

Needed

Are you jnterested in helping an

infertile couple achieve their

dream of having a child and

also be financially compensated.

If so, we are in need of Women

from all ethnic bdci(gfounds ages

21-34, for details please call

l«a989-9890.

rCG DONORS NEEDED. All info confkien-

tial. Phase call 010)285-0333.

Sperm dorwrt needed ior arwnymous dorar

program M orw of the largest sperm banks \n

the courtry, earn up to $420Ano. if qualified.

Contact HeMi at the California Cryb Bank
310-443-5244. ext 24.

20 Pregnancy

GIVE THE GFTOF LFL Be a surrogate fcx a

childless couple. i^4ust be « least 21. LA
$1 5,000 paki. 800-308-7367.

HOW BE THEY
CONCEIVED, EXCEPT
BE THEY VIABLE?

We are all hwnan organisms. It is contrary to

the principle of norvSscrkninatkm to d«r^ ^
equal organismal rights to lislkiw members of

human organismal society. E-mail Eurica

Califomiiaa at i2ZYB1WSmm.oacaicla.adu
and Help Slop the HoiocaMt of AborthM.

Daily Bruin Classified

12 Research Subjects 12 Research Subjects 12 Research Subjects

CALIFORNIA

H I I A s I ( A I I

Feeling depressed, sad or hopeless? Lost

interest or energy?

Sleeping too much

or too little? Crying

frequently?

Participants 18 to 65

needed for medical research study.

Qualified volunteers may be compensated

up to $660.

NERVOUS? ANXIOUS?
FEARFUL? WORRIED?

Research volunteers between the ages of 18 and 65
experiencing these symptoms for at least 1 month and
in relatively good health are needed. Volunteers will

receive a brief exam in order to determine eligibility.

Qualified volunteers receive free basic physical

exam/lab test and compensation up to $495^^.

California I eLllMICAI. nf1^££^]
MEDICAL GROUP

Please call 1-800-854-3902

sdiDophrenia
Do you or a loved one suffer from Schizophrenia?

Qualified voluteers ages 12 and over piay qualify for a

medical research study on schizophrenia.Qualified

volunteers recive a free basic physical exam, lab tests

and may be compensated up to approximately $1650.

CALIFORNIA

PLEASE CALL
nieaitiU group

22 Health Services 22 Health Services 22 Health Services

•Facials

•Lash Tinting

•Celltdite Treatments

•Waxing

•Massage •Acne Treatments

•Permanent Make-up •Body Wraps

Tatiana
Beauty Clinic

Why Pay High

Prices For

Unwanted Hair?

Call Layla's

Electrolysis.

'2i)* t off far stiuhnis
(:U()) /7r> Soo.l Wcsttroad

LuCia
Electrolysis & Sklncare

Persnaneat Itair Removal
Baiopean PaclaJs • Wftxlng

33 208 8193
loan

(i^tk.

twd BHrd.
orauitB Monlokl
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22 Health Services

ALONE-STRESSED-OVERWHEIAiED. Sup-
portive counseling. Individuals, couples,
groups. Adjacent to campus. Carole Oiasin
MA. MFCC. 310-289-4643.

COUNSELINCyrHERAI»Y with experienced
female PhD. 2-blocks from campus, free

parlcing. Specializing in young adult issues:

Depression, anxiety, relationships, academic
concerns and family problems. For informa-
tion or consultation- 310-474-8305.

LOSE WEIGHT
MAKE MONEY

First call (800) 557-7781 for info. Then call

(800) LOSE-h4-WIN (567-3694) .

MASSAGE school student offers relaxing ther-

apeutic hour massage for $10 and a toy do-
nation to foster kids. New clients only. 213-
722-0533.

I^NISNIIVLE ENLARGEMENT. Profeswonal
vacuum pumps with instruction. Gain 1'-3".

Permanent- safe. Enhance erection. Or. Joel

Kaplan 1-800-987-PUMP.

REACH PERSONAL AND ACADEMIC
COALS WITH HYPNOSIS. REDUCE TEST
ANXCTY. Increase concentration,

performance, self^onfidence. Individual

appointnients and classes. Experienced
psychotherapist for 17-years. Student Rates.

Call Laura Guilds MFCC. 310-207-0630.

30 Help Wanted

Acne, Tattoos

Sunspots & Scars
Non-Surgical Laser Therapy for

painless facial skin rejuvenation

and removal of acne, tattoos,

sunspots & scars. Low cost.

Free Consultation Call

1-800-685-6574

30 Help Wanted

$6.63/HR. Work in lun atmosphere, schedule

around classes. Apply: Maureen O'Brien,

Cafe Sproul, 350 DeNeve Dr. 310-825-2074.

ACTORS/MODELS NEEDED. Auditions by
appointments only. For commercials, films,

and print ads. All type^ages needed. No ex-

perience necessary. No registration fees. Call

Today Imane. 818-222-9091

.

ADMINISTRATIVE ASSISTANT, Westwood
office. Seeking Mac efficient, well-organized

person w/ofTice experience for correspon-

dence, filing, faxing, errands, etc. F/T.

S9/hour. 310-575-3851.

ADMINISTRATOR/PROJECT ASSISTANT.
Computer literate, Windows, Word proH-

cienL Senior/graduate with strong writing

skills. Flexible day!^urs; no dress code/t^
ception duties. $6-$a 310-395-1414.

ASSEMBLERS: Easy work, excellent income
to assemble products at home, Lf> to

STOtVweekly. Crafts, toys, wood, jewelry,

sewinfc more. 213-243-8288.

ASSEMBLERS: Excellent income to assembfe

products at home. Info 1-504-646-1700
DepC CA-695.

ATHLETK7BOYISH MALE MOiXLS. Earn

$150-5300 PER HOUR. Surfer, student, jock

types. Must be 18-24, clean-shaven face, iit-

tl^rx) chest hair. Playgirl-style magazir^e print

woric/videos, nudity required. Highest $$$,
immediate payl Beginners welconr>e. Brad,

310-392-4248.

BAUOON CELEBRATIONS needs party dec-

orators, drivers, artists, and trainee managers.

Fast paced, ktn, and creative environment,
flexible hours. Call 310-206-1180.

CAMPUS POSITION AVAILABLE startir^ M.

$6.63^r. We woHc arour^ your classes.

Inwnedlate employment available for Fall

1994. Sunset Village Dining Services.

Contact David at 310-206-7668.

CASHER NEEDED for Beverly Hills safon.

Saturdays included. Part-time. Prior experi-

ence required. 310-274-6347.

CASTING IMMEDIATELYI Extras needed for

feature films, comrT>erclals, and musk: videos.

Earn up to $200 per dayl No experier>ce

needed. Work guaranteed! Call today 213-

851-6102.

CEI^URY CrrV investment BANKING
FKM seeking broker's assistant. Hard work-

ing ir>dividual wira is kx>king for career ad-

vancemer<. Salary -f bonuses. 310-772-7929.

DRIVER from LA to Oiicago to move family

car (one-way). Anytime Dec-Feb. Will bond
(insure), provide free gas and motel. Req. ref-

erences. Walt 312-486-4936.

DRIVERS- temporary for Christmas rush. Busy
Delivery compar^. Invnediate hiring. MuA
have own vehtele. Commission. 310-829-
1877.

EGG DONORS to help infertile couples.
Healthy, non smokers ages 18-25. All races.

$2S00-HT>edical expenses. 310-271-7773.

Energetic coffee-lovers r>eeded imnr>edialely

to woric Arrosto Espresso Bvs in Beverly
Hills, Brentwood, and WLA. Apply in person:

262 S. Beverly Drive, Beveriy Hills.

FEMALE STUDENT TO READ AND ANSWER
telephone 2-hr^ay. $ft*r. Location, Dohe-
ney and Sunset 90-yr. old lady. 310-274-
1778.

FIGURE MODELS
writer/photographer needs girls 18+ years old
to pose for magazines and computer art

Good pay, no experience required, conveni-
ent hours. 213-256-8700.

GENERAL OFFKIE. P/T help for busy CPA of-

fice. 20-hr^(vk. $Mir. Computer experience
a plus. Call 310-477-6988.

GERMAN LANGUAGE TRANSLA-
TOR/TRANSCRIBER wanted FT/PT. Native or
native-like fluency in Gernian and English re-

quired to translate videotapes d( German
mathematics lessons. Must be MAC fluent,

self-motivated and very reliable. $n.93/hr.
Call Patrick at 206-6242. This is a casual po-
sition;

GRADUATE STUDENT ASSISTANT. Fax re-

sume by 12/15/94. 213-934-1855. Enroll and
interview participants for study on how envi-

ronment affects black asthmatic children. P/T
job starts early January.

GREAT OPPORTUNITY. Be job coach to

•Rainman' like autistic adults. Help him
succeed as employee in small pfeasant

downtown office. Training provided. Good
Salary. 213-655-7374.

GYMNASTICS
Mar Vista Recreation Center seeks experi-

erKed gymnastics instructor for ages 4-12,

Wed and Fri, 2:4S-6pm, $12.SQ/hr, starts

)aa11. Call Steve Vollmer 310-398-5982.

Holiday Helpers. P/T or F/T custonwr sen^-

ice/relail. Flexible hrs. No experierKe neces-
sary. $10.1 5 to start. 818-642-3242.

HOSTESS-NIGHTCLUB. Females, earn up to

$12/hr.-mps. Club Greco. 366 East 2nd St.

Los Angeles. Minimum age-21. No experi-

erKe necessary. Japar>ese language
preferred. 213-626-5270, please call after

6pm,M-Sat.

Hotel Desk Clerk, part-time days. Luxury ho-
tel in Westwood Village. English speaking.

(310)208-3945.

INCOME OPPORTUNITY. $50Q+Aveek pos-
sible processing maifers at home. Set your
own schedule and pace. For Info Call Mar-
Kon: 714-251-3001.

INTERNET HELP WANTED. SET UP SCI-FI*

bulletin board on Internet. Must know inter-

net, computers, bulletin boards. $12^r.
5^rs^vk to start. Dave 213-848-8690.

LAW FRM. General office, part-time, flexible

hours. Need bright person for varied duties

including filing, delivery, reception relief.

Must have transportation. Ask for Joan 310-
475-0611.

LAW OFFICE. Clerical secretarial positions.

Must know WordPerfect. Have office experi-

ence. Good typing skills, flexible hours.
Wilshire & Clendon. 310-475-0481.

NEW FACES NEEDED NOW
• For TV Commercials
Movies
•Catalogs
Videos
call Immediately

(310)659-4855

C
Help Wanted

Westside Law Firm needs
help in accounting
department. JobduUes
include filing, shredding,
mailing and misc. tasks.

P/T. Can be flexible.

Start 7.00/hr. Send fax to

Judy Cunningham
(310)312-4224

CHRISTMAS CASH $$$. Earn $7/hrA:ommis-

siorv working near campus, immediate operv

ings with casln paid daily. Call between 9-

1 1 am preferably. 310-534-571 1

.

aERICAL. P/T. Busy orthopedic office, WLA
kjcation. Good organizattonal skills request-
ed, heavy phones and filing medical olflce

experience preferred. 310-286-9807.

[EARN UP TO $8.50/HR PLUS TIPS
cleaning houses and offK»s. Call today
and go to work this week. Tons of work.

Full and part time work. Flexible

scfiedule Work in your area.

Car necessary.

Callteday at 310/453-1817.

COMMUNffY SERVICE OFFKIRS (CSCKs)

are hiring UCLA students nowl. $6.1 Mir to

start, up to $9.10. IS+hrsA**. FtexiWe sched-
ule Call 825-6760.

COMPUTER INTERN. Rapkiiy growing in

vestment company seeking P/T help. College

sophonrwre/lunior, ability to work with DOS,
Windows, Lotus 123, WordPerfect, and Fox-

pro. Bilingual (English/Spanish) a plus. $7.00-

SaOOper hr. Contact Nelson Jiminez < 310-
571-3700 x231.

DATA ENTRY proficfent, health c»e firm,

P/r, 20 hnM(, $Mir. Fax resume to: 310-
453-6109 orcaH 310-264-6616.

DATA ENTRY/OfFICE ASSISTANT 30-40
hounsAwek. Progressive R&D company
needs bright, motivated, hip person. Type
wpm 40+. Great opportunity. $7.5(Vhour to
start. 310-820-3651.

DOG LOVING PERSON. Live-in, luxury
high-rise on Miracle Mile, Bel-air. S2(:^ay.
References prefen-ed. Dec 17 to Jan 2. 310-
474.2674.

I r
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' Earn Extra $ Daring th« Holiday Brealc

'

Talent Tr«« staffing has Immediate positions on Westslde
for the following:

^ RECEPTIONISTS

^ WORD PROCESSING SECRETARIES

^l^ CLERKS

^ CUSTOMER SERVICE REPS
Earn top $ wt^fle gaining experience. Call Tctonl tl— C310) 207-2555; jobs h

. Beverty Hilb/Downtown (213) 937-9100; jobe in Son Femondo Vbley (818) 9900440

LCX)KINC FOR FUN, ENTHUSIASTIC, intel-

ligent people Id teach test prep for SAT. High
test scores and car required. We train you.

Start pay $13.50 hour (6-8 hours per week).

Send resume /cover letter by 1 2/1^4 to: The
Princeton Review, Attn: Personnel Depart-

ment, 10474 Santa Monica Blvd. «403, LA
90025. NO PHONE CALLS PLEASE.

MALE MODELS. Asian, Latin or surfer types.

No height requirement. Hot head, cards,

posters, mags. Good money. Fun! 213-664-

2999 24houfS.

MARKET RESEARCH COMPANY In Van
Nuys needs individuals to work 4-6

hourj/day. Evening, day, and weekend hours

available to do public opinion and market re-

search. Must have excellent reading skills,

ability to write verbatim, and follow instruc-

tions. Call 818-725-4275.

MARKETING, Bottled H20, 2 cents/gallon, I

earned $5,000 last month. I can show you
how. Need help now. No phone interviews.

310-422-6416.

MEDICAL BILLING/FILE CLERK, temporary or

pemianent P/T or F/T, Beverly Hills area.

213-653-0718.

MEDK^L. Full-Ume position for P.A. or R.N.

in women's health care facility. West L.A.

and Tarzana area. 310-839-5532.

MESSENGER, P/T, for entertainment related

firm. Flexible hours, must have own car w/in-

surar>ce, excellent driving record. Call Car>dy

310-888-3600.

MGNT TRAINEE
No exp. nee. Corp. expar^ding in area.

$400(Vmonth, base-«- commission. Start Im-

mediately. 213-463-0633

MID-WILSHIRE, East of Famier's market, P/F

sales at a Tennis Club in the Pro Store. Great

atnrtosphere, weekend help needed. Sales ex-

perience preferred. 21 3-931 -1 71 5.

NANNY/MOTHER'S HaPER. Full-time, ye»
minimum, travel, referefH:es required. 310-

392-4974,

OFFCE ASSISTANT needed for busy, exciting

office. Challenging opportunity/lots of room
for advancement. Type 40 v^m, MAC ex-

perience required, 35 hourVweck. Call 818-

506-5518.

OFFCE HELP, FULL_TIME, needed n nke,

small, Santa Monica Publisher's office.

ShouW have good typing skills and knowl-

edge of Word Processing Program. Must have

Kood composition skills. Call 310-395-9393.

OFFICE WORK, Part-time position in 100
Med. Plaza. UCLA student prefen^ed. Call

between 10am-4pm Mon.-FrL 310-208-
0099.

PART-TIME OFFICE CLERK needed In West-

wood commercial real estate office. Good or-

ganizatkmal skills and an affinity to detail re-

quired. 15-18 hrs^vk. $7.5(Vhr. Call Kevin M.

310-470-4777, ext 308.

PART-TIA« PHONE OPERATOR positions

with Westside catalog publisher. Must pos-

sess excellent verbal skills, a desire to sell

and daU entry experience. Weekend, holiday

and evening shifts. i8ftv. FAX resume to 310-

452-7879. attn: LL

PARTY HELPER, CHRISTMAS EVE. 6:30pm-
12J0am, $75 for evening. Experience
Preferred. Call KVs. Scheff 310279-2040. Cv
r>eeded.

PC^AC ON-SffE INSTALLER NEEDED. P/T,

$7-10.0G|^r. Three years experience r>eeded

w/DOS, Windows and System 7. Call 310-
854-4067.

PERSONAL ASSISTANT for Entertainment Ex-

ecutive. P/T. Run errands -f possible miscel-

larwous ofTce work. Hours are flexible.

$7^our plus mileage. Fax resumes to 310-
205-5641.

PROGRAMMER. Databases Neural Networks
C^Virxiowt. Our technology is focusing on
database applications. All you r>eed is data-

base anchor Windows kr>owledge, talent and
an open mirxi for desi^ri. New graduates wel-
come. Call Oiana/IW Tech. CoNjp 310-216-
6163 or leav« message Please also send re-

sume to IWI, PC BoK 88061, L.A..CA 90009.

PROGRAMMERS
Programmers and Sysadmins needed imme-
diately. C,UNIX, SQL, MAC, PC. Pay de-

perwiing on experier>ce. On-can>pus job. Call

Derek 825-2298.

RBCEPTKDNIST wanted for office In Beverly

Hills, liill orp^-tlme. 310-471-4145.

RECEPTKDNIST, evenings. Law flmi seeks

evening office assistant to arMwer phor>e,

data entry, transcribing, arxi mail outs. Must
have computer experience. 6-1 0pm or 6-

12pm. Salary $7-$1Q/hr DOE, Call 213-651-
3333 for ^tpL

TELEMARKETER

:

Film pnxnotion company in MDR. Seeks
person to schedule promos. P/T. Flexible
7/Sr.-i^>onus. Alex 310-821-1677. Leave
messaie.

RECEPTIONIST, P/T to work in busy market
research firm in Century City. Duties include

answering computerized phone system. Mis-

cellaneous tasks. Prefer receptionist experi-

ence, but will train. Qualified carxiidate must
be professional, dependable, a team player.

4PM-7PM Mon-Fri. $7/hr-fparking. Call Kristi

310-553-OS50.

SALES AND PRODUCTION Positions Avail-

able. Great Harvest Bread Co. located r
Brentwood. $6.50 'io start. Lots of funi 310-

826-9400.

SALES/DEMO PERSON. Beverage demos n
supermarkets: offer samples, provide product
info. Dynamic, natural, wholesome ap-

pearance. Weekdays and weekends, SKVhr.
310-915-5500.

SECRETARIAL ASSISTANT to assist entertain-

ment lawyer. Must have computer experi-

erKe, Microsoft Word/Macintosh. P/T, 10
hour^week, S^hour. Santa Monica. 310-

395-0490.

SPANISH EDITOR WANTED P/T. Must have
excellent editing skills. Send Resume. P.O.

Box 49421, LA, Ca. 90049.

SPRING BREAK
CABO/MAZATIAN REPS. WANTED. EARN
FREE TRIPS AND $$$. 1-800-783-CHUC.

TELEMARKETER needed to support senior

vice president at major brokerage fimi. Great

opportunity for experience. Call Gary Han-
dler 310.446-7165.

TELEMARKETING W/TYPING SKILS. No ex-

perience necessary. Prefer studentVgrads.

Flexible houn. 1:00-6:00pm starting at $7-

$1(Vhr-fbonuses. 3-blocks UCLA. Harel

Maintenance. Ron, 310-470-6175.

All shifts

\ available. Apply ^

\ in person. ;

RECEPTIONIST
Pait-TiiiH'

Accept the challenges

and rewards that come
with working at West
Coast Physical Therapy
Group, located in Beverty

Hills. We're seeking a
Receptionist with at least

one year of clerical expe-

rience to work 7 a.m. to

11 a.m. Must be able to

thrive in a fast-paced of-

fice environment. Salary

to $9.50 per hour. Please
call Cassandra for more
Information:

(310)286-9754

WEST COAST
PHYSICAL
THERAPY

An NME Healthcare Facility

EOE M/FA)

BEN&JERIffX
VERMONT'5 FINE5T ALL NATUR^^L ICE CREAM.-

If you are energetic, friendly,

and responsibfe we need
you at our 3 Westside

locations. Various positions

and shifts available. For a

fun environment and great

work ethic.

Call John at (310)788-9682.

TALENT SEARCH

TEMP AND PERM JOBS
• SECRETARIES
• WORD PROCESSORS
• PC OPERATORS
• RECEPTIONISTS
• DATA ENTRY
• GENERAL CLERKS

Laam new softwara or sliarpan your

PC sMHs absoiuMy ftMl Don't wait.

Join the FIRST CAa team o(

professionals today.

Call Michele

HRSTCALL
TEMPORARY SERVICES
264-0914

1811 Wilshire Blvd. Suite A
Santa Monica, CA

32 Career Opportunities

UCLA STUDENTS LOOKING FOR EMPLOY-
MENT, wofk around your classes, staitir^

rate $6.63/hr. Call jeiena at Hershey Hall
Foodservice 310825-7686.

VOICHT FITNESS AND DANCE CENTER
looking for energetic employees for their new
Santa Monica location. Call 310-854-0613
for information.

We could be just the place for you. Cutters

Restaurant, Santa Monica. Hiring servers. Ap-
ply in person M-F between 2-Spm. 2425
Cokxado Ave.

WRITER'S EXCHANGE has work forcreative-

iy-Ulented writers. Paperback novels, Norv
Fiction Books, Magazine and Newspaper arti-

cles. Essays, Screenplays. 310-209-0681,
Verrxjn.

SEE THE STARS,
PARK THEIR CARS
Valet Co. seeking part-time

attendants for Holiday season.
• Flexible hours • Tips

•Over 19* Clean DMV
• Cleancut

Call personnel

(310)657-2420

Computer Accountlns Assistant - Excellent communication
skills (written and vert>al). Good organization. Excellent

computer skills. Must know windows. Proffcient In Excel

and Word. Work In MIS department Build spreadsheets
and word documents from orders that are submitted to

tiiem. Must be able to document tiieir work. Monday -

Saturday: 32 Hours/Week (Flexible). $1230/hour plus paid
parkins. Send resumes to: Ken Blalack at Santa Monica
Seafood Company, P.O. Box 778, Santa Monk^ CA 90404.
No phone calls please.

rqxitation

the line

classified Line
825-2221
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Special UCLA Discount with Ad! Call Now!

0-"

^e^e" ^^<^t»•%%
BARTENDING

•As seen on TV
•TWo week training

•Nation wide job placement

National Bartenders School

(213)380-3200

(310)558-0608

(818)994-8100

(805)522-0278

EaSY l}0L3D?iy FODQE
Ingredients:

2 packages of semi-sweet chocolate (chips or bars)

1 cah (14 ounces) sweetened condensed miik

2 teaspoons vanilla

1' 1/2 cups chopped walnuts

optional- 1/2 cup chopped pecans

Microwave the chocolate and milk in a large

microwavable bowl on HIQH for 2-3 minutes, or until the chocolate has
melted. Make sure to stir halfway through heating time. Remove from
microwave. Stir until the chocolate is completely melted. Stir in vanilla

df walnuts (and pecans if used). Spread into a greased 8 inch square
pan. Refrigerate until firm. Cut into squares. Garnish with fruit or

ice cream.

EDITORIAL ASSISTANT^r. secretary. Busy
book publishing company seeks motivated,

intelligent assistant/Mcretary. Type 50 wpm,
filing, phof>e relief, photocopy. Call Allen,

310-477-3500.

Financial fteeckam available. Lo«v risk, no in-

ventory, business opportunity. For info call

213-964-2277.

OPPORTUNITY FOR A CAREER IN FINAN-
CIAL SERVICES with Traveler's Insurance

Croup. Insurarxx, security or lerwier license

preferred, bu not required. Call Dan at 310-

810-3222 and leave

34 Internships

CASTING INTERNS NEEDED for one of the

largest film production companies. No pay,

lots of experierxx, college credit available.

Work closely with Casting Director at Roger

Corman's production company. Gail Jan A
310-820-6733.

SEEKING INTERNS. Will work with schedule.

All harMis on experience dealing with talent,

casting directors, breakdown, fax, interview-

ing, auditioning. 213-962-6643. Ask for Dan-
ny.

Navdeep K. Mundi can pick up $ 1

Bruin Gbld Office for his/her

credit at the
recipe.

35 Child Care Wanted

SITTER FOR personable 3-yr-old. Approx-

imately the last two weeks of December. 4

hrs^ily. Salary negotiable. N/S. SanU Moni-
ca. 310-451-5147.

34 Internships

30 Help Wanted

TUTORS WANTED
MATH, SCIENa, SPANISH, FRENCH TU-
TORS needed for Shemoan Oaks, Woodland
Hills , WestvMood Centers. Under^aduate de-
gree required. S^2Av. 818-347-7616, 310-
475-5330.

YOUNG MEN WANTED lor nude and semi-

nude modeling. Good pay. Immediate work.
Call Derek 213-845-9669.

PART-TIME. Earn up to $30(Vday. Excellent

people skills required. Training provkied.

310-337-0790. -

PHYSICAL THERAPY AIDE. F/T, P/T. Brent-

wood. Experience preferred. 310-996-0065
or fax resume, 310-996-1064.

WARNING:
A college degree doesn't mean a career.

Learn t>y doing; Top entertainment P.R. Firm is now accepting

applications for interns. Coliege credit available.

Call Tina Hudson (310) 659-6400

•V\ Vik ^^

TODAY'S
CROSSWORD PUZZLE

Xhe UCLA

Aj^n^ruAM.
nj]^j»
IS HIRIMG

Today

Earn $7 plus bonus while raisins funds for UCl-A

Flexibie Houn
You choose the shifts that fit your busy schedule!

1 2-plus hours per week

Work close to campus with other students &
sain valuable work experience.

NOW HIRING FOR
WINTER BREAK AND WINTER QUARTER

1083 Gayley 41;h'Qpor

ACROSS
1 Sign of approval
4 House: Sp.
8 Bound along
12 Reside
13 Was in debt
14 Steer clear of

16 Declare
17 Turkey, for one
18 Pine Tree state

19 Actress
Deborah —

20 Pet-shop
purchase

22 Complete
24 Singer Celine—
25 UrxMrcover cop
27 Cheated
32 Straighten

35 Chooses
38 Regulation

39 Plunged into the
water

40 Large green
parrot

41 Sheriffs helpers

42 Precious
43— of approval
44 Wedding-party

member
45 "— Boulevard"
47 Goldfish, e.g.

49 American
naturalist

52 'InstanT house
56 Deserted (the

crew)
61 Gk}on

horseback
62 Mythological

hunter
63 Stringed

instrument

64 Bullfight cheers
'65 Domesticated
66 Actress

Thompson
67 Ballpark offrcials

68 Allows

69 Blue-green
70 Fast plane

DOWN
1 Actor David —
2 Noticeable

3 Pocket pistols

4 Treasure chest

5 MPs problem
6 Used needle
and thread

7 Statesman
Stevenson

8 Tart

9— Offtee

10 Bucket
1

1

— St. Vincent
Millay

12 Body of water
15 Poet's always
21 Gear teeth

23 Novelist Ayn —
26 Pepsi's rival

28 Wealthy
29 Jostle

30 -What — is

new?"

31 Forest animal
32 Does arithmetk:

33 In — of:

replacing

34— the Terrible

36 Split — soup
37 Bath powder
41 Cat's murmur
43 Small eaning
46 Corrects (a

manuscript)
48Chami

PREVIOUS PUZZLE SOLVED
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GGSDQD mum ssem
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I

57 Russia's —
Mountains

58 Silent performer
59 Wordsworth

was one
60 "— La Douce"

50 Cay
51 Short verse
53 Movies
54 Expert

55 "Porgy and—

"

56 Scribble down

35 Child Care Wanted

ASST. NEEDED FOR Ivge family daycare in

Pacific Palisades. Must love kids and work
haid. Call Leslie 310-573-1811.

BABYSITTER, 1 OR 2 evenings per week. 2

boys, 9 and 1 2. Car needed. $6.5(Vhour. Call

Mrs. Scheff 310-279-2040.

BABYSITTING, student needed to babysit 2-

yr oU girt, 3-5:30pm, 3 week days (student's

choice), car required, ilhr, Call Liz 310-

839-4670.

CHILOCARE NEEDED. 15-20 hrsTweek. Af-

ternoons arwl evenings. Must be flexible. Car

preferred. WIA. S6-8A<r. 310-477-2768.

DRIVER/CHILOCARE needed by two profes-

sor family. 3 aftemoonsMc SlO^r. $10CMc
min. Need own car and refererxies. Call (or

intewiew. 310-82S-3363.

FEMALE COLLEGE STUDENT NEEDED (or

part-time help M. home with chiMren. Everv

ir>gs and v^ekends. Good irxxxne or in ex-

change for room and board in Brentwood.

310-471-0604.

LIVE-IN BABYSITTER. 25 hii

evenings in exchangfe for

Near Fox

641-5237.

Hilb Mall.

aftemoorv and

and board.

1-chiM, 18-mos. 310-

MOTHQt'S HELPER. Pacific Palisades. Driv-

ing, homework, childcare, references. Ongo-
ing commitmenL Morwlay, Wednestlay: 3-

7:30pm, FrkUy: 3-6pm. SlOCVweek. Start

lanuary. 310-204-1 666ext.328.

NANNY/HOOSEKEEPCR TO START in Janu-

ary, Mf^lf approK. 7am-10am. Olympic

and Fairfax vea. $75M(. Sarah 21 3-934-

0665.

PART-TIME DRtVER. Monday, Wednesday,
Friday 2-7pm. SMwur. Westwood location,

no car necessary. Graduate student preffered.

310-479-6335.

ROOM in exchange for aAemoon chiUcare.

Income supplemented. 8-year oU. Beautiful

Santa Monica. Car preferred. Males and fe-

males apply. 310-394-1 566.

36 Personal Assistance

FAMILY ASSISTANT WANTED to drive 12

year oU boy to activities. Light household

dwrat. 10-12 hoursA<veek. MuM have own
car, inaurarwx tnd references. 310-789-31 14.

49 Apartments for Pent

$1045. 2-bedroonV1 -bath, French windows,
hardwood floors, surmy, cozy, and quiet In-

cludes stove, fridge, laundry, pvking. Near
Weitwoo(K>r<turY Cty. 310-274-0064.

$500 SHERMAN OAKS ooe4xirrMinfur-

nished. Stove, air-conditioning, spacious,

garden type buikiir^ Pets OK. 310-475-

0572.

$650.00, BeautiKil, large 1 -bedroom. Dish-

washer, air, fireplace, built-in book shelves,

gatad parking and entry. Quiet building, 1 S-

miniXes from UCLA or SMC. 3414 Jasmine.

310-838-4862. Available mid-December.

$800.00, Beautiful 2-bedroonV2-bath, dish-

washer, A/C, fireplace, built-in book shelves,

gated parking and entry. Quiet building 1 5-

minutes (ram UCLA or SMC. 3414 Jasmine.

310838-4862. Available December.

$900 CULVER CITY. Large, quiet, modern, 2-

bdmV3bath lownlxxne, dishwasher, ah,

firidge, patio, nated parking 310-8374)761.

1 -BEDROOM $695. 2-BEOROOM $825.
Garden courtyard. Quiet. Appliances, blinds,

etc 1&1/2 miles to campus. Blue bus. 310-

477-0725.

1 -MINUTE TO UaA, Bachelor, $499, fi^-

nishcf^jnfurnished, utilities included, pool,

laundry, no pets. 310-824-3000

3BR + 3BATH
SanU Fe Style condo, (our units. Built-ins,

fireplace, refrigerator, air, washer/Uryer,

Gated parking. WLAAXIA. Cable bonus.
$1495.310-471-0359.

Adj. Beveriy Hills. 1127 5. Ooheny Dr. Up-

Elbdrm apt New everything. Garage and
ndry. $695Ano. 310-436-0340 or 310-

552.1557.

49 Apartments for Rent

Monterey

2 Bed / 2 Bath
$1150
$1250

Central Air/Central Heat.
Security building.
Will Allow 4 in

1 Apartment

Now reserving for Fall

(310)4T7-0858

Beautiful 3-y/o deluxe apartment. 2-bdrnV2-

ba. 3-bdmV2-ba available. 640 Veteran A»/e.

Call fast 824-2036.

BRENTWOOD
LARGE. 1BDRM $825. Built-in, intercom,

fireplace, patio, huge closets, parking. Walk

to shopping and restaurant No pets. North of

Wilshire, adj. San Vicente. 11661 Gochcn.

310-820-1717.

BrentwQodI 3-bdrm/2-bath. $1600. Pod,

Ig. balcony, gated parkir>g, central air. Near

UCLA. Add.: 330 S.Barrington, near Sunset

310-471-2498.

BRENTWOOD, $900, 2-bdrm/2-bath, patio,

new decor, dose to LKXA, by appt only,

1 1 728 Mayfield Apt #3, 31 0-271 -681

1

CHEVKDT Hi±S ADJ. $775, modem 2-bdnn,

1 1/2 bath, carpet, drapes, built-ins, refrigera-

tor,palio, carport, laundry, excellent transpor-

tation and shopping. 310^38-9052

CLOSE TO UCLA
WESTWOOD. 10 mkHJtes by car, 1-bed^-

bath, upper, electronic entry, fireplace, refrig-

erator, dishwasher, carpet, vertk:als, gated

parking, laundry, $75Q^TK}nth. For appoint-

mentcall 310-454-8800.

CLOSE TO LXILA, WESTWOOD. Ten

minutes by car. Furnished single apt., upper.

All kitchen facilities, electronic entry, gated

parking, laurviry. $55Q^th). for appt. call

310-45441800.

i^
•3 Bedroom -i- 3 Both

•$1100
•Newer building

•alarm

•gated garage

•A/C

Blue bus runs from apt. door

to UCLA

10737 Palms, Manager #10

Call 838-5039 or 559-0290
^

FURNISHED RESORT STYLE
APARTMENTS

STUDIO, ONE AND TWO BEDROOMS
»IONTHLY RENTALS

0 e46 1465

OORPORATB DISCOlKrS AVUIABI£
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49 Aonrtmpnts tor k'ont

Casa Blanco West
Large Furnished/Unfurnished

1 &2 Bedroom
Secured Building

Forking Included

reserving

530 Veteran
208-43Sb4

Deluxe 1 -bedroom. 10-minute ^walk b
UCLA, quiet building, balcony, well-lit unit,

$85a Available noM. 11088 ciphir Dr. 310-
208^881.

_

MAR VISTA, $845, 2.bed/2-bath, 2-story cus-

lorn townhouse. Gated garage, unit alarm,

cettral air, fireplace. 11931 Avon Way. 310-
391-1076.

MAR VISTA. 2-bedroofTv'1-1/2-bath, quiet,

bright, 2-story townhome, skylight, pod, spa,

security gate, garage parking, no pets. Lease,

SaOQ^THyith. 310-391-6837.

MAR VISTA. $845. 2-bdrm/2-bath, custom
townhome, fireplace, gated garage, alarm in

unit. 12736 Caswell Ave. 310-391-1076.
Open 7 days 9-5.

MAR VISTA. 2-bdmV2bath. Custom town-
home, fireplace, gated garage, alarm in unit

$795. 1 1 748 Courtleigh. Door open 7 days.

310-391-1076.

MARINA SHORES. MDR/Venice border. 2-»-l

apartments. $745-$845. Sunny, airy, nicely

landscaped, parking included. Hard-
wood/carpets. Walk to beach. 310-395-0591
or 310-829-0589.

ONE MILE TO WESTWOOD. Brentwood
adjacent. Large single $600. Large Ibed
$695. 1235 Federal Ave. 310-477-7237.

PALMS $595, 1 -bedroom security buiWing,
very quiet, all applia.~Kes. Convenient to

campus. Security deposit $100. A^, laundry.

310-637-7061.

PALMS $825. 2-bdmV2-ba, refrigerator, dish-

washer, stove, central air, fireplace, two un-
derground parking. Quiet Bus #12. 6-year

new security building. 310-556-1688.

PALMS. $500. Single, extra large with full-

kitchen and walk-in closets, all new interior.

Small quiet building 15-minutes from cam-
pus. 310-398-6622.

Apartment For Rent
1 /2 month free

Low, Low Move In

Qreat Singles

Full kitchen and
bathrooms, pool,

laundry, parking

Freeway and UCLA close
$450 per month
1729Belolt
Call 310-479-5043

^Diamond Heacf^
Apartments
Short Term Available

1 bedroom $875
Fireplace, balcony with a

view, contemporary
kitchen

Great Building
Negotiable Rent

VI#onclerful Managers
660 Veteran
208-2251

PALMS. $600, 2 weeks free, 1 -bedroom, se-

curity building, 2 parking spaces, r>ew carpet,

fireplace, balcony, AiK, security alarm. Call

31g-475-5168.

PALMS. $725. 2-bedroom/1-bath. Large, pri-

vate arxi quiet with bts of light. All new in-

terior. Snnall building. 15-mirxites from cam-
pus. 310-398-6622.

PALMS. $995, 2-bed/2-bath, custom town-

home, fireplace, balcony, gated garage,

alarm in unit One morHh free. 361 4 Paris Dr.

310-391-1076.

49 Aprniments tor Rent

PALMS. 2bdmV2ba. $835 with year IcaK.

Built-in, refrigerator, fireplace, gated build-

ing. Laurxiry room, parking no pels. 3626
Empire Drive. Call 310-559-3875.

PALA^. Unfurnished 1 -bedroom, $495,

single $395. AppliarKCS, no pets. Call 9am-
8pm, ask for my. (31 0)837-41 96.

PALMSiCUtVER CrrV. Keystone Place apart-

ments. CbnvenierH, light, sunny. Singles 1 &2-
bedroom apartments. Microwave, Jacuzzi,

gated-parking. Close to 405. $650-$950.
Linda 310-836-1 71

»

PARKIf^G RENTAL
ACROSS FROM UCLA. Secured, gated,
inside apartment buildir^g. S50/mo. 310-206-
0732 Call between IpnvSpm.

PENTHOUSE VIEW
$575. Elegant, 1 bedroom, two entries. Sher-

man Oaks adj. Great bcation, half bbck

markets, busses, near freeways. 818-399-

9610.

SHERMAN OAKS. Gated, newer, quiet, sin-

ks, $450, 2+2 $735, 13406 Moorpvk SL

18-907-9237, 818-222-8298.

SINGLE APARTMENTS. Near buses. Com-
pletely remvated. Bike or rkie to campus.

Near parks.Laundry and parking. Massachu-
setts Ex>f405. $535. 310-479-2819

GREAT LOCATION!
3450 Sawtelle Blvd.

1 and 2 BD Apts.

Split Master Suites

-Heated pool/spa/sauna/gym

-BBQs/Lush GardensAVaterfalls

-Large recreational clubhouse

-Intercoms entry

Casa de Vida

310-3974811

«
GENUINE UCLA

SPECIALS
»-URNI<^iHED BAC:HFI<>HSFrom $ 495
From $ 595

I URNIS-HEU 1 HI t>H<,)Cjrv1'.

From $795
5.HOH I I tHryl AVAIL AHl E
oiREc ti V a«;ho'.«; i riof.i

r.iii ) ( Ar^f'i !«-. I jr. I a
WAI K TO C.l Ar.',E?;.

WI->^TWOO|1 »M A^'A
APAHTMENT'.

001-500 tiAYLEY AVE
(310) 200 OOOO

TWO BEDROOM $595
SPACIOUS, VIEW, walk library. Great Van
Nuys location. Minutes to Sherman Oaks,

shopping, busses, and freeways. 818-399-

9610.

UCLA, X-Large bachelor, $500, 1 Mk trom

LXTLA and Village, 638 Landfair. 310-208-

4253, 824-2595. ,_
VENICE, 1 -bedroom private guesthouse, half-

mile from beach, $73SAnonth. ^k> pets, 1-

year lease, available Jaru4ary 1st Day 213-

345-51 78, evenings 310-827-2185.

WALK TO UCLA. One bedroom, balcony,

free parking, laurxiry facilities, water inct.

$90a Bachelor $550. Single $650. 10944
Strathrrwre. (310)209-0968.

WEST LA. 1-bdrm $600, single $575,
bachelor $475. Single and bachelor include

utilities. 310-477-2696.

WESTWOOD
ACROSS FROM UCLA. Single plus bit,

Ibdrm. Secured building, furnished, healer,

stove, oven, refridgerator, laurxiry facility.

$80(ymo.310.2084)732.

WESTWOOD apt. off Gayley. Big, charming,

1-bdrm, furnished. Comfy kitchen, endless

closets, major windows. Garage, harxlyman.

$1 1 5(VifT>o. Call 310-824-2581

.

WESTWOOD HUGE^
FABULOUS 1BDRM.
Security building half a block from UCLA .

Upper floor. Stain glasc. Furnished, cable,

parking, laurtdry. Wor>derful deal at a great

price. $1000. Lauren 310-824-0319.

LANDFAIR APARTMENTS
516 LANDFAIR AVE

LOS ANGELES. CA 00024
Clean and spacious, unfurnished apartments. Singles.

and 1 bedrooms, some feature balconies, stove and
refrigerators provided, water Included, assigned parking,

laundry facilities in each building,

maintenance guarantee, 24 hour emergency service.

See Russ in #1 between 10-6 p.m.

Apartments shown by appointment only. Call/

824-4807

49 Aparfmonts tor Rent

WESTWOOD, 2.BE0KOOM APARTMENT.
Quiet bulking, parking. $95aAnonth. Other

units available. 1675 Manning. Near bt»-

lines. 310-306-4696, a<ynt

WESTWOOD, 424 LANDFAIR, 3-bed-

roorTV2-bath, 2-bedroorTV1-bath, and single

available rww. Swimming pool, hardwood

f\oon, utility room, garden setting, next to

UCLA. 310-459-1200.

WESTVSOOO, available Jan. 1, large, brigN

Ibd, $795, quiet buikling, controlled acoeat,

elevator, gated parking, 310-208-4835. Call

before 7pm. 519 Gleniock Awenue.

WESTWOOD. 2-BEDROOM/2-BATH, 1.5-

miles fifom UCLA, upper, front, balcony.

Parkln>^ $9S(yVnonth. 310-553-6165.

WESTWOOD. Bachekx apartment, $525.

1390 Veteran. Convenient location, facing

park. Available now. 310-275-1427 or 310-

541-1186.

WESTWOOD. For Dec18. 1 -bedroom, fur-

nished, clean and quiet, pool, g» and water

paki. Low move-in. $695/mo. Call Ben 310-

206-3797.

WESTWOOD. Nice tingle in quiet buiUing.

Full kitchen and bath. New carpet and painti

$SSQ^nonth. 310-470-5952.

WESTWOOD. Of<JLY $500 DOWN. Ibdmi,

quiet, furnished. Pool, laurwlry, security park-

ing. Veteran Averue. 6 nwnth lease

$83SAnonth. 310-206-4673.

WESTWOOD. Share bedroom for $300 or

own bedroom for $550. Modern, security

building. Furnished w/parking available.

Sheri 310^24-7585.

WESTWOOD. X-TRA large 1-bdrm +den,

hardwood fkxn, walk to UCLA. WLA. x-

large 2-bdrm, high ceiling, parking laundry.

1718 Bundy. 310-476-8090.

Westwood/^entury City and Palms, $495^
single; $595 luxury bachelor; $6754- 1 bd; 10

minutes to UCLA open daily 310-474-7565.

• MAR VISTAS
'

2BD, 2BA. 2 STORY
CUSTOM TOWNHOMES.

GATED GARAGE, CENTRAL AIR.

FIREPLACE. UNITALARM

* 12736 CASWELL AVE $845
* 11931 AVON WAY $845
* 11 748 COURTLEIGH DR. $795

* PALMS *
2 BD, 2BA CUSTOM TOWNHOME.
FIREPLACE. BALCONY. GATED

GARAGE. ALRM IN UNfT
(ONE MONTH FREE RENT)

A 3614 FARIS $995
* apen7d«yB

CALL (310) 391-1076

TO SEE THE
• LOVELYAPARTMENTS

WLA BACHELOR, $46a LG-1-BED, $650-

$675. Swimming pool, sun-deck, laundry,

barbecue, appliances, carpetVdrapes. Best

kxation. 1621 Westgate Ave. 310-82O-
1121.

WLA PRIME, large single, kitchen, dining

room, hardwood, private, $675. PALMS, 1-

bdnn, stove, refrigerator, $550. MRACLE
MILE, small single, kitchen, foil bath, big

closeU, $375. 310-839-8105.

WLA, 2&3 bedroom apartment, $1395&up,
washer/dryer, gated garage, controlled ac-

cess, fireplace, balcony, microwave, dish-

washer, alarm. 310-474-1111.

WLA- 1 -bedroom, built-int, refrigerator, A/C,
security gates, upstairs, laurviry room. On
UCLA Busline. Price negligible 310-475-

2220 or 310-47S-1 190. 2605 S. Barrinitfon.

WLA. $725-up. Lvge one and two bed-

rooms, pool, lulcony, built-in stove and
oven, quiet, private. Near UCLA. (310)478-

7150.

WLA. $795Anonth, 2-bedroonVl -bath.

North of SanU Monica Blvd. 1444 Barry

Ave. Ckxe to UCLA arxl transportation.

Nice neighborhood, quiet, upper unit, nkz
view. Parking, laundry. Refrigerator, oven.

3i0-B2S-7483.

WLA. 10 MINUTES TO UCLA. Big & Bright.

liMf move-in, 2-bdrnV2.5-fath, singles $695
& up. WASHER/DRYER, W.B. fireplace, sec.

alami, ROOFTOP SPA. 1 1 221 Richland 478-

3990.

WLA. Amazing deal. 1 629 Brockton. Singles

Starting $525. New appliarxxs, carpet, paint,

vertical-blinds, gated. Good student discount

on parking. 310-477-0112.

WLA. SINGLE $43(VW>onth. Laundry room, 2
blocks south ofWIIshire. 310-395-0149.

WLA/PALMS. 2bd^.5ba townhouse. Fire-

place, diswasher, new carpet, security build-

ing and parking. 3549 Sawtelle Blvd. Ten
minutes to campus. $795Atk>. 310-398-5995.

50 Apartments, Furnished

MAR VIST\ $60iyrTwnth. AA about free

rent. Attractive, furnished 1 -bedroom. Large,

pool, patio, and barbecue area. Quiet buM-
Ing. 3748 Innlewood Blvd. 310-39»<S79.

WESTWOOD Single, 2 bkicks wM of Ca^
by. 2 bloda wak to schooL UTSfmo. 310-
624-0762

WLA. Female furnished own room In 2-bed-

roorVapL $32S4iit!litics. Near busline, mv-
kaL 10-min. to UCLA. 310-476-7472.

51 Apartments Unturn.

$850 2B0RAV1 1/2BA. 1426 Bvrin^on #4.

Stove, refrii^rator, air, dishwasher. (310)637-

0761

$925. Move-in spKial. Lvga 24>edrDonV2-
bath, security buikling, all amenities, eleva-

tors, parking. Low security deposit 2437
S.Corinth. 310-479-1765 Of 310-376-8794.

3545 Keystone. 2bdrm k>wcr security apt.

$715. Eve. 31 0-275-1 427 or 213-254-1565.

PALMS, $825, newer buikiing, quiet,

2-t-2w^lcony, \C, fireplace, alt amenities,

gated 2-car pwking, laundry facilities, but
connection to UCLA. 310-390-5996.

PALMS. 2bd, $835. Ctein, large pool, onv
venient to shopping and UCLA, 310-204-
4332.

PALMS. Spadous upper Ibdrm. Rreplace,
bacon, new carpet and linoleum, refrigerator,

no pets. One year lease. $670. 310-473-
1959.

SANTA MONICA, STUOIOON THE BEACH.
Available immediately. Refrigerator, stove,

no pets. $63QlhKinth. Near the pier. 310-
451-5944.

SM. SINaE. $595.Utilities pd, 2 closeU,

kltchef>ette, micro, French doors, patio, quiet,

very clean, nwy be fumished, 5-miles LKIA,
1-btock bus, 7-bkx:ks beach. 310-399-7160.

WESTWOOD. $1500, Spacnus 3-bedroom
upper-fdining room, wA>aloony, dishwasher,
refrigerator, buih-ins, ideal for pad students.

1711 Malcolm. 3/4-mile from campus. 310-
273-1212.

WLA. 1 -BEDROOM, $65(VMO. BUILT ht

POOL. aOSE TO UCLA and beach areas.

Great tenants, resident mwiager. 310-477-
99SS.

52 Apartments to Share

1/2 roommates needed to share 1-room h
spacious 2bd/2ba. apt. 447 Midvale Ave.,

Furnished, parking. Call 310-209-1454 or

pa^e 310-572-5924.

Apartment to share available. Ibdrm in a
huge Ibdmi duplex in Brentwood. Avail.

12/15. Private battVpool. Near bus to cam-
pus, walk to bwood-villag^. $65(Vnr>o. 310-
820-4110.

BRENTWOOD. Female roommate wanted to

share 1-bdmVl-ba apartment $40a Closed
gate, laundry. Near shops, buslines. 310-472-
1367.

BRENTWOOD. Spacious 3-bdrm apartment
Own bedroom, share bath. Balcony, fire-

place, dishwasher, laundry facilities, security

entrance. $40e^mo. Eric 310-207-1457.

FEMALE NEEDED
Female roommate wanted to share bedroom
in 3-bedroom/2-bath apartment w/3 females.

AVAILABLE ASAP. New, clean. Security

building, laundry facilities, gated and uryler-

ground parking. Call Mendy, 310-208-1816
leave message.

FEMALE(S) WANTED
Beautifol WestwDod, 3-bedroorV2-bath
apartment, own room or room to share. Se-
curity building,, parking, laundry, walk to

UCLA. N/S. Stacey, 310-208-1816

PALMS. Female needed to share 2bcV2ba.
aptOwn room and bath. D/W, balcony,
laundry, (i^, security paricing, free shuttle to

campus. $434/mo. Lori 310-204-1278.

PALMS. Own roonVbath in 2-bdnTV2-bath
apartment New complex w/appliances, se-

curity, eto Maie-N/S preferred. $490^.
Short-term lease available. Jose 310-S53-
901 0ext274, call anytime.

SM. Fem. to share. 2bdrm, 2 bath apartment
Near beach, security parking. $437 Hareun
310-396-61 20(h), 31 0-473-061 2(w) ext

3290.

WESTWOOD across from c«Tipui need male
to share with three studenU huge newer apt.

$350 month includes parking. Available
now. 310^24-7547.

WESTWOOD VILLAGE. OWN ROOM/BATH
in 2-bedroooV2-bath furrtishad luxury securi-

ty building. Walking distance to UCLA, Med
School, and campus. $600 includes gated
parking and utilities. AvaJla^ble 1/1. Mak;
grad student preferred. Lisa, 310-824-3863.

53 Roommates

FEMALE NEEDED
Female roomnrtate wanted to shve bedrooom
in 3-bedroonV2-bath apartment w/3 females.

AVAILABLE ASAP. New, dean. Security
buikling lauridry facilities, gated and under-

ground parking. Call Meridy, 310-206-1816
leave mewiy.

FEMALE ROOMMATE
Female roommate wanted to share 1-bed-

room/1-bath apartment $412Anonth. Laun-
dry, parking. Very bright, airy, kHs d wind-
OMi. 406 1/2 Landfair Awe. 310-206-0773.

FEMALE ROOMMATE WANTED to share
spacious 2-bedroonrV2-bath with 3 ^at
roommates at 527 Mklvale. Affordable. All

amenities. Must See. Megan 206-7382.

FEMALE ROOMMATECS) NEEDEOI 2-bed-
room, fiilly fumished studk> apartnoent, SanU
Monk:a. Options: single room $425, double
$30Q|^3erson. Pvking, 1/2 block to blue bu.
Please call 31 062(^9750.

MIDVALE/LANDFAIR. Three gpys in fir-

nished apartment seek roommate. 2-bed-
roonVl .5-bath w/parking. $37S/inrH)ntK 310-
209-1143.

Need one or two female roommates. Own
room afKl bathroom. Security buikling.

$45()^nonth. Available January 1. 310-641-
0417.

ROOMMATE WANTED ASAP to shve 2-

bedroofTV2-bath with 3 female students.

Beautiful apartment w/pool, sauna, fitr>es5

center. 527 Midvale. Jessica 310-824-1806.

ROOMMATE WANTED. 3bdrm/2ba 0¥OTi

bedroonVihare bath. $363 A month Bar-
ry/Wllshire. Atk for Rachel 310-478-2445.

Roommate wanted. Esp. Spanish speakers or
African beg. Jan. 95 male/female. Call collect

weeknights between Mpm. at 719-576-
3738.

Single, nonsmoking,, female, roommate need-
ed to share room in spacious 2-bedroom
Westwood apartment Security parkir^ pool,
spa. Needed to move in at beginning of wirv
ter quarter. 824-1257.

SPACIOUS CONtX) Room for rent in fur-

nished condo. Own full bath plus double
closet Ckjse to campus (4 blocks), oneAwo
persoTK, female^ales. Students preferred.

Available ASAP. 310-20a-4523.

TOP FLOOR LUXURY BUILDINC Vi««^^
Century City. Private bedroom and bath. Full

security and parking. Central air, pool. Non-
snftoker. First and last $675. Avaiable

\2/2(V9A. 310-470-8577.

Venice Studto, 2.100sq7l., 20'Ceilir^, sky-

lights, two blocks from beach, central kxa-
tton. $45(VVnonth. Available 12/1^4. Call
Erik or Will 310-399-8777.

WESTWOOD, own room, share bathroom,
female, N/S, parking, laundry, walking dis-

tance to campus and Lot 31 . SSOCVmonth +
half-utilities. 310-209-4919.

WESTWOOD, $575/MONTH -• $400 DE-
POSIT. 5-minutes UCLA by walking. Own
room, share bath. Parking, laundry, pool.
Quiet, hVS female. 310-209-1050.

WESTWOOD, roommate needed to shiaie

room in beautiful 3 bedroom apartment, bal-

cony, gated paricing and more...$36(ymo.
310-209-1621.

WESTWOOD. 424 VHERAN. 1-or-2 fe-

males to share 2-be<V2-bath apartment
Poo(/}acuz2i, security, paricing. 5-min. walk
to campus. Starting mW-December.
$32SAT>o,ne^otiable. 310-824-2526.

WESTWOOD. 456 Landfair. Conskierate,
neat, studtous. Need female roommate far
pre-fumished luxury 2-bdrm/2-bath apt
ASAP. $31 2.5(VWw. Call 310-209-0662

WESTWOOD. ASAP Two females to rent
second room. $350. Walk UCLAI Hard-
wood floors, parking, cable. Tara, 310-206-
6494.

WLA. 1 or 2 female roommates needed to

share 2-bdrm apartment Laundry facilities,

paricing. Ckxe to #1 but. $263 bhare) or
$395 (own) -f utilities. Available Januvy 1.

310-479-6663.

WLA. Responsible, quiet non-smoking gradu-
ate for a 2bd/1ba. Own room. Ckwe to cam-
pus. Avail. Jan. 1. $380/mo. -•- sec deposit
310-479-7294.

PALMS adjacent, 1 5-minutes to UCLA. Own
bdrrM>ath in 2-bdrrM>alh. Secured paricir^

A/C, furnished. $40CVmo. Non-smoker. 310-
915-0467.

WESTWOOD. Share room in 2-bedfoorTVI-
bath apartment Partially fumished, paricirw,
laundry. Female only. N/S. $28S.71/rnonSi
•t-deposft. Must seel 310-320-493a
WESTWOOD. Three lui roomies seek fe-

male to share 2-bedroonV2-bath apartment
w/}acuz2i, laundry. and paricing.
$36ymonth + deposit 540 MMvalc. 310-
209-1335.

WESTWOOD. Female to share 2-b<^.bth
apartment, own room & room to share, park-
ing, laundry, large closets. 475 Gayley. 310-
209-6033.

'

WESTWOOD. ROOMMATE NEEDED TO
SHARE room in fumished 2-bedroonV2-1/2-
bath condo. Paricing, security, laundry, pool
table. 310-206-5229.

WLA APARTMENT, private bedroonvbath,
large cteset, pool/Jacuzzi, secure buikiing.
Female only, N/S. $525 +half^jtil1Ue». 310-
37W)667.

54 Room for Rent

53 Roommates

BEAUTIFUL WESTWOOD APARTMfcNT.
2bdmV2bath. Own room or room to share.

Security buikling, parking, laundry, shuttle

directly to UCLA, cable, spa/recreation

$306.7S^no.^9erBon. Female

10963 Wi»lh%iorth Ave. 310-479-6756.

CULVER Cmr, master bedroom in 3 bed-

room condo^ privHc bath, pool, spa, pjard,

$42S/fno., free udlitiM, $125 deposit, pre-

sently 1 maWl Ibnalt, short term okay, 310-

642-6406.

$450 WESTWOOD
BeaiAifiilly fumished wi^Mth, large ckiset,
bright, «jnny room. Enckxed yardTwalk to

UCIA. Excellent paricing, kitchen, male. 310-
475-4517.

15 minutes south of camput, qui«t ruatk re-

tired teacher's home, #i»c buh, m^ pre-
ferred, no cooking, carneoewary, $350, 310-
636^730.

AVAM.ABLE June IS: BcauUM, private,

brftht, ftjmished roomAMth, private entrance,
frk%B, paridng, acroH from UCLA Can view
now. $50C|frnar<K 310-470-6401.
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NON STOP

$195
London 1225*
Tokyo f235
WdshinstonDC il79'
New York |149*
Boston $149*
•r«5 arc c«ch vwf torn toi Atneki bawd on •
tcMidlfipcuemt DetriciJoniiopiymliMCKKit

Op*nSaturdty»l(ism-9pm

Ceuncii 'h'avei

310-908-3551
Eurailpasses

j

SUPERIOR TRAVEL ASSOCIATES
TOUR. CRUISE &

LOW COST AIRFARE COWSULTAWT^

Contact Alina:
800-ART 2 FLY
310-843-3910

Going Somewliere?

Specializing In

Discount Airfare

Call For Lowest Rate

31 0*441 •4388

Daily Bruiii

Advertise It [Vofks.

[i

206-3(Mk)
'^^Jmm£^I£I££^Jf^^^^J^^^^JJ^^^J^^^^M^j^^^^,,,„,,,jrryj

EUROPE $249

HAWAII, ATLANTA,

BALTIMORE WA.,

BOSTON -$129

• NO RESTRICTIONS •

AIRHITCH™
310*394*0550

Call For Free Program Description

54 Room for Rent

Ba-AIR. Private, fumished ctMm and bath.

KltcherVlaundfy privileges. SSSOVrxM^h irv

eluding utilities. 8-minutes to campus. IXIA
student preferred. 31(M77-6977.

BEVERLY HILS ADJACENT, sunny large

comer room, 1 block from Wilshire 81. Ba^,
microwave, telephone, waihet/dryer, AC
S37SiAno. 213-938-S664.

CULVER CITY-Share 3-bedroom house with
one person. $550 for private room^iath.

Laurviry bcilities, cable T.V., driveway, large

yard, quiet neighbors. Theresa 3 10- 39ft-

4120.

FURNISHED ROOM in 1920b style Spanish
house near West Hollywood. Own bathroom
and entrance. $450. Seeks woman 30f . 21 3-

655-5214.

GRANVILLE & SAONICA. $425, own bed-
room w^lC ckiset and bath, secured parking

and building, female preferred. Call 310-820-
7845.

GREAT LOCATION. Private room. l4>lock

from bus, ten mirHjtes from UCLA, five

minutes from 405 and 1a Washer/Drier.

$425/mo. 310.815-1565.

Huge 2bdrm adjacent to Beverly Hills (Olym-
pic and Doheny). Fumished, refrigerator, air,

parking available. Lease until May. $56Vmo.
310-246-1440.

LARGE PRIVATE ROOM. $36(ymo., loom-
m^e wanted to share quiet sunny house,
near UCLA, no pets, fenule grad preferred.

310-837-2179.

PRIVATE ROOM AND BATH FOR RENT. Ve-
nice home, furnished. Ho smoking, no
drugs, no akohol. Student only. %«K!OtmarA\
•fl/4 uUlities. Walking distance to beach, off-

street parking. Steps from SanU Monica bis-

linc. Laundry and kitchen privileges. Call on
or after 12/1^4. Colette 310-821-2589.
Available 12/24^4.

PRIVATE ROOM, 1/2 BATH in large house. 8
minutes to UCLA. Li%ring room, den, parking,

norvsmoker preferred. $39(Vrno. Ivan 310-
207-3212.

RENT ROOM near Westside Pavilkm.
$400Ano, including utiltties, separate

roorri^ntrance. Share bathroomAitchen.
Laundry/^arking available. Grad student pre-

fcned. Deann 310-474-1147.

ROOM AND BATH IN PRIVATE HOME
NEAR UCLA. Quiet, safe neighborhood,
kitchen prh^ilega. $435. Mature mirie

pwfaiTed . No smoking. 310-271-1658.

ROOM FOR RENT IN PRIVATE HOME,
Brentwood on Bundy bekiw Sunset. Batfv

room, kitchen privileges, washer/dryer.

$48(M«onth. S-minules UCLA. 310476-
6144, Bob.

54 Room for Rent

VENICE/SM. Great Room, lvge closet in 3-

bdnn/2-ba House. Modem, clean, quiet,

parking 5-miles UCLA, 1 -block to bus, near
beach, private telephone. $399/mo -f1/3 uUI-
ities. 310-399-7160.

WESTSIDE. non smoking roommate to share
spacious 2b(V3ba apartment, washer/dryer,
private parking, starting in January, $60(Vmo.
310-478-1355.

WESTWOOD, LARGE ROOM, private bath,

fumished, kitchenette, walk-in closeL Ck)se
to UCLA. $4S(Vmonth, 310-826-8588 am, or
470-3616 pnv

WESTWOOCy3 BLOCKS TO UCLA. Bak»-
ny, laundry, secured buildir^ big closeto,

dishwasher, share kitchen and bathrtiom. Fe-

male preferred. $400. 310-824-0723.

62 Room/Board for Help

55 Sublet

WEST HOUYWOOD. Gorgeous fumished
large single apartment Luxury building.

Only $550 including utilities. Pool, gym,
covered parking, security guard. Call VImala
310-825-4932.

WESTWOOD dose ' UCLA, Overland
Ave/Santa Monica Bkd sublet winter/ipring

quarters, $35Q/mo., fully fumished, bachelor,
rear parking, mature UCLA student, 310-475-
3720.

WLA, 2 miles from UCLA, sublcae own
bdrmAM. Winter/Spring qtn. $47S/mo.-Kie-
poslL Clean, spacious, security, gated parking

010) 575-9709.

56 House for Rent

WESTWOOD. 2-BDRM^ -BATH, fonnaJ \\9-

ing/dining, fireplace, hartKvood fkxKS, 2-ar
garage, l>uge backyard w/fruit trees, ckxc to

UCLA, bus, shopping. $160(ymo. 310-478-
8415.

WL^ bus to UCLA. 2-slorles, 3-bdrm^ .5-

bath, A^, central heating. 310-823-8037.

57 House to Shiare

SANTA MONICA. Own room In 2-bed-

roonVI-bath house. Sftacious, garden, hard-

wood floor*, ckxe to bcacMbius. Female

grad preferred. $5S(ymonlh. ^railabic 12/15.

M^Otie, 310-450-1063.

VENICE. Own roorM>ath in large beautiful

houM, 1/2 Mk bead), walk street, parking,

wahAdry, yard, $535, move-in dato

nexotiable. 310-392-9412.

58 House for Sole

Black mature student seeks living quarters.

Exchange for childcareAutorIng, etc or seeks
sublet under $400. Immediate Ms. Ross 310-
575-0023.

FEMALE STUDENT needed for chikkare,
driving, light housekeeping for 9 & 3-

year/old. Approximate 20hour*Aveek. Wal-
king distance campus. Experienc^references
required. 310-470-4662.

Female Student or Young working woman.
House-keeping duties and care for semi-
handicapped lady. Nice grandmother type.

Manhattan Beach. Call for interview 310-
470-1122.

FREE to mature male student in exchange for

help in home. No drugs. La BreVVenice in

Mki-dty area. 213-936-3349.

LIVE- IN BABYSITTER. 25 his. afternoons and
evenings In exchange for room and board,
near F« Hills MalL 1 -child, 18-mos. 310-
641-5237.

Male, UCLA student Private room/bath, adja-
cent to school. Non-smoker. Own car. Pool-

maintenance, driving etc Amy 310-471-
9097.

Near UCLA. Female student preferred. Non-
smoker. Fumished room inexchange for

hoiaework. Nice, private roorr\^ath. 310-
474-0336.

ROOM WITH SEPARATE ENTRANCE in ex-

change for light housekeeping and babysit-
ting. 15-20 hours. Qose to Santa Monfca air-

port l^rvsmoker. References and car re-

quired. 310-452-0033.

66 Townhiouse for Rent

WL\ townhouse, 3bedKterV2.Sba, formal
dining room, laurviry area, central air cor>di-

Ikxiing, 2 security parking, fireplace, cable
TV hookup. 310-479-8928^10479-5921.

69 Condos for Rent

CULVER cmr. 3-bedroorn/2-bath w/loft, 7-

mlles to UCLA, 2-car parking, 24-hour secur-
ity guard, pool, gym. $1 1 SCVnwnth. 310-
398-4594, after 3pm.

WESTWOOD. Studio, partially furnished,

close to UCLA, 24-Hour security, parklr^
kitchen, pool, gym. $750, utilities included.
Tom 310-208-1788.

70 Guest House for Rent

BRENTWOOD. WOODSY GUEST HOUSE
$15Q/MO. Female only, N/S. Parkir^ and
utilitie* induded.

CENTURY CfTY. $650 or $625 (lyr lease), 1

room guesthouse, wAltchen, bath, arvJ g»-
den. Avail Jan.1, utilities included. 310-788-
9441

PALMS. Delightful garden guesthouse, 1 bed-
room, garden and cj« lovers wefcome,
$775Ano, indudes utilities, available Now.
310837-8248. Campus 51 109.

78 Misc. Activities

WANTED: CHRISTIAN SINGERS AND MU-
SICIANS w/music and equipment, to (orm

barvi for contemporary Lutheran church serv-

ices. 310-202-8613.

92 Legal Advice

SEXUAL HARASSMENT
If You Have A Problem. There Is A

Remedy. Consultation At No
Charge. Kenneth A. Rivin, Attorney

. (213) 933-5946.

94 r^overs/Storoge

BEST MOVERS. A licensed and insured, cour-
teous mover. Fast, careful, reliable. Excellent
references. State license T-1 63844. 213-263-
2378, 21 3-263-BEST.

HONEST MAN. W/14ft truck and dollies,

small job*, short notice ok. Student discount
310-285-8688. CA AZ, NV. Co Bruins.

JERRrS A^IOVINC & DELIVERY. The careful
movers. Experienced, reliable, same day de-
livery. Packing & boxes. Will deliver boxes
free. Jerry 310-391-5657.

SMALL MOVERS
Lowest rates, fast, reliable, student discount.
310-837-9030.

91 Insurance

MOTORCYCLE/MOTORSCOOTER IN-

SURAIMCE. Great rates. Personal Servkie.

Mastercar<VV)sa accepted. Call for qukJc
quotes. C Diamond Insurance 310-428-
4995.

67 Condos for Sale

SPACIOUS SINGLE WITH VIEW. Wilshire

R«BV^, 10501 Wilshire Bh/d. Meal for pro-

«B«oii%«udenL Pool, Jacuntl, security.

$65,000. Mimi Foreman 310-474-4404.

/lllstate
Insurance Company

(310)312-0204
1317 Westwood BJvd.
(2 biks. So. of Wllshiro)

ROOM FOR RENT. Female, norvsmokv.
Bevrly Hills^ exoellent area. Near transporta-

tfan. $4SQ»twnth. 310858-6088.

SANTA MONICA N/Wibhire, bedroom, den,
private bath, available in SM afMitimnt,

$46S^no quie«%tudk)u( female preferred.

AvaHabfe Dec 22. 310-451-9604.

\X\A ROOMMATE WANTED TO SHARE
martv bacinoom in apaHnwi* w/h«w car-

pdAumllurB. Stapi ftvn camput. Cilad
IBirkintt $4S(yima 310824-2388.

MARINA DEL REY ADJ. Try 5% down en

2-1-1 Tixer, $169,900, fireplace, doubfe

gari^e, 4029 Alia Rd., Call ^ent- 310-479-

6832

60 Housing Needed

WANTED Bachetor, sln^ or Ibdrm ap»t-

ment for January tfwoMgh April ^995. Slucfent

sMhi howii^ durif^ kUvrah^ 904-575-

6325 Lmm I

68 Condos to Stnare

1-bdrm in 2-bdr/2.S-bth, Wilshire Highrise
Condo. Laundry facility within unit, 24-hr.
security, valet parking, pool and gym. h^
$120C^no. 310-475-7989.

FEMALE TO SHARE ROOM in nice condo,
large IMng room, kitchen, quiet, security
building, walk to UCLA, $36aAno. 310-391-
2877.

OWN BEGVBATH in 2bdnn condo nev
UCLA and bus. Quiet, security, pool, non-
smokw, cable, large ckiMiB. $60(Vmo. 1/2

310444-0535.

I# ff

69 Condos for Rent

3-bdmV2-balh condo on Hilgvd, wy l«ge
and bright, $1750. 3-car parking, security
building, waking distance to UCLA, 3ia
471-4989.

BeaiAifol 2-b«droom, 1.75 baihs. 24hr S«air-
ity twnptot, lake, brooks, pooh, sauna, club
houw, $1,0SQ^winlh. 15 min. lom UCLA.
Dora 310202-1054.

AUTO
INSURANCE
NO BULL

Best Prices, Same Day

STUDENT DISCOUNTS

Motorcycles, SR22

Accidents, Tickets OK
CALL AA- IA NOW
FOR FREE QUOTE

1 |800| 225-9000

TOM'S MOVING SERVICE. DEPENDABLE,
EXPERENCED, REASONABLE. LAST
MINUTE JOBS WELCOME. CALL 24 HRS.
310-452-2887.

96 Services Offered

$35 PERS. STATEMENT
Professional, quick edit (1 hoi# max.) Writing
and rewrites also available. Experienced
writer and law school graduate. 213-933-
3797.

ATTN: MBA, LAW,
MED. APPLICANTS

Frustrated developing/editing your critically-

Important personal statements? Gel profes-
sional help, competitive edge from natlonal-

ly-known author/consultar>t 310-826-4445

CALL ME NOW!
RESUMES, THESES, DISSERTATIONS, SE-
MESTER PAPERS, drafts, re-writes, math pa-

pers, etc Many years experierx*, state of art

equipn>ent. Will corvkfer your budget Please
call Mk:helle Kohn, 213-653-0444.

Research, Writing, Editing
ALL levels, - ALL subjects Foreign

Studerus Welcome Fast Professioiul -

Quality guaranteed papers not for sale

Call Research 310-477-8226

M-F 10:OOam.5KX)pm

II
BEAR'S RESEARCH,
WRITING. & EOlTINd

Alaubjwia. ThtMiDiHMtttkins.
Personal SMwTwiis. Prapoufai and books.

imanMlkMMl MudMits watooms.
PAPERS NOT FOR SALE

Shfon B—r, Ph.D. (310) 47(MM62
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SCHREIBER
From page 52

Colorado head football

coach Rick Neuhelsel:
Certificate of achievement.

Stapled to a box of Kleenex (say-

ing goodbye to Rashan Salaam
will be teary.)

Linebacker Donnie
Edwards: The time and place of
the NFL combine. Stapled to a
plane ticket.

UCLA freshman J.R.
Henderson: A lottery ticket.

The UCLA men*s soccer
team: A bullet. Stapled to a note
from Santa - "Keep dodgin' it,

guys."

Jesse Jackson: A line. Stapled

to a note - "Get in it."

John Wooden: Notic^from
the Pope he is being considered

for Sainthood.

Cherokee Parks: A gift cer-

tificate to SuperCuts.

The men*s swimming and
gymnastics teams: Pink Floyd
album - Wish You Were Here.

Wisconsin tailback Brent
Moss: A monopoly set (with

extra get-out-of-jail-free cards).

The Oregon football team:
The Penn State playbook (they'll

need it).

J. J. Stokes: A gold pen.

Stapled to a phat first-round NFL
contract for him to sign.

Rob Johnson: Hee hee hee. A
Notre Dame pennant and UCLA
cap. Stapled to a box of Wheaties

(the best he can ever hope for

from the breakfast of champions
is to ea! it).

use cheerleaders: A note

from the Beverly Hills Board of
Plastic Surgeons - "Thanks for

the business!" Stapled to a >

reminder from Wolff Tanning
Salons - "Next appointment is in

two weeks!"

Steve McNair, Alcorn State

quarterback: The Heisman
Trophy. Stapled to a note that

says, "You've been playing

against stiffs all year. Now here's

one for your mantle."

Jim Harrick: A high-tech.
Golden Hurricane warning sys-

tem.

Arizona Wildcat football
team: Black roses. Stapled to a

note - "See you next year. Oh,
wait, probably not. Love,
Tournament of Roses."

UCLA women's volleyball
team: Seven-pack of Seven-Up.

J.J. Stokes:

A gold pen.

Stapled to a phat

first-round NFL
contract for him to sign.

Terry Donahue: Fisher-Price

View Finder with two cartridges.

Will serve as UCLA's highlight

reel for 1994 season.

Washington football team:

Subpoena to appear in People's
Court, where they will appear as

plaintiff in suit against Pac-10.
Contingent upon season in which
they don't suck.

Santa handed me this list, of
course, under the pretense that I

reveal only a partial list. After all,

it wouldn't be fair for me to tell

you that he was giving the
Clippers a record-breaking sea-

son or that Damon Stoudamire
was so good this year he was get-

ting two gifts - a Marie
Callender's Humble Pie and a

big box of Oxy- 10.

So I agreed, and Santa flew off

with his eight tiny reindeer,
yelling, "Merry Christmas to all,

my butt's asleep I've been flying

this thing so long."

IM Sports
Special Events Update

Punt. Pass and Kick Contest

Congratulations to the following

overall winners.

Men's: Randy Satterburg, Jay Thapar,

Keith Pelton

Women's: Tia Reed, Chrissy Mauck,
Janell Beres

Football Updates

Men's A
Theta Xi were victorious over Black
Magic 21-7 in the Championship game.

Men's B

The Souls had a comeback victory over
the defending champs of last year, The
Screaming Eagles, in the finals.

Men's C
We Go Deep had a close win over Last
Chance II in the Championship game
33-28.

Women's
The Soles beat Delta Gamma in the

championship game that game went
into overtime scoreless.

Co-Ed
Patterson won in the Final game over
Getting Vertical 5N, 7-0.

Volleyball Updates

Men's A
Air Med defeated the Defectors in the

Championship match.

Men's B
Omega Sigma Tau lost to Denny's in

the Final round.

Men's C
AACT Salty Spikers beat the Tm's
Spikers to win the Championship game.

Upcoming Events

Manager's Meetings

Basketball - $25 fee

Men's: Jan. 10, 7:30 p.m. at Pauley G15
Women's: Jan 10, 5 p.m. at Blue Room,
JWC

Soccer - $25 fee

Men's: Jan. 10, 4 p.m. at Blue Room,
JWC

Woman's: Jan. 10, 3 p.m. at Blue
Room, JWC
Co-Ed: Jan. 17, 4 p.m. at Games
Lounge, JWC

Softball -$15 fee

Co-Ed: Jan. 17, 5 p.m. at Games
Lounge, JWC

Official's Clinics

Soccer Jan. 10, 6:30 p.m. at Blue
Room & Jan. 11,4 p.m. at IM Field

Basketball: Jan. 11, 6:30 p.m. at Blue
Room & Jan. 12, 6 p.m. at Collins

Court

Please contact the IM office at 825-

3701 for further information.

96 Services Offered

EAGLE-EYED PROOFREADER
Edits, theseVpublications; tulon Englis^study

skills; trains time managementMress reduc-

tion. Nadia Lawrence, PhD. 31 0-393-1 9S1.

EDrriNC, RESEARCH, WRrTlNG. Personal

statennents, papers, theses. Help w/compoti-
tion, structure, grammar ar>d purKtuation. All

subjects. Gemr^an-English translation also

available. 310-575-0268.

96 Services Offered

WHIP ESSAYS, TERM PAPERS & THESES into

shape. Typing services available. For expert

editing call the Writer's Cor»ultant 818-883-

6074.

All'PttrpoM Edltinf / Iwtorint

Counes, personal statementi, reiumet,

theses, dissertations, exam prep by

experienced PhD Ea^uh professor.

(213)6654145

98 Tutoring Offered

- MY TUTOR -

MATH/PHYSICS/STATISTICS. Tutoring ser-

ice. Free consultation. Reasonable rates, call

My Tutor anytime. Han (e00)90-TUTOR.

Frend^SL, bilingual experierKcd tutor, rea-

sonable rates, Call 310-477-4019.

MATH TUTORING by PH.D. $1S/hoor. Cal-

cukjt, statistics, probability, math for physi-

cal/KXial sciences, SAT, GRE, LSAT, MCAT.
3ia«37-8998, pa«er, 310-582-9626 NBD.

MONEY FOR COLLEGE GUARANTEED.
processing fees as low as $79.95. 10V
discount w/ad, offer expires 12/31/94. S.S.S.
800-922-2913.

PROBLEMS WITH GRAMMAR, SPELLING,
PUNCTUATION, sentence stnxaure, thot^t
f\<Mfi Try Denise Dowr>er literary service.

Proof reading and copy editing. 818-789-
5%5.

PROFESSIONAL WRITING/EDITINC. Papers,

reports, statistics, proposals, research studies.

Masters, Ph.D. dissertations, college applica-

tion essays. Any subject, style, requirement.

213-871-1333.

WANT TO BE ACCEPTED? Save time, frustra-

tion? Call for help devcloping/editing person-

al statements. Also edit papers, theses, dis-

sertations. Linda 310-392-1734.

99 Tutoring Needed

FROM ENTROPY TO QUANTUM;
Mathematical physicist wanted as tutor for

Ph.D. psycholo((lsL 310-456-0557.

THERAPIST ON CALL INC.

just a phone call away

Trained therapists on-call for

confidential telephone

counseling & referral in the

convenience of your home,

office or hotel. Help with

depression, anxiety,

relationships, addictions and

much more.

CALL: 1-800-988-5555

A Vtea & Mastercard-

A Division of National

Counseling Intervention

Services, Inc.

100 Typing

$2 WORD PROCESSING. Papers, disserta-

tions, manuscripts, etc. FAST, reliable. Laser

printing. Pick-up, delivery, 24hr service avail-

able. Complete resume services. 310-397-

5970.

A CLASS ACT
Papers, letters, resumes, saipts, transcription,

labels. FREE light editing. Laser printing. Spell

check. Fax Orders Welcome. 310^27-8023.

A PLUS WORDPROCESSING. IBMIX:, Laser

printing spellcheck; term papers, disserta-

tiofw, thesis, reports, manusaipts, transcrip-

tions, etc Fast turnaround. Call Bob 213-
851-0214.

ACE TYPIST, ETC
GREAT LOOKING PAPERS AND APPLICA-
TIONS-SPECIAL RATE. WE DO AU WP
AND RESUMES. RUSHES. 310^20-8830.

BETTER QUALITY GETS RESULTSI Resumes,
CVs, mau mailings, nevMletters, brochures,

dissertations, medical and legal documents,
etc Scanning of text, photos, and other im-

ages. High resolution typesetting at 1800 dots

per ii^ch. Color output available. Looted
near SepuKreda and Washington. Call Linda
H 310-204-0947 between 10am-7pm.

EDITING, TYPING, PRCX3FREADING.
$1S/hr or $2/pg typing only. English BA/MA.
310-396^1249.

MODERN SECRETARIAL SERVICES. 24-hour
service, pick-up and delivery, IBM and MAC,
Laser printing. Discount students. 5-minutes

from UCLA. Anfflica, 310-446-8899.

NEED A PRIVATE SECRETARY? Over 15

years IcgalAncdical trarvcription experience.

Notary Public Madntosh w^aser printar.

pick-ufVdelivery. Brentwood. 310-472-0405.

100 Typing

WORD PROCESSING- All types, APA and
other fomiats, trarwcribing, resumes, DTP,
WordPerfect, charts, grapta, laser. Reason-
able rates, near campus. 310-470-0287.

102 Music Lessons

DRUM LESSONS
All levels/rtyles with dedicated professional.

At your home or WLA studio. 1st lesson free.

No drum set necessary. Neil 213-882-8509.

CUfTAR INSTRUCTION. IS years EXP. all

levels and styles. Patiem and organized. Be-
ginner guitars for sale $60. Sam 310-826-
9117.

GUITAR LESSONS
All Acoustic styles. Classical, Latin, jarz.

Folk. Teacher w/25+ yrs playing exp. Call

David 310-478-2420.

Guitar lessons by a professional near UCLA.
All levels, guitars available. Call jean 310-
476-41 54. '

CUn-AR LESSONS. 15-years experience h
many styles, graduate of Dck Grove School
of Music and Musicians Institute. MICHAEL
WILDE, 310-823-7010.

SINGI Vocal technique-all levels^tyles, per-

formarK:e arwiety, associate/Nate Lam, Santa
Monka, near UCLA, free consuKation, Carol
rmgle 31^828-3100.

VOICE, PIANO LESSONS by professional

singer/pianist, ail levels welcome, 310-373-
1281

104 Resumes

A CUSTOMTYPE RESUME. Fast, professional,

reliable. Layout, editing composition.
Resume^cover lettera^efiererx:e sheets. Conv
puter typesetting & laser printing. 310-470-
4999.

WINNING RESUMES: 1-hour servke. Our
clienU get results. Open 7-days. 310-287-
2785.

109 Autos for Sale

Auto For Sale
• '82 Toyota Celica

* Red, automatic, power steering

•Perfect painting

•$2100O.B.O
Call Carlos at 310-301-8029

1964 MAZDA 626LX. Silver wAed interior. 5-

speed, power bck, windows and moon roof.

4-door, AC, Cruise, 119IC $1800 obo. 310-

826-2290.

1986 TOYOTA CAMRY, re-built transmis-

sion. Automatic transmission, AMfFM stereo,

grey interior, grey exterior good condition,

must sell. S390(yobo. 310-471^4404.

85 TOYOTA MR2 5spd, whHe, alarm, cnjise,

•fc, anVWca«, pw/l^,tilt, orig owner, 110K
mHes, sporty, xint oandn, $3,600. 310-374-
3830.

RED SUPER BEEUE convertible, fuel injec-

tton, stick-ihifk, good shape, 1975, $2990, in-

cluding stereo. Movir^ please call 310-578-
5714.

SAAB 86 900S. One owner, well mainUined-
havc records, good oonditkm, higher miles

but has new clutch, mns great. $3200 310-

826-4936.

"92 VOLVO. 4-door, beige, automatk:, am/fm
case. Nice condition. $190(yabo. 310-289-
7738.

86 NISSAN SENTRA. Red, 2-door, auto, mint
coTKlition, 65K miles, AC, alarm, nm excel-

lent. $41 SC/obo. 310-657-8782, PraL

126 Furniture for Sole

Black leather loveseat. less than a yev old.

Excellent condition. $1 50. 818-222-0052.

DESK. 6 drawers with pull-out tray. 72x30.
Super desk for studenti 2 chairs available.

Large stereo cabinet for sale. GREAT CONDI-
TONIII 310-454-2163.

MATTRESS SETS: Twin $45, foil $55, queen
$85, kir>gi $95, bunkbeds. Deliveries, phone
onjers accepted. 310-372-2337.

Twin bed for sale with frame. Asking price is

$80 or negotiable. 310-282-8800, eve.

310-478-9736.

113 Bicycles for Sole

BICYCLE. 91 BLACK SPECIALIZED STUMP
lUMPER. $450. Please call Paul, 9am-6pm
at 310-553-6600.

114 Motorcycles for Sale

1990 HONDA NS 50. White, 1100 miles,

runs great, excellent condition, helmet in-

cluded. $900 only. Ask for Sudan, 837-
1964 (day), 310«3ft-8889 (eveninKs).

106 Travel Tickets for Sale 115 Scooters for Sale

$150 AIR TIX LA/NYC
Severely discounted round trip ticket avail-

able to responsible person who can travel to

New York City Decl 7 and return to LA
Jan.7. This person must escort wonderfol 6-

yr-old on flight to and from cities. Call now
310-440-2060. Ask for Mart/

1980 VESPA-P200E. $1180 080. BEAUTI-
FUL CONDITION. White. 6k miles. Driven
daily. Mux sell, moving. All original. 2nd

310-450-1966.

AIRLINE TK3CET for sale: LAX-Mlami round-
trip. DeparU 12/23 (evening), return 1/1.

$345.310-572-1952.

ONE-WAY TK3CET, $99. Flight leaves 12/21,
L.A. to DX:, wfth stop ki Dailv. Call 310-
4500910.

1966 HONDA ELITE 80 WHFTE. RUNS
GREAT. -Gets you there.' $675A)bo, hel-

met/lodt Included. 310-246-1904.

W HONDA aiTE ISO. Blue. Two helmets,

lock, and trunk. SSOOfabo. 310-820-2204,
Roni.

'87 HONDA am 8a Bkje, Must sell. Low
miles, excellent conditioa Lock,helnr>et in-

cluded. $575/obo. AA for John 310-824-
3072.

127 Garage Sales

GIANT GARAGE SALE, Sunday Dec 11.

8.-00am-3pm rain or shine. 16019 Sunset
Blvd., Pacific Palisades.

128 Misc. for Sale

CALIF ASIAN
GIRLS

CALENDAR '95
Available after 12/12^, featuring 12 foil

color girls firom campus. Check focal stores

or write to: Westwood Wellness. 1 51 1 Saw-
telle BM.. SuKe 163, LA, CA 90025. Include

check for $15.95, Includes shippin^an-
dllng.

NEED A MIRACLE? Here's something just as

good I Two Dead tIckeU for sale for ?ie Dec
19, show in LA. Must sell ASAP. $75 for

both. Call 919-91 4-2372. Leave messane.

130 Pets

PUPPY FOR SALE
Perfect Christmas gift. Ten weeks old Pug.
AKC. Friendly, cute, wrinkled face, small

dog. $475. 310-558-4421.

134 Computer/Typewriter

CHRISTMAS SPECIAL: COMPAQ-SLT286.
portable, x-battery, carrying-case, like new.
Wofd-Perfect 5.1, Turitish-Eufopean alpha-
bet, additional software. Originally $3000.-f,
must sell, $550., 818-799-9977.

GREAf COMPUTER DEAL. MAC+, Image
WrtltBr I Printer, MS Word, much other soft-

ware. Perfect condition. $650. Call Bill

310-473-1386,

daily •bri.jin
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W. HOOPS
From page 51

be able to dominate the boards
against the Torero front court of
center Loricc Watson (6 feet) and
forward Michelle Brovelli (5 feet
10 inches). Kristich and Hughes
will have five- and six-inch height
advantages, respectively, on their

counterparts.

Hughes, in particular, has been
slowly establishing herself as the
team's offensive punch as well as
the rebounding force that the team
desperately needs, especially after

the departure of Natalie Williams,
who averaged double figures in
rebounding. Hughes is averaging
12 rebounds per game as well as 17
points per outing.

"She is our go-to person right
now," Olivier said. "We need to get
her even more shots down low, and
you can just tell that she wants the
basketball."

The Torero offense is led by a
couple of key players. Sophomore
forward Lorraine Watson is leading
the team in scoring with 14.5^ints
per game and also in rebounding

"We're going to take

one game at a time.

We*d like to work on
the boards and fteld

goal percentage (during

the tournament)."

Kathy Olivier

Head Coach, W. Basketball

with 8.3 per game. The teams'
three-point shooting percentage of
41.4 is largely due to the shooting
of Serena Eiermann. The 5-foot, 7-

inch guard has 98 career three-point

goals, which ranks eighth-best in

West Coast Conference, and is cur-

rently shooting 85 percent from the

freethrow line (22 of 26).

Today's match at USD is a dou-
bleheader with the Torero men's
squad, which plays Cal State
Dominguez Hills, and will likely

draw a large crowd.
• • •

While most of the UCLA student

body will be back home for the hol-

idays, the women's basketball team
will travel to Alaska to compete in

the Northern Lights Tournament,
starting Monday, Dec. 19. The tour-

nament will feature Alaska
Anchorage, Army, Qemson, North
Carolina-Greensboro, Providence,
William & Mary, Georgia Tech and
UCLA.
The Bruins will first take on

Georgia Tech, Wednesday night.

The Yellow Jackets struggled last

season, compiling a record of 5-1

1

in the Atlantic Coast Conference,
but they have all five starters
returning for this season. They are
led by sof^omore Kisha Ford who
averaged 16.2 points and 8.6
rebounds as a freshman.

"We're going to take one game at

a time," Olivier said. "We'd like to

work on the boards and field goal
percentage (during the tourna-
ment)."

On deck

VVtiat: Women's basketball

Who: UCLA vs. USD

When: Tonight at 5:15

Where: USD Sports Center
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$ 1 5 (with ihis adj I

• FUN, UPBEAT TEACHERS
• W.L.A., B.H., S.M., P.V.,

S.F. VALIEY
• SAT., SUN., EVENINGS, THURSDAY
• INCLUDES DMV CERTIFICATE

31 0-271 -4527 OR 81 8-71 8-0388

I

I

I

I

This could have been your ad.

WHY WAIT?
Open Sam to Spin
• Prompt, caring service

• Primary Care
• Women's center

• No Appointment Necessary

An Immediate Care Center

Daily Bruin Advertising

Display 825.2161

Classified 825.2221

Medipace Medical Group
1990 Westwood Blvd.
Los Angeles, Ca 90025
(3 1 0) 470-8880

Most insurance and
credit cards accepted.

S Billiard Club
Restaurant and Bar

JINO O*' f)aily fVijin

11835Wil$hireBlvd.
Just West of Barrington
477 7BS0
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Amidst talks of relocation,

Knox preps Rams for Bucs
The Associated Press

ANAHEIM— Los Angeles
Rams coach Chuck Knox has
two things in common with this

week's coaching rival, Tampa
Bay's Sam wyche. - -
Like Wyche, Knox is the

subject of rumors he will be
fired at the end of the season.

Like Wyche, Knox coaches a

team that could be moved
and/or sold during the off-sea-

son.

"Anybody who goes through

something like this has an
appreciation for the other guy,"

Knox said Wednesday. "It's not

a pleasant thing to hear nega-
tive things about yourself, but
that's the business when you
lose. All you can do is go back
out there each week and do the

best coaching job you can do."

Knox wouldn't say if rumors
about a relocation to St. Louis
next year are a distraction.

"Imagine if you worked for

an employer who was closing
down the plant or planning a

move," Knox said. "Certainly

the subject would come up at

home and work. But how
much, if any, it would affect

your job performance I don't
know. It's tough to measure."

"We tried to address the issue

during the preseason by saying

we all wanted to focus on play-

ing or coaching the games.
That's been our approach."

Both Tampa Bay and Los
Angeles are 4-9, although the

Rams have lost four in a row
while the Bucs have won two
straight. Both teams remain in

playoff contention, but they
both would have to win their

remaining three games and
hope for a combination of other

results to get in as a wild card

team.

Knox said Wednesday he
would start ex-Buc quarterback

Chris Chandler. Chris Miller,

considered the No. 1 quarter-

back at the start of the season,

has had injury problems but
had started the last three games
and generally been effective in

losses to San Francisco, San
Diego and New Orleans.

"We're looking for anything

that might give us a spark,"
Knox said. "It's no reflection

on Chris Miller. "Both men
have started for us this year.

Chris Chandler did play for

Tampa and he's played well for

us this year."

Chandler has started four
games and won the two he fin-

ished. The Rams lost in the two
games he failed to complete
because of ankle injuries.

"I'm just excited about get-

ting the chance to play," said

Chandler, who wasn't healthy

"enough to play until last week.
"I'm looking forward to prepar-

ing and playing on Sunday."

RHOADS
From page 51

knew I wanted to play and get bet-

ter at it."

During his freshman year,

Rhoads took advantage of a night-

marish parking situation to take his

swipes on the links.

"I didn't have paiicing my fresh-

man year and I had to move my car

between 4 p.m. and 6 p.m. every-

day," Rhoads said, "so I would just

go to the golf course and work on
my game then."

Eventually, the realities of the

Southern California golf scene
caught up with Rhoads. His junior

year, frustrated by the big crowds
and long waits at the greens, he
stepped into head coach Dave
Atchis(xi's office and signed up for

the team.

"I wanted to continue to be
around golf but Los Angeles is

golf-crazy, so course availability is

not very good," he said, "unless
you're associated with something
such as a team."

Just making the golf team would
be an uphill climb for the 5-foot-7-

inch Rhoads. Along with his small

physical stature and shortness off

the tee, Rhoads- also had to combat
his competitive inexperience.

"While I played a little in high

school, I didn't take it seriously

until I got to UCLA, which meant I

was behind most college players in

development" Rhoads said. "Most
college players were real good
junior players competing as early

as junior high."

The first thing he needed to work
on was his distance off the tee.

Although he possessed pinpoint

accuracy, college golfers carry big

sticks and Rhodes somehow need-

ed to squeeze a few extra yards
from his driver.

'The game of golf is pretty much
a power game nowadays so that put

Rhoads at a disadvantage,"
Atchison said. "I told him that he
needed to gain 20-30 yards off the

"The game of golf is

pretty much a power

game nowadays so that

put Rhoads at a

disadvantage."

Dave Atchison

Head Coach, Men's Golf

tee to be competitive with the big-

ger kids."

To the beat of the Rocky theme
song, Rhoads took to the weights,

hit the pavement, and went to the

range and pounded golf ball after

golf ball.

"He worked out hard, lifted

weights, went jogging and worked
on that swing to get those extra 30
yards he needed," Atchison said.

Rhoads attributes his massive
gains less to his conditioning and.

more to the mechanics of his
swing. He says the extra 30 yards

was just a matter of physics at

woiic.

"I think to a lai^e extent, it's just

an improvement in my technique,"

Rhoads said. "The better your
swing is, the straighter you will hit

it and the farther it will go and I

believe I've just become a better

ball striker."

"We call him the Robo-Golfer
now because he has his swing
down so repetitively now and he
understands it so well," Atchison
added.

While he did not compete regu-

"We call him the Robo-

Golfer now because he

has his swing down so

repetitively now and he

understands it so well."

Dave Atchison

Head Coach, Men's Golf

larly before this year, Rhoads
began to realize his hard work
would pay off. But when he shot a
3-under-par 21 3 at Oregon State, he
surprised even himself- in a way.

"As hard as I've worked, 1 like to

think things like that will happen,"
Rhoads said. "In fact, it's surprised

me that it's taken as long as it has

for me to break through and I feel

it's justified it's happening forme."
There will be a few more tourna-

ments ahead this season for the

senior, but soon enough, his short

stint in college golf will come to an
abrupt end. While he wonders what
might have been if golf were top
priority, he is happy about how
things have shaped up.

"I do wish I had started a little

earlier because I see my game at

the level of a good sophomore right

now and I would 've liked a couple
more years to pursue it and see how
good I could become," Rhoads
said. "I'll qualify that in one way
though, I didn't have the desire

before so I can't really wonder
what would have happened -

because it's happening the way it

should happen."
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Forward Charles O'Bannon of the UCLA men's basketball team
hopes to reduce his foul count against Cal State Fullerton.

.HOOPS
From page 52

Kentucky: "We kind of have a

rivalry going on between the dif-

ferent classes, freshman, sopho-
mores and so on, so anytime
somebody on the team does some-
thing gocMJ it pleases me, but espe-

cially when its another freshman."

Ed O'Bannon, a senior, had no
problem with a freshman stealing

a bit of his thunder.

"I was happy to see Henderson
at the line," O'Bannon said, "he
was the only one that hadn't
missed. He was cool as ice. To be

honest I probably would have
been all shaken up."

• • •

Even though it was only his

second college basketball game at

UCLA, one that featured two top-

10 teams squaring off in front of

millions of people not only across

the nation but the world as well,

Henderson approached the game
no differently than he did for one
of his East Bakersfield High
School games vs. Arvin.

"I'm not one to get too excited

much, whatever team we're play-

ing," Henderson says.

His more excitable teammate
Bailey just found that out about

Henderson.

"He's always calm, that's just

his personality," Bailey said. "I

tried to pump him up (the night

before the Kentucky game) but

nothing I said worked."
• • •

Aside from Henderson's hero-

ics in the fmal seconds, it was Ed
O'Bannon that really gave the

Bruins a chance to win against

Kentucky. His game-high 26
points (9 of 17 shooting) served

notice that he has the ability to

carry a team on his back when
need be.

"He was certainly our leader

out there, and kind of a warrior,"

Harrick said. "He made about

three big-time shots that I don't

know I've seen him make before.

I think he's a much more polished

player than in the past"

"I was just trying to score
points for us any way I could,"

O'Bannon said.

• • •

A game ball should probably be

saved for George Zidek as well,

who scored 16 points and hauled

in 10 rebounds against the

Wildcats. Zidek has shown that he

can dominate inside against the

Cal State Northridges of the

world, but his play against
Kentucky's big men inside spoke

volumes about the improvements
in his game.

"I thought he was a tower of

strength," Harrick said. "I don't

think they had anybody in the

game who could handle George,

and I'm not sure George feels

anybody can handle him right

now."

Actually, Zidek is more modest

about his game, choosing to give

praise to the UCLA fans that made
Anaheim's Pond a home-away-
from-home for the Bruins, rather

than patting himself on his back.

"The crowd was amazing,"
Zidek said. "I really want to thank

all the people who supported us

(Saturday). They never gave up on

us the whole game. They were our

sixth man."
- • *-•

The only person who made
more noise at the Pond was
Charles O'Bannon, who picked up

his fifth foul fairly early in the

second half trying to guard
Kentucky's All-American candi^

date Rodrick Rhodes. After he left

the court, O'Bannon momentarily

strayed into the deep reaches of

the Pond's tunnel network where
he let out some yells that brought

security personnel by to see what
was going on.

*'This is the game I had been
waiting for since we scheduled it,

and all of a sudden I can't play,"

O'Bannon said. "I was hurt emo-
tionally and that's why I ran off

the court - to regain my compo-
sure."

A PICTURE IS WORTH 1000
WORDS. BUT AN AD IS
WORTH 56.800 POTENTIAL
CUSTOMERS.

ADVERTISE. Daily Bruin

S GOOD TASTE. NATURALLY. S GOOD TASTE. NATURALLY. W
Bruin Deal Meal

2 slices of pbza & all you can

drink, plus your choice of:

• garden salad or

•1/?orderofMojosor
• pizza breadsticks

only$3:M
Dine in, Carry Out Special

3 kinds of crusts
at the same price

Tliin,

Hand tossed classic,

or our new Pan Pizza crust

FAST FREE DELIVERY!

Great pizza

and a great
deal more!

Large Pizza

'Any large pizza up
to 3 toppings of

your choice

onlySgiS

Double Special

2 mecfium one
topping pizzas

only $"|^«4S

Combination

Any medum one topptoiQpteza,

5 pMCM <rf chicken, or l7a b. (X

ahrfn^, plus mc^ potetoes.

Call to reserve Shakey's upstairs for your private meetings, parties, etc.

31"<W!ifP|r ^ Westwood

S GOOD TASTE. NATURALLY.

Sun-Iturs t i- 1 am
Fri&Sat11-2am

8 2 4-4111.

g GOOD TASTE. NATURALLY. ~

MORGAN STANLEY & CO.
Incorporated

Invites U.C.L.A. Seniors

OF ALL MAJORS
to applyfor the

Financial Analyst Program

in

Investment Banking

Please submit cover letter and resume

by January 13, 1995 to:

Morgan Stanley & Co. Incorporated

U.C.LA, Analyst Recruiting

1999 Avenue of the Stars

Suite 2400

Los Angeles, CA 90067
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Arayouraod/
For the next

Orftr ytir itiitit Mck tilay.

Till Md Mitaitr

•first aid kit,

•3 day food rations^

and water supply,

•blanket

•tissue pack,

•flashlight

•and radio.

Food and watel

have a 5year shelf life

Send $2875 to: NUPRE

P.O. BOX 147 San Gabriel, CA.

917780147
Nome

It vou ni'fti r U) ioin

von I s" up. ciuh.

p. D! OKVt

iooiv ini( ) us'M^', itu' [i.iiiv

[itiiiii <is \'()u\ K'ciiiitnu'f'n

tool IlV tiK l^!iii; ^ ''(.'C

lisiing. WtM! s Hitw in

events, .incl ottRT activities

each clay. Visit tlie fiont

clesk tot foiiTis. 11 voLi v\iint

to place an <kI. please call

200 7562.

Daily Bruin

PIZZA USu^
Italian Restaurant

207-5900
an 18"

(it's huge!)

1 1 «aa SANTA MON/CA BJLVO.

SyNjTHlJKSJ_M2_AM • FRI & SAr_ll-2 AM_

15- Inch Pizza
, 2 Toppings

j
Vt\ h QQ x-LARGE

plus Garlic Bread and 2 Cokes
I

>
your he<»t desires

.Ad_d $2 and mak^lt^n Ex-Log)eJ8;_
| L„ _ lP„ _„ _

^4 AA 1 A i%- I
I Spaghetti and Garlic bread

V*iW'"""®^ '

' only $199

Chicken Hot Wings and Fries,' !

^ortellini and Gariic b^ad

with order of Pizza i
I minimum order ss.oo

^"'y'^'^

Thin or Thick Crust, NO EXTRA CHARGE!
Lxjwfat cheese available upon request.

$45 Designer Frames
(originally priced up to $200)

EYEGLASS
PACKAGE

irjCLUDES EXAMirJATIOrj
EYEGLASS FRAMES FROM OUR

VARSITY COLLECTION &
PRESCRIPTION LENSES

CONTACT LENS
PACKAGE

ItJClUDESEYE EXAM
PAIR OF SOFT MATE B LENSES

CAREKIT AND FOLLOV/UP CARE

DISPOSABLE CONTACT LENSES
INCLUDES EXATvl FITTirJG & FOLLOW UP

& 4 BOXES OF DISPOSABLE LENSES

' GLASSES & CONTACTS IN ONE HOUR
EYE EXAMINATIONS
VISION PLANS ACCEPTED

OPTOMETRIX
An Optometric Center

208-1384
10930 WEYBURN • WESTWOOD VILLAGE

Dally Bruin Sports

Campus
Groups

VOLLEYBALL

Daily Bruin Sports

From page 52

Regionals on the strength of a

first-round bye and a 15-11, 15-

3, 15-4 second-round whipping
of ACC rival Georgia. In the

match against the Bulldogs, mid-

dle blockers Kristin McMahon
and Adrian Nicol displayed that

the strength of the Blue Devils
lies in their blocking. McMahon
posted four block assists and one
block solo while McMahon
roofed two block assists and one
solo as the Devils ouiblocked
Georgia 10 to three.

"From what we've seen, they

are an excellent blocking team,"

UCLA head coach Andy
Banachowski said. "They're also

a team that refuses to beat itself.

If we win, we're going to have
go out and beat them."

With a starting lineup head-
lined by Pac-10 Player of the

Year Annett Buckner, Pac-10
first teamer Alyson Randick and
Pac-10 freshman first-teamer
Kara Milling complemented by
1993 Pac-10 selections Jenny
Johnson and Kim Krull, it is

doubtful the Bruins will need too

much assistance from the Blue
Devils.

Barring a complete collapse,

UCLA will face the winner of the

Regional's other first-round
match pitting No. 11 Florida
against No. 17 Houston. If the

favored Gators prevail, the
Bruins will face the Gators in the

Regional fmal for the right to go
to the Final Four in Austin.
Working in Florida's favor
would be a decided home-court
advantage.

"If we have to play Rorida on
their home-court, I think that

would be a tremendous advan-
tage for them," Banachowski
said. "They are always well sup-

v^

JEFF FU/Daily Bruin

Sophomore Kim Krull and the UCLA women's volleyball team face
Duke tonight in the NCAA Regionals in Gainsville, R.

ported by their fans and I'm sure

they would draw even more for a

Regional fmal."

As a sidelight, UCLA sopho-
more setter Kelly Flannigan, a

Tampa native, is preparing for a

reunion, of sorts, in Gainsville.

While she expects to see old
faces, to label them supporters
might be excessive.

"Well, I'm sure a lot of people
I know will be at the matches,"
Flannigan said. "I don't know if I

would call them fans, though."

PLAY BALI ON

OUR TEAM.

The Dally Bruin has

openings for Sports Interns

for next quarter and will be

hiring qualified reporters from that

pool. In addition to students with an

Interest In sports and In writing, baseball,

tennis, track & field and Softball writers are

urgently needed.

Drop by the Sports department (225 Kerckhoff

Hall, across the patio from Kerckhoff Coffee Shop) and

chat with a reporter or an editor.

Applications for the necessary training courses will

beavallableMonday Dec. 12.
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A SMASH IN EUROPE!
LIKE TkAVEL? ADVENTURE? BUYi
"The SioUn Swiss Cowbell" by Pat Cashman

An angry Swiss farmer, a missing cowbell,

police who come to barricade students in the
hotel, A TRUE STORYI PHONE ORDERS - 800 626-7070

Eclectic Travel Editions MCA/S - Gift Wrapped
for Christmas if ordered by Dec. 16th.

niBFEKFECTCHMtSntASGlFT..JiFPOMI3ABiJlAFVN/
$11.95 + S2.50^hip//uutdlmg -^ 7% CA sales tax - MaU orders also

accepUd - wrUe ETE, PO Box 221040, San Diego, CA 92192

UCLA hopes to be this happy after Friday's NCAA semifinal game with Indiana.

AUDREY LEEA)aily Bruin

. SOCCER
From page 52

Snitko in the game, and I'm also
confident that Adam Frye can do
the job of marking back for
Frankie. We'll probably step Greg
Vanney into the midfield as the
starter."

Vanney has scored the last two
game-winning goals for the
Bruins, both of which came within
the last five minutes of each game
and both of which punctuated
come-from-behind victories.

But having o come firom behind
has been part of the Bruins' prob-
lem this postseason. In each of
UCLA's playoff games, the team
has allowed two goals, and with a
relatively inexperienced goalie

taking the field, the pressure is ris-

ing.

"It's my job to be ready in situa-

tions like these," said Reis, who
has logged only 273 minutes this

season. "I'm anxious to get it over
with, but I'm excited to be playing
in front of a national audience. It's

not so much that I feel ready - I

have to be ready."

That mentality exists among the

team as a whole, and it's a differ-

ent mentality than the Bruins had
against the Hoosiers earlier.

"I thought we were in awe of
them in the first half," Schmid said

of the Oct. 30 match. "I don't think

we'll be in awe of them now. I

think the guys know that they can
play with them. In the second half

we played them even and maybe
had more of the game. I expect to

start Friday's game like that."

Should UCLA prevail, the team
will play either Rutgers or Virginia

for the championship on Sunday.

ChiabetShoe Repair
\yjS Westwood at Rochester Ste.l

Buy One, Get One

Any Frozen Yogurt Sundae.

Exp. 12/23/94. Not good with other discounts

WE DELIVER! M-F; 1:30-4:30 pm
10% OFF TO UCLA COMMUNITY

m
Baskin(^Robbins

Ice Cream & Yogurt
208-8048 • Westwood Village • 10916 Kinross Ave

^.
AIR FORCE
CUNICAL

PSYCHOLOGY.

^CT^ Enjoy the benefits of a^ private practice without

the financial burden. Today's Air

Force offers rewarding opportuni-

ties for professional development
with great pay and benefits, nor-

mal working hours, complete med-
ical and dental care, and 30 days

vacation with pay per year. Rnd
out how to qualify as an Air Force

psychologist. Call

USAF HEALTH PROFESSIONS
TOLL FREE
1-800-423-USAF

AdvotishTg Will hdpycxj our.

External Ofsplay825-2161
IntEfnal 206-7562

Classified Dfspiay 206-3060
OaasHod Lkie825-2221

Daily Bniln

Chart a Course for Success

Get a ^obal penpecbve in

Business Administntion/

Management. Combine the

excellence of a Boston

University education with

excitement of Graduate Study

in Israel.

call: 617/353-6000

fax: 617/353-6633

BOSTON
UNIVnUSITY

BEN-GURION UNIVERSITY
OFTHENEGEV —

In Israel
• Master of Science in

Management

• Language of Instruction

English

• Admissiqn in Septem-

ber, January, and April

• Option of 1 year full-

time or 2 years part-time

• Undergraduate Degree in

Business not Required

For FREE Inromution, return to: n% ConwnomKaUi Avcmr, MA OUIS

HAME.

ADDRESS

OTY. STATE ap.

I
Site Preference(s): QBiusscIs ' Qlsrael QLondon QPahs i
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struggle

'jt

By Dave Goldberg
The Associated Press

Few would argue that Vinny
Testaverde is a better athlete than

Joe Montana. Nobody would argue

that Joe Montana is a better quarter-

back.

It's a problem that's plagued
scouts throughout NFL history.

They lode at a quarterback and see

size, speed and a strong arm, and

they fall in love. Sometimes they

get J(rfin Elway or Steve Young or

Drew Bledsoe or Troy Aikman;
sometimes they get Jeff George,
Jay Schroeder, or that ultimate

enigma, Randall Cunningham.
Meanwhile, Montana was a

third-round draft choice in 1979,

when three quarterbacks were taken

in the first. The first was Jack
Thompson, "the Throwin'
Samoan," who never made it. The
sec(»Kl was Phil Sinmis, not as ath-

letic, but one of the best quarter-

backs of the last 15 years; the third

was Steve Fuller, a career backup
on a par with Jeff Rutledge, who
was picked after Montana, in the

fourth round that year.

Then there's that first round in

1983.

Elway was taken first, Dan
Marino 26th.

Of the other four first-round

quarterbacks,\only Jim Kelly
became a star.JIony Eason and Ken

O'Brien were serviceable in their

time and Todd Blackledge, the first

QB taken after Elway, wasn't

In other words, choosing a quar-

terback is a guessing game, paiticu-

larly when you judge only on
athletic ability. For example:
- Testaverde is a great athlete,

but his range of vision is limited

and he may set a career record for

intercepticMis if he's allowed to play

enough.

- George is a great athlete, but

his attitude leaves much to be
desired. He k)st credibility with his

teammates in Indianapolis v^n li^

held out for no apparent reason.

- Cunningham is a great athlete

who has always relied on his athlet-

ic ability to get out of scrapes. Now,
after a serious knee injury and a

l»x^en leg in two of the last three

years, he can still make plays, but

doesn't scare opponents with his

ability to turn a sack into a 40-yaid
scramble.

"You used to be worried most
when he got out of the pocket,"
says Jim Jeffcoat, the Cowboys'
veteran pass-rusher. "So you had to

slow up your rush. Now you can
assume he's not going anywhere,
so you can head right at him. In

fact, our aim was to keep him in ttie

pocket, where he's less effective.

Now he stays tfiere on his own."
The Cunningham pfx)blem is rel-

evant because after four straight

losses. Eagles coach Rich Kotite

considered benching him this week
after a typical up-and-down perfor-

mance.

Against Dallas last Sunday,
Cunningham onnpleted 10 straight

to get Philadelphia back in the

game. Then, he threw an intercep-

tion that was returned 94 yards for a

touchdown by Darren Woodson to

ensure Philadelphia's fourth
straight loss.

That interception may be a

reflection of the problem
Cunningham is having adjusting to

the loss of some of his athletic

skills. However, a touchdown pass

he direw on tfie run to Fred Bamett
on Sunday shows he still has it left.

/
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THOUWTSO. TOO.

laiow

AMY SPMISH?

A romance that was
doomed...

from the beginning. And destined. to lastfi)rever.

michael geena

KEATON DAVIS

SPEECHLESS
A new romantic comedy from MOM.

Opens December 16
at theaU^s everywhere.

MFlM)li)ITV»IAYEilfiB»T5A FORGE TOiott (RONLTOIOOOfu

MOiAELGATONGEWDAVlS-SEEafllff

BOfNEBEIM ERNl HUDSON' (MiBMAilTINMniG^
IMAilCSlAIMAN JSMAitri[iU£eSilARI!ya)iM -f KOiE^

"JRei'lYHAiilJNwGEEWIlAVB'^llONLTeiOOO ^^v

School ofTheater, Film and Television Presents the West Coast Premiere of

DEAD MOTHER. OR SHIRLEY NOT ALL IN VAIN
by David Greenspan

Directed by MFA Candidate David H. Milch

J

'.V.

•••
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Strap yourselfinfor a bumpy ride on a gay

man'sjourney out ofthe closet.

December 2, 3, 4, 7, 8, 9. 10

8 p.m.

Sunday Matiilee: December 4

2 p.m.

UCLA Little Theater

Macgowan Hall

Admission: $12

Faculty/StaflF/Seniors: $9

Students: $6

For tickets call

UCLA Central Ticket Office

310-UCLA-lOl (310/825-2101)
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Steroid use earns swimmer a
two-year suspension by HNA
China's Lu Bin loses

Asian Games medal
for illegal steroid use

The Associated Press

LONDON— Chinese swimmer
Lu Bin, who won four gold medals
and set a world record in the Asian
Games, has been suspended for
two years for failing a drug test, a
top international swimming feder-

ation official said today.

FINA secretary Gunnar Werner
said Lu tested positive for the
banned substance dehydrotestos-
terone in a random out-of-compe-
tition sampling Sept. 30 before the

start of the Asian Games in
Hiroshima, Japan. Werner said
FINA will not recognize Lu's
world record in the 200-meter
individual medley.

It's the second positive test

involving Lu, who was among
seven Chinese swimmers who
tested positive for dehydrotestos-

terone during the Asian Games. Lu

and the other Chinese athletes who
tested positive were stripped of
their medals last weekend by the

Olympic Council or Asia.

Werner said he had heard
reports that the Chinese federation

had banned the seven swimmers
for two years, but he was still

awaiting official notification. If

confirmed, FINA would uphold
the bans on an international basis.

Lu was the second Chinese
women swimmer to flunk a pre-

Asian Games test administered by
FINA. Yang Aihua, the world 400-

meter freestyle chamiTion, also
tested positive for testosterone on
Sept. 30 and was suspended for

two yeai"s.

The suspensions, which will last

through Sept. 29, 1996, will keep
Lu and Yang out of the 1996
Olympics in Atlanta.

Lu won the 200 individual med-
ley in the world championships in

September and also won two gold

medals in relays and silver medals
in the 100 and 200 freestyles. Lu
and Yang will not be stripped of
their world championship medals

because they tested negative in

Rome.
Werner said FINA asked the

Chinese federation to investigate

how the swimmers obtained the

drugs and whether any coaches.

Many international

swimmers have accused

the Chinese of running

a systematic dopir?g

program.

trainers or doctors were involved.

Many international swimmers
and coaches have accused the

Chinese of running a systematic

doping program, but Chinese offi-

cials and FINA have blamed the

positive cases on individual ath-

letes.

"Right now, I have no reason to

believe the Chinese federation is

behind it," Werner said. "We have
no proof of a systematic, govern-
mental or federation doping cam-
paign."

Stanford draws near
to coaching decision

Chicago Bears'

Ron Turner

most likely to

succeed Walsh
The Associated Press

STANFORD — A meeting
with Minnesota Vikings run-

ning-back coach Tyrone
Willingham apparently closed

Stanford's interviews with
three finalists for head coach,
the San Jose Mercury News
reported today.

Willingham's candidacy
was gaining support at the

time of Tuesday's visit, a
source told the newspaper.

Chicago Bears offensive
coordinator Ron Turner is

considered the front-runner,

while Stanford assistant head
coach Terry Shea has the
endorsement of Bill Walsh,

who resigned as coach Nov.
28.

But another newspaper
reported today that Shea will

not be tabbed. Citing anony-
mous sources, the San
Francisco Examiner said Shea
did well in interviews, but is

still associated with Bill

Walsh's staff and that some
school officials favor a fresh

start.

Stanford may announce its

choice by the end of the week,
the Mercury News said.

Stanford has the maximum
25 scholarships to offer
prospective students, one of
several reasons for the
urgency.

Eighteen prospective stu-

dent-athletes were scheduled
to visit the Stanford campus
this week.

Turner and Willingham
were assistants on Dennis
Green's Cardinal staff from
1989-91.

Putyour rqxitation

on the line.

Classified Line
825-2221

Daily Bruin

Get The StRaiQHT Story On Braces
What's the cost • What's the best procedure • What's the right age •

Call For Free Consultation:

(310) 826 - 7494
Specializing in Braces for Adults & Children

ImrinbU • RimovtM* • TfadUioiud • Emrop€aA Surgic^ Onhinlomtics • Cotmttic Porcelain

BRENTWOOD Orthodontic Center
Dr. Nader Dayanl, CerUflcd SpccUribt

11645 Wilshire Blvd.. Suite 802 18124 Culver Drive. SuiteA
,
>E3-g3 Brentwood (310) 826 - 7494 Irvine (714) 552 - 5890 ca-Ea-ej

The **C)tiiy one*' in Westwood!

OPEN DAILY
.^.

l^,

(3 10> 478-3270 • (310) 478-3492
1767 WestwoodBW. Los Angeles, CA 90024 '*H&o,

AND

208-8727

TRINIDAD vs. CARR

iliI3l&
LIVE FROM

MONTEREV, MEXICO
FREE Happy Hour

Buffet
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Swimmers gearing up for
Bruins continue training over break to

face UCSD and Michigan in dual meets

season

By Ross Bersot

The week after finals, all around
schpol, not a creature will be stir-

ring, except in the pool. While
most Bruins will head home for

the winter break, UCLA swim-
ming will continue racing toward
the postseason with a full practice

schedule and two dual meets.

"We're going to try to do some
racing during hard Christmas
training," head coach Cyndi
Gallagher said. "(The dual meets)

don't really mean anything."

Moderate workouts after the

Speedo Cup and during finals

require that the team trains inten-

sively during the 23-day vacation

in order to remain in top condition

for the second and most important

half of the season.

"We try to get them to (swim)
once a day (during finals week)
because it's good to keep the feel

of the water. They need the break

of swimming from studying,"
Gallagher said. "We only (prac-

tice) five times the whole week.
It's an hour-and-a-half of no-
brainer swimming. They get in and
they swim and they don't have to

race. They don't have to think, it's

just aerobic. I don't really consider

it a lost week, I just consider it

kind of a transition.

"Some coaches in other places

go twice a day. They don't change
their schedules at all and I think

that is a joke. (The swimmers')
bodies need a rest because of what
the stress level is during finals

week."

The first interruption in the

Bruins' rigorous training will be
the Jan. 5 meet at UC San Diego, a

team which is ranked third nation-

ally in NCAA Division III and will

provide UCLA an important
opportunity to slRuffle the lineup.

"San Diego is right in the mid-
dle of our Christmas training,"

Gallagher said. "It will be good for

us to remember what it's like to

race again. We'll have people do
different events and that is always
good. Sometimes all the sprinters

ever do is 50 (yards), 1(X), 50, 100
so it is nice to throw them into the

1,000."

Two days later, Michigan will

arrive in Westwood for a show-
down at noon at the Men's Gym
pool. According to Gallagher, the

Wolverines should be the second-

ranked team in the nation, and
could even occupy the top spot in

the next poll.

Their roster depth has propelled

them to a 3-0 dual meet record in

Big Ten Conference competition
and first-place finishes at two invi-

tationals, the Northwestern Relays
and the Southern Methodist
Classic, where UCLA finished
third.

Similarities between the two
programs do not end with common
competitions this season. At last

year's NCAA Championships, the

Bruins finished seventh with 191

points, one place ahead of
Michigan, which earned 173. Both
schools gear their performance to

V

JON FERREY/Daily Bojin

Freshman Jill Jenkins and the UCLA swimming team will spend most of the winter break in the pool,
practicing for the second half of the season.

the NCAAs and usually finish in

the top 10.

"I've got some Michigan kids,

and a lot of these kids looked at

UCLA and Michigan and made
their decision," Gallagher said. "I

got half of them and (Michigan
head coach Jim Richardson) got

the other half. I recruit a lot against

them, and Jim and I are really

good friends and great competi-
tors. It's a good program, a solid

program and the last two years
they've just gotten tons of fresh-

man recruits coming in."

Three years ago, in the only
other dual meet between the
schools, UCLA was beating

Michigan, 173-125, before official

scoring was stopped at the midway
point of the meet. This time around
the matchup favors the visitors, led

by senior Alecia Humphrey and
sophomore Rachel Gustin.
Humphrey has already automati-

cally qualified for the NCAAs in

the 100 and 200-yard backstroke,

with times of 54.78 and 1:54.65.

Gustin has done the same in the

200 breaststroke and 200 individ-

ual medley, with times of 2:14.40

and 2:01.12.

Annette Salmeen, Jill Jenkins,

Lindsay Etter, Megan Oesting and
Cindy Bertelink will have to build

on their consideration qualification

marks if the Bruins are to have a

chance to win. Continued success

in the relays will also be key to

UCLA's effort.

"It will be a good meet. We will

both be tired, hopefully they'll be
sick and tired," Gallagher said. "It

doesn't really mean anything. It

doesn't mean if we beat them,
we're going to win NCAAs. It

doesn't mean if they beat us and
kill us that they're going to beat us

and kill us (at NCAAs) because
last year I thought they were going
to beat us at NCAAs and they did-

n't. They had a great team last

year, too, so you just never really-

know."

Your

Village

Grocer

OPEN CHRISTMAS DAY! oam - spm

Winter Classics Sampler
<tt* T. >4 >v Includes 2 bottles of each

i^J^tZ^^^X^ of the following:

^/^B^^^^:^ Boston Lag€»r
WM/^^^^tm^

Cranberry Lambic

Winter Lager

Cream Stout

Honey Porter

Boston Ale

Check Out Our Newly

Re-itierchandlsed Frozen Department.

MORE OF THE PRODUCTS YOU WANT!
including...

Springfield Frozen Orange Juice

69*
SpringiBcldV

/12 oz. can

A GREAT

GIR IDEA!

Regularly $1.13. Limit 6 cans per customer

DURRITOS

/12-Pack

(Four Varieties)

^0 X 'each

Open 'til^ Midnight at 1057 Gayley Ave. 209-1111
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W. basiietbaii is iooicing to
rebound from early losses
Bruins vying for

first road victory

tonight at USD
By Hye Kwon

Rebound will be the operative
word when the UCLA women^s
basketball team travels to
University of San Diego this after-

noon for a 5: 15 p.m. game against
the Toreros.

First, the Bruins (1-2 overall)
will look to "rebound" from the
bad loss they suffered at the hands
of the Boise State Broncos last

weekend. The total points scored
by the Bruins (45 points) was the
lowest offensive output in five
seasons. Second, UCLA was out-

rebounded, 54-50, and according
to head coach Kathy Olivier, fun-
damentals such as boxing out and
rebounding take precedence over
wins and losses.

"We're focusing on areas we
can improve on rather than wins
and losses," Olivier said.-
"Hopefully that will get some
more wins for us."

Hardly noticeable in the first

two home matchups, the lack of
team experience ^owed in the
loss against die Broncos.
"I'm not saying that we were

scared (of Boise State)," Olivier
said. "But I think that experience
always plays a big factor on how
you play on the road."

Ready or not, the Bruins are on
the road again. This afternoon.

Walk-on Rhoads
emerging on top
Golfer finishes

seconcJ, third in

recent tourneys

JEFF FU/Daily Bruin

Guards RIcarda Kuypers (left), Nikkl Hllbert and the UCLA
women's basketball team take on USD, tonight in San Diego.

they will go up against a USD Diego State.

team that is equally hungry to end UCLA's front court of Zrinka
a losing pattern of their own. The Kristich and Kisa Hughes should
Toreros are 1 -3 overall with recent

losses to Fresno State and San See W. HOOPS, page 43

By Chris Isidro

It started as a great way to

get some playing time on the
overcrowded links of Los
Angeles.

But when Kevin Rhoads
walked onto the UCLA men's
golf team two years ago, little

did he know that he would one
day find his name on a tourna-

ment leader board. In his first

opportunity to compete regu-
larly, the fifth-year senior is

finding his niche as a front-run- ^
ner, placing third at the Nike
Northwest Classic and second
last week at the Rebel Classic
with a final round 69.

"It's real fun being up
there," Rhoads said. "That's
what it's ail about."

Reaching the pinnacle is

never easy, but for Rhoads, the

path was especially bumpy. His
father was the head pro at the
San Francisco Golf Club and
his uncle is a former pro at the

Riviera. But despite this rich

golfing background, the game
was never shoved down
Rhoads' throat.

"I've been around golf my
whole life," Rhoads said.
"However, it's interesting

Kevin Rhoads
UCLA Sports Into

because my dad never pushed
it upon myself or my brother
until a late age. We just grew
up playing everything else."

In high school, Rhoads
earned all-league honors in

golf, but never made the effort

to take his game another notch.

When Rhoads left home for
UCLA, he realized how much
he really appreciated golf.

"Growing up in a golf family
made me take it for granted
because it's always around
even when 1 wasn't putting a
lot of time into it," Rhoads
said. "So when I got here, I

See RHOADS, page 44

TEAM OUTFITTER
CUSTOM T-SHIRT

omcuL
WORLD CUP
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11710 Santa Monica Blvd. W. LA. • 310.207.4226
19555 Ventura Blvd. Tarzana • 818.708.2330

Seeking full-time Sales '

Account Executives

responsible for specific geographic
territory ^
generate new accounts

negotiate equipment financing packages
to middle market and large corporations

TIRED OF THE
COUPON HASSLE?

1

Just bring in your Student I.D. or this ad
to the Subway at Santa Monica and Sawtelle and

BuyOneGetOne

Qualified individuals must be financially motivated and display a strong
work ethic. All degrees/ majors welcome to apply.

Job Location: Santa Ana, California

Salary: $25,000-30,000
plus commissions, bonuses, and competitive benefits

Send resume to: Amplicon, Inc., Attn: Victor Scherr

5 Hutton Centre Drive, Ste. 500,
Santa Ana, Ca 92707

2nd sandwich of equal or lesser value with purchase of
drink or show UCLA ID and get $1 00 off any footiong.

6 Foot Party Subs $49.95
Free Delivery

Valid only at l i 278 Santa Monica Blvd

(comer of Sawtelle & Santa Monica, 1 block west of 405)

310.477.9987 •Parking in rear

Vji.
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Sports
Soccer gets rematch with Indiana

V^ S<^;

i

J

Bruins look to avenge

previous 2-0 loss, earn

"aTtrip to NCAA finals

By Tim Costner
Daily Bruin Senior Staff ^

Just over a month ago, the UCLA men's
soccer team faced top-ranked Indiana in a

game that could have vaulted the Bruins to

No. 1 in the nation.
^

The implications were tantalizing for

UCLA.
As the top-rated team, the Bruins would

have been virtually assured of the top seed

in the West for the NCAA Championships,
which meant that UCLA would have the

home-field advantage up until the Final

Four.

As it turned out, UCLA was blanked, 2-0,

by the Hoosiers, beginning a three-g^ame

slide that ultimately knocked the Bruins
clear out of the West region and into the

South region as the third seed.

But last Sunday, UCLA fmally atoned for

its missed opportunity, eradicating the

memory of a three-game skid with a three-

game run in the NCAAs.
Without a doubt, history will become

insignificant this Friday in Davidson, N.C.,

when UCLA challenges Indiana oiv:e again
- this time for the right to advance to the

NCAA Championship match on Sunday.

"I think we're looking forward to playing

Indiana again," UCLA head coach Sigi

Schmid said. "There's no team that we're

afraid of playing. Now it's just a matter of

us putting together our best game of the

season."

The Bruins, however, will be without
starting goalkeeper Chris Snitko and
defender Frankie Hejduk, both of whom
were sent off in last Sunday's game for

handball infractions.

Then again, UCLA was without left

winger Eddie Lewis in its last meeting with

Indiana, and Hejduk had to play despite a
nagging back injury.

Once again the Bruins will have to juggle
their lineup to compensate for the loss of
key players, though Schmid doesn't really

feel that it should hurt UCLA's chances.

"We've had to do that all year, so if any
team's prepared to do that, we are," Schmid
said of the lineup changes. "I'm confident
in Matt Reis being able to replace Chris

See M. SOCCER, page 47

Splicers hit

Florida In

pursuit off

NCAA title
By Eric Branch
Daily Bruin Senior Staff

GAINSVILLE, Fl. — The UCLA
women's volleyball team is fortunate

the Atlantic Coast Conference is not a*

hotbed of volleyball talent. Five days
after battling ACC co-champion
Georgia Tech, the No. 3 Bruins take on
fellow co-champion No. 21 Duke
University (24-5 overall) today at the

University of Florida in an NCAA
Championship Regionals first-round

match.

Excuse the Bruins (29-3) if they are

not overly daunted by their upcoming
test after systematically dismantling
Tech, 1 5-7, 1 5-9, 1 5-8, in one hour and
20 minutes. Despite losing to Georgia
Tech already this season, feisty Duke
head coach John Wilson is not conced-
ing anything to his heavily favored
opponents.

"I think we absolutely have a

chance," Wilson said. "If we felt we
didn't, we'd just phone it in and give
them a free trip to the finals. But we're
not going to do that."

The Blue Devils have reached the

See VOLLEYBALL, page 46

JEFF FU/D«ily Bfuin

Senior middle blocker Alyson Randick of the UCLA women's volleyball team was
named Pac-10 first-team All-Academic.

AUDREY LEE/DMy Bruin

Eddie Lawit (11) will be back when the
Bruins meet Indiana this time around.

A Christmas
gift list for

the naughty
and the nice
As the winter break approaches, and

what with this being the last issue of
the paper in 1994 and all, I'm start-

ing to get nostalgic. 1994 has been quite a

year, top to bottom, filled with its share of

memories made on the college sports fields

and courts of the country.

Like me, Santa Claus has been reflecting

iHiH^^^HHi^Hi ^^ ^^ y^^ 'i^ sports

and as the old saying

goes, he knows who's
been naughty and nice.

And because Santa

and I are tight, well,

he's given me a sneak

preview of what some
people can expect in

their stockings on
Christmas morning. A
sampling:

Joe Blair, center,

Arizona basketball

team: A report card.

Stapled to some coal.

(If he's good next year, a See-and-Say
might be in the works.)

The UCLA men*s basketball team: A
tailor to hem their shorts.

The UCLA women's basketball team:
An 8x 10 glossy of Natalie Williams,

signed, "Wish I could be there. But not as

bad as you do."

Chris

Schrelber

See SCHREIBER, page 42

Hoops to face Fullerton before finals
Motivated Bruin

squad preps for

Pac-10 season
By Randy Satterburg
Daily Bruin Staff

The most recent Associated
Press Top 20 has the UCLA men's
basketball team ranked No. 2 in

the nation after its 82-81 win
against perennial power Kentucky
last weekend. At Cal State
Fullertori, on the other hand, the

big n^ws is that Titans' head
coach Bob Hawking won his first

game as a collegiate head coach a

few weeks back, an 80-7 1 triumph
against perennial non-power.

Northridge.

Excuse the Bruins if they aren't

exactly foaming at the mouth in

anticipation of going toe-to-toe

with the Titans, Saturday in

Pauley Pavilion. After all, on five

different occasions Cal State
Fullerton (1-2) has given it the old

college try against UCLA in

Pauley, with nothing but a big, fat

goose-egg in the win column to

show for it.

Will UCLA head coach Jim
Harrick do anything different to

get his team motivated to play the

Titans?

"I won't do anything special,"

Harrick said. "Sometimes you just

have to come out a little cold-
blooded, and just execute and play

basketball for the love of playing.

I think players get excited about
playing games (no matter who
they are against), at least I would
hope they do."

• • •

Following the Fullerton game,
UCLA has just three more games
before the Pac-10 season starts up,

Jan. 5, at Oregon. Over the holi-

day break UCLA u-avels to Baton
Rouge, La., to face a much-
improved LSU team (Dec. 17)
that has blue-chip guard Randy
Livingston back from a season-
ending injury last year. George
Mason and North Carolina State

come calling to Pauley Pavilion
on Dec. 22 and 28, respectively.

• • •

With 12 players waging an
everyday battle for playing time in

the Bruins game-day rotation, it

wouldn't be surprising to witness

some jealousy being directed
toward freshman J.R. Henderson
for sinking the game-winning free

throws in front of a national tele-

vision audience. But everyone in

the UCLA locker room expressed
nothing but genuine satisfaction

for Henderson as he enjoyed his

moment in the sun.

While a throng of media gath-

ered around Henderson's locker,

across the room fellow first-year

man Toby Bailey dressed in rela-

tive quiet, after being the media
darling the previous game. Said
Bailey, who had one point in 10
minutes of action against

See M. HOOPS, page 45

Inside Sports

Carrying a
big stick ...

Kevin Rhoads was a

wrfHc-on two years ago to

the UCLA men's golf team.

He's been strong this fall ...

See page SI

Christmas by
the pool ...

UCLA swimming won't
be taking too many days off

over winter recess.

See page 50
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